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Repeated Notices are only  Once  Referred to Herein.
A.
Page.
Abbott, J., Notice in  Estate  of ... ... ... ... 511
Abd, Rev. F. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 148
Aberdeen Gold Mining Co.,  Be  Winding up of ... ... 1025
Abraham, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 294
Adam t G. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 241
Adams, C. E.-
Resignation of as Trustee  ...  1427
To be on Hospital Committee ,  Geraldton 49
Adamson Rev . J., Notice of  Removal of .. .. 1242
Adsett T .,  Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Agriculture ,  Department of-
Has Broad Leaf  T attle for Distribution  ... ...  558
Has Wheat for Sale  ... ... ... ... ... ...  558
Samples of Produce invited  ... ...  62
Under Secretary for, to be Curator Public Gardens
Parks , &c. ... ' ... ... 1133
Ahearn J., to be a Mining Surveyor ... ... ... 128
Ahearne, J. J., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 1300
Ahern T. Correction  of name as  Justice of the Peace ... 463
Ah Tie-See " Low Tye Lee "
Ahlbrand, H., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 655, 1108, 1167, 1389
Ainley, G., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 247
Aitken, T. C., Promotion of, Customs Department... .. 251
Aland, R., M.L.A., to  be  on Hospital Committee, Too.
woomba  ... ...  463-Albert Sports Cround Company, Notice r Winding upof 1138
Albion, A., Notice in Land and Goody of 74
Albion Sawmill Company ,  Be Winding up of 866
Alchin G., to be Poundkeeper, Springsure ... ... ... 935
Alexander J., Notice in Land and Goods of ... 656
Allan? H.  E.  A., Notice in Will, &c., of ... ... ... 1469
Allchin, F. W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 247
Allchin and Smith, Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1347
Allen, J. S., Resignation of Defence Force ... ... ...  822,968
Allen, J. T., as Justice of the Peace, to give Consent under
"Marriage Act " . ' ... . ... ...  1018
All en ,  S., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... 129
Allen, T., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 129
Allen, W., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 1339
Allsoppe and Song, Limited, Trade Mark Notice 33
Amos, A. A., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 241, 1336
Amos, J. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 241, 862, 1252
Anderson and Willett, Dissolution of Partnership . 956
Anderson, A., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 541
Anderson, G. B., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ... 1011
Andrew ,  F. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 655
Animal, Lost  ... ... ... ... . ... ...  1113, 1458
Annett, T. H., to be Chief  Engineer , Northern  and  Central
Division Railways ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Angell, H., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...  238, 587
Antcliffe, W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 178
Anthony, R., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 953
Apollinaris Company, Limited, Trade Mark Notices ... 39, 42, 1269
Appleton, C., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 576
Appointment  made or  Approved-
Agriculture ,  Department of, Manager of Travel ling
Dairryy 1071
Bailil' (including Acting and Assistant)-
District Court ... ... ... ... ... 227, 576, 1244
High  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 128, 364.540
Sheriff's ... ... ... ... ... ...  610,821,  1072,113.5
Small Debts Court 148, 399, 491, 576, 587, 638, 862, 935, 1332
Warden 's .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 935
Boatman Pilot  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Botanic Garden, Curator ... ... ... ... 1427
Breakfast Creek Bridge Board, Representative on ... 1073
Clerk of Petty Sessions... ... ... 185, 255, 365, 463, 906, 1073
Colonial Secretary 's Office ,  Clerk  ... ... ... ...  255
Crown Law Offices-
Chief Clerk to Registrar of Supreme Court, Bowen 1300
Junior Clerk ... ... 364, 13.56
Secretary to Officers ... ... ... ... ... 1072
Tipstaff to Mr. Justice Cooper .. ... 1209
Curator of Intestate Estates, Clerk in Office of ... 1135
Curator of Public Gardens, Parks, and Reserves, &c. 1133
Appointment made or  App ro ved-continued.
Customs-
Page.
Border-Second Officer ... ... ... ... ...  254
Clerk  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 254,1300
Locker ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  254
Tidewaiter... . ... ... ... ...  254
Defence Force (including Provisional)-(See also
" Defence Force " sub-head " General Orders ")-
Adjutant of Volunteer Corps  and Rifle  Clubs 48
Captain 48, 254, 540,  822, 1135, 1356
Commandant (Acting) ... ... ... .  463
Lieutenant ... ... ... ...  254, 540, 822, 979,  1210, 13D6
Marine-
Clerk  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  254
Commander  . ... ... ... ...  48,128, 184
Commander of " Ga undah " ... ... ...  48,128
Lieutenant, Acting bub ... ... ... ... 822, 1210
Lieutenant  ... ... ... ...  822
Naval Superintendent ... ... ... ...  48, 128
Senior Naval Officer . ... ... ...  128
Torpedo Engineer and Storekeeper ... ...  128
Staff Engineer  ... ... ... ... ...  184
Staff Paymaster  ... ... ... ... ...  540
Surgeon ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  184
Unattached-
Captain  ... ... ... ... ...  254,  904,
Lieutenant  ... ... ... ... ... ...  822, 1356
Volunteer Branch-
Captain ... ... 128, 540, 1135
Lieutenant  .. ...  184, 254,  255, 540, 822,  1135, 1356
Major Commanding ... ... ...  904
District Court Registrar ... ... 128, 364, 540, 1072
Divisional Board-See  " Divisional Board."
Fire Brigade luperintendent  (or Assistant )  of ... ... 365, 1356
Gaoler ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 541
Gold Fields Warden ... ... ... ... ... ...  979, 1072
Government  Agent ... ... .. ... ...  610, 1072
Harbours and Rivers , Deputy  Engineer of ... ... 1356
Health Officer  ... ... ...  1210
Hospital Committee ,  Member of-
Bri sbane ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1300
Geraldton  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . 49
Toowoomba  ... ... ... ... ... ...  463
Warwick  .. .. ... ... ...  463
Immigration Board, Mem be r and Chairman of... ... 206
"Insolvency  Act of  1874,"  District Receiver ... ... 128, 364, 540
Insolvency ,  Official Trustee in-Clerk in Office of  ...  1072
Inspector or Sub -Inspector-
,,
Licensi i District ...g 1073, 1300
SSghter -houses ... 184, 463, 906,  980, 1073, 1135, 1210,1
Town and District Common ...  1373
Justice Authorised to give Consent under  "Marriage
Act  "-See  "  Marriage."
Lands-
Commissioner for Dividing Runs ... ... 184, 1133
Land Agent (including Acting) ... ... 903, 978, 979, 1134
Land Board-
Clerk in Office of ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Secretary to ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Land Commissioner (including Acting) ... 184, 903, 979, 1071
Officer in Charge, Selection Branch ... ...  903
Licensing Justice ... ... ... ... 905, 1073, 1135, 1210
Magistrate of the Territory  ... ...  1, 822, 1072, 1300
Marsupial Board, Member of ... ... 981, 1300, 1358
Medical Officer ... ... ... ... 185, 541, 980, 1210, 1358
"Miner ,"  Engineer of ... ... .. ... 1135
Mineral Lands Commissioner  ... ... ... ...  979, 1072
Mineralogical Lecturer  ... ...  903
Mining Surveyor  ... ... ... ... ... ...  128
Mining Registrar  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1209,  1299
Municipality or Shire-
Alderman-
Gayndah ...
Blackall ...
Auditor-
Ithaca ...
Brands ... ... 1073980128
me
906
1357
185
INDEX.
Appointment made or  Approved - contin ued.
Page.
Official Trustee  in Insolvency ,  Clerk in Office of ... 1072
Orphanage-
District or Lady Visitor  ...  129, 983,  1136, 1358
Superintendent  ... ... ... ... ...  983
" Pearlshell and Beche-de-mer Fisheries Act of  1881,"
Commissioner  of Crown Lands under ... 184
Pilot  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  904
Police-
Acting Sub-Inspector of ... .. ... ... 255
Magistrate  ... ... ... ... ... ...  49, 822
Offi Assistant Clerk  ... ... ... ... ...  365
Post  and Telegraphs-
Line Repairer  in Charge  ... ... ... ...  980, 1299
Manager  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  185, 980
Operator  ... ... ... ...  185, 364, 980
Poundkeeper 65, 153,  238, 279,  399, 576, 587,  638, 862, 935, 1000
1096, 1159, 1332, 1387, 1464
Public Instruction Department-
Clerk .. ..
State School ,  Member of Committee of-Ayr-Braby, H. ... ...
Barch 1dine-Bradbury ,  W. H. ...
Biarra-
Dunlop, J.
Francis, J.
Langton, W.
Raeentreter, W.
Seib ,  F.... ...
Blackstone-
Jones ,  R. O. ...
Williams, L. ...
Bogantungan-
Donovan,  J. ... ... ...
Turnbull, G . ... ... ...
Bowen-Walsh, J....
Burketown - Grahame, T. W. R.
Charters Towers-
Armstrong ,  C.... ... ...
Carbis, R. ... ... ...
Grant, H. ...
Kirkbride ,  R.... ... ...
Cometville-
M acN icol ,  J. ... ... ...
Wheeler, P . ... ... ...
Condamine - Kocho,  J. ... ...Copperfield-
185
541
1074
255
255
2..55255
255
1074
1074
1428
1428
1359
1136
1074
1074
1074
1074
822
822
1136
Derrett, B. ... ... ... ... ... 541
Hancock,  G. ... ... ... ... ... 541
Hill, T .... .. ... ... ... ...  541
Cunnamulla - Francis, C. ... ... ... 49
Dugandan - Griffith, T. ... .. ... ... 983
Emerald-
Burke, D . ... ... ... ...  1136
Kellaway, J .  E. ... .. ... ... 1136
Nalty, J. ... ... ... ... 1136
Enoggera - Hall, R .  B. ... ... ... 130
Fig-tree Pocket - Pritchard ,  R.... ... ... 1074
Harrisville - Perrett, H. ... ... ... ... 983
Hermitage-
Costello - .. ... ...
Kratzmann ,  C. ...
• 11f6
1136
Scanlan,  J. ... ... ... ... ... L 6
Not t, J . ... ... ... ... ... jllx8366White, R . ... ... ... ... ...
Ingham-
Cockrell, L. C.. ... ...
Hawkins, J. J. ... ...
Shewcroft ,  J. P. ... ...
Simpson  D. ... ... ...
Stone  H. ... ... ...
Inglewood-
Slack, H. ... ...
Walsh, E. C.... ... ...
Isisford-
Renning ton ,  T. ... ...
Short, C. A. ... ... ...
Ma Ma Creek-
Andrews, D . ... ... ...
Andrews, G. ... ... ...
Beech, W. ... ... ...
Tryborne  C. ... ...
Wild, B. ...
Maytown - Clifford  W. C. ...
Meringandan - Crighton C.
Merritt's Creek-
Brady ,  P. ... ... ...
Buzacott ,  G. ... ...
Morven-
Band ,  A. ... ... ...
Davidson ,  S. ... ...
Davis, T. H. ... ...
Knowles ,  J. ... ... ...
O'Laughlin, J. ...
Muttaburra - Morris, C. A. M.
Oakey Creek-Ryan, J.
Port Curtis road-
49
49
49
49
49
1301
1301
1136
1136
1136.1138
1136
1136
1136
1136
907
49
49
983983
983983
983907
541
Appointment made or  App roved - continued.
Public Instruction Department - continued.
State School ,  Member of Committee  of-continued.
Rosewood-
Blackmore, W . ... ... ... ...
Gower , A. ... ... ... ...
Ross Island-
i Page.
907
907
Atkinson ,  W. ... ... ... .. 1359
Clegg ,  J. E. 1359
Page, T. 1359
Walker ,  F. J. ... ... .. ... 1859
Whalley,  T. .. ... ... ... 1359
Townsvi lle West - Grosskoff, L. ... ... 983Warra-
Best,  R. ... ... ... ... ... 541
Bolton, H. ... ... ... ... ... 541
McKay G. ... ... ... ... ... 541
O'Neill, J. ... ... ... ... ... 541
Quirk, E. ... ... ... ... 541
Teacher  ... ... ... ...  129, 185, 365, 463,
610, 1136, 1358
Railway-
Chief Engineer ,  Northern and Central Division ... 1134
Engineer -in-Charge of Surveys ,  Northern and
Central Division  ... ... ... ... ...  1134Reception House-
Official Visitor-
Marybo ro ugh  ... ... ... ... ...  906
Rockhampton  ... ... ... ... ...  906
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 255
Registrar -General 's Office- _
Cadet ... 255
Registrar of Bi rths and Deaths  ;  and Marriages  49, 185, 255,
463, 610, 907, 980,  1135, 1210
Registrar of Patents, Clerk in Office of ... ... ... 907
Registrar of Titles Office (and Branches)-
Clerk ... ... ...  3640441
Clerk and Draughtsman  ... ... ... 8114
Local Deputy Registrar of Thies  ... ... ...  364
Returning Officer  ... ... ... ... ... ...  49,907
Sheep Director (annual ) .,. ... ... ... ..  1357
Shire-See  ante  "  Municipalityy"
Supreme Court, First Clerk ,  Office of Registrar of .. 1072, 1300
Surveyor -General 's Office ,  Chief Draughtsman  (acting) 462
Tipstaff ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1209
Travelling Dairy, Manager ... ... ... ... 1071
Trustee--See also "Supreme Court-Insolvency Juris-
diction"
Cemetery ,  Mount Morgan-
Ayling, T. ... ... ... ... ... ... 986Comes, T. G. ... ... ... ... ... 986
...  986H au, F. W. ... ... ... ...
Lisle, R ... ... ... ... ... ... 986
Neill,ktFI G Me
Mon
.  iv. ... . ...
..
.. 986con,
Vippett, B. ... ... ... . 986
Cemetery parish of .
Croydon-
Clark ,  W. G. ... ... ... ... ... 831
Gardiner C. F., ... ... ... ... 831
Mahers, r .. ... ... ... ... 831
Morgan H. F.... ... ... ... ... 831
Ryder, L. ... ... ... ... ... 831
Savage ,  H. .. ... ... ... ... 831
Temple, J. M. ... ... ... ... 831
Norman-
Murchie, A. ... ... ... ... ... 1134
Shanklin ,  R. G. ... ... ... 1134
Football Grounds ,  parish of Rockhampton-
Ke lly, T. ... ... ... ... ... 983
Morgan, F A. ... ... ... ... ... 983 .
Pattison ,  W. ... ... ... ... ... 983
Grammar School-
Brisbane--
Abbott, H. P.... ... ... ... ... 610
Bernays ,  L. A. ... ... ... ... 610
Chubb ,  C. F.. ... ... ... 610
Griffith Sir s 610. W. ..
... 61Oxley,
Palmer Sir A .  H. ... ... ... 610
Scott, 1. ... ... ... ... ... 610
Toowoomba- Scholefield,  R. W. ... ... 129Hospital Extension,  Rockhampton-Kelly, T. ... ... ... ... ... ...  821Pattison, W.... ... ... ... ... ... 821
Wood, A. F.... ... ... ... ... ... 821
Hospital ,  Rockhampton--
Xell, T . .... ... ... ... ... ...  821
Pattiison ,  W.... ... 821
Hospital ,  Parish of Trebone - McArthur ,  J. ... 1134
Hunting Ground for Aborigines-
Meyer, C ... ... ... ... ... ... 824Pfalzer, G. ... ... ... ... ... ... 824
Racecourse,  Thargomindah-
Donaldson ,  Jos. ... ... ... ... 48
Leahy, J. . ... ... ... ... ... 48
Poweel, F .  A. ... ... ... ... ... 48
School of Arts-
Pariah of Irvinebank-
Young, G. ... ... ... 983
Macintosh ,  D. A. ... ... ... ... 983
Henry, J. J. ... ... .. ... .. 983
Roma-Lalor ,  J. ... ... ... ... ... 610
binsFraser,W. J.... ... 130
Harvey ,  J. ... ... ... 130
Jordan W. ... ... ... ...  130
,Port Douglas-Collins, D . ... ... ...
...
130
Ramsay - McCaul,  J. ... 255
INDEX. v.
Appointment made or Approved-continued.
Public Instruction Department-continued.
School of  Arts-continued.
Cooktown-
Page. 1
Bell, R. N.-
Notice  in Estate of ... ..•Resignation of, as Justice of  the Peace  ... ... ...
Bell, W., Error  in Deed,  ... ... ..• ... ...
Belward, T., to be  an Auditor ,  Duaringa Divisional Board
Belyando  Marsupial Board ,  Members of ... ...
Benbow, W. E., Promotion of. Public  Instruction  Depart-
Page.
1107
1072
136
128
981
Davis, J. ... ... ... ... ... 1355
Sullivan , J. ... ... ... 1355
Thursday Island-Wilkie, A. ... ... 1356
Visiting Justice ... .. ... ... ... 128, 906, 980
Aramac Marsupial Board ,  Members of Elected ... 981
Archer ,  W.,to be on Hospital Committee ,  Mackay ... 610
Aria ,  C. D., Patent Noti ce  ... ... ... ... ... 178, 1177
Armstrong ,  G., to be a Justi ce  of the Pea ce  ... ... ...  1300
Arnold ,  C Tender  Accepted  ... ... ... ... 272
Arnold J. I)., Notice in
Estate  of ... ... 1335Artesian  rated  Water Company ,  Trademark Notice 37
Asoough , W. A., to  be  a Member Taroom Divisional Board 979
Ash, Rev .  C. A. D., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 148
Ashton, E. W., Notice in Estate of ... .. ... ... 947
Atherton E., Noti ce  in  Will of  .. ... 294
Atkins ,  A. B., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 129
Atwe ll  B .  A., Registered as Chemist  ... ... ...  1095
Australasian United Steam Navigation Company, Tender
Accepted ... ... ... ... ... ... 1236
Australian  Beauty, No. 3, North Gold Mining Company... 514
Australian Star  Gold Mining Company, to be Wound-up... 1470
Ayer, J. C., and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... 1346
Aytoun, A., to be a Captain and Adjutant, &c., Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 48, 181
Aytoun J., Error in Deed... ... ... ... ... ... 1443
B.
Babbidge, B. H., Tender Accepted .. ... ..
Bailey, C. W., to be a Member Waggamba Divisional Board
iley, J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department...
y, W. G., Notice in Will of ...
lie, Fraser and Donald ,  Dissolution  of Partnership ..
]ftin, E. M .,  Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Department
Baird and  Taylor, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Baker , Rev. G. T., Registered  as Minister  ... ... ...
Baker, C., to be a Poundkeeper... ... ... ... ...
Baker, S ., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Balbu rn ie-Vance, J. A. P., to be a Justice of the Peace ...
Baldwin, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Balonne,  Sheep Directors for ... ... ...
Banana Marsupial Board ,  Members  of ... ...
Banbury, H. W., to be a Local Deputy-Registrar of Titles
Banff, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Banfield ,  J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ...
Banks- -
General Abstract, Liabilities and Assets, Quarterly
Quarterly Statement of Liabilities and Assets-
Australasia
Australian Joint Stock  ... ... ...
Commercial ,  of Australia ... ...
Commercial ,  of Sydney ... ... ...
London Chartered ,  of Australia ...
Mercantile, of Sydney  ... ... ...
New South Wales  ... ... ...
North Queensland  ... ... ...
Queensland National  ... ... ...
Royal, of Queensland  ... ... ...
Union  ... ... ... ... ...
Bank Holidays-See  " Proclamation."
Banks ,  J. A., Promotion of, Customs Department
Banks,  J. J., to be  a Justice of the Peace ...
Banks , W. C., to  be a Justice of the Peace ...
Baramba Marsupial Board ,  Mem be rs of ...
Barber , G., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ...
Barbour, Senior-Constable J., to be a Licensing Inspector
Barcoo Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... ...
Barkell, J. H., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Barker and Frew, Dissolution of Partnership ... ...
Barker, W., Notice in Will of . .. ... ... ...
Barnes and Spencer ,  Noti ce  in Estate of ...
Barnett, B. L., to be a Justice of the Peace .. ... ...
Barnett v Barnett, Service of Petition and Citation ...
Barr ,  J. F., to  be  a Member Coomera Divisional Board ...
Barraclough, W., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Barrett ,  E., Error in Deed  .. ... ... ...
Barry, Rev. M. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ...
Bartels ,  H., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ...
Bartlett and Sons, Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ...
Bartlett , A. E. C., Notice  in Estate of ... ...
Bartlett, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...
Bartholomew, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ...
Bartholomew, J. S., to be a Justice of the Peace
Barton, C. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Barton, H. H., to be a Returning Officer .. ... ...
Battersby,  C., Resignation of as Trustee  ... ... ...
Bauer , W. A., Licensed  as Surveyor  ... ... ... ...
Baugh and Hinksman, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Bauhinia Marsupial Board ,  Members of  ... ... ...
Baxter, F., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ...
Baxter, F. W. E., to be on Retired List Defence Force ...
Baynes, G. ,  to be on Hospital Committee, Brisbane ...
Beale and Co., Limited, Trade Mark.Aotice... ... ...
Beattie, F. W., Promotion of, Defence Force
Beenleigh Marsupial  Board, Members of ...
Beeston , H. C., Notice in Will of
Bell, J.. Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Bell, J. M., Notice in  Estate of ... ...
Bell, P., Notice in  Estate  of ... ... ...
' 1359
Benjamin Bros .,  Trade Mark Noti ce  ... ... ... ...  302,303
Bennett ,  E. S., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  302
Bennett, F .,  Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 129
Bennett, G. F.,. to be Auditor ,  Gow rie Divisional Board ... 904
Bennett, T., to  be  Staff Engineer ,  Marine Defen ce  Force ... 184
Bennetts ,  B. H., Patent Notices .. . 29
Warwick 365Police OfficeBer e S to  be an Assistant  ClerkJ ,g , ., ,.
Berge, M., Classification of, as a Teacher ,  Public Instruc-
tion Department •..
Bergische Brauerei, Gesellschaft, Trade Mark Notice ...
Be rn ays,  h . A., Election of as Trustee confirmed ... ...
Berry, E., to  be-
4&n Assistant Registrar Births and Deaths ...
A Line Repairer in Charge, Electric Telegraph Depart-
1073
43
1427
185
ment 980
Bertheau ,  C. Z., Error in Deed 1228
Betts and Co., Limited, Trade Mark Notice ... ... 41
Bette,  J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 1390
Bing, A. J., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... ...  89
Binnie, J., Resignation of, as a Justice of the Peace 540
Birkbtck, W. T., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1387
Bishop, J., Notice in Lands of ... ... ... ... ... 1108
Blackall Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Black, D., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 293
Black, H. L., to be a Magistrate of the Territory and
Licensing Justice ... .. ... ... 1072, 1073
998 Black Jack, Newtown Butler, and John Bull Gold Mining
1134 Company,  re  Winding-up of ... ... 1024,  1255, 1471
1359 Black, T. and Co., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... 587, 1108
1470 Black, W.-
514 Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... ... 1107
1359 Resignation of, Defen ce  Force  . .. ... ...  822
30 Bl'sckmore ,  W ,,  Notice in Lands and Goods of ... 512
1330 Blake ,  H. J., to be a Clerk, Registrar of Titles Office ... 907
638 Blankenheym and Nolet ,  Trade Marks Notices  ... ...  40
947 Blaxell ,  H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 70
1300 Bloekaidge ,  G. H., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ...  1300
1170 Blumberg, L., to be a Justice of the Peace ... .. 1300
1357 Blyth ,  A., promotion of, Public Instruction Department 129
981 Board, L. G., to be an Acting Land Commissioner... ... 979, 1071364 Bobby Dazzler Block Gold-Mining Company, re  Winding-2q5 p ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 1471
71, 240, 950 Boland, J., to be on Toowoomba Hospital Committee ... 463
Bolland, G. W., Notice  in Estate of .. ... ... ... 588
568 Bolles, M. E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 589
Bollington and Nash, Trade Mark Noti ce  ... ... ... 1117
391, 1381 Bolton, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...  292
493 Booker , A. S., to  be  an Acting Sub-Lieutenant ,  Marine
228, 132& Defen ce Force ... ... ... ... ... ...  822
495 Booker, C. E. S., to be a Licensing Justice ... ... ... 1210
389, 1461 Booth, H. H., Error in Deed .. ... ... ... ... 551
277 Booth, J., Noti ce in Estate of .. ... ... ... ... 865
567 oreham ,  J. F., Resignation of, Defen ce Force ... ... 822,967
494, 1327 Bormann ,  H., Erro r' in Deed ... 54
276 Bostock , J. A., to  be a Justice of the Pea ce  ... ... ...  1300
390, 1460 Bostock, R. E., to be an Acting Land Agent ... ... 978
275 Bostrom, C. M., Tender Accepted ... ... ...  386
Bouel ,  C., Noti ce  in Estate of. ... ... ... ... ... 3018
254 Boulia Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... ... 981
1300 Boulter, G. J., to be Poundkeer ,.. 279
1300 Bourke ,  M. J., Classification of,pePublic Instruction Depart-
981 ment  ... ... ... 141
1337 Bourne, J.  0., placed on Retired List, Defence Force ... 184,434
1300 Bourne, R.  0., placed on Retired List, Defence Force 184,434
981 Bow, A. G., Promotion of, Public  Instruction Department 1359
1428  Bowden, H., to  be  an Auditor ,  Torres Divisional Board  ...  1299
592 Bowen Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... ... 981
952 Bowen , Rev. J ., Registered as Minister  ... ... ...  1331
1388 Bowers, E. H., Noti ce  in Lands, &c., of  ... ... ...  243
1300 Bowing ,  J., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ...  247
74 Bowles, S .  S., to  be  a Mem be r Hospital Committee,
463' Geraldton  ... ... ... ... ... ...  49
81 Boyce ,  S., to be a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force 822, 968
1443 Boyd, F. McA., to be a Member Murilla Divisional Board 903
1330 Boyle, C. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 655,1111
154, 290 Boyle, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1252, 1389
39 Bracewell ,  R., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
1251 ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
1250 Brackman, M. M. (or M.), Notice in Will of... .. 408
293 Bradbury, M. K., Classification of, Public Instruction
1300 Department  ... ... ... ... ...  541
72, 291 Bradbury, S., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart
49  ment ... ... ... ... ... 1359
1299 Bradford, W., Resignation  of, as  District  Registrar ... 128
837, 846 Bradford , W., to be  a Commissioner Crown Lands ... 184
248, 595 Brading, R. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1110
981 Braidwood, J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... 864
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Boulia  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Bulimba  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Bundanba ... ... .. ... ... ... 1209
Burrum  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1209
Coomera  ... ... ... ... ... ...  463
Douglas ,. ... ... ... ... ... 184
Murilla
Pine ...
Rawbelle
Rosalie
Tabragalba
Taroom
Tiaro ...
Torres
Waggamba
Winton
Womgarra ...
Yeerongpilly
Member-
Antigua
Barolin
Bauhiuia
Boulia
Cardwell
Coomera
Duaringa
Inglewood
Murilla
Murweh
Rawbelle
Taroom
Tinaroo
Tingalpa
Waggamba ... ... ... ... ... ...
Walloon
Waterford ... ... ... ... ... ...
Returning Officer, Bauhinia  ..
Assets and Liabilities apportioned by Order inCouncil-Caboolture-Redcliffe ... ... ... ... ...
Enoggera-Windsor, and Ithaca (Shires) ... ...
Balmoral-Bulimba, Kianawah
Tinaroo-Herberton (Borough)
Boundaries of, Amended-
Aramac ... ... ... ...
Barcoo ... ... ... ...
Bullaxi ... ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ... ...
Murweh ... ... ... ...
Paroo ... ...
Tambo ... ... ... ...
Tinaroo
Waggamba
Bridge Board Representative ,  Booroodabin
By-Laws of ,  Approved-
Ayr
Beenleigh  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
-  Coorparoo  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Croydon  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Gogango . .. ... .. ... ... ... ...
Kilkivan  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Southport  ... ... ... ... ... ..
Widgee
Constituted-
Adavale  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rosenthal ...
Election of First Board ,  Arrangements for-Adavale...
Fencing Notice... .. ...
Gates Licensed-See " Gates"
Intention to apply for Loan-
Balmoral ... ...
Caboolture... ... ...
Enoggera . ...
Kargoolnah ...
Kianawah  :.. ... ...
Pioneer ... ... ...
Tarampa  ... ... ...
Walloon .
Number of Members Assigned , Balmoral
Placed under Local Control-
Reserve For-
128
904
904
128
462, 903
904
540
904
904
979128,904
1299
1134
1072, 1428
184, 1209
904
610
1072
1072
1360
1134
463
253
364, 979
903
979
540
979
1428
463
1134
903
904
128
47
47
48
461
167
465
468
469
1360
464
467
465
610
466
1073
411
992
1119
105
1318923
1383
1150
469
1360
1428
288, 1024
297
245
1172
1256
59
51
1464
1171
186
Botanic Garden , Ayr ... ... ... 1219
Camping and Water ,  Landing ,  Camping,
Water,  Townships ,  Ayr and Mulgrave,
Cemetery Ayr ... ... ... 1218
Cemetery,  Wharfage , Water and Public Pur-
poses ,  Kianawah  ... .. ..  616, 617
Crossing , Water,  Camping, Road ,  School of
Arts,  Divisional Board Purposes , Ayr 1216
Gravel-
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Cleveland ...
Public Purposes, Cleveland ..
Township Purposes, Noondoo, Ayr
Town Reserve Extension, Taroom
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure-
Antigua ... ... ... ... ...
Aramac ... ... ... ... ...
Balmoral ... ... ... ... ...
Baramba  ... ... ... ... ...
Barolin ... ... ... ... ...
Beenleigh  ... ... ...
51
908
1079
1219
1437
850
1013
1105
502
585
642
941
INDEX. ix.
Divisional Board-continued.
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure-continued.
Booroodabin ... ... ...
Boulia ... ... ... ... ... ...
Brassall ... ...
Breakfast Creek Bridge Board ... ...
Bulimba ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bulloo ... .. ... .. ...
Bundaberg and Gooburrum Ferries Board ...
Bundanba ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Bungil  ... ... ...
Burke  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Burrum  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Caboolture... .. .. ... ... ...
Calliope ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ... ... ... ...
Carpentaria  ... ... ... ... ...
Cleveland ... ...
Clifton ... ... .... ... ... ...
Dalrymple ... ... ... ... ... ...
Diamantina  ... ... ... ... ...
Daintree  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Duaring a ... ... ... ... ... ...
Einasleigh  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Enoggera  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Glastonbury ... ... ... ... ...
Glengallan  ... ... ... ... ...
Gogango  ... ... ... ... ... ...
G oolman ... .... ... ... ... ...
Gowrie ... ... ... ... ... ...
Hi hfields  . ... ... ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ... ... ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... ...
Isis  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Jondaryan  ... ... ... ... ...
Kargoolnah  ... ... ... ... ...
Kianawah  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Kilkivan ... ...
Kolan  ... ... ... ...
Laidley ... ... ... ... ... ...
Murilla  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Murweh ... ... ... ... ...
Mutdapilly ... ...
Nebo ... ... ... ... ... ...
Nerang ... ... ... ...
Peak Downs ... ... ... ... ...
Pine  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Pioneer .. ... ... ... ... ...
Rawbelle ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rosalie  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tabragalba ... ... ... ... ...
Tambo ... ... ... ... ... ...
Taroom .. ... ... ... ...
Thuringowa ... ... ... ... ...
Tiaro ... ... ... ...
Tinaroo ... ... ... ... ... ...
Tingalpa ... ... ... ... ... ...
Toombul ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ula Ula ... ... ... ... ... ...
Waggamba ... ... ... ... ...
Wallambilla ... ... ... ... ...
Wangaratta  ... ... ... ... ...
Warroo ... ... ... ... ... ...
Woongarra ... ... ... ...
Woothakata ... ... ... ...
Yeerongpilly ... ... ... ... ...
Subdivisions Abolished-
Wangaratta  ... ... .
"Valuation Act of  1887," Appeal Court to be held
Boulia  ... ... ... ... ...
Voting by Post Discontinued-by Proclamation
Dixon and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...
Dodds, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
at
Dods, J., Admitted as  Medical Practitioner ... .
Dodson, A., Classification of, Public Instruction  Depart-
Page. 1
504
1105
646
503
1163
1248
649
651
847
1162
1384
582
586
1246
1102
404
938
937
1160
1103
580861
235
944
642
584
943
1015
583
402
1247
1385
648
1385
1015
1247
1016
936
582
503
1096
1016
506
940
505
859
1333
1099
6.89
851
1333
1012
235
507
639
285
288
287
847
942
648
236, 581
255
185
49
34, 37
946
508
m ent  ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Don, A.,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ... . 1115
Donaldson ,  N. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 653,  949, 1020
Donne lly,  T., Notice in  Land and Goods of ... 589
Donovan ,  C. E., to  be a Mem ber Inglewood Divisional
Board  .. .. . ... ...
Donovan , P., to be  a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ... ...
Doolan, P.,  Licensed  Gate Notice
Doonmunya Marsupial Board, Mem bers of ... ... ...
Douglas, A. E., Placed on Retired List, Defence Force ...
Douglas, B..A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  .. ... ... ... ...
Downey ,  P., Noti ce  in Estate of  ... ...
Draney, G., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
979
184, 433
297
981
184, 434
1359
1335
980
Drake, Lieutenant W., to be a Commander, Defence Force 184
Drake, J. G., to be Captain, Unattached, Defence Force ...  904,967
Dregb,orn Gold Mining Co., Notices re Winding-up... 410, 95.4, 955, 1112
Drews , A., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... . ... ... 508, 654
Druery, J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 129
Drury, A. V., to be a Justice of the Peace .. .. ... 1.300
Drury, Lieutenant Colonel E. R., C.M.G., to be Acting
Commander, Defence Force ... ... ... 463, 519
Drysdale, A. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1108
Duaringa Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Du Bois P. C., Patent Notice ... ...
...
... ...
1477
31
Duke W. Sons, and Co., Trade Mark Notice ...
Dunbar F.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department  ... ...  1358
Dunlop D., Trade Mark Notices ... ... ... ...
Dunn T J., Patent Notice .. • • •
Dunn W., to be a Member, Waterford Divisional Board
Dunstan-Caddan A. N.-
Notice of Will of ... . ... ... ... ... ...
Page.38,41596
904
.408
Estate of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1170
Dunwich, Weekly Return 66, 147, 227, 278, 392, 491, 570, 635, 842, 931,
1009, 1093, 1158, 1241, 1322, 1382, 1459
Dupuy B. C., Licensed  as Surveyor  ... ... ... ...
Duty, Exemption from.... ... ... ... ... ...
Dwyer E .,  Promotion of, Public  Instruction Department
Dyason R. and Co , Trade Mark Notice ... ... ...
Dyer
RA., Patent Notice ... ... ...Dyer
Re,
E., Registered as Minister 
Dyer W. A., Licensed  as Surveyor  ... ... ...
Dyson T., placed on List of  Medical Practitioners ...
E.
837, 846
1452
1359
34,44
29
1094
1094
935
Bales 510,868I otice in Estate of ... ...
Resignation and reappointment of, as Sheriff 's Bailiff 1135Eardley and Straker, Noti ce in Estate of ... ... ... 950
East Moreton Sheep Directors for ... ... ... ... 1357
Eastwe ll, J., I'Totice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ...  952
Edmonstone ,  A., Notice in  Will of  ... ... ... ... 1337
Edwards, H .,  Noti ce in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 657
Edwards, H. D., Noti ce in Estate of  ... ... ... ...  289
Edwards, Constable J., to be-
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector Slaughter
Houses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  184,185
Register of Births Deaths, and Marriages  ... ... 255
Edwards,  W, G. and 45o.,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ...  485
Egan ,  S., Notice in-
Willof ... ... ... ... ... ...  293,1111
Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1171
Eginton ,  L., Classification of ,  Public Instruction Department 1359
Einasleigh ,  Marsupial Board, Mem be rs of ... ... ... 981
Electoral-
Division amended  ... ... ... ... ... ...  980, 1301
Registration Court Appointed at Killarney  ...  980
Eldridge,  W. L., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 588, 1020
Elite Skating Co., Resolutions  re  Winding-up of 1383
Elles, M .  J., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 293
Elliott  Bros., Trade Mark Notices  ... .. .. ...  41, 418
Elliott, P.,  to be a Member Antigua Divisional Board ... 610
Eliott , W., to bea  Member Rawbe lle Divisional Board ... 540
Elliott, W .  A., Patent Noti ce ... ... ... ... ...  1346
Ellis, E. C., Patent Noti ce  ... ... ... ... 1345
Ellis, R .  S., Placed on Retired List, Defence Force ...  184,434
Ellis, R. S., Noti ce  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 407, 950
Else, J .,  to  be  an Auditor Waggamba Divisional Board ... 1134
Elson,  B.  A. Notice in Will ,  &c., of ... ... ... ... 241
Elson , M., lotice  in Lands of .. 863
Elworthy ,  E. A., Classification of, Public Instruction De-
partment  ... ... ... ... ... ...  541
Ely, G., Noti ce in Estate of ... ... ... 1467
Emperor Gold Mining  Co .,  re  Winding -up of  ... ...  158,658
En right, Rev. T .,  Noti ce of Removal  ... ... ...  934
Erhardt ,  A., Noti ce in Will of  ... ... ... ... ...  1338
Erha rt, M .,  Notice in Wi ll of  ... ... ... ... ...  1023
Erickson , J., Notice  in Wi ll of ... ... ... ... ... 656
Esk, Marsupial Board, Mem bers of ... ... ... ... 981Baler, J .,  Noti ce in Estate of ... ... ... ... 948, 1020,1252
Essick ,  S. Van B .,  Patent Noti ce ... ... ... ...  32
Eva, Rev. R. R., Registered as Minister ... ... ... 148
Evans, J. B., Patent Noti ce ... . ... ...  301
Evans, L. E. D. to he Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ... ...  979, 1045
Evans, T. M., lotice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1165, 1389
Ewing, M. J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Exemption  from Duty ... ... .. ... ... ...  1452
F.
Face, J. W., to  be  a Li censing Justice .. .. 1135
Fahy, •i., correction of Name as Justice of the Peace  ...  1209
Faithful ,  F. W. E., to  be  a Lieutenant Defence Force ... 89
Farmer .  W., Noti ce  in Will  of ... .. ... ... 242
Farquharson, S. M., Promotion of, Pub lic Instruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Farrell, T.-
Promotion of, Public Instruction Department  ... ...  907
To  be  an Assistant Teacher, Public Instruction Depart-
ment 365
Farr,  F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  408,951
Fassifern Marsupial Board ,  mem be rs of 981
Faulkner , G., Notice  in Estate of ... ... 950
Faulkner ,  E., Classification of, PublicInstruc .:on Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... 541
Faulks, J., to be an Alderman ,  Gayndah Municipal
Council  ... ... ... ... ...  906
Featherstonhaugh ,  W., Provisional License, as Doctor,
Cancelled  ... ... ... ... ... ...  233
Federal Council ,  P roro gation of... ... .. ... ... 819
Fe ll , R.,  Notice  in will of ... ... ... ... ... ...  1339
Feltham, T .  B., to be a Returning Officer  ... ... ...  907
Fences, Application for License to extend  ... ... ...  1024
Ferguson ,  C., Notice in Goods  of ... ... ... ... 295
Ferguson ,  W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1111
Fergusson ,  A. and Company, Trade Mark Notice  ... ... 46
152Field, A ,  W., Member ,  Pharmacy Board ... ...
X.
Fire Brigade-
Appointment-see "Appointment."
Notification of Names of Gentlemen Constituting
Boards
-- ...
... ... ... ... ...
Statement  of Receipts and Expenditure-
Bundaberg  ... ... ... ... ... 643
Charters  Towers ... ... ... ... ... ... 860
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ... 1101
Mackay  ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 1159
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ... ... 285
Toowoumba ... .. ... ... ... ... 40.1
Townsville 507
Firth J . C., Trade Mark Notice... ... ... ... 33, 45, 46, 248
Fischer , R. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 153,290
Fisheries Act-
See "Proclamation."
Regulation  under ... .. ... .. ... ...  930
FitzGerald, C. B., to be Lieutenant, Defence Force 254 433, 540, 791
FitzGerald, M. A., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... 238
FitzGibbon, J. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... 291
FitzGibbon, N., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 1023
FitzPatrick, E., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... .. 1359
FitzPatrick , J. F., Classification of, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Flanagan , D., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 129
Flaws,  J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 864
Fleming,  I., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Fleming,  M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Fletcher, M., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...  408
Fletcher, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1166, 1336
Flood,  Hon. E ., Notice in Will of ... ... 157
Flood, J., to be a Captain Defence Force ... ... ... 128, 181
Flood, Rev. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ...  496
Flynn, S. F., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... .. 541
Foggon, Rev. M., Notice of Removal ... ... 1459
Foote, J. C., Error in Deed ... ... 1228
Forsberg, F., to be a Boatman Pilot ... ... ... ... 1134
Forster, W., Error in Deed ... ... ... 1370
Forster and  Firmin, Patent Notice ... ...  596
Forsyth,  J., as a  Justice of the Peace,  to give consent under
"Marriage Act "  ... .. ... 625
Forsyth, jr. H., to be a Teacher, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Fortescue, A., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... .. 541
Fossey, H. W., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 862, 1388
Fowles, J. K., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 130, 1074
FFox C, L., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
..lee, T., Notice in Estate of ... . ... 155, 1251
Francis, A. M.-
Resignation  of, as Trustee, Cemeteries ... ... ... 1134
To he Police Magistrate, Southport .. ... 49
Fraser, J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... 1359
Fr..Lser, S., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 243
Fraser, W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 864
Freer, A., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
French, C. St. G., to be a Clerk, Customs' Department 1300
Freney, W. J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Frost, A., Notice in Land of ... ... ... 511
Frost, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 509
Fulford, P., Notice in Estate of ... 153
Furlong , W., to be a-
District Court  Baili ff ... ... ... ... ... 576
Small Debts Court Bailiff ... ... ... ... ... 638
Pound keeper ... ... ... ... ...  638
Fybie  and Hunter , Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 134i
G.
Gadd, W., Patent Notice ... ... .
Galbraith, Sub-Inspector P., to be an Inspector of-
Brands  ... ... ... 980
Stock ... ...  906
Galloway, J. J., Error in Deed 13, 0
Galloway, W. M., to be  a representative  on Breakfast
Creek Bridge Board .. ... ... ... ... 1073
Galvin, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... 295
Gamble, C. G., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment 1359
Gardner , Rev. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 1-059
Gardner, Rev. R. T., Notice of Removal .. ... 1095
Garget , A. T., to be Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... 185
Garney , J., Notice in Will of .. ... ... ... 1115
Garrard, W. L., to be a Justice of the Peace 1300
Garrigan , A., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Garsden , H. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... . .. ... ... .. ... 1359
Gates Licensed, Intention to apply for 245, 288, 297, 411,
515, 591, 659, 866, 956, 1112, 1255, 1256
Gatton, Licensing Justices for ... ... ... ... 905
Gear, H., Notice in Estate of 244
Geary, D. and J., to be Member and Auditor, Murilla
Divisional Board ... ... ... ... ...  903
Geddes, A., Trade Mark Notice ... ... ... ... 34, 38,45
Geddes, A., to be Poundkeeper, Yaamba .. 153
Geddes, J., Classification of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Geddes, W., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 130
Gee, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 652
INDEX.
Page.
Geoghegan, T. J., Notice  in Estate  of ... 408
George, H. M., Resignation of, as Caretaker, Peel Island 1358
Geraghty, P., to be an Acting Assistant Sheriff's Bailiff ... 821
Gerlee, J. G., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 512
Gibson, W. M., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... 292
Gielis, A. A., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1339
Gilbert, E. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Gilbert, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 655, 1110
Gilded Rose Gold Mining Co.,  re  Winding-up of ... ... 954
Gillen, H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1255
Gillespie, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 467
Gillick, M.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Classification of, Rescinded ... ... ... ... 1074
Gilliver, C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1169
Gilston Distillery Co., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... 1249
Gladstone, Sheep Directors for ... ... ... ... 1357
Gleeson, P., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ...  512
Glengallen Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Goffage, B., to be an Auditor, Boulia Divisional Board 1359
Gogango  Marsupial  Board, Members of ... ... ...  981
Gold Creek Gold Mining and Prospecting Company, Notice
re Winding-up of ... ... ... ..  244
Golden Beehive Gold Mining Company,  re  Winding Up of 1341
Golden Spur Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing Company,
Resolutions  re  Directors Action, &c. ... ... 658
Page. I
1183
Gold Fields-
Boundaries of, Cooktown  Mining  District
Proclaimed-
542
Barmundoo ... .. ... ... ... ... 611
Ravenswood Extended ... ... ... ... ... 1301
Good, A. R., to be a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ... 1464
Goodall, W. R., Police Magistrate, to be-
Gold Fields Warden and Mineral Lands  Commissioner 1072
On Hospital Committee, Toowoomba ... ... ...  463
Goodfellow, F. G., to be a Land Commissioner ... ...  979
Goondiwindi, Sheep Directors for ... ... ... ... 1357
Gordon, J. P. J., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... 152
Gorry, J. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1167
Gorton, R. J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 588
Gostling, F. D. L. M., to be a Justice of the Peace... ... 1300
Gough A.-
E:egistered as Chemist ... ... ... ... ... 1095
Results of Examination ... ... ... ... ... 1095
Gould J., Tender Accepted .. ...  629,998
Goulston, J. B., to be a Justice of the Peace... ... ... 1300
Government Printer-
Advertising Rates .. ... ... ... ... ...  76
Agents for Sale of Publications ... ... ... ... 76
Government Gazette  Subscription ... ... ... ... 76
Hansard  Subscription ... ... ... ... ... 76
On Sale-
Acts and Orders, &c. (Crown Side)-Harding ... 411
Acts ... ... ... ... ... ... 75
Acts,  Bound  ... ... ... ... .. ... 75
Brands  Directory ... ... ... ... ... 75
Customs Tariff and other Information  ... ...  76
Divisional Boards-
Acts, with Introduction, &c.,-Woolcock ... 299
Books and Forms ... ... ... 75
Expeditions to New Guinea (Chester) ... ... 76
" Gold Fields Act,  1874," with Regulations ... 299
"Insolvency Act of  1874," with Rules .. 593
Journal of Gregory' s Australian Explorations
(Gregory) .. ... ... ... ... ... 159
"Justices  Act,"  &c. ... ... ... ... ...  159
Poundkeeper's Book ... .. ... ... ... 75
Supposed Poisonous Plants,  &c. ... ... ... 159
Stamp Acts ... ... ... ... ... 77
Statutes of the Colony ... ... ... ... 75
Synopsis of Queensland  Flora (Bailey ) ... ...  159
First Supplement to ditto ... ... ... ... 245
463
30 Vice-Admiralty Court, Rules of Practice or, Fees,
75
Poundkeeper's Notice ... .. ..  76
Receipt of Remittance  ...  77, 160, 245,  300, 411 ,  515, 593, 659,
868, 956, 1027, 1113, 1175, 1257,
1342, 1393, 1474
Governor, His Excellency-See Norman
Grace J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... 1478
Graham Bros., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1022
Graham, Rev. C. W., Registered as Minister ... ... 1330
Grammar School ,  Brisbane-
Trustees Nominated by Subscribers  ... ... ... 610
Revised Regulations-
Boys  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  68
Girls ... ...  67
Grant, B. J., Notice in  Estate of ... ... ... ...  n66, is89
Grant, D., Notice in Will of . ... ... ... ... 590,657
Grant, I., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Gray, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...71, 240,1337
Grayson, J. B. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Grayson, R.-
Notice in Lands and Goods  of ... ... ... ... 1169
Notice in Will  of ... ... 656
Grayson, F., to be on Warwick Hospital Committee 463
Great Kaufmann Gold Mining Company,  re  Winding up of 591
Green, J. G., to be a Member Murweh Divisional Board 979
Green, J. W., to be a Captain, Defence Force ... ... 540,791
Green, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 654, 950
Greenelsh, J.-
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 130
Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
INDEX. xi.
Greer, W. B.-
Transfer  of, Public Instruction Department ... ...
Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ...
Gregory-
Marsupial Board, Members of ...
North and South, Sheep Directors for ... ... ...
Grenier, F., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ...
Grieve, R., to be  a Justice  of the  Peace
Gresham, J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Griffin, Senior  Constable P:, to be-
Mining Registrar  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Assistant  Registrar  of Births and Deaths
Acting Mori of Petty  Sessions and Inspector ofSlaughter Houses  ... ... ... ...
Griffin, T. C., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ...
Griffiths , T., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...
Griffiths Bros. , Dissolution of Partnership ... ... ...
Grimes , G., to be on Metropolitan Traffic Board ... .
Groom, W. H., M.L.A., to be a Member Toowoomba
Hospital  Committee
Guinness , A. Son and Co., Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Gurney, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...
Guthrie, A .  F., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...
Guy W., to be-
bistrict Court Bailiff ... ... ... ... ... ...
Sheriff 's Bailiff , Acting ... ... ... ...
Sheriff 's Bailiff  ... ... ... ...
Gwynneth , J., Licensed as a Surveyor ... ... ...
Gwyther,  R., to be  a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ... ...
Gympie, Li censing Justices  for ... ... ...
H.
Hack,  G. Notice in Estate of ... ...
Haege,  }L, Error in Deed ... ...
macher ,  C., Patent Notice ...
J, Notice  in Estate  of ... ...
Haines , Gt M. 0.-
Admitted  into Service  -of Public Instruction Depart-
ment ...... ... ... ... ...  ...
Transfer of, Public Instruction Depa rt ment ...
Hale, S .,  to be Auditor ,  Yeerongpill y Divisional Board
Ha ll , E .  E., to be  an Acting Sub-Lieutenant ,  Defen ce
For ce  ... ... ... ...
Hall, J . F., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Hall, G. and W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Hall, N .  J., Promotion of, Public  Instruction Department
Ha llewell, H ., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart.
ment  ... ... ... ... ...
Halstead, W .  H., Promotion  of, Public  Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ham, J. C.-
To be Auditor, Balmoral Divisional Board ...
To be Auditor, Yeerongpilly Divisional  Board ...
Hamilton , R., Notice in Will of ...
Hammlerigg , C. C., to be a Member Banhinia  Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ...... ..
Hampton , F. A., to be  a Poundkeeper ... ... ... ...
Hampton, R. C. E., Error in Deed ... ...
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Goondiwindi...
Hu henden ...
Ingham ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ...
Normanton ...
Rockhampton
St. George ...
St. Lawrence
Springsu re  ...
Taroom ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsvi lle
Open to Occupation License at Reduced Rental,
District of Dalby  ... ...  919
Open to Operation of Special Timber License,
District of Her be rton  ... ... ... ...  140
Open to Selection ,  District of-
Beenleigh  ... ... ...  133, 369,  549, 823, 829, 1078
Blackall ... .. ... 825, 827, 1077, 1362
Brisbane  ...  133, 190, 191, 193, 369,  546, 547,  823, 827,
Bowen ...
Bunda berg ...
Cairns... ...
Charlevi lle ...
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Gayndah ...
Gladstone ..
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
... 370
...
3701364
... 550, 985
... 1305
... 50, 51, 1436
917, 1149, 1224
... 988
... 140, 1148
... 140
550
... 918
... ... ... ... 550
... ... ... ... 473, 833, 919, 1314
... ... ... ... ... 550, 918
... ... ... ... ... 918
... ... ... ... .. 1149
... ... ... ... ... 379, 551, 919
... ... ... ... ... 380
... ... ... ... ... 917, 1373
... ... ... 139
... ... ... ... 1149
... ... ... ... ... 918
... ... ... ... ... 473, 619, 918
1078, 1140, 1141
190, 545, 827, 1213
258, 259, 1140, 1364
... ... 133, 368,  369,127
... ... 547
... ... 366, 369,  823, 827
... ...  133,193,827, 1142
... 191
... ... ... 547, 1434
... ...  ...  1481
... 190,368, 984
190,1140 , 1215,1435
... 260, 369, 824, 1077, 1140,
1214,  1215, 1361, 1364
Herberton  ... ... ... ... ...  131, 133, 1433
Ingham  ... ... ... ... ...  191, 829, 1077
Inglewood  ... ... ... ...  134, 545, 614,  615, 909
Ipswich  ...  191, 193, 260,  365, 366,  369, 1078,  1140, 1436
Mackay  ... ... ... ... 133. 191.  368. 547. 825
Maryborough
Nanango ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ... ... ... ... ... 827,
Rockhampton 53, 367,  370, 547 ,  1078, 1363
Roma ... 131, 132, 133,  369, 1078,  1140, 1215, 1362, 1432
Springsure  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1138, 1305
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... ... 368
St. George ... ... ... ... ... ... 258
St. Lawrence  ... . ... ... ... ...  614
Surat  ... ... ... ... ... ...  190,191, 1361
Tenningering .. .. .. 909
Toowoomba... ... 134, 191, 369, 614,  909, 987, 1138, 1301
Townsville ... ... ... ... 135, 368,  371, 827, 829
Re-opened to Selection ,  and Imp rovements to  be
valued-Portions on Lansdowne Run ... ... ...
... 1140
... 1140,  1431, 1433
... 828, 1431
1435
riv.
Land - continued
"CrownLandsActs,"  Notices and Proclamations under-
continued.
Order in Council, Suspending
trict of-
Beenleigh ... ...
...Blacka ll
Bowen ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Cairns... ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Gladstone ...
Goond i windi ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ...
Herberton ... ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ...
Ingham  ..:  ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Nanango ... ...
Roma ... ... ... ...
St. George ... ... ...
St. Lawrence
Surat ... ... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ... ...
Townsville
43rd Sec., Dis-
INDEX.
Page. I
821
... 1071
.. 183,539
...127, 127,183, 5 9
... 127
... 363
.. 539
...183, 363, 978
... 1133
... 1355
... 127
... 609
... 1071
... 363
... 1427
... 1133, 1355
253
... 609
... 183, 1355
... 1133, 1299
...  363,539
363
Placed under Local Control-See "DivisionalBoard" Municipality."
Rent List, Selectors, and Agricultural and Grazing
Farms ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Rent and Purchasing Price Reduced, District of-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...
Reservation Rescinded ... ... ... 130, 372, 1080,
Reserved by Proclamation for-
Aborigines' Hunting Ground-
County of Banks, Parish of Clerk ... ...
Aborigines-
County Carlisle, Parish of Bassett... ...
Agricultural Purposes-Township or Village
of-
Conway ... ... ... ... ... ...
East Teebar ... ... ... ... ...
Eacham ... ... ... ... ...
Foxhall ... ...
Hilsborough ... ... ... ... ...
North Hodgson ... ...
West Teebar ... ... ... ...
Yingerbay
Camping for use of the Licensees of Oyster Beds-
Moreton Bay ..
Great Sandy Island Strait and Hervey
Bay ... ... ...
Camping-
County Gladstone, Parish Jarvisfield ...
County Lennox, Parish Amamoor... ...
Cooyar Creek ... ... ... ... ...
Gilbert River ... ... ... ... ...
Imbil Road ... ... ... ... ...
St. Helen's Creek ... ... ... ...
Salt Water Creek ... ... ... ...
Camping and Water, County Herbert, Parish
of Inkerman ... ...
Cemetery-
County Stanley, Parish Mackenzie ...
Croydon... ... ... ... ...
Mount Morgan ... ... ... ...
Wolston ... ...
Court House-
Pittsworth ... ... ... ... ...
Crossing-
County of Gladstone, Parish of Jarvisfield
County of Gladstone, Parish of Antill ...
Customs-
Beetoota ... ... ... ...
Horse Paddock, Betoota ... ... ...
Divisional Board Offices or Purposes-Ayr
... ... ...
Winton ... .. ... ... ... ...
Gravel-
County of Cook, Parish of Childers ...
County of Ward, Parish of Barrow ...
Cleveland ... ... ... ... ...Hospital-Eidsvold ... ... ...
Winton ... ...
Hunting Ground for Aborigines... ...
Mechanics Institute North Rockhampton ...
Pilot Station, Ross Island ... ... ...
Police Buildings-
Pittsworth ... ... ... ... ...
Police Paddock-
County of Rodney, Parish ofBarcaldine ...
Clermont
Goondiwindi
Police Purposes-
Beauaraba
Goodna ... ...
Warrego... ...
Police Station-
South Caliungal
Townsville ...
663
371
618
1438
824
1217
1220
1220
1435
831
831
1301220
143.5
1306
1306
1216
1438
52
1079
373
52
617
1216
986
543
986
910
1217
1216
1216
1217
1217
1216
1137
910
51
373
908
1365
1137
824
1079
1137
1217
617
985
250
194
1.806
543
1217
1365
Page.
Land-continued.
"CrownLand8Acts ,"  Notices  and Proclamations under-
continued.
Reserved by Proclamation  for-continued.
Post and Telegraph Purposes ,  Bowen  ... ...  1306
Pound ,  Duaringa  ... ... ... ... ...  543
Public Baths-
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ... 471
Public Purposes-
County Canning ,  Parish Beerwab  ... ...  1438
Cleveland  ... ... ... ... ...  1079
Craiglie  ... ... ... ... ... ... -471
Lytton  ... ... ... ... ... ...  617
Normanton  . ... ... ... ...  1438
Saltwater Creek ... ... ... ... 1137
Ward River  ... ... ... .. ...  471
Racecourse-
Crow 's Nest  ... ... ... ... ...  1365
D uarin ga  ... ... ... ... ...  267
Pittsworth  ... ... ... ... ...  50
Railway purposes-
County of Her bert ,  Parish of Roundbank 194
County of Nares, Parish of Formartine ... 830
Bowen  ... ... ...  1306
Central Line  (for Ba llast) ... ... ... 910
Croydon Line  ... ... ... ... ...  910
Jimbour  ... ... ... ... ...  194
Kilkivan Railway  (for Ballast ) ... ...  52
Recreation Purposes ,  Goodna  ... ... ...  1306
Road Purposes-
County of Aubigny, Parish of Toowoomba 910
County of Herbert, Parish of Inkerman  ...  1216
School-
County of Derby, Parish of Doinville .. 256
County of Livingstone, Parish of Faraday 986
Biggera Creek  ... ... ... ...  1437
Booyan  ... ... ... ... ... 831
Djuan  ... ... ... ... ... 1366
Elphinstone  ... ... ... ... ...  1366
Emu  Park  ... ... ... ... ...  986
Kelvin Grove  ... .. ... ... ...  195
Kilkivan  ... ... ... ... ...  1437
Pine Creek ,  Yand it la... ... ... ... 53
Qu a enton  ... ... ... ... ...  195
School of Arts-
Ayr ... ... ... ... ... ... 1216Boonah ... ... ... ... ... ...  1.806
Winton  (amended description ) ... ...  140
Show  Grounds-Atherton  ... ... ... ... ...  52
One Mile Creek ,  Cooktown  ... ... ...  136.5
tate Nursery ,  Cairns  ... ... ... ...  910Timber-
County of Lennox, Parish of Warah ... 617
County of Lennox ,  Parish of Woocoo ...  1079, 1137
Brown's Creek ... ... ... ... 1217
Kin Kin and Six Mile Creeks  ... ...  1217
Widgee Creek  ... ... ...  617
Township Purposes-
Beetoota ... ... ... ... ... 1220
Condamine ... ... ... ... ... 612
Kynuna  ... ... ... ... ...  1438
Peachester ,  on Stanley  River  ... ... 548
Noondoo  ... ... ... ... ...  1219
Elliot River ... ... ... ... 1438
Water-
County of Aubigny, parish of Milton 1365
County of Ward, Parish of Barrow 373
County of Gladstone ,  Parish of Jarvisfield 1216
Atherton  ... ... ... ... ... 52
Cameron 's Creek ... ... ... ... 471
Mount Morgan ... ... ... ... 1438
Nive River  ... ... ... ... ...  1438
Ross River  ... ... ... ... ...  372
Strathconan Creek  ... ... ... ... 1438
Water Supply-
Carron River  ... ... ... ... ...  256
Charleville Bore ... ... ... 53
Clermont Bore  ... ... ... ...  986
Cunnamulla Bore  ... ... ... ...  53
Emerald  ... ... ... ...  1437
Horsehoe Bend Tank, Muttaburra and
Hughenden Road  ... ... ...  986
Hudson's Tank ... ... ... ... 1437
Jericho Bore  ... ... ... ... ...  195
Kensington Tank  ... ... ... ...  372
Mountain Creek Bore  ... ... 195
Policeman 's Waterholes Tank  ... ...  1437
Saltern Bore ... ... ... ... ... 195
" Stewarts "- Bore at  ... ... ...  195
Town of Goodna  ... ... ... ...  1438
Warrianna Bore  ... ... ... ...  1308
Wharfage-
Tingalpa Creek  .. ... ...  617
Reserved Permanently instead of Temporarily-
Botanic  Garden,  Ayr ... ... ... 1219
Resumptions under  "Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869,"
District of-
Burke... ...
Gregory-
1084
North ... ... ... ... ... ... 1445
South  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1314
Road-
Applied to be closed ... ... 55, 264, 377, 476,
619, 1081, 1146, 1366
INDEX.
Land - continued.
"Crown Lands Acts ,"  Notices  and Proclamations under-
continued.
Road-continued.
Compensation to Selector for
Intention to Resume for Public
New, Confirmation, Notice of ...
New, first Notice ...
Proclaimed Open ...
rage. I
... 137, 1308, 1444
... ... 364
... 1115
58, 59, 990
50, 187, 188, 189, 2.56, 257, 472,
544, 613, 1075, 1076, 1211,
1212,1302,1303,1304,1429,1430
Re-opening of a Temporarily Closed ... 1308
Resumption Proclaimed Open  as 50, 54, 192,
256, 470, 543, 558, 612, 908, 988, 1074,
1143, 1220, 1307, 1308, 1365, 1428
Run-
Description of Boundary... ... ... 378
Interest in Licenses  Transferred  ... ... 1224
Interest in Transferred ... ... ... ... 57, 1223
Payment for Survey of ... ... .. 869
Sale  of Unexpired Term  of Lease of  ... 161, 167, 305, 310
Survey and Amended Description of ... ... 5.58, 871
Re-amended Description ... ... ... ... 558, 885
Resumption of Portion of ... 1084
Sections  19 and 20 applied to-Lands Open to
Selection  for 5  years ,  Nanango .. 1436
Selector  to show cause why Selection not be For-
feited ... ... ... ... ... ... 211
Timber License-See " License."
Timber Regulation re Branding-Proclamation of 371
Withdrawn from-
Occupation License, District of-
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 916
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... 1084
Selection, District of-
Aramae ... ... .. 51
Beenleigh 987
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 908
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ... 1218
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 374,1139
Gladstone ... .. ... ... 194, 374, 1436
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... 1080
Herberton ... ... ... ... ... 987
Ipswich 616, 987
Mackay ... ... ... ... ... ... 1139
Roma ... 194
Selection, Unselected Portions on Landsdowne
Run ... ... ... ... ... ... 1435
Escheated , Town of Oontoo .. ... .. 54
197, 551,"Titles to  Land Act of  1858," Error in Deed 5i,- 136,197,551,
618, 910, 990, 1148, 1228,
1312, 1370, 1443, 1444
Notification-
Amended Description of-
Land Agent's District
Land Reserved for-
197
School of Arts, Winton ... ... ... 140
Racecourse, Duaringa ... ... ... 267
Resumed Portion of Run ... ... ... 619
Exhibition of Maps ... ... ... ... ... 140
Forfeited Selection added to Timber Reserve ... 833
" Hewittville," re-named " Emu Park" 833
Inspector of Drayton Common, Appointment
Confirmed ... ... ... ... ... 1373
Lands Agent's Office Closed . ... .. 55, 197
Police, Officers of, to be Rangers  or Bailiffs of
Crown Lands ... ... .:. ... ... 54
Officer Retires from  Service  ... ... ... ...  903
Selectors desirous of Surrendering Titles to Lodge
Application ... ... ... ... ... ' 137
Surveyor-See " Surveyor"
Opening Village Settlement Farms, Foxhall, Court
House, Barcaldine ... ... ... ..
Tim be r Reserve , Addition to ...
Sales by Auction ,  Proclaimed at-
Ayr ... ... ... ... ...
Beenlei,gh  ... ... ... ...
Barcaldine ... ... ... ... ...
Birdsville  ... ... ... ... ...
Blacka ll  ... ... ... ...
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ..
B ri sbane  ... ... ... ... ...
Bunda be rg  ... ... ... ...
Cairns  ... ... ... ...
Charleville ... ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ...
Geraldton  ... ... ... ... ...
Gym pie ... ... ... ... ...
Ipswich  .. ... ... ... ...
Maryborough  ... ... ... ...
Nerang  ... ... ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ... ... ...
Tambo  .. ... ... ... ...
Tenninge ri ng  ... ... ... ...
Thargomindah  .. ... ... ...
Toowoomba  ... ... ...
Townsville  ... ... ... ...
Warwick  ... ... ... . ... ...
919
481
1481
1128
342
343, 1128
1128
1481
341, 1127
342, 1127
1129
1130
343
345
344
345, 1483
1483
1482
1484
1131
1131
346
1131
346
1132, 1484
347
Sale of Lease  of, by Public  Auction, Proclaimed at-
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1143
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ...  616
Landrigan , J., to be  a Mem ber, Boulia Divisional Board  ... 1359
Lane, F .  J., Licensed  Gate Notice ... .. ... ...  659
Lane ,  J., P romotion  of, Public  Instruction Depa rt ment  ...  1359
xv.
Page.
Lang, J. Trade Mark  Notice  ... ... ... ... 418
Larsen , kev. J.  C., Registered as Minister  ...  1377
Larher ,  E. H., to be a Head Teacher , Public  Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Lascelles and Crump, Patent Noti ce ... ... ... 1347
Lather, W., to be  Captain ,  Defence Force  ... ... . 254, 433
Lavelle, H , Classification of, Public Instruction Depa rt -
ment  ... ... ... ..  541
Lavender , A. J., Patent Notice ... 301
Laverack , C. W., to  be a Captain ,  Unattached, Defence
Force  ... ... ..  1356
Law, R. E., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ...
Lawson, H.,-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ...
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department
Lawson, R. H., to be Acting Chief Draftsman, Surveyor
541
541
1074
General's Office ... ... ...  462
Learmonth, E. B., as Justice of the Peace, to give Consent
under " Marriage Act" ...  ...  1332
Ledlin, S., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Lee, H. W., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Lee, J., Disqualified from Tendering ... ... ... 1463
Leeks H. S., Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... 951
Lee Kee and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 511
Lee Lan, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... .. ... 1335
Leftwich, R. W., to be on Metropolitan Traffic Board 1073
Leigh, W. A., to be a Returning Officer, Bauhinia Divi-
sional Board ... ... ... ... ...  128
Leishman, S. B., Classification of, Public Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Leitch, E. J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  365
Lennon. J.-
Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... 1359
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... ... 610
Lerbinen, J., Notice in Goods of ... ... .. ... 1169
Lever Bros., Trade Mark Notice  ... ... ... ... 36
Levinge, R., to be on Hospital Committee, Geraldton ... 49
Levy, P. A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 289,406
License-
Application for, to Extend Fences... ... ... ... 1042
Cancelled, Licensed Victuallers ... ... ... 601, 929, 1236
Granted-
Auctioneers ... ... ... ... ... 145, 600, 929, 1236Bagatelle ... ... 145, 1236Billiards ... ... ... ... ... ... 145, 600, 929, 1236
Billiards, Special... ... ... ... ... 929, 1236
Distillers ... .. ... ... ... ... 145, 600, 929, 1236
Licensed Victuallers 145, 929, 1236
Licensed Victuallers, Special ... 145, 929
Packet ... ... ... ... ... ... 145, 929, 1236
Spirit Dealer, Wholesale ... ... ... 145, 599, 929,1236
Timber Cuttin &c. (by Lands Department) 59, 377, 913, 1225
Provisional ... ... ... ... ... ... 141
Wine Sellers ... ... ... ... ... ... 145
Transferred ... ... 145, 601, 929, 1236
" Licensing Act of  1885,"  Half-yearly Return of all Licenses
Issued ... ... ... ... ... ...
Licensing Board-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Licensing  Meeting, Annual ... ... ... ...
Licensing  Meeting to  be held Monthly, at-
349
935,1096
Etheridge and Herberton ... ... ... ... 1136
South Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... 1357
Licensing District-
Amended ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  906
Constituted ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  906
See "Appointment "-Sub-head " Inspector "-
Liddall, H., to be a Member, Cardwell Divisional Board ... 1134
Liddle, J. C., Promotion of Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
"Life Insurance Act of  1879. "-
Annual Statement-
Australian Mutual Provident Society 1102
Australian Widows' Fund Life Assurance Society 584
Citizen Life Assurance Company ... ... ... '850
City Mutual Life Assurance Society ... ... ... 1244
Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society ... ... 1160
Equitable Life Assurance Company... ... ... 1464
Liverpool and London and Globe ... ... ...  286
London and Lancashire Life Assurance Company 649
Industrial Mutual Life Assurance Society of Aus-
tralia  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1162
Mutual Life Association of Australasia ... ... 861
Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria ... 403
National Mutual Life Association  of Australasia... 506
New York Life  Insurance  Company... ... ...  1386
Queen Insurance Company ... ... ... ...  401
Royal  Insurance  Company  ... ... ... ... 402
Lillis, T., to be-
Poundkeeper, Cunnamulla ... ... ... ... ... 65,576
Small Debts Court Bailiff ... ... ... ... ... 576
Linde, C. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... 153
Lindsay, J., Notice in Will, &c., of .. ... 409
Lintern, S. E., to be Auditor, Ithaca Shire Council... ... 185
Lipke, C., Notice in Will of ... ... 951
Lipstine, E., Promotion of, Public Instruction  Department 1359
"Liquor Act of  1887. "-
Liquor may be Disposed of Wholesale at-
Nundah ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1136
Rocklea  .. ... ... ... ... ... 255
Little, J., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 659
Little, R. K., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ...  1339
Livingstone, J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department L159
ire.
Lloyd,  A. H., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ...
Lloyd ,  B. Error in Deed  ... .. ... ... ...
Loans to
. ror
Autho ri ties ,  Half -yearly Statement ...
" Looal Authorities  ( Joint Action ) Act of  1886. "-Representa-
tive on Breakfast Creek Bridge Board ... ...
Logan District ,  Licensing Justices for ... ... ... ...
man R. J .,  Error in Deed
Lott Iin, Notice in Estate of .. ... ... ... ...
Loneran P. Notice in Wi ll  of... ... ... ... ...
Lon
nor  fotice in Estate ... 
Lorimer  B.  Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...
Love ,  , lotice  in Wi ll  of ... ... ... ...
Lowey C. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
Low Tye Lee ,  Notice in Wi ll  of ...
Luck,  $. C., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ...
L  O.  Patent Notice
Luken  G
... ... ...
,.L..tobe-
Justice of the Peace authorised to give consent under
" Marriage Act." ... ... ... ...
Police Magistrate ,  Maryborough  ... ... ... ...
Official Visitor ,  Reception House ... ...
Member and Chairman ,  Immigration Board ...
Gold fields '  Warden  ... ... ..
Lymburner N., Licensed as Surveyor  ... ... ... ...
Lyons, N., 'Error in Deed ... ... ... ...
Lytton Fort ,  Order required to admit to ... ...
Mac.
Macalister,  J., to  be  a District Registrar,  Births, Marriages,
and Deaths ,  Gladstone  ... ... ... ...
Macansh, Ron .  J. D., M.L .C., to be on Warwick Hospital
Committee  ... ... ...
Macansh ,  J. D., junr .,  Licensed Gate Notices ... ...
Macarthur ,  A., Services of Dispensed with  ... ... ...
Maca rt hur ,  Forrest and Forrest, Patent Notice ... ...
MacCarthy ,  E. R. 'N. to be-
A Visiting Justice, H. M. Gaol, Mackay ... ...
On Hospital Committee ,  Mackay  ... ... ... ...
MacDiarmid ,  J., Notice in Will of  .. ... ... ..
MacDonnell ,  H. F., Notice in Estate of ... ...
MacDonald ,  H., to  be  an Auditor ,  Taroom Divisional
Board  .. ... ...
MacDonald J. G., to  be  Official Visitor, Reception House,
Townsvi ll e  ... ... ...
MacDonald ,  J. McP .,  as Justice of the Peace ,  to give con-
sent under  "  Ma a Act  " ... ... ...
MacDonald ,  M. H., Notice  in  of  ... ... ...
Macfarlane ,  H. T., to  be-
An Acting Registrar of Births ,  Marriages ,  and Deaths
A Mem be r Hospital Committee ,  Warwick ... ...
Macfarlane ,  J., to be a Justice of the Peace  ... ... ...
MacGavin ,  B. Correction of Name as Justice of the Peace
MacGregor ,  9, to be a Justice of the Peace ... .. ...
Mackay ,  H. W. B., to be a Clerk in Office Curator Intes-
tate Estates  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay-
Fire Bri gade Board ,  Mem be rs of  ... ... ... ...
Licensing Justices for ... ... ... ... ...
Marsupial Board Members of ... ... ... ...
MacIvor R .  W. E., latent Notice  . ... ...
Maclachian ,  Bros .,  and Levy, Trade Mark Notice ... ...
Maclurcan and Preston ,  Dissolution of Partnership ...
MacLe ll an ,  J., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ... ...
MacMahon ,  F. E., Patent Notice ...
MacMahon ,  P., to be Curator ,  Botanical Gardens ,  Brisbane
MacMillan ,  N. H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
MacNamara ,  M., Admitted as Medical PractitionerMae r, J .,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...
Mc.
McAlister ,  P., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ...
McAllister, F .  C. Transferof, Public Instruction Department
McAllister ,  A., ±ransfer of, Public Instruction Department
McAlpine J., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ...
McBean, iv .,  Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ...
McBride, P., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
McBryde,  J., to be on  Hospital Committee ,  Mackay ...
McCabe ,  P., Registered as Chemist
McCahon ,  S. McC .,  P romotion of, Public Instruction De-
partment  ... ... ... ...
McCann ,  B., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
McCleer ,  H. C., Noti ce  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
McClelland ,  M. D., Noti ce  in Estate of ... ... ...
McConnell ,  J., Noti ce  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
McCourt ,  J., Noti ce  in Estate of
McCracken  A., to be  an Auditor ,  Raw belle Divisional
Roard ... ... ... ...
McCrea ,  W. Noti ce in Estate of
McDonald  16., Notice in Estate of .
McDonnell ,  A. J., added to  Medical Practitioners List
McDonnell ,  Lieut .-Colonel John, placed on Retired List ...
McFarlane ,  G. A., Resignation of, Defence  Force ...
McGauran ,  D. J., Patent Notice
McGrath ,  C., Classification of, Public Instruction  Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
McGrath ,  P., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
McGrath ,  T., to  be a Justi ce of the Peace  ... ... ...
McGuire ,  B., Noti ce in Estate of ...
McIntosh ,  J., Notice in Will of ... ...McIntyre, C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department
McIntyre ,  J. M., to  be a Clerk ,  Registrar of Titles Oflice
INDEX.
Page. I
1300 1 McIntyre ,  J. S., to be-
Page.
197 On Toowoomba Hospital Committee  ... ... ...  463
927 Auditor ,  Rosalie Divisional Board  ... ... ...  904
McKee, T. to be a Boatman Pilot ... ... ... ... 1134
1073 McKellar  K  C., Licensed Gate Notice ... 866
905 McKenna ,  B., Classification of, as Teacher ,  Public Instruc-
1312 tion Department  .. ... ... ... ...  1073
1168 McKenna ,  J., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ..  1110
1169 McKeon, J .  Transfer of, Public Instruction Depa rt ment 185
406 McKe rn ow ,  lleev.  M., Registered as Minister 232
197 McLean C. to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 1300
1253 McLean ,  K', Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ...  241
1359 McLean, W., Notice in Will of ... ... .. .. ...  863
242 McLennan ,  D. W., to be a Cadet, Registrar of Titles Office 255
1300 McLennan ,  M., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
302 ment .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 129
McLeod, M. D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 951
McLeod ,  R., Notice in Estate of  ... .. ...  653
1159 McLeod ,  G. G. to be Auditor ,  Boulia Divisional Board  ...  1360
822 McMahon ,  J. SM., Promotion of, Public Instruction De-
906 pertinent  ... ... ... ...  1359
906 McMurtrie T., Tender Accepted  .. ... ...  272
929 McNa lly ,  W.  J., Classi fication of, Public Instruction837,846 Department ... ... ... ... ... ...  541
1228 McNamara ,  Constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter-
..  46366 houses  .. ... .
-McNamee, J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart
ment  ... ... ... ... ...  1359
McRae,-.E., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1170
463 X.
Mader,  U., Notice in Will of ... .. ...
Magistrate  of the Territory - See "Appointment  "- Correc-
tion,  Resignation-
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Annual List of ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 1
Discharged from Office as ... ... ... ... ... 1356
Magnay ,  H. to  be a Poundk eeper ... ... ... ... 153
Magney ,  J. h., Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ... 1116
Maguire, J. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1021,1469
Mahaffey ,  W., Notice in Wi ll of  ... ...  295
Mahony ,  J., to  be a Mem ber Inglewood Divisional Board... 364
Maid of Erin Gold Mining Company ,  re Winding -up of ... 954
Ma llon, P., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ... 1300
Manchester T., Notice in Wi ll of ... ... ... ... 157
Mans field ,  Lieutenant E., to be a Lieutenant ,  Unattached,
Defence Force  ... ... ... ... ...  822,967
Manuel ,  A., Notice in Wi ll of  ... ... ... ... ...  156
Map on Sale-
Burnett District  ... ... ... ... ... ...  920Darlinir Downs. 920
Cook  District  ... ... ... ... ... ...  920
Moreton  (Sheet)
...
920
Port Curtis ... .. . ... ... ... ... 921
Queensland Post and Telegraph  ... ..  64
Towns - Bundaberg ,  Warwick, Dalby, Aramac, Charle-
ville Normanton ,  Longreach  ...  920
Village of  Worth Hodgson,  Murrin Murrin,  Bimbah,
Foxhall  ... ... ... ... ... ...  920
Maranoa ,  Sheep j)irectors for .. ... ... ... 1357Marcus, E. J., Notice in Estate of  ...  ... ... 508, 654, 1189
Mariners ,  Notice to-
New Hebrides - Island of Ambrym, Dangers ... 486
New South Wales-Change in Time of Flash ,  Montague
and Green Cape Lighthouses  ... ... ...  563
New Zealand - Cuvier Island, Light on  ... ... ...  1376
Queensland-
Burnett River --S to  be Reduced in ... ... 274
Cape Capricorn-  ubsidiary Light  ... ... ...  274
Cleveland  Bay-Beacons ... ... ... ...  930
Lytton Wharf- Speed when passing  ... ...  1376
Moreton Bav-
Bar at South Entrance  ... ... ...  930
Shoaling of Water on Hixon's Bank  ... ...  1321
Po rt  Denison - Light  ... ... ... ... ...  387
Sea Reach - Buoy  ... ... ... ... ...  227
Wide Bay ar-
AlteratBion in Beacons ,  &c. ... ... ... 1376
Alteration in... ... ... ... ... ... 1376
Channel  .. .. . ... ...  1089
South Australia - Po rt  Adelaide River, Light  ... ...  563
Tasmania-
Eddystone Point, Light  ... ... ... ...  223, 999
Table Cape Light 631
Marks ,  M., Notice in Estate of  ... . ... .. ...  296
" Marriage Act of  1867"-
Justi ce  authorised to give Consent ... ...  651, 652, 1018, 1159, 1332
Minister authorised to Celebrate Marriages  ...  148, 232, 497, 637,
934, 1010, 1011,  1094, 1095,
1242, 1330,  1331, 1377, 1459
Minister ,  Notice of Removal of ... 65, 148, 232, 279, 496, 497, 576,
934, 1095, 1242,  1330,  1377, 1459
Ministers ,  Annual List of  ... ... ...  281
Marshall, C.  W., Classi fication of, Public Instrtruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  541, 1074
Marsha ll , M. C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...  1074
Marshall, W .,  to be a Mem be r Inglewood Divisional Board 979
Marsupial Destruction-
Annual Election of Boards  ... ... ... ... ...  66,278
Application of funds for destruction of Rabbits-
Boulia  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1092
Warroo  ... ... ... ... ... 842
Appointment - See " Appointment."
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Assessment fixed-
Aramac ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Bauhinia  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 75
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1392
Boulia  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1113
Bungil  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1473
Burrum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1392
Calliope ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1255
Clermont  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Clifton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1332
Doonmunya  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Esk ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Fassifern  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Glengallan  ... ... ... ... ... 1172
Gogango  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1341
Gregory  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1473
Hinchinbrook  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1392
Murilla .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1332
Inglewood ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1341
Jondaryan  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1392
Kolan  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Paroo  ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 1255
Tarampa  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1341
Thuringowa  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1391
Waggamba  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1472
Wallambi lla  ... ... .. ... ... ... 1332
Wambo ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1172
Warroo ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1342
Blackwater substituted for Cometville as place of
meeting of Stockowners  ... ... ... 278
Election of Mem be rs of Boards  ... ... ... ... 981, 1300
Proclamation  re,  rescinded  ... ... ... ... ... 542
Returns must be sent, Kolan  ... ... .. 1473
Scalp Rates, Kolan  ... ... ... 1472
Martin C. E., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... 541
Martin F .  W., to be a Lieutenant ,  Defence  f orce  ... 1135,  1285, 1287
Martin J .,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ... ... 30
Martin W .  H. W., Transfer of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 185Ma borough-
Tire  e Brigade Board ,  Members of  ... ... ... ...  1183
Licensing Justices for ... .. . ... 905
Maryborough Stockman 's Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing
Company,  re  Winding -up of  ... ... ... 159
Mason C.  Notice in Wi ll  of  ... ... ... ... ...  296
Mason V. , Patent Notice  ... ... 960
Mattingley T. J., Transfer of, Public  instruction Depart-
Mawby T .  0., Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ...
Mawe F . W.5 Notice  in Lands and Goods of... ... ...
Mayes A.,  to be Lieutenant ,  Defence Force ... ...
May Queen Gold Mining and Quartz -Crushing Company,
Notices  re  Winding up of
May T .,  to be a Head Teacher , Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Meanry, R., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... ...
Medical Board- ,
Annual List of Practitioners  ... ...
Medical Practitioner Admitted  ... ... ... ...
Name Added to List  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Name Restored to List  ... ... ... ... ...
Provisional License Cance lled  ... ... ...
See " Pharmaceutical."
Mee, M .  J., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ...
Meiklejobn ,  G. B., to be a Clerk ,  Customs  ... ... ...
Meiklejohn Rev. W .  D., Notice of Removal ... ... ...
Mellefont , W . P. Notice in Wi ll  of ... ...
Melrose, M. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...
Memmott, J .,  Notice in Estate of ..
Menery, S. J .,  Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ...
Merrell, F .  J. W., Promotion of, Public Instruction
Department
Merton, T. D., Patent Notice
Meteorology of Queensland-
Climate  ... ... ...
Rainfa ll . ...
Weather Chart  ... ... ...
Metropolitan Traffic Board - See "Traffic."
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Michael Davitt Block Gold Mining Company ,  re  Winding.
up of ...
Michel, W.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ...
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... ...
Midson,  A., to be  a Justice of the Peace ..
Mighell,  A. W., to be  an Auditor ,  Johnstone  Divisional
Board ... ...
Miter, G .,  to be a Mem ber Tinaroo Divisional Board
Mill, J .  H., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...
Mi ll ar,  T. Notice in Will of ..
Miller and Menzies ,  Notice in Estate of
Miller ,  F., Notice in-
1025, 1391
541
1074
822
128
1428
240
.. 1253
... 587, 949, 1022, 1337, 1391
Goods  of ... ... ... ...
Will of
Mi ll er, K .,  Resignation of as Justice of the Peace ... ...
Miller ,  L., Promotion  of, Public  Instruction Department...
Miller, R .  G., to be an Auditor ,  Aramac Divisional Board
Miller, W. Y., Notice  in Estate of
Mi llett ,  W. to be an Auditor ,  Douglas Divisional Board ...
Milliken,  I.  M., Classification of, as Teacher , Public
Instruction Department
Mills, J .,  Promotion  of, Public  Instruction Department ...
1340
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240
184
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Mills ,  S. H., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1023
Mills and Company Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... 1388
Milroy, T. It. S ., Licensed as Surveyor  ... ... ...  837, 846
"Mines Regulation Act of  1881"-
Coliery Rules-
Day Dawn  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ross End ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Minister -See "Marriage"
Minnis , S. J., to  be an Assistant Teacher ,  Public Instruc-
tion Department ... ... ... ... ...
Mitchell, Sheep Directors for ... ... ... ... ...
Mitchell, S .  C. and W., Patent Notice  ... ... ...
Mitchie, D .,  Fencing  Notice. ... ... ... ...
Moffatt,  T. DeL.-
27 0
624
129
1357
247
1024
Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 551
To be a Registrar of Births ,  Marriages ,  and Deaths ... 907
Moller, J. S., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 1168
Moloney, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 588
Monahan, E., Notice in Estate of 1166
Montgomery, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 156
Moodie, J., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Moore, A. E.,  Classification and Appointment of, as
Teacher, Public  Instruction Department... ... 1358
Moore, J. I., Admitted  as Medical Practitioner  ... ...  935
Moore ,  Rev. W .,  Registered as Minister  ... ... ...  1010
Moore ,  R. A., Placed on Retired List ,  Defence Force  ...  184, 434
Moorhead, Rev. G. S., Registered  as Minister ... ... 934
Morgan, A., M.L.A., to be on Hospital Committee,
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... ...  463
Morgan, D., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ...  73,953
Morgan, J. G., to be Poundkeeper, Maryborough  ... ... 65
Morgan, T. H., Added to List of Medical Practitioners ... 1244
Morgan's, E .  Sons and Co .,  Trade Mark Notice .. 44
Morgenste rn ,  J. E. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Morris, E. G., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Morris, D., Notice in Goods of  ... ... ... ... ...  1024
Morris ,  J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... 1074
Morrisby ,  R., to  be  an Acting Land Commissioner... 979
Morrison , E., Promotion  of, Public Instruction Department 13.59
Morrison ,  D., Services of Dispensed with  .. ... ...  253
Morrow, A ., to be Engineer Queensland Government s.s.
" Miner  " .. ... ... ... ... ...  1135
Mortgagees Sale ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 592
Mosely, A. J.-
Transfer  of, Public  Instruction Department ... 983
Classi fication of, Public Instruction Department 541
Mosely and Chambers, Patent Notice ... ... ... 661
Moss,  D., Notice in Will. of ... ... ... ... ... . 294
Mount Cenis Gold Mining Company,  re  Winding-up of ... 591, 955
Mount Morgan North East Gold Mining Company,  re
Winding up of ... ... ... .. ... ... 410
Mount  Warner Gold  Mining Company ,  re  Winding -up of... 1112
Mourilyan Sugar  Company,  Dissolution of Partnership ... 865
Mowbray, T.,  to be on Hospital Committee ,  Mackay ... 610
Mowbray, W. M., to be Captain ,  Defence Force ... ...184, 254, 434
Mowen, J., to be a Justidt of the Peace  ... ..  1300
Mulcahy, D., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 513
Muller, G. A., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ...  911
Mullin, M., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1170
Municipality ,  Borough, Shire ,  or United-
Appointment-See " Appointment"
Assets and Liabilities Apportioned by Order in Council-
See " Divisional Board."
By-laws Approved-
Cairns  ... ... ... . ... ... ... ...  392
Charters Towers. .. ... ... ... ... ...  1323
Drayton  ... ... ... ... ... .. ...  1238
Herberton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1033
Hughenden ... ... ... ... ... ... 1007
Ipswich  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  91
Sandgate ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 634
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ... ...  393
Constituted by Order in Council-
Southport .. .. .. ... ... ... ... 461, 539
Election of Council ,  First-Southport  ... ... ...  539
Intention to Apply for Loan-
Allora  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1392
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1255
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  411
Charters Towers  ... ... ... ... ... ...  865
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 74
Ipswich  ... ... 1171
Mackay  ... ... .. ...  245
Loan - See " Loan"
Reserve placed under control of-
South Brisbane - all Reserves hitherto vested in
Woolloongabba Divisional Board  ... ... ...  1436
Townsville - Public Baths ... ... ... ... 471
See " Waterworks. "
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure ,  Contracts, &c.-
Allora ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Blackall .. ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Bundaberg
Charters  'Towers ...
Clermont ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Drayton ... ...
V
Gayndah ... ...
Gladstone ... ...
Gympie ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Ithcaa ... ...
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure, Contracts, &c.-
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Mackay  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Maryborough  ... ... ... ... ...
Metropolitan Traffic Board  ... ... ... ...
Middle  Ridge ... ... ... ... ... ...
Normanton  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Sandgate  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
South Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Toowong  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Townsville  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Warwick  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Windsor  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Subdivided into  Wardsby Order in Council-
South Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ...
64-)
1097
401
641
297, 1104
856
640
1161
945
583
1017
1466
644
650
231
Toowong  . ... ... ... ... ... 462
Traffic Board Metropolitan ,  re  Constitution and Elec-
tion of Yf embers ,  Order in Council ,  re ...  533
" Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention Act"-
Operation  of, Suspended ,  Certain Allotment, Bris-
bane, by Order in Council 609
Voters' List, Order in Council  fixing date  for Com-
pletion of Revision of-Goondiwindi ... ... 127
Mun ro,  E., Transfer  of, Public Instruction Department ... 185
Munro , G., to be a Member Rawbelle Divisional Board ... 540
Murchison , R. J., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 596
Murdock, R. R., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1249
Murilla Marsupial  Board ,  Mem bers of  ... ...  981
Murphy, F. V., Resignation of, asLientenant, Defence Force 1356
Murray, Sergeant  T., to be  an Inspector  Slaughter -houses ...  1135, 1300
Murray, J. A., to be an Auditor, Gowrie Divisional Board 904
Murray, V., Licensed Gate Notice ... ... ... ... 1112
Murray, W. D.-
Clasatfication of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Transfer  of, Public  Instruction  Department  ... ...  1358
Murweh Marsupial  Board ,  Members  of .. 981, 1300
Mutch A.,  Promotion  of, Public Instruction Department... 130
Mylchreest, J., Notice in Will of . ... ... 1338
Myles , F. W., to be a Visiting Justice, Ayr Gaol ... ... 980
N.
Nairne, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 551
Nalder, W., to be a Poundkeeper . .. ... ... 587
Narracott , C. S., to  be a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ...  254, 433
Naval Cadets - See "Cadets."
Nebo  Marsupial Board ,  Members of ... ... ... ... 981
Neale, W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 294
Ne?us G. and E., Dissolution of Partnership ... ...  956
Neill, a E .,  Classi fication of, Public Instruction  Department 541
Nelson Y.C. (Gebangle) Gold- Mining Company ,  re  Wind-
ing-up of  ... . j ... ...  954
Newell ,  Rev. R .,  Registered as Minister  ... ... ...  1242
New Guinea, British-See "Despatch."
New Hope Gold-Mining Company,  re  Winding-up of ... 297
Newman , J. G., to be Clerk and We Waiter ... ... 254
New Zealand ,  re  Introduction of Stock ... ... ... 932
Nicholas, H., to be Pilot, Port Curtis ... ... ... ... 904
Nicholson, J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1249
Nicholson, Rev. J. E., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 496
Nicholson, J. W., Transferof, Public Instruction Department 129, 185
Nicoll, A., a Justice of the Peace - to give Consent under
" Marri age Act " ... ... ... ... ...  1018
Nicolson, P. W., to be an Auditor, Woongarra Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1209
Nisbet, W. B., to be  a Surgeon , Defence Force ... ... 184, 434
Nixon ,  F., to be a-
Police Magistrate ... . .. ... .. . 49
District Court Registrar, District Receiver  in Insol-
vency, and High Bailiff ... ... ... ... 128
Nobel, A., Patent Notice... ... ... ... ... ... 595
Nock, J., Tender Accepted . ... ... 382
No. 1 East Homeward Bound Gold-Mining Company,  re
Winding-u of ... ... ... ... 658
No. 1 South Towers Extended Gold-Mining Company, re
Winding -up of ... .. 591, 955, 1025
No. 2 East  Boolboonda Beauty Gold-Mining Company, re
Winding-up of... .. ... ... ... 1025
No. 5 North  East Queen  Gold-Mining Company,  re
Winding up  of... ... ... .. ... ... 514
Nogoa Marsupial Board, Members  of ... ... ... .... 981
Nolan, M. J.-
To be  a Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ... ... ...  822, 968
Appointment Cancelled ... ... ... ... 1356
Nolan, Rev. J. A., Notice of Removal ... 1377
Norman, His Excellency Sir H . W., G.C.M.G.-
Arrival of ,  and Holiday ,  at Bowen and  Townsville  ...  1397
Arrival of, and Defence Force General Orders  re,  at
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Formation of Troops on Landing of ... ... ...
Arrangements for Landing ,  Brisbane ... ...
Bank Holiday Proclaimed, Brisbane, on Arrival of ...
Supreme Court Holiday Proclaimed, Brisbane, on
1399
1479
1487
1488
Arrival of 1488
North Black Jack Exteuded Gold-Mining Company,  re
Winding-up of... ... ... ... 591, 956, 1025
Northey, W., Notice in Estate of ... .. .. 1019
Noswortb , It., Notice in Estate of ... ... 72, 511, 655, 1020, 1252
Nugent, H , Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... ... 1166, 1251
Nussey, T. J. H., Notice  in Land, &c., of  ... ... ... 511
O'Brien, D., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 588, 950
O'Brien, J. C., to be a Clerk, Public Instruction Department 185
O'Brien, TNT. T., to be a Member Widgee Marsupial Board... 1300
O'Connor, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 409
O'I)ea, J., Notice in Goods of 863
O'Doherty, 1)., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
iiient ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
O'Doherty, E. H., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... 154
O'Donnell, W., to he a Mining Registrar .. ... .. 1209
O'Donnell, E. M., Classificatiou of, Public Instruction De-
partment .. ... ... 541
O'Donohue,MMZ., to be on Hospital Committee, Geraldton ... 49
Oedenkoven De R. and Co., Trade Mark Notices ... ... 1475
Officer, R., junr., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 1300
Offley, Forrester, and Co., Trade Mark Notice .. ... 178, 1477
O'Flanagan, A. J., Added to List Medical Practitioners ... 1244
Ogilvie, B. H., to be on Hospital Committee, Geraldton ... 49
Old Warrior Gold Mining Company, re Winding-up of 74, 410, 657
1024,  Of
Oliver, S., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 960
On Chong. See " Sun On Chong."
O'Neill, T., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 365
Order in Council-
See-" Despatch," " Divisional Board," "Lands," "Municipality,"
" Patents."
Extract from, by His Excellency the Governor of New
Zealand,  re  Stock Introduction ... ... ...  932
O'Regan, M. T., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Overell and White, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1383
Owens, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 657
Oxenford, W. R., to be a Justice of  the Peace ... ... ...  1300
Oxley, H. J., to be on Hospital Committee,  Brisbane ... 1300
P.
"Pacific Island Labourers Act of  1887 "-
Appointment -See "Appointment."
Hospital Committee ,  Members of, Nominated ... ...  610
Page, R., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...  1300
Pain, A., Resignation  of, as Major and Captain ,  Defence
Force ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  904
Pain, F.-
To be Captain, Defence Force ... ... ... .... 181
Resignation of, as  Captain ,  Defence  Force  ... ...  904,967
Palmer,  1'. A., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 405
Palmer ,  T. P., Promotion  of, Customs Department ... 254
Palmer, T. F., to be a Justice  of the Peace  ... ... ...  1300
Paradies C., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 952
Parker, 'J., Notice in the Estate of ... ... ... ... 652 1107
Parkes, A., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 31
Parliamentary, Notice of  intention  to apply  for Bi ll  ... 1462
Paroo Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Parrott, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1337
Parry, H. R., to be a Head Teacher, Public  Instruction
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Partnership-
Certificate of Limited ... ... ... ... ... 592
Dissolution of ... ... 158, 245, 297, 514, 865, 956, 1024
1113, 1255, 1383, 1392, 1464
Entered into... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1465
Partner Admitted ... ... ... ... ... ... 159
Pascoe, E., Transfer of, Public  Instruction  Department ... 230
"Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1883 "-Orders
made by Her Majesty the Queen  in Council, in
pursuance  of ... ... ... ... ... ... 635
"Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act of  1884 "-Appli-
cation, Patents, or Trade  Marks,  Published as
Supplement to  Government  Gazette  27, 177, 247, 301, 413, 517,
595, 661, 887, 959, 1029, 1115,
1177, 1259, 1345, 1395, 1475
Paterson and Co., Partner Admitted ... ... ... ...  159
Patterson, W. G.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ...
Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ...
Pattison ,  J., Resignation of, as Lieutenant, Defence Force
Payne, H., to be Poundkeeper ,  St. Lawrence ... ,..
Peacock , J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Peak Downs ,  Sheep Directors for ... ...
Peak, M .  E., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment
Pearce, T., as Justice of the Peace, to give consent under
540
11361356
399
865
1357
541
"Marriage  Act."  ... ... ... 652
Pearson, G.,  placed on list  of Medical  Practitioners ... 935
Pearson, Rev. W., Notice of Removal 1377
Peddle, J. G. A., Resignation  of, as Justice of the Peace ... 364
Pedrazzini, D., Error in Deed  ... ... ... 1148
Pegler, H. C., to be a Justice of the  Peace  ... ... 1300
Pender, M., Notice in Will of  ... ... ... ... 1023
Penny, T., Correction of Name as a Justice of the  Peace ... 184
Perkins, E. 0., Transfer of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment ... ..  1358... ... . .. . .
Perry, T. A., to be a Justice of the Peace ...  1300
Perry, W. S., to be Tipstaff to His  Honour Mr . Justice
Cooper ... ... ...  1209
Perske, B. L., Classification of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment .. ... .. ... ... 541
Petrie, J., to be on Hospital Committee , Brisbane  ...  1300
Pettigrew and Co., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ...508, 08,654,1021
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Petit, N. P., to be Superintendent, South Brisbane Fire
Brigade ... ... ... ... ... ... 365,136
Pharmacy Board of Queensland-
Annual List of Chemists Registered ... ... ... 149, 1095
Pharmaceutical Chemist Registered ... ... ...152,1095,1377
Members of the ... ... ... ... ... ... 152
$xamination-
Preliminary and Professional ... ... ... 637
Results of .. ... ... ... ... 1095
Phillips, E., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1390
Phillips, J., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 539
Phillips, L., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 1300
Phillips, P., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1253
Phillips, S., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 154, 406
Philp, J. H., and Co., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 1165,1388
Phipps, H. G. R., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... 1106, 1109
Phoenix, Nos. 1 and 2, North Gold Mining Company,  re
Winding-up of ... ... ... ... ... ... 410
Pierce, J., Notice in Will of .. .. ... ... 512
Pigram, F., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 185
Pile, J., to be Locker, Customs Department ... ... 254
Pingel, A. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Pinnock, P., Resignation of, as Official Visitor, Goodna
Asylum ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Pinwill, J. P. S., Services of, Dispensed with ... ... 233
Piper and Callino, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 240, 587
Pittman, A., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... 289
Plormel, Rev. J., Notice of Removal ... ... 1242
Police Appointment-See "Appointment."
Pollock, E. V., to be Staff Paymaster, Marine Defence
Force  ...  ... 510... . .. ... .. . ...
Poole, C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... 1359
Porter, C. M., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  .. 1359... ... ... ... . ... ... ...
Porter, J., Resignation  of, as  Lieutenant, Defence Force... 1356
Ports and Harbours-
Extension of Time for Opening Tenders for Lighthouse 1376
Post and Telegraph Department-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Book and Packet Regulations (amended) ... ... 64
Exchange of Post Cards with United Kingdom 64
Map on Sale .. . ... ... ... ... 64
Money Order Office Opened ... ... ... ... 1156
Post Card and Postal Note Office Opened ... 274, 496, 1156
Tender-See "Tender."
Unclaimed Letters ... ... ... ... ...315, 793, 1047, 1401
Weather Chart ... ... ... ... ... ... 64
Pound-
Impoundings-See " Impoundings."
Poundkeeper-See "Appointment."
Power, J., and Son, Trade Mark Notice ... ... 41
Powell, C. R., Notice  in Estate  of . ... . ... 950, 1166
Prentice, C., M.R.C.S.E., to be a Justice of the Peace 1300
Pretty, to be a Lieutenant, Marine Defence Forca ... ... 822
Price, T. B., Re-appointed Poundkeeper ... ... 587
Pride of Gebangle Gold Mining Company,  re  Winding-
up of ... ... ... ... ... 158, 514
Priest, E. R., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... 292
Prior, F., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 185
Proclamation-
Bank Holiday at-
Allora .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 969
Beaudesert  ... ... ... ... ... ... 970
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... ... 470, 1488
Brisbane ,  South  ... ... ... ... ... ... 470
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1397
Cooktown ... . ... ... ... ... 13:,3
Drayton and Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 186
Georgetown ... ... ... ... 970
Herberton... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1301, 1353
Ingham  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 969
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 186, 607
Marburg, .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 542
Nerang istrict ... ... ... ... ... ... 186
Stanthorpe... ... ... ... ... ... ... 607
Townsvi lle... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1397
Warwick and Allora District ... ... ... .. 542
Throughout Colony ... ... ... ... ...50, 907, 1354
Cancelled ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1305, 1308
"Common Law Process Act of  1867  Amendment Act''-
Commissioner may be appointed at Gympie ... 1354
"Defence Act  "-Varying Proclamation re ... ... 1293
"Diseases in Sheep Acts  "-See "Diseases."
",Fisheries Act  of 1887 "-Fishing Prohibited-
Cabbage Tree Creek and Sandgate ... ... ... 49
Nerang Creek . ... ... ... ... ... 1210
Gaols (4 Vic., No. 29)-
Buildings at Mackay to be a Gaol ... .. ... 611
Proclamation  re  Mackay Lock-up rescinded ... 1J36
Gold Field-See " Gold Field."
" Jury Act  of 1884 "-Jury District, Barcaldineb defined 903
" Liquor Act  "-See  " Liquor Act."
Marsupial-See " Marsupial."
" Oyster Act  of 1886 "-Collection of Oysters Prohibited
from Breakwater, Townsville ... ... ... 907
Proroguing Parliament ... ... ... ... ... 435, 1043
"Police Jurisdiction Extension Act of  1881 "-Provisions
of, Extended to-
Sandgate Amateur Turf Club ... ... ... ... 970
Central Downs Agricultural and Horticultural
Association ... ... ... ... ... 971
Rescinded ... .. .. ... ... ...542, 908, 1136, 1305
" Towns  Police Acts"  extended to Mount Morgan ... 612
Public Crossings - See " Crossings."
Public Instruction Department-
Appointment-See "Appointment."
Correction of Names-See " Correction."
Orphanage-See "Appointment."
School Opened at-
Black Jack ., ...
Caboolture North ...
Glemnore ...
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Mount Albion ... ...
Roadvale ... ...
Thornton ... ... ...
Wallangarra ... ...
Teacher-
Admitted ... ... ...
Classification of ... ..
Rescinded ... ...
Promotion of ... ...
Re-Admitted
Transfer of
rage.
129
1074
983
129
1136
907
129
129
185
129, 541, 1073, 1358, 1359
,.. 1074
... 129, 185,  255, 365, 906,
1074, 1358, 1359, 1428
129, 185, 1358
129, 185,  25.5, 365,  463, 610, 907,
983, 1074, 1136. 1358, 1428
Swimming Exercises ,  Prizes for ,  by Royal Humane
Society of  Australasia ...
University of London , Examination in Colonies for ...
Pughe, Rev. T. St. J. P., Registered  as Minister ... ...
Purbrick  and Stone , Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Pasel, W., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ...
498
498
1095
30
409
Q,.
Quaife, E. W., to be Tide Waiter, Customs  Department ... 254
Queensland--
Executors , Trustees, and Agency Company,  Parlia-
mentary Notice  ... ... ... ... ... 1464
Milling Company, Trade Mark Notice ... .. ...  596Railway Carriage, Wagon, and Tramcar Company,
Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  1236, 1373
Smelting Company,  re  Winding-up of ... ... ... 1112
Stock  Crossings - See " Crossings."
Woollen Company, Tender Accepted  .. ... 386
Queensport Brick and Tile  Company, Certificate of Regis-
tration of ... ... ... ... ... ...  313
Quelch, W., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...  1335
Quinn, J. F., Notice  of Estate of .. ... ... ... 1467
Quinnell, R. J., Added to List,  Medical Practitioners ... 1244
Quinton, C. A., Notice in  Estate of  ... ... ... ...  951
R.
Raber, N. L., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ...  29
Rabbit-See " Marsupial."
Raddatz, J. G. F., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 1338
Railway-
Extension opened or to be opened-
Beenleigh-Southport
Normanton-.-Croydon, Section 1
Intention to Construct-
223
1448
Central Railway, Section  9 .. ... .. .. 1373
Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,  Section 1 562
Lost Property ... ... ... ... ... 215,921
Notice of Resumption ... ... ... ... ...  884, 1153
Plans, &c., Approved of Primarily-
Central Railway, Section  9 ... ... ... ... 998
Extension of Bundaberg Railway  across Burnett
Normanton Railway-Croydon Branch ...
Sale by Auction-Lease of Land, Toowoomba ...
Surveyors, Examination for ... ... ... ...
Raeside re-named Thagoona
Rates for Fares and Goods-Normanton-Oroydon Line
Tender-See "Tender."
Time Table-
Published as Supplement to  Government  Gazette
Bundaberrg-Mount Perry ...
Cairns-Kamerunga ... ...
Emu Park Line ... ... ...
South Brisbane-Southport ...
Normanton-Haydon ... ...
Traffic  Earnings  ... ... ...
1451
223628,926
926
1449
437,1185
996
483
561
223
1449
61, 144,  214, 269,  385, 484, 560
627, 838, 922, 997,1087, 1154
1235, 1317, 1375, 1450
Randall, G., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ..
Ranft and Janitzky, Patent Notice ... ... ... ...
Rankin, C. D. W., Correction of Name as Trustee ...
Ranking, R. A., to be-
Gold-fields Warden, Rockhampton
Justice of the Peace authorised to give consent under
" 1llarriane Act "
Member and Chairman, Immigration Board, Rock-
hampton ... ... ...
Official Visitor, Reception House, Rockhampton ...
Police Magistrate, Rockhampton... ...
Superintendent of Orphanages, Rockhampton ... ...
Visiting Justice, Goal, Rockhampton ... ... ...
Rappel!, J., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... •••
Rasch, E. A. A., Notice in Estate of ..
Rattray,  Al.,  Promotion of, Public  Instruction Department
Raven, H. W., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... ...
Ravenhill, F. R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
Rawbelle Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ...
Rayner, F., Tender Accepted .. ... .. ...
Rea, S., Classification of, Public Instruction Department
587
1177
481
979
1159
906906
822
983
906
1334
9531359
72
982
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Readon, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 238
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Application to Bring Land under Provisions of, 65, 148, 233, 280,
497, 571, 844, 1010, 1094,
Dispensing with Production of--
1157, 1241, 1330, 1379
Certificate of Title ... ... ... ... ...65, 399, 1377
Deed of Grant ... ... ... ... ... ... 279, 399
Triplicate Lease ... ... ... 232, 1093, 1094, 1242, 1330
Provisional Certificate of Title issued ... 399, 637, 846, 1011, 1462
Provisional Deed of Grant issued... ... ... ... 65, 399
Regulations under ... ... ... ... ... ... 398
Surveyors Licensed .. ... 64, 148, 232, 233, 399, 496, 846, 1011
Transmission by Death ... 65, 148, 233, 280. 400, 497, 571, 636,
845, 933, 1010, 1094, 1157,
1250, 1329, 1378, 1462
Rees, J. H., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... ...Registrar-General-See "Appointment,"«Copyright,"« llfarriage Act.'
Page.
Royal Humane Society,  see Public Instruction
Run-See "Lands"
Runge, C. and Company, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 629
Russell E. H., Patent Notices ... ... ... ... ... 177
Russell, F., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Russell, F.-
Resignation of, Defence Force .. ... ... 49, 128
To be Torpedo Engineer and Storekeeper, Defence Force 128
Russell P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1024
Russell R., to be Captain, Defence Force .. ... 254, 433
Rutherford, P. C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1259
Ryan, C., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 295
Ryan, J., to be Gaoler, Roma . ... .. ... ... 541
Ryan, T. C., to be on Warwick Hospital Committee ... 463
Ryan, P., Notice in Will of ... ... ... 12.54
Ryder, G. It., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... i621,  1250,1390
Rylands, D., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 1259
Statistical Return  of Population during 1885 ... 815
Vital  Statistics ... ... ... ... ... ... 173, 535, 973, 1295
Registrar of Titles-
Regulations for Guidance of Surveyors ... ... ...
Surveyor-See  "Real Property Act."
Registration Court-See " Electoral"
Registration, Certificate of-See  " British Companies Act."
Saint, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 513
Sale by Auction-
Customs Act of  1873," under Provisions of 563,  630, 1090, 1091,
1156, 1322
Gold Fields Homestead Selection ... ... ... ... 592
Impounded Cattle ... ... ... ... ...  1256
S.
541
393
Reid, A. and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... 407
Reid,  J., Transfer  of, Public Instruction Department ... 130
Reid McIntyre, and Clark, Notice in Estate of ... 1468
Reihien, F. A., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 31
Resignation-
Bailiff  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1135
Caretaker  Quarantine  Station, Peel Island .. .. 1358
Defence  Force ... ... 49, 128, 254, 822, 904, 980, 1210, 1356
Licensing Justice ... ... ... .. .. ... 1073
Magistrate  of the Territory ... ... 3C4, 540, 1072, 1135, 1201)
Secretary  to Crown Law fficers ... ... ... 1072
Trustee  ... ... 821, 1134, 1299, 1355, 1427
Visitor, Lunatic Asylum ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Retirement  from Public Service ... ... ... ... 903
Reward Offered-
£100, Apprehension of Suspected Murderers ... ... 570
£5,000  for Manufacture of Cotton Goods ... ... 278
Reynolds, E., Notice in Estate of . ... ... 1106, 1109
Rhead, H. F., to be an Acting Sub-Lieutenant,  Marine
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... ...  822
Rhodes, J., Notice in Land and Goods  of ... 212
Rich, C. P. S., to be Second Officer, Border Customs ... 254
Richardson, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1106
Richardson , T. L., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 1345
Richards, Teny, and Co., Trade Mark Notice .. .. 960
Richmond, W., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1428
Riechelmann , F. N. C.-
Correction of Name as Lieutenant , Defence Force ... 1135
To be  Lieutenant , Defence Force ... ... ... ... 254, 434
To he  a Justice  of the Peace ... ... ... ... 1300
Rigby,  M., to be a  Justice of the Peace ... ... 1300
Rigby, S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 656
Road- See" Lands "
Roberts, A. Notice in Will  of .. ... ... 243
Roberts , E. V., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... 541
Roberts, J., to be  an Assistant  Registrar, Births and
Deaths ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 49
Roberts,  M., to be a-
District Court Bailiff .. ... ... ... 576
Small Debts Bailiff and Poundkeeper ... ... ... 862
Roberts, R., to be Bailiff on Sandgate... .. ... ... 148
Roberts , R. and Company, Notice in Estate of ... .. 407, 588
Robertson, Miss, to be Lady Visitor for Diamantina
Orphanage  ... ... ... ... ... 1358
Robertson, E., to be Tidewaiter, Customs ... ... ... 254
Robertson, R., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 1251
Robinson , A. A., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1312
Robinson , B., to be Auditor, Indooroopilly Divisional
Board ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 904
Robinson , M., Tender accepted ... ... .. ... ... 925
Robinson , W. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 406
Rockhampton-
Fire Bridgade  Board, Members of ... ... 1183
Licensing  Justices for ... ... ... 905
Sheep  Directors for ... 1357
Rodd, B. W., Notice in Estate of 154
Rogers-Harrison , H. B., to be a Commissioner for -
Crown Lands ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 184
Dividing Runs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1133
Rogers,  J., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Rolfe, C. W. N., as Justice of the Peace to give consent
under  " Marriage Act " ... ... ... ...  652
Rolfe, F. K., Patent Notice .. ... ... ... ... 1029
Rollason , G,, Notice in Will of ... ... .. ... ... 1170
Roma, Licensing  Justices for .. . ... 905
Rook, E . H., to be a Small Debts Court Bailiff 491
Roper, F . C., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Roper, Rev . C. T., Notice of Removal ... 1134
Rose Gold  Mining Company,  re  Winding-up of 1172
R ose, W .,  Notice in  Estate of ... ... ... ... 407
Ross, D ., Notice in Estate of 653
Ross, F . F., to be Inspector, Drayton Town, &c., Common 1373
Ross , W., to be an Auditor, Coomera Divisional Board 463
Rotton H .,  Error  in Deed 990
Wuth  WA o be Medical Officer, Georgetown 980
Rowton ,  W., Patent Notice  ...
. . . . . .
... 1259
Land-See " Lands."
Lease of-
Wharf and Shed, Dungeness ...
Land- See "Lands ." " Railways."
Run-See " Lands."
Powder ... ... ... ... ... ...
Writ of Fi.  Fa.,  under - See " Sheriff."
930
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Salisbury, Rev. E. L., Notice of Removal  ... ... ... 6.5
Salisbury, M. B., to be an Acting Land Agent ... ... 979
Saloway, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 289
Sanderson, F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 73, 240, 1168, 1468
Sands, J. L., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  1088
Sandwell, W. D., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... 661
Santlus, J., Notice in Will  of ... ... .. ... 292
Saratoga Gold Mining Company,  re  Winding- up of  .  1025, 1464
Savage, Sergeant S., to be an Acting Sub-Inspector,  Police
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Savings Bank-
Established at Harrisville ... ... ... ... ... 1356
Offices Open, List of ... ... ... ... ...  62
Scanlan, J., to be a Poundkeeper 399
Schew, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 655
Schiesser, D., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 1.56
Schlecht, F. X., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... 863
Schneider, F.  0.,  to be Gaoler, Mackay ... ... 541
Schneider, Manvers, and Cunard, Patent Notice 1115
Scholefield, R. W., to be a Member, Toowoomba  Hospital
Committee  ... ... ... 463
Scholz, H. W. G., Notice in Will  of ... 292
School-See "Public Instruction."
Schweitzer, F. C. E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ...  155,290
Schweppe, J. and Co., Trade Mark Notices ... ... ...  596,597
Schwer, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... .. 1249
Scott, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 652,  1252
Scott, E., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Scott, J. L., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... 541
Scott, R., Notice in Will of ... .. 1111
Scott, R.. to be an Assistant Registrar Births and Deaths 980
Scott, Mrs. and Miss, to be Orphanage Visitors 983
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Lands Department  ... ... ... ... ... 903
Scougall, S. D., Notice in Estate of
Sealy, E., to be a-
240, 510
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ... ...  1300
Licensing Justice ... ... ... ... ... ... 1073
Secrett, G., Notice in Estate of  ... ... ... ... ... 1022
Seip, J., Notice in Estate of ... 1021, 1251
Seitz, E., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... ... 595
Sellheim, V. C. Al., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ...  837, 846
Services Dispensed with ... ... ... ... ... ... 253
Sewell, T., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ...  240
Shanahan, R., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment
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Shallenberger, O. B., Patent Notice ... ... ... ...  32
Shanahan, A., Transfer of, Public Instruction  Department  255, 1074
Shanks, C., Promotion of, Public Instruction  Department 365
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Sharkey, M., Classification of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
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Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ...
.
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Promotion of, Public Instruction Department ... .. 1359
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Writ of  fc fa.,  Sale under, by 158, 590,  953, 1111, 171, 1470, 1471
Shire-See " Municipality."
Shorrock, G., Error in Deed ... ... ... .. ... 197
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Silver King Gold and Silver Mining Proprietory Company,
re  Winding-up of . ... ... ... ... 658
Simmonds, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 589
Simpson, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1168
Sinclair, D., Resignation of, as Trustee ... ... 1134
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Singer, M., Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
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Tenders Invited for Stock, &c. ... ... 1391
Liquidation by Arrangement or Composition-
Creditors to Prove, 241, 1020, 1109, 1167, 1251, 1337, 1390
First Meeting of Creditors, 72, 73, 155, 240, 241, 291, 407,
510, 511, 587, 588, 654, 655, 950,
1021, 1167, 1251, 1252, 1337,
1389, 1468
Second Meeting of Creditors  ...  290, 950, 1389, 1468
General Meeting of Creditors (Change of Place for) 1389
Dividend Notice, 73, 155, 407, 408, 511, 588, 655, 950, 1109,
1167, 1168, 1252, 1337, 1389, 1468
Trustee Appointed, 72, 240, 290, 291, 509, 510, 588, 654, 862,
863, 949, 1020, 1107,  1108, 1166, 1250, 1251
Intestacy-See "Intestacy."
Marriage  Act-See  "Marriage Act."
Matrimonial Causes Jurisdiction, Service of Petition
and Citation ... ... ... ...  74
,Regulcs Generales  and Notifications-
Holiday .. . ... ... ...  ... ... 651, 935, 1488
Writ of Foreign Attachment Issued ... ... ... 591
Sheriff-See "Sheriff."
Supreme Court, Bowen, Notices in-
1339Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ... ... ... ,.. 1111,Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... 1107, 1166, 1250
Last Examination ... ... ... ... ... 1109, 1389
Dividend-
Intention to Declare ... ... ... ... 511
Certificate of Discharge-
Will be Applied for ... ... ... ... 1109
Granted ... ... ... ... ... ... 1109
Trustee Appointed ... ... ... ... ... 1251
Liquidation by Arrangement or Composition-
First Meeting of Creditors
Surlick,  A. F., Notice  in the Estate of ... ...Surveyor-General-Map-See " Map."
Surveyor, Licensed  ... ... ... ...
Swan,  J., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ...
Swayne, E. B ., N otice in Estate of .. ...
155
511
...141, 212, 837
Swayne, H. W., to be Medical Officer, Dalby
Sweeney, Constable F., to be an Assistant Registrar of
Births and Deaths
Sweeney, P., to be an Operator, Post and Telegraph Depart-
Swimming -See "Public  Instruction."
Symonds  U., Notice  in Estate of ...
Symons , J., Notice in Will  of ... ...
1168
862
185
980
364
... ... 1019, 1250
...
1025
INDEX.
T.
Page. 1
Tablot, W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 291
Talbot, Constable J., to be an Inspector of Slaughter Houses 184
Tang, G., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 130
Tait, A.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Correction of Error in Classification ... .. ... 1074
Tamlyn, W., to be a Member Widgee Marsupial Board ... 1300
Tarampa Marsupial Board, Members of ... 981
Tarbutt, P., Patent Notice .., ... ... 518
Taroom Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Tate T, Transfer of, Public Instruction Department ... 1074
Taucievin' and Walker, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 1464
Taylor, E ,,  Member Pharmacy Board ... ... ... 152
Taylor, Lieutenant F. P., to be Commander, " Gayundah,"
Senior Naval Officer, and Naval Superintendent 48, 128
Taylor, J. R., Notice in Will of... ... ... ... ... 952
Taylor, G. M., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... ... 1095
Taylor, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 293
Taylor, W., Member Pharmacy Board ... .., ... 152
Taylor, W. J., to be a Captain, Defence Force ... ... 822, 968
Teasdale, G., Notice in Will of ... 1470
Tenderer disqualified from successfully tendering ... 152,1382, 1463
Tender-
Asylum, Toowoomba,-
Furnishing, &c. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Residence ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich, Raising Mess Room Roof 272,
Colonial Soores-Strong Room .. ... ... ...
Court House-
482
1086
1152
273
Boonah .. , ... ... ... ... ... ... 272
Banana  ... ... ... ... ... ... 925
Charleville-.
Additions ... ... 272
St ro ng Room ... 1151
Cunnamulla (Additions) ... ,., ... ... 1080
Dalby (Additions) ... ... ... ... ... 212, 625
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ... ... 1448
St. George ... ... ... ... ... ... 925
Woombye ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1448
Customs-
Cairns (House) ... .. ... ... 60, 559
Normanton (House and Bond Store)... ... 1232
Sea Hill, Keppel Bay (Underground Tank) ... 272
Thursday Island (Residence for Sub-Collector) 1315
Defence Force-
Repairs, &c., Commandant's Residence 837
Drainage, Government Buildings, North street, Rock-
hampton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1231
Harbours and Rivers-
Training Wall, Mackay .. ... ... ... 1236
Timber Punt for Clam Shell Dredge .. ... ... 1376
Hospital-
Brisbane (Out Patients' Department), ... 273
Cunnamulla (Underground Tank) . ... ... 141
Hospital and Wardsman s Quarters, Gladstone ... 141, 995
Immigration Depot (Ward for Sick Patients), Brisbane 1232
Insolvent Stock, Fixings and Fittings ... ... ,.. 1391
Iron Steam Launch ... ... ... ... ... .., 485
Lighthouse, Booby Island ... ... .. ... ... 1000, 1376
Lighthouse Keeper's Quarters, Mount Bramston 272
Lands Office, Brisbane, Turret Clock ... ... ... 1150
Parliament Buildings, Additions ... ... ... ... 481
Police-
Magistrate's Residence, Blackall ... ... ... 141
Quarters,  Banana  ... ... ... ... ... 925
Quarters for-
Inspector, Normanton
Sergeant-
142, 925
Normanton .. ... ... 1086Windorah ... ... ... ... 1151
Stables-
Croydon ... ... ... ... ... ... 1315
Maytown ... ... ... ... ... ... 382
Station-
Arrilalah ... ... ... ... ... ... 383
Boonah ... ... ... ... ... ... 272
Eulo (Additions) 1315
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ... 1448
Jundah ... ... .. ... ... ... 995
Maytown ... ... ... ... ... ... 60
Pittswortb ... ... ... ... ... 482, 1152
Sandgate ... ... 625, 1152
Port Office, Messenger's Quarters, Brisbane ... 383, 925
Post and Telegraph Department-
Electric Telegraph Line-
Cloncurry towards Carrandotta... ... ... 63
Extension towards Croydon, &c. 62
Watsonville to Mount Albion,  via  Irvinebank 1452
Woolloongabba to Cleveland (along Railway) 490
Office-
Adavale ... ... ... ... ... ... 1448
Beaudesert ... ... ... ... ... 272, 925
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 625
Caboolture, Removal of, from North Pine to 1151
Cunnamulla ... 1086
Eidsvold .., ... .,, ,., 62
Mackay (Clock) .. ... ... 212 1150
Mount Morgan (Additions) ... ... 384, 995
Normanton (and Quarters) ... .,. .,. 1232
Townsville (Clock) ... 1251
Telephone Exchange .. ... ... ... .  60,272
Public Service Supplies for 1890.1... ... 521
Quarters for Warden, Georgetown... ... .,. ... 141
Tender-continued.
Railway-
Winter Uniforms ,., ... ... ... ...
Fourteen Years' Lease of Vacant Lots Ipswich ...
Bookstall, Warwick ... ,,.
Bowen-
Rolling Stock ... ...
Bundaberg-
Superstructure of Bridge at
Central-
Coal .. ..
Construction of Section 9...
Cleveland Branch-
Engine and Carriage Sheds
Goods Sheds... ... ...
Porters' Cottages ,. ...
Station Master  s House ...
Coal .
Page.
142, 386
628
628
839, 1088
1232
998,12361155, 1321
628, 1088
485, 998
.,.  142,485
628, 1155
62, 387, 998, 1236
...  145
... 142
Coal Stage, North Rockhampton ... ...
Cooktown-Timber ... ... ... ...
Crane Boiler, South Brisbane, Repairs to ..,
Emu Park-
Carriages
Engineman 's Barracks
North Coast-
Gatekeepers '  Cottages
Removal,  Overhauling , &c., old Logan River
Bridge  ... ... ... ...
Northern-
Goods Shed, Charters Towers ,,.
Southern and Western-
...
1088, 1373
1155
1451
145
223
Auchenflower, Station Buildings at
Coal ... ... ... ..,
Albion, Foot-Bridge
Braeside, Cottage ... ...
Carriages ... ... ... ...
Chelmer, Gate House, Shelter Shed, &c.,
Dunmore, Cottage ... ... ... ...
Goods Shed, Anthony' s Gate, Fassifern Line
Grandchester, Drivers  and Fireman 's Quarters
Jondaryan, Laying Water Pippeess ... ...Removal of Carriage Shed to Wa1Janarra ...
South Brisbane, Repairs  to Crane Boiler ...
Taringa, Shelter Shed ...
Timber Wagons
Switch Gear ,..
Winter Uniform .,
Woolloongabba,  Engine  Shed...
State School-
"Albert"  Maryborough - Painting
Alsatia- Paintinif
Bald  Hills -Additions to Residence
Beenleigh - Painting ... ..,
Blackall - Painting ...
Breakfast Creek - Buildings ...
Caboolture, North- Buildings
Charters Towers-Buildings ...
Cooktown-Fencing, &c. ... ...
Crows' Nest-Kitchen, Servant's Room, &c.
East Toowoomba-Additions .. ... ...
Enoggera- Swings .., ... ...
Fortitude Valley-
Fencing, &c.
Partition ... ,,. ...
Gomorron-Buildings ... ...
Goombungee-Fencing and Gates ...
Gowrie  Junction - Repairs, Painting, &c. ...
Harrison 's Pocket - Kitchen ,  Servant 's Room, and
Covered Way .., ... ,.. ,..
Herberton -Additions ... ...
Kangaroo Point-Buildings ...
Kelvin  Grove  Road-Playshed, &c....
Kilkivan-Buildings .. ...
Mount Albion-Buildings ..,
Mount Gravatt-Residence ...
Mungar-Painting ..,
Normanton-Painting Fence ...
Ramsay-Painting ... ... ...
Roadvale-Buildings ... ...
Rosalie-Fencing and Gates .. ...
South Brisbane-Fencing and Gates...
Two-mile, Gympie- Painting . ...
Veresdale -Repairs, Painting ,  Furniture ..,
Warra-Fencing  and Gates  ... ... ...
Woolloongabba-Closet for Girls  and Infants
Yeppoon-Buildings ... ... ... ,..
Steam Launch ... . ...
Thatcher, Rev. T., Notice of Removal
629,1088
14560,27399% 1236
212,029
142
1155
998
1373
142,386
1232
1331
1463
934
577
1158
49970
70
499
1158
1331
1158
1331
1158499,637
1159
70
1463
637
1463
1095
499
637
931
1463
70
499
1463
934
70
1158
1331
1331
1095485,631
1377
903
1332
Thomas, J. S., Retirement from Public  Service
Thomas, W., to be a Poundkeeper  and Bailiff
Thomason, Mrs., to be Lady Visitor  for Diamantina
Orphanage ... ... ...
Thomason, T. W., Member Pharmacy Board ... ..
Thompson and Co., Notice  in Estate of ... 73,
Thompson, A., Promotion of, Public  Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thompson. J., to be a Government Agent ...
Thompson, W., Notice in Estate of ...
Thompson, W., to be a Mineralogical Lecturer
Thompson, W. F., Re-Appointed  Poundkeeper ... ...
Thomson, A., Notice  in Estate of ...
Thomson, A. A., Correction  of Name as Justice of the
1358
152
655, 1022
1359
610244
903
387
1019
1209
Thomson, E., Patent Notices  .. ... ... 32
Thomson, R. T. W.? Notice in Land amid  Goods of ,.. ... 157
,.  112,629
... 62,386
... 926
212, 629
... 998,1236
... 925,1321
INDEX.
Page.  I
Thorn, G., to be Tide Waiter, Customs ... ... ... 254
Thornton , J. B., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... 1377
Thornton, E., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 243
Thornton, T. I., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 242
Thornton, W., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1469
Three Bells Prospectors Gold-Mining Company,  re
Winding-up of ... ... ... ... ... 1341
Thuringowa Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Thynne, Hon. Major A. J.-
To be a Major, Commanding Volunteers, Defence Force 904,968
Resigns Command of Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps 967, 1285
Tiaro Marsupial Board, Members of .. ... .. .. 981
Tilcock, H., Notice of Removal, under  " Marriage Act " ...  1242
Tiley, W. C. B., to be a Justice of the Peace ... 1300
Timber-See "Lands," " License."
Tippett, S., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 242
Tobin, P., Notice in Goods of ... ... .., ... ... 157
Todd, C., Notice in Will of ... ... ... .... ... 156
Toeplitz, K. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1022
Toll, B., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  223
Tolmie, M.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Transfer  of, Public Instruction Department ... ... 907
Tongue and Hackett, Tenderer Disqualified ... ... ... 152
Toowoomba-
Fire  Brigade Board ,  Members of  ... ... ... ... 1183
Licensing Justices for .. ... ... ... ... 905
Topper, C., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 947
Totten, R. T., Promotion of, Customs Department ... 1300
Toublane, Rev. A., Registered  as Minister ... ... ... 232
Towell, J. C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1110
Towell, R., Notice in Land and Goods of . .. ... 954
Townson, J. E. W., to be Clerk and Draughtsman, Regis-
trar  of Titles Office, Central District ... ...  364
Townsville-
Licensing Justices for :.. ... ... ... ... 905
Fire Brigade Board, Members of ... ... 1183
Traffic Board-
Metropolitan, Election of Members Certified to ... 1073
Treasury-
Customs-See " Customs."
Fisheries Regulation ... . ... ... 930
Statement,  Revenue  and Expenditure, published as
Supplement to  Government  Gazette-
To 31st March, 1889 ... ... ... ... ... 1273
To 31st December, 1888... ... ... ... ... 79
Trost, A., Notice in Land of . ... ... ... ...  588
Trow, J. M., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 949,1251
Trustee-See "Appointment," " Resignation."
Trustee, Election of, Confirmed... ... ...
" Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act "-
1427
Statutory Notice to Creditors ... 244, 296, 409, 513, 590, 657
865, 953, 954, 1111, 1170
1340, 1470
Tucker, Rev. W. F., Correction of Name as Chaplain,
Defence Force ... ... ... ... ... ... 905
Tucker, H., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 596
Tuckett, A., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 862
Tunbridge, W. H., to be a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 540, 792
Turbayne, D., Resignation  of, as  Lieutenant, Defence Force 980
Turnbull, junr., and Somerville, Trade Mark Notice ... 45, 46
Turnbull, J. T. Licensed as Surveyor... ... ... 837, 846, 1094
Turnbull, W. T., Registered as Chemist ... ... ... 996
Turner, Rev. W. A., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 497
Tumor, A., Notice  re  Lands and Goods of ... ... ... 1469
U.
Ula Ula Marsupial Board, Members of
" Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention Act.  "-See Munici-
pality Notices
Union Jack No. 1 East Gold Mining Company,  re  Wind-
ing up of ... ... ... ... ...
University-See Public Instruction.
Ussher, A. H. N., to be a Government Agent ... ...
981
244
1072
V.
Valley Carriage Works, Dissolution of Partnership ... 1383
Vance, J. W., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1253
Van de Velde, C., Patent Notice ... ... 31
Vardon
vJ. C. T. T. to be a Clerk,
of
c e of Removal and Board .Office..
...
1095
...  1134
Vital Registrar-General
Vogel, R., to be a Member, Walloon Divisional Board ... 903
Von Schmidt, E. A., Patent Notice ... ... ... 1259
Vorpagel, C., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... ... 952
W.
Waggamba  Marsupial  Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Wah Hang, W., Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 239
Wakerley, W., Notice  in Estate  of .. ... ... 71
Waldron, E. F. Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 657
Wallace, Rev. 6. L., Notice of Removal ... ... ... 1459
Waller Bros., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 947, 1250
Waller,  E. S., Resignation of, as  Justice of the Peace ... 1135
Wallumbilla Marsupial Board, Members of ... .. 981
Walker, C. L., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment  .. ... ... ... 1359
Walker, F. G., to be a Justice of the  Peace  ... ... ... 1300
Walker, G., to be Bailiff District Court, Ipswich ... ... 227
Walker, G., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ...
Walker, G. N., to be an Assistant Clerk, Police Office,
Page.
589
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... ...  360
Walker, J. D., Appointed as Poundkeeper ... ... 1005
Walker, J. E., Notice in Lands and Goods of ... ... 1338
Walker, V. A.-
Classification of, Public  Instruction  Department . 541
Correction of Name ... ... ... ... 1074
Wall, A., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 1136
Walpole, M. A., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment  ... ... .. ... ... 1359
Walsh, M., as Justice of the Peace,  to give Consent under
"Marriage Act" ..,  .,, 652
Walter, H., Classification of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment ... ... ... ... ... 541
Walters, C., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... ... ... 946
Walters, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1254
Walters, S., Notice  in Estate  of... ... ... ... ... 1018
Walton, J., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1340
Wambo Marsupial Board, Members of  ... ... ... 981
Wanzer, R. M., Patent Notice ... ...
...  959
Ward, W. L., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1468
Ward, F., Notice in Estate  of ... ... ... ... ... 291
Ward W., Patent Notice... ... ... ... ,.. 1115
Ward J. J., Notice  re  Licensed Gates ... 245
Warde, C., Classification of, Public Instruction  Department 541
Warden A., to be an Auditor, Waggamba  Divisional Board 1134
Wardrop, C., to be Auditor, Winton Divisional  Board  ,. 1072, 1428
Ware, G., Tender Accepted ... ... ... ... ...  386
Ware, W. F., to be an Auditor Winton Divisional Board 1072
Warlow, T., Notice in Estate of ... ...  510, 1021, 1336
Warner, J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department...
Warr, W. H., Business Bought ... ... ... ... ...
Warrego, Sheep Directors for
Warren, A., L., Promotion of, Public Instruction .Depart-
130
1391
1357
ment ... .. ... ... ... .. 1359
Warren, D. S., Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Warren, J., Notice in Estate of... ... ... ... ... 407
Warroo Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981
Warwick-
Licensing Justices for ... ... ... ... ... 905
Sheep Directors for .. ... ... ... ... 1357
Waters, H., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... ... 1338
Waters, J., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... ... 1228
Waters, P. and Sons, Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 407
Waterworks, Board of-
Notice to Owners of  Tenements  ... ... ... ... 75, 1172
Statement, Charters Towers ... .. ... ... 939
Watkins, G., to be a Member Pharmacy Board ... .,. 152
Watkins, J. W.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department ... 541
Promotion of, Public Instruction Department 1359
Watson, E., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 541
Watson, G., Notice in Estate of ... • ... 1165
Watson, M. A. M., Classification of, Public  Instruction
Department .. ... ... ... 541
Watson, Rev. H. A., Registered  as Minister  ... ... 637
Watt, Bros., Notice in Estate of 73, 239
Waugh, Rachel, Transfer of, Public Instruction Department 185
Wearin, A.  E., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ...
Wearin, J .  T., Promotion  of, Public  Instruction Depart-
1359
went  ... ... ... ... ... ... ..  1359
Webb, W.,  Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1020, 1337
Webb  and Co., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... 241, 510
Webber ,  Right Rev. W .  T. T., Registered as Minister  ...  1011
Weber ,  H. Notice in Estate of... ... ... 948, 1108
Webster, (.,  as Justice of Peace, to give consent under
"Marriage Act " .. ... ... ... ...  651
Wedge, '  H., Notice in Goods of . ... ... 513
Weedon, M. F., Notice in Will ,  &c., of  ... ... ...  1252
Weeks and Watson ,  Notice in Estate of  .. ...  950
Weel, A.  J. J., P romotion  of, Public  Instruction Depart- 1359
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Weir, W. W., Promotion of, Pub lic Instruction  Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1359
Welby, T., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... ... 1254
We ller, Rev. A .  G., Registered as Minister  ... .. ...  934
We lls, S .,  Notice in Estate of  ... ... ...  407, 1108, 1167, 1337
West, J., Disquali fied as Tenderer  ... ...  1382
West, J., Notice in Estate of
...
... ... ... ... 1165
West Moreton ,  Sheep Directors for . ... ... 1357
Western Pacific ,  Regulation by High Commissioner for .. 388
Wheeler F. B., Patent Notice .. .. ... 29
Whichello, S. H., to be an Auditor, Rosalie Divisional
Board  ... ... ... ... ... 904
Wbichello, Mrs., be an Orphanage Visitor . ... ... 983
White, D. P., to  be  a Lieutenant, Defence Force ... 1356
Whitecross and Head, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 1152
Whitehouse, T. W.-
Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... ... 1335
to  be a Lieutenant, Defence Force  ... ...  822,968
Resignation of, as Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ... ..  1356
Whitfield, D., to be a Justice of Peace ... ... ... 1300
Whiting, C., Tender Accepted
... ... 272, 629
Whiting, F. C., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment .. 541
Whitten, R., Notice in Will of ...
... ... ... 157
Whitton, K. S. G., Licensed as Surveyor ... ... ... 212, 213
Whitteron, F., to be a Clerk, Register of Titles Office 541
Wicks, G. H., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment . 541
Wide Bay, Sheep Directors for . 1357
Widgee Marsupial Board, Members of ... ... ... 981, 1300
=iv.
Wierman, P., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ..
Wildridge, J., Patent Notice
Wilkie, D. W. B., M.R.C.S., England, to be Medical
INDEX.
Page.
953
1115
Officer, Springsure  .. ...  1358
Wilkins, J. A., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1359
Williams and Co.,  Mount Morgan  Gold  Mining Company 1340
Wi ll iams, E .  E., Classification of, Public Instruction
Department  ... .. ... ... ... ...  541
Williams, F .,  Tender Accepted  ... ... ... ...  273, 1152
Williams,  J., Notice  in Estate  of ... ... 154, 290
Williams, J. H., Notice in Land and Goods of ... ... 1390
Williams ,  O. M., to be a Justice of the Peace .. 1300
Williams ,  T., to  be  a Member ,  Barolin Divisional Board  ...  1072
Williams, Rev. W .  H., Notice of Removal  .. ... ...  1330
Willis, G.  0.,  to be a Gove rn ment Medical Officer ... 541
Wi ll is, J. , Notice  in Estate of ... ... ... ... 291 ,  588, 1468
Wilson , A. W. to be  Lieutenant ,  Defence Force  ... ... 254, 433, 822
Wilson, C. ,  to 1e a Small Debts Court Bailiff  ... ...  399
Wilson D .,  Patent Notice ... ... ...  248
Wilson, M., Classification of Public Instruction Depart-
ment ... ... ... ...
Wilson, R. W., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ...
..Wimble, F. T. and Co., Trade Mark Notice... ... .
-Wing, A. R., Promotion of, Public Instruction Depart
541
509
303
ment ... 130
Wintzloff, D., Notice in Lands of 409
Witham, T. F., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1109
Witt, J. B., Patent Notice ... ... ... ... ... 33
Wittgenstein, L., Notice in Will of ... ... ... ... 1110
Wittkopp, C., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 289, 1168
Wolff, H. C., Notice in Estate of 655,1109
Woiston Brick and Tile Co., Dissolution of Partnership ... 514
Woodhouse, W. C., to be First Clerk, Office of Registrar,
Supreme Court ... . ... ... ... 1072
Woodman, W. N., Notice in Estate of 1022
Woods, J. B., to be on Warwick Hospital Committee 463
Woods, H. J., Classification of, Public Instruction Depart-
541, 1074
Woodward, J., Notice in Goods of ... ... ... ... 1254
Page.
Woodward, R., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 1387
Woolf, H. R. H., Results  of Examination under
"Pharmacy Act"  ... ... 1095
Woolley, E. A., Promotion of, Public  Instruction  Depart-
ment  . ... ... .. ... ... ... 1359
Woolmer, W. E., Notice in Estate of 509
Worcester and Victory United Gold Mining Company
re Winding-up of ... . ... 295,296
Works and Mines Department, Draftsmen Wanted ... 62
Worley and Whitehead, Tender Accepted ... ... ... 625
Wotherspoon, J., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 73
Wotton, W. J. E., to be a Justice of the Peace ... ... 1300
Wragge, G. S., Notice in Estate of ... ... ... ... 951
Wright H.-
Classification of, Public Instruction Department 541
Correction of Name ... ... ... ... ... ... 1074
Wright, Rev. J., Notice of Removal ... ... ... ... 1242
Writ of  fa fa.,  Sale.under-See "Sheriff."
Wyatt C. J., to be a Clerk, Customs ... ... 254
Wyer, Constable W., to be an Inspector of Slaughter- houses 980
Y.
Yarra Falls  Co., Limited , Trade Mark Notices ... ... 44
Yeats, J. R. R., Patent  Notice  ... ... ... ... 29
Yeo, C.  H., F., President Pharmacy Board  ... ...  152
Yeppoon Sugar Company,  re  Winding -up of  ... ... 158,296
Young, A.,  Patent Notice  ... ... ... ...  32
Young,  J., Transfer of, Public Instruction Department .. 1358
Young, Mrs., to be a Lady Visitor in connection with
Diamantina Orphanage  ... ... ... ...  1358
Young, R. H., Promotion  of, Public  Instruction Depart-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  130, 1359
Z.
Zillman , J. W., Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 1443
Zink , F. J., Notice in Will  of ... ... ... ... ... 243
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VICTORIA, BY THE GRACE OF GOD, OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
QUEEN, DEFENDER  OF THE  FAITH ,  EMPRESS
OF INDIA, AND SO FORTH,-
To-
Abbott, Henry Palmer, Nyrambla, Brisbane
Abbott, The Honourable Robert Palmer, Sydney,
N.S.W.
Abbott, Thomas Kingsmill, Stipendiary Magistrate,Sydney, N.S.W.
Abraham, William, Mackay
Ackerley, William Howarth, Six-mile Bridge,
Goodna
Adam, William Anderson, Maryborough
Adams, Charles Edgar, Goondi, Geraldton
Adams, Francis  Somerset , Sydney, N.S.W.
Adams, George, Geraldton
Adams, Henry John, Bogadinna, Goodooga, N.S.W.
Adams, Joseph Hodson, Brisbane
Adams, John Leguire, Cooktown
Adams, John Lowry, Sydney, N.S.W.
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Dean,  William Henry, Georgetown
Deane , John, Bluff Station, Charters TowersDebney, George Leonard, Monkira,  Birdsville
De Gruchy, John William, Highfields
Deighton, Edward, South Brisbane
Delpratt, Joseph Henry, Tambourine,  Beenleigh
Demack,  Samuel ,  Bulimba
Dempster, Hugh, Watsonville
Denne, Joseph Lunnon, Springsure
Denny, Edward Maynard, Walla, Tenningering
Denny, Samuel John, Watsonville, Herberton
Derepas, James Henry Wolffe, Sydney, N.S.W.
De Salis, Leopold William Faue, Strathmore,
Bowen
De Satge, Oscar, England
Deshon, Edward, Member of the Land Board under
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," Brisbane
Desgrand, Jacques Vincent Stephenson, Blackall
Deuchar, John Seafield, BrisbaneDeverell, Dixie, Bowen
I)ibdin, Robert Lowes, Rockhampton
Dille bs, The Honourable George Richard, Sydney,
N,S.W,
Dick, George Gemmel, Executive  Engineer,
Agent-General's Office, London
Dicken, Charles Shortt, Secretary to the Agent-
General for Queensland, London
Dickson, The Honourable James Robert, Toorak,
Brisbane
Dickson, James Robert, junr.,  Brisbane
Dickson, Robert Peter, Warwick
Dickson, William Mcfntyre, Millbrook, Leyburn
Dight, Charles, Carroll, Tamworth, N.S.W.
Dight, John, Boonall, Lv.S.W.
Dillon, Edward, Camberwell, Victoria
Dillon, Hubert, N.S.W.
Dimmock, George, Mackay
Dixon, Joseph Chapman, Mooloolah
Dodery, The Honourable William, M.L.C,, Long-
ford, Tasmania
Donaldson, The Honourable John,  Brisbane
Donaldson, Lester Stuart, Police  Magistrate,
Narrandera, N.S.W.
Donaldson, Robert Edward, The Palms,  Mackay
Donaldson, Joseph, Mount Margaret, Thargomindah
Donkin, Henry,  Brisbane
Donkin, John Boyd, Sydney, N.S.W.
Donner, Sidney William, Carandotta, Cloncurry
Donovan, Patrick, Allora
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
Douglas, The Honourable Adye, Launceston, Tas-
mania
Douglas, The Honourable John, C.M.G., Govern-
ment Resident, Thursday Island
Douglas, Archibald Bruce, Rosebrook, Winton
Douglas, John Monteith, Coorparoo
Dowling, John Ware, Oakwood, Charleville
Dowling, Vincent M., Rockhampton
Dowling, Vincent, Lue, Mudgee, N.S.W.
Downes, William, Southport
Dowzer ,  James, senior, Tiaro
Doyle, Robert, Riversleigh,  Normanton
Drain , Charles Simpson Aitken, Tiaro
Draper, Alexander Frederick John,  Cairns
Drew, William Leworthy Goode, Auditor- General,
Brisbane
Drinan,  James, Electra , Bundaberg
Drury, Lieutenant-Colonel Edward Robert, C.M.G.,
Hawstead,  Brisbane
Drynan, Andrew, Tamrookum
Drynan, William, Logan Village
Drysdale, John, Ipswich
Drysdale, John, Pioneer, Ayr
Drysdale, G eorge Russell , Pioneer, Ayr
Dubbins, Henry, Thursday Island
Du Couret,  Francois  Louis, Daintree River, Port
Douglas
Duffield, John, North Pine
Duff, Patrick, Bundaberg
Duffy, Michael, Bundaberg
Dun, Henry Percy, Irvingdale, Dalby
Duncan, Charles, Laidley
Duncan, James Newton, St. George
Dunkley, William Wilberforce, F. ii C.P., Coventry,
England
Dunne, Lawrence Cusack,  Brisbane
Dunn, Robert,  Harriaville
Dunsmure , Frederick, Eurella, Roma
Dunsmure, Robert,  Eurella, Roma
Durack, Jeremiah John, Moorlands, Rosewood
Durack, Michael, Rocklea
Dutton, Archibald  Francis ,  Bauhinia Downs,
Boolburra
Dutton, The Honourable Charles Boydell, Toowong,
Brisbane
Dye, Tilmouth Felix, Brisbane
Dyson, Thomas Sheppard, M.R.C.S.E., Medical
Officer, Normanton
Easton , Frederick Charles, Ellenton, Clifton
Easton, Henry Edward, Yaggabarne, Goondiwindi
Eastwood, John, Ipswich
Eaton, John, Teebar, Maryborougb
Ebsworth, George, Sydney, N.S.W.
Eden, David Ralph,  Brisbane
Edgar, James, Rosewood, Rockhampton
Edkins, Edward Roland, Mount Cornish,  Mutta-
burra
Edmonds, John Windeyer, Waverley, Sydney,
New South Wales
6Edwards ,  Charles , Fort  Bourke , N.S.W.
Edwards ,  John .  Brisbane
Edwards ,  Richard ,  Brisbane
E Linton. Ernest, Police  Magistrate , Port  Douglas
Eldred,  William Henry, Sydney, N.S.W.
Elliot , George Philip,  flan Ban , Gayndah
Elliott , John Edwin, Brisbane
Ellis ,  John, Ravenswood
Ellis ,  James ,  Mackay
Emmott ,  Frederick  Christopher, Rosewood
Enright, Michael ,  Beaudesert
Ensor , Henry,  Maids  Hill, Dalby
Etheridge , George, Petrie's Creek, Maroochie
Ettershank , John, Melbourne, Victoria
Evans , Andrew Fitzherbert, St. Ruth. Dalby
Evans , Augustus, South Toolburra, Warwick
Evans ,  John, B ri sbane
Evans, Robert, Maryborough
Evans, William, Townsville
Ewan,  James, Sydney, N.S.W.
Ewan, William Grey, Waterview,  Ingham
Ewing, William, Laidley
Face , John William, Rockhampton
Fahey, Bartley ,  Sub-Collector  of Customs, Rock-
ham ton
Fahey, John, Larington, Toowoomba
Fahey, Martin, Karabin, Ipswich
Fairbairn, Charles, Melbourne, Victoria
Fairbairn, George, junr., St. Kilda, Victoria
Fairlie,  James ,  Maryborough
Faithful, Ferdinand William Ernest, Roma
Faithful, William Percy, $dney, N.S.W.
Falkiner, Robert, Toowoomba
Fanning,  Matthew Patrick Boyle,  Police Magis-
trate,  Cairns
Fanning, William Joseph,  Casino, N.S.W.
Farry, `Thomas , Brisbane
Farrelly, John, Gympie
Farrelly, John, Ipswich
Faunce , Thomas Tasker, Rockhampton
Fees , Albrecht, Rockhampton
Fending, Major-General The Honourable William
Henry Adelbert, London
Feltham,  Thomas Barnett ,  Winton
Fenw ick,  John, Brisbane
Ferguson,  Isaiah,  Reeklea
Ferguson,  James ,  Brisbane
Ferguson, John, Rockhampton
Ferguson , William, Gympie  and Tewantin
Ferguson , William, Gympie
Ferguson,  Allan, Normanton
Ferrett, John, Ipswich
Field,  William George,  Sandringham,  Birdsville
Fife , George Robert, London
Finch-Hatton, The Honourable Harold, London
Finch-Hatton, The Honourable Henry Stormont,
Mount Spencer , Mackay
Finlay, Hunter, M.D., Townsville
Finlay, William, Moggill
Finlayson, Hector Mackenzie, Port Newry, Mackay
Finney, Thomas, Brisbane
Finncane, William, Chief Clerk, Police Depart.
ment,  Brisbane
Firth, John, Mount Surprise, Georgetown
Fischer, George ,  Beenleigh
Fisher , Hurtle, Headingtton, Clifton
Fitzgerald ,  Joseph Bernard ,  Cairns
Fitzgerald , Thomas L. Nugent, Moongool, Yeulbah
Fitzgerald , The Honourable Nicholas, M.L.C., St.
Kilda, Victoria
Fitzgerald,  Nicholas Darcy ,  Tiekalara, Thargo.
mindah
Fitzpatrick,  Thomas, Wild Horse Plains, Bollon
Flegeltaub, Lewis,  Brisbane
Fleming , Robert, Bundaberg
Fletcher, Charles ,  Brisbane
Fletcher, Robert, Dalmally, Roma
Fletcher ,  James, Ballandean ,  Stanthorpe
Flood, John, G mpie
Flood, Joseph Washington, Sydney, N.S.W.
Flood, Walter, Sydney, N.S.W.
Flower , Charles Augustus, Durham Downs, Taroom
Flowers, William Henry, Toorilla, Yaamba
Foot , Arthur Randal, Cungellela, Springaure
Foote , Ambrose John, Ipswich
Foote,  James, Ipswich
Foote, The Honourable John Clarke ,  M.L.C.,
Ipswiik-h
Foote, Theophilus,  Mount Leonard,  Farrar's Creek,
Birdsville
Forbes, Arthur ,  Brisbane
Ford, William ,  Northampton Downs ,  Blackall
Forrest ,  John ,  Avoca ,  Bundaberg
Forrest, The Honourable Edward Barrow , M.L.C.,
Brisbane
Forrest, The Honourable William ,  M.L.C., Brisbane
Forrester ,  Thomas, Brisbane
Forsyth ,  Adam ,  Sydney
Forsyth ,  James ,  Normanton
Forsyth ,  John ,  Range Downs, Emerald
Forsyth ,  John ,  Brisbane
Forsyth, William ,  Aramac
Foster ,  Charles Milne ,  Brisbane
Foulkes, Robert, Rockhampton
Fowler ,  Frederick ,  Tallebudgera
Fowler,  Robert Roger,  Currawinya,  Hungerford
Fox, George,  Lotus Creek,  St. Lawrence
Fox, Henry Parsons, Fortitude Valley
Fraire, Chia$ rede Venerane, Townsville
Francis ,  Arthur Morley ,  Police Magistrate, Bar-
caldine
Francis, Christopher, Police Magistrate, Cunna-
mulla
Francis, Josiah ,  Ipswich
Francis, Thomas, Ashfield ,  N.S.W.
Fraser ,  Alexander George, Manuka ,  Winton
Fraser ,  Alexander Thomas, South Brisbane
Fraser ,  Archibald McN ish ,  Albion ,  Brisbane
Fraser ,  John ,  Croydon
Fraser,  Simon,  Brisbane
Fraser, Sydney  Peachy, Bowen Downs,  Muttaburra
Fraser,  The Honourable Malcolm ,  C.M.G., Perth,
Western Australia
Fraser,  William Wilberforce,  Police Magistrate,
Inverell,  N.S.W.
Fraser,  Robert, Brisbane
Fraser,  Thomas William, Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Brisbane
Frean,  George Moore,  Tasmania
Frederic ,  Henry Charles ,  East Prairie, Jondaryan
Frederich ,  John Ludwig, Marburg
Freney, Thomas ,  Cooper 's Plains ,  Brisbane
French ,  Colonel George Arthur ,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant Q.D. Force, Brisbane
Frey,  Julius Heinrich,  Brush Creek, Inglewoo3
Friend,  Henry, junior,  Gladstone
Frith,  Charles, Sydney,  N.S.W.
Frost,  Richard Russell ,  L.R.C P .,  Townsville
Fraar,  William ,  Inspector of Mines, Brisbane
Fulford,  John,  Lyndhurst, Dalrymple
Fullerton,  David  Young,Bundall, Nerang
Fulton,  William,  Port ouglas
Gaden , Edward Ainsworth,  Dulacca, Miles
Gaden, Rodger Taylor Burton, Apsley, Wellington,
N.S.W.
Gaden, Thomas Brocklebank, Sydney, N S.W.
Gaden, William Henry, Molangool,  TenningeringGaban, Michael, Woongarra, Bundaberg
Gailey, Richard, Toowong,  Brisbane
Gallagher ,  Thomas, Prisbane
Galloway, Frederick  William, Clerk of Petty
Sessions , Ipswich
Galloway, William McNaughton , Brisbane
Gamson , Walter, Norley, Thargomindah
Gannon, Michael  Brennan ,  Brisbane
Garbutt, Charles Overend,  Innot Hot Springs,
Herberton
Garde, Henry Croker, F.R.C.S., Maryborough
Garde, Thomas William, L.R.C.P., Toowoomba
Gardiner , Charles Frederick, Croydon
Gardiner, William John, Winton
Garget, John, Avii.gdon, Toowoomba
Garrick, The Honourable  Sir James Francis,
K.C.M.G., Q.C., London
Gartside,  Benjamin Trueman ,  Brisbane
Gataker, Charles Frederick, Maryborough
Gavin, John Alexander. Rockhampton
Gaynor, George Wilton, Bundaberg
Gedye,  Charles Townsend, Sydney, N.S.W.
Gerard, William Bellamy, Cooroorah, Westwood
Gibbs, Charles Henry, Rosewood
Gibson, Andrew Faithful, Goulburn, N.S.W.
7Gibson, Angus,  Bingera , Bundaberg
Gibson, James, Stanmore, Yatala
Gibson, James, King's Plains, Cooktown
Gibson, John Davey, Maytown
Ginson, William, Brisbane
Giffin, George James, Fairmead, Cardwell
Gilchrist, Alexander, Ravenswood
Gilchrist. John Oswald, Sydney, N.S.W.
Gilchrist, William Oswald, London
Gill, Richard, Newtown, Ipswicli
Gill, Patrick Gilbert, Christmas Creek,  Dalrymple
Gillen, Joseph, Bundaberg
Gillespie, Adam Colquhoun, Orion Downs,  Spring-
sure
Gillies, The Honourable  Duncan , Melbourne, Vic-
torii
Gillies , John, Fortitude Valley
Gilmore, John Francis, Ipswich
Gilmour, Richard, Niccowlah, Thargomindah
Ginn, William, Ipswich
Girdlestone, Henry, M.R C.S., Sandgate
Given, Thomas, Townsville
Glassey Thomas,  Brisbane
Glenny, Henry Wallace, Brisbane
Glissan, Augustus Henry, Rocklands, Burketown
Glissan , Charles,  Mount Morris , Charleville
Glissan , George Frederick, Jimbour,  Macalister
Goertz,  Ernest, Brisbane
Gold. Henry, gobble Creek,  Samson Vale
Goldring, Louis, Hughenden
Goldring, Rudolph Adolphus, Townsville
Goldsmith, Alfred Joseph, Maryborough
Goodall, William Robert, Police  Magistrate, Too-
woomba
Goodchap, Charles Augustus, Sydney, N.S.W.
Goodchap, Frederick George, Cootharaba
Goodwin, Alfred, Sydney, N.S.W.
Goodwin, Andrew Mackie,  Bundaberg
Goodwin, Charles Henry, Bundaberg
Gordon, Frederick, Townsville
Gordon, George Croughly, Cook
Gordon, George, Hughenden
Gordon, Henry, Deveron, Tiaro
Gordon, Janes, Cluden, Townsville
Gordon, James, North Pine, Brisbane
Gordon, Patrick Robertson, Chief Inspector of
Stock,  Brisbane
Gore, Francis Arthur, Yandilla, Leyburn
Gore, Frederick Dundas Corbet, Clanvaux, Glen
Inner, N.S.W.
Gore, Gerard Ralph, Yandilla
Gore, Robert William, R.N., Tummaville, Leyburn
Gorry, Christopher, Ipswich
Gough, Henry Bloomfield, Police  Magistrate,
Isis cord
Govett, John, Brisbane
Govett, Robert, Melbourne, Victoria
Gower, George Henry, Police Magistrate, Wil-
cannia , N.S.W.
Graham,  James Brisbane ,  Police Magistrate,
Tenterfield, N.S.W.
Graham, John Lockwood, Toowoomba
Graham, TheHonourableWilliam, M.L.C., Brisbane
Grahame, John Vetch, Normanton
Grant, Alexander,  Cairns
Grant, Alexander Charles, Brisbane
Grant, James Henry, Woodleigh, Herberton
Grant, Peter George, Herberton
Grant, Robert,  Isis , Maryborough
Grant, William M., Windorah
Gray, Allan McDougall, Brisbane
Gray, George Wilkie,  Brisbane
Gray, Henry Jardine, Maryborough
Gray, Robert, Hughenden
Gray, Robert John, Under Colonial Secretary,
Brisbane
Gray , Samuel  William, Sydney, N.S.W.
Grayson, Allen, Killarney
Grayson,  Francis , Warwick
Green, Charles Henry, England
Green, George Henry,  Brisbane
Green, Henry, Glenelg, South Australia
Green, James George, Charleville
Greenham, John, junr., Ipswich
Greenup, Alfred, Maryland, Tenterfield, N.S.W.
Greenup, Edgar Brodie, Copmanhurst, Oakey
Creek, Texas, Stanthorpe :
Gregory, The Honourable Augustus * Charles,
C.M.G., M.L.C., Milton,  Brisbane
Gregory ,  Nathaniel Thomas Roger ,  Rangeworthy,
Drayton
Gregson ,  Jesse, Newcastle , N.S.W.
Greville ,  Augustus John, Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Grice, James ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Griffith ,  Edward ,  junr., Brisbane
Griffith ,  The Honourable Sir Samuel Walker,
K.C.M.G .,  Q.C., -Merthyr,  Brisbane
Griffiths ,  George Neville ,  Sydney, N.S.W.
Griffiths, George Washington ,  Toowoomba
Grimes ,  George, Coongoon ,  Brisbane
Grimes ,  James, Brisbane
Grimes ,  James Watts, England
Grimes ,  Samuel, Oxley
Grimes ,  Thomas ,  Spring Creek ,  Clifton
Grimley, Samuel ,  Bunya flunya, Dalby
Groom ,  Wil lia m  Henry ,  oowoomba
Gulland ,  James, Ipswich
Gunn, Donald, Pikedale ,  Stanthorpe
Haigh, William, Ipswich
Haldane, Henry Ernest, Townsville
Haldane, Adam Cuppage,  Police Magistrate,
Georgetown
Hall, Frank, Stoneleigh, Rockhampton
Hall, James Boyne, Brisbane
Hall, 'James Wesley, Mount Morgan,  Rock-
hampton
Hall, Richard Henry Mant, Aurora, Tiaro
Hall, Robert, Laidley
Hall, Thomas Skarratt, Rockhampton
Hall. Walter Russell, Sydney, N.S.W.
Halloran , Arthur Edward,  Brisbane
Halloran, Alfred Thomas, Townsville
Halloran, Henry, C.M.G., Sydn , N.S.W.
Halloran, Henry James Burnett, Evelyn,  Herberton
Haly, Charles Robert, Police Magistrate, Dalby
Ham, John Collings , Brisbane
Hamilton, Alexander Gibson, Bundaberg
Hamilton, James, Brisbane
Hamilton, John, Brisbane
Hamilton, Robert, Culrossie, Gayndah
Hammond , Edward, Taringa
Hammond, Henry, Fort Bourke, N.S.W.
Hammond, Henry William, Wagga Wagga,
N.S.W.
Hancock, Thomas,  senr ., North Ipswich
Hancock, Thomas, unr., North Ipswich
Handford, James, Nundah
Hanley, Edward  Francis , Maryborough
Hann, Frank Hugh, Lawn Hill, Burketown
Hann, William, Maryvale, Dalrymple
Hann , John, Croydon
Hannaford, Samuel, Yeulba
Hannam , Willoughby, Cairns
Hannay,  Percival Rainsford,  Brisbane
Hannell, Clarence Hewson,  Newcastle , New South
Wales
Han-- rederick  Me ham,  Brisbane
Hanran , Patrick  Francis , Townsville
Harbottle, Thomas, Paradise Farm, Boyne River
Harden, Carl, Rockhampton
Hardgrave, John, Brisbane
Hardgrave, Stephen,  Brisbane
Hardie, George, Sydney, N.S.W.
Harding,  Elias ,  junr ., Yamahnto, Ipswich
Harding, John Fletcher, Pimpama,  Beenleigh
Harding, Silas, Geelong, Victoria
Harding, Thomas, Toowong
Harding, I homas. Alexandria, Northern Territory,
South Australia
Hardwicke, Harry Weedon, Sydney, N.S.W.
Hargreaves, Ebenezer Watson, Ipswich
Hargreaves, Joseph, Ipswich
Harland, Joseph Nash, Gilberton
Harney, John, Mackay
Harpur, Richard Donovan  Speer ,  Barmundoo,
Gladstone
Harricks, John Hugh, M.R.C.S.E., Medical Officer,
Maryborough
Harriott, Thomas Ware, Sydney, N.S.W.
Harrington, William Frederick, Maryborough
Harrington, Isaac, Bundaberg
Harris, Alfred Edward, Brisbane
Harris, Benjamin Thomas, Tickencote, Mitchell
Harries, Edward Decimus, Croydon
Harris, George, Brisbane
Harris, John, Broom Hill, Ipswich
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Harris, Stanley ,  Brisbane
Hart ,  The Honourable Frederick Hamilton,
M.L C., Brisbane
Hart, Alfred Australia ,  Charters Towers
Hart, Robert ,  Maryborough
Hart ,  Michael ,  Coomera
Hartley ,  Robert Taylor ,  Sub-Collector of Customs,
Cairns
Hartley ,  William James ,  Police Magistrate,
Blackall
Harvey ,  Robert, Glenview ,  Gladstone
Harvey, Robert James, Mount Larcom ,  Gladstone
Harwood ,  John ,  Maryborough
Hassall, Thomas Henry ,  Gwydir , N.S.W.
Hatfield ,  Thomas John ,  Fleurs, Clermont
Hawkins, George, Stockleigh ,  Logan Village
Hawkins, Thomas Sampson ,  junior,  Albion,  Brisbane
Hawkins, Morris, Duckabrook ,  Bogantungan
Hay, Adam,  Palparara , Windorah
Hay, Charles ,  North Pine
Haydon ,  Adam Stuart, Vena Park ,  Normanton
Haygarth ,  John, Kooralbyn ,  Ipswich
Haylock,  Alfred John,  Blackall
Hays ,  Sydney Saunders ,  Banksia, Yaamba
Hayes, William, Laidley
Head,  Edward Abraham,  Sydney,  N.-S.W.
Heal, John Daniel ,  Brisbane
Healion .  William, Brisbane
Healy ,  John ,  Warwick
Heaslop, Thomas ,  South Brisbane
Heath ,  George Poynter ,  Commander ,  R.N., Port
Master ,  Brisbane
Hebbel, John Heinrich ,  Perseverance ,  Crow's Nest
Heinemann, Heinrich ,  Mount Cotton, Cleveland
Hemmant, William , London
Henchman ,  William ,  Rockhampton
Henderson ,  John ,  Whitula ,  Windorah
Henderson ,  John Bailie ,  Government Hydraulic
Engineer, Brisbane
Henderson ,  William ,  Gympie
Hendren ,  William Fullerton ,  Crookwell, N.S.W.
Henning ,  Edmond Biddulph, Sydney , N.S.W.
Henriques ,  Edmund ,  junr .,  Port Douglas
Henry, Alfred ,  Townsville
Henry, Ernest, Cloncurry
Hensler ,  Carl, Goondiwindi
Henzell ,  Frederick Lumley ,  Brisbane
Henzell ,  John Harrop ,  Brisbane
Henzell ,  Thomas Smith ,  Brisbane
Herbert, Arthur Orpen,  Brisbane
Herbert, Sir Robert  George Wyndham ,  K.C.B.,
D.C.L., Colonial Office, London
Hertzberg ,  Abraham ,  Brisbane
Hertzberg , Adolphus  Marcus, Brisbane
Hester ,  Samuel Lambert ,  Kilkivan
Hetherington ,  Alexander ,  Milton, Gladstone
Heussler , The Honourable John Christian, M.L.C..
Brisbane
Hews, Richard Scott ,  South Brisbane
Hickson ,  Walter Samuel ,  Beaudesert. Cloncurry
Hickson ,  William Murray Cox, Bundaberg
Hickson , Arthur John, Gin Gin,  Bundaberg
Hicks, Edward ,  Nerang
Higgins, ' Patrick ,  Sandy Creek ,  Warwick
Higginson ,  Frank Lsscelles ,  Evora, Blackall
Higginson ,  James Clinton, Brisbane
Higson ,  William Kaye ,  Rockhampton
Riley ,  Percival ,  Wellington Point, Cleveland
Hiley ,  William ,  Wellington Point,  Cleveland
Hill, Charles Frederick ,  Cawarral, Rockhampton
Hill, Charles Lumley ,  Brisbane
Hill, Henry  Edward,  Fassifern
Hill, James ,  Adelaide, South Australia
Hill, John Hooke ,  South Kolan, Bundaberg
Hi ll , John William ,  South Brisbane
Hill, Thomas ,  Eurambali, Currawillinghi
Hill, William Percival ,  Charleville
Hill, William Richard Onslow ,  Police Magistrate,
Gayndah
Hinchcliffe , John  Hobson ,  Beenleigh
Hinchclife ,  Verdon ,  Veresdale
Bindmarsh ,  William ,  Rawbelle, Gayndah
Hipwood ,  James, Brisbane
Hislop ,  George ,Wyalla ,  Bloom field River, Cooktown
Hobbs, William, M.R.C.S .,  Brisbane
Hobler, Francis Helvetius, Westwood, Rock.
hampton
Hobler,  Francis Helvetius ,  junr,, Westwood,
Rockhampton
Iobsou, Francis James,  Melbourne, Victoria
Hocker ,  John Henry , K angaroo Point, Brisbane
Hockings, Albert John,  BrisbaneBuckley, James , Maryborough
Hodges, Horatio  John,  Laidley
Hodges,  W illiam George ,  Mackay
Hodgkinson ,  William Oswald ,  Brisbane
Hodgson ,  Sir Arthur , K.C.M.G., Clopton, War-
wickshire ,  England
Ifodgson, Edward Dowling, Eton  Vale,  Toowoomba
Hodson ,  Henry, Ingham
Hodson ,  John Robert, Bladensberg, Winton
Hogg, James Ballantine , L.R.C.P.,  Goodna
Holberton,  The Honourable Frederick Harrell,
M.L.C., Toowoomba
Holden. Frank Wallace , Sydney, N.S.W.Hofland, Arthur Edmond ,  Maroochie
Holliman,  William, Charters  't owers
Hollinshead ,  Henry Clifford Brock ,  Planet Downs,
Duaringa
Hollis, James Frederick ,  Muttaburra
Holmes, James Archibald ,  Acaciafield, Ayr
Holmes ,  Russell ,  Eronghoula, Thargomindah
Holt, Walter  Henry, Wealwandangie ,  Springsure
Holt, William Harvey ,  Glenprairie ,  Marlborough
Homer, Edward Thomas. Moura ,  Banana
Hood, William Walter ,  Burenda ,  Augathella
Hood ,  Walter Corsar ,  Annandale ,  Birdsville
Hooker ,  Ebenezer ,  Brisbane
Hooker , William  James, Brisbane
Hooper, George, Brisbane
Hooper, Harry ,  Ipswich
Hooper, William James ,  Merriwa ,  Goondiwindi
Hope, The Honourable Louis, England
Hope, Robert, Nerang
Hopkins, Edward Box, Goodar, Goondiwindi
Hopkins, Henry, Granada ,  CloncurryHopkins. Richard Ashmore Robinson ,  Wellshot,
Isisford
Hopkins, Thomas Hollis, Townsville
Horrocks ,  Charles Colville ,  Inspector of Orphan-
ages, Brisbane
Horan, Matthew,  Kerry ,  Albert River
Horsburg b,  George,  sent., Maryborough
Horsey, Thomas Knibb ,  Normanton
Horsley, Charles John,  Pillaga,  N.S.W.
Horstmann ,  Gustavus Caesar,  Brisbane
Horwitz ,  Joseph ,  Warwick
Houghton ,  John Thomas ,  Stonington, Pentland
Howard ,  John William Cornelius ,  Riverside,
Coomera
Howell, Benjamin ,  Maytown
Howell ,  Theophilus John ,  Killarney
Howe, James Henry ,  Marion Downs ,  Boulia
Howes, Nathaniel Joseph ,  Brisbane
Howlin, James, M.D., Dalby
Hubert,  Henry  Brabazon Le Touzel ,  Townsville
Hubinger ,  John Christian ,  Cardwell
Hudson ,  Beresford, Rosehill ,  Warwick
Hudson ,  Forbes de Lancy, Thursday Island
Hudson, Mark ,  Land Agent. Maryborough
Huesman ,  Augustus, Brisbane
Hughes, Herbert Maddock ,  Culeraigie ,  Gayndah
Hughes, John Maddock ,  Birralee, Bowen
Hughes, Joseph, Sub -Collector of Customs, Towns-
ville
Hughes, Robert Maurice ,  Fort Bourke , N.S.W.
Hughes, Arthur Nicholas ,  Nockatunga ,  Thargo-
mindah
Hull, John ,  Trebonne Creek ,  Ingham
Hume, Walter Cunningham ,  Under Secretary for
Public Lands, Brisbane
Humphery, William ,  Gayndah
Hunt, Charles William, Milora ,  Ipswich
Hunt , Edward ,  Cumberland ,  Georgetown
Hunter ,  Alexander ,  Upper Laidley
Hunter ,  Herbert, Sandgate
Hunter, James,  Sydney, N.S.W.
Hunter ,  Robert Miller, Rockhampton
Hunter, John ,  Kilkivan
Hunter ,  Ernest, Brisbane
Hutchinson ,  Abraham ,  Gympie
Hutchins -,n, Albert Maxwell ,  Sydney , N.S.W.
Hutson ,  William, Punjaub, Burketown
Hutton,  George, Coonoor ,  The Troffs , N.S.W.
Hutton, James, Sydney , N.S.W.
Hyde, Edward Alfred , Maryborough
Hyde, Frederick Hamilton, Police Magistrate,
Tambo
H,yue,  Richard Matthew, Maryborough
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I lla, Amos Henriques, Georgetown
Ilbery, Thomas, Bunkley,  Darling  River, N.S.W.
Illidge, Thomas, Brisbane
Ingram, William Thomas, Dalby
Irvine, William Maxwell,  Minnie Downs, Tambo
Irving, William Howe, Chief Clerk,  H.M. Customs,
Brisbane
Irwin,  John Howard, Roma
Isambert, John Baptist Louis,  Brisbane
Isbell, John Henry, Bowen
Izatt, George  Dempster ,  Brisbane
Jack, James Graham, Watsonville
Jack, Robert Logan, Government Geologist, Towns-
ville
Jack, William, Herberton
Jackes, James Alexander, Ipswich
Jackson, George, Upper Case River, Pentland
Jackson, John, Brisbane
Jackson, Lewis, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Roma
James, George Venables, Sydney, N.S.W.
Jamieson, Robert, Bulimba, Brisbane
Jardine, Alexander William, Rockhampton
Jardine, Frank Lascelles, Somerset, Cape York
Jarman, Richard Edward,  Brisbane
Jenkins, John Ventris, Bundanba
Jenkins, William Vaughan, Bathurst, N.S.W.
Jennings, Sir Patrick Alfred, K.C.M.G., Sydney,
N.S.W.
Jerrard, Henry Clapeott, Rochedale, Taroom
Jessop, John Shillito, Dalby
Jessop, William,  senr ., Marlborough
Jenne, Evan, Toowoomba
Jillett, George, Greendale, Tambo
Job, Jonathan, Tiaro
Jodrell, Charles Edward, Normanby Reefs, Cook-
town
Johnson, Frank G., Koolatah, Thornborough
Johnson, Frederick, Townsville
Johnson, Thomas Alexander, Warwick
Johnston, Arthur Alfred, Sydney, N.S.W.
Johnston, David Frederick, Kolan, Bundaberg
Johnston, John Albert, Cooroora, Southwood
Johnston, Robert Tennant, SouthportJohnston, Samuel, North Bundaberg
Johnstone, Robert Arthur, Police Magistrate,
Howard and Tiaro
Johnstone, Lewis Alexander, Sydney, N.S.W.
Jones, Alfred ]Raymond, Brisbane
Jones, David Frederick Tudor, Brisbane
Jones, David Medlam, Townsville
Jones, Edward,  Brisbane
Jones, George H all, Boor,ara, Nanango
Jones, Henry, Rockhampton
Jones, Lloyd, Avenal, Victoria
Jones, Richard Owen,  Mossnpan  River, Poit
Douglas
Jones, Robert, Maryborough
Jones, Joseph Lloyd, Barraldine
Jordan, Henry, Sherwood, Brisbane
Jordan, Robert Alfred,  Brisbane
Joseph, Samuel, Nerang
Josephson, Jacob John Wellington, YeppooL,
Eockhampton
Josephson, Thomas  Francis,  Sydney, N.S.W.
Jost, John Philip, Franklin Vale, Grandchester
Joyce, Fitzpierce, Hawkwood, Gayndah
Joyce, William Joseph, Eidsvold .
Joyner, William Charles, Samson Vale, Brisbane
Judd, Henry Buckingham, Brisbane
Kates, Francis, Hendon
Kaye, Samuel, Toowong, Brisbane
Kebbell, William, L.R C.P., South Brisbane
Keeley, Charles, Mackay
.Keil, He,,ry August, Diddillebah, North Pine
Keith, William, Maryborough
Kelk, Edward, Brisbane
Kellaway, Thomas Dyer, Croydon
Kelleher, John, Darkey Flat, Warwick
Kellett, William, Brisbane
Kelly, Thomas, Rockhampton
Kelly, William, Georgetown
Kelly, Thomas John, Charters Towers
Kelly, Thomas Williaw, Croydon
Kemmis, Arthur, The Chase. Mackay
Kemp, James, Swan Creek, Warwick
Kemp, Joseph, Brisbane
Kendall; Robert John, Dubbo, N.S.W.
Kendrick, Robert William, C.P.S.,Charters Towers
Kennard, Stanley Bruce, Toowoomba
Kennedy, Alexander, Parkside, Normanton
Kennedy, John, Brisbane
Kennedy, Thomas, Allora
Kennedy, William Turner, West Talgai, Clifton
Kenny, James, Cairns
Kent, Fassifern. Degilbo, Maryborough
Kent, William, Dalgangal, Gayndah
Kent,  William  Henry,  Brisbane
Keogh, Denis Thomas, Ipswich
Keogh ,  Francis Thomas  Felix ,  Brisbane
Keogh, Patrick, Toowoomba
Kerr, Alexander,  Brisbane
Kerr, Richard, Murphy's Creek
Ke yes , William Nicholls, Isis, 13undal ere
Kidge ll, James  Gawthorne, Gympie
Kilgour, William, Sydney, N.S.W.
Killeen , Patrick, St. Ruth, Dalby
Kilner, Frederick, Sub-Collector of Customs, Bun-
daberg
King, Arthur Lascelles, Gowrie, Toowoomba
King, Charles, Sydney, N.S.W.
King, Charles McArthur, Police Magistrate,
Bourke, N.S.W.
King, Edward, Weelamurra, Cunnamulla
Kin The Honourable George, M.L.C., Gowrie,
Toowoom ba
King, Ernest Henry, Coreena, Aramac
King, George Henry Maitland, England
King, Harry Venn, Gowrie, Toowoomba
King, Henry Edward, Brisbane
Kiug, Johnson George, Lands Department, Sydney,
N.S.W.
King, Richard, One-mile, Ravenswood
King, Thomas, junior, Woodford
King, Thomas Mulhall, Collector of Customs,
tirisbane
King, William Selwyn, Sydney, N.S.W.
Kingsbury, John James, Brisbane
Kingsford, Richard Ash, Cairns
Kinne, Fritz, Maryborough
Kirchner, Edward, North Rockhampton
Kirk, George Marshall, Gulnabar, St. George
Kirk, William, Meringandan
Kirk, James, Doongmabulla, Bowen
Kirk, William, Townsville
Kirkaldy, William Broad, M.B., Charleville
Kirkbride, Richard, Charters Towers
Kirkcaldy, Thomas, Mount Hutton, Taroom
Kirkpatrick, William, Callioppe, Gladstone
Kite, Francis Dixon, Callaudoon, Goondiwindi
Kleinschmidt, Ferdinand, Pimpama Island, Pim-
pama
Klinguer, Carl, Radcliffe
Knapp, Simon, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane
Knight, John William, Brisbane
Knight, John William, Coorparoo
Knowles, William Henry, junior, Toowong
Knox, Robert Wright, Melbourne, Victoria
Knox, Thomas Forster, Sydney, N.S.W.
Kortum, Helmuth Axel Frederick Bernhard, M.D.,
Health Officer, Cooktown
Lacy ,  Dyson ,  St. Helen 's, Mackay
Lade ,  Nathaniel ,  Coorparoo ,  Brisbane
Lahey ,  David, Pimpama ,  Beenleigh
Lahey ,  James William, Canungra, Beenleigh
Laidlaw ,  William Hunter ,  Townsville
Laing ,  Warrington ,  Townsville
Lalor, James, Gubberamunda, Roma
Lamb ,  Charles, N.S.W.
Lamb ,  Edward William, Sydney , N.S.W.
Lamb ,  John ,  Bundaberg
Lamb, Thomas George, St. George
Lamb ,  Thomas, Killa rney, Warwick
Lambert, The Honourable William Frederick,
M.L.C., Rockhampton
Landy ,  James, Dalby
Land y,  Patrick ,  Ipswich
Lane ,  John ,  Rosewood
Lane, John Pearce , M,E,C ,S,,  Severn River,
Stantborpu
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Lang, Gilbert, Brisbane
Lang, Gil+hert Thomas Chalmers, Brisbane
Langdon, William, Cairns
Langhorne, George Cartwright, Carabab, Taroom
Langridge, Albert Henry, M.tt.C.S.E., Medical
Officer, Georgetown
Lawless, John Paul, Boonby'an, Gayndah
Lawless , Thomas, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane
Lawrence, Freeman, Westwood
Lawson, Alick Clarence, -ub-Collector of Customs,
Port Douglas
Lawson, Nicholas, Brisbane
Lea, Robert, Sydney, N.S.W.
Leadbetter, Danville Tilson, Maryvale, Morven
Leahy. Patrick James, Thargomindah
Learmonth, Edward Bruce, Gumbardo, Adavale
Lee, Archibald, Police Magistrate. Nanango
Lee, Joseph Walsh,  Zillman 's Waterholes, Nundah
Leeds, Arthur, Burre,,billa, Cunnamulla
Leftwich, Richard William, K angaroo  Point, Bris-
bane
Le Grand, Robert W., Blantyre, Ipswich
Leigh, Henry, Croydon
Leishman, Henry James Charles, Melbourne,
Victoria
Lemel Israel, Charters Towers
Lennon, William, Townsville
Lenneberg, Theodor, Brisbane
Leslie, Alexander Smith, Brisbane
Lester, Clements, Sydney, N.S.W.
Lester, George, Clyde, Thargomindah
Lethbridge, Robert Copeland, Forest Vale, Mitchell
Lethem, Ebenezer, Brisbane
Leviu,,e, Richard, Geri Idton
Lea in. Raphael Behr,  Brisbane
Lewis, Ralph Fitzgibbon, Brisbane
Lightoller, Harry Martin, M R.C.S., Ipswich
Lillis, Patrick, Woolooga, Gympie
Linning, F. W., Kirchheim, Marburg
Lissner, Isidor, Charters Towers
Lister, Joseph, Roma
Littleton, The Honourable Henry Stuart , England
Littleton, John Thomas, Crow's Nest
Little, Charles William, Rockhampton
Little, J., Austral  Downs , South  Australia
Little, James, Rosedale, Baffle Creek,  Bundaberg
Little, John, Brisbane
Little, Joseph Henry,  M.B., Brisbane
Little, Robert, Brisbane
Little,  Isaac,  Austral Downs, Camooweal
Livermore, Edward Pike, R. -ckhampton
Living, John, Wooroona,  Duaringa
L-vingstone, Robert, Townsville
Lloyd, Edward Henry, Redbank, Hawkwood,
Gavndah
Llov-i. William Morris, Brisbane
Lockwood, Thomas, Sydney, N.Q.W.
Loder, Arthur Alleyne, Tweed River, New South
Wales
Lodge, Thomas Campion, Lismore, N.S.W.
L Age, Barton, Grafton, N.S W.Logan, John, Clifton
Lonergan, John, Jundah
Long, Edward Maitland, Mackay
L  ngden, Arthur, Cairns
Longfield, William Mountiford, Waverley, St.
Lawrence
Lord, Edmund, Tarampa
Lord, Frederick, Eskdale, Ipswich
Lord, .fames ,  Brisbane
Lord,  Simeon , Brisbane
Lord, Simeon Fitzherbert, Brisbane
Lord, William, Cockat. ,o Creek, Taroom
Loridan, James B., Croydon
Lorimer, James, Yaneho North, Bollon
Lorne. Stuart Brownrigg Leishman, Blackall
Lossberg , Henry von, M.D., Medical Officer,
Ipswich
Lowe, Ji,seph, Tenthill, Gatton
Lowe, Wallace, Cubbi, Culgoa River, St. George
Luckman, John, Bulimba
Lucoek, Henry, Oxley
Lukin, George Lionel, Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton
Lukin, Gresley, Sydney, N.S.W.
Luya, Abraham Fleetwood,  Brisbane
Lyall, William, Greenvale, Dalrymple
Lyon, George Owen, Melbourne, Victoria
Lyster, John  Sanderson ,  Brigade-Major ,  Brisbane
Macansh, John Donald. junr., Chinchilla
Macansh, Thomas Windeyer, Warwick
Macaree, Edwin, North Rockhampton
Macarthur, Alexander, Warden and Mineral Lands
Commissioner, Gladstone
Macarthur, John Alexander, I olice Magistrate,
Ingham
Macarthur, Patrick, Clayfield, Brisbane
Macarthur, Peter, Assistant Gold Fields Warden,
Croydon
MacCarthy, Edward Robert Norfor, Sub-Collector
of Customs, Mackay
Macartney, John Arthur, Waverley, St. Lawrence
Macdonald, Alexander Cameron, Melbourne,
Victoria
Macdonald, Alexander Rose, Police Magistrate,
Aramac
N acdonald, Arthur Herbert Graham, Rio,Westwood
Macdonald, Charles Hugh, Northedge, PortDouglas
Macdonald, Donald Stuart, M.B., Rockhampton
Macdonald, George Reid, Sydney, N.S.W.
Macdonald, John, Charters Towers
Macdonald, John Graham, Police  Magistrate.
Townsville
Macdonald, John Macpherson, Police Magistrate,
Boulia
Macdonald, Peter Fitzallan, Y#amba
Macdonald, Robert Stair Graham,  Balnagowan,
Rockhampton
Macdonald, William Morton, Croydon
MacDiarmid, Duncan, Townsville
MacDiarmid, Andrew Anderson, Brisbane
MacDonald, John, Hidden Valley, Bowen
Macfai  lane , Alexander Thomson, Charleville
Macfarlane , William Macpherson, Young, N.S.W.
Macfarlane, Alexander, Ipswich
Macfarlane , Henry Taylor, Police  Magistrate,
Warwick
Macfarlane, John, Ipswich
Macfarlane, John Holdsworth, Waroonga, Mitchell
MacGillivray, Alexander Sykes, Cloncurry
MacGillivray, George, Eddington, Cloncurry
MacGregor, Adam Roy, .foli.mont, Mackay
MacGroarty, Bernard Canning, Police Magistrate,
Hughenden
Macllwaine , Arthur Mackay, Herberton
Maellwaine , Frederick Beddell, Townsville
Macintosh, Alexander,  Brisbane
Macintosh , Donald, Glencairn, Toowoomba
Macintosh, James, Blinkbonnie, Warwick
Macintosh.  James , Townsville
Macintosh, Thom as Brassey, Westmoreland,  Burke-
town
Mackay, Angus, Sydney, N.S.W.
Mackay, Benjamin, Mackay
Mackay, Colin Campbell, Morinish, Rockhampton
Mackay, Eric Henry, Sydney, N.S.W.
Mackay, John, Harhour Master, Cooktown
Mackay, Duncan Forbes, Tilpal, Yaamba
Mackeller, Alexander, Richmond River, N.S.W.
Mackenzie , Ernest J. E., Maclaren Hills,  Blacka ll
Mackenzie, James, Seaforth, Ayyr
Mackenzie , James Arundel, Nulalbin, Duaringa
Mackenzie , John Piper, Toowoomba
Mackenzie, William Henry,  junr ., Cawley Vale,
Liverpool, N.S.W.
Mackenzie ,  Alexander, Bowen
MacKenzie, Colin, Weremerangle, Culgoa River,
Brewarina , N.S.W.
Mackie, A. W., Dillalah, Charleville
Mackinnon, William McLeod, AugathellaMacmichael, JohnTillotson, Condamine Plai s,
Dalby
Macmillan , Archibald Campbell, Airdmillan, Ayr
MacPherson, Angus, Amby Downs, Rouwa
MacPherson, Lachlan, Greenmount, Toowoomba
Macpherson, John, Townsville
Macrae , Mark Reginald, Melbourne, Victoria
Macl ae , John, Brenda, N.S.W.
Macrossan , The Honourable John Murtagh, Bris-
bane
Mactaggart, Dan, Maryborough
Madden, Ambrose John, Cooktown
Maiden. George. Sydney, New South Wales
Mailer, Robert, Melbourne, Victoria
Mallett, George W, Upper Caboolture
Mallon, Peter, Bowen Hills, Brisbane
Malpas , William John, Melbourne, Victoria
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Manchee, John Charles, Phillips Creek,  Murtw
rundi, N.S.W.
Manchester, Thomas, Bundaberg
Manifold, Walter Synnot, Sesbania, Winton
Mann, George Hay, Melbourne, Victoria
Manning, Arthur Wilcox, Carlton, Double Bay,
N.S.W.
Manning, John Edye, Ryde, N.S.W.
Mant, George, Gigoomgan, Tiaro
Margetts, Frederick, M.R.C.S.E., Medical Officer,
Warwick
Marks, Ben.)amin F., Sydney
Marks, The Honourable Charles Ferdinand, M.D.,
Brisbane
Marks, William,  senr ., Charleville
Markwell, Isaac John, Brisbane
Markwell, William Quinton, Brisbane
Marsh, John Milbourne, Stipendiary  Magistrate,
Sydney, N.S.W.
Marsh, John, Gatton
Marsh, William, Young, N.S.W.
Marsh, William, Mackay
Marshall, Samuel, Postal Inspector, Brisbane
Marshall, William Henry, Brisbane
Marshall, William Henry George, Brisbane
Marshall. Walter G., Fort Constantine, Cloncurry
Martin, Boyle, Pialba, Maryborough
Martin, Daniel, Rockhampton
Martin, Edward, Cairns
Martin, George, Police  Magistrate , Glen Innes,
r.S.W.
Martin, James, Glen Innes, N.S.W.
Martin, Thomas Jacques, St. Kilda, Victoria
Martin, Thomas, Tennyson, South Brisbane
Martindale, Charles Clewley, Clare, Clermont
Martyr, Charles Parry,  Kilcummin , Clermont
Marwedel, Ernst,  Brisbane
Mason, George Adolphus,  Stanmore , Woodford
Mason, William, Double Bay, Sydney, N.S.W.
Massie , Hugh Hamon, Sydney, New South Wales
Massey, John William, Fortitude Valley
Masterson, John, Herberton
Masterton, Alexander M., Normanb , Bowen
Masterton, Charles, Spring  Bank , Daintree, Port
Douglas
Matheson, John, East Prairie, Toowoomba
Matheson, Murdoch, Sydney, N.S.W.
Mathews, Robert Hamilton, Singleton, N.S.W.Matveieff, Alexey Froloff, Superintendent of Elec-
tric Telegraphs, Brisbane
Maunsell, Samuel George, Avoca,  Springsure
Maxwell,  Samuel,  Brisbane
May, Thomas Henry, M.D., Health Officer,
Bundaberg
Maynard, Henry Alexander, South Brisbane
Mayne, Edward Valentine Colburn, Peak Vale,
Clermont
Mayne, Horatio Ramsey, Peak Vale, Clermont
Mayne, Robert West, Brisbane
Mayne, William Colburn, Ghinghinda, Taroom
McArthur, John Francis, Kooroon, Dalby
McAuley, Peter Milley, Brands Inspector, St.
George
McBurney, Robert, M.D., Mackay
McCarthy, James, Maroondan, Bundaberg
McCarthy, Michael, The Glen, Neurum Creek,
Woodford
McCleverty, George, Ellisvale, Drayton
McConnel, Arthur John, Durundur, Woodford
McConnel,  James  Henry, Cressbrook, Esk
McConville, Daniel, Bundaberg
McCoornbe, Thomas. Cairns
McCord, William Forster, Coonambula, Gayndah
McCormack,  James , Clermont
McCorley, James, Taroom
McCready, Robert,  Pimpama  Creek , Pimpama
McCowan,  Samuel  McCall, Kynuna, Winton
McCullough, William George, Maryborough,
Victoria
McDonald, Campbell Livingstone,  Bromelton,
Veresdale
McDonald, Campbell Thomas, Dugandan, Ipswich
McDonald, Daniel, Cloncurry
McDonald, George Thomas, Lumeah, Rocklea,
Brisbane
McDonald, Hugh, Nest Field, Hunter River,N.S.W.McDonald, John, Tinnenburra, Cunnamulla
McDonald, John Angus, Cloncurry
McDonald, John Campbell, Cowley Plains, Charle.
Ville
McDonald, John, Hamilton, Brisbane
McDonald, Peter, Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla
McDonnell, John, Under Secretary, Post and
Telegraph Department, Brisbane
McDonnell, Robert Harkness, South Brisbane
MacDonnell, Edmund, Brisbane
MacDonnell,  Francis. Brisbane
McDougall, The Honourable John Frederick,
M.L.C., Rosalie Plains, Jondaryan
McDouga 1, Edwin, Rosalie, Jondaryan
McDougall, Robert, Weary Bay, Cooktown
McDougall, Roderick. Winton
McDowall, Archibald, Commissioner of Crown
Lands, Toowoomba
McEachern , Malcolm Donald, LondonMcEntyre, John, Darradilla, Bourke, N.S.W.McFarlane, Th  Revd. Samuel, Bedford, England
McGahan, Thomas,  Swan  Creek, Warwick
McGavin, Robert, South Brisbane
McGhie,  James,  New Farm,  Brisbane
McGill,  James , Ipswich
McGlynn, Bernard, Toowoomba
McGregor, Alexander, Ipswich
McGregor, Duncan, Merri Creek and Coburg,
Victoria
McGregor, Malcoll, Maryborough
McGregor, Samuel, Bedbank
McGregor, William, M.D., C.M.G., Administrator
of British New Guinea, Port Moresby
McGrath, Philip, Laidley
McGuigan, Patrick, Cunnamulla
McGuire, Thomas, South  Brisbane
Mellwaine, Edward Nangle; Townsville
Mel1wraith,The Honourable SirThomas,K.C.M.G..
Auchenflower, Brisbane
Mcllwraith, William, Rockhampton
McIntosh, Charles, Killarney
McIntire, Francis, Mudgeraba, Nerang
McIntyre, Archibald, Mackay
McIntyre, Joseph Sharp, Toowoomba
McKenna , Bernard C., Tallawanta, Camooweal
McKenny, Charles Neale, Texas, Stanthorpe
McKenzie, Alexander, Maytown
McKenzie, John, Watsonville
McKewen, John, Tiaro
McLean, Peter, Inspector of Agricultural Areas,
Brisbane
McLean, Robert Alexander, Springsure
Ni cLeish, John Poole, Toowoomba
McLennan, Gregory Grant, Nundah
McLennan, John, Brisbane
McLennan, Kenneth, Lutwyche
McLeod, Charles, Brisbane
McMah, John, Wellington Point, ClevelandMcManus, John Charles, Mitchell Downs, Mitchell
McMaster, John, Brisbane
McMaster, Allan, Fenlees, Bollon
McMaster, Andrew J. B., Morinish, Yaamba
McMillan, Alexander, Sydney, N.S.W.
McMillan, William. Maneroo, Arrilalah
McMinn, Gilbert Rotherdale, Sub-Collector of
Customs, Northern Territory of South Aus-
tralia
McNaught, Daniel,  Brisbane
McNeeley, Hugh, M.D., Brisbane
Me Pherson, John, Rockhampton
McSharry,  James,  Brisbane
McWhannell, James Cooper, Headingly, Boulia
Meikle, Alexander, Rockhampton
Meiklejohn, James Sp,•er, Bundaberg
Melliday, John,  Summer  Hill, Sydney, New South
Wales
Mellor, Matthew, Gympie
Melville, William, Wada, Bundaberg
Menzies , John, Raglan, Gladstone
Merry, Thomas Frederick, Warwick
Meston, Archibald, Cairns
Michael, Ebenezer, Bald Hills, Brisbane
Miles, Edward David, Charters Towers
Miles, Michael, Mount Elsie Charters Towers
Millar , Thomas Glass, Langlo Downs, Tambo
Miller, Donald, BowenMiller, James, TownsvilleMiller, Kenneth, Maryborough
Miller, Robert, Police Magistrate, Goondiwindi
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Miller, Robert Gibson, Thornborough
Miller, William Andrew, Myall Grove, CondamineMillis, James, Nanango
Mills, John Henry, Mount Britton
Mills, Thomas , London  England
Milman, Hugh Miles ,  Police Magistrate ,  Cooktown
Milne ,  David Pringle, Sandgate
Milson, James, junr., Sydney, N.S.W.
Miskin, Alfred Edward, Brisbane
Missing, Henry, Gootchie, Tiaro
Mitchell, David Cross, Bindebango, Bollon
Mitchell, James Sutherland, Sydney, N.S.W.
Mitchell, John Alexander, Glen Innes, N.S.W.
Mitchell, Robert Alfred Helenus, Glen Innes,
N.,S.W.
Mitchell, Robert Chambers, Eidsvold
Moffat ,  James, Obum Obum ,  Blantyre ,  Ipswich
Mo ffat, John ,  Irvine Bank ,  Herberton
Moffatt, Alexander ,  Warrill Bank ,  Harrisrille
Moffatt,  James Campbell ,  Brisbane
Molony, John Patrick, Bendemere, Yeuibah
Monckton ,  Hugh, Fiji
Monkhouse, Alfred O'Gorman, Camooweal
Montefiore ,  Eliezer  Levi, Sydney, N.S.W.
Moody, Andrew James Alexander ,  Barcaldine
Mooney ,  Thomas, Brisbane
Mooney ,  Thomas Joseph, Brisbane
Moor ,  James Hugh, Manfred"Downs ,  Hughenden
Moore, Isaac, Baramba, Nanango
Moore ,  James, Brisbane
Moore, James Ingram, Armidale, N.S.W.
Moore, John, Colinton, EskMoor-, John, Armidale, N.S.W.
Moore, Richard Albert, Police  Magistrate , Charle-
ville
Moore, Robert Lismore, Angledool, N.S.W.
Moore, Robert Shaw, Norley, Melbourne, Victoria
Moore, Thomas, Colinton, Esk
Moore ,  Edward ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Moran ,  Robert Wilfred, Police Magistrate , Winton
Morehead, The Honourable Boyd Dunlop, Cintra,
Brisbane
Moreton ,  The Honourable Berkeley Basil, Mary-
borough
Moreton ,  The  Honourable Seymour ,  Wet beron,
Gayndah
.Morey,  Edmund ,  Police Magistrate, Clermont
Morgan, Arthur, Warwick
Morgan ,  Frederick ,  Rockhampton
Morgan, Henry ,  Isis Scrub ,  Maryborough
Morgan ,  Henry Foscue , Croydon
Morissett, Charles Seymour, Roma
Morphett ,  Charles Edward ,  Melbourne, Victoria
Morphett ,  James Hurtle, Melbourne, Victoria
Morris, Charles Augustus Mayne, Police Magis-
trate, Muttaburra
Morrisby,  Rowland, Commissioner  of Crown Lands,
Bundaberg
Morrison ,  Robert ,  Ayrshire Downs, Winton
Morrow, Thomas, Taringa
Mort, Henry , Sydney, N.S.W.
Mosman ,  Hugh ,  Charters Towers
Mowbray, Thomas, Police Magistrate, Mackay
Mowbray ,  William Matthew ,  Po lice  Magistrate,
Charters Towers
Muir ,  James, Brisbane
Muir, William John, Townsville
Mullen ,  John ,  Brisbane
Muller,  Francis Augustus ,  Marburg
Muller ,  Frederick ,  Redland Bay
Muller ,  Gottfried Friedrich ,  Walloon
Mullett ,  Edward, Monduran ,  Tenningering
Mulligan ,  James Venture ,  Cloncurry
Munce, William John ,  Brisbane
Munro, Colin, Ayr
Munro ,  Duncan, Highfields
Munro ,  George, Boondooma. Dalby
Munro, George , Sydney, N.S.W.
Munro, James, Brisbane
Munro, John, Geham
Murphy, Alexander  Dyce,  Northampton Downs,
Black all
Murpby, Frank Reid ,  Northampton Downs,
Blacka ll
Murray, David Edmund, Moonstone Downs,
Burketown
Murray, George Pultney Malcolm,  Relieving Police
Magistrate
Murray,  John,  Agricultural Reserve, Rockhampton
INT urray, John, Gympie
+llurray, Jonathan, Maryborough
Murray, Veitch, Tenningering
Murray, Arthur Hill, Cunnamulla
Murtun ,  John, Burleigl  ,  N.S.W.
Musgrave, Anthony, Government Secretary, Port
Moresby, New Guinea
Myers, George ,  Brisbane
Myers, Jonas Myer ,  Brisbane
i'iyles, Frederick William, Police Magistrate, Ayr
Myles, Georg,- Thomas, Inspector of Brands, Texas,
Stanthorpe
Mylne, Thomas, Registrar of Titles, Brisbane
Nash, Francis Edman, Geraldton
Nash, Wil liam Douglas, Nigger  Creek ,  Herberton
Naumburg ,  Edward ,  Brisbane
Neame, Arthur, In ham
Neame, Frank ,  Ing am
Needham, Francis Henry, Koreelah , N.S.W.
Neill, Hugh ,  Galloway Plains ,  Gladstone
Neill,  Wi ll iam ,  Sydney , N.S.W.
Neil, Channing,  M.D., Ipswich
Ne ilson , John , Bundaberg
Nelson, The Honourable Hugh Muir ,  Loudon,
Dalby
Newell , John,  Herberton
Newman ,  George, Townsville
Newman ,  George Henry ,  Curator in Insanity,
Brisbane
Newton ,  Frank William ,  Ange llalah ,  Morven
Newton ,  Richard ,  Brisbane
Nia ll ,  James Mansfield, Delta. Jericho
Nicholas ,  Henry C. R, Argentine ,  Dalrymple
Nicholson,  Frank Villeueuve , Woodford
Nicholson ,  John ,  Parramatta .  N.S.W.
Nicholson ,  Robert 1P., Gympie
Nicholson ,  William Castleman ,  Kedron Brook,
Brisbane
Nicholson, John Beauchamp, South Brisbane
Nicoll, Alexander ,  M.B., Croydon
Nimmo ,  James, Roma
Nisbet, James, Mitche ll
Nisbet, Wil liam David ,  Engineer for Harbours
and Rivers ,  Brisbane
Nixon, Frank ,  Nerang
Noakes, James  Equestrian, Maryborough
Nobbs ,  Thomas, North Rockhampton
Noble ,  W illiam Alfred ,  Brisbane
Norris, William Osborne, Brisbane
North ,  Robert, Fernie Lawn ,  lpswieh
North,  William Roger ,  Tent Hi ll , Gatton
Norton ,  The Honourable  Albert,  Milton, Brisbane
Norton ,  John Strange ,  Mungindi
Nott, Albert Edward ,  Adelaide ,  South Austra lia
Nott, Frederick L., Bundaberg
Nott , Philip,  South Brisbane
Nott, William ,  Greycliffe ,  Banana
Nett,  Allan Herbert ,  Windermere ,  Bundaberg
Nuttall ,  James, Bulimba
Nutting,  John Bligh ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Nutting ,  Philip Henry,  L.R.C.P .,  Melbourne, Vic-
toria
Nutting, Wi lliam Bligh ,  Fort Bourke
Oakes, Frank, Dalby
O'Brien .  Patrick ,  Townsville
O'Conne ll ,  John Geo ffrey, Bowen
O'Connell ,  William Bligh ,  Bundaberg
O'Doherty, Kevin Izod, F.R.C.S., Croydon
O'Doherty ,  William Joseph ,  Brisbane
O'Donnell, William John, Wilcannia, N.S.W.
Officer, John ,  Humeburn, Paroo  R iver, Eu1o
Ogg, Edward King ,  Rockhampton
Ogg, George Rusden ,  Charters Towers
Ogilvie, Benjamin Hugh ,  Police Magistrate,
Geraldton
Ogilvie, Colin, Croydon
Okeden, David Parry,  Brisbane
Okeden, William Edward Parry,  Immigration
Agent,  Brisbane
O'Kelly, Peter, Ferney, Maryborough
O'Leary, Arthur, Mile End, Warwick
Oliver, Robert Rutherford,  Isis Downs, Isisford
O'Malley, Michael, Ppliee 1Ma strate, Awen
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O'Neill, Laurence, Kilinoylan, Teviot Brook,
Veresdale
Orr, Thomas Hunter, Ayrshire Park, Yaamba
Orton, Arthur, M.R.C.S.E., Medical Officer, Stan-
thorpe
O'Rourke, John, Rockhampton
O'Shanassy, Matthew, Melbourne, Victoria
O'Shanesy, John, Sabra, Rockhampton
O'Shea, Timothy, Fortitude Valley
O'Sullivan, Patrick, Ipswich
Oswald, James Dent, Ipswich
Overell, William James, Fortitude Valley
Overend, Acheson,  Brisbane
Overend, James Carter, Cooktown
Oxley, Henry J ames ,  Brisbane
Page, James A., Harvest Home, Bowen
Paget, Walter ,  Trueman ,  Mackay
Paine, Charles  Henry, Collaroy ,  St. Lawrence
Palk ,  George,  Loolme
Palmer, The  Honourable Sir Arthur Hunter,
K.C.M.G.,  M.L.C., Oakwal,  Brisbane
Palmer,  Charles M., Sydney, N.S.W.
Palmer ,  Edward ,  Brisbane
Palmer ,  Henry , Mar borough
Palmer, James, Littabe lla,  Bundaberg
Palmer ,  John, Bowen
Palmer, Richard Elliott, Sydney, N.S.W.
Parbury, Alfred,  N.S.W.
Park ,  Everard Leath, Bowen
Parker, James Augustus ,  Sydney,  N.S.W.
Parker ,  Wi lliam Henry ,  Brisbane
Parkes, the Honourable Sir Henry ,  K.C.M.G.,
Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Parkes, John Newport, Townsville
Parnell, Arthur ,  Barcaldine
Parr, Bertie Chiverton ,  Newstead, Bowen
Parr-Smith ,  Edward Thomas ,  South Brisbane
Pascoe, Thomas Henry ,  Burpengary
Paten,  Jesse, Ithaca
Paterson ,  Hew Blackwood ,  Boorara, Eulo
Paterson ,  The Honourable Thomas Macdonald, Bris-
bane
Paterson ,  Robe rt  Laidlaw ,  Monte Christo, Glad-
stone
Paterson ,  James ,  Hungerford
Patience ,  Daniel, Cairns
Patrick ,  Daniel ,  Wivenhoe ,  Ipswich
Patterson ,  George, Gympie
Pattison ,  the Honourable Wi lliam, Rockhampton
Paul, Crawford Maxwe ll, Brisbane
Paul, Wil liam Sheffield, Brisbane
Paull, William James, Charters Towers
Payne , Henry  Howard, Milton ,  Brisbane
Payne ,  Wil liam Harvey, Caboolture
Peacock ,  Colin ,  Laidley Creek ,  Ipswich
Peak,  William James, Drayton
Pearce ,  Thomas, Macka
Pears, Philip Walter ,  Police Magistrate ,  Normanton
Peberdy, W illiam Kendal ,  Je llinbah,  Blackwater
Pechey ,  Edward Wilmot ,  Toowoomba
Peddle, John Genge Andrews ,  Biddenham, Auga-
thella
Pegler ,  Augustus Henry, Milo ,  Adavale
Penn father ,  Charles Edward de Fonblanque,
Superintendent Penal Establishment, St.
Helena
Penny ,  Thomas ,  Millbank ,  Bundaberg
Percy ,  Hugh Louis Heber, England
Perkins ,  The Honourable Patrick ,  Brisbane
Perrier ,  Wil liam Henry ,  Mount Marlow ,  Isisford
Perry, W iliam ,  Brisbane
Perry,  George,  Gympie
Persse ,  de Burgh Fitzpatrick ,  Beaudesert
Persse, Wil liam Beauchamp ,  Darroo ,  Birdsville
Petrie ,  Andrew Lang, Brisbane
Petrie ,  John, Brisbane
Petrie, Thomas ,  North Pine
Pettigrew ,  The Honourable William ,  M.L.C., Bris-
bane
Petty, Richard George, Brisbane
Peyton, Nicholson Julius, Charters Towers
Phelan, Edward , K angaroo Point
Phillips, Gerard, Redlands ,  Military Road, St.
Leonards ,  New South Wales
Philp ,  James ,  Melrose Park ,  Tent Hi ll, Gatton
Philp, Robert ,  Townsvi lle
Philpott, William, Nerang
Pickard, Joseph, Ipswich
Pietzcker, Albert Rudolph Hugo, Brisbane
Pile, Edwin Alexander, Bundaberg
Pinnock, Philip, Police Magistrate, Brisbane
Pitt, Charles, Redbank Plains, Goodna
Place, John Scott, St. Helens, Cambooya
Plant, Charles Frederick, Charters Towers
Plant, Edmund Harris Thornburgh, Charters
Towers
Playfair, Lyon Macdonald, England
Plunkett, Thomas, Tambourine,  Beenleigh
Plunkett, George John, Woodbine, Roma
Pocock, William, Brisbane
Podosky, Joseph, Ravenswood
Pointon, Abel, Hereford Hills, Kilcoy
Pole, Sheldon, Fortitude Valley
Pollock, Alexander, Gympie
Pouting, Henry, Tiaro
Poole, Reginald, Daintree River, Port  Douglas
Porter, Alexander, North  Branch , Leyburn
Porter, Ernest George, Tinana, Maryborough
Porter, George, Toowoomba
Porter, James Strathbourne, Pittsworth
Porter, Robert, Kangaroo Point , Brisbane
Potts, John, Brisbane
Poulton, Benjamin, Melbourne, Victoria
Powell, Frank Alexander, Thargomindah
Power, Edmund Belford, England
Power, Frederick, Kilkivan
Power, George, N eardie, Tiaro
Power, Herbert, Melbourne, Victoria
Power, James Joseph, Goodna
Power, The Honourable William Grene, M.L.C.,
Brisbane
Powers ,  James , Bundaberg
Prendergast, Robert, Sydney, N.S.W.
Prentice, George,  junr .,  Brisbane
Preston, Charles George, South  Brisbane
Preston,  James , Mount Cotton
Price, Thomas,  Brisbane
Price, William Henry, Mount Coora, Kilkivan
Price, William, Hughenden
Prichard, Alexander Hobson,  Charters Towers
Prichard, William Dowle,  Powlathanga Lake,
Charters Towers
Primrose, Francis Archibald, Tiiowoomba
Primrose, Gilbert Edward,  Brisbane
Prior, The Honourable  Thomas Lodge  Murray,
M.L.C., Maroon, Ipswich
Prior ,  Thomas de  Montmorenci  Murray ,  Maroon,
Ipswich
Prizeman , William  Benjamin ,  Gladstone
Province, Thomas, Wonbah,  Tenningering
Pryde, Thomas,  Glenmawrie, Esk
Pugh, Theophilus  Parsons, Police Magistrate,
Bundaberg
Purcell, Herbert Churchill, L.R.C.S.,  Brisbane
Purser, John,  Mar borough
Purves, John Mitchell, Sydney, N.S.W.
Pyne, James,  Brisbane
Pyne, Thomas  Stephen Lawless,  Ireland
Quinlan ,  Martin ,  Sandgate
Quinn ,  John ,  Yatala ,  Beenleigh
Radcliffe, Amos, Oxley,  Brisbane
Radford, Henry Wyatt , Brisbane
Rae, James , London
Rae, James Henry, Inkerman, Ayr
Raff, The Honourable Alexander ,  M.L.C., Brisbane
]taff, George, Brisbane
Raft', James,  London
Rail, Robert,  Burketown
Raleigh ,  Charles Waiter ,  Bulgroo, Adavale
Ralston ,  John ,  Wivenhoe
Ramage, Thomas , Gympie
Ramsay, Marmaduke Francis, Oondooroo ,  Winton
Ramsay ,  Robert, England
Ranken,  Arthur Hugh, Burketov n
Ranken , John, Archerfield, Drayton
Ranken, John Thomas Campbell, Bourke, N.S.W
Rankin , David, Maryborough
Rankin, William, Howard, Maryborough
Ranking, Robert Archibald, Police Magistrate,
Maryborough
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Ranniger , Armand, Brisbane
Rattray, James, Kolan, Bundaberg
Raven, Joseph Wilson, Albilbah, Isisford
Rawson , Charles Collinson. London, England
Rawson , Edmund Stansfield, The Hollow, Mackay
Ray, Henry, M.B., Glasgow, Scotland
Raymond, Gerald William, Burton Downs, Nebo
Rayner, Frederick Thomas, Bowen
Real. Michael, Ipswich
Reckitt, Albert, Mount Britton
Reddell, John Alfred, Prince of Wales Island,
Torres Strait
Reddin, Edward, Charters Towers
Reeve, Henry Martin.  Brisbane
Reid, Alexander, Wambend+urry, Windorah
Reid, Edward Vincent, Mackay
Reid. John Illistron, Clonnagh, Cloncurry
Reid, Robert Lawrence, Cairns
Reid, Walter, Melbourne
Reid, William, Inv,.rary, Gower  street ,  Summer
Hill, Sydney, N.S.W.
Rendall, Richard,  England
Rendle, Richard, F.R.C.S.E., Brisbane
Renwick, James, Toowoomba
Rice, Lionel Knight, The Rocks, Mackay
Rich, Charles W., Sub-Collector of Customs,
Ipswich
Richards, Henry, Mount Britton
Richards,  James , Sydney, N.S.W.
Richards, William Hewison, Sydney, N.S.W.
Richardson, Alexander, Armidale, N.S.W.
Richardson, Archibald John, Rockhampton
Richardson, John  Francis , Townsville
Richardson, Tottenham Lee, Cannonbar,  N.S. Wales
Richardson, William Wright, Ashfield, Sydney,
N.S.W.
Richardson,  James,  Clifford, Yeulba
Ridge, William Thigh, The Bluff, Birdsville
Riding, Thorpe, Fortitude Valley
Ridler, Mathew, Yarrol, Tenningering
Riebe, Gustav Adolf, Buderum, Maroochy
Riggall, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Riley, Frederick W., Vindex, Winton
Riley,  James  Brook, Vindex, Winton
Risien,  Henry Walters, Rockhampton
Robb, John, Melbourne, Victoria
Robb, Ronald, Collingwo xi, Victoria
Roberts, Edwin, M.R.C.S.E., Medical Officer,
Toowoomba
Robertson, James, Maryborough
Robertson, James Holmes, Toowoomba
Robertson, John, Hamilton,  Macalister
Robertson, John, Mount Abundance, Roma
Robertson, John Augustus, Curriwillinghi, St.
George
Robertson, Richard, Holmwood, Woodford
Robertson, Sir John, K.C.M.G., Sydney, N.S.W.
Robertson, Thomas,  Brisbane
Robertson, William, Rockhampton
Robertson, William, Nickavilla, Adelaide, S.A.
Robinson, Blakiston,  Brisbane
Robinson, Edwin Woodward, Toowoomba
Robinson, George Blakiston, Maryborough
Robinson, George Cayley, Goodna
Robinson, Henry John Goodwin,  Branscombe
Mai kay
Robinson, Joseph, Fortitude Valley
Robinson, Thomas Bilbe, Rockhampton
Roche, Frederick William, JJalby
Roche, Henry, Nelia Ponds, Hughenden
Rochfurt, Joseph Augustine Thomas,  Townsville
Rode,  Franz  Joseph August,  German Station,
Brisbane
Rodgers, Edward, Richmond
Roe, Charles Edward, Miriam Vale,  Gladstone
Roe, Reginald Heber,  Brisbane
Rogers, Alfred Joseph,  Barcaldine
-Rogers, Edmund de Norbury, Glenprairie
Rogers, Edward Powys, Toorilla, Yaamba
Rogers, George, South Brisbane
Rolfe, Charles William Neville, Alpha,  Clermont
Rolwagen , Robert, I ownsville
Rome, Robert, Sydney, N.S.W.
Rome,  Thomas, Cheltenham,  England
Rooney, John, TownsvilleRooney, Matthew, Townsville
Rose, omas,  Kilkivan
Ross,  Angus, Fortitude Valley
Ross , Charles Grafton, Doongal, Gayndah
Ross, Edmund David Russell, Brisbane
Ross, Eric Sutherland, Croydon
Ross, Henry, Yeppoon, Rockhampton
Ross, Thomas, Maryborough
Rourke, Alexander Henry, Dotswood, Dalrymple
Routh, William, M.R.C. S., Georgetown
Rowan, Andrew, St. Kilda, Victoria
Rowe, Samuel, Bundaberg
Rowland, John, Bundaberg
Royds, Charles James, Juandah, Taroom
Royds, Edmund Molyneux, Juandah, Taroom
Royds, Henry Bourne, Emmett Downs, Isisford
Boyle, Charles John, Sydney, N.S.W.
Ruddell, Richard, Bundaberg
Ruddell, George, Bundaberg
Rule, John, Rockhampton
Rule, Norman,  Commissioner  of Crown Lands,
Brisbane
Rusden, Francis Townsend, N.S.W.
Russell,  Henry Edward, Sydney, N.S.W.
Russell, John, Gnoolooma, Mungindi
Russell, William Frederick Arthur Hamilton,
Brisbane
Russell, Robert, Charters Towers
Russell, John R. Stuart, Yelvertoft, Burketown
Rutherford, John, Bourke, N.S.W.
Rutherford, Hamilton Reid, Charters Towers
Rutherford, George Lewis, Port Douglas
Rutledge, The Honourable Arthur, Brisbane
Buxton, John, Brisbane
Ryan, Cornelius, Eildon Hill, Brisbane
Ryan, Henry, Bourke street, Melbourne, Victoria
Ryan, John C., Warwick
Ryan, John Pennefather, L.R.C.S., Medical Officer,
Gympie
Ryan, Louis, Townsville
Ryan, Michael, Redbank Plains, Goodna
Ryan, Thomas Augustine, Toowong
Ryder, William Henry, Assistant Under Colonial
Secretary, Brisbane
Salkeld, William, Ipswich
Salmond, David, Sydney, N.S.W.
Salter , Arthur Edward, M.B., Health Officer,
Thursday Island
Salton , William King, Brisbane
Sams, Albert James Dawson, Entalli, Melbourne,
Victoria
Samwell, William, Police Magistrate, Cloncurry
Sandeman , Edward Fraser, Townsville
Sandeman, Gordon, Brondesbury, London
Sandrock, George Frederick, Bowen
Sapsford, Augustus Frederick, Maryborough
Sargant,  William Claud,  Brisbane
Saunders, James, Roma
Savage, James, BeenleighSavage. The Rev. Edwin Bentley, Murray Island,
Torres Strait
Sawyer, Jesse David,  Kangaroo Point,  Brisbane
Say, George, Highfields
Sayce , Joseph Nicholson, St. Kilda road, Mel-
bourne, Victoria
Sayce , Edward , Brisbane
Sayers , Robert John, Charters Towers
Scarr. Frank, Melbourne, Victoria
Schneider, Henry, Nerang
Schneider, Johann Gottlieb, Waterford
Scholefield, Richard William, Toowoomba
Scholes, Richard Battersby, M.B., Inspector of
Asylums for the Insane, Goodna
Schollick, John Stonard Fortescue,  Brisbane
Schollick, William Stonard, Winton
Schwabe, Walter, Brisbane
Schwartz, August, Dugandan
Scott, Andrew Robert, Gatton
Scott, Arthur Jervoise, Alton, England
Scott, G-orge F., Police Magistrate, Walgett,
N.S.W.
Scott, George Frederick, Brisbane
Scott, James Hamilton, Police Magistrate, St.
George
Scott, The Honourable John, M.L.C., Milton,
Brisbane
Scott, John Thomas Weir, Boggamildi, Morro,
N.S.W.
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Scott ,  Walter ,  Taromeo, Nanango
Scott, Walter Jervoise ,  Valley of Lagoons ,  Cardwell
Scott, William, Glenmoral ,  Taroom
Scowen, Alfred ,  Hughenden
Sealy ,  Edwin J., Summerlands ,  Harrisville
Seaman ,  William, Stanthorpe
Selig ,  Herman ,  Herberton
Sellheim ,  Phillip Frederick ,  Police Magistrate,
Gympie
Service ,  The Honourable James ,  Melbou rne, Vic-
toria
Seymour ,  David Thomson ,  Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane
Seymour ,  Isaac, Logan Village
Shadforth ,  Francis Henry, Lillydale ,  Carl Creek,
Burketown
Shanklin ,  Robert George ,  Normanton
Shanks, Hugh ,  Ipswich
Shannon, Archibald, Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Shannon ,  John ,  Saltbush Park ,  St. Lawrence
Shannon, Isaac Albert, Cooma ,  N.S.W.
Sharp ,  John Howard, Mackay
Sharples, Robert ,  Rockhampton
Sharwood ,  Sydney, Aramac
Shaw ,  Edward Archer ,  Diamantina Lakes, Cork
Shaw ,  Follett Charles, Brisbane
Shaw ,  George  Barnsley, Rockhampton
Shaw ,  George ,  Rawbe lle, Gayndah
Shaw ,  Isaac, Albert River, Beenleigh
Shaw, William Barker ,  Rawbelle,  (r aynndah
Sheaf, Charles Alfred Ernest ,  M.R.C.P., Too-
woombaSheaffe, Roger Hale, Sandgate
Shelley, Samuel Fellowes, Wagamba, Coomera
Shenton, Samuel ,  Ipswich
Shepherd ,  Daniel ,  Mackay
Sheridan ,  Henry Antoine , Sydney,  N.S.W.
Sheridan,  Philip , Sydney, N.S.
Sheridan ,  Richard Bingham , Brisbane
Sheridan ,  Richard.Numa ,  Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Sherriff, Terttus Martin,  Townsvi lle
Sherwin ,  Edwin Turner ,  The Springs ,  Yaamba
Sim, James ,  Dundathu ,  Mary borough
Simmonds, Henry ,  Highleigh ,  Mulgrave River,
Cairns
Simpson ,  Charles Kerr, Dalby
Simpson, George, Townsville
Simpson, George Morris, Bon Accord, Dalby
Simpson ,  Henry Grosvenor ,  Ipswich
Simpson ,  John Macneil ,  Armidale, N.S.W.
Sims, Joseph Griffiths, Toowoomba
Simson, Dundas ,  Cassius, Hughenden
Sinauer, Bernhard ,  Brisbane
Sinclair ,  Duncan, South Brisbane
Sinclair ,  Duncan, Welltown, Goondiwindi
Sinclair ,  John, Brisbane
Singleton, George Lewis, Louth ,  N.S.W.
Skinner ,  Robert Alfred ,  Brisbane
Skinner ,  Thomas John, Brisbane
Skyring ,  George ,  Baffle Creek ,  Gladstone
Skyring ,  Henry Albert , Baffle  Creek ,  Gladstone
Slade, Wil liam Ball, Glengallan ,  WarwickSloggatt, William ,  junior ,  b.lderslie, Winton
Sloman ,  Josiah Bowring, The Gunyah , Too-
woomba
Sly, Wi lliam ,  Toowoomba
Smales, Edward ,  Jimboomba ,  Beenleigh
Smales, John Flint ,  Police Magistrate ,  Burketown
Small ,  Andrew ,  Glenmore ,  Clermont
Smellie, Robert Russell, Brisbane
Smith ,  Cornelius Preston ,  Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Smith ,  Ebb, Weribone, Surat
Smith, Edward Eldridge ,  Brisbane
Smith ,  Ernest Octavius ,  Sydney ,  N.S.W.
Smith, Francis ,  Thundah ,  Windorah
Smith, George ,  Mackay
Smith, George Glencross ,  Moorabool, Esk
Smith, Harold Selwyn ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Smith, Harrie ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Smith, Henry, Howard
Smith ,  Henry, Port Douglas
Smith, Henry, Southport
Smi i h, Henry Flesher ,  Grafton ,  N.S.W.
Smith, Henry She ; .herd ,  Hobart, Tasmania
Smith, The Honourable James Thorneloe,  M.L.C.,
Toowoomba
Smith, James Joseph,  Bundaberg
Smith,  John Flewel ,  Tarampa, Ipswich
Smith, Ormond Charles, Brisbane
Smith, Patrick, M.D., Medical Superintendent,
Dunwich
Smith, Pierce Eaglesfield, Savannah Downs, Mil-
lungera, Normanton
Smith, Robert Gemmell, Homebush, Mackay
Smith, Hobert Harrison, Bowen
Smith, Thomas, Gympie
Smith, Thomas Lorimer, Marburg
Smith, Walter Sydney, Brisbane
Smith, William, Townsville
Smith, William Charles, Cairns
Smyth. The Honourable Joseph Cape], M.L.C.,
Brisbane
Smyth, Thomas Bowles, Inspector of Pacific
Islanders, Maryborough
Smyth, William, Gympie
Snell, John Cooke, Salisbury, Cambooya
Snelling, Walter Hen-have,  Brisbane
Snow, Charles William, Brisbane
Southall, Richard, Brisbane
Southerden, Edward Barton, Sandgate
Southerden, William, Maryborough
Souttar, John, England
Sparks, Benjamin, Brisbane
Spence, David Guthrie, EidsvoldSpencer. Thomas Alfred. Roma
Spiro, Do iglas Gray, Calliope, Gladstone
Spresser , Jacob, North Ipswich
Springall, Frederick George, Ipswich
Spry,  James , Sydney, N.S.W.
Stacey, Robert, Ayr
Stack , John, Ithaca
Stack, John Whitehead, Toowong
Staines,  Ebenezer, Mackay
Stamm , Louis, Indooroopilly, Brisbane
Stafford,  Brabazon  Richard, Police Magistrate,
Thargomindah
Stamp, Carl, Loganlea
Stanley, Francis Drummond Greville, Toowong,
Brisbane
Stanley, Henry Charles, Engineer-in-Chief for
Railways, Southern and Central Division,
Brisbane
Stanley, Edwin, Gympie
Stansfield, Edmund Herbert, Hughenden
Steedman, William, Pleystowe, Mackay
Steele, John Daveney, Warwick
Steele, William, Brisbane
Steele, William, Cumberland. Georgetown
Stenner, Martin, Middle Ridge. Toowoomba
Stennett, John, Brisbane
Stephensen, John, Rockhampton
Stephens, Samuel George, Toowoomba
Stephens, William, South Brisbane
Stephenson, John, Sandgate Road, Cabbage Tree
Stevens, Ernest James, Southport
Stevens, George Richard, Hong Kong
Stevenson. John, Fernberg, Brisbane
Stevenson, William Lawrence, Mona, St. George
Stewart, Alexander, Brisbane
Stewart, Duncan, Deep Creek, Ipswich
Stewart, F. Edward, Melbourne, Victoria
Stewart, James, Rockhampton
Stewart, James C., Melbourne, Victoria
Stewart, Robert Muter, London
Stewart, Samuel, Mitchell
St. George, Howard, Police Magistrate, Maytown
Stirling, Joseph, Toowoomba
St-:dart, James, Brisbane
Stone. Henry, Ingham
Storey, William Charles, Thargomindah
Stout, The Honourable Sir Robert, K.C.M.G.,
New Zealand
Strachan,  James  William, Bundaberg
Strathdee, Robert, Maudesleigh, Bundaberg
Street, William, Sandgate
Struver, Frederick Rudolph C., Pine Creek, Pitts-
worth
Stuart, David George, Gympie
Stuart, Henry, Rockwood
Stuart, James, Rockwood, Muttaburra
Stuart, James William, Brisbane
Stuart, John Whitehead, Daiutree, Port Douglas
Stubbersfield, James, Gatton
Stupart. George, Maryborough
Sturt, Robert ,  Cairns
Sugars, Thomas, Moggill
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Summers , Frank,  Thursday Island
Suter ,  James  Vernon, Hughenden
Sutherland , George, Rockhampton
Sutherland ,  James , Doondi, St. George
Sutherland , John, Kianga,  Banana
Sutton , William Marriott Redcliffe, HunipybongSwallow. Thomas, Cairns
Swan , The Honourable James, M.L.C., Prisbane
Sword , Thomas Stevenson, Member of the Land
Board  under the  " Crown Lands Act of  1884,
Brisbane
Sykes, Albert Edward, Rockhampton
Symes,  Frederick George, Sub-Collector of Customs,
•Normanton
Symes,  Richard Henry, Gladstone
Tagg, Thomas Francis, Barcaldine
Tait, David, junr., Brisbane
Tallon, Robert, Ipswich
Tansey, Michael, Lake View, Kilkivan
Taylor, Francis Pringle, Lieutenant, R.N., Senior
Naval Officer, Brisbane
Taylor, Frederick, Sub-Collector of Customs, Mary-
hnrough
Taylor, George Condamine, Belleview, Esk
Taylor, Henry, Maryborough
Taylor, James, junr., Toowo'omba
Taylor, Richard Target, Police Magistrate, Surat
Taylor, The Honourable James, M.L.C., Too-
woomba
Taylor, The Honourable William Frederick, M.D.,
M.L.C., Brisbane
Taylor, Walter Samuel, Inspector of Pacific
Islanders, Beenleigh
Taylor, Walter Leonard, Talawanta, Maranoa
Taylor, Warwick Buckland, Cecil Plains, Dalby
Taylor, William, Cleveland
Taylor, William John, Wagga Wagga, N.S.W.
Templeton, Thomas, Kingsborough
Terry, Alexander Joseph McDonald, Bowen
Terry, Francis King, Rockhampton
Thedieke, William, Alberton
Thistlethwaite, Harris, Tent Hill, Gatton
Thomas, Alfred Cayley, Wivenhoe, N . S. W.
Thomas, David Peter, Port Douglas
Thomas, Walter Duncan, M.R.C.S., Bundaherg
Thompson, Alexander McGregor Stuart, Emu
Plains, Hughenden
Thompson, Andrew Aitkin, Winton
Thompson, Arthur Henry, Esk
Thompson, Harry Herbert, Clermont
Thompson, Henry, Allora
Thompson, John Malbon, Sydney. N.S.W.
Thompson, Richard Windeyer, West Maitland,
N.S.W.
Thompson, Robert Tarbrax, Richmond Downs,
Richmond
Thompson, Thomas James, Sydney, N.S.W.
Thompson, William George, Nurdah, Diamantina
River
Thorns, James Arthur, Yeulba
Thomson, Alexander, Auckland, New Zealand
Thomson, John, M.B., Brisbane
Thomson, Matthew Charles, Malvern Downs,
Emerald
Thomson, Peter, Wivenhoe, Ipswich
Thomson, William, C. P.S., Clermont
Thorn, John, Brisbane
Thorn, The Honourable George, Ipswich
Thorn, William, Nukinendah, Esk
Thorne, Henry Murray, Normanton
Thorne, William, Brisbane
Thornley, Frederic. Sydney, N.S.W.
Thorsborne, August, Beenleigh
Thurlow, Robert Woods, Brisbane
Thurston, William French, M R.C.S.E., Sydney,N.S.W.
Thynne, James, Dalily, Gin Gin
Tighe, Atkinson Alfred Patrick, Waratah, N.S.W.
Tilbury, James Thompson, Rockhampton
Tilston, Edward, L.R.C.P., Brisbane
Tobin, William Andrew, Balaclava road, St.
Kilda, Melbourne, Victoria
Todd, John William, Brisbane
Tolson, James, Brisbane
Tom, Henry, Chesterton, Augathella
Tooker, Monteford Giles, Leura, Rockhampton
Tosh, James, St. George
Tooth, Nicholas Edward Nelson, Maryborough
Tooth. Robert, London
Toussaint, Charles Walter, England
Towner, Lionel Edward Dyne, Gold Fields Warden,
Croydon
Townley, William, Sheriff of Queensland, Brisbane
Townson, William Parker, Toowong
Tracey, Huber!. J., Burketown
'l'raill, Archibald James, Vilele Bloomfield River
Traill, William Henry, Sydney, N.S. Wales
Travers, Roderick, England
Travers, Samuel Smith, Hobart,  Tasmania
Trebeck, Prosper Nicholas, Woollahra, N.S.W.
Trenchard, Edward, Melbourne, Victoria
Treuer, Adolph von, German Consul, Adelaide,
South Australia
Trevethan, Thomas, Toowoomba
Trouton, Frederick Henry, Sydney, N.S.W.
Trundle, Charles Joseph,  Brisbane
Truss, John, Middle Ridge, Toowoomba
Tulloh, William Henry, Sydney, N.S.W.
Tully, William Alcock, Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane
Turbayne, David, Mitchell
Turnbull, George Edward, Medway,  Bogantungan
Turnbull, John, Lansdowne, Tambo
Turner, Francis Alexander  Bernard ,  Cooranga,
Gayndah
Turner, Francis Hamilton Beaddon, Rainworth,
Springsure
Turner, George Napier, Melbourne, Victoria
Turner, The Honourable John Sargent, M.L.C.,
Kinellan , Brisbane
Turner, Walter Henry, Toowoomba
Tyson,  James,  Felton, Cambooya
Unmack, Theodore,  Brisbane
Unwin, Samuel , Toombul
Urquhart,  Angus , Ruthven,  Isisford
Vallis, Abel, Gladstone
Vanneek, The Honourable Walter, Clarendon,
GattonVanneck, The Honourable William, Gatton
Vaughan, Frederick, Police Magistrate, Roma
Vernor, Robert Cluen, Wivenhoe, Ipswich
Vickers, William, Umbirom, Toowoomba
Vievers, David, Nerang .
Vignolles, Francis Darrell, Brisbane
Voss, Houlton Harris, Sydney, N.S.W.
Voss, William Walter, Wangalee, Hughenden
Waddell, George Walker, Sydney, N.S.W.
Waite, George Augustus,  Breadalbane, Bowen
Wakefield, Hiram, Brisbane
Wakefield, Jabez, Rockampton
Walker, Alfred,  Innamincka , South Australia
Walker, Edgar Wright,  Brisbane
Walker, Herbert Travers, Dunrobin, Clermont
Walker, James Court, Bundaberg
Walker, James Thomas, Sydney, N.S.W.
Walker, John Young, Bundaberg
Walker, Radzivill F.,  Springvale , Winton
Walker, Richard Cornelius Critchett, Principal
Under Secretary, Sydney, N.S.W.
Walker,  Samuel  Billingsly, Cowan Downs, Croydon
Walker, William, Maryborough
Walker, William Tuton, Townsvale, Veresdale
Walker, Alexander Christie,  Bingera , Bundaberg
Wallace, Donald Smith, Melbourne, Victoria
Wallace, William, Warwick
Waller, Edwin Shepherd, Ingham
Waller, William Naunton, The Grove, Suffolk,
England
Walsh, Callaghan, Cairns
Walsh, John, Randwick, N.S.W.
Walsh, Michael, Port Douglas
Walter, Frederick. Dillalah, Charleville
Walters, Arthur, Townsville
Walters, John, Southport
Walton, William Francis, Sydney, N.S.W.
Want, George Frederick, Sydney, N.S.W.
Warburton, Rowland James Egerton, Adelaide,
South Australia
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Ward, Edward, Police Magistrate, Birdsville
Ward, Moses, Brisbane
Ward, Patrick, Redb..nk Plains, Ipswich
Ward, Charles Henry, Warwick
Warde, Arthur, Commissioner  of Crown Lands,
Normanton
Warde, Charles, Brisbane
Warde, St. Andrew, Brisbane
Ware, George, -,North Ipswich
Wareham, Edward John Bull, Townsville
Warland. William, Springdale, Ipswich
Warner, James, Sergeant-at-Arms,  Legislative
Assembly, Brisbane
Warner, John Reid, Land  Commissioner, Too-
woomba
Warren, Lewis Peter, Brisbane
Warren, William Stanley, Land  Commissioner,
Ingham
Warry, Richard Symes,  senr ., Brisbane
Warry, Thomas Symes, Maryborough
Watkins, Thomas Joseph, Howard
Watson, George Chale,  Brisbane
Watson , John, Brisbane
Watson, John Massie, Toomoo, Mitchell
Watson, Phillip Sydney, Gregory Downs,  Burke-
town
Watson, Robert Henry, Watsonville,  Herberton
Watson,  Samuel , Ipswich
Watson, John, Bulimba
Watson, William, Port Douglas
Watt, The Honourable John Brown, M.L.C.,
Sydney, N.S.W.
Watt, Alexander, Bannockburn,  Beenleigh
Weaver, Frederick George, Sydney, N.S.W.
Webb, Edward Robert, M.R.C.S., Southport
Webb, Ernest Hervey, Brisbane
Webb, Harry, Cryna, Beaudesert
Webb, William, Daandine, Dalby
Webber, John, Kyabra, Thargomindah
Webster, Alexander Brand,  Brisbane
Webster, Charles, Mackay
Webster, William,  Brisbane
Weedon,  Redman ,  Malungmavel ,  Pimpama
Weedon, Richard Warren,  Bulimba
Weedon, Thomas, Woolloongabba
Welch, John St. Vincent, Sydney, N.S.W.
Weller, Arthur, Sunny Plains, Clermont
Wells, Thomas Hubert, Terrick Downs,  Blacka ll
Wells, Thomas William, Brisbane
Wielsh, William Charles, Southport
West, Alexander Frith, Townsville
West, Clrirles Jol.n, Gregory River,  Howard
West, Francis James, St. Helen's, Pittsworth
Westaway, Richard, Mooloolah
Westbrook. Richard Talbot, Hobart,  Tasmania
Westphal, John, Nundah
Wharton, William  Thomas, Bowen
Wheeler, Henry, Albion,  Brisbane
Whichello, Stephen Henry, Toowoomba
Whish, Claudius Buchanan,  Brisbane
White, Albert William Duckett,  Bluff Downs,
Dalrymple
White, David Philip, Howard
White, Patrick Kinchela, Undilla,  Rocklands
White, Peter, The Willows, Laidley
White, Robert Hoddle Driberg, Sydney, N.S.W.
White, Thomas Edward, Brisbane
White, Thomas George, L.R.C.P., Geraldton
White, William Duckett, Lota, Tingalpa
White, William Frederick, Comet Downs,  Black-
water
White, William George, Cleveland
White, William Thomas, Ingham
White, Joseph, Dinmore
Whitehead, Joseph Booth, Charters Towers
Whitehill, William Campbell, New Farm,  Brisbane
Whittaker, George, North Branch, Darling Downs
Whittingham, Harry Brown, Willandra, N.S.W,
Whyte, Charles, Gulnarbar, St. George
Widdop William, Albion
Wienholt, Edward, Goomburra, Allora
Wienholt, John Daniel, Warenda, Cork
Wiese, Carl Gustav Emil, Marburg
Wight, George, Brisbane
Wilcox, Edmund. Plainby, Crow's Nest, Too-
woor. r ha
Wilcox, William Edmund, Plainby, Crow' s Nest,
Toowoomba
Wilcox, Edmund, junior, Toowoomba
Wilkin, Albert Henr. , 1: ouLt Cooroy, Tewantin
Williams, Allan, Oxford Downs, Nebo
Williams, Charles, Jondaryan
Williams, Charles Lloyd, Ambathalla, Charleville
Williams, James. 'lent Hill, Gatt ei
Williams, James Frederick, Ambathalla, Charles ille
Williams, John Traherne, Ayr
Williams, John Vivian, Police Magistrate, Sand-
gate
Williams, Rich :.-d Viclrolas, Watsonville
Williams, Ridley, Bierbank, Charleville
Williams, Robert Bryce Russell, Shipping Master,
Brisbane
Williams, Samuel Brown, Alpha
Williams, Thomas, Marram, Kalkie, Buudaberg
Williams, Thomas, Bundabe g
Williams, William, Brisbane
Williams, William Henry, Maryboroug',
Williams, Samuel, Wallangarra
Williams, Sydney, Rockhampton
Williams, William, Maryborough
Williamson, James, Waterford
Williamson, William, Windorah
Willmett, Thankful Percy, Townsville
Wills, Cedric Spencer, Coorabelle, Springsure
Wills, Horace Spencer, Coorabelle, Springsure
Wilmington, Alfred Hippomine, Salisbury Plains,
Bowen
Wilson, The Honourable Andrew Heron, M. L. C.,
Maryborough
Wilson, David, Raglan, Gladstone
Wilson, De Renzie, Tallawanta, Culgoa River,
N.S.W.
Wilson, Frederick Alfred Adolphus, Sydney,
N.S.W.
Wilson, George Harrison, Ipswich
Wilson, George Rennie, Ipswich
Wilson, Henry Chi rles, Gunnawarra, Herberton
Wilson, James, Fre: stone Creek, Warwick
Wilson, John, Coog-e Bay, Sydney, N.S.W.
Wilson, John Cecil Norman, Ipswich
Wilson, Norman, Melbourne, Victoria
Wilson, William C., Dickabram, Tiaro
Wilson, William David, Warwick
Wilson, Louis Edward, Townsville
Winks, William, Peak Mountain, Ipswich
Winship, Taylor, Cleveland
Witt, Alfred, Miriam Vale, Gladstone
Wittenberg, Ludolph, Toowoomba
Wolfe, James Ephraim, Maitland, N.S.W.
Wood, Alfred Thomas, Rockhampton
Wood, Edward, Lake Victoria, Westwood
Wood, Frederick Arthur, Woodford
Wood, The Honourable Henry Conwell, M.L.C.,
Durundur, Woodford
Wood, Henry St. John, District Surveyor, Mary-
borough
Wood, James Fergxson, Maryborough
Woodburn, John, South Brisbane
Woodcock, Charles Alexander John, Chief Clerk,
Colonial Secretary's Office, Brisbane
Woodhouse, Edmund Bingham, Mount Gilead,
Campbelltown, N.S.W.
Woodhouse, Henry Marriott, Sydney, N.S.W.
Woodhouse, William, Clerkness, N.S.W.
Woodlock, Michael Thomas, Moogoon, Goondi-
windi
Woodrow, Thomas Turnbull, Maryborough
Woods, Francis Barron, Warwick
Woodward, Arthur, Inspector of Pacific Islanders,
Brisbane
Woodward, Caleb Richard, London, England
Woodyatt, John, Brisbane
Woolcock, Arthur White, Melbourne, Victoria
Woolcock, Richard, Lanlierne, Brookfield
Woore, John Chadwick, Police, Magistrate, Quean-
beyan, N.S.W.
Workman, Benjamin, Bundaberg
Wray, Charles James Hill, L.R.C.P., Health
Officer, Brisbane
Wrench, Edward, Sydney, N.S.W.
Wride, George, Lutwyche
Wright, Albert Andrew, Nulalbin, Duaringa
Wright, Frederick Wentworth, Armidale, N.S.W.
Wright, George Parkinso i, Brisbane
Wrixon, The Honourable Henry John. Kew,
Victoria
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Wyllie, Alexander Jackson, North Pine
Wyman, George, Laidley
Wyman, Henry Edmund, Ipswich
Wyndham, Francis, Maitland, N.S.W.
Yaldwyn, William, Police  Magistrate , Ipswich
Yates, John, Rosewood
Yates, Leopold, Police  Magistrate ,  Maitland,
N.S.W.
Yore, Michael, Tambourine, Beenleigh
Young, Charles, Kalamia, Ayr
Young, Edmund Mackenzie, Melbourne, Victoria
Young, Frederick John,  Broadmere , Taroom
Young, George, Irvinebank, Herberton
Young, George Washington, Rockhampton
Young, Henry, Cambridge  Downs , Richmond
Young, Henry Cathcart Arthur,  Fairy Mead, Bun-
daberg
Young, Horace Edward Broughton,  Fairy Mead,Bundaberg
Young, John, Kalamia, Ayr
Young, Josiah, Brisbane
Young, John, Cooktown
Younghusband, Isaac, St. Kilda, Victoria
Zahel, John Alfred, Cleveland road, Brisbane
Zeal, William Austen, Melbourne, Victoria
Zillman, Andrew Henry, Police Magistrate, Her-
bertoR
Zillman, John Leopold, Woodville, Breakfast
Creek, Brisbane
Zillman, John William, Flagstone, Upper Cabool-
ture
Zouch, Henry Louther, Thargomindah
GEESTING :
IRST Assignment.-. KNOW Ye that We have
assigned you, and each and every of you, to be
Our Justices to keep Our Peace in Our Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies, either alone or
with any one or more of Our Justices that here-
after shall be appointed in Our said Colony and its
Dependencies, and to keep and cause to be kept all
laws for the preservation of the Peace, and for the
quiet rule and good Government of Our people, in
Our said Colony and its Dependencies, according to
the form and effect of the same, and to punish all
persons offending against them, or any of them, in
the said Colony and its Dependencies, as by the
said laws is provided, and to cause to come before
you all persons within Our said Colony and its
Dependencies who use threats to any of Our People,
to find security for keeping the peace or for their
good behaviour towards Us and Our People : And
if they refuse to find such security, then  to cause
them to be safely kept until they find such
security :
Second Assignment.-We have also assigned you,
and each and every of you, either alone or with
any one or more of such Justices to be appointed
as aforesaid , to inquire the truth concerning all
manner of treasons , felonies, misdemeanours, and
offences, concerning  which Our Justices of the
Peace may lawfully or ought to inquire, by whom-
soever and in what manner  soever done, perpetrated,
or attempted in Our said Colony and its Depen-
dencies . And upon all complaints before you to
issue such process against the  persons charged
until they  are taken  or surrender themselves, as
may by law be issued :
Third Assignment.-We have  also  assigned you,
and each  and every of you. either  alone  or with any
one or more  of such Justices to be appointed as
aforesaid ,  to have, exercise , and discharge all other
the powers,  authorities , and duties which under or
by virtue of  any law  of Our Realm or of Our said
Colony  belong or appertain  to the office of Justices
of the  Peace in  or for Our  said  Colony.
And therefore We command you and each and
every of you that you diligently apply yourselves
to keep  and cause  to be kept the Peace and all
laws of  Our Realm  and of Our said Colony, and
that at certain days and places duly appointed
for these purposes, you make enquiries into the
premises , and hear and determine all and singular
the matters aforesaid, and perform and fulfil the
duties aforesaid, doing therein what is just accord-
ing to the  laws of  k ur Realm and of Our said
Colony : And We command Our Sheriffs and other
officers of Our said Colony to aid you by all lawful
means in  the performance and due execution of the
premises.
In testimony whereof, We have  caused  these Our
Letters to be made Fatent, and the Great
Seal of Our said Colony to be hereunto
affixed.
Witness Our Trusty and Well-beloved Sir
Aarnuis  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Com-
mander  of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George, President of
the Legislative Council and Administrator
of the Government of Our Colony of Queens-
land  and its  Dependencies, at Government
House, Brisbane, the ,first day of January.
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-nine.
A. H. PALMER.
By His Excellency's Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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LIST of Medical Practitioners registered under
Queensland.
Name.
Names marked  *  are the names of Practitioners who were registe re d in New South Wales pre vious to Separation.
No. of Certificate ,  and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
136 4 May, 1876 Ahearne, Joseph...
417 6 Dec., 1888 Aird, Chas. Mit-
chell
192 6 May, 1880 Alessandri, Paolo
Emilio
a ... Armstrong, Wil-
liam
54 6 April,1865 Bancroft, Joseph
275 17 Jan., 1884 Bancroft, Thomas
410
a
2 Aug., 1888
Lane
Bancroft, Peter ...
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1889.
"The Medical  Act of  1867"  now resident in
M.B., Univ. Sydney,  1888; Ch. M., Univ.Sydney, 1888.
Be ll, Hugh  ...  Brisbane  ... M.D., Univ. Lond.,  1847.
Fell. R .  Coll. Surg.,  Eng. (Exam.),  1846.
Mem.,  1.8421 Lic. Soc . Apoth.,  Lond., 1843.
406 7 June, 1888  Bilson, George de Townsville ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1887, Lic. It.
Veulle Coll. Phys., Lond., 1887.
240 4 Jan., 1883 Bindon, William George street, Lic., 1874, Fell., 1876, R. Coll. Surg., Edin.
John Vereker  Brisbane  M.B., Mast. in Surg., 1875; M.D, 1878,
Univ. Edin., Lie. B. Coll. Phys., Edin.,
1874; D. Sc. (Publ. Health), Edin., 1877.
310 8 Jan., 1885 Black, James Grant Gympie ... Lie. Midwif. R. Coll. Ph S., Edin., 1873.
Mem. R. Coll. Phys, Edin., 1873.
M.B. and Mast.  in Surg ., Univ. Glasg., 1874.
Mem. Fac. Phys. and Surg., Glasg., and
Lie. Midwif., 1873.
405 7 June, 1888 Blansbard, George Thornborough Lic. It. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1887; Lic. it.
Easingwood Coll. Burgs., Edin., 1887.
Lie. Fac. Phys. et Surg., Glasg., 1887.
396 2 Feb., 1888 Booth, James ... Melbourne Lie. B. Coll. Bhys., Edin., 1887; Lio. R.
street, South Coll. Surg., bdin., 1887.
Brisbane  I Lic. Fac. Med. Surg., Glasg:, 1887.
Address. Qualification.
Medical Officer, Lic. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1871.
Townsville Lie. It. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1878.
Esk ... ... M.B., Mast. Burg., 1886, Univ. Aberdeen.
Tambo ... Doctor of Med.  and Surg., Univ. Pisa, 1872.
Toowoomba... Mem. It. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1855.
Lie. Midwif., 1854.
Wharf street, M.D., Univ. St. And., ,1859.
Brisbane Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1859.
Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lon4., 1859.
... M.B. and Mast. Burg., Univ. Edin., 1883.
S
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LIST OF MEDICAL  PRACTITIONERS-continued.
No. of Certificate ,  and Bate
of Registration.
Name. Address. Qualification.
No. I Date.
244 1 Feb., 1883 Bowkett, Wm.
David
365 6  Jan., 1887  Brannigan, Henry
Cooke
312 8 Jan., 1885 Broom, Arthur
Robt.
295 7 Aug., 1884 Brown, Henry
Edward
Herberton ... Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1872.
Mom. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1873.
Rockhampton M.D., Royal Univ. Irel., 1883.
Hospital Lie.  H.  Coll. Phys., Edin., 1877.
M. Ch., Royal Univ. Irel., 1883.
Lic. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1877.
Mt. Morgan Mem. R. Coll. Sur,., Eng., 1882.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1882.
Rockhampton , M.D., 1882, and Mast. Burg., Univ. Dub.,
1883.
Lic. Midwif .,  1884.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin., 188.3.
Lic. R. Coll. Surg.,  Edin .,  1885.
377 2 June, 1887 Brown, John Cairns
George
81 6 Aug.,  1868 Browne , William Bowen
Agnew
177 3 July, 1879  Browne, David
Graham
321 7 May, 1885 Brownrigg, Her-
bert W.
317 5 Mar., 1885 Budgett , Jobn A. H.
330 6 Aug., 1885 Button,  Horace G.
195 5 Aug., 1830 Byrn. Archdall
Edward
241  4 Jan., 1883 Byrne ,  Edward
Henderson
209 2 June, 1881 Byrne ,  Wm. Sam.
Octavius
6 22 July, 1861 Callaghan , Wm....
140  5 July ,  1877 Campbell, James
34 26 Aug .,  1863 Candiottis ,  Spiri-
dion
Cannan, Kearsey
370 7  April , 1887 Christian , John ...
238 2 Nov .,  1882 Clark, Harry Foord
210 7 July,  1881 Clarkson ,  Charles
Howard
352 1 July,  1886 Clatworthy, Her-
bert
372 7  April, 1887  Clowes , Joseph
Smith
358 2 Sept., 1886 Cockle , Austin John
303 6  Nov., 1884 Cole, Chris. Dillon
Croker
320 7 May,  1885 Cole , Arthur ...
,.. M.U., Q. Univ., Irel., 1863.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., and Lie. Midwif.,
1863.
ChartersTowers M.D., Q. Univ., Irel., 1871; Mast.  in  Burg.,
Q. Univ., Irel., 1871.
Lie. Midwif., 1874.
Goondiwindi Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1879.
Lie. R. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., and Lie.
Midwif., 1881.
Brisbane  ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1875.
Blackall ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg.. Eng., 1870.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1870.
ChartersTowers Lie. R. Coll. Phys., and Lie. Midwif., Edin.,
1864.
Lie. Fac. Phys. et Surg.,  Glasg ., 1864.
Fortitude Val- Lie. Mid. and Lie. Surg., Univ. Dub., 1875.
ley, Brisbane
Fortitude Val- M.B., and Bac. Surg., Univ. Dub., 1877.
ley. Brisbane
Rockhampton Mem. R Coll. Burg., Eng., 1858.
Ann street, M.B., Univ. Glasg., 1874.
Brisbane  Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1873.
Clermont ... M.D., Corfu.
Hodgson ter. Mem. R. Coll. Surg,  Eng., 1837.
race, Bris-
bane
Mem.  It. Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1876.
Lie Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1876.
Lie. R. Coll . Surg .,  Edin ., 1874.
Lie. It. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1874.
Pacific  Islan-  Lie. R. Coll. Surg.
ders ' Hospi- Lie. It. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1864.
tal, Mackay
Townsville ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1880.
Albion, Bris-
bane
Maryborough
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1881.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1877.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1877.
M.B., Dubl., 1880.Bit. Ch., Dubl., 1831.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1876.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., and Lie. Midwif., Edin.,
1877.
Gayndah ... Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1883.
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., and Lie.
Midwif., 1883.
M.B., Univ. Dublin, 1867.165 1 Aug., 1878 Comyn, George ... Red Hill, Bris-
bane
386 3 Nov., 1887 Connolly, Frank South Brisbane
Glynn .
249 5 April, 1883 Cranston, Wm. Clermont ...
Lefevre
246 5 April, 1883 Cripps, Chas. Rockhampton
Fisher
223 6 April, 1882 Cuppaidge, John Roma
Loftus
293 3 July, 1884 Cuthbert, Wm. Ravenswood
Thos.
221 2 Feb., 1882 Outfield, Arthur...
218 5 Jan., 1882 De Vis, Chas. Jas.
125 3 Dec., 1874 Do Leon, Jacob ...
418 6  Pee., 1'f88 i Dobie, Henry Ed-
win Newman
279 6 Mar., 1884  Duncan, Jas.  New-ton
Mem. It. Coil. Phys., Lond., 1887.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1887.
Mem. R Coll. Surg., Eng., 1881.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1881.
M.D., Columbia Coll., U.S., 1882.
M.B. and Bac  Surg., Univ. Dub., 1880.
M.D., Univ. Dubl.,1884.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel.,1882.
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys.,  Irel.,  and Lie.
Midwif., 1883.
Medical Officer, Mem. R Coll. Surg., Eng., 1880.
Mackay Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1880.
ChartersTowers Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1877.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1877.
Vem. It. Coll. Snrg., Eng., 1863.
Kamerunga.,, M B. et Ch. M., Glasg., 1884.
L. et L. Mid., R.C.S., Edin., 1884.
St. George ... M.B. and Mast. Surg., Univ. Edin., 1878.
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No. of Certi ficate, and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
268 6 Dec., 1883
278 6 Mar., 1884
332 3 Sept., 188.5
228 1 June, 1882
364 4 Nov., 1886
419 14 Dec., 1888
305 4 Dec., 1884
408 2  Aug, 1888
199 7 Oct., 1880
360 7 Oct., 1886
227  1 Juno, 1882
357 2 Sept., 1886
388 3 Nov., 1887
356  2 Sept., 1886
401 3 May, 1888
411 2 Aug., 1888
113 8 Jan., 1874
247
147
5 April,  1883
7 June,  1877
188 5 Feb., 1880
391 1 Dec., 1887
224 6 April,  1882
336 5 Nov., 1885
153 4 Oct., 1877
315 5 Mar., 1885
387 3 Nov., 1887
285 3 April, 1884
LIST OF MEDICAL  PRACTITIONERS- continued.
Name.
Dunkley, Wm.
Wilberforce
Dunlop, Albert ...
Dunlop, Wm.
Eames,  William
Bunbury F.
Edgelow, Samuel
Henry
Elliot, Fredk.
John
Ellison, John
Clement
Fetherstonbaugh,
William
Finlay, Hunter ...
Fisher, Walter
Mulrea
Address. Quali fication.
Immigration  Fell. R. Coll. Phys.;  Edin ., 1886  ;  Mem. 1882.
"  Service  Lic. et  Lie. Midwif .,  1872.
Ipswich ... Lic. R.  Coll.  Burg., Edin .,  1879,
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin .,  1879.
Gympie ...  M.B. and Mast.  Burg., Univ. Glasg .,  1883.
Lie. Coll. Phys. et Burg.,  Glasg.,  1882.
Gympie ... Lie. R. Coll.  Surg .,  Irel., 1879.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys ., Edin .,  1879.
Lutwyche  ... Mem. R .  Coll.  Burg., Eng., 1877.
Townsville Mem. R .  Coll.  Burg., Eng., 1879.
Hospital
Wickham ter-
race,  Brisbane
Brisbane ...
Townsville ...
Cloncurry
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1881.
M.B., Univ. Load., 1882.
M.B., Univ. Dubl.,  1866; Lie. R.Burg., Irel., 1867.
Lie. Fac. Phys. Burg., Glasg., 1860.
M.D., Univ. Glasg., 1860.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., London, 1883.
Coll.
Fitzgerald, Edward Albion ... Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1871.
Maxwell Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1871.
Fitzgerald , Michael ChartersTowers Mem. R. Coll. `urg., Irel., 1880.
Edward Lie.  K. and  Q. Coll. Phys., Irel.,Midwif., 1881.
Fitzgerald , Joseph ... Lie. R.  Coll.  Burg., Irel., 1871.
Flood , Thomas Croydon ...
Nicholas
Forbes, Henry  Brisbane Hos-
Farquhar pital
Francis, Thos. Bundaberg ...
Wm.
Frost, R. R. ... Townsville ...
et Lie.
Lic. K.  and Q . Coll. Yhys., lrel., 1873.
M.D., Dublin .,  1886  ;  M.B., 1884.
Ba. Ch., 1888, Univ. DubL
M.B., Mast . Burg.,  1886 , Univ. Aberdeen.
Mem. B . Coil. Surg..  Eng., 1888.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  London, 1888.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg.,  Eng., 1870.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin.,  1876.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lend., 1870.
Furley, Wm. Grant Harris terrace, M.B., 1875; M.D., 1882; Univ. Edin., Fell.
Brisbane R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1879.
Garde, Thomas Toowoomba... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Dub., 1870.
Wm. Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1871.
Garde, Henry Cro-
ker
Maryborough
Geddie, Wm. Gympie
Stewart
Geogli egan ,Francis IpswichMeagher
Gibson, John Lock-
hart
Girdlestone, Henry
Brisbane
Sandgate
Goodall, Joseph...  immigration
Service
Goodridge, Wm. Immigration
Pope Baldwin Service
Hammond, Samuel Toowong ...
5 4 July, 1861 Hancock, Robert George  street,
Brisbane
Ski b  May, 1887 Hardie, David ... Wharf street,
Brisbane
412 2 Aug., 1888  Harding , Thos. Thargomindah
Massey
318 2 April, ISM Hare, FrancisW. E. Brisbane Hos-
pital
117 2 April, 1874 Harricks, J. H. ... Maryborough
288 1 May, 1894 Harvey, William Ipswich
359 7  Oct., 1886 Hawthorne, Alfred Winton ...
Wynter
Lie. R.  Coll.  Burg., Edin., 1871.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin.,  1878.
Lie. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Edin., 1878.
Lie. IS.'oc. A).oth., Dub., 1877.
Fell. R . Coll. Burg.,  Edin.,  1886.
Lie. Midwif. K. and Q., Coll. Phys.,  Irel.,
1886.
M.B. et  Ch. M., Univ.  Aberdeen, 1886.
M.D. and Mast. Burg., Q. Univ., Irel.,
1876.M.D., 1885; M.B., Mast. Burg., Edin.,  1881.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 11485.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., ling., 1839.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lend., 1840.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1866.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lend., 1866.
Lie. B. Coll. Phys., Lend., 1867.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1885.
Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1885.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1860.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1858.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1858.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1858.
Lie. Soo. Apoth., Lond., 1860.
M.B. and C.M., 1878, Univ. Aberdeeb
M.D., Univ. Aberdeen, 1887.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1848.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud., 1849.
M.B., Univ. Durham, 1884.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1879.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1873.
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., and Lie.
Midwif.
Lie. R. Coll. Ph s., Edin.,  1872; Lie. Mid-
wif., 1872; L.S.A., Lend.,  1872.
Mem. it. Coll. Burg., Edin.,1873 ; Lie. Mid-
wif., 1873.
M.D. etMast. in Sur ., RoyalUniv.Irel.,1882.
Lie. Midwif. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Ire!., 1882.
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399 5 April,  1888 Hayden, James
Augustus
298 4 Sept., 1884 Hill,  James ...
Hobbs, William ...
57 7 Sept., 1864
259 4 Aug., 1883
390 1 Dec., 1887
274 3 Jan., 1884
41 5 Nov., 1868
Hodgkinson, Ed-
ward R.
Hogg, Jas. Ballen-
tine
Holcroft Henry...
Horan , Edward ...
Muttaburra . Mem., 1866, Lic. Midwif., 1866, R. Coll.Burg., Eng. ; Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,
1866.
Wickham ter- M.D., Univ. Glasg., 1864.
race,  Bris- Fell. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1882; Lie., 1864.
bane
Wickham ter- Mem. R. Coll., Surg ., Eng., 1843.
race, Bris-
bane
Yandilla ... M.D., Univ. St. Andrews, 1862; L.S.A.,
Woogaroo Lu-
natie Asylum
Mt. Morgan
Howlin,  Jas. ... Dalby ... Lie. et Lie. Midwif., Fac. Pbys, and Burg.,
379 4 Aug., 1887 Humphrey, Ernest
340 7 Jan., 1886 Hunt. James
Sidney
230 1 June, 1882 Jackson ,  Ernest S.
382 1 Sept ., 1887 Johnstone, Wm.
Henry
191 6 May, 1880 Joseph, Joshua
381 4 Aug., 1887
260 6 Sept., 1883
337 3 Dec:, 1886
Raphael
Kealy,, Joseph
Patrick
Kebbell, William
Kebbell, Chas. .,.
231 1 June , 1882 Kesteven, Leighton
371 7 April, 1887 King, Wm. Moore
289 3  July, 1884 Kirkaldy, .Wm.
Broad
189 1 April ,  1880 Koch ,  Edward.
Albert
111 7 Aug., 1883 Kortum, Axel H.
F. B.
107 12 Nov., 1872 Lane, John Pearce
351 6 May ,  1886 Langridge ,  Albert
Henry
361 7 Oct., 1886 Latrobe, Frederick
Scott
344 7 Jan .,  1886 Lauterer ,  Joseph...
119 4 June, 1874 Little, J. H. ...
171 6 Mar ., 1879 Lightoller, Harry
Glasg.,  1860.
M.D., Lic.  K. and  Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., 1861.
Mackey ...  Mem. R .  Coll.  Burg., Eng., 1885.
Hughenden...
Brisbane Hos-
pital
Woolloongabba
Lond.,  1862.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,  Edin., 1881.
Lie. R . Coll.  Burg.,Edin.,  1881.
Mem. R . Coll. Burg.,  Eng., 1882.M.D., 1880, and Mast . Burg., Q. Univ.,  Irel.,
1881.
Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1884.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1887.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1882.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1880.
M.B. and  Bac.  Burg., Univ. Melb.,  1881.
L.M. et Ch., Univ. Dublin, 1874.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1870.
Lie. Fac. Phys.  and  Burg., and Lie .  Midwif.,
Glas g , 1879.
... Lie. et  fie. Midwif., 1880, K. and Q. Coll.
Phys., Ire]., Lie. R. Coll. Burg.,  Ire1.,1880.
South Brisbane Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1874.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1875.
SouthBrisbane Mem. R.  Coll.  Burg., Brig., 1884.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1884.
Lie. R .  Coll., Phys .,  Load.,  1885.
Wharf street ,  Mem. R .  Coll. Burg .,  Eng., 1873.
Brisbane
Port  Douglas Mem. R. Coll.  Burg.,  Eng.,1869.
Charleville  ...  M.B. and Mast .  Burg., Edin.,1880.
Cairns  ...  Doctor of Med.  and  Burg., Univ. Kiel, State
Exam.
Cooktown  ...  Doctor of Med.  and  Burg., Berlin, 1872;
State Exam.,  3rd March, 1873.
Stanthorpe  ...  Mem. R.  Coll.  Burg., Eng.,  1845.
...  Mem. R . Coll . Surg . Eng., 1880.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1882.
Lie. Midwif., 1882.
...  Mem. R .  Co1L Burg., Eng., 1861.
SouthBrisbane State Exam.  Cert.,  M.D., Freiburg, 1872.
Ann street ,  M.B. and Mast .  Burg.,  Univ .  Edin .,  1871.
Brisbane
Ipswich  ...  Mem. R. Coll.  Surg.,  Eng., 1874.
350 1 April, 1886 Long, John Peter ...
47 6 May,  1864 Lossberg, W. H. Medical Officer,
346 4  Mar., 1886
323 4 June, 1885
413 4 Oct., 1888
von Ipswich
Love, Wilton Ann  street,
Wood  Russe ll  Brisbane
Lucas, Thos.  P. ... Petrie terrace,
Brisbane
Lucowies ,  -von Cooktown ...
Maximilian Carl.
Marcell.
190 1 April, 1880 Lyons, William ... Ann street,
Brisbane
271 6 Dec., 1883 Macdonald, Donald Rockhampton
Stewart
263 4 Oct.,  1883  Macdonald, Wm. Ingham ...
Craig Christie
404;  7 June,  1888 Mackenzie ,  Mur- Cairns ...
doch
383 6  Oct., 1887 Magill,  Martin  ... Thargomindak
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., .lldiu.,1875.
,ie. Soc.  Apoth., Load., 1875.Mom. R. Coll.  Burg.  Irel .,  1868.
Lie. Soc.  Apoth., Dub., 1868.
State Exam .,  Hesse-Cassell.
M.D., Univ .  Marburg, 1859.
M.D., Univ. Wurzburg, 1861.
M.B.,  1884; Mast .  in Sttrg ., 1884, Univ.
Ed.
Li . Midwif,, Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1876.
M.D., Halle, 1886, States Examen.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1861.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1862.
M.B. and Mast. Burg., Univ. Edin., 1871.
M.B. and Mast. Surg., IIniv: Glasg., 1878.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1885; Lie. IL
Coll. Burg., Edin., 1885.
Lie. Fac. Ph s. et Surg., Glasg., 1885.
M.B. et Ch. B. Melb., 1887.
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Name.
5 Mar., 1863 Margetts, Fredk.
1 May, 1879  Marks , Charles
248 5 April,  1883
184 4 Dec., 1879
368 3 Mar., 1887
366 6 Jan., 1887
116 2 April, 1874
21 4 Dec., 1862
847 1 April, 1886
393 5 Jan.s 1888
85 18 Dec., 1868
403 7 June, 1888
29 2  April, 1863
Ferdinand
Marks,  Edward
Geo. Keighly
My a,  Thomas
Henry
Mellish, Percy
Henry  Septimus
Milne, James ...
Mohs, E. E. J. ..,
Mullen , J. J. .,.
Murray,
bill
Arthur
Murray, John
James Goodlatte
McBurney, Robt.
McDonogh,Augus.
tus Wm.
McNeely, Hugh
349 1  April,  1888 Neill ,  Channing ..
299 4 Sept.,  1884 Nicoll ,  Alexander
281 6  Mar., 1884 Nicoll ,  Jas. Robert
414 1 Nov.,  1888  Nisbet, Walter
Blake
264 1 Nov., 1883 Orton, Arthur ...
286 3 April,1884 Overend, Ernest
Knight
308 30 Dec., 1884 Owens, Edward
Matthews
236 3 Aug., 1882 O'Doherty, Edward
Hyacinth
Address. Qualification.
Warwick ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1837.
Mem. R. Coll. Surd.,  En .,1838.
Wickham ter. M.D., Queon's Univ., Dub., 1874.
race, Brisbane Mem . R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1875.
Lie. Midwif., K. and Q. Coll., Dub., 1875.
Wickham ter- Lic. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., 1876.
race  Lie. R. Coll. Surg.,  Irel., 1875.
M.D. and  Mast .  Surg ., Q. Univ., Dub., 1876.
Medical Officer, M.D., Q. Univ., Irel., 1878.
Bundaberg  Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1878.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Edin.,  1886.
Lie. Midwif ., 1886, Mem. R . Coll. Phys.,
Edin.,  1886.
... M B., Univ. Edin.,  1883.
Ch. M., Univ.  Edin .,  1888.
Toowoomba... M.D., Univ.  Berlin  and Halle, 1864.
State Exam., 1865.Fortitude Val- Lie. V. Coll.  Burg., Irel., 1860.
ley, Brisbane Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., 1861.
Cunnamulla ... Lie. It. Coll. Burg.,  Irel., 1880.
Lie. 1881, and Lic. Midwif., K. and Q. Coll.
Phys., Irel.
Maryborough  Lie. R. Coll. Ph  s., Edin., 1878; Lie. R.
Coll. Snrg., gdin.,  1878.
Lie. Appooth. Hall, Dub1., 1883.
Mackay  ... M.D. Lie. it. Coll. Sum, Edin.
I Lie. K. Coll. I1hys., E &n.
Laidley ,,. L.S.A., Lond., 1872.
Brunswick
street, Bris-
bane
Ipswich ...
Pacific Islan-
ders' Hospi-
tal, Mackay
Townsville ...
Stanthorpe ...
Muttaburra ...
Queen street,
Brisbane
Ann street,
Brisbane
M.D. and Mast .  Burg ., Univ.  Glasg.,
1860.
M.D. 1876 and C.M. 1876, Q. Univ., Ire].
M.B. and Mast.  Burg., Univ. Aberdeen, 1883.
M.B. and Mast.  Surg ., Univ. Aberdeen, 1882.
M.B. Edin .,  1885; Mast. in  Burg., Edin.,
1885.
Mem.  it. Coll.  Surg .,  Eng., 1882.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1880.
M.B., Univ.  Melbourne, 1883.
Mem. R. Coll. Sur, Eng., 1866.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1866.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1867,
Mem. R. Coll. Snrg., Irel., 1881.
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., and Lie.
Midwif., 1882.
Fell. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1857.
Lie. Midwif., 1859, Lie. K. and Q. Coll.
Phys., Irel., 1859.
Mem. R .  Coil. Burg.. Eng., 1886.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond.,  1886.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud.,  1886.
Doctor of Medicine and Surgery, Univ.
Bologna, Italy.
M.D., Univ.  Brussels, 1886.
Mem.  it.  Coll.  Burg., Eng., 1886.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Loud..  1886.
Lie. R. Coll . Surg. Irel.,  1881.
Lie. et Lie. Midair., K. and Q. Coll. Phys.,
Irel., 1881.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1874.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond.,1875.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1887; Lie. it.
Coll. I1hy s., Laid.,  1887,
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud, 1886.Rem. it. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1877.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1877.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1857.
Lie. Soc. A th., Lond.,  1845.
14 3 Mar., 1802 O'Doherty, Kevin Croydon ...Izod
374 7 April, 1887 Pain, F rancis  ... Allora
222 2 Mar., 1882 Paoli,  Prancesco... ChartersT wers
385 6 Oct., 1887 Paul, George Wm. Sandgate
Frederic
373 7 April,  1887 - Penny, John Alex. ...Cairns
215 1 Dec., 1881 Phillips, Arthur Warwick
Owen Henry
395 2 Feb., 1888 Phillips, George Warwick
Gordon Owen
242 1 Feb .,  1883 Poland ,  James Immigration
Henry Service
55 6 April , 1865 Prentice, Chas. ... Woolloongabba
128 6 May, 1875 Purcell, Herbert C. Wickham ter- Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1869.
race, Brisbane Lie. and Lie. Midwif., K. and Q. Co'1.
367 3 Feb., 1887 Pybus, John A.... Clermont ...
353 1 July,  1886 Queely , John E.
St. George
Phys., Ire]., 1870.
Lie. it. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1878.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1878.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin., 1878.
Maytown ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1885.
Lie. Apoth. Hall, Dubl., 1886.
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314 5 Feb., 1885 Redmond, Leonard
143 7 Dec., 1876 Rendle, Richard...
79 6 Feb., 1868 Roberts, Edwin ...
362 4 iN ov., 1886 Rooney,  James ...
376 2 June, 1887 Routh, William ...
ChartersTowers M.D. and Mast. Surg., it. Univ., Irel.,
1884.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lend., 1880.
Wickham ter- Fell. It. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1871, Mem. 1868.
race, Bris- Lie.  S :)c. Apoth., Loud., 1868.
bane
Toowoomba... Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1863.
Mt. Morgan...  Mem. R . Coll. Burg., Irel.,  1874.
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., 1874.
Lie. Midwif., 1874.
Georgetown ... Mem. It. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1886.
Lic. Soc. Apotb., Lond., 1886.
123 3 Sept ., 1874 Ryan ,  John Penne - Gympie ... Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1866.
father
256 7 June, 1883 Salter, Arthur
Edward
345 7 Jan, 1886. Schellong, Otto ...
220 2 Feb., 1882 Scholes, Richard
Battersby
338 3 Dec., 1885 Sheaf, Chas. A. F.
304 4 Dee., 1884 Shout, Chas. Au-
gustus
4.15 1 Nov.,  1888 Simmons,Fourness
Henry
12 7 Feb., 1862 Smith, Walter S.
157 7 Feb., 1878 Smith, Patrick ...
257 5 July,  1883 SomQren, von Geo.
Arbuthnot
284 3 April, 1884 Southam, John
Binns
176 5 June, 1879 Spark, Sidney
Walter
283 3  April, 1884  Stewart ,  Simson...
154 4 Oct., 1877 Sugden, D'Arey...
398 2 Mar., 1888 Sutton , Alfred ...
409 2 Aug .,  1888 Sutton ,  Charles
Stanford
3 June, 1875 Swayne, Herbert
W.
237 5 Oct., 1882  Symes,  Richard
Henry
94 5 May, 1870 Taylor, William
Fredk.
254 7 June, 1883 Thomas, Walter
Duncan
133 2  Dec., 1875 Thomson, John ...
407 7 June,  1888  Thomson, Robert
Thos. Walter
11 6 Feb.,  1862  Thon, Guido ..,
384 6. Oct., 1887 Thornton, Philip...
369 3  Mar., 1887 Tilley, Wm. James
272 3 Jan., 1884 Tilston, Edward...
339 3 Dec., 1885 Voss, F. H. Vivian
7 19 Aug.,  1861  Ward, Jos. H. ...
8 3 Oct., 1861 Ward, Wm. J.
389 3 Nov., 1887  Watson, Arthur...
Lie. K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Ire]., 1870.
Lie. Midwif., 1870.
Thursday Is- M.B. and Mast. Burg., Melb., 1883.
land
Imp German States Exam. Cert., 1883.
Lunatic Asylum M.B. and Mast. Surg., Univ. Edin., 1874.Woogaroo
Toowoomba ... Mem. R. Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1874; Lie. 1871.
Fell. R. Coll. Burg., Edin.,  1876; Lie. 1871.
Toowong ... Mem.  It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1852.he. Soc. A.poth., Loud., 1853.
Brisbane ... M.B., Edin., 1884; Mast. in Burg., Edin.,
1884.
Townsville ... Lie. Midwif. and Burg., Loud.
Superintendent, M.D., Univ. Sydney, 1870.
Dunwich
Asylum
Townsville ...  M.B. and Mast. Burg., Univ.  Edin.,  1882.
Wickham ter- Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1868.
race, Brisbane  Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud., 1874.
Townsville ... Lie. Soc. A oth., Loud., 1874; Lie.. R. Coll.
Phys .,  Edin .,  1875.
Lie. R. Coll. Burg.,  Edin.,  1875.
Rockhampton M.D., Q. Univ., Irel., 1880.
Lie. It. Coll.  Burg., Edin.,  1881.
Bundaberg  ... Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1876.
Mem. R.  Coll. Snrg .,  Eng., 1877.
Beenleigh ... Lie. Soc.  Apoth .,  Lond .,  1885; Mem. R.
Coll.  Burg., Eng., 18t,5.
Muttaburra... M.B., Molb., 1887 ;  Ch. B., Melb .,  1888.
Dalby ...  Mem. R . Coll. Burg.,  Eng., 1859.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Loud., 1859.
Gladstone ... Lie. It. Coll. Burg., Irel., 1878; Lie. Mid-
wif., K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., 1879.
Wickham ter- Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond ., 1862.
race, Brisbane  Mem. It. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1867.
M.D. Q. Coll., K ingston , Canada, 1861.
lip. Publ. Health, R. Coll. Phys., Surg., En g.
Bundaberg ... Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1879.
Lie. Soc. A poth., Loud., 1880.
M.B., Univ. Lond., 1881.
Wickham ter- M.B. and Mast. Burg., Univ. Edin., 1871.
race, Brisbane
Townsville ... M.B. et C.M., Univ. Glasg., 1876.
Rockhampton  State Exam .,  Weimar, 1861.
M.D., Univ. Wiirzburg, 1860.
Ipswich Hos- Lie. Soc. Apotb., Lond., 1870.
pital Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1872.
Lie. R. Coll. Ph s., Edin.,1873., Mem. 1879.
Warwick ...  Mem.  It. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1884.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond., 1884.
Wickham ter- Lie. It. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1881.
race , Brisbane Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1878.Medical Officer, Fell. 11. Coll.Burg., Eng., 1885, Mem.
Rockhampton 1882.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.. 1881.
Maryborough Mem. R Coll. Burg., Eng., 1853.
M.D., Univ. St. And., 1854.
Sandgate  ... Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng., 1840.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1840.
M.B. et C.M., Univ. Edin., 1874.
M.D., Edin., 1879.
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30 7 May,  1863 Waugh, John N.
121 6 Aug., 1874 Webb, E. It. ...
207 2 June, 1881 Webb, Wm. Simp-
son
348 1 April, 1886 Webb, Chas. Ford
69
325
6 Sept., 1866 Webster, M. H....
4 June, 1885 White, Thos. Geo.
416 1 1 Nov., 1888 Wilkie, David
Wm. Balfour
397 8 Feb., 1888 Williams, John
Treherne
354 5 Aug., 1886 Williams, Ezra
Hurlburt
380 4 Aug., 1887 Willis, Geo. Owen
402 3 May, 1888  Winter, Frank ...
185 8 Jan., 1880 Wray, Chas. Jas.
Hill
341 7 Jan., 1886 Wright, Robert ...
92 7 April, 1870 Wuth,  Ernest
Magus
North Quay, Mcm. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1841).
Brisbane M.D.. Univ. St. And.. 1856.
Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1856.
Southport ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1873.
South Brisbane Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1879.
Lie. It. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1879.
Immigration Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1874.
Service Lie. It. Coll. Phys. Edin.,1878 ; Lie. Midwif.,
1878.
Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1861.
Geraldtn ... Lie K. and Q. Coll. Phys., Irel., and Lic.
Springsure
Ayr ...
Midwif .,  1877.
Lie. R .  Coll. Surg .,  Irel .,  1877.
Mein. R Coll .  Surg .,  Eng., 1876.
M.B., Mid., Melb, 1878.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg, Eng ., 1884;  Lie. etLie. Midwif.,  R. Coll.  Phys ., Edin., 1884.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys. ,  Lond., 1884
M.D. et C.M., TTnivers.  Trin .  Coll., Tor.,
Canada, 1884.
Fell. Trin.  Med. School,  Tor, 1884.
Mein.  Coll. Phys .  et Surg.,  Ontario, 1884.
Lie  It.  Coll . Phys., Edin.,  1876.
Lie., 1876, Fell .,  1877, Fac. Phyys.  et Surg.,
Glasg., Lie.  It.  Coll. Surg,  Edin., 1876.
Clermont ...  M.B.,  Bac. Surg., 1886, Univ. Durham.
Health Officer Lic. R. Coll. Surg., Edin.
anld Secre- Lie. R. Coll Phys., Edin., and Lie. Midwif.,
tary Board 1870.
of Health,
Brisbane
Lie. 1882; Lie. Midwif., It. Coll. Surg., Irel..
1883.
Lie. et Lie. Midwif., R. and Q. Coll. Phys.,
Irel, 1883.
M.D., Melb., 1869.
M.D., Giessen, 1858.
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HALF-YEARLY RETURN OF COPYRIGHT IN
BOOKS REGISTERED TO 31ST DECEMBER,
1888.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Copyright in the undermentioned Books
has been duly Registered in my Office, under  " The
Copyright [Registration Act (Queensland),  1887."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Title of Book :-The Brisbane Post Office
Directory and Country Guide.
Contents of Title-page:-The Brisbane Post
Office Directory and Country Guide for
1887;  containing Street,  Alphabetical,
Trade, and Professional Directory of
Brisbane  and Suburbs,  and Business,
Official,  and Professional Residents in all
the Principal Towns of the Colony, together
with Miscellaneous  Directory of Useful
Information. Brisbane : Queensland Post
Office Directory Company,  Stanley street,
South Brisbane.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Subject of Book :-General Directory of
Brisbane , Suburbs, and Country.
Where Printed :-Wickham  street, Brisbane.
Where Published :-Stanley street, South
Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Pole, Outridge, and Co.
Names of Publishers :-The Queensland Post
Office Directory Company.
Date  of Issue of  Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-December, 1886.
Number of  Sheets,  Leaves, or Pages :-732
pages.
Size  : -Demy 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other"-Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition consists :
-1,000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-Both.
Price  at which Book  is Sold  to the Public:-10s. 6d.
Names of Proprietors of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Hollander, Wright,
and Co., which includes Abraham Hol-
lander, Henry Cecil Wright, and Joel
Lewis Hollander.
Residence of Proprietors :-227, Queen street.
Title of Map :-Sketch Map of the Croydon
Gold Field.
Language in which Map  is written  :- English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-W.
T. Haig
Subject of Map :-Croydon Gold Field.
Where Published :-At Croydon.
Name of Publisher :- H. F. Morgan.
Date of Issue of Map from the Press, or of
Publication :-January, 1887.
Number of Sheets, Leaves,  or Pages :-One
sheet.
Size :-28 inches x 38 inches.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Whether Map Printed or Lithographed :-
Lithographed.
Price at which Map is sold to the Public:-10s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyri ht in whole or
any part of Map :-H. F. Morgan.
Residence of Proprietor :-Croydon.
Title of Book :-Private Key Book of the
Federal Mercantile and Debt Collecting
Society.
Contents of Title-page :-Private Key Book of
the Federal Mercantile and Debt Collect-
ing Society, Bri bane. J. H. Reynolds,
printer, Elizabeth street,  MDCCCLXXXVIII.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-Ernest Baecker.
Subject of Book :-Private Information for
Subscribers to the Federal Mercantile and
Debt Collecting Society.
Where Printed :-Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Name of Printer :- J. H. Reynolds.
Name of Publisher :-Ernest  Baecker.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or ofPublication:-1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or  Pages  :-Four-
teen.
Size :-Foolscap 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists;-590.
4
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Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-
Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public:-Not sold;distributed  amongst subscribers.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright  in whole or
any part of Book :- Ernest Baecker.
Residence  of Proprietor :-68A, Queen  street,
Brisbane.
Title of Book :-The Queensland Post Office
Directory, with which  is incorporated the
Post Office Directory  of Brisbane and
Country Guide.
Contents of Title-page:-The Queensland Post
Office Directory, with which  is incorpor-
ated the Post Office Directory  of Brisbane
and Country Guide ,  1888; containing
Street, Alphabetical, Trade, and Pro-
fessional  Directory  of Brisbane and
Suburbs,  and Business , Official, and Pro-
fessional Residents in all  the Principal
Towns in the Colony, together with a
Miscellaneous  Directory  of useful infor-
mation .  Brisbane :  Hollander, Wright,
and Co ,  Proprietors  and Publishers, 227
Queen  street.
Language  in which Book  is written :- English.
Subject of Book :--Directory of the Colony.
Where Printed :-Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
Where Published :-227, Queen  street, Bris-
bane.
Names of Printers :-Warwick and Sapsford.
Names  of Publishers : -Hollander, Wright,
and Co.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-February, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves,  or Pages :--990.Size: - Demy 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists :-1,500.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed:-Printed.
Price at which Book  is Sold  to the Public :-
10s. 6d.
Names of  Proprietors of Copyright  in whole or
any part of Book  :-Hollander , Wright,
and Co., which includes Abraham
Hollander, Henry Cecil Wright, Joel
Lewis Hollander.
Residence of Proprietors :-227, Queen  street,
Brisbane.
Title of Book :-The Fisherman : A Guide to
the Inexperienced, How, When, and
Where to Catch Fish.
Contents of Title-page :-The Fisherman : A
Guide to the Inexperienced, How, When,
and Where to Catch Fish ; by John
Cameron, Brisbane. Gordon and Gotch,
printers, Queen street, 1888.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author :-John Cameron.
Subject of Book:-The Art of Fishing.
Where Printed: -Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
N ames of Printers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Names of Publishers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-5th March, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-103
pages.Size:-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of the
Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists  :-750.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed
Printed, with lithographed illustrations.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public:-3s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-John Cameron, sole
proprietor.
Residence of Proprietor :-Doobanah, Cleve-
land West.
Title of Book :-Devils Abroad.
Contents of Title-page :-Devils Abroad and
How to Fight Them, by Achilles Douglas.
Price, 2s. 6d. Davidson and Metcalf,
Brisbane. Entered at Stationers' Hall.
Language in which Book is Written:-Knglish.
Subject of Book :-Social and Moral Evils.
Where Printed : -Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Names of Printers : -Davidson and Metcalf.
Names of Publishers :-Davidson and Metcalf.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-208
pages.
Size :-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition:-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists:-10,000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed :-
Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
2s. 6d.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book :-Thomas P. Lucas.
Residence of Proprietor :-Petrie terrace.
Title of Book :-Pugh's Almanac and Queens-
land Directory.
Contents of Title-page :-Pugh's Almanac and
Queensland Directory for 1888.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-
Sheldon Pole.
Subject of Book :-General Directory and
Information of Queensland.
Where Printed :-Petrie' s Bight, Brisbane.
Where Published :-Queen street,  Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Pole, Ontridge, and Co.
Names of Publishers :-Gordon and Gotch.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or of
Publication :-12th February, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages :-660
pages.
Size :-Crown 8vo.
Whether First, Second, orother Number of the
Edition :-Thirtieth.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists :-3,000.
Whether Book Printed or Lithographed
Printed.
Price at which Book is Sold to the Public :-
5s. and 7s. 6d.
Names of Proprietors of Copyright in whole
or any part of Book :-Sheldon Pole,
Frederick Andrew Outridge, Henry Pole.
Residence of Proprietors :-All in  Brisbane.
Title of Book :-Taromeo.
Contents of Title-page :-Taromeo Auriferous
Freehold, 13,790 acres. Brisbane : Muir
and Morcom, Printers, Lithographers, etc.,
Creek street, MDCCCLXXXVIII.
Language in which Book is written :-English.
Name of Author, Translator, or Editor:-N. Bartley.
Subject of Book :-The Mineral Resources,
&.c , of Taromeo and Neighbouring Dis-
trict of Queensland.
Where Printed :-Brisbane.
Where Published :-Brisbane.
Names of Printers :-Muir and Morcom, Creek
street.
Names of Publishers :-Muir and Morcom,
Creek street.
Date of Issue of Book from the Press, or ofPublication:- September, 1888.
Number of Sheets, Leaves, or Pages:-Six-teen.,Size:-8V1- inches x 52inches (demy 8vo.)
Whether First, Second, or other Number of
the Edition :-First.
Number of Copies of which the Edition con-
sists.-Five Hundred.
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Whether Book Printed or Li 'hographed :--
Book Printed ; Map Lithographed and
Coloured.
Price at which Book is Sold to the PublicDistributed Gratis.
Name of Proprietor of Copyright in whole or
any part of Book:-Nehemiah Bartley.
Residence of Proprietor :-135, Wickham ter-
race, Brisbane.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Berthold Ihne, of Liverpool, England,
for an invention for  " Improvements in Ladders."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said William Berthold Ihne, in accordance
with the provisions of  " the Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.N l rOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted1 an  application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alfred Dyer, of Melbourne, Victoria, for an
invention  for  "A Safety Hook for Mining Purposes
and &lipping Purposes."
Notice is hereby further  given , that,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement  in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Alfred Dyer, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Frank Bagshawe  Wheeler, of Sydney, New South
Wales, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Water- closets."
-Notice is hereby further  given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent  for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted  for the said  invention to the said
Frank  Bagshawe  W heeler,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Nathan Leroy Raber, of Cornwallis, Oregon.
United States of America, for an invention for
"Improvements in Machines for Treating Finely
Divided hfetalliferous Material for the Purposes
of Amalygamatio,a and  Separation."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gutvern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Nathan Leroy Raber, in accordance with
the provisions of  " Tlhe Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
and the com-IN an application for a Patent ,
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Benjamin Harvey Bennetts, of One-mile Creek,
Gympie, Queensland, for an Invention described
as  " The Compressed Air Jet Ventilator for Venti-
lating  Mine Workings."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement in the  Queensland  G overnment
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Benjamin Harvey Bennetts ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents , .;)esigns ,  and Trade
Marko  Act, 1884.'
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Joseph
Ralph Raeburn Yeats, of Adelaide, South Australia,
for an Invention described as  " An Improved
Pro'-ess for Amalgamating Gold by Volatilized
Mercury."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant  is not  entitled to a
Patent for such invention,  it is  my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Joseph Ralph Raeburn
Yeats. in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
.&cting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Benjamin Harvey Bennett ,,  of One-mile Creek,
Gympie,  Queensland ,  for an Invention described
as  "The  New Mode of Shaft  Sinking with Tail
Rope."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recb .i,mend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Benjamin  Harvey  Benne tts, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade M arks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office.
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
ll an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
McVey Baird and Edmund Henry Taylor, both of
Sydney, New South Wales, for an invention for
"Improvements in Erections to be Used in the
Sport called Tobogganing and in Applian_cs in
Connection therewith."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John McVey  Baird and  Edmund Henry Taylor, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade 1Yfarks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &p.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan appl cation for a Patent ,  and the com l te
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Holmes Samuel Chipman ,  of 54, Margaret street,
Sydney, New South Wales, for an invention for
"Improvements in Harvesti ng Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first appear-
ance of  this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is  not  entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Holmes Samuel Chipman. in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan appl cation for a Patent, and th complete
Speci fication annexed thereto, received  from John
Martin, of Fitzwilliam street,  K ew, near Mel-
bourne ,  Victoria ,  for an invention  for  "An Improve-
ment in Candle Lamps."
Notice is  hereby  further given , that,  unless within
two months from the date  of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
m ent Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent  for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Martin ,  in accordance  with  the provisions ofThe Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,
1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
N COTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henry
Ingham and Alfred Walter Heaps, of Sydney, New
South Wales, for an invention for  " An Improved
Scale and Chard Indicator Card to be used in con-
nection  with the Pianoforte or Orqun."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it l my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention, to the
said Henry Ingham and Alfred Walter Heaps, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &:c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
H atsell King ,  of Carlton ,  near Melbourne , Victoria.
for an invention for  "Improvements in Crteket and
Lawn  'l enn is Bats."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is nut entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said  klatsell King, in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Speci fication annexed thereto ,  received from
Frederick Purbrick, of Shirley Grove, East St.
Kilda, near  Melbourne,  Victoria ,  and Robert
Holden Stone, of  North Brighton, near Mel-
bourne aforesaid ,  for an invention for  "Improve-
ments in  Means for  Locking Nuts on Bolts."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that  it
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
said Frederick Purbrick and Robert Holden Stone,
in accordance with the provisions of  "ZhePatents,
Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby-given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Francis Edward MacMahon, of 2, Princes Man-
sions, Victoria street, Westminster, Middlesex,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements in
Apparatus for Delivering Measured Quantities of
Liquid."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Francis Edward MacMahon, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1\ an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Uadd, of 64, Barton Arcade, Manchester,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements
Relating to the Construction of Gas-Holders."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Gadd, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  the Patents, Designs, and Trade
'Marks Act ,  1881."
I ALEX. POPE,Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
OTICE ishereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alexander Lagernian, of Jonhoping, Sweden, for
an invention  for  "Apparatus for Justifying Print-
ing Formes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Gove; nment  Gazette  it is proved to my satis `action
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Alexander Larerman ,  in accordance with
the provisions  of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Friedrich Adolf Reihlen, of Stuttgart, Germany,
for an invention for  "Improvements in the Means
for Promoting and Improving the Fermentation of
Wine, Beer, and Other Beverages, and for Bottling
such Fermented or otherwise Carbonated .Beverages."
1\ otice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Friedrich Adolf Reihlen, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE.
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that 1 have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Clement Van de Velde, of Sydney, New South
Wales, for an invention for  " Improvements in the
Extraction  of Sugar from Cane."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Clement Van de Velde, in accordance m ith the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
illarks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Alex-
ander Parkes ,  of 8, Chancellor road, Dulwich,
Surrey, England , f or an invention  for " Improve-
ments in the Extraction  of Gold and Silver from
Ores  or Compounds containing the same and in
Solvents  for sach  Metals."
Notice i,; hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved  to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander Parkes, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " the Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the completeSpeci fi ation a nexed thereto, received from William
Crookes, of  Kensington Park Gardens ,  London, for
an invention for  " Improvements in the Treatment
of'Aurifrrous  Ores and in the Beeivification of the
Materials  used in such Treatment."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said William Crookes, in accordance with the
provisions of  "  1 he  Patents, Designs, and Trade
llsarks Act ,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  liegistrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.
NOTICE. is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Knight Steanes, of Melbourne ,  Victoria,
for an invention for  "Improvements in the Con-
struction of Sheep Shears."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention ,  it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Thomas Knight Steanes,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from William
Barraclough ,  of Donnelly stfeet, Balmain, near
Sydney, New South Wales, for an invention for
" Improvemen s in Machines for Shearing Sheep
and Clipping Horses."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that , unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said William Barraclough ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and,
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Pierre
Cheaseman Du Bois, of -ydney, New South
Wales, for an invention for  "Improved Process
and Machine for Amalgamating Finely Divided
Auriferous lflatei ial."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Pierre  (, heaseman Du Bois, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
32
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Elihu
Thomson, of Lynn ,  Massachusetts ,  U.S.A., for an
invention for  " Improvements in Alternating
Current Dynamo Machines."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Elihu Thompson ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received  fr om
Alexander Young, of 'Hot olulu, Island of Oahu,
Hawaiian Islands, for an invention  for  "Improved
Means of  Generating and Super -heating Steam."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Alexander Young ,  in accordance  with_  the
provisions of  The Patents,  Designs, and rade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Actinr Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Henry Nicholas Harvey ,  of Havle, Cornwall,
Fngland ,  for an invention for  "Improvements in
Stampers  for Reductnq  Metalliferous Ores or other
like Substances to a Finely Divided State."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Henry Nicholas Harvey ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents. &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd Novem ber, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
George Treacy Stevens ,  of Auckland, New
Zealand ,  for an invention for  "Improving , Facili-
tating ,  and Expediting the Lacing of Boots, and
other Articles  of Manufacture  in connection with
which Lacing or Laces is or are used or applied,
to be entitled  '  Stevens' Patent Lacer.' "
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to  my  satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George  Treacy Stevens, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Oliver
Blackburn  Shallenberger, of Rochester,  Beaver,
Pennsylvania , U.S.A., for  an invention  for  " Im-
provement .c in Apparatus for 31easuring Electric
Currents and Recording the Amount of Electric
Energy Consumed in a Given Circuit."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette,  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Oliver Blackburn Shallenberger ,  in accor-
dance with the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application fora Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Colledge and Wi ll iam Colledge , both  of Brisbane,
Queensland ,  and James Clements ,  of Ipswich, in
the colony aforesaid ,  for an invention for  uto.
matic Numerator  for Registering  Passengers
Entering Tramcars and Other Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John ( olledge ,  William Colledge ,  and James
Clements ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents,  &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1888.N OTIC E is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Elihu
Thomson ,  of Lynn, Massachusetts , U.S.A., for an
invention for  "An  Improved Electric Meter or
Motor."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent he granted for the said invention to the
said Elihu Thomson ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Samuel
Van Buren Essick ,  of 363, Decatur street, Brook-
lyn, New York ,  U.S.A., for an invention for "A
New and Improved Printing Telegraph."
Notice is hereby further given .  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette ,  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Pate -it for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Samuel Van Buren Essick ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
33
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  6th December, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Blanch Witt, of 120 ,  Flinders lane West, Mel-
bourne, Victoria ,  for an invention for  " An Improved
Means  f or Fooling Air Gases and Fluids."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Blanch  Witt,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
11 an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Garner Johnson, of Annie street, Kingsholme,
Brisbane, Queensland, for an invention for  "Per-
manent Way for Railways and Tramways."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Garner Johnson, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of Francis Harley
Davis, for Letters Patent for an Invention for
" Improvements in Rock Drilling."
1 OTICE is hereby given, that the above-
mentioned Francis Harley Davis, of Lodore,
Helidon, Queensland, has applied, under the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," for leave to amend the Specifi-
cation of his said invention,  alleging as his reason
for so doing " to more fully describe the nature
and manner of working my invention."
The Amendments proposed  are as  follows, viz.:-
[Reference being had to Amen'led Copy of Speczfi-
cation lodged in Talent Office, Brisbane.]
Alteration in title of invention, from  "Improve-
ments in  Rock Drillinq"  to  "Improvements
in Boring Machinery."
Pages  1 to 6,-Cancelling nearly the whole of the Specifica-
tion after the words "following  statement"
to the end of claim, and inserting fresh
matter  in Specification, and three claims
in lieu thereof.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application  for amendment  must leave par
ticulars ,  in writing  (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar mouth from
the date hereof.
Dated this thirty. first day of December, A.D. 1888.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class  43, in respect of Beers, a  Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
to
The Trade Mark differs from the above repre-
sentation  inasmuch as the whole of the  ground is of
a bright yellow colour except the band  across the
centre in which the colours are black with  letters in
yellow.
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Josiah CliftonFirth , of Auckland, New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
FIRST EIGHT HOURSRULER
N FIRTH'S
CROWN
ROLLER FLOUR
CRANS.
Notice is hereby further given,  that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in -accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th October, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby Given,  that Samuel Allsopp
and Sons ,  Limited ,  of Burton -on-Trent,
Staffordshire ,  England ,  brewers, have applied in
pursuance of the provisions of ",The Patents,
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that John  Hickmar,
of Lichfield  street , Christchurch,  New Zea-
land, manufacturer  of the Eclipse  Hair Producer,
has applied, in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The Patents , Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,
34
1884,"  to register  in Class 48, in respect of a Hair
Producer, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
•
a
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before  the expiration  of four months from the date
of the  first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicant is not entitled to
have  the same  registered, in compliance with such
application , or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the
said Act.
r
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
ALEX. POPE,
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 22nd November, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that AlexanderGeddes, of Botany, near Sydney, New South
Wales,  wool, leather ,  glue, and soap merchant, has
applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of " The
Patents,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Art,  1884,"
to register in  Class  48, in  respect of Perfumed
Soap ,  a Trade  Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
I I
0 4 •
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this adverti• ement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th October, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby  given, that  Henry William
l Strahan ,  of The Australian Hotel, Queen
street ,  Brisbane ,  Queensland, waiter, has applied
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks  Act, 1884, "  to register
in Class 50-(6), in respect of Furniture Polish, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :--
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration  of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
Patent Office,
Brisbane. 29th November, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Robert I)ixion
I and Company, of Light Square West,
Adelaide, South Australia,  tobacco manufacturers,
have applied, in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and trade Marks Act,
1884," to register  in Class 45, in respect  of Manu-
factured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the
following is  a representation :-
r ROBERT DIXSON & C..°Ntai10[
r'
Notice is hereby  further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation , or that there  exists no legal impediment to
my doing so ,  I intend  to register  the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with  the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
NOTIC E is hereby given ,  that Robert Dyason
and Company ,  of Leichhardt street, Valley,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Preserves ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
.k1i'A'r
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have t' e same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal  impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &e.
35
Patent  Office,
Brisbane , 11th October, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that J. M. Coote and
Company, of 104, Collins street West.
Melbourne, Victoria,  importers  and merchants.
have applied, in pursuance  of the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs, an d Trade Marks Act,
1884," to  register in Class 42 , in respect of Tea and
other Substances  used as Food or as Ingredients in
Food, a Trade  Mark of  which the following is a
representation :-
i
Queensland Gorernnnent Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no  le-,,al impediment
to my doing  so, I intend to register the said TradeMa k, in accordance withthe provisions of the
said Act. WILLIAM T. BLAKEINEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1888.NOTIGE  is hereby given ,  that J. M. Coote andCompany ,  of 104, Collins street West, Mel-
bourne ,  Vi+ toris, importers and merchants,  have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 42, in respect of 'l'ea and other
Substances used  as Food or as Ingredients in Food,
a I rode Mark of which the fillon ing is a represen-
tation :-
0
The Trade Mark differs from the above repre-
sentation inasmuch as the peacock is shown in the
natural colours of that bird, the figure on the left
is a mandarin in yellow coat and blue trousers,
peacock's feather in cap, and the figure on the right
is a mandarin in a red coat with blue border at the
bottom, cap yellow, groundwork light chocolate
colour. A representation of the said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th October, 1888.
1\
N OTICE is hereby  given , that J. M. Coote and
Company, of 104, Collins  street  West, Mel-
bourne,  Victoria , importers  and merchants, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 42, in respect  of Tea and other
Substances used as Food or as Ingredients  in Food,
a Trade  Mark of which  the following  is a represen-
tation :--
too
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of f,aur months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th October, 1888.
N OT ICE is hereby given ,  that J.  M.  Coote and
Company, of 104, Collins street West, Mel-
bourne, Victoria,  importers and merchants, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Tea, a Trade
Mark of which th? following is a  representation:-
9
PURE TEA >-
a
p
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are hot entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
86
Patent Office,
Brisba ne, 20th December, 1888.
NOTIC E is hereby given, that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers . of Warrington, Lanca-
shire , England, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884," to register  in Class 47, in
respect  of Soap,  Detergents , Starch, Blue, Candles,
and all Preparations  for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation : -
SUNBEAM
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following is a  representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 188.NOTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers ,  of Warrington ,  Lanca-
shire, England ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Art.  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap ,  Detergents, Starch ,  Blue, Candles,
and all preparations for Laundry  or Toilet purposes,
a Trade .Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
SUNSHINE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the ; aid Act.
ALEX. POP F,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
-? OTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
lr and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursu nee of the , provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation
JAS HENNESSY
COGNAC
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
. Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that  James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents,  Designs .  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors  and Spirits ,  including Brandy ,  a Trade
Mark of which the fo llowing is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legs ' impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c,
37
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Keen, Robinson,
l and Bellville, of 6, Garlick Hill, London,
mustard manufacturers. have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, andTrade Marks Art, 1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Groats, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
' 40g1N8pp,8
PATENT GROATS.
PURVEYORS TO HER MAJESTY.
IF
ROBINSON'S
PATENT !OR GROAT $,
MAKING SUPERIOR GRUEL
I. Ti. Ma,ei a •
a.eemmanded  by the  Highest  Medical A.tboritt  a  for making m
Bdioate and pure  Grua ,.  not liable to turn Sour on the Stomaeb.
Pasoan of w.ak dtgeat nn or cowupotm habit, world derv e bendlit
from  thou" of thu preparation . A.  food for Infants it o steelktnt,
do ebang.. 4th Robmaoe s Paten  Baat.sT  :  and made think  as
Taridg. 6 k to mor.  pleaatog in richertnautnmtat.sa
Naiard dageatms $an the beet Scotch Oat,psat.
s .jwd i. e.d n id Madsnled  fYr  I >yoeiet, a, it
KEEN ,  ROBINSON & CO.,
Parbepors to Neer }5Ialestp,
64. RED LION STREET .  HOLBORN.
Tilesoev  is 11 ,aa .1- h  Lmn It. .aie  ?and.th. RA,at Ass"
VA  tie  8.0 , . at
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby  given ,  that Robert Dixson
and Company ,  of Light Square West,
Adelaide, South Austra lia,  tobacco manufacturers,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" 7 he Patents,  Desiqns, and Trade Marks Art,
1884 ,"  to register in Class 45 ,  in respect of Manu.
factured Tobacco ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
let
1=-
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in complin,llce with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to  my  doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with the  provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 8th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Artesian AeratedWater and Cordial Manufacturing Ct impany,
at Maynard and Sword  streets,  Woolloongabba,
Brisbane, Queensland, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 44, in
respect of Aerated Waters,  and all articles  included
in this Class, and in Class 43 in respect of Hop
Bitters, Curacoa,  and all articles  included in this
Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
1
qR etLMN
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that  there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1888.
T OTICE  is hereby given ,  that Peter Morrison
Cam hell,  of Bowen Bridge, Brisbane,
Queensland ,  soap manufacturer ,  has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  t' The  Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 48, in respect  of Perf umed Soap ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
CA MPBELL'S
MAGIC SOAP
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c,
38
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that.  Alexander Geddes, of 71, Regent street, Sydney .  New South Wales,
11  manufacturer , has applied,  in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 48, in respect of Perfumed Soap, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation : --
i nowram,  Amory,
: 1Au51RY 11$rES
klldirechacse clared
Notice is hereby further giv, n. that, unless before the expiration of four months from th date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
• Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Keen, Robinson, and Bellville, of 6, Garlick Hill, London, mustard
l manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1884," to register in Class 42, in respect of Mustard, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
0
D.S f LONDON.
ONT
EARS ."
DOUBLE SUPERFINE
YMY
T1[L' lIMi7
MUSTARD COMPOUND
A•®• Q914
ft"ACN'p
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gcvernment Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered,  in compliance  with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to  register  the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with  the provisions  of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that David Dunlop,
of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A., tobacco
manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Pat' nt.c, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
I
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1888.
TOTICE  is hereby given, that The Apollinaris
1I Company ,  Limited, of 19 ,  Regent street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Desiqns, and  Trade Marks
Art,  1884," to register in Class 43 ,  in respect of
Mineral and Aerated Waters ,  Natural and
Artificial ,  and all other articles included in this
Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
-. .. , r••-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that The ApollinarisL Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of
Mineral and AeratedWaters, Naturaland Artificial,
and all other articles included in this Class, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
1N otice is hereby further given, that, uness before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to  my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
't'rade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Keen, Robinson,
and Bellville, of 6, Garlick Hill, London,
mustard  manufacturers, have applied, in  pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Blue for Laundry Purposes, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
g
1H{13O3Ni
OR01[UE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my. satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not cr.titled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation , or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to re; ister the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. FO PE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
1\
OTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris
Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "7he Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural
and Artificial, and all other articles included in
this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :--
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Smith
Bartleet, trading  as -' William Bartleet and
Sons," of Redditch, Worcestershire, England,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Ti ade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 13, in respect of Needles, Fish-
hooks, Toilet Pins, Bodkins, and Crochet Hooks,
of ltil etal, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered,  in  compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that James Hennessyand Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43,  in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
4
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
T OTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
1\ and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Double. distilled Gin made out of Barley,
" Geneva," a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
ir( NHL{JM&NOLET
ROTTERpA1J
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijmand Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43,
in respect  of a Capt;ule -on Bottles and Flasks
containing  Double Distilled Gin made out of Barley,
Geneva, a Trade  Mark of which  the following is a
representation:-
A;11
3
is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or  that  there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam ,  Holland, dis-
tillers and merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of " The Patents. Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 43, in
respect of Genuine Hollands and Prime Geneva,
a 1 rade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :--
, MOB q ifiN6'
,  IZ
4 G .1 , G
v
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said  Act. It,
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet ,  of Rotterdam ,  Holland, distillers
and merchants, have appli ed, in pursuance of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Capsule on
Bottles and Flasks containing  " Genuine Hollands,"
" Prime Geneva ,"  Distilled ,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
R "K
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
41
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th  December, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Elliott Brothers,
Limited ,  of Brisbane ,  Queensland, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 48 ,  in respect of Preparations for
the Teeth  and Perfumery, a Trade Mark  of which
the following is a representatoin :-
ON A C O&
1
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th October, 1888.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that John Power and
 Son, of John' s lane , Dublin, Ireland, dis-
tillers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to  register in Class 43, in respect of
Whiskey, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there  exists  no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi.
sions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that David Dunlop,
of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A., tobacco
manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, De-gins, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, a 1 rade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
0A ID DUNi,
•uccaasos i0
D.B.TENNANT & CO,
DERBYI- -,IqFRSBURGH•V
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mart, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE.
Acting Registrar of Patents, dic.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Betts and Com-
N pany, Limited, of Wharf road, City road,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884,"  to register  in Class 13, in respect of Capsules,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :-
•
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction  that the  applicants  are not entitled to have
the same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  1st November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that David Dunlop,of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A. tobacco
manufacturer , has applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect
of Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation:-
V-0COL84
DUNLOP
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation , or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents,, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
eNOTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street, London, haveapplied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " t he Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Mineral and airated Waters, Natural and Artificial, and all other
articles included in this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
A;6ollinarZs
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the Apollinaris Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street, London, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Irade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of .Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural and Artificial, and all other
articles included in this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
i
TP A-
X
Sole Agents.
THE APOLLINARIS CQMPANtY.DMITEO,
ONDON
Street.
.1
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  8th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that The Apollinaris Company, Limited, of 19,  Regent street ,  London, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  11 The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class 43,  in respect  of Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural and Artificial, and all other
articles included in  this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
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Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not en titled to have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
43
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th October, 1888.
jv OTICE is hereby i:-c:., that BcrgischeBrauerei -Gesellschatt ,  of Elberfeld, Ger-
many, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desins, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register  in'  Class 43, in respect of
Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the pro-
visions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1888.
jT OTICE is hereby given, that Beale and
' Company, Limited, of 83, Queen street,
Brisbane, Queensland, musical instrument and
sewing machine importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The  Patents,  Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
6, in respect of Domestic Labour-saving Machines,
such as Washing Machines, Wringing Machines,
Mangles, Knife Cleaners, and all other Articles
included in Class 6, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants  are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th October, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that J.M. Coote and
Company, of 104, Collins street West, Mel-
bourne, Victoria, importers and merchants, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 42, in respect of Tea and other
Substances used as Food or as Ingredients in
Food, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
r
k
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisementin the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so. I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th October, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Bergische
Brauerei-Gesellschaft, of Elberfeld, Ger-
many, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Desiqns, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of
Beer, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
do
0a
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th October, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Arthur Guinness,I\ Son, a d Company ,  Limited, of 18, Birchin
lane, London, England, brewers, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to register
in Class 43, in respect of Beer ,  a Trade Mark of
which the following is a  representation :-
*45
tn
• •OITLID SY  Ty
GA'L'E
The Trade Mark differs from the above represen-
tation inasmuch as the whole is upon a ground-
work of a buff colour.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first  Krro,a ancc of thiQ -dverti cment in the
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
R e ri ctra r of Patents. &a.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 29th November,  1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The Yarra Falls
111, Roller Flour Mills Company, Limited, of 129,
Collins street West, Melbourne, Victoria, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
J AILS CoA*I06
"I PURE
ROLLER
FLOUR
+et a0 1lalk
EMPRESS
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four  months from  the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the' applicants are not entitled to
.have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that The Yarra Falls
Roller Flour Mills Company ,  Limited, of 129,
Collins street West ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in -Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-9
PARAGON
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Yarra Fa ll s
Roller Flour Mills Company ,  Limited, of 129,
Collins street West ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
app lied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Flour,  a Trade
Mark of which the  fo ll owing is a representation :-
SUPERB
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four n)oiths from the date of the
first  appearance Qf tia  advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the  app licants  are not entitled to
have the  same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment  to my  doing so,  I intend to  register  the said
Trade  Mark, in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Dyysonand Company, of Leichhard  str et, Valley,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  have applied, in  pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Jams, a Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a  representation:-
/I
is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Enoch Morgan's
Sons Company, of  439, West street, New
York, U. S.A., manufacturers of soap and chemicals,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 47 ,  in respect of Soap and
all  other articles included in this Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
'V .A 3PC) X. 11400 -
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that Josiah CliftonN Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand, miller,  has
applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  "The
.Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 42,  in respect  of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
ROI,LBR ,`
FIRTH'S
CANTAB
-ROLLER FLOUR
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the appli cant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in comp liance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
,the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth ,  of Auckland ,  New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the pro visions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation;-
MST BHT HOURS
%1 LER1fir
FIRTH'S 'V
VOLCANO
ROLLER FLOUR
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Turnbull, Junior,
and Somerville, of Malta, merchants, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  11 The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigarettes ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Alexander
Geddes ,  of Botany ,  near Sydney, New
South Wales ,  wool, leather, glue ,  and soap
merchant ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 48, in
respect of Perfumed Soap ,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
•
.
.
w
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Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  or that there  exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
4s
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  27th December, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander  Fergusson and Company , of Glasgow, Lanaeishire, North
Britain ,  lead and colour manufacturers and oil refiners, have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of "The  Patents ,  Designs,  and Trade Marks  Act,  1884, " to register  in Class 1, in respect  of White Lead,
Paints ,  Colours ,  and Varnishes ,  a Trade Mark of which the  following is a representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with sueh
application. or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Turnbull ,  Junior,
and Somerville ,  of Malta, merchants, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigarettes ,  a'hrade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
9 a. 11
Notice is hereby further given that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of thefirst appearance of this advertisement in the Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auckland. Ne v Zealand,  miller, has
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents , Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect  of Flour , a Trade
Mark  of which the  following is a representation :-
orn
FIRST FIGHT HOURS
FIRTH'S
CHAMPION
ROLLER FLOUR
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand,  miller, has
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 42 ,  in respect  of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
yROLLER!`
FIRTH'S
OCEANIC
ROLLER FLOUR
RUCLaND,'
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the  first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark ,  in accordance  with the
provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer , William Street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  the fifteenth day
of August, 1888.
PsMexarT ;
Hip Excellency the Governor in Council.
W ittEREAS by  " The Divisional  Boards Actof 1887 ," i t is amongst other things
enacted that  , when a Division is divided into
two or  more Divisions,  or a portion is severed  from
one Division and included in another,  or a portion
of a  Municipali# 4is severed and included in a
Division ,  or a
Municipality is dissolved and in-eluded in a Divisio ,  and in every other case in
which it may,  in consequence of the alteration of
the boundaries of Divisions,  be necessary so to do,
the Governor in Council may by Order in Council
declare and apportion the assets and  liabilities of
the respective Local Authorities between them :
And whereas by a Proclamation published in the
Queensland Government Gazette  of the seventh day
of April ,  1888, the Division of Caboolture was
divided into two Divisions ,  viz., the Division of
Caboolture and the Division of Redcliffe ,  and it has
consequent ly become necessary to declare- and
apport ion the assets and liabilities of the said
Divisions of Caboolture and Redcliffe between
them  :  And whereas the basis of such appor-
tionment has been agreed upon between the
respective Boards of the said Divisions, and a
scheme of apportionment of the said assets and
liabi li ties has been made out in accordance with
such agreement ,  to the e#ect hereinafter ordered
and set forth :
Now, therefore, U is Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
in pursuance  and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, doth order ,  and it is
hereby ordered ,  that the assets and liabilities of
the said Divisions shall be apportioned in the
manner foll owing ,  that is to say :-
1. The Divisional Hall and the Mooloolah Wharf
-shallbe the property of the Caboolture Division,
which shall take over the debt due  thereon-viz.,
£178 9s .  10d. on the hall and £624 3s. 3d. on the
wharf.
2. The Woody Point Jetty and the )tedcliffe
Jetty  shall be the property of the Redclife Dipi-
sion,  which shall take over the debt due thereon-
viz., £395 1s.  2d. on Woody Point Jetty and
£1,643 6s. 6d.  on Redcliffe  Jetty.
3. Except as aforesaid,  each Board shall retain
its own assets and discharge its own liabilities as
from the date of division.
And the Honourable the Colonial  T reasurer is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane ,  the fifteenth day
of August, 1888.
P$xs$ICT :
His Excellency The Governor in Council.
WHEREAS by "  Tie  Divisional Boards Oct
of  1887  "  it is amongst other things enacted
that when a Division is divided into two or more
Divisions,  or a portion is severed from one Division
and included in another,  or a portion of a  Munici-pality is severed and included in a Division, .ox a
Municipality is dissolved .a,ad included in a Division,
and in every other case  in which it may, in conse-
quence of the alteration of the boundaries of
Divisions ,  be ,necessary so to do, the Governor in
Council may by Order in Council declare and
apportion the assets and  liabilities of the respective
Local Authorities between them :
And whereas  by an Order  in  Council  published
in the  Qseensta d Government gazette  of the
twelfth day of February, 1887 ,  a portion of the
Division of Ithaca was cons ti tuted a Municipality
under the name of the Shire of Windsor ; and
whereas by an Order in Council published in the
Queensland Government Gazette  of the twentieth
day of August ,  1887 ,  a further portion of the
Division of Ithaca was constituted a Municipality
under the  name  of the Shire of Ithaca ; and whereas
by a Proclamation published  in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  of  the thirty -first day of
March ,  1888, the name of the Division of  A WA
was altered to the Division of Enoggera ; and it
has consequently become necessary to declare and
6
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apportion the assets and liabilities of the said
Division of Enoggera and Shires of Windsor and
Ithaca between them : And whereas the basis of
such apportionment has been agreed upon between
the said Division and Shires.  and a  scheme of
apportionment of the  said assets  and liabilities has
been made out in accordance with such agreement,
to the effect hereinafter ordered and set forth :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, doth order,  and it is
hereby ordered, that the assets and liabilities of
the said Division and Shires, shall be apportioned
in the manner following, that is to say :-
The Shire of Ithaca shall pay to the Enoggera
Divisional Board, in final settlement of accounts,
the sum of £748 6s. 7d., with bank interest from
1st October, 1887, to date of payment.
The Debt to the Government (£4,270 3s. 9d.)
shall be divided as follows :-The sum of £3,550
4s. 10d. to be taken over by the Shire of Ithaca,
and the  balance , £719 18s. Rd., by the Enoggera
Divisional Board.
The Endowment on Rates collected by the
Board in 1887, on the portions forming the Shire
of Ithaca, shall be payable to the said Shire.
The Arrears of Rates on the properties now in
the Shire of Ithaca (not received by the Board)
shall belong to the said Shire.
Unpaid Claims, amounting to £37 15s. 2d., shall
be paid by the Shire of Ithaca.
Any freehold property, the purchase money of
which has been paid by the Shire of Ithaca, shall
belong to the Shire.
The Overdraft at the Royal Bank shall remain a
liability of the Enoggera Divisional Board.
The Shire of Windsor shall pay the Ithaca
Divisional Board the sum of £35 13s. 6d. in final
adjustment of accounts.
Allotment subdivision le of portion 266, parish
of Enoggera, containing 3 roods 15-& perches,
shall belong to the Shire of Windsor.
And the Honourable the Colonial  Treasurer is to
give  the necessary  directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twentieth day
of December, 1888.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887 "  it is amongst other things
enacted that when a Division is divided into two
or more Divisions ,  or a portion is severed from one
Division and included in another, or a portion
of a Municipality is 6evered and included in a
Division ,  or a Municipality is dissolved and in.
cluded in a Division , and in  every  other case in
which it may,  in consequence  of the alteration of
the boundaries of Divisions, be necessary so to do,
the Governor in Council may by Order in Council
declare and appor ti on the assets and liabi li ties of
the respective Local Authorities between them :
And whereas by a Proclamation published in
the  Queensland Government Gazette  of the seventh
day of January, 1888, a portion of the Division
of Bulimba was constituted  a separate  Division
under the name of the Division of Kianawah ;
and whereas  by a Proclamation published in the
Queensland Government Gazette  of the twenty-
first day of January, 1888, a further portion of the
Division of Bulimba was constituted  a separate
Division under the  name  of the Division of
Balmoral  ;  and it has consequently become
necessary to declare and apportion the assets and
liabilities of the said Divisions of Bulimba,
Kianawah, and Balmoral between them : And
whereas the basis of such apportionment has been
agreed upon between the said Divisions, and a
scheme of apportionment of the said assets and
liabilities has been made out in accordance with
such agreement, to the effect hereinafter ordered
and set forth :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance  and exercise
of the authority vested in him by the said Act,
doth order,  and it is  hereby ordered, that the
assets and  liabilities of the said Divisions shall be
apportioned  in the manner  following, that is to
sal. The  Bulimba  Division to receive from the
Kianawah Division the sum of £954 8s. 3d.
2. The Balmoral Division to receive from the
Bulimba Division the sum of £424 5s. 4d.
3 The Debt due to the Government by the old
Bulimba Division on the 31st December, 1887, viz.,
£7,601 Is. 8d., to be apportioned as follows:-2  s. d.
To Balmoral  Division ... 3,933 3 6
To gianawah  Division ... 2,003 14 7
To Bulimba Division ... 1,661 3 7
£7,601 1 8
And the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer is toy
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
[I IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
Il ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOSEPH DONALDSON,
F. A. POWELL, and
JOHN  LEaKy
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Racecourse, in
the parish of Thargomindah, in the room of D.
Campbell, C. A. Quinn, and R. S. Moore, who
have left the District.
M. HUME BLACK.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant FRANCIS PRINGLE TAYLOR
to be a Commander in the Marine Defence Force,
and also Commanderof H. M.Q.S. " Gayundah," and
Naval Superintendent, in connection with the
Marine Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
[_] 1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ANDREW AYTOIIN, Lieutenant 1st Battalion Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders,
to he a Captain in the Defence Force.
This appointment to date frcm the 1st ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Oltice,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ANDREW AYTOVN, Lieutenant 1st Battalion Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders,
to be Adjutant of -Volunteer Corps and Rifle Clubs
in connection with the Queensland Defence Force.
This appointment to date from the 1st ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
FREDERICK.JOHNStONE,
JOHN FLOOD, and
FRANCIS PAIN
to be Captains in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
II IS Excellency the Administrator of theGovernment, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to direct that
Lieutenant RICHARD  BURRELL
be placed on the Retired List of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
FRANK RUSSELL
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Marine
Defence Force.
U
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
BENJAMIN H. OGILVIE,
MARTIN O'DONOHUE, and
SHOLTO  S. BOWLES
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Hospital for Pacific Islanders at Geraldtoii,
to act on behalf of the Government, in conjunction
with
CHARLES E. ADAMS,
WILLIAM P. CANNY, and
RICHARD LEVINGE,
nominated by the employers of labourers in the
District.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HUGH HAWTHORNE BARTON
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Kennedy, in the room of F. Vaughan, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Colonial Secretary's Depart-
ment :--
ARTHUR MORLEY FRANCIS
to be Police Magistrate at Southport ;
FRANK NIXON
to be a Police Magistrate, and Police Magistrate at
Barcaldine, in the room of A. M. Francis, trans-
ferred ; and
Constable JOHN ROBERTS
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at
Ayton, for the Registry District of Cook.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1889.THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Cunnamulla.
Christopher Francis,
vice  Charles Carkeek, resigned.
Ingham.
Lewin Charles Cockrell,
John J. Hawkins,
James Paul Sbewcroft,
Stephen Simpson, and
Henry Stone.
Merritt's Creek.
Patrick Brady and
George Buzacott,
vice  Bartholomew Brady, deceased, and Alfred
Merritt, resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALLIER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
[L s.] chael and  St. Geor;:e, Prr..,ident
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
A(b),im,%tratur.  Administrator of the Government
of the Col ny of (Qaeen,lan,l and
its  Dependencies.
HEREAS by  an Act passed  in the fifty-
first year  of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act  to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating  to Loral Government outside the boundaries
or Municipalities ,"  itis amongstother things enacted
that, on presentation of a petition of the Board, or
of a majority  of the  ratepayers ,  of any Division,
praying that in future Elections for the Division
or Subdivisions voting  by post shall  be discontinued
in such Division or a Subdivision thereof, and
voting  by ballot established :  And whereas it
has been deemed necessary to abolish voting by
post in future Elections of Members and Auditors
for the  Pine Division  :  Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Administrator aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  issued with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  notify ,  proclaim, and
declare that in future Elections of Members and
Auditors for the Pine Division voting by post
shall be discontinued ,  and a poll taken in lieu
thereof ,  under the provisions of the before-recited
Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this second day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ei hty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of HerMajesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Mines and Works,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knigl't Commander of the Most
Distintuished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by  " The Queensland FisheriesAct of  1887," it is amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, prohibit or restrict the taking of all
or any kind of fish, turtle, dugobg, crabs, crayfish,
or prawns, in any Queensland waters specified in the
Proclamation, either absolutely or except by such
means as  are prescribed in the Proclamation : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, in
pursuance  of the power and authority vested in me
by the  said  recited Act, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby prohibit the
taking of all and every kind of fish with a net,
other than a hand or scoop net, in the waters here-
under described, that is to say:-
The waters ofCabbage Tr e Creek and on the
beach from the south head of that creek to the
Brighton Hotel, north of Sandgate.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane, this twentieth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN'
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled ,An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make Payments and do other
acts on  suck Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time , by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in  any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district  therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment aforesaid ,  in virtue  of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me  in that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify, proclaim,  and declare
that SATURDAY, the 26th instant, being the
Anniversary of the Foundation of Australia, shall,
throughout the Colony, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the  meaning  of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second  year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[i.s.3 ehael and St. George, President
A. IL PALa U, of the Legislative Council and
Adminidrssor .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuan +ce of  the authority in me vested, rind
in accordance  with the eighty-fourth  section
Of "Tke Caton kinds Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
Alruru  HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Road hereunder described shall
be and  is hereby  opened  as a Public Road.
E.M.--761-11.88-V'.
DascaimoN.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
113, Herberton District. (Kate Mary Kearney,
widow.)
From the eastern boundary of portion 113, parish
of Barron ,  westerly  to the  western  boundary
containing four acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this  twenty-eighth day of
December , in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight,
and in the fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HIIME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been temporarily reserved
for the purposenamed.
E.H.-6-12 -88-H'.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RssnnvE  FOR RACECOURSE.
88-7989,Twba.
Pittsworth.
County of Aubigny, parish of Rolleston.
Area-52 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
11, and bounded thence on the north by that portion
and portion 12 bearing east twenty chains and
twenty-four links ; on the east by portions 12 and
15 bearing south twenty-five chains and seventy-
nine links ; on the south by a road bearing 270
degrees 5 minutes twenty chains and fifty links ;
and on the west by a road bearing 34 minutes
twenty-five chains and seventy-six links to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
December ,  in the  year of  our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in  the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD S AVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, Of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested, under the provisions
of  ".7%e Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the maximum area allowed to be
selected by any one person in Grazing Area No.
5, in the Gladstone Land Agent's District (Bompa
Resumption), established by Proclamation dated
22nd August, 1887, shall be and is hereby increased
to 6,000 acres.
E.M.-12-12 .88--8,
88-33503-L.B.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mli-
[L.S.] ehael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
.L  in  accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify  and proclaim  that the Lease of the follow-
ing Grazing Farm , under  the said  Act, is  declared
forfeited :--
E.M.-6-12 -88-G'.
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
A.
38 James I. Markwell
H. P.
...  2,470 0 0  Nanango.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATIONN.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HvnTRR PALMER
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.e.] chael and S4t. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Connetl and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Qneenslsrrd -,,no;tql)elpenderi i"t
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease of the following Selection of Land, under
the said Act, is declared forfeited :--
a
Land  Agent's
Name of Lessee . Area.  District.
A. B. P.
2400 James Q. Osborne  ...  200 0 0 Rockhampton.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty- second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gon SAVE THE Qvnswv I
PROCLAMATION.
tty His Excell encyy  Sir ARTHUR HU14TRU PALMER,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
DistinEd` hed Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its hependenei' '
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the =selected, balances of Portions 6v
and 7v, Bowen Downs Resumption, containing
about 3,850 acres, in the Aramac Land Agent's
District, opened to selection by Proclamation dated
the 16th March, 1887, shall  be and are hereby with-
drawn from selection.
E.M.-6-12-88-F'.
88-26313-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gon SATE TEB Qvmnr !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HURTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander of the  Most
Distmguished  Order of St. 3E.[L-8.]  chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALME$,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers andauthorities in me  vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to  1886,'= I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and o> the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the  maximum area  allowed to be
selected by any one person in Grazing Area No. 1,
in the Charters Towers Land Agent's District
(Burdekin Downs Resumption), established by
Proclamation dated 21st February, 1888, shall be
,and is hereby increased  to 3,200 acres.
E.M.-12-12-88-R.
88-33443--L.B.
Given under pi.y Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December ,  in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GoD SAVE THE Qum' 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HURTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of sections  ninety-five ,  ninety-six,and ninety -seven  of  "The Crow* Lands Act
of 1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMan, the
Administrator  aforesaid , by  and with the advice of
the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim that the land hereunder
described  has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named, and placed ender the control of
the Isis Divisional Board.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE TOR GRAVEL.
86-33669-s.c.
County of Cook, parish of Childers.
Area-About  10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
39v, and bounded thence on the west by that portion
bearing south about nine chains and fifty links; on
52
the south by that portion bearing east about ten
chains ; on the east  by portion 42v bearing north
about ten chains  and fifty links ; and on the north
by a road bearing about 261 degrees about seven
chains  and twenty-five links and west about three
chains  to the point  of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's Office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN!
PROCLAN1 ATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR IIUNTFR PALMEu
knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.a.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Adsrinirtrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
l Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
E.M.-12- 12-88-V.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Kilkivan Railway.
For Ballast.
88-31789-- Rys.
County of  Lennox, parish  of Kilkivan.
Area - About 600 acres.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Kil-
kivan Goldfields Reserve at its intersection with
the south side of the  K ilkivan Railway ,  and bounded
thence on the east by the east boundary of that
reserve bearing south about seventy chains ; on the-
south by a line bearing west about eighty chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north about eighty
chains to the Kilkivan Railway  ;  and thence on the
north by that railway easterly about eighty chains
to the point of commencement  ;- exclusive of any
selected land.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESE RVE FOE SHOW GROUNDS.
Atherton.
88-36485--p.L.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Goverment Gazette  dated 5th September,
1887, which is hereby amended.)
County of Nares, parish of Barron, section  XVIII.
Area-5 acres.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Louise
street bearing 23 degrees ten chains ; on the north-
east by Jack street bearing 113 degrees five chains ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 203 degrees ten
chains ; and on the south-west by Vernon street
bearing 293 degrees five chains to the point of
commencement.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Atherton.
S8-32387--S.G.
County=of  Nares,  parish of Barron.
Area-About 210 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
28, and bounded thence on the north by a road
bearing east twenty-eight chains and fifty-five
links ; on the east by a road bearing south about
twenty-three chains ; on the south-east by portion
34v bearing 225 degrees about thirty-three chains
and twenty-six links ; on the south by the last-
mentioned portion and a line bearing west twenty-
nine chains and fifty-three links, and by portion
119 bearing 269 degrees 37 minutes twenty-one
chains and two links ;  again  on the south-east and
east by that portion bearing 246 degrees 33 minutes
twelve chains and three  links  and 179 degrees 21
minutes fourteen  chains  and ninety-nine links ;
again  on the south by portion 34 bearing west about
ten chains ; on the north-west by a line bearing 23
degrees about thirteen chains and fifty links ; on
south-west by Jack street bearing 293 degrees five
chains ;  again  on the north-west by Louise street
bearing 23 degrees about fifteen chains ;  again on
the north by portion 1 and a line bearing 89 degrees
51 minutes about nine chains and fifty links ; again
on the north-west by portion 28 bearing 73 degrees
twenty-four chains and thirty links, 86 degrees
seventeen chains, and 53 degrees 30 minutes twelve
chains and sixty links ; and on the west by that
portion bearing north twenty-two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
THE TOOWOOMBA L .ND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
Cooyar Creek.
88-34131-8.G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette  dated 12th
June, 1878, No 4, which is hereby amended.)
County of Cavendish, pariah of Cooyar.
Area-About 525 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Cooyar Creek
at the north-west corner of portion 6v, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing south
fifty-six  chains  forty links ; on the south by that
portion and a line bearing west eighty chains ; on
the west by a line bearing north to the south-west
corner of portion 23v; and on the north by that
'portion east to Oaky Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Cooyar Creek, and by that creek down-
wards  to the point  of commencement.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
St. Helen's Creek.
(Being Forfeited Selection No. 1523, Mackay
Register.)
88-32644-L.B.
County of Carlisle, parish of St. Helen's,
portion  1523.
Area-160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of St. Helen's
Creek at a point one hundred and seventy-one links
west from a post bearing 173 degrees 45 minutes,
and distant thirty-nine and a-quarter links from an
ash-tree marked broad-arrow 1523, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing east sixty-
four chains and fifty-eight links ; on the east by a
line bearing north nineteen chains and fifty links ;
on the north-east by a road bearing 290 degrees
twenty-nine chains and fifty links ; again on the
east by that road bearing north eighteen chains
and forty links to St. Helen's Creek and passing
through a post 120 links from said creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK,
GOD SAVE THE QVEEN ;
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PI.{,OCL 8.MATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PAL3tuR,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St .  George, President
L. H. PALMER, of the  Legislative  Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection,  under  the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed  lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Fourth day of February,
1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the annual rent at which
said lands may be selected shall be 1d.  per acre,
and that the  maximum  areas which may be selected
by any one  person in  the said District shall be
as follows, that  is to say :-
In the  case of lands  not within an Agricultural
Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare
that the maximum  area  which may be selected by
any one person within the limits of the lands
described  as within  Grazing Area No. 3. established
by Proclamation dated 25th October, 1888, in the
said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
.M.-12-12-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 3.
County of Humboldt, parish of Walton.
(Lately known as Walton Run.)
About 46  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Duckworth
Creek at a point about eight chains above a karbene-
tree marked broad- arrow  over DH over 18 in shield,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line
two miles  thirty-two chains ; thence on the north.
east by a  line bearing  about north 110 degrees 30
minutes  east about twelve miles fifty-two chains,
crossing  Duckworth Creek at a point about  sixteen
chains below  a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over DH over 22 in shield and Walton Creek at a
point about fourteen chains above an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over WN over 1 in shield, to
the watershed between Charlevue Creek and
Walton Creek ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly ; thence on the south-west
by a line  bearing  about north 290 degrees 30
minutes east  about  six miles ten chains  to a point
south of  starting  point  ;  and thence  again on the
west by a north  line two miles  forty-eight  chains,
crossing  Walton Creek at a point  about eight chains
below  a karbene -tree marked broad -arrow over
WN over 8 in shield and Duckworth Creek, to the
point of commencement;-exclusive of all railway
reserves contained within these described boun-
daries.
NOTE.- Subject to the  payment  of  the value of improvements,
it any.
PROCLAMATi i )N.
B, his Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
k. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
A Iministrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M.-12 -12-88-V.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RE8SRV8  FOR  STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
87-27398-Petn.
Pine  Creek, Yandilla.
County of Derby,  parish  of Domville.
Area-4 acres.
Commencing at the north corner of portion 3997,
and bounded thence on  the north- west by a road
bearing 45 degrees seven chains  and forty-eight
links;  on the north -east by a line bearing 135
degrees five chains and  thirty- five  links ; on the
south -east by a line bearing 225 degrees seven chains
and forty -eight links  ;  and on the south -west by
portion 3997 bearing 315 degrees five chains and
thirty-five  links to the  point  of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
Gnreral 's  Office.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
58-34130-3.G.
Charleville Bore, Parry street, Charleville.
County of Orrery, parish of Charleville.
Allotments 3 and 4 of section 43.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at the north  corner  of allotment 2,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Parry
street bearing 47 degrees four chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 5 bearing 137 degrees two chains
and fifty links; on the south- east  by allotments 7
and 8 bearing 227 degrees four chains ; and on the
south-west by allotment 2 bearing 317 degrees two
chains and fifty links to the point of  commencement.
THE CUNNAMIJLLA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES.
88-34I29-S.G.
Cunnamulla Bore, corner of John and Alice streets,
Cunnamulla.
County of Wellington, parish of Cunnamulla.
Allotment 2 of section 7.
Area-2  acres  2 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the south by Alice
street bearing 95 degrees five chains  ;  on the east
by allotment  3 b-aring 5 degrees five chains ; on
the north by allotment 1 bearing 275 degrees five
chains ; and on the west by John street bearing 185
degrees five chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  twenty-eighth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and. eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent  Sir ARTHUR Hun ran PALM ER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali.[L.11.] chael and St. George,  Pr sident
A. H. PALYBa,  of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland i ud
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir AETnVS  HVNTSB PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Execu-
tare Council,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare  that the  Roads  described hereunder
shall be and are  hereby opened as Public Roads.
154997- LT.
LM.-17 -11-87-R'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road one chain wide, resumed from portions 7
and 13, parish of Telemon. (William Drynan.)
From the north boundary of portion 119 north-
easterly through portions 13 and 7 across Running
Creek ;  again through portion 13 to a reserved
road  ;  containing twelve acres two roods eight
perches.
Z.3[.-17-10- 88-C'.
Road one chain wide ,  resumed from Selection
7645, Ipswich District. (P. V. Nicholson.)
From an angle in the road through portions 72A,
11, 163, and 172, south-easterly through portion
172 to the north-western corner of portion 47v,
parish of Byron ;-containing six acres twenty
perches taken from a reservation of thirty-eight
acres  for road purposes.
88-11820-1s.D.
Now Road, from Hughenden to Croydon.
Commencing on the main road from Hughenden
to Richmond about twenty-three miles (Surveyor's
Report, 88-5524--L.S.W.) east of Richmond Station
at the gate in the Marathon Fence ; thence running
north-westerly alonga surveyed and marked line
crossing the Flinders and Dutton Rivers to Burleigh
Station on the southern bank of Cambridge Creek ;
thence northerly crossing that creek and the Wool-
gar River along the existing track to Merton or
Duck Ponds on the western bank of the Wool gar
River ; thence north-westerly along a surveyed and
marked line to Piebald Camp on the northern bank
of the Norman River ; thence north-westerly along
the-existing track to The Springs or Victoria Ponds;
thence northerly along a surveyed and marked line
to the Clara River southern bank) ; and thence
north-westerly along the existing track to the town
of Croydon.
TABLE OF APPROXIMATE DISTANCES.
M. C. L
Hughenden and Richmond Road to Surveyed 43 10 0
Burleigh deviation
Burleigh to Merton Ponds  ... ...  Track  ... ...  26 0 0
Merton Ponds to Piebald Camp  ...  Surveyed 30 49 0
deviation
Piebald Camp to Victo ri a  Ponds  ...  Track  ... ...  13 0 0
Victoria Ponds to the Clara River  ...  Surveyed 12 62 0
deviation
Clara River to Croydon  ... ...  Track ... ... 101 0 0
Total about ... 225 31 0
Given under my Rand and Beal,  at Government
House, Brisbane this  twenty-eighth day of
December,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the  Mty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gov Savo van Qviiisl
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th December, 1888.
ERROR IN DEED.
NT
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct description shall be taken to
have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erroneous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
M. HUMS BLACK.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-70335.
Date of Deed-29th May, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich Bormann.
Land  Granted-Portion 1293, county of Aubigny,
parish of Toowoomba.
Area-367 acres.
AMEN DED  DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
portion  1293.Area-367 acres
Commencing at the  west corner  of portion 2348,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a road
bearing 227 degrees twenty-four chains and twenty-
five links, 187 degrees eleven chains and eight
links, and 261 degrees 15 minutes three chains and
ninety -nine links ; on the west by a road bearing
south twenty-four chains and ninety-five links,
143 degrees 17 minutes thirty-two chains and
fourteen links, and south twenty chains and forty-
seven links; on the south-eastby portion 2331 bearing
48 degrees 30 minutes fifty-seven chains and thirty-
two links ; thence by lines bearing 315 degrees one
chain and eighty-one links,  44 degrees  55 minutes
eight chains and twenty-five links, 315 degrees 5
minutes fourteen chains and fourteen links, and 45
degrees 5 minutes seven chains and eighty-one links ;
and on the north-east by lines bearing 315 degrees
eleven chains and fifty-eight links and 225 degrees
fifteen links, and by a line and portion 2348 bearing
315 degrees forty-three chains and eighty-five links
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
c. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th November, 1888.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
ESCHEATED LANDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of the
l eighty-eighth section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," that the portions of land hereinafter
described have been escheated to the Crown owing
to the person in whom the legal estate was vested
being an Asiatic alien, and that it is the intention
of His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, at the expiration of two
months from the date of this notice, to direct that
the said lands shall be vested in Her Majesty.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCR IPTION.
Allotments 2 of section  2, area 2  roods, and 5 of
section 8, area 1 acre ,  town  of Oontoo.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 30th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh, Ipswich, and Bundaberg ;
Police Offices, Southport, Beaudesert, and Bun-daberg; and Post Offices, Southport, Dugandan,
and Bundaberg.
A. a. P.
The Southport The southern end of Nerang ... 1 3 12
Divisional the reserved road
Board, on through portion 44,
account  of south of the new
the Admin- road
istrator of
the Estate of
the late Ro-
bert Muir
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1
*2 Ditto The road separating  ditto  ... 3 2 35
*3
portion 27 from
portion 28, from the
southern boundary
of the water reserve
to the Nerang River
The Inspector The reserved road Melcombe 9 0 0
M. RUME BLACK.
of Road Sur- th rough  portion 20
veys, on
account of
T. L. Murray-
Prior
*4
*5
*6
*7
NOTE.-The closure  of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
About in connection  with the opening of another road.
Ditto The reserved road ditto ... 4 2 0
through portion 26
and part of the
road through por-
tion 27 About
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date. •
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
and Police Offices, Toowoomba ; and Post Office,
Meringandan.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.  I Parish. Arsa.
A. R. P.
1 The Inspector The road separating Goom- 2 3 20
for Road portion 4026 from bungee
Surveys, on portion 4047
account of
Edward
Beutel
2 The Inspector The road separating ditto ... 2 3 21
for Road portion ,964 from
Surveys, on portion 4047
account of
John Noske About
3 The Inspector That part of the road ditto .. 2 0 0
for Road forming the west-
Surveys, on  em  boundary of
account of portion 3899, north
Wenzel of the intersection
Wich of the new road
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty -ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  a ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
and Po lice Offices, Cooktown ,  and Post Office,
Marton.
Ditto Parts of two (2) of ditto ... 13 3 0
the reserved roads
through portion 12
The Inspector  A branch road to ditto ... 1 1 20
of Road Sur-  Burnett 's Creek
veys, on through portion 6v
account of
H. Slatter
The Inspector The continuation of ditto ... 0 0 8
of Road  Sur- the last-mentioned
veys, on road through the
account of  south-western cor-
J. Pocock ,  ner of  portion 41
junr.
8 D. L. Graham The western end of Bundaberg 0 0 10
the lane forming
part of  the north-
western boundary
of allotment 1A of
motion 4
* NOTE.-The closure of these  roads is pro posed  to be carried out
in connection  with the opening  of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Beenleigh.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 TheBeenleigh
2
Divisional
Board, on
account of
Allan Dunn
The Beenleigh
M. HUME BLACK.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Daintree Divi - The ori ginally Hann
sional Board, reserved road
on account of th ro ugh portion
J. V. S. Barnett 57
A. R. P.
... 42 1 0
About
2 The  Daintree  Divi- That  part  of  the ditto ... 4 0 0
sional Board ,  origina lly  re-
on  account of served road
John Williams tb rough portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new  road
NOTE.- The closure of these  roads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of another road .
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Crown Lands Office at Blackall will
be closed on the 31st instant, and that from and
after the 1st proximo all business, under the pro-
visions of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
connected with Runs in the Unsettled Districts of
Gregory North and Mitchell, will be conducted at
the Head Office in Brisbane.
HENRY JORDAN.
Situation. Parish. Area.
One of the reserved
roads through por-
tion 46, and its con-
tinuation through
portion 62
The reserved road
Darlington
ditto
A. R. P.
3 0 0
... 6 2 0
Divisional through portion 55
Board, on
account ofd
Thomas
Bradbury
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th December, 1888.
" THE CR 0 WY L A &DS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby  notified for public information , that the Land  Commissioners appointed under the provisions ofI " The Crown La ds Act of1889" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868'' and  "2Ze
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District. Jan.
Ailora + ... ... ..
Aramac ... ... Fri . 11
B eaana  ... ...  Wed. 16
Baicaldinet  ...  Wed. 9
Beenleigh  ...  Tues. 8
Bleekall  ... ...  Mon. 28
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs. 24
Brisbane  ... ... Wed. 2
Btu  dabera  ...  Sat. 12
Burketown  ... Wed. 2
C urns  ...  Wed. 9
Cardwell" ... Fri. 11
Charleville  ...  Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs.31
Coo ctown  ...  Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Dolby  ...  Fri. 25
Emerald ' ...  Mon. 21
Esk *  .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah ... Wed. 2
Gereidton (Mou- Wed. 2
rilyan)
Glaastone Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 30
Inglewood +* ...  Wed. 9
ipewich  ... ...  Fri . 4
Isistord  .. ...  Tues. 22
Mackay ....  ...  Thurs.10
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18
Mitchelit  ...  Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango  ..  Wed. 9
Nebo (Mt.Britton )  Wed. 2
Nerang+ .. ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ra enswood  ...  Thurs. 3
Rockhampton  ... Mon. 14
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 9
St.  George  ...  Tues. 15
St.  Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11
Surat  ... ...  Thurs. 31
T.4mbo  ... ...  Wed. 2
Taroom  .  Wed. 2
Tennin gering
. Wed. 9
Thargomindah  ... Wet 2Toowoomba  .  Mon. 24
Townsville  .  Thurs. 10
Warwick ... ..  Tues. 22
Feb. March.
Wed. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 8
Wed. 20  Wed.  20
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Tues .  12 Tues. 12
Mon. 25  Mon. 25
Thurs .28 Thurs.28
Tues. 5  Tues. 5
Sat. 9 Sat. 9
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 4 Mon. 4
Wed. 61 Wed. 6
Thurs .26 I Thurs.28
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Mon .  18 Mon. 18
Fri. 22 Fri. 22
Mon. 18 Mon. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs.14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs.28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Tues. 19
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri . 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri . 16
Fri . 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon.  11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 0
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Tues. 19
April.  May .  June .  July. August. Sept.
Wed. 19
Fri. 5 Fri. 10 Fri. 7
Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19
Wed. 3  Wed. 8 Wed. 5
Tues. 9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Tues .  23 Mon .  SV Mon. 21
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 27
Tues .  2 Tues. 7 Taes. 4
Sat,  13 Sat.  11 Sat. 8
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Fri. 10
Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon. S
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs .2.5 Thurs. 31 Thurs.27
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Fri. 26  Fri. 31 Fri. 28
Mon.  15 Mon .  20 Mon. 17
Tues. 21
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 27
Fri. 12  Fri. 10 Fri. 14
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 24  Wed. 29 Wed. 26
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Fri. 5 Fri. 3 F ri . 7
Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues. 18
Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 T'hurs.13
Fri. 26 Fri . 17 Fri . 21
Fri. 12 Fri .  10  M. 14
Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 10  ...  Wed.  32
Tues.  9 Tues.  14 Tues. 11
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. S
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 6
Mon. 8 Mon. 13 Mon. 10
Wed. 10  Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues. 18
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Tues . 23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri. 14
Thurs 25 Thurs .  30 Thurs. 27
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. I Wed. 5
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Thurs .11 Thurs .  9 I Thurs.13
Tues .  18 Tues. 21 Tues.  16
.. Wed. 1S
Fri. 5 Fri .  9 Fri. 6
Wed. 17 Wed . 21 Wed. 18
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Mon. 22 Mon .  26 Mon. 23
Thurs .25 Thurs  22  Thurs.26
Tues . 2 Tues .  0 Tues. 3
Sat. 13 Sat .  10  Sat.  14
Wed. 3  N ed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 12  ...  Fri. 13
Mon. 1  Mon .  5 Mon. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 26
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Mon .  15 Mon . 19 Mon. 16
Fri. 28 Fri . 23 Fri. 27
Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Tues .  16 Tues. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Thurs. 25
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 31
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Tues. 16
Thurs.11
Fri. 19
Fri.  12
Tues.  9
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Tues. 9
Thurs. 4
Thurs. 4
Mon. 8
Wed. 10
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Mon. 22
Fri. 12
Thurs. 25
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Mon. 22
Thurs. 11
Tues. 16
Thurs . 22 Thurs.26
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 28 Wed. 26
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri . 6
Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Thurs. 8 rhurs.12
Fri. 16 Fri . 20
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14
Tues. 13
Thurs. 1Thurs. 1
Mon. 11
Wed. 14
Tues. 20
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Fri. 9
Thurs. 29
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Wed. 14
Wed. 7
Mon. 26
Thurs. 8
Tues. 20
Oct.
Fri. 11
Wed. 16
Wed. 9Tues.  8
Mon. 28
Thurs. 24
Tues. 1
sat. 12
Nov.
Fri.... 8
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Mon. 25
Thurs. 28
Tues. 6
Sat. 16
.  21 Wed. 6
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 7 Mon. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 8
Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Fri. 25 Fri. 22
Mon. 21 Mon. 1STues. 19
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Thurs . 24 I Tburs.28
Dec.
Wed. 18
Fri. 6
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Mon. 23
Fri . 27
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Mon. 2
Wed. 4
Fri. 27
1W-id. 11
Mon. 16
Fri. 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Fri. 27
Fri. I1 Fri .  s Fri. 13
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Fri . 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 18  M.  15 Fri. 20
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues. 15 Tues .  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues. 10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. d
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues .  17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19  Tues.  17
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri . 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs . 26 Thure .31 Thurs.28 Fri. 27
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 4 wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  12 Thurs .  10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues.  17 Tues .  22 , Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  * are only  held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
++ Court to be  held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in theundermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, have  been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons hereunder
particularised.
Name of Transferror.
The Australian Joint Stock Bank ...
The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
James Rutherford and William
Franklin Whitney
Walter Russell Hall (by his Attor-
neys, Charles Carleton Scarratt and
Kelso King)
Walter Russell Hall (by his Attor-
neys, Charles Carleton Scarratt and
Kelso King)
Grandison John Arthur Watson ...
Thomas Baird ...
Patrick McGuigan
Andrew Tobin ...
Herbert Bristow Hughes
George Broad ... ...
Edward Mytton ... ... ...
Patrick Gilbert Gill (by his Executor,
Tames Bruce Gill), and James
Goodall Francis (by his legal repre.
sentatives) Alfred Brooks Malleson
and George Miller)
Patrick Gilbert Gill (by his Executor,
James Bruce Gill)
Henry Paige (by his Executors and
Trustees, John Ellis and Frederick
Bruce Wise)
The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited
Michael Miles ... ... ... ...
Charles Macphillamy  ... ... ...
Henry Crew and Richard Lanvon ...
The Bank  of New  South Wales (by
their Attorney,  Alexander Archer)
Frederick  J epson Beor ... ...
Duncan Forbes Mackay (by his
Executor, Henry Trenchard)
Hurtle Fisher ... ... ... ...
George Cannon (Trustee in the
Estate of D. and J. Benjamin
and Company, in Liquidation)
Name of Transferree.
BIIRKE DISTRICT.
The Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company, Limited
George William Sawtelle and John
Burkett Sawtelle
M. HUME BLACK.
Name of Run.
Saltram, Clifton, Haslebury Vale,Monkey, Monkey No. 1, Monkey
No. 2, and Monkey No. 3.Cloncurry No. 1, Cloncurry No. 2, Clon-
curry No. 3, Byrimine Emilie, Wod-
donga, and Cloncurry Ro. 4.
COOK DISTRICT.
Patrick O' Brien, Edward Hunt, and Mambirra.
William Steele {
Patrick  O'Brien, Edward  Hunt,  and Pine , Copperfield,  Rienza, Preston, and
Wi ll iam Steele  Nepowe.
Interest  in Annual Tenancy.
Patrick O'Brien, Edward Hunt, and
William Steele
Grandison  John Arthur  Watson,
Edmund Schamlynn Watson, and
Leopold Tamerlane Watson
Wivenhoe  No. 1  and Wivenhoe No. 2.
Tintaldra No. 1, Quart Pot, Pint Pot
Mimosa, and  Tintaldra No. 2.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
William Webb Baird ... ... ...
James Rutherford ...
Daniel Mackinnon ...
Glanmire No. 2, Glanmire No. 3, and
Glanmire No. 4.
Mowarrah No. 4.
Marion Downs No. 1 Marion Downs No.
2, Marion Downs loo. 3, Marion Downs
No. 4, Marion Downs No. 5, Marion
Downs No. 6, Marion Downs No. 7,
Marion Downs No. 8, Marion Downs
No. 9, Marion Downs No. 10, Marion
Downs  No. 11,  Marion Downs No. 12,
Bellevue, Bellevue No. 2, Bellevue No.
3, Bellevue No. 4, Bellevue No. 5,
Kasouka No. 1, Kasouka No. 2, and
Kasouka No. 3.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
The Australian Mortgage Land and ( Boorooah South and Parragoonah.
Finance Company , Limited
Thomas  Green  .. ... ... . Les Cuevas and Huevos.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Joseph Cooper, Theophilus Cooper,
and Edward Mytton
James  Bruce Gill, Alfred Brooks
Malleson,  and George Miller
Wando Vale and Kinross.
Niall  North,  Merino Downs, Tuppall,
Brier Field ,  Spring Grove, South
Merino, Mitchell Vale, and Emu
Ground.
James Bruce Gill, Alfred Brooks
Malleson, and George Miller
Charles Alford .. ... ... ...
Monomeith.
Marlborough.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Michael Miles  ... ... ... ..
` Plain Cre ek.
John Henry Clark ... ... ...  I Plain Creek.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
James Tyson ... .. ...
Henry Crew and George Talbot ...
Frederick Jepson Beor ... ...
John McPherson ...
Sherwood and Yandina.
Blackwater.
Toombul and The Rhyddings.
Toombul and The Rhyddings.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Hurtle Fisher  ... ... ... Oinmurra.
The Corporation of the English,  Oinmurra.
Scottish, and Australian Char-
tered Bank
Hurtle Fisher ... ... ... ... Warree.
Hurtle Fisher ... .. ... .... The Corporation of the  English , Warree,
Scottish , and Australian Char-
tered 13&p1;
Name of Transferror.
John Franklin McMullen, as Inspec-
tor of the Union Bank of Austra-
lia, Limited (by his Attorney, D.
Finlayson)
George Haughton
Charles Rome (by his
Francis Reid Murphy)
Executor,
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TRANSFERS  OF  RUNS-continued.
Name of  Transfer re e. Name of Run.
MARANOA  DISTRICT - continued.
Frederick Durham Badgery  ...  Warroo, Tongy, Tongy South ,  Brumby
i  Plains ,  Wilky, and Alfred Downs.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Boyd Dunlop Morehead
James Francis Cudmore, Robert
Barr Smith ,  William Robert Swan,
and Sir Thomas Elder
Haughton Green.
Sedan, Metz, Walton, Henley, Kings-
ton, Dornock, Eden Downs, Welford
Downs, Adderley, Cumberland, Ada-
ford, Sedburgh, Romula, Peninsula,
Bowfell, Putney, and Trickett.
Ellen Vannin No. 3.
Mount Pleasant No. 2 and Mount
Pleasant No. 2 West.
Mount Pleasant No. 2 and Mount
Pleasant No. 2 West.
Bland No. 1, Bland No. 2 Mills Vale
No. 1, and Mills Vale No. i.
Patrick Joseph Phillips
Allan
and John James Thomas Allan ... ...
Falkiner  Minchin Howson ... Terrick Alfred Hamilton
Terrick Alfred Hamilton ... The Bank  of Australasia
John Button ... ... ... James Fraser ... ...
The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company, Limited
Samuel Symons Bassett and Robert
Douglas, junior
Danville  Tilson Leadbetter ... ...
Francis Williams, Thomas Williams,
George Williams, Ridley Williams,
and Edward William llreyer (by
his legal  representative, George
Henry Green)
Francis  Williams,  Thomas Williams,
George Williams, James  Williams,
and Edward  William Dreyer (by
his legal  re  resentative ,  George
Henry  Green)p
Ridley Williams ,  Francis Wi lliams,
George Wi lliams, ThomasWi lliams,
and Edward  William Dreyer (by
his legal  representative ,  George
Henry Green)
Ridley  Williams , Robert Williams,
and Edward  William Dreyer (by
his legal representative, G eorge
Henry Green)
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Samuel Symons Bassett and Robert
Douglas, junior
The Corporation of the Bank of
Australasia
The Bank of New South Wales ...
Thomas Williams, Ridley Williams,
and Robert Williams
Thomas Williams,  Ridley Williams,
and Robert Williams
Thomas Williams, Ridley Williams,
and Robert Williams
Thomas  Williams, Ridley  Williams,
and Robert  Williams
Ridley Williams ... ... ... Thomas Williams, Ridley Williams,
and Robert Williams'
°,
How Held. pOwner.o
0 0 A
Department of Public Lands,
87-26641 - D.B. Brisbane ,  4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
1  T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing ,  within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office,  Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS To A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT  RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
Description of Road.
1 A triangular piece of
land at the south-east
co rn er of  portion 37
O I?  a
Brunell Downs East ,  Mount Maria,
Brigham, Tarrawinnabah ,  Winneba,
Red Cap ,  Bassett and Protection.
Brunell Downs L,tast, Mount Maria,
Brigham ,  Tarrawinnabah ,  Winneba,
Red Cap, Bassett ,  and Protection.
Alba Creek No. 2.
Avron.
Yeatman.
Maroochoo, Quilbery, and Altanan.
Fairlie  Plains,  Fairlie Plains West,
Bierbank , Injuringa ,  Haredeane East,
Haredeane  West, Bierbank East, Yarron
Plains, Wokolena, Bierbank West, and
The Cool
Manberry North and Manberry South.
Occupier. Lengths.
O
Area.S
Chg. Lks.'  Links .  A. R. P.
37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied  2100 01 10 50 Irregu- a 0 0
Donnelly Iar
REMARKS.- No Improvemea4s,
59
88-27198- F. Department of Public Lands,
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
Reputed
Owner.
I T is hereby notified far  general information , that the new Road described in the Book of Referencehereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands  Resumption  Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests  affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing,  within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen at this  mice, and at the Land Office,  Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF  REFER ENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A. CROSSING OF THE Dom  RivE$ INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
r"x
w
I
1
Description of Road.
wq
o_o band
Agent 's How Held.
District.
From  the east  boundary  68 Bowen  ...  Freehold ...
of portion 68  north- 77
westerly through por-
Upns  88 and  77 to the
a River
0
Occupier.  Lengths .  Area.
Fq
Chs. Lks .  Links . A. it. s.
... John Taylor Unoccupied 30'8° 80' 38  80 149 3 1 9
Ruxaaxs:  No Improvements.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th  January, 1889.
R
ETURN of all Applications for Timber and
other Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant ' s Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
ALLopA.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
A. Gordon ... . To cut cedar ... ... I 5 0
BIRDSVILLE.
(For the Month of October,  1888.)
Wm. Scott  ... ... I  To  out andsplit slabs ,  &c. 0 15
Ditto ... .. To cut firewood 0 10
CHARLEVILL&
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
H. Jarvis  ... ..  To out firewood  ...  1 0
L. Richardson ... „ „ ... 1 0
CROYDON.
(For the Month of October, 1888.)
Edward Pratt ... To out firewood I 0 10
Patrick Gannon ... I „ „ ... I 0 10
CUNNA3fULLA.(Flor the Month ofNovember, 1888.)
High Albion ... ...
`' To cut pine ... ... 1 15
A. W. Nixon ... ... I ... .... 3 10
GEORGETOWN.
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
Ali by ... I To rut 'firewood ... 0 10
George McGill ... To cut  and splitslabs , &c. 0 15
William Jones 0 15
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
G. Durston ... ... To cut firewood ... 0 10
L. Farmer ... ... „ . „ ... 0 10
W. Dobbs ,. 01-0C. Connell „ ... '  10 10
E. Miller ... 0 10
M. Murphy ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 0 15
W. Beausang ... ... To cut hardwood ... 1 5
W. Beausang ... ... „ „ ... 1 5
C. Watson ... .. „ „ ... 1 5
HERBERTON.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
To out firewood ... 0 10L. Eadie ...
0 10C. Wright .
0 10G. Austerfield
To cut and  split slabs, &c. 0 15P. Campbell ...
0 15R. wan ...
LICRNSES --continued.
Applicant's Name.
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ d.
INGLE WOAD.
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
F. Comford ... ... I To out and splitshbs ,&c.l 1 10
IrswIcn.
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
Wm. H. Johnson  ...  To cut pine, &c. ... I 3 10
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of September ,  1888.)
James Horan  ... .  To cut firewood 0 10
James Gillham  ...  1 „ „ ... 0 10
(For the Month  of  November ,  1888.)
Ah Lee ...  ...  I To cut  firewood ... I 1 0
ROMA.
(For the Month of Novem ber,  1888.)
Walter Barnes  ...  To cut pine , &e. ... 1 15
Ditto  ... ... „ „ ...  115
Ditto ... ... „ „ ...  1 15
STAwvnonsn.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
John Cameron  ...  To cut wattle-bark ... 0 10
Sr. LAW .
(For the Month of November ,  1888.)
D. J. Parnell  ... ... I  To cut cedar  ... ... (  5 0
T4 no.
(For the Month of November ,  1888.)
L. Kurtz ... ...  I To cut firewood  ...  0 10
TAROOS.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
Henry Downer  ...  To cut and split  ... 1 10
ToowooxBA.
(For the Month of November,  1888.)
Henry Hotten . .. I To cut and split slabs &c, ( 0.15
Paul Althaus  ... 31 ,,  0 15
TowNSVILLE.(For the  Mon* of November ,  1888.)
Albert Clark To cut firewood ... (  1 0
Fred. Clark  ... ... „ „ ...  1 0
VERESDALE.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
James Robinson  ...  To cut pine ... ... I 1 15
WARWICK.
.(For the Month of November,  11888.)
John Grace ... ... To cut hardwood ... I 1 5
WINZON.
(For the Month of October, 1888.)
Michael Flynn ... I To cut and split slabs,  &e.) 0 15
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
T T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
J undermentioned Rules, that  an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on Wed-
nesday, the 24th day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
RULES FOE EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES.
1. An Examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of April, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board  of Examiners shall  be appointed, to
consist of the Assistant Engineer Survey Branch,
the Inspecting Surveyor, and one Railway Sur-
veyor on the Staff ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of  210;  such fees, in the
case  of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
Colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination  shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall- be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the Examina.
tion shall be granted licenses as railway surveyors,
to be notified in the  Government Gazette,  and they
shall have preferable claims for employment in the
Railway Department of this colony when suitable
openings may occur, but not otherwise.
6. The Examination shall be conducted by the
Assistant Engineer, Survey Branch, who shall
apportion to the other members of the Board the
subjects in which they  shall examine  candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra  as far as  quadratic equations.
(r•) Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical  examinations  in use and adjust-
ment of  instruments, plan drawing, grading
earthwork  contents , conduct of surveys,
field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination of
latitude and true  meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually pre-
pare papers on the various subjects for examination,
and the  same shall be  submitted to the Chief
Engineer, and on his approval thereof they shall
be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the pro-
portional value of each question shall be determined
by the Chief Engineer previous to examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 per cent. of
such marks shall be entitled to a certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed  as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license  from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer. .
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
TENDERS.
TV' .IENDERS  are invited  for the undermentioned Public Works.  For fall particulars,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Natu re of Work. Date of  Oaeette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
(M ines and Works Office,
I Brisbane, and Court
MAYTOWN-Stables, Police Station ... 15th December, 1888. Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 18th Janu-
M
ary,1889.
ines and Works Office,
BRISBANE-New Telephone Exchange... 29th December, 1888 Brisbane; 11th January,
M
1889.
ines and
Brisbane,
Works Office,
and Custom
CAIRxs-New Custom House ... ... ... Ditto ... ... Houses, Cairns and
Townsville ; 25th Janu-
ary, 1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1859.
TENDERS.ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Work.  For full particulars ,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Drivers' and Firemen's Quarters at Grandchestter
Date of  Gazelle  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
... 29th December, 1888 S Railway Office, Brisbane ;t 11th January, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Week ending 30th  Dec., 1888...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease  of
1888-Tnial Tragic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
Week ending 30th Dec., 1888...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1888-Total Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 30th Dec., 1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... off ...
Decrease ...
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  30th Dec.,  1888...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1888- Total Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto
Increase ...
Decrease
Total Decrease...
Increase...
Decrease
Increase ...
Decrease ...
Increase...
Decrease ..
1888--Total  Traffic to date
1887-Ditto ditto
Total  Incraae ...
...
... ...
... ...
...
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  30th Dec.,  1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
... ...
ooo o..
1888 Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Week  ending  30th Dec., 1888  ...
Corresponding wdek  last year..
to.
1888-Total  Traffic to date ...
1887-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  30th Dec., 1888...
Corresponding week  lastyear ...
1888-Total Traffic to date ...
1887-From 8th October ...
Week  ending  30th Dec., 1888 ...
Corresponding week last year...
..
..
lie. of
Miles open
fbrTramo.
j £  d. J £ •. d.
+SOUTHERN A D WESTERN RAILWAY.
849 5,051 19 4 , 3,728 10 1 548 7 11 9,328 17 4
747 3,600 19  6 2,918 19 7  270 15 10  6,790 14 11
...
off
...
TRAFFIC I AR.N 1N(3s.
1,450 19 10 809 10 6
...040
MARYB O ROUGH RAILWAY.
151 872 4 8 400 8 9 118 1 3 1,89014 8
132 534 0 0 473 12 8 34 8 3 1,042 0 11
338 4 8 83 13 0 348 13 9
••• ••• 73 8 11
too
-to
... ... ... 912,131 4 10
BOND  4BRRG  RAILWAY.
66 166 5  2 50 12  10 4 3 3 221 1 3
66 128 12  4 182 8 0 16  17 7 277 12 11
...
... ...
...
...
31
31
...
...
...
off
260
260
off
foe
...
foe
Passen, ere '  Goods and Live
Fa,  on.  stock
37 12 10
off of
8 9 8 8 3 8
... ...
52 10 7
61
...
off
237 ..5  10
...
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
277 12 1
...
*as
...
...
...
423 15 6 75 14 9 10 6 9
...
off
...
200 10 4 ...
0 10 3
...
122 7  3 18 16 7 .
4 16 0
...
Total.
£ s. d.
2,538 2 5
412,311 11 8387,M 17  0
£24,46214 8
67,056 0 454,924 15  6
8T10  2 12 14 4 56 11 8
18,469 6 8
10,810 6 6
£7,659 0 2
CENTRAL RAILWAY. .
463 1 870  8 10 1,190 19 11  8316 2  2,095  4 11
463  446 13  4 1,115  6 2 28 9  5 1,585  7 11
509 17 0
135,782 16 101K899 10  9
£888 6 1
MACKAY RAILWAY. •.•
33 12 11 15  9 2 4 2 3 53 4 4
42 2 7  28 12 10 3 12 0 69 7 5
o16 8 1
4,802 2 5
6,853 19 9
£2,051 17 4
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.782 14  4 1,08014 4 6216 8 1,926 6 4
660 7 1 1,281 4 8 44 0 1 1,985 11 9
59 6 5
133,049 15 2
119,719 11 7
£13,330 3 7
off
off
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
9 111 7 4  43 5 2  5 0 0 15912 6
8 58 16 9 280 11 0 0 4 0 339 11 9
179 19 3
6,192 5 2
1,308 3 7
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 77  2 8 77 5 6  6 17 3 161 5 5
51 47  10 10 28 5 6 8 15 9 79 12 1
... • 29 11  10 54 0 0 I 81 13 4
1 18 6
6,624 5 9
5,272  3 6
£1,352 2 3
F. CUBNOW , Commissioner for Railways.
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TO DRAFTSMEN.
A PPLICATIONS are invited from experiencedArchitectural Draftsmen ,  and will be received
at this Office up to  SATURDAY,  12th January,
1889. Applicants must furnish satisfactory testi-
monials as to their competency, &c.
Any further  particulars can be obtained at this
Office.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting  Under  Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1888.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, EIDSVOLD.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Post Offices, Eidsvold, Bundaberg,
and Maryborough, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 1st February, from persons willing
to contract for Erection of a Post and Telegraph
Office at Eidsvold.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and Telegraph
Office, Eidsvold."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Eidsvold, Bundaberg,
and Maryborough.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £20.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
aecepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1. Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
January, 1889, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply of Three Thousand (3,{!00) Tons of
Coal for Locomotives, &c., Southern and Western
Railway.
Samples to be supplied to the Stores Depart-
ment, Ipswich, previous to the 18th January, 1889.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Office, and at the Railway Storekeeper's Office,
Ipswich.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the' land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this maybe
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.QUEENSLAND GOVER MENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
1) Allora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Xilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester,
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pim-
pama, Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Southport, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH EXTENSION TO-
WARDS CROYDON, AND ALTERATION TO
EXISTING LINE OUT OF NORMANTON,
ALONG RAILWAY ROUTE.
'ENDERS  will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  on MONDAY , the Twenty-
first  (21st )  day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material  (except wire, insulators ,  iron poles, and
arms)  and for all workmanship necessary for the
above-mentioned work ,  according to the terms,
general conditions ,  and specification published in
the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 22nd
December, 1888.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application  at the  Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric  Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  28th  December, 1888.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCLJ RRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the  terms, general
conditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately-
Material delivered in Brisbane.
(1) Price, per mile, for  clearing  and erection
of iron poles ;
(2) Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators, and
stretching wire ;
(3) Price, each, for wooden poles, where neces-
sary.
Material delivered in Normanton.
(1) Price, per mile, for clearing and erection
of iron poles ;
(2) Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire ;
(3) Price, each ,  for wooden poles ,  where neces-
sary.
Cloncurry towards Carrandotta,  via  Camooweal-
a distance of three hundred (300) miles, more or
less.
The wire, insulators, and iron poles to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the  contractor
in Brisbane or Normanton, and separate Tenders
are required for each. The quantities  issued will
be upon the proper estimate and requisition of the
contractor, who will be held responsible for apply-
ing for sufficient, and any  surplus material after
the completion of the contract must be delivered
by the contractor, free of charge, at the  nearest
Telegraph Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within two (2) years
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
1. Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent . on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same  ;  but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
Certificates  must  be produced from the Chairmen of
Divisional Boards, through whose Divisions the line
has been taken, that no  claims  are made by them
under Clause 4, before final payment will be made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion  of the  Government.
2. The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages ,  prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
3. The contractor may avail himself of the facili-
ties afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always  that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
4. The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
7
5. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the penal-
ties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money which may be due to the contractor,
together with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government ,  and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
6. A deposit  of a sum equal to ten  (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender ,  also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties ,  agreeing  to be  answerable  for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
7. The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
2. All trees and underwood standing  within forty
(40)  feet on each side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (23) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away, and a  good  straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
3. Any branches  overhanging from  trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer miglit endanger the line, to be
removed.
4. All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber  must  be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
5. The poles to be placed one hundred and ten
(110) yards apart, to be sunk four (4) feet in the
ground placed in a perpendicular position, and well
rammed with rubble and earth. At angles or other
places where required, struts or supports of wood
or iron to be supplied and fixed as directed.
6. At river  or road crossings, where necessary,
wooden poles are to be supplied and erected by the
contractor as directed.
7. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)
feet. Joints or splices to be made as directed, and
the wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
8. The contractor to shift camp for the inspect-
ing officer and his assistant as required.
9. All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
10. Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vi-4 Brindisi, 3d.each,
Wholly  Seaborne ,  2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post  and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT  JANUARY, 1889.SPECIAL attention s directed  to the  Book andPacket  Regulations  (Amended)  to come into
operation 1st January ,  1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th  and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.COPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at tis Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s.  per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.A COPY of the New Enlarged Chart ,  shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of  Queens-land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
L IST of Surveyors licensed to act under  the pro-visions and for the purposes  of  " The Real
Property, Acts  of  1861  and  1877,"  prepared in accor-
dance with  the forty -first section  of the Act of 1877.
LICENSED  SURVEYORS--continued.
Name.,
Brisbane
Townsville
Ellis, Fred. W. ...
Elliott, Gilbert F.
Address.
Fraser ,  Hugh ...
Fryar, Thomas L.
Gleeson , John J....
Graham, Richd. D.
Gorringe, I. A. ...
Hamilton , Geo. Claude
Hamilton , Richd. A.
Hamilton , John E.
Hassall , W. H. ...
Hargreaves , Joseph
Heussler , Fred. J.
Hill, William E....
Hood, James W....
Jopp, Geo. Keith ...
King, R . St. John
Lavelle, Martin ...
Lethem, Chas. B....
Lethem, H. W.
Lymburner, Ellis W.
Lymburner, Alfred
Moody, Fred. A....
Mills, Harry W....
Mathews, R. H. ...
McLennan, Gregory G.
Maclean , Donald F.
MacDonald, Geo. T.
Macdonnell, Edmund
Murray, Alfred D.
Murphy, John J.
McMahon, C.
North, Roger ...
Ogg, Allan G. ...
Phillips, George ...
Paterson, Andrew
Paterson , Frank J.
Raff, Harry ...
Reid, G. C.
Roberts, Sydney G.
Roessler , John ...
Rozzoli O. F. de ...
Robertson, John A.
Seidel, Otto F. ...
Schneider, Henry
Shield, Mark ...
Sinnott, Nicholas .
Steele, John Daveney
Southerden, R. W.
Swann, Hugh .•.
Taffe, G. A. Den
...Tattley, W .
Thistlethwayte, D. S.
Thomas, Geo.
Townson, W. P. ...
Townson, J. E. W.
Twine, W. R. ...
Twine, W. R. junr.
Tooth, Ernest S....
Name. Add ress.
Adair, Hamilton ... ...
Ahern, John ... ...
Austin, Robert ... ...
Aldridge, A. J. ... ...
Bradbury, Chas. E. ...
Barlow , Fred. W. ...
Benwe ll, Hugh P. H. ...
Blennernassett ,  Francis H .
Blakeney , Henry George ...
B yerly, Fred. J.  ...  ...
Bishop , William F. ...
Burbank, Alfred H. ...
Behan , Thomas ... ...
Maryborough
Townsville
Maryborough
dab Road
Bundaberg
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Townsville
Brisbane
Stanthorpe
Rockhampton
Bulimba
Mackay
Cairns
and Gayn-
Cullen ,  E. F. ...
Cottrell, Harry S.
Cham bers ,  William H.
Charlton,  Fred. J.
Cannon,  Geo. ...
Chenery, Frank ...
Cardew,  H. Ponsonby
Depree,  Chas. L..,.
Deshon, Chan. E..,,
Delisser, Edmund A-
Daveney, if,  D• •••
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Maryborough
Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
Brisbane
Maryborough and Gayn-
dah Road
cairum
Townsvillo
Walsh, Western
Waraker, Ernest M.
Warren,  Ernest R.
Weedon, Stephen H.
Willock, Robert J.
Wood, Arthur F.
Cairns
Brisbane
Golborne,  vii'  Kilkivan
Brisbane
Charters Towers
Brisbane
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Sherwood
Ipswich
Albion
Brisbane
Birdsville
Brisbane
.., Cunnamulla
Walpole's  Back Creek, via
Yandilla
... Warwick
... Brisbane
... Rockhampton
... Gympie
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Singleton, N.S.W.
Brisbane
Brisbane
Rocklea
Croydon
Brisbane
Goondiwindi
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Sandgate
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Toowoomba
Hurstville, N.S.W.
Bromelton
Cooktown
Nerang Creek
Bundaberg
Brisbane
Stanthorpe
Nundah
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Maryborough
Brisbane
Clifton,  via  Tiaro
Toowong
Townsville
Roma
Roma
Barcaldine
Brisbane
Gayndah
Deep Creek Post  Office, via
Fernvale
Gympie
Brisbane
Rockhampton.
J. O. BOURNE,
Deputy Registrar of Titles,
For the Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
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TRAN SMISSION BY DEATH.
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE  is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
1 \ Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
arty person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
Name of Deceased Date of I Name
Proprietor. Death.
1877.
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed tobe
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or Otherwise.
1889.
John Moreton, late of 17 Mar.l Thomas Moreton, of Portion 245A, parish of Murchi- I Fee-simple As Heir- at-law  ... 19 Feb.
]Rockhampton, settler z3 Westbury street, son, and subdivision 1 of por-
Wandsworth road, tion 66, parish of Archer
county of Surrey,
1857
England
.
Thomas McNulty, late 13 Feb. Ellen McNulty, of Allotment 1 of section 70, town Fee-simple As Administratrix 26 Feb.
of Thursday Island, Brisbane, widow of Bowen
licensed victualler,
butcher,  and pearl-
sheller
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 5th January, 18F9
J. O. BOURNE,
Deputy lteiistrstr of Title',
For the Registrar of Titles.
RE &L PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
r141 R, Notice, that application has been made to bring the Land described below under the
Provisions of  " the Beal Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
Allotment 1 of section 15, town of  Warwick ...
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intent], on
or after the 26th instant, in conformity
with the provisions of the ninety-fifth section
of  "The Real P, operty Art of'  1861," to dis-
pense with the production of Certificates of Title
Nos.  91835  and 94893, in name of Arthur Walters,
for subdivision 2 of allotment 1 of section 1,
and re-subdivision 2 of subdivision 2 of allotment
9 of section 1, town of Hughenden, and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
030,  folios 75 and 133, and will then permit a Lease,
N  o. 193071, from Arthur Walters to James Stewart
1i utchinson, ands transferof said Lease, No.193072.
to Thomas Walter Lewis McLean, to be registered
in this Office, the said Certificates of 't'itle being in
the possession of The London Chartered Bank of
Australasia, who refuse to produce them for the
purpose of such registrations.
J. O. BOURNE,
Deputy Registrar of Titles.
For the Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after the 26th instant, in conformity with
the provisions of the 117th section of  " The
Real Proper) u  Act of  1861," to issue ,  in the name
of Kate Clohesy ,  widow, a provisional Deed of
Grant,  No.  32025,  for suburban allotment 1 of
section 6, parish of Cook, and more particularly
described in Register Book ,  volume 282, folio  35;
also, a provisional Certificate of Title, No. 34954,
for allotment 3 of section 7, town of Cooktown,
and more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 237, folio  206;  also, a provisional Deed of
of Grant,  No. 12176,  for portion 31, parish of
Name of Applicants.
Jacob  Horwitz, of Warwick ...
Date  within  which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
12th  February, 1889.
J. O.  BOURNE,
Deputy Relristrar of Titles,
For the Registrar of Titles.
Taughboyne, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 67, folio 190, the said
original Deeds of Grant and Certificate of Title
having been totally destroyed by fire.
J. O. BOURNE,
Deputy Registrar of Titles,
For the Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend EDWARD Llsrua SALISBURY, a
Minister  of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Allora ,  in the Registry
District  of Darling Downs Central, to Toowong, in
the Registry  District of Oxley, has given me due
notice thereof ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
egistrar -General.
AMES GEORGE  MORGAN  has this dayy
J been appointed Poundkeeper at Maryborough
for a period of twelve calendar months.
W. H. RANKING,
Court House,
Police Magistrate.
Maryborough, 13th December, 1888.
THOMAS LILLIS was, on the 22nd instant,
temporarily appointed Poundkeeper at Cunr_W-
mulla.
By Order,
CHRIS . FRANCIS,
Court House,
Police  Magistrate
Cunnamulla , 24th December, 1888.
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ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of March, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.THEfollowing Returns ofthe Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich are published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 22ND DAY OF
DECEMBER, 1888.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ... 475
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  6
Number returned from leave  ... ... 4
485
Number discharged  ... ... 1
Number died  ... ... ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... 13
-- 14
Number remaining at date hereof ... 471
Marsupial  District . Place of Meeting.
Admissions  during the week :
William Ogle, 54, labourer, from Townsville Hospital ;
last  employed by Mr. Joe Jones, Hughenden, as a
Aramac ... ... The Court House, Aramac.
drover.
Michael Deasy, 54, miner, from Southport ; last
Banana ... ... l )itto , Banana. employed on the Southport Railway by Mr. Bashford,
Baramba ... ... Ditto, Nanango. contractor.
Barcoo ... ... Ditto, Windorah. Samuel Wilson, 63, mariner, from Muttaburra ;
Bauhinia ... ... Ditto, Springsure. employed during the last two years by Mr.  Bunning,
Beenleigh ... ... Ditto Beenleigh Darr River Downs.
Belyando
,
... Ditto, Clermont. William Owen, 54, stockman, from Brisbane Hospital ;
Blackall ... ... Ditto, Blackall. last employed by Mr. William Kelman, Meteor Downs.
Boulia ... ... Ditto, Boulia Jaipes Robertson, 61 ; re-admitted from  Brisbane
Bowen ... ... Ditto, Bowen. Hospital.
Broadsound ... ... Ditto, St. Lawrence. James George Smith, 62 ; re-admitted from Brisbane.
Bulioo ... ... Ditto, Thargomindah. Discharged during  the week :Bungil ... ... Ditto Roma.
Burrum ...
,
... Ditto, Maryborough. Gotleib Brodlin, 62, bootmaker ; admitted 5th
Caboolture ... ... Ditto, Woodford. November, 1887.
Calliope ... Ditto, Gladstone. Death during  the week :
Cardwell ... ... Ditto, Cardwell. Nil.
Clermont ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook .. ... ... Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... ... Ditto, Charters Towers. RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDIN G 29TH DAY OF
Diamentina ... ... Ditto, Birdsville. DECEMBER, 1888.
Doonmunya ... ... Ditto, Hughenden. Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
Duaringa ... ... Duaringa. at date of previous Report ... ... 471
Einasleigh ... ... The Court House, Georgetown. Number  since  admitted ... ... ... 6
Esk ... ... Ditto, Esk. Number returned from leave ... ... 4
Fassifern ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... ... Ditto, Warwick. 481
Gogango ... ... Ditto, Rockhampton. Number discharged ... ... 0
Gregory ... Ditto, Winton. 2Number died
Hinchinbrook ... Ditto, Ingham.
... ... ...
... 4Number absent on leave
Inglewood ... ... Ditto, Inglewood.
...
- 6
Jondaryan ... ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Bolan... ... ... Ditto, Bundaberg. Number re maining at date  hereof ... 475
Mackay ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ... Ditto, Miles. Admissions during the week :
Murweh Ditto Charleville
Nebo
... , ....
Ditto Nebo. Eli Hullett, 64, shepherd, from Dalby Hospital; last...
Nogoa
... ,...
Cometville em ployed on Cyprus Dow ns Station  by Mr. Scott.
Paroo
... .
The Court House Cunnamulla James Taylor,  54, sailor  and labourer, from Bowen...
Rawbelle
... ,... .
Ditto Gayndah H o pital ; last employed by Mr. McKenzie, contractor,
Tarampa
... , ....
Ditto Gatt on Bo wen.
Tareom
...
...
.,...
... Ditto, Taroom. Frank Shea, 52, cooper, from Brisbane Hospital ;rk durin the last two s eda l t ltblThuringowa ... ... Ditto, Townsville. un
as
g ;ye r as emp oyo woea
er  in the Bank of Australasia BrisbanemessenTiaro ... ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
g , .
George Worthington carpenter56 from WoogaroQ ;Ula Ula ... Ditto, St. George. las
, ,,
t employed on Clifton Station PalmerMessrs. PottsWaggamba ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
n
,, ,
an ownersd ComWallumbilla ...
... Ditto, Mitchell. a
y , .p
ine Locki Too-40th ti t fdCWambo ... ... Ditto, Dalby. wo
er e, rom, omes c servan ,a
latelywhere she lived with her husbandombaWarroo ... ... Ditto, Surat. de
, ,
ceased.Widgee ...
... Ditto, Gympie. William Hendren, 56;  re-admission.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1889.
I T is  hereby noti fied ,  for general information,that no person is allowed  to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by  the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant  of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Discharged during  the week :
Nil.
Deaths during  the week :
Wm. Henry Cooper,  49, waiter  ; admitted 12th
December, 1888.
Joshua P. H. A. Turney, 61, gunsmith ; admitted
27th October, 1885.
J. HILL,
Pro  Medical Superintendent.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernwent, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing revised Regulations for the management of the
Brisbane Girls' Grammar School, which are hereby
published in pursuance of the provisions of clause
eight of  "The Grammar Schools Act of  1860."
JOHN DONALDSON.
REGULATIONS OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
BRISBANE. GIRLS' GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Preliminary.
1. All Regulations heretofore in force are hereby
repealed.
2. In these Regulations, unless there be some-
thing in the context or subject matter repugnant
thereto-
The word "School" means the Brisbane Girls'
Grammar School;
The word "Board" means the general body of
the Trustees of the School ;
The word "Trustees" means Trustees of the
School ;
The word "Subscribers" means persons who
have subscribed the sum of five pounds
or upwards towards the establishment of
the School.
Visitor.
3. His Excellency the Governor of the Colony
for the time being shall be the visitor of the School.
Election of Trustees.
4. A meeting of the subscribers ,  for the purpose
of electing three Trustees ,  shall be held in Brisbane
on the second  Monday  of the month of July in
the year 1891 ,  and similar meetings shall thence-
forward be held on the second Monday of July
of every third year after the said year 1891. Not
less than fourteen days' notice of such meetings
shall be given ,  by advertisement in one or more of
the daily newspapers published in Brisbane, and
by circular addressed to subscribers who shall
furnish to the secretary of the Board their
addresses to which such notices shall be sent.
5. All meetings  for  the election of Trustees shall
be  presided  over by the chairman of the Board, or,
iii his absence ,  by the vice -chairman ,  and in the
absence of  both,  by some person who sha ll  be
elected by the subscribers .  present at the meeting
6. Every candidate submitted for election shall
be proposed and seconded by a subscriber present
at the meeting .  If only three candidates are pro-
posed and seconded ,  then such candidates shall be
declared by the chairman of the meeting to be duly
elected .  But if more than three candidates are
proposed and see -nded, then a ballot shall be taken
for the election of three Trustees .  The ballot shall
be conducted in the following manner :-
(a.)
At the expiration of the time allowed for
the ballot, the scrutineers shall open the
ballot-papers and report the result to the
chairman, who shall then declare the three
candidates having the majority of votes to
be duly elected as Trustees.
After the appointment  of scrutineers, the
ballot shall  forthwith  begin ,  and shall
remain open  for half -an-hour.
The subscribers present shall choose two
or more of their number to  act as scruti-
neers.
(d.) In the event of an equality of votes, the
result shall be decided by the casting vote
of the chairman.
7. The  Trustees so elected shall  continue to act
as Trustees ,  subject to the provisions of the Statute
or Statutes in force for the time being affecting the
school ,  for the period of three years succeeding the
date of their election.
8. Upon  the occurring of any vacancy amongst
the Trustees during the currency of the term of
three years for which the Trustees  shall have been
appointed and elected ,  the Board shall, at their
first or any subsequent meeting after the occurrence
of the vacancy, fill up such vacancy by the election
of a person who shall hold office so long only as
the vacating Trustee would have retained the same
if no vacancy had occurred. The name of the
person so elected shall be forthwith submitted for
the approval of the Governor in Council.
Meetings of the Trustees and rules of procedure.
9. The regular meetings of the Board shall be
held on the last Friday of each month.
10. The Trustees shall, at their first meeting in
each year. elect from their own body a chairman,
a vice-chairman, and a treasurer for the current
year.
11. Special meetings of the Board may be sum-
moned at any time by order of the chairman, or
at the written request of any two members of the
Board, addressed to the secretary, and specifying
the business for R hich the special meeting is
called.
12. At all meetings of the Board three members
shalt form a quorum.
13. The chairman, and, in his absence, the vice-
chairman, and in the absence of both, one of the
Trustees present, shall },reside at meetings of the
Board.
14. The Secretary shall issue to each member of
the Board a summons, with a written specification
of the various matters to be considered at the next
meeting of the Board, whether such meeting be an
ordinary or a special one ; and such summons
except in any case of emergency, shall be issued at
least three days previous to such meeting.
15. In the event of a quorum of the Board not
being present at any meeting within half-an-hour
after the hour appointed, the members then present
may adjourn the meeting to any convenient future
day, of which at least three days' notice shall be
given by the secretary in the usual manner.
16. All the proceedings of the Board shall be
entered in a journal, and at the opening of each
meeting the minutes of the preceding meeting shall
be read and confirmed, and the signature of the
chairman then presiding shall be attached thereto.
Secretary.
17. The Board may appoint a paid secretary,
who shall hold office during pleasure.
18. The secretary shall keep a record of the pro-
ceedings of the Board, conduct all necessary corres-
pondence, and keep such registers and books of
account as may be required by the Board.
Accounts and audit.
19. A general school account shall be kept at
such bank as the Board may from time to time
appoint ; and all payments on account of the School
shall be made by cheques, drawn only by order of
the Board, signed by the treasurer, and counter-
signed by another Trustee.
20. The Board may, from time to time, appoint
one or more paid auditors for the purpose of audit-
ing the accounts of the Loard and of the School.
Corporate seal.
21. The corporate seal of the Trustees shall be
placed in charge of the chairman, and shall not be
affixed to any document except by order of the
Board. The School and its management.
22. The school hours of the School shall be fixed
by the  Trustees, from time to time ,  so that they be
not less than five hours in every working day.
23. The whole holidays shall  be-(a) Every Saturday throughout the year ;
(b) Foundation Day---the last day of February,
Good Friday,  the Queen 's Birthday, the
Prince of Wales '  Birthday ,  Separation
Day, and all proclaimed pub lic holidays.
24. The vacations shall be--
(a) Seven weeks at midsummer ;
(b) Three weeks at midwinter ;
(e) Easter week.
The Head Mistress shall  have the power of
granting occasional half-holidays ,  not to exceed one
per calendar month, for the encouragement of
school games.
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25, The school  quarters  shall  Ie;in at the times
following :-
(1.) The first on the fifth Monday in the year.
(2.) The second,  eleven weeks  after the begin-
ning of the first.
(3.) The third, thirteen weeks after the begin-
ning of the  second.
(4.) The fourth, eleven  weeks after  the begin-
ning of the third.
The fourth  quarter shall contain eleven weeks,
provided  that it shall terminate at least seven
weeks before  the fifth Monday in the following
year.
26. The minimum  age of pupils  shall be eight
years ; and no girl shall be received as a pupil who
cannot read ,  write legibly  and correctly from dicta-
tion ,  and work examples in simple addition and
subtraction.
27. The school  fees for each school quarter shall
be as follows :-
(a.) For each girl over twelve years cf age,944s.
(b.) For  each girl under twelve years of age,
£3 3s.
The term " twelve years of  age " being taken to
mean twelve years of age on the  first day of a
school quarter.
28. In the case of two members of the same
family attending  the School ,  a reduction  of lOs. 6d.
each ,  and in the case of three members or mere a
reduction  of £1 is. each ,  shall be made  from the
fees specified in Regulation  27. The same reduction
will be  made in respect of girls, a member or
members  of whose family  is or are  attending the
Brisbane Grammar  School for Boys ; it will also be
made in cases in which actual  or virtual  guardian-
ship is  proved to  the satisfaction  of the Trustees.
29. All fees shall be paid in advance to the
treasurer.
30. There shall  be two examinations and one
distribution of prizes in each year .  The exami-
nations  shalt be conducted by such examiners as
the Trustees may appoint.
31. The ordinary work of the School  shall be
selected  from the following  subjects ,  viz.:-
The English ,  Latin ,  French ,  and German
languages  ;  Political and Physical Geo-
graphy ; Ancient  and Modern  History ;
Arithmetic  ;  Mathematics  ;  the Elements
of Natural  and Physical  Science ; the
Elements of Political  and Social  Economy;
Drawing ; Writing ; and Vocal Music.
32. The girls  shall  be instructed in the foregoing
subjects  according to the classification  and arrange-
ments made  by the Head  Mistress ,  who shall be at
liberty to determine the particular course of instruc-
tion for each scholar ,  having regard to her health,
ability ,  and attainments.
33. Instrumental  music, painting ,  and dancing
shall be  extra subjects
34. Gymnastics shall be taught in the School,
and no girl  shall  absent  herself from  gymnastic
practice without  the permission  of the Head
Mistress.
35. For  the purposes of instruction ,  the School
shall comprise two divisions ,  namely :-
(1.) The Upper School ,  consisting of Forms
VI., V., and IV.
(2.) The Lower School ,  consisting of Forms
III., II., and I.
36. Three  scholarships ,  of the  annual  value of
£16 16s .  each ,  tenable  for two  years,  and open to
girls under seventeen years of age  who have been
in attendance  at the School  not less than  three years,
shall be annually  open to competition ,  subject to
the following  conditions:-(a.) The xaminations  shall be  held in  the sub-
jects selected for the work of the Upper
School.
(b.) The scholarships shall be awarded only to
girls of sufficient merit.
(c.) The examinations  shall be held in June,
and the scholarships awarded thereat shall
begin to run  from the first of January
following.
(d) No such scholarship shall  be held with
any other scholarship.
(e.) It the  holder of a scholarship shall leave
the School, or shall be guilty of gross mis-
conduct or idleness ,  or ,hall  vi ilfully cease
to pursue her education or study, the Board
may determine the s cholarship.
37. The power of expulsion from the School shall
be vested in the Head  Mistress, but shall not be
used without previous consultation  with the'  L'rustecs.
The Head Mistress may suspend any pupil from
attendance at the School until the case has been
considered by the Board.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following revised Regulations for the management
of the Brisbane Boys' Grammar School ,  which are
hereby published in accordance with the provisions
of clause eight of  " The Grammar  Schools Act of
1860."
JOHN DONALDSON.
REGULATIONS OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
BRISBANE  GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Preliminary.
1. All Regulations heretofore in force are hereby
repealed.
2. In these Regulations ,  unless there be some-
thLng in the context or subject matter repugnant
thereto-
The word  "  School" means The Brisbane
Grammar  School;
The word  " Board "  means the general body of
the Trustees of the School;
The word Trustees "  means Trustees of the
School ;
The word  " Subscribers  "  means persons who
have subscribed the sum of five pounds
or upwards towards the establishment of
the School.
Visitor.
3. His Excellency the Governor of the Colony
for the time being shall be the visitor of the School.
Election of Trustees.
4. A meeting of the subscribers ,  for the purpose
of electing three Trustees, shall be held in Brisbane
on the second Tuesday of the month of February,
in the year 1889, and similar meetings shall thence-
forward be held on the second Tuesday of February
of every third year after the said year 1889. Not
less than fourteen days' notice of such meetings
shall be given ,  by advertisement in one or more of
the daily newspapers published in Brisbane, and
by circular addressed to subscribers who shall
furnish to the secretary of the Board their
addresses to which such notices shall be sent.
5. All meetings for the election of Trustees shall
be presided over by the chairman of the Board, or,
in his absence,  by the vice- chairman, and, in the
absence '  of both ,  by some person who shall be
elected by the subscribers present at the meeting.
6. Every candidate submitted for election shall
be proposed and seconded by a subscriber present
at the meeting. If only three candidates are pro-
posed and seconded ,  then such candidates shall be
declared by  the chairman of the meeting  to be duly
elected. But if more than three candidates are
proposed and seconded ,  then a ballot shall be taken
for the election of three Trustees. The ballot shall
be conducted in the following  manner :-
(a.) The subscribers present shall choose two
or more of their number to act as scruti-
neers.
(b.) After the appointment of scrutineers, the
ballot shall forthwith begin, and shall
remain open for half-an-hour.
(c.) At the expiration of the time allowed for
the ballot, the scrutineers shall open the
ballot-papers and report the result to the
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chairman, who shall then declare the three
candidates having the majority of votes to
be duly elected as Trustees.
(d.) In the event of an equality of votes, the
result shall be decided by the casting vote
of the chairman.
7. The Trustees so elected shall continue to act
as Trustees, subject to the provisions of the Statute
or Statutes in force for the time being affecting the
School, for the period of three years succeeding the
date of their election.
8. Upon the occurring of any vacancy amongst
the Trustees during the currency of the term of
three years for which the Trustees shall have been
appointed and elected, the Board shall, at their
first or any subsequent meeting after the occurrence
of the vacancy, fill up such vacancy by the election
of a person who shall hold office so long only as
the vacating Trustee would have retained the same
if no vacancy had occurred. The name of the
person so elected shall be forthwith submitted for
the approval of the Governor in Council.
Meetings of the Trustees and rules of procedure.
9. The regular meetings of the Board shall be
held on the last Friday of each month.
10. The Trustees shall, at their first meeting in
each year, elect from their own body a chairman,
a vice-chairman, and a treasurer for the current
year.
11. Special meetings of the Board may be sum-
moned at any time by order of . the chairman, or
at the written request of any two members of the
Board, addressed to the secretary, and specifying
the business for which  the special  meeting is called.
12. At all meetings of the Board three members
shall form a quorum.
13. The chairman,  and, in his  absence, the vice-
chairman ,  and, in  the absence of both, one of the
Trustees present, shall preside at  all meetings of
the Board.
14. The Secretary shall issue to each member of
the Board  a summons , with a written specification
of the various  matters  to be considered at the next
meeting of the Board, whether such meeting be an
ordinary  or a special  one ; and such  summons,
except in any case of emergency, shall be issued
at least  three days previous to such meeting.
15. In the event of a quorum of the Board not
being present at any meeting within half-an-hour
after the hour appointed, the members then present
may adjourn the meeting to any convenient future
day, of which at least three days' notice shall be
given by the secretary in the usual  manner.
16. All the proceedings of the Board shall be
entered in a journal, and at the opening of each
meeting the minutes of the preceding meeting shall
be read and confirmed, and the signature of the
chairman then presiding shall be attached thereto.
Secretary.
17. The Board may appoint a paid secretary,
who shall hold office during pleasure.
18. The secretary shall keep a record of the pro-
ceedings of the Board, conduct all necessary corres-
pondence, and keep such registers and books of
account as may be required by the Board.
Accounts and audit.
19. A general school account shall be kept at
such bank as the Board may from time to time
appoint ; and all payments on account of the School
shall be made by cheques, drawn only by order of
the Board, signed by the treasurer, and counter-
signed by another Trustee.
20. The Board may, from time to time, appoint
one or more paid auditors for the purpose of auditing
the accounts of the Board and of the School.
Corporate seal.
21. The corporate seal of the Trustees shall be
placed in charge of the chairman, and shall not be
affixed to any document except by order of the
Board.
The Schooland its  management.
22. The school hours shall be fixed by the
Trustees, from time to time, so that they be not
less than five hours in every working day.
23. The whole holidays shall be-(a) Every Saturday throughout theyear ;
(b) Foundation Day-the last day of February,
Good Friday, the Queen's Birthday, the
Prince of Wales' Birthday, Separation
Day, and all proclaimed public holidays.
24. The vacations shall be-
(a) Seven weeks at midsummer ;
(b) Three weeks at midwinter ;
(c) Easter week.
The Head Master shall have the power of grant-
ing occasional half-holidays, not to exceed one per
calendar month, for the encouragement of school
games.
25. The school quarters shall commence at the
times following:-
(L) The first, on the fifth Monday in the year.
(2.) The second, eleven weeks after the com-
mencement of the first.
(3.) The third, thirteen weeks after the
commencement  of the second.
(4.) The fourth, eleven weeks after the com-
mencement of the third.
The fourth quarter shall contain eleven weeks,
provided that it shall terminate at least  seven weeks
before the fifth Monday of the following year.
26. The minimum age of pupils shall be eleven
years ; and no boy shall be received as a pupil who
cannot read, write legibly from dictation, and work
examples in simple addition and subtraction.
27. The school fees for each school quarter shall
be as follows:-
(a.) For each boy over twelve years of age,
£4 4s.
(b.) For each boy under twelve years of age,
£3 3s.
The term " twelve years of age " being taken to
mean twelve years of age on the first day of a
school quarter.
28. In the case of two members of the same
family attending the School, a reduction of 10s. 6d.
each, and in the  case  of three members  or more a
reduction of £1 1s. each, shall be made from the
fees specified in Regulation 27. The same reduction
will be made in respect of boys, a member or
members of whose family is  or are  attending The
Brisbane Girls' Grammar School ; it will also be
made in cases in which actual or virtual guardian-
ship is proved to the satisfaction of the Board.
29. All fees shall be paid in advance, to the
treasurer.
30. There shall be two examinations and one
distribution of prizes in each year. The exami-
nations shall be conducted by such  examiners as
the Board may appoint.
31. The work of the School shall be selected
from the following subjects, viz.:-
The English, Latin, Greek, French, and German
languages ; Ancient and Modern History ;
Political and Physical Geography ; the
Elements of Logic and Political Economy;
Arithmetic; Book-keeping; Mathematics;
the Elements of Natural and Physical
Science ; Writing ; and Drawing.
32. For the purposes of instruction, the School
shall comprise three divisions, namely:-
(1.) The Upper School, consisting of Forms
VI., V., and IV.;
(2.) The Lower School,  consisting  of Forms
III., II., and I.
(3.) The Modern School, consisting of Forms
Modern V., IV., III., II., and I.
All boys in the Upper School must learn Latin
and Greek, and either French or German ; Con-
versational French or German may be substituted
for Greek with the consent of the Head Master.
All boys in the Lower School must learn Latin,
and either French or German.
All boys in the Modern School must learn French
or German.
33. A laboratory shall be provided, in which
practical chemistry shall be taught to advanced
boys.
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34. Drill and gymnastics shall be taught in the
School, and no boy shall be allowed to absent
himself from the drill or gymnastic lessons except
with the permission of the [lead Master.
35. Six scholarships , of the annual value of
£16 16s. each, tenable for two years, and open to
boys under seventeen years of age who have been
in attendance at the School not less than three years,
shall be annually open to competition, subject to
the following  conditions :-
(a.) The examinations shall be held in the sub-
jects selected for the work of the Upper
School.
(b.) The  scholarships shall be awarded only to
boys  of sufficient merit.
(c.) The  examinations  shall be held in June,
and the scholarships awarded thereat shall
begin to run from the first of January
following.
(d.) No such scholarship shall be held with
any other scholarship.
(e.) If the holder of a scholarship shall conduct
himself unworthily or leave the School,
he shall forfeit his scholarship.
36. The power of expulsion from the School shall
be vested in the Head Master, but shall not be used
without previous consultation with the Trustees.
The Head Master may suspend any pupil from
attendance at the School until the case has been
considered  by the Board.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, COOKTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing, &c., State
School, Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing,
4 c., State  School, Cooktown."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, TWO-
MILE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Two-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Two-Mile, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
RAMSAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th January, from
persons  willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings at Ramsay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Ramsay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, CHARTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 1st February, from persons willing to contract
for New State School for Boys, Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for 11'ew
State School for Boys, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £30.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, SERVANT'S ROOM, AND COVERED
WAY, STATE SCHOOL, HARRISON'S
POCKET.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, North Pine, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th January,from persons willing tocontract for Kitchen,
Servant' s Room, and Covered Way, State School,
North Pine.
Tenders to be endorsed 11 Tender for Kitchen,
Servant's Room, 4'c., State School, North Pine.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained; at this Office,
and at the Court House, North Pine.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JusTicu HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of Henry Blaxell, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,  master
mariner , for an Order of Adjudication of In-
solvency against himself.
U PON  the hearing  of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Henry Blaxell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Henry Blaxell, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Tenth day of
January, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Henry
Blaxell shall, on the Ninth day of January,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to  the Trustee in this
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Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  veri fied
on oath ,  of his  debts  and liabilities  of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Banfield, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, boot and shoe maker, by himself.
LTPON the hearing of this Petition this dav,it is order d that the said James Banfield
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Banfield, for the election of a
Trustee,  be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar , Supreme Court,  Brisbane , on the Tenth
day of January,  1889,  at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon . And it  is further ordered  that the
said James Banfleld shall, on the  Ninth day of
January ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a fa ll ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities  of every
kind,  and of the names and residences, so far as
known , of his creditors,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court, this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MACPHERSON , MISKIN, AND FE-oz,
Adelaide street , Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Andrew Spink and Edward George Webb, of
Kelvin Grove,  near  Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, trading as " Spink and Webb,"
bakers, by the said Andrew Spink and Edward
George Webb.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
U ordered that the said Andrew Spink and
Edward George Webb be and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Andrew
Spink and Edward George Webb, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Tenth day of January, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Andrew Spink and Edward
George Webb  shall , on the Ninth day of January,
1889,  at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a fu ll,  true, and accurate statement , verified
on oath, of their debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of their ereditars, and of the  causes of
their inability to meet their  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ArrHOW AND BELL,
Solicitors for the Insolvents,
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at Beenleigh.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HABDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Wakerley, of Latrobe street, Mow-
braytown, East  Brisbane, in  the Colony of
Queensland,  joiner , by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Wakerley
be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent  in  formd
pauperis,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said William Wakerley, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Seventeenth day of
January, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
Wakerley shall, on the Fifteenth day of January,
1889. at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT  WEST  KINOSFORD,
Solicitor  for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of John Johnston, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper,  for an  Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency, by himself.
U
PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said John Johnston, be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said John Johnston, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar,  Supreme  Court, Brisbane, on the
Tenth day of January, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said John Johnston shall, on the Ninth
day of January, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as known , of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet  his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane , Maryborough, and
Bundaberg,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Gray, of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, watchmaker and jeweller, by
Saul Philip Aronson and George Alfred
Aronson, trading together in co-partnership
under the style of " Rosenthal, Aronson, and
Co."UPON the hearing ofthis Petition this day,and upon proof satisfactory to the Court of
the debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of
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insolvency alleged to have been committed by the
said James Gray, having been given, it is ordered
that the said James Gray be and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said James Gray, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Tenth day of January,
1t489, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Gray shall,
on the Ninth day of January, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, tide,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
-reditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet.
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
ninth day of December, 1888.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioners,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Johnson, of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland, puntman, an Insol-
vent.
WEDNESDAY, THE NINETRENTH DAY OF DECEMBER,
1888.
TTPON reading the Report of the Trustee of theJ property of the Insolvent, filed the eighteenth
day of Df cember, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, reporting that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent that can be realised with-
out needlessly protracting the Insolvency has been
realised for the benefit of his Creditors, and divi-
dends to the amount of two shillings in the pound
have been paid, and upon reading the Report of the
Trustee as to the circumstances under which the said
insolvencyhas arisen, the Court, upon being satisfied
that so much of the propert of the Insolvent as
can be realised without needessly protracting  the
insolvency has been realised for the benefit of, his
Creditors, cloth order and declare that the insol-
vency of the said Insolvent has closed, and doth
further order that the Trustee be at liberty to
apply for his release on the Eighteenth day of
February, 1889, at the Chambers of His Honour Mr.
Justice Harding, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane.
Given under the Seal of the Court, at Brisbane,
this third day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
11 9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Andrew
Samuel Orr,  of Sandgate ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grocer.
ILLIAM STEELE.  of Brisbane ,  merchant,
has been appointed Trustee in the property
of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not  yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this third day of January, 1889.
13
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Nosworthy, of South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, draper,
an Insolvent.
ALBERT HARDING FRENCH, of Brisbane,in the Colony of Queensland, commercial
accountant. has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of January, 1889.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the  Matter of John McAlpine, of Gympie, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  trading at Gympie
aforesaid ,  under the style or  firm of "John
McAlpine and  N.,"  storekeeper.
N the fifteenth  day of August, A.D. 1888, a
`- Certificate of Discharge was granted to John
McAlpine, of Gympie,  in the Colony aforesaid,
who was adjudicated insolvent on the sixth day of
May, 1886 ,  but the issue thereof was suspended for
a period of three months.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ANTHONY CONWELL,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Gym pie.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
George street, Brisbane.
6 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Francis Richard Ravenhill, of
Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
auctioneer and commission agent.
N
TOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a First General
1   Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned  to be  held at the Office
of James Malcolm Stafford ,  in Bazaar street,
Maryborough , on the  Fourteenth day of January
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -ninth day of December, 1888.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
16 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Charles Hastings Barton, of
Maryborough ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
schoolmaster.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Morton and Powers, Wharf street, Mary-
borough, on the Fourteenth day of January, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -second day of December, 1888.
MORTON AND  POWERS,
Attorneys for the said Charles Hastings Barton,
Wharf street, Maryborough.
12 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by John Stevenson Watt and George
Watt, of BeenleiW1, in the Colony of Queens-
land, trading as "Watt Bros.," coachbuilders
and blacksmiths.
NOTICE, is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
persons is hereby summoned to be held at the
Offices of Messrs. Atthow and Bell, of Queen
street, Brisbane, solicitors, on MONDAY, the
Fourteenth day of January, 1889, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of December, 1888.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
21
Solicitors for Debtors,
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at Beenleigh.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Alfred Crocker, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed vic-
tualler.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of William John McGrath, solicitor,  Bazaar  street,
Maryborough, on SATURDAY, the Nineteenth
day of January, A D. 1889, at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-first day of December, A.D.
1888.
W. J. McGRATH,
Attorney  for the said  Debtor,
Maryborough.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
9 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Frederic Sanderson, of Lutwyche,
storekeeper.
N
OTIC II is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been sunimone 1 to be held at the Office
of Ernest ' Winter, solicitor, Brisbane, on the
Fifteenth day of January, 1389, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of December, 1888.
ERNEST WINTER,
Solicitor for Frederic Sanderson,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
2660 5s.
In the Assigned Estate of William Clark, of
Brisbane.
A THIRD Dividend, of Is. 3d. in the £, is
payable in the above Estate, on all admitted
claims , This Day (FRIDAY), the Fourth day of
January, 1889, at my Office, Eagle street.
17
GEORGE CANNON,
Assignee.
3s.
Thompson and Company, in Liquidation.
A FIRST  Dividend ,  at the rate of 5s .  in the £,
on all proved and admitted claims ,  is payable,
on the 7th instant ,  at the Office of the Trustee, 73,
Edward street ,  BI isbane.
A. H. FRENCH,
4th January, 1889.
19 3s.
Trustee.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Wotherspoon ,  of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor ,  an Insolvent.
k DIVIDEND  is about to be declared in the
A  Estate of the above Insolvent.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on
or before the Fifteenth day of January will be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this thirty -first day of
December ,  1888.
CARL HOFFMANN,
Trustee.
24 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.AA DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in theT Matter of John Stewart, of Brisbane, grocer,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-first day of
November, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts
by the Sixteenth day of January, 1889, will be
excluded.
Dated this second day of January, 1889.
2
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of David Morgan ,  late of
Charters  Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican ,  deceased ,  intestate.
' ' OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  fr om the publication
hereof ,  application  will be  made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the lands, goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed  David  Morgan ,  deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Francis William
Beattie, of Charters  Towers  aforesaid, bank
manager.Dated at Charters Towers this nineteenth day
of December, 1888.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Proctors for the said Francis William Beattie,
Charters Towers.
By their Agent-
THOMAs BUNTON,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
14 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of John  McIntosh ,  late of Ipswich, in
the Colony  of Queensland, sawyer, deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed John McIntosh ,  deceased, may
be granted to Janet McIntosh ,  widow of the said
deceased ,  of Ipswich aforesaid ,  the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this third day of January, A.D.
1889.
62
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Brisbane  and Ipswich,
Proctors for the  said Executrix.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joanna Angela Hawkins, wife of
Thomas Sampson Hawkins, the younger, of
The Albion ,  near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Joanna Angela Hawkins, wife
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of the  said Thomas Sampson Hawkins ,  the younger,
deceased, may be granted to the said Thomas
Sampson Hawkins, the younger, of The Albion,
near Brisbane  aforesaid , accountant ,  the sole
Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of December, 1888.
WILLIAM GEORGE LONG,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Temple Buildings,
George street, Brisbane.
15 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION
In the Will of Mary Smedley, late of Fortitude
Valley,  Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said Hon-
ourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Smedley, deceased, may be
granted to George Turner. of Brisbane aforesaid,
collector, and William Craven, of the same place,
stonemason, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this third day of January,
A.D. 1889.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
Albert street , Brisbane,
Proctor for the Executors.
18 5s. 6d
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Alexander Albion, the
younger, late of Charleville, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  plumber ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of the
lands, goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects left
unadministered of the abovenamed Alexander
Albion,  the younger ,  deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Ellen Wake, wife of Charles
Vernon Drury Wake, of Charleville aforesaid,
formerly Ellen Albion, the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Roma this twenty-second day of
August, A.D. 1888.
F. W. P. THOMPSON,
Roma,
Proctor for the said Ellen Wake.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
7 7S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Henry Craig, late of Brisbane;
Eli Cayzer ,  late of Ravensbourne ; John
Coffey ,  late of Saltern Creek ; Annie Knox,
late of Brisbane ;  Patrick  K elly, late of St.
George ; Robert Mevler ,  late of Charleville ;
James Morgan, late of Mount Cornish ;  George
Powell ,  late of Coreena; Thomas Power ,  late of
Douglas Ponds  ;  Patrick Torpey ,  late of Cairns
Railway Line ;  Robert Wilson, late of Bar-
caldine  ;  John Wilsson ,  late of Gympie,
carpenter ; George Young, late  of Croydon.
PURSUANT  to  " The Intestacy  Act of  1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before the
Fifth day of March next ,  or in default  they will  be
peremptorily excluded from all benefits accruing
from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1889.
10
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES JURISDICTION.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
(MR. JUSTICE HARDIN G  in Chambers.)
In the Matter of the Petition  of Joseph Jupp
Smallman Barnett. of  Apis Creek.  near Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland ,  station
manager, praying divorce against his wife,
Emma Smallman Barnett.
To Emma Smallman Barnett, Respondent, and
Albert Llewellyn  Corry, Co-respondent.
'FAKE Notice,  that, by an Order made by Mr.
Harding, in Chambers, on Wednes-
day, the nineteenth day of December ,  1888. it was
ordered that service of the petition, filed herein on
the fifteenth dvy of November  last, and citation
issued out  of this  Honourable Court, on the
fiftee nth day of  November  last, by publishing this
notice once in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
once in the  Brisbane Courier,  twice in the  Queens-
landcr,  twice  in the  Week,  once in the  Sydney
Morning Herald ,  twice in the  Sydney  Bullet.n,
and once in  the  Mel bourne Arqus ,  newspapers
printed and published in the Colonies of Queens-
land, New South Wales ,  and Victoria, respectively,
and by posting office copies of the said petition
and citation ,  addressed to the abovenamed respon-
dent and co-respondent ,  care of Mrs .  George
Markham, of Tiaro ,  near Maryborough, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  be sufficient service of the
said petition and citation .  And further take
notice, that you are required to enter an appearance
thereto, at the Supreme Court Office, Brisbane,
within six weeks from the publication hereof,
otherwise the petitioner  a  ill proceed ,  your absence
notwithstanding.
Dated this thirty-first  day of  December, 1888.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
8
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
10s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Municipal
Council of Gympie proposes to Borrow from
the Consolidated Revenue of Queensland the
following  amounts, viz.:-
1. The sum of £30,000 for the Construction of
Waterworks for the Municipality, under
Class I., Section VII., of  " The Local
Works Loans Act  of 1880."
2 The Sum of £1,500, for the Erection of
Council Chambers for the Municipality,
under Class IV., Section VII., of  "The
Local Works Loans Act of  1880."
Plans and Specifications of the said Works are
open  to the inspection of Ratepayers at the Coun-
cil Chambers, Gympie, in accordance Rith section
218 of  " The Local Government Act  of 1878."
WM. FERGUSON,
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 31st December, 1888.
Mayor.
20 5s. 6d.
THE OLD WARRIOR GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY,  LIMITED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  at a Special
Meeting of the Shareholders ,  held 13th Nov-
ember ,  1888 ,  at the Registered Office, Gill street,
Charters Towers, the following Special Resolutions
were passed :-
"  I.  That the Company be wound -up volun-
tarily."
" 2. That Mr. William Levi Davies be
appointed Liquidator for the purposes of
such winding-up."
And at a subsequent meeting of the Shareholders,
held the 29th November ,  1888 ,  at the same place,
the above Resolutions were confirmed.
22
W. L. DAVIES,
Liquidator.
5s.
75
BAUHINIA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
"THE MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF
1881" AND CONTINUATIONS THEREOF.
I T  is hereby notified, for the information ofOwners of Stock depasturing within the
Bauhinia Marsupial District, that the Board of
Directors, appointed under the above Acts for the
said District, have fixed a Second Assessment, in
respect of Cattle, Horses, and Sheep depasturing
within the District as aforesaid, at the following
rates, viz.: -
For every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses ... Is.
For every 100 Head of Sheep ... ...  Is.
For Runs unstocked (or stocked at less
proportion than that of 20 Head of
Cattle and Horses or 100 Head of
Sheep per Square mile), per square
mile ... ... ... ... ...  Is.
The above Assessment to be paid, within two
months from date, to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions.
By Order,
WILLIAM A. LEIGH,
Springsure , 20th December, 1888.
Secretary.
2659  7s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
Streets :-North Brisbane : Creek street, from
Queen street to Charlotte street; Racecourse
road, from Brunswick street to Moray street ;
Bell street, from Main street to River terrace ;
Rawling street, from George street to end of
street. Booroodabin : Beeston street, from
Gibbon street six chains towards Kingsholm
street ; Helen street, from Bulimba road to
Skyring terrace ; Mark street, from Race-
course road to Sydney street. South Bris-
bane : Boundary street, from Brighton road to
Granville street; Corbet street, from Boundary
street to Exeter street ; Cordelia street, from
Russell street to Glenelg street; Exeter street,
from Vulture street to Granville street ;
Granville street, from end of main to Boundary
street ; Gladstone road, from end of main to
Gertrude street; Montague road, from Victoria
street to Drake street ; Merton road, from
Peterson street to Jane street ; Peterson street,
from Wilton street to Merton road ; Vulture
street, from Gladstone road to Hempsted road ;
Wilton street, from Ipswich road to Peterson
street. Toowong : Aston street, from end of
main to Burns road ; Burns road, from Aston
street to Josling street; Dean street, from
Sherwood road to Wool street ; Miskin street,
from Wool street to Lower Sherwood road ;
Railway terrace, from Park road to Cribb
street ; Upper Sherwood road, from end of
main to Elizabeth street ; Wool street, from
Dean street to Miskin street ; Walsh street,
from Railway terrace to McDougall terrace ;
and the private streets, courts, lanes, and
alleys opening thereto.
r HE Main Pipe in the said Streets being laid
down, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1888.
2650 13s. 6d.
0
N SALE  at the Government Printing Office,
William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty ,  touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of  August,  1883 .  Price,  1s.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
(ith August, 1881.
ON SALE
AT T115
-IOVERNMENT PRINTING
7 William street, Brisbane:-
OFFICE,
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers, in packets of 500 each-price,  5s.;by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed, 5s. Fe! 100 ; postage,
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied,  5s. per 100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers, 5s. per 100 ; postage,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 5s. per 100 ; posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month-5s. 6d. per 100 plain; ruled,
7s. 6d.; postage, Is. 8d. extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d .  ruled ; postage,
1s.10d . extra.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6,1. each ; postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION  -  DEMY QUARTO.
£ a. d.
Full bound ... ... ... ... ...  5 5 0
Half  bound ... ... ... ... ... 4 10 0
Cloth bound .. .. .. ...  3 15 0
Postage, 15a. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881, 5s.;  posted, 6s.
„ 1882, 5s. ; posted, 6s.
1885, 7s. 6d. ; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886, 20s. ; posted, 22s.
1887, 8s.  6d.; posted, Is.
POUNDEE. EPERS' BOOK.
with
Price .  Postage
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical  List of all Owners
of Registered Brands  ... ...  2 6 5 0
' ACTS.
Bills of Exchange  Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Building Societies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874)
.
... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands  Act of 1884 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Digest ) ... 0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Duties Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete) .. 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act (1867,  1872, 1878)
complete  ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886 ...  ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act (1881) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874)... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act
1886 ... ... ... ...
of
... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Comp anies  Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884 ) ... 1 0 1 2
Health Act  Amendment  Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
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Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886...
Impounding Acts (1863-65-67, and
1879), ccmplete
Inclosed Lands Act (1878)
Injuries to Property Act,  1865, Amend-
WithPrice. Pt stage.
s. d. s. d.
0 6 0 7
2 6
0 6
2 7
0 7
0 7
1 8
0 7
1 10
ment Act ... ... ...  0 6
Insolvency  Act of  1874  ... ... ...  1 6
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ...  0 6
Judicature Act (1876) 1 6
Ditto, Additional  Rules of Court
under the, with Forms and Index,
unbound,  4s. 6d .;  bound 5s.
Justices Act of 1886  ... ... ...  1 6
Licensing Act (1885 ) ... ... ...  1 6
Liquor Act of  1886  ... ... ...  0 6
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
1 10
1 10
0 7
0 7
0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878)... . 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886 .. .. . 0 6
Local Government Act Amendment. A.-t
(1887) ... ... ... ... 0 6
Local Works Loan Act of 1841 ... 0 6
Marsupials Destruction Act Continution
Act of 1888... ... ... ... 0 6
Mineral  Lands Act of 1882 .. ...  0 6
Ditto Regulations ... 0 6
Mineral Lands (Coal Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1896 ... 0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) .. 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... .. 1 0 1 2
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) .. ... 0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and B5che-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... .. ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 J
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870).. 0 6 0 7
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... ... ... ... 1 0 1 1
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
of 1878 Amendment Act of 1888 ... 0 6 0 7
Quarantine Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Queensland Fisheries Act (1897) .. 0 6
Queensland Permanent Trustee, Exe-
cutor, and Finance Agency Com-
pany, Limited, Act... ... ... 0 6
Rabbit Act ... ... ... ... 0 6
Railways Act of 1888 ... ... ... 1 0
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881) ... 0 6
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 ... . 0 6
Sale to Local Authorities Land Act of
1882 ... . ... ... ... 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act(181-0)  ... 0 6
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of1876...  .. ... ... ... 0 6
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0
Succession Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6
Trade Unions Act of 1886 .. ... 0 6
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ... 2 P
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6
United Municipalities Act of 18S1
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act 0 6
V41tiatlon Act (1887) 0 6
Valuation Act Amendment Act (1888) ... 0 6
Wages  Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ...  0 6
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
2 3
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
With
riles.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly Societies Act (1876) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Pamphlet ... 1 0 1 2
insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules ... 2 6 2 t0
Justices Ac and Offenders Probation
Act .. ... ... ... 2 6 3
Land Act of 1884 and Regulations ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants Act ... ... 1 0 1 2
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties Act ... .. .. 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener's Guide .. ... ... 3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland  ...  5 0 5 10
The All- range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations ...  5 0 5 9
Justices Act and Offenders Probation
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ...
3 6 4 0
4 0 4 8
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland Flora  ... ...  21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ... 42 0 43 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 4
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription ... ... ... ... 3 0
GOVERNMENI  GAZETTE.
Q.iarter y Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, Is. per animal;
Al)  other Notices, 3s. for the, first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient to cover the cost. If by cheque, exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGEN IS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackail ... ... ... M. S. TOL&NO.
Bundaherg... ... ... G. J. YOUNG.
Ipswi. hh ... ... W. TATHAM.
11[at-,k.ty .. ... ... J. P. K$.re.
Alur.0 or.iugh ... ... W. DAwsON.
Rockh9mpton ... ... MUNRO AND CowiE.
Tooa.,oinba .. ... J. H. ROBFBTSO:N.
NOTICE.
I)OUNDKEEPERS and others are requested,
v hen describing brands, to make a distinction
between  "  Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words " Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BE AL,
Government Printer,
N BALK, at the Government 1'ririling O$ice,
William street,  Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions  to New Guinea, in a
Series of Letters by Henry M. Chester,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday  Island ,  addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary  of Queensland. Price,
yid. Postage, Id. additional.
J&'v1ES C. BEAL,
Government  I'rintor.
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THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern-ment Printing  Office-
"  The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1972," and
"The Stamp unties Amendment Act  of 1576.
Together with the Regulation- thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
Esquire. Driving expenses,  6d.;  damages, 2s. 6d.
One roan gelding, stripe down face, off hind foot white
of the following amounts :- ,little white on near fore foot 1 and like U conjoined
1888. £ s. d.
,
to a blotched brand near shoulder, 278 near thigh,
Dec. 29.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 1 0 collar-marked.
29.-T. Lillis .. 0 5 6... ...
31.-Hughes and Cameron
... .
1 0 0 If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
„ 31.-W. Reid and Co. ...
...
...
...
... 0 10 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
31.-W. Hopkins ... .
31.-Mackay Municipal Council
...
...
0
2
10 0
0 0
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
2658  18.
31.-S. Nevile ... ...
... ... 0 2 0
31.-C. Smith ...
... ... 2 0 0 MPOUNDED at Arrilalah from Manaroo Station
31.-Bauhinia Marsupial Board ... 0 10 0
, ,I
on the 18th December, 1888, by order of William
1889. uire Drivin ex enses 3s 8d er headEsMcMillan
Jan. 2.-B. D. Morehead and Co. ... ... 2 0 0
. g p , . p .., q
2.-British New Guinea ... 58 5 0 One red cow, white spots on flank,  @S  1 (registered
2.•-British New Guinea
...
... 30 0 0 brand) off ribs, piece out of near ear.
2.-M. Markham ... ... ... 0 4 0 One white bullock, like E1S (registered brand-the 1S
3.-H. F. Elwyn
... ... 1 0 0 indistinct) over 5 near rump, top off near ear.
3.-C. Baker ... 0 1 0 One strawberry cow, red ears, J 1 L (registered brand)
3.-J. Healy ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 near rump, split near ear.
4.-J. McGovern ... 0 7 0 One spotted bullock, white back, 8YGt (registered
4.-C. Hoffman ... ... ... ... 0 4 6 brand) near ribs, piece out of near ear.
4.-G. J. Boulter ... ... ... 0 1 0 One spotted bullock, 3ZZ  near  ribs, piece out of near
4.-S. Allan and Sons ... 0 10 0 ear, split off ear.
4.-J. T. W. Browne ... ... ... 0 2 0 One roan cow, 'F C5 (registered brand) off ribs, 3 off
4.-Union Bank, Brisbane ... ... 2 0 0 cheek, piece out of off ear, split near ear.
4.-W. L. Davies ... ... ... 0 5 0 One white bull calf, unbranded, progeny of above cow.
4.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0 If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
„ 4.-J. Moran ... ... ... ... 0 10 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
Iutponn ings.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from VictoriaDowns, on the 22nd December, 1888, by order of
P. Hehir, Esquire.
One yellow-bay horse, AA1 rear shoulder.
One bay colt, like G3T off shoulder, front feet white,
near hind foot white.
One brown mare, like A41) near shoulder.
One bay mare, 7 3 D over OVK near thigh, 0 near cheek.
If not released on or before the 22nd January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. MARKHAM, Poundkeeper.
3 45.
I MPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from TinnenburraStation, on the 10th December, 1888, by order of
John McDonald, Esquire. Driving expenses, 10s.
One chestnut  mare, star  on forehead, white spots on
back, like 7UO (registered brand)  near  shoulder, 0
near thigh.
One bay mare,  star  on forehead,  near  fore foot and hind
feet white, R5L (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
6 heart heart (pound brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare,  o  over 9 off thigh.
Ore bay gelding, off hind foot white, WR conjoined
near  shoulder,
Also, from Tickleman Horse Paddock, on the 17th
December, 1888, by order of Charles Armstrong,
Esquire . Driving expenses, 2s. 10d.
One bay gelding, draught, collar-marked, 9YY (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder, 9 off neck.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
2657
IMPOUNDED at Woollongabba, by order ofthe
General Inspector.
One strawberry cow, W4L off rump.
One red and white heifer, 2PY off rump.
Also, by order of the Mayor :-
One brown  mare,  JM9 near shoulder , star , two white
feet, sore near hip.
If not released on or before the 7th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
38.
IMPOUNDED  at Thargomindab ,  from Kulki Station,
on the 12th December, 1888, by order of A. Brierty,
25
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
7s.
I MPOUNDED at Bowen, from Blenheim, by orderof Robert Hewitt, Esquire. Driving  expenses,
£1 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, black points, small  star  on forehead,
near  hip down, like L2 y near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 25th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
23 is.
I MPOUNDED at Gympie ,  from Glastonbury, onthe 17th December ,  1888 , by order  of Mrs .  Conway.
Damages, £1.
One  red steer ,  white face , branded VW4.
One roan cow ,  blotched brand  h'ke blotch  EL ; red heifer
calf at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 8th January, 1889,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN HEALY,  Poundkeeper.
4 3s.
IMPOLTNDEJ) at Warwick, from enclosed lands, onthe 22nd December, 1888, by order of Mr. B.
Stapleton. Damages, £1 ; driving, 2s. 6d.
One red heifer, KL 7 (registered brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
5
CHAS. BAKER, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDEI) at Ipswich ,  from enclosed lands, Bris-
bane River .  Damages , XI;  driving ,  is. 2d.
One brown horse, RH8 (registered brand) near thigh,
sore on near shoulder, hind fetlocks white.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1E89,
will be sold to defray expenses.
27
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper,
is.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BM:AI„ Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 5th January, 1589.5s.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE, during the QUARTERS ended
8111T DECEMBER, 1887, and 31ST DECEMBER, 1888, respectively, showing the INCREASE or DE08BABB
under each head thereof.
Quarter ended  I  Quarter ended
31st December, 31st December,  Decrease .  Increase.
1887. 1888.
TAXATION.CUSTOMS-
Spirits  ... ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ... ... ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ... ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ... ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ... ...
Sugar and  Molasses  ... ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c. ... ...
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c.... ...
Miscellaneous ... ... ...
Ad valorem ... ... ... ... .. .
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
85,150 10  5 69,225  14 10  15,924 15  7
6,785 4 2 7,196 11 7 .. 411 7 5
15,323 1 8 13,039 17 6  2,283 4 2
38,295 13 8 27,249 18 6 11,045 15 2
21,797 18 3 22,116  1 0 ... 318 2 9
37,897 11 0  63,324 15  8 ... 25,427 4 810,501 3 11  19,238 14 9 ... 8,737 10 10
838 13 1 1,011 17 9 ... 173 4 8
9,328 4 8 10,314 10 7 ... 986 5 1120,388 15 1  29,488 16 10 ... 9,100 1 9
5,528 10 7 13,295 2 8 ...  7,766 12  1
46,508 13 1 91,224 14 11 ... 44,716 1 10
298,343 19  7 .366,726 16 7  29,253 14 11  97,6361111
ICxCtSE-
Duty on Colonial  Spirits  ... ,.. ... 10,875 14 3 8,880 16 0 1,994 18 3
Duty on Colonial Beer ... ... ... 8,987 19 6 ... 8,987 19 6
Export Duty on Cedar ... ... ... 192 9 10 185 17 7 6 12 3
20,056 3 7  9,066 13  7 10,91'910 0
S CAMP DUTY-
Impressed St::mps ... ... ... ... 26,545.11 5 29,775 7 6 ... 3,229 16 1
Adhesive Stamps ... ... ... ... 8,698 0 6 10,048 19 6 ... 1,350 19 0
LICENSES-
35,243 11 11 39,824  7 0 ... 4,580 15 1
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... 454 7 6 589 0 8 ... 134 13 2
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... 960 0 0 140 0 0 820 0 0
To Distillers ... ... ... ... ... 58 13 4 147 0 0 ... 88 6 8
To Bonded Storekeepers ... 2,441 4 9 2,305 14 10 135 9 11
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors 1,042 18 4 721 0 10 321 17 6
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ... 195 5 6 259 5 10 ... 64 0 4
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ... 535 0 0 470 0 0 65 0 0
Pearl-shell, Beche-de-mer, and Other
Fishery Licenses ... ... ... .. 21 0 0 16 10 0 4 10 0
All  other Licenses ... ... ... ... 172 7 6 102 6 6 70 1 0
5,880 16 11  4,750 18  8 1,416 18 5 287 0 2
TOTAL TAXATION .,. ... £ 1859,524 12 0 420,368 15 10' 41,660 3 4 102,504 7
8
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS' REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended
91st December,
1887.
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales-Auction .,, ... ...
to
Selection  ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
Rents,  Act of 1884 .
Timber Licenses and other Receipts
Survey and  Transfer Fees
Preparation and Enrolment  of Title Deeds
£ s. d.
11,066 18 7
1,046 2 7
13,880 10 9
1,421 9 3
3,330 17 10
2;645 3 6
665 10 11
34,004 13  5
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ..
Occupation Licenses,  Act of 18"...
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners'  Rights and Business  Licenses
Mining Leases  and other  Receipts ...
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ...
...
...
5,630 19 10
2,703 13 0
1,142 18 4
9,477 11 2
2,826 0 0
5,040 15 4
922 14 0
8,789 9 4
TOTAL TimmmoxzAL ... £
RAILWAYS.
RAILWAYS-
Southern and Western  .,, ...
Maryborongh, South Bundaberg and Gympie
North Bundaberg and Mount Perry ...
Central  ... ... ... ... .. .
Mackay  ... ... ...
Northern ... ...
Cairns-  ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ...
...
TOTAL,  RAILWAYS ... ... ... £
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
Sale of  stamps  ... ..
Commission  on Money Orders
... ...
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ...
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES
Harbour Dues,  Ac., Ac. ... ... ...
Graving  Dock  ... ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ... ...
52,271 13 11
106,733 17  7
17,056 3 1
3,538 17 1
41,294 16 8
2,164 12 10
39,729 9 8
529 2 8
1,720 6 8
212,767 4 10
28,661 5 4
1,44813  6
30,109 18 10
23,592 11 7
8,923 7 10
218 14 7
961 17 6
5,103 19 11
ESCORT FEES  ... ... ...
TOTAL OTHER  SS$VICSS  ... ... £
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Registrar  of Titles
Sheriff .
Courts of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Shipping Master  ... ... ... ...
All other Fees
FINES  AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ...
Courts  of Petty  Sessions ...
Confiscated  and Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures  ... ... ...
All other Fines  ... ,., ...
211 8 6
59,017 18 10
3,956 12 4
221 17 11
612 9 6
319 15 10
513 6 2
5,524 1 8
14 16 0
1,114 10 8
86 19 5
12 1 11
33 0 2
1,211 7 2
Quarter ended
91st December ,  Decrease.
1888.
£ a. d.
Increase.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
33,095  ] 0 6 ... 22,029 11 11
966 12 4 78 10 3
9,319 16  6  4,510 14  3
3,900  7 11 ..  2,478 18  8
2,458 0 9 872 17 1
3,838 10  1 ... 1,193 6 7
620 13 4 44 17 7
64,199 11  5  5,506 19  2  25,701 17  2
5,91816 3  ..  282 16  6
955 11 6 1,748 1 6
1,66512 6 ... 62214 1
8,535 0 2 1,748 1 6  805 10  6
2,010 0 0 816 0 0
4,601  0 11  439 14  5
268 16 0 653 18 0
6,879 16 11 1,909 12  5
69,614 8 6  9,164  13  1 26,507 7 8
117,603 18  4 10,870 0 9
16,753  0 8 303 2 5
4,249 17 7 ... 711 0 6
42,357 16 4 .. 1,062 19 8
1,121 4 3 1,043 8 7
36,814  13  9 2,911 15 11
2,248 6 7 1,719 4 4
2,0921811  ...  87213 3
223,241 16 5 4,261  ,  6,11 14,786 18 6
80,534 11  1  ... 1,873 5 9
1,642 8 0 ... 19914 6
$2,176 19  1  ...  2,067 0 3
24,86212 4  ...  1,270 0 9
4,654 311 ... 73016 1
763 6 2 584 10 7
687 16 0 324 2 6
6,045 4 1 324 2 6 1,265 6 8
527 5 9  ...  316 2 6
68,612 1 3  824 2 6 4,918 9 11
3,80718 9 14813 7
169 11 6 52 6 5
545 6 10  ...  32 X17 6
389 16 9 ... 70 0 11
561 12 5  ...  48 6 3
5,474 6 3 201 0 0 151 4 7
5 2 0 913 0
1,157 5 10 ...
14 7 6 22 11 11
14 9 4 ...
17 15 0 15 5 2
42 15 2
2 7 5
1,208 19  8  47  10  1 45 2 7
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS'  REVENUE-- continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st December ,  31st December ,  Decrease . Increase.
1887. 1888.
OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued. £  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
t[ISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of  Government Property 545 2 4 1,246 3 3 ... 701 0 11
Government Printer ... ... ... 520 17 1 473 3 0 47 14 1
Surcharges  and Refundments ... 157 8 9 55 11 2 101 17 7
Letters of  Registration  ... ... ... . 39 0 0 75  0 0 ... 36 0 0
Commission , Interest, and Balances in In- 2,512 6 5 250 0 0 2,262 6 5
testacy
Wharves ... ... ... ... ... 542 1 9  690 17  6 ... 14815 9
Powder Magazines  ... ... 845 6 7 405 6 0 440 0 7
Civil Service Superannuation  Fund 300 13 7 247 7 2 53 6 5
Interest  on Loans to Local Bodies... ... 5,464 0 7 5,359 6 6 104 14 1
Public  Balances... ... .... 30,722 4 8 46,664 11  11  ...  15,942 7 3
Chinese Capitation Tax ... ... 300 0 0 ... 300 0 0
Other Misce ll aneous  Receipts ... ... I 2,994 14 7 2,207 18 3 786 16 4
44,943 16 4 57,675 4 9 4,096 15 6 16,828  3 11
TOTAL  OTHER RECEIPTS  ... £ 1 51,679 5 2 64,358 10 8 4,345 6 7 17,024 11 1
TOTAL  REVENUE PROPER  ... £ 1735,260 9 9 841,195 12 8 59,755 11 5 165,690 14 4
Deduct  decrease  ... ... 69,766 11 5
INCREASE OF REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDIN G  QUARTER ,  1887  ... £  105,935 2 11
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Collections,  London ...
Colonial ...
Paci3cI slanders' Fund ...
Diseases in Sheep  Act Fund ...
Brands Act Fund  ... ... ...
Pound Sales  ... ...
...
,
Assurance Fund ,  Real  Property Act ...
Po li ce Reward  Fund... ... ... ...
Police Superannuation  Fund ,.. ...
" Lands Act of  1884" (Improvements) ...
Marsupials  Destruction Act Fund ... ...
Trust Fund ,  "Audit Act of  1874"
Vice-Admiralty Court Account ... ...
Defence  Advance Account ... ... ...
2,837 0 0 2,414 0 0 423 0 0
3,039 8 3  1,749 14  5 1,289  13 10
5,306 12 11 5,066 14 11 239 18 0
115 7 8 239 10 10 124 3 2
388 10 11 311 0 0 77 10 11
201 4 3 179 12 4 21 11 11
537 5 3 469 13 1 67 12 2
420 10 10 430 14 0 10 3 2
995 1 5 757 16 8 237 4 9926 13  2 3,039 0 5  ...  2,112 7 3
1,985 7 8 2 ,732 5 9  ... 746 18  1
850 1 9 706  5 9 1416 0
... 650 0 0  ...  650 0 0
... 51 7 4  ... 51 7 4
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS  ... £ 17,603 4 1 18,797 15 6 2,500 7 7 3,694 19 0
The Treasury,
Queensland , 2nd January, 1889.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
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COMPAR.ATItE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY Of QUEENStANb,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE, during the HALF-YEARS
ended 31st DECEMBER, 1887, and 31st DECEMBER, 1888, respectively, showing the INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
half-year half-year
ended 31st Dec., ended 31st Dec.,  Decrease .  Increase.
1887. 1888.
CUSTOMS-
TAXATION. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
3,125 13 4
3,433 6 10
1,015 19 5
16,550 15 7
417 1 5
31,167 9 0
9,424 8 11
108 11 7
4,275 0 5
15,597 16 1
10,600 13 10
70,452 12 2
Spirits ... ... ... ...
Wine ... ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c.
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ...
Provisions, Fruits, Pickles, &c. ...
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ... ...
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ...
Iron Castings, Wire, &c. ...
Oils, Chemicals,  Soap , Starch , &c....
Misce llaneous ... ... ... ...
Ad valorem ... ... ... .. .
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial  Spirits ...
Duty  on C onial Beer ...
Export Duty on Cedar ... ...
STAMP DUTY-
176,472 4 1.  179,597 17 5
13,338 9 3 16,771 16 1
26,026 6 5 27 ,042 5 10
80,084 2 6 96 ,634 18 1
48,572 9 5 48 ,989 10 10
70,523 2 9 101,690 11 9
20,284 0 11 29,708 9 10
1,556 1 10 1,664 13 5
17,178 5 3 21,453 5 836,598 18  8 52,196 14 9
10,344 11 4 20,945 5 2
99,715  1 0 170,167 13 2
600,693 1  5 766,863 2 0
22,179 17  2 20,276 2 11  1,903 14 3
14,874 14 0 7,099 15 3 7,774 18 9
361 9  10  435,17 8 ...
166,169 8 7
74 7 10
37,416 1 0 27,811 15 10  9,678 13  0 74 7 10
Impressed Stamps  ... ... ... ... 48,528 10 11 73,431 8 1 ... 24,902 17 2
Adhesive  Stamps ... ... ... ...  17,283 3 10  22,092 17 7 4,809 13 9
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distillers ... ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ...
Pearl-shell Beche•de-Mer and Other
65,811 14 9 95,524 5 8 ...  29,712 10 11
560  4  10  715 2 0 ...  154 17  2
1,040 0 0 300 0 0 740 0 0
5813 4 149 0 0 ... 90 6 8
5,093 14 11 4,44017 7 652 17 4
9,496 16 9 13,514 17 10 ... 4,018 1 11,372 15  6 1,674  5 10  ...  301 10  4
1,175 0 0 1,100 .0 0 75 0 0
,
Fishery Licenses ... ... ... ... 84 0 0 90 17 6 ... 6 17 6
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 327 3 0 255 4 6 71 18 6
19,208 8 4 22,240 5  3 1,539  15 10 4,571 2  9
TOTAL TAXATION  ... £ 723,129 17 6 912,439  8 9 11 ,218 8 10 200,528 0 1
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales -Auction ... ... ... 16,453 0 4 45,181 14  9 ... 28,728 14 5
Selection  ... ... 1,438 6 9 1,918 18 3 ... 480 11 6
Rents of Homestead and Conditional Purchases 34,086 13 9 28,796 2 6 5,290 11 3
Rents, Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 2,876 8 9 6,763  7 6 ... 3,886 18 9
Timber Licensee and other Receipts ... 6,473 8 3 5,701 10 11 771 17 4
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 5,260 19 7 7,445 6 5 ... 2,184 6 10
*Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 1,355 12 11 1,513 7 5 ... 157 14 6
67,944 10 4  97,320 7 9 6,062 8 7 35,438 6 0
PASTORAL OCCUPATION- -- -
Rent of Runs ... ... ... 287,901 5 4  310,823 9 8  ...  22,922 4 4
Survey and Transfer Fees  . ... ... 5,024 6 0  2,527  1  3  2,497 4 9
Occupation Licenses , Act of 1884 ... ...  3,176 1 2 5,882 6 1G ... 2,706 5 8
296,101  12 6 319,232 17 9 2,497 4 9 25,628 10 0
MINING OCCUPATION-
Miners '  Rights and Business  Licenses ... 5,425 0 0 4,612  0 0 813 0 0
Mining Leases and  other Receipts ... ... 9,043 19 3 9,821 7 11 ... 777 8 8
Survey  and T ransfer Fees  ... ... ... 1,522 11 0 910 15  0 611 16 0
15,991 10 3 15,344 2 11  1,424 16  0 777 8 8
TOTAL TERRITORIAL ... £ 380,037 13 1 431,897 8 5 9,984 9 4 61,844 4 8
RAILWAYS.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southe rn and Western ... .. ... 196,071 12 8 204,536  1 ... 8,464 10 5
Maryborough,Soutlh 1undaberg, and Gympie 30,387 5 1 ' 32,777 10 8 ... 2,390 5 7
North  Bundaberg and Mount  Perry ... 6.025 3 0 8,750 16 5 ... 2,725 13 5
Central ... ... ... ... ... 67,895 . 0 68,969 7 2 ... 1,074 2 2
Mackay  ... ... ... ... 4,081 10 9 2,311 17 9 1,7F9 13 0
Northern ... ... ... ... ... 67,462 19 7 67,128 11 2 334 8 5
Cairns ... . 529 2 3 4,176 4 10 .. 3,647 2 7
Cooktown  ... ... 3,232 19 4 3,476 3  1 ... 243 3 9
TOTAL RAILWAYS .. £  375,685  17 8 392,126 14 2 2,104 1 5 18,544 17 11
* Transferred  from Other  Receipts to Territorial Revenue.
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11-Alf-year
ended  31st Dec.,
1887.
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
.., ... 47416 6 1,251 6 2
Half-year
ended  31st Dec.,  Decrease.
1888.
Increase.
£ s. d. £  jr. d. £
Sale of Stamps  ... ... ... ... 56,191 11 3 61,696 8 4
Contributions  f ro m Imperial  Government 1,006 3 5 758 0 7 248 2 10
and the other Colonies
Commission on Money Orders  .., ... 2,708 19 6 3,071 14 3 ...
59,906 14  2 65,526 3 2 248 2 10
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  RECEIPTS  ...  43,331 4  0 47,899 16 1
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Harbour Dues, &c., &c. ... ... ... 7,857 3 10 8,399 18 3 ...
Graving Dock ... ... ... 1,422 3 6 998 8 2 423 15 4
Marine Board ... ... ... ... ... 303 14 7 1,038 17 6
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE- contia+red.
1,518 5 7 1,988 7 8 ... 470 2 1
1,332 7 8 1,157 1 11 175 5 9
271 13 0 72 15 1 198 17 11
139 0 0 150 0 0 ... 11 0 0
2,512 6 5 250 0 0 2,262 6 5
218 18 1 176 9 5 42 8 8
1,075 14  5 1,251 0 6  ...  175 6 1
1,780 10 0 1,118 8 3 662 1 9
589 15 9 518 13 6 71 2 3
20,613 19 4  20,944 18  9 ...  330 19  5
31,890 7 4  48,816 13  5 ... 16,926 6 1
9,583 1 11 10,437 3 11 423 15 4  1,277 17  4
ESCORT FEES .., ,.. ...
750 0 0 30 0 0 720 0 0
3,981 3 3 6,129 17 9 1 ...
... £  133,295 16  7 125,114 9 4 671 18 2  12,490 10  11TOTAL OTH ER SERVICES
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF OFFICE-
Registrar  of Titles ... ...
Sheriff
Courts of Petty  Sessions ..,
Shipping  Master ,., ...
All other Fees ... ...
... ... 8,320 7 2  8,260 18  5 59 8 9
£ 8. d.
346 10 8 358 4 6 ...
982 14 3 1,064 0 0 ...
773 12 10 739 3 0 34 9 10
... 1 1,083 2 0  1,248  17 1 ...
66,674  0 10 82,604 6 3
11,506 611 11,671 3 0  93 18  7  258  14  8
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... 26 15 0 22 2 6 4 12 6
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 2,136 6 1 2,265 2 0 ... 128 15 11
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property ... 78 6 11 28 16 7 49 10 4
Crown's Share  of Seizures  ... ... ... 43 17 4 26 0 1 17 17 3
All other Fines ... ... ... 91 5 9 89 3 7 2 2 2
2,376 11 1 2,431 4 9 74 2 3  128 15  11
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ,.. ...
Government Printer ... ... ...
Surcharges and Refundments ... ...
Letters of Registration ... ,.. ...
Commission, Interest, and Balances in In-
testacy
Commission and Balances in Insolvency ...
Wharves ...
.., ...
Powder  Magazines  ... ... ...
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies
Public Balances
Chinese Capitation Tax ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ...
TOTAL  OTHER RECEIPTS ... £
TOTAL  REVENUE PROPER £
Deduct Decrease
a. d.
5,504 17 1
362 14 9
5,867 11 10
4,568 12 1
542 14 5
735 2 11
776 9 8
11 13 10
81 5 9
165  15,  1
2,148 14 6
4,132 2  9 20,062 8 2
80,556 18 10 96,706 14 0 1 4,300 3 7 20,449 18 9
1,672,706  3 8 1,958,284 14 8
... q. ,..
28,279 1 4 313,857 12 4
... £ 28,279 1 4
INCREASE OF REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDIN G HALF-YEAR 1887 £ 285,578 11 0
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT OF  REVENUE--continued.
Half-year Half-year
ended 31st Dec .,  ended 31st Dec.,  Decrease .  Increase.
1887. 1888.
£  s. d. £ r. d. £  r. d. £ r. d.
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration  Collections, London ...
19  of Colonial ,,.
Pacific  Islanders ' Fund ...
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ...
Brands  Act Fund ... ... ...
Pound Sales ... ...
...
...
Assurance  Fund,  Real  Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ...
"Lands Act of  1884" (Improvements)
Marsupials  Destruction Act Fund...
Trust Fund,  "Audit Act of  1874 "...
Vice-Admiralty Court Account ...
Defence Advance Account ... ...
TOTAL SPECIAL  RECEIPTS ...
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd January, 1889.
... 4,125 11 0
... 4,429 8 3
... 9,495 15 8
369 11 7
,.. 753 19 0
... 375 14 3
... 1,051 17 4
... 919 13 9
... 1,490 6 8
1,279 11 11
... 8,861 18 3
... 4,864 5 8
... 82 0 0
£ 38,09913 4
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
£  S.  d.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the  EXPEiIDITURB of the CorwNV of QUWISLAIID during the
QUARTERS and HALF-YEARS ended 31st  DECEMBER, 1887,  and  Slat DECEMBER,  1888, respectively.
POE TEE QUAETEE S  FADED POE THE  SALT -YEAEE FADED
31st December ,  31st Dedember ,  31st  December ,  31st December,
1887. I  1888.  1887. 1888.
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule  A ... ... ...
Schedule B  ... ... ,..
Schedule C  ... ... ...
Schedule  D .. .. ...
Endowments to Municipa li ties .
Endowments to Divisional Boards
Interest on the Pub lic Debt ...
No. 2.-ExacuTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency the Governor ... ...
Executive Council ... ... ...
Legislative Council ... ...
Legislative Assembly ... ...
Legislative Council and Assembly ...
No. 3.-CHIEF SECRETARY.
Agent-General for the Colony ...
Immigration ... ...
Thursday Island ... ... ...
Defence Force (Land) ...
Defence Force (Marine) ... ...
5,65016 0 ...
4,676 14 5 ...
9,181 16 10 313 18 10
292 19 8 76 11 11
626 0 0 127 19 0
311 18 7 63 15 8
1,425 5 0
247 6 2
1,066  0 3 ... 14 2 11
849 7 3 70 6 6
1,259 19 10 280 6 10
12,673 11 5 11,393 19 6
10,349  16 11  .  1,487 18  8
1,497  0 11  3,367 4 9650 0 0 ...
218 3 9 ...
49,204 5 10 4,250 3 6
£  S.  d. £  if. d. £  S. d.
... 1,250 0 0 678  15 3 2,500 0 0 1,928 15 3
... 8,232  7 5I 8,127 8 4  15,784 13  6 16,619 1 5
... 25 0 0 25 . 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
... 11,438 12 6 11,417 16  11 22,569 11 8 25,500 10 1
45,832 10 0 44,005 18 0
93 15 9  24i'14 8 93 15 9  2,477 7 8
... 485,782 10  0529,884 5 0 485,782 10 0 529,884 5 0
506,822 5 8 550,383 0 2 572,613 0 11 620 ,465 17 5
... 440 0  0 435 0  0 1,080 0 0 720 0 0
.,, 265 16 6 270 19  6 524  18 10 532 4 3
,.,  858 15 10 770 13 10 1,732 2 9 1,736 14 3
.,,  967 14  0 1,098 8 3 1,884  9 10 1,937 7 2
... 2,161 4 0 1,779 6 8 4,512 17 9  4,072 18  2
4,693 10  4 4,354 8 3
568 0 0
218 3 9
15,354 16 0
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
9,734 9 2 8,999 3 10
1,036 10  0 753 5 0I 1,528 3 4 1,931 14 0
1,571 5 7 3,507 0  81  5,726 5 11 6,485 12 1
714 17 7 582 9  51  2,255 7 1  1,277 18 3
4,593 17 4 5,986 17  6i  26,195 14 4  19,838 2  7
1,830 7 1 2,577 7  61  5,157 2 0 5,451 2 4
9,746 17  7 13,407 0  1 I  40,862 1  8 I 34,984 9 3
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND- COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE--continued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDBU
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
31st  December, 31st December ,  31st December ,  31st December,
1887. 1888. 1887. 1888.
No. 4.-COLONIAL  SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary 's Depa rt ment ... ... ...
Registrar -General  ... ... ... ... ...
Registrar  of Titles  ... ... ... ... ...
Police  ... ... ... ... ...
Water Police ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Government  Printing  ... ...
Lithographic Printing ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception  Houses  ... ... ... ...
Gaols  ... ... ...
Penal Establishment ,  St. Helena  ... ... ...
Reformatories  ... ... ... ... ..
Benevolent  Asylum ,  Dunwich ,,,
Steamers  " Lucinda" and " Otter" ... ...
Charitable Allowances
Medical and Medical Board
Central  Board  of Health ... ... ..
Grants in aid  of Public Institutions ... ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ...
Agricultural  and Horticultural  Societies ... ...
Repairs ,  &c., Country Court -houses ... ...
Expenses of Elections  ... ... ... ...
Exhibitions  ... ... ... ... ...
1,842 14 4
1,868 9 5
2,164 19 10
38,169 16 5
819 13 3
8,203 6 6
7,207 6 11
559 4 10
5,295 1 11
430 10 8
2,699 6 11
2,184 0 11
543 6 6
1,721 8 9
1,223 13 0
15,149 2 6
919 4 0
178 19 6
67 19 6
3,211 12 5
12 6 6
819 2 2
150 13 6
38 12 0
1,689 8 11 3,176 14 1 3,424 4 22,489 11  0 4,535 9 7 4,668 2 2
2,284 12 1 4,116 17 6, 4,981 15 10
29,175 4 6  76,582 17 2 67,472 3 11
634 18 11 1,464 6  2,  1,310 11 1
9,178 14 5 16,892 19 5 $ 20,379 15 3
5,881 19 3 16,633 9 11 14,228 1 5
574 15 11 1,198 18 3 I 1,862 11 55,561 2 5 10,225 7  61  11,220 11 3539 16  4 949 7 1 1,152 6 3
2,849 8 11  5,561 10 8 5,550 14 1
2,911 16 9 5,305 14  2.  5,641 6 11
527 7 8 1,066 19 6 1,026 3 32,270 12  8 4,052 19 8 4,294 6 71,474 12  3 2,746 3 10 3,023 14 0
17,867 12 0 30,423 2 7 34,490 7 0
974 10 11 2,001 18 1 2,056 13 1
175 14 6 386 6 0 539 14 4
164 17 5 2,232 16 3 1,142 12 6
7,372  It  5 6,240 0 6 15,097 11 10126 11  9 2,308  0 10  963 19 7
904 10 7 1,330 15 7 2,180 0 7
246 1 10 220 19 0 2,345 17 6
2,025 4 9 256 13 0 4,782 5 10
95,480 12  3 97,901 17 2 199,910  6 4 213,835 9 10
No. 5.-ADI[INISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Gaw Officers of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme Court  ... ... ... ...
Sheri ff
District  Courts ... ... ,,.
Insolvency  ... ,,, ,., .,,
Intestacy ...
1,794 8 6 2,316 0 3
2,109 11 8 2,619 15 6
2,015 5 10 2,049 0 2
2,332 13  9 2,468 19 5
375 18 9 391 17 10
282 19 9 281 16 9
8,910 18  3 10,127 9 11 17,198 2 6  18,462 1  9
No.  6.-SECRETARY FO  PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department  ... ... ... ...
Inspection  .. ... ... ...
Special Instruction ...
State Schools... ...
Buildings  ... ... ...
Provisional Schools  ... ... ...
Grammar  Schools  ... ... ...
Orphanages ... ...
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution
Museum  ... ... ...
1,393 5 0 1,371 4 8
1,928  15 4 2,004 1 4
64 1 8 70 15 1
42,739 2 0 44,650 0 7
5,316 4 7 11,129 1 7
4,590 2 1 5,321 13 3
735 15 0 720 19 0
3,532 5 4 5,622 0 6
487 2 2 586 13 0
FOR THE  HALF - YEARS ENDED
3,341 1 5  4,110 11  3
4,472  14 11  4,276 2 7
3,180 7 10  3,500 13  34,790 12 11  5,219  6 11
850 5 2 774 12 10
563 0 3 581 511
2,472 5 6  2,084 10  2
3,544 9 10  3,240 10 11
111 11 8 97 10 11
74,937 5 5  66,802 10  213,601 16  5 15,082  12 38,437 13  7 8,374 14 8
1,461 12 0 1,260 6 0
8,386 15 11 10,415 11 0
40 0 0
1,089 4 7 924 7 8
60,785  13 2 71,476 9 0
No. 7.-COLONIAL  TREAStRER.
Treasury ...
Refundments  ... ... ...
Interest ,  Commission ,  and Exchange
Miscellaneous  Services ... ...
Colonial Stores ... ...
Customs  ... ... ...
Border Patrol
Distilleries and Breweries
... ...
...
Government Analyst  ... ...
Marine Board  .. •.• •.. •..
Shipping  Office ... ... ...
Harbours and Pilot Department ... ...
Lighthouses and Lightships ... ...
Powder Magazines  ... ... ... ...
Oyster Fisheries  ... ...  ...
Engineer ,  Harbours and Rivers ... ...
114,032 14 11  108,282 13 9
1,395 7 0 1,442 1 4 2,800 9 3  2,872  19 10
280 17 11  226 2  8 280 17 11
110-  1 10 149  18 8 3,967 11 8 3,722 0 11420 13  1 1,204 5 5 1,578 1 8 3,679 15 0
7,624 13 0 4,662 0 1 16,959 15 5  12,170 15  210,274 17  8 10,850 0 0 21,222 1 9 21,352 6 9
1,533 3 2 1,174 18 10 2,695 2 2 1,931 15 3
1,761 19 2 2,003 9 8 3,798 15 8 3,961 12 0
118 9 2 132 13 7 240 7 2 252 8 0
363 18 6I 461 4 0 790 14 6 829 3 3
221 9 2 231 13 4 456 9 2 446 13 4
7,669 19 4 8,190 1 6 15,996 17 10  16,700 1  4
4,610 11 10 4,792 9 2 9,811 5 4 9,838 7 2
172 16 5 241 13 2 365 3 11 470 6 7
83 9 6 138  14 1 176 19 0 274 9 3
2,355 4 11 1,881 13 0 3,998 16 4 3,332 6 10
$8,716 3  9  37,837 13  9  85,084 13  6 82,176 7 7
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE-continued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE  HALF-YEARS ENDED
31st December ,  31st  December ,  31st December, 31st December,
1887.  1888.  1887. 1888.
No. 8.-SECRETARY FOR LANDS.
Department of Public Lands ...
Land Board .. ... ...
Division of Runs ...
Sale of Land .. .. ...
Baili ffs and Rangers  of Crown Lands
Survey of Roads ... ... ...
Pastoral  Occupation... • ... ...
Reserves  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Botanical Gardens ...
Survey of Laud ...
Trigonometrical Survey
Agriculture ... ...
Rabbit-proof Fencing
Miscellaneous ...
No. 9.-SECRETARY FOR MINTS AND WORKS.
Department ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ...
Roads  ... ... ... ...
Mines ... ... ... ...
No. 10.-S ECRETARY  FOR RAILWAYS.
Department for Railways .. ... ...
Southern and Western Railway ... ...
Maryborough and Gympie Railway
Bundaberg to Mount Perry Railway
Central Railway .,, ...
Northern Railway ... ...
Mackay Railway ... ...
Cooktown Railway ... ...Cairns Railway ... ...
No. 11.-- POSTntASTSR-GENERAL.
Chief Office  ... .. ... ... ...
Post and Telegraph  Offices ... ... ... ...
Conveyance of Mails ... ... ... ...
Contingencies ... ... ... ..,
Meteorological Observation ... ... ...
£ a. d. £ a. d . £ s. d. £ a. d.
2,377 19 1 2,547 7 3 5,078 4 8 5,054 14 3
317 9 9 141 12 1 535 2 3 353 8 7
1,216 13 4 888 17 9 2,716 13 4 1,889 17 9
2,395 3 10 2,396 12 1  5,010 13  5 4,858 0 6
1,419 1 11 1,416 13 4 2,980 7 10 2,955 14 9
464 15 3 492 8 10 867 4 10 1,045 1 4
1,675 4 3 2,238 9 4  3,754 6 6 3,601 7 3
474 0 1 823 7 4 1,698 4 0 2,448  0 11
495 19 11 564 5 11 1,075 8 2  1,230 12  2
10,639 3 0 14,387 19 8 22,295 3 4 27,171 14 6
302 9 0 612 13 1 614 17 3 1,203 13 3
433 8 6 447 1 8 708 8 6 850 4 1
6,244 6 3 11,854 2 7 12,180 8 11 20,561 13 0
1,478 9 5 82 14 5 2,901 5 1 101 15 5
29,934 3 7 38,894 5 4 62,416 8 1  73,324 17  9
2,601 3 11 2,90; 5 7 5,341 3 6 5,768 14 4
11,820 14 1 9,013 10 2 22,839 17 2 15,172 6 5
2,893 18 3 1,872 16 0  4,234 14  2 2,139 14 1
5,007 15 6  5,830 16  1  10,74617  3 11,092 7 0
22,323 11 9 19,624 7 10 43,162 12 1 34,173 1 10
2,41618 4  2,150 11 10  5,051 7 8  4,600 16  9
76,305 16 0 72,816 19 5 148,140 11 5 140,388 5 10
18,801 16 11 11,424 4 2 27,800 16 6 36,542 12 10
2,559 15 3 3,519 0 6  6,018 10  2 6,576 7 3
38,460 7 4 22,955 16 1 66,939 0 4 47,476 7 6
16,220 14 9 17,462 6 2  32,736  18 7 35,668 2 4
1,722 2  6 2,356 3 7  3,469 7 10 4,415 15 0
1,994 18 10 1,650 1 10 4,257 14 11 3,246 8 11
1,171 1 10 ... 1,982 11 9
158,482 9 11 135,506 5 5 294,414 7 5 280,897 8 2
3,274 6 0 3,256 3 9 6,531 5  0 -  6,478 5 11
24,000 9 4 25,402 18 0 47,454 0 5 50,169 7 6
47,224 3 9 38,299 9 0 73,621 3 1 60,630 9 2
15,787 12 5 14,792 18 5 26,895 2 7 29,411 5 3
216 11 3 319 5 3 374 5 7 662 14 4
90,503 2  9  82,070 14  5 154,875 16 8 147,352 2 2
No. 12.-AuDI1' OR-GE NRRAL.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,587 9 9 1,811 14 9 3,084 7 8 3,688 9 0
No. 13.-
Special Supplementary App ro priation  ... ...  16,542 6 10
GRAND TOTAL  ... £ 1,044, 529 15 7
1
134 1 10
1,063,529 711
34,031 1 0 4,349 3 8
1,631,470  12 11  1,630,991 17 0
BALANCE OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Debit  Balance ,  30th June, 1888  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Expenditure for the Six Months ended 31st December, 1888
Revenue for the Six  Month- ended 31>1, December ,  1888 ...
Debit llalauce, 31st December,  1888 ...
$ 602.011 14 2
,., 1,630,99117 0
22,233,003 11 2
1,958,28414 8
.,. .., ... 2274 718 16 6
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 2nd Janua'•y, 1889.
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the  QUARTERS  and HALF -YEARS ended  31st DECEMBER,  1887, and
31st DECEMBER, 1888, respectively.
FOR TUE QUARTERS ENDED
Immigration ... ...
Electric Telegraphs ... ...Railways-Southern and Western ...
Central
Northern
Maryborough ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Bowen to Townsville ...
Mackay to Eton and Hamilton ...
Cooktown to Maytown ... ...
Herberton to the Coast ... ...
Cloncurry to Normanton... ...
Croydon ... ... ... ...
Suspense Account... ...
Extension Surveys ... ...
Rolling Stock ... ... ...
Telegraph Lines ... ...
Harbours and Rivers ...
Loans to Local Bodies ... ... ...
Roads  and Bridges  ... .. ...
Buildings  ... ... ...
Defence of the Colony...
Road  Boards and  Shire Councils ...
Water Storage,  Main Roads ...
31st December,
1887.
£ s. d.
... 40,917 17 3
... 15,986 12 8
31st  December,
1888.
£ s. d.
33,465 15 8
270 8 3
FOR THE  HALF-YEARS ENDED
31st December,
1887.
31st December,
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
75,551 9 0 74,553 16 7
28,087 18 0 7,450 14  9
365,709 5 5  241,999 2 3
63,543 2 6 34,222 12 5
32,364 6 5 12,186 8 8
8,181 10 3  37,640 11  1
49,379 4 3 7,253 18 39,006 14  3 24,153 19 0
2,024 12 0 530 3 10
28,555 16 11 21,957 15 10
93,457 12 5 99,818 3 2
17,790 12 2 30,745 17 4
... 1,198 0 0
3,343 12 1 2,955 11 3
1,306 10 5 1,196 16 7
20,419 4 4  27,375  10 7
650 18 7 31 14 6
57,070 5 2 74,808 7 8
44,950 0• 0 78,061 14 2
16,713 11 3 11,050 16 11
50,811 10 0 25,431 1 7
12,491 4 4 5,000 0 2
302 10 0 5 18 0
11,126 7 4  11,933 18 11
... 188,825 15 7 115,257 16 3
... 30,091 5 4 18,372 6 2
... 15,081 12 8  5,429 14  6
... 5,108 16 4 22,144 19 11
... 34,734 6 0 3,981 3 0
... 704 7 6 13,626 12 1
... 1,080 11 7 114 17 6
... 11,627 16 2 11,813 3 5
...  52,827 15  3 42,878 5 6
... 15,636 6 4  14,213 11 9
... ... 1,198 0 0
... 890 1 3 1,437 11 8
... 908 2 5• 614 14 7
.,. 11,474 9 4 14,615 19 3
7 1 6 2 14 0
... 29,780 14 10 33,988 18 11
... 20,600 0 0 38,140 0 4
...  7,801 1  5 5,511 11 4
... 26,952 18 10 13,763 4 7
... 4,447 3 1 1,161 16 8
... 300 0 0 119 0
... 6,585 19 5  6,507 12 9
£ 522,371 4 9 398,512  17 1 992,837 17 1 831,565 13 6
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT  of DISBURSEMENTS  for the QUARTERS and HALF-YEARS ended 31st DECEMBER, 1887, and
31st DECEMBER ,  1888, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED  FOR THE HALF-YEARS ENDED
Assessment  on Sheep  ... ... ...
Assessment  on Cattle ... ... ...
Pound Sales  ... ... ... ... ...
Police Reward Fund ... ...
Police  Superannuation  Fund ... ...
Immigration , London ... ... ...
Audit Act Fund ... ... ... ...
Pacific  Islanders '  Fund  ... ... ...
Marsupial Act Fund ... ... ...
Vice-Admiralty Court ... ... ...
Valley Drainage .. ... ...
`Lands Act of  1884 "-Improvements Fund
Pleuro-pneumonia Fund ... ... ...
Defence Advance Account ... ... ...
31st December , 31st December, 31st December, 31st December,
1887. 1888. 1887. 1888.
£ 8. d. £ s. d. £ s, d. £ s, d.
602 8 1 641 3 8 1,530 4 9  1,229 17  1
896 12 4 919 14 8 1,743 15 4 1,840 0 6
32 14 4 31 9 1 99 11 10 94 4 9
16 0 0 38 9 2 158 8 6 46 9 2
1,226 2 3  1,596 18  3 2,604 8 7  2,994 17  6
20,352 7 8  ...  20,488 7 0
1,023 4 1 1,382 6 0 4,306 18 6 1,703 5 34,107 10  3 4,872 15 10  8,492 13  2 8,827 6 02,516 15 11 3,711 15 9 8,828 9 2  10,394 13  4
36 4 0 ... 101 17 1
692 10 5 ...  1,206 13 11
1,994 0 9 9,512 11 0 2,892 12 3 11,133 3 3
... ... 23 3 0
... ... 71 17 0
33,496 10  1 22,7)7  3 5 52,454  0 1  38,358 16 10
SURPLUS REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the QUARTERS and HALF-YEARS ended 31st  DECEMBEII, 1887, and
31st DECEMBER, 1888, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS  ENDED FOR THE HALF-YEARS LNDED
31st December, 31st December, 31st December, 31st December,
1887. 1888. 1887. 1888.
£ s. d.£ s. d.
... 1,583 0 7Harbours and Rivers ... ... ...
£ s. d. £
2,726 3 6
s. d.
88
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CUSTOMS Dumas received at each PORT Of the Colony of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane, during the QUARTERS and HALF-YEARS ended 31st
DECEMBER, 1887, and 31st  DEcEMBEa,  1888 , respectively.
Port. Quarter ended 31stDecember, 1887.
Quarter ended  31st Half- year ended
December ,  1888.  31st  December, 1887.
Half -year ended
31st December, 1888.
Brisbane ... ... ...Ipswich  ...
Maryborough ...
Burnett River
Gladstone ...
Rockhampton
Mackay  ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ... ... ...
Cleveland Bay ... ...
Geraldton ... ...
Port Hinchinbrook ... ...
Port Denison ... ...
Normanton ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Cairns ... ... ... ...
Port Douglas ... ... ...
Thursday Island ... ...
Burketown ... ...
Dungeness  .. ... ...
Border Patrol... ... ...
TOTAL ... ... £
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
137,244 1 7 197,455 9 5 292,971 4 7
5,660 8 2  5,998 15 10  11,581 10  8
17,025 10 10 18,867 15 10 32,985 11 7
4,670 7 5  6,588 13 10 8,111 13  5606 16  3 772  3 3 1,308 1 9
29,381 13 1 33,974 18 11 57,751 14 6
6,144 0 5  4,725 15  8  13,571 8 0
143 18 4 108 5 6 347 18 4
44,922 0 8  49,281 0 8  83,857 12  5
997  4  11 1,884 17  0 997  4  11
61 11 6
1,22615 3 1,90616 3 2,637 6 6
18,590 1 8 11,655 0 0 34,869 2 2
10,078 9 7  10,967 14  0 18,662 2 0
7,867 9 8 9,760 13  5  14,121 17  8
2,636 4 2 3,807 12 6 4,577 15 0
2,38319 0 1,584 9 2  4,699 14 11
431 2 5 558 4 0 1,105 7 3
962 9 5  545 14 11 1,834 5 1
7,371 6 9  6,282 16  5  14,640 11  2
298,M 19  7  366,726 1 7  600,693 1 6
DISPOSAL OF THE PUBLIC BALANCES, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DE.
Queensland  National  Bank-London ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Agent -General...
Commercial Bank of Australia
Union Bank ...
Bank of New South Wales ...
Royal Bank of Queensland ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank
Bank , Northern Queensland
£ 8. d.
1,419,462 4 6
1,029,753 11 354,934 19  2
150,000 0 0
250,000 0 0
150,000 0 0
200,000 0 0
200,000 0 0
Cu.
£ s. d.409,063 16  7
11,754 8 0
38,778 5 0
13,483 19 2
1,743 17 6
71,837 2 9
10,675 15 8
309 13 6
100,439 7 4
3,232 7 4
4,020 18 4
33,293 15 8
23,357  0 10
19,108 7 9
6,789 11 5
3,463 11 9
1,759 13 10
955 5 8
12,796 3 11
766,863 2 0
£ s. d.
... 2,962,921 17 10
... 8,189 17 9
... 158,095 6 3
... 649,662 9 7
The Treasury,
Brisbane,  2nd January, 1889.
Loan .. ... ... ...
Surplus Revenue ... ...
Trust Funds ... ... ...
Savings Bank  ... ... ...
3,778,869 11 5
50,000 0 0 Less Consolidated Revenue Deficit ... 274,718 16 6
£3,504,150 14 11 £3,504,150 14 11
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FAENCE, C.M.G., R.A., Commandant.
No. 771.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1889.
A REGIMENTAL Court Martial will assemble at the Victoria Barracks, Brisbane, at 4.15 p.m. on
MONDAY, 7th January, 1889, for the trial of N o. 168, Gunner Richard A. Diamond,
"A" Battery, Queensland Artillery, and such other prisoners as may be brought before it.
President.
Captain F. A. Moody, The Moreton Regiment.
Members.
Lieutenant J. C. O'Brien, The Moreton Regiment.
Lieutenant G. A. Y. Mellish, The Moreton Regiment.
Waiting Member.
Lieutenant E. C. Owen, The Moreton Regiment.
The prisoner to be warned, and all necessary evidence ordered to attend.
Lieutenant J. J. Byron, "A" Battery, Queensland Artillery, will act as Prosecutor.
No. 772.
THE following appointments, promotions, resignations, transfers, and other changes will take effect
from above  date  where  not stated otherwise: -
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
" D " Company.
Acting-Captain  J. Fowles,  late Roma  Volunteer Rifle Corps, is appointed  to the command of the
Corps,  in his former rank.
Acting- Lieutenant Ferdinand  William Ernest Faithful, late  Roma  Volunteer Rifle Corps, is
appointed to be a Lieutenant ,  provisionally.
Acting-Lieutenant  Alfred John  Bing, late  Roma Volunteer Rifle Corps, is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisiona lly.
UNATTACHED OFFICERS.
The resignation of Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Snelling, has been accepted. 21st December, 1888.
The resignation of Lieutenant A. D. Campbell, has been accepted. 21st December, 1888. ,
10
90
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
THE KENNEDY DIVISION.
CAIRNS GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignations of No. 103, Gunner D. Garland, and No. 74, Gunner W. Potter, are accepted.
The resignations, under Regulation 204, of
have  been accepted.
No. 111, Gunner W. Elliott,
No. 123, Gunner M. Fogarty, and
No. 121, Gunner W. Cook,
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
Major W. Vincent is  granted six months '  leave of absence in order  to enable him to proceed to
Suakim for active duty with the Imperial Forces
No. 773.
THE formation of the  Beenleigh  Rifle Club was duly notified in the  Government Gazette  of the
8th December, 1888.
No. 774.
THE following Results of the Examinations held in November 1888, for the appointment and
promotion of Officers of the Defence Force and Volunteers, are published for information. The names
of those Officers who failed to pass are not published, but the index numbers will enable unsuccessful
candidates to trace their marks:--
RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS HELD IN NOVEMBER, 1888.
Decimal of Marks  Gained.
0
z
5 Rank and Names.
B.
- - C D.
Decimal
on the
Whole.
Remarks.
sa
A.
Practical.
.
Written.
1 Lieutenant J. J. Byron, "A" Battery  '79 1Good ... •96 1.00 '93 92 Passed for Captain*2 Acting-Lieutenant J. W. M. Carroll, 46
"A" Battery
Fair ... '72 ... ... •59 Passed for Lieutenant
3 24 1 Fair 45 '74 -48 '47 Failed in A and aggregate
4 •53 Indif. 31 '79 •33 '49 Failed in B and 1) and
aggregate
'29 Fair... •68 ... ... 48 Failed in A and aggregate
•72 Indif. ... •82' '77 Failed in B
7 Acting-Lieutenant D. A. Mc.Neill,  .5 t
Moreton Mounted Infantry
61 ... '55 1
10 Acting-Captain W. Lather, The  •76 Good
Moreton  Regiment
... •79 '50 ... 68 Passed £or Captain
12 ... ...  '37 Fair ... -8 '76 ... •64 Failed in A
13 68 Indif.... '42 '50 ... •53 Failed in B
14 Acting-Lieutenant J. Carroll, Queens-  •51 Good
land Irish Volunteer Corps
...  '63 ... '57 Passed for Lieutenant
15 Acting-Lieutenant C. B. Fitzgerald, 73 Fair
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps
...
•77 ... '75 Passed for Lieutenant
16 Acting-Lieutenant W. Healion, '42 Fair
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps
-61 ... ... 51 Passed for Lieutenant
17 •33 Fair ... •78 55 Failed in A
23 Acting-Captain R. Russell, Charters 51 Fair
Towers Mounted Infantry
... -85 59 ... '66 I Passed for Captain
24 Acting- Lieutenant  A. W. Wilson, '77 Fair
Charters Towers Mounted Infantry
... '75 ... '76 Passed for Lieutenant
25 Acting-Lieutenant C. S. Narracott, '71 Fair
ChartersTowers Mounted  Infantry
...
.68 ... •69 Passed for Lieutenant
26 Acting-Captain W. Beattie, The § Good
Kennedy Regiment
§ § § § Passed for Captain
27 '75 Bad ... •68 ... '71 Failed in B
28 78 Indif. ... •78 ... ... '78 Failed in B
29 Acting-Lieutenant E. A. Da Costa, '58
The Kennedy Regiment
Fair ... •63 ... '60 Passed for Lieutenant
40 ... ...  '86 Fair '36 '61 Failed in B
41 '47 Good '38 •90 ... '58 Failed in B
42 Acting-Lieutenant F. N. C. Riechel- 35
mann,  The Kennedy Regiment
Fair •76 ... ... '80 Passed for Lieutenant
43 Acting-Lieutenant W. J. Byrne, •84
The Kenned R i t
Fair ... '72 ... I ... '78 Passed for Lieutenant
50
egy men
33 t
.78
'55 Failed in A
52 Acting-Lieutenant S. Harding, Wide
Bay and Burnett Regiment
I
'72 Good ... -67 1 ... I ... '69 Pa.,sed for Lieutenant.
150 .., .. '60 Fair ... -73 II
*  Passed with credit.  t  Not examined practically . $  Examination not complete . §  Previously passed.
'I Number not issued by Comnndant.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer , William street, Brisbane.
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HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following By-laws, made by the
Council of the Municipality of Ipswich.
B. D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAWS.
WHEREAS by the provisions of  "The  Local Government
Act of  1878," Part XIV., Councils of  Municipalities are
authorised to make By-laws for the purposes therein
mentioned : By virtue of such authority it is hereby
ordered and directed by the Council of the Municipality
of Ipswich that the following be the By- laws of the said
Municipality :-
Repeal.
All By-laws of the said Municipality passed and in
force previous to the first publication of the By-laws
hereafter set out are hereby repealed, excepting the
By-laws relating to the Ipswich School of Arts and to
the Bremer Bridge, provided such repeal shall not affect
anything lawfully established or done thereunder.
BY-LAW No. 1.
STANDING ORDERS.
Order of proceeding.
1. The Council shall meet for the transaction of general
business every  alternate  Monday, at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
2. The Council shall commence business as soon after
the time appointed  as there is  a sufficient number of
aldermen in attendance to constitute a quorum ; but if at
the expiration of half-an-hour from the time appointed
there is not a quorum present, the aldermen present, or
the majority of the aldermen present, or any one alder-
man (if  only  one be present), or the town clerk, if no
aldermen be present, may adjourn such meeting to any
time no further distant than seven days from the date of
such lapsed meeting.
3. At all meetings of the Council, when there is not a
quorum present, or when the Council is counted out, such
circumstance, together with the names of the aldermen
then present, shall be recorded in the minute-book.
4. The mayor, if present, shall preside at all meetings
of the Council, and in his absence (or if after being present
he shall retire) such one of their number as the aldermen
present shall choose shall preside, and while so presiding
shall, for the purposes of these Standing Orders, have and
perform all the rights, privileges, and duties of the mayor ;
provided that at any meeting of the Council duly held, a
temporary chairman shall not be elected until the expira-
tion of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for hold,ng
such meeting ; such temporary chairman shall preside
until the mayor attends.
5. The minutes of any preceding meeting not previously
confirmed shall be read as the first business at all meetings
of the Council, in order to their confirmation ; and no
discussion shall be permitted thereupon, except as to their
accuracy as a record of the proceedings.
6. At all meetings of the Council (unless otherwise
provided for by law) the reading of correspondence un-
connected with *the orders of the day, the presentation of
petitions by members of the Council, and the bringing up
of reports of committees, shall have precedence of the
regular business. The order of business shall, therefore,
be as follows :-
1. The reading of minutes.
2. Business arising out of the minutes.
3. The reading of correspondence, inwards and out-
wards, unconnected with the orders of the day,
and their consideration.
4. The presentation of petitions or memorials.
5. Reports from committees ,  and their consideration.
6. Questions.
7. Orders of the day.
7. The report of a committee shall be brought up by the
chairman, and may be ordered to be laid upon the table,
or be otherwise dealt with as provided herein.
8. Every motion entered on the notice-paper shall be
struck out, unless the alderman who has given such notice,
or someone authorised by him, be present when the busi-
ness is  called in order.
9. Any notice containing unbecoming expressions may
be expunged from the notice-paper by instructions of the
mayor.
10. The orders of the day shall include all matters
arising out of the proceedings of former meetings of the
Council, and any business which the mayor may think fit
to bring under consideration. Any alderman may, how-
ever ,  bring forward such business as he may consider
advisable in the form of motion, of which notice shall be
given in writing to the town clerk, at least four clear days
previous to the meeting at which the  same  is to be taken
into consideration, and all such notices of motion shall be
considered in the order in which they are given.
Order of debate-General duties of the mayor, or chairman
of the Council.
11. If two or more aldermen rise to speak at the same
time, the mayor shall decide which is entitled to pre-
audience.
12. The mayor shall put all questions and declare the
sense of the Council thereon.
13. The mayor shall, in taking the vote on any motion
or amendment, put the question first in the affirmative
and then in the negative, and he may do so as often as
may be necessary to enable him to form and declare his
opinion from the show of hands as to which party has the
majority.
14. The mayor may, without waiting for the inter-
position of any alderman, call to order any alderman
proceeding to speak a second time on the same question
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unless entitled to reply) except in  explanation ,  where  lie 139. The Council shall vote by show of hands, exceptingballotte shill  he bth rl htf yoe ions w en eechag been inisrcpreiented or misunderstood, and without 1 in cages o yintroducing any new matter.
15. The chairman of any meeting may take part in all
the proceedings of the Council.
16. The mayor, or other presiding  chairman,  shall stand
up when addressing the Council in discussion of any
question. ,
General rides for aldermen in Council.
17. Any alderman desirous of proposing a motion or
amendment, or of discussing any matter under considera-
tion ,  must rise  and address the mayor. No alderman
when speaking shall be interrupted, unless called to order,
when he shall sit down, in which  case  the alderman call-
ing to  order shall be heard thereon in preference to any
other speaker, and the question of order shall be disposed
of before the subject is resumed or any other subject
entered upon.
18. No alderman shall speak upon any motion or
amendment for a longer period than fifteen minutes unless
by permission of the Council.
19, Any alderman desirous of proposing either an
original motion or amendment must state the nature of
such motion  or amendment before addressing the Council
in support thereof.
20. Any alderman making a motion or amendment
shall put it in form, sign, and deliver it to the town clerk
who shall  add thereto the name of the seconder ; and every
motion  or amendment made shall be the property of the
Council , and shall  not be withdrawn without leave of the
Council.
21. No motion or amendment shall be entertained or
discussed  unless it be seconded ; any alderman may, how-
ever , require the enforcement of any Standing Order of
the Council by simply noticing that such order is dis-
obeYed.
22. An alderman who has made a motion may withdraw
the same  by leave of the Council.
23. A motion which has been by leave of the Council
withdrawn may be made again during the same muni-
cipal year.
24. A proposed amendment may be, by leave of the
Council, withdrawn.
25. Any alderman moving or seconding  a motion or
amendment  shall be held to have spoken on that question.
26. The aldermen  in speaking  shall designate each
other by their respective  titles , as Mr. Mayor (or by
courtesy, Your Worship),  or alderman ,  as the case may be.
27. No alderman  shall speak twice on the same ques-
tion, except by  way of explanation , or in reply upon any
original motion  of which he may be the mover,  or as the
mover of the amendment last carried  ;  and after  the reply
the amendment  or the original  motion, as the case may
be, shall be immediately  put to the vote.
28. One amendment  only shall be discussed  at one time,
but if  the first one  moved is lost another may be moved
before the original question is put to the vote ; but upon
any amendment being carried it shall be competent for
any alderman  to move one  other amendment  thereon,
but not more ; but not more than  two amendments shall
be allowed.
29. Every alderman  shall be at liberty to speak once
on any amendment.
30. Upon the adoption of any amendment by the
Council, such  amendment  shall be held to have quashed
the original motion, and for all purposes of subsequent
discussion  the amendment so carried shall be acted upon
as an original  motion.
31. Any alderman may require the question under
discussion  to be read for his information at any time
during a debate, but not while any other alderman is
speaking.
32. On the presentation of a petition no debate shall
take place thereon until notice has been given in the usual
manner ; and the only questions that shall be entertained
on the occasion  of its presentation shall be that the
petition be received, and, if necessary, that it be referred
to a committee. Provided that every petition shall be
received  only as a  petition of the party or parties whose
signatures  it bears ;  and no  petition shall be received
unless at least  one signature be upon the sheet  containing
the petition.
33. It shall be incumbent on any alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint  himself  with the contents thereof, and
to ascertain  and report that it does not contain  language
disrespectful to the Council.
34. Every alderman offering to present a petition to the
Council shall confine himself to a statement of the parties
from whom it comes, of the number of signatures attached
to it, of the material allegations contained in it, and to
the reading of the prayer of such petition. It may also
be read by the town clerk if required.
35. The reports from a committee may be agreed to, or
disagreed to by the Council, o, agreed to with amend-
ments , re-committed to the committee, or the further
consideration thereof postponed.
36. In putting any such question no argument or
opinion  shall be offered, nor any facts stated except so far
as may be necessary to explain such question.
37. In answering any such question no alderman shall
debate the matter to which the same refers.
38. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the
day, or to another day s1,cci6(d ; an.l the aideru,,u, upon,
whose motion a debate is adjourned shall be entitled to
pre-audience on the resumption of the debate. ,
any alderman may, however, call for a division upon an
question, in which case the aldermen voting in the athrma-
tive shall place themselves on the right of the chair, and
those in the negative on the left of the chair, and there
remain until  the names of the aldermen be entered in the
minutes of the proceedings by the town clerk or person
officiating for him.
40. In all questions coming before the Council, every
alderman present in the Council Chambers shall be com-
pelled to vote.
41. No alderman shall digress from the subject matter
of the questioi, under discussion, or impute improper
motives to others ; and all personal reflections upon any
alderman shall be considered highly disorderly.
42. When any alderman shall object to words  used in a
debate, and shall desire them to be taken down, the
chairman will direct them to be taken down by the town
clerk accordingly.
43. Any alderman may of right require the production
of any of the documents of the Council relating to the
question or matter in discussion.
41. N o discussion shall be allowed  on an y motion for
adjournment of the Council ; but if, on the question being
put, the motion be negatived, the subject then under con-
sideration, or the next on the notice paper, shall be dis-
cussed, or any other that may be allowed precedence
before any subsequent motion for  adjournment  shall be
entertained  ; but if the motion  for adjournment  be carried,
the business then undisposed of shall have  precedence at
the next meeting of the Council.
45. If at any  time  during the sitting of the Council a
quorum be not present, any alderman or the town clerk
shall call the attention of the mayor to the fact. The
mayor shall thereupon suspend the proceedings of the
Council for any time not exceeding half-an-hour so as to
allow a quorum to be present, or adjourn the Council to
some  future time.
46. Any alderman may enter his protest  against any
resolution of the Council, provided that such protest is
not inconsistent with truth or disrespectful to the Council ;
notice of  intention  to protest  must, however , in every
case be given on the adoption of the resolution protested
against, and  the protest, signed by the  alderman  or alder-
men protesting and specifying the reasons for protesting,
must be entered before the next regular meeting of the
Council, by the protesting  alderman, in  a book to be kept
for that purpose  in the town  clerk's office, and duly
referred to in the  minutes of  the Council,  the same to be
considered also part  of such minutes.
47. The mayor  shall preserve  order,  and his decision on
disputed points of order practice shall be  final , except
when questioned  in manner hereinafter  provided.
48. Any alderman  who shall commit a breach  of any of
the foregoing provisions  of this By-law, or who shall move,
or attempt to move,  any motion or amendment  embody-
ing any matter  as to which the Council  has no jurisdic-
tion, or who  shall in any other way raise, or attempt to
raise  any question or shall  address or attempt to address
the Council ,  upon any subject which the Council has
no legal right to entertain or to discuss ,  or who shall
use any other language which  according to the common
usage of gentlemen  would be held disorderly, or who
shall say  or do anything  calculated to bring  the Council
into contempt, shall be out of order.
49. The mayor may, without the intervention of an
alderman, call any alderman to order whenever in his
opinion there shall be a necessity for so doing.
50. Every alderman shall have the right of calling the
attention of the mayor to any motion,  amendment , state-
ment , argument, or observation moved, used, or made by
any other alderman, which such first-named alderman may
consider out of order.
51. An alderman called t,i order shall immediately take
his seat while the question of order is being discussed,
unless specially permitted to offer an explanation, retrac-
tion, or apology, but on obtaining such special permission
such alderman may explain, retract, or apologise for the
matter or remark alleged to have been out of order, and if
such  explanation , retraction, or apology be deemed satis-
factory, no further discussion on the question of order
shall be permitted. If any alderman on being called to
order shall ask such permission to explain, retract, or
apologise  as aforesaid , the mayor may of his own authority
grant or refuse such permission  as he  may think fit,
unless any alderman shall require  the sense  of the Council
to be taken on this question. In such case it shall be the
duty of the mayor to take the sense of the Council at once
and without discussion as to whether such perinisioii
shall be granted. And when any such explanation,
retraction, or apology shall have been made or offered by
permission of the mayor, the latter shall in like manner
decide, or, if required so to do, shall take the sense of the
Council as to whether such explanation, retraction, or
apology is considered sufficient. If such permission be
refused, or if such explanation, retraction, or apology be
considered insufficient, the question of order shall be con-
sidered and decided before any further business is pro-
ceeded with. Provided that if the mayor shall have
decided the question of order before any alderman shall
have required the sense of the Council to be taken in
reference thereto, such question of order shall not be re-
opened. And provided further that nothing herein con-
tained shall be held to affect the right of the mayor to
decide finally, as hereinafter provided, upon any such
point of order after the same shall have been discussed.
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52. The mayor, when called upon to decide points of
order or practice, shall state the provision, rule, or prac-
tice which he shall deem applicable to the case, without
discussing or commenting upon the same.
53. Whenever it shall have been decided as aforesaid
that any motion, amendment, or other matter before the
Council is out of order, the same shall be rejected ; anti
whenever anything said or done in Council by any alder-
man shall  be decided to be out of order, such alderman
shall be called upon by the mayor to make such explana-
tion, retraction, or apology as the case may require.
54. Any alderman who shall have been called to order,
and who, after having been twice directed to take his seat
as aforesaid , shall refuse to do so, or who shall persist in
any line of conduct or argument, or in making observa-
tions which shall have been decided as aforesaid to be
disorderly, or who shall refuse to make such explanation,
retraction, or apology  as aforesaid  when required so to do,
or who shall be guilty of any other act of disorder as
defined in clause 41 of this By-law, and shall refuse to
make such  explanation , retraction, or apology as the
majority of the aldermen then present shall consider
satisfactory, shall be liable on conviction for the first
offence to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more
than five pounds ;  and on a  second conviction for the like
offence  he shall be liable to penalty of not less than one
pound nor more than ten pounds, and on a third or any
subsequent conviction he shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than two pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
55. Any alderman who is dissatisfied with the decision
of the mayor on any such question of order or of practice
may by motion on notice, respectfully worded, invite the
Council to lay down a different rule or principle for the
determination of any  similar  question of order or practice
which may thereafter arise. Any rule or principle thus
laid down shall be binding upon all parties  unless and
until it be rescinded, but shall have no retrospective
operation. Provided, however, that nothing  herein shall
he held to bind the mayor to put any motion to the
Council which, in his  opinion, is  contrary to law.
Committees.
56. There shall be at least five standing committees-
namely, a finance committee, a works committee, a water-
works committee, a school of arts committee, and a
legislative committee. These committees shall be re-ap-
pointed every year, at the first meeting of the Council
which shall he holden after the election of the mayor ;
provided, nevertheless, that the Council shall be at liberty
at any time to fill up occasional vacancies.
57. The mayor of the Municipality shall be  ex officio
chairman of the finance committee.
58. Every alderman intending to move for the appoint-
ment of a committee shall endeavour to ascertain pre-
viously whether each alderman proposed to be named by
him on such committee will give his attendance thereon.
59. The town clerk shall convene every committee
within seven days of its first appointment, and at any time
by order of the Council, or the written order of the chair-
man or of any two members of such committee.
60. The mayor, if a member of any of the permanent
committees ,  shall preside, and, if not a member, then
such alderman shall preside as the majority of the
members of the committee shall have appointed per-
manent chairman of the committee ; or at any such
meeting, in the absence of the mayor or the permanent
chairman respectively, such chairman as the members
present shall appoint. And all questions shall be deter-
mined by a majority of votes, and, in case of an equality,
the chairman shall have a casting vote, besides his
original vote as a member of the committee; provided,
however, that when special committees are appointed
for a merely temporary purpose, the alderman proposing
such committee shall be the chairman thereof, except
when the mayor is a member of such committee, in which
case he shall be the chairman thereof ; but if any member
of any committee shall fail to attend three regular com-
mittee meetings without leave from the Council he shall
cease to be a member thereof, and the Council shall have
power to appoint another in his place.
61. The Council may, fo r the consideration of any
matter, resolve itself into a committee of the whole.
6`L. The standing orders of Council shall be observed
in committee of the whole Council, except the rule
limiting the number of times of speaking.
63. All drafts upon the funds of the Municipality shall
he signed by the mayor, one other member of the finance
committee, and countersigned by the town clerk ; or in
case of absence from the Municipality, inability, or
refusal of the mayor, by two members of the finance
committee and town clerk ; or, in case of the absence or
inability of the town clerk, by the mayor and two mem-
bers of the finance committee.
64. The works committee shall examine all accounts
against the Municipality relating to works, and certify
the same previously to their being passed to the finance
committee.
65. No public works involving a probable expenditure
of more than twenty pounds shall be undertaken until
the works committee have reported to the Council an
estimate of the cost thereof.
66. All matters which the Council shall think fit to
refer to a committee, and which do not fall within the
province of any standing committee, shall be referred to
a special  committee appointed for that particular business.
67. Every report of a committee shall be signed by the
chairman thereof, and be fairly written  so as  to admit of
being bound at convenient intervals, and such report
shall be made to the Council at the earliest opportunity.
(N. No committee shall consist of less than three
members, and the majority of the whole number of such
committee, or a moiety when such whole number is even,
shall he a quorum.
69. The appointment of special committees shall con-
tinue until the specific duty for which they are appointed
shall have been discharged ; provided that such com-
mittees may at any time be dissolved by ote of the
Council.
70. No business that has been referred by the Council
to the consideration and report of any of the  permanent
committees shall lapse in consequence of any  change in
the persons composing such committee ; but every such
committee shall be considered as of perpetual  succession
to the extent of the powers conferred upon it.
Appointments.
71. When any office at the disposal of the Council
becomes vacant, no appointment thereto shall be made
until seven clear days' public notice shall have been
given by advertisement in one or more of the local news-
papers, inviting applications from candidates properly
qualified.
72. The salary or allowance attached to all offices and
places at the disposal of the Council. except the office of
mayor, shall be fixed by the Council for the municipal
year in all  cases  before proceeding to make appointments
thereto.
73. Every such appointment shall be made by a vote of
the Council. The voting shall take place by ballot on
cards containing the name or names of the person or
persons voted for, and such voting cards shall be kept in
the town clerk's office for the twelve months next ensuing
the appointment.
74. No alderman, nor any auditor of the Municipality,
nor any other officer of the Municipality, holding office
under the Council, shall be received as surety for any
officer appointed by the Council, or for any work to be
done for the Council ; and in all cases in which security
for the due and faithful performance of any duty or con-
tract is required, the expense of preparing such security
shall be borne by the party giving the same, and shall be
given to the Council before such officer is  installed in
office  or contract commenced.
EXPENDITURE.
Except in emergent matters, costs of all works to be estimated
before undertaken.
75. With the exception of emergent matters, hereinafter
specially provided for, no work affecting the funds of the
Municipality shall be undertaken until the probable
expense thereof shall have been first ascertained by the
Council.
Emergent matters and necessary current expenses-Expenses
authorised  to  be reported.
76. For emergent matters and for necessary current
expenses during intervals which may elapse between the
meetings of the Council, outlays to the following extent
may be incurred:-
(a.)  By order of the mayor and one member of the
works committee- for repairs or emergent works
- to the extent of ten pounds.
(b.) By order of the mayor-far necessary current
expenses - to the extent of ten pounds.
(c.) By order of the mayor and any two aldermen-
for any emergent purpose-to the extent of twenty
pounds.
Provided that in every case a detailed report in
writing of every such outlay shall be laid before the
Council at its next meeting, such report to be signed by
the chairman of the works committee, or the mayor, or
the mayor and aldermen, as the case may be, by whom
such outlays shall have been authorised; and that such
outlay shall only be permissible  in reference  to matters
coming strictly within the jurisdiction or function of the
Council ; and further, that no outlay involving a disobe-
dience or evasion of any order or resolution of the Council
shall on any pretence be thus authorised.
All claims to be examined and reported upon by finance
committee.
77. All accounts  and demands  for money  against or
from the Council  shall  be examined and reported upon by
the finance committee before any order shall be made
for the payment  of such accounts or demands.
Certificate required with each claim-Salaries and wages to
be payable on the mayor's order-Certificates to be
attached to report.
78. No payment shall be so ordered unless there shall
be a certificate from the committee, mayor, or officer of
the Council to whom the direction or guardianship of
such expenditure properly belongs, showing that the
de,nand is  a legitimate  one, and has been duly authorised
or inquired into. It shall be the imperative duty of the
finance committee to see that this requirement is fulfilled,
or to report specially as to the reasons for its non-ful-
fihnent before recommending payment. Provided, how-
ever, that such special reports as last herein mentioned
may be embodied in the report by which payment of
the amount  in question  is recommended. Provided, also,
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that  in cases of  special expenditure under the last but
one preceding section, the report directed by that clause
to be laid before the Council shall, if the outlay shall have
been lawfully incurred, be deemed a sufficient certificate.
MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS.
79. The banking account of the Council shall be kept
at such bank as the Council may direct, and such account
shall not be transferred from one bank to any other bank
without the express sanction of a majority of the Council
given at  a regular meeting.
80. The town clerk, or person acting for him, shall have
the charge (except when otherwise ordered by the Council)
of the common seal of the Municipality, and shall be re-
sponsible for the safe custody and proper use of the
same ;  he shall also have charge of all charters, deeds,
muniments , and records of the Municipality, or relating
to the property thereof, which shall be kept in his office,
or such other place  as shall  be appointed by the Council ; he
shall also attend all meetings of the Council, enter minutes
of their proceedings, keep the Municipal accounts, issue
all notices  in connexion  with the business of the Council,
and give receipts and discharges for all moneys paid to
the Council.
81. The town clerk shall not affix the corporate seal to
any Municipal  document without the express order of the
Council, nor unless such document bears the signature of
the mayor; but in the case of  powers  of attorney, and other
legal instruments not relating  to the Municipality, the
signatures  to which require to be verified by declaration
before the mayor,  the said seal  shall and may be affixed
by the town clerk to the mayor's certificate accompanying
the same, on receipt of a fee of half- a-guinea  for each
attestation . Every impression of the corporate seal shall
be duly verified by the signature of the town clerk.
82. No officer of the Municipality shall be at liberty to
show, lay open, or expose any of the books, papers or
records of the Municipality to any person other than an
alderman , without leave from the Council, except as other-
wise provided by law.
83. Any  one or more  of the standing orders of the
Council may be suspended  pro tempore,  provided that a
majority of the  aldermen present  shall deem such sus-
pension necessary  or advisable.
84. No  leave of absence  shall be  gP11nted  to the mayor or
to any alderman ,  otherwise  than a resolution of the
Council.
85. In  all cases  not herein provided  for resort , shall be
had to  the rules, forms, and usages  of the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland,  so far as the same  are applicable
to the proceedings of the Council.
86. Every person guilty  of an offence  against any of
the provisions of this By -law where no special  penalty is
provided, shall be liable  therefor  to a penalty  not exceed-
ing five  pounds.
BY-LAW No. 2.
MUNICIPAL WHARVES AND WHARFAGE DUES.
1. The following  wharfage  dues shall be paid by the
master ,  captain , or other person in charge of any boats,
punts ,  steamers , or other  crafts  lying aside or landing
cargo at any wharf belonging to the Municipality
Open boats, 1s. each.
Crafts or punts, not exceeding two tons,. 2s. 6d. each.
Exceeding two tons and under twenty tons, 5s. each.
Exceeding twenty  tons,  7s. 6d. each.
Steamers, 10s. each.
2. All description  of crafts  lying alongside any such
wharf must give  way to steamers ; provided always that
if, at the time  of arrival of any steamer at such wharf any
other vessel shall be discharging cargo, it shall be lawful
for such vessel to retain her berth for not more than one
hour from the arrival of such steamer, at the expiration of
which time she will have to slip her moorings and allow
such  steamer to  take hsr place. Provided also that in case
the river  shall  be in flood at the time of the arrival of any
such steamer as aforesaid , the provisions of this section
shall remain  inoperative.
3. The  master  of any  vessel  shall allow free ingress,
egress ,  and regress  across the deck of such vessel to all
persons lawfully seeking ingress, egress ,  or regress to any
vessel or vessels  on the outside of them, for the discharge
of cargo or otherwise.
4. No vessel shall occupy the berth more than five
working hours consecutively, if the berth be required for
another vessel  (and, for the purpose of this By-law, from
sunset to sunrise shall  be considered as not being working
hours ). Provided  also  that if a vessel shall have dis-
charged after  sunset , or so late in the day as not to be
able to  reload ,  she shall  be allowed a further period of
two hours on the next morning, commencing  in summer
not later  than  6 o'clock a.m., and in winter not later
than 7 a .m. Provided also that if any vessel is prepared
to reload immediately after discharging, she shall be
allowed a like period of two hours for that purp ose.
5. Any vessel not loading or discharging shall leave the
berth if required by any other vessel for either of these
purposes.  v .',A ,. %I "i
6. No vessel shall, on any pretence, unnecessarily
encumber the municipal wharf by occupying too much
space, and in all cases proper stowage on the wharf, so as
not to incommode other vessels, will be insisted on.
7. Consignees of goods will be expected to remove goods
from any wharf belonging to the Municipality as soon ^g
possible, and if within half-an-hour after receiving not:ce
from the person in charge of such wharf of cargo having
arrived any consignee shall fail to commence removing
such cargo, and continue to do so during working hours,
it shall be lawful for the Council to remove such goods,
and to keep them stored until the charges for such
removal and  storage are  paid ; such charges not to exceed
current rates.  I V.  ..4
8. Any person  infringing  any of the provisions  ofjthis
By-law shall be liable to a penalty of not less thanlono
pound nor more than five pounds.
BY-LAW No. 3.
CARTS, PRAYS, &C., PLYING FOR HIRE, &C.
1. Any person who shall be desirous of plying with any
cart, dray, or waggon for hire, or of drawing or carrying
with any cart, dray, or waggon any wood or water for the
supply of the inhabitants within the Municipality, shall,
on being -pproved by the mayor, register his name and
place of abode in the office of the town clerk, and shall
thereupon, and from time to time thereafter, upon pay-
ment by him of the amount according to the scale herein-
after mentioned, receive from the town clerk a license on
which shall be written his name, place of abode, and
number of vehicle so approved, every such license to
continue and be in force until the 31st day of December
in each and every year and no longer. And if any person
shall ply for hire with any cart, dray, or waggon without
being so licensed, or shall cause or procure any person to
ply, not being so licensed, within the said Municipality,
or if any person shall draw or carry, or cause or procure
any person to draw or carry, any wood or water with any
cart, dray, or waggon, for the supply of the inhabitants of
the Municipality without being so licensed, he shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds. Provided always that nothing
herein shall apply to carters bringing or taking any goods
or merchandise to or from any place without the Munici-
pality, but shall apply in all cases when the same property
is loaded on and delivered from any cart, dray, or waggon
within the Municipality.
Scale of fees for licenses above-mentioned :-
£ s. d.
For every waggon constructed to carry
log timber only and drawing the same
within the Municipality .. ... 5 0 0
For every cart, dray, or waggon having
not less  than four wheels,  the annual
sum of ... ... ... .. ... 2 0 0
For every cart, dray,  or waggon having
less than  four wheels,  the annual sum
of ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
2. When any person  shall have  in his employment any
servant licensed as aforesaid , and such  servant  shall leave
such  employment  before his  license shall have  expired,
then  in any  such  case  the license of such  servant shall
and may be transferred to any other  servant in the
employment of such person by registering  such transfer
at the office of the town clerk.
3. The Council shall from  time  to time appoint places
within the Municipality to be used  as stands  from which
parsons licensed  as aforesaid  may ply with their carts,
drays, or waggons for hire, due notice of which shall be
given by public advertisement  in one  or more of the
newspapers published within the Municipality, and by
notice to be posted at the office of the town clerk. And
every such person who shall after such notice draw up or
station his cart, dray or waggon in any other place than
the place or  l laces  for the time being appointed by the said
Council in order to ply for hire, shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding one pound.
4. The stand for licensed carts, drays, and waggons
shall  be, until altered by the Council,  in Bremer  street, to
the east side of the Custom-house and on the north side
of the street.
5. The name of every person licensed  as aforesaid,
together with the number of his license and the words
"licensed cart," "dray," or "waggon," as the case may
be, shall at all times be legibly painted, in letters  not less
than one inch in length, upon the right or off side of the
cart, dray, or waggon, on or with which he shall ply for
hire or carry ; and if any such person shall at any time
fail or neglect  to keep his name, the number of his  license,
and the words "licensed cart," "dray," or "waggon," as
the case may be. legibly painted as aforesaid, he shall
forfeit and  pay  for every offence not more than one pound ;
and if any person not duly licensed as aforesaid shall lily,
draw, or carry wood or water or other property or
merchandise with a cart, dray, or waggon, upon which
there shall be painted "licensed," or the words "licensed
cart," " dray," or " waggon," as the case may be, he shall,
for every offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
6. Every owner of an unlicensed cart, dray, or waggon,
within the Municipality, shall have his name and address
legibly painted on the off-side of such cart, dray, or
waggon ; and any owner of an unlicensed cart, dray, or
waggon, within the Municipality, who shall at any time
fail or neglect to have his name and address so painted as
aforesaid, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty not exceeding one pound.
7. Any carter or drawer, licensed as aforesaid, who
shall refuse or neglect, between the hours of sunrise and
sunset, or in any case of fire during the night, to carry a
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good and sufficient load, or employ his horse, cart, or dray,
when thereunto required (unless he then be actually hired
by some other person), shall forfeit and pay for such
offence any sum not exceeding one pound.
8. It shall be lawful for the Council to cancel the
license of any carter or wood and water drawer who
shall be found guilty of any dishonest or improper con-
duct as such carter or wood and water drawer, and notice
of such cancellation shall be given by the town clerk to
the person concerned.
9. Every person licensed as aforesaid shall, on receiving
his license, be furnished by the town clerk with a copy
of the tables of rates regulated and fixed for the time
being by the said Council, as hereinbefore provided, and
shall carry the same about with him whilst employed or
plying for hire as aforesaid, and shall produce and show
the same when required so to do by any person seeking to
hire or having hired him aforesaid ; and if any licensed
carter shall fail to provide himself with a copy of such
table, or shall neglect to carry it about with him as afore-
said, or shall refuse or neglect to produce or show the
same when required as aforesaid, he shall be liable, for
every such offence, to a penalty not exceeding ten
shillings.
BY-LAW No. 4.
NUISANCES.
1. Every occupier, or where there is no occupier, then
the o« ner or landlord of any house, building, pi emises, or
place, shall keep such building, or premises, or place,
and the yard and ground belonging thereto, in a
cleanly condition, and shall not suffer any rubbish, filth,
or refuse to be scattered about his yard or ground.
2. Any person or persons who shall make or cause to be
made any drain or watercourse, by means of which any
water, matter, or thing shall flow, or be carried or emptied
into any street, road, drain, gutter, or any part thereof,
within this Municipality, without the consent in writing
of the Municipal Council first had and obtained, shall on
conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum
not exceeding five pounds.
3. No person shall cast or deposit, or cause to be
deposited, any filth, rubbish, dead animal, putrid or
offensive matter, into any stream, watercourse, reservoir,
drinking fountain, sewer, or canal in the Municipality, or
obstruct or divert from its channel any public sewer, or
any watercourse, or stream, within the Municipality ; and
any person convicted of any such offence shall, besides
and in addition to the penalty inflicted therefor, pay the
expense incurred by the Council in removing such filth
or obstruction or restoring and repairing such watercourse
or sewer, as the case may be.
Throwing offensive matter  into  creeks, Lc.
4. No person shall throw or cause to be thrown any
carcase, carrion , offal, or other offensive matter into any
creek, river or stream, which shall flow in or through the
Municipality, or leave, or cause the same to be left, on the
shores or banks thereof.
?Vo dirt to be thrown  on streets.
5. No person  shall  throw, cast, or lay, or cause to be
thrown, cast , or laid, any dirt, litter,  ashes,  soot, rubbish,
broken glass, decayed vegetable,  or any carrion , fish, offal,
dung, soil, dead animal, blood,  offensive  fluid, or other
offensive matter or thing, in or upon any road, street,
carriage or foot way, or public place, or in or upon any
lane , alley, or thoroughfare in the Municipality, or cause,
permit, or  suffer any  such matter or thing to  fall ,  flow, or
run into any sewer, pipe, or drain, or  into any channel
sink, or open or uncovered gutter,  or an y stream or
watercourse, pond, or reservoir for water within the
Municipality.
6. No person shall empty or begin to empty any privy,
or take away any nightsoil from any house or premises
within the Municipality, or come with any cart or other
vehicle for that purpose, except between the hours of 11
at night and 5 in the morning. Pro%ided that it shall be
lawful for the mayor to grant permission for the cleansing
of earth-closets at any time during the day, and to with-
draw such permission if necessary.
7. No person shall drive, or cause to be driven,  any cart
or other conveyance with any nightsoil  or ammoniacal
liquid within the Municipality, except between the hours
of 11 o'clock at night and 5 o'clock in the morning, or fill
any cart or other vehicle  so as  to turn over, overflow, leak or
cast any nightsoil,  ammoniacal  liquid, or slop, mire, or filth
in or upon any of the streets or public places within the
Municipality  or in  or upon any roads,  lanes, alleys, or
thoroughfares therein. And  no person  shall deposit aappy
such nightsoil or ammoniacal liquid within the Munill-
pality or in any other pl,tce than that appointed for such
deposits by the Council, and no person shall carry night-
soil or  ammoniacal liquid in other than a properly covered
and water-tight cart or other covered and water-tight
vehicle, or shall allow any cart or vehicle used for the
purposes in this By-law before mentioned to stand on any
premises  without being properly cleaned. Every person
offending against or failing to comply with any of the
provisions of this section shall for every offence be liable
to a penalty of not less than two pounds nor more than ten
pounds.
8. Any person who shall, except by  special  license of
the Council, burn, or permit to be burnt, any bones,
ordure, or other offensive substances, whether wholly;or
partially, and whether  animal or mineral  or vegetable, so
as to be an offence or nuisance to his neighbours or the
public within the Municipality, shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
9. Every person who shall cart away, or carry or draw
out, place, or have any dead horse, dog, or other animal
or carrion within the Municipality and shall not bury the
same a sufficient depth in the ground (or burn the same),
m such a place as the mayor or any person authorised by
him may direct, shall be liable to a penalty for every such
offence not exceeding five pounds.
10. No person shall breed, feed, or keep any kind of
swine in any house, building, yard, or other premises
within the Municipality.
11. No person shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed, the carcass, or any part of the carcass,
of any newly-slaughtered aniinal in any street, road, or
public place within the Municipality without a  sufficient
cloth covering the same, or shall hawk or carry about any
butcher's meat for sale in such street, road, or public
place ; and no cattle, sheep, horses, or swine shall be
slaughtered within the Municipality, and any person so
causing, doing, or suffering the same to be done, shall for
every such offence be liable to a penalty of not  less than
one pound nor more than ten pounds.
12. No person shall within the Municipality commence
or carry on the trade of nightman, or empty  or cleanse
any privy or cesspool, without having obtained  a license or
authority from the Municipal Council.
13. No person shall use any cart, dray, or other vehicle
for the removal of nightsoil or other refuse until the same
shall have been approved and registered by the said
Council.
14. No person shall use or drive any such cart, dray, or
other vehicle as aforesaid unless the owner s name and
address shall be legibly painted thereon on the off or
right-hand side.
15. Every nightman shall, twenty-four hours previously
to the emptying of any cesspool or privy, deodorise and
disinfect such privy or cesspool with a quantity of chloride
of zinc, carbolic acid, or other sufficient and efficient dis-
infectant, and carefully transfer the excrement or liquid
into the carts, which must be driven to the place appointed
for the purpose of reception of the manure, or other place
appointed or permitted by the Council, during  the same
night the cesspit or cesspool may be emptied ; and such
nightman shall perform such work with as little  noise as
possible, and reinstate and leave the  premises  clean, and
repair any damage or breakage done in the performance
of such work, either by himself  or his  men, to the privies,
floors, doors, or posts of such premises.
16. Any person  committing  a breach of any of the
provisions of the four next preceding clauses contained
shall for each such offence be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
17. The charges to be made by nightmen shall be the
following :-
For emptying every privy,  cesspit, or  midden--twenty
shillings  for the first cubic yard of contents, and
ten shillings  for every cubic yard or portion of
cubic yard over the first cubic yard.
For emptying  earth-closets  and providing  a sufficient
quantity  of dry earth  for the same-
For every box, pan, bucket, or other vessel, con-
taining not more than four gallons -one shil-
ling per fortnight;
Over four  gallons  and not exceeding  six gallons-
one shilling and sixpence  per fortnight ;
Over  six gallons ,  and not exceeding ten gallons-
three shillings  per fortnight ;
and so on,  in like proportion for every five gallons or por-
tion of five  gallons exceeding ten gallons.
18. Any nightman who shall demand  or receive a
higher charge than that allowed by the last preceding
section  shall be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding two
pounds.
19. The Council may  at any time  cancel the license of
a nightman.
20. The occupier of any house or land, or where there
shall be  no occupier  then the owner of any house or land,
from which any private drain, side drain, or sewer row
does,  or hereaftAr shall, issue  into any of the  said sewers,
drains, vaults, culverts, and watercourses, shall from time
to time forthwith  cleanse  such private drain, side drain,
or sewer when  required by the mayor.
21. It shall not be lawful for any person, without the
permission of the mayor, to open up any part of the
streets or public places under the control of the Council
for the purpose of laying down or repairing any pipe or
pipes or drains, or of altering the position of any such
pipe or pipes or drains, or for other purposes; provided
that nothing in this section contained shall apply to
persons having such authority under any Act.
22. When and so often as any person shall have law-
fully broken up or removed the stones, ground, soil, or
pavement,  in or  of any road, street, way, lane, or other
public place within the Municipality, the said person
shall immediately thereafter replace and make good such
ground, soil, or pavement to the satisfaction of the city
engineer or any officer having the control, direction, or
superintendence of such pavement, soil, or ground respec-
tively ; and such person shall carry or cause to be care ied
away, and deposited where directed by the said engineer
or other officer, all surplus earth, filth, and rubbish
occasioned thereby, at his own cost and charges, and
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during the time such works are being carried on, and
until such ground, soil, or pavement is reinstated as
aforesaid ,  such person shall provide necessary lights, of a
red colour ,  between sunset and sunrise, at night, and
otherwise guard by sufficient rails or fence  the said work,
so as to prevent any  danger  or inconvenience happening
to passengers ,  cattle ,  or carriages  ;  and in case such
person shad make default in replacing  such ground, soil,
or pavement as aforesaid, or in removing any rubbish or
soil (occasioned thereby, or in placing or setting up such
lights at night,  or otherwise  guarding  the said works as
aforesaid ,  then in every such  case  he shall be liable for
every  such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds,  nor less than twenty shillings  ;  and it shall be
lawful for the Council of the Municipality ,  or other per-
sims having such control ,  direction, or superintendence as
aforesaid ,  to replace such ground, soil ,  and pavement, and
carry away all rubbish occasioned  thereby,  and during
the time that such works are being carried on to provide
Necessary lights  at night ;  and the expenses may be
recovered in addition to the penalty aforesaid.
23.  The  occupier of every shop, dwelling -house, or
other building adjoining to and fronting the footpaths
in sections 1 to 8 ,  inclusive ,  of the Municipality shall
cause the said footpaths along the front of his shop or
premises  to be well and sufficiently swept and cleared
once every day (except  Sunday),  before the hour of 9 in
the morning.
24. No person shall, in any street ,  lane, passage,  or
thoroughfare within the Municipality ,  cleanse ,  hoop, fire,
wash ,  or scald any cask or tub, or out or dress any timber
or stone ,  or slack or sift lime therein.
25. An y person who shall (except by the special license
of the said Council, and revocable  by such  Council, or
unless authorised in writing by the mayor )  make, use, or
continue any fire in or upon any enclosed or unenclosed
yard,  premises, public or private street ,  way or waste
ground  within that part of the said Municipality known
as sections 1 to 8, both inclusive ,  unless the same be in a
properly constructed fire-place , baring  a flue or chimney,
the wal 's or sides of which shall consist of stone, brick,
or an admixture thereof, shall, upon conviction ,  be liable
t ) a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
26. Any person  (except as before excepted )  who shall
within the said part of the Municipality construct, con-
tinue, use, alter, or repair ,  or cause or permit ,  or suffer to
be constructed ,  used ,  altered, or repaired, any chimney,
flue, or vent for smoke, steam, or any like purpose, and
whether or not attached to any house ,  office, store,
factory ,  or other building ,  except the same be of stone,
brick ,  earthwork ,  or any admixture thereof, shall, upon
conviction ,  be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Drains-by whom to be repaired.
27. All drains communicating with any public drain or
sewer shall, from time to time, be repaired and cleansed
under the inspection and direction of the Council, at the
cost and charges of the occupiers of the houses, buildings,
lands, and premises to which the said private drains shall
respectively belong.
Surface and storm-water drains.
28. Every owner or occupier of land in, adjoining to,
or near any street, if such land shall be so situated that
surface or storm-water from or upon the same shall over-
flow, or shall tend naturally, if not otherwise discharged,
to overflow any footway of such street, shall within seven
days next after the service of notice by the Council for that
purpose, construct and lay a covered drain or drains from
such point upon such land, being near to the footway, as
shall he specified in such notice, by plan appended or
otherwise, and higher in level than the bottom of the
channel at the outer edge of the footway, to the said
channel, and transversely through and under such footway,
and keep in good condition such covered drain or trunk,
as and subject to the inspection of the Council or its
proper officers ; and in default of compliance with any
such notice within the period aforesaid, or with the pro-
visions of this section, such owner or occupier shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, exclusive
of costs ; and if within seven days after such conviction
such owner or occupier shall still have failed to comply
with such notice, or be otherwise in default as aforesaid,
he shall forfeit and pay any sum not less than one pound,
nor more than ten pounds ; and for every further such
offence he shall forfeit and pay any sum not less than two
pounds, nor more than twenty pounds. And every .such
owner or occupier who shall still have made default as
aforesaid for more than seven days after such second or
any subsequent conviction, shall be held to be guilty of a
further offence within the meaning of this sectiqn.
Water-closets, privies, dc., not to be connected with public
drains and sewers.
29. No water-closet, privy, or cesspool shall be con-
nected by any pipe, drain, or appliance for the purpose of
discharging, or emptying any of the contents of any
water-closet, privy, or cesspool into any public sewer or
drain ; and any owner or occupier of any premises or
property who shall permit, or who shall not after due
notice disconnect and remove to the satisfaction of the
officer of the Council inspecting the same, any such pipe,
drain, or appliances, if connected, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and a like penalty
for every  subsequent neglect or refusal.
30.  " ° Public drain or sewer," when used in this By-law,
shall mean any drain or sewer, whether on public or
private property, framed, constructed, erected, or estab-
lished by or under the control or management of the
Municipal Council, or which shall be now or hereafter a
charge on the revenue of the Municipality, or any sewer
or drain authorised by any proclamation of the Governor
in Council as under the charge of the Municipal Council.
31. No peison shall (except as before excepted) keep or
suffer to be kept upon any enclosed or unenclosed yard or
premises, public or private street, way, or waste ground
within the aforesaid sections 1 to 8 of the Municipality,
any stacks or ricks of hay, corn, or straw, whether much
hay, corn, or straw be standing, lying, or about the same,
and whether or not on the ground or raised therefrom,
unless such hay, corn, or straw be in transitu or under a
partially closed shed or building ; provided that such shed
or building shall not be composed in any portion thereof
of canvas, calico, or other textile fabric, or thatch ; and
any pers-in offending against the provisions of this section
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
32. Any person (except as before excepted) erecting, or
causing to be erected, within the said sections of the
Municipality, within fifty feet of any building, enclosure,
or public way, any canvas or calico building, or part canvas
or calico, shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
33. Any person who shall discharge any firearms with-
out any lawful excuse, or let off  any  fireworks, squib,
cracker or rocket,or kindle afire in any public road, street,
or reserve, or who shall ring, or cause any bell to be rung,
or use any sounding instrument for the purpose of attract-
ing the notice of the public within the Municipality,
H ithoiit the consent of the mayor, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding tell pounds for each offence.
34. Any person who shall, without the express per-
mission of the Council, encamp upon or permit or suffer
any horse or sheep belonging to him or her, or under his
or her charge, to encamp or depasture upon any enclosed
reserve set apart or dedicated for the use of the inhabi-
tants of the Municipality, shall upon conviction be liable
to a peralty not exceeding ten pounds.
35. Any person who shall, within the Municipality,
drive the horse or horses attached to any vehicle, or ride
any horse from one public street into another public street,
or turn the corner of any public street, or cross the inter-
section of a street at a pace faster than a walk, shall upon
conviction be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
36. Ell cry person driving any vehicle through any public
street in the Municipality sha ll  keep such vehicle as near
as practicable to the left or near side of the street, except
when passing any other vehicle proceeding in the same
direction ; and no person shall permit or suffer any vehicle
to stand or remain in any street or public place within the
Municipality without causing the same to be placed along-
side of and parallel with the footway of the street or place
under a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
37. Every person driving or using any cart, dray, or
waggon within the Municipality shall be provided with
suitable leather reins for the purpose of guiding the horse
or horses drawing the same, and also a suitable lock-chain
or break attached to such cart, dray, or waggon, to be
used should the driver require to leave it standing; and
any such person who, when two or more horses are
attached to any such vehicles, shall be seated thereon, or
shall otherwise not have his team under proper control, or
shall at any time leave his team without first securing the
wheel with lock-chain or break, as the case may be, or
fail to provide or use the reins mentioned aforesaid,
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not
exceeding two pounds.
Drays not to proceed out of a walking pace.
38. No person driving or havin the care or charge of
any wain, waggon, cart, or dray drawn by any horse or
other animal shall, unless such wain, waggon, cart, or
dray is upon springs, wilfully or negligently allow the
horse or other animal drawing the same to proceed out of
a walking pace on any road, street, or public place within
the Municipality.
Drivers to be near  horses.
39. No driver of any vehicle whatsoever shall wilfully
or negligently be at such a distance from such vehicle or
in such a situation whilst it shall be passing or standing
upon any street or public place within the Municipality,
that lie cannot have the government and direction of the
horse or horses or cattle drawing the same, unless the
wheel is properly fastened and secured by chain or
leather straps of sufficient strength, or unless the horse,
horses, or cattle drawing such vehicle be properly secured
or tied, and then not longer than fifteen minutes.
Not to obsti net other vehicles.
40. No person driving any vehicle shall in any manner
wilfully prevent any other person from passing him in
any vehicle under his care, in any street or thorough-
fare, public place, or passage in the 'Municipality, or by
negligence or misbehaviour prevent, injure, or interrupt
the free passage of any vehicle or person in or upon the
same. And no person having the care or charge of any
vehicle within the Municipality shall ride on the same
withcut good and sufficient bit and reins to guide the
animal or animals drawing the same.
Driver not to fall asleep or become intoxicated.
41. No driver of any vehicle in any public street within
the Municipality shall be asleep or intoxicated when
driving.
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In loading and unloading to keep near to side of street.
42. Every driver of a vehicle engaged in taking up or
setting down any passengers or in loading or unloading
any vehicle, in any street within the Municipality shall,
during such taking up or betting down, loading or
unloading, place such vehicle near the kerb of that side of
the street at which the taking up and setting down, or
loading or unloading, is to be performed.
Carts, &c., not to obstruct foot-passengers.
43. No driver of any vehicle shall stop or place the
same  at or near the intersection of any street, road, lane,
or thoroughfare in the Municipality in such manner as to
cross the footway or prevent foot passenger4from crossing
the street, road, lane, or thoroughfare, in the direction
and line of the f4)otway, on the side of such street, road,
lane, or thoroughfare.
Obstruction of thoroughfares.
44. No person shall, by means of any cart, carriage.
truck, or barrow, or by means of any horse or other
animal, interrupt any public crossing within the Munici-
pality, or cause any obstruction in any thoroughfare
therein.
45. Any person who, between sunset on any day and
sunrise  on the following morning, shall drive or conduct,
or cause to be driven or conducted, any cart, dray,
waggon, cab, carriage, buggy, or other vehicle of any
description, drawn by a horse or horses, or by cattle, in
and upon or along any of the roads or streets within the
Municipality. without having a good and serviceable
lamp lighted and fixed at each side of the front thereof,
shall be liable to a penalty of not exceeding five pounds.
And for the purpose of more effectually attaining the
objects of this By-law the various officers of the police
force are hereby expressly authorised and empowered to
enforce the due observance hereof, and for that purpose to
lay informations against and prosecute all persons who
shall commit a breach hereof.
Vehicles to remove when ordered.
46. It shall be lawful for any municipal officer or police
constable, at any time when any street, footway, or public
place is, in his opinion, overcrowded with vehicles or
persons, to request the driver of any such vehicles to
remove, or be removed, to some other part of such street
or place ; and any person refusing or delaying to remove
to such part or place shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
Traffic on public holidays proclamation.
47. It shall be lawful for the mayor, on all public
holiday.-, and other occasions where, from the concourse
or crowding of persons or vehicles, accidents or obstruc-
tions are likely to occur, to wake such order as shall
appear to him just for the regulation of the traffic and
public convenience on such occasions ; and any person
who, upon being mnade acquainted with such order, or
who, having knowledge of the same, shall neglect, delay,
or refuse to observe such order as aforesaid, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Carts not to carry advertising placards thereon.
18. No person shall drive, or cause to be driven, in or
through any public street, any vehicle, licensed or un-
licensed, or run, roll, drive, or carry, any wheelbarrow.
truck, frame, or other contrivance with placards or flags
thereon.
Driving of horses.
49. No person shall drive  any unharnessed  horses or
cattle, whether broken or unbroken,  into  or through any
street of the Municipality, except between the hours of 6
o'clock at night and 8 o'clock in the  morning.
Waggons improperly loaded.
50. No person shall carry or convey any matter or thing
within the Municipality (except hay,  straw , furniture, or
other bulky articles which cannot be otherwise carried
or conveyed) in such manner that the same may project
more than one foot laterally beyond the wheels of any
cart or other vehicle, or more than thirty inches
from the side of any beast of burden on which the same
may be carried or conveyed, or so as to obstruct any
person, carriage, or beast of burden.
Goods not to be carried on footways.
51. No person shall carry goods on any frame that shall
obstruct the free passage on the footway of any street or
public place within the Municipality.
52. No person shall throw, drop, or leave on any foot-
way of any street or public place within the Municipality,
any fruit-skin, fruit-peel, vegetable, match, or anything
that may cause danger or accident to persons passing along
such footway.
Blowing horns, ringing bells, (tc., not allowed.
53. No person :-hall, in any street or public place, blow
any horn, ring any bell, or use any musical or other noisy
instrument for the purpose of calling people together, or
of announcing any show or entertainment, or for the
purpose of hawking, selling, distributing, or collect-
ing any article whatsoever, or of obtaining money
for alms, or for any sale or au.tiom or public meeting,
without having previously obtained permission in writing
so to do from the m-tiyor.
54. No person shall carry or convey along any public
footway within the Municipality any vegetable-basket,
or basket usually used for hawking ; nor shall any person
carry or convey along any such footway any pick, shovel,
scythe, or other article which may be dangerous to foot-
passengers. Any person offending against this By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
Defacing footways.
55. No person shall affix any poster, placard, or similar
thing on the pavement of any footway, or write, or
deface, or mark the same with signs or representations.
Miscellaneous  obstructions , &c,, to footpaths.
56. No person shall set or place, or cause or permit to
be set or placed, any stall, board, chopping-block, show-
board (on hinges or otherwise), basket, crockery wares,
merchandise, casks, cases, or goods of any kind whatsoever,
or prop, place, wash, or cleanse,  or cause  to be proppea,
placed, or cleansed, any pipe, barrel, cask, or  vessel, in or
upon or over any of the carriage roads or footpaths in any
of the streets or public places within the Municipality ;
or set out, lay, or place, or cause, or procure, or permit, or
suffer to be set out, laid, or placed any coach, cart,
waggon, dray, wheelbarrow, handbarrow, sledge, truck,
or other carriage upon any of the  said carriage-ways,
except for the necessary time of loading or unloading any
cart, waggon, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage ; or
set or place, or cause to be set or placed, in or upon or
over any of the said carriage or footways, any timber,
stones, bricks, lime, or other materials or things for build-
ing whatsoever (unless the same shall be enclosed as pro-
vided by these By-laws), or any matters or things
whatsoever; or hang out or expose or cause to be hung
out or exposed  for sale  or otherwise, any goods , wares, or
merchandise, meat or other matter or thing whatsoever,
from any house or houses, or other buildings and premises,
over or next unto such street or public place.
Goods not to remain longer than necessary.
57. No person shall suffer any goods, merchandise, or
things to be or remain in any street, footpath, lane, or
thoroughfare within the Municipality for a longer period
than shall be  necessary  for the housing or removal thereof,
or pack or unpack goods on the said footway.
Beating carpets, flying kites, breaking horses, slaughtering
animals , dressing carcasses, running waggons, casks, &e.
58. No person shall in any street, road, or public place
within the Municipality, beat or dust any carpet or
carpets, or fly any kite or kites, or roll any hoop or hoops,
or drive for the purpose of breaking or trying any horse or
horses, or ride or cause to be ridden, any horse,  mare, or
gelding, for the purpose of trying, showing or exposing
such horse, mare, or gelding for sale ; or kill or slaughter
any beast, swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other cattle, in or
so near to any of the said streets or other public places
in the Municipality that any blood or filth shall run or
flow upon, or over, or be upon any of such carriage or
foot ways ; or run, roll, drive, draw, or cause, or permit, or
suffer to be run, rolled, driven, or placed upon any of the
said footways of any street or public place within the said
Municipality any waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other
carriage , or any wheelbarrow, handbarrow, or truck, or any
hogshead , cask, or  barrel ; or lead, drive,  or ride  any  horse
or other animal  upon any such footways as aforesaid, or
wilfully or negligently permit  or suffer any horse  or other
animal which such person shall be  riding, driving, or
leading to go or  be thereon ,  or to  tie or fasten  any horse
or other animal  so that  it may stand across  or upon such
footway ;  or tu rn  loose or negligently  permit or suffer to be
at large unattended within  the Municipality, any horse
or cattle ; or dravW out  any chain  or rope by  means of any
horse or  otherwise,  along or across any street  or public
place as aforesaid ,  in or for hoisting  or whipping up any
goods or  things  from or into any warehouse,  room, cellar,
or other place.
Timber and  stone how  to be drawn.
59. No person shall haul or draw,  or cause to  be hauled
or drawn, upon any part of the roads, streets, or public
places within the Municipality, any timber, stone, or other
thing, otherwise than upon wheeled carriages, or suffer
any timber,  stone, or other thing  which shall he carried
principally  or in part upon wheeled carriages , to drag or
trail upon any  part of a  street  or public place, or to hang
over any part  of such  carriage  so as  to occupy or obstruct
the street beyond the breadth of the said  carriage.
Obstructions and nuisances  generally on streets.
60. No person  shall occasion  any kind of obstruction,
nuisance , or annoyance in or upon any street, lane,
thoroughfare, public place, or passage in the Municipality
or obstruct, incommode, hinder, or prevent the free
passage of any footway  or causeway  within the Munici-
pality, or prejudice or annoy  in any manner  whatsoever
any person or persons  travelling ,  passing,  or going thereon,
or place any  coffee stall ,  fruit stall,  oyster stall, flower
stall, or other like structure,  in any street  or public place,
without the authority  in writing  of the mayor ; and such
authority shall not extend for a longer period than twelve
months from the granting thereof, and may at any time
be withdrawn or cancelled by the mayor.
Balconies not to be enclosed.
61. No occupier, owner, or other person shall enclose
the front or sides of any balcony overhanging or over any
street or public place with boards, iron, eansas, or any
other material, nor shall any balcony railing be other than
an open railing of wood or iron, with spans of not less
than three inches between the uprights, and the uprights
in no case shall be more than two inches wide.
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projections  may  be removed.
62. No occupier ,  owner, or other person shall erect ,  or
cause to be erected ,  any verandah ,  balcony, or other pro
over any street within the Municipality ,  and if
such owner ,  occupier ,  or other person shall fail ,  in case of
erection ,  after notice from the mayor of the Municipality ,
to remove the same within seven days ,  he shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
of houses and naming of streets .
63. It shall be lawful for the mayor from time to time
to cause the houses and buildings in the streets within the
Municipality to be numbered and to cause to be affixed or
painted in a conspicuous part of some house ,  building, or
place at or near each end, corner ,  or entrance of every
street the name by which such street is known ; and
no  person  shall destro  pull down,  or deface  any  such
number or name ,  nor s  all any  person put up, continue,
or retain any number or name different to the number or
name so caused to be put up as aforesaid ,  or similar to
a number or name attached to another house or street.Bridges, posts, Joe, not to be placed without approval .
64. No person shall place or fix, or cause to be placed or
fixed, in any street, channel ,  or footway ,  any wooden or
other bridge or crossing ,  or any poles ,  lamp-posts ,  or
for tying horses thereto ,  or other  fixtures of any
description ,  except with the written permission of the
or other proper officer first had and obtained  ;  and
such bridges ,  crossings ,  posts ,  and other articles or things
may be removed therefrom by the like authority if the
same be considered an obstruction or inconvenience in thepublic way ; and the  occ pier  of a y shops or other
to which the same belongs shall, after twenty -
four hours '  notice ,  remove the same, and in case of refusal
or neglect shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds ,  and all such bridges ,  crossings ,  posts, or other
fixtures may be sold or otherwise disposed of by any such
officer as aforesaid to cover the cost of removal .
lines to be hung across streets .
No  person shall place any line ,  cord, or pole across
any street ,  road, lane ,  passage, or thoroughfare within the
without the consent of the Council .
Sign-posts ,  &c., to be attached to buildings .66. No pers n shall place ,  hang up, or affix any sign -
sign-board ,  sign -placard ,  flag, banner ,  house-ticket ,
other similar thing within the  Municipality  otherwise
close to or flat upon the wall of the house, shop ,  or
to which the same shall belong .
Foot-scrapers and other obstructions on pavements not
allowed.
67. No person  shall cause any foot-scraper ,  doorstep ,
shutters ,  or other obstruction whatever to be placed
within the Municipality on any pavement ,  road, or footway, beyond the lane of the front wall of any tenement .
And all doors and gates leading to buildings ,  yards or
within the Municipality shall be so placed or
formed as not to project over or upon any such pavement ,
road ,  or footway when open  ;  and if any such scraper or
obstruction as aforesaid ,  door or gate shall be constructed
it shall be lawful for the manor of the  Munici-
pality,  or other person acting under him, to remove or
alter the same ,  or cause the same to be removed or
altered, at the expense of the proprietor or occupier ,  and
cost of such removal or alteration may be recoveredby the same means as penalties under this By-law.Building mat rials  or  sheds  not to be deposited o  made ,
sate by leave,
No person shall place or deposit any stone, wood,
sand, or other materials ,  or erect any scaffolding or
or place any shed for workmen ,  or other erection
enclosure on any road ,  street, carriage or footway orother public place within th  Municipality without a
permit from the mayor first had and obtained ;  but such
shall not exceed three months' duration .
as to firing casks and heating wheel tires.69. No cooper ,  wheelwright ,  or other person shall, in
the pursuance of his business ,  light ,  or cause to be lighted,
any fire in the open air within  fifteen yards of any street,
lane, thoroughfare ,  or passage within the Municipalityunless sufficiently screened from view by some building,
wall, or close paling, with or without a gate thereto ,  such
gate ,  if any, being close and kept shut.
may cause insecure buildings to be taken dozen 0111
fenced.
70. When any building or part of a building within the
Municipality ,  or anything connected therewith ,  or any
circus or temporary erections ,  stands, seats ,  &c., shall
insecure or dangerous ,  or any aperture or opening
shall be left open so that any inhabitant or passenger may
endangered ,  it shall be lawful for the mayor of theMunicipality,  or ot ers acting under him, to cause 
to be taken down ,  fenced ,  repaired, strengthened,
or guarded,  at the expense of the  owner  or occupier of such
building or other thing, or the owner or occupier of any
with which such opening or aperture may be
; and such expense may he recovered by the
same means as penalties under this By-law ,  or otherwiseas by law allowed  ;  and in case of uch owner or occup errefusing to t k  the sane int n, repair, st engthen, or
fence the same, he shall be liable, for every such refusal
or neglect ,  to a  penalty  not  exceeding twenty pounds.
Walls, etc.,  may be ordered to be taken dawn  after fire.
71. The mayor, or any person authorised  by him, is
hereby empowered on any sudden emergency from  fire
occurring  within n the Municipality ,  to order any wall,
gate, chimney stack, or any  other er part of any house or
building which shall have burned ,  to be either
wholly or partly taken down or removed ,  or sufficiently
propped and fenced, if it shall appear necessary or proper
so to  do  for the safety of the contiguous property ,  or of the
therein, or of passengers  or  other persons ;inhabitants
of which operations shall be chargeablethe expense
the owners of the house or building on which theagainst
same are performed ,  in proportion to their respective
therein, and which shall, unless the same  beinterestsimmediately diately paid upon demand, be recovered in like
as penalties under this  By-law, or otherwise asmanner
by law  allowed.
public safety.preca  it tion for
72.  No owner ,  or contractor ,  or other person shall take
down  or  demolish any building ,  or part of a building,
without  taking proper precautions for the public safety,
and shall not throw or cast down any part of such build-
in such manner as to cause danger to any person inins
or public place ,  or cause any obstruction in anyany street
or public place.street
I nsecure slates , tiles, , d c., may be ordered to be removed.
73.  The mayor may order the owner of any house
to remove or repair any chimneys,within the  Municipality
cowls ,  pots, tiles, slates ,  shutters ,  or other articles on the
or any other part of such house within the Municiroof
,  which may be dangerous to passengers ; and onpality
failure  the e mayor may employ a person or persons to
or repair the same  ;  and the owner of such houseremove
in such case ,  besides paying all expenses incurred inshall
removal or repair, be liable to a penalty notsuch five pounds  sterling, and such expenses may beexceeding
recovered in the same manner as penalties under thisBy-law.-law.
Buildings, ,  Bc.  in course of erection or repair ,  and building
to be fenced and lighted.materials ,
74.  No owner, contractor ,  or other person shall build,
or commence , or continue to build any house, structure,
wall, or premises ,  so as to encroach or project in or on
footway,  or public thoroughfare within theany street, 
Municipality i i lit  ;  nor, without the written authority of the
mayor, or, place any sheds for workmen ,  or other erection or
enclosure osure in any street ,  carriage ,  or footway ,  or other publicplace ace within the Municipality  ;  and such person having
such authority shall keep the same fenced and guarded
in a good and sufficient manner, while any operations,
or works are in progress or continu ance, under arepairs ,
for every day or part of a day each offence shallpenalty
not exceeding five pounds ;  and cause a sufficientcontinue
number of lamps ,  showing a red or danger light, to  beumb
at or near the same ,  and kept burning every nightaffixed
from o  sunset to sunrise ,  during the continuance of such
repairs ,  or works, under a like penalty foroperations ,
or part of a night such offence shall continue.every night
on such person failing or neglecting  well and  suffi-And
ciently
twelve hours after notice so to do byy the mayor, or a
person authorised by him, it shall a lawful for the
and guard or light, as aforesaid, at themayor  to fence
expense ense of the person or persons so failing or neglecting
o; and the cost thereof respectively may beso to d
recovered by the same means as penalties under this
law, and shall be in addition to any penalty that  mayBy
be inflicted for a breach of any of the provisions thereof`.
Material aterial  f l ing  from houses in course of building  or of
r.repair.75., In the performance of any work in, or about, or
upon  houses, ouse ,  buildings, or structures within the Munici-
pality ,  whereby risk may  arise by articles or materials
falling upon any carriage or footway, or of other injury
to  the e  public, every person carrying on or causing such
works s to be carried on, shall, before commencing the
same, obtain the written permission of the  mayor for thea
of a portion of the footway or street in front of suchuse
building or tenement ,  and sufficiently fence round thepartsof the said footways opposite to such houses ,  build-
ms s, or structures ,  and shall uphold and keep in proper
repair the fences aforesaid during the whole time the
said works are  being carried on, to prevent danger to the
public, and ,  upon notice ,  shall also form a footpaths fficiently ciently fenced round in front of such fence  ;  and the
person neglecting  or  refusing as aforesaid shall be liable
to a penalty  not  exceeding five pounds for each day's
neglect or refusal ;  and the mayor may order such  foot-
to be fenced in as aforesaid ,  at the expense of suchpathperson, , and  such expense may be recovered by the same
means as penalties are under this By-law.
Throwing growing  down slates, c.
7G N o person shall throw or cast upon any street orpublic thoroughfare from the  roof, , or any part of any
house or building within the said Municipality ,  any slate
or  brick, rick ,  part of any slates, bricks ,  shingles ,  or any wood,
rubbish, sh, or other materials or thing.
Rhin  dropping from eaves of  houses,  balconies, or
g<lahs.a cra
7 7 . The owner  or occupier  of every  house or building,
balcony,  awning ,  or ve,andali within the Municipality
shall provide the same with gutters ,  and keep the same in
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repair, so as to prevent the rain from dropping from the
roof or eaves thereof upon any part of the footways or
watertables of any street or public place within the said
Municipality; and the owner or occupier of such build-
ing, balcony, awning, or verandah neglecting, failing, or
refusing to c)mply with this By-law, shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five shillings, and a like sum for
every day such neglect, failure, or refusal shall continue;
and no owner or occupier of any house, building, balcony,
awning, or verandah within the Municipality shall con-
struct, or cause or permit to be constructed, or to  remain,
any down pipe from the roof or eaves of such house,
building, balcony, awning or verandah, which shall be
more than one foot or less than six inches from a water-
table, under a penalty not exceeding five shillings ; and
a like sum for every day such breach of this By-law shall
continue.
Tower pots.
73. No person shall fix or place any flower-pot, box, or
things in any upper window over any public footway
within the Municipality without sufficiently guarding the
sane from falling or being thrown down.
Guarding of holes and foundations.
79. No person shall dig or make, or cause to be dog or
made, any hole or excavation in any street or public
place, or leave or cause to be left any hole or excavation
before or in any vacant ground, or before or behind
or on the side of any house or ten,-ment or building
erected or being erected or about to be erected in or
adjoining to any street or public place in the Munici-
pality, for the purpose of making any vault or vaults, or
the foundation or foundations to such houses or other
buildings, or for any other purpose whatsoever, without
enclosing the same in a good and sufficient manner ; and
no person shall put up, or cause to be kept up, without
the written permission of the mayor, any such enclosure,
or for any longer time than shall be absolutely necessary
in the opinion of the mayor, or whom he may appoint ;
and every such person shall place a red light upon the
said enclosure, and keep the same constantly burning
from sunset to sunrise during the continuance of such
enclosure ; and if such person or persons shall neglect in
any matter as aforesaid, he shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than ten shillings, and not exceeding ten pounds,
and each day's negleet s'iall constitute a separate offence;
and the mayor may direct the erection of any enclosure
and light the same at the offender's expense, and the cost
thereof may be recovered by the same means as penalties
under this By-law.
Blasting.
80. No person shall blast any rock or earth within the
Municipality without giving notice and obtaining a permit
from the mayor, in writing, twenty-four hours previously;
the mayor shall appoint a time when such blasting may
take place, and give such directions as he may deem
necessary for the public safety, and if any person shall
blast, or cause to be blasted, any rock or earth without
giving such notice, or shall not conform to the direction
given to him by the mayor, he shall be liable to a penalty
of not less than two pounds nor more than twenty
pounds.
Open spaces in front of houses, when to be fenced.
81. Every owner or occupier of any house, building, or
premises, within the Municipality,  having any entrance,
area, garden, or other open space adjoining the footway
of any street, or adjoining any street  where there shall be
no such footway, or adjoining any public place within the
Municipality beneath the level  of the  kerbstone, or
exterior edge of such footway, or of such  street where
there shall be no footway, or of such public place; and
every owner or occupier of any land or premises within
the Municipality which shall be  beneath  or above the
level of the kerbstone or exterior edge of such footway
as aforesaid, or of such  street as aforesaid, or of such
street where  there shall be no such footway, or of such
public place, shall protect and guard the same by good
and sufficient  rails  and fences, or other enclosures, but
shall not  erect  the same on  any such street or footway
without the mayor's permission,  so as to  prevent damage
or accidents ; and every day during which the  same shall
be or remain not so protected and guarded, shall con-
stitute an offence  under  this  By-law. And every such
owner  or occupier of any such house, building, or
premises , having any steps adjoining the footway of any
street or public place, shall  in a like manner  protect and
guard the same by rails or other enclosures,  so as to
prevent damage to persons passing and repassing ; and
every day such house, building, or premises, shall be or
remain not  so protected and guarded shall constitute an
offencs under this By-law.
Sunk  windows, ctr., how to be formed.
82. No person in erecting or reconstructing buildings in
or near  any road, street, lane, passage, thoroughfare, or
public place within the Municipality, shall form any
opening for Runk windows,  entrances , stairs, lights, or
other purposes whatever, exceeding eighteen inches
,beyond the plane of the front wall of the building ; and
the owner or person having the care or superintendence of
any underground room or cellar shall form such entrance
or opening in accordance with this provision, and with
the direction of the surveyor of the Municipality ; and
no such owner or person shall have any entrance to such
room  or cellar, or other opening, without a sufficient rail,
covering, or fence, to be to the satisfaction of the said
surveyor, for the protection of passengers ; or any cellar
or underground room, or any vault, coal-hole, or area, with-
out a sufficient door, hatchway, or flap, or other sufficient
covering, rail, or fence, to be to the satisfaction of the said
surveyor ; or shall negligently, or without a sufficient
watch or guard, or except between the hours of 5 o'clock
and 8 o'clock in the morning, leave open or insufficiently
fastened, any hatchway, flap, or flap-window, grate, stove-
plate, board, or other coverinto any cellar, underground
room, or any vault or coal-tole; and every person so
offending shall, for every such offence, in addition to the
penalty inflicted, make reparation for any  loss  or damage
caused to the person injured thereby ; and if danger
shall be apprehended by any such places being left open
or insecure, it shall be lawful for the mayor, or any officer
acting under him, to fence and secure the same, and
cause the same to be watched and guarded at the expense
of the owner or occupier ; and the cost thereof may be
recovered by the same means as penalties under this
By-law.
Goods hoisted or lowered to have sufficient tackling.
83. No person shall hoist, or cause to be hoisted, or
lower, or cause to be lowered, goods of any description
from any opening in front of a house in any main street,
nor from hack streets or  lanes  within the said Munici-
pality, without sufficient and proper ropes and tackling.
84. No owner of any unmuzzled ferocious dog, or other
animal , shall allow the  same to  be at large, or shall set on
or urge any dog or other  animal  to attack, worry, or put
in fear any person, horse, or other animal in any road,
street, or public place within the Municipality.
Bathing prohibited at certain hours, and at certain places.
85. No person shall, except in an enclosed building or
bath-house, undress or bathe in any river, stream, or
waterhole near to or within view of any public wharf,
street, bridge, or other place of public resort within the
limits of the Municipality, between the hours of 6 o'clock
in the morning and 8 o'clock at night.
BY-LAW No. 5.
FOR REGULATING THE REGISTRATION OF GOATS, &C.
1. All goats above the age of three months kept within
the boundaries of the Municipality shall be registered at
the office of the town clerk in manner following, that is
to say, by the owner or keeper of any goat intended to he
registered, or some person or persons on his or her behalf,
delivering at the office of the town clerk aforesaid a descrip-
tion of such goat embracing the several particulars con-
tained in the form in the Schedule A hereto annexed, with a
declaration thereunder written to the truth thereof, under
the hand of such owner or keeper or of some person in that
behalf duly authorised in writing, and every such regis-
tration shall be in force from the day upon which the same
shall be so made until the thirty-first day of December
then next ensuing and no longer ; provided, however, that
every such registration which shall be made in the month
of December, in any year, shall be in force until the thirty-
first day cf December the year next ensuing.
2. If any person shall wilfully insert or omit, or wilfully
cause or permit to be inserted or omitted, in any such
description any matter or thing whatsoever contrary to or
for the purpose of concealing the truth, he shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding twenty shillings.
3. At the time of making every such registration there
shall be paid to the town clerk by the party making the
same the sum or sums mentioned in the schedule hereto
annexed, marked B, and until such amount shall have
been so paid, no such registration shall be deemed to have
been duly made, and upon such payment the town clerk
shall, on demand, give a copy of such registration, certified
under his hand, and the receipt for the sure paid, in the
schedule hereunto annexed marked C.
4. In addition to the registration aforesaid, each such
registered goat shall at all times have a collar round its
neck with the name and address of its owner and the
registered number of such goat legibly written or engraved
thereon.
THE SCHEDULES REFERRED TO.
A.
Form of notice of registering goats.
A description of goats intended to be kept by
, of street ,  in the Municipality
of Ipswich ,  during the year ending the day
of ,18
No Premises on which goats
are intended  to be kept. Sex. Age.
Colour or par-
ticular marks.
12
100
I, , of , do declare the above
list to be true in every particular, to the  best of my know-
ledge and belief.
(Signed) A.B.
B.
Fees to he paid on the registration of goats.
For one gnat, if only one kept s.2 d.6
For two ;oats, if only two kept  . 7 (iFor three goats, if only three kept 17 6
For every goat above three .. . 10 0
C.
Form of  receipt.
Received  this day of  ,  the sum
of , for  goats registered by
in  the Municipality of Ipswich ,  for the year ending
Town Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 6.
Regulating Paving.
1. The Council may cause a notice to be served upon
any owner of any building or land fronting any street or
thoroughfare in first-class blocks in the Municipality to
pave with asphalt or otherwise the footpath in front of
such building or land.
2. Every such footpath shall be paved with such
material, and in such time, and in such manner as shall
be directed by such notice aforesaid, to the satisfection of
the surveyor of the Council ; and every contractor, mason,
or other person employed in paving any such footpath
who shall for such purpose use any inferior or different
materials shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
3. When and so often as it may be necessary to repair
any such footpath, the Council may cause notice as afore-
said to be served upon any owner as aforesaid to repair
such footpath in such manner and within such time as
may he directed in such notice.
4. In case of the default of the owner to execute the
works required by any notices as aforesaid, it shall and
may  be lawful for the Council to do and execute the same.
5. Every such owner who neglects or refuses to comply
with any of the notices as aforesaid shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds
nor less than two pounds, and in addition thereto shall
pay to the Council any expense actually incurred by the
Council in consequence of the breach of this By-law or in
the execution of any works directed by this By-law to be
executed by any owner as aforesaid and not executed by
him.
6. The word " pave " shall include the word " kerb,"
except when otherwise expressed in any such notice, and
the word " owner " shall include corporations and com-
panies.
Carriage and foot ways to be laid out.
7. The Council shall cause to be set out, so far as may
be practicable, the breadth of the carriage and foot ways
in the streets and public places within the Municipality,
and the carriage and foot ways when so set out shall be
deemed to be the carriage and foot ways within the mean
ing of this By-law, and the said footways shall in all cases
be taken and measured from the kerb-stone or exterior
edge thereof to the building line, without reference being
in any manner had to the breadth of the carriage-way
adjoining thereto, or any part or parts thereof ; provided
always that until the breadth of such carriage and foot
ways shall be set out as aforesaid the carriage and foot
ways for the time being used shall be deemed and taken
to be carriage and foot ways within the meaning of this
By-law.
Drains and streets, injury to.
8. No person shall unlawfully dig, injure, or open, or
cause to be formed, dug, or opened, any drain or sewer,
or make or cause to be made any opening or cutting, or
erect any post or pillar in any part of the streets, carriage.
or foot ways within the Municipality, or in any lands
within the Municipality belonging to or under the control
or in the power of the Council.
Removing turf, gravel, d•e.
9. No person shall unlawfully dig, or remove, or cause to
he dug or removed, any turf, sand, clay, soil, gravel, stone,
or other material, from any part of the said streets,
carriage or foot ways, reserves, or any of the lands referred
to in the preceding clause.
Damaging streets, the.
10. No person shall wantonly break up, or otherwise
damage or injure, any carriage or foot way or water channel
within the Municipality.
11. No person shall wilfully obliterate, remove,
deface, or injure any bench mark within the Munici-
pality, and any such person shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Provided always that where such bench mark is on
private land, nothing herein contained shall render the
owner or occupier of any such land liable to any penalty
for the removal of any building, foundation, wall, block-
post, or place thereon, upon which any such bench mark
shall have been made which he may desire to remove in
building, fencing, clearing, or otherwise improving such
land ; provided, further, that such owner or occupier shall
have given at least seven clear days' notice to the said
Council of his intention to remove the same.
12. The term "french mark  "  hereinbefore mentioned
shall mean and include any distinguishing mark, letter or
material made, fixed, painted, or erected by the direction
of the Council, or of a duly authorised officer of the
Council, in order to fix the level of any street, road, or
lane, or of any portion thereof within the Municipality.
No building or projection on streets allowed.
13. No person or persons shall erect or begin to erect
any building, stairs, steps or projection, except as herein-
after provided, so as to encroach upon any carriage-way,
footway, street, or public place within the Municipality ;
and if any person or persons shall erect or begin to erect
any such building, stair, steps, orprojection, he or they shall
forthwith remove the same upon being thereto required
by the Council ; and in the event of any person or persons
refusing or delaying to remove such building, stair, steps,
or projection, it shall be lawful for the Council to have
the same removed at the expense of the person or persons
refusing or delaying ; and the expense incurred thereby
may be recovered in the same way as penalties under this
By-law, and, in addition, to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds.
Veran(lahs and balconies.
14. It shall be lawful for the owner or occupier of any
house, shop, or other building to erect a permanent
verandah in connection therewith, the plan of which shall
be first submitted to the Council and approved of by
them; provided also that no balc•)ny shall project from
the building line over the footway more than four feet
six inches, and that a verandah in accordance with these
By-laws shall he attached to the wall of the building to
which such balcony is erected, under every such balcony,
to the kerb or outer edge of the footway.
Signs not to be attached.
15. No occupier or owner shall suffer or permit any
sign-board, flag-pole, or other similar thing to be attached
to any such balcony or verandah, or suffer or permit any
notice, sign, idacard, or writing, upon, or on the post or
other part of such verandah, unless by the authority, in
writing, of the mayor.
Malicious mischief.
16. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or maliciously
damage any building, erection, wall, sluice, bridge, road,
street, footpath, sewer, watercourse, fountain, urinal,
work, or material, within the Municipality, of, or belong-
ing to, or leased or used by, or being under the care,
control, or management of the Council.
Bill-sticking.
17. No person shall affix any posting-bill, or other paper,
to or against any church, chapel, or school-house, ferry-
house, or shed within the Municipality, or (without the
consent of the owner or occupier) shall affix any posting-
bill or other paper to or against any dwelling-house, shop,
warehouse, wall, or fence in the Municipality ; or write
upon, soil, deface, or mark any such church, chapel, school-
house, dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence,
posts, or paling.
Lands of the Council not to be occupied without permission.
18. No person shall, without leave of the said Council,
reside upon, occupy, or use, or continue to reside upon,
occupy, or use (except in accordance with the purposes or
objects for which the Council shall have or hold the same),
any lands within the Municipality belonging to or under
the control of the Council.
19. If any person shall wilfully or maliciously remove,
destroy, damage, or injure any or any part of any lamp-
post, pillar, lamp-iron, lamp, pipe, plug, or other
apparatus, matter, or thing connected with the lighting,
belonging to the Council; or shall extinguish or light any
lamp, or alter, exchange, or remove the burners belonging
to the Council, on or from the said lamps, every person
so offending shall, for every offence, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
For the purpose of protecting all reserves.
20. Any person found quarrying or carting any stone,
gravel, or other materials from any reserves under the
control of the Council, without the license or permission
of the Council, shall, on conviction thereof, be liable to a
penalty of not more than ten pounds.
21. Any person, without the consent of the Council,
removing, destroying, or injuring any trees, shrubs, or
plants, or any other property within any such reserve,
or in any public street or thoroughfare within the Munici-
pality, or destroying, trapping, injuring, or molesting
any animal, water-fowl, or other fowl or birds in any
park, reserve, or public enclosure within the Munici-
pality, under the control or charge of the Council, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and
not less than two pounds.
22. Any person who shall play any musical instrument,
or cause, or employ, or procure a band of music to be
played in or through any street, road, or public place
within the Municipality, without having, within one
month previously, obtained the consent in writing of the
mayor so to do, shall be liable to a penalty of not less
one pound or more than ten pounds.
23. Any person who shall carry or cause to be carried,
or assist in carrying, a torch-light or banner in any public
street, road, or place within the Municipality, without
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having , within one month previously, obtained the con-
sent in  writing of the mayor so to do, shall forfeit and
pay a sum of not less than one pound or more than ten
pounds.
Kerosene, kc., storage to be properly constructed.
24. No  greater  quantity than four hundred gallons in
the whole of kerosene oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpentine,
or other volatile fluid or fluids shall be placed or retained
at any one and the same time in any one building or
place occupied b the same person or persons,  unless in a
building which shall be situated at a distance of not less
than one hundred feet from any other building,and which
shall be of the description following, that is to say:-
Either a shed divided into compartments of moderate
dimensions, well ventilated at the top, and having the
floor thereof sunk to any depth that may be preferred,
not being  less  than three feet, and being surrounded by
an area  of two feet wide, and of depth and capacity
sufficient to contain the surplus fluid contents of such
shed, over and above the quantity thereof, which would
be contained by the space between the sunken floor and
the ground level ; or a ground floor shed properly ven-
tilated at the top, surrounded by a trench three feet deep
by two feet wide,  at a distance  equal to the height of the
walls of such shed, having guiding drains into the said
trench, and surrounded beyond such trench by a brick
wall without break or opening, and of not less thant one-
half the height of the walls of such shed.
Quantity  to be kept.
25. Any person or persons, being the occupier or occupiers,
or having the control, management, or use of any building,
premises, or place of whatever description within the
Municipality  (not being a  building, premises, or place
situated and constructed in accordance with the preceding
clause), who shall place, or store, or  cause, suffer , or permit
to be placed or stored, within such building, premises, or
place, at any  one time a greater  number than fifty cases,
the reputed  contents  of which consist of or shall be indi-
cated by any letter,  sign, or  trademark, as being kerosene
oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile fluids,
or any less number of such  cases,  the aggregate contents of
which are,  or are  indicated by any such letters or  signs as
being in the aggregate more than four hundred gallons,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds ;
provided always that it shall be competent for the
defendant to prove that  such cases  do not  contain in the
aggregate  measure more  than four hundred gallons, or
that the contents thereof do not consist of any such oils or
fluids  as aforesaid.
Agents to remove after twenty-four hours' notice.
26. Any occupier, agent, or  lessee,  or other person who
may have the use, control,  or management  of any wharf
or place adjacent thereto, and who shall  suffer or
permit any greater quantity of kerosene oil, petroleum,
naphtha, turpentine or other volatile fluid, than that men-
tioned in the preceding clause of this By-law, to  remain, be
placed, or stored on such wharf or place for twenty-four
hours after notice shall have been given  by any  officer of the
Municipality to remove the same, shall for every such
offence be liable to a penalty  not exceeding  twenty pounds.
Discovery of kerosene.
27. For the more easy discovery of the keeping of any of
the fluids contrary to the provisions of this 13y-law,  it shall
be lawful for the mayor, by writing under hand, to authorise
any officer of the Municipality  at all reasonable times in
the daytime, to enter any shop,  store, warehouse ,  wharf, or
other place or premises in which fluids  as aforesaid are
suspected to be kept contrary to this By-law and make
search and examination therein as may be necessary for
the purpose of ascertaining the quantity  and weight of any
fluids as aforesaid so kept or stored contrary to this By-law ;
and any person hindering or resisting  such authorised
officer  as aforesaid  to make such  search or examination
shall on conviction forfeit and pay any sum not  exceeding
twenty pounds.
28. Where any matter or thing is directed  or forbidden
to be done by any or either of these By-laws, or by any
order or notice mad-, given, and published under the
authority hereof, or where any authority  is given  by these
By-laws to any  person to  direct any  matter or thing to  be
done, or to forbid any  matter or thing to be done,  and
such  act so  directed to be  done remains undone ,  or such
act so  forbidden to be done  is done, in every such case
every person  offending against such direction  or prohibi-
tion shall be deemed guilty  of an offence against these
By-laws.
Supplementary  clause respecting cattle straying.
29. The owner or person  in charge  of any  cattle, horse,
ass, mule, sheep ,  goat, swine ,  which may stray or be
placed upon  any street ,  road, or  public  place  within the
Municipality, shall be liable to a penalty of  not exceeding
two pounds  ;  but in  case any such animal shall be an
entire horse, or a bull, then to a penalty of not exceeding
five pounds  nor less  than one pound.
BY-LAW No. 7.
OMNIBUS AND  H ACKNEY CARRIAGE TRAFFIC.
Vehicles plying for hire must be licensed.
1. No  person shall keep, use, or ply with any vehicle for
hire within the  Municipality , until and unless such vehicle
be duly licensed in manner hereinafter described.
Driver must be licensed.
2. No person shall drive or conduct any vehicle, plying
for hire within the Municipality ,  until and unless he shall
be licensed in manner hereinafter described.
Application for license-how made.
3. Before any license to keep ,  use, or ply for hire with
a vehicle, or to drive or conduct a vehicle ,  shall be  granted,
the party requiring such license shall obtain from the
town clerk ,  free of charge, a requisition in the form of
the schedule annexed hereunto ,  marked A, or to the like
effect ,  and shall  duly fill up  and sign the same and deliver
it to the town clerk ;  and in the case of drivers and con-
ductors, shall  obtain  a certificate from two respectable
citizens  to the effect that  the applicant is of good
character  and competent  to act as such driver or con-
ductor, as the case may be.
Vehicles unsafe not  to  be licensed.
4. No license shall be granted in respect of any vehicle
which in the opinion of the mayor is unsafe, or in bad
repair, or otherwise unfit for the accommodation and con-
veyance of passengers therein ,  nor until and unless the
number of such vehicle be painted thereon ,  on a plate or
plates affixed thereon outside on the panel of each door of
such vehicle, or in such other place or places and in such
manner as the mayor and any two aldermen may direct.
Licenses  to be in Form B.
5. Licenses for proprietors, drivers, or conductors of
vehicles shall be in the form contained in the schedule
hereunto annexed, marked B ,  or to the like effect.
Licenses-how issued.
6. Every license granted under this By-law shall be
granted at the Council Chambers, Ipswich, aforesaid, and
shall be signed by the mayor, and shall be in force from
the date of  such license until the  thirty-first day of
December  next ensuing  ;  and no such license shall include
more than one vehicle; provided that where the licensed
vehicle shall be under repair, if the proprietor shall so
desire, he may be permitted to substitute another for a
period to be thereby specified by indorsement on the
license signed  by the mayor.
Fees to be paid.
7. For every such license there shall be paid to the
town clerk annually, for the benefit of the Municipal
Fund, the rates set forth in the schedule hereunto
annexed marked C.
No person under eighteen  years  of age to drive.
8. No license shall be granted to any person to drive
any vehicle unless he shall be eighteen  years of age, nor
to act as conductor ,  unless he shall be sixteen years of age.
Town clerk  to make  out  license.
9. All licenses shall be made out by the town clerk, or
his assistants , and numbered  in such order as lie may
think fit.
Proprietor's license-how parted with.
10. No proprietor shall part with or lend his license, nor
part with his licensed vehicle to any person ,  without the
knowledge and approval of the mayor, and the registry of
the name of the purchaser in the books of the town
clerk, and the indorsement of such name by the town
clerk on the license granted for such vehicle  ;  and any
proprietor who shall part with his vehicle without such
approval ,  registry ,  and indorsement ,  shall still be deemed
the proprietor thereof, and subject as such to all the pro-
visions of this By-law as fully  as if  no change of owner-
ship had taken place. Provided  always  that the purchaser
of such vehicle who shall allow the same to be used, or to
ply for hire, without such approval, registry, and indorse-
ment ,  shall be subject to the penalty imposed by the
By-law on the person plying without a license.
Who deemed proprietor of vehicles.
11. The person or persons in whose name or names a
license shall appear to have been obtained or duly trans-
ferred, as in the last section of this By-law, shall for the
purpose of this By-law be deemed the proprietor or pro-
prietors of the vehicle in respect of which the same shall
have been taken out or transferred.
Change of residence  to  be intimated to town clerk.
12. Whenever any person named as the proprietor, or
one of the proprietors ,  of a licensed vehicle shall change
his place of abode, he shall, within two days next after
any such change ,  give notice thereof in writing ,  signed by
him, to the town clerk, specifying his new place of abode,
and the same shall be duly indorsed by the town clerk
upon the license granted to such proprietor.
Transfers.
13. Every licensed driver ceasing to be a driver of
vehicle for which be is licensed must attend at the town
clerk 's office within three days thereafter to have his
license transferred or suspended pro  tem.,  failing which
such license shall become absolutely cancelled.
Power of mayor to suspend and cancel.
14. The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor
of any licensed vehicle may be suspended by the
mayor, on complaint of improper conduct, three days'
notice in writing being given to such proprietor, driver, or
conductor, to show cause why such license should not be
absolutely cancelled.
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Driver or conductor not to part  wi,'i  license.
15. No driver or conductor of a licemed vehicle shall
lend or part with his license, or permit or suffer any
unlicensed  person to drive or conduct his licensed vehicle,
nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle employ any
unlicensed person as the driver or conductor thereof.
Vehicles, &c., to be inspected.
16. The mayor and two aldermen shall, as often as they
may deem it necessary,  cause an  inspection to be made of
all or of any licensed vehicle, and of the  harness and
horse  or horses used in drawing  the same, and if  any such
vehicle, horse or horses,  or harness  shall at any time be
found by them unfit for public  use, notice  in writing, in
the form or to the effect contained in the schedule
annexed,  marked E, shall be given to the proprietor of
such vehicle ; and if,  after  such  notice,  he shall use or let
to hire such vehicle, or suffer the same to be used or let,
until  the same, or the  harness  or horse or horses used in
driving the same,  as the case  may require, shall be in a fit
condition for public  use, the  mayor may suspend for such
time as  he may deem proper the license of such vehicle.
Number of  license  painted on vehicle.
17. The number  of license  granted for every omnibus or
car, in figures not less  than four inches in height, and
hackney carriage or cab in figures not less than two inches
in height, and of proportionate breadth, white upon a
ground of black, shall be painted outside on the panel of
the door or doors of such vehicle, or such other part or parts
thereof,  or on a  plate or plates affixed thereto, as the
mayor may direct, and such number shall be kept legible
and undefaced during all the time such vehicles shall ply
or be used for hire.
Table of fares to be affixed.
18. The table of fares fixed by the Municipal Council,
painted or printed in clear legible figures on a card or
plate six inches  by three inches, shall be affixed at the
upper part of the front panel inside, or on such other place
of every vehicle licensed under this By-law as the mayor
may direct, and such card or plate shall be kept so affixed
and legible and undefaced during all the time the vehicle
shall ply or be used for hire.
Fares demandable.
19. No proprietor, driver, or conductor of any licensed
vehicle shall demand, receive, or take more than the
several fares  set forth in the schedule hereunto  annexed,
marked D.
Half fare-when allowed.
20. Half  fare shall  be allowed back to the place from
which the vehicle  was engaged , whenever it shall have been
taken for a  greater  distance than three miles from such
place.
.Extra fare  between 10 p.m. and 5 a. m.
21. For so much of every drive and distance as may be
performed by any vehicle after 10 o'clock at night and
before 5 o'clock in the morning, an addition to the
ordinary fare of one-half shall be paid.
Luggage included.
22. The  rates of fares  established or to be established
under this By-law shall be inclusive of all charge for
luggage under  fifty pounds weight.
Time charged for delay.
23. If the driver of any vehicle hired by distance be
kept  waiting  by the hirer, in the course of the drive or
journey, more than fifteen minutes (except when detained
by the hirer for the purpose of returning, as hereinafter
provided), he shall receive for every fifteen minutes'
detention after the first fifteen minutes, if it be a vehicle
drawn by two horses, one  shilling,  and if by one horse
eightpence.
Distance -how computed.
24. The distance shall be computed from the stand or
place where the vehicle was hired, and not from the stand
where the same may usually ply.
Fine for not paying legal fare.
25. Any person having hired a licensed vehicle, or
having  sent for a  licensed vehicle and declining to employ
it. and not paying the legal fare when demanded, shall
be liable to a penalty irrespective of any sum that may
be recovered by the proprietor or driver of such licensed
vehicle  in respect  of such breach of contract.
Vehicles-when considered disengaged.
26. Every proprietor or driver of a licensed vehicle
standing  or plying for hire at any public  stated  appointed
by the Municipal Council shall be deemed disengaged,
and be bound accordingly to take immediately any fare
notwithstanding any pre- engagement.
Car or omnibus to show number of persons allowed to be
carried.
27. No omnibus or car shall ply for hire within the
Municipality  unless  the number of the license of such
vehicle and the number of persons such vehicle is licensed to
carry, in words at length in the following form:-"Licensed
to carry inside and outside,"
together with the names of the particular stands from and
to which such omnibus or car plies, be painted on such
conspicuous place or places on the outside of such omnibus
or car as may be directed by the mayor, in legible letters,
white upon a ground of black, at least two inches in length
and proportionate in breadth ; nor unless the said words
be print,d on a card or plate, six inches by three in clear
legible letters, and such card or plate be affixed on the
upper part of the front panel, or in such tither place as the
mayor may direct, inside of such vehicle ; and no driver
or conductor of any such omnibus or car shall carry in
or by such omnibus or car a greater number of per-
sons than the number so painted and printed thereon,
nor ply from or to any other stands than those so as
aforesaid printed on such vehicle, nor shall such driver or
conductor permit or stiffer any person, except the con
ductor, to be on the footsteps at the back of such omnibus
or car. Provided that when any omnibus or car shall be
altered the same shall be immediately brought for inspec
tion to the School of Arts, and any required alteration in
then umber of passengers shall be made by indorsement on
the license, signed by the mayor and countersigned by the
town clerk.
Not to ply for hire except from stand.
28. No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall
permit the same to stand or ply for hire except at or from
an appointed stand. $
Omnibuses and cars to start according to precedency.
29. The first omnibus or car that arrives at any public
stand shall be the first to start therefrom, and the others
in due rotation in the order in which they arrive at such
stand.
Omnibuses,  cec., to complete journey.
30. Each omnibus or car that starts from one of its stands
must complete its journey to its other stand in reasonable
time, without turning round or leaving the proper line of
road from one stand to the other.
Omnibus or car drivers  not to attract  notice.
31. No driver or conductor of any omnibus or car,
while standing at its proper stand, nor on Sundays whilst
in any part of the Municipality, shall endeavour to attract
notice by shouting, ringing of bells, blowing of horns,
whistles, or other noises.
Omnibus and car fares.
32. No omnibus or car proprietor, driver, or conductor
shall demand or receive from any passenger  a larger fare
than is shown in large immovable figures  on some conspic-
uous place both outside and inside the omnibus  or car as
the fare for which such omnibus or car plies.
Fines for non-payment of fares.
33. Any person having taken  his seat in an omnibus
or car, and not paying the fare when demanded at the
termination of his ride, shall be liable to  a penalty irres-
pective of any sum that maybe recovered by the proprietor
or driver thereof in respect of such breach of contract.
Public stands.
34. The places specified  in schedules  F and G hereto
annexed,  are hereby respectively appointed public stands
for licensed  vehicles ; provided that the Municipal Council
may, from time  to time, as they see  fit by  resolution, alter
the situations  and number  of the said stands, and shall
publish the  same in one or more  of the newspapers pub-
lished in Ipswich.
Space to be left in stands.
35. At every fourth vehicle on every stand there shall be
left a space of at least eight feet for passengers to pass
through.
Vehicles-how to be arranged.
36. Every vehicle, on its arrival at any such public stand,
shall be drawn to the end of and be the last of the rank
of any vehicle that may then be on such stand, and at
every such public stand all vehicles shall be arranged only
in single rank.
Time of starting of omnibuses.
37. There shall be an interval of at least thirty  minutes
between the starting of every two omnibuses  or cars,
plying from any stand to the same place, and if after the
expiration of thirty minutes from the starting of the
previous one the one  next in succession  occupying the first
place on the line he not prepared to start, it shall be
drawn to the last place on such  stand, and so on  with each
succeeding omnibus or  car, in its  order, to make way for
the one which is then prepared  to start.
Vehicles  not  to  loiter.
38. No driver of any vehicle  shall suffer  the same to
stand or loiter on any street, or alongside of any other
vehicle, nor refuse to give way, if he conveniently can,
to any other vehicle, nor obstruct the driver of any other
vehicle in taking up or  setting  down any person, or wil-
fully, wrongfully, or forcibly prevent or endeavour to
prevent the driver of any other vehicle from taking a
fare.
Behaviour of drivers or conductors.
39. No driver or conductor shall, whilst driving or
attending any vehicle, or whilst on any public stand,
wilfully or negligently do, or cause or suffer to be done,
any damage to the person or property of anyone, or be
guilty of any breach of the peace, misconduct, or mis-
behaviour, or make use of any obscene, blasphemous,
threatening, abusive, or insulting language, sign, or
gesticulation.
Drivers to keep on left side of street.
40. Every driver of a licensed vehicle shall keep the
same on the left or near side of the road, except in case
of actual necessity, or other sufficient reason for devia-
tion, and shall permit any other vehicle to pass his
carriage having a right to do so.
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Not to loiter  in streets  or side-paths.
41. No driver shall, except while standing on his
appointed stand, permit his licensed vehicle to stand in
any part of the Municipality longer than may be neces-
sary for taking up or putting down passengers, nor shall
cause any obstruction in any part of the Municipality.
To draw up to side of street.
42. Every driver, whilst engaged  in taking  up or  setting
down any passenger, shall, during such taking up or setting
down, place his vehicle  as near as  conveniently may be to
that side of the street, and at a right line with the kerb-
stone, at which the taking up or setting down is required,
but so as not to interfere with the channelling.
Travelling pare.
43. No licensed vehicle shall be driven through any
part of the Municipality at a walking pace, except round
a corner, nor at a pace other than a trot.
Omnibus not to pass another.
44. No omnibus or car, when proceeding from  stand to
stand, shall pass any other omnibus or car proceeding
from stand to stand, or suburbs thereof, in the same
direction, if the latter be proceeding  on its  journey at a
faster pace than a walk, except at a trot ; and the owners
or drivers of omnibuses are not to go off their runs with-
out the permission of the mayor.
45. Every proprietor or driver of an omnibus plying on
any route must ply each omnibus at least twice each way
every day (Sundays excepted), at advertised hours. The
owner of any omnibus  starting  a new route shall have a
prior right to a second omnibus for that route before a
license is  granted to another applicant.
Vehicles not  to  carry  coffins or  dead  bodies.
46. No driver or conductor shall carry, or knowingly
permit to be carried, in any licensed vehicle any coffin or
deceased human body, nor, except to some police office or
watchhouse, any person  in a state  of intoxication. or so
violently or noisily conducting himself or herself, or
otherwise  so misbehaving,  as to occasion  any annoyance,
or as to disturb the public peace.
Vehicles  to be  kept in good order.
47. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall at all
times, when it is plying or employed for hire, have the
same in good order, with the harness perfect and in good
condition, and the glasses and panes of such vehicle
whole, and the leathers attached to the frames of sufficient
length, and the inside  clean  and in good repair, and the
whole reedy and sufficient for use, with the driver, con-
ductor, and horses competent to perform the trip from
stand to stand, or from place to place, within the Munici-
pality, in due and reasonable time.
Driver or conductor not to smoke when driving.
48. No driver or conductor of  any  licensed vehicle shall
smoke any pipe, cigar, or cigarette whilst driving or con-
ducting any licensed vehicle engaged by any  fare, nor
shall any passenger smoke inside or on any omnibus or
car without the permission of the driver or against the
wish of any other passenger.
Driver to be in attendance.
49. The driver or conductor of every licensed vehicle
shall be constantly attendant upon the same when standing
upon its appointed stand, or whilst plying or engaged for
hire ; nor shall the driver be at such a distance from his
horse or horses as to prevent his having control of the
same.
Lamps.
50. Every licensed vehicle plying or engaged after
sunset shall  be provided with lights on either side, and
keep the same lighted while so plying for hire, except
omnibuses, which must have an additional lamp lighted
in the front centre.
Drivers not compelled to carry more passengers than licensed
for.
51. No driver of any licensed vehicle shall be compelled
to carry more passengers than  the same is  licensed to
carry.
Muzzling horses.
52. The driver of every licensed vehicle shall whilst
feeding his horse upon a stand  use nose -bags to contain
his forage , and shall not remove his horse's winkers
during the time of feeding, or at any time when attached
to such vehicle.
Property left in vehicle.
53. In every case of property being left in any licensed
vehicle by the person who used the same, such property
shall immediately be taken in the state in which it was
found to the Town Hall, and there deposited with the
town clerk.
To be advertised by the town clerk.
54. Any property left in any licensed vehicle at any
time, and not claimed within fourteen days next after-
wards, shall be advertised in one or more of the newspapers
published in Ipswich aforesaid ; and if not claimed within
six calendar months after such advertisement, such property
shall be disposed of by public auction, and the proceeds,
after paying all expenses and such reward to the driver or
conductor as the mayor shall determine, shall be paid
into the municipal fund ; and if the property shall
be claimed by the owner within the said period of six
months, the mayor shall cause the same to be delivered to
him, on his paying any expenses incurred and making
such satisfaction to the driver or conductor bringing the
same  as he may think reasonable.
Proprietors and drivers to have printed copy of By-laws.
55. The owner of every licensed vehicle at the time of
obtaining the license for the  same, and every  driver of any
such vehicle at the time of obtaining  his license shall,
without any charge, have a printed copy of this By-law
delivered to him certified by the signature of the town
clerk, and having the name of the owner or driver to
whom the same is so delivered and the number of the
license written distinctly thereupon ; and such  owner and
driver respectively shall at all times have such copy or
some other copy of this By-law ready to produce, and
shall upon request produce the  same for perusal of any
person having hired such vehicle ; and every driver and
conductor of any vehicle  shall at all times,  when plying
for hire, have with him his license, and shall upon demand
produce the same to any such person, or to the inspector
of licensed vehicles, or to any  justice of the peace, or
inspector of police, requiring to inspect the same.
Evidence of license.
56. Every proprietor, driver, or conductor of a licensed
vehicle, and every vehicle, shall be deemed to be licensed
if a document, signed by such owner, driver, or conductor,
purporting to be a copy of such  license, be  produced by
the inspector for the time being, and it shall not be neces-
sary to call upon the party prosecuted to produce the
original license to enable the prosecutor to give secondary
evidence ; and every person, and any vehicle, shall be
deemed to be  unli censed unless  it appears, on the produc-
tion of the  license -register  by the inspector, that a
license  has been duly  issued.
Duty of inspector.
57. Such person or persons as may from time to time
be in that behalf appointed by the Council shall be
inspector or inspectors of all licensed vehicles plying
for hire within the Municipality, and such inspector or
inspectors shall from time to time examine all such
vehicles, and shall at  all times see  that,  as far as  possible,
the requirements of this By-law are duly observed.
Inspector  not to be obstructed.
58. No proprietor, driver, or conductor of any licensed
vehicle shall obstruct any such inspector in the execution
of his said duties.
Penalties.
59. For any offence against the provisions of this By-
law, the offender shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
What vehicles  not to  be deemed licensed.
60. No vehicle which shall be let to hire by special
agreement only, or only when bespoken at the stable or
residence of the owner, and which shall never publicly
take its place on any stand or ply for hire off the premises
of its  owner, shall be deemed a licensed vehicle within the
meaning of this By-law ; nor shall the owner, driver, or
conductor of such vehicle be subject to the provisions
hereof in any respect whatever ; but any such vehicle
hired  as aforesaid , and plying for hire in the Municipality,
must be duly licensed, and the hire thereof shall be subject
to the provisions of this By-law.
Interpretation clause.
61. The word " vehicle " in this By-law shall apply to
either an omnibus, car, hackney carriage, or cab ; and the
word " omnibus " shall mean a vehicle upon four wheels,
u sed to convey passengers for hire as  an omnibus ; a
"car " shall mean a vehicle upon two or four wheels, used
to convey passengers for hire as a car ; a "hackney
carriage " shall mean a vehicle upon four wheels used to
convey passengers for hire as a hackney  carriage  ; a " cab "
shall mean a vehicle upon two wheels, used to convey not
more than two passengers for hire  as a cab.
Power of mayor may  be delegated.
62. All acts, matters, and things to be made or done by,
and all powers and authorities vested in the mayor, under
or by virtue of the provisions of this By-law, may
respectively be made, or done by, or vested in, such other
person or persons as the said Council shall by resolution
appoint.
SCHEDULE A (Section 3).
A requisition for license to
To the Municipal Council of Ipswich.
I, residing in street, in the Muni.
cipality of Ipswich, do hereby request that a license may
be granted to me to a certain
No. , within the said Municipality.
Dated day of , A.D. 18
Description of-
Build :
Colour :
Lining and trimming :
Name:
SCHEDULE B (Section 5).No.
This is to certify that , of street,
is hereby licensed to a certain ,
No. , within  the Municipality of Ipswich, from
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the date hereof to the  31st December  next, subje;t, never-
theless, to all and everyone of the By-laws ,  rules, and
regulations in force relating thereto .  The said
to carry passengers ,  and no more.
Given ,uidt r the common seal of the Municipal Council
ofIpswich ,  at the Council Chambers, this dayin the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and
SCHEDULE C (Section 7).
A table of rates to be paid by proprietors, drivers, and
conductors of licensed vehicles :-
On and after  1st January.
Proprietors of- £ s. d.
Omnibuses ... ... 4 0 0
Cars (four wheels) . 4 0 0
Hackney carriages and cabs (two
wheels) ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
For every driver's license .. 0 5 0
For every conductor' s license  ... ... 0 5 0
SCHanuLE fF (Sc,.tiou 36).
Omnibus stand.
Brisbane street, south side (between Ellenborough and
Nicholas streets).
Cab stand.
Nicholas street South and Bell street.
INFORMATIONS, &C.
Informations, complaints, and summonses for offences
against any or either of the foregoing By-laws mqy be sued
out, laid, and prosecuted at the instance of the Council of
the said Municipality, or of some person authorised by
them in that behalf, or by any other person by any par-
ticular By-law authorised to do so ; but any person
aggrieved may prefer an information on his own behalf,
before any justice of the peace, and cause the offender to
be summoned to appear as aforesaid.
SCHEDULED (Section 20). PENALTIES.
Fares to be paid for the hire of a licensed vehicle within Maximum penalty.
the limits of the Municipality. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or against any
Fares by time. of the provisions of these By-laws, where no specific
If drawn by two or more horses- s. d. penalty is provided for such neglect, breach, or offence,
For a hackney-carriage, for any time not the maximum penalty shall be five pounds.
exceeding one half-hour, to carry five
persons if required by the hirer ... 2 6 INTERPRETATION CLAUSES.
For every subsequent half-hour ... ... 2 6 In these By-laws the following words and expressions
For every vehicle drawn by one horse- shall have the several meanings hereby assigned to them,
For a cab, for any time not exceeding unless there be something in the subject or context repug-
one quarter of an hour, to carry two nant to such construction, that is to say
passengers if required by the hirer ...
For every subsequent quarter of an hour,
1 0 Number.
or part thereof during the first hour 1 0 Words importing the singular number shall include the
For every quarter of an hour after the plural number.
first hour ... ... ... ... ... 0 9 Masculine gender.
The above  fares  to be paid according to distance or
time (at the option of the hirer), unless expressed at the
commencement  of the hiring, and, if not otherwise
expressed ,  the fares  to be paid according to time; pro-
vided that  no driver shall  be obliged to hire his vehicle,
for a fare  to be paid according to time, for any distance
beyond  one mile  from the limits of the Municipality, nor
within such  limits at  any time after 8 o'clock in the
evening , or before 6 o'clock in the morning.
SCHEDULE  E (Section 17).
I hereby certify that the , No. , now
used and let  to hire, and known by the following marks
and description-[here sta te  marks or description by
which the carriage may  be  identified ]-has  been duly in-
spected, and found not to be in a fit and proper condition
for public use ; and the license granted to to
keep and use  the said is  hereby suspended for
the period of from this date.
Dated this  day of , A.D. 18
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
Words  importing the masculine  gender shall  include
females.
Month.
The word " month"  shall include calendar month.
Person.
The word "  person "  shall include corporation ,  whether
aggregate or sole.
Lands.
The word  " lands "  shall extend to tenements of every
tenure and description.
Passed by special order of the  Council of the  Munici-
pality of Ipswich, on the thirteenth  day of December,
1887 ,  and sealed with the common seal of the Munici
pality of Ipswich ,  this sixteenth day of December, 1887.
PETER BROWN,
Mayor.
R.  J. KENDALL,
Town Clerk.
By Authority: JAMES C. BL'AL, Government Printer, Willium street,  Brisbane.
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DIVISION OF CROYDON.THE following By-laws ,  made  by the Board ofthe Croydon  Division ,  having been approved
by His Exce llency the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment in Council, are  hereby published in the
Govep,nment Gazette,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "  The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 1.
Ordinary meeting.
1. The Board shall meet for the despatch of
general business on the first Thursday in every
month ,  at such time and place as may be from time
to time decided upon ,  and at such other times as
may hereafter be appointed by resolution.
Adjournment ,  ordinary meeting.
2. If, at the expiration of half-an-hour from the
time specified for meetings ,  there is not a quorum
present, the meeting may be adjourned until such
time as the members in attendance ,  or, in their
absence, the clerk ,  may think fit, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act of
1887."
Special meeting.
3. The chairman ,  upon the requisition in writing
of a quorum of the Board, or,  in the absence or
incapacity of the chairman, the clerk ,  shall convene
a special meeting for the consideration only of the
business set forth in the requisition ,  and seven days'
notice of such meeting shall be given by letter
from the clerk ,  and by advertisement ,  if possible,
at least once in a local newspaper.
Adjournment ,  special meeting.
4. If, at the time specified for holding such
meeting ,  a quorum of members is not assembled, it
sha ll  stand adjourned until such time as the
members  in  attendance or, in their absence, the
clerk, may think fit ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "  The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
Order of business.
5. At all  ordinary meetings of the Board ,  so soon
as a quorum of the majority of the total number
of members is present ,  the business shall  be
proceeded with ,  and the following shall  be the order
of business :-Reading and confirmation of minutes;
reading of correspondence ,  outward and inward;
receiving petitions and memorials  ;  reception of
committees '  reports ; consideration of tenders ;
business arising out of the minutes of previous
meetings  ;  consideration of notices of motion or the
orders of the day  ;  presentation of notices of motion
for next meeting.
Discussion on minutes.
6. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes
of proceedings ,  except as to their correctness, or
for any necessary rectification of any clerical error.
Presentation of petitions or memorials.
7. Every petition or memorial shall  be presented
by a member of the Board ,  who shall be responsible
that it is written in respectful language, and shall,
so far as possible ,  make himself acquainted with
the subject thereof before presenting the same.
New business and procedure.
8. In the absence of any member no new business
shall be entered upon ,  unless notice sha ll  have been
given at a previous meeting of the Board, or in
writing to the clerk ,  at least seven days previously,
who shall ,  upon receipt thereof ,  post a copy of such
notice to every member of the Board, within twenty-
hours of the receipt of the said notice.
Notices of motion.
9. All notices of motion shall  be written, and
shall be signed by the member making the same
and handed to the chairman or clerk  ;  such notices
shall be filed in order as received, and be placed
in succession on the orders of the day for con-
sideration.
Notices of motion - absence of mover.
10. In the absence of any member who has
given due notice of motion, any other member may
take up and move the same  ;  if not so moved, the
motion shall lapse.
Lapsed business.
11. Whenever the consideration of any motion
or matter of business shall  have been interrupted
by reason of a quorum not having been present, the
resumption of such consideration . may be ordered
by resolution of the Board, and such consideration
shall in such case be resumed at the point where it
was interrupted as aforesaid.
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No motion  withdrawn without permission.
12. No motion, after being placed on the orders of
the day, shall be withdrawn without the permission
of the Board.
When notices  of motion  may be dispensed with.
13. At a full meeting of the Board business may
be entered upon of which no previous notice has
been given, provided a majority of the members
is agreeable.
Production of letters, 4'c.
14. Any member desiring information upon a
matter at  issue,  from letters, documents, and such
like, already  in possession  of the Board, may move
that all such letters and documents bearing upon
the question be laid upon the table at the meeting.
ORDER  OF DEBATE.
Chairman to decide points of order.
15. The  chairman  shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
Decision of points of order.
16. When the chairman is called upon to decide
a point of order or practice, he shall state the rule
applicable to the case without argument or com-
ment.
Chairman to decide  as to pre-audience.
17. If two or  more  members rise to speak at the
same  time, the chairman shall decide which member
is entitled to pre-audience.
Member may require  matter under discussion to be
stated, 4-c., under certain  restrictions.
18. Any member may request the question or
matter under discussion to be read or stated for
his information, or may require the production of
any records of the Board bearing upon such
question  or matter  which are readily accessible.
Provided, however, that no such request shall be
made so as  to interrupt any other member when
speaking, or materially interrupt the discussion ;
also,  that if such request shall appear to the
chairman  not to have been made  bond fide  it should
not be complied with.
Mode of addressing Board.
19. Every member who shall  make  or second
any motion, or shall propose or second any amend-
merit, or shall take part in any debate or discussion,
or shall put or reply to any question, or shall make
any statement, or shall in any other way or for any
other purpose address observations to the Board,
shall, whilst so doing, stand up (unless he shall be
prevented from doing so by bodily infirmity), and
shall address himself to the chairman then pre-
siding, and all members shall on all  occasions, at
any meeting of the Board, address and speak of
each other only through the chairman.
Chairman may call any member to order.
20. On being called to order by the chairman
any member who is speaking shall at once resume
his seat and be silent until  the sense  of the Board
has been taken on a point of order.
Limitation  as to  member speaking.
21. Every mover of an original motion shall
have a right of general reply to all observations or
remarks which may have been made in reference
to any such motion and to any amendments moved
thereon,  as well as  the right to speak upon every
such  amendment . Every member other than the
mover of such original motion shall have the right
to speak once upon such motion and once upon
every amendment thereon. No member shall speak
oftener than once upon any question or for longer
than ten minutes at any one time, without the con-
sent of the Board,  unless  when misrepresented or
misunderstood, in which case he shall be permitted
to explain, without adding any further observations
than may be necessary for the purpose of such
explanation.
Speaker not to be interrupted if in order.
22. l No member shall be interrupted whilst
speaking,  unless  for the purpose of calling him to
order, as hereinbefore provided.
No member  to use  offensive language.
23. No member shall use offensive language or
unbecoming  words in reference to any member of
the Board.
Disorderly  member not  to take part in proceedings.
24. Any  member having used objectionable
words and after having been called upon by the
chairman, on a resolution of the Board, to explain
or retract  the same, or offer an apology for the use
thereof, refuses so to do, shall not be allowed, to
take any further part in the proceedings of that
meeting until be has explained, or retracted or
offered an apology for the use of the words objected
to.
Meeting to procee l as if  quorum  present.
25. When  a member , in accordance with section
twenty-four, is not allowed to take part in the pro-
ceedings  of any meeting and thereby causes a
quorum not to be present, the meeting shall never-
theless proceed with the  business  of that meeting
as if a quorum was present.
Penalty for persisting  in disorderly  conduct
26. Any member of the Board who shall have
been called to order, and who, after haling been
twice directed to take his seat, shall refuse to do
so, or who shall persist in any line of conduct or
argument  or of observations which shall have been
decided to be disorderly, or who shall refuse to
make  such explanation, retraction, or apology as
aforesaid when required so to do, or who shall be
guilty of any other act of disorder, and shall refuse
to make such explanation, retraction, or apology as
aforesaid, as the majority of members then present
shall consider satisfactory, shall be liable, on con-
viction for the first offence, to penalty of not less
than  ten shillings  nor more than five pounds, and
on a second  conviction for the like offence he shall
be liable to a penalty of not  less  than one pound
nor more than ten pounds.
No member to speak disrespectfully of any resolution
of the Board.
27. No member shall be allowed to speak dis-
respectfully of any resolution arrived at by a
majority of the Board, but he may enter his protest
against any of the proceedings of the Board, and
the protest shall be recorded on the minutes.
Notice of such intention of protest  must , however,
be given on the adoption of the resolution objected
to.
No motion  allowed rescinding any resolution made
during current year.
28. No motion, the effect of which, if carried,
would be to rescind any resoulution which has
already passed the Board, shall be entertained
during the same divisional year,  unless  a call of the
whole Board has been duly made for that purpose ;
and no such motion for rescinding any resolution
which shall have been negatived by the Board
shall be  again  entertained during the same
divisional year.
Any number of amendments  may be  proposed.
29. Any number  of amendments  may be pro-
posed on a motion before the Board, and when
more than one amendment is moved and seconded,
the question shall first be put on the  last amend-
ment,  and then on the next to the last, and so on to
the original motion, in the inverse order in which
they are moved, except when such motion or
amendment shall relate to the fixing  of salaries,
rates,  or other matters of finance, in which case
the lowest sum shall be put first, then the next
lowest,  and so  on to the highest.
Amendments must be relevant to questions  before the
Board.
30. All amendments must be strictly relevant to
the questions before the Board.
Motions for adjournment.
31. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or
debate, if seconded, shall
be immediately put, with-out discussion ; and, if such motion be negatived, it
shall not be competent for any member to make a
similar motion until  some  other business shall
have intervened.
At any adjourned  discussion the mover  shall speak first,
32. On resuming any discussion which has been
adjourned, the mover of such adjournment shall
speak first.
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Voting.
33. The chairman shall, on taking the sense of
the Board, put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the negative. Every member present shall
be compelled to vote, and the vote of every member
on a division shall be entered on the minutes.
Committees.
34. There shall be two standing committees, to
be styled " finance " and " improvement " respec-
tively.
Special committees.
35. The Board may appoint special committees,
which may be dissolved at any time by a vote of
the Board.
Chairman ex officio member of committees.
36. The chairman shall be an  ex officio  member
of all committees.
Finance  committee.
37. The finance committee shall consist of three
members of the Board, two to form a quorum.
Accounts, 4 c.
38. All cash accounts, bills, and vouchers, and
all monetary transactions, shall, in the first  instance,
be submitted to the finance committee, and be
signed by the chairman of the same as guaranteeing
their correctness, previous to their settlement. The
finance committee shall submit a report to the
Board, once in each quarter, of the whole of the
receipts and disbursements of cash on account of
the Division, and shall certify to the correctness of
all cash and accounts entered in the books of the
Division.
Banking account.
39. An account shall be opened with such bank
as the Board may direct, and all moneys received,
from whatever source, shall be paid into the said
bank to the credit of the divisional fund; and no
money shall be paid except by cheque, signed by
the chairman and one member of the Board, and
countersigned by the clerk, or, in the absence of
the chairman, by two members of the Board and
countersigned by the clerk.
Finance committee 's reports.
40. The reports of the finance committee may, if
deemed necessary by a majority of the Board, be
acted upon at once by the Board.
Improvement  committee.
41. The improvement committee shall consist of
three members, two to form a quorum.
Works  under supervision  of improvement  committee.
42. All matters connected with public buildings,
making  or repairing roads or bridges, or with any
other public works whatever, shall be submitted to
the improvement or works committee, and a
written report made thereon to the Board.
Committees to keep  minute book.
43. The chairman of every committee, or the clerk
of the Board, shall take  minutes  of their proceed-
ings , and enter the same in a committee's minute
book.
Committee 's report.
44. All committee reports submitted to the
Board shall be written out on foolscap paper, and
duly signed by the  chairman  of such committee.
care being  taken to leave sufficient marginal space
to admit of their being bound into books if
necessary.
Power to discharge working hands.
45. The chairman or clerk, and one member of
the improvement committee, shall have power to
discharge any working overseer or labourer em-
ployed by the Board, for misconduct, neglect of
duty, or incompetency.
Chairman may suspend  any officer.
46. The  chairman  may suspend any officer of the
Board for misconduct, and shall report the same at
the first  meeting  of the Board, to be further dealt
with.
Chairman  may pay salaries when due.
47. The chairman shall have power to pay or
authorise the payment  of all salaries  or wages
authorised by the Board monthly, as they fall due,
laying the vouchers for such payments before the
Board •,t  the next meeting.
Chairman may authorise payment in emergency.
48. In cases of emergenev, the chairman, with
the consent of one other member, shall be authorised
to spend any sum not exceeding fifty pounds, and
such expenditure shall be reported to the Board at
its next meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Permanent appointments.
49. No permanent appointment  shall be made to
any office under the Board until  an advertisement
has been published  in one or more of  the local
papers, calling for applications from competent
persons to fill such appointment;  and all such
appointments shall be made by  a majority of the
votes of the Board.
Exceptional  cases.
50. Nothing herein contained shall be held to
prevent the appointment by the Board, without
advertisement, of any salaried  officer or servant of
the Board to any other permanent < ffice or employ-
ment  at the disposal of such Board to which no
further salary is attached. or to prevent the appoint-
ment in like manner of any such officer  or servant
to any other office or employment of which the
duties require only  occasional  attention,  and are to
be paid for by allowances proportionate to the
extent of such duties ,  or to prevent  any similar
appointment or employment by the chairman.
Salaries  of officers.
51. On the first meeting  after  the election of
chairman, the Board shall fix the  amount of re-
muneration  or salary to be allowed to each officer
employed under the Board for the current divisional
year.
Clerk  to have  charge of  all books , records, 4.c.
52. The clerk shall have charge of the common
seal, and all documents, books, and records of the
Board, or relating to the property thereof, and the
same shall be kept in such place as the  Board may
direct.
Duties of other officers and servants.
53. The duties of other officers  and servants of
the Board shall be defined by such regulations
as may from time to time be made by the Board
in accordance with law.
How complaints against officers ,  4^c., are to be dealt
with.
54. All complaints against officers and servants
of the Board must be in writing, and must in every
case  be signed by the person or persons complaining;
and no notice whatever shall be taken of any com-
plaint which  is not in writing or is anonymous ;
all such complaints must be addressed to the chair-
man.
Corporate seal.
55. The clerk shall on no account affix the com-
mon seal to any document without the express
order of the Board, unless to comply with the
provisions of any law or By-law directing that such
seal shall be attached to any document. In every
case where such common seal has been ordered to
be attached to any plan or document such plan or
document shall also be signed  by the  chairman, or,
in case of the absence or illness of the chairman,
by two members of the Board, and countersigned
by the clerk. Provided that the chairman may
attest any power of attorney or other document
requiring authentication and attach the corporate
seal  thereto, on payment of the fee  of ten shi ll ings
and sixpence for the benefit of the divisional
fund.
Impression of seal not to be taken without leave.
56. No member or other officer of the Board
shall be at liberty to take any impression of the
corporate seal, or to show, lay open, or expose,
any of the books or records of the Board, to any
person other than a member of the same, without
leave from the Board, except as otherwise provided
by law.
Records not to be removed ,  4'c.-Penalties.
57. Any person removing such hook or other
record of the Board from the Board's office, or the
place where, by direction of the Board, such book
or record is usually kept, without leave for  such
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removal having been first obtained from the chair-
man or Board ,  or without other lawful cause for
such removal, shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty of not less than one or more
than twenty pounds. And any person destroying,
defacing ,  or altering any record of the Board shall ,
for every such offence, be liable to a penalty of not
less than one nor more than twenty pounds.
Attendance book.
58. A book shall be kept in which members
attending each Board meeting shall  sign their
names , from which a list shall be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended, and
the same shall  be published yearly in one or more
issues of the local newspapers next previous to the
annual elections.
Mode of calling for tenders.59. All tenders forpublic works orotherwise
shall be advertised for in one or more newspapers
genera lly circulating in the district ,  or by written
public notice .  The Board reserves to itself the
right of accepting or rejecting any tender  from the
highest to the lowest.
Emergency meeting.
60. The chairman ,  or, in his absence, the clerk,
or, on the requisition of two members of the Board,
the clerk ,  may at any time summon an emergency
meeting of the Board.
Leave of absence.
61. Leave of absence may be given to any
member of the Board  by the Board or by the
chairman ,  or, in his absence ,  the clerk, if sufficient
cause be stated ,  the same to be reported at the
next meeting.
Notice of  meetings.
62. The clerk shall notify all members cif the
Board - in the case of country members by one
week 's, and in the case of town members by one
day's ,  notice-of all meetings of the Board.
Estimate of probable expenditure to be prepared.
63. The Board shall  in every year ,  within three
months after the annual election ,  prepare an
approximate schedule of the works proposed to  be
carried out during the current year ,  and also an
estimate of the probable revenue for the year, but
such schedule sha ll  not in any way interfere with
or prevent the carrying out of any other works
other than specified in such schedule that circum-
stances may render necessary during the current
year.
How call  of the  Board may be ordered.
64. It shall  be  allowable for any member, with-
out any previous notice ,  to move a call  of the whole
Board to consider any subject at the next or any
subsequent meeting  ;  and upon such notice being
carried ,  due notice thereof sha ll  be given in the
notice paper of the day for which such call  is made,
and any member not in attendance when such order
of the day or notice of mo tion comes under con-
sideration ,  or not in attendance at the voting upon
such question ,  or any amendment thereof ,  whether
adjournment or otherwise ,  except as in clause 61,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
shillings, unless reasonable cause for such absence
be shown to the satisfaction of the Board ,  and the
amount of the penalty shall be paid into the
divisional fund.
Clerk to give notice of such call.
65. The clerk, on receipt of any notice of motion,
shall immediately forward to each member of the
Board a copy of such notice.
Chairman may order removal of  fences, to., from
reserves, 4c.
66. The chairman , with  the sanction of the
Board, shall have fu ll  power to remove all build-
ings or fences  erected without the authority of the
Board on any reserve within the Division which is
under the control of the Board, and to proceed
against all  persons so trespassing on such reserve.
Expenditure not allowed in excess annual revenue.
67. No contract shall- be made or work under-
taken which will  involve expenditure in excess of
the estimated revenue for the year.
Auditors.
68. The auditors shall audit the accounts half-
yearly, and report to the Board as to their correct-
ness or otherwise.
Coloured labour.
69. Neither Chinamen nor coolies shall be
employed by the Board in any work under their
control.
How member 's seat vacant  for non -attendance at
meetings.
70. Any member having absented himself from
three consecutive  re gular meetings of the Board,
without having obtained leave of absence, as pro-
vided for in clause 61, shall be deemed to
have vacated his seat, and his seat shall be declared
vacant accordingly at the termination of the third
regular meeting from which he is absent, by the
chairman, who shall thereupon proceed to fill the
vacancy ,  according  to the  provisions made in the
Act for filling extraordinary  vacancies.
Leave of absence to any officer.
71. The chairman shall be empowered to grant
leave of absence to any officer of the Board for
a period not exceeding seven days, but for any
longer period application must be made in writing
to the Board.
Rules may be suspended.
72. Any one or more of the above general rules
may be suspended  pro tem.  in  cases  of emergency,
provided that the majority of the Board deem it
necessary.
Addition  to or amendment  of By-laws.
73. It shall be lawful for the Board, at a full
meeting or at a meeting made by special call, to
add to or amend these By-laws.
Mode of proceeding  in cases  not provided for.
74. In all cases not herein provided for, resort
shall  be had to the  rules ,  forms ,  and usages of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  so far as the
same  are applicable to the proceedings of the
Board.
BY-LAW No. 2.
REGULATING THE PAYMENT OF RATES.
Rates ,  when due and payable.
1. All  annual rates and assessments shall become
due and payable on and after the expiration of
fourteen days from the day appointed by the Board
for holding the court of appeal st the assess-
ment, as provided by section
against
of " The
Valuation  Act of  1887."
.Fates,  when payable.
2. All rates shall  be paid to the clerk, at the
Board's offices,  between the hours  of 10 o'clock a.m.
and 4 o'clock p.m. daily,  Saturdays and Sundays
excepted.
BY-LAW No. 3.
WAT$a RESERVES.
Chairman may proclaim water reserve.
1. The chairman, with the approval of the Board,
may at any time proclaim ,  by notice in the local
newspapers , or by public  notice in some  conspicious
place within any town in the Division, any public
waterhole within the town reserve or elsewhere
under the control of the Board, a water reserve for
the special purpose of supplying the inhabitants
with water .  After such notice has been posted
seven days it shall not be lawful for any person to
drive horses, cattle ,  orother animals into such public
waterhole, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds ; and any person found bathing or washing
in such public waterhole shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding one pound. Provided always that
persons supplying the inhabitants with water shall
be allowed to drive a vehicle used for that  purpose
only into such a waterhole.
Casting filth  into any reserved waters.
2. No person sha ll  cast  any filth, rubbish, dead
animal, putrid or offensive matter, into any public
stre am, lagoon , waterhole,  watercourse ,  pump, tank,
well,  water reserve , or reservoir, under the control
of the Board, within the Division, under a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
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Injury to any apparatus on reserved  waters.
3. Any person injuring any public pump or
trough within the Division, the property of or under
the control of the Board, or any apparatus connected
therewith, or the approaches thereto, or taking
away, or leaving open, any gate, sliprail, or fence
belonging to any such enclosed pump, tank, well,
water reserve, dam, or reservoir, within the Divi-
sion , shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
No person  to allow any animal to bathe or wallow in
reserved waters.
4. No person shall  swim any animal ,  or wash
anything, or bathe,  or cause,  suffer, or permit any
animal to  bathe or wallow in, or otherwise pollute,
any public lagoon or public waterhole within the
said Division from which  water is  obtained for
domestic  purposes.
No person to camp within enclosure  of water  reserve.
5. No person shall encamp or  graze, or cause or
permit to  encamp or  graze, within any enclosed
water  reserve within the said Division, any horse,
cattle, sheep ,  swine ,  goat ,  nor cause ,  suffer ,  or per-
mit any  swine  or other animal to bathe, wallow, or
camp in any trough or troughs, or other vessels
where water is placed for convenience of travellers
or their horses or cattle.
Restrictions  to persons  bathing.
6. No person shall, except in an enclosed build-
ding or bath-house, undress or bathe in any river,
stream , or waterhole, near to or within view of any
public street, road, bridge, or other place of public
resort, within the said Division, between the hours
of six o'clock in the morning and eight o'clock in
the evening.
Obstructing  or diverting watercourses.
7. No person, except under the provisions of
" The Goldfields Act of  1874," and Acts amending
the same or any regulations  made or to be made
thereunder, shall obstruct or divert from its channel
any public  sewer, watercourse ,  or stream , within
the said Division, without written permission of the
Board of the said Division.
BY-LAW No. 4.
NUISANCES.
No dirt to  be thrown on streets.
1. No person shall throw or place, or cause or
allow  to be thrown or placed, any dirt, litter,  ashes,
soot, rubbish , carrion , fish, offal, dung, soil, dead
animal , blood,  offensive  fluid, or any other offensive
matter or thing, in or upon any road,  street,
carriage  or foot way, or public place, or in or upon
any lane , alley, or thoroughfare, in the Division of
Croydon,  or cause, permit , or suffer any such
matter or thing to fall, flow, or run into any  sewer,
pipe, or drain, or any channel, sink, or open or
uncovered gutter, or any  stream  or watercourse,
pond, waterhole, reservoir, or reserve for water,
within the said Division, nor cause, permit, or
suffer any offensive matter or liquid to run from
any house, yard, or premises upon any road, street,
thoroughfare, carriage or foot way, gutter, or public
place, within the said Division, under a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
Earth-closets to be used generally.
2. Every  owner  or occupier of premises  situate
in any town  in the Division shall use no other
description of closet than that known  as Bell's
earth-closet, and any such owner or occupier of
premises  committing a breach of this regulation
shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds, to be recovered in a summary way before
any two justices of the peace, as hereinafter
provided.
Privies to be kept clean.
3. No person, who is the occupier or owner or
lessee of any house, land, or premises, within the
said Division, shall permit or suffer any pool, ditch,
or gutter, watercourse, privy, urinal, cesspool,
drain, ashpit, dun hill, or other matter or thing in
or upon any sue house, land, or premises, to
become or continue so foul as to cause any offensive
smell or be injurious to the health of any person
or persons residing or employed in the neighbouring
stores, shops, offices ,  warehouses ,  or other places,
and the owners, lessees, or occupiers of any such
premises where such ashpit, dunghi ll ,  cesspool,
privy,  or other similar erection as aforesaid shall
be, shall, after twenty-four hours' notice, for every
day such ashpit, dunghill ,  cesspool ,  privy ,  or other
similar erection shall  remain or continue offensive,
or remain or continue so near to any dwelling-
house, store ,  shop ,  office,  warehouse ,  or other place,
as to be a nuisance or offensive as aforesaid ,  forfeit
and pay any  sum not exceeding one pound.
Nightsoil,  4.c., to be removed to reserve.
4. Any person  who shall cart away ,  carry, or
remove, place ,  or leave ,  any carrion ,  offal, nightso il ,
or offensive matter, within the said Division, other
than upon the reserve provided for that purpose,
shall be liable to a penalty  not exceeding ten
pounds for every such offence.
Offensive accumulations not allowed.
5.  The occupier, or, where there shall be no
occupier , then the  owner ,  of any land or premises
shall keep  the same at all times free  fr om all
accumulations or deposits of water ,  matter ,  or other
thing which shall be, become, or  continue ,  offensive
or unwholesome ,  and shall not allow ,  permit, or
suffer any animal or the carcass of any animal to
be in such state or condition as to be offensive or
unwholesome ,  or continue to be in ,  upon, or
about any  such land or pre mises.
Breeding swine not allowed.
6. No person shall breed, feed, or keep, any
swine in any house building, yard, garden, or other
premises or on any Crown lands within the Division,
within a distance of fifty yards of any public place,
street, or road within the Division, in such a way
that it shall become a public  nuisance  ;  and if after
notice in writing being given by the duly authorised
officer of the Board to abate such nuisance it is not
remedied, the person so offending shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Horses, cattle, pigs, 4c., not to stray.
7. No person  sha ll  cause ,  suffer ,  or permit, any
swine, goats, sheep ,  cattle ,  or horses to stray or be
at large in any street ,  road, thoroughfare ,  carriage
or foot way, within the said Division.
Removal of dead carcasses from private lands.
8. In the event of the carcass of any horse,
horned cattle, dog, sheep,  or other animal, being
found on any private land within any town in the
Division, the duly authorised officer of the Board
shall have power to order the removal of the same
within twenty-four hours, at the expense of the
owner of the beast ,  and where no owner can be
found then at the expense of the Board. Provided
that in all cases no charge exceeding forty shillings
for the removal of such carcass shall be made.
Owner or person in charge to remove dead animal.
9. If any animal shall die or be accidentally
killed within a mile of any public road, or upon
any street within the Division, and the owner or
person in charge thereof shall  not ,  within twenty-
tour hours thereafter ,  cause such animal to be
destroyed by fire, he shall forfeit and pay for every
such neglect any sum not exceeding five pounds.
Restrictions as to erecting privies or cesspools near
creeks.
10. Any person or persons erecting a privy or
water-closet within fifty yards of the bank of any
creek, dam, or reserved waterhole or lagoon, other
than a dry earth-closet, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
Burning bones or other rubbish.
11. Any person burning bones or rubbish or
anythingto create a nuisance in any street, all otment,
or public place, in any town within the Division, or
who shall leavg in such place any open fire burning
at night within a distance of one hundred feet of
any building, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
Interment  of corpses.
12. No corpse shall be interred within the limits
of any township in the Division excepting in the
cemetery, without the consent of the chairman of
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the Board ; and any person violating the provisions
of this clause shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
Privies, 4-c., when  to be emptied.
13. No person or persons shall empty or begin to
empty any privy or privies, or take away any night-
soil from any house or premises, within any town in
the said Division, or come with carts or other convey-
ance for that purpose, except between the hours of
eleven at night and five in the morning. Provided
that it shall be lawful for the chairman to give
permission for the cleansing of earth-closets at any
time during the day, and to withdraw such per-
mission if  necessary.
Provisions  as  to  taking  nightsoil.
14. No person  or persons  shall cast out of any
cart or other conveyance, or any tub, vessel, or
otherwise, any nightsoil, within any town in the
Division; and the owner or owners of any carts or
other conveyances, horses or beasts, or any of them,
employed in and about so emptying, and removing
such nightsoil, or coming for that purpose, save
and except within the hours allowed hereby, or the
employer or employers of any person or persons
who shall so put into or cast out any such night-
soil. shall be liable respectively under the provisions
hereof, as if such owner or owners, employer or
employers, had come with such carts or conveyances
to empty or begin to empty any privy or privies,
or to take any nightsoil from any house within the
said towns in the Division, except between the
hours of eleven at night and five in the morning as
aforesaid, or had so put in or cast out any such
nightsoil aforesaid, save and except as afore-
mentioned, and shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
Further provisions.
15.  N o person or persons shall drive, or cause to
be driven, any cart or other conveyance with any
nightsoil or ammoniacal liquid, within any town
in the said Division, except between the hours of
eleven at night and five in the morning, or fill any
cart or other conveyance  so as  to turn over, or cast
any nightsoil or ammoniacal matter or slop, mire,
or filth, in or upon any of the streets or public
places within the said Division, or in or upon any
roads , lanes , or thoroughfares within the said Divi-
sion, or  anywhere except to the refuse reserve,
if any, provided for that purpose ; and the owner or
owners of any such carts or conveyances in which
such nightsoil, ammoniacal liquid, slops, filth, or
mire  shall be put or placed, and also the employer
or employers of the person or persons so offending,
shall be liable to be convicted in the same manner,
as well as the  persons so offending. and shall be
liable to forfeit and pay a like penalty as in the
last preceding clause.
License.
16. The owner  or owners  of every cart or other
vehicle used in the  cleansing  of privies or earth-
closets shall  pay to the clerk  a license  fee of five
pounds per  annum for  every cart or other vehicle
used  by him in the  cleansing  of privies or earth-
closets , and, upon payment of the said fee, the
clerk shall  issue a license to  such person for such
carts or other  vehicles, which shall continue in
force until the thirty-first day of December next
ensuing, and such licenses  may be renewed yearly
by payment of such license fees. Provided always
that  no such license shall issue  for any cart or
vehicle which, in the opinion of the chairman,
clerk,  or inspector , is unfit for the purposes afore-
said , and every owner or driver of any unlicensed
cart or  vehicle, used for the purposes aforesaid,
shall  be liable to a penalty of not less than five
pounds,  and not exceeding  twenty pounds, for every
such offence.
BY-LAW No. 5.
SLAUGHTER-YARDS.
No animal to be slaughtered within certain distance.
1. No person shall slaughter any cattle, sheep,
goats ,  or swine , within the said Division, within a
radius of two miles  from the post-office of any
township  or camp  within the said Division.
No slaughter-yards to be erected without giving notarr•
2. Every person who shall construct or erect, or
commence  to construct or erect, any shambles or
slaughter-yards within the said Division, without
having given seven days' previous notice in writing
to the clerk of the said Division of his or her
intention  to do so, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
Butchers ' shops,  slaughter -yards, 4-c., may be inspected.
3. It shall be lawful for the chairman, clerk, or
inspector of nuisances for the time being of the
said Division, or any person appointed by the Board
for that purpose, to visit and inspect any butchers'
shops, shambles, or slaughter-yards within the
said Division, and the said  chairman , clerk, or
inspector of nuisances shall have power to give
such written directions  concerning the cleansing
of the said shops, shambles, or slaughter -yards as
to him or them shall seem needful,  and no person,
whether owner or occupier of any such shop,
shambles,  slaughter-yards, or otherwise, shall
obstruct or molest any such  chairman , clerk, or
inspector  of nuisances , or any other person
appointed by the Board, under a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
2Tewly-slaughtered  meat,  how to be carried out.
4. No person shall carry or convey, or cause to
be carried or conveyed, the carcass of any newly-
slaughtered  animal in  or through any street, road,
or public place, within the said Division, without a
sufficient and proper clean cloth covering the same,
or shall hawk or carry about any butcher's meat
for sale in any such street, road, or public place.
BY-LAW No. 6.
BOWLING ALLEYS AND SHOOTING GALLERIES.
Proprietors  to be licensed.
1. No person shall keep a bowling-alley or
shooting-gallery without  a license  from the Board,
and paying therefor a fee of twenty shillings per
annum, or  for any lesser term ten shillings per
month, to the clerk of the Board ; and any person
keeping such bowling-alley or shooting-gallery
without applying to the clerk of the Board of the
said Division for permission so to do shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings.
BY-LAW No. 7.
ROADS AND  STREETS.
Drains  and streets , injury to.
1. No person shall form, dig, or open,  or cause
to be formed, dug, or opened, any drain or sewer,
or sink any shaft, or make or cause to be made
any opening or cutting in any part of the roads,
streets, reserves, or footways, within the said
Division, or dig or remove any turf, sand, clay,
soil, stone, or other material, or remove any tree
from or on any of the lands, roads, streets, re-
serves, carriage or foot ways, under the control or
power of the said Board, without the consent of
the Board first had and obtained for that purpose,
or wantonly break, damage, or injure any carriage
or loot way, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds over and above the damage occasioned
thereto.
Private  drains , by whom repaired.
2. The occupier of any house or land, or; where
there shall be no occupier, then the owner of the
said house or land, from which any private drain,
side-drain, or sewer, now does or hereafter shall
issue into any of the said sewers, drains, vaults,
culverts, and watercourses, shall, from time to time,
forthwith  cleanse  and repair such private drain,
side-drain,  or sewer  when required by the  chairman
of the Board.
Timber,  stone ,  4-c., how to be arawn.
3. No person shall haul or draw, or caused to be
hauled or drawn, upon any parts of the streets or
public places of any township within the said
Division, any timber, stone, or other thing, other-
wise than upon wheeled carriages, or shall suffer
any timber, stone, or other thing which shall be
carried prit,cipally or in part upon wheeled car-
riages,  to drag or trail upon any part of such streets
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or public places to the injury thereof, or to hang
over any part of such carriage so ns to occupy or
obstruct the street beyond the breadth of such
wheeled  carriage.
Waggons improperly loaded.
4. No person shall carry or convey any matter
or thing within any town in the said Division (ex-
cept lay, straw, furniture, or other bulky articles)
which cannot be otherwise carted or conveyed in
such manner that the same shall project more than
one foot laterally beyond the' wheels of any cart or
other such  carriage , or more than thirty inches
from the side of any beast of burden on which the
same may be carried or conveyed, or so as to ob-
struct any person,  carriage , or beast of burden.
Locking  wheels not  allowed.
5. Any person hauling or drawing upon any part
of the  streets  or public places within any township
in the said Division with locked wheel or wheels
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
No holes  or excavations  to be left open.
6. Any person who shall dig,  or cause  to be dug
or made, any hole, or leave  or cause to  be left any
hole, before or on any vacant  premises,  or before or
behind, or on the sides of, am house, building, or
tenement erected or beins, erected, or about to be
erected, in and adjoining to any  street, road, or
public thoroughfare within the said Division, for
the purpose of making  cellars or foundations to
houses  and buildings, or for any other purpose or
purposes whatsoever, and shall not fence or  enclose
the same,  and place a light upon  the said enclosure,
and keep the  same constantly burning from sunset
to sunrise  during the  continuance  of such enclosure,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Board may order lands  to be enclosed.
7. Whenever the Board shall be of opinion that
the condition of any unenclosed vacant building
lot in any town in the Division is such that, by
reason of its being unenclosed, the public safety is
likely to be endangered, the Board may, by its
duly authorised officer, give notice to the owner
thereof to enclose the same to such  an extent as
they may deem necessary for the public safety, and
if such owner shall neglect, within such reason-
able time as may be fixed by such notice, to so
enclose  the same,  he or she shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty  shillings  per day for
every day after the expiration of such period
during which he shall continue to so neglect or
refuse as  aforesaid.
Permission  to interfere  with streets, to.
8. Any person wishing to interfere with or alter
the levels of any footpath, public  crossing , or other
divisional improvement, or any street, road, or
public place or thoroughfare, shall first obtain the
sanction  of the Board ; and any person  infringing
this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing five pounds, with cost of  reconstruction.
Permission to make culverts or inverts.
9. Any person wishing to make a culvert or
invert across any water channel or drain in the
public  streets , shall give  notice in  writing to the
clerk of the said Division, and such culvert or
invert shall not be  made unless  sanctioned by the
B )ard, and then only under the direction of the
foreman of works or other officer appointed by the
Board to superintend such  works,  and any person
making  such culvert or invert without  first  obtain-
ing the  permission  of the Board,  as herein  provided.
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, with cost of reconstruction.
Sewers and drains made and altered  by Board.
10. It shall be lawful for the Board from time to
time to  cause  such  sewers, drains , vaults, culverts,
inverts,  and watercourses , as they may think
necessary , to be  made in or  under any road,  street,
or place within the said Division,  and also to cause
any of  the sewers ,  drains, vaults, culverts, and
watercourses which now  are, or hereafter  shall be,
within the  same , to be altered or repaired as to
them shall  seem necessary , and to carry  and con-
tinue the same into and within any lands within
the said Division.
Carriage and foot ways to be laid out.
11. The Board shall cause to be set out, so far as
may be practicable, the breadth of the carriage and
foot ways in the streets and public places within the
said Division, and the carriage and foot ways when
so set out shall be deemed to be the carriage and
foot ways within the meaning of this By-law, and
the slid footway shall in all cases be taken and
measure from the kerbstone or exterior edge thereof
to the building line, without reference being in
any manner had to the breadth of the carriage-way
adjoining thereto, or any part or parts thereof.
Provided always that until the breadth of such
carriage and foot ways shall be set out as aforesaid,
the carriage and foot ways for the time being used
shall be deemed and taken to be carriage and foot
ways within the meaning of this By-law.
No buildings or projections  on streets allowed.
12. No person or persons shall erect or commence
to erect any building, stair, steps, or projection,
except as hereinafter provided , so as  to encroach
upon any carriage-way, footwav, street, or public
place within any town in the Division ; and if any
person or persons shall erect or begin to erect any
such building. stair, steps, or projection, he or they
shall forthwith remove the same upon being
required to do so by the Board, and, in the event
of any person refusing or delaying to remove such
building, stair, steps, or projection, it shall be
lawful for the Board to have the same removed at
the expense of the person or persons refusing or
delaying, and the expense incurred thereby may bd
recovered in the  same  way as penalties under these
By-laws, and, in addition, to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, for the erection or partial erection
of such stair, steps, building, or erection.
Verandahs.
13. The owner or occupier of any house, shop,
or other building, shall be allowed to erect a per-
manent verandah in connection therewith, the posts
of which shall be in a line with the kerb or outer
edge of the footpaths, and such posts, if of iron,
shall not be less than three inches or more than six
inches in diameter, and, if of wood, not less than four
inches or more than six inches square. The plate
of such verandah shall not be more than
twelve inches in depth, and shall be of sufficient
strength, and the rafters shall not be more than
six inches in depth, and no facia-board shall be
allowed over twelve inches from top of rafter.
The covering of every such verandah shall be of
sound galvanised  iron , fairly and properly laid,
and every such verandah shall be constructed
according to the plan, which must be exhibited in
the office of the Board for approval, and shall be
at least nine feet high at its lowest part from the
kerb.
Verandahs  and balconies.
14. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions,
it shall be lawful for the chairman of the Board to
permit the erection of verandahs and balconies in any
town in the Division, which in his opinion may be
suitable for the class of buildings to which such are
proposed to be attached. Provided that no verandah
shall be of less  size or  strength of material or
height of head ay than set forth in the preceding
clauses.  Provided also that a plan of such pro-
posed verandah or balcony, &c., shall be approved
of by the chairman. Provided also that no balcony
shall project from the building line over the foot-
way more than four feet six inches, and that a
verandah in accordance with these By-laws shall be
attached to the wall of the building to which such
balcony is erected, under every such balcony, to the
kerb or outer edge of the footway. Every owner
or occupier of any building existing at the time of
this By-law coming into operation, and to which a
balcony is attached, and which overhangs any foot-
way within any town in the Division, on the receipt
of a notice to that effect from the Board, shall erect
a verandah, as provided by this By-law, from the
wall of the building to which such balcony is
attached to the kerb or outer edge of the footway.
Notice  and permission.
15. Seven days' notice (and not less) shall be
given, in writing, to th echairman of the Board, by
any person or persons desirous of erecting any
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balcony or verandah to any house, or otherwise
interfering in any way with any carriage or foot
way within any town in the Division, and the
written consent of the chairman shall be obtained
before proceeding with any such work.
Repairs, cf e.
16. It shall be lawful for the chairman, in writing,
to order by due notice the repair, removal, or
painting of any such balcony or verandah, if the
same become from any cause dangerous to passen-
gers, or an  obstruction in the public way, or
unsightly in appearance. And it shall be lawful for
the chairman, by notice in writing, to order toe
removal of any verandah or balcony existing at the
time of the  passing of  this By-law, which shall not
have been constructed according to the foregoing
provisions, and the owner or occupier of the build-
ing to which the  same is  attached shall comply
with such order and shall from time to time there-
after  make such alterations as may be necessary
therein.
Cleansing  of footways.
17. So long  as the  Board shall deem it expedient
to take the  cleansing  of the footways within any
town in the Division under their own  management,
every person who shall occupy the shops. ware-
houses, public houses, dwelling houses, or other
houses or buildings adjoining to and fronting the
foot pavements shall cause  the same along the
front of his or her shop and premises to be well
and sufficiently cleansed at all times.
Obstruction  to footways by hawkers.
18. Any Chinaman or hawker carrying or con-
veying along any public footway any vegetable
baskets, or baskets usually used for hawking, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds;
and the chairman or clerk of the Board,  as well as
any inspector of the Board or constable, may order
such Chinaman or hawker, when carrying such
baskets along the footway, to remove into the
street, and  may detain any Chinaman or hawker so
offending  to ascertain his name , so that he may be
summoned.
Miscellaneous obstructions  to footpaths.
19. No person shall set or place,  or cause or
permit to be set or placed, any stall, board, show-
board, block (on hinges  or otherwise), crockery
wa re , merchandise , casks, or goods of any kind
whatsoever,  in or  upon or over any of the roads,
streets , or footpaths in any of the streets or
public places within any town in the said
Division, or set out, lay, or place, or cause
or procure or suffer or permit to be laid out, set
out, or placed, any coach, cart, waggon, dray,
wheel-barrow, hand. barrow, truck, or other carriage,
upon any of the said roads or streets, except for
the necessary time of loading or unloading any
cart, waggon, dray, truck, or other carriage, or place,
or cause to be placed,  in or  upon or over any of the
said  carriage  or foot ways, roads, or streets, any
timber, stone, bricks, lime, or other materials or
things for building, whatsoever , unless  the same
shall be enclosed, and then only with the special per-
mission of the chairman, or any matter or thing what-
soever , or bang out or expose, or cause to be hungout
or exposed, for sale or otherwise, any goods, wares, or
merchandise, meat, or other matter or thing what-
soever, from any house or houses, or other shops,
buildings, or premises, over or next unto such
street or public place. And it shall be lawful for
the chairman, clerk, or inspector, or other person
appointed by the Board, without any warrant
or other authority than this By-law, to seize any
such stall, board, block, crockery ware, merchan-
dise, or other goods, coach, cart, carriage, waggon,
dray, wheel-barrow, hand-barrow, truck, or other
conveyance, and also any horse or horses, asses or
mules,  which shall be thereunto belonging, with
the harness, gear, or accoutrements thereof, or any
such timber or materials, or any such matter or
things aforesaid, or any of them, and if in case any
goods, wares, or merc1 andise so seized shall be
perishable, or shall be articles of food, then the
same shall be immediately forfeited, and the person
or persons who shall seize the same shall deliver
the same, or cause the same to be delivered, to the
clerk of the Board, for the use and benefit of the
said  Board, but otherwise such inspector or other
person appointed as aforesaid shall cause the said
stall, hoard, basket, cask, goods, coach, cart, waggon,
dray, wheel-barrow, hand-barrow, truck. or other
carriage , or conveyance, horses, or other animals.
materials , or other things, so seized, and not being
of a perishable nature, to be removed to any place
appointed by the chairman for the time being, for
the reception thereof, if any such be, or otherwise,
to such place or places as he or the Board shall
judge  convenient , giving written notice of such
place or places  whereunto the same shall be
removed, and to the  owner , driver, or other person
having an interest in the things  so seized and
removed, if he, she, or they shall then and there
be present , not otherwise,  and the same  shall be
kept there, and detained until such  owner , driver,
or other person interested therein  as aforesaid,
shall cause  to be paid the penalty of which he, she,
or they shall be convicted, together with the
charges of  taking  and removing the same, and of
keeping  such horse or horses,  or other animals, if
any, and in case the goods,  carriages , horses,
animals, materials , or other things so removed, not
being perishable,  or articles  of food, shall not be
claimed, and the said penalty and charges be not
paid within five days  next after  such removal
thereof, then, and in every such  case,  it shall and
may be lawful for the justice or justices hearing
the complaint to order the same to be sold, and the
overplus of the money arising from such sale shall
be paid to the owner  or owners  thereof, after
deducting the said penalty and such cc  st s, charges,
and expenses attending such seizure ,  removing,
keeping,  and selling the same, as the said justice
or justices shall ascertain and allow.
Obstructions and nuisances generally.
20. No person  shall  occasion  any kind of ob-
struction ,  nuisance ,  or annoyance , in or upon any
street, lane , thoroughfare, public  place ,  or passage
within any town in the Division, or obstruct, or
incommode , hinder, or  prevent, the free passage of
any footway  or causeway  within any town in the
said Division , or prejudice or annoy  in any manner
whatsoever  any person  or person s travelling ,  pas sing,
or going  thereon,  or place  any coffee-stall, or fruit-
stall, oyster -stall ,  flower-stall  or other like structure,
in any street  or public  place , without the authority,
in writing, of the chairman ; and such authority
shall not extend for a longer period than the
thirty-first day of December in each year, and may
at any time be withdrawn or cancelled by the
chairman for the time being.
Further  obstructions.
21. No person shall suffer any goods, merchan-
dise, or thing, to be or remain in any street, foot-
path, lane, or thoroughfare, within any town in the
said Division, for a longer peri. d than shall be
necessary for the housing or removal thereof, or
pack or unpack goods on the said footway.
Obstruction of thoroughfares.
22. No person shall, by means of  any cart, car-
riage,  truck, or barrow, or by means of any horse
or other animal, interrupt any public  crossing
within any town in the said Division, or cause any
obstruction in any thoroughfare therein.
Loading and unloading carts.
23. Every dray, cart, or other vehicle, whilst
loading or unloading in any public  street in
front of any shop, store, or warehouse, shall be
drawn up close to and in a right line with the kerb of
the footway and parallel with the front wall of
such shop, store, or warehouse, and every driver or
owner of any dray, cart, or other vehicle, who
shall permit or suffer such dray, cart, or vehicle
to be backed in any street channel so that the
horse or horses attached to the same shall face the
centre of such street, or who shall remain or occupy
any space in any public street for the purpose of
loading or unloading, for a longer time than
twenty minutes, shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence any sum not exceeding five pounds. Pro-
vided that this By-law shall not apply to the
unloading cf material that can be immediately
shot out of such cart or conveyance, but in no case
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shall any cart or conveyance be drawn up opposite
the centre of any street for a longer period than
ten minutes at one time.
Vehicles  to remove when  ordered.
24. It shall be lawful for any Board officer or
police constable, at any time, when any street,
footway, or public  place  is, in his opinion, over-
crowded with persons or vehicles, to request the
same to remove or be removed to some other part
of such street or place ; and any person refusing or
delaying to remove to such part or place shall be
liable to a penalty for every such offence not
exceeding five pounds.
Bands of music  not to be  played through  the streets.
25. The owner,  manager , or conductor or agent, of
any circus, place, building, or tent wherein any
horsemanship,  stage , play, comedy, or tumbling
shall be acted, who shall procure  or cause  any per-
son or persons  to play any  musical instruments, or
cause , employ, or procure a band of music to be
played, in or through any street within any town in
the Division, without the permission of the chair-
man, in writing , shall be liable for a first offence to
a penalty of two pounds, and for every subsequent
offence to a penalty of not less than five nor more
than twenty pounds.
Obscene  pictures  not to be exhibited.
26. No person shall exhibit to public view in- any
window, shop, building, or public place, any obscene
or indecent picture, sign, or representation, or dis-
tribute any printed or written paper, hand-bill, or
other document of a like evil tendency in any
public place within the Division.
No lines to  be hung across streets.
27. No person shall place any line, cord, or pole
acro ss any  street, road,  lane,  passage, or thorough-
fare  within any town in the Division, or hang or
place clothes,  flags,  or other things thereon, and no
person shall place, hang up, or affix any sign-post,
sign -board, sign-placard, flag, banner, house-ticket,
or other  similar thing  within any town, in the said
Division, otherwise than close to or flat upon the
wall of the house, shop, or building to which the
same  shall belong.
Foot-scrapers,  4-c., not allowed.
28. No person  shall cause  any foot-scraper, door-
steps, shutters, or other obstruction whatever, to
be placed, within any town in the said Division, on
any pavement, road, or footway beyond the plane
of the front wall of any tenement or building ; and
all doors  and gates  leading to buildings, yards, or
grounds within the said town shall be so placed or
formed as not to project over or upon any such
pavement, road, or footway, when open; and if any
such foot-scraper or obstruction  as aforesaid, door
or gate, shall have been constructed otherwise, it
shall be lawful for the chairman of the said Divi-
sion , for the time being, or other  person acting
under  him, to  remove or  alter the  same, or cause
the same to be removed or altered, at the  expense
of the proprietor  or occupier , and the cost of any
such  removal or alteration  may be recovered by the
same means as penalties under  this By-law, or
otherwise.
Building -sheds , 4-c., not to  be made.
29. No person  or persons  shall place or deposit
any stone , wood,  lime ,  sand , or other materials, or
erect any  scaffolding or hoarding, or place any
shed  for workmen , or other erections or enclosure,
on any road, street,  carriage  or foot way, or other
public place, within any town in the Division,
without a permit from  the chairman  ; but such
permit  shall not exceed  three months duration.
LICENSED GATES.
Gates  across public roads must be licensed.
30. If any person  or persons  require to erect
gates across any  public road in the said Division,
such person  or persons  shall give due notice to the
Board, and comply with the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Art of  1887," clauses 166 to
176, and shall pay to the Board a license fee of
twenty shillings for each gate, the said fee to be
paid on every application for a license and every
renewal  of a license.
BY-LAW No. 8.
PREVENTION  OF FIRES.
No person to leave fire alight in any public place.
1. Any person leaving a fire alight upon any
public street, thoroughfare, or proclaimed or sur-
veyed road reserve, or common, under the control
of the Board, or who shall burn, or cause to be
burned,  grass  or other herbage upon any such
reserve or common, street, thoroughfare, or pro-
claimed or surveyed road, within the Division, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Restrictions as to stacks of hay or  straw, 4-c.
2. No person shall keep,  or suffer  to be kept, in
any enclosed yard or premises, upon any public
street or way, or upon any waste ground in any
township, within the Division, any stacks or ricks
of hay or straw  at a less distance  than fifty feet
clear from any building or buildings ; and any
person so offending shall, upon conviction, forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
For prevention  and extinction  of fires.
3. No person or persons, except by the special
license of the Board, and revocable, renewable, and
assignable by such Board, shall kindle, use, or con-
tinue any fire in or upon any enclosed or unenclosed
yards, premises, public or private street-way, or
waste ground, within any town in the said Division,
unless the same be in a properly constructed fire-
place, having a flue or chimney, the walls or sides
of which shall consist of earth, stone, brick, or any
admixture thereof, or iron properly constructed.
Chimneys, flues, 4c.
4. No person or persons, except as before
excepted, shall construct, continue, use, alter, or
repair, or cause or permit or suffer to be con-
structed, used, altered, or repaired, any chimney,
flue, or vent for smoke, steam, or any like phrpose,
and whether or not attached to any house, office,
store, factory, or other building, except the same be
of stone, brick, earthwork, or any admixture
thereof, and of sufficient and proper solidity and
construction.
Chimneys, flues, 4-c., to  be cleansed.
5. Every occupier for the time being of any
tenement, building, or premises, within any town in
the Division, whereon any chimney, flue, or vent
shall take fire from foulness or other cause, and
whether through the wilful or careless neglect or
commission of any owner, occupier, servant,
inmate, or other person (the act of God and arson
alone excepted), then, and in every such case, the
said occupier or owner shall be liable to forfeit
and pay, on conviction for every such offence, a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
Notice to abate offences.
6. It shall be lawful for the said Board, upon
complaint in writing by their duly authorised agent
or servant, or by any ratep ayer,  that a breach is
being made in any of the foregoing provisions of
this By-law, and upon the Board being satisfied of
the reasonableness of such complaint, to serve or
cause to be served upon the person or persons
committing such breach a notice in writing com-
pelling an abatement of the offence complained of.
BY-LAW No. 9.
Chairman may order insecure building to be taken
down.
1. When any building or part of a building
within any town in the Division, or anything con
netted therewith, that shall have become  insecure
or dangerous, including any walls of buildings, &c.,
that may have been damaged through fire, or any
aperture or opening shall be left open, so that any
inhabitant or passer-by may be endangered, it shall
be lawful for the chairman of the Division, or
others acting under him, to cause the same to to
taken down, fenced, cr guarded, at the expense of
the owner or occupier of such building or other
thing, or the owner or occupier  of any premises
with which such opening or aperture may be con-
nected, and such expense, may be recovered by the
same means as penalties  under this By-law, or
others ise as allowed by law ; and in case of such
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owner or occupier refusing to take the same down
or fence the  same , he or she shall be liable for
every such refusal or neglect to a penalty not ex-
ceeding twenty pounds.
Precautions for public safety.
2. No owner or contractor or other person shall
take down or demolish any building, or part of any
building, without taking proper precautions for the
public safety, and shall not throw or cast down any
part of such building  in such manner as to cause
danger to any person in any street or public place,
or cause any obstruction in any street or public
place.
Buildings  in course  of erection.
3. No owner or contractor or other person shall
build, or commence or continue to build, any house,
structure ,  wall, or premises ,  so as to encroach upon
any street, footway, or public thoroughfare within
the Division, nor, without the authority of the
chairman, place any sheds for workmen, or other
erection or enclosure ,  in any street ,  carriage, or
footway, or other public place within any town in
the Division ; and such person  having  authority shall
keep the same fenced and guarded in a good and suffi-
cient manner while any operations, repairs, or works,
are in progress and continuance, under a penalty,
for every day or part of a day each offence shall
continue ,  not exceeding five pounds ,  and cause a
sufficient number of lamps, showing a red or danger
light, to  be affixed at or near the same, and kept
burning every night from sunset to sunrise during
the continuance of such o erations ,  repairs, or
works, under a like penalty for every night or part
of a night such offence shall continue ; and on such
person or persons failing or neglecting well and
sufficiently to guard, fence, or light as aforesaid,
within twelve hours after having received a notice
so to do from the chairman or clerk or other officer
of the foard, it shall be lawful for the chairman to
guard and fence or light as aforesaid at the expense
of the person or persons so failing or neglecting so
to do, and the cost thereof respectively may be
recovered by the same  means  as penalties under
these By-laws or otherwise, and shall be in addition
to any penalty that may be inflicted for a breach of
any of the provisions thereof.
Rain dropping from eaves of houses.
4. The owner of every house or building, balcony,
or verandah, shall provide the same with gutters
and keep the same in repair. if not otherwise con-
structed  as to  prevent the  rain  from dropping from
the roof or eaves thereof upon any part of the foot-
ways or watertables of any street or public place
within any town in the Division, and the owner or
occupier of such building, balcony, or verandah,
neglecting to provide the same after due notice
being given, shrill, on conviction. forfeit and pay the
sum of one pound and a like sum for every day the
same may be neglected; and the occupier of any
such house, building, balcony, or verandah, if the
guttering shall he effected by him, shall be entitled
to deduct from the rent the  costs thereof.
Public safety.
5. No hawkers, tradesmen, or other persons shall
be allowed to carry any tools or implem. nts of a
dangerous character upon any footpath within any
town in the Division, under a penalty not exceeding
five poi.nds.
Wells  to be  covered.
6. Every person who shall have a well, under-
ground tank, or cistern, on his or her premises in
any town in the Division, shall well, and securely,
and permanently cover the same, and every day
during which such well, underground tank, or
cistern  shall remain not so covered, shall constitute
an offence under this By-law.
Careless or furious riding or driving.
7. Any person found riding or driving through
any street  or public place  in a negligent  or furious
manner , or breaking-in any horse or horses, or
racing in any street or public place, within any
township in the Division, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence a penalty not exceeding five
pounds.
Discharging  firearms, dfc.
8. No person shall fire off or discharge any gun,
pistol, or fowling-piece, or other firearms, from any
house, or in or near any street, road, lane, thorough-
fare,  or passage ,  or make or assist in making any
bonfire ,  or burn any matter ,  in any street, road, lane,
or thoroughfare within any township in the Division,
under a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Frightening persons.
9. No person or persons shall set on or urge any
dog or other  animal to  attack, worry, or put in fear,
any person ,  horse, or other animal ,  in any road,
street, or public place within the Division, under a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
BY-LAW No. 10.
Noxious WEEDS.
Noxious weeds required to be destroyed.
1. It is hereby declared that Bathurst burr,
prickly pear, Chinese burr, and all thistles except
sow thistles ,  are noxious weeds and nuisances within
the meaning of  " The Divisionnl Boards Act of
1887," section 177, and occupiers or owners of land
within the Division are required to destroy and
keep destroyed the same for a distance of two
chains from any public road, reserve, or Crown
lands, or otherwise the expenses incurred by the
Board in the extirpation of such noxious weeds
will be recovered as the law directs.
BY-LAW No. 11.
Kerosene , t c.,  storage to be properly conducted.
1. No greater quantity than five hundred
gallons  in the  whole of kerosene  oil, petroleum,
naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile fluid or fluids,
shall be placed ,  stored, or retained at any one and
the same time in any one building or place occupied
by the same person or persons ,  unless in a building
which  shall be situated at a distance of not less
than one hundred feet from any other build-
ing, an,i which shall he of the description following,
that  is to say  :-Either  a shed  divided  into com-
partments of moderate dimensions ,  well ventilated
at the top, and having the floor thereon sunk to
any depth that may be preferred, not being less
than three feet, and being surrounded by an area
of two feet wide, and of depth and capacity suffi-
cient to contain the surplus fluid contents of such
shed over and above the quantity thereof which
would be contained by the space between the
sunken  floor and the ground level ; or a ground
floor shed, properly ventilated at the top, sur-
rounded by a trench three feet deep by two feet
wide at a distance equal to the height of the walls
of such shed, having guiding trains into the said
trench and surrounded beyond such trench by a
brick wall without break  or opening and of not less
than one-half the height of the walls of such shed.
Quantity to be kept.
2. Any person or persons, being the occupier or
occupiers ,  or having the control ,  management, or
use, of any building, premises, or place of whatever
description, within the Division of Croydon, not
being a building premises or place situated and
constructed in accordance with the preceding clause
of this By-law, who shall place or store, or cause,
suffer, or permit to be placed or stored, within such
building,  premises or place, at  anyone  time ,  a greater
number than fifty cases, the reputed contents of
which c jnsist of, or shall be indicated by any letter,
sign, or brand or trade mark as being, kerosene oil,
petroleum, naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile
fluids, or any less number of such cases the aggre-
gate contents of which are or are indicated by any
such letters or signs as being in the aggregate more
than five hundred gallons, shall be deemed
guilty of an offence against this Bylaw, and on
conviction shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
Discovery of kerosene, 4'c.
3. For the more easy discovery of the keeping
of any of the fluids or substances contrary to the
provisions of this By-law it is further ordered that
it shall be lawful for the chairman of the Board,
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by writing under his hand, to authorise any officer
of the Board, at all reasonable times in the daytime,
to enter any shop, warehouse, or other place or
premises in which such fluids as aforesaid are
suspected to be kept contrary to this By-law, and
make such search and examination therein as may
be necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the
quantity of any fluids as aforesaid so kept or
stored contrary to this Bylaw; and any person
hindering or resisting such authorised officer as
aforesaid to make such search or examination shall
on conviction forfeit and pay any sum not exceed.
ing twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 12.
Weight of gunpowder, 4-c., to be kept.
1. No person or persons, being a dealer or dealers
in powder used for firearms or blasting purposes,
shall have or keep, within the said Division, at any
time, more than two hundredweight of powder,
and. not being such dealer or dealers, more than one
hundredweight of powder, in any house, store-
house, warehouse, shop, cellar, or yard, or any
other place or building, within the said Division,
other than the public  magazine  erected for that
purpose, on pain of forfeiting all the powder beyond
the quantity hereby allowed to be kept and the
barrels or  vessels in  which such powder shall be,
and also the sum of two shillings for every pound
of powder beyond such allowed quantity.
Manner of keepinq powder.
2. The respective quantities of two hundred-
weight and one hundredweight of powder and
under, which may be kept in any house, store-
house, warehouse, shop,  cellar,  or place  as afore-
said, within the said Division, shall be kept in stone
jars or in vessels, or in canisters, properly
covered, having the word "powder" legibly inscribed
thereon or on a label thereto properly attached, or
in tight casks well-headed and hooped with copper
or wood, and shall also be kept separate from all
other goods or commodities and secured by lock
and key, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for each offence, to be paid by the  owner  or by the
person in whose possession any powder not so kept
and secured shall be found.
Discovery of powder, 4'c.
3. For the more easy discovery of the keeping of
any, powder contrary to the provisions of this By-law
it is  further ordered that it shall be lawful for the
chairman, by writing under his hand, to authorise
any officer of the Board,  at all reasonable times in
the daytime, to enter any shop,  store, warehouse,
or other place  or premises  in which such  powder as
aforesaid is suspected to be kept contrary to this
By-law, and make such search and  examination
therein as may be  necessary  for the purpose of
ascertaining  the quantity and weight of any powder
as aforesaid so kept or stored contrary to this By-law ;
and any person hindering  or resisting  such authorised
officer as  aforesaid  to make  such search  or examina-
tion shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 13.
V EHICLES  PLYING FOE MBE.
Public  carriers  and vehicles plying for hire must
be licensed.
1. No person shall use, employ, let out, drive,
conduct, run, ply, or permit  or cause  to be used,
employed, let out, driven, conducted, or plied, any
vehicle for the purpose of conveying  passengers for
hire, within the Division of Croydon, or from or to
any place within the said Division to or from any
place without the said Division,  unless  such vehicle
and also the driver and conductor thereof shall be
licensed  in manner  hereinafter  mentioned.
Definition, proprietor' s and driver 's license.
2. A license granted in respect of a vehicle shall
be called a proprietor' s license . A license granted
to a driver or conductor of a vehicle shall be called
a driver's license.
Licenses to be in Form A.
3. Licenses shall be in the form contained in
Schedule A hereto  or to the like effect ,  and shall be
issued  at the  offices of the Board ,  signed by the
clerk ,  and shall be in force from the date of such
license until the 31st day of December next
ensuing ,  and no license shall include more than
one vehicle.
License fee.
4. For every such license there shall be paid to
the town clerk, for the benefit of the divisional fund,
the several rates set forth in Schedule  B annexed
hereto.
Licensee to be of good character.
5. No license shall be granted to any person who
does not satisfy the chairman of the Board that he
is a person of good character. No driver' s license
shall be granted to any person who is under eighteen
years of age, or who
does not satisfy the chairmanthat he is competent to act as driver. No pro-
prietor's license shall be granted to any person except
the actual  owner  of the vehicle therein described.
Every proprietor's license may be cancelled by the
chairman of the Board in case the licensee shall
cease to be the owner of the vehicle therein
described.
No license  to be granted without payment  of fees.
6. No license will be granted except on payment
of such fees as shall be from time to time pre-
scribed by the Board, such fees for a proprietor's
license not to exceed three pounds per annum,
and for a driver's license ten shillings per annum.
License only  available to vehicle therein  described.
7. A proprietor' s license  shall be available only
for the vehicle therein described. Provided that
whenever  a licensed  vehicle shall be under repair
the chairman of the Board may permit the sub-
stitution therefor of any other vehicle for such
period as he may think fit, by a memorandum
endorsed upon the license and signed by him.
Driver's  license.
8. A driver's license shall empower the  licensee
to drive or conduct any licensed vehicle.
License with  respect to  change in ownership.
9. Every license shall continue in force until
the 31st day of December  next  ensuing after the
day of the date thereof and no longer, unless the
same shall be cancelled or suspended as hereinafter
provided. Every license shall be renewed from
year to year,  and also  whenever any change in the
ownership of any vehicle shall take place, subject
to all such and the like  rules and regulations as
are herein  provided with respect to  the granting
of original  licenses.
No license to issue without  approval.
10. No proprietor' s license shall be granted in
respect  of any vehicle  unless same shall have
received the approval of the chairman or clerk of
the Board and be of  such size and  quality and
generally provide such accommodation for pas-
sengers as  shall be from time to  time prescribed
by the Board.
Chairman  may refuse  license.
11. It shall be lawful for the  chairman of the
Board to  refuse to grant or renew any license if
he is of opinion, from any  cause, that  such license
should not be issued.
Chairman may cancel license.
12. It shall be lawful for  the chairman of the
Board , at any time,  to cancel  any license held by
any person  or persons  who shall be convicted of
any breach or contravention of these By-laws or
shall be convicted of any felony or misdemeanour.
It shall be ]awful for  the chairman  at any time to
suspend  any license  for such period  as he shall
think fit.
Vehicle deemed to be plying for hire.
13. Every vehicle, whilst conveying  a passenger
or passengers  for hire along any road or street,
shall be deemed to be plying for hire.
Number and name of licensee, 4-c.
14. The registered number of every licensed
vehicle together with the name of the proprietor of
same , and the number of passengers such vehicle
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is licensed  to carry, shall be painted upon the out.
side, in a conspicuous place, at the back or side of
every vehicle, and on such other part of every
vehicle or on a plate in figures not less than two
inches in height and of proportionate breadth,
affixed thereon, as the chairman or the clerk may
direct by notice  in writing  to the licensee; and every
such number shall be kept legible and undefaced
during the time that any such vehicle shall ply or
be used for hire. Such registered number shall
also be painted  in figures , not less than two inches
in length, on the outer side of the lamps of all such
vehicles,  so as to  be distinctly seen when the lamps
are lighted.
Driver must carry anyone tendering fare.
15. Every driver plying on his route and having
room  in his vehicle shall immediately take any
person  tendering the legal fare , unless  such person
shall be intoxicated or suffering from a  contagious
disease.
Number of license  must be printed on.
16. No proprietor or driver shall ply for hire,
within the said Division, with any vehicle,  unless
the number of persons such vehicle is licensed to
carry is printed inside the vehicle in words at length
in the following form, that is to say-" Licensed
to carry ............ inside ............ outside."
Driver to keep left- hand side road.
17. Every driver of a licensed vehicle shall keep
to the left or near side of the road, and shall not
prevent any other vehicle or carriage having a
right to do so from passing him, and no vehicle
driver shall drive past another proceeding in the
same  direction so as to endanger the safety of the
passengers  in either vehicle if the latter be pro-
ceeding at  a rate not  less than six miles an hour.
Licensed  vehicles must be provided  with lamps.
18. Every licensed vehicle shall be provided
with a lamp on each side of same outside, and the
driver when plying  between sunset and sunrise
shall light  such lamps  and keep them lighted.
-Driver must carry license with him.
19. Every driver shall  at all times , when plying
for hire, have his license with him, and , on demand,
produce the  same to  any member or officer of the
Board, or police officer.
Who shall  be deemed to be  a proprietor.
20. The person or persons in whose  name or names
a proprietor' s license  shall appear to have been
obtained shall be deemed to be the proprietor or
proprietors of the vehicle in respect of which the
license shall  have been taken out or transferred.
Proprietor  responsible  for good conduct of driver.
21. Every proprietor of a licensed vehicle shall
be responsible for the good conduct of the driver in
charge of the same, and may be proceeded  against
for any breach  or non -observance of any provision
of this By-law by such driver.
No driver  to lend  or part with  his license.
22. No driver holding a driver' s license  shall lend
or part with his license, or permit or suffer any
unlicensed person to drive or conduct his vehicle,
nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle employ
any unlicensed  person as  the driver thereof.
Not to loiter.
23. No driver shall permit his vehicle to stand
in any street or public place within the said
Division longer than may be necessary for taking
up or putting down passengers, nor shall  he cause
any obstruction in any part of the Division.
Persons intoxicated not to be carried.
24. No driver shall carry, or knowingly permit
to be carried, in any licensed vehicle, any person in
a state of  intoxication, or so violently or noisily
conducting himself or otherwise so misbehaving as
to occasion any annoyance or disturb the public
peace.
Vehicles  and harness to be  in good repair.
25. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall
at all times when plying or employed for hire, havethe same  in good order, with harness perfect and in
good condition, and the whole ready  and su fficient
for use, with the driver and horses,  mules , or other
beasts of burden competent to perform the trips
from place to place within the said Division in due
and reasonable time.
Driver  not to leave  vehicle.
26. No driver shall at any time be at such
distance from his horses as to prevent his having
control of the same.
No more  than licensed  number of  passengers  to be
carried.
27. No driver of any vehicle shall carry more
passengers than his vehicle shall be licensed for,
and any person who shall force himself within or
on any such vehicle after the full number  of passen-
gers are in or on the same ,  shall be deemed guilty
of an offence against this By-law and may be re.
moved therefrom by the driver or any constable or
police officer.
Production of license to qualify holder.
28. In any proceeding under this  B -law against
any person alleged to be the holder o7a license and
liable  as suctl , the production  of the license
register showing that a license was granted to him
shall be evidence of his being so licensed. Pro-
vided that the  justices  may admit any other proof
satisfactory to them of any such person holding a
license as alleged in such proceeding.
Inspector may lay information within three  months.
29. The Board may appoint an inspector or other
officer to see to the execution of this By-law, and
to superintend the management of all licensed
vehicles ; and such inspector, or other officer autho.
rised by the chairman, shall lay an information
against any person having committed an offence
against any part of this By-law. Provided always
that no person shall be convicted for any offence
against this By-law unless the complaint be made
within three months next after the time the offence
shall have been committed ;  and any other person
feeling aggrieved may lay an in formation on his
own behalf before any justice of the peace.
No person  to obstruct inspector.
30. No proprietor, or driver, or conductor of
any vehicle, nor any other person, shall obstruct
any inspector or officer of the Board in the execu-
tion of his duty.
Vehicle  not deemed to be a licensed  vehicle.
31. No vehicle which shall be let by hire by
special agreement only, or only when bespoken at
the stable or residence of its owner, and which
shall never take its place on any stand, or ply for
hire off the premises of its owner, shall be deemed
a licensed vehicle within the  meaning of  this By-
law, nor shall the owner or driver of such vehicle
be subject to the provisions thereof in any respect
whatever.
Penalty-any offence against  this By-law.
32. Every person offending against or contraven-
ing any of the provisions of this By-law shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, to
be recovered summarily before any two justices of
the peace.
No.
BcnxDQLE A.
License form.
For carts ,  drays ,  and other vehicles.
This is to certify that  residing at
is hereby licensed to ply for hire a certain
vehicle, No. , within the Division of Croydon,
from the date hereof to the 31st day of December next,
subject ,  nevertheless, to all and every of the  By-laws
and regulations aforementioned.
Given at the office of the Board, Croydon, this
day of ,18
Clerk.
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SOBZDULE B.
Fee for  annual license.
If issued It issued
between the between the
Description. 1st January let July and
and 30th June 31st December
in each year .  in each year.
$  s. d. $ s. d.
For every two-wheeled vehicle
licensed under this By -law 2 0 0 1 0 0
For every four -wheeled vehiclelicensed under this By-law 4 0 0 2 0 0
BY-LAW No. 14.
Spring -carts ,  vans ,  lorries ,  wood and water carts ,  4c.,
to be licensed.
1. On and after the fourth day of January in each
year ,  any person who shall be desirous to ply for
here with cart, dray ,  waggon ,  van, lorry ,  or spring-
cart, or to draw or carry for hire with any cart,
dray, wagon,  van, or lorry ,  any wood ,  water ,  goods,
merchandise ,  luggage ,  or furniture , within the
Division of Croydon,  or from or to any place within
the said Division ,  to or from any place without the
said Division ,  shall ,  upon being approved by the
chairman of the Board of the said Division ,  register
his name and place of abode in the divisional
office,  and shall  thereupon and from time to
time thereafter ,  on payment by him at the rate
hereinafter mentioned ,  receive from the divisional
clerk a license which shall be in the form
contained in Schedule A of the previous By-law, and
for which there shall be paid to the clerk the several
rates set  forth  in Schedule B of the preceding By-
law, on which shall be written his name and place
of abode and the number of his license .  Every such
license shallbe in force until the3lstdayof December
next after the issuing thereof and no longer, and if
any person shall  ply for hire without being so
licensed, with a cart ,  or ra  ,  waggon ,  van, or  lorry,
for hire within the  said  Division ,  he or she shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding five pounds sterling .  Provided always
that if he shall have in his employment any servant
licensed as aforesaid ,  and such servant shall leave
such employment before his license sha ll  have
expired ,  then and in such case the  li cense of such
servant shall and may be transferred to any other
servant in the employment of such person by
registering such transfer at the office of the
Divisional Board.
Name and  number of  license to be painted on dray.
2. The name of every licensed carter, together
with the number of his license and the words
"licensed cart," " dray," "  waggon ," "  van, " or
"lorry," as the case may be, shall at all times belegibly painted, in letters not less than two inches
in length, upon the right or off side of the cart, dray,
waggon, van, or lorry ; and if any licensed carter
shall  at any time fail or neglect to keep his name,
the number of his license, and the words " licensed
cart ," " dray," "  waggon, " "  van," or  " lorry," as
the case may be, legibly painted as aforesaid, he
shall forfeit and pay for every such o ffence a sum
not exceeding one pound ;  and if any person not
being duly  licensed as aforesaid  shall ply or carry
for hire with any cart, dray , waggon , van, or lorry
upon which there shall be painted the word
"licensed "  or the words "licensed cart, " "dray,"
"waggon, " " van" or " lorry, "  as the case may be,
he shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
Unlicensed cart to have name painted on.
3. Every owner of an unlicensed cart, dray,
waggon , van, or lorry, within the said Division, shall
have his name  and address legibly painted on. the
right or off side of his cart, dray, waggon, van, or
lorry, and any owner of an unlicensed cart, dray,
waggon , van, or lorry, within the said Division, who
shall at any time fail or neglect to have his name
and address so painted as aforesaid ,  shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding one
pound sterling.
Chairman may cancel license.
4. It shall be lawful for the chairman of the
Board to cancel and determine the license of any
carter of wood or drawer of water who shall be
convicted of any dishonest or improper conduct.
BY-LAW No. 15.
REGISTEATION OF DOGS.
Within  certain radiur to be registered.
1. All dogs over the age of six months, kept
within the town boundary of any town in the Divi-
sion, shall be registered at the office of the Board,
and every such registration shallbe renewed on or
before the fourth day of January  in each year, and a
fee of five shillings shall be charged for registra-
tion and renewal.
All registered dogs to have collars.
2. All registered dogs shall  have collars fixed
around their necks ,  with the owners '  names legibly
inscribed thereon, failing which such dogs will beliable to be destroyed. Registered dogs without
such collars shall be deemed unregistered.
Unregistered dogs may be destroyed.
3. All  unregistered dogs may be destroyed by
order of the Board, provided that nothing in this or
in the preceding sections contained shall apply to
shepherds' dogs or dogs belonging to aboriginal
natives of  the colony.
Who shall appear to be actual owner.
4. Every dog shall  be taken to be kept by the
person who sha ll  appear to be in actual possession
of the house or premises upon which such dog shall
be found ,  unless reasonable proof to the contrary be
adduced ,  and the person by whom any dog is ordi-
narily kept shall be  liable to the several provisions
of this By-law as a keeper of such dog ,  whether
kept for his own use or that of another.
Penalty for  neglecting to register dogs.
5. Any  owner of a dog fai li ng to register the same
as aforesaid shall ,  on conviction ,  be liable to a
penalty not exceeding two pounds.
BY-LAW No. 16.
REGISTRATION  OF GOATS.
Penalty goats straying ,  streets ,  or other places.
1. Every person who shall permit or suffer any
goat , within any town in the Division, or kept by
him or her or under his or her charge, to stray or
go about, or to be tethered or depastured in or upon,
any public street, road, or reserve, or other public
place, or any lands belonging to or under the con-
trol of the board, within the Division of Croydon,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty
shill ings ,  unless such goat shall have been regis-
te re d and shall wear a triangular wooden collar in
manner hereinafter  provided.
Goats  must be licensed.
2. The owner or keeper of every goat within any
town in the Division shall give a full description in
writing on a form, according to Schedule A to this
By-law ,  of the sex, age ,  colour ,  and particular
marks of such goat, to be entered in a book kept
for that purpose, and to be signed by such owner
or keeper, or by some person on that behalf duly
authorised, and shall pay to the divisional clerk the
sum or sums mentioned in Schedule B hereinafter
written in respect of every such goat.
None but ratepayers may register goats.
3. No person shall be entitled to procure the
registration of a goat unless he or she is named as
as a ratepayer  in the divisional  rate -book for the
then current year ending on the 31st day of
December, and he or she shall have paid all rates
then due by aim or her.
Printed receipt.
4. On the delivery of such description and pay-
ment of the proper fees, the divisional clerk shall
give a printed receipt for such fees, and thereupon
every goat mentioned or described in such receipt
shall be deemed to be registered until the thirty-first
day of December then next ensuing and no longer.
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Registered goats to have  collar.
5. Every goat so registered shall at all times wear
a wooden triangular collar securely fastened round
the neck, which collar shall be constructed of three
pieces of wood each not  less  than sixteen inches
long, and shall have the registered number of such
goat legibly inscribed thereon.
Penalty for  misrepresentation.
6. If any person shall wilfully cause to be inserted
in such description any matter or thing whatsoever
zontrary to the truth he or she shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding forty shillings, and any
registration procured by such person by reason of
any such description shall be deemed to be null
and void.
Unregistered  goats may be seized.
7. It shall be lawful for the inspector  of nuisances
or any other officer of the Board, or for any person
authorised by the chairman,  toseizeand  detaininany
convenient place, for a period not exceeding twenty-
four hours, any unregistered goat which he shall
find in or upon any street, road, or reserve, or
other public  place, or  on any lands belonging to or
under the control of the Board, within any town in
the Division as before mentioned, and at the option
of the Board to sell such goat, or to kill or cause the
same to be  killed, and to burn or otherwise destroy
and dispose of the  carcass  thereof, at the expiration
of twenty-four hours after such seizure, unless the
owner or keeper of such goat shall in the meantime
claim  and cause  the same to be duly registered as
aforesaid , and shall pay, in addition to the  registra-
tion fee, the sum of five shillings.
Fees to go to divisional fund.
8. All moneys received from the sale of any
such goats, shall be the property of the Board and
shall be applied by them as part of the general
funds of the Board.
Penalty for  obstructing  Board's officer.
9. Any person who shall in any way molest,
hinder, interfere with, or obstruct any officer of
the Board  in seizing  or detaining or endeavouring
to seize or detain any unregistered goat, or shall
rescue or incite any other person in rescuing any
goat which shall have been seized or detained as
aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
five pounds.
Who to lay information, 4-c.
10. All information and complaints for offences
against this  By-law may be laid by the divisional
clerk or the inspector of nuisances or some other
officer of the Board for the time being, or some
other person authorised by the chairman in that
behalf.
By-law may be extended.
11. The chairman, with the approval of the
Board, may at any time, by public notice in the
local papers, extend the application of this By-law
to any part of the Division, and thereafter this
By-law shall apply to and be in force in such
township.
SCHRDQLB A.
Form of notice of registration of goats.
A description of goats intended to be
kept by of in the Division
of Croydon during the year ending 31st day of Decem-
ber, 18
No. Premises on which Goats sex.
intended to be kept.
Age. Colour and
Marks.
I, of declare the above list
%nd description to be true in every particular to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
(Signed)
SCHEDULE B.
Fees to  be paid.
Fees to be paid by all persons entitled to register
goats, under this By-law :-
(a) For any number not exceeding five, registered
by one  person , one shilling per head per year
ending 31st December.
(b) For every goat above five, registered by one
person, during any one year, five shillings.
(c) For every male uncastrated goat, ten shillings
per head per annum.
B Y-LAW No. 17.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Cruelty to  animals , prizefights.
1. No person shall wantonly or cruelly abuse,
ill-treat, torture, or overwork  any animal ,  or engage
in, instigate, or abet, any prize fight, dog fight, or
cock fight, within the Division.
Malicious mischief.
2. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or
maliciously, damage any building, erection, wall,
sluice , bridge, road, street, footpath,  sewer , water.
course , fountain, urinal, work or material, lamp.
post, or anything set up for public convenience, or
any other property which the Board may have in
trust, or under their control, or any property leased,
or used by, or under the  management  of, the said
Board. & II-sticking.
3. No person shall affix any posting bill or other
paper to or against any church, chapel, schoolhouse,
ferry house, or shed, within any town in the Division,
or, without the consent of the owner or occupier,
shall affix any posting bill or other paper to or
against  any dwelling-house. shop, warehouse, wall,
or fence, in the said Division, or write on, soil,
deface, or mark any such church, chapel, schoolhouse,
dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence, posts,
or palings , in the aforesaid Division.
Lands of the Board  not to be occupied.
4. No person shall, without leave of the said
Board, reside upon, occupy, or use, or continue to
reside upon, occupy, or use, except in accordance
with the purposes or objects for which the said
Board shall have or hold the  same, any lands within
the said Division belonging to, or leased, or held in
trust by, or under the control or in power of, the
said Board of the Division.
Persons giving false names.
5. Any person having been guilty of an offence
against any of the Board's By-laws, and refusing to
give his name and address, or who shall give a
false name  and address to any justice, inspector, or
other person having a right to demand a proper
name and address ,  sha ll be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  ten pounds.
Permits ,  4-c., to be in,writing.
6. Whenever any permit or authority is given by
the Board,  chairman , or other officer authorising or
permitting  a matter  or thing to be done which
otherwise would become an offence against these
By-laws,  such permit or authority shall be in
writing  and may be produced by the defendant in
justification of having, done or left undone such
matter  or thing, but it shall not be necessary for
the prosecutor to prove that such permit or autho-
rity has not been given.
Power of entry  on private lands.
7. The chairman of the Board or any other duly
authorised servant or agent of the Board may, in
the execution of his or their duties,  enter  upon and
use, and, if necessary, break into and use any
private lands, hereditaments. and premises, within
the Division.
Driving cattle within certain hours.
8. No cattle or sheep shall be driven into or
through any street in any town of the said Division
except between the hours of eleven o'clock at
night and six o'clock in the morning, and every
person who shall drive or cause to be driven any
such cattle or sheep as aforesaid into or through
any street of any aforesaid town shall forfeit and
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pay any sum not exceeding twenty shillings for each
and every head of cattle and sixpence for each
sheep so driven, and in the construction of this
By-law the word "cattle" shall extend to and include
bulls, cows, heifers,  and steers , but shall not be
held to apply to milch  cows or cattle  in teams, or
working cattle in yokes.
Driving of  horses.
9. No person  or persons  shall drive any unbar-
nessed horses, whether broken or unbroken, into or
through any streets of the aforesaid towns without
the permission of the chairman for the time being
of the Board, except between the hours of eleven
at night and six in the morning.
Cattle,  4'c., to be driven  quietly.
10. No person shall, by negligence or ill-usage
in driving cattle or horses within any town in the
said Division, cause any injury to be done by such
cattle or horses, or shall in any wise misbehave
himself in the driving,  care , or management of such
cattle or horses, and no person shall wantonly pelt
or hurt such cattle or horses.
BY-LAW No. 18.
REGULATING DRAINAGE.
Notice given, and drains  made to directions.
1. It shall not be lawful for any person, without
notice to the Board, or otherwise than according to
such plans and directions as such Board may give
andmake, toconnector branch any private drain into
any of the public  drains or sewers , or into any
drains  or sewers  communicating therewith ; and in
case any person shall make  or cause  to be made or
branch any private drain into any of the said public
drains or  sewers,  or into any drain or sewer com-
municating or to communicate therewith, without
such notice or otherwise than aforesaid, every
person so  offending shall forfeit and pay a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds,  exclusive  of costs.
Drains, by whom repaired.
2. All drains communicating with any public
drain or sewer shall from time to time be repaired
and cleansed under the inspection and direction of
the Board at the costs and charges of the occupiers
of the house or houses, buildings, land, and premises
to which the said private drains shall respectively
belong, and in  case  any person shall neglect to
repair and  cleanse or cause  any private drain to be
repaired  and cleansed according, to the directions
of the said Board, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds, exclusive  of costs.
Surface  or storm -water drains.
3. Every  owner  or occupier of land  in, adjoining
to, or near any street , if such land shall be so
situated  that surface  or storm-water from or upon
the same  shall overflow, or shall tend naturally, if
not otherwise discharged, to overflow any footway
of such street, shall, within seven days next after
the service of notice by the Board for that pur-
pose, construct and lay a covered drain or drains
from  such point upon such land, being near to the
footway, as shall be specified in such notice by
plan appended or otherwise, and higher in level
than  the bottom of the channel at the outer edge
of the footway to the said channel and transversly
through and under such footway, and keep in good
condition such covered drain, as, and subject to
the inspection of the Board or its proper officers,
will be allowed ; and in default with the compliance
of any such notice, within the period aforesaid, or
with the provisions of this section, such owner or
occupier shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceed-
ing five pounds,  exclusive  of costs ; and if within
seven  days  atter  such conviction such owner or
occupier shall still have failed to comply with such
notice or be otherwise in default as aforesaid, he
shall forfeit and pay any  sum not less  than one
pound or more than ten pounds, and for every
further  such  offence he shall forfeit and pay any
sum not less than  two pounds or more than twenty
pounds. And every such owner or occupier who
shall still have made default as aforesaid for more
than seven days after such second or any subse-
quent conviction, shall be held to be guilty of a
further  offence  within the  meaning  of this section.
Board may ,give notice  of drains  to be made.
4. It shall be lawful for the Board to give notice
to the owners or occupiers of any property to con-
struct through their land such drains, either open
or covered, as may be necessary for draining off
surface or storm-water, and all such drains shall be
constructed as shall be specified in such notice by
plan and section appended or otherwise, and such
owner or occupier shall keep  clean  and in good
order and condition all such drains, and shall not
lead into or allow to be drained or communicated
into any drain any feculent  matter , and shall per-
mit at all times any officer of the Board or sanitary
inspector to view and inspect all drains upon his
premises. If any person shall refuse or neglect to
comply with the notice from the Board to construct
an3 drain or not do the work as specified, or not
keep any drain clean and in good order and con-
dition, or lead into or allow to be drained or com-
municated into any drain any feculent matter, he
shall forfeit and pay for each offence any sum not
more than twenty pounds exclusive of costs, and
a like penalty for every subsequent  refusal or
neglect.
Main drains not to be built  over,  f e.
5. It shall not be lawful for any person to
interfere with, cover, or build over any main open
drain, within any town in the Division, except in
accordance with plans first approved of by the
Board and according to and under the direction of
the Board, or any officer of the Board authorised
on that behalf.
Privies  not to be connected  with  public sewers.
6. No water-closet, privy, or cesspool, shall be
connected by any pipe, drain, or appliance, for the
purpose of discharging or emptying any of the
contents of any water-closet, privy, or cesspool,
into any public  sewer  or drain, and the owner or
occupier of any premises or property who shall
permit, or who shall not after due notice discon-
nect and remove to the satisfaction of the officer of
the Board inspecting the same, any such pipe, drain,
or appliance, if connected, shall forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and a like
penalty for every subsequent neglect or refusal.
Provided always that the said Board shall have
power to authorise and alter such connection, if the
same be considered expedient for sanitary purposes.
BY-LAW No. 19.
Informations and enforcement of By-laws.
1. All informations, complaints , and summonses,
for offences against or  for breach or non-observance
of the foregoing or any of the By-laws of the
Croydon Division, shall be  sued , laid, and prose-
cuted, at the  instance  of the Board of the said
Division, or of  some person  authorised by the
Board on that behalf. And no other person than
a person  having such authority shall be at liberty
to sue out of any information, or lay any complaint
in respect of any offences hereunder. Provided
that the production by such person of either a
general or  a special  authority in writing, signed by
the chairman or clerk of the Board, shall be suffi-
cient proof of such authority.
Offences,  how heard and determined.
2. All offences against the By-laws of the
Croydon Divisional Board may be heard and deter-
mined, and all fines and penalties in respect thereof
may be awarded and imposed, in a summary way
before any two justices of the peace sitting in petty
sessions  within the Division of Croydon, or before
the police  magistrate  or ordinary bench of magis-
trates. Provided always that no person shall be
convicted for any offence against the aforesaid
By-laws unless the complaint be made within three
months next after the  time  the offence shall have
been committed.
All fines  and penalties  how disposed of.
3. All moneys received and penalties imposed and
recovered, under or by virtue of the By-laws of the
said Division, shall be paid to the clerk or other
person appointed by the Croydon Divisional Board
to receive  the same on  behalf of and for the benefit
of the said Board.
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Interpretation clause.
In the foregoing By-laws ,  unless otherwise
speci fied,  the following terms have the meanings
set against them respectively :-
"  Chairman"-The person acting as chairman of
the Board for the time being.
"  Member  "- A member of the Board.
"  Board  "- The Board  of the Croydon  Division.
"Said Division  "- The proclaimed Division of
Croydon.
"Clerk "-The Clerk  of the Croydon Divisional
Board."
" Street or road  " -  Any road or highway
dedicated  to the public  under the control of the
Croydon Divisional Board.
"Occupier "-The  inhabitant occupier of any
land ,  or, if there is no occupier ,  the person entitled
to possession thereof.
" Owner  "- Theperson ,  other thanHer Majesty,
who for the time being is entitled to receive the
rent of any land ,  or who, if the same were let to atenant, wouldbe entitled  to receiva the rent thereof.
" Rateable  land "-Land which by  " The Va lua-
tion  Act of  1887  "  is declared to be rateable.
"Annual Value"- The annual value of rateable
land as defined by  "  The Valuation  Act  of 1887."
" Ratepayer "- Any person who is named in the
rate-book of a Division as an occupier or owner
of rateable land, and who is entitled under the
provisions of this  Act to  vote at an election for
members of the Board.
" Inspector "-- The inspector of nuisances  or other
person appointed  by the  Board to perform any
duties that he may be instructed  to carry out.
" Public Well,  Drain, or Sewer "-When used in
these By-laws ,  shall  mean any well, drain, or
sewer ,  whether  on public or  private  propertyframed, constructed ,  erected, or  established by or
under the control or management  of the  Board, or
which shall  be now or hereafter a charge on the
revenue of the Board ,  or any well ,  sewer ,  or drain
authorised by any proclamation of the Governor
in Council as placed under the charge of the said
Board.
11 Writing"-The words in writing include partly
in printing and partly in writing.
Words importing the singular number shall in-
clude the plural number, and words importing the
plural number shall include the singular number.
Words importing  the masculine gender Shall
include females.
The word " month " shall include calendar
month.
The word "  person " shall  include corporation,
whether aggregate or sole.
The word lands " shall  extend to tenements of
every tenure and description.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed
by the  Board of the Division of Croydon this four-
teenth  day of  June, 1888.
CHAS. F. GARDINER,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of
December ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight,
and in the fifty-second year of Her jesty's
reign.
A. H. PALDIER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
•
By Authority :  JAMss  C. BEAL, Government  Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
T
HE following  List of Commissioners of the Supreme Court of Queensland for taking Affidavits is
hereby  published for general information ,  in pursuance  of the " Regulie Generales ,"  as of Tuesday,
the 7th  day of December ,  L.D.  1869.
31st December, 1888.
No. Name.
I Alchin, George ...
2 Alexander,  Robert
3 Armstrong,  Octavius
4 Banbury,  F. R. ...
5 Barnett,  J. V. S....
6 Barton, D. ...
7 Bell, Wil liam ...
8 Beor,  F. J.
9 Blakeney ,  W. T..
10 Blood -Smyth ,  J. L.
11 Boyce, J. A. ...
12 Boyle ,  Henry ...
13 Brewster ,  G. H....
14 Brown, C.  J. ...
15 Bruce, J. R. B. ...
16 Brumm, R. A. ...
17 Burrowes ,  H. N....
18 Butt ,  Gerard F....
19 Byrne, J. H. ...
20 Byrne, Luke ...
21 Cahill ,  William ...
22 Cahill, Patrick ...
23 Cameron, A. G. ...
24 Cardew,  Pollet ...
25 Cardew,  P. L. ...
26 Carrington, Chas.
27 Chubb, C. F. ...
28 Chubb ,  A. F. B....
29 Collard , C. A. ...
30 Compigne ,  A. W.
31 Connolly ,  John ...
32 Conwe ll , A. ...
33 Corser ,  Henry ...
34 Cowan ,  John R....
35 Craven ,  E. F. ..
36 Curnow ,  John R.
37 D'Arcy, W .  K. ...
15
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
Profession. Residence.
...
QUEENSLAND.
Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ... Springsure
... ... Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ...  Taroom
... ... ditto  ... ... ...  Tenningering
... ... Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...  Rockhampton
... ... Solicitor  ... ... ...  Cooktown
... ... Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...  Georgetown
... Registrar ,  Supreme Court  ... ... ...  Brisbane
... Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ...  Cooktown
... ... Registrar -General Brisbane
... ... Acting Registrar,  Supreme Court ... ... Bowen
... ... Clerk of Petty Sessions ... .. ..  Drayton and
wTo b
...
oomo a
... Solicitor  .. ... ... ... ...  Warwick
... ... Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...  Normanton
... ... ditto ... ... . .. ... ...  Croydon
... ... Solicitor  ... ... ... ... ...  Brisbane
... ditto  ... ... ... ..  Rockhampton
... ... Police Magistrate St. Lawrence
... Solicitor  ... ... ... ...  Townsville
... Associate to Chief Justice  ... ... ...  Brisbane
... Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions ... Thargomindah
... Registrar ,  District Court  ... ... ...  Brisbane
... Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions Cardwe ll
... Justice of the Peace and Registrar of Brands Cooktown
... Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ...  Stanthorpe
... Solicitor ... ... Ipswich
... Clerk of Petty Sessions Herberton
... Solicitor ... ...  Ipswich
... ... ditto ...  Bundaberg
. Clerk of Pett Sessions Port Dou las..
...
... y g
... Po lice Magistrate ...  Beenleigh
... ... Storekeeper ... ...  Gayndah
... Solicitor Gympie
... ... ditto  ... ... ...  Maryborough
... ditto  ... ... ...  Normanton
... Police Magistrate ... ... Gayndah
... ... Solicitor  ... ... ...  Warwick
...  dttto  Rockhampton
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No. Name. Profession.
Day, W. H.
Dean, W. H. ... ...
Deuchar, George ..,
Down, Alfred
Drysdale, A. M.... ...
Eastlake, W. ... ...
Eglinton, Ernest... ...
Farrelly, John ...
Francis, Christopher ...
Galloway, F. W.... ...
Gallwey, Daniel... ...
G li ssan, A. H. ... ...
Gough, H. B. ... ...
Graham, E. D. ... ...
Hall, Jas. B. ...
Hamilton, Chas. W. ...
Hartley, W. J. ... ...
Hasenkamp , A. ... ...
Hyde, F. H. ... ...
Jones, C. S. ...
Jones,  Rees R. ... ...
Kates ,  Francis .. ...
Kendrick, R. W. ...
Lawford, H. E. . ...
Learmonth, E. B. ...
Lee, Archibald ... ...
Lukin, Geo. L.
Lyons, Robert ... ...
Macalister,  James ...
Maca li ster , John ...
MacCarthy, E. R. N. ...
Macdonald, J. G. ...
Macdonald, J. M. ...
Macdonald, A. R. ...
Macfarlane, H. T.
MacGroarty, B. C. ...
Mackay, C. H. B. ...
Mackreth, H. W. ...
MacPherson, P.... ...
Marsland , L. W. ...
McGrath, W. J.... ...
Milford, E. A. ... ...
Miller, Robert ...
Melbourne, C. S. D.
Moran,  R. W. .. ...
Morey, Edmund ... ...
84 Morris, C. A. M. ...
85 Morton,  Thomas... ...
86 Moore,  R. A. ... ...
87 Mowbray, Thomas ...
88 Murray ,  James ... ...
89 Miles, F. W. ... ...
90 Mylne, Thos. ... ...
91 Naunton, G. H. ... ...
92 Newman, G. H.... ...
93 Nicholson, John ...
94 Norris, Edwin ... ...
95 O'Donohue, M. ... ...
96 Osborne, W. H.... ...
97 O'Sullivan, P. A. ...
98 Palmer , John W.
99 Parkinson , F. P.... ...
100 Payne, F. W.
101 Pears, P. W. ... ...
102 Peddle, J. G. A.... ...
103 Petrie,  James ...
104 Piers, R. K. ... ...
105 Powers, Charles ... ...
106 Power, F. I. ... ...
107 Pugh, T. P. ...
108 Roberts, G. A. ...
109 Roberts, Al fr ed ...
110 Salmond, David
111 Samwell, W.
112 Scott, J. Hamilton
113 Scott, George
114 Shand, A. H. W.
115 Smith, F. H.
116 Smith, Alexander
117 Stafford, J. M.
118 Stafford, B. A.
119 Stockwell, James ..
120 Symes, Frederick G.
QUEENSLAND- continued.
... Assistant Police  Magistrate  ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
... Acting Clerl. of Petty Sessions ... ...
.., Deputy Registrar ,  Supreme Court ... ...
... Solicitor  ... ... ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ... ...
... Police Magistrate ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
ditto  ...  ...
... Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ... ...
... Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ...
Police  Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
Solicitor ... ... ... ...
Official Trustee in Insolvency ... ...
Solicitor  ... ... ... ...
Police  Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
Solicitor ... ... ... ...
ditto  ...  ... ... ... ...
Justice of the Peace  ... ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ... ...
Associate to His Honour Mr. Justice Cooper
Justice of the Peace ... ... ... ...
Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Solicitor .. ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions
ditto
Customs Officer ...
Police Magistrate ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ..
Police Magistrate ...
Solicitor ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
...I ditto ... ... ... ... ...
... Police magistrate
... Solicitor ...
... Police  Magistrate
... ditto ... ... ... ...
ditto
Solicitor ... ...
Police  Magistrate ... ...
ditto ... ...
Solicitor ... ...
Police  Magistrate ...
Registrar  of Titles ...
Solicitor .. ..
Curator of Intestate Estates
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Solicitor ... ... ...
Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
Solicitor ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Telegraph Master
Mining Registrar ... ...
Barrister  .. ... ...
Po lice Magistrate ... ...
Justice of the Peace ... ...
Crown Solicitor
Solicitor
ditto ...
ditto ...
Police  Magistrate
Solicitor ...
ditto ...
ditto
Goldfields Warden
Police Magistrate
Associate to His Honour  Mr. Justice  Harding
Clerk of Petty  Sessions
Solicitor ... ... ...
Associate to His Honour Mr. Justice Mein
Solicitor ... ... ... ... ...
Police  Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
Registrar of Supreme Court ...
Sub-Collector of Customs ... ...
Residence.
... Brisbane
Townsville
Stanthorpe
Brisbane
Dalby
Barcaldine
Port Douglas
Gympie
Cunnamulla
Ipswich
Dalby
Rocklands ,  Camoo-
weal
Isisford
Cairns
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Blackall
Mackay
Tambo
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Allora
Charters Towers
Bowen
Gumbardo, near
Adavale
Nanango
Rockhampton
Rookhampton
Gladstone
Maryborough
Port  Douglas
Townsville
Boulia
Aramac
Warwick
Hughenden
Toowoomba
Georgetown
Brisbane
Charters Towers
Maryborough
Cairns
Goondiwindi
Rockhampton
Winton
Clermont ,  Spring-
sure, &  Emerald
Muttaburra
Maryborough
Charleville
Mackay
Toowoomba
Ayr
Brisbane
Charters Towers
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Townsville
Geraldton
Brisbane
Ipswich
Southport
Charters Towers
Bundaberg
Normanton
Biddenham, Auga-
thell a
Bowen
Hughenden
Maryborough
Gympie
Bundaberg
Townsvi lle
Herberton
Roma
CloncurrySt. George
Brisbane
Roma
Mackay
Brisbane
Maryborough
Thargomindah
Bowen
Thursday Island
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Name.
121 Taylor ,  R. T. ...
122 Thompson, H. C.
123 Thompson ,  Walter
124 Thorrold ,  Robert
125 Tozer ,  Horace ...
126 Walker, Henry ...
127 Watkins ,  William
128 Wilkinson, H. L.
129 Wood ,  James ...
130 Wood ,  Wilton ...
131 Zahel ,  M. C. ...
1 Abbott, R. P.
2 Allingham, E. W.
3 Baker,  W. Henry
4 Beaver, W. R.
5 Besnard,  V. D. H.,
6 Betts ,  Augustine M.
7 Biddulph ,  P. J. ...
8 Billyard, W. W.
9 Bland, Frederick
10 Boyd, J. A.
11 Bradley ,  if.  H. B.
12 Bray,  Joshua ...
Profession.
QUEENSLAND- continued.
... ... I Police Magistrate ... ...
Under Sheriff
... ... Soli citor ... ...
... ... Librarian of Supreme Court
... ... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ... ditto  ... ... ...
... ... Clerk of Petty Sessions ...
... ... Solicitor ... ...
... Clerk of Petty  Sessions ...
... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ... ditto  ... ... ...
NEW SOUTH WALES.
... ... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
13 Brennan ,  W. F.... ...
14 Brougham ,  Patrick
15 Broughton,  L. W. ...
16 Burns,  C. J. ... ...
17 Chambers, G. T.... ...
18 Clarke,  Edward ... ...
19 Clarke,  Wil liam ...
20 Coleman ,  George ...
21 Coll ins ,  G. V. ... ...
22 Cope ,  Wm. ... ...
23 Creagh ,  Jasper A.
24 Dale, G. S E. ... ...
25 Dawson ,  John .. ...
26 Dawson ,  John A. ...
27 Deane, Henry ... ..
28 Dibbs, Tom B. ...
29 Dixon ,  L. F. ... ...
30 Dodd,  J. O. ... ...
31 Dodds ,  A. J. ... ...
32 Dovers,  W. A. ...
33 Dowling, J. A. ...
34 Dowe, R. A. .
35 Edwards,  John R.
36 El liott,  Johi ...
37 Ellis ,  C. J. ...
38 Evans ,  Geo. ...
39 Fitzgerald ,  R. G. D. ...
40 Fitzgerald ,  C. H.... ...
41 Fitzhardinge ,  C. H.
42 Fergusson ,  W. J. ...
43 Freehill ,  F. B. .. ...
44 Gaden ,  Thos .  Burton ...
45 Gale, C. C.
46 1 Garland ,  James R.
47 Gould ,  Albert J....
48 Gower, G.  U.
49 Graham ,  J. B.
50 Gray ,  T. T. ...
51 Halloran ,  W. J....
52 Henry ,  Wm. E....
53 Higgins ,  Joseph ...
54 Hogan, W. J. .
55 Holdsworth ,  Richard
56 Ilbery, T. ...
57 James ,  H. L. ...
58 Janison ,  H. L.
59 Lawrence, G. M.
60 Lawrence, C. A....
61 Love, M. S. .. ...
62 Lumsdaine ,  E. S. ...
63 Lyons ,  H. A. . ...
64 Macnamara ,  M. J. ...
65 Machen ,  M. S. ... ...
66 Mayne ,  T. K. B. ...
67 McIntosh ,  J. H.... ...
68 Muir ,  J. R. ...
69 Mu ll en,  W. H. ... ...
70 Murphy ,  Frank ... ...
71 Nagle, Valentine F. ...
... Solicitor ...
... Po lice Magistrate ...
... Clerk of Petty  Sessions
... ditto  ... ... ...
Clerk  of the Peace  ... ... ...
... Clerk of Petty  Sessions ... ...
... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... -Police  Magistrate ... ...
Residence.
... ... Surat
... ... Brisbane
... ... Rockhampton
... ... ...  Brisbane
... ... ... Maryborough
... ... ...  Georgetown
... ... Croydon
... Cairns
... ... Normanton
... ... Cooktown
...
... Soli citor  ... ... ... ... ...
... ditto .. . ... ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ... ...
... Clerk of Petty Sessions  ... ...
* ... Solicitor  ... ... ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ..
... Police Magistrate  ... ... ... ...
... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ... ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto
ditto ...
... Clerk of Petty.Sessions ...
... Solicitor ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... Solicitor and Notary Public ...
... Solicitor  ... ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto .
... Police Magistrate
ditto ....
Solicitor .. ...
... Metropolitan District Court ...
... Police Magistrate ... ...
... Solicitor  ... .. ..
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... Justice  of the  Peace ... ...
...
1Solicitor ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Police Magistrate
... Solicitor ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... Cro wn Lands Agent ... ...
... Soli citor ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ...
...
Sydney
Lismore
Newcastle
Sydney
Glen Inner
Goulburn
BourkeSydney
Glen Innes
Sydney
Murwillumbah,
Tweed River
edahGunnedah
Deniliquin
Syydney
East  Maitland
Mndgee
Grafton
Wagga Wagga
Nyngan
S dney
Taree,  Manning
River
Narrabri
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
=r
Sydney
Bombals
Sydney
Tamworth
n>liyey uinSydney
Sydney
Musswellbrook
Dubbo
Dubbo
Sydn ySydney
M vaosevale
Wagga Wagga
Singleton
Wileannia
T.enterfield
Sydney
Sydney
Mores
Wentworth
Lobar
Sydney
Bourke
Casino
Walgett
Sydney
Sydney
Cooma
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Gundagai
Inverell
Bathurst
Wo llongong
West Maitland
Wellington
Albury
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NEW SOUTH  WALES-continued.
72  Neville, C. L. ... ...  ... Solicitor Bourke
73  Newman ,  T. M.... ... .., ditto Tamworth
74 Norrie, Frank ... ... .,, ditto ... Grafton
75  Norton, Hugh ... ...  ... ditto ... ... Deniliquin
76  Patterson, John ... ... ... ditto Tamworth
77  Pennington, W. J. ... .. ditto Sydney.
78  Filcher, G. de V. ...  ... ditto ... ... ... Orange
79  Price, Henry G.... ditto ... Wentworth
80  Proctor, W. C. ... ditto ... Sydney
81 Ralfe, H. ...  ditto .. Sydney
82 Read, Cecil ... Governor of Darlinghurst  Gaol ... Sydney
83 Read, Thomas ... ... Solicitor ... ... Sydney
84 C. C. ... dittoRead ... Sydney85
,
Rich, H. C. E. ... ditto Sydney
86 Robberds, W. H. ditto Sydney
87 Robberds, R. W. ditto ... ... Sydney
88 Robertson, A. J....  ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... Tumut
89 Robertson, Thee. ditto Hay
90  Robinson, W. W. ... ditto ... ... ... Singleton
91 ' Russell, C. C. ... ditto ... Wo llongong
92  Russell ,  John ... ditto ... ...  Young
93  Ryan, R. J. J. ... ...  ditto ... ... ... Dubbo
94  Ryan, Kieran ... ...  ditto ... ... Kiama
95  Simpson, A. W.... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... Armidale
96  Sly, Geo. J. ... ...  ditto ... ... ... Sydney
97  Smith, Robert ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... Sydney
98  Smith, Wm. ... ...  ditto ... ... ... Tamworth
99  Stephen, S. A. .. ...  ,.. ditto ... Sydney
100  Thompson, R. W.  ... ditto ... ... ... West Maitland
101  Thompson, J. M.  ditto Sydney
102  Thompson, Joseph ... ditto Sydney
103 Villeneuve-Smith, T. ...  ditto ... ... ... ... Sydney
104 Westgarth, G. C. ... ditto ... ... ... a.. Sydney
105 Walker, F. W. ... ...  ditto ... ... ... Sydney
106 Want, S. A. . ... ditto Sydney
107 Webb, Sydney W. ... ,,, ditto Bathurst
108 ., dittoWhite J. B. M. .. Sydney
109
, .
Wilkinson dittoF. B. . .
. • ...
Sydney
110
, . ...
dittoWilkinson, John ... Albury
111 Windeyer, J. ... ... .,, ditto ... .. Newcastle
VICTORIA.
1 Atkyns, E. A. ...  ... Solicitor ... ... ... ... ... Melbourne
2 Allingham, J. S.  ... ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
3 Attenborough, W.  ... ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
4 Backhouse ,  S. B.... ... ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
5 Barrow , C. J. ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... Melbourne
6 Barthold, G. M. ...  ditto ... ... ... .. Murchison
C. C. ... ... ditto7 Benoraft ... ... ... ... ... Sale,
8 Best, F. IL ... ...  ditto ... ... Castlemaine
9 Blake,  A. P. ... ... ...  ditto ... Melbourne
10 Bowden,  S. ... ...  Justice of the Peace  , , . ... Tintaldra
F. J. ... ...  Solicitor11 Bradly ... ... ... ... Melbourne,
12 Brown , W. ... ... ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
13 Butler,  G. W. G. ... ditto ... ... ... .. Melbourne
14 Casey, N. J. ..: ... ditto ... ... ... ... Melbourne
15 Cohen, Charles ... ...  ditto ... ... ... ... Sandhurst
16 Cohen, Montague ...  ... ditto ... ... ... ... Melbourne
17 Colles, Thomas .. ... ditto ... ... ... ... Melbourne
18 Conant, P. H. G. P. S.... ... ditto ... ... Echuca
19 Dickson, R. W. ... ...  ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
20 Fergie, H. P. .. ...  ditto ... ... Melbourne
21 Firebrace, W. P. Prothonotary, Supreme Court ... Melbourne
Melbourne22 Gair, M. J. S. Solicitor ... ...
23 Gates, Chas. E. ... ... ditto ... ... ... ... Melbourne
24 Gill, Walter T. ... ...  ditto Melbourne
25 Gresson , R. C. ... ...  ditto Melbourne
26 Godfrey, Geo. ... ditto ... Melbourne
27 Hamilton, John F. ... ditto ... Melbourne
28 Hart, Edward ... ...  ... ditto ... ... Melbourne
29 Horwitz, Louis ... ...  ... ditto ... ... ... Hamilton
de C. .. .., ditto30 Ireland ... Horsham,
C. O. H.... ...  ... ditto31 Keogh ... Melbourne,
John ... ... ditto32 Kiddie ... Melbourne,
33 Klingender, E. W. ...  ditto ... ... ... Melbourne
J. H.... ... ditto34 Maddock Melbourne,
A. B. ... ditto35 Ma lleson Melbourne,
36 Mann, T.. .,. ditto Ballarat
J. ... ditto37 McLaughlin ... Melbourne,
38 Meek, W. J. ditto Coleraine
39 Michie , A. D. ... ... ditto Melbourne
40 Mogg, W. J. ... ditto ... ... ... St. Arnaud
41 Murray, Hugh ... ... ditto ... Warrnambool
43 Nunn, T. J. B. ... ...  ditto Melbourne
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No.
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
69
Name.
Oakley, G. F. ...
Oldham, J. ... ...
Pincott, F. R. ... ...
Prendergast, Leonard ...
Sabelberg, J. ... ...
Samuel , Samuel ... ...
Sims,  G. J. ...
Skinner , G. L. ... ...
Smith, R. H. ... ...
Smith, F. G. ... ...
Stawell, W. ... ...
Stedman, C. E.
Stewart, J. C. ..
Strongman, A. M.
Vail, E. L. (the younger)
Westley, Henry ... ...
Wynne, A. ... ...
1 Barlow, W. ...
2 Bray ,  J. C. ... ...
3 Cox, Edwin John ...
4 Fenn ,  C. F. ... ...
5 Knox, N.  A. ... ...
6 Labatt,  G. A.
7 Mathews ,  L. B.... ...
8 Muirhead ,  C. M.... ...
9 Sabine, C .  E. E....
10 Solomon, J. M.
11 Stock, William F.
12 Varley, C. G. ...
13 Varley, H. W.
14 Wallace, Alexander ...
I Hare, E .  G. S. ...
2 Leake,  George ...
1 Broad, Lowther ...
2 Buckley, P. A. .:.
3 Coates, W. A.
4 Garrick, F. J. ...
5 Hughes, R. C. ... ...
6 Kettle, C. C. ... ...
7 Mackechnie, E. A. ...
8 Moynihan , J. J.... ...
9 Russell , J. B. ... ...
10 Sinclair, J. R. ...
11 White, J. W. ...
1 Garrick, J. H. :.:
2 Irvine, C. H. H. ...
3 Thomas JW ., .
1 Adams, George P.
2 Butler, Chas. W....
3 Butler, V. L.
4 Featherstone, C. E.
6 Parker,  Robert Lewis
6 Rocher, C. W.
7 Wolfhagen W. ...
1 Anderson,  Eustace
2 Attlee, Henry ..
3 Birch, F. J. P. ...
...
...
...
4 Bridges, John ...
5 Brocklesby, H. P. ...
6 Bury, Thomas ... ...
7 Chaplin, H. ...
8 Chubb, W. P. St. Leonards
9 Cockle, Charles M. ...
10 Coxe, P. H. ...
11 Davis, Mark ... ...
12 Davidson , J. H ....
13 Dennison, Alfred ...
Profession.
VICTORIA -continued.
... Solicitor ... ...
.,, ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ... ... ... ...
... ditto
ditto ... ... ... ...
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Barrister  ... ... ...
Solicitor
ditto
Practitioner
Solicitor
...
ditto ... ... ... ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
Solicitor and Notary  Public ... ...
Solicitor  ... ... ...
WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
Solicitor ...
... 1 Crown Solicitor ...
...
ILesidence.
Donald
Melbourne
Geelong
Melbourne
Melbourne
Hamilton
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Prahran
Melbourne
Melbourne
Ballarat
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Adelaide
Narracoorte
Perth
... ... I Perth
NEW ZEALAND.
District Judge ... ... ... ... ...
Barrister ...
Solicitor ... ... ... ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ... ... ...
Barrister  ... ... ... ...
Solicitor ...
ditto ... ... ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Barrister
ditto
ditto
...
FIJI.
... ...
TASMANIA.
Registrar, Supreme Court ...
Solicitor ...
Barrister  ... ... ...
..
Solicitor
ditto
Barrister
Solicitor
ENGLAND.
Solicitor ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
... Notary Public
... Soli citor ...
Nelson
Wellington
Hastings
Christchurch
New Plymouth
Dunedin
Auckland
Westport
Auckland
Dunedin
Timaru
Fiji
Suva
Levuka
... Hobart
... Hobart
Murray  street,
Hobart
... Hobart
... Launceston
Launceston
... ... Hobart
... ... ... London
.,. ... ... London
.., ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
...  Notary  Public... ... ... ...
...
70, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London,
E.C.
London
... 9, Walbrook, Lon-
don
... Wrexham
... London
... London
... London
... London
,., London
,., .., London
,,. London
is
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No. Name.
14 Dutton, F. ...
15 Evans,  Worthington ...
16 Fagge,  Alfred ... ...
17 Greenfield, John... ...
18 Gustard, H. S. ... .,.
19 Hayward, A. C. C.
20 Haywood, B. A....
21 Heales, Alfred ...
22 Jones,  J. R. ...
23 Kimber,  Henry  ...
24 Mock,  Augustus...
25 Leexning, C. H. ...
26 Matthews, C.
27 Molyneux, B. H.
28 Nash, E. H. ...
ENGLAND-- continued.
Profession. Residence.
... ... 112, Gresham
House, Old
Broad street,
London
... London
... London
... London, T.C.
... Newport, Mon-
mouthshire
,, ... London
... ... London
... London
... London
... London
... London
... Westgate ,  Halifax
... ... Plymouth
... ... London
... ... Gray's Inn, Lon-
don, W.C.
... ... London
... ... Liverpool
.., ... London
... ... Birmingham
... ... London
... London
...
...
37, Walbrook, Lon-
don
... ... London
Belfast
... ... Dublin
... Edinburgh
... Perth
... Glasgow
... Edinbnrgh
... Edinburgh
... Edinburgh
Solicitor
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
.. ... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
...
29 Parish,  Frederick ...
80 Pennington ;  T. R. ...
81 Pyke , Magnus J.
32 Richardson, W. E.
83  Ridgway, T. G. ...
84 Rivington, C. R. ...
85 Tickell, C. H. ... ...
86 Want,  R. C. ... ...
1 McLean ,  James ...
2 Smythe, Wm. ...
1 Fleming, Alexander ...
2 Forbes, C. W. L. ...
3  Kay,  Cathcart ... ...
4 McLaren,  Thos .... ...
5 Matheson, Alex.... ...
6 McEwen,  W. C.... ...
7 Paterson, W. B.... ...
8 Ritchie ,  Chas. ... ...
9 Wi lliamson,  James ...
1 Adams, Chas. H.
2 Hunt, Thos. J. ...
I (Caporn, A. .,.
1 f •Arderne, H. R. ...
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
Notary Public ... ... ...
... Solicitor ... ...
ditto
ditto
IRELAND.
... I Solicitor ...
... ditto  ... ... ...
SCOTLAND.
... Solicitor  ... ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ... ,..
... ditto ... ... ... ...
... ditto ...
... Writer to  the Signet  ... ... ..
... Writer  to the Signet  and Notary Public
... Solicitor  ... ... ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... Solicitor  and Notary Public ... ...
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Notary Public ... ... ... ...
Attorney ... ...
NEW CALEDONIA.
...) Merchant ... ...
SOUTHAFRICA
. I.Notary, Public... ...
...  Glasgow
... Edinburgh
... Q1asgow
... Boston, Mass.
,., ... Philadelphia
... New Caledonia
... ICape Town, South
.5&ioa
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BOROUGH OF GOONDIWINDI.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government Horse, Brisbane, the twelfth day
of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act passed inthe forty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign,
intituled  "An Art to Consolidate and Amend the
Laws relating to Municipal Institutions, and to
'provide more eectually for Local Government,"
it is  amongst other things  enacted that, if from any
cause the preparation or revision of the Voters' List
of any Municipality has been omitted or not com-
pleted, the Governor in Council may, at the request of
the Council of the Municipality, direct the same to
be done within such time as shall be prescribed by
the Order in Council  authorising  it : And whereas
the Council of the Borough of Goondiwindi have
not completed the Revision of the Voters' List for
the year 1889 within he time prescribed by law :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, directs,
and it is hereby directed, that the Revision of the
said Voters' List shall be completed on or before
the nineteenth day of January instant.
And the  Honourable  the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary directions  herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may atany time
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proelauned open for selection, and may
require  the Surveyor-General to divide the land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual  survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans ,  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points i
Now, therefore,  His Excellency  the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in Pursuance and exercise of  the
authority vested in him by the said Acts, doth order,
and itis hereby ordered, that the operation of somuch
of the forty-third section of the said Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane, the twentieth
day of December, 1888.
PsasJCnx :
His Excellency  The Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.
1' 1
W HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to 1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without  actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps  or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THB SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts
District. Locality.
Brisbane ... ... The resumed part of Con-
nondale Run
Cairns ... ... The parish of Russell
Herberton ... ... The resumed part of Wood-
leigh Run.
17
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN Air EARN
to be Mining Surveyor at Ravenswood, in the
room of Francis Walford Mawe,  deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
R. G. MILLER
to be an Auditor for the Aramac Division, in the
room of J. H. Maxwell, resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887," been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE HOPPER
to be an Auditor for the Tiaro Division, in the
room of Henry Gordon, resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the  provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED WILLIAM MIGHELL
to be an Auditor for the Johnstone Division, in the
room of Charles S. D'Ousley, resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN,
-i
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional . Boards Act of  1887, "  been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS BELWARD
to be an Auditor for the Duaringa Division, in the
room of Peter Diamond , resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
-H IS  Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM ALFRED LEIGH
to be the Returning Officer to conduct Elections of
Members and Auditors for the Bauhinia Division.
JOHN M.  MACROSSAN.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1889.
iS IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to cancel the appointment
of
WILLIAM BRADFORD
as District Registrar at Thursday Island.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint
FRANK  NIxoN, the Police  Magistrate at
Barcaldine,
to be Registrar  of the Central District C, urt
(under the provisions  of  " The Distri^t Courts Art
of  1867 "),  District  Receiver in Insolvency (under
the provisions  of  " The Insolvency Art of  1874 "),
and High Bailiff  (under  the provisions of  " The
Sheriff's Act  of 1875  "), at that  place, in the room
of A. M.  Francis, transferred  ; such appointment
to take effect  from  the 4th  instant.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
H [S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
FRANCIS PRINGLE TAYLOR, Lieutenant, R.N.,
to be a Commander in the Marine Defence Force.
and also Commander of H.M.Q.S. " Gayundab,"
and Senior Naval Officer, and Naval Superintendent,
in connection with the Marine Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
FRANK RUSSELL
of his appointment as a Sub-Lieutenant in the
Marine Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
IS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
JOHN FLOOD
to be a Captain in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FRANK RUSSELL
to be Torpedo  Engineer  and Storekeeper in the
Marine Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
t ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWARD ROBERT  NoRFOR MACCARTHY
to be Visiting Justice to H.M. Gaol, Mackay,
during the absence of the Visiting Justice.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
I-I
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Inspector JOHN STUART
to be Inspector of Brands for the District of South
Cook, in the room of Inspector Morisset , trans-
ferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the actvice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD W ILLIAM  SCHOLEFIRLD
to be a Trustee of the Toowoomba Grammar
School,  vice G. P.  M. Murray,  resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
DAN DESBOIs
be re -admitted into the service  of 'the  Department
as a Teacher of Class 1 If  , Division 1, and appointed
to the  position of Head Teacher of the State School
at Eton  ;  to take effect  fr om the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
t_1
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the estab-
lishment of State Schools at the following places,
viz. :-
BLACK JACK (near  Charters Towers) and
GOwRIE LITTLE PLAIN.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment, with .  the advice  of the  Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the
establishment of State Schools at the following
places, viz.:-
THORNTON  (Upper  Laidley Creek) and
WALLANGARRA.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
[J IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve, in accordance
with the Regulations under  " The Orphanages Act
of  1879," that
Mrs. HOLBEETON
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the Toowoomba
District in connection with the Diamantina State
Orphanage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing appointments of Teachers in the service of the
Department of Public Instruction:-
DANIEL COURTNEY
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class III., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Watson-
ville ;
DANIEL WALSH DALY
to be re-admitted into the  service as  a Teacher of
Class III., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School for
Boys at Leichhardt street ; both to take effect from
the 1st January, 1889; and
SARAH JANE MINNISS
to be  re-admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class  III., Division 3, and appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School for
Girls and Infants at South Brisbane  ;  to take effect
from the 21st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
LL l1 ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions and transfers of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
to take effect from the 1st January ,  1889, viz.:-
THOMAS ALLEN
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Normanby ;
GEORGE CALDERSMITH
to be  transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School for Boys at Townsvi lle ;
JOHN CLISH
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Warra ;
THOMAS JAMES MATTINGLEY
to be  transferred  to the  position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Mitche ll ;
CHARLOTTE ELIZABETH CALDERSMITH (Mrs.)
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School  for Girls  and Infants at Towns-
ville ;
MARY JANE  CROOKBAIN
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bulimba ;
AGNES MCALLISTER
to be transferred  -to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Ross Island ;
MARGARET MCLENNAN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Townsvi lle  West;
JANE W. NICHOLSON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Ithaca Creek.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernm nt, with the advice f the Ex cutive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions and transfers of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
to take effect from the 1st January, 1889, viz.
SAMUEL ALLEN
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Warrill Creek ;
EDWARD BARTON ATKINS
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for $oY9 at fortitude
Valley ;
FREDERICK BENNETT
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Rockhampton ;
ALEXANDER BLYTH
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Emerald ;
JAMES MICHAEL BROE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in  the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
PETER JOSEPH CARTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
WILLIAM JOHN COLLINS
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bowen Bridge Road ;
JOHN DRrERY
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Copperfield;
DAVID FLANAGAN
to De transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Winton ;
ISO
JOHN KRNTWELL FOWLER
to be promoted to the positioa of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
WILLIAM GBDD28
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Fig-tree Pocket ;
Joshes Gs>cZN$Lsf
to be transferred to the position of Seventh Assis-tantTeacher in the Central State School for Boys
at Brisbane ;
WILLI*x BuC Ax G sn
to be  transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Port Douglas ;
KARL FHEDINAND KEMNITZEB
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the bentral Bute School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
THOMAS L4pnEY
to be  transferred to the p9sition of Head Teacher
of the State School at Elliott ;
ALEXANDER MIITCH
be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the "Albert " State School, Mary-
borough ;
EDWARD PASOps
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Meringandan ;
JAMBS SHEBIDAN
to be transferred to the position of Eighth
Assistant Teacher  in the Central State  School for
Boys at Briabc ie ;
GEORos  JOHN  WAINWRIGHT SfiA1!tEY
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
Gnonan TAGG
to be transferred to the position of Fourth Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
JOSUPH Wioi a
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher  in the  mute School at Coorparoo ;
Aso$IarD HOBEB,T Wn>re
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State  School at Harrison's Pocket ;
RQBX 4T HUGH YOUY4
to be promoted to the pog•tioa of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Bulimha ;
JEANIE REID
to be transferred to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Mitchell.
JOHN  DONALDSON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.THE following appointments of Members ofCommittees for State Schools are notified,
iris.
Enoggera.
Robert Boyne Hall,
vice  Alexander Clugston, who has left the District.
.Part Cyr Boat.
Alfred Joseph Dobbins,
William Fraser,
John ff arvey,
William Jordan, and
Samuel Reid.
Pont 4boug(as. •
Dail Coliius,
vice  William Bra4ford,  resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON%
PROCLAD ATION.
By His  Excellent Sir  ARTHUR HUNTRR PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.e.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N
gown
of section  twenty-two of  " 7We
Crrown Lands Act Amendment Act of  1886,"
I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALxzA, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim  that the land hereunder described has been
reserved  for Agricultural Township purposes.
88-33293--L.B.
E.M.-20-12-88.
THE ROMA BAND  AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Village of Worth  Hodgson.
County of  Waldeyrave ,  parish of Hodgson.
Area - 168 acres.
Commencing on the right bank  of Clerk' s Creek
at the north-west corner of portion 52, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing south along
the west boundary of that portion to portion  44;
on the south by a line bearing west along the north
boundaries of portion 44, a reserve ,  and suburban
section 11 (town of Hodgson ),  to the north-east
corner of suburban section  10;  on the west by a
line bearing north along the east boundaries of
portions 64, 63, and 62, to the north -east corner of
portion 62; thence north-easterly to the south
corner of portion 63v; thence  by  a line bearing
25 degrees  Tong  the south -east
boundary of thatportion to Clerk ' s Creek ;  and on  t he nort h-east
by that creek downwards to the point of coAvuence-
ment.
Given under my iand and Seal,  at Grovern-
ment Rous Brisbane,  this third 4y of
January, in the year of our  Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  eighty-nine,
sad in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign .
By dammand,
M. HUME BLACK.
09D BAYS TIM Qunilf !
PROO ATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHV$  HuinTas PALMER,
Knight  Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] ebael and St . George,  President
A. H. PALxER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the  Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
(N pursuance of the power and authority in me
1 vested,  and in accordance with the provisions
of section  181 of  "  The •Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"
I, SirAwrHVS HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator
aforesaid,  by  and  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of the Suburban Reservation around the Town
of Baltinglass described hereunder shall be and is
hereby  rescinded.Z M.- lass.
DEscnipTloi.
Area - 1,668 acres 3;roods 8 perches.
Parish of Inglebogie.
Portions 20, 21, 23 to 58, 84 to 91, 93 to  128, 132,
141,  147, 171, 75, 194, 198, 218, 227,  286, 248, 248,
and $55.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Govern.
ment  House, Brisbane, this third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty- second year  of Her Majesty's
reig u. By
Co 
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Cothnlander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St. George ,  President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me vested  under the roi  ieiofe of
" The Crown. Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HuicTnn PALMIn,  the
pdmialistrat r
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the  Schedule
hereto, and situated in the Roma Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved  and shall  be open to
selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the liot 'th date of lt'eb ,
1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that  the maximum areas  *hioh
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may  be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 9, in the said District, shall  be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area  No. 9 to be a
District for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Roma Land Agent's District.
Given under. my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in  the fifty- second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. $IIME BLACK,
E.M.-20 -12-88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA  LAND AGHNT' s DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 9.
Village  Settlement.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. Jto. fPortion. Survey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre.Area.
A. R. P. £ s. d. I £ s. d.
Value of  Improvements.
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of North Hodgson.
1 1 Hodgson ... ... 31v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
2 Ditto ... ... 32v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
3 Ditto ... ... 33v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
4 Ditto ... ... 34v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
5 Ditto ... ... 35v 68 0 0 6 18 6 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... 36v 63 3 24 6 14 0 0 0 6
7 Ditto ... ... 37v 60 1 0 6 9 6 0 0 6
8 Ditto ... ... 38v 56 1 24 6 9 6 0 0 6
9 Ditto ... ... 39v 52 3 8 6 1 0 0 0 6
10 Ditto ... ... 40v 80 0  0 7 4 6 0 0 6
11 Ditto ... ... 41v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
12 Ditto ... ...  42v 69 0 0 6 186 0 0 6
13 Ditto ... 43v 80 0  0 7 4 6 0 0 6
14 Ditto ... ...  44v 58 0 0 6 9 6 0 0 6
15 Ditto ... ... 45v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
16 Ditto ... ... 46v 49 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 6
17 Ditto ... ... 47v 50 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 6
18 Ditto ... ... 48v 60 0 0 6 9 6 0 0 6 Subject to the payment
19 Ditto ... ... 49v 80 0 0 4 6 0 0 6 of thb value of in-
20 Ditto ... 50v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6 provements ,  if any.
21 Ditto ... ... 51v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
22 Ditto ... ...  52v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
23 Ditto ... ... 53v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
24 Ditto ... ... 54v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
25 Ditto ... ... 57v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
26 Ditto ... ,.. 58v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
27 Ditto ... ... 59v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
28 Ditto ... ... 62v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
29 Ditto ... ... 63v 57 0 0 6 9 6 0 0 6
30 Ditto ... ... 64v 45 3 0 515 0 0 0 6
31 Ditto ... ...  65v 67 3 0 6 18 6 0 0 6
32 Ditto ... ... 66v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
33 Ditto ... .., 67v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
34 Ditto ... ... 68v 80 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 d
35 Ditto ... ... 69v 80 1) 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
36 Ditto ... ... 70v 78 0 0 7 4 6 0 0 6
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of 8t. Michael  and St . George, President of the  Legislative
A. H. I ALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the twelfth day of May, 1887, and the twentieth day ofDecember, 1888, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommen-
dation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  11 The Crown
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Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the
Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and
has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Laud Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned
Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
MONDAY, the Fourth day of February, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall
be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-20-12-88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Not within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
1 Herberton ... Woodleigh
2 Ditto ... ditto ...
3 I Roma
4 Ditto ...
Parish. No. ofPortion.
... 1v
... 2v
Hope ... 17v
ditto ... 18v
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. s. d.
10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 04
10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 04
913 0 0 12 10  00 11
1,487 0 0 16 4 0
M. HUME BLACK.
I
Annual
Rent
per Acre
Value of
Improve-
ments.
Grazing-
Maximum
Area.
0 1. S' n1J
I
Acres.
10,000
10,000
16,000
16,000
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. .ieorge, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " Th e
Croton Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886, ' I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council,  and on  the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Roma Land Agent' s District ,  sha ll  be  open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
add after MONDAY, the Fourth day of February, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that  the maximum areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 16,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 6th November,  1885, in  the said District, shall be 3,000 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
'year of Her Majesty s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-20 - 12-88. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA  LAND AG ENT's DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No.
of
Lot.
1
Run
Resumption.
Run
Resumption.
. Parish.
Bendemere ...  Bendemere
2 Ditto ... Chadford
3 Ditto ... ditto
4 Ditto ...  Bendemere
5 Ditto ... ditto
No. of
Portion. Area.  Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s.
3 3,800 0 0 17 2
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
1 2,605 0 0 12 8
2 2,051  0 0 11 3
1 2,222 0 0 11 6
2 2,424  0 0 11 4
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
d. £ s. d.
0 0 0 1
Subject to the pay-
ment of the value0 0 0 1 of improvements6 0 0 ,1 if any0 0 0 .1
0 0 0 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALME R, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1894 to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to  selection ,  under  the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after i'ONDAY, the Fourth day of February, 1889: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any  one person in
the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-20-12-88. Gon SAVE THE .QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District .
1 Beenleigh  ...
2 Brisbane  ...
3 Cairns  ... ...
4 Cooktown ...
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
7 Ditto ...
8 Ditto ...
9 Ditto ...
10 Herberton ...
11 Ditto ...
12 Ditto ...
13 Ditto ...
14 Ditto ...
15 Ditto ...
16 Mackay  ..
17 Roma  ...
18 Ditto ..
19 Ditto ...
20 Ditto ...
21 Ditto ...
22 Ditto ...
23 Ditto ...
24 Ditto ...
25 Ditto ...
26 Ditto ...
27 Ditto ...
28 Ditto ...
29 Ditto
30 Ditto
31 Warwick ...
32 Ditto ..
33 Ditto ...
Run
Resumption. Area . Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK.
d
t U
U ^
r U
O d
'tea6
Agricul-
tural Are a.
z
A. R. P.  £ s. d. s. d. . s. Acres.
... Mudgeeraba 1219 54 160 0 0  9 19  2
... Durundur 4440A 159 160 0 0 9 13 9
... Smithfield 212 25v 111 2 0 21 10 0
... Mclvor ... 163 163 640 0 0 18 8 0
... 'Pryde ... 167 167 160 0 0 13 11 0
... Mclvor .: 176 176 1,280 0 0 26 15 0
... ditto 214 214 320 0 0 16 8 0
... Pryde ... 259 259 160 0 0 13 18 6
... Hann ... 273 273 160 0 0  13 18  6
.. Barron ... 5 5 319 2 0 18 4 7
... ditto ... 11 11 100 0 0  13 15  0
... ditto ... 165 165 117 1 0 15 8 6
... Herberton 194 194 165 9 0  13 19  0
... Barron ... 216 216 162 0 0 19 4 0
ditto 227 227 160 0 0 14 18 8
Mia Mia ... 1667 1667 160 0 0 8 7 2
Bende Inglebogie ... 128 79 2 11 4 16 6
mere
ditto ... ditto ... .. 132 92 2 0 5 17 6
ditto ... ditto 141 110 3 31 5 17 6
ditto ... ditto ... ... 147 57 3 23 4 7 0
ditto ... ditto 171 78 3 22 4 16 6
ditto ... ditto 175. 100 0 0 5 17 6
ditto ... ditto 194. 79 2 26 4 16 6
ditto ... ditto 198 108 1 20 5 17 6
ditto .. ditto ... ... 213 144 1 12 6 13 0
ditto ... ditto ... ... 227 93 0 35 5 17 6
ditto ... ditto ... ...  236 63 2  6 4 16 6
ditto ... ditto ... ... 242- 56 3 36 4 7 0
ditto ... ditto 248 74 2 15 4 16 6
ditto ... ditto ...  255  103 3 11 5 17 6
... Wildash ... 2069 2069 160 0 0 10 12 0
... ditto  ...  2070 2070 160 0 0  10  12  0
... Goumburra 2385 2385 80 0 0 6 12 0
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
Parish.
0 61 0 2 640
0 8 1 5 9 1,280
0 8 1 5 3 640
0 4 1 0 a 1 1,280
0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 4 1 0 1 1,280
0 4 1 0 Zu; 1 1, 280
0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 6 1 0 S 1 1,280
1 3  2 10 320
1 3  2 10 1 320
1 3  2 10 1 320
0 9  1 10 1 320
1 3  2 10 0 1 320
1 3 2 10 e 1 320
0 6 1 0
I
9 1 1,280
0 6 1 0 1 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 5 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 - 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 e 2 1,280
0 6 1 0
I
0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 4 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 o 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 6 1 0 2 1,280
0 3 1 0 m 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
\'J HERE AS by an Order in Council  made on  the twentieth day of December, 1888, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " as
requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground befoi a it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with  respect to  the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate  the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position
thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested tinder the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts,
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shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day
of February, 1889 : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
L'. t.-20.12-88 .  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
'Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
?tot.
Land Agent's
Dist ri ct. Run  Resumption. Parish. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK.
GG t+
oaC
±o rm,
RC
v
Agricul-
tural Area.
6Z8va
A. R. P. £ s. d. s.  d. £ s.
.i
Acres.
1 Brisbane ... Connondale ... Connondale... 37v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 .a 7 640
2 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto 38v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 M 7 640
3 Ditto ditto ditto 39v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 a 7 640
4 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 40v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 7 640
5 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 41v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 m 7 640
6 Ditto ditto .. ditto 42v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1  0  a> 7 640
7 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto 43v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 a ", 7 640
8 Ditto ditto ditto 44v 160 0 0 7 7 3 0 6 1 0 E 7 640
9 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto 45v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 M 7 640
10 Cairns ... Russell 318 160 0 0 14 15 0 1 0 2  0  2  1,280
11 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 318A 160 0 0 14 15 0 1 0 2  0 I , 2 1,280
12 + Ditto ... ... ditto ... 318E 80 0 0 11 15 0 1 0 2  0 ) 2 1,280
NOTE.-Lots 10 to 12 comprise Forfeited Selection No. 318.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael '  and St .  George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Governmett of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " TheCrotrn Lands Act  of 1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR BUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by gild with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated
in the Inglewood Land Agent 's District ;  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of February, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows,  that is to say:-
In the cage of lands nbt within a Agricultural A ea,  20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further deelate that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area I`"o. 1 in
the said Disttiet shall be 6,000 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Inglewood Land Agent's District.
Given under my ]land and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
1M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-2012 -88. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
Grdzzing Area  11To. 1.
The parishes of Gunyan and Bonshaw ,  exclusive of Agricultural  Area No. 6.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IN GLEWOOD LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Gunyan.. .
No. of
Portion.
7A
Annual
Area. Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
M C
>n.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Subject to the  pay-
ment
n 0 7 19 6  0 0 2 ent of the valueof imp rovements,
it any.
NOTE.-The above portion comprises the whole of  a cancelled  Camping Reserve on the Dumeresq
or Severn River.
18
?$OOLAVATIO1r.
. y His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. 'Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H.  PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator . Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependenci-'
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions  of  "The Crown
Lando  let  of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HbnTER
PAt,arER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and
With the advice of the Executive Council, and
ft the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in the Schedule
hereto  as an  Agricultural Area for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and-{Seal ,  at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane , this third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eightynine,
and in the fifty -second  Year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUMP, BLAI K.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
THE8CHEDULE.
PHE RomA LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Agricul tural  Area No. 9.
All Crown  lands  within the following  boundariesPortions 31v to 70v, parish  of Hodgson ,  and the
Village  Reserve of  North Hodgson.
PROCLAMATION.
By His ExcellencTy Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEIa
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[h.s.] chael and  St. George ,  President
A= Hi PALuuR, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and
l1 authorities in the vested tinder the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " and  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act  of 1885," I,
Sir AuTHUn HUNTER PAt,MER, the Administrator
Aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Cotine.il, said on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and de-
clare that the Country Lands described hereundeh,
and situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Fourth day of February,
1889: And Idohereby, by andwiththe adviceafore-
said, declare that the annual rent and purchasing
3
rice at which said lands may be selected shall be
d. and £1 per  acre  respectively, and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person  in the said. District shall be as follows, that
is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural
Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUERN!
E.H.-20-12-88.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parishes of Goombungee  and Milton.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural  Farm  No. 620.
Parish of kilton.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 621.
Parish of Milton.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural  Farm  No. 622.
NoTE.-subject  to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for  general infottmation, that
application under the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884  " has been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the tand
and Police Offices, Toowoomba ; and Post Office,
M eringandan.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULh OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. A. P.
1 The Inspector The road separating Goom- 2 3 20
for Road portion 4026 from bungee
Surveys, on portion 4047
account of
Edward
Beutel
2 The Inspector The  ro ad separating ditto ... 2 21
for Road portion 3964 from
Surveys, on portion 4047
account of
John Noske About
3 The Inspector That part  of the road ditto .. 2 0 0
for Road forming the west-
Suxveys,on ern boundary of
account of portion 3889, north
Wenzel of the intersection
Wich of the new road
NOTE.-The closure  of these roads is proposed to be carried out
In connection  with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
!'is  hereby notified for general infotination, that
I applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The gown Lands  Act of  1884 " Yave been madefor closing the undermentioned Roads; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required tb transmit to this Depa rt -
iheht their objectiond ,  in writing ,  within two
tntinths from this datb.
Plans of the Roads  can be  seen at the Land
and Police  Offices, Cooktown,  and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSE.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
1
A. $. P.
The Daintree Divi -  The ori ginally Hann  ...  42 1 0
sional Board ,  re served road
on account  of through portion
J. V. S. Barnett 67
2 The Daintree Divi- That  part  of the ditto
sional Board, originally re-
on account  of served road
John Williams through portion
153 wet of the
junction of the
new road
About
4 0 0
NoT P.- Tbe closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , : 0th November, 1888.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE  OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1  applications under the ei_lity-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh ,  Ipswich ,  and Bundaberg;
Police  Offices, Southporr ,  Beaudesert ,  and Bun-
daberg ;  and Post  Offices, Southport ,  Dugandan,
and Bundaberg.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. I Situation.  Parish . I  Area.
•1 The Southport The southern end of Nerang ...
Divisional the reserved road
Board ,  on through portion 44,
account of south of the new
the Admin- road
istrator of
the Estate of
the late Ro-
bert Muir
•2 Ditto  The road separating  ditto ...  3 2 35
*3
portion 27 from
portion 28,  from the
southern boundary
of the water reserve
to the Nerang River
The Inspector The reserved road Melcom be  9 0 0
of Road Stir-  through portion 20
veys, on
account of
T. L.liurray-
i'rior
through poition 26
and part of the
road through por-
tion 27
•4 Ditto The reserved  road ditto ... 4 2 0
*5
*6
*7
A.  A. P.
1 3 12
About
About
Ditto Parts of two (2) of ditto  ...  13 3 0
the reserved roads
throusih portion 12
The Inspector A branch road to ditto ...  1 1 20
of Road Sur -  Burnett 's Creek
veys ,  on th ro ugh portion 6v
account of
H. Slatter
The Inspector The continuation of ditto ... 0 0 8
of Road Sur-  the last-mentioned
veys,  on road through the
account of south-western cor-
J. Pocock, ner of portion 41
junr.
8 D. L. Graham The western end of Bundaberg 0 0 10
the lane forming
part of the north-
western boundary
of allotment IA of
section 4
* Nori ..- The closure of these  roads is  proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth section
of  " '!he Crown (.ands Act  of 1884" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads; and
all persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Beenleigh.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Pari sh. Area.
A. H. P.
TheBeenleigh One of the reserved Darlington 3 0 0
Divisional roads through por-
Board ,  on tion 46, and its con-
account of tinuation th ro ugh
Allan Dunn ,  portion 62
2  The Beenleighl T e reserved road ditto ... 6 2 0
Divisional 1 through portion 55
Board, on
account of
Thomas
Bradbury
e
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  area  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed  containing the erroneous are a and
description; and such  grant  and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-29313.
Date of Deed-29th July, 1875.
Name of Grantee -William Bell.
Land Granted-Portion 570,  county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area--20 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEFD.
County of Stanley, parish of gedron, portion  570.
Area-20  acres 2 roods  7.1 perches.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of portion
569, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
and portion 561 bearing south twenty  chains and
twenty-eight links; on the south by, portion 563
bearing 269 degrees 58  minutes ten chains and
eleven links ; on the west by portion 571 bearing
359 degrees  52 minutes  twenty  chains and  twenty-
eight and six-tenths  links  ;  and on the  north by a
road bearing  east ten  chains  and fifteen  and a-half
links  to the point  of  commencement ;--as hown on
plan of survey deposited  in the Surveyor -General's
of fice.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1888.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the  date  hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct description shall be taken to
have been inserted in the said grant and in every
deed containing the erro neous description, and such
grant and every such deed shall  operate and be
construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
,,CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-70335.
Date of Deed--29th May, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Heinrich  Bormann.
Land Granted-Portion  1293, county of Aubigny,
parish of Toowoomba.
Area-367 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba,
purl ion  1293.
Area-367 acres
Commencing at the west  corner  of portion 2348,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a road
bearing 227 degrees twenty-four chains and twenty-
five links, 187 degrees eleven chains and eight
links, and 261 degrees 15 minutes three chains and
ninety-nine links; on the west by a road bearing
south twenty-four  chains  and ninety-five links,
137
143 degrees 17 minutes thirty-two chains and
fourteen links, and south twenty chains and forty-
seven links  ;  on the south -east by portion2331 bearing
48 degrees 30 minutes fifty-seven chains and thirty-
two  links;  thence by lines bearing 315 degrees one
chain anal eighty-one links, 4t degrees 55 minutes
eight chains and twenty -five links, 315 degrees 5
minutes fourteen chains and fourteen links, and 45
degrees  5 minutes seven chains and eighty-one links ;
and on the north-east by lines bearing 315 degrees
eleven chains and fifty-eight links and 225 degrees
fifteen links, and by a line and portion 2348 bearing
315 degrees forty-three chains and eighty -five links
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive from the Land Agent in
Herberton the amount of Compensation to which
she is entitled for the Land taken from her
Selection for Road purposes :-Selection No. 113, Herberton District -Kate
Mary K earney.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of theirOffice asMembers of the Police Force, tobe
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
8`I ELECTORS  under  "  The Crown Lands Alien. J ation Act  o1876  " who may desire to sur-
render their  titles under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land  Office  of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
87-26641-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ]ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
0 o
a
s ,
Description of Road.
O
Q
O A
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.
en
aC Lengths . at
dM
ice.
Area.
1 A triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210001
Cho. Lks.  Links .
10 50 Irregu-
A. R. 1'.
2 0 0
land at the south- east Donnelly lar
corner of portion 37
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
88-27198-F. Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE. -
IT is  hereby notified fir general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Referencehereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
,ands Resumption  Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan  of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the  Land Office,  Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF TH R  DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
Description of Road.
oM Land ReputedAgent's Ho t`y Held . Owner . Occupier.District.
1 From the  east boundary 68 Bowen  ...  Freehold  ... ...  John Taylor Unoccupied
of portion 68 north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68 and  77 to the
Don River
Lengths .  Area.
oq z
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R. P.
302°30' 32 80 100 3 1 9
REMARxs.- No Improvements.
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Dep& ttment  of Pnblio  Lsiidg,]Brisbane, 7th December, 1888.
" TAP CROWN LA lV1)S AC1 OF  1889."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS-
0
T is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
I " 7+he Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  will hold their Cotirts ,  in ptirsuance of the twenty -fifth section  of  the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  ''  and " the
Crown Lands Alienation Act  o1' 1876 "  will also be dealt  with by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.
Allora* ...
Aramac ...
B3ilana ..
Batcaldinet
Beenleigh
Blackall ...
Bowen ..,
Brisbane...
Burdaberg
Burketo en
Cairns ...
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ..,
Cunnathu114 ...
DalbyEmerald*  ...
Esk* ... ...
Gayndah ...
(ieraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone
GoondiWindi
Gympie ...
Gerber on
Hughenden
Ingham ..
Inglewood +*
Ipswich ...
Iaistord ..,
Mackay ...
Maryborough
Mitchellt
Muttaburrat
Nanango
Jan.
Fri. 11
Wed. 16
Wed. 9
Tuea. 8
Mon. 28
Thurs. 24
Wed. 2
Wea.
1
Wed. 9
Fri. 11
Mon. 7
Wed. 2
Thura.31
Wed. 9
Mon. '21
Fri. 25
Mon. 21Tues. 16
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thura.24
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Tues. 22
Thurs. 10
Fri. 18
... Fri. 11
Tues. 15
Wed. 9
Nebo  (Mt. Britton) Wed. 2
Nerang*...
Normanton Tues. 8
Port  Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 3
ttockhampton  .. . Mon. 14
Roma  ... ... Wed. 9
St.  George  ... Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ... Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ... Fri. 11
Surat  ... ... Thura.31
Tambo ... ... Wed. 2
Taroom
... i Wed. 2
Tenningering ..
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ,,,
Warwick... ...
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Ion. 28
Thurs. 10
Tues. 22
Feb.
Fri. 8
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
'rues. 12
Mon. 25
Thurs. 28
Tues. 5
t. 9Seed. 6
Wed. 13
Mon. 4
Wed. 6
Thurs. 8
Wed. 18
Mon. 18
Fri. 22
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
March.
Wed. 20
Fri. 8
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Mon. 25
Thurs. 28
Tucs. 5
at. 9
ed. 6
Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 4
Wed. 8
Thurs. 28
Wed. 15
Mon. 18
Fri. 22
Mon. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
April. May. June .  July. August .  8e1lt. det. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 19  ... Wed. 18  ... ...  Wed. 18
Fri. 5  Fri. 10 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri . 9 'ri.  6  M.  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
Wed. 17  Wed. 15  Wed. 19  Wed. 17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20  Wed. 18
Wed. 3  Wed. 8  Wed. 5 Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 9  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Tues .  9 Tuea .  14 Tues. 11 Ties .  Tues. 13  Tues.  10  Tues.  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Tues.  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Dion .  29 Mon .  28 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon.  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .25 Thurs .  23 Thurs .  27 Thurs . 25 Thurs 22 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Tues .  2 Tues .  7 Tues . 4  Tues.  2  Tues.  6  Tues.  3 Tuea. 1  Tues.  5 Tues. 3
Sat .  13 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat. 13 Sat .  10 Sat .  14 Sat. 12 Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5  Wed. 3  Wed.  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 8  Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed.  18 Wed. 11
Fri. 10 ... Fri. 12  ... Fri. 13  ... .  Fri. 8
Mon. 1  Mon. 6 Mon .  3 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon .  2 Mon. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Wed. 3 Wed. I Wed.  8 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  5 Thurs .30 Thurs .27 Thurs . 25  Thurs.  Thurs . 26 Thura .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Wed. Io  Wed. 8 Wed.  12  Wed. 10  Wed. 14  Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 15 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon .  1$ Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri. 26  i. 31 Fri.  28 Fri .  28 Fri .  23  M.  27 Fri. 25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mbn. 15 Mon. 10 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mdn. 19 Mon. 18 Mon .  21 Non .  It Mon. 18
Tues.  Si ...  Tues .  16 ...  Tues.  17  ...  Tues. 19
Wed. 3  Wed. 1  Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. $ We4. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed . t Wed. 4  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 28 Thurs . 28 Thurs .25 Thurs.23
Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10Wed. 6 Wed.  Wed. 3 ed. I
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 lied. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 27 Wed .  27 Wed .  24 Wed. 29
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. I Fri .  1 Fri. b Fri. 3
Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tuea. 21
Thuis . 14 Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 15 Fri .  15 Fri .  26 Fri. 17
Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Wed. 18 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 W8d. 8
Wed. a Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 11 Mon. 11 Mbn. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tuea .  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
+Thurs.28 ' Thurs.28 Thura 25 Thurs.30
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. I.
Wed. 13 Wed. 18 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tuea. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs . 14 Thurs .  14 Thura .11 Thiifs. 9
Tues .  191 Tues .  19 Tues.  16 Tues. 21
Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 22
Fri.  14  Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Wed 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed.. 5 Wed. 3 lied. 7
Wed. $ Wed. 3 Wed. 7fed. 28  ed. $1 Wed. 28
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Psi. 7 Fri. 6 Frig. 2
Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Thurs . 13  Thurs. II Thurs. $
Fri. 21 Fri .  19  PH.  16
Fri. 14 Fri. I2 Ph. 9
e pp.1  Tues.  9 es. 18
Wued. 12 Wed .  10 Wed. 1$
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed.
Wed. 12  ...  Wed. 1
Tues.  11 Tues.  9 Tfzea. 1$
Thurs. 4 Thurs .  4 T urs. i
Than.  6 Thurs. 4  Thurs.  I
Mon. 10 Mon .  8 Mon. 12
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Tuea. 18 Tues .  16 Ties. 29
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon. 28
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Fri. 9
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 24 Mon. 22 Mon. 26
Tlittri . 1S Thurs .  11 Thurs. 8
Tues .  16 Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Thurs .26 Thura.24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Fri . 13 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 V ed . 9 Wed.  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 25 Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Fri. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. d  M. r4  Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Tues .  17  Tues.  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs . 12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 20 Fri .  18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20
Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues. 19  es. 15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
We4. f1 Wed.  9 Wdd. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 ... Thurs. 12
Tues .  10  Tues.  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  5 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  6 Thsra. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 9 Mon. 14 Meh .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues .  17 Tues ,  16 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 13 Fri .  11  M.  8 Fri. 13
Thurs .26 Thura .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 5 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 4  Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs . 12 Thurs . 10 Thura .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  17  Tues.  22  Tues.  19 Tues. 17
* The Courts  marked  thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dekling  eFith  applications for Cdrtifcatea of Fulfilment of  Conditions-
t Office  for receiving applications, ao.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Coill+t *ill be hetd on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from  tune to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
T is hereby notified for  general  information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agents
District of Springsure, as per accompanying
descriptions, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  The Croy Lands Act of  1884,"
at the $pringsure Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the E eventh day of February, 1889,
at an Annual Rental of  10s. per square mile.
All information  respecting the bounda ri es and
situation  of the lands may be obtained by a pli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Uider
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
8&56713-,L.5.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
KUMAzx RUN.
Area- 27J square miles.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of Grass-
thorpe Run, and bounded  thence on  the south by
an east line along the north boundary of  that run
and the north boundary  of Laleham Run, in all
twelve miles  ;  thence on the east  by a north line
two miles  ;  thence on the north by a west line about
fifteen  miles thirty -two chains ;  and thence on the
south- west by a line bearing h 121 degrees east
along part  of the north-east  boundary of Lambcote
Run about  four miles to the point of commence-
ment. -
BLOCS No. 2 RUN.
Area- 24t square miles.
Commencing  at thenortlt.- east corner  of Rockland
Run (being  a point on -the left bank of Rockland
Creek about  one mile qty -fo ur  chains below a tree
marked bread -arrow over R over 1)-,  and bounded
thence on the west bq  a south  line along  part of the
east  boundary of that  run one mile  thirty-two
chains ; thence  on the south -east by  a line bearing
north 45 degrees  east along  the north-west boun-
dary of ShotoverBun shout flue rhites forty chains ;
t hence on the north by a  west line along  part of the
south boundary of K ifllowen Run about  nine miles
seventy-two chains ;  thence  on the west by a south
line four miles fort y chains  ; thence on the south by
an east  line  along part of the  north boundary of
Humboldt Creek No. 1 Run  one mile eight chains;
thence on  the east  by a north  line along the west
boundary of Rockland Run two miles;  and thence
again on  the south  by an east  line along the north
boundary of the  same run five miles  crossing Rock-
land Creek to the point of commencement.
KILLOwxN RUN.
Area-35J square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Grass-
thorpe Run, and bounded thence on the north by
an east line  along the south boundary of that run
and the south boundary of Laleham Run, in all
twelve miles ; thence on the east by  a south line
two miles ; thence on the south by  a west line
about fifteen miles fifty-two chains ; thence on the
west by a line bearing about north 338 degrees
east along part  of the east boundary of Miambaa
Run about four miles seventy-two chains ; thence
on the north-east by a line bearing north 121
degrees east  along the south-west boundary of
Lambeote Run about six miles thirty-two chains ;
and thence  again on  the west by a north line along
part of  the asst  boundary of the last-named run
about fifty-six chains to the point of commence-
ment.
HUMBOLDT Caaicg No. 2 RvN.
Area-28 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Humboldt
Creek at a point about sixteen chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over H over VII and about
eight chains  above the junction of Shotover Creek,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south . boundary of Humboldt
Creek No. 1 Ruh  and a  cohtinuation of the same
line, in all  two miles  fifty-six chains ; thence on the
north- east  by a line  bearing  about north 128
degrees east seven miles  ; thence on the south by a
west line six miles forty chains  crossing  Humboldt
Creek ; thence on the south-west by  a line bearing
about north 308  degrees east  about five miles sixty
chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing about
north 338  degrees east along part  of the easterly
boundary of Worlabaa Run seventy-two chains;
and thence  again on  the north by an  east line along
part of the south boundary of Humboldt Creek
No. 1 Run three miles eight  chains crossing
Humboldt Creek to the point  of commencement.
KENMARR  NORTH RUN.
Area-47; square miles.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of Widerege
Widerege Run, and bounded thence on the north
by an  east line along  part of the south boundary of
Triumph Creek Run nine miles fifty-six chains ;
thence on the east by a south  line  five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary  of Kenmare  Run about seven
miles  seventy-two chains ; thence on the south-
west by a  line bearing  north 301 degrees east along
part of the north-east boundary of Lambcote Run
two miles eight chains ; and thence on the west by
a north  line along  part of the east boundary of
Widerege Widerege Run four miles to the point of
commencement.
HUMBOLDT  CREEK No. 1 RUN.
Area-29k square miles.
Commencing  an the  right bank of Humboldt
Creek at a point about sixteen chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over H over VII and about
eight chains above the junction of Shotover Creek,
and bounded thence on the south by an east line
one mile sixteen chains ; thence on the north-east
by a line bearing about north  338 degrees east
about seven  miles  twenty-four  chains crossing
Shotover Creek and Rock nd Creek at a point
about one mile thirty-two chains in a direct line
below a tree marked broad-arrow over R over IV;
thence on the north by a west line four miles
twenty-four chains ; thence on the south-west by a
line bearing about. north 158 degrees east along
parts of the easterly boundaries of Meroo and
Worlabaa Runs, in all seven miles twenty-four
chains ; and thence again on the south by an east
line three miles eight chains crossing Humboldt
Creek to the point  of commencement.
HumBOLDT NORTH RUN.
Area.-72 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Hum-
boldt Creek N e. 1 Run  (being a  point one  mile six-
teen chains east of a point on Humboldt Creek
about ttixteen chains below a .tree marked broad-
arrow  over H over VII), and bounded thence on the
south by an east line  along  part of the north boun-
dary of Humboldt No. 2 Run one mile forty chains ;
thence on the south-west by a line bearing about
north 128 degrees east along part of the north-east
boundary of the  same  run forty chains ; thence
again on the south by an east line along the north
boundary of Humboldt No. 3 Run ten  miles six-
teen chains; thence on the east by a line bearing
north 8 degrees  east  about seven miles twenty-four
chains to !hotover Creek at a point opposite the
east corner of Shotover Run ; thence on the north and
north-west by the left bank of that creek down-
wards to a point opposite the south corner of the
last -mentioned run ; thence on the north-east by a
line bearing north 315 degrees east along the south-
west boundary of that run about three miles forty
chains ; thence on the west by a south line along
part of the east boundary of Rockland Run three
miles thirty-t.'o chains; thence again on the north
by a west line along one of the south boundaries of
the same run about two miles twenty chains ; and
thence again on the south-west by a line bearing
about north 15.8 degrees east along part of the
north-east boundary of Humboldt Creek No. 1
Run about two miles seventy-six chains to the
point of  commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
7 T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the following Land, in the Land
Agent's District of Dalby, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
at the Dalby Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Eleventh day of February, 1889, at an
Annual Rental of £2 per  square mile.
All information  respecting  the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
88-36713-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
CANCELLED TowN RESERVE No. 33, ON THE
CONDAMINE RIVER.
Area-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the south- east  corner, which is
distant two miles seventy-five chains, on a line
bearing north from the confluence of Palmy Creek
and the Condamine River and  east  forty chains,
and bounded on the east by a line bearing north
three miles; on the north by a line bearing west
three miles  ; on the west by a line bearing south'
three miles ; and on the south by a line (crossing
the Condamine River twice) bearing east three
miles to the south- east  corner aforesaid.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Cooktown,  as per accompanying  descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Cooktown Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY,
the Eighteenth day of February,  1889, at an
Annual Rental of £1 per  square mile.
All information respecting  the boundaries and
situation of the  land may be  obtained b applica-
tion to the local Land -Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands,  Brisbane.
89-430-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
LocHINvAR RUN.
Area-About 4 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the South Coen
River at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over L in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a south
line five miles to the boundary of the Settled
District; thence on the south-west by that boun-
dgry in a north-wiesterly direction to the -f oizth
Coen River at a point about twenty-four chains in
a direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over
E over 2 in triangle ; and thence on the north-
west by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
tji HE following amended descriptions are substi-
tuted for those published. in page 1189 of the
Government Gazette  for 1888, Part III.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under,Secretary.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS.
8$-36026--8.G.
Winton.
County of Ayrshire, parish of -Winton.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of section
1], and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing 93 degrees 30 minutes 200 links; on the
east by allotment 8 bearing 3 degrees 30 minutes
250 links ; on the north by the Post and Telegraph
Reserve  bearing 273  degrees  30 minutes 200 links ;
and on the west  by Oondooroo street bearing 183
degrees 30  minutes  200 links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
Winton.
County of Ayrshire, parish of Winton.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the north-west corner of section
11, and bounded thence on the north by Eldershe
street bearing 93 degrees 30 minutes 200 links ; on
the east by allotment 8 bearing 183 degrees 30
minutes 250 links; on the south by the School of
Arts Reserve bearing 273 degrees 30 minutes 200
links ; and on the west by Oondooroo street bearing
3 degrees 30 minutes 250 links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th November, 1888.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
ESCHEATED LANDS.NOTICE is hereby given, i  pursuance of the
eighty-eighth section of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," that the portions of land hereinafter
described have been escheated to the Crown owing
to the person in whom the legal estate was vested
being an Asiatic  alien , and that it is the intention
of His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, at the expiration of two
months from the date of this notice, to direct that
the said lands shall be vested in Her Majesty.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTION.
Allotments  2 of section 2, area  2 roods, and 5 of
section  8, area 1 acre , town of Oontoo.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
OPENING TO THE OPERATION OF SPECIAL
TIMBER LICENSES LANDS IN THE
PARISH OF HERBERTON.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the lands hereunder described, in the
parish of Herberton, will, on and after MONDAY,
the 18th February, 1889, at the Herberton Land
Office, be open to the operation of Special Timber
Licenses only.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
L, County of Nares, parish of Herberton.
About 1,277 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 98 degrees 35
minutes and distant eighty chains and sixty links
from a tree marked broad-arrow over IV in
triangle on the east bank of Three-mile Creek,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing 45 degrees 114 chains ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 135 degrees 112 chains
and twenty-eight links; on the south-east by a line
bearing 225 degrees 114 chains ; and on the south-
west by a line bearing 315 degrees 112 chains and
twenty-eight links to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
INTENDING Selectors are informed that Mapsof the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
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selection ,  both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready  for public exhibition in the Map-
room in  the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of  all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as  speedily as possible.
Arrangements  are being made by which the
Maps  at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P l
RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
 Department  of Agriculture  in Brisbane,
small quantities  of any specially  fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition  in small quantities . The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain  ; the maize in grain and  in cob ; the
cotton ginned  and unginned  ;  the wool in  the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is  grown will  be acceptable ,  together with
samples of  the soil for  analysis  where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names  of the producers ,  and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Public Lands Office,
Gympie, 7th January, 1889.
PROVISIONAL LICENSE UNDER THE TIMBER
REGULATIONS OF 1888.
1 T is hereby nootified, for public information,
that the follwing Provisional License to
occupy Crown Lands for which an application for a
Special License to Out Timber has been made, has
been issued by me, pursuant to the Regulations
established 5th November, 1888, uinr'er the prc-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
L. G. BOARD,
Land Commissioner, Gympie.
Land Agent's District-Gympie.
Licensee - William Ferguson.
Situation of Land-Parish of Amamoor.Area-160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 226 degrees
20 minutes and distant forty-four chains sixty
links from the north -west corner of Selection 1531,
and bounded thence west fifty chains, south thirty-
two chains, east  fifty  chains ,  and north  thirty-two
chains to the starting point, - being part of the Ama-
moor Timber Reserve opened to Special Timber
License by  Gazette  Notice ,  23rd November, 1888.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1889.THIS is to certify that Mr. SIDNEY NORTHINNES, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," and subject to the rules of this
Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
:IT is hereby notified for general information,that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted ,  viz.:-
Underground Tank, Hospital, Cunnamulla -
SMITH AND WINCH - 6249 7s. lid.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January ,  189.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
QUARTERS FOR WARDEN,  GEOR GETOWN.TENDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Court Houses, Georgetown and Towns-
ville, until Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
22nd February ,  from persons willing to contract
for Erection of Quarters  for the  Warden at
eorgetown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Quarters  for Warden,
Georgetown."
Plan .  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and  at,  the Court  Rouses,  Georgetown and Towns-
ville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£30. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be  a memorandum signed by the party- tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender ,  as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting  Under Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 10th  January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS, POLICE
MAGISTRATE'S RESIDENCE, BLACK-
ALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court  House, Blacka ll, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th February,  from persons
willing to contract  for Additions  and Alterations,
Police  Magistrate 's Residence ,  Blacka ll.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions, 4'c., Police
Ma istrate 's Residence ,  Blackall.
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court House , Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is £10.
(See Clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a  proper  printed form, and
estate the time  within  which' it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be  a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for
the due performance  of the Contract  in the event
of the Tender being  accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver  at the Office of
the Crown So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
HOSPITAL AND WARDSMAN' S QUARTERS,
GLADSTONE.TENDERS will he received at this Office, andat the Court Houses ,  Gladstone and Rock-
ham;pton,  until Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the
8th February ,  1889, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of a Hospital and Wardsman's
Quarters at Gladstone.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Hospital ,  4'c., Glad.
stone."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Gladstone and Rock-
hampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft  or bank notes  with  the Tender, is
E16. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum  signed  by the
party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the  usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
QUARTERS FOR INSPECTOR OF POLICE,
NORMANTON.
V' "ENDERS wi ll  be received at this Office, and
at the Court Hose, Normanton ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRID AY, the 15th February, 1889,from persons willing to contract for Erection of
Quarters for Inspector of Police ,  Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Quarters, • Inspector
of Police, Normanton."
Plan,  S ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained,  at this Office,
and at the Court  Rouse, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender ,  is 925.
(gee Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders  must  be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is pro posed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum  of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the OEce of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen  days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not he taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily he
accepted.
It. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January,  1869.
SOUTHERN  AND  WESTERN RAILWAY.
ERECTION OF STATION BUILDINGS AT
AUCHENFLOWER.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 8th
February ,  from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Station Buildings at Auchenfiower.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Station Buildings,
Aurhenffdoa+er."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at Eugineer
for Existin g  Lines '  Office, Brisbane, and Station
Master 's Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
endering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 pe *
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
ender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  an Agreement
with the Commissioner for Railways for securing
such performance ,  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into considera tion.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ;  8th January, 1889.
PORTERS' COTTAGES,  CLEVELAND BRANCH.TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th
January,  fr om persons willing to contract for
the Erection of Four  (4) Porters '  Cottages on the
Cleveland Branch.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Porters'
Cottages ,  Cleveland Branek."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender ma be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at the Chief
Engineer's Office Brisbane, and Clerk of Petty
Sessions ' Office, Cleveland..
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute ,  within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender  wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not neoepsarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for :R lwa s' Office,
Brisbane, '7th January, 1889.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS.
WINTER UNIFORMS FOR 1889.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at this
Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 25th January, 188D, from persons willing to
Tender for Supplying Cloth and Making Uniforms
and Caps, for the following Railways,  viz.:
Southern and Western Railway,
Maryborougl Railway,
Bundaberg Railway,
Central Railway,
Mackay Railway,
Northern Railway,
Cairns Railway, and
Cooktown Railway,
for the Winter of 1889.
Specifications may be seen, and further particu-
lars  obtained, at this Office, and at the Railway
Storekeepers' Offices, Ipswich, Maryborough, Bun-
daberg, Rockhampton, and Townsville, and the
Station Masters in Charge at Mackay, Cairns, and
Cooktown.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
REPAIRS TO CRANE BOILER, RAILWAY
WHARF, SOUTH BRISBAN F..
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
January, 1889, for Removing and Replacing the
Up-take Tube of the Boiler of No. 2 Crane, on the
Railway Wharf, at South Brisbane, in accordance
with Specifications, &c, to be seen at this Office,
and at the Locomotive Office, Ipswich.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified, in accordance with the. undermentioned Rules, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on Wed-
nesday, the 24th day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
RULES FOR EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES.
1. An Examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of April, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist of the Assistant Engineer Survey Branch,
the Inspecting Surveyor, and one Railway Sur-
veyor on the Staff ; the  names  of the  railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of £10 ; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
Colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who successfully pass the  Examina-
tion shall be granted licenses as railway surveyors,
to be notified in the  Government  Gazette ,  and they
shall have preferable  claims  for employment in the
Railway Department of this colony when suitable
openings may occur, but not otherwise.
6. The Examination shall be conducted by the
Assistant Engineer, Survey Branch, who shall
apportion to the other members of the Board the
subjects in which they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(r )  Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examinations in use and adjust-
ment  of instruments, plan drawing, grading
earthwork contents, conduct of surveys,
field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination of
latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually pre.
pare papers on the various subjects  for examination,
and the same shall be submitted to the Chief
Engineer, and on his approval thereof they shall
be printed.
9. The number of marks representing the pro-
portional value of each question shall be determined
by the Chief Engineer previous to examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 per cent. of
such marks shall be entitled to a certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed  as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license  from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
MArTOwN-Stables, Police Station ... . ...
CAIRxs-New Custom House ... ...
EIDSVOLD-Post and Telegraph Office ... ...
Date of Gazett e  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
MMines and Works Office,
'
Brisbane , and Court
15th December, 1888  Houses, Maytown and
Cooktown ; 18th Janu-
ary, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Custom
... 29th December,  1888 Houses, Cairns and
Townsville ; 25th Janu-
ary, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Post Offices,
... 5th January, 1889... Eidsvold, Bundaberg,
I and Maryborough ; let
1. February, 1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
TENDERS.
MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Work. For full particulars, see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
South'ern and Western Railway Tenders for-Coat :.:
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice .  can be received.
... 5th January, 1889 ...
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
18th January, 1889.
F.  CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EARN INGS.
Passen r ers'
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week  ending 6th Jan., 1889  ...  849 3 ,674 15 8 4,035  1 4 355 7 5
Corresponding week last year ... 747 3 ,195 0  2 3,126  15 1 744 0 11
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traff o to date ...
1888 - Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 6th Jan., 1889 ,,.
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889- Total Traffic  to date ...1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending  6th Jan .,  1889 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889 -- Total Traffic to  date ...
1888 - Ditto  "  ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
...
... ...
... ...
No. of
Miles open
for rramo,
Week ending 6th Jan .,  1889 ...
Corresponding  week  last year ...
increase...
Decrease
... ...
...
18$9 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 6th Jan.,  1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 6th Jan., 1889 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Inoreaise ..: ...
Decrease ...
1889  - Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
...
Week ending 6th Jan., 1889 ...
Corresponding week  last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease
18$9-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
479 15 6 908 6 3
... ...
..• ...
72 5 7
£1,264 3 5
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
15] 477 19  11 539 17 8 36 6 7 1,054 4 2
132 405 14 4 633 19 1 54 14 1 1,094 7 6
...
... ...
...
...
94 1 5 18 7 6
... ... ... ...
... ... ...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
3 0 9
66 167 2  10 141  8 1 14 12 9 232 3 8
66 188 14 6 208 3 8 11 12 0 408 10 2
...
388 13 6
21 11 8 6615  7  ...  85 6 6
... ...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
492 807 0 6 1,710 4 1  32  2 10  2,540 7 5
463 309 19  7 1,109 11 5  149 2 6 1,6688 13 6
...
...
...
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Total  Increase  ... ... ...
Week ending 6th Jan., 1889 ..
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to  We  ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
...
31 79 16 11 21 16 10 4 0  1 105 19 10
81 104 12 2 39 15 6 6 15 6
260
260
...
...
9
8
67
51
497 0 11 600  12 8 980 18 11
24 15 3 17 18 8 2 9 5
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
575 19 9  2,098 18  5 104 6 1
5401310 1,613 3 4  45 13  5
35 5 11 485 15 1 58 12 8
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
..
8,065 4 5
7,065 16 2
999 8 3
8,065 4 5
9,329 7 10
40 3 4
1,054 4 2
1,441 14 5
£387 10 3
828 8 8
`501 1 2
... £177 17 6
116 19 8 ...
...
50 0 0 70 0 0 10 0 0 130 0 0
27 8 11 15 14 11 0 4 2
4 7 8
22 11 1 54 5 1 9 15 10 86 12 0
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
4411 3  61 3 9 5 6 1
42 2 8 36 13 6 9 13 9
2 8 7 24 10 3
2,549 7 5
2,097 2 10
£462 4 7
151 3 2
46 3 4
105 19 10
174 5 S
£68 5 10
2,779 4 3
2,199 10 7
579 18 8
2,779 4 3
2,861 7 10
£82 3 7
43 8 0
130 0 0
43 8 0
£86 12 0
111 1 1
88 9 11
22 11 2
111 1 1
115 0 7
...  23,19 6
F. CIIRDTOW,  Clommieridiior for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane . 11th  January, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr.  J. RAYNER, for the Erectionof Goods  Shed . Anthony' s Gate, has been
accepted .  Amount, £115.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury.
Queensland, 2nd January, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the under'nentioned persons during the months
of November and December, 1888.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  11 h January, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs . J. W. SUTTON AND CO.,for Removal and Overhaul ng, &c., Steel
Superstructure of the Logan River Bridge, has
been accepted. Amount,  £ 1,530.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. ROBERT HART, for Supply-ing Timber for the Cooktown Railway, has
been accepted, at Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-BRANCHES  of the above are now open at
[7 Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port  Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg,
Bundaberg  Railway,  Burenda ,  Burketown ,  Cabool.
ture, Cairns , Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloneurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald. Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich. Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, Ley.
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles M illchester,
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry. Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pim-
pama , Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South  Brisbane,
Southport , Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thitisday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received  from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned  conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above  branches  during ordinary office
hours, and on  Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying
either by letter or  in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of  the above Offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS.
Name.
O'Connor ,  Denis ...
Forbes, H. M.
Baxendell ,  John ...
Rogers ,  Jas. ...
Ryder ,  Louis ...
Sarti Amades ...
Clark ,  John ...
Murray , J. G. ...
Quinn, Wm.
Ryan, Patk.
Ryan, Denis
Berrie, Robt.
Fuller, Wm.
Lee, Geo. ...
Jackson, Wm.
Huddy, Mary
O'Neill John
Bice, Wm.
Harrison , Joseph ...
Pfitzenmaier, Louis
Hind, Wallace ...
I
Brisbane
Cairns
Cooktown
Croydon
ditto
ditto
Eidsvold
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Gayndah
ditto
ditto
Hughenden
Maytown
ditto
Normanton.
Rockhampton
ditto
Townsvi lle
SPECIAL LICENSES.
Lennon, John .. ...
Shakspeare, G. P. ...
Vesper, J. P. ... ...
Barcaldine
ditto
ditto.
WINE-SELLERS.
Pisoni, Pietro ... Croydon
Ponsini, Minnie ... .... Eidsvold.
PACKET LICENSES.
Name.
Place.
Steamer.
King, Geo. ... ... I a  s. " Egmont"
Mathieson ,  D. ... .. s.s. " Francis  Cadell."
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name.
Creevey, Jane ...
Banks, W. H.
Wicker, E. H.
Lenneberg, I. H....
McCann, X. H. ...
Holmes, W. C.
Kirby, T. J. ...
Edwards, Geo.
Webber, J. G. C....
Doran, J. W.
Fulton, Hugh
Pfitzenmaier, Louis
Simon, H. L.
Smyth, G. A.
Steele, W. B.
Place.
... Augathella
... Blai•kall
... ditto
... Brisbane
... Bundaberg
... Croydon
... ditto
... Gatton
... Georgetown
... Muttaburr
... Rockhampton
... ditto
... Thursday Island
... ditto
... Winton
BAGATELLE LICENSE.
McLachlan, Geo. ... ...) Eidsvold.
AUCTIONEERS' LICENSES.
(Fou YEAR 1888.)
Griggs, W. H. ... ... Beenleigh
Carter, J. F. ... ... Brisbane
Dansie, Richard ... ... ditto
Taylor, Benjn. ... ... ditto
Walker, L. E. ... ditto
Chatwood, A. E.... ... ditto
Bertram, H. ... ... Bundaberg
Hubinger, J. C. ... ... Cardwell
Kettle, E. J. ... ... Clermont
Talbot, R. H. ... ... Cooktown
Br wn , J. T. W. ... ... Ei .avoid
Baines ,  Thos. ... ... Ipswich
Voss , J. P. ... ... Rockhampton
Armstrong, Geo.... ... Townsville
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AUCT IONEERS -C ontinued.
Name. Place.
(FOR YEAR 1889.)
Hughes, J. D. ... ... Blackall
Nevile, S. H. ... ... ditto
Bickerton , W. R.
... Brisbane
Carter, J. F. ... ... ditto
Chatwood, A. E....
... ditto
Christie, J. F. ... ditto
Dickson, J. R. ... ditto
Dickson , junr., J. R.
... ditto
Gannon,  M. B. ... ... ditto
Greenwood, A. ...
... ditto
King, J . J. ... ,.. ditto
King, W. M. ...
... ditto
Mack, P. I. ...
... ditto
Pritchard, Chas. ...
... ditto
Ryan, T. A. ...
... ditto
Walker, L. E. ...
... ditto
Warby, A. J. J. ...
.. ditto
Curtis, W. E. ...
... Bundaberg
Lyons, G. F. ...
... ditto
Powers, Jas. ... ... ditto
Thorburn, H. C....
... ditto
Rogers,  R. B. ...
... Charleville
Wildie, G. H. ...
... ditto
Settle , E. J. ...
... Clermont
Ba rter,  Saml . ...
... Gympie
Booth, E. H. ...
... ditto
Pope, Edwd. ...
... ditto
Suter, J. V. ...
... Hughenden
Cameron , C. C. ... Ipswich
Harding , junr.,  Elias ... ditto
Bryant, Fredk. ... ... Maryborough
Blain , C. R. .,. ditto
Christoe, C. P. ...
... ditto
Green, Wm. ...
... ditto
Southerden, Wm.
... ditto
Cummins, T. T. ...
... Rockhampton
Dawbarn, R R. ...
... ditto
Drake, A. C. ...
... ditto
Foulkes, Robt. ...
... ditto
Shaw, G. B. ...
... ditto
Voss, J. P. ... ditto
Carter, Joseph ...
... Roma
Spencer, T. A. ...
... ditto
Welsh, W. C. ...
... Southport
Simcocks,  Geo. ...
... Stanthorpe
Leahy, P. J. ...
... Thargomindah
Fletcher, Joseph ...
... Toowoomba
Kennard, S. B. ... ... ditto
McIntyre, J. S. ... ... ditto
Robinson,  W. R....
... ditto
Robinson, F. 0.
... ditto
Scholefield, R. W.
... ditto
Sinclair, Robt. ... ... ditto
Black , Wm. .. ... Townsville
Hubert, H. B. Le T.
... ditto
Dunlop, J. H. ...
... Warwick
Ransome,  H. C. ...
... ditto.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
(FoR YEAR 1888.)
Miller, Alex. ... ... (  Tenningering
(FoR Y$AR 1889.)
Breslin, 0. C. ... .. Gladstone
Wilpon, G. H., and Co. ... Ipswich
Barton, A. H. E.... ... Stanthorpe
Jacobs and Co., Louis ... ditto
Cavanagh,  James  ... ...  St. George.
DISTILLERS.
(30 Vic. No. 21.)
(FoR YEAR 1888.)
11oltorf,  Martin  ... ... (  Nerang.
(FoR YrAa, 1889.)
Steedman, W. ... ... Mackay
Davidson, J. E.
.. ditto
Smith, T. L. ... ... Marburg
Couldery, W. H....
... Beenleigh.
(30  Vic. No. 23.)
Rogers, F. ... ... Hemmant
Irwin Bros . ... Ipswich
Le Grand, C. J. ... ... ditto
Harris, George ... ... Nudgee
Cox,' C. W. ... ... Pimpama
Power, J. J. ... ... Redbank
Robertson, John ... ...  Roma
Bassett , S. S. ... ... ditto
Childs, D. J. ... ... Toombul
Kircher,  Jacob ... . ...  Warwick.
DISTILLERS-continued.
Name. Place.
(13 Vic. No. 27.)Affleck, J. ...  Swan Creek
Thomason, T. W.... ... South Brisbane.
From-
TRAN SFERS.
To-
O'Brien,rChas. ,
BRISBANE.
Kelly, Win.
Fitzgerald . Maurice
B
Nelson, Louis
Hrown , Wm.
Eustace,  Hardy
Kelly, Wm.
Dillon, Tbos.
Harrison Aaron
...
...
...
...
CAI
...
..
.Curnow, J.
Firth, L. H.
RNS.
Senhouse, G. W.
Best , Joseph
Thos.Dillon, ,
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Tilley, T. L.
Slider, David ...
... JGough, Wm.
CLERMONT.
... Roxburgh, B. R.
Baxendell, John ...
COOKTOWN.
... (Williams, J. J.
Drysdale, J. A. ...
GOODNA.
... I Pyrah, Thos.
GYMPIE.
Gorvet, Chas. Duckworth, Geo.
Duckworth, Geo.... Gorvet, Chas.
Wickham, Wm. Hamilton, Wm.
Houston, Sarah Shepherd, B. W.
Mills, Wm.
ROCKH
Doran, J. W.
AMPTON.
Swanson, N. ... ... Bream, H. C.
O'Brien, D. .. Ilott, Philip
Bryden, T. Greenalsh, John.
" CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT  OF 1888."
I
T is hereby  notified ,  in accordance with the
provisions contained  in the Third  Schedule of
" The Customs Duties Act  of  1888,"  that the
following articles and materials which are suited
only for, and are to be used solely in ,  the fabrica-
tion of goods within the Colony ,  are exempted fromduty:- Articles exempted from duty.
BASS,
BRISTLES,
CANDLE-WICK.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
COPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Maof the Colony, showing M il Rout s, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four  Sheets, can  be obtained
at this Office,  at 6s . per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation,  at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY of the New Enlarged Chart,  shewingc` changes  of weather  in progress , published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies  for a sub-
scription of £2 2s . per annum  in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
1 that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vi6  Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.SPECIAL attention is directed to the Book andPacket Regulations (Amended) to come into
operation 1st January, 1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  EXTENSION TO-
WARDS CROYDON, AND ALTERATION TO
EXISTING LINE OUT OF NORMANTON,
ALONG RAILWAY ROUTE.
TENDERS will  be received at the Office of
1 the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane , until Noon on MONDAY,  the Twenty-
first  (21st )  day of January next ,  from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material  (except wire ,  insulators ,  iron poles, and
arms)  and for all workmanship necessary for the
above-mentioned work ,  according to the terms,
general conditions, and specification published in
the  Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 22nd
December, 1888.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the  Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  28th  December, 1888.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the first (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions. and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and  every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,'
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY. the Second day of M arch, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board ,  and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Marsupial District . Place of Meeting.
Aramac ... The Court  House,  Aramac.
Banana ... Ditto,  Banana.
Baramba ... Ditto,  Nanango.
Barcoo ... Ditto,  Windorah.
Bauhinia ... Ditto,  Springsure.
Beenleigh ... Ditto,  Beenleigh.
Belyando ... Ditto, Clermont.
Blackall ... Ditto, Blackall.
Bou lia ... Ditto,  Boulia
Bowen ... Ditto,  Bowen.
Broadsound ... Ditto, St. Lawrence.
Bulloo ... Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ... Ditto, Roma.
Burrum ... Ditto, Maryborough.
Caboolture ... Ditto, Woodford.
Calliope ... Ditto, G ladstone.
Cardwell ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook .. Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina Ditto,  Birdsville.
Doonmunya Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa Duaringa.
Einasleigh The Court House, Georgetown.
Esk ... Ditto, Esk.
Fassifern Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook Ditto,  Ingham.
Inglewood ... Ditto,  Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Kolan... ... Ditto,  Bundaberg.
Mackay ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ... Ditto,  Miles.
Murweh Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ... Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa Cometville.
Paroo.. ... The Court  House,  Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa ... Ditto, Gatton.
Tareom ... Ditto, Taroom.
Thuringowa ... Ditto,  Townsville.
TTiaro ... ... Ditto, iaro.
Ula Ula Ditto,  St. George.
Waggamba ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla.:. Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo Ditto,  Surat.
Widgee ... Ditto, Gympie.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDIN G 5TH DAY OP
JANUARY, 1889.
Number of  Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 475
Number since  admitted  ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ... 5
480
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died  .. ... ... 0
Number absent on leave  ... ... 4
4
Number remaining at date hereof ... 476
Admission .  during the week :
Nil.
Discharged  during the week :
Nil.
Death  during the week :
.Nil.
J. HILL,
Pro  Medical  Superintendent.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lvtton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
j T is hereby notified that SIDNEY NORTH INNES,
of Brisbane ,  is licensed as a Surveyor qualified
to act under the provisions and for the purposes of
" The Real Property  Acts of  1861  and  1877," and
subject to the Regulations of the Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend CYRIL ALFRED DRUMMOND ASH,
a Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
residing at St. John's Rectory, Brisbane, in the
Registry District of Brisbane. has been duly regis-
tered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend RICHARD ROBERTS EvA, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
residing at Maryborough, in the Registry District
of Maryborough, has been duly  registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised  to celebrate
Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions  of "  1 he Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKE N EY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend Francis  John Abe', B.A., a
Minister  of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Brisbane , in the Registry
District  of Brisbane , to Albion, in the Registry
District of Oxley,  has given me due  notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions  of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar-General.
MARTIN HICKEY has been appointed Bailiff
of the Small  Debts Court, Taroom, for
twelve months  from the 1st January, 1889.
ROBT. ALEXANDER,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Taroom, 5th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
AT a Court of Petty S  ssions  held at Sandgateon the 13th December  last, ROBERT ROBERTS
was appointed Bailiff for the Petty Debts Court at
Sandgate.
By Order,
A. H. ANDERSON,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Sandgate , 8th January, 1889.
TRAIN EMISSION  BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
specified.
I
Name of Deceased
Pro prietor.
Date of
Death.
Name
of Claidiant.
Ann Challenger ,  late of
Morgan street, Forti-
tude Valley ,  Brisbane,
wife  of George Chal-
lenger ,  of same place,
gentleman
Daniel O'N eill, late of
Gympie ,  licensed
publican
John Dolley  (otherwise
Wi ll iam John  volley),
late of Toowoomba,
farmer
1887.
26 June George Challenger ,  of
Morgan street ,  Forti -
tude Valley ,  Brisbane ,
gentleman
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
ABA
1889.
Subdivisions 15 and 16 of eastern Fee-simple  As Administrator 12 Feb.
suburban  allotment  33, parish
of North  Brisbane
1889.
27 Sept .  Anne O'Neill ,  of Gympie ,  Allotment 14 of section G, town Fee -simple Will dated 28th 19 Feb.
widow of Gympie June, 1887
1885.
6 Sept .  Isabella Dolley, of Portion 506,  parish of Drayton  ...  Fee-simple As Administratrix 19 Feb.
Middle Ridge, Too-
woomba, widow
I
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
/MAKE Notice, that  application has been made  to bring the Land described below under the
1 provisions  of  " Eke Real  Property  Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to  lodge, by himself  or his  attorney,  a Caveat in Form B  of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Suburban allotment 8 and subdivision  1 of suburban
allotment 7, parish of Warwick
Name  of Applicants.
Patrick Higgins  and John
McEniery
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
19th February, 1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 12th January,,1889, Registrar of Titles,
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Pharmacy Board of Queensland,
Brisbane ,  January, 1889.
L IST of Pharmaceutical Chemists of Queensland registered  under  "The Pharmacy Act of  1884," up to thepresent time :-
No. on  Rexister and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
Name.
1 1 Oct., 1874  Abraham , William
2 3 June, 1875  Adams, J. L.
271 10 April, 1888 Allen, Fredk.  Charles
235 31 Aug.,  1886  Altorfer,  George
3 5 Mar., 1874
4 5 May, 1881
288 28  Dec., 1888
218 5 Feb., 1885
5 3 July. 1879
265 13  Sept., 1887
260 14 June, 1887
287 16 Nov., 1888
256 8 Mar., 1887
9 7 May, 1874
10 3 June, 1880
11 5 Sept., 1878267  8 Nov., 1887
12 5 Nov., 1874
14 5 Dec.,  187 8
280 11  Sept, 1888
16 6 July, 1875
18 4  Nov.,, 1830
Armati, Pio V.
Atkinson 'Joseph George
Ayre, Wm. Sharp
Ayscough, James William
Bailey, William Gill ...
Bancke, Oscar ...
Baumgardt, Theodore
Frederick
Bearkley, John
Beichmann , Olaf Frederick
Sayer
Bellemey, Richard Thomas
Berkle , Robert ...
Best, James ...
Blake, Ernest Charles ...
B,landford, Morgan Charles
$oreham, Harold James
Brennan , James ... ...
Brocklebank ,  William ...
Brown,  William  Harrison
284 11 Sept., 1888  1 Calvert, George Ramsay
272 17 Feb., 1888 Camb, Louis William ...
22 1 Oct., 1874 Cardell, Edmund Boys ...
23 3 Nov., 1865 Carmichael, Laughlin ..
252 121 Dec., 1886  1 Caunt, William Frederick
286 4 Nov., 1869
278 10 April, 1888
250 14 Dec., 1886
26 1 April, 1869
27 5 Dec., 1878
285  16  Oct., 1888
28 7 Oct., 1880
29 4 May, 1871
30 4  Sept., 1884.
32 6 Sept., 1883
33 7 Aug., 1884
276 12 June, 1888
245 21 Sept., 1886
37 3 June, 1875
38 7 Nov., 1861
40 1 Aug., 1867
231 1 June, 1886
42 12 Aug., 1883
43 1 Aug., 1878
44 4 April,1887
273 8 May, 1888
283 11 Sept., 1888
45 5 April, 1866
46 2 May, 1872
279 11 Sept., 1885
249 14 Dec., 1886
49
51
50
53
54
56
6061
64
4 Sept., 1874
1 Sept., 1881
6 Nov., 18R4
8 Jan., 1884
1 Feb., 1883
3 Jan., 1878
4 June, 1874
5 Jan., 1882
7 Mar., 1881
Cavanough, Chas. J. ...
Cawthary,  Samuel ...
Chater, Arthur Brand ...
Clarke, David ...
Clarke, David James ...
Clarke, ChristophetRobert
Clark, Christopher de L.
Clayton, William ...
Clapperton, Wm. George
Clowes, Wm. Church ...
Colledge, `Pm. Robert ...
Conningham , Walter ...
Connellan , John Dart ...
Cormack , Michael Henry
Costin, William J. ...
Cowley, Richard William
Corson, William ...
Craig , Robert ...
Crees,  Archibald Henry
John
Cripps, Chas. F.
C..ofts , Alfred ... ...
Cruise, John ... ...
Dalrymple , David Hay...
Davidson , John ... ...
Davis,  John ... ...
Denham , Albert Shaw ...
Dickens, Geo. Lockington
Donaldson, James Edward
Downing, Henry F.
Duckenfield,Wm. Edward
Dunne, Lawrencc Cusack
D'Weske, Edwin Richard
Ellison, John Clement ...
Elworthy, Geo. Townsend
Evans , Joseph William...
Address. Qualification.
Victoria street, Mackay I Registered by. Medical Board
Cooktown .
Cunningham street, Dalby
Stanley street, South
Brisbane
Flinders street, Townsville
Flinders street, Town sville
West End, Townsville ...
Petrie terrace,  Brisbane
Maryborough ' ... '
Barcaldine ....
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane
3, Queen street, Brisbane
Medical Hall, Charleville
King  and Egan streets,
Sydney
202,Queen street, Brisbane
Ravenswood ..... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Brisbane .
East street , Rockhampton
Gill street, Charters
Towers -
Broxburn, Beauaraba
Brisbane ... ...
itto
A.P.S., Great  Britain
Examination Pharmaceutical  Society
New South Wales ' '
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
A .P. S., Great  Britain
Registered by Medical Board
i
ditto
Examination , Queensland
ditto
ditto
ditto
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
Examination, Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Examination, Queensland
... Registered by Medical Board
... ditto
Rockhampton ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ...
McDowall . street, Roma
Brisbane . ...
67, George street, Camper-
down, N.S.W.
Tenterfield, N.S.W. ...
Ma borough" ...
Stanley street, South
Brisbane
Maryborough
48, Queen street, Brisbane
48, Queen street, Brisbane
Ipswich ... ... ...
Townsville
Stanley • , street, • South
Brisbane
Goondiwindi ...
Brisbane .
Ann street,  Brisbane
Examination ,  Queensland
ditto
Registered  by Medical Board
ditto
A.P.S, Great  Britain
Registered by Medical Board
Examination ,  Queensland ,
A.P.S., Great  Britain
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Examination ,  Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Examination ,  Queensland
Croydon Gold Field ditto
Queen street, Brisbane Registered by Medical Board
Petrie's Bight, Brisbane ' ditto
Normanton ... ... ditto
Townsville ... ... Chemist and Druggist of Great
Cairns
Ravenswood
Rockhampton ... ...
Beaudesert .. ...
Charlotte street, Brisbane
Britain
'Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
Examination, Queensland
ditto
Mackay ..
Targo street, Bundaberg
Stanley street, South
Brisbane
Stanle street, South
Brisbane
Hillstreet, off Bulimba road
Wickham street, Brisbane
Dalby ...
Adavale ... ... ...
Petrie's Bight, Brisbane
Townsville ... ...
Wickham  terrace ,Brisbane
Mount Perry
Rosewood , S. and W.
Railway
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Examination, Queensland
A.P.S., Great $,ritain.
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
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No. on Register and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
65 2 June, 1881
281 11 Sept., 1888
67 2 Oct., 1884
68 3 Sept., 1863
71 5 Nov., 1868
73 7 Oct., 1880
226 6 Oct., 1885
251 8 Feb., 1887
78 5 Mar., 1874
243 7 Sept., 1886
79 6 July, 1882
80 3 Mar., 1881
81 3 Aug., 1876
257 8 Mar., 1887
83 2 July, 1874
219 20 April, 1885
87 3 June, 1873
89 2 April,  1874
90 4 Sept., 1873
236 7 Sept., 1886
99 1 June, 1876
270 10 April,  1888
230 1 June, 1886
103 3 May, 1855
233 13 July, 1886
214, 5 Feb., 1865
275 6 June, 1888
249 12 Oct., 1886
106 7 Oct., 1880
232 7 July, 1886
107 1 July, 1880
109 1 June, 1865
262 9 Aug., 1887
254 8 Feb., 1887
110 7 Aug., 1879
223 20  April, 1885
261 14 June, 1887
119 6 April, 1882
120 7 Feb., 1878
121 5 Feb., 1880
123 5 April, 1883
124 6 Nov., 1879
126 2 Aug., 1866
215 5 Feb., 1th85
129 4 Oct., 1866
222 20 April, 1885
131 3 Nov., 1881
132 2 Mar ,1882
133 8 June, 1877
113 5 Jan., 1882
115 1 June, 1882
224 7 May, 1885
135 3 May, 1883
136 7 Jan.,  187 5
137 1 Oct., 1874
139 7 April, 1881
142 2 Nov., 1882
237 7  Sept., 1886
264 13 Sept., 1887
THE PHARMACEUTICAL LIST OF QUEENSLAND FOB  1889-continued.
Name. Address. Qualification.
Farrell, William John ...
Faust, Nicholas ... ...
Field, Alfred William ...
Fitzgibbon, J. H. ...
Flynn, John William ..
Forster, William Martin
Goodrick, John ...
Griffiths, William
Hains, Philip John
Hall, John, junr.
Hance, Robert James
Hardgrave ,  Frederick
Louis
Harrap , A. P. ... ...
Harris ,  John Nugent ...
Heeney, Fergus J.
Heron, Alexander B.
Hoare, Fred. Albert
Hodgson, Isaac L.
Holberton, Wm. Beer
Hunter, William James
Ingham, Thomas ...
James, Richard ..
Jeffery ,  William Ninian
Johnson ,  William ...
Jurs , C. J. ... ...
Just, W illiam ... ...
The Hospital, Ipswich ...
Howard
Courier Building, Edward
street, Brisbane
Ann street, Fortitude
Valley
The Hospital, Ipswich ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Ruthven street, Too-
woomba
Gill street, Charters
Towers
Sandgate ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...Gill street, Charters
Towers
Sandgate  ... ... ...
Adelaide street, Mary-
borough
463, George street, Pitt
street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Brisbane  street, Ipswich
Charters Towers ...
Cooktown ... ...
Toowoomba ..
7, Victoria street, Spring
Hill, Brisbane
Medical Hall, Gill street,
Charters Towers
East and William  streets,
Rockhampton
Herberton ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Gooudiwindi ...
Beenleigh  and Nerang ...
Kent, John George Davis Warwick ... ...
Kerans, Charles A.  ...  GoondiwindiKilner, Francis Edward Ipswich ...
gonig, Louis ... ...  Brisbane ... ...
Lale, William ... ... Ipswich ..
Laughter, C. H.. ... Beenleigh
Laughton, James Ross... Croydon ...
Leeder, William Frederick G.P.O., Sydney, N.S.W.
Lewis, Jenkin ... ...  Charters Towers ...
Maclure, Wm. Lennox... Croydon ...
Magee, Chas. C. T. ... Brisbane ...
Marshall, Geo. William Brunswick street, Fortitude
Valley, Brisbane
Martin, Abraham ... Queen street, Brisbane ...
Martin, Edward John ... Cairns and New Guinea...
Maugham, Thomas ... Brisbane ... ... ...
Mead, Alfred  ...  ... Rockhampton .
Merritt, Franklin Martin Cunningham street, Dalby
Miller, H. E. ... ... Stratton Dispensary, Ann
street, Valley .
Moffatt, James Campbell Wharf street, Brisbane ...
Monteith, William George C'unnamulla ... ...
Moore, Henry Joseph ... Charters Towers... ...
Moore, Wm. Holmes  ...  Bundaberg ... ...
Moxham, Richard Reid Clermont ... ... ...
McDermott, John Joseph Care of Row and Co., .East
street, Rockhampton
McLean, John E. B. ... Toowong ... ... ...
N ewth, Francis Henry ... Cunnamulla
Noble, Wm. Alfred ... Ruthven street,Toowoomba
Norrie, Adolphus ... Nyngan, N.S.W. ...
Nott, John ... ... Bowen ... ...
O'Connor, Thomas Joseph Blackall ... ., ...
Parker, Thomas ... ... Georgetown ... ...
Pickburn, George Henry Brisbane ... ... ...
Player, Samuel Rowley... } Stanley street, SouthBris-
bane
Registered by Medical Board
Registration, New South Wales
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
A.P.S., Great  Britain
ditto
Registered by Medical Board
Registration, New South Wales
ditto
ditto
Registered by Medical Board
Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland
Registered by Medical Board
A.P.S., Great  Britain
Registration , New South Wales
Registered by Medical Board
Examination ,  Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
Registration, New South Wales
ditto
Registered by Medical Board
Examination ,  Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Pharmaceutical Society of New
South Wales
ditto
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Pharmaceutical Society of New
South Wales
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
A.P.S., Great  Britain
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Chemist and Druggist of Great
Britain
Pharmaceutical Society of New
South Wales
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No. on Register and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
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Name.
148 6 April, 1876 Potts, Henry W. ...
234 13 July, 1886 Potts, John Pears ...
150 2 Sept., 1875 Powell, Frank ... ...
151 3 Feb., 1881 Prendible, Th, -mas ...
152 4 May, 1876 Prince, John George ..
153 5 July, 1877 Pruche-Aubrey, P. J. B.
157 4 May, 1882 Reeve, F. W. ...
274 8 May, 1888 Reynolds, John Meade...
159 7 Dec., 1880 Richardson, Chas. Oakley
212 5 Feb., 1885 Ridgley, Cromwell ...
162 4 June, 1874 Howland, Harold ...
163 1 Aug., 1863 Rutherford, H. R. ...
165 1 May, 1873 Rutherford, Geo. Lewis...
156 6 Nov., 1884 Rutter, Thomas Dixon ...
•
166 5 Sept., 1882 Sabine, John Randolph...
167 3 June,  145  Sapsford, Augustus F....
168 3 Feb., 1870 Saunders, James ...
169 2 June, 1870 Saunders, Samuel ...
269 lU Jan., 1888 Saunders, William ...
255 14 Dec., 1886 Scowan, Alfred ... ...
221 20 April,  1885 Shanks, Wm.
238 9 Sept., 1886 Simmonds, FrederickWm.
175 2 July, 1863 Smith, B B.
177 2 Nov., 1873 Sneyd, Sam. H. S. ...
282 11 Sept., 1888 Stainer,  Hy.  William ...
1*4  3 Sept., 1863 Steele, William ... ...
182 1 7 July, 1881 Sutherland, Robert ...
Brisbane
Thomason , Thos. Watson Stanley  street,
Brisbane
Address.
69, Bourke street West,Melbourne
Brisbane ... ... ...
Townsville ... ...
Jericho ... ...
Yea, Victoria ...
Bourbon street, Bundaberg
Thargomindah ...
Petrie's Bight,  Brisbane
Albion
Flinders street, Townsville
Bazaar  street, Mary-
borough
Medical Hall, Charters
Towers
Medical Hall,Portfouglas
Edward  street ,  Brisbane
Southport
gent street, Maryborough
Roma ... ... ...
Warwick ...
Roma ... ... ...
Hughenden ... ...
Brisbane  (care of Messrs.
Elliott Bros.)
Albert street,  Brisbane...
Gympie ... ... ...
Hawkwood,  viii  Chinchilla
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane  (wholesale) ...
East  Milton ... ...
183 5 Feb .,  1863 Taylor ,  Edward  ... ...  Queen street, Brisbane ditto
(wholesale)
184 5 Oct .,  1865 Taylor , Walter ... ...  Queen street, Brisbane ...  ditto
229 27 Oct., 1885 j Taylor, Philip Neville ... Charters Towers ... A.P.S., Great Britain
259 8 Dec., 1886  1 Thomason,AllenElkington Rockhampton ... ... Examination, Queensland
220 20 April, 1885  1 Thomason, Henry W. ... Woollongabba, South Registered by Medical Board
189 3 April,  1884
213
228
190
191
South
Quali fication.
Registered by Medical Board
Examination, Queensland
Register, d by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pharmaceutical Society of New
South Wales
Registered by Medical Board
A.P.S., Great  Britain
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Examination, Queensland
Pharmaceutical Society of New
South Wales
Registered by Medical Board
Examination, Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
Examination, Queensland
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
5 Feb.,  1885 Timms, William Henry Bundaberg ... ... ditto
3 Nov., 1885 Timbury, Alfred Jefferies Gladstone ... A.P.S., Great Britain
5 Dec., 1878 Tomlin, Charles Frank... Leichharit street,Brisbane Registered by Medical Board
2 Mar., 1882 Touzeau, Jas. Frederick Brisbane (care of Elliott ditto
217 5 Feb.,  1885 Touzeau , John ...
244 7 Sept ., 1886 Towle, John Craddock ...
258 8 Mar., 1887 Tracey, Hubert ...
253 21 Dec., 1886 Tranent, Robert Mossman
266 11 Oct., 1887 Troup, William ... ...
289 -- Feb., 18b6 Trounson, Francis Par-
minter
1 92 4 Oct., 1881 Trouton, William John ...
194 7 April? 1878 Vaughan, Sydney Herbert
196 4 July, 1878 Von Berger, Julius ...
Bros., Limited)
South Brisbane ...
Brisbane ... ...
Invernay road, Launceston
Mackay ... ... ...
Dunwich ... .. ...
McDowal street, Roma...
Queen street, Brisbane ...
Brisbane ... ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
ditto
Pharmaceutical
South Wales
ditto
ditto
Society of New
A.P.S., Great  Britain
ditto
Registered  by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
197 7 May, 1863 Ward, Moses ... ... Brisbane ... ... ditto
198 3 Aug., 1876 Warde, Charles Henry ... Warwick ... ... ... ditto
199 1 Nov., 1883 Waters, Wm. Allen ... Blackall ... ... ditto
216 5 Feb., 1885 Watkins, George ... 135, Queen street, Brisbane ditto
200 5 Sept., 1875 Watson, Henry George Cloncurry ... ... ditto
Th mas
263 13 Sept., 1887 Watson, William White 151,George street, Brisbane
225 3 July, 1885 Wilcox, William ... One-mile Dispensary,
Gympie
204 6 July, 1882 Wilkinson, James ... Herberton ...
210 2 Sept., 1880 Wragge, Geo. Stanley ... Croydon ... ... ...
211 3 Oct., 1876 Yeo, C. H. Fletcher ... 69, Queen street, Brisbane
Examination, Queensland
Chemist and Druggist of Great
Britain
Registered by Medical Board
ditto
ditto
CHARLES H. F. YEO,
President.
WILLIAM J. RYOTT MAUGHAN,
Secretary and Registrar.
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rj, HE followin are the Members of the Pharmacy
ll Board  of Queensland, constituted according
to the provisions of an Act of the Governor and
Parliament of Queensland, No. 10S, entitled  "The
Pharmacy Act"  of Queensland:-
CHARLES HENRY FLETCHER YEO, President,
EDWARD TAYLOR,
ALFRED  W ILLIAM FIELD,
DAVID JAMES CLARKE,
THOMAS WATSON THUUMASOx,
GEORGE WATKINS,
WALTER TAYLOR, and
WILLIAM J. RYUTT MAUGHAN,
K egistrar.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
i T is hereby notified thatPATRICK MCCABE,
having passed the Examination required by  "The
Pharmacy Art of  1884,"  has been registered as a
Pharmaceutical Chemist in the Colony of Queens-
land.
By Order  of the Board,
WM. J. R. MAUGHAN,
Brisbane , 9th January. 1889.
Registrar.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
TT is hereby notified thatJAMES PATRICK JOSEPH GORDON
having passed the Examination required by  " The
Pharmacy Act of  184," has been  registered as a
Pharmaceutical Chemist in the Colony of Queens-
land.
By Order of the Board,
WM. J. R. MAUGHAN,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1889.
Registrar.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, COOKTOWN.
JE1\DRS
will he received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing , &c., State
School, Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing,
4 c., Mate School, C'aoktown."
Plan, Specification ,  and torm of Tender may he
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Otlice, and at the Court House, Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is 25.
Y'nders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, TWO-
MILE ,  GYMPIE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House,  Gympie,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th January,  from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings ,  Two-Mile, Gympie.
lenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Painting
School Buildings , Two-Mile,  Gympie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on  pioper p inted form.
The .Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of  the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J, F. SLOANt
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
RAMSAY.
TENDER S will be received at this Office, and
at the Court Housp, T9owoomba, until Four
oclock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th  January, from
persons willing to contract for Painting school
Buildings at Ramsay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Painting
Schoul Buuildin$ s, Ramsay."
Plan, SpecifCation ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court  House, Toowoomba.
Tenders• must be sent in on_proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of  the lowest  or any one  of the  Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department .of Public Instruction,
B 'sbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTS  AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE  SCHOOL FOR BOYS ,  CH .RTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville ,  until Four o'clock p m .  on FRIDAY,
the 1st February , fr om persons wi ll ing to contract
for New State School for Boys, Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenter for .l%ew
State School  for Boys, Charters  Towers."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court Houses ,  Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is 230.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, SERVANT'S ROOM, AND COVERED
WAY, STATE SCHOOL, HARRISON'S
POCKET.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House, North Pine, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January,
from persons willing to contract for Kitchen,
Servant's Room ,  and Covered Way, State School,
1\orth Pine.
lenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen,
Servant 's Room ,  4'c., Mate School, North Pine.
Plan, Specification, and 'form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  North Pine.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is 25.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1889.I T is hereby notified, that Messrs.  TONGUE AND
HACKETT ,  Contractors, of Cooktown ,  having
refused to carry out their c ntract for i he Erection
of Fencing in connection with the state School at
Cooktown, have been disqualified by his Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government in
Council from successfully tendering for any Public
Work under the Department of Public Instruction
for one year, from the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN PONA.LPSOW!
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- NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions, holden atYaainba on the second day of Janu rv, 1889,
ANDREW GEDDES  was re-appointed Poundkeeper
for the ensuing twelve months.
By Order,
JOHN MAHER,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Yaamba, 2nd January, 1888.THE Bench of Magistrates at Hughenden havethis day re-appointed HENRY M4GNLY to the
office of Poundkeeper at Hughenden for the ensuingtwelve months.
BERNARD C. MAcGROARTY,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Hughenden, 2nd January, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
rn the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Robert Louis Fischer, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, tinsmith and iron.
worker, by the said Robert Louis Fischer.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
U ordered that the said Robert Louis Fischer
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boa ne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Robert Louis Fischer, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-fourth day of January, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Robert Louis Fischer shall,
on the Twenty-second day of January, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G UNMACK,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen  street . Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE '  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Philip Fulford ,  of Fortitude Valley, com-
mission agent ,  by the said Philip Fulthrd.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day.
it is ordered that the said Philip Fulford
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Philip Fulford ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -fourth day of January ,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Philip Fulford shall, on the
Twenty-second day of January ,  1889,  at  Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  ve ri fied on oath, ,of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of  the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
$7 the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry Keller, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
('ueensland, labourer, by himself.
GTrON the hearing of this Petition this day,it is ordered that e said Henry Keller
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Henry Keller, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-fourth day of
January, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Henry
Keller shall, on the Twenty-second day of January,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences , so far as krown,
of his creditors,  and of  the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBBRS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Memmott, of Sou'h Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, bootmaker, by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said James Memmott
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said James Memmott, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Twenty-fourth day of January, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James Memmott
shall, on the Twenty-second day of January,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court-of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn  JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Claus Henry Linde, of Gin Gin,  near Bunda-
berg, in the Colony of Queensland, selector,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Claus Henry Linde
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General 12eeting of the creditors of the said
Claus Henry Linde, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at t}te Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
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the Twenty-fourth day of January, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said ClausHenry Linde shall, on the Twenty-
second day of January, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
JAB. HAMILTON,
Bundaberg,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Insolvent.
By ROBERTS  AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Benjamin William Rode, of Nundah, in the
Colony of Queensland, clerk, by himself.
j T PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
lJ ordered that the said Benjamin William
Rode be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Benjamin William Rode, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twenty-fourth day of January,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Benjamin William
Rode shall, on the Twenty-second day of January,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERT  WEST K INGSFORD,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Hyacinth O'Doherty ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  medical practitioner,
by the said Edward Hyaci, ,th O'Doherty.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Edward Hyacinth
O'Doherty be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Edward Hyacinth O'Doherty ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the  Office  of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twenty -fourth
day of January ,  1889 , -at  Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Edward Hyacinth O'Doherty shall, on the Twenty-
second day of January, 1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and  liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Sea l' of the Court ,  this ninth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFA ED DOWN,
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
57, Queen  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB.. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Bartels ,  of Townsville ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  hotel-keeper ,  by the said
Henry Bartels.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said Henry Bartels
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate.  And it is  further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Henry Bartels ,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -fourth day of January ,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon . And it  is further
ordered that the said Henry Bartels shall, on the
Twenty -second day of January ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences, so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
G. A.  ROBERTS AND LEtr,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. •
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Jinny Williams, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland,  dressmaker , spinster, by herself.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Jinny Williams be
and she is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
her Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Jinny Williams, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Seventeenth day of January, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Jinny Williams shall, on the
Fifteenth day of January, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of her
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of her
creditors, and of the  causes  of her inability to
meet  her engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Sidney Phillips, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, commission agent, by Thomas
Salmon Backhouse, of Warwick, in the said
Colony, saw-mill proprietor.
J PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
J upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Sidney
Phillips, having been given, it is ordered that the
said Sidney Phillips be and he is hereby adjudged
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nsolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Sidney Phi ll ips ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventeenth day of January,
1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon . And it is
further ordered that the said Sidney Phillips shall,
on the Fifteenth day of January ,  1889 ,  at Bris-
bane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  veri fied on oath, of
his debts and  liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this second
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G. UNMACB,
Solicitor for the Petitioning Creditor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of Wil li am Stephen
Kennedy ,  of Nerang ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land,  li censed victualler ,  for an Order of
Adjudication of Insolvency against Wil li am
Stephen  K ennedy, of Nerang , in the Colony
aforesaid ,  licensed victualler.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
V ordered that the said William Stephen
Kennedy be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate.  And it  is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Wil liam Stephen Kennedy ,  for the election of
a Trustees be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar ,  Supreme Court ,  Brisbane ,  on the Seven-
teenth day of January, 1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said William Stephen Kennedy shall, on the
Sixteenth day of January, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts
and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inabi li ty to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John  Michael Bell ,  of Brisbane.
A SECOND Dividend,  of  is.  in the  £,  in the
above Estate, is now payable at my Office,
210, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on all claims proved
and admitted
Date i at Brisbane this seventh day of January,
1889.
39
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Hack, of Sandgate road,
near Brisbane, builder, in Liquidation.
A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 8s. 4d. in
the £, has been declared in the above Estate,
and is now payable at our Office, on all claims
proved and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 11th January, 1889.
57 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Foxlee, of Eton, near
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Samuel Bryant Wright, Victoria street, Mackay
aforesaid, solicitor ,  on the First day of February,
A.D. 1889, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this seventh day of January, A.D. 1889,
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Vicfbria street, Mackay,
Solicitor for the said Thomas Foxlee.
Agents-
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors ,  Bowen.
65 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by Edwin Campbell,  of Brisbane
and Beenleigh, in the Colony of Queensland,
trading under the name ,  style ,  or firm of
"  E. Campbell and Co.,"  drapers.
`T OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the  Offices
of Messrs .  Chambers ,  Bruce, and McNab, on
FRIDAY, the Twenty-fifth day of January, A.D.
1889, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this tenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Debtor,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
50 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Griffiths, of Ipswich,
blacksmith and wheelwright.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been  summoned  to be held at Foxton
and Cardew's Office, Ipswich, on the Twenty-eighth
day of January,  1889 , at 1 hree o'clock in the after-
noon precisely.
Dated this eleventh day of January, 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Attorneys for the said Thomas Griffiths.
62 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Franz Carl Eduard Sch weitzer,
of Beenleigh ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
baker.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General, Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Messrs .  Atthow and Bell, Queen street, Bris-
bane, solicitors ,  on the  Twenty-fourth day of
January ,  1889, at Three o 'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this seventh day of January, 1889.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
Attorneys  for said Franz Carl Eduard Schweitzer,
59
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at  Beenleigh.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Annie Manuel ,  late of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the twenty -sixth day
of February ,  1884, to the fourteenth day of
December ,  1888 ,  have this day been filed in my
Office, and all parties having any claim on the said
Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come before me, at my Office, Supreme
Court House ,  William street, Brisbane, on or
before the Fourteenth day of February next, and
inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they think fit,
object there to  ;  and if no objection shall be taken
to su  -h Accounts ,  the same will he duly enquire I
into ,  at my said Office, on the above day, at the
hour of Ten in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth day of January, 1889.
A. CONWELL,
Proctor  for Executor,
Gympie.
By W. H.  OSBORNE,
George street, Brisbane.
40 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christopher Todd, late of Mount
Morgan, in the Colony of Queensland, black-
smith deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Christopher Todd, deceased,
may be granted to Maria McEvoy, of Table
Mountain , near Rockhampton, in the colony afore-
said . and John Hourigan, of Gavial Creek, Rock-
hampton aforesaid, selector, the Executors named
in and  appointed by the said Will.
Dated this third day of January, A.D. 1889.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
Solicitors for Executors,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Referring to the above notice, all persons having
Claims against the deceased will oblige by furnish-
ing particulars  of same at once.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
36 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Hay MacDonald, late of
Harvest Home Station, in the District of South
Kennedy, in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Margaret Hay MacDonald, de-
ceased , may be granted to Kyrie Allen Sidley, of
Mount Saint Paul's Station, in the District of
North E ennedy, in the said Colony, grazier, the
sole surviving  Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of December, A.D.
888.
EDWIN NORRTS AND SON,
Flinders street, Townsville,
Proctors for. the said Executor.
By their Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors,
48 Adelaide  street, Brisbane. 6s. 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Sarah Kate Slaughter, late of
Kingsholme Estate, New Farm, Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Sarah Kate Slaughter, de-
ceased, maybe granted to Williamena Kate Maria
Slaughter, spinster, and John Thomas Costin, both
of Brisbane af resaid, the Executrix and Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of January,  AD.  ' 1889.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
Proctor for the said Executrix a d Executer,
41
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Montgomery, late of
Nundah, in the Colony of Queensland, hotel-
keeper, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application. will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Montgomery, deceased,
may be granted to Catherine Montgomery, of
Nundah aforesaid, widow, the sole Executrix named
in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of January, 1889.
47
THOMAS BUNTON,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of David Schiesser, late
of Lowood,  near  Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland,  farmer , deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration offourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all and singular the lands, goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed David Schiesser,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Agatha Schiesser, of Lowood aforesaid, the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated this tenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
54 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Patrick Kelly, late
of Pine Grove,  near Roma , in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
  ' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of all the
lands,  goods, chatter, credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Patrick Kelly, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Bridget Regan, wife
of John Regan, of Pine Grove, near Roma afore-
said ,  farmer , the sister of the said deceased.
Dated at Roma this eighth day of January, A.D.
1889.
F. W. P. THOMPSON,
Roma,
Proctor for the said Bridget Regan.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
65
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of 'Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Patrick Tobin ,  late of the Bloom-
field River ,  near . •Cooktown ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  labourer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira.
1\ tion of fourteen days  ,from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette ,  application will
be made to the said Honourable Court that Letters
of Administration of all the goods, chattels ,  credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Patrick Tobin,
deceased .  who died intestate ,  may be granted to
James Dominick Murray, of Cooktotn, in the
Colony of Queensland, Roman Catholic priest, the
lawfully -constituted Attorney of William Tobin,
of Boytonrath ,  Ireland ,  farmer ,  father of the said
deceased.Dated, this thirty -first day of • December, A.D.
1888.
J. V.. S. BA RNETT,
Proctor for the Petitioner,
Charlotte street ,  Cooktown.
By his Town  Agents- •
CHAMBEB,s, BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
51 7s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of The Honourable Edward Flood,
late of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales,  a member of  the Legislative Council
of the  said  Colony, deceased. . .N 'OTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of
the Will of the  abovenamed  Edward Flood,
deceased ,  may be granted to Frederick  Augustus
Oatley, late of Sydney ; aforesaid , but'at present of
Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland, Esquire,
one' of the Executors named in the said Will,
reserving leave for Joseph Washington Flood,
Edwin rnest Allen* Oatley,, ,and Charles Nichol-
son Jewel Oliver ,  the, gther ' Executors named in
the said. Will , who reside out of the jurisdiction of
the said Honourable Court, to  come in and prove
at any time hereafter.
Dated the tenth day of January, 1889.
RUTHNING AND BYRAM, •
Proctors for the  said  Frederick Augustus Oatley,
61
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Thomas Walker
Thomson, late of Hughenden ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  medical practitioner, deceased,
intestate.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application wil be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the lands .  goods ,  chattels,
credits ,  and effects of the abovenamed Robert
Thomas Walker Thomson ,  deceased ,  who died at
Hughenden aforesaid, on the  first  day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
intestate ,  may be grant d to Francis Alexandia
Thomson ,  of Townsville ,  in the said Colony of
Queensland ,  widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twelfth day of January A.D. 1889.
W. EDWARD EVANS,
Denham street ,  Townsv il le,
Proctor for the said Francis Alexandra Thomson.
Agent-
L. F. BEBNAys,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
60 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Whitten, late of Brookfield,
near Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
stonemason , deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Robert Written, deceased, may he
granted to William Robert Lincoln Whitten, of
Brisbane, the sole Executor  named  in the said
Will.
Dated this tenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
49
Proctors for Executor,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward Davis, late of Woolloon-
gabba,  Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
railway station master, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Edward Davis, deceased, may
be granted to Janet Davis, of Woolloongab • "a
aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased ,  and the
sole Executrix named in the' said Wi ll.
Dated this tenth day of January, 1889.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
68
Proctors for the Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
And at Beenleigh.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick  Canty (commonly called John
Canty ),  late of Goodna , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  licensed victualler ,  deceased.
OTI CE is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed Patrick Canty ,  deceased, may be
granted to Bridget Canty, of Goodna aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased ,  and the sole
Executrix named in the  said Will.
Dated the eleventh day of January, 1889.
RUTHN ING AND BY RAM,
63
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of 'Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Thomas Manchester ,  late of Bunda-
berg, in the Colony of Queensland, saw-mill
proprietor ,  deceased.
1 r
NT OTICE is  hereby given, that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-lication hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Manchester ,  deceased, may be
granted to James  Speer Meiklejohn ,  of Bundaberg
aforesaid ,  bank manager ,  and John Cran, of
Mi.laquin, near Bundaberg aforesaid ,  sugar -planter,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Bundaberg this seventh day of January,
A.D. 1889.
POWER AND PAYNE,
Solicitors for the said Executors,
Bourbon street ,  Bundaberg.
By their Agents-
PET&IE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
64 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Alexander Ballantyne ,  late of
Aramae  ;  Francis George Credlands  or Crid-
land ,  late of Brisbane  ;  and W il liam Smith,
late of Currawillinghi.
PURSUANT  to  " The Intestacy  Act of  1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before the
Twelfth day of March next ,  or in default they wi ll
be peremptorily excluded from all  benefits accruing
fr om the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1889.
44
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
SAMUEL COHEN  v. GEOR GE SMITH.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE Notice, that Writ of Fieri Facial  has
1 been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title, and
interest  (if any) of, in, and to the following proper-
ties, viz. :-Number of Certificate of Title, '61755 ; volume
419, folio 245; county of Carlisle, parish of
Howard, town of Mackay ; allotment 4; section
50; area, 1 rood 2 perches ;
Number of Certificate of Title,  *61756; volume
419, folio 246; county of Carlisle, parish of
Howard, town of Mackay; allotment  3; section50; area,  1 rood  2 perches ;
Number of Certificate of Title, *61757; volume
419, folio 247; county of Carlisle, parish of
Howard, town  of Mackay ;  allotment 2; section
50; area ,  1 rood  2 perches;
Number of Certificate of Title, "61434; volume
417, folio 174; county of Carlisle, parish of
Howard, town of Mackay ; allotment 314; sec-
tion 51 ;  area , 2 roods 10 perches :
Also, all the Defendant's righ', title, and interest
(if any ) of, in, and to subdivision 4 of allotment 2
of section 42, town of Mackay, county of Carlisle,
parish of Howard, containing 24 perches, being
part of the land described in Certificate No. 29812,
volume 207, folio 54:
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at the Court House, Mackay, on
THURSDAY, the Twenty-eighth day of February
next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this Execution
is previously satisfied.
* Subject to. Bill of Mortgage No. 80231, from George Smith
to the Australian Joint  Stock Bank ; principal sum secured,
25,000, repayable  on demand ; interest at 9 per cent.
t Subject to  Bill of  Mortgage No. 9 029, George Smith to
John Douglas ,  Boyd Dunlop Morehead ,  and John Scott ,  for £5.000,
repayable  9th February ,  1888;  interest ,  8 per cent .,  payable half-
yearly.
68
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
13s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Art of  1863,"
and of  "The Mining Companies Act of  1886,"
and in  the Matter of The Emperor Gold-Mining
Company, Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of Share-holders of The Emperor Gold-Mining Com-
pany, Limited, duly convened and held at the
Registered Office of the said Company, Gordon
Chambers, Eagle street, in the City of Brisbane,
upon Tuesday, the fourth day of December, A.D.
1888, upon motion of Mr. Armstrong, seconded by
Mr. Lott, the following Resolution was duly
passed,  and at  a subsequent Extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders  in the same  Company,
also duly convened and held at the same place as
aforesaid , upon Thursday, the twentieth day of
December, A.D. 1888, on motion of Mr. Walker,
seconded by Mr . Beames,  the Special Resolution
aforesaid was duly confirmed, that is to say
" That the Company aforesaid be wound-up
voluntarily, and that Mr. H. G. Simms, of
Brisbane, broker, be appointed Liqui-
dator at  a remuneration of £25.
Dated this fourth day of January, 1889.
JOHN J. HAYES,
Chairman.
MACKAY  AND MACKAY,
Solicitors,
Kent's Buildings,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
and Toowoomba.
32 8s. 6d.
THE YEPPOON SUGAR COMPANY, LIMITED
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
Members of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the Office of Messieurs
Dawbarn and Gavin,  East street , Rockhamp on, on
the twenty-first day of December, 1888, the
following Resolutions  were  duly passed:-
That it has been proved to  the satisfaction of
the Company that the Company  cannot,
by reason of its liabilities,  continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the  same , and accordingly that the
Company be wound-up voluntarily."
And at the same meeting John Alexander Gavin
was appointed Liquidator for the purpose of such
winding-up, and his  remuneration  was fixed at five
pounds per centum on the gross amount of the
assets of the Company to be realised.
Dated this seventh day of January, 1889.
THOMAS KELLY,
Chairman.Witness-C. S. JONES,
Solicitor, Quay street,
Rockhampton.
53 7s.
PRIDE OF GEBANGLE GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby  given, that the followingExtraordinary Resolutions were  passed at a
duly convened meeting of shareholders, held on the
3rd January, 1889:-
1. " That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily."
2. " That Mr. J. Whiting be appointed Liqui-
dator, and that he be paid  as remuneration
all sums  received by him after the debts
of the Company  are discharged."
30
J. WHITING,
Secretary, Maryborough.
4s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between us, the under-
signed, Walter Sydney Smith, Arthur Greenwood,
and Brabazon Harry Purcell, carrying on business
as auctioneers, &c., at Brisbane, under the style or
firm of " Smith, Greenwood, and Purcell,"  was, on
the fourth day of January, 1889, Dissolved by
mutual consent, and that the business in future
will be carried on by the said Walter Sydney
Smith and Arthur Greenwood, under the style or
firm of "Smith and Greenwood," who will pay
and discharge all debts and liabilities and receive
all money payable to the said late firm.
Dated this fourth day of January, A.D. 1889.
WALTER SYDNEY SMITH.
A. GREENWOOD.
BRAB. H. PURCELL.
Witness-
W. J. TROTTER,
Articled Clerk,
Brisbane.
45 6s.
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WE hereby give notice that we have this day
admitted Alexander McGill, of Bundaberg,
into Partnership in the business of general grocers.
The business will be carried  on as  heretofore,
under the style or firm of " Paterson and Coy."
PATERSON AND Co.
Witness-
HENRY  THORBURN,
Solicitor, Bundaberg.
Bundaberg, 1st January, 1889.
43 4s.
KIANAWAH DIVISION.
NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given of the intention of the
Board of the above Division to Borrow the
Sum of One Thousand Pounds (£1,000) from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purpose of Paying
the Debt due to the Bulimba Division, as deter-
mined by Order in Council published in  Gazette  of
5th January, 1889.
J.W. D. GRAHAM,
Divisional Clerk.
10th January, 1889.Wynnum,52 3s. 6d.
STOCKMAN'S No. 3 EAS r GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given, that the following
Extraordinary Resolutions were passed at a
duly convened meeting of shareholders held on the
4th January,  1889:-
1. " That the affairs of the Company be wound-
up voluntarily "
2. " That Mr. J. Whiting be appointed Liqui-
dator, at a remuneration of £10."
J. WHITING,
Secretary.
31 3s. 6d.
MARYBOROUGH STOCKMAN'S GOLD-MINING
• AND QUARTZ - CRUSHING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.
NOTICE is hereby  given,  that the Affairs of
1\ the above Company being fully wound-up,
a General Meeting of late Shareholders will be
held  at  my  Office, Bazaar street , Maryborough, on
MOND, 11th February, at 8 p.m., to receive a
Statement of Accounts and any necessary explana-
tion by the Liquidator.
J. WHITING,
Maryborough, 7th January, 1889.
Liquidator.
38 4s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
Streets  :-North Brisbane : Creek street, from
Queen street to Charlotte street ; Racecourse
road, from Brunswick street to Moray street ;
Bell street, from Main street to River terrace ;
Bawling street, from George street to end of
street. Booroodabin : Beeston street, from
Gibbon street six chains towards Kingsholm
street ; Helen street, from Bulimba road to
Skyring terrace ; Mark street, from Race-
course  road to Sydney street. South Bris-
bane : Boundary street, from Brighton road to
Granville street; Corbet street, from Boundary
street to Exeter street ; Cordelia street, from
Russell street  to Glenelg street; Exeter street,
from Vulture street to Granville street ;
Granville street, from end of main to Boundary
street ; Gladstone road, from end of main to
Gertrude street; Montague road, from Victoria
street to Drake street; Merton road, from
Peterson street to Jane street ; Peterson street,
from Wilton street to Merton road ; Vulture
street, from Gladstone road to Hempsted road ;
Wilton street, from Ipswich road to Peterson
street. Toowong : Aston street, from end of
main to Burns road ; Burns road, from Aston
street to Josling street ; Dean street, from
Sherwood road to Wool  street  ; Miskin street,
from Wool street to Lower Sherwood r ad ;
Railway terrace, from Park road to Cribb
street ; Upper Sherwood road, from end of
main to Elizabeth street ; Wool street, from
Dean street to Miskin street ; Walsh street,from Railway terrace to McDougall terrace ;
and the private streets, courts, lanes, and
alleys opening thereto.
THE Main Pipe in the said Streets being laid
down, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1888.
2650 13s. 6d.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN  QUEENS-
LAND.
A PA MPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto^k, now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and is. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants ; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and  Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
1s .10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government  Printing
Office,  William  street, Brisbane , " Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S .,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
m the Colony, 9d.;  to England and the Australian
Colonies,  is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
C4 JIM E Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Offenders
Probation Act  of 1886," with an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OTTNDKE EPERS and others are requested,
when describing brands, to make a distinction
between Registered" •3nd other brands, by placing
the words "Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament pasQed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, 1s.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the f ollowing  amounts :-
1889. £ s. d.
Jan. 5.-Warwick Municipal Council ... 2 0 0
7.-Murweh Marsupial Board ... 0 1 0
7.-J. V. Peuno ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
7.-Gilchrist, Watt, and Co. ... 2 0 0
7.-C. S. A. Drain ... ... 0 3 0
7.-J. Whiting ... ... 0 10 0
7.-T. V. Rudd ... ... 1 0 0
7.-F. J. Walsh ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
7.-Wide Bay and Burnett News  ... 0 0 4
8.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
8.-W. Broatch ... ... 0 1 8
8.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
8.-A. Gilles ... ... ... 0 0 6
8.-W. Walkers ... ... 0 2 0
8.-T. McNamara ... ... 0 3 0
8.-R. Cook ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
9.-C. Egan  ... ... 0 1 0
10.- W. Martin ... ... ...  0 8 0
10.-J. Whiting  ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 10.-C. H.  Paine ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 10.-H. Magnay ... 0 1 0
„ 10.-G. A. Ward ... ... ... 0 2 0
11.-Gayndah Municipal Council ... 1 5 6
11.-H. Lloyd ... ... ...
11.-Toowoomba Municipal Council
Imgonnhings.
0 3 0
2 0 0
fW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  sa the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lan s, Oakdale,
by order of J. Jones, Esquire.
One yellow and white cow, Z9F off rump.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1E89,
will be sold to defray expenses.
34
EDWIN BROAD,  Poundkceper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from the CunnamullaReserve, on the 28th December, 1888, by order
of the Paroo Divisional Board. Trespass, 2s. 6d. ;
driving, 6d.
One bay mare, saddle-marked, BMO (registered
brand) near shoulder, 4Q><(registered brand)
off shoulder.
One strawberry cow, piece out of top and block out of
bottom of off ear, ('„ IT1l (registered brand) over 3
or 5 off rump ; red and white bull calf at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
33 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from Magowra, on the
22nd  December, 1888, by order of W. G. Stuart
Russell, Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. 8d. per head.
One chestnut gelding, K5O (registered brand) near
shoulder, one hind foot white.
One chestnut gelding, m over near shoulder.
One bay gelding, JOE (registered brand) near shoul-
der, 334 near cheek, RL2 (registered brand) off
shoulder, blind off eye.
One bay gelding, 0 over near shoulder, illegible
registered brands like 0 gN over E i-iO near thigh,
Pit over A over H over V off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, 7CY (registered brand) over
486 off shoulder, V(.'S or VGS off shoulder, three
white feet.
One bay gelding, like T6T (registered brand-indistinct)
over 169 near shoulder, >(2R (registered brand)
near  thigh, RB4 (registered brand) over like
3EC (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay gelding, X4X near shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 15th January, 1889,
'will be sold to defray expenses.
FRANK J. WALSH, Poundkeeper.
29 7s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Burgoreh, n the
1st December, 1888, by order of Wm. R. Munro,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. 1d.
One blue-grey mare, B 4 H (registered brand) over
1KN near shoulder, like 1KN near thigh, saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper,
35 18.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from enclosed lands,
Cooby Creek, on the 4th January, 1889, by order,
of Mrs. Jane Gillis. Driving, 18 miles.
One light-strawberry steer, like W between 5R (the R
reversed) off ribs.
One red and white bull, G2A off  rump, ear -marked.
One black mare, H6Y near shoulder , small star.
Also, from enclosed  lands , Ramsay, on the 5th Janu-
ary, 1889, by order of Mrs. Frelney. Damages ,  2s.  6d.;
driving, 10 miles.
One light-chestnut mare, indistinct brand with like W8
over JT5 near shoulder, 3OZ off shoulder, hind
feet white, stripe down face.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
56 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, fromthe streets, on the
20th December, 1888, by order of the General
Inspector. Damages, 5s.
One bay horse, heart 6 heart  near  shoulder, 3 J L
over F3N (registered brands) off shoulder, star,
off hind foot white.
If not released on or before the 15th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
46 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden.
Station, by order of H. Stanfield,  Esquire.
Driving. 4d.
One brown gelding, near hind foot white, short tail,
blemish on neck, saddle and collar marked, S or 8
over W near shoulder, like M off neck, illegible
brand near neck, like 8 and m off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
42 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from the Imperial Hotel
Paddock, on the 2nd January, 1889, by order of
Daniel Cronin, Esquire . Damages, 2s. 6d. per head.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, E 1P (registered
brand) over 5 near rump.
One white bullock, red ears,  near ear  marked, E13P(registered brand) over 5 near rum EP'
One spotted bullock, near ear marked, 1P (registered
brand) over 5 near rump.
One spotted bullock,  near ear marked, E 1 P (registered
brand) over 5 near rump.
One spotted bullock,  near  ear marked, E1 3P(registered
brand) over 5 near rump.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, S1W (registered
brand) near ribs.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, S1W (registered
brand) near ribs,
One roan bullock, bald  face,  near ear marked, blotched
registered brand like T1X near ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
37 8s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAT, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 12th January, 1889.
HENRY MAGNAY, Pouldkeeper.
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
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Depe!rtment of public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
SURVEYED Ru NS
Brisbane, 12th January, 1889.
.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OP CROWN LANDS
IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
j T is hereby notified for general information ,  that ,  in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of
1. " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869 ,"  the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder
described ,  which have  become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction
Rooms of  G . T. Be ll , Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on TUESDAY ,  5th March ,  1889 ,  at Eievea o'clock A.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be  offered  is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the Annual rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be
charged for the first four  y ears of the renewed lease ,  if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available area ,  in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A deposit of the whole amount bid ,  being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale, together with
the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed sii months to stock the country;
failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cance lled.
* Norf .-- Lots Nos. 18, 19 ,  and 20 wi ll  be offered for sale under the provisions of the fortieth section of  "  The Crown
Lands Act  of  1884."
Lot.
M. HUME BLACK.
SALE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS of G. T. BELL ,  QUEEN STREET, BRISBAN E,  ON TUESDAY, 5TH MARCH, 1889,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK L.H.
Name of Bun.
ao
Description of Boundaries.
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BURKE DISTRICT.
1 ' Eulogilma  ...  25 Commencing on the north -east bank of the Flinders River opposite a
point sixty chains below a tree marked broad -arrow over LII, being
also the western corner of Merino Downs Run, and bounded thence
on the south -east by a line bearing north -east five miles forty chains ;
on the north -east by a line bearing north-west ten miles ;  on the
north-west by a line bearing south-west five miles twenty chains to
the Flinders River opposite a point thirty chains below a tree,
marked broad -arrow over  XLVIII,  being also the southern corn er of
Pompaei Run ; and on the south -west by the Flinders River upwards 1889. 1894.
to the point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ...  5 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.- The surveyed runs Pompaei and Meriuo Downs adjoin this
run.
20
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Lot. Name of Run.
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UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LieiEs OF SURVEYED  RUNS--continued.
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BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
'Commencing at the north-east corner of the Tucka Tucka Run, being
a point fourteen chains east of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LIII in triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the
north by an  east  line along part of the south boundary of Promised
Land No. 10 Run two miles and sixteen chains to a point one mile
and thirty-five chains west of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
H over LIV in triangle on south-east side ; thence on the north-east
by a south-easterly line ten miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over CXXVIII  on east side  ; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line along part of the north-east boundary of the White-
bait Run one mile fifty-three chains to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over CXXIX in triangle on north- east side  ; thence cn
the north-east by a south-east line along the south-west boundary of
same run three miles and  forty  chains to the north-west angle of
the Tommy Run, being a point about forty-four chains west of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over X1 in triangle ; thence
again on the south-east by a south-west line  along  part of the north-
west boundary of that run four miles and sixty-four chains to a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVII in triangle on south-
east side ; thence on the south  by  is west line seven miles and seven
chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVI in
triangle on south-west side ; and thence on the west by a north line
along the eastern boundary of the Tucka Tucka Run fourteen miles 1889. 1904.
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... .. 15 1 July 30 June 0 12 25 12 6
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Chilton Downs, Whitebait, and Tommy,
and the forfeited surveyed runs Betterley and Tucka Tucka, adjoin
this run.
3 Betterley ... 50 Commencing at the north- east corner  of the St. Aubins No. 1 Run at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXI V in triangle on
west side, and bounded thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of the Tucka Tucka Run and the south
boundary of the Gonerananiwa Run, in all twelve miles and four-
teen chains, to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXVII
in triangle on south-east side, crossing Whistler's Creek and passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXV in
triangle on north side, a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXVI in triangle on south-west side ; thence on the south-east
by a south-west line along part of the north-west boundary of the
Tommy Run eight miles and twenty-four chains to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXII in triangle on south side ;
thence on  the south- west  by a south  east  line along  part of the
south-west boundary of the same run four miles and twenty-four
chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over E over CXXXI in
triangle on south side; thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of Delta Run nine miles and twenty-
six chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CXXXIII in triangle on south- east side  ; and thence on the west
by a north line along the eastern boundary of the St. Aubins No. 1
Run crossing Whistler's Creek nine miles and ten chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 1 July
(NOTE.-The surveyed runs Tommy and Delta, and the forfeited
surveyed runs St. Aubins No. 1, Tucka Tucka, and Gonerananiwa,
adjoin this run.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
4 Gibson ... 25 Commencing at the south-west corner of Elvo No. 3 Run at a post
marked broad- arrow  over G over E3, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line four miles sixty-four chains passing through a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C2 over E4 in triangle to a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C2 over G in triangle ;
thence on the south by an east line along parts of the north boun-
daries of Recovery and Eden Valley Runs, in all ten miles , passing
through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over EV in
triangle  to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over E6 over G in
triangle ; thence on the east by a north line along the west boundary
of Elvo No. 6 Run four miles sixty-four chains to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over E over 2-3-6 in triangle ; and
thence on the north by a west line along the south boundary of Elvo
No. 3 Run ten miles to the point of commencement ... ... ... 14 1 July
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Elvo No. 4, Elvo No. 3, Elvo No. 6, Eden
Valley, Recovery, and the forfeited surveyed run Chandos No. 2,
adjoin this Run.
5 Curran ... 30 Commencing at the north-west corner of Liverpool Run, being a point
three chains west of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
C in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of Surprise No. 1 Run five miles four chains
to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over J2 in triangle ;
thence on the north by an east line along the south boundaries of
Jimboo No. 2 and Laura Runs, in all eight miles fifteen chains fifty
links,  passing  through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
30 June  0 12 19 15
1903.
30 June , 0 12 12 0
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UNEXPIRED  Timms of LEASES OF SURVEYED  RUNS--continued.
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GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT-continued.
Curran- J2 in triangle to a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over L over L2
continued over C  in triangle  ; thence on the south- east  by a south-west line
along part of the north- west  boundary of Hare Run one mile forty-
one chains ten links to a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over H
over C in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south- east line
along the south- west  boundary of the same run five miles fifty chains
to a mulgah-tree marked broad- arrow  over B over C over t over H
in triangle ; and thence on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of Liverpool  Run eleven miles  eight chains to the point 1889. 1904.
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 1 July 30 June 0 12 11 2 6
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs Surprise  No. 1, Jimboo No. 2, Laura, Rare,
and Liverpool, adjoin this run.
6 Carmarthen 100 Commencing on the north-east boundary of Sandringham Run at a
Downs point bearing north 118  degrees east and distant  one mile seventy-
No. 1 six chains from  a tree  marked broad-arrow over N over LXXX in
triangle, and bounded thence on the south-west by a north-west line
along part of that boundary, the north-east boundary of Sandring-
ham West Run, and part of the north- east  boundary of Pomeroy
North Run, in all  ten miles ,  crossing  Sylvester Creek at a point
about fifty- seven  chains in a direct line above the aforementioned
tree marked broad-arrow over N over LXXX in triangle and passing
through a post marked broad- arrow over  V over 155 to a point bear-
ing north 347 degrees  east and distant  fifty nine chains from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 156 in triangle ;
thence on the north- west  by a north- east line ten miles passing
through a post marked broad- arrow over  V over 133 to a point
bearing north 291 degrees  east and distant  forty-five chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over V  over 122 in triangle  ; thence on the
north-east by a south-east line ten  miles crossing  Sylvester Creek at
a tree marked broad- arrow over  V over 121  in triangle  to a point
bearing north 225  degrees east and distant nine  chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in triangle ; and
thence on the south- east  by a south- west line ten  miles to the point 1900.
of commencement ... ... ... 11 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Sandringham,  Sandringham  West, Pomeroy
North, and the forfeited surveyed  runs Carma rt hen  Downs No. 6,
Carmarthen Downs No. 3, Carmarthen Downs No. 2, Carmarthen
Downs No. 5, and Carmarthen Downs No. 4, adjoin this run.
7 Carmarthen 100 Commencing at the  east corner  of Carmarthen Downs No.1 Run, being
Downs  a point bearing  north 225  degrees east and distant nine chains from
No. 2 a giddiah- tree marked  broad-arrow over V over  120 in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south-west by a north- west line  along the
north- east  boundary of that run  tt)n miles ,  cro ssing Sylvester Creek
at a giddiah-tree marked bro ad-ar ro w over  V over 121  in triangle
to a point bearing north  291 degrees east and distant  forty-five
chains from  a tree marked  broad- arrow over  V over 122  in triangle ;
thence on the north -west  by a north- east line ten miles to a point
twenty-eight  chains south of a giddiah -tree marked bro ad-ar ro w
over V  over 92 in triangle  ;  thence  on the north- east by a south-east
line ten miles to a cairn  ;  and thence  on the south-east by  a south-
west  line ten miles  to 1 he point  of commencement  ... ... 11 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs Bengeaca No .  3 and Bengeaca  No. 4, and
the forfeited surveyed runs Carmartht  n Downs  No. 5, Carmarthen
Downs  No. 4, Carmarthen Downs No. 1, and  Carmarthen  Downs No.
3, adjoin this run.
8 Carmarthen 40 Commencing on the north-west boundary of Carmarthen Downs. No. 1
Downs Run at a post marked broad-arrow over V over 153, and bounded
No. 3 thence on the south-west by a north -west line  five miles to a point
twenty- six chains  south-west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow  over V over 132 in  triangle  ; thence on the north-west by a
north- east  line ten miles passing  through the  aforementioned marked
tree to a point bearing north 204 degrees  east and distant  twenty-
four  chains from a  coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
125 in triangle on its east  side ; thence on the north-east by a south-
east line  five miles to a point bearing north  203 degrees  east and
distant fifty- one chains  from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over  V over 123 in triangle ; and thence on the south-east by a
south- west line  along parts of the north-west boundaries of Car-
marthen Downs No. 2and Carmarthen Downs No. 1Runs, inall ten
miles,  to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... 11 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs Bengeaca  No. 1 and  Bengeaca  No. 3, and
the forfeited surveyed runs Carmarthen Downs No. 2, Carmarthen
Downs No. 1, and Carmarthen Downs No. 6, adjoin this run.
9 Carmarthen 45 Commencing at the south corner of Carmarthen Downs No. 1 Run,
Downs being a point bearing north 118 degrees  east  and distant one mile
No. 4 seventy- six chains  from a tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXX in triangle, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
north-east  line along  the south-east boundary of that run ten miles
to a point  bearing  north 225  degrees east  and distant nine chains
south-west from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120
O
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT-continued.
Carmarthen in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south-east line five miles
Downs to a point nine chains south- west  of a giddiab-tree marked broad.
No. 4- arrow over V over 119 in triangle on its south- east  side ; thence on
continued  the south- east  by a south-west line  ten miles  to a point bearing north
227 degrees  east  and distant one mile fifty-one chains from  a cairn ;
and thence on the south-west by a north-west line to the east corner
of Sandringham Run, and a continuation  of same  line along part of
the north- east  boundary of that run, in all five  miles,  to the point of 1889. 1901.
commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,,, 12 1 July 30 June 0 12
Nora.-The surveyed runs Sandringham, Wheatfield, Virgins No. 6,
Nobber, and the forfeited surveyed runs, Carmarthen Downs No. 2,
Carmarthen Downs No. 1, and Carmarthen Downs No. 5, adjoin
this run.
10 Carmarthen 35 Commencing at the east corner of Carmarthen Downs No. 4 Run, being
Downs a point nine chains south-west of a gidiaiah-tree marked broad-arrow
No. 5 over V over 119 in triangle on its south-east side, and bounded thence
on the south- east  by a north- east  line ten miles, passing through the
aforementioned marked tree to a point bearing north 211 degrees
east  and distant thirty chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over 117 in triangle on its west side ; thence on the
north- east  by a north-west line five miles to a cairn ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line along the south-east boundary of
Carmarthen Downs No. 2 Run ten miles passing through a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 120 in triangle to a point nine
chains south-west of said tree ; and thence on the south-west by a
south- east line  along the north- east  boundary of Carmarthen Downs
No. 4 Run five miles to the point of commencement... ... ... 12 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOT$.-The surveyed runs Nobber, Bellevue No. 5, Bengeaca No. 4,
and the forfeited surveyed runs Carmarthen Downs No. 2, Carmar-
then Downs No. 1, and Carmarthen Downs No. 4, adjoin this run.
11 Eton Vale 75 Commencing at the north -east  corner of Eton Vale No.  2 Run at a
No. 3 point  bearing  north 3094  degrees east  and distant forty-one chains
from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 32 in tri-
angle  on its  west side , and bounded thence on the  west  by  a south
line  along  the east boundary of the last-named run ten miles to its
south- east corner  at a point eigbty-five chains  east of a cairn  ; thence
on the south by  an east line eleven miles  thirty- one chains passing
through  a post  marked broad- arrow  over A over 7 in triangle to a
post marked broad-arrow  over  A over 8 in triangle on the west
boundary of Prairie No. 6 Run ; thence on the east by a north line
along part of the  last -named boundary crossing a branch  of Malwa
Creek at a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 9 in tri•
angle five miles sixty chains to the south boundary of Prairie No. 3
Run at a point forty chains south of a post marked broad- arrow over
A over 10 i n triangle ; thence on the north by a west line  along part
of the south boundary of the  last -named run six miles  twenty-four
chains to its south- west  corner at a point twenty.five chains south of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 31 in  triangle
on its  north-west  side ;  thence  again  on the  east  by a north line
along  the west boundary of the  last-named run passing  through the
said tree four wiles thirty-three chains to the south- east corner
of Tent Hill No. 5 Run  at a point  twenty-three chains north and
five chains east of a giddiah-tree marked broad- arrow  over A over 30
in triangle on its west side ; and thence  again on  the north by a west
line along the south boundary of the  last-named run five miles  to the  s. d.
point of commencement ... 12 1 July 30 June 7 6 20 15
NoTE.-The surveyed runs Mama Nos. 2 and 3, Prairie Nos. 6 and 3,
and the forfeited surveyed runs Eton Vale No. 2 and Tent Hill No.
5, adjoin this run.
12 Tent 11 ill 50 Commencing at the north-east corner of Tent Hill No. 4 Run at a
No. 5 point bearing north 315 degrees  east  and distant two chains from a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 28 in  triangle, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line along the east boundary
of the last named run ten miles forty chains to its south- east corner
at a point bearing north 3,091 degrees east and distant forty-one
chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 32
on its west side ; thence on the south by an east line five miles to
the west boundary of Prairie No. 3 Run at a point twenty-three
chains north and five chains east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over .& over 30 in triangle on its west side ; thence on the
east by a north line along part of the  said  boundary of the last-
named run to a post marked broad-arrow over A over 29 in triangle
at its north-west or, er, and b7 a continuation of the same line
along the west boundary of Prairie No.1 Run,  in all  ten miles forty-
seven  chains, to the south-east corner of Tent Hill No. 1 at a point
five chains south and four chains west of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 26 in triangle on its west side ; and thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south boundary of the
last named run, passim through a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over A over 27 in triangle four miles sixty-nine chains to the point
of coin inencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12 1 July 30 June 7 6 1218 4
NoT$.-The surveyed runs Prairie Nos. 2 and 3, and the forfeited
surveyed runs Tent Hill  No.  1 and Futon Vale No. 3, adjoin this run.
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COOK DISTRICT.
13 Bald Hill  ...  24 'Commencing on the right bank of Geikie Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over  G  over 2 in triangle ,  and bounded thence on the west by a
north  line along part of the east boundary of Pine Tree N. 13d
Run five miles  ;  thence on the nor[ h -west by a  li ne bearing north 72
deg re es east about three m il es sixty -four chains to the boundary of
the Settled District ;  thence  on the  east  by that boundary south.
easterly about four miles seventy chains to  Geikie  Creek at a point
about twenty -four chains  in a direct line below  a tree marked broad.
arrow over G over 8 in triangle;  and thence on the south by the 1889. 1906.
right bank of that creek downwards to the point of commence ment ...  17 1 July 30 June 0 12 6 0
NOTE.--The surveyed run Pine Tree No .  1$ and the forfeited surveyed
run Bald  Bill No.  1 adjoin this run.
14 Bald Hi ll  19$ Commencing at the north -west corner  of  Bald Hi ll  Run, and bounded
No. 1 thence on the south- east  by a line  bearing north 72 degrees east
along the north -west bo ur dary of that run about three miles and
sixty-four chains to the boundary of the Settled District  ;  thence on
the north -east by that boundary in a north -westerly direction about
eight miles forty-six chains ; and thence on the west by a south line
to the north -east corner of Pine Tree No. 12 Run, and a continua.
tion of same line along part of the east boundary of that run, in all
about eight miles seventy -two chains ,  to the point of commencement 17 1 July  30 June 0 12 4 18 9
NOTE.--The surveyed run Pine Tree No. 12 and the forfeited surveyed
run Bald Hill adjoin this run.
15 Batavia 61 Commencing on the  right bank of the Batavia River at a bloodwood-
Downs tree marked broad-arrow over RES over BD in triangle on its east
No. 4 side  (being the point where said river is intersected by the south,
easte rn boundary of the Settled District ),  and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north 37 degrees  out  along said
boundary  nine miles twenty-five chains to a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over BD4 over BS in triangle on its south sides thence
on the north by  an east line six miles sixty,eeven chains to a blood-
wood -tree marked broad •aarrow over BDd over B8 in triangle on its
east side ; thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 185
degrees east nine miles crossing Walehe's Creek at a binodwood.tree
marked broad arrow over I) in triangle on its south side to a blood,
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over BD4  over BD5 over BS over B81
in triangle on its north '  side; thence on the lout ,'east by a line
bearing north 45 degrees east five miles to the Batavia River at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad•arrow over BD4 over BD5 in triangle
on its north  side  ; and thence on the  southwest and mouth-east by
the right bank of that  ri ver downwards to the point of commencer 1906.
went ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 12
Nora .- The surveyed run Bl ack Snake and the forfeited surveyed ran
Batavia Downs No. 6 adjoin this run.
16 Batavia 84 Commencing on the right bank of the Batavia  ]Uvplr at ,& bloodwood-
Downs tree marked broad-arrow over BD4 over BD5 in triangle on its
No. 5 north side, and bounded thence on the north•weat by a hns  bearing
north 45  degrees  out  along the southreast boundary of Batavia
Downs No. 4 Run five miles to a bloodwood.troe marked broad-
arrow over BD4 over BD6 over B8 over B81 in triangle on its north
side ; thence on the northeast by a line bearing north 186 degrees
east three miles forty .foar chains to a bloodwoodtree marked broad-
arrow over BD5 over B€i1 in triangle on its north .eapt side ;  thence
on the north- west by a line bearing north 80 d east ten miles
twenty -three chains to the western boundary  of Settled  District
at a hox -tree marked broad -arrow over BD6 over BD6 over B 4 1  over
RES in triangle on its north side  ;  thence on the east by a south
line five miles crossing Poverty Creek at a bloodwood -tree marked
broad -arrow over  G in  triangle on its south side to the Batavia
River at a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over BD5 over BD6
in triangle on its north side ; and thence on the south -east and
south -west by the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE. The surveyed run Black Snake No .  1, and the forfeited sur-
veyed runs Batavia Downs No. 4 and Batavia Downs No .  6, adjoin
this run.
17 Batavia 33 Commencing on the right bank of the Batavia River at a bloodwood-
Downs tree marked broad -arrow over BD5 over BD6 in triangle on its north
No. 6 side, and bounded thence on the west by a north line along the east
boundary of Batavia Downs No. 5 Run five miles crossing  Poverty
Creek at a bloodwood -tre e marked broad -arrow over a -  in triangle on [
its south side to a box -tree marked broad -arrow over BD5 over BD6
over BS1 over RES in triangle on its no rt h side ; thence on the north
by an east line along the boundary of the Settled District four miles
seventy -five chains  ;  thence on the no rt h -east by a  li ne bearing north
157 degrees east along the same boundary ten miles  fifty -eight chains
to the Batavia River at a gum -tree marked broad arrow over BD6 in
triangle on its east side ; and thence on the west and south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of commencement ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 12
NOTE.- The forfeited surveyed run Batavia Downs No. 5 adjoins this
run.
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SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
*18 Green Tree 25 Commencing at the south-west corner of Charlemont Run (being at a
point ten chains  east  of a blackbutt-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over L2 in triangle din north-west side), and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along the western boundary of the Charlemont
Run and part of the western boundary of the Charlemont No. 1
Run, in all eight miles and twenty-six chains, to a point one chain
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G in triangle on
north side passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C in
triangle on north side ; thence on the north by a west line four miles
and forty-one chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G
in triangle passing through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over RI in triangle on west side ; thence on the west by a south line
eight miles and twenty-six chains to a point thirty-eight chains east
from a tree marked broad-arrow over G over VIII in triangle ; and
thence on the south by an east line, parts of the north boundary of
Lagoonville . o. 2 and Lagoonville No. 1 Runs passing through the
aforementioned blackbutt-tree marked broad-arrow over L over L2 in
triangle four miles and forty-one chains to the point of commence- 1889. 1905.
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Lagoonville No. 2, Lagoonville No. 1,
Charlemont, Charlemont No. 1, Richmond No. 1, and Richmond
No. 4, and the surveyed forfeited run Green Tree No. 1, adjoin this
run.
16 1 July  30 June 0 15 9 7 6
019 Green Tree 25 Commencing at the south-west corner of the Green Tree Run (being a
No. 1 point thirty-eight chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over G
over VIII in triangle), and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of that run eight miles and twenty-
six chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G in triangle
on west side ; thence on the north by a  west line  two miles and
thirty-five chains to a point  seven  chains west of and passing through
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over R4 in triangle on north side;
thence on the west by a south line four miles and seventy-one chains
to a point forty chains east and one chain south of a lancewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over Ll in triangle ; thence  again  on the north
by a west line five miles to a point one mile thirteen chains west of
and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow in triangle
on west side ; thence  again  on the west by a south line three miles
and thirty-five chains to a point five chains south and fourteen chains
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over G in triangle ; thence on
the south by an  east line  to the north- west corner  of Saltbush Run
and a continuation along the north boundary of that run, in all
seven miles  and thirty chains, to the point of commencement ... 16 1 July 30 June 0 15 9 7 6
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Richmond No. 4, Lisnafunshion No. 1,
Lisnafunshion No. 2, Saltbush, and Lagoonville No. 2, and the
forfeited surveyed run Green Tree, adjoin this run.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
*20 Coreen ... 30 Commencing on the right bank of the Mackenzie River at a point
opposite a point forty chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over XXVII in triangle, and bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing north 125 degrees east five miles and fifty-
eight chains ; thence on the south-east by a line bearing north thirty-
five degrees east about six wiles and sixteen chains to the Mackenzie
River at a point opposite a point forty-four chains below a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over X11# over M ; and thence on the
nortn-east and north-west by the right bank of the Mackenzie
River upwards to the point of commencement.
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Gordon and Neebia adjoin this run.
I 1890.1 July 30 June 0 12 9 0 0
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UNSURVEYED RUNS.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1889.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN
THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under said Act, relating
to the sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the
unexpired term of the Leases of Unsurveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of G. T. Bell, Queen street,  Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, 5th March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The unexpired Lease of each of the Runs will be only sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for
the correctness of the area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The Government reserve the right of increasing the available  area  if it should be discovered after survey that the
estimate set down opposite each run is less than the character of the country warrants. In the event of the available area
being increased, the purchaser will be liable for the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of
unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated area in each case; and the highest amount bid shall be the Annual Rent for the
unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease, if granted after the expiration of the current  lease,  shall not be  less than
One Pound per square mile of the available area, in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the
country, failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far  as is  known, may be obtained by application
at this Department.
M. HUM E BLACK.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION Rooms  OF G. T.  BELL, QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY ,  5TH MARCH, 1889,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Description of Boundaries.
0.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Amended description.
1 Coolullah 30 Commencing at the south-east corner of the Coolullah Run, and bounded
Back thence on the west by a north line along part of the east boundary of
that run about five miles to the south-west corner of Yambuyan RuL ;
thence on the north by an east line about seven miles and eleven chains
to the western boundary of the Alcazar Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along parts of the western boundaries of that run and the
Elgin Downs No. 2 Run about five miles ;  and thence on the south by
a west line along the north boundary cf the Merkara Downs No. I Run
and part of the north boundary of Quelolla Run seven miles and eleven 1889. 1901.
chains to the point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ...  12 1 July 80 June 0 12
Amended description.
2 Rockcliffe 28 Commencing at the south -west corner of the Rockcliffe Run, being a
No. 1 point on the right bank of the Williams River fifty -two chains
southerly from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over 70 within
triangle ,  and bounded thence on the north by an east line to one of
the north -west corners of the Strathfield No. 11 Run ; thence on the
east by a south line along one of the west boundaries of that run
about eight miles and twenty chains ; thence again on the north by an
east  line one mile and fifty -six chains to the Fullarton River at a
point eighteen chains north of a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over F
south-and thence on the east ,over Ll withi ast side ;tri le ongn an e
west, and north -west by the  left bank of that river and one of its
heads ,  which is intersected by one of the eastern boundaries of the
Clox}curry  Gold Field  Reserve ,  along that boundary to the head of the
Williams River ,  and by the right bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
pa.
Years. A a.
1903.
14 1 July 30 June 0 12
1900. a. d.
11 1 July 30 June 7 6
11 1 July 30 June 7 6
3 Bannockburn 67
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Commencing on Manners' Creek where that creek is intersected by the
No. 1 western boundary of Roxborough Downs No. 12 Run; thence up the
4 Bannockburn 67
said creek ten miles by an average width of five miles on each side ...
Commencing  on Manners ' Creek at the upper boundary of Bannockburn
No. 3 No. 2 Run ;  thence up the creek ten miles by an average width of five
miles on each side  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
By Authority  :  JAMSs C. BEAL,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
[No. 12.
THE following Statement of Brands,  being those Registered during the month of DEcBMBBB,  last ,  is published for general
information ,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names, Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner ,  or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R.  GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office ,
Brisbane ,  9th January, 1889.
a m FORMES BRAND .
C s
Horses .  I Cattle. Name.
IHSeries. I
b AA 27765 ... ... John Maag ...
8 A'd 27807 ... ... Joseph Clare  ... ...
b A'd 27809 ... ... James Mills  ... ... ...
7 A'd 27813 ... ... John Marshall ... ... ...
2 A-3 27784 ... ... Alfred Atthews ... ...
B 8 m 27799 ... ... Edward Briggs Garner
4 B m 27817 ... ... Edgar Burke ... ...
27785 ... Frederick Brown
8 BU 27779 ... ... Richard Bernard Bentley
070 27769 George Cook  ... ... ...
4DW 27775 Dennis Brazil  .. ... ...
O D-3 27826 Theodore Todd ... ...
D C 2 27802 William Coryton Duggua . , ,
8  EL-127783 ... Charles Stockwell ... ...
9 E L-l 27786 ... Evan Longworth Cameron , ..
E 7'd 27810 Edward Pickup ...
F b D 27770 Mary Ann Alback ...
2 FD 27821 James Ford ... ...
Fm4 27777 John Donohue...
1 'C'f 27795 Ferdinand Labuschewski
'F'-. 8 27771 Frances Tuckett
Flip 27816 William Fitzgerald ...
PROPRIETOR.
Registrar of Brands.
Run or Farm  where Brand Nearest Post Town of
is to be used .  Run  or Fans.
... Meringandan ... ... Meringandan
... Hampstead .. . Woolgar
... The Oaks ,  Emu Park road Rockhampton
... Croydon  ... ... ... Croydon
Rockhampton ... ... Rockhampton
River Estate ... ... Mackay
Vanrook ... Normanton
.,. Mossman's Paddock ... Charters Towers
... Glen Isla ... ... ... Townsvi lle
... Jimbour ... Macaliater
Buckland road ... ... Nundah
Torbanlea.., .,. ... Marybo rough
,,, Biarra ... ... Esk
... Bierbank ... ... ... Charlevi lle
... Laidley ... ... .. Laidley
... Cashmere ... ... ... St. George
... Flinders ... ... ... Flinders
.., Albilbah ... ... ... Isisford
. , , Murra Murra ... ... Bollon
Coochin  ... ... ... Ipswich
.. I Gatton  ... ... ... Gatton
... No. 49 Gang, 222-Mile, Billibo CreekQ.C.R.
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B Series.(k4;;  27780Q5;;  27781
40-3 27796
J 8-<  27778
K> b 27773
KX 3  27792
WE8  27793
L20 27825
7L0  27754
2Lm 27788ILO 27805
L4 ;9 27822L; U7 27768
W 'd d 27824
WW b 27828
'Nm 3 27764
1J3:9 27782
R p;  3 27762
W8 27789
'N 9 27814
PA b 27772
P 8 A 27808
9P`d 277744P Co  27812Pei  27766
83P 27767
Q b jO 27759
Q 8p 27761
R9  m 27804
R b sa 27827
R b b 27797
b S v 27819
9 S 'zj  27763
8T ig  27818
T C 8 27801
T 5 C  25922
OTC 27794
U5  5D 27760
U15 277902U3  27811
VC.2 27757V ?;2 27758
V4o 27776
WC5  27791
Web 27815W-4 5 27820
W4 -<  27753
Y4W
Y33
Y73
YW7
9Y-<
27823
27803
27800 j
27798
27787
27806
Nona= aa.M
Horses.
...
...
...
...
...
..
•r.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Name.
Gottfried  Kanowski ...
John Goodrick ...
George  Thorn... ...
Joshua Jenkns ... ... ...
August Kliese  ... ... ...
Henry Kirkman ,  junr. ...
William Kirkman ... ...
Christian  Lund ...
Donald  Johnston ... ...
Henry McLeod ... ...
Godfroy Louis  Moessinger ...
Christian  Lehmann ... ...
William  Sadler .., ...
The Corporation of the Bank
Australasia
John Barden ...
John Erskine ... ...
John Heineman
Stewart Crank ...
John Martin .. ...
John Crouch Mann ...
raomn=z.
Kam or Fare where Brand Nearest Post Town e<
In to be used .  Bnn or Farm.
... Glencoe State School  ...  Gowrie Junction
... Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
... Normanby road  ... ...  Harrisvi ll e
... Sylvania,  B romelton
... Mount Pleasant ...
... Gold Fields ...
... Gold Fields ...
... Veresdale
... North Pine
... Calliope
... Cal iope
... Whitestone
... Reserve ...
... Ravensbourne
... Boolaroo ...
... Gramzow
... Gayndah ... ...
of Pyramid  Plantation
... Upper Tent Hill
... Adavale
... Murphy's Creek
... Kilkivan
... Gramzow
... Gayndah
... Cairns
... Kanyan, M. & G. Railway Marybo ro ugh
... Down street  ... ...  North Ipswich
... Carrington  ... ...  Toowoomba
... Tiaro  ... ... ...  Tiaro
... Harris' Lake  ... ...  Burketown
... Charleville ... ... Charleville
Philip Edward Gorden  ... ...  Oakwood ...
Peter Koch and Peter Martin Johnson Allandale, Q.N.R.
Patrick Lucy ... ... ... Wade street ...
Henry Phipps ... ... Drillham
William Petie ... ... ... Auderamber
William  Parsons ... . .. ... Diddillibah ...
Robert Milligan ...
William L. Garrard ...
... Reserve
... Burketown
Blanche  Mary Phippen Reid
Robert McGuigan ... ...
Robert Power
... Stoneleigh ..
... Island Plantation
... Charleville
Augathellsa
Charters Towers
Toowoomba
Miles
Crow's Nest
Cobb's Camp
... Eulo
... Burketown
... Westwood
... Maryborough
... Charleville
Edward Daniel and George Smith ... Herberton ...
Frederick Sim ... ... ... Capper street ...
Thomas Tonks ...
Henry Trus ...
T. E. Beattie ..
Walter Melville Bayles
... Chelmer ...
... Mount Leyshon ...
... Duaringa ...
... Toorak ...
William Hugh Jones...
Samson James Hadlington ...
McNiell Brothers ... ...
Mary Anne Jenkins
John Valentine Keogh
William Henry Scott...
William Ulie, j unr. ...
William Edwin Wright ...
Walter Veivers ... ...
John Wesley Stott ... ...
John Buckley ... ...
Honora  Murphy ...
Samuel Marriott ...
Charles Smith... .
Thomas  Henry Welch
Arthur  James  Woolley
27755 William Henry Cogzell, junr.Zc'1
27756 Rawland Walter Ezzy ...Z 3
... Herberton
... Gayndah
... Chelmer
... Charters Towers
... Duaringa
... Richmond Downs
... Ballochmyle,  King 's Creek Clifton
... Urangan  ... ... Urangan
... Roma ... ... ...  Roma
... Carmiela ... ... ... Rockhampton
... Mount Walker ... ... Ipswich
... Cloncurry ... ... Cloncurry
... Gold Fields ... ... Calliope
... Irvingdale Dalby
... Richmond Station ... Cairns
... Channon  street  ... ... Gympie
Reserve  ... ... ... Dalby
Westbrook ... .... Toowoomba
Coorparoo ... ... Coorparoo
Widgee .. .. ... Gympie
Oakwood, Isis Scrub ... Childers
Christmas Creek... ... Hillgrove
Reserve  ... ... ... Mount Perry
Woodlands , Canning Creek  Ley burn
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BRANDS TBANSPBBBED during  the MONTH of DECEMBER, 18S8.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
A 5 F 3291
A N 9 4270
D b  S 7980
1001HA11
1H€) 793614D `11790
b 7211
®> ` b 17624
7 p D 3308
p 2 W 6286
R p 8 3347RW7 800
8 S T 6472
8T)( 18405
>(>(b 8072
Z Y 3 16821
E ca 2 B19701
Q 7 c B20120
L W 1 B21608
L 8 3 B26651
M A 9 B23803
M 2 B19481
111  M B27337
P 2  c-  B22296
S C 2 B22169
Transferror.
John Franklin  McMu llen
John Franklin  McMullen
David Seymour Bishop ...
Henry John Adams
Isaac and Samuel Holmes
Edward Dalton , senr. ...
John Wieting ... ...
James Chesney ...
John Franklin McMullen
Patrick Walsh ...
Peter McLean .. ...
Robinson and White ...
John Stephens ... ...
George Parton ... ...
Charles Daniel Dunne ...
Mark Benzley
Eardley and Straker
Rouse, Tooth, and Campbell
A. Neilson and Co.
Jonas  Holmes ... ...
Michael Kelly ... ...
Mackay and Wallace ...
Robert  MeNae ... ...
Transferree. Name of Run or Farm whereBrand is to be used.
... The Union Bank of Australia,  Sultan  .., ,.. ...
Limited
... The Union Bank of Australia, Galway Downs ... ...
Limited
... Jonathan Prout  ... ... ...  Newlands ... ...
... The Bank of New South Wales Fort Cooper South ...
... Isaac Holmes  ... ... ... North  Branch ... .
... Edward Dalton ,  junr . ... ... Erin Vale,  Taylor's Siding
... Wi llhelmina Wieting Springsure ...
... Charles Dunbar  . ..  Calliungal ...
... The Union Bank of Australia, Thylungra ...
Limited
... Catherine  Walsh  ...  Gordon street
... Jonathan  Prout ..
.. ... Belivah ...b' W rooroR alh  .. ...oam mson ...... Frederick Wl
... William Henry and Edgar River Head, Upper Albert
Stephens
George and  William Parton  ...  Emu Creek ... ...
James Dunne  ... ... ...  Quinnialle ,  Tipton ...
Frederick Christopher Emmott... Rosewood ... ... ...
... Willmere and Ormond . ... Cloncurry .. ... ...
James  Perry ..
Thomas McKnight Cameron
Christison
Rouse, Dowling, and Betts ... Abbotsford ... ...
Anders Neilson ... ... ... Greenvale ... ...
Samuel and Jonas Holmes  ... North  Branch ... ...
John Kelly ... Commonage ... ...
William John Hunter Wallace... Lovat, Walla ... ...
McNae Brothers ... ... ... Nithbank ... ... ...
James McMahon ... ... Reserve ...
George Desailly and Andrew Cameron Downs ... ...
Crombie
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
H 7)( 14746
7 p Q 17854
Y 1 C 8463
b Y U 12870
7 H SJ B25101
2 L Q B24950
S 0 Q I B20592
Name of Proprietor.
James  Green ...
James Duncan  Downie ...
Philip Frederick Sellheim
James Barbour ... ...
William Henry  Green ...
Charles Portas Richardson
William Cotter ... ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Nearest Post Town.
Yeulba .. ... ... ... Yeulba ...
Gold Fields ... ... ... Kilkivan ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ... Gympie
Glenken, Biarra ... ... Esk ...
Longreach ... ... ... Aram-9c ... ...
Russell River ... .. . ... Cairns ... ...
19-Mile, Queensland Northern Townsville ...
Railway
Nearest Post Town.
Thargomindah
Thargomindah
Southport
Nebo
Kincora
Highfields
Springsure
Westwood
Thargomindah
Bowen
Beenleigh
Herberton
Beaudesert
Crow's Nest
Dalby
Rosewood
Cloncurry
Thargomindah
Rockhampton
Kincora
Gladstone
Gin Gin
Samson Vale
Nebo
Hughenden
Remarks.
Brands  Directory for 1887
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY,  12TH  JANUARY,  1889. [No. 13.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1889.
T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE,  including the CITY and  SUBURBS,  for the Month of
DECEMBER , 1888, is published  for general information.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
BIRTHS.
During the month of December, 180 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 76 males and 104 females, the number being 14 less than in the previous month
of November.
In the month of December, 1887, there were 153 births registered, the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 27 more than in December of last year.
DEATHS.
There have  been  93 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month- 43 males  and 50 females ; the  excess  of births over deaths being 87.
The number of deaths  was 29 less  than  was registered  in the previous month of November.
In the month of December, 1887, there were 99 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of this year  being 6 less  than in December of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and Outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS .  from the
1st to the 31st DECEMBER ,  1888; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS ; also the PROPORTION of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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REGISTRYDISTRICT  I
or  BRISBANE-
I I I I
PartwithinMuni- I
cipality of North
I I I I
Brisbane  ...  27,968  41 43 84 10 18 28 19 16 19.05 67.86 •30 •10 57.14 56
Part outside Mu-
nicipality of
North Brisbane 5,758 10 12 22 13 9 22 5 2 9.09 22.73 •38  •38 9.09 ...
Part within the
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963 25 49 74 20 23 43 30 22 29'73 69.77 -41 •24 51.16 31
TOTAL,  BRISBANE
DISTRICT ... 51,689 76 104 180 43 50 93 54 40 22.22  58.06 •35 •18 43.01 87
Suburbs outside the
Registry District
1of Brisbane ... 121,960 49 54 103 26 20 46 33 21 20.39 71.74 •47 •21 45.65 57 1
TOTAL ... 1 73,649 125 1158 283 69 70 139 87 61 21.55 62.59 •38 •19 43.88 144 1
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It will be  seen  that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 67.86 per cent. of the
deaths were of children tinder five years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 22-713; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane  was 69 .77, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 71-74; the total rate for city and suburbs being 62'59.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 19.05 per cent. within, and 9.09 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane ; 2913 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane ;
and 20.39 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District ; the total rate for city
and suburbs being 21.55*.
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial Homes, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 19 during the month, or 13.67 per cent. of the total
number of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs for the month of December, together
with the  mean  shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows:-
Period.  Numberof Deaths. Grand Mean Temperature Grand Mean  Atmospheric
of Air.  Pressure.
December, 1888 ... ... 139 75.3 30.001
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 8th January, 1889.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
DECEMBER, 1888.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10 h. 12 m. 7 s. East. Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC  PRESSURE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced  to 32°  Fah. and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean, at 3 a.m., 30.012.
Mean,  at 9 a.m., 30'028.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 29.955.
Mean ,  at 9 p.m ., 30.010.
Grand Mean,  30.001.
Highest, 30.214,  at 9 a .m., 28th.
Lowest, 29.550, at 3.45 p.m., 19th.
Range, 0.664.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, •600.
Relative humidity (saturation
Dew point, 64'1.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -612.
Relative humidity (saturation
Dew point, 64.7.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, •603.
Relative humidity (saturation
Dew point, 64'3.
= 100), 56'/°.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean, at  3 a.m., dry bulb, 69.2.
„ wet bulb, 66.4.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 78.3.
„ wet bulb, 70.2.
Mean , at 3 p.m., dry bulb, 81.1.
„ wet bulb, 71.0.
Mean,  at 9 p.m., dry bulb,  72.7.
„ wet bulb, 68.1.
Grand  Mean Temperature  of Air, 75.3.
Grand Mean Temperature  of Evaporation,  68.9.
Maximum Shade Temperature  of Air, 94.5, at 12.40 p.m.,
19th.
Minimum Shade Temperature  of Air,  59.4, at 5.15 a.m.,
3rd.
Absolute range, 35.1.
Mean daily range, 17'1.
Mean maximum, 85.0.
Mean minimum, 67.9.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in  sun's rays  (by black bulb thermometer  in
vacuo ),  154.8, 27th.
Minimum on ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
53.7, 3rd.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values, about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 81-4; at 2 feet, 82.1; at 4 feet, 79.7 ; at
6 feet,  77-5; at 8 feet, 75-3; at 10 feet, 73-9; and at
12 feet,  73-0.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, -600.
Relative humidity (saturation 100), 84°/O.
Dew point, 64-2.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, -608.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 63°/O.
Dew point, 64.5.
= 100), 76°/a.
= 100), 69°/O.
Highest percentage of relative humidity (saturation
100), 100 (absolute saturation) from 0.10 a.m. to
2.20 a.m., 1st, and at 4.40 a.m., 22nd.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 46°/O, at 1.55 p.m., 5th.
The vapour  tension , which may be  regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the air ,  is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  It the values  for vapour tension be sub-
tracted from  the values for atmospheric  pressure the remainders
will represent the weight of the  air proper  or dry air. The
tensions ;  in fact, represent  the weight  of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a.m., 0-8, or 7 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 11, or 11}  miles  per hour.
Mean,  at 9 p .m., 01, or 6t miles per hour.
Grand  Meals, 1.1, or 8j  miles  per hour.
Northerly wind observed 12 times.
North-east wind observed 15 times.
Easterly wind observed 21 times.
South-east wind observed 10 times.
Southerly wind observed 7 times.
South-west wind observed I time.
Westerly wind observed 1 time.
North-west wind observed 0 times.
Calms observed 26 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m, 6.0. I Mean, at 9 p.m., 3.8.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 5'1.  Grand Mean, 50.
Cumulus types observed about 58 times ; cirrus, 21
times ; nimbus, 27 times ; cirro-stratus, 6 times ;
cirro-cumulus, 15 times; cumulo-stratus, 4 times ;
cumulo-nimbus, 9 times ; and stratus, 0 times;-
as approximate v lues atthe ordinary hours of
observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0-006 and over), 13.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 1'482 inches, about 149 tons
per acre, on 14th.
Grand total, 6-008 inches, or 607 tons per acre.
a All values are corrected for Index Error, if necessary.
NOTE.- The average death-rate of children under one year, as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st Deeember, 1887, throughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13.05.  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1887.
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RaMAaxs.
Mean pressure was 0-014 lower,  and mean temperature was 1.9 degrees higher, than during November. The
mean vapour tension  was 0 .085 higher, and the  relative  humidity 7% higher, than during last month. Lightning
observed on 7th, 8th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 17th, 19th, and 20th. Thunderstorm about 7 p.m., 1st ; from
6.30 p.m. to 7.10 p.m., 14th, preceded by heavy dust and wind storm; 15th, 16th, at 3.30 p. m.; and again at
7 p.m. on 20th Many heavy dews. The  mean  temperature of the  Brisbane  River about 9  a.m., at Kangaroo
Point, was 81.5 degrees, 4.4 degrees higher than during last month.
December,  1888,  compared  with December,  1887.
Mean pressure for the present month  was 0 .071 less than for the same period  a year ago . The mean
shade temperature was 3 0 degrees higher than in December last year. The mean vapour tension or weight of vapour
was 0.067 higher, and the percentage of humidity 1°/o higher, than twelve months ago. The mean wind velocity
was less by 5t miles per hour than in December, 1887; while the  amount of  cloud  was less  by 1.2.  Examining the
winds, we find that during December, 1888, northerly and north- east  winds were observed 12 and 15 times,  as against
12 and 12 times for the previous year. Easterly winds were observed 21 times in December, 1888,  against  27 during
December, 1887, and the south-east winds were 10 and 10 respectively. The southerly winds were 7 this year,  against
5 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 1 and 1 last and this year respectively. Westerly winds were
1 and 2 this and last year respectively, and the north -west  winds  were  0 this year,  against 1 a year ago.
for rainfall, we had 6.008The amount of calms observed as 26
this  year as against 23  twelve months ago.inches in December, 1888,  against  4138 inches in December last year.
The Observatory,  which was reorganised on 1st  January, 1887,  is conducted entirely in accordance with the
Royal Meteo ro logical  Society' s Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public  Institutions were as follow:-
Males . Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ...
Children's Hospital ...
Lock Hospital ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital ...
10
1
6
...
16
1
Diamentina Orphanage ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infanta' Asylum ... .. ..•
Lunatic Reception House
Brisbane Gaol ... ... 2 2
Immigration Depot .. ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home ...
... ... ... ...
Industrial Home ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
Total Soo .0. 13 6 19
The following table shows the  causes  of death of  persons  of both sexes , under one year,
total under five years, and over five years; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month:-
Class. Causes of Death. Under1 year.
Total
under
b years .
Over
b  years. Total. Propo rtionper cent.
I. Specific Febrile or Zymotic  diseases ... 18 23 12 35 25.18
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... 2 2 .. 2 1.44
III. Dietic diseases ... ... ... 3 3 1 4 2.88
IV. Constitutional  diseases ... ... ... 5 8 7 15 10-79
V. Developmental  diseases ... ... ... 3 3 1 4 2-88
VI. Local diseases ... ... ... .., 27 43 24 67 48.20
VII. Violence ... .. .. ... 1 3 7 10 7.19
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified...
... ... 2 2 ... 2 1.44
All Causes ... ... ... ... 61 87 52 139 100-00
Class. Order.
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CAUSES OF  DEATH-continued.
Nature of Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE oR ZYMoTIC DISEASES.
I. 1  Miasmatic  diseases.-Typhoid fever, 9; diphtheria, 1 ... ... 10
2 Diarrhmal  diseases .-Cholera  infantum, 3; diarrhoea, 19; dysentery,  3 ... 25
Malarial diseases .-None.
Zoogenous  diseases .-None.
3
4
5 Venereal  diseases .- None.
6 Septic diseases .- None.
II.
... PARASITIC DISEASES.- Thrush, 2  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
III. ... DIETIC DISEASES.- Want of breast milk, 3 ; alcoholism, 1 ... ... ...
IV-  ... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES-Cancer ,  2 ; ta bes mesenterica ,  4;  tubercular
4
meningitis ,  2;  phthisis ,  6; purpura , 1 ... ... ... ... ... 15
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.- Premature  birth, 3;  old age,  1 ... ... ... 4
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system .- Meningitis, 5; apoplexy ,  3; paralysis, 1;
convulsions, 9; idiopathic tetanus ,  2; brain disease, 1 ... ... 21
2 Diseases  of organs of special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .-Endocarditis,  3;  hypertrophy,  1; angina
pectoris,  1;  heart disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6
4 Diseases of respiratory system.-Laryngitis,  1; bronchitis, 2 ; pneumonia, 3 ;
pleurisy, 1; lung disease, 4 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11
5 Diseases  of the  digestive  system .- Stomatitis ,  1 ; dentition, 8 ;sore throat, 1 ;
dyspepsia, 1; enteritis, 8 ; ileus, 1 ; peritonitis, 1 ; cirhossis of liver, 1;
liver disease, 2 ... ... ... .. ... ... ... 24
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands. - Grave's  disease  1; Addison's
disease,  1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
7 Diseases  of the  urinary system .- Bright's  disease, I; cystitis, 1  2
8 Diseases of organs of generation .- Disorders  of menstruation ,  1 ... ... 1
9 Disease of parturition.-None.
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-None.
11  Diseases of the integumentary system.-None.
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence .- Fractures ,  contusions, &c., 3 ; burns, 1; sunstroke,  5;drowning, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10
2 Homicide .-N  one.
3 Suicide .- None.
4 Execution .- None.
VIII. ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSES.- Debility, 2
TOTAL ...
2
139
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as arising
from external causes, 10 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Males . Female s.
Accidentally killed on railway ... ... adult  1 0by falling from a cart child  0 1
Surgical operation  ...  ... adult  1 0
Accidental burns  ... ... 0 1
Sunstroke ... 3 0
*as ... children  1 1
Accidental drowning ... ... youth  1 0
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1889.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete  Specification  annexed thereto, received from
Michael William Howlin and William Howlin,
both of 29, A'Beckett street, Melbourne, Victoria,
for an invention  for " An Improved Refrigerating
Chamber."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from  the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Paten t be granted  for the said invention to the said
Michael William Howlin and William Howlin, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed  thereto, received from
Edward Hubbard  Russe ll, of Park City, Summit,
Utah, United  States  of America, for an invention
for  "Improvements  in the  Art of Extracting Metals
from Ores or Metallurgical Products."
Notice is  hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it  is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Hubbard  Russell , in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884.'
• WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
George Nicholls Bryett, of Kimberley terrace,
South Yarra, Victoria, and Alexander Darling
Munro, of 8, Avoca street, South Yarra aforesaid,
for an invention for  "An Improved Artificial Ear-
drum."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Nicholls Bryett and Alexander Darling
Munro, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Offices
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Hubbard Russell, of Park City, Summit,
Utah, United States of America, for an invention
for  "An Improved Process of and Compound for
Removing Precious Metals from Ores and Metal-
lurgical Products."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Edward Hubbard Russell, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
George Nicholls Bryett, of Kimberley  terrace,
South Yarra, Victoria, and Alexander  Darling
Munro, of 8, Avoca street, South Yarra aforesaid,
for an invention for  "An Improved Acoustic
Galvanic Apparatus."
Notice is hereby fur Lher given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said  invention  to the said
George Nicholls Bryett and Alexander Darling
Munro, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Charles Dixon Aria, of 175, Piccadilly, London, for
an invention for  "improvements in or Applicable
to Moderator or Carcel Lamps to Render them
Czpable of Burning Mineral Oils."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Charles Dixon Aria, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Antcliffe, of Pialba, near Maryborough,
Queensland,  for an  invention for  "Antcle's Auto-
matic  Earth Supply for Closets."
Notice is herebyfurther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette it  is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
-invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Antcliffe, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Offley Forrester
and Company, of 66, Mark lane, London,
Oporto merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Desiane, and Trade
Marks Act,1c84,"  to register in Class 43, in respect
of Wine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of tour months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered ,  in compliance with
such application ,  or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said  T rade  Mark,  in accordance with the provi-
sions of the said Act.
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that Colgate and
Company, of New York, United States of
America, soap-makers and perfumers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 48, in respect of Soaps, Perfumery, and
Toilet Preparations, a Trade Mark of which the
the following is a representation :-
ERE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that J. and P. Coats, of Ferguslie Thread Works ,  Paisley, Scotland ,  thread
1\ manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 23, in respect of Cotton Yarn and Thread, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
FORR ESTER
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1489.
In the Matter  of an  Application of Millard Johnson,
William Eddington Field, and Joseph Samuel
Beeman , for Amendment of Specification after
sealing.
A
PATENT having been granted to the above-
named Patentees for " A new or improved
process for amalgamating and extracting gold and
silver from ores and minerals, entitled `Johnson,
Field, and Beeman's Patent Amalgamating
Process,"' in conformity with an application and
a complete specification annexed thereto, received
from them on the 11th day of December, 1888,
which Patent is recorded in the Register of Patents,
at the Patents Office, Brisbane, No. 528, Register
Book No. 1; and whereas I have duly received an
application from the aforesaid Patentees for leave to
amend the complete specification referred to in the
said Patent in the  manner  hereinafter set forth :
I hereby give notice, that, unless within one month
from the date of the first appearance of this adver-
tisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to amend such Specification, it is
my intention, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs. and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to determine whether and subject to what
conditions, if any, such amendment ought to be
allowed.
The following are the particulars of the amend-
ment sought to be made in the complete Specifica-
tion referred to : -
Page 1,-
Line 2.-The word " Amended" inserted before
the words "complete specification."
Lines 14, 15, 16, and 17.-To strike out "The
object to be attained by the process is the amalga-
mation of gold and silver when reduced to a metallic
state from auriferous and argentiferous ores, pyrites,
sulphides, and other materials (either in their
natural or roasted state) and of recovering mercury
used in  amalgamation,"-
And to substitute " Our invention relates to or
has reference to certain improvements in the
amalgams and method of  applying  the same used
in amalgamation of gold ansilver when in or
after being reduced by any suitable process to a
free metallic state from suitable auriferous and
argentiferous ores, pyrites, sulphides, and other
materials either in their unroasted or roasted
state."
Page 2,-
Lines 6 and 7.-To strike out "or magnesium
(or a combination of both)" and to substitute " or
cadmium or magnesium or a suitable alloy of any
one or more metals."
Line 7.-To strike out " ordinary or usual " and
to substitute " suitable."
Line 9.-To strike out " amalgamating " and to
substitute " arastra."
Line 10.-To insert the word "in " after the
word  "immersed."
Line 12.-To insert between the words " to the"
and " nature" the following : " amalgam used or the
machine used or the."
Line 13.-To insert between the words "or" and
"other" the word " any."
Lines 13, 14, 15, and 16.-To strike out " or any
suitable soluble salt (such as sulphate of copper or
sulphate of iron) capable of being decomposed by
contact with the zinc or magnesium or both com-
bined and,"-
And to substitute " or caustic  potash or any
other suitable alkali, chloride of ammonia, or any
other suitable neutral salt, and thus."
Line 16.-To strike out " in or on" and to substi-
tute  "on or from."
Line 17.-To insert after " surface" the words
" or neighbourhood."
Page 3,-
Line 1.-To strike out " object " and to substitute
" purpose."
Line 2.-To strike  out " salts " and to substitute
" alkalies or neutral salts."
Line 3. -To strike out " magnesium (or both
combined) " and substitute " any suitable metal or
alloy."
Line 4.-To insert after `• surface "  the words
or neighbourhood."
Line 5.-To insert after "  amalgam " the follow-
ing : " to a greater or less extent depending on the
strength and quantity used of such acid or alkali
or neutral salt." To strike out " purpose " and
to substitute " objects." To insert after " of " the
words " firstly the."
Line 6.-To strike out " our" and to substitute
of the mercury used in our."
Line 7.-To strike out " if already" and to sub-
stitute " Secondly, if our amalgam or mercury as
hitherto used is." To strike out "of our."
Line 8.-To strike  out "amalgam."
Lines 9 to 17, and on page 4,  lines  1 to 4 inclu-
sive .-To strike out "If the ore  or material either in
its natural or roasted state (or the solution in which
the same is treated under this process) is found to
contain more soluble sulphates or salts (capable of
being decomposed by contact with our amalgam)
than is deemed advisable for the success of the
amalgamating process, it is also claimed as part of
the new process that the introduction (according
to the requirements of the ore or material under
treatment) of a suitable quantity of carbonate of
barium, or a salt of barium, or other suitable alkaline
salt or earth of a like effect, will neutralize the
excess of  or the whole or a portion of the soluble
sulphates in the material to be treated  or amalga-
mated, and thereby better control the action of the
amalgam  hereinbefore described,"-
And to substitute " We wish it to  be understood
that the metals used to compose  our amalgams
need not be in every case chemically pure, but
that they will be suitable as ordinarily sold in
commerce. We wish it to be understood that we
do not limit ourselves to any particular mode,
method , or manner of manufacture of our amalgams,
either mechanically, chemically, or by galvanic
agency or  by heat."
Page 4,-
Lines 6 and 7.-To strike out " magnesium or
their equivalent (sodium and potassium excepted)"
and to substitute "other suitable metal or alloy as
previously described."
Line 8.-To insert after " any" the word " suit.
able."
Line 12.-To strike out " salt" and to substituteitalkali or neutral salt."
Line 13.-To strike out " object" and to sub-
stitute " purpose."
Line 14.-To insert after " surface" the words
" or neighbourhood." To add after " amalgam"
the following : " and for the objects hereinbefore set
forth."
Line 17. To insert after " mentioned" the word
suitable." To substitute " acid" for " acids."
To strike out " salts" and to substitute " alkali or
neutral salt."
Page 5,-
Lines 5 and 6.-To strike  out " magnesium or a
combination of both or their equivalent" and to
substitute " any suitable metal or alloy as previously
described "; also to strike out " object" and to
substitute " purpose." •
Line 7.-To strike out " purposes" and to substi-
tute " objects hereinbefore."
Line 10.-To insert after " vessel" the wordsit or machine."
Line 11.-To strike out "  magnesium  or their
equivalent"  and to substitute " other suitable
metal or alloy."
Line 14.-To strike  out " magnesium" and to
substitute " other suitable metal or alloy are."
Line 15.-To insert after " grinding " the word41and."
Line 17.-To add after end of paragraph the
following :-" It is obvious that there are other
ways in which our invention can be applied or
carried into effect without departing from its
nature  or principle."
Claim 1-
Page 6,-
Lines 4 and 5. To strike out "with zinc" and to
substitute  "  and another suitable metal (sodium
180 '
and potassium excepted) by preference zinc or
cadmium."
Lines 5 and 6.-To strike out " or any other
suitable metal (sodium and potassium excepted)
which will " and to substitute " or a suitable alloy
of any one or more metals."
Line 8.-To insert after " water" the following :
it or suitable alkaline water.'
Line 9.-To strike out " soluble salt" and to sub-
stitute " neutral salt in solution which will."
Line 10.-To insert after " surface" the wordsitor neighbourhood." To strike out "purposes"
and to substitute " objects "; also  adding at end of
claim " and substantially as described."
Claim 2-Lines 11 and 12.-To strike out" zinc or
magnesium (or any other suitable metal, sodium and
potassium excepted) " and to substitute " another
suitable metal (sodium and potassium excepted), by
preference  zinc,  or cadmium, or magnesium, or a
suitable alloy of one or more  metals."
Line 16.-To strike out " of adding thereto."
Line 17.--To insert after " or " the words " alkali
or neutral."
Page 7,-
Line 1.-To insert after "or" the words "alkali
or neutral"; also i o strike out " with " and to sub-
stitute "having."
Line 2.-To strike out "object" and to substituteitpurpose."
ne 3.-To insert after " surface" the words or
neighbourhood."
Line 4.- To insert after " water" the words when
used "; also to strike out " purposes " and to sub-
stitute "objects," and to add at end of paragraphifand substantially as described."
Claim 3-
Line 6.-To insert after the word " before-men-
tioned " the words 1" or any other."
Line 7.-To strike out " salts " and to substitute
is alkalies or neutral salts in or."
Lines 13 and 14.-To strike out "and zinc or
mercury and magnesium or their equivalent (sodium
and potassium excepted)
And to substitute " and another suitable metal
(sodium and potassium excepted) by preference
zinc, or cadmium, or magnesium, or suitable alloy
of any one or more metals"; also to strike out
" object " and to substitute " purpose."
Line 15.-1 o insert after "and 'the words "when
used "; also to strike out " purposes " and to sub-
stitute " object-."
Line 16.-To add to final of claim " and substan-
tially as described."
Page 8,-
Claim 4-
Line  1.--To insert after the wotd  " in"  the
following  "or from the surface or neighbourhood
of."
Line 3.-To strike out " soluble salts for the pur-
pose " and to substitute  "  alkalies or suitable
neutral salts when used for the objects hereinbefore
set forth and substantially as described."
Claim 5-
Lines 4 to 9 inclusive struck out.
The date  of the  original specification is the
twentieth day of July, 1888, and that of the
amended specification is the twenty -sixth day of
November, 1888.
[Reference being had to Amended  Copy of Specsfi-
cation lodged in Patent  Office, Brisbane.]
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars ,  in writing  (on Form G),  of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month from
the date hereof.
Dated this  twelfth day  of January , A.D. 1889.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  G overnment Printer ,  William street , Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENC$, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1889.
No. 775.THE following appointments, pro otions, resig-nati ns, and other changes, will take ffect
from  above date where not stated otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DISTRICT.
PERMANENT STAFF.
Lieutenant Andrew Aytoun, 1st Battalion Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders, is appointed to be a
Captain in the Defence Force and Adjutant of
Volunteers Corps and Rifle Clubs. The appoint-
ment to bear date  1st December, 1888.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY
The resignation of Acting-Sergeant W. G. B.
Stevenson  is accepted.
UNATTACHED LIST.
Lieutenant R. Burrell is placed, at his own
request, on the Retired List.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.11 E" COMPANY, ALLORA.
Francis Pain is appointed to be Captain, pro-
visionally, with command of the Company.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"D" Company.
John Flood is appointe 1 to be Captain, pro-
visionally, with command of the Company.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
TOWNSVILLE MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Frederick Johnstone is appointed to be Captain,
provisionally, with command of the Company.
[No. 15.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
" A " Company.
Lieutenant R. Gordon, from the Unattached
List, is appointed to the Company for duty.a
No. 776.
1. THE Rifle Range at Toowong is allotted to the
undermef+tioned Corps, as under, for the Annual
Course of Musketry, for the current year:-Volunteers-Month of February.
1st Queenslanders (Moreton Regiment)-Month of March.
Engineers and Mounted Infantry-Month of
April.
2. Officers commanding will be so good as to see
that all available men take this opportunity of
completing their Annual Course.
3. Recruits who have not fired before will fire
concurrently with their own Corps, but will fire on
the range set apart for recruits only.
4. The Senior Officer present will arrange that
at least one target at each range is kept available
for members of rifle clubs or others who desire to
carry on private practice, but the class-firing is
not to be unnecessarily delayed thereby.
5. The Senior Officer present will be held
responsible if he allows any recruit or other person
to continue shooting who is obviously doing so
wildly ; no system of stop-butts could be devised
to stop bullets that strike the ground half-way up
the range, and it is from these that danger is most
likely to result ; any man firing in such a manner
should be stopped and must complete his course at
the recruit range or Lytton.
6. At least one officer and three non-com-
missioned officers from each Company and Corps
making use of the range should be present while
shooting is going on.
7. Care should be taken that every register and
scoring card is initialled or signed on the spot by
an officer, otherwise the score may be disputed.
In a case where a non-commissioned officer signs
as register-keeper on a register on which his own
score appears, the signature of the non-commis-
sioned officer who kept his score will also be
required.
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8. As no man will be allowed to take a prize who
does not  shoot in uniform,  officers will make a note
on the registers in all cases in which men shoot in
plain clothes or a mixture of plain clothes and
uniform.
9. Officers commanding will make their own
arrangements as to markers. A limited number
of non-commissioned officers and men of "A"
Battery are available for this duty, on payment of
two shillings and sixpence for the afternoon, or
five shillings for the whole day, should their
services be required ; early application should be
made to the Brigade-Major.
10. Officers  commanding will arrange in what
order and on what dates the different Companies
are to shoot.
It is notified for information, that, in addition to
the Toowong Range, the Lytton Rifle Range, with
the use of a Government  steamer , is occasionally
available for the Annual Course of Musketry. As
this will probably be a great  assistance  to those
men who are anxious to complete their musketry,
officers commanding are advised to avail them-
selves of it.
No. 777.
A CLASS of Instruction will be formed at the
Victoria  Barracks  on Tuesday, 5th February next,
and continue  until Friday, 5th March next, for
Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers of Field
and Garrison Artillery. Those desirous of joining
will be granted the pay and allowances of their
rank  in "A" Battery and free  passage  to Brisbane
and back if they complete the Course (about six
weeks).
Intending applicants should send their names
(through their Commanding Officers) to the Brigade-
Major,without delay.
To suit the convenience of members of Metro-
politan Corps desirous of attending, drill will be
carried on from 6.46 to 7.45 a.m., and from 4.15 to
6 p.m. daily.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  JAatzs C.  BEAL, Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government has been pleased to direct the publication,
for general information, of the following Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
SIR, Downing street, 10th November, 1888.
As the Queen's Sovereignty has now been proclaimed in the Territory known as British New
Guinea, I have the honour to acquaint you, for the information of your Government, that the official
designation of Dr. McGregor, C.M.G., and of his successors in the Administration, will be "His Honour.'
I have, &c.,
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the fourth day
of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
7HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886,  it is  amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plan.
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty.
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by  means of maps  or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
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advice of the Executive Council, on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of the
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THR SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands  in the following  Land Agents'
Districts :-
District. Locality.
Bowen ... ... ... Parish of Roundback
Brisbane ... ... ... Parish of Kileoy
Gladstone ... ... ... Resumed part of Miriam
Vale Run
Surat Parish of Surat.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HARRY  BERKLEY ROGESS -HARRISON
to be a Commissioner for the purpose of Dividing
Runs under the provisions of the twenty-ninth
section of  " Tice Crown Lands Act of  1884."
This appointment to take effect from the let
January, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
H1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM  BRADFORD, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Thursday Island,
to be a Commissioner of Crown Lands, under the
provisions of  " The Pearl Shell and Bdche-de-mer
Fishery Act of  1881," for the purpose  of issuing
Licenses to occupy Crown Lands thereunder.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM  MILLETT
to be an Audior for the Douglas Division, in the
room  of B. M. Ffrench, who has left the District.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Del artment  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
il IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with  the advice  of the Ex cutive
Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES SMITH
to be an Auditor for the Woongarra Division, in
the room of Thomas Manchester,  deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
IS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN COLLINGS HAM
to be an Auditor for the Balmoral Division, in the
room  of it. S. W. Cumming, resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the under-
named Officers on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force be placed on the Retired List, viz.:-
Lieutenant-Colonel JOHN MCDONNELL,
with permission to wear his uniform as Comman-
dant of the late Volunteer Force ;
Ma Rors-
ICHARD ALBERT MOORE and
FRANCIS WILLOUGHBY EDGE BAXTER ;
Captains-
JoaspH ORTON Bou$NB and
ARTHUR EDWARD DOUGLAS ;
Lieutenants--
ROBERT OBTON BoURNE and
ROBERT STEWART ELLIS.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following pro-
visional  appointments in the Defence Force, viz.:-
Lieutenants-
WILLIAM THOMAS CUTHBERT and
WILLIAM MATTHEW MOWBRAY
to be Captains ; and
PATRICK DoxovAN
to be a Lieutenant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
IfIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WALTER  BLARE NISBET
to be  a Surgeon  in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6'h January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
GEORGE CALDWELL
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that
Lieutenant WALTON DRAKE
be appointed a Commander in the Marine Defence
Force with the relative rank of Major in the Land
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that
THOMAS  BENNETT
be appointed a Staff Engineer in the Marine
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment has been pleased to direct that the
names of
ROBERT MACGAVIN and
TOM PENNY
be substituted respectively for Robert McGavin
and Thomas Penny, appearing in the general Com-
mission of  the Peace, published in the  Gazette  of
the 1st instant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of he G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint theundernamed
Members of the Police Force to be Inspectors of
Slaughter-houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter, at the places mentioned in connection
with their respective  names , viz.:--
Constable JAMES EDWARDS,
at Augathella, in the room of Sergeant Dunne,
transferred ;
Constable JOHN TALBOT,
at Normanby Diggings, in the room of Constable
Cowen,  transferred;  and
Constable WILLIAM COWEN,
at Limestone.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1889.HIS Excellency, the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Local Government Act of  1878," been pleased
to appoint
SAMPSON EDWARD LINTEEN
to be an Auditor  for the Shire of Ithaca, in the
room  of C. G.  Berry ,  resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Department of the Colonial
Secretary ,  viz.:-
ENDS BERRY
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and
Deaths,  at Coen, for the Registry District of
Palmer ;
Constable  JAMES EDWARDS
to be Acting Clerk  of Petty  Sessions  at Augathella,
in the roam of Segeant  Dunne ,  transferred ; and
HERBERT  W. SWAYNE, M.R.C.S.E.,
to be Medical Officer at  Dalbv, in the room of
Wm. Howlin, L.R.C.S ., deceased.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the under-
mentioned appointments in the Post and Telegraph
Department,  viz.:-
CHARLES  HOELSCHER
to be  Manager ; and
SAMUEL  S INNAMON and
ALFRED T. GARGET
to be Operators.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
JAMES CHARLES  O'BRIEN and
LESLIE COPELAND SPODE
be appointed Clerks in the service of the Depart-
ment  of Public Instruction.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
Jj
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions  and transfers of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
to take effect from the 1st January, 1889, viz.:-
ALFRED EDWARD JOWETT
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Gympie, One-Mile ;
JOHN MCKEON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Cairns ;
WILLIAM HENRY WALLER MARTIN
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Toowoomba
North ;
KATHERINE ROSE BURRELL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School  at Enoggera ;
EMILY MUNRO
to be transferred to the  position  of an Assistant
Teacher  in the  State School for Boys at Rook-
hampton North ;
FANNY PRIOR
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Rock-
hampton North ;
RACHEL WAUGH
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Woolloongabba.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  17th January, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
FRANK PIGRAM
be transferred to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Freestone Creek Lower; and
that
JANE WAGNER  NICHOLSON
be transferred to the position  of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls  and Infants
at Kangaroo Point.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
II IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
GEORGE MASLIN OLIVER HAINES
be admitted into the ser%ice of the Department as
a Teacher of Class II., Division 3, to take effect
from the 1st January,  1889; and that
MATILDA KATE COE (Mrs.)
be re-admitted into the service  as a Teacher of
Class III., Division 2, and appointed to the position
of an Assistant Teacher in the State School for
Girls and Infants at Townsville, to take effect
from the 21st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALua
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Adssiniitrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
" The Valuation Act  of 1887 ,"  it is amongst other
things provided  that the  Governor in Council may
appoint a convenient  p lace for the holding of an
Appeal Court for a Division ,  and thereafter all
appeals against valuations in the Division shall be
heard in that place  :  And whereas it has been deemed
necessary to proclaim the Court of Petty Sessions,
Boulia, to be the place for holding an Appeal
Court for the Division of Boulia  :  Now, there-
fore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pursuance
of the authority vested in me as Administrator
aforesaid ,  and of all other powers enabling me
in that behalf,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify ,  proclaim, and declare that the Court of Petty
Sessions,  Boulia,  shall be the place for holding an
Appeal Court for the Division of Boulia ; and
hereafter all appeals against valuations in the said
Division shall be heard in the Court of PettySessions,  Boulia.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventeenth day of
January ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD  SAva T$s QVUN'!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER YALwss,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed in the fifty-first
!' year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws rela-
ting to  Local  Government outside the Boundaries
of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council shall, where
a Division is subdivided,  assign  the number of
members to each Subdivision : And whereas the
Division of Balmoral has been subdivided by Proc-
lamation dated  the sixth day of October, 1888:
Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTSn PALMER,
in pursuance of the authority vested in me as
Administrator aforesaid ,  and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf ,  and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  assign Two  Members to each of
the Subdivisions of the Division of Balmoral.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVB THR QUSBN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knigl^t Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY, the21st instant, being the day appointed for the
Cricket Match with the Australiktn Eleven, shall,
within the Town of Ipswich, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the  meaning  of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir AaTnua HvlNTU PALMUE,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALseaa,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1' 1'
HERE AS by an Act passed in the forty.first irst year  of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligati ons to  make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALHER,theAdministratorof the Government afore-
said, in virtue of the. powers  vested in  me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers  enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify, proclaim, and declare that THURS-
DAY, the 24th instant, being the Opening Day
of the Drayton and Toowoomba Agricultural
Society's Annual Show, shall, within the Towns of
Drayton and Toowoomba, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD Siva THS QUa$S
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HuNT$R PALMZR,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.Wj HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first!' Y year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on  such Holiday s,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers vested
in me by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,  and declare
that TEL LTB S DAY, the 24th instant, being the
day appointed for Opening the South  Coast Rail-
way to Southport, shall, within the Police District
of Nerang, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
By Command, reign. By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD. BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THS QUazx GoD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
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A. H[ PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative Council
Administrator.  and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
I and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
88-33119-M.
Boox of REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH SELECTIONS  73 AND 443, MACKAY DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC 'ROAD.
E.M. 13.10.87_A'. Parishes of Greenmount and Abingdon, County  of Carlisle.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Selection.
Land Agent's
District. Parish. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
I
Chs. links.
From the eastern boundary of portion IZ westerly
1
73 Mackay  ... ...  Gre enmount  ...  Freehold ... Edward Stansdeld 269° 24' 40 49
Links. A. A. P.
100 4 0 8
to the western boundary 17
 Rawson
7
From the eastern boundary of portion 443 westerly 443 443 ditto  ... .. , ditto  ...  ditto ... Alexander Walker  ...  269° 43' 15 21 100 420
to the
 western boundary  276' 43' 666
269° 50' 3 57
260° 0' 3 93
240° 443' 4 5
246° 0' 5 30
258° b0' 658
Nora .- These roads are opened in lieu of the originally  re served  ro ads through portions IZ and 443, which a re  hereby cancelled.
73
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
 House,
 Brisbane , this tenth day of January, in the year  of our  Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Har Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! M. HUME BLACK.
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTBB PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
.Administrator. Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUBTBB PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and declare that the Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
88.35187-C. Sol.
BOOK
 or  REFERENCE OF NEW ROAD TO THE  S YDNEY -STBBET  BRIDGE AND BRANCH ROADS ,  INTENDED  TO BE  PROCL AIMED
 AS PUBLIC ROADS.
B.M.-19 -5-87-Hs .  Parish of Bassett, County of Carlisle.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
No, of
Portion. No. ofselection. Land  Agent'sDistrict. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Chns .
 links .  Links. A. a. F.
Reaaris.
1 From the  north  boundary of portion 161
 south - 161 151 Mackay ,,, ... Freehold ... ... F. W. Poolman ... 169° 0 ' 25 0 100 4 030
easterly to the east boundary 127° 0' 17 74
f From the west boundary of portion 42
 south- 42 277 ditto .., ditto ... ... Francis Brown ... 127° 0 ' 21 26 100 4 2 0
easterly to the  seat boundary 146° 30' 23 92
3 From the no rt h -west corner of portion 96 south and 96,94 ... ... ditto ... ... Andrew Henders on 179° 59 ' 37 00 100 6 2 33
south -easterly to the
 south boundary of portion 94 128° 10' 14 86
152° 10' 4 68
4 From the no rt h-west corner of portion 93 east and 93 ,.. ditto ... ... ditto  ... 89° 44' 13 51 100 4 2 0
south-easterly to the south boundary 152°10 30 15
5 From the north-west corner of portion 91  south-
easterly to the south boundary
91 ,.. ... Vacant ... ... The Crown  ... ... 126° 0' 47 41 100 4 3 10
6 From the no rt h boundary of portion 86 south- 88 ... ... Freehold ... ... W. S. C. Adrian ... 135° 0' 31 18 100 3 0 2
easterly to the south boundary
NOTE.- These  roads  are substituted  for the roads advertised to be closed ,  in Mr. Henderson 's name , in the Government  Gazette  of 5th  Marcb , 1897, Items Nos. I and 2 of the published  Schedule , which we hereby closed.
Given under my hand and  Seal, at  Government House ,  Brisbane, this tenth day of January ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in thefifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Goa SAVE TXB QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
[L.6.]
A. H. PALMER,
 By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A dministrator .
 Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council , do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Roads in the Book of Reference hereunder described sha ll  be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.M. -14 .11-88-.-Q'. ---
88.30.310-S.G.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS THROUGH SELECTION
 1615 AND AGRICULTURAL  FARMS  5 3 AND  9 4, MACKAY  DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS PUBLIC ROADS.
County of Carlisle ,
 Parish of Abingdon.
Refer
once Description of Road . No .  of
No. of
Selec- Land Agent 's
n How Held . Reputed Owner . Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth of Area . Remarks.
No. Portion.tion. District. Road
I From the south boundary of portion 1615 1616 1615
 Mackay .. .  Homestead ,  1878 Martin William Crick  ...  39° 30'
northerly to the north boundary Act 337° 0'
9° 0'
58° Of
39° 0'
3 From the south boundary of portion 1088 1088 A.F. 53 ditto  ...  Agricultural Farm John White  ... ... ...  333° 50'
north-westerly to the north boundary 1884 Act
3 From the south boundary of portion 1302 north -  1302 A.F. 94 ditto
 ...
 ditto ... William Rafter ... ... 344° 30'
westerly to the reserved road through that 3280  0'
portion
Ohs. Ike. Links. A. R. P.
5 46 100 3 2 0 8 acres
 re served for road purposes.
4 60
14 708 30
1 32
36 75 100 3 3 0 4 acres re served for road purposes.
10 0 100 2 2 9 18 acres reserved for road purposes.
17 61
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of January ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.7 HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the fourth day of July, 1888, and the fourth day of
January, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-4-1-89.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
I
No. of ProvisionalParish . Portion. I Area . Survey Fee.
A. R.
1 Bowen ... ... Roundback... lv 160 0
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 2v 160 0
3 Brisbane .. On Kilcoy Run Kilcoy ... 21v 160 0
4 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 22v 160 0
5 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 23v 160 0
6 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 24v 160 0
7 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 25v 160 0
8 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 26v 160 0
9 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 27v 160 0
10 Ditto ditto ... ditto .. 28v 160 0
11 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 29v 160 0
12 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 30v 160 0
13 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 31v 160 0
14 Ditto ditto .. ditto ... 32v 160 0
15 Gladstone ... Miriam Vale Polmaily ... 1v 160 0
16 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 2v 160 0
17 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 3v 160 0
18 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 4v 160 0
19 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 5v 160 0
20 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 6v 160 0
21 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 7v 220 0
22 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 8v 160 0
23 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 9v 160 0
24 Ditto i ditto ... ditto ... 10v 160 025 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 11v 160 0
26 Ditto ditto ... ditto .. 12v 160 0
27 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 13v 160 0
28 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 14v 160 0
29 Ditto ditto ...  ditto ... 15v 160 0
30 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 16v 160 0
31 Ditto ditto ...  ditto ... 17v 160 0
32 Ditto ditto ...  ditto ... 18v 160 0
33 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 19v 160 0
34 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 20v 160 0
35 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 21v 160 0
36 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 22v 160 0
37 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 23v 160 0
38 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto ... 24v 160 0
39 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 25v 165 0
40 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 26v 160 0
41 Ditto . .  ditto ... ditto ... 27v 160 0
42 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 28v 160 0
43 Ditto . .  ditto ... ditto ... 29v 160 0
44 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 30v 160 0
45 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 31v 160 0
46 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto .. 32v 160 0
47 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 33v 310 0
48 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 34v 320 0
49 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto .. 35v 190 0
50 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 36v 160 0
51 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 37v 160 0
52 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 38v 160 0
53 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto .. 39v 160 0
54 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto ... 40v 105 0
55 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 41v 200 0
56 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 42v 160 0
57 Ditto ... ditto ... , ditto ... 43v 160 0
41
U
a4
P. £ 8. d. s. d.
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6I0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 61 0 6
0 7 7 6 1 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 1 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0  7 18  0 0 6
0  8 18  0 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0  5 17  6 0 6
0  7  7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
0 7 7 6 0 6
M. HUME BLACK.
all
.gym
Value of
Improve-
ments.
£ 8.
1 0 l
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
11 00
10
1 0
1 0
1 0 1
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
11 00
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 01 01
1 0 )
Acres.
1  1,280
1 1,280
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
14 320
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1'280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1  1,280
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THE SCHEDULE - coetin ued.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's  Run
District. Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
ae
a
A. R. P. £ s .  d. 8. d. £ s.
58 Gladstone ... Miriam Vale Polmaily 44v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
59 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto 45v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
60 Ditto . ditto ditto 46v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
61
. . ...
Ditto ditto ditto 47v  1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
62
... ...
Ditto ...  ditto  ..  ditto 48v  1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
63 Ditto .,.  ditto  ...  ditto 49v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
64 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 50v  150 0 0 613 (1 0 6 1 0
65 Ditto ...  ditto  ...  ditto 51v  210 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
66 Ditto ...  ditto  ..  ditto 52v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
67 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 53v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
68 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 54v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
69 Ditto ...1  ditto ... ditto 55v  160 0 0  7 7 6  0 6 1 0
70 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 56v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
71 Ditto .. ditto ... ditto 57v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
72 Ditto .. ditto  ...  ditto 58v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
73 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 59v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
74 Ditto ,.. ditto  ...  ditto 60v  135 0 0 613 0 0 6 1 0
75 Ditto ... I ditto  ...  ditto 61v  130 0 0 613 0 0 6 1 0
76 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 62v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
77 Ditto .. ditto  ...  ditto 63v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
78 Ditto ... ditto
...  ditto 64v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
79 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 65v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
80 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 66v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
81 Ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto 67v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
82 Ditto ditto ditto 68v  200 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
83
. . .
Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 69v  1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 084 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 70v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
85 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 71v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
86 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 72v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
87 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 73v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
88 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 74v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
89 Ditto ditto  ,,.  ditto 75v  200 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
90 Ditto ditto ... ditto 76v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
9t Ditto ditto  ,..  ditto ..,  77v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
92 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 78v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
93 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto 79v  230 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
94 Ditto  ditto ditto 80v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 r
95
...
Ditto ditto ... ditto
..,  81v  1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
96 Ditto ditto ... ditto ...  82v  150 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0
97 Ditto ditto
...  ditto .., 83v  150 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0
98 Ditto ditto
...  ditto ...  84v  150 0 0 613 0 0 6 1 0
99 Ditto ditto
...  ditto ...  85v  320 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0100 Ditto ditto ...  ditto ...  86v  388 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0
101 Ditto ditto ... ditto
...  87v  290 0 0 7 18 0 0 6 1 0
1021 Ditto ditto  ...  ditto ..  88v  330 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0
103 Goondiwindi  Callandoon  ...  Carbuckey ...  1v  648 0 0 12 10 0 0 6 1 0
104 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 2v  1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
105 Ditto ...  ditto ditto ... 3v  740 0 0 12 10 0 0 6 1 0
106 Ditto ...  ditto ditto ... 4v  1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
107 Ditto ...  ditto ditto ... 5v  1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
108 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 6v  1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
109 Ditto ...  ditto ditto ... 7v  1,150 0 0 14 16 0 0 6 1 0
110 Ditto ditto 150ditto 8v  1 0 0 1416 0 0 6 1 0
111 Ditto
...
...  ditto
.,
..
.. ,
I ditto ... 9v  1,280 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
112 Ditto ...  ditto ., ditto ... lOv  1,280 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
113 Ditto ...  ditto .. ditto ... 11v  1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 6 1 0
114 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 12v  1,150 0 0 14 16 0 0 6 1 0
115 Surat ... Surat ... 1v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
116 Ditto ditto 2v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
117 Ditto
...
...
...
ditto ... 3v  1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
118 Ditto ... ... ditto .. 4v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
119 Ditto ... ditto ... 5v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
120 Ditto ... ... ditto 6v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
121 Ditto .. ..
...
ditto 7v  203 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
122 Ditto ... ditto ... 8v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
123 Ditto ditto 9v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
124 Ditto .. .. ditto ... lOv  320 0 0 818 0 0 6 1 0
125 Ditto ditto ... 11v  320 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0
126 Ditto ditto ... 12v  320 0 0 818 0 0 6 1 0
127 Ditto .. ... ditto ... 13v  320 0 0 818 0 0 6 1 0
128 Ditto ... ditto ... 14v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
129 Ditto
:::
ditto ... 15v  160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
V Q,
Agricultural
Area.
Acres.
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2  1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1.280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
2 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,2801 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,2801 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,2801 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts, 1884  to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall he open to selection, under the provisions of the said
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Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.- 4-1-89,
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent 's District. Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
4a AgriculturalArm.$ a
a
l D 5
Acres.
640
.+'q 5 640
640
1ow
1  640
a. 1
1 2801
1  1,280
1  1,280
0 1
801,21
1 1280
0 1 1,280
1,280
1 1,280
)rte
1
2
13320
Survey Fee.
0w
n o,
1  Brisbane ... Mooloolah 344 27v 63 0 0 7 17 3 0 8
2  Ditto ...  Maroochy 3973 147 118 0 0 8 13 0 1 0
3  Ditto ... Telemon ... 4047 109 350 0  0 1216 0 0 8
4  Ditto Bromelton 4487 55 114 0 0 8 2 9 0 6
5  Cunnamulla Hariman 35 35 1 180 0 0 15 5 0 0 46 Ingham Tyson 538A! 524 ,159 3 0 10 6 5 0 6
7  I swich Tenthill ... 663 40v 81 0 0 9 8 6 0 6
8  Mackay ... Ossa ... 1527 1527 160 0 0 10 12 0 0 6
9  Ditto ...  Sarina 1664 1664 160 0  0 915 3 0 6
10 Ditto ... ditto 1665 1665 160 0 0 9 17 9 0 6
11 Ditto ... ditto 1666 1666 158 0 0 817 9 0 6
12 Surat ... Surat 90 90 160 0 0 7 17 0 0 5
13 Ditto . ditto 91 91 160 0 0 7 17 0 0 5
14 Toowoomba Rosalie ...  13 3880 1,100 0 0 13 15 0 0 3
15 Ditto ... Flagstone 523 17v 104 0 0 9 2 9 0 3
16
I
Ditto ... Campbell 340 16v 160 0 0 13 11 11 0 5
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.8.1 chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
E.9S.-41-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE Ts[E QUEER 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No.  14.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
221A, parish of Kilcoy, and bounded thence by
portions 221A, 218, 210, and 177 to the south-east
corner of portion 177; thence by a line bearing
south to a point bearing west from the south-west
corner of portion 219; thence by a line bearing
east thereto ; thence by portions 219, 179, 193, 192,
168, Kilco7 Creek, portions 130, 209, and 186 ;
thence by a line westerly to Goonneringerringgi
Mountain ; thence by the watershed separating the
water of Kilcoy and Sheep Station Creeks from
those of the Brisbane River westerly and northerly
and a line east to the point of  commencement.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.8.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road described here-
under shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
E.M.-21-I1 -88-w'.
DEscEwrIoN.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No. 337, Toowoomba District. (Bernard
McGovern.)
From the north-west corner of portion 5v, parish
of Hodgson, southerly for four chains two links
along  and within its western boundary,-containing
two roods sixteen perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this sixteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK,
GOD S4YE  TEE QUEEN
M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMEB,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.[L-8.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Pependeneics.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR H UNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under , and situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed
lands  on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of
March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rents and
purchasing prices at which said lands may be
selected shall be the  annual  rents and purchasing
prices mentioned in the Schedule herewith, and that
the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
I.M.-4-1-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Maximum area-640 acres.
Annual rent-6d.  per acre.
Purchasing price-£1.
Parish of Warner.
About 80 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 815.
Within Agricultural Area No. 9.
Maximum  area-1,280 acres.
Annual rent- 6d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£2 per acre.
Parish of Durundur.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm 576.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
Maximum  area -640 acres.
Annual rent-5d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1 10s.  per acre.
Parish of Mooloolah.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 549.
Within Agricultural Area No. 5.
Maximum area-640 acres.
Annual rent-8d.  per acre.
Purchasing price-£15s. per acre.
Parish of Mooloolah.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 872.
Within Agricultural Area No. 6.
Maximum area -1,280 acres.
Annual rent-3d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1.
Parish of Canning.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 953.
About  160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 954.
Parish of Wararba.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 779.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Maximum area-640  acres.
Annual  rent -6d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1.
Parish of Hann.
About 160 acres.
Forfeited Selection No. 287.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Maximum area-1,280 acres.
Annual rent-3d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1.
Parishes of Goolman and Fassifern.
About 130 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 1,382.
Norf.-Subject to the payment of the  value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.9.] chael and St . George, President
L. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and declare that the Country Lands
described hereunder, and situated in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection,
under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed
lands, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day
of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rent
and purchasing price at which said lands may be
selected shall be 3d. and £1 per acre respectively,
and that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as
follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
And I do hereby further declare that the cost of
survey chargeable on all selections within Agri-
cultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2 shall be according to
the Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
T.M.-4-1-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT
Within Agricultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2.
About 457 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land (exclusive  of subur
ban land and the land in the parishes of Fassifern
and Clumber) within Agricultural Areas Nos. 1
and 2 which did not, at the commencement of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1$84," form part of a
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run, and which had, befo re  the commencement of
that Act, been open to selection under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
THE IPSWICH  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
R ithin Agricultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2.
SCHEDULE.
Survey Fees.
Agricultural Farms.
d£ s. .
Not exceeding 10 acres ... ... 3 1 0
20 „ ... ... 4 11 0
30 „ ... ... 5 11 0
40 ,, ... ... 6 6 0
60 „ ... ... 7 11 0
80 „ ... ... 8 6 0
120 „ ... ... 9 10 0
„ 160 „ ... ... 10 10 0
200 „ ... ... 11 8 0
240 „ ... ... 12 2 0
„ 280 „ ... ... 12 16 0
320 „ ... ... 13 8 0
400 „ ... ... 14 8 0
480 „ ... ... 15 4 0
560 „ ... ... 16 0 0
640 „ ... ... 16 12 0
800 „ ... ... 17 17 0
960 „ ... ... 19 0 0
1,120 „ ... ... 20 1 0
1,280 „ ... ... 21 0 0
Nor  :.- subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
rL.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland anut
its Ilependeneies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALisER,  the Adminis-
trator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lot of land,
being portion 89v, in the parish of Euthu lla, in the
Roma Land Agent's District ,  opened  to selection
by Proclamation dated the 4th July ,  1888, shall be
and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-20 -12.85-V'.
88-34017-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THB QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By  Ilia Exoellenc Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[ L.a.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALYEn, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER ,  the Administra-
tor aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lots of land,
being Portions lv to 5v, on the resumed part of Bar-
mundoo Run, in the parish of Barmundoo, in the
Gladstone Land Agent's District ,  opened to
selection by Proclamation dated the 1st July,
1887, shall be and are hereby withdrawn from
selection.
E.M.-20 -12-88-U'.
118-34016-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House ,  Brisbane ,  this tenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALM' ER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M.-20 -12-88-Z'.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
88-34132-s.0.
Beauaraba  (Pittsworth).
County of Aubigny, parish of Rolleston.
Area - 50 acres.
Commencing at the north -west corner  of allot-
ment 8 of  section 1,  and bounded  thence on the east
by that allotment  and allotment 7 bearing south
nineteen chains  forty -six links  ;  on the south by a
two-chain road bearing west twenty -five chains
seventy -five links  ;  on the  west  by a water reserve
bearing  4 minutes nineteen chains  forty -four links ;
and on the north by a  one-chain road bearing east
twenty-five chains seventy-three  links  to the point
of commencement.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
88.34661-S.0.
County of Herbert, parish of Roundbank.
Area-100 acres.
Commencing at the nine -mile peg on the Bowen
and Townsville Railway ,  and bounded thence on
the east by a line bearing southtwenty.three chains ;
on the south by a line bearing west eighty chains ;
on the west by  a line  bearing north twelve chains
to the Bowen and Townsville Railway Line ; and on
the north by that railway line easterly to the point
of commencement.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR AILWAY PURPOSES.
es-32897-Eys.
Jimbour.
County of Aubigny,  p arish of Jimbour ,  portion  18
and  19.
Area - 541 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
6A, and bounded thence on the north by a road
bearing 89 degrees 50 minutes sixty -two chains and
fifty-seven links  ;  on the east by portions 16 and 17
Dearing south eighty -six chains and seventy-six
links ; on the south by a road bearing west fifty-
seven chains and ninety -three links and 256 degrees
45 minutes four chains and fifty -eight links ; and
on the west by portion 6A bearing 359 degrees 54
minutes eighty -seven chains and seventy -one links
195
to the point  of commencement  ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Given under my [land  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
and a-quarter links from peg at 397 miles 33
chains on centre line of Central Railway, and
bounded thence on the east by a line bearing 176
degrees 2 minutes five chains ; on the south by a
line bearing 266 degrees 2 minutes ten chains ; on
the west by a line bearing 356 degrees  2 minutes
five chains ; and on the north by a line bearing 86
degrees two minutes ten chains to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General 's office.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
88-342ls-S.G.PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Xii-
[L.s.] ehael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council andAdministrator. Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland ant)
;fie T)elienleneiec.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crown
Lands Act  of 1884," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M. 2o-12-88-Z'.
THE CHARTERS TOWERS LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-34214-S.G.
Queenton.
County of Gladstone, parish of Millchester.
Area- 5 acres 6 perches.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion
G.F.H. 432, and bounded thence on the north-west
by a road bearing 55 degrees three chains and
sixty-eight  and a-half links ; on the north-east by
portions G.F.H. 433 and 875 and a line bearing 145
degrees  fifteen chains and forty-two and a-half
links ; on the south-west by lines bearing 295
degrees 5 minutes twelve chains and fifteen and
a-half links, and 338 degrees 47 minutes fifteen and
three-quarter links; thence by portion G.F.H. 861
bearing 55 degrees two chains and thirty-five and
a-half links ; and again on the south-west by that
portion and portion G. F. H. 432 bearing 325 degrees
four chains and seventy-four links to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General s office.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR STATE ScuooL  PURPOSES.
88-34213-8 G.
Kelvin Grove.
Counfy of Carlisle, parish of Kelvin.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 67 degrees and
distant forty-two links from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over R over RES, and bounded thence
on the north by a road bearing 269 degrees 56
minutes eleven chains and twenty-one links ; on the
west by a road bearing 179 degrees 56 minutes
eight  chains  and ninety-three links ; on the south
by a line bearing 89 degrees 56 minutes eleven
chains and sixteen links; and on the east by a road
bearing 16 minutes eight chains and ninety-three
links to the point of commencement  ; -as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
THE ARAMAC LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
$8-34210-8.G.
Saltern Bore, Barcaldine, Longreach Road.
County of Rodney.
Area- 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 178 degrees 32
minutes four  chains  and forty links, thence bearing
86 degrees 2 minutes  four  chains and ninety-one
Jericho Bore.
County of Tambo.
Area-1 acre.
Commencing at a point bearing 12 degrees 30
minutes two chains and twenty links, 39 degrees 15
minutes sixteen  chain, and west one chain from the
north-east corner of section 2, town of Jericho, and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
two chains and fifty links ; on the north by a line
bearing east two chains ; on the east by a line
bearing south five chains; on the south by a line
bearing west two chains ; and again on the west by
a line bearing north two chains and fifty links to
the point of commencement ;- as shown  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.88-31187-C.T.
Bore at " Stewart's," Tambo-Alpha Road.
County of Belyando.
Area -2 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 50 degrees 46
minutes twenty-seven chains, 41 degrees five chains
and sixty-four links, west two chains and fifty links,
and south two chains from a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over A over 48, and bounded thence
on the west by a line bearing north four  chains ; on
the north by a line bearing east five chains; on the
east by a line bearing south four chains ; and on
the south by a line bearing west five chains to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER  SUPPLY PURPOSES.
88-34211-8.G.
Mountain Creek Bore.
County of Douglas.
Area -5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 79 degrees 2
minutes two hundred and twenty-eight  chains and
twenty-three links,  245  degrees two  chains and
fifty links, and 335 degrees five chains from a
coolibah-tree bearing 39 degrees 41 minutes two
hundred and eighty-seven and a-half links from
intersection of Muttaburra and Hughenden roads,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing 335 degrees five chains ; on the north-west
by a line bearing 65 degrees five chains ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 155 degrees ten chains ;
on the south-east by a line bearing 245 degrees
five chains ; and on the south-west by a line bearing
335 degrees five chains to the point of  commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the filly-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UZU t
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December, 1888.
" I HE CROWN LA Nl)S ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  ] 868 and  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District .  Jan. Feb.
Allora + ... ... ... ...
Aramac ... ... Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Butane  .. ...  Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Baroaldinet  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 6
Beenleigh  ...  Tues .  8 Tues. 12
Blackall  ... ...  Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Bowen  ... ... Thurs. 24 Thurs.28
Brisbane  ... ...  Wed. 2 Tues. 5
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Burketown  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Cairns  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Cardwell'  ...  Fri. 11 ...
Charleville  ...  Mon. 7 Mon. 4
Charters  Towers Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Clermont  ...  Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25 Fri. 22
Emerald ` ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Esk; .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  2 Wed. 6
ri lyan)
Glaastone  ...  Thurs .24 Thurs.28
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri . 11 Fri. 8
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Ingham  . ...  Wed. 30 Wed. 27
Inglewood '-' •..  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Ipswich ...  ...  Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Isisford  ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues. 19
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 10 Thurs. 14
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18 Fri. 15
Mitcheilt
... Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues .  15 Tues. 12
Nanango  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Nebo  (Mt. Britton ) Wed. 2 Wed. a
Nerang • ... ... ... Wed. 13
Normanton  ...  Tues .  8 Tues. 12
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs . 3 Thurs. 7
Ra'ens wood  ...  Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
St. George  ...  Tues .  15 Tues. 19
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2 Wed.  (;
Springsure Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Stanthorpe Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Surat  ... ... Thurs. 31 Thurs.28
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Taroom . Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Tenninge ri ng ... Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Thargomindab  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Townsville  ...  Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues. 19
March . April . May. June .  July. August .  Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 20  .. Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18 ... Wed. 18..
Fri. 8 Fri .  5 Fri. 10 Fri .  7 Fri .  5 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri ... 11 I  Fri.-  8 I Fri. 8
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed .  15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed .  1S Wed .  16 Wed .  20 1 Wed. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 8 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  9 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Wed. 11
Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs.28 Tburs . 25 Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs.26 Thurs.24 Thurs.28 Fri. 27
Tues .  5 Tues .  2  Tues .  7 Tues .  4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues. 3
Sat. 9 Sat.  13 Sat.  11 Sat.  8 Sat.  13 Sat.  10 Sat. 14 Sat.  12 Sat.  16 Sat. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 µ ed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 8 Fri .  10 ... Fri . 12 ... Fri.  13 ... Fri. 8 ...
Mon. 4  Mon.  1 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon .  1 Mon. 5 Mon .  2 Mon .  7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .31) Thurs .27 Thurs . 25 Thurs .29 Thurs . 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri . 27
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 W.id. 11
Mon. I8 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 22 Fri. 26 Fri . 31 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri. 23 Fri .  27 Fri. 25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 18 Mon .  15 Mon .  20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Tues .  19 Tues .  21 Tues .  16 ... Tues .  17 ... Tues. 19 .
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs . 23 Thurs .27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .22 Thurs .28 Thurs . 24 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  29 Wed .  26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Wed .  25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri . 27
Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3 Fri . 7 Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri .  4 Fri . 1 Fri. 6
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs . 14 Thurs . 11 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs.11 Thurs .  8 rhurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri .  26 Fri .  17 Fri .  21 Fri.  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 20 Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri . 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues .  10 Tues. 15 Tues .  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 12 ... Wed. 14 ... Wed. 9 .. Thurs. 12
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Tours .  6 Thurs. 4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon .  13 Mon. 10 Mon .  8 Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues .  19 cues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. S Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri . 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  28 Thurs 25 Thurs . 30 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25 Thurs .  29 Thurs , 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .  28 Fri . 27
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  t Wed .  5 Wed .  3 wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  '22  Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 I Thurs .  13 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8  Thurs4 12  Thurs . 10 Thurs.  14 Thurs. 12
Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
* The Courts marked thus * are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
Court  to be held when there are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when  necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
CLOSING MOUNT BRITTON LAND OFFICE.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
.L that as the Mackay Land Agent's District has
been amended so as to include the land formerly
comprised in the Mount Britton Land Agent's
District, all business hitherto transacted at Mount
Britton Land Office will in future be dealt with at
the Mackay Land Office.
M. HUMS BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
THE following amended description of the
Mackay Land Agent's District (including
the Mount Britton District) is published for
general information.
E.M.-4.1-89.
M. HUME BLACK.
88-34669-P.L.
THE MACKAY LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the mouth of the O'Connell
River, and bounded thence by that  river and the
Andromache River upwards to  its source ;  thence
by the watershed  separating  the Bowen River from
the O'Connell River, Pioneer River, and other
coast waters south -easterly ,  the watershed  separa-
ting the  Bowen and  Suttor Rivers  from the Isaacs
River and tributaries westerly,  and Denham Range
southerly, to the northern  watershed  of Phillip's
Creek, by that watershed  easterly  to the south-
west corner  of Stephen's Run, by  the west and
north boundaries of that run northerly and easterly,
part of the west boundary of Hugh s Creek Run,
the west and  part of the north boundary of Cherwell,
and the west boundary of Exeter Downs, northerly
to the  Isaacs  River, by that river  downwards to
North Creek, by North Creek upwards to the
south- west corner  of Bullingdon Run, by the south
and part of the east boundary of that run, the north
boundary of Alnwick  and a line easterly  to the south-
west corner  of Cockenzie Run, by the south boun-
dary of that  run east to  Funnel Creek, by that
creek  upwards to the south-west corner of Drum-
gondra Run, by the south and east boundaries of
that run and part of the south and east boundaries
of Howth Run northerly to the southern watershed
of Boothill Creek, by the southern and eastern
watershed  of that creek easterly and northerly to
Connor' s Range,  by Connor' s Range  and Mount
Funnel  Range north-easterly to Cape  Palmerston ;
and thence by the coast north-westerly to the
point of  commencement;-inclusive of adjacent
islands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, thatapplications under  the eighty-ninth  section of
"Tine Crown Lands Act of  1884  "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  w itbin  t- o
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at the Land
and Po li ce  Offices, Cooktown,  and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.'  Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
I A.  IL  P.
1 The Daint re e Divi -  The originally Hann  ...  42 1 0
sional Board ,  re served  ro ad
on account of th rough portion
J. V. S. Barnett 57
About
2 The Daintree  Divi- That  part of  the ditto ... 4 0 0
sional Board ,  ori gina ll y re-
on account of served road
John Williams th ro ugh portion
153 west of the
junction of the
now  road
Nozz .- The  closure  Of  these roads is proposed to be  carried out
in connection  with the  opening of another road.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the  eighty -ninth section of66The Crown Lands  pct  of 1884ighty-ninthbeen made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  re quired to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh, Ipswich ,  and Bundaberg;
Police  Offices, Southport, Beaudesert, and Bun-
daberg ; and Post Offices ,  Southport ,  Dugandan,
and Bundaberg.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Pari sh. Area.
*1 The Southpo rt  The southern end of
Divisional the reserved  ro ad
Board ,  on through portion 44,
account of south of the new
the Admin-  ro ad
istrator of
the Estate of
the late Ro-
bert Muir
*2 Ditto The road separating
*3
port ion 27 fro m
po rt ion 28,  from the
southern boundary
of the water reserve
to the Nerang River
The Inspector The  reserved  road
of Road Sur- through portion 20
veys, on
account of
T. L. Murray-
Pri or
*4 Ditto The reserved road
th ro ugh portion 26
and part of the
ro ad through por-
tion 27
*5
*6
*7
i D. L. Graham The western end of
the lane forming
part of the north-
western boundary
of allotment IA of
section 4
A. a. P.
Nerang  ...
ditto  ...
1 3 12
3 2 35
Melcombe 9 0 0
ditto ...
About
4 2 0
ditto  ...
About
18 3 0
ditto ... 1 1 20
ditto ... 0 0 8
Bunda berg 0 0 10
* Norf.-The closu re  of these  ro ads is pro posed to  be  carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and  the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct  areas and  descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing  the erroneous areas and
descriptions ; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 19369.
Date of Deed - 27th January, 1869.
Name of  Grantee-Agatha Ann Stewart.
Land  Granted-Portion 22,  c u ty of Canning,
parish of Canning.
Area- '19 acres 7 perches.
Ditto Parts  of two  (2) of
the  re served roads
through portion 12
The Inspector A branch road to
of Road Sur -  Burnett's Cre ek
veys ,  on th ro ugh portion 6v
account of
H. clatter
The Inspector The continuation of
of Road Sur- the last-mentioned
vet's ,  on  ro ad th ro ugh the
account of south-western cor-
J. Pocock, ner of port ion 41
junr.
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AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Canning, parish of Canning, portion  22.
Area-19 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
21, and bounded thence en the east by that portion
bearing north seven chains and forty-seven links ;
on the north by portion 86A bearing west twenty
chains and seventy-one link's ; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes thirteen chains and
thirty-four links ; and on the south-east and south
by a road bearing 64 degrees  nine chains  and ninety-
four links, 76 degrees 39 minutes six chains and
fifty-six links, and east five chains and forty-one
links to the point of commencement ;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
No. of Deed-2586.
Date of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Benjamin Lloyd.
Land Granted-Potion  165A, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly.Area-33 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE
CORRE CTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly,
portion  165A.
Area- 33 acres  3 roods 6, perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
166A, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and portion 164A bearing north thirty-two
chains  and eighty-seven and seven-tenths links ; on
the north and north-east by a road bearing 271
degrees 35 minutes seven chains and fifty-two and
six-tenths links and 332 degrees 6 minutes 30
seconds five chains and forty-one and four-tenths
links ;  on the west by portion 7 bearing south
thirty- seven  chains and eighty-eight links ; and on
the south by a road bearing 89 degrees 57 minutes
ten chains  and five links to the point of commence-
ment; -as  shown on  plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed- 23669.
Date of Deed-19th March, 1872.Name ofGrantee-Robert Lorimer.
Land Granted-Portion 12,  County of Churchill,
parish of Mort.
Area-71 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Mort, portion  12.
Area-  72 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Laidley Creek
at the south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 90
degrees 11 minutes forty-one chains and thirty-five
links ; on the  east  by a road bearing 180 degrees 19
minutes twenty chains and nineteen and a-half links ;
on the south by portion 13 bearing 270 degrees 1
minute twenty- nine chains  and fifty links to Laidley
Creek ;  and on  the south-west by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-39142.
Date of Deed-19th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-George Shorrock.
Land Granted-Portion  53, county of Cook,
parish of Kalkie.
Area-80 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish, of Kalkie, portion 53.
Area- 80 acres  1 rood 36 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
65, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 32 minutes forty chains and six links ; on
the north by portion 66 bearing west twenty chains
and fourteen links; on the west by portion 3 bearing
south forty chains and one and a-half links ; and
on the south by a road  bearing east  twenty chains
and six links to the point of commencement  ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's office.
No. cf Deed-4626.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee -- Frederick Kilner.
Land Granted-Portion  102, county of Living-
stone, parish of Archer.
Area - 49 acres.
AMENDED AREt AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone , parish of  Archer, portion 102.
Area - 49 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing  225  degrees and
distant one chain  fr om the south corner of portion
606, and bounded thence on the south -east by a
road bearing 225 degrees thirty chains and seventy
links ; on the south -west by a road bearing 316
degrees 20  minutes sixteen chains and twenty links ;
on the north-west by a road bearing 45 degrees thirty
chains and forty links  ;  and on th- north-east by a
road bearing 135 degrees 9 minutes sixteen chains
and eighteen links to the point of commencement;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
ERROR IN DEED.
\TOTECE is hereby given, that the Deed of
IN Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  area  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grant and
in every deed  containing the erroneous area and
description; and such grant and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME B LACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 29313.
Date of Deed - 29th July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-William Bell.
Land Granted - Portion  570 ,  county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area-20 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Kedron, portion  570.
Area -  20 acres 2 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the north -west corner of portion
569, and bounded thence on the east  by that  portion
and portion 567 bearing south twenty chains and
twenty -eight  links;  on the south by portion 563
bearing  269 degrees 58 minutes ten chains and
eleven  links  ;  on the west by portion 571 bearing
359 degrees 52 minutes twenty chains and twenty-
eight and six-tenths links ; and on the north by a
road bearing east ten chains and fifteen and a-half
links to the point of  commencement;- -as hown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of he Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands, within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
87-26641-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Referencehereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within o e month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE HERBERT RIVER  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ]ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
e o 0
U y + 06 0
a Description of Road. {SI
O
U
W
o
bC
pA
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. a
Lengths. 4' c
d p
Area.
Chs. Lks. Links . A. R. P.
1 A triangular piece of
land at the south-east
corner of portion 37
37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas
Donnelly
Unoccupied 210° Of 10 50 Irregu-
lar
2 0 0
REMARKS. -No Improvements.
88-27198-F. Department of Public Lands,
NEW ROAD.
FIhST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
I
T is  hereby notified fir general information .  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County  of Herbert,  District of North  K ennedy.
.z
mmPdp
Description of Road.
1 From the east boundary
of portion 68 north-
westerly through por-
tions 68 and 77 to the
Don River
0
00 Land
Agent's
District.
How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner. a
Lengths . Area.
Chs. Lks . Links . A. R. P.
68 Bowen ... Freehold ... ... John Taylor Unoccupied 302030132 80 100 3 1 9
77
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien.ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge  applications  in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh.
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, i` anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, ,t. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the  remainder  will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements  are being made  by which the
Maps at the Head Office  in Brisbane will be
charted up each day , so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th November, 1888.
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
ESCHEATED LANDS.
NOTICE is hereby given,  in pursuance of the
eighty-eighth  section  of  " the Crown Lands
Act of  1884," that the portions of land hereinafter
described have been escheated to the Crown owing
to the person in whom the legal  estate was vested
being an Asiatic  alien,  and that  it is  the intention
of His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, at the expiration of two
months from the date of this notice, to direct that
the raid lands shall be vested in Her Majesty.
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTION.
Allotments 2 of section 2, area 2 roods, and 5 of
section  8, area  1 acre, town of Oontoo.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Crystal Brook ,  is published as
required  by the Act, and  for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Crystal Brook, situated in the Pas-
toral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Campbell Livingstone Macdonald and
Francis John Coulson, the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Crystal Brook,situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Darkwater, Boringa, Bundara, Mount
Ogilvie, Doogarry, Oak Downs, and Mount Bera,
have given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-fifth day of June, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 " with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884":  Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Crystal Brook, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in
the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
1431  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Maranoa
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over D in triangle which is opposite a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over MXIII in triangle, and
bounded thence by an east line four miles eighteen
chains to a woollybutt-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over B in triangle ; thence by a south line two
miles twenty chains ; thence by an east line crossing
Bundara and Reedy Creeks about fourteen miles
forty-two chains to a point about one mile thirty-
two chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over
FX in triangle ; thence by a north line five miles
forty-eight chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over TW in triangle ; thence by a west line passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over FIX in
triangle ten miles ; thence by a north line six miles
twenty chains ; thence by a west line six miles
sixty chains to the Maranoa River at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over MXV in triangle ; and
thence by the left bank of the said river downwards
to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
253 square miles.
Commencing at a point two miles twenty chains
south of a weollybutt-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over B in triangle, and bounded thence by an
east line crossing Bundara and Reedy Creeks
about fourteen miles forty-two chains to a point
about one mile thirty-two chains north of a tree
marked broad-arrow over FX in triangle ; thence
by a south line passing through that tree about
six miles fifty-six chains to the south-west corner
of the resumed part of the Tunis Consolidation ;
thence by an  east line along one of  the south boun-
daries of that resumed part  seven miles  seventy
chains to the Merivale River at a tree marked B ;
thence by the right bank of said river downwards
to a tree marked D ; thence by a north- west line
about four miles forty chains ; thence by a south-
west line passing through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over OD over B in triangle, a pine-tree marked
broad-arrow over HC over AV conjoined in triangle,
and a  gum-tree marked broad- arrow  over UM over
HC in  triangle sixteen miles  to a pine-tree marked
broad-arrow over FV over OD  in triangle  ; thence
by a north- west line  five miles to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over FV over SC over OD
over MB conjoined  in triangle  ; thence by a north
line passing  through a double gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over SC over T2 in triangle about
twelve miles seventy-three chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over MB conjoined over T in
triangle ; thence by a west line two miles thirty-
five chains to an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over T in triangle at a point south of start-
ing point ; and thence by a north line passing
through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over T in triangle four miles thirty-two chains to
the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, ) Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 18th  January, 1889.
HE  fo llowing order  of the  Land Board,
j1 confirming the division made under  the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known  as Springwater ,  is published as required
by the Act, and  for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Springwater , situated in the  Pastoral
District of Leichbardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Alben Perrett, the pastoral tenant of the
run known  as Springwater , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland,
has given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the twenty-fourth day of August, 1885, that
he elects take advantage of the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands  has caused  the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division  to us,  Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said run  known as
Springwater be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the  said run  referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
7 square miles.
Commencing at a point on the northern watershed
of Spring Creek at a point which is south-east of
a point two miles  east of a  gum-tree on the left
bank of Hutton Creek marked broad-arrow over
H over V in triangle, and bounded thence by a
north- east  line about three miles sixty-four chains
to one of the south-west boundaries of Portion B
of the resumed part of the Goongarry Consolida-
tion ; thence by a south- east line  along part of that
boundary about two miles forty chains to the
north-western watershed of Commissioner's Creek
at a point about two miles twenty-four chains
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north-easterly from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over C in triangle at the crossing of
the Mount Hutton road ; thence by that watershed
in a south-westerly direction to the first-mentioned
watershed of Spring Creek ; and thence by that
watershed north-westerly to the point of commence.
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
23 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Hutton's
Creek  at a point  opposite  a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow  over  H over V in triangle, and bounded
thence by  an east line  two miles ; thence by a
south-east line  about  two miles ten chains to the
northern watershed of Spring Creek ; thence by a
north-east line about three  miles  sixty-four chains
to one of the south-west boundaries of Portion B
of the resumed part of the Goongarry Consolida-
tion ; thence by a north-west line along part of
that boundary to the western corner of the said
portion at a point about three miles seventy-two
chains  westerly from a gum-tree on Hutton's
Creek marked broad-arrow over H over 1 in
triangle, and by a continuation of same line, in all
about six miles forty chains, to Hutton's Creek ;
and thence by the right bank of the said creek
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
. ,[ L.s.] Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Xmas, is published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may  concern.
E DESHON
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Xmas, situated in the Pastoral Dis-
trict of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS William Adams, the pastoral tenant
of the  run known as Xmas, situated in the
Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony
of Queensland, has given notice to the Secre-
tary for Public Lands, dated the fourteenth day
of August, 1885, that he elects to take advan-
tage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands  as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said  Secretary  for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
run known as Xmas be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
6 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Hutton's Creek
at a gum-tree  marked broad- arrow  over H over V
in triangle, and bounded thence by a line bearing
north-west along part of one of the north-east
boundaries of the resumed part of Mount Hutton
Consolidation five miles twenty chains  ;  thence by
an east line to Hutton's Creek ; and thence by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall  be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term  and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.
19 square miles.
Commencing at a point on one of the north-east
boundaries  of the  resumed part of the Mount
Hutton Consolidation, which is about five miles
twenty chains north -west from a gum-tree on the
left bank of Hutton's Creek marked broad-arrow
over H over V in triangle, and bounded thence by
a north -west line along part of the said boundary
to the watershed between Hutton's Creek and
Baffle Creek, and by that watershed north-westerly
to a point north of a gum-tree on the left bank of
the first-named creek marked broad-arrow over H
over IX in triangle ; thence by an east line about
ten miles to Hutton's Creek ; thence by the left
bank of the said creek upwards to  a point east of
starting point ; and thence by a west line about
five miles to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  11 The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the run
known as Arcadia North, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Arcadia North, situated in the
Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS John Hugh Cameron ,  the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Arcadia North,
situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  has given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twenty-eighth day of July, 1885, that he elects
to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884" with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter of
the said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 ":  Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that the divi-
sion  of the said  run made  by the  said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do  further
order that the said run known as Arcadia North be
divided into two parts, and that the )art of the
said run referred to in the said Act  as to  resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz
42 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Arcadia Creek
at a point about thirty-six chains in a direct line
below a tree marked  broad -arrow  over  A over XXI
in triangle, and bounded thence by  a line bearing
north 217 degrees east crossing the creek about
four miles  fifty  chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 307 degrees  east crossing  Spring Creek about
seven miles seventy-two chains to a bottle-tree
marked D and F, which is one mile seventy-two
chains west of a tree on the left bank of Spring
Creek marked broad -arrow over 8 over 1 in triangle;
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thence by a line bearing north 67 degrees 30
minutes east  about three miles fifty-two chains to
and across  Spring Creek ; thence by the right bank
of the said creek downwards to the junction of
Arcadia Creek ; thence by a line bearing north 67
degrees 30 minutes east crossing  the last-named creek
about one mile forty-eight chains ; thence by a line
bearing north 127 degrees east about four miles
fifty-six chains to a point bearing north 37 degrees
east  from  starting  point; and thence by a line
bearing north 217 degrees east about two miles
eighteen chains to Arcadia Creek at the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenant shall  be entitled to
receive a lease  for the term and upon the condi-
tions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described  as follows, viz.
41 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Arcadia Creek
at a point  about thirty-six chains in a direct line
below a tree marked broad-arrow over A over XXI
in triangle , and bounded thence by  a line  bearing
north 217  degrees east crossing the creek about
four miles  fifty chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 127  degrees east  about four miles forty-eight
chains to  a tree  marked D, which is on a basaltic
bill; thence by a line bearing north 67 degrees 30
minutes east crossing  Arcadia Creek at a point
about twenty-six chains in a direct line below a
box-tree  on its  right bank marked broad-arrow
over A over XXIV in triangle about seven miles ;
thence by a line bearing north 337 degrees east
one mile thirty-two chains ; thence by a line
bearing north 307 degrees east about six miles
seventy-two chains to a point bearing north 37
degrees east  from 'startin point; and thence by a
line bearing  north 217 degrees east about two
miles  eighteen chains to Arcadia Creek at the
point of  commencement.
Given under  the seal  of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[z s E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1589.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division  made  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as  Columba, is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,'
and in  the Matter of the  Division of the Run
known as Columba ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Thomas Clancey, the pastoral tenant of
the consolidated run known as Columba ,  situated
in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland, comprising the conterminous
runs known as Columba and  Columba No. 1, has
given notice to the Secretary  for  Public Lands, dated
the fifteenth day of June, 1885, that he elects to
take advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884"  with respect to such run :
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Pub lic Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run  to be divided
into  two  parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board constituted
under the provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of
1884 " :  Now, upon reading the said notice from
the said pastoral tenant, and the said report herein-
before mentioned ,  we do order  that the  division of
the said run made by the said Secretary  for Public
Lands, as amended  hereby, be  confirmed : And we
do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Columba, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
184 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Duckworth
Creek at a point about twenty chains in a direct line
above a carbeen-tree marked broad- arrow over DH
over 17 in blaze, and bounded thence by a north line
about three miles ; thence by an east line one mile ;
thence by a south line crossing Duckworth Creek
about eight chains above a carbeen-tree marked
broad-arrow over DH over I8 in blaze, crossing the
Central Railway Line, and also crossing Walton
Creek about eight chains below a carbeen-tree marked
broad-arrow over WN over 8 in blaze, five miles ;
thence by aline bearing north 110 degrees 30minutes
east about six miles ten chains to the watershed
between Walton Creek and Charlevue Creek; thence
by that watershed in a south-westerly direction to
a point south of starting point ; and thence by a
north line crossing Walton Creek about eight chains
above an ironbark tree marked broad-arrow over
WN over 9 in blaze and crossing the railway line
about five miles forty chains to and across Duck-
worth Creek to the point of commencement; also
an area  of 160 acres on the north side of the rail.
way line at the 110-mile peg.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
1284  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Duckworth
Creek at a point about twenty chains in a direct
line above a carbeen-tree marked broad-arrow over
DH over 17 in blaze, and bounded thence by a
north line about three miles ; thence by an east line
one mile ; thence by a north line about four miles
forty-eight chains ; thence by a west line one mile ;
thence by a north line about two miles sixteen
chains to the old Clermont road ; thence by that
road in a westerly direction about eight miles eight
chains in a direct line ; thence by a south line to
the north-east watershed of Bullock Creek ; thence
by that watershed and by the watershed between
the last-named creek and Duckworth Creek in a
south-easterly and south-westerly direction to the
watershed between Duckworth Creek and Charlevue
Creek ; thence by  the last -mentioned watershed in a
north-easterly direction to a point south of starting
point ; and thence by a north line crossing Walton
Creek about eight chains above an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over WN over 9 in blaze
and crossing the railway line about five miles forty
chains to and across Duckworth Creek to the point
of commencement ;-exclusive of all reserved or
alienated land contained within these described
boundaries ; also of an area of 160 acres on the
north side of the railway line at the 110-mile peg.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fourteenth
day of January,  A.D.  1889.
[L s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.
THE following  order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands E!ct  of  1884 ," of the
Run known as Gibber Gunyah ,  is publi shed as
required by the Act ,  and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the  Matter  of the Division of the Run
known as Gibber Gunyah ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Leichhardt ,  in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEnEAs The  Australian Joint Stock Bank, the
pastoral tenants of the run known as Gibber
Gunyah ,  situated in the Pastoral District of Leich-
hardt ,  in the Colcny of Queensland ,  have given
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notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the twenty-fifth day of August, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" with respect
to such run : And whereas the said run has
been inspected and a report made thereon to
the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making  a fair  division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run  to be divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the said
run known as Gibber Gunyah be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred to
in the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:-
34  square miles.
Commencing at a point three  miles  fifty chains
south from the lower end of a deep rocky gorge on
Gap Creek, and bounded thence by a west line
crossing  that creek to its south- westeri  watershed ;
thence by that watershed in a south-easterly direc-
tion to the head of the creek ; thence by the  eastern
watershed of the said creek in a northerly direction
to a point east of  starting  point ; and thence by a
west line to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive a
lease  for the term and upon the conditions prescribed
by the said Act, shall comprise and include the land
described as follows, viz.:-
39  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Gap Creek at
the lower end of a deep rocky gorge, and bounded
thence by  a line  bearing north 157 degrees 30
minutes east  to the eastern watershed of that creek;
thence by that watershed southerly about  two miles
forty chains ; thence by a west line crossing the
said Gap Creek at a point about three miles fifty
chains south  of starting  point to its south-western
watershed ; thence by that watershed north-westerly
to the north-western watershed of the said creek ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly to the
north-eastern watershed of the said  creek  ; thence
by the last-mentioned watershed in a south-easterly
direction to the before-mentioned  gorge  ; and by a
line crossing the creek to the point of  commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Coomooboolaroo, is published as
required by the Act. and for the information of
those whom it  may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Coomooboolaroo, situated in the
Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS George Barnard and Thomas Barnard,
the Pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known
as Coomooboolaroo, situated in the Pastoral Dis-
trict of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Bone
Creek and Sharper's Creek, have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twelfth
day of June, 1885, that they elect to take ad-
vantage of the provisions of  t The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected, and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a
fair division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1881 ":  Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands ,  as amended hereby,
be confirmed  : And we do further  order that the said
consolidated run known as Coomooboolaroo, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts ,  and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows ,  viz.:-
95  square miles.
Commencing on the watershed dividing the
waters of Bone Creek from those of Mimosa and
Perch Creeks ,  near the crossing of the road from
Wooroonah  at a point bearing north 211 degrees
east from a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over A
over XVI in triangle , and bounded  thence by a
line bearing north 31 degrees east passing through
the said tree about thirteen miles ten chains to the
south-west angle of the Duaringa Holding at a
point bearing north 155 degrees east and distant
fifty-six chains from a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over D in triangle  ;  thence by an east line about
four miles fifty-five chains ; thence by a south  li ne
about one mile sixteen chains ; thence by an east
line crossing Sharper 's Creek at a point about
twenty -eight chains north of a gum-tree marked
broad -arrow over H over XIV in triangle about
two miles sixty-four chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 196 degrees east about three miles sixteen
chains to a bloodwood -tree marled broad-arrow
over F over III in triangle ; thence by a  line bearing
north 217 degrees east six miles eight chains to a
gum-topped  box-tree marked broad -arrow over F
over I in triangle on a sur forming the south-east
watershed of Sharper 's Creek  ;  thence by that spur
in a south -westerly direction and by the before-
mentioned watershed dividing the last-named creek
and Bone Creek from the waters of Perch Creek
in a north -westerly direction to the point of com-
mencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows,  viz.
67 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed dividing the
waters of Bone Creek  fr om those of Mimosa and
Perch Creeks near the crossing of the road from
Wooroonah at a point bearing north 211 degrees
east from a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over A
over XVI  in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a
line bearing north 31 degrees east passing through
the said tree about thirteen miles ten chains to the
south-west angle of the Duaringa Holding at a
point bearing north 155 degrees east and distant
fifty -six chains from a box -tree marked broad-arrow
over D in triangle ; thence by a north line along
part of the west boundary of the said holding
about one mile ; thence by a line bearing north
285 degrees east crossing  one  Creek and passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over H in
triangle about four miles to the watershed between
Bone Creek and Adder Creek  ;  thence by that
watershed in a south -westerly direction to the
beforementioned watershed between those creeks
and the waters of Mimosa and Perch Creeks ; and
thence by that watershed in a south -easterly
direction to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eleventh
day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
[L s ] E. DESHOND , Land Board.T. S. SWOR,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming  the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known  as Blackwater , is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those
whom it  may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Blackwater , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Henry Crew and Richard Lanyon, the
pastoral tenants  of the run known as Blackwater,
situated  in the  Pastoral District  of Leicbhardt, in
the Colony of Queensland, have given notice to the
Secretary  for Public Lands, dated the eighth day
of February, 1887, that they elect to take advantage
of the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884" with  respect  to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected ,  and a report made
thereon to  the said Secretary for Public  Lands as
to the best  mode  of making  a fair  division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused  the said run to be divided into two parts,
and has  referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ":
Now, upon reading the said notice from the said
pastoral tenants , and the said report hereinbefore
mentioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said run known  as Blackwater be divided into
two parts , and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall
comprise  and include the land described as follows,
viz.:-
13  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Blaekwater Creek
at a point about thirty-four chains in a direct line
above a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over BR
over 3  in triangle, and bounded thence by a
west line crossing Sagittarius  Creek two miles
forty chains ; thence by a south line about two
miles seventy  chains  to the Central Railway Line ;
thence by that  line in  an easterly direction about
five miles ; thence by a north line about two miles
twenty-four chains to a point east of starting
point ; and thence by a west line two miles forty
chains crossing  Blackwater Creek to the point of
commencement  ;-exclusive of all reserved or
alienated  land contained within these described
boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants  shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall  comprise  and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
361  square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Taurus Creek
at a point  about twenty chains in a direct line
below  an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over
TS over 3 within triangle, and bounded thence by
an east line crossing  the creek about  two miles
forty- eight chains  ; thence by a north line  passing
eight  cha in s east  of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over BR over 3 within triangle on the right bank of
Blackwater  Creek about  seven miles  fifty-six
chains  to the Central Railway Line ; thence by that
railway line in a westerly direction about five
miles ;  thence by a south line about  seven miles ten
chains to  a point west of starting point ; and thence
by an  east  line about two miles thirty-two chains to
Taurus Creek at the point of commencement ;
-exclusive  of all reserved or alienated lands con-
tained within these described boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this four-
teenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming  the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known  as Ensham , is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those
whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known  as Ensham , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS John George Scholefield, the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Ensham,
situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in
the Colony of Queensland,  comprising  the con-
terminous  runs  known as Ensham, Remnant,
Carnangarra, and Currajong, has given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
fourteenth day of August, 1885, that he elects
to take advantage of the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884" with respect to
such run : And whereas the  said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division thereof : And whereas the
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the  said run
to be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the -said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenant, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Ensham, and comprising  the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the  said run referred  to in the
said Act as the resumed  part shall comprise and
include the land described  as follows ,  viz.:-
119, square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Mackenzie
River at the junction of Crinum Creek, and
bounded thence by a north- east  line three miles ;
thence by a line bearing north 311 degrees east
five miles to a point east of the Junction of Bel-
come Creek with Crinum Creek ; thence by a west
line about forty-seven chains ; thence by a line
bearing north seven degrees east one mile twelve
chains ; thence by an  east  line to the watershed
between Crinum Creek and Karoorah Creek ;
thence by that watershed northerly about two
miles  fifty chains to one of the south boundaries of
the resumed part of the Malvern Downs Consoli-
dation ; thence by an  east  line about two miles
forty chains along that boundary to one of the
south-east corners of the said resumed part ;
thence by a south line about eight miles sixty
chains ; thence by a line bearing north 210 degrees
east ,  crossing  the Mackenzie  River near  the western
end of a large island,  five miles  ; thence by a line
bearing north 300 degrees  east  about six miles
twenty chains to the Mackenzie River at a point
three miles  in a direct  line above starting point ;
thence by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to a  point opposite to and by a  line crossing
the river to the point  of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mackenzie
River at a  point about  one mile  fifty  chains in a
direct line below  a tree  marked broad-arrow over
XXVII  in triangle  on the opposite bank near the
junction of Burngrove Creek, and bounded thence
by the left bank of the said river downwards to a
point forty chains in a direct line below a tree on
the opposite bank marked broad- arrow  over XXIII
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 300
degrees east  two miles forty  chains ;  thence by a
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line bearing  north 30 degrees east about one mile
forty chains ; thence by a line bearing north 300
degrees east eight miles ten chains ; thence by a
south-west line about four miles sixty chains ;
thence by a line  bearing  north 120 degrees east about
five miles sixty chains; thence by a line bearing
north 210  degrees east  about one mile forty chains
to a point bearing north 300 degrees  east from
starting point; and thence by a line bearing north
120 degrees east about  seven miles  thirty-two
chains to the Mackenzie River at the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
117  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mackenzie
River at a point about one mile fifty chains in a
r!irect line below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXVII in triangle on the opposite bank near the
junction of Burngrove Creek, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north 300 degrees east about
seven miles thirty-two chains ; thence by a line
bearing north 30 degrees east about one mile forty
chains ; thence by a line bearing north 300 degrees
east  about five miles sixty chains to one of the
south-east boundaries of the resumed part of the
Malvern Downs Run ; thence by a south-west line
alorg part of that boundary about one mile to one
of the south -east corners  of the said resumed part ;
thence by a south line about eight miles sixty
chains ; thence  by a line bearing north 210 degrees
east, crossing  the Mackenzie River near the upper
end of  a large island , five miles ; thence by a line
bearing north 120 degrees east about  five miles
twenty chains to a point two miles forty chains
south-west from the Mackenzie River at a point
one mile  forty chains in a direct line below the
lower end of the said island ; thence by a north-
east line crossing  the river at the said point about
six miles  forty chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 120 degrees east about four miles to the
Mackenzie River at a point about twenty chains
in a direct line above a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXI in triangle on the opposite bank ; and
thence by the left bank of the said river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this tenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.S.] E.DESHON,Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " of the
Run known as Cameby, is published  as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Cameby ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Corporation of The Bank of New
South Wales, the pastoral tenants of the con-
solidated run known as Cameby ,  situated in the
Pastoral District of Dar ling Downs, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Dogwood and Colamba ,  have given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-
eighth day of May ,  1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 "  with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report
made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral  tenants , and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands,  as amended  hereby, be con-
firmed : And we do further  order  that the said con-
solidated run known as Cameby,  and comprising
the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into
two parts, and that the part of  the said run
referred to in the said Act as the  resumed part
shall comprise and include  the land described as
follows, viz.: -
59  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Dogwood Creek
at a point four miles  sixteen chains  in a direct line
below the junction of Bottle-tree Creek, and
hounded thence by an east line about eight miles
sixty chains ; thence by a south line about one
mile thirty-two chains ; thence by an  east line
about one mile thirty-two chains ; thence by a
north line about one mile thirty-two chains ;
thence by  an east line  about seven miles forty
chains to the watershed dividing the waters of
Columboola Creek from those of Rocky Creek ;
thence by that watershed in a south-easterly
direction to the Southern and Western Railway
Line ; thence by the railway line in a westerly
direction to Dogwood Creek ; and thence by the
left bank of the said creek upwards to the point of
commencement  ;-exclusive of all reserved or alien-
ated lands contained within these described boun-
daries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
63  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Dogwood Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Bottle-tree Creek,
and bounded thence by the left bank of the said
creek downwards four miles  sixteen chains in a
direct line ; thence by an  east  line about eight
miles sixty chains ; thence by a south line about
one mile thirty-two chains ; thence by an east line
about one mile thirty-two chains ; thence by a
north line about one mile thirty-two chains ; thence
by an east line about seven miles forty chains to
the watershed dividing the waters of Columboola
Creek from those of Rocky Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a north-westerly direction to a point
east  of starting point ; and thence by a west line
along one  of the south boundaries of the Chinchilla
Holding and the south boundary of Hookswood
Holding about fifteen miles to Dogwood Creek at
the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this tenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[n s ] T. S. SWORD,) Land Board.E. DESHON,
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.
HE following order of the Land Board, con-IL firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " of the
Run known as Rannes is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands let of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known  as Rannes , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS John Brown Watt and Michael Wickham
Cunningham, the pastoral tenants of  the consolidated
run known  as Rannes , situated in the Pastoral
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District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land, comprising the conterminous runs known as
Rannes, Gullandarra, The Plain, Lower Rannes,
Glencairn No. 3, and Cooper Downs, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the twenty-ninth day of May, 1885, that they
elect to take advantage of the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884- with respect to such
run : And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making a
fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 ": Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as  Rannes, and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned, be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the said
Act as the resumed part shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
89 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Woolein Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over III in
triangle, and bounded thence by a west line crossing
the creek about four miles sixteen chains ;
thence by a south line about two miles thirty
chains ; thence by an east line three miles ; thence
by a south line five miles ; thence by an east line
one mile seventy-two chains to a point sixty chains
north and fifty-six  chains east  of an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over X in triangle near the
head of Ramsay Creek; thence by a south line about
one mile twenty chains to the watershed between the
waters of Woolein Creek and those of Bananah
Creek ; thence by that watershed in a south-
easterly direction to the range dividing the
Leichhardt and Port Curtis Districts ; thence by
that  range  in a north-westerly direction to a point
east of  starting point ; and thence by a west line
about six miles twenty  chains to  Woolein Creek at
the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants shall  be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
139 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Woolein Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over III in
triangle , and bounded thence by a west line cross-
ing the creek about four miles sixteen chains ;
thence by a south line about two miles thirty
chains ; thence by a west line four miles ; thence
by a north line about seven miles forty chains to
and across  Granville Creek at a point about thirty-
two chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
XV in triangle; thence by the right hank of the
Baia creek  downwards to a point about forty chains
in a direct line below a tree on the opposite bank
marked broad-arrow over VII in triangle ; thence
by a north- east  line four miles thirty chains ;
thence by a south-east  line seven  miles forty chains ;
thence by a north line four miles ; thence by an
east  line five  miles  forty chains ; thence by a south
line four miles to Granville Creek at a tree
marked LHH ; thence by  an east  line crossing the
creek,  also crossing  &e telegraph line and an ana
branch of the creek, five miles ; thence by a south
line six miles  0 a point east of starting point ; and
thence by a west line crossing Harris Creek about
six miles eight chains to Woolein Creek at the
point of commencement;-exclusive of all reserved
or alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board this eleventh
day of January, A.D. 1889.
L.s. E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Banana, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Banana , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Frederick Wentworth Wright, the
pastoral tenant of the consolidated run known as
Banana, situated in the Pastoral District of Leich-
hardt, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the
conterminous  runs  known as Cottenham, Bananah,
Bolaria, and Neimen, has given notice to the Secre-
tary for Public Lands, dated the twentieth day of
February, 1885, that he elects to take advantage of
the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run: And whereas the said run
has been inspected and a report made thereon to the
said Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode
of making a fair division thereof : And whereas
the Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said
run to be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the
said  notice from the said pastoral tenant, and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said  run made  by the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands,  as amended  hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the
said  consolidated run known  as Banana ,  and com-
prising the  runs  hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two  parts , and that the part of the  said run
referred to in the said  Act as the  resumed part
sha ll  comprise and include the land described as
follows ,  viz.:-
117  square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
a point twenty  chains in  a direct line above a tree
marked broad-arrow over III in triangle, and
bounded thence by a north line crossing the creek
about two miles seventy chains ; thence by a west
line about two mils forty  chains to  a point south
of a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over VII in
triangle on the left bank of Fcur-mile Creek near
the junction of Station Creek ; thence by a north
line about sixty chains crossing the last-named
creek and passing through the said tree to and
across Four-mile Creek ; thence by the right bank
of that creek upwards to a point about forty chains
in a direct line above  a gum -tree on the opposite
bank marked broad-arrow over VI in triangle ;
thence by an  east line crossing  the creek three
miles  twenty chains ; thence by a north line crossing
the said Four-mile Creek about sixteen chains
above  a tree on its  right bank marked broad-arrow
over II in  triangle  about three miles to the range
dividing the Leichhardt and Port Curtis Districts ;
thence by that range northerly to the intersection
of the watershed dividing the waters of Banana
and Woolein Creeks ; thence by that watershed in
a north-westerly direction to a point south of a
point which is fifty-six chains  east of an  ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over X in triangle near
the head of Ramsay Creek ; thence by a south line
crossing  Wandoo Creek to the water.,hed between
that creek and  Banana  Creek ; thence by that
watershed south-westerly about three  miles to a
point north of the junction of a small creek with
Banana  Creek; thence by a south line crossing the
last-named  creek at that junction to the watershed
dividing it from Kianga Creek; thence by that
watershed in a south-easterly direction to the
summit of Mount Wiseman ; thence by a north-
easterly line  crossing Banana  Creek to the water-
shed between that creek and Sandy Creek at a point
south of starting point ; and thence by a north
line about fifty chains to Sandy Creek at the point
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of commencement ;- exclusive of all reserved or
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
83 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Sandy Creek at
a point twenty chains in a direct line above a tree
marked broad-arrow over III in triangle, and
bounded thence by a north line crossing the creek
about two miles seventy chains ; thence by a west
line about two miles forty chains to a point south
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over VII in
triangle on the left bank of Four-mile Creek near
the junction of Station Creek ; thence by a north
line about sixty chains crossing the last-named
creek to that tree ; thence by the left bank of Four-
mile Creek upwards to a point about forty chains
in a direct line above a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over VI in triangle ; thence by an east line
three miles twenty chains ; thence by a north line
crossing the said Four-mile Creek about sixteen
chains above a gum-tree on its right bank marked
broad-arrow over II in triangle about three miles
to the range dividing the Leichhardt and Port
Curtis Districts  ; thence by  that range in a south-
easterly direction to the intersection of the water-
shed between Sandy Creek and Banana Creek ;
thence by that watershed in a westerly direction to
a point north of a gum-tree on the right bank of
Banana Creek marked broad-arrow over XXVIII
in triangle ; thence by a south line crossing the
last-named creek at that tree to the watershed
dividing it from Kianga Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a north-westerly direction to the sum-
mit of Mount Wiseman ; thence by a north-easterly
line crossing Banana Creek to the watershed be-
tween that creek and Sandy Creek at a point south
of starting point ; and thence by a north line about
fifty chains to Sandy Creek at the point of com-
mencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this tenth day
of January ,  A.D. 1889.
[L.a.] E. DESHON, ILand Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Canmaroo, is published as required
by the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Canmaroo, situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Queensland Investment and Land
Mortgage Company, Limited, the pastoral tenants
of the consolidated run known as Canmaroo,
situated in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the
the Colony of Queensland, comprising the conter-
minous runs known as Ungabilla ,  Pooloon, Wag-
ganba ,  Beeree,  Woodstock,  Blenheim, Black's
Camp, Wanggle, and Mamaree ,  have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty.
eighth day of August, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with  respect  to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a
a fair  division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands  has caused  the said run to
be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  "  The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be
confirmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Canmaroo, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
1521  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Teeto Creek with
Teelba Creek, and bounded thence by an east line
crossing the first-named creek at a point about
thirty-six chains in a direct line below a box-tree
on its left bank marked broad-arrow over 2 in
triangle about four miles fifty-six chains to the
western boundary of Portion B of the resumed part
of the Coomrith Consolidation; thence by a south line
along part of the said boundary about ten miles
fifty-nine chains to a point five miles east from the
junction of Christmas Creek with Teelba Creek ;
thence by an east line two miles thirty-five chains
fifty links ; thence by a south line five miles sixty
chains to a point east of a gum -tree on the left bank
of Teelba Creek marked  A.  broad- arrow ; thence by
a west  line about three miles forty chains to
the said creek at a point east of the said
tree ; thence by the left bank of the said creek
upwards to a point opposite a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over X A ; thence by a west line
crossing the creek and passing through the said tree
seven miles seventy-nine chains  ;  thence by a north
line about thirteen miles forty-seven chains to a
point west of starting point; and thence by an east
line about five miles twenty -four chains to and across
Teelba Creek to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows.  viz.:--
187  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Teeto Creek with
Teelba Creek, and bounded thence by  an east line
crossing the first-named creek at a point about
thirty-six chains in a direct line below a box-tree
on its left bank marked broad-arrow over 2 about
four miles fifty-six chains to the western boundary
of Portion B of the resumed part of the Coomrith
Consolidation ; thence by a north  line along part of
the said boundary crossing Teeto Creek at a point
twenty chains in a direct line above a gum -tree on
its left bank marked broad-arrow over 4 about four
miles seventy-six chains to the watershed dividing
the waters of Teelba Creek from those of Cobblegun
Creek; thence by that watershed north-westerly and
by the watershed dividing the waters of the last-
named creek from those of Murilla  Creek in  a general
northerly direction to the south-west boundary of the
resumed part of the Murilla Consolidation ; thence
by a line bearing north 305 degrees east along the
said boundary and along one of the south-west
boundaries of the Murilla Holding about seven
miles ten chains to Murilla Creek at a point about
fourteen miles sixty chains in a direct line above
its junction with the Condamine River; thence by
the right bank of the said creek upwards about five
miles in a direct line to a point opposite the most
southerly corner of the Murilla Holding ; thence
by a line bearing north 305 degrees east crossing
the creek along one of the south -west boundaries of
the last-named holding and by a continuation of
same line, in all about four miles  ;  thence by a line
bearing about north 187  degrees east aboutnine miles
forty chains to the watershed dividing the waters
of Murilla Creek from those of Donga Creek ;
thence by that watershed south-easterly about three
miles forty chains to the intersection of one of the
north -west boundaries of the resumed part of the
Glenearn Consolidation ; thence by  a line bearing
north 247 degrees 30 minutes  east a 'ong that
boundary about six miles ; thence by a line bearing
north 157 degrees east along one of the north-east
boundaries of that holding about five miles to the
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Thomby  Range; thence  by that  range north -easterly
to a point north of a point which is four miles
twenty-four chains test of starting point ; thence
by a south line two miles sixteen chains to a point
west of and by an east line four miles twenty-four
chains crossing Teelba Creek to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this tenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.e.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORI), I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
1
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Wandoo, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
marked broad -arrow over R over V in triangle on
its right bank ; thence by a west line crossing the
said creek at that point two miles forty chains to a
point north of starting point; and thence by a
south line  crossing  Ramsay Creek at a point forty
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree on its left
bank marked broad-arrow over R over III in
triangle five miles to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 188 .4.
[L s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.THE following  order  of the  Land Board,  con-firming the division made under  the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  of the Run
known as Glenmore ,  is published as required by
the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Wandoo, situated in the PastoralV- District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
F Queensland.
WHEREAS Michael Pearse, the pastoral tenant of
the run known as Wandoo, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland,
has given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,
dated the seventh day of May, 1885, that he elects
to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run:
And whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board consti-
tuted under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " :  Now, upon reading the said notice
from the said pastoral tenant, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the divi-
sion  of the said run made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands be confirmed : And we do further
order that the said run known as Wandoo be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz :-
121  square miles.
Commencing at a point two miles forty chains
east of a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over W in
triangle at the junction of Wandoo Creek with
Banana Creek, and bounded thence by a north line
five miles to a point about sixteen chains east of a
point on Ramsay Creek which is about thirty-six
chains in a direct line above a gum -tree on its
right bank marked broad-arrow over R over V in
triangle; thence by an east line two miles forty
chains to a point about  forty-eight  chains west and
twelve chains south of a gum-tree on the left bank
of the said Ramsay Creek marked broad-arrow
over R over  VIII in  triangle  ;  thence by a south
line crossing  Wandoo Creek  five miles  to a point
east of starting point ; and thence by a west line
two miles forty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being  the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
cribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
121-square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over W in triangle at the junction of Wandoo
Creek with Banana Creek ,  and bounded thence by
an east line two miles  forty  chains  ;  thence by a
north line five miles to a point about sixteen chains
east  of a point on Ramsay Creek which is about
thirty-six chains in a direct line above a gum-tree
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Glenmore, situated in the Pastoral
District of South Kennedy, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The South Australian Land Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited, the pastoral tenants
of the consolidated run known as Glenmore, situated
in the Pastoral District of South Kennedy, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous
runs known as Kulkabue and Glenmore, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twenty-eighth day of August, 1885, that they elect
to take advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a report
made thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands
as to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two  parts,  and
has referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made by
the said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed :
And we do further order that the said consolidated
run known as Glenmore, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two  parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act  as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
68  square miles.
Commencing at a sandalwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over ME over XXVI in triangle on the
right-hand side of Miclere Creek ,  and bounded
thence by a south  line crossing that creek about
three miles seventy -two chains  ;  thence by an east
line passing about one mile eight chains south of a
woollybutt -tree marked broad-arrow over ME over
XXIX in triangle on the left bank of and crossing
the said creek to the range dividing the South
Kennedy and Leichhardt Districts ; thence by that
range in a general northerly direction to the inter-
section of the watershed between Carroll 's Creek
and Miclere Creek ; thence by that watershed in a
general south -westerly direction to a point north of
starting point ; and thence by a south line to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants sha ll  be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act ,  shall comprise and include
the land described as fo ll ows ,  viz.:-
38  square miles.
Commencing at a point about three miles seventy-
two chains south of a sandalwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over ME over XXVI in triangle on the
right-hand side of Miclere Creek, and bounded thence
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by an  east line passing  through a point about one
mile eight chains south of a woollybutt-tree marked
broad-arrow over ME over XXIX in triangle on
the left bank of the said Miclere Creek  and crossing
the creek to the  range  dividing the South Kennedy
and Leichhardt Districts ; thence by that  range in
a south -westerly and westerly direction to a point
south of starting point ; and thence by a north line
to the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this ninth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.
THE following  order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro vi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" of the
Run known as May Downs, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as May Downs, situated in the Pas-
toral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS James  Archibald,  the pastoral tenant
of the consolidated run known as May Downs,
situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in
the Colony of Queensland, comprising the conter-
minous runs known as Block A and Lowesby, has
given notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated
the fourth day of July, 1885, that he elects to take
advantage  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run: And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as May Downs ,  and com-
prising the  runs  herein before mentioned, be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
fo llows, viz.:-
22 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the right bank of the Comet
River at a point east of a point which is thirty
chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over C
over XX in triangle, and bounded thence by an
east line five miles thirty chains  ;  thence by a
south line two miles twenty chains ; thence by a
west line about five miles twenty -four chains to
the Comet River ; and thence by the right bank of
the said river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the right bank of the Comet
River at a point three miles twenty chains in a
direct line above the junction of Meteor Creek
with that river, and thence by the right bank of
the said river upwards to a point five miles above
the said junction  ;  thence by an east line to the
watershed between the Comet River and Planet
Creek ; thence by that watershed north -westerly to
a point east of starting point ; and thence by a west
line to the Comet River at the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall  be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.23 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Comet
River at a point opposite the junction of Meteor
Creek, and bounded thence by the right bank of
the said river upwards to a point three miles twenty
chains in a direct line above the said  j unction ;
thence by an east line to the watershed between
the Comet River and Planet Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a north -westerly direction to a point
east of starting point ; thence by an east  li ne
crossing Planet Creek to a point six miles from
starting point ; thence by a north line two miles
sixty chains ; thence by a west  line  about five
miles twenty-four chains to the Comet River; and
thence by the right bank of the said river upwards
to the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fifteenth
day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.
T HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Harcourt, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Harcourt ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Frank Hall ,  the pastoral tenant of the
consolidated run known as Harcourt ,  situated in
the Pastoral  District of  Leichhardt ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Harcourt and Salisbury ,  has given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the tenth day
of August ,  1885, that he elects to take advantage of
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run  :  And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts ,  and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " : Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run
made by the said Secretary for Pub lic Lands be
confirmed  :  And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Harcourt, and com-
prising the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts ,  and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
sha ll  comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz. :- 26 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Banana Creek
at a point opposite a brigalow -tree marked broad-
arrow over B over V in triangle ,  and bounded thence
by a line bearing north 247 degrees east about three
miles sixty-four chains to the Dawson River ;
thence by the right bank of the said river upwards
about one mile sixty chains to a point six miles
forty -six chains in a direct line above the junction
of the said Banana Creek  ;  thence by an east line
about five miles to the southern watershed of the
said Banana Creek  ;  thence by that watershed
south -easterly to a point south of the junction of
Wandoo Creek with the last-named creek ; thence
by a north line to Banana Creek at a point opposite
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the said junction  ;  and thence by the left bank of
the said creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall  be entitled to receive
a lease for the terra and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
34 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Banana Creek
at a brigalow -tree marked broad -arrow over B over
Vin triangle ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing
north 247 degrees east crossing the creek about
three miles sixty -four chains to the Dawson River ;
thence by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to the junction of the said Banana Creek at
a tree narked broad-arrow M ; thence by an east
line about eight miles sixty -four chains to Ramsay
Creek at a point about forty chains in a direct line
above a gum-tree on its left bank marked broad-
arrow over R over III in triangle ; thence by a
south  line crossing the creek to a gum -tree marked
broad -arrow over W in triangle at the junction of
Wandoo Creek with Banana Creek ; and thence by
the right bank of the last-named creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this fifteenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD. I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.
rJ"HE following order  of the Land  Board,  con-firming the division made under the provisions
of " Z'/ie  Crown Lands Act of  1881,"  of the Run
known as  Yarmouth ,  is published as required by
the Act ,  and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the  Matter  of "  The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter  of the  Division of the Run
known as  Yarmouth ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Warrego ,  in the Colony  of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Alfred Causton Smith ,  the pastoral
tenant of the consolidated run known as Yarmouth,
situated in the Pastoral  District  of Warrego, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  comprising the con-
terminous runs known as  Yarmouth and Oblong
South ,  has given  notice to the  Secretary  for Public
Lands,  dated the twenty-eighth day of July, 1885,
that  he elects to  take  advantage  of the  provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884  "  with respect
to such  run : And whereas the said  run has been
inspected and a report made  thereon to  the said
Secretary  for Public  Lands as  to the  best mode of
making a fair division  thereof  :  And whereas the
Secretary  for Public Lands  has caused the said
run to be  divided into two parts,  and has referred
the matter  of the  said division  to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the
Land Board  constituted  under the  provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884  " :  Now, upon
reading the said notice  from the said  pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order  that  the division of the said run
made  by the said  Secretary  for Public Lands
be confirmed  : And we  do further  order that
the said consolidated  run known as Yarmouth,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned,
be divided into two parts,  and  that the part of the
said run referred to in  the said Act  as the resumed
part shall comprise and include  the land described
as follows, viz.:-
54; square miles.
Commencing at a point  three  miles sixty-four
chains south  of a box-tree  marked broad-arrow
over PB in triangle, and  bounded thence by a
north line  passing through that  tree about five
miles sixty -four  chains to a mulgah -tree marked
broad -arrow  over 0 over OS in  triangle ; thence
by an  east line about nine  miles thirty -six chains
to the boundary between the Maranoa and Warrego
Districts at a point five chains south and fifty-two
chains east  of a box-tree marked broad -arrow over
() in triangle  ; thence by a south  line along part of
that boundary about  five miles  sixty-four  chains to
a point east of starting  point; and thence by a
west line about  nine miles  thirty-six chains to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part ,  being the part for which
the said  pastoral tenant  shall be entitled  to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows ,  viz.:-
161  square miles.
Commencing  at a point three miles  sixty-four
chains south  of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over P .B in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a
south line about six miles sixteen chains to a
box-tree marked  broad -arrow over  OS over P in
triangle  ;  thence  by a west line one mile  fifty. eight
chains to a mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over
B over Y  in triangle  ;  thence by a south  line ten
miles to a box -tree marked broad -arrow over BY
in triangle  ;  thence by an  east line  passing through
a mulgah -tree marked  broad- arrow  over W over N
in triangle .  a box-tree marked  broad -arrow over
SF over N in triangle ,  a mulgah-tree marked
broad -arrow over  SF over Y  in triangle, and a
tree  marked broad -arrow over  Y in triangle, about
ten miles  thirty chains  to a point about  thirty-two
ch tins beyond the  last-mentioned tree  ;  thence by
a north line along  part of the boundary  between
the Warrego  and Maranoa Districts ,  passing
thirty-six  chains east of a mulgah -tree marked
broad -arrow over  OS in  triangle  and forty-two
chains east  of a box-tree marked broad -arrow over
G over T in  triangle, about sixteen miles sixteen
chains to a point east of starting point ; and thence
by a west line about nine miles thirty-six chains to
the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this fourteenth
day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
[z s E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under  the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Eddystone  Vale,  is published as
required  by the Act , and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the  Matter  of "  The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the  Matter of  the Division of the Run
known as  Eddystone Vale, situated in the
Pastoral  District  of Maranoa ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Samuel Stewart, the pastoral tenant of the
consolidated run known as Eddystone Vale, situated
in the Pastoral District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known  as Shimar, Mizpah ,  Gilead , Midian, Western
Creek No. 1, Tivoli No. 2, and K adesh, has given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands,  dated the
first day  of July ,  1885 , that  he elects to take advan-
tage of the provisions  of  " The  Crown  Lands Act
of 1884 "  with respect to such run  :  And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary  for Public  Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
,And  whereas the Secretary  for Public  Lands has
caused the said run  to be  divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter  of the  said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " :
Now, upon reading  the said notice  fr om the said
pastoral tenant, and the said report hereinbefore
mentioned ,  we do order that the division of the
said run made  by the said  Sec re tary for Public
Lands be confirmed  :  And we do further order
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that the said consolidated run known as Eddystone
stone Vale, and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
93  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the right bank of the Maranoa
River at a point one mile fifty-six chains in a direct
line below an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over
MXII in triangle, and bounded thence by a west
line four miles twenty chains ; thence by a north
line four miles sixty-nine chains ; thence by an east
line one mile twelve chains ; thence by a north line
four miles seventy chains ; thence by an east line
one mile ; thence by a north line four miles sixty
chains ; thence by an east line six miles to the
Maranoa River at a point oppo,ite a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over MXV in triangle; and
thence on the right bank of the said river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing  at a pine -tree marked broad-arrow
over T over S in  triangle,  and bounded thence by a
south line  five miles  to a pine-tree marked broad-
arrow over  S over T in  triangle  ;  thence by an east
line  four miles thirty -nine  chains  nineteen  links to
a double  gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over SC
over T2  in triangle  ; thence by a north line three
miles seventeen  chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over MB (conjoined) over T in triangle ;
thence by  a west  line two miles thirty-five chains
nineteen links to an ironbark•tree marked broad-
arrow over B over T in triangle ; thence by a north
line one mile sixty-three chains to an ironbark-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over T in
triangle at,a point east of starting point; and
thence by a west line two miles four chains to
the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Maranoa
River at a point  one mile  fifty-six chains in a direct
line below an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over
MXII in triangle, and bounded thence by an east
line crossing the river four miles to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over S in triangle ;
thence by a south line five miles to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over S over T in triangle ;
thence by a west line passing through a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over H over SC in triangle
and crossing the Maranoa River fifteen miles to a
point eight miles seventy-two chains beyond the
said river ; thence by a north line five miles to a
point west of starting point ; thence by an east line
eleven miles to the Maranoa River at the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fifteenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Public Lands Office,
Rockhampton, Sth January, 1889.
I
HP.REBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-
tors to show cause, at the Land Court to be held
at Rockhampton on the Eleventh day of February
next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why their
respective Selections should not be declared for-
feited for the non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence :-
Selec-
tion. Selector .  i Parish. District.
1821
2050
Alan Wm. Th-)mps rn ... Limestone
John Cannin;ham ... Ultimo ... ..
Rockhamp-
ton
ditto
Public Lands Office,
Cairns, 3rd January, 1889.
I HEREBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-
tors to show cause, at the Land Court to be held
at Cairns on the Thirteenth day of February, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, why their
respective Selections should not be declared for-
feited for the non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence :--
Selec-
tion.
419
496
607
547
560
575
608
573
584
Selector. Parish. District.
Ellen McManus ... Beilendenker Cairns
John Stevenson ... Russell ditto
Robert Waugh ... ... ditto ditto
Simon Louis Loeven ... Trinity ditto
John Thomas Casey ... Grafton ditto
Thomas Kelly Treston ... ditto ditto
Mary Ellen Dillon ... ditto ditto
August  Hoffman ... Sophia ditto
George Hobson ... ... ditto ditto
R. T. HARTLEY,
Acting Land  Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Herberton, 3rd January, 1889.
I HEREBY call upon the undermentioned Selec-
tors to show cause at the Land Court to be held
at Herberton on WEDNESDAY, the Sixth day of
March next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, why
their respective Selections should not be declared
forfeited for the non-fulfilment of the condition of
residence :-
Selection .  Selector .  Parish .  District.
Con. Pur.
43  Jas . Newell Barron ... ... Herberton
220 C. D. Keane ... ditto ... ... ditto
225 T.  E. Hain  ... ... ditto ... ... ditto
Ag. Farms.
14 J. Masterson  ... Herberton ... ditto
19 M. Halloran ... Barron  ... ... ditto
A. H. ZILLMAN,
Acting Land Commissioner.
Public Lands Office,
Mackay, 7th January, 1889.
To the Legal Representative of Alexander
Maclennan, deceased, late Selector of No.
1122, Mackay Register.
OU are hereby called upon to show cause
at the Land Court to be held at Mackay on
THURSDAY, the Fourteenth day of February
next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, why the said Selec-
tion, No. 1122, should not be declared forfeited for
the non-fulfilment of the condition of occupation.
CHARLES C. INNES,
Acting Land Commissioner.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
) RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
G. W. YOUNG, PETER MCLEAN,
Land  Commissioner .  Under Secretary for Agriculture.
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LAND BOARD COURT.
T
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court,
for the Determination of the Value of
Improvements on the Resumed Parts of Runs,
and other business, will be held at Goondiwindi
on TUESDAY, the Nineteenth day of February,
1889, at Nine o'clock a.m.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board, Secretary.
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1889.
HIS is to certify that Mr. KENNETH STUART
// GEORGE  WHITTON, having exhibited evidence
of competency  as a Surveyor , has been licensed to
effect surveys under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," and subject to the Rules of
this Department.
For Surveyor-General,
W. M. DAVIDSON.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
TO CON TRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS COURT HOUSE, DALBY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
February, from persons willing to contract for
Additions to Court House, Dalby.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Additions Court
House, Dalby."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Dalby.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
TURRET CLOCK, POST OFFICE, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Post Office, Mackay, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th February, from persons
willing to contract for Supply and Fixing a Clock
in the Tower of the Post Office, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Turret Clock, PostOffice, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £10.
(bee Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
ERECTION OF FOUR-ROOMED COTTAGE AT
RAESIDE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
February, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a Four-roomed Cottage at Raeside.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Four-
i oomed Cottage, Raeside."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Engineer for Existing Lines' Office, Brisbane, and
Station Master's Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there  must be a memorandum , signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of  10 per cent. on  amount of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event  to execute, within four-
teen days  from the usual noti fication of acceptance,
an Agreement  with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance  ;  otherwise the
Tender will  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
REMOVAL OF CARRIAGE SHED FROM MILL-
HILL TO WALLANGARRA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
February,  from persons  willing to contract for
the Removal of Carriage Shed from Millhill to
Wallangarra.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender' for Removal of
Carriage Shed from Millhill to Wallangarra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at the
Engineer  for Existing Lines' Office, Brisbane,
the Superintendent of Way and Works' Office,
Toowoomba, and the Station Master's Office,
Warwick.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Public Work.-,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
undermentioned Rules, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on Wed-
nesday, the 24th day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
RULES  FOR EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES.
1. An Examination shall be held at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, once a year, viz., in
the month of April, and due notice thereof shall
be given in the  Government Gazette  and leading
newspapers.
2. A Board of Examiners shall be appointed, to
consist  of the Assistant Engineer Survey Branch,
the Inspecting Surveyor, and one Railway Sur-
veyor on the Staff ; the names of the railway
surveyors shall be taken in rotation according to
seniority.
3. Candidates for examination shall give not less
than three months' notice in writing of their inten-
tion, accompanied by testimonials and certificates
of field service and a fee of £10 ; such fees, in the
case of all candidates admitted to examination, to
be paid to the credit of the General Revenue of the
Colony. The fees of candidates not admitted to
examination shall be returned.
4. No candidate shall be qualified for examina-
tion who does not hold a license as surveyor for
this or one of the neighbouring colonies, or has not
had three years' field experience on railway sur-
veys in this colony.
5. Candidates who success ullypass the Examina-
tion shall be granted licenses as railway surveyors,
to be notified in the  Government Gazette,  and they
shall have preferable claims for employment in the
Railway Department of this colony when suitable
openings may occur, but not otherwise.
6. The Examination shall be conducted by the
Assistant Engineer, Survey Branch, who shall
apportion to the other members of the Board the
subjects in which they shall examine candidates.
7. Candidates shall be examined in the following
subjects, viz.:-
(a.) Computation of areas.
(b.) Algebra as far as quadratic equations.
(r )  Plane trigonometry.
(d.) Levelling.
(e.) Setting out of railway curves.
(f.) Practical examinations in use and adjust-
ment of instruments, plan drawing, grading
earthwork contents, conduct of surveys,
field books, &c.
(g.) Astronomy as applied to determination of
latitude and true meridian.
8. The Board of Examiners shall annually pre-
pare papers on the various subjects for examination,
and the same shall be submitted to the Chief
Engineer, and on his approval thereof they shall
he printed.
9. The number of marks representing the pro-
portional value of each question shall be determined
by the Chief Engineer previous to examination.
Candidates receiving not less than 60 per cent. of
such marks shall be entitled to a certificate.
10. The Chief Engineer shall have the option of
calling upon any officer employed as a railway
surveyor in his Department, and who does not hold
a license from the Surveyor-General of this colony,
to present himself for examination, provided that
not less than six months' notice be given such
officer.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For fu ll particulars, see  Govern-ment t Gazette.
Nature of Work.
CAIRNS-New Custom House ... ... ... ... ...
EIDSVOLD-Post and Telegraph Office ... ... ...
GLADSTONE-Hospital and Wardaman's Quarters ... ...
BLACKALL-Additions and Alterations, Police  Magistrate's
Residence
NORMANTON-Quarters for Inspector of Police ... ...
GEORGETOWN-Quarters for Warden ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
rMines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Custom
29th December, 1888 Houses, Cairns and
Townsville ; 25th Janu-
ary, 1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
5th January, 1889... Eidsvold, Bundaberg,
and Maryborough ; 1st
February, 1889.
M
Ines  and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
12th January, 1889 Houses, Gladstone and
Rockhampton ; 8th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ... Brisbane, and Court
ditto
ditto
House,  Blackall ; 8th
February, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
House, Normanton ;
15th February, 1889.
Mines and  Works  Office,
Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Georgetown and
Townsville ; 22nd Feb-
ruary,1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week  last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-T-, a! Trafeto late ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending  13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888  -Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1* 8-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ... ...
WPeI, ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ... ... 1
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889-To a. Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week lastyear ...
Increase
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 13th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
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No.  of
%tiles oper
for Traffic.
TRAFFIC EARN IN ( -.
Paseenvers '  Goods and Live
Fai es .  I Stock
d. I £ e d. I  £ s.  d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTER N RAILWAY.
849 2 ,809 2 8 5,009 10 5 210 8 5 8,029 1 6
747 2,356 17 2 4,562  1 6 597  0 8 7,515 19 4
452 5 6 447 8 11
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
MARYRORODUH RAILWAY.
0 15 2
151 367 10 5 745 6 10 50 0 2 1,162 17 5
132 347 12 0 836 4 10 39 4 3 1,223 1 1
19 18 5 10 15  11
90 18 0
...
.•. BUNDABER(1 RAILWAY.
66 122 7 3 193 4 2 12 11 1
66 138 0 7 145 14 9 15 12 2
47 9 5
15 13 4 ... 3 1 1
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
541 9 4 1,481 2 10 152 16 3
494 5 4 1,600 8 8 44 16 6
492 627 15 5 2,791 1 10 96 0 8 3,514 17 11
463 385 18 6 1,611 15 1 52 19 0 2,050 17 7
241 16 11 1,179 6 9 43 1 8
47 4 0 107 19 9
... 119 5 10 ...
6,064 5 4
4,147 15 5
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 61 2 8 22 3 8 4 3 6 1
31 69 1 2 3214 0 3 8 4
7 18 6 10 10 4
Parcels andMiscellaneous.
386 12 3
... ...
193 9 8
279 9 2
260
260
...
9
8
...
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
55 2  1  84 2 4 45 0 9
28 4 6 8 5 11 0 6 3
75 16 5 44 14 626 17 7
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
314 5 2
80 4 8
67
51
Total.
513 2 2
16,094 6 11
16,845 7 2
£751 1 3
60 3 8
2,217 1 7
2,664 15 6
£447 13 11
328 2 6
299 7 6
28 15 0
651 6 2
800 8 8
£149 2 6
1,464 5 4
£1,916 9 11
87 9 10
105 3 6
17 13 8
£85 19 6
2)175 8 5
2,139 10 6
35 17 11
4,954 12 8
5,000 18 4
£46 5 8
184 5 2
36 16 8
147 8 6
£234 0 6
62 4 11 49 6 0 31 6 2 142 17 1
32 13 9 19 13 0 3 8 11 55 15 8
...  29 11  2 29 13  0 27 17 3 87 1 5
253 18 2
170 16 3
£83 1 11
ALBERT PREWETT,  pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for  Railways'Office,
Brisbane , 16th  January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereb given, that the undermentioned Articles are nth  custo y f the Lost PropertyDepartment, Brisbane. Owners ca obtain the same on application to the Traffic  Manager,
Brisbane, and paying costs. If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd April, 1889, they
will be Sold by Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LOST PROPERTY AND UNCLAIMED GOODS, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY  AND BRANCHES, TO
31ST A UGUST, 1888.
Date.
1888.
2 January
2 „
23
3
3
4
„to
„
Station where Found.
Brisbane
„
... carriage
„
„
„
„If
„
„It
„
„
„
...
„
„
,f
carriage
„
„
„
... Roma
„
„It
...
„
... Normanby
... Grandehester
... Esk
„
„
„
„
„
... carriage
„
... platform
„
„
... Dalby
... Toowoomba
... „
... „
91
.91
„
„
„
„
„
19
... platform
„
„
„
„
27
... carriage
Place.
...
...
...
Article.
1 apron
1 child's coat
1 black bag
I apron and hat
1 straw hat
1
ppaper parcel
1 blue blanket swag
1 sugar -bag (package)
1 black hat
1 shawl
1 felt hat
1 billy-can
1 brown paper parcel
1 book
1 case
1 silk parasol
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 brown veil
1 horse rug
1 billy-can
1 brown paper parcel
1 Catholic prayer-book
1 blue sunshade
1 coat
1 umbrella
1 parcel
1 purse
1 parasol
1 coat
1 umbre lla
1 white and black shawl
1 parasol
1 paper parcel
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 fan
1 towel
1 small bundle
1 umbrella
1 carpet bag tied with rope
1 paper parcel containing white quilt
1 paper parcel
1 lady ' s blue silk waterproof1 lady's tweed coat
1 overcoat
1 black hat
1 basket shells
1 horse rug
1 umbrella
1 walking-stick
1 boy' s  light coat
1 straw hat
1 brown paper parcel
1 book
1 paper parcel
1 walking-stick
1 umbrella
1 parcel
2 swags
1 book
1 bundle keys
1 umbrella
1 stick1
3 tins
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LOST PROPERTY ,  &C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHLs-continued.
Date. Station where Found. Place. Article.
1888.
26 January Ipswich
... platform 1 box
27
„ ,, ... carriage  1 parcel
27
„
31
„ 1 umbrella
„ „ 1 jacket
31
„ „ „ 1 parcel feathers
31
„ of „  2 walking-sticks
31
„ 99 1 auger99
6
„
Brisbane 1 purse„
9
„ of „  1 umbrella
20 „ „ „  1 veil
21
„ It it 1 walking-stick
23 it „  1 walking-stick
27
„ „ to 1 umbrella
30
„ „ „ 1 umbrella
30 „
„ of 1 parcel
2 February „ „  1 exercise-book
2 „ of to 1 exercise-book
2
„
2
to „  1 red silk handkerchief
hit d1 d h dk h f„ „ e an rew an erc ie
3
„ „
... platform 1 book
3 1 book
4 to „„ ... carriage 1 torn parasol
4 „ „ 1 parasol
4 1 umbrella„4
„ „  1 pair boots
4 „ to 1 umbrella
14 „ „ ... parcel office ... 1 canvas bag
16 „ „ ... carriage 1 black hand-bag
16 „ „ „ 1 umbrella
18
„ „ „  1 spring
18
„ „ „ 1 water-bag
20 of „ of 1 pair spectacles
20 it „ plates ,  knife ,  and fork
28
„ „ „ 1 Panama hat
28
„ „ „ 1 bag
10 to to to  1 wooden box25
„8 is ... Logan Village „
quantity of stump caps
„  1 brown felt hat
16  it ... Fernvale ... „ 1 woollen cravat16 99
Sandgate
„
1 pair gloves
o  2 gloves
3
t
1 jacket
8 February Ipswich8
„ „
„
1 riding whip
8
„ „ of 1 umbrella
13
„ „
2 umbrellas
13 „ „ „  1 umbrella
14
„ 1 parcel
16
„ „
platform 1 package timber
22
„ „
carriage ... 1 parcel
23
, „ „ ...  1 pair boots
28 It 1 umbrella„29 b ll
March ... Brisbane
re a1 um
train ... 1 child's whip
5
„
... to „  1 umbrella
5
„ „ 19  1 novel
6
.•• „ 1 parasol
6  it
... „  1 tin
6 of ...  to 1 parasol
7
„ ...  of I oil tin
12
„ ... „  1 newspaper parcel
13 „
13
1 parasol
bt„13- er ag1 wa1 brown paper parcel14 ...... .. platform 1 sieve.
15 „ oll 1 brown paper parcel
15 1 tobacco pouch
17 „ 1 pair gloves
17 ... 1 basket
21 ... train 1 two -foot rule
21 ...
... „ 1 child 's pinafore„
24 ... to ... „ 1 fibre bag„
23 February 99 1 silk parasol
23
... .91 1 whip handle
23 „ ... ... „ 1 tissue paper parcel
23 ... ... of 1 brown hat
23 ... ... „ 1 wooden pipe
24 „ ... „ 1 black hand-bag
27 „ „ 1 umbrella
27 of ... „ 1 umbrella
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LOST PROPERTY, & C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND  BEANCEES - continued.
Date. Station where Found. Place. Article.
1888.
27 February Brisbane train  1 bo 's coat
27
y
parcel office 1 canvas acka eis
27 „
„to p gtrain  1 level
28
„ platform 1 tin box„
28
,, „ to 1 newspaper parcel
28 1 b l
28
„
„
rown paper parce
... train 1 coat
28 1 silk parasol
29 „ 1 coat
29 1 leather ba
15 December
g
1 tent swa
19
„
toto g1 tent swag
29
„
1 wooden box
12 January 1 brown paper parcel
5 March ... Chinchilla ...  1 woman's hat
5 1 felt hat
1 Toowoomba 1 acka e... p... g1 ... platform 1 pair stirrups and strap„
1
3
„to to
1 martingale and hat
to 1 pair spectacles8 of to 1 parcel  (straw hat)
14 1 bundle coats
15
„
1 b ll„
15
„ um re a
1 hoe„
19
„
1ladv's black hatof
21 to to„ ... train 1 muffler
21
„
23
„ 99 1 billy
1 coat„
22 „
to
••• „ 1 cloth and apron (tied)
31
„ „ 1 billy-can
31 1 red hand-bag„
7 „ ... South Pine 1 tweed suit
7
„2 ... Beenleigh 2 pairs trousersplatform  1 bag clothes..,
2 „2 „ 1 bag sundries1 paper parcel  (stamped)
2 „ 1 canvas package containing gun
31 ... Stanley street 1 swag„
31  to
„ 1 swag
31
„ 1 swag
31 1 paper parcel
31
„
1 sieve„
31 Ipswich 1 shawl„
31 to it 1 overcoat
31 ... train 2 hats„
31 „ .91 1 pocket-book
31 1 black bag
1 April Brisbane ... platform 1 bag wire
1 brown paper parcel
„ „ „
2 it
4 to „„ ... „
1 umbrella
... train  1  purse
55 „ to 1 bit1 walking-stick
7 to „„ 1 umbrella
7 umbrella1„7  „ „to u„ 1 Sol
7 „ „ 1 fibre bag
10 1  pipe
10  of „to that
10
„
1 German bookto
11
„
1 parasol„
11
to
oo. 1 parasol„
11 lof
11
„ 1 paraso
1 shovellatformof ... p ...
11 „
11
„
„
„
1 pair gloves
1 walking-stickto
11 to of tra,fin  1 newspaper parcel
14 „ „ 1 purse
14 „ „ „ 1 parasol
14 „ „ 1 parasol
16 1 pair boots
16 to „„ 1 black hand-bag
16 „ 1 walking-stick„
21 „ 1 bunch keys
21 to 1 lady's hat
21 1 sugar-bag„
23
„
„
1 pair gloves
23 „ „ 1 walking-stick
23 1 match-box
30 March
„29 1 silk parasol
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LosT PROPERTY, &C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND BRAN  CHES- contixued.
Date. Station where Found. Place.
1888.
31 December ... Brisbane ... train ... ...
13 January ... „27
„
„ ... „ ... ...
2 February ... It ...
3 „ ...
„ ...  It ... ...
13
„ ...
„ ... ,, ... ...
29
,, ...
„ ... „ ... ...
3 April ... Ipswich ... booking-office
... ...
4 „ ... ... train4  IV
5
,f
„ ... „ ... .
10
„ ... „ ... „ ... ...
10
... ... ... ...
14
... ... ...14
... ...
19
... ... ...
21
„ ... „ ... „ ... ...
21
„
...
„ ... „ ... ...
23
„ ... „ ... „ ... ...
24
„
... „ ..- „ ... ...
28
„ ... „ ... „ ... ...6
6
„
5 March ...  Bethania ...  It
27 „ ... Wallangarra  ... „ ...
10 April ... „ ... „ ...
18  It  ... „ ... It  ...
26 „ „ ... train ...
14
...
„ ... Sandgate  ...  platform ...
21
...
2 „ ... Toowoomba ... train
2 „ ... „ .-. „
3 „ ...
„ ... „
3 „ ... „ ... platform
11
„ ... „ . „
12
„ ... „ ... ,f
16 „ ... „ ... train
16
,, ..• ,, ... 11
17 „ ... „ ... „
19 „ ... „ ... „
24 „ ...
„ ..- It
27
„ ... „ ... „
27
„ ... „ ... „
28 „ ... „ ... „
23
„ ... ... „
2 „ ... Roma  ...  platform
4
„ ... „ It
10 „ „ ... „ .
17
„ ... „ ... „ ...
19
„ ... „ ... „ ...
23 May ... Brisbane ... „ ...
25
„ ... „ ... „ ...
26
„ ... „ ... „
26
„ .-. „ ... „
27
„ ... ,, , ... „
27 „
„ ... train ...
27
„ ... „ ... „
30
„ ... „ ... „
31
„ ... „ ... „
31
„ ... „ ...
31
,, ... „ ... „
1 „ ... Sandgate  ...  platform ...
7 „ ...
„ ... „ ...
8 „ ...
„ ... „ ...
12 „ ... „ ... train ...
23 11  19  . 19 .
4
„ ... „ ... „ ...
9 ... Ipswich  ...  platform
10
... it  ...
19 „ ... „ ...
21
„
21
... „ „ .
23 ... train ...
23 „ ... „  It ...
26
„ ...
„ ... „ ...
30
„ ... ,, ... „ ...
31
„ ... It  ... ,, ...
31 „ „ ... „
31
„ .-. „ ...  19  ...
Article.
1 coat
1 brown paper parcel
1 calico bag
1 bundle sticks
1 bag lime
1 brown paper parcel
1 brown paper parcel
1 gold chain
1 helmet
1 pair shoes
1 billy-can
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 black felt hat
1 pipe
1 pipe
1 book
1 pair eye-glasses
1 pocket-book
1 purse
1 straw hat
1 handkerchief (containing 1 tweed
ulster, 1key, and 1 spectacle case)
1 umbrella
1 black silk sunshade
1 timepiece
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 taper parcel containing old shoes
1 lack parasol
1 umbrella
1 basket
1 black leather bag
1 canvas bag (addressed " Scott ")
I  keg nails, curry-comb, &c.
1 parcel ironwork (4 pieces)
1 book
1 handkerchief
1 muffler
1 pocket-knife
1 brown portmanteau
1 valise
1 black hard hat
1 parcel books
1 umbrella
1 black coat
1 umbrella
1 water-bag
1 ladleI  bag shot
1 tent swag
1 bundle sticks
1 lunch bag
1 handkerchief
1 covered box
2 walking-sticks
1 walking-stick
1 wooden pipe
1 key
1 peice rug
1 white handkerchief
1 pen-knife
1 stocking and glove
1 walking-cane
1 wooden pipe
1 straw bag
1 walking-stick
1 pair boots
1 pipe
1 package stationery
1 hand-bag
1 leather bag
1 bottle whisky
1 bottle gin
1 umbrella
1 umbrella
1 trumpet
1 umbrella
1 bag tools
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LOST PROPERTY, &C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND  BRANCHES-COntinne d .
Date. Station where Found. Place. Article.
1888.
31 May ... Ipswich
2 „ ... Toowoomba
10 „ ...  to
14 „ ... „
15
„ ... „
16 „ ...
„
18 „ ...
„
21 „ ...
„
26 .. ... .,
28
30
23
16
215
7
19
307
16
26
1s4
4
„
It
It
„
„
„
„
to
„
„
„
„
train ... .. . 1 pipe  and 1 pair  lady' s boots
„ ,., ... 1 lady's umbrella
„ ... ... 1 walking-stick
„ ... ... 1 lady's umbrella
„  ...  ... 1 coat
... „ .., ... 1 brown hard hat in parcel
... ... ... 1 oil-cloth  package
... ... 1 lady's umbrella
... ... 1 waterproof coat
... to ... ... 1 lady's black umbrella
„
...
„
„ ... „
Albion ...
Woolloongabba ...I
Lutwyche ... i
Beenleigh ... , platform
„
Indooroopilly
Esk
„
Cedar Grove
Charleville
„
6 June ... Brisbane
6 „ ...
„
6 „ ...
„
8 „ ...
,•
8  It  ...
„
10 „ ...
„
12
„ ... „
13 „ ...
„
13 „ ...
„
16
„
... „
16 „ ...
„
17
„ ... „
17 „ ... „
17 „ ...
23 „ ... „
26 ... „
26
„
...
„
26 „ ... „
26
„ ... ,
26 „ ... „
26 „ ... „
25 July ...
6 March ...
17 „ ...
„
1 June ... Ipswich25  „ ...
„
27 „ ...
29 ... „
29 „ ...
29 „ ...
„
30 „ ...
30 „ ... „
30 .. ... ..
2
2
15
18
18
18
18
20
20
20
20
23
23
15
20
188
7
7
Esk
„
Greenmount
train
... ... 1 parcel medicine addressed  "Moller"
... ... I sunshade
... ... 1 lady's umbrella
... ... 1 child's ulster
... ... 1 purse
... ... 1 small paper parcel
... ... 1 oil-cloth swag
... ... 1 mourning cap
... ... 1 black parasol
... ... 1 blue blanket bundle
... ... 1 overcoat
... ... 1 gentleman's umbrella
... ... 1 black felt hat
... ... 1 bag containing old shoes
... 1 bundle containing girl's hat, boy's
hat and book
... ... 1 white handkerchief
... ... 1 umbrella
... ... 1 umbrella
... ... 1 umbrella
... ... 1 boy's overcoat
e-tree hat1 cabba g...
platform ... ... 1 silver ring
... ... 1 timber stand
... ... 1 round stand
... ... 1 camp stool
... ... 1 bag cartridges
train ... ... 1 parasol
1 hard hat
... ... 1 pair spectacles
... ... 1 lady's shawl
... ... 1 lady's shawl
... ... 1 boy's coat
... ... 1 gentleman's coat
... ... 1 umbrella
... ... 1 lady's coat
... ... 1 parcel feathers
... ... 1 carpet bag
... ... 1 brown paper parcel
„ ... ... 1 wooden box
... ... 1 paper parcel
... ... 1 roll maps
... ... 1 pipe
... ... 1 woollen cap
... „ ... ... 1 woollen shawl
... platform ... ... 1 hydrant lid
... train ... ... 1 eye-glass
... „ ... ... 1
ppair spectacles
... „ ... ... 1 board
.., platform ... ... 4 flower-pots
... „ ... ... 1 roll papers
... train  ... ... 1 handkerchief
„ ... ... 1 pair boots
„ ... ... 1 pair boots
„ ... ... 1 parasol
... ... 1 bamboo cane
... ... 1 axe in cramp
... ... 1 tippet
... ... 1 wine-glass
... ... 1 spring  side boot
„ ... ... 1 overcoat
... ... 1 black felt hat1 1,1gf1th t
Albion
Roma
„
„
... platform ... ... 1 lady's black silk umbrella
• •. I „ ... ... 1 bag sundries
„ ... ... 1 black hand-bag
.•. I „ ... ... 1 water bag
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LOST PROPERTY , & C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY  AND  BRANCHES - continued.
Date.
1888.
14 June
16
23
26
30
„
„99
30  99
5 „
2 May
2 „
12 „
17 „
21 „
2 July2
10
18
14
14
14
16
17
19
22
23
23
24
24
24
26
28
28
29
31
31
30
30
20
262
2
2
„
„
„
„
Station where Found.
... Sandgate ...
It
„
„
„
99
... Wallangarra
... Stanley Street
. 99
... Grandchester
. „
... „
... Ipswich
„
„
„
„
... Woolloongabba
...
„
... Toowoomba
,f
„to
13
„
13
14 July
16 „
17
2024
24
16
16
1624
19115
29
11
20
2014
19
to
„
„
„
„toIt
of
„
29 „
30 July
4 August
2 July2
5
5
...
...  platform
,,
... „
... train
„
„
„
...
...
...  platform
... „
„ ...  It
„ ...  tois  ... „
„  ••• „
„
„
„
„
„99
Sandgate
„92
Morven
Stanthorpe
GoodnaMurphy's Creek
Walla ngarra
99
99
Beaudesert
Laidley
to
„
...
... „
... platform
„
„
„
99
train
Place.
platform
... „
so ... 99
Albion ...
Grandchester ... train
Cedar Creek ...
Brisbane ...
...
platform
99  ...to  ...  I g:„to ...  „
...
...
...
...
004
...
Article.
1 parasol
1 parasol
1 walking cane
1 black bag
1 black hat
1 old pipe  and case
1 paper parcel
1
t er
paper
1 pair trousers
1 lady's cloak
1 umbrella
1 case instruments
2 pairs boots
1 knife (broken)
1 umbrella
1 parcel lines
1 parcel plates
1 pipe
1 broken dish cover
1 pipe
3 rods
1 parasol
1 tippet
1 bag
1 black bag
1 stick
1 pocket-knife
1 stick
1 handkerchief
1 woollen shawl
1 silk handkerchief
1  eel
1
tar
and-bag (sundries)
1  parcel clothes
1 black parasol
1 pair window sashes
1  picture
1 black satin parasol
1 paper parcel clothes, &c.
1 strap
1 toy  perambulator
1  muffler
1 black umbrella
1 hard hat
1 billy-can
1 black bag
1 newspaper parcel
1 newspaper parcel
1 brown paper parcel addressed
" Johnson "
1 child's wrap
1 parcel  lime
1 book1 pipe
1 epi
1 black umbrella
1 pair spectacles
1 canvas bag
1 handkerchief
1 tobacco pouch and pipe
1 broken walking-stick
1 calico bundle
1 bag stonemason 's tools
1 bag stakes
I waist -bag mineral specimens
1 black hand-bag
1 umbre lla
1 walking-stick
1 parasol
1 bag lime
1 blue blanket swag
1 walking-stick
1 parasol
1 irl's overcoat
1
g
black felt hat
1 bridle
1 pipe case
1 pair loves
1 walking-stick
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LOST PROPERTY, &C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND  BRANCHES-continleed.
Date. Station where Pound. Place.
1888.
5 July ...  Brisbane
56
11
12
12
14
16
17
20
2223
24
28
30
30
31
31
23
f,
it
,f
of
,f
5 May
2 August
3
3
4
4
8
8
10
10
11
13
13
13
13
15
15
15
16
17
17
18
18
18
23
28
28
29
29
29
293
7
7
28
30
7
3
4
ff
„
,f
,,
„
„
to
„
...
ff
,f
f,
f,So
,f
,f
„
f,
„
...
... Brisbane
of
„
„09
... platform
PV
f,
. 99
... train
„
... „
... platform
...  carriage
... „
... f, ...
... waiting-room ...
... train ...
,f
IV
IV
IV
,f
„
„
f,
... „
... platform
ff
... waiting-room
... train
,., platform
... train
,f
...
99
.  99
,f
ff
„toIf
... „
... „
to
„
It
... „
91
platform
•••  to
... of
. It
ff
... ,f
to
f,
...
...
...
train ...
waiting-room ...
train ...
99
Oxley
Grandchester
Laidley
Stanley street
... platform
f,
of
to
... ...
Article.
1 walking-stick
1 blue handkerchief
1 girl's hat
1 wooden pipe
1 gentleman s umbrella
1 red cap
1 walking-stick
1 key and ring
1 newspaper parcel
1 tweed coat
1 lady's coat
1 fur cape
1 blue blanket
1 small bag
1 book and newspaper
1 parasol
1 newspaper parcel
1 red hand-bag
1 swag and billy
1 brown paper parcel
1 brown paper parcel
1 fibre bag
1 parasol
2 white shirts
1 umbrella
1 necktie
1 wooden pipe
1 newspaper parcel
1 wooden pipe
1 fibre bag
1 bundle spouting
1 fibre bag
1 lady's hand-bag containing scissors
1 newspaper parcel
1 parasol
1 tent swag
1 red shawl
1 empty purse
1 case addressed "Auly "
1 white handkerchief
1 wooden pipe
1 wooden pipe
1 hand-basket
1 whip
1 umbrella
1 brown paper parcel
1 child's shoe
1 shovel
1 walking-stick
1 globe
1key
1 lady's silk umbrella
1 walking-stick
1 pair brown gloves
1 black bag
1 tobacco pouch
1 shoe
1 tent (containing jockey boots, spurs,
trousers, and handkerchief)
I woollen cap
1 parcel (book)
1 key
I valise
1 pair glasses
1 walking-stick
1 parasol
1 parasol
1 parasol
1 pair gloves
1 canvas bag
1 pair moleskins
1 newspaper parcel
1 oilskin
1 shawl
1 billy-can
1 billy-can
1 billy-can
1 entleman's overcoat
1 felt bat
1 boy's felt hat
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LOST PROPERTY , & C., SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY AND  BRANCHEs - continued.
Date.
1888.
21 August
21
21I
4
815
20
29
31
„
Station where Found.
Stanley street
Place.
... platform
...
„
... train
... platform
Itto
1 iron cramp
2 swags
1 umbrella
1 black bag
1 bundle
1 swag
2 handkerchiefs
1 walking-stick
1 lamp
2 head dresses
Article.
Unclaimed  Goods  and Parcels.
Date.
1888.
16 June
1 February6 91
9 March
9 „
7 August
15 „
144
7 January
21 April
24 „
2 March
18
19
25
28
3 July
14 August
1 May
10 April
12 June
10 July
9 March
Station.
Wallangarra
Toowoomba
Roma ...
Wallangarra
Morven
Gowrie Junction
Ki llarney ...
Dulacca ...
Rocklea ...
Roma ...
Toowoomba
Wallangarra
,•
Ipswich
Wallangarra
Roma
Charleville
Goodna
Dalby
Woolloongabba
Beenleigh
Morven
Consignee.
... Bu limba Smelting Coy.
... G.P.O. ... ...
... ... ...
... Bethel
... Gartside ...
... Savary ... ...
... Smith ... ...
... G.P.O. ... ...
„
... ...
Jefferson ... ...
Jones ... ...
Honge ... ...
Langworthy ... ...
O'Neill ... ...
Hockley ... ...
Schlenkner ... ...
G.P.O. ... ...
TENDERS.
Article.
1 bag ore
1 basket shells
1 parcel
1 chair
1 bag shot
1 swag
1 cwt. ore
1  parcel
1 bag
1 bag clothes
1 valise
1 paper parcel
1 parcel
1 parcel
1 parcel
1 parcel
1 ease
1 box
sundries  (2 boxes)
1 bench
2 boxes
luggage  (3 boxes)
3 drums (tar)
1 cwt. gunpowder addressed " Gart-
side and Son."
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.
9'ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works .  For full  particulars ,  see Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tenders
ing original notice. can be received.
Erection of Station Buildings at Anchenflower ... ... 12th January, 1889 R'ailwa8th
Office ,  Brisbane;
ebruary, 1889.
Porters'  Cottages,  Cleveland Branch ... ... • • • ditt
€
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
Queensland Railways -Winter  Uniforms for 1889 o... ) "' "' 25th January, 1889.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Mr. BENJAMIN TOLL, for theErection of Goods Shed at Charters Towers,
has been accepted. Amount, £2,497 9s. 4d.
F.  CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs .  BREMNER AND EVANS,
for the Erection of a Coal Stage at North
Rockhampton ,  has been accepted .  Amount, £250.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
O N FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport, will be opened for Public Traffic, and
on and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows:-
WEEK DAYS. SUNDAYS.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Stanley street dep. 7 30 3 5 9 0
Beenleigh  ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport ... arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh  ... do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woo lloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley street arr. 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that R is Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Normanton Railway, Croydon
Branch , section 1, from 13 miles to 42  miles, in
length  29 miles.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Normanton ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me,  at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this  date , any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed  in connection  therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh , Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway,  Burenda , Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton,, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, Ley-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester,
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry. Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pim-
pama, Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Southport, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George. St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
stiny of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE following Notice to Mariners is pub-
lished for general information.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
No. 13.
Treasury,
Hobart, 7th January, 1889.
THE Governor directs the publication of the
following Notice to Mariners, for general infor-
mation.
By His Excellency' s Command,
B. STAFFORD BIRD.
EXHIBITION OF FLASHING LIGHT ON EDDY-
STONE POINT, EAST COAST, TASMANIA.
WITH reference to the Preliminary Notice issued
by this Board, dated March 7th, 1888, it is hereby
notified that on and after the first day of May,
1889, from sunset to sunrise, a light will be exhibited
from the Lighthouse which has been erected on
Eddystone Point, the position and characteristics
of which are as follows:-
The Eddystone Lighthouse is situated in latitude
40° 50' 40" S., longitude 148° 20' 50" E. (approxi-
mate).
The Light will be 142 feet above  the mean sea-
level, and the bright part of it will be visible in
clear weather, at the height of 10 feet, 171 miles.
It is a First Order Dioptric Flashing Light,
showing every half-minute bright triple flashes
from N. 22° W. (which will clear the rocks off St.
Helen's Point 1 mile) round easterly to S. 3° W.
(which will clear the Salamander Rock 1 mile), and
Red sectors will show from S. 3° W. to S. 48° E.
(covering the Salamander Rock, Eucalyptus Rock,
and other dangers in that vicinity) and from N. 22°
W round S. to N. 14° E.
A Red Subsidiary Light, placed 60 feet to the
eastward of the tower, will also be exhibited at the
same time , with a radius of 221  miles,  at a heighb
of 15 feet above  the mean sea -level. This will
clear the Victoria Rocks 1i miles.
A. G. WEBSTER,
Marine Board Office, Master Warden.
Hobart, 7th January, 1889.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1889.T HE following SUMMARIES Of RAINFALL,  taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
NOVEMBER, 1888 ,  are published for general information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster-General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1888.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Miles.
Maximum Fall  in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches . I Date.
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Aramac ... ... ... 22° 59 '  145° 14' 274 0.240 1st 5 0.500 501
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 33 147 24 7 0.230 20th 4 0'380 38
Ayrshire Downs ... ... 21 59 142 39 318 0.260 28th 3 0.550 554
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 44 148 35 11 0.380 1st 8 1.350 136
Boulia ... ... ... 22 55 139 38 359 C. 0'080 18th 1 01080 8
Bowen ... ... ... 19 59 148 16 on coast 0.330 20th 6 0.950 96
Bowen Downs ... ... 22 25 145 1 255 1.000 11th 4 1.700 172
Burketown ... ... 17 48 139 34 22 0•470 12th 3 0'700 71
Cairns ... ... ... 16 54 145 44 on coast 0.673 21st 8 1.355 1361
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242 0.770 11th 4 1 1.340 135
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell ... ... ... 18 15 146 3 on coast 0.830 2nd 8 3.370 340
Charters Towers ... ... 20 3 146 18 66 0.060 10th 1 0.060 6
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 1.250 29th 4 2'000 202
Cloncurry ... ... ... 20 41 140 33 207 C. 01080 4th 1 01080 8
Coen... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 21 01080 27th 1 01080 8
Cooktow•n ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on coast 01050 21st 1 0'050 5Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 36 148 15 88
Creen Creek .. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. 0.520 29th 9 1-410 142
Oumberland ... ... ... 18 23 143 28 170 0.880 10th 5 2.180  220
Dagworth,  vi4  Winton ... 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie ... ... ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville ... ... ... 18 13 139 53 37 C. 2.100 8th 4 3.670 371
Georgetown ... ... 18 22 143 32 166 0.750 13th 8 2.130 215
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4 0.210 21st 4 0 1560 56}
Gilbert River ... 18 7 142 52 136 C. 1.300 12th 9 2.690 267
Glen Boughton, Cairns ... ... ...
Goode Island ... ... 10 36 142 * 11 T.S. 0 1010 1st 1 0.010 1
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17 30 146 3 4
Herberton ... ... ... 17 24 145 26 40 0.770 13th 5 1.320 183
Hewittville ... ... ... 23 15 150 51 on coast  0.720  12th 3 0.900 91
Highbury ... 16 23 144 1 95
Hughenden ... ... ... 20 51 144 9 191 1-020 30th  7 2.880 291
Inkerman  .. ... ... 19 46 147 26 12
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17 64 145 29 R.A.  ...  1.100 13th 2 1.170 118
Junction Creek .. ... 18 16 144 24 108  0-970  10th 5 1.730 175
Kalamia , Burdekin River ... 19 28 147 27 3
Karuxnba, late Kimberley ... 17 27 140 54 on coast 0.770 29th 1 0.770 78
Lammermoor ... ... 21 19 144 38 197
Low Island ... ... ... 16 23 145 36 off coast 0.360 22nd 3 0.500 501
Lyndhurst ... ... ... 19 12 144 25 125
McDonnell ... ... ... 11 46 142 33 25 0.210 26th 2 0.290 29
Mackay ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 0.510 19th 7  1-570 159
Mackinlay ... ... ... 21 14 141 24 248 C.
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert) ..
Manfred Downs ... ... 20 15 141 40 193 C.
Manuka ... ... ... 21 44 143 25 270
Marlborough ... ... 22 61 149 53 27 1.250 12th 6  3-100  313
Mavtown ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 71 1.700 30th 4 3.900 343
Mein ... ... ... ... 15 13 142 47 45 ... ... ... Nil
Moreton .. ... ... 12 28 142 34 36 0'060 27th 3 0.100 10
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34 144 34 270
Musgrave ... ... ... 14 50 143 35 35 0 1090 26th 3 0-200 20
Muttaburra ... ... ... 22 36 144 31 273 0.440 10th 3 0.900 91
Nebo ... ... ... 21 41 148 44 42 0.260 13th 1 0.260 26
Normanton .. ... 17 39 141 9 38 C. 0.710 12th 2 0.920 93
Oondooroo, North Gregory 22 10 143 12 302
Paterson ... ... ... 10 47 142 25 T.S. 0.250 1st 1 0.250 25
Pentland  ... ... ...  20 33 145 25 123 0 .390 2nd 3 0.640 65
Port Douglas ... ... 16 30 145 28 on coast 0.310 13th 8 1.050 106
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33 141 5 T.S. ... ... ... Nil
Ravenswood ... ... 20 5 146 54 47 0.070 12th 1 0.070 7
Rockhampton ... ... 23 24 150 30 18 0.185 12th 6  0-375  38
St. Helen's, Mackay ... 21 53 148 53 4 0'620 21st 9 2.090 211
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 20 149 32 7 1'750 13th 3 3'010 304
Telemon  ...  ... ... 20 40  143 48 203
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 11 149 0 17
Thornborough ... 16 58 144 57 48 0.700 13th 2 0.900 91
Tooloombah, Connor's Range 22 42 149 34 23 0.970 12th 3 1.175 1181
Townsville ... ... ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 0.200 14th 3 0.320 32
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40 146 8 15
Winton ... ... ... 22 23 143 3 316 1.520 11th 3 2.310 233
Woodlands ... ... ... 23 2 150 44 3 0.920 12th 10 2.780 281
Ho'rs.- Figures to which C is attached refer to the distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria .  The geographical positiou
and distances from coast have been corrected from the latest information procurable.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER,  1888-continued.
Name of  Station.
Alice Downs ... ...
Allora ...
Alpha, Central Railway ...
Arcturus Downs ... ...
Auburn ... ... ...
Banana  ... ... ...
Barcaldine ... ... ...
Beaudesert ... ... ...
Beeabah ... ... ...
Beechal, Warrego ... ...
Beenleigh .. ... ...
Biddenham ... ... ...
Bindango, Roma ... ...
Blackall ...
Blinkbonnie ... ... ...
Bogantungan ... ...
Bollon ... ...
Bon Accord, Dalby... ...
Boonara  ... ... ...
Braeside , Dalveen ... ...
BRISBANE ... ...
Bulgroo Station  viu  Adavale
Bulimba, near Brisbane
(Mrs. Coxen 's) ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Bunya Mountains ... ...
Burenda ... ... ...
Bustard  Head ...
Caboolture
Caiwarro, Warrego... ...
Caloundra ... ... ...
Camboon ... ... ...
Cambooya ... ... ...
Canning Downs
Cape Moreton
Cecil Plains  vi a' Dalby ...
Charleville ... ...
Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla
Cleveland ...
Condamine Plains ... ...
Connemara, Jundah ...
Copmanhurst ...
Corona Downs, Mitchell ...
Cowley Station, Eulo ...
Cryna, Beaudesert ... ...
Cunnamulla ... ... ...
Curriwillinghi .. ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Dalveen ... ... ...
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan
Duaringa ... ... ...
Durham Downs, Cooper's
Creek ... ...
Dynevor Downs, Eulo
Dulacca ... ...
Emerald ... ...
Enoggera Reservoir
Esk ... ...
Eton Vale, Cambooya
Rulo  ... ... ...
Fassifern ... ..
Fernmount , Albion (Mr. Las-
sell's)
Forest Vale ,  near Mitchell
Franklyn  Vale, Grandchester
Gayndah  ... ... ...
G ladstone  .. ... ...
Glenearn ,  Surat ... ...
Glengallan Station ... ...
Gold Creek Reservoir ...
Goodna  ... ... ...
Goomburra  ... ... ...
Goondiwindi ... ...
Gowrie, Darling Downs ...
Gympie ...
Hawkwood  ... ... ...
Helidon  ... ... ...
Indooroopilly ... ...
Inglewood  ... ... ...
Inskip Point ... ...
Ipswich ...
Isisford  ... ... ...
Jimbour  ... ... ...
Juandah  ... ... ...
Kangaroo  Point,  Brisbane...
Kilkivan  ... ... ...
Latitude
(South).
Longitude
(East).
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches . I  Date.
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Miles.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
260 30' 146° 52' .
28 1 152 1 83 0'570 13th
23 39 146 34 215 1.750 1st
24 4 148 3  ...  1.330 11th
25 58 150 37 137
24 29 150 6 79 0.230 13th
23 33 145 17 287 0.970 1st
27 59 153 2 27
26 20 152 5 62
27 44  153 15 7 0.750 29th
25 48 146 25 315 0.160 10th & 19th
26 35 148 28 258 0.410 29th
24 24 145 26 302 2.320 2nd
27 45 151 33 104 0.480 11th
23 36 147 14 177
28 6 147 29 347 0.550 18th
27 33 151 14 115 1.000 29th
26 7 152 5 64
28 30 151 51 105
0.670 12th
27 29 153 6 10 1.560 28th 9 3.485 3511
27 28 153 5 7 1.450 28th
24 53 152 21 9 0.720 12th
... 21 00 29th
25 45 146 44 300 0.740 1st
24 2 151 48 on coast 0.250 20th
27 6 152 59 7 0.750 28th
... .. ... 1.160 1st
26 49 153 10 on coast 1.170 11th
25 4 150 23 99 0.890 12th
27 41 151 53 80 0.880 29th
28 13 152 7 85 0.890 30th
27 2 153 29 off coast 0.880 29th
26 25 146 13 351 0.640 2nd
27 54 146 5 424 0.050 2nd
27 33 153 19 on coast 1.220 28th
26 57 150 6 182 0.855 12th
28 13
27 59
28 5
27 ..32
28 35
23 36
28 6
26 35
23 28
27 27
27 16
27 41
28 10
27 57
144 50 494
153 1 28
145 38 453 0.180 1st
151 15 110 1.270 29th
152 1 96
149 41 80 0.770 12th
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfa ll.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
6 1.170 118
7 3.580 362
5 2.410 243
2 0.330 33
5 1.950 197
7 1.900 192
8 0•&50 86
3 0.500 501
5 3.920 396
8 1.480 149
1.600 1511
4 0.580 59
8 3.160 319
8 2.890
5 1.940
10 5.020
8 1.720
7 0.560
10 2.020
3 1.190
8 3.060
4 2.220
7 3.810
5 1.960
8 2'210
292
196
507
174
56}
204
120
309
224
385
198
223
5 2.040 206
2 0.075 74
6 2.920 295
5 1.925 1944
7 1.450 146
2 0.190 19
6 2.670 270
4 1.490 150
14418 515
149 38 ...
148 5 124 0.630 11th 4 1.930
162 57 13 1.050 28th 7 2.430
152 26 39 1.140 28th 6 3.320
151 57 76 0 .920 11th 6 2.250
144 59 485 0.250 4th 1 0.250
152 38 49 1.720 29th 7 3.540
26 0 147 47 257
27 46 162 24 54
1.330  28th 9 3.985
195
246
335
227
25
3574
4024
25 38  151 37 70 1.630 29th  5 3.220 325
23 52 151 17 on coast 0.100 29th 6 0.360 36
27 15 149 0 249
28 5 152 5 82
27 28 152  54 16 1.041 29th 9 2.525 2541
27 37 162 56 22 4.150 29th 5 6.860 693
28 1 152 9 77 01810 29th 6 2.170 219
28 33 150 21  186 0.270 11th & 29th 3 0.710 72
27 29 151 50 79 0.850 29th 6 2.400 242
26 12 152 38 28 1.230 29th 6 3.000 303
25 47 150 50 117 2.510 11th 5 4.780 483
27 33 152 8 60
... 1.560 29th 4 2.650 268
28 25 151 7 141 0.880 30th 2 1.120 113
25 48 153 4 off coast 0.480 30th 5 1.000 101
27 37 152 47 29 0.835 28th 7 3.070 310
24 14 144 22 357 0.900 1st 4 1.280 129
26 59  151 12 114 0.610 12th 7 2.400 242
26 10 149 57 175 0.690 31st 4 0.940 95
27 29 153 7 ... 1.596 28th 11 3.619 366
26 6 152 13 52 0.250 8th 4 0.430 43
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER,  1888-continued.
Name of  Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
L
Dista
Sea
east
ncefrom
-coast.
Maximum Fal
and
l  in 24 hours,
Date.
No
Days
Fe
. of
Rainll.
Total
Rainfall.
Tons per
Acre.
Miles. Inches. I Date. Inches.
EXTRA  TROPICAL-continued.
Leyburn ... ... 28° 1' 151° 37' 104 0.580 12th 4 1.685 1701
Lowood (Mr. J. F. Smith's) 27 25 152 34 32 1.500 30th 8 4.405 445J
.Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 1.330 28th 120 4169 4
Marburg ... ... ... 27 36 152 38
Maryborough ... ... 25 33 152 43 12 0'570 30th 5 1.560 157}
Maryland ... ... ... 28 33 152 2 94
Miles  ... ... 26 39 150 7 182 1.050 10th 5 2.580 261
Millaquin Refinery... ... 24 52 152 20 9
Millbrook ... ... ... ... ... ... 0.470 9th 6 1.880 190
Minerva Downs ... ... 23 48 148 17 135
Mitchell ... ... ... 26 30 147 58 320 0.370 30th 3 0'660 67
Mooloolah ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.860 28th 10 4.870 492
Morven ... ... ...  26 25  147 5 307 0.510 30th 3 0.590 60
Mount Abundance, Roma ... 26 39 148 38 253
Mount Hutton, Roma ... 25 48 148 13 205
Mount  Morris .. , ... 25 40 145 38 340
Mount Perry ... ... 25 13 151 41 51 2.130 30th 2 2.760 279
Mount Playfair ... ... 25 4 147 2 250 0.920 10th 12 4.035 407}
Mundoolun  ... ... ... 27 54 153 9 17 0.840 28th 8 2.440 246
Murweh ... ... ... 26 57 145 58 495 0.660 1st 3 0.910 92
Nanango  ... ... ... 26 41 152 1 68 0.700 29th 8 1.990 201
Nerang  ... ... ... 27 58 153 23 5 0.540 30th 7 1.550 156}
Orion Downs ... ... 24 14 148 17 155 0.510 12th 5 1.310 132
Pine River North ... ... 27 16 152 59 7 1.110 30th 8 3.920 396
Pittsworth ... 27 42 151 38 94 0.820 10th 6  '3-300  333
Redbank Plains ... 1.960 28th 6 4.940 499
Redcliffe ... ... ... 27 14 153 8 on coast 1.200 29th 7 2.050 207
Riverston ... ... ... 24 6 150 56 30
Roma  ... .. ... 26 36 148 42 247 0.110 30th 2 0.206 20}
St. George ... ... ... 28 4 - 148 33 282 0.030 10th 1 0.030 3
St. Helena ... ... ... 27 25 153 15 off coast 1.432 28th 7 4.570 462
Sandgate  ... ... ... 27 20 153 5  on coast 1.200 28th 9 3.690 373
Sandy Cape ... ... ... 24 41 153 16  on coast 0.480 21st 5 1'000 101
Southport 27 57 153 27 on coast 0.760 20th 7 2.560 2581
Springsure  ... ... ... 24 3 148 3 153 0.400 11th 4 1.100 111
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 37 151 58 97 0.460 27th 5 1.470 148
Strath- Ellbess ,  near  Warwick ..
Surat  ... ... 27 11 149 2 247 0.360 28th 4 0.750 76
Talgai East ... ... ... 28 1 151 49 94
Tambo .. .. ... 24 51 146 14 285 0-35029th & 30th 8 1-220 123
Tambourine Mountain ... ... ... ... 1.040 30th 5 2.665 269}
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 153 0.720 30th 5 1.490 150
Texas  ... ... ... 28 51 151 12 137
Thargomindah ... ... 27 58 143 43 539 0.150 5th 3 0.200 20
Toowoomba... ... ... 27 34 151 58 71 0.770 29th 9 2.740 277
Wallangarra ... ... 28 54 151 59 90 1.340 13th 5 1.650 167
Waroonga, Mitchell ...  26 23  148 5 261 0.980 30th 3 1.090 110
Warra ... ... 26 59 150 58 130 0.290 10th 5 1.040 105
Warwick ... 28 12 152 4 85 0.720 30th 8 1.979 200
Welford Lagoon ... ... 25 6 143 26 435 0-320 1st 2 0'350 35
Welltown ... ... 28 4 149 54 212 0.090 10th 2 0150 15
Weribone, Surat ... ... 27 23 148 52 256 0160 16th 3 0'300 30
Westland, Aramac ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Nil
Westwood ... ... ... 23 37 150 8 43 1140 12th 4 1.530 1541
Whyenbah,  near St . George 28 24 148 19 303
Windorah ... ... 25 26 142 36 490 0-130 1st 1 0.130 13
Woodford ... ... ... 26 56 152 47 18 0.730 29th 8 1.780 180
Woody  Island ... ... 25 17 152 58 off coast 0-860 30th 6 1.690 161
Yandilla ... 0.985 30th 5 2.135 215k
Yengarie , Maryborough 25 32 152 34 24 0.720 30th 4 1.310 132
Yuelba ... ... 26 43 149 24 226 0.350 10th 3 0-690 70
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  1 of 1889.
BURNETT RIVER.
ADDITIONAL BLACK BUOY IN SEA REACH.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Black Buoy
... has been laid down in Sea Reach, about one
cable below the intersection of the Bar, and Light-
house lines of cuttings, to mark the extremity of a
spit which has grown into the channel.
Vessels are to pass to the northward of the Buoy,
and immediately regain the line of beacons.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this  Office,  at 6s.  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map ,  in one  Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation ,  at 3s.  per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 6th September, 1887.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1888.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  LIN -CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY,  the birst (1st)
day of April  next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting  for the supply  of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions ,  and specification published in the  Gov,
ernment Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewingchanges of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th December, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United K ingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vid Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.SPECIAL attention s directed o the Book andPacket Regulations (Amended) to come into
operation 1st Januar, 1889, as detailed in the
Government  Gazette  of- 17th and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH EXTENSION TO-
WARDS CROYDON, AND ALTERATION TO
EXISTING LINE OUT OF NORMANTON,
ALONG RAILWAY ROUTE.T 1ENDERS will be received at the Office of the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Twenty-
first (21st) day of January next, from persons
desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material (except wire, insulators, iron poles, and
arms) and for all workmanship necessary for the
above-mentioned work, according to the terms,
general  conditions, and specification published in
the  Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 22nd
December, 1888.
Judges' Chambers,
Southern District Court,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1889.
I N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
"The District Courts  Act of  1867, '  I do hereby
appoint
Mr. GEORGE WALKER
to be Bailiff  .  of the Southern District Court at
Ipswich ,  in the room of Charles Wood, deceased.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge, Southern District Court.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th  January, 1889.THE  following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
RETURN  FOR THE  WEEK ENDING 12TH DAY OF
JANUARY, 1889.
Number of  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 476
Number since admitted ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave  ... ...  8
484
Number discharged 3
Number died .. ... ... 0
N umber  absent on leave  ... ...  4
7
Number remaining at date  hereof ... 477
Admissions during the week :
Nil.
Discharged during  the week :
Dennis McCarthy, 59, labourer ; admitted 20th
May, 1887.
Thomas Drayton, 66, cook ; admitted 9th October, 1888.
Charles Burt,  56, sailor  ; admitted 4th May, 1888.
Deaths during  the week :
Nil.
C. J. HILL WRAY,
Pro  Medical Superintendent.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general  information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order  signed  by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
--- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL  AESTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE CoMMEaclAL BANK OF AUSTRALIA, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly
 Statements  during the QUARTER from the 18T OCTOBER to 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
 TOTALS. ASSETS.  AxoUNT.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... 4,449 17 2Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation [
Not bearing Interest
..,
514 7 0
Bearing Interest
Balances due  to other Banks ... ...
( Not bearing Interest ,.. ... 32,608 18 6
Deposits  ... ... { Bearing Interest 199,305 9 4
( Ditto Government 150,000 0 0 349,305 9 4
Total Amount of Liabilities
381,914 7 10
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and  Bars
 ... ... ...
Government Securities ... ...
Landed Property ., ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... .. ... .
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ,.. 10
£ a. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
47,230 11 9
25,07. 6 2
(263 12 4
380,894
 6 11
£386,878 12
 0 Total Amount of
 Assets
 ... ... ... £453,460 17 2
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this  date  ... ... ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 15 per  cent per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared .., ... 75,000 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 654,526 8 7
Brisbane, 9th January, 1889. E. JONES,  Manager.M. S. WARING, Accountant.
I, Edward Jones, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at B ri sbane, this  ninth  da of January, 1889.
B. GANxox,
 Justice of the Peace.
E. JONES.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned  sum of  £4,44917s. 2d., being  one quarter 's composition  of the duty payable on the
 annual average
 of the  money  -value  of the  notes in circulation  for the year 1888, by the
Commercial  Bank  of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed at the sum of  £ 33 70. 6d.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
RECEIPT. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge..
Received on the eleventh day of January ,  1889,  the sum of £33 7e.  6d., for  the duty
 assessed as above.
 For the Commissioner,
Entd.-CaAS.  F. DRIvBx. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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VICTORIA HOSPITAL, BARCALDINE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
IS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing Rules, made  by the Committee of the Victoria
Hospital,  Barcaldme , and adopted by the con-
tributors thereto, for the management of that
Institution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RULES.
ame.Y
1. The  name of  the Institution shall be " The
Victoria Hospital."
Object.
2. The object of the Institution is to afford
medical and surgical aid and treatment to in-door
and out-door patients.
Support.
3. The Institution shall be supported by volun-
tary contribution, charges to patients, and such aid
as the State may afford.
Government.
4. The government of the Institution shall be
vested  in persons  duly qualified in accordance with
the fifth rule, who alone shall be entitled to vote
or take any part in the administration of its affairs.
Qual cation of governor.
5. A donation of ten pounds in one sum shall
constitute the donor a governor for life ; an annual
subscription of one pound shall constitute the
subscriber a governor from the time of payment to
the end of the current year.
Power of governors.
6. Every  life-governor and every governor sub-
scribing one pound annually shall have the privilege of
recommending one in-door and two out-door patients
every year; and every governor subscribing annually
any larger amount shall be entitled to recommend
one in -door and two out-door patients for every
additional sum of one pound subscribed by him.
Besides these patients, who may be free of charge,
every governor may recommend an unlimited
number of paying patients, provided that no new
governor shall be entitled to recommend any
patient until after the lapse of fourteen days from
the date of the payment of his subscription.
voting.
7. Governors shall be entitled to vote either in
person or by proxy at every general meeting. Pro-
vided that every proxy shall exhibit to the chairman
a written authorisation to act in such capacity, which
authorisation shall remain in force only for the
particular meeting, and every adjournment thereof,
for which -it was given. Provided also, that no
vote, either in person or by proxy, shall be allowed
unless the  contributor so desiring to vote shall
have  paid his or her subscription ,  and, in the case
of new subscribers, shall have become qualified one
month prior to the holding of such meeting. All
voting for the election of officers shall be by ballot,
and in cases of contest  a poll shall be opened and
remain open  for an hour.
Vote of joint subscribers.
8. If two or more persons carrying  on business
as a firm or  publicly recognised as partners, shall
subscribe one pound or upwards in one sum, they
shall, within one calendar month after the payment
of the said subscription, notify to the secretary in
writing, under their several hands, the name of one
of their number whom they desire should exercise
the power of voting accruing upon such subscription,
and the  name  of the person so designated and no
other shall appear upon the list of governors, and
such person and no other shall be qualified to
exercise  the power of voting consequent upon such
subscription.
Annual meeting.
9. A general meeting of duly qualified governors
shall be held on the third Friday in February in
each year for the following purpose :-To receive
the report  and resignations  of the committee and
auditors, to elect a president, two vice-presidents,
honorary medical officers, a committee of nine,
honorary treasurer, and two auditors, and to
transact any business of which seven days' notice
shall have been given in writing to the secretary.
Election of officers.
10. The honorary officers of the Institution, viz.,
president, vice-presidents, honorary treasurer, and
nine committee-men, must each be nominated
by two duly qualified governors, such nomination
to be lodged with the secretary seven clear days
before the day of election. Members of the retiring
committee shall be elegible for re-election without
nomination, provided they notify the secretary of
their intention to act if elected.
Management.
11. The management of the Institution shall be
vested in the president, vice-presidents,  treasurer,
and nine governors, to be elected at the annual general
meeting, and to be called a committee of manage-
ment, four to form a quorum. The committee of
management  shall direct  the general business of
the Hospital, and have power to  enter into contracts
for the supply of provisions and all other articles
required for the use of the Hospital, to direct
payment to be made therefor, and to appoint and
discharge all paid officers and servants of the
Institution. They shall meet on the first Saturday
in each month, or oftener if necessary, and at such
times as  they may appoint. Any committee-man
absent from three consecutive meetings. thereby
vacates his seat. and a successor shall be orthwith
elected .  The visiting committee may call  a meeting
of the general committee at any time.
Chairman.
12. The president, or in his absence a vice-
president, shall be chairman of all meetings of
committee. In the absence of president and vice-
presidents, the meeting shall elect a chairman. The
chairman at all meetings shall have a vote, and in
case of equal division a second or casting vote.
Treasurer.
13. The treasurer shall receive all money from
the secretary, and shall, at least once a week, deposit
the same in a bank to be approved of by the
committee, and shall pay all accounts authorised
by the committee to be paid. All cheques drawn
on the Hospital funds shall be signed by the
treasurer and secretary, and bear the Hospital seal.
Secretary.
14. The secretary shall attend all meetings,
whether general or of the committee ; take minutes
of the proceedings, and enter them in a book to be
kept for the purpose, and assist the committee in
any business which may be allotted to them. He
shall examine all accounts against the Hospital,
and prepare them for submission to the treasurer
and committee. He shall receive payment of all
subscriptions and donations, and shall give receipts
for the same on printed forms prepared for the
purpose, and shall pay over to the treasurer all
such money within one week or as  soon as same
shall amount to the sum of five pounds. He shall
keep a correct list of all tickets issued to sub-
scribers,  and mark  off the tickets as used ; the
tickets to be numbered consecutively. His salary
shall be fixed annually by the committee.
Auditors.
15. The auditors  shall  examine  the treasurer's
report, with all accounts, vouchers, and documents
relating thereto, and shall report thereon to the
annual general meeting. They shall receive one
guinea each  as remuneration  for their  services.
Visiting  committee.
16. The committee of management shall appoint
three members in rotation from their own number,
who shall be a visiting committee for one month,
and will consult with the surgeon as to matters of
internal management ,  investigate any complaints,
and report to the committee  of management at each
meeting.
Quorum at annual meeting.
17. At any annual meeting of duly qualified
governors ten shall form a quorum ; one hour's grace
shall be allowed for the formation of a quorum, and
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if at the expiration of that time ten duly qualified
governors be not present, the meeting shall stand
adjourned until that day week at the same hour and
place ; and if at any such adjourned meeting a
quorum of ten duly qualified governors be not
present within half an hour from the hour fixed for
the meeting. any number of duly qualified governors
exceeding three shall constitute a meeting and may
proceed to business.
Special general meetings.
18. Special general meetings shall be called by
the secretary on the authority of the committee, or
on a requisition addressed to him signed by at
least five duly qualified governors, stating the
object for which the meeting is to be called. Notice
of special general meetings shall be advertised
fourteen clear days before such meetings are held,
such advertisement to state the object of the
meeting and to be inserted in local newspapers ,
provided that in the event of such meeting being
called for by a requisition of governors, the
requisitionists shall, at the same time, hand to the
secretary such a sum of money as shall suffice to
defray the cost of advertising, which sum may, at
the discretion of the committee, be afterwards
refunded to the governors requiring such meeting.
Quorum at special general meetings.
19. If within one hour from the time appointed
for holding a special meeting, ten duly qualified
governors be not present, the meeting, if convened
upon a requisition of governors, shall lapse.
Should such meeting have been called by order of
the committee, the procedure as to adjournment and
subsequent quorum shall be the same as provided
for in liule 17 referring to annual meetings.
Vacancies.
20. The committee may fill any vacancy in their
number occurring between one annual meeting and
the next.
Committee-man having pecuniary interest.
21. No committee- man shall  vacate his office by
reason of his being a member of any association
which has entered into contracts with or done any
work for the Hospital, but he shall not vote in
respect of such contract or work, and if he does so
vote his vote shall not be counted.
Admission of patients.
22. Members of the committee and honorary
medical officers shall have a discretionary power of
recommending both in-patients and out-patients.
Pay patients.
23. Paying patients will be admitted on present-
ing an  application in form of Schedule C, and will be
charged at the rate of five shillings a day. They
must in all cases produce an approved guarantee, in
writing, for the payment of their expenses, or
deposit the sum of,five pounds in lieu of such written
guarantee. Paying patients must in all respects
conform to the rules of the Institution.
Patients not admissible.
24. No pregnant female for the purpose of con-
finement, no person insane, epileptic, or incurabl
diseased, nor any child under ten years of age, shall
be admitted except in the case of accident for
surgical operation; but the surgeon shall have dis-
cretionary power to admit in such prohibited cases,
subject to the approval of the visiting committee.
Alteration of rules.
25.  No rule of the Institution shall be altered,
nor any new rule proposed, except at annual or
special general meetings ; and due notice shall be
given to the secretary, in writing, of the nature of
the proposed alterations. No rules made by the
governors in general meeting shall invalidate any
prior act of the committee which would have been
valid if such regulation had not been made.
Religious ministration.
26. Ministers of religion shall have full access at
all suitable times to persons of their respective
denominations.
Paid officers and servants.
27. The paid officers and servants of the Hospital
shall be such as may be deemed necessary by the
committee, by whom all such appointments shall
be made.
Committee have power to dismiss.
28. The committee shall have power to dismiss
summarily any paid officer or servant for misconduct
or non-compliance with the rules of the Institution.
Paid surgeon.
29. No candidate shall be eligible for the ap-
pointment of paid surgeon unless he produce a
diploma, recognised by, or a certificate from, the
Queensland Medical Board, and shall be elects din
accordance with Rule 27, for any period and at such
salary as the committee shall deem proper, and
shall be required to give the committee three
months' notice of his intention to resign his appoint-
ment as paid medical officer of the Institution in
the event of his wishing to leave.
Duties of paid surgeon.
30. The paid surgeon, subject to general in-
structions from the committee, shall have control
of the patients, servants, stores, and shall be em-
powered to issue warrants for goods contracted for
and other goods required for the use of the
Institution. He, or in his absence some other
legally qualified surgeon, shall visit the Hospital
daily, between the hours of 9 and 11 in the fore-
noon, and at such other times as circumstances
may require. He shall keep a medical record book,
which shall he the property of the Institution, in
which shall be entered daily particulars concerning
the admission and discharge of patients, applicants
refused admission with reasons for same, and any
other matter affecting the welfare of the Institution ;
such record book shall be at all times open to the
inspection of any visitors. He shall attend every
monthly meeting of the committee, and shall
present a written report of the preceding month,
showing the number of patients admitted and
discharged, applicants refused admittance with
reasons for same, and the numbers remaining in
the Institution, distinguishing the non-paying from
the paying patients. He shall also take the tickets
of admission of such refused applicants,  and, after
endorsing thereon the  reasons for non-admission of
such applicants, shall then hand them to the
secretary, who shall issue fresh tickets in favour
of the subscriber owning the refused ticket, holding
the endorsed tickets  as vouchers  for the issue of
the fresh ones.
Further duties of paid  surgeon.
31. The paid surgeon shall not be absent from the
town of Barcaldine for more than twenty-four hours
at any one time without the sanction, in writing,
of the visiting committee. He shall have charge
of and keep the surgical instruments in proper
order, and shall be accountable for the  medicines,
medical comforts, medical and surgical instruments,
and stores of every kind. He shall, on his visits to
the wards, examine their condition with respect to
cleanliness , temperature, and ventilation ; and he
shall observe if the  wardsman and nurse  have done
their duty,  and, in case  of any neglect, report the
samQ to the visiting committee. He shall  write, or
cause to  be written, upon every medicine prescribed
by him, the  name of  the patient for whom it is
prescribed, and the time at and the  manner in
which it is to be administered, and this however
frequently the same medicine may be repeated ;
and he shall cause the medicine to be administered
in the manner directed. He shall inspect the diet
of the patients and see that it is of good quality
and properly prepared, and such as is ordered, and
that the patients do not partake of food, liquor, or
medicines, except when prescribe 1. He shall
order such articles as may be required during the
week ; but he shall not purchase any article
uncontracted for, or enter into any contract for the
,Institution, without the sanction of the visiting
committee. All orders shall be on the approved
form of printed requisition and attached to the
account when rendered.
Duties of wardsman.
32. The wardsman shall be under the immediate
orders of the surgeon, and shall live in the house,
and shall not leave the Hospital without the
knowledge and consent of the surgeon. As soon
as possible after the admission of patients he shall
ascertain the names, ages, &c., of patients, and enter
the same in a book to be kept for that purpose, and
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shall affix to the bed of each patient a card stating
the patient's name and date of admission. He
shall receive all money and property belonging to
patients, and account for the same to the secretary.
He shall take care that the clergyman whom any
patient may desire to see be forthwith sent for.
In the absence, whether temporary or otherwise, of
the surgeon, he shall take his place as far as may be
possible, and report to the surgeon upon his return.
He shall render any assistance required of him at
operations, and shall  assist in  the application of
surgical appliances and dressings.
Further duties of wardsman.
33. The wardsman shall receive the stores and
supplies furnished by the contractors and tradesmen,
and see that they correspond in description, quality,
and quantity, with the tenders and orders ; and in
case they do not, he shall report accordingly, forth-
with, to the surgeon. He shall weigh and measure
out the provisions and other necessaries required
for the day, and shall enter the quantity regularly
in a book to be kept for that purpose. He shall
attend to the cutting up and distribution of food
to the patients when cooked, and shall not suffer
any of the provisions, utensils, or stores to be
wasted or carried away. He shall also enter in the
stock book the receipt  and issue  of stores and
supplies,  and at  the close of each month  strike a
balance  which shall be compared by himself and the
secretary  with the actual stock in hand. He shall
refuse to receive  any goods unless the  same are
accompanied  by an invoice.  He shall have charge
of, and he accountable for, the furniture, bedding,
linen,  glass , cutlery, cooking and other  utensils ;
and shall make an inventory of the same in a book
to be kept for that purpose, in which he shall
regularly enter receipts, loss, or breakage of any
article. He shall, at the close of each  year and at
such times as the committee may require, prepare
and submit to them an inventory of everything
under his charge. He shall attend the monthly
meeting of the committee.
Complaints.
34. All oral complaints shall be preferred to the
surgeon  or the  visiting committee . Complaints
in writing shall be made to the general committee,
and the  wardsman  shall be bound, under pain of
dismissal , to supply writing  material  to any patient
signifying  his desire to make  a complaint, which
shall be handed to the secretary without delay by
the wardsman.
Duties of  matron.
35. The matron shall be under the immediate
orders of the surgeon, and shall live in the house.
She shall not leave the Hospital without the
knowledge  and consent  of the surgeon. She shall
see that the food for the inmates is properly cooked,
and shall discharge the duties of matron as directed
by the surgeon. She shall see that all patients'
clothes as they are admitted are cleansed and put
carefully away, and shall enter in a book a list of
the patients' clothes as they are received, and
procure a receipt for the same when a patient
leaves. She shall not permit any of the patients'
things to be removed from the store but in her
presence.
Duties of Hospital  servants  generally.
36. All wardsmen,  nurses,  and servants shall be
obedient to the  regulations  of the Institution and
to the  instructions  of the surgeon ; they shall
(under pain  of dismissal ) accept no money or
gratuity from any patient  or visitor  ; they shall
behave with tenderness to all the patients, and with
civility and respect  to strangers  ; and no nurse or
servant shall  leave  the Institution without the
permission  of the surgeon,
Patients.
37. Patients shall conduct themselves with
sobriety  and in an  orderly manner,  and shall
strictly observe all the directions of the surgeon,
as conveyed by wardsman,  matron, or nurses.
They shall give no reward or gratuity to any
of the wardsmen, nurses, or other servants.
Any patient having any cause of complaint shall
make the same known to the surgeon, whose duty
it shall be to enter such complaint immediately in
the presence of the nurse  or wardsman  of the ward,
in a book kept for that purpose, which book shall
be laid before the committee at each meeting.
Non-paying patients judged by the surgeon suffi-
ciently convalescent to be able to assist in the work
of the Institution shall be so employed. Patients
shall not sit up after 8 p.m. in the winter, nor 9 p.m.
in the summer; and all patients considered by the
surgeon able to do so shall rise by 7 a in. in the
summer and before 8 a.m. in the winter. No
patient shall leave the Institution at any time
without the consent of the surgeon or wardsman.
Any patient offending against any of the above By-
laws will be discharged for irregularity.
Visitors.
38. Visitors may be admitted into the Institution
on Sunday and Wednesday in each week, between
the hours of 2 p.m. and 4.30 p.m., excepting country
visitors, who may be admitted at any time by the
sanction of the surgeon. Not more than two
visito s shall be admitted to each patient at one
time, except upon special occasions and by leave
of the surgeon. Visitors are required to give their
names to the wardsman on entering, and the name
of the patient they s isle to see. Visitors may be
admitted on special occasions by a written order
from a member of the committee endorsed by the
surgeon. On no account shall male visitors be
admitted to the female wards ; but this rule does
not apply to clergymen, or members of the com-
mittee when visiting, nor to the near relatives of
the patients, and in the latter case only subject to
the approval of the surgeon. Visitors shall not be
permitted to give to or leave with any patient any
money, medicines, or food, or liquor of any kind,
nor any other thing, without the express sanction
of the surgeon. No visitor shall give to any
servant of the Institution any money or gratuity
of any kind. Visitors are requested not to in-
terfere with the wardsman or nurses, and not to
disturb the patients by loud talking or unnecessary
noise. Any visitor guilty of any breach of the rules
relating to visitors shall not be again admitted.
J. LLOYD JONES,
Secretary.
SCHEDULES.
Schedule A.
No. 18
To the Committee  or Surgeon  of Victoria Hospital,
Barcaldine.
I beg to recommend the admission of
as a patient into the Victoria Hospital, as I believe him
to be without the  means  of procuring  medical assis-
tance.
This ticket is available until 18
Schedule B.
No. 18
To the Committee or Surgeon of the Victoria Hospital,
Barcaldine.
I beg to recommend the admission of
as an out-door patient of the Victoria Hospital, as I
believe him to be without the  means  of procuring
medical  assistance,
This ticket is available until Is.
Schedule C.
To the Committee or Surgeon of the Victoria Hospital,
Barcaldine.
I beg to apply for the admission of the bearer into the
Victoria Hospital, and, in consideration of your admit-
ting him, I hereby promise to pay to the Secretary of
your Institution the sum of five shillings per diem
during his stay in the Hospital.
Schedule D.
18
Required the follow-
ing supplies:-
Victoria Hospital,
Barcaldine,
Date 18
Required the following sup-plies:-
To Barcaldine
Surgeon.
28-
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ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of March, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not  less than  500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial District . Place of Meeting.
Aramac ... ... The Court House, Aramac.
Banana ... ... Ditto,  Banana.
Baramba ... ... Ditto, Nanango.
Barcoo ... ... Ditto, Windorah.
Bauhinia ... ... Ditto, Springsure.
Beenleigh ... ... Ditto, Beenleigh.
Belyando ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Blackall ... ... Ditto, Blackall.
Boulia ... ... Ditto, Bou]ia
Bowen ... .,. Ditto, Bowen.
Broadsound ... Ditto, St. Lawrence.
Bulioo ... Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ... Ditto, Roma.
Burrum ... Ditto, Maryborough.
Caboolture ... Ditto, Woodford.
Calliope ... Ditto, Gladstone.
Cardwe ll ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont ... Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook .. ... ... Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... .,. Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina ... Ditto, Birdsville.
Doonmunya ... Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa ... Duaringa.
Einasleigh ... The Court House, Georgetown.
Esk ... ... Ditto, Esk.
Fassifern ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango ... Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory ... Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook Ditto, Ingham.
Inglewood ... Ditto, Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Bolan... ... Ditto, Bundaberg.
Mackay ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ... Ditto, Miles.
Murweh Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ... Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa Cometville.
Paroo ... ... The Court House, Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa ... Ditto, Gatton.
Taroom ... Ditto, Taroom.
Thuringowa ... Ditto, Townsville.
Tiaro ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
Ula Ula ... Ditto, St. George.
Waggamba ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla ... Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo ... Ditto, Surat.
Widgee ... Ditto, Gympie.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
Desgrand, George R.
Freney, Thomas ...
Freney, James ...
Horton, Thos. P....
Jeays, Jos. J. ...
Margetts, Andrew
Marshall, Alfred ...
Macintosh, John ...
Porter, Tindal P....
I T is hereby notified or public information, that
the Reverend MICHAEL MCKERNAN, a Minister
of the Roman Catholic Denomination, residing at
Charters Towers, in the Registry District of
Kennedy, has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  16th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
J
T is hereby  notified for public information, that
the Reverend GILBERT ButssoN ,  a Minister
of the Roman  Catholic  Denomination, residing at
Thursday Island, in the Registry District of
Somerset ,  has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend ATHANASE ToUBLANE, a Minister
of the Roman Catholic Denomination, residing at
Thursday Island, in the Registry District of
Somerset, has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  19th January, 1889.
IN after
is  hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
1   the Ninth day of February next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section  of " The  Real Property  Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of Trip li cate Lease
No. 167208, from Thomas Smyth to Patrick Camp-
bell, of  the land described in Certificate of Title
No. 26102, Register Book, volume 185, folio 98,
being subdivision 1 of allotment 19 of section 4,
town of  :Townsville ,  and will then permit a
surrender of the said Lease to be endorsed upon
the original thereof in this Office,  the said Trip-
licate Lease having been lost or mislaid by Thomas
Smyth aforesaid.
NOTICE.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
FIRST Supplementary List of Surveyors licensedto act under the provisions of  " The Real
Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose names
were not inserted in the General List published
on the 3rd January,  1889:-
Name.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM HANLEY, a Minister
of the Roman Catholic Denomination, having
removed from Rockhampton, in the Registry
District of Rockhampton, to Ravenswood, in the
Registry District of Kennedy, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Address.
Warwick
Cooper's Plains
Cooper's Plains
Ipswich
Brisbane
Warwick
Townsville
Brisbane
Brisbane.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
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Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
i T is hereby notified that KENNETH STUART
L GEORGE WHITTON, of Warwick, is licensed
as a Surveyor qualified to act under the provisions
and for the purposes of  " The Real Property Acts
of  1861  and  1877," and subject to the Regulations
of this Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that WILLIAM
FETHEBSTONHAUGH, of Brisbane, having
failed to produce the necessary papers, the Pro-
visional License  to practise medicine, granted to
him by the Medical Board, is hereby  cancelled,
and his  name  removed from the Medical Register
of Queensland.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
QUEENSLAND  MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS PRINGLE TAYLOR, Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1889.
No. 47.
T HE undermentioned resignations are accepted
from date :-
TOWNSVILLE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 49, C.  Swanson, A.B., completion of three
years' term.
No. 105, H .  Holbourne ,  A.B., leaving  the colony
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Officer Instructor , Q.N.C.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " the [teal Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicants. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Subdivision 4 of allotment 104, parish and town of James Hoar ... ... ... 26th February, 1889.
Ipswich
Portion 35, parish of Allora (within the Allora Reserve) James Edward Scott ... ... 26th February, 1889.
Allotment 6 of section 4, parish of Allora (within the James Edward Scott ...
ll
... 26th February, 1889.
A ora Village Reserve)
Allotment 3 of section 11, town of Cleveland ... ...  James  Boyne  Hall (as  Official 26th February, 1889.
Trustee in Insolvency in the
Estate of John  and George
Harris)
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  19th January ,  1889 . Registrar of Titles.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.isREAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such app li cations are given below, and
a'iy person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat at my Office on or before the day
speci fied.
Name of Deceased Date of
Pro prietor .  Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
1888.
Michael Goos,  late of 20 June
Lowood ,  near Ipswich,
licensed victualler
1885.
Archibald Auld,  late of 29 Dec.
Veresdale ,  farmer
1889.
Agnes Parkinson, late 15 Oct.
of Latrobe terrace,
Paddington,  wife of
John Beattie Parkin-
son
John Evans, late of  Bris - 29 Oct.
bane, storekeeper
Isabella  Griffin, late of 30 June
Samson Vale, widow
Mary Ann Gresli, late of
Rockhampton,  wife of
Andre Gresli
1868.
- Nov.
Jacob Born ,  of Ipswich,
grocer
Catherine Auld, of
Veresdale, widow
John Beattie Parkinson,
of Latro be terrace,
Paddington ,  salesman
Mary Ann Evans, of
Brisbane, widow
William Charles Joy-
ner, of Samson Vale,
grazier
William Thomas Towns-
end, of Brisbane,
basket-maker
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of por -  Fee-simple
tion 524, parish of Walloon,
and re-subdivisions 1 and 2 of
subdivision A of re-subdivision
1 of subdivision 3 of portion
337, and subdivisions 1A and 3
of re -subdivision 2 of subdi-
vision A of portion 319, parish
of Tarampa
Portion  92, parish of Logan  ...  Life Estate
Subdivision 184 of portion 220, Fee -simple
parish of Enoggera
Subdivisions 140 and  141 of  por- Fee-simple
tion 675A, parish of Enoggera
A block unnumbered,  containing  Fee-simple
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1889.
Will  dated 24 April ,  26 Feb.
1888
Wi ll  dated  5 Sep- 26 Feb.
tember, 1881, and
Codicil  thereto
dated 28 Decem-
ber, 1884
As Administrator ... 19 Feb.
Will dated 27 Octo- 19 Feb.
ber, 1888
Will dated 14 June, 26 Feb.
276 acres, and situated at Sam- 1883
son Vale ,  being the whole of
the land described in Deed of
Grant No .  4026 ,  and portions
9 and 10,  parish of Samson
Vale
Re-subdivision B of subdivision 7 Fee-simple As Heir-at-law . 5 Mar.
of block 2 of portion 47,  parish
of North  Brisbane
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 19th January,  1889 .  Registrar  of Titles.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, TWO-
MILE, GYMPIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Gympie, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January, from
persons willing to contract for Painting School
Buildings, Two-Mile, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Two-14Mile, Gympie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Gympie.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SI.4AN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, SERVANT'S ROOM, AND COVERED
WAY, STATE SCHOOL, HARRISON'S
POCKET.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, North Pine, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th January,
from persons willing to contract for Kitchen,
Servant's Room, and Covered Way, State School,
North Pine.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Servant's Boom, 4'c., State Scnool, North Pine.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, North Pine.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any  one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLO.1N.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING , &c., STATE SCHOOL,  COOKTOWN.
1' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Cooktown ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 25th January, from
persons willing to contract for Fencing . &c., State
School ,  Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Fencing,
4c., State School, Cooklown."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may  be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Cooktown.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,is 25.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 18b9.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS ,  CHARTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this  Office, and atthe Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville ,  until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 1st February ,  from persons willing to contract
for New State School for Boys, Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for A'ew
State School  for Boys,  Charters Towers."
Plan, Sp ecification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses ,  Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £30.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
.T. F. SLOAN.
MUNICIPALITY  OF GLADSTONE.BALANCE-SHEET for the HALF-Y$AB ended 31ST DECEMBER,,  1888.
1st July- £ s. d.
To Rate Endowment-Second Moiety
C l dR
102 8 9
,, ates ecteol ... ... ... 172 8 6
„ Reservoir Rent ... ... 10 10 0
Town Hall Rent... ... 7 9 6
„ House Section No. 1 Rent 6 15 0
Exchange, &c. ... ... 5 2 0
£304 13 9
31st December-  £ s. d.
By Overdraft, A J.S. Bank ... ... 51 5 3
Interest and Redemption of Government
Loan .. ... ... ... 31 4 2
Repairs to Wharf... ... ... ... 3 4 0
Repairs  to Streets and Roads ... ... 71 13 11
Repairs  to Town Hall ... ... ... 2 2 6
Repairs to Reservoir ... ... ... 4 16 0
Repairs to Tools ... ... ... 4 14 0
General Expenses ... ... ... ... 18 14 11
„ Salaries and  Fees... ... ... ... 56 6 0
„ Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 60 13 0
£304 13 9
Balance  of Government Loan ... ...
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
To Unpaid  Rates ...
„ Capital Account
W. HIGGINS, Town Clerk.
IOtn January, 1889.
129
... £986 3s. 6d.
£ s. d.
2,280 12 0 By Unpaid Rates ...
2,542  10 10 „  Balance  at A.J S. Bank
„  Reservoir  and Cottage...
Baths ... ... ..
Town Hall ... ...
„ House Section No. 1 ...
„ Bell Tower ... ...
„ Cattle Yards
„ Office Furniture ...
£4,823  2  10
Examined and found correct.
£ s. d.
2,280 12 0
... 60 13 0
... 1,470 4 8
18 3 6
742 13 1
130 15 11
19 9 7
45 0 0
53 11 1
£4,823 2 10
JASON BOLES, Mayor.
J. M. GRIFFITHS, Auditors.
P. BRESLIN,
23s.
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ENOGGERA DIVISIONAL BOARD.RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  ENOGGERA DIVISIONAL BOARD from 30TS JUNE to 31ST
DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
To Rates received-
£ s. d.
Subdivision No. 1 ... 756 8 8
Subdivision No. 2 ... 452 6 4
2081 15  0
Balance of Endowment ..
,
93 15  9
„ Board of Waterwerks (Contributions) 25 0 0
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... 6 15 6
Trust Account-
Balance at A.J.S. Bank 100 0 0
Bank Interest on above 6 0 0
106 0 0
„ Balance  Royal Bank of Queensland,
Overdrawn Account ... ... ... 435 6 2
F. SLAUGHTER, Divisional Clerk.
Brisbane , 7th January, 1889.
£1,875 12 5 £1,87512 6
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
30th June-  -£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Overdraft at the Royal Bank of
Queensland ... ... ... ... 567 16 8
31st December-
„ General Expenses ... 45 13 5
„ Purchase of Land ... 40 0 0
„ Advertising Account ... 39 1 0
„ Salary ... ... ... 8710 0
„ Accident Insurance
Account ... ... 7 14 0
Stamps and Petty Cash 9 0 0
„ Rent of Office ... ...
Legal  Expenses  ...
„ Sanitary  Acbount ...
Auditors ' Fees  ... ...
„ Interest  Account ..
Insurance  Account ...
„ Ithaca Shire Council ...
22 17 0
12 1 6
15 10 0
10 0 0
0 10 0
1 0 0
27 12 4
Printing and Stationery 9 0 3
- 327 9 6
Subdivision No. 1,
Labour, Wages, &c.-
South Pine road ... 6 17 0
Samford road ... ... 64 13 1
Cedar Creek road ... 263 18 7
Fraser 's raad  ... ...  273 2 3
Prospect road ... ... 12 11 4
„ Subdivision No. 2,
Labour, Wages, &c.-
Waterworks road  ...  10 0 0
Upper Ithaca Creek road 243 4 0
621 2 3
253 4 0
Trust Account, Refund of Deposit and
Interest  ... ... ... ... 106 0 0
W. M'C. PARK, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Enoggera, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON,
} Auditors.CHARLES WARDE,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1889.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December-
To Balance  of Government  Loan ...
„ Royal Bank  Overdraft ...
Examined and found correct.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
ASSETS.
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-
654 13 3 By Ithaca Shire Council ...
435 6 2 „ Arrears of Rated ...
„ Land .. ... ...
„ Tools, Furniture, &c....
Accident Insurance
„ Balance of Profit and LOBS
£ s. d.
401 15 7
381 2 6
40 0 0
151 5 0
4 9 6
111 6 10
£1,08919 5 £1,08919 5
BLAKISTON ROBINSON, Auditors.CHARLES WARDE,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1889.
126 38s.
TINGALPA DIVISIONAL BOARD.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE from  the 1ST JULY  to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS .  £  a. d.  EXPENDITURE.  £ s. d.
To Rates received  ... ... ... ...  649 6 6 By Balance , 1st July  ... ... ... 83 4 9
„ Miscellaneous Receipts  ...  196 2 3 „ Works and Repairs  ... ... ...  576 18 2
„ General  Expenses ,  including Salaries,
Advertising ,  Elections ,  Stationery,
Stamps,  &c. ... ... ... ... 134 17 10
,,  Balance  to Credit ... ... ... 50 8 0
£845 8 9 £845 8 9
A. M. WHEELER, Clerk. THOMAS ARMSTRONG, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Tingalpa, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
ROBT. S. PURKISS, Auditors.
Loganholme, 5th January, 1889. DANIEL J. COLLINS, I
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TINGALPA DIVISIONAL  BOARD -continued.
BALANCE SHEET ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Capital Account ... ... ... 2,954 18 3 By Government Loans ... ... ... 3,081 4 1
Divisional Boards Hall ... .. 75 17 10
Queensland National Bank, Beenleigh 50 8 0
70
£3,081 4 1 £3,081 4 1
A. M. WHEELER, Clerk. 198.
DIVISION OF YEERONGPILLY.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of YEERONGPILLY forHALF-YEAH ,  ended 3OTS JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Subdivision No. 1-
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d .  1st January-
By Overdraft, Bank of New
South Wales
„ Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 1-
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Government Endowment 871 12 0
Rates Received to 30th
June, 1888 ... ... 47 18 2
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Government Endowment 1,330 13 0
Rates Received to 30th
June, 1888 ... ... 37 1 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Government Endowment 1,035 3 0
Rates  Received to 30th
June,  1888  ... ...  63 12
919 10 2 Main Ipswich Road ... 10 15 6
Dividing Road, Yeerong-
pilly and Stephens ... 78 1 0
Main Waterford Road ... 28 9 6
Main Logan Road ... 3 5 6
1,367 14 0 Compo Road ... ... 105 7 6
Branch Roads ... ... 52 14 9
10
Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 2-
1,098 15 10 Main Ipswich Road ... 328 2 11
Main Sherwood Road ... 21 15 0
Seventeen-mile Rock
7 13 0 Road , .. ... ... 80 19 3
Graceville Estate Roads 43 9 0
Branch Roads ... .. 167 4 5
Traffic Board, 1887 ... 5 4 0
Overcharge Refunded ... 2 9 0
„
Tingalpa Divisional Board,
Share Waterford Bridge 68 5 4
Waterford Divisional
Board, Share Waterford
Bridge ... ... ... 102 5 8
is
„ Donations-
H. W. Coxen, Subdi-
vision 2 ...
C. Spry, Subdivision 1 ...
170 11 0
„ Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 3-
Main Logan Road ... 74 11 6
Main Waterford Road ... 67 2 10
Waterford Bridge Ac-
8 5 6 count ... ... ... 193 3 4
5 0 0 Waterford Bridge Ac-
13 5 6 count-Re-decking ... 41 3 6
Paradise Road ... ... 164 2 6
Sawmills Road, Cooper's
Plains ...  ... 88 14 0
Eight-mile Plains Road 67 12 6
Logan Reserves Roads... 59 6 6
Branch Roads ... ... 198 18 6
Salaries-Engineer, Clerk,
and Rate Collector ...
Advertising Account, £49
8s.  6d.; Stationery, £9
446 19 3
278 13 9
641 10 7
944 15 2
167 15 10
19s. 2d.  ... ... 59 7 8
„ Chairman's Allowance, £25;
Petty Cash, Postage,
&c., x:10 ... ... ... 35 0 0
„ Election  Expenses , £7 3s.;
Law Expenses , £ 2 12s.
6d. ... ... ... 9 15 6
Fidelity  premiums , £ 2  5s.;
Office Furniture, £2
3s. 3d.... ... ... ... 4 8 3
Valuation Account, £26 ;
Auditors'  Fees,  £1010x. ... 35 10 0
„ Commission  Account to H.
D. Willows  ... ... ... 31 6 1
Interest on Overdraft ... ... 19 9 6
„ Tank  and Stand  for Office ... 10 10 0
„ Deposit Refunded to A.
Anderson and Co. ... 23 18 0
Quarry Metal ... ... ... 5 17 0
Tools and Road Plant .. ...  39 3 5
„ Credit  Balance  Bank New
South Wales ... ... ...  823 9 6
£3,577 9 6 £3,577 9 6
DAVID BORTHWICS, Divisional Clerk. JOHN MOFFATT, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Yeerongpilly, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
H. LUCOCK, Auditors.26th July ,  1888. SAMUEL HALE , uditors.
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DIVISION OF  YEERONGPILLY-continued.
A88ETS AND LIABILITIES.
DR.
1888. £  s. d. £ s. d.  1888.
30th June- 30th June-
Ca.
£ s. d.
To Bank New South wales ... 823 9 6 By Outstanding Accounts... ... ... 16 2 11
„ Arrears of  Rates - „  Balance  of Assets over Liabilities ... 2,079 17 9
Subdivision No. 1 ... 275 5 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... 216 4 10
Subdivision No. 3 ... 318 1 3
809 11 11
„ Subdivision No. 2-
Gravel Land, being  re-sub-
divisions-1, 2, 20, and 21
of subdivision 3 of por-
tion 109, parish of Oxley 120 0 0
Gravel Land, portion 278,
subdivision No. 1, parish
of Yeerongpilly ... 96 0 0
216 0 0
„ Board Office, Stable, &c.... ... 125 0 0
Office Furniture,  Fixtures,
&c.
„ Stationery ...
„ Tool Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 13 0 0
Subdivision No. 2, Gangs
2 and 4 ... ... 24 3 0
Subdivision No. 3, Gangs
3,5,and6 ... . 2911 0
Tools in Stock at Board
Office ... ... ... 8 6 3
DAVID BoaTHWIC[, Divisional Clerk.
90
JOHN MOFFATT,  Chairman.
63s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF GAYNDAH.
BALANCE-SHEET for HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBEB, 1888.
D8.
To Rates-
General ... ...
Special ... ...
„ Rents ... ...
„ Stock Assessment ...
„ Licenses
„ Government Endowment
,, Overdraft at Bank  ... ... ...
26 19 0
20 0 0
75 0 3
£2,096 0 8 £2,096 0 8
Ca.£ s. d. £ a. d.
By Overdraft ... ... ... 127 19 8
63 8 7 „ Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 44 13 8
10 15 0 „ Maryborough road ... ... ... 2 11 0
0 5 0 „ Bathurst Burr ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
23 11 6 „ Expenses ... ... ... ... 4 10 10
3 5 0 „ Printing and Advertising 9 17 0
48 0 6 „ Ferry Dues ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
102 0 7 „ Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
„ McKenzie's Bridge ... ... ... 0 15 0
Interest and Exchange ... ... 4 0 10
„ Dalganpl road ... ... ... 3 10 0
„ Walker s and Seeney's road ... ... 0 12 0
„ Capper and Meson streets ... ... 7 16 0
„ Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... 1 10 0
„ Maintenance of Reserve ... ... 7 2 0
„ Interest on Old Loan Account ... 9 14 3
„ Interest  on New Loan Account ... 1 6 5
„ Redemption of Old Loan Account ... 2 7 8
„ Redemption of New Loan Account ... 8 7 10
£251 6 2 £251 6 2
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES .  ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Old Loan Account ... ... ... 382 7 4 By Town Hall and Land ... ... 400 0 0
„ New Loan Account ... ... 44 10 0 „ Furniture, Stationery, &c. ... ... 50 0 0
„ Overdraft at Bank ... ... ... 102 0 7 „ Chains, Tools, &c. ... ... ... 20 0 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 58 17 11
£528 17 11 I £528 17 11
W. D. MALTBY, Town Clerk. JOHN HAMER, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account, Vouchers, and Receipts of the
Corporation of Gayndab, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
79
JOHN CONNOLLY, 2 Auditors.
WM. BROWN, s
25s.
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NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty  Sessions held atthe Court House, South  Brisbane, on the
thirty-first day of December, 1888, JOHN HARRIS
was appointed  Poundkeeper for the Woolloongabba
Pound for the ensuing twelve months.
F. J. MARLOW,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
South  Brisbane , 31st December, 1888.
A
T a Special  Court of Petty Sessions Bolden
at Ipswich on Friday, the eleventh day of
January, A.D. 1889, MARY ANNE FITZGERALD was
re-appoints d Poundeeper at Ipswich for a period
of twelve months.
F. W. GALLOWAY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich ,  11th January, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Ansell, of Townsville ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  baker ,  by himself.
U PON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Henry Ansell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Truste,
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Henry Ansell ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Thirty -first day of January, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said Henry Ansell
shall, on the Twenty -ninth day of January,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to  the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences, so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
Town Agents for-
Deputy Registrar.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of James Bennett
Hickie, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, commission agent, for an Order of
Adjudication of Insolvency against himself. .
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said James Bennett
Hickie be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Bennett Hickie, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court ,  Brisbane ,  on the Thirty-first day
of January ,  1889, at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James
Bennett Hickie shall, on the Twenty -ninth day of
January, 1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in his Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
tar as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Reardon, of Rishton, Burdekin River,
in the Colony of Queensland,  miner , by him-
self.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said William Reardon
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Reardon, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the  Registrar  of'this Court,
on the Thirty-first day of January, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Reardon shall, on
the Thirtieth day of January,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Adam Fraser Guthrie, of Beenleigh, in the
Colony of Queensland, by the said Adam
Fraser Guthrie.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Adam Fraser Guthrie
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall,, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Adam Fraser Guthrie, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Thirty- first  day of January,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Adam Fraser Guthrie shall,
on the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1889, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to  the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWER,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against
Edward Kirchner and  James  Henry Long-
worth, trading as E. Kirchner and Co.," of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
ironmongers, by the Edward Kirchner and
James  Henry Longwortb.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Edward Kirchner and
James  Henry Longworth be and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Edward
Kirchner and James Henry Longworth, for the
election of  a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar  of this Court, on the Thirty-first day of
January, 1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Edward
Kirchner  and James  Henry Longworth  shall, on
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the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
their debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of their
creditors, and of the causes of their inability to
meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JOSEPH PArTISON,
Rockhampton.
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvents,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Howells, of Gympie, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by Robert Kennedy,
of Gympie aforesaid, merchant.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Howells, having been given, it is ordered that the
said John Howells be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Howells, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Thirty-first day of January,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said John Howells shall,
on the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Agents for-
F. I. POWER,
Solicitor for Petitioning Creditor.
Gympie.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of John
Stevenson Watt and George Watt, of Been-
leigh ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  trading as
" Watt  Brothers," coachbuilders and black-
smiths.
J OSEPH PEIRSON ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtors must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Debtors must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
ATTHOw AND BELL,
Solicitors for Trustee,
118
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at Beenleigh.
6s. 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Willie Wah Hang, of Rock-hampton, i  the Colony ofQueensland, grocer
an fruiterer, trading under the  name or style
of " Wah Hang," an Insolvent.
WEDNESDAY,  THE SIXTEENTH  DAY OF JANUARY,
A.D. 1889.
PON reading a report of the Trustee of the
U property of the Insolvent, dated the tenth
day of January instant, reporting that the whole
of the property of the Insolvent  has been realised
for the benefit of his Creditors, and a dividend to
the amount of four shillings in the £ has been paid
to the concurrent Creditors, and upon hearing the
solicitor for the Trustee, the Court, being satisfied
that the whole of the property has been realised for
the benefit of the Creditors, and a dividend to the
amount of four shillings in the £ has been paid,
doth order and declare that the insolvency of the
said Willie Wah Hang has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court this seven-
teenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN.
Deputy Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON,  WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
107 9s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by James Nisbet Stout, of Towns-
ville, baker.
C ARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of January, 1889.
121
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Henry Davies Edwards, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
tobacconist, insolvent.ROBERT ABRAHAM, of Townsville, in theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
89 7s.
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In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  a Specim  Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of William
Young Miller, of Maryborough, in the Colony
of Queensland, draper.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough aforesaid,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent  must  deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth.day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors,
Brisbane , Maryborough, and;Bundaberg.
87 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Frederic
Sanderson, of Lutwyche, storekeeper.
G EORGE SYLVESTER MURPHY, of Bris-
bane, accountant, has been appointed  Trustee
of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, 1889.
128
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Gray ,  of Rockhampton,
watchmaker and jeweller ,  an Insolvent.
GEORGE SYLVESTER MURPHY  has beenappointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all  debts  due to the  Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet  proved  their debts
must forward their proof s of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
130
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of James
Henderson Mill, of Maryborough, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  painter.
ILLIAM HENRY CLARK , of BazaarW street, Maryborough ,  commission agent,
has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
W. J. MCGRATH,
Solicitor for the Debtor,
Maryborough.
By DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
109
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Banfield, of Brisbane, boot
and shoe maker, insolvent.
EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,
IF has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of January, 1889.
75
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of John  Piper and Frederick  Collins,
0
trading at Cypress Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland,  as graziers , under the name, style,
or firm of " Piper and Collins," Insolvents.
N the Thirteenth day of February, 1889, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, John Pier and
Frederick Collins, of Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth
day of April, 1887, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
JOHN FOWLES,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Roma.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
119 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Sewell, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, optician.
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of James M. Stafford,  in Bazaar  street, Mary-
borough, on MONDAY, the Twenty-eighth day
of January instant, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon precisely.
Dated this fourteenth day of January, 1889.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Attorney for the said Thomas Sewell.
By his Ageuts-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane.
97 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Seaton Dun Scougall, of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier.
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
N Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of William John McGrath, solicitor,  Bazaar street,
Maryborough, on the Fourth day of February
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this fifteenth day of January, 1889.
W. J. McGRATH,
Attorney for the said Debtor,
By DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
108
Maryborough.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ma.  JUSTICE MEIN.
MB.  JUSTICE  HARDING  (in Chambers).
In the Matter of James Collins Amos, of St.
George, in the Colony of Queensland, grazier,
an Insolvent.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate ,  St. George ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  on the Eleventh day of February,
1889 ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourteenth day of January, 1889.
76
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by William Webb, of Beaudesert,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
trading as " Webb and Co."
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Credi ors of the above-
named person has been summoned to be held at
our Offices, 57, Queen street, Brisbane, on the
Thirty-first day of January, 1889, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
103
Solicitors for Debtor,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.5S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Shadrach George Dainty, store-
keeper, Eidsvold, in Liquidation.
T
HE  Creditors of the abovenamed Shadrach
George Dainty who have not already proved
their debts, are required, on or before the Twenty-
fifth day of January, 1889, to send their names and
addresses, and the particulars of their debts or
claims, to me, the undersigned, Robert Jones, of
Maryborough, the Trustee under the Liquidation,
or in default thereof they will be excluded from
the benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated at Maryborough this ninth day of January,
1889.
67
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of Angus Adam Amos, of Noondoo
Springs, near St. George in, the Colony of
Queensland, grazier, an Insolvent.
O N the Eleventh day of February, 1889, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Angus Adam Amos,
of Noondoo Springs, near St. George, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, adjudicated insolvent on
the twenty-seventh day of June, 1888, will apply
to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this fourteenth day of January, 1889.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
77 5s.
In the Insolvent Estate of Abraham Street, the
younger.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 1s. 81d. in the£, is payable in the above Estate, on all
claims proved and admitted, This Day (WED-NESDAY), the Sixteenth day of January, 1889, at
my Office, Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
85. 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe Matter of  Ruff el Lancaster ,  of Brisbane,
contractor ,  adjudicated insolvent on the eighth day
of October, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved  their debts by
the Thirtieth day of January will be excluded.
Dated this fourteenth day of January, 1889.
80
J. W. LAHEY,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Kenneth McLean ,  of Charters
Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland,  boot.
maker, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty.
seventh day of July, 1888.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  of 4s. in the £,
on all duly proved and admitted claims, is
now payable at my Office,  Flinders street, Towns-
ville.
Dated at Townsville this seventh day of January,
1889.
88
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil thereto of Edwin Appoline
Elson, late of Brunswick street, Fortitude
Valley, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, carrier, deceased.
`' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
and Codicil thereto of the abovenamed Edwin
Appoline Elson, deceased, may be granted to James
Thomas Elson, of Queen street, Brisbane, tobacco-
nist, and Edmund Lincoln Fell, of Brisbane, brick-
layer, the Executors and Trustees named in the
said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D.
1889.
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DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Victoria Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said James Thomas Elson and
Edmund Lincoln Fell.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Wilhelmina Coutts, late of Bowen
terrace, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion. offourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Wilhelmina Coutts, deceased,
may be granted to James Muir and John Coutts,
both of Brisbane aforesaid, the Executors and
Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this seventeenth day of
January, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Proctors for the said Executors,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
102 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In :the Will of George Henry Adami,  late of
Gowrie,  near Toowoomba , in the Colony of
Queensland,  gentleman ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given,  that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen  days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will of
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the abovenamed George Henry Adami, deceased,
may be granted to Sarah Adami, of Gowrie, near
Toowoomba, widow, the sole Executrix named in
the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
104
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Victoria Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Sarah Adami.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas  Isaac  Thornton, late of
Charleville, in the Colony of Queensland,
police inspector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the First and
Final Accounts of the Executor in the above
Estate have this day been filed in my Office, and
all parties having any claim against the said Estate,
or being  otherwise interested, are requested to
come  in before  me, at  my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before
THURS DAY, the Twenty-first day of February,
1889,  and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they
shall think fit, object thereof ; and if no exception
be taken to the said Accounts, the same will be
enquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for Executor,
Deputy Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
94 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Low Tye Lee, of Cairns, in the
Colony of Queensland, (otherwise known as
Ah Tie,) Chinese storekeeper, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Low Tye Lee (otherwise known as
Ali Tie), deceased, may be granted to Ah Mun and
Chan Wah, both of Cairns, in the Colony of
Queensland, Chinese storemen, the Executors and
Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated at Cairns this twentieth day of Decem-
ber, 1888.
ERNEST D. GRAHAM,
Abbott street, Cairns,
Proctor for the said Executors.
By his Agents-
FOXTON  AND CARDEW,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
74 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of William Farmer ,  late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  miner ,  deceased.
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OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Probate of the Wi ll of
the abovenamed Wi lliam Farmer ,  late of Gympie
aforesaid ,  miner ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Wil liam Durston ,  of Gympie aforesaid ,  miner, the
sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Gympie this twenty -eighth day of
December ,  A.D. 1888.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Mary street, Gympie.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMB ERS, BRUCE , AND MCDlAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
81 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Andrew  James Brown ,  late of
Eidsvold, in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentle-
man, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable ,  Court that Probate  of the Will of the
abovenamed Andrew James Brown ,  deceased, may
be granted to John Henry  Edols  and Robert
Glendinning  Jellie,  of Eidsvold ,  the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of January, A.D. 1889
CHAMBERS , BRUCE, AND McNAB,
82
Proctors for Executors,
Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Rhodes,
late of William street, Lutwyche, in the
Colony of Queensland, brickmaker, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects,
of the abovenamed James Rhodes, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Ann Rhodes,
of William street, Lutwyche  aforesaid , the widow
of the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
106
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Rhodes,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland..
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Tippett, late of Happy
Valley, Mount Morgan, near Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Samuel Tippett, deceased, may
be granted to Mary Ann Tippett, the widow of
the said deceased, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
ROBERT WEST KINGSFORD,
105
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Timothy Cummings Griffin, late
of The Black Jack, Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, dairyman, deceased.
tT OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
A. tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Timothy Cummings Griffin, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Margaret Griffin,
of The Black Jack, Charters Towers aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated the eighth day of January, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Applicant,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Kent's Buildings,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
71 6s. 3d.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alfred Roberts, late of Herberton,
in the Colony of Queensland, solicitor, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Alfred Roberts, deceased, may
be granted to Mary Roberts, the sole Executrix
named in and  appointed by the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
LEOPOLD FREDERICK BERNAYS,
124
Chancery Chambers,
George  street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Ed% and Hunn Bowers,
of Eight-mile Plains, in the Colony of Queens-land, farmer, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Edward Hunn Bowers, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Mary Ann
Powers, of Spring Creek,  near  Brisbane, in the
said colony, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
125
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Applicant.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Simon Fraser ,  late of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  auctioneer, de-
ceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed Simon Fraser ,  deceased, may
be granted  to Lucy Ann  Fraser ,  of Brisbane afore-
said ,  widow, Alexander Thomas Fraser, of the same
place, auctioneer ,  and Hugh Barron Fraser, of the
same place ,  civil engineer ,  the Executrix and
Executors respectively named in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
127
Proctor for the said Executors,
88, Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of James Buchanan , late of Mary-
borough ,  in the Colony of Queensland , licensed
surveyor ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-
lication hereof, application  will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  James Buchanan ,  deceased, may be
granted to Bridget  Theresa Buchanan , of Mary-
borough, in the  said  colony, widow, and Harry
Edgar Aldridge, of Boorall, near Maryborough
aforesaid ,  grazier ,  the Executrix  and Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this fourth day of January, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Proctors f-r Executrix and Executor,
Maryborough, Brisbane, and Bundaberg.
86 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Franz Joseph Zink, late of Logan
Village, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Franz Joseph Zink, de-
ceased, may be granted to Maria Emilie Zink, of
Logan Village aforesaid, the widow of the said
deceased, and the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated the sixteenth day of January, 1889.
RUTHNING AND BYRAM,
131
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Miller, late of the
Southern Cross Hotel, Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Frederick Miller, deceased,
may be granted to Frederick Pfeifer and Francis
William Beattie, both of Charters Towers, afore-
said, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Charters Towers this seventeenth day
of December, A.D. 1888.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Charters Towers,
Proctors for the said Executors.
By THOMAS BUNTON.
112 6s.
ELLEN THORNTON ,  DEC BASED.
LL Persons having any Claims  against the
A Estat: of Ellen Thornton,  late of Kangaroo
Point, near  Brisbane, widow , deceased ,  are requested
to furnish the same in writing  forthwith to-
HENRY PALMER ABBOTT,
Executor  of the Estate of the  late Ellen  Thornton,
Australian Joint  Stock Bank,
$risbane.
16th January, 1889.
111 3s.
HENRY REGINALD BUTTANSHAW ,  DECEASED.
A LL Persons having any Claims or Demands
, k upon or against the Estate of Henry Reginald
Buttanshaw, late of Cooktown, in the Colony of
Queensland, police magistrate, deceased,  are re-
quested to send particulars of their debts  or claims
in writing forthwith to-
HENRY PALMER ABBOTT,
Executor of the Estate of the late
Henry Reginald Buttanshaw,
Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Brisbane.
16th January, 1889.
110 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
CURNOW  v. HUGHES.PURSUANT to an Order ofthe Supreme Courtof Queensland made in the Matter of the
Estate of William Hughes, late of Goomburra,
near  Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased, and in an action Curnow  against  Hughes,
the Creditors of the said William Hughes, who died
on or about the fifteenth day of March, 1887, are,
on or before SATURDAY, the Second day of
February, 1889, to send, by post, prepaid,to Messrs.
Foxton and Cardew, of Queen  street,  Brisbane, the
solicitors of the Plaintiff, John R. Curnow, full
particulars of their claims, a statement of their
accounts , and the nature of the securities (if any)
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held by them, or in default thereof they will be"
peremptorily excluded from the benefit of the said
Order. Every Creditor holding any security is to
produce the  same  before the Registrar of the said
Supreme Court, at his Chambers, Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on the Fifth day of February,
1889, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, being the time
appointed for adjudicating the claims.
Dated the eighteenth day of January, 1889.
123
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Robert Bond, late of Richmond
Downs ; George McAdam, late of Warwick ;
William McCarm, late of Gatton; Franz Chris-
tian Row, late of Jondowie road, Chinchilla ;
Mary Underwood, late of Toowoomba ; and
Albert Alexander Wittjohann, late of Timor
road, Victoria.PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons  having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Nineteenth day of March next, or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 19th January, 1889.
95
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Henry Gear, deceased.P 1 URSUANTto the provisions of  "The Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Ac of 1867," notice
is hereby given that all Creditors and other  persons
having  any claims  or demands  against  the Estate of
Henry Gear, late of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland , general dealer ,  deceased , who died at
Brisbane aforesaid on or about the twelfth day of
November, 1888, Probate of whose Will was
granted to Daniel William Jones, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, civil servant, the
Executor under the said Will of the said deceased,
on the fifteenth day of January, 1889, are hereby
required to send  in, in  writing, particulars of their
claims or demands to the said Daniel William
Jones, care of the undersigned,  on or  before the
Eighteenth day of February next. And notice is
hereby also given, that at the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said Daniel William Jones will
proceed to distribute  the assets  of the said Henry
Gear, deceased, amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the said
Daniel William Jones shall then have had such
notice, and that the said Daniel William Jones will
not be liable, for the  assets or  any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose claim the said
Daniel William Jones shall not have had notice at
the time of such distribution.
Dated the nineteenth day of January, A.D. 1889.
116
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
William Thompson,  deceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions  of  " The Trustees
1 and  Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having  any claims  or demands against the
Estate of William Thompson, late of Warwick, in
the Colony of Queensland, Esquire, deceased, who
died at Warwick, in the said colony, on or about
the fifth day of November. 1888, Probate of whose
Will was granted to William Ball Slade, of
Warwick aforesaid, grazier, on the fifteenth day
of .January, 1889, are hereby required to send in,
in writing, particul ars of their claims or  demands
o the said William Ball Slade, care of Messieurs
Hart and Flower, Queen street, Brisbane, on or
before the Eighteenth day of February next. And
notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration
of the last-mentioned day the said William Ball
Slade will proceed to distribute the assets of the
said William Thompson amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said William Ball Slade shall then
have had such notice, and that the said William
Ball Slade will not be liable, for the assets or any
part thereof so distributed, to any person of whose
claim the said William Ball Slade shall not have
had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this nineteenth day of January, 1889.
117
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
10s.
THE CROYDON GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED, QUEENSLAND.AT a Special General Meeting of the membersof the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at the Office of the Company, at Charters
Towers, on the fourth day of December, 1888, the
subjoined Resolution was duly passed, and at a
subsequent Special General Meeting of the members
of the said Company, also duly convened and held
at the same place, on the twentieth day of Decem-ber, 1888, the said Resolution was duly confirmed:-
Resolution.
That this Company le wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions  of ` The Companies
Art  of 1863,' and '  The Mining Companies
Act of  1886."'
And at such last-mentioned meeting, Alan Baker
Bright, of Charters Towers, sharebroker,  was ap-
pointed Liquidator for the purpose of the winding-
up.
84 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of The Gold Creek Gold- Mining
and Prospecting Company, Limited, and  " The
Companies Act of  1863."
NOTICE is hereby given,  in pursuance of section
132, Part IV., of  "The Companies Act  of 1863,"
that a General Meeting of the Members of the
abovenamed Company will be held at the Liquida-
tor's Office, West street, Ipswich, on THURSDAY,
the Fourteenth day of February, 1889, at Half-
past Seven o'clock in the evening, for the purpose
of having  an account  laid before them showing the
manner  in which the winding-up has been con-
ducted, and the property of the Company disposed
of, and of hearing any explanation that may be
given by the Liquidator,  also,  of determining,
by Extraordinary Resolution,  the manner in
which the books, accounts, and documents of the
Company, and of the Liquidator, are to be disposed
of.
All propositions to be extraordinary,  so as to
take immediate effect, as provided in the second
paragraph of subsection 3 of section 119 of Part IV.
of  " The Companies Act of  1863."
Dated the tenth day of January, 1889.
C. H. BLAINE,
Witness-
A. M. DRYSDALE,
Solicitor, Ipswich.
66
Liquidator.
7s. 6d.
THE UNION JACK No. 1 EAST GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS.
IN LIQUIDATION.
r(HE Final Meeting of Shareholders in the above
)) Company will be held at the Liquidator's
Office, Mosman street, Charters Towers, on MON-
DAY, the 18th February, 1889, at 4 p.m.
Business.-General, and to receive the Liquida-
tor's Report and Statement of Accounts.
78
ALAN  B. BRIGHT,
Liquidator.
4s.
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CABOOLTURE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
(NOTICE UNDER THE 256TH CLAUSE OF " THE
DIVISIONAL BOARDS  ACT OF  1887.")
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that it is the intention
of this Board to apply to the Government
for a Loan of One Thousand Three Hundred
Pounds  (£ 1,300 )  f'or the purpose of placing that
part of  the Road  from Yandina to Cooran which is
within this Division in a practicable state for
Coach Traffic.
The area proposed to be specially rated for the
purpose of payment of interest and redemption of
principal is bounded on the south by the Maroochy
River ,  commencing at its mouth  ;  thence by that
river northerly and westerly to its source  ;  thence
by a line bearing  westerly  to the boundary of the
Division  ;  thence by the boundary of the Division
northerly ,  easterly ,  and southerly to the point of
commencement.
M. BATTERSBY,
Chairman.
Caboolture, 11th January, 1889.
91 7s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
lately subsisting between us, the undersigned,
Donald Maclurcan and William Preston ,  carrying
on business at Tewantin, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  as hotel and store keepers, under the style or
firm of  "  Maclurcan and Preston ,"  was, on the
seventh day of January, 1889, Dissolved by mutual
consent, and that the business in future will be
carried on by the said Donald Maclurcan ,  who will
pay and discharge all debts and liabilities and
receive all moneys payable to the said late firm.
Dated this seventeenth day of  J anuary, A.D. 1889.
122
D. MACLURCAN.
WILLIAM PRESTON.
4s. 6d.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice of my intention to apply,
at the next meeting of the Pioneer Divisional
Board, for permission to Erect One Pair of Licensed
Gates on the northern boundary of Selection 723,
parish of Eton.
J. J. WARD.
Mackay, 10th January, 1889.
69 3s.
MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
}i OTICE is hereby given, under clause 219 of
ll r  " The Local Government A(t of  1878," that
the Council of the Municipality of Mackay intends
Borrowing, under the provisions of  " The Local
Works  Loan  Act of  1880," the Sum of Three
Thousand Pounds (£3,000) for Sewerage purposes.
Plans, &c., of the proposed work may be seen at
the Council Chambers.
CHAS. DAVIE,
Town Clerk.
Town Hall,
Mackay , 10th January, 1889.
98 4s. 6d.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.NOW published, at the Government Printing
Office , William  street ,  Brisbane , "  Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory,  F.R.G.S ., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post townin the Colony , 9d.;  to England and the Austra lian
Colonies , is.  6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.14 T.HE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886, " with an  Introduc.
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d .  in the Colony, is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsisof the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested,when describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered " and other brands, by placing
the words " Eegistered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at  the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty ,  touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883. Price,  is.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1889.  £ s. d.Jan. 12.-Han cock Bros. ... ... ... 1 0 0
„ 12.-T. C. Russell ... ... ... 0 0 6
„ 12.-C. H. Blaine ... ... ... 0 7 6
12.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
14.-E. D. Graham ... ... ... 0 6 0
14.-W. H. Carter ... ... ... 1 0 0
14.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 6 6
„ 14.-Tingalpa Divisional Board... ... 1 0 0
14.-Hodges and Chataway ... ...  0 3 0
14.-G. F. Williams ... ... ... 1 0 0
14.-North Rockhampton Municipal
Council ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
14.-E. D. v raham ... ... ... 2 0 0
14.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
15.-A. B. Bright ... ... ... 0 5 6
„ 15.-Charters Towers Municipal Council 0 12 0
16.-W. Keane ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 16.-Caboolture Divisional Board ... 0 7 0
16.-W. M. Payne ... ... ... 0 10 0
16.-A. B. Bright ... ... ... 0 5 6
„ 16.-M. Markham ... ... ... 0 4 0
17.-W. Furlong... ... ... ... 0 15 0
17.-J. Taylor ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
17.-Gladstone Municipal Council ... 1 10 0
„ 17.-Thomas and Madden ... ... 0 10 0
17.-R. W. Tomalin ... .. ... 0 2 0
„ 17.-Mackay Municipal Council ... 0 6 0
„ 17.-J. Owen ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
17.-W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
18.-J. Sterling ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„  18.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
18.-J. Ball  ... ... ... ... 0 0 8
„ 18.-E. M. Hurford ... 0 1 0
Impann4ings.
' Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
ezents of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Dillalah, on the9th January, 1889, by order of A. W. Mackie,
Esquire. Driving  expenses, £2.
Eleven ewes, wool on, fire brand like T on nose, T in tar
on back, piece pinched out both ears.
Two ewes, wool on, both ears  marked.
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Two wethers,  wool on, swallow -tail near ear, piece out
off ear.
One wether, wool on, off ear marked.
One wether, wool on, T in tar on back, snick out both
ears.
One wether, wool on, piece  out near ear.
One ewe, wool on, snick and slit near ear.
One wether, wool on, slit off ear, piece out near ear.
One ewe, wool on, fire brand on nose, both  ears marked.
One wether, like T&O in tar on back, off ear split.
One wether, blotched tar mark on back,  near ear
marked.
Two ewes, shorn, both ears marked.
Two ewes, shorn, piece off near ear.
Two wethers, shorn, both ears marked.
One ewe,  shorn , fire brand on nose, snick off ear.
One wether, woolly and long tail, off ear slit.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
92 lOs.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Waterworks road,
on the 29th December, 1888, by order of John
Graham, Esquire. Driving expenses, Is. per head.
One red-roan cow, C1H off ribs ; red and white calf at
foot, unbranded.
One yellow and white cow, like 6KD off ribs, ear-marked,
lump on near cheek.
One red and white cow, ES2 off rump, UB5 off ribs,
ear-marked, near horn broken.
One brindle and white cow, ><E4 (registered brand)
off rump.
Also, by order of the Chairman of Booroodabin
Shire. Damages, 5s.
One red and white cow, R3Y near ribs, ear-marked.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
120 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Fanning
Downs, on the 10th January, 1889, by order of B.
Naughton, Esquire.
One bay entire, U4B near shoulder, 5 near thigh.
One black filly, near hind foot white,  J5S near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, white face, 1U. ,g over
92 near  shoulder.
One black filly, blotched brand near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. MARKHAM, Poundkeeper.
93 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, from enclosed lands, Ider-
away, on the 7th January, 1889, by order of J. J.
Cadell, Esquire. Driving 1s. ; damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, KSD (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM KEANE, Poundkeeper.
83 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Richmond, from Burleigh, on the
1st January, 1889, by order of F. H. Broadley,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 7s. 6d.
One chestnut elding, bald face, off fore and hind feet
white, 13JE (registered brand ) near  shoulder,
near  ear cropped.
One bay gelding, A  over  MLS near shoulder, JN9
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay gelding,  star  on forehead, P9A (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 31st January, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
73
W. H. CARTER,  Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Richmond, from Cambridge Downs,
on the 7th January, 1889, by order of Henry Young,
Esquire . Driving expenses, 5s.
One bay gelding, U YC) (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
diamond 5 diamond off shoulder.
One bay gelding, notch  out near ear , little white on near
hind foot, scum near eye, like E8J (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
One brown  mare, star  on forehead, E bB (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, fistula, J5U (registered brand) over
diamond 5 diamond near shoulder.
One bay gelding, star on forehead, NOK (registered
brand) over GY over 0 near shoulder, II in circle
off shoulder, H over T2H (registered brand) near
thigh, 4V off thigh, 63 near neck.
One bay mare, Q7U (registered brand) near rump.
One light-roan gelding, draught, bald-face, hind legs
white, 1LZ (registered brand) near shoulder,
T8 0 off shoulder.
One chestnut gelding,  star on  forehead, blotch like A1Z
(registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay Belding , star  on forehead, @4Q (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
One yellow-bay gelding, short tail, YM7 (registered
brand) over like 57 over DR6 (registered brand)
off rump.
One chestnut mare,  grey  hairs on forehead, short tail,
1 over MO near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. H. CARTER, Poundkeeper.
72 11s.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from Green Swamp, on
the 12th January, 1889. Driving, 8d. ; damages,
2s. 6d.
One bay horse, P9J (registered brand) near shoulder
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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E. M. HURFORD, Poundkeeper.1s.
I
MPO UNDED at Esk, from enclosed lands, Cressbrook
Creek, by order of J. B. Smith, Esquire.
One red stag, bald-face, R5Z (registered brand) over
blotched brand like 6XB off ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from Oak Dale, byorder of
J. Jones, Esquire.
One yellow and white stag, blotch off rump.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
115 is.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba, from streets, South
Brisbane, by order of the Mayor.
One yellow-bay horse, 2M and like N or 5 blotched near
ribs, star, sore wither, three white feet.
One red and white spotted cow, no visible brands, spots
on back, right ear split.
One red and white heifer calf, no visible brands.
If not released on or before the 23rd January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
101 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Boulia, from Warenda Station, on
the 22nd December, 1888, by order of J. D. Wien-
holt, Esquire. Driving expenses,  10s.  per head.
One black mare, RG over diamond diamond 6 near
shoulder, MY3 (registered brand) off shoulder,
collar-marked.
One bay mare, like EE off neck, 4 off saddle, saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 25th January, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
99
JOHN OWEN, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Sardine Creek, on
the 8th January, 1889, by order of T. Barry, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 3s. 4d.
One bay gelding, star, saddle-marked, LE over D near
shoulder, like indistinct brand off shoulder.
Also, from Mount Cornish, on the same date, by
order of E. R. Edkins, Esquire. Driving expenses, 6d.
per head.
One red and white cow, ear-marked, OP2 (registered
brand) over 3 over indistinct brand near ribs.
One roan cow, ear-marked, like OTS (registered brand)
near rump.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
100 3s.
Priuted and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 19th Jauuar3 , 1669.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Stewart Clidsdale Mitchell and Walter Whitelaw
Mitche ll , of No. 672. Lygon street, Carlton,
Melbourne ,  Victoria, for an inven ti on for  " An
Improved Construction of Panelled Ceilings, Cor-
nices, and Facings  for Walls."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my inten tion to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Stewart Clidsdale Mitchell and Walter Whitelaw
Mitchell ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from
John  Bowing, of  259, Gresham House, Old Broad
street,  London, for an invention for  " Improvements
in the Manufacture of Fuel from Coal Slack and
Similar Substances.'.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the  said  invention to the said
John  Bowing , in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 . an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frank William Allchin, of Northampton, England,
for an invention for  " Improvements in or Relating
to Roundabouts or Merry-go-Rounds, and Other
Riding To ys."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applic int is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Frank William Allchin, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
i&rade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from George
Ainley, of 104, Elizabeth street, Melbourne, Vic-
toria, for an invention for  "An Improved Apparatus
for Automatically Delivering Liquids in Exchange
for Coin or the Like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the appli-
cant is  not entitled to a Patent  for such inven-
tion, it is my intention  to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said George
Ainley, in  accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
N an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Kitson, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., for
an invention for  " Improvements in Carburetting
Gas Lamps."
Notice is herebyfur'ther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Arthur  Kitson, in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks d ct,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Vatent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th January, 1889.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Speci fication annexed thereto ,  received  from Henry
Gurney, of Sydney ,  New South Wales, for an
invention for  " An Improved  Method of  Burning
Bricks and Tiles, and an Improved  Kiln therefor.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the  first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Henry Gurney, in  accordance'  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T . BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
David Wilson, of Millwood House, Grays,  Essex,
England, for an invention for  " Improvements in
the Manufacture of Telegraph Poles, Columns,
Pillars, Flagstaffs, Signal Posts for Railways,
Fence Posts and other Posts, Rolls or Rollers for
Various Purposes, Pipes or Tubes for containing
Telegraph Wires, Railway Sleepers, Pillar Letter
Boxes, Urinals, Chimney Pieces, Slabs for Use in
the Construction of Urinals and Chimney Pieces
and for Pavements and Stair Treads and for other
Uses, Tiles and Slabs for Roofing Sewer Grids or
Gratings  and other  Gratings, Cellar Plates,
Wheels, Pulleys, Sheaves for Pulley Blocks, Dead
Eyes, Buckets, Coal Boxes, and Cocks or Taps."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this  advertisement  in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it  is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
David Wilson, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of James Eddis-
bury Baugh and Charles Hinksman for Letters
Patent for an Invention for  "Improvements in
Furnaces for Chlorinating Ores and in the
Process in Connection therewith."
OTICE is hereby given, that the above-
mentioned James Eddisbury Baugh and
Charles Hinksman, both of London, have applied,
under the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1884," for leave to amend the
Specification of their said Invention,  alleging as
their reason for so doing-" The eliminat ionof that
portion of their Specification which includes claim
for matter of no novelty."
The Amendments proposed areas follows, viz.:-
[ Reference being had to amended copy of Specifi-
cation lodged in Patent Office, Brisbane.]
Page 20,-
Claims 5 and 6.
Lines 2-12•inclusive, struck out.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one  calendar mouth
from the date hereof.
Date& this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is  hereby given , that Josiah CliftonFirth, of Auckland,  Now Zealand ,  miller,
has applied,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents,  Des  ns, and Trade MArk. 4e 1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark  of which the following is a representation:-
emsT MOM HOURS
goLLER,tt
cc F*rth's is
PEARLINA
o' Nti.qck I.AN
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
By Authority : Jews C. Bsez, Government Printer, William  street.  Brisband.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FunNon ,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  19th January, 1889.
No. 778.
HE following appointments ,  promotions ,  resig-
T nations,  transfers ,  and other changes, will
take effect from above date where not otherwise
stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY.
Lieutenant  W. O. Hodgkinson  will take over
command  of the  Battery.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
No. 117 , Private J. Dewar ,  is granted leave of
absence until the  14th April next.
BRISBANE  VOLUNTEER  RIFLE CORPS.
"A " Company.
Lieutenant  W. J. Willes is  granted leave of
absence until the 1st April next.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
TOWNSVILLE  GARRISON  BATTERY.
No. 22 ,  Acting -Sergeant C. Davies, is promoted
to be a Sergeant.
CAIRNS GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation ,  under Regulation 204, of No.
119, Gunner H. Hoffensetz ,  is accepted.
[No. 18.
No. 779.
THE Establishment of Corps for the year ending
30th June , 1889 ,  was duly published  in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of the 22nd ultimo.
No. 780.
IT is notified for,general information that the
following non-commissioned officers have arrived in
the Colony for duty with the Defence Force, viz.
Colour -Sergeant P. Rigby, 2nd Battalion Scots
Guards.
Sergeant J. Price, The King 's Royal Rifle Corps.
Colour -Sergeant Rigby is appointed Garrison
Sergeant -Major .  He will superintend the drill
and musketry instruction of Infantry Corps, under
orders from the Infantry Staff Officer or Volunteer
Adjutant ,  assist  with classes of instruction, and
perform such other military duties as from time to
time may be directed.
Sergeant j. Price is appointed Company Sergeant-
Major, and will be attached to the Moreton Mounted
Infantry till further orders. He will be available
for drill with corps of infantry or mounted infantry,
and such other military duties as may from time to
time be ordered.
No. 781.
IT is notified for general information ,  that the
Government  have  approved of a complete alteration
of the system  for supply  of uniform to members of
the Force .  Full details will be shortly  gazetted ;
in the meantime, it is notified  that,  for the future,
an annual allowance will be paid to members, and
they will be  required to purchase such articles of
uniform as may be required from time to time.
These articles wi ll  remain  the property of the
individual.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON T.YSTER , Maa-or,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  Jsazas C.  BEAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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BOROUGH OF SOUTH BRISBANE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-fifth
day of,January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
second year of Her Majesty' reign , intituled
An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Municipal Institutions, and to provide
more effectually for Local Government,"  it is
amongst other things enacted that, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, the Governor in Council
may, from time to time, by Order in Council, sub-
divide or re-subdivide any Municipal District, and
that if in any case in which a petition might be
presented under the said Act it shall be made to
appear to the Governor in Council that it is
expedient to exercise any of the powers conferred
by the said Act, it shall be lawful for the Minister
to publish a notice in the  Gazette  stating the inten-
tion of the Governor in Council to exercise such
power : And whereas a notice was published in
the manner prescribed in the said Act, stating
the intention of His Excellency the Governor in
Council, three months after the publication of the
said notice, to subdivide the Borough of South Bris-
bane into four Wards : And whereas no sufficient
cause has been shown to the Governor In Council
why the said Borough should not be so subdivided:
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, doth order, and it is hereby
ordered, that the said Borough shall be and the
same is hereby subdivided into four Wards, with
boundaries as hereunder defined, viz.
No. 1 WARD.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River on the western side of Boundary street at
the north corner of portion 1, and bounded thence
by the western side of that street southerly to the
south side of Vulture street ; thence by the south
side of that street easterly to the west side of the
Gladstone road ; thence by the western side of that
road southerly to the east corner of portion 184;
thence by the south- east side  of that portion south-
westerly to the right bank of the Brisbane River ;
thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
No. 2 WARD.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Brisbane
River  at the south  corner of portion  184, and
bounded thence by the  south-east  boundary of that
portion easterly to the  west  side of the Gladstone
Road  ; thence by  the western side of  that road
northerly to the south  side of  Vulture street ;
thence by the  southern side  of that street easterly to
the west side of the Ipswich  road  ; thence by the
western side  of that road southerly to the southern
side  of the Cornwall  road  ; thence by the south side
of that road westerly to the right hank of the Bris-
bane River ; thence by that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
No. 3 WARD.
Commencing at the confluence of Norman's Creek
and the Brisbane River, and bounded thence by
that creek upwards to the south-east corner of sub-
division 4 of section 4 of portion 173, parish of South
Brisbane  ;  thence crossing  the Logan road to the,
north-east corner of portion 176, same parish; thence
by the eastern boundary of that portion and portion
177 to the south side of Cornwall road; thence
by the southern side of that road westerly to the
western side of the Ipswich road ; thence by the
western side of that road northerly to the south side
of Vulture  street ;  thence by the southern side of
that street easterly to the east side of the Welling-
ton road ; thence by the eastern side of that road
northerly to the right bank of the Brisbane River ;
thence by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
No. 4 WARD.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River on the western side of Boundary street at
the north corner of portion 1, and bounded thence
by the  western  side of that street southerly to the
south side of Vulture street; thence by the southern
side of that street easterly to the centre line of
Leopard street; thence by the centre line of that
street and a  line in  continuation north-westerly to
the right bank of the  Brisbane  River ; thence by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
His Excellency doth hereby further order that
three aldermen shall be  assigned  to each of the
said Wards.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary instructions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the ninth day
of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.W r HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Jets,  1884to  1886,"  it is  amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any time
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection, and may
require the Surveyor-General to divide the land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of  maps  or plans, and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Acts, doth order,
and it is hereby ordered, that the operation of somuch
of the forty-third section of the said Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the  Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts :-
District. Locality.
B undaberg
St. George
Ditto
Ditto
The parish of Kalkie
The resumed part of Curra-
willinghi Run
The resumed part of Noon-
doo Run
The resumed part of Gnoo-
looma Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to dispense with the
services of
DAVID MORRISON,
ALEXANDER MACARTHUR, and
JOHN POLLEXFEN STACKHOUSE PINwILL
as Bailiffs of Crown Lands under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884"; to take effect
from the 31st January, 1889.
M. Hti ME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.N0 Candidate  having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
a Member for  the Duaringa Division ,  to fill the,
vacancy caused by the disqualification of H. R.
Dutton, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government , with the advice  of the Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887 ," been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD  DEMPSEY
to be a Member for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
32
954
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to. make the following
promotions and appointments in the Customs
Department, to take effect from the 1st July, 1888,
vlz.
Maryborough.
GEORGE THORN,  Coxswain,
to be Tidewaiter.
Rockhampton.
JOHN PILE,  Coxswain,
to be Locker.
Mackay.
THOMAS CAIRNS AITKEN, Coxswain,
to be Tidewaiter.
Townsville.
CHARLES THOMAS WYATT, Supernumerary,
to be Clerk ;
EDWARD  WILLIAM QUAIFE,  Coxswain,
to be Tidewaiter; and
EBENEZER  ROBERTSON ,  Boatman,
to be Tidewaiter.
Cairns.
GAVIN BLACK MEIKLEJOHN, Supernumerary,
to be Clerk.
Cooktown.
JOSEPH GEORGE NEWMAN, Supernumerary,
to be Clerk  and Tidewaiter.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-u
H ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments and promotions in the Border Cus-
toms ,  viz.:-
THOMAS PERCIVAL  PALMER , Officer in Charge,
Hebel,
to be Officer in Charge, Wooroorooka, in the room
of Dorsey, deceased ;
DGNALD CHARLES CAMERON, Second Officer,
Wooroorooka,
to be Officer in Charge, Hebel, in the room of
Palmer, promoted ;
JAMES IvoRY, Officer in Charge, Oontoo,
to be Second Officer, Wooroorooka, in the room of
Cameron, promoted ;
JOHN ALFRED BANKS, Second Officer, Hungerford,
to be Officer in Charge, Oontoo, in the room of
Ivory, transferred ;
CHARLES PER,CY, _STANLEY RICH
to be Second ticer, Hungerford, in the room of
Banks,  promoted.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
WILLIAM MATTHEW MOWBRAY
to be a Captain in the Defence Force ; such appoint-
ment to take effect from the 16th instant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES SHORTT DICKEN, late Lieutenant
in the 87th Regiment,
to be a Captain on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
named Officers  of the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence  Force to be Lieutenants, viz.:-
Acting-Lieutenants-
JAMES  CARROLL,
WILLIAM  HEALION, and
CHARLES BOROMEO FITZGERALD.
These  appointments  to take effect from the 24th
of November last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1889.
11
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
named Officers of the Defence Force to be Captains,
viz.:
Lieutenant JOHN JOSEPH BYRON and
Actin Captains-
WILLIAM LATHER,
FRANCIS  WILLIAM BEATTIE, and
ROBERT RUSSELL.
These appointments to take effect from the 24th
of November last.
BOYD  D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
named  Officers of the Defence Force to be
Lieutenants, viz.:-
Acting-Lieutenants-
FREDERICK  NICHOLAS CARL  RIECHELMANN,
WILLIAM HENRY JORDAN,
ALFRED ERNEST DACOSTA,
ARCHIBALD WYLLIE WILSON,
JOHN WALTER MAXWELL CARROLL,
SILAS  HARDING,
CHARLES SHEPHERD  NARRACOTT, and
WILLIAM JOSEPH BYRNE.
These appointments to take effect from the 24th
of November last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
II'S Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM JOHN STACK
to be a Clerk in the Office of the Senior Naval
Officer.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd Ja'.uary, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that
Captain WILLIAM EDWARD CURTIS
be placed on the Retired List of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
Captain GEORGE ALEXANDER MCFARLANE
of his appointment as a Captain in the Volunteer
Branch of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd January, 1889.
1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
GEORGE CALDWELL
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force ; such appointment to take effect
from the 6th ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
11
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN  GRAHAM MACDONALD
to be Official Visitor to the Reception House,
Townsville, in the room of A. Henry, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd January. 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Department of the Colonial
Secretary, viz :-
CLEMENT A. COLLARD
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Normanton, and
Registrar of Births,  Marriages , and Deaths, at
Normanton, for the Registry District of Burke, in
the room of George H. Brewster, resigned ;
FREDERICK CHARLES MEREDITH BIIRNE
to be a Clerk in the Colonial Secretary's Office;
D. W. MCLENNAN
to be a Cadet in the Central Branch of the Regis-
trar of Titles' Ofce ;
Sergeant  CHARLES  SAVAGE
to be an Acting Sub-Inspector of Police of the
Second Class; and
Constable JAMES EDWARDS
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and
Deaths, at Augathella, for the Registry District of
Charleville, in the room of Sergeant P. Dunne,
transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov
ernment, with th advice of the' Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE
to be Acting Registrar of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, at Warwick, for the Registry Districts of
Warwick and Darling Downs East, during the
absence of the Registrar.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
HENRY SULLIVAN CROWLEY
be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Woongarra ; and that
HERBERT DENNISs
be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Kangaroo
Point. Both to take effect from the 1st January,
1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
ALICE SHANAHAN
be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Millehester.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 24th  January, 1889.THE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Biarra.
James Dunlop,
James Francis,
William Langton,
William Rosentreter, and
Frederick Seib.
Ramsay.
John McCaul,
vice  Andrew Purcell, resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUE HUNTER PALMEE,
night Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
L.8.] ehael and St.  George,  President
A. H. PALYEE, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
V J
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-
`. first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend  the Laws
relating  to Local Government  outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted  that the Governor in Council may,
by Proclamation, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in any Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and  under  such name as shall  be  specified in
the Proclamation, and may by like Proclamation
unite two or more  Divisions into one  Division, or
subdivide any such Division  into two or more
Divisions or Subdivisions, or abolish  a Division or
the Subdivisions of a Division : And whereas it has
been deemed  necessary  to abolish the Subdivisions
of the Division of Wangaratta : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  in pursuance of the
authority vested in  me as  Administrator  aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling  me in that  behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify,  proclaim, and
declare that the Subdivisions of the Division of
Wangaratta shall be apd the  same  are hereby
abolished.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Dis tinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
it,¢ Dependencies.WW HEREAS b_y an Act  passed in  the fiftiethyear  of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend the Law  relating  to the Sale of
Intoxicating Liquor,  and to  Amend `The Licensing
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Act of  1885,'" it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation,
appoint any town or other place to be a place at
which liquor may be disposed of by wholesale :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, appoint Rocklea to be a
place at which liquor may be disposed of by
wholesale.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SATE  rHR QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the 111 ost
Distinguished Order of  St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George , President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the  Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section ninety -five of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-33407-S.G.
County of Derby, parish of Domville.
Area- 5 acres.
Commencing at the south  corner  of portion 3544,
and bounded thence on the north-east by that
portion bearing 315 degrees  seven  chains and fifteen
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 225
degrees  seven chains  ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 135 degrees seven chains and fifteen links ;
and on the south-east by a road bearing 45  degrees
seven chains to the point  of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT,
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
Carron River.
88-35368-S,G.
County of Norman, parish of Phillips.
Area- 8 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Carron
River at the south-east corner of portion 68, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
north fourteen chains and thirty links and passing
through a post 142 links from said river ; on the
north by that portion bearing east eight chains ; on
the east by a line bearing south seven chains to the
Carron River and passing through a post 300 links
from said river ; and thence by the river downwards
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
Ay His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencir
i N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
i Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that'the land
hereunder described has been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named.
THE GOONDIWINDI  LAND  AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
Goondiwindi.
88-31529- C. Secy.
County of Marsh ,  parish of Goondiwindi.
Section 19.
Area - 1 acre 2 roods 3J perches.
Commencing at the west corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the south -west by Russell
street bearing 119 degrees 30 minutes eight chains
and forty -three  links ; on the east by Herbert
street bearing north four chains and fifteen links ;
and on the north by Brisbane street bearing west
seven chains and thirty -four links to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll encyy Sir ARTHIIR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] ebael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation,  notify
and declare that the Roads described hereunder
shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.M.-4-1 -89-R'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Res.-1875-No. 7.
The whole of Allotment No. 17 of Section No.
32, parish of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane,
-containing thirty-five perches.
Nora.-The Proclamation in the  Government Gazette  of 13th
March ,  1875,  of the land described above as a Reserve for
Sewerage is he re by cancelled.
Road two chains wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No. 24, Maryborough District. (John
James.)
From the south-western corner of portion 18v,
parish of Walsh, north along and within the west
boundary for thirty-six chains thirty-seven links,
-containing  seven acres  one rood eleven perches.
Nora -This  road is opened  in lieu of the originally re served
road through portion 18v, which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALLIER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and .3t. George, President of the Legislative CouncilAdministrator. and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
{ N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the'advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proelamatiol,'
1 UQtlfy and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
C8.4731-D.B.
E.M.-4.1-89--R2.
Refer-
ence No.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 3831, 4180 AND 4130, BRISBANE DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Canning, Parish of Mooloolab.
Description  of Road. No. of i No ofPortion. Selection. Land Agent's District. How Held. Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth of
Road.Reputed Owner.
1 Across the south-eastern corner of portion 137 3831 Brisbdne ... ... Conditional, 1876 Act- John Thwaites
137 31.5-82
2 Westerly along and within part of the 194 4180 ditto ... ... Homestead, 1876 Act- Joseph Rose ...
northern boundary; thence southerly to  28-12-83
the south boundary
3 Westerly along and within the northern 179 1130 ditto
boundary'  of portion 179 to its north-
western corner
Chs.lks.
240° 0' 6 15 100 links
2400 0' 2 0
 100 links90° 0' 23 7
205° 0' 1 63
184° 30' 2 50
1920
 30' 7 98
170° 15' 10 21
212° 30' 4 3
ditto-5-11-83 ... Thomas Davey ... 212° 30' 1 19 100 links
269° 54' 15 41
255° 30' 2 5
 Irregular
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 2 18
5 0 6 Reservation of 5 acres and 5 perches for road
purposes
1 3 9 Reservation of 4 acres for road purpos
gTiven under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
 Brisbane , this twenty-third day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1 M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the ninth day of January, 1889, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "° The Crown Lands Act of  1889" as requires land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and
the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-
General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts, 1884 to  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
St. George Land Agent's District, shall be pen to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be  as follows , that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 20,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign,
By Command,
E. 12.-9 -1-89. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN l
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption.
Currawillinghi ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Noondoo ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Gnoolooma ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST .  GEOR GE LAND AGENT ' s DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area,
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Pee.
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P.
... 1v 8,220 0 0
2v 8,070 0 0
... 3v 7,680 0 0
... 4v 8,230 0 0
... 5v 8,680 0 0
... 6v 8,220 0 0
... 7v 8,800 0 0
... 8v 10,000 0 0
... 1v 10,000 0 0
... 2v 10,000 0 0
... 3v 10,000 0 0
... 4v 5,690 0 0 1
... 5v 8,500 0 0
... 6v 8,400 0 0
... 7v 8,000 0 0
... lv 7,740 0 0
... 2v 7,690 0 0
... 3v 10,000 0 0
... 4v 6,700 0 0
... 5v 8,550 0 0
... 6v 8,550 0 0
... 7v 7,900 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
31 0 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 2*
31 0 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 21
31 0 0 0 0 2*
31 0 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 24
37 15 0 0 0 24
37 15 0 0 0  1
37 15 0 0 0 1a
37 15 0 0 0  it
31 0 0 0 0 1;
31 0 0 0 0 11
31 0 0 0 0 i;
31 0 0 0 0 1+
31 0 0 0 0 21
31 0 0 0 0 2;
37 15 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 24
31 0 0 0 0 2*
31 0 0 0 0 24
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the ninth day of January, 1889, I did, by andwith the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
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position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Tae Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Bundaberg Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is
to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
No. of
Portion.
E.M.-9-1.89. GOD SAVE  TYE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABEEG  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
No.
of
Lot.
1
2
Parish.
Kalkie ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
1146
1146A
... 1146B
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
By Command,
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Z s. d.
0 0 3
0 0 3
0 0 3
Provisional
Survey Fee.
. 8. d.
7 7 67 7 6
6 13 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to selection, under the
provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows ,  that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 7 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 7 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-9-1-89.
No. of
Lot.
Parish.
By Command,
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 7.
Village Settlement.
Agricultural Township Farm adjoining Village of Cordalba.
No *of
Portion Area .  Survey Fee.
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
Z s. d.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
M. HUME BLACK.
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the payment
of the value of im-
provements ,  if any.
M. HUME BLACK.
Village Lot.
No. Area.
1 ; Gregory ... ... 33v
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £  S. d.
40 0 0 3 17 0 0 0 6 Allot. 4  of 2 roods.
Sec. 4
NOTE.-Being Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 320.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-9-1-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ S. d.
I  Brooloo ... ... ... ... 1583 321 0 0
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
11 8 0' 0 0 2
Being Forfeited Selection No. 1583.
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to  the pay-
ment of the value
of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of May, 1887, I did, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such
land on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the
position thereof ou proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that
the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day
of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 2, established by
Proclamation dated 12th June, 1886, in the said District, shall be 4,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.--9-1-89. GOD SAVE THE Q UEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 2.
i
No. No. of Provisional Annual Value ofof Ran Resumption, Parish. Portion.( Area. Survey Fee. Rent Improvements.Lot. per Acre.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £  s.  d.
Subject to the pay-
0 0 2 mentof thevalue1 Colinton ... Avoca ... ... I 27v 2,284 0 0 16 4 0 of improvements,
if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance  of the  authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir
ARTHIIR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Leases of the following Selections of Land, under
the said Act, are declared  forfeited:-
EX-W-12-88-X2.
A
H O
46
z
Name of Lessee. Area. Land  Agent'sDistrict.
A. It. P.
3846 Mary A. Jackson ... 40 0 0 Brisbane
4217BPat ri ck Browne ... 160 0 0 ditto
4229s William B. Robinson ... 340 0 0 ditto
4276 John Antonini ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
4385AJane Watts ... 160 0 0 ditto
4523 Freaderick Langdon ... 80 0 0 ditto
4611c Daniel Porter, junior ... 160 0 0 ditto
69 Charles R. Smith ... 640 0 0 Normanton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art  of 1884," I, Sir ABTHIIR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Leases of the follow-
ing Agricultural and Grazing Farms, under the said
Act, are declared forfeited :-
E.M-20 -12-88-W'.
Name of Lessee. Area.
1 5 A. R. P. I
AGRICULTURAL FARMS.
Land Agent's
District.
8 Heniy Herrin  ... .. 117 0 0 Brisbane
2 Patrick  Walsh ... 630 0 0 Maryborough
19 Michael Goebel .. 158 0 0 Nanango
16 Frede rick Kassulka ...  143 0 0 ditto
GRAZING FARM.
27 f Thomas Grieve  ...  1 4,4600 0 1 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Rouse, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand  and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  areas  and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  areas and
descriptions ; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-19369.
Date of Deed-27th January, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Agatha Ann Stewart.
Land Granted-Portion 22,  county of Canning,
parish of Canning.
Area-19 acre; '7 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Canning, parish of Canning, portion 22.
Area-19 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
21, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing north  seven chains  and forty-seven links ;
on the north by portion 86A bearing west twenty
chains and seventy-one links ; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes thirteen  chains and
thirty-four links ; and on the south-east and south
by a road bearing 64 degrees  nine chains  and ninety-
four links, 76 degrees 39 minutes six chains and
fifty-six links, and east five chains and forty-one
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
No. of Deed-2586.
Date of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Benjamin Lloyd.
Land Granted-Portion  165A, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly.
Area-33  acres  1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRE CTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Yeerongpilly,
portion  165A.
Area-33 acres 3 roods 6i6 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
166A, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and portion 164A bearing north thirty-two
chains  and eighty-seven and seven-tenths links ; on
the north and north-east by a road bearing 271
degrees 35 minutes seven chains and fifty-two and
six tenths links and 332 degrees  6 minutes 30
seconds five chains and forty-one and four-tenths
links ; on the west by portion 7 bearing south
thirty- seven chains  and eighty-eight links ; and on
the south by a road bearing 89 degrees 57 minutes
ten chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment ; -as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed- 23669.
Date of Deed-19th March, 1872.
Name of Grantee-Robert Lorimer.
Land Granted-Portion  12, County of Churchill,
parish of Mort.
Area-71 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Churchill,  parish  of Mort, portion 12.
Area- 72 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Laidley Creek
at the south- west  corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing 90
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degrees 11 minutes forty-one chains and thirty-five
links ; on the east by a road bearing 180 degrees 19
minutes twenty chains and nineteen and a-half links ;
on the south by portion 13 bearing 270 degrees 1
i7 inlite t*enty-mine chains and fifty links to Laidley
Creels ; ,nd on the soqth-west by that creek down-
Wards to the point of Comlilerk mOnt ;-ds slio*n
on plan of survey deposited in the SttfiCyc -
General's office.
No. of Deed-39142.
Date of Deed-19th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-George Shorrock.
Land Granted-Portion  53, county of Cook,
parish of Kalkie.Area -80 acres.
AMENDED AREAL  AND IjE8CEI M61t  YOU fi1#ll
COER*Tto OF .bEED.
County of Cook, parish ofKalkie, portion 53.
Area-80 acres 1 rood 36 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
65, and bounded thence on the  east  by that portion
bearing 32 minutes forty chains and six links ; on
the north by portion 66 bearing west twenty chains
and fourteen links; on the west by portion 3 bearing
mouth forty chains and one and a-half links ; and
on the south by a road bearing east twenty chains
and six links to the point of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-4626.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee--Frederick Kilner.
.taAd Granted-Portion  102, county of Living-
ston , iig dh of Arches',
Area-49 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION of DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  102.
Area -49 acres  1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 225 degrees and
distant one chain from the south corner of portion
606, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
road bearing 225 degrees thirty chains and seventy
links; on the south-west  by  it  road bearing 316
degrees 20 minutes sixteen chains and twenty links
on thenorth-west by a road bearing 45 degrees thirty
chains and forty links ; and on the north-east by a
road bearing 135 degrees 9 minutes sixteen chains
and eighteen links to the point of commencement;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office.
Department of Public Lands,
87-2664.1-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
Boos OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A.  CROSSING OF THE HERBERT RIPER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
z
Description  of Road.
Z.
c ^" °0 s How Held. Reputed Occupier. Lengths. .0 0, Area.o, a9',  Owner. S d
0 0 A p
z z
Chs. Lks .  Links . A.  R. P.
I  A triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham  ...  Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied  210°0 '  10 50  Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south -east Donne lly lar
corner of portion 37
REMARKS.- No Improvements.
88-27198-F. Department of Public Lands,
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified fir general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Tands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen at  this Office , and at the  Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOR OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR  ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE DON  RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
.z
Description of Road.
00
z'
a
Land
Agent's How Held.
District.
1 From the east boundary  68 Bowen  ...  Freehold ...
of portion 68 north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68 and  77 to the
Don River
Reputed
Owner Occupier.. Lengths .
w
Area.
PO
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. s. P.
... John Taylor Unoccupied 1 302° 30'  32 80 100 3 1 9
REMARKS.- ol:mprovements,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th December, 1888.
"THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS'  COURTS.
Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs.22
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  29 Wed .  26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri .  3 Fri. 7 Fri.  5 Fri .  2
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section cf the
above -recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with  selections  under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 and " the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1870 " wig also be41 t ' y tb by the Und Commissioners at th irCourts.
bletrfdt. Jan.
Poy*A, ... ,.
ArariiaC .,, . Fri. 11
]t3ns,na .. Wed. 16
Baicaldinet Wed. 9
Beenleigh ... Toes a
Blackall..t Mon. 28
13-
... ... Thura, 24
Brisbane ... ... '¢d.
11r 9bek'1 Sat. 1
irketo W> d. 2
rY4s  i,i..
.. Fred. I 9.atlelifte Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs. 31
Cooktown ... Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25
Emerald s ...  Mon. 21
Esk * .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 2
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham  ... ... Wed. 30
Inglewood t ... Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ... Fri. 4
Isisford  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 10
Maryborough  ... Fri. 18
Mitchellt ... Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango  ..  Wed. 9
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 2
Nerang • ... ... ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Port  Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood  ... Thurs. 3
Rockh 4mpton  ...  Mon. 14
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 9
St. George  ...  Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11
Surat  ... ... Thurs. 31
Tambo  ... ... Wed. 2
Taro om  ... .  Wed. 2
Tanninge ri ng  ...  Wed. 9
Thargomindab  ... Wed. 2
oowoomba  .  Mon. 28
Townsville  ...  Thurs. 10
Warwick ... ...  Tues. 22
Feb. March. April. May. June .  July. August.
Wed. 20 Wed. 19  .,.
Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri .  10 Fri .  7 Fri .  5 Fri. 9
Wed. 20 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21
IP@4 , 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  7
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 1ues. 13
Mon. 25 Mon. 23 ea. 2 lpp ,  27 Mdh .  24 lion .  22 Mon. 26
Thi re .  T1}i11``s.2 1 urs .ZS Thurs . 23 Thurs .27 Thurs .25 Thura 22
Ties.  TI}e4.  5  Tues .  2 Tues. 7 Tues .  4 Tues. 2 Tues .  6
Sad.  9  Sat .  D Sat .  13 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat .  10
WON.  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 wed .  7
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14
Fri. 8 ... Fri. 10  ...  Fri. 12  ...
Mon. 4 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6 Mon .  3 Mon .  1 Mon .  5
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7
Thurs.28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .  30 Thurs .  27 Thurs .  25 Thurs.29
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14
Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19
Fri. 22 Fri. 22 Fri. 26 Fri. 31 Fri .  28 Fri. 26 Fri .  23
Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19
Tues .  19 ... Tues .  21 ... Tues .  16 ...
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs.28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Tues. 19
a
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 18 ... ... Wed. 1S
Fri .  6 Fri . 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 6
Wed .  18 Wed . 16 Wed . 20 Wed, 18
Wed .  4 Wed . 9 Wed. Wed.
Tues.  14 Tues. .9 ;ftte9. 1 *e4.  I
Mon .  28 Mon, 28 Mbii. 25 Mdii. 2
Thurs . 26 Tnurs.24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues . 5 Tues. 3
Sat .  14 Sat . 12 Sat . 16 Sat. 14
Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed .  11 Wed . 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 13  ... Fri. 8
Mon .  2 Mon. 7 Mon . 4 Mon. 2
Wed .  4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  26 Thurs .31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 11
Mon .  16 Mon . 21 Mon . 1S Mon. 16
Fri. 27 Fri . 25 Fri. 22 Fri. 27
Mon .  16 Mon . 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tues .  17 ... Tues. 19
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed .  4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Thiirs .26 Thuls.24 Thurs . 28 Fri.  2?
Fri .  13 Fri . 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Wed .  4 Wed . 2 Wed . 8 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed .  4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed .  25 Wed . 30 Wed . 27 Fri. 27
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri .  6 Fri . 4 Fri . 1 Fri. 6
Tues. 17 Tues . 22 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Thurs . 14  Thurs.  11 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs .11 Thurs. 8 rhurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri. 26 Fri .  17 Fri .  21 Fri .  19 Fri .  16 Fri. 20 Fri .  18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14 Tues .  it Tues. 9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  15 Tues .  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
... Wed. 10  ...  Wed. 12  ...  Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon .  13 Mon .  10 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon. 22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri . 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  28 Thurs 25 Thurs .  30 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29 Thurs .  26 Thurs . 31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. I Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  S Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  14 Thurs .11 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  13 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs. 10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  19 I Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  16 Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues. 22 1 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
* The Courts  marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications,  &c.
Court to be held when there are any app lications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary,  in addition to the above, will be di'ly notified from  time  to time.
M. HUMS ;BIACB,
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
ERROR  IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1868 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the land intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the corre ct area and description shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous area and
description ;  and such grant and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed -29313.
Date  of  Deed-29th July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-William Bell.
Land  Granted-Portion 570, county ofStanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area - 20 acres.
AMENDED  AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Sedron, portion  570.
Area-20 acres 2 roods 7s perches.
Commencing  at the north -west  corner of portion
569, and  bounded thence on the east by that portion
and portion 567 bearing south twenty chains and
twenty-eight  links  ; on the south by portion 563
bearing 269 degrees 58  minutes ten chains and
eleven links ; on the west by portion 571 bearing
359 degrees 52 minutes  twenty  chains  and twenty-
eight  and six -tenths links  ;  and on the north by a
road  bearing east ten chains and  fifteen and a-half
links to the  point of  commencement;- -as  shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the  eight- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands  Act of  1884  '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the LandOffices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton  ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons  who may consider their  interests affected
thereby are rewired to  transmit  to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at  the Land
and Police Offices, Cooktown, and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
1 TheDaint re eDivi -  The originally
sional Board ,  re served road
on account of through portion
J. V. S. Barnett 67
The Daintree  Divi - That part of the
sional Board ,  ori ginally re-
on account of served road
John Williams through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new  ro ad
Parish. Area.
A. I. P.
Hann  ...  42 1 0
About
ditto ... 4 0 0
NOTE.-The closure of these  ro ads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of another road.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  30th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1  applications under the  eighty- ninth section ofThe Crown  Lands Act  of 1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh ,  Ipswich ,  and Bundaberg;
Police Offices , Southport,  Beaudesert ,  and Bun-
daberg; and Post Offices ,  Southport ,  Dugandan,
and Bundaberg.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
*1
of Road Sur- through  portion 20
veys, on
account of
T. L. Murray-
Prior
TheSouthport  The southern end of Nerang ...
Divisional the reserved road
Board ,  on through portion 44,
account of south of the new
the Admin-  ro ad
istrator of
the Estate of
the late Ro-
bert Muir
*2 Ditto The  ro ad separating  ditto  ...  3 2 35
portion 27 fro m
portion 28, from the
southern boundary
of the water reserve
to the Nerang River
*3 The  Inspector The reserved road Melcombe 9 0 0
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 Andrew Nicoll The  re served  ro ads  (2) Tamrookum 8 3 2u
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through  portion 346
from the junction of
the new  ro ad
2 The  Clifton The  ro ad separating Hodgson  ... 10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board,  on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NoTE.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to  be  carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 18b8.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT  is  hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under  the eighty- ninth section of
"The Crown Lands Act  of  1884 '  have been made
A. a. P.
1 3 12
About
*4 Ditto  The reserved road  ditto ... 4 2 0
through portion 26
and part of the
road through por-
tion 27 About
*5 Ditto Parts of two  (2) of ditto ... 13 3 0
the reserved roads
th rough portion 12
*6 The Inspector A branch road to ditto ... 1 1 20
of Road Sur- Burnett 's Creek
veys ,  on through portion 6v
account ofH. Slatter
*7 The Inspector The continuation of ditto ... 0 0 8
of Road Sur- the last -mentioned
veys,  on road through the
account of south-western cor-
J.  Pocock, ner of portion 41
junr.
8 D. L. Graham The western end of Bunda be rg 0 0 10
the lane forming
part of the north-
western boundary
of allotment 1A of
section 4
* NoTE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.T1HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the provi.
sions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Warrinilla, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter -of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Warrinilla, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt ,  in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Theophilus Foot, James Albert Foot,
Theophilus Theodore Foot ,  and Allan Nesbitt Foot,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated Run known
as Warrinilla ,  situated in the Pastoral District of
Leichbardt, in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising
the conterminous runs known as Moravia West,
More lla Creek ,  Carnarvon Creek No. 1, Carnarvon
Creek No. 2, Moravia Downs, Upper Moolayember,
and Cooreela ,  have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands ,  dated the tenth  day of  June, 1885, that
they elect to take advantage of the provisions  of"  The
Crown Lands  Act  of 1884 "  with respect to such
run : And whereas the said run has been inspected
and a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public  Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof  :  And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts ,  and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land  Board  constituted
under the provisions of  " The  Crown Lands Act of
1884  " :  Now, upon reading the said notice from
the pastoral tenants, and the said report herein-
before mentioned ,  we do order that the division of
the said run made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands be confirmed  :  And we do further order that
the said consolidated run known as Warrinilla,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned,
be divided into two  parts,  and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall  comprise and include the land described
as fo llows , viz. :-
139 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the left bank of Morella Creek
at a sum -tree marked broad -arrow over F over II
in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a south line
crossing the creek to its southern watershed where
there is said to be a tree marked F ; thence by that
watershed south -westerly and westerly to the
watershed between the last-named creek and the
waters of Carnarvon Creek  ;  thence by that water-
shed in a general north -easterly direction to a point
north of starting point  ;  and thence by a south  li ne
to More lla Creek at the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the right bank of Moolayember
Creek at point twenty -eight chains in a direct  li ne
above a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over M over
IX in triangle ,  and bounded thence by an east line
crossing the creek to its western watershed ; thence
by that watershed in a general south-westerly
direction to a gorge about seven miles up the creek ;
thence by a south line crossing the creek to its
southern watershed  ;  thence  by that  watershed in
a north-easterly and easterly direction, by the
watershed round the head of Bullaloo Creek, by
the north -eastern watershed of the last -named creek
and the eastern watershed of Moolayember Creek
in a north -westerly direction to a point east of
starting point ; and thence by a west line to the
last -named creek at the point of commencement.
Portion C.
Commencing  on the  left bank of the Brown
River at a point one mile twenty-four chains in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over B
over XV I in triangle ,  and bounded thence by a line
bearing north 247 degrees 30 minutes east  six miles
thirty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing north
157 degrees 30 minutes east five miles to a bottle-
tree marked D and F which is one mile seventy-two
chains west of a tree on the left bank of Spring
Creek marked broad-arrow over S over I in triangle;
thence by a line bearing north 67 degrees 30
minutes east about three miles fifty chains to Spring
Creek opposite a point about forty chains in a
direct line below a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over S over II in triangle ; thence by the
left bank of the creek downwards to its junction
with the Brown River ; thence by a line bearing
north 67 degrees 30 minutes east crossing the said
river two miles eight chains ; thence by a line
bearing north 337 degrees 30 minutes east about
four miles ; thence by a south-west line about one
mile forty chains to and across the Brown River to
a, point thirty-five chains in a direct line below the
first-mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over B
over XVI in triangle ; and thence by the left bank
of the said river downwards to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
160 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brown
River at a point one mile twenty-four chains in a
direct line below a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over XVI in triangle, and bounded thence  by  a
line bearing north 247 degrees 30 minutes east six
miles thirty-two chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 157  degrees 30 minutes east two miles eight
chains to a point east of a point on Moolayember
Creek which is twenty-eight chains above a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over IX in
triangle ; thence by a west line crossing the said
creek at that point about nine miles thirty-two
chains ; thence by a north line five miles seventy
chains; thence by a north-east line about two miles
thirty-five chains to a point two miles twenty-four
chains north-west of a point on Moolayember
Creek which is one mile twenty chains in a direct
line above an apple-tree on its right bank marked
broad-arrow over M over V in triangle ; thence by
a south-east line crossing the said creek at that point
four miles ; thence by a north-east line crossing a
creek at a point about forty-eight chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over lI in triangle
seven miles  ;  thence by a north -west line crossin
the last-mentioned creek and Moolayember Creek
at a point  about fifty- six chains below a gum-tree
on its right bank marked broad-arrow over M over
I in triangle about eight miles seventy -five chains
to and across Carnarvon Creek at a point sixty-
eight chains in a direct line below  a gum -tree on
its right bank marked broad-arrow over A over III
in triangle ; thence by the left bank of the said
creek upwards to a point about twenty-four chains
in a direct line below the last-mentioned-tree;
thence by a line bearing north 337 degrees 30
minutes east to the western watershed of October
Creek; thence by that watershed and the water-
shed round the head of the said creek northerly,
easterly, and south-easterly, and by a line bearing
north 112 degrees 30 minutes east, to the Brown
River opposite a point about fifty-two chains in a
direct line below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over VII in triangle ; thence by the left
bank of that river upwards to the junction of
Carnarvon Creek ; thence by an  east line crossing
the river one mile forty-four chains ; thence by a
south-east line five miles seventy chains ; thence
by a south-west line about one mile sixty-four
chains to and across the Brown River at a point
about forty chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B over XII in triangle ; and thence by
the left bank of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under the Seal of the Board this twenty-
first day of January, A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON, 2 Land Board.T. S. SWORD, s
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as Redford, is published as required by the
Act, and for the information of those whom it may
concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter  of  " The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as  Redford,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS The Executors of the late Jonathan
McLean, the pastoral tenants of the consolidated
run known as Redford ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
comprising the conterminous runs known as East
Bilhn,  South Billin , North  Billin, Maxvale, Water•
shed ,  Redford ,  Sunnyside ,  East Redford ,  Logan,
and Billin ,  have given notice to the Secretary for
Public  Lands, dated the twentieth day of July, 1885,
that they elect to take advantage  of the  provisions
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  with respect to
such run  :  And whereas the said run has been in-
spected and a report made thereon to the said Secre.
tary for  Public Lands  as to the beat mode of making
a fair division  thereof :  And whereas the Secretary
for Public  Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into  two parts ,  and has referred the matter
of the  said division to  as, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Act  of 1884":  Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned ,  we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands ,  as amended hereby, be
confirmed  :  And we do further order that the said
consolidated run known as Redford ,  and comprising
the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided into
two parts ,  and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part sha ll  comprise
and include the land described as fo llows, viz.
196  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad -arrow over
WVII  in triangle on the left bank of Billin Creek
opposite the junction of Redford Creek ,  and boun-
ded thence by an east line crossing the first-named
creek two miles  fifty chains ; thence by a south line
ten miles to a point about two miles twenty-one
chains east of a tree marked bro ad-arrow over
WV  in triangle on Redford Creek ; thence by an
east line fifty -four chains ;  thence by a south line
to the northern boundary of the Tickencote Holding;
thence by an east line along the said boundary
passing about seven chains south of  -fin :ironbark'
tree marked broad -arrow over M over XI in
triangle and about six chains north of a tree marked
broad -arrow over P over IV in triangle on the left
bank of Upper Possession Creek and crossing that
creek about ten miles thirty chains to a point one
mile seventy-two chains south -east from a tree on
the left bank of the last -named creek marked bro ad-
arrow over P over II in triangle  ;  thence by a
north -west  li ne cro ssing the said creek and passing
thro ugh the last -mentioned tree seven miles ;
thence by a north-west line five miles seventy-two
chains to a point south -east from a tree marked
W on South Billin Creek ;  thence by a south-east
line two miles  ;  thence by a north-east  line three
miles thirty -two chains  ;  thence by a north-west
line crossing south 13ill in Creek at a tree marked
WI five mil es sixteen chains  ;  thence by a south-
west line one mile  ; thence by  a north-west line one
mile seventy -two chains  ;  thence by a south-west
line about three miles  fifty- seven chains to a point
south-east of a gum tree on Billin Creek marked
broad -arrow over  WIX in  triangle  ;  thence by a
north -west  line four miles  fifty  chains crossing the
said creek  to that tree ;  thence by the left bank of
that  creek downwards two miles twenty chains in
a direct line  ;  thence  by a north- west line three
miles sixty chains ; thence by a north line one
mile ; thence by a west line  four  miles ten chains
to a point north of starting point ; thence by a
south line two miles seventy-two chains to a point
five miles north of starting point ; thence by a west
line nine miles  to the range dividing the waters of
the Maranoa and Warrego Rivers ; thence by that
range southerly to the head of Billin Creek; and
thence by the left bank of the said creek downwards
to the point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral  tenants  shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
228 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree marked broad-arrow over
WVII in triangle on the left bank of Billin Creek
opposite the junction of Redford Creek, and
bounded thence by an  east  line crossing the first-
named creek two miles fifty chains ; thence by a
south line ten miles to a point about two miles
twenty- one chains east  of a tree marked broad-arrow
over WV in triangle on Redford Creek ; thence by
an east line  fifty-four chains; thence by a south line
to the range dividing the waters of the Maranoa
and Warrego Rivers ; thence by that  range in a
general westerly and northerly direction to the
head of Billin Creek ; thence by the right bank of
the said creek downwards to a 'point opposite and
across the creek to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixteenth
day of January, A.D. 1889.
z S.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.THE following orderofthe Land Board, con-
firming the division  made under  the pro-
vision  s of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Moura , is published as required
by the Act,  and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Moura , situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Edward  Thomas Homer, John Broad-
bent, and Daniel Williams, the pastoral  tenants of
the consolidated  run known as Moura , situated in
the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as  Denby No. 2, Higghworth, Newfoundland,
Warnoah,  Ellerslie ,  East Kianga , Capayan, Moura,
and Belmore , have  given notice  to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the twenty-third day
of Mardi, 1885, that they elect to take advantage
of the  provisions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run  : And whereas the said
rim  has been  inspected  and a  report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode  of making  a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands  has caused
the said run  to be divided into two parts, and ha s
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now,
upon reading  the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants , and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned,  we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands,
as amended  hereby, be confirmed : And we do
further order that the said consolidated run known
as Moura, and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
161  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow on
the right bank of the Dawson River about three
miles sixty chains in a direct line above the junction
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of Mimosa Creek, and bounded thence by an east
line three  miles  twenty-five chains ; thence by a
north line about six miles forty- six  chains; thence
by a west line two miles ; thence by a north line
about six miles forty-six chains ; thence by a west
line six  miles to the Dawson River at a point six
miles  forty-six chains in a direct line above the
unction of Banana Creek ; and thence by the right
bank of the Dawson River upwards to the point of
commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the right bank of Kianga Creek
at a point opposite a tree marked MN conjoined
which is about two miles twenty chains in a direct
line below Kianga Station, and bounded thence by
a north- east line  to the watershed between Kianga
Creek  and Banana  Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  north-westerly direction to a point
bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes east from a
tree marked MN conjoined on the left bank of
gianga  Creek ; thence by a south line to the said
creek at a point opposite that tree ; and thence by
the right bank of the said creek upwards to a
point opposite the first-mentioned tree marked MN
conjoined, being the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
THE following amended description is sub-
stituted for that published in page 656 of
the  Government Gazette  for 1888, Part I.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY,
For the Under Secretary.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RACECOURSE.
89-1639-s.G.
Duaringa.
County of Kimberley, parish of Duaringa.
Area-136 acres.
Commencing at a point two chains south from
the south-west  corner  of section 6, and bounded
thence on the north by a road bearing east thirty-
four chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
forty chains ; on the south by a line bearing west
thirty-four chains ; and on the west by a road
bearing north forty chains to the point  of  commence-
ment.-
Portion C.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a tree marked broad-arrow which is near
the crossing of the Rockhampton road, and bounded
thence by  a west line six miles  ; thence by a north
line six miles ; thence by an east line about one
mile sixty chains to the Dawson River ; and thence
by the left bank of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
171  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow on
the right bank of the Dawson River about three
miles  sixty chains in a direct line above the junction
of Mimosa Creek ; thence by a west line five miles
crossing and re-crossing the last -named creek ;
thence by a line bearing north 140 degrees east
crossing Roundstone Creek about seventeen miles
fifty chains to a point three miles west of a point
on the Dawson River which is three miles in a
direct line above the junction of Huon Creek;
thence by a west line three miles ; thence by a
south line five miles forty chains ; thence by an
east line three miles to the Dawson River; thence
by the left bank of the said river downwards to a
point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow ; t4nce
by an east line crossing the river and passing
through the  said  tree about  four miles  forty chains
to Kianga Creek ; thence by the left bank of that
creek downwards to a point  east  of starting point
and about one mile above a tree marked MN
conjoined; and thence by a west line about eight
miles twenty chains  to the Dawson River at the
point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a  point about two  miles  sixty chains in a
direct line  below the junction of Kianga Creek,
and bounded thence by a west line to the watershed
between the said Dawson River and Perch Creek ;
thence by that watershed in a north-westerly
direction to the intersection of the south boundary
of Portion B of the resumed part of the Nulalbin
Consolidation ; thence by an east line  along that
boundary to the Dawson River; and thence by the
left bank of the said river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixteenth
day of January,  A.D. 1889.
[L.S.a E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
1111  ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors , Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office  as Members  of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render  their titles under that Act, and  receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
L
NTENDING  Selectors are informed  that Maps
of the Districts  of Baliana , Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden , Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now  ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the  Brisbane  Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the  remainder  will be com-
pleted as speedily  as possible.
Arrangements are being  made  by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine  samples of
Wheat,  Maize, Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
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will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples  of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names  of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief  Engineer 's  Office,S. and C. D.,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified ,  in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  ofSaturday, 19th January, 1889 ,  that an Examination
of suitable  Candidates  will be commenced at the
Office of  the Chief  Engineer ,  Brisbane , on WED-
NESDAY,  the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
' Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works. For  fu ll particulars, see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
EIDSVOLD-Post  and Telegraph Office ... ...
GLADSToNE- Hospital and Wardaman ' s Quarters ...
BLACKALL-Additions and Alterations, Police Magistrate's
Residence
NORMANION-- Quarters for Inspector of Police ...
GEORGETOWN-Quarters for Warden ...
DALBY-Additions, Court House ...
MACKAY-Turret Clock, Post Office ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
5th January, 1889... Eidsvold, Bundaberg,
and Maryborough ; 1st
February, 1889.
Ines and Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court
12th January ,  1889  Houses ,  Gladstone and
Rockhampton ; 8th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ...  Brisbane, and Court
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
ditto .
House, Blackall; 8th
February, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane , and Court
House, Normanton ;
15th February, 1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
ditto  ... ...  Houses ,  Georgetown and
Townsville  ;  22nd Feb-
l ruary,1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
19th January,  1889
.
Brisbane  ; 15th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
ditto ... ... Brisbane, and Post Office,Mackay ; 15th February,
1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1859.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work.
Date of  Gazette  contain -
ing original notice .
Place and Date to which Tenders
can be received.
Erection of Station Buildings at Auchenflower ... ... 12th January, 1889 Railway Office,  Brisbane ;8th February, 1889.
Erection of Four-roomed Cottage at Raeside ... ... 19th J Railway Office, Brisbane ;Removal of  Carriage  Shed from Millhill to Wallangarra anuary, 1889 8th February, 1889.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EAR NINGS.
Week ending 20th  Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week  last  year...
l ncrease...
Decrease
,..
1889 -Tn'al  rra8 'eto £ete ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
To taI Inureaee ... ...
Week  ending  20th Jan., 1889...
C )rresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
...
1889-'total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week  endin g 20th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last  your...
Increase...
Decrease .., .,
1489 -Total Traffic to date ...
1 4h8--I)itto ditto ...
Total Decrease ..,
Wick ending 20th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week  last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889 -Total rralilo to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 20th Jan., 1389... t
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 20th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889 -To  ;al Traffic to date
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 20th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week lastyear ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending  20th Jan.,  1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1869-Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
No. of
Miles open
fbr rralfc.
Pasrbntera'
P'ai es.
Goods and Live
Stock
d. I £ s. d.  1 £ d.
8OIITHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
849 2,999 8 10 5,341 7 0 345 14 3 8,68G 10 1
747 2,796 3 3 4,867 4 1 193  8 11 7,856 16 3
203 5 7 474 2 11
...
...
MARYBOROIICIH RAILWAY.
151 392 13 9 644 9 5 133 7 ] 1,170 10 3
132 359 5 7 809 15 3 26 12 3 1,195 13 1
33 8 2  106 14 10
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY. +..
••. BIINDAEERG  RAILWAY.
165 5 10 ...
...
66 135 6 10 253 16 6 32 15 5 421 18 9
66 152  18 5 200 3 10 14 7 11 367 10 2
53 12 8 18 7 6
17 11 7 ...
18 7 10
1,073 4 11
1,167 18 10
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
528 4 0  1,718 11 1
495 6 11 1,617 18 1
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
493 (8314 3 2,533 2 6  290 10  0 3,512 6 9
463  1  400 0 6 1,911 16 1 79 9 4 2,391 5 11
288 13 9 621 6 5 211 0 8
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
9,576 12 1
6,539 1 4
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
152 5 4 829 13 10
...
24,780 16 0
24,702  3 5
...
Total.
£78 12 7
25 2 10
... 3,387 11 10
3,860 8 7
... 9472 16 9
6 8 3
41 13 0...
54 8 7
£94 13 11
1,121 0 10
£3,037 10 9
31 34 1 7 14 2 3 16 0 6 64 4 4
31 63 15 0 32 10 1 9 12 3 105 17 4
29 13 5
257 14 0
385 6 6
260
260
32 17 1 100 13 0
9
8
£127 12 6
215 10  0 2,462 5 1
35 1S  10 II 2,148 18 10
179  16  2
...
47 16 1 89 14 8 19 16 9 157 7 6
36 6 6 23 14 7 0 8 0 60 9 1
11 9 7  66 0 1 19 8 9
33 4 4
50 7 3
471 12 8
140 13 9
67
51
COORTOWN RAILWAY.
48 18 8 64 0 5
47 12 3 31 10 7
16 b 32..910•,.
17 2 11
313 6 3
7,416 17 9
7,149 17 2
£267 0 7
96 18 5
£330 18 11
146 3 5
129 10 1
16 13 4
400 1 7
300 6 4
£9915 3
... ( ... ...
ALBERT PREWETT,  pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
DAY DAWN COLLIERY.
T
HE  following Special Rules relating to the Day Dawn
Colliery are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The Mines
Regulation Act  of 1881."
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
SPECIAL RULES FOR THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE OF
PERSONS EMPLOYED IN, OR ABOUT, THE DAY DAWN
COLLIERY.
For the conduct and guidance of the persons acting in
the management of the mine, or employed in or about the
same,  to prevent dangerous accidents, and to provide for
the safety and proper discipline of the persons employed
in or about the mine, in terms of section two of the
Statute 45 Victoria, section 21:
In these special rules the word  " agent "  means the
person having, on behalf of the owner, care and direction
of any mine, or of any part thereof, and superior to the
manager. The word " manager " means the person
(whether the owner or the agent) who has the manage-
ment of the  mining  operations carried on in the mine or
colliery. " Overman " means a person employed and
acting under the manager, and includes plural as well as
singular . The word "miner"  means  every person em-
ployed in the mine, in the cutting, or excavation, or
removal of coal,Eironstone, shale, fireclay, or other mineral,
metals, or material.
Agent.
1. The agent, where  one is  employed  separate  from the
owner, shall have, as representing the owner, the care and
direction of the mine committed to his charge, and it shall
be his duty to take a general supervision thereof, and to
see that the manager attends to and performs his duties,
and generally to act as the owner's representative, and see
that the mines are conducted in conformity with the re-
quirements  of the Act.
Manager.
2. Generally the mine (or division of the same, when
divided) to which the  manager has  been appointed shall
be under the control and supervision of the manager,
whose duty it shall be to carry out, and see carried out,
the various provisions  of the Act,  so far as is incumbent
on him or on those acting under his control and directions,
and to see that sufficient material and appliances are
always provided for the proper carrying out of all neces-
sary operations.
Overman.
3. Subject to the control and supervision of the manager,
the whole operative details shall  be  under the care and
charge of the overman .  The overman shall be in the pit
every day, and shall see that the workmen  of every class
in their several departments discharge their duties, and
shall receive and attend to all reports made to him as to
the state and repair of theair -courses, machinery ,  midwall,
trap-doors ,  road ventilating ,  furnace, and working places.
He shall cause remedies to be provided where needed, and
shall see the general and special rules faithfully and rigidly
enforced.
4. He shall have under his immediate chariFe the shaft
slides, pumps, and relative fittings, all of which he shall
keep safe and  efficient,
5. He shall attend to the ventilation, in terms of General
Rule No. 1, and shall see that this rule be closely followed
and rigidly complied with.
6. He shall see that a plentiful supply of timber for
props and other purposes, required by the workmen to
carry on their operations with safety to themselves, is
always ready, and shall cause the same to be cut into
proper lengths and laid on the pit-top.
7. He shall, without delay, report to the manager, or
agent, or owner, any matter or thing coming under his
notice, necessary to be observed or carried out with a view
to compliance with the general or special rules, which he
cannot himself perform.
Pitheadman or bankman.
8. The pitheadman, during the several shifts, if more
than one, shall, subject to the control and supervision of
the manager, have charge of the workmen employed
about the pit bank .  He shall see that at all times there
is sent down the pit a stock of timber, as marked by the
miners, for props and other necessary purposes, and
report to the manager if at any time he sees or has it
reported to him that there is a deficiency of such timber
or other articles. He shall superintend and direct the
safe removal from the cage or other appliances used in
the hauling of coal, fireclay, or other minerals or
materials, of all loaded waggons, and see to the safe
replacing of the return waggon on the cage or other
appliance used.
9. He shall be in attendance in the morning at such
time as the miners' shift commences. It shall be the
duty of the pitheadman to report to the manager or over-
man any defect in the ropes,  chains , shaft, pit-head,
frame, or other apparatus.
10. He shall regulate the number of men descending at
a time, taking care that not more than four to a single and
eight to a double cage shall ride on such cage respectively,
and no one with a waggon ; and shall not allow any person
in liquor to go into the pit.
11. In the absence of a " weigher" specially appointed
for the purpose, it shall be the duty of the pitheadman to
act as " weigher," and to see that all the waggons are
properly filled with the mineral contracted to be gotten,
and that the proper reductions are made in respect of
stones or materials  other than the minerals contracted to
be gotten, or in respect of waggons, baskets, &c., being
improperly filled.
Weigher.
12. When a person is specially appointed as a weigher,
it shall be his duty to attend to the matter embraced
immediately in the preceding rule.
Engineman.
13. The engineman at the pit top shall, during the
hours of his shift, remain continually in charge of or as
near his engine as at all times to have it completely and
entirely under his control. He shall be careful that the
engines  and boilers  are always  in good working condition,
and that the pumps and whole machinery and gearing
connected with his engine are in a safe and effective state,
and any fly-wheel or exposed and dangerous parts of the
machinery securely fenced. He shall have charge of the
furnace-men where these are employed, and be responsible
for the regularity with which  steam is  kept up and for
the proper state of the boilers. He shall have steam
raised and the machinery in working order in time for the
commencement of each shift.
14. He shall thoroughly acquaint himself with, and
shall watch and attend to, the various  signals  for raising
or lowering the cage or any other apparatus used instead,
whether laden with men or materials, or, when empty,
shall exactly set down the cage or other apparatus at the
landing places and manage the brake connected with the
engine. The engineman shall further attend to and see
that the steam and water gauge and safety valve attached
to the steam boiler are kept in good order.
15. Before allowing the descent of workmen into the
mine on any morning, the engineman shall be bound to
run each cage ,  if such is used, at least once from the pit-
head to the pit-bottom to ascertain whether everything is
right, and if any defect shall be discovered he shall stop
the engine and shall not on any pretext allow the descent
of workmen until the matter has been reported to the
manager ,  overman, or person in charge, who shall direct
what remedy shall be necessary.
16. He is prohibited from allowing any person whatever
to interfere with the engine in any way while being
wrought ,  and from allowing or permitting any person
other than those authorised by the owner, agent, or
manager to enter or remain in the engine -house.
17. He shall attend to signals and make the necessary
return signals, which shall be as follows where a cage is
employed:-
18.  The bottomer, or person acting in his absence, shall
make the following signals from the bottom-
19. He shall strike or ring the signal bell once for the
ascent  of the cage, whether loaded or empty.
20. The engineman shall make a counter signal if there
is any reason why the cage should not ascend, and in case
the signal mentioned in Special Rule 19 be given at any
time when the cage is in motion the engineman shall
immediately stop the engine.
21. The bottoner shall strike or ring the bell thrice in
rapid succession ,  intimating that men are about to ascend;
then the engineman shall signal that all is ready, there-
upon the bottomer shall make the usual ascent signal of
one stroke of the bell ; thereupon the cage shall be
raised.
22. The bottomer shall strike or ring the bell twice
when he desires the engine to  be reversed and the ascend-
ing cage returned to the pit-bottom and to remain there.
Bottomer or signalman.
23. The bottomer shall attend during the working shifts
in the mine, to regulate the number of men who shall
ascend on the cage at a time, to keep order among the
wheelers arriving with loaded waggons at the pit-bottom,
to see that the loaded waggons are carefully placed on the
cage or other apparatus used in hauling the waggons, and
secure them ; to make the appointed signals necessary for
regulating the ascent of men and materials ; to examine
and report to the manager or overman on the state of the
signal  apparatus, and of the waggons used in the pit, and of
the cage wrought in the shaft, and also on the state of the
slides or guide rods in which the cage moves.
24. The bottomer shall attend to and answer the signals
made by the  engineman  from the surface.
25. He shall not allow any miner, wheeler, or other
workman in the pit, to make signals while he, the bot-
tomer, is on duty.
26. He shall not suffer more than four men at a time to
ascend  the shaft  in a single cage,  nor more than eight
in any doublp cage. He shall not allow any person to
ascend along with a waggon, whether loaded or empty ;
and he is forbidden to signal the ascent if more than the
appointed number shall go on the cage, or if any workman
shall attempt to ascend with a waggon ; and shall not
allow any person in liquor to go into the pit.
27. In the unavoidable absence of the hottomer, the
overman or some other qualified person shall make the
necessary signals  from the pit-bottom, and receive and
attend to the signals sent from the surface.
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28. The bottomer, or such person acting in his absence,
shall make the following signals, being those appointed in
this mine for guiding the ascent of the cage :-
(1.) He shall strike or ring the signal bell at the
surface  once  for the ascent of the cage, whether
loaded with minerals or empty, and shall observe
any counter  signal in case  of any reason why
the cage should not ascend.
(2.) He shall strike or ring the bell thrice in rapid
succession when the men are about to ascend,
and after a pause, during which a signal shall
be made from the surface that all is ready, he
shall make the usual ascent signal of one stroke
of the bell, whereupon the cage shall be raised.
(3.) He shall strike or ring the bell once if he
observes anything wrong while the cage is in
motion, and twice when he desires the engine
to be reversed and the ascending cage returned
to the pit-bottom and to remain there.
29. No deviation from these  signals  shall be permitted
on any account. The ascending  signals  shall not be made
until the cage with its load, whether of men or material,
is securely placed and everything ready for the ascent.
30. The bottomer shall not leave his post at the pit-
bottom until the whole workers of his shift shall have first
safely ascended the shaft.
31. He shall prevent or report to the manager, or over-
man, upon any neglect or violation of the general rules or
special rules coming tinder his observation, for which pur-
pose copies of the general rules and special rules them-
selves are furnished to him.
32. He shall observe that all safety bars or fences at
the end of each shift are securely fixed across the shaft.
Miners and other workmen.
M.  Such miners and other workmen are and shall be
generally subject to the control of the agent, where one
has been appointed, and of the manager and overman,
but they shall also be subject to any directions which the
engineman or bottomer may give in their respective
departments for the purpose of preventing the workmen
from infringing, and of causing them to comply with, any
of the provisions of the Act and of the general or special
rules.
34. Before commencing work all miners shall satisfy
themselves of the safety of their several working places,
and if while at work any miner or workman shall dis-
cover or be informed of any obstruction in the ventilation,
or stagnation or impurity in the air of the mine, or the
existence of any defect in the walls, roofs, or in any other
part thereof, he shall be bound to give instant information
of the circumstance to the manager, overman, or persons
in charge, so that these defects may be remedied and
danger therefrom averted.
35. Miners are expressly forbidden to go into or
improperly near any place throughout the whole mine
where danger is known or suspected to exist. They are
forbidden to continue at any part of a face where a
sudden outburst of fire-damp shall happen, or where
danger from any cause whatever shall apparently threaten,
until the same shall have been examined and reported
safe, or the impurity and other causes of danger removed.
36. Whether the operations shall be conducted  by  the
long wall or stoop and room system, a sufficient number of
suitable props shall always be kept at the pit-top, from
which the miners or other workmen shall select and
number with a number corresponding to the tally or
token put on his waggon ; the same being numbered shall
be sent down to the station where the wheelers or drawers
deliver their waggons. It shall be the duty of the miners
to set up these props in their working places, where the
roof and sides are required to be secured by them in terms
of General Rule No. 8. These props and any necessary
sprags or gibs shall be set up at such times and in such
number and at such points within the working limits, as
shall from time to time be necessary.
37. But besides being bound to prop and secure accord-
ing to their own ski ll  and experience ,  miners are required
to place props within their working places in such manner
as the overman or other person authorised to that effect
shall deem necessary and shall direct for the safety of
the workmen and the mine.
38. When employed to return upon and remove stoops
left in any seam, miners shall be bound to prop and secure
the roof and strata around each stoop before commencing
to cut or remove the same, and such places shall be
deemed working places under these rules.
39. If from accident or any other cause miners are at
any time unable to find sufficient supply of prop-wood at
the place appointed, they are expressly forbidden to
remain in their working places.
40. When the system of carrying the air-courses along
one side of their working places is adopted, it shall be the
duty of the miners to carefully keep such air-course of
the required height and width, and to carefully build and
stow the building between the in-take and return air-
ways and to keep such air-ways progressing as the face
advances.
Firemen.
41. When inflammable gas has been found in the mine
within the preceding twelve months it shall be the duty
of the manager to appoint a fireman, who shall make a
careful daily examination of the mine and roadways with
a locked safety-lamp before miners or other workmen are
allowed to enter the mine. He shall be careful to ascer-
tain that every part of the mine and roadways  are free
from fire-damp, choke-damp, or other impurities ; and in
case fire-damp or other impurity  shall be  discovered in any
working-place or road,  the fireman  shall, in the first
instance, thoroughly  clear  the same of such impurities if
that can be done with safety  to himself ,  and shall there-
upon report to the miners and other workmen that the
same are  safe  ; but if the impurity cannot be readily or
at once cleared out the miners and other workmen shall
not be permitted to enter any such working place  or roads
until the impure air shall have  been ,  by further  appliances,
entirely dispelled. He shall prevent  miners  and other
workmen entering the roads or working  places until a
report shall have been made that  all is safe.
42. The fireman shall suspend or affix such danger
signals as may be agreed on outside of any place in the
mine where gas is found to exist, and shall keep up such
signals until the danger is removed.
43. He shall see that no workmen go behind such
signals with a naked light.
44. No working place containing inflammable gas shall
be worked until the miners or workmen are supplied with
locked safety-lamps.
45. No gunpowder or other explosive shall be permitted
where safety-lamps are used.
46. It shall be the duty of the fireman when he dis-
covers that any part of the mine is dangerous from the
presence of noxious gases to cause the workmen to with-
draw from the mine or the part so found dangerous, and
to examine the same carefully as a competent person with
a locked safety-lamp, and on no account allow any work-
men to enter without such is reported safe.
47. He shall fit up bratticing where required, of suit-
able height and length, so that the air-way may at all
times be conveyed from the principal air-ways for the
use of the workmen.
48. It shall be his duty to report to the overman or
manager  any deficiency in the amount of ventilation, as
provided for in the terms of General Rule No. 1, any
failure to keep clean man-holes  in terms  of General Rule
No. 5, also any violation of the terms of General Rule
No. 2 as to the use of gunpowder and other explosives.
Miscellaneous Regulations.
49. The manager or overman is authorised  to examine,
open, and lock safety-lamps in terms of section 20 of the
Act, without prejudice to the appointment of any other
competent person for that purpose.
50. If in proceeding to their working  places, or in
travelling along any formed road in other parts of the
works, the maintenance of which, under the Regulations,
devolves on the owner, agent, or  manager ,  any miner,
wheeler, or other workman shall meet with  or see  any fall
from the roof, or shall observe any dangerous  place in the
roof, walls, or elsewhere in their progress, they shall not
pass the same, but shall instantly report the  occurrence
to the manager, overman, or other person known to have
the maintenance of such places under  his charge ; and
miners, wheelers,  and other workmen  shall not return
past the fall or dangerous place until  the same sha ll  have
been made secure, which it shall be imperative on the
manager ,  overman, or other person  in charge to do.
51. As a matter  of common safety ,  miners, wheelers,
and other workmen who  shall  observe or  come  to know of
any damage  to or deficiency  in any road ,  roof, or air-
course, or in any roof,  permanent  or temporary brattice,
or in the shaft, tunnel, buildings, ventilating  furnace, or
other appliance of or work devised  for making ,  maintain-
ing, and promoting the effective ventilation  of the mine,
shall be bound instantly to communicate  such damage or
deficiency to the  manager , overman, or other person in
charge, so that the same may be forthwith repaired or
rectified.
52. In like manner every miner, wheeler, or workman
who shall see or come to, know  of any defects or flaw in
the cage, ropes , or chains ,  or in any part  of the  engine,
machinery, and gearing used  in or  about the mines,
whereby the sufficiency thereof may be impaired, shall be
bound forthwith to communicate  the same as above.
53. No miner or other workman shall be permitted to
introduce into the mine  any stranger or person  employed
by them without the  consent  of the owner,  agent ,  manager,
or overman.
54. Every miner or other person who shall be the
immediate employer of any boy between the age of four-
teen and sixteen shall be bound to see that such boy leaves
the mine when his period of work has expired.
55. Miners, wheelers, and all others, who shall have any
occasion to pass through any trap-door, shall thereupon
closely shut the same, and shall on no account leave it
open and thereby prevent the proper current of air
necessary for ventilation from being diverted.
56. All workmen  are expressly  forbidden to throw into,
deposit, or leave coals or other  minerals,  wood ,  stones, or
rubbish, or material of any kind,  in any  air-course or
road, so as to interfere with or hinder the air passing into
or through the mine.
57.rAll workmen are prohibited  from entering or
remaining in any place throughout the whole mine where
not absolutely required by duty to be at the time.
58. Miners and all others are prohibited from know-
ingly or willingly defacing or removing marks which may
be made in any part of the working for the guidance of
the workmen in their  operations . All workmen  are for-
bidden to displace, injure, or damage in any way the
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stoops, props, waggons,  rails , or any part of the machinery,
gearin g, and apparatus.
59. Meetings of miners and other workmen in a body
within the workings, or in any of the roads or air-courses,
or on the pit-head, are strictly prohibited.
60. Workmen ascending or descending the shaft shall
not be allowed to leave the cage while it is in motion, nor
until it shall have rested at the landing place.
61. All miners and other workmen  must  have descended
the shaft or tunnel before the time appointed for com-
mencing the shift, and no miner shall be allowed to
descend after the commencement of the shift. During
the continuance of the shift any workman ascending to
the pit-top shall not on any account be allowed to descend
during the continuance of that shift.
62. The common but highly dangerous practice of riding
on waggons where the endless chain or endless rope system
of haulage is used is expressly forbidden.
63. Miners and other woi kmen are on no account to
travel on any road  unless  the one especially appointed by
the manager as the travelling road in the mine.
64. No workman shall be permitted to enter or continue
in the mine while  in a state  of intoxication.
65. Wherever explosive gas is known to exist, and
safety-lamps are used, no person shall be allowed to smoke
tobacco in such part of the mine, or to have in his posses-
sion any lucifer matches or other material intended for
lighting tobacco.
66. Wherever safety-lamps are required or directed to
be used, no person shall have an open lamp.
67. The price piid to miners for coal contracted to be
gotten in this collery shall be for coal free of stones or
other material other than coal, and shall be also free of
slack coal.
68. All miners and other workmen intending to leave
this mine shall be bound to give one fortnight's notice to
the manager or overman.
Name of Mine-Lay Dawn Coal Company (Limited).
Name of Owner-Day Dawn Coal Company (Limited).
Name of Manager-W. Scarborough.
N. B.-All persons employed in the mine, in whatever
capacity, are especially requested to peruse the whole of
these Rules, under whatever head,  so as to  make them-
selves acquainted with the terms thereof ; and nothing in
these Rules shall be construed to prevent any arrangement
between miners  and their employers  as to  payment of
work done  in "clearing  falls" in working  places.
Any person employed in or about  a mine,  who neglects
or wilfully violates any of the  special rules  (section 29) fox
such mine, shall  for every  such offence  be liable to a
penalty not exceeding  five pounds , or in default of pay-
ment to be imprisoned for any period  not exceeding one
month.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
L
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, via.:-
Lighthouse-Keeper's Quarters, Mount Bramston
THOMAS McMunTEIx--£292 7s. 8d.
Additions, Court House, Charleville-CHARLES
ARNOLD-£428 3s.
Police Station and Court House, Boonah-
GEORG}E H. BYERs--£429 10s.
New Telephone Exchange, Brisbane-C. WHIT-ING-2576.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 2 tth January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
UNDERGROUND TANK, CUSTOMS STATION,
SEA HILL, KEPPEL BAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd February.
from persons willing to contract for the Con-
struction of an Underground Tank at the Customs
Station, Sea Hill, Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Underground Tank,
Sea )Till."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
'fate the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount  of Tender, as security for the duo perfor-
mance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
LOST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BEAU-
DESERT.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
`` Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the  2tnd
February ,  from persons wi ll ing to contract for
Erection of a Post and Telegraph Office at Beau-
desert.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Post and Telegraph
Office,  Beaudesert." _
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender  may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Oce.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
pperformance of the  Contract in the  event of the
7'enderbeing accepted , and undertaking  in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Sec retary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
RAISING ROOF, MESS ROOM, BENEVOLENT
ASYLUM, DUNWICH.
'j `ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
JI Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th Feb-
ruary, 1889, from persons willing to contract for
Raising the Roof of the Mess Room at Dunwich
Benevolent Asylum.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Raising Roof,  Benevolent
Asylum, Dunwich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
X
ank draft or bank  notes with the Tender, is £8.
et Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
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Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW OUT-PATIENTS' DEPARTMENT, GEN-
ERAL HOSPITAL, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th March,
1889,  from persons  willing to contract for Erection
of a New Out-Patients' Department, at the General
Hospital, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Out-Patients' Depart.
ment , Hospital, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£30. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time  within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
'.render  there must  be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the Contract in the event
of the fender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STRONG ROOM, COLONIAL STORES, BRIS.
BANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
February, from persons willing to contract f'or
Erection of a Strong Room at the Colonial Stores,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Strong Room, Colonial
Stores, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £5.
(bee Clause I in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the 'lender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. F. WILLIAMS, for the
Erection of Cottage for Drivers  and Firemen,
at Grandchester,  has been accepted . Amount-
£69 12s.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways, Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY -SOUTHERN  AND WES-
TERN  RAILWAY AND  BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment ,  Brisbane ,  was published in fu ll in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the  Traffic Manager, Brisbane ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April,  1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
O
N FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh. to
Southport, was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows
Wsnx DAYS.  SUNDAYS.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Stanley  street  dep. 7 30 8 5 9 0
Beenleigh ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport ... arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M.  P.M.  P.M.
Southport .., dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh  ... do. 840 6 52 6 15
Woolloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley street arr. 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  under the fourteenthsection of  " An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863 ,  that His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has
primarily approved of the Plans and Book of
Reference of the Normanton Railway ,  Croydon
Branch ,  section 1, from 13 miles to 42 miles, in
length 29 miles.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office ,  and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Normanton ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me ,  at this Office ,  in writing ,  within one month
from this date ,  any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof ,  or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888,
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigb, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Oharle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Ounnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vak,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jnnda7an,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, LPy-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
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Perry,  Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway , Nebo,  One-mile  Creek (Gympie), Pim-
pama, Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane,
Southpo rt ,  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville , Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  2100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest wi ll  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 2 of  1889.
BURNETT RIVER.
CAUTION TO STEAMERS WHEN APPROACH-
ING AND PASSING THE DIVERS' PUNT
IN SEA REACH.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  steamers are to
reduce their speed as far  as practicable, when
approaching and passing  the Punt, from which the
Divers  are working in Sea Reach.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 21st January, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 3 of  1889.
CAPE CAPRICORN.
SUBSIDIARY LIGHT FOR CLEARING ROCKY
ISLET.NOTICE is hereby given, that aSubsidiary
Light for clearing Rocky Islet is placed at an
elevation of 240 feet above high-water level, and
S. 63° E. 230 feet from the revolving light at Cape
Capricorn.
The light, the arrangement of which is somewhat
similar  to that of the subsidiary light at Bustard
Head, is obscured by a screen through a sector of
29°, viz. :-from S.E. by E. s E. to S.S.E. 4
E., to
a distance  of one mile outside Rocky Islet, but is
otherwise visible from a bearing  of W. by N., to
close  in to the Eastern shore of Curtis Island.
The North -eastern  edge of the obscured sector
passes half -a-mile outside  the Islet, and the South-
western or inner edge 3 cables inside the danger.
Vessels therefore passing outside the obscured
part of the sector will not be in less than 13
fathoms  while  abreast  of the Islet.
Vessels approaching from the Eastward should
not open the main light  to the Southward of the
subsidiary  light, as the  li ghts when in line pass
very close to the line of obscuration.
Vessels wishing to pass inside the Islet must
keep the 'light in sight, northward  of N.N. W.
4
W.
The small light on the Northern pitch of the
Cape is now no longer exhibited.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
IT is hereby  notified for general information,
that the Post Office at Ayton (near Cook-
town )  has been made a Postal  Note Office, in
accordance  with  the provisions  of  " The Post Card
and Postal Note Art of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE. -
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four  Sheets, can  be obtained
at this Office,  at 6s.  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map ,  in one  Sheet ,  containing  the same infor-
mation,  at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
4
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz. :-
Via Brindisi, 3d.each,
Wholly Seaborne,  2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.
` PECIAL  attention is directed  to the  Book and
 J Packet  Regulations  (Amended)  to come into
operation  1st January,  1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th  and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY,  the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of  T elegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions, and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1889.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
j
THE following General Abstract, showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Union Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from tLe
several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No.
 1.3).
ROBT. J. GRAY.
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRAOT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA ,
 LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly  Statements during the QUARTER from the 1 8T OCTOBER to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
44,783 1 4
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
44,783 1 4
7,370 6 10
738 16 10
Bills in Circulation Not bearing Interest  :;:
...
7,370 6 10
Bearing Interest
Balances due
 to other Banks ... ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ... ... ... 214,823 1 7
Deposits
 ... ...  j Bearing Interest  ... ... ... 472,996 6 9
( Ditto Government
 250,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
937,819 8 4
... ... ... ... £990,71113 4
1
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... 1,500,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... 12 per cent.
Amount of the Last Half -yearly Dividend and Bonus declared ... ... ... 90,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend .., ... I 1,086,268 6 6
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver  in Bullion or Bars ...
Landed Property ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks ...
Balances due  from other  Banks ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due  to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ 8.d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.238,193 14  7
4,543 19 5
64,717 10 11
1,211 15 7
4,417 10 1
1,813,817 18 9
... £2,156,902 9 4
C. M. COLLINS,  Manager.
ALFD. H. CHAMBERS, Accountant.
I, Charles MacCarthy Collins, make oath that, to the best of my
 knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract is
 a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities  and Assets  of the above
Bank during
 the period specified; and
 that the same was made up
 from the Weekly
 Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
W. J. MUIR, Justice of the Peace.
C. M. COLLINS.
ASSESSMENT
The duty on the within-mentioned
 sum of
 £ 44,783 Is. 4d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on  the annual average  , f the money  value  of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by tl e
Union Bank of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,
 is assessed  at the sum of £33517s. 6d.
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty -third day of January ,
 1889 ,  the sum of £33517s .
 6d., for the duty assessed as above.
Entd .- CHAS. F. DmvEa. For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.THE following Gneral Abstract of the Average Amount f the Liabilities and Assets  of the Queensland National Bank, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the  several
Weekly
 Statements
 during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st Deeember, 1888, is published in conformity with the  second section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GiN$E*L Ansv z ic showing  the Average Amount of the LrtnrnvTrae and AsssTS of THE QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QuAnTzu from the 1sT OCTOBER to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMouNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ a. d.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest  ... ...  359,988 5 8Bearing Interest
Bi lls in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ,.. ...  8,363 1 3
t Bearing Interest ..,
Balances due  to other Banks  , . ., ..
( Not bearing Interest 1 ,363,712 5 2
Deposits  ... ...  j Bearing Interest  :,, 1,496,613 11 8
( Government 1,107,437 15 11
Total Amount of Liabilities
£ 2. d.
359,988 5 8
8,363 1 3
48,678 9 9
3,967;6312 9
£4,379,793 9 5
Amount of the Capital  Stock  paid up  to this date  ... ... ,,. ... 745,949 10 0
Rate of  the Last  Dividend declared to the  Shareholders  .., ... ...  12 per cent per annum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared .., 39,138 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring  such  Dividend  ... ... 345,746 7 4
Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars ...
 ... ... ...
Gove rnment Securities ... ...
Landed Property ,
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances  due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
 Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ s. d.
675,737 4 8154,645 12  4
228,'273 3 1
1,046 10 059,022 12  8
6,772,502 18  9
.. £7,891,228 1 6
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889. G. H. PRITCHARD, Branch Accountant.
i, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
daring the period specified ; and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No.  13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-third day of January, 1889.
F. H. HART, Justice of the Peace.
E. R. DRURY.
ASBESSHENT.
The duty on the  within-mentioned sum of £359 ,988 5s. 8d.,  being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by the
Queensland National Bank, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £2,699188.3d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-third day of January, 1889,
 the sum of £2 ,69018s. 3d., for the duty  assessed as above. For the
 Commissioner,
Entd.-Cale.  F. DRIVER.  GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th  January, 18f  9.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Mercantile Bank of Sydney, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several WeeklyStatements daring the Quarter from the 30th September to 31st December ,  1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT .  J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secre' a'y.
GOAL ABSTRACT showing the  Average
 Amount
 of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS
 of THE MERCANTILE BANK or SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements
 during the QUARTER from the 30TH
 SEPTEMBER to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation  .,. Not bearing InterestI Bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation  ,,, Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ..,
Balances
 due to other Banks
Deposits
... 111
 11 I.I
NI I.I
Not bearing Interest 28,579 6 4
Bea ring Interest  ... ... ...  60,672 7 10
79,251 14 2
Total Amount of Liabilities  ... ... ... ... £84,378 10 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date 800,000 0 0
Rate
 of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ... ...  9 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared
 ... ... ... ... ... ...  18,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 117,188 5 5
Total Amount of Assets /.. . ..I £384,512 6 2
ROBT. YOUNG,  pro  Manager.
F. S. HARDEN ,  pro  Accountant.
I, Robert Young ,  make oath that, to the beat of my knowledge and belief,
 the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ;
 and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly  Statements
 thereof.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane, this twenty -second day of January, 1889. ROBT. YOUNG.
Joint S .  DBVC$ AR, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty
 on the  within-mentioned
 sum of £4,886 ,  being one quarter's composition  of the duty  payable on the annual average of  the money  value of the notes in circulation,  for the year 1888, by the
Mercantile Bank of Sydney ,  in the
 Colony
 of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum of £8612s.11d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY , Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on
 the twenty-second
 day of  January, 1889,  the sum of  £3612s.11d .,  for the duty  assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-CHAS. F. DRIVER.  GEORGE DAY , Officer in Charge.
AMOUNT.
I
TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
 S.  d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ e, d.
4,886 0 0 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals .,. .,
.  45,303 1 5
Gold and Silver in Bullion or
 Bars
 ... ... ... ..,
4,886 0 0 Landed Property ... 10,866 2 1
240 15 10 Notes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances
 due from other Banks .
240 15 10 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,....... Bills of Exchange
,
 and all  Stock and Funded Debts 344 2 8278,of every description, excepting Notes ,  Bills, and ..^^^.
Balances due
 to the said Bank from other Banks
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Rockhampton GeneralCemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account of the ROCKHAMPTON GENERAL CEMETERY for the
YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance in Bank
4th January-Rent of Paddock
31st December-Fees for Graves ...
„ Printing, Advertising, Postage, and Cab
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
127 14 10
10 0 0
393 5 0
1888.
31st December-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Wages and  Salaries  (Sexton, Assistant,
Secretary, and Auditor' s Fee) ... 259 15 6
„ Tools ... ... ... ... ... 9 9 10
„ Timber ... ... ... 16 3 4
Repairs  to Cemetery Lodge ... 1 19 0
11 2 0
„ Water  for Trees ... ... ... ... 4 15 0
„ Balance in Bank  ... ... ... ... 227 15 2
£530 19 10
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Rockhampton General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended 31st December, 1888,
is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
£530 19 10
THOMAS KELLY,
J. McPHERSON,  Trustees.
STEWART W. HARTLEY,
Declared and signed before me this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
W. ALLEN, J.P.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
£5,000 REWARD.
J
T is hereby notified for general information,
that, in pursuance of Resolutions passed by
the Legislative Assembly on the sixth day of
November last, a Reward of £5,000 will be paid
to tie person or company who first Manufactures
from Cotton grown in the Colony, Cotton Goods to
the Value of R5,000; such Reward to be in
substitution for any Reward which such person or
company would be entitled to under the provisions
of  " The Encouragement to Manufacturing Indus-
tries  Art of  1869."
It is hereby further notified that the Plant used
in the Manufacture of the said Cotton Goods must
be of a fair value of not  less than  £10,000.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.TTHE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum1 at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN  FOR THB  WEEK ENDING 19TH DAY OF
JANUARY, 1882.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 477
Number since admitted  ... ... ... 4
Number returned from leave  ... ...  6
487
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died ... .. ...  2
Number absent on leave.. ... 7
- 10
Number remaining at date  hereof ... 477
Admissions during the week :
William Rutland,  47, auctioneer , from Cairns Hos-
tal; last  employed  as an auctioneer  at Croydon.
William Thomas,  30, sailor, from Townsville Hospital;
last employed by Mr. Boyd, Hughenden.
Bernard Burns, 54, labourer, from Croydon Hospital ;
last employed mining at Croydon.
Joseph Banks, 80, sailmaker  ; re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
Thomas Mather, 67, carpenter ; admitted 6th April,
1886.
Deaths during  the week :
John Edwards, 54, labourer ; admitted 13th Decem-
ber, 1887.
James Howe, 54, labourer ; admitted 1st June, 1883.
C. J. HILL WRAY,
Pro  Medical Superintendent.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.REFERRING to a Notice appearing in Gazetteof 5th January instant, page 66, convening
a Meeting of Stockowners at Cometville on Satur-
day, the Second day of March, for the purpose of
Electing a Marsupial Board for the Marsupial
District of Nogoa :
It having been represented that Blackwater is a
more convenient place at which to hold such
Meeting, so much of the aforesaid Notice as
relates  to the Marsupial District of Nogoa is
here cancelled, and BLACKWATER is appointed as
the place at which such Meeting shall be held, at
Twelve o'clock (Noon) on SATURDAY, the
Second day of March next  ensuing , for the
purpose aforesaid.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of March, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial  District . Place of Meeting.
Aramac ... ... The Court House, Aramac.
Banana ... ...  Ditto, Banana.
Baramba ... ... Ditto, Nanango.
Barcoo ... ... Ditto, Windorah.
Bauhinia ... ... Ditto, Springsure.
Beenleigh ... ... Ditto, Beenleigh.
Belyando Ditto, Clermont.
Blackall ... Ditto, Blackall.
Boulia ... ... Ditto, Boulia
Bowen ... ... Ditto, Bowen.
Broadsound ... ... Ditto, St. Lawrence.
Bulloo ... ... Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ... ... Ditto, Roma.
Burrum ... Ditto, Maryborough.
Caboolture ... ... Ditto, Woodford.
Calliope ... ... Ditto, Gladstone.
Cardwell ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook ... ... ... Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... ... Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina ... ... Ditto, Birdsville.
Doonmunya ... ... Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa ... ... Duaringa.
Einasleigh ... ... The Court House, Georgetown.
Esk ... ... Ditto, Esk.
Fassifern  ... ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... ... Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango ... ... Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory ... Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook ... Ditto,  Ingham.
Inglewood ... ... Ditto, Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Bolan... ... ... Ditto, Bundaberg.
Mackay ... ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ... ... Ditto, Miles.
Murweh ... Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ... ... Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa "' ... Cometville.
Paroo ... ... ... The Court House, Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa  ... ... Ditto, Gatton.
Taroom ... ... Ditto, Taroom.
Thuringowa ... ... Ditto, Townsville.
Tiara ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
Ula Ula ... ... Ditto, St. George.
Waggamba ... ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla ... ... Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo ... ... Ditto, Surat.
Widgee ... ... Ditto, Gympie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New
State School for Boys, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Charters Towers
and Townsville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £30.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend WILLIAM DAVID MEIKLEJOHN,
a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
having removed from Gladstone, in the Registry
District of Gladstone, to Southport, in the Registry
District of Logan, has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the Sixteenth day of February next,
in conformity with the provisions of the 117th
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," to
issue, in the name of Frederick Lumley Henzell,
a Provisional Deed of Grant, No. 41809, for portion
31, parish of Stanwell (Central District), and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
22, folio 69, the said original Deed of Grant having
been lost or mislaid by the said Frederick Lumley
Henzell.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
l
EORGE JAMES BOULTER was this day
appointed Poundkeeper at Bowen for the
year 1889.
ALFRED W. HODGKINSON,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Bowen,  15th- January, 1889.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsisof the  Queensland Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s .  Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P OUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,when describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words "Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, CHARTERS
TOWERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court Houses, Charters Towers and
Townsville, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 1st February, from persons willing to contract
for New State School for Boys, Charters Towers.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, 1s.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
L.
Notice, that  applications  have  been made  to bring, the Lands described below under tb e
provisions of  " Che Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person  desiring  to oppose will
require to  lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
Subdivisions 13, 16, and 17 of section 7 of eastern sub-
urban allotment  121, parish of Ipswich
Portion 6, parish of Yeerongpilly ... ... ...
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
NOTICE in hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
l1 Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registries at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1884,
August Rehbeln ,  late of  22 June Emelie Sebultz, of
Toowoomba ,  farmer Meringandan, near
Toowoomba ,  wife of
Stephan  Schultz, of
same per , farmer,
and formerly widow
of said decea se d
1882.
Alexander Cameron ,  late 8  July Esther  Ann Cameron,
of Allora  of Allora, widow
1888.
Patrick  Horan ,  late of 23 May
Sydney, N.S.W., fruit-
erer
Patrick Horan, late of 23 May
Sydney ,  N.s.W., fruit-
erer
John Jones ,  late of
Blackstone,  near Ip-
swich, miner
1887.
7 Dec.
Alfred Morcom ,  late of 26 Jan.
Bri sbane, gentleman
Timothy Corbett,  late of 30 Mar.  I Kathe ri ne Corbett, of
Enoggera ,  freeholder Enoggera ,  spinster
' 1868.
Henry Reginald Buttan - 17 Oct.  Henry Palmer  Abbott,
shaw ,  late of Cook-  of Brisbane, bank
town ,  police magia - manager
irate
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
5 March, 1889.
26 February, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861  AND 1877."
I
Name
of Claimant.
William Horan ,  of Bris-
bane ,  contractor
Thomas Horan ,  of Stan-
thorpe ,  farmer
Margaret George, of
Blackstone, near Ip-
swich ,  wife of Thomas
George ,  and formerly
widow of said de-
ceased
Walter Nash Morcom,
of Bri sbane ,  printer
Arthur Howard Castou, 14 Oct .  Agnes Isa be lla Casten,
late of Ridgevi ll e,  of South Brisbane,
South Brisbane ,  gentle- widow
man
Robert Bell, late of Boo-
roon ,  Fort  Curtis,grazier
1865.
9 April John Saunders Bell, of
Dumgree, Gladstone,
gutsier ;  Margaret
Bell ,  widow i and
James Bell
Description
and Situation of Land.
Portion 2725, parish of Merin-
gaudan
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1889.
Fee-simple As Administratrix 5 Mar.
Allotments  8 and 9 of section 8, Fee -simple As Administratrix
town of Hendon  ;  subdivision
21 of allotments 1 and 2 of
section 22,  town of All ora, and
portion 54,  parish of Alone
Be-subdivision 8 of subdivision
B of north -eastern suburban
allotment 77, pa ri sh of North
Bri sbane
Re-subdivision 9 of subdivision
B of north-eastern suburban
allotment 77, parish of North
Brisbane
Be-subdivisions  12, 13,  and 14 of
subdivision 4 of section 6 of
eastern  suburban  allotment
159, parish  of Ipswich
5 Mar.
Pee-simple Widated 24 Apri}, ' 26 Feb.
Fee-simple  Will dated 24 April ,  26 Feb.
1888 l
Tee-simple As Administratrix , 6 Mar.
Subdivision 5 of the land  form- Fee-simple  Will dated  29 Sep-  26 Feb,
erly granted to the Na tional tem ber, 1885
Association of Queensland,
parish of Nort h Brisbane ; and
subdivisions 51 and 62 of west-
ern suburban  all otment 44,
parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision I  of allotments 7 and Fee -Simple  Will dated 8 July ,  26 Feb.
12 of section 1, city  of Brisbane, 1886
parish of North  Brisbane
Allotment  1 of section 37, town Fee-simple  Will dated 14 April, 5 Mar.
of Roma  ;  all otment 17 of sec- 1882, and Codicil
tion 2, city  of Brisbane ,  parish thereto dated 25
of South Brisbane  ;  portion Septemer, 1888
100A,  parish of  Gympie ; por-
tion 36. parish of Walsh ; and
an undivided  moiety in por-
tion  1133,  parish of Childers
Subdivisions 51 and 52 of portion Fee-simple  Will dated 11 Octo-
186, parish of South Brisbane ber, 1888
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Portions 377 and 330 and pre-
emptive portion 329, parish of
Dumgree
Name of Applicants.
William  Perrem ...
George Grimes and Samuel
Grimes
T'56-simple Will dated 9 March,
1865
26 Feb.
5 Mar.
Registrar of Titles ' Office, TIRO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 25th January,  1889. Registrar  of Titles.
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General  Re istry Office,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1889.
NOTICE. 64 "(28 Vic. No.IN accordance with provisions  of the sixth  section  of  " Die Marriage Act of  18
15), it is hereby notified that the undermentioned  are registered  in this Office  as Ministers of
Religion authorised to Celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Name of Minister.
Abe, Francis John, B.A.
Adamson, John ...
Addison, John ...
Aitken, G eorge  Keillor
Alden,  Samuel Isaac ...
Allan, Alexander Me Watt ... ...
Anderson, Ernest Augustus, B.A....
Ash, Cyril Alfred Drummond ...
Aston, Peter ... ... ... ...
Bailey, Alexander Richard ...
Barlow, Christopher George
Barrie, William Dunlop ...
Barry, Michael Joseph ...
Barton- Parkes,  Frederick James
Bates, William Alfred
Bernoth, Michael ... ...
Berry, Henry
Black, James Kilpatrick, D D.
Bonser , William ... ...
Brady, Thomas ...
Brassington , Thomas... ...
Breen, James Benedict
Breeze,  Daniel ... ...
B ro snan , John ...
Brown, Walter Penfield ...
Brown , William
Browne, Michael Nicholas ...
B ro wnrigg ,  Marcus  Blake ...
Bucas , Jules ... ... ...
Bucas,  Peter Maria ... ...
Buckle, Joseph ... ...
Buisson , Gilbert
Burghardt, Wilhelm...
Byrne, Denis J. ... ...
Byron,  Stewart ... ...
Canali, Joseph  Augustus ...
Cani, John, D.D. (Bishop) ...
Capra, Peter ... ...
Carson,  James ...
Cassar ,  James ... ...
Castlehow,  Isaac ... ...
Chapman, George ... ...
Christensen, Christian ...
Clark, Christopher ...
Clark,  George ...
Clarke ,  Charles
Claussen ,  Andreas Christian
Clayton, John  Ernest ...
Clive,  Francis Biddtilph ...
Coles ,  James  ... ... ...
Comerford ,  James .. ..
Connolly,  James Pat ri ck M.
Copas , Freidrich ... ...
Corrigan , Phillip ...
Cosgrove ,  Mark Francis ...
Couppe, Louis ...
Crane,  John Patrick... .
Crawford,  Samuel  Glasgow, M.A.
Creyke,  Robert ... ...
Crookston ,  James ... ...
Dale, William  ... ...
Davies, James ...
Dawes ,  Nathaniel ,  M.A. (Archdeacon)
Diggens,  William Alfred ... ...
Dinning, Benjamin  ... ... ...
Dinning , William ... ... ...
Doblies,  Martin  ... ... ...
Dorrigan ,  Francis  ... ... ...
Drewett,  William Herbert ... ...
Duesbury,  Frank ...
Duffill, Charles  James ...
Dunne, Robert, D.D. (Archbishop) ...
Durin, Joseph  Ferdinand ... ...
Religious  Denomination .  Residence.
Church of England ... Albion
Primitive Methodist ... Mount Morgan
Primitive Methodist ... Ipswich ...
Presbyterian ... ... Clermont ...
Presbyterian ... ... Dalby
Presbyterian ... ... Charters Towers
Church of England ... Hughenden ...
Church of England ... St. John's
Primitive Methodist ... South Brisbane
Congregational ...
Church  of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church  of England ...
Church  of New Jerusa-
lem
Peak Mountain
Townsville ...
Mackay ...
Blackall
B ulimba
Brisbane ...
German  Baptist  ...  Marburg
ihureh of Christ ... Killarney
Church of England ... Drayton ...
Baptist ... ... Maryborough
Roman Catholic ... Herberton ...
Wesleyan ... ...  Ravenswood
Roman Catholic ...  Brisbane
Primitive Methodist ...  Fassife rn  ...
Roman Catholic ... Charters Towers
Wesleyan Methodist ...  Brisbane ...
Wesleyan Methodist ... Brisbane ... ...
Roman Catholic ...  Normanton ... ...
Church  of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Roman Catholic
Lutheran ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian ... ...
North Rockhampton
Clermont ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Thursday Island
Highfields ... ...
Dalby ... ...
Gladstone ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian . ...
Roman Catholic
P ri mitive Methodist ...
Congregational ...
Scandinavian  Lutheran
Presbyterian
Catholic Apostolic Church
Congregational ...
German and Scandina-
vian Lutheran
Church of  England
Church  of England
Church of  England
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Lutheran ...
Roman Catho lic
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Congregational ...
Church of England ...
Church of  England ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
United German andScandinavian Lutheran
Roman  Catholic ...
Presbyterian . ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Fortitude Valley ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
South  Brisbane ...
Clermont
North Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Kangaroo  Point ...
Brisbane
East Talgai ... ...
Albion ... ...
Mari Jamba ...
Howard ...
Ingham ...
Harrisville ...
Emerald
Sandggaate
Maryborough
Brisbane ...
Roma
Thursday Island
Cairns ...
Red Hill ...
Cleveland ...
Toowoomba ...
Samson Yale
Southport
South Brisbane
Rockhampton
Beenleigh ...
Toowoomba...
Mount Hector
Brisbane ...
Goondiwindi
Brisbane ...
Stanthorpe ...
Brisbane ...
Thursday Island
Registry Dist ri ct.
Oxley
Leichhardt
Ipswich
Clermont
Dalby
Kennedy
Hughenden
Brisbane
Brisbane
Moreton West
Townsville
Mackay
Blackall
Moreton East
Brisbane
Moreton West
Warwick
Drayton and Toowoomba
Maryborough
Herberton
Kennedy
Brisbane
Fassifern
Kennedy
Brisbane
Brisbane
Burke
Westwood
Clermont
Mackay
Brisbane
Somerset
Highfields
Dalby
Gladstone
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Maranoa
Brisbane
Clermont
Westwood
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Brisbane
Darling Downs Central
Oxley
Mackay
Wide Bay
Cardwell
Fassifern
Clermont
Caboolture
Maryborough
Brisbane
Maranoa
Somerset
Cairns
Oxley
Moreton East
Drayton and Toowoomba
... Caboolture
... Logan
... Brisbane
... Rockhampton
... Logan
... Drayton and Toowoomba
Bowen
... Brisbane
... Darling Downs West
... Brisbane
... Stanthorpe
... Brisbane
... Somerset
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LIST  OF MINISTERS REGISTERED  TO CELEBRATE MARRIAGES- continued.
Name of  Minister.
Eberhard, Martin J. T. ...
Edwards, Alfred (Canon) ...
Egen, Theodore Imanuel ...
Eglinton, William ... ...
Enright, James
Enright, Thomas ... ...
Esplin, George .. ...
Eva, Richard Roberts ...
Ewen, James ... ... ,..
Eykyn, Thomas ... ...
Faulkner, William ...
Fischer, Carl Martin F. .
Fletcher, Frank Edgar, M.A.
Flood, James ... ...
Foggon, Matthew ... ...
Fouhy, Denis ...
Fouhy, Patrick ... ...
Fox, Albert Edward ... ...
Frank, Johann ... ...
Religious Denomination.
... I Lutheran ... ...
... Church of England ...
... Lutheran ... ...
... Church of England ...
... Roman Catholic ...
... Roman Catholic ...
... Presbyterian ... ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Church of Christ ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Roman Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist
Lutheran
Independent Methodist
Roman Catholic ...
Residence.
Charters Towers
Mackay ...
Nundah ...
Goondiwindi
Beaudesert ...
Stanthorpe ...
Springsure  ...
Maryborough
Fortitude Valley
Charters Towers
Registry District.
Fuller, Edward ... ...
Funchion, Lawrence Patrick
Gallagher, Michael ... ...
Gardner, John .. ...
Gardner, Richard Titley ...
Garnett, Daniel ... ...
Gartland, Ildephonsus ...
Gauld, Alexander Mitchell ...
Gee, John James ... ... ...
Gibson, James, B.A.... ...
Glennie, Benjamin , B.A. (Canon) ...
Glover, John ... ... ... ...
Goldingham,  Reginald  Edward, B.A.
Gossling, Johannes Frederick
Gray,  William Herbert, B.A.
Griffith, Edward ... ...
Guerrini, Joachim ... ...
Guhr, Gottlieb Wilhelm ...
Guinness, Herbert ... ...
Haggar, Charles Henry
Hall, George ... .. ...
Handyside, Vinoy Robson ...
Hanley, William
Hansen,  Hans Ditlef ...
Hansen , John Henry
Harding, Alfred Joseph  Snelson
Harding,  Isaac ...
Harrison , William Henry ...
Hartley, Robert ...
Hartwig, August Daniel ...
Hartzer, Fernand .. ...
Hassell , James Samuel ...
Haussmann , Jno. Gottfried, senr.
Hay, Alexander, D.D. ...
Hayes, Thomas Vincent Aloysius
Heath, Herbert ...
Heiner, Ernest Christian F. T.
Henry, Joseph Wilson ...
Hervey, George ... ...
Heuer, Georg Henrich ...
Higlett, William .. ...
Hillier , William Edwin ...
Hogg, Robert ... ...
Holmes, Thomas Barker ...
Horan , Andrew ... ...
Horan, James J.
Horan, Matthew ... ...
Hosken, Richard ... ...
Hosking, John ... ...
Houlbrook, Charles William
Howard, Alma ... ...
Howard, William Henry ...
Hughes, Thomas ...
Hunt, Herbert Faulkner ...
Hunt, John ... .. ..
Hutchinson, John (Bishop)
James, John Morris ... ...
Jamieson, Leslie C.
Jensen, Anders Christian ...
Jones, Henry ...
Jones, Thomas ... ...
Julius, Alfred Henry
Roman Catholic ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Church of England ...
Baptist ... ... ...
Church of England ...
Lutheran ... ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Congregational ...
Roman Catholic ...
Lutheran ... ...
Church of England ...
Congregational ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Scandinavian Lutheran
Lutheran ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Lutheran ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church of England ...
Lutheran ... ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church of England ...
Lutheran ...
Church of England ...
Congregational ...
Lutheran
Baptist
Presbyterian ... ...
Congregational ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church of England ...
United Methodist Free
Church
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Roman Catholic
Church of England
Church of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Congregational ...
Congregational
Baptist ... ...
Wesleyan  Methodist ...
Primitive  Methodist ...
Church of  England ...
Kennedy
Mackay
Caboolture
Darling Downs West
Logan
Stanthorpe
SpringsureMaryborough
Brisbane
Kennedy
Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
Zillman's  Waterholes Caboolture
N undah ...
Ravenswood...
Charters Towers
Brisbane ...
Maryborough
Barcaldine ...
Walloon ...
Ipswich ...
Cairns
... Caboolture
... Kennedy
... Kennedy
... , Brisbane
... Mary borough
... Aramac
... Moreton West
... Ipswich
... Cairns
Brisbane ...
Stanthorpe ...
Roma ...
Croydon ...
Charters Towers
Townsville ...
North Pine ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
Toowoomba ...
Laidley ...
Bald Hills ...
Brisbane ...
Port Douglas
Toowoomba ...
Fortitude Valley
Townsville ...
Milton ...
Dalby ...
Ravenswood...
Mackay ...
Bundaberg ...
Stanthorpe ...
Pimpama ...
Charters Towers
Rockhampton
Meringandan
Thursday Island
Oxley ...
Albert River
Rockhampton
Toowoomba ...
Kangaroo Point
Ipswich ...
gyinpie
Toowoomba ...
Toowoomba ...
Toowoomba ...
Blackall ...
Blackstone ...
Rockhampton
Ipswich ...
Warwick ...
Gympie ...
Ravenswood...
Eagle Junction
Allora
Cooktown
Clermont
Warwick
Southport
Springsure
Cooktown
South Brisbane
Gympie ..
Freestone Creek
Ipswich ...
Toowong ...
Clermont ...
Brisbane
Stanthorpe
Maranoa
Burke
Kennedy
Townsville
Caboolture
Bowen
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Drayton  and Toowoomba
Moreton West
Caboolture
Brisbane
Cook
Drayton  and Toowoomba
Brisbane
... Townsville
... Oxley
... Dalby
... Kennedy
... Mackay
... Bundaberg
... Stanthorpe
... Logan
... Kennedy
... Rockhampton
... Darling Downs Central
... Somerset
... Oxley
... Logan
... Rockhampton
... Drayton and Toowoomba
... Brisbane
... Ipswich
... Gympi@, '
... Drayton and Toowoomba
... Drayton and Toowoomba
... Drayton and Toowoomba
... Blackall
,.. Moreton West
... Rockhampton
... Ipswich
... Warwick
... Gympie
... Kennedy
... Caboolture
... Darling Downs Central
... Cook
... Clermont
... Warwick
.. Logan
... Springsure
... Cook
Brisbane
Gympie
Darling  Downs East
Ip"wich
Oxley
Clermont
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LIST  OF MINISTERS REGISTERED TO CELEBRATE  MARRIA G ES-continued.
Name of Minister. Religious Denomination. Residence. Registry District.
Kerr, Richard ... ... Presbyterian ... ... Toowong ... Oxley
Ketchlee, Lewis ... Church of England ... Ravenswood...  Kennedy
Kingsford, John ... ... Particular Baptist ... Brisbane ...  Brisbane
Knights, Edward Primitive Methodist ... Veresdale .  Logan
Knipe, Joseph Irvine, B.A. Presbyterian ... ... Maryborough Maryborough
Kohnke, Joachim ... ... Lutheran ... ... Ipswich ...  Ipswich
Krueger, Carl... ... ... Baptist ... ... Engelsburg ... Fassifern
Kutter, Edward ... ... Roman Catholic ... Thursday Island Somerset
Laird, Peter Henderson ... ... Presbyterian ... ... Churchbank...  Fassifern
Landy, Vincent Richard ... ... Roman Catholic ... Croydon ... Burke
Langebecker, Theodore F. ...
... Lutheran Toowoomba ... Drayton and Toowoomba
Larkin, Stephen ... ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Mackay ... Mackay
Legate, Charles James, B.A. ... Presbyterian ... ... Warwick ... Warwick
Leighton, John Francis Church of England ... Esk ... ...  Stanley
Leitch, Thomas ... ... Baptist ... ... Herston road Brisbane
Lester, George Mackenzie Lester ... Church of England ... Muttaburra ... Marathon
Lilley, William Osborne United Methodist ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Little, William ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Fortitude Valley Brisbane
Lloyd, Edwin Thomas ... Primitive Methodist ... Toowoomba ... Drayton and Toowoomba
Lonergan, James ... ... Roman Catholic ... Dalby ... Dalby
Mahalm, Robert ... ... Church of England Stanthorpe ...  Stanthorpe
Maher, John ... ... ... Roman Catholic Croydon ... Burke
Maier, Ernest Otto ... ... Lutheran ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Martin, Anthony Reginald ... Church of England Beenleigh ...  Logan
Matthews, James ... ... Church of England Sandgate ... Caboolture
Meiklejohn, William David... Presbyterian ... Southport ...  Logan
Mitchell, David Forrest ... Presbyterian ... South  Brisbane  Brisbane
Moleswortb, Hugh Thomas... Church of England Highgate Hill Brisbane
Molony, Thomas Augustus ... Roman Catholic Cooktown ... Cook
Monaghan, Andrew ... ... Roman Catholic Bundaberg ...  Bundaberg
Mood, Christopher John ... Presbyterian ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Moore, Thomas ... . ... Congregational Bundaberg ... Bundaberg
Morris, Michael ... Roman Catholic Charleville ... Charleville
Morris, William ... Church of England Bundaberg ... Bundaberg
Morrow, James Boyd, B.A. Presbyterian ... Allora ... Darling Downs Central
Mouton, Henry ... ... Roman Catholic Hughenden  Hughenden
Murray, James Dominic ... Roman Catholic Cooktown ...  Cook
Myers,  Jonas Meier ... ... Jewish ... ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Mackenzie, John ... . Presbyterian ... Mount Morgan Leichhardt
Mackiernan, Michael Joseph Roman Catholic Brisbane ... Brisbane
Macpherson, John ... ... Baptist ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
McConnell, John, B.A. ... Presbyterian ... Brisbane ...  Brisbane
McDonough, Stephen Henry Roman Catholic Rockhampton Rockhampton
McDowell, Joseph ... ... Presbyterian . Swan Creek ... Darling  Downs East
McKernan, Michael ... ... Roman Catholic Charters Towers Kennedy
McQueen, John Edward ... Presbyterian ... Esk ... ...  Stanley
McSwaine , John Fleming ... Presbyterian ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Navarre, Louis Andre ( Bishop) Roman  Catholic ...  Thursday Island Somerset
John Edward ...Nicholson Primitive  Methodist Brisbane Brisbane,
Nobbs, George Rawdon Ffrench Church of  England
...
...  Lutwyche Oxley
Nock, Thomas ... ... Primitive Methodist ...  Emerald  Clermont
Nolan, James Adams ... Wesleyan Methodist ...  Bris bane Brisbane
Nolan,  James Dominic ... Roman  Catholic ... Herberton Herberton
O'Byrne, William  Francis Roman  Catholic  ... Cairns ... Cairns
O'Connell, Thomas ... .  Drayton and  ToowoombaRoman  Catholic  Toowoomba
O'Flynn, Edmund ...
..
Roman  Catholic ' Port  Douglas  Cook
O'Reilly,  James ... Roman  Catholic  ... Beaudesert ...  Logan
O'Reilly, John ... Roman Catholic ... Maryborough Maryborough
O'Shea, Robert Daniel Roman Catholic ... Charleville ... Charleville
Ogg, Charles ... ... Presbyterian ...  ... Brisbane ... Brisbane
Osborn,  Edward  Castell Church of  England  ... Gympie ... Gympie
Patterson, William ... Presbyterian ... ... South  Brisbane Brisbane
Pearson, William ... Wesleyan Methodist ... Bundaberg ...  Bundaberg
Peart, John ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Redland Bay  Moreton East
Phillips, Abraham ... Jewish ... ... ...  Brisbane ...  Brisbane
Phillips, Walter, M.A. Church of England ... Townsville ... Townsville
Pike, Joseph ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Rockhampton Rockhampton
Plormel, Julian ... Roman Catholic ... Hughenden ...  Hughenden
Pollock, John Stewart Presbyterian ... Sherwood ... Oxley
Poole, William ... Baptist ... ... South Brisbane  Brisbane
Potter, Michael ... Roman Catholic ... Ipswich ...  Ipswich
Powell, Thomas ... Primitive Methodist ... Caboolture ... Caboolture
Powell, William ... ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Rockhampton Rockhampton
Power, Manley ... ... ... Church of England ... Milton ... Oxley
Prenzler, Christoph Wilhelm Conrad Lutheran ... Dugandan ... Fassifern
Prowse, John... ... ... ... Primitive Methodist ... Tiaro... ...  Tiaro
Ramm, Thomas William ... ... Church of England ... Warwick ... Warwick
Rawlings, Henry ... ... ... Congregational ... Coorparoo ...  Moreton East
Regg, Thomas Richard ... ... Church of England ...  Cairns  Cairns
Richer, William ... ... ...  Baptist  ... ... ... Toowong Oxley
Roberts, Frederick William Albert ... Wesleyan Methodist ... Gympie 1 Gympie
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LIST OF MINISTERS REGISTERED TO CELEBRATE  MARRIAGES - continued.
Name of Minister.
Roberts, Robert Henry
Robertson, Peter .. ...
Robinson, Christopher Gerard, M.A.
Rodd, Edward James
Rogers, William Halse
Roper, Charles Pravis
Rossollini, Constantine
Rounsefell, Benjamin
Ruddock, David ...
Ryan, Denis
Ryan, John Joseph ..
Ryan ,  Matthew Joseph Aloysius
Salisbury , Edward  Lister ..
Schmidt, Christian Frederick
Shepherd,  James ... ...
Shuttlewood,  Harry Mundy
Siggers , William Scutcher, B.A.
Simmons, Hugh
Slaughter ,  Thomas ... ...
Smith, Alexander Campbell
Smith, William Adam, M.A.
Smith, William
Snell , Joseph ... ... ...
Somerville , John, M.A. ...
Southey, John
Spalding,  James ...
Spence, Joseph
Sterling , John Gray ... ...
Stewart, James ... ...
Stoddart , John ... ...
Stokoe , Andrew Heslop
Siiltmann , Joachim F. A.
Sutherland, Alexander
Swift, Alfred Stanhope
Tatham, George Julius
Taylor, Joseph Alfred ..
Taylor, Thomas, M.A. (Canon)
Thatcher, Thomas ... ...
Tilcock,  Herbert
Toublanc, Athanase ... ...
Tucker, William  Frederick ...
Turner, William Abel ...
V erj us,  Stanislaus  Henry ...
Vigis,  Thomas ...
Vosper, John ... ... ...
Walker, Joseph ... ...
Wall, William ...
Wallace, George Lindsay
Wallis, Henry ... ...
Walsh, Daniel ...
Walsh, William  Mason ...
Warham, Thomas ...
Warner, John Cranfield ...
Warrington, William Henry
Watkins, David
Watts, William Walter ...
Weare, Thomas A.
Weir, Irvine
Welch, Edward  James ...
Wells, William A. J.
Wesley, Charles ... ...
Whale, William ... ...
Wheatley, John ... ...
White, Gilbert, M.A. ...
Whitehead,  Samuel Francis...
Winspear,  James Woodward
Williams,  James
Williams, William Henry ...
Wilson, Bernard Robert ...
Wilson, Edward ... ...
Wilson, John Tryon... ...
Windolf,  Herman ... ...
Wootton,  Ernest ... ...
Worthington, Thomas ...
Wright, Edward ... ...
Wright,  James ...
Religious Denomination.
Baptist ... ...
Presbyterian ...
Church of England ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Congregational ...
Roman Catholic
Bible Christian
Church of England ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman  Catholic ,..
Church of England ...
Lutheran ... ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Presbyterian ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Presbyterian ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Wesleyan
Presbyterian ...
Presbyterian ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Lutheran
Congregational
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Church of Christ ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church of  England ...
Church of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Baptist ...
Church  of England ...
Congregational ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of  England ...
Church of  England ...
Roman Catholic ..,
Roman Catholic ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Congregational ...
Roman  Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Baptist...
Church of  England ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Baptist .
... Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Congregational ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Primitive Methodist ...
j Wesleyan Methodist ...
1 Church of  England ...
! Congregational ...
...  'Church ofEngland ...
... German Baptist ...
... Church of England ...
... Church of  England ...
... Salvation Army ...
... Primitive Methodist ...
Residence.
Milton ...
Ipswich ...
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
Toowong ...
Rosewood ...
Bundaberg ...
Clifton Terrace
South Brisbane
Charters Towers
Gympie ...
Ipswich ...
Toowong .
Maryborough
Cooktown ...
Charleville ...
Normanton ...
Nundah ...
Cairns ...
South Brisbane
Goodna
Gympie ...
Mount Morgan
Indooroopilly
Ipswich ...
Westwood ...
Ipswich ...
Bundaberg ...
Brisbane ...
Tiaro
Howard
Waterford
New Farm
Ipswich
Tiaro
Ipswich
Cooktown ...
Laidley ...
Gvmpie
Thursday Island
Charters Towers
Croydon ...
Thursday Island
Rosewood ...
Mount Morgan
Ipswich ...
Warwick ...
Brisbane ...
Toowoomba ...
Gatton ...
Townsville ...
Ipswich ...
Townsville ...
Rockhampton
Roma ...
Milton ...
Townsville ...
Maryborough
Sandgate ...
Townsville ...
Dugandan ...
Brisbane ,..
Ipswich ...
Herberton ,..
Gatton
Marybo ro ugh
Brisbane ...
Gympie ...
Bishopebourne
Ipswich ...
Bowen ...
Engeleburg ...
Toowoomba ...
Walkerston...
Brisbane ,..
Herberton ...
Registry District.
Oxley
Ipswich
Brisbane
Brisbane
Oxley
Moreton West
Bundaberg
Oxley
Brisbane
KennedyGympie
h
Oxley
Maryborough
Cook
Charleville
Burke
Caboolture
Cairns
Brisbane
Oxley
Gympie
Leichhardt
Oxley
Ipswich
Westwood
Ipswich
Bundaberg
Brisbane
Tiaro
Wide Bay
Logan
Brisbane
Ipswich
Tiaro
Ipswich
Cook
Moreton West
Gympie
Somerset
Kennedy
Burke
Somerset
Moreton West
Leichhardt
Ipswich
Warwick
Brisbane
Drayton and Toowoomba
Moreton West
Townsville
Ipswich
Townsville
Rockhampton
Maranon
Oxley
Townsville
Maryborough
Caboolture
Townsville
Logan
Brisbane
Ipswich
Herberton
Moreton West
Maryborough
Brisbane
Gympie
Oxley
Ipswich
Bowen
Fassifern
Drayton and Toowoomba
Mackay
Brisbane
Herberton
Young, William Vicars  ...  .. Baptist ... ... ... Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Youngman, Henry ... ... Wesleyan Methodist ... Brisbane ... ... Brisbane
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MARYBOROUGH FIRE BRIGADE.
LASH TIIANSACTIONS Of the MABYBOROUGH FIRE BRIGADE BOARD for YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER,
v 1888.
DR.
1888.
31st December-
To Government Endowment
for Year ... ... £161 0 0
Municip•il Council Levy ... 161 0 0
Levy on Fire Insurance Companies, as
under-
May 21-Alliance Assurance Com-
pany ... .. ... ...
May 21-North British and Mer-
can:ile ... ... 4
May 31-South British ... 25
June 5-Liverpool, London, and
Globe ... ... ... ... 1
June 5-Glasgow and London ... 0
„ 6-Commercial Union 9
„ 20-Norwich Union ... ... 0
22-Phoenix Assurance ... 0
August 3-Colonial New Zealand 6
„ 3-Standard ... 5
„ 3-London and Lancashire 4
„ 3-Manchester Assurance 0
13-Royal ... ... ... 10
„ 13-Guardian ... ... 0
31-New Zealand ... ... 38
September 19-Colonial Mutual ... 4
„ 22 -Imperial ... ... 4
October 5-Queen ... ... 10
„ 15-National New Zealand 4
19-Victoria ... ... 6
19-Northern Assurance ... 1
„ 19-Victoria Life & General 1
„ 22-United ... ... 4
November 2-Lion 7
„ 2-Equitable New Zea-
land ... ... 6
Balance due to  Q.N. Bank ... ... 712
£1,195
Examined and found correct.
Maryborough, 12th January, 1889.
173
CR.
s. d. 1888.
1st January-
£  S. d.
By Overdraft on Q.N. Bank ... ...
31st December-
608 6 11
By Balance of Contract for Fire Station, &c. 185 1 8
0 0 „ Manual Engine, Purchase ... ... 96 4 4
„ Goods and Labour ... ... 63 4 9
„ Caretaker, Wages ... 66 0 0
Secretary, Salary ... ... ... 30 0 0
11 7 „ Gratuity to Firemen  ... 44 5 0
Insurance-Firemen and Buildings 17 14 0
1 5 „ Gas and Fittings, Fire Station ... ... 17 3 6
11 0 „ Printing, Advertising, and Stationery ... 8 9 1
Publishing Statement in  Government
11  2 Gazette ... ... ... ... 1 18 3
12  10 „ Petty Cash ... ... 1 8 6
10 5 „ Interest on Overdraft, Exchanges, &c. 55 10 9
15  3
7  9
1  9
0  6
17  5
19  9
4  3
5 4
17 2
16  0
0  8
3  6
4  6
10  8
11
3  6
6  10
5
9  10
6  9
6 9 £1,195 6 9
F. BRYANT,  Chairman.
JOHN W. ANDERSON,  Secretary.
WILLIAM H. PURSER,  Auditor.
29s.
DIVISION OF WAGGAMBA.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the WAGGAMBA  DIVISIONAL BOARD from the 1ST
1, JULY to the  31ST DECEMBER,  1888, prepared and published in terms of  Clause  233 of  "The
Divisional  Foards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance  to Credit of Waggamba Divi-
visional Board with Bank of N.S.
Wales, Gt ondiwindi ...
31st December-Rates Received-
£
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
s. d.  31st December-  £ s. d.
By Contingencies, Salaries, Clerk and
Foreman of Works ... ... ... 100 0 0
14 11 „ General Expenditure ... ... 33 11 9
Petty Cash ... ... ... 5 5 0
Works and Repairs-
Marshall street ... £ 0 16 6
Herbert street ... 0 6 0
Mungindi road ... 249 15 0
1 2 - 250 17 6
18 0 „ Bathurst Burr ... ... ... ... 12 0 0
0 0 „ Town Reserve ... ... ... 18 8 0
1 0 „ Balance to Credit of Waggamba Divi-
704
Subdivision No. 1 ... £233 18 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 40 4 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 51 19 0
326
„ Town Reserve ... ... ... ... 10
License Gate Fees ... ... ... 2
Bathurst Burr Refund ... ... 13
sional  Board in Bank of N.S. Wales,
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ...  636 12 10
£1,056 15 1 £1,056 15 1
THOS. HUNTER, Clerk. GEO. KILLEN, Chairman.
Board's Office,
Goondiwindi, 1st January, 1819.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Division d 13oird of Waggamba, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
171
34
J. ELSE, Auditors.ALE X.  WARDEN,
1$s.
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ANNUAL BSTRACT OF THE LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND GLOBE
INSURANCE COMPANY ON THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.  £ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere than in Queensland at
date of last Report (quinquennial)
1883 ... ... ... ... 7,996,483 2 6
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
1888, deducting amount assured
for during the year ending on that
date ... ... 40,372 17 6
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
in Queensland during the past
year
... ... ... Nil
£8,036,856 0
ASSETS.  £ a. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities
Other Government Securities ...
Mortgages
Loans on the Company 's Life  Policies
Loans on Personal Security ...
House  Property ... . • . • •
Outstanding Interest ... ...
Outstanding Premiums ... ...
Cash-
On Deposit ... ...
On Current Account ... ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
573 0 0
Nil
Nil
20 19 3
74 9 7
Nil
Nil
0 668 8 10
Other Assets-
Representing a present liability (1883 )of 3,328,228 0 0
All other Liabilities (1886) ... ... 4,647,303 8 2
At end of 1887 ... ... ... £7,975,531 8 2
Contingent Liabilities, Queensland, 1888 40,372 17 6
Amount estimated to re-insure ... 26,592 0 0
Elsewhere than in Queensland ... 7,974,862 19 4
Total Amount of Assets, 31st Decem-
ber, 1888, date of last Account ... £7,975,531 8 2
Owing to the laws of Queensland the Company is
unable to invest any of its funds in that Colony.
Prior to 1st September, 1878, the policies issued by the Liverpool and London and Globe  Insurance
Company were of two kinds, viz., " Without Bonus " and " With Bonus," such bonus being  guaranteed
and endorsed on the  policies as a scale of  increasing  insurance . In September, 1875, the  guaranteed
system was abandoned for future  assurance , and in lieu thereof was instituted  a class  " B," four-
fifths of the profits of which belong to the policy-holders thereunder.  The first division was made at
the close of 1878, when a reversionary bonus of £7 per centum  on the sum assured ,  irrespective of age,
was declared in regard to policies upon which four  annual  premiums had been paid,  or at the rate of
thirty-five shillings per centum for each yearly premium paid for the younger  policies . At the close of
1883 a second division was made at  a similar  rate, making the total from  the commencement a bonus of
thirty-five shillings per centum per annum on each policy under that Table.
I, Alexander Brand Webster, being  agent  for the Liverpool and London  and Globe Insurance
Company, do hereby solemnly and sincerely  declare  that,  according  to the books of the  said Company,
and to the best of my knowledge and belief,  this is a true  Abstract of the Liabilities and Assets of the
Company for the year  ending 31st  December, 1888.
A. B. WEBSTER.
Dated at  Brisbane ,  before me , this  seventeenth  day of January,  A.D. 1889.
WILLIAM D.  Box, J.P.
198 25s.
MUNICIPALITY OF BOWEN.
Q TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  of the COUNCIL of the MUNICIPALITY  Of BOWEN
for the HALF-YEAR ended  31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d.
To Government Endowment on 2nd moiety
of General Rates to 31st December,
1887 ... ... ... ... ... 400 14 9
General Rates received for six months
hp  to 31st  December, 1888 ... ... 608 13 6
Dray Licenses, six months ... 11 10 0
„ Goat Fees , ... ._ ... ... ... 3 14 6
Pump Fees. .. ... 3 10 0
„ Sale of Old Material ... ... 4 10 0
£1,032 12 9
By
£1,03212 9
HENRY FIELD, Town Clerk. D. MILLER., Mayor.
We have this day examined the Books and Vouchers of the Bowen 3funicipality, and find that
they correspond with the above Statement, which is correct.
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d.
Overdraft, Bank of New South Wales 29 6 2
Interest on the above ,  and on Loan
Account to 30th June, 1888 ... ... 40 13 2
Redemption of Loan ... ... ... 10 0 2
Printing Account ... ... 29 13 0
Stationery  ... ... .... ...  9 4 9
Petty Cash ... ... ... 9 0 0
Water Supply, Pumps... ... ... 22 5 0
Waterworks  Account, Survey... ... 47 1 0
Salaries  ... ... ...  68 5 8
Valuation ... ... ... 20 0 0
Incidentals  ... ... ...  35 8 6
Office Furniture ... ... ... 11 8 _0
Council Chambers ... ... ... 1 6 0
Plant  ... ... ... ... ...  64 15 2
Dalrymple street ... ... ... 171 7 8
Herbert street ... ... ... ... 36 19 4
William street  ... ... ... ...  5 10 8
Sinclair street  ... ... ... ...  12 15 8
George street ... ... ... .. 161 3 8
Balance in Bank New  South Wales,
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ...  246 9 2
G. H. BUCHANAN, IAuditors.J. E. SMITH,
Bowen ,  14th January, 1889.
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MUNICIPALITY OF  BOWEN- continued.
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO TO 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
No. Contractor.
4 John Barratt ...
ii
Particulars of Contract.
Cutting down about one half of George street
Total Amount.
£266
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
ASSETS. LIABILITIES.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Council Chambers and Stable... ... 130 0  0 By Government Loan ... ... ...  1,589 4 10
„ Plant  ... ... ... ... ... 70 0 0 „  Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  1,381 11 8
„ Office Furniture  ... ... ...  50 0 0
Arrears of Rates  ... ... ...  2,720 19 6
£2,970 19 6
HENRY FIELD, Town Clerk.
£2,97019 6
D. MILLER,  Mayor.
203 31s.
WANGARATTA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of  WANGARATTA, from the1sT JULY to the 31ST DECEMBER ,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Part  XV. of  " The
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance 1st July, A.J.S. Bank ... 429 0 2 By Trust Account ...  200 0 0
Trust Account ... ... ... ... 200 0 0 Ravenswood road  92 7 1
General Rates ... ... ... ... 462 5 6 Bowen Downs road  676 3 1
Fixed Deposit placed to General Ac- „ Mackay road ...  6 10 0
count ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0  Branch roads ...  367 14 3
Interest on Fixed Deposit 17 10 0 „ Plant Account ...  39 14 3
„ Rates Refunded  3 19 6
„ Stationery ...  4 4 6
„ Incidental Expenees  29 0 0
Printing ... ...  19 9 6
Salaries ... ... ... ... ...  88 4 0
„ Office Furniture ... .  12 10 0
„ Balance 31st December, A.J.S. Bank...  568 19 6
£2,108 15 8 £2,108 15 8
A. M. BARTON, Clerk of the Board. JOHN H ISBELL, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all the Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Wangaratta, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Bowen , 14th January, 1889.
G. H. BUCHANAN, Auditors.
G. J. BOULTER,
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE FOR 1888.
A General Rate of One Shilling in the £ upon the Annual Value of all Rateable Property within the Division.
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS.
No. Contractor .  Particulars  of Contract .  Total Amount.
£ s. d.
11 John Carson ... Making 30 chains of roadway on the Bowen Downs road from and in 285 0 0
continuation of the made portion west of Schilling's ; completed
STATEMENT  OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1888.
31st December-
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d. 1888.
31st December-
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
By Plant ... ... ... ... ...  387 0 0
Trust Fund ... ...  200 0 0
„ Arrears of  Rates  ... ... ...  954 2 6
„ Balance, A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ... 568 19 6
To Amount owing for Labour ... ... 75 12 4
Unpaid Accountg' ... ... ... 10 17 6
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ... 2,023 12 2
£2,110 2 0 £2,1102 0
A. M. BARTON, Clerk of the Board. JOHN IT. ISBELL,  Chairman.209 31s,
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DIVISION OF WALLAMBILLA.
STATE'VIENT  of RECEIPTS  and EXPEN DITURE Of  the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of WALLAMBILLA from
the 1st day of JANUARY to the 31st day of  DECEMBER , 1888, prepared and published in terms of
Clauses 233 and 234 of  " The Divisional Boards Art of  1887."
1888.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
£
To Balance  in Q.N. Bank, Mitchell ... 395
31st Decemnber-
To Government Endowment on Rates , 1887 885
„ General  Rates Account,  1888  ... ... 284
Board  Paddock- Agistinent  Account ... 15
Goat Registration  Account ... ... 13
Fixed Deposit  Account ... ... 500
„ Interest  Account ... ... ... 25
a. d.  1888.
31st December-
Town Well Account ... 30 14 1
Board Hall  Account (Tank ) ... ... 16 10 0
Board Paddock Account ... ... 14 16 0
Miscellaneous  Town Improvements ... 9 14 9
Misce ll aneous Expenses  ... ... 8 16 0
General Road Expenses  Account ...  35 19 0
Horse Feed Account ... ... ...  10 8 6
Windmill and Tank Account, Mitchell 141 0 9
Clerk' s Salary ...  ... ... ... 150 0 0
Valuation Account ... ... ...  56 15 6
Printing  and Stationery Account ... 20 0 2
Office  Expenses  Account ... ... 4 14 8
Auditors' Fees  ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Insurance  Account ... ... 1 10 0
Exchange Account ... ... ... 0 11 0
Petty Cash, Postage  and Duty Stamps 15 0 0
Furniture Account ... ... ... 3 12 6
Fixed Deposit, Q.N. Bank ... ...  500 0 0
Balance , Q.N. Bank, Mitchell ... ...  540 2 1
EXPENDITURE.
5 6 By Roma Road Account ... ... 26 14 0
„ Bollon Road Account ... ... ... 98 18 0
6 8 „ St. George Road Account ... ... 189 3 0
8 2 „ Warronga Road Account ... ... 10 4 0
4 11 „ Upper Warrego Road Account ... 80 12 0
5 0 „ Kilmorev Road Account ... 14 2 0
0 0 „ Destruction of Bathurst  Burr  Account 106 1 0
13 9 „ Destruction  of Prickly Pear Account 17 18 6
„ Mitchell Water Reserve Account ... 9 0 6
„
£2,119 4 0
1888.  Ca.  £  8.  d.
W. BARON  LETHBRID GE, Clerk. SAML. STEWART,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify  that we have examine  I all Books and Vouchers kept by the
Divisional Board  of Wallambilla,  and that  the above Statement  corresponds  therewith.
DAVID TURBAYNE,
'
Auditors.THOMAS DEAN,
BALANCE SHEET ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
31st December-
DR. £ s. d.
To Furniture  Account ... ... ... 16 0 0
„ Road Plant Account ... ... ... 59 1 0
„ Board Paddock Account ... ... 86 7 9
„ Board Hall Account ... ... ... 133 8 10
„ Government Grant, Bridges-Fixed
Deposit .. ... ... 170 0 0
„ Interest on Fixed Deposit,  Government
Grant, Bridges .. ... 18 2 10
„ Fixed Deposit, Q.N. Bank, Mitchell . 500 0 0
„ Balance  Account Current, Q N. Bank,
Mitchell  ... ... ...  540 2 1
£1,523 2 6
31st December-
By Capital Account
£ s. d.
£2,119 4 0
... 1,523 2 6
£1,523 2 6
SAML. STEWART,  Chairman.W. BARON LETHBEID GE, Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
Board's Office, Mitchell,
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11th  January, 1889.
TN  accordance with the provisions  of  "TheDivisional Boards  Act," I,  the undo: signed,
hereby give notice that I intend applyin g to the
Kargoolnah Divisional Board  to  legalise tie Fence
erected some years ago across the to o- -gain i{oad
separating Pre-emptive Purchase 126B from Grazing
Farm 9v ,  Alice Downs Resuni  ption,  near the south-
west corner of that farm ,  the said fence being a
give-and-take boundary fence i,et' een the said
farm and Selection 73, Blacl . nll Register ,  and for
permission to put a Gate in this  fence  in the Road,
the Gate to be sixteen  feet wide  and of the usual
description of hardwood and iron.
186
V. DESGRAND,
Lessee of the said Grazing Farm.
5s.
DAVID TURBAYNE, Auditors.THOMAS DEAN,
40s.
I N accordance with the provisions of  "TheDivisional Bo.irds Act,"  I, the undersigned,
hereby give notice that I intend applying to the
Kargoolnah Divisional Board for permission to
Erect a Six-wire Fence across the three-chain
Road separating Selection 72, Blackall  Register,
from Grazing Farm 9v, Alice Downs  Resumption,
about seventy-five chains west from the north-east
corner  of the said farm, and to put a Gate in this
fence, the Gate to be sixteen feet wide and of the
usual description of hardwood and iron.
185
V. DESGRAND,
Lessee of the said Grazing Farm.
5s.
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
Mn.  JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition  against
William Saloway, of Brisbane, draper, by the
said  William Saloway.
UPON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Saloway
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Saloway, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Thirty-first day of January, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Saloway shall, on
the Thirtieth day of January, 1889, at Bri,,ban,,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate  a full, tru,.. i a, (l
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his dch's
and liabilities of every kind, and of the name., ,a d
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability  to meet  his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Albert Pittman, of Cairns, in the Colony of
Queensland, boarding-house and store keeper,
by himself.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Albert Pittman
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be OMcial Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Albert Pittman, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Seventh day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Albert Pittman shall, on
the Sixth day of February, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Wittkopp, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, plumber, by the said
Charles Wittkopp.
(j PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
1I..JJ it is ordered that the said Charles Wittkopp
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Truste,
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Charles Wittkopp, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Seventh day of February, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Charles Wittkopp
shall, on the Fifth day of February, 1889,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his  creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given  under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
third daffy of January, 1889.
By the Court,
W. J. McGRATH,
Maryborough.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HILLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Pl,ili,p  irthur Levy, of Brisbane ,  in theColony
of Queensland ,  tailor ,  by himself.
GT I'O N  the hearing of this Petition this day,it is ord red that e said Philip Arthur
Levy be  and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of hi- Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Philip Arthur Levy ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the  Thirty-fi rst day of January,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further  ordered  that the said Philip Arthur
Levy shall, on the Twenty -ninth day of January,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
third l<<y of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forme pauperis.
Mx. JUSTICE HABDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Richard Morris Howell, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, draper's assistant, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
V ordered that the said Richard Morris Howell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Richard Morris Howell, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Sixth day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Richard Morris Howell
shall, on the Fourth day of February, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of January, 1889.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George  street, Brisbane.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
'
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of William Henry
Burne, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queens-
land, painter and glazier, carrying on business
as "Burne Brothers," for an Order of Adjudi-
cation of Insolvency against himself.
TJ PON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said William Henry
Burne, be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Henry Burne, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Seventh day
of February, 1889, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
William Henry Burne shall, on the Fifth day of
February, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in his Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND POWERS,
Deputy Registrar.
Brisbane, Maryborough, and
Bundaberg,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Henry Bartels, of Townsville, in
the Colony of Queensland, hotelkeeper, an
Insolvent.ROBERT ABRAHAM, of Townsville, in theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
solicitors for the Trustee,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
200 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement of the Affairs of Alfred Crocker,
of Maryborough, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler.
TILLIAM HENRY PURSER, of Mary-
1'1' borough, accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-first day of January, A.D
1889.
W. J. McGRAT1I,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Debtor,
Maryborough.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
167 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Louis Fischer ,  of Bris-
bane ,  tinsmith and ironworker, insolvent.GEORGE CANNON, of Brisbane ,  accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  twenty-fifth day of January, 1889.
197
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Johnston, of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
S
YDNEY RICHARD NEWMAN TAUDE-
VIN, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, storeekeper, has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their prool s of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
143 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Jinny Wil liams ,  of Brisbane,
dressmaker ,  insolvent.G EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane,  accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
146
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Franz Carl Eduard Schweitzer,
of Beenleigh ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
baker.
A SECOND  General Meeting of the Creditors
of the abovenamed person is hereby sum-
moned to be held at the  Offices  of the undersigned,
at 20, Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on MONDAY, the
Fourth day of February, 1889, at Half-past
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely. A
majority in number and value of the Creditors
then assembled may confirm the Resolution come
to at the first general meeting ,  or a majority in
number representing three -fourths in value of such
Creditors  may by  rezolution declare that the affairs
of the  abov cnanmed  person may be liquidated by
arrangement and not in Insolvency.
Dated the twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
190
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Brisbane and Beenleigh.
7s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liq uida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Charles
Hastings Barton, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, schoolmaster.
R OBERT JONES, ofMaryborough, in theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
AR persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
141
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement  or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by Frank Ward, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland,  advertising
agent.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of  the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned  to be held at the Office
of Jas. M. Stafford,  in Bazaar  street, Maryborough,
on the  Fourth day of February next, at Eleven
o'clock  in the forenoon  precisely.
Dated  this  twenty-first day of January, 1889.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Attorney for the said Frank Ward.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
147 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter  of William Kelman,  of Rockhamp-
ton, in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier, an
1 nsolvent.
ON the Twenty-seventh day of February, 1889,
at Half -past Ten o 'clock in the forenoon,
William  Kelman, of Rockhampton aforesaid,
adjudicated insolvent on the sixteenth day of
November ,  1887 ,  will apply to the Court, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of January, 1889.
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
By DALY AND  HELLICAE,
Brisbane.
201
Rockhampton.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation or
Composition with Creditors, instituted by
George Lamb and Edwin Willis,  trading as
" Lamb and Willis," of Arthur street, Spring
Hill, Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
cordial manufacturers.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting  of the Creditors of the abovenamed
persons has  been summoned to be held at my Office,
Central Chambers, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the Fifth day of February instant,
at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this nineteenth day of January, 1889.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for the  said  George Lamb and
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by James Smith, of Boundary street,
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
plumber.
Al  OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
1 1  Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Mr. W. H. Osborne, solicitor, George street,
Brisbane, on MONDAY, the Fourth day of
February, 1889, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889-
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for the said James Smith,
156
George street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Malcolm David McClelland, of
Ipswich, grocer and tailor.NOTICE  is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at  Messrs.
Foxton and Cardew 's Offices, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on the Eleventh day of February next. at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Malcolm David McClelland.
166 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Willis, of Veresdale, butcher
and publican, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-first day of November,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-eighth day of January instant will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane ,  22nd January, 1889.
174 4s.
N the  Thirteenth day of February ,  1889, at
0  Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  James Henley
Fitzgibbon, of Brisbane ,  chemist, adjudicated insol-
vent on the twenty -ninth day of March, 1888, will
apply to the Supreme Court ,  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
179
W. G. LONG,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
George street ,  Brisbane.
3s. 6d.
In the Insolvent Estate of William Tablot, of
Brisbane.A SECOND and Final Dividend, of 114d. in the
£ (making  in all 2s 11d. in the £), is pay-
able in the above Estate, on all claims proved and
admitted, This Day (FRIDAY), the 25th January,
1889, at my Office, Eagle  street.
Edwin Willis,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
155 5s. 6d. 178
GEORGE C:1NINON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
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In the Insolvent Estate of John Ilaassen, of
Kangaroo Point.
A FIRST  and Final Dividend, of 2s. 1$d. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate, on all
claims proved and admitted ,  This Day  (TIJE-
DAY), the  22nd January ,  1889, at my Office,
Eagle street.
145
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ulrich Mader, late of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland, selector, de-
ceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors of the abovenamed deceased
have this day been filed in my Office. All parties
having any claims against  the Estate, or otherwise
interested therein ,  are requested to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, William
street ,  Brisbane ,  on or before  TUESDAY, the
Twelfth day of March next, and inspect the said
Accounts, and, if they shall think fit, object thereto ;
and if no objection be taken to the said Accounts,
the same  v1 ill be duly enquired into, at my said
Office, on the day abovenamed, at the hour of Ten
in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-second day of January, 1889.
J. V. S. BAENETT,
Proctor for Executors,
Cooktown.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
158 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Martin Gibson, late of
Fig-tree Pocket, near Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate, from the
twelfth day of May, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty- seven , to the nineteenth day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having any claims against the said Estate, or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  on or before  MONDAY, the Fourth day
of March next, to inspect the said Accounts, and, if
they think fit, object thereto , and if  no exception be
taken to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the  forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, A•T-
1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
WILSON ,  WILSON, AND BROWN,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
180 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Edward  Raven Priest, late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  chemist,
deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Edward Raven Priest, deceased,
may be granted to Georgina Frances Priest, of
Brisbane aforesaid ,  widow, one of the Executrices
named in the said Will, Frank Sydney Priest, the
-Executor therein named, being since deceased,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
intestate ,  and Ella Constance Priest, the  other
Executrix therein named ,  having renounced Probate
thereof.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-sixth day of
January, A.D. 1889.
THYNNB AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
183
Edward sti eet, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Julia Bolton, late of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given that the First and Final
Accounts of the Executor in the above Estate
have this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having any claims against the said Estate, or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in, before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the Twenty-
eighth day of February next, to inspect the said
Accounts, and, if they think fit, object thereto ; and
if no exception be taken to the said Accounts the
same  will be duly enquired into, at my said Office,
on the above day, at the hour of Half-past Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, A.D.
1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
181 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Joseph  Santlus, late of Delaney's
Creek, parish of Durundur ,  in the Colony of
of Queensland ,  selector ,  deceased.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the First and
Final Accounts of the Administratrix in the
above Estate have this day been  filed in my Office,
and all parties having any claims against the said
Estate, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
MONDAY,  the Fourth day of March next, to
inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they think fit,
object thereto  ;  and if no exception be taken to the
said Accounts ,  the same will be duly enquired into,
at my said Office,  on the above day, at the hour of
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated  this twenty- fifth day of January,  A.D. 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON,  WILSON, AND BROWN,
Proctors for the Administratriv,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
184 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Heinrich Wilhelm Gustav Scholz,
Toowong, near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  stone-carver ,  deceased.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expira-tion` tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Heinrich  Wilhelm  Gustav Scholz,
deceased ,  may be granted to Hulda Emelie Scholz,
of Toowong ,  near Brisbane aforesaid ,  widow of
the said deceased ,  and sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this  twenty-fourth  day of January, 1889.
WILLIAM GEORGE LONG,
177
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Temple Buildings,
George street,  Brisbane.
6s.
203
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Thomas Taylor, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, draper,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
l this Estate to the sixteenth day of August,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having any  claims on the  said Estate, or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
before me, at my Office, Supreme Court House,
William  street ,  Brisbane , on or before THURS-
DAY, the Twenty-eighth day of February next,
and inspect  the said Accounts,  and, if  they shall
think fit, object thereto ;  and if no  exception be
taken to such Accounts, the same  will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, A.D.
1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHE BSON,  MISHIN ,  AND FEEZ,
Proctors for the Executors.
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
187 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Estate of Alexander Cunning-
ham, late of  Burketown, in the Colony of
Queensland,  carrier , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the twenty-fourth day
of June, 1887, to the twentieth day of August,
1888, have this day been filed in my Office,  and all
parties  having any claim on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein, are required to
come  before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, William street, Brisbane, on or before the
Fifth day of March next, and inspect the said
Accounts, and, if they think fit, object thereto ;
and if no objection shall be taken to such Accounts,
the same  will be duly inquired into, at my said
Office, on the above day, at the hour of Ten in the
forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEu,
Deputy  Registrar.
Proctors for the Executors,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
195 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Malcolm Jamieson Elles, late of
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made  to this Honourable Court
that Letters of Administration of all and singular
the goods, chattels, credit, and effects of the above-
named deceased  may be granted to Willoughby
Inverarity, of Elalong, near Mackay aforesaid,
sugar -planter, the duly-constituted Attorney of
James Currie Elles, of 313, George street, Sydney,
in the Colony of New South Wales, merchant, the
brother and one of the next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of January, A.D.
1889.
FRANK H. SMITH,
Sydney street, Mackay,
Proctor for the Applicant.
By DALY  AND HELLICAS,
Brisbane.
169 7s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  James Bartholomew ,  late of Goodna,
in the Colony of Queersland ,  butcher, de-
ceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed do ceased may be granted to
John Simpson ,  of Coochin Creek ,  Gympie road,
the Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fourth day of
January, A.D. 1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
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Proctors for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Franklin Grenier, late of Oxley,
near Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Franklin Grenier ,  deceased, may be
granted to Ellen Henrietta Grenier, of Cooper's
Plains ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this fifteenth day of January, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
159 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Black, late of Moncton Hill,
Raglan ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the  abovenamed  David  Black ,  deceased, may be
granted to James Murphy, of Mount Larcombe,
near  Gladstone, in the Colony of Queensland, and
James Jeffries, of Rockhampton, in the said
colony, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-first day of November, A.D.
1888.
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Quay  street, Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Executors.
By his Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Proctors ,  Brisbane.
168 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Stephen Egan, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland ,  store-
keeper, deceased.
i OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira.
tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Stephen Egan, deceased,
may be granted to Francis William Beattie, of
Charters Towers aforesaid ,  bank manager, and
Patrick Hehir ,  of Victoria Downs Station, near
Charters Towers aforesaid ,  grazier ,  the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Proctors for the Executors,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HEGLICAE,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
136 6s, 3d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Esther Atherton ,  late of Mount
Headlow ,  near Rockhampton , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  widow, deceased.
\ OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application wi ll  be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Esther  Atherton,  deceased, may
be granted to James Atherton ,  of North` Rock-
hampton ,  near Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  and Edmund Atherton, of
Plane Creek ,  near Mackay ,  in the said Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  two of the Executors named
in the said Will, reserving leave for The Honour-
able  William  Pattison ,  formerly of Rockhampton,
but now of Brisbane ,  in the said colony ,  Esquire,
the remaining Executor named in the  said Will, to
come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
BEES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
Proctors for the Applicants,
By their Agents -
Quay street, Rockhampton.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
182 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William McBean, late of Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland, accountant,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
`£ tion of fourteen days from the Vublieation
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed William McBean, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Andrew
James Fullerton, of Croydon, sharebroker, the duly-
constituted Attorney of William McBean, of Mel-
bourne, gentleman, the father of the said Intestate.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A.D.
1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
175
Proctors for Petitioner,
Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Westwater
Laing, late of the Herbert River, in the
Colony of Queensland, selector, deceased,
intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Robert
Westa ater Laing, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Alice Laing, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for Petitioner,
Brisbane.
176 5 s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of William Neale, late
of Allora, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed W illiam Neale, deceased, may
be granted to Francis Schucke, of Allora aforesaid,
farmer , and William John Rooney,  of the same
place, farmer , the Executors  named  in and appointed
by the said Will.
Dated at W arwick the twenty-fourth day of
January, 1889.
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J. R. CITRNOW,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Warwick.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Charles, late of Gracemere,
in the Colony of Queensland, gardener, de-
ceased.
? OTICE is hereby given, that, after-the expi-
1 ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Joseph Charles, deceased,
may be granted to William Henry Charles, of
Gracemere aforesaid, groom, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said William henry Charles,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Proctor , Brisbane.149 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Abraham,  late of Mackay,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  chemist, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate  of the Will
of the abovenamed William Abraham ,  deceased,
may be granted to  William Marsh,  of Mackay
aforesaid ,  merchant ,  the sole  Executor  named in
the said Will.
Dated  this  twenty-first day of January, A.D.
1889.
FRANK H. SMITH,
Sydney street, Mackay,
Proctor for the Executor.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
170 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Daniel Moss, late of Mossgrove,
near Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Daniel Moss, deceased, may be
granted to Francis Grayson, of Warwick aforesaid,
storekeeper, and Ann Spreadborough, wife of
Francis Spreadborough, of Warwick aforesaid,
farmer, the Executor and Executrix in said Will
named.
Dated this twenty-second day of January, A D.
1889.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for the said Francis Grayson and
Ann Spreadborough,
Fitzroy street, Warwick.
172 5s. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Edward James Button, late of
Mellum Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
butcher, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
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said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Edward James Button, deceased,
may be granted to John Simpson, of Coochin Creek,
in the said colony, timber-getter, and John James
McCorkell, of M elium Creek aforesaid. storekeeper,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A.P.
1889.
162
A. G. UNMIACK,
Proctor for the Executors,
150, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Michael Galvin ,  late of Torrens
Creek,  in the Colony of Queensland. inn-
keeper ,  deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Michael Galvin ,  deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Kate Galvin, of
Torrens Creek, in the said colony ,  widow of the
said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers this eighteenth day
of January ,  A.D. 1889.
GEO. HERBERT  NAUNTON,
Charters Towers,
Proctor for the said Kate Galvin.
By CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Brisbane.
199 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In  the Lands and Goods of Francis Walford Mawe,
late of Charters Towers , in the Colony of
Queensland ,  surveyor ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration of
all the lands, goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Francis Walford Mawe, de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Cecelia Maria Bolton Mawe ,  of Charters Towers,
in the said colony ,  widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers this seventeenth day
of January, 1889.
GEO. H. NAUNTON,
Charters Towers,
Proctor for the said Cecelia Maria Bolton Mawe.
Agents-
CHAMBE $ S, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Brisbane.
157 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Cornelius Ryan, late of
Swan Creek, near Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland , farmer, deceased, intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra.
tion of all and  singular  the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the said Cornelius Ryan,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Kate Ryan, of Warwick, in the Colony of Queens-
land, widow, the lawful widow of the said Cornelius
Ryan, deceased.
Dated at Warwick the twenty-second day of
January, 1889.
J. R. CURNOW,
Proctor for the said Administratrix,
Warwick.
192 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Mahaffey, late of Grant-
ham, near Gatton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the aborenamed William Mahaffey,
deceased, may be granted to James Foote, of
Ipswich, in the said colony, merchant, and Thomas
Brew Lyons, of Ipswich aforesaid, watchmaker,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-third day of
January, A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
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Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTIONY.
In the  Goods of Carl Fer uson, late of Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  miner, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub li cation
hereof ,  appli cation will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the goods ,  chattels ,  credits, and effects
of the  abovenamed deceased, who died intestate,
may be ranted to Hannah Ferguson ,  of Croydon,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  the widow of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-fifth day of
January ,  A.D. 1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Proctor for Petitioner,
By his Agents-
ROBERTS AND  ROBERTS,
194
Queen street,  Brisbane.
Croydon.
6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jacob Banff, late of  Tarampa, near
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,  selector,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after  the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Jacob Banff, deceased may be
granted to Julianna Banff, of Tarampa  aforesaid,
widow, the Executrix  named in  the said Will, John
Watson, of Clarendon, near Ipswich  aforesaid,
farmer, the Executor  named in  the said Will,
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-third day of
January, A.D. 1889.
188
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " Tike Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Worcester and
Victory United Gold-Mining Company, Limi-
ted.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of themembers of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the Brisbane Stock Exchange,
on the twenty-third day of January, 1889, the
following Extraordinary Resolution was duly
passed :-
" That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities,  continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same, and accordingly that the
Company be wound-up voluntarily."
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At the same meeting T. F. Groom, Esquire, of
Brisbane ,  commission agent, was appointed Liqui-
dator ,  for the purpose of such winding -up, at a
remuneration of five pounds per cent .,  exclusive of
all costs, on all assets realised.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
JOHN PUTTS,
Chairman.
T. F. GROOM,
164
Secretary.
7s. 6d.
In the Matter of The Yeppoon Sugar Company,
Limited ,  in Liquidation.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
N  the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the First day of February ,  1889, to send
in their names and addresses. and the particulars
of their debts or claims ,  and the names and
addresses of their solicitors , if any, to John
Alexander Gavin ,  the Liquidator of the said Com-
pany  ;  and, if so required by notice in writing from
the said Liquidator ,  or by his solicitor ,  to come in
and prove their said debts or claims at such time
or place as shall be specified in such notice, or, in
default thereof ,  they will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution made before such debts
are proved.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
JOHN A. GAVIN,
DAWBARN AND GAVIN,
Exchange  Chambers,
East street ,  Rockhampton.
139
Liquidator.
7s.
In the Matter of  "  The Companies  Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter  of The  Worcester and
Victory United  Gold-Mining Company, Limi-
ted.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before  FRIDAY,  the First day of March, 1889,
to send their names and addresses ,  and the par-
ticulars of their debts or claims, and the names
and addresses of their solicitors ,  if any, to the
undersigned ,  Thomas Francis Groom ,  of the Bris-
bane Stock Exchange ,  Brisbane, the Liquidator of
the Company  ;  and, if so required ,  by notice in
writing from me, as  Liquidator,  are, by their
solicitors ,  to come in and prove their said debts or
claims at such time and place as shall be specified
in such notice ,  or in default thereof will be excluded
from the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.
Brisbane ,  the twenty -fourth day of January, 1889.
165
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The May Queen
Gold-Mining and Quartz -Crushing Company,
Limited.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Thirty -first day of January ,  1889, to
send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, and the names and
addresses of their solicitors, if any ,  to the under-
signed ,  Robert Jones, of Maryborough, the
Liquidator of the said Company, and, if so required
by notice in writing from the said Liquidator, are,
by their solicitors ,  or personally ,  to come in and
prove their said debts or claims at such time and
place as shall be specified in such notice, or, in
default thereof ,  they will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution made before such debts
are proved.
Dated this eighteenth day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
138
ROBERT JONES,
Liquidator.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and of The  May Queen  Gold-Mining and
Quartz-Crushing Company ,  Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of theabovenamed  Company, duly  convened and
held at the Registered  Office  of the Company,
Bazaar street , ivlaryborough,  on the fourteenth
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty -nine, the following Extraordinary Resolu-
tion was duly  passed:-
It has been  proved to  the satisfaction of this
meeting that the Company cannot, by
reason of its liabilities ,  continue its busi-
ness, and that it is advisable to wind-up
the same, and accordingly that the Com-
pany be  wound-up voluntarily, and to
appoint a  Liquidator  or Liquidators."
And at such  above-mentioned meeting, Robert
Jones, of Maryborough ,  accountant ,  was appointed
Liquidator for the purpose of winding-up.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
W.SOUTHERDEN,
Chairman.
Witness-
P. E. E. NOLAN .
148 7s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Mark Marks, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  "The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"notice
is hereby given that all persons having any
claims or demands upon or against the Estate of
Mark Marks, late of East Melbourne, in the Colony
of Victoria, gentleman, deceased (who died on the
fifteenth day of May, 1888, and Letters of Ad-
ministration , with the Will annexed, of whose Will
was, on the fifteenth day of January, 1889, granted,
by the Supreme Court of Queensland, to Daniel
Fole Pring Roberts, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of yQueensland, solicitor, the duly-constituted
Attorney  of Bernard Marks, Henry Mark Marks,
and Hannah Marks, two of the Executors and the
Executrix named in and appointed by the said
Will of the said Mark Marks, deceased, leave
being reserved to Lionel Marks ,  of Melbourne,
but at present of London, England, to come in and
take out Probate of the said Will), are hereby
required to s nd in particulars of their debts or
claims to the said Daniel Foley Pring Roberts, the
said Attorney for the Executors and Executrix
aforesaid, at the Office of the undersigned, on or
before the Twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
And notice is hereby also given, that after that day
the said Daniel Foley Pring Roberts will proceed
to distribute the Estate of the said deceased
amongst the parties entitled thereto ,  having regard
only to the claims of which he shall then have had
notice, and that he will not be liable ,  for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose claim or debt he shall not then have had
notice.
Dated the twenty-fifth day of January, 1889.
DANIEL F. ROBERTS,
Solicitor for the said Daniel F .  Pring Roberts,
196
Queen street, Brisbane.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.
In the Will of Charles Mason ,  late of Bluff Downs
Station ,  Dalrymple, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  storekeeper ,  deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Art  of  1867 ," notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Charles Mason ,  late of  Bluff Downs
Station, Dalrymple ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper ,  deceased ,  who died at Brisbane, in the
said colony, on or about the sixteenth day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight, whose  Will "as  duly proved by Charles
Sydney Norris, of Townsville , in the said colony,
solicitor, one of the Executors named in the said
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Will (leave  being reserved for Mary Ann Mason,
the remaining Executrix therein named ,  to come in
and prove at any time hereafter ),  in the Supreme
Court of Queensland ,  on the first day of May, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty -eight, are
hereby required to send in ,  in writing, particulars
of their claims or demands to the undersigned,
Edwin  Norris,  of Flinders street ,  Townsville
aforesaid ,  the solicitor of the said Executor, on or
before THURSDAY,  the Twenty -eighth day of
February next .  And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
said Executor  will proceel  to distribute the assets
of the said Charles Mason, deceased ,  amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of which the said Executor has then had
notice, and that the said Executor will not be liable,
for the assets or any part thereof so distributed,
to any person of whose claim the said Executor
has not had notice at the  time  of such distribution.
Dated the fifteenth day of January, 1889.
EDWIN ORRIS,
Flinders street, Townsville,
Solicitor for the said Executor.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
160 10s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Raymond Clacey Beeston, late of
Llanrheidol, Winton ; George Gibbons, late of
Table-top, Croydon ; Patrick McCluskey, late
of Mackay ;  Samuel  Price, late of Cork Station,
Winton; James Robertson, late of The Bloom-
field, Cooktown; and Mary Hannah Walker,
late of Brisbane.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Art of  1877,"
all persons  having any Claims against the
Estates  of any of the abovenamed deceased  persons
are to come  in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on or before the
Twenty-sixth day of March next,  or in  default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 26th  January, 1889.
161
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s.
BALMORAL DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO BORROW.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  it is the intention
of the above Board to apply to e Honour.
able The Colonial Treasurer for a Loan of Eight
Hundred Pounds (£800) from the Consolidated
Revenue of Queensland, under the provisions of
The Divisional Boards I ct "  and  "The Local
Works Loan Act of  1880," for the purpose of
Constructing a Wharf on the Brisbane River at
the end of Brisbane street, Bulimba.
Plan, Sppecification, and Estimate of the Cost of
the Wharf proposed to be constructed  can be seen
at the Board's Office.
By Order,
JOHN S. PURDIE,
Divisional Clerk.
Board's Office,New Cleveland Road, 21st January, 1889.
135 6s.
BOROUGH OF NOT{ MANTON.
OTICE is herby riven, that  it is  the intention
of the Council to apply to the Government
for a  Loan of Five Thousand Pounds (£5,000),
for the purpose of Draining Landsborough street
between Dutton and Woodward  streets, Lands-
borough street between Woodward and Brodie
streets,  Brown street between Thompson and
Green  streets , Landsborough, Barwick,
Thompson,
and Brown streets, and around sections 7 and 30 ;
Constructing Culvert and Embankments in Caro-
line street.
Plans, Specifications ,  and Estimates of such
proposed  Works  are now open for inspection at
the Office  of the  Council,  Landsborough street,
Normanton.
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By Order,
JOHN J. LEECH,
Town Clerk.
6s. 6d.
NEW HOPE GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.
GENERAL Meeting of Shareholders of theA above C mpany will be held in the Com-
pany's  Office,  Mosman street, Charters Towers, on
THURSDAY,  7th March,  1889, at 3 o'clock p.m.
Business.
To receive the Liquidators '  Report and Statement
of Accounts ,  showing the manner in which the
winding-up of the Company has been conducted.
C. F. PLANT, Liquidators.JOHN O'FLYNN,
Charters Towers , 18th  January, 1889.
153 4s. 6d.
I HEREBY give notice of my intention  to apply,
at the next Sittings of the Pioneer Divisional
Board ,  for permission to Erect Two Licensed
Gates ,  one on the road on the south -east corner of
494, and  the other  on the same road on the west
corner of 491 ,  parish of Chelona.
PATRICK DOOLAN.
140 3s.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphei etofore subsisting between us ,  the under-
signed, John Mackay Headrick and Andrew
Newton ,  carrying on business as merchants, &c.,
at Quay street, lockhampton, under the style or
firm of " J. M. Headrick and Co.," has this day
been Dissolved by effluxion of time.
All debts  due to or owing by the said late firm
will be received and paid by the said John Mackay
Headrick  who will continue the business, under
the present style ,  on his own account.
As Witness our Hands this thirty-first day of
December, 1888.
J. MACKAY HEADRICK.
A. NEWTON.
Witness-
C. S. JONES,
Rockhampton.
137 5s.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing office,
William street ,  Brisbane  -  in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions  to  N em-  Guinea, iti a
series of Letters by Henry M . Chester,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary  of Queensland . Price,
6d. Postage ,  Id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Pri'ttor.
SUPPOSEI) POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA N 1).
4 PA hIPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
1 by die Colonial  Botanist  and Chief  Inspector
of Stork. now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office,  Brisbane , or through
Booksellers .  Price,  4s. in  cloth ; postage  8d. within,
and 1s.  4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found  a brief and
popular description ,  with Illustrations ,  of these
Plant s ; together H ith references  to the Works in
which they  are scientifically  described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects  upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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ON SALE
AT  THE
C1OVERN9[ENT PRINTING OFFICE'T William  street , Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers ,  in packets of 500 each - price,  6s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s.  Fe!  100 ; postage
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied ,  5s. per  100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per  100;  postage ,  is.  extra.
W arrant Forms ,  6s. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d. ; postage, Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d. ruled ; postage,
1s.10d. extra.
Rate Notice Books - 3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION  -  DEMY QUARTO.
£ s. d.
Full bound  ... ...
...
... ...  5 6 0
Half bound  ... ...
...
... ...  4 10 0
Cloth bound  ... ... ... ... ...  3 15 0
Postage ,  15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881 ,  5s.; posted, 6s.
„  1882,  5s. ; posted, 6s.
1885, 7s. 6d.; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886,  20s.; posted, 22s.
1887,  8s. 6d.; posted, Is.
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
Schedule 3
With
Price .  Postage
s. d. s. d.
... .. 5 0 7 2
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners
of Registered Brands  ... ...  2 6 5 0
ACTS.
Bills of Exchange Act (1884 ) ... ...  1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Building Societies Act (1886 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Carriers Act (1874 ) . ...  0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering Act (1877 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887  ...  1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1881 1 0 1 2
Crown  Lands Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Act of 1884  (Digest ) ...  0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Duties Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Sheep Acts  (complete ) ...  2 0 2 2
District Courts Act (1867, 1872, 1878)
complete 2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885 ) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887 ) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) 0 6 0 7
Fencing Act  (1861 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act Amendment Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874)... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Homestead Leases Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Mining Companies Act (1886 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Health Act (1884 ) ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
health Act Amendment Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886...
Impounding Acts  (1863-65-67, and
With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
0 6 0 7
1879 ),  ccmplete  ... ... ...  2 6 2 7
Inclosed Lands Act (1878 )  .  ...  0 6 0 7
Injuries to Property Act, 1865, Amend-
ment Act 0 6 0 7
Insolvency Act of 1874  ... ... ...  1 6 1 8
Intestacy Act (1877 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Judicature Act  (1876 ) .. ...  1 6 1 10
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbound,  4e. 6d.; bound Ss.
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Liquor Act of 1886  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities  (Joint Action) Act of
1886  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7Local Government Act (1878 )... .  1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886  ... .. ...  0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment A ot
(1887) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880  ...  0 6 0 7
Marsupials Destruction Act Continution
Act of 1888... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations  ...  0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  (Coal Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Mining Companies Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments Act (1876 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds P ro tection Act (1877 ) ..  0 6 0 7NativeBirds ActAmendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869 ) ... ..  1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 .. 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884  (Regulations )  ...  ...  0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment )  Act of 1886 . 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and BSche -de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche -de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 ., 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870).. 0 6 0 7
Pu blic Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878 ) ... .. ...  1 0 1 1
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
of 1878 Amendment Act of 1888  ...  0 6 0 7
Quarantine  Act of  1886  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Queensland Fisheries Act (1887 ) ..  0 6 0 7
Queensland Permanent Trustee, Exe•
cutor ,  and Finance Agency Com-
pany ,  Limited ,  Act... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Act  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Railways Act of 1888 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882  ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorities Land Act of
1882  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870 ) ... ...  0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876  ... ..  0 6 0 7
Settled Land  Act of  1886 ... 1 0 1 2
Succession Duties Act of 1886 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Trade Unions Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ... 2 0 2 3
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalitic s Act of 1831
Amendment Act of 1884  ... ...  0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Valuation Act (1887 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Valuation Act Amendment Act (1888 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870 ) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
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IN PAMPHLET FORM.
With
Price .  Postage.
*.  d. s. d.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ... 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly Societies  Act (1876) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Pamphlet ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874, with Rules ... 2 6 2 10
Justices  Aof and Offenders Probation
Act .. ... ... ... ... 2 6
Land Act of 1884 and Regulations ... 0 6
Masters and Servants  Act  ...  ... 1 0
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6
Stamp Duties  Act ... ... 1 0
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener's Guide .. ... ... 3 0
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... 5 0
The All- range  Queensland Register 1 6
Journals of Australian Explorations... 5 0
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation
Act ... . ... 3 6
Plants ReputedPoisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0
3 0
0 10
1 2
0 7
0 8
1 2
3 4
1 4
5 10
1 9
5 9
4 0
4 8
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis of Queensland  Flora ... ...  21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ...  42 0 43 6
Customs Tariff ,,,
CUSTOMS
... 0 3 0 4
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription 3 0
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Quarterly Subscription ... ...
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal.
10 0
All other  Notices, 3s .  for the first eight lines and
3d. for  every  additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter  charged 50  per  cent. extra on I st
insertion  only,  and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance  suffi-
cient to cover the cost .  If by cheque ,  exchange must
be added,  but private cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any add re ss by ship or rail, if so
requested - the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ... ... ...
Bundaberg... ... ...
Ipswiebb ... ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Toowo oinba .. ...
M. S. TOLANO.
G. J. YOUNG.
W. TATHAM.
J. P. Kzap.
W. DAWSON.
MUNRO AND CowIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government  Gazette  for  general information,
and advantage of this opportunity  has been taken
to collect, in a convenient  form , the Statutes of the
Colony  relating  to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to theRules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as  practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms,  Summaries  of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice vera4  by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with  reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed  in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the  sections are set
out in full, the latter that the  sections  are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no  page is given
the English  section is  not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by  reference  to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform  in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp ., interleaved , full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.;  postage , in the colony 1s. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s.  6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
! N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in Pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields dct
of 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whale of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, is. Postage, 2d.
additional. J.  C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock,  Barrister -at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound,  5s. 6d . ;  paper covers , 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony 1s. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
T OW published at the Government Printing
ll Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. ByFredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 1s.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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JUST PUBLISHED.
it E  Justices  Act of  1886," and  "The Off enders
Probation  Act of  1886, "  with an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s .  6d. Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT P$IriTxlt acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1889. £ s. d.
Jan. 19.-W. Broatch ... ... ... ... 0 1 6
19.-T. Macnamara ... ... 0 7 6
21.-Marsland and Marsland ... ... 0 6 3
„ 21.-R. R. Jones and Brown ... ... 0 5 0
21.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
21.-G. J. Young and Co. ... ... 2 19 421.-Rockhampton'; as Company ... 0 5 0
21.- A. Taylor 0 2 6
21.-J. A. Gavin. ... ... ... 0 7 0
21.-Hodges and Chataway ... ... 0 4 0
21.-J. E. Peterson ... ... 0 7 0
„ 21.-Wallambilla Divisional Board ... 2 0 0
22.-Waggamba Divisional Board ... 1 4 0
23.-J. H. Robertson ... ... ... 2 13 0
23.-Normanton Municipal Council ... 0 7 6
23.-C. Thomas ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 23.-McKellar and Barton ... ... 0 10 0
„ 23.-Indooroopilly Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
23.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
24.-E. Bedford ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
24.-J. T. W.  I  rown ... ... ... 0 1 2
24.-J. O'Flynn ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
24.-D. Ryan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 24.-Wangaratta Divisional Board ... 2 0 0
24.-Bowen Municipal Council ... 2 0 0
24.-F. and A. Neame ... ... ... 0 0 8
„ 24.-Maryborough Fire Brigade Board 1 9 0
24.-H. Boyle ... ... .. ... 0 5 0
24.-R. Tomalin ... ... ... 0 0 4
25.-J. it. Curnow ... ... ... 0 11 0
25.-If. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 25.-Central News Agency Company ... 0 1 0
jntgannbinga.
S+' Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertise-
nmeats of Impounded  Stock will he charged for at the
r efte of  ONE  S RILLIN G  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will he inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Ipswich ,  from enclosed land.
Queensholme .  Driving ,  2d. ; trespass, 91.
One chestnut horse, near hind foot white, blaze down
face, like OZ or  0 Z near shoulder.
Also, from enclosed lands, Dinmore . Driving,  8d. per
head ; trespass ,  2s. 6d.
One dark -brown or black pony, like illegible registered
brand near shoulder ,  small star.
One bay mare , hind  feet white, streak down face, like
UB3 (registered brand )  off shoulder ,  sore on back.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Leyburn ,  from enclosed lands, Ellan-
gowan , on the 15th  January,  1889, by  order of A.
B. Briggs, Esquire .  Damages  and driving,  3s. 8d.
One red heifer ,  star, like  011K (registered brand) off
rump.
If not  released  on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. THOMAS,  Poundkeeper.
150 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from enclosed lands,
Saltern Creek, on the 12th January, 1889, by order
of A. R. Brown, Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. 8d. per
head.
One chestnut gelding, TY9 (registered brand) near
shoulder , D-32 (resist ere  I brand) off shoulder,
blind  near  eye, spots on back, collar-marked, white
stripe on face.
One black gelding, like WN2 (registered brand) near
thigh, small star.
One flea-bitten grey mare, HS near shoulder, like 2 near
t' sigh.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, like W near shoulder and
near neck.
One bay gelding, S4K over 2P>< (registered brand)
near  shoulder,1 near cheek, star and snip, near hind
coronet white.
One dark-bay or brown filly, T1?-, (registered brand)
near shoulder,  star , near hind fetlock and off bind
coronet white.
One bay gelding, like N•15 (registered brand) near
shoulder, GU3 (registered brand) off shoulder,
short tail,  collar -marked, spots on back.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 18E9,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
141 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from  Goonamurra , on the 10th
January, 1889, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
Esquire. Driving  expenses, 1s.
One grey gelding, HE8 (registered brand) near
shoulder, like indistinct brand off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA,' Poundkeeper.
133 I.S.
IMPOUNDEI) at Eulo, from Goonamurra, on the 12th
January, 1889, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
If squire. Driving expenses, Is. per head.
One chestnut mare, like P over --i near shoulder, club
off shoulder, J 0 C)  (registered brand) near thigh ;
foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay gelding, draught, D cl near shoulder, like -i
of er F off shoulder.
One bay gelding, draught, D b near shoulder, like tq
over F off shoulder.
One grey mare, PH over H9E (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to def i ay expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
134 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Ei lo, from  Goonamurra , on the3rd
January, 1889, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
Esquire. D riving expenses, 8s.
Eight wethers, like NT (paint brand)  on back ,  two slits
in top left ear, square hack of right ear.
One ewe, punch-hole and  small piece out top  of rig' t
ear, front notch left ear, like NT (paint brand) on
back.
One wether, two slits top of left  ear, square  front of
right ear, like NT (paint brand) on back.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS NACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
132 4s. Gd.
IMPOUNDED at Yeulba, from enclosed lan s, on the21st January, 1889, by ord r of J. Holstead,1 (squire. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d.
One bay horse, AR 7 (registered brand)  near  shoulder,ROD1 (registered  brand) off shoulder,  star in fore-
head.
One chestnut  mare , BR over  3 near  shoulder , star in
forehead ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
DENIS RYAN, Poundkeeper.
154 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Esk ,  from enclosed lands, Rose Hill,
by order  of M. Ryan ,  Esquiro.
One red and white cow , GQT (registered brand) off
ribs  ;  spotted heifer calf at foot.
One i ed steer , bald face, M2N (registered brand).
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD ,  Poundkeeper.
191 2s.
Printed and Published by  JAMES  C. BEnt., Government Printer,
Wiliam street, Brisbane, 26th January, 1889.
SUPPLEMENT
TO TK
QUEENS LAN D
ortrumrnt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY,  26TH  JANUARY, 1889. [No. 21.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January,  1889,NOTIC E  is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from John
Stewart MacArthur ,  of 15.  Princes street ,  Pollok-
shields, Ren frewshire ,  North Britain ,  Robert
Wardrop Forrest  and William  Forrest, both of
319, Crown street ,  Glasgow, Lanarkshire, North
Britain, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Obtaining Gold and Silver  from  Ores and Other
Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Stewart MacArthur, Robert Wardro
Forrest , and William  Forrest, in accordance with
the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Wi ll iam Street ,  of Sandgate ,  Queensland, for an
invention for  " Circular Bent Wood  Floor."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Wil liam Street ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have  accepted-
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  from John
Brown Evans ,  of Mabus, Cape of Good Hope,
South Africa ,  for an invention for  "Improvements
in Apparatus for Regulating the Tension of
Fencing Wires and  for  Testing the Same."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette ,  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Brown Evans, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and th complete-
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Archibald John Lavender ,  of Newcastle -on-Tyne,
England ,  for an invention for  "Improvements in
Gravity Switch -back  Railways-"
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Archibald John Lavender ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY;
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-Vete Specification nnexed thereto, received from
rastus S. Bennett, of Denver, Colorado, United
States of America, for an invention for  "Separator
and Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Erastus S. Bennett, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an -application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Orazio Lugo, of New York, United States of
America, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Electric Motors and D  namo  Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Orazio Lugo, in accordance with the provi-
sions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE  is  hereby  given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Solomon de Beer, of 20 ,  Collins street West, Mel-
bourne,  Victoria , for an invention  for  " The
Berliner Transmitter."
Notice is hereby  further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
-this  advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Solomon de Beer ,  in accordance with  the pro-
visions of  "The Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin
N Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland,
merchants and importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Un-
manufactured, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
``',j1111111111 11
NON PLUS ULTRA
REGALIA CHICA
SO
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is  shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Peter Morrison
Cam bell, of Bowen Bridge Soap Works,
Brisbane, Q ueensland , soap manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 47, in respect of Common Soap and
all Other Articles included in this Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
CRMPBELLSNoI  .
Notice is hereby farther given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Sorbyand Sons, of Carver street, Sheffeld, Eng-
land, manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 5, in respect
of Steel, and Steel and Iron combined, in Bars,
Rods, Sheets, Wire, Forgings, and other forms,
Copper and Brass, and Iron in like forms ; in Class
12, in respect of Edged Tools of all kinds, Saws of
all kinds, Knives, Forks, Scissors, Shears, Files ;
and in Class 13 in respect of Anvils, Vices,
Hammers, Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Picks, Manure
and Hay Forks, and other Metal Goods not
included in other Classes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
KANGAROO.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, dec.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  Benjamin  Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, merchants and
importers , have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
FABRICA  bETABACOS
HABANA
a0.Y s . -•
tY i
L4>.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the''applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no legal  impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that F. T. Wimble and Company, of 189, Little Collins street, Melbourne,
,Victoria, printers' furnishers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 6, in respect of Printing Machines, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Benjamin Brothers ,  Limited, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  merchants andimporters ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45 ,  in respect of Tobacco ,  Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
NRYCLAY
HABANA
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer , William  street ,  Brisbane.
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Pastoral Occupation Branch,
SURVEYED RUNS
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS
IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh  clause of
I " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown lands hereunder
described, which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction
Rooms of G. T. Bell, Queen street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 5th March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  area  in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending  as stated  in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of any Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease, if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available  area , in the event of the Run not being appraised at a higher rental.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year' s rent,  will have to be paid at the time of sale, together with
the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the country;
failing in  which, or not thereafter  maintaining  the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cance ll ed.
M. HUME BLACK.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION Rooms of G. T. BELL, QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY, 5TH MARCH, 1889,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
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COOK DISTRICT.
1 Talgijah ... 211 Commencing on the right bank of the Mitchell River at a point about
eight chains south-easterly from a box-tree marked broad-arrow over
F over 25 in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line six miles one chain ; thence on the north-west by a line bearing
north 60 degrees east four miles thirteen chains fifty  li nks  ;  thence
on the east by a line bearing about north 170 degrees 30 minutes
east about four  miles  seventy-two chains to the McLeod River at the
junction of Campbell's Creek thence on the south, south-west, east,
and south-east by the right bank of that river downwards to its
junction with the Mitchell; and by the right bank of the last-named
river downwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... 1889. 1900.
NoTB.--The  runs Herat  and Telelkebar adjoin this run. 11 1 July  30 June 0 12 5 6
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BURKE DISTRICT.
2 Pyaram ... 56 Commencing on the west bank of the Flinders River opposite a point
half-a-mile below a tree (on the east bank) marked broad-arrow over
XXXIII, being also the south-east corner of Tempe Downs No. 4
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing west three
miles sixty chains ; on the west by a line bearing south fifteen miles ;
on the south by a line bearing east six miles forty chains to the
Flinders River opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over LII ; and on 1889. 1894.
the east by that river downwards to the point of commencement  ...  5 1 July 30 JuneNOTE.- The surveyed  runs  Wills, Miriam Downs, and Burke, adjoin
this run.
0 15
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
3 Mayne  50 Commencing on the south-east boundary of Urbana No. 2 Run at a
Downs point bearing north 312 degrees east and distant twenty chains from
a giddiab-tree marked broad-arrow over MD over U6 in triangle and
two miles south-west of the south corner of Urbana No. 1 Run, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a north-east line along parts
of the south-east boundaries of the aforementioned  runs  ten miles,
passing through a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over
1.2 in triangle to a paint bearing north 224 degrees east and distant
thirty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over MD
over U5 in triangle ; thence on the north-east by a south-east line
five miles to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over U5
over W over D over H in triangle ; thence on the south-east by a
south-west line ten miles to a post marked broad-arrow over U6 overMD; and thence on the south-west by a north-west linefive miles 1898.
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 1 July 30 June 0 10 12 10
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Walter, Urbana No. 6, Urbana No. 2, and
Urbana No. 1, and the forfeited surveyed run Urbana No. 5, adjoin
this run.
4 Wanganella 34 Commencing at the north-west corner of Barrivituari No. 2 Run at a
No. 2 post marked broad-arrow over N over 23, and bounded thence on
the east by a south line nine miles forty chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 41; thence on the south by a west line five
miles twenty chains to a post marked broad-arrow over N over
43 ; thence on the west by a north line  nine miles  forty chains to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over 24; and thence on the north
by an east line five miles twenty chains to the point of commence- 1899.
ment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Mooradonka, Cobra, Pinalaka, and Barri-
vituari, and the forfeited surveyed run Ingledown No. 5, adjoin this
run.
5 Elvo  No. 3 40 Commencing on the right bank of the Mayne River at a point four
chains west  and three chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow
over V over LI, and bounded thence on the east by a north line along
part of  the west boundary of the Elvo No. 2 Run and a prolonga-
gation thereof, in all four miles seventy chains ; thence on the north
by a west line ten miles; thence on the west by a south line eight
miles  forty  chains, passing at five miles  forty chains through a point
eighteen  chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over V over LIX
and crossing  the Mayne River; thence on the south by an east line
ten miles to  the south-west angle of the Elvo No. 2 Run ; and
thence again  on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of that run three miles fifty chains to and across the
Mayne  River to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 0 12
NoTE.-The surveyed  runs  Walter, Douglas, Blackrock No. 2, Elvo
No. 2, Elvo No. 4, and Gibson, adjoin this run.
6 Urbana 40 Commencin at the  east  corner of Urbana No. 1 Run, being a point
No. 5 ninety -six links  south-west from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow
over U over 1.5 in triangle, and bounded thence on the south-west
by a north-west line along part of the north-east boundary of that
run three  miles to the south corner of Brighton Downs No. 2 Run,
being a point  bearing north 242 degrees east and distant ninety-eight
links from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over B2 over U5 in
triangle  ; thence on the north-west by a north- east line  along part
of the south-east boundary of the last-mentioned  run five miles to a
giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over 1 over U5 in triangle ; thence
on the north-east by a south-east line eight  miles  to a point twenty
chains north- east from a  giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over 1
over U5 in triangle ; thence on the south-east by a south-west line
seven miles  to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over U5
over W over D over  H in triangle  ; thence again on the south-west
by a north- west line  along the north-east boundary of Mayne Downs
Run five miles to a point  bearing north  224 degrees  east and distant
thirty-four chains from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over MD
over U5  in triangle  ; and thence again on the north-west by a north-
east line along part of the south- east  boundary of Urbana No. 1 Run
two miles  to the point of commencement ... ... ... 10 1 July 30 June 0 10 12 10
NoTE .-The surveyed runs Urbana No. 1, Brighton Downs No. 2, Ice,
and Hyland, and the forfeited surveyed run Mayne Downs, adjoin
this run.
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT- continued.
7 Blackrock 60 'Commencing at the south-west corner of Melrose No. 1 Run at a
No. 1 giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over MI in triangle, and
bounded thence on the east by  a line  bearing north 358 degrees 47
minutes east along the west boundary of that run ten miles forty-
eight chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 1.2 in
triangle ; thence on the north by a west line eight miles to a mallee-
tree marked broad-arrow over S over C in triangle ; thence on the
west by a south line  thirteen miles eighteen  chains, passing through
a tree marked broad- arrow  over K  in triangle  to the north boundary
of Elvo No. 2 Run at a coolibah- tree  marked broad-arrow over E in
triangle ; thence on the south by an  east line  along part of that
boundary four miles fifty-three chains,  passing  through a tree marked
broad-arrow over D  in triangle  on Chance Creek and a tree marked
broad-arrow over  C in triangle  to the  west  boundary of Elvo No. 1
Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over E2 in
triangle  ; thence  again  on the east by a north line along part of that
boundary  two miles  fifty  chains to  a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over El in triangle ; and thence again on the south by
an east line along part of the north boundary of that run three 1889. 1899.
miles forty-six chains to the point of commencement ... 10 1 July 30 June 0 12 24 10
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Elvo No. 1, Melrose No. 1, Sheppard,
Caulfield, Blackrock No. 2, and Elvo No. 2, adjoin this run.
8 Ingledoon 84 Commencing at a post marked broad-arrow over N over 25 on the
No. 5 north boundary of Pinalaka Run, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line sixty-eight chains to a stake at the south-west corner
of Ingledoun No. 2 Run ; thence on the north by an east line along
the south boundary of the last-named run ten miles to a stake at its
south-east corner; thence on the east by a south line along part of
the west boundary of Wallamunda No. 2 Run, sixty-eight chains to
the north boundary of Barrivituari No. 2 Run at a point forty
chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 22
in triangle on its north side ; thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of the last-named run, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over N over 23 at its north-west
corner, along the north boundary of Wanganella No. 2 Run, passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over N over 24 at its north-west
corner and along part of the north boundary of Pinalaka Run, in all
ten miles, to the point of commencement ... ... ...
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Barrvituari No. 2, Wallamunda No. 2,
Ingledoun No. 2, Ingledoun No. 6, Pinalaka, and the forfeited
surveyed run Wanganella No. 2, adjoin this run.
9 Cania Downs 100 Commencing at the north-east corner of Glanmire No. 5 Run at a post
No. 1 marked broad-arrow over N over 57, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line along part of the east boundary of the last-
named run ten miles to a post marked broad-arrow over N over  53;
thence on the south by an east line ten miles to a mound ; thence
on the east by a north line ten miles, crossing Gurigeurica Creek
at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 54 in triangle on
its south side to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 55 ; and
thence on the north by a west line ten miles, crossing Gurigcurica
Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 56 in
triangle on its west side to the point of commencement ...
NOTE.-The surveyed run Glanmire No. 5, and the forfeited surveyed
runs Canis Downs No. 6, Canis Downs No. 9, Cania Downs No. 4,
and Cania Downs No. 2, adjoin this run.
10 Cania Downs 62  Commencing  on the south-west corner of Cania Downs No. 1 Run at a
No. 2 post  marked broad-arrow over N over 53, and bounded thence on the
west  by a south  line along  part of the east boundary of Glanmire
No. 5 Run,  crossing  Warra Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over  52 on its  north side, six miles twenty chains to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over 51; thence on the south by
an east line  ten miles twenty-five chains, passing through a coolibah-
tree on a small creek  marked broad-arrow over N over 50 in  triangle
on its south  side to  a point on the west boundary of Peleenah No. 2
Run, twenty-nine chains  east  of the last-mentioned tree ; thence on
the east by a north  line along  part of the last-named boundary three
miles sixty-eight ohains to a point twenty-five chains  east of a cooli-
bah-tree on Warra Creek marked broad-arrow over N over 49 in
triangle on its  north-west side ; thence on the north by a west line
twenty-five  ehains to  the said tree ;  thence again  on the east by a
north line two miles thirty-two chains to a mound at the south-east
corner  of Cania Downs No. 1 Run ; and thence again on the north
by a west line  along  the south boundary of the  last-named run ten
mil es to the point of commencement ... ...
NOTE.-The surveyed  runs  Glanmire No. 5 and Peleenah No. 2, and the
forfeited surveyed  runs  Cania Downs No. 8, Cania Downs No. 1, and
Cania Downs No. 4,  adjoin  thisirun.
1900.
11 1 July 30 June
1901.
12 1 July 30 June
12
0 10
0 10
1 July  30 June 0 10
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT - continued.
11 Canis Downs 75; Commencing on the east boundary of Canis Downs No .  2 Run at a
No. 4 coolibah -tree on Warm Creek marked broad -arrow over N over 49 in
triangle on its north-west side, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line along part of the east boundary of the last -named run to
a mound at the south -east corner of Canis Downs No. 1 Run, and
by a continuation of the same  li ne along the east boundary of the
last -named run, crossing GFurigcurica Creek at a coo li bah-tree
marked broad -arrow over N over 54 in triangle on its south side to a
post marked broad -arrow over N over 55 at its north -east corner,
and by a further continuation of the same line, in all sixteen miles
twenty- eight chains ,  to the south boundary of Ingledoun No. 6 Run
at a point about forty -eight chains east of a mound  ;  thence on the
north by an east  line along part of the last -named boundary,
crossing a small creek two chains south of a coolibah-tree marked
broad -arrow over N over 29 in triangle ,  four miles forty chains to
the west boundary of Pinalaka Run at a post marked broad-arrow
over N over 28  ;  thence on the east by a south  li ne along part of the
west boundary of the last-named run to a post marked broad-ar ro w
over N over 44 at the north -west corner of Cobra Run, and by a
continuation of the same line, in all sixteen miles twenty-eight
chains ,  along the west boundary of the last -named 'run to the north
boundary of Peleenah No. 2 Run at a point nineteen chains north
and eight  chains east of a  coolibah-ttee  on Warra Creek marked
broad -arrow over N over 48 in triangle on its north -east side ; and
thence on the south by a west line along part of the north boundary
of the last-named run, and by a continuation of the same line, in all  1889. 1901.
four miles forty -five chains ,  to the point of commencement  ...  12 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Peleenah No. 2, Cobra ,  and Pinkalaka, and
the forfeited surveyed runs Canis Downs No. 1, Canis Downs No. 2,
Cania Downs No. 9, and Ingledoun No. 6, adjoin this run.
12 Cania Downs 90 Commencing at the south -east corner of Cania Downs No. 5 Run at a
No. 6 post marked broad -arrow over N over 58, and bounded thence on the
west by a north  li ne along the east boundary of the last-named run,
passing through a post marked broad -arro w over N over 63 to its
north -east corner, and by a continuation of the same  li ne, in all fifteen
miles, to the south boundary of Mama No. 2 Run at a post marked
broad -arrow over N over  64;  thence on the north by an east  li ne
six miles along part of the last-named boundary to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over 69; thence on the east by a south  li ne
fifteen miles to the north boundary of Cania Downs No. 1 Run at a
point forty -nine chains east of a coolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over N over  56 in triangle on its west side  ;  and thence on the south
by a west line along part of the last-named boundary ,  passing
through the said tree to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 5''
at the north-east co rn er of  G lanmire No .  5 Run  ;  and by a con-
tinuation of the said line ,  in all six miles, along part of the north
boundary of the last-named run to the point of commencement  .  12 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.- The surveyed runs Glanmire No. 5 and Mama No. 2, and the
forfeited surveyed runs Cania Downs No. 1 ,  Cania Downs No. 5,
Cania Downs No. 7, and  Canis, Downs No .  9, adjoin this run.
13 Cania Downs 54* Commencing at the south-west corn er of Peleenah No. 2 Run at a
No. 8 point thirteen chains north and twenty-six chains east of a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 63 in triangle on its south
side, and bounded thence on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundaries of Varney and Ulva No .  3 Runs to a stake at
the north -west  corner of the latter ,  and by a continuation of the same
line, in all ten  miles  twenty-five chains, passing through a giddiah-
t re e marked broad-arrow over U over 61 in triangle on its south-west
side to a post marked broad -arrow over U over 60 ; thence on the
west by a north  line  five miles twenty -two chains to a post marked
broad -arrow over N over 51 at the south -west corner of  Canis  Downs
No. 2 Run  ;  thence on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of the last-named run ten miles twenty- five chains, passing
through a coolibah -t re e marked broad -arrow over N over 50 in
triangle on its south side to the west boundary of Peleenah No. 2 Run
at a point twenty -nine chains east of the last -named tree  ;  and thence
on the east by a south line along part of the last-named boundary
five miles twenty -two chains to the point of commencement .., 12 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed runs Peleenah No. 2, Varney ,  Ulvah No. 3,
Roodee No. 1, Peppin No. 4, Glanmire No. 5, and the forfeited
surveyed run Cania Downs No .  2, adjoin this run.
14 Canis Downs 74 Commencing at the south-east corner of Cania Downs No. 6 Run at a
No. 9 point forty-nine chains east of a ooolibah -tree marked broad-arrow
over N over 56 in triangle on its west side ,  and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the  east boundary of the last-named
run, fifteen miles to the south boundary of Mama No. 2 Run at a
post marked broad -arrow over N over 65; thence on the north by an
east  line along part of the said boundary to a post at the south-west
corner of Mama No .  3 Run ,  and by a continuation of the same
line ,  in all  three miles thirty-three chains, along the last-named
mope
s.
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Lot. Nam* of Run.
Cania Downs
No. 9-con-
tinued-
Description of Boundaries.
NOTB.-The surveyed runs Mama No. 3, Mama No. 2, Ingledoun
No. 4, Ingledoun No. 6, and the forfeited surveyed runs Cania
Downs No. 1, Cania Downs No. 6, and Cania Downs No. 4, adjoin
this run.
Years.
0 0
A
a
as La.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT-continued.
boundary to the west boundary of Ingledoon No. 4 Run at a post
marked broad-arrow over N over 33 ; thence on the east by a south
line along the last-named boundary to a post marked Lroad-arrcw
over N over 32, and by a continuation of the same line along the
west boundary of Ingledoon No. 6 Run, in all eleven miles twelve
chains, passing through a post marked broad-arrow over N over 31
to a post marked broad-arrow over N over 30 at its south-west
corner ; thence again on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of the last-named run two miles forty-five chains,
passing through a mound to the north-west corner of Cania Downs
No. 4 Run at a point forty-eight chains beyond  same  ; thence again
on the east by a south line along part of the west boundary of the
last-named run three miles sixty-eight chains to a post marked broad-
arrow over N over 55 at the north -east corner  of Cania Downs No. 1
Run ; and thence on the south by a west line along part of the north
boundary of the last-named run  six miles  to the point of commence- 1889. 1901.
12 1 July  30 June 0 10
15 Tent Hill 90 Commencing at the north-east corner of Tent Hill No. 3 Run at a
No. 4 point sixteen chains east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over
A over 34 in triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on the
west by a south line along the east boundary of the last-named run
ten miles twenty-five chains to a post marl, ed broad-arrow at its south-
east corner ; thence on the south by an east line ten miles to a point
bearing north 309 1  degrees east and distant forty-one chains from
a whitewood-tree marked broad arrow over A over 32 in triangle on
its west side ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles forty
chains to the south boundary of Tent Hill No. 1 Run at a point
bearing north 315 degrees east and distant two chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad-a7 row over A over 28 in triangle ; and thence on
the north by a west line along part of the last-named boundary,
passing through a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
33 in triangle, and by a continuation of same line, in all ten miles
along part of the south boundary of Tent Hill No. 2 Run to the
point of commencement ... .. ... ... ... 12 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.-The surveyed run Tent Hill No 3, and the forfeited surveyed
runs Tent Hill Nos. 1, 2, and 5, and Eton Vale No. 2, adjoin this run.
16 Eton Vale 40 Commencing at the north-east corner of Coradilla Run at a post
No. 1 marked broad-arrow in triangle, and bounded thence on the west by
a south line along the east boundary of the last-named run ten
miles to a post marked broad-arrow over A over 3 in triangle at its
south-east corner ; thence on the south by an east line along part of
the north boundary of Blackrock No. 3 Run, passing through a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 4 in triangle on its
south side to its north-east corner, and by a continuation of the same
line, in all six miles to a port marked broad-arrow over A over 5 in
triangle; thence on the east by a north line ten miles to a post marked
broad-arrow in triangle at the south-east corner of Tent Hill No. 3
Run ; and thence on the north by a west line along the south boun-
dary of the last-named run, crossing a small creek five chairs above
a eoolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A over 41 in triangle on its
north-east side, six miles to the point of commencement ... . 12 1 July 30 June 0 10
NOTE.--The surveyed runs Coradilla, Blackrock No. 3, Mama No. 1,
and Tent Hill No. 3, and tl-e forfeited surveyed run Eton Vale No. 2,
adjoin this run.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
UNSI
Brisbane,  25th January, 1889.
RVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THE LEASE OF  A.  FORFEITED RUN OF CROWN LANDS IN
THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information ,  that ,  in accordance with the provisions of the twenty -seventh clause of  11 The
Pastoral Leases pct of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under said Act, relating
to the sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the
unexpired term of the Lease of the Unsarveyed Run of Crown Lands hereunder described, which has become vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for  Sale  by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of G. T. Bell, Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
on TUESDAY,  5th March ,  1889, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The unexpired Lease of the Run will be only sold ; and the Government will not hold themselves responsible for
the correctness of the area or boundaries of the Unsurveyed Run so offered.  Should no country be found to exist on survey
the moneys paid will be returned.
The Government reserve the right of increasing the available area if it should be discovered after survey that the,
estimate set down opposite the run is less than the character of the country warrants .  In the event of the available area
being increased ,  the purchaser wi ll  be liable for the rent on account thereof during the period commencing from date of
unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which this Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  area  thereof ; and the highest amount bid shall be the Annual Rent for the
unexpired period of the Lease ,  ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
Should the realised price per square mile of the Run so offered not amount to Twenty Shillings, the Annual Rent to be,
charged for the first four years of the renewed lease,  if granted after the expiration of the current lease, shall  not be less than
One Pound per square mile of the available area,  in the event of the Run not bein appraised at a higher rental.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have tote paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of the lease enumerated below shall  be allowed six months to stock the,
country,  failing in which,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundary and situation of the Run, so far  as is  known, may be obtained by application
at this Department.
iOL
M. HUME BLACK.
SALE AT THE AUCTION Rooms OF G .  T. BELL, QUEEN STREET , BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, 5TH MARCH, 1889,
AT ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Name of  Run. 2
a
1 Tooleybuck 44
No. 14
Descrip tion of Boundaries.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Commencing at the north-west corn er of Tooleybuck No. 6 Run, and
running thence north three miles ;  thence east th re e miles  ;  thence
north twelve miles  ;  thence east  four and  a-half miles  ; thence south
eleven miles ;  thence west half -a-mile; thence south five miles ; thence
north -west two miles  ;  thence west five miles to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
1889.
12 1 July
By Authority :  JA'cas  C. Bast ,  Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
1901.30 June 0 10
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SU PPL E M E NT
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Iobnuinut Iat!tt.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY , 26TH  JANUARY,  1889. [No. 23.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
No. 782.
T HE following appointments, promotions, resig-nations, transfers , and other changes, will
take effect from above date where not otherwise
stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
SERGEANT-INSTRUCTORS.
The resignation  of Sergeant -Instructor G. Ver.
nal, is accepted.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"E" Company.
No. 96, Private W. Johnston,  is granted leave of
absence until the next Northern  Encampment.
No. 783.
IT is notified ,  for the information of commanding
officers, that squads of Recruits of Infantry wi ll  be
formed for instruction during the first week of
next month, as under ,  in accordance with General
Order No.  615 of 1888 ,  to which attention is call ed.
THE MORETON REGIMENT. Time of  Attendance.  Drill  Shed.
" G " Company.
Walter John Browne is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisionally. 21st December, 1888.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
No. 116, Acting- Sergeant S. Taggart, is pro-
moted to be  a Sergeant.
Wickham-street Shed  (Valley)
Wednesday, 8 p.m. .. and Peel -street Shed (South
Friday,  8 p.m. Brisbane), as may be most
convenient.
By Order,
C. H. DES V EUX,  Major,
For Brigade -Major.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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TO T=
QUEENSLAND
irvnninnt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] MONDAY, 28TH JANUARY,  1889. [No. 24.
WHEREAS by a Typographical Error in the Notice of Registration of "The Queensport Brick and
Tile Company, Limited," contained in the  Queensland Government Gazette  dated the fourteenth
day of July, 1888, the  name "  Queensland " appeared therein in stead of "Queensport ":
Notice is therefore hereby given, that the said Notice should  read as  follows:-
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
I, WILLIAM  BELL, Registrar  of Joint Stock Companies of the Colony of Queensland, hereby
certify that The Queensport Brick and Tile Company, Limited, duly incorporated on the ninth day of
December, 1887,  under  the laws of the United Kingdom, has this day been registered in the Office of
the Registrar  of Joint Stock  Companies  of the Colony of Queensland,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " The British Companies Act of  1886," No. 134, Book 5.
Given under  my Hand and Seal  of Office, at Brisbane, this twelfth day of July, 1888.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
By Authority  :  JAMES C BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XLVI.] WEDNESDAY,  30TH  JANUARY, 1889. [No. 25.
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 31st December, 1888.
No. 12.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1888.
P ERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give the
correct Tnumber of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such reference will
materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany such  written applications  with the
amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars,  are requested  to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an  unnecessary
transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person  may see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General
NOTE.-The f)s&D r.sTraR BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
W c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; in, Victoria ;
a, South Australia; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom;
f, foreign.
A. 23 Adamson -, Boundary street c
24  Adamson Alex., South Brisbane u  k-
48 Ah Kown (gardener), Rockhampton o
49 Ah Ling, Gym pie c
I AARONS G., Ravenswood in 25 Adamson A., Hi¢hgate Hill c 50 Ah Ling, Imbil road c
2 Abbitson Miss A., Brisbane  S 26 Adamson A., Boundary street c 51 Ah Lock Mrs., 48 Mary street c
3 Abbott Joseph, Toowoomba c 27 Adany L. H., Normanton w a 52 Ah Lum, Geraldton c
4 Abdul Kans, Toowoomba o c 28 Adcock Mrs. St. John, Brisbane u k 53  Ali Mow, Brisbane o c
5 Abel John, Port Curtis road c 29 Adshead W., Halifax c 54 Ah Nin, Gympie c
6 Abelina Frank, Cloncurry f 30 Adzett -, Halifax c 55  Ali Pow, Copperfield c
7 Abelwhite Mrs. Toowoomba c 31  Ali Bow Harry, Rockhampton c 56 Ah Poy (gardener), Brisbane o c
8 Acres N. C., Kangaroo Point c (2) 32  Ali Chick, Brisbane o c 57  Ali Que (gardener), Bundaberg o c
9 Adair George, Clermont c 33  Ali Chin Peter, Deep Creek c 58 Ah Sam Harry, Muttaburra c
10 Adam William, Brisbane u k 34  Ali Chong. Gympie c 59 Ah See, Cairns c
11 Adams Charles Herbert River c 35 Ah Dick, Dulacca c 60  Ali Te, Gympie c
12 Adams George, Brisbane c 36 Ahearn John, Townsville c 61 Ah Wan, Croydon o
13 Adams G., Paddington c 37 Ahern J., Brisbane c 62 Ah Wure, Pie Creek road c
14 Adams G., Mount Albion c and a (2) 38 Ali Fon James, Rockhampton c 63 Ah You, Morven s
15 Adams G. S., Charters Towers c 39  Ali Foo (gardener), Bowen c 64 Ah Young, Charters Towers c
16 Adams Henry, Brisbane o 40 Ah Foo (storekeeper), Muttaburra f 65 Ah Yun, Charters Towers c
17 Adams John Robt., Boundary street 41  Ali Fook, Enoggera c (2) 66 Aidken -, Charters Towers c
uk 42  Ali Goo, Glastonbury road c 67 Aikman A., Mount Margaret s
18 Adams P. A., Dalby s 43  Ali Guni, Gympie c 68 Aimes S., Beenleigh c
19 Adams K. H., Thane Creek c 44 Ali Hop, Gympie c (2) 69 Aitken Revd. G. It., Tiaro c (2)
20 Adams F., Hughenden c 45 Ah Hugh, One-mile Creek c 70 Aitken William, Ipswich c
21 Adams W., Townsville u k 46 Ah Hun George, Brisbane in 71 Akers Mrs. Brisbane c,
22 Adams W. T., Queenton 47  Ali Kar cook), Carandotta c , Woollongabba c72 Akescon L.
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73 Albert Peter, Petrie  terrace c
74 Albion Francis, Rosewood c
75 Albon E., Brisbane s
76 Albrecht Mrs., Enog,era c
77 Albrecht Carl, Brisbane f
78 Albrecht F., Enoggera c
71) Alderson James, Croydon o
80 Aldridge James, Charters Towers c
81 Alexander Messrs. Croydon c
82 Alexander -, Brisbane c
83 Alford Abel, Valley u k
84 Algoe R., Gin Gin c (2)
85 Allan C., Barcaldine c
86 Allan Mrs. J. E., Townsville c
87 Allan Mrs. M. A.. Emerald c
88 Allen -, Gillen's Siding c
89 Allen Mrs., Eagle Farm c
90 Allen Alfred, Brisbane o c
91 Allen Fred. P., Goergetown u k
92 Allen G., Dickabram c
93 Allen James, Croydon s
94 Allen Joseph, Brisbane o c
95 Allen J., Brisbane c
96 Allen Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
97 Allen Mrs. J. E., Townsville c (2)
98 Allen J. F., Croydon s
99 Allen L. R., Gympie c (2)
100 Allen M.,  Homestead c
101 Allen Mrs. M., Emerald c
102 Allen Thomas,  Eidsvold c
103 Allen  Thomas, Mount Gravatt c
104 Allen William,  Georgetown c
105 Allen W., Thargomindah s
106 Allenson Mrs. Geo., Gympie c
107 Alley F., Red Hill c
108 Alleyn W. C., Geraldton s
109 Alli Johan, 3 Middle street, West
End m
110 Allsworth Rev. R. J., Maryborough in
111 Altarfer George, South Brisbane c
112 Alway T.,  Rosalie c
113 Ambrow Thomas, Geraldton s
111 Amess W., Bollon m
115 Amies Mrs. S., Beenleigh c (2)
116 Amies S. T., Coomera c (2)
117 Andersen Cluf, Townsville f
118 Anderson -, Bundaberg c (2)
119 Anderson Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
120 Anderson Mrs., West End c
121 Anderson August, Brisbane o c
122 Anderson A., Cootharaha road c
123 Anderson A.. Normanton c
124 Anderson A., Eidsvold o
125 Anderson A., Georgetown c
126 Anderson A. B., Rockhampton c
127 Anderson C. J., Cooktown c
128 Anderson C. W., Creek street c
129 Anderson George, Charters Towers s
130 Anderson H., Croydon s
131 Anderson  Herman B ., Maryborough s
132 Anderson Mrs. H.  E., Townsville s
133 Anderson James, Rockhampton u k
134 Anderson John, Mount Perry c
135 Anderson John, Alice Downs c
136 Anderson J. G., Gympie c
137 Anderson J. H., Normanton c (2)
138 Anderson M., Lutwyche c
139 Anderson Mrs. M.,  South Brisbane c
140 Anderson  Martin , Mackay c
141 Anderson Neils, Brisbane c
142 Anderson Miss Nellie, Albert street
m and c (2)
143 Anderson Orlando, D,-ep Creek road c
144 Anderson Robert, Brisbane o c
145 Anderson R., Kooingal c
146 Anderson R., Cooktown c
147 Anderson Thomas, Croydon c
148 Anderson Thomas, Golden Valley c
149 Anderson T., Spring Hill c
150 Anderson William, Brisbane c
151 Andersson A., Townsville f
152 Andersson Charles, Rockhampton f
153 Anderton Servetus, Brisbane u k (2)
154 Andral AT., Normanton f
155 Andreen Edwin,  Brisbane c
156 Andreeson - (carrier ), Mount Perry c
157 Andresen  William, Bundaberg c
158 Andressen H., Mount Perry c
159 Andrew G., Logan road c
160 Andrews  Miss  E. E., Breakfast Creek
c (2)
161 Andrews  James ,  Taromeo c
162 Andrews John, Charters Towers c
163 Andrews J., Tamaree c
164 Andrews  Mrs. M . G., Townsville c
165 Andrews R., Amby Downs c
166 Andrusen  Mrs. Maria , Mount Perry c
167 Angus Mrs. A.  S., Hope street c (2)
168 Angus  James , Cooktown o
169 Angus John , Kilkivan c
170 Angus T., Georgetown c
171 Annesty H., Brisbane road c
172 Annus and Gorman Messrs., Pimpainac
173 Ansell NI V. B., Thargommndah c
174 Anthony Thomas, Bollon o c
175 Apjohn Mrs., Wickham  terrace c
316
176 Aplin George, Watawa c
177 Appoo Marshall, Mackay f
178 Archer Charles, Croydon c
179 Archer  Miss  Harriet, Dalby o
180 Archer John, Croydon u k
181 Archer William, Lake's Creek c
182 Archer Mrs. William, Croydon u k
183 Archibald -,  Spring Hill c
184 Archibald J., Charters  Towers c
135 Argall  Elisha, Croydon m (3)
186 Arkell Arthur ,  Herberton c
187 Armitage  Mrs., Rockhampton c
188 Armstong Alfred, Maryborough c
189 Armstrong  James ,  Masyborough s
190 Armstrong J. A., Mount Perry o
191 Armstrong  Miss  M., Bogeo road u k
192 Armstrong Miss  Susan, Newstead o c
193 Arnason  -, Charters Towers c
194 Arnett R. G., Laidley c
195 Arnold - (butcher),  Brisbane c
196 Arnold - (carrier ), Normanton c
197 Arnold  Mrs., Hudson street c
198 Arnold T., North Quay c
199 Arnold John, Normanton c (2)
200 Arrell T. G., George street c
201 Ascott-, Charters Towers c
202 Ashenden IT., Austral Downs m
203 Ashford William, Condong s
204 Ashby R., Nundah c
205 Ashmore  J., Bundaberg c
206 Ashton James, Rockwood c
207 Ashton Othello, Port  Douglas c
208 Ashton W. B., Elizabeth street c
209 Ashwell Joseph, Townsville u k
210 Astill James, Montague road c
211 Astill J.. St•i.nleY street c
212 Atherton Thomas, Ipswich road c
213 Atherton William, Woollongabba c
214 Atkinson A., Charters Towers c
215 Atkinson A., Goodna c
216 Atkinson Mrs. E. G., Douglas s (2)
217 Atkinson J., Townsville c
218 Atkinson Thomas, Charters Towers c
219 Atkinson W. M., Walloon c
220 Atnell John, Gympie c
221 Atler J. A., Redbank Plains u k (2)
222 Auld Mrs., Gregory c
223 Austin (farmer), Mungar c
224 Austin , West End c
225 Austin Amos, Maryborough o c
226 Ayers C., Eidsvold c
227 Aylett -, South Brisbane c
228 Aylward Mrs. Cath., North Ipswich c
229 Aylward Richard M., Gympie m
230 Ayuscombe J., Herberton c
231  Azin  Moosa, Townsville o c
B.
1 BABY S. B., Townsville c
2 Back C.. Rockhampton c
3 Backman A., Retreat Station s
4 Bacon , Hughenden c (2)
5 Bacon L., Croydon e t
6 Bacon T. J., Tocal s (2)
7 Bacon T. J., Croydon o
8 Badkin J., Croydon c
9 Bagger S., Charters Towers c
10 Bailey Mrs., South  Brisbane c
11 Bailey A., Boundary street c
12 Bailey F., Hope street c
13 Bailey Norris, Cooktown o
14 Baillie Thomas P., Croydon c
15 Baine -, Eniu Park c
16 Baker Mrs. E. J., Rockhampton c
17 Baker E. W., Brisbane c
18 Baker John, Nundah c
19 Baker Robert, Bow en o c
20 Baker W., Cooktown o
21 Baker Willman, Brisbane u k
22 Baker W.F., Upper Annan c
23 Baldry W. (carrier), Mount Perry c
24 Baldwin -, Brisbane c
25 Baldwin John, Alpha o
26 Baldwin P., Russel street c
27 Baldwin  W., Mount Perry c
28 Balfe  Burney, bluff Station c
29 Ball A. W., Cape c
30 Ball George, Gattnn o
31 Ball James Henry, Boar  Station c
32 Ball Norman, Maryborough c
33 Ballantine Miss  Kate, Spring Hill u k
34 Ballard F. H., Goondi Mill c (2)
35 Ballard Mrs. L. C., New Farm c
36 Ballinger H., Maryborough c
37 Balmforth Miss At., Brisbane c
38 Bamberry Miss M. J., Rosalie c
39 Bamford Mrs., Queenton s
40 Bamford Mrs. J., Cairns c
41 Bamford S. A., Marvborough c
42 Banbury Mrs., Rosalie c
43 Banks Mr,,., Eagle Farm c
14 Banks Janus P., Cuzrns o
45 Banks  Miss  AT., Queen street s
46 Bann James Harry ,  Brisbane u k
47 Bannerman  John,  Cairns c
48 Bannon -, Gympie c
49 Barat Matthew, Mount Abundance f
50 Barber F. F., Brisbane u k
51  Barber William, Brisbane u  I.
52 Barbour .Tames, Cooktown c
53 Barclay P., Kangaroo Point c
54 Barker B., Townsville c
55 Barker H., South Brisbane c
56 Barker Mrs. Marion, St. George s
57 Barker Robert, Brisbane c
58 Barker W. J., Vulture street c
59 Barkley David, Georgetown c
60 Barkly Miss W., Rockhampton c
61 Barlow Mrs. H., Spring Hill c
62 Barlow H. J., Spring Hill c (2)
63 Barlow Moses, Redeliffe o c
64 Barlow 11. J., Eulo s (2)
65 Barnes A., Rockhampton o
66  Barnes  Charles, Towrooanba c
67 Barnes F. B., Charters rowers c
68 Barnes  F. C., Brisbane c
69 Barnett , Westwood c
70 Barnett D. S., Croydon c
71 Barnett Mrs. Mary, Raglan c
72 Barnett Walter, Brisbane c
"13 Barnett William, Croydon c
74 Barnett W. J., Townsville s
75 Barney -, Kangaroo Point c
76 Barr John, Thargomindah c
77 Barr John McLean, Brisbane o c
78 Barr T., Goodna c
79 Barr W., One-Mile s
80 Barratt Andy, Cairns c
81 Barrett Charles, Burketown s
82 Barrett W., Table-Top c
83 Barrie --, Queenton c
84 Barron J., Brisbane c
85 Barron R., Brisbane s
86 Barrow Mrs., Towns%ilie u k
87 Barrow Thomas, Fernvale c
88 Barry -, Charters Towers c
89 Barry Mrs. C., Townsville c
90 Barry David, Yeppoon o c
91 Barry Garrett, Eulo s
92 Barry John E., Stanley street c
93 Barry Joseph, Hermit Park c
94 Barry J. I)., Rockhampton c
95 Barry Patrick, Marathon c
96 Barry R. J., Brisbane c
97 Barry Thomas, Hughenden o
98 Barry Thomas P., Grey street c
99  Bartcel Pietro, Croydon f
100 Bartler  Mrs. G., Brisbane u k
101 Bartlett , Eidsvold c
102 Barton H. W., Enoggera c
103 Barton John, Brisbane c (2)
104 Barton J., Nundah o c
105 Baskerville Thomas, Townsville o c
106 Bassett, Charles, Corona Station c
107 Bassett George, One-Mile c
108 Basshani Jacob, Maryborough u k and a
(2)
101) Bateman J., Brisbane c
110 Baterhur Fred., Gympie c
111 Bath T., Gvmpie c
112  Batista Milano, Black Jack f
113 Bats -, Gayndah c
114 Battle H., Thompson Estate c
115 Battle Mrs. Henry, Thompson Estate c
116 Batze Mrs. Win., Cooktown c
117 Baxle , Croydon c
118 Baxter Mrs. Emily, Cooktown o c
119 Baxter F. (carrier), Normanton c
120 Baxter George, Gympie o c
121 Baxter James, Roma o
122 Bayley C., Brisbane o c
123 Bayley W. A., Woollongabba c
124 Baynes J., Brisbane c
125 Bea-ley B., Cairns c
126 Beahan \liss, Rockhampton c
127 Beal C., Thargomindah s
128 Beal Thomas 0., Rockhampton o c
129 Beale W. E., Bundaberg u k (2)
130 Bealin F., Mooloolah o
131 Beard Arthur G., Turbot street c (2)
132 Beard George, Eidsvold c
133 Beattie C., Ravenswood c
134 Beattie, C. J., Charters Towers c
135 Beattie Miss Jane, Highbury  terrace f
136, Beave R.. Mount Morgan c
137 Beaven James,  Kilcummin s
138 Beaver W., Brisbane c
139 Becht P., Pialba c
140 Beck John, Croydon c
141 Beck John  (carrier ), Georgetown c
142 Beck Launcelot, Warwick c
143 Beck Peter (fanner), Pialba c (2)
144 Becker August, Townsville f
145 Becker C. J., West End c
146 Beddie Alex., Lower Herbert u k (3)
147 Bedford Mrs , Rockhampton c
148 Beede  Al., Giinalda c
149 Beeson Thomas, One-Mile u k
150 Beeston G. F., Ipswich road c
151 Behen  Miss  Agnes, Townsville u k
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152 Beisineissen Mrs. A., Rockhampton f 257 Bishop Thomas, Stanley street c 366 Bow John, Maryborough c
153 Beldan C., Mackay c 258 Bisondra Anastacio, Normanton o 367 Bowater Joseph, Charters Towers c
Brisbane in 259 Bittle James, Milo No. 2 c 368 Bowden John, Georgetown c154 Bell - ,
155 Bell Mrs., Gympie c 26)0 Black -, Townsville c 369 Bowden W. G., Charters Towers o
Gayndah o c 261 Black Archibald M., Bogeo road o c 370 Bowdery Wm., Valley o c156 Bell Alfred ,
157 Bell A., Rockhampton c 262 Black D., Mackay c 371 Bowdeer Henry, Dalby o c
158 Bell C., Brisbane c 263 Black George, Kangaroo Point c 372 Bowen Joseph, Georgetown c
159 Bell David, Normanton c (2) 264 Black James, One-Mile c 373 Bowen Thomas, Union Camp c
160 Bell David, Charters Towers c (2) 265 Black John, Brisbane c 371  Bowen T., Brisbane u k
Home Creek c 266 Black Priv. T. M., Spring Hill c  375  Bowen William, George street n z161 Bell George ,
Gympie u k 267 Black Y., Brisbane s  376 Bower Bernhard ,  Charters Towers c162 Bell Miss Jessie ,
163 Bell John, George street c 268 Blackall -, Barcaldine u k 377 Bowie Macknade c
164 Bell John, Georgetown e t 269 Blackburn Edwin J., Croydon c 378 Bowie -, Albert River c
165 Bell Malcolm, Logan road c 270 Blacklock W. E., Fernvale u k and 379 Bowler and Haly, Gatton c
166 Bell R. A., Adavale o c (2) 380 Bowles  -,  Brisbane c
167  Bell Robert N., Townsville o c  271 Blackmore John, St. George in 381 Bowles T., Charters Towers c
168  Bell Thos. Franklin, Ravenswood u k  272 Blackwell Miss E., Thursday Island 382 Bowley and Son Messrs., New Farm c
169 Bell T. W., Bowen Downs c (2) u k 383 Bowley George, Nundah c
170 Bellinger C., Bowen Downs c 273 Blair F. J., Brisbane c 384 Bow ring John, Croydon n z
171 Belliss E., Brisbane c 274 Blake -, Valley c (2) 385 Boyce John, Charters Towers c
172 Benham Mrs., Red Hill c 275 Blake Mrs., South Brisbane n z 386 Boyce J. R., Brisbane c
173 Benham J., One-Mile c (2) 276 Blake Mrs., Stanley street, n z 387 Boyd Miss, Brisbane c
174 Benjamin J., Albion c (2) 277 Blake Mrs., Coorparooc 388 Boyd Mrs. F., Spring Hill s
175 Benn Miss, South Brisbane c  2718 Blake Ambrose, Brisbane c 389 Boyd Harry, Corinda Station c
176 Bennett A. R., Kangaroo Point c 279 Blake Edward, Carandotta a 390 Boyd James, Adelaide  street c
177 Bennett Henry, Brisbane o c 278A Blake Frederick A., Albert  street c 391 Boyd J., Cooktown c
178 Bennett Henry, Mount Leyshon o 279A Blake George, Kangaroo Point c 392 Boyd J., Grenada Station c
179  Bennett Miss H. A., Townsville c 280 Blake Herbert Peckles, Brisbane c 393 Boyd Patrick, Townsville c
180 Bennett James, Rochdale s 281 Blake H., Charters Towers c (2) 394 Boyd Robert, Hillsborough a
181 Bennett James, Croydon c 282 Blake H. J., Valley c (2) 395 Boydd Mrs., Cooktown u k
182 Bennett Joseph, Brisbane n z 283 Blake Mrs. H. J., Sandgate c 396 Boydd Mrs. Eliza Charlotte, Towns-
183 Bennett Miss S., Hughenden c 284 Blake John,  Brisbane c ville o c
184 Bennett S. A., Georgetown c 285 Blake J., Kangaroo Point c 397 Boydd W., Cooktown c
185 Bennett William, Roma in 286 Blake T. A., Ann  street c 398 Boyes Mrs. D., Crocodile c
186 Bennett W. T., Charters Towers c 287 Blakeney H. G., Brisbane u k 399  Boyle H., Cumberland s
187 Benning Fred., Toowoomba u. k 288 Blarney John, Charters Towers in and 400 Boyle Mrs. Thomas ,  Brisbane c
188 Benny G. H. B., Brisbane e t c (1) 401 Boyle W., Croydon c
189 Betio Battista, Rockhampton in. 289 Blanchard -, Toowoomba c 402 Brabey H., Burdekin c
190 Benser  -,  Bundaberg c 290 Blanchard George, Eagle Farm c 403 Brabrooks John, Warwick c
191 Bentley J. A., Spring Hill u k 291 Bland James, Tabletop s 404 Brach J., St. George c
192 Beranger H., Morven c 292 Blandford W., Sandy Creek c 405 Brackin  -,  Milton c
193 Berford -, Charters Towers c 293 Blank -, Brisbane f 406 Bradbury M. E., Bundaberg c
194 Berger  Emile, Charters Towers c (2) 294 Blaren W., Brisbane e t 407 Bradfield Joseph, Gympie s
195 Bergin J., Burdekin c 295 Blennerhassett Francis ,  Brisbane u k 408 Bradley Denis, East Darr c
196 Bergmann Mrs., Mackay u k 296 Blidden John, Brisbane c 409 Bradley D., Listowel Downs c
197 Bergmann W., Rockhampton c 297 Bliernann R. P., Imbil road c 410 Bradley H. Gregory,  Carandotta c
198 Berlin Mrs. B., Hughenden c 298 Bligh W.  0.,  Boothella Station c 411 Bradley J., Brisbane c
199 Bermingham Walter, Brisbane u k 299 Blight A., One-Mile c (2) 412 Bradley W., Beenleigh c
200 Bermner Edward, Valley o c 300 Block Mrs. Mathilda, Gympie o 413 Bradnan N., Paddington c
201 Bernard Claude, Cabonlture c 301 Blood-Smyth John, Town Hall c 414 Bradshaw E., Brisbane u k
202 Bernard W., Townsville  s 302 Bluee  Frank, Allan-,town c 415 Bradshaw J., Spring Hill c
203 Berney J., Bundaberg c 303 Bluett T. C., Bundanba o 416 Brady -, Charters Towers c
204 Bero K. A., Mowhrav terrace c 304 Blyth -, Townsville u k 417 Brady C., Townsville s
205 Berrie Robert, Eidsvold c (2) 305 Blyth A., Thompson Estate c 418 Brady .Tames, Harcourt  street c;
206 Berry -, New Farm c 306 Blythe W., Charters Towers c (3) 419 Brady Thomas, Gympie f
207 Berry Mrs., Wickham  terrace c  307 Boar Dirs., Rockhampton c 420 Bragg J., Cumberland c
208 Berry (1. H., Brisbane e t and m (2) 308 Bock -, Yengarie c 421 Brahein F., River View Station c
209Berry Henry, P.O. Croydon s 309 Bockin Arthur, Rockhampton u k (4) 422 Bramston Ed., Ipswich c
210 Berry J., Queen street c 310 Buckley Miss, Cluden c 423 Brander James, Cairns c
211 Wharf street c  311  Boddington C. W., Pie Creek road c 424 Brandon W., Gayndah cBerry J.
212
,
Berry J. H., Brisbane c  312  Bogel Mrs. Albert, Rockhampton c 425 Branz W. A.. New Cairns c
213 Berry Martin, One-Mile c  313  Bokendohl B., Warwick c 426 Brassington J., Cambridge Downs o
214 Ravenswood cSpring Hill c  427 Brassington Rev. Thos.Pentland o and  314  Boland ABerry Miss Mar E ,.,.,y
c  315  Boland P., Q.C. Railway c 428 Brawn John, Eidsvold c(
)215 M., One-Mile c (2)  316 Boland T., Mackay c 429 Bray John, Townsville o cryBer
216 Bertram John, Mount Romeo c  317  Bolev Mrs. Anna, Brisbane o c 430  Bray  William, Normanton c
217 Bertram Peter, Brisbane c  318  Bolitho ,James. Croydon c (2)  131 Brazier  J. E., Maryborough a
213 Berwick H.  H., Ingham c  319  Bolland -, Charters Towers c  432 Breen  David, Gympie c
219 Best Mrs., Rockhampton c  320  Bolland  --,  Brisbane e t  433 Breen Norah, Queenton o
220 Best Mrs., Ravenswood c  321  Bolland William, Queenton c (2) 434 Bremer H., North Point f
221 Best Henry, Ravenswood c  322  Bolt Wm. H., Cooktown o c  435 Brenman  Miss Norah,  Brisbane s
222 Best William, Ravenswood c  323  Bolton Mrs., Warwick c  436 Brennan  H., Albion c
223 Betson Alfred H., Burrum s  321  Bolton George, Maryborough c  437 Brennan Johanna ,  Gympie Crossing o
224 Betteuson Miss K. E., Queenton s  325  Bolton Miss Sarah, Bundaberg u k  438 Brennan  Minnie,  Ipswich o
225 Beuschell Fred., Toowoomba c  and  in  (3) 439 Brennan Miss  M., Woollongabba c
226 Bevan Edward, Townsville o  326  Bonavetti Antonio, Charters Towers o c  440 Brennan P., Sandown c
227Bevis Miss, Rockhampton e  327  Bond and Kate Messrs., Killarney c 441 Brennan R., Koongal Hotel c
228 Bevis William ,  Charlotte Plains c  328  Bond -, New Crown Hotel s 442 Brennen J., Charleville c
229 Bever  -,  Brisbane c  329  Bonner George, Sugar Loaf s  443 Brennen Miss M., Brisbane s
230 Bickle  It., Veteran road c  330  Bonney  -, Georgetown c  444 Bresnan P., Morven c
231 Bicknell T. P., Rockhampton u k  340  Bonthrin -, Milton c (2) 445 Bressow W., Pimpama c
232 Biddell George,  Rockhampton c  341  Bontoft C., Bnndaberg u k 446 Bretherton -, Woollongabba c
233 Bigalla C., Thompson Estate c  342  Bonus H. P., Townsville u k 147 Brett Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
234 Bigett Miss C., Gympie C  343  Booth F., Goondiwindi s (2) 448 Brettingham -, Roma c
235 Bigger J., Pialba c  344  Booth F. T., Goondiwindi c (2) 449 Brewer J., Cootharaba c
236 Billings  W., Croydon c  345  Booth J., Dalby s 150 Brewster Samuel, Hughenden u k
237 Bindlay W.. Maryborough c  346  Booth William, Hughenden c 451 Bridge John, Gympie c
238 Bingham  Mrs., Coorparoo c  347  Borget John, Toowoomba c 452 Bridges  Miss  A., Spring Hill m
239 Bingham Mrs., Toowong c  348  Borghero H., Croydon c 4.53 Bridle Joseph, Thargomindah s
240 Binyard Alfred, Ipswich e t  349  Born J. (farmer ), Lowood c 454 Brien David P., Gympie c
2-11Birch F., Kilkivan c (3)  350  Borrern J., Pimlico e + 455 Brien P., Tallebudgera c
242 Birch R. A., Rockhampton s  351  Borthwick A. J. R., Townsville s 456 Brierley T. H., Charters Towers u k
243 Birchley F.,Spring Hill c (2) 352  Bosanko  Mrs. J. W., Charters Towersc 457 Briggs -, Frith  street c
244 Bird Miss Alice M., Brisbane o c 353  Bostock E., Nur:nauton c 458 Briggs Captain Six-Mile c
245 Bird R. A., Rockhampton s 354  Bothwell J. W., Brisbane it k 459 Briggs Thomas, Boggo road c
246 Bird T., Charters Towers c 355  Boulton H. A. C., Townsville o c 460 Bright Miss E., Townsville c
247 Bird William, Charter, Towers c 356  Bound y --, Townsville u k (2) 461 Bright William, Townsville u k
248 Birkett C., Stanthorpe n z 357  Bountiff D., Charters Towers c 462 Brisco Miss A., Bundaberg c
249 Birmingham Jos., Maryborough c 358  Bourhan F., Kilkivan road c 463 Briskie A., Oxley c
250 Birtill DI., Seven-Mile c 359  Bourk D., Croydon c 464 Bristow A., Charters Towers c
251 Bisgrove J. J., Charleville a 360  Bourke -, Ipswich c 465 Britson M., Springsure c
252 Bishop -, Spring Hill c 361  Bourke Mrs., Stanwell o 466 Broad George, Croydon o c
253 Bishop Mr,;., Brisbane c 362  Bourke .James, One-Mile c (2) 467 Broadfoot John, Charters Towers c
254 Bishop Charles, Ro,alie c 363  Bourke .T., `Vhyenbals s 468 Broadfoot W. J., Southport c
255 Bishop Edwin ,  Brisbane c 364  Bourke Martin, Croydon o c 469 Brockmann August, Brisbane c
256 Bishop George, Cunnamulla c  365  Bourne  Miss H., Inglewood  s (2) 470 Broderick Mrs., Thompson Estate e
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471 Broderson Christie, Retro Station c
472 Brodie F. A., Cooktown c
473 Brodie Peter, Charters Towers c
474 Brodie P. D., Brisbane c
475 Broenan Alfred, Stanley Bridge c
476 Bromiley Mrs., Petrie 's Bight c
477 Bromley Montford, Roma c
478 Brompton John, Roma c
479 Brooke T. B. F., Gleulithgo Estate
c (2)
480 Brooker  W. G., Woolooa  Station c
481 Brookfield Mrs. Ellen, Spring Hill o c
482 Brooks  -,  Ballandean c
483 Brooks Miss A .,  Mackay o
484 Brooks F., Ballandean c
485 Brooks John, Woollongabba c
486 Brooks W., Lutwyche c
487 Brose G., Toowoomba c
488 Brosnan John, Gympie c
489 Brosnan John, Brisbane m
490 Brosnan John, Thompson Estate c
491 Brosnan Miss M., Brisbane c
492 Brother Henry, Brisbane s
493 Brough John, One-Mile c (2)
494 Brougham Edward, Roma u k
495 Broughton -, Tickleman c
496 Broughton G., Yeppoon o
497 Brown  -,  Crown Hotel c
498 Brown  - (selector ),  Hughenden c
499 Brown  -,  Brisbane c
500 Brown Mrs., Spring Hill c
501 Brown Mrs., Harcourt street c
502 Brown Mrs., Woollongabba c
503 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c
504 Brown Alfred ,  Ravenswood c
505 Brown Alfred J. E., Allora c (2)
506 Brown Annie ,  Mackay c
507 Brown Miss Annie ,  Townsville u k
508 Brown A., Mount Jones c
509 Brown A .,  Kilkivan c
510 Brown A., Howard c
511 Brown A .,  Thompson Estate c
512 Brown A. A.. Ravenswood c
513 Brown Miss B., Toowoomba c
514 Brown Charles ,  Georgetown c
515 Brown Charles ,  Gympie c
516 Brown Charles ,  Cumberland c
517 Brown Donald, Foot 's Lagoon e t
518 Brown Mrs. B. A ., Main  street c
519 Brown G., Bulimba Brewery c
520 Brown G. H., Charters Towers c
521 Brown G. S., Golden Valley e t
522 Brown G. T., Mount Perry  in
523 Brown Henry, Valley o c
524 Brown H. R. and Co. ,  Clermont c
525 Brown Mrs. James ,  West End c
526 Brown Mrs. James ,  Croydon s
527 Brown John, Gympie c
528 Brown John, Brisbane c
529 Brown John,  Red Hill c
530 Brown John D., New Farm o
531 Brown Joseph ,  Townsville c
532 Brown Joseph ,  Gympie c
533 Brown J .,  Gympie e
534 Brown J., Rockhampton c (2)
535 Brown J. W., Gympie c
536 Brown J. T. W., Emerald c (6)
537 Brown Miss K., Rockhampton o c
538 Brown Lyne ,  Rockhampton c (2)
539 Brown Michael, Gayndah o c
510 Brown P .,  Kilkivan c
541 Brown Richard, Brisbane u k
542 Brown Robert ,  Charters Towers c
513 Brown R., Brisbane s
544 Brown R., Ferndale c
545 Brown R. M., Brisbane s
546 Brown R. S., Thursday Island e
547 Brown Samuel, Cairns o c
548 Brown Samuel ,  Charters Towers o c
549 Brown S., Bundaberg c (2)
M O Brown Thomas ,  Hope street c
551 Brown T., Eidsvold c
552 Brown Wm. (grocer ),  Woollongabba c
553 Brown W., Kaboonga c
554 Brown W., Capella u k
555 Brown W., Killarney c
556 Brown W., One-Mile c
557 Brown W., 219-Mile c
558 Brown W., Townsville u k
559 Brown W. E., Georgetown c
560 Brown W. J., Rockhampton f
561 Brown W. J., Emerald c
562 Browne A., Cairns c
563 Browne Miss M. A., Warwick c
564 Brownlie Claud, Fernvale u k
565 Bruce Alexander ,  Townsville u k and
c (2)
566 Bruce C., Gladstone road e
567 Bruce Hugh, Croydon n z
564 Bruce Montague Graham ,  Rockhamp-
ton f
509 Bruen T., Ipswich road c
570 Brunskill  \'V., Charters Towers c
571 Brurein John, Charters Towers o c
572 Bryant Mrs., Ipswich c
573 Bryant A., South Brisbane o c
318
574 Bryant F. A., Logan road c
575 Bryce  James ,  Spring Hill c
576 Brydges Thomas, Maryborough c
577 Bryes T., Charters Towers c
578 Bryne Hugh, Woollongabba u k
579 Bryson Mrs. Archd., Red Hill u k
580 Buchanan A., Ravenswood c
581 Buchanan J., Stanthorpe c (2)
582 Buchanan W., Valley c
583 Bucicas Carew ,  Mount Morgan c
584 Buck Miss Emily, Nundah o c
585 Buckland -, Burketown c
586 Buckley and Blackley ,  Goldstone s
587 Buckley James, Eidsvold o
588 Buckley Luke, Cairns o c
589 Buckworth Maurice, Clermont o
590  Biiemann F. G., Laidley Creek f
591 Bull H .,  Grenada c
592 Bunting J., Mount Perry c
593 Bunton Henry G., Toowoomba c
594 Bunworth and Co. ,  Dalby f
595 Bunyan Thomas ,  Cunnamulla s
596 Burcham C. E., Brisbane c
597 Burgess  -,  Paddington c
598 Burgess F., Ipswich c
599 Burgess John ,  Valley o c
600 Burk James ,  5 Hope street c
601 Burke  -,  Kangaroo Point c
602 Burke  -,  Cairns s
603 Burke Mrs., Yaainba e
604 Burke Mrs., Lake's Creek c (2)
605 Burke Edward, Ravenswood u k
606 Burke  Miss Ellen, Townsville s
607 Burke Miss Honor, Brisbane u k
608 Burke Mrs. L., Croydon c
609 Burke  It.,  Maryborough s
610 Burley D., Warwick c611 Burnard Mrs., Eagle Farm, c
612 Burnard  John, Eagle Junction c
615 Burness Mrs. R., Woollongabba c
614 Burnett C., Kensington I )owns c
615 Burns Mrs., Maryborough c
616 Burns Miss , Alpha c
617 Burns D., Townsville c
618 Burns Edmund, Lake's Creek c
619 Burns John, Imbil road c
620  Burns John, Brisbane c
621 Burns J. P., Yenlba c
622 Burns Michael, Morven c
623 Burns  R., Croydon c
624 Burns Mrs.  It.,  Charters Tow ers e
625 Burns Thomas, Boulia c
626 Burns W., Shafston road o c
627 Burnup J. H., Gregory  terrace c
628 Burrell J. G., Woollongabba c
629 Burrow Henry, Bundaberg c
630 Burrowes H., Smithfield c
631 Burrows W. W., Cordelia street c
632 Burton A., 212  Queen street c
633 Burton George ,  West End c
634 Burton James ,  Hodgson c
635 Burton Robert E .,  West End c
636 Burton W., West End e
637 Burwood William, Gympie road c
638 Bushby  -,  Morven c
639 Bush Henry, Charters Towers c
640 Bush Thomas, Samsonvale c
641 Bushby W. H., Brisbane s
642 Buskey Mary, Toowoomba o
643 Butcher  -,  Central Railway e
644 Butcher G. B., Kempsey o
645 Butcher W. (accountant ),  Brisbane c
646 Butement James ,  Normanton n z
647 Butler A., O'Connell terrace c
648 Butler H., Townsville c
649 Butler  J. W., Pie  Creek road c
650 Butler Lawrence, Union Camp o
651 Butler T., Junction c
652 Butler W., Thorn street c
653 Butler Wm. Thomas ,  Croydon o
654 Butt J. (j unr.), Ingham c
653 Buttler J., Mount Morgan c
656 Byers John (butcher), Dalby c
657 Byers  John junr .,  Warra c
658 Byrne Charles ,  Boundary street c
659 Byrne Garrett ,  Boundary street c
660 Byrne John ,  Gympie c
661 Byrne Joseph ,  Maryborough c
662 Byrne Thomas H., Dalby e
663 Byrne W., Sandgate c
664 Byrnes Edward, Eidsvold o
665 Byron A. H., Brisbane c
C.
1 CADDEN Wm. Henry,  Brisbane c
2 Cader Mrs. P.,  Drayton c
3 Caesar J., Brisbane in
4 Cahill John, Edith Vale c
1)  Cahill Join, Bundaberg u k
(i Cahill .T., George street c
7 Cahill .T., Leichhardt  street c
8 Cahill J. E., East Brisbane c
9 Cahill J. W., Kensington Downs e
10 Cain Martin ,  Rockwood Station e
11 Cain Thomas, One-Mile c
12 Cain T., Aramac c
13 Cairns .lames  A.  0.,  Mackay o
14 Cairns John, Vulture  street c
15 Cairns W., Cawarral c
1(i Caitchean Mrs, R .  H., Brisbane n z
17 Callaghan Mrs., Lake's Creek road c
18 Callanan  -,  Barcaldine c
19 Callaway -, Rockhampton u k
20 Callen C., Valley e
21 Callendar W. J., Mount Perry
22 Callender -, Kilkivan c
23 Calverly J., Brisbane u k
24 Cameron and Tolson ,  Corinda c (2)
25 Cameron A., Cunnamulla e (2)
26 Cameron Miss Amy, Brisbane e
27 Cameron B. O. At., Brisbane o c
28 Cameron C., Maryborough  in
29 Cameron C. P., Rockhampton o c
30 Cameron David, Croydon o
31 Cameron D., Rockhampton s
32 Cameron Mrs . J., Albion c
33 Cameron M.,  Coorparoo c
34 Cameron N., Bundal erg f
35 Cameron  R. F., Ipswich s
36 Cameron W. F., Dalby s
37 Camp E .,  Ravenswood Junction  in
38 Camp Mrs. W .,  Charters Towers c
39 Campbell -, Moore street c
40 Campbell -, Bundaberg c
41 Campbell  Mrs , Muttaburra c
42 Campbell A., Queen's Arms Hotel s
43 Campbell Anthony ,  Rockhampton c
44 Campbell A. E., Woollongabba e
45 Campbell A. E., Georgetown o
46 Campbell D., Normanton c (2)
47 Campbell  1). N., Normanton s and n z (2)
48 Campbell F., Boggo road c
49 Campbell Forrester, Maryborough c (2)
50 Campbell James, Croydon s
51 Campbell James ,  Goodna c
52 Campbell James ,  Mackay c
53 Campbell John, Gympie c
54 Campbell John ,  Brisbane o
55 Campbell J., Gympie c
56 Campbell J. (carrier ),  Normanton e
57 Campbell J. T., Croydon t
58 Campbell Mrs. Lizzie ,  Townsville u k
59 Campbell Mrs. Peter .  Dingo  in
60 Campbell Private A., Rockhampton c
61 Campbell Thomas ,  Croydon c
62 Campbell  W., Cooktow n e t
63 Campbell W., West End c
64 Campell -,  Roma street c
65 Campion F., North Pine o
66 Campion P.  F., Brisbane u k
67 Campos Victor, Brisbane u k (3)
68 Camsill Mrs. J .,  Charters Towers n z
69 Candy E ., Stanley street c
70 Cane John, Spring Hill e
71 Canning Mrs. A .,  Spring Hill c
72 Cannon George ,  Enoggera c
73 Cannoy J., Maryborough c
74 Cantle  A.,  Queen street c
75 Canstrup N., Pialba c
76 Cantrell Charles T., Eidsvold c
77 Canty E .  J., Stanley street  in
78 Canty J.,  Ravenswood c
79 Capel  it.  H., Vulture street c
80 Capman Mrs. James ,  Brisbane u k
81 Capper Mrs., Limestone c
82 Carbery F., Gympie c
83 Carbis William, Charters Towers m
84 Cardy John Evans, Charters Towers
uk
85 Careel Alexander ,  Rockhampton o c
86 Carew Mrs. D .,  Woollongabba c
87 Carey  Mrs. Bridget ,  Rockhampton c
88 Carey James ,  Charters Towers u k
89 Carey M .,  Brisbane c
90 Carey M .,  Kalka Creek c
91 Cark Mrs .,  Cooktown n k
92 Carleson C., Townsville c
93 Carlin James ,  Stonehenge c
94 Carlin Thomas, Bloomfield c
95 Carlon John, West End o c
96 Carlson  H., Townsville s
97 Carlsson  Julius ,  Brisbane f
98 Carlyle W., Mount Perry c
99 Carmody Constable, Mackay c
100 Carney W., Roma c
101 Carney W., Milton c
102 Carus William, Queenton f
103 Carpanter Captain  (cutter  " Osprey
Rockhampton c
104 Carpenter Miss Hannah, Bowen H ills
uk
105 Carpenter  James , Rockhampton o
106 Carr Mrs. A., Valley c
107 Carr A. C., Brisbane c
108 Carr E. H., Townsville c
10 1)  Carr William, Rockhampton c (4)
110 Carradice F. A., 9 Montague street c
111 Carroll -, Croydon c
112 Carroll Miss, Grey  street c
113 Carroll Miss A., Upper Roma  street a
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114 Carroll George, Yengarie u k 206 Clackerty  -,  Graham 's Creek c 311 Collins Mrs., Swan Hill c
115 Carroll J. Rockhampton c Bundaberg s and u k207 Claeson John  (seaman ) llockhamp- 312 Collins  Miss  B,
1111 Carroll  Miss  Mary ,  Rockhampton u k
, .,
ton in  (2)
117 Carroll  ' Michael T., Rockhampton u k 204 Claffey  P., Gympie c  313 Collins Charles M., Oxley c
118  Carroll  Thomas,  (Jassilis Station c 209 Clair A .,  Stanton Harcourt o c 314 Collins Dan, Imbil road c
119 Carroll W .,  Valley c 210 Clair John ,  Croydon o c 315 Collins Edward, Charters Towers c
120 Carruthers James ,  Brisbane o c 211 Clancey John ,  Brisbane c 316 Collins G. H.,  Imbil u k
121 Carruthers James, Red Hill u k 212 Clancy  -,  27 Bowen street c 317 Collins Jeremiah ,  Adavale c
122 Carston Mrs., Ernest street c 213 Clancy Pat. 1)., \ Iaytown c 318 Collins John, Gympie c
123 Carter E., Bundaberg o c 214 Clancy Thomas, Little Edward street c 311) Collins Samuel, Rockwood s
124 Carter Mrs. F. S., Brisbane s 215 Clapperton P., Herbert River c 320 Collins Sidney, Manuka Station c
125 Carter John ,  Mackay c 216 Clare Joseph, Blackall s 321 Collom  -,  Queen street c
126 Carter J., Gatton c 217 Clark  -,  Ravenswood u k 322 Collom Mrs .,  Queen street c
127 Carter J. R., Townsville c 218 Clark Arthur ,  Maryborough c 323 Collins John, Rockhampton c
128 Carter O. H., Nerang c 219 Clark J .  A., Grey street c 324 Colsen P., Cooktown c
129 Carter W., Brisbane c 220 Clark Marmaduke ,  Cooktown u k 325 Colville D., Brisbane u k
130 Carthy J.,  Stanley street c (2) 221 Clark Thomas, Valley o c 32(i Comlie Charles ,  Normanton o c
131 Cartney Mrs., Lutwyche c 222 Clark William, Maxwelton o and c (2) 327 Compton Thomas ,  Townsville  in
132 Cartwright J. W., Irvinebank c (3) 223 Clark W., Gympie road o 323 Conahan Mrs., George street c
133 Cartwright Wm., Thompson Estate c 224 Clarke South Brisbane c (2) 329 Coners Mrs., Rockhampton c
134 Carvill S., Normanton c 225 Clarke Charters Towers c 330 Conley W. G., Allora c
124 Casey M., Ayr c 226 Clarke Mrs., Spring Hill c 331 Conlon Charles ,  Gympie c
125 Casey P .,  Stanley River c 227 Clarke A., Boggo road c 332 Conlon P., Gympie c
126 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c (3) 224 Clarke Miss E. J., Ravenswood s 333 Conn James J., Rockhampton c (2)
127 Cashman Robert, Morney Plains s and 229 Clarke George ,  Bundaberg s 334 Connell Mrs. H .,  Gympie cc
h
230 Clarke George Thos., Townsville u k 335 Connell John, Gilmore c
128 CaQ
mon T., Western Line o
231 Clarke  James, Valley o c 336 Connelly Joseph ,  Cunnamulla s
129 Caskell D., Woollongabba c 232 Clarke James ,  Thargomindah Station c 337 Connolly Miss Annie, Charters Towers
130 Caslin James, Stonehenge c 233  Clarke J., Charters Towers c  uk
131 Cassidy -, Cairns c 234 Clarke Mrs. J. S., Maryborough c 338 Connolly John, Toowoomba c
132 Casson  Mrs. E.,  Paddington c 235 Clarke Samuel, Shafton road c 339 Connolly M., Woollongabba c
133 Casson J., Croydon c 236 Clarke Thomas ,  Barcaldine c 340 Connolly Mrs. 1I .,  West Paddington c
134 Caston A., William street c 237 Clarke Walter, Valley o c 341 Connor C., Ipswich s
13.5 Caulfield James, Highgate Hill c (2) 238 Clarke W., Tarnbo c 342 Connor G. D., Aramac c
136 Cavanagh Miss A., Brisbane c 239 Clauson Charles, Petrie terrace c 343 Connor J., Normanton c
137 Cavanagh E. J., One-Mile c 240 Clay H. H., Brisbane u k 344 Connor Miss Kate ,  Townsville c
138 Cavanagh Hugh, Maryborough in (2) 241 Clay Thomas ,  Brisbane o c 345 Connor William, Curriwildi c
139 Cavanagh M. J., Isisford c 242 Clayton Miss ,  Spring Hill c 316 Connors  -,  Charters Towers c
140 Cavanagh Mrs. T. H .,  Rockhampton s 243 Clayton T., Tamworth Station c (2) 347 Connors D., Townsville c
141 Cavanough W. E., Rookwood c 244 Cleary F., Biddenham s 348 Connors G. D., Barcaldine c
142 Cave Fred .,  Rockhampton c 245 Cleary H., Killarney c 349 Connors Michael, Mungar Line c
143 Cave F .,  Blackwater c 246 Clemens Miss Sarah A., Cooktown o c 350 Connors M., P.O. Brisbane u k
144 Cavendish E., Palace Hotel c 247 Clements  -,  Gladstone c 351 Connors Mrs. P. C .,  Hughenden c
145 Cavey William ,  Eidsvold c 248 Clements C. O., Valley c 352 Connors William, Georgetown c
146 Celthaur Nicklaus ,  Drayton c 249 Clendinning Denis, Richmond Downs c 353 Conquest H., Morven c
147 Chaalman S., Rookham ton s 250 Clewen J., Kensington c (2) 354 Conran George street c
148 Chadwick  -,  Red Hill c 251  Cliff  George,  South Brisbane u k  355 Conroy Breakfast Creek c
149 Challenge Queen street c 252 Clifford Mrs. Hannah ,  Brisbane o c 356 Conroy Morven c
150 Challenger Mrs. Rockhampton c Townsville c andsTambo e t 357 Conroy Mrs. G. E .253 Cli fford Henry,
151 Challinor Mrs. G .  M., Red Hill c
,,
254 Clifton Max., Thursday Island e t  (2)
152 Chalmers A., Brisbane u k 255 Clifton  William, Boulia s 358 Conroy J., Brisbane c (3)
153 Chambers R., Clermont c 256 Cline P., Amby Downs c (2) 359 Conroy Mat., Rockhampton s
154 Chambers T., Swan Hill c 257 Closs David, Woollongabba c 360 Consells  - (carrier ),  Ravenswood c
155 Champion Mrs., Braeside c 258 Clousen  -,  Bundaberg c 361 Considine Mrs. Bridget ,  Toowoomba e
156 Champion Charles, 162 George  street c 259 Clouey -, Homebush c 362 Constantine Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton c
157 Chandler A., The Gap c 260 Clugh J. B., Chinchilla c 3113 Constantine S., Black Jack c
158 Chandler A. C., Enoggera in 2(11 Clune Mrs .,  Brisbane e 364 Cook  - (carrier ),  Croydon c
1.59 Chandler Charles ,  Croydon o 262 Clyde  -,  George street c 365 Cook A .,  Townsville c
160 Chandler Thomas C., Townsville o c (2) 263 Clyde - ,  Queen street c 366 Cook A .,  Geraldton c
161 Chandler T. C., Cooktown s 2(14 Clyde W .  H., George street c 367 Cook A., Mount Leyshon c
162 Chandler William, Albert street c 265 Clyne Captain H .,  Normanton c 368 Cook Miss Charlotte ,  Brisbane  in
1153 Chapman  -,  Morven c 266 Clyne Miss Lizzie, Brisbane u k 369 Cook G.  A., Charters Towers c
164 Chapman  -,  Fassifern c (3) 267 Coakes E., Boggo road c  370  Cook G.  T., Gladstone c
165 Chapman A., Norman Creek c 268 Cohain C., One-Mile c (2) 371 Cook James ,  Woollongahba e
166 Chapman George, Eidsvold u k (3) 2(19 Cobb Miss Ada, Townsville o c 372 Cook John ,  Bundanba c
167 Chapman H. S., Queen street c 270 Cobb John, Tambo s  373 Cook Joe ,  Bunda Bunda s
168 Chapman J., Valley c 271 Cochran A., Cairns c 374 Cook John B., Brisbane s (2)
11;9 Chappel T., Charters Towers c 272 Cochrane Mrs., Valley c 375 Cook Miss K., Yaarnba road c
170 Chaproniere Alfred, Normanton c 273 Cochrane A., Brisbane c 376 Cook Mrs .  L., St. Kilda Estate c
171 Chardon and Gardner ,  Valley c 27 4 Cochrane John W., Cooktown c 377 Cook L. E., Rosalie o c
172 Chardon P. F., Brisbane s 275 Cock Thomas ,  Downfall Creek c 378 Cook Richard, Terrick Station s
173 Chargoin A., Hughenden c 276 Cock T. J., G mpie  it k 379 Cook R., Mary street c
174 Charlton  -,  Adelaide street c 277 Cockburn Archd., Balnagowan u k 380 Cook R. E., North Quay c
175 Charlton W.  0., Brisbane c 27 8 Cockburn H. A. E., Blackall s (2) 381 Cook Tom, Coorparoo e
176  Chauncy Mrs. Ann R .,  Stanley street f 279 Cocks Herbert, Cairns o c 382 Cooke E., Toowoomba c
177 Chauvel P. B., Humpybong c 280 Cocogliam Matteo ,  Croydon s  383 Cooke  .Tames, Townsville f1j8 Cheese James West, Mount Stanley 281 Codey Tom, Mount Morgan c 384 Cookes Mrs. Annie ,  Mungellala c (2)
u k (4) 282 Cody David, Brisbane o c  385 Cooley W., Thargomindah c
179 Chester James ,  Valley c 283  Coffey Michael, Mungar Line c 386 Cooley Francis Pat., Rosalie Plains o
180 Chew Ah Reh, Beenleigh  in 284 Coggeran Miss Marv, Coorparoo u k 387 Coomba  Writ., Mitchell Downs c
181 Child Mrs .  E. P., Red Hill c 285 Coghlan C., Rockhampton c 388 Coombe W., Watawa c (2)
182 Childs  -,  Yengarie f 2861 Coghlan Denis ,  Bowen Hills c 389 Cooney Miss ,  Mount Albion c
183 Chisholm J., Yeulba, c 287 Coghlan O. J ,,  Roma s 390 Cooney  J ohn, Yeppoon  in
184 Chong How, Mount Cotton o c (2) 288 Coghlan  Nicholas,  Brisbane o c 391 Coop Edward, Brisbane o c
185 Chong Lee, Geraldton e 289 Cohen Mrs., South Brisbane c 392 Cooper  -,  Cooktown c
186 Chong Lone, Maryborough o 290 Cohen J., Valley c 393 Cooper Allan, Boulia c (3)
187 Chong Sue, Milton c 291 Cohen Patrick, Jimbonr o 394 Cooper A. (tobacconist ),  South Bris
188 Chong Sum, Bundaberg o c 292 Cohn Fernando ,  Brisbane f bane e
189 Christensen Mrs. -, Townsville c 293 Colber  M rs. Ann, Townsville o c 395 Cooper A. L., Boulia s
190 Christensen Anton Peter ,  Rockhamp- 294 Cole -, Charters Towels c 396 Cooper George ,  Ravenswood c
ton o c 295  Cole Charles ,  Cairns u k 397 Cooper G. L., 44 Grand Arcade c
191 Christensen C., South Kolan c 296 Cole Thomas ,  Thursday Island o 3S8 Cooper G. W., Albert  street c
192 Christensen Jens ,  Gympie c 297 Cole William ,  Richmond c 399 Cooper Harry, Croydon c (3)
193  Christensen Thomas, Croydon in 298 Coleman Miss ,  North Quay c (2) 400 Cooper Mrs. Henry ,  Rockhampton c
194  Christenson  J., Brisbane o c 299 Coleman Mrs. F .,  Charters Towers u k 401 Cooper Matthew, Gyrnpie s
195 Christenson Otto, Highgate Hill c (2) 300 Coleman M., Brisbane c 402 Cooper Mrs. M .  A., Bowen Hills c
196 Christiansen J., Maryborough c 301 Colendi V., T„ o-Mile c (2) 403 Copeland and Son Messrs. ,  Ravens
197 Christie  -,  Bundanba c 302 Co'es George,  \ Iil t;on c (3) wood s
198 Christie Mrs. Celia, Bundanba c 303 Coles William, Toowoomba c 404 Copping R.., Red Hill c
199 Christie George ,  Margaret street c 304 Colines  M iss Bridget, Bundaberg c 405 Coprin  W illiam, Rockhampton c
200 Christie James ,  Bowen c 305 Collard Mary ,  Charters Towers o 406 Corban James ,  Gin Gin c
201 Christie James ,  Bundanba c 306 Colley W., Paddington c 407 Corbett G., Ann  street a (2)
202 Christie J. C., Brisbane c 307 Collier John, Albion road c 408 Corbett Michael, Lower Burdekin e
203 Christoe C. P., Brisbane c 308 Collings E., Rosalie c 409 Corbett R., Townsville c
204 Christopher  -,  Charters Towers c 309 Collins and Son Messrs .,  Durundur c (2) 410 Corbett T., Mount Spurgeon c
205 Chuter Mrs., Boggo road c . 310 Collins Mrs., Brisbane c 411 Corda W., Deep Creek road c
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412 Cork Mrs .,  South Brisbane c 517 Crosby John, Dalgona lly u k and c (2) 35 Darcy and Co., Charters Towers
413  Corker  John,  3fareborouyh  it k 518 Cross  F.  W., Townsville u k (3) 31; Darcy Gerald ,  Charters Towers s
414  Corniack J. R., Rockhampton c 519 Cross  George Hughenden c 37 Dargan P., Rockhampton c
415 Cornell C. J., Bundaherg m
,
520 Cross  George E. Kilcumniin Station s 38 Dargatz Gustav ,  Maryborough o c
416 Cornell Johp , Daley o c
,
521 Cross W. Turbot street c 39 Darker J., Gympie c (2)
417 Corney David, Cairns o c
,
522 Crossland R Queenton c 40 Darrigan Michael, Port Douglas c
418 Cornhill William, Bundaberg c
,
523 Crotty Jeremiah Nu Igee c 41 Datson R., Mount Perry c
419 Cornish Mrs. E .,  Hamilton n z
,
524 Crotty  Patrick South Branch c 42 Daughtrey Edwin ,  Croydon s
420 Cornish Robert, Brisbane s
,
Georgetown s525 Crowder William 43 Davenport Robert ,  Bundaherg o c
421 Crrnish S. C., Irvine Batik n z
,
526 Crowen Miss Polly, Bundaberg c 44 Daveson W. G., Charters Tower$ c
422 Cornor Ro bert, Brisbane s 527 Crowley  Dan. Tambo c 45 Davey  A. A., Yeulba c
423 Cornwell William Gregory terrace c
,
528 Crowne Lion Creek c 46 Davey E. G., Eidsvold c
424 Corrie  A. B., Qu eenton c ,Petrie terrace c529 Crozier W. 47 Davey J. C., Port Douglas u k
425 Corrigan J., Woollongabba c
,
Darling Downs s530 Cruise W. S. 48 Davey M. C., One-Mile c
426 Corry T. K., Laycock o
,
531 Crunibell J., Spring Hill c 49 Davids  ,  Wickham terrace c
427 Corsen J. S.. Townsville u k 532  Crystal William ,  Croydon c 50 Davidson A., Croydon c
428 Corser E. B. C., Maryborough c 533 Cuddihy  Miss Mary,  Brisbane o c 51 Davidson George A., Brisbane u k (2)
429 Cort Thomas  (builder ),  Sand ;ate c 534 Cuffe Henry G .,  Gyinpie o c 52 Davidson H., Deep Creek c
430 Cort T. junr .,  Blackall Estate c 535 Cuffe Robert, Manfred Downs c 53 Davidson W., Maryborough c
431 Cosgrove  -,  Rockhampton c 536  Cuffle William ,  Elizabeth street c 54 Davies  ,  Brisbane c
432 Cosgrove Mrs. Ann, Townsville c 537 Culhane Patrick, Charters Towers n z 55 Davies Toowoomba c
433 Cosgrove Augustus ,  Brisbane c 538 Cullen  Miss Mar-t.,  Maryborough c 56 Davies  ,  Charters Towers c
434 Cosgrove Joseph, Edward street c 539 Cullen V .,  Charters Towers c 57 Davies Mrs., Townsville c
435 Cosgrove Mrs. Sarah ,  Brisbane o c 540 Cullinan Miss Honoria ,  Rockhampton 58 Davies  C., One-Mile c
436 Cosgrove Thomas ,  Carandotta a uk 59 Davies David, Stonehenge c
437 Cosgrove T., Mackay u k 541 Cullinane T.,  Canipbellville o c 60 Davies Henry, Charters Towers c
438 Cosker J., Croydon c 542 Culling Miss F., Townsville c 61 Davies J., One-Mile c
439 Costello Miss H., Spring Hill a (2) 543 Cully Mrs., Rockhampton c 62 Davies J., Leicbhardt street c
440 Costello Thomas F., Brisbane u k 544 Cully B .,  Rockhampton c 63 Davies J., Mount Morgan c
441 Cottell Mrs., Little Ipswich c 515 Cully Patrick ,  Mount Margaret o 64 Davies Lemuel ,  Maytown c
412 Cotton John Geor etown u k 546 Cul stbrookt  - W Charters Towers c65 Davies Owen, g
443 Coughlan D., Townsville c
ver , ce
547 Cumming Alex., Mount Albion u k (3)
,
66 Davies T., South Brisbane c
441  Couilts Mi s Lizzie, Brisbane c 548 Cummings George, Brisbane c 67 Davies T. H. S., Croydon c
445 Coulson Miss ,  Rockhampton c 549 Cummings J., Charters Towers c 68 Davies W., South Brisbane c
446 Coulson J. W., Hughenden c 550 Cummins Pat., Georgetown o 69 Davidson W. G., Charters Towers c
447 Coulson Miss May Augusta, Rock- 551 Cummins P., Golden Valley c 70 Davis Mrs., South Brisbane c
hampton u k and c (2) 552 Cunningham  -,  Dawson road c 71 Davis David ,  Townsville  in
448 Coultis Peter,  Maryborough c 553 Cunningham John, Rockhampton s 72 Davis F. H., Logan Village o
449 Couper Alexander ,  Maryborough  it k 554 Cunningham John, Brisbane n z 73 Davis G .,  Georgetown c
450 Court Mrs. Mary ,  Townsville o c 555 Cunningham  L., Albert  street c 71 Davis James, Brisbane u k
451 Court  It.,  Rosalie c 556 Curnev L., Thursday Island c 75 Davis John ,  Ipso ich c
452 Courtney Thomas ,  Spring Hill u k 557 Curnow William ,  Irvinebank c (2) 76 Davis Joseph, Croydon s
453 Cousen J., Arcturus Downs c 558 Curran  -,  Morven c 77 Davis J. K., Maytown c
454 Cousens P., Thursday Island c 559 Curran L., Toowoomba o 78 Davis Messrs. J. and L .,  Rockhamp-
455 Cowan  -,  Rosebank c 560 Curran Miss  Al., Vulture street c ton c
456 Cowan Miss, Mackay c 561 Curran P. M., Lake 's Creek c 79 Davis Percy, Logan Village c (2)
457 Cowan J.  It.,  Normanton c and s (2) 562 Currie  -,  Goondiwindi c 80 Davis P., Brisbane c
458  Cowan J. R., Normanton s 563 Currie John ,  Cairns c 81 Davis Robert, Rockhampton c
459 Cowan Miss M., Brisbane s 564 Currie Matthew, Bimerah Station m 82 Davis  It.,  Maryborough c
460 Cowan William ,  Ipswich u k and a (2) 83 Davis Mrs. R .,  Roma c
461 Cowdeon Miss ,  Spring Hill c 565 Currins N., Kabra c 84 Davis Thomas ,  Port Curtis Road c
462 Cowell George, Rockhampton c 566 Curry Mrs., Brisbane n k 85 1)av is Thomas ,  Queenton c
463 Cowen John, Goondi c 567 Curry Robt. Percy ,  Townsville u k 86 Davis William, Croydon c
464 Cowie William, Croydon u k 568 Curson William ,  Rockhampton t 87 Darison M. A., Charters Towers o
463 Cowley D., Helidon c 569 Curtain Mrs., Woollongabba c 88 Davison Mrs.  It.,  South Brisbane c
466 Cowling Thomas ,  Lansdowne  Stations570 Curtin Miss Ann, Rocklea c 89 Davison Rebecca, Rockhampton c
467 Cowper Wm. J., Brisbane o c 571 Curtis  Mrs., South Brisbane c 90 Davison W. G., Charters Towers c
468 Cox and Co. Messrs. ,  Brisbane c 572 Curtis Geo. A. H .,  Brisbane u k and 91 Davy D . T., Charters Towers c
469 Cox C., Townsville c f 92 Dawdy Harry J., Brisbane o c and c (2)
470 Cox W., Townsville c 573 Curtis G. S., Brisbane s 93 Dawe Miss, Brisbane s
471 Cox W. G .,  35 Queen street u k 574 Curtis Miss Mary, Maryborough c and 94 Dawe  - (gunner ),  Shafston road o c
472 Coyle Andrew ,  Junction Creek o e t (2) 95 Dawe Thomas ,  Cooktown o c
473 Coyle M .,  Croydon o 575 Curtis William ,  Brisbane o 96 Dawkins William, Townsville it k
474 Coyne D. (farmer ),  Eton c 576 Curtis W., Rockhampton c 97 Dawson George, Wornbah Siding c
475 Coyne Mrs. T .,  Muttaburra c 577 Cushion John, Mungar Line o c 98 Dawson G., Brisbane c
476 Crabb Alexander ,  Cairns u k 578 Cutbush Mrs., Gregory terrace c 99 Dawson H., Townsville c
477 Crabb W. H., Carron River o 579 Cuthbert  William,  Townsville u k 100 Dawson J. Hermit Park c
478 Crabe Mrs. L , Townsville c 101 Dawson Mrs. Susannah ,  Brisbane u k
479 Crack D., Bulloo River o 102 Day Thomas, Croydon o
480 Craig  -,  South Brisbane c D. 103 Deacon Mrs., Thylungra c
481 Craig  -,  Maytown c 104 Dean  -,  South Brisbane c
482 Craig James, Red Hill c 1 DABBS W. A .,  Logan road o c 105 Dean Miss ,  Oakey Creek c
483 Craig James,  '.Maryborough o c 2 Dack Herbert ,  Birnbim u k 106 Dean George, Morven c
484 Craig John ,  Fernhill u k and c (2) 3 Daieley D .,  Cooktown c 107 Dean W., Stratton c
485 Craig Joseph, Bluff Diggings c 4 Dakers Mrs.,  Hanileigh c 108 Dearnaley W., South Brisbane c
486 Craig  J ., Hughenden c 5 Dale Mrs. Mary, Spring Creek c 109 1) easley  -,  Charters Towers c
487 Craig J. K., Montague road c 6 Dales Simeon ,  Greendale u k 110 Deasy Michael ,  Cooinera s
488 Craig Thomas, Muttaburra c (2) 7 Daley Charles, Barcaldine o 111 Deazley -, Charters Towers c
489 Craig W., Mackay c 8 Dalhunty Mrs. H .  F., Gregory ter- 112 Decarnpo Antonio, Georgetown o
490 Craig W. M., Mackay s race c 113 De-Fraine W., Mount Perry c (6)
491 Crane George ,  Rockhampton a k 9 Dallon William ,  Springsure c 114 Degan Michael ,  Brisbane c
492 Craub Duncan, Chowev Creek c 10 Dallow Benjamin ,  Rockhampton o c 115 Deighton Ed., Caboolture c
493 Crawford  -,  Albion c 11 Dalrymple G., Bowenville c 116 De Jersey Fred .  W., Brisbane o c
494 Crawford Alex., Herbert River s 12  Dalrymple James, Gundiah u k 117 Do Lacy T., Croydon c
495 Crawford A., Brisbane c 13 Dalton Phillis ,  Junction c 118 Delaney J., Croydon c
496 Crawley George ,  One-Mile u k 14 Daly John ,  Monkland c 119 Delaney Mrs. R., Hughenden c
497 Crawley Mrs. Jane ,  One-mile Creek o c 15 Daly J. J., Eidsvold c 120 De Lean F .  W., Brisbane a (2)
498 Crawshaw W., Spring Hill c 16 Daly M., Toowoomba o 121 Delgar John,  Swat  c
499 Creamer -, Beaudesert c 17 Daly Patrick ,  Mackay  it k 122 Della  Michael, Croydon f (2)
500 Creamer Timothy, Brisbane u k 18 Daly Pat., Clark River c 123 Deloughery Miss, Fernvale c
501 Creaser  It.,  O'Connell Town c (3) 19 T)aly Pat .,  Hillgrove c (2) 124 1)elugar T . M. J., Nive  Downs c (2)
502 Creason  -, Valley c 20 Daly P .,  George street c 125 De  Lyon J . P., Ann  street c
503 Creed R N. P., Bowen  it k (2) 21 Daly P . (carrier ),  Croydon e 126 Demarltner J., Charters Towers s
504 Creighton Miss Annie, Toowoomba f 22 Daly S.,  Normanton e t 127 Deniannsey Claude ,  Brisbane s
505 Creske Peter, Maryborough road c 23 Daly Thomas , Croydon u k 128 Dempsey Miss Margt. ,  Brisbane c
506 Cressy Robert, Croydon c 24 Damar or Dumas H , Townsville o 129 Dempsey Robert, Brisbane c
507 Crewe Miss Emily, Charters Towers c 25 Damm James,  S pringsure 130 Denham  -,  Moggill road c
508 Crimmins Patrick, Kilkivan c Brisbane c26 Dampier  Alfred Sugar Loaf s131 Denison  William
509 Cristway J. V., Brisbane c
,
27 Daniells  Joseph , Red Hill c
,
132 Dennehy James, Croydon c
510 Critchell John, Hughenden s 28 Daniells  J., Mount Amos c 133 Dennis James, Charters Towers s
511 Crocker E., Charters Towers c 29 Daniells W., Withersfield c 134 Denton Arthur, Brisbane o c
512 Crockford J.  0., Red Hill c 30 Dann  -,  Downfall Creek c 135 l  )enyer Miss, Townsville c
513 Croft Professor R., Charleville s 31 Dann  Hans Croydon c 136 benzin AA'ni., Hampton Siding c
514 Croke A., Maryborough c
,
?,2 Dann James Cooktown u k 137  De  Rosnay Anselme Fiomet, Cook-
515 Croker E., Charters Towers c ,33 Danner Mrs. Charters Towers c to wn f
516 Crook A. W., Dalby in
,
34 Danner Gustave ,  Townsville c 138 Desmond Richard, Normanton o c
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139 Desmond R., Brisbane c 245 Dowdle Tom, P.O. Croydon c 8 Eames -, Milton c
140 Devaney D., Darkey Flat c 246 Dowell Peter, Boggo road c  I 9 Ebbs Miss Sarah, Townsville u k
141 Devany W. R. S., Brisbane c 217 Dowey Mrs., Rockhampton c 10 Ebbs T., Hughenden c
142 Devereux James, Mount Leyshon c 248 Dowling James, Plane Creek c 11 Eckstein J., Gympie c
143 Devin Miss, Goondiwindi s 249 Dowling John, Rockhampton o 12 Ede Daniel C., Valley o c
144 Devine B., Stonehenge oe 230 Dowling J., Mount Morgan c 13 Eden Alfred, Townsville u k (2)
145 Devine Miss E., Leyt c 251 Dowling J. W., Mackay o 14 Edgar William, Cooktown u k
140 Devine Thomas, Normanton c 252 Dowling M., Croydon a 15 Edges Miss E., Woollongabba c
147 De Vis W. E., Croydon c 253 Dowling Thomas, Gympie c 16 Edmonds Mrs. Thos., Spring Hill s
148 Dewhurst Mrs., Ann street c 254 Down D., Glenrowan c 17 Edmondson J., Charters Towers c
149 Dibden Reuben, Cairns u k 235 Down William, Charters Towers c 18 Edmunds H. W., Thursday Island o c
150 Dick John, Charters Towers c 236 Downes H., Thargomindah a 19 Edward -, Highgate Hill c
151 Dick Robert, Croydon u k 257 Downs Thomas, Lundaberg c 20 Edwards Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
152 Dick Mrs. R., Townsville c 258 Dowey T., Gympie c 21 Edwards E., Cootharaba road c
133 Dickie John, Croydon c 259 Doyle -, West End c 22 Edwards Miss Elizth., Stanley street s
154 Dickinson A., West End c 260 Doyle James, Gympie c 23 Edwards George, Charters Towers c
155 Dickson -, Grantham c 261 Doyle James. Aurora Plantation f 24 Edwards G., Alpha c
156 Dickson E. J., Milton u k 262 Doyle John, Mount Morgan c (2) 25 Edwards G. T., Cairns c
157 Dickson John, Brisbane o c 263 Doyle J., Botc ea c 26 Edwards H. W., Mount Morgan c
158 Dickson Mrs. J., Sandgate c 264 Doyle John J., Gympie c 27 Edwards John, Bundanba c
159 Dietrichson -, Capalaba c 265 Doyle Miss Kate, Sandgate c 28 Edwards M. G., Moreton Bay Oyster
160 Diggles Mrs., Brisbane u k and f (3) 266 Doyle Pat., Brisbane o c Co. C
161 Dignan \lrs., Normanton c 267 Doyre Albert, P.O. 'Townsville s (2) 29 Edwards Patrick, Brisbane c
162 Dignum R., Thylungra a 268 Drain .--, Bowen Hills c 30 Edwards Samuel, Queenton s
163  Dillon James, Boulia c 269 Draisey H. J. H., Croydon c 31 Edwards Thomas, Junction Creek e t
164 Dillon John, Johnstone River s 270 Drew Mrs., Teneriffe c (2) 32 Edwards T., Herberton o
165 Dillon ail., Townsville s 271 Drew 1R., Sherwood c 33 Edwards Mrs. Walter, Thargomindah o
166 Dine Sydney, Charle%ille c 272 Drew R., Brisbane s 34 Edwards W, Croydon c
167 Dingwall A., Ingham c 273 Drewe P., Brisbane c 33 Edwards W. H., Charters Towers c
168 Dittmer W., Rockhampton c (2) 274 Drews Charlm s, Eidsvold c 36 Egan - (carrier), Toowoomba c
169 Dixon - (carrier), Blackall c 275 Drinkwater F.,George street c 37 Egan Miss Maggie, Brisbane c
170  Dixon C., Beisbaoe c 276 Driscoll Daniel, Rockhampton c 38 Egan Michael, Gympie c
171 Dixon C., Brisbane c 277 Driscoll Edward, Croydon s 39 Egan M., Rockwood c172 Dixon H Brisbane c One-Mile c278 Driscoll It 40 Egan M Brisbane a.,173 Dixon T., Eton c .,279 Driscoll Miss Lydia, Oxley c .,41 Egg - (surveyor), Croydon c
174 Doak Mrs., Rockhampton c 280 Drummond and Co., Brisbane c 42 Eggot George, Mackay c
175 Dobbie William, Rosewood c (2) 281 Drysdale J. C., Rockwood c 43 Egslon Jame,, Mount Morgan o c
176 Dobbie W., McAllister's Pocket c (2) 282 Duckworth Peter, Gympie c (2) 44 Ehler Miss Annie, Brisbane o c
177 Dobbin Edward J., Burketown c 283 Dudley Miss Helen, Brisbane u k (2) 45 Elford Mrs. J., Maryborough c
178 Dobble F., Oxley o c 284 Duffy -, Gympie c 46 Ellerslie Mrs. Marion, Charters
179 Dobbs William, Roma street c 285 Duffy Mrs. Ellen, Norman Estate o c Towers s
180 Dobe Michael, Esk c 286 Duffy George, Rockhampton c 47 Elligett J., Ipswich road c
181 Dobson -, Caboolture c (2) 287 Duffy Jack, South Brisbane o 48 Elliott John, Golden Valley c (2)
182 Dobson George, Stanthorpe c 288 Dugaii Samuel C., Brisbane c (2) 49 Elliott John, Charters Towers c
183 Dobson John, Caboolture c 289 Duggan M., Red Hill c (2) 50 Elliott Mrs. J., Brisbane c
184 Dobson W. J., North Pine e t 290 Duggan Neil, Heinmant o c 51 Elliott Miss M., Townsville u k
185 Dobson W. T., Brisbane o c 291 Duggleby John H., Nundah c 52 Elliman -, Spring Hill c
186 Dodd Miss F., Brisbane c 292 Duncan J., Drummer's Creek c 53 Ellis C., Hughenden c
187 Dodds -, Mount Perry c 293 Duncan R., Tambo c 54 Ellis John, Toowoomba s
188 Dodds John, Mount Perry c (1) 294 Duncanson Alex., Brisbane c 55 Ellis J., Townsville c
189 Dodds J. H., Enoggera c 295 Duncanson Mrs. A., Toowoomba o 56 Ellis J., Deep Creek road c
190 Dodds J. J., Mount Perry c 296 Dunlea P. (farmer), Pine River c 57 Ellis Thon., Afton Downs c
191 Dodson R. R., Mackay c 297 Dunlevey Timothy, Brisbane in 58 Elmes W., Ipswich c
192 Doggett J., Brisbane u k 298 Dunlop Mrs., Caboolture c 59 Elson -, Charlotte street c
193 Doherty Miss Ellen, Mount Morgan u k 299 Dunlop Mrs., Wickham street u k 60 Elson G. A., Valley c
194 Doherty Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton c 300 Dunlop John, Brisbane u k (2) 61 Elvey W., Maryborough c
195 Doherty W., Hawkwood c 301 Dunn Frank, Charters Towers c 62 Elwell -, Brisbane c
196 Doherty W., Sugar Loaf c 302 Dunn John, Norrnanton c 63 Elwell H., Brisbane c (2)
197 Doherty W., Maytown c 303 Dunn J. R., Thylungra c 64 Elwick Mrs. George, Yengarie u k
198 Doig George, Brisbane o c 304 Dunn T., Tabletop c 65 Emblidge Joseph, Sefton Estate c
199 Doke J., Rockhampton c 305 Dunn William, Charters Towers f 66 Emery Mrs. A., South Brisbane c
200 Dolan C., Valley c 306 Dunnachie Wm., Bundaberg c 67 Emery Walter, Rosewood c201 Dolan Miss Kate, Brisbane u k 307 Dunne D., Dalby c 68 Emery W. E., Rosewood c (2)
202 Dolly P., Gympie c 308 Dunne James, Cleveland Line c 69 Emlhage Joseph, Sefton Estate e
203 Dolphin T., Townsville c 309 Duune James, Dalby c 70 Einmerson D., South Brisbane e
204 Domenico Grassi, Cairns m 310 Dunne James, Mackay c 71 Enever George, Woollongabba o c and
205 Donahue Thomas, Gympie u k 311 Dunne James, Cambridge Downs o c (2)
206 Donahn Thomas, Croydon s 312 Dunne John, Gympie c 72 Engee -, Rockhampton c
207 Donald H A., Goodna c (2) 313 Dunne Pat., Cooktown c 73 Engier A., Brisbane c
208 Donald T., Golden Valley c 314 Dunne Thomas, Bowen c 74 English Mrs., New Farm c
209 Donaldson John, Townsville u k 315 Dunness P., Lake's Creek, s 75 English James, Charters Towers o c (3)
210 Donaldson John, Irvinebank c 316 Dunning J., Mackay c 76 English M. W., Mackay c
211 Donaldson S., Pine River c 317 Dunning R., Enoggera c 77 Engman Robert, Bundaberg f
212 Donavan M., Noosa road c 318 Dunton Henry, Tent Hill c 78 Ennis James, Mackay u k
213 Donegan James E., Maryborough m 319 Durack P., Thylungra s 79 Enright P., Townsville c
214 Donnellan M., Georgetown e t 320 Durham William, Croydon s 80 Enright T., Noosa road c
215 Doniie'ly Henry, P.O. Norrnanton u k 321 Durie E. D., Gracemere c 81 Ergow Herman, Ann street c
216 Donoghue -, 80 Wharf street c 322 Durkin P., Cooper's Creek s 82 Erichsen D., Warwick f
217 Donohue Mrs. R., One-Mile m 323 Dutton R., Brisbane c 83 Erickson F., Charters Towers c
218 Donohue J., Croydon c 324 Duttson Vere St. L., Brisbane u k 84 Erikson Andrew, Bundaberg c
219 Donohue Thomas, Gympie c 325 Dwan D., Warwick c 85 Ervin James, Blackstone c
220 Donovan A. B., Wickham terrace c 326 Dwyer -, Brisbane c 86 Espley -, Brisbane o c
221 Donovan Henry M. S., Hughenden s 327 Dwyer E., Montague Estate c 87 Essary Townsville c
222 Donovan J., Brisbane s 328 Dwyer James, Torwood Estate c (3) 88 Etahle E., Bundaberg s and c (2)
223 Donovan J., Gympie c (2) 329 Dwyer Matthew, Allora c 89 Ettlinger Miss, Townsville c
224 Donovan W., Charters Towers c 330 Dwyer Miss M., Grey street c 90 Evans and McCarthy, Bundanba c
225 Doolen James, Croydon c 331 Dwyer Miss M. E., Emerald c 91 Evans Bowen c (2)
226 Dooner Miss Margaret, Bald Hills o c 332 Dwyer P., Tingalpa c 92 Evans Woollongabba c
227 Doran John, Bundaberg c 333 Dwyer P., Dalveen s 93 Evans Miss Annie, Sandgate u k
228 Dorman Miss C., Rockhampton u k 334 Dyball E., Rockhampton u k 94 Evans C., Petrie terrace c
229 Dormes Miss Annie, Gympie e t 335 Dyball William, Mackay c 95 Evans D., Milton c
230 Doube Miss, Brisbane f 336 Dyer Mrs. M., Valley c 96 Evans Mrs. Elizabeth, Townsville c
231 Dougall David, Teneriffe o c 337 Dynan Miss A., Kangaroo Point c 97 Evans F. J., Euri Creek c
232 Dougherty Mrs. C., Kalka o 338 Dyson W.. Black Jack c 98 Evans F. W., Mount Albion c
233 Dougherty E., Brisbane e t 339 Dyson W., Kangaroo Point c 99 Evans Henry, Bowen s
234 Dougherty W., Spring Hill c 100 Evans H., Carandotta a
235 Doughros Alfred, Queen street c 101 Evans Miss Jane, Thursday Island
236 Doughty John, Rosewood s E. 102 Evans John, Sunny Bank c
237 Dougill John, Rockhampton c 103 Evans John, Charters Towers c (2)
238 Douglas Miss, Ann street n z 1 EARP Harry, Warrigal Creek c 104 Evans Joseph, Charters Towers c
239 Douglas A. E., Boulia o c 2 Easton Mrs. Agnes, Valley o c 105 Evans J., Torbanlea c
240 1)ow G. M., Spring Hill c (2) 3 Easton George, West End c 106 B%aims.I., Woollongabba c
241 Dow Joe, Mackay c 4 Easton W., Esk c 107 Evans Lewis, Brisbane u k
242 Dowd Mrs., Lytton road c 5 Bather J, J. (saddler), Hughenden s 108 Evans L. L., Cooktown c
243 Dowd Bridget, Townsville o 6 Father J. J. (shearer), Afton Downs c 10!) Evans S. M., Esk c (2)
244 Dowd J., Lytton road c 7 Eaton Frank, Croydon c 110 Evans T., Maytown c
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111 Evans  Thomas  L., Maytown c (2) 90 Flanagan M., Bollon o c  and c (2)  194 Friche H., Bowen c
112 Evans  William,  Townsville o c 91 Flanigan -, Townsville c 195 Frichini M., Normanton s
113 Evans W., Townsville u k (2) 92 Flannary J., South Coast Junction c (2) 196 Friend George, Brisbane c
114 Everard  Martin ,  Normanton c 93 Flannigan Mrs. M., Rockhampton c 197 Frisby Mrs. S. C., South Brisbane c
115 Everett H. G., Croydon s (2) 94 Flavies  Mrs., Brisbane s 198 Frith F., St. Lawrence u k
116 Ewan W. G., Batavia Downs o c 95 Flavies C. F., Townsville c 199 Frittruff J., Kangaroo Point c
117 Ewar -,  Townsville c 96 Fleet  Messrs.  W. and Co. Brisbane c 200 Fritz .Jacob, Gramzow c
118 Exton J., Cooktown o c
,
97 Fleming -, Mackay c 201 Froggatt G. T., Gympie o
119 Eyre  Mrs., Charters Towers c 98 Fleming -, Normanton c 202 Frost J., Kensington c
120 Eyre Henry  C., Brisbane o c 99 Fleming  John. Charters Towers c (2) 203 Frost J., Ravenswood s
121 Eyre Joseph, Charters  Towers c 100 Fleming John, Pie Creek road c 204 Frost Thomas, Gympie c (2)
101 Fleming  R., Brisbane c 205 Frost W., Charleville c
102 Fletcher C. T., Queen  street c 206 Frost W., Cunnamulla s
F. 103 Fletcher Peter, Ipswich road o 207 Fuller W., Brisbane in
104 Fletcher T., Normanton c (2) 208 Fullerton, Rooke, and Co., Toowoomba
1 FAHEY Thomas,  Meringandan c 105 Flodstedt Wilh., Grandchester f (3) uk
2 Fahlstrom Neel, Thursday  Island o c 106 Florence Miss  A., Wickham terrace c 209 Fullerton -, Cumberland c
3 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield c 107 Flower  Miss  M. J., Charlotte  street c 210 Fulton A. F., Gympie c
4 Fallen Martin ,  Brisbane c 108 Floyd F., Brisbane c 211 Furguson J., Georgetown c
5 Fares Mrs., Brisbane c 109 Floyd Thomas,  Prairie c 212 Furlong C. S. W., Gympie c
6 Farmer Miss  Agnes, South  Brisbane o c 110 Flynn Mrs., Table Mountain c 213 Furlonge W., Brisbane c
7 Farmer James, Charters Towers o c 111 Flynn Miss Nan., Mackay c 214 Fursman -, Victoria street c
8 Farnworth  -,  Townsville c 112 Foan -, Jones' Hill c
9 Farquharson Geo., Mitche ll Station s 113 Foan James, One-Mile c
10 Farrar T., Georgetown c 114 Fogarty J., Mackay u k G.
11 Farrell  F., East Darr c 115 Foley Mrs. C., Valley c
12 Farre ll G., Ipswich road c 116 Foley E. J., Brisbane c 1 GADD Samuel, Dalby u k
13 Farrell  Miss Julia ,  Townsville o c (2) 117 Foley Malachi, Georgetown s (2) 2 Gadsdun Wm., Cooktown u k
14 Farrell  Miss Margt .,  Queenton u k 118 Foley Maurice, Croydon c 3 Gagan -, Bayswater c
15 Farrier -,  Charters Towers c 119 Folkes Fred. James, Brisbane o c 4 Gale W., One-Mile c
16 Farris  Alfred, Noondoo o 120 Folkman William, Alpha c 5 Gallacher Mrs. John, Eidsvold s
17 Fatt -,  Highfields road c 121 Fomien Andra, Gundiah c 6 Gallagher -, Amby Crossing c
18 Faulkner  -, Ann street c 122 Foran Michael, Monkland c 7 Gallagher Charles, Townsville s
19 Faulkner -,  Frazer 's Island c 123 Forbes Alex., Esk c 8 Gallagher James, Croydon c
20 Faulkner  John, Valley c (2) 124 Forbes Archibald, Bald Hills c 9 Gallagher Maurice, Spring Hill c
21 Faulkner  Mrs. R. J., Brisbane u k and 125 Forbes Charles, Herbert River u k 10 Gallagher Stephen, Kangaroo Point u kf
F
126 Forbes Doctor H. F., Charters Towers c 11 Gallagher J., New Farm c
., Hamilton c22 Faux 127 Ford Miss Ellen, Brisbane c 12 Galligan Constable J., Spring Hill c
23 Fay James, Valley c (2) 128 Ford George, Mount Morgan s 13 Gallin -, Bundanba c
24 Fay S., Valley c 129 Ford Henry, Chinchilla c 14 Gallivan James, Gladstone c
25 Fay William,  Ingham c 130 Ford John, South  Brisbane c 15 Gallocher Mrs. J. S., Red Hill u k
26 Feeney  John, Bundaberg c 131 Ford Michael, Queen  street c 16 Galloway C., Croydon c (2)
27 Fellows  G., Valley c 132 Ford N. C., Dalby a 17 Galvin D., Cleveland c
28 Fellows T. Charters Towers c 133 Ford Thomas, Dalby c 18 Gamble -, Yengarie c
29 Fells H ., Woodford c 134 Ford William, Cooktown m 19  Gann Miss Susannah, ChartersTowersuk
30 Fennell  G., Lake's Creek s 135 Fordham George  Carandotta a 20 Gant G. J., Townsville c
31 Fenner Mrs., Stanley street c 136 Fordice A., Brisbane a 21 Garde W., Crow's Nest c
32 Fenner  Jacob,  Mackay c 137 Fordyce Andrew T.,  Brisbane n z 22 Garden G., Gympie c
33 Fenton  W. W., Oharleville c 138 Forrest G., Milo Station s 23 Gardiner A. W., Homestead o
34 Fenwick  John Cooktown c 139 Forrest J. J., Rockhampton c 24 Gardiner C., Croydon c (2)
35 Ferguson  C., Golden Valley c 140 Forrest  Matthew, Rockhampton c 25 Gardiner Charles, George  street c
36 Ferguson Donald, Brisbane c 141 Forster Mrs., Indooroopilly c 26 Gardiner Martin, Dalby s
37 Ferguson James, Brisbane c 142 Forster  Jesse E., South Brisbane c 27 Gardner - (farmer ), Emu Vale c
38 Ferguson  John,  Cunnamulla c 143 Forster  Thomas B., Emerald c 28 Gardner Mrs., Elizabeth street c
39 Ferguson  John ,  Palmerville s 144 Forsyth -, Cooktown a 29 Gardner G., Brisbane in
40 Ferguson Miss M., Beenleigh c 145 Forsyth Alexander,  Townsville c 30 Gardner G. H., Brisbane in
41 Ferguson Miss Mary  E., Clifton ter- 146 Foster  Daniel ,  Kilkivan s 31 Gardner Mrs. Mary,  Russell street c
race c 147 Foster Frederick, Townsville u k 32 Gardner Robert, George street c
42 Ferguson Percy , Charters Towers c 148 Foster  James,  Herbert River u k 33 Gargett J., George street c
43 Fergusson  Mrs., Croydon f 149 Foster R., Cumberland c 34 Garland W. Dalby c
44 Ferry  Mrs., Red Hill c 150 Fountain Miss, Toowoomba c 35 Garrett E. Y., Herbert River c (2)
45 Fett Philip,  Toowoomba c 151 Fountaine  Miss  H., Townsville f 36 Garrett H. R., Maytown c
Rockhampton c46 Field Mrs 152 Fournier  Miss Brisbane f RichmondMargt Alice37 Garrett Mrs.,
47 Field Louis, Peak Downs c
,
153 Fowler -, Highfields c
. ,.Downs in
48 Files James Brisbane o c (2) 1.54 Fox C F Herberton c Richmond38 Garrett P. W. (saddler),
49 Finan  Gerald, Georgetown c (2)
. .,
155 Fox D. M., Warbreccan c
,Downs m50 Finan Richard, Eidsvold c 156 Fox Mrs. Thomas, Sherwood s 39 Garrick Miss, New Farm s
51 Finch -,  Petrie terrace c 157 Fracture -, Charters Towers c 40 Garves R. T., Mackay c
52 Findlay John, Maryborough o c 158 Francey William, Brisbane n z 41 Garvey P., Monkland c
53 Findley  Mrs., Rosalie  in 159 Francis -, Dalby c 42 Garvin Stephen, Gympie u k
54 Fink.M., Croydon in 160 Francis Mrs., Bogantungan c 43 Gaskill Peter, Croydon c
55 Finlay John, Charters Towers c 161 Francis and Lumley Messrs., Rock- 44 Gaston and McDougall, Townsville s
56 Finlayson William, Muttaburra n z hampton c 45 Gaston O. L., Townsville a
57 Finley A., Charters Towers c 162 Francis Mrs., or Miss, B., Ma Ma 46 Gatfield W. J., Charters Towers u k
58 Finn  Captain ,  Brisbane c Creek o 47 Gath William, Herberton o c
59 Finn Thomas ,  Mount Morgan c 163 Francis F. G., Retreat  Station c 48 Gaun Geoi ge, Charlotte street u k
60 Finnegan Stephen , Croydon in 164 Francis George, Langlo Downs c 49 Gavin Mrs. Sandy Creek c
61 Finney Mrs., Windorah c 165 Francis H., Rockhampton c 50 Gaynor A. K, Isisford c
62 Finnigan James, Georgetown c 106 Francis Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane u k 51 Geary Messrs. R. W. and Co., Rock-
63 Fisher -, Cairns s 167 Francis Thomas, Brisbane c hampton in
64 Fisher Adolph,  Townsville  c and u k (2) 168 Francis Mrs. T., Rockhampton c 52 Gemmell J. T., Mundi Mundi a
66 Fisher  C. B., Hughenden s 169 Francis T. P., Charters Towers c 53 Genninges Win., Croydon c
67 Fisher  Miss H. Toowoomba s 170 Franck F., South Brisbane c 54 Geoghegan Doctor, Rockhampton c (2)
68 Fisher  John, Charters Towers c 171 Franklin G., Brisbane s 55 Geor Mrs.. Charters Towers c
69 Fisher Miss  Kate,  Rockhampton c 17 2 Franklin W., Brunswick  street c 56 George Alfred, Cooktown u k (3)
70 Fisher William, German  Station o c 173 Franks Mrs., South Brisbane s 57 George C., Mackay c
71 Fitzgerald -, Croydon c 174 Frannason Mrs., Stanley  street s 58 George J., Cootharaba c
72 Fitzgerald -, Coorparoo c 175 Fraser Miss Ada, Townsville u k 59 George Mrs. M., Kilkivan o
73 Fitzgerald  -, Roma c 176 Fraser Alex., Mort Estate c 60 Georgeson Andrew, Brisbane u k
74 Fitzgerald -, Paddington c 177 Fraser E., Oxley s 61 Geraghty Miss Maggie, Townsville u k
75 Fitzgerald Andrew, Cooktown c 178 Fraser John, Charleville c 62 Geraghty Miss Mary, Townsville u k
76 Fitzgerald Miss Clara , Brisbane c 179 Fraser J., Brisbane o c 63 Geraghty  Miss  M. A., Rockhampton c
77 Fitzgerald Constable, Petrie terrace c 180 Fraser J. (coachman), Rockhampton c 64 Gera'.d Frank, Townsville c
78 Fitzgerald  Doctor M. E., Rockhamp- 181 Fraser J. H., Charleville c 65 Geraty -, Lands Office c
ton u k,  a,  in, c and o (9) 182 Fraser J. M., Charters Towers c 66 Gerin John, Townsville f
79 Fitzgerald  Gerald W Cumberland u k 183 Fraser R Dalb c Emil L Toowoomba c67 Geusto.,
80 Fitzgerald  J., Albion c
., y
184 Frawley John, Croydon c
p .,
68 Gibb H., Townsville s
81 Fitzgerald Mrs. J., Rockhampton c 185 Frawley P., Golden Valley c 69 Gibbons - (carpenter), Mackay c
82 Fitzgerald Michael , Auburn Hotel f 186 Fredricksen K., Deep Creek road c 70 Gibbs W. B., Kangaroo Hills c
83 Fitzmair Lewis, Blackwater c 187 Freeman Mrs., Valley c 71 Gibson Messrs. and Co., Edward street
84 Fitzpatrick -, Goondiwindi c 188 Freeman Mrs., Eton c 72 Gibson -, Burdekin c
85 Fitzpatrick James, Croydon c 189 Freeman G. C., Herberton road s 73 Gibson A., Mount Petry c
86 Fitzpatrick  M., Thargomindah in 190 Freese William, Dunellan c 74 Gibson David, Mount Morgan c
87 Flanagan  -, Cooktown c 191 Freid A., Karabin s 75 Gibson Mrs. 1). G.. Bundaberg c
88 Flanagan  Joseph ,  Townsville c 192 French R., Noosa road c 76 Gibson Miss Jai.e, West End c
89 Flanagan Martin, Bollon o 193 Freney C., Oxley c 77 Gibson J. M., Mackay c
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78 Gibson T., Brisbane c 185 Graham W., Cunnamulla in H.79 Giesler Messrs., Killarney c 186 Graham W. R., Petrie terrace c
80 Gifford G., Geraldton c 187 Grandison -, Jundaryan c 1 HAAKE Mrs., George  street, Bris-
81 Gigi -, Mooloolah c 188 Grant Andrew, Geraldton u k bane c
82 Gilbert -, Malvern Hills c 189 Grant A., Croydon c 2 Haase Mrs. Betty, Ipswich road c
83 Gilbert Mrs. E., Malvern Station c 190 Grant A. H., Bowen e 3 Haberfield John E. (butcher), Croy-
84 Gilbert George, Blackall o c 191 Grant James, Valley o c don c
85 Gilbert Henry, Barcaldine c 192 Grant  P. G., Brisbane c 4 Hablett Charles (seaman ), G.P.O. o c
86 Gilbert John, Queenton f 193 Grant it. B., Herbert River c 5 Hackers Mrs. M., Charters Towers s
87 Gilbert J., lloggo road c 194 Granville Revd. G. E. N., Allora o s 6 Hackett Evelyn, Brisbane in
88 Giles J. H., Eulo c and c (7) 7 Hackett James, Union street, Spring
89 Gill Mrs.. Brisbane c 195 Gratton J. P., Cooktown s Hill c
90 Gill L., Eddystone Vale c 196 Gratz C., Tarooni c 8 Haddon Miss J., Townsville u k
91 Gillespie A., Pittsworth c 197 Graves Miss Maria, Brisbane c 9 Hadfield and Allen  Messrs. ,  Brisbane c
92 Gillespie Thomas, Rockhampton o c (2) 198 Gray Plane Creek c 10 Hads G., Ashford's road, Gympie c
93 Gillick James, Aramac o 199 Gray -, Oakwood c 11 Hadwin Mrs. T., Charters Towers c
94 Gillies Henry, Black Jack c 200 Gray Cairns c 12 Hagerty Mrs., Thompson Estate c
95 Gilligan James, Georgetown c 201 Gray Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 13 Hagety J., Rocklea c
96 Gilliord W., Charters Towers c 202 Gray Alex., Cairns o 14 Hague F. G., Perry  street, Brisbane c
97 Gillmore J., Goondiwindi c 203 Gray A., Ann street c 15 Haig Mrs., Edward  street, Brisbane c
98 Gilloole Miss Bridget, Rockhampton c 304 Gray H., Charters Towers c 16 Haigh G. H., care of Hopkins and Co.,
99 Gilvray Peter, Cairns o c 205 Gray A. E., Mount Morgan c Don River u k
100 Gingham T., Pimpama c 206 Gray Alfred J., Croydon s 17 Hains G., Gatton u k (2)
101 Ging Hong, Barcaldine c 207 Gray Duncan, Townsville c 18 Haipne Mrs. W., Warroo Station s
102 Glaister T. S., Brisbane s 208 Gray James, Mitchell o 19 Halan A., Croydon c (2)
103 Glassey -, Herbert street c 209 Gray Mrs. J., Cootharaba c 20 Hales Miss, Aramac c
104 Glee,,on Denis, Cooktown s 210 Gray Mrs. R., Kangaroo Point c 21 Halgesen M., care of Groom and Stuart,
105  Gleeson Denis, Cooktozan m 211 Grayham Mrs. W., Highgate Hill c Brisbane c
106 Gleeson  John, Hyde Park c 212 Grayson F., Brisbane c 22 Haliday E., Cooktown c
107 Gleeson Mark, Townsville o c 213 Greaves Mrs. J., Craiglee o 23 Hall -, Kelvin street, Enoggera c (3)
108 Gleeson Michael,  Hemmant c 214 Green -, Logan River c 24 Hall Mrs., Normanby Hill c
109 Gleeson M., Toowoomba c 215 Green Mrs., Rockhampton c 25 Hall Adam (R. M. S. "Dacca"), Towns-
110 Glen Michael, Imbil road c 216 Green  M rs.,  Petrie terrace c ville c
111 Glombetta F., Augathella c 217 Green Mrs. A., Brisbane u k 26 Hall Armitage, Norman Creek c
112 Glover -, Mackay c 218 Green  Miss  B. H., Goondiwindi c 27 Hall Arthur, Milo u k
113 Glover -, Boolboonda c 219 Green C. H., Goondiwindi c (2) 28 Hall Charles (labourer), Lake's Creek c
114 Glover A. E., Charters Towers c 220 Green Cath. Mary, Rosewood o 29 Hall C. (care  of McUhie, Luya, and
115 Goate Harry, Golden Valley u k 221 Green Miss Florence, Charters Towers o c 'Co.), South Brisbane c
116 Godden E. A., Upper Tent Hill c (2) 222 Green Frank, Bundaberg u k 30 Hall C. N., Charters Towers c
117 Godfrey J., Adelaide  street c 223 Green Frederick, St. George o 31 Hall C. T., P.O. Valley c
118 Godwin John, Kangaroo Point c 224 Green Fred .,  Stanthorpe s 32 Hall David  (labourer ),  Albion o c
119 Goedert C., Charters Towers f 225 Green J., Brisbane in (2) 33 Hall Dr. F . T., Tinana c
120 Gogerty T., Retreat Station o c 226 Green  S. G., Cooktown c 34 Hall Fred, G.P.O. c
121 Goldby T., West End c 227 Green Walter, Stanley street c 35 Hall F. J.  Eugene (assayer ), Cook-
122 Golding Charles,  Brisbane u k 228 Green W., Bundaberg c town c
123 Gold ring A., Mitchell c 229 Greenalch Thomas, Bowen c 36 Hall G.,  Rockhampton c
124 Goldsmid Samuel, Maryborough c (4) 230 Greenmond Alex .,  Brisbane t 37 Hall Henry, Eulo c (2)
126 rxoldsmith  B., Montague road c 231 Greensil Ed., Charters Towers c (2) 38 Hall John  (waiter ),  Brisbane o c (2)
126 G 'dsmith John, Brisbane c 232 Greenslade G., Townsville c 39 Hall J .  T., Park street, Kelvin Grove c
127 Golan  Mrs., Brisbane c 233 Greers  John, Laidley c 40 Hall J. W., Blackall o c
128 GoldswoYtby Samuel, Sadd' s Ridge  in 234 Greeves V. B., Boolboonda c 41 Hall O. A., Chester street, Valley c
129 Goiher Mis Sarah ,  Breakfast Creek c 235 Greger Mrs., Charters Towers c 42 Hall Richard ,  Sadds Ridge c
130 Gon Bo, Gyr 236 Gregg James, Red Hill c 43 Hall Robert, Cumberland c
131 Goodall C., I U  street c 237 Gregory Mrs., Rockhampton c 44 Hall S., Cooktown u k
132 Goodall David, rters Towers c 238 Greham Fred .,  Queenton c 45 Hall William  (miner ),  Cumberland
133 Goodall John, Cook vn o 239 Greizen  C., Townsvill c claim e
134 Goodinson H., Nunda c 240 Grenier Mrs. M. J., Oxley c 46 Hall William (bailiff ),  Mackay c
135 Goodly -,  Goodna c 241 Grent Alexander, Ipswich c 47 Hall W., Wickham street, Valley c
136 Goodman  -,  Kangar Point c 242 Grettan J. P., Cooktown c 48 Hallenin Miss S., Pallas street, Mary-
137 Goodman -, Valley 213 Grey -, Brisbane c borough c
138 Gorden J., Cairns c 244 Grey Miss ,  Ipswich c 49 Hallern Mrs .  Sarah,  North  Rockhamp-
139 Gordon Mrs., Peel stree, c 245 Grey C., Oakwood c ton u k
140 Gordon Andrew, Albio lc 246 Grey David, Cooktown o c 50 Halliday Adam, Thursday Island e t
141 Gordon A. J., Croydon 247 Grey Mrs. E., Brisbane s 51 Halliday Wilson, Albion e
142 Gordon C., Brisbane c 248 Grey James, Rockhampton c 52 Halligan Mrs. Catherine ,  Townsville u k
143 Gordon Donald, Rockh mpton c 249 Grieve -, Kangaroo Point c 53  Halloran B., Salt Water Creek, Eton o
144 Gordon D. C., Mount organ c 250 Grieve H. L., Maytown m 54 Halloran Henry T. B., Sandown o
145 Gordon James, Cocr-awn u k (2) 251 Grieve R.,  Thargomindah s 55 Halls A. (care of T. Oliver), Croydon s
146 Gordon  Mrs. Jemima, Stanley street o c 252 Griffin Edward
Charles ,  Bimerah u k
56 Halpin Bernard (care of Mrs. Dalton),
147 Gordon J. B., Ada Vale o 253 Griffin Mrs. Fred., Normanton c Ipswich s
148 Gordon Robert, Bushby (Q. C. R.) c 254 Griffin P. F., Ipswich c 57 Halpin J .,  Shamrock Hotel, Ipswich c
149 Gordon William, Cairns f 255 Griffin Robert, Valley c 58  Halsall Thos. (care of J. A. Macartney),
150 Gorman Miss Bridget, Brisbane u k 256 Griffith Thomas, South Coast Line c Waverley, Broadsound u k
151 Gorman Thomas, Toowoomba c 257 Griffiths Edward, Cooktown u k 59 Halvett  -,  Maryborough c
152 Gould Mrs Alice Paddington o c 258 Griffiths Frank Charters Towers c (2) 60 Hamblen W. D. (drover), Emerald c,.
153 Gould E., Brisbane s
,
259 Griffiths Miss M., Townsville c and o c (2)
154 Gould George Andrew, Valley u k 260 Griffiths Richard, Rockhampton in 61 Hambleton T., One-Mile c
155 Gould Henry, Peel Island c 261 Griffiths R. R., Rockhampton o c 62 Hami K .  P. Thaddus ,  Normanton f
156 Gould Mrs. James ,  Stonehenge s 262 Griffiths Thomas, Southport Line c 63 Hamill Mrs., Charters Towers c
157 Gouthern Mrs., Redbank c 253 Griffiths T., Mellum Creek c (2) 64 Hamilton A., Croydon c
158 Govern -, Charters Towers c 264 Griggs -, Charters Towers c 65 Hamilton  Mrs. C., Woollongabba c
159 Govett Thomas, Charleville u k 565 Grimes J. W., Ingham c 66 Hamilton Dr., Banana c
160 Gowlett William, Rocky Waterholesu k 266 Grimish J., Toowoomba c 67 Hamilton  D., Main  street, Kangaroo
161 Grace C., Brisbane c 267 Groffrs  Miss , Townsville c Point c
162 Grace P., Ipswich c 268 Grogan Mrs. M., Cootharaba c 68 Hamilton  F. D., Thursday  Island c
163 Grace William, Coorparoo c 269 Grogan P., Townsville c 69 Hamilton John, Limestone Creek c
164 Grace W., Brisbane n z 270 Grorock Miss Bridget, Mount Morgan c 70 Hamilton Robert,  M ackay u k
165 Gradin -.  Morven c 271 Grose A., Dalby c 71 Hamilton Thomas, G.P.O. u k
166 Grady J. B., Thursday  Island c 272 Groughf D., Rosewood c (2) 72 Hamilton  Thomas , Gayndah c
167 Graham Patrick, Bundaberg u k 273 Grove -, Queen street c 73 Hamilton Thomas  D., G.P.O. c
168 Graham -, Townsville o 274 Groves A., One-Mile c 74 Hamilton T., Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
169 Graham -, Brisbane e t 275 Groves G., One-Mile c 75 Hamilton T. (grocer ),  Brunswick street,170 Graham Pine River c 276 Gsheich F. G., Toowoomba c Valley c
171 Graham Mrs., 134, Albert street s 27 7 Guidice Dominic, Charter Towers o c 76 Hamlin C. (stableman ), Tekowai, Mac
173 Graham  Miss,  Melbourne street e 278 Guley T. E., Caboolture o kay u k
174 Graham Mrs. A., Yeulba c 279 Gullivah Mrs., Townsville c 77 Hamin A. T., Ardock Station s175 Graham Mrs. G., Cooktown c 280 Gummill R., Brisbane c 78 Hammill Miss Mary, G.P.O. u k
176 Graham Henry, Barcaldine c 281 Gunders C., Charters Towers c 79 Hammond Dr., Townsville e
177 Graham John, Normanton o 282 Gunning James, Georgetown c 80 Hammond H. (engineer ),  Charters
178 Graham J., Charters Towers c 283 Gunning John, Georgetown c (2) Towers u k
179 Graham Michael, Brisbane o c 284 Gurton John, Gympie c 81 Hammond H., 6-Mile Creek e
180  Graham Michael, Hauku'ood u •k 28.1 Gusthort William, Charters Towers c 82 Hammond J., Kangaroo Hills Mines c
181 Graham M., Port Douglas c andoa(2) 83 Hammond J. H. (care of B. Robinson),
182 Graham Patrick, Bundaberg u k 286 Guthrie William, Durham c Whyeinbah Station u k (2)
183 Graham Mrs. R. W., Burdekin c 287 Guul M., Maryborough c 84 Hampson G. (care of Mrs .  Hetell),
184 Graham V., Toowoomba c 288 Guy William , Brisbane c Mount Albion c
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85 Hampton .Tames T., Maytown c 169 Haswell  James, Hope street, South 254 Herscher Valentine,  Mount Morgan c
86 Hampton T , Charters Towers c  Brisbane c 255 Heslitt W., One-Mille c
87 Hamsen -, North Pine c 170 Hatfield Joseph (labourer), Cooktown o c 256 Hester J., Mackay u k
8S Hancock Arthut, Cunnamulla in 171 Hatton A. M., River terrace c 257 Hestley F., Cootharaba road c
89 Hancock E. T.. St. L•iwrence s 172 Hawke A., Gebangle c 258 Hettrick F. (care of - Faulkner),
90 Hancock W., 23 Upper Edward street, 173 Hawkes John, Wolca c Woongarra Scrub c
uk  174 Hawkes W. It., Rockhampton u k 2'%) Hener Etunma, Toowoomba o
91 Hancock W. J., Vulture street, South 175 Hawkings H., Highgate Hill c 260 Heuerkant E., Marburg o c
Brisbane f 176 Ha wkins  T., Mungar c 261 Hewitt  Benjamin  (draper), Arthur
92 Handard Mrs., Gaol, Toowoomba 177 Hawkins G. H , Goondiwindi c street, Valley o c
93 Handlen Miss Maud, Stephen street, 172, Hawkins W., l4ockhainpton o 262 Hewitt G., Townsville e t
South Brisbane c 179 Hawse P. W., Melbourne street, South 263 Heir son James, Croydon c
94 Hanharn J. E., Eidsvold c (2) Brisbane c 264 Heywood Edward, Terrace street,
95 Hanley Mrs., Nudvee road c 180 Hawthorn Edward, Bundaberg u k New Farm a96 Hanlon James, Cr. P.O. f 181 Hay James (care  of Captain Thomson), 265 Heywood G., near Hamilton Hotel c
97 Hanlon Peter (engine-driver), George- 'Mackay c 266 Hibberd B. (barber), Ingham u k
to%% it c  182 Hay .fames. Charters Towers s 267 Hickey Miss Annie, G.P.O. c
98 Hann Charles (miner ) yborough eMarCharters Towers 183 Hay James Dow J. (care of  -  Blunkett)268 Hickey Mrs, ,C 184 Hay James Dow, Eidsvold o ,.\ormanton c
99  Hannahs W. B. (care of Gibbs, Bright, 185 Hayden A., West Paddington c 269 Hickey Patrick, Smithfield Mine,
and Co.), Brisbane c 186 Hayden J. B., Toowoosnha c G3 inpie s
100 Hannam Joseph, Eidsvold c 187 Hayden W., Rosalie, Milton c 270 Hickie J. B., Mour,t Perry  s and c (3)
101 Hannan Denis Peter Pan], Croydon c 188 Hayes - (care of - Davis), J ane 271 Hickie Miss Maud, Sandgate s
102 Hannann M., Charters Towers c street, Valley c 272 Hickson A. J. (care of Major Robin-
103 Hannant F., G. P.O. c 189 Hayes  (care of  - Baldwin), son), Goodna c
104 Han ratty Patrick, Toowoomba c Bundaberg c 273 Hickson  Minnie , Herbert  street,
105 Hansen  - (hawker), Maryborough c 190 Haves Mrs. A., Boundary street, South Ipswich o
100 Hansen A. (contractor), Bundab. rg c Brisbane c 27 4 Hi-gold G., Hawkwood c
107 Hansen Carl, G.P.O. a 191 Haves Mrs. John, Nive Downs c 275 Higgans Joseph, Mount Perry c
108 Hansen  Hans  J., P.O. South Brisbane 192 Hayes John, Eidsvold c 276 Hip,"ins --,  Burdekin c
oc  193 Hives Martin, Cutpinch, Gowrie road c 277 Higgins E. J., Sandy Creek, Charters
109 Hansen  Soren, Urangin, Maryboroughr 194 Haves M., Mount Morgan c Towers c
o c  195 Hayes M., Tarainpa c 278 Higgins Mrs. John, Gatton c
110 Hansfield I,. F., Maryborongb s (2) 19t; Hayes Miss M. (care of Mrs. Burrowes), 279 Higgins Joseph, Boundary  street,
111 Hanson Mrs. Edgar, Riverview Sta- Kangaroo Point c Spring Hill c
tion c 197 Hayes Miss N., Lady Bowen Hospital c 280 Higgins J., Rockhampton c
112 Harcourt H., Grace street, Valley c 198 Hayes N. H., South Brisbane c 281 Higgins Patrick, G.P.O. f
113 Hardgrave R., Peel street, South Bris- 199 Hayes S. M., George street, Brisbane 282 Higginson F. L., Leichhardt  street c
bane c  c (3) 283 Higginson Mrs. J. C., Dunellan Estate c
114 Hardgraves Mrs. George, Emerald s 200 Hayes Mrs. Thomas, Latrobe terrace c 284 Higson Robert, Taromeo  Station c
115 Harding E. (passenger s.s. "Jumna "), 201 Hayles Robert, Springs, Georgetown 285 Hi Hah, Cairns c
Brisbane u k road c 286 Hill - (labourer),  Cai rn s c
116 Harding Miss E., Campbell street, 202 Hayman J. (of Mount Morgan), Rock- 287 Hill D. B., Kedron c
Rockhampton c hampton u k 288 Hill  G. W., Paddington c
117 Harding G., Mellum Creek c 203 Hayward Frederick,  Cunnamulla a 249 Hill H., Rockhampton c
118 Harding G. W., G.Y.O. u k (2) 204 Hazellegg - (care of Hollinghead 290 Hill  J., Gympie c
119 Harding Thomas, Rainbow Flat,  and Hazelegg ), Clermont c 291 Hill Mrs. Mary, Thompson  Estate c
Charters Towers c (2) 205 Heale Miss Voddin, G.P.O. uk 292 Hillaby -, Latrobe terrace u k
120 Harding W., 3 Town Hall, Brisbane c 206 Healey  Miss , Allora c 293 Hilliary G., G.P.O. c
121 Harding W., Charters Towers c 207 Healey Mrs., Albert  street , Mackay c 294 Hillier  Mrs. George, Channing Saw-
122 Hardwick John, Croydon n z  208 Heanap  -, Charters Towers c mills c
123 Hardy , Charters Towers c 209 Heath Mrs. Margaret J., George street, 295 Hillier William (saddler),  Hughenden c
124 Hardy Arthur (stockman), Charters Brisbane o c 296 Hills  Miss Eliza (s.s. "Jumna "),
Towers o c 210 Heathcote Arthur, 12-Mile, Croydon c Townsville c
125 Hardy Joe, G.P.O. in 211 Heatley Francis, Townsville u k 297 Hrllson Henry John, Geraldton o c
126 Hareson P., Cooktown s 212 Heary Dominick, Thornborongh c (5) 298 Hilsbury-( miner ), ChartersTowersc
127 Hardgraves Mrs., Cairns c 213 Heavle William, Croydon c 299 Hinery Maria, Kelvin Grove c
128 Harkowitz W. J., G.P.O. s 214 Hebe Mat., Tallebudgera c 300 Hines  Mrs., Breakfast Creek f
129 Harmon Mrs., Roma c 215 Heckenberg G. (saddler), Muttaburra c 301 Hines  A. G., George  street, Bunda-
130 Harper E., Blackall s 216 Heigold G., Hawkwood c berg c
131 Harticks Mrs. Dr., Toowoomba c 217 N  eintz  C. J., Isisford c 302 Hines  George (care of -  McCulloch)
132 Harrington -, Lake's Creek road c 218 Helmood John, Cairns c Gatton c
133 Harrington James, Black Jack c 219 HPrnbraw Edward, Victoria Mill c 303 Hines  W. (care of - Moran),  Bound-
134 Harrington James, Townsville c 220 Hemmings Luke, Geraldton c ary street , Brisbane c
135 Harrington John, Blackwater c 221 Heinmling J., Thompson  Estate c (2) 304 Hing George (coachman ),  Ravenswood c
136 Harris Charters Towers c 222 Hemsworth Ed" ard, Townsville o c 305 Hiram W., Gatton c
137 Harris , Brisbane road c 223 Hemsworth Miss M. C. E., Petrie 306 Hird Mrs., Charters Towers in
138 Harris (care of Wallin's Hotel),  terrace s 307 Hirst A. C., Marv borough u k
Bald Hills c 224 Henbust G., Mary street, Brisbane c 308 Hirst Herbert, Mackay s
139 Harris Alfred, Melbourne street, South 225 Henderson D. (schooner "Hector"), 309 Hirst  Herbert, Cairns s
Brisbane c  Brisbane c 310 Hiscock -,  Mount  Leyshon c
140 Harris and Co. C. J., Queen  street,  226 Henderson Edward, Qneenton u k 311 Hiscott G., Lake's Creek u k
Brisbane c 227 Henderson James, G.P.O o c 312 Hitchings  H. E. (ss. " Duke of Suther-
141 Harris C., Edward  street , Brisbanec 228 Henderson James, Lake's Creek c land "), Brisbane o
142 Harris H., Emu Park Railway c 229 Henderson Miss  DI., Bowen street, 313 Hoar Mrs. A., Charters  Towers s
143 Harris James, Charters Towers c  Brisbane c 314 Hoare  and Co. Messrs. J., Townsville c
144 Harris John, George Creek, Croydon c 230 Henderson Thomas, Gairloch u k 315 Hoare W. G., Montague road c
145 Harris John, Amby Downs c 231 Henebury Michael, Eidsvold c 316 Hoasler  J., Gympie c
146 Harris  John, Stafford street, Red 232 Heneby M., Eidsvold c 317 Hobbs George, Bowen u k
Hill c 233 Henlen  S., G.P.O. c (2) 318 Hobbs Jessie, G.Y.O. in
141"  Harris Miss Lillie ,  George street,  234 Henley B. P., Mount Perry c 319 Hobbs Thomas , Townsville c
Spring Hill in  235 Hennessy Miss, Goodna c 320 Hobson -, Gatton c
148 Harris  William, Bayswater, Milton c 236 Hennessy Thomas, Wickham  street, 321 Hocking W. J., Gympie  n z and c (2)
149 Harris W., Taurbo c Valley c 322 Hodge G., Deshon Estate c (2)
150 Harrison E. F. (care of Mrs. Eagles), 237 Hennessy Matthew, Wagner Estate c 323 Hodger  1'. J., Ravenswood Junction c
Normanby Hill u k 238 Herwight Miss Mary,  Hospital, 324 Hodges E., Club Hotel,  Thargomin
151 Harrison James (drover), Croydon o c  Ipswich c dah o
152 Harrison J., Gregory terrace c 239 Henry Elijah (labourer), Townsville o c 325 Hodges E., Thargomindah c
153 Harrison  J., Mount Albion c 240 Henry John, Logan road c 326 Hodges Major W. G., Ingham c
154 Harrop -, near Ropt- Works c 241 Henshall Mrs. Annie, 'ormanton o c 327 Hodgett Thomas, Gympie c
155 Harrop Mrs., Toowong c 242 Hensball Thom is (care of - Barni- 328 Hodgkins William (selector),  Blackall
156 Hart -, North Bundaberg c cout), Emu Park o 329 Hodgon John, Charters Towers o
157 Hart M.. South Bundaberg c (4) 243 Hensbey A. J., Cooktown in 330 Hodgson -, Townsville c
158 Harten John, Logan road c (2) 244 Henson David, Tewantin c 331 Hodgson Alfred, Adavale c
159 Hartley - (brickrnaker), Charters 245 Herbert Annie,  Denison  street, Rock- 332 Hodnett Robert, Eidsvold c
Towers c  hampton c 333 Hodson -, Logan road c
160 Harvey A. D., Maryborough a 246 Herbert Dr. S. E., Muttaburra s 334 Hodson H. W., Brisbane c
161 Harvey James, Charters  Towers c  247 Herbert Fred., Allora c 335 Hodson Joseph, Herbert River u k
162 Harvey W., Charters Towers c 248 Herbert Walter, Eidsvold o c and c (3) 336 Hoeschler A. (charcoal burner), Mount
163 Harwood W. C., Queen  street Normanby Resets eBris- 249 Hermann  August Morgan c,,
bane c  c  (2) 337 Hoey Dan, Durham c
164 Hase John,  Bowen Railway c 250 Herney Mrs. (care of - Thompson), 338 Hoffman G. J., Maryborough o c
165 Haskaid Miss  L., Cressbrook c Lake's Creek c 339 Hogan Denis, Gympie o
166 Haskins  Joseph, One-Mile o 251 Hernon Patrick  (teacher ), G.P.O. o c 340 Hogan J., Monkland c
167 Hassall Inspector , Oxley c 252 Herring James Cooktown u k 341 Hogan Michael ( care of J. Tait) Croy-,
168 Haswell Mrs., Highgate Hill c (2) 253 Herrod  J., Bowen c
,don in
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342 Hogan Rody (packer), Cairns c 427 Howell Ralph H., Kangaroo Point c 6 Ineson S. IT., Townsville c
343 Hogan Willliam, Maida Hill c 428 Howells John (hawker), Croydon c 7 Ingram Mrs. H., G.P.O. u k
344 Hogben J. P., Lake's Creek u k 429 Hower George, Tiaro c 8 Ingram W. S. (care of W. Jackson),
345 l-Iogbin G. M., 113 Boundary street u k 430 Howes George, Ashburton Estate, Burke's Dam, Hunhenden o
346 Hong Ming B., Kangaroo Point c (2) Mackay c 9 Inkster John, Ashburton, Mackay s
347 Hoggan and Robinson Messrs., Char- 431 Howes `Irs. Johanna, Melton street, 10 Ire,on .John, Cairns c
ters Towe°s c Mackay c (2) 11 It vin Miss Jane, Charters Towers c
348 Hogue A. R., Charters Tottery c 432 Howie Rev. H., Rockhampton c 12 Irvine Miss, Townsville c
349 Holcroft Dr., Herberton c (3) 433 Howlett W., Marlborough it k 13 Irvine James, sear., G.P.O. u k
350 Holders H., Brawal Station, Mary- 434 Howlin -, Quay street, Brisbane c 14 Irvine Miss S. A. (care of - Knox),
borough c 435 Howling Walter (care of C. Pitt), Grove street, Albion c
351 Holdsworth William, R )ckhampton c Redbank Plains c (2) 15 Irving Leslie, Terrace street, New
352  Hole Philip (shearer), Isi.3ford r 436 Hoyle Edward, Beaconsfield, Arainac o Farm c
353 Holford George P., Thargomindah u k 437 Hubble -, Carlyle street, Mary- 16 Irving and Co. Messrs. T., Rockhamp-
354 Hull E., Day Dawn, Charters Towers c borough u k ton c
355 Holland Miss, (xmpie m 438 Hudson B. (farmer), Allora c 17 Irving W. IT., Adelaide street, Bris-
356 Hollander Martin, Tabletop c 439 Huet Frederick A., Bowen Hills, o c bane c
357 Hollander M., Croydon c 440 Huff Joseph, Rockhampton c 18 Irving W., Beauaraba c
358 Hollander P. M. L., Croydon f 441 Hughes Patrick, Carrandotta c 19 Irwin John (care of A.U.S.N. Co.),
359 Holliday Mrs. Joseph, Koongal, Rock- 442 Huggins R., Mount Perry c Rockhampton c
hampton c 443 Hughes - (chemist), Cairns c 20 Isaac Mrs. Eliza, Waterson, Bowen u k
360 Hollie W., Surat c 444 Hughes -, Russell street, South 21 Ivemey A. J., Brisbane o
361 Hollinen Axel (sailor), G.P.O. o c Brisbane c  22 Ives Mrs. W., Coorparoo c
362 Hollingsworth G., Wickham street, 445 Hughes A., Lytton c
Valley c 446 Hughes  Mrs. kllen, Eidsvold c
363 Hollingworth G., Queen street c 447 Hughes E. F., Brisbane c J.
364 Hollyrood John (baker), G.P.O. u k 448 Hughes John, Bundamba c
365 Hollywood J. (waiter), Goodna c 449 Hughes John, Ross Crossing c 1 JACOBSEN M., Maryborough c
366 Holmes G. E., Campbell street, Rock- 450 Hughes J. (care of McDonald Brothers), 2 Jackson - (care of Scott, Dawson,
hampton c W idgeegoara s and Stewart), Townsville at
367 Holmes Mrs. Mina, Kennigo street o c 451 Hughes Joseph  (care of  T. E. Al. Prior), 3 Jackson -, Calico Flat, Charters
368 Holmes Mrs. (care of - Crawford), Maroon Station s Towers c
Toowoomba c 452 Hughes W., Lake's Creek u k 4 Jackson A. J., Augathella c
369 Holms H., 59 North street, Brisbane c 453 Hull S., Jericho c 5 Jackson Edwin, Townsville e
370 Holohan P., G.P.U. c 454 Hulme Josiah, Charters Towers c ti Jackson George, North Bundaberg c
371 Holt Miss Margaret (care of Mrs. Dor- 455 Hulse Mrs. A. S., Dunellan Estate c 7 Jackson James, Eagle street, Bris-
ton), Eight-mile Station, Toowooinba 456 Humbler Mrs. M.,  Mount Morgan s  bane c
nz 457 Humphrey -, Ann street, Mary- 8 Jackson James H., Ipswich c
372 Holt Walter, Normanton e borough c  9 Jackson J., Charters Towers s
373 Holyhead C., G.P.O. o and s (2) 458 Humphrey and Co.  Messrs  J., Edward 10 Jackson  R. (care  of - Wallace),
374 Holz W., Boggo road c street ,  Brisbane s Brisbane u k
375 Holzapfel and Co. Messrs., South 459 Humphreys J. E., Thargomindah c 11 Jackson R., Toowoomba c
Brisbane c 460 Humphries David, Rosewood u k 12 Jackson Wm., G.P.O. s
376 Honan Mary, Mary borough o 461 Humphries Thomas, Aberfoyle  Station c  13 Jackson Win., Mount Albion c
377 Honan Patrick (labourer), G.P.O. o c 462 Humphry Mrs. E., Townsville c 14 Jackson and Co. Messrs. W., Bris-
378 Hong Foo, Maryborongh s 463 Hunt and Templar Messrs., Sefton bane s
379 Hood, J. B., Roma c (2) Estate c 15 Jackson W., Windmill street, Valley c
380 Hood W. W., Surat c 464 Hunt H., Winton c 16 Jackson W., Booval c
381 Hooker Edward, Cooktown u k 465 Hunt Sam, Victoria Mill u k 17 Jacobs Leonie, Townsville o
382 Hooper-, West End c 466 Hunter A., Dalby c 18 Jacobs J. (care of Mrs. L. McDonald),
383 Hooper Mrs. A. 0., Milton c 467 Hunter A. H., Bnnya u  k and c (3)  Rockhampton u k
384 Hooper Mrs. B., Charters Towers c 468 Hunter A. H., Rose Inn, Warwick c 19 Jacobsen A. K., Townsville f
385 Hooper Lewis, Charters Towers c 469 Hunter James, Charters Towers c 20 Jakes George H., Bundaberg u k
386 Hooper T., Charters Towers c 470 Hunter James, Gilbert River c 21 James - (carpenter), Nortanton c (2)
387 Hooper T. H., Charters Towers c 471 Hunter John, Gympie c (2) 22 James (labourer), Cairns c
388 Hopgood S., Glenmore, Rockhainp- 472 Hunter T., Milchester c 23 James Mrs., Brunswick street, Valley c
ton c (2) 473 Hunter William, Bowen o 24 James George, Queenton in
389 Hopkins Michael, Emu Park Railway c 474 Hunter W., Gympie c (2) 25 James Mrs. G., Cairns a k
390 Hop Lee, Albert  street , Brisbane c 475 Hurley  Mrs., Normanton-c,(2) 26 James Isaac  (carrier ), Thargomindah s
391 Hopper R. A., Brisbane c 476  Hurley James, Chanters Towers u k  27 James John, Traveston road e
322 Hopper R. S. (care of Mrs. Morton), 477 Hurrel John, Golden Valley f 28 James J., Charters Towers c
Harcourt street, Valley u k 478 Hurst J., Cairns u k  29  James  Miss  Margaret (care of J. T.
393 Hopton Mrs. A., Mowbraytown c 479 Hurstorff Louis (carrier ), Norman-  Costin ), Brisbane u k
391 Hopwood R., Jardine's Lagoon c ton c  30 James R. H., Gympie c (2)
395 Hordey -, Durunder  Station c 480 Hurwood  J., Main street, Kangaroo  31 James Sydney (care of J. Roberts),
396 Horgan A., Flagstone Creek c Point c Charters Towers c
397 Horgan Michael, Upper  Tingalpa u k 4S1 Husbond -, Charters Towers c 32 James  S., One-Mile c
and o c (2) 482 Huse T., Petrie terrace c  33 James  Thomas, Golden Valley s and
398 Horner  Alexander, Yeppoon Plan- 483 Hust J., Rockhampton s  n z (5)
tation u k 484 Hutchins  and Blissett Messrs ., Mount 34 James W., One-Mile c
399 Hornidge Richard (care of - Lene- Shamrock c  35 James  William  H., Bogantungan c
ghen), Sandy Creek, Ravenswood f 485 Hutchinson and Scott Messrs., Ade- 36 Jamm F. H., Emerald c
400 Horniblow William, Charters Towers c laide street ,  Brisbane c  37 Janes G. M., Brisbane c
401 Hornibrook Mrs. or Miss, G.P.O. c 486 Hutchinson  W. (farmer), Oxley Creek c 38 Janke Johann, Pittsn orth c
402 Horrlan Miss  Norah, North Rock- 487 Hutchison - (ironmonger ), Queen 39 Janning Charles, Cairns c (2)
hampton c street c 40 Japp Slater,  Tickleman Station s
403 Horribin Peter, Normanton c 488 Hutchison Alex., Toowoomba c 41 Jardine Mrs. A. W., George  street,
404 Horrocks John, Windorah c 489 Hutchison Angus, Emerald c  Brisbane c
405 Horton Mrs., Newtown c 490 Hutchison  James  (draper),  Brisbane s  42 Jardine F., Stanley Bridge c
406 Horton Miss, G.P.O. s 491 Hutsen Alfred, Maneroo  Station o  43 Jardine James (care of A. N. Hughes),
407 Horton George, Mackay c 492 Hutton A. (Post Office Chambers),  Brisbane u k
408 Hoskins  William, Stanley Bridge Brisbane c 44 Jardon Charles, Mary street, West
Estate c 493 Hutton D., Bundanba c End c
409 Husking Jaynes Henry, Torbanlea c 494 Hutton Miss J., G.P.O. s 45 Jarret G., Charters  Towers o
410 HoskingJames H. (farmer), Yengarie o c 495 Huxley Thomas,  Brisbane c  46 Jarvie Alex. (Lodge Athole),  Bunda-
411 Hosking W., Clermont c 496 Hyer (4. A., Limestone c berg c
412 Hoskins John (care  of A. Stancombe), 497 Hyers James, Gympie u k 47 Jarvis -,  Boah Station , St. George c
Mount Morgan c (2) 498 Hyne Edward (shearer), Warbreccan c 48 Jarvis Miss  Jane; Springsure s
413 Hoskins W. A., P.O. South Brisbane u k 499 Hynes Miss Delia, G.P.O. u k 49 Jayes John,  Macnade  Plantation c
414 Hossack David, Mount Holly, Raglan 500 Hynes George (care of R. W. 50 Jeffries James (carrier), Rockhampton c
uk McCulloch), Gatton c 51 Jeffries Samuel, Bradley  street , Spring
415 Houghton - (carpenter ), Charters 501 Hynes G. (horse trainer), Norman- Hill c
Towers c ton e t 52 Jeffry W., Goodna c
416 Houghton Edward, Georgetown in (2) .102 Hynes  James , Mitchell s 53 Jeffs Joseph , Bundaberg c
417 Hnuchton P., Cooktown it k 503 Hynes R. C., Townsville o c 54 Jemison - (care of --- Walker),
418 Houlihan Edmond, Charters Towers o Mount Perry in
419 Houling R. M., Woodford c 55 Jenkin and Lien ell Messrs., Rishton c
420 Howalls John, Etherid;-e c I. 56 Jenkin -, Meringandan c
421 Howard Katie (care of R. Graham), 57 Jenkins E. A., Day Dawn Mine c
Dc,wnfall Creek c 1 IBEY Remus, Sandgate Line c 58 Jenkins H., Charters 'lowers c
422 Howard Robert, Eidsvold c 2Illingsworth R. C., George  street,  59 Jenkins John, One-Mile c (2)
423 Howard Pt., Minnie Downs c Brisbane c 60 Jenkins Joseph, Charters  Towers c
424 Howard Mrs. W. IT., Bayswater s 3 Illsley William, Gympie c 61 Jenkins J. S., One-Mile c
425 Howe IT., Edgar street, Kelvin Grove c 4 Ilsley George, Aram" in 62 Jenkins William, Gympie c
426 Howe Mrs. James (care  of J. Leister), 5 Imlay Alexander, Normanton c and 63 Jenkins W. (care of  - Tru,lance)
Martin  street,  Ipswich c s (2)  Stanley street , South Brisbane o
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64 Jenner --- (artist ), Gladstone road c 152 Johnston S., Lake's Creek c 237 Jonson I.., Ernest street, South Bris
65 Jennings Mrs. E., Mowbraytown c 153 Johnston Thomas, Charters Towers u k bane c (2)
"66 Jennings John, Emu Park Railway c 154 Johnston W., State School, Cairns c ),238 Jorggensen  E. J. (s.s. " Pioneer
67 Jensen -, North Buudaberg c (2) 155 Johnston W. (miner), Karnerunga o c Mackay o
68 Jensen A., Gympie c (3) 156 Johnstone Mrs., Riverview c 239 Jorgensen J. M., Mackay c
69 Jensen Capt. H. P. (barque " Exami- 157 Johnstone A., Mackay c 240 Joseph L. (care of Hoffnung and Co.),
Normanton in 158 Johnstone Harry, Kilcummin cner") Brisbane c,
70 Jensen Christian, Gympie f 159 Johnstone Hugh (carrier), Herbert 241 Joungnay Daniel, Isisford c
71 Jen.,en E., Hunter's Boot Factory, Downs c 242 Joungnay Daniel, Croydon c (2)
Brisbane c 160 Johnstone James, Oxley c (2) 243 Joy Patrick, Rockwood Station c
72 Jensen H., Charters Towers c 161 Johnstone J. (butcher). Toowoomba c 244 Joyce Miss Bridget, G.P.O. o c
73 Jensen J., Rockhampton c 162 Johnstone Townshend, Mount 245 Joyce Miss E., Rockhampton c
74 Jensen Niels, Rockhampton f Spurgeon c 246 Joyce James, Cairns c
75 Jensen Peter A., Townsville f 163 Johnstone \V., Clermont o 247 Joyce W., Morven c
76 Jensen Valdemar, One-Mile c 164 Johnstone W. E., Roma c 248 Joyce W. H., Brisbane s
77 Jenson - (contractor), Brisbane c 165 Johson A., Koongal Estate e 249 Judge James, Cooktown c
78 Jeppesen H. J., Maryborough c 166 Jolley John, Lake's Creek c 250 Judge M., Merivale street c
79 Jesse Ludwig, Maryborough o 167 Jonas Emanuel, Turin street, West 251 Jupp H. D., Black Jack c
80 Jessee -, Prospect street, Bowen End c and u k (2)
Hills c 168 Jonas -, Coorparoo c
81 Jessen Mrs. T. (care of P. Lilles), 169 Jones -, Nundah ,: K.
Woolooga Station  in  170 Jones -, Rockhampton c
82 Jessop G. (Clara Ethel), Brisbane m 171 Jones -, Sadd's Ridge c 1 KABLE H. E., St. George c
83 Jessop M., Cooktown c 172 Jones Mrs., Blackstone c 2 Kadwell Henry, Brunswick street,
84 Jew Nee On, Bolsover street, Rock- 173 Jones Miss (care of Mrs. Gambling), Valley o c
hampton c Bulimba road u k 3 Kaleski Mr3., Rockhampton s
85 Johnston James, G.P.O. c 174 Jones Abigail, Charters Towers o c 4 Kalison - (butcher), Kangaroo
86 Joe Hammett (cook), Townsville c 175 Jones Alfred (labourer), Normanton o c Point c
87 Johan James W., Gympie c 176 Jones Annie, Rockhampton o 5 Kalmund Joseph, Gympie c
88 Johansen C. (carpenter), Mackay c 177 Jones Aneurin G. (carrier), Croydon c 6 Kainmel John (shearer), Roma o c (2)
89 Johansen C., Gympie c 178 Jones A., Windsor road c 7 Kampf R. Helm, Thargomindah m
90 John John, One-Mile c 179 Jones A., Mount Leyshon c (2) 8 Kane Martin, Toowoomba c
91 John P., Gym pie c 180 Jones A. D., Geraldton c 9 Kane Miss Margaret, G.P.O. u k
92 John Robert,
One-Mile c 181 Jones Charles, Victoria Plantation t
10 Kane M., Dalby c
93 John Thomas, One-Mile c 182 Jones David, Lower Herbert 7.,iver u It 11 Kaufmann J. M. (engineer), Star
Charters94 John William, Pimpaina Bridge o 183 Jones David (contractor; River c,
95 John Mrs. W., G.P.O. c Towers c (2) 12 Kawes G. (care of Mr. Struver), Pine
96 Johns D., Torbanlea c 184 Jones D., Boggo road c Creek c
97 Johns Mrs. Emily, Gyinpie o e 185 Jones Ellen (care of - Becaman). 13 Kay James, Boundary street, West
98 Johns G., Gympie c (5) Sandiate s End c
99 Johns H. J., Gympie c 186 Jones Evan J., Ballarat Hotel, Rock- 14 Kay James (carpenter), Carandotta o c
100 Johns J. H., Kangaroo Hills c hamtonc and e t (2)
101 Johnsen Alf., Normanton f 187 Jones B. J. (draper), Red Hill c 15 Kay J., Jondaryan o
102 Johnsen F., Stanley Bridge c  188  Jones Miss Fannie, Ranne's Hotel, 16 Kaye Paul, Kaboong d s
103 Johnson Bros. Messrs., Coorparoo c  Ranges u k 17 Kealey Mrs. (care of Dr. Kealey), Sand-
104 Johnson ---, Immigration Depot c 189 Jones Miss F., Charters Towers c gate c (2)
105 Johnson  - (care  of Smith and 190 Jones Frederick, Mount Morgan c 18 Keann Christian (farmer), Toowoomba f
191 J s F J ( tol ) M kJ Rih h d Mount Perry c(miner)19 Keam Rone . . ay cse ec r , aco nson), c mon c
106 Johnson  Miss  A., 20 Arthur street, 192 Jones G. D., Goondiwindi c (5)
,.
20 Keane - (care of - (ramble),
Spring Hill c 193 Jones G. H., Charleville c Roma street c
107 Johnson A. B , Roma c  194  Jones Henry (care of H. Paterson), 21 Keane J. R., Croydon c
108 Johnson Capt., Kent street, Mary-  Eromanga c 22 Keane Michael, Cooktown c
borough c 195 Jones H., Charters Towers c 23 Keane P. J., Brisbane o c
109 Johnson C., Bundaberg m 196 Jones H., Torbanlea c 24 Keane Miss R. (care of Mrs. Glinde-
110 Johnson Mrs. C., One-Mile c 197 Jones H., Mount Perry c man), Rockhampton a
Junction Estate c 198 Jones James (care of Wilson, Hart, and111 Johnson D. 25 Kearney H., Kabra c (2),
112 Johnson D., Maryborough road c Co.), Maryborough c 26 Kearney Joseph, Toowoomba c
113 Johnson Frank (miner ), Eidsvold e 199 Jones Miss Jane, Brisbane c 27 Keareley John, G.P.O. u k
114 Johnson George, Charters Towers c (2) 200 Jones. Miss Janie, Rannes Hotel, 28 Kearton E., One-Mile c
115 Johnson Henry (cooper), Tramway Rannes o 29 Kearton F., Monkland c
Estate o c 201 Jones Miss Jennie, Townsville u k 30 Keating Mrs. Emily, Ann street, Bris-
116 Johnson H. (care of H. Wear), Gowrie 202 Jones John, Maryborough c bane o c
road s 203 Jones John, Plant's Ridge c 31 Keating E., Bowen c
117 Johnson H., Irvinebank c 204 Jones John (manager), Ravenswood c 32 Keating C. H., Cooktown o
118 Johnson H. N., G.P.O. f (3) 205 Jones Mrs. John, Blackstone Bridge c 33 Keefe John (care of H. Pickering),
119 Johnson Isaac (care of McGee, Luya, 206 Jones J. (bridge contractor), Cairns c Mungar Railway c
and Co.), South Brisbane c 207 Jones J., James street, Gympie c 34 Keegden William, Croydon c
120 Johnson James, Thargomindah s 208 Jones Miss J., Brisbane c 35 Keegan W., Charters Towers c
121 Johnson J. (care of Barker and Frew), 209 Jones J. B. (care of G. E. Cooper), 36 Keeley John, Normanton c
Croydon c Golden Valley o 37 Keen H. (brickmaker), Mount Ley-
122 Johnson Mrs. J., P.O. South Brisbane s 210 Jones and Party Messrs. J. B., Croy- shon c
123 Johnson J. Townshend, Hughenden don c 38 Keenan -, Edward street, Bris-
u k (7) 211 Jones J. E. R., West End c bane c
124 Johnson L. B., Woollongabba u k 212 Jones J. F., Hughenden u k (3) 39 Keenan Francis, Croydon c
125 Johnson Mrs. Mary, Cairns c 213 Jones J. IL, Leichhardt street, Spring 40 Keenan M. Pleystowe c
126 Johnson M., Cunnamulla c Hill c 41 Keese Con. (miner ), Percy River c
127 Johnson Mrs. M., Quay  street, Bris-  214 Jones J. H., Sandy Creek, Ravens- 42 Keff P., East Darr o
bane c  wood c Maryborough43 Keffe John (carpenter)
128 Johnson N., Isis c 215 Jones J. R., Brisbane c
,0C
129 Johnson  R., Winton c 216 Jones J. W., Cairns c 44 Keil H. A., Edward  street ,  Brisbane c
130 Johnson Stephen, Bundaberg c 217 Jones Llewellyan, Cairns c (3) 45 Keily Miss H. (care of J. W. Green),
131 Johnson Mrs. S., Mackay c 218 Jones Mrs. Mary, Merton street, Caxton street, Petrie  terrace m
132 Johnson Thomas G., Adelaide street, South Brisbane c 46 Keitch James, G.P.O. c
Brisbane  a and c (2) 219 Jones Maud A. F., Charters Towers c 47 Keitley  I). (care of Mrs . Bedford),
133 Johnson William, Maryborough c 220 Jones P., One-Mile c Rockhampton c
134 Johnson William C., Sandgate c 221 Jones Richard G.P.O. u k 48 Kellas A., Mount Albion c
135 Johnson W. I. (care of J. L. Adams), 222 Jones R. R. (care of H. Roberts), 49 Kelleher Mrs. John, Maryborough t
Cooktown c (2)  Charters Towers c 50 Kelleher Michael, Rockhampton o c
136  Johnson W. H. (Guilder), Barcaldine c 223 Jones Robert, Red Hill c 51 Kelley J. H., Black Jack c
137 Johnson  W. J., Bundaberg in 224 Jones R., Cairns c 52 Kelly -, Belgrave street, Petrie
138 Johnsson  Andrew (seaman ), G.P.O. c 225 Jones R. A., Stanley street, South terrace c (2)
139 Johnsson Simon  (carpenter), G.P.O. o c Brisbane c 53 Kelly Mrs., Boundary street, South
140 Johnston -, Croydon c 226 Jones R. W., Victoria Mill c Brisbane c
141 Johnston Arthur (overseer ), Bundanbac 227 Jones Miss S. A. (care of Thos. Good- 54 Kelly Andrew (care of Thos. Lowry),
142 Johnston  and Co. Messrs. A., Too- win), One-Mile c Leopold street, South Brisbane o c
woomba c 228 Jones S., P.O. Chambers, Brisbane c 55 Kelly A., Morven c
143 Johnston Miss  Jessie, Servants' Home, 229 Jones William (carrier), North  Quay 56 Kelly Miss Bridget, G.P.O. s
Brisbane u k c (2) 57 Kelly G. (care  of - Mattinson) Too-
144 Johnston John, Maryborough c 230 Jones William (shearer), Carrandotta woomba m
145 Johnston J., Hughenden c Station m 58 Kelly Joseph, Monkland c (3)
146 Johnston  Mrs. J., G.P.O. u k 231 Jones W. H. (labourer), Cooktown o c 59 Kelly J. H., Thargomindah a
147 John ston  J. E., Gympie c 232 Jones W. O. (seaman), G.P.O. o c 60 Kelly J. H., Black Jack e
148 Johnston  Mrs. M. A., Logan road c 233 Jones W., Breakfast Creek c
149 Johnsto Rob t lk tW
61 Kelly Mrs. Al. (care of Mrs. Leight),
er ersn , a on o 234 Jones W., Eulo c
150 Johi*on Robert ,  Townsville o and c (2)  235 Jones W., Charters Towers c Elizabeth  street ,  Brisbane c62 Ke lly M. J., G.P.O. c151 Johnston J.. $., Toowoomba a 236 Jones  W. R., Charters Towers c 63 Kelly M. L., Koongal e
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64 Kelly P., Cooktown u k (2) 154 King John. Ann street, Charters 19 Lamont Mrs. C.  (care of T. Boyle),
65 Kelly P . 0.,  Mount Shamrock e t Towers c (2) Ipswich ii k
66  Kelly Thoma, , Mary  street ,  Gympie c 155 King  J.  B., Milichester o 20 Lamont S., Langlands Estate c
67 Kelly Thoiws Richard ,  Warwick s 156 King J .  B., Charters Towers c and o (2) 21 Lampe A. H., Townsville c
68 Kelly W. G.,  CL., du.. 157 King Robert, Boyne Creek c 22 Lampey Harry, Mount Morgan s
69 Kelly N. G .,  Cooktown c 158 King  W., 'Denham street, Rockhamp- 23 Lancaster  -,  Bingera c
70 Kellsey Owen ,  Logan road c ton c 24 Lander H. J., Taranganbar u k (2)
71 Kelso Coran ,  Croydon c 159 King W., Kelvin Grove c 25 Landerdale Miss ,  Townsville c
72 Kelso W. A. (carrier ),  Croydon c 160 Kingsbury J. J., Charters  Towers c 26 Landsborough  -,  Morven c
73 Kemp A. G .,  Georgetown u k 161 Kingsbury Mrs., P .O. South Brisbane c 27 Landsburg Madame, Wickham ter-
74 Kemp Edwin  (care  of  T. B .  Mason), 162 Kingshot J. R., Rosewood  in race c
Drummers Creek o 163 Kingsmill F., Toowoomba o 28 Landsdown W. G., Clarke street,
75 Kenna P .,  Harlaxton c 164 King smill H .,  Carandotta o Valley c
76 Kennedy Mrs., Murray street, Rock- 165 Kingston Mrs. (care of - Crump), 29 Lane Mrs., Brunswick street c
hampton c W oollongabba u k 30 Lane A. W .,  Wickham street m
77 Kennedy Alex., James street ,  Valley c 166 Kingston Joseph  (groom), South Bris. 31 Lane E., West End c
78 Kennedy A. S., Rockhampton c bane o c 32 Lane H., Rockhampton u k
79 Kennedy Charles ,  Normanton s 167 Kingston and Lahey Messrs., Ann 33 Lane H .,  Dalby c
80 Kennedy Clarke, Morven c street, Brisbane c 34 Lane H. M., 107 Queen street c
81 Kennedy Ewen  (miner ),  Croydon o c 168 Kirby John J .,  Daandine Station c 35 Lane John ,  Bulimba road c
82 Kennedy  J ames ,  Table Top c 169 Kirby J., Rosalie Estate c 36 Lane Mrs. Maria, Sussex street, Mary-
83 Kennedy James ,  Nerang Creek c 170 Kirby M., Brisbane c borouh u k
84 Kennedy John, Sutton street, Kangaroo 171 KirbyM ., Adelaidelane ,Maryboroughc 37 Lane Michael H. (care of E. A .  Gaden),
Point c 172  Kirk Charles ,  Devoncourt Station c Dulacca Station c and u k (3)
85 Kennedy Joseph ,  16 Kennigo street c 173 Kirk Charles, Devoncourt Station s (2) 38 Lane R., Adelaide street, Brisbane c
86 Kennedy J., Murray street, Rock- 174 Kirk William ,  Harcourt street, Valley c 39 Lane R., Rockhampton s
hampton c (2) 175 Kirkpatrick ,  Quinn, and Co. Messrs., 40 Lane Thomas, Croydon c
87 Kennedy J., Gympie c Thargomindah s 41 Lane T. (plumber) ,  West End c
88 Kennedy Mrs. Margaret, Eton s 176 Kirkpatrick ,  Quinn ,  and Co.  Messrs., 42 Lane Wiliam  (care of - Cameron),
89 Kennedy R., G.P.O. c Morven s Golden Valley o
90 Kennedy J., Totley c (2) 177 Kirkwood Mrs., West street, Rock- 43 Lane W., Townsville c
91 Kennedy W. (saddler ),  Esk c hampton c 44 Lane W., Charters Towers c
92 Kennion M. B., Maryborough  in 178 Kirkwood W., Mount Perry c 45 Lang and Sons Messrs. ,  Mount Sturt c
93 Kenny Miss ,  Bowen c 179 Kirslake Thomas ,  Maryborough o c 46 Lang C .,  Deep Creep road c
94 Kenny E. (blacksmith ),  Biindamha c 180 Kirkland T., Hughenden s 47 Lang G. (shearer ),  Westland Station c
95 Kenny M . (drayman ),  Kangaroo Pointe 181 Kite Thomas ,  W inton o 48 Lang J. (bootmaker), Woollongabba a
96 Kenny M .,  Wickham  terraces 182 Kitt G .,  Deep Creek ,  One-Mile c 49 Lang M. E., Latro be terrace c
97 Kenny S .,  Morven c 183 Kline Hans ,  Harlaxton c 50 Langley W., Earle Farm c
98 Kent G .,  Cape River Siding c 184 Klime Mrs .,  Bowen Hills c 51 Landedale G., L peer Annan c
99 Kent H .  C., G.P.O., u k 135 Kluver Henry, Houiebush f 52 Lanham Mrs. S., Stephen street, South
100 Kent M .,  Harlaxton c 186 Kluver W. (cabinet maker ),  North Brisbane c
101 Kent W. C., Blacksnake c Rockhampton o c 53 Lamotte F. C., Rockhampton s
102 Kenyon R., Paddington c 187 Knapp Joseph, Townsville e t 54 Lanzky David W., Port Douglas f
103 Keogh John, G.P.O. c 188 Knarner  -,  Charters Towers c 55 Lapworth W. (gardener ),  Charters
104 Keogh J. V., Rockhampton  in (2) 189 Knight Miss  (care of M. Carver), Too- Towers u k
105 Keppil F. H., G.P.O. c wong c 56 Larkins Thomas, Hughenden  in
106 Ker Richard ,  G . P. O. m 190 Knight Annie , G.P.O. o 57 Larkom John ,  Cairns c
107 Kerby Mrs. Mary ,  Caledonian Hill, 191 Knight Catherine M., Albion c (2) 58 Larsen A. (care of H. Gottschalk),
Gympie c 192 Knight Frederick ,  Bundamba c North Pine c
108 Kerkin Mrs. S., North Quay c (2) 193 Knight R. (care of E .  Hill), Bullamon 59 Larsen John, G.Y.O. s
109 Kermode G., Thylungra c and s (2) Station s 60 Larsen Lauritz, Townsville c
110 Kernan James , Sand-ate  c 194 Knight Samuel  (barber ),  Roma street c 61 Larsen J. T., Cooktown o c and s (2)
111  Kerney J.,  Cribb street, Ipswich c 195 Knight W., Ipswich c 62 Larsen Charles C., G.P.O. c
112 Kernick Mrs., Townsville c 196 Knight  W.  H., Cooktown u k (4)M
63 Latham William ,  Petrie terrace c and
113 Kerr Charles ,  Albion c (2) rs., Rosalie c197 Knight o(2)
114 Kerr F., Warwick c and s (2) 198 Knopke E., Stanthorpe c 61 Lathliff - Charters Towers c
115 Kerr James ,  Margaret street, Bris- 199 Knott James ,  Rockhampton u k 65 Latimer A. E. (care of Warwick and
bane c 200  Knott James,  Rockhampton u  k- Sapsford ),  Brisbane c
116 Kerr P. (manager ),  Croydon c 201 Knott Jame s,  Capella o c 66 Latimer J. L., Rockhampton c (2)
117 Kerr Thomas ,  Goondiwindi s 202 Knott William ,  Isis Scrub c 67 Latimore J.,  Macalister c
118 Kerrish Mrs. J .,  Ravenswood c 203 Knowles Geo., Wellington road c 68 La Trobe Doctor, Charters Towers c
119 Kershall H. (painter ),  Russell street, 204 Knyvett H., Thursday Island c 69  Lauchlin Mrs. Jane Valley o c
South Brisbane c 205 Kock -, Morey Downs c 70 Laughton F., Red Wili c
120 Kershaw James, Hughenden o 206 Kogen Miss Margaret ,  G.P.O. o c 71 Lawler  ---,  Mitchell c
121 Keter Peter  (miner )  Charters Towers 207 Konke Johann  (bootmaker ) Spring 72 Launde Robert Brisbane u k0C ,Hill c ,73 Laurence Capt .,  Lamb Island c
122 Ketteringham W. T., Isisford c 208 Korvell Lieut .,  Maryborough m 74 Laurence H. L., Charters Towers c
123 Kettlewell Mrs. (care of Mrs. Dodds), 209 Koviskie  --,  Charters Towers c 75 Laurence Percy, Merino Downs m
Maryborough  in 210 Kracks August H., Breakfast Creek f 76 Laurenzin Sinclair, Mackay c
124 Key  Miss, Frith street, Boggo road c 211 Krause C. H., Palmer m 77 Laurin Adolf F., Rockhampton f
125 Key J .  K., Stanthorpe c 212 Krause F. C., Crown street, Woolon- 78 Lavin R .,  Brisbane c
126  Key e Patrick  (labourer ),  Cairns o c gabba c 79 Lavis John ,  Rockhampton o c
127 Kid James ,  Croydon o 213 Kropp H., Smith street, Ipswich c 80 Law --, Queen street c
128 Kidd Mrs. Elizabeth ,  North Rock-, 214 Kruthle R. C., Dulacca s and c (9) 81 Law H., Bowen terrace c
hamton o c 215 Kucan Johan, Her berton f 82 Law R .,  Thompson Estate c
129 Kidd John  (labourer), Cairns o c 216 Kuhlmann Mrs. S .,  Townsville s 83 Lawes William, Flinders River u k
130 Kidderer William  (labourer ),  Laidleyo c 217 Kurlup  ---,  Charters Towers c and t (3)
131 Kidd W. J., G.Y.O. s 218 Kusserow Ernest, Croydon c and s (2) 84  Lawlor  Mrs. Maryt ., Brisbane u k
132 Kidwell Samuel, Victoria Mill c 219 Kwong Hong Hing, Thursday Island c 85 Lawrence  --,  Kelvin Grove c
133 Kiely Mrs. J., Petrie terrace c 220 Kyhe H. P., G.Y.O. f 86 Lawrence F., Brisbane c
134 Kiely Miss M .,  G.P.O. s 87 Lawson Mrs. C., Brisbane c
135 Kiepe Carl, West street ,  Toowoomba c 88 Lawson Mrs. M .  J., Brisbane c
136 Kie rnan P. (care of P .  Duffey ),  G.P.O. L. 89 Lawson William, Cairns u k
uk 90 Lawton J., Cairns s
137 Kilbe Fritz  (care of C.  Lees ),  South 1 LABARLE  - (kitchenman ),  Bris- 91 Lawton J., Esk c
Brisbane c bane c 92 Laydon Thomas, Albion c
138 Kildahl Rev., Milton c 2 Lacey P .,  Listowel Station c 93 Lea R .,  New Farm c
139 Kildey E .,  Cootharaba road c 3 Lacey W., Wickham street, Valley c 94 Leahorn William, Coorparoo c
140 Killeen Thomas ,  Lake 's Creek c 4 Lacey W. E .  F., Burketown c 95 Leahon John, Enoggera u k
141 Kimber Arthur ,  Croydon c 5 Lachlan Matthew ,  Windorah c 96 Leahy John ,  Brisbane o c
142 Kimber Walter, Eidsvold c 6 Laden A .,  Drayton road c 97 Lean John A., Townsville e
113 Kim Foo Jimmy, Barcaldine c 7 Lagrutta Guiseppe ,  Brisbane o c 98 Lears F. W., Creek  street c
144 Kim Foo J., Rockhampton e t 8 Lagrutta Guiseppe ,  Rockhampton s 99 Leary Miss Cath., Brisbane u k
145 Kinealy Patrick, Brunswick street, 9 Lahey J. W., Caloundra c 100 Leary John ,  Enoggera o ctValley c 10 Lahiff Thomas  (fanner ),  Bowen s 101 Leary Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
116 King -, Henry street, West End c 11 Laing A., South Brisbane c 102 Leathrard Mrs. A., Albion c (2)
147 King  -,  Warry street ,  Va lley c 12 Lalor  Miss , Hope street, South Bris- 103 Leathem Wm. John, Normanton u k (4)
AftonArmytage)148 Kin (care of ND bane c 104 Leaver G., Brisbane c (2),g ..Downs e 13 Lalotti  -,  Boundary street, West 105 Leavis Thomas ,  Dulacca c
149 King Mrs. Fanny ,  St. George terrace, End c 106 Lebbo rn W .,  Bellemont c
Brisbane u k 14 Lamb John ,  Brisbane c 107 Le Bras Joseph ,  South Brisbane c (4)
150 King George ,  Boowoogan c 15 Lamb W., Nerang c 108 Ledgerwood J., Thargomindah s
151 King Mrs. Harriet ,  Red Hill o c (2) 16 Lambert  --,  Breakfa s t Creek road c 109 Lee George ,  Croydon c (2)
Plough Inn ,  South Bris-152 Kin g  James 17 Lammnn J .  P., Stanwell s 110 Lee J., Brisbane c,
bane c 18 Lamont -  (hotel -keeper ),  Bogantun- 111 Lee  J. F., Spring Hill c
153 King John ,  Mereton road c gan c 112 Lee Michael ,  Brisbane
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113 Lee M .,  Rockhampton c 219 Long R .,  Charters Towers c 31 Mahoney J., Lower Dawson road c
114 Lee R., Brisbane o 220 Long S., Enoggera f 32 Mahony Miss J., Tiaro c
115 Lee Thomas, Brisbane c 221 Long Thomas, Gympie c 33  Mahoney P., Brisbane s
116 Lee Thomas. Kamerunga f 222 Longfield Wm. M. Cooktown c 34 Main John, Mackay f
117 Lee William, Charleville c (2) ,223  Longley W. If., Kilkivan s 35 Marnwaring E. C. and T., Charters
118 Leedr r W., Ipswich c 224 Longlow Thomas E. ,  Brisbane c Towers c
119 Leehev Martin, Rockhampton c 225 Longinore Geo. E., Townsville o c 36 Mairtwaring Thornas, Croydon c
120 Lees W., Bundaberg c 226 Lonny J. F., Mount Morgan c 37 Malcolm Caroline, Thursday Island c
121 Lee See  (gardener ),  Burdekin c 227 Looking Rocker, Maytown c 38 Malcolm R. L., Townsville in
122 Leeton -, Brisbane c 228 Loo Lee, Jericho c 39 Malins  E. A., Milton c123 Lee Wah, Rockhampton c 229 Lord Frederick ,  Townsville c 40 Mailers -- ,  Paddington c
124 Lehman John, South Brisbane c 230 Louden Samuel Ton nsville c 41 Mallock W., One-Mile s and c (2)
125 Leigh Francis, Gin Gin c
,
231 Louden Thomas, Peel Island c 42 Mallon Constable Pat., Rockhampton
126 Leigh H. P., Pentland c 232 Loudoun Alex., Burrumbilla f and c (2) oc
127 Leigh James, Currajortg Creek u k 233 Loughlin Richard, Charters Towers c 43 Malone George, Morven u k
128 Leigh Ralph, West End c 234 Loughuan H., Thargomindah s 44 Malone Thomas, Mungar c
129 Leighton James, Clermont u k 235 Lourie Mrs. Annie, Rockhampton c 45 Maloney , South Brisbane c
130 Leisner H. A., Croydon c 236 Louther Miss Louisa, Queen street c 46 Maloney  Miss , Townsville u k
131 Leitch Archie, Brisbane u k 237 Love Harry, Rockhampton c (2) 47 Ntaloney I)., Eureka Creek c
132 Leitch it, Maryborough c 238 Love Mrs. J .,  Brisbane in 48 Maloney George ,  Fairlight c
133 Leney A, Valley o 239 Love W .,  Thursday Island c 49 Maloney J4 ohn, Cairns o c
134 Lenhaiu Walter ,  Ithaca c 240 Lovegrove Eli Petrie terrace c 50 Maloney Thomas, Gyrnpie o c
135 Lennen T. AL, Rockhampton c
,
241 Lovelady  Miss  M. E., Cooktown u k 51 Maloney  T . F., Nor manton o
136 Lennon Patrick, Rockhampton u k 242 Low David ,  Queen street u k 52 Malpas O. K., Rockhampton s
137 Lennond J., Woollongabba c 243 Low Dong, Thursday Island o 53 Mandersen Mrs. Ellen ,  South Bris
138 Lenten Miss Rose  R., Brisbane o c 244 Lowe Josiah, Golden Valley c bane c
139 Leonard Robert, S-shania c 245 Lowe J., Bullamon Station s 54 Manly -, Mount Jones c
140 Leonnard John, South  Brisbane u k 246 Lowe Thomas, Croydon s 55 Manly T., Retreat Station c
141 Lepla William, Red Hill c 247 Lowe William, Normanton c 56 Mann A. S., Charters Towers c
142 Leslie A. S., Marvborough c 248 Lowenherg T., Stanthorpe c 57 Manning  --,  Castle Hill c
143 Leslie J. G., Mackay c 249 Lowenthal E., Roina s 58 Manning Thomas, Emerald u k
144 Leslie F. A., Rockhampton c 2.50 Lownes John, Cumberland c 59 Mansell J., Tabletop c
145 Lett Edward, Rockhampton u k 251 Lowrie Mrs. J., Brisbane c 60 Mansergh P. S. G., Mooloolah u k
146 Lever G., Soudan Estate c 252 Lowry , Toowoomha c 61 Mansfield Mrs., Bayswater c
147 Levey M., Brisbane m 253 Lowry Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane c 62 Manson John, West End c
148 Levy -, Maryborough in 254 Lowry Mrs. Mary, Roma street s 63 Manson Miller, Grey street c
149 Levy A. If., Cooktown s 255 Loxton W. H., Paddington c 64 Man Song, Alberton c (2)
150 Lewis George E., Gympie c 256 Loyd F., Rockhampton c 65 Manton E. G., Croydon c
151 Lewis John. Logan road c (2) 257 Loyd Stephen, Brisbane s 66 Manton T., Killarney c
152 Lewis J., Kelvin Grove c 258 Lyons Thomas, Rockhampton c 67 Mantrv W., Mount Perry c
153 Lewis Thomas, Brisbane c 259 Lucas Mrs., Morven c 08 Manuel John, Brisbane o c
154 Lewis T. C., Croydon c (2) 260 Lucas John, Bundaberg c 09 Marcusen Rachel ,  Brisbane o
155 Lewis Walter, Queenton c 261 Lucas W., Charters Towers c 70 Martitt T. E., Laidley u k (2)
156 Lewis W., Toomoo c 262 Lude Henry, Brisbane f 71 Margetts H., Swan Creek c
157 Leycester R. T., Warwick e t 263 Lully R., Lake's Creek s 72 Mar Hing, Adelaide street o c
158 Libby George, Townsville n z 264 Lum Hing ,  Brisbane o c 73 Marils Miss, South Brisbane c
159 Liddy Mrs. John B., Charters Towers o 265 Lutnn J., Nundah c 74 Markett Mrs., North Quay c
160 Lidatone A., Glenelg street c (2) 266 Luney J., Brisbane t 75 Marley William ,  Charters Towers c
161 Liebrecht A., Killarney c 267 Lunn Louisa ,  Brisbane c 76 Marlow J., Bundanba c
162 Liebs Adolph, Valley o c 268 Luse W., North Pine c 77 Marone Joseph, Charleville s
163 Liemer F., Brisbane t 269 Lutcliffe J., Charters Towers c 7 8 Marr John ,  Ingham c
161 Liley -, Isisford s 270 Lydiard -, Nebo c 79Marr J .,  East Darr c
165 Lillihen A., Wickham terrace c 271 Lydiard J. K., Fort Cooper c 80 Mars C., Croydon m
166 Lily Miss, Townsville c 272 Lyle Mt s. J .  S., Rockhampton in 81 Marschan C., Brisbane u k
167 Linch Miss M., Paddington c 273 Lyner Mrs., Maryborough c 82 Marshall  -,  Spring Hill c
168 Lind Thomas H., Charters Towers c 27-4 Lynch J., One-Mile c 83 Marshall E. B., Cooktown u k
169 Lii de H. C., Gin Gin c (2) 275 Lynch Patrick ,  Oxley o c 84 Marshall F., Gyrnpie c170 Lindeman ,  Brisbane c (5) 276 Lynch Philip, Brisbane s 85 Marshall H., River Estate c
171 Lindenburg W. L. H., Gordon Downs c 277 Lynch P., Rockhampton c 86  Marshall James, Rosewood u k172 Lindgren Jens., Bundaberg f 278 Lynch Thomas, Cooktown c 87 Marshall J., Mackay c (2)173 Lindley R., Greendale c 279 Lynch Timothy, Petrie terrace c 88 Marshall .J., Gympie c (2)
174 Lindross Abraham, Cawarral c 280  Lynott James, Brisbane c 89 Marshall J., Logan road c
175 Lindsay -, Roma c 281 Lyon H., South Brisbane c 90 Marshall J., Croydon c
176 Lindsay Miss Jane, Georgetown u k 282 Lyons -, Stanley street c 91 Marshall James, Rosewood f177 Lindsay J.,Monkland c 283 Lyons Miss, Spring Hill c 92 Marshall Jas. Thos., Norrnanton o e
178 Lindsay Peter, Mount Spurgeon c 284 Lyons Miss Annie. Bundaberg c 93 Marshall P., Bun laberg c
179 Lindsay T. J., Charters Towers c 285 Lyons G. P., Rockhampton c 94 Marshall T., Cairns c
180 Lingley J., Re'lcliffe c 286 Lyons Henry, Logan road in 95 Marshall William, Rockhampton s
181 Lin Kap You, Cairns f 287 Lyons Mrs. Mari, Brisbane o c (2) 96 Marshall William, Asford's Hill c
182 Linnane John, Dalby o c 288 Lyons William, Spring Hill o c 97 Marshall W., South Brisbane c
183 Linnawahar , Charters Towers c 289 Lyons Mrs. W., Rockhampton c 98 Marstin A., Charleville a
184 Linnett Jame`, Enoggera c 290 Lyons W., Mount Romeo c 99 Marston J. (butcher), Southport c
1'5 Linser J., Banana c (2) 100 Martin - , West Erd c
186 Lintrell Annie Gympie c 101 Martin  -,  Breakfast Creek q,
187 Lippeat J., Red Hill c X. 102 Martin , West End c
188 Lippett E., Ipswich road c 103 Martin Miss, Townsville u k
189 Lissner it, Charters Towers c 1 MACK E., Cairns o 104 Martin Mrs. Elizabeth, Cooktown o c
190 Little James, Cairns o c 2 Macalini  -,  Brisbane c 105 Martin G., Fairfield c
191 Little Rohei t, Arthur street c (2) 3 Macrossan Mrs., Ipswich c (2) 106 Martin George P., Charters Towers o c
192 Little  William ,  Briel ane n z 4 Madden John and Kate, Rosewood o 107 Martin Herbert, Cooktown o c
193 Littleton • ohn, Rockhampton u k 5 111addcn Mrs. J., Charters Towers  is  k 108 Martin H., Norrnanton c
194 Litzon -, Ipswich road c 6 Madden S., Maryborough c 109 Martin James, Rockhampton c
195 Liversage Henry, Ravenswood s 7 Maddigan Miss A., Durham Downs c 110 Martin John ,  Cooktown o c
196 Living J., Rockhampton c 8 Maddock and Johnson, 70 Queen street c Ill Martin J., Spring Hill c
1!)7 Livingston Lewis, Mackay c 9 Maddock Thomas, Valley o c 112 Martin J. A., Spring Hill c
198 Livingston Robert ,  Boonara Station c 10 Maddox J., Normantor  c 113 Martin J. J., Townsville u k
199 Llo.d C., Aran,ac e 11 Madeley J., Maryborough c 114 Martin L., Maryborough s
200 Llov d T., Rockhampton c 12 Magarrey Joseph, Warwick c 115 Martin Matthew, Charters Towers c
201 Loaner J., Townsville c 13 Magdalinski J., Gympie road c 116 Martin R., Thargorindah c
202 Lock Leonard, Brisbane u k 14 Magie J., Bog- o road c 117 Martin T., Brisbane c
203 Lock N., Brisbane c
g
15 Magnire F.., Vi alton Plains c 118 Martin Walter ,  Cairns r,
204 Locke Albert J., Welltown c 16 Maguire John, Jundah c (2) 119 Martin William, Windorah c
205 Locke M., Rockhampton o 17 Maguire Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c 120 Martin William, Rockhampton u k
206 Lockett 'Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 18 Maguire P., Boulia c 121  Martin W., Charters Towers c
207 Lockey -, Charters Towers c 19 Magull , Rockhampton C 122 Martin W. V., Charters Thwers c
208 Lockhead Robert, Mackay o c 20 Mahamah Alick, Townsville c 123 Martinsen L., Maryborough c
209 Locks Mrs., Ipswich c 21 Maher Constable J., Roma street c 124 Marton Win. B .,  Kangaroo Point o c
210 Lockwood -, Honiebush road c 22 Maher J .,  Brisbane c 125 Marvell Joseph, Townsville c and u k (3)
211 Lodge it, Adelaide street c 23 Maher Joseph, Cunnamulla c 126 Marvell J., Georgetown c
212 Logan James, Brisbane s 24 Maher Mary Jane, Valley c 127 Marwedel E., Beenleigh c
213 Lomax Peter, Windorah o 25 Maher Patrick, Charters Towers o c 128 :Maroon W., Toowoomha o
214 London J. W., Valley o c 26 Maher P. Stanley street c 129 Maslen H., Mount Shamrock c
21.5 Loudrtgord M., Morven c
,
27 Maley Joe Isisford c 130 Mason -, Mackay c (2)
216 Long -, Milton c
,
BriNbarir o28  Atuhouenud Ussim 131 Mason George, Mount Leyshon in (2)
217 Long A., Mclvor u k
,
29 Mahon Henr Petrie's ]light c Lo:•n Village132 Mason Walter Johny,
218 Long F. W., Oxley c 30 Mahoney -, Chart(_ rs Towers c
,
e  (2)
133 Mason William, Brisbane o c
134 Mass J., Georgetown e t
135 Massie Mrs., Paddington Hotel c
136 Massie Godfrey E., Eulo s and c (2)
137 Masters E., Charleville c
138 Masters W., Ravenswood c
139 Mather Mrs., Charters Towers c
140 Mather James, Pentland o
141 Mather John, Brisbane u k
142 Mather J. J., Pentland u k
143 Mather Toni A , Queenton u k
144 Mathews Mrs. Kingsborough c
145 Mathews D. F., Mount Pleasant u k
146 Mathieson J., Townsville e
147 Matlich J. (carrier), Darr Riser
Downs c
148 Matters G., One-Mile c
149 Matthews --, South Brisbane s
150 Matthews B., Charters Towers c (2)
151 Matthews Charles, Ann street c
152 Matthews J., Queenton c
153 Matthews J., Q.C. Railwa e
154 Matthews Messrs. J. A., Townsville c
155 Mattheiason W., Charters Towers c (2)
156 Mattock Frederick, Charters Towers o c
157 Mattsen Carolina, Woollongabba c
158 Maudson John, Queenton c
159 Maugham Thomas, Eagle Farm c
160 Maurice --, Lake's Creek e t
161 Maximo J., Thursday Island c
162 Maxwell and Vale Messrs., Towns-
ville s
163 Maxwell Mrs., Brisbane c
164 Maxwell J., Brisbane c
165 Maxwell T., Golden Valley c
166 May -, Coorparoo c
167 May Mrs., Toowoomba c
168 May C., Rockhampton c
169 May George, Charters Towers c (2)
170 May George, Queenton c
171 May T., Townsville u k
172 May W., Gowrie road c
173 Maye Mrs. John, Brisbane c
174 Mayfield C. E., Toowoomba c
175 Mayhon Edward, Milo c
176 Mayhon E., Listowel e t
177 Mazzarath -, Hughenden c
178 Mazzitelli A., Townsville s
179 Mecklejohn Miss, Toowoomba c
180 Mecklejohn Win., 13oggo road o c
181 Meets Miss E., Dugandan c
18 2  Megaritz R., Gvmpie c (2)
183 Meg;s Alfred, Kangaroo Point c
184 Megitt -, Rosewood c
183 Melain A., Gympie c
186 Melani A., Mount Shamrock c
187 Melbourne Mrs., Brisbane u k
188 Mellon Edward, Cunnamulla s
189 Mellon H., Cunnamulla s (3)
190 Mellon Thomas, Croydon c (3)
191 Mellor W. D., Brisbane c
192 Melon G., St. George c
193 Melon John, Warbreccan c
194 Melson Maurice, South Kolan c
195 Menadue Joseph, One-Mile c (3)
196 Menegh Mrs. Arthur, Croydon c
197 Meora James, Croydon s
198 Merett T., Georgetown c
199 Merrit James, One-Mile c
200 Merry Thomas B., Brisbane in
201 Merson Dan, Cordelia street c
202  Mersula Elia, Irrinebank f
203 Meston Charters Towers c
204 Metcalf -, Wild River c
205 Metcalf W. T., Million e 1
206 Mewes W. H., Brisbane c (2)
207 Meyer Miss, South Brisbane c
208  Meyer Charles, Cooi'town f
209 Meyers Messrs. A. and Co., Marburg c
210 Meyers Gunner, Kangaroo Point o c
211 Meyers R.,+ Brisbane c
212 Miall W. G., Port Douglas u k
213 Michael Miss Kate, Nundah c
214 Michelson -, Beenleigh c
215 Micklethwaite M., Petrie terrace c
216 Middis R. S., Goondiwindi c
217 Middleditch and Halls, Townsville u k
218 Middleton Mrs., Lake's Creek c
219 Midgley Richard, Tallebudgera c
220 Mieland Frederick, Ipswich o
221 Miles -,  Grey street c
222 Miles H., Brisbane s
223 Miles James, Brisbane u k
224 Miles William, Chatters Towers c
225 Milford Mrs. E., Brisbane u k
226 Millard -, Charters Towers c
227 Miller Adam, Toowoomba o
228 Miller A., Maryborough c
229 Miller Edward, Mary River c (2)
230 Miller George, Charters Towers c
231 Miller G., Rockhampton c
212 Miller Mrs. Henry. Brisbane o
233 Miller H., Mount Perry o
24 Miller James, Queen street c
235 Miller James, Brisbane c (2)
.36 Miller John, Monkland c
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237 Miller Joseph ,  Maryborough o c (2)
238 Miller  J., Ann  street c
239 Miller P .,  Charters Towers s
240 Miller  R. G., Woollongabba o c
241 Miller Thomas , Charters  Towers s
242 Miller Th .,  Maryborough c
243 Miller William,  Brisbanec
244  Mills  W. H., Marburg c
245 Millett  -,  Cooktown c
246 Milligan John ,  Charters Towers c (2)
247 Millington John, Bundaberg n z and
o c (3)
248 Millne J., Enoggera terrace c
249 Millner J. B., Brisbane c
250 Mills Harry, Hughenden  in
251 Mills J., Charters Towers c
252 Mills Mrs. Julia , Brisbane  it k
253 Mills L., Brisbane c
234 Mill s Messrs. R. and Party, Croydon o c
255  Millwood and McDonald, Mackay c
256 Milne Mrs., Charters Towers c
237 Milne W., Charters Towers u k
258 Minniss  Miss  L., Kangaroo Point o
259 Minns J. C., Roma a
260 Minogue Thomas ,  Brisbane e
261 Mirrlees Mrs. W ..  Brisbane c
262 Mitchell and Binnington ,  Townsville c
263 Mitchell  M iss, Townsville f (2)
264 Mitchell A., Brisbane c
265 Mitchell Charles ,  Barcaldine u k
266 Mitchell D., Mangan c (2)
267 Mitchell J. H., Brisbane s
268 Mitchell Mrs. L .,  Watsonville c
269 Mitchell  Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c
270 Mitchell Miss N., South Brisbane c
271 Mitchell P., Yangan c
272 Mitchell R., Wharf street c
273 Mitchell W., Gympie c (2)
274 Mitchell Wm. H., Croydon c
275  Moar Captain P., Gladstone c
276 Moffat Mrs. Annie ,  Rockhampton o c
277 Moffat F., Wharf street c
278 Moffat James ,  Bundaberg c
279 Moffatt -, Tiaro c
280 Moffatt A .  C., Bundaberg c
281 Moffatt J., Roma street c
282 Moffatt J. G., Brisbane c
283 Moffatt M. C., Normanton s
284 Moffatt S., senr .,  Jirnbour c
285 Mogan  J., Valley c
286 Moher Laurence ,  Cairns o c
287 Mohle A., Toowoomba c
288 Mole Mrs., Stanley street c
289 Molle L. E., Thursday Island e t
290 Moller A. S., Gatton c
291 Moller J .  S., Tent Hill o c
292 Moller Mrs .  Mary, Rockhampton o c
293 Mollett J., Ravenswood c
294 Mollison Mrs., Rockhampton c
295 Molloy  Miss  Charlotte ,  Gympie c
296 Molloy Hen ry, Kangaroo Point c
297 Molloy P., Kangaroo Point c
298 Molloy William , One-Mile c
299 Moloney  -,  Paddington c
300 Moloney W., Croydon s
301 Molyneux  -,  Gympie c
302 Monaghan Arthur, Cairn s s
303 Monaghan Thomas ,  Winton c
304 Monahan G. A., Charters Towers c
305 Monahan J., Blackall c
306  Montt Thomas B .,  Brisbane c
307 Monk John ,  Vindex Station o
308 Montafier  -,  Bowen Downs c (2)
309 Montal John ,  Toowoomba c
310 Montefiore Mrs. A .  M., Brisbane c
311 Montgomery Mrs., Chartet i( Towers c
312 Moody  --,  Dunallan Estate c
313 Moody Fred., Inglewood c
314 Moody  John, Lake 's Creek c
315 Mooney J., Kedron Brook c
316 Mooney James, Eniu Park c (2)
317 Moor J .,  Gympie c
318 Moor W .  H., Brisbane c
319 Moore Mrs., George street c
320 Moore Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
321 Moore G., Eidsvold o c
322 Moore  Henry, Croydon o c
323 Moore Mrs. Heigh, Charters Towers c
324 Moore Mrs. H .,  Red Hill f
325 Moore J., Gympie c
326 Moore Mrs. J .,  Brisbane c
327 Moore Richard ,  Gympie c
328 Moore W., Brisbane c
329 Moore W. H., Brisbane u k
330 Morain Miss Mary ,  Brisbane c
931 Moran  -,  Red Hill c
332 Moran Mrs., Caxton street c
333 Moran John ,  17-mile Rocks c
334 Moran John ,  Townsville o c (3)
335 Moran John T., Ingham c
336 Moran J. K., Brisbane c
337 Moran M., Brisbane c
338 Moran P., Eidsvold c (3)
339 Morecroft Henry, Brisbane u k
340 Morehead Miss Sarah,  Charters
Towers c
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341 Moreland  -,  Croydon u k
342 Moreland Mrs. Win .  A., Townsville
uk
343 Morgan  -,  Rockhampton c
344 Morgan Mrs.,  Victoria  \V harf u k
31.5 Morgan Mrs., Valley c
346 Morgan David ,  Toribanlea c
347 Morga n Edward, Charters Towers c (2)
348 Morgan  Miss Ellen, Townsville u k
349 Morg .un G., Gympie c
350 Morgan G. H., Gympie c
351 Morgan Miss N., Hughenden c
352 Morgan  P., Eidsvold c
353 Morgan Thomas ,  Gympie c a 74d o c (2)
3a4 Morgan Mrs. W .  H. S., Prairie Creek c
355 Moriarty  B., South Brisbane c
356  Morison R.,  Bulimba u k (4)
357 Mori i son George ,  Waterford c
358 Morisson John, Brisbane c
359 Morless Samuel, Charters Towers c
360 Moilet and Langmore ,  Prairie c
361 Morley W. N., Afton Downs o
362 Morran J. (carrier ),  Port Douglas c
363 :Morris --,  Brisbane c
364 Morris  -,  Charters Towers c
36.3 Morris  A., Adavale c
366 Morris  Mrs. A.,  Townsville u k
367 Morris Mrs. Charles, Morris Vale o
368  Morris C. A., Brisbane c
369 Morris E., Townsville c370 Morris Mrs. E .  A., Bowen s
371 Moiris H., Townsville o372 Morris  .John, Croydon o
373 Morris John , Tha rgomindali s374 Morris J., Mount Morgan c
375 Morris J., Rockhampton c376 Morris J., Townsville c
377 Morris J., Tabletop c
378 Morris J. E., Valley u k
379 Morris Robert, Queen street c
380 Morris Robert ,  Brandon c, o, and u k (3)
381 Morris Rowland, Charters Towers n z
382 Morris W., Townsville u k
383 Morris W., Georgetown o c
384 Morris W. H., Townsville c
385 Mori  ison B., Woollongabba c
386 Morrison Doctor, Romac
387 Morrison James ,  Springsure u k and
c (2)
388 Morrison John ,  Gayndah c
389 Morrison John, Rockhampton c
390 Morrison J., Brisbane m
391 Morrison J. M., Normanton s
392 Morrison J. W., Rockhampton c
393  Morrison  William ,  Bundaberg f
394 Morrison William ,  Bundaberg f
395 Morriss  -,  Rockhampton s
396 Morrissey D., Rockhampton c
397 Morrow  -,  Spring Hill c (2)
39$ Morrow Mrs., Spring Hill c (2)
39 9  Morrow Miss, Warwick c
400 Morst Geoige, Tygum c
401 Mortensen  -,  Charters Towers f
402 Mortensen H. J., Brisbane f
403 Mortisen James ,  Highgate Hill c
404 Morton A., Augathella c
405 Morton J. C., Thargomindah c
406 Morton W., Hughenden c
407 Mortyne Mrs., Barcaldine c
408 Morune  George,  Blackall c
409 Mosley -,  Charters Towers c (2)
410 Moss - ,  Charters Towers c
411 Moss Edward, Croydon w a
412 Moss John, Normanton f
413 Mossner Adam, Rosewood c
414 Mottram G., Townsville s
415 Mow A. H., Enoggera c
416 Moyes H., Bundaberg c (3)
417 Moyle E., Gympie c
418 Moyle T., Gympie c
419 Muir  -,  Eagle Farm c
420 Muir Mrs., Charters Towers c
421 Muir Mrs., Red Hill c
422 Muir D .  B., Townsville c
423 Muir D .  B., Kangaroo Point f
424 Muir James ,  Red Hill c
425 Muir John, Coongoola c
426 Muirhead J. C., Moorlands c
427 Muirhead P., Rockhampton o
428 Mulhall John ,  Croydon s, in, and c (3)
429 Mulkay N., One-Mile c
430 Mullan Patrick ,  Toowoombauk
431 Mullan Mrs .  Pat., Toowoomba u k (2)
432 Mullands J., Brisbane c
433 Mullens J., Normanton e t
434 Mullens Thomas ,  Oxley c
435 Muller Mrs., Upper Tent Hill c
436 Muller Gustav ,  Charters Towers e t
437 Mullery Thomas, Wickham street c
438 Mullett F., Townsville m
439 Mulley Mrs .,  Mary street s
440 Mullhull Miss S. J., Bundaberg f
441 Mulligan J. G., South Brisbane s
442 Mullinhaver D., Lowood c
443 Mullins H., Harlaxton c
444 Mullins James, Valley c
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445 Mullon J. (carrier ),  Hughenden c
416 Mulloney Mrs., Clermont c
447 Mulrooney  -, Mackay c
448 Mulvina Mrs. P .,  Brisbane c
449 Munday James ,  Burketown o c
450 Munn James ,  Logan road c
451 Munns George ,  Rockhampton o c
452 Munro  and Boulav Messrs. ,  Cooktown s
453 Munro  -,  South Brisbane c
454 Munro Daniel ,  Croydon c
455 Munro Geo. Sutherland ,  Brisbane u k
456  Munro John  T., Mitchell u k
457 Munro S., Bowen Hills c
458 Munroch H., Lake's Creek c (2)
459 Munroe Mrs., South Brisbane c
460 Munroe W., South Brisbane c
461 Munster Otto ,  Hughenden c
462 Munton H. H. S., Brisbane a and  in  (3)
463 Murdoch Mrs. B .,  Rockhampton c
464 Murdoch  J ames ,  Melbourne street c
465 Murdoch James ,  Toowoomba s
466 Murdoch Thomas C., South Brisbane c
467 Murie J., Brisbane c
468 Murphy  -,  Spring Hi ll  c
469 Murphy Mrs., Barcaldine c
470 Murphy Mrs., Brisbane c
471 Murphy Frank, Normanton o c
472 Murphy James ,  Bundanba c
473 Murphy James ,  New Farm o c
474 Murphy John, Queenton c
475 Murphy J., Cootharaba c
476 Murphy J., 11 Peel street c
477 Murphy J., Carandotta s
478 Murphy  Michael, Townsville o c
479 Murphy Patrick, Brisbane c
480 Murphy  P., Yeppoon c
431 Murphy Thomas, Ayrshire Downs c
482 Murray  -,  Broadwater road c
483 Murray  -,  Maryborough e t
484 Murray Miss ,  Brisbane n z
485 Murray A. D., Toowong c (2)
486 Murray D., Terrick Station c and s (2)
487 Murray  Mrs. E.,  Townsville c
48S Murray H., Golden Valley c
489 Murray H., Mackay c
490 Murray James ,  Pittsworth c
491 Murray James ,  Bundaberg u k
492 Murray Joseph, Rockhampton o c
493 Murray P., Charters Towers c
494 Murray Mrs. P .,  Thompson Estate o
495 Murray Mrs. Robert ,  Milton c
496 Murray R. B.,  Mackay c
497 Murray Thomas ,  South Brisbane u k
498 Murray Thomas ,  Charters Towers c
499 Murray  William,  Charters Towers c
500 Murray  W. M. A., Upper Oxley c
501 Murrell C. A., Brisbane o
502 Murry W. T., Kangaroo Point c
503 Murtagh F., Bulimba road c
504 Murtagh P., Stainbourne c
505 Murther  -,  Emu Park Line c
506 Must C.  G., Enoggera c
507 Myers B., 107  Queen  street s
508 Myers Charles ,  Spring Hill c
509 Myers Henry ,  Kangaroo Point c (2)
510 Myers W., Cairns s
511 Myles Mrs Hope street o c
512 Mylett  W illiam ,  Irvinebank c
Mc.
1 McADAM -, Bundaberg c
2 McAllum D., Eldernell u k
3 McAlpine John, Townsville c
4 McAutire -, Enniskillen c
n McArdle M., St. George s
6 McArthur C. H., Lake's Creek c
7 McArthur John, Wallangarra c
8 McArthy J., Cootharaba road c (2)
9 McAuliff P., Golden Valley c
10 McAuliffe A., Mount Britten c
11 McAuliffe Miss E. J., Mount Britten o
12 McAuliffe John F., Charters Towers
c (2)
13 McAurlay -, Ingham c
14 McAveety Bernard, One-Mile Creek o
15 McAvoy Robert, Hill End c (2)
16 McCean Wm., Croydon c (2)
17 McBride P., Stanthorpe s
18 McBride J. (gunner), Lutwyche o c
19 McBrown At., Ravenswood s
20 McBrvde P., Townsville u k
21 McCabe Mrs., Queen street c
22 McCabe E., Cunnamulla s (2)
23 McCabe John, Lnru Park c
24 McCallum John, Pialba c
25 McCallum P., Nerang c
26 McCantyie -, Queensport c
27 McCarroll Mrs., Bundaberg c
28 McCarthy -, Spring Hill c
29 McCarthy Loganlea c
30 McCarthy Miss, Red Hill c
31 McCarthy Charles, Croydon o
32 McCarthy Mrs. Chas., Beta in
33 McCarthy Mrs. Herbert, Townsville s
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34 McCarthy John, Croydon c
35 McCarthy Mrs. J., Ipswich s
36 McCarthy Al., New Farm c
37 McCarthy Miss Margt., One-Mile c
38 McCarthy Pat., Waterford c
39 McCarthy T., Brisbane c
40 McCarthy.W., Richmond Downs o
41 McCartney S., Warwick c
42 McCauliffe John, Mount Britton c
43 McCay Ths. M., Brisbane c
44 McClean Samuel, Brisbane c
45 McClelland -, The Broughton c (2)
46 McClelland Charters Towers c
47 McClelland John, Cairns c
48 McClelland Mrs. Wni., Charters
Towers s
49 McClelland W., Brisbane c
50 McCleod -, Charters Towers c
51 McCleod A., Sugarloaf c
52 McClosky Arthur, Rockhampton s
53 McClusky James, Mackay c
54 McCone John, Hughenden o c
55 McConkey C. L., Brisbane s
56 McConnell -, Charters Towers c
57 McCorley Mrs., Gyinpie c
58 McCormick Miss Kate, Valley u k
59 McCormick P. J., Aramac f
60 McCotter T., Mungar c
61 McCowleY P., Brisbane c
62 McCoy James, Brisbane u k
63 McCoy Michael, Katandra c
64 McCoy Terence, Gregory Station u k
65 McCray -, Electra c
66 McCready A. L. G., Edward street c
67 McCredie Mrs., Brisbane s
68 McChristol John, Emu Creek c
69 McCulough Mrs, Sandgate c
70 McDermott P., Ravenswood c
71 McDevitt Con., Croydon c742 McDonald -, Gayndah c
73 McDonaid -, Hermit Park c
71 McDonald -, Eidsvold c
75 McDonald Angnis, Cameron Downs o c
76 McDonald A., Valley c
77 McDonald A., Wars ick c (2)
78 McDonald A. E., Cunnamulla s
79 McDonald Miss Bertha, Brisbane s
80 McDonald Donald, Townsville c
81 McDonald D., Croydon c
82 McDonald Mrs. E., Harrisville c
83 McDonald Geo., Mount Perry c
84 McDonald James, Normanton c
85 McDonald James, Spring Hill c
86 McDonald John, Emu Park Line c
87 McDonald J., Normanton c
88 McDonald J., Queen street s
89 McDonald Major, Highgate Hill c
90 McDonald Malcolm, Charters Towers s
91 McDonald P. J., Chinchilla c
92 McDonald Seaman, Lake's Creek o c
93 McDonald S., Toowoomba c
94 McDonald S., Oxley c
95 McDonald Wm., Harton Station u k (2)
96 McDonald W. G., Charters Towers c
97 McDonald W. M., Leichhardt Downs c
98 McDonald W. S., Normanton c
99 McDonnel John, South Brisbane c
100 McDonnell J., Warwick c
101 McDonough --. Rockhampton c
102 McDougall D., Brisbane c
103 McDougall James, Normanton o
104 McDowall John, Maryborough c
105 McElligott Ed., Mungar c
106 McElliott E. D., Mungar Line c
107 McEnoy Michael, Bowen o c
108 McFarlan --, Brisbane m
109 McFarland --, Mackay s
110 McFarlane Plane Creek c
111 McFay Mrs., Valley c
112 McFay Mrs. A., Clermont c
113 McFee Neil, O'Connell Town c
114 MeFillan --, Newtown c
115 McGarry Mrs., Warwick c
116 MeGarvey --, Charters Towers c
117 McGaven Hugh, Townsville c
118 McGaw Miss J. M., Brisbane u 1:
119 McGhie J. J., Mount Perry c
120 McGilchrist Mrs. John, Samford road
c
121 McGill --, South Brisbane c
122 McGill E., Ballon River is
123 McGillivrav Alex. W., Valley of
Lagoons o
124 McGillivray A. W., Townsville n z and
125 McG my Patrick, Geraldton o c
126 McGingan Messrs., Stanthorpe c
127 McGlinn --, Bongo Road c
12.8 McGlone S., Townsville c
129 McGowan James, Emu Park c
130 McGowan Jas. H., Georgetown m
131 McGrath Mrs., Ipswich road s
132 McGrath Mrs., West End c
133 McGrath James, Mackay c
134 McGrath John, Oxley c
135 :McGrath J., Paddington c
136 McGrath Thomas, Brisbane u k
137 McGrath Thomas, Gympie o
138 McGrath Thomas, Listowel Downs c
139 McGrath T., Townsville c
140 McGregor David, Brisbane u k
141 McGregor J. D., Maryborough c
142 McGregor M. R., Mackay c
143 McGregor Mrs. W., Valley c
114 McGriger David, Brisbane c
145 McGroarty Mrs. M., Georgetown c
146 McGrogarty James, Georgetown c
147 McGuiness Thomas, Cooktown o c
148 McGuinness -, Gotha street c
149 McGuire G., Miles o
150 McGuire Mrs. J., Georgetown c
151 McHugh Andrew, Paroo River s
152 Mcllwraith Mrs., Vindex o
153 Mcllwrick James, Terrick c
154 McInerney James, South Brisbane u k
155 McIntosh, Pallissier, and White, St.
George s
156 McIntosh Alex., Rockhampton u k
157 McIntosh Alex., Rockhampton u k
158 McIntosh Donald, Greenmount c
159 McIntosh C., Croydon o
160 McIntosh William, Carandotta n z
161 McIntyre -, Cairns c
162  McIntyre John, Bogie Station c
163 McIntyre J. A., Highgate Hill c
164 McIntyre Th., Toowoomba c
165 McIntyre William, Gympie c
166 McIntyre W., Red Hill c
167 McIver John, Bundaberg c
168 Mclvor B , Paddington u k
169 Mclvor James, Croydon s
170 McKairnan Thos., Gympie c
171 McKay Mrs., New Farm c
172 McKay Miss, Brisbane c
173 McKay James, Brisbane u k (3)
174 McKay James, Mount Perry u k (2)
175 McKay James, Gympie o c
176 McKay James, Brisbane in
177 McKay Mrs. J., Charleville o
178 McKay Miss Jessie, Roma street c
179 McKay Miss Mary, Wickham terrace c
180 McKay W., Gin Gin c (2)
18i McKechun George, Ipswich c
182 McKeever Joseph, Brisbane u k
183 McKeever Patrick, Croydon c and s (3)
184 McKelligate J., Petrie terrace c
185 McKelvoy Mat., Bowen c
186 McKenna -, Rockhampton c
187 McKenna Mrs., Rockhampton c
188 McKenna J. T., Rockhampton s
189 McKenna Mrs. M. J., Brisbane s
190 McKentire -, Mary street c
191 McKenzie Miss, Cairns s
192 McKenzie A., Croydon c
193 McKenzie A., Goondiwindi s
194 McKenzie A., Rockhampton c
195 McKenzie A., Charleville c
196 McKenzie Captain B. (schooner
" Borealis "), Cairns in and n z (2)
197 McKenzie D. H., Hughenden u k (2)
198 McKenzie E., Bundaberg c
199 McKenzie Geo. L., Golden Valley c
200 McKenzie John, Gympie c (2)
201 McKenzie Miss Louie, Cairns s
202 McKenzie Mrs. R., Stanley street c
203 McKenzie R. G., Townsville c
204 McKewan W. J., Pie Creek road c
205 McKie -, Lagoon Creek s
206 McKinlay E., Gym pie c
207 McKinnon Donald, Brisbane m (2)
208 McKintosh Lachlan, Laidley c
209 McKley W., Charters Towers c
210 McKnight Mrs. J., Nundah c
211 McKreth Mrs. Win., Cooktown c
212 McKuir John, Muttaburra c
213 McLachlin and Nicholson, Angellala
214 McLachlan P., Durham c
215 McLanachan Andrew, Brisbane n z
216 McLauchlan Thomas, Cooktown c
217 McLaughlan Captain, Brisbane a
218 McLaughlen James, Mungarra Line c
219 McLaughlin J., Morayfield c
220 McLaughlin J., Townsville o c
221 McLean -, Mackay s
222 McLea r Alex. H., Townsville o c (2)
223 McLean Donald, Croydon u k
224 McLean D. C., Lake's Creek c
225 McLean George, Brisbane c
226 McLean G., Valley c
227 McLean Hugh, Brisbane o c
228 McLean H. A., Rockhampton o
229 McLean J., Gregory terrace c
230 McLean Malcolm, Brisbane c
231 McLean S., Blackall c
23 2  McLennan A. R, Amby Downs o
233 McLennan Donald, Cairns o c
234 McLennan Mrs. E. A., Brisbane c
235 McLennon James, Eidsvold c
236 McLennan John, Charters Towersc (3)
237 McLeod D. N., Lutwyche c
238 McLeod Hector, 17 Raff street c
239 McLeod J., Gregory terrace c
240 McLeod J. A. J., Herberton s
241 McLeod Norman, Ingham c (2)
242 McLeod William, Brisbane o c
243 McLeod W., South Brisbane c
244 McLinde P., Gympie c
245 McLoghlin James, Mungar c
246 McLoughlin J., Woollongabba o
247 McLucas -, Charleville c
248 McLuskey James, Mackay u k
249 McMah I ,obert, Rockhampton e t
250 McMahon -, Burrandowan c
251 McMahon J., Gympie c
252 McMahon P., Gericke's Crossing c
253 McMahon P., Monkland c
254 McMahon Terence, Rockhampton o c
255 McMahon Thomas, Monkland c
256 McMainin P., Ravenswood c
257 McMarrow T., Rockwood s
258 McMaster -, Mount Morgan c
259 McMaster R., Mount Morgan c
260 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c
261 McMillan D., Yandilla c
262 McMillan G. W., Hughenden s
263 McMillan Jas. Ed., Brisbane u k
264 McMillan John, Brisbane s
265 McMillan John, Maryborough o c
266 McMiller J. F., Thylungra e t
267 McMillon Mrs., South Brisbane in
268 McMorgan -, Herbert River s
269 McMullen John, Brisbane o c
270 McMullen John, Mackay o c
271 McMullen John, Dugandan c
272 McMullin Mrs., Ipswich c
273 McMullin D., Ipswich c
274 McMurray R., Hummock c
275 McMurray William, Black Jack c
276 McMurray W., Ravenswood c
277 McMurray W., One-Mile c
278 McNab Mrs., Southport c
279 McNamara John, Greenmount c
280 McNamara J., Charters Towers c (2)
281 McNamara Michael, Murweh c (2)
282 McNamara M., Windorah c
283 McNamara M., Brisbane o
284 McNamara Thomas, Croydon c
285 McNamara Mrs. Thos., Toowoomba c
286 McNamon Malcolm, Georgetown o c
287 McNaught Mrs., Dalby c
288 McNeil Sam., Llaurheidul Station s
289 McNeill  Miss  Barbara, Charters
Towers u k
290 McNeill Hugh, Woollongabba o c
291 McNevin Charles. Croydon o c
292 McNicol D. A., Brisbane n z
293 McPhail -, Cumberland c
294 McPhee Alex., Charlotte  Plains s (2)
295 McPhee Donald, Warwick u k
296 McPherson J., Normanton s
297 McPherson Lachlan, Croydon c
298 McPherson L., Charleville c
299 McPherson L., Greenmount o c
300 McQueeney Mrs. John, Hope's Creek o
301 McQueenie -, Gowrie road c
302 McReynolds Sam., Townsville o c (2)
303 McStravick --, Kilkivan c
304 McSweeney John, Valley o c
305 McTavish J., Rockhampton c
306 McVey Mrs. A., Maryborough c
307 McVey Mrs. H., Maryborough c
308 McVicar D., Toowoomba c
309 McViccar Mrs., Black Jack in
310 McVie Mrs., Maryborough c
311 McWatt -, Charters Towers c
N.
1 NAIRN Miss,  Charters  Towers c
2 Naithon A., Ashford road c
3 Nankarvis -, Stockholm c
4 Nankervis  H., Blackstone c
5 Narendorff A., Brisbane o
6 Nash E. F., Geraldton c
7 Nash F. E.,  Brisbane c
8 Nash Mrs. Georgina, P.O. Brisbane u k
9 Naughton P. J., Toowong c
10 Naxyous J., Croydon s
11 Naylor Walter, Cairns s
12 Neagle Captain,  Cairns in
13 Neal  Thomas , Mount Albion c
14 Neale L., Charters Towers c
15 Neally L. N., Oxley c
16 Neaves W., Rockhampton s
17 Nee Wall, Thursday Island e t
18 Neil Miss, Pittsworth c
19 Neil Wm., Boothulla Cattle,  vi (2  Black-
all c
20 Neill D. H., Gympie c
21 Neilson A., South Brisbane c
22 Neilson Chas., Miles c
23 Neilson C., Townsville o c
24 Neilson A., Kensington Station, Mutta-
burra s
25 Neilson H. A., Geraldton c26 -Neilson J., Croydon c
27 Neilson L. I'., 58-Gang, Q.C.R. c
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28 Neirhoff H., Toowong c
29 Neish John, Retro, Q.C.R. c
30 Nelson -, Charters Towers c (2)
31 Nelson Geo., P.O. Brisbane o
32 Nelson H., Aramae u k
3.,S Nelson H., Saltern Creek c
34 Nelson J.,  Bingera c
35 Nelson J.,  Brisbane c
36 Nenagh Mark, Millchester o c
37 Neslings Wm., Perry  street f
38 Neville  M., Banana c
39 Neville N.,  Banana c
40 Nevison Mrs., North Quay c
41 New D., Maryborough c
42 Newbold James, Augathella c
43 Newbury James, Sandown c
44 Newell James L., P.O. Brisbane u k
45 Newman -, Blackfellow's Creek c
46 Newman F., Croydon c
47 Newman Mark, Welltown c
48 Newman Thomas, Maxwelton c
19 Newton  Bros ., Charters Towers c
50 Newton Thos., P.O. Brisbane c
51 Neya C., Maraltion Station c
52 Neylon Miss Mary, Albion u k
53 Neylon Mrs. Patrick, South  Brisbane a
54 Nicholas --, Aramac s
55 Nicholas Fred., Charters  Towers a
56 Nicholas H. (J. P. ), Townsville m
57 Nicholls John, Croydon  a and c (2)
58 Nicholls  Thomas , Townsville c
59 Nicholls T., Rockhampton c
60 Nicholls T., P.O. Brisbane c
61 Nichols  Mrs., Brisbane c
62 Nichols Elijah, Cooktown u k
63 Nichols  E., 46 Gang, Queensland Cen-
tral Railway c
64 Nichols George, Gympie c
65 Nichols Thos., Mount Perry c
66 Nichols W. E., 78 George  street c
67 Nicholson C., Charters r owers c (2)
68 Nicholson J., West End c
69 Nicholson " Private" J., North Rock-
hampton c
70 Nickols R., Cootharaba c
71 Nicol Mrs. Donald , Brisbane c
72 Nicol G. T., Thompson  Estate c
73 Nickelas D., Rockhampton c
74 Nield A. H., Columbia Gold Mine u k
75 Nielsen J., Maryborough c
76 Nielson Mrs., Albion c
77 Nierhoff --, Rosewood c
78 Nilsen Vaulig, Bowen o
79 Nilson H. A., Northville-Town f
80 Nilsson Johan, Pialba c
81 Nissen  Miss Margaret , P.O. Brisbane
li k
82 Nitschink --, Maryborough c
83 Nixon Mrs. M: L., Albion c (2)
84 Nixon W. W., Charters  Towers c
85  Nock Mrs. M. C., Ipswich c
86 Nolan E.,  Petrie terrace c
87 Nolan Harry, Townsville c
88 Nolan John,  Jericho c
89 Nolan John,  Railway  Line, Gympie c
90 Nolan  J. F., Hospital c
91 Nolan  Morris , Croydon in,
92 Nolan  Patrick Railway Line, G mpie c
93 Nolan P., Aecretary Gold Mining
Company, Brisbane o
94 Nolan W. L., Gordon Downs c
95 Noneclli Filoppo, Georgetown f
96 Noon -, Eidsvold c
97 Noone Edward M., Maryborough c
98 North Harry, Port Mackay c (2)
99 North  Isaac , P.O. Brisbane n k
100 North Roger , Enoggera c
101 Norris Mrs., St. George c
102 Norris George, Cooktown c
103 Norris M. J., Isisford o
104 Norris Win., Charters Towers c
105 Norris W., Charters  Towers c
106 Norton A., Mount Morgan u k
107 Norton Richard, Townsville o
108 Norton T. B., P.O. Brisbane c
109 Norton Wm., Emu Park c
110 Nott Ed., Gympie c
111 Nott M. A., Kilcummin c
112 Noye Wm., Charters  Towers c (2)
113 Noyies J., Stanley  street c
114 Nugent Mrs. A., Maryborough c
115 Nugent J., Kyabra Station o
116 Nunn Mrs. C., Richmond Downs u k
117 Nurwon James, Bedeham c
118 Nye G., Hughenden c
0.
1 OAKES -, Charters Towers c
2 Oakes Montague, Golden Valley c
3 Oaklay Miss Ellen, Townsville c
4 Oak
'
James, Thylungra c
5 'Brian J., Mount Leyshon c
6 O'Brien ---, Moggill c (2)
7 O'Brien -, Charters Towers c
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8 O'Brien Mrs., West End c
9 O'Brien Miss ,  Hughenden S
10 O'Brien  Miss, Charters Towers c
11 O'Brien  Miss Beasy  J., Hughenden c,
uk,andoc(3)
12 O'Brien  Benjamin ,  Pimpama e
13 O'Brien  Mrs. Bridget  E., Cooktown o c
14 O'Brien  James, Charters  Towers c
15 O'Brien John , Cairns f (2)
16 O'Brien Jno., Tambo c
17 O'Brien  J., Margaret street c
18 O'Brien Mrs. J .,  Wickham terrace c
19 O'Brien J., Isisford c
20 O'Brien Maurice, Saltwater Creek
road c (3)
21 O'Brien Michael , Nine-Mile, Bowen
Railway c
22 O'Brien Michael,  Milo No. 2  in
23 O'Brien P., West End c
24 O'Brien P., Ingham c
25 O'Brien Timothy,  Ipswich c
26 O'Brien T., Three-Mile c
27 O'Brien  William , Alice Downs c
28 O'Brien N. T., Cloncurry c
29 O'Brion  -,  Mitchell  Downs Station c
30 O'Brion  -,  Charters  Towers c
31 O'Bryan Thomas,  Townsville c
32 O'Callaghan  Jno., Bingera Plantation
uk
33 O'Connell  -, Rockhampton c
34 O'Connell  Miss,  Maryborough c
35 O'Connell  Mrs. E llen ,  Southport s and
o (2)
36 O'Connell  M., P.O. Brisbane c
37 O'Conner  Mrs. Bryan ,  P.O. Brisbane
uk
38 O'Conner  Master James ,  Warwick in
39 O'Conner  Miss Kate Mar Anne,
G.P.O. Brisbane  f and u k (y2)
40 O'Connor  -,  Sugar Loaf c
41 O'Connor Mrs., Sherwood c
42 O'Connor Mrs. Amelia, Townsville u k
43 O'Connor Bridget , Stanley street o
44 O'Connor D., The Grove c
45 O'Connor D., Golden Valley o
.46 O'Connor  Miss Ellen ,  Lutwyche c (2)
47 O'Connor Gerald F.,  Stonehenge o
48 O'Connor  Jas., Thargomindah  in
49 O'Connor Jas., Deighton River o
50 O'Connor  J., Sugarloaf c
51 O'Connor  Michael,  Wood End Pocket,
Ipswich u k
52 O'Connor Michael, Rockhampton c
53 O'Connor Mrs. M., Herberton River c
54 O'Connor Patk., Stone River c (5)
55 O'Connor Peter,  Bunda be rg w a
56 O'Connor  P., Ingham c
57 O'Connor W., Herberton e
58 O'Connors  M., Ingham c
59 O'Connors P., Stone Creek c
60 O'Conorse  Michael ,  Mungar Station c
61 O'Dea W., Warwick c
62 O'Dell John, Bundaberg f
63 O'Dempsey  Miss Margaret , P.O. Bris
bane c
64 O'Donnell -, Deep Creek road c
65 O'Donnell  Miss Ellen ,  Red Hill,
Gympie u k
66 O'Donnell George, Cooktown c
67 O'Donnell Miss Fanny,  Brisbane c
68 O'Donnell John,  Townsville c
69 O'Donnell  Michael ,  Queenton o c
70 O'Donnell Wm., Charters  Towers c (2)
71 O'Donoghue Michael, Ravenswood c
72 O'Driscoll Mrs. J., South Brisbane c
73 O'Dwyer  Mrs., Townsville u k
74 O'Flynn C. L., Table  Mountain c
75 O'Gilvie Alex. (s.s. "Birksgate"),  in
76 O'Gilvie George, Herberton in  and o (2)
77 O'Gilvie W. L., Charters  Towers c
78 O'Golivey H., Queen  street c
79 O'Grady John, Warwick o
80 O'Hallerin Miss Gipp  street,  Valley c
81 O'Halloran E., hake's Creek c
82 O'Halloran M., A.M.P. Society in
93 O'Hara P., Macnade  Sugar Plantation
Herbert River  u k and a (2)
84 O'Hare Patk., Rockhampton c
85 O'Kane George, Townsville u k
86 O'Keefe Mrs. C., Oxley c
87 O'Keefe  Miss E llen, Gympie c
88 O'Keeffe John,  Brunswick street o c
89  O'Kegan John, F.O. Croydon c
90 O'Leary Mrs., Golden Valley e t
91 O'Leary Jas., Dalton a
92 O'Leary John D., Townsville c
93 O'Leary J., Richmond c
94 O'Leary J. B., Adavale c
95 O'Leary J. D., Townsville c
96 O'Leary Mrs. Mary,  One-mile Creek o c
97 O'Leary W., Dawn Pocket c
98 Oleson -, Kangaroo Point c
99 Olisborn A., Limestone in
100 Oliver Captn., Maryborough c
101 Oliver Jno. Edward, Maryborough c
102 Olliver Mrc. Anne, Dunwich c
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103 Olsen Elias, Charters Towers a
-104 Olson -, Woollongabba c
105 O'Malley -, Normanton c
106 O'Malley Antony, Croydon c
107 O' Mara  -, Croydon c
108 O' Meara  David, Townsville o c109 O'Neil E., Mount Morgan c
110 O'Neil Patrick, Brisbane o
111 O'Neill Daniel, Townsville c
112  O'Neill L., Brisbane o c
113 O'Neill Mrs. T., Petrie terrace c
114 On Lee, Barcaldine c
115 O'Reilly C. P., Geraldton a
116 O'Reilly Mrs.  Eliza , P.O. Brisbane u k
117 O'Reilly Eugene, Union Camp in (4)
118 O'Reilly F., Redbank c
119 Orford Jonathan, Clermont c (2)
120 Organ William (circus), Brisbane in
121 Organ W., Goodna c
122 O'Riley David, Croydon a
123 O'Riley D. K., Cairns c
124 O'Riley John,  Bowen s
125 O'Riley Jno., Normanby c
126 Ormester E., Montague road c (2)
127 Ormond - Wickham  street c
128 Ormsby J.  If., Windorah c
129 O'Roak Timothy, Warwick c
130 O'Rourke James, Maryborough o c
131 O'Rourke J., Edward street c
132 Orr S., West End c
133 Orsato F. W., Rockhampton a
134 Orth Casper South Brisbane o
135 Orth C., Cate Royal Hotel c
136 Orton Mrs. Julia, Woollongabba o c
137 O'Ryan David P.O. Brisbane o c
138 Osborn J. G., 'Kangaroo Point u k
139 Osborne Annie, Gin Gin Station u k
140 Osborne A., Charters Towers c
141 Osborne Captain, Gin Gin c
142 Osborne Charles, South Brisbane o c
143 Osborne Mrs. Elizth., Rockhampton c
144 Osborne Jas., Stanthorpe c1450 'Shaughnessy Miss E., Emerald u k
146 O'Shea -, Charters Towns c
147 O'Shea Jeremiah, Bundaberg c
148 O'Shea Mrs. M. A., Charters Towers c
149 Osman -, Red Hill c
150 O'Sullivan Mrs. Annie Bowen Hills c
151 O'Sullivan Cornelius,  VO. Brisbane
oc and c 2)
152 O'Sullivan Florence, Rockhampton o
153 O'Sullivan Murty, Roma c
154 O'Sullivan Morty ,  Hughenden c (2)
155 Oswald G. J., Golden Valley c and
u k (2)
156 Oswald J. G., Croydon u k
157 O'Toole -, Eidsvold c
158 Ott G., Toowoomba c (2)
159 Ottiman W. Lake's Creek s
160 Otto Mrs., nowen Hills c
161 O'Tugo John, Loganholm o
162 Ong C., Gin Gin c
163 Owegan Miss Isabella, Baynes's Pad-
dock c
164 Owen -, Sunnybank c
165 Owen -, Enoggera c
166 Owen Wm., Springsure o c
167 Owens -, Charters Towers c
168 Owers Frederick, Clermont u k
169  Oxley] James, Rutkven street, Too-
woomba c
170 Oxley James, Brisbane u k
P.
1 PAGE Ambrose, Rockhampton o
2 Page Courtney, Aramac c (2)
3 Page J., Hope street c
4 Page J. E., Cairns c
5 Page M. P., Maytown m
6 Page  W. F. Tallebudgera o
7 Pavleszani  ig. Geo. Chivens f
8 Paine  J. J., Mount Leyshon c
9 Painting  J. W., Rockhampton c
10 Paisley Mrs., Wickham street s
11 Palmblaid Fred., Charters Towers c
12 Palmer -, George street c
13 Palmer  A. W. D., Railway Depart-
ment d
14 Palmer C., Charters Towers c (2)
15 Palmer D., Breakfast Creek c
16 Palmer E., Brisbane c
17 Palmer Frank H. (barque "Shalimar")
uk
18 Palmer H. A., Herberton c
19 Palmer James, Charters Towers c
20 Palmer J. (passenger , " Jumna"),
Townsville e
21 Palmer J. H., Windorah o
22 Palmer Mrs. Margaret, Bundaberg c
23 Palmer R. A. Thylungra Estate e t (2)
24 Palmer Mrs. S Jane, Gayndah c
25 Palmer Win. Henry, Southport o
26 Palmer Win., Bayswater c
27 Papton -, Valley c
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28 Paren -, Lutwyche c
29 Parish  Mrs. L. P., P.O. Brisbane c
30 Park A., O'Connell Town c
31 Park J. W., Brisbane c
32 Park Robt., Red Hill c
33 Parker Messrs. (merchants), Brisbane c
34 Parker -, Valley c
35 Parker -, Gladstone road c
36 Parker -, Leichhardt street c
37 Parker Mrs. Bowen Bridge road c
38 Parker G., G5ooktown c
39 Parker Levi, Maryborough u k
40 Parker Mrs. Mar A., Townsville o c
41 Parker Thomas, Eidsvold c
42 Parkes  Mrs., Valley c
43 Parkes P., Mackay c
44 Parkinson and Frodaham, Queen
street c
45 Parkinson Wm., P.O. Brisbane o c
46 Parkinson Win., Brisbane u k
47 Parks John, Charleville o
48 Parnell Edward C. Wickham terrace o c
49 Parsons  Albert, Wilton c50 Parsons Wm. Charters Towers c
51 Parsons W., 1Iarlaxton c
52 Parte J., Rockhampton e
53  Partesana Bortolo, Mount Albion f
54 Pascoe -, Valley c
55 Pascoe -, Oxley c
56 Pascoe Miss, West End o
57 Pascoe Joseph, Deighton c
58 Pascoe  T. B., Marlborough c
59 Passmore J., Brisbane c
60 Patch J., Boat Waterholes c
61 Patching Mrs., Belmont Estate c
62 Paterson Robert, Malvern Downs
Station u k
63 Paton Wm., Richmond and Cloncurry
road c
64 Paton W., Hughenden c
65 Patten George, Spring Hill s
66 Patton M., Dalby c
67 Patton Wm., Rockhampton c
68 Patterson -, William street c
69 Patterson Mrs. A., Rockhampton c
70 Patterson Jas., Gympie a (2)
71 Patterson Jno. B., Limestone Creek c
72 Patterson Mrs. Lucy Ann, Mary-
borough c
73 Patterson Miss Mary A., Ipswich o c
74 Patterson R., Rockhampton s
75 Paul J. A., Yengarie Ferry, Mary
River u k
76 Paul Thomas, Charters Towers m
77 Paul Wm., Croydon s
78 Paull Joseph, Charters Towers c
79 Paula R. Brisbane e
Paulson  P., Limestone c
Davey  Mrs., Milton c
Pawsey W. D., Noondoo  Springs m
Payne Mrs., Rockhampton u k and c (2)
Payne H., Rockhampton m
Payne J., Yengarie c (2)
Payne J., Charters Towers c
Payne  Miss M . A., Townsville s
Peak C. W., Paddington c
Pearce -, Spring Hill c
Pearce , Isis e
Pearce Cuthbert, Cairns u k
Pearce Mrs. Joseph H., Charters
Towers o
93 Pearce Mrs. Mary, Kelvin Grove c
94 Pearce Mathew, Margaret  street e
95 Pearce  Mrs. M ., Kelvin Grove road c
96 Pearce Thomas, Eidsvold e
97 Pearce Thomas, Cairns c
98 Pearin  James Townsville c
99 Pearse  J. J., Valley c
100 Pearse J. M., Croydon s
101 Pearson and Draper, Rockhampton c
102 Pearson - Charters Towers c
103 Pearson G., Townsville c
104 Pearson H., Herbert street c
105 Pearson L., Charters Towers c
106 Pearson S. A., Adelaide street c
107 Pearson Win., Thargomindah s
108 Peberdy Mrs. Margaret, Redlynch o c
109 Pedersen -, Red Hill c
110 Pedersen, N. C., Charters Towers c
111 Pedracini Giacomo, Hughenden o c
112 Peel -, Alpha c
113 Peel F. H., Alpha c
114 Pegg -, Charters Towers c
115 Pegg G. W., Margaret  Station  in
116 Pegnall George, Cairns u k
117 Peiderson Mrs., Kelly Camp f
118 Peiniger Alfred, Ravenswood c
119 Peken C., Kensington c (3)
120 Pekin Christy, Golden Valley c
121 Pell Win. Kelvin Grove c
122 Peller J. k, Rockhampton e t
123 Peluse L., Gympie c
124 Pembroke Miss Daisey, Charters
Towers c
125 Pender Mrs. Cooktown c
126 Pender E., 1Zhargomindah c
127 Penfold C. (contractor), Brisbane c
128 Penhall Jno., Georgetown c
129 Penluney -' Caledonia c
130 Pent Hans, Jericho c
131 Pentland George, Y.O. Brisbane u k
132 Penwarn and Bucher, Cluden c (2)
133 Penwarn -, Townsville e
134 Pepper -, Pimpama c
135 Percy and Scrutton, Carandotta c
136 Pereoty George, Georgetown e
137 Perkins Fred., Gympie c (2)
138 Perrot Adam, Wickham terrace c
1.39 Perrott R., Irvinebank c
140 Perry Mrs. Jane, Queenton o c
141 Perry John, Milo Station s
142 Perry Mrs. J. W., Crow's Nest c
143 Perry W., Sandy Creek c (2)
144 Pescod S., Townsville c (2)
145 Peters Mrs., Tillot street c
146 Peters C. J., Cooktown s
147 Peters J. G., Valley c
148 Peters Mrs. W. North Street c
149 Petersen - GLairns c
150 Petersen B., bungeness c
151 Petersen  Hans , Rockhampton c
152 Petersen J. P., Mungar o
153 Petersen N., Mount Morgan c
154 Petersen N., St. Lawrence c
155 Petersen N. Carl Charters Towers c
156 Petersen Peter, 'William street o c
157 Petersen Schultn P., Croydon in
158 Petersen and Lowe,  Brisbane c
159 Peterson A. L., Gympie c
160 Peterson Magnus,  Brisbane Hospital a
161 Pether A., Carandotta c
162 Petherick C. E. Vernon, Toowong u k
163 Petitt Thos., Adavale c
164 Pettigrew Byrne, and Co., Ipswich m
165 Pfrunder b., Goodna e
166 Philips David, Broughton c
167 Phillingham  Miss , Jeays  street c
168 Phillips A., Immigration Office o
169 Phillips C. H., P.O. Brisbane u k
170 Phillips J., Townsville s
171 Phillips Levi, Lake's Creek c
172 Phillips T., Lake's Creek road c
173 Phillips Win., Tabletop c
174 Phillips W., Albion c
175 Phimister Robert J., Normanton o c
176  Phimister B. J., P.O., Normanton va
177 Phimister R. J., Hughenden c
178 Phippen James, Mackay c
179 Phizacklea Wm., Brisbane u k
180 Pickerin Frederick,  Brisbane  in
181 Pidgeon Peter, Gympie m
182 Pierce E. R., Rockhampton c
183 Pierce George, Carandotta  in  (3)
184 Pierce Henry, Rosalie m
185 Pierce J., Mount Perry c
186 Pierce Robert, Rockhampton c
187 Pierce  Thomas,  Charters Towers c
188 Piesse Chas. Hy., Muttaburra c
190 Pilson Robert, Rockhampton c
191 Pimlott W., Isisford c
192 Piper A. E., Darr River Downs s
193 Pitt -, Mungar tine c
194 Pitt E. S., Stanley street c
195 Pitcher R. S., Yandilla Station u k
196 Pitchforth -, Marburg c
197 Pittmann Miss R., P.O. Brisbane u k
198 Plath Mrs. Louise, Maryborough o c
199 Plummer T. (care of - Barker),
Glenwell Station s
200 Plummer  W. A., Hughendenocandc(2)
201 Plumridge Mrs., Merivale street, South
Brisbane c
202 Pobjoy -, Albion road c
203 Pocock Lieutenant, Cairns c
204 Pola Angelo North Pine o c
205 Poland Mrs. Phomas, Richmond Downs
uk
206 Polenz Miss Anna, P.O. Brisbane o c
207 Polglaze B., Maryborough m
208 Pollard Mrs., Yorilla s
209 Pollard James, Maytown e
210 Pollard Richard, Marburg c
211 Pollard R., Maryborough c
212 Pollock -, Charters Towers c
213 Pollock R. G., Mount Perry c
214 Pollock W., Fortitude Valley c
215 Poison J., Charters Towers c
216 Poole Mrs., Charters Towers u k
217 Poole Thomas, Ravenswood c
218 Poole Thos. E., Charters Towers c
219 Pope -, Mount Perry c (2)
220 Pope Frank, Mount Perry f
221 Popley - Ingham c
222 Popple G., Aouth Brisbane c (2)
223 Porrett Wm., South Brisbane c
224 Portas Chas., Cairns c
225 Porter Mrs., Higbfield c
226 Porter Alfred, Adavale c (2)
227 Porter C., Bundaberg u k
228 Potter James Wm. and Ellen, Albion
oc
229 Porter  Joseph, Geraldton c
230 Porter W. A., Welford Lagoons o c
231 Portley Miss A., Rosalie c
232 Portley Senior-Constable M., Bris-
bane c
233 Potter Guy, Irvinebank c
234 Potter R., P.O. Brisbane u k
235 Potter Thomas, Brisbane o c
236 Potters -, Charters Towers c
237 Potts Robert, Eidsvold u k
238 Potts Mrs. W., Spring Hill s
289 Poulter Mrs. B., Victoria street u k
240 Poulter W., Philip Siding, Northern
Railway u k
241 Poulton A. Thomas, P.O. Brisbane s
242 Powell  Mrs., Suralla, near Bundaberg s
243 Powell  Ben. Surat c
244 Powell B., Albert street c
245 Powell F. W., Croydon it k
246 Price J., Nosa road c
247 Powell G., Rockhampton c
248 Powell H., Harlaxton c
249 Powell J., Barcaldine s
250 Powell J., P.O. Brisbane s
251 Powell  Miss  M. A. (care of Hon. -
Cowlishaw), Bowen Hills u k
252 Power and Payne, Brisbane s
253 Power E., Tooall Station in
254 Power E. F., Muttaburra c
255 Power F. J., Maryborough c
256 Power James, Bowen o
257 Power Miss J., Charters Towers c
258 Power Mary, North Ipswich o
259 Power R., Maryborough c
260 Powers M., Toowooinba c
261 Pranton J., Kensington Downs Sta-
tion c
262 Pratt -, Charters Towers c
263 Pratt Mrs., Coorparoo c
264 Pratt Miss Emily E., Charters Towers
oc
26.5 Pratt E., P.O. Brisbane in
266 Pratt George, Mackay in
267 Pratt J. Ti., Milton Estate c
268 Pratt J., Milton c
269 Pratt J,, Milton c
270 Pratt S., Milton c
271 Pratt T., Milo Station c
272 Preen and Smith, Btisbane a
273 Preishlove -, Chatters Towers c
274 Prendergast E., North Pine River s
275 Prentis C., Breakfast Creek c
276 Preston A., Mount Leyshon e t
277 Preston John, Gympie c
278 Preston Stephen, Mount Leyshon c (2)
279 Preston S., Mount Leyshon or Charters
Towers c
Preston Wm., Normanton c
Price and Roberts, Bundaberg c
Price  C., Samford c .
Price Henry, Jericho c
Price H. S., 78 Queen  street c
Price J., Nosa road c
Price S., Morven c
Priest R., South Brisbane c
Princelow -, Charters Towers c (2)
Pring Samuel , Toowoomba u k
Pringle  H., Warenda c
Pringlaw -, Charters Towers c
Prior H., P.O. Brisbane e t
Prior Thomas, Normanton c
Prior T. W., Normanton c
Prisk Louis, Charters Towers c (2)
Proctor J., Geraldton c
Prodgers Ronald E., Thylungra Sta-
tion it k
298 Proutt -, Gympie c
299 Pryor F., South Brisbane c
300 Pugh Nehemiah, Mount Charles o c
301 Pummock M. T., Eidavold c
302 Pumfrey B., Brisbane u k
303 Purcell and Co., Brisbane in
304 Purcell Mrs., North Quay c
305 Purcell Geo. Ardoch c
306 Purcell R., Croydon c
307 Purssell Albert, Rockhampton in (2)
308 Purssey E. J., Gladstone u k (3)
309 Purtell Patk., Swan Creek Reserve c
310 Purton Maurice H., Bundaberg u k (2)
311 Pye Mrs., Bowen terrace s
312 Pyper Alexander, Mulgrave River o c
Q.
1 QUACKEN -, Eton c .
2 Quail Mrs .,  Springsu re c
3 Quayle  Miss,  West End c
4 Qugley John, Campbell Vale c
5 Qure Choy, Toorack  Station c
6 Quigley -, Morven c
7 Quigley T., P.O. Brisbane s
8 Quigly Wm., Ipswich c (2)
9 Quillar J.  R., Highgate Hill c
10 Quilliam  Thomas, Cooktown 0 c
11 Quinn E., Valley c
12 Quinlan Miss, West End c
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13 Quinlivan D. B., Valley c
14 Quinn -, Electra c
15 Quinn Mrs., Eagle Farm c
16 Quinn Mrs. D., Charleville c
17 Quinn D., Cairns o
18 Quinn H., Ipswich in
19 Quinn James, Normanton c
20 Quinn J., Electra c
21 Quinn Kate, Rockhampton o
22 Quinn Martin, Eniu Park c
23 Quinn W., Milton c
24 Quirke Ellen, Teneriffe c
R.
1 RABBAGE -, Tabletop in
2 Raburn John, Townsville c
3 Radcliffe -, Kelvin Grove c
4 Radke Joseph, Laidley c (2)
5 Rae  Miss  M., Wickham  terrace c
6 Rafter M. J., Mount Esk c
7 Railton -, Lutwyche c
8 Raimond A., Breakfast Creek c
9 PAine Miles, Capella c
10 Ralfly Edward, Townsville c
11 Ralston J. J., Eton c
12 Ralston Wm., Georgetown c
13 Ramm -, Charters Towers c
14 Ramm Robt., Mackay u k
15 Ramsay Wm., Mount Perry c
16 Ramsay W., Mitchell c
17 Ramsay W., St. George c
18 Ramsden Miss A., Lilliemier c
19 Ramsey -, Gaziers' Butchering Co.,
Brisbane c 2)
20 Ramsey W., St. George c
21 Ranawera Demarnus, Townsville c
22 Randall -, Charters Towers c
23 Randall Dick, Cooktown o
24 Randall Mrs. F., Woolooga c
25 Randall Richard, Herberton c
26 Randall W., Mackay c
27 Randell W., Lutwyche c
28 Ranie J., Mount Jones c
29 Rankin J., Maryborough c
30 Ransom Wm., Brisbane c
31 Rasmussen Edward Croydon c
32 Rasmussen Hans, Townsville c
33 Ratcliffe Alfred, Cairns c
34 Ratcliffe J., Boggo c
35 Rattray Hugh, Cunnamulla c
36 Ravenscroft G. A., Elbow Valley a
37 Rawlings J., Maryborough-Bundaberg
Railway u k
38 Rawlings  Thomas, Kilkivan c
39 Rawson J. H. and Mrs., Croydon c (2)
40 Ray Chas. B., Spring Hill c
41 Ray J., Fernberg road c
42 Raymond Mrs., Ashgrove a
43 Rayner Thos.,  South Brisbane c .
44 Rayner Wm. Gympie s
45 Rea Robert, ten-mile Creek c
46 Read Mrs . A.,S ring Hill o
47 Read Edward, Maryborough o c
48 Read E.,  Geraldton c
49 Ready James, Mount Perry c
50 Ready James, Mangy  Station c
51 Ready W., Eidavold c
52 Ready W., Cooktown c
53 Real Mrs . W., Townsville c
54 Rester  Mrs., Morven c
55 Reath Joseph, Gympie c
56 Redding Jno., Thargomindab a
57 Redgrage Jno. P.; Thylungra  Station
et
58 Redmond J. M. Thargomindah in (2)
59 Redwood -, west End c
60 Reece  Mrs., Ipswich c
61 Reed Geo. David , Cairns o 0
62 Reed H., Eidsvold c
63 Reed H., Howard c
64 Reed John, Valley o c
65 Reed Mrs. Julia M., P.O. Brisbane o c
66 Reedy P., Ipswich c
67 Rees David. Charters Towers a
68 Rees  W. Collins, Herberton s
69 Reese L., Windsor House, South Bris-
bane c
70 Reese L., Maryborough c
71 Reeves F. (barque "Lake Limcol "),
Townsville u k
72 Regan Mrs. Chas. J., Croydon c (2)
73 Regan James, Croydon c
74 Rehfeldt C., Herberton c
75 Reich C., Stanley  street c
76 Reichy C., South Brisbane c
77 Reid -, Bundanba c
78 Reid -, Ipswich c
79 Reid Miss, Oxley Creek n z
80 Reid Chas. Rockhampton u k
81 Reid David, Lake's Creek c
82 Reid David , Croydon u k
83 Reid Joseph, G_ympie c
84 Reid J .  New Farm c
85 Reley N' oah, New F arin a
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86 Reid Peter, Blackstone o
87 Reid S., Charters Towers c
88 Reid Wm. T., Normanby Hill c
89 Reid Wm., Croydon c
90 Reid W., Richton c
91 Reid W., Stanley  Bridge Estate c
92 Reid Wm. T.,Normanby , Brisbane c
93 Reidy Thomas, Mount Perry c
94 Reilly Miss Alice, Mackay u k
95  Reilly Miss A. (care of J. Madden),
Iawichuk
96 Reilly Mrs. C., Gympie c
97 Reilly Luke Croydon u k
98 Reilly M. 1VJ ., Maranoa a
99 Reith J. J., Morven c
100 Renney Wm., Townsville c
101 Rennie Wm., Townsville o
102 Rennie F., Eagle Farm Flats c
103 Renton A. J. W., Mackay c
104 Renwick Joseph, Rockhampton c
105 Reynolds John, Rockhampton a
106 Reynolds J., Gympie c
107 Reynolds J., Charters  Towers a
108 Reynolds J. M., Charters Towers c o
and a (5)
109 Reynolds Miss Mary, Townsville c
110 Reynolds Mrs. Myra, Cainpbellville c
111 Reynolds P., Golden Valley c
112 Reynolds Wm. (painter), Brisbane e
113 Rhind N. G. C., Jane street, Valley u k
114 Rhodes H. J., Bundaberg c
115  Rice A. G., Redbank Plains c
116 Rice Edward, Yengarie u k
117 Rice E. J., Yengarie u k
118 Rice Francis, Windorah c
119 Rice George, junr., Redbank Plains c
120 Rice J. E., Mitchell c
121 Rice Miss R. Townsville u k
122 Rice Wm,, Townsville e t
123 Rich -, West End c
124 Rich H., Gundiah e t
125 Rich Win., Cooktown u k (2)
126 Richards -, Charters Towers c
127 Richards A., Stanley  street c
128 Richards Charles, Charters Towers
u k (3)
129 Richards Mrs. Chas. (s.s. "Jumna"), uk
1.30 Richards C. F., Charters Towers c
131 Richards John, Merry Monarch Claim,
near Charters Towers c
132 Richards Noah, Croydon c
133 Richards R., P.O. Brisbane o
134 Richards R. R., Gin Gin c
135 Richards Thomas, Charters Towers u k
136 Richards W., Rockhampton c
137 Richardson  -,  Georgetown c
138 Richardson Braithwaite, Irvinebank a
139 Richardson J. S., Barcaldine s
140 Richardson Mrs. L .,  Torilla Station c
141 Richardson P., Mount Shamrock o c
142 Richardson Win., Townsville c
143  Riches George, Brisbane f
144 Richter  Hermann, Ravenswood o c
145 Rickard  ,  Ba ro lin c
146 Rickets  -, Register  of Titles Office c
147 Rickets  , North  Bundaberg c
148 Riddell J. J., Cunnamulla c
149 Riddle W., Coogoon Station c (2)
150 Rider W. and C.,  Tiaro c
151 Rider Wm., Tiaro c
152 Ridgway W., Glengallan Station c
153 Ridgway W. Warwick c
154 Rielly Mrs. fi  , 10-Mile  Camp, Bowen c
155 Rigg Alfred, Lammermoor Station u k
156 Riggs George ,  Bowen c (2)
157 Right  Mrs. R. J., Rockhampton u k
158 Rikenberg Mrs., Pialba c
159 Riler Mark ,  Moulton Plains s
160 Riley J., Normanby,  yid  Bowen o
161 Ri llans Miss Annie ,  Hughenden c
162 Ring Christy, Maryborough road c
163 Ringe Frank, Blackall c
164 Rintoul W. H., Croydon c
165 Riordan Ed., Croydon c
166 Ripley George, Townsville c (2)
167 Richter Wm., Beenleigh o c
168 Ritchesen Thomas Cambridge Downs c
169 Ritchie Miss H., charters Towers c
170 Ritchie Thomas, Charters Towers c
171 Rivers C., Croydon c
172 Rivetts T., Queenton c
173 Roach John, P.O. Brisbane c
174 Roach John , Roma street c
175 Roach Jno., Vindex Station c
176 Robb Mrs. Black Jack c
177 Robb D.,  l ,ockhampton c
178 Robbins Mrs. Mary A., P.O. Bris-bane oc
179 Roberts  Mrs., Townsville c
180 Roberts  Mrs. (care  of A. Roberts),
P.O. Brisbane a
181 Roberts Miss Ann, Charters Towers
182 Roberts Miss A., South Brisbane c
183 Roberts Mrs. Bridget, Cooktown o 0
184 Roberts David 14., Blackstone u k
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185 Roberts Edwin, Ballandean c6 erts rnest ,  C ir s c
187 Roberts Rev. Fredk. W. A., Ravens.
wood c
188 Roberts G. B., Charters Towers c
189 Roberts Isaac, Charters Towers c
190 Roberts James, North Rockhampton o c
191 Roberts James Cairns c
192 Roberts John, Ravenswood s
193 Roberts J., Wealwandangie c
194 Roberts J., junr., Charters Towers c
195 Roberts J., Highgate Hill c
196 Roberts Pedro, Georgetown c
197 Roberts Miss Polly, Eskdale o
198 Roberts Richards, Croydon c
199 Roberts R., Rockhampton c
200 Roberts Thomas, South Brisbane c
201 Roberts T., Bundaberg c
202  Roberts  W., Charters Towers o
203 Robertson and Shelton Messrs.,
Valley c
204 Robertson  Archie,  Mitche ll  c
205 Robertson Miss F., Enoggera m
206 Robe rtson James, Mount Jones c
207 Robertson Jno., Golden Valley c
208 Ro be rtson John, Blackstone c
209 Robertson  J., Logan road c
210 Robertson Mrs. J., Hermit Park c
211 Robertson J. P., Sandy Creek c
212 Robertson R., Cunnamulla s
213 Robertson R., Spring Hill c
214 Robertson W. Vulture street u k
215 Robin Jno., 34ining Exchange c
216 Robins  Miss  Amy, Valley c
217 Robins F., Coreena c
218 Robinson Allan, Boolboonda c
219 Robinson  A. J. B., Coorparoo c
220 Robinson A. V., Rockhampton s
221 Robinson Miss Ellen ,  Townsville s
222 Robinson Mrs. E .,  Townsville s
223 Robinson Frank, Townsville c
224 Robinson F., Rockhampton s
225 Robinson George, Cai rn s o c
226 Robinson Henry, Police Camp, Dun-
robin ,  near Georgetown c
227 Robinson H. E., Mackay e t
228 Robinson H. F., Thompson Estate u k
229 Robinson H., Carandotta e t
230 Robinson Mrs. Louisa , North Bunda-berg
231 Robinson Robert, Lutwyche c
232 Robinson Ross , Herberton c
233 Robinson Ross, Georgetown o e and c (3)
234  Robinson Ross Georgetown c
235 Robinson  11irs. Syhella, Charters
Towers c
236 Robinson T., Mo rn ey Plains c
237 Robson  Albert J.,  Bowen o c
238 Robson John, Georgetown o
Robson Mrs . Robert, Yengarie u k
Robson  W., Adavale c
Roche Kate ,  Toowoomba o
Rock C., Gatton
Rock Miss M., Sandgate c
Rodd Mrs., Wickham street c
Roddam  -, Croydon c
Roddick G. H., P.O. Brisbane m
Rode A. (fruit merchant),  Brisbane  in
Roderick -, Charters Towers s
Rodgers John, Charters Towers c (2)
Roebuck Fred. C., Kilkivan o
Roeder Wilhelm, Logan Village f
Roger Hendry, Goondi Plantation c
Rogers  Francis, G.Y.O. Brisbane a
Rogers  F. R., Telegraph Office c
Rogers George, Rocklea c
Rogers H., South Brisbane c
Rogers Miss  Isabella Christina, Towns-
ville c
258 Rogers  J., Rockhampton o
259 Rogers R. H., Brisbane a
260 Rogers N., Boulia c
261 Rohman Mokhesir , P.O. Brisbane o c
262 Rolle Chas., Springsure c
263 Rollestone Jas., Eton c
264 Rolling  Jno. R., Bundaberg u k (2)
265 Rollitt  J. W., P.O.  Brisbane u k
266 Ro llock J., Charters Towers c
267 Rolls Bessie,  Yandilla u k
268 Rolph Jno., Mount Perry c
269  Rooke Charles, Cairns o
270 Rooney  -,  Sandy Creek c
271 Rooney Patk .,  Cairns o
272 Rooney Messrs.  R. A. and  Song, Bris
bane c
273 Roper  James, P.O.  Brisbane u k
274 Rose Mrs., Paddington c
275 Rose  David,  Charters Towers c
276 Rose Jacob, Kabra c
277 Rosenthal Mrs., Albion c
278 Roskeo  Jno., Vulture  street o c
279 Ross  Mrs., Rockhampton c
280 Ross A .,  South Brisbane c
281 Ross Chas .,  Thargomindah a
282 Ross Christina, Roma o
283 Ross C. H., Brisbane
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Ross David, Dalby o c
Ross David, Barcaldine c
Ross Donald, Dingwall, Roma c
Ross Donald, Roma c
Ross D. R., South Brisbane c
Ross F. J., Gympie road c
Ross H., Valley c
Ross James, P.O. Brisbane o c
Ross John, Deep Creek Bridge Works,
Gympie n z
Ross John C., Deep Creek Bridge
Works, Gym ie n z
Ross Mrs. J. Roma o
Ross M., Milton c
Ross W., Yengarie u k
Ross W., Rockhampton c
Ross  W., P.O. Brisbane c
Ross W. Dalby c
Rosser Ifarry, 'Wyandotte c
Rosser H., George street c
Rossnuss  Miss Anna, Charters Towers c
Roulstone  Miss,  Kelvin Grove c
Row-, Kabonga G.M. Co. c
Rowan Archibald, Townsville c
Rowbotharn J. W., Kangaroo Point c
Rowe E., Brisbane c
Rowe G., Stanley street c
Rowe Joseph, Stanley street c
Rowe Lieutenant S., Salvation Army,
Winton s
Rowe Michael, Eidsvold c
Rowland Walter, Gin Gin c
Rowley S., Rockhampton c
Rowley Thos. W., Thursday Island e t
Roy G. H. and Co., Charters Towers c
Roylance T., Cleveland road c
Boyle H., Tabletop c
Ruane Jno., P.O. Brisbane o c
Ruddy J., North Bundaberg c
Ruffell and Cunnington and Co., Eliza-
beth street c
Ruge Albert, Ipswich c
Ruge Don Guillerino, Brisbane f
Rule Mrs. E., Townsville aRuining Mrs. C., Stonehenge u k
Rummell W., P.U. Brisbane in
Rundle Marwood, Maryborough u k (2)
Rush G., Mount Perry c
Ruskin -, Breakfast Creek c
Russe ll  Miss , Collaroy c
Russell Chas., Calindon Station s
Russell C. S., Croydon c
Russell Geo., Croydon c (4)
Russell James, P.O. Brisbane o c
Russell Mrs. S., St. George c
Russell Wm., Croydon c
Russenberger  Martin ,  P.O. Brisbane
oc
Rutland H., Queen street, Brisbane c
Rutherford G., Augathella c
Rutter H., Logan road c
.Rutter L., Elizabeth street c
Ruxton -, Fortitude Valley c
Ryan -, Kangaroo Point c
Ryan Mrs., Lake's Creek c
Ryan Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
Ryan Miss, Mary borough c
Ryan C., Roma c
Ryan Mrs. Elizabeth, Blackstone c
Ryan Mrs. Honorah, Cairns o c
Ryan James, Wood End c
Ryan John, Brisbane o
Ryan Mrs. Jno., Upper Tent Hill c
Ryan John, Cairns c
Ryan John, Highfields road c
Ryan J., Gympie Railway c
Ryan J., Rosewood c
Ryan J., Northampton Downs c
Ryan J., Adavale s
Ryan J., Morven c
Ryan J. M., Adavale s
Ryan Miss Minnie, Petrie terrace in
Ryan Messrs. M. and Co., Townsville s
Ryan Patrick, Georgetown e t
Ryan Mrs. P., Lake's Creek c
Ryan Tom, Lower Herbert c
Ryan Thomas, Cunnamulla o c
Ryan Thomas J., Burenda c
Ryan T., Morven c
Ryan W., Blackall c
Ryan W., Toowoomba o
Rystrom A., Mount Morgan c
S.
1 SAAR W., Herbert River c
2 Sabar L., Townsville s
3 Saddler J. E., Townsville c
4 Sageman -, Ingham f
5 Sager -, Charters Towers c
6 Sale and Co. (jewellers), Rockhampton
uk
7 Salm Miss W., P.O. Mount Cotton c
8 Salmond A. H. (s.s. "Merkara "),
Thursday Island e t
10 Salmond A. H., Thargomindah c (2)
11 Salmond E., P.O. Eulo c
12 Salmond Dr., Rockhampton u k
13 Salmond M. H. (s.s . " Merkara "),
Thursday Island e t
15 Samson  E., Valley c
16 Samuels Miss ,  P.U. Cairns c
17 Samuels S., Croydon c
18 Sam  Wah,  Junction Creek c
19 Sam Wah, Charters Towers c
20 Sam War, Queenton s and f (2)
21 Samways Geo., Townsville c
22 Sam Wing  (cook), Charleville c
23 Sam Wing Shew ,  P.O. Brisbane c
24 Sandberg  -,  Ann street c
25 Sandeman Edward F., Mackay c
26 Sanders Walter H .,  P.O. Brisbane o c
27 Sandford J., South Brisbane c
28 Sandford J., Post Office Chambers c
29 Sands Chas .,  Kelvin Grove road c
30 Sands C. (drayman), Kelvin Grove
road c
31 Sanmon Pat., North Ipswich c
32 San Yeen ,  Rockhampton c
33 Sargent Mrs., P.O. Rockhampton u k
34 Sargent Miss Sarah, Macknade u k
35 Saron )Kate, Rockhampton o
36 Sarr  --,  Ingham c
37 Saul Edward ,  Morieen u k
38 Saunders James, Georgetown c
39 Saunders M., Southport c
40 Saunders W., Coreena Station c
41 Savage E., P.O. Waterford a
42 Savill J. Carinda ,  Burketown s
43 Saville Geo., Croydon c
44 Sawden John, P .O. Mackay c
45 Sawtell Alfred ,  Hornet Bank c
46 Sawyers Captain, Cairns n z (2)
47 Sayce  Mrs., Grove Estate, Waterwor
road c
48 Sayers Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
49 Scad Charles, Maryborough c
50 Scanlon Miss Ellen. Soudan Estate c
51 Schelles  -,  Mount Morgan c
52 Schepper Carl ,  Maryborough c
53 Schenber Charles, Nolan Saw -mills c
54 Schiebein J., Croydon c
55  Schinzke H., Charters Towers c
56 Schlieferl H,, P.O. Brisbane  in
57 Schluwsky Johnn, Isis c
58 Schmidt A., Croydon  in
59 Schmidt  C., Ipswich o
60 Schmidt C., Kilkivan c
61 Schmidt  Miss  Emma, Musgrove road f
62 Schmidt C., Kilkivan c
63 Schnlan James, Spring field Station s
64 Schofield  -,  Millchester c
65 Schoiskie Miss, Maryborough c (2)
66 Scholey  --,  Charters Towers c
67 Schossow C., Marburg f
68 Schultz C., Mackay c
69 Schureck L., Toowoomba c
70 Schurman Gustav,  P.O.,  Geraldton c
71 Scillotoe Crris J., Maryborough o c
72 Scott  --, (engineer ),  Townsville c
73 Scott  (care of Mrs .  Joils ),  West-
wood c
75 Scott  --- (schoolmaster ),  Westwood c
76 Scott  - (care of Royce and Co.),
Townsville c
77 Scott Alex .  S., Cairns o c
78 Scott Alice, Maryborough o
79  Scott A., Charleville o
80 Scott E . (careof  Jno .  Scott), Cooktown o
81 Scott James ,  Albion c
82 Scott J .,  Brisbane c
83 Scott J., North Bundaberg c
84 Scott L., Mount Morgan c
85 Scott L. S., Mount Morgan c
86 Scott William, Brisbane c
87 Scott Mrs. William ,  Maryborough c
88 Scowen A., Townsville c
89 Scully John, P.O. Bloomfield c
90 Scurr W . J. C., Valley c
91 Seabie A., Port Mackay c
92 Sear R .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
93 Seaton W., South Brisbane c
94 See Jung ,  Westwood c
95 See W .  and Co. ,  Rockhampton c
96 Seibold Charles ,  P.O. Cumberland c
97 Se llar J. W.. P.O. Va lley u k
98 Sen Lay, Pine Hill c
99 Sennett -- (miner ),  Eidsvold c
100 Seubby J., Barcaldine c
101 Seymour Robert, North Pine c
102 Shaddock E., Toowoomba o
103 Shakespere  -,  Rockwood c
104 Sharkey Huge, Eton c
105 Shanahan Michael ,  Cooktown o c
106 Sharp Frederick ,  South Brisbane o c
107 Shaw Alfred ,  Kingsford Chambers,
Queen street a
108 Shaw D .,  Fortitude Valley u k
109 Shaw Geo., Yeulba c
110 Shaw Herbert H., Tambo a
111 Shaw H. H., Marathon c
112 Shaw J., P.U. Bundaberg u k
113 Shaw M., Clifton c
114 Shaw Stanley, Hawkeaburn e t
115 Shaw Mrs. (care  of Mrs. Smith),
South Brisbane c
116 Shaw T. W., Spring Creek c (2)
117 Shaw William, Brisbane u k
118 Shaw William C., Fortitude Valley u k
119 Shaw W. C., Fortitude Valley f (2)
120 Shaw W. H., Herbert River a (2)
121 Shea Mrs. Elizabeth, Riverview e
122 Sheard A., Brisbane c
123 Sheehan Mrs.Mary, South Brisbane c
124 Sheehan Pat.. Carandotta c (4)
125 Sheehan P., Carandotta c
126 Sheehan T., Mount Morgan c
127 Sheehy Al., Breakfast Creek c
128 Sheffield W. E., Carron Creek o
129 Shepherd T., Bundanba c
130 Sheperds William, P.O. Townsville m
131 Sheppard B. H., Minton m
132 Sheppard E., Commissioner's Gully,
Gympie s
133 Sheppard P., P.O. Brisbane c
134 Sheery Peter, 22 Queen street, Bris-bane u k
135 Sheridan Miss Maria, P.O. Rockhamp-
ton u k
136 Sherston W. D., Carandotta c
137 Sherwin Mrs., Townsville s
138 Shettock W., Muttaburra s
139 Shewan - (care of - Callagher)
Mount Romeo c
140 Shewan George, Mowbray street c
141 Shick -, Sandgate c
142 Shield F. G., Brisbane c
143 Shields Annie, Logan Village e t
144 Shields A., Normanhy, Red Hill c
145 Shields J. H., Croydon u k
146 Shields W., Rockhampton c
147 Shiell W., Woolshed, Milo c
148 Shiley Mrs., Petrie terrace c
149 Shillicon James, Charters Towers c
150 Shillington E., South Brisbane c
152 Shipley W., Mount Romeo c
153 Shirley J., Department of Public In-
struction, Brisbane c
154 Shong Kee (gardener), P.O. Brisbane
oc
155 Shorland J. (care of - Ridge),
Rockhampton u k
156 Shornier Carl, Townsville c
157 Short C. J., Rockhampton s
158 Short John, Kabra c
159 Short J. (school teacher), Bowen Hills c
160 Short W., New Farm c
161 Short W. 0., New Farm c
162 Shorter Miss (care of  Mrs. Mathew-
son), Toowong e
163 Shue Wah, Gympie c (2)
164 Sibbald James, P.O. Rockhampton a
165 Sibley Mrs. Mary, P.O. Brisbane c
166 Siddall H., Ingham c
167 Sidler W. A., P.O. Townsville a
168 Sidey R. W., Boundary street c
169 Siebert Mrs. Elizabeth, P.O. Towns-
ville m
170 Siegel A., Quay street c
171 Sigse Henry, Tambo o c (2)
172 Silberman Schultz M., P.O. Cook-
town c
173 Silbridge Jas., Brisbane c
174 Sills John, Araby Downs c
175 Silva Thomas, P.O. Rockhampton c
176 Silver W., South Brisbane c
177 Simmonds J., Langlo Station s
178 Simmonds Rev. H., Lutwyche c
179 Simmonds Thomas, South Brisbane c
180 Simmonds T., Valley c
181 Simmons E. H., P.O. Brisbane s
182 Simmons George, P.O. Townsville o c
183 Simmonsen C. G., Splitters' Creek,
Bundaberg c (2)
184 Simms -, Townsville c
185 Sim Tommy, Thargo Station c
186 Simons A., Spring Hill c
187 Simonsen -, Montague road c
188 Simonsen F., Valley c
189 Simpson -, Croydon c
190 Simpson Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
191 Simpson Alex., Valley c
192 Simpson Allan McG.,  Brisbane c
193 Simpson Mrs. A., P.O. Brisbane o
194 Simpson G. H. (engineer), Cairns c
195 Simpson James Millar, P.O. Brisbane
u k (2)
196 Simpson John, Kangaroo Point c
197 Sims M., Il swish c
198 Sinai F., Wellington Point c
199 Sinclar -, Port Mackay c
200 Sinclair  Edward, Adavale s
201 Sinclair  E. (schoolmaster), P.O.
Hamilton c (2)
202 Sinclair  E. W., P.O.  Hamilton c
203 Sinclair  G., South Brisbane c
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204 Sinclair James, Mount Perry c
205 Sing Rum Lee, Fortitude Valley c
206 Sinnemann B. (engineer), Cooktown c
207 Sin On Chong, Keppel Bay c
208 Sittington J. H., Maryborough in
209 Skelly S., P.O. Townsville c
210 Skinner Mrs., Rockhampton c
211 Skinner Mrs. M., Valley c
212 Slade Wm. James, Charters Towers c
213 Slater -, Rockhampton c
214 Slater John, P.O. Rockhampton c
215 Slater J., Normanton o
216 Slater W., Spring Hill c
217 Slattery James, P.O. Roma c
218 Slavin Miss Mary, Mungar Railway
Camp c
219 Sleane William, P.O. Brisbane c
220 Sloan Mrs. H. (care of Mrs. Murray),
Coffee Palace, Brisbane u k
221 Sloane Mrs., The Bluff, Charters
Towers c
222 Sloane Miss Annie, P.O. Townsville c
223 Sloley - (care of Howard Smith and
Co.), Brisbane s
224 Sloss H. (confectioner), George street c
225 Sluck C., Laidley c
226 Smale William (bushman), Spring Hill
oc
227 Smart Alfred, Thylungra Stations
228 Smart A. (care of C. Chilcot), Thy -
lungra Station a
229 Smart Henry, Thursday Island u k
230 Smedley W. E., Brisbane s
231 Smelin -, Brisbane m
232 Smith and French, Spring Hill c
233 Smith -, Cardington, Q.N.R. c
234 Smith -, Bundanba c
235 Smith - (builder), British Empire
Hotel c
236 Smith - Spring Hill c (3)
237 Smith - (bricklayer), Cemetery
street c
238 Smith -, Kelvin Grove road c
239 Smith Mrs., P.O. Rockhampton c
240 Smith Mrs., Bundanba c
241 Smith Mrs. (care of H. J.  Smith),
Rocklea u k
242 Smith Mrs. (State school), Enoggera c
243 Smith Mrs., Kelvin Grove Estate c
244 Smith Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
245 Smith Mrs. (care of Mrs. Jones), Valley s
246 Smith Miss (care of Mrs. Davis), Break-
fast Creek c
247 Smith Arthur--, P.O. Townsville o c
248 Smith A. C. Herberton o
249 Smith A. E.,, junr., P.O. Brisbane a
250 Smith A. J., Milton c
251 Smith A. M. E., Bundaberg m
252 Smith  B. B. (passenger s.s. "Jumna ")
Brisbane u k
253 Smith Mrs. B .  B. (s.s. " Jumna"),
Brisbane u k
254 Smith  Charles  (care of  R. Unsworth),
Logan River c (3)
255 Smith Charles S., Gebangle u k
256 Smith C., Marathon c
257 Smith C. F., Gympie c
258 Smith  Ebenezer , Campbellville u k
259 Smith Ellen, P.O. Mellum Creek c
260 Smith Edward, Bundanba o c
261 Smith Eliza Ellen, St. Lawrence e t
262 Smith Mrs. Ellen, P.O. Brisbane c
263 Smith E. F., P.O. Beenleigh c (2)
264 Smith E. J., East Maryborough c
265 Smith Fred. A.,  Hughenden c
266 Smith F., Rockhampton c
267 Smith F., Bungil Bridge, Roma c
268 Smith F., Mungar c
269 Smith George,  Tin-Mines , Tableland,
vid  Cooktown c
270 Smith George, Bowen Hills c
271 Smith George, Woollongabba c
272 Smith George, P.O. Townsville c
273 Smith George (care of Geo. Wilson),
Kelvin Grove u k
274 Smith Gordon, Tabletop c
275 Smith  Miss  Grace (care of Mrs.
Bradley), Townsville u k
276 Smith G., Enoggera  terrace c
277 Smith G., P.O. Brisbane c
278 Smith G. (pilot bcatman), Cairns c
279 Smith Harry, P.O. Brisbane c
290 Smith Henry, Albion c
281 Smith Henry, Croydon s
282 Smith H., Kilkivan c (3)
283 Smith H. A., Spring Hill c
284 Smith James, P.O. Cook-town c
285 Smith James, Croydon c
286 South James, Enoggera c
287 Smith Jamey, P.O. Port Douglas c
288 Smith James, Petrie terrace c
289 Smith John, Black Jack c
290 Smith John, junr., Barr House, Bris-
bane u k
291 Smith J. (farmer ), Pine Mountain c
292 Smith J., Eidsvold c
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293 Smith J., Pie Creek road c
294 Smith J. (carpenter Higghgate H ill c
295 Smith  Captain .1. It,  (schoonerCcMarion "),  Maryborough n z
296 Smith J. H., Fortitude Valley c
297 Smith J. W., Cunnamulla c
298 Smith Louisa, P.O. Killarney u k
299 Smith Miss L., Breakfast Creek c
300 Smith  Miss  L., Gympie c
301 Smith  Miss Maggie, Blackall o
302 Smith Mary, South Brisbane c
303 Smith  Miss  Mary, P.O. Rockhampton o
304 Smith Mrs. Mary Jane ,  13 Caledonia
street, Maryborough u k
305 Smith  Maxwell , P.U. Croydon c
306 Smith Minnie, Spring Hill o e
307 Smith  M. J., 13  Caledonia street,
Maryborough u k
308 Smith M., Wickham terrace c
309 Smith Mrs. M. S., Rockhampton c
310 Smith Robert, Rosewood P.O. u k
311 Smith Roht., Brisbane c
312 Smith  Rose, Brisbane c (2)
313 Smith R., G.P.O. Brisbane c
314 Smith Samuel, New Farm c
315 Smith Samuel, Listowel Downs c
316 Smith  Samuel,  P.O. Albion u k
317 Smith  Miss Sarah ,  Orion Downs s (2)
318 Smith Thomas  (shearer ),  Tambo c
319 Smith Thomas, Moggill c
321 Smith Thomas, P.O. Golden Valley c
322 Smith T. (care of - Bretherton,
tinsmiths), Townsville c
323 Smith T., Golden Valley, Croydon c (2)
324 Smith William, Ravenswood m
325 Smith William, Goondiwindi s
326 Smith W., P.U. Brisbane c
327 Smith W., Valley c
328 Smith W. H. (s.s. "Merkara "),  Towns-
ville c
329 Smitheman  Geo., P. O. Normanton c
330 Smithson  Robt.,  Rannes Station o
331 Smithson Robt .,  Charters Towers o c
333 Smyth C. G., Jerambab Station c
334 Smyth C. W., Brisbane  Exchan e c
335 Smyth George  (care of J. D. Kudd),
Barron River c
336 Smyth G. A., Normanton c
337 Smyth J. C., P.O. Brisbane c
338 Smyth W., Townsville s
339 Smythe H., P.O. Brisbane c
340 Smythe James, Sandy Creek, Charters
Towers c
341 Snell R .,  Frenchman Creek, North
Rockhampton c
342 Snowdon -, Wickham terrace c
343 Snowdowne John F .,  Herbert street c
344 Salman Con. (blacksmith ),  Cairns s
345 Solomon H. H. (care of  A. U. S. N. ),
Brisbane s
346 Somers F., North Rockhampton c
347 Somerset  -,  Coorparoo c
348 Somervi lle -, He lidon u k
349 Somerv ille Wm., Cooktown o c
350 Sommer  W., Breakfast Creek c
351 Sommers J., Mount Morgan c
352 Sonsen  C., P.O. Mount  Morgan c (2)
353 Sorensen Fens  (care of Hans Charlsen),
Townsville f
354 Sorensen  N., Bollon c
355 Sorley P., Eight -mile Plains c
356 Sorrell C. R. (Mgr .  Marion Willis Coy.),
P.O. Cairns s
357 Southern Alfred, Fitzroy Meat-works,
Rockhampton s
358 Sowden -, Charters Towers c
359 Soyddely  Stephen ,  Brisbane e t
360 Sparks B., South Brisbane c
361 Sparks E. W., South Brisbane c
31i2 Sparks J., Mackay c
363 Sparks Samuel , P.O. Croydon c
364 Sparle -, Upper Kedron c
365 Spear P., Hughenden c
366 Spelman S., Brisbane c
367 Spence -, Kangaroo Point c
368 Spence A. P., Roma c (2)
369 Spence John ,  Spring Hill c
370 Spendlone Miss, River terrace c
371 Spens Charles. P.O. Croydon c
372 Spicer -, Brisbane c
373 Spike W. E., Adavale c
374 Spilesy Mrs., Morven c
375 Spillsbury Mrs., P.O. Goondiwindi c
376 Spilliday J., Spring Hill c
377 Spilabury F., Roma e
378 Spilsbury T., P.U. Brisbane c
379 Splain M. (care of R. Curran), Table-
top c
380 Sporle W. (builder ),  Norman Creek c (2)
381 Spouza Marco, P.U. Townsville o c
382 Spurr J. W., P.O. Tambo s
383 Spurrett F. (care of - Jones),
Charters Towers u k
384 Squire F. P., Mary street ,  Brisbane c
385 Squires James, P.O. Brisbane u k
386 Stab bens W., Racecourse ,  Bundaberg c
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387 Sta bennow  August, Breakfast Creek f 482
388 Stables  Wm.  E.,  P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
389 Stabley Mrs., Charters Towers m
390 Stacey John, Charters Towers c
391 Staeheti G., Sandgate o
392 Stamp  A., Hughenden c
393 Stanfast  Mrs. A. Latrobe  terrace c
394 Stanfield  G. D., ( ueen street c (2)
395 Stanley  A. M., South Brisbane c
396 Stanley  C. H. (shipping  agent ),  Queen
street c
397 Stanley Ernest, Colinton Station c
398 Stanley H., Powella c
399 Stanley  W., P.O. Adavale s
400 Stanton and Johnstone, Ipswich c
401 Stapleton Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
402 Stapleton  M., Charleville c
4C3 Starke Henry John, Kangaroo Point
oc
404 Starr John, Hughenden c
405 Stasi  James, P.O. Valley m
406 St. Clair Albert, Stanton Harcourt
407 St. Clair Miss Margt., P.O. Townsville
o c (2)
408 Stebbens -, Bundaberg c
409 Steele E. B., Bowen Hills c
410 Steele F. (care of - Prawbury), Bris-
bane c
411 Steen Mrs. Mary, P.O. Brisbane o c
412 Steer Geo., (carpenter), Spring Hill c
413 Steinhence C., Hawkwood c
414 Steinhouse Mrs., Mount Murray u k
416 Stephens and Co., Brisbane s
417 Stephens -, Rockhampton c
418 Stephens  -, Waterworks road c
419 Stephens D., Maryborough c
420 Stephens J. (care of - Gannon),
Tambo c
421 Stephens J. D., Enoggera terrace c
422 Stephens M., New Farm c
423 Stephens  W., Maryborough s
424 Stephenson  -,  Ingham c
42.5 Stephenson A. P., Mungar Line c (2)
426 Stephenson James, Mount Perry c
427 Stephenson Sarah  (care of Mrs. Heath),
Warry street c
William, P.O. Townsville428 Stephenson k
u
429 Stevens A., South Brisbane c
430 Steven D., Maryborough c
432 Stevens Mrs. E ., Allora c
423 Stevens John, Pink Lily Lagoon c
434 Stevens Mrs. Mary Ann, P.O. Bris-
bane c
435 Stevens  T., P.O. Eidsvold c
436 Stevens  T. J., Valley s
437 Stevens W. H. (stock and station
agent ), Thargomindah s
438 Stevenson  Mrs., Warwick f
439 Stevenson Miss,  P.O. Norm^nton c
440 Stevenson  H. T., Ann  street c
441 Stewart and Co., Charters Towers c
442 Stewart -, Wickham terrace c
443 Stewart  -, Charters  Towers c
444 Stewart Mrs. A., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
445 Stewart A., Mitchell c
446 Stewart Miss A Bowen Hills c
447 Stewart Mrs. E.,., P.O. Maryborough s
448 Stewart F., Brisbane s
449 Stewart Geo., Mount Morgan u k
450 Stewart G., Triangle c
451 Stewart G., North Bundaberg c
452 Stewa rt G. P., P.O. Cunnamulla s
453 Stewart James, Charters Towers c
454 Stewart James, Herbert River u k
455 Stewart James, Charters Towers c
456 Stewart J. H., Vulture street c
457 Stewa rt Lucy, Paddington s
4,58 Stewart  Robt.,  Brisbane c
459 Stewart R., Chinchilla c
460 Stewart Wi lliam ,  Brisbane c
461 Stiehnoth Ludwig, P.O. Charters
Towers f
462 Stilgoe Wm., Allora c
463 Still John ,  Bowen terrace c
464 St . John Miss Julia E., P.O. Brisbane
465 Stockwell Miss Annie ,  Clermont c
466 Stockbridge Frank, Pikedale  a
467 Stockes  - (fish salesman ),  Breakfast
Creek c
468 Stockes G. W., Bulimba c
469 Stockes  H., Charleville c
470 Stokie George, Bowen Bridge c
471 Stone James (engraver), P.O. Brisbane00(3)
472 Stone  Robt.,  Brisbane s
473 Stone  W., P.O. Enoggera u k
474 Stonkbridge  -,  Ingham c
475 Storey  William, Normanton o
476 Strand -, Charters Towers c
477 Strand Wm., Beenleigh o c
478 Strang  Mrs., Brickyard, Woolston a
479 Stratford  Henry, Portland Station c
480 Strather  P., Black Jack s
481 Stratti Geo. (sailor ), P.O. Brisbane o c
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Stratton S., Burwah Cottage, Sand-
gate c
483 Straw  Samuel, P.O. Golden Valley s (2)
484 Stringer Mrs. C. S., Survey Camp,
Burleigh Heads c
485 Strong -, Charters Towers c
486 Strong R., 51 Wickham  terrace c
487 Strutt Miss Lizzie, Cardigan, North
Rockhampton u k
488 Stuart James, Macnade Plantation u k(3)
489 Stuart James (miner), Maryborouglr o c
490 Stuart John, Victoria Plantation o c
491 Stuart J. M., Normanton c
492 Stuart Kate, P.O. Townsville o c
493 Stuart R. W., P.O. Brisbane m
494 Studdert Massy, Georgetown o
495 Stumbles Mrs. H., Petrie's Bight c
496 Stumars  John, P.U. Port Mackay u k
497 Styles J., P.O. Brisbane c
498 Styles Patrick Joseph, North Kolan s
499 Styles Thomas, Limestone c
500 Sudholz G. W., Charters Towers c
501 Suerfield J. B., Toowoomba c
502 Sue  Wah, Rockhampton c
503 Suhl Mrs. C., Meringandan c
504 Suhle William, Mount Morgan o
505 Sulky Frank (Roma Cattle Plain),
Romac
506 Sullivan and Crogan, Morven c
507 Sullivan -, Mount Jones c
508 Sullivan Mrs., Hughenden c
509 Sullivan Mrs. Annie, Maryborough o c
510 Sullivan  Miss  Bridget (care of Clarke,
chemist ), Queen street f
511 Sullivan Cornelius, Croydon o
512 Sullivan Mrs. G., Breakfast Creek c
513 Sullivan Henry, Charleville m
514 Sullivan H. (shearer), P.O. Isisford c
515 Sullivan Michael, P.O. Brisbane u k
516 Sullivan Michael, Cairns o c
517 Sullivan Mortimer, Charters Towers c
518 Sullivan  Miss  M., Bowen Hills c
519 Sullivan J., Cooktown u k
520 Sullivan  Margt ., Irishtown, Ipswich c
521 Summers  -, Roma street c
522 Summers  Geo., Townsville c
523 Sung John , Tinana c
524 Sun Toon  Wan, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
525 Sun Wah, Charters Towers c
526 Sun Yun Lee, Charters Towers s
527 Surgeon  G., Townsville s
528 Sutherland  -, Townsville c
529 Sutherland  -, Saltwater Creek road
c (3)
530 Sutherland Geo., P.O. Clermont c
531 Sutherland James, P.O. Warwick o c
532 Suendson J., South Brisbane c
533 Suenson  A., Bundaberg f
534 Suitser -, Brisbane s
535 Swan -, Rainbow Reef, Croydon c
536 Swan Mrs . E., Toowoomba u k
537 Swan John S., Caledonia, Georgetown
m, c, andet(1)
538 Swan Miss L., Y.O. Cunnamulla c
539 Swanson  C., Croydon c
540 Swanson  G., Pine Hills c
541 Swain -, Paddington c
542 Swaine  Mrs. Alice, Southport c
543 Sweeney John (joiner), P.O. Towns-
ville o c
544 Sweeney Daniel, P.O. Brisbane u k
545 Sweeney John, Queensland Brewery c
546 Sweeney John, Triangle c
547 Sweeney It., Charters Towers c
548 Sweetman  W., Paddington c
549 Swift H. M. M., Croydon c
550 Swift James, Croydon c
551 Switzer -, Morven c
552 Sykes W., Cooktown c
553 Symes J. D. (butcher), Charters
Towers c %
554 Symons William, Charters Towers c
T.
1 TAGG T.  F. W., Westwood c
2 Tai Kum Fuk ,  Rockhampton f
3 Tait Mrs .,  Blackstone c
4 Tait J .,  Rockhampton s
5 Tallah F .,  Roma s
6 Tancred W. Banana c
7 Tanish P .,  charters Towers c
8 Tanner Charles E .,  Brisbane u k (2)
9 Taplin Mrs .,  Soudan Estate c
10 Tapp John ,  Ipswich o c
11 Tasker John ,  Stanley Bridge c
12 Tate John ,  Thursday Island u k and f
(3)
13 Tay Albe rt,  Broughton Creek c
14 Taylor  -, Milton c
15 Taylor  -,  New Farm c
16 Taylor  -,  Yeppoon c
17 Taylor -, New Farm c
18 Taylor  -,  Morven c
19 Taylor -, Charters Towers c
20 Taylor Mrs., Mackay o
21 Taylor Mrs., Pintbara c
22 Taylor Archer, Georgetown c
23 Taylor A., Brisbane s
24 Taylor Charles, Kilkivan c (2)
25 Taylor Miss E., Boggo road c
26 Taylor H., Maryborough o
27 Taylor Henry Ia., Townsville o c
28 Taylor James, Brisbane c
29 Taylor James M., Hughenden c
30 Taylor  Mrs. Jane,  Brisbane o c and o (2)
31 Taylor John, Normanton c
32 Taylor J., Gympie c
33 Taylor J., Rockhampton c
34 Taylor J., Goodna c
35 Taylor J., Charters Towers c
36 Taylor Martin, Ann street c
37 Taylor  Miss  M. A., Pentland c
38 Taylor Polly, Rockhampton o
39 Taylor R., Creek  street c
40 Taylor Ralph A., Brisbane o c
41 Taylor Mrs. Thomas, Milton u k
42 Taylor T. K., Rockhampton c
43 Taylor Walter, Toowoomba n z
44 Taylor Walter, Charters Towers c
45 Taylor Walter, South Brisbane o c
46 Taylor William, Torbanlea c (2)
47 Teadfoot Mrs. S., Hamilton c
48 Teale H. 0., Toowoomba s
49 Tear William, Hughenden c
50 Teasdale William, Thargomindah c
51 Teenth Mrs., Highfields c
52 Telfor William, Townsville c
53 Telford Joseph, Bundaberg c
54 Tennant J. R., Townsville c
55 Terney Mrs. B., Westbrook c
56 Terret Mark, Mount Perry s
57 Tesch M., Woodford c
58 Tett S., Nooroondoo u k
59 Teverton Charles, Normanton c
60 Tevlen T., Rockhampton c
61 Tevlin Miss A., Rockhampton c (2)
62 Thayne -, Gayndah c
63 Theridge A. G., Normanton c
64 Thesira John, Townsville o
65 Theys Patrick, Cairns c
66 Thiele Christopher, Herberton c
67 Thomas -, New Farm c
68 Thomas -, Black Jack c
69 Thomas Miss, Rockhampton c
70 Thomas Alfred N., Toowoomba o
71 Thomas Arthur, Listowel Downs u k
72 Thomas A. M., Brisbane c
73 Thomas Mrs. Dr., Maryborough c
74 Thomas E., Charters Towers c
75 Thomas Mrs. W., Rosalie c
76 Thomas James Daniel, Normanton c
77 Thomas J., Croydon s
78 Thomas J. H., Croydon c
79 Thomas Thomas, Ida u k
80 Thomas W., Charters Towers c
81 Thomas Mrs. W., Sandgate c
82 Thompson -, Mackay c
83 Thompson -, Red Hill c
84 Thompson Arthur, Georgetown c
85 Thompson A., Mount Morgan s
86 Thompson A. B. H., Croydon c
87 Thompson Capt. W. J., Brisbane s
88 Thompson C., Marathon Station c
89 Thompson Emil, Brisbane s
90 Thompson E. W., George street c
91 Thompson F., Rocky Waterholes c
92 Thompson G., Croydon c
93 Thompson G., Maryborough c
94 Thompson George E., Sprinsure s
95 Thompson G. E. H. NV., Brisbane m
96 Thompson G. H., Townsville s
97 Thompson James, Eagle street c
98 Thompson James, Charters Towers c
99 Thompson John, Bowen c
100 Thompson Mrs. John, Maryborough u k
101 Thompson J., Croydon c
102 Thompson J., Brisbane s
103 Thompson J. C., Charters Towers s
104 Thompson J. F., Red Hill c
105 Thompson L., Rockhampton s
106 Thompson Professor, Brisbane c
107 Thompson S., Mackay c
108 Thompson W., Victoria Mill c
109 Thompson W., South Brisbane c
110 Thompson W., Woollongabba c
111 Thompson W., Roma c
112 Thompson Mrs. W., Mackay u k
113 Thompson W. J., Caboolture s
114 Thompson W. J. (lieutenant), Bris-
bane s
115 Thomsen Mrs. K., Mackay c
116 Thomson W., Woodford u.k
117 Thomson A. B., Townsville c
118 Thomson F., Rocky Waterholes c
119 Thomson James, Charters Towers c
120  Thomson James, Yaamba c
121 Thomson John, Spring Hill c
122 Thomson J. B., Bloomfield c
123 Thomson  Miss Minnie, Brisbane s
124 Thomson Mrs. M. E., Brisbane s
125 Thomson Mrs. Wm., Brisbane u k
126 Thomson W. T., Gayndah c
127 Thong Ling, Pie Creek road c
128 Thorne Miss Mona, Townsville c
129 Thorne -, Valley c (2)
130 Thornton -, Lake's Creek c
131 Thornton F., Welltown in
132 Thornton R., Carandotta s
133 Thorp Mrs., The Broughton c
134 Thorpe -, Spring Hill c
135 Thorpe Miss P., Brisbane s
136 Thorrold John F., Esk u k, c, and o (6)
137 Thunder Thomas, 5 Perry street s
138 Thurston and Co. Messrs., Croydon c
139 Thurston H., Queen street c
140 Thurston J. M., Croydon c (3)
141 Tibbut G., Leichhardt street c
142 Tiegus  0.,  South Brisbane c
143 Tier J., Eddington Hotel c
144 Tierney M., Queenton c
145 Tighe -, Sandgate c
146 Tilbury A. W., Woollongabba c
147 Tillock A. H. H., Ipswich o c
148 Tilm August, Macrossan's Bridge f
149 Timbury Alfred, Rockhampton c
150 Timmins George, Gebangle u k
151 Tim Sin (Kanaka), South Brisbane c
152 Tiper T., Paddington c
153 Tipjett Thomas J., Maryborough o c
154 Tipple George H., Charters Towers o c
155 Titley -, Charters Towers c
156 Tittley A., Cairns c
157 Tobin Michael, Townsville c
158 Toelle Mrs. F., Charters Towers c
159 Tom Harry, Paddington u k
160 Toma J., Rockhampton s
161 Tomlin Edward, Emu Park c
162 Tomlin J. W., Normanton in
163 Tomlinson J. H., Coorparoo c (2)
164 Tompson Christian, Charters Towers c
165 Tompson H. T., Brisbane c
166 Tong Chung, Rockhampton c
167 Tonkin -, Milton c
168 Toobin Kassan, Johnstone River c
169 Toogood Miss E. R., Isisford c
170 Toogood Wm. Evans, Golden Valley in
171 Toohey -, Edward street c
172 Toohey Mrs. James, Normanton c
173 Toomey W. J., Brisbane c
174 Toon Joseph, South Brisbane c
175 Toon Mrs. J., Charters Towers o
176 Toon W., Rockhampton t
177 Tooth -, Queen street c
178  Topham Mrs. E., Brisbane u  k-179 Tough William, Brisbane c
180 Tougher James, Kelvin -Grove o c
181 Towell J. C., Enoggera c
182 Towey James, Normanton c
183 Town Edwin, Queenton u k
184 Town W., Mount Morgan c
185 Towns -, Charters Towers c
186 Towns Mrs. Charters Towers c
187 Townsend F= , Queen street c
188 Townsend George, Thargomindah s
189 Townsend T., Woollongabba c
190 Townsend W. J., Herbert River c
191 Townsley Messrs. S. J. and J.,
Taroom c
192 Toy R., Maryborough c (2)
193 Toy W. R., Black Tack c (2)
194 Tracey Joseph, Normanton o
195 Tracey J., Oxley c
196 Trail J. C., Queen street c (2)
197 Travers John, Rishton c
198 Travers Patrick, Brisbane c
199 Travers P., Croydon o
200 Treacey Wm., St. George c
201 Treanor Patrick, Charters Towers u k
202 Treloar James, Charleville c
203 Trethewey Mrs., Grey street u k
204 Trevarthen E., Charters Towers c (2)
205 Trevarthen Mrs. Jane, Charters
Towers m
206 Trevarthen Richard, Charters Towers
e (2)
207 Trevethan B., Toowoomba c
208 Treviskis John T., Charters Towers
c
209 Trew . G., Bowen Bridge road c
210 Trews -, Brisbane a
211 Trezise James, Mount Perry in
212 Tribolet W., Bloomfield c
213 Trickey Mrs. James, Spring Hill c
214 Trimnell G. H., Mackay s
215 Tritten Mrs. M. C., Townsville c
216 Tritton William, Coorparoo c
217 Trevoe E., Rockhampton s (2)
218 Troe H., Bundaberg c
219 Trone John, One Eye c
220 Truguson Mrs., Golden Valley f
221 Trythal W., Charters Towers c
222 Tubby J. A., Brisbane f
223 Tuck Chong, Killarney s
224 Tuck Mrs. T., Brisbane c
225 Tucker Albert, Charters Towers s
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226 Tucker Mr. Stephen, Rockhampton c
227 Tucker Walter, Maryvale o
228 Tucker W. E., Brisbane c
229 Tudor George, Carrier's Rest Hotel in
230 Tuite Robert, Thargomindah s
231 Tuitner A., Palmerville c
232 Tullers -- (barber), Croydon c
233 Tullett Mrs. J. M., Normanton o
234 Tulley Miss B., Townsville a
235 Tulley P. (carrier), Normanton c
236 Tullis -, Mackay c
237 Tully Charters Towers c
238 Tumbridge W., North Ipswich c (2)
239 Turley Benjamin, Croydon s and c (2)
240 Turner and Gentner, Ann street c
241 Turner -, Thylungra c
242 Turner Miss Annie, Brisbane c
243 Turner C., Windorah a
244 Turner C., Melbourne street c
245 Turner Edward, Ida c
246 Turner George, Valley o c
247 Turner George, Indooroopilly u k
248 Turner J. C., Charters Towers c
249 Turner Kenneth G., Brisbane c
250 Turner Stephen, Charters Towers c
251 Turner S. T., Charters Towers o
252 Turner W., Woollongabba c
253 Twaddle Ralph, Charters Towers c (2)
254 Twaddle Thomas, Charters Towers c
255 Twaite -, Bundaberg c
256 Tweed C., Afton Downs c
257 Twine - (chemist), Morven
258 Tyers H. B., Tambo c
259 Tynan R., Lake's Creek c (2)
260 Tyndall Miss A. M., Charters Towers
oc
261 Tyreman J., Logan Village s
262 Tyrrell Miss Ann, Brisbane u k
263  Tyrrell Miss A., Brisbane u k
264 Tyrrell J., Enoggera c
U.
1 UHR E. K., Herberton c (2)
2 Uhr Herbert, Carandotta Station s
3 Underwood F., P.O. Brisbane u k (3)
4 Underwood T. A., Cooper's Creek c
5 Uprichard W., West End c
6 Uren George, Charters Towers c
7 Urie R., Bowen c
8 Urquhart William, Flying Gang, Gin
Gin c
9 Urry Alfred, Spring Hill u k
10 Utting -, Hope street, South Bris-
bane c
V.
1 VACE J., Warglee Station c
2 Vallinson Sergeant, P.O. Brisbane c
3 Vance John, Murweh Station c
4 Vango Kate (care of Mrs. Woods),
Wharf street c
5 Van-Pelt W., P.O. Hughenden in
6 Varney E. P., P.O. Brisbane u k
7 Varney W., P.O. Johnsons u k
8 Varrie -, New Farm road c (2)
9 Vats Richard, Georgetown e t
10 Vaughan -, Brisbane c
11 Vaughan F., Milton c
12 Veale George Alfred, P.O. Brisbane
uk
13 Veale J. and Co., Rosewood c
14 Veale S., Queenton c
15 Vearner Miss M., Flinders River c
16 Venables Miss E., P.O. Brisbane s
17 Vere Mrs. E., P.O. Bogantungan c
18 Vernon A., Bowen B ills c
19 Viertel F. F., Loan road c
20 Vicary Miss Annie, Townsville o
21 Vickers Benjamin, Charters Towers o
22 Vidtment J., Mackay c
23 Vigers George E. E., Herberton c
24 Viggiano Francis, P.U. Gympie c
25 Villiers Revd. G., Brisbane c
26 Vince Wm. Stanley, South Brisbane c
27 Vincent Jack Beaconsfield Station c
28 Vines Geo., Iawkwood c
29 Vizor C., Valley c
30 Vizer Richard P., Valley o c
31 Vlentencox Van., Brisbane c
32 Von Bercer A., Bundaberg c
33 Von Dohren John, Nest End c
34 Von Snaskie -, Roma c
35 Vosper G. J., South Brisbane u k (2)
36 Voss August, P.O. Brisbane f
37 Vowles C., Creek street c
38 Vowles J. Creek street c
39 Vowles W. H., P.O. Brisbane u k
W.
1 WABBER  E., Sandgate c
2 Wade  -,  Brisbane c
3 Wade Conat .,  Redcliffe c
4 Wade George, Watsonville o c
5 Wade R., Tiaro c
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6 Wade R., Hawkwood c
7 Wadgee Capt. P. L., B.T. and Q.A.
Co. Limited, Brisbane u k
8 Wadsworth and Black, Albert  street,
Brisbane u k
9 Wager W., Morven u k
10 Wagner -, Eulo c
11 Wagner John, Georgetown c (2)
12 Wah Hang W., Rockhampton c
13 Waigeth S., Brisbane c
14 Waine D., Mount Perry c
15 Wainwright Mrs. E.,  Brisbane s
16 Waitson T., Queenton c
17 Wakelin and Lord,  Brisbane c
18 Walcott and Sugden , Brisbane c
19 Waldron E., West Paddington c
20 Waldron F. J., Brisbane c
21 Walker -, Charters Towers c
22 Walker Mrs., Roma c
23 Walker Albert, P.O. Townsville o c
24 Walker G. H., Red Hill c
25 Walker H., Killarney c
26 Walker H., Townsville c
27 Walker James Thargomindah s
28 Walker Miss fohanna , Brisbane a
29 Walker John, Granzow c
30 Walker Joseph, Brisbane u k
31 Walker J., Petrie  terrace c
32 Walker Mrs. J., Mount Zion, Charters
Towers m
33 Walker J. B., Brucedale Station c
34 Walker J. R., Southport c (4)
35 Walker Tom,  Idamere  Station
-'& (2)
36 Walker T., Queenton e
37 Walker W., Brisbane u k (2)
38 Walker W., Nundah e
39 Wall Wm., Brisbane road, Gympie c
40 Wallace -, Ipswich c
41 Wallace  Master,  Townsville c
42 Wallace  Miss  Alice, P.U. Rockhamp-
ton c
43 Wallace Miss Ethel, New Farm s
44 Wallace James M., Tabletop o c
45 Wallace Jno., Charters  Towers c
46 Wallace James, Charters  Towers c
47 Wallace J. Charters Towers c
48 Wallace  Miss  Madge, Brisbane u k
49 Wallace Robert, Bundaberg c (2)
50 Wallace R. W., P.O. Geraldton c
51 Wallace Wm., P.O. Cumberland m
52 Wallace W., Ipswich o
53 Wallace W. W., Cairns o
54 Wallen -, Charters Towers c
55 Wallis R., G pie c
56  Wallis W. (care of J. S. Wallis,
painter), Cooktown u k
57 Wallis H. J. (care of Mr. Jack),  Home-
bush u k
58 Walbridge Mrs., Seven-mile Creek,
Ipswich e
59 Walls T., Golden Valley c
60 Walsh G., Charters Towers c
61 Walsh James, Toowoomba in
62 Walsh J., Roma c
63 Walsh Miss K. M., Charters  Towers c
64 Walsh Martin, Mount Romeo c
65 Walsh M., Mackay c
66 Walsh Patrick, Bowen o c
67 Walsh Thomas, Stanley street c
68 Walsh T., Lake's Creek road c
69 Walsh W.; Brisbane e
70 Walter William (care of Dr.  Rendle),
Brisbane c
71 Walters D., Kelvin Grove c
72 Walters J., P.O.'Croydon s
73 Walters 0., Brisbane e
74 Waltho Caroline, Valley c
75 Walton J., Brisbane c
76 Walmsley Mrs. M. J., P.O. South
Brisbane o c
77 Warburton H. H., Burdekin c
78 Ward and Co., Valley c
79 Ward -, Rockhampton c (3)
80 Ward -, Brisbane c
81 Ward A., Jericho a (2)
82 Ward  Miss  A., P.O. Toowoomba c
83 Ward C., Charters Towers e
84 Ward Miss E. J., P.O. Ipswich c (3)
85 Ward Miss E. J., P.O.  Toowoomba c
86 Ward G. A., Mar borough c (4)
87 Ward Henry T., Roma o c
88 Ward H., Rockhampton c (2)
89 Ward Jas., Jericho c
90 Ward Joseph, Cooktown o c
91 Ward J. E., North Ipswich in
92 Ward Mrs. J. E., Toowoomba c and e t
93 Ward J. T., Spring Hill u k
94 Ward M., Mackay s
95 Ward M. T., Thursday Island c
96 Ward Samuel,  Kensington Downs c
97 Ward Thomas, Woollongabba c
98 Warde C. (care of A. Muir), Creek
street c
99 Warde C., George-street s
100 Ware T., Townsville c
101 Waring  M., Kedron Park c
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102 Warman Master S., Headingly s
103 Warner -, Sandgate c
104 Warner F. H., Valley c
105 Warner James, Toowoomba c
106 Warner Jas., East Brisbane c
107 Warner Joseph, P.U. South Brisbane
oc
108 Warrall -, Logan road c
109 Warrell Thos. A., Toowoomba c
110 Warren -, Townsville c
111 Warren C. C., P.U. Toowoomba c
112 Warren Herbert J., Rosewood e t
113 Warry H., P.O. Rockhampton e t
114 Wasley John, Charters Towers c
115 Wassiner John, Maryborough o c
116 Wastell A. C., P.O. Brisbane s and in
117 Wastson W. P., Logan road c
118 Waterfall and Barleer H. and R.,
Brisbane f
119 Watertnann F. W. G., Golden Valley c
120 Waters George, Townsville c
121 Waters William John, P.O. Rock-
hampton u k (3)
122 Watersdorff Mrs. M., Southport c
123 Watkins Evan, P.O. Townsville u k
124 Watkins Jacob, P.O. Eidsvold it  k
12.5 Watkins Joseph, Murweh Station c
126 Watson - (labourer), P.O. Towns-
ville o  C
127 Watson C. L., Grassmere c (2)
128 Watson G., P.U. Brisbane c
129 Watson John, Kangaroo Point c
130 Watson John, Augustus Downs c
131 Watson J., Waterworks road c
132 Watson J., Bunya Sawmills c
133 Watson Miss J., Mary borough c
134 Watson M., Kangaroo Point c
135 Watson Robert, Carandotta Station c
136 Watson Thomas, Cooktown c
137 Watson T., Carandotta Station c
138 Watson Walter, Charters Towers c
139 Watson William, Gundiah c
140 Watt Capt. John, Tryer's Island c
141 Watts -, Roma street c
142 Watts C. H., Brisbane c
143 Watts John, Afton Downs Station c
144 Watts J., Albion c
145 Watts J. J., Afton Downs Station c
146 Watts T., Southport c
147 Weatherley C., Townsville c
148 Weaver S., South Brisbane c
149 Webb Mrs., Grey street c
150 Webb Mrs. Alfred F., P.O. Boggo  it  k(2)
151 Webb C., Charters Towers c
152 Webb Miss E., St. Kilda Estate c
153 Webb Jas. (care of - Goodman),
Kangaroo Point u k
154 Webb Thos., Warranilla o
155 Webb Thos. P., P.O. Junction o c
156 Webb W. R., P.O. Brisbane u k
157 Webber John, Lake's Creek u k
158 Webster Miss, Highgate Hill c
159 Webster Alexander, Beaconsfield Plan-
tation  it  k
160 Webster Chas. (care of M. V. Morris),
Georgetown u k
161 Webster Jas., Cairns c
162  Webster Miss M., Highgate Hill c
163 Webster Robert, P.O. Cairns c
164 Webster T., Normanton c
165 Weddell Wm. J., P.D. Townsville f
166 Weden T., Toowoomba c
167 Weekley F., Rockhampton u k
168 Wee Sop, Bundaberg o c
169 Weevell and Co., Charters Towers c
170 Weider A., Windorah c
171 Weinholz Frederick, P.O. Mary-
borough c
172 Weir Joseph, Bowen River c
173 Weir W., Norman Park c
174 Weislein Mrs. Theresa, G.P.O. Bris-
bane f
175 Welch --, Charters Towers e t
176 Welden Mrs., Hospital, Brisbane c
177 Wellesley Mrs., Rockhampton c
178 Wellington Aaron A., Charters
Towers c
-179 Wellington Mrs. J., P.O. Charters
Towers in
180 Wells -, Drummer's Creek c
181 Wells Miss Amy, near Maryborough c
182 Wells A. S. L.,. Thursday island c
183 Wells H. A. M., Maryborough c
184 Wells Jno., Charters Towers c
185 Wells Owen, Rockhampton c
186 Welsh G. J., Petrie's Creek c
187 Welsh John, Herberton o
188 Wen N. G., Brisbane e
189 Wernegreen W. H., Ann street c
190 West A., Charters Towers c
191 West A., Dalby c
192 West Charles, Springsure c
193 West Mrs. F., P.U. Boggo c
194 West T., Queenton c
195  West W. L., Edward street c
196 Wesbburn Dr. W., Valley c
197 Westmore J. W. C., Warwick c
198 Weston Mrs. H .  E., Croydon c
199 Whatley G., Kangaroo Hills c
200 Wheeler Mrs. Jane, Cairns o c
201 Wheeler W., P.O. Townsville c
202 Whelan Bros., Normanton c
203 Whicher H., P.O. Brisbane c
204 Whilder Mrs., Rockhampton c
205 Whipham Miss Birdie Sandgate c
206 Whitaker Weston ,  P A  Townsville  it  k
207 Whitby George, Valley o c
208 Whitchurch  -,  Brisbane c
209 White and White  (dentists ),  Brisbane c
210 White -, Hope street ,  South Bris-
bane c
211 White  -,  Georgetown c
212 White  Miss  Emily, P.O. Albion
213 White Miss E .,  South Brisbane u k
214 White E. E., Rockhampton c
215 White F. D., Roma c
216 White Gavin, Omdooroo Station c
217 White George, P .O. Brisbane a
218 White G., Belmont Creek c
219 White James ,  P.O. Torbanlea c
220 White Joe, P .O. Brisbane c
221 White John, Rockhampton c
222 White John, P.O. Gympie c
223 White Jno., Highgate Hill c
224 White Robert, Debo c
225 White S. M. A., Rockhampton c
226 White William, Cooktown u k
227 White Wm., Ravenswood o c
228 White W., Golden Valley c
229 White W. T., Ann street, Brisbane m
230 Whitehead W. R., Rockhampton  in  (2)
231 Whitehouse Miss C. A., P.O. Brisbane
uk
232 Whitehouse W., Charters Towers c233 Whiting S., Howard c
234 Whiteside bliss  Mary,  Herbert River c
23.5 Whithstone A. H., Rockhampton c
236 Whiting T., Bundaberg c
237 Whitley W., P.O. Croydon u k
238 Whitson Wm., P.O .  Cairns s
239 Whittaker Mrs. Sarah S., P.U. Bris-
bane c
240 Whitterow W., Mount Pleasant,
Gympie  it  k
241 Whittick H. J., Killa rn ey c
242 Whitting Mrs., North Quay  c
243 Whitton C. H., P.O .  Tingalpa c
244 Whitworth George ,Graziers 'Butchering
Company, Brisbane  it  k (2)
245 Whitworth George, P.O .  Toowoomba
uk
246 Whitworth Thomas, South Brisbane c
247 Whyte William ,  Spring Hill c
248 Wicker E. H., Ingham c
249 Wickers John, Sandgate c
250 Wickham A., P.O. Ipswich  it  k
251 Wickham John, St. Lawrence c
252 Wiese William ,  P.O. Brisbane c
2M  White Robert ,  Sandown o
254 Wigley Rd., Black Jack c
255 Wigmore Capt. H.,  Norinanton c
256 Wikman J., St. Lawrence c
257 Wilcox C. L., P.O. Rockhampton in
258 Wilde  -,  West End c
259 Wilkes J., P.O. Valley  in
260 Wilkie Ellen, Bowen Hills o c
261 Wilkie J. W., Croydon c
262 Wilkinson John, Charters Towers c
263 Wilkinson S., Valley c
264 Wilkinson William ,  Blackall s
265 Wicks  -,  Tivoli c
266 Williamson Mrs. G. ,  P.O. Brisbane s
267 Willan  -,  Paddington c
268 Willand William, P.O. Brisbane o c
269 Willet J., North Side ,  Mackay c
270 Willey  -,  Charters Towers c
271 Willey Henry, Herberton c
272 Willey H., Cooktown c
273 William  Mrs., Valley c
274 Williams  -,  Brisbane c
275 Williams  ,  Charters Towers c
276 Williams  -,  Cairns c
277 Williams  -  Cooktown c
278 Williams Mrs ,., Lytton c
279 Williams Alfred Rockhampton o
280 Williams Miss B., Rockhampton c
281 Williams Charles ,  Maryborough  it  k
282 Williams C., Rockhampton c
283 Williams Mrs. C.,  Rockhampton c
284 Williams C. Lloyd, Beauaraba c
285 Williams David, Rockhampton c
286 Williams Evans ,  South Brisbane c
287 Williams Evan C.,  Gympie s
288 Williams E., Valley c
299 Williams E. J.,  Gympie c
290 Williams Mrs. E .  M., Cooper 's Plains c
291 Williams E. R., P.O. Queenton u k
292 Williams Fredk .,  P.O. Brisbane o c
293 Williams F., Charters Towers o
294 Williams Geo., Cunnamulla c
295 Williams G., Charlotte street c
296 Williams Henry, Blackstone c
297 Williams H., New Farm c
298 Williams H., Stanthorpe c (3)
299 Williams James, Barcaldine c
300 Williams James Mount Perry c
301 Williams John ,  Carandotta Station c
302 Williams John, Jondaryan c
303 Williams John, Charters Towers c
304 Williams J., South Brisbane s
305 Williams J., Mount Perry c
306 Williams Miss L .,  Y.O. Brisbane c
307 Williams M., South Brisbane c
308 Williams Mrs. M .,  Stanley streetlEast c
309 Williams Patrick, Morven c
310 Wihiams R.,  Spring Hill c
311 Williams R., Normanton c
312 Williams R. M., Warwick;c
313 Williams R. S., Ipswich c
314 Williams Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
31.5 Williams T. L., Bundaberg e t (2)
316 Williams William. Charters Towers o c
317 Williams William, Thyluiigra Station c
318 Williams W., Blackstone c
319 Williamson David, Brisbane u k
320 Wi ll iamson E., P.O. Queenton  it  k
321 Williamson G., Torbanlea o
322 Williamson James, Lake's Creek o c
323 Williamson J., Thargomindah s
324 Williard Ed., Mount Abundance c
325 Willimson D., P.O. Brisbane c
326 Willis C .,  Eidsvold c
327 Willis E., Charters Towers c
328 Willis Gee., Jericho c
329 Willis R. C. B., Brisbane c
330 Willows -, Ipswich road c
331 Willows J. F., P.O. Townsville  in
332 Wills Jno .,  Charters Towers c (2)
333 Wilmot  -,  Spring Hill c
334 Wilmot R. W. E., Grammar School  in
33.5 Wilmott  -,  Spring Hill c
336 Wilson  -,  Queen street c
337 Wilson  -,  Woongarra e
338 Wil lson Wrs .,  Maryborough c
339 Wilson Miss, P.O. Townsville c
340 Wilson Adam, P.O. Brisbane o c
341 Wilson Andrew, Beenleigh c
342 Wilson A., Thargomindah Station c (3)
343 Wilson A. C., Kangaroo Point c
344 Wilson C., Maytown c
345 Wilson Emmeline, P.O. Brisbane o
346 Wilson Frank ,  Logan road c
347 Wilson George Aramac o
348 Wilson G., Woollongabba c
349 Wilson Mrs. G .,  New Farm c
350 Wilson Jack, Georgetown c
351 Wilson James, P.U. Brisbane o c
352 Wilson Jas., Gympie c
353 Wilson John, Kilkivan o
354 Wilson Jno., P .U. Brisbane e t
355 Wilson John, Bundaberg c
356 Wilson Jas. bt .,  Townsville o c
357 Wilson J., P.O. Brisbane e t
358 Wilson J.,  Stanley street c
3.59 Wilson J., Charters Towers c
360 Wilson J. C., Kangaroo Point c
361 Wilson  J. G., P.O.  Brisbane c
362 Wilson J. P., West End c
363 Wilson Mrs. M.  (care of Mrs. Bates)
Queenton u k
364 Wilson M. B., Golden Valley, Croy
don c
365 Wilson Robert, New Farm  it  k
366 Wilson R. W., Ipswich road c
367 Wilson Stephen, Bundanba c
368 Wilson S. St. Com., Gayndah c
369 Wilson Thomas, Brisbane o
3' , 0 Wilson Thos .,  Kingsholme c
371 Wilson Wm. F., Townsville n z
372 Wilson W., Muttaburra s
373  Wilson W. B , Brisbane u k
374 Wilson W. R., Brisbane a
375 Wilson Edward, Bowen o
376 Winbush W., Townsville  it  k
377 Windsor Fred .,  Croydon c
378 Winfield Thomas, Eidsvold c (2)
379 Wing field P., California Creek c
380 Winnard Wilhelmina, Cooktown o c
381 Winnett C., P.O. Brisbane  it  k (2)
382 Winter F. P., Brisbane f
383 Winter H., Jericho c
384 Winterbine A., Lake's Creek c
385 Winternight Miss ,  Maryborough c
386 Wintom J., Gympie c
387  Wise Chas. (B.l.S.N.  " Chyebassa"),
Thursday  Island c
388 Wise J .,  Spring Hill c
389 Wisken Charles ,  Maytown o c
390 Witall  --,  Si an Hill Estate c
391 With Jas., Adelaide street c
392 Withers C., P.O. Townsville c
393 Wittall --, Swan Hill c
394 Witterroone E. H., Geraldton a
393 Wittingham S. H. F., Dulacca c
396 Wolfe W.,  St. George c
397 Woiiya  Robert ,  Ruokha.npton s
398 Wood -, Rockhampton c
399 Wood E .,  6-gang ,  191 miles c
400 Wood G .  H., Cairns c
401 Wood  Miss  Mary, P .O. Brisbane o c (2)
402 Wood Peter ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
403 Wood T .  P., Hughenden c
404 Wood W .,  Benambia s
405 Woodbridge C., Charters Towers c
405 Woodburn J., Charters Towers c
407 Woodcock Thomas ,  Brisbane c
408 Woodhorn John ,  One-Mile, Gympie c
409 Woodhouse Mrs. Highgate Hill c
410 Woodhouse H., +oowon c
411 Woodruff Robert, Greenhill c (2)
412 Woods George ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
413 Woods Harry, P .O. Rockhampton u k
414 Woods  Mrs. L.,  Spring Hill s
415 Woods Patt, P.O. Lake's Creek c
416 Woods Wm. E., Red Hi ll e  and s
417 Woodward F, Eidsvold u k
418 Woodward H., Pialba c
419 Woolfitt J., Gympie c (2)
420 Woolley Albert, St .  Helena o c
421 Wormald Jacob, P.O. Brisbane.u k
422 Worth  0., Mayne road c
423 Wragge A. D., Isisford c
424 Wrangham J. H., Charters Towers s
425 Wren J H., Queensland Brewery c
426 Wright  M rs., Kangaroo Point c
427 Wright Miss ,  Stanley street c
428 Wright Mrs. B .  J., P.O. Normanton e
429 Wright David, South Brisbane c
430 Wright Edward, Croydon c
431 Wright Edwin  (carrier ),  Hughenden e
432 Wright Henry, Mount Perry Railway
Station c
433 Wright Jas., Gebangle u k
434 Wright Mrs. James ,  Thursday Island c
435 Wright J. T., Beenleigh c (3)
436 Wright J. T., Southport c
437 Wright S. H., Normanton and Croydon
roads c
438 Wright Theodore ,  Coorparoo c
439 Wright Thomas, Mackay c
440 Wright Win., Georgetown  in
441 Wright  W.  T., Palparara Station o
442 Wrightson  W illiam, South Brisbane c
443 Wrightson W., Woollongabba c
444 Wrighton  --,  Spring Hill c
445 Wrudle H., Blackwater c
446 Wylie J., East Brisbane c
447 Wyle J .  M., Mowbray Town, Lytton
road c
Y.
1 YAGGS Richard, Milo No. 2 c
2 Yardley Mrs. James, Red Hill c
3 Yaldwyn W. E., Townsville c (2)
4 Yarmouth Wm., P.O. Brisbane u k
5 Yates Jas., Maryborough s
6 Yeates Hugh, Normanton c
7 Yee Lee, Cairns c
8 Yes Mrs. G., South Brisbane n z
9 Yess Sam., Dalby s
10 Yesber H., Charters Towers c (2)
11 Yet Ching, Rockhampton c
12 Young, Bostock, and Co,, Townsville m
13 Young Alex. J., Herberton m
14 Young A. D., Beenleigh c
15 Young A. D., Tallebudgera c
16 Young A. D., Mount Cotton c
17 Young C., Hughenden Railway c
18 Young Mrs. Edwin, Wickham terrace c
19 Young Geerge, North Ipswich c
339
20 Young H., Brisbane s
21 Young Miss Julia, Toowoomba s
22 Young L. Y., Windorah c
23 Young Robert, Riverview c
24 Young Thomas Croydon c
25 Youard E. F., Townsville c
26 Yuen  Kum,  Rockhampton c
27 Yuen Kum, Rockhampton c
28  Yuen Hong Chong, Rockhampton c
29 Yue Yuen, Scrubby Creek o
Z.
1 ZAGANI Felix, Breakfast Creek s
2 Zeller M., Charters Towers s
3 Zigenbine Andrew, Normanton c
4 Zillmann Mrs., Toowoomba in
5 Zillmann E. H., Toowoomba s
6 Zillman Rev. J. H. L.,Toowoombac, s,
and m (6)
7 Zisclike G., Laidley c
8 Zollett Mrs., senr., Ipswich c
Initials, &c.
1 Miss A. B., P.O. Brisbane c
2 A. B. C., North Pine c
3 A. L., P.O. Brisbane c
4 A. L. A., P.O. Brisbane c
5 A. S., Toowoomba c
6 B. J., Hamilton c
7 E. G., Toowoomba c
8 E. J., P.O. Brisbane c
9 E. J., P.O. Brisbane c
10 F. H., Charters Towers c
11 G. D. H., Charters Towers c (2)
12 L. M. N., P.O. Brisbane c
13 M. C., P.O. Brisbane c
14 R. T. A., Enoggera e t
15 Agent Standard Sewing Machine,
Rockhampton c
16 Annifer, Homebush e t
17 Anthony Lavary Mootoo, Johnstone
River c
18 Australasian Debt Collecting Society,
Brisbane c
19 Barroo, Mary borough c
20 Black Tick, Normanton c
21 Borussia, Taraml)a c (2)
22 Charlis Aola, Ten-Mile, Rockhamp-
ton c
23 Charley How (S. S.I. ), Bundabeag o c
24 Coccade, P.O. Brisbane c
25 Commercial Union Assurance Coy.
Limited, Rockhampton c
26 Concord, Arthur street, Spring Hill c
27 Consul de France, Cooktown/
28 Consulat de Denmark,  Brisbane f
29 Corn Doctor, P.O. Brisbane s
30 Critic, Bundaberg m
31 Dan Ambrim, Sugar- mill, near Been-
leigh s
32 Dawn of Hope G. M. Coy., Towns.
ville c
33 Dawn of Hope G. Al. Coy. (care of  S.
Sarard), Exchange c
34 Debt Collecting Society, Maryborough c
35  The Directors Taranganba G. M. Co.,
Rockhampton e
36 Drover in Charge,  Swanvale  Cattle,
Tambo c
37 Editor,  Gazette,  Mount Perry c
[DECEMBER.
38 Haikel  Mousalem , Rockhampton s
39 Henrick Celua (Cingalese), Townsville c
40 Ihben, Wenford Downs, Barcoo River c
41 Incha A.  Bass  (Malay), Townsville c
42 Isa , P.O. Brisbane c
43 Isufalla  Sareng, Brisbane f
44 Jack Tawkkan,  Bingera s
45 James Gualsharle Funnelays, Mackay e
46  Janiey'Ambrym (S. S.I. ), Pleystowe Plan-
tation, Mackay c
47 Lizzie, Boarding-house, South Bris-
bane c
48 Louis, Toowoomba c
49 Mail, Mitchell m
50 Manager , Adria Downs Station, Charle-
ville s
51 Manager, Central Queensland F. E. Co.,
Rockhampton c
52 Manager, Clara Block Gin Co., Charters
Towers c
53  Manager, Corella Station Dalrymple c
54 Manager, Eastern Gold Mining Co.,
Gympie c (5)
55 Manager, English and American Sadd
lery Co., Rockhampton o
56 Manager, Nil Desperandum Dept.,
Woollongabba c
57 Manager, Rosebrook Station, Jundah c
58 Marulo Manilo, Cooktown o
59 Matron, Servants' Home, William
street s
60 Muriant (care  of - McMahon),
Maneroo e t
61 Nil Desperandum Coal and Wood
Dept. c
62 Noorly Bhandary (ship "Joboni "),
Brisbane f
63 Opera House Luncheon rooms c
64 Owner or Manager, Promised Land,
Tambo c
65 Pat (care of Palmer), Gladstone c
66 Person in Charge, Lake Dunn Fat
Cattle, Barcaldine c
67 President, Phaenix Rifle Club, Cook-
town o c
68 Private, P.O. Brisbane c
69 Proprietor,  Mining Gazette,  Mount
Perry c and o c (2)
70 Propietor of Mines, Herberton f
71 Queensland Electrical Company, Bris-
bane s
72 Richmond, Brisbane c
73 Sariman, Malay Pyramid Plantation,
Cairns c
74 Secretary Buudanba D.B.L. and B.
Society c
75 Secretary Howard Jockey Club,  vid
Maryborough c
76 Secretary Order of Royal Forresters
Court, Leichhardt No. 502 o
77 Secretary Protestant Hall, Rockhamp-
ton c
78 St. Joseph's Band, Rockhampton e
79 Secretary United Operative Brick-
layer's Society o (3)
80 Soapy -, P.O. Brisbane c
81 Surey Tanner (S.S.I.), Bundaberg c
82 Tom Tanna (" kanaka"), Bundaberg s
83 Veritas -, P.O. Brisbane c
84 Waterstown Coal Association, Ipswich c
85 Waterstown Coal and Coke Co., South
Brisbane c
86 Wesleyan -, Nerang Creek c
87 Whongchee -, Moore's Creek c
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROC ATION,
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HuNTEB PALxxx,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] e1 aal and lit.  George, President
A. H.  PAL =%  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Governgwnt
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the Vrovisions of  " The
Orown Lands Act of  1884, ' I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALxER ,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for Sale by Public Auction,
at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock
on the days specified ,  at the upset price affixed to
each lot  respectively.
Tzn is : One-fQurt4 cash  ;  the baaaMce in three
equal instalments at 4, 8, and 12  mouth o.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Lots which may xemo n unsold shall, at and after
Eleven o'clock on the day fo llowing suph Auction,
and for one mouth subsequent to the day of sale, be
open to Selection by purchase at the upset pripe.
The Deed, $ rvey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged accor4ing to the scale estab li shed by the
Act  aid  Regulations.
SALE AT BELL 'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON THURSDAY ,  THB 7TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
.No f No of No.  of Price
Per
Lot. IAllotinent  Section . Area. Lot.
----1i A. R. P. £ .
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. ofLot. No. OfAllotmeilt No. Of$ction. Area. PrLot.ice *r
A. R. P. 2  S.
4 4 I" 1 0 2 25 0
5 5 1 1 0 12 26 0
6 1 2 1 0 0 25 0
7 2 2 1 0 0 25 0
8 3 2 1 0 0 25 0
9 4 2 1 0 0 25 0
10 5 2 1 0 0 25 0
11 1 3 100 250
12 2 3 1 0 0 25 0
13 3 3 1 0 0 25 0
14 4 8 1 0 0 25 0
15 6 8 1 0 0 25 0
16 1 4 1 0 0 25 0
17 2 4 1 0 0 25 0
18 3 4 1 0 0 25 0
19 4 4 1 0 0 25 0
20 5 4 1 0 0 25 0
21 1 6 1 0 0 25 0
22 2 5 1 0 0 25 0
23 3 5 1 0 0 25 0
24 4 5 1 0 0 25 0
25 5 5 1 0 0 25 0
26 1 6 1 0 0 25 0
27 2 6 1 0 0 25 0
28 3 6 1 0 0 25 0
29 4 6 1 0 0 26 0
30 5 6 1 0 0 25 0
SUBU RBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley ,  parish of Oxley.
(These  allotments are situated  at the Wolston
Station ,  on the Railway Line fr om Brisbane
to Ipswich ,  and are subdivisions  of portion
153.)
TOWN LOTS. 31 1 1 1 0 0 25 0
parish of Yeerongpilly town ofCounty of Stanley 32 2 1 1 0 2 25 0,,
Booran. 33 3 1 1 0 2 25 034 4 1 1 0 8 25 0(This town is situated on the South Coast Railway 35 5 1 1 0 44 25 0Line, about ten miles from Brisbane.) 36 1 2 1 0 0 250
1 1 1 1 0 36 30 0 37 2 2 1 0 0 25 0
2 I 2 1 1 0 15 28 0 38 3 2 1 0 0 25 0
3 3 1 1 0 6 26 0 39 4 2 1 0 0 25 0
43
342
No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
-A-$. _P.1 £ S.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 2
1 0 2
1 0 0
0 3 30
0 3 37
0 3 29
0 2 0
0  2  10
0 2 4
0 2 3
0 1 3812
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
22 0
25 0
24 0
12 0
14 0
14 0
14 0
12 0
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera.
(These allotments are situated about one mile from
the Toowong Railway Station, and adjoin the
east  boundary of Mount Coottha Park.)
1 2 2 3 0
2 2 2 3 28
3 2 4 3 9
3A 2 0 2 29
4 2 3 036
5 2 4 3 33
6 2 2 1 38
7 2 2 2 22
8 2 2 2 28
9 2 4 027
1 4 1 1 39
2 4 2 0 5
3 4 2 2 24
4 4 2 2 39
5 4 1 1 4
6 4 1 3 26
1 5 3 0 23
2 5 4 125
3 5 4 1 18
4 5 3 234
5 5 3 216
6 5 4 037
7 5 1 320
8 5 3 134
9 5 1 236
165 0
175 0
285 0
42 0
195 0
300 0
150 0
160 0
160 0
240 0
90 0
120 0
160 0
165 0
75 0
110 0
190 0
265 0
260 0
220 0
215 0
250 0
112 0
210 0
105 0
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
(These allotments are situated about one mile from
the Taringa Railway Station, and adjoin the
south boundary of the Mount Coottha Park.)
78 1 1 3 2 38 190 0
79 2 1 4 1 4 225 0
80 3 1 3 0 5 150 0
81 6 1 4 1 16 225 0
82 7 1 3 3 13 190 0
83 1 2 4 3 16 240 0
84 1 3 3 3 4 190 0
85 2 3 5 0 0 250 0
COUNT RY LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron.
(These portions are situated on the right bank of
Cabbage Tree Creek, about half-a-mile west of
the crossing of the road to Sandgate.)
Portion.
86 1332 I ... I 20 1 12 65 087 335 14 0 0 60 0
County of Stanley, parish of Nundah.
(This portion is situated about one and a-quarter
mile east of Bald Hills Station, on the North
Coast Railway, and is about two and a-half
miles  from Sandgate.)
88 ) 181 1 ... I 18 1 34 100 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BUNDA-
BERG,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section.
Area. I Price perLot.
A. R. P. ^ i £ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Cook, parish of Otoo.
(These allotments are subdivisions  of a Reserve at
the north-east corner of portion 1, and are
situated about one mile north of the Bunda-
berg and Mount Perry Railway Line.)
2 10 1 1 15 11 0
3 10 1 0 0 8 0
4 10 1 0 0 8 0
6 10 1 0 0 8 0
7 10 1 0 0 8 0
8 10 1 0 0 8 0
9 10 1 0 0 8 0
10 10 1 0 0 14 0
11 10 1 0 0 7 0
12 10 1 0 0 7 0
13 10 1 0 0 7 0
14 10 1 0 0 7 0
15 10 1 0 0 7 0
16 10 1 0 0 7 0
17 10 1 0 0 7 0
18 10 1 0 23 9 0
19 10 1 0 17 9 0
20 10 1 0 0 8 0
21 10 1 0 0 8 0
22 10 1 0 0 8 0
23 10 1 0 0 8 0
24 10 1 0 0 8 0
25 10 1 0 0 8 0
26 10 1 0 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BARCAL-
DINE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I A. It. P. J £ s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Rodney, parish of  Barcaldine.
(These portions are situated on the Barcaldine Town
Reserve, about two miles north of the Railway
Station.)
1 62v ,.. 20 0 0 20 0
2 63v ... 20 0 0 20 0
3 64v ... 20 0 0 20 0
4 65v ... 20 0 0 20 0
5 66v ... 20 0 0 20 0
6 67v ... 40 0 0 40 0
7 68v ... 40 0 0 40 0
8 69v ... 40 0 0 40 0
9 70v ... 40 0 0 40 0
10 71v ... 20 0 0 20 0
11 72v ... 20 0 0 20 0
12  73v 20 0 0 20 0
13 74v
...  20 0 0 20 0
14 75v
...  20 0 0 20 0
15 76v ... 20 0 0 20 0
16 77v ... 20 0 0 20 0
17 78v 20 0 0 20 0
18 79v ... 20 0 0 20 0
19 80v ... 20 0 0 20 0
20 81v ... 40 0 0 40 0
21 82v ... 40 0 0 40 0
22 83v ... 40 0 0 40 0
23 84v ... 40 0 0 40 0
24 85v ... 20 0 0 20 0
25 86v ... 20 0 0 20 0
26 87v ... 20 0 0 20 0
27 88v ... 20 0 0 20 0
28 89v ... 20 0 0 20 0
U43
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BIRDSVILLE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 19TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of NO ' t No.  of Price perLot Area.jAllotu.cuJ Section. f I  Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS - continued.
o of No of
1
No.  of 1
it
I Price per
but. Allotment 111 Section_ 111 Area. T.,t
A. R. P £ s 70 2 4
A  p  p
5 0 0
- C.
10 0
71 3 4 5 0 0 10 0TOWN LOTS. 72 4 4 5 0 0 10 0County of Roseberry, parish of Betoota, town of
Beeooota.
(Situated on the left bank of Brown Creek, near
Mount Leonard Station District of Gregory
TOWN LOTS.
County of Roseberry, parish of Muddawarry, town
,
South.) of Birdsville.
1 1 1 0 2 0 4 0 (This town is situated on the Diamantina River,
2 2 1 0 2 0 4 0 near  the South Australian Border.)
3 3 1 0 2 0 4 0 73 4 3 0 2 0 8 0
*4 4 1 0 2 0 12 0 74 6 3 0 2 0 8 0
5 5 1 0 2 0 4 0 75 10 4 0 2 0 8 0
6 6 1 0 2 0 4 0 76 1 6 0 2 0 12 0
7 7 1 0 2 0 4 0 *  The purchaser  of Lot 4 to pay  £ 230 for improvements.
8 8 1 0 2 0 4 0
9 9 1 0 2 0 4 0
10 10 1 0 2 0 4 0
11 1 2 0 2 0 4 0
12 2 2 0 2 0 4 0 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
13 2 0 2 0 4 0 COOKTOWN,
14 4 2 0 2 0 4 0 ON TUESDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY  OF MARCH, 1889.
15 5 2 0 2 0 4 0
16 6 2 0 2 0 4 0 .o of No. of No. of Price pet
17 7 2 0 2 0 4 0 Lot. AllotmentSection . Arearea. Lot18 8 2 0 2 0 4 0
19 9 2 0 2 0 4 0 A. R. P. £ s.
20 10 2 0 2 0 4 0
21 1 3 0 2 0 4 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
22 2 3 0 2 0 4 0 County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of
23 3 3 0 2 0 4 0 Cooktown.
24 4 3 0 2 0 4 0 (These allotments are situated at the Four- mile on
25 5 3 0 2 0 4 0 the Palmer road, and on the south side of the
26 6 3 0 2 0 4 0 Railway Line.)
27 7 3 0 2 0 4 0 1 1 68 5 0 0 90 0
28 8 3 0 2 0 4 0 2 2 68 5 3 27 75 0
29 9 3 0 2 0 4 0 3 3 68 5 0 28 50 0
30 10 3 0 2 0 4 0 4 4 68 4 2 39 45 0
31 1 4 0 2 0 4 0
32 2 4 0 2 0 4 0 County of Banks, parish of Solander, town of
33 3 4 0 2 0 4 0 Marton.
34 8 4 0 2 0 4 0 (These allotments are situated between portion 2
35 9 4 0 2 0 4 0 and the Railway Line,  near  the town.)
36 10 4 0 2 0 4 0 5 1 13 3 3 23 16 0
37 1 5 0 2 0 4 0 6 2 13 4 0 0 20 0
38 2 5 0 2 0 4 0 7 3 13 4 0 18 20 0
39 3 5 0 2 0 4 0 8 1 14 3 0 17 15 0
40 4 5 0 2 0 4 0 9 2 14 3 2 8 17 10
41 5 5 0 2 0 4 0 10 3 14 3 2 26 18 0
42 6 5 0 2 0 4 0 11 4 14 3 3 3 19 0
43 7 5 0 2 0 4 0
44 8 5 0 2 0 4 0 COUNTRY LOTS.
45 9 5 0 2 0 4 0
46 10 5 0 2 0 4 0 County of Banks, parish of Solander.
47 1 6 0 2 0 4 0 (These portions are situated on the left bank of
48 2 6 0 2 0 4 0 Eight-mile Creek, being subdivisions of that
49 3 6 0 2 0 4 0 part of the Police Reserve south of the Railway
50 4 6 0 2 0 4 0 Line.)
51 5 6 0 2 0 4 0 Portion.
52 6 6 0 2 0 4 0 12 24v ... 20 2 24 50 0
53 7 6 0 2 0 4 0 13  25v ...  20 0 0 50 0
54 8 '6 0 2 0 4 0 14 26v ... 20 0 0 50 0
55 9 6 0 2 0 4 0 15 27v ... 40 0 0 100 0
56 10 6 0 2 0 4 0 16 28v ... 40 0 0 100 0
17 29v ... 40 0 0 100 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 18 30v . 25 0 0 62 0
Parish of Betoota.
. .
19 31v ... 29 0 0 72 0
(These lots are situated about half-a-mile west of 20 32v ... 38 0 0 95 0
the town sections.) 21 33v ... 40 0 0 60 0
57 1 1 I 5 0 0 10 0 22 34v ... 40 0 0 A0 0
58 2; 1 5 0 0 10 0 23 35v ... 40 0 0 60 0
59 3 1 5 0 0 10 0 24 36v ... 40 0 0 60 0
60 4 1 5 0 0 10 0 25 37v ... 40 0 0 60 0
61 1 2 5 0 0 10 0 26 38v ... 40 0 0 60 0
62 2 2 5 0 0 10 0 27 39v ... 35 0 0 52 0
63  3 2 5 0 0 10 0 28 40v ... 22 0 0 33 0
64 4 2 5 0 0 10 0 29 41v ... 20 0 0 30 0
65 1 3 5 0 0 10 0 30  42v ...  29 1 14 45 0
66 2 3 5 0 0 10 0 31 43v ... 26 1 16 40 0
67 3 3 6 0 0 10 0 32 44v ... 40 0 0 60 0
68 4 3 6 0 0 10 0 33 45v ... 40 0 0 60 0
69 1 4 6 0 0 10 0 34 46v ... 15 0 0 23 0
344
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued. TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of No.  Of No. of Ar Price per No of No. of No. of Ar a I': ice perLot. Portion. ea.Section. Lot. Lot. Allotment) section . e . i Lot.
A. B. P. 1 £ S. I I A. B. P £ s.
(These  portions are situated  to the south of the 6 7 1 0 2 0 6 0
old Police Paddock.) 7 8 1 0 2 0 5 0
35 47Y ... 18 3 18  19 0 8 9 1 0 2 0 5 0
36 48v ... 29 2 38  29 15 9 10 1 0 2 0 5 0
37 49v 30 0 0  30 0 10 11 1 0 2 0 5 0
38  50v
... 24 0 9  24 5 11 1 2 0 2 10 5 15
39  51v
... 25 3 26  26 0 12 2 2 0 2 0 5 0
40  52v
... 22 2 19  22 15 13 3 2 0 2 0 5 0
41  58v 23 0 33  23 5 14 4 2 0 2 0 5 0
42  54v
... 40 0 0  40 0 15 5 2 0 2 0 5 0
48  55v  ... 23 0 0  23 0 16 6 2 0 2 0 5 0
44 56v
... 25 0 0  25 0 17 7 2 0 2 0 5 0
45 57v  ... 17 0 0  17 0 18 8 2 0 2 0 5 0
46  58v  ... 34 0 0  34 0 19 9 2 0 2 0 5 0
47  59v
... 20 0 0  20 0 20 10 2 0 3 2 7 10
48 60v  4000  40 0 21  1  3 0 139 5 0
49 61v  ... 40 0 0  40 0 22 2 3 0 2 0 5 0
50  62v  ... 40 0 0  40 0 23 3 3 0 2 0 5 0
51  63v  ... 34 2 0  34 10 24 4 3 0 2 0 5 0
52 64v  ... 40 0 0  40 0 25 6 3 0 2 0 5 0
53  65v  ... 40 0 0  40 0 26 6 3 0 2 0 5 0
54 66v  ... 39 3 0  40 0 27 7 3 0 2 0 5 0
55 67v  ... 20 2 6 20 10 28 8 3 0 2 0 5 0
56 68v  ... 21 0 0 21 0 29 9 3 0 2 0 5 0
57 69v  ... 40 0 0 40 0 30 10 3 0 2 0 5 0
58 70v  ... 40 0 0 40 0 31 11 3 0 2 0 5 0
59 71v  ... 40 0 0 40 0 32 12 3 0 1 39 5 0
(These  portions are part of  the old Police 33 13 3 0 1 3934 1 4 0 219
5
6
0
5Paddock.) 35 2 4 0 2 16 6 060 72v ... 19 116 50 0 36 3 4 0 2 38 7 1061 73v ... 20 0 0 50 0 37 4 4 0 324 9 062 74v ... 20 0 0 50 0 38 5 4 1 0 16 11 0
County  of Banks, parish  of Monkhouse. 39 6 4 1 0 0 10 0
(These  portions  are situated between Waterfall 40 7 4 1 0 0 10 0
Creek and the Pacific Ocean on the south 41 8 4 1 0 9 10 10
boundary  of portion 9v.)63  8v 40 0 0 40 0 SUBURBAN LOTS....
64 9v .. 40 0 0 40 0 42 1 5 5 1 20 21 0
65 10v ... 26 0 0 26 0 43 2 5 • 5 0 0 20 0
66 11v ... I 23 1 6 2310 4.4 1 6 4 211 22 0
67  12*  ... 40 0 0 40 0 45 2 6 4 2 11 22 0
68 13v ... 40 0 0 40 0 46 3 6 4 2 15 22 0
69 14v ... 40 0 0 40 0 47 4 6 3 3 27 15 0
70 15v ... 40 0 0 40 0 48 5 6 4 2 4 18 0
71 16v ... 40 0 0 40 0 49 3 7 5 0 0 20 0
72 17v ... 40 0 0 40 0 50 4 7 4 3 34 201
0
0
Parish of Monkhouse. 51 5 7 452 1 9 4
1 2
0 30
7
12 10
(These portions  are situated  on the left bank of 53 2 19  4 0 32 12 10
Mungumby or Byer's Creek, about  one mile 54 2 11 4 3 8 14 10
above its confluence  with the Annan River.) 55 10 11 4 3 8 14 10
73 39v ... 40 0 0 40 0 56 11 11 4 3 8 14 10
74 40v ... 40 0 0 40' 0 57 1 12 4 3 0 14 10
75 41v ... 36 0 0 36 0 58 2 12 7 3 35 24 0
76 42v ... 40 0 0 40 0 59 3 12 8 0 0 24 0
77 43v ... 40 0 0 40 0 60 4 12 7 3 22 23 10
78 44v ... 40 0 0 40 0 61 5 12 9 1 0 28 0
79 45v ... 35 0 0 35 0 62 1 13 8 3 8 26 10
80 46v ... 19 0 0 19 0 63 4 13 9 2 35 29 0
81 47v ... 39 1 18 40 0 64 1 14 6 3 33 21 0
82 48v ... 40 0 0 40 0 65 2 14  6 0 30 18 10
66 1 15  5 2  27 17 0
67 2 15 4 1 10 13 0
68 3 15 4 0 22 13 0SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE' 69 4 15 4 1 5 13 0
ON TUESDAY,  THE 6TH  DAY OF MARCH, 1889. 70 5 15 4 3 12 14 10
71 6 15 5 0 0 15 0
N o of No. of No. of Price per 72 7 15 4 3 8 14 10.
Lot. (Allotment Section. Area. Lot. 73 8 15 4 3 8 14 10
74 9 15 4 3 8 14 10
V  I A. B. P. I £ d. 75 11 15 4 3 8 14 10
TOWN LOTS. 76 12 15 4 3 2 14 100County of March, parish of Gutchy, town of Miva. 77 1 16 478 2 16 4
2 15
2 1tE 1414 0(Situated on the Mary River, near the Miva 79 3 16 4 2 15 14 0
Crossing.) 80 4 16 4 3 8 14 10
1 2 1 0 2 0 5 0 81 5 16 4 3 8 14 10
2 3 1 0 2 0 5 0 82 6 16 8 0 0 24 0
3 4 1 0 2 0 5 0 83 12 16 7 1 15 21 0
4 5 1 0 2 0 6 0 84 13 16 4 1 24 13 0
5 1 6 1 0 2 0 5 0 85 14 16 4 1 23 13 0
345
No  of ! No. of
Lot. Allotment
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
A. R. P.
Parish of Miva.
Price per
Lot.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
86 3 1 4 1 34 13 10 A. B. P. I £ a.87 4 1 3 1 15 10 0
88
89
1
2
2
2
4
1
1 17
3 38
13
6
0
0
TOWN LOTS.
90 3 2 1 3 0 5 5 County of Stanley, parish of Ipswich, town of
91 4 2 1 1 12 4 0 Ipswich.
92 5 2 1 1 8 4 0 (These allotments have frontages to Cribb, Challinor,
93
94
6
7
2
2
1
1
1 6
1 1
4
4
0
0
Ferrett, and Thomas  streets.)
95 1 3 5 0 0 15 0 1 3 65 0 1 0 27 0
96 4 3 0 3 38 3 0 2 4 65 0 1 0 27 0
97 5 3 0 335 3 0 3 5 65 0 1 0 27 0
98 6 3 0 3 12 2 10 4 7 65 0 1 2 30 0
99 3 6 10 0 0 30 0 5 10 65 0 1 22P 45 0
100 4 6 10 0 0 30 0 6 11 65 0 1 19 0 42 0
101 5 6 10 0 0 30 0 7 12 65 0 1 1 40 0
102 6 6 8 1 8 25 0 8 13 65 0 1 13 37 0
108 2 7 8 2 0 25 0 9 15 65 0 1 8 31 0
104 3 7 8 3 25 26 0 10 16 65 0 1 0 27 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of March, parish of Curra.
County of Cavendish, parish of Biarra, town of
Eskvale.
(Situated between the Railway Line and the Mary- (These allotments are situated on the Campingborough road ,  east of portion 255.) Reserve on the right bank of Cressbrook CreekPortion.
0105 38v 25 3 29 26 at the crossing of the main road from
106 39v ... 16 3 5  17 Ipswich to Eskdale.)
County of Lennox, parish of Woonga. 11 1 1 0 136 4 0
(Situated west of portion 1291 and south of 12 2 1 0 2 0 4 0
portion 1292.) 13 3 1 0 2 0 4 014 4 1 0 2 0 4 0107 50v ... 24 0 6 24 5 15 5 1 0 1 34 4 0108 51v ... 12 1 0 12 5 16 6 1 0 2 0 4 0109 52v ... 20 3 36 21 0 17 7 1 0 2 0 4 0
TOWN LOTS. 18 8 1 0 2 0 4 0
19 9 1 0 2 0 4 0County of March, parish of Gympie, town of 20 10 1 0 2 0 4 0.Gympie. 21 11 1 0 2 0 4 0(This allotment is situated in the centre of the town, 22 12 1 0 2 0 4 0
and has frontages to Channon, Henry, and 23 13 1 0 2 0 4 0
O'Connell  streets.) 24 14 1 0 2 0 4 0Allotment.
1 I 1 1 85 0 0 27 40 0 25 1 2 0 3 29 7 1026 2 2 0 2 0 4 0County of Lennox, palish of Brooyar, town of 27 3 2 0 2 0 4 0
Glastonbury. 28 4 2 0 2 0 4 0
(These allotments are situated  near  Glastonbury 29 5 2 0 2 0 4 0
Creek, about nine miles south-west of Gympie, 30 6 2 0 2 0 4 0
and have frontages to three streets.) 31 7 2 0 2 0 4 0
32 8 2 0 139; 4 0
3 2 .) .3 0 1 320 4 0 33 1 3 0 2 0 4 0
34 2 3 0 2 0 4 0
35 3 3 0 2 0 4 0
36 4 3 0 2 0 4 0SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, 37 4 3 0 118 3 0
GERALDTON, 38 6 3 0 137 4 0
ON TUESDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889. 39 7 3 0 2 0 4 0
40 8 3 0 2 0 4 0
No of JNo. of I  Noof Price per 41 . 9 3 0 2 0 4 0
10:. unotmen
.
Section. Area. Lot. 42 . 10 3 0 2 0 4 0f
43 1 4 0 2 0 4 0
A. R. P. i. 44 2 4 0 2 0 4 0
45 3 4 0 2 0 4 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 46 4 4 0 2 0 4 0
County of Nares, parish of Johnstone, town of 47 5 4 0 2 27 5 10
Geraldton. 48 6 4 0 3 6 6 10
(These allotments are situated between the Race- 49 7 4 0 2 0 4 0
course and the west boundary of the Town 50 8 4 0 2 0 4 0
Reserve.) 51 9 4 0 2 0 4 0
1 1 3 1 222 16 0 52 10 4 0 2 0 4 0
2 2 3 1 2 21 16 0 53 1 6 0 2 9 4 0
3 3 3 1 2 21 16 0 54 2 6 0 2281 510
4 4 3 1 220 16 0 55 3 5 0 326 7 10
5 1 4 1 220 16 0 56 4 5 0 228 7 10
6 2 4 1 220 16 0 57 1 6 0 2 9 410
7 3 4 1 220 16 0 58 2 6 0 2 0 4 0
8 4 4 1 2 19 16 0 59 3 6 0 2 0 4 0
9 1 5 1 2 19 16 0 60 4 6 0 2151 5 0
10 2 5 1 219 16 0 61 5 6 0 313 7 0
11 3 5 1 2 18 16 0 62 6 6 0 2 0 4 0
12 4 5 1 3 36 19 0 63 7 6 0 2 0 4 0
13 1 6 1 3 5 18 0 64 8 6 0 2 28 5 10
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
TOWNSVILLE.
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
_r_1_1  A.  R. P.  £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah,
town of Townsville.
(These allotments are situated on Ross Island from
a quarter to half -a-mile from the main business
sites in Townsvi lle and on either side of the
Railway Line.)
1 1 176 0 1 0 75 0
2 2 176 0 1 0 75 0
3 3 176 0 1 0 75 0
4 4 176 0 0 39k 75 0
5 5 176 0 0 33-f2-065 0
6 6 176 0 0 36 0 70 0
7 7 176 0 1 0 75 0
8 8 176 0 1 0 75 0
9 1 177 0 1 0 75 0
10 2 177 0 1 0 75 0
11 3 177 0 1 0 75 0
12 4 177 0 1 0 75 0
13 5 177 0 1 0 75 0
14 6 177 0 1 0 75 0
15 7 177 0 1 0 75 0
16 8 177 0 1 0 75 0
17 9 177 0 131; 135 0
18 10 177 0 0 35 66 0
19 11 177 0 0  39w&75 0
20 12 177 0 1 0 75 0
21 13 177 0 1 0 75 0
22 14 177 0 1 0 75 0
23 15 177 0 1 0 75 0
24 16 177 0 1 0 75 0
25 17 177 0 1 0 75 0
26 1 178 0 0 36 67 10
27 2 178 0 0 36 67 10
28 3 178 0 0 36 67 10
29 4 178 0 0 36 67 10
30 5 178 0 0 36 67 10
31 6 178 0 0 36 67 10
32 7 178 0 0 36 67 10
33 8 178 0 0 36 67 10
34 9 178 0 0 36 67 10
35 10 178 0 0 36 67 10
36 11 178 0 0 36 67 10
37 12 178 0 0 36 67 10
38 13 178 0 0 36 67 10
39 14 178 0 0 36 67 10
40 15 178 0 0 36 67 10
41 16 178 0 0 36 67 10
42 17 178 0 1 9 92 0
43 1 179 0 0 24 45 0
44 2 179 0 0 24 45 0
45 3 179 0 0 24 45 0
46 4 179 0 0 24 45 0
47 5 179 0 0 24 45 0
48 6 179 0 0 24 45 0
49 7 179 0 0 24 45 0
50 8 179 0 0 24 45 0
51 9 179 0 024 45 0
52 10 179 0 0 24 45 0
53 11 179 0 0 24 52 10
54 12 179 0 0 24 52 10
55 13 179 0 024 52 10
56 14 179 0 0 24 52 10
57 15 179 0 0 24 52 10
58 16 179 0 0 24 52 10
59 17 179 0 0 24 52 10
60 18 179 0 0 24 52 10
61 19 179 0 024 52 10
62 20 179 0 0 24 52 10
63 1 180 0 0 24 45 0
64 2 180 0 024 45 0
65 3 180 0 0 24 45 0
66 4 180 0 0 24 45 0
67 5 180 0 0 24 45 0
68 6 180 0 0 24 45 0
69 7 180 0 0 24 45 0
70 8 180 0 0 24 45 0
71 9 180 0 0 24 45 0
72 10 180 0 0 24 45 0
73 11 180 0 0 24 52 10
74 12 180 0 0 24 52 10
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
So of
Lot.
No. of  NO. of
Allotment Section.
Area.
Price per
Lot.
I A . P 1'. P %.
75 13 180 0 0 24 52 10
76 14 180 0 0 24 52 10
77 15 180 0 0 24 52 10
78 16 180 0 0 24 52 1079  17 180 0 0 24 52 10
80  18 180 0 0 24 52 10
81 19 180 0 0 24 52 10
82  20 180 0 0 24 52 10
83  1 181 0 1 0 50 0
84  2  181 0 1 0 50 0
85 3  181 0 1 0 50 0
86  4 181 0 1 0 50 0
87  5  181 0 1 0 50 0
88 6  181 0 1 0 50 0
89  7  181 0 1 0 50 0
90  8  181 0 1 0 50 0
91  9  181 0 1 0 50 0
92  10 181 0 1 0 50 0
93  11  181 0 1 0 50 0
94 12  181 0 1 0 50 0
95  13 181 . 0 1 0 50 0
96  14 181 0 1 0 50 0
97 15  181 0 1 0 50 0
98  16 181 0 1 0 50 0
99  17 181 0 1 0 50 0
100 18 181 0 1 0 50 0
101 19 181 0 1 0 50 0
102 20 181 0 1 0 50 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, THARGO-
MINDAH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 19TH  DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No. of  No. of  I  No. of Ares . I Price perLot. Allotment Section. , Lot.
A. B. Y. I a  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Gordon, parish of Erounghoola, town of
Eromanga.
(This town is situated on the road from Windorah
to Thargomindah, in the Gregory South Dis-
trict, on Erounghoola Creek.)
1 '2 3 0 2 0 6 0
2 3 3 0 2 0 6 0
3 4 3 0 2 0 6 0
4 5 3 0 2 0. 6 0
5 6 3 0 2 0 6 0
6 7 3 0 2 0 6 0
7 8 3 0 2 0 6 0
8 9 3 0 2 0 6 0
9 3 4 0 2 0 6 0
10 4 4 0 2 0 6 0
11 7 4 0 2 0 6 0
12 8 4 0 2 0 6 0
13 2 5 0 2 0 6 0
14 3 5 0 2 0 6 0
15 8 5 0 2 0 6 0
16 9 5 0 2 0 6 0
17 1 6 u 2 0 6 0
18 2 6 0 2 0 6 0
]9 3 6 0 2 0 6 0
20 4 6 0 2 0 6 0
21 7 6 0 2 0 6 0
22 8 6 0 2 0 6 0
23 9 6 0 2 0 6 0
24 10 6 0 2 0 6 0
25 1 8 0 2 0 6 0
26 2 8 0 2 0 6 0
27 3 8 0 2 0 6 0
28 4 8 0 2 0 6 0
29 8 8 0 2 0 6 0
30 9 8 0 2 0 6 0
31 2 9 0 2 0 6 0
32 4 9 0 2 0 6 0
33 5 9 0 2 0 6 0
34 6 9 0 2 0 6 0
35 7 9 0 2 0 6 0
36 8 9 0 2 0 6 0
37 9 1 9 0 2 0 .6 0
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SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, WOOD.FORD,
ON TU ESDAY ,  THE 5TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
No of I No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
J A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Canning, parish of Durundur, town of
Peachester.
(These allotments are situated on the reserve
known as the " Peach Trees," near the Stanley
River, at the junction of the roads from
Blackall Range and Durundur to Coochin, on
the Gympie road.)
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
2( 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 1 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 1 1 0 0 8 0
6 6 1 1 0 0 8 0
7 7 1 1 0 0 8 0
8 8 1 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
10 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
11 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
12 4 2 1 0 0 8 0
13 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
14 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
15 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
16 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
17 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
18 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
19 5 3 1 0 0 8 0
20 6 I 3 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
21 7 3 1 2 16 3 5
22 8 3 1 2 16 3 5
23 9 3 1 2 16 3 5
TOWN LOTS.
\o of
L ,t. No ofAllotment No. ofSection Area. Price perLot.
1 .. !c. P. I £ s.
24 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
25 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
26 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
27 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
28 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
29 6 4 1 0 0 8 0
30 7 4 1 0 0 8 0
31 8 4 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
32 9 4 2 3 8 6 0
33 10 4 2 3 8 6 0
34 11 4 2 0 0 4 0
35 12 4 3 2 30 8 0
36 13 4 2 1 11 5 0
37 14 4 2 0 24 5 0
38 15  4 2 3 8 6 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
re ign.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THR QUIREN I
By Authority  :  JAatss C .  B$AL, Government  Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS.
Name. Designation of Premises.
ALLORA.
Ferrington, F. ... ... Felton Inn
Gordon, Samuel ... ... Prince of Wales
Hurley, John ... ... Clifton Arms
Kelly, John ... ... Royal
Kelley, Patrick ... ... Tatteraall's
Naylon, S. E. ... ... Railway
AUGATHELLA.
Burns, William ... Ellangowan
Creevey, Jane ... Royal
Kane, Jas. ... Royal
McKay, Jas. ... Railway
Welch, Harriett ... Burenda
ADAVALE.
Cronin, Daniel ... ... Imperial
Fitzmaurice, Michl. ... J D_ Springs
Mitford, P. B. ... Gunnadorah
Neil, W. J. ... Stockman's Home
Richards, G. H. ... Great Western
Taylor, F. H. ... Blackwater
Woodhatch, Edwd. . Royal
ALPHA.
Gaebel, K. M. I Carrier's Arne
Hastings , Thos.
Mulcahy, D. .....
Railway
Commercial
Williams, F. A. ... ... i Royal
[No. 27.
LICENSED VICTU ALLERS - Cont i nued.
Name.
Coleman, J. D.
Hutchinson, C. J.
Willett, Joseph ...
Designation of Premises.
ARRILALAH.
Club
Royal
Longreach
ARAMAC.
Kingston, J. W. ... ... Aramac
Lockhart, Simon ... Royal
Phillips, F. W. Marathon
Springer, Wm. ... Speculation
Stratton, W. F. ... Albion
AYa.
Burke, John Pioneer
Lynch, Elizabeth Queen's
Silber, John ... Clare
BIRDSVILLE.
Blair, Wm. ... ... Birdsville
Burt, E. A. P. ... ... Tattersall's
Cole, Wm. ... ... Royal
Grath, J. H. ... ... Royal
BARCALDINE.
Burke, Bridget Royal
Hooper, Thos. ... Barcaldine
BANANA.
Lyons, John ... Criterion
BEENLEIGH.
Alderton, P. H. ... Railway
Cable, Robt. ... Imperial
Chardon, P. F. ... Yatala
Everdell, S. J. ... Railway
Evans, John ... Logan Village
Grien, A. ... ... Waterford
Grant, John ... Teviot Junction
Guthrie, A. F. ... Royal
Jennings, Agnes ... Beaudesert Jockey Club
Keaveny, L. ... Farmer's Arms
44
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LICENSED  VICTI tALLERS - Continued.
Name.
I
Designation of Premises.
BE  ENLEI G H-Continued.
Leo, Richard ...
McCowan, Agnes
Manning, Samuel
Nash,  Isaac ...
Palm, Carl ...
Stretton, George ...
Willis, John ...
Welch, Henry ...
Almfeldt, F. H. ...
Banks, W. H.
Irwin, Margt.
Lane, Richard ...
Moniz, A. E. ...
Perry, W. J. ...
Spillane, Patrick ...
Wicker, E. H. ...
Ashman, G. W. ...
Cook, J. ... ...
Cuffe, Wm. ...
Diecke. E.... ...
McKenzie, Alex....
Power, Wm. ...
Schilling, Christina
Schilling, Charles...
Smith, E. G.
Strickland, Eliz. ...
Torkington, John...
Howard, J. P.
Jenkins, T. H.
McNeil, T. L.
Wood, George
Alder, Anthony ...
Alcorn, J. M.
Albertson, Alf.
Brown, Wm. ...
Bailes,  H. G. ...
Brown , Wm. ...
Brannelly , John ...
Beech, F. W.
Bunker, Robt.
Bury, G. L. ...
Buchanan, Jas.
Brown, W. H.
Beanland , Thos. ...
Cain, Jas....
Coupland, F. W....
Cosgrove, B.
Cutbush, C. B.
Calley, A. E.
Collins, S M.
Carroll, Matthew...
Casey, D. P.
Collier, W. G.
Daniel, C. H.
Daly, Hugh
Daly, Michael
Deazley, John
Doyle, S. M.
Dinte, J. A.
Doyle, A. ...
Doyle, M....
Drouyn, Louis
Delaney, Thos.
Drysdale, R. A.
East, Richard
Edwards, A. ...
Egan, P. ... ...
Eustace, Hardy ...
Fitzgerald, M. ...
Fitzmaurice, Thos.
Fox, H. G. ...
Foley, Michael ...
Gosling, Walter ...
Goodwin, Michael
Goodwin, Isabella ..
Grant, Jas. ...
Graham, John ...
Gooley, Wm. ...
Gorman, Patk.
Gottschalk, Hy. ...
Morning Star
Beenleigh
Traveller's Rest
Railway
Railway
Logan and Albert
Victoria
Tambourine
BLACKALL.
Prince of Wales'
Royal
BarcooTattersall's
Commercial
Northampton
Universal
Bushman's Arms
BOWEN.
... Rocky Park
... Cook's
... Bridge
Homestead
North Australian
... Euri Creek
... Sportsman's Arms
... Royal
... Union
... Commercial
... Silver Star
BOULIA.
... Australian
... Urandangie
Min Min
Royal
BRISBANE.
Caloundra (Caloundra)
Union
Oxford
Grosvenor
Musgrave
Plough Inn
Oriental
Queen's Arms
Royal Mail
Mooloolah (Mooloolah)
Clyde (Gympie road)
Nundah Arms
Woodford
Boundary
Prince Consort
Grand .
Treasury
Newmarket
Bellevue
Petrie's Creek
Parish's
Kedron Park
Imperial
Royal Mail
Sovereign
Great Western
Queensland Club
Longreach
Caxton
Ulster
Osborne (Sandgate)
German Bridge
Globe
Stanley
Brown's Plains
Avoca
Bald Hills
Cosmopolitan
Exchange
Wynnum
Ship Inn
British Empire
Edinburgh Castle
Exhibition
Criterion
Gra I h am's
Jubilee
Osborne
North Pine (North Pine
River)
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name.
Gregg ,  Jas. ...
Greaves , John ...
Gralton ,  Jas. ...
Hatchett, Richard
Helmood,  Ellen ...
Holmes, Thos.
Holmes, C. H.
Horsfall, Geo.
Hughes , M. M.
Jackson, Saml.
Jorgensen , Cath....
K avanagh,  H. M....
Kavanagh,  Martin
King, Jas. ...
Klaussen, Borgert
Lane, T. .. ...
Lennon, Kate ...
Lehane, Thos. ...
Lyons, David ...
Leeding, Geo. ...
McCaffery,  Helena
McCann, Jas.
McCorkell, J. J.
McDermott, N. W.
McDermott, John
McDonald, A.
McFarlane, W.
McGuinness, P.
McKenna, Miehl....
McKinnon, Angus
McLaughlin, Julia
McPherson,  Eliza
Marsden, Hy.
Maynard, John ...
Meyer, J. J. H. ...
Morse, John
Murphy, Peter
Murphy, Patk.
Moxley, F. L.
Montgomery, Thos.
North, J. B. ...
O'Brien, Chas. ...
O'Connor, Denis ...
O'Sullivan, Timothy
Patten, G. E. ...
Parr, Alfred ...
Pardella,  Guesippe
Phillips, I. A.
Phillips, M. A.
Phillips, C. W.
Phillips, T. P.
Pickett, H. T.
Pincher, Austin ...
Proe, Thos. ...
Rosenstengel, F. N.
Shallcross, T. S. ...
Staeheli, Geo.
Swain,  J. W. ...
Smith , John ...
Simmonds, B. ...
Sizer , E. W. ...
Skiller, J. G.
Schubert, Fredk....
Starkey, W. P.
Stunden, G. H.
Taylor, F. J. ...
Taylor, J. R ...
Underwood, Wm.
Wallin, Wm. ...
Wilson, Jas. ...
Walsh, W in. ...
Walsh, John ...
White, Patrick ...
Winterford, Wm.
Wood, R. T. ...
Yates, Wm. ...
Designation of Premises.
BRISBANE -  continued.
Stamford
Australian
Federal
Redeliffe Point
Royal Exchange
Seaview (Sandgate)
Her Majesty's Opera House
Prince of Wales
Albion
Alderley Arms
Prince Alfred
Royal
Lytton (Lytton)
Clarence
Pine-apple
Crown
Lennon's
Paddington
Palace
European
Brunswick
Sir John Young
Mellum Creek
Valley
Crown
Shamrock
Empire
Kangaroo Point
Woolloongabba
Victoria Bridge
Railway
Glen Fern
Bowen
Farmer's Arms
Coach and Horses
Excelsior
Transcontinental
Normanby
Cafe Royal
Prince of Wales'
Royal
Commercial
O'Connor's Family
Shamrock
Waterloo
ShakespeareTattersall's
Metropolitan
Queen's
Alliance
Rocklea
Post Office
Duke of Cornwall
Royal George
Royal Exchange (Toowong)
Bushman's Arms
Digger's Arms
Belfast
Newer arket
Oriental
New Crown
Junction
Cobb's Camp
Eight-mile Plains
Rose and Crown
Theatre Royal
Brisbane Club
Mount Gravatt
Royal Exchange (Gympie
road)
Royal
Bay View
Hamilton
Albert
Regatta (Toowong)
Sandgate
Yatesville
Adams, G. M.Buckback, Al.L...
Burke, Anne ...
Clowes , W. S. ...
Davy, S. C. ...
Fowler , Win. ...
Gillen, Hy. ...
Hull, Saml. ...
BUNDABERG}.
... Metropolitan
... Melbourne
... Globe
... Light House
... Mulgrave
... Elliott
Young Australia
Palace
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS-continued.
Name.
Hull, David ...
Hesse,  Carl ...
Levy, H. G. ...
Lund, August ...
McCann, W. H. ...
McCrea, Wm.
McKay, D. Me-L....
Maughan, John ...
Morgan, Jane
Morgan, D T.
O'Brien, Patk.
O'Mara, Lewis
Phillips, B. A.
Redmond, Wm.
Smith, P. C.
Wood, Robt.
Arthur, Jas. ...
Barnett, W. ...
Cashman,  Jas. ...
Hughes, Hy. ...
Kelly, Margt. ...
O'Sullivan. Joshua
Synnott, Patk. ...
Alley, W. S.
Barnard, Wm.
Beard, Robt.
Birch, D. ...
Boland Michl.
Chapman, Cath.
Comerford, L.
Dillon, Thos.
Donegan , Edwd....
Fallon, Joseph ...
Finlayson, Alex. ...
Flanagan , Michl....
Forbes, H. M.
Fretwell,  Isaac ...
Gardener, Thos. ...
Harrison, A. ...
Hatton, Thos.
Hart, W. S.
Heazle, Rachel ...
Holmes, Joseph ...
Jensen,  Miles ...
Kearney, Michl. ...
Keating, Wm.
Kelly, T. R. ...
Kelly, Wm. ...
McColl, Duncan ...
McGowan, C. W....
McGuire, Jane
McLean, Neal
Newell, Mathew
Pearson, H. S.
Peterson, J. J.
Pryn, Win.
Paton, R. P.
Paskins, Wm.
Reid, J. D.
Rudd, J. B.
Rhodes, John
Shaw, Hy.
Sleep, John
Sloan, Robt.
Thompson, Thos....
Walton, Geo. ...
Brown , John ...
Beaumont, Wm.
Kennedy, J. H.
Designation of Premises.
BUNDABE B G-continued.
Kolan
Hotel de Posen
Sydney
Narrow Guage
Custom House
Gin Gin
Grand
Sugar Cane
East End
Crown
Imperial
Railway
Royal
Queen's
Prince of Wales'
Bingera
BUREETOWN.
... Floraville
... Gregory Downs
... Brook
... Thornton
... Albert
... Gulf
... Commercial
CAIRNS.
Riverstone
Walton Arms
Beard's
Jumrum
Camp Oven Creek
New Tattersall's
Traveller's Home
Terminus
Range
Red Bluff
Range
New Haven
Parramatta
Racecourse
Barron Valley
Royal
Shamrock
Barron River
Queen's
Mining Exchange
Musgrave
Barron Falls
Herberton Railway Line
Shamrock,Rose, and Thistle
Sydney
Cairns
Post Office
Court House
Kamerunga
Club House
Union
Summit
Lord Wolseley
Stony Creek
Range
Ballenden Kerr
Junction
Commercial
Northern Arms
Crown
Bluff
Western Cross
Railway
CAMOOWEAL.
... O'Shanessy
... Northern Territory
... Landsborough
CARDWELL.
Pearce, M. M. ... ... I Marine
Aeschemann, Albert
Band, August ...
Barrowcluff, John
Burke, Patk. ...
Corbett, Edwd.
Corbett, Elizth.
Enright, A. G.
Foott, Hy.... ...
Gleeson, Bridget ...
CHARLEVILLE.
Charleville
Royal
Langlo
Terminus
Clara Creek
Victoria Downs
Victoria
Warrego
Queenstown
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS-
Green ,  Hy. ...
Gordon ,  Margt. ...
Hennessy ,  Rose ...
Millar , C.... ...
Smith, W. J. ...
Ali Pan, Mary
Anderson, Win.
Brooks, J. McG....
Burns , Patk. ...
Byrne, John ...
Byrne, Bridget ...
Bickell,  Saml. ...
Canty, Wm. ...
Clancy, Jas. ...
Collins, Robt. ...
Clark, John ...
Croydon, J. A. ...
Curnow, Jas. ...
Davis, Wm. ...
Deane, F. T.
Dittman, F. W.
Donaldson, N. J....
Downey, Patk.
Earl, Arthur ...
Fitzgerald, John ...
Foxford, W. H. ...
Foy, Patk. ...
Gough, Wm.
Gilroy, Michl.
Green, W. A.
Gilliver, Chas. ...
Hamilton, A.
'Hayes, Danl. ...
Heery, Chas. ...
Heath, Alfred ...
Houghton, J. D....
Huxley, Andrew ...
Jensen, Soren ...
Jones, Thos. ...
Jones, Thos. ...
Jones, D. ... ...
Kennedy, John
Larkin, Jas. ...
Lindsay, Edwd.
McKenna, Jas.
McLachlan, Danl.
Miller, Fredk.
Moriarty, Michl....
Morgan ,  David e
Murray, Matthew
Narracott, C. S.
Noble, Geo. ...
O'Brien, E. ...
Pascoe, Richd. ...
Pascoe, John ...
Quinn,  M.... ...
Raper, John ...
Rebgetz, G. ...
Ryan, P. F. ...
Skelly, Thos ...
Spane, F. R. ...
Symonds, W. G....
Saunders, Alex.
Thaler, F. W. A....
Toy, Wm.... ...
Trevarton, Chas....
Walsh, David
Williams, P. P.
White, Wm.
Webber, John ...
Barclay, Jas. ...
Carroll, John ...
Huston, Bessie ...
Hay, Wm. ...
Jemmy, Hap Long
Kettle, E. J. ...
McMullin, J.
Moat, C. ... ...
Mullin, B. ...
Rankin, Geo. ...
Rice, Cornelius ...
Richards, John ...
Slider, David ...
Designation of Premises.
CH  ARLEV ILLS- continued.
Wallal
Commercial
... Royal
... Metropolitan
... Telegraph
CHARTERS Towsas.
I
Sportsman's Arms
Oue-and-All
Enterprise
Day Dawn
Daylesford
Miner's Arms
Prince of Wales'
Wandering Digger
Park
Exchange
Crown
United
Railway
Millchester
Royal
Sunburst
Albion
Queen's
White Horse
Sovereign
Dreghorn
Exchange
Excelsior
Towers
Green's Family
Queen's Head
Miner's
North Australian
Burdekin
Royal
Miner's
Ana Branch
St. Patrick's
Jones's
Imperial
Sportsman's Arms
Junction
Newtown Butler
Railway
Black Jack
Mac's
Southern Cross
Rose, Shamrock, and
Thistle
Club House
Pic Nic
Court House
Carrier's Rest
Old Identity
Cricketer's Arms
Disraeli Arms
North Australian
Victoria
Traveller's Home
Reefer's Arms
Palmer's
Bluff
Nulls Nulls
Great Northern
Empire
Day Dawn
Union
... Brighton
... Exchange
... Occidental
... Contmong
CLERMONT.
Royal
Venus
Prince of Wales
Exchange
Canton
Railway
Queen's
Native Bee
Commercial
Leo
Diggers Arms
Union
Royal Mail
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LICENSED VICTUALLERS-Continued.
Name.
Cassim, Anne ...
Ho llyman, L. K....
Lingley, Wm.
McGlynn, Jas.
Welch,  Jas. ...
Wilson,  J. C. ...
Designation of Premises.
CLEVELAND.
... , Cleveland
... Capalaba
... I Redland Bay
... Brighton
... Pier
... Wellington Point Family
Absolon , John ...
Allis, Anthony ...
Brown, Chas.
Dignan, A. M.
Gamboni, B.
Lacy,  Jas. ...
Mogan ,  Edward ...
Musty, John
O'Connor, Margt....
Shepherd, T. C.
Seymour, Geo.
Savage, M. ...
Tier , E. L. ...
Worthington, Thos.
Archibald ,  Patk. ...
Armbrust ,  Nicholas
Bradford,  Beniah
Brown, Fredk.
Baxendell ,  John ...
Bolles , J. W. ...
Clark,  H.... ...
Crawley ,  Chas. ...
Davis, Esther
Davis, J. K.
Galvin, Danl.
Hall, R. N.
Henry, D. W.
Joseph, Michl.
Joyce, Geo.
Keating, J. E.
Lambert, Wm.
Lane, Danl.
Lee, Frank
Lenton, Thos.
McCormack, E. ...
McGregor, Janet ...
Marsh, G. F. ...
Mazlin, John ...
Nolan, Jas. ...
O'Brien, Edwd. ...
Owen, Sarah
Parry, J. F.
Platt, Thos.
Poole, Hannah
Price, Fredk.
Robinson, G. L.
Reynolds ,  Owen ...
Ross, John H.
Savage,  John ...
Straw ,  Geo. ...
Strattman ,  Ceci lia...
Thompson ,  J. R....
Webb, W. J. ...
Wenbery, A. C. ...
Wilson, C. J. ...
Wilson, J. B.
Wright, G. H.
Gould, Eleanor ...
Gleeson, M. ...
Boyle, Hy.... ...
Balzer, Wm. ...
Bourke, D. O'Shea
Bohan, Wm. ...
Bourke, John ...
Bradfield, J. A.
Bredhauer, Geo. ...
Brett, Wm.
Busteed, Andrew ...
Burke, Michl.
Byrnes, Thos.
Clayton, Chas. J ...
CLONCURRY.
Prince of Wales'
Gorge
McKinlay
Gilded Rose
Malbin
Imperial
Welcome Inn
Palace
Union
Manfred Downs
Royal
Goldsborough
Eddington
Williams
COOHTOWN.
Miner's Rest
Bristol and Exeter
Shamrock
Mount Leswell
Centennial
Carlton
Mount Amos
Annan Bridge
Tattersall's
New Guinea
Diggers' Arms
Boatman's Arms
Australian
Star
Trevethan
Commercial
Royal
CriterionExchange
Rossvi lle
Deep Creek
Great Northe rn
Sea View
Sham rock
Phoenix
Bloomfield
Endeavour Bridge
Railway
Tableland
Sovereign
Romeo
Queen's
Family
Rossville
Carrier's Arms
Captain Cook
Club House
Ayton
Peninsular
Pioneer
Court House
Diggers' Rest
West Coast
CROW' S NEST.
... I Royal
Crow's Nest
CROYDON.
... Globe
... Palace
... Miners' Rest
... All Nations
Cosmopolitan
Verstad'a
Reefers' Arms
... Shamrock
Miners' Rest
International
... Byrnes'
... I Miners' Arms
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- COntznued.
Name.
Curran,  John ...
Curran, Cornelius...
Damke, Leo ...
Draisey, Hy. ...
Edwards, Wm. ...
Fitzgerald, W. J....
Flanagan, F. ...
Foster, Wm.
Fox, Geo....
Gallagher, Neil ...
(Gould, Hy. ...
Graham, Jas. ...
Greenwood, Wm....
Guerin, M. ...
Griffiths, Albert ...
Gunn, Alf. ...
Holmes, W. C.
Jensen, P. C.
Jones, J. H. ...
Jones, S. T. ...
Kirby, Timothy J.
Kirby, Michl.
Knust, C. E.
Lewis, J. B. ...
Little, Jas. ...
Massarath, Edwd.
Matthews, Geo. ...
McCabe,  Matthew
Merry, F. W.
Meaney, R. M.
Medland, C. H.
Mulvey, John ...
Nielsen, N. C. ...
Ovens, G. J. ...
Parker, John ...
Postill, W. E. ...
Rogers, Jas. ...
Ross, Jas.... ...
Ryder, Louis
Sarte, Asmodius ...
Shore, J. G. A.
Stack, Michl.
Stone, John
Swanson, Jas.
Travers, Mathew ...
Temple, J. M. ...
Polling, By. ...
Weston, A. J.
Webster, W. H. ...
Williams, J. C.
Williams, J. B.
Wilson, Lucy ...
Designation of Premises.
CROYDON- continued.
Carter, Dipper
Durkin, Peter
Doughty, S. R.
Doyle, Michl.
Gardner, Thos.
Heuston, Robt.
Land, E. M.
Meredith, Chas. ...
McCormick, Patk.
Pearse, G. W.
Robinson, T. J.
... Gympie Exchange
... Miners' Arms
... Crown
... Carron Creek
... Waterfall
... Tattersall's
... Springs
... Beeswing
... Mountain Maid
... Mount Moore
... Goldsborough
... Corsair
... Moonstone
... Mark Twain
... Australian
... Pick and Shovel
... Criterion
... Golden Age
... Court House
... Little River
... Commercial
... Pioneer
... Albion
... Carriers' Arms
... Union
... European
... Junction
... Imperial
... Royal
... Welcome Inn
... Club
... Table Top
... Australian
... Coach and Horses
... Croydon King
... Ulster
... Three Star
... Rosebud
... Queen's
... Crown
... Occidental
... General Wolfe Towers
... General Wolfe
... Caledonian
... Twelve-mile
... Croydon
... Homeward Bound
... Golden Valley
... Exchange
... Exchange
... Musgrave
... Station Creek
CUNNAMULLA.
Best, Richd. ...
Conroy, Geo.
Condon, Danl.
Cunningham, John
Dixon, John ...
Fitzpatrick, Edmund
Gibson, Ann ...
Hogg, Francis ...
Hunt, Geo. ...
Lupton, J. P. ...
Moy, Peter ...
McCarthy, O.
O'Keefe, E. M.
Quirk, Edwd.
Reynolds, Michl....
Ryan, W....
Stewart, Jas. ...
Wood, Wm.
Wooroorooka
Club
Tattersall's
Royal Oak
Royal Exchange
Commercial
Widgegoara
Tuen
Claverton
Post Office
Exchange
DALEY.
Rising Sun
Commercial
Commercial
Sovereign
Imperial
Hibe rn ian
Queen's Arms
Royal
Carsten's
Royal
Post Office
Criterion
Railway
Warra
Carriers' Art s
Sportsman's Arms
Great Northern Road
Golden Fleece
LICENSED  VICTTrAL 1 ER9- continued.
Name.
Adams, Matthew ...
Clark, John ...
Clark, John ...
Garry, Jas. ...
Hollis, Robt. ...
Hampson, Thos. ...
Murray, J. G.
Meagher, Patk.
McDonagh, P. C ...
McLachlan, Geo....
Poncini, Joseph ...
Quinn, Wm. ...
Ryan, Patk.
Ryan, Denis
Williams, John ...
Designation of Premises.
EIDSVOLD.
Half Way House
star
... Commercial
Garry's
Eidsvold Beauty
Commercial
... Cania
... Australian
Burnett Inn
Royal
Post Office
Royal
... Criterion
Mount Rose
...i Mining Exchange
Bianchi, Carlo
Bryden, J. S.
Burke, Danl.
Iellaway, J. E.
Sitchiner, Wm.
McNicol, John
Medill, Thos.
Nalty, John
Phipps, Geo.
Wray, Wm.
Hay, Jas. .. ...
McDonald, Edwd.
Markwell ,  Benj. ...
Connolly, Agnes ...
Julius, H. J. ...
Moore, W. J.
Robinson , R. W...,
Withered, C. W....
Alone, Cath.
Bloom, H. S.
Gaul, Edwd.
Goos, Michl.
Gunn, Chas.
Mann, Chas.
Moller, J. S.
Moran, Patk.
O'Neill, Patk.
Aplin, Fredk.
Bailey, Jas.
Berrie, Robt.
Clark, Geo.
Corry, Cath.
Fuller, Wm.
Jeynes, Tom
Lee, Geo. ...
Lohr, Johanne
Reid, Sarah
Steely, J. B.
Weakby, John
Attenborough,  Geo.
Baker , Alf. ...
Bird, H. W. ...
Burnell, J. H.
Campbell, D.
Carmichael, John ...
Clarke, J. L.
Emmerson , Chas....
Godden, Thos. ...
Hartley, Albert ...
Hartwell, L. ...
Jager, Arthur ...
Lonigan, T.
McAlpine, John ...
Morris, M. V. ...
Perry, Hy.... ...
Roberts, Geo.
Sam Que Woo
Seacombe, M.
Sue, Jas. ...
EMERALD.
Commercial
Bryden's
Carter's
Terminus
Comet
All Nations
Mac's
Leichhardt
Withersfield
Blackwater
Rex.
Wivenhoe
... Royal
... Commercial
E VLO.
.. Commercial
... Royal Mail
.. Springs
... Metropolitan
... Royal Mail
GATTON.
... Railway
... Railway
Royal
... Railway
... Harp of Erin
... Wilmot
... Hessenhoff
... Brian Borui
.., Range View
GAYNDAH.
Miners' Rest
Paris's Hotel
Berrie's
Barambah
Old House at Home
Dideot
Queensland
Borinia
North Star
Club
Lord Nelson
Gebangle
GEORGETOWN.
Durham
Nil Desperandum
Miners' Arms
Royal
Gilbert River
Welcome Inn
Etheridge
Junction Creek
Salutation Inn
Goldsmith's Creek
New Zealand
Miners' Arms
Bush Inn
St. Lawrence
Welcome
Travellers' Arms
O'Donohue
Sam Que Woo (Cumber-land)
Caledonian
Pekin
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LicExsxD  VICTUALLERS -- continued.
Name.
Brownlie, John
Figg, Harry
Henry, Wm.
Lucken, Wm.
Designation of Premises.
GERALDTON.
Union
... Prince of Wales'
Johnstone River
Royal Exchange
Bruce, J. MeL.
Christie, Julius
Cowan, Walter
Crosisca,  G. G.
Gallagher, Patk.
McGuire, Chas.
Mylne, R. F.
Parsons, Edwin
Pugilas, H. F.
Reilly, Thos.
Welby, Robt.
Canty, John
Drysdale, J. A.
Simpson, Janet ...
Bushell, M. T.
Galvin, Danl.
Giltrow, Richd.
Lucas, Wm.
McAuliff, Wm.
White, W. E.
Alcock, Richd. ...
Barry,  Patk. ...
Beer, John ...
Betts, T. E. ...
Bright, Ashbury ...
Buchanan , Thos....
Carter, W. H.
Cogan ,  Michl.
Compigne , M. A...
Corrigan, Jas.
Davey, F. N.
Draper, John ...
Duckworth, Geo....
Eisert, Carl
Findlay, Thos.
Gill, Richd.
Gorey, Richd.
Govett, Chas.
Grennan, Hugh
Hayes, Jas.
Haydon, Thos.
Houston, Sarah
Jew, Arthur
Kemsley, Frank
Kinmond, J. E.
Martin, Wm.
McSweeney, John
McKewin , Wm. ...
Murdock, Edwd....
Mitchell, Hy.
Morrissey ,  Andrew
Maclurcan, D.
O'Neill , Danl.
Pillow, C. W. ...
Richards ,  W. S. ...
Rogers, Patk.
Russell, Ellen ...
Saunders, J.
Stewart,  J. J. E. ...
Thompson, J. M....
White, Geo. ...
Woolmer, W. E...,
Alcorn, Wm.
Boyle,  Jas. ...
Carmody, Matthew
Dunn, Margt. ...
Lomount Joseph ...
Small , Alex. ...
Slack ,  Benj.
Turner, G. H.
Walmsley, Aaron ...
Welge, Hy. ...
GLADSTONB.
Commercial
Travellers' Rest
Blue Bell
Clyde
Norton Inn
Catfish
Metropolitan
Raglan
Diggers' Arms
Rainbow
Calliope
GOODNA.
Railway
Royal Mail
Redbank Inn
GOONDIWINDI.
... Royal
... Victoria
... Wyndham Arms
... Commercial
... Queen's Arms
... Bengalla
GYMPIE.
... Phmnix
Hibernian
Rise and Shine
... Glastonbury
... Appollonian
... Inglewood
... United States
Kilkivan
... Commercial
... Miners' Arms
... Railway
... Two-Mile
... Railway
... Brewery Tap
... Australian
... Mount Pleasant
... Cricketers' Arms
... Royal
... New Companies'
... New Zealand
... Mining Exchange
... Sovereign
... Freemason's
... Sportsman's Arms
... Royal Mail
... Half-way
... Glanmire
... Royal
... Otago
... All iance
... Atlantic
... Commercial
... Tattersall's
... Royal Exchange
... Columbia
... Engineers' Arms
... Sydney
... Royal Standard
... Northumberland
... Klaek Snake
... Jockey Club
... Retreat
HARBISVILLB.
.. Teviotville
... Duke of York
... Rosevale
... Royal James
... Dugandan
... Railway
... Bee Hive Inn
... Farmers' Arms
... Peak Mountain
... Fassifern
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS-continued.
Name.
Bimro&4, Richd. ..
Byrnes, Sarah ...
Cameron, J. ...
Collins, John ...
Denford, Chas. ...
Ellis, Thos. ...
Finnigan, Jas.
Farrell, Jas.
Frith, Robt. ...
Graham,  Jas. ...
Hides, G. P. ...
Kilgour, A. E. ...
Leahy, John ...
Murphy, B.
McAulay, Hugh ...
McManus, E llen ...
McCrohon, John ...
Peterson ,  Matthias
Rogan , John ...
Reid, J. W. ...
Russell , rhos. ...
Wall, Wm. ...
Ahern, Palk. ...
Ah Long ...
Atkins, J. A.
Bourke, Hy. ...
Clemments, Geo....
Dyer, Harry ...
Galvin, Michl.
Gillespie, Bernard
Hutchinson, J. S.
Jackson, Wm.
Jones, Joseph ...
Kukart, Wm. ...
Lambert, John ...
Nilson, Peter ...
Williams, Eli ...
Wyatt, J. H. ...
Abbott, J. T. ...
Berry, J. E. .
Robinson, H. F. A.
Shewcroft, J. P. ...
Wickham,  Isabella
Dowling, T. B. ...
Lake, Thos. ...
Williams, Robt. ...
Designation of Premises.
HERBE RTON.
...) Herberton
... Sydney
Range
Australian
Coolgarra
Packers' Arms
Criterion
Tattersall's
Post Office
West End
Royal
... Evelyn
Racecourse
Deep Lead
... Thistle and Shamrock
Mining Exchange
Boar Pocket
Carriers' Arms
... Rogan's
Cosmopolitan
Silver Valley
Commercial
HIIG}HENDEN.
... Hawthorne
... Sam Sing
... Royal
... Coach and Horses
... Mount Emu
... Railway
... Railway
... Shamrock
... Hughenden
... Coach and Horses
... London Tavern
... Flinders
Towers Creek
Exchange
... Great Western
... Horse Shoe Bend
ING RAM.
... Day Dawn
... Marine
... Halifax
... Royal
... Planters' Retreat
INGLEWOOD.
Dowling's
... Sportsman's Arms
... Royal
IPSWICH.
Abbott, John
Andrews, W. A. ...Baldrey, Chas.
Barnes, Saml.
Bedford, Jane
Brightwell, Geo. ...
Cullen, Gerald ...
Curnow, John ...
Donigan, Patk. ...
Dwyer, Chas.
Grace, Wm. ...
Hooper, J. E.
Kennedy, Danl.
Kelly, M....
Kennedy,  E li za ...
McGrath, John ...
Nolan, Chas. ...
Oldham, Geo. ...
Oelkers, Franz ...
O'Hanlon, John ...
Shaw, Geo. ...
Swift, S. H. ...
Thorpe, Wm. ...
Thomas, David ...
Vernon, John ...
Watson, Robt. ...
White, John ...
Carroll, John ...
Frost, Wm. ...
Kely, Wm. ...
McDonell, John ...
Bloxsom, Wm. ...
Doherty, Frank ...
Farber , Chas. ...
Imperial
Harp of Erin
Volunteer Arms
Churchill Inn
Railway
Royal Exchange
Prince Alfred
Ulster
Queensland
Bremer Inn
Caledonian
Royal
Victoria
Palais Royal
Race Horse
North Star
Criterion
Royal Engineers'
Union
One-mile Bridge
Cosmopolitan
Bellevue
Golden Reef
Carriers' Arms
Bull's Head
Commercial
Australian
ISISFORD.
... Stonehenge
... Club
... Royal Mail
... Westward Ho
JERICHO.
... Empire
... Queen's
... Railway
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name.
Chambers, Fredk.
Heenan, Michl.
Mortimer, Hugh ...
Designation of Premises.
LAIDLEY.
... Exchange
Railway
Queensland National
Bell, O. B. ...
McNamara, Abby
Smith, Jacob ...
Tighe, Peter ...
Adrian, W. S. C.
Barnes, J. G. ...
Davis, Evan ...
Diehm, Andrew ...
Dimmock, Edmund
Draper, Andrew ...
Fay, M. J. ...
Field, Hy. ...
Gladstone, F. L. ...
Glass, Geo. ...
Gorman,  John ...
Granaghan, Anthony
Hart, Joseph ...
Hibbard, Thos. ...
Holden, Bridget ...
Hoey Thos. ...
Hogan, Jas. ...
Huston, Thos.
Hynes, P. M.
Kemp, W. G.
Kippen, Robt.
Leaper, Wm.
Lobie, Wm. ...
McCluskey, P. ...
McDonald,  Barbara
McGuire, Be rn ard
Moffatt, W. R. ...
Mockridge, Edwd.
Millard, Albert ...
Murray, David ...
Northey, Wm. ...
O'Brien,  Jas. ...
O'Neill,  M. B. ...
Peard , John ...
Perry, Chas. ...
Pogson, E. ...
Shepherd, T. P. ...
Swan,  Mary ...
Watson, S. J. ...
Wood, Geo. ...
Dobson, Geo. ...
Dolling, H. ...
Iszlaub, C. F.
Jessop, Saml.
Lawson, Sarah ...
Lutz, Hy. ...
Mortimer, Thos. ...
Pouting , Jas. ...
Pratt, Thos.
Sloane, Margaret ...
Abbs, Robt. ...
Appel, John ...
Ashby, Wm. ...
Atkinson, .Richd.
Baxter, Saml.
Buzza , Geo. ...
Beiers, Matthias ...
Blue, Neil ...
Brennan , John ...
Brett, Alf.
Brown, H. J.
Butcher, Jas. ...
Caswell, Wm. ...
Christensen, Chas.
Cavins, Hugh ...
Campbell, Colin ...
Cain, John ...
Clarke, Wm. ...
Coffey, Margt. ...
t .ooke, Thos. ...
Crocker, Alfred ..
Cummings, Rachel
LEYBURN.
Golden Fleece
... Royal
... Post Office
... Royal Mail
MACKAY.
... Prince of Wales
... Barnes'
... Commercial
... Australian
... Royal
... Railway Terminus
... Metropolitan
Club
Imperial
... Glass's Family
... Horse and Jockey
... Gyinpie
... Cambridge Club
... White Horse
... Oxford
... Shamrock
Separation
Victoria
... Cosmopolitan
... Sea View
... Leap
... Grey Hound
... Tattersall's
Queen's
Albion
... Belmore Arms
... Queensland
... Wills'
... General Gordon
... Plane Creek
... Kingsborough
... River View
... Pioneer
... Duke of Edinburgh
... Travellers' Rest
... Great Northern
... Caledonian
... Swan
... School of Arts
... Post Office
MARBURG.
... Royal George
... Farmers' Inn
... Rosewood
... Lowood
... Walloon
... Crown
... Marburg
... Commercial
... Glamorganvale
... ; Rising Sun
MARYBOROUGH.
Tattersall's
Log Bridge
Childers
Sawyers' Arms
Live and Let Live
Howard
Elephant and Castle
Melbourne
Railway
Victoria
Grand
Queen's
Golden Lamb
Miners'
Jubilee
Mary River
Great Western
Five-Mile
White Swan
Commercial
Shamrock
Cross Roads
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS -continued.
Name.
Dawson, Jas. M. ...
Dillane,  Anne ...
Doolan , Hy. ...
Elliott, Joseph ...
Geraghty, Wm. ...
Greene , junr., Robt.
Grout, J. E. ...
Heap, A. J. ...
Howard, Wm. ...
Hunter, Paul
Jocunsen, C. ...
King, Wm. ...
Langusch, Julius ...
Lilley, A. ...
Lockyer, G. T. ...
Luttrell, Thos.
Lynch, Edwd.
Mergard, M. ...
Mirs, Aaron ...
Murray, R. L. ...
Murray, A. ...
McKillop, Alex. ...
McLachlan, John
Pincher, Joseph ...
Quinn,  Maria ...
Randall, Hy., junr.
Ryrie, D. ...
Sasso, Carlo ...
Schmidt, Peter ...
Singstock, H.
Spiden, Thos.
Steley, R. L. ...
Sutton, Phoebe ...
Taylor, Robt. ...
Tighe, Joseph ...
Walker, Matthew
Walsh, John
Winchester, J.
Zerbe, Martin
Ahlers, Hy. ...
Clifford, W. C. ...
Frank, C. F. ...
Folder, Alf. ...
Grogan, Patk.
Huddy, Mary
Jarred, John '..
Kelly, Thos.
Low Mong... ...
Massey, Glen ...
McAleese, Hugh ..
Nash, C. F. ...
O'Neill, John ...
Patrick, Alfred ...
Siebel, Maria
Sing Ye Chang ...
Sullivan, W. T. ...
Wong Sing Chang
Fogarty, M. J. ...
Geary, Daniel ...
Molyneux, Edwd.
Bull, T. J.
Benne, M. A.
Carrell, Hy.
Corbett, John
Furey, Thos.
Halpin, Jas.
Short, Michl.
Gilbard, Chas.
O'Toole, Jas.
Barry, Thos. ...
Brazel, A. ...
Currie D.
Hall, O. J. ...
Harding, W. St. J.
Keane,  John ...
Lake, E. E. ...
Mi ll s, Wm. ...
Toole, Jas. ...
Uridge, S. ...
Designation of Pre mises.
MARYBOROU  (In--continued
... Albion
... Engineers' Arms
... Ariadne
... Half Way House
... Imperial
... Oxford
... Post Office
... Southern Cross
... Junction
... Point Vernon
... Australian
... Ballarat
... Tinana
... Royal
... Union
... Mungarr
... Globe
... Cosmopolitan
... Club
... Custom House
... European
... Cafe Royal
... Post Office
... Metropolitan
... Diggers' Arms
... Exchange
... Mount Shamrock
Royal Bridge
... Carriers' Arms
... Crown
Forest
... Black Diamond
... Sydney
... Pialba
Granville
Golden Fleece
Bloomfield
... Golden Fleece
White Lion
MAYTOWN.
... Prince of Wales'
... Criterion
... Palmerville
... Catalpa
... Anglo Saxon
... Limestone
... Club House
... Good Hope
... Hong Kong
... Wilson
... Perseverance
... Union
... Miners' Home
... Royal Mail
... Metropolitan
... German Bar
... Coen
... Canton
MILES.
... Queensland
... Sportsman's Arms
... Condamine Arms
MITORELL.
... White Horse
... Post Office
... Travellers' Rest
... Green Gate
... Shamrock
... Shannon
... Downshire Arms
MOUNT BRITTON.
...
...
Mount Britton
Star
MUTTABURRA.
Exchange
Royal Mail
Landsborough
Canoola
Mount Cornish
Rockwood
Tattersall's
Australian
Kensington
Paste
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LICENSED VIOTUALLBRB-continued.
Name.
Bright, Mary ...
Graham, Richd. ...
Designation of Premises.
NANANGO.
Burnett Inn
Star
Hill, Thos.
Simpson, T.
Beetham, C. A.
Brown, Saml.
Bozier , Ann ...
Dell, Levi . ...
Dwyer,  Maria ...
Eggers, H. C. H.
Faso, Fredk. ...
Field, Hy... ...
Fitzgerald, R. H.
Gill, Hy. ... ...
Hanlon, Thos.
Harrison , Robt. ..,
Hazleton, D. ...
Kennedy, W. S. ...
Laver, Wm. ...
Lowe, R. B. ...
Mathewson, John
Meyer, J. H. C.
Perry, Robt.
Robinson, J. W. ...
Shay, Bridget ...
Wilson, A. C. ...
Baxter, Or. F.
Bice, Wm.
Burke, Hy.
Bourke, Patk.
Barrett, J. H.
Bates,  E. J. ...
Davis, Moses
Fitzgibbon, E. F....
Griffin,  E. S. ...
Hely, C.
liosking, Fred.
Healy, Felix
Houldsworth, Elizth.
Jelbart, E.... ...
Kelleher, J. ...
Long, John ...
Lowry, F. R. ...
Loden, T. G. ...
Meriga, A. Or.
MacDonald, Jas....
Neilson, H. O.
Neilson, Neil ...
Olsen, John ...
Patten, Jas. ...
Rafferty, H. B.
Steel , Geo. R.
Spence, C. F. ...
Scott, W. R.
Wright, W. ...
Baird, Mary ...
Carstens, F. D. A.
Gregory, Jabez ...
McLean, R.
O'Brien, Denis ...
Reynolds, B. ...
Ryan, Richard ...
Rose, Jas.... ...
Singleton, Mary ...
Wixted,  Jas. ...
NBBO.
I
Fort Cooper
... London Inn
NERANG.
... Woodlands
... Grand
... Coomera Ferry
... Royal Mail
Tallebudgera
Queen's Arms
Queen's Arms
Southport
Camboobah
Railway
Pacific
Commercial
Pimpama
Queen's
Mugeraba
Coombabah
Upper Coomera
Main Beach
Imperial
Burleigh Heads
Star
Commercial
NORMANTON.
... Paddy's Lagoon
KimberlyIffley
... Carriers' Home
... Rising Sun
... Sea View
... Prince Albert
... Tattersall's
... Mother Foot's
... Transcontinental
... Welcome Home
... Excelsior
... Railway Junction
... Golden Fleece
... Half Way House
... Mining Exchange
... Railway
... Carriers' Arms
... Carpentaria
... Queen's
... Coach  and Horses
... Norman
... Albion
... Creen Creek
... Commercial
... Taldora
... Eight-Mile Camp
Talawanta
... . Royal
PORT DOUGLAS.
... Globe
... Exchange
Mowbray
Caledonian
North Australian
Range
... Four-Mile
... Court House
:. Post  Office
Victoria
Browne,  C.  T.  ...
F re ndenberg ,  Fredk.
Franzmann ,  Michl.
Jackson ,  Jas. ...
Kennedy, Thos.
Leneghan , Wm. ...
Malpas ,  Joseph ...
McKelvey ,  John ...
Ramsay, Thos.
Redpath ,  Robt.
RAVENSwoOD.
Ravenswood
Exchange
Commercial
Railway
Silver King
Evlinton
Miners'
Royal
John Bull
Criterion
EICENSBD  VICTUALL ERS-continued.
Name.
Beeston , Michl.
Hughes, Chas.
Hamilton, R. ...
Hulbert, Alfred ...
Middleton, Geo. ...
Vaughan, C. H. ...
Warnemendi, M. H.
Anderson, F. O. ...
Barkla , Stephen ...
Barrett, John ...
Butler, J.... ...
Birrell, Louisa ...
Bolton, M. ...
Brown, C. E. ...
Ball, Wm....
Browne , Wm. ...
Butler, Andrew ...
Boyce, R. C. ...
Bugden, T. ...
Boland, John ...
Bream , H. C. ...
Brown, Rhoda ...
Chardon, F. J. ...
Comley, Af. ...
Comley, Fredk.
Connolly, Thos. ...
Carroll, Timothy ...
Cusack, Bridget ...
Diamond, Peter ...
Doyle, Wm. ...
Duffy, Anne ...
Egan, Thos. ...
Evans,  J. H. ...
Fitzpatrick, H. ...
Finn, Wm. ...
Fulton, Hugh ...
Gibbs,  Eliza ...
Green, W... ...
Gregory, M. A. ...
Glindeman, H. F.
Hadlow, G. R.
Hall, Jas.... ...
Harris, M... ...
Hogan, Denis
Harwood, J. W. M.
Hansen, Wm. ...
Harrison, J. ...
Holt, W. R. ...
Hyland, John ...
Heiser, Sarah ...
Hill, Isabella ...
Jones, Thos. ...
Johnson, H. ...
Kenna, Cath. ...
Kenny, A. J. ...
Laity, Jas.... ...
Lambert, Thos.
Laing, Patk. ...
Lipstine, S. ...
Lowry, J. F. ...
McGladdery, W....
McGrath, Wm.
McDermott, Esther
McGuinness, John
McDonald, L.
Martin, Patk.
Mackay, T. C.
Mo ll er,  Margt.
Murphy, T.
Marshall, T.
Monckton, Wm.
Merton, C. E.
Macaree, Edwin
Morrissey, John
Nash, Chas.
Nest, Jas....
Nash, Jas.... ...
Neill, T. A. ...
O'Neill, M. ...
Oxnam, Mary ...
Ogilvie, Alex. ...
Perkins, T. H. S....
Pershouse, John ...
Phillips, Hy.
Pfitzenmaier, L. ...
Paris, Jas.... ...
Poole, S. A. ,.,
Designation of Premises.
RICHMOND.
i North Star
Star and Garter
Western Star
Camp
Royal
Marathon
Bushman's Arms
ROCKHAMPTON.
... Razor Back
... Glasgow Arms
... Drovers' Arms
... Volunteer Arms
... Golden Shore
... Allenstown
... Turf
... Rannes
... Sportsman's Arms
... Denis
... Bell Vue
... Anchor
... Sea View
... Terminus
... Sea View
... Dingo
... Lake's Creek
... Emu Park
... Red Lion
... Crown
... Saleyards
... Duaringa
... Queen's
... Rising Sun
... Balmoral
... Hector
... Koongal
... Mountain View
... Victoria
... Leichhardt
... Queensland
... Normanby
... Prince of Wales
... Windsor
European
On Stanley On
Forresters' Arms
Ballarat
Moongan
Cro w's Nest
Rockhampton
Gracemere
Queensland National
Railway
Coach and Horses
Belmore Arms
Palace
Half Way
Alliance
Coorooman Creek
Royal
Dunmore Arms
Sun Burst
Ship Inn
Royal
Kalka
Three Crowns
Criterion
Railway
Railway
Union
Masonic
Calliungal
Mount Morgan
Australian
Cremorne
Freemasons' Arms
Union
Globe
Greek's
Pacific
Golden Age
Market
Evening StarYeppoon
Union
Post Office
(Not designated)
Great Western
... Royal
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LICENSED  VICTuALLEES- continued.
Name. Designation of Premises.
ROCKHAMPTON - continued.
Peterson, Peter ...
Presland, Ellen ...
Rankin, A. ...
Rose, Ann ... ...
Scott, J. D. ...
Sobofield, E. ...
Skinner ,  Benj. ...
Smith, Agnes ...
Smith, Patk. ...
Squibb, J. R. ...
Schuffenhauer, H.
Sommers, Franz ...
Thompson, E. A....
Toon, Wm. ...
Thorn, Thos. ...
Trickett, E. ...
Vespermann, H. ...
Williamson, Jas....
Wilson, Hy. ...
Wyatt, A.. ...
Wesley, S. A. ...
Meadow Flats
Welcome Home
Westwood
Albion
Argyle
Cawarral
Ulster Arms
Royal Oak
Ballinamore
Royal
Old Exchange
Bush Inn
Queen's
Imperial
Golden Spur
Trickett's
Brunswick
Fitzroy
Swan
Old Dairy Inn
Cosmopolitan
Carroll, W. H. C....
Chrystal, G. L.
Dunstan, D. W.
Enright, Thos.
Hayes, Sarah
Hartley, Cath.
Hogan, Ellen
Hynes, Michl.
King, Robt.
McEwen, Thos.
Moore, Maria
Raynor, Benj.
Roach, Geo.
Trump, Elizth.
Walduck, John
Ward, Goo,
Wieneke, Geo.
Higgins, Wm.
McDonald, D.
Ali Song, Tommy
Crawford, J. H. ...
Cahill,  E. M. ...
Huston, Wm.
Ryan, M. A. ...
Anderson, W. B....
Brigston, John ..,
Bridge, Wm. ...
Burke, Richd.
Halligan, Jas.
Hale, Thos. ...
Kenrick, W. G.
Macalister, A.
Moore, Peter ...
Payne, S. A.
Roberts, John ...
Richardson, Win.
Scotney, Richd. ...
Thompson, Jas.
Woolich, Peter ...
Duff, Peter
Greedy, Thos.
Jenkins, J. R.
Cussen, John ...
Fletcher , T. H. ...
Hale ,  Saml. ...
Keating, Edmond...
Lee, David ...
Long, Jane ...
McCook, Jas.
McKenna , Chas. .,.
Mara ,  Michael ...
Malo.ne,  M'Iarb .
O'Connell, Cath..,.
Sheahan, Denis
Sheahan,  John ...
Spiller , Wm. ...
Tevlin, Patk. ...
ROMA.
... Railway
... Commercial
... Queen's Arms
... Royal
... Cornstalk
... Tattersall's
... School of Arts
... Terminus
... Court House
... Bush Inn
... Bowen
... Royal
... Western Railway
... Club
.. Victoria
... Queensland
... Cattle Creek
SOUTHWOOD.
... Southwood
Wild Horse
SPRINGSUR IN.
... Shearers' Arms
... Fernless
... Queen's Arms
... Commercial
... Planet Inn
ST. GEORGE.
... Tattersall's
... Australian
... Abbieglassie Arms
... Tego Arms
... Sportsman's Arms
Bollon
Commercial
Commercial
Victoria
Royal
Metropolitan
Telegraph
Shamrock Wells
Queensland
Travellers' Rest
ST. LAWRENCE.
... Sportsman's Arms
... Carriers' Arms
... Denham Park
STANTHORPE.
Melbourne
Britannia
Farley's
Texas
White Horse
Royal
Royal
Commercial
Sportsman's Arms
Pikedale
Shamrock
Horse and Jockey
Hibernian
Kayoomba
... I Commercial
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS - continued.
Name.
Lawton, Wm.
Moore, Edwd.
Naylor, Eliza
Purcell, F. L.
Smith, A. S.
Designation of Premises.
SURAT.
Royal
Waterloo
Commercial
Old Warroo Bush Inn
Maranoa River
Lynch, Wm.
Milne, D. C.
Mulhe rn, Denis
Roche, Ellen
Walsh, H. T.
Alcock, T. G.
Scott, T. A.
Chapman, John ...
Cox, Thos.... ...
beacon,  Samuel
Greaves, V. B.
Mason, T. B. ..
Philpott, G. F. J....
Tharan, P. S. L....
Walters, Joseph ...
Walker, Gustav ...
Costello, T. J.
Gardiner, Jas.
Heathcote, G. P. W,
Hampton, R. E. ..,
Jeffers,  Bridget
Leahy, John ...
McGill, Wm.
Milner , John ...
Taylor, John ...
Cartwright,  Marianne
Crowe, Margt.
Fitzgerald, Edwd.
Groves,  Wm. ...
Gibbins, Jae. ...
Gielis, F. H. ...
Manning , John ...
Mahoney, Patk.
Middlemiss, W. G.
Totten, Thos. ...
Wah Lee ... ...
Cockburn, Geo.
Smyth, G. A.
TAsBO.
Royal (Carrangarra)
... Live and Let Live
... Telegraph
... Royal
... Commercial
TARoor.
Leichhardt
... Taroom
TENNIN G ERING.
,., Exchange
... Reid's Creek
... Royal
... Mount Manning
... Australian
... Commercial
... Miners
... Royal
... Club
TIKARGOMINDAH.
Oontoo
Nocundra
Gap
Club
Thargomindah
Royal
Kyabra
Euronghoula
Pintbara
THORNBOROUGH.
Dominion
Coach and Horses
Travellers' Rest
Weatherboard
Royal
Commercial
Woodville
Pick and Shovel
Mt. Spurgen
Springs
Canton
T$U4SDAY ISLAND.
Torres  Straits
... ... I Thursday Island
TIARO.
Dowzer, Geo.
Frail ,  Nathan ...
Gesch, August F....
Joyce, Patk.
Orphan, Jas.
Reed, Hy.
Stuckey,  Geo.
Bauer, John
B rosnan, Wm.
Bell, Chas.
Burge, Robt. ...
Buckley, Hannah...
Bowden, Wm.
Cullen, Danl.
Comerford, Miehl,
Collins, John ...
Davidson, P. J. ...
Davis,  S. E. ...
Flanagan, Denis ...
Garvey, John ...
Giles ,  Jae.... ...
Gentle, Win. ...
Harrison, D. A,
Hennessy, J. D,
Hallinan, Patk.
Hemsworth, John
Holmes , Jerry ,,,
Hughes, J. F. ...
Hadley, Geo. ...
Keane ,  Thos .,  junr.
Lavary, Michl.
Queen's
Victoria
Railway Bridge
Prince Alfred
Railway Bridge
Station
Kenyan
TQOWOOBA.
... Western Line
School of Arts
Wheat Sheaf
Town Hall
North Star
Beauaraba
Downs
Volunteer Arms
Moffatt
Westbrook
Royal
Railway
Travellers' Home
Australian
Freemasons'
Court House
Queen's
Lake
Shearers' Arms
Blue Mountains
Criterion
Royal
Railway
Horse and Jockey
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS --continued.
Name.
I
Designation of Premises.
ToowooMBA -continued.
Loveday,  Mark ...
Loch, Danl. ...
Lovejoy, Wm. ...
Lee, Michl. ...
Long, John ...
McKewin, B. ...
McNamara , John ...
McCaul, Terence ...
McMahon ,  Danl....
Mahoney, Thos.
Mansfield Mark ...
O'Donnell, John ...
Perkins, C. E. ...
Perkins,  Jas. ...
Porter, T. O. ...
Perry, W. J. ...
Pierce, Edwd. ...
Stower, Joseph ...
Schultz, Danl.
Scully, John
Taylor, Thos.
Thompson,  Helena
Torpie, John
Wilkes, Wm.
Watson, Thos.
Walsh, Thos.
Webber, Jacob
Wockner, Christian
Brown, Jae.
Bunting, John
Bullock, S. J,
Bartels, Hy. ,..
Cramp, John ...
Campbell, Archibald
Cran, J. W. ...
Coyle, Thos.
Davies, N. R.
Dunwoodie, Mary
Eaton, Sarah ...
Enright, Thos.
Grosskoff, Louis ...
Godson, Anna ...
Gandy, C. H. ...
Hanran ,  J., junr....
Hodel , Hy. ...
Hind, Wallace ...
Jones, Thos.
Jones, E. .
King, A. X.
Landers, Anne
Long, Joseph
Louth, Thos.
McDonnell, E.
McKenzie , Alex..,.
McGrath, M. A....
McGrath, P. ...
Melvin, L. ...
Miekle, M. ..
Melverton, Edwd.
Oldenburg, A. R....
Rolfe, Johanna
Rowe, C. S.
Ruddle, Frank
Sullivan, Geo.
Skene , Jeremiah
Spence, Thos.
Satini, Carl
Thomsen, M. J.
White, John
Walker, David
Wyatt, Chas.
Allman, Jeremiah
Butler, David
Beeson, Thos.
Craig ,  Margt.
Canning, Andrew ...
Dinte, H. D. ...
Evenden, Eliza ...
Horne, Wm. ,..
Hoffman, Geo.
Isambert, C. I.
Johnson, E. J.
Kyling, Caroline ...
Kane, Jane ...
McKane, Jas. ...
Forest
Cowrie Road
Farmers' Arms
Free Selectors
Imperial
Railway
Metropolitan
Geham
Railway
Union
Royal
European
Governor Blackall
Club
Commercial
Railway Tavern
Queensland
New Inn
White Horse
Union
Jondaryan
Engineers' Arms
Southbrook
Farmers' Arms
Tattersa ll 's
Bowen
Harp of Erin
Spring Hill
Towvevi LLE.
Crown
Royal Oak
Grand
Leichhardt
... Palace
... Prince  of Wales'
... Queen's
Exchange
... Cosmopolitan
... Royal
.,. Imperial
... Tattersall's
... Townsville Family
... Union
... Post Office
... Commercial
... New Market
... Sherwood
... Aitkenvale Arms
... Southern Cross
... West End
... Tower
... Excelsior
... Australian
... Met ropolitan
Queensland
Paragon
Railway
Hermit Park
Derwent
Rising Sun
Great Britain
Range
... Alexandra
... Bellevue
... Criterion
... Albion
... Alice
... Hotel Metropole
... Day Dawn
... Carriers' Arms
... North Star
Court House
WARWICK.
Criterion
.., Trave llers' Rest
... Vauxhall
... Rose Inn
.. Royal
Cosmopolitan
Commercial
Neereedah
Killarney
Victoria
Warwick
European
Sovereign
Darling Downs
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LICENSED  VICTUALLERS- continued.
Name.
Mara, Jas. ...
Muller,  Francis ...
O'Hagen, Jae. ...
Reitzler ,  Peter ...
Saunders, Robt. ...
Schnitzer ling ,  Martin
Sterne, John
Sutler ,  Jacob ...
Sweeney, Michl. ...
Talty, Michl. ...
Warner ,  W. H. ...
Webber ,  Edwin ...
Designation of Premises.
WARWICK- continued.
Miner's Arms
Oddfellows' Arms
Imperial
Bavarian
Queen's
Lucky Valley
Vineyard
Prince Alfred
Sportsman's Arms
Downs
Downs Exchange
Railway
Bird, T. C. ...
Bennett, Saml.
Blackmore, Wm....
Bethel, Jas. ...
Crawford, Saml. ...
Goble, T. A. ...
Gibbs,  Jas. ...
Heston, Thos.
Henry, Miehl.
Jennings, Jas.
Leathern, John ...
McCoskey, E. M....
McIntyre, Jas.
Montgomery, D. ...
Murphy, Jas. ...
Madigan, Thos. ...
Mihr, Geo. ...
Pascoe, J. R. ...
Spiers, John ...
Siverie, A.
Cole, Hy. ... ...
Conlan, Wm. ...
Gracie, Wm. ...
McGeorge, T. L....
M cGuffin, Jas.
Plush, John ...
Wall, E. J. ...
Wray, Chas. ...
Wood, Danl.
Be rnard, Edwd. ...
Barber ,  Benj. ...
Crean, C.
Cunningham, Patk.
Clughley, D. ...
E ll is , J. W. ...
Farrell ,  John ...
Fraser ,  Chas. ...
Hill, John...
Kingston , W. F. ...
Langston, J. ...
Sommers, Michl. ...
Steele, W. B.
Sharp, Ernest
Synett , Thos. ...
Wolf , Ju lius ...
WATSONVILLE.
... Royal
... Post  Office
... Blackmore's
Mining  Exchange
Carriers' Arms
Caledonian
... Cosmopolitan
... California Creek
... Commercial
... Jennings'
... Albion
... Butchers' Arms
... Orient
... Commercial
... Silverfield
... North Australian
.. Mount Albion
... Albion
... Glen Linedale
... Commercial
WINDORAH.
... Waverney
... Crossing
... Jundah
... Maroo
... Welford
... Western Star
... Royal
Aqua Vita
... Pastoral
WINTON.
Olio
... IImperialTattersall's
Bushman's Arms
Killarney
... Cadell Creek
... ' Commerical
... Macunda Creek
... Workingham Creek
Great Western
Welcome
Cosmopolitan
North Gregory
Mayne River
Royal Mail
Collingwood
YE V LBA.
Beiar, August  ...  Royal Mail
Norris, Jane ... ... Commerical
Short, Isabella ... ... Royal
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS' LICENSES.
SPECIAL DISTRICTS.
Ahern, John ...
Ah Foo, Jas. ...
Emmerson, A.
Finn, P.
Forbes, T. L.
Hammond, Geo. ...
Lennon, John ...
McBride, Patk.
O'Reilly, Patk.
Peel, E. A. ...
Shakspeare, G. P.
Vesper, P.... ...
BARCALDINE.
White Horse
SpringsureEmmerson's
Withersfield
(Not designated)
Western
Railway
Commercial
West End
(Not designated)
Shakspeare's
Carriers' Arms
Name.
Bassett ,  S. S. ...
Boganiz, J. ...
Calcino,  Eliza ...
Curtis, W.
Deizman , Emil ...
Janson , J. F. ...
Koenig , Albert ...
Nicholson, W. C....
Pike, H. R. ...
Pisoni , P. . ...
Poncini, M.
Pullg, G.
Rogers , Hy. ...
Smith, P. . ...
Thomas, John ...
Tuffs, Chas. ...
Waldron, Alf. ...
Watson, Elijah ...
Zinn, Casper, ...
WINE-SELLERS.
Place.
Roma
Brisbane
Charleville
Maryborough
Brisbane
Gladstone
Brisbane
Croydon
Eidsvold
Brisbane
„
... Georgetown
... Maryborough
... Roma
... Maryborough
... 1 Ipswich
PACKET LICENSES.
Name.
Adrian, H. C.
Armstrong, B.
Andrews, Geo.
Banks , Jas. ...
Bengtsson , B. F....
Brand, Alex. ...
Butcher, J. E.
Campbell, Geo.
Clarke, A. J. ...
Clarke, G. D.
Ellis, W.
Fleetwood, W.
Fleming , W. B. R.
Fleming , W. B. R.
Hampton, W. W.
Hammer, Wm.
Higgin , John ...
Hinton,  Jas. ...
Johnstone, T. L. ...
Junner, A.
Jones , Richd.
King , Geo. ...
Lake, Thos. ...
Lee, Fredk. G. ...
Lee, F. G... ...
Lennon,  Jas. ...
Meaburn ,  J. E. ...
Mitchell, John ...
Morris , F. W. ...
Munroe, J. E.
Mathieson, D.
Medley, J. B. S. ...
Pott, G. F.
Ruska, Fredk.
Stanford, F. H.
Seymour, W.
Selmes , J. .. ...
Sinclair, W. ...
Smith, G.... ...
Thompson, W.
Tozer,  Jas....
gutty, Wm. ...
Watts, F.... ...
I
Packet.
Porpoise
Rockton
You Yangs
Cintra
Garnet
Taldora
Victoria
Dugong
Palmer
Bulimba
Burwah
Birksgate
Dolphin
Truganini
Barcoo
Balmain
Yaralla
Boko
Glanworth
Derwent
Victory
Egmont
Warrego
Quirang
W aroonga
Gympie
Fitzroy
Beaver
Maranoa
Katoomba
Francis Cadell
Archer
Kate
Natone
Leura
Rodondo
Eurimbla
Ranelagh
Konoowarra
Elamang
Barrabool
Bribie
President
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name. Description of Premises.
ADAVALL.
... Imperial
... Klugh street
... Klugh street
ALLORA.
... I Royal Hotel
ALPHA.
...  I Commercial Hotel
Cronin, Danl.
Richards, G. H.
Woodhatch, Edward
Kelly John
Mulcahy, D.
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Name.
BILLIARDS - continued.
Name.
BILLIARDS-continued.
Description of Premises.
AR AMAC.
Kingston, J. W. ... . Aramac
Lochardt, S. ... ... I Gordon street
ARILALAH.
Coleman, J. D. ... ... Club
Dawkins, Chas. ... . Spencer street
AUGATHELLA.
Creevy, Jane ... ...  Main street
BERNLEIGH.
Cable, Robt . ... ...  Imperial
Guthrie, A. F. ... ... Royal
Palm, Carl ... ... Railway
Shetton, Geo. ... ... Logan and Albert
BIRDSVILLE.
Blair, Wm. ... . Birdsville Hotel
Groth, J. H. ... ... I Royal Hotel
BLACKALL.
Banks ,  W. H. ... ... Shamrock street
Irwin, Margt.  ... ...  Barcoo Hotel
Lane, Rioh d. ... ... Tattersalls
Wicker, E. H. ... ... Shamrock street
BOULIA.
Marshall,  Fredk .... ...  I Herbert street
BowaN.
McKenzie ,  Alex. ... ... North Australian
Strickland, Eliz. ... ... I Commercial
Smith, E. G. ... Union
Albertson, A.
Alcorn, J. M.
Beech, F. W.
Brown, Wm.
Brown, Wm.
Collins, S. M.
Cosgrove, B.
Coupland F. W.
Daniell, C. H.
Drouyn, Louis
Dinte, J. A.
Drysdale, R. A.
Fitzmaurice, T.
Gibson, Samuel
Gralton, Jas.
Gooley, Win.
Greaves, John
Holmes, Thos.
Horsfall, Geo.
Holmes, C. H.
Kavanagh, H. M.
Klaassen ,  B. ...
Lennon, Kate
Lenneberg, I. H....
Lyons, David ...
McCann ,  Jas. ...
Moxley, F. L. ...
Morrison, Richd.
Murphy, P. ...
Pickett, H. T.
Phillips, I. A.
Proe, Thos. ...
Todd, William ...
Winterford, Win.
Wardle, G. B. ...
Wood, R. T. ...
Adams, G. M. ...
Hull,  Saml. ...
McCann, W. H. ...
McKay , D. McL....
O'Mara, Lewis ...
Phillips, B. A. ...
BRISBANE.
... Oxford
Union
Queen's Arms
Plough Inn
Grosvenor
Belle Vue
Grand
Prince Consort
Imperial
Osborne,  Sandgate
Longreach
Globe
Exchange
George street
Federal
Jubilee
Australian
Sea View Hotel ,  Sandgate
Prince of Wales
Opera House
Royal
Pineapple
Lennon's Hotel
Shakespeare Hotel
Palace
Sir John Young
Cafe Royal
Elizabeth street
Tr inscontinental
Post Office
Metropolitan
... Royal George
... Stanley street
... Regatta
... Stanley street
... Sandgate Hotel
BUNDABERG.
... Bourbong street
... Palace
... Tantitha street
... Targo street
... Railway
... Barolin street
BURHETOWN.
Synnott, Patk. ... ...  Commercial
CAIRNS.
Champion, Cath.... ...  New Tattersa ll 's
Harrison ,  Aaron  ... ...  Royal
Holmes, Joseph ... ... Mining Exchange
Kelly, Wm. ... ... Sydney Hotel
McColl, Duncan  ... ... Hide  and McColl' s Cairns
Hotel
McGuire, Jane ... ... Court House
Paton R. C. ... ... Stony Creek Hotel
Sleep, John ... ... Crown Hotel
Description of Premises.
CHARLEEVILLR.
Aeschimann. A. .. Charleville Hotel
Enright, A. U. .. ... Victoria
Thompson, A. R.... ... Burke st.r, et
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Byrne, John ... ... I Daylesford Hotel
Canty, Wm. ... Wandering Digger
Clark, John ... ... Crown
Dean , F. T. ... ... Royal Hotel
Downey,  Patk . ... ... Queen's
Gough, Wm. ... ... Excelsior
Heath , Alfred ... ... Royal Hotel, Millehester
Lindsey,  Edwd. ... ... Railway
McLachlan,  Danl. Mac's
Narracott, C. S. ... ... Court House
Ryan,  P. F. ...  ...  Reefers' Arirs
Thaler, F. W. A.... ... Empire
Barclay, Jas.
Mullin, B.
Lacey, Jas.
Musty, John
Davis,  J. K. ...
Keating, J. E. ...
Lee, Frank ...
McGregor ,  Janet ...
Poole, Hy. ...
Robinson , G. L. ...
Strathinann, C.
Wilson, C. J. ...
Balzer , Wm. ...
Clayton, Chas. ...
Griffiths, Albert ...
Holmes  W. C. ...
Kerby, T. J. ...
Martine ll i, S. ...
Selva, Hy. ...
Willich, Fredk. ...
CLERMONT.
Royal Hotel
... Commercial Billiard Room
CLONCURBY.
Imperial
... Palace
COOxTOWN.
New Guinea
Commercial
Exchange
Great  Northern
Sovereign
Queen's Hotel
Club
Court House
CROYDON.
Palace Hotel
Miners' Arms
Golden Valley
Criterion
Commercial
Tabletop
Sircom street
Tabletop
CUNNAMULLA.
Doughty,  S. R. ... ... Tattersall's
McGillicuddy, Thos. ... Club Hotel
Pearse,  G. W. ... ... Post Office
DALBY.
Hunt, Geo. ... . Carsten's Hotel
Sam, Joseph  ... ...  Dalby  (near Royal Hotel)
EIDSVOLD.
Morgan ,  Wm. ...
. ..
Esplanade street
Rinaldi, Joseph  ... .. I  Craventown
Rice, Jas. ... ... ... 1 Eidsvold
EMERALD.
Kellaway, J. E. ... ... Terminus
Esi.
McDonald, Edwd. ... Royal Hotel
Markwe ll, Benj . ... ... ( Ipswich street
E'ULO.
Connolly,  Agnes .. . ...  Hungerford
Julius, H. J. ...  ...  Royal Mail
Robinson ,  R. W. ... ... Met ropolitan
GATTOW.
Edwards,  Geo. ... ... Laidley
GAYNDAH.
Cornwell , P. ... ... Capper street
Jeynes, T. ... ... ... Club Hotel
Burnell, J. H. ...
Clarke. J. L. ...
Godden, Thos.
Morris , M. V.
Webber, J. G. C....
Bourke,  John ...
Bruce , J. MeL. ...
Gallagher, Patk. ...
Mylne,  R. F. ...
GEORGETOWN.
Royal
Etheridge Hotel
Salutation Inn
Welcome Inn
The Durham
GE RALDTON.
...
GLADSTONE.
:: Commercial Hotel
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
BILL  I ARDS - continued.
Name.
Wallgate, John
Galvin, Danl.
Description  of Premises.
GOODNA.
... ... IClifford's Store
GOONDIWINDI.
... ) Victoria Hotel
GYMpr a.
Bright, Ashbtiry .,
Compigne, M. A....
Gorey, Richd.
Gill, Richd.
Hayes,  James ..,
Hayden, Thos.
Jew, Arthur
Kinmond, J. E. ...
Maclurcan, D.
Pillow, C. W,
Russell , Ellen
Stewart , J. J. E....
Bim ro se,  Richd. ...
Frith, Bobt.
Hides, G. P. ...
McManus, Ellen ...
Atkins , J. A. ...
Jones, Joseph ...
McLean , T. W. L.
Nilson ,  Peter ,,,
Park ,  Richd.
Witham, Wm.
Shewcroft, J. P. ...
Jackson, George ...
Kelly, M.... ...
Muir, Andrew ...
Doyles,  Jas. ...
Hughes, Arthur ..,
McNamara A.
Tighe, Peter ...
Adrian, W. St. ...
Dimmock,  Edwin,..
Mockridge, Edwd.
McCluskey, Patk....
Pogson, Esther ...
Wood, Geo. ...
Brown, H. J.
Buzza, Geo.
Butcher, Jas.
Geraghty, W m.
Heap, A. J.
Hunter, Paul
Jocunsen, C.
Lilley, A. ...
Lynch, Edwd.,
McKillop, Alex.
Murray, R. L.
Murray, A.
Button , Phcebe
Taylor, Robt.
Apollonian
Commercial
Cricketers' Arms
Mount Pleasant
New Zealand (One-Mile)
Mining  Exchange
Freemasons'
Royal Mail
Commercial
Royal Exchange
Sydney
Northumberland
HERBEETON.
Herberton Hotel
Post Office
,.. Royal Hotel
... Mining Exchange
HUGHSNDEN.
... Royal Hotel
B rodie street
Hughenden
Exchange Hotel
Brodie street
Great Western Hotel
INGFItAM.
Royal Hotel
IPSWICH.
)North Australian
...) Palais Royal
IQIE OED.
... I St. Mary street
Ja$ICHO.
...) Faraday street
LAIDLEY.
... Patrick street
I/BYBUIeN.
Royal
... Royal Mail Hotel
MAOEAY.
Prince of Wales
Royal Hotel
Will's Hotel
Queen's
Great Northern Hotel
Post Office Hotel
MARYBOBOUGH.
Grand Hotel
Royal
Queen's
Imperial
Southern Cross
Point Vernon Hotel
Australian
Royal
Globe
Cafe Royal
Custom House
Eu ro pean
Sydney
Pialba
MAYTOWN.
Ahlers, Hy. ... Prince of Wales Hotel
Clifford, W. C. ... . Criterion Hotel
Nash, Charles ,.. ,., Union
MITCHELL.
Corbett, John ... Green Gate, Cambridge
street
Donnelly, John ... Post Office
MUTTABUBBA.
Doran, J. W. ... .. Australian
Harding, W. St. J. .'. ( Mount Cornish Hotel
Mills, Wm. ... , . I Australian
NANANGO.
Graham, Richd. ... ... J Sta
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BILLIARD  S-continued.
'Name. Description of Premises.
Brown, Saml.
Field, Hy. ...
Perry, Robt. .,
Wilson, A. C.
Barker, Mark
i'olless, M.
Davis, Moses
Hely, C.
McCabe, Matthew
Olsen, John ...
Carstens, F. P.
Collins, Dahl.
Browne, C. T.
Redpath, Robt.
NERANG.
... Grand Hotel
... Southport Hotel
Imperial, Southport
Commercial ,  Nerapg
NORMANTON.
Bowen street Hotel
B ro wn street Hotel
Pripee Albert Hotel
Transcontinental
Queen's Hotel
Albion Hotel
POET DOUGLAS.
A. :•, ( Exchange
Macrossan street
RAVENSWOOD.
Comley, Fredk.
Fulton, Hugh
Glindemann, H. F.
Hall, Jas.
Harris, M,
Holt, W. R. ..
Johnson, H. ...
Laity,  Jas. ...
Lowry, J. F. ...
Moncton, Wm.
McDonald, L.
McGrath, Wm.
Murphy, T. ...
Pfitzenmaier, L. ...
Triokett, Edwd.
Dunstan, D. W.
Hogan ,  Ellen
Symes,  J. A. ...
Trump , Elizth.
Hamilton ,  Ralph ...
Hughes , C. E. ...
Middleton, Geo. .,.
Cahill, E. M.
Hale, Saml.
Anderson, W. B...
Brigston, John
Macalister , Arthur
Lawton, Wm.
Lynch, Wm.
Scott, T. A.
Miller, Alex.
Hampton, R. E.
Jefferis, Bridget
Leahy, John
Gibbins, Jas.
Gielis, F. H.
Bennett, W. H.
Summers, Thos. ,..
Simon, H. L. ...
Smyth, G. 4,
Smyth, G. A.
Frail , Nathan
Reid , Hy....
:.. ( Ravenswood
Criterion
ROCBHAMPTON.
... Emu Park
,.. Pacific
,.. Prince of Wales
... European
.,. On, Stanley, On
... Rockhampton
Belmore Arms
... Allipnce
... Sunburst
... Mount Morgan
... Criterion
... Royal
... Masonic
... Leichhardt Hotel
... Trickett's
RoMA.
... Queen's Arms
... School of Arts
... McDowe ll  street
... Club
RICHMOND.
Western Star
.. Star and Garter
,., Royal
SPRINGSURs.
... I Quarry street
STANTHOEPE.
I Farley's
Sr. GEORGE.
Tattersa ll 's
Australian Hotel
... Commercial
S1IRAT.
... Royal
TAXBO.
... J Arthur street
TAR00M.
... Taroom Hotel
TENNIDTPERING.
.. .. I Flora street
THARGOMINDAH.
... Club
... Thargomindah
... Royal
THORNROEOUGH.
Royal
Commercial
THURSDAY  ISLAND.
... 1 Normanby street
Victoria Parade
Victoria Parade
... Victoria Par 4e
, , . Thursday Island Hotel
TIARO.
Victoria
.. Station Hotel
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Name.
$ILLIAEDS- continued.
Description of Premises.
BAGATELLE LICENSES.
Name. Description  of Premises.
ToowooMBA. ARAMAC.
Bowden, Win.
Davis ES
... Beauaraba
alRo
Phillips, F. W. ... ... Porter street
., .
Hennessy, J. D.
JerrHolme
...
...
y
Queen's
Blue Mountains Hotel BRISBANE  (ToowoNG).ys,
Hunt, Darius
...
... Reid's Buildings, Ruthven Rosentengle, F. N.
street
... I Royal Exchange
Long, John
JohnMcNamara
... Imperial
Metropolitan
BUNDABSRG.
,
Perkins, C. E.
Perkins, Jas.
Governor Blackall
Club
Wood, Robt. ... ... ( Bingera Hotel
T0wifSVILLE. CAMOOWEAL.
Brown,. Jas. ... ... Crown Kennedy, J. H. ... ... ( Camooweal
Coyle, Thos. ... ... Exchange
Cramp, John ... ... Palace CHARLEVILLE.Oran, J. W. ... ... Queen's
Enright, Thos. ... ... Tattersall's Smith, W. ... ... 1 Telegraph
Grosskoff, Louis ... ... Townsville Family
Hodel, Henry ... ... Newmarket CLONCURRY
Hanran John junr. ... Commercial ., ,
Long, Joseph ... ... Excelsior Absolon, John ... Prince of Wales
McGrath, M. A.... ... Paragon
McDonnell, Edwd. ... Metropolitan EIDSVOLD.
Oldenburg, A. R.
Thomason, M. J....
.. Great  Britain
Day Dawn
McLachlan, Geo.... ... Royal Hotel
Chas.Wyatt .. Court House,
Wallace, Tbos.
.
... Imperial GEORGETOWN.
Allman, Jeremiah
Dinte, H. D.
Evenden, Eliza ...
WARWICK.
... Criterion
... I Cosmopolitan
Commercial
Thomas, John  ...  St. George street
Webber, J. G. C. ... The Durham
WATSONVILLE.
Murphy, Jas. ... . Silverfield Hotel
Pascoe, John ... ... ( Albion Hotel
WINDORAR.
Cole, Hy. ... Canterbury
Gracie, Wm. ... ... Jundah Hotel
Plush, John ... ... Western Star
Wood, Danl. ... ... Pastoral
WINTON.
Farrell, John ... ... Commercial
Lynnett, Thos. ... ... Royal Mail
Steele, W. B. ... ... North Gregory
YELTLBA.
Beiar , August ... ... I Royal Mail Hotel
SPECIAL BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name. Name.
BABCALDINE.
Emerson,  A. Smith, Wm.
Ross, R.
GOONDIW INDI.
Bushell, M. T. ... Royal
Lucas, Wm. ... Commercial
Baldrey, Chas.
Oldham, Geo.
Vernon, John
IPsWICn.
... Volunteer Arms
Royal Engineers
Bull's Head Inn
MACKAY.
Hynes, P. M. ...  ...  Cosmopolitan
McDonald, Barbara  ...  Albion
Peard, John ... ... Duke of Edinburgh
MABYBOBOUGII.
Abbs, Robt. ... ... Tattersall's
Beiers ,  Matthias  ... ...  Elephant and Castle
King, Wm. ... ... Ballarat
Steley, R. L. ... ... Black Diamond
NANANGO.
Bright, Mary ... ... I Burnett Inn
ROCKHAMPTON.
Schofield, Elizabeth  ...  I Cawarral
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, William street.  Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-third
day of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
%7 HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to 1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide intolots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may atany time
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection, and may
requira the Surveyor-General to divide the land
into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans, and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Acts, doth order,
and it is hereby ordered, that the operation of so much
of the forty-third section of the said Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended with respect to the
land described in the said Schedule : And the
Surveyor-General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
[No. 28.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts:-
District. Locality.
Gladstone ...
Mackay ...
Stanthorpe
Townsvilie
The resumed part of Boo-
room Run
The resumed part of Mount
Funnel Run
The parish of Folkestone
The resuiied part of Wood-
house Run.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House ,  Brisbane , the sixteenth day
of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.
WHEREAS  by "The Crown Lands  Acts,  1884
11  to  1886,"  it is amongst  other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of  maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked  boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board , may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps  or plans :
And whereas  it is  practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
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of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference  to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, and in pursuance and
exercise  of the authority rested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of the
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots and to indicate the
position  of such  lots on proper  maps  or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands  is to give  the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1839.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the ExecutiveU
Council, has been pleased to approve of the under-
mentioned appointments in the Post and Telegraph
Department, viz.: -
MICHAEL J. CoozE and
PATRICK SWEENEY
to be Operators.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
JOHN GENGE ANDREWS PEDDLE
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
THB SCHEDULE.
The Crown lands on the resumed portion of Retro
Run, in the Clermont Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.WHEREAS the Government Gazette  of 3rdDecember, 1887, did not contain descrip-
tion of a road intended to be opened through the
leased part of Avington Run, it is hereby notified
that it is intended to resume for a Public Road the
land described as under :-
DESCRIPTION.
From the west boundary of Avington Lease
north-easterly up the left bank of the Barcoo River
about three and a-half miles to a crossing of the
Barcoo River below and near its junction with the
Alice River.
Lessees-William Oliver and Robert Smith.
M. Hi7ME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
JAMES MAHONY
to be a Member for No. 2 Subdivision of the
Inglewood Division ,  in the room of Frederick Gore,
disqualified.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
H. M. NELSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.HIS E+6llendy.he Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FRANK SYDNEY KENNEDY
to be Junior Clerk in the Crown Law Offices.
This appointment to take effect from the 28th
instant.
A. J.  TRYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 30th January, -1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CLEMENT ARNETT COLLARD, Clerk of Petty Sessions
at Normanton.
to be Registrar of the Northern District Court
(under the provisions of  " The District Courts Act
of  1867 "), District Receiver in Insolvency (under
the provisions of  " The Insolvency Art of  1874"),
and High Bailiff (under the provisions of  " The
Sher ff"a Act of  1875 "), at that place, in the room
of G. H. Brewster, resigned.
This appointment to date from the 23rd January
instant.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.
L IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has been pleased to direct that
ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR,
Government Agent, on the Supernumerary Staff,
to accompany Vessels licensed to carry Pacific
Islanders, be dismissed from the Public Service.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Central (Rockhampton) and
Northern (Townsville) Branches of the Office of
the Registrar of Titles:-CENTRAL.
JOHN EDWARD W. TOWNSON
to be Clerk and Draughtsman ;
JOHN MARSHALL STUART
to be Clerk.
NORTHERN.
GERALD H. SNOWDON
to be Clerk and Draughtsman;
GEORGE JOB HILL
to be Clerk.
These appointments to take effect from the 15th
December last.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Colonial secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY WILSHIRE BANBURY,
to be Local Deputy Registrar of Titles at Rock-
hampton for the Central District, for the purposes of
" The Real Property (Local Registries) Act of
1887."
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
December last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
I
[J  IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE MORDAUNT JONES
to be Local Deputy Registrar of Titles at Towns-
ville, for the Northern District, for the purposes
of  "The Real Property (Local Registries) Act of
1887."
This appointment to take effect from the 1st of
December last.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th J nuary, 1889.
r IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
appointment, by the South Brisbane Fire Brigade
Board, of
NICHOLAS F. PEUT
as Superintendent of the Brigade.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Department of the Colonial
Secretary, viz.:-
JOHN WOODWARD WYNDHAM JACKSON
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Port Douglas, and
Assistant Registrar of Births and Deaths at that
place, for the Registry District of Cook, in the
room of C. A. Collard, transferred ;
J. STEWART BERGE
to be Assistant Clerk in the Police Office, War-
wick; and
GEORGE NEEDHAM WALKER
to be Assistant Clerk in the Police Office, Too-
woomba.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
j 1 ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions and transfer of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz. : -
WILLIAM JOHN HENDY
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Mackay ;
THOMAS O'NEILL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Towns-
ville ;
MARY  JANE BRISBANE BUCKLE
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Bundaberg South ;
EMILIE ISABELLA LEITCH
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Roma ;
CATHERINE SHANKS
to be promoted to the position of Third Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Girls and
Infants at Gympie.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
H. M. NELSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
THOMAS FARRELL
be admitted into the service of the Department as
a Teacher of Class III., Division 3, and appointed
to the position of an Assistant Teacher in the
Central State School for Boys at Gympie ; to take
effect from the 1st January, 1889.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
H. M. NELSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By  his  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the  recommen-
dation of the Land Board, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and declare that the Country Lands
described hereunder, and situated in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection,
under  the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed
lands, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day
of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rent
and purchasing price at which said lands may be
selected shall be 6d. and £1 per acre respectively,
and that the  maximum  area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as
follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
And I do hereby further declare that the cost of
survey chargeable on all selections within Agri-
cultural Area No. 1 shall be according to the
Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD. SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-23-1-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Fass fern.
The unsurveyed Crown lands within the following
boundaries ,  viz. :-
About 3 square miles.
Bounded on the north by portion 248; on the east
by portions  80 and  52; Qn the south by portions
89, 2v, and 61; and on the west and north-west
by portion 168 and the parish boundary.
Also,-
About  3 square miles.
Bounded on the north by portion 54; on the east
by portions  5v, 292 , and 150 ; on the south by the
parish boundary ; and on the west by the water-
shed and portion 100.
Also,-
About 4 square miles.
Bounded on the north by portions 273, 337, 324,
549, 351, 347, and 336; on the south-east by the
parish boundary ; on the south by portions 354 and
343 ; and on the west and north-west by portions
353, 348, 338, 195, 335, 346, 345, and 339.
AMENDED SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
Land Agent's District of Ipswich.
£ s. d.
Not exceeding 10 acres 3 1 0
20 4 11 0
30 5 11 0
40 6 6 0
60 „ ... ... 7 11 0
80 „ ... ... 8 6 0
120 „ ... ... 9 10 0
160 ... ... 10 10 0
200 „ ... ... 11 8 0
240 „ ... ... 12 2 0
280 „ 12 16 0
„ 320 „ ... ... 13 8 0
„ 400 ,, ... ... 14 8 0
480 „ ... ... 15 4 0
560 „ ... ... 16 0 0
640 „ ... ... 16 12 0
800 „ ... ... 17 17 0
960' „ ... ... 19 0 0
1,120 „ ... ... 20 1 0
1,280 „ ... ... 21 0 0
NoTs.-Subject to the payment of the value of improvements
if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator .  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the sixteenth day of January, 1889, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of 1884" as
requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it  is proclaimed  open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to
indicate  the position of such lots on proper  maps  or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has
accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,  and has indicated  the position
thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore,  in pursuance and execution  of all dowers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Clermont Land Agent's District, shall be
open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March
1889 : And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum  area which may
be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government House,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-16-1-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CLERMONT  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.  Annual PurchasingRun  No. of  Provisional
of  Parish. Area.  Rent  PriceResumption. Portion. Survey Fee. per Acre. per Acre.Lot.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. a m
1 Retro ... Capella  13v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
2 Ditto ... ditto  14v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 s. a
.cJ as
3 Ditto ... ditto  15v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6  1 0 0 44 ao 0•
4 Ditto ... ditto  16v 100 0 0  517 6 0 0 6  1 0 0 o
5 Ditto ... ditto  17v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6  1 0 0
ditto  18v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6  16 Ditto 0 0...
7 Ditto ... ditto  19v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 6  1 0 0 APB
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of May, 1887, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires  land to be actuall y surveyed and marked on the ground before it  is proclaimed  open for
selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the osition of such lots on proper maps or  plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly dividped the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper  maps or plans :  Now, therefore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Ipswich Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth
day of March, 1889: And I • do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
Tn the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 5,000 acres.
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Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 2, established by
Proclamation dated 30th May, 1887, in the said District, shall be 4,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-23-1-89.
No.
of
Lot.
1
2
Parish.
Avoca
Ditto
GQD SAVE THE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 2.
A.  B.  P.
1,035 0 0
2,965 0 0
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
s. d. s. d.
14 16 0 0 2
22 10 0 0 2
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most-Distinguished Order ofSt. Michael nd St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.I N pursuance d execution of all powers andauthorities in me vested under the provisions of " 7%e
Croon Lands Aots,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Rockhampton Land Agent's District, shall be March,to selection, under the provisions of the saidActs, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of arch, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within a Agrioultural A ea, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established
by Proclamation dated 8th February, 1886, in the said District, shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.E.M.-23-1-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Rosewood
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
No. of
Portion.
6v
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
29v
31v
Annual
Area.  Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
Subject to the
payment of
the value of
of improve-
ments, if any
Value of
Improvements.
A. E. P.  £ S. d. £ s. d.
Subject to the pay-
6,940 0 0 34 3 8 0 0 03-
went p the vnue
4 of imp rovements,
if any.
NOTB.-Being Forfeited Grazing Farm No. 14.
PROCLAMATION .
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the sixth day of January, 1887, and the twenty-third day of
January, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 " as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
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execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts
1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of M-irch, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-23-1-89,
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
M. HUME BLACK.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
1 Cairns ...
2 Ditto ...
3 Ditto ...
. 4 Ditto ...
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto
7 Gladstone ...
8 Ditto ...
9 Ditto ...
10 Ditto ...
11 Ditto ...
12 Ditto ...
13 Ditto ...
14 Ditto ...
15 Ditto ...
16 Ditto ...
17 Ditto ...
18 Ditto ...
19 Ditto ...
20 Ditto ...
21 Ditto ...
22 Ditto ...
23 Ditto ...
24 Ditto ...
25 Mackay ...
26 Ditto ...
27 Ditto ...
28 Ditto ...
29 Ditto ...
30 Ditto ...
31 Ditto ...
32 Ditto ...
33 Ditto ...
34 Ditto ...
35 Ditto ...
36 Ditto ...
37 Ditto ...
38 Ditto
39 Stanthorpe...
40 Ditto ...
41 Townsville ...
42 Ditto ...
43 Ditto ..
44 Ditto ...
45 Ditto
46 Ditto
47 Ditto ...
48 Ditto ...
49 Ditto ...
50 Ditto ...
51 Ditto ...
52 Ditto ...
53 Ditto ...
54 Ditto ...
55 Ditto ...
56 Ditto
57 Ditto ...
58 Ditto ...
59 Ditto ...
60 Ditto ...
61 Ditto ...
62 Ditto ...
63 Ditto ...
64 Ditto ...
65 Ditto ...
66 Ditto ...
67 Ditto ...
68 Ditto ...
69 Ditto ...
70 Ditto ...
71 Ditto ...
72 Ditto ...
73 Ditto ...
Run
Resumption.
Booroorn ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Mount Funnel
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Woodhouse...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Parish .
Sophia ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Booroom ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Kelvin ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Folkestone ...
ditto ...
Jarvisfield ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...I
Agricultural
Area.
oo 0
_r.q
c ; ? c Area.
ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
G m
N d
e o
z
A. R. P.  £  s. d. s. d. £ s.  Acres.
256 256A 160 0 0  14 15 0 1 0 2 0 1 320
256 256B 146 0 0  13 6 0 1 0 2 0 1 320
256 256c 92 0 0  11 15 0 1 0 2 0 1 320
600 600 160 0 0  14 15 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
600 600A 160 0 0  14 15 0 0 9 1 10 2 1,280
600 600E 160 0 0  14 15 0 0 9 1 10 2 1,280
... lv 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 2v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 3v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0  0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 4v 800 0 0  12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 5v 640 0 0  7 7 6 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  6v 800 0 0  12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 7v 1.000 0 0  14 16 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  8v 1,225 0 0  14 16 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 9v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  10v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  llv 1,000 0 0  14 16 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 12v 1,000 0 0  1416 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  13v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
... 14v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  15v 1,000 0 0  1.416  0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  16v 640 0 0  7 7 6 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  17v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 3 1 0 d 1 1,280
...  18v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
...  13v 110 0 0  5 17 6 0 8 1 5 1 1 1,280
... 14v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 8 1 5 q 1 1,280
... 15v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1 1,280
...  16v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 8 1 5 1  1,280
...  17v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 o 1 1,280
... 18v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1  1,280
... 19v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 5 1 1,280
... 20v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1 1,280
... 21v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1 1,280
...  22v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1 1,280
... 23v 237 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 1  1,280
... 24v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 8 1 5 ' 1  1,280
...  25v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5  1 1,280
...  26v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 8 1 5 1  1,280
143 143 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 3 1 0 5 8 320
143 143A 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3' 1 0 8 320
...  41v 250 0 0  7 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
.. 42v 40 0 0  4 7 0 0 6 1 1 0 2 1,280
... 43v 145 0 0  6 13 0 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
... 44v 370 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 45v 260 0 0  7 18 0 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
... 46v 130 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0 c 2  1,280
... 47v 455 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 48v 980 0 0  14 16 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 49v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 0 1 0 2 1.280
... 50v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
...  51v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
...  52v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
...  53v 105 0 0 5 17 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
... 54v 103 0 0 5 17 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
... 55v 455 0 0  8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
...  56v 1,280 0 0  16 4 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
57v 975 0 0  14 16 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 58v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
...  59v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
60v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
61v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 6 1. 0 2 1,280
...  62v 290 0 0  7 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 63v 515 0 0  10 1 0 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
...  64v 344 0 0  8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2  1,280
...  65v 344 0 0  8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
...  66v 465 0 0  8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1, 280
... 67v 430 0 0  8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 68v 1,120 0 0  14 16 0 0 6 1 0! 2 1,280
... 69v 1,120 0 0 14 16 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 75v 640 0 0  12 10 0 0 6 1 0 1 2 1,280
...  76v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0  6 1 0 2 1,280
...  77v 160 0 0  7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
... 78v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in
the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLTAM PATTISON.
E.:Yl.--16-1-89. Gon SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE  SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of Land Agent'sDistrict
Run
Resumption Parish.
,d o
OyO
o
00
a Area. SurveyFee.
q
A U
Lot. . . zpa if
k"
0 pa C 0
m n
p,
0
z 0-4
Brisbane
Ditto
Ditto
Cairns ...
Ditto
Ditto
Clermont
Gympie
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ipswich
Ditto
Roma
Maleny ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sophia ...
Trinity ...
ditto
Bathampton
King ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Campbell
ditto ...
Euthulla ...
Agricul-
tural Area.
8
C
z
A. R. P. 2  a.  d. s. d. 2 s. I Acres.
501 35v 160 0 0 8 12 0 0 9 1 10 8 320
502 36v 160 0 0 8 12 0 0 9 1 10 8 320
503 37v 160 0 0 8 12 0 0 9 1 10 o - 8 320
553 553 160  0 0 22  16 9 1 0 2 0 2 2801
579 ' 22 160 0 0 6 5 3 1 0 2 0 a 2
,
1,280
580 20 67 0 0 7 5 3 1 0 2 0 2 1,280
170 170 80 0 0 7 2 6 0 4 1 0 L 1 1,280
... 12v 137 3 0 7 3 0 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
... 13v 135 0 0 7 3 0 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
... 14v 160 0 0 714 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
15v 159 2 0 7 14 0 0 3 1 0 +' o 1 1,280
1031 42v 160 0 0 9 4 1 0 3 1 0 aoia 2 1,280
1032
410
43v
410
160 0 0
160 0 0
9 4 1
9 2 6
0 3
0 5
1 0
1 0
2
6
1,2801,280
NOTE.-Lots 8 to 11 comprise a cancelled Timber Reserve on Eel Creek, Widgee Road.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities iii me vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Jets,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected  by any  one person in the said
Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
'year of Her Majesty s reign.
E.M.-23-1-89.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Parish.
ww
90
a
« 0
0 L+
0
Pa
0
Area.
U
z
z
1
A. R. P.
1 Beenleigh ... Witheren ... 1287 34 600 0 0
2 swichI Blenheim . 728 }
"'
143 200 0 0p ... H. R.
3 Toowoomba ... Djuan ... 669 53v  160 0 0
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
13 6 1
8 15 0
8 16 0
M. HUME BLACK.
W U
Agricul-
tural Area.
q a.
o
Z
ma m
8
C
z X
s. d. £ S. Acres.
0 6 1 0 subiecttothe
payment of
2 640
0 6 1 0 the valueof improve-") 1 1,280
0 9 1 10 J ay
ts, it I
1 1,280
NOTE.-Lot  3, Land on resumed part of Emu Creek Run.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, President
A.  H.  PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Adfministrator.  Administrator of the Government
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Grazing Farm, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited.
of the Colony of Queensland a,u'
its Dependencies.
Uw
a0 v  Name of Lessee.ao d Area.
Land Agent's
District.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
m a
= a
-a
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The
"
37 Henry Ilenney ... ... 578 0 0 Dalby.Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator afore-
Raid, by and with the advice of the Executive Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-Council. do hereby notify and proclaim that the ment House,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day of
Leases of the following Selections of Land, under January, in the year of our Lord one
the said Acts, are declared forfeited:- thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
Land30+ and Agent's
lio 6.2  Name of Lessee .  Area. District.
A. R. P.
2560 George  Clapham  ... ... 151 1 0 Brisbane
3946 Thomas Kerwin  .. ... 80 0 0 ditto
3969 Thomas  Fitzpatrick  ... 21)0 29 ditto
536 John  McPherson  ... ... 159 0 0 Cairns
577 John W. R. Stuart ... 196 2 0 ditto
1088 Charles  Watts ... ... 640 0 0 Gympie
1220 Willam H. Lisme y ... 40 0 0 ditto
1331 James Sivyer  ... ... 80 0 0 ditto
1371 1 Daniel Murphy  ... ... 250 0 0 ditto
1449 Thomas McMahon  ... 36 0 0 ditto
1545 John Callaghan  ... ... 66 0 0 ditto
1655 Sidney  Smith  ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
54 Hans Petersen  ... 160 0 0 Herberton
80 Nicholas Donnelly .. . 727 0 0 Ingham
7283 Anna W .  F. StOmer  ... 160 0 0 Ipswich
7195 Joseph Gutteridge 137 3 0 ditto
7401 David  E. McLaughlin 68 2 0 ditto
7462 Peter Harvey  .. 57 0 0 ditto
7511 Thomas R. Abell  ... ... 48 0 0 ditto
6942 Alfred C. Harvey ... ... 97 0 0 ditto
1376 Will iam H Williams  ... 190 0 0 Mackay
138 Pat ri ck O'Leary  ... ... 200 0 0 Port  Douglas
210 Andrew  Kerr  ... ... 158 0 0 ditto
228 Isaac W. De Laney  ... 320 0 0 ditto
238 Roberts Harrison ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
245 Ellen O'Callaghan  ... 500 0 0 ditto
248 John O'Callaghan  ... 500 0 0 ditto
251 Wilson Nixon  ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
2233 John S. B. Davis  ... ... 1,430 0 0 Rockhampton
2353 Mary Reid  ... ... ... 110 0 0 ditto
1966 Alan W. Thompson  .. 40 0 0 ditto
2124 George Dingle  ... ... 176 0 0 ditto
2147 August  Klaproth  ... ... 150 0 0 ditto
2170 Patrick Currin ... 300 0 0 ditto
2181 Daniel J .  Martin  ... ... 302 0 0 ditto
2251 Alan  Stuart  Roche 127 0 0 ditto
2271 John Miller  ... 160 0 0 ditto
2265 Thomas Ball  ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
1832 Frederik Bohmann  ... 22 0 0 ditto
1917 William Reynolds 160 0 0 ditto
2065 Martin  Cunningham 40 0 0 ditto
2074 William  Kimber  ... ... 160 0 0 ditto
2279 Albert C. Stubbs  ... 160 0 0 ditto
2293 Thomas  Leivesley, junr.. 160 0 0 ditto
2294 William  Robb 160 0 0 ditto
2313 Richard Harwood  ... 80 0 0 ditto
2344 Walter  Puttock ... ... 129 0 0 ditto
549 William Mackie  ... ... 160 0 0 Roma
3863 Donald McGougan 85 0 0 Toowoomba
3914 William  Lovejoy ... ... 10 0 23 ditto
4117 August  D. Hartwig  ... 160 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAJlAA c101N.
By His Excellene Sir AnTNeR }lUNrl•'it PAI.IIEJI
night Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. lNl i.
[L.8.]  chael and  St. George, I'resident
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council Aid
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
FT.S." chael and St. George, President
A 11.PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland nodii s  1 lependeneies.
1
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
 in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and  proclaim  that the Lease of the
following Agricultural Farm, under the said Act,
is declared  forfeited :-
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R.. P. I
5 Mary A. Myles  ... ..  54 0 0 1 Beenleigh.1
Giveii under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth clay of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By tlis Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PAL_1TrR,
Knight Commander of the lot
Distinguished Order of St. 1Ii-
[L.a.] cbael and St. George, Pr,-,;id, nt
A. H. PALMER,Of the Legislative Council and
Allnntnistrator.  Administrator of the Govrriooctit
of the Col. ny of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands. on and
after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March,
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1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the annual rent at which
said lands may be selected shall be  13d. per acre,
and that the maximum areas which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be
as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within a  Agricultural
Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare
that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person within the limits of the lands
described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established
by Proclamation dated 8th February, 1886, in the
said District, shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-23-1-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
Parish of Bunavon.
About  55 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following
boundaries, viz.:-
Commencing on the left bank of the Fitzroy
River opposite the confluence of Gogango Creek,
and bounded thence by a line north-westerly to the
watershed separating the Mellaleuca Creek waters
from the Lower Fitzroy waters, by that watershed
north-westerly to the southern boundary of the
Yarrowes Block, by that boundary east to the
Fitzroy River, and thence by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Nora.-Subject to the payment of the  value of  improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMaa,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
LL.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Ad,uiv'slratur.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator • aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Rent and Purchasing Price at which the remaining
Farms in the parishes of Witheren and Roberts,
in the Beenleigh Land Agent's District, are open to
selection by Proclamations dated the 31st July,
1886, and 7th February, 1887, shall, on and after
MONDAY, the 4th March, 1889, be reduced to
9d. and £1 10s. per acre, respectively.
E M.-16-1-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day
of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Gou SAVE TAP, QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
LL.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.I N pursuance d execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions ofThe Crown Lands Act of 1884 " and  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and de-
clare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Townsville Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Fourth day of March, 1889:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall be
4d. and £1 per acre respectively, and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say:-In the case of lands within an Agricultural
Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirty-first day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
Al. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-23-1-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Beer.
(Being part of the Cancelled Reserve for Aborigines.)
About 1,300 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stuart Creek
at the south-west corner of portion 142, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion and a
line in continuation north to the road forming the
south-west boundaries of portions 175 and 206, by
that road north-westerly to the Reserve for Quaran-
tine  Ground, proclaimed in the  Government Gazette
for 1883, Part 2, page 317 (portion 166) ; thence
by the east boundary of that reserve and a line
bearing south to a point bearing east from the south-
east corner of portion 297, parish of Stuart ; thence
by a line bearing  east  to Stuart Creek ; and thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
NoTE.- Subject  to the  payment of the value of improvement ,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The
Pastoral  Leases  Act of  1869," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council. do
hereby  make and estab li sh the Regulation set
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forth in the Schedule to this Proclamation, whereof
all persons concerned are to take notice and govern
themselves accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
REGULATION REQUIRING THE BRANDING
OF TIMBER WITH A REGISTERED
BRAND.
All timber which has been cut under any  license
issued by virtue of the Timber Regulations dated
5th November, 1888, must be branded by the
licensee  with a brand to be  registered  in the office
of the Commissioner, otherwise it will be liable to
be seized, forfeited, and sold on behalf of the
Crown. The brand must be shown on the face of
the license.
PROCLAMATION.
ssy His ExcellenU Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L a.] chael and St. George, President
A. 11. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Governmen
of the Colony of Queensland ann
its Dependenci
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions
of section 121 of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of the Suburban Reservation around the Town
of Roma described hereunder shall be and is hereby
rescinded.
E.M.-9-1-89-W.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Waldeqrave, parish of Roma, portions
242, 243,  and 244.
107 acres.
Commeucing on the left bank of Bungil Creek
at the north-west corner of portion 244, and bounded
thence on the north by that portion bearing east
forty-nine chains ninety links ; on the east by a
road bearing south thirty chains ; on the south by
a road bearing west twenty chains ; on the south-
wE st by  a line  bearing 315 degrees nine chains to
Bungil Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
PlOCL:1i1I A'I'I()1N .
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HucTI•Ei PAi AtEI.
Knight Commander of the Must
Distinguished Order of St. '11 i
[L.a.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMS-- of the Legislative Council anc
Administrutor.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland cis,
;f Dehendei,•ie
IN pursuance of sections  ninety-five, ninety-six,and ninety-seve  of  " The Crown La ds Act
,,f 1884," I ,  Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named and placed under the control of the
Thuringowa Divisional Board.
N.M.-9-1 -89-A'.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Ross River.
88-34540- Twavle.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area-About 50 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Ross River
at the south-west corner of portion 63, and boun-
ded thence on the east by that portion bearing
north twenty chains ; on the north by a camping
reserve, proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for
1872, folio 810, bearing west twenty-two chains ;
on the west by that camping reserve bearing south
about thirty-seven chains to the left bank of the
Ross River ; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my H and and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM  PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been permanently
reserved for the purpose named.
E.M.-9-1-89-A'.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
Bore at Kensington Tank.
89-32900-C.T.
County of Ayrshire.
Area- 60 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing about 304
degrees and distant about five chains from the
crossing  of Western Creek by the Winton and
Muttaburra road  near  Toole's Hotel, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north thirty
chains, on the north by  a line  bearing east twenty
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing south
thirty chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisba ne, this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the  -Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N
pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the  lands  hereunder
described have been temporaril reserved for the
purpose named , and placed under the control of
the Glastonbury Divisional Board.
E.M.-9-1 -89-A".
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR CAMPING.
Imbil Road.
89-193-s.G.
No.  I.
County of Lennox, parish of Woonga.
Area - 28 acres  209 perches.
Commencing on the road from Imbil to Gympie
at a point bearing 85 degrees 20 minutes and
distant 1604 links from the east corner of Gold
Fields Homestead Lease No. 77, and bounded
thence on the north-east by the Imbil road bearing
170 degrees 10 minutes six chains and fifty-eight
links, 152 degrees 10 minutes twelve chains and
fifty-two links, and 161 degrees  nine  chains and
thirty-four links ; on the south-east by a line bear-
ing 229 degrees seven chains and twenty-six links ;
on the south-west by the Pie Creek road bearing
315 degrees seventeen chains and eighty-three links
and 308 degrees 30 minutes six chains and seventy
links ; on the north-west by lines bearing 26 degrees
three chains and eighty links, 46 degrees 45 minutes
one chain and seventy-six links, 136 degrees 45
minutes ten chains, 46 degrees 45 minutes five
chains, 316 degrees 45 minutes ten chains, and
46 degrees 46 minutes nine chains and twenty-two
links to the point of commencement; -exclusive of
surface rights already accrued.
No. 2.
Pari'•h of Gympie, county of March.
Area-30 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 349 degrees
35 minutes and distant one chain and fifty-seven
links from the north-wept corner of the Rifle
Range, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing 319 degrees 35 minutes eighteen chains
and fifty links; on the north by a line bearing
79 degrees 35 minutes twenty chains ; on the east
by a line bearing 169 degrees 35 minutes about
nine  chains to a road one chain and a-half wide ;
on the south-east by that road bearing south-
westerly about nine chains and 242 degrees 35
minutes about thirteen chains and fifty links to
the point of commencement ;-exclusive of surface
rights already acquired.
No. 3.
Parish of Gym pie, county of March.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing on the eastern side of a road
running between Gold Fields Homestead Selec-
tions 98 and 2 to the Widgee Crossing on the
north bank of the Mary River, and bounded thence
on the west by that road bearing 342 degrees
30 minutes about eighteen chains ; on the north by
a road bearing 69 degrees 30 minutes about five
chains ; on the east by a line bearing 162 degrees
30 minutes about twenty chains to the Mary
River ; and on the south by that river westerly to
the point of commencement.
No. 3A.
Parish of Gympie, county of March.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing on the north bank of the Mary
River on the west side of the road at the Widgee
Crossing at a point bearing 162 degrees 30 minutes
and distant about ten chains from the east corner
of Gold Fields Homestead Lease No. 2, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that road
bearing 342 degrees 30 minutes about ten chains ;
on the north-west by Gold Fields Homestead
Selection No. 2 bearing, 252 degrees 30 minutes
about ten chains ; and on the south-west by a line
bearing 162 degrees 30 minutes about eight chains
to the Mary River; and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PItOCLAMAT1t) N .
3),  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do.
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
E.M.-9 -1-89-A'.
THE BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
88-34839-P.L.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow.
Area-About  93 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
35, and bounded thence on the south and south-
east  by portion 65 bearing east about fourteen
chains and seventy-five links, 152 degrees 1 minute
nine chains  and sixty-seven links, and 138 degrees
37 minutes about  nine  chains and eleven  links ; again
on the south by a line bearing east about eight
chains and twenty-five links ; on the east by a, line
bearing north about thirty-six chains ; on the north
by a line bearing west about thirty-three chains
and fifty links ; and on the west by portion 35
bearing south about twenty-one chains to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
88-34840-P.L.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow.
Area-About  50 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west and distant
1CO links from the north-west corner of portion 63,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west about forty-two chains ; thence by portion 65
bearing 138 degrees 37 minutes about five chains,
131 degrees 22 minutes fifteen  chains and  eighty-
eight links, 100 degrees 22 minutes twelve chains
and seventy-five links, and 97 degrees 12 minutes
about fifteen chains ; and on the  east  by a road
bearing north about eighteen chains and fifty links
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Govern-
mt nt House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our, Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s. j chael and St .  George,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Adminis ::tic.'nr.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T
N pursuance  of the power in me vested, and in
accordance  with the  provisions  of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation  of' the Land
Board , do, by this  my Proclamation , notify and
declare that the unselected lands in Agricultural
Area No.  6, in the  Cooktown Land Agent' s District,
opened to selection by Proclamations dated  the 23rd
September ,  1886 ,  and 28th February and 30th
March ,  1887 ,  shall be and are hereby withdrawn
from selection.
E.M.-16-1-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYS  Tma QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knigl-t Commander of the Most
Distinb wished Order  of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
i accordance with the provisions of the forty.
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of1884," 1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council,  and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lots of land,
being portions lv and 3v to 5v, in the parish of
Alma, in the Gladstone Land Agent 's District,
opened to selection  by Proclamation dated the 27th
September ,  1887, shall be and are hereby withdrawn
from selection.
E.M.-9-1-89-X.
Given  under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this thirtieth day
of January ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,
WILLIAM PAT TISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
1111  ernment ,  with the advice of the Execu ti ve
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in. the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  areas  and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  areas and
descriptions ; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-19369.
Date of Deed-27th January, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Agatha Ann Stewart.
Land Granted-Portion  22, county of Canning,
parish of Canning.
Area-19 acres 7 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Canning, parish of Canning, portion  22.
Area-19  acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
21, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing north seven chains and forty -seven links ;
on the north by portion 86A bearing west twenty
chains and seventy-one links ; on the west by a road
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes thirteen chains and
thirty- four links  ;  and on the south -east and south
by a road  bearing  64 degrees nine chains and ninety-
four links, 76 degrees 39 minutes six chains and
fifty -six links ,  and east five chains and forty-one
links to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
No. of  Deed-2586.
Date of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Benjamin Lloyd.
Land Granted--Portion  165A, county of Stanley,
parish of Yeerongpilly.
Area-33 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish, of Yeerongpilly,
portion  165A. -
Area- 33 acres 3 roods 6a perches.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
166A, and bounded thence on the east by that
portion and portion 164. bearing north thirty-two
chains and eighty-seven and seven-tenths links ; on
the north and north-east by a road bearing 271
degrees 35 minutes seven chains and fifty-two and
six-tenths links and 332  degrees 6 minutes 30
seconds five chains and forty-one and four-tenths
links ; on the west by portion 7 bearing south
thirty-seven chains and eighty-eight links ; and on
the south by a road bearing 89 degrees 57 minutes
ten chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment ; - as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed-23669.
Date of Deed-19th March, 1872.
Name  of Grantee-Robert Lorimer.
Land Granted-Portion  12, County of Churchill,
parish of Mort.
Area-71 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, p arish  of .Mort, portion  12.
Area-  72 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Laidley Creek
at the south-west corner of portion 11, and bounded
thence on the north by that {portion,,bearing X
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aegrees 11 minutes  forty- one chains  and thirty-five
links  ;  on the east  by a road bearing 180 degrees 19
minutes twenty chains and nineteen and a-half links;
on the south by portion 13 bearing 270 degrees 1
minute  twenty-nine chains and fifty links to Laidley
Creek ; and on the  south -west by that creek down-
wards  to the point of commencement;-as shown
on plan  of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-39142.
Date of Deed-19th June, 1879.
Name of Grantee-George Shorrock.
Land Granted-Portion  53, county of Cook,
parish of  Kalkie.
Area- 80 acres.
AMENDED  AREA.  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Cook, parish of galkie, portion  53.
Area-80 acres 1 rood 36 perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
65, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 32  minutes  forty chains  and six links ; on
the north by portion  66 bearing  west twenty chains
and fourteen  links; on the  west  by portion  3 bearing
south forty  chains and one and a-half links ; and
a
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Department of Public Lands,
87-26641-D.B.
NEW ROAD
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen  at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
0
Description of Road.
1 A triangular piece of
land at the south-east
corner of portion 37
d0i
C
0
z z
aA
How Held.
on the south by a road bearing east twenty chains
and six links to the point of commencement ;-as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-4626.
Date of Deed-5th November, 1862.
Name of Grantee--Frederick Kilner.
Land Granted-Portion  102, county of Living-
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-49 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County  of  Livingstone ,  parish  of Archer,  portion  102.
Area-49 acres 1 rood 32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 225 degrees and
distant one chain from the south corner of portion
606, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
road bearing 225 degrees  thirty  chains and seventy
links ; on the  south -west by a road bearing 316
degrees 20 minutes sixteen chains and twenty links ;
on tbenorth -west by  a road  bearing45 degrees thirty
chains and  forty  links ; and on  the north -east by a
road bearing 135 degrees 9 minutes sixteen chains
and eighteen links to the point of commencement;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's office.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Lengths .
' Area.
Pa M
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R.  P.
37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0'  10 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
Donnelly lar
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
88-27198-F.  Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen at  this Office, and at the Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
Description of Road.
w q00
za
Land
Agent's
District.
1 From the east boundary 68 Bowen
of portion 68 north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68 and 77 to the
Don River
How Held.
Freehold ...
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
0
cq
I Chs. Lks. Links .  A. R.  P.
John Taylor Unoccupied, 302° 30' 32 80 100 3 1 9
o
Lengths .  a Area.
REnt.R.xs.-No Improvements.
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Dep rtn  e it of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 7th December, 1888.
"  1 HE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  18E4."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
LT
is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts,  in pursuance  of the twenty-fifth section of the
Unave-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "  and  " Zhe
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.
A'.lora* ...
Aramac ...
B toana
Baicaldinet
Beenleigh
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ..
Bu-  daber„Burketown
Corns ...
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cno ictown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Emerald* ...
Esk' .. .•.
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goondiwindi ...
Gvmpie ... ...
Herberion ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ... ...
Inglewood$ ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isistord ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ...
Mitchellt •••
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango
Nebo  (Mt. Britton)
Nerang * ... ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ...Ra-.eus wood
Rockhampton ...
Roma ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Otanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Ttroom ... ...
Tannin,ering ...
Thargomindab ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick .. ...
Jan. Feb. March.
Wed. 20
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8
Wed. 16 Wed .  20 Wed. 20
Wed. 9 Wed .  61 Wed. 6
Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Tues. 12
Mon. 28 Mon. 251  Mon.  25
Thurs .  24 Thurs. 28 Thurs. 28
Wed. 2 Tues .  5 Tues. 5
Sat. 12 Sat .  9 Sat. 9
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 6
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Fri. 11 ... Fri. 8
Mon. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 61 Wed. 6
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 I Thurs.28
Wed. 9 Wed.  131  Wed. 13
Mon. 21 Mon. 181 Mon. 18
Fri. 25 Fri .  22 Fri. 22
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 I Mon. 18
Tues .  15 Tues. 19
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 6
Thurs.24
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Tues. 22
Thurs.10
Fri. 18
Fri. 11
Tues. 15
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Tues. 8
Thurs. 3
Thurs. 3
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Mon. 28
Fri.  I t
Thurs.31
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Mon. 23
Thurs. 10
Tues. 22
Thurs . 28 Thurs. 28
Fri. 8 Fri. 8
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 27 Wed. 27
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Fri. 1 Fri. 1
Tues .  19 Tues. 19
Thurs.14 Thurs.14
Fri. 16 Fri. 15
Fri. 8 Fri. 8
Tues. 12 Tues. 12
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues .  12 Tues. 12
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 7
Thurs.  7 Thurs. 7
Mon. III Mon. 11
Wed. 131 Wed. 13
Tues. 19, Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Mon. 25 Mon. 25
Fri. 8 Fri. S
Thurs .28  Thu rs.  28
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Mon.  251  Mon. 25
Thurs .  14 Thurs. 14
Tues.  191  Tues. 19
April .  May. June.
Fri. 5 Fri. 10
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 3 Wed. 8
Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs.25 Thurs. 23
Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 10
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs.25 Thurs.30
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Fri. 26 Fri. 31
Mon. 15  Mon. 20
Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs. 25
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. '94
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Tues. 16
Thurs. 11
Fri. 26
Fri. 12
Tues. 9
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Tues. 9
Thurs. 4
Thurs. 4
Mon. 8
Wed. 10
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Tues. 23
Fri. 12
Thurs 25
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Tues. 23
Thurs.I I
Tues. 16
J ]y.
Wed. 19
Fri. 7 Fri .  6
Wed. 19 Wed .  17
Wed. 5 Wed .  3
Tues. 11 Tues . 9
Mon. 24 Mon .  22
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Taes.  4 Tues. 2
Sat. 8 Sat. 13
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12' Wed .  10
Fri. 12
Mon. 3  Mon. 1
Wed. 5 Wed .  3
Thurs . 27 Thurs . 25
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Mon. 17 Mon .  15
Fri. 28  Fri. 26
Mon. 17  Mon. 15
Tues .  16
Wed. 5 Wed .  3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs .  23 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Fri. 10  Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 1 Wed . 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 1  Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 29 Wed. 26 Wed. 31
Wed. 8  Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 3 Fri. 7  Fri.  5
Tues. 21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Thurs. 9 rhurs.13 Thurs.11
Fri. 17 Fri . 21 Fri. 19
Fri. 10 Fri . 14 Fri. 12
Tues .  14 Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10
Wed. 1 Wed .  6 Wed. 3
... Wed. 12
Tues . 14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Thurs.  2 Thurs .  R Thurs. 4
Thurs. 2  Thurs.  6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 13 Mon. 10 Mon. 8
Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Tues.  21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 27 Mon . 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 10  Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Thurs 30 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 8 Wed . '12 Wed. 10
Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 27  Mon. 24  Mon. 23
Thurs. 9  Thurs .  13 Thurs. 11
Tues. 211  Tues .  18 Tues. 16
August . Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
... Wed. 18 ... ... Wed. I8
Fri . 9 Fri . 6 Fri . 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 6
Wed . 21 Wed . 18 Wed . 16 Wed . 20 Wed. 18
Wed . 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 9 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues . 8 Tues. 12 Wed. 11
Mon . 26 Mon . 23 Mon . 28 Mon . 25 Mon. 23
Thurs 22 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  24 Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Tues . 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat . 10 Sat. 14 Sat . 12 Sat . 16 Sat. 14
N  ed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed . 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 11
...
Mon. 5
Fri.
Mon.
13
2
...
Mon .
Fri.
7 Dion.
8
4 Mon. 2
Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed . 9 Wed . 13 Wad. 11
Mon. 19 Mon . 16 Mon. 21 Mon . 18 Mon. 16
Fri . 23 Fri . : 7 Fri . 25 Fri . 22 Fri. 27
Mon. 19 Mon . 16 Mon . 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tires. 17 Tues. 19
Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .22 Thurs 26 Thurs .  24 Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed . 2I Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed.
Wed
28
14
Wed .
Wed
25
11
Wed .
Wed
30 Wed.
9 Wed
27
13
Fri. 27
Wed 11.
Fri. 2
.
Fri . 6
. .
Fri. 4 Fri. 1
.
Fri. 6
Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Thurs. 8 rhurs.12 Thurs .10 Thurs.14
Fri. 16 Fri .  20 Fri. 18 Fri . 15
Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11 Fri . 8
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues .  15 Tues. 12
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 14  ... Wed. 9
Tues. 13  The.  10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12
Thurs . 1 Thurs. 5  Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Mon. 1., Mon. 9 Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Wed. 11
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed .  1] Wed . 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
If 20 Tues. 17 Tues . 15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon . 28 Mon . 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 9 Fri . 13 Fri. 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Thurs 29 l'hnrs .26 Thnrs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 14  Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  8 Thurs.12 Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues. 22 I Tues .  19 Tues. 17
I
*  The Courts  marked thus  *  are only  held  for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving  applications, &c.
Court to be held when there  arc any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary ,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber andother Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY,
For the Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
B s.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The  Grown  Lands  Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
.
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
of
Fee
ARAMAC.
(For the Month  of December ,  1888.)
John  Ward ... ...  1 To cut firewood  ...  1 0
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
Jn. Graves To cut cedar ... ...
Ditto
W. H. Bonney ... To cut and split slabs,&c.
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
2 10
2 10
1 10
David Sauer ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
COOBTOWN.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
Louis  K anden  ...  To cut firewood ...
CROYDON.
(For the Month of November, 1888 )
1 0
John M. Whipp  ...  To cut firewood 0 10
William  Ross  ... „ )I I.. ( 0 10
CUNNAMULLA.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
William Higgins ... To cut hardwood ... 5 0
GEORGETOWN.
(For the Month of September, 1888.)
R. S. Walpole ... To dig and remove ... 1 0
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
William Maitland  ...  To dig and remove 2 10
Ditto ... ... I To make bricks ... 2 0
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
Duncan Schilling  ...  To cut pine  ... ...  3 10
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
George Spiller ... To cut firewood .
John Hall ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
0 10
0 15
MACKAY.
(For the Month of December, 188$,.), t
John Allan ...  ...  To cut and split slabs, &c. i 1 10
Patt Breen ... ... 1 10
Colin Lindsay „ 1 10
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
Murphy and Co. ... To cut and split slabs,&c.1 3 0
MOURILYAN.
(For the Month of August ,  1888.)
John Alison ...  ...  To cut and split slabs , &c. 0 15
Sam Webb ... ... 0 15
W. Higgins  ... ... To dig  and remove stone 1 0
ROCRHAMPTON.
(For the Month of October, 1888.)
Peter Leyden ... ... To cutand removeinlog 0 5
Henry Atherton ... 0 5
Ditto ... 0 5
Ditto ... 0 5
James Hayes ... ... 0 5
Ditto ... ... 0 5
Michael Sullivan ... I To cut firewood ... 0 10
TOOWOOMBA.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
John Crane ... . To out firewood 1 0
James N. Grehan ... I To split  slabs  ... 0 15
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
TheSouthpart The southe rn  end of Nerang  ... 1 3 12
Divisional the reserved road
Board ,  on through portion 44,
account of south of the new
the Admin- road
istrator of
the Estate of
the late Ro-
bert Muir
The Inspec -  The originally reserved Dugandan 2 0 0
tor  for Road road through portion
Surveys ,  on 199 and part of the
account of road separating that
Hannah portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to the inter-
section of a new road
NOTE.- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 30th November, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
(T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
ii applications  under the eightiy-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ' have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at the Land
Offices, Beenleigb, Ipswich, and Bundaberg;
Police Offices, Southport, Beaudesert, and Bun-
daberg ; and Post Offices, Southport, Dugandan,
and Bundaberg.
M. flUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
*1
*2 Ditto The road separating ditto  ...  3 2 35
*3
*4
*5
*6
*7
portion 27 from
portion 28,  from the
southern boundary
of the water reserve
to the Nerang River
The Inspector The reserved road Melcombe 9 0 0
of Road Sur-  through portion 20
veys, on
account of
T. L. Murray-
Prior
A.  R.  P.
About
Ditto The  reserved  road ditto  ...  4 2 0,
through portion 26
and part of the
ro ad through por-
tion 27 About
Ditto Parts of two (2) of ditto ... 13 3 0
the reserved roads
through portion 12
The Inspector A branch  ro ad to ditto  ...  1 1 20
of Road Sur-  Burnett 's Creek
veys,  on th ro ugh portion 6v
account of
H. Slatter
The Inspector The continuation of ditto ... 0 0 8
of Road Sur-  the last -mentioned
veys, on road through the
account of south-western cor-
J. Pocock, ner of portion 41
junr.
8 D. L. Graham The western end of Bundaberg 0 0 10
the lane forming
part of the north-
western boundary
of allotment 1A of
section 4
* NOTE.-The  closure of these roads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection  with the opening of  other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba ;  Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton  ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish.
A.  R.  P.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved roads  ;2) Tamrookum 8 3 20
throusch portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton The road separating Hodgson  ..  10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board ,  on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
Nora.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th December, 18b8.
PERMANENT CLOSITI.tE OF-ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for geneT el information, that
applications  under  the eighty-ninth section of
`Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884 have been made
for closing the -undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
and Police Offices, Cooktown, and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS To BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . I  Parish.
Area.
Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1889.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T HE Lessee of the undermentioned Runs havingmade  application for the  instruments of Lease
to be  issued to  him by the Government, the fol-
lowing descriptions  of the boundaries thereof are
hereby published  in pursuance  of the fifty-eighth
section  of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons  who may consider  their  interests
prejudiced by said  descriptions must forward their
objections , in writing, to this  Department ,  before
the 2nd May, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Castle Hackett.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 17
Total ... ... 47 „
Commencing at the south-west coiner of Eulbertie
Run, being a point bearing north 25 degrees east and
distant thirty links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over C in triangle on its north side, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of that run five miles to a point bearing north
348 degrees 30 minutes east and distant  nine  chains forty
links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over .B
in triangle on its north side ; thence on the north by a
west line nine miles thirty- six chains  passing fifty links
south of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over E over
CH in triangle  on its west side to a stake  bearing north
252 degrees  east and distant  six chains  fifteen links from
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G over E in  triangle
on its we§t side ; thence on the west by  a south line five
miles to a stake  bearing north  5 degrees east and distant
fourteen  chains  forty links from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over E over C in triangle on its north side ; and
thence on the south by an  east line  along the north boun-
dary of Eulbertie Secundus Run and part of the north
boundary of Dalton  Run, in all nine miles  thirty-six
chains , to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gum Creek.
Claimant of  Lease -Michael Hackett.
Estimated irea-
Available  ... ... 36} square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... ... 361 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Lake Run
at a stake marked broad-arrow over G over T, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line along part of
the west boundary of that run nine miles forty-two chains
to a point bearing north 139 degrees east and distant
eighty links from a minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow
over 1M over G in  t ri angle  ; thence on the north by a west
line passing through a point bearing north 180 degrees
east and distant two chains sixty-five links  from a mina-
ritche-tree marked broad arrow over G over M in  triangle
on Carnymorry Creek three miles forty- nine chains to a
point bearing north 307 degrees  east and distant ten
chains  fifty links from a minaritche-tree marked broad-
arrow over G over M in triangle ; thence on the west by
a south line passing through a point bearing north 267
degrees east and distant one chain eighty  links from a
minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow over W over W.S
in triangle ten miles  to a stake  marked broad-arrow over
G over W ; thence on the south by an east line to a stake
marked broad-arrow over R over W, and by a continuation
of same  line  along one of the north boundaries of Rocket
Run, in all five miles, to a stake marked G over R ; thence
again  on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of Mirrah Run thirty-eight chains to a stake
marked G over M ; and thence again on the north by a
west line along part of the south boundary of the Lake
Run one mile thirty-one chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-The Lake.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... 30 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Barrolka
Run, being a point about three miles twenty-four chains
west of a post marked broad-arrow over B over L, and
bounded thence on the east by a north line along the west
boundary of that run  ten miles ;  thence on the north by a
west line passing fifty links north of a needlewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over AI over K in triangle and a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over A in  triangle, in
1 The Daintree Divi -  The originally
sional Board, reserved road
cm account of through portion
J. V. S. Barnett 57
Hann
A. R. P.
42 1 0
2 The Daintree Divi- That part of the ditto
sional Board , originally re-
on account of served road
John Williams through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new road
About
400
I
Nora .- The closure of these roac .s is pro posed to be carried out
in connec t ion with the opening of another road.
NOTICE.
SELECTOItS under  " The Crown T ands Alien-ation  Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act,  and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DITTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
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all ten miles, to a point bearing north 18 degrees east and
distant two chains fifty-five links from a minaritche-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over M in triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line crossing Kattygoona Creek nine
miles forty-two chains to a stake marked G over T ; and
thence on the south by an east line along one of the north
boundaries of the last-mentioned run to a stake marked
G over M, and by a continuation of same line along the
north boundary of Mirrah Run and part of the north
boundary of Progression Run, in all ten miles, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dalton.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 „
Total ... ... 47
Amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of a tributary of the
Tanbar billabong forty chains north-east from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over W over 29 in triangle,
being a point bearing north 167 degrees east and distant
eighty-five links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over KB over DD within triangle, and bounded thence on
the north by a west  line nine miles  and thirty-four chains
to a point forty-three chains forty-eight links east and
two chains sixty-seven links north of a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over ED within triangle on south
side ; thence on the west by a south line ten miles and
eight chains to the north-west boundary of Modock Run
at a point twenty-nine chains seventy-seven links north
and twenty-two chains seventeen links east of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over E over D within
triangle ; thence on the south-east by a north-east line
along part of that boundary three miles and seventy-two
chains to the Tanbar Waterhole at a point fifty-six
chains north-east of and passing through a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle on its
south side ; again on the south-east by the right bank of
that waterhole upwards to where it is intersected by the
north-west boundary of the Kingsgold Run, being a point
about forty-eight chains south-easterly of a tree marked
broad-arrow over W over 27 in triangle, and by a north-
east  line along that boundary five miles twenty-four
chains  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dalton No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
Total ... ... 60
Commencing at the east corner of Dalton Run at a
stake bearing north 167 degrees east and distant eighty-
five links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
KB over DD in triangle on its north-west side, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along part
of the north boundary of that run one mile thirty-five
chains to a point bearing north 64 degrees east and
distant four chains seventy links from a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over E in triangle on its
north side ; thence on the west by a north line ten miles
to a stake bearing north 231 degrees east and distant
ten chains fifty links from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over E in triangle on its south side ;
thence on the north by an east line eight miles forty-one
chains passing through a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over M in triangle on its south side to a
point bearing north 275 degrees east and distant fifteen
chains twenty links from a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over D over S in triangle on its north-west side ;
thence on the east by a south line two miles seventy-five
chains to a point bearing north 304 degrees east and
distant four chains ninety-five links from a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over D over R in
triangle on its south-east side ; and thence on the south-
east by a south-west line to the north corner of Sugarloaf
Run and a continuation of the same line along part of
the north-west boundary of that run, in all ten miles,
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prairie Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
... ...
Commencing on the east boundary of Caroni Run at a
stake marked broad-arrow over PW, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line five miles to a stake marked
broad-arrow over PW; thence on the east by a south line
ten miles to a stake marked broad-arrow over PS ; thence
on the south by a west line five miles passing through a
stake marked broad-arrow over RS to a stake marked
broad-arrow over  PS;  and thence on the west by a north
line to the south-east corner of Caroni Run and a con-
tinuation of the same line along part of the east boundary
of that run, in all ten miles, to the point of commence-
ment.
Unavailable ... ... 10
Total 50
Name of Run-Shannon View.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3} „
Total ... ... 33J „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Caroni Run,
being a point bearing north 108 degrees  east  and distant
forty-one chains from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over S in triangle on its south side, and bounded
thence on the north by a west  line along  the south
boundary of that run five miles to a stake marked broad-
arrow over SC ; thence on the west by a south  line five
miles  thirty-seven chains to the north boundary of Dalton
No. S Run at a point bearing north 167  degrees east and
distant seven chains thirty links from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over S in triangle  on its east
side ; thence on the south by an east line along part of
that boundary one mile nineteen chains to a point bearing
north 275 degrees east and distant fifteen chains twenty
links from a coolibah-tree narked broad-arrow over D
over S in triangle on its north-west side ; thence  again on
the west by a south line along part of the east boundary
of that run one mile fifty-five chains to a point bearing
north 49 degrees east and distant thirty-five links from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over R over S in
triangle on its south side ; thence again on the south by
an east  line three miles sixty-one chains to a stake marked
broad-arrow over PS ; and thence on the east by a north
line along part of the west boundary of Prairie Downs
Run seven miles twelve chains to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Sugarloaf.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing at the north corner of Glenmith Run,
being a point fifty-six chains south-west of a stake marked
broad-arrow over BG, and bounded thence on the north-
east by a north-west line four miles eight chains to a
point thirty-six chains eighty-three links south and
forty-three chains seventy links west of a coolibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over D over R in triangle
on its south-east side ; thence on the north-west by a
south-west line about nine miles sixty-four chains to a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over W over 29 in
triangle on its south-west side ; thence on the south-
west by a south-east line along part of the north-east
boundary of Kingsgold Run four miles eight chains to
a point forty chains south-west of a stake marked
broad-arrow over B over G ; and thence on the south-
east by a north-east line along the north-west boundary
of Glenmith Run about nine miles sixty-four chains
passing through the last-mentioned stake to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Rockhamptcn, as per accompanying
descriptions, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
THURSDAY, the Seventh day of March, 1889,
at an Annual Rental of 8s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-2651-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Lucia RuN.
Area-60 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Manette
Occupation License, and bounded thence on the north by
an easterly line along the south boundary of that block
about ten miles seventy-two chains ; thence on the east
by a south line along part of the west boundary of Duck-
worth Creek to the Peak Downs road ; thence on the
south by that road westerly about twelve miles eight
chains to Blackwater Creek at the bridge, being a point
about twelve chains above a scrub-tree marked broad-
arrow over BR over 14 in blaze ; thence on the west by
the right bank of that creek downwards to the intersection
of the south-east boundary of Bonnie Doon Holding ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north 48 de-
grees east along part of that boundary about one mile ;
thence again on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of portion A of the leased part of
48
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Jellinbah about thirty-six chains ; and thence again on
the west by a north line along part of the east boundary
of the same portion three miles fifty-six chains to the
point of commencement.
LORRY RUN.
Area-22 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Duckworth
Occupation License, and bounded thence on the north by
an easterly  line along  part of the south boundary of
Tellson Occupation  License six miles  thirty-two chains to
the north  corner  of Lorraine Run ; thence on the south-
east  by a line  bearing  north 210 degrees east five miles
crossing Lorraine Creek at a point about four chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over LE over 12 in
blaze ; thence on the south by a west line along the north
boundary of Kohler Run three miles seventy-two chains
crossing Lorraine Creek at a point about ten chains above
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over LE over 18 in blaze ;
and thence on the west by a north line along part of the
east boundary of Duckworth Run four miles twenty-four
chains to the point of commencement.
DARNEY RUN.
Area-7 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Sutton Run,
being a point on the left bank of Bridgewater Creek
about twenty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over BGR over 16 in blaze, and bounded thence on the
south-east by a line bearing north 264 degrees east along
part of the north boundary of Washpool Run three miles ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing north 30 de-
grees east along the south-east boundary of Lorraine
Run five miles crossing Springton Creek at a point about
forty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over SN
over 5 in blaze ; and thence on the north by an easterly
line about forty-three chains to the point of commence-
ment.
DEFARGE RUN.
Area-31 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Rockvale Run,
being a point on Strathconan Creek about sixteen chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over S over 1 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line along the
south boundary of that run about seven miles fifty-six
chains ; thence on the west by a south line along part of
the east boundary of Ingle Downs Run about four miles
twenty chains ; thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of Tellson Run about seven
miles fifty- six chains  to Strathconan Creek  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over S over VI in triangle ; and
thence  on the east  by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the point of commencement.
FiNis RUN.
Area-16 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Lorraine Run, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a north-easterly
line along the south-east boundary of Tellson Occupation
License about fifty- six chains  to the south-west corner of
portion B of the resumed part of Balcomba Consolidation;
thence on the north by an  east line  along part of the
south boundary of that portion  six miles  ; thence on the
east by a south line along the west boundary of Mooroon-
dulla Occupation License four miles thirty-two chains ;
and thence on the south-west by a line bearing north 300
degrees east along part of the north -east  boundary of
Lorraine Run seven  miles  sixty chains to the point of
commencement.
MANETTE RUN.
Area-42J square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Prosy Occupa-
tion License, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along the south boundary of that block and part of
the south boundary of Ingle Downs Run, in all about
eight miles sixty-four chains ; thence on the east by a
south line four miles twenty- four chains  ; thence on the
south by a westerly line about ten miles seventy-two
chains ; thence on the west by a north line along part of
one of the east boundaries of portion A of the leased part
of JeIlinbah Holding two miles forty-four chains ; thence
again on the north by an  east  line along one of the south
boundaries of the same portion two miles ; and thence
again on the west by a north line along part of one of the
east boundaries of the last-mentioned block about one
mile fifty-six chains to the  point  of commencement.
YARRABEE RUN.
Area-28  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Mackenzie River
at a point about twelve  chains  below a tree marked broad-
arrow over XII in triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line  along  the south boundary of the
resumed part of Jellinbah  five miles  sixty chains ; thence
on the east by a south  line five miles  ;  thence  on the south
by a west  line  to the north-east corner of portion A of the
leased part of the before-mentioned consolidation and a
continuation of the same  line along one  of the north boun-
daries of that portion,  in all seven miles  ten chains, to
the Mackenzie River at a point about forty chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over VI in  triangle  ; and thence
on the west by the right bank of that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
PRoss RUN.
Area-22J square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Ingle Downs
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west line one
mile twelve chains ; thence on the west by a south line
along the east boundary of Yarrabee Occupation License
five miles ; thence again on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the same block four miles ;
thence again on the west by a south line along part of one
of the east boundaries of portion A of the leased part of
Jellinbah Holding about three miles twenty-four chains :
thence on the south by an east line about five miles twelve
chains ; and thence on the east by a north line along the
west boundary of Ingle Downs Run eight miles twelve
chains to the point of commencement.
TELLSON RUN.
Area-58 square miles.
Commencing on Strathconan Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over S over VI in triangle, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line to the south-east corner
of Ingle Downs Run and a continuation of the same line
along part of the south boundary of that run, in all about
ten miles twenty chains ; thence on the west by a south
line along the east boundary of Manette Occupation
License four miles twenty-four chains ; thence on the south
by an  east line along  the north boundaries of Duckworth
Creek and Duckworth Occupation Licenses and a con-
tinuation of the same  line, in all  about sixteen miles thirty-
two chains, to the north corner of Lorraine Run ; thence
on the south-east by a north-easterly line about fifty-six
chains to the south-west corner of portion B of the resumed
part of Balcomba Consolidation ; thence on the east by a
north line along part of the west boundary of that portion
forty chains ; thence again on the north by a westerly line
along the south boundary of Strathconan Park Run one
mile fifty- six chains  to a tree marked broad-arrow over S
over XII in triangle and a continuation of the  same line
crossing Strathconan Creek ; and thence on the north-east
by the right bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the following Forfeited Run, in the Land
Agent's District of St. George, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Ace of 1884,"
at the St. George Land Otlice, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Sixth day of March, 1889,
at an  Annual Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the run may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secre-
tary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-2919-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
COBBBUM RUN.
Area-83 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of the
Geelong Run at a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow
over G over C  in triangle  on its north side, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line about
three  miles  fifty-six chains to the south boundary
of the Yarmouth Run at a point east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over SF over Y in triangle ;
thence on the north by an  east  line along part of
the south boundary of tkle,,say ie  run about thirty-
two chains to its south-west corner ; thence on the
west by a northerly line along the eastern boundary
of that run and a portion of the eastern boundary
of Oblong South Run passing through a point
thirty-six chains east of a mulgah-tree marked
broad-arrow over OS in triangle, in all about
thirteen miles and forty-eight chains, to a point
forty-two chains east of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over T in triangle ; thence on the
north by  an east  line about four miles and sixteen
chains to the western boundary of the Mooro Run
at a point about three miles southerly from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over M over T
in triangle ; thence on the east by a southerly line
along part of the western boundary of the aforesa;d
run about seven miles to its south-west corner at a
point about seventy-two chains cast of a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over MS in triangle ; thence
again  on the east by a south line three miles and
seven chains to a point west of a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over DC in triangle ; thence on the
north by an  east  line to said tree about sixty-five
chains ; thence  again  on the east by a south line
six miles seventy-three chains to the north-east
corner of Geelong Run ; and thence on the south
by a west line five miles and fifty-three chains to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
T
HE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as Westgrove, is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Westgrove, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS John Collins, Robert Martin Collins,
William Collins, and John George Collins, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as
Westgrove, situated in the Pastoral District of
Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland, com-
prising the conterminous  runs  known as Arcadia
South, Albert, Solitary, Baffle No. 2, Baffle No. 3,
Baffle No. 4, Gregory Creek, Box Vale No. 1,
Box Vale No. 2, Box Vale No. 3, Sardine Creek,
and Orient, have given notice to the Secretary for
Public Lands that they  elect  to take advantage of
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has  been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts,
and has  referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the
pro-visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now,'
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known as Westgrove,
and comprising- the runs hereinbefore mentioned,
be divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz. :-
244 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River at a point twenty  chains in  a direct line above
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over D over XI in
triangle, and bounded thence by a north  line cross-
ing the river,  also crossing  and re-crossing a bend
of the said river, to its northern watershed ; thence
by that watershed  in a general  easterly direction to
a point north of a point which is about forty chains
in a direct line below a woollybutt-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over VII in triangle on the
left bank of the said Dawson River; thence by a
south line to and across the river at that point;
thence by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to a point about sixteen chains in a direct
line above  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over D
over XXIV  in triangle  ;  thence  by a south-west line
five miles ; thence  by a south- east  line to Hutton's
Creek; thence by the left bank of that creek upwards
to the intersection of the north boundaryof the Xmas
Holding; thence by a west  line along  part of that
boundary to a point south of a tree marked HL
conjoined on the left bank of Baffle Creek and
about twenty chains below an apple-tree on that
creek marked broad-arrow over B over 1 in triangle ;
thence by a north line to a point one mile forty
chains south of the first-mentioned tree ; thence by
a west  line five miles; thence by a north  line cross-
ing the said Baffle  Creek  at a point  about twenty
chains below  a gum-tree on its  right bank marked
broad-arrow over B over V in triangle four miles ;
thence by a west line three miles ; thence by a
north line to the watershed between Baffle Creek
and the Dawson River ; thence by that watershed
north-westerly to a point south of starting point ;
and thence by a north line to the said Dawson
River at the point of commencement.
Portion B.
Commencing on the right bank of Arcadia Creek
at a point about twenty -six chains in a direct line
below a box-tree marked broad-arrow over A over
XXIV in triangle,  and bounded thence by a line
bearing north 247 degrees 30 minutes east crossing
the creek about three miles eight chains to a tree
marked D which is on a basaltic hill ; thence by a
line bearing north 157 degrees 30 minutes east to
the watershed between Arcadia Creek and the
Dawson River ; thence by that watershed in an
easterly direction and by the eastern watershed of
the said Arcadia Creek in a northerly direction to
a point bearing north 67 degrees 30 minutes east
from starting point ; and thence by a line bearing
north 247 degrees 30 minutes east to Arcadia Creek
at the point of commencement
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants sha ll  be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed  by the said Act, shall  comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
345 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River at a point twenty chains in a direct line above
a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over D over XI in
triangle, and bounded thence by a north line
crossing the river ,  also crossing and recrossing a
bend of the said river  to the  watershed dividing
the waters of the Dawson River from those of the
Comet River ;  thence by  that watershed in a
general northerly ,  south-westerly, and north-west-
erly direction to the Main Range dividing the
Leichhardt and Maranoa Districts  ;  thence by that
range southerly to the intersection of the watershed
between Baffle Creek and Hutton 's Creek ; thence
by that watershed easterly to a point south of a
point on Baffle Creek which is one mile four chains
west of a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over B over
XX in  triangle  ;  thence by a north line to a point
about two miles south from the said creek at that
point ; thence by an east line eight miles to a point
one mile twenty -eight chains south of a point on
the said  Baffle  Creek which is seventy -two chains
in a direct line below a gum-tree on its left bank
marked broad -arrow over B over XV in triangle ;
thence by a south  line about eighteen chains ; thence
by an east line eight miles to a point one mile
thirty -six chains south of a point on  Baffle  Creek
which is about twenty-four chains easterly from a
gum-tree on its left bank marked broad-arrow over
B over  VIII  in triangle  ;  thence by a south line
about sixty -eight chains ;  thence by an east line three
miles ; thence by a north line crossing the said Baffle
Creek at a point about twenty chains below a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over V in triangle
on its right bank four miles ; thence by a west line
three miles ; thence by a north line to the water-
shed between  Baffle  Creek and the Dawson River ;
thence by that watershed north-westerly to a point
south of starting point  ;  and thence by a north line
to the  Dawson  River at the point of commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this twenty-
first day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON , Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.THE following  order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Warrong, is published as required
by the  Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " the Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Warrong, situated in the Pastoral
Districts of Maranoa and Warrego, in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS The South Australian Land, Mortgage,
and Agency Company, Limited, the pastoral  tenants
of the consolidated run known as Warrong, situated
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in the Pastoral Districts of Maranoa and Warrego,
in the Colony of Queensland, comprising the conter-
minous runs known as John, Murphy, Mount
Ogilvie No. 1, Mount Ogilvie No. 2. Valentia,
Valentia No. 1, Bendee, Bendee No. 1, Barney, and
Cole, have given notice to the Secretary for Public
Lands, dated August, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run: And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to
the best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts, and has
referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants , and the said report hereinbefore men.
tioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made  by the said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said  consolidated run known as Warrong, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two  parts,  and that the part of the said
run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.: -
136  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the western
branch of the Maranon River at a point west of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over MXV in
triangle on the left bank of the main channel of
the said river, and bounded thence by a west line to
a point  six miles  from the last-mentioned tree;
thence by a south line four miles sixty chains ;
thence by a west line about four miles thirty-two
chains to  the watershed dividing the Maranoa and
Warrego Rivers at an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over 69 over M in triangle ; thence by that
watershed north-easterly to a messmate-tree marked
broad- arrow  over 61 over M in triangle; thence by a
west line about three miles ; thence by a north line
crossing Sandy Creek and passing twenty chains east
of a box-tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow
over 7 over M in triangle about ten miles sixteen
chains ; thence by a west line about one mile twenty-
four chains ; thence by a north line about five miles
twelve chains to a point about twenty-three chains
south  of an  ironbark- tree on  the right bank of
Dooloogarah Creek marked triangle II ; thence by
an east line  about eight miles to the before-
mentioned watershed between the Maranoa and
Warrego Districts ; thence by that watershed in a
general south-westerly direction to a point about
sixteen chains south -west of a tree on the survey
of the watershed marked broad-arrow over 42 over
M in triangle ; thence by a south-east line to the
before-mentioned western branch of the Maranoa
River ; and thence by the right bank of the said
branch downwards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part forwhich
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
231  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Maranoa
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over MXV
in triangle, and bounded thence by an east line six
miles sixty chains ; thence by a south line six
miles twenty chains ; thence by an east line seven
miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over F.IX
in triangle ; thence by a north line ten miles
sixty chains ; thence by an east line three miles
thirty-two chains ; thence by a north line one mile
twenty chains to a point one mile fifty-five chains
west of a tree on the left bank of the Merivale
River marked broad-arrow over SI in triangle;
thence by the right bank of the said river upwards
to a tree marked A ; thence by a north-west line
four miles sixty chains to the Maranoa River at a
tree marked broad-arrow over F.VII in triangle ;
thence by the left bank of the last-named river
don nwards to a point opposite a tree marked FI
over MO over 2; thence by a north-west line crossing
the river and passing through the said tree three
miles forty chains ; thence by a south-west line ten
miles ; thence by a north-west line to the western
branch of the N-laranoa River ; thence by the left
bank of the said branch downwards to a point west
of starting point ; and thence by an east line to and
across the Maranoa River to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twenty-
third day of January, A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
LNTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborougb,
Mourilyan, hanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, ,t. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of prepar.:tion. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar ,  1 obacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities .  The wheat should
be in the ear ,  with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain an,t in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned ;  the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable ,  together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown ,  should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
Railway  Branch,
Chief  Engineer 's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified,  in accordance  with Rules
printed  in full in  the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that  an Examination
of suitable Candiuates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane , on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief  Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information,
t that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz.:-
Stables, Polico Station, M/1aytown-J. Noc -
£213 lOs. Gd.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
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Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.
TENDERS.
TENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
GLADSTONE-Hospital and Wardsman's Quarters
BLACKALL-Additions and Alterations, Police Vagistrate's
Residence
NO$MANTON-Quarters for Inspector of Police
GEOIMETOWN-Quarters for Warden ... ...
DALBY-Additions, Court House ... ...
MACKAY-Turret Clock, Post Office ... ...
BBISBANR-Strong Room, Colonial Stores ... ...
DuNwrcx-Raising Roof, Mess Room, Benevolent Asylum
KEPPEL  BAY-Underground Tank, Customs Station, Sea Hill
BEAUDESERT-Post and Telegraph Office ... ... ...
BRISBANE-New Out-patient's Department, General Hospital
Date of  Gazelle  contain-
ing original notice.
12th January, 1889
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
19th January, 1889
ditto ...
26th January, 1889
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
rMines and Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Court
Houses, Gladstone  and
Rockhampton  ; 8th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Court
House, Blackall ; 8th
February, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Court
House ,  Normanton ;
15th February, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Georgetown and
Townsville ; 22nd Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 15th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Office,
Mackay ; 15th February,
1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 15th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane and Customditto House, Rockhampton ;
22nd February, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ... Brisbane ; 22nd Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ... Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
MESSENGER'S QUARTERS, PORT OFFICE,
BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd Feb-
ruary, 1889, from persons willing to contract for
Erect on of Quarters for Messenger at the Port
Office, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Messenger's Quarters,
Port Office."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.  I
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
b bank draft or bank notes with i he Tender, is £10.
(gee Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not he taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, ETC., ARRILALAH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, the
1 Police Station, Arrilalah, and Court House,
Blackall, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
15th March, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a Police Station and Court Room at
Arrilalah.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Arri-
lalah."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
the Police Station, Arrilalah, and Court House,
Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by batik draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
R15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
'l'enders must be on a proper printed form, and
rate the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the  event  of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
'Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarili be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
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TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
MOUNT MORGAN.
9 ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Offices, Mount Morgan and Rock-
hampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on '1 HURSDAY,
the 28th February, from persons willing to contract
for Erection of Additions to Post and Telegraph
Office at Mount Morgan.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions, Post and
Telegraph Office, Mount Morgan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Mount Morgan and Rock-
hampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.
THE Notice  of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for the
reason stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are  hereby published  as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
P. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1889.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Brisbane to
Ipswich have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " Tke
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and  confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out , ascertained , and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you mayy fairly be entitled  on account  of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised  unless  made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1889.
To D. H. Cudmore, Esquire, Clermont, South Australia.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .  Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
73 Daniel H. Cud-
more
A. R. P.
0 1 12
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from the
parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes  ;  road of access
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
TENDERS.
r[ ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Erection of Station Buildings at Auchenflower
.6.
Erection of Four-roomed Cottage at Raeside ... ...
Removal of Carriage Shed from Millhill to Wallangarra 7
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date  to which  Tenders
ing original notice. can be received.
I
Railway Office, Brisbane ;12th January, 1889 8th February, 1889.
19th January, 1889 (Railway Office, Brisbane ;8th February, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
No. of
miles open,
forTra ffic.
PassenF  era' Goods and Live
Fa, es. Stock
E a. d. £ a. d. l L' R. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
W ek h
391 10 3
e ng 27t Jan., 1889... 873 3,031 1 1 4,426 0 4 229 10 11 7,686 2 4Corresponding week last year ... 747 2,640  0 10 4,280 0 5 370 5 0 7,290 6 3
Increase...
Decrease
1889-T&&al T affe to .late ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  27th Jan.,  1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week  ending  27th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ,., ,.,
1889 - Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week  ending 27th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889 -Total Traffic to date
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  27th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 27th Jan., 1889...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending  27th Jan.,  1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date
1888- -Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
...
...
`
...
Week errl:-+v 27th Jan., 1889...
Uormponding seek last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1889 - Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
145 19 11
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
395 16 1
141 14 1 ,,.
Total.
£ s. d.
32,466 18  4
31,992 9 8
MARYBOROIJGH RAILWAY.
151 347 15 9 633 17 10
132 1 309 19 6 660 2 7
66
66
493
463
37 16 3
26' 4 9
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
98 13 6 245 15 3
110 18 3 234 5 8
12* 4 9
11 9 7
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
550 5 6 ! 2,035 8 9
411 2 9  1 2,280 4 6
139 2 9
...
£474 8 8
153 2 7 1,134 16 2
28 12 11 998 15 0
124 9 8 136 1 2
4,522 8 0
... 4,859 3 7
£336 15 7
9 6 2 353 14 11
10 1 3 355 5 2
0 15 1 1 10 3
1,426 19 10
1,523 4 0
£96 4 2
27 17 3
46 2 5
244 15 9 18 5 2
MACKAY RAILWAY.
...
31 32 19 11 1 10 18 1 4 3 10 48 1 10
31 68 6 7 13 18 8 4 16 0 87 1 3
356 8 3 0 7
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
260 465 9 9  1,342 12  2 115  10 10 1,923 12 9
260 491 6 3 1,378 2 1 83 16 6 1,953 4 10
...
25 16 6 359 11
31 14 4
29 12 1
9 55 13 2 104 2 4 0 10 2
0 12 2
£166 11 11
31 6 2 30 17 7 0 7 3
24 7 0 73 4 9 0 211
9,340 10 6
9,103 2 0
£237 8 6
160 5 8
62 11 0
97 14 8
631 18 4
203 4 9
COOXTOWN RAILWAY.
67 34 9 9 70 12 0 11 17 10
51 1 47 8 9 40 6 6 6 12 4
12 19 0
30 5 6 5 5 6
2,613 11 G
2,737 9 8
123 18 2
12,190 3 7
9,2-16 11 0
£2,913 12 7
38 19 5
305 15 10
472 7 9
...
£428 13 7
116 19 7
94 7 7
22 12 0
517 1 2
394 13 11
£ 122 7 3
V, CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S. AND C. D.
CENTRAL  RAILWAY.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are invited for the Construction of
the Ninth Section of the Central Railway,
commencing at 369 miles  51 chains 29 links, and
ending  at Longreach  (Thompson River)-in length
54 miles 63 chains and 9 links - in accordance with
Plans, Sections ,  Drawings ,  General Conditions,
and Specifications ,  which may  be seen  at the Office
of the Chief  Engineer ,  Brisbane ,  on and after
MONDAY, the 11th of February, where also
forms of Tender  and other  information can be
obtained.
Tenders, endorsed  " Tender for Construction of
Section No.  9, Central  Railway,"  must  be deposited
at the Office of  the Commissioner  for Railways not
later  than Four  (4) o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the
12th April, 1889.
The lowest  or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Railway Department,
Secretary for Railways.
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Mr. GEORGE WARE, for the
Supply of Three Thousand (3,000) Tons of
Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, has
been accepted. Amount, £950.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
NOTICE.
q 1HE Tender of Mr. C. M. BOSTROM. for the
.11 Supply of Caps required on the Southern
and Western, Maryborough, Bundaberg, ;Vl ackay,
Northern ,  Cairns, and Cooktown Railways, has
been accepted .  Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
NOTICE.
tHE Tenders of THE QUEENSLAND WOOLLEN
r COMPANY, for the Supply of Winter Uniforms
for the Southern and Western, Maryborough, Bun-
daberg, Mackay, Northern, Cairns, and Cooktown
Railways, have been accepted. Schedule prices.
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Messrs. JAMES STEWART AND
COMPANY, for the Supply of Winter Uniforms
and Caps for the Central Railway, has been
accepted. Schedule prices.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN .RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane , was published in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can  obtain the  same on application to
the Traffic  Manager, Brisbane , and paying costs.
If not  released on  or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
ON FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport, was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows:-
WEEK DAYS. SUNDAYS.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Stanley street dep. 7 30 3 5 9 0
Beenleigh ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport .. arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh ... do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woolloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley  street arr . 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
1\T OTICE is  hereby  given ,  under the fourteenth
section of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulation of the same ,"  assented to 3rd
September ,  1863, that His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has primarily app roved of the
Plans and Book of Reference of the Normanton
Railway, Croydon Branch, section 1, from 13 miles
to 42  miles, in length 29 miles.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Normanton ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing ,  within one month
from this date, any well -grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof ,  or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana , Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh, Blackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway. Oharle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamullaa,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Va',c,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondarjan,
Kilkivan, Killarney,  Koojarewon , Laidley, Lev-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, ?Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry,  Murphy' s Creek ,  Muttaburra ,  Nanango,
Nerang Creek ,  Normanton ,  North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo ,  One-mile Creek  (Gympie), Pim-
pama, Pittsworth ,  Port Douglas ,  Ravenswood,
Rockhampton ,  Roma , Rosewood,  Sandgate,
Shipping Office  (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane,
Southport ,  Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe ,  St. George , St. Lawrence,  Surat, Tambo,
Tarooni,  Tewantin ,  Thornborough ,  Thursday
Island ,  Tiaro, Toowong ,  Toowoomba ,  Torbanlea,
Townsv il le ,  Walkerston , Warwick,  Watsonville,
Westwood,  Winton, Woodford ,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
ALBERT PREWETT,  received  from any depositor, subject to the under-
Pro  Commissioner for Railways .  mentioned conditions as to interest.
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Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £ 100 , but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four  pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 4 of  1889.
PORT DENISON.
ADDITIONAL LEADING LIGHT, SOUTH
ENTRANCE.
NOTIC.E is hereby given, that two white Lead-
ing Lights are now exhibited- the north-
easternmost  of which is placed S. 83° E. 700 yards
from  Mount Bramston-which lead  clear  of the reef
off the S.E. end of Stone Island.
The front light stands about 25 feet, and the back
light 60 feet above high-water mark, at a distance
of 1,500 feet apart.
Vessels, after rounding Cape Gloucester, should
steer  S.W.W. until these leading lights are
brought into line  on a S .W. by W. bearing, and
then keep them in that position until the leading
lights to the southward of the town are in line
bearing N.W.4W. The inner lights should then be
kept in line until the anchorage is reached, or the
red sector of the light on North Head is opened
out on a N.N.E. bearing.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 30th January, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF Q,UEENSLAND FOR SALE.C OPIES of  the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the Colony ,  showing Mail Routes ,  Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this  Office,  at 6s. per  copy ;  and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.A% COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing changes  of weather  in progress , published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
TT is hereby notified for general information,
1 that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vid  Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each,
to commence  on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
IT is hereby notified for general  information,that the Post Office at Avton (near Cook-
town) has been made a Postal Note Office, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Post Card
and Postal Note Art of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.
` PECIAL  attention is directed  to the  Book and
  Packet Regulations (Amended)  to come into
operation 1st January,  1889, as detailed in the
Government  Gazette  of 17th and  24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators , and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms,  general
conditions, and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
£5,000 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information,
that, in pursuance of Resolutions passed by
the Legislative Assembly on the sixth day of
November last, a Reward of £5,000 will be paid
to ti e person or company a ho first Manufactures
from Cotton grown in the Colony, Cotton Goods to
the Value of B5,000; such Reward to be in
substitution for any Reward which such  person or
company would be entitled to under the  provisions
of  " The Encouragement to Manufacturing Indus-
tries A. t of  1869."
It is hereby further notified that the Plant used
in the Manufacture of the said Cotton Goods must
be of a  fair  value of not  less than  £10,000.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING  AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5.6-7-8.REFERRING to a Notice appearing in Gazetteof 5th January instant, page 66, convening
a Meeting of Stockoiiners at Cometville on Satur-
day, the Second day of March, for the purpose of
Electing a Marsupial Board for the Marsupial
District of Nogoa :
It having been represented that Blackwater is a
more convenient place at which to hold such
Meeting, so much of the aforesaid Notice as
relates to the Marsupial District of Nogoa is
hereby cancelled, and BLACKWATER is appointed as
the place at which such Meeting shall be held, at
Twelve o'clock (Noon) on SATURDAY, the
Second day of March next ensuing, for the
purpose aforesaid.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT F 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
idfsuance df the provisions of the above-
iifinec Acts; it is . he>;eb7 btified that the
iinfial Ii eetieln df lWiribe,rs to sefvd oh. the
Marsupial $oards for the several Districts here-
under mezlti9AQd Will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SA1 17ftDAY, the Second day of March, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
$oard, and any owner df not less than 100 cattle or
goo sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial  District.
Aramac ...
Banana ...
Baramba ...
Barcoo ...
Bauhinia ...
Beenleigh ...
Belyando ...
Blackall ...
Boulia ..,
Bowen ...
Broadsound ...
Bulioo ...
Bungil ...
Burruni ...
Caboolture ...
Calliope ...
Cardwell ...
Clermont ...
Clifton ...
Cook ... ...
Dalrymple ...
Diamentina ...
Doonmunya ...
Duaringa
Einasleigh
Esk ... ...
Fassifern
Glengallan ...
Gogango ...
Gregory ...
Hinchinbrook
Inglewood ...
Jondaryan ...
Kolan .. ...
Mackay ...
Murilla ...
Murweh
Nebo ...
Nogoa
Paroo .. ...
Rawbelle ...
Tarampa ...
Taroom ...
Thuringowa ...
Tiaro .. ...
Ula Ula ...
Waggamba ...
Wallumbilla ...
Wambo ...
Warroo ...
Widgee .,.
Place of Meeting.
The Court House, Aramac.
Ditto ,  Banana.
Ditto, Nanango.
Ditto,  Windorah.
Ditto ,  Springsure.
Ditto, Beenleigh.
Ditto, Clermont.
Ditto, Blackall.
Ditto, Boulia
Ditto, Bowen.
Ditto, St .  Lawrence.
Ditto, Thargomindah.
Ditto, Roma.
Ditto, Maryborough.
Ditto ,  Woodford.
Ditto, Gladstone.
Ditto, Cardwell.
Ditto, Clermont.
Ditto ,  Allora.
Ditto, Thornborough.
Ditto, Charters Towers.
Ditto ,  Birdsville.
Ditto ,  Hughenden.
Duaringa.
The Court House, Georgetown.
Ditto, Esk.
Ditto, Harrisvi ll e.
Ditto ,  Warwick.
Ditto ,  Rockhampton.
Ditto, Winton.
Ditto, Ingham.
Ditto, Inglewood.
Ditto ,  Toowoomba.
Ditto, Bundaberg.
Ditto, Mackay.
Ditto, Miles.
Ditto, Charleville.
Ditto, Nebo.
Cometville.
The Court House, Cunnamu lla.
Ditto ,  Gayndah.
Ditto, Gatton.
Ditto, Taroom.
Ditto ,  Townsvi ll e.
Ditto, Tiaro.
Ditto ,  St. George.
Ditto,  Goondiwindi.
Ditto, Mitche ll .
Ditto, Dalby.
Ditto, Surat.
Ditto, Gympie.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
1 IT is hereby notified, for general information,that no person is allowed to nter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
R,OYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
H iS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government has been pleased to direct the
publication, for general information, of the following
Regulation issued by Her Majesty's High Com-
missioner for the Western Pacific, prohibiting the
supply of intoxicating liquors to natives of the
Western Pacific Islands.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
VIbTORIA by the Grace of God of the United
R htgdom bf Great Pritain and Ireland Queen
Defender of the Pili th. Bmprest of India &c.  Sae:
A REGULATION
(Made in  the name  and on behalf of Her Majesty
by Her Majesty's High Commissioner for the
Western Pacific under the provisions of the
Western Pacific Order in Council  1879)
To PROHIBIT THE SUPPLY OF INTOXICATING
LIgticRs TO NATIVES  OF THE  WESTERN
PACIFId ISLANDS:
[L.s.] JOHN B. THunsTOrr.
26th December, 1888.
1. Regulations Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 1879
Prohibiting the Supply of Intoxicating Liquors to
Natives of certain Islands of the Western Pacific
are hereby repealed.
2. In this Regulation the expression-
"Western Pacific Islands" hall mean and
include any of the following islands or
places namelyThe Groups of Islands known as,-
The Friendly Islands,
The Navigator's Islands,
The Union Islands,
The Phoenix Islands,
The Ellice Islands,
The Gilbert Islands,
The Solomon Islands,
The New Hebrides Islands,
The Santa Cruz Islands ;
All other Islands in the Western Pacific
Ocean not being within the limits of
the Colonies of Fiji, Queensland, New
South Wales, or New Guinea, and not
being within the jurisdiction of any
civilised power.
" Native " shall mean and include in its refer-
ence every person in the Western Pacific
not of European descent.
" Intoxicating Liquor " shall include all spiri-
tuous compounds and all fermented liquors
and any mixture part whereof is spirituous
or which contains fermented liquors and
any mixture or preparation containing any
drug capable of producing intoxication.
3. If any British subject in the Western Pacific
sells or gives or otherwise supplies either directly
or indirectly any native of any island or place
within the Western Pacific Islands any intoxicating
liquor he shall on conviction thereof before the
Court of Her Majesty's High Commissioner be
liable to punishment as follows:-
(1) Imprisonment for any term not exceeding
three months with or without hard labour
and with or without a fine  not exceeding
ten pounds ; or
(2) A fine alone not exceeding ten pounds
without any imprisonment.
4. It shall not be an offence under this Regulation
for any person to give to any native for any urgent
cause  or necessity and without recompense or
remuneration any intoxicating liquor when such
intoxicating liquor is given solely and purely for
medicinal purposes but it shall rest with the person
giving such intoxicating liquor to prove to the
satisfaction of the Court the existence of such
urgent necessity and failing such proof such person
shall be liable to the punishment provided in
section 3 hereof.
5. This Regulation shall come into force on the
first day of January in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
By Command,
JOHN R. FAREWELL,
Acting Secretary to the High Commissioner.
Coleciral Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st Februamy, 18.
HE following General Abstract ,  showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and assets LondonT Chartered Banff of Australia ;.  witftim tht-' Colony of Queensland, taken from thej several Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October, 1888, to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second 'seetion
 of the  A ct of Council ,  4 Victoria No. 1 i.
R€ BT. J. GRAY.
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE LONDON CHARTERED BANK OF AusTRAtr& within the (Io)ony of Q ueenslanul ,  taken from the several,
Weekly
 Statements
 during the QUARTER from the 1sT OCTOBER, 1888, to 31ST DECEMBER., 1885
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT. ToTALs.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ...  15,685 1 5Bearing Interest ...
Bills in  Circulation { Not bearing Interest  ... ...  268 10 7Bearing Interest ...
Balances
 due to other Banks
 ... ... ...
Not bearing Interest ... ... ...
 67,607 1 10
Deposits  ... ,.,  Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
 229,199 2 8
Government Nil
Total Amount of Liabi lities
15,685 1 5
268 10 7
12,843 19 0
296,806 4 6
£326,60315 6
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending 31st 1,000 ,000 0 0
December, 1888
Rate  of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ... ....
 7 per cent .
 per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend
 declared .. .
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 0*4
35,000 0 0
.., i 244,655 14 0 II
Total Amount of  Assets ...
AMOUISO.
£ X. d.
TOTALS.
£ .r. d.
58,446 12710
2,712 8. 0`
62,793  0,  0
471 15 6,
979 1 10,
878,643 5 2
,.. ... £1,004 ,046 3 4
A'. BROWN  1, Manager.
W.. H. BA] tBER4  Aoeouataat.
I, Alexander
 B ro wn, make  oath
 that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing
 Abstract  is a true and faithful Account of  04e-  Average  Amount of Liabili ties  and Assets  of the  above Bank
during the  period specified
 ;
 and that the same was made up
 from the Weekly
 Statements thereof, kept in pursuance
 of the  provisions  of the Act  ofi the Governor and Council, 4 Vinturis,. Na 1;3`•
Sworn before
 me, at
 Brisbane, this twenty -ninth day of January, 1889.
WM. B. SALTON,
 Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT
A. BROW] 1.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of  £ 15,685 is .
 5d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable
 on tlse aaaual average of tli money value-of ,the notes in circulation forthe  year 1888'' .byn the
London Chartered Bank of Australia ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  is assessed at the sum  of £11712s. 9d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty -ninth day of January, 1889, the sum of £11712s .
 9d.,  PAR bh,a duty assessed as above.
Entd .- CHAS. F. DRIVER.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver ,  and other Gained Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks
 ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,.
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts.
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and'
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
By the  Commissioner  of Sti imp Duties,.
GEORGE DAT .  Offieerin  Charge.
For the Gbtnmissioaser,
GEORGH DAT,. Officer is  Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the  several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
-- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and ASSETS  of THE ROYAL BANK OF QUEENSLAND, LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 113T OCTOBER to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
 AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
Notes in Circulation €Not bearing InterestBearing Interest
£ s. d.
43,850 0 0
Bi ll s in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ... 742 16 4Bearing Interest
 ... ... ... ......
Balances due  to other  Banks  ... ...
Deposits ...
"
Not bearing Interest ... ... 190,143 19 5
' f Bearing Interest . . . ... ... 575,711 0 11
Ditto Government, bearing Interest
£ s. d.
43,850 0 0
742 16 4
17,174 0 7
765,855 0 4
190,000 0 0
ASSETS.  AMOUNT.
Coined (fold and Silver and other Coined  Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and
 Bars
 ... ... ...
Government Securities ... ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances  due from other Banks ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes , Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ...
£ a. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
69,837 1 9
20,261 4 6
17,228 16 11
31,266 0 11
1,783 4 7
48,796 3 1
1,116,321 19 8
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... £1,017,621 17 3 Total Amount
 of Assets  ... £1,305,494 11 5
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... 262,500 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 6 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... .. 6,008 16 8
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 30,000 0 0
EDW. GRIFFITH, General Manager.Brisbane, January, 1889. R. RYLAND, Acting Branch Accountant.
T, Edward Griffith, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
R.
 Or.  CASEY, Justice of the Peace. ----
ASSESSMENT.
EDW. GRIFFITH.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £43,850, being
 one quarter ' s composition  of the duty payable on the annual  average of  the money value of  the notes in circulation  for the year 1888, by the
Rayal Bank of Queensland, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,
 is assessed at the sum of
 £32817s. 6d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-fourth day of January, 1889, the sum of £32817s. 6d., for the duty assessed
 as above For the Commissioner,
Entd.-CHAS.  F. DRITER.  GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 18E9.TIF, following General Abstract ofthe Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Bank of Australasia, within the Colony ofQueensland, taken from the several WeeklyStatements daring the Quarter from the 30th September to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secreary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT
 showing the Average
 Amount of the LIABILITIES
 and AssETS
 of THE BANS of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during  the QUARTER from the 30TH
 SEPTEMBER
 to 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation .., Not bearing Interest ... ...
Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation
 ...
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
Balances
 due to other Banks ... ... ...
Deposits Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest ...
AMOIrNT.
£ s. d.
43,362 0 0
6,091 5 7
223,977 2 8
292,460 0 0
516,437 2 8
Total Average of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... £565,890 8 3
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
... ... 1,600,000 0 0
12 per cent. per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend
 declared
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 96,000 0 0
Amount of the
 Reserved Profits at the
 time of declaring  such Dividend ... ... 800,000 0 0
Total Average
 of Asses
1,167,387 13 11
£1,363,258 1511
J. A. P. BALBIRNIE-VANCE, Manager
F. J. TOWNSEND, Accountant.
I, John Arthur Patrick Balbirnie-Vance, make- oath that, to the best of my
 knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the
above Bank during the period specified; and that the
 same was made  up from the Weekly  Statements thereof , kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-second day of January, 1889.
CHARLES WARDS, Justice of the Peace.
Bank of Australasia , in the Colony
 of Queensland, is assessed at the sum of  £ 325 4s. 3d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the twenty-third day of January, 1889, the sum of £325 4s. 3d., for the duty assessed as above.
Entd.-CRAB, F. DRIVER.,
J. A. P. BALBIRNIE-VANCE,
Manager  at Brisbane.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within- mentioned sum of £43 ,362, being one quarter 's composition  of the duty payable  on the annual average  of the money  value of the notes in circulation  for the year 1888, by the
TOTALS.
6,091 5 7 Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ... .........
I
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. 4. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals ... 124,230 3 7
Gold and Silver
 in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ... 30,203 2 4
43,362 0 0 Stamp Account ... ... ... ... ... ......... 543 5 4
Landed Property ... ... ......... 36,313 10 1
Notes and Bills of other
 Banks
 ... ... ... ... ......... 4,581 0 8
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange , and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due
 to the said Bank from other Banks
By the  Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer  in Charge.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
j
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Howard General Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account Of HOWARD GENERAL CEMETERY for the YEAR
ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January- £ s. d.
To Balance in Q.N. Bank, Maryborough  ...  21 9 4
„ Balance in Secretary ' s Hands ... ... 1 2 0
„ Labels , &c. ... ... ... ... 3 10 0
Burials .. 11 15 0
J. Whitley,  Inspecting Register... ... 0 2 6
Exhumation , M. Whitley ... ... 2 2 0
Purchase of Ground , 8 x 8, by Mr. Whitly 3 0 0
£43 0 10 £43 0 10
We, the Trustees of the Howard Cemetery, do hereby declare the foregoing Abstract to be a
correct Account of our Receipts and Disbursements during the year ended 31st December, 1888 ; and we
make this solemn declaration believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
D. P. WHITE,
C. D. W. RANKIN, Trustees.J. W. WATKINS,
P. McKENNA,
W. H. HoRE, Secretary.
Witness -W. RANKIN, J.P.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1889.
11 HE following  Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dun ich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN  FOR THE  WEEK ENDING 26TH DAY OP
JANUARY, 1889.
Number of Inmates  remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 477
Number since admitted ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave ... ... 6
488
Number discharged ... ... 5
Number died 1
Number absent  on leave.. 4
- 10
Number remaining at date hereof ... 478
Admissions during the week :
Michael Murphy, 47, miner ; from Townsville Hos-
&al ; last employed prospecting at Croydon.
John Smith, 25, bush labourer ; from Cunnamulla
Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Cottal, Caiwarroo Sta-
tion, Eulo.
Edward Charles Wright Osbourne, 52, actor ; from
Brisbane ;  last  employed by a company  in Brisbane.
John Thomas Smith, 79, conk ;  re-admission.
Annie Spencer  Stone,  39, domestic servant ; from
Brisbane Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Daniel
Cooper, Rose Bay, Sydney.
Discharged during the week :
Joseph Klein, 52, bootmaker ; admitted 10th May,
1888.
George  Walden,  33, miner ; admitted 5th January,
1888.
William Gardiner, 48, butcher ; admitted 8th January,
1878.
James  Finch,  57, sailmaker  ; admitted 6th November,
1888.
Anne Griffin, 74; admitted 4th September, 1877.
Deaths during  the week :
Ferdinand Langenberger, 45, miner ; admitted 12th
March, 1886.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
1888.  £ s. d.
By Secretary's Salary ... ... ... 4 0 0
„ Labourer  (Digging  Graves) ... ... 8 11 0
„ Tools ... ... ... ... 0 11 6
Planting Trees  ... ... 5 12 0
Disinterment  Fee to  Sexton  ... ... 2 2 0
„ Note Paper  and Envelopes ,  Postage
Stamps, Burning  Grass in Cemetery,
Carting Labels to Cemetery ... ... 1 1 1
„ Chipping  and Forming Main  Road ... 3 0 0
„ Balance  in Q.N.  Bank , Maryborough ... 10 12 4
„ Balance in Hands of Secretary  ... ... 7 10 11
MUNICIPALITY OF CAIRNS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 30th January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following By-law made by the Council of the
Municipality of Cairns.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 8.
FOR MAINTAINING} THE GOOD RULE AND GOVERN-
MENT OF THE  MUNICIPALITY OF CAIRNS.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make
provision for the good rule and government of the
Municipality of Cairns : It is hereby ordered and
directed by the Municipal Council of the said
Municipality, by virtue of  "The Local Government
Act of  1878 "  and amendments  thereof, and by the
authority  of the same ,  as  follows:-
Carriage and foot ways to be laid out.
1. The Municipal Council shall cause to be set
out, so far as may be practicable, the breadth of
the carriage and foot R ays in the streets and public
places  within the said Municipality ; and the
carriage  and foot ways, when so set out, shall be
deemed to be the carriage and foot ways within the
meaning of  this By-law, and the said footways
shall in all cases  be taken and measure from the
kerbing or exterior edge thereof to the building
line , without  reference  being in any manner
had to the breadth of the carriage-way adjoin-
ing thereto, or any part or parts thereof. Pro-
vided always, that until the breadth of such
carriage  and foot ways shall be set  out as aforesaid,
the carriage and foot  ways  for the time being used
shall be  deemed and taken  to be carriage and foot
ways  within  the meaning  of this By-law.
Damaging streets, 4 c.
2. No person shall wantonly break up or other-
wise damage  or injure any carriage or foot way or
water-channel within the Municipality.
L. SEVERIN,
Municipal Chambers, Mayor.
Cairns, 7th January, 1889
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
Colonial Secretary Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
H with the  advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following By-law, made by the
Council of the Municipality of Townsville.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 4.
FOR THE  REGULATION OF PUBLIC TRAFFIC.
Omnibuses , hackney carriages, and cabs-Preamble.
WHEREAS  by the provisions of  " The Local Government
Act of  1878," the Council of any Municipality is authorised
to make  By-laws  (inter alia )  for regulating and licensing
vehicles plying for hire : It is hereby resolved by the
Council of the Municipality of Townsville, that from and
after  the confirmation  of this By-law by the Governor in
Council, and the publication thereof in the  Government
Gazette,  By-law No. 10, proclaimed 8th November, 1882,
is hereby repealed, provided that such reseal shall not
affect anything lawfully established or perfected there-
under, and the following By-law shall be in force within
the said Municipality of Townsville :-
Inter preta tion.
In this By-law the following terms shall have the mean-
ing set against  them respectively
" Municipality "  means the  Municipality of Townsville.
"The Council"  means the  Council for the time  being of
the Municipality of Townsville.
"The Mayor' means the Mayor of Townsville holding
office for the  time being  under the provisions of  " The
Local Government Act of  1878," or any Act  amending the
same  or substituted therefor.
"The Town Clerk"  means  the Town Clerk  of the Muni-
cipality.
"Inspector "  means the person  who for the time being
sha ll be appointed by the Council as Traffic Inspector, or
any other  person appointed  by the Council  to assist in the
inspection  of traffic.
"  Vehicle" means an omnibus ,  car, waggonette ,  or cab.
" Omnibus "  means  a vehicle upon four  wheels licensed
to convey  passengers  for hire  as an  omnibus.
" Car" means a vehicle upon two or  four wheels licensed
to convey  passengers  for hire  as a car.
"Waggonette '  means a vehicle  upon four wheels
licensed  to convey  passengers  for hire  as a waggonette.
" Cab" means  a vehicle upon two wheels  licensed to
convey not  more than two passengers  for hire.
Vehicles plying for  hire must be licensed.
2. No person shall ply, use, keep, drive, or conduct any
vehicle for hire, or join  in plying ,  driving, or  conducting
any vehicle for hire  within the Municipality ,  or shall
drive or convey any vehicle  or passengers for hire, until
and unless he shall  be duly  licensed  to ply,  keep, use,
drive, or  conduct  the same for hire, nor until and unless
such vehicle so plied, used ,  kept, or  driven for hire is
licensed in manner hereinafter described.
Penalty  for plying for hire without  license.
3. Every  unlicensed person who shall be concerned as
proprietor ,  part proprietor ,  driver ,  or canductor of any
vehicle  kept, used ,  or employed  for the conveyance of
passengers for hire from and to different parts of the
Municipality ,  or who with any such vehicle sha ll  occupy
or take his place on  any public  stand for licensed vehicles,
shall be guilty of an offence against this part of the
By-law ,  and sha ll  forfeit and pay on conviction ,  for the
first offence, any sum not exceeding two pounds ,  and not
less than ten shillings  ;  and for a second or subsequent
offence any sum not exceeding five pounds ,  and not less
than one pound  ;  and the conveyance of passengers as
aforesaid ,  or the occupying  of a place on any public stand
for licensed vehicles , shall be  prima facie  evidence that
such person is plying for hire.
Application  for license- how made.
4. Before any license  to ply  for hire with any vehicle,
or to drive or to conduct the same shall be granted, the
person requiring such license sha ll  obtain from  the town
clerk free of charge ,  a requisition in the form of the
schedule  hereunto  marked A,  or to the like effect, and
shall duly  fill up and sign the same, and deliver it to the
town  clerk ,  or other authorised officer, and in the case of
drivers and conductors ,  sha ll  obtain a certi ficate  from five
ratepayers ,  two of whom  shall be licensed  cab proprietors,
to the effect that the applicant is of good character, and
competent to act as such  driver or conductor  as the case
may be.
Dimensions  of public  vehicles.
5. Every omnibus  for which  a license shall  hereafter be
granted, shall be of the  following dimensions :-From
floor to roof ,  not less than five feet ;  from top of seat to
roof , not less than three feet three inches.
Every  waggonette or car shall  be of the  following
dimensions  :- From floor to roof  not less than five feet ;
from top of seat cushion  to roof ,  not less than three feet
six inches ; each seat shall not be less than fourteen inches
wide ; space from seat to seat not less than one foot nine
inches.
Every hansom cab  shall  be of  the following dimen.
sions :-Height from floor in front of seat to roof, not less
than  five feet  ;  from top of  seat  to roof ,  not less than three
feet six inches ; length of seat ,  three feet  ;  width of seat,
fourteen inches ; space in front of seat to inside of door,
not less than eleven inches ; width outside immediately
over the door, not less than three feet seven inches.
For each passenger there shall be allowed a space for
sitting of not less  than  sixteen inches  ;  omnibuses shall be
not less than two feet between the seats, and the  seats  not
less than fourteen inches wide.
No license to be granted for any vehicle in bad condition.
6. No license for any vehicle shall be granted or renewed
unless the vehicle, horse or horses ,  and harness shall hav*
been examined first by the inspector or other person ap-
pointed by the mayor, and reported by the inspector, in
writing ,  to be in a fit state to be licensed  ;  and no license
shall be granted in respect of any vehicle which, in the
opinion of themayor shall be unsafe, in bad repair, or other-
wise unfit  for the accommodation and conveyance of passen-
gers, or from any other cause why such license should not
be granted ; provided always that the mayor shall, after
due investigation ,  refuse any license, if in his opinon
there be a sufficient number of vehicles licensed upon any
particular route, or if sufficient public accommodation be
not provided, the mayor shall grant further licenses for the
same route ; provided, however, that in the event of any
applicant for a license being refused such license in
consequence of the last preceding provision, such applicant
shall have the right to submit such application for the
consideration of the Council, whose decision shall in any
case be absolutely final.
Licenses to be in form B.
7. Licenses for proprietors ,  drivers, and conductors of
vehicles shall  be  in the form contained in the schedule
hereto marked B, or to the like effect.
Licenses- how issued.
8. Every license under this By-law shall be granted at
the town hall in Townsville aforesaid ,  and shall  be  in
duplicate ,  one part to be given to the party applying for
the same, the other to be retained in the office of the town
clerk ; and such licenses shall be signed by the mayor,
and countersigned  by the  town clerk ,  and shall be in
force from the date of such license until the date men-
tioned that  such license  shall  terminate, unless cancelled
or suspended,  as hereinafter  provided  ; and no such license
shall include more than one vehicle. Provided that where
a licensed vehicle shall be under repair the proprietor may
be permitted to substitute another for a period to be
speci fied by endorsement on the license signed by the
mayor ; but if not exceeding seven days such permission
may be granted by the town clerk, and such vehicle
shall be subject to the By-law for the time being as if it
were duly licensed.
Plying for hire.
9. Every licensed vehicle whilst standing upon any
appointed stand, or whilst conveying passengers ,  or stand-
ing in any part of a public street ,  thoroughfare ,  or place
within the Municipality, sha ll  be deemed to be plying for
hire.
Rate or fee to be paid.
10. For every such license there shall be paid to the
town clerk ,  for the benefit of the municipal fund, the
several rates or fees set forth in the schedule hereto
marked C.
No person  under eighteen years  of age  to drive.
11. No license shall be granted to any person under
eighteen years of age to drive any vehicle, nor to any per-
son under fourteen years of age to act as conductor of any
licensed  vehicle.
Renewal of  licenses.
12. Licenses may be renewed at the end of every year
under the hand of the mayor, provided that the applicant
for such renewal shall not have  be en reported by the
inspector as having conducted his business or performed
his duties as the holder of a license in an unsatisfactory or
discreditable manner.
Town clerk  to make out licenses.
13. All licenses shall be made out by the town clerk or
his assistants, and num bered in such order as he or they
may think fit.
Proprietor 's license-how parted with.
14. N o proprietor shall part with or lend his license;
and every proprietor who shall part with his licensed
vehicle to any other person, shall give notice of the fact
in writing to the  mayor, whereupon  the name of the pur-
chaser shall ,  if approved  by the  mayor, be registered in
the books of the town  clerk, and his  name endorsed by the
town clerk on the license granted for such vehicle ; and
any proprietor who shall part with his vehicle without
such notice ,  approval, registry ,  and endorsement ,  shall still
be deemed the proprietor thereof, and subject as such to all
the provisions of this By-law as if no change of ownership
had taken place ; and the purchaser of such vehicle who
shall allow the same to  be  used or to ply for hire without
such notice, approval ,  registry, and endorsement as afore-
said, shall  be subject to the penalty imposed by this
By-law on a person for plying without a license.
Who deemed proprietors of vehicles.
15. The person or persons in whose name or names a
license shall appear to have been obtained, or to whom
the same shall appear to have  be en duly transferred, as
in the last preceding section of this By-law provided, shall
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be deemed the proprietor or proprietors  of the  vehicle in
respect  of which the  same shall have  been taken out or
transferred.
Change of  residence to be intimated  to town r'crl•.
16. Whenever any person named as the proprietor or
one of the proprietors of a licensed vehicle shall change
his place of  abode, he shall ,  within two  days  next after any
such change, give notice thereof in writing, signed by him.
to the  town  clerk ,  specifying his new  place of  abode, and
the same  shall be duly endorsed by the town clerk upon
the license  granted to  such  proprietor.
Power of mayor to suspend and cancel.
17. The license of the proprietor ,  driver ,  or conductor of
any licensed vehicle may  he suspended by the mayor on
complaint of improper  conduct, three days'  notice in
writing being given to such  proprietor ,  driver ,  or con-
ductor, to  show cause why such license  should not be
absolutely  cancelled.
Drirer  or conductor not to  part with license.
18. No  licensed  driver or conductor of a licensed
vehicle shall  lend or part  with his license ,  or permit or
suffer  any unlicensed person to drive or conduct his licensed
vehicle ,  nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle employ
any unlicensed person  as the driver or conductor thereof;
and if such unlicensed person commit any offence which
would  render him liable to  conviction  as a licensed  driver to
any fine or forfeiture ,  he shall ,  notwithstanding his being an
unlicensed  person, be liable  to a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds.
Drirer's  license.
19. A general license ,  entitling  the person to whom the
same is granted to drive  any licensed vehicle within the
municipality, or an  ordinary  license ,  entitling the person to
whom the same is granted  to drive a particular licensed
vehicle within  the Municipality ,  may be issued on pay-
ment of the fee mentioned in schedule  C hereto ; but no
such license shall be granted  to any person unless eligible
and approved in accordance with this  By-law.
Transfer of proprietors'  licenses.
20. The mayor  may by  endorsement  upon the  license
transfer any proprietor's license  to ply any vehicle from
its holder to any other person  deemed eligible and
approved ,  and may transfer a license  from one vehicle to
another upon the payment of the difference (if any) in the
license  fee by the  applicant  ;  and for  every such transfer
there shall  be paid  in addition a sum of two shillings and
sixpence to the town clerk for the benefit of the city funds.
Transfer  and suspension  of drivers'  licenses.
21. Every licensed driver holding a license  other than a
general license ,  and ceasing  to be  a driver of the particular
vehicle for which he  is licensed ,  shall attend at the town
clerk 's office within  three days thereafter  to have his
license transferred  or suspended  pro tem,  by endorsement
thereon to that effect ,  failing  which such license shall
become absolutely  cancelled .  Provided  that no licensed
driver, unless  he hold  a general license, shall drive any
vehicle other than the particular  vehicle which he is
licensed to drive, until his license  be duly transferred in
manner aforesaid to such other vehicle  ;  and every such
transfer shall be made  by the  town clerk free of charge.
Vehicles, &c.,  may be inspected.
22. The mayor  may, as often  as he may  deem it neces-
sary, make or cause  to be  made an inspection of all or any
licensed vehicles, and of the horse or horses and harness
used in driving the same ; and if upon such inspection
such licensed vehicle, or horse ,  or horses ,  or harness is or
are found  unfit for public  use, or in  case any  proprietor
shall neglect or refuse to produce and submit his licensed
vehicle for  such inspection at such place and time as the
mayor shall appoint, the mayor may suspend  the license
held in  respect thereof until such vehicle ,  horse ,  or horses,
and harness is or are by him  approved  and  fit for public
use : provided that notice in writing, in the  form or to
the effect contained in the  schedule  hereto  marked 1),
shall be given to the proprietor thereof .  An inspection
of all licensed vehicles  by the council ,  or some committee
thereof appointed for that purpose ,  shall be held annually
at such time and place as the council or such committee
shall from time to time appoint.
Number of  license to be painted on vehicle.
23. The number of every licensed vehicle-in figures
not less than four inches in height ,  and of proportionate
breadth, white upon a ground  of black - shall be painted
outside in a conspicuous part  of the back  of every such
vehicle, and also on the side panel  near the driver 's seat,
and on such other part or parts as the inspector may
direct by  notice in writing to the licensee  or holder of
such license ,  or to the driver of such vehicle ; and every
such number shall be kept legible and undefaced during
all the time the said vehicle  shall ply or be used for
hire .  Such number shall also  be painted  in figures not
less than two inches in length on the outer side of the
lamps ,  so as  to be distinctly  seen when  lighted. And no
driver shall use other than the lamps numbered to corres-
pond with the number of the vehicle he may be driving.
Omnibus proprietors  to provide  bell and check string.
24. Every licensed  omnibus  proprietor  shall provide a
bell and  check  string fixed in a convenient  part in the
inside  of his omnibus  for the use of passengers ,  to warn
the driver to stop when  required , and shall keep the same
in proper working order.
Fares.
25. The table of fares set forth in Schedule E hereunto
annexed shall be the fares chargeable under this  By-law,
except as hereinafter provided,  and shall be painted or
printed in legible words and  figures on a plate or card of
such size  and in such  form as shall  be from time to time
approved by the  Council, a copy  of which  shall at the
tune of issue or renewal of any  license under  this By-law
be given to  the person  applying for the  issue of such
license or renewal thereof, by the town clerk free of  charge,
but for which at any other  time a sum of one shilling shall
be paid to the town clerk for the benefit of the city funds,
and such plate or card  shall be affixed  by the proprietor
in a conspicuous part of the inside of his licensed vehicle,
and shall be kept so affixed and undefaced  during the time
the said vehicle shall ply for hire, and no proprietor,
driver .  or conductor ,  or any  person  on his behalf, shall
demand , receive, or  take from any passenger or intending
passengers  any sum  in excess  of the  fare specified in
Schedule E aforesaid ,  or as  is hereinafter provided. Pro-
vided that the sum or  sums so specified may be varied
from time to  time  by a resolution of the Council as
occasion  m ay seem to them to  require  ;  and notice of such
alteration shall be published  in one or more of  the news-
papers published  in Townsville aforesaid .  Provided that
nothing herein shall compel  or require any proprietor or
driver to convey any passenger unless and  until the legal
fare as  aforesaid  has been paid or tendered ,  as the case
may be.
Persons failing to employ  vehicles.
26. Any person  sending for a licensed vehicle, and not
employing the same, shall be liable to pay the  fare from
the place from which  the same was engaged ; and if the
said vehicle be detained  five minutes, he shall further
be liable to pay  according  to the  time scale for one passen-
ger for such vehicle , for the period  of detention.
Fare-how computed.
27. The  fare shall  be computed from the ' stand or place
where  the vehicle  was hired ,  and not  from the  stand from
which the  same may usually ply.
Fine  for not  paying  legal fare.
28. Any person  having  hired  or taken his seat in a
licensed  vehicle ,  and not  paying  the legal fare at the
termination of his  journey, if  demanded, shall be liable
to a penalty.
Omnibuses  to  show  number of  persons to be carried and
route.
29. No proprietor  or driver shall ply for hire within the
said Municipality  with any  omnibus ,  unless the number
of the  license of such vehicle, and the num be r of persons
such vehicle is licensed to carry, in words at length, in
the following form, that is to say  : " Licensed to carry
inside and outside, "  together with the
names of the particular stands from and to which such
omnibus plies ,  be painted on a conspicuous place or places
on the outside, and also inside of such omnibus ,  in legible
letters ,  white upon a ground of black, at least two inches
in length ,  and of proportionate breadth ; and no driver
or conductor of any such omnibus shall carry in or by
such omnibus a greater number of passengers than the
number such omnibus is licensed to carry ; nor shall any
driver or conductor permit  or suffer any person, except
the conductor  to be on the  foot -steps  at the back of such
omnibus ; nor ply from or to any other  stands or places
than those mentioned in such license ; nor shall such pro-
prietor or driver  ply or run any omnibus on  other than
the route on line of  road  specified in such license.
Provided  always that the mayor for the time being shall
have  power to  grant permission  to the  proprietor of
any  licensed omnibus  to change  his route ,  and to ply to
or from  other  stands and places not mentioned in such
license  ; but such permission shall, if granted,  he specified
by endorsement  on the license ,  and signed by the mayor.
Provided  also that when any omnibus shall be altered,
the proprietor  shall have the same immediately brought
to the  town hall to be inspected by the inspector, and
any required  alteration  in the number of  passengers shall
be made by  endorsement  on the  license ,  signed by the
mayor, and countersigned  by the town clerk.
Time -table.
30. The departure and arrival of omnibuses from and
to the several stands and places within the said Munici-
pality shall be regulated  by a time-table approved by the
mayor, copies  of which shall be printed ,  signed by the
town clerk ,  from whom a  copy may be  obtained on
application .  The proprietor of every  omnibus shall cause
a printed  copy  of such time -table to be affixed in some
conspicuous  part of the  inside of his omnibus ,  and shall
keep the same or some other duly authorised copy so
affixed and undefaced during all the time such omnibus
plies  for hire .  Every driver  who shall start or arrive at
any public  stand or place, otherwise than in strict accord-
ance with such time -table ,  shall be guilty  of an offence
against this  By-law .  Provided that  as occasion may
require ,  any such time -table  may he altered or varied
under the like authority  as aforesaid .  Each proprietor
shall furnish  an omnibus to perform the journeys in each
turn that  falls to him in keeping a continuous rotation
daily.
Not to ply for hire except from stand.
31. The owner or driver  of any licensed vehicle shall
not permit the same to stand or ply for hire except at
or from an appointed stand. Provided that omnibuses,
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when plying on their ordinary route, may stop, as occasion
may require, so long only as may be necessary to take up
and set down  passengers.
Time of starting  omnibuses.
32. There shall be an interval of at least five minutes
between the starting of every omnibus and the following
one plying from any stand to the same destination,
subject, however, to the time-table hereinbefore men-
tioned.
Omnibus to complete journey.
33. Every licensed omnibus that starts from one of its
stands must complete its journey within the time fixed by
the time-tables to the other stand, without turning round
or leaving the proper line of road from one stand to the
other.
Passengers to be carried.
34. No driver or conductor of any licensed omnibus
shall delay, or refuse to admit and carry any person for
whom there is room in his omnibus, knd to whom no
reasonable objection can be made under this By-law.
Drivers of licensed vehicles may be detained for inspection of
vehicles,  &c.
35. The driver of any licensed omnibus, or other vehicle,
refusing or neglecting to stop the same upon demand by
the inspector, requiring to count the number of  passengers
or to  ascertain the names  of persons who may be offending
against  the By-laws, or for the purpose of examining the
horse or horses attached to such vehicle, which may then
appear to be receiving ill-treatment, shall, for such refusal
or neglect , be liable to a penalty of any sum not exceed-
ing five  pounds.
Drivers,  tie.,  not to attract notice.
36. No driver or conductor, whilst in charge of, or con-
ducting a  licensed  vehicle in any public place, shall make
any noise by shouting, ringing of bells, or blowing of
horns or whistles, or otherwise ; nor shall any proprietor
or driver of a licensed vehicle, when standing or plying
for hire, by calling out or otherwise, importune any
person to hire such vehicle to the annoyance of such
person, or of any other person.
Space to be left on stands.
37. At every fourth licensed vehicle, on every stand,
there shall be left a space of at least eight feet for passen-
gers  to pass through.
Licensed vehicles-how to be arranged.
38. Every licensed vehicle on its arrival at any public
stand shall be drawn to the end of, and be the last of the
rank of any licensed vehicles that may then be there on
such  stand  ; and at every such public stand all licensed
vehicles shall be arranged only in single rank.
Licensed vehicles not to loiter.
39. No driver of any licensed vehicle shall suffer the
same to stand  or loiter  in any public  street  or place
within the Municipality ,  nor refuse  to give way if he
conveniently can, to  any other vehicle, nor obstruct the
driver of any other licensed vehicle in taking up or
setting down  any person , or wilfully, wrongfully, or
forcibly prevent, or  endeavour  to prevent, the driver of
any other licensed vehicle from taking  a passenger.
Behaviour of drivers or conductors.
40. No licensed driver or conductor shall, whilst driving
or attending a licensed vehicle, or whilst on any public
stand, wilfully or negligently do or  cause  any danger to
the person or property of anyone, or misconduct himself,
or make use of any obscene, blasphemous, threatening,
abusive, or insulting language, sign, or gesticulation, or
be in  a state of  intoxication ; and no driver shall cruelly
beat, ill-treat, over-drive, abuse, or torture any horse or
horses in his charge.
Drivers to keep on the left side of the streets.
41. Every driver of any licensed vehicle whilst driving
shall keep the same on the left or  near  side of the road or
street, as near  the kerb as practicable, except  in case of
actual necessity, and shall permit any other vehicle to
pass, having a right so to do.
Regulations  as to walking pace.
42. No driver of any  licensed  vehicle shall drive the
horse or horses attached thereto from one public street
into another public street, or across the Ross Creek
Bridge connecting Stokes and Palmer streets, at a pace
faster than a walk, and every driver, when turning his
vehicle in any street to proceed in another direction shall
bring his horse or horses to a walk, and shall hold his
whip high above his head % hen pulling up, to signify his
stopping, and for the better prevention of accident or
collision.
Vehicles not to cause obstruction in streets.
43. No licensed driver shall, except when standing on his
appointed stand, permit his vehicle to stand in any street,
road, or public place within the Municipality, longer than
may be necessary for taking up or setting down passengers,
nor shall cause any obstruction in any part thereof. Any
licensed driver refusing or neglecting to remove his licensed
vehicle, whether engaged or not, from any place not herein
appointed a public stand, if required so to do by the
inspector or other officerpf the Council, shall be guilty of
an offence against this By-law.
To draw up  to  side of street.
44. Every licensed driver shall draw his vehicle to the
left or near side of the street or road, and close to the
side, when taking up or setting down passengers.
Travelling pace.
45. No licensed driver shall drive the horse or horses
attached to a licensed vehicle through any part of the
streets of the Municipality at a walking pace, except as
hereinbefore pro-. ided, or when in attendance at a funeral,
or in any case when the nature or condition of the road
or any other sufficient cause may render a greater speed
impracticable ; nor at a pace other than a trot, which
shall not be less than six miles an hour. Provided that
no licensed driver shall furiously or negligently drive the
horse or horses attached to a licensed vehicle in or along a
public street, road, or place, nor race, or endeavour to
pass by unnecessary fast driving any other vehicle  passing
along the same street, road, or place, nor drive across any
intersection of a street or streets at a faster pace than
four miles an hour.
Omnibus not to pass another.
46. No omnibus driver shall drive past any omnibus
proceeding along the same street, road, or place in the
same direction, if the latter be actually proceeding on its
journey at the regulated pace.
Vehicles not to carry coffins, dead bodies, tLe.
47. No licensed driver or conductor shall carry or
knowingly permit to be carried in any licensed vehicle,
except to some police-office or watch-house, any coffin or
deceased human body, or any person afflicted with any
infectious or contagious disease, or any person  in a state
of intoxication, or violently or noisily conducting him or
herself, or otherwise misbehaving, or any common prosti-
tute ; and the license of any driver or conductor convicted
of an offence against the provisions of this section shall be
thereupon cancelled, and no fresh license shall be granted
to such person for a period of at least three months there-
from.
Licensed vehicles not to carry merchandise, goods, dc.
48. No licensed driver shall carry or convey by any
licensed omnibus whilst plying on his ordinary route, nor
shall the driver of any other vehicle licensed for the con-
veyance of passengers, convey goods, merchandise, or
things other than passengers' luggage (being clean and
inoffensive), or dogs of any description. Provided, how-
ever, that the driver of any vehicle other than an omnibus,
may, with the permission of all his  passengers , carry or
convey any dog or dogs the property of one or more of his
passengers . Any person  placing ,  or causing  to be placed,
in any licensed vehicle any of the above mentioned
articles, or dogs of any description, without such permis-
sion, shall be liable to a penalty under this By-law.
Vehicles to be kept in order.
49. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall, at all
times, when plying or employed for hire, have  the same
in good order, with the harness perfect and in good con-
dition, and the glasses and frames of such vehicles whole,
and the leathers attached to the frames of sufficient
Iength, and the outside and inside clean and in repair,
and the whole ready and sufficient for use, and horses
strong and capable to perform the trips from stand to
stand, or from place to place, in due and reasonable time.
Smoking on or in omnibus prohibited.
50. No driver or conductor of any omnibus shall smoke
whilst driving or conducting the same, and whilst the
same shall be engaged or occupied  by any  passenger, nor
shall any passenger smoke inside any omnibus; and every
omnibus proprietor shall place or keep on the inside of his
omnibus, in a conspicuous part, a printed card with the
words "smoking prohibited." Any person persisting in
smoking, or conducting himself or herself in a disorderly
or improper manner, after attention has been called to
such breach of this By-law, and refusing to give his or
her name, may be removed by the driver or any police
constable from any such omnibus.
Drivers of  cabs, Lc.,  not  to  smoke unless permitted.
51. No licensed driver of any licensed car, cab, or wag-
gonette shall smoke any pipe or cigar whilst driving any
licensed vehicle engaged by any passenger, without the
permission first obtained of the person hiring and being
conveyed in such vehicle.
Driver to be in attendance.
52. The licensed driver of every licensed vehicle shall
be constantly attendant upon the same when standing
upon its appointed stand, or whilst plying or engaged for
hire; neither shall the driver be at such a distance from
his horse or horses as to prevent his having control of the
same, nor shall the driver or conductor at any time
stand by or remain on the footway, or pavement of any of
the streets, lanes, or public places next adjoining any
public stand.
Vehicles to ply according to license.
53. Every vehicle licensed as a car, cab, or waggonette,
shall ply to any part of the Municipality from its stand,
as may be required by the person hiring the same, and no
proprietor shall, by any lettering, printing, or signs on
boards, placards, or otherwise, on, or attached to any
such vehicle as aforesaid, indicate thereby that such
vehicle plies to any pafrticular stand or place.I
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Lamps.
54. Every  licensed vehicle  shall be provided by the pro-
prietor with a lamp on each side of the same outside, and
the driver ,  when plying  within the Municipality  between
sunset and sunrise, shall  light and keep  such lamps
lighted, and the driver of every omnibus shall also,
between the hours of sunset and sunrise ,  in addition to the
outside lamps, light and  keep  lighted a lamp inside of ouch
omnibus.
Drivers not to carry more passengers  than licensed for.
55. No  driver of any licensed  vehicle shall carry more
passengers than the same shall  be licensed for, and any
person who shall force himself within or on any such
vehicle, after the full numbe r of passengers are in or on
the same, sha ll be guilty of  an offence against this  By-law,
and may be removed therefrom  by the driver ,  or any con-
stable or police officer.
Muzzling horses.
56. The licensed driver of every licensed vehicle shall
place  a muzzle upon  the head of every vicious horse used
in drawing such vehicle, whilst  on the  stand, and whilst
feeding his horses shall use nosebags to contain the forage
and shall not remove his horses '  winkers during the time
of feeding ,  or at any time when attached  to the vehicle.
Proprietors to have a printed  copy of By-law.
57. The owner of every licensed  vehicle at the time of
obtaining the license for the same ,  and every driver at the
time of obtaining his license  shall, without any charge,
have a printed  copy of this By-law, and of the schedules
thereto, delivered  to him, and every such  owner and driver
respectively shall at all times have  such copy , or some
other copy ready to produce ,  and shall ,  upon request, pro-
duce the same for perusal to any person  having hired or
being a passenger in such vehicle  ; and every  driver and
conductor shall ,  at a ll  times ,  when  plying for hire, have
with him  his license ,  and shall, upon  demand, produce the
same to any such person, or  to the  mayor, or traffic
inspector ,  or to any justice  of the peace ,  or inspector of
police, or any officer  of the Council  requiring to inspect
the same.
Proof of  license.
58. In any proceeding under this By-law against any
person alleged  to be  the holder of a license ,  and liable as
such ,  the production of the license register  by the inspec-
tor or other officer ,  showing that a license was granted,
shall be evidence of such license .  Provided that  the jus-
tices may admit any other  proof  satisfactory  to them of
any such person holding a  li cense as alleged in such pro-
ceeding. Traffic inspector may be appointed.
59. Such person as may from time to time be in that
behalf appointed  by the Council  shall be traffic inspector
of the Council .  Such officer shall every six months
examine all licensed vehicles ,  and report to the mayor on
the same, and shall at all times see that as far as possible
this By-law is duly observed .  The inspector  is hereby
authorised to order from any stand ,  or from being driven,
any horse or horses  which in  his opinion shall be suffering
from sore shoulders or other wounds or sores, or in a
weakly condition ,  or not properly broken into  ha rn ess, or
any licensed  vehicle which  upon examination  shall not be
in a proper  or cleanly  state, and in all respects  fit for work
in accordance  with this By-law, and shall report  the same
forthwith to the mayor  ;  and every  owner, driver ,  or con-
ductor shall  comply with  the orders and directions so
given, and in case of refusal  shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding ten pounds.
The inspector not to be obstructed.
60. No owner ,  driver, or conductor of any licensed
vehicle, or any other person shall  obstruct  any inspector
or officer of the Council in the execution of his said duties.
Number of horses  to be supplied.
61. No  licensed proprietor  or driver  shall carry or cause
to be carried in any licensed vehicle more than six passen-
gers at one and the same time, if  such  vehicle is  drawn by
one horse only, nor more than sixteen passengers if drawn
by two  horses ,  nor more than  twenty -seven passengers if
drawn by three  horses, nor more than  thirty -nine passen-
gers if drawn by four horses.
Mayor  may prohibit and direct licensed  traffic.
62. It shall be lawful for the  mayor whenever the
circumstances sha ll  appear  to him to  render it necessary
for the public  safety to relieve any  public street or road,
or parts thereof ,  of all licensed traffic , and prohibit the
owners and drivers of all licensed vehicles  from proceed-
ing along such street  or road, or  parts thereof ,  for such
time and days as, in his opinion ,  it may be necessary to
prohibit  such traffic ;  and any proprietor or driver who
shall drive, or cause  to be driven ,  any such vehicle along
any such street ,  road,  or parts thereof as  aforesaid ,  after
notice has been given him  of such prohibition ,  or published
in one or more newspapers circulating within the  Munici-
pality,  shall  be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds, and the mayor may direct  all licensed  traffic to
proceed during the time aforesaid along such  other street,
road, or parts  thereof as  to him may seem most  expedient
for the  public convenience.
Public stands.
63. The places  specified  in Schedule  F hereto are
respectively  appointed public  stands  for licensed vehicles,
and no licensed vehicle shall stand in  or occupy other
than its appointed place when plying for hire, and no
driver shall refuse or delay to remove his vehicle if the
public convenience require it, or if it shall  be  so placed
as to cause an obstruction in the public thoroughfare.
Provided that the Council may, by resolution, from time
to time appoint additional stands in convenient places in
the streets and roads within the Municipality ,  and may
alter or abolish such stands as occasion may require, due
notice of which shall be given in one or more newspapers
circulating in Townsville ,  and when so published such
places shall be public stands within the meaning of this
By-law.
Abolition  of public  stands.
64. It  shall and may be lawful  for the Council at any
time hereafter ,  by resolution ,  notice  of the  passing of
which shall  be published  in one or more of the local news-
papers ,  to abolish  or remove all or any  of the stands
specified in Schedule  F, and to appoint  other stands in
such places  as the Council  shall deem necessary  ;  and after
the publication of such notice as aforesaid ,  any driver,
owner, or other person permitting his licensed vehicle to
stand on such  abolished stand shall be guilty of  an offence
against this  By-law.
Mayor may  inquire into  charges preferred  against licensed
proprietors and drivers.
65. If it appear to the mayor , upon the written state-
ment of  the inspector or of any officer of the Council, or
other person, that any licensed proprietor  or driver has
committed ,  or caused  to be committed, any breach of this
By-law, the mayor may inquire into the truth or other-
wise of such statement ,  and give written notice to the
accused of the time  and place such inquiry will be held,
and such notice  given either personally or by letter
through the post-office ,  addressed to the accused at his last
known  address ,  shall be sufficient notice thereof, and if
the acc used neglect to appear ,  or having appeared, and
after due inquiry, the mayor shall find that such  licensed
proprietor or driver  is guilty  of the breach of the  regula-
tion  of this By-law as  contained in the said statement, he
(the mayor )  may, if he  think  fi t, suspend ,  cancel, or other-
wise deal  with the  license held  by such proprietor or
driver.
Drivers or  proprietors whose licenses are under suspension
or cancelled not to drive or use  vehicle.
66. No driver  whose license is under suspension or
cancelled  shall, during  such suspension or cancellation,
drive any  licensed vehicle  ;  nor shall any  proprietor, or
owner of any omnibus ,  or other vehicle , the license of
which  may be then  suspended or cancelled ,  use or ply, or
cause  to be plied  for hire, any such omnibus or vehicle ;
any driver ,  proprietor ,  or owner as aforesaid  guilty of any
such offence sha ll be  liable to a penalty  not exceaing ten
pounds.
Horses and  vehicles left  in the streets unprotected may  be
seized and  removed.
67. It shall  be lawful for the inspector ,  or other officer
of the Council  authorised  by the inspector ,  to seize any
licensed  vehicle and  any horse or horses thereto belonging
found standing  in any public  street or place  within the
Municipality ,  and that shall for the  time being be, and
so remain  for the space of  one half -hour without the
immediate presence ,  protection ,  and control  of the owner
or driver ,  or some responsible  person on their behalf ; and
such officer may drive  or cause to  be driven or removed
such vehicle and horse or horses as aforesaid to some livery
stable, or other convenient place, there  to be detained
until the name of the owner  or driver  be ascertained, and
the owner or driver of any such  vehicle. horse ,  or horses,
shall be deemed to have committed  an offence against this
By-law, and  upon conviction thereof shall be liable to the
penalty  hereinafter  provided  for offences against the same.
Licensed  vehicles not to stand  in front of  theatres , exhibi-
tions, &c.
68. No  driver of a licensed  vehicle  shall permit the same
to stand or  remain in front of or adjoining  any theatre,
concert -room, circus , hotel ,  building, exhibition ,  public
meeting ,  or other place where there  may be  an assemblage
of people  longer than is necessary  for the taking up and
setting  down  of passengers ,  nor shall any such driver per-
mit his licensed  vehicle to  remain standing  during the
arrival or departure  of persons assembled thereat or de-
parting therefrom ,  nor shall he wilfully cause  obstruction
or annoyance.
Licensed vehicles to remove when ordered.
69. Any licensed  driver refusing  or delaying to remove
his licensed vehicle from  any stand ,  street,  or place, when
ordered to do so by the inspector ,  or any officer of the
Council, police  officer ,  or constable ,  to some other part of
such street or place during the passing (if any procession,
when it may be necessary for the free and uninterrupted
passage of  persons  and vehicles  along  such street or place,
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
Penalties.
70. For any offence  against the  provisions of this By-law
the offender shall be liable to the penalty expressly un-
posed therein, or if no penalty be specified, to a penalty
not exceeding  twenty pounds .  The imposition of a
penalty upon any holder  of a license  shall not interfere
with the liability of the offender to have his  license sus-
pended  or cancelled as hereinbefore  provided.
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Power of mayor may be delegated.
71. All acts,  matters,  and things to be  made and done
by, and all powers  and authorities  vested in the mayor,
under or by virtue of the provisions of this By-law, may
respectively be made or done by or vested in such other
person as the Council  shall  in that behalf appoint.
Information may  be  laid.
72. It shall be lawful for the inspector, or other duly
appointed officer of the Council, having knowledge of the
commission  of any offence against this By-law, or on re-
ceiving a complaint from the owner, driver, or conductor
of any licensed vehicle, or from any person using, intend-
ing to use, or hiring, or intending to hire, any such
licensed vehicle, that an offence has been committed
against  any of the provisions of this By-law, to prefer an
information against the person offending, in order that he
may be summoned to appear before the  justices ; or any
person aggrieved by any breach of this By-law may prefer
an information  on his own behalf before any justice of the
peace, and  cause  the offender to be summoned to appear
as aforesaid.
SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE A (Section 4).
Requisition.for a license to
To the Town Clerk of the city of Townsville.
I, residing in street, in the city of Towns-
ville, do hereby request that  a license  may be granted to
me to  a certain  vehicle licensed No.
Dated day of 18
(Signature)
We the undersigned householders and ratepayers
recommend as a fit and proper person to hold
a license.
Bl
C}
DI
E)
SCHEDULE B (Section 7).
License.
This is to certify that residing  in street,
in the city of Townsville, being a person suitable, and a
man of good repute, is hereby licensed to* a
certain vehicle licensed No. ; and to carry
passengers inside, and passengers  outside, from
the date hereof until the day of next,
unless the license be revoked or suspended, subject to all
the By-laws, rules, and regulations now or hereafter to be
in force relating thereto.
Given at the Municipal Council Chambers, Town Hall,
Townsville, this day of 188
Town Clerk.
Description of vehicle :
Mayor. [L.s.]
* " Be the proprietor of," " ply for hire," "drive," or "conduct,"
as the case  may be.
SCHEDULE C (Section 10).
License fees or rates.
On and after On and after
Description of Vehicle. 1st January 1st July
in each year. in each year.
£ s. d. £ s. d
Omnibus, each ... ... ... 4 0 0 2 0 0
Cars, each ... ... ... 3 0 0 1 10 0
Cabs, each ... ... ... 2 0 0 1 0 0
Waggonettes, each ... ... 3 0 0 1 100
s. d.
Drivers of omnibuses, cars, waggonettes, and cabs,
ordinary license, yearly, each ... ... ... 5 0
General driver's license, yearly, each... ... ... 10 0
Conductor's license, yearly, each ... ... ... 5 0
SCHEDULE D (Section 23).
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION.
Municipality  of Townsville.
I hereby notify to you that your licensed vehicle, No.
has, upon inspection, been found unfit for public use in
the following particulars :-
[or  has not been brought up for inspection] and the license
granted to you for said vehicle is hereby suspended.
Dated this day of 18
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
s. d.
To or from  the stand in Flinders street East and
the West End  Hotel ,  or any intermediate
distances ,  each pasenger  ... ... ... ...  0 6
To and from any other stands  and places  within the
municipal boundary, for every  mile, or part
thereof, each passenger ... ... ... ...
Children under eight years  of age, each ... ...
Children three years of age and under, free
A half fare, in addition to the above  fares, may be
charged after 10 p.m. or before 6 a.m. All
fares  to be paid  on passengers  entering the
omnibus.
0 6
0 3
Waggonette, car, and cab fares.
For a waggonette, car, or cab, drawn by one or two
horses, provided the road be practicable , fares shall be
by time only.
s. d.
For any time not to exceed one quarter of an hour,
to carry one passenger ... ... ... ... 1 0
For each additional passenger ... ... ... 0 6
For every subsequent quarter of an hour, or part
thereof ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
For one hour ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 0
For every subsequent quarter of an hour ... ... 1 0
Provided that no proprietor or driver of any waggonette,
car, or cab, licensed under this By-law, shall be compelled
to hire his vehicle for a less fare than one shilling for one
passenger, and sixpence for each passenger in addition :
provided further that in no case shall the fare for any
number of passengers be more than four shillings for one
hour, or part thereof, and that no driver shall be entitled
to charge for any passengers which he may carry  in excess
of the number which his vehicle is licensed to carry.
Two children under eight years of age shall be con-
sidered equal to one adult.
Children three years of age and under shall be free.
Half fare, in addition to the above fares, may be charged
in all cases  between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.
If the vehicle be discharged at three miles, or a greater
distance than three miles, from the place of engagement,
half fare back shall be allowed.
Passenger's luggage up to 25 lbs. shall be carried free of
charge ; every additional 50 lbs., or part thereof, may be
charged at the rate of a fare for one passenger for the
entire journey. The luggage must be of a clean descrip-
tion.
SCHEDULE F (Section 67).
PUBLIC STANDS.
Omnibus stands.
No. 1. Commencing on the north  side of Flinders stree
at a point distant fifteen feet from its intersection with
Wickham street, and extending easterly towards King
street one hundred feet, occupying  a span of eight feet
from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
No. 2. Commencing on the north side of Upper Flinders
street at a point  distant fifteen feet from  its intersection
with Jane  street,  and extending westerly  towards Echlin
street one  hundred  feet , occupying  a span of eight feet
from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
No. 3. Commencing on the north side of Archer street
at a point distant fifteen feet from  its intersection with
Perkins  street,  and extending westerly towards Tully
street one hundred feet, occupying  a span  of eight feet
from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
Cab, car, and waggonette stands.
No. 1. Commencing on the north  side of the Strand
at a point opposite  to its intersection  with Wickham
street, and extending westerly  towards  King  street two
hundred feet, occupying  a span  of eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway. Ten vehicles allowed
on this stand.
No. 2. Commencing on the south side of Flinders street
at its  west intersection with Wickham street, and extend-
ing easterly  across  Wickham street  to its east intersection
with Flinders street a distance of eighty feet. Four
vehicles allowed on this stand.
No. 3. Commencing on the south- east  side of Flinders
street at a point distant one hundred and eighty-five feet
south-westerly from its intersection with Denham street,
and extending south-westerly towards Stokes street two
hundred feet, occupying a span of eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway. Ten vehicles allowed
on this stand.
No. 4. Commencing on the south-west side of Denham
street at a point distant thirty feet north-westerly from its
intersection with Flinders street, and extending north-
westerly towards Sturt street two hundred feet, occupy-
ing a span of eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge of
the footway. Ten vehicles allowed on this stand.
No. 5. Commencing on the south-eastern side of
Flinders street at a point distant two hundred feet south-
westerly from its intersection with Stanley street, and
extending south-westerly towards Blackwood street two
hundred feet, occupying a span of eight feet from the
kerb or exterior edge of the footway. Ten vehicles allowed
on this stand.
SCHEDULE F (Section 26).
TABLE OF FARES.
Omnibus fares.
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No. 6. Commencing on the south-eastern side of
Flinders street at a point opposite to its intersection with
Jones street, and extending north-easterly towards Black-
wood street two hundred feet, occupying a span of eight
feet from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway. Ten
vehicles allowed on this stand.
No. 7. Commencing on the south- west  side of Warbur-
ton street at a point distant three hundred and thirty feet
from  its intersection  with Gregory  street , and extending
north-westerly two hundred feet towards Burke street,
occupying  a span  of eight feet from the kerb or exterior
edge of the footway. Ten vehicles  allowed  on this stand.
No. 8. Commencing on the south side of McIlwraith
street at a point distant fifteen feet  from its  intersection
with Cannan street, and extending easterly towards
Davidson street two hundred feet, occupying a span of
eight feet from the kerb or exterior edge of the footway.
Ten vehicles allowed on this stand.
Passed by special order of the Council of the Munici-
pality of Townsville, this fourth day of October, A. D. 1888,
and sealed with the common seal of the Municipality this
fifth day of October, A.D. 1888.
ARTHUR G. BUNDOCK,
Mayor.
F. L. ARMITAGE, Town Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following Regulations made by the Registrar of
Titles, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Real Property Act of  1877," for the guidance of
Surveyors licensed under that Act and  " The Real
Property Act of  1861."
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR GUIDANCE OF LICENSED
SuxvEYORS.
1, Thomas Mylne, Registrar of Titles of the
Colony of Queensland, have, under the powers in
me vested by the forty-fifth section of  " The Real
Property Act of  1877," made the following Regu-
lations with regard to Surveyors licensed under the
Acts referred to, in lieu of those hitherto in use:-
Surveys.
1. In all surveys every boundary is to be laid
out by theodolite and actually measured.
2. Where not incompatible with the objects of
the survey, it is desirable that the bearings of the
lines  be made to c ;incide with whole degrees and
the lengths with whole chains or tens of links, so
as to avoid fractions.
3. Should the subdivisional survey differ from
the original, it will be necessary to show on the
plan to what extent the original boundaries have
been found, and that any excess over the lengths
in the deed does not arise so as to overlap on
adjoining properties or roads.
4. In the event of a survey differing from the
original in the Surveyor-General's office to such an
extent  as to  necessitate its correction under  " The
Titles to Land Act,"  the amended survey will have
to be passed by the Surveyor-General before it can
be accepted as correct.
5. In every case the Registrar of Titles shall
decide whether the error is sufficient to necessitate
its correction.
6. All bearings are to be given in degrees and
minutes, numbering from the north round by east
to 360  degrees.
Plans.
1. Unless there are special reasons for a contrary
course, plans must be drawn with the north
upwards, and the magnetic north must be carefully
marked on every plan by a line across the whole
sheet. The scale of the plan should in every
instance be stated.
2. All plans must be plotted on the scale pro-
vided by  " The Real Property Act,"  viz:-Not exceeding 1 acre, 2 chains to 1 inch.
Not exceeding 5 acres, 5 chains to 1 inch.
Not exceeding 80 acres, 10 chains to 1 inch.
Exceeding 80 acres, 20 chains to 1 inch.
3. Traverse lines of survey are to be shown by
red or blue  lines , and the bearings or angles and
lengths are either to be marked red or blue on the
lines. Where the original traverse is adopted, the
surveyor should state so on the plan.
4. Lines of coast, rivers, creeks, &c., are to be
shown where surveyed by black lines, and where
unsurveyed by broken black lines, and an arrow
inserted to indicate the direction in which the waters
flow.
5. The titles to plans are to explain clearly what
the plan is intended to represent, indicating the
town, parish, and county, if within any or all of
these, the numbers of subdivisions of allotments or
portions measured and their particular locality where
not in a town.
6. For the convenience of record, plans should
not be drawn on larger paper than is necessary to
contain the work, nor on smaller than a sheet of
foolscap size.
7. Plans must in every case be signed not only by
the surveyor, whose signature should be attested by
a magistrate, but by the proprietor or other person
on whose behalf  same  is lodged.
8. Each plan must be accompanied by a declara-
tion in the annexed Form A.
9. Descriptions of subdivisions inserted in trans-
fers or other instruments lodged for registration
must agree, or be corrected to agree with the
certified plan as finally approved.
10. Any alteration in any description or other-
wise in any such instrument, or any plan relating
thereto made after the original execution of the
instrument or lodgment of the plan, must be verified
in token of approval by the initials of all persons
whose rights or interests may be affected by such
alterations. Provided always that in the correc-
tion of any such error the original words or figures
shall not be erased or rendered illegible, and the
date of alteration shall be affixed and the correction
initialled.
11. Printed plan paper will be supplied  in suit-
able sizes at cost price ; no plan  (unless  declared
previous to the 11th July, 1879) will be received
which is not drawn on the paper supplied.
12. The Registrar of Titles may require the
production of the field-books of any survey to
assist him in the examination of the plan of such
survey.
13. The Registrar of Titles shall have the power
to tax the cost of any survey executed under these
Regulations.
14. With a view to accuracy in preparing list
under section 41, every licensed surveyor desirous
of appearing on it must send a memorandum to
that effect, signed by himself, and with his usual
address, to the Registrar of Titles, so as to be
received not later than the last day of the year,
otherwise his license will be presumed to have
lapsed and his name will be omitted from the list
then about to be published.
15. Suspension of licenses will be strictly enforced
for any wilful or culpably careless breach or neglect
of any regulation or for any refusal to comply with
any reasonable request under section 42. All
errors  must  be corrected at the expense of the
licensed surveyors. During suspension of any
surveyor  no plans or  descriptions certified to by
him subsequent to such suspension will be received
in this office.
16. On the suspension or cancellation of a sur-
veyor's license the same will be notified publicly in
the  Government Gazette,  and one or more of the
local papers, and by letter to party concerned, and
the Surveyors' Institute ; and on reinstatement the
same course will be adopted.
Witness my hand and seal of office this fifteenth
day of December, A.D. 1888.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
ANNEXURE A.
I, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare
that I have faithfully and truly surveyed, measured, and
marked on the ground the portion of land referred to
in the within declaration, and that the measurements
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and boundaries given in this plan situated in
the county of , parish of are correct,
and do not, to the best of my belief, in any way inter-
fere with the rights or property of any persons owners
or occupiers of land adjoining the above land, and
described in the said plan, and I make this solemn
declaration conscientiously believing the same to be
true, by virtue of the provisions of  ` ° The Oaths Act of
1867."
(Signature)
Made and signed at
this day of 18 . j
Before me,-
(Signature of Registrar of Titles
or of a Magist i ate.)
Licensed Surveyor.
J AMES SCANLAN  has this day been appointed
Poundkeeper at Isisford for the ensuing
twelve months.
HENRY B. GOUGH,
Court House,
Isisford, 23rd January, 1889.
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.
u ERBERT PAYNE has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper at St. Lawrence for
the ensuing twelve months.
P. MEE,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
St. Lawrence, 23rd January, 1889.
NOTICE.CHRISTOPHER WILSON has  this day beenappointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court
at St. Lawrence for the period of twelve months.
P. MEE,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
St. Lawrence ,  23rd January, 1889.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after  the Twenty-third day of February
instant , in conformity with the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act  of .1861," to issue, in the
name  of John Brown, a provisional Deed of Grant,
No. 30808, for portion 255, county of Stanley,
parish of Warner, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 268, folio 42, the said
original Deed of Grant having been lost or  mislaid
by the said John Brown.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Twenty-third day of February
instant, in conformity with the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the
name of David Hepburn Brown, a provisional
Certificate of Title, No. 97833, for subdivisions 8
and 9 of allotments 16 and 17 of section 58, town of
Toowoomba, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 645, folio 73, the said
original Certificate of Title having been destroyed
1861," to dispense with the production of Certificate
of Title No. 100978, in the name of William
Stephen Kennedy, for subdivision 20 of portion 52,
parish of Nerang, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 661, folio 218, and will
then permit a Transfer, No. 199152, of all the land
described in the said Certificate of Title, made by
Arthur Edward Halloran, as Sheriff of Queensland,
in favour of Thomas Lehane, in pursuance of two
Writs of  Fieri Faeias,  tested the fourth day of
June, 1888, and issued out of the Supreme Court,
in which actions S. Joseph and Perkins and Com-
pany, Limited, are the plaintiffs, and the said
William Stephen Kennedy is defendant, to be
entered upon the duplicate of the said Certificate
of Title in the Register Book, volume and folio
aforesaid, which entry will complete the registra-
tion of the said transfer, the said original Certificate
of Title not being in the possession of the said
Sheriff, who is unable to produce the same for the
purpose of such registration.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
L \ after the Twenty-third day of February
instant, in conformity with the provisions of the
ninety-fifth section of  " The Real Property Act of
1861," to dispense with the production of Deed
of Grant Noe. 23886,  in name  of Frederic
Buss, for allotment 20 of section 11, town of
Bundaberg, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume 188, folio 146, and will
then permit a Sub -lease,  No. 197011, (of part of
the said land,) from Robert Totten to Isaac Moore,
to be registered in this Office, the said Deed of
Grant being in the possession of George Buss, of
Bundaberg, as Attorney for Frederic  Buss afore-
said, who refuses to produce the same for the
purpose of such registration.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, onor
after the Twenty-third day of February
instant , in conformity with the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861 ," to issue, in the
name of  Julia Koebke, spinster, three provisional
Deeds of Grant, Nos. 32212, 51126, and 51091, for
allotment 13 of  section 22 , and allotments 7 and 16
of section 37, town of Cooktown, and more particu-
larly described in Register Books, volume 13, folio
131, and volume 31, folios 146 and 122 (Northern
District),  said original  Deeds of Grant having been
totally destroyed by fire.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
SECOND Supplementary List of  Surveyors
1 licensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real  Property Acts of  1861  and  1877 ,"  whose
names were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January, 1889 :-
Name. Address.
by fire.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles. Davidson , William Henry Brisbane.
Fletcher, Charles B . ... do.
O'Connor ,  Thomas ... do.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after  the Twenty-third day  of February
instant, in conformity with the provisions of the
ninety-fifth section  of  " The  Real  Property Act of
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL  PROPERTY  ACTS OF  1861  AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registries at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Julius Henry  Kuchler,
late of St .  George
Edward James  Tebbatt,
late of  Sydney, New
South Wales ,  boot and
harness manufacturer
Date of
Death.
1888.
8 Sept.
1883.
24 Oct.
Name
of Claimant.
Fanny Elizabeth Kuch-
ler, of St. George,
widow
Edwin Thomas Penfold,
of Burwood, near
Sydney,  New South
Wales ,  and William
Everett Ingram, of
Sydney aforesaid,
bookkeeper
1884.
Joseph Kocho ,  late of 21 Feb.
Condamine ,  store-
keeper
1888.
Dorcas Ball Maxwe ll , 4 Nov.
late of Ipswich,
spinster
1887.
Joseph Butters ,  late of 4 Dec.
Thompson Estate,
South Brisbane,
labourer
1886.
Ellen Parley  (otherwise  124 May
Helen Ferley ),  late of
Albion .  near Brisbane,
widow
1888.
Henry Craig,  late of 21 Dec.
Brisbane
Henry Reginald Buttan - 17 Oct.
shaw ,  late of Cook-
town, police magis-
trate
Henry Gear ,  late of 12 Nov.
Brisbane ,  general
dealer
Henry Gear ,  late of 12 Nov.
Brisbane, general
dealer
1877.
Rodger Kennedy ,  late  of 12 Aug.
Samford ,  farmer
Thomas Mulcahy, late
of South Brisbane,
bootmaker
1888.
19 Sept.
Herbert Busby Lucas,
late of Yeppoon,
contractor
Elizabeth Kocho,  1 -of
Condamine, widow
Ernest Hervey Webb,
of Brisbane ,  resident
secretary of the
A.M.P. Society
Lucy  Butters,  of Fern
street ,  Thompson Es-
tate ,  South Brisbane,
widow
Jane Clark ,  wife of
Robert Clark, of
Charters Towers,
police constable
The Curator of Intes-
tate Estates
Henry Palmer Abbott,
of Brisbane, bank
manager
Mary Ann Casse lls, wife
of Joseph Cassels, of
Brisbane ,  dealer
Ann Gear ,  of Brisbane,
widow
Ann Norah Patterson,
wife of William Pat-
terson, of  Samford,
farmer ,  and formerly
widow  of said de-
ceased
James  Mulcahy, boot-
maker ,  and Ell en
Mulcahy,  spinster,
both  of South Bris-
bane
Description
and Situation of Land.
Allotments  1, 2, 3, and  8 of sec-
tion 3,  town of St. George, and
suburban portion 25,  parish
of St .  George
Allotment 8 of section 6, allot-
ment 1 of section 8,  and allot-
ments 7 and 8 of section 7,
parish of Allora, within the
Allora Village Reserve ; and
allotment 2 of section 20, town
of Allora
Allotment  2 of section 5, town
of Condamine
Subdivisions 1 and 3 of re -subdi-
vision 2 of subdivisions 9 and
10 of section 11 of portion 150,
parish of Purga ,  and allotment
10 of section 16,  parish and
town of Ipswich
Re-subdivision 170 of subdivision
2 of suburban portion 176,
parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision 16 of section 3 of
portion 204, parish of Enoggera
Subdivisions 3 and 4of allotment
15 of section 55, city of Bris-
bane ,  parish of North Bris-
bane
Subdivisions 48 and re-subdi-
vision A of subdivision 49 of
eastern suburban allotment 38,
parish of South Brisbane
Subdivision  1 of re -subdivision
1B of subdivision 1 of portion
285, parish  of North  Brisbane
Subdivision 88 of eastern subur-
ban all otment 39, subdivision
67 of eastern suburban allot-
ment 40,  and subdi% ision 4 of
section 2 of part of i,o rt h-
eastern suburban allotment
84, parish of No rt h Bri sbane ;
re-subdivisions 1 and 15 of sub-
divisions 1 and 14 of section 60
of subdivision 2 of portion 86A,
and re-subdivisions 7, 8, and 9
of subdivisions 10 and 11 of
section 60 of subdivision 2 of
portion 86A, parish of Canning
Portion 8, parish  of Samford ...
The south -western moiety of
allotment  20 of  section 3, city
of Brisbane, parish  of South
Brisbane
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
4 Sept .  Edward Seymour Lucas ,  Allotment 5 of section 3, town
of Rockhampton , I  of Yeppoon
warehouseman
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1889.
Fee-simple As Administratrix 16 Mar.
Fee-simple Will  dated 16 Feb- 9 Mar.
ruary ,  1880, and
two Codicils there-
to dated 24 Octo-
ber, 1883
Life Estate, Will dated 18 July,
with 1883
power of
disposi-
tion in
reversion
16 Mar.
Fee-simple Will dated 1 No- 9 Mar.
vember, 1888
Fee-simple As Administratrix 2 Mar.
Fee-simple Will dated 23 May,
1886
2 Mar.
Fee-simple Order of Supreme 2 Mar.
Court dated 2
January, 1889
Fee-simple  Will  dated  14 April, 2 Mar.
1882,  and Codicil
thereto dated 25
September, 1888
Fee-simple Will dated 14 June, 2 Mar.
1886
Fee-simple  Will  dated 14 June,
1880
9 Mar.
Fee-simple Will dated 29 July, 9 Mar.
1877
Fee-simple Will  dated 16 Sep- 2 Mar.
tember, 1888
Fee-simple As Administrator... 9 Mar.
Registrar  of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  2nd February ,  1889 . Registrar of Titles.
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METROPOLITAN TRAFFIC BOARD.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS  and EX PENDITURE  of the  BOARD  for the YEAR  1888, from the 1sT JANUARYto 31ST  DECEMBER.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance Credit at Bank ...
Licenses-
Cabs, Cars, and Waggonettes
Omnibuses ... ... ...
Drays ... ... ...
Drivers ... ...
Sale of Horse ... ...
Fines and Costs under BS-laws
„ Amount of Precepts received from
£ s. d.
581 15 11
508 0 0
367 10 0
208 15 0
241 13 0
10 4 0
235 19 0
Local Authorities ... ... ... 418
„ Royal Bank of Queensland-G eneral
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 1,559 4 4
Rent of Offices and Telephone ... 122 12 0
Books, By-laws, &c. ... ... ... 38 1 0
Law Expenses ... ... ... ... 11 18 0
Horse Fodder, Shoeing, &c. ... ... 38 5 0
„ Advertisements ... ... ... ... 45 0 6
„ Uniform Badges ... .. 1 2 6
Contingencies, Fidelity Bond, &c. 40 19 0
Petty Cash ... ... 5 0 0
0 0 „ Refund Surplus Revenue, 1887-
Brisbane Municipal Council ... 319 13 4
Shire of Toowong ... ... ... 13 16 5
Shire of Windsor ... ... ... 21 3 1
Shire of Ithaca .. ... 26 16 9
Bulimba Divisional Board .. 13 3 4
Woolloongabba Divisional Board... 65 8 1
Yeerongpilly Divisional Board ... 5 4 0
Stephens Divisional Board ... 15 14 6
Ithaca Divisional Board ... ... 8 15 2
Indooroopilly Divisional Board ... 12 17 0
Nundah Divisional Board ... ... 9 2 2
Booroodabin Divisional Board ... 37 8 2
Toombul Divisional Board .. 30 13 2
£2,571 16 11
F. M. LASCELLES, Auditors.
THOS. WELSBY,
129 19 5
£2,571 16 11
JOHN KENNEDY, President.
THOMAS F. O'CARROLL, Secretary.
We have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by the Metropolitan Traffic Board,
and certify the above Statement to be correct.
Turbot street, Brisbane,
233
29th January, 1889.
23s.
SCHEDULE A.ANNUAL ABSTRACT OF THE LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE QUEEN INSURANCE COMPANY(QUEENSLAND BRANCH )  ON THE 31sT DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES. £ 8. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland, up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that
date ... ... ... 66,150 0 0
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued in Queensland during the
past year ... ... ... ... 300 0 0
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued elsewhere than in Queens-
land at date of last Annual
Report ... ... ... ... 2,773,975 0 0
Total Contingent Liabilities £2,840,425
Account ... ... ... ...
AssBTS.  £ 8. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities Nil
Other Government Securities (par-
ticulars to be specified) ... Nil
Mortgages ... ... ... ... Nil
Loans on the Company's Policies... 1,302 0 0
Loans upon Personal Securities... Nil
House Property ... .. .. Nil
Other Investments not specified... Nil
Outstanding Interest ... 30 10 0
Outstanding Premiums ... ... 56 7 9
Cash-
On deposit ... ... ... Nil
0 0 In hand and on Current Account 418 5 11
Other Assets not specified ... Nil
Office Furniture ... 110 0 0
All Other Liabilities ... ... 21,406 5 11
Elsewhere  than  in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report ... 616,204 16 7
Total Liabilities ... £21,406 5 11 I Total Assets ... ... ... £618,122 0 3
Amount of Contingent Liabilities  at the date  of last periodical examination (1883)... £2,581,792 3 10
Amount estimated to be required to re- insure same  ... ... ... ... ... 434,439 0 0
The Bonus declared at the last investigation (31st December, 1883) was at the rate of £1 10s. per centum
per annum on the sum assured, in all £7 10s. for the quinquennial period.
I, Edward Sayce, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, being the Local
Manager of the Queensland Branch of the Queen Insurance Company, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that, to the best of my knowledge, the foregoing Return is correct ; and I make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act  of 1867."
Declared this thirtieth day of  January, 1889.
250 ROBERT BERKLEY, J.P.
E. SAYCE,
Local  Manager.
22s.
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SCHEDULE A.
ANNUAL BSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANYon the 31ST DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere than in Queensland at
date of last Annual Report  ...  9,214,636 7 9
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that
date ... ... ... 22,779 15 0
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
in Queensland during the past year Nil.
Total Contingent Liabilities £9,237,416 2 9
All  Other Liabilities at date of last Annual Report-
Shareholders' Capital ... ... 289,545 0 0
Reserve Fund ... ... ... 1,200,000 0 0
Life Assurance Fund ... ... 3,322,153 0 0
Superannuation Fund .. 26,000 0 0
Fire Fund  ...  £550,000 0 0
Conflagration Fund 200,000 0 0
750,000 0 0
Profit and Loss (subject to share-
holders' dividend) ... 175,393 0 0
Perpetual Insurance Account ...
1st July-
Claims under Life Policies ad-
mitted but not paid ..
Annuities (not claimed) ... 307,709 5 5
Outstanding Fire Losses ...
Unclaimed DividendsOutstanding Accounts (since paid)
Bills payable (since paid) ... J
Total Liabilities ... ... £6,070,800 5 5 Total Assets ... ... £6,070,800 5 5
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical examination ... £8,610,369 12 3
Annuities per annum ... ... 24,025 14 3
Amount estimated to be required to reinsure same ... ... ... ... 2,791,129 17 6
I, Frederic Hamilton Hart, of Gibbs, Bright, and Company, Agents of the Royal Insurance
Company, do solemnly and sincerely declare that, according to the books of the said Company, and to
the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Return is correct ; and I make this solemn
declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths
Act of  1867."
F. H. HART.
Declared and subscribed this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D. 1889, before me,-
P. RAINSFORD HANNAY, J.P.
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ASSETS.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities)
Other Government Securities (par-
ticulars to be specified) ... ...
Mortgages ..
Loans on the Company's Policies...
Loans on Personal Security ...
House Property
Other Investments not specified ...
Outstanding Interest ... ...
Outstanding Premiums ...
Cash-
On Deposit
In Hand and on Current Account
Other Assets (to be specified) ... J
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
£ s. d.
Nil.
of  last Annual Report ... ... 6,070,800 5 5
DIVISION OF INDOOROOPILLY.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of INDOOROOPILLY forthe HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st July-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.  1888.
To Petty Cash in Clerk's hands ... .. 2 5
Miscellaneous Receipts, comprising
Interest on Deposit, 5th July, 1888,
and other Receipts ... ... ... 57 11
„ Rates Received from 1st July-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £296 15 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 540 10 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 624 14 3
5th  July-
To Transfer of Deposit  ... ... ...
31st December-
To Transfer of Stock in  Hand  on Branch
1,461 19
1,000 0
1,993 0 1
Cheque in Office ... ... ... 16 9 0
I
27s. 6d.
£ s. d.
6 By Overdraft ... ... ... ... 217 4 2
Contingencies ... ... ... ... 579 0 8
Moggill Ferry ... ... ... ... 14 16 6
3 „ Divisional Hall .. ... ... ... 35 17 4
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 0 13 0
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £324 19 1
Subdivision No. 2 ... 968 15 3
9 Subdivision No. 3 ... 699 5 9
0
Roads, Subdivisions 2 and 3 4 17 6
Overdraft ... ... ... ... 330 6 9
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December-
To Q.N.  Bank ,  Toowong ...
Contract ,  River Bend ...
„ Wages for December ...
„ Balance  ... ... ...
£2,857  0 9 £2,857 0 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£ s. d.  1888.
31st December-
EXPENDITURE.
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
330 6 9 By Moggill Ferry, Land, Divisional Hall,
58 0 0 and Office Furniture ... 389 14 6
237 18 5 „ Rates ... ... ... ... ... 550 0 0
313 9 4
£939 14 6 £939 14 6
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DIVISION OF  INDOOROOPILLY- continued.
CONTRACTS FULFILLED.
Nature of Work.
Lining Divisional Board's Office ...
Quarantine Road ... ... ...
Cutting Ironside Estate ... ...
Fencing, Quarantine road... ...
Witton Concrete Wall
Contractor. Amount.
£ s. d.
W. McLaughlin ... ... 35 17 4
P. Pacey ... ... ... ... 157 17 6
W. Briggs ... ... ...  83 5 0
A. Stock ... ... ... ...  24 18 0
P. Pacey ... ...  149 2 2
£451 0 0
COPELAND SPODE, Clerk. THOS. MORROW, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Indooroopilly, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
G. A. MILLS, Auditors.JAMES T. CARVER,
Board's Office,
Taringa, 19th January, 1889.
215 33s.
RETURN UNDER SCHEDULE A OF "THE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES ACT, 1879,"
QUEENSLAND.
A
NNUAL ABSTRACT OF THE LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE  MUTUAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF
VICTORIA, LIMITED,  ON THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES.
£
Amount  assured on  Life  Po licies
issued elsewhere than in Queens-
land at date of last Annual Report 3,395,369
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that date 389,781
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued in Queensland during the
past year ... ... ... ... 71,260
Total Contingent Liabilities ... £3,856,410
All other Liabilities ... ... ...
Funds at 31st December, 1887, to
meet Contingent Liabilities as
above ... ... ... ...
Total Liabilities
11,302
452,978
£464,280
s. d.
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
In Queensland-
Loans on Society's Policies ... 781 5 3
13 9 Loans on Personal Security... 10,828 6 0
Loans on Policies in Abeyance 1,411 4 8
House Property ... ... 10,533 6 8
Other Investments not specified 638 6 5
0 0 Outstanding Interest ... 291 2 9
Outstanding Premiums ... 404 5 0
Advances to Travelling Agents 41 14 3
0 0 Cash-
On Deposit ... ... ... 3,500 0 0
13 9 On Hand and in Current Account 544 13 0
3 3 £28,974 4 0
Elsewhere  than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date of
13 8 last Annual Report ... ... 435,306 12 11
16 11 Total Assets ... ... ... £464,280 16 11
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at date of last periodical examination, 31st December, 1885 £3,703,737 17 1
Amount estimated to be required  to re-insure  the same ... ... ... ... ... £302,264 12 0
SPECIMEN  BONUSES in respect of the FIVE YEARS ended 31st  DECEMBER, 1885, allocated to POLICIES of £100 each
under the WHOLE LIFE TABLE.
POLICIES IN FORCE Foa-
AGE
AT
ENTRY.
FIVE YEARS. TEN YEARS. FIFTEEN YEARS. AGE
AT
ENTRY.
Reversion-
ary
Bonus.
ReductionCash
on PremiumValue. for Life .
Reversion- Cash
ary Value.Bonus.
R
on
f
eduction Reversion- CashPremium ary
or Life.  Bonus. Value.
Reduction
on Premium
for Life.
£ 8. d.  £ 8. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ F. d. £ 8. d.  £  s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
20 1 14 5  0 7 3  0 0 5 6 3 8  1 9 7 0 1 8  8 2 2 2 4 2 0 2 8 20
3 0 1 10 4  0 8 3  0 0 6 513 1  115 2 0 2 3 8 6 10 2 19 8 0 4 1 30
40 1 9 10  0 10 8 0 0 9 516 0 2 7 7
I
0 3 7 9 2 6 4  5 9 0 7 4 40
50 1 9 1  0 13 8 0 1 2 6 3 4 3 511 0 6 6 10 1 5  6 1 0 014 0 50
I, Frank Stanley Shepherdson, Acl ing Resident Secretary at Brisbane of the Mutual Assurance
Society of Victoria, Limited, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that, according to the Books
of the said Society, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above  is a true  Abstract of the
Liabilities and Assets of the said Society as at 31st December, 1887.
FRANK S. SHEPHERDSON,
Acting Resident Secretary.
Declared at Brisbane, before me, this twenty-ninth day of January, 1889.
ROBERT BERKLEY, J.P.
249 345.
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DIVISION OF CLEVELAND.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DrvlsroN of CLEVELAND  from  the 30TH JUNEto 31ST DECEMBES, 1888.
CLEVELAND PORTION.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance at Queensland National Bank,
2)
30th June ... ... ... ...
General Rates  Received ... _ _ _
s. d.
Contingencies-
General Expenses ... 13 19 2
Salaries  ... ... ... 69 9 1
Advertising ... ... 5 16 4
Tools ... ... ... 1 17 11
Office Furniture ... ... 1 0 0
Interest on Overdraft from
Q.N. Bank ... ... 0 15 0
Balance at Queensland National Bank
on 31st December
79
RECEIPTS.
By Works and Repairs--
18 8 9 Main Brisbane and Cleve-
334 15 6 land road ... ... 79 19 6
Branch roads  ...  ... 68 3 9
Redland and Capalaba
(boundary road) ... 6 0 0
Bloomfield street ... ... 15 1 0
Passage street  ... 25 0 0
Ross Bridge-painting and
tarring  ... ...  8 13 10
Shore street .. 22 4 0
Cleveland Jetty No. 1-
painting shed ... 4 11 8
Cleveland Jetty No. 2 and
Bath House (Piles) ... 6 14 6
Cleveland Breakwater-
painting fence ... .. 10 3 5
Divisional  Hall-painting
fence and shutters ... 3 4 6
£353 4 3
WELLINGTON POINT PORTION.
£ s. d.
To Balance at Queensland National Bank,
30th  June  ... ... . ... ..
„ General Rates received ... ..
Cheque from J. C. Wilson,  towards
cutting bluff at Wellington Point ...
20 3 6
202 3 0
7 10 0
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d
249 16 2
92 17 6
10 10 7
£353 4 3
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Works and Repairs-
Main Brisbane and Cleve.
land road ... ... 6 17 6
Branch roads ... 38 10 7
Wellington Point and Capa-
laba road ... 5 12 8
Redland and Capalaba
(boundary road) ... ... 0 13 4
Wellington Point and Cleve-
land road ... 10 0 0
Bluff at Wellington Point... 33 17 5
Divisional Hall (painting
fence and shutters) ... 1 12 3
„ Contingencies-
General Expenses ...
Salaries ... ...
Advertising ... ...
Tools ... ...Office Furniture ...
Interest on Overdraft
6 19 7
34 14 3
2 18 2
0 18 11
0 10 0
1 10 0
97 3 9
47 10 11
„ Balance at Queensland National Bank,
31st December, 1888 ... ... 85 1 10
£229 16 6 £229 16 6
ANDREW FOGARTY, Clerk. WM. R. KEFFORD, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined all Books and Accounts kept by
the Cleveland Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
235
GILBERT BURNE'I'T, IAuditors.WILLIAM T. GRAY,
41s.
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TOOWOOMBA  FIRE  BRIGADE.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  ToowooMBA FIRE BRIGADE BOARD ,  from 1 8TJANUARY,  1888, to 31ST DECEMBER,  1888, prepared  and published  as per Clause  16 of  " The Fire
Brigades A ct Amendment  Act of  1882."
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888.
January-
d. £ S. d. 1888.
31st December-
d.  £ s. d.
To Balance in Q.N. Bank ... 126 4 10 By Removal of Fire-bell Turret ... 105 15 0
31st December- „ New Plant and Repairs ... 15 12 3
„ Contributions- Advertising, Printing, &c. ... ... 5 0 3
Municipal Council ... ... 57 14 3 Firemen -
Government Endowment ... 57 14 3 Monthly Pay ... ... 35 9 2
Insurance Companies ... 57 14 3 Attendance  at Fires ... 22 12 0
173 2 9 58 1 2
Secretary-
Fire  Brigade Board ... 10 0 0
Fire Brigade ... ... 10 0 0
20 0 0
„ Auditors ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
„ Hospital ... ... ... ... 3 3 0
Exchange  and Cheque-book ... 0 12 2
Sundries ... ... 0 4 0
Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ... 89 18 9
£299 7 7 £299 7 7
Toowoomba, 23rd January, 1889.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all the Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept by the Toowoomba Fire Brigade Board, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
W. J. JOHNSON, Auditors.E. CASPER,
J. RoBERTS, Secretary. THOS. TREVELLIAN, Chairman.
223 19s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Philip Hall Palmer, of Glenbarr, near Tiaro,
in the Colony of Queensland, station manager,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Philip Hall Palmer
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Philip Hall Palmer, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Fourteenth day of February, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Philip Hall Palmer
shall, on the Twelfth day of February, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JAB. M. STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
By his Agents-
Deputy  Registrar.
LILLEY AND O 'SULLIVAN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Henry Horsley,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  clerk ,  by the said
George Henry Horsley.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said George Henry
Horsley be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James  Boyne Hall, Esqui re, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said George Henry Horsley, for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twelfth day of February,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is  further ordered that the said George Henry
Horsley shall, on the Eleventh day of February,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Hermann Pynson Krippner, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, surveyor; by
-himself.
C
T PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
J it is ordered that the said Hermann Pynson
Krippner be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said  Hermann  Pynson Krippner, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fourteenth day of February,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Hermann Pynson
Krippner shall, on the Twelfth day of February,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences , so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JAB. M . STAFFORD,
Maryborough,
By his Agents-
Deputy  Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In ormd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Longden, of Bulimba, labourer, by the
said  Charles Longden.
TJ
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Charles Longden
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Ha ll ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles Longden ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourteenth day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Charles Longden shall, on
the Twelfth day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and  liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd puuperis.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of John Henry
Denzler , of Maryborough , carrier, for an
Order of Adjudication of Insolvency  against
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered  that the said John Henry
Denzler be  and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent, and
that  James Boyne Ha ll, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further  ordered that the
First General  Meeting of the creditors  of the said
John Henry  Denzler ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal  Registrar,
Supreme  Court ,  Brisbane ,  on the Fourteenth day
of February ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the fore.
noon.  And it is further ordered that the said John
Henry Denzler  shall, on  the Twelfth day of
February ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in his Estate  a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified  on oath, of  his debts  and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the  names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his  engagements. •
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON  AND POWERS,
Brisbane , Maryborough,  and Bundaberg.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR JUSTICE KABDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Frederick Robinson ,  of North Bun-
daberg ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  labourer,
by the said William Frederick Robinson.
TJ
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said William Frederick
Robinson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Frederick Robinson, for the
election of a Trustee , be held  at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the Twelfth
day of February ,  1889, at Eleven o'clock of th
forenoon . And it  is further ordered that the
said William Frederick Robinson shall, on the
Eleventh day of February ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver  to the  Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Sea, of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd  pauperis.
MR.  JUSTICE  H ARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Claud Cholmondeley Coventry, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, clerk,
by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Thomas Claud Cholmon-
deley Coventry be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent, and that James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire ,  beOfficial
Trustee of his Estate . And it  is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Thomas Claud Cholmondeley Coventry, for
the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, on the Fourteenth day
February ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Thomas
Claud Cholmondeley Coventry  sha ll, on the Twelfth
day of February, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabili-
ties  of every kind, and of the names  and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirtieth
day of January, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Sidney Phillips, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  commission agent,
an Insolvent.
LjENRY CHARLES CLEEVE,  of Brisbane,in the Colony of Queensland ,  account t
has been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, A.D.
1889.
A. G. UNMACK,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
21i 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Philip Arthur Levy,  of Brisbane,
tailor ,  insolvent.GEORGE CANNON,  of Brisbane ,  accountant,has been  appointed  Trustee of the property
of_the Insolvent.
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All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
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ALFRED DOWN.
Deputy Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Edward  K irchner and James
Henry Longworth ,  trading as  "E.  Kirchner
and Co, "  of Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  ironmongers ,  Insolvents.
C ARL HARDEN,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvents.
All persons  having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid  to the  Trustee.
Creditors  who have  not set proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated  this first day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
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Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by Robert  tZoberts, of Barcaldine,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper,
trading as " Robert Roberts and Co."
NOTICE is hereby  given, that a First  General
Meeting of  the Creditors  of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Offices,
150, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the Thirteenth day
of February, A.D. 1889, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -eighth day of January, A.D.
1889. -
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A. G. UNMACK,
150, Queen street, Brisbane,
Attorney  for the said Robert  Roberts.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of George William Holland, of
Mitchell ,  grazier ,  an Insolvent.
0 N the Twenty-seventh day of February, 1889,at  Half -past Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
George William Holland, of Mitchell, adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty -third  day  of November,
1887, will apply to the Supreme Court, at  Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated the twenty -fifth day of January, 1859.
237
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Brisbane.
5s.
In the Matter of Alexander Reid and Co., of
Rockhampton ,  in Liquidation.
A
SECOND Dividend,  of 61d .  in the £,
(making in all 3s. 10, d.  in the  £),  has now
been declared ,  and is payable on all duly proved
and admitted claims, at my Office, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-third day of
January, 1889.
227
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Samuel Wells, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  plumber.
jOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Mr .  James M. Stafford ,  in Bazaar  street, Mary-
borough, on FRIDAY, the Fifteenth day of Feb-
ruary next ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon
precisely.
Dated this thirtieth day of January, 1889.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
By his Agents-
LILLEY AND O ' SULLIVAN,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
246 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick  Joseph  and Edward
Gregory  Waters ,  trading  as " P. Waters and
Sons," contractors ,  adjudicated insolvent on
the eleventh  day of  January, 1888.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the above Estate. Creditors who have not
proved their claims on or before the Fourteenth
day of February will be excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-fourth day
of January, 1889.
228
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Matter of R. S .  Ellis, of Rockhampton,
draper ,  in Liquidation.
DIVIDEND  is intended  to 1,e  declared in the
above Estate. Creditors who have not
proved their claims on or before the Fourteenth
day of February ,  1889, will be excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-third day of
January, 1889.
226
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Patrick Campbell ,  of Townsville,
storekeeper ,  adjudicated insolvent on the 30th
December, 1887.
A SECOND Dividend,  of Is. 6d. in the  £,  on all
duly proved and admitted claims, is now
payable at my Office,  Flinders street ,  Townsville.
Dated at Townsvi lle this twenty-third day of
January, 1889.
240
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Estate  of John Warren,  of Charleville, in
Liquidation.A FIRST Dividend, of 6s. 8d.  in the £, is
payable in the above Estate, on all  claims
proved and admitted This  Day (SATURDAY), the
Second day of February ,  1889, at my Office, Eagle
street.
254
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN LIQUIDATION.
In the Matter of William Rose, of Brisbane.
A FINAL Dividend,  of 1s. 3d. in the £, in the
above Estate ,  is now payable at my Office,
210, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on all claims proved
and admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -eighth day of
January, 1889.
216
FREDERIC 1IORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s. Ed.
408
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN LIQUIDATION.
In the Matter  of J. A.  Collier ,  of Rockhampton.
A
A FIRST  Dividend ,  of 6s. in the £, in the above
j L Estate , is now payable at my Office, 210,
Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on all claims proved and
admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this thirty -first day of January,
1889.
532
FREDERIC  HORWOOD,
Trn stee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Francis Farrv, of Rockhampton,
boot and shoe importer ,  adjudicated insolvent
on the twent y -third day of May, 1888.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
above Estate. Creditors who have not
proved their claims on or before the Fourteenth
day of February will be excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty -fourth day of
January, 1889.
229
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Assigned Estate of T. J. Geoghegan, of
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Millan Michael Brackman (other-
wise known as Michael Brackman), late of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, tailor,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate, from the
twenty-first day of August ,  one thousand eight
hundred and  eighty-eight , to the thirtieth day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine, have this day been filed in my Office,
and all parties having any claims against the
said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
MONDAY,  the Eleventh day of March next,
to inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they
think fit, object thereto ; and if no exception be
taken to the said Accounts ,  the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office,  on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this first day of February, A.D. 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Proctors for the Executors,
241A THIRD and Final Dividend ,  of 3s.  101 ed. in
the £ (making in all  108.  61A-d. in the £)
is payable in the above Estate, one all admitted
claims,  This Day (MONDAY),  the 28th January,
1889, at my Office, Eagle street.
211
GEORGE CANNON,
For the Assignees.
3s 6d
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Arthur Newton Dunstan -Caddan,
late of Hope street, South Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  gentleman ,  deceased.
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
8s. 6d.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that, after the expi-
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  John Frederick Cockfield, late of
Charters Towers, in  the Colony  of Queensland,
sawyer, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen  days from  the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said  Honourable  Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed  deceased  may be  granted
to John Carse. of Charters  Towers, merchant, and
John Cockfield , of same place, timber merchant,
the Executors named in the  Will of the above-
named deceased.
Dated  at Charters Towers this twenty-second
day of January, A.D. 1889.
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Proctor for the Executors.
By his Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
224 6s.
ration of fourteen days from the date  of t e
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion ,  with the Will annexed ,  of the abovenamed
Arthur Newton Dunstan -Caddan ,  deceased, may be
granted to The Queensland Permanent Trustee,
Executor ,  and Finance Agency Company ,  Limited,
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  the said
Company being duly authorised to apply therefor
by Emma Jane Dunstan-Caddan, of Hope street,
South Brisbane aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased, The Reverend Christopher Gerard Robin-
son and Ernest William Cross, the Executors
named in and appointed by the said Will, having
renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this second day of February ,  A.D. 1889.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for The Queensland Permanent
236
Trustee, Executor, and Finance Agency
Company, Limited.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of George  K ohler, late
of Teneriffe ,  near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  fruit preserver ,  deceased.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all  the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects,
and lands of the abovenamed George Kohler,
deceased ,  who died intestate, may be granted to
Andrew Kohler,  formerly of  Teneriffe a or said,
but at present of Croydon, in the colony afore-
said, cordial manufacturer ,  the father of the said
deceased.
Dated the first day of February, 1889.
RUTHNING AND BYRAM,
Proctors  for the said  Andrew Kohler,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
244 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Miles Fletcher, late of Dalmally,
near Roma, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Miles Fletcher, deceased, may
be granted to Donald Fletcher, of Dalmally afore-
said, one of the Executors and Trustees named in
the said Will, leave being reserved to the other
Executor and Trustee  named in  the said Will to
come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this second day of February, 1889.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Donald Fletcher.
231 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In  the  Will of Henry  Drew Caswell ,  late of Euston,
near Toowoomba ,  grazier ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that the Accounts of
the Executors and of the Trustees of the
Will of  the abovenamed deceased have this day
been  filed in my Office.  All parties having any
claims against the Estate ,  or being otherwise
interested therein ,  are requested to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme  Court  House,  William
street, Brisbane ,  on or before  THURSDAY, the
Seventh day of March next , and inspect  the said
Accounts ,  and, if  they  shall think fit, object thereto ;
and if no exception be taken to the said Accounts,
the same wi ll  be duly inquired into, at my said
Office, on the day abovenamed ,  at the hour of Ten
in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of January, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Proctors for the said Executors and Trustees,
57, Queen street, Brisbane, and
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
218 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Deborah Wintzloff (wife of Charles
Augustus Wintzloff, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, carpenter), deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of the
lands of the abovenamed Deborah N intzloff, de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Charles Augustus Wintzloff, of Brisbane, in the
said colony, the husband of the said deceased.
Dated the thirtieth day of January, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for the said Charles Augustus Wintzloff,
239
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Wilhelm Pusel, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, boarding-house
keeper, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Wilhelm Pusel, deceased, may be
granted to Marie Pusel, of Brisbane aforesaid, the
Widow of the said deceased, and the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated the first day of February, 1889.
RUTHNING AND BYRAM,
245
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of James Lindsay, late of
Bundanba ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
colliery proprietor, deceased.
OTICE is hereby  gN iven, that ,  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Wi ll
and Codicil of the abovenamed Jamey Lindsay,
deceased ,  may be granted to John Lindsay and
James Boyce , both of  Bundanba aforesaid, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Wi ll.
Dated at Ipswich this thirtieth  day of  January,
A.D. 1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for said  John  Lindsay and James Boyce.
222 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Nis Nielsen Bruun, late of Woon-
garra, near Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed leis Nielsen Bruun, deceased, may be
granted to Christine Frederikke Bruun, of Bunda-
berg, in the Colony of Queensland, widow, sole
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, A.D.
1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Bundaberg, Brisbane, and Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Christine Frederikke Bruun.
209 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Lars Hansen, late of North Bunda-
berg, in the Colony of Queensland, carpenter,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Lars Hansen, deceased, may be granted
to Dorther Hansen, of North Bundaberg, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A D.
1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Bundaberg, Brisbane, and Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Dorther Hansen.
210 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of James Armour, late of Port
Douglas ; David Cody, late of Brisbane ; and
David Morgan Lewis, late of Charters Towers.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before the
Second day of April next, or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
247 5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
William O'Connor, deceased.
P URS UAN T to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867," notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands against the Estate
of William O'Connor, late of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased, who
died at Powell's Creek, in the Northern Territory,
in the Province of South Australia, on or about the
eighteenth day of July, 1885, Letters of Adminis-
tration of whose Estate were granted to John
Henry Flower, of Brisbane aforesaid, solicitor, as
Attorney for the next-of-kin of the said deceased,
on the twenty-first day of January, 1889, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their claims or demands to the said John Henry
Flower, care of the undersigned, on or before the
Fourth day of March next. And notice is hereby
also given, that at the expiration of the last-men-
tioned day the said John Henry Flower will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said William
O'Connor among the persons entitled thereto,
410
having regard only to the claims of which the said
John Henry Flower shall then have had such
notice, and that the said John Henry Flower will
not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose claim the said
John Henry Flower shall not have had notice at
the time of such distribution.
Dated this second day of February, 1889.
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HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane.
10s.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No.  I.
In the Matter of "  The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " • The Mining Companies Act
of 1886," and in the Matter of The Dreghorn
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
THE Warden has, by an Order dated the
twenty-fifth day of January, 1889, appointed
Alan Baker Bright, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, commission agent, to be
Provisional Official Liquidator of the abovenamed
Company.
Dated the twenty-sixth day of January, 1889.
238
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No.  1 of 1889.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act of  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The
Dreghorn Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for the
winding-u of the abovenamed Company by
the Warden's Court at Charters Towers was, on
the twenty-second day of January, 1889, presented
to the Warden, at Charters Towers aforesaid, by
Joseph Booth Whitehead and William Rostron
Whitehead, of Charters Towers aforesaid, mer-
chants and general storekeepers, carrying on busi-
ness, in co-partnership, under the style or firm of
" Whitehead Bros.," Creditors of the said Company,
and that the said Petition is directed to be heard
before the Warden, at the Court House, Charters
Towers, on the Fifteenth day of February, 1889,
at Thirty Minutes past Two of the clock in the
afternoon. And any creditor or contributory of
the said Company desirous to oppose the making of
an order for the winding-up of the said Company
under the abovenamed Acts should appear at the
time of hearing, by himself or his counsel, for that
purpose, and a copy of the Petition will be furnished
to any creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring the same, by the undersigned, on payment
of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated the twenty-second day of January, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
221
Petitioners' Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
10s.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 2 of  1989.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The .Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The Old
Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for the
winding-up of the abovenamed Company by
the Warden's Court at Charters !'owers was, on
the twenty-third day of January, 1889, presented
to the Warden, at Charters 'l ewers aforesaid, by
Samuel Peace, of Charters Towers aforesaid,
gentleman, a creditor and contributory of the said
Company, and that the said Petition is directed
to be heard before the Warden, at the Court House,
Charters Towers, on FRIDAY, the Fifteenth day
of February, 1889, at Thirty Minutes past Two of
the clock in the afternoon, and any creditor or
contributory of the said Company desirous to
oppose the making of an order for the winding-up
of the said Company under the abovenamed Acts
should appear at the time of hearing, by himself or
his counsel, for that purpose, and a copy of the
petition will be furnished to any creditor or con-
tributorv of the said Company requiring the same,
by the undersigned, on payment of the regulated
charge for the same.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, 1889.
MARSLAND AND DARSLAND,
220
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
9s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that all Creditors and
1 other persons having claims against the Estate
of Richard William Jones, late of Coorparoo, dairy-
farmer, deceased, are hereby required to send in,
in writing, on or before the First day of March,
A.D. 1889, particulars of their claims and demands
to Messrs. Thynne and Goertz, A.M.P. Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane, solicitors for Richard
William Jones, of Brisbane, to whom Letters of
Administration of the said Estate have been
granted, otherwise immediately after that date the
Administrator will distribute the assets of the
Estate amongst the parties entitled thereto, having
regard only to the claims of which he shall have
then had notice.
Dated the twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1889.
234
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Solicitors for Administrator,
Edward and Queen streets, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Matter of The Mount Morgan North-East
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
T an adjourned Extraordinary General Meeting
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at 128, Queen street, Brisbane, on the
thirty-first day of December, 1888, the following
Special Resolution was duly passed, and at a sub-
sequent Extraordinary General Meeting of the
members of the said Company, also duly convened
and held at the same place, on the twenty-second
day of January, 1889, the following Resolution
was duly confirmed, viz.:-
" That it is advisable to wind-up the Company
voluntarily, and that the Company be
required to be wound-up, and be wound-
up voluntarily, under the provisions in
that behalf of  `  The Companies Act of
1863 ' and that George Sylvester Murphy,
of Brisbane, accountant, be appointed,
and he is hereby appointed, Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding-up."
" That the remuneration of the Liquidator be
twenty-five  guineas."
W. F. TAYLOR,
Chairman.
Brisbane , 22nd January, 1889.
Registered this first day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
So licitors,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
253 8s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Phoenix Nos. 1 and
2 North Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before THUItS DAY, the Twenty-eighth day of
February, 1889, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, and
the names and addresses of their solicitors, if any,
to G. Simms, Esquire, Gordon Chambers, corner
of Queen and Eagle streets, Brisbane, the Liqui-
dator of the Company, and, if so required, by notice
in writing from us, as solicitors for the Liquidator,
are, by their solicitors, to come in and prove their
said debts or claims at such time and place as shallbe'- specified  in such notice ,  or in default thereof
they will be  excluded from the benefit  of any
distribution made before such 'debts are proved.
Brisbane ,  the twenty -ninth day of January, 1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
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Solicitors for the Liquidator,
171, Queen street, Brisbane.
7s. 6d.
MUNICIPA LITX OF CAIRNS.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
HE Council of the Municipality of Cairns
hereby give notice of, its intention to apply
The Colonial Treasurer ,  under the provisions of
" The Lo cal Government  Act of  1878  "  and  "Th.e
Local Works Loans  Act of  1880," for a Loan of
£ 10,000, to be applied as  follows :- Forming knd
Metalling  the Streets of Cairns.
A detailed Statement of the foregoing ,  together
with a Plan and further particulars of the proposed
Work, can be  seen at the Town Clerk 's Office,
Abbott  street, Cairns. '
By Order,
'J. A. BUNTING,
Town Clerk.
Council Chambers ,  10th January ,  1889.
236 6s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice that it is my intention to
apply, at the next meeting of the Aramac
Divisional.'koard,' to have Licenses granted-for all
existing Gates along that IYartien of Barcaldine
and Longreach Road passing through Salter,
Creek Run, at the undermentioned localities,
viz.:-Four, ten, fifteen, twenty, and twenty-six
miles from Barcaldine, said gates being of proper
width and cotidititdns'required by the Act.
A. R. BROWN,
Manager , Wienholt Estate Company of
Australia, himited.
251, 4s. 64.
NOTICE.
T HEREBY give notice that it is my intention to
1` apply to the Pioneer Divisional Board for
permission  to Erect Licensed Gates on the road
through Selection  No. 481, parish  of Basset.
205, J. KOCH.3s.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane;'the Acts and Orders
relating  to the Jiiris'diction, Practice, and'Pleadin
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crew
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
18$7," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government  (azett  for general iriforms.tinn,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating, to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading bf the Court on the Grown Side. This
Ids been done by incorporating them 'with the
Mules, in what appeared td be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers"to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ;  and wider such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as  practic-
i ble, refereuces'to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule i's founded solely
on a  pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of ", The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices  to same , Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous  Forms,  Summaries  of Particular
Subjects,  Cases , and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a TaYiular'  Statement  'of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short  titles, and  vice versk by
their s]iort titles and years i a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the  sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are 'set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no  page is given
the English  section  is not referred to in the text.
The citation of ' the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its  general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony 1s. 6d.beyond thecolony 3s.6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST  PUBLISHED.
HE  Justices  Act of  1886, "  and  "The  Offenders
Probation  At of  1886, "  with nn Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d. in the Colony, 1s.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO. STOC$ IN '  QUEENS-
LAN 1).A PA IPHLET bearing on the above,  compiled
by „he Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stock. now pub lished ,  and on Sale  at  the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
Book srellers .  Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d. within,
and 1s. 4d .  beyond, the Colony ,  extra. `
In this Pamphlet wi ll  be found a brief and
popular  description ,  with Illustrations, of, these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described ,  and also
much information as to their 'several properties and
effects upon sto
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PEixTE R  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1889. ' ' - £ s. d.
'Jan. 28.-Morton and Powers ... ... 0 13 0
28.-J. Healy ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
28.-W. H. Carter ... ... 0 6 0
28.-H. Boyle ... 0 0 9
28.-T. McPhellamy ... ... ... 0 2 0
28.-Hodges and Chataway ... ... 0 3 0
28.-F. J. Walsh ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
28.-J. Taaffe ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
2$.-G. Walker ... ... ... ... 0 0 9
28.-W. Allan ... ... ... ... 0 6 3
28.-W. C. Mitchell .. .. ... 0 2 6
28.-Duaringa Divisional oard ... 0 10 0
28.-J. G.  Morgan ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-T. Macnamara ... ... ... b 10 0
30.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
31.-Lilley, and O'Sullivan ... ... 0 6 631.-P. F. Grant ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 31.-Toowoomba Fire Brigade Board ... 1 1 0
31.-J. Taylor ... ... ... 0 1 4
31.-H. M. Payne . ... ... 0 0 10
31.-Cleveland Divisional Board ... 2 10 0
Feb. 1.-Municipal Council, Cairns ... 0 8 0
1.-Cooktown'Fire Brigade ... ... 1 0 0
1.-F. W. Boyle ... ... ... 0 4 0
1.--J. C. Deane ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
1.-D. Ryan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1.-Hodges and Chataway ... ... 0 2 0
1.-M. Hickey ... .. ... ... 0 1 0
„ 1.-G. J. Young and Co. . ... 2 10 0
s, 1.--Rawbe lle  Divisional  Board ... 1 0 0
50
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4ntgannbing5.
4W Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertise-
meats of Impounded Stock will be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE S HILLIN G  PEE ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted  in  the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Rosewood. Driving
expenses , Is. 8d. per head.
One red steer, bald face, 8FD (the F reversed) off rump.
One red heifer, spotted face, no visible brand.
If not re leased  on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
219 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Eulo, from Moonjarrie, on the 22nd
January, 1889, by order of 0. A. Turner, Esquire.
Driving  expenses , 4s. 2d. per head.
One roan bullock, V 7 C (registered brand) near
shoulder, both ears marked.
One roan cow, K1N (registered brand)  near  rump, near
ear marked.
One white cow, Tg over club-brand near rump, club-
brand near ribs, both ears marked.
One red bullock, 2RE (registered brand) off rump,
off ear marked.
One roan bullock, bald face, 2ZN (registered brand)
off rump, 1N H (registered brand ) near  rump, off
ear marked,
One roan bullock, bald face, 2 RQ (registered brand)
near rump, both ears marked.
One red bullock, no visible brand, near ear marked.
One spotted cow, 9"P] (registered  brand) off ribs, both
ears marked.
One yellow and white spotted bullock, like P2T (regis-
tered brand)  near ribs,  near ear marked.
One spotted cow, X2N  near  ribs, both ears marked.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
214 10s.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough, from enclosed lands'
Oaklands, on the 19th January,  1889, by order of
Mr. Dean.  Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving, 8d.
One red-roan cow, indistinctbrand off rump, blotched
brand like 8GK off ribs.
If not released on or before the 19th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES G. MORGAN, Poundkeeper.
213 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Gympie, from Six-mile Cre k, Noosa
road, on the 14th January, 1889, by order of
J. W. Gericke,  Esquire.
One red bullock, 7CC over 2 on rump.
One strawberry cow, blotched brand like 01C over 1 off
One
red bull, white  face, unbranded.One white cow, VE9 ov r 9UA n ar rump.
One spotted heifer, unbranded.
One strawberry heifer, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HEALY, Poundkeeper.
208 6s.
IMPOUNDED at' Normanton , from  Glenartbur, on the
7th January, 1889, by order of J. Harris, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s. per head ;  damages on stallions, £5
per head.
One brown stallion, (oZS (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One brown stallion, A 2 W (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
One brown stallion, X2A over 36  near  shoulder.
One chestnut
, Y(
fill , (3ZS (registered)  near  shoulder.
One bay  mare (, (registered b and) near  shoulder,
TV 3 (registered brand) off shoulder ; foal at foot,
unbranded.
One bay stallion, undecipherable brand near shoulder,
like 7YA or 5YL (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 15th February, 1889,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
204 FRANK  J: WALSH,  Poundkeeper.72.
IMPOUND FD at Richmond, fr m Clutha, on the 18th
January, 1889, by order of R. Crothers,  Esqui re.
Driving expenses, 8s. 4d.
One bay gelding, small star on forehead, G;Yl (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder,  28 near neck.
One bay colt,  star  on forehead, off fetlock partly white,
hind feet white,  D 0A (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. H. CARTER, Poundkeeper.
207 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Windorah ,  from Retreat ,  on the 8th
January, 1889, by order of - Beadford ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  8s. 4d .  per head.
One light-brown mare,  small  star on forehead, small
white spots on back ,  E over faint brand near shoul-
der, blotched brand like  W1D off  shoulder ; black
foal at foot, bald face, near hind foot white, un-
branded.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
T. MoPHELLAMY, Poundkeeper.
206 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, Valley,
on the 14th January, 1889, by order of the General
Inspector.  Damages, 5s.
One flea-bitten grey horse, like SJ over  -a near  shoulder,
marked  on knees.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
242 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Mackay,  from a grass paddock, LongRidge, on the 16th January, 1889, by order of J.
Kenney, Esquire.
One yellow and white cow, like UVO off ribs.
One red and white heifer, no legible brand.
If not released on or before the 10th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. SOLWAY, Poundkeeper.
239 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Yeulba,  from Marra Marra, on the
28th January,  1889, by order of D .  Coughlin,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d.
One bay horse, W$1 (re stered brand)  near shoulder,
9 on neck, X over 96B (registered brand) off
shoulder,  star on forehead.
If not  released on or before the 26th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
237
DENIS  RYAN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Bungaban, on the 26th
January, 1889, by order of J. Mundell, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s.
One white bullock, M]P1 (registered brand) near rump,like indistinct umber new thigh, point off top off
ear.
If not released on or before the 22nd February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
238
MARTIN HICKEY,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba, from thestreets,
South Brisbane, by order of the Mayor.
One bay horse, black points, 1 WY (registered brand)
near  shoulder, white  spots on back and flank ,  collar-
marked.
One red and white cow, white forehead, $LD< (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One red and white spotted cow, right ear split, like 6SO
over 0 off ribs,  spots  on back.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
256 3s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Franz
J. A. Kindermann, for an invention for  " An
Automatic Car-Coupling to be entitled `Xinder-
mann's  Automatic Centre Buffer Car-Coupling.' "
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Franz  J. A. Kindermann , in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
' OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1 an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frank Bagshawe Wheeler, of Sydney, New South
Wales, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Water-closets."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for the said invention to the said
Frank Bagshawe Wheeler, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.arks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
David Wilson, of Millwood House, Grays, Essex,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements in
the Manufacture of Telegraph Poles, Columns,
Pillars, Flagstaffs, Signal Posts for Railways,
Fence Posts and other Posts, Rolls or Rollersfor
Various Purposes, Pipes or Tubes for containing
Telegraph Wires, Railway Sleepers, Pillar Letter
Boxes, Urinals, Chimney Pieces, Slabs for Use in
the Construction of Urinals and Chimney Pieces
and for Pavements and Stair Treads and for other
Uses, Tiles and Slabs for Roofing Sewer Grids or
Gratings and other Gratings, Cellar Plates,
Wheels, Pulleys, Sheaves for Pulley Blocks, Dead
Eyes, Buckets, Coal Boxes, and Coeka or Taps."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction  that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent  for sueh
invention ,  it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
David Wilson, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby gives, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
George Nicholls Bryett, of Kimberley  terra ce,
South Yarra, Victoria, and Alexander Darling
Munro, of 8, Avoca street, South Yarra aforesaid,
for an invention for  "An Improved Acoustic
Galvanic Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Nicholls Bryett and Alexander  Darling
Munro, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
51
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
ITOTICE is hereby given, that T have accepted
lJ an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Stewart Clidsdale Mitchell and Walter Whitelaw
Mitchell, of No. 572, Lygon street, Carlton,
Melbourne, Victoria. for an invention for  " An
Improved Construction of Panelled Ceilings, Cor-
nices, and Facings for Walls."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Stewart Clidsdale Mitchell and Walter Whitelaw
Mitchell, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Bowing, of 259, Gresham House, Old Broad
street, London, for an invention for  " Improvements
in the Manufacture of Fuel front Coal Slack and
Similar Substances."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
John Bowing, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frank William Allchin, of Northampton, England,
for an  invention for  " Improvements in or Relating
to Roundabouts or Merry-go-Rounds, and Other
Riding Toys."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Frank William Allchin, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Ottice,
Brisbane , 17th  January, 1889.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from George
Ainley ,  of 104 ,  Elizabeth street, Melbourne, Vic-
toria, for an invention for  " An Improved Apparatus
for Automatically Delivering Liquids in F,.rchange
for Coin  or the Like."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette it is proved to my satisfaction that the appli-
cant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said George
Ainley, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Bris 'ane, 17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Arthur
Kitson, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., for
an invention for  " Improvements in Carburetting
Gas Lamps."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent f'or such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Arthur Kitson, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Henry
Gurney, of Sydney, New South Wales, for an
invention for  "An Improved Method f Burning
Bricks and Tiles, and an Improved Kiln therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Henry Gurney,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1889.
N OTIC E is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application  for a Patent, and the  complete
Specification annexed thereto , received from John
Stewart MacArthur, of 15,  Princes street , Pollok-
shields, Renfrewshire, North Britain, Robert
Wardrop Forrest and William Forrest, both of
319, Crown street, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, North
Britain, for an invention for  "Improvements in
Obtaining Gold and Silver from Ores and Other
Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Stewart MacArthur, Robert Wardrop
Forrest, and William Forrest,  in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
lete Specification annexed thereto, received from
illiam Street, of Sandgate, Queensland, for an
invention for  " Circular Bent Wood Floor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Street, in accordance with the pro-
visions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WA' ILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
415
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto. received from John
Brown Evans. of Mabus, Cape of Good Hope,
South Africa, for an invention for  "Inzprorcments
in Apparatus for Regulating the Tension of
Fencing Wires and for Testing the Same."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Brown Evans, in accordarce with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1889.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Archibald John Lavender, of Newcastle-on -Tyne,
England, for an invention for  Improvements in
Gravity Switch-back Railways."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Archibald John Lavender, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th  January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
pplete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Erastus S .  Bennett, of Denver, Colorado , United
States of America, for an invention for  "Separator
and Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted  for the  said invention to
the said Erastus S. Bennett ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th  January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that  1 have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification  annexed thereto ,  received from
Solomon de Beer, of 20, Collins  street West, Mel-
bourne,  Victoria,  for an invention for  The
Berliner Transmitter."
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Solomon de Beer ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
17arks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Michael  William Howlin and William Howlin,
both of 29, A'Beckett street, Melbourne ,  Victoria,
for an invention  for  "An Improved Refrigerating
Chamber."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Michael Wil li am Howlin and William Howlin, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
1O1 OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an  application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Hubbard Russell, of Park City, Summit,
Utah, United States of America, for an invention
for  "Improvements in the Art of Extracting Metals
from Ores or Metallurgical Products."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Hubbard Russell, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884.'
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Orazio Lugo, of New York, United States of
America, for an invention for  "Improvements in
Electric Motors and Dynamo  Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Orazio Lugo ,  in accordance with the provi-
sions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
William  Antcliffe ,  of Pialba ,  near Maryborough,
Queensland ,  for an invention  for  "Antcle' s Auto-
matic Earth  Supply for  Closets."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Antcliffe ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents &c,.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto. received from
George Nicholls Bryett, of Kimberley terrace,
South Yarra, Victoria, and Alexander Darling
Munro, of 8, Avoca street, South Yarra aforesaid,
for an invention for  "An Improved Artificial Ear-
drum."
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants  are not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Nicholls Bryett and Alexander Darling
Munro, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Hubbard  Russell , of Park City, Summit,
Utah, United States of America, for an invention
for  "An Improved Process of and Compound for
Removing Precious Metals ,From Ores and Metal-
lurgical Products."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  it  is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Edward Hubbard Russell, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given , that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
William Berthold Ihne, of Liverpool, England,
for an invention for  "Improvements in Ladders."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said William Berthold Ihne, in  accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto,  received from
Alfred Dyer,  of Melbourne , Victoria, for an
invention  for  "A Safety Hook for Mining Purposes
and chipping  Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the  first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Alfred  Dyer, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
lr an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Garner Johnson, of Annie street, Kingsholme,
Brisbane, Queensland, for an invention for  " Per-
manent  Way for Railways and Tramways."
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said  invention  to the said
John Garner Johnson, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Charles Dixon Aria ,  of 175, Piccadilly ,  London, for
an invention for  "Improvements in or Applicable
to Moderator or Carcel Lamps to Render them
Capable of Burning  Mineral Oils."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such in-
vention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Charles Dixon Aria ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT.
In the Matter of an Application of James Eddis-
bury Baugh and Charles Hinksman for Letters
Patent for an Invention for  "Improvements in
Furnaces for Chlorinating Ores  and in the
Process in  Connection  therewith."
`t
OTICE is hereby given, that the above-
1  mentioned James Eddisbury Baugh and
Charles Hinksman, both of London, have applied,
under the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1884," for leave to amend the
Specification of their said Invention,  alleging as
their reason for so doing-" The climinationof that
portion of their Specification which  includes claim
for  matter  of no novelty."
The Amendments proposed  are as  follows, viz.:-
[ Reference being had  to amended  copy of Specifi-
cation  lodged in Patent Office, Brisbane.]
Page 20,-
Claims 5 and 6.
Lines 2-12 inclusive, struck out.
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application for amendment must leave par-
ticulars, in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month
from the date hereof.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, 1889.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
In the Matter of an Application of Millard Johnson,
William Eddington Field, and Joseph Samuel
Beeman,  for Amendment of Specification after
sealing.
A
PATENT having been  granted to  the above-
named Patentees for " A  new or  improved
process for amalgamating and extracting gold and
silver from ores  and minerals , entitled `Johnson,
Field,  and Beeman 's Patent Amalgamating
Process,' " in conformity with an application and
a complete specification  annexed  thereto, received
from them on the 11th day of December, 1888,
which Patent is recorded in the Register of Patents,
at the Patents Oflice, Brisbane, No. 528, Register
Book No. 1; and whereas I have duly received an
application from the aforesaid Patentees for leave to
amend the complete specification referred to in the
said Patent in the manner hereinafter set forth :
I hereby give notice, that, unless within one month
from the date of the first appearance of this adver-
tisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette
it is proved to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to amend such Specification, it is
my intention,  in accordance  with the provisions
of  " Tlie Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to determine whether and subject to what
conditions, if any, such amendment ought to be
allowed.
The following are the particulars of the amend-
ment sought to be made in the complete Specifica-
tion referred to :-
Page 1,-
Line 2.-The word " Amended " inserted before
the words "complete specification."
Lines 14, 15, 16, and 17.-To strike out " The
object to be attained by the process  is the  amalga-
mation ofgold and silver when reduced to a metallic
state from auriferous  and argentiferous ores,  pyrites,
sulphides, and other  materials  (either in their
natural or roasted state) and of recovering mercury
used  in  amalgamation,"-.
And to substitute " Our invention relates to or
has reference to certain improvements in the
amalgams and  method of applying the same used
in amalgamation of gold and silver when in or
after being reduced by any suitable process to a
free metallic state from suitable auriferous and
argentiferous ores, pyrites, sulphides, and other
materials either  in their unroasted or roasted
state."
Page 2,-
Lines 6 and 7.-To strike  out "or magnesium
(or a combination  of both)" and to substitute " or
cadmium or  magnesium  or a suitable alloy of any
one or more metals."
Line 7.-To strike out " ordinary or usual " and
to substitute " suitable."
Line 9.-To strike out " amalgamating " and to
substitute "  arastra."
Line 10.-To insert the word "in " after the
word "immersed."
Line 12.-To insert between the words " to the"
and " nature" the following : " amalgam used or the
machine used or the."
Line 13.-To insert between the words "or" and
"other" the word " ay.
Lines 13, 14, 15, an16.-To strike out " or any
suitable soluble salt (such as sulphate of copper or
sulphate of iron) capable of being decomposed by
contact with the zinc or magnesium or both com-
bined and,"-
And to substitute "  or caustic  potash or any
other  suitable  alkali, chloride of ammonia, or any
other suitable neutral salt, and thus."
Line 16.-To strike out " in or on" and to substi-
tute "on or from."
Line 17.-To insert after " surface" the wordsit or neighbourhood."
Page 3,-
Line 1.-To strike out " object " and to substitutepurpose."
Line 2.-To strike out " salts" and to substitute
alkalies or neutral  salts."
Line 3.-To strike out "magnesium (or both
combined) " and substitute " any suitable metal or
alloy."
Line 4.-To insert after " surface " the words
"or neighbourhood."
Line 5.-To insert after " amalgam" the follow-
ing : " to a greater or less extent depending on the
strength and quantity used of such acid or alkali
or neutral salt." To strike out " purpose " and
to substitute " objects." To insert after " of " the
words " firstly the."
Line 6.-To strike out " our" and to substitute
" of the mercury used in our."
Line 7.-To strike out " if already" and to sub-
stitute " Secondly, if our amalgam or mercury as
hitherto used is." To strike out of our."
Line 8.-To strike out "amalgam."
Lines 9 to 17, and on page 4, lines 1 to 4 inclu-
sive.-To strike out "If the ore or material either in
its natural or roasted state (or the solution in which
the same is treated under this process) is found to
contain more soluble sulphates or salts (capable of
being decomposed by contact with our amalgam)
than is deemed advisable for the success of the
amalgamating process, it is also claimed as part of
the new process that the introduction (according
to the requirements of the ore or material under
treatment) of a suitable quantity of carbonate of
barium, or a salt of barium, or other suitable alkaline
salt or earth of a like effect, will neutralize the
excess of or the whole or a portion of the soluble
sulphates in the material to be treated or amalga-
mated, and thereby better control the action of the
amalgam hereinbefore described,"-
And to substitute " We wish it to be understood
that the metals used to compose our amalgams
need not be in every case chemically pure. but
that they will be suitable as ordinarily sold in
commerce. We wish it to be understood that we
do not limit ourselves to any particular mode,
method, or manner of manufacture of our amalgams,
either mechanically, chemically, or by galvanic
agency or by heat."
Page 4,-
Lines 6 and 7.-To strike out " magnesium or
their equivalent (sodium and potassium excepted)"
and to substitute "other suitable metal or alloy as
previously described."
Line 8.-To insert after " any" the word " suit-
able."
Line 12.-To strike out "salt" and to substitute
"alkali or neutral salt."
Line 13.-To strike out " object" and to sub-
stitute " purpose."
Line 14.-To insert after " surface" the wordsit or neighbourhood." To add after " amalgam"
the following : " and for the objects hereinbefore set
forth."
Line 17.-To insert after " mentioned" the word
suitable." To substitute " acid" for " acids."
To strike out " salts" and to substitute " alkali or
neutral salt."
Page 5,-
Lines 5 and 6.-To strike out "magnesium or a
combination of both or their equivalent" and to
substitute " any suitable metal or allov as previously
described"; also to strike out " object" and to
substitute " urpose."
Line 7.-To strike out " purposes" and to substi-
tute " objects hereinbefore."
Line 10.-To insert after " vessel" the words
" or machine."
Line 11.-To strike out " magnesium or their
equivalent" and to substitute "other suitable
metal or alloy."
Line 14.-To strike out " magnesium " and to
substitute " other suitable metal or alloy are."
Line 15.-To insert after "grinding" the word
" and."
Line 17.-To add after end of paragraph the
following :-" It is obvious that there are other
ways in which our invention can be applied or
carried into effect without departing from its
nature or principle."
Claim  I-
Page 6,-Lines 4 and 5.-To strike out " with zinc" and to
substitute "and another suitable metal (sodium
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and potassium excepted) by preference zinc or
cadmium."
Lines 5 and 6.-To strike out "or any other
suitable metal (sodium and potassium excepted)
which will " and to substitute " or a suitable alloy
of any one or more metals."
Line 8.-To insert after " water" the following :
" or suitable  alkaline  water. '
Line 9.-To strike out " soluble salt" and to sub-
stitute " neutral salt in solution which will."
Line 10.-To insert after " surface" the words
"or neighbourhood." To strike out "purposes "
and to substitute " objects"; also adding at end of
claim " and substantially as described."
Claim 2--
Lines 11 and 12.-To strike out-  zinc or
magnesium  (or any other suitable metal, sodium and
potassium excepted)" and to substitute " another
suitable metal (sodium and potassium excepted), by
preference  zinc, or  cadmium, or magnesium, or a
suitable alloy of one or more metals."
Line 16.-To strike out " of adding thereto."
Line 17.-To insert aft er " cr " the words " alkali
or neutral."
Page 7,-
Line 1.-To insert after "or" the words "alkali
or neutral"; als) > o strike out "with" and to sub-
stitute " having."
Line 2.-To strike out " object" and to substituteit purpose."
Line 3.-To insert after " surface" the words "or
neighbourhood."
Line 4.- To insert after"water" the words "when
used": also to strike out " purposes " and to sub-
stitute " object," and to add at end of paragraph
`. and substantially as described."
Claim 3-
Line 6.-To insert after the word " before-men-
tioned " the words " or any other."
Line 7.-To strike out " salts " and to substitute
" alkalies or neutral salts in or."
Lines 13 and 14.-To strike out " and zinc or
mercury and magnesium or their equivalent (sodium
and Uotassium excepted),"-
And to substitute " and another suitable metal
(sodium and potassium excepted) by preference
zinc, or cadmium, or magnesium, or suitable alloy
of any one or more metals"; also to strike out
" object " and to substitute " purpose."
Line 15.- l'o insf rt after
,and "the words "when
used "; also to strike out " purposes " and to sub-
stitute "object."
Line 16.-To add to final of claim " and substan-
tially as described."
Page 8,-
Claim 4-
Line 1.-•To insert after the word " in" the
following "or f: om the surface or neighbourhood
of."
Line 3.-To strike out " soluble salts for the pur-
pose " and to substitute " alkalies or suitable
neutral  salts  when used for the objects hereinbefore
set forth and substantially as described."
Claim 5-
Lines 4 to 9 inclusive struck out.
The date of the original specification is the
twentieth day of July, 1888, and - that of the
amended specification is the twenty-sixth day of
November, 1888.
[Reference being had to Amended Copy of Specifi-
cation  lodged in Fatent Office, Brisbane.]
Any person or persons intending to oppose the
said application  for amendment  must leave par-
ticulars , in writing (on Form G), of his or their
objections thereto, within one calendar month from
the date hereof.
Dated this twelfth day of January, A.D. 1889.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Elliott Brothers,
Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland ,  wholesale
chemists ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a representation :-
QUEENSLANI
&  DANDELIp
GR (0Wti-°3 R(MOY(A GOODTONIC  & RPPETISER)
`1
.q
° aa
A  A
F
SPREQAE' 0
SOLD BYALLCHEMISTS
MERCHANTS &STOREKEEPERS
THROUGHOUT THE COLON! ES
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
-T OTICE is hereby given, that John Lang, of
1 Thornesfield House, Wakefield, Yorkshire,
England, has applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs. and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 13, in respect of Wire
Ropes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :-
THE
LANG WIRE ROPE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
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first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entit led to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st  January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that Walter Roger
l1\\ Jones, trading  as " Summerfield and  Com-pany," of the Grand Arcade, Edward street,
Brisbane , Queensland, has applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884," to register  in Class 38, in
respect of Articles of Clothing and all other
Articles included in this Class, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
my  doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Dixson
and Company, of Light Square West,
Adelaide, South Australia, tobacco manufacturers,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Manu-
factured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
ROBERT DIXSON & C°
SOW&
Aioc
11
3
•
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &-c
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auckland, New./, ealand,  miller, has
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
ROLLBR  `
4`  FIRTH'S
CROWN
ROLLER FLOUR
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my : atis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Dyason
j and Company, of Leichhardt street, Valley,
Brisbane, Queensland, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents, Desiqns, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Preserves, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given , that  Benjamin Brothers, Limited ,  of Brisbane ,  Queensland, merchants andimporters ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco ,  Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
FABRIC„aANAC0S
s4
anm
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
a pplication, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, ii intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act
.
WILLIAM T. BLAKE NLEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that F .  T. Wimble and  Company,  of 189, Little Collins street, Melbourne,Victoria ,  printers' furnishers ,  have applied, in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 6, in respect of Printing Machines ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
THErER.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
11Qark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act
.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Benjamin Brothers ,  Limited ,  of Brisbane, Queensland ,  merchants and
l importers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco ,  Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a
Trade Mark  of which the  following is a representation :-
•'•"' NRY CLAY ""'
I
HABANA
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my.
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
I rade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &o.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1888.N1 OTICE is hereby given, that Alexander Fergusson and Company, of Glasgow, Lanarkshire, North1 Britain, lead and colour manufacturers and oil refiners, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 1, in respect of White Lead,
Paints, Colours, and Varnishes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Turnbull, Junior,
and Somerville, of Malta, merchants, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigarettes, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
0
Notice is hereby further given that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are-not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Josiah  Clifton
IN Firth, of Auckland ,  New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the foll owing is a representation :-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
o ROLLBR.' l
FIRTHS
ROLLER FLOUR
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hareby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th  December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Josiah Clifton
Firth ,  of Auckland ,  New Zealand, miller, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark  of which  the following is a  representation:-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
,trMER #/
'N m l.1'
GANW
ROLLER FLOUR.
L
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the  same registered , in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
422
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
`1'J OTICE is hereby given, that J. and P. Coats, of  Ferguslie  Thread Works, Paisley, Scotland, thread
1 manufacturers, have applied,  in pursuance  of' the provisions  of  " The Patents, Destign.s, andTrade
Marks Art,  1884," to register in  Class 23, in respect of  Cotton Yarn and Thread, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a  representation.-
: • •
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
1\T
OTICE is  hereby given, that Peter Morrison
Campbell ,  of Bowen Bridge Soap Works,
Brisbane, Queensland ,  soap manufacturer,  has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " %he
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 47, in respect of Common Soap and
all Other Articles included in this Class, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
CMPBELLNI
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same registered ,  in compliance with
such application , or that there  exists no legal
impediment to my  doing so, I  intend to register
the said  Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  10th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that Colgate andN Company, of New York, United States of
America, soap-makers and perfumers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register
in Class 48 ,  in respect of Soaps ,  Perfumery, and
Toilet Preparations ,  a Trade Mark of which the
the following is a  representation:-
is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
N OTIC'E is hereby given, that Robert Sorby
i and Sons, of Carver street, Sheffeld, Eng-
land, manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Pater. ts, Designs. and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 5, in respect
of Steel, and Steel and Iron combined, in Bars,
Rods, Sheets, Wire, Forgings, and other forms,
Copper and Brass, and Iron in like forms ; in Class
12, in respect of Edged Tools of all kinds, Saws of
all kinds, Knives, Forks, Scissors, Shears, Files ;
and in Class 13 in respect of Anvils, Vices,
Ilamn-ers, Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Picks, Manure
and Hay Forks, and other Metal Goods not
included in other Classes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
KANGAROO.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
OTICF is  hereby given ,  that BenjaminN Brothers ,  Limited, of Brisbane ,  Queensland,
merchants and importers ,  have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
45, in respect of Tobacco ,  Manufactured or Un-
manufactured ,  a  Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
,11111111111111 t."'N111
NON PLUS ULTRA
REGALIA CHICA
-
SO
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
423
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.N-T OTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris  Company, Limited,  of 19, Regent street ,  London, haveapplied, in  pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class  43, in respect of Mineral and Aerated  Waters,  Natural and Arti ficial, and all other
articles included in this Class, a Trade  Mark of which  the following is a  representation:-
0?ollnarZs
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
b1 ark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1888.
;\TOTICE is hereby given,  that the Apollinaris Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street, London, have
.L' applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and  I  rade Marks  Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters,  Natural  and Artificial, and all other
articles included in this Class ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
*S70.P "I,
Oak
7a M
Sole Agents.
THE APOLLINARIS CQMPANY.LIMITED.
19 Regent Street.
'Cl LOND ON,S
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with  the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Apollinaris Company ,  Limited, of 19,  Regent street ,  London, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions  of " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Mineral and Aerated  Waters, Natural  and Artificial ,  and all other
articles included in this Class ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
SOLE EX THE APOCL.NAR P,  10MPANY LIMITED LONDON.
MINERAL h edrich shall. WA ER.WATER.
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Irade Mark, in accordance with  the provisions of the  said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c,
424
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Alexander Geddes, of 71, Regent street, Sydney , New South Wales,manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The  Patents, Designs,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 48 ,  in respect of Perfumed Soap, a  Trade  Mark of which the
following is a representation
MQo
0
D
0A
I
FORnarr,mv, Oman,
f itel1C, pILUTAU Y
,;t LA ULl f Isfi;s
/irlldrecdanse c/aced
0
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1888.
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that  K een, Robinson, and Bellville ,  of 6, Garlick Hill, London ,  mustard
manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 42, in respect of Mustard ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
r J r
USF
DOUBLE SUPERFINE
ns.nu
rxs s:.+srr
MUSTARD COMPOUND
FIRST
%ffVFXR'RW '  2ONDOtVP 0
HOP
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Gcvernment Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same registered , in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that David Dunlop,
of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A., tobacco
manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and "Trade Marks
Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 45, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation
ID 010 ,COLUM 1.
w
ONuia11-11
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &e.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTIC E is hereby given, that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers , of Warrington,  Lanca-
shire, England ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents ,  Starch ,  Blue, Candles,
and all Preparations for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
SUNBEAM
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac,  France, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 43,  in respect of Fermented  Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy ,  a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless beforeotice
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
hark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers
soap manufacturers, of Warrington, Lanca-
shire, England, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents, Starch, Blue, Candles,
and all preparations for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
SUNSHINE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th Decem be r, 1888.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Hennessy
and  Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
he.applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  ".
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :-
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given , that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class  43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits , including  Brandy, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a  representation :-
JAS HENNESSY
COGNAC
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark , in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
OTICE  is hereby given, that James Hennessy
l11  and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits, including Brandy ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
9.xxESS.f,,
COGN*C'
C N A G
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the app)iicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no lega impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE, ALEX. POPE,
Acting  ]Registrar 'of Patents , &c. Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
ENNES`G°
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that James Hennessyand Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43 ,  in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy ,  a Trade Mark of
which  the following is a  representation:-
40
N
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam ,  Holland ,  distillers
and merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 43, in
respect of Double-distilled Gin made out of Barley,
" Geneva ,"  a Trade Mark of which the following
is a  representation :-
containing Double Distilled Gin made out of Barley,
Geneva, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
g1.ANkFy
6,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
k
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam ,  Holland, dis-
tillers and merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Genuine Hollands and Prime Geneva,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :--
i f
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Quc  ens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
ar(ENHEIJ&NOLET
,ROTTE RDA 
Sell IODMi
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby .  given, that Blankenheijmand Nolet ,  of Rotterdam ,  Holland ,  distillers
and merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 43,
in respect of a Capsuk on Bottles and Flasks
ark, in accordance  with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet ,  of Rotterdam ,  Holland ,  distillers
and merchants ,  have applied,  in pursuance of  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Capsule on
Bottles and Flasks containing  "G enuine Hollands,"
" Prime Geneva, "  Distilled ,  a Trade Mark of ss hick
the following is a representation :--
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
N, 3* H0LL 4*
00
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Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
NT OTICE is hereby given, that Elliott Brothers,
1 Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "  The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations for
the Teeth and Perfumery, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representatoin :-
5wpoNACe0&
.s
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that David Dunlop,
of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A., tobacco
manufacturer, has applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of
Manufactured Tobacco, a 't'rade Mark of which
the following is a representation:-
DAVID nth,
SYCCES$C* TO
D.B.TENNANT &  CO.
pDERBYmpseuro.V
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents,  &c.
II .1 I
I
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have  the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 22nd November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Alexander
Gedde,% of Botany, near Sydney, New South
Wales, wool, leather, glue, and  soap merchant, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " Tlie
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 48, in respect of Perfumed
Soap, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
I
4 .11
4A -
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment  to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents,  &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 1st November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Betts and Com-
pany, Limited, of Wharf road, City road,
London, have applied,  in pursuance  of the  provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884,"  to register  in Class 13, in respect of Capsules,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a repre-
sentation :-
'% It
f1
Notice is hereby  further given , that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from  the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 1st November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given , that David Dunlop,
of Petersburgh, Virginia, U.S.A. tobacco
manufacturer ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect
of Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
tr,  V40Ot_R
DAVID UNLOP
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
428
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that The Yarra Falls
Roller Flour  Mills Company,  Limited, of 129,
Collins street  West,  Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884," to
register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
4ALES c
PUREURE
ROLLER v
FLOUR
trt 801js v
EMPRESS
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane, 29th November ,  1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Yarra Falls
J\ Roller Flour Mills Company, Limited ,  of 129,
Collins street West, Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
applied, in pursuance  of  the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
PAAGO N
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants  are not  entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there. exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accord ance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888,
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Yarra Falls
Roller Flour Mills Company ,  Limited, of 129,
Collins street West ,  Melbourne ,  Victoria, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
SUPERB
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Robert Dyason
and Company, of Leichhardt street ,  Valley,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  c0 The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Jams, a Trade Mark of which the follow-
ing is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Enoch Morgan's
Sons Company, of 439, West street, New
York, U. S.A., manufacturers of soap and chemicals,
have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884,"  to register in Class 47 ,  in respect of Soap and
all other  articles included in this Class ,  a Trade
Mark  of which  the following is a representation :-
'M AL PO L T Q'
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
429
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
N t Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand,  miller, has
applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 42,  in respect  of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the  following is a representation :-
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
yROLLLR ,`
FIRTH'S
CANTAB
-ROLLER FLOUR
LAND,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th  December, 1888.
TOTICE  is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
.L1 Firth,  of Auckland ,  New Zealand ,  mi ll er, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42 .  in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
FIRTH'S le
VOLCANO
ROLLER FLOUR
00.
Notice is  hereby further  given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
app li cation ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting 'Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th  December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that Turnbull ,  Junior,
and Somervi lle, of Malta ,  merchants, have
app lied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
R4LL6R ,  
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigarettes, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 22nd November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Alexander
Geddes, of Botany ,  near Sydney, New
South Wales ,  wool ,  leather, glue ,  and soap
merchant, has applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884, "  to register in Class 48, in
respect of Perfumed Soap ,  a Trade Mark of which
the following is a  representation:-
w 1 •
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Notice is hereby further given, that , unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
52
480
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 15th November, 1888.
N ,OTICE is hereby given, that Keen, Robinson
1\ and Bellville, of 6, Garlick Hill, London,
mustard manufacturers. have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42,
in respect of Groats, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
80gINSOMa
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  tth November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Artesian Aerated
Water and Cordial M anufacturing Company,
at Maynard and Sword  streets , Woolloongabba,
Brisbane , Queensland, have  applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents , Designs, and
Trade Mari s Act,  1884," to register in Class 44, in
respect  of Aerated Waters,  and all articles included
in this Class ,  and in Class 43 in respect of Hop
Bitters ,  Curacoa, and all articles included in this
Class ,  a Trade  Mark of which  the  following is a
t iI
PATENT GROATS.
PURVEYORS  TO HER MAJESTY`'
ROBINSON'S
PATENTMGRO4.TS,
MARINO SUPERIOR GRUEL
Is  Taw X.aafa
Eaoommendod by the Highest Medoeal Authorities for  making in
.dhmta and pure Gruel ,  not  liable  to turn Sour on the Sfoiaach.
ftraona of weak digestion or couatlpatne habit ,  would dat ive beadfit
Ihsm the nth of tb. prep aration As food for Infanta it ,s astellest.
Ot ebanga with Bobmouuis Pauwep Baatat; and  made  thick  as
Porridge ,  it is more pleaatn$ in appeurasee, richer u nutcutwnt.and.
haai of d,gwttoa rhos tha heat Scotch Ostteeat
}mired mos ,net,." WA.r«de u4 fbe saparrat.ea, M
KEEN ,  ROBINSON & CO.,
Puurbtjjara to ktr lRattatn,
64, RED LION  STREET ,  HOLBORN.
IANDON
"J'hat only is wai w  wsae\  b.n ii o  word Paw ,  eb. AStynni
£u.ts"a Im kriamm .1
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  29th November, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that Robert Dixson
and Company, of Light Square West,
Adelaide, South Australia ,  tobacco manufacturers,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Jf ar1-s Art,
1884, "  to register in Class 45, in respect of Manu-
factured Tobacco ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
C A&
represen at on : -
4/
rq ""'Hlrllz ^'HU`U4RrE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1888.
XTOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Peter Morrison
Camp `
Zap
of Bowen Bridge ,  Brisbane,
Queensland ,  soap manufacturer ,  has applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Desighs ,  and Trade  Jlarks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 48, in respect of Perfumed Soap, a Trade
Mark of  which the  following is a representation :-
CRMPBELL'S
MAGIC SOAP
-lrfltrClAjAen -
Notice is hereby further riven, that, unless before
the expiration of tour months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such*
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless befor
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
431
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
1\7 OTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris
Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of
Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural and
Artificial, and all other articles included in this
Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government (gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.N TOTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris1 Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 43, in respect of
Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural an d Artificial,
and all  other articles included in this Class, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
1 otice is hereby further given, that, uness before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  8th November, 1888.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that Keen ,  Robinson,
and Bellville ,  of 6, Garlick Hi ll,  London,
mustard manufacturers ,  have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks  Act,  1884,"  to registerin Class 47, in
respect of Blue for Lauudry i urposes ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
is here y further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this  advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance  with  such appli-
cation ,  or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so,  I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.
1T OTICE is hereby given, that The Apollinaris
lr Company, Limited, of 19, Regent  street,
London, have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect  of Mineral and Aerated Waters, Natural
and Artificial, and all other  articles  included in
this Class, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :--
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Robert Sm'th
Bartleet, trading as " William Bartleet and
Sons," of Redditch. Worcestershire, England,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
`gister in Class 13, in respect of Needles, Fish-
reoks, Toilet Pins, Bodkins, and Crochet Hooks,
of Metal, a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless Lefore
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Aching Registrar  of Patents, &o.
432
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 18f,9.NOTICE is hereby given, that Offey Forrester
and Company, of 66, Mark lane, London,
Oporto  merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1b84," to register in Class 43, in respect
of Wine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :--
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
FORRESTER
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi-
sions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 8th November, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Hickman,
of Lichfield street, Christchurch, New Zea-
land, manufacturer  of the Eclipse Hair Producer,
has applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register  in Class 48,  in respect of a Hair
Producer, a Trade Mark of which the  following is
a  representation :-
A
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auck land, New Zealand, mill er,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the fo ll owing is a representation:-
FIRST EIGHT "OURS
-Qff
bLRrsns  rl
PEARLINA
io, Ok Lov r .
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority  :  d 4MES C.  BEAL, Government Printer ,  Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane.
O-4. T.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head=Quarters,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1889.
No. 784.
THE following appointments ,  promotions ,  resig-
nations,  and other  changes ,  will take  effect
from above date where not otherwise stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"A" BATTERY, PERMANENT FORCE.
Lieutenant J. J. Byron is appointed to be a
Captain in the Queensland Defence Force. 24th
November, 1888.
Acting-Lieutenant J. W. M. Carroll is appointed
to be a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
A cting-Captain W. Lather is appointed to be a
Captain. 24th November, 1888.QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" A " Company.
Acting-Lieutenant J. Carroll is appointed to be a
Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
" B" Company.
The resignation of Captain G. A. McFarlane has
been accepted. 23rd January, 1889.
Acting Lieutenant C. B. Fitzgerald is appointed
to be a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
" C" Company.
Acting-Lieutenant W. Healion is appointed to
be a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
"B" Company.
Patrick Donovan is appointed to be a Lieutenant
provisionally. 16th January, 1889.
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WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  REGIMENTAL
DIVISION.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Acting-Lieutenant S. Harding is appointed to he
a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
"E" Company.
Captain W. E. Curtis is appointed to be a
Captain on the Retired List. 23rd January, 1889.
PORT CURTIS REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"A" COMPANY, ROCKHAMPTON.
The undermentioned men are dismissed ,  for non-
attendance .  Regulation  204 to be enforced. Dis-
mi t sals  to bear  date 31st  October, 1888.
No. 74, Private G. Hallet,
No. 85, Private J. Eddowes,
No. 86, Private P. Cully,
No. 115, Private W. Kilpatrick,
No. 116, Private J. Peterson,
No. 119, Private J. Brophy,
No. 120, Private W. Kirby,
No. 121, Private A. Plumm,
No. 123, Private G. F. Buckler, and
No. 129, Private J. Harbourne.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" C " Company.
No. 79, Corporal J. Nicol, is  dismissed ,  for in-
subordinate conduct on parade.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
CHARTERS TOWERS MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Acting-Captain R. Russell is appointed to be a
Captain. 24th November, 1888.
Acting-Lieutenant A. W. Wilson  is appointed to
be a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
Acting-Lieutenant C. S. Narracott is appointed
to be  a Lieutenant . 24th November, 1888.
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THE KENNEDY  REGIMENT.
"A" Company.
Acting-Captain F. W. Beattie  is appointed to be
a Captain. 24th November, 1888.
"B" Company.
Acting-Lieutenant W. H. Jordan  is appointed
to be a Lieutenant. 24th November, 1888.
Acting-Lieutenant A. E. Da  Costa is appointed to
be a Lieutenant. 24th  November, 1888.
"C" Company.
Lieutenant W. T. Cuthbert  is appointed to be a
Captain provisionally.  16th January, 1889.
"D" Company.
William Matthew  Mowbray is appointed to be a
Captain provisionally .  16th January, 1889.
"F" Company.
Acting-Lieutenant  F. N. C. Riechelmann is
appointed to be  a Lieutenant .  24th November,
1888.
Acting -Lieutenant W. J. Byrne is appointed to
be a Lieutenant .  24th November, 1888.
MEDICAL STAFF.
Walter Blake  Nisbet is appointed to be a Sur-
geon. 16th January, 1889.
UNATTACHED OFFICERS.
Charles Shortt Dicken, late Lieutenant Her
Majesty 's 87th Regiment ,  to be Captain. 23rd
January, 1889.
His Excellency- the Administrator of the Govern-
ment ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to direct that the undermentioned
Officers be placed on the Retired List. 16th
January ,  1889:-Lieutenant-Colonel J. McDonnell, with per-
mission to wear his uniform as Com-
mandant of the late Volunteer Forca,
Major R. A. Moore,
Major F. W. E. Baxter,
Captain J. 0. Bourne,
Captain A. E. Douglas,
Lieutenant R. O. Bourne,
Lieutenant R. S. Ellis.
By Order,
C. H. DES V EUX,  Major,
D.A.A.G.
By Authority  :  Jex$s C. BseL , Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
ob irnmtut
EXTRAORDINARY.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] TUESDAY, 5TH FEBRUARY, 1889. [No. 31.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight
[L.s.] Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
A. H. PALMER, Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Administrator.  Council and Administrator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now stands Prorogued to
Tuesday, the twelfth day of February, 1889, and it is expedient to further
Prorogue the same : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in
pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation, further Prorogue the
said Parliament to TUESDAY, the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fifth day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government  Printer ,  William  street ,  Brisbane.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
ON and after FRIDAY, 25th January, 1889, the following Time Table will come into  operation,and remain  in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations. Mixed.
Tues., Thurs.,
and sat.
a.m.
24 Ipswich  ... depart 9.45
26 Brisbane Valley  arr. ...Junction ? dep. A 9 55
29 Brassall  ...  ... ... A 10.5
31 Pine Mountain ... ... A 10'15
33 Bora llon  ... ... ... A 10.25
35 Glamorgan  .., .., A 10'35
37 Fairneyview ... A 10.45
40 Fernvale ... ... ... 11.0
43 Vernor ... ... ... D 11.20
45 Lowood ... ... ... 11.30
49 Clarendon ... ... ... A 11.55
52 Bellevue . ... ... A 12,15
61 Mount Hallon ... A 12.45
67 Esg ... ... arrive 1'10
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed . Stations. Mixed.
Mixed.
Tues ., Thurs.,
and sat.
p.m, a.m. p.m.
5'45 Esg ... depart 6'10 2.5
Mount Hallon ... ... A 6'35 A 2.30 ...
e 5.55 Be ll evue ... ... ... A 7.5 A 3.5 ...
A 6.5 Clarendon ... ... A 7'20 A 3.20 ...
A 6'15 Lowood ... ... ... 7'90 3.40 ...
A 6'25 Vernor ... ... ... A 7'50 v 3.55 ...
A 6'35 Fernvale ... ... ... 8.5 4.15 ...
A 6.45 Fairneyview ... ... A 8.20  A 4'25 ..,
7'0 Glamorgan A 8.30 A 4.35 ...
D 7'15 Borallon ... ... ... A 8'39 A 4'45 .,,
A 7'25 Pine Mountain ... A 8'49 A 4'57 ...
A 7'45 Brassall ... ... ... A 8.59 A 5.8 ...
A 8.5 Brisbane Valley ( arr. 9.8 5.20 ...
A 8.35 Junction , dep. 9-11 5.25
9.0 IPSWICH ... ... arrive 9 '21 5.35 ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(n) Trains stop to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus (A 9'55) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, F. CDRNOW,
Brisbaane,  17th January ,  1889. Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
J
1 N and after FRIDAY, 25th January, 1889, the following Time Table will  come into
UP TRAINS.  BRISBANE , IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
Daily,  ex. Saturdays
• e.2 ca Daily,  Daily .  Daily .  Daily .  Daily .  Tues .  and Saturday. only.
, ... g ,. Stations .  ex. Sat .  Mized .  Mixed .  Western Passenger. Sat. Southern  Western
Mixed .  Mail . Mixed .  Mail. Mail.
f o
 L .B. L.B. L.B. L.B. L.B. L.B. T.P.O. T.P.O.
W a m.  .m. a.m.  .m. P.M.BRISBANE  ...  depart  I a ...m. I ...  I
p .. I  7.30 I 4.1p0 ...
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
p.m.
7.0
arrive  ... ,,.  ... 8.51 6 'S ... a v65 24 IPSWICH depart 9.5 6.15 ... 8.10
93 26 Brisbane Valley Junction ... , . ... a 9111 •••
123 27 Karrabin ... ... ... ... ..• a 9.15 a 5.28104130 Walloon  ...  ...  ... ... ...  9.23 6.35 ... a 8.261541 32 Baeside  ... ...  d 9.29 d 5.42 ... 812I I  9 37 6 b0140 35 Rosewood a
Lanefleld ... d d
198 40 Calvert ... ... ... ... ... ... a 9 50 a 6 b
279 43 Grandchester £ arrive  ::: ::: :::  10.0 6 '15 ::: 9.2
c depart 10.6 8.20 91
573 47 Victoria  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10.20 a 6'35
51 Laidley  ... .., ...  10.35 6.50 ... a 9-37-335
301 54 Forest Hill  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10.42 a 6.57 ... ••
337 60 Gatton  ... ... .. ... ...  10.57 7.17 ... xl0.2
384 68 Grantham ... ... ... ... a 111 a 7-30 ...
462 71 Helidon  ... arrive  ... ..,  11.22 7.45
10.30
1 depart ... ...  11-32 8.0 ... 10.45
788 82 Murphy's Creek ... ... .., 12.2 8.30 11.20
1530 91 Highflelds  .., ... ... ...  12-40 9.8 ... a12.0
2003 98 Harlaxton  ... ... d 1.5 d 9.35 ...
S arrive .., ... 1.17 9.47 ... 12.401921 101 TOOWOOMBA t depart  ...  7.0 1.35 1.45 5.10 12.50
a 7'9 b 1.44 b 1.55 ... a 5.20 ...1853 103 Cranley  ... ... ...
a 7'18 b 1.50 b 2.3 ... a 5'28 ...1717 105 Weta lla  ... ... ...
1577 108 Gowrie Junction ...  depart 7-30  2-0  ... ... a 1.15
1712 111 Charlton  ... ...  d 7'43 d 2.11 ... ... •••
a 7.51 a 2.20 ...1696 113 We llcamp
1774 117 Westbrook  ...  a 8'13 a 2.35 ... ... ..•
1740 121 Beauaraba Junction  ... ...  8.25 a 2.50 ... ... ... a 1.48 m
.
1524 124 Cambooya
€ depart ... 840 3.5 a 1.59 a
1651 132 Greenmount  ... ... ,,,  9.5 3.28 ... ... ... a 2.19
P.M.
137 Nobby  ... ... ... ...  a 9.20 d 3.46 ... ... •••
1430 141 King 's Creek  ... ... ,.,  9.37 3.58 ... ... ••• ••. o
1434 143 Clifton ... ... ... 9.47 4.5 ... ... ... a 2.50 „ ...
1464 145 Clifton Colliery  ... ... ...  a 9.57 a 4.13  ... ... ...  aqa ••
1442 152 Talgai  ... ... ... ...  a 10-17 a 4.32 4 ... ...
1600 154 Hendpn  ... ... ...  10.27 4-41 a 3 20
01568 157 Deuchar ... ... ...  a 10.50 a  4-51
1459 161 Toolburra  ...  a 11'b a b 1
1472 163 Rosehill ... ... .. a 11.17 a 5.9 0 ''
1497 166 Millhill  .. ... ...  11.32 a 5-18 E; ... ,., a 3 55 v°. ...
4.5
€ depart ...
11,40  5-25
a
...
...1485 168 WARWICK 4.155,35
Rosenthal  ... ... ...  d >, ... ... '''
1721 175 Limestone Quarry ... d 5.60 R • • • •.
1911 179 Silverwood  ... .,, ...  a 6.15 0
2408 186  Cherry Gully  ... ... ,,, ...  a 6.60 p,; ... • • •
2560 190 Maryland  .., ,,, ...  a 7.4 E: ••• "' a 5 55 m •••
...2908  194  Dalveen  . ... ... ..•  .. 7.25
3004 199 Thu limbah  ... ... ...  a  7-40 ... ... ...
62656 207 STANTHORPE I
arrive  ,,, .,.  810 ,.. ... ••• • ...
depart  ,., ...  820 ... 6'30 a'
2523 211 Beverley  ... ... ... ...  d 8.35  ... ... ... .••
42540 214 Glen Aplin  ... ... ... ...  d 8.60  ... ... •••  E"
2368 221 Ba llandean  ... ... ... ...  a 9.15 ... ...
223 Accommodation Creek  ... ... ...  d ...
2733 230 Bald Mountain  ... ... ...  d 9.40 ... ••• "• 746 a.m.
2876 232 WALLANGARRA
t
arrive  :::
:::
9 *50 ::: :::
...
*
depart 8•5 a.m.
...
SYDNEY  ...  arrive  •„ ... ... • 7.30 a.m. ...
1577 108 Gow ri e Junction  ...  depart  2,12 5,40
1464 113 Gowri e  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a  2-25  ... a 5.55 ... ...
1314 120 Oakey  ... ..  2.45 ... 6-20  ... ...
1257 129 Jondaryan  ... ,,, ... ...  3'5 ... 6.55
1225 136 Bowenville  .., ... ... ... ...  a 3-23 ... a 715
1122 149 Blaxland  ... ... ,,, ...  a 3.53 ... a 7 55 ... ...
..arrive  ,,, ... ...  4 10 ... 81101123 152 DALBY  ,., t depart
... ... ...  4.10 ... ...1075 167 Macalister ...  .. 4.45 •
1035 180 Warra  ... ... ... ,,, ...  5.15 ...
1051 191 191 Camp  ... ... ...  d 5.38  ... ••. •.• ...
986 203 Chinchilla arrive  ... 6'3 ...depart „ , ,,  6'10 ... ••• •••
1153 208 Baking Board Siding ...
1049 217 217 Camp  ... ... ...  d 6.43 ...
1052 221 Columboola ...
972 231 Miles ...
I
arrive  ... ... ...  720 ... .. ...
depa rt 7-3b
1062 237 237  in.  0 c. .. ... ... ... d 7.47 ... •••
1067 243 Drillham  ... ... ... ...  a s•3 ... ...
1056 257 Dulacca  ... ... ... ... ...  8.35 ...
266 Jackson  ... ... ...
... ... ...
1020 271 Charming a 9.7
986 281 Yeulba  ... arrive  ...
:::
9.40 ...
...
... ...
depart 9.40
1018 293 Wallumbi lla Siding  ... ...  a 10.10 ... •••
• ... ... ... a 10.45  ... ... ,.. ...986 308 Blythdale
978 318 ROMA arrive 11 10 .,, ••• 11.26 •depart 9.40
.. a 11'45972 323 Bungeworgorai  ... ...  a 101)  ... •• a  12-51064 329 Hodgson
..
...  a 10'20 ••. ..
... a  12301170 338 Brinsop ... ... a 10-50  ... ...
"' 12 b0
1169 344 Muckadi ll a arrive 11.10 ... .., ...depart 11.15 ... ... ... ... .,. 12 b5
1137 356  Amby  ... ... ...  a 12.0 ...  ...  a 1 35
1113 370 East Mitchell  .. ...  d 124 6
... ... ... ••. 2 lb
1104 37] MITCHELL arrive 12.50 ... ... ••• ••• "' 2.25depart 1.40 I ... 1
...
3.451387  400 Mungallala  320
... . •. • • •
a 4 101443 410 Dulbydilla ... ...  3.55 ... ... ...
1386 427 MORVEN  ...
€ depart 4,45 .,. ... ... 4.55
1202 442 Angellala  ... .1 a 6-0 ... a 6.35
1256 459 Kurrajong .. ... ...  d ... ... d
1192 469 Arabella  ... ...  a  ... ... ... ... a
966 483 CHARLEVILLE  ...  arrive 8.0 p.m. ... 7.30 a.m.
New South Wales time.
d 2.10 d 2 as
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
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AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation until further notice
ROMA, CHARLEVILLE, WARWICK, AND WALLANGARRA.
Daily, ex.
Saturday. Daily. Tues. Daily. Daily.
Stations . Southern  Passenger .  and Sat . Western
Mail .  Mixed .  Mixed. Mail.
T.P.O. L.B. L.B. L.B. T.P.O.
CHARLEVILLE ... depart
Arabella ...
Kurrajong ...
Angellala...
MORVEN
Dulbydilla
Mungallala
Womallila
MITCHELL
arrive
depart
S arrive
. depart
East Mitchell ...
Amby ... ..
Muckadilla C
arrive
 depart
Brinsop ...
Hodgson  ... ... ...
Bungeworgorai
ROMA ... arrive{ a.m.
Blythdale  ... ... ...  a 6'65
Wallumbilla Siding  .. ... ... ... ...  a 7'35 ...
9'35 3.55 I 1.5 7'56
a 9.47  e  4.5 a 4.15 a 8.8
a 9.55  e  4.10 a 4.20 a 8'15
10.10 4.25 4'35 8.30
... ... ... ...Yeulba  ... d t 8 13t
depart ...  ... ... ... 6.30 ...
S'arrive S
epar ...  ... ... ...  ...
Charming  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 8.38
Jackson  ... ... ... ... ... ... d
Dulacca ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9.13
Drillham  ... ... ... ... ... .., a 948 ...
80  in.  30c. d
Miles , ,,
I
arrive 1018
depart 10.26
Columboola  ... ... ... ... ... ...  d 10.51
217 Camp  ... ... ... ... ... ...  d 11.6
Baking Board  Siding d 11,30
Chinchilla arrive ... ... ... 11.43depart ... ... ... ... 11.53
191 Camp ... ...
Warra  .. ... ...
Maca lister
DALBY ... arrivedepart
Blaxland .
Bowenville ... ...
Jondaryan ... ...
Oakey  ... ... ...
Gowrie
Gowrie Junction arrive
arrive
depart
SYDNEY ... ..  depart *4.45
WALLANGARRA I.  arrive *5 0depart 5.30
Bald Mountain  ... ... ...
Accommodation Creek
Ballandean ... ...
Glen Aplin ... ...
Beverley .. ...
STINTHORPE S  arrive 6.45depart 6.50
Thulimbah ...
Dalveen . ...
Maryland ...
Cherry Gull y ...
Silverwood
Limestone Quarry
Rosenthal
WARWICK
... a 7.25
1
p.m.
8.55
9.15
a 9.20Milihill ... ... ...
Rosehill
Toolburra
Deuchar ...
Hendon ... ... a 9.58
Talgai ...
Clifton Colliery ...
Clifton ...
King 's Creek
Nobb
a10.25'
y
Greenmount  ... ...  all•O
Cambooya arrive 20depart all•.0
Beauaraba Junction ...  lall•32
Westbrook
Wellcamp ... ...
Charlton ... ... ...
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive ...
0
q
...
...
m°
a0
mo
•°q
q+a;
F
'0
aW
0
m0
F
Gowrie Junction ... depart a12.5 a.m.
Wetalla  ... ...
Cranley ... ... ,
TOOWOOMBA arrive 12'3.3{ depart 12.45
Harlaxton
Highflelds ... ... a 1.20
Murphy's Creek  ... ...  a 1.55
Helidon  .,, arrive 2.30( depart, 2.40
Grantham ...
Gatton ... ... a 3'10
Forest Hill ...
Laidley ... a  3-35
Victoria ...
Grandchester
Calvert ...
Lanedleld
Rosewood
Raeside ...
Walloon ...
Karrabin
a 4.33
a 4.49
a.m.
7.20
a 7.29
a 8.5
8.25
8'50
a 9.18
... 12.30 ... 3.30
... a 1240 ... 3.42
... a 12.50  ...  a 3.52
a 1.0 ... a 4.1
a 1.10 a 4.17
... 1.22 ... 4.41
... ... a 1'301 ... a 4'46
... ... a 1.50  ...  a 51
... ... 2.0 ... 5.15
... ... 2'10 ... 5.25
... ... d 2.18  ...  d 5.45
2 36 6'10
6.35
3.0. ... 6.45
... ... a 3.15  ... d 7.0
a 3.25 ...  a 7.18
... ... a 3.37 ...  a 7.36
... ... d 345 ... d 746
a.m.
7.30
d 7.35
8.7
8.45
9'20
9.35
a 9'49
10.5
a 10.22
10.35
a 10.50
11.5
11.10
a 11 16
d
11.31
d 11.38
11.46
a 11.54
d 12.20
12.45
1.10
1.45
2.5
a 2.12
a 2.40
3.5
3'28
a 3.50
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
p.m.
9-25
9.30
a 9.55
10.20 ... ...
a 10.40. ... ...
a 11.0 ... ...
a 11.35 ... ...
d 11.50 ... ...
d
12.15
a.m.
7'45
d 7.55
d
a 8.25
d 8.55
d 9.5
450
d 4.57 ...
... 5.28 ...
... 6.5 ...
... 6 35 ...
... 6'50 ...
... a 7.4 ...
... 7.20
a 7'37
... 7.45
a 8.0
... 8.15
... 8.20
... a 8.28
8.42
8'55
a 9.3
DOWN TRAINS.
Sundays
Daily, only. i
ex. Mon . Western
Mixed. Mail.
L.B. T.P.O.
a.m. p.m.
10.30 10 0
a a 10.35
d d 11.0
a 1230 a 11.65
1.26  ...
1.55 12.35 °
I
IWO
o
}.
a 2.45 a 1.20
3.20 1.45 a n.m F-
d 4.30 d 2.35 sea q a y
50 35
a m5'30 3.15  0
d 5.34 an
°aa.a 6.10 a 3.55 ° 1p0, °6155 4.35 E., `a °A5
7.0 4.40 a ' o a
a 7.20 a 4.55  ID '0 m F
a 7'50 a 5 .20 Es a
a 8.10 a 5.45 c mq
8-30  p.m.  6 *5  a .m.
r g as
Brisbane  Valley Junction i ... ... .
IPSWICH arrive  , 5.5 12.5 ... ... 9.14 ...t depart 6.15 12.15 9'23
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban Time Table.
BRISBANE  ...  arrive 1 6.15 a .m. ( 1.15  ... 1 ... ) 10.23 ( ...
*New South Wales time.
s arrive
depart 4'15
... ...
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Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
and after  FRIDAY,  25th January, 1889,  the following  Time  Table  will come into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS - BRISBANE AND IPSWICH  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
a' Stations.
68 ... BRISBANE ...
27 1 Milton . ...
27 2 TOOWONG ...
76 3 Taringa...
56 4 INDOOROOPILLY
42 . Riverton ...
34 5 Chelmer ...
41 6 Graceville ...
78 6 Sherwood ...
79 7 Corinda ...
63 8 OXLEY... ...
82 10 Darra ...
49 12 Wolston ...
43 14 Goodna...
68 16 Redbank
91 18 Riverview ...
99 19 Dinmore ...
75 21 Bundamba ...
74 22 Booval... ...
89 23 Limestone ...
65 24 IPSWICH ...
Stations.
BRISBANE ...
Milton ...
TOOWONG ...
Taringa
INDOOROOPILLY
Riverton ...
Ohelmnr ...
Gracevill e ...
Sherwood ...
Oorinda ...
OXLEY ...
Darra ...
Wolston ...
Goodna ...
Redbank ...
Riverview .,.
Dinmore ...
Bundamba ...
Booval ...
Limestone ...
IPSWICH ...
Daily.
Mail.
Daily. Daily.  Daily .  Daily.
T.P.O.
Daily.  Daily.
am. a.m .  am. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
,.. depart 6.0 7.0 7.30 7.35 7.55 9.0
... 6.4 7'4  ...
 7'39 7'59 9'4
619 7.8  ...  7'43  8-3  918
... 6.13 7'12 7.47 8.7 912
6'17 7'16 b 7'42 7.51 8.11 9.16
d ... d
... 8.20 ... ... 7.53 ...
... 6.23 ... 7.55 ...
6'26  ...  7.48  7.58 ...  ...
... ... 6.30 ... 7.51 8.1 ... ...
... ... 6.34 ... 7'55 8.5 ... ..,
a 8.0
8.8
... ... 8.15
. ... ... 8.22
... .., ... ... 8'28  ... ... ...
..• ... ... ...  832  ... ... ...
.,. ... ... ...  8-39  ... ...
... ea 3 8 ... ... ...
... arrive  ... ...  8.51 ... ... ...
Daily.
p.m.
.., depart 6.30
... ... 5.34
6.38
6.42
5.46
... arrive
Daily.  Daily.
a.m.
9.40
b 9.43
b 9.47
b 9.50
b 9'54
d
d 9.57
a 9 59
10.1
10.4
108
a 10'16
10.23
10.30
10.3610-42
10.46
10.52
10.56
a 11'011.6
Toow'mba
Daily I Pas.Daily. Daily. Daily.  except  Saturdays Saturdays Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily.
Saturday .  only. only . I  L.B.  L.B.
a.m. a.m .  p.m. p M. p.m.105  11.0 12.20 1.0 1.10
10'9 11.4  12-24  1.4 1.14
10.13 11.8 1228 1.8 1.1810-17  11.12 12.32 1.12 1.22
1021 11.16 1236 1.16 1.26
d d
,., 11.19 d 12.38 ... ...
11.22 a 1240 ... ...
11.25 12.43 ,.. ...
11.28 12.46 ... ...
.., 11.32 12.50 ... ...
a 12.58 .., ...
1.6
... ... 1.13 ... ...
1'19
... ...  1-26  ... ...
... ... 1.31 ... ...
,.. ... 1.38 .., ...
... ... 14 3 ,., ...
a 147
1'63
p.m.
1-25
1.29
1.34
1.39
1.43
d
1.46
1'49
1.52
1.56
2.0
P.M.  p.m .  p.m. p.m.  P.M.  p.m.
2.0 3.20 4'10 4.15 4.30 5.15
2'4 3.24
 ...  4.19 4.34 6.19
2.8 3.28  ...  4.23 439 5.23
2.12 3.32 ... 4.27 44 3 5.27
2.16 3.36 ... 4.31 4.48 5.31
d ... + d d
d 3'39 ... ... 4'61 d 5.34
a 3'42  ... ...  4.54 a 5.37
... 3.45 ... ... 4.57 5.40
... 3.48 ... ... 5.1 5.44
... 3.52 ... ... 5.5 5.48
... a 3.59  ... ...  a 5.56
... 4.6 ... ... ... 6'4
... 4.13 ... ... ... 6.11
4.20 ... ... ... 6'19
... 4.27 ... ... ... 8.26
... 4.31 ... ... ... 8.30
42
 ...
6,40
a 4047  ... ... 6.44
4.53 6'6 ... ... 6'50
Mail.
Daily ex.
Saturday. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
p.m. p.m.  P.m. P.M. p.m. p.m. P.m.
60 6.30 7'0 8.0 9.30 10.36 11.15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6*4 6'34 ... 8.4 91 4 10.39 11.19 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
618 8.38 .., 8.8 9.38 10.43 11.23 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.12 6.42 ... 8.12 9.42 10.47 11.27 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.16 6.46 ... 8.16 9.46 10.51 11.31 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
d d ... d d  ... .., ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.19 6.49 ... d 8.19 9.49 ... 11'34 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
6.22 6.52 ... a 8.21 9.52 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6'25 8155 8.24 9'55 10.58 1138 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6,29 8.59 7'18 8.27 9.59 1111 11.42 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
6'33 7.3 ...
 8-31  1013 11.5 11.46 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
a
 8-37 -
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...8'43 11.18
8.50 ... 11.74
8.57 1131
.., m 9.4 ... 11.37 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ...
. 9.9 ... 11.41 ... ... ... ... ...
9.20
... 1111'.81
41
9.20 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... a 9.24  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
810 930 ... 12.0 ,,. ...
The 10.35 p .m. Train will stop at Riverton ,  Graceville ,  Chelmer ,  Darra ,  and Limestone  on Saturdays.
SUBURBAN AND LOCAL  TRAINS --continued.
DOWN TRAINS--IPSWICH AND BRISBANE (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Mail.
Daily
1 i
Toow'mba
Stations. except Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Pas. Daily .  Daily . Daily. Satu rdays Daily. Daily. Daily.
Monday.
T.P.O. L.B.
Daily. only.
L.B.
am. a.m . a.m. a.m . a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m. e.m , s m, a.m, p ,m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m . p.m. p.m.
IPSWICH depart 515 .. 7.35 ... ,.. ... 9.50 ... 12.15 ... 12.30 ... ... 2.15 ......
neLi t
... ... ... ...
... ... .
. a 7 39 .,. ... a 9.64 ... ... ...  a 12.34 ... ... a 2.19 ..,
...mes o
Booval  ...
...
...
...
...
... ... ... ... ..
1
7'43 .,. .., 9'58 ... ... ... 12.38 ... ... 2.23 ...
Bundamba  ... ... ... ... ... 7'47 ... .., 10.2 ... 12'25 ... 12.42 ... ... 2'28 ...
Dinmore  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7.54 ... ... ... 10.9 ... ... ... 12.49 ... . w 2'35 ...
Riverview  .. ... ... ... 7.58 ... ,,, ... 10.13 ... ... ... 12'53 ... ... 2'39 ..,.
Redbank .. ... ... ... 8.5 ... ... 1020 ... ... ...  1.0 ... ... 2'46 ....
Goodna  ... ... ... 812 ... 10'27 ... 12.41 ... 1.7 ... 2.53 ...
Wolston  ... d ... ... 8.18 ... ... ... 10.35 ... ... ...  1'14 ... ... 3.0
Darra ... ... ... ... ... ..  a 8.24 ... .. ... a 10'41 ... ... ..  a 1.21 ,.. ... a 3'7 ,.. .
OXLEY  ... ... ... ... 6.44 ... ... 8'10 8.30 ... 10.48 11'45 ... 1.29 ... 2.23 3.14 ... 5.10
.Corinda  . . . ... ... ,.. 5.56 6.48 ... ... 8.14 894 ... .. ... 10.52 11'49 12'68 ... 1.33 ... 21 7 3'18 ... 5 14..
Sherwood  ...
.
... ... ... ... ... 6.52 ... ... 8.17  8-37 . ... 10.55 11.52 ... ...  1.37 ... 210 3.21 ... 5118
Graceville  ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.55 ... ... 8.20  e ... a 10.57 11.55 .., a 1.39 ,., 2.33 a 3'23 ... 6'21
Chelmer  ... ... ... .. ... 6.57 ... ... 8.22  e ... d 10.59 11.57 ... ...  d 1'41 ... 23 5 d 3'25 .., 5'23
Riverton ... ... ... ... ... d d e ... d d ... ... d ... d d ... d
INDOOBOOPILLY ... ... ... ... ... 7.1 7.22 8 .17 8.26  e ... 9'22. 1017 11.2 121 ... 135 1.44 2,26 219 3.28 410 5'27
Taringa  .. ... ... ... ... 7-5 7.26 8.21 8130  e ... 9'28 1011 1116 12.5 ,.. 1.39 1.48 2.30 2'13 3.32 4.44 5'31.
TOOWONG ... ... ... ... ... ... 7.9 7.30 816 8.84  e 8.55 9130 10'35 11.10 12.9 ,.. 1'43 1.52 2.34 247 316 4'48 5135
Milton  ... ... ... ... .. ... 7.13 7.34 8.29 8139  e 8.59 9.34 101 9 11.14 12.13 1-47 1.56 2.38 2'51 3'40 4.52 5.39
BRISBANE  ... ... ... ... arrive 6.15 7-20 7.40 8.35 8*45 8.55 9.5 9140 1045 11.20 12.19 115 1.53 2.3 2.44 2'56 3.48 4.58 5'45
Stations .
I
Daily. Daily . Daily. Daily.
Mail.Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
p.m. p.m p.m. p.m. p .m. P.M. P.M.
IPSWICH
 ... ... ... ...  depart ... ... 6'15
.
... 9.23 ...  9.50
9.54Limestone  ...
Booval  ...
... ...
...
...
...
... ...
...
...
...
a
6.23
196 ... ...
...
.,.  a
... 9.58
Bundamba
 ... ... ... ...
6,27 ... ...  10.4
Dinmore  ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.34 ... ...  10-11
Riverview  ... ... ... ... ... ... 6'38 ... ...  10'15
Redbank  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.45 ... 10.22
Goodna ... ... .. .., ... ... ... 6'52 ... ...  10•i9
Wolston
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.59 ,., ...  10.35
Darra  ... ,.. ... ... ... a 7.4
OXLEY ... ... ... ... ... 845 7.10 7.30  ... 10.10 10.47
Corinda
 ... ... ... ... ... 6.59 7.14 7.34 10.4 10'15 10.51
Sherwood
 ... ... ... ... ... 7'3 7.17 7.38 ... 1019 10.54
Graceville  ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,6 e 7 '41 ... 10.22 ...
Chelmer
 ... ... ... ... ... 7.8 e 7.43 ... 10.25 ...
Riverton d e d ... d
INDOOROOPILLY ... ... ... 5.57 7.12 e 7.47  ... 10.29 11.0
Taringa
 ... ... ... ... ...
6.1 7.16 e 7,51 ... 10,33  11.4
TOOWONG ... .•. ... ... 6-5 7'20 7'31 7.55 ... 10.37 11.8
.Milton . 6.9 7'24 e 7.59  .. 10.41 11.12
BRISBANE  ... ... ... ... arrive 6 '15 7'30 7'38 8.5 10.23 10.46 11.17
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
(b) Up Train  leaving Brisbane  at 7 30
 a.m. will not stop between Brisbane and Indooroopilly .  Passengers for stations beyond
Indooroopilly  should go by
 the 7.0
 a.m. Train and change at Indooroopilly .  The 9.40 a.m .  Train will stop  at stations
between Brisbane and Indoo ro opilly
 to take on  passengers for stations  beyond Indooroopilly.
(d) Train stops  to pick  up passengers ,  on Dri vers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
(e) Train stops to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
(T.P.O.) Travelling Post Office Vans are attached to these Trains.
(L.B.) Letters may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard's Vans of these Trains.
'• Trains stop only at those places at which they are timed to stop .  At stations or stopping places where a letter Is shown
before the time, this indicates the approximate departure time from such station or stopping place. Passengers
should therefore be in advance of this time to ensure Train being stopped by  signal.
Brisbane , 17th January,  1889. F. CURNOW , Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SA NTDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
oNand after  FRIDAY,  25th January ,  1889, the following Time Table  will  come into operation until further notice
UP TRAINS-DAILY- EXCEPT  SUNDAYS.
*** 1 t ) Mixed
Stations .  Mixed Pas .  Pas. Mixed Expr 's Mixed Mixed  Mixed Pas .  Mixed Goods Mixed Mixed Sat. Mixed Pas. Pas.
SANDGATE
Deagon
 ..
...
...
...
...
... ...
... ...
Cabbage
-
tree  ... ... ... ..,
Nudgee
Toombul
Nundah
...
... ...
... ...
... ...
RACFCOTRSE ...
Hendra ... ... ... ...
Clayfeld ... ... ... ...
Eagle Junction
Thorroldtown
Lutwyche ...
Albion ... ...
Mayne ... ...
Bowen Hills ...
Lm. I a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m. p.m.
depart. 6 37 ... 8 8 9 0 ... 11 10 ... 1 20
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3  1511
 4 10
a
"4
'' a
aw a
327ZQ 422
a I a
...  a ... a ... ... a ... a
a a c a a
... ...
 6 49 ... 8 20 Z Q a 11 21 ... 1 32 ... t.
... ...  a ... a ... .., a ... a ...
arrive ... ... ... 8 24 ...
depart 6  67 ... 8 28 8 33  9 17 .., 11''29 ... 140 ... 3 0
depart 8 7  ... ... ...  10 10 ... 12 15 ... 2 10 ,..
... ... ...  a ... ... ... a ... a ... a ...
... ... ...  8 11 ... ... ... 10 16,  ...  12 20  ...  2 15 ...
depart
1-
-. - ------____----
only.
72 815 .,. 838 .., 1020 1131
d d .., d ... d d
7 6 8 1 8 43 . 10 25 11 39
79 822 836 848 92 1028 11427
 12  8 26 8 52  ...  10 31  1146
7 17  831 841  8 57
 ... 1036 1151
720 835  ...  91 1040 1155
7 25 840 848 9 6 9 37 10 45 12 0
Exhibition
 ... .., ... ...
Normanby
 ... ... ... ... ...
BRISBANE
 ... .. ... ...  arrive
12 23 144
d d
12 27 148
12 30 1 51
12 34 1 55
12 39 2 0
1243 24
12 48 2 9
3 36 40 430
p.m. p.m.
... 5 2£
a
a
53:
a
i'4;
4 55 ..,
4 59 ...
p.m.
Pas. Mixed  Pas. Pas. Pas. (Mixed Pas.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.  P.M.  p.m.
630 ... 735  ... 10 10 11 20 ...
a s e a
641 ... 747 ...  10 22 11 30  ,..
a ... a ... a a ...
6 28 6 49 ... 7 65 ... 10 30 11 38
220 36 340 45 435 52 55: 632
d d d d d d d d
224 312 341 410 440 66 55 ,  637
227  320 347 414 443 59 60 640
2 31 3 251 3 51 4 18 4 47 6 13 6 4 644
a a a a a a
236 330 356 421 452 518 69 649
240
 335 40 425 456 522 61: 652
246 340 45 430 50 528 61£ 657
7 0 ... 940 ... ... 1145 ...
.., a ... a ... ...
 R  ...
... 7 5 ... 945 ... ... 11 50 ...
654 76
 8 0 9 48  10361143 1153
d d d d d d d ..,6 58 7 12 8 4 9 53  10391147 1159 ...7 1 7 15 8 7 9 56 10 42 11 50 12 1  ...
7 5 719 811 100 1046 1154 125 ..,
a a a a a a a ...7 10 7 24 8 16 10 5  1051  11 59 12 10  ...7 14 7 28 8 20 10 9 10 55 12 3 12 14
 ...
719 734 8261015 11011281219 ,..
***  Passengers
 for Eagle  Junction ,  Thorroldtown ,  Lutwyche ,  Mayne, and Normanby change at Nundah.
Passengers for Brisbane by North Coast  Train arriving at Nundah at 8.24 a.m. should change into Sandgate Train at Nundah and reach Brisbane at 8.48 a.m.
Up North Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills.
The Time Table for Sandgate and Racecourse Branches will be altered on Public Holidays and Race Days.
Stations.
... BRISBANE ...
N ormarbv
2 Exhibition .,
2 Bowen Hills ...3  Mayne
 ...
4 Albion ,..
4 Lutwyche ...
Thorroldtown
5 Eagle Junction
Clayfeld ...
6 Hendra ...
6 RACECOURSE ...
Eagle Junction ... ...
d Nundah ... ... ...
7 'roombul
... ...
9 Nudgee
11 Cabbage -tree ... ...
Deagon ...
13 SANIGATE ,..
Mixed Mixed MixedMixed
 Mixed Mixed
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
depart 6 15 7 30 7 56 9 10
... ... 648 733 759 914
... ... 653 737 83 918
... ... 6581 742 88 921
... ...  71) 746 812 927
... ... 75 749 815 930
... . d d l d d
arrive  7 10 7 53 8 19 9 35
a.m.
9 50
9 54
9 58
a
103
10 7
10 11
d
10 16
... ... ... 7 65 ... 9 38 ...
... a ... a ...
arrive ... 8 0 ... 945 ...
...  depart
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
arrive
7 15'1 ... 8 30
a
723 ... 838
a ..,
a
a
a
7 35 ... 8 50
10 21
00
DOWN TRAINS - DAILY - EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
t Mixed
Mixed
 Goods Mixed Pas. Sat. Mixed Mixed Pas. Mixed Pas.
only.
a.m. a.m .
 I noon p .m. p.m. I p .m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
10 10 11 22 12 0 12 20 1 10 1 35 2 16 4 5 4 31 5 0
10 13 11 26 12 5 12 24 1 14 1 39 2 19 4 9 434 5 4
10 17 11 30 12 10 12 28 1 19 1 43 2 23 4 13 4 38 5 8
a a a a a a a a a a
10 23 11 34 12 16 12 33 1 23 148 228 4 18 443 5 13
10 26 11 38 12 20 12 36 126 1 51 232 4 22 4 47 5 17
10 29 11 42 12 24 12 40 1 31 1 54 2 36 4 26 4 50 5 21
d d d d d d d d d d
10 33 11 46 12 3 12 46 1 35 1 58 2 40 4 30 4 55 5 26
... 11 49 ... .. 1 38 ... ... 433 ... ...
a ... ... a a ... ...
... 11 55 ... ... 145 ... ... 440 ... ...
10"'38
a
10 45
a
a
10 57
12 351  1i'50  ... 24 244
,ay>; 1258 ... 211
 2a
a0ti a ... a a
UE, a ... a a
1 10 ... 2 23 3 4
5 285 31
5 36
a
5 41
5 44
5 49d 1
5531
Ex. lixed Mixed Mixed Pas.
p.m p M. p.m. P.M. p.m.
5 4.  5  50 6 30 750 8 30
554 6 341 7 54 834
55 558 638 758 838
... a a l a a
... 63 643 83 843
... 66  6 471  87 847
... 6 10 6 51 8 11 8 51
... d d d d
... 615 655 815 855,
6 18
a
8 58
625 ... ... , 95
85
6l:
a
a
62
Mixed Mixed  Pas. Mixed -
p.m.
9 15
9 19
9 23
a
9 28
9 31
9 34
d
9 38
659 819
 ...  942
77 827 .. 950
a a ... a
7 19 8 39 ... 10 2
p.m. p.m. p.m.
10 25 11 0 11 20
10 29
 11 4 11 21
1033 118 1128
a a a
10 38 1]  16 11 33
10 41 11 20 11 37
10 44 11 24 11 41
d d d
10 48 11 29 11 45
11 32 ...
a ...
11 39 ...
10 52
a
11 0
a
a
11 12
11 49
a
11 66
a
a
12 6
(a) Train stops oy  signal  to take on passengers ,
 and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(d) Trains stop to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.
F. CURNOW,Brisbane. 17th January, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
0N' and after SUNDAY, 27th January,  1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONL .
Stations.
a.m.
°ANDOATE ... ... ... ... ... ...  depart 8 0
Deagon
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 a
Cabbage-tree
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 a
Nudgee
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 8 12
Toombul ...  ... ... ... ... ... . . . ...  a
Nundah  ..,
"
arrive . .
' "' "' "' € departs 820
RACECOURSE ... ... ... ... ... ... depart
Ilendra  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Clayaeld ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Eagle function
Thorroldtown
Lutwyche ...
Albion ... ...
Mayne ... ...
Bowen Hills ...
Exhibition ...
Normanby ...
BRISBANE ...
depart
... arrive
a.m.
10 0
a
10 5
826 1n9
d d
8 30 10 14
8 33 10 17
8 36 10 21
a a
841 1026
8 45 10 30
8 50 10 36
a.m. p.m.
955 115
a a
a a
107 127
a a
10 15 135
P m.
... 2 25
230
10 21 1 41 2 34
d d d
10 26 145 2 38
10 29 1 48 2 41
10 32 1 51 245
10 37 1 56 250
10 41 2 0 2 54
10 48 2 5 2 58
p.m. p.m. p.m.
3 20 4 15 I 540
a a a
a a a
3 32 4 27 I 5 52
a a a
340 435 62
345
d
3 49
3 52
356
a
40
44
49
440 67
d d
4 44 6 11
447 615
4 50 6 18
a a
450 623
50 628
55 633
i
p.m.
6 10
a
6 15
6 20
d
6 24
6 27
8 30
a
6 36
6 40
645
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles.  Stations.
a.m. a.m. a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
... BRISBANE  ... ... ... ... ...depart 9  0 9 20  11 15  1 0 1 10 2 30 4 25
... Normanby ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 4 9 24 11 19 1 4 1 14 2 34 4 29
2 Exhibition  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  9 d 9 28 11 23 1 9 1 16 2 38 4 33
2 Bowen
 Hills ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a a a a a a a
3 Mayne ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 9 33 11 28 1 15 1 23 2 43 4 39
4 Albion ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 9 37 11 31 1 19 1 27 2 46 443
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 20 9 41 11 35 1 23 1 31 2 50 4 47
... Thorroldtown
 ... ... ... ... ... ...  d d d d d d d
5 Eagle Junction  ... ... ... ..
 arrive ...  9 45 ... 1 36 ..,
Clayfleld ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 48 ... ... 1 39
6 Hendra ...
6 RACECOURSE ... ... ... ... ... ..
 arrive  ...  9 63 ... 1 45 i
Eagle
 Junction
6 Nundah ...
7 Toombul ...
9 Nudgee ...
11 Cabbage-tree
Deagon ...
13 SANDOATE .,.
depart 9 24 ... 11 40 1 28
928 ... 11 45 135
9 36 .., 11 53 143
a ,,, a a
a .., a a
... arrive 9 48 ... 12 5 1 55
2 55
30
a
38
a
a
3 20
4 53
4 58
a
56
a
a
5 18
p.m. p.m. p.m. I P.M.
615 ... 9 20 I ...
a ... a II ...
a ... a ...
626 ... 931
a
6 '35  830 940
640 835 945
d d d
644 839 949
6 47 8 42 9 52
6 50 8 45 9 55
6 56 8 50 10 1
70 854 105
75 90 1010
p.m. p.m. p.m.
5 17 5 30 720
521 534 724
525 538 728
a a a
530 543 733
533 546 736
536 550 740
d d d
555 ...
540
5 44
a
6 52
a
a
64
5 58
a
65
7457 50
a
7 58
a
a
8 10
p.m.
7 50
754
7 58
a
83
86
8 10
d
8 15
820
9 50
a
9 55
100
d
10 4
10 7
10 10
a
10 16
10 20
10 25
p.m. p.m.
9 10 9 25
9 14 9 29
918 933
a a
9 23 9 38
926 941
9 30 9 45
d d
9 35
9 38
a
9 43
9 50
9 55
a
10 3
a
a
10 15
NoTE.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains .  Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and dates on Saturday ,  available for  Sunday only. F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
SOUTH COAST LINE-STANLEY STREET, BEAUDESERT, BEENLEIGH, AND SOUTHPORT (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
ON and after FRIDAY, 25thJanuary, 1889, thefollowing T me Table will come into operation ,  and remain in force until
 further
 notice :-
Miles. Stations. Mixed .  Mixed.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Passenger .  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. Mixed. I
p.m.  P.M.
6.20
6.24 7.15 ,,.
A 6.30 A 7.21
A 6.34 A 7.25 ,,,
A 6.38 A 7.29 ,.,
6.43 7.33
A 6'46 A 7'37 ,,,
6.49 7.40 ,,.
--- A 7.43 ...
A 7 49 .,.
7.55
STANLEY  STB,EET ,.,
1 Wooloongabba .., ...
... Albert ... ...
3 Fairfield ... .„ ...
3 Yeronga ., ...
4 South Coast Junction .,,
5 Moorooka ... ...
5 Rocklea ... ...
6 Salisbury
8 Cooper' s Plains ... ...
9 Sunnybank
11 Runcorn ... ... ,..
12 Spring Creek
17 Kingston
18 Loganlea ...
20 Betbania Junction ...
22 Waterford ...
26 Buccan
27 Logan Village
34 Jimboomba ... ...
38 Ctdargrove
40 Woodhill ,..
42 Veresdale ... ...
44 Bromelton ,.. ...
47 BEAUDESEET ... ...
21 1 Hawthorne
22 Holmview ...
24 BEENLEIan
26
27
31
34
38
39
40
44
46
50
Yatala  ... ... ...
Stapylton ... .,,
Ormeau ..,
Pimpama
Coomera
39 m. Platform ... ..,
Helenvale ... ,.,
Coombabah ,.,
Southport  Junction •.,
SouTaroar .,.
a.m. a.m.
dep. 7'30 9.5
... ... 7'34 9110
... ... A 7.40 B 9.16
... A 7 44 B 9.20
A 7.48 B 9.24
... ... 7'51 9'28
... A 7.55 A 9.32
arr. ... 9.35
dep. 8.1 9 38
A 8.4 A 9.42
A 8'9 A 9'49
arr. ... 9.55
dep. 814 ..,
.•. A 8.191 A 10'0
•.. ... A 8.25 A 10.15
arr.
dep. 84 0 102 5
... ... 846 10.34
arr. 8 .53 10.43
dep.
 90  10.45
arr.
D 9.4 n 10.48
A 9.8 A 10.52
arr. 9 .14 10.57
dep. 9 30
A 9.40
A 9.46 ...
A 10.4
A 10.14 ...
,.. 10.34 ...
D 10.40 ...
A 10.48 ...
A 11'5 ..,
11.15
arr. 11.30
a.m. p.m. p.m.
10.50 2.20 3'5
10.55 2.25 3.9
A 11.1  A 2.31 ..,
A 11.5  A 2.35 ...
A 11.9 A 2.38
11.13 2' 42 3'24
A 11.17 A 2.46
11.21  24 9 3.31
A 11.26  A 2.53 ...
A 11.36 A 3.0 .,,
11.42 3.6 ...
3'10 .•,
A 3.18 ..,
A 3.25 ,..
3*40
.., 345
3'55 ,..
... 4.4 4.15
... 4.20 4.17
p.m. p.m.
4.35 5.25
4.39 5.29
A 4.45 A 5.35
A 4.49 A 5'39
A 4.53 A 5'43
4.57 5.47
A 5.1 A 5'50
5.4 5'53
A 5'8 A 5'57
A 5.15 A 6.4
5.20 6.9
A 5.29 ...
A 5'35 ...
A 5'50 ...
5.59
6.8 ...
4'28 ...
D 4.40
4.46 .,.
1A 5.11
A 5.251
A 5.41
A 5.47
A 5.58
6.10
B 4.20 D 6'11
B 4.23 A 6.15
,.. 4.27 6'20
4.40
A 4.47 ...
A 4.51 ...
A 5.4 ...
5.12 ...
5.28
D 5'32
A 537
A 5'50
.,. 6.0
6.10
SOUTH COAST LINE-SOUTHPORT, BEENLEIGH, BEAUDESERT, AND STANLEY STREET (SUNDAYS  EXCEPTED)- continued.
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Passenger .  Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed . Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. a .m. a.m. noon. p.m. p.m. p.m.
SOUTHPORT ... ... ... ... dep. ... ... 6.50 ... ... ... ... 4.35
Southport Junction ... ,.. ... ... ... ... 7'0 ... ... ... ... 4.45
Coombabah ... .., ... ... ... ... A 7.10 ... ... ... A 4.55
Helenvale ... ... ... ... ... A 7.23 ... ... ... ... A 5.12
39 in. Platform ... .., ... D 7.28 ... ... ... ... D 5'20
Coomera ... ... .., ... ... ... ... ... 7.32 ... ... ... ... 5'28
Pimpama ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'48 ... ... ... ... A 5'48
Ormeau ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'56 ... ... ... ... A 5.68
Stapylton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.9 ... ... ... ... A 6.15
Yatala ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8'13 ... ... ... ... A 6.22
BEENLEIOH  ... ,, j
arr 8 '20 ... 6.32
l dep. 6'45 8.40
... ...
2.10
...
6.52
Holmview ... ... ... ... A 6.50 A ... •.. A 2.15 ... A 6.57
Hawthorne ... ... D 6'53 D ... ... D 2.18 ... D 7.0
BEAUDESERT
 ... ... .. .. dep. ... ... ... 7'0 ...
Bromelton ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'13 ..
Veresdale A 7'241 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Woodhill ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'30 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cedarg ro ve ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.46 ... ... ... ... ...
Jimboomba ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.0 ... ... ...
Logan Village ... ... ... ... ... 8'25 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Buccan ... ... ... ...
 ...  ... ... ... D 8'31 ... ...
Waterford ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8'43 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bethania Junction
 ... Err 8'50 8150 ... 7.4d 6'57 8 55 9'5 2.22
Loganlea ... ... ... e... ... 7.6 ... 9114 ... 2'31 7'14 ... ... ...
Kingston ... ... . S  arr. ... A  715 ... 9
9
'
19
24
... A 240 ... A 7-24dep.
... ... ... ... ...
t
Spring Creek ... ... A 7.30 ... A 9'39 ... A 2.55 ... A 7 39 ... ... ...
Runcorn ., ., ... A 7'37 ... A 9.45 ... A 3.2 ... A 7.47 •. .•.
Sunnybank
€ dep. 6.35 7'45 ... 10'
S
12'0 3'10 6.15 7.55 ... ...
Cooper's Plains ... ... ... ... A 6.42 A 7'50 ... A 10.5 A 12.6 A 3.18 A 6.23 A 8.1
Salisbury ... ... ... .,. ... ...
 A 6.52  A 7.57 ... A 10.12 A 12.17 A 3.27 A 6'31 A 8'7 ... ... •••
R Ill.. arr.  ...  ...oc ... ... ••• .•'
t
dep.
 6.56 8 .1 9138 10.16 12.22 3.31 6.35 8.10 ...
Moorooka  ,.. ... .. .. ... A 7.0 A 8.4 ... A 10 .20 A 12 '26 A 3 .35 A 6'39 A 8 .13 ... ... ... ... ...
South Coast Junction
 ... ... ...
 7.4 8'8 9.42 10'24 12 .32 3.38 6 .43 8.17  ... ... ...
Yeronga  ... ... ... ,., A 7'8 A
 8.12 ... A 10'28 A 12.35 A 3.42 A 6.47 D 8 .20 ... ... ... ... ...
Fairfield  ... ... ... A 7.11  A 8.15  ... A 10.31 A 12. 39 A 3.45 A 6 .50 D 8 .24 ... ... ...
Albert ... ... ... ... A 7.14
 A 8.19 .. A 10'35 A 12'43 A 3.49 A 6.54 D 8.28  ... ... ... ... ...
Wooloongabba
 ... ... ..,
 7.20 8 .25 9.58 10 '40 12.49 3.55 7.0 8.35
STANLEY STREET ... ... ... arr. 8 .30 10 .3 10.46 12.54 4.0  ... ... ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(E) Trains stop
 to pick
 up passengers for stations  beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should
go on these platforms.
The times shown thus (A 7.40) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNO W ,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS BETWEEN BRISBANE AND IPSWICII.
O N and after SUNDAY, 27th January,  1889 ,  the following  Time Table will  come into operation until further
notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
BRISBANE ...
Milton ...
Toowong ...
Taringa
Indooroopilly
Rivert,)n ...
Chelmer ...
Graceville ...
Sherwood ...
Corinda ...
OXLEY
Darra
Wolston ...Goodna ...
Redbank ...
Riverview ...
Dinmore ...
Bundamba ...
Booval ...
Limestone ...
IPSWICH ...
Stations.
A.M. A.M. P.M.
dep. 9.0 9'20 12.55
... ...  9-4  9.24 12.59
... ... 9.8 9.28 1.3
... ... 9.12 9.32 1.7
... ... 9'16 9'36 1.11
D D D
9 19 9.39 1.14
9'i2 9'42 1117
... ... 9.25 9'45 1.209-29  9.49 1.24
arr. ... 9'53 1 28
dep. 9.33
... 9.41 ... ...
... 948 ... ...
9.55
... ... 10.2 ... ...
... ... 10.9 ... ...
... 10.13 ... ...
10.20 ... ...
... ... 10.25 ... ...
... ... A 10.29 ... ...
... arr. 10.35 ... ...
P.M. P.M.
3'0 3.45
3.4 3.49
3.8 3.53
3'12 3.57
3.16 4.1
D D
3.19 4.4
3'22 4.7
3.25 4.10
3'29  4-14
4.18
3.33
3.41 ...
3'48
3.55 ...
4.2 ...
4.9 ...
4.13 ...4-20
4.25
A 4.29
4.35 ...
DOWN TRAINS.
South'n
Mail.
T.P.O.
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
5'20 5 '35 6'30 7'0 7'20 8.20 9 20
5.24 5'39 6.34 1 ...  7-24 8.24 9.24
5'28 5.43 6'38 ... 7'28 8'28 9'295-32  5'47 6.42 ...  7-32 8-32 19.33
5.36  5-51  6'46 ... 7'36  8-36  9.37
D ...
5.39 .. 9.40
5.42 ... ... ... ... ... 9'43
5.45 ... ... ... ... ...  9-46
5.49 ... ...  7-18  ... ... 9.50
9.54
5 52 ... ... ... ... ...
6.7 ... ... ... ... ...
6-19  ... ... ... ... ...
6.25 ... ... ... ... ... ...6-29  ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.35 ... ... .. .. ..
6.40 ... ... ... ... ... ...
A  6-44  ... ... ... ... ...
6'50 ... ... 8.0 ... ... ...
South'n
Mail.
T.P.O.
IPSWICH  .. ...  dep. A.M.  A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M . P.M. P.M . P.M. P.M.p.  5-15  7'20 ... 12.50 ... ... ... 510 ... ... ... ...
Limestone ... ... ... ... A 7'25 ... A 12.55 ... ... ... A 5.5 ... ... ... .••
B oo val ... ... ... ...  7-29  ... 12.59 ... ... ...  5* 9  ...
Bundamba ... ... ... ... 7'33 ... 1.3 ... ... ... 5-13 ... ... ... ...
Dinmore ... ... ... ... 7-40 ... 1110 ... ... ... 5.20 ... ... ...
Riverview ... ... ... ... 7'44 ... 1.14 ... ... ... 5-24 ... ... ... ...
Redbank ... ... ... ... 7'51 ... 1.21 ... ... ... 5'31 ...
Goodna ... ... ...  7-58  ... 1.28 ... ... ... 5.38 ... ... ... ...
Wolston ... ... ... ... 8.5 ...  1-35  ... ... ... 5'45 ... ... ... ...
Darya ... ...
I
... ... 8.13 ... 1'42 ... ... 5'52 ... ... ... ...
OALEY ... dep. 8.20 10.3 149 2.15 4.30 6'0 ... ... ... 10.0
Corinda ... ... 5-56 8.24 10.7 1.53 2-19 4.34 ... 6.4 ... ... ... 10.4
Sherwood ... ... ... ... 8.28 10.11 1.57 2.23 4.38 ... 6.8 ... ... ... 10.7
Graceville ... ... ... ... 8.31 10.14 2.0 2.26  4-41  ... 6'11 ... ... ... 10.10
Chelmer ... ... ... ... 8.33  10-16  2.2 2.28 4.43 ... 6'13 ... ... ...  10-13
Riverton ... ... ... ... D D D D D ... D .. ... D
Indooroopilly ... ... ... 8.37 10-20 2.6 2.32 4'47 6.0 6-17 6..52 7 45 8.45 10-17
Taringa ... ... ... ... 8.41 10-24 2.10 2.36 4-51 6-4 6-21 6.56 7'49 8'49 10-21
Toowong ... ... ... ... 8'45 10.28 2.14 2.40 4-55 6-8 6.25 7.0 7-53 8-53 10'25
Milton ... ... .. ...  8-49 10-34  2.18 2 .44 4.59  6-12 6-29  7.4 7.57 8.57 10.29
BRISBANE  ... ...  arr.  6-15 8'55 10-40 2.25 2'50 5'5 618 6'35 7.10 8-3 9'3 10.35
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight
should give due notice to Guard.
NoTE.-Season  Tickets  are not  available by these  trains.
NOTE.-Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on Saturday, available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,!l7th January,  1889 .  Commissioner for P. ailways.
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SOUTH COAST LINE-STANLEY  STREET , SUNNYBANK,  BEENLEIGH, ANDSOUTHPORT- SUNDAYS ONLY.
ON and after  SUNDAY,  27th January ,  1889, the following Time Table will come into operation, and
remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS,
Miles .  Stations. Pass.
a.m. p.m .  P.M. p.m.
... STANLEY STREET ... ... depart 9 0 1 0 4 45 9 0
1 Wooloongabba  ... ... ... ...  9 4  14  4 49 9 4
Albert .. ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 10 a 1 10 a 4 55 a 9 10
3 Fair field  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 14 a 1 14 a 4 59' a 9 14
3 Yeronga  .. ... ... ... ...  a 9 18 a 1 18 a 5 3 a 9 18
4 South Coast Junction  ...  9  21 1 21 5 6 9 21
5 Moorooka  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 25 a 1 25 a 5 10 a 9 25
5 Rockies  ...
"'
arrive
"' depart 9 28 1 28 5 13 928
6 Salisbury  .. ... ... ... ...  a 9 31 a 1 31 a 5 16 a 9 31
8 Cooper 's Plains  ... ... ... ...  a 9 37 a 1 37 a 5 22 a 9 37
9 Sunnybank arrive  ...  1 45 5 30 9 45
"' "' depart 943
11 Runcorn  ... ... ... ... ...  a 948
... ...
12 Spring Creek  ... ... ... ...  a 9 54 ...
17 Kingston  ..,
"' "'
arrive  ... ... ... ...
€ depart 10 8
18 Loganlea ...
20 Bethania Junction  ... ,,, arrive  ... ... ... ;::depart 10 21
22 Waterford ...
26 Buccan .. ...
27 Logan Village...
34 Jimboomba ...
33 Cedar Crove ...
40 Woodhill ...
42 Veresdale ...
41 Btoinelton ...
47 BEAUDESERT ...
21 Hawthorne  ... ... ... ... ...  d 10 25
22 Ilolmview  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 28
24 BE:ENLEIGH  .. ,
"' "'
arrive 10 33
( depart 10 43
26 Yatala  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 0
27 Stapylton ... ... ... ... ... a 11  4
31 Ormeau  ... ... ... ... ... a  11 17
34 Pimpama  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 25
38 Coomera  ... ... ... ... ...  11  4i
39 m. Platform  ... ... ... ...  d 11 45
40 Helenvale  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 50
44 Coombabah  ... ... ... ... ...  a 12 3
46 Southport Junction  ... ... ... ...  12 13
50 SOUTHPORT  ... ... ... .. arrive 12 23
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
... arrive
Pass .  Pass. Pass.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Pass.
SOUTH PORT
Southport Junction
Coombabah ...
ll:elenvnle ...
39  in.  Platform ...
Coomera .. ...
Pimpama ...
Ormeau .. ...
Stapylton ...
Yatala ... ...
BEENLEIGH ...
IIolmview ...
Hawthorne ...
depart
Pass .  Pass. Pass.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
4 30 ... ... ...
4 40 ...
... ... a 450 ... ... ...
a 5 3 ... ... ...
d 58
... ... 5 12 ... ... ...
... ... a 528  ... ... ...
... ... a 536  ... ... ...
... ... a 549  ... ... ...
a 553... ... ... ...
...  6 0S  arrive
depart
... ...
6 15
... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... a 620 ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... d 623 ...
a.m.
BEAUDESERT
Bromelton
Veresdale
Woodhill
Cedar Grove
Jimboomba
Logan Village
Buccan
Waterford
Bethania Junction  ... S arrive  "' "'
"' "' t depart ... 6 27
Loganlea  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 35
Kingston ... {
arrive  ... ... ..
.. depa rt  ... ...  643
Spring Creek  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 6 57
Runcorn  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 7 4
I
arrive ...
Sunnybank depart  9 45 2 0 5 4b 7 12
Cooper 's Plains .. ... ... ... ... ... a 9 50 a 2 5 a 5 50 a 7 17
Salisbury  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 57 a 2 12 a 5 57 a 7 24
S arrive ...
Rockies  .. t  depart 10 1 2 16 6 1 728
Moorooka  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 4 a 2 19 a 6 4 a 7 31
South Coast Junction  . ... ... ... ...  10 8 2 23 6 8 7 35
Yeronga ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a 10 12 a 2 27 a 6 12 a 7 39
Fair field  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 15 a 2 30 a 6 15 a 7 42
Albert ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 19 a 2 34 a 6 19 a 7 46
Wooloongabba  .. ... ... ... ... ...  10 25 2 40 6 25 7 52
STANLP' v STREFT ... ... ... . ..  arrive 10 30 2 45 6 30 7 57
(A) Train at  >ps by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight should give
due notice to Guard.
(n) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending  passengers should go  on these platforms.
Season Tickets are not available by Sunday Trains.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,.17 th January , 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE - SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
0 and after  FRIDAY,  25th  January, 1889, the following Time Table will  come into operation until further  notice:-
',
UP TRAINS.P
mi Stations.
STANLEY STREET
1 I Wooloongabba ...
... I Albert ... ...
3 Fairfield ... ...
3 1 Yeronga .. ...
4 South Coast Junction
5 Tennyson ... ...
6 CORINDA ... ...
Mixed .  Mixed.
South South
Coast. Coast.
Mixed. Mixed.
South
Mixed. Coast . Mixed.
Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
CORINDA ... dep.
Tennyson ... ...
South Coast Junction ...
Yeronga ... ...
Fairfield  ... ... ...
Albert ... ... ... ...
Wooloongabba ... .
SBANLEY STRBET  ...  arrive
South South
Coast.
Mixed.
Coast.
Mixed.
Mixed.
 Mixed.
South South
Coast. Coast.
Mixed. Pass.
a.m. a.m. a .m. a.m. a.m. a.m. p .m. p;m. p.m.
6'25  ...  7 .30 9.5 9.20 10.50 12 '10 1.45 2.20
5.29 7 '20 7'34 9110 924 10.55 12.14 1.49 2.25
A 5.35 A 7 1 6 A 7.40 B 9.16 A 9 1 9 A 11.1 A 12.21 A 1.55 A 2 1 1
A 5'39 A 7.30 A 7.44 B 9201 A  &.'34 A 115 A 12'25 A 159 A 235
A 5.43 A 7'34 A 7.48  B  9.24 A  937 A  11.9 A 12.28 A 22 A 2 1 8
6'47 71 8 71 1 9.28 19 .42 11.13 12 .32 2.6 2'42
6.55  7 '48 ... ... 9.52  ...  12'42 2.15 ...
Mixed.
South
Coast.
Mixed.
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Mixed.
South
Coast.
Pass.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m. a.m.
6.16 ... ... 8.15 ...
D .. D
61 5 7 '4 81  8.23 942
A 6'30 A 7'8 A 8.12 A 8.27 ...
A 61 5 A 7'11 A 8.15 A 8.301 ...
A 6'39 7'14 A 8.19 A  8,34 ...
6.45 7 '20 81 5 8'41 91 8
--- -- 8130 8 '46 10'3
Mixed.
a.m. a.m .
 p.m. p.m.
11'5 ... 10
D ... D
10.24 11 .13 12.32 1'10
A 10•28 A 11.18 A 12.36 A 1.13
A1031 A11'20 A12 '39 A 1.17
A
 10,35 A 11.24 A 12 '43 A 1.21
10'40 11.30 12.49 1'26
10.45 11.35 12.54 1.30
p.m.
3'5
3.9
3.24
Mixed.
Mixed.
South South South
Coast. Coast. Coast.
Mixed .
 Mixed .  Mixed.
Mixed.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
3.15 4 .35 5.25 6.20 ...
3.19 4 '39 5'29 6.24 ...
A 3,25
 A 4.45  A 5.35 A 6'30 ...
A 3.29
 A 4.49  A 5.39 A 6'34 ...
A 3.32
 A 453  A 5'43 A 6.88
3.38 4 .57 5.47 6.43 7.5
3-47  ... ... ... 715
South
Coast.
31 ixed.
South South
Mixed. Coas t.  Mixed . Coast.
Mixed.  Mixed.
p.m. p.m .  p.m.
 P.M.  p.m. p.m.
230 ... 4 .45 ... 7.25
2.42 3.38 5.8 6 '43 733 8'17
A 2.46 A 3'42 A 5.11 A 6.47 A 71 6 D
 8-20
A 2.49 A 3.45 A 5.15 A 6.50 A 7'40 D 8*24
A 2.53 A 3.49 A 5.19 A 61 4 A 7 '44 D 8'28
2.59 3 '55 5.29 7.0 71 0 8130
3.4 4.0 5'35-•
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Special. Special .  Special.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
7'15 8 '0 9.30 114 5
A 721 D 8.6 D 9.36 D 11.21
A 71 5 D 8-10 D 9.40 D 11.25
A 71 9 D 8'13 A 9'43 D 11.28
7'33 8117 9'47 11.32
D D D
8'25 9 '56 11'41
Special. Special.
p.m. p.m.
8.40 1010
D D
8.48 10.18
D 8'52 D 10.22 ... ...
D 8'56 D 10.26
D 9'0 D 10'30
9'6 10.36 ... ...
(A) Train stops by  signal  to take on  passengers ,  and will set them down when required . Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up  passengers  for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms . Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to
 Guard. No persons except intending
 passengers
 should go
on these platforms.
Nor.--Season Tickets are not available by Trains marked  " Special ."  Passengers by these Trains from Albert ,  Fairfield, Yeronga ,
 and Tennyson will be booked and tickets collected by the Guard.
F. CURNOW,Brisbane, 17th January,  1889 .  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-NORTH COAST LINE.
ON  and after  FRIDAY,  25th January, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further  notice:-
Miles. Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Daily . I Daily.
t Goods. -
Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. noon. p.m.
... BRISBANE  ... ... depart 9.50
.
12.0
.
510
.
... ... ... ... ...
1
2
Normanby ...
Exhibition ...
...
...
...
...
9 54
9.58
12 5
12.10
45
5.8
...
...
... ...
... ...
...
...
...
...
2 Bowen Hills ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
3 Mayne ...
... ... 103 12.16 5.13 ... ... ... ... ...
4 Albion ... ... 10.7 12.20 5.17 ... ... ... ...
4 Lutwyche ... 10.11 12.24 5.21 ... ... ... ... ...
5 Thorroldtown ... ... D D D ... ... ... ... ...
5 Eagle  Junction ... ... 10.16 12.30 5.26 ... ... ... ... ...
6 Nundah arrive ... ...
'
... ... ... ...
...
depart 10.21 12.35 i-31 ... ... ... ... ...
8 Virginia ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
9 Geebong ... ... A A A ... ... ... ...
10 Zillmere ... ... ... 10.36 12.55 5.45 ... ... ... ... ...
13 Bald Hills ... ... ... 10.49 1.10 5.59 ... ... ... ... ...
15 Strathpine ... ... 10.59 1.20 6.6 ... ... ... ... ...
17 Lawnton ... ... ... D D D ... ... ... ... ..
18 North Pine ... ... 11.15 1.35 6.20 ... ... ... ...
23 Sideling Creek ... ... 11.45 -- 6.50 ... ... ... ... ...
26 Burpengary ... 12.0 ... 7.5 ... ... ...
30 Morayfield ... ... 12.15 ... 7.20 ...
32 CABOOLTURIC ... arrive 12.25 ... 7.30 ... ... ... ... ...
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
CABOOLTUSE ... ... depart
Morayfield ... ... ...
Burpengary ... ... ...
Sideling Creek ... ...
North Pine ... ... ...
Lawnton ... ... ...
Strathpine ... ... ...
Bald Hills ... ...
Zillmere ... ... ...
Geebong ... ... ...
Virginia ...
•
..
Nundah ( arrivedepart
Eagle  Junction ... ...
Thorroldtown ...
Lutwyche ... ...
Albion ... ...
Mayne ..,
Bowen Hills ... ...
Exhibition ... ...
Normanby ... .
BRISBANE  ... ...  arrive
Daily .  Daily.
t Goods.
Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m. p  in.  p.m.
6.30 ... 150
6.38 ... 2.0
6.52 ... 2.15
7.6 2.30
7.30 2.0 3.0
D D D
7.42 2.15 3.12
7.50 2.25 3.20 ... ... ... ... ...
8.2 2.40 3.32
A A A
A A A
8.24
8.33 3.0 4.0
8.38 3.6 4.5
D D D
8.43 3.12 4.10
8.48 3.20 4.14
8152 3 .25 4.18
8.57 3430 4.21 ...
9.1 3.35 4.25 ... ...
9.6 3.40 4.30 ...
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing t:)
alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
Passengers for Brisbane by North Coast Train arriving at Nundah at 8.24 a.m. should change into up
Sandgate Train at Nundah, and reach Brisbane at 8.48 a.m. Up North Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,  Commissioner for Railways
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
``N and after SUNDAY, 27th January, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until
l further notice :-
Stations.
1
3
3
4
Stations.
SOUTH COAST JUNCTION ...
Yeronga ...
Fairfield ...
Albert
Wooloongabba
STANLEY STREET
UP TR AINS-SUN DAYS ONLY.
South Coast
Passenger.
South Coast South Coast South Coast
Passenger .  Passenger .  Passenger.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... ... depart 9'0 1.0 4.45  90
... ... ... 9'4 1'4 4.49 9.4
... ... ... A 9'10 A 1'10 A 4.55 A 910
... ... ... A 9'14 A 1.14 A 4'59 A 9'14
... ... ... A 9.18 A 1'18 A 5'3 A 918
... ... arrive  9.21 1 21 5.6 9'21
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
South Coast
Passenger .
South Coast
Passenger .
South Coast
Passenger .
South Coast
Passenger ,
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... depart 10'8 2"23 68 7'35
A 10'12 A 2.27 A 6'12 A 7'39
A 10'15 A 2'30 A 6'15 A 7 42
A 10'19 A 2'34 A 619 A 7.46
10.25  2'40 6 25 7'52
... arrive 10'30 2.45 6.30 7'57
(A) Train stops by signal to take on Passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane , 17th  January, 1889.
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-BEAUARABA BRANCH.
U
N and after FRIDAY, 25th  January, 1889, the following Time  Table  will come into operation,
and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Brisbane. Stations.
101 TOOWOOMBA ... depart
102 Whichello's Siding ...
103 Cranley ... ...
105 Wetalla ... ...
106 Pengarry Junction ...
108 Gowrie Junction arr.
111 Charlton .,
dep.
113 Wellcamp
117 Westbrook
121 Beauaraba Junc'n Z
arr.dep.
126 Umbiram ... ...
131 Southbrook ... ...
132 Green Hills
134 Br,)xburn ... ...
137 PITTSWORTR ... arrive
Mixed.
Daily.
p.m.
1'55
A 2'8
A 2'16
A 2.19
2.25
D 2'37
A 2.45
A 3'0
3.15
3.20
A 3'43
A 4'1
A 4' 11
A 4.21
4'35
Stations.
PITTSWOaTH  ...  depart
Broxburn ...
Green Hills ... ...
Southbrook ... ...
Umbiram ... ...
Beauaraba June'n dep.
Westbrook ... ...
Wellcamp ... ...
Charlton ... ...
Gowrie Junction (arr.
Z dep.
Pengarry Junction ...
Wetalla ... ...
Cranley ... ...
Whichello' s Siding ...
i TOOWOOMBA ...  arrive
Mixed.
Daily, except
Thursday.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed.
,Wed. only.
a.m. p.m. ...
7.5 5.30 ...
A 7'19 A 5'42 ...
A 7'27 A 5.52 ...
A 7'331 A  60  ...
A 7'52, A 6'15 ...
8'15 ... ...
8'25 6'35 ...
A 8'401 A 6.48 ...
A  8-561 A  7'3 ...
D 9.5 D 7'13
9'15 7'24
A 9.25 A  7-34
A 9.27 A 7'38
A 9'35 A 7'45
9.50 8.0
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms ,  or to set down
passengers if required.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 17th January,  1888 .  Commissioner for Railways.
STANLEY STREET  ...
Wooloongabba ...
Albert ... ...
Fairfield ... ...
Yeronga ... ...
SOUTa COAST JUNCTION
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-KILLARNEY BRANCH.
ON and after FRIDAY, 25th January, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Height
from of
Brisbane .  Formation
Stations.
Mixed.
Mixed .  Tues., Thurs.,
and Sat.
feet .  p.m. noon.
168 1497 WARWICK ... ... depart 5.30 12.0 ... ... ...
167 1490 Killarney Junction ... 5.37 121 ... ... •.•
172 1570 Hermitage ... ... ... D 5.57 D 12.27 ... ... ...
173 ... Glencairn ... ... ... D 615 D 12.35 ... ... ..
174 1552 Swan Creek ... ... 6.14 12.44 ... ... ...
175 ... Summerhill ... ... D D I ...
177 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... 6.31 1.1 ... ... ...
180 1699 Yangan ... ... ... 6.43 1.13 ... ... ...
181 ... Rockbrae ... ... ... D 6.49 D 1119 ...
183 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... 7'0  1 •30 ... ... ...
186 1653 Danderoo ... ... ... 7.14 1.44
190 1690 Tannymorel ... ... 7'30 2'0 ... ...
191 ... 191m.12c. ... A A ... ... ...
195 1691 KILLARNEY ...  arrive  7'50 2.20 ... ...
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations . Mixed .
Mixed.
Tues., Thur.,
and Sat.
a.m. p.m.
KILLARNEY  ... ... ...  depart 8 '10 2'45 ...
3 m. 42 c. ... ... ... ... A A ... ...
Tannymorel ... ... ... ... 8.30 35 ... ... ...
Danderoo ... ... ... ... 8'46 3'21 ... ... ... ...
Emu Vale ... ... ... ... 910 3.35 ... ...
Rockbrae ... ... ... ... D 9.11 D 3.46 ... ...
Yangan ... ... ... ... 9.17 3.52 ... ... ... ...
Mount Sturt ... ... ... ... 9'29 4'4 ...
Summerhill ... ... ... ... D D ... ... ...
Swan Creek ... ... ... 9.46 4.21 ... ... ... ...
Glencairn  ... ... ... ... D 9'55 D 4.30 ... ... ... ...
Hermitage ... ... ... D 10.3 D 4.38 ... ... ... ...
Killarney Junction ... ... ... 10.23 4.58
WARWICK ... ... ... arrive 10.30 5'5 ... ... ... ...
( t) Train stops by signal to take on pas 3engers, and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to
alight should  give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to  pick  up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 17th January,  1889 .  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
EMU PARK LINE.TIME TABLE to come into peration on and after SATURDAY, 22nd December, 1888, and untilfurther notice.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed. I Mixed. I  Mixed.
Miles. Stations.
... EMU PARK ... ... dep.
6 Tanby ... ... ... ...
14 Cawarral ... ... ...
29 NORTH ROCKHAMPTON ... arr.
Daily. Daily. Satur. only.
SUNDAY TEAMS.
a  in.  p.m.
7'15 3.45
7.35 4.5
8.0 4.35
8.45 5'25
noon. a.m. p  in.
12.0 ... 6'30 510
12.17 ... 6.50 5.20
12.45 ... 7'15 5.45
1.30 ... 810 6'30
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles. Stations.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Daily .  Satur .  only. Daily.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
... NORTH ROCKHA MPTON ...  dep. 10.0 2.0 6.0
15 Cawarral  ... ... ... 1050 2.45 6'45
23 Tanby ... ... ... ... 11.20 3.10 7'10
29 EMU PARK  ... ...  arr. 11 .40 3.25 7'30
SUNDAY  TRAINS.
a m. p.m.
9.0 7.0
9'45 7.45
10.10 8.10
10.30 8.30
i
NOTE.-The Mixed Trains will stop  at all  stations and at all stopping places upon application to the
Guard, or  upon  the Driver seeing intending  passengers  standing alongside the Line.
Brisbane, 21st December, 1888.
F. CURN OW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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ON and after  MONDAY, 3rd  DECEMBER ,  1888, the following Time  Table will
a
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods. I  Mixed.
Daily. Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Tuesday
and
Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Satur.
only.
Mixed.
Daily,
Satur.
except'd
Mixed.
Friday
only.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p .m. p.m. P.M. p.m.
... ROCKHAMPTON ...  dep. 6.0 6.0 ... 6.30 10.50 ... ... ... 2.45  ...  #3-30  ...
2 Yeppen  ... ...  ... a 6.7 a 8.7 ... a 6.38 a 10.57 ... ... ... a 2•53 ... a 6.36 ...
6 Gracemere  ... ...  6.15 6.15 ... 6.50 11.10  ... ...  3.5 ... 6.50
... ... ... a 6.17 a 6.17  ...  a 6.53 a 11•1 ... ... ...  a 3.8 ... a 6.63 ...7 Langley
8 Malchi  ... ... ...  a 6.20 a 6.20  ...  a 6.55 a 11.18 ...  ... ...  a 311 ... a 6.56 ...
10 Kabra  (for Mt .  Morgan )  6.25 6.25  ...  *7'0 11.26 ... ...  ... *315 ... 7.2 ...
13 Neerkoll... ... ... a 6.35 a 6.35  ...  a 7.20  ---  ... ... ... a 3.25  ...  a 7.8 ...
16 Stanwell ... arr. ... 6.40 ... 7.35  ... ... ... ...  3.35 ... 7.15dep. *6.40  ... *7.55 ... ... ... ... 3'40 7.15
18 Warren  ... ... ...  a 6.50  ... ...  a 8.10 ... ... a 3.54  ...  a 7.29
... a 6•53 ...  ...  a 8.15  ... ... ... ... ...  a 3.57  ...  a 7.3319 Woodend ...
20 Bushley  ... ... ..,  a 6.55 . .. ...  a 8.20 ...  ... ...  a 4.0 ... a 7.37
... a 7.3 ... ... a 8.35 ... ... ... ... ... a 4•I5  ... a 7•5224 Wycarbah ...
25 Byerley  ... ... ...  a 7.5 ... ... a 8 .90 ... ... ... a 4.20 ... a 7.55
a  8 *50 a 4.2 ... a 8.027 Spring Creek ... ... a 7.8
...
*8.1030 Westwood ... Sde p *7.15 ...... ...... 9•b... ......  ...... ...... ...... ...
4,40
 7.30
33 Oakey ... ... ... a 7.35 ... ... a 9.17 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
38 Goganjo ... ... ... a 7.50 ... ...  a 9.36  ... ... ...
44 Rocky ... ... ...  a 8.5 ... ... a  10.0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
47 Tunnel  . ...  a 8.15 .. . ...  a 10.13  ... ... ... ... ... ...
53 Herbert 's Creek  ...  a 8.35  ... ...  a 10.40  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
68 Boolburra  ...  a 8.50  ... ...  a 11.0  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
65 Duaringa 915 ... ... *11.30 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
72 Wallaroo ... ... a 9.25 ... ... a 12.0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
83 Bridgewater  ... ...  a 9.50  ... ...  a 12.50  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
58 Dingo  ... *10.5 ... ... 1.15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
92 Charleville Creek  ...  a 10.15  ... ,,,  a 1.35  ... ... ... ... ... ..•
... ... ... ... ... ... ...96 Stanley  ... ... ...  a 10.25 ...  ..,  a 1.53 ...
... 10.40 ...  ...  2'20 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...102 Walton ... ...
107 Bluff  ... ... ...  a 10.53  ... ...  a 2.46 ..  ... ... ... ... ...
110 Siding  . ... ...  a 11.0  ... ...  a 3.0 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
118 Blackwater  ... ...  11.20 .. . ... *3.40 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
125 Burngrove a 11.40 ... ... a 4.10  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
129 Tolmie's ... ... ... a 11.60 ... a 4.25 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
140 Comet  ... ... ...  12.20  ... ...  5.15 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
149 Yamala ... ... ... a 12.40  ... ..,  a 5.50  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
159 Winton ... ... ...  a 1.5 .., ... a 6.35 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
163 Siding  .. ...  a 1.14  ... ...  a 6.50  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
164 Spri ngsure Junction  ... 1.17 ... ... 6.55 ... ... ... ... ... .•
165 Emerald... ... arr. 1.20 .., ... TO ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Emerald dep . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  1.50 ... ... ... ...
164 . SpringsureJunction  ... ... ... ... ...  a 1.54  ... ... ...
178 Devitt  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.42  ... ... ...
186 Fernlees  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3.5 ... ... ... ...
194 Minerva  ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...  a 3.35 ...
199 Dilly ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... a 3.50  ... ... ... ...
206 SPRINGSURF ...  arr. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 .15 ... ... ... ...
165 Emerald  ...  dep. ... ... ... ... ... 1 .45 ... ... ...
169 Emerald Downs ... ... ... a 2.0 ...
179 Theresa  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2.29  ... ... ... ... ...
.. a 2.42  ... ... ...183 Pelican ... ... ...  ...  ... ...
186 e,  Gordon Downs ... ... ... .. ... ... ... a 2.61  ... ... ... ... ...
197 4 Capella ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3.25 ... ... ... ... ...
206
212
220
227
165
171
179
18:3
188
191
199
203
213
218
Retro Creek a 4.12Rero ..
...  a 412 ... ... ... ... ...Langton  ... ... ... ... ... ...  '35
LCLERMONT  ... arr. ... ... ... ... ... ... 5.0 ... ... ... ...
Emerald .. ... dep. 1.40 ... 610 ... ... ...
Range Downs  ... ... a 1.57 ...  a 6.55  ... ... ...
Saint Helens  ... ...  a 2.15  ... a 7.30 ... ...
Glondarriwill  ... ...  a 2.25  ..,  a 7.50  ... ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...  a 2.40  ..,  a 8.10 ...
Anakie  ... ... ... *2.50 ... 8.25 ... ...
Borilla  ... ... ...  a 3.5 ... a 910 ... ...
Withersileld  ... ...  a 3.15  ...  a 9.20  ... ... ...
Woodbine ... ... a 3.40 ... a 10.0 ... ... ...
Siding ... ... ... a 3.55 ... a 10.20 ... ... ...
227 Bogantungan  ...
I dep.I *4.25
... ll
... ... 12.30
235 Hannam 's Gap ... .5  ... ... ... 1.15
241 Drummond  ... ..  a 5.20 ...  ... ... ...  a 1.50
252 Pine Hill  .. ... ....  5.50 ... ... ... ... *2.45
255 Belyando  ... a 6.0 ... ... ... ... a 3.0
271 Alpha ... arr. 6 .35 ... ... ..den. 6.50 4.0
283 Siding  ...  a 7.20  ... ... ... ...  a 4.50 ...
290 Beta  ... ..  a 7.37  ... ... ... ...  a 5.15 ...
296 Main Range ... ...  a 7.55 ... ... ... a 5• ...
305 Jericho ... ... ... 8.15 ... ... ... ... 6.15 ...
319 Spring Vale .. .. a 8 .54 ... ... ... ... a 7.5 ...
326 Alice .. ... ..  9.5 ... ... ... ... 7.30 ...
331 Richmond  ... `  a 9.19  ... ... ... ...  a 7.55 ...
335 Siding  ... ..  a 9.30 ... ... .. . ...  a 8.10 ...
358 BARCALDINE arr. 10.25  ... ... ...  9.45 ...
* Trains meet here.
NOTE.- The Passenger Trains will only stop as  follows:-At all stations when required.
To pick  up and set down passengers for Stations  and Stopping  places  beyond Emerald ,  and on the 0i 'mont and Springsure Branches, both
Up and Down.
Accommodation  for passengers  will be provided on the Advertised Goods  Trains ,  but the Department will not guarantee to run these Trains as advertised.
Notice of altered  running  or stoppage of any Advertised Goods Trains will be obtainable at Stations.
Commissioner for  Railways' Office.
Brisbane,  23rd November, 1888.
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come into operation, and remain in force until further notice :-
DOWN TRAINS.
STATIONS.
RAYCALDINE ...  dep.
Siding  ... ... ...
Riehmond ... ...
Alice
Spring Vale
Jericho ... ... ...
Main Range ... ...
Beta  ... ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...
arr.Alpha ...
€ de p.
Belyando ... ...
Pine Hill... ... ...
Drummond ... ...
Hannam 's Gap ... ...
Bogantungan  ...
dep.Siding  ... ... ...
Woodbine ... ...
Withersileld ... ...
Bori ll s  ... ... ...
Anakie ... ... ...
Siding ... ...
Glendarriwill ... ...
Saint Helena ... ...
Range Downs ... ...
Emerald ... ...  arr.
CI EHMONT  ... dep.
Langton .. ...
Rebro Creek ...
Retro ... ...
Capella ...
Gordon Downs ...
W Pelican ... ...
Theresa ...
Emerald Downs ...
Emerald  ...  arr.
(SPRINGSURE dep.
MDilly  ...
v Mi nerva ... ...
M Fernlees
.
Pq Devitt .. ...Springsure  Junction
Emerald  ... arr.
Emerald  ...  dep.
Springsure  Junction ...
Siding ...
Winton ...
Yamala ...
Comet ...
Tolmie's ...
Burngrove
Blackwater
Siding ...Bluff  ...
Walton ... ... ...
Stanley ...
Charleville Creek ...
Dingo ... .. arr.dep.
Bridgewater ... ...
Wallaroo ... ...
Duaringa ... ...Boolburra ...
Mrbert's Creek ...
Tunnel  ... ... ...
Rocky ... ... ...
Goganjo ... ... ...
Oakey ... ...
Westwood arr.
€ dep.
Spring Creek ... ...
Byerley ... ... ...
Wycarbah
Bushley .. ... ...
Woodend ...
Warren  ... .. ...
Stanwell ... arr.
• €dep.
\' eerkoll  .. ... ...
Kabra (for Mt .  Morgan)
Malchi  ... ... ...
Langley ... ... ...
Gracemere ... ...
Yeppen ..
RROCKHAMPTON ...  arr.
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
5.0
a 6.0 ...
a 6.8 ... ...
6.20 ... ...
a 6.36 ... ...
7.15 ... ...
a 7.37 ... ...
a 7.54 ... ...
a 8.10 ... ..,
8.40 ... ...
9.0 ...
a 9.37 ... ...
9.45 ... ...
a  10-14 ... ...10-30  ...
*11.0 ,.. ,,,
a 11.26
a 11.43 ... ...
a 12.5 ... ...
a 12.15 ...
12.35 ...
a  12-44 ... ..,
a 12.55 ... ...
a 1.5 ... ...
a 1.25 ... ...1-40  ... ...
1.55 *6.0
1.68 6.5
a 2.1 a 6.10
a  2-10 a 6.20
a 2.30 a 6.55
2.50  7.20
a 3.15 a 8.0
a 3.25 a 8.12
*3.40 8.35
a 4.5 a 9.0
a 4.151 a 9.104-30  9.26
a 4.50 a  9-45
a 5.5 a  9-55
5.15
5.30 ,*10.5
a 5.45 a 10.26
a 6.10 a 11.26-30 1*I1.30
a 6.50 a 12.0
a 7.2 a 12.25
a 7.15  a  12-50
a 7.30 a 1.0 ...
a 7.45  a 1.30 ...
a 7.58 a 1.50 ...
*8-5
*8.10 I  2-0  *7.15
a 8.17 a 2.12 a 7.23
a 8.22 ,  a 2.17 a 7'28
a 8.251 a 2.22 a 7-30
a 8.35 a 2.35 a 7.39
a 8.38  a 2.401 a 7-42
a 8.42 a 2.46 a 7.45
*7.558-50 3-0
a  8-57 a 3.7
9.3 *3.15
a 9.9 1 a 3.23
a 9.12 a 3.26
9.15 3.30
a 9.221 a 3.47
9.30 1  4-0
Mixed.
Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
a.m. a.m. a.m.
8.0
a 9.30 ...
a 9.45 ...
10.5 ...
a  10-30 ...11-25
a 11.56 ...
a 12.20 ...
a  12-45 ...
1.30 ...
a 2.25 ...
*2.45 ...
,..... a  3-30
... 3.55
... *4.25
... 10.0
... ... a 10.22
... ... a 10.46
a 11.7
11.35
... a 12.14
a 12.25
... I a  12,35
.., a 1.9
... 1.20
Mixed.
Monday
and
Wedn'day.
a.m.
Mixed.
Daily.
11.10
a 11.29 ...
a 11.46 ...
12.10 ...
a 12.36 ...
a 1.21 ...
1.26 ...
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted
noon. p.m,
12.0
a 12.40
a 1.5
a 1.45
a 2.5
*2.50
a 3.0
a 3.15
a 3.30
a 4.0
4.20
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
p.m.
50••
a 5.10
a 5.16
a 5.20
a 5.36
a 5.40
a 6.46
8.0 ...
a 8.7 ...
8.15 ...
a 8.24
a 8.27
8.30  I  ...
a 8.451
8.50
---
*  Trains meet here.
1147
a 11.65
a 12.0
12.5
a 12.17
12.25
4.35 I 6.0
a 4.42 a  6-74-50  6.20
a 453 a 6.27
a 5 0 a 6.31
5.5  6-35
a 5.17 a 6.50
5.25  7-0
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required. Passengena
wishing to alight at Stopping places must tell the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of departure from Stopping places shown thus, "Yeppen a 6.7," are approximate  and mereli as a guide to intending passengers.
P. ClRNOW5
Commissioner for Railways.
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UP TRAI NS.
8.60
A 9.4
A 9.18
9.30
A 9.88
A 9.58
10'10
10.25
ft. a.m .  O.M. p.m.
7 ... TOWNsvuLB  ...  dep. 5.40 ... *1.65
5 4 Cluden  ...  A 6'50  ...  A 2.5
64 6 Stewart 's Creek ... A 6'0 ... A 2.15
7 Roseneath  ...  A 6.3 ... A 2.18
111 8 Powder  Magazine  ...  6.5 ... 2.20
11 Stanley  ... ...  A 6.13  ...  A 2.29
123 13 Antil plains
... ...  A 6.19  ...  A 2.34
117 16 Eliot  .. ... ...  A 6.26  ...  A 2.44
20 Mountam View  ...  A 6'36  ...  A 2.55
205 23 Woodstock ... 6.46 ... 3.5
204 27 Double Barrel  ...  A 6.57 ... A 3.17
30 Philp 's Siding  ...  A 7.5 ... A 3.25
243 35  Reid River ... 3:r. 720de 7.40 ... *3.40
41 Cardinggttoon  ... ...  A 7.65 ... A 3.55
49 Chisholm  's ... A 8.18 ... A 4.18
563 49 Haughton Valley  ... * 8.20 ... 4.20
948 64 Ravenswood June .  arr. 8 .46 ... 4-46
54 Ravenswood June. dep. .., ...
928 59  Grass Hut ... ... ...
898 67 Kirk  River .. ...1108. 72 Mount Wright  ... .. ...
817 78 RAVZNSWOOD  arr. ... ...
54
994 59
64
828 68
71
78
1004 82
86
89
94
102
1067 108
statious .  Mixed .  Goods .  Mixed. Mixed . Goods.
Ravenswood June. dep.
Fanning ... ...
Exley ... ...
Macrossan Bridge ...
Triangle ...
Plum  't'ree Flat ...
Charters Towers arr.dep.
Sandy Creek ...
Featherby ...
Southern Cross
Powlathanga...
Balfe's Creek...
115 Lamond
123 123-mile ...
1127 127 Homestead
131 Sensible Creek
136 Mundic Creek
A 1036
A 10.45
A 11.0
... A 11.23
... *11.40
noon.
... A 12.0
OPENING TO HUGHENDEN.-
T HE following Ame ded Time Table will  come into
t t
7-50
A 8.4
A 8'15
A 8'32
A  9-2
9.25
A  9-55
p.m.
*580 ...
A 5.40 ...
A 5.50 ...
A 5.54 ...
5.57 ...
... A 6.7 ...
... A 6.14 ...
... A 6.24 ...
... A 6.38 ...
... 6.48 ... ... ...
... A 7.2 ...
... A  7-12  ...
... 7'30 ...
... *7.45 ...
... A 8.5 ... ... ...
... A 8.37
...  8-40  ... ...
A 5'14 ...
A 5.42 ...
9.5 ...
5.0 ... ... ... ...
... A 6.59 ...
... 6'20
A 5.18  ...  A 9'39
*5.30 ... 9.65
A 5.4 ... A 9.26 ... ... ...
4.50 ... 9.6
A 5.38  ...  A 10.6  ... ... ...
A 5.58  ... A 10'28 ... ... ...
6.10 ... 10.45
...
p.m.
... A 12.23 A  10-29  ...
arr. *12 .36 *10.45
dep. 12.55 *11.20 ...
... A 1.6 A 11.34 ...
... A 1.20 A 11.52 ...
p.m.
141 Cape River  ... ...  A 1.35 A 12.10 ...
1318 148 Pentland err.  1.65 12.36 ...dep. 2.5 12.40 ...
160 S rings ... ... A 2.11 A 12.48 ...
159 Warrigal  .. ...  A 2.38 A 1.28 ...
163 163-mile Siding  ...  A 2.50 A 1.49 ...
1817 169  Burrs . ... ...  A 3.7 A 2.15 ...
174 174 -mile A 3.22 A 2.35 ...
... ...
1528 180 Torrens Creek 3 dearr.
13*40
p. 3.50
3-0
... ... ... ... ...
189 189-mile Camp  ...  A 4.15
195 Coalbrook  ... ...  A 4.31 ... ...
1423 201 201-mile  ... A 4.47 ... .., ...
... ... ...1413 208 Prairie  ... ...  5.6 ...
1169 222 Jardine Valley  ...  A 5.45 ... ...
1071 236 HU GHBNDBN ...  arr. 6.25 ... ...
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guards.
The times shown thus (A 5'50) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th October, 1887.
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PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
operation on and after the  27th October, 1887.
stations.
HUGHENDEN  ... dep.
Jardine Valley ...
Prairie  ... ... ...
201-mile
Coalbrook
189-mile Camp ...
Torre-no Creek ... arr.
174-mile dep.
Burro ... ...
163-mile Siding
Warrigal ... ...
Springs ... ... ...
atePentland ... fdep.
Cape River ... ...
Mundic Creek ... ...
Sensible Creek... ...
Homestead ...
arr. 10-35
dep.  *10.45
123-mile ... ... A 10-57
Lamond ... A 11-20 ...
Balfe's Creek  ... ... * 11.40 ...
Powlathanga ... ... A 11.57 ...
p.m.
Southern Cross ... A 12.20 ...
Featherby ... ... A 12.35 ...
Sandy Creek .. ... A 12-44 ...
12-55Charters  Towers arr. 11.15
Plum Tree Flat ... A 1.27 ...
Triangle  ... A 1.47 ...
Macrossan  Bridge ... 1.55 ...
Exley ... ... ... A 2.7 ...
Fanning  .. ...  A 2.21 ...
Ravenswood  June.  arr. 2.35 ...
RAVENSWOOD depart  ...  6-20
Mount Wright ... ... A 6-41
Kirk River  ... ... ...  A 6.58
Grass Hut  ... ... A 7.26
Ravenswood Juno .  arr. ... 7.40
Ravenswood  June. dep. 2.40 ...
Hougghton Valley ...  310 ...
Chish olm's  ... ...  A 3.2 ...
Cardington ... ... A 3.25 ...
Reid River  ... ... * 3.40 ...
Philp's Siding ... ...  A 3.55 ...
Double  Barrel ... ...  A 4.3 ...
Woodstock  ... ...  4-15 ...
Mountain View ... A 4.24 ...
Eliot .. ... ... A 4-34 ...
Antil  Plains  ... ... A 4-41 ...
Stanley... ... A 4.47 ...
Powder  Magazine  ...  4.55 ...
Roseneath  ... ... A 4.57 ...
Stewart's  Creek ... A  5-0  ...
Cluden ... ... .. A 5'10 ...
TOWNSVILLE arrive x5.20 ...
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Goods.
a.m. a.m.
5.0 ...
A 5.40 ...
6.15 ...
A 6*34 ...
A 6.49 ...
A 7.5 ...
7.30 ...
7.50 ...
A 8.8 ...
A 8.23 ...
A 8.40 ...
A 8.52 ...
A 9.19 ...
9.25 ...
9.35 ...
A 9.55 ...
A 10.1 ...
A 10.24 ...
a.m. a.m.
.
... 8.0.
... A 8.22 ...
... A 8.40 ...
... A  9-3  ...
... A 9.20 ...
... A  9-54  ...
... 10.0 ...
10.5 ...
... A  10-30  ...
... A 10.48 ...
... A 11.4 ...
... *11.20 ...
P.M.
*12.35 ...
... A 12.55 ...
... A 1.23 ...
... 1.50
... A 2.9 ...
... A 2.37 ...
... A 2.53 ...
A 3-8 ...
3.20 ...
6.20  4-30  ...
A 61 2  A  4-50  ...
A  6-52  A 5.15 ...
7-0 x5.30 ...
A 7.12 A  5-48
A 7.26 A 6.4 ...
7.40 6.20 ...
8.0 6.35 ...
•8.20 6.55 ...
A 8.22 A  6-59
A  8-45  A  7-27  ...
*9.0 *7.45 ...
A 9-15  A 8.5 ...
A  9-23  A 8.16 ...
9.35  8-30  ...
A 9.45 A 8.40 ...
A 9.56 A 8.54 ...
A 10.5 A 9.4
A  10-11  A 9.11
10.20 9.20
A  10-22  A 9.22
A 10.25. A 9.25
A 10.35 A 9.35
10-45 9-45
DOWN TRAINS.
*  Trains meet here.
t  These trains will  have a carriage attached for the convenience  of passengers travelling at their own risk.
F. CIIRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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TIME TABLE-FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON and after FRIDAY, 25th January, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Milesfrom
Brisbane.
stations.
24 IpswIcH dep.
25 Little Ipswich ...
26 Churchi ll  ... ...
29 Yahmahato . ...
30 Hampstead  Siding ...
32 Purge ... ...
34 Goolman ... ...
34 Hillside ... ...
35 Rocktoii
37 Peak  Crossing ...
38 Flinders ...
40 Churchbank ... ...
42 Harrisville  ...  arr.
44 Wilson's Plains ...
46 Radford ... ...
47 Munbilla ...
51 Blantyre
54 Teviotville ... ...
66 Hoya ... ...
58 Boonah
59 DIIGANDAN ...  arr.
t Goods.
Mo., Wed ., t  Goods.
and Fri.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed .  Stations .  Mixed.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
10.15 11.30 5.35
... 11.37 5.41
s D 11.42 D 5.46
B D 11.53 D 5.56
B D12•2 D 6.3
B 10.45 A 12.14 A 6.13
s D 12.24 D 6.21
B D 12.29 D 6.25
s D 12.35 D 6.30
B 11.5 12.43 6.35
B A 12.49 A 6.40
B D 12.59 D 6.48
11.30 1.15 7.5
A 11.50
-
A 7.20
A 12.10 ... A 7.35
A 12.25 ... A 7,51
A 12.40 ... A 8.7
A 12.55 ... A 8.20
D 1.5 ... D 8.30
1.15 ... 8.35
t Goods.
t Goods. Mo., Wed.,,
and Fri.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
DUGANDAN  ... dep. 6.0 ... 2.0
Boonah ... ... D 6.5 ... D 2.5
Hoya ... ... A 6.14 ... A 2.20
Teviotville ... ... A 6.25 ... A 2.35
Blantyre ... ... A 6.41 ... A 2.55
Munbilla ... ... A 6.57 ... A 3.15
Radford ... ... D ... D
Wilson's Plains ... A 7.12 . . . A 3.35
Harrisville ... dep. 7'25 3.0 4.0
Churchbank ... ... D 7.40 D 3.16 D 4.15
Flinders ... ... A 7.50 A 3.26 A 4.25
Peak Crossing ... 7.55 3.32 4.30
Rockton ... ... D 8.0 I D 3.40 B 4.34
Hillside .. D 8.5 D 3.46 B 4.38
Goolman ... ... D 8.10 D 3.54  E  4.42
Purge ... A 8.18 A 4.4 B 4.50
Hampstead Siding ... D 8.27 D 4.16 B 4.58
Yahmahato ... ... D  8-32 D 4.22 B 5.4
Churchill  ...  ... D 8.42 D 4.34 B 5.14
Little Ipswich ... 8.49 4.39 5.19
Ipswicu ... arr. 8.55 4.45 5.25
(A) Train  stops by signal to take on  passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) The 10.15 a.m. train from Ipswich will stop to pick up traffic for stations beyond Harrisville only.
(D) Train stops  to pick  up passengers  on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
($) Train stops to set down  passengers  if required, who should give due notice to the Guard.
(t)  Carriage  to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance  of passengers  at their own risk.
F. CUR NOW,
Brisbane , 17th January,  1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
HIGHFIELDS  BRANCH.
ON and after  FRIDAY,  25th January ,  1889, the following Time Table will  come into operation,until further notice :-
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
UP TRAINS.
Mixed.
DOWN TRAINS.
,X stations .  stations.
TOOwooMBA depart
102 Whichello' s Siding ...
103 Cranley ... ...
L04 Wetalla ...
106 Pengarry Junction ...
106 Birnam ...
108 Cawdor ...
109 Shirley ...
110 Woolmer ...
111 Dunsinane ...
112 Meringandan ...
112 111 m. 75 ch.  Gate ...
113 Klienton
117 Cabarlah ...
120 Geham ...
122 Mount Pleasant
125 Taylor ... ...
127 Hampton ...
131 PeeehT ... ...
135 CBow s NEST arrive
p.m.
3.0
D
A 3.8
A 3.17
A 3.20
3.25
3.35
A
A
3.52
4.0
A
A
4.35
4.50
A
5.15
5.25
5.50
6.15
Mixed.
a.m.
... Caow's NEST depart 7.0 ...
... Peechy ... ... 7.25 ...
Hampton ... 7.50 ...
... Taylor ... ...  8.0 ...
... Mount Pleasant ... A ...
... Geham ... 8.25 ...
... Cabarlah ... 8.40 ...
... Klienton A ...
111 m. 75 ch. Gate ... A ...
... Meringandan  ... ... 9.15 ...
... Dunsinane ... ... 9.23 ...
... Woolmer ... ... A ...
... Shirley ... A ...
... Cawdor ... ... 9.40 ...
Birnam. .. ... 9.50 ...
... Pengarry Junction ... A 9.55 ...
... Wetalla ... ... A 9.57 ...
... Cranley ... ... A 10.5 ...
... Whichello's Siding ... D
... TooWOOMBA arrive 10.20 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on  passengers , and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight s!iould give due notice to Guard.
(D) Trains stop to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 17th  January,  1889. Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
CN and after MONDAY, 3rd December, 1888, the following Time Table for the Maryborough Railway and  Branches ,  will come  into  operation until further notice :-
m
A
2
2
8
9
15
17
18
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
MARYBOROUGH  ...  dep.
Croydon Junction ...
Croydon Junction dep.
Aldershot
Colton ..,
Torbanlea
Burrum ...
Howard
t
Mixed .
 Coal. Mixed .  Passenger
A.M. A.M.
 A.M. A.M.
6'0 6.30 7.0 7.40
A 6.8 ... ... A 7'45
A 6.36 A 7.6
... A 6.48 A 7.18
.. A 6 57 A 7.27
arr. .., 7.16
dep. ... 7 .55 A 7.46
.. ... ... A 8.1 A 751
arr, ... 8.5
{dep, ...
 -  7.55
19 Steley Street Crossing... ... 7.58
29 Isis Junction ..•€dep. ,., 8.26
35 Gregory ... ...
 ...  ...  8.52
46 Elliott ... ... ... ... ... 9.21
50 Clayton  ... ... ... ... ...  A 9'33
52
51
Racecourse ... ... ... .., A 9.39
SOUTH BUNDABEIG
29 Isis Junction ..,
34 Abingdon ...
37 Horton ... ...
41 CHILIIE RS ...
arr.
dep.
arr.
3 Sunbury ... dep. A 6.11
5 Oakhurst •.. ... A 6.19
9 Yengarie .•. ...  6.33
10 Graham's Creek ... A 6.38
12 Mungar  ... ... ...  A 6.46
15 Antigua ... ... ...  6.58
17 Owanyilla ... ... A 7.6
20 Blackmount ..• .., A 7.18
22 Tiaro  ... ... ... 7'28
23 Kooringa  .•. ... A 7.30
26 Bopple  ... ... ... A 7.43
3o Gundiah
32
38
39
I arr.dep. 8.6
Gootchie. .. ... ... A 8.14
Kanyan ... ... ... A 8.36
Kilkivan Junction arr. 8.40
39 Kilkivan Junction dep. 8.65
42 Dickabram .•. ... A 9.8
43 Miva  ... ... ...  &  9.13
48 Brooyar ... ... ... A 9.35
52 Boowogum ..• A 9.50
54 Woolooga ... ... 10.0
58 Oakview ... ... A 10.20
64 Tansey ... ... ... A 10.46
66 KILKIVAN ...  arr. 10'50
40 Thompson ' s Flat dep.
43 Gunalda ... ... ...
46
49
61
54Be
61
Kadina ... ...
Curra  •.. ...
Harvey 's Siding ...
Coorella  ... ... ...
Tamaree  ... ... ...
GYMPIE ... ...  arr.
t
(A)
9.45
Coal. Goods.
 Mixed.
 Mixed.  Mixed.
 Mixed.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
11.30
 12'40 3.15
... A 12.50 ...
A 11.36
 ...
 A 3.24
A 11.48 ... A 3.36
A 11.57 ...
 A 3.45
12'15 .
12.55 .. A 4.3
A 1.1 ... A 4.9
15 ... 4.13
A 7'48 ... A 12$5
A 7'54 ... A 1.4
8.6 ... 1.21
A 8.9 ... A 1.26
A 8.15 ... A 1.36
8.24 ... 1'51
A 8.30 ... A 2.0
A 8.39 ... A 2.15
8.46 ... 2.25
A 8.49 ... A 2.30
A 8.58 ... A 2.45
9.10 •.,
9.25 ... 3.5
A 9.31 ,., A 3'15
A 9.50 ... A 3.45
9.54 ... 3.50
10.0 ... 3.65
.., A 10.3 ... A 3.59
.. 10.15 4.11
.., A 10.25 ...
 A 4.25
... 10'36 ...
 4'48
... A 10.43 ... A 4.56
... A 10.53 ... A 5.10
A 11'0 ... A 5.20
... 11.20 ... 6.40
P.Y. P.M. P.M.
4.0 4.26 5.30
A 4'8 .., ...
A 4.12
A 4.20
4.36
A 4.40
A 4'48
5.0
A 5.8
A 5.20
5.28
A 5.32
A 5.44
6.0
6.15
A 6.22
A 6'45
6.48
6'54
CHILDERS ... depart ... ... ... ... 7.20
Horton ... ... ... .. ... ... ... A 7.32
Abingdon . ... . ... ... ... ... A 7.44
Isis Junction ... arrive ... .., ... ... 8.5
SOUTH BUNDABEBG  dep. 7'5 ... ... ... ... ... ... 4.40
Racecourse ... ... ..• A 7.11 ... ... ... A 4'45
Clayton ... ... ... ... A 7.17 ... ,.. A 41 0
Ell iott ... ... .. ... 7'30 ... ... ... ... ... ... 610
... Gre gory ... . ... 8 0 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6.27 ...
Isis Junction jarrive  ... 8.15 ... ... ... ... ... 5.43 ...
... l depart
 ...  8.25 ... ... 8.40 ... ... 5.53 ...
Steley Street Crossing  ... ... 8.55 ... ... 9.12 ... ... ... 8'21 ...
... ... '.• Howard ,,, arrive ... ... ... ...
 9.16
depart 8.20 8.58 ... ... 9.55 14  4.50  ...  6.25
A 8.57 ... Burrum ..,
•
. A 8.27 A 9.1 ... ... A 9.58 A 149 A 4.53 ... A 6.29
7.8
... Torbanlea arrive ... ... ... 10.4 ... 4.59A 7'17 .., "' € depart A 8.30 A 9.8 ...
 ...  10.43 A 1.56 519  ... A 6.38 ,,.
A 7.29 ... ... Colton ... ... ... A 8.48 A 9.28 ... ... A 11'1 A 2.15 5.57 ... A 8.65 .,,
A 7'36 ... ... Aldershot ... ... ... A 8.57 A 9.35 ... ... A 11.10 A 2.25 A 6.15 ... A 7.5 ...
A 7.48 ... ... Croydon Junction .,, A 9.9 A 9.47 ... ... A 11.22 A 2.38 A 6.27 ... A 7-17 ...
A 7.56 ... ... -.-
8.15 ... MAaxaoaonoH ... arrive
 9'15 9'55 10.23
. ,
11.10 11.30 2'45 833
 7 0 7-26 8'1
Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station.
The Train leaving Maryborough at 12.40 p.m. on Thursdays carries explosives. Passengers cannot travel by that Train on that day.
The times shown thus (A 6'8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely intended as a guide to passengers.
A 4.32 A 5.36
A 4.44 A 5.48
A 4.53 5.57
A 5.11 A 8.15
A 5.17 A 6.21
5'20 6.25
5'23 6.29
5.53 6.65
.., 7.5
,,. 7.22
... 7'50
A 8.0
A 8.5
... 8.10
63
A 6'21 ...
A 6'32 ...
6.45 ...
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed. Timbe r  Passenger Mixed. Mixed.
 Coal. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
and Goods.
A,M, A.M. A.M. A.M . A.M. P.M .
 P.M. P.M .  P.Y. P.M.
GYMPIE ... ...depart .., ... 5.40 7
.35 ... ... ... ... ... 4.0
Tamaree ... ... ... ... ... A 6.0 A 7.50 ... ... ... ... ... A 4.20
Coore lla ... ... ... ... A 6.8 A 7.56 ... ... .. ... ... A 4.28
Harvey's Siding ... ... ... ... A 6.20 A 8.5 ... ... ... A 4.40
Curra A 6.29 A 8.11 ,•,
 ... ... ...  4.98
Kadina ... ... ... ... ... A 6.44 A 8.20 ... ... ... ... ... A 4.59
Gunalda .. ... ... ... 8.66 8.31 ... ... ... ... ... 5110
Thompson 's Flat ... ... ... ...
 A 7.8 A 8.40 ... ... ... ... ... A 5.21
KILKIVAN ... ...depart ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.46
Tansey ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 1.50
Oakview ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 A 2.16
Woolooga ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 2.351
Boowogum ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 A 2.45
Brooyar ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 3.2
Miva  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 3.33
Dickabram... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 3.39
Kilkivan Junction arrive .•, ... 7'12 8.44 ... ... ... 3.45
Kilkivan
 Junction depart  .•. ... 7.22 8.50 ... ... 4.0
Kanyan
 ... ... ... ... ... A 7.26 A 8.53 ... ... ... A 4.4
Gootchie ... ... ... ... ... A 7.54 A 9.11 ... ... ... A 4.30
Gundiah ... depart ... 8.6 9-32 ... ... ... 4.46
Bopple ... ... ... ... A 8.24 A 9.44 ... ... ... A 5-3
Kooringa ... A 8'39 A 9.56 A 617
Tiaro .. ... ... ... ... 8.46 10.0 .,, ... ... 5.28
Blackmount ... ... ... A 8.54
 A.  1043  ... ... A 5.361
Owanyilla .. A 9.7 A 10.16 ... ... ... A 6.48
5.25
5.30
A 5.34
A 6.57
6.4
6.19
A 6.31
A 6.436-47
A 6.55
A. 77
Antigua ... ... ... ... .•.
 9116 10.22 ... ... ...
 5.58 ... 7.15
... Mungar ... ... ... ... A 9.30 A 10.31 ... ... ... A 6.8 A 7.27
... Graham's Creek ... ... .,.
 .. A 9.39 A 10.37 ...
 ... ... A 8.18 ... A 7.35Yengarie ... ... ... ... ... 9.44 10.40 ... ... ... 6.20 ... 7.39
... Oakhurst ... ... ... ... ... A 10.0 A 10'52 ... A 6.36 ... A 7.55
... Sunbury ... ... ... ... A 10'9 A 10.68 ... ... ... A 6.45 ... A 8.3
... Croydon Junction ... ... ... A 10.13 A 11.2 ... ... ... A 6.50 ... A 81
Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane, 15th November, 1888. F. CURNOW , Commissioner for Railways.
MACKAY RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THE following
 Time Table  will come into
 operation  on MONDAY, 6th February,  1888,  and continue in fora until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
stations,
2
4
56
7
8
9
11
14
15
MACKAY ...
Show Grounds
Racecourse
Lagoons ...
Te
 Kowai
Alexandra
Palms ...
Walkerston
Pleystowe...
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
 Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Mon., Tues., Tues.,
Mon. Mon .  Wed. Tues .,  sat. sat .  sat. Wed .,  Wed., Tues.
only. only .  and Fri .  Thurs., only. only .  only. Thurs .,  Thurs., and
and
 Sat.
 and  M. and Fri .  Thurs.
a.m.
... depart 6.0
... ... A 6.6
... ... A 6.12
A 6.15
Wollingford ..
Newbury Junction
15 Newbury Junction depart
17 Ripple ... ... ...
18 Vince ...
21 Victoria , ..
22 Draper's ...
23 ETON ... ..,  arrive
A6-18
A 6.23
A 6.26
6.30
A 6.36
A 6.44
6.50
a.m. a.m. A.M.P.M.
1.45
A 1.51
A 1.57
P.M. P.M. P.m.P.M.
... ... 4.0
P.M.
... A 4.6
... A 4.12 ...
... A 4'15 ..,
16 Newbury Junction depart ...
16 Dingle
 ... ... ... ...
18 Marian
 ... ... ... ...
19 Boldon ... ... ... ...
20 Otterburn
23 MI $AN I ... ... arrive
6.50 7'55
A 6.56 A 8.1
A 7.0 A 8'5
A 7'10 A 8.15
A 7'16 A 8.21
7'20 8.25
... ... 8.4
... ... A 8.8
... ... A 8.12
... ... A 8.16
... ... A 8.21
... ... 8.30
2.35
A 2.39
A 2.43
A 2'49
A 2'52
3.0
6.0
A6.4
A6'8
A 6.14
A6171
6'26
stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. M ixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Wed. Tues .,  Tues .,
 Daily. sat .  Tues. sat. sat.
and Fri .  Thurs .,  Wed., Thurs .,  only, and only. only.
and sat .  and Fri .  and  Sat.  Thurs.
a.m. a.m. A.M. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 8135 ... 3.5 ... ... ...
A8.44 ... A3.14 ... ... ... ... ...
A 8.47 ... A 3.17 ... ... ... ... ...
... A 8.53
 ...  A 3'23  ... ... ... ... ...
... A 8.57 ... A 3.27' ... ... ... ... ...
a.m.
MIRANI
 ... .,.  depart 7'30
Otterburn ... ... A 7'39
Boldon ... ... ... A 7'42
Marian  ... ... ... A 7.48
Dingle  ... ... ... A 7'52
Newbury Junction arrive 7.55
ETON
 ... ...  depart
Draper' s ... ... ...
Victoria ... ... ...
Pine ... ... ...
Ripple ...
Newbury Junction arrive
NewburyJunction depart
Wollingford ...
Pleystowe ... ... ...
Walkerston ...
Palms
 ... ... ...
Alexandra ... ...
Te Kowai ... ...
Lagoons
 ... ... ...
Racecourse ... ...
Show Grounds ... ...
MACKAY
 ... ...  arrive
... 9'0 ... 3'30 ... ...
7.35 8.30
... A 7.39 A 8.34
... A7'45 A8.40
... A 7'55 A 8.50
... A 7.59 A 8.54
8.4 8.59
... 6.30 6'0 ... ...
... ... A 5'34 A 6.4 ... ... ...
... ... A 5'40 A 6'10 ... ... ..
... ... A 5'50 A 6.20 ...
... ... A 5.54 A 6.24 ... ... ...
... ... 5'59 6.29 ... ... ...
... ... ... 9.0
... ... ... A 9.6 ...
... ... ... A 9.14 ...
... ... ... 9.20 ...
... ... ... A 9.24 ...
... ... A 9'27 ...
... ... ... ... A9'32 ...
... ... ... A 9 35 ...
A 9.38 ...
... ... ... A 9.44 ...
... ... 950
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
... A 2'0
... A 2.3
... A 2'8
... A 2.11
2.15
A 2.21
... A 2.29
... 2.36
... A 4.18 ... ...
... A 4'23 ... ...
... A 4.26 ...
... 4'30
... A 4.36 ... ...
... A 4'44 ... ...
.. ... 4.50 ... ...
.. ... 3.30
... ... A 3.36
... ... A 3'40
A 3.50
... ... A 3.56
... ... 4'0
4.52
A 4.58 ...
A 5.2 ...
A 5'12 ...
A 5'18 ...
5.22 ...
... 6.30 ...
... A 6'36 ...
... A 6.44 ...
... 6.50 ...
... A 6.54 ...
... A 6.57 ...
A 72 ...
... A 7.5 ...
...
... A 7'8 ...
... A 7'14 ... ...
7'20 ... ...
The times shown thus
 (A 6.6) at  platforms and sidings are the app ro ximate times only.
F. CU1LNOW,
Commissioner  for Itailwa  s' Office ,  Commissioner for Railways.
Brisbane : 28th January, 1888.
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BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON and after MONDAY, the 11th June,  1888 ,  the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry  Railway will come into operation and remain in force until further  notice:-
'UP TRAINS.
Miles
3
5
]D12
16
20
23
28
30
36
41
44
56
58
63
64
66
stations.
BUNDABERG depart
Oakwood ... ...
Sharon .. ...
Gibson's Siding ...
Bingera ...
Goondoon ...
Bolan .... ...
Maroondan
Gin Gin .. ...
Watawa arrivedepart
Stockyard Creek ...
Moolboolaman
Gi ll en's Siding
Boolboonda ...
Wonbah ...
Wolea ...
Drummer ' s Creek .
MOUNT PERRY arrive
Mixed .  Mixed.
S.M.
8.0
D
A
D
8.45
D
9'20
A
*10.5
10.10
10.15
11.0
A
A
A
A
A
12.40
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed .  Goods & Timber.
p.m, am. p.m.
3.30 MOUNT PERRY dep .  7.30 2.20
D Drummer's Creek A A
3.45 Wolca ... A A
D Wonbah ... ... A A
4.5 Boolboonda ... ... A A
D Gillen's Siding ... A A
4.30 Moolboolaman  ...  9110 4.0
A Stockyard Creek .. D D
*4.55 Watawa f arrive 9.60 4.405.0 . depart 9.56  4.45
5.5 Gin Gin ... ... *10.6 *4.55
D Maroondan  ... ...  A A
5.50 Kolan... ... ... 10.30 5.35
a Goondoon  ... ...  D D
A Bingera 10.55 6.5
A Gibson 's Siding D A
A Sharon  ... ...  A A
A Oakwood  ... ...  D D
7.30 BUNDABERG arrive 11.30 6.50
* Trains meet here.
NOTE.--(A)  Trains stop by signal to take on passengers,  and will  set them down where required.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice  to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due uotice  to Guard .  No person except intending passengers  should  go on these platforms.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.THE following Time Table will come into operation  on MONDAY,  the 8th October,  1888, and willcontinue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
stations . Mon., Wed.,Cooktown .  and gat. only.
a.m.
... CooxTOwN  .  depart 9.0
4 Asmus  ...  '. ... A 9.12
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations. Mon., Wed.,and sat. only
p.m.
... LAURA ... ...  depart 2.0 ...
... Deighton ... ... ...  A 2.25 ...
5 Marton  ... ... ... A 9.15 ...
6 Police Camp ... ... A 9.32
9 Jansen  ... ... ... A 9.40
12 Flaggy  ... ... ...  A 9.54
14 Wilton ... ... ... A 10.5
17 Coolah ... ... ...  A 10.19
25 Alderbury... ... ... A 10.61
29 Normanby ... ... ... A 11.11
31 Palmer Road  ... A 11.18
46 Welcome  ... ... ... A 11.58
51 Sandown  ... ... ... A 12.15
59 Deighton  ... ... A 12.35
67 LAUaA ... ...  arrive 1.0
Sandown  ... ... ...  A 2.45 ...
Welcome  ... ...  A 8.2 ...
Palmer Road  ... ...  A 3.42 ...
Normanby ... ... ...  A , 3.49 ...
Alderbury ... ... A 4.1 ...
... Coolah ... ... ... A 4.41 ...
... Wilton ... ... ... A 4.50 ...
... Flaggy ... ... ... A 5.1 ...
... Jansen  ... ... ...  A 5.15 ...
... Police Camp  ... ...  A 5.28 ...
... Marton  ... ... ...  A 5.30 ...
... Asmus ... ... ... A 5.48 ...
... CooxTOwrt ... arrive 6.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers or Goods, and will  set them down when required.  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus  (A 9.12)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Brisbane ,  4th October, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
`.l
ON and after SUNDAY, 7th  October, 1888 ,  the fo ll owing Time Table will  come into operation on the
Central Railway until further notice :-
s
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRAINS.
Mileage . stations. Passenger . Passenger . stations. Passenger . Passenger.
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
RocxnAMPTON ... dep. 7.30 310 KABRA ... ... dep. 8.30 610
6 Gracemere ... ... 7.48 3.18 Gracemere  ... ... 8.42 5.12
10 KABBA  ... ... arr. 8.0 3.30 ROCRHAMPTON ... arr. 9.0 6.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways'  Office, Commissioner for Railways
Brisbane, 6th October, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND NORTHERN RAILWAY.
AMENDED TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
0 N and  after  SUNDAY, 19th August, 1888,  the following  Amended  Time Table will come into  opera-tion on the Northern Railway until further notice :-
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Sunday,
26th August ,  and
every alternate
Sunday.
Sunday,
19th August, and
every alternate
Sunday.
Stations.
Sunday,
26th August ,  and
every alternate
Sunday.
Sunday, .
19th August, and
every alternate
Sunday.
P.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
CHARTERS TowERs dep. 1.30 6.0 TowxsvlLLE ... dep. 6.0
Plum -tree Flat ... ... A 1.43 A 6'10 Cluden ... ... A 6'10
Seliheim ... A 2.4 A 6.28 Stewart 's Creek ... A 6'15
Burdekin Tanks ... A 2'10 ... Roseneath ... A 6'18
Macrossan Bridge 2.15 6-35 Powder  Magazine ...  ... 6.22
Exley ... ... A 6.47 Stanley ... ... ...  ... A 6'30
Fannin A 7.1 Antil Plains A 6'34g ... ...
7.15
...
Eliot ... A 6.41Ravenswood June. dep. ... 7'30 ...  ...Mountain View ... A 6.51
Haughton Valley 7.50 Woodstock ... ... 7.0
Chisholm's A 7'52 Double  Barrel A 7'11...
Cardington ... ... A 8.12
...
Philp' s Siding ... A  7-18
arr. arr.  ... 7'30Reid River ... dep. ... 8'27 Reid River ... dep. 7-D
Philp 's Siding ... ... A 8.40 Cardington ... A 7.55
Double  Barrel ... ... A 8.49 Chisholm's .. .., A 8.18
Woodstock ... 9'0 Haughton Valley ... 8.20
Mountain  View ... ... A 9.7 Ravenswood Jun arr.  ... 8'40Eliot ... A 9.17 . dep.  ... 8.45
Antil  Plains ... A 9.25 Fanning ... ... ,.. A 8'59
Stanley ... ... ... A 9.31 Exley .. A 9.13
Powder  Magazine ... ... 9'40 Macrossan Bridge ...  5.0 9.25
Roseneath ... A 9.43 Burdekin Tanks ...  A 5.4 ..
Stewart's Creek ... ... ... A 9.46 Sellheim ... ... A 5'11 A 9'33
Cluden ... ... ... ... A 9'50 Plum-tree Flat ... ... A 5.32 A 9.53
TowNsvIn n is ... arr. ... 10'0 CHARTERS Towzns arr. 5.45 10.5
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
The times shown thus  (A 1.43)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th  August, 1888.
DOWN TRAINS.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON and after SATURDAY, 20th October, 1888, the following Time Table for the Cairns Railway will
come into operation and remain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
a
mi
Stations.
.. CAIRNS .
3 Edge Hill
5 Stratford ...
6 Lily Bank
7 Richmond
dep.
8 Redlynch S arr.Z dep.
9 KAMERUNG}A arr.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Tu., Wed .,  Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri .,  Stations .  Th., Fri.,
Mondays and  Daily. Mondays and Daily.
only .  W. only. only. Sat. only.
a.m.
6.30
D 6'41
D 6'48
D 6'52
D 6.56
7'0
7.10
7.17
a.m. p.m.
7.45 5'0
D 7.56 D 5.11
D 8.3 D 5.18
D 8'7 D 5.22
D 8.11 D 5.26
8.15 5.30
8.25 5.40
8.32 5.47
a.m.
KAMERUNGA dep. 7.40
Redlynch
Richmond
Lily Bank
Stratford ...
Edge'Hill ...
CAIRNS ...
arr. 7.47
dep.  7.55
... D 7.59
arr.
D 8.3
a.m.
8.55
9.2
9.10
D 9.14
D 9.18
p.m.
6'10
6.17
6'25
D 6-29
D 6.33
D 8.7 D 9.22 D 6.37
D 8.14j D 9'29 D 6'44
8.25 19.40 6.55
D Trains stop when required. Time of departure is approximate only.
NoT$. Passenger  Fares  between Cairns and Kamerunga,  2s. 6d . 1st class, single ; is. 10d. 2nd class , single.
Freight  on General  Goods, 15s. per ton.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th October, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BBU, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty-third
day of January, 1889.
PEESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
WHEREAS by  "The Divisional Boards Act
1' of  1887 " it is amongst other things enacted
that when a Division is divided into two or more
Divisions, or a portion is severed from one Division
and included in another ,  or a portion of a Munici-
pality is severed and included in a Division, or a
Municipality is dissolved and included in a Division,
and in every other  case  in which it may ,  in conse-
quence of the alteration of the boundaries of
Divisions ,  be necessary so to do, the Governor in
Council may ,  by Order in Council ,  declare and
apportion the assets and liabilities of the respective
Local Authorities between them :
And whereas by an Order in Council published
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of the
fifteenth day of September, 1888, a portion of
the Division of Tinaroo was constituted a Muni-
cipality under the name of the Borough of
Herberton ; and it has consequently become
necessary to declare and apportion the assets and
liabilities of the said Division of Tinaroo and
Borough of Herberton between them : And
whereas the basis of such apportionment has
been agreed upon between the said Division and
Borough, and a scheme of apportionment of the said
assets and liabilities has been made out in accor-
dance with such agreement, to the effect hereinafter
ordered and set forth :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
assets and liabilities of the said Division and
Borough shall be apportioned in the manner follow-
ing, that is to say,-
1. The Tinaroo Divisional Board shall pay to
he Borough Council of Herberton the sum of
£16113s. 8 ?. in adjustment of the general account.
[No. 33.
2. The Instalments  due to the  Treasury on
existing Loans to the Tinaroo Divisional Board
shall  be deducted from the endowment accruing to
the Board  on the  rates for 1888.
3. The  Balance of No .  1 Loan (£1,800) sha ll
remain at  the debit  of the Tinaroo Divisional
Board, the  Borough  Council refunding to i the
Board its share of interest and redemption each
year as it becomes due (£12414s. 9d.).
4. The  Balance  of No.  2 Loan  (£1,000),  for the
Erection of a Ha ll, &c., shall remain at the debit
of the Board  pending future arrangements as to
which Local Authority  shall take over the building.
6. The Balance of No. 3 Loan  (£ 1,000) wi ll  be
liquidated when the instalment due on the 31st
December last has been retained from the endow-
ment on the rates for 1888.
And the Honourable the Colonial Treasurer is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the Council.
SHIRE OF SOUTHPORT.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane, the sixth
day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.
W
HEREAS by  an Act passed in the  forty.
second year of Her Majesty's reign ,  intituled
"An  et to Consolidate and Amend the Laws rela-
ting to Municipal Institutions and to provide more
effectually  for Local  Government ,"  it is amongst
other things enacted that, subject to the pro-
visions of the said Act ,  the Governor in Council
may from time to time ,  by Order in Council,
constitute a Municipality : And whereas a Petition,
signf d by a number of the inhabitant householders
of the Division of Southport ,  was presented to His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
praying that a portion of the said Division might
be constituted  a Municipality  under the provisions
of the said  Act:  And whereas the said Petition
was duly published in the manner required by
law : And whereas no counter petition signed by
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a larger number of persons qualified to sign a like
petition than have signed the said Petition has been
received within the prescribed period of three
months from the date of the publication of the said
Petition : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
and exercise of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that
the said portion of the Division of Southport shall
be, and the same is, hereby constituted a Munici-
pality, under the name of the Shire of Southport,
and that the boundaries of the said Shire shall be
as follows, that is to say,-
Commencing on the Pacific Ocean at the north-
east corner of portion 32, parish of Gilston, and
bounded thence by the north boundary of that por-
tion west to its north-west corner ; thence by a
line in a general south-westerly direction, passing
to the south of portion 33, parish of Nerang, to the
north-east corner of portion 42A, by the north
boundaries of that portion, portions 18A and 18,
the east boundaries of portions 17A, 15A, 14A, 13A,
and 12A, by the north boundary of the last-named
portion, by the south-east boundary of portion 65,
the south boundaries of portions 63 and 6 to the
Broadwater, and by the Broadwater and. the Pacific
Ocean southerly to the point of commencement.
His Excellency doth further order that the said
Shire shall not be subdivided ; that the Council of
the said Shire shall consist of Six Members ; that
the First Election of Councillors shall be held on
SATURDAY, the 2nd March proximo ; and that
Arthur Morley Francis shall be the Returning
Officer to conduct such Election.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
SHIRE OF TOOWONG.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House ,  Brisbane , the sixth day
of February, 1889.
PRBBBNT :
His Excellency  the Administrator  of the Govern-
ment in Council.WHEREAS byan Act passed  in the forty-second year of Her Majesty' reign, intituled
An Act to Consolidate and Amend  the Laws
relating to Municipal Institutions, and to provide
more effectually for Local Government, "  it is amongst
other things enacted that, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, the Governor in Council may, from
time to time, by Order in Council, subdivide or
re-subdivide any Municipal District : And whereas
a Petition, signed by a number of ratepayers in the
Shire of Toowong, was presented to His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, praying
that the said Shire might be subdivided into three
Wards : And whereas the said Petition has been
published in the manner prescribed by law : And
whereas no counter-petition signed by a larger
number of persons qualified to sign a like petition
than have signed the said Petition has been
received within the.prescribed period of three
months from the date of the publication of the
first-mentioned Petition : Now, therefore, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in
pursuance  of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that
the said Shire of Toowong shall be, and the same iip,
hereby subdivided into three Wards, to be called,
respectively, the North Ward, the Central Ward,
and the South Ward, with boundaries as hereunderdefined:-
NORTH WARD.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at the east corner of the Shire, and bounded
thence by the boundary of the Shire (as described
in the  Government Gazette  for 1880, vol. i., page
1144) north-westerly, westerly, and southerly to the
road at the south boundary of portion 682, parish
of Enoggera; thence by the centre line of the road
along the south boundaries of portions 682, 673A,
672A,  233, 234 , and 235 and the south-east boundaries
of 235  and 228  to a point north-westerly from the
north corner of portion 42; thence by a line
south-easterly along the north-east boundary of
that portion and by the north-east boundaries of
portions 41 and 17, Dunmore Creek, to the Bris-
bane  River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
CENTRAL WARD.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at the mouth of Dunmore Creek, and bounded
thence by that creek forming the north- eastern
boundaries of portions 17 and 41, parish of Enog-
gera , and a line north-westerly along the north-east
boundary of portion 42 to a point north-westerly
from the north corner thereof ; thence by the centre
line of the road along the south-east boundaries of
portions  228  and  235  and the south boundaries of
portions 235, 234, 233, 672A, 673A, and 682 westerly
to the western boundary of the Shire (as described
in the  Government Gazette  for 1880, vol. i., page
1144), by that boundary south-westerly and
southerly to the Mount Coot-tha road at the south
boundary of portion 869 ; thence by the centre line
of that road and of Deane street south-easterly
to Wool street. by the centre line of that street
easterly, the centre line of Miskin street southerly,
and the centre line of Lower Sherwood road and
Sherwood road easterly to the railway ; thence by
the centre line of River road north-easterly and a
line easterly to the river at the Toowong Ferry ;
and thence by the river downwards to the point of
commencement.
SOUTH WARD.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at the mouth of Toowong Creek, and bounded
thence by the boundary of the Shire (as described
in the  Government  Gazette  for 1880, vol. i., page
1144) westerly, north-westerly, north-easterly, and
easterly to the Mount Coot-tha road at the south
boundary of portion 869, parish of Enoggera ;
thence by the centre line of that road and of Deane
street south-easterly to Wool street, by the centre
line of that street easterly, the centre line of Miskin
street  southerly, and the  centre line  of Lower Sher-
wood road and Sherwood road easterly to the rail-
way ; thence by the centre line of River road
north- easterly and a line easterly  to the river at
the Toowong Ferry ; and thence by the river
upwards to  the point  of commencement.
His Excellency doth hereby further order that
Three Councillors shall be  assigned  to each of the
said Wards.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary
is to give  the necessary directions  herein accor-
dingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
eminent, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT  HAZLEWOOD LAwsoN
to act as Chief Draftsman in the Surveyor-
General's Department during the absence on leave
of the Chief Draftsman.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
1S Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
HENRY CHARLES HODGSON
to be an Auditor for the Murilla Division, in the
room of Harry Ferritt ,  resigned.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
N O Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Coomera Division, His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Ross and
DAVID LAHEY
to be Auditors for the said Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
0  Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the Tingalpa
Division, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
FRANCIS SHAILER, Senior,
to be a Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the said
Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.N 11 0  Candidate having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
a Member for No .  3 Subdivision of the Coomera
Division ,  His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
JAMES FRANK BARB
to be a Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the said
Division.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department of Mines and Works.
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
PAROO DIVISIONAL BOARD.N 1 `OTICE is  hereby given, that His Exce llency
 the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
'Boards Act of 1887 ,"  been pleased to extend the
time for the close of the Annual Election for the
Paroo Division to 25th February, 1889.
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  has been pleased to direct that the
name
TERENCE AHERN
be substituted for Terence Aherne, appearing in
the notification of the appointment of certain
gentlemen  to be Justices of the Peace, published
in the  Gazette  of the 10th of November last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889:
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant-Colonel EDWARD ROBERT DRURY,
C.M.G.,
to be Acting Commandant of the Defence Force
during the absence of The Commandant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Department of the Colonial
Secretary, viz.:-
JAMES MACALISTER
to be District Registrar of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths, at Gladstone, for the Registry District
of Gladstone, in the room of H. M. Cockburn,
resigned ;
Senior-Constable RODY BYRNs
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions at Isisford,
during the absence of the Clerk of Petty Sessions ;
Constable JAMES MCNAMAEA
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector
of Slaughter Houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter, at Miles, in the room of Senior-Constable
L. Barclay, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ROBERT GOODALL, P.M.,
The Honourable JAMES THONNELOE SMITH,
M.L.C,
RICHARD WILLIAM SCHOLEFIELD, and,
JOSEPH SHARP MCINTYRE,
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Toowoomba Hospital, to act on behalf of the
Government in conjunction with
WILLIAM HENRY GROOM, M.L.A,
ROBERT ALAND, M.L.A,
W. S. CLENDINNING, and
EDMOND BOLAND,
elected by the Contributors to that Institution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY TAYLOR MACFARLANE, P.M.,
JOHN C. RYAN, and
FRANCIS GRAYSON,
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Warwick Hospital, to act on behalf of the
Government in conjunction with
The Honourable JOHN DONALD MACANSH,
M.L.C,
ARTHUR MORGAN, M.L.A., and
FRANCIS B. WOODS,
elected by the Contributors to that Institution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
R
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing appointment and transfers of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
PETER HEMPSEED FORSYTH
to be admitted into the service as a Teacher of
Class II., Division 2;
THOMAS RICHARD HANCOCK
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Cooktown ;
and
BERNARD PATRICK JOSEPH
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Boys at Too-
woomba South.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTE R. PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most[L-9.J Distinguished Order  of St. 'Ili-
A. H. PALMER,  chael and St. George ,  President
Administrator .  of the  Legislative Council and
Administrator  of the  Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its De_wendencies.
HEREAS by  an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of  Municipalities ,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order  in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as shall be specified
in the Order in Council ,  divide a Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and may alter the
boundaries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has been deemed necessar to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Murweh and
Subdivision No. 3 thereof : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Administrator afore-
said ,  and of all  other powers enabling me in
that behalf ,  and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify ,  proclaim ,  and declare that the boundaries
of the Division of Murweh and Subdivision No.
3 thereof sha ll  be as follows, that is to say :-
MUEW EH.
Commencing  on the Warrego River at the south-
west corner  of A No.1 Run,  and bounded  thence by
the south  boundaries  of A N  o. 1,  Bunburra, Maroupe,
Toorack, Toorumbury, the east boundary of Too-
roombury,  part of  the west boundary of Rolling
Downs No. 2, to the  north-west corner of that run;
thence by the north  boundaries  of Rolling Downs
No. 2, Spring Waterhole No. 3, Spring Waterhole
No. 1, and Random Downs to the  north-east corner
of that  run ; thence  by the east boundary  of Chance
Downs and part of  the north boundary  of same,
the east boundary  of Arkansas  South, by the south
and east  boundaries  of Arkansas  North,  part of the
east boundary of Alba Creek No. 1, the south and
east boundaries of Eurella , part of the south, the
east , and part of the  north boundaries of Eurella
North,  the east boundaries of Brunel Downs East
and Mount Maria, part of the south  boundary of
Munga Munga, the south  and east boundaries of
Oakadilla, part of the south  and east boundaries of
Concor i, the south, east, and north boundaries of
Mount Elliot, part of the west boundary of Water-
shed Run, part of the south boundary of Redford
East, the south and part of the west boundary of
Redford, the south boun lary of East Billin, part of
the east boundary of Brigham and the north boun-
dary of that run to a point south of the south-east
corner of Ihogonthulla Run No. 1 ; thence by a
line north to that corner; thence by a line east
to the south-west corner of Koolbellup Run, by
the west boundary of that run, by part of the south
boundary of Chesterton No. 2, by the east boun-
daries of Chesterton No. 2, Chesterton No. 3, and
Chesterton No. 1; thence by the south-west and
north boundaries of Yalgo, the east boundary of
Colcobrogee, parts of the south and east boun !aries
of Maermedo, the south boundaries of Carnarvon
and Carnarvon Downs, part of the east boundary of
Carnarvon Downs, the south and east boundaries
of Carnarvon East to the Carnarvon or Main
Dividing Range ; thence by that range, being the
northern watershed of the Warrego and Paroo
Rivers, westerly to the north-west corner of Nice
Downs Nest, by the west boundary of that run,
by part of the north and the west boundaries of
Kennedy West, by part of the north and the west
boundaries of Muccadilla, by the west boundary of
Centre Run, by part of the north boundary of Black
Run, by the east and south boundaries of Carawan,
by the south and  west boundaries of Byrganna,
by the north  and west  boundaries of Jingidilla, by
part of the north, the east, south, and west boun-
daries  of Hermitage, the north and west boundaries
of Mount Morris, the south and west boundaries of
Baykool, part of the south, the east, north, and the
west  boundaries of Acton, by part of the  east and
the south boundary of Ironbark, the south boun-
dary of Darlington, part of the east boundary of
Staverton, the north and part of the east boundary
of Ambatala North, the north boundaries of Bisley
and Dart, the east, south- east,  and south boundaries
of Dart, part of the south boundary of Ambatala
East,  the east  boundaries of Dartmouth and
Dingo, part of the south boundary of Dingo,
the east  boundary of Strasburg, the north and
east boundary of Metz, part of the north, the east,
and south boundary of Sedan, the east and south
boundary of Yarron Plains, and the east boundary
of Fairlie  Plains, by the south boundary of Ada
Downs, by part of the west and the south boundary
of Ailsa, the south boundaries of Buckenby West,
Buckenby North, and Leicester, by part of the
east boundary of Leicester, the north boundary of
Cliffdale No. 1, the south boundaries of Murweh
West and Murweh, by the west and north boun-
daries  of Bonedtha to the Warrego River ; and
thence  by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
Commencing  on the Warrego River at the south-
west corner of  A No. 1 Run, and bounded thence
by the south boundary of that run ; thence by
the eastern  boundary of the same part of the
southern  and eastern  boundaries of A No. 2 and
A No. 3, by part of the northern boundary of A .No.
3, by the western boundary of A No. 4, the north
boundaries of A No. 4 and Gowrie Runs to the
south-west  corner  of Glenelg Run ; thence by the
western and  part of the northern boundaries of
Glenelg, Glengarry, Quirundi, Warrah, Wambo,
Pardoo, Block 3, and Nive Junction  Runs,  by part of
the southern and western boundaries of Farnham,
Biddenham, and Barford Runs, the western boun-
dary of Watford Run, the north and west boundary
of Muccadilla, the west boundary of Centre Run,
part of the south boundary of Damson East, the
east  and south boundaries of Carawan, the south
and west  boundaries of Byrganna, the north and
west boundaries of Jingidilla, part of the north,
the east , and west boundaries of Hermitage, the
north and west boundaries of Mount Morris, the
south  and west  boundaries of Baykool, part of the
south, the east, the north, and the west boundaries
of Acton, part of the  west  and the south boundary
of Ironbark, the south boundary of Darlington,
part of the east boundary of Staverton, the north
and part of  the east boundary of Ambatala North,
the north boundaries of Bisley and Dart, the east,
south-east,  and south boundaries of Dart, part of
the south boundary of Ambatala East, the south
boundaries of Dartmouth and Dingo, part of the
south boundary of Dingo, the east boundary of
Strasburg, the north and east boundary of Metz,
part of the north and the east boundary of Sedan,
the north and west boundaries of Yarron Vale,
the north , west, and  south boundaries of Ada
Downs, part of the west and the south boundary
of Ailsa, the south boundaries of Buckenby West,
Buckenby North, and Leicester, part of the east
boundary of Leicester, the north boundary of
Cliff dale No. 1, the south boundaries of Murweh
West and Murweh, and by the west and north
boundaries of Bonedtha to the Warrego River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By Elis Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguislied Order of `t. Ali.
chael and St. George, President
A 11. 1'ALwEa, of the Legilativo Council aid
Adnlini,,trator of the G,,verninent
of the Culunv of Queen,la d
ii, 1)ehendencie.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating  to Local  Government  outside the Boundaries
of Municipalities,"  it is  amongst other thing enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Order in Coun-
cil, constitute  any portion of the Colony not included
in a Municipality a Division for the purposes of the
said  Act, with such boundaries and under such
name  as shall be specified in the Order in Council,
divide a Division into two or more Divisions or Sub-
divisions , and may alter the boundaries of a Division
or Subdivision : And whereas it has been deemed
necessary to amend the boundaries of the Division
of Tambo and Subdivision No. 2 thereof : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pur-
suance of  the authority vested in me as Adminis-
trator aforesaid, and of all other powers enabling
me in  that behalf, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Procla-
mation,  notify, proclaim, and declare that the boun-
daries of the Division of Tambo and Subdivision
No. 2 thereof shall be as follows, that is to say :-
TAMBO.
Commencing on the north-eastern watershed of
the Barcoo River at a point bearing cast from the
north-east corner of Birkhead No. 6 Run, and
bounded thence by. a line bearing west to the north-
west corner of said run, by part of the east, the
north, and the west boundaries of Birkhead No. 3,
the northern boundaries of Paradise Downs Nos.
6, 5, and 2, the west boundaries of Paradise
Downs No. 2, and Northampton Downs to the
Barcoo River, by that river downwards to the
north-west corner of Caerthedine Run, by the
west and part of the south boundaries of that run,
the west boundary of Bexhill, the north-east
boundary of Sheephill to the Warrego Range, by
that range south-westerly and westerly to the
north-east corner of Mungi Run, by the east,
south- east , and south boundaries of Mungi and
Log Creek to-the south-west corner of Gonit Run,
by the south boundary of that run, the north boun-
daries of Tally-ho, Wallstown, Yammagingin, part
of the east boundary of Yammagingin, the north
boundaries of Sharpham, Totness, and Ironbark
Creek, the west and south boundaries of Bayswater,
the east and part of the south boundary of Acton,
the west and the south boundaries of Baykool to
the Langlo River, by that river upwards to the
north-west corner of Mount Morris, by the north
boundary of that run, by the west, south, and east
boundaries of Hermitage, by part of the south
boundary of Jingidilla, the west, north, and part
of the east boundaries of that run, the south boun-
daries of Byrganna and Carawan, part of the south
and the east boundary of Damson East, by the east
boundary of Hoszfeldt East, by part of the north
boundary of Muceadilla, the west and part of the
north boundary of Kennedy West, and by the west
boundary of Nive Downs West to the southern
watershed of the Barcoo River, by that watershed
easterly and north-easterly to the north-eastern
watershed of the Barcoo River, and by that water-
shed north-westerly to the point of commencement.
S'-BDIVIsTON No. 2.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Birkhead
No. 6 Run, and bounded thence by the north boun-
dary of that run, by part of the east, the north, and
west boundaries of Birkhead No. 3, part of the
west boundary of Birkhead No. 2, the north bouu-
daries of Paradise Downs No. 6, No. 5, and No. 2, the
west boundary of Paradise Downs No. 2 and North-
ampton to the BarcooRiver, by that river downwards
to the north-west corner of Caerthedine Run, by the
west and part of the south boundary of that run,
by the west boundary of Bexhill and the north-
east boundary of Sheephill to the Warrego Range,
by that range south-westerly and westerly to the
north-east corner of Mungi Run, by the  east , south-
east, and south boundaries of Muni and Log Creek
Runs to the south-west corner of Gonia Run, by
the south boundaries of that run, Clifford, Listowel
Downs No. 5, Listowel Downs No. 4, part of the
west and the south boundary of Caranna, by part
of the west and south boundary of Bayswater, the
east and part of the south boundary of Acton, the
west and south boundaries of Baykool to the Langlo
River, by that river upwards to the north-west
corner of Mo'int Morris, by the north boundary of
that run, by the west, south, and east boundaries
of Hermitage, by part of the south and west boun-
dary of Jingidilla, by part of the south boundary
of Bayrik, by the west and south boundaries of
Byrganna, by the south and east boundaries of
Carawan, by part of the south, the east, and part
of the north boundary of Damson East, by the
east boundary of Hoszfeldt East, by part of the
south boundary of Toolmaree South, by the south
and east boundary of Toolmaree East, by the east
boundary of Metowra East, by part of the south, the
east, and north bound Iries of Narrambla East,
the north and part of the west boundary of
Narrambla West, the north boundary of East-
bourne, part of the north-east boundary of
Glanmire, part of the south-east and the north-east
boundaries of Elizabeth Creek, by the east boun-
d•iries of Bexhill and Enniskillen South to the
Barcoo River, by that river upwards to the south-
east corner of Enniskillen Downs, by the cast boun-
dary of Enniskillen Downs, by the south boundaries
of Lowdon and Birkhead No. 5, by the east boun-
dary of Birkhead No. 5, by the east and north
boundary of Birkhead No. 1, by part of the east
boundary of Birkhead No. 2, and by the south and
east boundaries of Birkhead No. 6 to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTE R  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St.  Mi.
[L.e.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALxB$,  of the Legislative Council  and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony , of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign , ntituled
" do Act to Consolidate  and Amend  the Laws
relating  to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that  the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such  name as shall  be specified
in the Order in Council, divide a Division  into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions,  and may alter
the boundaries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has been deemed  necessary  to amend the
boundaries of the Division of Barcoo : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pursuance
of the authority vested  in me  as Administrator
aforesaid, and of all other powers  enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that the boundaries
of the Division of Barcoo shall be as follows, that
is to say :-
BAucoo.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Elvo
No. 1 Run, and bounded thence by the east boun-
daries of Donniebrook No. 1 and No. 3, by the
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north-east boundary of Pourtia No. 2, by the north-
west  boundaries of Pourtia No. 2, Rossvale, and
Minnievale, by part of the south-west boundary of
Minnievale, by the north-west and south-west
boundaries of Wombah No. 3, by the south-east
and south-west boundaries of Merabooka, by part
of the north- east  boundary of Wombah No, 2, by
the north-west boundaries of Wombah No. I and
Quirindi  East,  by part of the south-weft boundary
,of Quirindi East, by the north-west and part of
the south-west boundary of Quirindi West, by the
north-west and south-west boundaries of Tennin-
gering No. 1, by part of the north and the west
boundary of Dullen Downs, by part of the north
and the west boundary of Wallimy, by the south
boundaries  of Wallimy,  Berellem , Currawilla, the
west, south, and east boundaries of Bonia Downs
No. 4, part of  the east  boundaries of Tenningering
No. 8, the south-east boundary of Tenningering No.
9, Cungabulla West, St. Helen's, part of the north-
east boundary  of Bonia  Downs No. 2, the north
boundari es of Calabra West and Calabra, the
vest boundary of Manilla No. 2, the north boun-
daries of Durackivale, Galway Downs No. 6, and
Ovilway Downs No. 1, the west and north boun-
daries of Peninsula , the west and part of the north
boundary of Romula, the west boundaries of Bowfell
and Trickett, the north boundary of Trickett, the
north-west and north- east  boundaries of Putney,
the north-east boundary of Dornock, part of the
,north-west and the north-east boundary of Walton,
the north-east boundary of Sedan, Kingston, and
Adderley, the north-west and north-east boundaries
of Coolie East, the north-west boundaries of
Kooringa, part of the north-east boundary of
Kooringa, the north-west and north -east  boundaries
of Elgobra, the south-east boundary of Strathconan
No. 1, part of the south-west and the south-east
boundary of Strathconan No. 2, part of the south-
west, the south -east  boundaries of Strathconan No.
7, the west and north-east boundaries of Monk,
part of the west, the north, the east, and north
boundaries of Box-tree to the Warrego Range
forming the head of the Bulloo River, by that
range  north-westerly to the south-west corner of
Rokewood Run ; thence by part of the south and
west boundaries of Rokewood, by the south and
west boundaries of Rokewood West, Deadlock and
Deepwater, part of the north boundary of Deep-
water, and by the west boundaries of Overreach
and Longreach to the Barcoo River, by that river
downwards to the south corner of Welbeck Run,
by the west boundaries of that run, the south
boundaries of St. Helena South and Haziewood,
the north and west boundaries of Strathearn, the
north boundaries of Ruthven, Aberuthven, and
Possum, by the north and east boundaries of
Mungerie, by the  east,  north,  east,  north-east, and
west  boundaries of Wait-a-while, by part of the
north boundary of Clifton, to the Thomson River,
by that river downwards to Vergemont Creek, by
that creek upwards to the south-east corner of
Vergemont No. 3, by the south and west boun-
daries of Vergemont No. 3, by part of the south
and the  west  boundary of Vergemont No. 2, by the
boundary of Vergemont No. 1, by part of the
south and part of the west boundary of Evesham,
by the south and west boundary of Vergemont No.
7, to the east corner of Floridavale No. 4, by the
south-east boundaries of Floridavale No. 4, No. 3,
and 1\ o. 2, by the west and south boundary of
Floridavale No. 2, by the north, east, and north
boundaries of Binburi No. 3, by part of the east,
the north, and west boundary of Binburi No. 1,
and by the eastern boundary of Elvo No. 1 to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON,
GOD SAYB THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION,
By His  Excellency Sir Anrura IIvicti ti P-ibIFt3,
Knight Commander of the _1(ost
Distinguished Order of t. Al i-
chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Governinrnt
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Depetidenclies.
THEREAS by an Act  passed in  the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  " An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating
to Local  Government outside the  Boundaries of
Municipalities,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Order in
Council, constitute any portion of the Colony not
included in a Municipality a Division for the pur-
poses of  the said Act, with  such boundaries and
under such  name as shall  be specified in the Order
in Council, divide a Division into two or more
Divisions or Subdivisions, and may alter the boun-
daries of a Division or Subdivision : And whereas
it has been deemed necessary to amend the boun-
dariesof the Division of Waggambaand Subdivision
No. 1 thereof : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER  PALMER,  in pursuance  of the authority
vested in me as  Administrator  aforesaid ,  and of all
other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and by
and with the  advice  of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify,  proclaim, and
declare that the boundaries of the Division of
Waggamba and Subdivision No. 1 thereof  shall be
as follows , that is to say :-
WAGGAMBA.
Commencing on the Macintyre River at the south-
west corner of Bengalla and  Wyemo Run, and
bounded thence by the  west  and north- west boun-
daries of  Bengalla and Wyemo Run and the north-
west boundaries of Whetstone, Swithland, and
Canning Creek Runs, being the north-west water-
shed of Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, north-
easterly to Mount Domville ; thence by the eastern
watershed of the Weir and Moonie Rivers north-
westerly to the northern watershed of the Moonie
River; thence by that watershed westerly to the
north-west  corner  of Bombombah Run ; thence by
the west and south boundaries of that run to the
north- east corner  of Waggamba Run ; thence by
the east boundaries  of Waggamba, Lower Teelba,
Teelba East, Brigalow Scrub, Ula Ula, Fairy Mount,
and North Guralda Runs ; thence by the north
boundary of Guradera Run ; thence by the west
boundary of Binigi Run to Warrill Creek ; thence by
Warrill Creek south-westerly to the north corner of
Willarie Run ; thence by the north-east boundary
of that run to the  Barwan  or Macintyre River ;
and thence by the Macintyre River upwards to the
point of  commencement  ;- exclusive  of the Muni-
cipality of Goondiwindi.
SUBDIVISION NO. 1.
Commencing on the Macintyre River at the south
corner  of the Newiaga Run, and bounded thence
by that river upwards to the south- west corner of
Bengalla and  Wyemo Run ; thence by the west
and north-west boundaries of that run, part of the
north-west boundary of Whetstone Run to the
south-west boundary of Eena Run; thence by that
boundary north-westerly to Moogoone Run ; thence
by the southern and part of the west boundary of
that run to Commoron Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to the  east  boundary of Ellangaba Run ;
thence by that boundary northerly to its north-east
corner; thence by part of the north boundary of
Ellangaba Run ; thence by the eastern boundaries
of Goodar and Terewinabar  Runs  northerly to the
south boundary of Minibilla Run ; thence by part
of the south, the west, and part of the north
boundary of that run to the western boundary of
Retreat No. 1 Run ; thence by that boundary north-
easterly to the southern boundary of Mundagai
Run ; thence by that boundary westerly to the
watershed  separating  the waters of the M oonie
River from those of the Weir River; thence by
that watershed south-westerly to the eastern boun-
dary of Wiccanna ; thence by part of the  east and
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by the north boundary of that run to the east
boundary of Fairy Mount Run; thence by that
boundary southerly and by the east boundary of
North Guralda Run to the north boundary of
Guradera Run ; thence by that boundary and the
west boundary of Binigi Run to Warrill Creek
and by that creek downwards to the west corner of
Newinga Run ; thence by the south-west boundary
of that run to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of the Municipality of Goondiwindi.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of
February, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fif tysecond year of ff er Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
46n Sav$  T88 QUEEN!
P1 b' JLAMAYflOWN.
By His Excellency Sir Anrn*a li is ER PALMER,
Knight Commandef of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its fependei,cies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of I [er Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Lae*
relating to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as shall be specified
in the Order in Council, divide a Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions, and may alter
the bound.ries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Aramac and
Subdivision No. 1 thereof: Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Administrator aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling  me in  that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare  that the boundaries of the Division of
Aramae and of Subdivision No. 1 thereof shall be
as follows, that is to say
ARA Ac.
Commencing at the confluence of the Alice and
Barcoo Rivers, and bounded thence by the Barcoo
River downwards to the south-west corner of
Welbeck Run, by the west boundary of Wal-
beck, the south boundary of St. Helena South,
and Hazlewood, the north and west boundary
of Strathearn, the north boundaries of Ruthven,
Aberuthven, and Po"sum, by the north and east boun-
dary of Mungerie, by the east, north, east, north-east,
and west  boundaries of Wait-a-While, by part of the
north boundary of Clifton to the Thomson River,
by that river downwards to Vergemont Creek, by
that creek upwards to Vergemont No. 3, by the
south and west boundaries of that run, by part of
the south boundary of Vergemont No. 2, the west
boundaries of Vergemont No. 2 and No. 1, part of
the south and part of the west boundary of
Evesham, the south and west boundaries of Verge-
mont  No. 7, the west boundary of Vergemont No. 8,
the south boundaries  of Sigma  and St. Enoch, the
west and part of the north boundary of St. Enoch,
part of the west boundary of Lsmore, the south-
west and north-west boundaries of Cross, the west
boundary of Grassmere, part of the south, the west,
and north boundaries of Warnambool N o. 2 Run,
the north and part of the east boundaries of War-
nambool No. 1, the north boundaries of Kyree
No. 1 and Hills Run, the south-east, south-west,
and east boundaries of Bladensburg No. 10, part of
the east boundary of Bladensbur No. 8, part of
the south and east boundaries of Vindex No. 3,
the south and east boundaries of Vindex No. 5,
the south-east and north- east  boundaries of
Vindex No. 6, the south- east  boundary of Vindex
No. 7, the south-east, south-west, and east boun-
daries of Apex Downs No. 1, part of the east
boundary of Apex Downs No, 2, the north
boundary of St. Patrick South, the north and
east boundaries of Glenullin South, the north
and part of the north- east  boundary of Kensington
No. 4, the north boundary of Alma No. 4, the
northia est boundaries of Table Derry Upper and
Triangle West Runs, the north boundaries of
Triangle West and Gelebele Runs to Tower Hill
Creek, by that creek downwards to the north-west
corner of Potosi Run, by the north boundaries of
Potosi, Jabiru, and Coreena Runs, and a line
bearing east to the western watershed of the
Belyando River ; thence by that watershed
southerly to a point east from the north-east corner
of Elton East Run; thence by a line west to that
corner, by the east and south boundaries of Elton
East Run said the north boundaries of Elton
South and Foxht,li No. 2,  by  part of the north
boundary of Foxhall 1N'o,1 Run to the road from
Aramac to Home Creek Station ; thence by the
east  side  of that road passing tbaeugh Barcaldine
Downs Station to the Alice River ; and thence by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of the Town Reserve of Isisford
within the above boundaries.
SUBDIViSFON No. I
Commencing at the confluence of the Alice and
Barcoo Rivers, and bounded thence by the Barcoo
River downwards to the south-west corner of
Welbeek Run, by the west boundary of Welbecia
Run, the south boundary of St. Helena  South and
Hazlewood, the north and west boundary of'
Strathearn, the north boundaries of Ruthven,
Aberuthven, and Possum, by the north and east
boundaries of Mungerie, by the  east, north-east,
and west boundaries of Wait-a•While, by part of
the north boundary of Clifton, to the Thomson
River ; thence by that river upwards to its con-
fluence with Aramac Creek, by that creek upwards
to the west boundary of Joebel Run, by the west
and south boundaries of Joebel Run, by part of
the south boundary of Ingberry Run, by the west
boundary of Bellabad, by part of the north, the
west, and south boundaries of Whalton, by part of
the west and south boundaries of Coreena, by the
east  boundary of Aslockton Run, by part of the
north boundary of Elton South Run, the north
and west boundaries of Foxhall No. 2, the west
boundary of Fozhall No. 2 South, by part of the
north boundary of Foxball No. I to the road from
Aramac to Home Creek Station, by the east side of
that  road passing  through Barcaldine Downs
Station to the Alice River ; thence by that river
downwards to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of the Town Reserve of Isisford within
the above boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of HerMajesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTBUR HUNTRR PALMEE,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.8.] chael  and St. George, President
L. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed  in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty' reign , intituledAn Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to local Government  outside  the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other.
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things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Divi-
sion  for the purposes of the said Act, with such
boundaries and under such name as shall be speci-
fied in  the Order in Council, divide a Division into
two or more Divisions or Subdivisions, and may
alter the boundaries of a Division or Subdivision :
And whereas it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Paroo : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in
pursuance of the authority vested in me as Ad-
ministrator aforesaid ,  and of all other powers
enabling me  in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
the boundaries of the Division of Paroo shall be
as follows ,  that is to say:-
PAROO.
Commencing on the boundary between the
Warrego and Maranoa Districts at the north-east
corner of Perricoota Run, and bounded thence by
the eastern boundaries of that run, Oblong, Oblong
South, Yarmouth, Sunny Flat, Hesperia, Balboona,
Uhroka, the north boundaries of Speeling East and
Floriana, the east boundaries of Floriana, Balbon,
and Quambone, part of the south boundary of
Quambone, by the west boundaries of Bundaleer No.
7, No. 8, and No. 9, to the south boundary of the
colony, by that boundary westerly to the south-east
corner of Bokeen, by the south-east boundaries of
Bokeen and Currawinya, by the south and west
boundaries of Weromo, by the north boundary of
Boorara , by the east  and part of  the north boundary
of Tilbury, by the east and north boundary of
Uko, by the  east boundaries  of Tinderry, Tinderry
North, Wyara West, and the Three Pioneers, by
part of the north boundary of Clayton East, by
the west and north boundary of Kieni, by part of
the west boundary of Werie Ela West ; by the
north boundaries of Werie Ela West and Bundilla,
by part of the west and the north boundary of Cecil
Downs, by the west and part of the north boun-
daries of Swansea and  Wanco, the  south and east
boundaries of Goythorne, by the north boundaries
of Watchum and Chum Plains, the west, north, and
east boundary of Buthana, the north boundaries
of Koolpitta, Fairlie Plains South, and Large, by
part of the east boundary of Largs, by the north
boundaries of Yalyeary, Paroo West, Buckenby,
and Geari, by the north-west and north boundaries
of Cliffdale No. 1, by the north boundaries of
Alicia and Radford, by part of the south boundary
of Murweh, the west and north boundary of
Boneditha, by part of the east boundary of Bone-
ditha, and by the north boundaries of Hurtlevale,
Cheverel, Melville Forest, Yarra Yarra, and
Perricoota, to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the %I o.,t
Distinguished Order of St. lli-
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, PresiL'ent
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council a,.d
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty's  reign , intituled
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating  to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities."  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council , constitute  any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries  and tinder such  name  as shall be specified
in the Order in Council, divide a Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions, and may alter the
boundaries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has  been deemed  necessary  to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Bulloo : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in
pursuance  of the authority vested in me as Ad-
ministrator  aforesaid, and of all other powers
enabling me in  that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that the
boundaries of the Division of Bulloo shall be as
follows, that is to say :-
BULLOO.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Milgah
Run on the western boundary of the Colony of
Queensland, and bounded thence on the north by
the south boundaries of Milgah,  Barina , Duratchie,
Trippie, and Courtie, the east boundary of Courtie,
the north boundaries of Courtie, Trippie, Duratchie,
the west and north boundaries of Colily, part of
the west boundary of Ben Castle, the west, north,
and east  boundaries of Rosedale, the west and
south boundaries of Mundah, the south boundaries
of Moonyea, Moira, Nuleambo, and Avon Downs,
part of the south boundary of Herbage Plains,
the west boundary of Blue Hills, part of the north,
the west, and the south boundaries of Avon, the
south and east boundaries of Mount Emen, the
east boundary of Blue Hills, part of the south
and part of the east boundary of Windula Downs,
the south boundaries of Savonetta and Boney South,
the east boundaries  of Boney South, Boney, Tuna,
and Tuna  North, the north boundary of Tuna
North, the east boundary of Boondook, the north
boundaries  of Cooma and Pinnacle, the east and
part of  the north boundary of Derry No. 2, the
east, north, and  east boundary of Dry Creek No.
2, the north boundaries of Wheeo No. 2, Wheeo,
and Touro , part of the east boundary of Touro, the
north  boundary of Tambo, the west and south
boundaries  of Maugherraugh,  the west  and south
boundaries  of Bookaberry, the west boundaries of
Boomerang  and Woolab, part of the north, the
west, the south ,  and east  boundary of Emma
Downs, the  south boundaries of Pintha and
Wookie, the  west boundaries  of Why Not and
Count, the south  and east  boundaries of Count,
part of the south boundary of Why Not, the south
boundaries  of Prince and Mongarlo, the south
boundaries  of Geneva, Denham, Owthorpe No. 1,
Lake Colless, Phipps, Thiers, and Glengariff ; on the
east  by part of the west boundary of Cowley, the
west boundary  of Goythorne, part of the north
and the west  boundary of Wanco, the west boun-
daries of Swansea , the north  and part  of the west
boundary of Cecil Downs, the south boundary of
Cecil Plains, the south,  the east,  and the south
boundaries of Box  Camp, the east boundary of
Clayton, part of the north and the west boundary
of Clayton  East , the west  boundaries  of Wyara,
Duck Ponds, and Humebo, the south boundary of
Humebo,  part  of the south boundary of Dynevor
Downs South,  the east  boundary of Elko, part of
the north and east boundary of Tilberry, the north
and east boundaries of Boorara , part of the north
and the south- east  boundary of Currawinya and the
south- east  boundary of Bokeen, to the southern
boundary of the colony ; on the south by that
boundary westerly to the boundary of South
Australia ; on the west by that boundary northerly
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of fit. 1] i-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Piesident
L. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Coui,cil ai.d
Administrator.  Administrator of the Goverlln,e'it
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencries
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-
!' 1' first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted  that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of this Act, with such boundaries
and under such name as shall be specified in the
Order in Council : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARl HUB
HURTER PALMER,  in pursuance  of the authority
vested in me as Administrator aforesaid ,  and of all
other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that such portion of the Colony as is
comprised within the following boundaries shall
be and the same is hereby constituted a Division
under and for the purposes of the said Act, to
be called the Division of Adavale ; and that such
Division shall be governed by a Board consisting
of six members, and that the boundaries of such
Division shall be as follows, that is to say :-
ADAVALE.
Commencing on the Barcoo River at the north-
west corner of Peninsular Run, and bounded thence
on the north by the north boundary of that run,
the west and part of the north boundary of Romula,
the west boundaries of Bowfell and Trickett, the
north boundary of Trickett, the north-west and
north-east boundaries of Putney, the north-east
boundary of Dornoch, part of the north-west and the
north-east boundary of Walton, the north-east
boundaries of Sedan, Kingston, and Adderley, the
north-west and north-east boundary of Coolie East,
the north-west boundaries of Kooringa and Elgobra,
by the north- east  boundary of Elgobra, by the
south-east boundaries of Strathcoran No. 1 and
Strathconan No. 2, by the south-west and south-
east boundaries of Strathconan  No. 7, the  west and
north -east boundaries of Monk, part of the west,
the north ,  the east, and north boundaries of Box-
tree, the north-east boundary of South Creek, the
north and east boundaries of Mungi, the east,
south ,  and east boundaries of Log Creek ,  part of
the north boundary of Tally-ho, the north boun-
daries of Wallstown. Yammagingin, Sharpham,
Totness, and Ironbark Creek ,  by the east and south
boundaries of Ironbark Creek, by the south boun-
dar- of  Darlington , by part of  the east  boundary
of Staverton, by the north boundary of Ambatala
North, the west and south boundary of Moruga,
the north ,  east ,  south -east, and south boundaries
of Dart, part of the south boundary of Ambatala
East, the east boundaries of Ambatala, Dingo, part
of the south boundary of Dingo, the east boundary
of Strasburg, part of the north and east boundary
of Metz, part of the north and the east boundary
of Sedan, the south boundary of Sedan, and part
of the south boundary of Orleans, the east and
south boundaries of Yarron Plains, the east and
south boundaries of Fairlie Plains, the south and
part of the west boundary of Fairlie Plains West,
the north and west boundaries of Butharia, the
south boundary of Kesworth, part of the south
boundary of Cowley, by the east, south, and west
boundaries of Goythorne, by part of the west
boundary of Cowley, by the south boundaries
of Glengariffe, Thiers, Phipps, Lake Colless,
Owthorpe No. 1, Denham, and Geneva, by part of
the west boundary of Geneva, by the south and
west boundaries of Mongarlo and Prince ,  by part
of the south boundary of Why-not, by the east,
south ,  and west boundaries of Count, the west
boundary of Why-not, the south boundaries of
Wookie and Pinthar, part of the south boundary
of Woolah, the east, south, west, and part of the
north boundary of Emma Downs, the west boun-
dary of Woolah and part of the  west  boundary of
Boomerang, the south and west boundaries of
Bookaberry, the south and west boundaries of
Maugherraugh, the north boundary of Sambo, part
of the east boundary of Touro, the north boun-
daries of Touro, Wheeo, and Wheeo No. 2, part
of the south and the west boundary of Tula, part of
the south and the west boundary of Tenham, by
part of the east boundary of Junction, by the
south boundary of Argyle, by the western boun-
daries of Argyle, 'N' allaroo, Hammond Downs
West, Reconciliation, and Peninsular Runs to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty'&
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
GOD SAVE THS QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the .11 o,t
Distinguished Order of St. lNl i-
[L.9.] chael and St. George, President
. B. PALMER, of the Legislative Council a d
ddininistrator.  Adiiiini,trator of the Gwernniont
of the Colony of lQueen.ltill d t111,
its Dependencies.
NT HEREAS by an Act  passed in  the fifty-first
t year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such name as shall be specified
in the Order in Council, divide a Division into two
or more Divisions or Subdivisions ,  and may alter
the boundaries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has been deemed necessary to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Cardwell and Sub-
divisions Nos. 1 ,  2, and 3 thereof :  Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  in pursuance of the
authority vested in me as Administrator aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare that the boundaries of the Division of
Cardwell and Subdivisions Nos. 1,  2, and 3 thereof
shall be as follows ,  that is to say:-
CARDWELL.
Commencing on the sea -coast at Clump Point
about 17 degrees 53 minutes ,  and bounded thence
by the northern  and western  watershed of the
Hull River westerly and southerly to the northern
watershed of the Tully River, by that watershed
westerly to a point north -east of Ismailia Run, the
north-east, the south ,  and part of the south-west
boundary of Ismailia ,  the east boundaries of
Brewarra No. 2 and Bankton  ;  thence by a line
east along the north boundary of Kirrama  O.L., by
the east boundary of Kirrama O. G , by the south
boundaries of Kirrama O.L. and Blencoe Block,
by a line south along the east boundaries of
Welcome Downs and Rankin's Hills No. 2 to the
northern watershed of the Burdekin River, by that
watershed north-westerly to the range forming the
western watershed of the Burdekin River, by that
range southerly to the northern watershed of the
Clarke River ; thence by that watershed easterly to
the west corner of South Merino Run, by the north-
west boundary of that run to the Burdekin River ;
thence by the Burdekin River downwards and the
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northern watershed to the Star River north-easterly
to the Sea View Range, by that range north-west-
erly to the northern watershed of the Stone River ;
thence northerly to Mount Farquharson; thence by
a spin' range to the Sea View Range westerly to
the head of Garrawalt Creek, by that creek do*n-
wards to the Herbert River, by that river down-
wards to Hawkins Creek, by Hawkins Creek
upwards to its head in the Leach Range, by that
range north-easterly to a point bearing west from
the north corner of Haycock Island ; thence by a
line  e  ist to the coast, and by the sea-coast north-
erly to the paint of commencement ; -including
Hinchinbrook and all other islapds adjacent
theretQ,
SUBDIVISION NO. 1.
Commencing on the shore of Rockingham Bay
at the mouth of Wreck Creek, and bounded thence
by that creek upwards to its source in the range
f ieming the western watershed of
Tine
Creek,
Meunga Creek, etc. ; thence by a line westerly
passing along the south boundary of Kirrama O.L.,
by part of the east and the south boundary of
Blencoe Block to the south-west corner of Blencoe
Block, by a line south passing along the east
boundaries of Welcome Downs and Rankin's Hills
No. 2, and a line to the northern watershed of the
Burdekin River, by that watershed easterly and
southerly to a point bearing west from Mount
Echo on the Rockingham Bay Range, by that range
easterly to Mount Arthur Scott on the Coast
Range; b.y that r ngd Borth-westerly to Itount
lidete do the north boundary of the parish o Pitt,
by that north boundary easterly to Damper Creek,
by that creek downwards to Port Hinchinbrook,
and by the sea-coast north-westerly to the point of
conmmenceinent;-including Hinchinbrook and all
ad j icent Islands,
SUBDIVISION No. 2.
Commencing at the junction of the  range forming
the southern watershed of the Upper Herbert River
and its tributaries with the range forming the
eastern watershed of the Lynd River, by that range
southerly to the northern watershed of the Clarke
River, by that watershed north-easterly, to the
western corner of -outh Merino Run, by the north-
west bound iry of that run to the Iurdekin River,
by that rivet downwards to the northern watershed
of the Star I,ivet, by the northern watershed of
tht star River north-easterly to the Sea View
t,ange, by that range north •s esterly to the northern
watershed of the Stone River; thence northerly to
:4I irtt; Fiarcjtihdrson ; thence by a spur Lange and
the Sea View Range westerly to the head of
Garrawalt Creek, by that creek downwards to the
Herbert River, by that river downwards to
Hawkins Creek, by Hawkins Creek upwards to its
head in the Leach Range, by that range north-
easterly to a point bearing west from the north
corner  of Haycock Island ; thence by a line east to
the coast, by the coast north-westerly to the mouth
of Damper Creek, by Damper Creek upwards to
Mount Leefe along the north boundary of the
parish of Pitt ; thence by the Coast  Range south-
easterly to Mount Arthur Scott ; thence by the
Rockingham Bay Range westerly to Mount Echo;
thence by a line  west  to the Sea View Range,
forming the southern watershed of the Upper
Herbert River and its tributaries, and by that
range westerly to the point  of commencement.
SUBDIVISION No. 3.
Commencing on the shore of Rockingham Bay
at the mouth of Wreck Creek, and bounded thence
by that creek upwards to its source in the range
forming the western watershed of Wreck Creek,
Meunga  Creek etc. ;  thence  by a line westerly to
the south- east  corner of Kirrama O.L., by the east
and north boundaries of Kirrama O.L., the east
boundaries of Bankton and Brewarra  No. 2, part
of the south-west, the south, and the north-east
boundary of Ismailia, by a line north-easterly to
the range  forming the northern watershed of the
Tully River and its tributaries, by that  watershed
easterly to the western watershed of the Hull
River, by the western and northern watersheds of
that river and a line north-easterly to Clump Point
on the  sea-coast , and by the  sea-coast  southerly to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment souse, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Gov SAta 0 1 QvEtN I
J I{OCLA.MATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
might Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  drdei 81 Si. 11tifi:
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. It. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WTHEREAS. jiy ail Act passed in the f -first11'' year  of Her Majesty' s rei n, irititnle  "An
Act to make proviIiot for hank .olidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on  such Holidays "  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Gorergor, by and with the advice of the Executive
f idiuneil;  from  tins a to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special clay to be  observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMSR, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY, the
1st March  next,  being the day appointed for
holding the Annual Demonstration in connection
with the Eight Hours' Movement, shall, within
the Municipalities  of Brisbane  and South Bris-
bane, be observed as a Public Holiday within the
meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane , this sixth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Maiesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.9.]  chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Qu ensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER , the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
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Executive Council, do,  by  this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road described here-
under shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
2644, Brisbane District. (John Caton)
From the sotttli-eastern cotnter of j3ortion 71,
parish, off Mooloolah, west along and within its
16uth boundary to a reserved road,-containing
two acres.
NOTE.-This road is opened in lieu of the originally  reserved
road through portion 71, which is hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight htuidred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD  SAVE THB QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
rl..s.1 chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council bind
A,I miuialrutor .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety -seven of  "The Crown Lands Act
of 184 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do ,  by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named and placed under the control of
the Municipal Council of Townsville.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC BATHS.
Townsville.
884 675-Tsvlle.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area-6  acres  3 roods 31 perches.
Commencing on the low- watermark  of Cleveland
Bay at a point bearing 341  degrees 14 minutes
twenty-two chains and thirty-four and three-tenths
links and 26  degrees  57 minutes three chains from
the north corner  of allotment  4 of section 2, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by a line bearing
206 degrees 57 minutes fifteen chains and sixty
links; on the south-west by the Strand bearing 296
degrees 57 minutes five chains; on the north-west
by a line bearing 26 degrees 57 minutes twelve
chains  and eighteen links to the low-water mark of
Cleveland Bay ; and thence by that bay north-
easterly to the point of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's office.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THN QUEEN!
PRO CLAM ATlo.L*T.
By His  Excellency  Sir AnTnt'il  IIrsr,rit PALMER,
Knight Commander of thb .Most
1Jistin wished Order of St. II i-
rL.s.] chael and St . George, Presh cutA. li. PALMMFR, of the  Legislative Council at,d
.I,l,ninistrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
ins Uepelidetlcie i
I
N  pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each;
E.M.-18-1-89.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Craiglie.
87-780-S.G.
County of . ares, parish of Salisbury , allotments
3 and  4 of section 14.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at the north  corner of allotment 2,
and bounded thence on the north- west  by a road
bearing  59 degrees ten chains  ; on the north-least
by a line bearing 149  degrees  ten chains ; on thti
south- east by a line bearing 239 degrees  ten chains -
and on the south-west by 61l6tirient 2 1tearitig 32
degrees ten Chains to the point  of commencement ;-
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Sur-
veyor-General' s office.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
88-33853-L.B.
Ward River.
Lansdowne Resumption.
County  of Melinlay.
Area-3,400 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Ward
River at the north-east corner of the Township
Reserve, and bounded thence on the south by that
reserve bearing west eighty chains and passing
through a post 100 links from said river ; on the
west by portions 18v and 26v bearing 343 degrees
159 chains, and by portions 26v, 25v, and 24v, 355
degrees 250 chains and seventy-four links ; on the
north by a road bearing 90 degrees 3 minutes about
eighty-two chains to the Ward River ; and on the
east by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General' s office.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
Cameron's Creek.
88-36051-S.G.
County of Stanley, parish of .Kholo.
Area-2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
115, and bounded thence on the south by that por-
tion and a road bearing east two chains and seventy-
two links ; on the east by a road bearing north two
chains and fifty-one links ; on the north-east by
portion 120 bearing 279 degrees 30 minutes two
chains and seventy-two links ; and on the west by
portion 66 bearing 180 degrees 44 minutes two
chains and ninety-six links to the point of com-
mencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE qUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. f ALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Administrator.
 Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
88-22052-N.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS THROUGH SELECTIONS
 70 AND 215, COOKTOWN  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS PUBLIC ROADS.
E.M.-14-11.88--R2. County
 of Banks , Parish of Annan.
Refer-
enceNo. Description of Road. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Bre,iQth of
Road. Area.
No of No. of
Portion. Selection.
Land Agent's
District. How Held.
1 From the eastern boundary of portion 70 south- 70 70 Cooktown ... 1Freehold ...
westerly to the southern boundary
2
Chns. links .
 Links. A. R. P.
James Neill
 ...  235° 32'  17 80  150 12 0 30 Exchange.
207° 30' 42 53
180° 8' 8 85
197° 40' 6 66
Remarks.
From the western boundary of portion 70 north- 70 70 ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... ... 11I° 0' 5 92 150 10 0 31 Reservation of 9 acres 1 rood 16 perches
easterly to the above-mentioned road 68° 40' 12 0 and exchange.
83° 40' 18 50
54° 40' 15 0
800  0 17 0
From the northern boundary of portion 215 south- 216 215 ditto
erly to the southern boundary
Homestead ,  1876 Simon Egan  ...  183° 20 17 51 150 5
 0 0 Exchange.
Act; selected 24th 168° 8' 8 51
March ,  1883 182° 40' 7 25
NOTE.- Items 1 and 3 are opened in lieu of the originally reserved roads th ro ugh portions 70 and 115, which are hereby closed.
Given under my hand Rnd Seal, at Government House,
 Brisbane , this fifth day of February,
 in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QIIEBN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMES,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER , the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, hereby define and set
apart the  Crown Lands described in the Schedule
hereto as  an Agricultural Area for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given  under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fifth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Ingham, as per accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Ingham Land Office, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the Thirteenth day of March, 1889, at an Annual
Mental of £2 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-3567-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
I
By Command,
M. HTTME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.M.-23-1-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOOWOOMBA  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by
Proclamation dated 17th September, 1887,
which is hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:-
The Toowoomba Land Agent's District  as defined
by Proclamation of the 3rd March, 1885, exclusive
of Agricultural Areas  2, 3, and  4, Grazing Areas
1 and 2 ,  and of  the land in the parish of Milton (with
the exception of original portions  220, 221, 352, and
2003,  which are  included in Agricultural Area No.
1), to the north  and west  of Spring Creek.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land
Agent's District of Townsville, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  184,"
at the Townsville Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Thirteenth day of March,
1889, at an Annual Rental of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
e9-3566-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GLEESON RUN.
Resumed Portion.
About 5 square miles.
Commencing at a point about sixty chains south
from the south-east corner of portion 239, parish of
Ross, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing about 211 degrees about two and three-
quarter miles ; on the south-west by a line bearing
about 301 degrees about 145 chains; on the north-
west  by a line bearing about 31 degrees about two
and three-quarter miles ; and on the north-cast by
a line  bearing about 121 degrees about 145 chains
to the point of commencement.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
ASHTON RUN.
Resumed Portion.
5 square miles.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
four and a-half miles from the south-west corner
of Lannercost Run, and bounded thence on the
south by a line bearing west three and a-third miles
(passing along the north boundary of the leased
part) ; on the west by a line bearing north one and
a-half mile ; on the north by a line bearing east
three and a-third miles ; and on the east by a line
bearing south one and a-half mile to the point of
commencement. Leased Portion.
5 square miles.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
three miles from the south-west corner of Lanner-
cost Run, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west three and a-third miles; on the
west by a line bearing north one and a-half mile ;
on the north by a line bearing east three and a-third
miles (passing along the south boundary of the
resumed part) ; and on the east by a line bearing
south one and a-half mile to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Townsville, as peraccompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at
the Townsville Land Office, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the Thirteenth day of March, 1889, at an
Annual Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-3566-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
FORMING THE RESUMED PART OF COOINDA RUN.
About 11? square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Barratta Creek
at the south-west corner of a reserve (proclaimed
Government Gazette,  1882, folio 76), and bounded
thence by that reserve east and north to the shore
of Bowling Green Bay ; thence by that shore easterly
to a point north from the north-west corner of
portion 571, parish of Jarvisfield ; thence by a line
bearing south passing along the west boundary of
that portion to portion 480; thence by that portion
and portion 453 westerly and south-westerly to
the Noondoo Town Reserve ; thence by that reserve
westerly and by the boundary of the old Coast
Reserve bearing about 290 degrees to Barratta
Creek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
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Dep rtment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th December, 1888.
" I HE CROWN LA NDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS ' C OURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of tre
above -recited Act ,  at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 ' and  " Zhe
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  wi ll also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District. Jan.
Allora' ...
Aramac ...
B z.aana .
Baicaldinet
Beenlaigh
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane...
Bundaberg
Burketown
C urnsCardwell'
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont ...
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Emerald' .•.
Esk' .. ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Fri. 11
Wed. 16
Wed. 9
Tues. 8
Mon. 28
Thurs. 24
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 11
Mon. 7
Wed. 2
Thurs. 31
Wed. 9
Mon. 21
Fri. 25
Mon. 21
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham  .. ...  Wed. 30
Inglewood '+ ...  Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4
Isistord  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs.10
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18
Mitcheilt  ... Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango ... Wed. 9
Nebo  (Mt. Britton )i  Wed. 2
Nerang' ...
Normanton  ...  I Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood ... Thurs. 3
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom .. ...
Tenningering ...
Thargomindah...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
Mon. 14
Wed. 9
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Mon. 28
Fri. 11
Thurs. 31
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Wed. 2
Mon. 29
Thurs. 10
Tues. 22
Feb. March .  April. May.
Wed. 20 ... ...
Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  5 Fri. 10
Wed.  201  Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 8
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Mon. 25 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Thurs .  28 , Thurs. 28 Thurs . 25 Thurs. 23
Tues .  5 Tues .  5 Tues. 2 Tues. 7
Sat. 9 Sat. 9 Sat .  13 Sat. 11
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. S
Fri. 8 ... Fri. 10
Mon. 4 Mon. 4  (  Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thurs. 28 Thurs .  28 Thurs.25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20
Fri. 22 Fri .  22 Fri .  26 Fri. 31
Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20
Tues .  19 ... Tues. 21
Wed. 61 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs . 28 1 Thurs .28 Thurs.25 Thurs.23
Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 1 Fri. 1 Fri .  5 Fri. 3
Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Thurs.14 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 15 Fri . 15 Fri.  26 Fri. 17
Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10
Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  7 Thurs.  7 Thurs.  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 11 Mon. 11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Tues. 19 Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Fri. 8 Fri .  S Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Thurs .28 Thurs .  28 Thurs 25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. t
Wed. 13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Wed. 61 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon .  25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs .14 Thurs. 14 Thurs.11 Thurs. 9
Tues .  191 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
June .  J ly. August.
Wed. 19
Fri. 7
Wed. 19
Wed. 5
Tues. 11
Mon. 24
Thurs. 27
Tues. 4
Sat. 8
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Fri. 5 Fri. 9
Wed. 17 Wed. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Tues. 9 Tues. 13
Mon. 22 Mon. 26
Thurs.26 Thurs 22
Tues. 2 Tues. 6
Sat. 13 Sat. 10
Wed. 3  Wed.  7
Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Fri 12
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 18  .. .. Wed. 18
Fri. 6 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Wed. 18 Wed .  16 ' Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Wed. 4 Wed. 9  ' Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Tues.  10 Tues.  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs. 26 Thurs. 24 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues.  5 Tues. 3
Sat. 14 Sat .  12 Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 13 ... Fri. 8 ..
Mon. 2 Mon. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 11 Wed . 9 Wed .  13 IV ed. 11
Mon. 16  Mon. 21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tues. 17 Tues. 19
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4  Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19
Fri. 28 Fri. 26 Fri. 23
Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19
Tues. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 26
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Tues. 18
Thurs. 13
Fri. 21
Fri. 14
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Tues. 11
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6
Mon. 10
Wed. 12
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri. 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Wed. 12
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
Thurs. 25 Thurs .  22 Thurs 26
Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 31 Wed .  28 Wed. 25
Wed. 10  Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Thurs .11 Thurs .  8 rhurs.12
Fri. 19 Fri. 16 Fri. 20
Fn. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14
Tues.  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  4 Thurs . 1 Thurs. 5
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 10  Wed. 14 Wed. 1]
Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13
Thurs. 25 Thurs .  29 Thurs. 26
Wed. 3  Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12
Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Thurs .  24 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Tues. 22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs .  10 Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20
Fri. l1 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues. 15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed.  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 .. Thurs. 12
Tues. 8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs.  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues .  15 Tues .  19 '1 ues. 17
Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs . 10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
'  The Courts marked thus '  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions.
f Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special  Courts, when  necessary ,  in addition  to the above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September, 1886.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
Police have been appointed ,  by virtue of their
Office  as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
espective Districts ,  under the provisions of  " The
crown  Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
E%IIIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
LNTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, N anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
88-27198-F. Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified fir general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Pub li c Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act of  1878";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office ,  Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring ,  County of Herbert, District of North  K ennedy.
.o
mz 00, LandDescription of Road . e w Agent 's How Held.
z District.
Reputed
m
o
Lengths ' AreaiercuO o
1 From the east boundary 68 Bowen  ...  Freehold ...
of po rt ion 68 north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68  and 77 to the
Don River
. .pc .  s.Owner .
Pq
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R.  P.
... John Taylor Unoccupied ,  302° 30'  32 80 100 3 1 9
REMAR%s .- No Improvements.
Department of Public Lands,
87-26641-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office,  and at  the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ]ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
0 m
O
a
Description of Road.
o
z
A
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.
to
a
a
Pa
Lengths. P4 Area.
1 A triangular pie ce  of 37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0'
Chs. Lks.
10 60
Links .
Irregu-
A. R. P.
2 0 0
land at the south-east
corner of po rt ion 37
Donnelly lar
REMARxs .- No improvements.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
! applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Art of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton ; and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved roads  I)
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton The road separating
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board, on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
Tamrookum
A. R. P.
8 3 20
Hodgson ... 10 2 30
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
is hereby notified for gener,-l information, thatI T applications under theighty-ninth section of
`The Crown Lan d
for closing the u
persons who may
thereby are  requi
ment their obje c
months from this
Plans of the R
and Police  Office
Marton.
SCHEDULE
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
The Inspec- The originally reserved  Dugandan 2 0 0
tor for Road road through portion
Surveys, on 199 and part of the
account of  road separating that
Hannah portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to  the inter-
section of a new  ro ad
NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
! applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The  Crown Lands  Act of  1884"  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ingham ,  Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham ,  Eton ,  and Townsvi lle ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax ,  Eton ,  and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.  Situation.s Act  of  1884  "  have been made
ndermentioned Roads ; and all
consider their interests affected
No.
red to transmit to this Depart- *1
tions ,  in writing ,  Rithin two
(late.
oads can be seen at the Land
s, Cooktown ,  and Post Office,
*2
M. HUME BLACK.
OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
*3
Arcs.
A. R. P.
1 The DaintreeDivi- The originally Hann 42 1 0
sional  Board, reserved road
on account of through portion
J. V. S. Barnett 57
About
2 The Daintree Divi- That part of the ditto ... 4 0 0
sional Board, originally re-
on account of served road
John Williams through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new road
NoTE.-The closure of these roai.s is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road. .
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, thatI application under the ighty-ninth sect o  of
The urown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing  the undermentioned  Road ; and all
persons w ho may consider their  interests aff ected
thereby are required to transmit to this  Depart-
ment their objections, ii. Writing, within two months
from this date.
The Hinchin- The reserved three-
brook Divi- chain road through
sional portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-,
setz
The Hinchin-
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Martinus
ormann
The Binchin-
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer
DivisionalBoaid. on
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
Beatrice M.
Harrison
(spinster)
t6 The Thurin-
gowa Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Alex. Mc-
Kenzie
t7 The Thurin-
gowa Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Mc-
Elnea
Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
Cordelia ... 2 1 7
The reserved three- ditto ...  5 213
chain road through
portion 233
The reserved three- ditto ...  8 3 34
chain road through
portion 232
The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
through portion
1355
A branch road
th ro ugh portion 806,E
being a continu-
ation  of the road
th ro ugh portion
1355
The road forming the Abbotsford
eastern boundary of
portion 4(0, from
its north-east cor-
ner south to one
chain north of thel
rth w te t-no es nmos
corner of portion
399
The reserved road
through portion 399
ditto ... 2 3 0
ditto
9 026
12 1 26
* NoTE -The closure of these  roads is pro posed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the  opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NOTE.-The closure  ofthese roads is proposed to be car ri ed
in connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Orallo No. 2, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Orallo No. 2, situated in the
Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony
of Queensland.
WHEREAS William Spencer Smith, the pastoral
tenant of the run known as Orallo No. 2, situated
in the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the Colony
of Queensland, has given notice to the Secre-
tary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-fifth day
of August, 1885, that he elects to take advan-
tage of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided into two parts, and has referred
the matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the
Land Board constituted under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : Now, upon
reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant,  and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said
run known as Orallo No. 2 be divided into two
parts, and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall
comprise and include the land described as follows,
viz.:
221 square miles.
Commencing on one  of the north- east  boundaries
of the resumed part of the Stewart's Creek Consoli-
dation at a point twelve chains south- east from a
tree marked broad- arrow over  B6 over E in
triangle , and bounded thence by a south-east line
along  part of the said boundary and by  a continu-
ation of same line, in all about  six miles twenty-
eight chains ,  passing  through a  tree  marked broad-
arrow over BVI in triangle to a point  one mile
forty chains beyond  same ; thence  by a north-east
line  about three miles fifty  chains to  one of the
south- west  boundaries of. the resumed part of the
Myall Downs Consolidation ; thence by a north-
west line along part of the said boundary about six
miles twenty-eight  chains  to a point north-east of
starting  point ; and thence by a south-west line
about three miles fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.
181 square miles.
Commencing  at a tree  marked broad-arrow over
B6 over E in triangle at the northern corner of the
resumed part of the Stewart's Creek Consolidation,
and bounded thence by a south-east line along part of
one of the north-east boundaries of that resumed
part about twelve chains ; thence by a north-east
line about three miles fifty chains to one of the
south-west boundaries of the resumed part of the
Myall Downs Consolidation ; thence by a north.
west line along part of that boundary about one
mile twelve chains to the western corner of the said
resumed part; thence by a north- e'at line along
part of one of  the  north-west boundaries of the
before-mentioned resumed part to the intersection
of the south boundary of the Euthulla No. 1
Holding ; thence by a west line about five miles
forty chains along the said boundary to a tree
marked broad-arrow over C2 in;  triangle  ; thence
by a south-west line  along one  of the south-east
boundaries of the  last-mentioned  holding one mile
forty chains ; thence by a south- east line along one
of the north-east boundaries of the said holding
and of the resumed part of the said holding five
miles to a tree marked A at a point south- west of
starting point; and thence by a north- east line
sixty-two  chains  to the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fourth
day of February, A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] B. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Peak Vale, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Peak Vale, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Mercantile Bank of Sydney, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as
Peak Vale, situated in the Pastoral District of
Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queensland, com-
prising the conterminous runs known as Emu
Creek Block No. 1, Emu Creek Block No. 2, Emu
Creek Block No. 3, Emu Creek Block No. 4, Emu
Creek Block No. 5, Emu Creek Block No. 6, Car-
bine Creek No. 2, Carbine Creek No. 3, Carbine
Creek No. 4, Carbine Creek No. 5, Carbine Creek
No. 6, Winterbourne, Keilambete, L'Ete, Slate-
ford, Llandilo, Deception No. 1, Deception No. 2,
Triangulation No. 1, Triangulation No. 2, Trian-
gulation No. 3, and Triangulation No. 4, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
eleventh day of August, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
.Act  of 1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected, and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of  making a
fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 ": Now, upon reading the said
notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the said
report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands, as amended hereby,
be confirmed : And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Peak Vale, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the
said run referred to in the said Act as the resumed
part shall comprise and include the land described
as follows, viz.:-
681"  square miles.
Commencing on the Drummond Range at the
head of Theresa Creek, and bounded thence by the
left bank of the said creek downwards to a point
about one mile sixteen chains in a direct line below
the junction of Sandy Creek ; thence by a south-
east line crossing the creek, running parallel to
and two miles forty chains distant from one of the
south-west boundaries of the Clermont Town
Reserve, crossing Tomahawk Creek and Carbine
Creek about twenty-two miles twenty chains to a
point north of a tree marked broad-arrow over R
over XX in triangle on the right bank of Retreat
Creek ; thence by a south line about nine miles
sixty chains to the north-west corner of the resumed
part of the St. Helen's Consolidation ; thence by an
east line along the north boundary of that resumed
part eighteen miles to a point north of a tree
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marked broad-arrow over R over VIII in triangle 1
on the right bank of Retreat Creek ; thence by a
south line one mile eight chains to that creek at a
point opposite the said tree ; thence by the left
bank of the last-named creek downwards to a point
about twenty chains in a direct line below a tree
on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over R
over VI in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
337 degrees 30 minutes east about two miles thirty
chains ; thence by a north-east line about three
miles sixty -four chains to a point about one mile
sixteen chains south -west from a tree marked T on
Theresa Creek ; thence by a line bearing north
325 degrees east about eight miles fifty-six chains ;
thence by a line bearing north 290  -degrees east
seven miles  ;  thence by a line bearing north 20
degrees east crossing Theresa Creek to the south-
west corner of Crescendo Holding, and by a con-
tinuation of same line along part of the north-
western boundary of that holding, in all about
six miles ten chains  ;  thence by a line bearing
north 290 degrees  east crossing  Sandy Creek
about ten miles  forty- one chains to a point
three miles forty chains north-east from the
junction of Carbine Creek with Theresa Creek ;
thence by the watershed between the last-named
creek and Sandy Creek north-westerly to the
summit of Mount Misery ; thence by a line bearing
north 67 degrees 30 minutes east to Sandy Creek ;
thence by the right bank of that creek upwards to
the intersection of one of the south-east boundaries
of the Clermont Town Reserve ; thence by a south-
west line along that boundary about nine miles
forty chains to Theresa Creek; thence by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the function of
Tomahawk Creek ; thence by the right bank of the
last-named creek  upwards to a point about forty
chains in a direct line above a hill called Langton
Edge ; thence by a north- west  line along the south-
west boundary of the said town reserve crossing
Tomahawk ]Creek and Theresa Creek and passing
five miles south-west of the summit of Mount
Livingstone to the watershed between Douglas
Creek and Theresa Creek ; thence by that water-
shed in a westerly direction to the Drummond
Range ; and thence  by that  range in a general
southerly direction to the head of Theresa Creek at
the point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the 'part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.5641 square miles.
Commencing on the Drummond Range at the
head of Theresa Creek, and bounded thence by the
right bank of the said creek downwards to a point
about one mile sixteen chains in a direct line below
the junction of Sandy Creek ; thence by a south-
east line running parallel to and distant two miles
forty chains from one of the south -west boundaries
of the Clermont Town Reserve crossing Tomahawk
Creek and Carbine Creek about twenty -two miles
twenty chains to a point nort h of a tree on the
right bank of Retreat Creek marked broad-arrow
over R over XX in triangle; thence by a south
line crossing that creek and passing through the
said tree about sixteen miles  forty  chains to a point
about three miles beyond same  ;  thence by a south-
east line to the watershed between Retreat Creek
and Borilla Creek ; thence by that watershed
westerly to a point south of a point which is
twelve chains west of an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow over S over 4 in triangle on the right
bank of Spring Creek  ;  thence by a north line
crossing the last-named creek at the said point, also
crossing Retreat Creek ,  and passing forty-eight
chains west of a bloodwood-tree on its right bank
marked broad-arrow over R over 30 in triangle to
the watershed between that creek and Tomahawk
Creek ; thence by that watershed in a south-
wester lLange;direction to the before-mentioned Drum-
mond and thence by that range north-
westerly to the head of Theresa Creek at the point
of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this first day
of February, A.D. 1889.
[z s.] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
n1HE following order of the Land  Board, con-
1 firming the division made under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known as Duaringa ,  is published as required by
the Act, and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Con-
solidated Run known as Duaringa ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS the Secretary for Public Lands caused
a division to be made of the consolidated run known
as Duaringa ,  in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt,
comprising the conterminous runs known as Derby,
Derby No. 2, Pernambuco, and Nundubbermere,
and referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  "The Crown Lands.Act of  1884" : And
whereas an order was duly made by us herein,
dated the twenty-seventh day of July, 1887, that
the division of the said run, made by the said
Secretary for Public Lands should be confirmed,
and that the said run should be divided into two
parts, which said parts were respectively, in the said
order, particularly described and specified: And
whereas the matter of the division of the said
Duaringa Run has been remitted by the Governor
in Council to us, the Land Board aforesaid, for
re-consideration  : Now, upon re- hearing  the said
matter ,  we do order that the previous order made
herein , dated the twenty-seventh day of July, 1887,
and the division of the said run thereby confirmed,
are hereby respective ly rescinded and annulled :
And we do further order that the division of the
said run, made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands, as amended  hereby,  be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said run be divided into
two parts ,  and that the part of the said run referred
to in  the said Act  as the resumed part ,  shall com-
prise and include the land described as follows,
viz. :- 67 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a bend about five miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Mackenzie River and one
mile sixty chains above the junction of Pearl Creek,
and bounded thence by a west line three miles
seventy -seven chains ; thence by a south line along
the east boundary of the Duaringa Town Reserve
crossing the railway line about two miles fifty-four
chains to  the south- east corner  of the  said reserve ;
thence by a west line along part of its south boun-
dary seventy chains ; thence by a south line about
eight miles  ;  thence by an east line two miles
twenty- five chains  ; thence by  a south line about
one mile sixteen chains ; thence by an east  line
five miles  seventy-two  chains to the south-west
boundary of the  Knebworth  Town Reserve  ;  thence
by a line  bearing north 338 degrees east about one
mile seventeen chains to the nort h-west corner of
the said reserve ; thence by a line bearing north 68
degrees east along part of its north -west boundary
to the Dawson River  ;  and thence by the left bank
of the river downwards to the point of commence-
ment; - exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the pastoral tenants of the said run shall be
entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon
the conditions prescribed by the said Act, shall
comprise and include the land described as follows,
viz..- -
99  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a bend about five miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Mackenzie River and
one mile sixty chains above the junction of Pearl
Creek, and bounded thence by the left bank of the
river downwards to a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over D over N in triangle ,  which is about
sixty chains in a direct line above the said junction
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of the Mackenzie River ; thence by a west line
about twelve miles sixty chains to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over III in triangle
at the intersection of a fence ; thence by a southerly
line along the said fence to the north -eastern
watershed of the heads of Pearl Creek ; thence by
that watershed in a south-easterly direction to the
intersection  of the boundary of- the Heathlands
Homestead Area (proclaimed 26th October, 1876) ;
thence by  a line bearing about  north 105  degrees
east along part of that boundary to the north-east
corner of the said homestead area ; thence by a
south line crossing Pearl Creek passing sixteen
chains fifty links west of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over V in triangle on the left bank of the
creek  six miles  ; thence by  an east line about two
miles thirty chains ; thence by a north line about
eight miles to the south boundary of the Duaringa
Town Reserve ; thence by  an east line along part
of that boundary about seventy chains to the
south-east corner of the said reserve ; thence by a
north line along its east boundary crossing the
railway  line and by a continuation of same line in
all about two miles fifty-four chains to a point west
of starting point; and thence by an east line about
three miles seventy-seven chains to the Dawson
River at the point of commencement ;-exclusive
of all reserved or alienated lands contained within
these described  boundaries.
Given under the seal of the Board, this thirty-
first day of January, A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON,[L.s.] ILand Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
THE following order of the Land Board, con-
firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Moogoon, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those
whom it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Moogoon, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs ,  in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS William Woodlock ,  Michael Thomas
Woodlock ,  and William  Joseph  Woodlock, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known as
Moogoon, situated in the Pastoral District of Dar-
ling Downs ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  comprising
the conterminous runs known as Moogoon,
Bethebethaba ,  Kerambilla ,  Forest, Bethecurriba
West, and Backlands Dry, have given notice
to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twenty -second day of August ,  1885, that they elect
to take advantage of the provisions of  -  The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884" with respect to
such run: And whereas the said run has been
inspected and a report made thereon to the said
Secretary for Public Lands as to the best mode of
making a fair division  thereof:  And whereas the
Secretary for Public Lands has caused the said run
to be divided into two parts ,  and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword ,  being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of  1884":  Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order  that the  division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Pub lic Lands be confirmed :
And we do  further order that the said consolidated
run known as Moogoon ,  and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise and
include the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
150  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Commoron
Creek  at a tree marked broad -arrow over B, and
bounded thence by a south line crossing the creek
about eight miles twenty chains  ;  thence by a west
1,,ie about seven miles  fifteen chains  ;  thence by a
north line crossing the said Commoron Creek at
the junction of Kerembilla Creek about  nineteen
miles thirty chains to the watershed between the
last-named creeks and Wyaga Creek; thence by
that watershed in a general north-easterly direction
to a point north of starting point ; and thence by a
south line about fourteen  miles twenty chains to
Commoron Creek at the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act,  shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
149  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Commoron
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over B, and
bounded thence by a south line crossing the creek
about four miles sixty chains to the watershed
between the last-mentioned creek and the Severn
River; thence by that watershed in a north-
easterly direction to one of the west boundaries of
the Whetstone Holding; thence by a north line
along the said boundary and one of the west
boundaries of the Woondul Holding  crossing
Commoron Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over W about nineteen miles forty-two chains to
the watershed between the last-named creek and
Wyaga Creek ; thence by that watershed in a
south -westerly direction to a point north of starting
point ; and thence  by a south  line about fourteen
miles twenty chains to Commoron Creek at the
point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this fourth
day of February, A.D. 1889.
E. DESHON,
T. s. SWORD, Land Board.[z s 1
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.THE  following order of the Land Board,  con-firming the  division  made under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" of the
Run known as Pearl  Creek ,  is published as required
by the Act, and for  the information of those
whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Pearl Creek ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS Margaret Bell and William Be ll , the
pastoral  tenants  of the consolidated  run known as
Pearl Creek ,  situated in the Pastoral District of
Leicbhardt, in the Colony of Queensland,  comprising
the conterminous runs known as Adder Creek,
Woodhill, Aughriss,  and Bashan ,  have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the fifth day
of August,  1885 , that they  elect to take advantage
of the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884 "  with respect to such run : And whereas the
said run has been inspected ,  and a report made
thereon to the said Secretary for Public Lands as
to the best mode of making a fair division thereof :
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has
caused the said run to be  .divided into two parts,
and has referred the matter of the said division to
us, Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884
Now, upon reading the said notice from the said
pastoral tenants, and the said report hereinbefore
mentioned, we do order that the division of the said
run made by the said Secretary for Public Lands,
as amended hereby ,  be confirmed :  And we do
further order that the said conso li dated run known
as Pearl Creek ,  and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned ,  be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the said
Act as the  resumed part shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
814  square miles.
Commencing at a point twenty-two chains west
of an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over P
over VI in  triangle near the head of Pearl Creek,
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and bounded thence by a line bearing north 160
degrees 30  minutes east  to an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over XXIII in triangle on the
survey of the watershed between the last-named creek
and Raby Creek ; thence by that watershed north-
westerly, by the watershed between King Creek
and Bridgewater Creek in a general northerly and
north-easterly direction, and by the watershed
between Pearl Creek and other waters to the north-
ward  in a general  south-easterly direction to a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over W in
triangle  at the intersection of the north-eastern
boundary of the Heathland Homestead Area ;
thence by a line bearing north 285 degrees east
along  part of that boundary to a point two miles
forty chains north of a tree on Pearl Creek marked
broad-arrow over  star  in triangle ; thence by a
west line five miles ; thence by a south line fifty-
six chains  to a point two miles forty chains north
of a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P in
triangle on  the right bank of Pearl Creek ; thence
by a line bearing north 241 degrees 30 minutes
east  about seven miles twelve chains to a point
bearing north 340 degrees 30 minutes  east from
starting  point ; and thence by a line bearing north
160 degrees 30 minutes east to the point of
commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said  pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
103 square miles.
Commencing at a point twenty-two chains west
of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over P
over VI in triangle  near  the head of Pearl Creek,
and hounded thence by a line bearing north 160
degrees 30 minutes  east to an  ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over XXIII in triangle on
the surve of the watershed between the last-named
creek and Baby Creek ; thence by that wastershed
in a south-easterly direction, and by the water-
shed between Adder Creek and Bone Creek in a
general north -easterly direction to the southern
boundary of the Heathland Homestead Area at a
point about forty-four chains northerly from a gum-
tree on the watershed marked broad-arrow over A
over 1 in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 285
degrees east crossing  Adder Creek about one mile
to a point south of a tree on Pearl Creek marked
broad-arrow over  star  in triangle; thence by a
north line crossing the said creek and passing
through that tree five miles to a point two miles
forty chains beyond same ; thence by a west line
five miles ; thence by a south line fifty-six chains to
a point two miles forty chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over P in triangle on the right
bank of Pearl Creek ; thence by a line bearing north
241 degrees 30 minutes east about seven miles
twelve chains to a point bearing north 340 degrees
30 minutes east from starting point ; and thence
by a line bearing north 160 degrees 30 minutes
east to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this first
day of February, A D. 18$9.
[E. DESHON, Land Board.L  s.] T' S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
' HE following order of the Land Board,  con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Gulnarbar ,  is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the  Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Gulnarbar , situated in the Pastoral
District of .11aranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS  The Bank of New South Wales, the
pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known
as Gulnarbar ,  situated in the Pastoral  District of
Maranoa, in the Colony of Queensland, comprising
the conterminous runs known as Bohawa, Burwash,
Currie, Gulnarbar, Gulnarbar North, Gulnarbar
Retro, Gulnarbar West, Keeret, Kullinjah, Mar-
oungle, Upper Keeret, Wagaily, Warry, Weehan,
West Maroungle, Whitendie, Wondit, Wondit
West, and Wondit Back, have given notice to the
Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-
eighth day of May, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And whereas
the said run has been inspected and a report
made thereon to the said Secretary for Public
Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts, and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of 1884": Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and the
said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that
the division of the said run made by the said Secre-
tary for Public Lands, as amended hereby, be con-
firmed : And we do further order that the said con-
solidated run known as Gulnarbar, and comprising
the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into
two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.: -
435  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Balonne
River at the intersection of the south boundary of
the St. George Town Reserve, and bounded thence
by a west line along that boundary and by a con-
tinuation of same line, in all about twenty-one miles,
to a point south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over KW in triangle; thence by a south line about
three miles eight chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over KB over AW in triangle ; thence
by a north-west line eight miles fifty-eight chains
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
AN in triangle ; thence by a south- west line five
miles  fifty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over AB over W in triangle; thence by a north-
west line six miles twenty-eight chains to an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow. over AB over W in
triangle ; thence by a north line  passing  through
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over WW in
triangle six miles forty-four chains to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over TT in triangle ; thence by
a west  line two miles to a tree marked broad-arrow
over E within triangle ; thence by a north line
about two miles five chains ; thence by  an east line
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over WB within  triangle, an  oak-tree marked
broad-arrow over B within triangle, and a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over WW within
triangle, running partly along a fence about thirty-
nine miles six chains  to the  Balonne River at a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over K
within triangle ; and thence by the right bank of
the said river downwards to the point of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of all reserved or alienated lands
contained within these described boundaries.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receiva
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described  as follows , viz.:-
258  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Balonne
River at the intersection of the south boundary of
the St. George Town Reserve, and bounded thence
by a west line along that boundary and by a con-
tinuation  of same line, in  all about twenty-one
miles, to a point south of a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over KW within triangle ; thence by a south
line about three miles eight chains to  a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over KB over AW within
triangle ; thence by a south-west line two miles
sixty-eight chains to an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over B within triangle thence by a south-
east line passing through a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over K within triangle  and a gum-tree
marked broad- arrow  over KB  within triangle
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twelve miles sixteen chains to an apple -tree marked
broad-arrow over E within triangle ; thence by a
south-west line two miles five chains to a tree
marked broad -arrow over  K  within triangle ;
thence by a south-east line about seven miles
fifty-eight chains to the Balonne River at a gum-
tree marked C 1+, broad-arrow IF, ; and thence by
the right  bank of the  said  river upwards to the
point of  commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this fifth
day of February,  A.D. 1889.
[L.S.] E. DESHON,T. S. SWORD, Land Board.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
CORRECTION.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, thatthe name of  COLIN DUNLOP WILSON RANKIN
is to be substituted for Colon  Rankin ,  erroneously
inserted in the notice  appointing Trustees of
Reserve for Cemetery ,  parish  of Burrum, dated
3rd August, 1888.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY,
For the Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
T is hereb notified for general information, that
I the Land comprised in Forfeited Selection No.
1574, Gympie Register, has been added to the
Reserve for Timber on Yabba Creek, of sixty-four
square miles, in the parishes of Brooloo and Cam-
broon, established by Proclamation dated 19th
June, 1885.
FRANCIS X. HEENEY,
For the Under  Secretary.
LAND BOARD COURT.
I T is hereby  notified ,  that a  Land  Board Courtwill be held in Brisbane  on TUESDAY, the
Fffth day of March, 1889.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board ,  Secretary.
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
LAND BOARD COURT.
T
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court,
for the Division of Runs, the Determination
of Rents, and for such other business as may be
required, will be held at Rockhampton on MON-
DAY, the  Eleventh day of March, 1889.
By Order of the Land Board,
W. J. SCOTT,
Office of the Land Board ,  Secretary.
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities . The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain an  t in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unpinned ;  the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples  of the  soil for analysis  where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief  Engineer, Brisbane ,  on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
DIVISION OF AYR.
THE following By-law, made by the Board of
the Ayr Division ,  having been approved
by His Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment in  Council, is hereby published in the
Government Gazette,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 20.
Interpretation clause.
The word " town  "  shall mean any town in the
Division proclaimed by the Government or set
apart as such by private individuals.
The foregoing By-law was made and passed at a
special meeting this twenty -ninth day of Sep-
tember, 1888.
CHARLES YOUNG,
Chairman.
Confirmed at a special meeting this fifteenth day
of October, 1888.
CHARLES YOUNG,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand ,  at Government
Houle, Brisbane, this sixth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty- nine, and  in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Mines and Works,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS,
BRISBANE.
ENDERS will be received  at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April ,  1+89,  from persons willing to contract for
Additions to the  Parliament Buildings at Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Additions,  Parliament
Buildings, Brisbane."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, and at
the Public Works Offices , Melbourne  and Adelaide,
on and after Monday, 11th March.
The amount of preliminary deposit,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or  bank notes  with  the Tender, is
£350. (See Clause  1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 5 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicit)r, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FURNISHING AND FITTINGS, NEW ASYLUM,
TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Supply of Ironmongery, Drapery, Stationery,
Furniture, China, and Glass, &c.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Furnishing, 4 c.,
Asylum, Toowoomba."
Specification  and form  of Tender may be seen,
and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to supply
the articles,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, PITTSWORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a Police Station at Pittsworth.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Police Station, Pitts-
worth."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
• The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
815. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessaril-N be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
1 ment  Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
NoEMANTON-Quarters for Inspector of Police ... 12th January, 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
House, Nornianton ;
15th February, 1889.
GEORGETOWN-Quarters for Warden ... ditto ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
Houses, Georgetown and
Townsville ; 22nd Feb-
1889ruary, .
Mines and Works Office,
DALBY-Additions, Court House 19th January, 1889 Brisbane ; 15th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
MACKAY-Turret Clock, Post Office ... ditto ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Office,
Mackay ; 15th February,
1889.
BRISBANE - Strong Room ,  Colonial Stores
26th January, 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 15th Feb-
DUNWICH- Raising  Roof,  Mess  Room, Benevolent Asylum ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
and CustomBrisbane
KEPPEL BAY -Underground Tank, Customs Station,  Sea Hill ditto ...
,
House, Rockhampton ;
22nd February, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
BEAUDESERT-Post and Telegraph Office ... ... ... ditto ... Brisbane ; 22nd Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
BRISBANE-New Out-patient's Department, General Hospital ditto ... Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
BRISBANE- Messenger's Quarters, Port Office... ... ... 2nd February, 1889 Brisbane ; 22nd Febru-
ary, 1889.
and Works OfficerMin ,es
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
MOUNT MORaAN-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office ... ditto ... Mount Morgan and Rock-
hampton ; 28th Febru-
ary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police Station,
ARRILALA $.- POIICe Station, &c. ditto Arrilalah ; and Court
House, Blackall ; 15th
March, 1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1859.THE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for thereason stated  in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1889.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Brisbane to
Ipswich have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the  same  have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To D. H. Cudmore, Esquire, Clermont, South Australia.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name. Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
i A. B. P.
73 Daniel H. Cud- ... 0 1 12
more
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from the
parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes ; road of access
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
UN and after WEDNESDAY, 13th February, 1889, the following  Time Table for the  Cairns  Railwaywill come into operation and remain in fo ce until further  notic :-
UP TRAINS.
S
35
6
7
8
9
Stations.
CAIRNS ... dep.
Edge Hill ...
Stratford ... ...
Lily Bank ...
Richmond ...
Redlynch 11arr.dep.
K AMERUN&A arr.
Mixed. Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,  Mo., Tues.,
Th., Fri .,  Thur .,  Fri.,
Mondays and Wedn'sday and  gat.
only.  Sat. only . only. only.
a.m. a.m . p.m. p.m.
6.30 7'45 2.0 5'0
D 6.39 D 7.51 D 2.9 D 5.9
D 6.46 D 8.1 D 2.16 D 5.16
n 6'49 D 8.4 D 2.19  D 5.19
D 6'52 D 8.7 D 2.22 D 5.22
6.55 8110 2.25 5.25
7'5 8.20 2.35 5.357-15  8130 2.45 5.45
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
Mondays and Daily.
only.  Sat. only.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
KAMERUN GA dep. 7.40 8.55 6.10
Redlynch arr. 7'50 9.5 6.20
t dep. 8.0 9.15 6.30
Richmond ... D 8.3 D 9. 18 D 6.33
Lily Bank ... D 8.6 D  9.21 D 6.36
Stratford ... ... D 8.9 D 9.24 D 6-39
Edge Hill... ... D 8.16 D 9'31 D 6.46
CAIRNS ...  arr. 8 .25 9.40 6.55
D  Trains stop when required. Time of departure is approximate only.
NOTE.-Passenger Fares between Cairns and Kamerunga; 2s. 6d. 1st class, single ; 1s. 10d. 2nd class, single.
Freight on General Goods, 15s. per ton.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 4th February, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
TENDERS.TENDERS are invited  for the undermentioned Public Work. For full particulars , see  GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain-ing original notice.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway-
} 2nd February, 1889Contract for Works
Place and  Date to  which Tenders
can be received.
S Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
t 12th April, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Qo}pmissiopel '  for Railways.
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TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
No. of passengers '  Goods and  Live  Parcels andHiles open Fares. Stock Misce llaneous . Total.for Traffic.
- - -- -----
I
£ a.  d. £ s. d . £ s. d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd Feb.,  1889  ... 873 3,038 9 8 4,337 12 10 253 16 4 7,629 18 10Corresponding  week last  year... 747 2,765 12 9 L 4,580 17 8 271 0 8 I 7,617 11 1
Increase... 272 16 11 12 7 9
Decrease
1889 - Total  T -ale to late ...
1888 - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 3rd Feb., 1889 ..
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 3rd Feb., 1889 ...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase-Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 3rd Feb., 1889 ...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889  - Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
19 15 3
MARYBOROUGH
151 350 12 2
132 330 16 11
243 4 10
2 13 4 340 4 6
£486 16 5
RAILWAY.
649 6 1 25 5 3 1,025 3 6
1,006 12 6 27 18 7 1,365 8 0
357 6 5
I  ... ...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
66 96 11 0 212 0 6
66 120 9 6 2G6 5 6
2318 6
5 15 0
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
492 536  16'11 1,908 15 5 68 2 6 2,513 14 10
463 405 5 1 1,823 15 7 37 9 6 2,266 10 2
...
Week ending 3rd  Feb., 1889 ... 31
Corresponding week last year... 31
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ... ...
Total Decrease ... ... ,
Week ending 3rd Feb., 1889 ... 260
Corre sponding week last year ... 260
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1889 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 3rd Feb., 1889 9
Corresponding week last year ... I 8
Inc rease ... ...
Dec rease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Inc rease ...
131 11 10 84 19 10
MACKAY RAILWAY.
...
5,547 11 6
6,224 11 7
x;677 0 1
8 14 3 317 5 9
12 16 2 339 11 2
4 1 11 22 5 5
1,744 5 7
1,862 15 2
£118 9 7
3013 0 247 4 8
36 5 0 17 16 5 5 5 9 1 59 7 2
48 18 10 49 3 7 5 12 11 103 15 4
12 13 10 31 7 2  o-7  2
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
506 13  2  1,504 18  1 43 5 11
473  4 10  1,997 4 1  54 11  6
33 8 4
4926 0
CAIRNS  RAILWAY
52 3
26 4
1 60 17 5
0 17 4 5
25 19 1 43 13 0
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd  Feb., 1889 .. 67 34 7 5 47 0 10
Corresponding week last  year... 51 54 17 2 27 17 10
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1889- Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
20
..9 9 19 3 0
... ...
115 7
0 3 9
7 19 5
7 15 8
40,096 17 2
39,610 0 9
14,703 18 5
11,543 1 2
3,160 17 3
44 8 2
365 3 0
576 3 1
£211 0 1
2,054 17 2
2,525 0 5
470 3 3
11,395 7 8
11,628 2 5
£232 14 9
113 4 3
51 17 10
61 16 5
745 2 7
254 12 7
£490 10 0
7 5 1 88 13 4
3 16 1 86 11 1
3 9 0 2 2 3
605 14 6
481 5 0
£124 9 6
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
HE Tender of Messrs . W. G. EDWARDS AND
Co., for the Erection of Porters '  Cottages
on the Cleveland Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £734.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1889.
GOODS SHEDS, CLEVELAND BRANCH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
February, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of Goods Sheds, Cleveland Branch
Railway.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Goods
Sheds, Cleveland Branch Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender ma' be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the Office of
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Cleveland.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and  state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing  such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
ON FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport, was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows :--
WEEK
A.M.
DAYS.
P.M.
SUNDAYS.
A.M.
Stanley  street dep. 7 30 3 5 9 0
Beenleigh ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport ... arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh .. do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woo lloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
St l t t 10 3 7 57an ey s ree arr.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that Bis Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has primarily approved of the
Plans and Book of Reference of the Normanton
Railway, Croydon Branch, section 1, from 13 miles
to 42 miles, in length 29 miles.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Normanton ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro'  Commissioner for Railways.
J Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN (RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.N OTIC E is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April. 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac. Apr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigb, "Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Oharle-
ville, Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vai ,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham. Georgetown, Geral4ton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, ..,-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie), Pim-
pama, Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood,
Rockhampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate,
Shipping Office (Brisbane), South  Brisbane,
Southport,  Springsure , S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received  from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned  conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per  cent.  per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding-i g  £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
TO IRON SHIP BUILDERS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at  this  Office until
1 oon  on SATURDAY,  23rd February ,  for the
Construction of an Iron Steam Launch for service
in Great Sandy Island Strait ,  in accordance with
Plans and Specification ,  which may be seen at the
Harbour -Master's Office at Brisbane and Mary-
borough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,
Portmaater.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1889.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
NEW HEBRIDES.
OUT-LYING DANGERS-ISLAND OF AMBRYM.
OTICE is hereby given, that Shoal Water has
been observed by H.M.S. Opal," about 1
miles to the Southward of the Island of Ambrym,
and 2 miles to the Westward of the Reef marked on
the Chart.
From the information received from an English
trader, the depth of water on the shoal, which did
not exist prior to a violent eruption of the volcano
at Ambrym a few months ago, does not exceed 2
fathoms.
A Reef is said to extend 11 miles in a North-
easterly direction from the next point to the N.E.
of Dip Point.
The above information has been received from
Rear-Admiral Fairfax.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
a
a
dE
Post and Telegraph Department,
Chief Weather Bureau,
Brisbane, 5th February, 1889.
r11HE CLIMATE Of QUEENSLAND for the MONTH Of JANUARY,
Station.
a
V
a 00, 00wa,z
as m a"
NORTH QUEENSLAND-
. .Boulia ...
Cloncurry ...
... 29 830
... ...
89 9
91.8
37%
...
891)
87'1
Cooktown ... ... 29.908 831 69% 81.6
Hughenden ... ... ... 85'3 467 86'4
Mackay ... ... ... 83.3 617
Normanton .. ...  29'935 85 '2 69 87'2
Rockhampton ... 30'011 79.1 64 80'1
Thursday Island ... ... 85.6 70%
Townsville ... ... 30.051 85.4 ... ...
Winton ... ... ... 89'5 40% 89.7
SOUTH QUEENSLAND-
Albion (Mr. Lassell's)* 30.018 765
'
71% 76.9
'Blackall ...
Brisbane ...
... ...
... 301)23
93 2
79.3
41Y
586
888
76.5
Cambooya .. ... ... 75.3 6000 74.5
Cape Moreton ... 29.995 77.7 70% 77'7
Charleville ... ... 29.919 80.4 87'9
Indooroopilly ... ... 78'9 56% 77'2
Ipswich ... ... ... 78'7 .. 80'5
Kangaroo  Point .. ... 79'9 57% 76'5
Lowood (Mr. Smith's) ... 80.2 60% 79.6
'Omega,  Bulimba
Roma  ... ...
... ...
... 29'967 78.7
...
48%
577
81'2
Thar omindah 94'7 23% 87'1gSandgate ... ...... ...... 78'9 ... 78* 6
Toowoomba ... ... ... 7 5.1 ... 73'8
Warwick ... ... ... 73.7 63% 75.0
W ind orah ... ... ... 91.1 ... 90.8
a
7m
p
I
1031)
109.3
87'0
100'1
98'4
861
188'8
107'7
86'41061
87'6
90'1
85.2
105.7
88'6
93'4
85'1
96.9
94'1
102.1
88.2
86'5
89.6
107.9
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewingA changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
TT is hereby notified for  general  information,
1 that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United  Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vi6  Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
r T is hereby notified for  general  information,
1 that the Post Office at Ayton (near Cook-
town) has been made a Postal Note Office, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Post Card
and Postal Note Act of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
m
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116'0 7413  61'0 S.E. & S... 2.5 2.1 0'490 4
127'0 74.9 65.0 S.E. ... 1.6 2.5 2.500 6
10113  76'2 71'0 S.E. ... 01)  2.8 1.210 3
1071)  72'6 6513  E.... ... 11  11  1.630 5
S.E. ... 17  4.2  215M 4
108.0 76.0 66'0 N.E. ... 213  5.2 1.910 7
93'0 731  70.0 E.... ... 21  47  1.930 7
S.E. ... 1.8 5.0 9.280 11
98 0 S.... ... 1.5 3.2 2.330 10
120.0 71.7 61.0 N.E. ... 1.7 2.1 11)40 5
94'0
115'0
96'0
98.0
90.0
116'0
95'4
101.5
93.7
103'6
93.0
110'0
121'0
91.7
97'0
99'0
123'0
67'4 6Q'3 Calm ... 0.9 3.7 0'838
70.8 58.0 N.E. ... 113  1.8 17 40
68'0 61'8 Calin ... 0.8 5.5 1.232
58'9 481)  N.E. ... 2'5 4.2 0'850
70.1 65.0 E.... ... 3'6 4'2 1.850
70.1 59.0 E.... 2'2 1.2 1.640
65'7 57.9 S.S.E. & E. 11  5.6 1.151
6713  62.0 S.E. 111 5.0 1.100
67'9 611  N.E.toN.W. 1'3 5.3 1.454
6213  53.4 E.... ... 1'4 41  0.509
... 60.0 1.670
68.3 54.0 E.... ... 1.9 21)  2.500
72.0 52.0 S.E. ... 2.6 1.1 0.540
69.0 60'2 N.E. ... 1.9 4.0 1.315
61.0 55'0 S.E. 17  2.8 1'030
60.3 51.0 S.E.&N.W. 1.9 3.2 3.410
73'6  54.0 N.E. ... 2.2 1.3 1.660
* 8 a.m.
N.B.-The above is compiled from  telegrams  chiefly.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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Post  and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological  Branch,
Brisbane , 4th February, 1889.THE following SuMMAnrEs  of RAINFALL, taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
DECEMBER 1888 are published for general information, , .
A. J. THYNNE,
For the  Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1888.
Name  of Station. i Latitude(South).
Maximum Fall in 24 hours , No. of 1 Total
and Date. Days daisFell Rainfall..
Tons per
Acre.
Miles .  Inches .  Date. Inches.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Longitude Least
(East ). Distance fromSea-coast.
Aramac ... ... ... 22° 59' 145° 14' 274 1.160 4th 3 1-600 162
Avon Downs 0.700 23rd 4 11870 189
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 33 147 24 7 1.780 5th 7 3'040 307
Ayrshire Downs ... ... 21 59 142 39 318 11110 19th 4 1.350 136
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 44 148 35 11 2.180 4th 13 7-510 7581
Boulia ... ... ... 22 55 139 38 359 C. 0'624 29th 3 0.66 672
Bowen ... ... ... 19 59 148 16 on coast 3.100 4th 5 4.220 426
Bowen Downs ... ... 22 25 145 1 255 2.150 5th 2 2.300 232
Burketown ... ... ... 17 48 139 34 22 (.•410 19th 3 0.810 82
Cairns ... ... ... 16 54 145 44 on coast 2.320 5th 13 12.045 1216}
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242 0-960 18th 5 1.940 196
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell ... ... ... 18 15 146 3 on coast 2.700 6th 12 6.640 671
Charters Towers ... ... 20 3 146 18 66 2.650 4th 6 4-110 415
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 4.010 24th 3 4.250 429
Cloncurry ... ... ... 20 41 140 33 207 C. 0.630 5th 8 1'850 187
Coen... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 2]  1,420 17th 4 2.390 241
Cooktown ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on coast 2.000 20th 12 5720 578
Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 36 148 15 88
Creen Creek .. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. 1.530 8th 9 4.860 491
Cumberland ... ... ... 18 23 143 28 170 3.500 18th 8 7.000 707
Dagworth,  vid  Winton ... 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville ... ... ... 18 13 139 53 37 C. 1.550 18th 6 3.660 370
Georgetown ... 18 22 143 32 166 2.280 17th 6 5-770 583
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4 6.870 5th 14 15.160 1531
Gilbert River ... 18 7 142 52 136 C. 1.150 22nd 8 4.070 411
Glen Boughton, Cairns ... .. . ...
Goode Island ... ... 10 36 142 11 T.S. 0.800 20th 6 1.390 140
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17 30 146 3 4
Herberton ... ... ... 17 24 145 26 40 1.200 21st 11 4'610 466
Hewittville ... ... 23 15 150 51 on coast 0'290 let 4 0600 61
Highbury ... ... ... 16 23 144 1 95
Hughenden ... ... ... 20 51 144 9 191 0.210 5th 6 0.560 562
Inkerman ... ... ... 19 46 147 26 12 0.670 5th 4 1.650 167
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17 54 145 29 R.A. ..
Junction Creek ... ... 18 16 144 24 108 1.400 19th 9 6'650 672
Kalamia , Burdekmn River ... 19 28 147 27 3
Karumba, late Kimberley ... 17 27 140 54 on coast 1.450 18th 7 4'130 417
Lammermoor ... ... 21 19 144 38 197
Low Island ... ... ... 16 23 145 36 off coast 3.610 6th 13 7.790 787
Lyndhurst ... ... ... 19 12 144 25 125
McDonnell ... ... 11 46 142 33 25 01710 21st 11 2-510 2534
Mackay ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 0-980 3rd  7  2-850  288
Mackinlay ... ... 21 14 141 24 248 C. 1-200 18th 4 2.530 2552
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert) ... ...
Manfred Downs ... 20 15 141 40 193 C.
Manuka ... ... ... 21 44 143 25 270
Marlborough ... ... 22 51 149 53 27 1.880 221,d 4 2.600 263
Mavtown ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 71 1.580 23rd 12 3.320 335
Mein ... ... ... ... 15 13 142 47 45 0.420 6th 5 1.170 118
Moreton 12 28 142 34 36 1.400 7th ... 4'800 485
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34 144 34 270
Musgrave  ... ... ... 14 50 143 35 35 4.270 19th 10 10.810 1092
Muttaburra ... ... ... 22 36 144 31 273 0.810 19th 2 1.360 137
Nebo 21 41 1 48 44 42 1100 1st 7 I 2.430 245
Normanton ... ... ... 17 39 141 9 38 C. 1.250 2nd 7 3.630 367
Oondooroo, North Gregory 22 10 143 12 302
Paterson ... ... ... 10 47 142 25 T.S. 1.210 21st 9 3.590 363
Pentland ... ... ... 20 33 145 25 123 0.420 1st 4 0810 82
Port Douglas ... ... 16 30 145 28 on coast 1.420 6th 13 5.410 546
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33 141 5 T.S. 0.170 6th & 20th 6 0.560 562
Ravenswood ... ... 20 5 146 54 47 0-700 21st 5 1920 194
Rockhampton ... ... 23 24 150 30 18 0.310 19th 9 1.470 148
St. Helen's, Mackay ... 21 53 148 53 4 0.900 5th 15 3.070 310
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 20 149 32 7 0.330 3rd 3 0'450 45
Telemon ... ... ... 20 40 143 48 203
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 11 149 0 17
Thornborough ... ... 16 58 144 57 48 1.250 6th 7
Tooloombah, Connor's  Range  22 42 149 34 23 0-345 27th 3 0.565 57
Townsville .. ... ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 0.180 5th & 6th 8 2.000 202
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40 146 8 15
Winton .,. ... ... 22 23 143 3  316 0.280 19th 2 0.340 34
Woodlands ... ... ... 23 2 150 44 3 0.280 2nd 7 01900 91
i
No'rE.-Figures to which C is attached refer to the distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria .  The geographical positions
and distances from coast have been corrected from the latest information procurable.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER,  1888-continued.
'Name of Station.
Alice Downs
Latitude
(South).
26° 30'
Allora ... ... ... 28 1
Alpha, Central Railway ... 23 39
Arcturus Downs ... ... 24 4
Auburn ... ... ... 25 58
Banana  ... ... ... 24 29
Barcaldine ... ... ...  23 33
Beaudesert ... ... ... 27 59
Beeabah ... ... 26 20
Beechal, Warrego ... ... ...
Beenleigh .. ... ... 27 44
Biddenham .. ... ... 25 48
Bindango, Roma ... ... 26 35
Blackall ... ... ... 24 24
Blinkbonnie... ... ... 27 45
Bogantungan ... ... 23 36
Bollon ... 28 6
Bon Accord, Dalby... 27 33
Boonara  ... ... ... 26 7
Braeside, Dalveen ... ... 28 30
BRISBANE  ... ... ... 27 29
Bulgroo Station  via  Adavale ...
Bulimba, near Brisbane
(Mrs. Coxen's) ... ... 27 28
Bundaberg .. 24 53
Bunya Mountains ... ...
Burenda ... ... 25 45
Bustard Head ... ... 24 2
Caboolture ... ... ... 27 6
Caiwarro, Warrego... ... ...
Calo u ndra ... ... ... 26 49
Camboon ... ... ... 25 4
Cambooya ... ... ... 27 41
Canning Downs ... ... 28 13
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 2
Cecil Plains  via  Dalby ...
Charleville ... 26 25
Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla 27 54
Cleveland ... ... ... 27 33
Condamine Plains ... ... 26 67
Connemara , Jundah ... ...
Copmanhurst ... ... ...
Corona Downs, Mitchell ...
Cowley Station, Eulo ... 28 13
Cryna, Beaudesert ... ... 27 59
Cunnamulla.. ... ... 28 5
Curriwillinghi ... ..
Dalby ... ... ... 27 32
Dalveen ... ... ... 28 35
Dirranbandi ... ... ... ...
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan ...
Duaringa  ... ... ...
Durham Downs, Cooper's
23 36
Creek ...
Dynevor Downs, Eulo ... 28 5
Dulacca ... ... ...  26 35
Emerald ... ... ... 23 28
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27
Esk .. ... ... ... 27 15
Eton Vale, Cambooya ... 27 41
Eulo ... ... ... 28 10
Fassifern ... ... ... 27 57
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Las-
sell's)
Forest Vale, near Mitchell 26 0
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38
Gladstone ... ... ... 23 52
Glenearn, Surat ... ... 27 15
Glengallan Station ... ... 28 5
Gold Creek Reservoir ... 27 28
Goodna ... ... 27 37
Goomburra ... ... 28 1
Goondiwindi ... ... 28 33
Gowrie, Darling Downs ... 27 29
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12
Hawkwood ... ... ... 25 47
Helidon ... ... ... 27 33
Indooroopilly
Inglewood ... ... ... 28 25
Inskip Point ... ... 25 48
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 37
Isisford 24 14
Jimbour ... ... ... 26 59
Juandah ... ... ... 26 10
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Miles.
Maximum Fall  in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches. I Date.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
146° 52'
152 1 83 1.610
146 34 215 0.380
148 3 ..
150 37 137
150 6 79 1.070
145 17 287 0 070
153 2 27
152 5 62
153 15 7 0.800
146 25 315 1.020
148 28 258
145 26 302 01900
151 33 104 0.910
14  14 177 1000
147 29 347 0.220
151 14 115 1.410
152 5 64 1.190
151 51 105
153 6 10 1.482
20th
5th
3rd
4th
1st
14th
3rd
20th
24th
25th
19th
5th
14th
153 5 7 1.230 14th
152 21 9  2-550  19th
... ... 1.820 2nd
146 44 300 0.540 14th
151 48 on coast 1.990 18th
152 59 7 2.250 1st
153 10 on coast 1.430 2nd
150 23 99 1.300 2nd
151 53 80 1.010 9th
152 7 85 1.050 19th
153 29 off  coast 1.330 3rd
146 13 351 1.910 5th
146 5 424 i 1.020 26th
153 19 on coast 0.940 2nd
150 6 182
1.500 1st
144 50 494
153 1 28
145 38 453  2-000  25th
151 15 110 2.090 1st
152 1 96
... ... 0.110 20th
149 41 80
144 18
149 38
148 5
152 57
152 26
151 57
144 59
152 38
515
124 0.440 2nd
13 1.020 15th
39 1.590 16th
76 0.760 10th
485 0.230 26th
49 2.130 16th
147 47 257
152 24 54
1.100 14th
151 37 70 1.120 1st
151 17 on coast 1.370 1st
149 0 249
152 5 82
152 54 16 1.340 1st
152 56 22 1.450 2nd
152 9 77 1.320 19th
150 21 186 1.070 2nd
151 50 79 2.930 1st
152 38 28 0 710 1st
150 50 117 1'720 1st
1.52 8 60
151 7 141 2.310 1st
153 4 off coast 1.270 2nd
152 47 29 1.260 1st
144 22 357 0.420  24th
151 12 114 1.850 3rd
149 57 175 1.410 20th
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
10 5.890 595
4 0.870 88
7 3.500 3532
4 0.980 99
11 4.180 422
2 1 1.220  123
1 0900 91
11 4.350 439
3 1.400 141
7 0.550 552
8 4.630 468
10 3.520 3552
13 6.008 607
13 6.950 702
9 5.164 5214
7 5.580 564
6 1.090 110
12 3.790 383
13 4.480 452
8 2.950 298
6 3.300 333
10 3.530 3562
10 3.130 316
13 3.780 382
4 2.660 269
6 1.600 162
6 3.060 309
11 3.300 333
4 2.510 2532
7 5.230 528
2 0.210 21
5 0.400 40
13 5.390 544
7 5.220 527
11 3.260 329
2 0.270 27
11 6400 646
12 5.791 585
7 6.280 634
8 3.620 366
13 4.220 426
10 4.530 4572
9 6.140 620
8 2730 276
8 5.300 535
10 2.500 2522
5 3.450 348
12 5.870 593
11 2900 293
12 4.450 449
5 1.530 1542
9 4.780 483
6 2.840 287
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER,  1888-continued.
Name of  Station. Latitude(South).
Longit
(East
ude
).
Least IDistaneefroml
Sea-coast.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
No
Day F
. of IRain I
Total
Rainfa ll. ITons perAcre.
Kangaroo  Point, Brisbane...
° '
E XTRA
°
TR
'
We
OPICAL-co
Inches. I Date.
ntinued.
1.377 14th
d.
13
11
Inches. I
5.875
.160
5934
521Kilkivan ... ... ... 26 6 152 13 I 52 100 2n3 5
T,eyburn ... . 28 1 151 37 101 0.640 19th 8 2.170 219
Lowood (Mr. J. F. Smith's) 27 25 152 34 32 0.978 16th
.
9 3'378 341
2Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 900 2nd0 9 3180 38
Marburg ... ... ... 27 36 152 38 1
Maryborough ... ... 25 33 152 43 12 1'450 2nd 8 4.070 411
Maryland ... ... ... 28 33 152 2 94
Miles  ... ... ... 26 39 150 7 182 0.550 15th 6 1.240 125
Millaquin Refinery ... ... 24 52 152 20 9
5 h. 10 0.422 42Millbrook ... ... ... ... t540 10
Minerva Downs ... ... 23 48 148 17 135
Mitchell ... ... ... 26 30 147 58 320 0.170 3rd 3 0'220
.
22
Mooloolah ... ... ... 1.970 1st 13 5 090 514
Morven ... .. 26 25 147 5 307 0.400 1st 2 0.750 76
Mount Abundance , Roma ... 26 39 148 38 253
Mount Hutton, Roma ... 25 48 148 13 205
Mount Morris 25 40 145 38 340
Mount Perry ... 25 13 151 41 51 2.950 20th 6 4.920 497
Mount Playfair 25 4 147 2 250 1.017 13th 7 2.767 280
Mundoolun ... 27 54 153 9 17 1.540 14th 13 6'280 533
Murweh ... 26 57 145 58 495
Nanango ... 26 41 152 1 68 1.510 2nd 8 4'420 446
Nerang ... 27 58 153 23 5 2.190 16th 15 6.720 679
Orion Downs 24 14 148 17 155 0.250 18th 5 0.730 74
Pine River North ... 27 16 152 59 7 1.360 2nd 10 6'120 618
Pittsworth ... 27 42 151 38 94 1.400 1st 9 3'980 402
Redbank Plains ... ... 2.080 14th 13 4.420 446
Redcliffe ... ... 27 14 153 8 on coast 1.100 2nd & 16th 9 4.430 447
Riverston ... ... 24 6 150 56 30
Roma 26 36 148 42 247 0.180 14th 5 0.430 43
St. George ... ... 28 4 148 33 282 0.130 8th & 12th 3 0.380 38
St. Helena ... ... 27 25 153 15 off coast 01890 2nd 10 2 '824 2851
Sandgate 27 20 153 5 on coast 0.820 2nd 12 3.735 3774
Sandy Cape ... 24 41 153 16 on coast 8.490 20th 7 5'180 523
Southport ... ... 27 57 153 27 on coast 3.140 16th 15 6-930700
Springsure ... ... 24 3 148 3 153 0.200 19th 4 0.480 48
Stanthorpe ... 28 37 151 58 97 1 500 2nd 13 6'530 6591
Strath-Ellbess,  near `Warwick
Sunny Bank, South Coast Ry. 0.900 3rd
I
8 3'020 305
Surat ... 27 11 149 0.640 14th2 247 3 0.970 98
Talgai East... 28 1 151 49 94
Tambo ... 24 51 146 14 285 0.600 4th 4  0-800 81
Tambourine  Mountain ... ... 2.200 14th 13 5.935 599}
Taroom ... 25 38 149 45 153 1.600 1st 7 2.640 267
Texas ... 28 51 151 12 137 0.730 1st 8 2'990 302
Thargomindah ... 27 58 143 43 539 0.030 4th 3 0'060 6
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 151 58 71  1-820  1st 12 4.780 483
Wallangarra ... 28 54 151 59 90 1.710 1st 12 5'910 597
Waroonga , Mitchell 26 23 148 5  261 0.160 14th 2 0.250 25
Warra 26 59 150 58  130 1.100 1st 7 3 320 335
Warwick 28 12 152 4 85 1.370 19th 10 3.122 315
Welford Lagoon ... 25 6 143 26 435 0290 19th 3 0,290 29
We lltown ... ... 28 4 149 54 212  1-110  9th 5 2.305 2321
Weribone,  Surat ... 27 23 148 52 256 0.320 13th 2 0'600 61
Westland, Aramac ... 0.940 2nd 3 1.130 114
Westwood ... ... 23 37 150 8 43 0150 1st 2 0.220 22
Whyenbah,  near St .  George 28 24 148 19 303 0.820 25th 5 1.320 133
Windorah ... ... ... 25 26 142 36 490 .. Nil
Woodford ... ... ... 26 56 152 47 18 2.790 1st 10 5'430 548
Woody  Island ... ... 25 17 152 58 off coast 1.320 19th 8 3'810 384
Yandilla ... .. ... ... ... ... 1.075 1st 8 3.495 3531
Yengarie , Maryborough ... 25 32 152 34  24 1.360 3rd 10 4•°00 495
Yuelba ... ... ... 26 43 149 24 226 0 .500 14th 6 1.030 104
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE--WOOLLOON-
GABBA TO CLEVELAND (ALONG RAILWAY).TENDERSENDERS will be received at the Office of
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Fourth
day of March next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material (except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws), and for all
workmanship necessary, for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
(1) Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work ;
(2) Price, each, for extra poles, where neces-
sary ;
(3) Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary ;
(4) Price, per mile, for affixing brackets, insu-
lators and stretching wires.
From Woolloongabba to Cleveland (within rail-
way fences)-a distance of twenty-two (22) miles
more or less.
This work will consist of the erection of a tele-
graph line, carrying three wires for about ten (10)
miles, from Woolloongabba, and two wires the
remainder of the distance, one on top pins and the
other on brackets to be affixed to poles.
The wire, insulators, brackets, and screws to
be supplied by the Government and delivered
to the contractor in Brisbane. The quantities
issued will be upon the proper estimate and
requisition of the contractor, who will be held
responsible for applying for sufficient, and any
surplus material after the completion of the con-
tract must be delivered by the contractor, free
of charge, at the nearest Telegraph Station, as
directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
1. Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
2. The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
3. The contractor may avail himself of the facili-
ties afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against  any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
4. The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
prorerty caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from airy moneys due to the con-
tractor.
6. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete, the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the penal-
ties for the bon-fulfilment of the contract ; and all
sums of money  which may be due to the contractor,
together  with all plant ,  materials ,  and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
6. A deposit of a sum equal to ten (10) per cent.
.of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due
performance of the contract within the time stipu-
lated, in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event that they will
severally execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10) days
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
7. The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
2. All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on one side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole, also  for six  (6) feet outside the railway
fence or course of same to be cleared away.
3. Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
4. All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space  of not  less  than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
5. Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches
in diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet
in length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity,
with good hoop-iron not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white lead.
6. The poles to be not more than eighty-eight
(88) yards apart, unless by special  permission;
to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground,  placed in a
perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
7. Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor)
to be of split ironbark, and turned according to
pattern supplied, and to be fitted as directed ; the
lip of the  insulator  to be not less than one (1) inch
from the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire suppled.
8. Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly
screwed on with three (3) screws each, as directed.
9. The contractor to shift camp for the inspecting
officer and his assistant as required.
10. All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
11. Tender forms, and every information, maybe
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
A. J. THYNNE,
For the Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th February, 1889.
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Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.SPECIAL attention s directed o the Bock andPacket  Regulations  (Amended) to come into
operation 1st January, 1889, as detailed in the
Government  Gazette  of 17th and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April  next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specification published in the  Gov
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general  information,
that the Post Office at Muckadilla  has been
made a Postal Note Office,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Post Card and Postal Note
Act of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
NOTICE.j HAVE thisday appointed ERNEST HENRY
Roos, as Bailiff of the Small Debts Court,
Dalby,  for the term of twelve months from this date.
C. R. HALY,
Court House,
Dalby, 6th February, 1889.
Police Magistrate.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
r HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
1 at Dunwich is published  in pursuance of the
Reulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK END I NG 2ND DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report  ... ...  478
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  13
Number returned from lea' e ... ... 1
492
Number discharged  ... ... 0
Number died ... .. ,,. 2
Number absent on  leave.. ... 3
5
Number remaining at date hereof  ... 487
Admissions during the week :
David Richards, 38, blacksmith, from  Maytown Hos-
pital  ;  last employed  by The  Comet Mining Company,
Maytown.
James Edwards ,  36, miner ,  from Ingham Hospital ;
last employed mining on his own account at Mount
Thomas.
John  Spence, 71, bush labourer, from Marybo ro ugh
Hospital  ;  employed during the last few years by R.
Cran and  Co., Yengarie, Maryborough.
Patrick Mulligan ,  36, labourer ,  from Brisbane Hos-
pital; unable to work during the last two years.
Wm. McGeorge ,  41, clerk ,  from Brisbane Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Robert Finch ,  broker ,  Wickham
street ,  Brisbane.
Thomas Dillon ,  48, miner ,  fro m Hughenden Hospital ;
last employed by Messrs .  Ramsay B ro thers, near Winton.
Joseph Rickards ,  50, miner; re-admission.
John  Macaulay ,  76, carpenter; re-admission.
William Kook ,  55, labourer ; re-admission.
John Holmes ,  84, farmer  ;  re-admission.
Thomas Laffin ,  50, labourer  ;  re-admission.
James Thomas Turner ,  63, brickmaker  ;  re-admission.
William Lough ,  54, farmer ; re -admission.
Discharged  during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
Patrick Kehoe,  30, labourer ;  admitted 25th Septem-
ber, 1888.
Alexander  Henry ,  40, miner  ;  admitted 16th August,
1888.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
T
HE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Reserve for Cemetery,
Cardwell, for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published  for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE by the TRUSTEES Of RESERVE for CEMETERY,
CARDWELL, for the YEAR ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
DR. Ca.
£ s. d. £ 8. d.
To Balance  from Year 1887  ... ... ...  17 10 10 By Pershouse ,  for Bier and Shed  ... ...  2 16 0
Cemetery  Fees  ... ... ... ...  5 10 0 „ Sexton ,  for Digging Two Graves ... 2 0 0
„ Balance to next Year ... ... ... 18 6 10
£23 0 10 £23 0 10
We, the Trustees for Reserve for Cemetery, Cardwell, do solemnly and sincerely declare the
above to be  a true  and correct  Statement  of the Receipts and Expenditure connected with the said
Cemetery , and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously  believing  the same  to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  "The Oaths Act of  1867."
J. C. HUBINGER,
THOMAS CAIRD, Trustees.
HORACE HYWOOD, Hon. Secretary,
Declared before  me, at  Cardwell, this eighteenth day of January, 1889.
E. R. BRoozE, J.P.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
J-'HE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements  on account  of the Stanthorpe Cemetery, forthe year ended 31st December, 1888, is publi hed  for general i formation.
ROBI. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE by the  TRUSTEES  of the S TANTHORPE CEMETERY  for the YEAR
ended 31ST DECEMBFR, 1888.
1888. EXPENDITURE.
1st January- £ s. d. 1888.
To Credit Balance from 1887 32 3 9 1st April- £ s. d.
31st January- By Sexton's Salary ... ... ... 5 7 0
Burial Fees 2 0 6 9th May-„ ...
31st March-
...
„ Repairs to Fence 3 10 0
Burial Fees 2 12 0 1st July-
30th June- „ Sexton's Salary 4 11 0Burial Fees
30th July-
4 3 6 „ Secretary, W. A. Noble
1st October-
... ... 4 0 0
Burial Fees 1 13 0 „ Sexton's Salary 3 15 0
30th August- Sexton, Grave Digging ... 1 4 0
0
„ Burial Fees ...
30th September-
... 1 13 0 „ Stamps, &c. ... ...
31st December-
... ... 0 11
Burial Fees ... ... 1 13 0 „ Sexton's Salary, &c. ... ... 6 11 0
30th October- Secretary's Salary ... ... ... 1 5 0Burial Fees
30th November-
2 1 0 „ Balance in Q.N. Bank ... ... 23 1 9
Burial Fees
31st December-
2 13 6
Burial Fees ... ... 3 2 6
£53 15 9 £53 15 9
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Stanthorpe Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare that
the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st December, 1888, is correct, and
we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of " The
Oaths Act  of  1867."
Witness : A. BARTON, J.P.
JOHN D. ROBERTSON, Secretary.
Stanthorpe, 1st January, 1889.
1888.
1st January-
By Sexton-
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
THE
following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements on account  of the  Bowen Cemetery Reserve,
for  the year ended 31st December ,  1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS  and DISBURSEMENTS  by the  TRUSTEES  Of the  BowEN CEMETERY RESERVE
for the YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
s. d.
To Balance in Post Office Savings Bank ... 160 0 0
, Balance General Account, A.J.S. Bank 12 9 2
Inter ,Ft, Savings Bank, 1887 and 1888 15 2 7
„ Burial Fees ... ... ... .. 31 2 6
Fence Fees 1 1 0
„ Land Sales ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
S. WILLIAMS,
.TAMES RAFF,  Trustees.
JOHN ANDERSON,
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d.
Burial Fees ... ... ... ... 17 2 6
Fence Fees ... ... ... 0 12 6
Salary as Caretaker ... ... ... 6 0 0
Labour-
Cutting Grass ... ... 2 0 0
Attending Trees ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
Well Sinking ... ... ... 0 16 0
Sexton's Hut ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Advertising ... ... 0 5 6
Incidental  Expenses  ... ... 0 4 0
Secretary-Commission on Burials ... 4 12 6
Secretary-Commission on Land Sales
and Improvements ... ... ... 0 17 6
31st December-
By Balance in Post Office Savings Bank ... 175 2 7
Balance, General Account, A.J.S.• Bank 15 9 2
„ Balance in Hand ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
£223 19 3 £223 19 3
We, the undersigned ,  Trustees of the Bowen Cemetery Reserve, do hereby declare the above
Abstract to be a correct account of our Receipts and Disbursements during the year ended 31st Decem-
ber, 1888 ,  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867.
WALDRON BURRO WES,
J. H. DICKEY, Trustees.
JOHN HY. ISBELL,
Made  and signed before me this  thirtieth  day of January, 1889.
D. MILLER, J.P.
A. M. BARTON ,  Secretary.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T
HE following General Abstract,  showing  the Average Amount of the Liabilities  and Assets  of the Australian Joint Stock Bank, within the Colony  of Queensland , taken from  tine several
Weekly Statements
 during
 the Quarter from the 1st October to the 31st December,
 1888, is published in conformity  with the  second section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average
 Amount
 of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS
 of THE AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK ,  within the Colony  of Queensland ,  taken  from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER
 from the 18T OCTOBER to the  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest
Bills in Circulation Not be,4ring  InterestBearing Interest ...
Balances
 due to other
 Banks ... ...
Deposits Not bearing  Interest...Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.85,379
 14  3
.. i 1,289 7 9
380,931 19  4
992,925 4 9
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending 31st
December
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ...
Amount of
 the Last Dividend  and Bonus declared ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend and Bonus
£ a. d.
85,379 14  3
1,289 7 9
10,417 13 10
it ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver  in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ...
Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
Balances due  from other  Banks  ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
182,943 0 8
20,702 10 0
91,716 13 2
1,984 10 0
13,846 18 5
1,266,981 12 11
1,373,857 4 1
£1,470,943 19 11 Total Amount of Assets ... ... £1,578,175 5 2
500,000 0 0 ii
15 per cent.  per annum.ilI
37,500 0 0
330,127
 5 10
ALEX.  KERR ,  Assistant Manager.
GEO. MARSHALL,  Accountant.
I, Alexander K err, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabi li ties and Assets of the abov: Bank
during the period speci fied  ;  and that the same was made up from the  Weekly
 Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the  Act of  the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of January ,  1889. ALEX. KERR.
WM. KELLETT,  Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT
The duty on
 the  within-mentioned
 sum of
 £85,37914s .  3d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year  1888, by tl e
Australian Joint Stock Bank ,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  is assessed  at the  sum of £640 6s. lld.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the thirtieth day of January, 1889, the sum of £640 6s. lld., for the duty
 assessed as above.
h,ntd .- CHAS.  F. DRIPER.  For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets  of the Bank of North Queensland, Limited,  within  the Colony of Queensland, taken from the  severalWeekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with
 the second section of the  Act of  Council,  4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT  showing  the Average
 Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THB BANK OB NORTH QUEENSLAND ,  LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland , taken from the  several
Weekly
 Statements during the QUARTER from the 18T OCTOBER to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES . AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ... ...Bearing Interest
 ... ... ...
Bills in Circulation
£ 8. d.
TOTALS.
f Not bearing Interest ... ... 55 17 5
t Bearing Interest
Balances due
 to other Banks  ... ... ... ... ... ......
Deposits ... f Not bearing Interest 22,321 8 11
"' Bearing  Interest
 ... ... ...  33,884 19 1
Ditto Government,
 bearing Interest
 ... ... ... ......
Total Amount of Liabilities
55 17 5
5,939 7 6
56,206 8 0
46,428 11 5
... ... £108,630 4 4
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... 149,161 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... ...
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... .. ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
ASSETS.  AMOUNT.
Coined Gold
 and Silver and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and
 Bars  ... ... ... ...
Government
 Securities  ... ... ... ... ... ..
Landed Property
 ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due
 from other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the  Bank ,  including Notes,
Bi lls of Exchange ,  and all Stock  and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills,  and Balances
due to the said Bank from other  Banks ...
Total  Amount of Assets
138,124 8 0
£224,092  5 11
D. MAcDIARMID , General Manager.Townsville, January,
 1889. WM. DUNCAN,  pro  Accountant.
T, Duncan MacDiarmid, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified
 ;
 and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
£ s.d.
TOTALS.
£ 8. d.20,778 15  9
986 16 11
2,075 5 8
62,126 19 7
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at  Townsville, this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889. D. MAcDIARMID.Louis YAN, Justice of the Peace.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.TKE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from theseveral Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13,
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secret a 'y.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of THE COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER f ro m the 1ST OCTOBER to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation
 ,,,  c
Not bearing Interest
Bearing Interest ...
Bide in Circulation
I
Not bearing Interest ... ...
l Bearing Interest ..,
Balances
 due to other
 Banks ,,,
Deposits Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities £766 694 12 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date
 ... ... ... ... ...  600,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
 ... ... ... ..,  25 per cent .  per annum.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 75,000 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ...
 769,119 14 4
Brisbane, 30th January, 1889.
Total Amount of Assets
996,873 0 7
.„ ... £1,161,900 5 6
W. H. PARKER,  Pro  Manager.
D. J. BROWNHILL,  Accountant.
I, William Henry Parker, make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ;  and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this thirtieth day of January, 1889.
A. MACINTOSH,  Justice of the Peace.
W. H. PARKER.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within -mentioned sum of £41,50215s .  8d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888,
by the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £3115s. 6d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the thirtieth day of January, 1889,  the sum of £3115s. 6d., for the duty assessed as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Clue, F. DRIVER. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
AMOUNT. TOTAL.
£ a. d.
41,502 15 8
608 13 3
I
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  a. d. £  S.  d. £ R. d.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined
 Metals ,,, ,, , .....,... 129,252 17 9
Gold and Silver
 in Bullion or Bars  ... ... ... ... 7 1 5
41,502 15 8 Government Securities... ... ... ... ... ... .........
Landed Property ... „ ... ... ,,. ,.. ......... 28,214 6 2
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ......... 1,453 7 1
608 13 3 Balances due from other
 Banks
 ... .,. ... ,.,  6,099 12 6
10,813 19 3 Amount of all Debts due to the  Bank , including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and  Funded Debts
225,980 7 6 of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
487,788 16  4
713,769 3 10
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary s Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of March, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial District. Place of Meeting.
Aramac ... ... The Court  House ,  Aramac.
Banana ... ... Ditto ,  Banana.
Baramba ... Ditto, Nanango.
Barcoo ... Ditto,  Windorah.
Bauhinia ... ... Ditto,  Springsure.
Beenleigh ... ... Ditto, Beenleigh.
Belyando ... ... Ditto,  Clermont.
Blackall ... ... Ditto , Blackall.
Boulia ... ... Ditto,  Boulia
Bowen ... ... Ditto, Bowen.
Broadsound ... ... Ditto,  St. Lawrence.
Bulloo ... ... Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ... ... Ditto, Roma.
Burrum Ditto Maryborough.
Caboolture
...
...
... ,
Ditto, Woodford.-
Calliope ... ... Ditto,  Gladstone.
Cardwell ... ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook .. ... ... Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... ... Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina ... Ditto, Birdsville.
Doonmunya ... Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa ... Duaringa.
Einasleigh ... The Court House, Georgetown.
Esk .. ... Ditto, Esk.
Fassifern ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango ... Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory ... Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook Ditto, Ingham.
Inglewood ... Ditto, Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Bolan... ... Ditto, Bundaberg.
Mackay ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla Ditto, Miles.
Murweh ... Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ... Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa Cometville.
Paroo ... ... The Court House, Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa ... Ditto, Gatton.
Taroom ... Ditto, Taroom.
Thuringowa ... Ditto, Townsville.
Tiaro ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
Ula Ula ... Ditto, St. George.-
Waggamba ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla ... Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo Ditto, Surat.
Widgee ... Ditto, Gympie.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT F 1881,"
AND CON FINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.REFERRING to a Notice  appearing in  Gazetteof 5th January instant, page 66 ,  convening
a Meeting of Stockowners  at Cometville  on Satur-
day, the Second day of March ,  for the purpose of
Electing a Marsupial Board for the Marsupial
District of Nogoa :
It having been represented  that  Blackwater is a
more convenient place at which to  hold such
Meeting ,  so much of the aforesaid Notice as
relates to the Marsupial District of Nogoa  is
hereby cance ll ed ,  and BLACXWATER is appointed as
the place at which such Meeting shall be held, at
Twelve o'clock  (Noon ) on SATURDAY, the
Second day of March next ensuing ,  for the
purpose aforesaid.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
£5,000 REWARD.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that, in pursuance of Resolutions passed by
the Legislative Assembly on the sixth day of
November last, a Reward of £5,000 will be paid
to tie person or company who first Manufactures
from Cotton grown in the Colony, Cotton Goods to
the Value of £5,000 ; such Reward to be in
substitution for any Reward which such person or
company would be entitled to under the provisions
of  " The Encouragement to Manufacturing Indus-
tries A(t of  1869."
It is hereby further notified that the Plant used
in the Manufacture of the said Cotton Goods must
be of  a fair  value of not  less  than £10,000.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
THIRD Supplementary Lis  of Surveyorslicensed toact under the provisions f " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names  were  not inserted  in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January, 1889 :-
Name .  Address.
Crompton, Chas. Wm. Lee Charters Towers
Cobon, James J. Cooktown
Debney, Stanley T . ... B ri sbane
White, Chas. E. ... Toowoomba.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JOHN EDWARD NicHoLSON, a
Minister of the Primitive Methodist Denomination,
having removed from Leichhardt street, Brisbane,
in the Registry District of Brisbane, to Ashton,
Milton, in the Registry District of Oxley, has
given me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the leverend JAMES FLOOD, a Minister of the
Roman Catholic Denomination, having removed
from Ravenswood, in the Registry District of
Kennedy, to Mount Morgan, in the Registry
District of Leichhardt, has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " Tile
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend J OHN SPOONER, a Minister of
the Church of England Denomination, residing at
Leichhardt street, Fortitude Valley, in the Registry
District of Brisbane, has been duly registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
r T is hereby notified for public information, that
l the Reverend WILLIAM ABEL TURNER, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Croydon, in the Registry
District of Burke, to Townsville ,  in the Registry
District of Townsville ,  has given me due notice
thereof ,  in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Mari iage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend SHELDON WESTERN CHADWICK,
a Minister  of the Primitive Methodist Denomina-
tion. residing at Cambridge street, Boggo road,
South Brisbane, in the Registry District of
Brisbane, has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion, authorised to celebrate  Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
REEL YROPE1 TY TRANSFER NOTICE.
f 'A K l+: Notice,  that application has been made to bring the Lands described below under  the
provisions of  " The Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose still
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicants.
Subdivisions 1, 2, and 3 of allotments 3 and 4 of  The Bank  of New  South Wales
section  104,  town of Maryborough
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane . 9th February, 1889.  Registrar  of Titles.
TRA.N SMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
1TOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
1£' Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such app lications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office,  in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must  be  lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
16 March, 1889.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1884. 1889.
John Vaughan ,  late of S Aug.George Dunn and Po rt ion 80, parish of Pimpama  ... Fee-simple Will  dated 25 Sep- 18 Mar.
Pimpama ,  market Thomas Shepherd ,  of tember, 1888
gardener Averley, County of
Essex ,  England
1863.
Joseph Donald ,  late of 23 April Susannah Donald ,  de- Subdivisions 5 and 8 of western Fee -simple As Co-parceners  ... 23 Mar.
Brisbane ceased; Margaret Jane  suburban allotment 9, parish
Jones  (nee  Donald ),  of North Brisbane
wife of John Jones,
of Brisbane, quarry-
man; and Agnes Anne
Comes  (nee Donald),
wife of Robe rt  Cumes,
of Brisbane ,  composi-
tor
Susannah Donald ,  late 3 May Margaret Jane Jones An undivided third in subdivi -  Fee-simple
of Milton ,  near Bris - (nee Donald ),  wife of sions 5 and 6 of western sub-
bane ,  spinster John Jones ,  of Bris -  urban allotment 9, parish of
bane ,  quarryman ;  and North Brisbane
Agnes Anne Cumes
(nee  Donald ),  wife of
Robe rt  Cumes, of
Brisbane ,  compositor
1888.
William Thompson ,  late 5 Nov .  William Ball Slade ,  of Allotment 9 of section 56, town Fee-simple
of Warwick ,  bank Warwick ,  grazier of Warwick
manager
Janet Heckenberg ,  late 31 Aug .  William Car :  er, of Bris -  Subdivision 16 of port ion 8,
of Brisbane ,  widow bane ,  patent agent ,  parish of North Brisbane
and Wi ll iam Keith,
of the same place,
tinsmith
1886.
Albe rt  Edward Jennings ,  6 Feb.  Agnes Jennings ,  of Re-subdivisions 13 and 15 of
late of Waterford ,  Beaudese rt,  widow subdivision 4 of portion 2,publican  parish of Beaudesert
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1889.
As Co-parceners  ...  23 Mar.
Will  dated 5 Au- 16 Mar.
gust ,  1878, and
three Codicils
thereto dated  re s-
pectively 4 August,
1877,  26 January,
1881,  and 8 June,
1881
Fee-simple Will dated  27 July, 9 Mar.
1885
Fee-simple Will dated 24 Oc- 18 Mar.
tober, 1884
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
G ENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS PRINGLR TAYLOR,  Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane ,  4th February, 1889.
No. 48.THE undermentioned resignations will takeeffect from date :-
BRISBANE NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 72, G.  Durrand,  A.B.; term of service
expired.
No. 140, H .  Peel,  A.B.; unable to attend drills.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Commanding Naval Corps.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
T
HE following Circular ,  issued by the Royal
Humane Society of Australasia ,  respecting
the award of a Bronze Meda ll ion and Certificate
to those pupils at all Public and Private Schools
in the Australasian Colonies who become proficient
in swimming exercises ,  and in the theoretical and
practical knowledge of the art of saving life from
drowning ,  is published for general information.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
THE ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF
AUSTRALASIA.
Conditions upon which  the Society  will award a
Bronze Medallion  for Proficiency  in Swimming
Exercises with reference to Saving  Life, and
Certificates for Proficiency  in the Theoretical
Knowledge of the  Art of Saving Life from
Drowning , 4c., 4j c., f e., at  the Public and
Private Schools in all the Australasian
Colonies.
1. A bronze meda ll ion will be awarded by the
Society in the month of April in each year ,  for the
practical demonstration of abi lity in swimming to
the relief of a drowning person ,  and effecting his
rescue and resuscitation ,  to each school which shall
contribute the sum of one guinea to the funds of
the Society ,  thereby constituting its head master
or teacher a member thereof ,  and which shall send
two months '  previous notice to the secretary of its
intention to compete.
2. A certificate  will be  awarded by the Society
in the month  of April  in each year for the
theoretical knowledge of the Society 's directions
for saving  life in  cases of drowning ,  snakebite,
choking ,  sunstroke ,  bleeding, fainting ,  and apo-
plexy ,  to each school which shall contribute the
sum of one guinea to the funds of the Society,
thereby constituting its head master or teacher a
member thereof ,  and which shall send two months'
previous notice to the secretary of its intention to
compete.
3. The  practical demonstration shall be made in
the presence of the scholars and the head master
or teacher ,  or of such other judge as he shall
appoint, whose award shall be final.
4. Printed papers for the theoretical examination
wi ll  be issued  by the  Society to the head masters
or teachers of schools ,  on application ,  and the
examination will be held under their supervision.
The answers must be in writing ;  the decision of
the head masters or teachers thereon to be final.
N.B.-The  subscription of one guinea will
include the competition for both medal lion and
certificate.
Rules to be observed by Competitors for the Bronze
Medallion awarded by the Royal Humane
Society of  Australasia  Jot Proficiency in
Swimming Exercises at the Public and Private
Schools, with  reference  to Saving  Life from
Drowning.
1. The competition for the medallion to be open
to all pupils of the school ,  subject to the approval
t ter or teacher ,  and to be held at
such place as he shall direct, and be carried out
under his supervision or that of such umpire as he
may appoint .  Each to have one trial under the
following conditions :-
2. 1st Trial- A  dummy or  block of wood to
represent a body ,  to be floated  at  some distance
from the place where the pupil has to enter the
water .  The competitor is to swim to it and bring
it back to the starting point.
N.B.-In  running water ,  this rule may be
modified to such extent as the head master or
teacher may consider necessary.
2nd Trial-A  weighted dummy  or block of wood
with rope handles  to be sunk  at some distance from
the place where the competitor is to enter the
water .  The competitor shall  swim to the spot,
dive,  and bring the dummy to land at a place
appointed .  The spot  where  it  is  sunk may be
indicated by  a floating cork ,  not to be attached to
the dummy  (except in running water).
3rd  Trial-A dummy  to be sunk  in the water, the
place  not being indicated .  The competitor to enter
the water at a given point, then dive, find the
dummy ,  and bring it to shore .  The weight of the
dummy to be proportioned  to the  ages of the pupils.
A certain number of marks to be awarded to
every competitor in each of the above trials, the
minimum of time occupied being an important
consideration.
3. Competitors  to be  partially clothed.
4. The  medallion is to be awarded  to the pupil
who has obtained  the greate st number of  in  irks in
the above three trials . The H inner of the Society's
meda ll ion is ineligible for future prizes.
It is strong ly recommended that all competitors
should make themselves acquainted with the rules
for the restoration of the apparently drowned, &c.,
as adopted  by this  Society.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
EXAMINATIONS IN THE COLONIES FOR
MATRICULATION AND FOR THE DEGREES
OF B.A .  and LLB.
T is hereby  noti fied, that an Examination for
Matriculation in connection  with  the above
University  will be held in Brisbane ,  in June, 1890.
The conditions and regulations to be observed in
connection  with  the Examination are published
herewith , for general information.
For the  Secretary  for Public  Instruction,
HUGH M .  NELSON.
These Examinations are appointed by the Senate,
fr om time to time, upon the application of the
Governor of any Colony desiring that one or more
places in the Colony may be named as a colonial
centre for one or more Examinations .  Every such
application must be forwarded to the Senate
through the Colonial Office at home.
In order that the Examinations may be con-
ducted as nearly as possible in the same way as
the examinations carried on at the University, it is
essential that the following conditions and regu-
lations be strictly  observed:-
1. Each Examination shall be under the super-
intendence of a responsible sub-examiner, who
shall be nominated by the Governor of the Colony,
and who shall be altogether independent of the
authorities of any college or institution at which
such Examination may be held.
2. The Examinations shall be open to all  candi-
dates who can prove to the colonial authorities
that they are of proper age and character to be
admitted .  The sub -examiner is required to
satisfy himself that the certificates produced by
the candidates are such as to satisfy the regula-
tions of the University.
3. The examination -papers for each Examination
(which will be sent out through the Colonial Office,
addressed to the Governor of the Colony )  must be
delivered unopened to the sub-examiner.
4. The Examination shall be held simultaneously
with the corresponding Examination in London, or,
in the event of accident or delay ,  as soon as possible
after the arrival of the mail by which the papers
are transmitted  ;  and immediately on its conclusion
the sub-examiner sha ll  place the answers of the
candidates in the custody of the Governor of the
Colony ,  to be by him transmitted under seal by
the next mail through the Colonial Office to the
Registrar of the University.
5. The Registrar, on receiving the answers, will
distribute them to the examiners ,  who will make a
supplemental report thereon ,  classing the candi-
dates according to the regulations ,  but in a list
by themselves ,  and, in the case of the Matricu-
lation Examination ,  indicating ,  as nearly as may
be, the positions which those who may be entitled
to places in the honours division would have held
in the  home  honours divison if they had been
examined in this country.
6. The Honours Examinations in Arts and Laws
cannot be held out of  England; nor are candidates
who may be examined for matriculation in the
Colonies admissible to competition for the exhibi-
tions and prizes offered by the University to
candidates examined in the United  K ingdom.
7. As the arrangements for these Examinations
involve considerable trouble and inconvenience,
and as it has frequently happened that after every
preparation has been made for holding an Examina-
tion candidates have failed to appear, it is
desirable that colonial authorities applying to the
Senate for the institution of any Examination
should require ,  previously to such application (as a
guarantee of  bona  fides),  payment of the fees due
to the University from the candidates on whose
behalf the app lication is made.
Applications for the institution of other Colonial
Examinations should be forwarded through the
Colonial Office so as to reach the University  not
less  than four months  before the commencement of
the Examinations to which the applications refer.
[Note.-Applications are not received  fr om
individual candidates .  Any person desiring to be
examined at a Colonial centre should not apply to
the University of London ,  but to the Government
of the Colony wherein he resides, to ascertain (a)
whether any arrangement has been already made
for holding an Examination in the Colony, or, if
not, (b)  whether the Government will make the
necessary application to the Senate in order that
such arrangement may be made.]
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS ,  ROADVALE,
NEAR MILBONG.TENDERS willbe received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 22nd February, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of New
State School Buildings at Roadvale, near Milbong.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School Buildings ,  Milbony."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
.GOOMBUNGEE.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd February,
from persons willing to contract for the Erection
of Fencing and Gates at the State School, Goom.
bungee.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Fencing
and Gates ,  State School, ,,Goombungee."
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Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 7th February 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
K[TCHEN, SERVANT'S ROOM, AND COVERED
WAY, STATE SCHOOL, CROW'S NEST.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd February,
from persons willing to contract for the Erection
of a Kitchen, Servant's Room, and Covered Way,
State School, Crow's Nest.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Servant's Boom, 4'c., State School, Crow's Nest.
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained; at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, MOUNT
ALBION, NEAR HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Cairns and Herberton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
March ,  1889, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of New State School Buildings at
Mount Albion, near Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for New School
Buildings, Mount Albion."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, and at the Court Houses, Cairns and
Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TU CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CABOOL-
TURE NORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Caboolture, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st March, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
New State School Buildings at Caboolture North.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New
State School Buildings, Caboolture North."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen, andp further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Caboolture.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,is 910.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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CITY OF BRISBANE.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  BRISBANE MUNICIPAL  COUNCIL  from the1ST JULY, 1888,  to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
30th June-
To A.J. S. Bank--
Receipts.
s. d. £ s. d.
South Brisbane Drain-
age Account  ...  51 14 4
New Farm Drainage
Account ...  ...  204 11 6
South Brisbane Wharf
Account ...  ..  455 1 4
Roma -street Market
Account  ... ...  1,532 14 1
Vulture-street Loan
Account  ..  742  2 11
North Quay Wharf
Account
.. ... 95 8 11
Fixed Deposits  ...  580 0 0
3,661 13 1
„ Cash on Hand ... ... ... 3 13 0
31st  December-General Rates received-
East Ward  ... ...  4,543 2 7
West Ward ... ... 6,643 13 10
North Ward  ... ...  3,373 12 9
Valley Ward  ... ...  2,781 1 6
Kangaroo Point Ward 1,519 19 4
---
-18,861 1 0
Cleansing Rates  ... ...  15,261 9 9
„ General Health Rates . .. ...  33 10 8
Loan Rates  ... ... ...  1,570 1 1
Lighting Rates  ... ... ...  1,305 6 5
Watering Rates  ... ...  977 7 5
Contract Deposits  ... ...  1,421 10 0
Ferry Rates and Dues  ... ...  2,091 0 0
„ Market Rents,  Engle-at.  ... 493 16 8
„ Market Rents, Roma-at  ...  494 16 5
„ Town Ha ll Rents  ... ...  871 6 0
„ Town Hall Reserve Rent  ...  191 13 4
Endowments-
General Rates  ...  ... 13,673 1 4
General Health Rate  ...  182 4 9
Wharfage Rents-
Municipal Wharves  ...  2,134 15 2
Boundary -street Wharf 650 0 0
Eagle st re et  ... ..  510 16 8
South Brisbane  ...  236 10 0
North Quay 6 0 0
Kangaroo Point 30 0 0
13,855 6 1
3,568 1 10
Carried forward  ... ... £ 64,662 1 9
1888.
30th June-
By A.J. S. Bank-
Expenditure.
s. d. £ s. d. i
General Account ... 45,346 9 10
Loan Rate Account  ...  97 1 1
Spring Ho ll ow Drain-
age Account  ...  78 3 10
Kanga ro o Point Drain-
age Account  ...  134 19 6
Adelaide street Loan
Account  ...  86 8 0
Ann street Loan Account 7,092 3 2
Arthur -st re et Baths
Account  ..  22 15 4
North Quay Wall  Ac-
count . .. ...  693 5 10
53,551 6 7
31st December-
By Works-
East  Ward  ... ...  2,838 0 4
West Ward ... ... 2,067 10 4
North Ward  ... ...  3,239 14 1
Valley Ward  ,.. ...  6,690 19 5
Kangaroo Point Ward 1,751 6 9
16,587 10 11
Lighting Streets  ... ...  1,137 5 3
„ Watering Streets  ... ...  1,203 1 11
„ Cleansing Closets ... 8,361 19 10
„ Cleansing  (RemovingRefuse)  ... ... ...  2,845 18 0
„ Cleansing Streets and Drains  ...  1,685 12 6
„ Arthur- street Baths  ... ...  97 1 5
£ s. d. £ s.' d.
Brought forward ... ...  64,662 1 9
To Watering Streets  (refund ) ...  126 2 6
„ Arthur -street Baths  ...  ...  153 13 11
" South Brisbane  Borough
(cleansing , &e.) ... 881 3 7
North Ward  Watertables  ...  100 0 0
„ Victoria Bridge-
South Brisbane Borough 609 3 4
Tramway Company  ...  820 0 0
„ Sundries-
South Brisbane Borough
(half.cost valuation of
properties ) ... ...  169 6 6
Permits  ... ...  150 14 0
Stone Crossings  ...  70 15 5
Asphalt Footpaths  ...  69 7 0
Police Fines  . ...  46 15 6
Impounding Fees  ...  44 5 0
Use of Flags ... ... 44 15 0
Boarding -house Certifi-
cates... ...  27 6 0
Weights and Measures 26 9 11
Cement  ... ...  25 15 6
Water  ... ... ...  17 16 0
Old Iron, &c.... ... 18 1 6
Costs  . ... ...  7 16 0
Use of Chairs  ... ... 7 14 0
Sundries  ... ...  31 13 2
„ Government Loans-
Drainage-
Raoecourse  ro ad ... 6,800 0 0
James street 275 0 0
Wickham and Leich-
hardt streets  ...  1,200 0 0
West of Petrie terrace 1,100 0 0
Works ,  James street  ...  1,125 0 0
1,429 3
758 10 6
10,500 0 0
„ A.J.S. Bank-
General Account ... 42,052 18 5
Kangaroo Point Drain-
age Account ... 134 19 6
Ann-street Loan Ac-
count  ... ...  7,092 3 2
-49,280  1 1
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward  ...  85,469 16 5
By Contract Deposits  ... ...  363 10 0
Ferries - Wages , &c. ... 2,030 11 2
Victoria Bridge--
Redecking  .. ...  2,858 7 6
Brassey's Claim  ...  1,030 0 0
Labour  ...  37 0 10
„ Interest on Overdraft ...
„ Eagle-street  Market ...
„ Roma -street Market ...
Machinery ,  Tools , &c....
„ Reserves  (labour) ...
„  Salaries .. ... .
„  Town Hall ,  Interest, &c.
„ Deed Fee, Ann street
Land .. ...
South Ward (Dock
3,925 8 4
1,236 8 9
7 10 0
74 2 6
1,352 6 8
225 9 2
1,943 18 3
318 15 7
4
23 0 0
Account ) ...  63 14 5
„ Drain Pipes ,  Metal , &c. ... 1,248 14 7
Municipal  Wharf, In-
surance , &c. .. ... 94 3 0
„ North Quay Wharf  (labour ) ...  16 1 9
„ Fire  Brigade  ... ...  948 6 10
„ Advertising ,  Printing,
and Stationery
Interest on Loans  ...  5,538 3 7
Repayment of Loans  ...  3,656 12 4
Total Receipts  ... £ 127,890 16 8
291 11 0
9,194 15 11
Carried forward  ... £ 85,469 16 5 Carried forward  ... £108,828 4 4
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Brought forward...
By Loan Account-
Drainage Works, New
Farm ..
Drainage, Spring Hollow
Drainage Petrie Terrace
Works, lames street ...
Contingencies-
Valuation City Proper-
ties ... ... ...
The Mayor ..
Metropolitan Traffic
Board ... ...
Timber ... ...
Sundries, Labour, &c.
Drinking Fountains ...
Auditors ...
Impounding Cattle ...
Survey ... ... ...
Rent Ann street Land
Time Gun ... ...
Local Option ... ...
Law Expenses ... ...
CITY OF  BRISBANE - continued.
Expenditure- continued.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.  d. £ s. d.
£108,828 4 4
Brought forward ... ... £ 115,295 14 6
1,832 10 0
794 10 0
1,100 0 0
1,400 0 0
- 5,127 0
338 13 0
300 0 0
185 16 10
135 18 1
135 7 8
65 4 0
50 0 0
48 0 0
29 1 3
16 10 0
16 6 4
11 11 0
8 2 0
By A.J.S. Bank-
Loan Rate Account ... 1,874 13 11
South Brisbane Drain-
age Account ... 51 14 4
0 Spring Hollow Drainage
Account ... ... 326 11 2
New Farm Drainage
Account ...  ...  7,004 11  6
South Brisbane Wharf
Account ... .. 455 1 4
Roma - street Market
Account ... ... 1,532 14 1
Vulture street Account 742 2 11
Fixed Deposits ... 680 0 0
12,567 9 3
,,  Cash in Hand ... ... ...  27 12  11
1,340 10 2
Carried forward ... ... £115,295 14 6
1888 .  LIABILITIES.
31st December-  £ s. d.
To A.J. S. Bank-
General Account  ...  42,052 18 5
Kanga ro o Point Drain-
age Account  ..  134 19 6
Ann street Loan Ac-
count  ... ...  7,092 3 2
Contract Deposits  ...  2,222 11 11
Government Loans-
General ... ... 41,054 5 1
Ann and other Streets 13,056 4 0Arthur-street Ba hs ...  2,629 1 0
Drainage -
New Farm ... ... 3,876 13 4
Kangaroo Point ... 14,777 9 0
South Brisbane ... 37,403 19 0
Spring Hollow ... 16,223 10 4
Town Hall Debentures 7,800 4 0
Market, Roma street ... 12,514 16 2
North Quay Wall ... 12,818 0 0
North Quay Wharf  ...  3,097 0 0
Boundary-street Wharf 9,573 4 0
South Brisbane Wharf 14,184 3 3
Petrie's Bight Wharf 18,171 3 7
Ditto _ ... ... 5,404 4 0
Vulture street ... ... 2,636 5 6
Drainage Works (New
Loan) ...  ... 10,500  0
Total Expenditure ... £127,890 16 8
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1888. ASSETS.
£  it.  d. 31st December-
By A.J. S. Bank -
s. d. £ s. d.
Loan Rate Account ... 1,874 13 11
Fixed Deposits  ...  580 0 0
South Brisbane Drain-
age Account  ...  51 14 4
Spring Hollow Drain-
age Account ... 326 11 251)502 13  0 New Farm Drainage
age Account ... 7,004 11 6
South Brisbane Wharf
Account ... 455 1 4
Roma street Market
Aecount ... ...  1,532 14 1
Vulture street Loan
Account ... ... 742 2  11
Cash on Hand... ... 27 12 11
-225,720  2 3
„ Unpaid Accounts ... ... 6,312 10 5
„ Balance Profit and Loss ... 43,506 11 3
General Rates .  Cleansing Rates .  Loan Rates. Lighting  Rates .  Watering  Rates .  Total.
£327,041 16 11
12,595 2 2
... 3,477 13 10
... 2,748 2 9
... 1,444 11 1
... 2,216 0 0
... 22,000 0 0
... 4,575 4 6
15,000 0 0
30,000 0 0
25,28816 0
3,000 0 0
918 13 4
1,248 14 7
110 0 0
45,000 0 0
630 0 0
2,527 1 6
650 0 0
11,620 7 7
28,000 0 0
79,542 3 6
3,600 0 0
25,646 11 7
... 1,832 10 0
... 2,470 4 6
... 900 0 0
£327,041 16 11
STATEMENT  OF BATES  MADE  FOR HALF-YEAR-18T JULY TO 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
Ward.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Fast Ward  ... ,,.  3,465 2 0 2,401 9 7
West Ward  .. , „ f  3,97 19 0  2,511  17 3
North Ward  ...  2,564 1 6 2,300 16 0
Valley Ward  ... 1,896  17 6 1,743 7 2
Kangaroo Point Ward  ...  816 16 6 755 2 3
Arthur-street Baths ...
General Rates ... ...
Special Rates ... ...
Ferry Plant ... ...
Land, Roma street ...
Land, Ann street
Market Land, South
Brisbane ...
Market Land, Eagle street
Market Land, Roma street
Machinery and Tools ...
Rents ... ... ...
Drain-pipes, Metal, &c.
Tool Shed ... ...
Town Hall Buildings ...
Town Hall Furniture ...
Victoria Bridge .
Watering Streets, Appli-
ances .
Boundary-street Wharf
Eagle -street  Wharf ...Municipal Wharf ...
North Quay WharfSouth Brisbane Wharf
Drainage Works, New
Farm
South Brisbane Borough
Booroodabin Board ...
£ s. d. £ s. d.
288 15 5 283 15
285 14 1 270 1 7
213 13  7 171 1 TO
158 1 9 102 13 7
67 18 7 17 9 1
£ s. d. £ s. d.
26218 1 6,707 0 6
34011 6 6,706 3 5
7314 ,  4 5,323 7 3
47 16  6 3,948 16 6
... 1,657 6 5
12,170 16 6 9,712 12 3 1,014 3 6 850  1 6 625 0 5 24,372 14 1
502
CITY OF  BRISBANE-continued.
STATEMENT  OF CONTRACTS.
Particulars. Amount. Expenditure. Balance.
1888.
30th June- £ s d. £ s. d. £ F, d.
To Balance Due on Contracts
... ... ... ... 4,051
,
13 10 )31st December- 846} 27 16 7 12,085 11 9
Forty Contracts for the Half-year
... ... ... ... 35,787
,
10 4 )
Extras  in Contracts ...
... 102 8 2
Deductions in Contracts...
... ... ...
9 4 0
39,941 12 4I 27,856 0 7 12,085 11 9
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
ROBERT B. HALL, City Accountant.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that we  have examined all Books of  Account and Vouchers
kept by  the Brisbane Municipal  Council, and that the above  Statement corresponds  therewith.
F. M. LASCELLES, j Auditors,
Municipal  Chambers, 24th January,  1889.  THOS. WELSBY,
Examined and allowed  by the Council this fourth day  of February, 1889.
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1888.
a. d. 31st December-
BALMORAL DIVISIONAL BOARD.HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT of ACCOUNTS of the BALMORAL DIVISIONAL BOARD, from 1ST JULY to
31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance to Credit of the  Balmoral
Divisional  Board with the Royal
Bank, Brisbane ... ... ... 592
31st December-
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £615 4 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 459 17 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 284 15 6
„ Health Rates-Subdivision N . 1 ... 166 1 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 31 13 3
Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 639 2 4
Subdivision No. 2 ... 437 1 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... 273 10 7
Sundry Receipts ... ...
Bulimba Ferry Rent ... ...
To Capital Account
LIABILITIES.
RICHARD SOUTHALL, Mayor.
109s. 6d.
By General  Expenses  ... ... ... 452 16 8
„ Board's Buildings ... ... ... 0 11 3
2 0 „ Office Furniture ... 5 10 0
Road Plant ... ... ... ... 64 0 0
Roads and Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £1,657 12 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 1,067 10 8
Subdivision No. 3 ... 146 12 9
1,359 17 0
197 14 5
1,249 14 8
0 3 0
5 0 0
£3,404 11 1
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£ a. d.
108 15 10
„ Balance to  Credit of the Balmoral
Divisional Board with Royal Bank,
Brisbane ...
EXPENDITURE.
ASSETS.
£  S.  d.
2,871 15 7
9 17 7
£3,404 11 1
£ a. d.
By Credit Balance at Royal Bank  ... 9 17 7
„ Road Plant ... ... ... 64 0 0
„ Office Furniture  ... ... 34 7 0
„ Board's Buildings  ... ... ... 0 11 3
£108 15 10 £108 15 10
CONTRACTS ENTERED  INTO f or HALE -YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, and COMPLETED.
Nature of Work .  Contractor. Amount.
£ a. d.
Culvert, Lower Bulimba road ... ... ... N. Dowling ... ... ... 73 3 4
Sinking Well, Lower Bulimba road ... ... ... ... T. C. Storey ... ... ... 73 0 0
Culvert,,  Hemmant and  Lytton  road  ... ... ... ...  N. Dowling  ... ...  209 12 3
£355 15 7
We certify that we have examined the various Books of Account and Vouchers of the above Board
for the period mentioned, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. C. HAM, Auditors.Brisbane, 28th January, 1889. J. S. JOHNSTON,
JOHN S. PURDIE, Clerk. EDWD. GRIFFITH, Chairman.Mo305rningside, 30th January, 1889. 33s. 6d.
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NEBO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  of the NEBO DIVISIONAL  BOARD  for the YEAR ending
(. 31st  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Credit Balance, Divisional Fund, Q.N.
Bank  ... ... ... 390
Credit Balance, Fixed Deposit ... 192
Credit  Balance, Suspense  Account ... 15
16th January-
To Refund from Pioneer Board ... ... 50
28th February-
To Government Endowment ... ... 360
31st December-
By Clerk, Overseer, and Assessor's Salaries 120 0 0
6 7 „ Auditors' Fees, Advertising, Stationery,
7 6 Office, and other general expenses 21 2 9
0 0 „ Tents, Tools, and Repairs to Plant ... 32 10 5
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
0 0 „ Plant Account, Pack and Riding
Saddles ... ... ... ... 5 5 0
4 0 „ Damages and Legal Expenses, Chat-
away  v.  Board,  re  horse ... ...  32 0 8
0 „ Blue Mountain Road ... ... ... 96 3 5
„ Nebo-Tonquarry Road ... ... 2 0 0
Mackay  Road ... ... ... ... 119 19 4
Mount Britton Road ... ... ...  25 8 6
„ Bolingbroke-Colston Park Road ... 10 0 0
Clermont Road... ... ... 47 15 0
Broadsound Road  ... ... ... 43 3 2
„ Suttor Creek Road ... ... ...  22 2 7
Nebo Water Lift ... ... ... 7 12 3
„ The New Board Office, Advertising for
Tenders  re  same  ... ... ... 5 13 0
Nebo Reserve, putting out fires 2 0 0
„ Credit Balance, Divisional Fund, Q.N.
Bank  ... ... ...  362 9 6
Credit  Balance,  Fixed Deposit, Q.N.
Bank  ... ... .. ... 192 7 6
„ Credit Balance,  Suspense  Account,
Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... 15 0 0
To General Rates collected during the year 163 15
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December-  £ s, d.
£1,171 13 1 £1,171 13 1
A. M. COMRIE, Clerk. A. WILLIAMS, Chairman.
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers kept
by the Divisional Board of Nebo, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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C. H. C. ROSS, Auditor.
22s.
BREAKFAST CREEK BRIDGE BOARD.ANNUAL STATEMENT to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DR.
1887.
31st December-
By Balance ... ... ... ...
„ Fixed Deposit, Q.N. Bank ...
Fixed Deposit, Q.N. Bank ...
Second Precept, Booroodabin
„ Second Precept, Toombul ...
Third Precept, Toombul ...
Third Precept, Booroodabin ...
£ a. d.
39
305
201
1,000
1,000
1,000
700
3 11
5 0
5 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
CR.
1888.
16th January-  £ s. d.
To R. Capner for Seal ... .. ... 2 2 0
Kemp and Co., Advertising in Mel-
bourne ... ... ... ... 7 13 0
McCredie, Advertising in Sydney ... 10 10 0
16th February-Geo. S. Simkin... ... ...
25th February-Advertising-
26 10 6
Courier  ... ... ... ... 4 11 0
Telegraph ... ... ... ...  1 19 0
Government  Gazette  ... ... ...  0 14 0
13th April-Geo. S. Simkin ... ...
19th June-
20 0 0
„ Chambers, Bruce, and McNab ... 2 2 6
Advertising,  Telegraph  and  Courier ...  0 19 6
20th July-Cartage  ... ... ... ...  3 1 6
McArdle and Thompson .. 62 0 0
„ Booroodabin Divisional Board, Blue
Metal ... ... ... ... ... 20 6 0
10th August-A. Overend and Co. ... ... ... 840 0 0
22nd November-
A. Overend and Co. ... ... ... 2,500 0 0
G. S. Simkin  .. ... ... ...  25 0 0
20th December-Wages, Inspector  ... ... ...  24 0 0
Interest on Overdraft ... 0 7 6
Balance ... ... ... . ..  693 17 5
THOS. J. BALLINGER, Secretary.
30th January, 1889.
£4,245 13 11
W. M. GALLOWAY,  President.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Breakfast Creek Bridge Board, and the above is a correct Statement and corresponds there-
with.
£4,245 13 11
THOS. IRVING, Auditors.J. G. VIDGEN,
267  25s.
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BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE of the BOOROODABIN  DIVISIONAL  BOARD for the
HALF-Y EAR ended  3 18T DECEMBER, 1888.
Receipts.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
... 1,468 12 0 I
Subdivision No. 2 ...1,206 6 6
Subdivision No. 3 . 628 6 0..
-3,303 4 6
Health Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
... 732 11 3
Subdivision No. 2
... 600 4 3
Subdivision No. 3 312 9 3
6451 4 9,
Carried forward  ... £4,948 9 3
Expenditure.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Queensland National Bank
... 18 16 6
Subdivision No. 1-
James street  ... ... 20 6 6
Commercial road  ... 11 8 3
Harcourt street  ... ... 738 10 8
Kent street  ... 375 2 11
Ann street  (watering)
M
17 12 6
ark street  ... 88 18 6
Merthyr road  ... ... 31 10 1
Ann street  ... 73 17 6
Moray street  ... ... 101 11 10
Church street  ... ... 215 1 0
Gibbon street  ... ... 330 11 8
Beaston street  ... ... 61 17 2
Chester street  ... ... 395 16 5
Union street  ... 7 18 0
Bowen terrace  ... ... 122 2 6
Abbott street  ... ... 52 17 0
Arthur street  ... . • • 622 17 3
Wilson street  ... ... 34 14 0
Victoria street  ... ... 312 3 9
River street ... ... 35 10 0
„ Subdivision No. 2- 3,650 7 6
Ann street  (watering) ... 17 12 6
Evelyn street ... ... 1 19 0
Francis street ... 0 18 0
Commercial road ... 11 8 3
Ame lia street  ... ... 3 11 0
Brookes street  ... ... 15 1 2
Ann street  ... ... 96 11 2
Newstead Reserve ... 50 0 0
Painting Fence, Breakfast
Creek  road, &c, ... 61 13 6
Wickham street ... ... 353 5 9
Prospect street  ... ... 28 18 0
Helen street ... ... 258 0 10
Knopp street  ...
... 1 19 6
Janet street  ...
... 1 19 0
Jordan terrace  ... ... 122 11 2
Edmondstone  road ... 1 14 3
Maud street  ... ... 8 6 6
Breakfast Creek road 445 4 11
Jane street  ... 5 7 0
John street ... ... 298 16 10
Montpe lier  road ... ... 90 7 0
George street  ...
... 25 14 8
Leichhardt street
... 1 15 0
Breakfast Creek  road ... 294 4 1
Ann street  ... 73 17 6
Subdivision No 3- 2 270 16 7.
Bowen Bridge road
... 322 19
,
1
O'Connell terrace
... 143 13 8
Victoria Park  road ... 40 14 0
Herston  road  ... 5 13 0
Brookes street  ...
... 121 1 2
Mottram street  ...
... 7 14 8
Leichhardt street ... 1 15 0
Campbellstreet ... 564 10 7
Mayne  road  ... ... 0 15 6
Tufton street  ... ... 12 11 4
Edgar street  ... ... 26 0 0
Contracts- 1,247 8 0
Subdivision No. 1-
Harcourt street ... 399 12 2
Harcourt street ... 23811 3
Arthur street  ... ... 143 5 0
James street ... ... 650 13 0
Street off Kent street 70 0 0
Wilson street ... 45 0 0
Kent street ... 375 7 0
Arthur street  ... ... 65 0 0
1 987 8 5,
Carried forward ... £9,174 17 0
B ro ught forward ...
To Government Loan ... ...
Sundry Receipts  ... ... ...
Toombul Board  ... ... ...
Contractors '  Deposits
Accident  Insurance ..
White Metal  (from last balance) ...
Queensland National Bank ...
£ s. d.
4,948 9 3
9,500 0 0
63 14 9
228 2 7
431 17 0
3 17 0
136 11 4
4,709 3 10
Total Receipts  ... ... £ 20,021 15 9
£ s. d. £ s. d
Brought  forward  ... 9,174 17 0
By Contracts-
Subdivision No. 2-
Brookes street ...
Subdivision No. 3-
Victoria Park  ro ad  ...  112 10 0
Campbell street ... 378 16 0
Jeays street  ... ...  88 2 6
Edgar street  ... ...  29 8 9
Drainage Account-
Subdivision No. 1-
Helen street Drain  ...  275 6 3
Stratton Drain  ...  140 18 10
Helen st re et Drain  ...  735 0 10
141 11 9
608 17 3
-1,151  5 11
Subdivision No. 2-
Helen street Drain  ...  275 6 3
Waterloo street  ...  35 3 9
Hymes Swamp ,  Pipes 129 19 4
Helen st re et Drain ... 735 0 10
1,175 10 2
Subdivision No. 3-
Hospital Drain
Pumping Engine  ...  200 0 0
Engine Shed  ... ...  26 0 0
Laying Water Pipes and
Tanks  ... ... ...  196 0 0
Health  Account-Subdivision No. 1-Men
toclean Watertables , &c. 172 16 6
Subdivision No.  2-Men
to clean Watertables , &c. 171 13 9
Subdivision No.  3-Men
to clean Watertables , U. 113 6 3
„ Street Lighting-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 20 13 5
Subdivision No. 2 ... 22 4 11
Subdivision No. 3 ... 12 17 3
General Expenditure-
General Expenses  ...  51 1 2
Salaries  ... ... ...  181 6 8
Advertising  ... ...  69  17 8
Stamps , Stationery, &c.... 43 0 1
Accident  Insurance  ...  17 13 6
Legal Expenses  ...  11 9 8
Telephone Hire ... ... 7 5 0
„ Various  Expenditure-Foreman Works ...  115 5 0
Chairman... ... ... 100 0 0
Tools  ... ...  4  16 3
Steam Road Ro ller  ...  6 1 11
Powder ...  ... ...  3 10 11
Watering ,  Working Ex-
penses  .. ... ...  64 1 3
Valuation  ... ... ...  60 0 0
Q.N. Bank, Interest  ...  22 19 0
Contractors '  Deposits ...
White Metal  ... ... ...
„ Blue Metal ... ...
Watering Pipes, &c. ...
„ Water Troughs ... ... ...
Precepts-
Breakfast Creek Bridge
Board  ... ... ...  700 0 0
Metropolitan Traffic Board 24 16 3
175 9 0
422 0 0
457 16 6
55 15 7
381 13 9
366 14 4
482 9 0
83 8 4
30 12 0
520 18 11
68 0 0
724 16 3
,,  Transfer  to Loan Account  ...  4,000 0 0
Total Expenditure ... £20,021 15 9
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BOOROODABIN DIVISIONAL  BOARD-continued.
LOAN  ACCOUNT.
DR.
£ s. d.
To Government Loan  ... ... ...  9,500 0 0
£9,500 0 0 £9,500 0 0
CONTRACT  ACCOUNT.
DR. £ s. d.
To Pipe Laying ,  Breakfast Creek Road  ... ... ... ...  196 0 0
Cutting Edgar street  ... ... ...  29 8 9
„ Cutting  K ent street  (small street off)... ... ... 70 0 0
Engine Shed  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  26 0 0
Pump and Engine  ... ...  200 0 0
„ Kent Street Watertab li ng  ... ... ... ... 375 7 0
Harcourt Street, ditto . .. ... ... ... ...  399 12 2
„ Breakfast Cre ek Road, Forming, &c.... ... ...  2,440 9 9
B rookes Street ,  Watertab li ng  ... ... ... ...  157 6 0
Hospital Drain  ... .. 119 15 0
Campbe ll  Street ,  Watertab li ng  .. ... ...  378 16 0
Victoria Park Road Cutting  ... ... ... ... ...  180 0 0
Harcourt Street, Watertabling ... ... ... ... ...  238 11 3
Arthur Street Cutting ... ... ... ... ... 65 0 0
Jeays Street ,  Watertab ling  ... ... ... ... ..  84 19 6
£4,961 5 5
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS-31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DR. CR.
£ s. d.
To Queensland National Bank  ... ...  4,709 3 10 By Divisional Board Premises ...
Government Loan  ...  20,500 0 0 „ Office Furnitu re  ... ...
„  Contractors '  Deposits  ... ...  123 1 0 „ Metal ... ...
„ Balance of Contracts  ... ...  67 10 0 „ Land ... ...
Watering Plant ... ...
„ Steam Road Roller
„ Tools  ... ... ... ...
„ Balance ...
£ s. d.
771 2 5
149 14 6
114 0 4
5,025 15 6
518 16 4
508 17 11
4 16 3
18,305 11 7
£25,399 14 10 £25 ,399 14 10
Taos. J. BALLINGER, Divisional Clerk.
Brisbane ,  30th January, 1889.
Cu.
£ s. d.
By Part Stratton Dain and Connection  ...  5,500 0 0
,, Breakfast  Creek Road  ... ... ...  4,000 0 0
ROBT. DATH, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Booroodabin Divisional Board ,  and that this Statement corresponds therewith.
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THOS. IRVING, Auditors.J. G. VIDGEN,
74s.
RAWBELLE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the RAWBELLE DIVISIONAL BOARD, from the 1bT
JULY to 31ST DECEMBER,  1888 ,  published  in terms  of  " The  Divisional Boards  Act of  1879."
1888.
1st July-
To Balance ...
,,  Rates Received-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£  s. d. 1st July-  £ s.  d. £ s. d.
711 10 0 By  Salaries  ... ... ... ... 37 10 0
„ Valuator  ... ... ...  60 0 0
„ Surveyor  .. ... ...  2 2 0Subdivision  No. 1 ... 131 2 0
Subdivision  No. 2  ...  266 1 0
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 151 7 6
„ License for Oates .
„ Government Grant Eids-
vold  ro ad ... ...
„ Grant from Government
„ Interest on fixed Deposit
„ Advertising, Printing
Books  ... ... ... ...
548 10 6 „ Repairs of Roads-
4 0 0 Subdivision No. 1 ... 19 6 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 166 16 1
250 0 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... 129 9 9
16 9 11
2 19 6  „  Cheque Book,  16s.  8d.;
29 13 2
315 11 10
Stamps , &c., 7d. ... ... 0 17 3
„ Bank Balance ... ... ... 913 9 8
„ Fixed Deposit ... ... ... 172 16 6
„ Cash on Hand  ... ... ...  1 9 6
£1,533 9 11 £1,533 9 11
We hereby  certify that we have examined this  Account  and compared  it with the Books and
Vouchers ,  and find it correct.
JNO. CONNOLLY,  Clerk.
Gayndab, 24th  January, 1889.
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WM. HUMPHERY, Auditors.ANDW. MCCRACKEN, I
GEO. P. ELLIOT,  Chairman.
18s.
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SCHEDULE A.
ANNUAL BSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATIONOF AUSTRALASIA, LIMITED , required by  "The Life Insurance Act of  1879."
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies In Queensland-
issued  elsewhere than in Queens-
land, at date of Report, Sep.
tember, 1888 ... ... ... 4,822,289  11 9
Queensland Government Debentures
Other Government Securities ...
Mortgages ...
Nil
Nil
8,804 10 0
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland, up to 30th September,
1888 , deducting the amount
assured for during the year
Loans on the Association's Policies-Within surrender value £2,690 9 3
With personal security 11,416 4 5
14,106 13 8
ending on that date ... ... 667,931 0 0 House Property ... ... ... 16,633 11 1
Amount assured on Life Policies Other Investments not specified ... 985 16 10
issued in  Queensland during the Outstanding  Interest ... 252 17 10
year ending 30th September, Outstanding and d eferred premiums 8,276 14 8
165,100 0 0 Cash-
In hand ntd t 1 107 10 6
Total Contingent Liabilities,
an on curre accoun ,...
On deposit ... ... ... ... 8,700 0 0
30th September,  1888  ... £5,655,320 11 9
58,867 14 7
Elsewhere  than in  Queensland-
All Other Liabilities-
Claims admitted or announced but
not paid ... ...  16,060 17
Assets of every description at date
of Annual Report as at 30th Sep-
8 tember, 1888 ... ... ... 720,074 16 3
Amounts held on deposit and ac-
trued interest thereon ... 5,868 13 11
Sundry Creditors ... ... ... 1,399 10 4
T l Li tht biliti tha ano a es o er
those Contingent ... £23,329 1 11 Total Assets ... £778,942 10 10
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at date of last investigation ,  September ,  1886 ... £ 5,118,557 5 9
Amount estimated to be required to re -insure same  (net liability valuation ) ...  507,034 11 8
The Bonuses allotted to policies at last investigation ,  September ,  1886, varied from £4 16s. 5d .  on a whole
ri fe policy of £100 of five  years'  duration to £6 8s .  on a similar policy of ten  years'  duration. These are
single bonuses divided as the profits of the three years then closed. The next division of profits takes place as at
September, 1889.
I, Alfred Strachan Bean ,  of Brisbane, in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  Resident Secretary of the
above Association ,  do solemnly and sincerely declare that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief, the
above is a true statement of particulars as required by clause 7 of  "The  Life  Insurance  Act of  1879," and I
make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions
of  "The Oaths  Act of  1867."
Declared at Brisbane ,  this  thirty- first day of January ,  1889, before me.
281 JOHN EDWARDS, J.P.
A. S. BEAN.
26s.
PINE DIVISIONAL BOARD.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the PINE DIVISIONAL BOARD from the 30TH JUNEto 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance  at Q.N.  Bank ... ...
„ Fixed Deposit  and Interest ...
„ Poultney, Timber ... ...
„ Caboolture  Board ...
Rates Received ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
243 6 7 By Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 58 6 8
503 2 6 „ General Expenses, Stationery, Adver-
15 0 0 tising, Tools, &c. ... ... ... 35 17 6
105 3 2 „ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
685 11 6 „ Survey Fees ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
„ Rent of Office ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Gympie Road ... ... ... 33 14 4
Samson  Vale, Basin, and gobble Creek
Roads ... ... ... ... 272 16 10
Samford Roads ... ... ... ... 156 18 0
Bunya Road ... ... ... ... 42 16 0
„ South Pine Roads ... ... ... 109 19 6
„ South Pine Bridge-Repairs ... ... 90 0 0
„ Balance at  Q.N. Bank ... ... 737 14 11
£1,552 3 9 £1,552 3 9
CONTRACT.
Repairs to South Pine Bridge, of which the Nundah Board pay one-half and to which
the Government contribute ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Paid on account of above ... ... ... ... ... ...
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
364 0 0
90 0 0
£ s. d.
By Furniture ,  Divisional Board Office  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 7 0
We have examined the Vouchers
of the foregoing Statement.
Hr. WRIGHT, Clerk.
Board's Office, Bald Hills,
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16th January,  1889,
and Books of the Pine Division, and certify to the  correctness
JOHN CARTER, Auditors.HENRY GOLD,
HENRY THOS. IRELAND,  Chairman.
22s. 6d.
b07
TOOMBUL DIVISION.STATEMENT for HALF-YEAR  ending 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. d. £ s. d.
To Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 1,057 2 8
Subdivision No. 2 ... 1,017 7 10
Subdivision No. 3 ... 947 7 7
EXPENDITURE.
£  s. d. £ a.
By Works  and Repairs-
3,021 18 1
„ Sundry Receipts ... ... ... 57 4 6
„ Lands Leased for Unpaid Rates (Rent) 7 1 6
„ Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... 956 15 10
„ Metal from Stock used on Roads ... 372 11 2
Contractor's Deposit ... ... ... 12 0 0
„ Overdraft, Q.N. Bank ... ... 2,031 14 8
Subdivision No. 1 ... 1,361 4 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... 1.268 6 4
Subdivision No. 3 ... 1,704 9 3
„ General Account-
Metal ... .. ... 397 3 4
Breakfast Creek Bridge 9 3 0
Breakfast Creek Bridge
Board ... ... 1,000 0 0
Interest ... ... 27 7 6
Office Furniture ... 1 1 6
New Tools and Plant 324 0 3
Refund, Contractor's
Deposit ... ... 12 0 0
„ General Expenses-
Metropolitan Traffic
Board  ... ... 21 4 6
Sundry Expenses  ... 51 4 9
Salaries  ... 185 0 0
Petty Cash ... ... 2 0 0
Valuation ... 25 0 0
Law Expenses  ...  3 13 6
Advertising ... . 27 4 2
Stationery,  Stamps,  &c. 39 2 11
4,334 0 4
1,770 15 7
354 9 10
£6,459 5 9 £6,459 5 9
JAMES CARMICHAEL, Clerk. WILLIAM WIDDOP, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account and
Vouchers of the Divisional Board of Toombul, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. G. VIDGEN, Auditors.RICHD. W. CURTIS,
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES AS TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
ASSETS (ESTIMATED).
£ 8. d.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
By Toombul Wharf ... ... ... 2,362 6 9 To Government Loans ... ... ... 2,957 10 5
„ Lands and Buildings ... ... ... 1,956 10 10 ;, Q.N. Bank, Overdraft ... ... 2,031 14 8
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 41 11 7
„ Road Metal ... ... ... ... 61 11 0
£4,422 0 2 £4,989 5 1
CONTRACTS.
£  S. d.
Brick Culvert, Sandgate  Road ... ... ... ... 130 17 6
6th February,  1889 .1 JAS. CARMICHAEL, Clerk.
309 30s.
TOWNSVILLE FIRE BRIGADE BOARD.BALANCE SHEET of the TowxsYILLE FIRE BRIGADE BOARD for the YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER1888.
DR.
£ a. d.
Ca.
£ s. d.
1st January-
To Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... 643 9 3
31st December-
By New Station ... ... ... ... 1,968 9 0
Slot December- Firemen's Wages ... ... 359 15 5
To Fire Insurance Companies 318 11 4 „ Appliances and Repairs 71 8 2
„ Municipal Council ... 318 11 4 „ Bell Tower, North Ward ... ... 24 0 0
Government Subsidy ... ... 318 11 4 „ Painting Stations ...
... ... 9 10 0
„  Sale  of Old  Stations .. 9 10 6 „ Uniforms ... ... ... ... 10 6 6
„ Interest on Contractor's Deposit 1 3 7 „ Furniture, New Station ... 28 10 6
„ Dr. Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... 940 11 7 „ Gas Company ... ... ... ... 5 3 10
Insurance 3 15 0
Cab Fares 3 9 0
Printing and Advertising 4 5 3
Secretary ... ... ... ... 20 16 8
Petties ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0
Exchange ... ... ... ... 0 13 1
Cheque Book ... ... ... ... 0 4 2
„ Audit Fee ... ... ... ... 0 10 6
„ Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... 38 16 10
£2,550 8 11 £2,550 8 11
Dr. Balance, A.J.S. Bank ...
2nd January, 1889.
257
... ... ... £94011s.7d.
Examined  and found correct.
LOUIS RYAN, Auditor.
18s.
50S
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that DAVID PHILIP
JAMES, of  Croydon,  and JAMES DODS, of Bris-
bane, have this day been admitted as duly qualified
Medical Practitioners.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.THE names of the following Medical Practi-tioners should have appeared in the Annual
List, published  on the 2nd January ,  1889, but as
they failed  to notify their places of residence their
names were  omitted:-EDWARD WHITWORTH, of
Townsville  ;  JOHN HEWER,  of Aramac ; and
LAURENCE MANTON and FRANCIS BOWE, both of
Maryborough.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Albert Edward Pettigrew and Alexander
Miller Drysdale,  trading at  Ipswich under the
name, style ,  or firm of  "  Pettigrew and Co."
as storekeepers ,  presented  by The Queensland
Agency Company, Limited, carrying on busi-
ness at Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
and elsewhere ,  as merchants.
U
U PON the  hearing of  this Petition this day (and
upon proof  satisfactory  to the Court of the
debt of  the petitioners and of  the act of  insolvency
alleged to have been committed  by the said
John Albert  Edward Pettigrew  and Alexander
Miller Drysdale  having been given ),  it is ordered
that  the said John Albert  Edward Pettigrew and
Alexander  Miller Drysdale be and they are
hereby adjudged  insolvent, and that James
Boyne  Hall ,  Esquire,  be Official  Trustee of
their Estate . And it  is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Albert Edward Pettigrew and Alexander
Miller Drysdale ,  for the  election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court,
on the Twenty- first  day February, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the  forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said John Albert Edward Pettigrew and
Alexander Miller Drysdale  shall, on  the Nineteenth
day of February ,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  veri fied on  oath ,  of their debts  and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of  the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of their creditors ,  and of the causes
of their inability  to meet  their  engagements.
Given  under  the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors  for the Petitioners,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Harry Hobbs ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland, tailor, by the said Harry Hobbs.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Harry Hobbs
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Harry Hobbs, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twentieth day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock  of the  forenoon .  And it is  further
ordered that the said Harry Hobbs shall, on
the Eighteenth day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver  to the  Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the  Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
Edward James Marcus, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  jeweller ,  by himself.
rTI'ON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
l J it is ordered that the said Edward James
Marcus be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Edward James Marcus, for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-first day of February,
1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Edward James
Marcus shall ,  on the Nineteenth day of February,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Arnold Drews, of 71,  George street ,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  commission
agent, by himself.
U
U PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Arnold Drews be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Arnold Drews ,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Fourteenth day of February, 1889 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Arnold Drews sha ll , on the
Thirteenth day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver  to the Trustee  in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O 'SULLIVAN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Edward  Woolmer ,  of Gympie, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  labourer ,  by himself.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered tiat the said William Edward
Woolmer be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Edward Woolmer ,  for the
election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twenty-first
day of February ,  1889, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said William Edward Woolmer shall, on the
Nineteenth day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of  his  inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal' of the Court ,  this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
TOZER AND CONWELL,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Gympie.
By W. H .  OSBORNE,
George street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Willie Frost ,  of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  grocer, by himself.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Willie Frost,
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Wil lie Frost ,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -first day of February ,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Willie Frost shall, on
the Nineteenth day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
de liver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and  liabi li ties of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
R. A. BRUMM, .
Solicitor for Insolvent,
.Rockhampton.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of On Chong, of
Port Douglas, storekeeper, trading as " Sun On
Chong and Company," for an Order of Adjudi-
cation of Insolvency against himself.
j PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
V ordered that On Chong, of Port Douglas,
storekeeper, trading as " Sun On Chong and Com-
pany," be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said On Chong, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Twenty-first day
of February, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said On
Chong shall, on the Nineteenth day of February,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Townsville.
By their Agents-
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert Walter Wilson,  of Bris-
bane, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  stock and
station agent ,  an Insolvent.
UPON reading  a Report  of the  Trustee of theproperty of the  Insolvent ,  dated the fifth
day of February  instant, reporting that the whole
of the property of the  Insolvent has been realised
for the benefit of his Creditors , and a dividend to
the amount  of fourpence and seven-sixteenths' of a
penny in the pound has been paid,  as shown by the
statement  thereunto  annexed ,  anal upon hearing
the solicitor for the Trustee,  the Court, being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the
Insolvent has been  realised for the benefit of his
Creditors, and that a dividend to the  amount of four-
pence and  seven-sixteenths of a penny  in the pound
has been paid, doth order  and declare that the said
insolvency of Robert Walter Wilson  has closed,
and doth fix the Fifteenth day of March  next for
the Trustee to apply for  his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court  this sixth day
of February, 1889.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Lamb and Edwin Willis,
trading as " Lamb and Willis," of Brisbane,
cordial manufacturers, in Liquidation.G"I FORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
All persons having in their possession any of the
of the Liquidating Debtors.
effects of the Liquidating Debtors must deliver them
to the Trustees, and all debts due to the Liquidating
Debtors must be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of February, 1889.
303
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Thomas
Griffiths, of lpswich, blacksmith and wheel-
wright.
ELIAS HARDING, JUNIOR, of Ipswich, in the
Colony of Queensland, auctioneer, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor,
60
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All persons  having in  their  possession  any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to + he
Trustee,  and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not vet proved their de'its
must forward  their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this  eighth day of February,  1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for the Debtor,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
343 6s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special  Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement  of the Affairs of James
Smith , of Boundary street, South Brisbane,
plumb(r.
FREDERIC HORWOOD , of Brisbane. ac-countant ,  has been  appointed Trustee of the
property.
All persons  having in  their  possession  any of the
effects of the said James  Smith must deliver them
to the Trustee,  and all  debts due to the said James
Smith must  be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of February, A.D. 1889.
282
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special  Resolution for Liquida-
tion by  Arrangement  of the Affairs of Seaton
Dun Scougall , of Maryborough, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  grazier.
R OBERT JONES, of Maryborough, in theColony of Queensland,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee  of the property of the Der tor.
All persons having in their possession  any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all '  debts  due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their  proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
W. J. McGBATH,
Maryborough.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
292 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of William
Webb, of Beaudesert, storekeeper, trading as
"Webb and Co."
FREDKRIC HORWOOD,  of Brisbane, ac-countant, has been appointed Trustee under
this Liquidation by Arrangement.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts  due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors,
Deputy Registrar.
Deputy Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at Toowoomba.
280 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Howells, of Walker's Creek,
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, an Insolvent.
WILLIAM SCOTT, of Gympie, in the Colony
1' of Queensland,  commission  agent, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Lis )lvent.
All persons having in their  possession  auv, of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent  must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of February, 1889.
288
ALFRED DOWN,-
Deputy Registrur.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Thomas Warlow, of  Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  grazier, an In-
solvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at Brisbane
on the Thirteenth day of March, 1889, at Half-
past Te.i o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eighth day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Insolvent,  Brisbane.
306 5s.
In the Supr,'rne Court of Queenslar..l.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Adam Fraser 6uthrie, of Been-
leigh, licensed victualler,, an Insolvent.JOSEPH EIRSON, of Brisbane, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their prool s of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
300 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Mary Ann Abribat,  of Cairns, a
married woman  having  a protection order, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Cairns, on the Sixth day of
March, 1889, at T(n o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventh day of February, 1889.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLI-E.ICY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by George Wales, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, bailiff, an In-
solvent.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the  abovenamed
person has been  summoned  to be held at
the Office of William John McGrath,  Bazaar
511
street, Maryborough, on MONDAY, the Twenty-
fifth day of February, A.D. 1889, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this second day of February, A.D. 1889.
W. J. McGRATH,
Attorney for the said George Eales.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
286 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JusTIcE HARDING.
In the Matter of Antonio Francis c- urlick, of
Scattering Plains,  near  Roma, homestead
selector, an Insolvent.
( IN the Thirteenth day of March, 1889, at Half-
" past Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Antonio
Francis Surlick, of Scattering Plains, near Roma,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-first day of
September, 1881, will apply to the Supreme Court,
at Brisbane, for a  Certi ficate of  Discharge.
Dated the seventh day of February, 1889.
JOHN FOWLES,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Roma.
By his A ents-
W. HI.OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street, Brisbane.
283  5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Nathaniel Harvey Macmillan,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor.
T OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
k' Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Offices,
150, Queen street, Brisbane, on the Nineteenth
day .of February instant, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this second day of February, A.D. 1889.
258
A. G. UNMACK,
150, Queen street, Brisbane,
Attorney  in the Matter of the Petition.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Gottlieb  Hornung, of the Bowen
River ,  licensed victualler ,  an Insolvent.
A
FINAL Dividend  is intended to be declared
in the Matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the eleventh day of March, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by the
Fourth day of March proximo will be excluded.
Dated at Bowen this fourth day of February,
1889.
261
JOHN PALMER,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Yuen Toott King, trading as
"Lee Kee and Co.," of Rockhampton and
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-
third day of March, 1888.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend, of lid. in the
£ (making in all 5s. lid. in the £), is now
payable at my Office, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this twenty-ninth day of
January, 1889.
276
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
0 N the Sixth day  of March, A.D. 1889, at Teno'clock in the forenoon, Richard Butler, of
'Roma, commission agent, adjudicated insolvent on
the twenty -seventh clay of February ,  1885, will
apply to the Supreme  Court, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate  of Discharge.
Dated this  sixth da.v of February, A.D. 1889.
275
RICHARD BUTLER,
Insolvent in Person.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEN D is intended to be declared in the
Matter  of Robert Nosworthy ,  of South Bris-
bane ,  adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth day
of December, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Fifteenth day of February ,  1889 ,  will be ex-
cluded.
Dated this second day of February, 1889.
242
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the  Insolvent Estate of Edward Slaughter
trading as " E. Slaughter and Co .,"  of Bris-
bane.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend ,  of 5 Bd. in the
£ (making in all 3s. 9?-d. in the  £)  is pay-
able in the above Estate, on all claims proved and
admitted , This Day (TUESDAY),  the Fifth day
of February ,  1889,  at my Office,  Eagle street.
259
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Estate of John Abbott, in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 6s. 8d. in the
£, will be payable at my Office, Royal Bank
Chambers, Ipswich, on the 7th February instant.
Creditors who have not proved their debts before
that date will be finally excluded.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
WM. HAIG,
Trustee.
241 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of Amelia Frost, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, deceased, wife
of David Frost, of Toowoomba aforesaid,
farmer.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land of the abovenamed Amelia Frost,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
David Frost, of Toowoomba aforesaid, farmer, the
lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba this seventh day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, and
299
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said David Frost.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas John Hartley
Nussey, late of Indooroopilly, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts inthe Estate of the abovenamed deceased, from
the twenty-seventh day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-seven, to the twenty-
second  day  of November, one thousand eight
512
hundred and eighty-eight, have this day been filed
in my Office, and all persons having claims against
the said Estate, or being interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
THURSDAY, the Fourteenth day of March next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and if they think
fit, object thereto ; and if no exception be taken to
such Accounts, the same will be duly enquired
into, at my said Office, on the above day, at the
hour of Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth day of February, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
R. VINCENT LITTLE,
Registrar.
Proctor for the Administratrix and Administrator,
278
Queen street, Brisbane.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Patrick Gleeson, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, contractor's
overseer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expi-
ration ffourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of AdministrationOf all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Patrick Gleeson, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Catherine
Gleeson, of Brisbane aforesaid, the widow and one
of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this ninth day of February,
A.D. 1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Edward and Queen streets, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Catherine Gleeson.
302 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Helena Hannah Hassall, late of
Ipswich , in the Colony of Queensland, widow,
deceased.
r 1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-f% tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
laid jonourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Helena Hannah Hassall,
deceased , may be granted to Thomas Frederic
Hassell  (called in the Will Thomas Frederick
Hassa ll), of Beaudesert, in thesaid colony, bank
manager , and Harry Clowes Ransom (called in the
said Will Henry Clowes Ransom), of Ipswich, in
the said  colony, bank clerk, the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this fifth day of February,
A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CARIDEW,
301
Proctors for the said Executors,
Ipswich and Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Blackmore,
late  of Orient Camp, near Herberton, in the
Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
deceased ,  intestate.
XT OTICE ishereby given, that, after the expira-11 of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of alland
singular  the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William Blackmore,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Margaret  Blackmore, of Orient Camp aforesaid,
widow of the said intestate.
Dated this seventh day of February, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
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Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. Gd.
In the Supreme Jourt oz Queenslana.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of William Stephens Hock-
ing, late of Rockhampton, in the Colony of
Queensland, clerk, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
lr ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application m ill be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed William Stephens Hock-
ing, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Annie Elizabeth Hocking, of Rockhampton afore-
said, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Rockhampton this fourth day of
February, 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Annie Elizabeth Hocking,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Proctor ,  George street ,  Brisbane.
296 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Davis, late of Eagle Farm
Junction ,  near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland, freeholder ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-tion of (fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed Charles Davis, deceased,
may be granted to William Thomas Atthow, of
Brisbane ,  solicitor ,  and Frederick Davis, also of
Brisbane ,  the Executors named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this sixth day of February, 1889.
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WILLIAM HENRY BELL,
Proctor  for the Executors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John George Oerlee,
late of James street ,  off Boggo road, South
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, dray-
man, deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court that Letters of Administration of
all the lands ,  goods ,  chattels, credits and effects of
the abovenamed John George Gerlee, deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Sarah
Gerlee, of Jessie street, Petrie terrace ,  Brisbane, in
the said colony ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of February,
A.D. 1889.
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Proctors for the said Sarah Gerlee,
295
Queen street , Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Pierce, late of Pine Creek, in
the Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Pierce, deceased, may be
granted to Frederick Rudolph Christian Strdver,
of Pine Creek aforesaid, grazier, sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of February, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, and
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Frederick Rudolph Christian
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Striiver.
5s. 6d.
51.8
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Saint, late of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, de-
ceased.
N-- OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed John Saint, deceased, may be
granted to So hia Saint, of Bundaberg aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Bundaberg this fourth day of February,
A.D. 1889.
POWER AND PAYNE,
Solicitors for the said Executrix,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
By their Agents-
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
307 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Mary Katherine Spooner, late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application' will be made to the saidHonourable-onourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Mary Katherine Spooner, deceased,
may be granted to William Spooner and Mary
Katherine Spooner, the Executor and Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of September, A.D.1888
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for Executor and Executrix,
Townsville.
By their Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
315 Fs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Hamilton, late of South-
brook, near Pittsworth, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Robert Hamilton, deceased, may be
granted to Malcolm Geddes (in the Will called
Maleolm Geddes the elder), of Toowoomba, in the
said Colony, the sole Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated sixth day of February, A.D. 1889.
JAMES MURRAY,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Ruthv en street , Toowoomba.
293 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of David Mulcahy, late
of Alpha, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed David Mulcahy, de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be granted to Julia
Mulcahy, of Alpha aforesaid, widow of the said
intestate.
Dated this fifth day of February, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
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Proctors for Petitioner,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Frederic Balfour, late of Barcal-
dine; Francois Louis Dubois, lateof Cloncurry;
William Douglas, late of Charters Towers ;
Terence Fitzpatrick, late of Cooktown ; James
Ford, late of Charters Towers ; James Hoare,
late of Cooktown ; Stuart  Higgins ,  late of
Cairns ; Henry Johnston or Lynch, late of
Limestone ; Patrick Murphy, late of Isisford ;
John Wilson, late of Miva ; and Henry
Williams, late of Aramac.
PURSUANT to " he Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons having any Claims  against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed  deceased persons
are to come in and rove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Ninth day of April next, or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded  from all benefits
accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 9th February, 1889.
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G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITOIS.
In the Goods of Henry Wedge,  late of Douglas
Ponds Hotel,  near Blackall , in the Colony of
Queensland, deceased,  intestate.PURSUANT to the provisions of " The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Acto  1867, "notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors another persons
having any  claims or  demands upon  or against the
Estate of Henry Wedge,  late of  Douglas Ponds
Hotel, near Blackall, in the Colony  of Queensland,
deceased, who died at Douglas Ponds Hotel afore-
said, in the said celony, on or about the thirty-first
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-three, Administration  of whose Estate was
granted to Arthur Williams Chambers,  of Brisbane,
solicitor, the duly-constituted Attorney  of Richard
Wedge, of Buckridge, Staffordshire, and William
Edward Wedge, of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire,
England, by the Supreme Court of Queensland, on
the twenty-ninth day of January,  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  are hereby required
to send in, in writing,  particulars of their claims or
demands to the undersigned, John Robb Baxter
Bruce, of Adelaide street, Brisbane, solicitor for
the said Administrator, on or before SATURDAY,
the Sixteenth day of March next. And notice is
hereby also given, that at the expiration of the
last-mentioned day the said Administrator will
proceed to distribute the assets of the said Heart'
Wedge, deceased,  amongst  the persons entitled
thereto, having regard only to the claims of whidh
the said Administrator has then had notice, and
that the said Administrator will not be liable, for
the assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Administrator has
not had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated the second day of February, 1889.
JOHN ROBB BAXTER BRUCE,
Solicitor for the said Administrator,
Adelaide street , Brisbane.
289 11s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of The  Kent's  Knob Gold-Mining
and Quartz-Crushing Company,  Limited, in
Liquidation.
AT an Extraordinary Special General  Meeting
of the Shareholders of the  abovename
Company, duly convened and held at the Regis-
tered Office of the Company  in Bazaar street,
Maryborough, on the thirty-first day of January,
1889, the subjoined Extraordinary Special Resolu-
tions were duly passed and confirmed :-
Resolutions.
1. " That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities,  continue its
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business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same, and accordingly that the
Company be wo+ind-up voluntarily."
2. " That Mr. P. Nolan be appointed Liqui-
dator for the purpose of such winding-up."
3. " That the Liquidator receive 5 per cent. on
all moneys received."
4. "That the minutes as read be now con-
firmed."
Dated this second day of February, A.D. 1889.
W. J. McGRATH,
Solicitor for the said Liquidator.
287 7s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Pride of Gebangle
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of Share-holders ofThe Pride of Gebangle Gold-
Mining Company, Limited, duly convened and held
at the Registered Office of the said Company,
Bazaar  street, Maryborough, upon Thursday, the
third day of January, A.D. 1889, upon motion of
Mr. R. Watson, seconded by Mr W. J. Macfarlane,
the following Resolutions were duly passed, and at
a  subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders in the  same  Company, also duly
convened and held at the same place as aforesaid,
upon Thursday, the seventeenth day of January,
A.D. 1889, on the motion of Mr. Cane, seconded by
Mr. Arena, the Special Resolutions aforesaid were
duly confirmed, that is to say:-1. " That he Company be wound-up volun-
tarily."
2. "That Mr. Whitry be appointed Liqui-
dator, and that he be paid as remuneration
all sums  received after the debts of the
Company are discharged."
Dated this fourth day of February, 1889.
DAVID CANE,
Chairman.
262 7s.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Stockman's No. 3
East  Gold-Mining Company, -Limited.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of Share-
holders of The Stockman's No. 3 East Gold-
Mining Company, Limited, duly convened and held
at the Registered Office of the said Company,
Bazaar street , Maryborough, upon Friday, the
fourth day of January, A.D. 1889, upon motion of
Mr. Middleton, seconded by Mr. Mitchell, the
following Resolutions were duly passed, and at a
subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders in the same Company, also duly
convened and held at the same place as aforesaid,
upon Friday, the eighteenth day of January, A.D.
1889, on the motion of Mr. Middleton, seconded
by Mr. Purdie, the Special Resolutions aforesaid
were duly confirmed, that is to say:-1. " That he affairs of the Company be
wound-up voluntarily."
2. " That Mr. Whitry be appointed Liqui-
dator at a remuneration of ten pounds."
Dated this fourth day of February, 1889.
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W. MITCHELL,
Chairman.
7s.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Australian Beauty
No. 3 North Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
in Liquidation.
I THE U.\;DERSIGNED, Thomas Francisy Groom, the Liquidator of the said Company,
hereby make a Second Liquidation Call of Three-
pence per Share upon all the contributories of the
above Company, payable to me, at my Office, at the
Brisbane Stock Exchange, Queen street, on or
before TEIURIDAY, the Twenty-first day of
February next.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of February,
1889.
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
284 4s. 6d.
No. 5 N.E. QUEEN GOLD- MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.
A SPECIAL  General Meeting of Shareholders
in the above Company will be held at the
Comppany 's Office ,  Gill street, Charters Towers, on
TUESDAY,  12th M :  rch, 1889, at Eight p.m.
Business.
To receive Liquidator 's Statement and Report.
A. W. WILSON,
Liquidator.
Charters Towers ,  29th January, 1889.
268 3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiphitherto carried on by us, the undersigned,
under the name, style, or firm of " The Wolston
Brick and Tile Company," has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will in future be carried on by Mr.
Jarvis, under the same style, who will collect all
moneys due to and pay all moneys due by the late
partnership.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1889.
THOMAS REES.
JOSEPH JARVIS.Witness-
ALEX. MCNAB,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Solicitors, Brisbane.
290 6s.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
l hitherto subsisting between us, the under-
signed, Alexander George Fraser, George Baillie,
Robert Alexander Baillie, William Baillie, William
Stirling Donald, and Leslie Montague Donald,
carrying  on business , in co-partnership,  as sheep
and cattle farmers and graziers, at and upon the
Manuka Station, situate in the North Gregory
District of the Colony of Queensland, under the
name, style, or firm of " Baillie, Fraser, and
onald," was, on the second day of November,Donald,"*
1888, Dissolved so far  as regards  the said George
Baillie , who has withdrawn from the firm.
The partnership  business  will be carried on by
the other partners as hitherto.
Dated this second day of November, 1888.
GEORGE BAILLIE.
A. G. FRASER.
R. A. BAILLIE.
WILLIAM BAILLIE.
W. S. DONALD.
LESLIE M. DONALD,
By his Agent,
W. S. DONALD.
LESLIE M. DONALD.
Witness to the Signatures of Alexander George
Fiaser, George  Baillie , Robert Alexander Baillie,
and William Baillie-
CHAS. E. GATES.
Witness to the Signatures of William Stirling
Donald and Leslie Montague Donald (by his Agent,
William Stirling Donald)-
HERBERT  M. DONALD.
Witness to the Signature of Leslie Montague
Donald-
R. M. KAY.
243 8s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto existing between the undersigned,
James Hislop and John Hislop, under the style or
firm of " J. and J. Hislop," in the trade or busi-
ness  of cabinet-makers and undertakers, at Brisbane,
has been Dissolved by mutual consent, as from the
fifteenth day of January, 1889. The business
heretofore carried on under the style or firm of
" J. and J. Hislop " will henceforth be carried on
by the said John Hislop, under the style of " John
Hislop, successor to J. and J. Hislop."
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All moneys due and owing to the late firm of
J. and J. Hislop on the fifteenth day of January,
1889, must be paid to the uindersigned, James
Hislop, at his Office, No. 9, Depot Chambers, Queen
street, Brisbane, and all debts owing by the said
firm on that date will be paid and discharged by
him.
Dated this fifth day of February, 1889,
JAMES HISLOP,
JOHN HISLOP.
Witness-
T. BINNEY.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Solicitors,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
277 8s.
HEREBY notify my intention of applying, at
I the first meeting of the Glenga,llan Divisional
Board held after one month from date hereof, for
permission to Erect Two Licensed Gates at the
following places, viz. :-One where the road passes
through the eastern boundary of Portion No. 137,
adjoining the boundary of Killarney Township on
the north side of the river ; the other, on the road
between Portions Nos. 324 and 158, adjoining the
Killarney Cemetery on the south side of the Con-
damine, such Gates to be erected in accordance
with the provisions of the Act.
JOHN D. MACANSH, JuNK.
Canning Downs, 6th February, 1889.
310 5s.
NOTICE.
\J E beg to  give notice  that we intend to apply
to the Pioneer Divisional Board for Renewal
of License for Swing Gate on road through section
522, on east boundary ,  also for rermission to Erect
Licensed Gate  on same road, west boundary.
KABLE BROS. AND KEEN.
270 3s.
PIONEER DIVISIONAL BOARD.
NOTICE
is  hereby given, that it is  the intention
of the above  Board to apply  to The  Honourable
The Colonial  Treasurer for a Loan of Four Hundred
and Fifty Pounds  (£ 450), under the provisions of
" The Local Works  Loan  Act of  18K-,"  Class 5, for
the purpose of Erecting a Divisional  Board Hall,
on Board 's allotment  in Wood  street ,  Mackay, as
per Plans and Specification on view at this Office.
By Order,
GEO. H . CROMPTON,
Divisional Clerk.
Divisional Board's Office,
Mackay, 8th January, 1889.
271 4s.
OW published at the Government Printing
lr Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYZNoP-
sIS OF  THE QUEENSL&ND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants; wii,h
a Classified Index of Indigenous, and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensln •id,
922 pages 8vo. dewy, half-bound. Price, £ 1  Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Coley iy,
is. lOd. to Engiand and the Australian Coloi,iea,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
0
N SALE, A the Government Printing Office,
William street,  Brisbane  -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New  Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price,
6d. Postage, id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
OW Published,  First Supplement to a Synopsis
N of the  Queensland Flora ,  by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P
OU NDKE EPERS and others are requested,
w hen describing brands, to make a distinction
between •` Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words " Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,Willi.tin street, Brisbane :-Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the
ajesty,
Courts, with Forms and Tables of'  Fees, and
established l'y the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, Is.;  postage,  4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
6th August, 1881.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITII
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  atthe Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form ,  "The Gold Fields Aet
of  1874,' -together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the  Gold Fields  of the v hale of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price, Is.  Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound ,  5s. 6d . ;  paper covers ,  5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PnINTisn acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-1889  £ 8. d.
Feb. 2.-W .  Haigh ... ... ... 0 5 0
2.-Murweh Divisional Board ... ... 1 0 0
2.-W. Adams  ... ... ... 0 7 6
4.-M. Palmer  ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
4.--Warwick Argus  ' ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-Taroom Divisional Board ... ... 0 5 0
5.-Hodges and Chataway ... ... 0 3 0
5.--Pioneer Divisional Board ... ... 0 4 0
5.-J. M. Parkes... ... ... ... 0 18 0
5.-A. NV. Wilson ... ... ... 0 3 6
5.-Booroodabin Divisional Board ... 5 5 05.-S. J. Walsh  ... ... ... ... 0 9 05.-If. Hickey  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
5.-M. P. Walker ... ... 0 4 0
5.-W. A.  O'Farrell... ... ... 0 2 0
5.-M. Markham.. ... ... ... 0 1 0
7.-J. Whiting ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
7.-J. Palmer ... ... 0 4 0
7.-W C. Mitchell ... ... ... 0 0 6
7.-W. Furlong ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
7.-R. T. Selby ... ... 0 12 0
7.-H. R. Rafferty ... ... ... 0 16 8
7.-Calliope i )i,1-ional Board ... ... 2 0 0
7.-J. Murray ... 0 5 6
8.-E. Broad ... ... ... 0 2 6
8 -H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
8.-C. Appleton ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-Warwick Argus ... ... ... 0 5 0
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JUST PUBLISHED.
c  pHE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Qf `'enders
Probation Act of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion , Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
utpattnllings .
mil' Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertise-
'uents of Impounded  Stock  will be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDE I) at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Lower
Lansdowne, on the 28th January, 1889, by order of
J. Turnbull , Esquire.  Driving expenses ,  6s. 8d. per
head.
One red cow , white  face,  piece out of point and back
quarter near  ear, CA1 (registered brand) near
rump.
One red cow,  slit both ears , SZ7 (registered brand)
near rump.
One red  and white bull calf, unbranded, progeny of
above cow.
One roan steer , HT1 (registered brand) over 5 near
ribs, back of both ears slit.
One roan and white cow, bMD (registered brand) over
1 off ribs, back quarter off off ear.
One light- roan  cow, like TF8 (registered brand) near
ribs, back quarter  off near ear ,  off ear  blocked.
One  ro an  and white bull, 0 near shoulder, 105 near ribs,
CV over V near rump, blotched letter before
8 and  W (reversed) over 0 off rump, piece out
back near ear.
If not released  on or before the 26th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
240 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Nerang, on the 29th January, 1889,
by order of John Stanfield, Esquire. Driving and
damages ,  3s. 8d .  per head.
One roan  and white cow, b1  i' (registered  brand) off
rump.
One red .end white cow, bF1 (registered  brand) off
rump.
One white  steer , b1'1 (registered  brand )  off rump.
Also, from Cooma Gully, on the 30th January, 1889,
by order of James Cockerill, Esquire.
One bay horse, TK (conjoined)  near  shoulder,  315 near
side of neck, like CUB (the C and B conjoined with
top of U) off shoulder, N3M (registered brand)
near thigh.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
M. R. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
269 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from enclosed lands, on
the 17th January, 1889, by order of A. S. Haydon,
Esquire. Driving expenses , 14s. 2d. per head.
One bay gelding , RbM (registered brand) near
shoulder..
One bay mare , IF 7 Do  (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, 2 heart heart over WOE near shoulder.
One black gelding, CY2 near shoulder, 2RX off
shoulder, IVY near thigh.
One black  gelding, blotched brand like FX4 (registered
brand )  near  shoulder.
One dark -bay or brown gelding, draught, VYb(registered  brand)  near  shoulder,  9 near  neck, small
star.
One brown  gelding, B67 near shoulder ,  3 near ribs.
One chestnut  gelding, VC4 (registered brand) near
shoulder, Da5 near thigh, M-<2 (registered brand)
off shoulder, 18 near neck.
CORRECTED BRAND.
Impounded, from Magowra, on the 22nd December,
1888, by order of W. G. S. Russell, Esquire. Driving
expenses ,  2s. 8d.
One bay gelding, X4X near shoulder, bell brand under
like XOV.
If not released on or before the 5th February, 1889,
will, be sold to defray expenses.
FRANK J. WALSH, Poundkeeper.
265 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Tower , from Natal Downs,
on the 29th January, 1889, by order of C. W. Bun-
dock, Esquire.
One grey gelding, ONN near shoulder, 5XK off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
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M. MARKHAM, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Juandah, on the 29th
January, 1889, by order of D. White, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 6s. 8d.
One brown horse, entire, WK7(registered brand) over
2 near shoulder, top off  near  ear, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
264 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Beenleigh, on the 3rd February,1889.
One red bullock, broken horn, like OK1 near ribs.
One red bullock, CFS over MT9 near rump.
If not released on or before the 22nd February, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
'WM. A. O'FARRELL, Poundkeeper.
272 2s.
I MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, onthe19th January, 1889, by order of Herbert Hart,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s.
One white cow, both ears marked, EL7 (registered
brand) over 4 near ribs.
One white bullock,  near ear  marked, V 0( (registered
brand) over 5 near ribs.
One red and white bullock, split off ear, SA7 (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
One yellow and white bullock , off ear marked, W) <
(registered brand )  near ribs.
One red and white cow, both  ears  marked, R4U
(registered brand )  near ribs.
One red bull calf, unbranded, progeny of above cow.
If not  released  on or before the 22nd February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
274 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from Bergen's Paddock, by
order  of F. F.  Bigge and Co.
One strawberry bullock, one horn broken off, BbL
(registered brand) over B off rump.
One red spotted bullock, W$ L (registered brand) off
ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
313 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Banchory, on the
11th January, 1889, by order of Messrs. MeVean
and Boadle. Driving, 67 miles.
One chestnut gelding, white stripe down face, hind feet
white, long  scar  on wither ,  IF :C2  (registered
brand) near shoulder, T7Y (registered brand)
off shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 22nd February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
312 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from enclosed lands,
Gowrie Little Plain, on the 4th February, 1889,
by order of Mrs. Jana Gillis. Driving, 14 miles.
One bay horse, H over 1 conjoined (the H sideways)
near  shoulder, hind feet white, back of off fore
fetlock white, star, stripe down face,  collar -marked.
Also, from the Drayton Commonage, on the 5th
February, 1889, by order of Mr. Francis Drew.
Damages  and driving, 3s.
One light-strawberry steer,  red ears,  like 000 or 00C
(registered brand) n' ar rump.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
311 2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Pri nter
William street ,  Brisbane ,  9th February 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that W. and J. Knox,
l of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net manufacturers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 26, in respect of Linen Thread, and in
Class 49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark
of which the  following is a representation :--
n
[No. 34.
s Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that W. and J. Knox,
l1 t of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net manufacturers, have applied, .
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1884,"  to register in
Class 26, in respect of Linen Thread, and in Class
49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation
I
The above representation- differs, inasmuch as
the ground of the outer circle is gold, and  vice
versa  the inner circle.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
A representation of the said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
61
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Gresham, of Salford, Manchester, Lancashire,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements in or
applicable to Vacuum Brake Mechanism."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Gresham, in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
hzarks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th January, 1889.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Francis Harley Davis, of Lodore, Helidon, Queens.
land, for an invention for  "Improvements in Bering
Machinery."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Francis Harley Davis, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 188,4."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Percy
Tarbutt, of 23, St. Swithin's lane, London, for an
invention for  " A lfiew or Improved Ejector Oil
Vapour Lamp."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a 'Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Percy Tarbutt, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. DRURY, C.M.G.,
Acting Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 11th February, 1889.
No. 785.THE following notification, whichappeared in
the  Government Gazette  of date 9th February,
1889, is  published for information and guidance:-
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
His Exce ll ency  the Administrator of the Govern-
ment,  with the  advice  of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to appoint
Lieutenant -Colonel EDWAR D ROBERT DRURY,
C.M.G.,
to be Acting Commandant  of the Defence Force
during the absence  of The Commandant.
No. 786.
The following changes will take place from 22nd
November, 1888:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" A " Company.
No. 37, Sergeant J. S. Dickson, is dismissed for
non-attendance. Regulation 204 to be complied
with
No. 787.
The following amendment to General Order No.
320, is published for information and guidance :-
An issue of one helmet complete will be made to
each member of " A " Battery, Permanent Force,
on the first year of enlistment, and also on the fourth
year on 1st April.
General Order No. 320 to be amended accor-dingly.
By Order,
C. H. DES VtEUX,  Major,  B.S.C.,
D.A.A.G.
By Authority : JAMBS C . B$AL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE, 1890-1.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon on SATURDAY, 9th March, from personswilling to contract for the supply of Ironmongery, Stationery, Drapery, Hats and Caps, Surveyors'
Materials, Ship Chandlery, Saddlers' Griudery, Boot Grindery, Serge, Tweed, Blankets and Rugs,
Brushware, Leather, Timber, Cloth, and Bedding, as per accompanying lists, for Two Years, from the
1st January, 1890, in such quantities as may from time to time be required by the Colonial Storekeeper,
in Brisbane, from whom printed forms of Tender and all necessary information can be obtained.
It will be optional for persons to tender for any one or more of the classes into which the Supplies
are divided, but no Tender will be received for only a portion of the articles enumerated in any one class.
All Customs Duties to be included in the prices quoted.
A sample of each article to be tendered for will be kept open for inspection in the Colonial Stores,
and each article supplied must be in every respect equal to the sample.
The Tenders must state the price at which each article tendered for is to be supplied.
In the event of any goods being required which are not included in the schedules, the contractor
will be called upon to supply the same at the usual trade prices, subject to a discount of 21- per cent.
All charges for packages, balings, &c., to be included in Tenderer's prices.
Attached to each 'fender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of the contract in the
event of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking, in such case, that they will severally execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the notification of
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in the sums following,
that is to say:-Ironmongery, £300; Stationery, £600; Drapery, £500; Hats and Caps, £50; Surveyors'
Materials, £100; Ship Chandlery, £50; Saddlers' Grindery, £75; Boot Grindery, £50; Tweed, £100;
Blankets and Rugs,  2500; Brushware,  R50; Leather, 2200; Timber, £25; Cloth,  250; Bedding,  e25;
Serge, £25.
The probable quantities of each article required are given for the guidance of persons tendering,
but it must be distinctly understood that they are only approximate, and the contractors must supply
more or less of each article as required.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
Estimated Yearly
Requi re ments.
200
246
6
6
6
500 tins
50 jars
50
Articles.
IRONMONGERY.
Axes-with handles ... ... ...
Adzes „ „ ... ... ...Augers--!-inch ... ... ...
5it  8 ff .•. ... ...
3
ff 4 ff ..
Blacking ... ... .., ...
71 ... ... ... ...
Boilers -iron ... ... ... ...
At-
..: ..: :.. each
... ... ... I ff
It
per tin19
per jar
each
63
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
25 gross
25
50
24
12
24
24
5 gallons
10 dozen
24 bottles
2 gross
75
600 bushels
24
250
12200
200
6
6
6
6
6
12
12 sets
24
5 gross
5
48
100
24
24
100 quires
100
500
250
50
40024
75
75
24
36
12
60 dozen
24
24
1,500
150
2,000
lb.
7f
2 tons
4 f,
7 „
4 ff
5 „
4
3
12
36
12
24
12
300 pairs
250
250
48
48
24
24
24
24
24
522
SUPPLIES  FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1890-1.-continued.
Articles.
IRONMONGERY- continued.
... Bucket-ears ... ... ... ...
Billycan -ears .. . ... ... ...
Barbers' scissors  ... ... ...
Bradawls ... ... ...
Butchers '  steels ... ... ...
Box-locks-3-inch, brass ... ...
••• ,, 4 „ f, ...
... Black, Japan ... ... ...
... Bath-bricks ... ... ...
... Brunswick black ... ... ...
... Candlestick springs ... ... ...
... Cash- boxes  ... ... ...
... Charcoal ... ... ...
... Camp ovens ... ... ...
... Curry-combs ... ... ...
... Chains-marching ... ...
... Chamber-pots-iron ... ...
... „ „ earthenware ...
... Chisels-socket, 2-inch ...
f,
s
firmer, 2
f f  99 11 „
f, ,, 1 „
Counter  scales,  with weights
Cricket bats ... ... ...
„ stumps ... ...
„ balls ... ... ...
Clothes pegs-wood ... ...
„ „ spring ... ...
Door  mats , No. 6, large ...
„ „ No. 5, medium ...
„ „ wool ..
„ „ foot, wool-bound...
Emery cloth ... ... ...
Enamelled  mugs ...
ff
ff
plates ... ...
cups andsaucers ...
basins ,  large ...
„ soup basins ......
Forks- garden ...
Files - cross-cut
„ hand-saw
„ 14-inch...
Fry pans
Filters-Cheavin's No. 1
Forks-dinner ... ...
„ stable ...
Gridirons ...
Glue-common
„ best Russian  ... ... ...
Glasses-for lamps . ...
Galvanised Iron -" Gospel Oak "-
6 feet corrugated, 24-g ... ...
7 ff f, ,f
8 ,, ff ff
9 ff ,, ,f
Galvanised Iron-" Gospel
72 x 30  x 26 plain...
Oak"-
72x30x24 „ ... ... ... ...
72x24x26 „ ... ... ... ...
Glue pots  ...  ... ... ...
Hammers-American claw ... ...
„ shingling ... ... ...
... „ carpenters' ... ... ...
... „ shoeing ... ...
... Handcuffs ... ... ...
... Handles-American axe ...
ff broom ... ...
mop
tPie,fff
,, adze ...
Hoes-breaking-up ...
chipping,  large  ... ...
„ medium  ... ... ...
ff f, small
At-
... per gross
... each
ff
ff
per gallon
per dozen
per bottle
per gross
each
per bushel
each
ff
„
f,
ff
ff
ff
per set
each
per gross
each
ff
ff
•• ff
... per quire
... each
99
per dozen
each
f,
per lb.
P9
each
per ton
f,
f,IV
each
,f
„
.,
... per pair
... each
f,
f,
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
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SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1890-1-continued.
Articles.
IRONMONGERY- continued.
20 cwt. ... Horse shoes-hack ... ... ... ...
24 ... ,, rasps-16-inch ... ...
50 ... Hoof picks .. ... ... ... ...
3 tons ... Iron-round, flat, or square ... ... ...
1 „ ... „ black ... ... ... ... ...
36 ... „ pots ... ... ... ... ...
36 ... „ stretchers ... ... ... ...
500 pairs ... Knives and forks-dinner ... ... ...
36 „ ... „ „
„
carving ... ... ...
75  ... Knives-butchers' ... ... ... ...
700 ... „ dinner ... ... ... ... ...
6 ... „ budding ... ... ... ...
6 ... „ pruning ... ... ... ... ... ...
48 ... „ with sheaths... ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... „ shoeing .., ... ...
24 .. Kettles-tea, 9 quarts ... ...
15 'boxes .:. Knife polish ... ... ...
12 ... Leg  irons ...  ... ... ...
24 ... Lamps-kerosine, large ... ... ... ... ...
At-
per cwt.
each
per ton
each
per pair
each
... per box
.., each
36 ... „ „ medium . ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... Lantern s-bull's-eye ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
60 ... „ hurricane ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
250 dozen ... Lamp wicks-assorted ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 „ ... Lamp burners for bull's-eye ... ... ... ... ... ... 99
2 ton ... Lead-pig ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per ton
4 gross ... Matches-wax, 250's ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per gross of
boxes
3  1000's  ... ,.. ... ... ... ...  99
50 patent safety ... ... ... ... ... ... „
40 dozen ... Mane combs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
50 cwt. ... Nails-wire ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
75 lb. ... „ horseshoe, globe ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
20 dozen ... Needles-packing ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
20 „ ... „ sail ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... Picks, with handles ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
6 ... Planes-jack ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 ...
„
smoothing  ...  ... ... ... ... ... ...
48 ... Padlocks-galvanized iron ... ... ... ... ...
36 „ Chubb's 3-inch
100 lb. ... Pumice stone-large lumps ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
24 ... Rakes-iron  ...
...
.. ... ... ... each
12 cwt. Rivets and washers-galvanized iron tank ... ... ... per cwt.
100 packets ... „ Tinman's No. 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... per packet
100 „ ... No.8 ... ... ... ... ... ...  91.9
100 „ ... „ „ No. 10 ... ... ... ... ... ...
100 „ ... „ „ No. 12 ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... Rules-2-foot ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
36 ... Reaping hooks ... ... ... ... ... ... „
48 ... Razors ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... Saucepans-4 quarts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
24 ... „ 3 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... „ 2 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... !,
24 ... Sa99ws-hand  ..  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 .,, crosscut ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
12 ... Saw-sets-hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... „ crosscut ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  it
75 ... Spades ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ...
50 ... Shovels-long ... ... ... ... ... .,. ... ... „
50 ... „ short ... ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... „ hand, fire ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... Screw-drivers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
9.00 .,. Spoons-iron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
400 ... to plated ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.12 ... Scythes-with handles ... ... ... ... ... ...
36 ... Scythe-blades ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
48 ... „ stones ... ... ... ... ... ... .,
6 ... Soldering irons ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 pairs ... Scissors-Ness' American " board " ... ... ... per pair
7 cwt. ... Tin-ingot ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
30 boxes ...  , plate 1X charcoal 20 x14 ... ... ... ... ... per box
40 ,,
20
25
50 packets
... IS, 2X „ 20 x 14 ... ... ... ... ...  to
... „ „ 1X „ 20x16 ... ... ... ... ...
... „ 1C „ 20x14 ... ... ... ... ...  99
,.. Tacks-iron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per packet
„
per dozen
60 „ ... „ tin ...
'
... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
50 dozen ... Tumblers- cut glass  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
250 ... Tomahawks-American ... ... ... ... ... ... each
250 ... Taps- brass,  1-inch cistern ... ... ... of
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
24
24
5 sets
24
36
100
5 bundles
5
5
5
„
„
„
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SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1890-1-continued.
Articles.
IRONMONGERY-continued.
Taps-brass, inch, Fidian ... ... ...
s
Tools-shoeing, complete ... ... ...
Wheelbarrows-wood ... ...
„ galvanized iron ... ...
Whistles
Wire- No. 4, iron
„
,,
No. 6 „
No. 11 „
No. 12 „
5
50 sheets
150 ...
150 ...
200 ...
25 ...
25 ...
200 ...
350 ...
36 ...
800 balls
800 „
600 ,, ...
300 packs ...
50
12
24
100
36
2,000
50
12
150
400 boxes
75 „
150 pieces
150
500
150
24
50
150 bottles ...
1,000 ...
200 „
100
500
400 „
36
36
350 pieces
50 dozen
200
36
30
36
124
50
24
100
36
50
500
250
50
„ No. 14 „Zinc-perforated
STATIONERY.
Bodkins-plain ...
„ with eye ...
Blotting pads ...
Copy presses
„ press stands ...
Clips-hand ..
„ foolscap board...
Canton strops ...
Cord-strong ...
„ medium...
„ fine ...Cards-plain ...
playing
Cabinets-closed
„ open
Damping brushes-hair
felt99
Drying sheets ... ...
Date boxes large ...
„ revolving
small .
Elastic bands -Perry's No.
„ „ Imperial
Ferrett- green  silk ...
Gum bottles- large ...
Gum brushes ...
„ „ string bound
Hones .. ... ...
Hair pen-cleaners
Ink-black .
„
„
„
„
blue black
copying ... ...
„ French ...
red
„ scarlet ... " ...
„ blue ... ...
violet ... ...
Izldia -rubber, .
Ink and pencil  erasers-large
...
it
„
... ... ... „
small91 19 Is
„ extractors ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ wells ... ... ... ... ... ...
'Inkstands-ebony ... ... ... ... ...
... „ pewter, cap and plate ... ... ... ... ...
plain ... ... ... ... ...
... „ „ large cap  ... ... ... ...
... „ glass , spring-top
••• „
pneumatic .., ... ... ... ... ••.
... „ square  glass ... ... ...
... Knives-desk ... ... ... ...
... „ erasing  ... ... ... ...
L tt blance-Salte'... a er ... ... ...Mith ll'
to
„
„
per piece
per dozen
a
„
each
ItIt
... „ „ e s.. ... .. ... ...  19c
500 dozen Millboards-foolscap ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
50 „ ...  it small  ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
600 bottles ... Mucilage-with brush ... ... ... ... ... ... per bottle
24 ... Memo. books-large plain ... ... ... ... ... ... each
24
... „ „ „ ruled ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... „ „ small plain ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... „ „ „ ruled ... ... ... ... ... ... „
1,000  sheets  ... Oil sheets ... ... ...
300  packets ...  Pounce  ... ... ... ...
2,000  boxes ... Pens - Mitche ll's S ... ... ... ... ...
2,000  it  , ...
„ „
N ... ... ... ... ...
...
... ... each
... ... per set
... ... each
... ... per bundle
„
... per sheet
... ... each
... ...
... ...
... ...
„
„
„
„
... ... per ball
... ...
per pack
each
it
... per box
... ... per piece
... ... each
...
„V
... per bottle
„
per packet
per box
„
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
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SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1890-1-continued.
Articles. At--
STATIONERY-continued.
300 boxes ... Pens-nibs, broad ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per box
300
„
...
„  .. medium ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
300 it ... „ „ fine ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
200
„
... „ „ J ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 99
48  1,  ... 92 Owl  .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... It
48 „ ... it Waverley ... ...
48 „ ... „ Pickwick ...
50 cards ... to Lithographic crowquills
150 boxes ... „ gilt J ... ... ...
48 „ ... „ Hindooo ... ...
75 „ ... to Mitchell's M ... ...
48 „ ... „ scribbling ... ...
48 „ ... „ Nile ... ... ...
50 cards ... „ red ink ... ... ...
24 boxes ... it R . ...
50 „ ... „ Gillott's No. 225, assorted
48 „ ... of review ... ... ...
48 „ ... „ magazine ... ...
48 „ ... „ Gillott's 353 ... ...
10,000 „ ... „ quill .. ... ...
800 dozen ... Pencils-black assorted letters
200 „ ... „ red and blue ...
200 „ ... „ red ... ... ...
200 „ ...  of blue ... ... ...
24 „ ... „ green ... ...
24 „ ... It Copying ... ...
24 boxes ... to  leads for copying ...
24 dozen ... „ automatic assorted ...
24 boxes ... „ leads ... ... ...
250 dozen ... Penholders-long ... ...
300 „ ...  to  short ...
50 „ ... „ India rubber ...
24 „ ... „ eagle ... ...
100 ... Paper knives ... ... ...
100 ... „ folders ... ... ...
50 ...  It files, 9-inch ... ...
50 ...
,,  to 11 „ ... ...
50 boxes ... „ binders-02 Perry' s ...
50 „ ...
,,  of 04 it  ...50 ,, ...„ ...
„ „
04
50 „ ...
,, „
05 „ ...
50
„
...
„ „  06 „
24 „ ... „ „ brass round head
50 ... „ weights-large ...
200 ... „ „ medium ...
50 ...
„ ,, glass ...
12 ... Post and delivery boxes ...
24 ... Pen racks  ...  ... ...
50 cards ... Ribbon-green silk ... ...
50 ... Rulers-12-inch ... ...
18 It ... ...75 ... It
tape-broad... ...50 gross ... Red ape- bro
50 „ ... „ „ medium ... ...
50
„
... It „ narrow ... ...
75 ... Scissors-large ... ...
300 ... „ small  ... ...
75 skeins ... Silk cord-green ... ...
30 dozen ... „ laces ... ... ...
75 ... School slates ... ... ...
12 boxes ... Slate pencils ... ... ...
36 ... Sponge bowls, with sponges ...
36 ... Table baskets-wire ... ...
36 ...
,, „
wicker ...
50 boxes ... Wafers-large red ... ...
500 „ ... it legal  Seal ... ...200 lb. ... Wax-best red ... ...
... of common  ... ...100 „
75 ... Water wells ... ...75 ... Waste-paper baskets ... ...
Cartride Envelopes-
8,000 ... Extra large, 16 x 10 ...
3,000 ...  of  „ 144 x 9; ...
25,000 ... Large cameo, 12 x 6 ...
35,000 ... Medium cameo,11 x 5 ...
20,000 ... Foolscap „ 9 x 4 ...
15,000 ... Long plain, 15 x 5; ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
„to
per card
per box
„
per card
per box
„
„
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Itto
... ... ... ... ... per thousand
... ... ... per dozen
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... is
... ... ... ... ... it
... ... ... ... ... per box
.. ... ... ... ... per dozen
... ... ... ... ... per box
... ... ... ... ... per dozen
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... each
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... to
. -. ... ... ... ... per box
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ...
...
„
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... each
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ...  to
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... per card
... ... ... ... ... each
... ... ... ... ... „
... ...
...
... per gross of
... ... ... ...
144 pieces
...
...
... ...
each
each
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... 29
... ... ... ... ... per skein
... ... ... ... ... per dozen
... ... ... ... ... each
... ... ... ... ... per box
... ... ... ... ...
each
... ... ... ... ... to
... ... ... ... ... It
... ... ... ... ... per box
... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... per lb.
... ... ... ... ... 91
... ... ... ... ...
each
... ... ... ... ... to
... ... ...
... ... per thousand
... ... ... ... ... „
... ... ... ... ... oil
... ... ... ... ...
„
... ... ... ... ... to
... ... ... ...
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
25,000
400,000
400,000
5,000
400,000
10,000
35,000
5,000
300,000
5,000
10,000
40,000
25,000
10,000
30 reams
50
10
100
300
500
75
300 „
10 „
100 „
400 „
100
50
50
50
400 „
200 „
75
50
150
75 „
10
100
300
3C0
100
75 „
100
50
25 „
50 „
25 „
75 „
50 „
75 „
15,000
200 gross
200 „
t,2000200  „
24 „
200 „
25 „
25 „
25 „
5
60 „
10
5
12 „
30 „
5 „
500 yards
75 pairs
15,(00(0yards
3,` 0 „
4,000
7100 0  „
3,000
30 gross
30 ,;
15 ;;
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SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1 89 0-1--continued.
Articles.
STATIONERY-- continued.
Envelopes - blue official  cameo .. . ... ... ...
„
foolscap cameo  ... ... ...
... „ cream -laid foolscap  cameo  ... ... ...
... „ „ plain  ... ... ...
... „ „ letter cameo
... „ „ „ plain
... „ „ note cameo
... „ to „ plain
„ blue letter cameo
... „ it „ plain
to „ note cameo  ... ...
... „ „ dewy
g p
note  antique vellum  ... ...
Paper - blue demy ,  plain  ... ... ... ...
ruled ..,  ... ...it It It
... „ cream-laid demy ,  ruled  ... ... ...
It Turkey mi ll , cut edges (foolscap ) ... ...
... „ cream foolscap ,  plain No. 1, cut edges
„
blue
lon ocket
ruled No .  1, „ „ ...
plain No. 2,
ruled No. 2,
close -ruled,
plain,
ruled,
„
„ letter ,  cream,
„ „ blue, „
... „ note ,  antique vellum, „
... cream, best, „
„if
At-
... per thousand
It
...
...
„
„
to
„
... „
... per ream
... it
... ... „
... ...
„
... ...
... » » » common, ,, „ ... ...
... If N blue , „ „ ... ...
„
„
cartridge ,  imperial  ... ... ... ... ...
brown ,  best large  ... ... ... ... ...
...
„
„ common large  ... ... ... ...
...
„ „ ,,
small  ... ... ... ...
... brief, ruled  ... ... ... ... ...
... blotting, best white  ... ... ... ...
... „ „ white  ... ... ... ... ...
19. , . pink
... litho. printing ,  No. 1, 55 lb . ... ... ...
... „ „ „ No.2, 60 lb . ... ... ...
... „ „ It No. 3, 123 lb.
... „ demy ,  printing  ... ... ... ... ...
... „ double demy ,  printing
... „ royal ,  printing
... It quadruple crown ,  printing  ,., ... ... ...
... „ cream double foolsca p  ...
... ...
..
... ...
. It
... It  „  to post  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
... „ „ wove ,  medium  ... ... . , . ... ... „
... Parchments ,  18 x 28  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  each
DRAPERY.
... Buttons - metal,  trowsers-black
... to  „ fly „ ... ... ... ...
... trowsers - white ... ... ... ...
... „ „ fly „ ... ... ... ...
It V.R. gilt - small  ...
... „ China, shirt  ... ... ... ... ...
... It bone ,  coat  ... ... ... ...
... for great eoats ... ... ... ...
... smoke pearl ... ... ... ...
... Buckles-vest ,  black ... ... ... ...
... Braid-double ,  London ... ... ... ... ...
... It scarlet tubular  ... ... ... ... ...
white Hercules  ...
... ... ... ...
black  Llama  ... ,.. ... ... ...
... flannel binding ...
... ...
...
.,,. Russia braid ... ... ... ..
... Buckram-black  ... ... ... ... ... ...
... Braces-men 's cotton ... ... ... ...
... Calico-No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
It No. 2 ... ... ... ... ...
No. 3, 100-inch ... ... ... .,.
...
„ No. 4, D .W., common . ..
No. 6, S.W.
... ... ...
...  Cotton-reels of white
„
3,
„
f,
black
red
„
„
„
„
„
... „
... „
... „
... „
... „
... „
...
...
...
...
... is
„
„
... „
... per gross
„
„
„
„
...
„
... „
... It
...
„
... „
...
„
... 19
... per yard
per pair
... per yard
... ..6 ... ...
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S UPPLIES  FOIL PUBLIC SBnvicn, 1890-1-continued.
.Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
100 dozen
100 „
1,000 yards
24 boxes
300 yards
10 gross
10  to
100 yards
100
500
6,000
500
500
200
toIt
20,000 yards
200 „
100 gross
2,800 pairs
100 „
5,00011
200  to
3,000
50 dozen
1,500 yards
1,000 „
100 „
50 gross
1,000 yards
9,000 „
500 „
15 dozen
15
15,000
to
10 dozen
5,000 yards
14,000  to
200 lb.
75
500 yards
200
150  to
400 dozen
40 to
10,000 yards
'" to
7,000 „
20 lb.
20
206
6
10
3
15
15
20 dozen
40  of50 lb.
50
50
50  to
20
100
100
3,000 yards
5,000
„
75 dozen
100 „
:30 „
10 gross
15
10
10
10
50 pieces
800 yards
5,0l(000
1(,000
„
1,000  to
Articles.
DRAPERY- continued.
Combs-rack ... ... ...
„ tooth ... ... ... ...
Cheese cloth ... ... ...
Chalk-tailors', assorted colours ...
Crash-Russia... ... ... .. .
Cord-white ... ... ... ...to  red ... ... ...
...
Canvas-French w ite ... ... ... ... ...
„ „ black ... ...
Drill-white ... ... ... ...
Duck ... .. ... ...Dusters-blue ... ... ... ...
„ white ... ... ...
Dungaree ... ... ... ...
Flannel ... ... ... ... ...
to  house ... ... ... ...
Hooks and eyes-black and white ...
Hose-women's unbleached ...
It  men's  woollen... ...
Half-hose-men's unbleached ...
to „ woollen ... ...
Huckaback-towelling ... ...
Handkerchiefs-pocket .. ...
Holland-brown ... ... ...
It dressed  ... ...
• . „ green , window ... ...
... Laces-boot, with tag ... ...
... Leather-black American ... ...
... Moleskin ... ... ...
... Mosquito net .. ... ...
... Night  caps-men's cotton ... ...
... to It „ woollen ... ...
... Needles, sewing  .. .. ...
Neckerchiefs--men's black silk ...
... Osnaburg ... ... ...
... Print assorted-fast colours...
... Pins-short whites ...
...
... ... ... ... ...
... Sheets-waterproof ... ... ...
... Silesia -black ...
slate ... ...
... striped ... ... ... ...
... Shirts-Scotch twill ... ... ...
... to men's  blue  serge ... ...
... Sheeting-calico ... ... ...
... „ waterproof ... ...
Scotch twill ... ... ... ..
... Silk (Crown and Cushion brand) black
„ „  It
„  to  „to drab machine ...
„ slate „
„ scarlet „
towhite ItIt Raven' s sewings
„ button-hole twist
Thimbles-men's ...
'
machine,  No. 16 ...
„
„
It womens .
Thread- Knox's W. B. machine, No. 16
„
„
„
No. 24
No. 30IN o. 30ItIt blackIt  red
W.B,, in banks
black , „
Tieklenberg ... ...
Ticking ... ... ...
Towels-huckaback ...
It Turkish ...
„ small hand ...
Tape-stay ... ...
to black ..
binding, Russia
block ... ...
„ Dutch .. ...
Turkey twill-redTable-clotb-unbleached
Winsey-brown ...
to gre ...
Woollen plaid ... ...
d mask
No. 24 ...
No. 30 ...
At-
per dozenIt
per yard
per box
per yard
per gross90
per yard
„
„
to
each
PSI
per yard
„
...  to
... per gross
... per pair
to
per yard
per dozen
per yard
to
„
per gross
... per yard
„It
per dozen
per thousand
per dozen
per yard
per lb.
each
per yardIt
per dozen
„
per yard
„
„
per lb.
is
it
„
„
„
„
„
... per dozen
...
... per lb.
per yard99
per dozen
per gross
per piece
per yard
Estimated Yearly
Requirements.
300
400
12
75
1,600
3,300
150
120
10 dozen
10 „
3 „
3
3
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SUPPLI ES  FOR PunLIC S1iR ,VICE,  1890-1- continued.
Articles.
HATS AND CAPS.
... Caps-blue cloth, 1 glazed and 2 white covers each ... ... each
... „ „ red band, 1 glazed and 2 white covers each ... „
... „ officers' blue cloth and badge ... ... ... ...
... , navy ... ... ... ...
... Hats-women's straw ... ... ... ... ... ...
... „ men's  felt ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  ,
... panama, lined and ribbon ... ... ... ... ... „
... Helmets  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  ,
... Hat ribbons- water  police ...
... „ H.M. Customso. ... ...
... „ „ Q.G.S. "Otter" ... ... ... ... ...
... „ "Lucinda" .. ... ... ... ...
... „ „ "Albatross"... ... ... ... ...
SURVEYORS' MATERIALS
At-
per dozen
„
„
48 ... Brushes-camel hair, large ... ... ... ... ... ... each
48 ... „ „ medium ... ... ... ... ...
48 ... „ „ small  ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 ... „ sable swan-quill large ... ... ... ... ... 99
50 ... if „ „ medium ... ... ... ... 93
50 ...
„ „ „
sma ll  ... ... ... ... ... „
24 ... „ „ „ miniature ... ... ... ... „
12 ... Compasses-dividers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
3 ... „ prismatic 3-inch card ... ... ... ... ,, ... „
3 ... „ proportional ... .. ... ... ...
6 ... „ Gregory's pocket, No, 1 best ... ... ... ...
4 ... Colour boxes-Windsor and Newton's, 12 cakes ... ... ...
48
... Drawing ens-hinged ... ... ... ... ... ...
25 ... Ivory  sca es  and offsets 2 0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
25 ... 99  40 ... ... ... ... ... ...
25
... sALOo .. ... ... ... ... ...
36 cakes ... Indian ink ... ..
s o
. ... ... ... ... ... per cake
24 ... Measuring tapes, links or decimals... ... ... ... ... each
12 ... Needle holders ... ... ... ... ... ... „
24 bottles ... Ox gall, Newman's liquid ... ... ... ... ... ... per bottle
200 dozen ... Pencils-Faber's, numbers or letters ... ... .., per dozen
24 ... Palettes-23-inch ... ... ... ... ... ... per nest
24 ... „ 3-inch ... ... ... .. ... , ,
12 ... Parallel rulers-12-inch ivory edge... ... ... ... ... each
12 ... „ 18 „ „ ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... „ 24 „ „ ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... „ 12 „ brass edge... ... ... ... ...
12 18 „ „ ... ... ... ... ...
6 ... it  24 „ „ ... ... ... ... ...
6 ... „ 12 „ white metal ... ... ... ...
6 ... „ 18 „ „ ... ... ... ...
6 ...
„ 24 „ „ ... ... ... ... ... „
40 dozen ... Pentegraph pins-large ... ... ... ... per dozen
20 „ ... „ „ small ... ... ... ... ... ... „
4 ... Protractors-6-inch ivory ... ... ... ... ... ... each
4 ... 9 „ " „ „ ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 ... „ 12 „ „ ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 ... „ 9 „ circular  metal  ... ... ... ... ...
2 ... „ 12 ... ... ...
2 ... „ 18 „ ... ... ... ...
4 sets ... Pens-bow ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per set
50 quires ... Paper-tracing, translucid alkaline ... ... ... ... per quire
20 „ ... „ „ best brown ... ... ... ... ... ...
10 „ ... „ „ common ... ... ... ... ...
100 „ ... „ Whatman's antiquarian ... ... ... ... ...
100 „ ... „ „ D. elephant drawing ... ... ... ... ,.
100 „ ... „ Imperial drawing cartridge ... ... „
200 yards ... „ antiquarian mounted ... ... ... ... ... ' per yard
24 ... Ranging Staves ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
3 ... Surveyors' chains with arrows ... ... ... ... ...
2 ... Straight edges-24-inch steel ... ... ... ... ...
2 ...
„ „ 36 „ „ ...
.
... ... ... ... !,
175 rolls ... Tracing linen-Sagar's 36-inch ... ... ... ... ... per roll
24 ... „ „ „ 42 „ ... ... ... ...
Water Colours-Windsor and Newton's-
24 cakes ... Lake ... .. ... per cake
100 „ ... Carmine ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 99
24 „ ... Neutral Tint ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
50 „ ... Prussian Blue ... ... ... ... ... „
12 „ ... Green ... ... ... ...
36 „ .. Gamboge ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 „ ... Chrome Ye llow ... ... ... t  91
Estimated Yearly
Requi re ments.
36 cakes
12
48
36
12
50 yards
50 „ ...
50 „ ...50 lb. ...
6 dozen ...
12 ...
2,000 yards ...
1,000 ...
3 ...
50 lb. ...
75 ...
2 ...
12 ...
150 gallons ...
150 ...
10
150
25 ...
50 ...
10 ...
200 feet ...
50 cwt. ...
10 ...
15 ...
10 ...
10 ...
5 ...
3  of
2  dozen
6  to  ...
20 cwt. ...
3.5  ...30 lb.  ...
6 dozen ...
4 cwt. ...
50 gallons ...175 lb.
12
25 lb.
15
100  gallons
40 lb.
70
50 gallons
5 to
3C0 lb.
250
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SUPPLIES FOR PUBLIC SERVICE,  1890-1--continued.
Articles.
SURVEYORS'  MATERIALS- continued.
Water Colours-Windsor and  Newton 's-continued-
Burnt Sienna  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ Umber ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Cobalt ... ... ... ...
Vermilion . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Indian  lied ... ...
SHIP CHANDLERY.
Bunting-red ...
„ white
„ blue
Beeswax ...
Blue lights .. ... ...
Boat hooks-galvanised iron, complete
Canvas-No. 1...
„ No. 2...
Cork fenders ...
Engine packing ...
„ „ patent
Life buoys ... ...
Marline spikes ...
Oil---raw linseed ...
boiled
sweet
castor ...
best colza
neatsfoot ...
„ sperm ...
Oars, ashPaint-w. lead, best No. 1
black
white zinc
Pitch ... ...
Palms, sewing ...
Paint cloths ...
Rope-Europe...
„ Manilla ..
Resin ... ..
Rockers and sticks
Ratline line ...
Soap lees ...
Spun yarn ...
Scrapers, Paint...
Seizing wire
Signal halliards
Turpentine ...
Twine-roping...
seaming
Tar-coal ..
Stockholm
Waste-cotton...
Whiting... ...
...
... ...
... ...
SADDLERS' GRINDEIRY.
75 ... Awls- seat ... ...
75 ... „ straining ...
15 gross ...  It  bayonet ... ... ... ... ...
150 ... Awlhafts- assorted  ... ... ... ...
24 ... Burnisliers--chain  ... ... ... ...
48 ... Bells -- horse and straps  ... ... ...
10 gross each  Buckles- brass rollers s-inch , 4-inch, 1-inch
12 „ ... „ tinned rollers 2-inch ... ...
12 „ ...
„ „ 1 ,, ... ...
24  so  ... so 4 „ ... ...
24  IV  ... 11 If  1 „ ...
12 „ ... It  „ 18 It ...
12  so  ... ., IV  14 „ ...
12 „ ...  It 11 „
10 „ ... „ nickel-plated dees ;-inch...
10 ¢
„
... ,, „ H 8 „ ... ...3
„ ... ... ...
10  19 „ ... „ ),
410 „ ...  91  „  to  s' ...
12 „ ... „ „ „ 1 „ ... ...
25 „ ... „ stirrup leather ... ... ...
red .
Peacock's patent ...
Carter's anti-fouling ...
..• ...
...
At-
per caketo
per yard
„
N
per lb.
per dozen
each
per yard
of
each
per lb.
...  It
... each
...
...
per gallon
„
„
„
„
per foot
per cwt.
„
per cwt.
„
per lb.
per dozen
per cwt.
per gallon
per lb.
each
per lb.
„
per gallon
per lb.11
per gallon
per lb.
... ' each
... to
... per gross
... each
„
per gross
... I >,
...
„
64
5.30
SVPI'LIES FOR Pun i s SExvICF ,  1890-1 -continued.
Estimated Yearly
Requirements. Articles.
SADDLERS'  GRINDERY -continued.
10 gross ... Buckles-nickel-plated Victoria whole 2-inch ... ... ... per gross
10 „ ...
„ „  It  ,f  ••• ••• ••• f•
12 „ ... „  it to 4 f, ... ... ...  f,
12 „ ...
„ , f „ (1 ,, ... ... .. .
12
„ ... ,f „  to  1  ff ... ... ... ,f
10 f, ... f,  It  „ 1}  to  ... ... ... , f
8 to ... „ „ 1n to  ... ... ... ff
6 .., silver-plated 2 „
6 It It  „  It ... ... f)
6 f, ••• „ „ ,f 8 f, ••• ••. ...  It
6 „ ...
„ „ „ f ... ... ... „
12 „ ... to gear, japanned, 1-inch ... ... ... ... ... It
12
,f ... „ ,f . , 14 ,f ... ... ... ... ... „
12
„
...
„ ,f „ 12 „ ... ...  . . . . . .  ... „
12
„ ... It  ,f  „  2 to  ... ...  . . . . . .  ...
50 „ ... of hobble, 11-inch ... ... ... ... ... ...
g50 sets
., bras, with tips and guards ... .. per set2 gross ... „ „  re, 14-inch ... ... ... ... gross
1 19 ... 19  f,  19
8
to  ... ... ... ... ... I,
I „ ... ,f ,f ,,
4
,, ... ... ... ... ...
4 to ...  51  ,f tug, 14 „ ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
„ ,, ole strap, 14-inch .. ... ... ...4 11
4 19 ... 11 f, belly band, 14 „ ... ... ... ...
75 ... Bits  for dress  bridles, Weymouth ... ... ... ... ... each
.500 ... , f snaffle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
112 lb. ... Back chains, to average 7 lbs. each
... per lb.
24 pairs ... Breeching chains ... ... ... ... ...  per pair400 ... Chamois skins ... ... ... ... . .. ... each
400 lb. ... Curled hair ... ... ... ...  ... ... ...  ... per lb.
120 „ ... Copper rivets and washers,  assorted sizes ... ...
3 „ ... Cochineal ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
250 yards ... Collar check ... ... ... ... ... ... peryard
6 gross ...  Dees, nickel-plated, 2-inch ... ... ... per gross
6  to ... f, „ 4 „ ... ... ... ... ...
10 „ ... f, „ 8 „ ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
10 „ ... „ „ 1 „ ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
5 ,, It silver, inch ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 „ ... „ „ I „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 ... 11 is
g
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ff
5 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11
8 cwt. ... Doe hair ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
50 bottles ... Dye, Harris' black harness ... ... ... ... ... ... per bottle
25 gross ... Hobble chains ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... per gross
50 papers ... Hemp, fine white ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per paper
50 „ ... „ coarse white ... ... ... ... ...
100 „ ... ,f brown ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... Hammers, saddlers' ... ... ... ... each
12 pairs ... Hawes, leading, full-cased ... ... ... ... ... ... per pair
12 „ ... „ shaft,  ,, ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
48 ... Knives, hand ... ... ... ... ... ... each
24 ... „ head ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ...  to  round ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 sets ... Mountings, brass, for spring cart harness ... ... ... ... per set
3 ,, .. „ „ dray „ ... ... ... ... „
36 „ ... „ for belts and pouches ... ... ... ... ... „
36 „ ... It „ sword belts .. ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... Mallets, saddlers' (b )xwood) ... ... ... ... ... each
150 papers ... Needles, harness, all sizes ... ... ... per paper
5() 11 ... „ quilting ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 „ ... „ collar ... ... ... ... ... ... „
59 ... N ummahs ... ... ... ... ... ... .. each
8 gross ... Nails, plated ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per gross
75 lb. ... „ clout ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per 1b.
5 gross ... Rings, japanned, 14-inch ... ... ... ... ... ... per gross
5 „ ... ,f f, 12 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... It
5 ...  1 11 2  ... ... ... ... ... ... 11
[5 „ ... „ nickel-plated, 1-inch ...
... ... ... ... ... „
6 „ ... „ „ 14  Is ... ... ... ... ... ... „
6 „ ...
„ f, 1 2 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... „
2 ,
„ brass, 11-inch ...
tinned, 1a-inch ...
At-
2  IV  ... f,  11  1 4 „ ...
2 „
5
„
200 pairs
200 sets
200
24
200
„
Squares-tinned, 12 x 11-inch ... ... ... ... ... „
Stirrup irons ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per pair
Snake-hooks and buckles, 12-inch ... ... ... ,,,  per set
Saddle -trees -riding plated ... ... ... ... ...  i each
...  to ... ... ... ... ... ...
...  1) pack, beech ... ... ... ... ... ... "I19
Estimated Yearly
Requi re ments.
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Articles. At-
SADDLERS'  GRINDERY- continued.
10 lb. ... Saffron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
20 pieces  ...  Straining web ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per piece
7 gross ... Staples - saddle plated  ... ... ... ... ... ...  per gross
350 yards ... Serge-white ... ... ... ... ... ... per yard
6 gross ...  Studs-plated ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  per gross
10 „ ... ,, brass  ...  ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 „ ... Spring hooks ,  1-inch steel  ... ... ... ... ... ...  99„ ... „ ,. 1 „ brass  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
500 pairs  ...  Spurs-common  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  per pair
36 „ ... „ military ... ... ... ... ... ... ...6 ,gross ...  Screws, i-inch  ... ... .. .. ...  per gross
6 „ ... „ 1 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 „ ... „ 1a „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6 Seal skins  ..: ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  each
50  packets  ...  Tacks - cut ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... per packet
36 balls ... Twine--quilting p... ... ... ... ... ... ...  er  ball
224 lb . ...  Trace chains - leading ,  to average 20 lbs. per pair  ... ...  per lb.
800  to  ... White flock ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
BOOT GRINDERY.
30 gross  ... Awls-pegg ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  per  gross
5 „ ... „ stabbing ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
5 ... closing  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 195 V sewing
'250 lb .  ... Brass  rivets--21-inch ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  per lb.
250 „ ... ., „ 1 „ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.
2 „ ... Bristles  ... ... ... ... ... ...
65 boxes ... Brass eyelets, No. 8 ... ... ... ... per box
65 ,, „ „ No  9 ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 lb. ... Copperas ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
12 ... Clams ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
175 ... Handles for awls ... .. ... ... ... ... ... „
6 gross ... Lasting tacks ... ... ... ... ... per gross
-200 lb. ... Nails-1-inch, flat top, wire ... ... ... per'lb.
20 „ ... „ tip ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
-250 „ ... Pegs-shoe, !-inch ... ... ... ... ...
250 „ ... 11  ,,
"
„ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
30 ... Rasps-10-inch ... ... each
30 ... „ 12 „ ... ... ... ... ... ...
„
112 lb. ... Sprigs-steel, light 2-inch ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
112 „ ... „ ., stout
„ ... ... ... ... ... ... „
224 „ ... „ 4 ... ... ... ... ... ... „
112 ... it „ light a ... ... ... ... ... ... „
X5]0/4 ... Shoemakers' knives-hand ... ... ... ...  ... ... each2 ... „ „ welt  ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... „ hammers ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... „ pincers ... .. ... ... .. ...
24 ... nippers ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ( „ steel shaves ... ... .. ... ... ...
2 gross ... i Tips-heel ... ... ... ... ... per gross
30 lb. ... Thread-Harris Y., ma^bine No. 25 ... ... ... ... per lb.
25 ... W. Brown, Lion Brand ... ... ...
12 gross ... Tape-India block white, No. 8 ... ... ... ... per gross of 144
12 ,, - ... „ „ „ „ No. 9 ... ... ... ... 5 pieces
151) lb. ... Tingles-3-inch ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
150 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2,600 yards . Serge-brown ... ...
1,800 „ ... l „  coarse  blue ...
1,000 yards
800
400
2,500
500
SE RGE.
TWEED (COLON IAL MADE).
Tweed-D. W., Indigo  No. I ... ...
S. W., „ No. 2 ...
D.W., No.3 ... ...
„ S. f., assorte .l patterns
grey, double width ...
BLANKETS AND RUGS.
Blankets - grey , Q
,
G ... ... ...12,000 pairs
blue-grey  ... ... ... ...200
„ white  ... ... ... ...200
Rugs-ordnance  ... ... ... ...1,000 It quilts-Alhambra  ... ... ...200
per yard
per pair
each
Zstimated Yearly
Requirements.
850
300
600
12
12
1,000Soo
24
24
24
175 sets
200
350
250
60024
48
24
12
48
36
75
100
24
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
...
...
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Articles.
BRUSHVPARE.
Brooms-bass ...
of millett
„ hair ,
„ carpet ... ...
of Turk 's head  ... ... ... ... ...
Brushes-scrubbing  ... ... ... ... ...
it whitewash  ... ... ... ... ...
of paint, 2.0 ... ... ... ...
of to  3.0 ... ... ... ...
shoe ..  ... ... ... ... ...
„ 4.0 ... ... ... ...
...hand ... ... ...
horse ... ...
water  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
dandy  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
tar, handled  ... ... ... ... ...
deck scrub ,  handled ...
to clothes  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...to table  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
hair  ... ... ...
nail  .. ... ...
Dusters-feather ... ...
...
Mops - wool,  16. oz . ... ... ... ... ... ...
It thrum  .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
Sash tools - No. 6 ... .. ... ...
to It No. 7 ... ... ...
„tototo
LEATHER.
8,000 lb . ...  Leather-heavy sole ,  to average 22 lb . ... ...
4,000 It  ... „  kip „ it 9 lb. ... ...
6,000 It .. . it brown harness  ... ... ... ...
200 ,. ...  It black  „ ... ... ... ...
200 sides  ... „ bag ... ... ... ... ...
200 „ ... „ bridle ...  ... ... ...
10 to ... „ black patent  ... ... ...
70 dozen  ...  Basils-saddlers  ... ... ... ...
30 to ... „ shoemakers ' ... ... ... ...
120 Ho skins... ... ... ... ... ... ...
30 lb. ...  Calf skins-colonial  ... ... ... ...
15 to ... „  French  ... ... ... ... ...
1,500 sup. feet
2,000
2,000  to
500 „
5,200
1,000
2,000
1,000
„to
„It
50 yards
50
600
25 to
150
150
50
150
50
75
150
150 pairs
TIMBER.
CLOTH.
Cloth - fine blue ...  ...
„
91
„
toto
toIt
scarlet  ... ... ...
blue saddle  ... ...
„
No. 8 ... ... ... ...
No. 9 ... ... ... ...
No. 10  ... ... ... ...
No. 11  ... ... ... ... ... ...
No. 12 ...
whitney  ... ...
Bed cases ...
BEDDING.
Bed covers  ... ... ...
each
of
„
it
...  to
..,  per set
..,  each
... per 100 s. feet
„
it
of
„
to
„
... ... ... per yard
... ... ...
... ... ...
„
... ... ...
... ...
each
...
Mattresses - Hay, common ,  6 ft. 3 in .  x 2 ft .  6 in. ...
Mattress cases
Pillows-hay ...
Pillow  cases ...
Pillow slips ...
Sheets ... ...
...
to
to
to
of
It
... per lb.
...
... to
...  to
... „
... per side
to
... ... „
... ... per dozen
... .., each
... ... per lb.
By Authority  :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the thirteenth day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :His Excellency TheAdministrator of theGovernment in Council.
WHEREAS byan Order in Council, made on the eighteenth day ofJanuary, 1888, under the provisions of " The Local Authorities
(.Toint Action) Act of  1886," it was directed that the Metropolitan Traffic
Board should, for the reasons and purposes therein named, be reconstituted,
and that the Election of the Members of the Board by the Component Local
Authorities should be conducted in the manner and at the times therein pre-
scribed : And whereas an increase in the number of the Component Local
Authorities within the District of the Joint Local Authority has been made
since the date of the said recited Order in Council, it is necessary that the
constitution of the Joint Board should be varied, and that a fresh Election of
Representatives should be held, the members of the Joint Board chosen by the
Component Local Authorities at the last Election having been elected for one
year only : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, doth order
as follows :-
1. The Joint Board of the said Joint Local Authority shall consist of
six members, of whom two shall be appointed by the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Brisbane and one by the Council of the Municipality of South
Brisbane, in the manner prescribed by the said recited Act, one shall be
elected by the Councils of the Shires of Toowong and Ithaca and the Boards
of the Divisions of Indooroopilly and Ithaca, one shall be elected by the
Council of the Shire of Windsor and by the Boards of the Divisions of
Booroodabin, Toombul, and Nundah, and one by the Shire of Coorparoo and
the Boards of the_ Divisions of Bulimba, Balmoral, Stephens, and Yeerong-
puny.65
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2. For the purpose of electing members of the said Joint Board by
the Councils of the Municipalities of Toowong, Ithaca, Windsor, and
Coorparoo, and the aforesaid Boards of Indooroopilly, Ithaca, Toombul,
Nundah, Bulimba, Balmoral, Booroodabin, Stephens, and Yeerongpilly, the
following provisions shall have effect:-
(L)  The Councils of the said Municipalities of Toowong, Ithaca,
and Windsor, and the Boards of the said Divisions, shall
forthwith after this Order-in-Council takes effect, and there-
after from time to time, each appoint one of their members
to be an elector for the purpose of such elections.
(2.) On Friday, the First day of March, 1889, the persons so
appointed as electors  by  and for the Councils of the Munici-
palities of Toowong and Ithaca, and by and for the Boards
of the Divisions of Indooroopilly and Ithaca, shall meet at
the office of the said Joint Local Authority, at Twelve o'clock
noon, and they, or such of them as shall* then meet, being
not less than two, shall thereupon proceed, by a majority of
votes, to elect one member of the said Joint Board and to
determine the period for which such member is to remain
in office, and shall notify such election to the Colonial
Secretary.
(3.) On the same day, at the hour of Two o'clock in the
afternoon, the persons so appointed as electors by and for the
Shire of Coorparoo, and the Boards of Bulimba, Balmoral,
Stephens, and Yeerongpilly, shall meet at the same place, and
they, or such of them as shall then meet, not being less
than two, shall thereupon proceed, by a majority of votes, to
elect one member of the said Joint Board and to determine
the period for which such member is to remain in office, and
shall notify such election and determination to the Colonial
Secretary.
(4.) On the same day, at the hour of Four o'clock in the afternoon,
the persons so appointed as electors by and for the Council
of the Shire of Windsor, and the Boards of the Divisions of
Booroodabin, Toombul, and Nundah, shall meet at the same
place, and they, or such of them as shall then meet, not
being, less than two, shall thereupon proceed, by a majority
of votes, to elect one member of the said Joint Board, and to
determine the period for which such member is to remain in
office, and shall notify such election and determination to the
Colonial Secretary.
(5.) The members so elected shall be and continue to be members
of the said Joint Board for the periods so determined, respec-
tively, subject nevertheless to the provisions of the said Act.
(6.) All future elections of members by and for the said Councils
and Boards, respectively, shall be held in manner aforesaid,
at the office of the said Joint Board, and at such time as
shall be appointed by the Colonial Secretary.
3. This Order in Council shall take effect on and from the Fourteenth
day of February, 1889.And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority:  JAMBS 0 .  BzAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's  Office,
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITA  STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including  the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
JANUARY, 1889,  is published for general information.
BOYD  D. MOREHEAD.
BIRTHS.
During the month of January, 217 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 1151 males and 102 females, the number being 37 more than in the previous
month of December.
In the month of January, 1888, there were 181 births registered, the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 36 more than in January of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 117 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month-68 males and 49 females ; the excess of births over deaths being 100.
The number of deaths was 24 more than was registered in the previous month of December.
In the month of January, 1888, there were 83 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 34 more than in January of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED  POPULATION ,  the NUMBER  of BIRTHS and DEATHS Of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY  DISTRICT  Of BRISBANE and SUBURBS, from the
1st to the 31st JANUARY, 1889;  also  TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under  ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION  of DEATHS under ONR YEAR to the TOTAL  NUMBER of BIRTHS ; also the PROPORTION of
DEATHS under  FIvR YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the  REGISTRY DISTRICT of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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REGISTRY DISTRICT
OF BRISBANE-
Partwithin Muni-
cipality of North
Brisbane . 27,968 47 45 92 26 ' 19 45 26 20 21.74 57'78 ' •33 '16 44.44 47
Part outside Mu-
nicipality of
North Brisbane 5,758 14 13 27 23 16 39 11 5 18.52 28.21 •47 •68 12.82 ... 12
Part within the
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963 54 44 98 19 14 33 21 13 13.27  63-64 -55 •18 39.39 65
TOTAL,  BRISBANE
DISTRICT  ... 51,689 115 102 217 68 49 117 58 38 17.51 49.57 •42 •23 32-48100
Suburbs outside the
Registry District
of Brisbane ... 1 21,960 1 68 , 58 126 23 14 37 25 24 19.05 67.57 •57  •17 64.86 89
TOTAL ... 1 73,649 1183 ;160  343 91 63 154 83 62 18.08 53-90 •47 •21 40.26 189 I
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It will be seen that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 57.78 per cent. of the
deaths were  of children under five years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality , exclusive  of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 28.21; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane  was 63 .64, and of the suburbs
outside of  the Registry District 67.57 ; the total  rate for  city and suburbs being 53.90.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
District, is seen to  have been 21.74 per cent. within, and 18.52 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane ; 13.27 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane ;
and 19 .05 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District ; the total rato for city
and suburbs being 18.08*.
The General  Hospital,  Lady  Bowen  Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent  and Industrial Homes,  are all in the  Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring  in these institutions numbered 33 during the month, or 21.43 per cent. of the total
number  of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality  of Brisbane  and Suburbs for the month of January, together with the
mean shade  temperature and mean atmospheric  pressure ,  is seen as  follows :-
Period .  Numberof Deaths.
January, 1889 . .. ... 154
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
Grand Mean  Atmospheric
Pressure.
76.5 29.990
The following Meteorological information is furnished  by the  Government  Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane ,  5th February, 1889.
a BRISBANE  OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
JANUARY, 1889.
Latitude ,  27° 28' 0" South .  Longitude ,  10 h. 12 m .  7 s. East . Above  Sea Level ,  140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer cor re cted and  re duced to 32°  Fab. and Mean Sea Level.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., 30.001.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., 30.023.
Mean, at 3 p .m., 29'933.
Mean , at 9 p.m., 30.001.
Grand Mean ,  29.990.
Highest,  30.255,  at 9 a.m., 9th.
Lowest, 29-567, at 4.50 p.m., 28th.
Range,  0.688.
SHADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 69.8.
„ „ wet bulb, 66.4.
Mean,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 79.3.
„ „ wet bulb, 69.9.
Mean, at  3 p.m., dry bulb, 83'1.
„ wet bulb, 71.6.
Mean, at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 73.7.
„  wet bulb,  68-0.
Grand  Mean Temperature  of Air,  76-5.
Grand Mean Temperature  of Evaporation,  69.0.
Maximum Shade Temperature  of Air , 96.0, at 3 .0 p.m.,
5th.
Minimum Shade Temperature  of Air ,  61.8, at 5 .20 a.m.,
11th.
Absolute range, 34.2.
Mean daily range, 1 9.6.
Mean maximum, 87'6.
Mean minimum, 68.0.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Msxinum in sun's rays  (by black bulb  thermometer  in
vacuo ),  162.7, 20th.
Minimum on  ground (bulb exposed on black-board),52-4, 28th.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 84-2; at  2 feet,  84.4 ; at 4 feet, 82.2 ; at
6 feet,  79-8; at 8 feet, 77-7; at 10 feet, 76.1; and at
12 feet, 74.7.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vapour tension, •593.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 81°f°.
Dew point,  63-8.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, •585.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 58°f °.
Dew point, 63.4.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -595.
Relative  humidity (saturation
Dew point, 63'9.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -593.
Relative  humidity (saturation
Dew point, 63.8.Grand Mean-
Vapour  tension, -590.
Relative  humidity (saturation
Dew point, 63.7.
= 100), 53°/a.
= 100), 71°/a.
= 100), 65°/O.
Highest percentage of relative  humidity
100), 98 at 5.10 a .m., 23rd.
(saturation -
Lowest percentage of relative humidity (saturation =
100), 26°/O, at 3'O p.m., 5th.
The vapour tension,  which may  be regarded as the absolute
humidity  of the  air, is exp re ssed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  If the values for vapour tension be sub-
tracted from the values for atmospheric pressu re  the remainders
will represent  the weight of the  air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact ,  represent the weight  of the vapour.
VELOOITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale-0 to 12.)
Mean, at 9 a .m., 0.8, or 7 miles per hour.
Mean , at 3 p.m., 2.1, or 134  miles  per hour.
Mean , at 9 p.m., 1.1, or 81 miles per hour.
Grand  Mean,  1-3, or  91 miles  per hour.
Northerly wind observed 21 times.
North-east wind observed 13 times.
Easterly wind observed 14 times.
South-east wind observed  13 times.
Southerly wind observed 5 times.
South-west wind observed  0 times.
Westerly wind observed 1 time.
North-west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 25 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale -O to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a.m, 5.5. Mean, at 9 p.m., 3.5.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 4.7. I Grand Mean,  4'6.
Cumulus types observed about 66 times ; cirrus, 15
times; nimbus, 18 times; cirro-stratus, 15 times';
cirro-cumulus, 15 times; cumulo- stratus,  4 times ;
cumulo-nimbus, 6 times ; and stratus, 1 time ;-
as approximate values at the ordinary hours of
observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 5.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.430 inches, about 43 tons
per acre, on 21st.
Grand total, 1-232 inches, or 124 tons  per acre.
a All values are corrected  for Index Error ,  if necessary.
* NOTE.-The average death-rate of children under one year, as compared to births, during the ten 5e irs ended
31st December, 1887, throughout the whole of Queensland, was 13.05.  Vide  Vital Statistics of 1887.
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Mean pressure  was 0.011 lower, and mean temperature was 0.8 degrees higher, than during December. The
mean vapour  tension was 0.099 lower, and the relative humidity 5°/a lower, than during last month. Lightning
observed  on 7th, 21st, 23rd, 25th, and 28th. Thunderstorm out 7 p.m., 7th; about 9 p.m., 18th; afternoon
of 28th. Dust and wind storm, 7th, 18th. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about 9 a.m., at
Kangaroo  Point, was 82.3 degrees, 0-8 degrees higher than during last month.
January,  1889,  compared with January,  1888.
Mean pressure for the present month was 0.046 more than for the same period a year ago. The mean
sbade temperature' was 1.9 degrees higher than in January last year. The mean vapour tension or weight of vapour
was 0 .013 higher, and the percentage of humidity 3°/ less, than twelve months ago. The mean wind velocity
was less by 3 miles per hour than in January, 1888; wile the amount, of cloud was less by 0.7. Examining the
winds,  we find that during January, 1889, northerly and north-east winds were observed 21 and 13 times,  as against
7 and 12 times for the previous year. Easterly winds were observed 14 times in January, 1889, against 31 during
January , 1888, and the south-east winds were 13 and 10 respectively. The southerly winds were 5 this year,  against
8 a year ago . South-west currents were noted 0 and 1 this and last year respectively. Westerly winds were
I and  1 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 1 this year, against 0 a year ago.
The amount of calms observed was 25 this year as against 20 twelve months ago. 'As for rainfall, we had 1.232
inches in  January, 1889,  against  1.719 inches in January last year.
The Observatory, which  was reorganised  on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the
Royal Meteorological  Society's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follow:-
males.  Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 15 7 22
Children's Hospital ... ... ... :3 4 7
Lock Hospital  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady  Bowen Hospital ... ... ... 3 3
Diameiitina Orphanage  ... ... ... 1 . , . 1
Infants' Asylum  ... . , . ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic  Reception Houne .. . ..- ... ... ...
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... .-. ... ... ...
Immigration Depot ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent  Home ... ... ... ... .. ...
Industrial Home . .. ... ... ... . , . ...
Total .., .- ... ... 22 11 33
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both sexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years; also, the proportion per cent, of deaths from such
causes in Brisbane  and suburbs during the month:-
claw Causes of Death. Under Total Over1 year . under 5 years.5 years. Total. Proportionper cent.
I. Specific Febrile or Zymotic diseases 20 25 12 37 34.02
II.
III.
Parasitic  diseases  .., ,,.
Dietic diseases 2
..,
2
...
4 6 390
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ,,, ,,, .,. 2 6 12 18 11-69V. Developmental  diseases  .., ,,. ... 11 11 2 13 8.44
VI. Local diseases ... .,, ... ... ... 19 27 32 59 38.31
VII. Violence ... „ ,,, 4 6 9 15 9.74
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified...
... ... 4 6 ... 6 3.90
All Causes ... ...
... ... 62 83 71 154 100.00
Class. Order.
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CAUSES of  DEATH-continued.
Nature of Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE O$ ZTMOTIC DISEASES.
I. 1  Miasmatic  diseases.-Typhoid fever, 8; whooping cough, 4; diphtheria, 1
2 Diarrh sal diseases .- Cholera  infantum ,  5; diarrhoea ,  16 ... ...
3 Malarial  diseases.-None.
4 Zoogenous  diseases .-None.
5 Venereal  diseases .-None.
6 Septic  diseases .-Phagedeena, 1 ; pyoemia, 2 ...
II. ... PARASITIC  DISEASES .-None.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
13
21
3
III. ... DIETIc DISEASES.-Want of breast milk, 2 ; alcoholism,  3;  delirium tremens, 1 6
Iv. CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASE s---Cancer, 3 ; tabes mesenterica, 3 ; hydrocephalous,
1; phthisis,  9; scrofula, 1; purpura, 1 ... ... ... ... ... 18
V.
... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES .-Premature birth, 6; dentition, 1; spina befida, 1;
imperforate anus, 1 ; congenital defect, 2; senile decay,  2 ... ... 13
LocAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system.-Inflammation of brain, 2; apoplexy, 2 ;
paralysis, 1; epilepsy, 2; convulsions,  3;  disease of spine, 1 ... ... 11
2 Diseases of organs of special sense.-Disease  of ear, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
3 Diseases of circulatory system.-Valvular  disease of heart, 1 ; syncope, 2 ;
aneurism, 1; embolism, 1 ; heart disease, 3 ... ... ... ... 8
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .-Croup,  3; astluna,  1; bronchitis, 3 ;
pneumonia,  3;  lung disease, 2 ... ... .. ... ... ... 12
6 Diseases of the digestive system.-Dentition,  9;  disease of stomach, 1;
enteritis, 4; peritonitis, 2; liver disease, 1 ... ... ... ... 18
6 Diseases of lymphatic system and ductless glands.-None.
7 Diseases of the urinary  system.-Nephritis, 1 ; Bright's disease, 1; uroamia, 1 3
8 Diseases of organs of generation.-Disorders  of menstruation, 1 ... ... 1
9 Disease of parturition.-Placenta  prmvia, I ... ... ... ... 1
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-Arthoritis, 1;  disease of the thigh, 2 ... 3
11  Diseases of the integumentary  system.-Eczema, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence .-Fractures,  contusions , &c.,  2;  burns , 2; heat, apoplexy,5; drowning, 2; choked, 1; blood-poisoning, 1; suffocation , 1 ... ... 14
2 Homicide.-Rupture of liver (kicked by a woman), 1 ... ... ... 1
3 Suicide .-None.
4 Execution .-None.
VIII.
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
6
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As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes, 14 are ascribed to accident, 1 to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Accidentally killed by being run over by a dray ... adult ...
11
ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSEB .-Debility, 1; atrophy,  5 ... ...
Accidental drowning ...
Accidentally choked with food
suffocated ...
„ burnt
Heat apoplexy ...
Blood poisoning... ... ...
Kicked by a woman (rupture of liver)
crushed between two logs child ...
... adults ...
... „ ...
... children
... adults ...
... Child ...
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1889.
... adult ...
Males. Females.
1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar- GeneraL
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane , the thirtieth day
of January, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
Y 1'
HEREAS by  iITJhe Crown  Lands  Acts,  1884
to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide intolots without actual survey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at  anytime
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actua ll y surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  and may
require the Surveyor -General to divide the land
into lots ,  and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots  without
actual survey ,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans, and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land  Board ,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority  vested in him by the said Acts , doth order,
and it is hereby ordered ,  thatthe operation of so much
of the forty-third  section of the said Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on  the ground  before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended  with  respect to the
land described in the said Schedule  : And the
Surveyor- General is  hereby  required to divide the
said land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such  lots  on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
C1Jr1tf+
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'Districts:-
District.  Locality.
Bowen ... ... Parish of Glenavon
Brisbane ... ... Parish of Stap lton
Dalby ... ... ... Parish of  Condamine
Stanthorpe ... ... Parish of  Gunyan.
SHIRE OF SOUTHPORT.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House,  Brisbane , the sixth
day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.
ment in  Council.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
An Act to Consolidate  and Amend  the Laws rela.
ting to  Municipal  Institutions and to provide more
effectually for Local Government ,"  it is amongst
other  things enacted  that, subject to the pro-
visions of the said Act, the Governor in Council
may from  time  to time, by Order in Council,
constitute a Municipality : And whereas a Petition,
signed by  a number  of the inhabitant  householders
of the Division of Southport,  was presented to His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
praying that a portion of the said Division might
be constituted a Municipality under the provisions
of the said Act: And whereas the said Petition
was duly published in the manner required by
law: And whereas no counter-petition signed by
a larger number of persons qualified to  sign a like
petition than have signed the said Petition has been
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received within  the  prescribed period of three
months from the date of the publication of the said
Petition : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
and exercise of the authority vested in him by the
said Act, dotb order ,  and it is hereby ordered, that
the said portion of the Division of Southport shall
be, and the same is, hereby constituted a Munici-
pality,  under the name of the Shire of Southport,
and that the boundaries of the said Shire shall be
as follows ,  that  is to say,-
Commencing on the Pacific Ocean at the north-
east corner of portion 32, parish of Gilston, and
bounded thence by the north boundary of that por-
tion west to its north -west corner ;  thence by a
line in a general south-westerly direction, passing
to the south of portion 33, parish of Nerang, to the
north-east corner of portion 42A, by the north
boundaries of that portion ,  portions 18A, and 18,
the east boundaries of portions  17A, 15A, 14A, 13A,
and 12A, by the  north boundary of the last-named
portion, by the south -east boundary of portion 65,
the south boundaries of portion 63 and 6 to the
Broadwater ,  and by the Broadwater and the Pacific
Ocean southerly to the point of commencement.
His Excellency doth further order that the said
Shire shall not be subdivided  ;  that the Council of
the said Shire  shall consist of Six Members ; that
the First Election of Councillors shall be held on
SATURDAY, the 16th  March proximo  ;  and that
Arthur Morley Francis shall be the Returning
Officer  to conduct such Election.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is to
give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.N0  Candidates  having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
Members and Auditors for the Division of Raw-
belle, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been
pleased to appoint
GEORGE MUNRO
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 1;
HERBERT MADDOCK HUGHES
to be a  Member for Subdivision  No. 2; and
WILLOUGHBY ELIOIT
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 3; and
WILLIAM HUMPHREY and
ANDREW MCCRACKEN
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, R ith the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
KENNETH MILLER
of his appointme :  t as a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased  to direct that the
name
I
STUART  BROWNRIGG LEISHMAN.
be substituted for Stuart Brownrigg Leisliman
Lorne,  appearing in the general Commission of the
Peace,  published  in the  Gazette  of the 1st of
January last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 11th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment has been pleased to direct that the
name
WILLIAM  M AXWELL IRVING
be substituted for William  Maxwell  Irvine, appear-
ing in the general Commission of the Peace
published in the  Gazette  of the 1st of January last.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWARD VINCENT POLLOCK
to be  Staff Paymaster in the Marine Defence
Force.
This  appointment to date from the 9th January
last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
provisional appointments in the Defence Force,
viz. :-
JOHN WILLIAM GREEN
to be a Captain
JOSEPH HODEL and
WALTER HOWARD TUNBRIDGE
to be Lieutenants.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  13th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN WOODWARD WYNDHAM JACKSON, Clerk
of Petty Sessions at Port Douglas,
to be Registrar of the Northern District Ccurt
(under the provisions of  " The District Coarts Act(!f 18t37 "),  District Receiver in Insolvency (under
the provisions of  " Tlie -Insolvency Art of  1874 "),
and High Bailiff  (under the provisions of  " The
Sherfs Act of  1875 "),  in the  room of C. A.
men a eC11 d t f d 1 't tt- tk
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to make the following pro-
visional appointments  in the Volunteer  Branch of
the Defence  Force, viz.:-
Lieutena}}nts-
MICHAEL JUSTIN SINGLETON and
CHARLES BOROMEO FITZGERALD
to be  Captans.
BOYD D. M OREH EAD.
o  al  , raps erre  out,  i appoin Chief Secretary 's Office,
effect from the 30th January last. Brisbane ,  13th February, 1889.
A. J. THY-NNE. IS • 11 th Ad f th G
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th February, 1889.H[S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
THOMAS BINNIE
of his  appointment as a Justice  of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
H xee ncya in nistrator o e Ov-J.
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to make the following
provisional appointments in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force,  viz.
Lieutenant JAMES HARRISON BYRNE
to be  a Captain ; and
ARTHUR CHARLES BYRNE
to be  a Lieutenant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE OWEN WILLIS, L.R.C.P., Edin.,
to be taovernment Medical Officer at Barcaldine.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN MALCOLM MCINTYRE and
FRED WHITTERON
to be Clerks in the Office of the Registrar of Titles.
These appointments to take effect from the 1st
ultimo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FRANK  O. SCHNEIDER
to•be Keeper of H.M. Gaol at Mackay ; and
JAMES RYAN
to be Keeper of H.M. Gaol at Roma, in the room
of T. Smyth, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the  advice of  the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the follow-
ing Teachers employed in  the service  of the Depart-
ment  of Public Instruction  be classified as of
Class  III., Division 3, from the 1st January,
1889
Pupil Teachers of the Fourth Class and Tem-
porary Teachers to the rank  of Teachers of
Class III., Division 3.
MALES.
George Caldwell,
Lachlan John Caskey,
Walter Thomas Clarke,
James  E. Cumming,
Charles E. Daniels,
Frederick Dunbar,
John F. Fitzpatrick,
Stephen F. Flynn,
Andrew Garrigan,
John Geddes,
Thomas Hogan,
Mark Hohenhouse,
James Kemp,
James  Kennedy,
Henry Lawson,
Charles Marshall,
Samuel J . Menery,
William Michel,
Arthur James Mosely,
William D. Murray,
Henry J. McNa lly,
Daniel O'Doherty,
William G. Patterson,
Samuel Rea,
John Henry Rees,
Michael L. Shea,
George Smith,
Alison Tait,
John W. Watkins,
Francis C. Whiting,
George H. Wicks, and
Henry Wright.
FEMALES.
Tryphena Adsett,
Alexandrina Anderson,
Mary Josephine Bourke,
Mary K. Bradbury,
Jessie E. Brown,
Bessie Browning,
Winifred T. Burrell,
Mary Cooney,
Amelia Cowell,
Marion Isabel Cox,
Minnie Crookbain,
Amy Dodson,
Ellen A. Elworthy,
Elizabeth' Faulkner,
Annie Fortescue,
Annie Freer,
Margaret Gillick,
Isabella Grant,
Effie M. Henry,
Sarah J. Henry,
Nellie Ada Hides,
Charlotte E. Higgins,
Thomasina Hooker,
Mary Jack,
Kathrina M. Keane,
Mary Kearney,
Annie Kennedy,
Elizabeth Lancaster,
Honora Lavelle,
Ruth Ellen Law,
Sarah Ledlin,
Charlotte E. Martin,
Margaret Jessie Mee,
Jane Moodie,
Caroline McGrath,
Ellen Neill,
Elizabeth Margaret O'Donnell,
Mary Edith Peak,
Bertha L. Perske,
Ellen M. Roberts,
Ellen Scott,
Jane L. Scott,
Mary Sharkey,
Margaret Singer,
Elizabeth Ellen Slaughter,
Janet M. Stewart,
Annie Stirling,
Margaret A. Storie,
Mary Tolmie,
Violet Agatha Walker,
Henrietta Walter,
Charlotte Warde,
Eleanor Watson,
Margaret Ann M. Watson,
Elizabeth Ellen Williams,
Mary Wilson, and
Honora Woods.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
HE following  appointments of Members of
Committees for State  Schools are noti fied,
viz.:-
Ayr.
Henry Braby,
vice  Alexander W. Miller, who has left the District.
Copperfield.
Benjamin  Derrett,
George Hancock, and
Thomas Hill,
vice  John Bardsley, A. B. McDonald, and W. H.
Wheatly, who have left the District.
Oakey Creek.
John Ryan.
Warra.
Richard Best,
Henry Bolton,
Grant McKay,
James O'Neill, and
Edmund Quirk.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[I,.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by a Proclamation issued underthe Hand of the Governor and the Seal of
the Colony, under date the twenty-eighth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, the boundaries of the
Cooktown Mining District were defined pursuant to
the provisions  " The Mineral Lands Act of
1882," 46 Victoria No. 8: Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER, PALMER, in pursuance of the
power vested in me as Administrator of the said
Colony, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, declare that the
boundaries therein published have been amended,
and do now proclaim the following as being the
area and boundaries of the said Mining District :-
COOKTOWN MINING DISTRICT.
County of Banks, Parishes of Annan, Monkhouse,
Gore, Hicks, Sporing, Clerk, and Tribulation.
Commencing at the mouth of the Annan River,
and bounded thence by that river upwards to the
junction of Oaky Creek, by the southern watershed
of  Oaky  Creek and its tributaries, and by the
northern watershed of King's Creek or New Year's
Day Lagoons, and of the East Normanby River,
south-westerly to the confluence of the East
Normanby River and the Normanby River, by the
watershed between the East Normanby and West
Normanby Rivers south-easterly, and a line
southerly to the range forming the northern water-
shed of the Daintree River and its tributaries, by
that range forming the southern boundary of the
parish of Tribulation easterly to Cape Tribulation,
on the shore of the Pacific Ocean, by the sea-coast
northerly to the point of commencement ; - ex-
clusive of all reserved or freehold lands, the leased
halves of Kingslake, Kingsdale, and Avoca Runs,
grazing farms, and any other authorised holdings.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHrn HvNTrR PALMMric,
Knight Commander of the \I o,tDistinguished Or er of St. lMi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Presid nt
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to makePaymentsand do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
apoint a special day to be observed as a PublicHoliday, eith r throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government afore-
said, in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify, proclaim, and declare that TRURS-
DAY, the 7th March next, being the day appointed
for holding the Annual Race Meeting of the
Rosewood Racing Club, at Rosewood, shall, within
the Police District of Marburg, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act. e
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
-February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
. BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLA11A'ilt l'I.
By His Excellency Sir AnTIiUu 11 U STI It PA' ii r i,
Knight Commander of Ilie Al, t
Distinguished Order of M. ,1 i-
[L,s.] chael  and St. George, Pre.,icieut
A. H. PALMER. of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland ants
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice- of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify,  proclaim , and declare that WEDNESDAY,
the 20th  instant, being  the day appointed for
holding the Annual Exhibition of the Eastern
Downs Horticultural and Agricultural Association,
at Warwick, shall, within the Police Districts of
Warwick and Allora, be observed as a Public Holiday
within  the meaning  of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTFR PALMS R,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
rL.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H.PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
V 1 WHEREAS  by an Act passed in the  forty-fifth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled  " An Act to  Encourage the Destruction of
Marsupials,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that it shall be lawful for the Governor in Council,
by Proclamation in the  Gazette, to declare a portion
of any district within a radius of not more than
five miles from any town or village to be exempt
from the operations of the said  Act: And whereas
by a Proclamation  dated  the fourteenth day of June,
1882 ,  it was amongst other things declared that the
portion within a radius of two miles from the Town
of Tiaro should be exempt from the operations of
the said Act:  And whereas it is deemed necessary
to rescind so much  of the  said Proclamation as
declares the said portion to be so exempt : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
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Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, rescind so much of the said
Proclamation of the fourteenth day of June, 1882,
as declares  that the portion within a radius of two
miles of the Town of Tiaro shall be exempt from
the operations of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALM ER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies
N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The  Crown
Lands Act  of  1884," 1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect' to
each.
E.I.-23 -1-89-F s.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE CHARLEVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PURPOSES.
87-33668-C. Secy.
Warrego River.
County of Orrery, parish of Glengarry.
Area-40 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide dividing
this land from portion 12, and bounded thence on
the east by  a line  bearing south twenty chains ; on
the south by a line bearing west twenty chains;
on the west by a line bearing north twenty chains ;
and on the north by a road bearing east nineteen
chains and ninety-nine links to the point of
commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
8s-12668-B.
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POUND.
Duaringa.
County of Kimberley, parish of Duaringa.
Area--2 acres.
Commencing at a point fifteen chains west from the
south-west corner of section 2, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing west four chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north five chains ;
on the north by a road bearing east four chains ;
and on the east by a road bearing south five chains
to the point of commencement;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HIINTER PALMER,Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PiLxzu ,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony,  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
5  Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been permanently reserved
for the purpose named.
E.S.-23-1-89-F.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
Croydon Gold Field.
89-1481-C. Secy.
County of Norman.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing 164 degrees 41
minutes and distant fifty-four chains and seventy-
two links from the south corner of section 26, town
of Croydon, and bounded thence on the north-east
by a line bearing 279 degrees 30 minutes two
chains and ninety-three links; on the north-west
by a line bearing 189 degrees 30 minutes ten
chains; on the south-west by a line bearing 99
degrees 30 minutes ten chains; on the south-east
by a line bearing 9 degrees 3') minutes ten chains ;
and on the north-east by a line bearing 279 degrees
30 minutes seven chains and seven links to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
surrey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second  year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE TAR QIIEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colcny of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, ISir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, th  Adminis-
trator  aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare  that the Road hereunder described
shall be and  is hereby  opened as  a Public Road.
89-2316-C. col.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide,  resumed from  portion 314,
parish  of Tarampa. (Frederike Beutel, widow.)
Containing 3 acres 3 roods 14 perches.
From the west boundary of portion 314, easterly
and south-easterly to the south boundary,-being
the road as at present fenced off.
NOTE.-This road is  opened in lieu of the originally reserved
road through  this portion ,  which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
[L.8.]
A. H. PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and 3t. George, President of the Legislative Council
Administrator.  and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland
 and its
 Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
I notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
88.33729-G.
BOOK OF REFERENCE
 OF ROAD
 THROUGH  AGRICULTURAL  FARM  299  AND SELECTION 3916, BRISBANE DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
E.M.-31.10.88-Q9. County
 of Canning ,
 Parish of Mooloolah.
Refer-
ence Na
1
2
Description of Road. No. ofPortion.
No. of
Selection. Land Agent 's District.
From the west boundary of portion 165 165 A.F. 299
 Brisbane
easterly to the east boundary
From the west boundary of portion 160 163  3916 ditto
north-easterly tothe eastern
 boundary
How Held.
Agricultural  Farm, 1884
Act
Reputed Owner. Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth of
Road. Area.
Chs.lke,
Cornelius Graham .. .  110° 10' 5 96
70° 30' 12 74
99° 30' 3 39
139° 0' 6 67
114°
 Of  4 13
,.. I Homestead ,  1876 Act ... I John E .  McNaught ...
A. B. P.
100 links ... 3 1 0
Remarks.
86° 30 '
 2 80 100
 links  ...
 3 3 20 Reservation of 4 acres for road purposes.
56° 30' 10 22
69° 30' 2
 17
28° 30' 6 19240151  6 74
43° 45' 2 41
76°  Of  3 23
43° 0' 3 69
65° 0' 1 44
GTiven under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
'second year of Her Majestys reign.
GOD
 SAVE
 THE QUEEN!
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency S,r ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
.F{ERELS by Orders in Council made on the fourth day of July, 1888, and thirtieth day of January,
1889,  1 did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884 "  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate  the position of such lots on proper  maps or  plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
position thereof on proper  maps or plans :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886." I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Bowen Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONN DAY, the
First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas  which may  be selected  by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is
to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected by
any one  person  within the limits of the  lands  described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 28th March, 1886, in the said District, shall be 10,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
&M.--30-1-89. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
THE SOHEDULE.
THE BOWEN  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area.Portion.
Provisional ! An
Survey Fee. Rper
nua
ent
Acr
l Value of
Improvements.
e.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.  £ s. d.
1 Glenavon ... ... ... ...  1v  3,400 0 0  22 10 0 0 0 1 1 a
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... 2v  3,400 0 0  22 10 0 0 0 1
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... 3v  3,400 0 0  22 10 0 0 0 1
4 Ditto ... .. .. 4v  3,200 0 0  22 10 0 0 0 1
5 1 Ditto ...
.
...
...
...
.
... av 3,500 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 1 0
6 j Ditto ... ... ... ... 6v 2,700 0 0 2210 0 0 0 1
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 7v 4,300 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 1
8 Dargin ... ... .., ,,. 4v 2,700 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 1
9 Ditto ... ... ... 5v 3,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 1
NOTE-Beilig subdivision of the land held as Occupation License No. 26.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the thirtieth day of January, 1889, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was , by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof on
proper maps or plans : Nov!, therefore,  in pursuance  and execution of all powers and authorities
in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the  Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Inglewood Land Agent's District,
shall be open to  selection , under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First
day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas  which may  be selected  by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to say :-
In the  case of lands  not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1 in
the said District shall be 5,000 acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation ,  I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  further declare the said Grazing Area No. 1 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Acts  ;  but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless form
part of the said Inglewood Land Agent 's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine ,  and in the fifty-second
year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.E.M.-30-1-89. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
DESCRIPTION.
Grazinq Area No. 1.
The parishes of Gunyan and Bonshaw ;-exclusive of Agricultural Area No. 6.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGLEWOOD  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No.
of
Lot.
1
Parish.
Gunyan ...
No. of
Portion.
3v
Area.
A.  R. P.
3,700 0 0
Pro visional
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
22 10 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 1
Value of  Imp ro vements.
Subject to the payment of
je the value  of improve-
ments, if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the  Brisbane  Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 1 in the said District shall be 640 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said  Brisbane  Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-30-1-89.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
No.
Parish.of
Lot.
No. of Area .  Survey Fee.Portion.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Purchasing
Price
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1  Telemon ... ... it 44 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 I q-1 44
2  Ditto ... ... 2T 44 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 a.m
3  Ditto . 3T 42 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 04  Ditto ...... ..... 4T 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 pp
5  Ditto ... ... ;5T 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
6 Ditto ... ... 6T 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 44
7 Ditto 7T 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 o o8 Ditto ...... ...... 8r 40 0 0 6 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0 , L
9 Ditto ... 9r 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... 10T 40 0 0 5 16 6 0 0 6 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator,  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council made on the fifth day of May, 1887, eighth day of February, 1888,and thirtieth day of January, 18'39, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation  of the Land  Board , order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of
"The Crown Lands Art  of 1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is  proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the
said land  into lots and to indicate the position of such  lots on  proper maps or plans : And whereas the
Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and
has indicated the position thereof cn proper  maps or  plans: Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers  and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"
I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER. the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY,
the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas  which may be selected by any  one person  in the said Districts  shall be  as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in thq fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign. ,
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-30 -1-89. GoD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Land  Agent's
District.
1 Brisbane
2 Ditto
3 Dalby
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 Mackay
8 Ditto ...
9 Ditto
10 Rockhampton
11 Ditto ...
Run
Resumption.
Hamilton and
Hopetown
ditto ...
ditto ...
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
a
o
Parish. E c Area.
d z
Stapylton.. 4430
ditto ... 4430
Condamine
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Hamilton.. ...
ditto ...
ditto
San Jose ...
ditto ...
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A. R. P. £ s. d.
53 640 0 0 12 10 0
53A 640 0 0 12 10 0
lv 1,280 0 0 16 4 0
2v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0
3v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0
4v 1,280 0 0 16 4 0
38v 160 0 0 7 7 6
39v 160 0 0 7 7 6
40v 160 0 0 7 7 6
lv 87 0 0 5 17 6
v  160 0 0 7 7 6
A
us.
Agricultural
Area.
s. d. , s. Acres.
0 6 1  0 1  640
0 6 1 0 1 640
0 4 1  0  4 1,280
°^ 4 1,2800 4 1  0
0 4 1 0 4 1,280
0 4 1 0' 4 1,280
0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 6 1 0 1 °a 1
0 6 1 01 I  1
0 6 1 0,
'
1
0 61 0! 1
Lots 3 to 6 comprise land excised from Condamine Town Reserve.
PROCLAMATION.
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the nineteenth day of April, 1888, I did, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " lyre Crown Lands Act of  •1884" as requires land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and
the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into  lots and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-
General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
Charleville Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MON DAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
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Provided alwayi and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 29th November, 1887, in the said District, shall be 10,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of February
in  the  year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.E. V.-30-1-89, GOD S AVE THE QUEEN I
No.
of
Lot.
Run  Resumption.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE CHARLEVILLE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within  Grazing  Area No. 1.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
Annual Value ofRent improvements.per Acre.
A. R. P. £ s. d. B s. d.
1 Gowrie... ... Querundi ... 17v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 "a
2 Ditto ... ditto .. ,18v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 lit r
3 Ditto ... Glengarry ... 55v 5,600 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 141
)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "Tke Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 ,"  1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
E.M.-8J-1-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD  SAVE  THR QUFEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 4.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:-
Commencing at a point forty chains north from
the north- east corner  of country portion No. 2,
parish of Condatnine (area 319 acres ), and bounded
thence on the north by a  line bearing  east three
miles  thirty  chains  ; on the east by a line bearing
south  seven miles  five chains sixty-nine links;  on
the south by a line  bearing  west about six and
a-half miles  to Calliguel Lagoons ; thence by those
lagoons and Cooloomala Creek upwards to the east
boundary of portion 27 (area fifty  acres ) ;  thence
by the east boundaries of portions 27, 26,  25, 24.
23, and a line in continuation  bearing north about
ninety-one chains ; thence east about twenty-two
chains and  north about one hundred and thirty-one
chains  to portion 2 first-mentioned; thence by that
portion  and a  line bearing east  about forty-one
chains and  north one hundred and four chains
sixty-five links to the point of commencement.
Subject o the
payment of
the value ofimprove-
ments , if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
I Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notif and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been reserved forthe purpose named.
E.M.-23-1 -89-F'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP  PURPOSES.88-36481-S.G.
Peachester, on Stanley River.
(In lien of Reserve for Pasturage and Water,
established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette  dated 17th December, 1878, which is
hereby cancelled.)
County of Canning, parish of Durundur.
Portion 51.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Stanley
River at the north-east corner of portion 3v, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bearing
south thirty-nine chains fifty-five links; on the
south by portion 26v and a line bearing east ninety-
seven c ains  ; on the east by a line  passing along
the west boundary of portion 37v bearing north
eighty chains ; on the north by portion 48v and a
line bearing west fifty-nine chains eighty links to
the Stanley River; and thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD S AVE TOE  QUERN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under  the provisions
of  " Tlie Crown Lands Act of  1884' and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Beenleigh Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be the
annual rent  and purchasing price per acre mentioned
in the Schedule herewith, and that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as noted.
And I do hereby further declare that the cost of
survey chargeable on all  selections  within Agri-
cultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2 shall be according to
the Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, thisthirteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISO N.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
WITHIN  AGRICULTURAL  AREA NO. 1.
Maximum Area - 320 acres.
Annual Rent - 6d. per acre.
Purchasing Price- £ 1 per acre.
Parishes  of Boyd,  Pimpama, and  Barrow.
About 6 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land in the parishes of
Boyd,  Pimpama ,  and Barrow.
W ITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum Area - 640 acres.
Annual Bent - 6d. per acre.
Purchasing Price- £ 1 per acre.
Parishes  of Cedar,  Gilston, Mudgeeraba, and
Tallebuggera.
About  76 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land in the parishes of
Cedar ,  Gilston ,  Mudgeeraba ,  and Tallebuggera.
BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
SCHEDULE.
Survey Fees.
Agricultural Farms.
£ s. d.
Not exceeding 10 acres ... ... 3 1 0
„
120 „ ... ... 9 10 0
160 „ ... ... 10 10 0
200 „ ... ... 11 8 0
20 „ ... , ... 4 11 0
30 „ ... ... 5 11 0
40 „ ... ... 6 6 0
60 „ 7 11 0
80 „ ... ... 8 6 0
240 ... ... 12 2 0
280 „ ... ... 1216 0
320 „ ... ... 13 8 0
400 „ ... ... 14 8 0
480 „ ... ... 15 4 0
560 „ ... ... 16 0 0
640 „ ... ... 16 12 0
800 „ ... ... 17 17 0
960 „ ... ... 19 0 0
1,120 „ ... ... 20 1 0
1,280 „ ... ... 21 0 0
NOTE.--Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum Area-320 acres.
Annual Rent-  Is. per acre.
Purchasing  Price-£2 per acre.
Parish of Albert.
About 4J  square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown  land in  the parish of
Albert.
Parish of Nerang.
About  390 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown land within the following
boundaries , viz.:-
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
74, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing south ; on the south by portions 68 and 73
bearing west ; on the west by a line bearing north;
and on the north by a line bearing east to the point
of commencement.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum Area - 610 acres.
Annual  Rent - Is. per acre.
Purchasing Price-22  per acre.
Parish of Witheren.
About 5 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown land in the parish of
Witheren, exclusive of the land within the follow-
ing boundaries, viz. :-
Bounded on the east by the eastern boundary
of the parish of Witheren ; on the south by the
southern boundary thereof ; on the west by lines
bearing northerly and distant about two miles
westerly from the eastern boundary ; and on the
north by a line bearing east, being a prolongation
of the southern boundary of portion 16.
PROCLAMATION 1.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the following
Agricultural Farm, under the said Act, is declared
forfeited : -
E.M.-23-1-89-III.
4TM  Land Agent's°
° f Name of Lessee. Area .  District.
32 Achille Georgin  ...  44 0 0 Beenleigh.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the  fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  The
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1876," 1. Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Leases of the following Selections of Land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited:-
EX-16-1 89-K2.
E.M-23 -1-89-H'.
0
or Name of Lessee. Area.
Land Agent's
District.
A. A. P.
4290 Walter J. Mills ... 160 0 0  Brisbane
471 James Allen 640 0 0  Cairns
682 Mary A . Abribat 75 0 0  ditto
1514 James Mclvor ... 693 0 0  Dalby
1622 William Shibley 160 0 0 ditto
504 Francis A.  Rankin ... 160  0 0  Ingham
529 Potter Holm ... 100  0 0 ditto
557 William Butcher, junr.... 160  0 0  ditto
559
563
Luke Reilly ...
James  Crooks .
... 160  0 0  ditto
... 160  0 0 ditto
550 Alfred Townsend ...  1,280  0 0 ditto
115 Benjamin  Davison ... 640  0 0  Port  Douglas
215 Ditto ... ... 160  0 0  ditto
220 Ditto  .. ... 200  0 0  ditto
3365A Reginald Larard  ... ... 120  0 0  Toowoomba
1766 Alexander  Robertson ... 40  0 0  Warwick
2352 Patrick Brosnan 100 0 0  ditto
2353 William L. Palmer 80 0 0  ditto
2550 John  O'Dea ... 67 0 0  ditto
2383 Joseph N .  Hansen 40 0 0 ditto
2530 Richard Richardson 160 0 0 ditto
2626 Michael Moloney 160 0 0 ditto
1764 James Hall ... 40 0 0 ditto
2136 1 Patrick  Mara ... 160 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAFE THE QUERN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
JP is hereby notified for general information,that the following Land, in the Land
Agent's District of Gladstone, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License.
under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  18,Q4,"
at the Gladstone Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day of March,
1889, at an Annual Rental of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
59-4569-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT,
KILBIRNIE RUN.
Resumed Portion.
About 6 square miles.
Commencing on the Callide Range at the inter-
section of the eastern boundary of the parish of
Earlsfield, and bounded thence by that boundary
bearing about 193 degrees about one and three-
quarter mile; on the south by a line bearing east
about three miles ten chains; thence by a line
bearing about 13 degrees about two and three-
quarter miles  to the Callide Range ; and thence by
that  range  westerly to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Ipswich, as per accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Ipswich Land Office, on and after WEDNESDAY,
the Twentieth day of March, 1889, at an Annual
Rental of Cl 10s. per square mile. This total rent
is reduced by £3, viz., one-third for six square
miles that have been opened to selection.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by appli-
cation  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-3568-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
GRANTHAM RUN.
Resumed Portion.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of portion
154, parish of Lockyer, at a point about thirty
chains from the north-east corner thereof, and
bounded thence on the south by portions 154, 163,
85, 86, 87, 162, 155, and 157; on the west by portion
164 and a timber reserve proclaimed in the  Govern-
ment  (gazette  for 1876, vol. ii., page 589; on the
north by the watershed  separating Buaraba and
Lockyer's Creeks ; and on the east by a line south
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
L
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that the following Land ,  in the Land Agent's
District of Hughenden ,  as per accompanying
description ,  will be open for Occupation License,
under Part  V. of  " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884,"
at the Hu henden Land O ffice ,  on and after
WEDNESDAY,  the Twenty - seventh day of
March, 1889, at an Annual Rental of .10s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to  the Under
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
89-4015-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE HUGHENDEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BOSTON No. 2 RUN.
Area-68 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bullock Creek
at the north-east corner of Blantyre Run, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of that run five miles
forty chains ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line seven miles fifty-four chains ; thence on
the north by an east line five miles forty-three
chains ; thence on the north-east by a south-east
line eight miles fifty-two chains crossing and
re-crossing Torrens Creek and passing through trees
on said creek marked broad-arrow over T in triangle
and broad-arrow over T over I in triangle respec-
tively to the north boundary of Spring H ill Holding;
thence again on the south by a west line along part
of that boundary and a continuation of the same
line to the north-east corner of Boston No. 1
Holding and along the north boundary of said
holding, in all eleven miles forty chains, crossing
Torrens Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
T over III in triangle and passing through a tree
marked broad-arrow over H over IV in triangle, a
tree marked broad-arrow over  H over V  in triangle,
and two chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over XIII in triangle to Bullock Creek ;
and thence on the west by the left bank of that
creek upwards about fifty-two chains to a point
opposite starting point ; and thence by a west line
across the creek to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Rockhampt i, as per accompanying
description, will be open for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day of March,
1889, at an Annual Rental of lOs. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land-Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-3569-L.B.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
BARMOYA RUN.
Resumed Portion.
494 square miles.
Commencing at a point six and a-quarter miles
east from a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over 6 in triangle on Alligator Creek, and
bounded thence by a line bearing east to the
north-west corner of potion 2165, parish of
Barmoya, by that portion south and east, by
portion 2099 south and east, and by a line bear.
ing east to portion 2324; thence by that portion
and portions 1557, 1558, 1341, and 1342 southerly
to the south-west corner of portion 1342, by the
south boundary of that portion bearing east to
Hedlow Creek, by that creek upwards to portion
2213, by that portion bearing west and south, and
by portions 1888 and 1652 southerly to a point east
from Mount Etna ; on the south by a line bearing
west to that mountain ; and on the west by a line
bearing north to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
(rant mentioned  in the Schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The 1  itles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct areas, descriptions ,  and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous areas,
descriptions ,  and name ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-8380.
Date of  Deed-20th April, 1864.
Name of Grantee - Thomas De Lacy Moffatt.
Land Granted - Portion  2A,  county of Aubigny,
parish of Cumkillenbar.
Area-357 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Aubigny, parish of Cumkillenbur,
portion  2A.
Area-357 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
3, and bounded thence on the west by that portion
bearing northerly sixty -two chains and seventy-
six links  ;  on the north by the south boundary of
portion 2 bearing easterly fifty-seven chains and
nineteen  links;  on the east by portions 1449 and
1450 bearing southerly sixty-one chains and ninety-
six links  ;  and on the south by a road bearing
westerl y fifty-seven  chains and thirty-nine  links to
the point of commencement ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited  in the Surveyor -General 's office.
No. of Deed-2566.
Hate of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-- Henry Haeg.
Land Granted-Portion  261, county of Aubigny,
parish  of Drayton.
Area- 27 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FO IL  THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County  of Aubigny, parish of  Drayton ,  portion  261.
Area- 27 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
264, and bounded thence on the south -east by a
r'ad bearing 203 degrees 36 minutes thirteen chains
and nine and six-tenth links ; on the south by
portion 262  bearing west twenty chains and forty-
five links  ;  on the west by a road bearing north
twelve chains  ;  and on the north by portion 254
bearing east twenty -five chains and sixty-eight
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
No. of Deed-70141.
Date of Deed - 17th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee - John McLellan.
Land Granted - Allotment 6 ,  of section 6, town
of Beauaraba.Area-2 roods.
Nature  of Error.- The  surname of the Grantee
having been spelt in the Deed as McLellan instead
of MacLellan ,  the correct spelling.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
a OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the revisions of  " The Titles to
Land  Act of  1858,'  at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof ,  by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and  the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names
of the intended grantees, to the intent that, by
force of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
name ; and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-18859.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Helen Hedley.
Land  Granted-Allotment 20 of section 45,
town of Gympie.Area ,--l rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Helen
Hedley instead of Heber Hedley Booth, the correct
name.
No. of Deed-71024.
Date of Deed-3rd September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Nairne.
Lund Granted-Allotment  8 of section 31, town
of Cairns.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Joseph Nairne
instead of John Nairne, the correct name.
No. of Deed-71672.
Date of Deed-2ith September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-James Stout.
Land Granted-Allotment  4 of section 1D, town
of Townsville.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as James Stout
instead of James Nisbet Stout, the correct name.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December, 1888.
" 2ICE CROWN LANDS ACT  OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of, " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section cf the
s nave-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and "  I he
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
Dist rict. Jan.
:1! lora* ...
kramac ...
B'.iana
Bai cal dint
Beenleigh
Blackall ...
Bowen
Brisbane...
Bit,  daberg
Burketown
Fri. 11
Wed. 16
Wed. 9
Tues. 8
Mon. 28
Thurs. 21
Wed. 2
Sat. 12
Wed. 2
C urns ... Wei. 9
Cardwell ` ...  Fri. 11
Charleville  ...  Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs.31
COOKtown  ...  Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Daelby ... Fri. 25
Emerald*  ...  Mon. 21
Esk* ... ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 2
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham  .. ...  Wed. 30
Inglewood ; ...  Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4
Isisford  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 10
Mar_yborough  ...  Fri. 18
Mitchellt  ...  Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango  ..  Wed. 9
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 2
Nerang* ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Rai ens wood  ...  Thurs. 3'
Itockhampton  ...  Mon. 14
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 9
St.  George  ...  Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
6tanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.31
T,imbo  ... ...  Wed. 2
Taroom  ... ....  Wed. 2
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 9
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 2
Toowoo-nba  ... Mon. 21
Townsville  ...  Thurs. 10
Warwick  .. ...  Tues. 22
Feb. March.
Wed. 20
Fri. 8 Fri. 8
Wed. 20 vved. 20
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Tues .  12 Tues. 12
Mon. 25 Mon. 25
Thurs.29 Thurs.28
Tues .  5 Tues. 5
Sat. 9 Sat. 9
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 4 ' Mon. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Thurs .28 1Thurs. 28Wed. 13 Wed. 13Mon. 18 Mon. 18
Fri. 22 i Fri. 22
Mon. 181 Mon. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri . . 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. e
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs.14
Tues. 19
i
Tues. 19
April. May.
Fri. 5 Fri. 10
Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 3 Wed. 8
Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Thurs. 25 Thurs. 23
Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 10
Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs .25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Fri. 26 Fri . 31
Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs. 25
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed.  24
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Tues. 16
Thurs. 11
Fri. 26
Fri . 12
Tues. 9
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Tues. 9
Thurs. 4
Thurs. 4
Mon. 8
Wed. 10
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Tues. 23
Fri . 12
Thurs 25
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Tues. 23
Thurs.11
Tues. 16
Thurs. 23
Fri. 10
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 29
Wed. 8
I`ri. 3
Tues. 21
Thurs. 9
Fri. 17
Fri. 10
Tues. 14
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Tues. 14
Thurs. 2
Thurs. 2
Mon. 13
Wed. 8
Tues. 21
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Fri. 10
Thurs. 30
Wed. 1
Wed. I
Wed. 8
Wed. 1
Mon. 27
Thurs. 9
Tues. 21
June. J ly.
Wed. 19 ..
Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Wed. 19 Wed. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Thurs. 27 Thurs.25
Taes .  4 Tues. 2
Sat. 8 Sat. 13
Wed.  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 12
Mon. 3 Mon. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Fri. 28 Fri. 26
Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Tues. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed, 3
Wed. 26 Wed. 31
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Thurs .  13 Thurs.11
Fri. 21 Fri . 19
Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12 ...
Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 101 Mon. 8
Wed. 12, Wed. 10
Tues .  18 ' Tues. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 14  '  Fri. 12
Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 5
f
Wed. 3
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Thurs.  13 1 Thurs. 11
Tues .  16 I Tues. 16
August. Sept. Oct. Nov.
... Wed. 18 ...
Fri. 9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 I Fri. 8
Wed. 21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed. 20
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  91 Wed. 6
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12
Mon. 26 lion .  23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25
Thurs 22  Thurs.  26 Thurs .  24 Thurs. 28
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5
Sat. 10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat. 16
C ed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 14 Wed. I1 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri 13 Fri 8
Dec.
Wed. 18
Fri. 6
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Mon. 23
Fri. 27
Tues. 3
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Mon. 5 Mon .  2 Mon .  7  Mon .  4 Mona 2
Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs.29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 IVed. 11
Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon . 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 23 Fri . 27 Fri.  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon. 18 Mon. ]6
Tues. 17 Tues. 19
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  22 Thurs 26  Thurs. 24  Thurs. 28
Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  21 Wed.  6
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  21  Wed. 6
Wed. 28 Wed .  25 Wed .  30 Wed. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 4 Fri . 1
Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues. 22 Tues. 19
Thurs .  8 rhurs . 12 Thurs . 10 Thurs.14
Fri. 16 Fri .  20 Fri .  18 Fri. 15
Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  I1 Fri. 8
Tues. 13 Tues. 10 Tues .  15 Tues. 12
Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 9
Tues .  13 Tueq .  10 Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Thurs .  I Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11
Wed. 14 Wed. 1] Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues .  15 Tues. 19
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Fri . 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri . 8
Thurs .  29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13
Wed. 7 Wed .  41  B'ed .  2 Wed. 6
Mon. 26 Mon .  231 Mon .  28 Mon. 25
Thurs .  8 Thurs . 12 1 Thurs.10 Thurs.14
Tues .  20 Tues. 17 I Tues .  22 Tues. 19
Fri. 27
Fri. 13
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Fri. 27
Wed. 11
Fri . 6
Tues. 17
Thurs. 12
Fri. 20
Fri. 13
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Thurs. 12
Wed. 11
Thurs. 5
Thurs. 5
Mon. 9
Wed. 11
Tues. 17
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Fri. 13
Fri. 27
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 1
Tues. 17
*  The Courts  marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be  held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary ,  in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
M. H17ME BLACK.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
{ T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Land is Act of  1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba ;  Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton  ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. H. P.
The Inspec -  The originally reserved Dugandan 2 0 0
tor for Road i road through portion
Surveys ,  on 199 and part of the
account  of  road separating that
Hannah  portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to the inter-
I section  of a new road
Nora.- The closu re  of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection  with  the opening of another  ro ad.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No, Applicant.
A. R. P.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved  roads,2 )  Tamrookum 8 3 20
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved  ro ad
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton The road separating Hodgson 10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board ,  on portions  3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
Nova .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th December, 18b8.
PERMANENT CLOSU1tE OF ROALS.I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications  under the eighty-ninth  section of
`The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, tithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
and Police Offices , Cooktown,  and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
Situation .  Parish. Area.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 The Daintree Divi- The originally
sional  Board ,  reserved road
on account of through portion
d. V. S. Barnett 57
A. S. P.
Hann 42 1 0
I-  About
2 The Daintree Divi- That  part of  the, ditto ... 4 0 0
sional Board ,  originally re-
on account  of served road
John  Williams  through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new  ro ad
N0TE.-Tbe closure of these  ro ws is  proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
f\T is hereby  notified for general information, that
JL\  app lication under the eighty -ninth section of
" 1 a Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for, closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
pei{sons who may consider their interests affected
thibreby are required to transmit to this Depart.
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
fr om this date.
Pepartment  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884  ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ingham, Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices, Ingham, Eton, and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton, and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
*1
Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
The Hinchin -  The reserved three -  Cordelia ... 2 1 7
brook Divi -  chain road through
sional portion 243
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
*2 The Hinchin The  re served three -  ditto  ...  5 2 32
brook Divi- chain road th ro ugh
sional portion 233
Board, on
account of
Mart inus
Normann
*3 The Hinohin -  The  re served  three- ditto  ... 8 3 34
brook Divi -  chain road th ro ugh
sional portion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her.
ron
4 The Pioneer The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional through  portion
Board,  on 1365
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch road  ditto ... 2 3 0
Divisional th ro ugh portion 806,
Board, on  be ing a continu-
account of ation of the road
Beatrice  X . th ro ugh portion
Harrison 1355
(spinster)
to , The Thunn -  The  ro ad forming  the Abbotsford 9 0 26
t7
gowa Divi- eastern boundary of
sional port ion 4W, from
Board,  on its north-east cor-i
account of ner south to onel
Alex .  Mc- chain no rt h of the,
Kenzie no rt h-westernmost
corner of port ion
399
The Thurin -  The reserved road ditto ... 12 1 26
gowa Divi -  through port ion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Mc-
Elnea
* Nora.-The closure of these  roads  is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new road  to Dungeness.
t Nov.-The closure  of these roads is pro posed  to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
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88-27198 - F. Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
L
T is hereby notified fi)r general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
wrltin within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
. 0
Q
m
0: p
Description  of Road.
0;
0
Land
Agent's How Held.
District.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
1 From the out boundary 68 Bowen ... Freehold .. ... John Taylor Unoccupied
of portion 68 north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68 and 77 to the
Don River
REMARKS. -No Improvements.
Department of Public Lands,
87-2664.1-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
1 T is hereby notified for  general  information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the 'Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FOR ACCESS  TO A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
C;
Description  of Road.
1 A triangular piece of 37
land at the south-east
corner of portion 37
C
2
0
How Held. ReputedOwner.
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act of 1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September, 1886.
1j
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
espective Districts, under the provisions of  " the
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
LNTENDING Selectors  are informed that Maps
of the Districts  of Banana , Blackall,  Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, N anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, ,t. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe,  Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number  of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements  are being  made by which the
Maps at the Head Office  in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
Occupier.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.TNE following order of the Land Board, con-firming thedivision  made under the provi-
sions  of  "The Crown Lands Art  of 1884" of the Run
known  as Goongarry, is published as required by
the Act, and  for the information  of those whom
it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Goongarrv, situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land.
WHEREAS Andrew Scott, the pastoral tenant of the
consolidated run known as Goongarry, situated in
the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony
of Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Iobinson's Creek No. 2, Lin's Forest,
Commissioner's Creek, Dandry, Hornet Creek,
Cowanga, Canal No. 2, Picton, Robinson's Creek,
Baroonda No. la, Hornet Bank, Esk Forest,
Hornet Plains, Stephenton, Euramba, Baroonda
No. Baroonda No. 2A, Baroonda No. 1, and
Canal No. 3, has given notice to the Secretary
for Public Lands, dated the fifth day of August,
1985, that he elects to take advantage of the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run : And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to
the best mode of making a fair division thereof:
And whereas the Secretary for Public Lards has
caused the said run to be divided into two parts, and
has referred the matter of the said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenant, and the said report hereinbefore mentioned,
we do order that the division of the said run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said con solidated run known as Goongarry,
and comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts, and that the part of the said
run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz.:-
288  square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing on the right bank of Euroomba
Creek at a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
CP in triangle, and bounded thence by a south
line passing through a post bearing north 155
degrees east aid distant twenty links from a briL;a-
low-tree marked broad-arrow over C in triangle
and through a post bearing north 127 degrees east
and distant sixty links from a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over No. 2 in triangle about
seven miles sixty chains to a large gum-tree on the
right bank of Canal Creek marked broad-arrow
over C in triangle ; thence by an east line to the
watershed between the last-named creek and Horse
Creek ; thence by that watershed in a southerly
direction to the watershed between Canal Creek
and Kangaroo Creek ; thence by the last-mentioned
watershed in a north-westerly direction to a point
west of the before-mentioned post bearing north 127
degrees east rod distant sixty links from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over No. 2 in triangle;
thence by a west line to a point five miles from the
said post ; thence by a north line about thirty-two
chains ; thence by a line bearing north 224 degrees
30 minutes east crossing Kangaroo Creek at a tree
on its left bank marked K1 about seven miles
twelve chains to a point east of a tree on the left
bank of Barton's Creek marked BI; thence by a
west line crossing the last-named creek at the said
tree three miles to a point south of the junction of
Slatehill Creek with Euroomba Creek ; thence by
a north line crossing the said creeks at that
junction five miles seventy chains to a point west
of the junction of Kangaroo Creek with i'uroonlba
Creek ; thence by an east line three miles ; thence
by a north line to the watershed between the last-
named creek and Scott's Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a north-easterly direction to a point
north of starting point ; and thence by a south line
to and across Euroomba Creek to the point of
commencement
Portion B.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River opposite a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over
.T over BD in triangle at the junction of the Boyd
River, and bounded thence by a south line passing
through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over BIA
in triangle and crossing Commissioner's Creek
about twelve chains below a gum-tree on its left
bank marked broad-arrow over C in triangle about
six miles to a point about eight chains east and
fifty-two chains Louth of the last-mentioned tree ;
thence by a south-west line about one mile forty
chains ; thence by a south-east line crossing Scott's
Creek about three miles forty chains ; thence by a
south-west line about seven miles forty chains ;
thence by a north-vest line about three miles forty
chains crossing Scott's Creek to the watershed
between it and Commissioner's Creek ; thence by
that watershed westerly, northerly, and north-
easterly round the head of the last-named creek
passing through an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over C in triangle at the crossing of
the road to Mount Hutton to a point two miles
twenty-four chains north-east from the last-men-
tioned tree ; thence by a north-west line seven
miles to a point bearing westerly and distant three
miles seventy-two chains from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over H over 1 in triangle on Hutton
Creek ; thence by a north-east line passing two
miles sixty-four chains north-west from the last-
mentioned tree to the Dawson River; and thence
by the right bank of the said river downwards
about seventy-two chains in. a direct line ; thence
by a line bearing north 50 degrees east crossing the
river one mile ; thence by a line bearing north 140
degrees east about four miles sixty-four chains to
and across the Dawson River at a point twenty-four
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over D over VIII in triangle ; and
thence by the right bank of the said river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenant shallbe entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:--
358  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Dawson
River at a guru-tree marked X in blaze and
bounded thence by a north line crossing the river
to the watershed between the said river and
Kinnoul Creek; thence by that watershed in a
north-westerly direction about five miles sixteen
chains ; thenc s by a north line to Lynd's Range ;
thence by that range in a north-westerly and
westerly direction to the intersection of the water-
shed between Pine Creek and the Boyd River ;
thence by that watershed in a south-easterly direc-
tion to a point east of a point on the last-named
river, which is twenty-four chains above an apple-
tree on its right bank marked broad-arrow over B
over V in triangle ; thence by a west line to and
across the said river at that point ; thence by a line
bearing north 230 degrees east about four miles ;
thence by a north-west line seven miles thirty-six
chains; thence by a south-west line four miles
twenty-eiccht chains to the Dawson River at a tium-
tree marked broad-arrow over D over XX in
triangle near the unction of Baffle Creek ; thence
by the left bank of the said river downwards sevea
miles in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing
north 50 degrees east one mile; thence by a line
bearing north 140 degrees east about four miles
Sixty-four chains to the Dawson River at a point
about twenty-four chains in a direct line above a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over D over VIII in
triangle on its right bank; thence by time left bank
of the said river downwards to a gam-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over BD in triangle at the
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junction of the Boyd River ; thence by a south line
crossing the said Dawson River passing through a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over BIA in triangle,
and crossing  Commissioner's Creek about twelve
chains below a gum-tree on its left bank marked
broad-arrow over C in triangle about six miles to a
point about eight chains east and fifty-two chains
south of the last-mentioned tree ; thence by an east
line five miles ; thence by a north line five miles
sixteen chains  to a point  east of an  apple-tree
marked broad-arrow over B in triangle on the left
bank of the Dawson River ; thence by a west line
one mile twenty-four chains ; thence by a north
line crossing the Dawson River three miles  ;  thence
by an east line about five miles eight chains ;
thence by a south line to the Dawson River at a
point which is north of a point about six miles
eight chains west of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over EC in triangle on the left bank of the
said river ; thence by the left bank of the river
downwards to a point south of a point which is five
miles west of the last-mentioned tree ; thence by a
south line crossing the said Dawson River and
Scott ' s Creek about nineteen miles forty chains;
thence by an  east  line to the watershed between the
last-named creek and Euroomba Creek; thence by
that watershed in a north -easterly direction to a
point south  of starting  point ;  and thence  by a north
line crossing Scott 's Creek to the Dawson River at
the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1889.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
n  1 HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the Division made under the provi-
sions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Planet Downs, is published as re-
quired by the Act, and for the information of those
whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  "  The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Planet Downs, situated in the Pas-
toral District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Corporation of the Bank of Austra-
lasia , the pastoral  tenants  of the  consolidated run
known as Planet Downs ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Leichhardt, in the Colony of Queens-
land, comprising the conterminous runs known as
Planet Creek No. 1, Planet Creek No. 4, Planet
Creek No. 5, and Planet Creek No. 6, have given
notice to the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the
twelfth day of August, 1885, that they elect to
take advantage of the ,provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Apt of  1884"" with respect to such run :
And whereas th`e' said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof : And whereas the Secretary for
Public Lands has caused the said run to be divided
into two parts, and has referred the matter of the
said division to us, Edward Deshon and Thomas
Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board constituted
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884 ": Now, upon reading the said notice from
the said pastoral tenants, and the said report
hereinbefore mentioned, we do order that the
division of the said run made by the said Secretary
for Public Lands be confirmed : And we do
further order that the said consolidated run known
as Planet Downs, and comprising the runs herein-
before mentioned, be divided into two parts, and
that the part of the said run referred to in the
said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows:-
76 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Planet Creek
at a point two miles forty chains in a direct line
above the junction of Racecourse or Dunrobin
Creek ,  and bounded the nee by a line bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east to the north -eastern
watershed of the said creek; thence by that water-
shed north-westerly to a point east of the junction
of Meteor Creek with the Comet River ; thence by
a west line crossing Planet Creek to the watershed
between that creek and the said Comet River ;
thence by that watershed south-easterly to a point
east of a point which is five miles south of the
before- mentioned junction  of Meteor Creek with
the Comet River ; thence by a west line to the
said river ; thence by the right bank of the river
upwards to a point east of a point which is ten
miles south of the before-mentioned junction ;
thence by an east line to the watershed between
the waters  of the Comet River and Planet Creek ;
thence by that watershed north-westerly to a point
bearing north 20 2  degrees 30 minutes east from
starting point  ;  and thence by a line bearing north
22 degrees 30 minutes east crossing Racecourse
Creek to  and across  Comet Creek to the point of
commencement  ;- exclusive of all reserved or alien-
ated lands contained within these described boun-
daries.
And that the other par`, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to
receive a lease for the term and upon the con-
ditions prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.
93  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Planet Creek
at a point two miles  forty  chains in a direct line
above the junction of Racecourse or Dunrobin
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing
north 22 degrees 30 minutes east to the north-
eastern watershed of the said creek ; thence by
that watershed in a south-easterly direction to a
point north of a tree marked triangle on Planet
Creek at a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of Basalt Creek ; thence by a
south line  crossing  the first-mentioned creek at that
tree to the said Basalt Creek ; thence by a west
line crossing that creek to the watershed between
Planet Creek and Racecourse Creek ; thence by
that watershed north-westerly to a point bearing
north  202 degrees 30 minutes east from a point on
the first-named creek which is forty chains above a
gum tree on its left bank marked with two diamonds
and a triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east crossing Racecourse Creek
to the watershed between the waters of Planet
Creek and the Come River ; thence by that water-
shed north-R esterly to a point bearing north 202
degrees 30 minutes east from starting point ; and
thence by a line bearing north 22 degrees 30 minutes
east crossing  Racecourse Creek to and across Planet
Creek to the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixth
day of February, A.D. 1889.
[z S.] E. DESHON, ILand Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
T HE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the-division made under the provisions
of "The Crown Lary,ds Act of  1884 " of the Run
known as the Myall Grove, is published as required
by the Act, and for the information of those whom
it may  concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
. Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Art  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Myall Grove, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The Queensland National Bank, Limited,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run
knov n as Myall Grove, situated in the Pastoral
District of Darling Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland, comprising the conterminous runs
known as Bentland, Woolanquil, Myall Grove,
Miambaa South, and Arubial, have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-
first day of July, 1885, that they elect to take
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advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a fair
division thereof thereof : And whereas the Secre-
tary for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us ,  Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading
the said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said  run made
by the said Secretary for Public Lands, as amended
hereby, be confirmed : And we do further order
that the said consolidated run known as Myall
Grove,  and comprising the runs hereinbefore
mentioned, be divided into two parts, and that the
part of the said run referred to in the said Act as
the resumed part shall comprise and include the
land described as follows, viz.:-
94 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at a box-tree marked I, and bounded thence
by a south line crossing the river about six miles
thirty-two chains to the north boundary of the
resumed part of Blytheland Consolidation  ;  thence
by an  east  line along part of that boundary and the
north boundary of the Blytheland Holding about
eight miles fifty chains  ;  thence by a north line
about seven miles sixty chains to the south boun-
dary of the Condamine Town Reserve ; thence by a
west line crossing Caliguel Lagoons Creek about five
miles thirty chains to the junction of that creek
with the Condamine River ; thence by the left
bank of the said river downwards about one
mile to a point opposite the intersection of a fence;
thence by a northerly line crossing the river and
along the said fence about three miles sixty chains;
thence by a westerly line along a fence about three
miles to a tree marked A ; thence by a west line
two miles sixty -four chains  ;  thence by a south line
about six miles th;rty chains to the Condamine
River ; and thence by the right bank of the said
river upwards to the point of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions
prescribed by the said Act, shall comprise and
include the land described as follows, viz.:-
97 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at a point opposite a box-tree marked 1, and
bounded thence by a south line about  six miles
thirty- two chains  to the north boundary of the
resumed part of the Blytheland Consolidation ;
thence by a west line along part of that boundary
and the north boundary of the resumed part of the
Palmy Creek Consolidation about five miles fifty-
six chains to and across the Condamine River ;
thence by the right bank of the said river down.
wards to the intersection of the south boundary of
Cancelled Reserve No. 33 ; thence by an`east line
along part of that boundary sixty-four chains to
the south east corner of that reserve ; thence by a
north line three miles along the east boundary and
by a west line three miles along the north boundary
of the said reserve to its north -west corner  ;  thence
by a north line one mile ; thence by a line bearing
north 78 degrees 30 minutes east five miles fifty-
six chains ; thence by  a line  bearing north 335
degrees east to the watershed between the Conda-
mine River and Dogwood Creek ; thence by that
watershed north-easterly to a point south of a point
on the last-named creek which is eight chains
below a tree on its left bank marked 17; thence by
a south line to and across the Condamine River;
and thence by the left bank of the river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this sixth day
of February, A.D. 1889.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
following order of the Land Board,  con-firming'I-HE the division made under the  pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884" of the
Run known as Stewart 's Creek ,  is published as
required  by the  Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Stewart's Creek ,  situated in the Pas-
toral District of Maranoa, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHzREAS George Smith and William Smith,
the pastoral tenants of the consolidated run known
as Stewart 's Creek ,  situated in the Pastoral
District of Maranoa, in the Colony of Queens.
land ,  comprising the conterminous runs known
as Stewart 's Creek Back Block ,  Bungeworgorai
No. 6, Frosty Creek, and Four-mile Creek
Back Block ,  have given notice to the Secre-
tary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-eighth
day of July, 1885, that they elect to take ad-
vantage of the provisions  of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884 " with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and
a report made thereon  to the  said Secretary
for Public Lands as to the best mode of making
a fair division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to be
divided into two parts ,  and has referred the matter
of the said division to us, Edward Deshon and
Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land Board
constituted under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884": Now, upon reading the
said notice from the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report hereinbefore mentioned, we do
order that the division of the said run made by the
said Secretary for Public Lands be confirmed: And
we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Stewart's Creek, and comprising the runs
hereinbefore mentioned, be divided into two parts,
and that the part of the said run referred to in
the said Act as the resumed part shall comprise
and include the land described as follows, viz.:--
43 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Bungeworgorai
Creek at a point six chains north-west from a tree
marked 48, and bounded thence by a south-west
line about one mile thirty chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over B6 in triangle  ;  thence by a south-
east line about four miles sixty chains  ;  thence by
a south-west line about two miles twenty-four
chains ; thence by a south -east line about seven
miles sixt y chains to. #,ie uorth  corner and along
part of one of the north -east' boundaries of the
resumed part of the Bindango Conso lidation ;
thence by a north- east line about two miles fifty-
four chains to one of the south -west boundaries of
the second portion of the resumed part of the
Mount Abundance Consolidation  ;  thence by a
north-west line along part of the last-mentioned
boundary about two miles forty chains ; thence by
a south-west line thirty chains ; thence by a north-
west line five miles  ;  thence by a north -east  line
passing six chains south -east of a tree on Bungewor-
gorai Creek marked 42, and crossing that creek three
times, five miles ;  thence by a north -west line five
miles to a point north-east of starting point ; and
thence by a south-west line about three miles fifty
chains to and across Bungeworgorai Creek to the
point of  commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease for  the term and upon the conditions pre-
seribed by the said Act,  sha ll  comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.
63  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
B6 in triangle which is about one mile thirty chains
south-west and six chains north-west of a tree on
the right bank of Bungeworgorai Creek marked
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48, and bounded thence by a south-east line about
four miles sixty chains ; thence by a south-west line
about two miles twenty-four chains ; thence by a
south-east line to the northern watershed of Dargal
Creek forming the boundary of the resumed part
of the Bindango Consolidation; thence by that
watershed in a westerly and south-westerly direction
to the north-eastern watershed of Taboonbay Creek
forming the boundary of the Amby Downs Holding;
thence by the last-mentionel watershed in a north-
westerly direction, and by a north-west line to a
tree marked broad-arrow over III ; thence by a
north-east line five miles to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over II ; thence by a south-
east line about three miles sixty-four chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over CI in triangle at a
point south-west of starting point; and thence by
a north-east line about sixty chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this eighth
day of February, A.D. 1889.
[z s ] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1889.
SURVEY OF RUNS.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and .the
following further re-amended descriptions of the
boundaries thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 16th May, 1889.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
For the Secretary for Public Lands, .
WILLIAM PATTISON.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Rolston No.  3.
Claimant of Lease-Margaret Hay MacDonald.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 441 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 42 „
Total ... ... 861
Re-amended description.
Commencing at Mount Ross at the south- east corner of
Bletchington Park No.  2 Run at an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow over VD over 2 in  triangle on its north side,
and bounded thence on the south- west  by the  Rollston
Range forming the  east  boundary of the  aforesaid run in a
northerly and north-westerly direction  to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over R  within triangle ;  thence on
the north-west by a line bearing  north 22 degrees east
along the south-eastern boundary of last- mentioned run
crossing Molly Darling Creek at a bloodwood -tree marked
broad-arrow over M within triangle on south- west side six
miles to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over R
within triangle; thence on the north-east by a line south-
easterly along part of the south-west boundary of the
Rollston Run about five miles and forty chains ; thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south boundary
of the last-named run two miles twenty-two  chains to the
north-west corner of the Rolston No. 2 Run ;  thence on the
west by a south line along the west boundary of that run
ten miles thirty-eight chains; thence on the south by a
west line four miles thirty chains ; and thence on the
south-west by a line bearing north 320 degrees 30  minutes
east six miles thirty-eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Rollston.
Claimants  of Lease-John Deane and Joseph
Woodburne.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 631 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 42
Total ... ... 1051
Re-amended  description.
Commencing on the left bank of the Rollston River at
a tree marked broad-arrow over R.1 in triangle (being also
at the north-west corner of Rolston No. 1 Run), and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along part of
the north boundary of the aforesaid run one mile seventy-
four chains ; thence on the east by a north line three miles
sixty -six chains to the range forming the northern water-
shed of the Rollston River  ;  thence on the north -east and
north by that watershed in a north -westerly direction to
the Bluff  ;  thence on the west by a continuation of the
range in a  southerly  direction  to Mount Deane ; thence on
the south-west and west by the Rollston Range running
south -east and south to Mount Sunrise ; thence on the
south -west by  a south -easterly line along  the north-east
boundary of Bletchington Park No. 2 Run about five
miles and fifty chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over R within triangle  ;  thence again on the south-
west by a south -easterly line to a point six-miles and six
chains west from starting point  ;  and thence again on the
east by an east line six miles and six chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Bletchington  Park No. 2.
Claimants  of Lease-The Royal ;Bark of Queens.
land, Limited, of Brisbane.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 531 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 22
Total ... ... 751
Re-amended description.
Commencing at the south -east  corner of the Bletchington
Park Run at a brigalow -tree  marked broad-arrow over BP
over 1.2 in triangle on its  north side, and bounded
thence on  the south by an  east line  along the north boun-
dary  of Victoria Downs No. 2 Run crossing Merri Creek
at an ash-tree marked  broad-arrow over M  in triangle on
its south side and passing  through brigalow-trees marked
broad- arrow  over VD  over 2 in triangle  on its north side
and broad -arrow  over V in  triangle  on its east side respec-
tively, in all  eight miles  and forty chains, to Mount Rosa
at an ironbark-tree  marked broad-arrow over VD over 2 in
triangle on its north  side ; thence on the north-east by
Rollston Range in  a north and north-westerly direction to
an ironbark -tree marked  broad-arrow over R within
triangle on  north- east side  ; thence on the south-east by
a  li ne bearing  north 22 degrees  east crossing  Molly Darling
Creek  at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M
within triangle  on south-west side six miles to a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over R within triangle ;
thence on  the north-east by a north-westerly line about
five miles  and fifty chains to Mount Sunrise ; thence on
the north -west by a spur range in a southerly direction to
a point easterly  of a tree marked broad-arrow over BP
over 1.2 in triangle  ; thence on the north by a westerly line
crossing  Merri Creek to the range at the head of Little
Policeman  Creek ; thence by that range about one mile
to the east  boundary of Bletchington Park Run at the tree
marked broad-arrow over BP over 1.2 in triangle before
mentioned  ;  and thence  on the west by a south line along
the last -mentioned  boundary seven miles forty chains to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
RESUMPTION FOR PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER
THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
1 T is hereby notified that ,  by virtue of the provi-
sions of section 102 of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," the Land hereunder described has been
resumed by the Governor in Council for a Public
Road
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide resumed from Agricultural
Farm No .  210, Warwick District . (Francis Gray.
son.)
F rom the south -east corner of portion 8v, parish
of Cunningham ,  northerly alone and within  its
western boundary for twenty-six chains six links ;-
containing two acres two roods eighteen perches.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution  a small  quantity of the Acacia
Pycnantha (Broad -leaf Wattle).
Applications to be made through the local Land
Agents.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
HE Department  of Agriculture  have pur-
chased from the School  of Agriculture in
Victoria  Ten Bags each  of Purple  Straw and
Champlain Hybrid Wheats, the Seed of which
will be Sold to  Farmers  at Cost Price. Applica-
tions must be forwarded to the Under-Secretary
for Agriculture,  Brisbane , before the 10th March.
M. HUME BL AI;K,
Secretary for Public Lands.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially  fine samples of
Wheat, Maize,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry  state,  and are suitable for
exhibition  in small  quantities. The wheat should
he in the ear, with the straw attached, as  well as in
the grain ; the maize  in grain an o in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unpinned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names  of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Once, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candiaatec will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENIY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Tender has been
accepted, viz.:-
New Custom House, Cairns-COWELL AND
HoLT-£680.
• R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
TENDERS. 15th February, 1889..
1i,ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
1'  men t  Gazette.
Nature of Work.
GEORGETOWN-Quarters for Warden ...
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
... 12th January, 1889 Houses, Georgetown and
1 Townsville ; 22nd Feb-
ruary,1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Custom
House, Rockhampton ;KEPPEL BAY-Underground Tank, Customs Station, Sea Hill 26th January, 1889
BEAUDESERT-Post and Telegraph Office
BeisBAxE -New Out-patient's Department, General Hospital
BRISBANE-Messenger's Quarters, Port Office...
MOUNT MORGAN-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office
ARRILALAH - Police  Station, 1&e. ... ...
ToowooMBA - Furnishing and Fittings , New Asylum...
PITTSwoRTH - Police Station ...
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings ...
22nd February, 1889.
ditto
ditto
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 22nd Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
2nd February, 1889
.
Brisbane ; 22nd Febru-
ary, 1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
ditto ...
I
...
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Mount Morgan and Rock-
hampton ; 28th Febru-
ary, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; Police Station,
ditto ... ... Arrilalah ; and Court
House,  Blackall ; 15th
March, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
9th February, 1889
.
Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
ditto ... ... {  Brisbane  ; 26th April,
( 1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
TENDERS.11 ENDERS are invited forthe undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see Government
1 Qazette.
Nature of Work.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway-
Contract for Works
Goods Shed, Cleveland Branch ... ... ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain.
ing original notice.
2nd February, 1889
9th February, 1889
Place and  Date to which  Tende a
can be  received.
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
Z 12th April, 1889.
(Railway Office, Brisbane ;
? 22nd February, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
I j  £ .. d. I £ s. d. J  £ F.  d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889... 873 3,127 11 6 4,179 15 4 453 16 2
Corresponding week last year... 747 2,553 5 7 3,950 16 6 594 9 0
Increase...
Decrease
1889 -Total T affie to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889...
Carresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889 - Total Traffic to date
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889 - Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889 - Total Traffic to d•tite
1888  -Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
Increase...
Increase ...
...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week  ending  10th Feb.,  1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Decrease ...
1889  -Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending  10th  Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 10th Feb., 1889... 1
Corresponding  week last  year...
Decrease ...
Total  Increase ...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
... ...
...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
No. 01
Miles open
forTraffic.
...
'•• MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 443  2 1 599 12 5 43 4 10
132 313  13 4 777 19 8
...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
66 97  18 3 175 1 9 13 1 9
66 102 0 7 199 17 6 14 12 3
CENTRAL  RAILWAY.
493 554 5 5 1,985 6 4 25 11 1
463 421 5 9  1,545 16  6 373 7 10
...
...
260
260
...
...
9
8
TRAFFIC EAR NINGS.
Passengers'Faies.
574 5 11 228 18 10
129 8 9
4 2 4 24 15 9
132 19 8 439 9 10
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 34 12 10 10 17 6
31 47 3 1 33 0 9
12 10 3  22-3  3
49 9 5
32 1 6 2 10 5
...
COOKTOWN  RAILWAY.
67 33 11 0 56 4 9
51 41 2 9  57 10 10
7 11 9
...
560
Goods and Live
Stock
178 7 3
...
...
...
630 17 5
1  6  1
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
140 12 10
45 1 1
l '*i6 3
1 10 6
347'16 9
...
3 15 5 49 5 9
3 14 0 83 17 10
0 1 5
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
500 4 11  1,274 13  5 44 17 0
450 15 6 1,905 10 10 29 14 9
15 2 3
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
62 6 9 32 11 10 0 5 3
30 5 3 30 1 5 5 5 10
5 0 7
5 4 11
10 11 9
5-6  10
Total.
£ s. d.
7,761 3 .0
7,098 11 1
662 11 11
47,858 0 2
46,708 11 10
£1,149 8 4
1,085 19 4
1,136 14 1
50 14 9
6,633 10 10
7,361 5 8
£727 14 10
286 1 9
316 10 4
30 8 7
2,030 7 4
2,179 5 6
£148 18 2
2,565 2 10
2,340 10 1
224 12 9
17,269 1 3
13,883 11 3
£3,385 10 0
34 12 1
414 8 9
660 0 11
£245 12 2
1,819 15 42,386 1 1
566 5 9
13,215 3 9
14,014 3 6
£799 0 6
95 3 10
65 12 6
29 11 4
840 6 5
320 5 1
£520 1 4
95 0 8
109 5 4
14 4 8
700 15 2
590 10 4
£110 4 10
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.THE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served ,  for thereason stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864 ,"  27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  14th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Brisbane to
Ipswich have been  approved of by  Resolution of Parliament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864  " : And whereas the Working  Plans, Sections, and Hooks of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed  by the Governor  in Council, as required by the said  Act : Now,  I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for R ailways for  the Colony  of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The Railway Art  of  1864,"  do hereby  give you notice  that the  Lands des -.ribed in the  Schedule hereunto
annexed, and'delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection  with  the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway ,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained ,  and finall y
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat  with  you as to the amount of compensation to
which  you mayy fairly be entitled on account  of the  land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained , by you by reason  of such land having been so taken.
Attention  is directed to section twenty- five of the said  Act, which  provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To D. H.  Cudmore, Esquire ,  Clermont ,  South Australia.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
73
more
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from
parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes  ;  road  of access
QUE ENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE to come intofurther notice. EMU PARK LINE.operation on and after  MONDAY, 18th February,  1889, and
DOWN TRAINS.
Miles .  Stations.
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON ...
3 Lake's  Creek ... ...
5 Williamstown ... ...
9 Balnagowan .. ...
13 New Zealand  Gully ...
15 Tungamull ... ...
20 Coorooman ... ...
23 Tanby ...
29 EMU PARK ... ...
dep.
arr.
t Goods.
Daily.
Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Saturday Daily, except Saturday
only. Saturday. only.
a.m. p.m . p.m. p.m.
10.0 2.0 5.0 6.30
10.10 2.10 5110 6.40
A 10.18 A 2.16 A 5.16 - A 6.46
A 10.35 A  2-30  A 5.30 A  7'0
A 10 50 A 2.40 A 5.40 A 7.10
11.5  2-50  5.45 7.15
A 11.30 A 3.7 A 6.2 A 7,32
11.40 3.15 6.10  7-40
12.0 3.45 6.30 8.0 1
UP TRAINS.
Owner's Name .  Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
A. R. P.
Daniel  H. Cud- ... 1 0 1 12
Stations.
EMU PARK ...
Tanby ... ...
Coorooman ...
Tungamull .
New Zealand Gully
Balnagowan ...
Williamstown ...
Lake's Creek ...
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON
dep.
arr.
Mixed .  Mixed .  t Goods .  Mixed.
Saturday Daily, except Saturday
Daily.  only. Saturday. only.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
7.15 12.15 2.45 4.15
7.35  12-35  3.5 4.35
A 7.42 A 12.39 A 3.12 A  4-42
8.0 1.0 3.35 5.0
A 8.5 A 1.4 A 3.39 A 5.3
A 8.16 A  1-15  A 3.50 A 5.13
A 8'30 A 1.30 A  47  A  5-30
8.35 1.35  4-15  5.35
8'45 .  1-45  4.25 5'45
the
until
SUNDAY TRAINS.
9
a.m.
7
p.m.
.0 -0
9.10 7.10
A 9.16 A 7'16
A 9.30 A 7'30
A 9.40 A 7'90
9.45 7.45
A 10.2 A 8.2
10.10 8.10
10.30 8'30
SUNDAY TRAINS.
a.m. p.m.
6.30 5.0
6.50 5.20
A 6.57 A 5.27
7.15  5-45
A 7.18 A 5.48
A 7.28 A 6.0
A 7.45 A 6.10
7.50 6.15
8.0 6.30
(A) Trains will stop at all stations and at all stopping places upon application to the Guard, or upon the
]Driver seeing intending passengers standing alongside  the Line.
(t) Passenger Carriages wi ll  be attached to these Trains.
Brisbane,  14th February, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1859.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGR_tPH OFFICE, BIBOOBRA.
I 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Offices, Cairns and Port Douglas,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a Post and Telegraph Office at Biboobra.
Tenders to be endorsed "Post and Telegraph
Q1five, Biboobra."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Cairns and Port Douglas.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
1 and  Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,
Section 1, in length 29 miles, have been approved
and confirmed ,  with alterations  ;  and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
ON FRIDAY,  25th January ,  an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport ,  was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows
WEEK DAYS. SUNDAYS.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Stanley street dep. 7 30 3 5 9 0
Beenleigh ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport ... arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M. P.M . P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh ... do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woolloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley street arr. 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1889.
ROLLING-STOCK, SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, 1889, for the Construction of the following
Vehicles for the Southern and Western Railway,
viz.:-
20 Decked Timber Wagons, 30 feet long.
A deposit of two and  a-half  (2k) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can  be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich,
and Toowoomba.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NarF.- Tenderers must clearly understand  that the  Conditions
of Contract relating to  fines for non -completion  to time will be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  "An Act to make provision for the
Construction by the Government of Railways and
for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to 3rd
September, 1863, that His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executivg Council, has primarily approved of the
Plans and Book of Reference of the Normanton
Railway, Croydon Branch, section 1, from 13 miles
to 42 miles, in length 29 miles.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Normanton ; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended -Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objc ctions which
may exist to the adoption of the 5.,,a line of
Railway, or any part thereof, or of any works
proposed in connection therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the  same on  application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.QUEENSLAND GOVER MENT SAVINGS BANK.
-BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown. Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, (:unnamnlla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vtt;,
Esk, Eton, Ferxivale, Fortitude Valley, Gattoti,
Gayndah, Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin. Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympic,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryar_,
Kilkivan. Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, Lev-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, i:ary-
borough Railway, 11laytown, 111 iles, Millcl ester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, • Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port
"Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
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Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £20() part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be  made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His  Excellency ' s Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
TO IRON SHIP BUILDERS AND OTHERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until oon  SATURDAY, 23rd February ,  for the
Construction of an Iron Steam Launch for service
in Great Sandy Island Strait, in accordance with
Plans and Specification , which may  be seen at the
Harbour -Master 's Office at Brisbane and Mary-
borough.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1889.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
NOTICES TO MARINERS.THE following  Notices to Mariners are pub-lished  for general information.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
No. 1 of  1889.
PORT ADELAIDE RIVER.
REFERRING to Notice No. 7 of 1888, Mariners
are now hereby informed that No. 7 Light Beacon,
Port Adelaide River, has been placed about 400 ft.
n' rth-west of its original position, and the light is
again exhibited.
THOS. N. STEPHENS.
Secretary Marine Board.
Marine Board Offices,
Port Adelaide, 17th January, 1889.
Office of the
Marine Board of New South Wales,
8th February, 1889.
CHANGE IN TIME OF FLASH AT MONTAGUE
AND GREEN CAPE LIGHTHOUSES.
IT is hereby notified, for general information,
that on and after the First day of  Al ay next, the
light on Montague Island will Flash every minute
and ten seconds, and that at Green Cape every fifty
seconds, in place of each light flashing every
minute as at present.
This alteration in the complete revolution pro-
ducing the principal Flash will proportionately
effect the detailed characteristics of these lights.
By Order,
GEO. S. LINDEMAN, R.N.,
Secretary.
T HE following Goods, overtime in Government Bond at Cooktown, will be Sold there, by PublicAuction, on MONDAY, 4th March, 1889, under the 113th clause of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Mark .  Date Warehoused .  Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
II
H II 1 ... ... 1st July, 1885 ... ... One quarter- cask  wine ... ...  H. E. Barr.
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H.M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane ,  8th February ,  1889. Collector of Customs.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods in the Government Bond ,  Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will  be Sold there, by Public Auction,
on MONDAY,  the 4th March ,  1889 ,  in accordance with the provisions and authority of the 114th
section of  "The Customs  Act  of  1873, "  unless the rents due thereon are previously paid. .
Mark.  Date Warehoused. Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
K over 401 ... ... 26th July, 1887 ... ... 1 case  raisins
A over 406 ... ... 24th September, 1887 ... 1 package cigars
B over 431 ... ... 31st May, 1888 ... ... 1 case samples
A over 437 ... ... 11th  July,  1888 ... ... 1 sack rice ...
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony ,  showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving  Offices ,  and Telegraph Lines and  offices,
lately published in Four Sheets ,  can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy  ;  and copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation ,  at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and.  Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
Q.S.S. Company
Clunn and Sons '•
A.U.S.N. Company
Thomas and Madden.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
1 COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
4 1 changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
NV'. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United  Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vid  Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each.
to commence  on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane,  6th February, 1839.
I
T is hereby notified,  for general information,
that the Post Office at Muckadilla  has been
made a Postal Note Office,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  " The Post Card and Postal Note
Act of  1880."
JOHN DONALDSON.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOOLLOON-
GABBA TO CLEVELAND (ALONG RAILWAY).
TENDERS will be received at the Office of
the  Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Fourth
day of March next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material (except
wire, insulators, brackets, and screws), and for all
workmanship necessary, for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms,  general  conditions,
and specification published in the  Gorernment
Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th February, 1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
A. J. THYNNE,
For the Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA CAMOO-
WEAL.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles , and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the abovementioned
line of  't'elegraph, according to the  terms, general
conditions,  and specification  published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application  at the,Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT JANUARY, 1889.
-1 PECIAL attention is directed to the Book and
  J Packet Regulations (Amended) to come into
operation 1st January, 1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th and 24th  instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd January, 1889.
£5,000 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that,  in pursuance  of Resolutions passed by
the Legislative Assembly on the sixth day of
November  last ,  a Reward of  £5,000 will be paid
to the  person or company who first Manufactures
from Cotton  grown in the  Colony, Cotton Goods to
the Value of 25,000; such Reward to be in
substitution  for any Reward  which such person or
company  would  be entitled  to under the  provisions
of  " The  Encouragement  to Manufacturing Indus-
tries Act of  1869."
It is hereby further notified that the Plant used
in the  Manufacture of the said  Cotton Goods must
be of a fair value of not less than  £10,000.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
• Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 15th  February, 1889.
T
HE following Abstract  of Receipts and Expenditure on account  of the Gympie  Cemetery ,  for the
year ended 31st December .  1888 ,  is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE by the Tn uSTEES  Of the  GYMPIE CEMETEaY , for the YEAR
ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
To Balance from previous year ... ... 95 14 4
31st December -
To Interment Fees, Extra Ground, Head-
stones,  Fences, and Certificates ... 398 15 0
£494 9 4
1888.
31st December-
EXPENDITURE.
By Salaries-Secretary , Auditor , and Sexton 196 18 6
Caretaker , Old Cemetery ... ...  22 0 0
Imp ro vements  to Cemetery ... ...  92 9 1
Repairs,  Old Cemetery ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ Sundries -Tools and  Repairs to same,
Postages ,  Insurance , Timber, &c. ... 17 9 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 165 2 9
£494 9 4
We, Jameq Woodrow, Edwin Hardwicke Booth, and Jeremiah Swanston Cullinane, do solemnly
and sincerely declare that the above is a true and faithful account of the Receipts and Expenditure of
the Trustees of the Gvmpie Cemetery, and that we have disbursed and accounted for all moneys received
as above stated ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the provisions of  "The Oaths Act of  1867."
Before me --GEo. PERRY, J.P.
JAMES WOODROW,
E. H. BOOTH, Trustees.
J. S. CULLINANE,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.THE following Statement of Receipts and Disbursements on account f heIpswich General Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  by the  TRUSTEES Of the  IPSWICH  GENERAL CEMETERY,
for the  YEAR ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1887.
31st December-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
To Cash at fixed deposit, Bank of
New South Wales, due 3rd
March, 1888 ... ... 300 0
Cash in Bank of New South
Wales  ...  ... ... 98 14
„ Cash in Savings Bank ... 118 1
1888.
3rd March-Interest on£300 one year, fixed
deposit in Bank of New South
Wales, matured ... ...
14th September-Interest on £320 six  months,
fixed deposit in Bank of New
South Wales, matured ...
31st December-
„ Interest, Savings  Bank Account
14th September-Bank of New South Wales,
fixed deposit, withdrawn in
six months  ... ... ...
31st December-
d.  1888.
31st December-
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d.
By Salary to Sexton... ... ... ... 104 0 0
,, Labourer ... ... ... ... ... 96 6 0
0 „ Secretary ... ... ... ... ... 55 15 0
Tools ... ... ... ... ... 0 13 0
5 „ Printing  and Advertising ... ...  2 0 6
4 „ Repairs  ... ... ... ... 2 14 9
- 516 15 9 „ Fencing ... ... ... .. ... 53 2 10
„ Cast-iron Tablets ...  ... ... 37 10 0
Interest , Bank of New South Wales ... 0 15 10
„ Dray Work ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
Lead and Oil ... ... ... ... 0 7 2
Insurance  ... ... ... ... 1 3 0
New Sexton 's Cottage, &c. ... ... 260 14 0
„ Architect .. ... ... ... ... 15 3 0
14th March-Cash at fixed deposit ,  Bank  of New South
18 0 0
5 12 0
14 55
Fees as under, received in 1888-
Burial fees ... ... ... 212
Monuments ... ... ... 2
Headstones .. ...
Headstones  and fences
Fences ...
Removing body ...
Selected ground ...
Cleaning graves ...
Sale (old cottage) ...
19 6
10 0
5 0
5 0
5
5
6 0 0
1 5 0
... 63 0 0
3 15 0
... 10 0 0
Wales, for twelve months, withdrawn
29 6 5 in six  months  ... ... ... ...  320 0 0
31st December--
„ Cash in Savings Bank  .. ... ...  123 15 9
320 0 0 „ Cash in Bank of New South Wales ... 100 18 10
309 19 6
£1,176 1 8 £1,176 1 8
We, the  undersigned, Trustees of the Ipswich General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare and affirm that the above Balance Sheet is a correct account of all Receipts and Disbursements
in connection  with the Ipswich General Cemetery , for the year ended 31st December , 1888;  and we make
this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true ,  and by virtue  of  " The Oaths Act
of  1867."
SAML. SHENTON,
GEO. H. WILSON,
G. R. WEISE, Trustees.CHRISTOPHER GORRY,
PETER BROWN,
JNO. GREENHAM, JUNE.,)
Signed and declared before me, at Ipswich, this fifth day of February, 1889.
C. C. CAMERON, J.P.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.THE following Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account  of the Bundaberg General Cemetery.for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published  for general  information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RBcEI 3rTS alld BXPBNDIEU $ E on account  of the BUND LEEBG GENBBAL CEM,TER ?,  for the
YEAR ended 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
1888 .  RECEIPTS. 1888. EXPENDITURE.
1st January- £ £ s. d.
To Balance at Bank ... ... 85 0 3  By Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 125 15 0
„ Cemetery Fees, 1887 ... 8 1 0 „ Improvements and Repairs ... ... 5 2 6
31st  December- „ Tools ... ... ... ... ... 6 1 9
To Cemetery Fees, 1888 ... 117 11 6 „ Printing and Advertising ... ... 0 12 0
General Expenses  ... ... ... 1 15 0
Balance at Bank 67 6 6._.
„ Cash in Hand
•• ... ...
4 0 0
£210 12 9 £210 12 9
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Bundaberg General Cemetery, doI solemnly and sincerely
declare that  the Abstract  of Receipts and Expenditure herewith appended is correct ;  and we make this
solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act
of  1867."
I
WALTER ADAMS,
W. G. LEwIS,  Secretary . JOHN LAMB, Trustees.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN,
Witnese-J. FRANCIS DAviES, J.P.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
HE following Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Roma General Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the ROMA GENERAL CEMETERY, for the YEAR  ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. £
1st January-
To Balance, Queensland National Bank ... 30
31st December-
To Cemetery Fees ... ... ... ... 62
Fees, Selected Graves ... ... ... 18
Fees , Permission to Fence and Erect
Head ston es ... ... ... ... 2
d.s. d. 1888.
31st December--
EXPENDITURE.
£ S.
5 7 By Salary, Secretary ... ... ... 10 0 0
Registration Fees  ... ... ... 5 10 0
5 0 „ Salary, Sexton ... ... ... ... 26 0 0
10 0 „ Grave -digging  ... ... ... ... 25 17 6
Smith, Forrester, and Co., Labels ... 5 8 6
5 0 „ Railway Carriage (Labels) ... ... 1 11 2
Blacksmith's Account ... 0 13 0
„ Water for Trees... ... ... ... 1 6 6
Oil and Lead ... ... 0 1 6
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... 0 14 0
„ Cash in Hand ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Balance, Queensland National Bank  ...  35 3 5
£113 5 7 £113 5 7
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Roma General Cemetery, do solemnly declare that the fore-
going is a true and correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure by the Trustees for the year
ended 31st December,  1888;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
JAMES LALOR,
JOHN FOWLES, Trustees.F. G. MACKAY,
M. L. LAVIN,
Declared before me ,  at Roma, this eleventh day of February, 1889.
JAMES SAUNDERS, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
T HE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements on account-of the Lutwyche Cemetery, fo
the year ended 31st December,  1888,  is published  for general  information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  by the TRUSTEES of the LUTWYCHE  CEMETERY,
for the YEAR 1888.
DR.
£ s. d.  1888.
2nd November-
CR.
£ a. d.1888.
1st January-
To Balance brought forward ... ...
„ Fees Received on Application for Inter-
ments , from 1st January, 1888, to
31st December, 1888 ... ... ...
„ Headstone Fees  ... ... ...
Grave Sites ,  Purchased ...
69 9 3 By Sexton , for Cleaning  Paths ,  Clearing
Bushes ,  &c.  ... ... ... ... 11 13 9
By Insurance  on Sexton 's House  ... 0 12 0
38 7 6  „ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  99 13 6
1 2 6
3 0 0
£111 19 3 £111 19 3
1st January ,  1839-To  Balance carried forward  ... ... £ 99 13 6
We, the undersigned, do hereby and declare that the foregoing is a true and correct Statement of the
Receipts and Expenditure in connection with the Lutwyche Cemetery for the year 1888; and we make this
solemn declaration  conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  "The Oaths Act of  1867."
R. LANE, Chairman,
K. MCLENNAN, Trustees.W. LYNCH,
H. WHEELER, Treasurer,
Declared before me,  at Brisbane , this sixth day of February, 1889,
A. McN. FRasER, J.P.
Colonial Secretary 's Office
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.THE following General Abstract ofthe Average Amount ofthe Liabilities and Assets of the Bank of New South Wales, within the Colony ofQueensland, taken from the several WeeklyStatements during the Quarter from the 1st October to 31st December, 1888, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRAQT showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BANK OF NBw SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements
 during  the QoABTBE from the 1ST OCTOBER to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ d. d.
Notes in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest ... ... 97,032 17 10Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation ( Not bearing  InterestBearing Interest ...
170 16 8
Balances  due to other  Banks  ... ... ... ... ......
Not bearing Interest ... 476,466 15 8
Deposits ... . Bearing Interest ... ... ... 1,248,613 7 11
Ditto Government 150,0:0 0 0
TOTALS.
£ a. d.
97,032 17 10
170 16 8
2,177 13 6
1,875,080 3 7
Total Aniount of Liabilities ... ... ... ... ... £1,974,461 11 7
ASSETS.
i
Coined hold and Silver and other  Coined Metals ... ...
Gold
 and Silver in Bullion and Bars ... ... ...
Government Securities ... ... . . . ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other
 Banks ... ...
Balances due from other
 Banks
 ...  ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange,
 and all  Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills,
 and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... 1,250,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders -1 ... ... 171 per cent perannum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 109,375 0 0
Am,)unts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 920,000 0 0
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
Total Amount
 of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ d. d. £ a. d.
264,567 8 4
10,280 6 11
65,294 17 11
2,602 11 5
3,469 17 10
2,086,134 17 10
... £2,432,350 0 3
ALEX. ARCHER,  Manager.
J. W. CRIBB, Accountant.
1, Alexander Archer, declare, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities  and Assets  of the above Bank
during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly
 Statements
 thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Declared before me, at Brisbane, this seventh day of February, 1889.
AcuEsoN OvEBEND, Justice of the Peace. ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £97,03217s. 10d., being
 one quarter 's composition  of the duty payable
Bank of New South Wales, in the Colony of Queensland , is assessed at the sum
 of £72715s.
ALEX. ARCHER.
on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1888, by the
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,
 Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received
 on the seventh day of February, 1889, the sum of £72715x., for the duty
 assessed as above .  For the Commissioner,Ent-I.-CHAS. F. DnITEn.  GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.GRNERAL ABSTRACT showing the Av>ZBAGE LIABILITIES and ASSETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS, of the undermentioned
 BANKS of  the COLONY of QUEENSLAND, for the QUARTER ended
on the 31er  DRCRNRan. JARS.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
 Notes in Circulation
not  bearing Interest ,
 bearing Interest.
Bills in Circulation
not bearing Interest .
£ s, d. £ s. d. £ a d
Bank of Australasia
 .,, ,,. .,, 43,362 0 0 ,,,
.
.61091 6 .7
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ,,.
 ... ... 44,783 1 4 7,370 6 10
Australian  Joint Stock Bank ... . . .. 8537914 3 1 289 7 9.
Commercial Banking Company
 of Sydney ,., ,,,
. ,4150215 8 .., ,608 13 3
Bank
 of New  South  Wales ... ,.. ,97,032 17 10 ,,,... 170 16 8
Queensland National Bank , Limited ... 359 988 5 8 363 18 3
London Chartered Bank of Australia ...
,15,6851 5 ,,, ,268 10 7
Mercantile Bank  of Sydney... ... 4,886 0 0 240 15 10
Commercial
 Bank of Australia, Limited 4,449 17 2 514 7 0
Royal Bank of Queensland ,
 Limited 43,850 0 0 742 16 4
Bank  of North Queensland, Limited 6517 5
TOTALS £ 740,91913 4 25,71518 6
Government
Securities and
Stamp Account.
ASSETS.
BANKS, Coined Gold and
Silver, and%other
Coined Metals.
Gold and Silver in
Bullion or Bars, and
Stamp Account.
£ s, d. £ s. d.
Bank of Australasia ... ,.. 124,230 3 7 30,203 2 4
Union Bank of Australia, Limited ... 238,19314  7 4,543 19 5
Australian Joint Stock Bank . .. 182,943 0 8 20,70210 0
(Commercial Banking Company of Sydney 129,25217  9 7 1 5
Bank of New South Wales 264,567 8 4 10,280 6 11
Queensland  National Bank, Limited 675,737 4 8 154,64512 4
London Chartered Bank of Australia ... 68,4461210 2,712 8 0
Mercantile Bank of Sydney ... 45,303 1 5 ...
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited 47,230 11 9
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ... 69,837 1 9 20,261 4 6
Bank of North Queensland, Limited ... 20,778 15  9 98616 11
TOTALS £ 1,856,520 13 1 244,343 1 10
BANKS. Capital paid upto date.
£ s. d.
Bank of Australasia .. 1,600,000 0 0
Union Bank of Australia, Limited 1,500,000 0 0
Australian Joint Stock Bank... ... ... ... 500,000 0 0
Commercial
 Banking Company of Sydney ... ... ... ... ... 600,000 0 0
Bank of  New South Wales .. .. ... .. 1,250,000 0 0Queen;l trd National Bank, Limited .. ... ... ... ... .,. 745,949 10 0
London Chartered Bank of Australia 1,000,0(0 0 0
Mercantile  Bank of Sydney... ... ... ... ... 300,000 0 0
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited 1,000,000 0 0
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited ,,, ... ... .., ,., 262,500 0 0
Bank of North Queensland, Limited ,., ... ,,, 149,161 0 0
£8,907,61010 0
LIABILITIES.
Balances due to other
 Deposits not bearing
Banks. Interest,
£ s. d.
..
738 16 1010,417 3 10119,813 19  32,177 13  6
43,678 9 912,843 19
 0
,.,
17,174 0 7
5,939 7 6
103,784 0 313,227,152
£  it. d.
223,977 2 8
214,823 1 7
380,931 19 4
225,980 7 6476,466 15  8
1,363,712 5 2
67,007 1 10
28,579 6 4
32,608 18
 6
190,143 19 5
1 22,321 8 11
Landed Property.
£  8. d. 1 s. d.
543 5 4 36 ,313 10 1
64,717 10 11
91,716 13 2
28,214 6 2
65,294 17 11
228,273 3 1
62,793 0 0
10,865 2 1
25 072 6 2,
17,228 16 11  31,266 011
17,772 2 3
 641,526 10
 6
6 11
Deposits bearing  Government Deposits
Interest,  bearing Interest.
£ s. d. ' £ s. d.
292,460 0 0
472,996 6 9 250,000 0 0
992,925 4 9 ...487,788 16  4
1,248,613  7 11 150,000 0 0
1,496,613 11 8 1,107,437 15 11
229,199 2 8 ...
50,672  7 10 ...
199,305 9  4 150,000 0 0
575,711 011 190,000 0 0
33,884
 19 1 46,428 11 5
6,080,170 7 3 1,893,866 7  4
Notes
 and Bills of
other Banks.
Balances due from
other Banks.
s. d. £ a. d.
4,581 0 8
1,211 15
 7 4,41710 1
1,984 10  0  13,846 18  5
1,453 7 1 6,099 12 6
2,60211 5 3,4691710
1,046 10  0 59,022 12 8
471 15 6 979 1 10
263 12 4
1,788 4 7 48,796 3
2,075 5 8
 62,126 19
17,473 12 10 198,758 16
Rates per annum last Dividend .
 Bonus.
12 per cent. per annum .
12 per cent. per annum and Bonus
15 per cent. per annum and Bonus
25 per cent, per annum ... . .
171 per cent. per annum and Bonus
12 per cent. per annum ,.. ...
7 per cent. per annum ... ...
9 per cent. per annum ... ...
15 per cent. per annum ... ...
6 per cent. per annum ... ...
Amountorall debts due to the
Banks ,including Notes, Bills
of Exchange ,  and all Stock
and Funded Debts of every
description ,  excepting Notes,
Bills, and Balances due to the
said Banks from otherBanks.
X  a. d.
1,167,387 18 11
1,843,817 18 9
1,266,981 12 11
996,873 0 7
2,086,134 17 10
6,772,502 18  9
878,643 5 2
278,344 2 8
380,894
 6 11
1,116,321 19  8
138,124 8 0
16,926,026 5 2
1
7
n
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
Total Liabilities.
£ s. d.
565,890 8 3
990,711 13 4
1,470,943 19 11766,694 12  0
1,974,461 11 7
4,379,793 9 6825,603 16  6
84,378 10  0
386,878 12  0
1,017,621 7  3
108,630 4 4
12,071,608 13  7
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d.
1,363,258 15 11
2,156,902 9 4
1,578,175 5 2
1,161,900 6 6
2,432,350 0 3
7,891,228 1 6
1,004,046 3 4
334,512 6 2
453,460  17  2
1,305,494 11 6
224,092 6 11
10,905,421 1 8
Amount  of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Div4wd.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
96,000 0 0  800,000 0 0
90,000 0 0 1,086,268 6 6
37,5(0 0 0 330,127  5 10
75,000 0 0 769,119 14 4
109,375 0 0 920,000 0 0
39,138 0 0 345,746 7 4
35,000 0 0  244,655 14  0
13,500 0 0 117,188 5 6
75,000 0 0 654,526 8 7
6,008
 16  8 30,000 0 0
£576,521 16  8 £ 5,297,632 2 0
W. H. RYDER,
Assistant
 Under Colonial  Secretary.
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ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of 1 arch, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial Distpict . Place of Meeting.
Aramac The Court  House, Aramac.
Banana ... Ditto, Banana.
Baramba ... Ditto,  Nanango.
Barcoo ... Ditto, Windorah.
Bauhinia ... Ditto, Springsure.
Beenleigh ... Ditto, Beenleigh.
Belyando ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Blackall ... Ditto, Blackall.
Boulia ... ... Ditto, Boulia
Bowen ... ... Ditto, Bowen.
Broadsound ... ... Ditto, St. Lawrence.
Bulioo Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ... ... Ditto, Roma.
Burrum ... ... Ditto, Maryborough.
Caboolture ... ... Ditto, Woodford.
Calliope ... ... Ditto, Gladstone.
Cardwell ... ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont ... Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook .. ... ... Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... ... Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina ... Ditto, Birdsville.
Doonmunya ... ... Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa ... ... Duaringa.
Einasleigh ... ... The Court  House,  Georgetown.
Esk ... ... ... Ditto, Esk.
Fassifern ... ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... ... Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango ... ... Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory ... Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook ... Ditto, Ingham.
Inglewood ... ... Ditto, Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Kolan... ... ... Ditto, Bundaberg.
Mackay ... ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ... Ditto, Miles.
Murweh ... ... Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ... ... Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa ... Cometville.
Paroo... ... ... The Court  House, Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa ... ... Ditto, Gatt on.
Taroom ... ... Ditto, Taroom.
Thuringowa ... ... Ditto, Townsville.
Tiaro ... ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
Ula Ula ... ... Ditto, St. George.
Waggamba ... ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla ... ... Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo ... ... Ditto, Surat.
Widgee ... ... Ditto, Gympie.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION  ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.REFERRING to a Notice appearing in  Gazetteof 5th January instant, page 66, convening
a Meeting of Stocko%%ners at Cometville on Satur-
day, the Second day of March, for the purpose of
Electing a Marsupial Board for the Marsupial
District of Nogoa :
It having been represented that Blackwater is a
more convenient place at which to hold such
Meeting, so ny1ch of the aforesaid Notice as
relates to the Marsupial District of Nogoa is
hereby cancelled, and BLACKWATER is appointed as
the place at which such Meeting shall be held, at
Twelve o'clock (Noon) on SATURDAY, the
Second day of March next  ensuing , for the
purpose aforesaid.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
lls Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, ith the advice of the Executive
Council, directs it to be notified that he has been
pleased to approve of the formation, under section
fifty-three of  " The Defence Act of  1884," of a Rifle
Club at Ipswich, to be designated "The Ipswi(h
District Rifle Club," and also of the following Rules
for the management of the civil affairs thereof.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RULES.
1. This club shall be known as "The Ipswich
District Rifle Club."
2. Any approved person may become a member
of the club on payment  of an annual  subscription
of one pound, payable half-yearly, in advance.
3. Donors of three pounds and upwards shall be
enrolled as life members and patrons of the club,
and annual  subscribers of one guinea as honorary
members.
4. The business of the club shall be managed by
a president, vice-president, secretary,  treasurer,
captain, and five members of committee, three to
form a quorum.
5. The office-bearers and members of committee
shall be elected at the annual meeting of the club,
which shall be held during the month of .January
in each year.
6. Any member of committee being absent from
three consecutive meetings of the committee shall
be liable, at the discretion of the committee, to
have his seat declared  vacant.
7. Any vacancy in the committee, caused either
by resignation or by enforced retirement under
Rule 6, may be filled up at a special general
meeting called for that purpose.
8. All meetings of the committee shall be con-
vened by the secretary ; but should he fail to do so
within seven days after receiving a requisition,
signed by three members of the committee, any
three such members may themselves convene a
meeting of the committee.
9. No meeting of the committee shall be held to
have been duly convened  unless  a written notice
be forwarded to each member thereof at least
twenty-four hours prior to such meeting.
10. The  annual meeting  of the club for the
election of office-bearers shall be ' convened by
advertisement  in at least  one paper  circulating in
the district, and not  less  than seven days' notice
shall be given of such meeting.
11. A balance-sheet, duly audited by two gentle.
men appointed at the preceding  annual meeting,
shall be laid before the members at each annual
meeting. Should a vacancy or vacancies occur
among the auditors, the committee shall have power
to fill up the position.
12. A general meeting of the club must be called
at any time by the secretary on receiving  a requisi-
tion signed by not less than ten members-the time
and object of such meeting to be advertised one
week previously to such meeting.
13. Any member may be expelled from the club
against whom a vote for his expulsion shall have
been carried by a majority of two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting specially called to
consider the case.
14. The subscription of each member becomes
due on the first day of January in each year, and
no one shall be entitled to the privilege of member-
ship until his subscription be paid.
15. In addition to the quarterly subscriptions,
the committee shall have power to exact an
entrance fee not exceeding one shilling from each
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member  who shall compete for  prizes  ; provided
always that the entrance fees be devoted to the
prize list.
16. After providing for the necessary  expenses
of the club, the committee may expend the balance
of the subscriptions and other funds of the club in
granting prizes to its members ; the rifle matches
at which such prizes are to be competed for being
duly notified by advertisement.
17. In accordance with Regulations 283 and 284,
section  thirty-four of  " The Queensland Defence
Act,  1884," members must be acquainted with the
manual and firing exercises for rifle battalions and
with squad drill They will be required to go
through these  exercises  as a " standard of pro-
ficiency" to the satisfaction of the Commandant or
his deputy  at inspections  which will take place
from time to  time,  and they must keep  their arms
in good order.
18. The property of the club shall be vested in
the president, who will be considered its represen-
tative officer  in all  correspondence with the Com-
mandant,  as required by Regulation 274, section
thirty-four, under  " The Defence Act of  1884." No
member, by reason of his being such, shall have
any  estate or interest  in the property of the club,
other than a right to use the club property at the
rifle ranges, in  accordance with the resolutions or
decisions  of the committee.
19. The committee shall have power to frame
such  by-laws as  may from time to time be necessary
for carrying on the business of this club.
20. There shall be four quarterly matches during
the year, exclusive of any special matches which
the committee may arrange.
21. Practice and match days for the club shall
be arranged by the committee from time to time at
their discretion.
22. The rules for the matches and club practices,
the distances, the condition of firing, the nature
and value of the prizes, and all other details, shall
be decided by the committee.
23. The conditions and regulations of the
Queensland Rifle Association stall generally he
observed in the matches and practices of the club,
when consistent with the above rules and by-laws
of the club.
24. Rifles and ammunition  must  be paid for
before issue at the following prices, which  are less
than cost price :-
£ s.
Rifles (Snider) 1 0
Rifles (Martini-Henry) ... ... 3 0
Carbines (Martini-Henry) ... ... 2 5
25. All such rifles purchased in accordance with
the above rules shall be deemed to be the property
of the Members purchasing the same, subject to the
following conditions :-That such rifles shall not
be sold or disposed of by such members, except to
another member of the club or back again to the
club.
26. All members who fail to make themselves
proficient within the meaning of the Act shall
snake good to the club the amount of capitation
lost through their being non-efficient.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
£lOG REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
a Reward of £100 will be paid for such informa-
tion as will lead to the Apprehension of George
Carline and James Cameron, who are suspected of
having, on the 7th November last, at Vergemont
Creek, Stonehenge, near Jundab, murdered an
aboriginal named " Paddy."
BOYD. D. MOREHEAD.
DESCRIPTIONS.
GEORGE CARLINE.-A Scotchman, about 45 years
of age, 5 feet 9 inches high, slender build, thin dark
features, dark hair turning grey, moustache and
side whiskers, about a month's g• owth of beard,grey eyes, round-shouldered and bends forward
when walking ; criminal appearance ; speaks with
broad Scotch accent ; wore grey soft-felt fiat, cotton
shirt, tweed trousers, elastic-side boots, light gold
ring on finger of left hand ; a shearer.
JAMES CAMERON.-A Scotchman, about 40 years
of age, 5 feet 6 inches high, rather stout build,
round features, eyes prominent (bloodshot and
watery), full bushy fair beard, moustache, and side
whiskers  ; nasal  accent ; dresses slovenly ; a bush-
man.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th  February, 1889.
1 H E  following  Return  of the  Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 9TH DAY Of
FEBRUARY, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 487
Number since admitted ... ... ... 5
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
Number discharged ... ... 5
Number died ... ... .1.
Number absent on leave.. ...
495
2
3
- 10
Number remaining at date hereof ... 485
Admissions during the week :
July Davidson, 65, cook, from Charleville ; last
employed as cook in Chinamen's gardens, Charleville.
August Hermann, 58, farmer, from Ipswich ; last
employed farming near Ballon Station, Darling Downs.
James Albeit Cunningham, 49, labourer, from
Brisbane Hospital ; last employed by Mr. John Miles,
Tewantin.
John Flynn, 54, labourer ; re-admission.
Anne Scott  alias  Mary Ann McKean,  69;  re-
admission.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
Sarah Scott ; admitted 18th November, 1881.
James Long, 78, shoemaker ; admitted 15th  July,
1885.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical  Superintendent.
QUEENSLAND
MARINE DEFENCEFO CE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Captain FRANCIS PRINGLT TAYLOR, Senior
Naval Officei.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1889.
No. 49.THE undermentioned men of the RockhamptonNaval Brigade are allowed to resign, unable
to attend drills :-
No. 70, N. Walls, A.B,,
No. 102, T. Baxter, Bugler,No. 131, A. Scott, A.B., and
No. 137, A. Roberts, A.B.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Commander Q.M.D.F.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
No. 50.
T INE undermentioned resignation and discharge
will take effect from date
No. 197, T. K. McCrea, A.B., allowed to resign.
No. 58, J. R. Crabtree, A.B., discharged, having
left Brisbane without permission.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Commander, Q.M.D.F-
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY  ACTS  OF 1861  AND 1877."
N
OTICE is  hereby given , that  applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars  of such applications  are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must  do so by lodging  a Caveat, on or before  the day  specified, at the
Principal  Office,  in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated  within the Central or Northern  Districts, in
which case  the Caveat  must  be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
I
Name of Deceased Date of  Name
Proprietor .  Death .  of Claimant .
George Hall, late of
Sandgate ,  journalist
1888.
8 Nov. James Robert Dickson,
of Brisbane, auc-
tioneer ,  and Benjamin
Robert Bale, of the
same place ,  account-
ant
Thomas  McGovern,  late 17 Sept. Esther McGovern, of
of Brisbane ,  engineer
Mark Marks,  late of
East Melbourne
20 Nov.  George Sheldrick, of
Brisbane ,  carpenter
15 May Hannah  Marks,  widow ;
Bernard Marks, bank
manager; Henry Mark
Marks, accountant;
and Lionel  Marks; all
of Melbourne
Sarah Sheldrick, late
of Brisbane ,  wife of
George Sheldrick, car-
penter
Henry Gear ,  late of
Brisbane ,  general
dealer
Christian Friedrich
Wilhelm Kremzow
(otherwise William
Kremzow ),  late of
South Pine River,
farmer
George Hooper  (senior),
late of  Warwick
12 Nov . Thomas Gear ,  of Bris-
bane ,  a minor
1879.
10 July Wilhelmine  Caroline
Justine Lemke, wife
of Wilhelm Friedrich
Lemke ,  of South Pine
River ,  farmer, and
formerly widow of
said deceased
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted .
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
o
p
1889.
Re-subdivision 3 of subdivision Fee-simple Will dated 16 March ,  83 Mar.
63 of all otment  7 of section 18,
town of  Sandgate
Subdivi sions 2 and 3 of section 4 Fee -simple
of portion 66, parish of Capa-
laba
An undivided third in allotment Fee-simple
15 of section 5, city  of Bris-
bane ,  parish of North Brisbane
Subdivision  18 of  section  1 of Fee -simple
suburban portion 173, parish
of South  Brisbane
Subdivisions 25 and 63 of portion Fee -simple
625, subdivision 7 of portion
629, and subdivisions 74, 82,
and 83 of portion 627, parish
of Enoggera
1886
As Administratrix 116 Mar.
Will dated  26 May ,  18 Mar.
1886,  and two
Codicils thereto
dated respectively
7 July, 1887, and
6 December, 1887
As Administrator... 16 Mar.
Will dated 14 June, 16 Mar.
1886
Subdivisions 1 and 2 of portion Fee-simple Will dated 19 May, 23 Mar.
134, parish  of Warner 1879
1888.
15 Aug .  William James Hooper, Allotments  6 and 19 of  section Fee -simple Will dated  8 Feb- 16 Mar.
Brisbane, widow
of Meriwa ,  near Goon -  47, city of Brisbane ,  parish of ruary, 1884, and
diwindi, grazier ,  and South Brisbane Codicil thereto
Robert Thorrold ,  of dated 11 June,
Brisbane ,  librarian, 1887
Supreme Court
Catherine Kearney ,  of Subdivisions 40, 49,  and 50  of ' Fee-simple Will  dated 6 Sep-
Sandgate ,  spinster north -eastern suburban allot- in remain-  tember,  1866
ment 87 ,  parish of  North Bris- der
bane ; and allotments 4 and 6
of section 21, town  of Lytton
1866.
Thomas Kearney,  late 17 Oct.
of Fortitude  Valley,
Brisbane
Henry  Reginald Buttan-
shaw ,  late of Cook-
town ,  police magis-
trate
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
16 Mar.
1888.
17 Oct .  Henry Palmer Abbott ,  Allotment 4 of section 7, all ot- Fee-simple  Will  dated 14  April ,  23 Mar.
of Brisbane ,  bank ments 4.5, and 6 of section 40,  1882,  and Codicil
manager subdivision 1 of allotment 2 thereto dated 25
1876.
of section 58, and subdivision September, 1888
1 of allotment 1 of section 58,
town of Bowen  ;  and portions
1 and 13, parish of Dargin
Henry Jeremiah Mel- 4 Nov. Edward James Mel- Allotment 21 of section 3 and an Fee-simple As Heir-at -law ... 30 Mar.
drum, late of Cook- drum ,  of Cooktown ,  undivided moiety in allotment
town ,  carpenter salesman 14 of section 6,  all otment 12 of
section 25,  and allotment 8 of
section 8, town of Cooktown
Registrar of Titles' Office , THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane , 16th February,  1889 .  Registrar of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rr'AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
j provisions of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.
Subdivisions  A and C of portion 37, parish  of Brassa ll  ...
Allotment 12 of  section 8 , parish and town of Ipswich...
Allotment 13 of section 10, and subdivision 1 of allot-
ment 7 of section 10, parish and town of Ipswich
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1889.
Name of Applicants. Date  within  which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Ralph Clark 23 March, 1889.
Reuben Nicklin and John 23 March, 1889.
Blaine (surviving Trust
the Assigned Estate of C
topher (lorry)
John Clarke Foote ...
ees in
hris-
... 23 March, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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A RETURN  in INTESTACY ,  showing the TOTAL AMOUNT RECEIVED , PAID,  and INVESTED ,  in respect of all the
ESTATES of DECEASED PERSONS administered  by the CURATOR  Of INTESTATE ESTATES from the FIRST day
Of JUNE to the THIRTY -FIRST day of DECEMBER, 1888.
Name. Late of-
Astell, J. .. ... .. Blackall ... ...
Ah Mang ... ... Roma ... ...
Ah Lay ... ... ... Banana ...
Austin, Reginald ... ... ... Yeulba ... ...
Ah Lawrie ... ... ... Roma
Anderson Alfred Ravenswood ., ..
Adams, Geo. Robert
...
...
...
... Bundaberg ... .....
Aurindsen, Olaf Marinius ... Charters Towers ...
Alexander, Andrew ... ... Maryborough ...
Aitken, Philip . , . ... ... Charters Towers ...
Adams, William ...
... ... Cooktown ... ...
Ah Hone ... ...
... ... Watsonville
Ah Lee Chong
... ...
Ayton ...
Archibald, George ... ... Thargomindah ...
Allum, Charlotte Jane ... ... Oxley ... ...
Ah Wy ... ... ... ... Cooktown ... ...
Aitken, John ... ... ... Mackay
Browne,  Adam
Beckerleg, J. F. ...
... ... Brisbane ...
Rockhampton
...
Brown, George ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Barrett,  James ... ... ... Burenda ... ...
Boat, Johnny ... ... ... Port Douglas ...
Barlow, Edward ... Mitche ll  ... ...
Bartel, Caroline  ... ... ... Walkerstown ...
Bryce, James ... ... Rockhampton ...
Barrett, Michael Joseph ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Burke, Catherine ... ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Barnett, Sarah  Ann ... ... ...  Warwick ... ...
Benzie, William ... ... ...  Ayr . ... ...
Bryce, James  (Life  Assurance  Account) ... Rockhampton ...
Bunt, Richard  ... ... ... ... Gayndah ... ...
Bell, George... ... ... Bundaberg ... ...
Bell , William Gordon Richmond ... ...
Brotheridge, John ... ... ... Arrilalah ... ...
Baker, Henry ... ... ... Muttaburra  ... ...
Brown, Thomas ... ... ... Cooktown ... ...
Baker, George ... ... ... Cooktown ... ...
Bird, William ... ... ... Goodna ... ...
Bradley, Matthew ... ... ... Woogaroo Asylum ...
Barrett, Patrick ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Bell, William Joseph Bowen ... ...
Bamford, John ... ... ... Croydon ... ...
Bar rett , Michael ... ... ... Clermont ... ...
Barton,  Jimmy ... ... ... Clermont ... ...
Corbett,  Alexander ... ... ... Cairns ... ...
Cronin, Daniel .,. ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Campbell, Norman... ... ... Springsure ... ...
Child, Mary L. ... .. Cairns ... ...
Condon, Thomas Burenda ... ...
Cook, Thomas ... Logan Downs ...
Condon , George ... ... ... Mount Britton ...
Clark ,  James ... ... .. Muttaburra ... ..
Cassidy, Michael .. ... Aramac ... ... ''
Connolly, B. ... Ipswich ... ...
Cole, Joseph ... Georgetown... ...
Coonan, Jeremiah ... ... Logan Bridge ...
Cooper, Charles ... ... Aramac ... ...
Connelly, Peter ... ... ... Woolgar ...
Congreve, William A. Nugent ... Springsure ... ...
Collins, Thomas H.... ... ... Isisford .. ...
Connolly, William ... ... Curriwillingbi ...
Cooper, John .. ... Charters Towers ...
Coulthwaite, George ... Charters Towers ...
Copneil, William ...
Cooke, Jeremiah ...
Normanton ...
Blackall ...
...
Conway,  Samuel ... Muttaburra ...
Cockerill,  Benjamin ... Goodna ... ...
Cooper, John (Life Assurance Account) ... Charters Towers ...
Cull, John ... ... ... Cairns ... ...
Cullen or Cullam, William ... Aramac ... ...
Coffey, John ... ... ... Barcaldine ... ...
Cameron,  Peter ... ... ... Barcaldine ... ...
Cornell, Walter ... Cairns ... ...
Cam, Thomas  .. ... ... Normanton ... ...
Cole, Charles Christopher ... ... Schooner " May"
i bBColvin,  James ...
Coleman,  William ... ..
...
...
sr ane ...
Campbell's Creek
...
...
Callaghan , Francis Patrick ... Ayr .. ... ...
Coyzer, El ... ... ...
... Blackall ... ...
Craig,  He a ... ... Brisbane ... ...
Received. Paid. Invested.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
4 16 0 133 2 7
0 1 6 2 311
0 11 3 15 18 7
0 8 3 11 14 6
0 0 9 013 8
718 0 324 3 7
2 2 6 32 8 11
0 2 6
0 6 9 54 1 9
... 358 13 11 5 4 4
0 5 6 1 0 0
11 10 0 6 19 8 4 10 4
0 6 11 0 6 11
011 6 011 0 0 0 6
419 0 8 2 4
2 0 9 1 8 6 012 3
84 19 4 14 8 9 70 10 7
...  13 10 0 373 5 8
... 45 0 0 2 12 1 312 12 0
... 0 6 0 8 4 2
... 1 0 3 28 9 3
... 0 4 6 5 19 2
... 0 4 6 6 1 8
... 0 9 0 12 5 8
... 1 5 10 32 19  9 10 12 9
... ... 3  14 9
... ... 63 12 2 311 9 8
... ... 9 7 6 35 17 9
...
...
0 2 8 27 13 4
... 2 4 8 180 3 9 60 2 11
... ... 9 16  6
... 21 0 0 23 12 10 81 8 0
... 98 12 10 32 18 5 65 14 5
...  72 11 9 5  12 4 66 19  5
... 39 8 10 25 2 6 14 6 4
...  3 13 6 1 3 6 2 10 0
... 21 4 7 4  16  6 16 8 1
... ... 0 0 8
... 309 10 0 214 11 8 121 12 11
... ... 14 9 2
...  24 14 5 9 5 11 15 8 6
... 27 13 3 48 17  2 9 19  6
...  0 11 0 0 10  0 0 1 0
...  5 12 0 5 12 0
... 0  4 6 18 11 0
... 0 0 9 0 12 6
... 0 18 0 24 17 3
... 0 5 11 11 11 6
... 0 6 9 9 11 9
... 2 14 0 74 7 10
... 0 1 6 2 8 3
... 2 4 3 61 12 9
.. 0 3 9 4 17 9
... 0 3 9 4 16 11
...  2 8 8 100 16 0
... .. . 5 3 0 20 19 7
... 52 5 0 3 5 8 112 5 6
... ... 10 11 0
...
2 2 0 319 7
... 21 15 6 8 15 0 13 0 6
... 15 17 0 14 8 3 1 8 9
... ..
0 7 8
... 0 12 6 0 15 0
... 2 10 0 1 13 10 0 16 2
... 728 3 4  1 238 14 5 489 8 11
... 1 2 6 0 19 7 0 2 11
... 99 9 8 102 2 2
... 1,000 0 0 52 9 5 947 10 7
... 184 8 5 10 8 0 174 0 5
... ...
0 2 6
... 22 18 1 1 14 2 21 3 11
... 0 6 2 0 6 2
... 28 15 0 2 0 6 2614 6
...
0 10 0 0 10 0
62 11 7 5 13 6 56 18 1
... • .. 0 1 6
...
3 0 6
... 16  4 5 5 3 2 11 1 3
... 80 0 6 10 2 6 69 18 0
0 9 3 0 9 3
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Name.
Doyle, Frank ... ...
Done, William ... ...
Diamond, Thomas .. ...
Donaldson, James Fortune
Douglas, John ...
De Mahe ... ...
Dean, Peter ... ...
Dowie, John ...
Downey, Patrick ...
Dent, Harry ...
Devitt, Joseph ...
Dunlop, John Innes
Dickinson, Curwin C. ...
Duffell, Bartholomew ..,
Dixon, John... ...
Dowker, Samuel ...
Edwards, William Fowler... ... ...
Egg, Conrad ... ... ... ...
Ewen, James ... ,,, ,.. ...
Edwards, Alfred ... ... ... ...
Faid, W. H.... ... ... ... ...
Frazer, Andrew ... ... ... ...
Fitzgerald, James Moran ... ... ...
Fitzgerald, John ... ... ... ...
Fan, Tuck ... ... ... ... .. .
Forde, Walter ... ... ... ...
Flynn, Michael ... ...
Francis, James George ... ... ...
Fredericks, Fred ... ... ... ...
Gartside, George ... ... ... ...
Grass, Frank ... ... ... ...
Grogan, Matthew ... ... ... ...
Ditto (Life Assurance Account) ...
Greedy, James ... ...
Greedy, James (Life Assurance Account)
Gardiner, Thomas ... ... ... ...
Gough, Robert ... ... ... ...
Godber, E. W. N. ... ... ... ...
Grahame, John ... ... ... ...
Grimson, Alfred John Gibson
Harvey, John Joseph
Handt ,  Jane... ...
Haddon, John ..
Hutchinson , C. J. B.
Hume, William ...
Harding, Thomas ...
Heaton ,  William ...
Hudson, George ...
Hickey, Patrick ...
Hope,  J. A. ...
Hunter ,  Joseph ...
Harvey,  John ...
Harrington ,  Daniel
Henry, Margaret ...
Hunter, Andrew ...
Hall, Richard ... ...
Hawkins, William Clarkson
Harry (Cingalese) ... ...
Hansen, Annie ... ...
Hawkins, Sarah Ann
Hutchinson, William ...
Ireland, George ... ...
Jensen, Peter ... ...
Jakes, Charles Edward ...
Jensen, M. ... ...
Jones, Charles Meyrick ...
James, George ... ...
Johnson, William ... ...
Joyce, Patrick ... ...
Jacob, Frederick ... ...
Johnstone, William ...
Jones, Richard William ...
Kaye, Henry Pollock ...
Kearsley,  George  Valentine
Kennedy, James ... ...
Kearney, William ...
Kelly, James ... ...
Koop, Claus ... ...
Keyan, John ... ...
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY--continued.
Late of-
Rcckhampton ...
Normanton ... ...
Duringa ... ...
Mitchell ... ...
Weelamurra ...
Thursday Island ...
Woogaroo
Gin Gin
Cairns ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Bundaberg ... ...
Brisbane ..
Thornborough
Roma ... ...
Clermont ...
Charters Towers
Talgai
Tewantin
Cairns
Brisbane
Roma ... ...
Clermont ... ...
Burketown ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ...
Taro ... ... ...
Adavale ... ... ...
Muttaburra... ... ...
Winton ... ... ...
Georgetown ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Winton  ... ... ...
Camooweal ... ...
Camooweal ... ...
Cairn s ... ... ...
Cairn s  ... ... ...
Thargomindah ...
Mackay ... ...
Cometville  ... ...
Rocky  Island ...
Sherwood  ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Welltown ... ... ...
Gympie
Warra ... ... ...
Cardwell ... ... ...
Aramac ... ...
Yullabilla ... ... ...
Taringa ... ... ...
Brisbane ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Toowoomba ...
Charters Towers ... ...
Roma • ... ... ...
St. George ... ... ...
Ravenswood ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Seymour, Victoria ...
Charters Towers
... Aramac ...
I Cunnamulla
I Tewant in ...
Georgetown
... Lutwyche
... Thargomindah
... Croydon ...
... Taroom ...
...  1 Brisbane ...
... Brisbane ...
Cloncurry ...
Cooktown ...
Brisbane ...
Georgetown
Mosquito Creek
Harrisville
Dunwich ...
Received.
£ s. d.
0 9 9
8 9 6
0 4 6
0 0 9
0 8 3
0 .9 9
0 0 9
0 11 6
43 0 0
23 12 6
0 11 0
13 8 0
148 7 0
0 13 6
0 4 6
7 4 0
170 is 1
Paid .  Invested.
£ n. d.
13 5 5
234 7 11
5 17 1
1 1 5
11 17 4
0 6 8
13 1 0
1 5 0
55 12 0
3 17 6
0 11 6
£ s. d.
52 5 11 0 2 6
2 2 2 21 10 4
0 9 0 0 2 0
7 16 3 5 11 9
52 1 4 96 5 8
18 6 2
6 6 1
1 1 6
41 16 5
6 2 6
129 1 8
0 2 3 3
0
0
2 2 0 1
010 7 0
25 11 0 7
41 0 0 11
22 9 1 2
1 18 0 2
0
0 10 6 18
0 7 5 22
0
14
497 15 10 26
41 4 3 4
2
64
40 16 0 2
110 12 3 8
0 3 6 6
1 8 6 39
1 13 9 46
0 7 6 10
0 3 0 4
0 1 6 2
0 5 3 7
0 6 0 7
0 2 3 3
0 14 4 24
4 11 3 102
0 18 3 62
0
2
7 17 7 7
56 3 9 50
11 2 6 6
4 16 7 3
2 3 0 1
0 15 0 0
3
6 6
3 9
8 9 616 2 11
1 0 1 1 0
10 7
8 2
18 11
13 8
0 6
18 2 10
29 1 1
19 15 5
6 10
8 11
11 2
0 8 978 19 10
11 0
13 0
14 3
7 0
5 10
11 0
12 9
1 6
10 10
15 11
13 11
0 9
0 11
12 9
18 5
6 1
1 7
3 0
0 3
9 2
11 9
1 9
10 4
5 2
7 6
0 0
15 0
6 8
2 4 6
0 6 0 8 13 7
0 3 10
0 1 6 1 14 8
0 0 10 2 13 10
1 13 2 36 6 9
3 8 6 2 7 4
1 0 0 0 14 0
24 1 0 13 14 4
190 0 9 190 0 9
2  10 0 2 10 0
6 1 7
6 17 3 189 11 7
0 18 0 25 1 4
0 5 3 7 3 9
0 1 6 1 13 5
5 0 0 3 4 3
471 2 10
36 10 0
40 7 10
145 17 10
38 5 0
101 19 6
51 16 4
26 14 9
0 15 10
5 13 5
4 17 4
1 9 1
1 3 0
1 1 2
0 6 0
10 6 8
99 8 3
1 15 9
1816 8 1 9 0 17 7 8
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Name.
Kirk,  Isabella
Knox, Annie
Lang, George ..
Lacy, Louis James Patrick
Long, John ... ... ... ...
Low, William ... ... ...
Lewis, Robert ... ... ...
Lovell, William ... ... ...
Lambie, Alexander ... ... ...
Livesey, William Henry ... ...
Larsen or Larson, Neils ... ...
Long, William George ...
Lord, Charles ... ... ...
Long, George ... ... ...
Lee Dee .. ... ...
Langtry, John ... ... ...
Long, John Joseph ... ...
Long, William Francis ... ...
Luxem, Matthias ... ... ...
Lally, Gerald ... ...
Ley Chick War ... ... ...
Lee Gow ... ... ... ...
Murphy, Patrick .. .
Macadam, George or William ...
Mickle, Mary
Morton, Henry
Manson, James
Mitche ll,  Henry  ... ... ...
Matthews ,  Thomas ... ... ... ...
Merrijohn  ... ... ... ...
Mouton, Max ... ... ...
Mackintosh ,  Alexander  ... ... ...
Meagher ,  Edward or Edmond ... ...
Mayne, Cornelius  ... ... ... ...
Mathews, Thomas  ... ... ... ...
Mariager ,  Christian  ... ... ...
Maidon, Charles  ... ... ... ...
Maceachern , Peter ... ... ...
Meade, Patrick  ... ...
Murphy, John ... ... ... ...
Morgan, James
Miller, Thomas ... ... ... ...
McEvoy, William John ... ...
McIntyre, Alister ... ... ...
McNeil, Alexander ... ... ...
McGuire, William ... ... ...
McGrath, Patrick ... ... ...
McGough, Terence ... ... ...
McEvoy, Thomas ... ... ...
McSweeney, Brian ... ... ...
McLean, John A. ... ... ...
McIntosh, Robert ...
McKee, Robert ... ... ... ...
McDonald, George Alexander ... ...
McLellan, James Henry ... ... ...
McGrath, Michael ... ... ... ...
McLaughlin, Daniel ... ... ...
McLeod or O'Brien, Catherine ... ...
Naudin, August ... ... ...
Nicholson, F. ... ...
Norris, Abraham ... ...
Nash, John Joseph...
Noble, Wm. Ernest ... ...
Norton, Charles ... ... ...
Newman, George ... ... ... ...
Nelson, Peter S. ... ... ... ...
O'Brien, Michael ... ... ...
O'Shea, William
Oehle, Charles ... ...
Oliver, Charles ... ... ...
O'Keeffe, John ... ... ...
O'Neill or O'Neil, John P. ...
O'Neil,  James ... ... ...
Paget or Padget,  James ... ...
Petrie,  James  A. L. ... ...
Phillips, E. . ...
...
..
Perrott, William ... ... ...
Potter,  James  A. ... ... . .
Phillips, William ... ... ... ...
Phillips, William (Life Assurance Account)
A RETURN Ix  INTESTACY-continued.
Late of-
Logan Village
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane
Windorah ... ...
Mitchell ... ...
Winton ... ...
Nerang ... ...
Tocal
Mackay
Logan River ...
Georgetown ...
Windorah ...
Thargomindah ...
Thornborough ...
Rockhampton
Charters Towers ...
Charters Towers ...
Croydon
Charters Towers ...
Cooktown ... ...
Hughenden... ...
Fairy Meade Plantation
Georgetown ...
Clermont ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Mackay
Stanthorpe ... ...
Rockhampton
Ship  "  Lady Denison"
Cooktown ... ...
Croydon
Warwick ... ...
Winton ... ...
Normanton ...
Normanton ...
Charters Towers ...
Georgetown ...
Brisbane ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Brisbane ...
Bulloo Downs
Clermont ...
Ingham ...
Boulia ...
Maryborough
Warwick ...
Cooktown ...
Cooktown ...
Laidley ...
WatsonvilleAramac
Gladstone ...
Brisbane ...
Herberton ...
Brisbane ...
Basilisk Island ...
Cardwell ... ...
Charters Towers ...
Rosalie ... ...
Cairns ... ...
Birdsville ... ...
Hughenden ...
Clermont ...
Georgetown...
Gympie ...
Gympie
Eulo
Tambo
Brisbane ...
Mitchell ...
Caboolture
Springsure ...
Rockhampton
Roma ...
Cooktown ...
Townsville ...
Townsville ...
Received. Paid.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
18 7 1 10 18 2
0 3 0
0 5 3 619 9
0 4 6 6 711
0 10 6 14 1 1
0 1 6 1 18 9
0 3 9 5 12 8
... 0 8 6
0 10 6 14 1 9
0 9 11 17 16 0
210 0 0 3 0
0 18 5 54 3 6
4 11 2
0 10 0
1 13 3
305 16  10 305 1 4
0 7 0 0 7 0
6 12 6 1 1 6
7 18 0 7 15 6
7 0 0 7 0 0
33 0 0 33 0 0
Invested.
£ s. d.
7 8 11
292 7 4
9 11 7
0 3 6
0 15 6
5 11 0
0 2 6
6 7 0 1 10 6 3 16 6
1 7 6 50 3 8
0 1 6 2 5 10
0 3 9 419 5
0 8 3 11 10 1
1 7 9 38 3 5
0 2 6
0 0 9 1 1 4
0 3 0 3 19 3
40 18 6 3 16 3 60 2 9
1 5 6 97 010
... 29 6 7 8715 7
5 0 0 0 911 8 1 1
0 14 3 159 5 0 12 5 4
1 6 1 016 6 0 9 7
10 18 0 10 0 6 0 17 6
391 17 6 138 6 2 253 11 4
41 0 8 3 3 0 37 17 8
16 10 0 16 10 0
7 0 0 0 17 0 6 3 0
21 5 6 4 2 6 17 3 0
0 10 0
0 5 3 7 6 9
0 0 9 0 13 11
13 17 6 6 15 11 1 10 10
0 2 11 20 5 6
0 911 5612 4
31 10 0 31 10 0
6 19 6
0 5 0 0 5 0
15 15 0 15 15 0
1 0 0 015 6 0 4 6
20 10 6 6 18 10 13 11 8
11 1 0 6 12 4 4 8 8
30 13 8 17 9 0 13 4 8
1 18 0 0 15 6 1 2 6
100 0 0 6 4 8 93 15 4
0 16 6 22 19 3
0 0 9 0 13 2
1 16 6 1 7 6 0 9 0
158 6 7 100 17 7 57 9 0
10 11 6 7 13 3 2 18 3
17 10  0 13 4 6 4 5 6
18 0 6 10 18 6 7 2 0
5 6 9 4 11 3 0 15 6
12 15 0 352 13 2 j
0 4 6 5 16 11
0 2 3 3 0 0
0 3 0 4 5 0
3 9 6
7 17 7 7 17 7
10 9 7 1 5 0 9 4 7
0 6 11
0 3 9
0 3 0
0 0 9
1 8 6
196 3 11
8 17 7
5 12 5
4 9 3
0 15 8
3 11 0
94 15 10
196 3 11
100 16 1
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Name.
Princep, Phi lip .
Petersen ,  Andrew ... ...
Palmer, George ... ...
Prince, Henry ... ...
Parker, Charles ... ...
Petersen or Pedersen, Hans
Piers, Robert  King...
Panton, Cecil  Vernon ...
Powell, George ... ...
Popham, Popham Home ..,
Parsons,  William ... ...
Power ,  Thomas ... ...
Quiger ,  Benjamin ...
• Rouse, Edward ... ..,
Ryan, Martin ... ...
Rock, Terence ... ..,
Ryan, Wil liam
Rouse ,  Patrick .., ..,
Rei lly, Charles ,.,
Reeves, Thomas ... ...
Rendell ,  James .. ...
Robertson ,  Stewart Glegg
Rosengren ,  Peter ... ...
Ridgway, Mary Ann ...
Reggiani ,  Ulysses ...
Reeves ,  Edward Burne ll
Raffaele, Antonio
Richards ,  Wi lliam ... ...
Spinnells,  Joseph ...
Smith ,  William
Shaw ,  John  ... .., ...
Stott, Abel ... ... ... ...
Serrin  (South  Sea Islander) ...
Sheath, Frank
Slater, Joseph
Savage, Thomas .. . ... ...
Stewart ,  William ... ...
Street, J. H. ... ...
Soutar ,  George
Schepper ,  Frederick .,. ...
Searby, Samuel  ... ... ...
Scales, Thomas ... ...
Sheridan ,  F. B. ... ...
St. Maur ,  Jules H. de ... ..
Smith ,  William Norton
Simons ,  William Alfred ... ...
Skewes ,  Samuel  ... .., ...
Scully ,  Thomas  ... .., ...
Stevens ,  Ernest  ... ... ..,
Smith, John Henry ...
Simpson ,  William  ... ... ...
Stevens ,  George ... ...
Sewell ,  Wi ll iam Salkeld ... ...
Sing,  John ... ..
Smith, James
Stephens,  George Bligh
Standen ,  Patrick Euston ...
Saripan or Sarapin  (Malay)
Shaw, Thomas ... ...
Smithram,  John ... ...
Sampson ,  Albert ... ...
Steen, Bertel Otto ... ...
Slaren, Michael ... ...
Squires, Alexander ... ...
Somers, Thomas ...
Sauer ,  John George ...
Travers, Michael ... ...
Thompson, David ...
Thompson,  James ... ...
Taylor ,  H. B. ... ...
Tucker ,  Alfred ... ...
Talbot, John ... ...
Toony, Maurice ...
Topham, William ... ...
Theodore ,  William ... ...
Torpey,  Patrick ... ...
Underwood ,  Mary  ... ... ...
Wilson, Jessie ... ...
Winterford ,  John  ... ... ...
Wildash, F. J. C. ... ... ...
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY - continued.
Late  of- Received. Paid .  Invested.
Warwick ...Birdsville ... ...
Harrisville ... ...
Croydon .., ...
B undanba ... ...
Mackay ...
B ughenden ... ...
Birdsville ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Clermont ... ...
Blackall  ... ..,
Blackall
Georgetown...
Isisford ,..
Mackay ...
Charters Towers
Dalby , ,
Cairns ..,
Brisbane ...
Muttaburra
Townsville
Croydon
Myrtle Creek
Normanton
Brisbane ...
Cairns ...
Blackstone
£  s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
30 15 10 31 17 1
19 7 6 4 11 6 14 16 0
0 6 0 0 6 0
11 6 0 11 6 0
2 8 3 1 2 5 1 5 10
8 11 9 213 0 195 7 7
.88 5 0 68 10 0 19 15 0
0 1 6
13 13 4 1 4 0 12 9 4
148 6 5 11 4 10 137 1 7
2 5 2 2 5 2
6 9 4 3 6 0 3 3 4
1 9 3 40 0 7
,., 0 3 9 413 9
,.. 0 7 6 10 17 5
... 0 0 9 1 1 1
... 0 4 6 613 6
... 0 1 6 2 5 8
0 1 6
30 18 8 6 15 9 16 5 8
11 13 0 11 12 3
5 8 4 31 10 4
0 5 6 18 7 4
42 9 0 2619 9 15 8 3
1 0 8 1 0 8
21611
59 10 0 4 3 8 55 6 4
12 5 4 8 15 0 3 10 4
Aramac ... . .. ...  8 10 3 235 17 8
Isisford  ... ... ...  0 6 9 9 7 2
Mackay  ... ... ... ...  0 3 10
Toowoomba  ... ...  0 3 9 5 1 10
Bundaberg ... ... ... 0 0 9 0 15 6
Surat ... ...  0 10  6  14 16  9
Aramae ... .., ,.. 0 1 6 1 11 8
Gympie .. . ... ...  0 4 0 8 0 0
Normanton  ... ... ...  0 6 2 134 7 4
Gympie ... ... ...  1 5 0 343 5 11
Charters Towers  ... ... ...  1 10 0 42 3 2
Maryborough  ... ... ...  0 1 6
Cairns  ... ... ...  0 17 7 61 17 3
Georgetown ... ... 0 11 0  32 18  5
Croydon  ... ... ...  5 4 4
Cooktown  ... ... , ..  139 19 0 281 4 10
Blackall ... . .. ...  0 11 9 38 11 4
Maytown ... . .. ...  1 11 11 89 9 6
Herberton ... ... ... 0 15 8 54 16 0
Rockhampton ... ... ... 4 4 0 132 7 8
Arrilalah  ... ... ...  .. 0 5 6  60 16 9
Winton  ... ... ..,  17 0 0 2 14 11 97 12 7
Brisbane  ... ... ...  605 0 0  340 16 7
Thornborough  ,,. ...  0 5 6 3 12 0
Cooktown  ... ... ...  80 15 0 28 6 8 52 1 8
Warwick ... ... ...  11 5 3  7 10  6 3 14 9
Thornborough ... ... 25 16 0 7 17 0 17 19 0
Brisbane  ... ... ...  90 15 10 90 15 10
Cooktown  ... ... ...  0 5 0 0 5 0
Cooktown  ... ... ...  3 12 3 3 12 3
Charters Towers  ... ...  80 14 3 36 14 8 43 19 7
Cairns  ... ... ...  19 13 0 10 13 4 8 19 8
Herberton  ... ... ...  20 10 0 9 11 3 10 18 9
Cunnamulla  ... ... ...  0 0 8
Mackay ...  ... ...  914 4 1 0 0 8 14 4
Tiaro 2 0 0 211 0
Herberton ... ... 3 10 0 0 14 0 2 16 0
Endeavour River  ... ...  181 5 2 156 11 11 4 17 6
Cattle Creek ...  ...  324 11 4 96 1 2 4 6 4
Mount Margaret 0 0 9 0 13 9
Tambo  ... ... ...  0 6 9 9 15 0
Melbou rn e  ... ... ...  0 7 6 28 2 10 0 5 6
Townsville ... ... ... ... 18 1 6
Charters Towers  ... ...  28 13 4 28 13 4
Geraldton  ... ... ...  29 3 0 3 2 3 26 0 9
Croydon  ... ...  26 14 6 26 14 6
Cro ydon ... ... ... 10 0 6 8 1 0 1 19 6
Cairns  ... ... ...  0 9 0 0 9 0
Toowoomba ,., 0 10 6
Mourilyan Harbour  ...  28 5 6 5 16 8
Thargomindah  ... ...  0 14 3 19 7 3
Brisbane  ... ... ...  0 2 3 3 8 11
576
Name. Late of- Received. Paid .  Invested.
£ s. d. £  or. d. £ s. d.
Weekes, George ... ... ... Leyburn ... ... ... 2 12 0 0 8 4 3 1 7
Workman, Stewart ... ... Cardwell ... ... ... 168 14 0 65 16 4 86 6 5
Warren, Arthur Thomas
... ... Brisbane ... ... ... 0 11 10 21 6 4
Woolgram, Stephen
... ... Bundaberg ... ... ... ... 0 16 3 33 3 6
Williams, Peter ...
... ... Woolgar ... ... ... ... 27 3 6
Walker, John
... ... Ingham ... ... ... 15 7 4 1 8 0 13 11 10
Wallis, John B.
... ... Brisbane ... ... ... 26 4 3 26 4 3
Wetherall, William...
... ... Wellington, New Zealand... ... 7 16 7
Walker, John Edward
... ... Cardwell ... ... ... 18 0 0 26 10 1 97 16 4
Walker, Mary Ellen
... ... Brisbane ... ... ... 4  13  9 4 6 0 0 7 9
Wilson, Alexander ...
... ... Cooktown ... ... ... 4 16 1 4 16 1
Wilsson, John
... ... Gympie ... ... ... 261 14 3 16 4 10 245 9 5
Wilson, Robert ...
... ... Barcaldine ... ... ... 1 4 7 1 4 7
Wilson, john Gympie ... ... ... 14 0 3 2 5 0 11 15 3
Warkenstine, Frederick
... ... Clermont ... ... ... 6 1 7 5 12 0 0 9 7
Youker, Henry ... Mitchell ... 0 4 6 6 5 2
Young, W. H. Burketown ... 15 0 0 8 6 1 44 2 4
Young, George ... Croydon ... 24 0 0 8 11 6 15 8 6
In accordance with section No. 38 of  "  The Intestacy  Act of  1877."
Dated this fifth day of February, 1889.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WALTER PHILLIPS, M.A., a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Townsville, in the Registry
District of Townsville, to Croydon, in the Registry
District of Burke, has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Mar-
riage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Judges' Chambers,
Southern District Court,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1889.
N pursuance and by virtue of the provisions of
I " The District Courts Act of  1867," and by
authority of the same, I do hereby appoint the
following days and dates for holding Courts at the
undermentioned places in the Southern District
during the year 1889, in lieu of the days and dates
heretofore appointed :-
BRISBANE.
Criminal Sittings.
Tuesday, 23 April, 1889.
IPSWICH.
Criminal Sittings. Civil  Sittings.
Wednesday , 17 April,  1889 1 Wednesday,  17 April, 1889
GEO. W. PAUL,
Approved :
A. J. THYNNE,
Minister of Justice.
Judge.
Judges' Chambers,
Southern District Court,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1889.
I N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The DistrictCourts Act  of  1867, " 1 do hereby dismiss
SAMUEL  '"  ILSON
from the Office of Bailiff of the Southern District
Court at Charleville.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge, Southern District Court.
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY -continued.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator  of Intestate Estates.
Judges'  Chambers,
Southern  District Court,
Brisbane , 12th  February, 1889.
I
N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The  District
Courts  Act of  1867," I do hereby  appoint
WILLIAM FURLONG
to be Bailiff of the Southern District Court at
Charleville, in the room of Samuel Wilson,
dismissed.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge, Southern District Court.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.
I
HAVE this day appointed MICHAEL ROBERTS
to be Bailiff of the Central District Court at
Winton, in the place of J. J. Murphy, resigned.
GRANVILLE GEORGE MILLER,
Judge, Central District Court.
Brisbane, 1st January, 1889.
ORNELIUS APPLETON, of Clermont, was
this day appointed to be Poundkeeper at
Clermont for twelve months, to take effect from
this date.
For the Bench of Magistrates,
EDMD. MOREY, P.M.,
Chairman.
Court House,
Clermont, 17th January, 1889.
AT a Special Court ofPetty Sessions held
this day, under the provisions of  " The
Impounding Act of  1863," Mr. THOMAS LILLIS
was appointed Poundkeeper at Cunnamulla for the
ensuing twelve months.
By Order of the Bench,
CHRIS. FRANCIS,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Cunnamulla, 2nd February, 1889.
R. THOMAS  LILLIS was this day  re-
appointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court
at Cunnamulla for the ensuing  year.
By Order of the Bench,
CHRIS . FRANCIS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Cunnamulla ,  2nd February, 1889.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
ALSATIA, NEAR MACKAY.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 8th March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the State
School Buildings at Alsatia ,  near Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Alsatia."
Plan, Spe cification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BLACKALL.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Barcaldine and Blackall,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for Painting
the State School Buildings at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Barcaldine and
Blackall.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, ROADVALE
NEAR MILBONG.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Ipswich, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd February, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of New
State School Buildings at Roadvale, near Milbong.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School Buildings, Milbony."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
GOOMBLTNGEE.
rrENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
11 at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd February,
from persons  willing to contract for the Erection
of Fencing  and Gates at the State School, Goom-
bungee.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender f oil Fencing
and Gates , State School, Goombungee."
Plan ,  Specification, andform of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the  Court  House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7tb February 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, SERVANT' S ROOM, AND COVERED
WAY, STATE SCHOOL, CROW' S NEST.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the Court  House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 22nd February,
from persons wi ll ing to contract for the Erection
of a Kitchen ,  Servant's Room ,  and Covered Way,
State School , Crow' s Nest.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Kitchen,
Servant's Room, 4 'c., State School ,  Crow's Nest.
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ;  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, MOUNT
ALBION, NEAR HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Cairns and Herberton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
March, 1889, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of New State School Buildings at
Mount Albion, near Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New-School
Buildings, Mount Albion."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Cairns and
Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CABOOL-
TURE NORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Caboolture, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st March, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
New State School Buildings at Caboolture North.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New
State School Buildings, Caboolture North."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Caboolture.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent  in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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SHIRE OF1 DRAYTON.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the SHIRE COUNCIL
YEAR ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
OF DRAYTON for  the 1tALI.
1888. DR. £ s. d. 1888.  CL.
31st December- 31st December- £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance at Q.N. Bank
... 465 8 9 By Contingencies-
General Rates 214 3 0 Salary of Clerk 17 0 0
Deposits on Contracts 7 3 6 Salary of Inspector of Works 31 10 0
Refund Account ...
... 18 5 0 Advertising and Stationery 18 9 7
General Expenses ... ... 9 8 1
Petty Cash and Postage ... 3 0 0
Office Furniture ... ... 14 15 6
94 3 2
„ Burr-cutting on Reserves ... ... 13 10 0
„ Works and Repairs ... ... ... 358 2 0
„ Audit Fees ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
„ Valuation  Expenses  ... ... ... 20 0 0
„ We lls Account  ... 43 3 8
„ Balance to Credit of Drayton Shire Coun-
cil at the Q.N. Bank ... ... 173 19 5
£705 0 3 £705 0 3
Drayton, 22nd January, 1889.
M. GROGAN, Clerk. WILLIAM CRAWFORD,  President.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Shire of Drayton ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
S. H. LAWTON, Auditors.28th January,  1889. T. ALLEN,
335
KIANAWAH DIVISION.STATEMENT of R CEIPTS and EXPENDITURE to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
17s.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
To Government Endowment ... ... 1,000 0 0 By Works on- £ s. d. £ s. d.
„ Rates ... ... ... ... ... 544 10 0 New Cleveland road ... 177 16 9
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... 7 0 6 Lower Lytton road ... 111 12 6
„ Bank Overdraft ... ... ... 44 15 6 Wynnum ... . ... ... 352 19 2
Green Camp road ... 53 8 3
White's road ... ... 2 18 3
Manly Beach ... ... 109 2 4
Tingalpa Creek road ... 96 10 9
Old Cleveland road ... 84 1 6
Wynnum road ... ... 16 19 2
Wundall road .. ... 22 19 0
Waterloo Bay Estate ... 64 10 9
Tingal road ... ... 8 11 6
Rose Bay Estate... ... 6 14 3
Lots road ... ... ... 0 11 0
Musseg's road ... ... 8 12 7
1,117 7 9
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 41 0 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... 84 2 7
„ Rent ... .. ... ... 30 10 0
„ Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 208 5 6
„ Tools .. ... ... ... ... 56 9 8
„ Road Plant ... ... ... ... 31 2 0
„ Office Furniture .. .. 27 0 6
„ Interest, Bank of New South Wales,
South Brisbane ... ... ... 0 8 0
£1,596 6 0 £1,596 6 0
LOAN  ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURB.
£ s. d.
To Government Loan ... ... ... 2,000 0 0 By Works on-  £ s. d. £ a. d.
Pritchard's road ... .. 337 10 6
Lytton road (School Hill) 104 19 4
'442 9 10
„ Balance, Bank New South Wales, South
Brisbane ... ... 1,557 10 2
£2,000 0 0 £2,000 0 0
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£ s. d. £  jr. d.
To Overdraft, Bank of New South Wales, By Office Furniture ... ... 27 0 6
South Brisbane ... ... ... 44 15 6 „ Balance, Profit and Loss ... ... 17 15 0
944 15 6 a 244 15 6
KtANAWAH  DIVIIQN-continued.
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
£ s. d.
Jobn Samuels ,  for Lota road ... ... ... ... ... ... 121 0 0
Joseph Emmott ,  for Wundall road . .. ... ... ... ...  21 9 0
J. W. D. GRAHAM, Divisional  Clerk. J. WILDE,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all Books  of Account  and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of  Kianawah, nd that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. S. JOHNSTON, Auditors.Wynnum, 1st February,  1889. W. H. MAPLESTON,
322 31s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF IPSWICH.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  Of the MUNICIPALITY Of IPSWICH from 18T JULY
to 318T DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.lilt July-
To Balance  Cash ...
d. £ s. d.
... 3 8 7
31st December-
To Rates-
East  Ward ... 780 6 31
West Ward ... 760 17 91
North Ward 352 19 3
Special Loan Rates ... ... ... 727 6
Street Lighting  Rates  ... .. 299 7
„ Endowment on Rates, 1887 (SecondMoiety)
•
. 1,251 13
Interest on Rates in Arrear ... ... 17 13
„ General  Revenue-Rents 80 6
Licenses .. ...  7 0
Fees for Cattle Sales  11 8
Fines for Breaches of
By-laws- ...  2 18
Sundries ...  2 9
Metal and  Gravel Sold  22 7
Interest, Waterworks Ac-
count  ... 1,152 1
„ Interest, School of Arts
Account ... ... 75 16
„ Waterworks Loan Account
...
„ Q. N. Bank-
Overdraft ... ... 3,400 5
Error  in Deposit ... 0 0
Cheque out ... ... 20 0
0
0
6
4
10
0
126 9
4
21if
9
8
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st July-  £ s. d. £  jr.  d.
By Q.N.  Bank,  Overdraft  ... 2,832 18 2
Cheque out , last Balance 37 11 0
2,870 9 2
„ Waterworks Account ... ... ... 1,247 18 4
„ Public Works-
East  Ward ... ...  569 2 2
West Ward... ... 651 13 5
North Ward ... 459 10 0
General Work ..  460 18 3
Timber,  Metal, and
Gravel ...  ... 240 14  8
Charges ,  including
Tools ...  ... 265 2 8
2,647 1 2
„ Street Lighting ... ... ... ... 171 16 7
Printing, Stationery, and Advertising 57 2 6
Salaries,  Auditors' Fees, and Mayor's
Allowance ... ... ... ... 412 1 8
„ Interest on Loans-
Municipality ... 398 14 2
8 Waterworks ... 1,152 1 8
8
8
1,227 18 4
...  295 16 8
8
10
0
3,420 6 6
£9,264  3 10
SPECIAL  LOAN ACCOUNT.
1888.
let July-
RECEIPTS.
DR.
£ s. d.
To Balance  (Loan) Unexpended ... ... 28 11 2
School of Arts . .. 75 16 8
„ Interest , Q.N. Bank
„ Cash in  Hand ...
CR.
1888.
31st December-
By Balance  Unexpended ... ...
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE FOR THE HALF-YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Ward.  General Rates .  Special Loan Rates.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
East Ward ... ... ... ... 583 1 1 242 18 10
West Ward ... ... ... ... 521 11 11 217 6 7
North Ward ... ... ... ... 270 7 0 112 12 11
£1,375 0 0 1£57218 4
Lighting Rates.
1,626 12 6
151 9 10
79 12 1
£9,264  3 10
£ s. d.
28 11 2
Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
97 3 6 9.23 3 5
86 18 8 825 17 2
45 1 2 422 1 1
£229 3 4 1  92,177 1 8
VALUATION  FOR HALF -YEAR ENDED DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d.
East Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 11,661 0 8
West  Ward  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10,431 18 10
North Ward ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,407 0 6
£27,500 0 0
R. J. KENDALL,  Town Clerk. PETER BROWN , Mayor.
We certify  that we have examined the Books  and Vouchers  of the  Ipswich Municipal  Council,
and that the above Statement is correct.
--1,894  3
WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.WILLIAM C. H. KILNER,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  IPSWICH -continued.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITU RE Of the IPSWICH WATERWORKS ,  from 1ST JULY to 31sT
DECEMBER, 1888.
REcEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance Cash ... ... ...
Rates  Collected ... ... ...
Plumbers' Licenses
Municipal Account ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 1st July-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
35 1 6 By Bank of Australasia ... 105 8 7
3,832 7 0 „ Bank of Australasia,Cheque
4 4 0 out ... ... ... 5 5 0
1,247 18 4
31st December-
By Station,  Maintenance, and
Improvements ... 1,471 16 8
Submains , Maintenance,
and Extensions  ... 140 10 1
110 13 7
,,  Charges .. . ... ... 40 1 1
,,
` „
„
„
„
1,652 7 10
Salaries  ... ... ... ... 272 18 4
Interest on Loan ... ... 1,152 1 8
Printing, Stationery, and
Advertising ... ...
Municipal Account ... ...
Bank Interest ... ... ...
Cheque Returned
Balance Bank  ... ... 1,51713 10
Balance  Cash  ... ... 95 14 9
3 14 6
295 16 8
1 4 0
17 5 8
1,613 8 7
£5,119 10 10 £5,119 10 10
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. PETER BROWN, Mayor.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich Waterworks, and that
the above Statement is correct.
WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.WILLIAM C. H. KILNER, 1
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the IPSWICH SCHOOL OF ARTS,  from 1sT  JULY to 31ST
DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st July-- £ s.
To Balance  Bank ... ... 40 13
,,  Balance Cash  ... ... 1 2
31st December-
To Subscriptions ...
„ Government Subsidy
„ Rents-
Offices ... ...
Hall ... ...
Piano ... ...
,,  Cheque out ...
1888.
d. £ s. d.  31st December -  £ s. d. £ s. d.
9 By Salaries ... ... ... 74 10 0
9 „ Gas for Lighting .. .. ... 46 11 1
- 41 16 6  „  Books,  Periodicals, and
Newspapers supplied to
95 0 0 Library  and Reading
50 0 0 Room ... ... ... ... 75 15 5
„ Repairs and Incidental
... 40 0 0 Charges ... ... 32 11 3
... 150 7 6 „ Printing and Advertising ... 6 11 0
... 2 18 6 „ Interest and Redemption
193 6 0 of Government Loan ... ... 75 16 8
... ... 11 1 8 „ Insurance ... ... ... ... 8 2 6
„ Bank Exchange and Error
in Deposit ... ... 0 0 7
„ Balance Bank ... ... 68 13 11
„ Balance Cash ... 2 11 9
71 5 8
£391 4 2 £391 4 2
R. J. KENDALL, Town Clerk. PETER BROWN, Mayor.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ipswich School of Arts, and certify that the
above Statement is correct.
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WILLIAM FIELD, Auditors.WILLIAM C. H. KILNER,
745.
DUARINGA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  DUARINGA DIVISIONAL
ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st July-
RECEIPTS.
To Balance at Bank... ... ...
Fixed Deposit paid in . ...
„ Interest on Fixed Deposit ...
,, General Rates ... ...
£  8.  d.
... 125 0 1
... 170 0 0
... 8 10 0
... 41 19 6
BOARD for HALF-YEAR
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Work done on Roads .. ... .. 44 11 0
„ General Expenses, including Advertising 10 0 1
„ Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 21 5 0
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... 4 0 0
„ Water Auger ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
Carriage on Water Auger from Fairfield 15 18 0
„ Inspecting Well and Pump 4 4 0
Supplying and Erecting Pump... ... 24 10 0
Cleaning Well ... ... ... 2 8 0
„ Balance ... ... ... ... ... 118 13 6
19345 9 7 1  2345 9 7
581
DIJARINGA DIVISIONAL  BOARD-continued.
£ s. d.
Balance at Bank  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 144 0 6
Amount forwarded  on 31st December, not credited ... ... 2 11 0
£146 11 6
Deff'erence caused by Cheques not presented.
22nd September, 1884-No. 1897 ... ... 1 1 0
17th February, 1885-No. 1205 2  ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
15th November, 1888-No. C9714 ... ... 7 4 0
10th December, 1888-No. C9716 ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
13th December, 1888-No. C9718 ... ... ... ... ... 7 4 0
22nd December, 1888-No. C9721 ... ... ... 2 8 0
£27 18 0
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Duaringa Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JOHN BARRY, Auditors.P. DIAMOND, Clerk. THOMAS BELWARD,
D 3aringa, 21st January, 1889. 22s-
DIVISION OF YEERONGPILLY.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPDNDITURE of the YEEBONGPILLY DIVISIONAL BOARD for theHALF-YEAR  ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
2nd July- £ r. d. £.
To Credit  Balance, Bank  of New South
,,
Wales ... ... ... ... ... 823
Rates Received from 33th June-
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
s. d. 2nd  July-  £  s. d. £ a. d.
9 6
Subdivision No. 1 ... 370 6 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 634 3 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 360 4 0
Amount Recovered Dis-
honoured Cheque, J.
B. Ellis, Subdivision
No. 1 9 1 0
1,373 14 0
Donation, R. D. Neilson ...  1 7 0
,, Stephens Divisional Board, Half-share
repairs •Dii iding road 39 0 6
7) Balance ,  Bank  of New South Wales 32 8 6
By Works  and Repairs, Subdivision No. 1-
Main Sherwood road ... 0 3 0
Main Ipswich road ... 89 8 3
Main Logan road .. 111 8 0
Main Waterford road ... 3 6 0
Branch roads ... ... 79 15 8
Sinking Well ... ... 13 2 6
Henderson's road ... 35 14 6
Grenier's road ... 45 9 0
Tool Account ... ...  2 6 1}
380 13 Of
Works and Repairs, Subdivision No. 2-
Main Ipswich road ... 2 1 0
Main Sherwood road ... 59 6 9
Branch roads ... ... 217 12 4
Sherwood Quarry .. 3 2 0
Seventeen-mile Rocks
road .. ...
McMu llen's  road ...
Hood  street ... ...
Tool Account ... ...
Works and Repairs,
Main Logan road
Branch roads ...
Tent Account ...
102 9
104 18
158 0
4 12
6
0
0
3
652 1 10
Subdivision No. 3-
36 2 6
169 10 3
Paradise  road ...
Logan Reserve road ..
Eight-mile Plains road
Brown's Plains road ...
Grenier' s road...
Tool Account ...
Salaries ,- Clerk ,  Engineer ,  and Rate
Collector ... ... ... ... 185 18 4
Advertising Account ... ... ... 19 5 6
Stationery Account ... ... ... 47 18 10
„ Chairman's Allowance ... .. 25 0 0
„ Divisional Board Office ... ...3 0 4 2
Quarry Metal ... ... ... ... 31 3 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 6 15 6
Valuation Account ... ... ... 21 3 6
„ Auditors' Fees ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Traffic Board .... ... ... ... 3 18 7
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 9 0 0
Legal Expenses ... .. ... 14 0 3
Fidelity Account (Clerk's Bond) ... 1 0 9
„ Walker's Quarry ... ... ... 9 1 6
„ Interest Account ... ... ... 0 2 6
Stamp Account ... ... ... 2 15 0
„ Local Option Election ... ... ... 2 12 0
„ Clerical Assistance ... ... ... 9 10 0
Gravel Reserve ... ... 325 0 0
Tool Account (in stock) ... ... 13 12 5
£2,26919 6 92,26919 6
ARTHUR W. ROIIEETSON. Divisional Clerk. MARTIN FEENEY, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all the Books of Accounts and
Vouchers kept by the Divisional Board of Yeerongpilly, and that the above Statement corresponds
therewith.
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H. LUCOCK, Auditors.S. HALE, 37s.
2 0 0
57 1 6
64 5 6
51 17 5
44 4 6
45 9 0
2 6 1}
472 16 9}
CABOOLTURE DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  Of the CABOOLTURE DIVISIONAL
YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
RECEIPTS.
1st July- £ s.
To Balance in Q.N. Bank ...
31st  December-
To Rates Received-
...  ... 1,989 15
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 767 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 563 10
Subdivision No. 3 ... 680 4
Redeliffe Division ...
... 0 3
„ Miscellaneous Receipts ... 49 18
£4,051 2
1888.
d.
I
31st December-  £ s. d.
2 I By Salaries and General Expenses ... 343 16 2
„ Adjustment with Pine Division ... 107 13 2
Adjustment with Radcliffe Division ... 369 8 4
6 „ Road Expenditure-
6 Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 819 7 10
0 Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 1,016 12 5
0 Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 901 18 0
' 0 „ Balance in Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 492 6 3
2 £4,051 2 2
SPECIAL  ACCOUNT.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance  in Q.N. Bank
31st December-
To Rates Received ...
DR.
£  T. d.
... 8 0 7
.., ... ... 0 3 0
£8 3 7
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December- £ s.
To Government Loan No. 2 ... ... 160 14
Government Loan No. 4 ... ... 598 6
„ Balance of Assets over Liabilities
... 1,193 10
£1,952 11
1888.
31st December-
BOARD for the HALF-
EXPENDITURE.
C$.
£ s. d.
By Balance handed over to Redcliffe
Divisional Board ... ... ... 8 3 7
1888.
£8 3 7
ASSETS.
d. '  31st December- £ 8. d.
8 By Office Furniture ... ... 58 17 0
6 „ Maps ... ... ... ... 117 0 0
6 „ Tools and Working Plant ... ... 144 10 0
„ Board's Hall and Offices . ... 397 0 0
„ Mooloolah Wharf and Buildings ... 610 16 5
Caboolture Wharf ... ... ... 132 2 0
„ Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 492 6 3
8 £1,952 11 8
A General Rate of One Shilling in the Pound was struck on the 11th of September, 1838.
No Contracts were entered into by the Board during the Half-year.
WILLIAM G. BUCKLE, Clerk. M. BATTERSBY, Chairman.
We certify that we have examined the Books and Accounts of the above Board for the Half-year
ended 31st December, 1888, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Caboolture, 17th January, 1889.
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DIVISION OF MUTDAPILLY.
J. C. HAM, Auditors.
J. HOBSON,
28s.
HALF-YEARLY ABSTRACT  STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the DIVISIONAL BOARD
11 Of MUTDAPILLY from the 1sT JULY to  the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To  Balance , Q.N. Bank, £ s. d.
Ipswich  .. ... 1,117 15 11
Less  Outstanding Cheques 2 0 0
31st December - - 1,115
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 276 2 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... 295 10 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... 186 14 6
„ Contractors ' Deposits--Subdivision No.1 ... 1 14 0
Subd ivision  No. 2 ... 8 13 0
Subaivision  No. 3 ... 3 17 9
,, Miscellaneous Receipts
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
s. d.  By Contingencies-
Petty Cash, Allowance,
and Rent ... ., 22 10 0
Salary, Audit, and
15 11 Valuation ... 98 0 0
General Expenses, Ad-
vertising,and Printing  66 17  9
6758 7
187 7 9
„ Refund of Contractors' Deposits ... 46 16 0
„ Works and  Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 419 4 5
Subdivision No. 2 ... 442 5 6
Subdivision No. 3* ... 308 15 9
1,170 5 8
14 4 9 „ Balance to Credit at the Q.N. Bank,
21 6 0 Ipswich ... ... ... ... 505 4 9
£1,909 14 2 £1,909 14 2
&65  of this amount paid by Subdivision No. 2.
BYRAN W. WELLS,  Divisional Clerk.
Examined with the Books of Account and Vouchers ,  and found correct.
W. TATHAM , Auditors.S. H. RAWLINGS,
Board's Office,
Ipswich, 21st January, 1889.
Allowed by the Board this second day of February,  18`10"V.
M. BOWERS, Chairman.
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DIVISION OF  MUTDAPILLY-continued.
STATEMENT  OF RATE MADE.
General Rate of One Shilling in the £ on all Rateable Property.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO, from  the 1ST JULY to the 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
Amount . Expended.
Subdivision No. 1-
Balance on Contracts  last  Statement ... ... ...
Three Contracts entered into ... ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2-
Balance on Contracts last Statement ... ... ...
Eight Contracts entered into ... ...
Subdivision No. 3-
Balance on Contracts last Statement ... ... ...
Three Contracts entered into ... ... ... ..,
£ s. d.
58 7 6
6 16 0
15 13 0
£1,091 17 3
Less Contract No. 32, Subdivision No. 1 (Forfeited) ...
Less Contract No. 46, Subdiutsion No. 2 (Cancelled) ...
Total ... ...
£2,090 4 4
BRYAN W. WELLS,  Divisional Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
W. TATHAM, Auditors.Board's Office,  S. H. RAWLINGS, y
21st January, 1889.
Allowed by the  Board this second day of February, 1889.
M. BOWERS ,  Chairman.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
To Balance on Contracts ... ... ...
Contractors' Deposits .. ... ...
Miscellaneous Works ... ... ...
Allowance, Salary, and other Con-
tingencies ... ... ... ... 43 5 2
Balance of Assets over Liabilities ... 1,966 2 8
Examined and found correct.
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.  1888.  £ s. d.
31st December--
1,180 18 2 By Salaries Account ... ... ... 104 0 0
„ General Expenses Account ... ... 15 3 6
Petty Cash and Postage Account ... 9 8 8
Advertising and Printing Account ... 21 10 11
Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... 14 19 5
784 12 6 „ Works and Repairs-
1 0 0 Subdivision No. 1 ... £484 10
8 7 5 Subdivision No. 2 ... 199 8 6
12 0 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... 397 17 8
Board's Office,
W. TATHAM, Auditors.
21st January, 1889.
S. H. RAWLINGS,
Allowed by the Board this second day of February, 1889.
329 M. BOWERS, Chairman. 508.
DIVISION OF HIGHFIELDS.
HALF-YEARLY ABSTRACT of AccoUNTS of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of HIO HFIELDS , from 1ST JULY
to 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance to Credit with Q.N. Bank ...
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £317 3 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... 202 12 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 264 16 9
„ Licensed G ates ...
„ Miscellaneous Receipts
„ Suspense  Account ...
Balance.
£  s. d. £ s. d. I £ s. d.
354 13 0 354 13 0
31 10 0 27 0 0 410 0
217 7 6 211 0 0 6 7 6
211 15 0 160 5 0 51 10 0
143 18 6132 13 3 143 18 6128 7 0 4 6 3
£1,025 3 6 £6613 9
... £'4 0 0
4 6 3
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
By Arrears  of Rates  ... ... ... 27 10 3
Office Furniture ... ... ... 20 12 10
Boring  Plant and Pumps ... .. 11 6 6
Endowment on Rates (1888 )  now due  1,525 10 0
„ Q.N. Bank Balance ... ... ... 505 4 9
8 6 3
... £58 7 6
£2,090 4 4
BRYAN W. WELLS,  Divisional Clerk.
- 1,081 16 6
„ Balance with Q.N. Bank ... ... 739 19 1
£1,986 18 1 £1,986 18 1
A. MERRITT, Clerk. D. MUNRO, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Highfields, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
14th January, 1889.
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JOHN MUNRO, Auditors.
GEORGE SAY,
15s. 6d.
584
GOGANGO DIVISIONAL BOARD.A BSTRACT STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the  SIX MONTHS ended 31sT DECEMBER,
1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance at credit in
Queensland National
,f
s. d.
Bank, Rockhampton ... 516 15 8
Balance - Fixed Deposit 1,000 0 0
Rates  Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 778 2 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 910 5 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 574 9 6
15
Interest  on Fixed Deposit ...
Q.N. Bank Overdraft ...
E XPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-
By Salaries -Clerk,  Assist-
£ s. d.
ant Clerk , and Superin-
tendent of  Works  ...  366 6 8
General Expenses  ...  281 19 7
1,516 15 8 „ Plant ... ... ...  585 1 6
2,262 17 6
Subdivision No. 1-Works and Repairs  ..  391 7 6
Advertising and Printing 2 2 0
£ s. d.
1,233 7 9
393 9 6
1,081 2 0
1,159 13 4
... 17 10 0 Subdivision No. 2-
... 70 9 5 „ Works and  Repairs  ..  1,081
Advertising  and Printing 0
2 0
0 0
Subdivision No. 3--Works and Repairs ...  1,159 13 4
Advertising  and Printing 0 0 0
JAS. HALL, Divisional Clerk.
£3,86712 7 £3,86712 7
JAMES ATHERTON, Chairman.
Rockhampton, 3rd January ,  1889.
We, the  undersigned, certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers kept by
the Gogango Divisional Board, and  that the  above Statement corresponds therewith.
2nd February, 1889.
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PHILIP LAWFORD , Auditors.W. G. THOMPSON,
19s.
SCHEDULE A.ANNUAL BSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN WIDOWS'  FUND LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY, LIMITED, on the 31st OCTOBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued elsewhere than in  Queens-land, at date of last Annual Report 4,484,654 11 6
Amount assured on Life Policies
in Queensland up to 31st Octo-
ber, 1888, deducting the amount
assured for during the year ending
on that date ...  ...  138,750 0 0
Amount  assured  on Life Policies
issued in  Queensland during the
past  year  ... ... ... ... 60,450
In  Queensland-Queensland Government Securities Nil
Other Government Securities ... Nil
Mortgages  ... ... ... Nil
Loans on the Company 's Policies... 114 8
Loans upon Personal Security ... Nil
House Property  ... ... Nil
0
Other Investments not specified  ...  4 10 5
Outstanding Interest  ... ...  Nil
Outstanding Premiums  ... ...  1,058 17 7
0 0 Cash-On  Deposit . ... Nil
Total Contingent Liabilities  ... £ 4,683 ,854 11 6
In Hand and on Current
Account  ... ... ... 481 15 0
Other Assets-
All Other Liabilities -  Agents' Balances ... ... Nil
Claims announced but not paid 24,424 10 10
Medical Fees  ... ... ...  1,149 15 0 Total in Queensland  £ 1,659 11 0
Sundries .. ... ... ...  762 8 10 ..•
Expenses of Management ... 1,183 0 2  Elselwhere than in Queensland-
Deposits on proposals  ... ...  1,461 19 10 Assets of every description at date
Balance owing on Society's of last Annual Report  ... ...  597,844 11 0
premises in South Australia  9,787 10 0
Premiums received in advance 172 11 3
Interest  „ „ „ ...  21 13 5
Total Liabilities  ... ... £38,963 9 4 Total Assets .., ... £ 599,504 2 0
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical examination , £ 3,835,683 3s. 2d., besides
£ 17,186 7s. 2d .  of Bonuses and £93 4s .  per annum of Annuities.
Amount estimated to be required to re-insure the same, £344 ,361 8s.
The Reversionary Bonuses declared under whole life policies at last valuation varied fro m £1 18s. per
cent. on a policy five years in force to  £ 9 per cent .  on one fifteen years in force.
I, William James  Hooker ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony  of Queensland , Agent of  the above
Society ,  do solemnly and sincerely  declare that ,  to the best of my knowledge  and belief, the
above is a true statement of particulars ,  as required in clause seven  of  " The Life Insurance Act of
1879 ";  and I make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believin g  the same to be true, and by virtue
of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
Dated at Brisbane ,  this eighth  day of February ,  1889, before me.
E. HOOKER, J.P.
49
W. J. HOOKER.
26s.
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DIVISION OF BARAMBA.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL  BOARD  of BARAMBA from the1ST JANUARY  to the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance to Credit of the
Board with the Q.N. Bank
£ s. d.
at Brisbane  ... ... ... ...
31st December-
Government Endowment on
Rates for 1887-
))
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-
By Contingencies-
a. d. £ s. d.
Clerk's Salary ... ... 130 0 0
17 11 5 Overseer's Salary ... ... 20 0 0
Stationery, Insurance, &c.... 39 0 11
Miscellaneous Expenditure 56 2 5
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 227 10 4
Subdivision  No. 2 ... ... 264 4 4
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 213 5 6
705
,,
245 3 4
Kilkivan Divisional Board,  re
adjustment of accounts  ... ...  400 0 0
„ Works and Rena*
2 Subdivision  mo. '1_Bathurst Burr ... ...  8 6 8
Pump, Nanango... ... 1 0 0
Taabinga road  .. ... 17 18 0
0 Rececourse road ... ... 1 16 0
8 Kingaroy road ... ... 25 17 6
3 Jondaryan road ... ... 62 16 0
Loughead's road... ... 10 0 0
10 Ipswich road ... ... 65 18 0
Mondure road ... ... 36 19 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Bathurst Burr ...  ...  8 6 8
Mount Stanley road  ...  30 6 0
Manumbar  road... 9 0 0
Pearey's and McCallum's
road  ... ... ...  20 8 0
Ipswich road ... ... 65 18 0
General Rates—Subdivision N . 1 ... ... 176 16 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 130 1 6
306 18
Fines  .. ... ...  16 13
Miscellaneous Receipts 32 1
Overdraft at Bank of New South Wales,
N anan go ... .. . ... ... 97 2
230 11 2
Subdivision No. 3- 133 18 8
Bathurst Burr ... ... 8 6 8
Elworthy' s road  ... ... 49 7 0
$ilkivan road  ... ...  108 0 6
165 14 2
£1,175  7  4 £1,175 7 4
BALANCE SHEET.
DR.
To Q.N . Bank ... ...
„ Office Furniture ... ...
„ Divisional Board Hall  ...
Bridge Plant and Tools... ...
„ Horses,  Drays ,  and Plant ...
£ s.  d.  CR.  £ s. d.
17 11 5 By Capital Account... ... ... ... 775 1 1
33 13 7
571 16 1
70 0 0
82 0 0
£775 1 1 £775 1 1
Nanango, 10th January, 1889.
JOHN DARLEY, Clerk. JAMES MILLIS, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all  Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Baramba,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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ALF. SCOTT, Auditors.THOMAS G. KERBY, I
32s. 6d.
SHIRE OF TOOWONG.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE of the SHIRE COUNCIL of TooWONG for the HALF-
YEAR  ended the 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
31st December-
RECEIPTS.
To Government  Endowment
2nd Moiety ... ...
„ General Rates ... ...
„ Sundry  Receipts
on Rates,
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
£  8.  d.  1st July-  £  a. d. £ s. d.
By Bank  of Australasia, Too.
1,246 5 6 wong ... ... ... ... 120 0 9
1,532 12 6 31st December-
1 7 6 „ Works  and Repairs  ... 1,149 10 0
Pumping Plant ... ... 197 2 0
Office Account ... ...  0 2 3
„ Pound Yards ... ... 13 6 4
„ Tools and Plant ... ... 42 9 11
„ Contingencies- 253 0 6
Salaries  ... ... 139 0 0
General Expenses  ...  58 4 1
Advertising ... ... 9 1 9
Printing ... ... 8 13 7
Stationery ... ...  3 15 0
Election Expenses .. 10 16
Interest on Overdraft 4 9
Valuation ... ... 17 0
))
251 0 0
Balance to Credit of Shire
of Toowong, Bank of
Australasia, Toowong ... 1,006 14 3
£2,780 5 6 £2,780 5 6
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SHIRE  OF  TOOWONG- continued.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
1888. DR. 1888. CR.
31st December- £ s. d. 1st July- , £ s. d.
To Shire Council ,  Office ,  Land, and Fur- By Balance  ... ... ... ... $18 16 4
niture  ... ... ... ... 265 5 11 ,, Profit and Loss Account ... ...  1,292 4 0
Pumping Plant, No. 1... ... ... 155 12 2
Pumping Plant, No. 2... ... ... 183 8 0
Balance ,  Bank of Australasia ,  Toowong 1,006 14 3
£1,611 0 4 £1,611 0 4
WILLIAM E. IRVING , Shire Clerk.
We, the  undersigned ,  hereby certify that  we have examined all Books  of Accounts and Vouchers
kept  by the  Shire Council  of Toowong ,  and that the  above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. G. CRIBB, Auditors.Shire Council Office ,  W. H. ROSSER,
Toowong, 11th January, 1889.
Allowed by  the Council this twelfth  day of  February, 1889.
A. C. GREGORY,  President.
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£  s. d. 1888.
927 5 5 31st December-
50 0 0 By Contingencies-
CALLIOPE DIVISIONAL BOARD.ABSTRACT Of STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD Of CALLIOPE
from the  1ST July to  the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888. RECEIPTS.
1st July-  £ s. d.
To Balance at A.J. S. Bank ... ...
Advance Account ... ... ...
Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 268 16 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 123 14 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 162 7 0
f,
EXPENDITURE.
30s.
d.S. £ s. d.
New Office Fencing , &c. 255 12 2
Valuations ... ... 70 0 0
Salaries  ... ...  104 4 0
General Expenses ... 29 19 0
554 17 0 „ Subdivision No. 1- - 459 15 2
189 5 5
219 18 2
Tools,  &c. .. 5 1 3
Maryborough road ... 114 9 0
Warro Rosedale road 39 16 0
Leeds and Atkenson's
road  . ...  23 12 0
Baffle Creek and Bunda-
berg  road  ... ...  74 8 6
Turkey and Eurimbla
road  ... ... ...  53 0 0
- 310 6 9
„ Cash in Hand, Advance Account 50 0 0
Balance  at A.J. S. Bank ... ... 355 16 11
„ Subdivision No. 3-
General  Expenses,
GeneralExpenses ,  Tools 6 14 3
Calliope  road 19 7 0
Rockhampton road 36 11 6
Dawson road  ...  ... 74 17 0
53 0 0 Mount Alma road ... 3 1 0
Galloway Plains road 2 5 6
Ten-chain road .. 8 4 8
Calliope River Crossing 32 5 0
Diamentina roads ... 2 2 0
Norton road  . ...  3 17 6
„ Subdivision No. 2-
General Expenses  ... 10 7 4
Maryborough road  ...  142 18 6
Norton  road ... 50 14 4
Riverstone road 7 13 4
Marblestone  ro ad ... 8 4 8
£1,585 2 5 £1,585 2 5
WILLIAM W. WATT, Clerk. DAVID STIRS  AT, Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that  we have examined all B )oks of  Account  and Vouchers
kept by the  Divisional  B.)ard of Calliope ,  and that the above Statement  corresponds therewith.
J. E. COASE, Auditors.Gladstone,  28th January ,  1889. ROBERT HARVEY,
ABSTRACT Of STATEMENT of ASSETS and LIABILITIES of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of CALLIOPE On the
31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888 .  LIABILITIES.
31st December- £ s. d.
1888.
31st December-
ASSETS.
By Rates in Arrear 68 2 3
Nil. „  Office and Furniture ... 255 12 2
Working Plant ... 176 13 3
„ Advance Account ... 50 0 0
„ Balance ,  A.J S. Bank ... 355 16 11
906 4 7
By Balance ,  being Gross Assets  ... ... ... ... £ 906 4 7
WILLIAM W. WATT, Clerk. DAVID STIRRAT,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby  certify  that  we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board  of Calliope ,  and that the  above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. E. COASE, Auditors.Gladstone, 28th January, 1889.  ROBERT HARVEY,
379 38s.
Licensed Gates -
Subdivision No. 1 ... 27 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 5 0 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 21 0 0
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A,1 T the Monthly Court of Petty Sessions held at1 the Police Court, Goondiwindi, on Wednes-
day, the 6th February, 1889, THOMAS BARCLAY
PRICE was re-appointed Poundkeeper for the Goon-
diwindi District for a period of twelve months,
ending 31st December, 1889.
ROBERT MILLER,
Court House,
Police Magistrate.
Goondiwindi, 6th February, 1889.
AT a Monthly Court of Petty Sessions held atthe Police  Court,  Goondiwindi ,  on Tuesday,
the 5th February ,  1889, THOMAS BARCLAY PRICE
was re-appointed Bailiff of the Small Debts Court
for the District of Goondiwindi for a period of
twelve months.
ROBERT MILLER,
Court House,
Police  Magistrate.
Goondiwindi, 5th February, 1389.
IN OTICE.
A T a Court of Petty Sessions  held at Miles onTuesday, the twelfth day of February, 1889,
WILLIAM NALDEIL was appointed Poundkeeper at
Miles, and JOSEPH KocHo was appointed Pound-
keeper at Condamine, for twelve months.
JAMES McNAMARA,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Miles, 13th February, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
George  Randall,  of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland,  vanman,  by hinself
in formd pauperis.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itlJ is ordered that the said George Randall
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
Jams Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Randall ,  for the  election  of a Trustee, be
held  at the  Office of the  Registrar  of this Court,
on the Twenty-first day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the  said George  Randall shall, on the
Twentieth  day of February ,  1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to  the Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given  under the Seal of  the Court ,  this thirteenth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LILLEY AND O 'SULLIVAN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Binnie and Thomas Fleett Black,
trading as  "  T. Black and Company," of
Croydon ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  store-
keepers ,  by the said Thomas Binnie and Thomas
Fleett Black.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Thomas Binnie and
Thomas Fleett Black be and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall,
Esquire, be Official Trustee .of their Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas
Binnie and Thomas Fleett Black ,  for the election
of a Trustee,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Twenty -eighth day of
February ,  1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further  ordered that the said Thomas
Binnie and Thomas Fleett Black shall, on the
Twenty-sixth day of February , 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
their debts  and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of their
creditors, and of the  causes of  their inability to
meet their  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvents,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Piper and Frederick Collins,
trading at Cypress Downs, in the Colony of
Queensland,  as graziers , under the name, style,
or  firm of  "  Piper and Collins ,"  Insolvents.
O N the Thirteenth day of February, 1889,
Certificates of Discharge were granted to
John Piper and Frederick Collins, of Cypress
Downs, in the Colony of Queensland ,  graziers, who
were adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day
of April, 1887.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
Town tigents for-
Jo$N FowLES,
Solicitor for Insolvents,
Roma.
368 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Ansell, of Townsville,
baker ,  an InsolventG EORGE THOMAS THOMPSON, of Towns-
ville,  commission agent ,  has been appointed
Trustee of the property of  the Insolvent.
All persons  having  in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts  due to the  Insolvent must be
paid to the  Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proof s of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this  ninth  day of  February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
374 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Kenneth Miller, of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, draper,
carrying on business under the style or firm
of "Miller and  Menzies."
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
1 N Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Morton and Powers, Wharf street, Maryborough,
on the Twenty-sixth day of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this fifth day of February, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Attorneys for the said Kenneth Miller,
Bundaberg ,  Brisbane ,  and Maryborough.
351 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Robert
Roberts, of Barcaldine, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, trading as " Robert
Roberts and Co.," a Debtor in Liquidation.
FILEDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, ac-
countant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, A.D.1889.
A. G. UNMACK,
. Solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
367 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JusTlca HARDING.
In the Matter of William Lates Eldridge ,  of Bris-
bane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  confec.
tioner, an Insolvent.
O
N the  Thirteenth day of March, 1889, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon , William Lates
Eldridge ,  of Brisbane ,  confectioner ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the fourteenth day of March, 1887,
will apply to the Supreme  Court of  Queensland,
at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, 1889.
F. HOWARD SWANWICK,
357
Solicitor for Insolvent,
123, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Denis O'Brien, of Dalby, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper.NOTICE is hereby given, that  First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of MacPherson, Miskin, and Feez, Adelaide street,
Brisbane, solicitors, on the Fifth day of March
next, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourteenth day of February,  A.D. 1889.
MACPHERSON,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
366
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Denis O'Brien.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John Willis,  of Veresdale,
butcher and publican ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.AFIRST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of4s. 74d. in the  £, is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
•  Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
354 4s.
In the Estate of R. J. Gorton ,  of Cairns, in
Liquidation.
A SECOND  Dividend ,  of 2s. 6d. in the £, is
payable in the above Estate on all claims
proved and admitted ,  This  Day (THURSDAY),
the 14th February ,  1889 ,  at my Office ,  Eagle street.
353
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Estate of George Walker Bolland, of Clay Water.
holes ,  Eidsvold, barber, an Insolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend ,  of 2s .  1 d. in the
£, is now payable at my Office, on all claims
proved and allowed in this Estate.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
139, Queen street, Brisbane.
348 3s.
Eatate  of A. H.  Brooks, trading as " Brooks and
Co.," of  Brisbane ,  music  publishers.A FIRST and Final  Dividend,  of Is . 104d. in
the £, is now payable at my Office, on all
claims proved and allowed in this Estate.
JOS. PEIRSON,
Trustee.
Central Chambers,
139, Queen  street, Brisbane.
363 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Lands and Goods of Daniel
Cronin ,  late of Adavale, in the Colony of
Queensland , li censed victua ller,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, and effects of
the abovenamed Daniel Cronin ,  deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Catherine Cronin,
of Adavale aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated  at Charleville this sixteenth  day of Feb.
ruary , A. D.  1989.
JOHN FRANCIS FARRON LOCKETT,
Proctor for the said Catherine Cronin,
Charleville.
By his Agent--
WILLIAM  HBNBY OSBORNE,
347
George street,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land of Amelia Trost, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colon y of Queensland, deceased, wife
of David Trost, of Toowoomba aforesaid,
farmer.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land of the abovenamed Amelia Trost,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
David Trost, of Toowoomba aforesaid, farmer,
the lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba this eleventh day of
February, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, and
355
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said David Trost.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Moloney, late of Too.
woomba, in the Colony of Queensland, labourer,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
l tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Moloney, deceased,
may be granted to Thomas Moloney, of Toowoomba
aforesaid, farmer, the Executor according to the
tenor of the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of February, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, and
297
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Thomas Maloney.
6$.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Thomas Donnelly, late
of Depot Hill, Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, wood-carter, deceased, in-
testate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands and goods of the
abovenamed Thomas Donnelly, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Robert Roberts, of
Rockhampton, in the Colony aforesaid, gentleman,
the nominee of all the next-of-kin.
Dated at Rockhampton this fourth day of Feb-
ruary, -A.D. 1889.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
Proctors for Applicant,
By their Agents-
Quay street, Rockhampton.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
356
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Kennedy, late of Adelaide
street, South Brisbane, labourer, deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the eapi-
N tion of fourteen days from the date of thrae
publication hereof in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods of the abovenamed John Kennedy,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Ellen Kennedy, of South Brisbane aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this fourteenth day 'of
February, 1889.
P. HARDGRAVE,
6, Australian Chambers,
358
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Ellen Kennedy.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Walker,  late of Milton,
Brisbane , in the Colony  of Queensland, pen-
sioner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Ad-
ministration, with the Will  annexed , of all and
singular  the lands, goods, chattels,  credits, and
effects of the abovenamed George Walker,  deceased,
may be granted to Frederick William Hudson, of
Brisbane , clerk, residuary devisee  and legatee
named in the said Will.
Dated  at Brisbane  this fourteenth day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1889.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
Proctor for the said Frederick William Hudson,
Albert street,  Brisbane.
365 5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Margaret Ellen Bolles, late of Cook-
town, in the Colony of Queensland, (the wife of
Joseph Woodville Bolles, of Cooktown afore.
said, licensed victualler,) deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Margaret Ellen Bolles,  deceased, may
be granted to Joseph Woodville Bolles, of Cook-
town aforesaid, licensed victualler, the sole Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated at Cooktown this seventh day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1889.
J. V. S. BARNETT,
Proctor for the said Joseph Woodville  Bolles,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
369 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Lancaster, late of Middle
Farm,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land,  gentleman , deceased.
%' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  John Lancaster, deceased, may be
granted to John Lancaster, of the  Racecourse, near
Brisbane aforesaid, son of  the said deceased, and
the sole Executor named  in his said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of February, 1889.
371
ATTHO W AND BELL,
Proctors for the Executor,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
And at  Beenleigh and Southport.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Phillips ,  late of
Taringa ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  jeweller,
deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
blication hereof, application will be made to
is Honourable  Court that Letters of Administra-
tion, with the Will  annexed , of John Phillips, late
of Taringa , in the Colony of Queensland , jewe ller,
deceased, may be granted to Sarah Rosina  Phillips,
of Taringa aforesaid ,  the lawful  widow and relict
of the  abovenamed deceased.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, A.D.
1889.
CHARLES JOSEPH PORTER,
Proctor for the abovenamed Sarah  Rosina  Phillips,
359
Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John  Simmonds,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland,  monumental
sculptor, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expita-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed John Simmonds, deceased,
may be granted to Mary Jemima Simmonds, of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, widow, one
of the Executors named in the said Will, reserving
leave for Henry Coombs, of Brighton, in the Colony
of Victoria, clerk in holy orders, the remaining
Executor named in the said Will, who resides out
of the Jurisdiction of the said Honourable Court,
to come in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
Proctor for the said Mary Jemima Simmonds,
88, Queen street,  Brisbane.
377  78.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Battershall, late of Charters
Towers ; John Barnett, late of Cooktown ;
William Coleman, late of Campbell's Camp;
Thomas Greenwood, late of Boondoon; Patrick
Miggins, late of Brisbane; Thomas Trotman,
late of Townsville ; and Hinn Yappo, late of
Cooktown.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons  having a y Claims against the
Estates  of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come  in and rove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Sixteenth day of April next, or in default they
will be peremptorily excluded from all benefits
accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1889.
350
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Wi ll of Alexander Cuthbert ,  late of Towns-
ville,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier,
deceased.
P
URSUANT  to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons  Act of  1867," notice
is hereby given ,  that all Creditors and other persons
having any claim upon or against the Estate of
Alexander Cuthbert ,  late of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  grazier, who died at
Alligator Creek ,  near Townsvi ll e aforesaid, on or
about the twenty-seventh day of November, 1887,
and whose Will was duly proved by William  Villiers
Brown, of Townsvi ll e aforesaid , -merchant, the
Executor named therein ,  in the Supreme Court of
Queensland ,  on the seventh day of March, 1888,
are hereby required to send in ,  in writing, to the
said William V illiers Brown ,  the said Executor,
particulars of their claims or demand, on or before
the Eleventh day of March next  ;  and notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the Executor will proceed to
distribute the assets of the said Alexander
Cuthbert ,  deceased ,  amongst the persons entitled
thereto ,  having regard only to the claims of which
the said Executor has then had notice, and that
the said Executor will  not be liable ,  for the assets
so distributed ,  to any person of whose claim the
Executor has not had notice at the time of the
distribution.
Dated this eleventh day of February, 1889.
376
G. A. ROBERTS  AND LEU,
Solicitors for Executor.
10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Will of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, de-
ceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons  Actof 1867,"notic
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other persons
having any  claims upon  or against  the Estate
of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville, in the
Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased, who died
at Townsville, in the Colony aforesaid, on or about
the twenty-second day of November, 1888, whose
Will was duly proved by William Joseph Castling,
butcher, and Frederick Gordon, merchant, the
Executors  named therein ,  in the Supreme Court of
Queensland , on the eighteenth day of January,
1889, are hereby required to send in, in writing, to
the undersigned, Frederick Gordon, one of the
Executors ,  particulars of their  claims  or demands,
on or before SATURDAY, the Twenty-third day
of February next. An4 notice is hereby given, that
at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
Of  tits said  Daniel Grant ,  deceased ,  amongst the
persons entitled  thereto ,  having regard only to the
claims of which the said Executors have then had
notice, and that the  said  Executors will not be
liable, for the  assets so  distributed to any person of
whose claim the Executors have not had notice at
the time of the distribution.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
316
F.GORDON,
For Executors.
9s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
A. JOHNSON AND CO. v. EDWARD REYNOLDS.
To all Persons Concerned.
-FAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has'
issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title, and
interest (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or
parcel of land situated in the county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera, being subdivisions 116, 117,
and 118 of portion 197, containing 1 rood and 171,
perches, and being the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 70134, volume 480, folio 114, subject
to Bill of Mortgage No. 114164 to Queensland
National Bank, to secure repayment of £1,200
and further  advances , repayable on demand :
Also, of, in, and to all that piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Stanley, parish of
Enoggera , being subdivisions 112 to 115 of portions
194 and 197, containing 1 rood and 24 perches,
and being the land described in Certificate of Title
No. 70145, volume 480, folio 125, subject to mort-
gage as above :
Also, of,  in, and  to all that piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Stanley, parish of
Enoggera , being subdivisions 100 to 111 (inclusive)
of portions 194 and 197, containing 1 acre and 32
perches,  and being the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 69528, volume 477, folio 8, subject to
mortgage  as above :
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the Twenty-sixth day of
March next, at Twelve o'clock noon,  unless this
Execution is previously satisfied.
380
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.118.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
THOMAS HOWLING  V.  OTTO SANDER.
To all Persons Concerned.T 1.AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has been issued upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above action, and that all
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title,
and interest (if any) of; in, and to all that
piece or parcel of land situated in the county
of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, being
re-subdivision 205 of subdivision 2 of suburban
portion 176,  containing  18 perches, and being the
land described in Certificate of Title No. 89172,
volume 553, folio 212, subject to Bill of Mortgage
No.  186913,  produced 11th July, 1888, at 3'16 p.m.,
registered 18th July, 1888, from Heinrich August
Otto Sander to The Federal Building, Land,
and Investment Society, Limited, principal sum
secured £125, repayable with interest as therein
stated, will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland,
by Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel,, George
street, Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the 'twenty-sixth
day of March next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, unless
this Execution is previously satisfied.
381
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff,
8s.
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IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 3.
In the Matter of "  The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of  1886," and in the Matter of The Mount
Cenis Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for
the Winding-up of the abovenamed Com-
pany, under the supervision of this Honourable
Court,  was, on  the seventh day of February, 1889,
presented to the Warden of the Charters Towers
Gold Field by the Voluntary Liquidator of the
abovenamed Company, on behalf of the said Com-
pany, and that the said Petition  will come on for
hearing  before the Warden on FRIDAY, the First
day of March, 1889, and any creditor or contri-
butory of the said Company desirous to oppose the
making of an order for the  winding -up of the said
Company, under the supervision of the Court, under
the abovenamed Acts, should  appear at  the time of
hearing ,  by himself  or his counsel ,  for that  purpose,
and a  copy of the Petition will be furnished to
any creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring  the same,  by the undersigned ,  on payment
of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated the ninth day of February, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
360
Petitioners' Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN ' S COURT  AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 4.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining  Companies
Act  of 1886," and in the Matter of The
No. 1 South Towers Extended Gold- Mining
Company, Limited.
OTICE is hereby give, that a Petition for the
Winding-up of the abovenamed Company,
under the supervision of this Honourable Court,
was, on the seventh day of February, 1889, pre-
sented to the Warden of the Charters Towers
Gold Field, by the Voluntary Liquidator of the
abovenamed Company, on behalf  of the said
Company, and that the said Petition  will come on
for hearing before the Warden on FRIDAY, the
First day of March, 1889, and any creditor or
contributory of the said Company  desirous to
oppose the making of an order for the winding-up
of the said Company, under the supervision of the
Court, under the abovenamed Acts,  should appear
at the time of hearing, by himself or his  counsel,
for that purpose, and a copy of the Petition will be
furnished to any creditor" or contributory of the
said Company requiring  the same , by the under-
signed, on payment of the regulated  charge for
the same.
Dated the ninth day of February, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
392
Petitioners' Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
8s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT  AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1887-No. 4.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Miming Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The North
Black Jack Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Limited.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Warden hasIl fixed FRIDAY, the First day of March,
1889, at Thirty  Minutes  past Two of the clock in
the afternoon, at his Chambers, Court House,
Charters Towers,  as the time  and place for the
appointment of an Official Liquidator of the above-
named Company.
Dated the eighth day of February, 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
MARSLAND  AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to Petitioners,
Charters Towers.
361 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,'
and in the Matter of The Brisbane Coffee
Palace Company, Limited.
A
T a Special Meeting of The Brisbane Coffee
Palace Company, Limited, held in the Regis-
tered Office, 139, Queen street, Brisbane, on
Tuesday, the 29th January, 1889, the subjoined
Special Resolutions were passed, viz.:-
Resolved,-"  That, it having been proved to
the satisfaction of the shareholders pre-
sent that the Company cannot, by reason
of its liabilities, continue its business,
it is decided to wind-up the Company
voluntarily, and that Joseph Peirson, of
Brisbane, accountant, be and he is hereby
appointed Liquidator, with Mr. John Potts
as a committee of inspection ; and that the
remuneration of the Liquidator be £5 per
cent. on all assets realised."
A. HOLLAND,
JOSEPH PEIRSON, Chairman.
Secretary.
364 6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Great Kaufmann
Gold- Mining Company ,  in Liquidation.TTHE UNDERSIGNED, Thomas  Francis, Groom, the Liquidator of the above Com-
pany ,  hereby make a First Liquidation Call of one
penny half -penny  (1,11d.) ,per share upon all the con-
tributories of the aboveCompany ,  payable to me, at
my Office ,  at the Brisbane Stock  Exchange, Que n
street, on or before  FRIDAY, the  First day of
March next.
Dated at Brisbane this thirteenth day of
February, 1889.
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
373 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
No. 48 of  1889.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
Between James Ikyn Dickson, plaintiff, and
Alexander Hutchison Salmond, defendant.
WHEREAS an action has been commenced in
this Court, at the suit of the abovenamed
James I1yn Dickson, against the abovenamed
Alexander Hutchison Salmond, to recover £86 17s.,
for work done  as an assistant  surveyor and for
moneys paid for the defendant at his request, and
it being alleged that the said Alexander Hutchison
Salmond does not reside within this colony or its
dependencies, a writ of foreign attachment has
been issued , returnable within fifty days after
service thereof, wherein the Bulloo Divisional
Board, in the said colony, is Garnishee. Notice is
hereby given thereof, and if at any time after final
Judgment in this action the said Alexander
Hutchison Salmond (or any person on his behalf)
will give the security and notice, and file the
appearance and plea required by the Act intituled
" 1 he Common Law Process Act of  1867," the
attachment may be dissolved.
Dated this second day of February, A.D. 1889.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
370
Solicitors for the Plaintiff,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
8s.
W
E, the undersigned, hereby give notice that
it is our intention to apply to the Cabool-
ture  Divisional Board for Licenses to Erect Public
Gates (2) on the road running through portions 50
and 51, parish of Mooloolah, in accordance with
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
JOHN CATON.
WILLIAM GRIGOR.
Buderim Mountain, 24t]i January, 1889.
324 3..64.
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CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNER-
SHIP
As REQUIRED  BY THE FIFTY- THIRD  SECTION OF
" THE MERCANTILE ACT OF 1867."
STYLE of Partnership--Bull and Others.
Names of Partners-General Partner : William
John Bull, of Pallas street, Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, grocer. Special Partner:
Henry Smith, of Melville street, Maryborough
aforesaid , cabinet-maker, and the said William
John Bull (as Trustees  of Mrs. Esther Roberts).
Capital contributed by General Partner-Stock
in trade to the value of two hundred pounds.
Capital contributed by Special Partners-The
sum of one  hundred and thirty pounds.
General Nature  of Business -General drapers
and grocers.
Principal Place of  Business -Pallas and Churchill
streets, Maryborough.
Commencement of Partnership-The first day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine.
Termination of Partnership-The Thirty-first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two.
We hereby acknowledge the above Certificate as
true and correct.
• WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
HENRY SMITH.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons, before
me, one  of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace
for the Colony of queensland, at Maryborough,
this fourth day of February, 1889.
W. SOUTHERDEN, J.P.
MORTON A D POWERS,
Brisbane , Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
352 8s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
which has  for some time  past been carried onby
William Henry Barker and David GallowayRussell
Frew, under the style or firm of "Barker and Frew,"
at Croydon, in the Colony of Queensland, in the
business  of sharebrokers and mining  agents, was
this day Dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will in future be carried on by the
said William Henry Barker, under the style of
" W. H. Barker and Co.," to-whom all debts due
to the late firm must be paid, and by whom all
liabilities of the late firm will be discharged.
As witness our bands this twenty-first day of
January, A.D. 1889.
W. H. BARKER,
By his Attorney,
W. FAwcETT SMITH.
D. G. R. FREW.
Witness-
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
375
Solicitor, Croydon.
MORTGAGEE'S SALE.
WHEREAS Matthew O'Keefe, of Mount
Morgan , being the Registered Lessee of
Goldfields Homestead Selection Number 31,
Crocodile Creek, did, on the seventeenth day of
July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight,  make  and execute his Memorandum of
Mortgage  whereby he mortgaged the said Gold
Fields Homestead Selection Number 31 to The
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, to secure
the repayment to the said The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney the sum of one hundred and
fifty pounds sterling on demand : And whereas the
demand for the repayment of the said sum of one
hundred and fifty pounds by the said Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney and default hath been
made therein : Notice is hereby given, that under
and by virtue of the provisions of  "The Gold Fields
Homestead Leases Act of  1886," the said Gold Fields
Homestead Selection Number 31, containing nine-
teen acres three roods and twenty-one perches, will
be offered for Sale at Public Auction, by George
Silas Curtis, auctioneer, at his Sale Rooms, Rock-
hampton, on the Twentieth day of March, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon of that day.
Dated at Rockhampton this twelfth day of
February, 1889.
380
JOS. PATTISON,
Solicitor of Mortagee,
Rockhampton.
8s.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government  Gazette  for  general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal  notes , and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as  practic-
able,  references  to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms,  Summaries  of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their  years  and short titles, and  vice ver8d  by
their short titles  and years  ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with  reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in  the latter  analysis  of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its  general  arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
6s. 6d.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 6s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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THE STAMP ACTS.
F
OR SALE,  in pam hlet form , at the Govern
ment Printing Ofce-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
a. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AITSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published,  at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane , "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the  Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R .G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory,  F.R.G.S ., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price ,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ; to England and the Austra lian
Colonies, 1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phajno  amous  and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d. to England and the Australian  Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeWilliam street ,  Brisbane - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of  Letters by Henry M. Chester , Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage, id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A PAMPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial  Botanist  and Chief  Inspector
of Sto.^k, now published,  and on Sale  at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth  ; postage  8d. within,
and Is. 4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found  a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations,  of these
Plants. together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described,  and also
much information as to their  several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
087
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  "The Insolvency Act of
t," together with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal8vo. Price, 2s..6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
OW Published,  First Supplement to a SynopsisN of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey ,  F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price ,  3s. Posted ,  3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.P OUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,
when describing brands, to make a distinction
between  "  Registered "  and other brands, by placing
tionthe words "Registered Brand "  after  the desc
beof the former .  Registered brands type
used for such descriptions ,  but where these words
do not appear the ordinary  type only  will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
©N SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street,  Brisban  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Par liament passed in  the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1888. Price, Is.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at-the Government  Printi ng Office,in pamphlet  form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874,' together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
c THE Jus fees Act of  1886," and  "The  Ofenders
Probdtion  Act of  1886,"  with  an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes ,  and Index.
Price,  2s. 6d.  Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, 1s.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GOvERNMENT PsmNTSS acknowledges the receipt
of the  following amounts :-
1889.  B a. d.
Feb. 9 .- Warroo  Divisional Board  ... ...  0 19 0
11.-Munro and Cowie  ... ... ... 2 0 0
11.-F. C.  Grambaner  ... ... ... 0 0 7
11.-W. Martin ... ... ... 0 4 0
11.-C. McDonald .. ... ... 0 1 0
11.-Townsville  Herald ... ...  ... 0 1 4
11.-W. H. Carter ... ... ... 0 6 0
11.-T. Willmett and Co. ... ... 6 0 0
11.-J. Sullivan ... ... 0 1 0
„ 11.-Antigua  Divisional Board  ... ... 1 11 0
„ 11.-C. T.  Turner  ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 11.-C. Egan  ... ... 0 7 0
11.-P. Diamond  (Duaringa  Divisional
Board ) . ... ... ... 0 12 0
12.-J. McDonald ... ... ... 2 5 0
„ 12.-Caboolture Divisional Board 1 11 6
12.-Municipal  Council, Ipswich ... 5 0 0
14.-E. M. Hurford .. ... 0 1 0
14.-Nanango Divisional Board... ... 1 12 6
14.-W. Tatham ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
„ 14.- Bundaberg Fire Brigade Board ... 1 0 0
„ 14.-Glengallan Divisional Board ... 1 16 0
14.-Highfields Divisional Board ... 0 15 6
14.-G. T.  Ballard  and Sons  ... ... 0 0 7
„ 14.-N. M. Davis ... ... ...  0 2 6
14.-F. F. Black ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
15.-M. Fitzgerald .. ... ... 0 8 0
„ 15.-Pioneer Divisional Board ... ... 0 1 0
„ 15.-Tinaroo Divisional Board ... ... 2 10 0
15.-J. Buckley ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
15.-F. and A. Neame ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 15.-Drayton Shire Council .. ... 0 17 0
15.-Middle Ridge Shire Council ... 1 10 6
15.-R. 0. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 4
15.-R. Tomalin ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
15.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ... 0 9 0
Oy -1
Impuunliings.
I&W Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Richmond, from Cambridge Downs,
on the 1st February, 1889, by order of H. Young,
Esquire. Driving  expenses, 5s.
One bay gelding , star and snip , hind feet white, like
BF6 near shoulder, 44 over like 667 off shoulder.
One bay gelding, S ra over M Al (registered brand)
near  shoulder, 71 near cheek.
One brown gelding, 3@6t (registered brand) near
shoulder, white patch off saddle.
One light- bay mare, star  and stripe, blotched brand like
A2A off shoulder, CP3 (registered brand) near
thigh, 10 near neck, 9MU (registered brand) off
thigh.
One light-bay filly, star on forehead, fore feet and near
hind foot white, unbranded.
One bay filly, blind near eye, near hind foot white, ZU7(registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 28th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. H. CARTER, Poundkeeper.
317 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo Station, on the
30th January, 1889, by order of A. H. Pegler,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. per head.
One brown gelding, half draught,  star,  hind legs white,
UD9 (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, saddle, blaze down face, hind
feet white, like FM1 or 3MH (registered brand-
blotched) over UC9 (registered brand) near shoul-
der, 121 near neck.
One bay or brown  gelding, star , JD (conjoined) near
shoulder, BD near thigh.
One grey gelding, MS over 2 off shoulder, blotch and
spectacle  over  US2 (registered  brand) near shoul-
der, ZX near rump.
If not  released on  or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
318 4s.
I MPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Kulki, on the31st January, 1889, by order of A. Brierty, Esquire.
Damages , 2s. 6d.; driving, 6d. per head.
One creamy  mareo  off hip down, 1V and faint brand near
shoulder, bell and hobbles on neck.
One bay gelding, small star on forehead, near fore foot
partly white, M (writing capital) near shoulder,
two pairs hobbles on neck.
One brown  mare,  H over M over P  near  shoulder.
One chestnut gelding,  star and snip , bar over C off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
346 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowong.
One grey horse, O„ 1 L (registered brand) over 112.
If not released on or before the 27th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
PETER OLSON, Poundkeeper.
321 1s.IMPOUNDED at Yaamba, from Cooltandra, o  the
7th February, 1889, by order of Percy F. Mac-
Donald, Esquire.
One brown horse, bind feet and near fore foot white,
THS (registered brand ) near  shoulder, very
indistinct brand like S . off shoulder.
One old roan horse, white face, hind feet and off front
foot white, 1ST (registered brand) near shoulder,
JT (conjoined) off shoulder.
One bay mare, star on forehead, hind feet and off front
foot white, NN2 (registered brand) near shoulder.
One roan mare, Z(jF (registered brand) near shoulder;
bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One light-chestnut horse, silver mane and tail, large
blaze on forehead, W over TT near shoulder.
One old black horse, small white blaze on forehead,
LB7 (registered brand) off shoulder, like D near
shoulder.
One old bay horse,  small star  and snip, like 5PM  (regis-
tered brand) over E3U (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One chestnut horse, draught, collar-marked, white blaze
on forehead, a Q 7 (registered brand) off shoulder.
One brown  mare, star on  forehead, J-31 (registered
brand) near shoulder, Q 2 L (registered brand)
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1899,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
378 9s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from North Burgoreh, n
the 18th January, 1889, by order of James  Coyne,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 5s. each.
One white bullock, K7K (registered brand) over 3 off
ribs,  off ear slit.
One spotted bullock, GR near rump, like 4 near thigh,
like W y9 off ribs, both ears notched.
One roan bullock, K7K (registered brand) over 3 off
ribs,  off ear  notched.
One red bullock, A V d (registered brand) over 5 near
ribs ,  near ear slit.
One spotted bullock, A 1'd (registered brand) over 5
near ribs.
One white bullock, A 1'd (registered brand)  over 5 near
ribs, piece out near ear.
One roan bullock, A 1'd (registered brand) over 5 near
ribs, near ear slit.
If not released  on or  before the 22nd February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
320 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the roads, onthe
24th January, 1889, by order of the Chairman of
Booroodabin Shire.  Damages, 5s . per head.
One chestnut  mare, 1FR (registered  brand) near
shoulder, white spots on back.
One yellow and white cow, white head, U5C (registered
brand) off ribs.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
331 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, on the 5th February, 1889,
by order of H. F. Gadsden, Esquire, Inspector of
Brands.
One dark-grey horse, t48 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
SAM. F. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
325 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from Oakey Camp,
on the 5th February, 1889. Driving, 6d.
One black horse, star, 4T D (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th Marsh, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. M. HURFORD, Poundkeeper.
332 18.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from enclosed land, Un-dullah. Driving, 4s. per head ; trespass, 2s. 6d.
per head.
One bay horse, blaze in face, hind fetlocks white, like
4PA (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay filly, three feet white, blaze down face, like
W over M near shoulder.
One bay horse, hind fetlocks white, small star,  ><)<1
(registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay horse, SQl (registered brand) over 57 near
shoulder.
One dapple-grey mare, like XCU (registered brand)
over 110 near rump.
One black horse, off hind foot white, + over D near
shoulder.
One creamy horse, white streak down face, VJ3(registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay horse, illegible brand off shoulder, like X1Z
(registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
334
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
8s.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
S cification annexed thereto, received from James
Mactear, of Victoria Mansions, Westminster,
England, for an invention for  "An Improved Pro-
cess of Preparing or Treating Vegetable Fibrous
_from."Material for Obtaining Fibre there
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of. the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Mactear, in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAIENE Y ,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fora Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alfred
Nobel, of 53, Avenue Malakoff, Paris, France, for
an invention for  " Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Explosives."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Alfred Nobel, in accord-
ance  with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAJ.ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Eddisbury Baugh and Charles Hinksmav, both of
London, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Furnaces for Chlorinating Ores and in the Process
in connection therewith."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearanec
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James Eddisbury Baugh and Charles Hinksman,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Edward Seitz, of 414, Market Buildings, Flinders
Lane, West Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention
for "A  Water Motor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette,  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Edward Seitz, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Alder Dickson Forster, of Norristown,
and George Jordan Firmin, of Philadelphia, both
in Pennsylvania, United States of America, for
an invention for  "Improvement in Apparatus for
Amalgamating Precious Metals in Crushed or Pul-
verised Material containing the same."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Alder Dickson Forster and George Jordan
Firmin, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
the said Roderick Impey Murchison ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe and
Company ,  Limited ,  of 51 ,  Berners street,
London, mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters ,  Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation  :-
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an appli cation for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas John Dunn ,  of Sydney ,  New South Wales,
for an invention for  " Improvements in the Process
of Tanning  Leather with Tannin .  Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Thomas John Dunn ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Henry Tucker, of 4, Great Portland street, Oxford
street, London, for an invention for  "Improved
Portable Cooking Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Henry
Tucker, in accordance with the provisionsof  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  fr om
Roderick Impey Murchison ,  of 22 ,  Dandenong
road ,  Armadale, near Melbourne ,  Victoria, for an
invention for  " An Improved Composition for
Destroying Weeds, Scrub, and Other Vegetable
Growths, and  for Destroying  Insects and Preser-
vinet Timber  from  their attacks."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
AL
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the 'said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that The QueenslandMilling Company, flour millers, City Mills,
Albert street, Brisbane, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation:-
00 Mi,
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that Maclachlan
Brothers  and Levy,  of 228 ,  Elizabeth street,
Melbourne , Victoria,  tobacco and cigar merchants,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Patents , Designs,  and Trade JUarks Act,
1884," to register in Class 45 ,  in respect of Cigars
and Cigarettes ,  and Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th  February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe
and Company ,  Limited ,  of 51 ,  Berners street,
London, mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation : -
"I
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe and Company ,  Limited ,  of 51 ,  Berners street ,  London,
mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral and Aerated  Waters,
Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
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Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMss  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William str, et,  Brisbane.
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The Treasury.
Queensland, 2nd February, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of January, 1889.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
WHOLESALE  SPIRIT DEALERS' LICENSES
(FOR YEAR 1889.)
Name.
Fitzwalter , Geo. Jas., and Adavale
Co.
Place.
Skinner, Alfred J. ... ditto
Cashin, James  ... ... Aramac
Samuels , Joseph ... ... Arrilalah
Enri*ht,  Michael ... Beaudesert
Cronin, J. ... Barcaldine
Raff , R. ... ... ... Burketown
Adams, G. H. ... ... Brisbane
Barker and  Co. ... ditto
Bolger, P. ... ... ditto
Brabant  and Co. ... ... ditto
Burns,  Philp, and Co. ditto
Brown , D. L., and Co. ditto
Box, H. ,  and Son  ... ... ditto
Bourne , H., and Co. ... ditto
Brisbane  Wine and Spirit
Co.
ditto
Byrne  Brothers  ... ... ditto
Corrigan , N. ... ... ditto
Civil Service Co-operative
Co.
ditto
Castlemaine Brewing, and ditto
Quinlan, Gray, and Co.,
Limited
Goertz, E., and Co. ... ditto
Gibbs, Bright, and Co. ditto
diHelion,  W. ... ... tto
Horsley, W. .. ditto
Royer , Tiegs, and Co. ditto
Harbottle, Alsop, and Co. ditto
Helffenstein  and Howse ... ditto
Lanfear , Nicol, and Co. ... ditto
Macgregor , S. ... ... ditto
Morehead, B. D., and Co. ditto
Mort , Holland, and Co. ... ditto
QUEENS D
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WHOLESALE  S PIRIT DEALERS - Continued.
(For Year 1889.)
Name .  Place.
Neill, J. ... ... ... Brisbane
Neilson, R. D. ... ... ditto
Parbury, Lamb, and Co. ... ditto
People' s Co-operative  Co, ditto
(L. Cusack)
Perkins and  Co. ... ... ditto
Queensland Brewing Co. ditto
Queensland  Mercantile  Co. ditto
Queensland Agency Co. ... ditto
Ranniger , A. ... ... ditto
Sanderson , F. ... ... ditto (Lutwyche)
Thompson, G. A., and Co. ditto
Thurlow and Co. ... ... ditto
Wallace, Warren, and Co. ditto
Webster and Co. ..
Young, Josiah ...
... ditto
ditto
Bowen
ditto
ditto
Bundaberg
ditto
Betzel, Gottfried ... ...
Miller, Donald ...
Wharton, W. T., and Co.
Grigg and Christsen ...
Hyde, A.. and Co. ...
O'Connell, W. B., and Co. ditto
Schofield,  F r e d ..--. . . ditto
Peter, Olssen .
Thompson, Hy. H.
Flood, E. (Executors o
Fitzwalter , J. G....
Ayton, E. H. ...
Allen and Sons ...
... , Clermont
ditto
Charleville
ditto
Charters Towers
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cloncurry
Cooktown
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cunnamulladitto
ditto
Cairns
ditto
ditto
Burns, Philp, and Co.
Lemel, J. ...
Summers, G. ... ...
Whitehead Brothers ...
McGillivray, A. S., and Co.
Burns, Philp, and Co.
Clunn, John, and Sons ...
Sue, Chung
Sun Kum Fung ... ...
Thomas and Madden ...
Yip,  Ali  ... ... ...
McGuigan and Co. ...
Murphy, W., and Co.
Warner, R., and Co.
Burns. Philp, and Co.
Hobson and Co. ...
Madden, Thomas ...
72 0
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WHOLESALE S PIRIT  DEALEas - continued.
(For Year 1889.)
Name .  Place.
Redden ,  W. P. . ... Cairns
Smith , W. C., and Co. ... ditto
Walsh  and Co. ... ditto
Carrick , W. J. ... ... Croydon
Thomson  and Dalby .., ditto
Clarke,  James ... ... Dalby
Ford, Michael ... ditto
Landy and Brown .. slit to
O'Brien, Denis ... ... ditto
Nolan, Charles ... ... Geraldton
Friend, H. and J.... ... Gladstone
Bunworth, C. C. ... Gympie
Cullinane , J. S. ... ... 'ditto
Long, Edward ... ditto
McDonald , Albers ... ditto
Geary, R. W., and Co. Hughenden
Price, W4, and Co. ditto
Goldring ,  Tolano,  and Co. ditto
Walsh and Co . ... ...  Herberton
Foote, James  ... ...  Ipswich
Ginn  and Hooper ... ditto
Johnston, J. J. ... , ... ditto
Keogh, D. T. ... ... ditto
Landy, P.... ... ditto
Madigan , S. ... ... ditto
Real, M . ... ... ...  ditto
Appleton, A. S. ... ... Isisford
Lonergan , John ... ... ditto
Whitman, W. and J. ... ditto
Lone an, John ... ... Jundah
Telford and Turner ...  Kameringa
Walsh and Co ... ... ditto
Kwong, Wah  Zuen  ... Maytown
Pow Kee .. ... . .. ditto
Wee Chin Chan ... ... ditto
Grier, Hugh ... ... Muttaburra
Klugh and  Samuels . ..  ditto
Byrne B ro s. ... ... Mackay
Marsh and Webster ... ditto
Pax on, W. H., and Co.... ditto
Browne , J. E., and Co. Maryborough
Corser and Co. ... ditto
Graham and Gataker .., ditto
Walker, Limited ... ... ditto
Magee,  B. J. .. ... Normarton
Allen and Sons,  Saml . Ravenswood
Goldring, Tolano, and Co. Richmond
Philpot 'Bros. ...  Rocklea
Caporn, W. G., and Co. ... Rockhampton
Curtis, G. S. ... .., ditto
Headrick, J. M., and Co. ditto
Higson , W. K., and Co. ... ditto
Kelly and Sons, T. ... ditto
McLaughlin, T. ... ... ditto
Morehead, B. D., and Co. ditto
Palmer, A. W. ... ... ditto
Reid, Walter, and Co., ditto
Limited
Walton, W. F., and Co.. ditto
Bing and McNaughton ... Roma
Murphy, W. B. ... ... ditto
Andrews, Geo. ... .. Southport
McCall, James .. ... Thargoinindah
Paterson, Henry ditto
White, George ditto
Allen and Sons .. . 1 ownsville
Burns , Philp, and Co. ... ditto
Brodziak and Rogers ditto
Hook Ing Chong and Co. ditto
Munro, Bonlay, av.d Co. .. ditto
Smith and Walker ... ditto
West, A. F., and Co. ... ditto
Mattinson, John W. ... Toowoomba
Marwedel, F., and Co. ... ditto
Wittenberg, L., and Co.... ditto
DISTILLERS.
(13 Vie.,  No. 27.)
Trouton, W. J. ... ... i Brisbane (Scientific)
Lale, Wm. ... ... Ipswich (Apothecary's)
Pulls, G. ... ... ... Fairfield (Distilling)
Ditto  ... ... ... ditto (Rectifying)
(30 Vie., Nc. 23.)
Smith, T. L. ... ... Marburg
Cleary, Henry ... ... Warwick
Teitzel , C'arl ... ... ditto
DISTILLERS-  continued.
(30 Vic., No. 21.)
Name. Place.
Holtorf, Martin  ... .  Nerang, "Gilston"
Gardner , Alfred Lugs ... I Normanby
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
Bell, Cath.
Lehane, Thos.
Walker, A .  F.Greevy, P. J. ...
Preston, Hy. ...
• Low, A. F. ...
Sheffield, Hy.
Chalmers , G. W.
Fennesey, John
Waterston, J. M.
Reed, Jas.
McLaughlin, Jas.
Hawkins, Edwd....
South ,  Win.
Taney, John
Goody, Ann
Ryalls, Michl.
English,  Win.
Woodward, Robt.
Grace, Michl.
Swift , Annie ...
Bates ,  Joseph ...
Bowen
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Cairns
Charleville
Cloncurry
ditto
Cooktown
ditto'
ditto
Croydon
Dalby
Eidsvold
Georgetown
ditto
Gladstone
ditto
... Mackay
... Mary borough
... Ravenswood
Rockhampton
Tenningering
SPECIAL  DISTRICTS.
Emerson , Alf. .. ... BarcaldineE dg, Margt. ... ... ditto
Finn, Patk. ... . ditto
Forbes, 1. L. ... .. ditto
BILLIIRD LICENSES.
Daly, Hugh . Brisbane
Butterworth, C. E. ... Cleveland
Williams, J. J. ... ... Cooktown
Kirby, T. J. .. .. !'! Croydon
Temple, J... ... ... ditto
Rowe,  Fredk. ... ... Georgetown
Gallagher, Patk. ... ... Gladstone
Russell, E. K. ... . Hughenden
English, Wm. .. ... Mackay
Reid, Hy.... ... ... Tiaro
Murphy, Jas. ... ... Watsonville
AUCTIONEERS.
(FOR YEAR 1889.)
Clarke, Joseph ... ... Allora
Fitzwalter, J. G. ... ... Adavale
Castles, Win. .. Beenleigh
Griggs, W. H. ... ditto
Smith . R. H. ... ... Bowen
Bell, A. B. ... ... Brisbane
Bell, G. T. ... ... ditto
Barnes,  W. H. ... ditto
Cottell, R. J. ... ditto
Dansie, Richard ... ditto
Fraser , A. McNish ditto
Fraser , A. T. ditto
Hooker, Ebenezer ... ditto
Hooker, W. J. ... ditto
Harris , Henry ... ... di to
Horsley, W. T. ... ditto
Kellett, Wm. ... ... ditto
Knight, J. W. ditto
MacGregor, Saml. .. ditto
Macnamar a, John .. ditto
Muggridge, Urban ditto
McLeod, 1). W. .. ditto
Moffatt, F. ditto
Mills, A. F. ... ... , ditto
Phillips, Lewis ditto
Raven, -N. W. .. ditto
Savory, Geo ditto
Todd, J. W. .. ditto
White, John ditto
White, J. S .., ditto
Bradley, J. T. ... BurketownNott, E. ... ... Bundaberg
Draper, A. F. J. . ( Cairns
Macnamara, A. .. ditto
Sturt, Robt. ... ditto
Green, .(. G. ... ... C arleville.
Dalby, Arthur ... ... Croydon
Downey, M. C. ditto
Thomson, D. C. ... I ditto
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Ayton, E. H.
Dyer, C. B. B.
Russell, Robt.
AUCTIONEERS - Conti nued.
(For Year 1889.)
Name. Place.
Charters Towers
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Clermont
Cloncurry
... Cooktown
.., ditto
.., ditto
... Dalby
... Esk
... Gatton
... Gayndah
... Georgetown
... ditto
... Gladstone
... ditto
... Goondiwindi
... ditto
... Gympie
... Herberton
... ditto
... ditto
... Ipswich
... ditto
... Ingham
... ditto
.., ditto
... Mackay
... ditt o
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Marburg
Maryborough
ditto
... ditto
.. Muttaburra
... Port Douglas
.. Ravenswood
... ditto
... Rockhampton
... ditto
... St. George
.. Thursday Island
... ditto
... Tonningering
... Toowoomba
... ditto
... Townsville
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.. ditto
... ditto
dittoditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Warwick
Smith,  T. N. ...
Appleton, C. ...
Ormond, J. P.
Chataway, J. V. ...
Smith, W. R.
Wakeford, R. A....
Jessop,  J. S. ...
Thompson, A. H....
Summers , J. O.
Ream, Wm. ...
Green, E. T.
Watkins, Wm.
Bolles , J. ... ...
Coale, J. E. ...
Price, T. B. ...
Woodlock, J. F. ...
Walker, F. C.
Cairns,  John ...
Davis, G. S. ...
Mears , Arthur
Baines, Thos.
Haigh, Wm. ...
Cochrane, P. J.Cowley, A. S.
Walker, W. B.
Black , H. L. ...
Cameron,  W. J. ...
Grimstone, J. F....
Hodges, W. G.
McInnis, A. M.
Smith, Geo.
Strickland, Robt....
Evans, Robt.
Mactaggart,  Dan....
Purser , W. H. ...
Klugh, C., R. ...
Alexander, Michl.
Aisbett, Peter ...
Vickers, A. J. ...
Curtis, G. S. ...
Geraghty, H. M....
Cumings, T. M. • ...
Bowden, Herbert ...
Brown, E. L. ...
Woodall, J. R.
Falkner, J. P.
Mattinson , J. W....
Ackers, W. A.
Armstrong, Geo. ...
Cruickshank, F.Fairley, Lionel ...
Iliff, Ricli:ird ...
Mellwaine, F. B....
Ryan, Louis ...
Smith, Wm.
Simpson, Geo.
Thomson, G. T.
Thompson, E. J....
Daveney, C. B.
From-
TRANSFERS
Edwards, J. W.
Phillips, M. A.
Smi h, John
Jackson, Saml.
Jackson, Win.
Anderson, Wm.
To-
OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS'
LICENSES.
BRISBANE.
... ... Corbett, E. H.
Phillips, J. A.
Parr, Alfred
... ... Webster, A. J.
CAIRNS.
... ... I Walsh,  Michael
CHARTER-. TOWERS.
... ... Wieben, Hans
Webb, W. J. ...
Hewitt, Hy.
Massarath , E. F. ...
Weston, A. J.
Wilson, Lucy ...
COOSTO WN.
... 1 Brombey, Chas.
CROYDON.
... Brien, W. D.
... Free ey, Julia
... Brien, E. D.
... Bottorill, Frank
Byrnes, Thos.
Bradfield, J. A.
Rogers, Jas.
Bryden, J. S.
Medill, Thos.
TRANSFE RS-co  ntinu cd.
From- To-
CROYDON - continued.
... Byrne, Kate
Nerstad, John
... Hatrick, Ezekiel
EMERALD.
Wallis, Fredk.
Gooch,  Geo.
EULO.
.. ( Hickling, J. F.Robinson, R. W. ...
Mylne, R. F.
Christie, Julius
McAuliffe, Wm.
White, W. E.
Shepherd,  B. W...
McLean, T. W. L.
Doyle, Jas.
Perry, Chas. ...
Adrian, W. S. C....
Crocker, Alfred ...
Piers3n, Joseph ...
3teley, R. L. ...
Watson, David ...
Barry, Thos.
Currie, Dominick ...
Field, Henry
Hall, Jas.
Nest, Jas.
Duffy, Anue
MacDermott, E.
Fitzgerald, M.
Boland, J.
GLADSTONE.
...
Gallagher, Patk.
Christie, Chas.
GOONDIWINDI.
Zimmerman, Carl
... ( Charles, Andrew
GYMPIE.
...  I Polkinghorne, W. J.
HUGHENDEN.
... Russell, E. K.
JE RIC HO.
... McMaster, Robert
MACKAY.
Baker, E. J.
... Perry, Chas.
MARYBOROUGH.
... Strandguist, Carl
... Toohey, Patk.
Lane, W. H.
i Anderson,  Donald
MUTTABURRA.
... Reynolds, Geo.
Brazel, Andrew
NERANG.
... ... Eustace, Hardy
ROCK  HAMPTON.
Murphy, Thos.
Boland, John
... Skinner, T. B.
... Eaton, Lucy
... Ewart, Sainl.
... Birch, G. H.
ROMA.
.. Payne, S.
SPRI NGSLTKE.
... I Dolnner, Louis
ST. GEORGE.
... N owland, J. R.
Trump, Elizabeth
Ryan, M. A. ...
Kendrick ,  H. G....
McGill, Wm.
Perkins, J. H.
Giirvey, John
Bourke, P. D.
Landers, Anne
Crawford, Saml.
THARGOMINDAII.
.. Merifield, John
Too W OOMB A.
.. O'Donnell, John
Garvey, Honor
TOWNSVILLE.
Knox, T. A.
... Downs ,  Edwd.
WATSONVILLE.
.. ( Sparks, Joseph
WINDORAII.
Plush, John ... ...  Bailey, John
WINE LICENSES.
BRISBANE.
Diezman , Emil ... ... Hug, Robert
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES
CANCEL LEI).
Name. Place.
----- ---- -
CAIRNS.
Grcevy,  P. J. ... ...  I The Springs Hotel
DALBY.
Reynolds ,  Michl. ... ...  I  Carriers' Arms
NERANG.
Fitzgerald ,  R. H.... Railway Junction
Lowe, R. B. ... ... Coombabali
TOWNSVILLE.
Bartels, Hy . ... ...  Leichhardt
By Authority:  JAMES C.  BEAL, Goverrunent  Pinter, William street, Brisbane
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement of Brands ,  being  those Registered during the month of Jir uinv  last, is published for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names ,  Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar  ;  and in all such notifications  either  the Registered Brand of the Owner ,  or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
r0RYRR BRAND.
Horees .  Dame.
B Series.
9 A'zi 27879
9 A `d 27898
A b -3 27871A7-3  27872
A C 9 27895
A C 5 27939
5 B m 27868
b B m 27906
B 8 d 27878
7 B  mj 27940
B60 27907
B ` d b 27845
B  C3 27869 ...
B C 4 27942 ...
B C 7 27839B-<7 27917 ...
B 4-< 27949 ...
b O `d 27i)36 ...
O C 9 27929 ...30.<  27838 ...
O O N 27948 ...
D3> 27925 ...
D4> 27829 ...
DW8 27883 ...
D8W 27848 ...
8D1 27873 ...
9D1 27951 ...
DX8 27881 ...
D ;d 9 27899 ...
3DX 27891 ...
QUEENSLAND
vnnnunt
Yams.
Thomas Hewitt ...
Augustine Pettiford ...
Arthur Penrhyn Thomas
Albert Hone ... ...
August Weadt ...
Andrew Austin ...
Theopilus  Beardmore... ...
Birthe Catherine  Madsen ...
Frederick Wilhelm  Berlen ...
John Myddelton  Brace ...
Jane Campbell ...
Charles Price Bourne ... ...
John  Burns  ... ... ...
Wilhelm Bruns ... ...
John Sutherland Buchanan ...
Thomas Bryan... ... ...
Andrew Bleakley ... ...
... Otto Henry  Munster ...
... John McLean Cousin ...
... James McCarthy ...
... Owen Creedy ... ...
... Andrew Deane ... ...
... Charles Davies
... The Hughenden Divisional Board
... David Bell  ... ... ...
... Henry Deighton ... ...
...
Hugh Devir ... ... ...
... Joseph Dank ... ... ...
... James Donovan ... ...
... John Robert Dugdale ...
PkoeaILIM&.
Run or Farm  where Brand
is to  be  need.
Nearest Post Town of
Run or Farm.
... Milgarra ... ...
... Weeyan .. ...
... Penrhynvale ..
... Woodside , Hamilton
... Glamorgan  Vale ...
... Ballandean ...
Stockyard Creek ...
Pialba ... ...
Ta ll egalla ... ...
Edwinstowe ...
Adelaide  street ...
Forest Hill ...
Gundiah ... ...
Lowood ... ...
Holongo ... ...
Reserve ... ...
Colinton ... ...
... Normanton
... St. George
... Herberton
... Mackay
... Glamorgan  Vale
... Ballandean
Helidon
Pialba
Rosewood
Pittsworth
Maryborough
Laidley
Gundiah
Ipswich
Bundaberg
Charleville
Esk
... Brewery  Farm  ... ... Copperfield
... Helenvale... ... ... Cooktown
... Cummings  street  ... Toowoomba
... Spring Farm, Franklyn ... I Grandchester
Bluff ... ... ... ' Charters Towers
Plant's Ridge ... ... Charters Towers
Hughenden ... ... Hughenden
Swan Creek , Yangan  ... Warwick
Mobandilla ... ... Goondiwindi
Tivoli Bridge ... ... Ipswich
Exchange Lands... ... Allora
Mount Eagle ... ... Pittsworth
Grantham ... ... Gatton
qr_Q
604
O
9
B Series.
E O > 27856
E b 'i 27887
E09  27893
E.3sa 27944
E b 27886
E X7 27915
E-<4 27911
8 FQ 27888
7Fv 27943
41 279452-F[:4  27916
5FC{ 27935
F9' d  27919
(19M  27922
O Q m 27863
O, b ; 27833
Q b r+ 278606180  27889
bar  1 278908Q ;ij  27841
b Q  -3  27877
HN 5 27843
J ID b 27847
J . 5 27952
KM I  27930
KOs 27840
K34 27850K35  27902
LW b 27920Lo 5  27862
LX 2 27892
L5 27837L7;2! 27947
L7;0 27857
L -3 b 27831
4L. 27908
P 8'd 27876
lU4m 27880
71U1 27918
7U39 27884
71U3 27913
N b 27854
27874
1U9  27855
b1U;Ej  27852
81U-J 87903
91U;j 27853
RJO;0  27894
?j 1,Co 27836
'a* 1 27832
P92; 27946P80  27926
P 9  CO  27846
2 P 0) 27870
3Pu) 27897
P 5 27921
Q 9j0  27861
R9>  27904
4Rrn 27851
5 Rm 27865
R7  A 27858
9 R ri 27912
R 8 27830
rosau=  assn.
Horses. osttte.
...
...
Name.
Alfred Embrey ...
Edward Flynn
Edward Gaul ... ...
Edmund Goodwin ...
Edward Kaddatz
Herman Edward  Kleidon
John Halsey Crees ...
Frank Clarke .. ..
Robert Francis Douglas
Friederich Kolberg ..
Frederick  Ludwig Liesch
William  Luchterhand
Frederick Pedersen ...
John Gerke ... ...
George Hess ... ...
George Keates ...
Johannes Mengel
John George Lesley ...
George Lyford
Michael Hogan
George Thompson ...
Heinrich Schimer
Edward Farmer
Jacob Jacobsen
John Keane . ..
William Henry O'Keefe
Mary Ann Kitchiner ...
Martin Kelly ... ... ...
Lynch Brothers
Ludwig Graffunder
Jacob Mischlewski
William McLean
James McLean
Charles Roberts
Thomas Shelswell
William McLaren
Isabella  Mary Pickwell
John William Newman ..
Stephen Arthur Broom Howard
Alfred Maden ... ... ...
Nicholas McGowan ...
Reginald R. M. Ross ...
Joseph Thomas Needham ...
Albert B. M. Ross ... ...
James  Wilson ... ...
William Richardson .. ...
Eric  Alexander  Ross ...
Jeremiah Joseph Connor ...
William Stevens
William Brabon ... ...
Patrick Hassett ...
J. J. Pattel ... ...
Francis  Parmeter Squire
Phoebe Sutton... ...
Peter Svenson ...
William Purchase
Robert W. Roy Shellard ...
Robert Allen ... ... ...
Bridget Reynolds ...
George Ratcliffe ... ,..
Walter Groves ...
Robert Lewis .. . ...
John Robert Rollinson ...
rsorairroa.
Run  or Darn where Brand Nearest Post Town d
is to be used . Run or Pazm.
... Rosewood Gate ... ... Rosewood
Exchanged Lands Allora
... Reserve ... ... ... Gatton
... Laidley ... ... ... LaidleyCarraoff ... ... ... Mackay
... Lower Tent Hill ... Gatton
... Beverley ... ... ... Stanthorpe
... S. and W. Railway ... Cambooya
... Mount Marion ...  ... Morven
Highfields  ... ... Koojarewon
... Lower Tent Hill ... Gatton
... Pink Lily Reserve ... Rockhampton
... Bogantungan  ... ...  Bogantungan
... Rose Hill ... ... ... Warwick
... Myrtle Park, Proserpine Bowen
... Tallegalla ... Rosewood
Engelsburg ... ... Engelsburg
... Yangan ... ... ... Warwick
... Upper. Coomera ... ... Upper Coomera
... Wetfield ... ... ... Yeppoon
... Reserve  ... ... ... Augathella
... Towarra, Stewart's Creek Stanwell
... Hazeldean ..
... Lower  Swan Creek
... Gladstone
Lower Swan Creek
... Reserve,  Rockwood
... Cloncurry ...
... Comet
... Sandy Creek ...
... Muttaburra
,.. Cloncurry
.., Comet
Kilkivan
Beaudesert, McKinlay ...
German Town ... ...
Coulson ... ...
Tiaro
Kepper Creek
Mitchell ... ...
Fairview ...
Pine Mountain ...
Cloneurry
Mackay
Ipswich
Tiaro
Esk
Mitchell
Roma
Nerang Creek
... Stonehenge ... Leyburn
Toombul ... ...
Isis River ... ...
Lilly  Waterhole ...
Grass Tree ,  Yandi lla
Radcliffe ... ...
Carl Creek
Redcliffe ... ...
Anduramba ...
Reserve ...
Redcli ffe
Wycarbah ...
Lutwyche ... ...
Commonage
...
Brisbane
Childers
Hughenden
Leyburn
Duaringa
Normanton
Duaringa
Crow's Nest
Burketown
Duaringa
Rockhampton
Lutwyche
Townsville
... Exchanged Lands  ... Allora
... Boolburra  ... ... Westwood
... Wharton Creek  ... ... Springsure
... Ellena street  ... ... Maryborough
... Foundry Company ... Toowoomba
... Nudgee ... ... ... Nudgee
... Upper Coochin ... ... Ipswich
... Isis Scrub School... ... Childers
... Lilly Dale, Range Hotel Port Douglas
... Brampton, Burdekin ..... Brandon
... Hill Farm,Quart Pot Creek, Stanthorpe
... Gayndab... ... IGayndah
... Charlotte street ...  ..... Charters Towers
605
B Feries.
b R 27866
8R- 27834SR-3  27882
R -< 9 27900R2-<  27928
3W  27864880  27885
9 S Q  27927 1
T4• 278359 TO  27924
4TH 27849
S T ;E!  27875
b T'd 279339P--40 27932
2 U m 27869
U2b 27914U :t  8 27941
U c 9 27905
9 U C-  27937
U rI 2 27938
U39  27909
U 1 Ld  27867U ;U 2 27923
3UCA 27844
U 1  -<  27931
WS -<  27950
YI b 27934
Y1 27901
b Y 27896
Z;00  27842Z *2  27910
FO&MZL BZAfD.
horses,  Cattle.
James Ahern,
Ahern
BBANDB TRANSFERRED during  the MONTH of JANUARY, 1899.
Brand. `o. ofOert ifleate.
A K 1 572
AK 1 572
B A 2 2239
C U b 8760
D R b 232175
F
R 5 1421
b F S 3600
F3>( 12612
M T b 184
9 M U , 10665
P M 3 77
b R F 7662
R J 81 1172
3 T F 5070
U6>( 11195
1 Z B 5429
5 A  Q  B23427
J 3 B21359
9M>  B25906JU  2 B21613
7 S C B22353
T rn 7 B24484
Transferror.
The Bank of New
John Affieck ...
:tame.
William Rankin
John Mortimer
Robert Steel ...
Henry Herwig
Robert Henry  ...
... David Greenhill Scott
.., Dundas Simson ...
... Samuel Dunn ,,,
Transferree.
South Wales  John Affleck ... ...
Margaret  Mary Balbi
Benjamin  Jones ...
The Bank of New South Wales
Edward Moore ... ... ...
Cole and Company ... ...
The Queensland Investment and
Land Mortgage Co., Limited
James John Anderson ... ...
Sarah Jones ... ... ...
Charles William Cox ... ...
The Queensland National Bank
The Queensland Investment and
Land Mortgage Co., Limited
Franz Sommer  ... ... ... John Coffey ...
Thomas L. Fox .. ... ... Fred. J. Fox ... ...
Executors  of J. D.  Mactaggart  ... Thomas Gillespie (Trustee of
Thomas Cox ...
Peter Moore ...
Alexander Reid ...
Thomas Fitzgibbon ...  ...
Thomas Gibbs ... ... ...
Charles Watson ...
William John Martin ...
John Frew Perritt ...
Sweetland and Garrett  ...
George Skyring ...
Charles Higgins ...
Charles Adolphus Hoskins
John Newman ...
Charles William Fricke
William O'Sullivan ...
Henry Alexander Magnay
John Prentice ... ...
John McArthur
Herbert Limpus ...
Ellen N. Gibson
raorsrrroa
Run  or Farm where  Brand Nearusi 1'ual Town at
is to be used .  Bun or I'ann.
.,. Howard ... ... ... Howard
Anduramba ... ... Crow's Nest
... Yankee ... ... ... Darkey Flat
... Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
... Coreen, Homebush ... Mackay
... Bray  Meadows  ... ... Ingham
... Telemon ... ... ... Hughenden
... St. Edmonds ... ... Mackay
Samford ... ... ... Samford
Tiaro ... ... Tiaro
Reserve ... ... ... Comet
Cumkillenbar ,.. ... Dalby
Upper Thornton ... . Laidley
Morehead River, T.O., Cooktown
Musgrave
Broadwater, Bundaberg, Rainbow Creek,
and Gladstone
... Toombul ... .,, ... Toombul
... The Terraces ... ... Toowong
.. Fairney View, B.V. Railway Ipswich
... Coongan ... ... ... Kilkivan
... Ramsay ... ... Cambooya
... Retreat ... ... ... Hugbenden
... Allan's Creek, Bromelton Veresdale
... Reserve ... ... St. Lawrence
Capella ... ... ... Capella
Carmilla, Broadsound road Rockhampton
Tobias Weatherhog  Scarborough  ...  Buaraba Creek ,  Bellevue  Ipswich
Alfred Harvey ...
Alexander Entriken ...
William Barker Jackson
Eliza Ryan ... ...
Robert Wilson, j unr... .
J. E. Rose)
... James Savage ... ... ...
... The Queensland National Bank
Dugald McVicar and Arthur
Stirling Barton
John Franklin McMullen ... The Union Bank of Australia ...
Thomas Fletcher ... ... Alfred Smith ...
Baird, Rowan and Co. ... ... Taylor, Rowan and Co.... ...
W. W. Richardson & F. A. Brodie William Wright Richardson ...
Anderson and Cassidy ... ... Thomas Anderson ... ...
James Ahern,  senr. ...
August Mischke ...
Sandford Hill Nevile ...
John Franklin McMullen
Thomas Edwards ...
jun., and
Mount Gravatt ... ... Mount Gravatt
... Reserve ... ... ... Cloncurry
... Bandon ... ... ... Gayndah
Hampstead, Purga Creek Ipswich
Loler Farm ... ... South Coast Junction
Name ofRunorFarmwhereNearest Post Town.Brand is to be used.
Swan Creek ... ... Warwick
Swan Creek ... ... Warwick
Marrabu lla ... Fassifern
Brisbane road  ...  Ipswich
Combarngo  ...  Surat
Boomba  ... . St. GeorgeYalebone Creek  ... ...  Rtuna
Rockhampton  ... Rockhampton
Bombandie  ... ...  Clermont
Kilkivan ... ... ... Kilkivan
Hughenden ... ...  Hughenden
Waterloo ... .., ..  St. George
Wombunderry  ... ... Thargomindah
Ulster Farm ... ... Murphy's Creek
Bogantungan ... ... Bogantungan
Darr River Downs ... Aramae
Lorraine ... ... ... Cloncurrv
Great Western Hotel, Burketown
Nicholson River
ClermontPhilip ! The Willows ,
Martin Litfin ... ... ...
Edward Jno. Swanwick Salisbury
The Union Bank of Australia ...
John David Wilson ... ...
Blenheim ... ... ... Laidley
Blackall ... ... ... Blackall
Coalbrook .. ... ... Hughenden
Alice Downs ... Blackall
Brand.
QD5
HN2
PQ4U D3
<1Z
3DO
O R -33
No. of
Certificate
8891
1878
6164
10798
17799
11946
140251325177
B19848
B20477
Name of Proprietor.
August Gesch ...
George  Doyle ...
James  Horan ...
Robert Stephenson
David Wallace ...
Theophulus  Simpson
Cutten  Bros. ...
606
CHANGE of R$smENoB.
Run or Farm  w here Brand isto be
used.
... 1 Forest Hi ll, Miva
... Buderum Mountain
... Ke
Charters Towers
Yeulba ... ..
... Jura ... ...
Bicton .. ...
Stanwe ll  .. ...
Mount Berryman
Ferra Bella ...
James  Dinadale
Mary  Margaret McMicken
Godfrey Ortt ... ...
Nearest Post Town.
Gundiah ... ...
Mooloolah ...
Beenleigh .. ...
Charters  Towers ...
Yeulba ...
Nanango .. ...
Townsville ...
Stanwell ... ...
Laidley ... ..,
Kilkivan ... ...
Remarks.
... Brands  Directory for 1887
ditto
ditto
,,, ditto
,,, ditto
,,, ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... I ditto
By Authority:  JAi ss C. BBAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of  St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H.  PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the  Government
of the Colony of Queensla nd and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
'r first year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Paymentsand do other
acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Pub lic
Holiday ,  either throughout Queensland ,  or in any
part thereof ,  or in any city ,  town ,  borough, or district
therein  :  Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator of the Government afore-
said ,  in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above -recited Act ,  and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Counc il, do, by this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify ,  proclaim ,  and declare that THURS-
DAY, the 21st instant ,  being the Opening Day
of the Border Agricultural ,  Horticultural ,  Pastoral,
and Mining Society 's Show, shall, within the
Town of Stanthorpe ,  be observed as a Public
Ho liday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.e.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALYER,  of the Legislative  Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstyear of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make  Payments and do
other acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEB, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested  in me  by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that FRIDAY,
the 1st March next, being the day appointed for
holding the Annual Demonstration in connection
with the Eight Hours' Movement, shall, within the
Municipality of Ipswich, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited-Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thou.
sand  eight hundred and eighty- nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SLVE THE QUEEN !
74
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twentieth
day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
\%7 HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
ninth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to make Provision for Regulating the
Width of Streets and Lanes and to Prevent the
Subdivision of Land in such a manner as to be
Injurious to the Public Health,"  it is amongst
other things enacted, that the Governor, at the
request of the Council of a Municipality or Board
of a Division, may, by Order in Council, and
subject to such conditions as may be imposed by
the Order in Council, suspend the operation of the
said Act or any part thereof with respect to any
part of the Municipality or Division which is used
principally for business purposes, and not for pur-
poses of residence : And whereas the Council of the
Municipality of Brisbane has requested that the
operation of the said Act may be suspended with res-
pect to Subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Western Subur-
ban Allotment 289, within the said Municipality :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance of the
authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
order, and it is hereby ordered, that the operation
of the said Act shall be and the same is hereby
suspended with respect to the said Subdivisions 1,
2, 3, and 4 of Western Suburban Allotment 289
within the said Municipality.
And the Honourable the Colonial Secretary is
to give the necessary directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the sixth day
of February, 1889.
. PRESENT:
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.WHEREAS by "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
[No. 44.
divide into lots without  actual  survey, and to  indicate
the position of such lots by means of  maps orplan•
end by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for  selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
g eration of so much of the forty-third section of the
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is  proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots apd to indicate the
position of such lots on proper  maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following land Agents'Districts:-
District.  Locality.
Inglewood ... ... ... Parish of Inglewood
St. Lawrence ... ... Resumed part of Collaroy
Run.
75
610
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES LALOR
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for School of Arts,
in the parish of Roma, in the room of Thomas
McEwan, resigned.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
N
O Candidate  having been nominated at the
time  appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for No. 1 Subdivision of the Antigua
Division ,  His Exce llency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has ,  in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887, "  been pleased
to appoint
PHILLIP ELLIOTT
to be a Member for No .  1 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM GUY
to be Acting Sheriff's Bailiff, under the provisions
of  " The Sherif"s Act of  1875," at Toowoomba, in
the room of H. Gorman, suspended.
This appointment to take effect from the 18th
February  instant.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of clause twenty-six of the
Regulations under  " The Pack Island Labourers
Act of  1880," been pleased to appoint
THOMAS MOWBRAY, P.M.,
E. R. N. MACCARTHY, and
FRANCIS CHARLES HORNBROOK
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Hospital for Pacific Islanders at Mackay,
to act on behalf of the uovernment in conjunction
with
W. ARCHER,
J. E. DAVIDSON, and
J. MCBRYDE,
nominated  by the Employers of Labourers in the
District.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
of
EVAN BROWELL JEUNE
be substituted for Evan Jeune, appearing in the
general Commission of the Peace, published in the
Gazette  of the 1st of January last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN THOMPSON
to be a Government Agent, on the Supernumerary
Staff, to  accompany Vessels licensed to carry
Pacific Islanders.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
CORNELIUS DWYER KEANE
to be Assistant District Registrar of Births and
Deaths at Maytown, for the Registry District of
Woothakata
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of
clause two of  "The Grammar Schools Act of  1860,"
has been pleased to appoint
The Honourable Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
K.C.M.G.,
HENRY  PALMER ABBOTT, Esquire,
HENRY  JAMES  OXLEY, Esquire, and
The Honourable JOHN SCOTT, Esquire, M.L.C.,
to be Trustees of the Brisbane Grammar School
for Boys ; and to approve of the appointment of
The Honourable Sir SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH,
K.C.M.G., Q7.C., M.L.A.,
LEWIs ADOLPHUS  BERNAYS, Esquire, F.L.S., and
CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB, Esquire, Q.C.,
to be Trustees of the  Brisbane  Grammar School
for Boys upon the nomination of the Subscribers
thereto.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing appointment  and transfers  of Teachers in the
service  of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
THOMAS MAY
to be admitted -into the service as a Teacher of
Class III., Division 2, and appointed to the position
of Head Teacher of the State School at Crow's
Nest ;
MARK  HOHENHOUSE
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Millcliester;
JAMES LENNON
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School  at Tinana;
MINNIE HARRAP
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Esk ;
FLORA  CATHERINE  MCALLISTER
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School  for Infants  at Fortitude
Valley.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.8.) chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PAL?IER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government outside the Boun-
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division
for the purposes of the said Act, with such boun-
daries and under such  name as shall  be specified
in the Order in Council, divide a Division into two
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or more  Divisions or Subdivisions, and may alter
the boundaries of a Division or Subdivision : And
whereas it has been deemed  necessary  to amend
the boundaries of the Division of Tinaroo and
Subdivision No.1 thereof : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, in pursuance of the
authority  vested in me as  Administrator aforesaid,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
and by and with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, do, by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim,
and declare that the boundaries of the Division of
Tinaroo and of Subdivision No. 1 thereof shall be
as follows , that is to say :-
TINAROO.
Commencing at a point on the Main Range
forming the western watershed of the Barron River
and its tributaries bearing west from Mount
Abbot, and bounded thence by a line bearing
westerly to Cattle Creek, by that creek downwards
to the eastern branch of the Walsh River, by that
river downwards to its junction with the western
branch of the Walsh River, by the western branch
of the Walsh River upwards to Gregory's Gully,
by that gully upwards to the range dividing the
Walsh and Tate Rivers ; thence along that range
Routh-easterly to the Main Range, being the eastern
watershed of the Tate and Walsh Rivers and their
tributaries, southerly to its junction with the range
forming the southern watershed of the Upper
Herbert River, Rudd Creek, and other tributaries,
by that range easterly to a point south from the
south-east corner of Rankin's Hills No. 2 Run ;
thence by a line north passing along the east
boundary of Rankin's Hills No. 2 and Welcome
Downs to the south-west corner of Blencoe Block,
by the south and part of the  east  boundary of
Blencoe Block, by the south, the east, and north
boundaries of Kirrama OL and a line west to
Welcome Downs, by the east boundaries of Bankton
and Brewarra No. 2, by part of the south-west, the
south, and the north- east  boundaries of Ismailia
and a line north-easterly to the eastern watershed
of the Upper Herbert River, by that watershed and
the eastern watershed of the Barron River northerly
and by the north-eastern watershed of all tribu-
taries falling into the Barron River above the
junction of Abbot Creek ; thence to the junction
of that creek with the Barron River ; thence
crossing the Barron River and by the south-eastern
watershed south-westerly to Mount Abbot and by
a line west to the point of commencement.
SUBDIVISION NO. 1.
Commencing at a point where the road from
Watsonville to Herberton  crosses  the eastern
watershed of the Walsh River, and bounded thence
by the north side of that road easterly to the Wild
River, by that river  and a  tributary upwards to a
point south of the south-east corner of a camping
reserve  (proclaimed  Government Gazette,  1882,
volume 2, folio 487); thence by a line north-easterly
about three  miles  to the north-eastern watershed of
the Wild River, byy that watershed southerly to a
point bearing north-east of the Ismailia Run, by a
line south-westerly to that run, by the north-east,
south, and part of the south-west boundaries of
that run, by the eastern boundaries of Brewarra
No. 2 and Bankton, by a line and the north
boundary of Kirrama OL, by the east and south
boundary of Kirrama OL, by part of the east and
the south boundary of Blencoe Block, by a line
south passing along the east boundaries of Welcome
Downs and Rankin's Hills No. 2 to the northern
watershed of the Burdekin River and the southern
watershed of the Upper Herbert River, Rudd
Creek, and other tributaries, by that watershed
westerly to the range forming the western water-
shed of the Upper Herbert River and the eastern
watershed of the Lynd and Walsh Rivers, by that
watershed northerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATIO1'.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUIcTFR PAL3IIrR.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALXYfk. of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of th , Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Gold Fields Act of  1874," 38 Victoria, No. 11,
I, SIR ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby proclaim that
the following shall be deemed to be a Gold Field
under the said Act:---
BARMUNDOo GOLD FIELD.
Port Curtis District.
Area-100,000 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Futter's Creek
with Diglum Creek, and bounded thence on the
south-east by the north-west boundary of the leased
half of Barmundoo Run south-westerly to the
range forming the south-western watershed of
Diglum Creek, by that range westerly fifty chains;
thence south four  miles  ; on the south by a line
bearing west ten miles; on the west by a line bear-
ing north ten miles; on the north by a line bearing
east  about nine miles to the range forming the
northern watershed of Takilberan Creek, by that
range  north-easterly to the north-west corner of
Barmundoo portion 311, by the west boundary of
that portion and the west boundary of a proposed
reserve south to Takilberan Creek; and thence by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of all alienated or reserved lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.) chael and St.  George ,  President
A. H. PALMSS,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Governor and
1' 1' Council of New South Wales, passed in
the fourth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled  " An Act for the Regulation of Gaols
Prisons and Houses of Correction  in the  Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies and for
other purposes relating thereto,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that all buildings, erections, houses,
and premises , which shall thereafter be erected,
built, purchased, enlarged, or maintained at the
public expense, as and for public gaols, prisons,
and houses of correction, within the said Colony
and its dependencies, and which shall, by Procla-
mation to be from time to time published in the
Government Gazette by  order of the Governor for
the time being of the said Colony, be declared and
notified as such public gaols, prisons, or houses of
correction, shall, from and after the publication of
such notification, be severally deemed and taken to
be the public gaol, prison, or house of correction
of the place or district where the  same  is or shall
be situated within the said Colony or its depen-
dencies respectively, and shall be subject to the
several provisions thereinafter made for the  regula o
tion, management, care, and discipline of the public
gaols, prisons, and houses of correction belonging
to the said Colony and its dependencies, and of the
prisoners confined within the same: And whereas it
is deemed expedient that the buildings and premises
recently erected at Mackay shall be declared a
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public  gaol ,  prison , and house of correction, in
terms of and for the purposes of the said recited
Act: Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid,  in pursuance  of the power vested in me
by the said recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling  me =n that  behalf, and by and with the
advice of the'I,Iecutive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation,,' ereby declare and notify the build-
ings  and premises recently erected at Mackay to
be a public gaol, prison, and house of correction,
within  the meaning  of the said recited Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of
February, in the year of,our Lord  one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SATE TAB QUEEN!
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described has been reserved for
the purpose named.
E.M.--30-1 -89-C'.
TIIE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
R ESERVE  Foa TOWNSHIP VRPo8BS.
89-1761-L.B.
Condamine.
(In lieu of the  Reserves established  by Notice in
the  &Tovernment Gazette  dated 4th July, 1855,
and Proclamation  dated 19th May, 1871, the
former being  hereby  cancelled and  the latter
hereby amended.)
Counties  of Rogers  and Bulwer.
Area-About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point forty chains north from
the north- east corner of country portion 2, parish
of Condamine  (area 319 acres ),  and bounded thence
on the  east  by a line  and that portion bearing
south 104  chains sixty-five  links  and west about
forty-one chains ; thence by lines bearing south
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER P ALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
V 1' W
HEREAS by an Act of Council passed in
the second year of Her Majesty's reign,
and numbered two, for regulating the Police in
certain towns in the Colony of New South Wales,
and for removing and preventing nuisances and
obstructions, and for the better alignment of streets
therein, it is amongst other things enacted that
whenever the Governor, or Acting Governor for the
time being, shall deem it expedient to extend the
said Act to any towns in the said Colony in addition
to those specially named therein, it shall and may
be lawful for the said Governor, or Acting Governor
for the time being, to declare the same by Procla-
mation : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, in pursuance of the authority so vested
in me by the said recited Act, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby declare that the provisions
of the said Act, as amended by a certain other Act
of Council passed in the eleventh year of Her
Majesty' s reign , and numbered forty-four, and by
a certain  other Act of Council passed in the nine-
teenth year of Her Majesty' s reign , and numbered
twenty-four, shall be,  and are  hereby, extended to
the Town of Mount Morgan.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ten of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
about 131  chains, west about twenty-two chains,
and south about forty -four chains to the north-
east corner of portion 23 (area 44 acres ) ;  thence
by the  east boundaries of portions 23, 24, 25,
26, and 27, bearing south  to Cooloomala Creek ;
thence  by that  creek and Calliguel Lagoons down-
wards about three miles fifty chains in a direct
line to  the north boundary  of Bentland Run ;
thence b that boundary west to the Condamine
River  ; thence by that river  upwards about two
and a-half miles in a direct line  ;  thence on the
west by a  li ne bearing north about five miles fifty
chains  ;  and on the north by a line bearing east
three  miles thirty- three chains to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifteenth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHua HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.B.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Admini,stratur.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ARTH'•R HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road hereunder des-
cribed shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
E.M.-30-1 -89-E'.
DESCRrPTrON.
Road 148 links wide, resumed from portion 2330,
parish of Goombungee, from the north- east corner
of the portion  west  to a reserved road ;-containing
1 rood. (James Augustus Pearson.)
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative Council
Administrator.
 and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
 aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
I and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-30.1-89-E2.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE
 OF ROAD THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS 485, 713, AND 707, IPSWICH DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
89.448-C. Parish of North, County of Churchill.
Refer-
ence No. Desc ription of Road. No. ofPortion. No. ofFarm. ,Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
w
How Held. Reputed Owner. Bea rings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
Chs. links. Links. A.  R.  P.
Remarks.
1 From the western boundary of portion 14v easterly 14v 485 Ipswich ... ... (Agricultural  Farm, 1884  John Shorty Poole 860 30 5 15 100 1 3 24
and northerly to the northern boundary Act 710 0'
720° 0' 011
2 Along and within the whole length of the south
boundary of portion 23v
23v 713 ditto ... ditto August F. Arndt 900  0' 33 80 100 3 1 20
3 Along and within the whole length of the south
boundary
 of portion 24v
24v 707 ditto ... ... ... ditto John O'Connor ... 90° 0' 34 30 100 I
i
3 1 30
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of February, in the year
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE  TIKE QUEEN!
of our Lc rd one tEousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER. PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L•s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. If. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the fifteenth day of September, 1887, and the sixth day of
February, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-6-2-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! •
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No 00
i7 be s. AgriculturalArea.
.
of Land Agent's Parish Area Provisional
mF o0 d
Lot. District.
. 0N
. Survey Fee. 5a
a
U
.
C
0 I- n.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. s. d. £ s.  Acres.
1 Inglewood Parish 33v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 a 9 320
2 Ditto  ditto 34v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
3 Ditto  ditto 42v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
4 Ditto  ditto 43v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 ,aq 9 320
5 Ditto  ditto 46v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
6 Ditto ditt 47 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320o
7 Ditto  ditto
v
48v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 3a  9  320
8 Ditto ditto 49v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
9 Ditto  ditto 50v 1600 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 a ,  9 320
10 Ditto  ditto 51v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
l
°a F°. 9 320
11 Ditto ditto 57v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
12 Ditto ditto 58v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 ° 9 320
13 Ditto ditto 59v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 ° 9 320
14 Toowoo ba Milto 2003 885 0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 2801 1m n
15 Ditto  ditto 2003A 885 0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 LI
,
1  1,280
NOTE.-Lots 14 and 15 comprise the land in Surrendered Selection No. 2003, T.R.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMEE, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the sixth day of February, 1889, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the St. Lawrence Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First
day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum
areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 1, in
the said District, shall be 15,000 acres.
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And for the  purposes  of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 1 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said St. Lawrence Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in the  fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-6-2-89.
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption. No. ofPortion.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. .e s. d. S.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
1 ColIaroy 1v 10,200 0 0 37 15 0 0 mm 4+
2 Ditto 2v 12,000 0 0 3715 0 0
3 Ditto 3v 15,000 0 0 4310 0 0
4 Ditto 4v 15,000 0 0 43 10 0 0
5 Ditto 5v 15,000 0 0 43 10 0 0
6 Ditto 6v 12,500 0 0 37 15 0 0 o Do
7 Ditto 7v 15,000 0 0 4310 0 0
8 Ditto 8v 11,500 0 0 37 15 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Inglewood Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 9, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 9 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Inglewood Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in thie fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-6.2 -89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
1 Inglewood
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
4 Ditto
5 Ditto
6 Ditto
7 Ditto
8 Ditto
9 Ditto
10 Ditto
11 Ditto
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
15 Ditto
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTION.
Grazing Area No. 1.
The resumed part of Collaroy Run.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ST .  LAWRENCE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE INGLEWOOD LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 9.
No. of
Portion.
32v
35v
36v
37v
38v
39v
40v
41v
44v
45v
52v
53v
54v
55v
56v
Area.
Area.
Survey Fee.
A. R. P. X° s. d.160 0 0  7160
160 0 0 7 16 0
160 0 0 7 16 0160 0 0  7160
160 0 0 7 16 09  0 0 5 9 0
1  0 0  7160160 0 0  7160
160 0 0 7 16 0
107 0 0 6 9 6160 0 0  7160
160 0 0 7 16 0
160 0 0 7 16 0160 0 0  7160
160 0 0 7 16 0
Purchasing
Price per
Acre.
d.
Value of
Improvements.
Z  s. d. .£ s. d.
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0 '
0 0 6 1 0 0
006 100
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0 Subject to the payment
0 0 6 1 0 0 } of the value of im-
0 0 6 1 0 0 provements, if any.
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0
0 0 6 1 0 0
006 1000 0 6 • 1 0 0
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distin ,rushed Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] ehael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the following lots
of Land will be offered for Lease by Public Auction,
at Townsville, at Eleven o'clock on TUESDAY,
the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, at the upset
rental affixed to each lot respectively.
The Survey  Fees  will be charged according to
the scale established by the Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOWNS-
VILLE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 26TH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah, town
of Townsville.
WHARF AND BUSINESS SITES.
These Wharf Sites have frontages to Ross Creek
and Flinders street, and are in the main part
of the town.
(Being subdivisions of allotment 2 of section A.)
No. of No. of
Lot Allot-  Section. Area. Frontage.
went.
Upset
Annual
Rental.
Perches .  ft. in. £ s.
1 1A A 20 33 0 100 0
2 3A A 39 a 70 9 220 0
3 € 4 } A 28p 61 0 180 064 7 A 27 0 71 6 220 0
8
5 9 A 291?; 99 0 300 0
10
6 11 A 710 29 6 100 0
N.B.-Improvements to be valued, and added
to upset price.
Conditions.
1st. The highest rent bid to be the rental during
the currency of the Lease.
2nd. The  lease to  be for a term of seven (7)
years.
3rd. The rent to be payable yearly in advance.
4th. The Government reserve the right of opening
a road through the land, if required.
5th. The purchaser of any lot upon which there
are improvements  will (unless  he is the owner of
such improvements) be I equired to pa the value
thereof within fourteen (14) days of its being
determined by the Land Board, failing which the
lease  may be cancelled and the first year's rent
forfeited.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day
of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fif ty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYE THZI QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[ .S.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Iependencies.
N pursuance of section 145 of  " The Divisional
I . Boards Act  if  1887," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the Reserves
set forth in the Schedule hereunder shall lie and
are hereby placed temporarily under the control of
the Kianawah Divisional Board.
E.M.-30 -1-89-A'.
88-33246-s.G.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES TO BE PLACED UNDER THE
CONTROL OF THE KIANAWAH DIVISIONAL
BOARD.
No. Purpose .  Area .  Date of Proclamation.
A. R. P.
3 Cemetery  ... ...  21 0 0 15th February. 1887
4 Wharfage  ... ...  3 2 0 15th February, 1887
6 Water ... ... 9 0 0 8th August, 1887
7 Water ... ... 15 2 0 15th February, 1887
8 Wharfage  ... ...  12 0 0 8th August, 1887
12 Water  ... ...  8 2 0 15th February, 1887
13 Water  ...  13 3 27 6th May, 1884.
NOTE.-SO  much of the Proclamations ,  dated 15th February,
1887, and 16th  August,  1887,  as relates to the placing of these
reserves under the control of the Bulimba Divisional Board, is
hereby cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of
February,  in the year  of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Goo SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
fly His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the  Legislative  Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencic"-IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected unsurveyed
lands  within Agricultural Areas Nos. 1 and 2,
in the Ipswich Land Agent's District, opened to
selection by Proclamations dated the 9th October,
6th November, and 4th December, 1885, shall be
and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-6-2-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HuNTEB  PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALUEj ,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Adminis tr ator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.Tpursuance of section ninety-five of  "The1 Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder descAbed have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
E.H.-30-1-89-C'.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOE POLICE PADDOCK.
89-1638-8.G.
County of Rodney, parish of Barcaldine.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing on the Aramac and Barcaldine road
at a post marked broad-arrow over PP over R, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that road
bearing 342 degrees 52 minutes seventy-eight
chains and fifty-six links ; on the north by a line
bearing west seventy chains and sixty-five and
a-half links ; on the west by a line bearing south
eighty chains ; on the south by a road bearing
87 degrees ninety-three chains and ninety-three links
to the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
REBER'vE FOB TIMBER.
Including forfeited  selections  1164, 1459, and 1461.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Procla-
mation in the  Government Gazette  dated 16th
February, 1886, which is hereby amended.)
89-2431-s.G.
County of Lennox, parish of Warrah.
Area-2,560 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selec-
tion 1459, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  east two miles  ; on the east by a line
bearing south two miles ; on the south by a line
bearing west two miles ; and on the west by a line
bearing north two miles to the point of commence-
ment.
THE BRISBANE AND BEENLEIGH LAND
AGENTS' DISTRICTS.
RESERvE  FOR TIMBER.
On Widgee Creek.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
dated 17th March, 1888, which is hereby
amended.)
89-1412-8.G.
Counties  of Stanley and Ward, parishes of Roberts
and Telemon.
Area-About 37 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
12, parish of Kerry, and bounded thence by that
portion and portions 90, 9, 2v, 7, 64, 18, and 83 to
the south- east corner  of that portion ; again by that
portion and portions 64, 83,  same  parish, and 6v,
parish of Telemon, to Widgee Creek ; thence by
Widgee Creek upwards to the west corner of IT, by
the north-west and north-east boundaries of that
portion, the north-east boundaries of 2T, 3T, 4T, 5T,
the south-east boundary of ST to Widgee Creek,
by that creek downwards to the east corner of 6T,
by the south-east and south-west boundaries of that
portion and the south-west boundaries of 7T to 10T;
thence by portion 129 bearing 236 degrees to the
watershed between Widgee and Christmas Creeks ;
thence by that watershed south-easterly about two
miles ; thence by a line bearing 56 degrees to the
watershed between the Albert .fiver and Widgee
Creek, by that watershed south-easterly to Mac-
pherson's Range, by that range north-easterly to
the watershed between the Nerang and Coomera
Rivers, by that watershed northerly about three
and a-half miles ; on the north by  a line  bearing
west to the point of commencement.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOE CAMPING.
Saltwater Creek.
89-2238-S.G.
County of Elphinstone, parish of ITinchinbrook.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek where the trial survey of the proposed rail-
way line from Townsville to Ingham  crosses said
creek, and bounded thence on the south-west by that
trial line south-easterly sixty chains ; on the south-
east by a line bearing 45 degrees eighty chains ; on
the north-east by a line bearing 315 degrees to
Saltwater Creek ; and on the north-west by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and eighty-nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir AETHuu HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," and section 145
of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described have
been temporarily reserved for the purposes named,
and placed under the control of the Kianawah
Divisional Board.
E.M.-30 -1-89--C'.
88-33246-S.G.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
Lytton.
No. 2.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
Area-- 5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 166 degrees 30
minutes and distant 150 links from the east corner
of section 3, and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Church street bearing 166 degrees 30
minutes  five chains ; on the south-east by Cham-
berlain street bearing 256 degrees 30 minutes ten
chains ; on the south-west by Ormond street bearing
346 degrees 30 minutes five chains ; and on the
north-west by Rodney street bearing 76 degrees
30 minutes ten chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Also,-
No. 9.
(On Tingalpa Creek.)
Area-About 8 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of an ana-branch
of Tingalpa Creek at the south-east corner of a
wharf reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1887, vol. 2, folio 1083, and bounded thence on
the north by that reserve bearing west about four
chains ; on the west by portions 185 and 184 bear-
ing south about twenty-eight chains ; on the south
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by a line bearing east about two chains and eighty
linlss  to an ana-branch of Tingalpa Creek ; and on
the east by that ana-branch northerly to the point
of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WHARFAGE PURPOSES.
Tingalpa Creek.
No. 10.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
Area-About 13 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tingalpa Creek
at the north-west corner of portion 188, and bounded
thence on the east by that portion bearing south
twelve  chains  and thirty-seven links ; on the south
by a line and portion 187A bearing west four chains
to an ana -branch of Tingalpa Creek ; thence by
that ana-branch north-westerly to Tingalpa Creek ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Also,-
No. 11.Area-About 3 acres  2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Tingalpa Creek
at the east corner of portion 190, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that portion bearing
225 degrees twelve chains and forty links ; on the
south by a road bearing  east  about eight chains to
Tingalpa Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
Rent and Purchasing Price at which Forfeited
Selections 1173 and 1174, in the parish of Macalister,
in the Dalby Land Agent's District, are open to
selection by Proclamation dated the 24th March,
1885,  shall, on and  after MONDAY, the 1st April,
1889, be reduced to 6d. and 21 per acre, respectively.
E.M.-6-2-89.
89-1811-L.B.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty- second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  TUB  QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
description ;  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Deeds-62864, 62997, 63004.
Dates of Deeds-16th March, 1886; 18th March,
1886.
Name of Grantee-Henry Thompson Burrows.
Land Granted-A llotments  18, 1, and 19, respec-
tively, of section 6, town of Woolammarroo.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of Error-The name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Henry
Thompson Burrows instead of Henry Burrows, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-37855.
Date of Deed-12th December, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Michael Connor.
Land Granted-Portion  222, county of March,
parish of Maryborough.
Area- 83 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion,
222.
Area-83  acres  3 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
217, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing east thirty-nine chains and fifty links ;
on the east by a road bearing 172 degrees 31
minutes nine chains and seventy-eight links; on the
south-east by a road bearing 233 degrees 21 minutes
eighteen chains and forty-five links, 221 degrees
26 minutes five chains and twenty-nine links, and
210 degrees 54 minutes ten chains and twelve links ;
on the south-west by allotments 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
section 206 bearing 301 degrees 2 minutes fifteen
chains and eighty-one links ; and on the west by a
line bearing 336 degrees 4 minutes one chain and
three links, by allotment 1 of section 205 bearing 13
degrees 4 minutes two chains and eighty-two links,
by allotment 2 of that section bearing 52 degrees
26 minutes six chains and twenty links, and 328
degrees 26 minutes eight chains and one link, by
allotment 3 of that section bearing 342 degrees 41
minutes three chains and seven links, 313 degrees
16 minutes four chains and thirty-two links, and
345 degrees 56 minutes three chains and thirty-two
links ; and by allotment 4 of that section bearing
5 degrees 13 minutes one chain and eighty-eight
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
=' Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names
of the intended grantees, to the intent that, by
force of the Act aforesaid, the correct names
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
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grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
name ; and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-18859.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Helen Hedley.
Land Granted-Allotment  20 of section 45,
town of Gympie.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Helen
Hedley instead of Heber Hedley Booth, the correct
name.
No. of Deed-71024.
Date of Deed-3rd September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Nairne.
Land Granted-Allotment  8 of section 31, town
of Cairns.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Joseph Nairne
instead of John Nairne, the correct name.
No. of Deed-71672.
Date of Deed-28th September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-James Stout.
Land Granted-Allotment  4 of section 1D, town
of Townsville.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as James Stout
instead of James Nisbet Stout, the correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct areas, descriptions, and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous areas,
descriptions, and name ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Brayton, portion  261.
Area-27 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
254, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
road bearing 203 degrees 36 minutes thirteen chains
and nine and six-tenth links ; on the south by
portion 262 bearing west twenty chains and forty-
five links ; on the west by a road bearing north
twelve chains ; and on the north by portion 254
bearing east twenty-five  chains  and sixty-eight
links to the point of commencement ;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
No. of Deed-70141.
Date of Deed-17th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee-John McLellan.
Land Granted-Allotment 6,  of section 6, town
of Beauaraba.
Area-2 roods.
Nature of Error.-The  surname of the Grantee
having been spelt in the Deed as McLellan instead
of MacLellan, the correct spelling.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.THE following amended scription of theResumedPortion of Cooinda Run, in the Towns-
ville Land Agent's District, open for Occupation
License under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," at' the Townsville Land Office, at an
Annual Rental of 10s. per square  mile,  is substituted
for that set forth in the  Government Gazette  of the
9th February, 1889.
89-3565-L.B.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESUMED PART OF COOINDA RUN.
Area-About 74 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Barratta Creek
at the south-west corner of a reserve (proclaimed
Government Gazette  1882, folio 76), and bounded
by that reserve east and north to the shore of Bow-
ling Green Bay ; thence by that shore easterly to
the north-west boundary of portion 34v, parish of
Jarvisfield ; thence by that portion and portion 453
south-westerly to the Noondoo Town Reserve ; thence
by that reserve westerly and by the boundary of
the Old Coast Reserve bearing about 290 degrees
to Barratta Creek ; and thence by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-8380.
Date of Deed-20th April, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Thomas De Lacy Moffatt.
Land Granted-Portion  2A, county of Aubigny,
parish of Cumkillenbar.
Area-357 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Cumkillenbar,
portion  2A.
Area-357 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of portion
3, and bcunded thence on the vrest by that portion
bearing northerly sixty-two chains and seventy-
six links ; on the north by the south boundary of
portion 2 bearing easterly fifty-seven chains and
nineteen links ; on the east by portions 1449 and
1450 bearing southerly sixty-one chains and ninety-
six links ; and on the south by a road bearing
westerly fifty-seven chains and thirty-nine links to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-2566.
Date of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Henry Haege.
Land Granted-Portion 261,  county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area-27 acres 3 roods 25 perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 18£9.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
P is hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth
section  of  "The  Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices ,  Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- The Inspector Parts of the road sep-
of Road Sur -  arating portion 108A
veys, on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
Parish. Area
A. R. P.
Bassett 0 3 34
NOTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under the  eight-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby  are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba ;  Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton  ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HQME BLACK.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
M. HIIME BLACK.
No.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.  Situation . Parish. Area.
The Inspec -  The originally reserved Dugandan
A. A. P.
2 0 0
tor for Road road through portion
Surveys, on 199 and part of the
account of road  separating that
Hannah  I  portion from portion
Kelly f 179 west to the inter-
section ection of a new road
NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with  the opening of another road.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
I A. R. P.1 Andrew  Nicoll  The reserved roads  (2) Tamrookum 8 3 20
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton  The  ro ad separating Hodgson  ...  10 2 30
Divisional  portion 3337 from
Board,  on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NoTF.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications  under  the eighty-ninth section of
`The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 "  have been made
for closing the undermentioned  Roads ; and all
persons  who may  consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required  to transmit  to this Depart-
ment their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen  at the Land
and Police Offices, Cooktown, and Post Office,
Marton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB CLOSED.
No.
1
2
Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Are a.
The Daint re e  Divi-  The ori ginally Hann
sional Board ,  re served road
on account of th ro ugh  portion
J. V. S. Barnett 67
The Daintree Divi- That part  of the
sional Board ,  origina ll y re-
on account of served road
John Williams through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new road
A. 8. P.
... 42 1 0
About
ditto ... 4 0 0
NoTE.- The closure of these  ro ai.s is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the eighty-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from  this date.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
1 applications under  the eight- ninth section ofThe Craven Lands Act of 1884ighty-ninthbeen made
for closing the undermentioned Roads  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices ,  Ingham ,  Mackay ,  and Townsville; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham, Eton ,  and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices ,  Halifax ,  Eton ,  and Townsville.
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS TO  BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Pariah. Area.
•1
A. a. F.
The Hinchin- The reserved three -  Cordelia ... 2 1 7
brook Divi- chain road through
sional portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
=2 The Hinchin -  The reserved three- ditto ... 6 2 32
brook Divi -  chain  ro ad th ro ugh
sional port ion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
Normann
*3 The Hinohin -  The reserved th re e- ditto  ...  8 3 34
brook Divi- chain road th ro ugh
sional port ion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional through port ion
Board ,  on 1355
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch road ditto ... 2 3 0
Divisional th ro ugh port ion 806,
Board ,  on being a continu-
account of ation of the road
Beat ri ce H. th ro ugh port ion
Harrison 1355
(spinster)
t6 The Thur in- The  ro ad forming the Abbotsford 9 0 26
gowa Divi- eastern boundary of
sional po rt ion 400, from
Board, on its no rt h-east cor-
account of ner south to one
Alex. Mc- chain no rt h of the
Kenzie no rt h -wester umost
corner of po rt ion
399
t7 The Thurin- The reserved road ditto ... 12 1 26
gowa Divi- through port ion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Me-
Elnea
*  NOTE.-The closu re  of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new  ro ad to Dungeness.
t NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
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88-27198-F. Department of Public Lands,
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified fDr general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVES INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
mz
..m
1
Description of Road.
From the east boundary
of portion  68 north-
westerly through por-
tions 68 and 77 to the
Don River
00 Land Reputed
mX 4)a
Agent' s
District.
How Held. Occupier.Owner. Lengths . CS 0 Area.
68 Bowen  ... Freehold ...
Cho. Lks.
John Taylor Unoccupied ' 302° 30' 32 80
Links .
100
A. R. P.
3 1 9
77
REMARKS.--No Improvements.
Department of Public Lands,
87-2664.1-D.B. Brisbane, 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen at  this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING }  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  -ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
00 aa o; o
Description  of Road
U 9 v
How Held Reputed Occupier Lengths c Area. . Owner. . . 04 .
0 0 A P4
0
1 A triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210101Chs. Lks. Links.10 50 Irregu- A. E. P.2 0 0
land  at the  south-east Donnelly lar
corner of  portion 37
REMARKS. - No Improvements.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under " The Crown Lands Alien-ation  Act of  1876 " who may desire to sur.
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of theGov.ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council direct it to be notified that all Sub.Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
espective Districts, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
en en, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, N anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, 6t. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map.
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December, 1888.
Jan. Feb.
LAND  C OMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
I
T  is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " and  "  17, e
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.
Allora* ...
Aramac ...
Buiana .
Baicaldinet
Beenleigh
Blackall ..,
Bowen
Brisbane...
Bundaberg
BurketownCairns  .,,
Cardwell' ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont
Cooittown ,..
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Emerald* ...
Esk* ... ...
Gayndah ,.,
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Herberton
Hughenden
Ingham ..
Inglewood ++
Ipswich ...
Isistord ..,
Mackay ...
Maryborough
itchellt ...MI
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango ..
Nebo  (Mt. Britton)
Nerang * ... ...
Normanton ..,
Port Douglas ...
Raienswood .,.
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ,,,
St. Lawrence
Springsure
Stanthorpe
Surat ..,
Tambo ...
Taroom .. ...
Tenninrering ...
Thargomindah .,,
Toowoomba ..,
Townsville .,,
Warwick... ...
" THE CROWN LA YDS ACT OF  1884."
March. April. May.
I Wed. 20
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 10
Wed. 16 Wed .  20 Wed .  20 Wed .  17 Wed. 15
Wed. 9 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 8
Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Mon. 28 Mon. 2.5 Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Thurs . 28 Thurs.25 Thurs.23
Wed. 2 Tues .  5 Tues .  5 Tues. * 2 Tues. 7
Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat .  9 Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 8  ...  Fri. 10
Mon. 7 Mon. 4 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon. 6
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed. I
Thurs . 31 Thurs . 26 Thurs.28 Thurs .25 Thurs.30
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20
Fri. 25 Fri. 22 Fri .  22 Fri .  26 Fri. 31
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20
Tues .  15 ... Tues .  19 ... Tues. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Thurs .24 Thurs. 28
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 30 Wed. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Tues .  22 Tues. 19
Thurs. 10 Thurs. 14
Fri. 18 Fri. 15
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Tues .  15 Tues. 12
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7
Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Tues. 15 Tues. 19
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Thurs .  31 Thurs 28
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14
Tues .  22 Tues. 19
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Tues. 19
June. J ly.
Wed. 19
Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Wed. 19 Wed. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Thurs.27 Thurs.25
Tues. 4 Tues. 2
Sat. 8 Sat. 13
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
... Fri. 12
Mon. 3 Mon. 1
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs.27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Fri. 28 Fri. 26
Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Tues. 16
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  23 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 24 Wed. 29 Wed. 26 Wed. 31
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 5 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Tues. 16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Thurs. 11 Thurs .  9 '1 hurs.13 Thurs.11
Fri. 26 Fri. 17 Fri .  2 1  Fri. 19
Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Tues. 9 Tues. 14 Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 10  ..  Wed. 12 ...
Tues. 9 Tues. 14 Tues. 11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. S Thurs. 4
Thurs. 4 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 8 Mon .  13 Mon .  10 Mon. 8
Wed. l0 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10
Tues. 16 Tues. 21 Tues. 18 f Tues. 16
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon . 24 Mon. 22
Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Thurs 25 Thurs .  30 Thurs .  27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 51 Wed. 3
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Wed. 3 Wed. 1  Wed.  5 *ied, 3
Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24 Mon. 22
Thurs.11 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs.11
Tues .  16 Tues. 21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
August. Sept. Oct.
Fri. 9
Wed. 21
Wed. 7
Tues. 13
Mon. 26
Thurs 22
Tues. 6
Sat. 10
" ed. 7
Wed. 14
Mon. 5
Wed. 7
Thurs. 29
Wed. 14
Mon. 19
Fri. 23
Mon. 19
Wed. 7
Wed. 7
Nov. Dec.
I
Wed. 18 ., .. Wed. 18
Fri. 6 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
Wed. 18  Wed. 16 Wed. 20 Wed. 18
Wed. 4 Wed .  9 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tues. 10 Tues. 8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
M on. 23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  26 Thurs. 24 Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Tues .  3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat.  16 Sat. 14
Wed. 4 Wed . 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 13 ... Fri. 8  ...
Mon.  2 Mon .  7 Mon . 4  'Mon.  2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs 26 Thurs.31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 11 Wed.  9 Wed .  13 toed. 11
Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 18 Mon .  21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tues. 17 .. Tues. 19 ..
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 22 Thurs 26
Fri 9 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 28 Wed. 25
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Thurs .  8 rhurs.12
Fri. 16 Fri. 20
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14
Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5
Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Thurs 29 Thurs. 26
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Thurs. 8 Thurs. 12
Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Thurs .  24 Thurs .  28 I Fri. 27
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs . 10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues .  15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues. 8 Tues. 12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 3 Thurs, 7 Thurs. 5
Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues. 15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs . 31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Zed. 11
M ed: 32  Wed.,, j 6 ed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs. 10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  22 Tues .  19i Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions.
t Office for  re ceiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are  any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under  the provi-
sions of  "The  Crown Lands Art of  1884" of the
Run known as Moongool ,  is published  as required by
the Act,  and for the information of those whom it
may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under  Secretary.
In the Matter of  "The Crown Lands Art of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Con-
solidated  Run known  as Moongool ,  situated in
the Pastoral District of Maranoa, in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEREAS the Secretary for Public Lands caused
a division  to be  made of the consolidated run
known as Moongool ,  in the Pastoral District
of Maranoa ,  comprising the conterminous runs
known as Moongool ,  Upper Tingin ,  and Ombe-
murrah Eastern Back Block ,  and referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward
Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being
the Land Board constituted under the provi-
sions of  "  The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " : And
whereas an order was  duly  made  by us  herein,
dated the fifth day of April ,  1888, that the division
of the said run, made by the said Secretary for
Public Lands, as amended ,  should be confirmed,
and that the said run should be divided into two
parts, which said parts were respectively ,  in the said
order ,  particularly described and specified : And
whereas the matter of the division of the said
Moongool Run has been remitted by the Governor
in Council to us, the Land Board aforesaid, for
re-consideration  :  Now, upon re-hearing the said
matter, we do order that the previous order made
herein ,  dated the fifth day of April, 1888,
and the division of the said run thereby confirmed,
are hereby respectively rescinded and annulled :
And we  do further order that the division of the
said run, made by the said Secretary for Public
Lands, as amended hereby, be confirmed : And we
do further order that the said run be divided into
two parts ,  and that the part of the said run referred
to in the said Act as the resumed part shall com-
prise and include the land described as follows,
viz.
734 square miles.
Portion A.
Commencing at a tree .marked 33  on Yuleba
Creek ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing north
240 degrees east three miles fifteen chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 330 degrees east eight
miles forty -five chains to a point one mile seventy
chains west of a tree marked RK on the left
bank of Yuleba Creek ;  thence by a west line
about two miles to the north -east corner of the
resumed part of the Wallabella Consolidation ;
thence by a south line along part of the east
boundary of that resumed part about nine miles
to the north boundary of the resumed part of
Tinowon Consolidation  ;  thence by an east line
along that boundary about seven miles eight  chains;
thence by a line bearing north 150 degrees east
about one mile sixty-four chains ; thence by an
east  line crossing Yuleba Creek at a point about
eight chains above a tree on its right bank marked
24 seven miles twenty chains ; thence  by a line
bearing north 330 degrees east about six miles
seventy-five chains to a point bearing north 60
degrees east from starting point ; and thence by a
line bearing north 241)  degrees east three miles ten
chains to Yuleba Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Portion B.
Commencing on the left bank of Yuleba Creek
at a tree marked 40, and bounded thence by an east
line two miles s,xteen chains ; thence  by a south line
one mile twenty chains ; thence by a west line
about sixty-four chains to Yuleba Creek ; thence
by the left bank of that creek upwards to the
intersection of the east boundary of the Yuleba
Town Reserve ; thence by a north line along part
of the east boundary and by a west line along the
north  boundary of the said reserve to Yuleba
Creek ;  and thence  by the left  bank of the said
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
And that the other part, being the part for which
the pastoral tenants of the said run shall be
entitled to receive a lease for the term and upon
the conditions prescribed by the  said  Act, shall
comprise and include  the land  described as follows,
viz.:--
344  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked 33 on Yuleba
Creek,  and bounded thence by a line bearing north
240 degrees east three miles fifteen chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 330  degrees east eight miles
forty- five chains to a point one mile seventy chains
west of a tree marked  RK on the  left bank of
Yuleba Creek ; thence by  an east line crossing the
said creek at that tree about six miles to the water-
shed between the last-named creek and Tchanning
Creek ; thence by  that watershed in a south -easterly
direction to a point bearing north 60 degrees east
from starting point ; and thence by a line bearing
north 240 degrees east to  Yuleba Creek at the
point of commencement  ;- exclusive of all reserved
or alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries ,  and of Portion B of the resumed part
of the consolidation.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this thirteenth
day of February ,  A.D. 1889.
[L S B. DESHON , Land Board.T. S. SWORD, I
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.THE Department of Agriculture has for dis-tribution a small  quantity  of the Acacia
Pycnantha  (Broad-leaf  Wattle).
Applications to be made  through the  local Land
Agents.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
HE Department of Agriculture have pur-
chased from the School of Agriculture in
Victoria  Ten Bags each of Purple Straw and
Champlain Hybrid Wheats, the Seed of which
will be Sold to Farmers at Cost Price. Applica-
tions must be forwarded to the  Under.Secretary
for Agriculture, Brisbane, before the 10th March.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.P l RODUCERS are invited to forward to the epartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize,  Sugar, Tobacco ,  Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state ,  and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear,  with the straw attached ,  as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize  in grain  and in  cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers ,  and the
locality where grown ,  should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary  for Agriculture.
Department  of Public Works,
Railway  Branch,
Chief  Engineer's  Office, S.  and C. D.,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in  the Government  Gazette  of
Saturday ,  19th January, 1889 , that an Examination
of suitable  Candidates  will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief  Engineer, Brisbane ,  on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
ROSSEND COLLIERY.THE following amended Special Rules relatingto the Rossend Colliery, are hereby published
in the  Government Gazette,  in accordance with
the provisions of  " Tlie Mines Regulation Act of
1881."
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
SPECIAL RULES  FOR THE CONDUCT AND GUIDANCE
OF PERSONS EMPLOYED IN OR  ABOUT THE
ROSSEND COLLIERY.
Manager.
1. The  manager shall  have full command over
all other officers and persons employed in or about
the colliery, and he shall be responsible for the
proper performance of the duties of every such
officer or other person.
Overman or  other underground officer.
2. The  overman  or person in charge underground
shall be in the pit every day ; shall see that the
rules  are closely followed and rigidly complied
with; shall immediately suspend any person in-
fringing or attempting to infringe any rule ; shall
give immediate attention to any complaints, and
personally inspect such portions of the mine as are
reported to be unsafe ; shall give instructions daily
to the men under his charge, and shall himself
observe the following rules :-
3. He shall have full charge of all underground
operations.
4. Shall visit every working place once each
working day, and see that the hewer keeps his
working place sufficiently timbered.
5. Shall examine every day the different main
and district  air-currents.
6. Shall see that  a sufficient  supply of timber is
provided and sent to the place appointed for the
hewers.
7. Shall see that the rules are rigidly observed
by all persons under his charge, and shall suspend
any person attempting to infringe any rule, and
report  the same  to the  manager.
Engineer.
8. Shall examine, once a day, the ropes, bolts,
hinges, main and cage chains, and shall see that
they  are in repair , and that the  signal  rapper and
wires are  in good order.
9. Shall examine the working engine, vaives,
gauges, flanges or horns, brake, bell signal, and
other working parts daily, and see that they are in
good order and repair.
10. Shall have entire charge of pit ropes and
chains, and remove, reverse, and repair them when
necessary.
11. Shall see that the boilers are properly cleaned,
and shall prohibit and suspend the working of any
boiler exhibiting weakness, or in connection with
which any valve, gauge, or apparatus is out of order.
12. Shall report daily to the manager all defects
and necessary alterations and repairs.
13. Under instructions from the manager, shall,
once in  six months, test the boilers by hydraulic
pressure, and enter the results of such test in a
book kept for the purpose.
Bankman or pit-head keeper.
14. Shall have charge of all persons employed
on the pit-head platform, and screens, and shall see
that the rules are observed by those under his
charge ; shall watch the apparatus and appliances
carefully, and report to the engineer or manager
any observed defects.
15. Shall see that all fires are extinguished when
work in the pit is done, and that the safety bars or
fences are securely fixed across the shaft.
16. Shall see that the timbers, rails, &c., neces-
sary for each day's consumption are brought to the
pit, and sent in when required by the overman.
17. Shall have a clear understanding with the
on-setter or hewers and the engineman as to the
signals in use, both when drawing coal and at all
other times.
18. Shall not allow more than four persons in a
single cage, or eight in a double one, at one time,
and shall not allow any person in liquor to go into
the pit.
19. Shall not allow any man to take his tools
with him in the cage ; all tools to be sent down in
a separate skip.
20. Should any defect be observed in either rope,
he shall restrict the men to the use of the other
rope until the manager has been communicated
with.
21. When men are to ascend or descend, the
agreed signal shall be given and the skips taken
out of the cage top and bottom.
22. Shall report to  the manager  any violation of
the rules or any evasion or contravention of the
Act.
On-setter.
23. The on-setter, when  one is  appointed, shall
not allow any person to interfere with the rapper
or signal wire.
24. Shall report to the overman any violation of
the rules.
25. When men are to ascend, the agreed signal
shall be given and the skips taken out of the cage
at top and bottom, the on-setter only giving the
necessary  signals.
26. Shall not allow more than four  men at once
in a single cage, or eight in a double one.
27. Should any defect be observed in either rope,
he shall restrict the men to the use of the other
rope until the manager  has been  communicated
with.
28. Any person refusing to leave the cage when
ordered to do so by the on-setter shall be imme-
diately suspended, and may be fined or otherwise
dealt with by the manager.
29. The on-setter shall;have a clear understanding
with the bankman and  engineman  as to the signals
to be used, and shall attend carefully to the down
signals.
Fireman.
30. Where there  is reason  to suspect the presence
of inflammable gas, the  fireman  (in the absence of
the overman) shall carefully examine every day
each man 's working place, and shall leave day and
date written on  a board, or the workman's shovel,
and placed  in some conspicuous  place against the
working face, so that the workman can see that the
foreman has been there ; such examination to be
made with a safety-lamp.
31. Shall suspend or affix danger  signals on
outside of any room or place where gas is found to
exist, and shall keep up such signal until the
danger is removed.
32. No person, without authority, shall go be-
yond such signal with a naked light or safety-lamp,
and anyone found doing  so shall  be instantly
dismissed, and may be summoned before a bench of
magistrates and fined or imprisoned.
33. No working places containing gas shall be
worked until the miners in such places are supplied
with safety-lamps.
34. No smoking shall be permitted in any place
where the safety-lamps are used.
35. No blasting powder or other explosive shall
be used where the safety-lamps are used.
36. No person shall have in his possession any
key or other instrument by which a lamp may be
opened, or any lucifer matches or other explosive
or inflammable  material  where safety-lamps are
used.
37. Any safety-lamp receiving any injury shall be
immediately extinguished and brought out to the
person in charge, who shall report such accident to
the manager.
38. Ant wheeler or other person injuring a door
and not immediately reporting the same shall be
suspended.
39. Should there be any discharge of gas or any
extensive falls of roof in progress, all naked lights
shall be immediately withdrawn, and the fact
reported to the overman.
Hewers.
40. Shall use safety-lamps where the overman
or fireman considers necessary.
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41. No naked light is to be taken beyond any
danger signal placed by the overman or fireman as
a warning that gas is suspected.
42. They shall constantly be on the alert for
discharges of gas, more particularly in meeting
with faults, hitches, or backs, or in a case of a
sudden influx of water; and in these cases also a
close observation of the state of the roof shall be
kept up, more vigilance being, if possible, required
on reaching the hanging face of backs or hitches.
43. Shall make a thorough examination of the
state of the roof in their working places before
commencing work.
44. Shall be responsible for the proper timbering
of their own working places, and shall report to the
overman at once any deficient supply of timber.
45. Shall choose every morning the quantity and
lengths of props required by them, and shall take
them to their working place without delay ; and
any neglect shall be met by instant dismissal or
prosecution
46. On commencing to cut coal shall set sprags
not more than six feet apart in the holing, curving,
or undercut.
General directions.
47. No person acting in a place of trust shall
depute any other person to do his work without
the sanction of the manager.
48. No fighting, swearing, or drinking intoxica-
ting liquor allowed in the mine.
49. All officers shall acquaint themselves
thoroughly with the rules applicable to their
offices, and with those which are to be observed by
persons under their charge.
50. The hewers and other persons employed in
the colliery are required to inform themselves of
the rules applying to themselves as well as to
others.
51. Officers who fail in the due observance of the
rules, or in enforcing the same for the safety of the
workmen and of the mine, subject themselves to
dismissal and prosecution.
52. Workmen and boys who violate the rules, or
refuse obedience to the orders of the officers, shall
be sent out of the mine with a view to the investi-
gation of the charge and the punishment of the
offenders.
53. No miner or other workman shall be per-
mitted to introduce into the mine any stranger or
person employed by him, without the consent of
the owner, agent, manager, or overman.
54. Every miner or other person who shall be
the immediate employer of any boy between the
ages of fourteen and sixteen shall be bound to see
that such boy leaves the mine when his period of
work has expired.
55. Miners, wheelers, and all others who shall
have occasion to pass through any trap-door shall
thereupon closely shut the sane, and thereby
prevent the proper current of air necessary for
ventilation from beinr diverted.
56. All workmen are expressly forbidden to
throw into, deposit, or leave coals or other mineral '•,
wood, stones, or rubbish, or material of any kind, in
any air-course or road, so as to interfere with or
hinder the air passing into and through the mine.
57. All workmen are prohibited from entering or
remaining in any place throughout the whole mine
where not absolutely required by duty to be at the
time.
58. Miners and all others are prohibited from
knowingly or wilfully defacing or removing marks
which may be made in any part of the workings
for the guidance of the workmen in their opera-
tions. All workmen are forbidden to displace,
injure, or damage in any way stoops, props,
wagons, rails, or any part of the machinery,
gearing, and apparatus.
59. Meetings of miners and other workmen in a
body within the workings, or in any of the roads
or air-courses, or on the pit-head, are strictly
prohibited.
N.B.-Any person employed in or about a
colliery wlio neglects or wilfully violates any of
the special rules established for such colliery shall,
for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds, or, in default of payment, to
be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one
month.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
f T is hereby notified  for general information,
I that the nu:dermentioned  Tender has been
accepted,  viz.:-
Additions, Court House, Dalby-WoRLEY AND
WnITEHEAD-£196.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
NEW POST AND TELEGRAPH  OFFICE,
BUNDABERG.[ENDERS ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post  Offices, Rockhampton, Mary-
borough,  and Bundaberg, until Four o 'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 5th April,  from persons willing
to contract for Erection of a New Post and
Telegraph Office at Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Post and Telegraph
Office,  Bundaberg."
Plan, Specifiea'ion ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Offices ,  Rockhampton, Mary-
borough ,  and Bundaberg.
The amount  of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£75. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
'L'enders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
piete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing such performance; otherwise
the 'l'ender will not be taken into consideration.
1'he lowest or any Tender will not necessaril3 be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  AND ALTERATIONS,  POLICE
STATION, SANI)GATE.
' ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 15th
March,  from persons willing to contract for
Additions and Alterations to the Police Station at
Sandgate.
'l'enders to be endorsed  " Additions ,  4'c., Police
Station, Sandgate."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (see Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of  Tender  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of theTender b ing accepted, and  undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicit or, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works,
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Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
BRISBANE-New Out-patient's Department, General Hospital
MOUNT MORGAN-Additions, Post and Telegraph Office ...
ARRILALAH-Police Station, &c. ... ... ... ...
ToowOOMBA-Furnishing and Fittings, New Asylum...
PITTSWORTH- Police  Station  ... ...
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings ...
BIBOOBRA-Post and Telegraph Office
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
T
HE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for the
reason stated  in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CIIRNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 14th January, 1889..
WHESEAs the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Brisbane to
Ipswich have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and  confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner  for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the  said line  of Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out,  ascertained , and finally
appropriated for such-purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage  sustained , or that may
be sustained , by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised  unless made  within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original  notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines and  Works Office,
26th January ,  18891 Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
I Brisbane, and Post Offices,
2nd February,  1889 Mount Morgan and Rock-
hampton ; 28th Febru-
ary, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  Police Station,
ditto ... .. Arrilalah ;  and Court
House, Blacka ll; 15th
March, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
9th February,  1889
.
Brisbane  ; 8th March,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ...  Brisbane  ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
16th February,  1889 Brisbane ,  and Post Offices,Cairns and Port Douglas ;
22nd March, 1889.
To D. H. Cudmore, Esquire, Clermont, South Australia.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name . Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
73 Daniel H. Cud- ... 0 1 12 Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from the
more parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes ; road of access
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No. of
Kies openfor Traffic.
£ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 17th Feb., 1889... 873 2,885 8 4 4,453 0 0 228 3 3
Corresponding week  last  year... 747 2,125 15 3 3,466 17 10 153 4 3
Increase ... ... ... ... 759 13 1 986 2 2 I 74 19 0
Decrease
...
1889 -Total T  •afc  to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ...
...
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC FARM f NGq.
Passent  ers' j Goods and Live
Fa es. Stock
Week ending  17th Feb.,  1889 ... 151 426 15 1 619 3 4 197 4 11 1,243 3 4
Corresponding week last year ... 132 277 12 6 756 5 3 44 10 10 1,074 8 7
Increase ... ... ... ... 149 2 7
Decrease
...
1889- Total Traffic to date
1888-D itto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last  year,..
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1F89 - Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding  week  last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease
156 14 1
... 137 1 11 ...
BUNDABERGF RAILWAY.
66 117 0 0 202 14 6 8 15 8
66 90 12 4 210 15 2 15 10 10
26 7 8
80 8
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
493 501 14 11 1,815 7 10 78 9 6  2,398 12 3
463 325  17 3 1,391 6 4 55  10 1 1,772 13 8
178 17  8 424 1 6 22 19 5
..
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total  Increase ... ...
Week ending  17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889 Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1889  - Total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ... ...
Week  ending 17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week  last year ...
Increase
Decrease
1889 - Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week  ending  17th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last  year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
31
31
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
d 15 2
...
Total.
£ s. d.
7,566 11 7
5,745 17 4
1,820 14 3
55,424 11 9
52,454 9 2
£2,970 2 7
168 14 9
7,876 14 2
8,435 14 3
£559 0 1
323 10 2
316 18 4
11 11 10
2,358 17 6
2,496 3 10
I ... £137 6 4
...
3015 9 7 13 3 4 3 5
28 12 7 42 13 3 6 4 7
2 3 2
35 0 0
.NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
2 1 2
260 471  18 2 1,303 14 1 63 10 3 1,839 2 6
260 418 19  10 1,660 5 2  115 12  9  2,194 17  9
52 18 4
35611 1
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
9 53 17 0 18 10 7
8 38 18 6 58 2 9
14 18 6 .
... 39 12 2
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 21 13 7 13 7 9
51 46 10 8 105 17 1
24 17 1 92 9 4
522 6 35515 3
625 18 7
19,667 13 6
15,656 4 11
£4,011 8 7
42 12 5
77 10 5
34 18 0
457 1 2
737 11 4
£280 10 2
15,054 5 616,209 1 3
£1,154 15 9
0 2 1 72 9 8
0 1 4 97 2 7
0 0 9
_ _ _ 24 12  11
6 1 4
10 6 8
912 16 1
417 7 8
£495 8 5
41 2  8
162 14 5
4 5 4 121 11 9
741 17 10
753 4 9
£11 6 11
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
TENDERS.
MENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Queensland Railways ,  S. and C. D.-Central Railway-
Contract for Works
Rolling-Stock - Southern  and Western Railway ... ...
NOTICE.
FOURTEEN YEARS LEASE OF VACANT LOTS
SITUATED IN BRISBANE STREET, IPS-
WICH.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be
received at this Office, and at the Station
Master's Office, Ipswich, until Noon of SATUR-
DAY, the 9th March next, from persons willing to
Lease for a term of fourteen years, with right of
renewal for a further term of seven years at the
same rental, if not required for railway purposes,
all that vacant piece of land situated in Brisbane
street, being subdivisions A, B, and c of allotments
1, 2, and 3 of section 15, town of Ipswich, contain-
ing 15i o perches.
Plan can be seen, and all information obtained, at
the Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane,
or at the Railway Station Master's Office, Ipswich.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
NOTICE.
LEASES OF ALLOTMENTS IN RAILWAY
STATION GROUNDS, TOOWOOMBA, AND
FRONTING OR ABBUTING ON RUTHVEN,
BELLEVUE, AND CAMPBELL STREETS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Leases of Allot-
ments situated in the Railway Station
Grounds, Toowoomba, will be submitted to Public
Competition on SATURDAY, the Ninth day of
March next, at the Rooms of J. S. McIntyre,
Auctioneer, Toowoomba, at 12 o'clock.
Plans may he seen, and all particulars as to terms
and conditions obtained, at the Commissioner for
Railways' Office, Brisbane; the Railway Station
Master's Office, Toowoomba ; and at the Rooms of
the Auctioneer.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1889.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL AT WARWICK STATION.
rT`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
l1 Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
March next, from persons willing to Rent a Book-
Stall at the Railway Station, Warwick, from the
31st March, 1889, to 31st December, 1890.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Book-Stall."
The successful Tenderer will be required to
provide a Book-Stall to be approved b the Depart-
ment.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Date of  Gazette  contain-ing original notice.
2nd February, 1899
16th February, 1849
Place and Date  to which  Tenders
can be received.
Railway O(fice,  Brisbane
12th A1,ril, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
8th  March, 1889.
F. CURNOW
i'.,n r,,i5,ioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1889.
ENGINE AND CARRIAGE SHEDS, CLEVELAND
BRANCH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of Engine and Carriage Sheds at
Cleveland.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Engine
and Carriage Sheds, Cleveland."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Clerk of Petty
Session's Office, Cleveland.
Tenders must be sent in' on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1889.
STATION-MASTER'S HOUSE, CLEVELAND
BRANCH.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Station-Master's House at Cleveland.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Station-
Master's House, Cleveland."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and Clerk of
Petty Session's Office, Cleveland.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
ERECTION OF FOUR-ROOMED COTTAGE AT
19 MILES 54 CHAINS, NEAR DINMORE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
11 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a Four-roomed Cottage at 19 miles
54 chains, near Dinmore.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Four-roomed Cottage,
19  miles 54 chains."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Office of the Engineer for Existing Lines, Brisbane,
and at the Station Master's Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the m ork, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, an Agreement with
the Commissioner for Railways for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
NOTICE.THE  Tender of Mr. CHARLES WHITING, forthe Erection of Station Buildings at Auchen-
flower, has been accepted. Amount, £499 16s.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Messrs . C. RUNGE AND Co.,for the Erection  of a Cottage  at Braeside,
has been accepted .  Amount, £175.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Mr.  JOHN  GOULD, for theRemoval of Carriage Shed from Millhill to
Wallangarra, has been accepted. Amount, £8310s.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
ON FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport, was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows
WEEK DAYS. SUNDAYS.
A.Hf. P.M. A.M.
Stanley street dep. 7 30 3 5 9 0
Beenleigh ... do. 9 30 4 40 10 43
Southport .... arr. 11 30 6 10 12 23
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 4 30
Beenleigh ... do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woolloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley street arr. 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published  in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain  the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane,  and paying costs.
If' not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
.1 and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,
Section 1, in length 29 miles, have been approved
and confirmed, with alterations ; and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F.  CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-BRANCHES of the above are now open at
l) Allora ,  Aramac. Ayr, Banana , Barcaldinc,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blackall ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway , Oharle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont ,  Cleveland ,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet ,  Cooktown ,  Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest ,  Croydon, Cumberland ,  Cunnamulla,
Dalby ,  Drayton, Eidsvold ,  Emerald, Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale ,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown ,  Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon ,  Herberton, Howard ,  Ingham, Ingle-
wood ,  Ipswich, Isisford ,  Jimbour ,  Jondar1an,
Kilkivan,  Killarney , Koojarewon ,  Laidley,  -Ley-
burn, Mackay, Marburg ,  Maryborougb , ]I ary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy 's Creek ,  Muttaburra ,  Nanango,
Nerang Creek ,  Normanton ,  North Pine ,  Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek  (Gympie),
Pittsworth ,  Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood ,  Sandgate, Shi pp-
ping  Office (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane ,  South-
port, Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St .  Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin ,  Thornborough ,  Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong ,  Toowoomba ,  Torbanlea,
Townsville ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick ,  Watsonvi lle,
Westwood ,  Winton, Woodford ,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor ,  subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100 ,  at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary otlice
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By  His  Excellency ' s Command,
THOMAS  11IcILWRAITH.
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O.H.M.S.
. (NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods which have been warehoused under Bond,wa rehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months , will be  Sold by Public Auction, after
the expiry of one month from the date of this notice, in accordance with the provisions and under the
authority of "  The Customs Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date
Bonded.
1886.
Name of  Vessel
and Port. Merchant. Bond.
Bond Mark and
Numbers.
22 Sept. ... "Fleur de Lis," from L. Cusack ... Goertz's ...
London
10 Feb. ... "Glanworth," from ditto ... ditto ...
Cooktown
11 Feb. ... "Barrabool," from ditto ... ditto ...
Sydney
15 Feb. ... " Elamang, '' from ditto ... ditto
Melbourne
1885.
8 August.. "Eurimbla," from ditto ... ditto ...
Melbourne
4 Sept. .. " Rodondo," from ditto ... ditto ...Melbourne
18 Sept. ... "Leura,"  from  Syd- ditto ... ditto ...
ney
12 Nov. ... "Barrabool," from ditto ... ditto
Sydney
23 Dec. ... " Lurline," from Parbury, Lamb, ditto ..
London I and Co.
1I.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
U 370 1/3 ... ... 3 quarter-casks sherry wine
S 267 1/4 ... ... 4 boxes tobacco
H 269 ... ... 1 ull. case brandy
T 269 17 2/3 ... 4 boxes tobacco
K 192 2/8 ... ... 7 quarter -casks sherry
X 202 2/3 ... .. 2 cases tobacco
X 213 94 ... ...  10 half-chests tea
V 233 196 ... ...  20 boxes tea
0 248 ... ...  2 cases old tom.
T
HE  following Goods, overtime in Government Bond at Cooktown, will be Sold there, by Public
Auction, on TUESDAY, 26th March, 1889, under the 113th clause of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Mark. Date Warehoused.
II 1
H Ii ... ... 1st  July, 1885
333
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods in the Government Bond ,  Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
after the expiry of one month from the date of this notice ,  in accordance with the provisions and
authority of the 114th section of  " The Customs  Act of  1873, "  unless the rents due thereon are previously
paid.
Mark . Date Warehoused. Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
K over 401 ... ... 26th July, 1887 ... ... 1 case  raisins Q.S.S. Company
A over 406 ... ... 24th September, 1887 ... 1 package cigars Chum and Sons
B over 431 ... ... 31st May,  1888 ... 1 case samples ... A.U.S.N. Company
A over  437 11th July 1888 1 sack r- -e . . Thomas and Madden.... ... , ... ... ...I
.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T. M. KING,
Collectcr  of Customs.
Description of Goods.
TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN.
SALE OF OVERTIME POWDER IN THE MAGAZINE AT ROCKHAMPTON.
THE following Powder will be Sold by Public Auction at Rockhampton, by R. Foulkes and Co., on
the 6th proximo :-
Deposited. Ship.
13th October, 1882 ... "Irvine"
Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
... One quarter- cask wine  ... ...  H. E. Barr.
Consignee.
IT. McDermott
Mark.
X5
Quantity  and Desc ri ption.
3 e/s., each 25  lbs., Curtis and
Harvey's Diamond Grain, 1 lbs.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,Department of Ports and Harbours ,  Portmaster.
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
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HARBOURS AND RIVERS ,  QUEENSLAND.
STEAM LAUNCH ,  FITZROY RIVER.
IIENDERS  will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  of SATURDAY, the
16th March, for a Steam Launch for the Fitzroy
River .  Hull to be of iron ; length ,  60 feet on keel ;
beam ,  12 feet 6 inches, moulded ; depth, 6 feet
3 inches; engines ,  compound with cylinders 9 inches
and 18 inches diameter by 12 inches stroke.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Office of the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury ,  Under Secretary.
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
EXEMPTION FROM DUTY.
SULPHATE OF BARYTES.
T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
1 provisions contained in the third schedule of
" The Customs Duties Act of  1888," that
SULPHATE  OF BARYTES,
which is suited only for, and is to be used solely in,
the fabrication of goods within the colony, is
exempted from duty.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
THE following  Notice to Mariners is pub-
lished for general information.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
No. 65.
Treasury, Hobart,
11th February, 1889.
THE Governor directs the publication of the
following  Notice to  Mariners ,  for general informa-
tion.
By His Excellency's Command,
B. STAFFORD BIRD.
TABLE CAPE LIGHT, NORTH-WEST COAST
OF TASMANIA.
WITH reference to the Notice No. 327, of 15th
October last, it is hereby notified, in order to define
the difference between the true and faint light,
that, on and after the 18th instant, a red ray will
be exhibited at either extremity of the bright aro.
Mariners are warred not to pass inshore of these,
which are intended to clear the Blackman's Reef
to the eastward, and the reef oft' Rocky Cape to the
westward.
A. G. WEBSTER,
Master Warden.
Marine Board  Office,
Hobart, 6th February, 1889.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Iirst (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOOLLOON-
GABBA TO CLEVELAND (ALONG RAILWAY).
` ENDERS will  be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the Fourth
day of March next, from  persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material (except
Aire, insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws ),  and for all
workmanship necessary, for the above-mentioned
work, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification published in the  Government
Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th February, 1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained  on application at the Office  of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
A. J. THYNN E,
For the  Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES of  the large Post and Telegraph Map
of the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s .  per copy ; and copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor.
mation ,  at 3s. per  copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY  of the New Enlarged  Charts hewingchanges of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post  and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays ),  wi ll  be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply  to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information,
that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Yid  Brindisi, 3d. each,
Wholly Seaborne,  2d. each,
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 18T  JANUARY, 1889.
L PECIAL attention  is directed  to the  Book and
  JJ Packet  Regulations  (Amended)  to come into
operation  1st January, 1889,  as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th and 24th  instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1889.
i
T is hereby notified for general information,
that, on and after the 1st March proximo, a
Money Order Office will be open at Yuleba, on
the Western Railway Line.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
r RE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Maryborough General
Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1838, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITti RE on account of the MARYBOROPGH GENERAL CEMETERY, for
the YEAR  ended  31ST day of DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
31st  December-
DR.
To Balance  at Bank  ...
.
...
„ Interments  and Labels ...
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December-
14 4 6 By Salaries and Labour
162 18 0 1
„ Headstones  and Monuments  ... ... 9 19
„ Certificates of Right of Burial ... 0 15
„ Sale of Private  Ground  ... ... 77 15
„ Sale of Hay, &c. ... ... ... 11 10
Painting Private Graves ... ... 2 0
„ Amount Received from Fixed Deposit
and Interest  ... ... ... 472 10
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... 7 10
ASSETS.
1888.
31st December-
Amount at Fixed Deposit at Bank of New
South Wales at 4t per cent .,  available
£759 2 9
Wages Owing ... ... ... 30 10 0
Sundry Accounts ... ... ...  8 12 2
0 0 Amount  Overdrawn  ... ... ... 7 10 3
4 6 Balance of Assets over Liabilities  ...  346 12 1
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
378 16 7
26 0 9
1 5 0
2 5 4
350 0 0
0 15 1
£759 2 9
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December--  £ s. d.
2nd October, 1889 ... ... ... 350
Sundry Accounts due ... .,, ... 43
£393 4 6 £393 4 6
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Maryborough General Cemetery, do hereby solemnly and
sincerely declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure and Assets and Liabilities for the
year ending on the 31st December, 1888, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
W. SOLTHERDEN,
N. TOOTH, Trustees.
C. W. WEBER,
Signed and declared before me this the twelfth day of February, 1889.
E. A. HYDE, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
1
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Teviotville General Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
AB3TRACr Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account of the TEVIOTVILLE GENERAL CEMETERY, for the
YEAR ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. £ s. d.
To Balance from last year's Account ... 1 5 3
„ Fee for  Additional Sft. x 4ft. Ground
and Permission to Erect Headstone ... 0 12
„ Fees for Permission to Erect Fences ... 0 7
„ Burial Fees ... .. ... 4 10
„ Fee for Additional 8ft. x 4ft. Ground ... 0 10
CR.
„ Goods, Tools, &c. ...
„ Insurance on Col tages ...
Interest on Bank Overdraft ..
Amount 1'la-,ed at Fixed Deposit
Stationery and Petty Cash ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888. £ s. d.
By Stationery ... ... 0 1 0
„ Sexton-
6 Clearing Road and Paths  ... ...  0 18 0
6 Digging Graves ... ... ... 1 2 6
0 Mo,, ing Grass  ... ... ...  0 15 0
0 „ Secretary for Registering ,  at the rate of
2s. 6c1.  per Burial  ... ... ...
Credit Balance ... ... ... ...
0 12 6
3 16 3
£7 5 3 £7 5 3
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Teviotville General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare  that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the said Cemetery, for the
year ended 31st December, 1884, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
WILLIAM HARRY ABELL,
ATJG1TSI' MITLLER, Trustees.STEPHEN FAULKNER,
Witness-CAMPBELL T. MCDONALD, J.P.
14th February, 1889.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
CHI; following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements  on account  of the South  Brisbane  Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published  for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE On account  of the SOUTH BRISBANE CEMETERY to the  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
1st January- £ s. d. £
To Cash in A.J.S. Bank-
Trust Account, Wm.  T.
s. d. £
By Cash Paid, Wages and General
Expenses  during the year
s. d. £ s. d.
Blakeney, Trustee  ... 161 1 1 1888 ... ... ... 412 7 7
„ Cash in Office ...  8 10 3 „ Cash Paid Contractor for
169 11 4  Stone Wall and Iron Rail-
Cash De osit Note in W 500to Cemeterin 0 0p s m. 181 19 7T Bl k '
y ...g
912 7 7. eneya s name, and 143 14 1put to Current Account 166 3 1during the  year 1888
„ Cash  Balance  in A.J.S. Bank,
Wm. T.Trust Account
491 16
,
9  Blakeney ,  Trustee ... ... 113 13 11
„ Cash received  as Fees  during the year 1888 538 19 0  Cash Balance  in N.S.W. Bank,
Trust Account, Wm. T.
Blakeney, Trustee... ... 74
Cash Balance  in N.S .W. Bank,
Cemetery Account,Trustees,
Thomas Weedon, one of the
5 0
Trustees  and the Secretary 91 14 10
„ Cash in Office 8 3 9
287 19 6
£1,200 7 1 1 £1,200 7 1
1st January, 1889-To Cash Credit Balance, X287 19s. 6d.
The paper-writing hereunto annexed is a true and correct Abstract of the Account of all sums of
money received and expended by us from the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, up to the thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight
inclusive ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOSEPH BAYNES,
DIINCAN SINCLAIR,  Trustees.
THOMAS WEEDON,
Signed and  declared  to, at Brisbane aforesaid , this fifteenth day of February,  A.D.1889 ,  before me-
JOHN WM. POTTS, Notary Public.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.
£5,000 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that,  in pursuance  of Resolutions passed by
the Legislative Assembly on the sixth day of
November  last , a Reward of £5,000 will be paid
to tie  person or  company who first Manufactures
from Cotton  grown  in the Colony, Cotton Goods to
the Value of ;C5,000; such Reward to be in
substitution for any Reward which such person or
company would be entitled to under the provisions
of  " The Eveourc gement to  Manufacturing Indus-
tries  Act of  1869."
It is hereby further notified that the Plant used
in the  Manufaclure  of the said Cotton Goods must
be of a fair value of not  less than  £10,000.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889,
£100 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for eneral information, that
a Reward of £100 willbe paid for such informa-
tion as  will lead to the Apprehension of George
Carline and James Cameron, who are suspected of
having, on the 7th November last, at Vergemont
Creek, Stonehenge , near  Jundah, murdered an
aboriginal named " Paddy."
BOYD. D. MOREIHEAD.
DESCRIPTIONS.
GEORGE CARLINE.-A Scotchman, about 45 years
of age, 5 feet 9  inches  high, slender build, thin dark
features ,  dark hair turning  grey,  moustache and
side whiskers, about a month's growth of beard,
grey eyes, round-shouldered and bends forward
when walking ; criminal appearance ; speaks with
broad Scotch accent; wore grey soft-felt hat, cotton
shirt, tweed trousers, elastic-side boots, light gold
rin on finger of left hand ; a shearer.
JAMES CAMERON.-A Scotchman, about 40 years
of age, 5 feet 6 inches high, rather stout build,
round features, eyes prominent (bloodshot and
watery), full bushy fair beard, moustache, and side
whiskers ;  nasal  accent ; dresses slovenly ; a bush-
man.
ANNUAL  ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING AND  AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.REFERRING to a Notice appearing in  Gazetteof 5th January instant, page 66, convening
a Meeting of Stockowners at Cometvi lle on Satur-
day, the Second day of March, for the purpose of
Electing a Marsupial Board for the Marsupial
District of Nogoa :
It having been represented that Blackwater is a
more convenient place at which to hold such
Meeting,  so much of the aforesaid Notice as
relates to the Marsupial District of Nogoa is
hereby cancelled ,  and BLACKWATEe is appointed as
the place at which such Meeting shall be held, at
Twelve o'clock  (Noon )  on SATURDAY, the
Second day of March next ensuing, for the
purpose aforesaid.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, for general information,
that no person is allowed to enter Lytton Fort
without an Order signed by the Chief Secretary or
the Commandant of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ANNUAL ELECTION OF MARSUPIAL
BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1889.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,''
AND CONTINUING AND AMENDING ACTS
OF 1884-5-6-7-8.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of the above-
named Acts, it is hereby notified that the
Annual Election of Members to serve on the
Marsupial Boards for the several Districts here-
under mentioned will take place at Twelve o'clock
Noon on SATURDAY, the Second day of M arch, at
the place named opposite to each of such Districts
respectively.
Any owner of not less than 500 cattle or 2,500
sheep is eligible to be elected a member of the
Board, and any owner of not less than 100 cattle or
500 sheep may vote at the election of members for
the District in which such qualifications exist.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Marsupial  District.  Place of Meeting.
Aramac  ... The Court  House, Aramac.
Banana ... ...  Ditto, Banana.
Baramba ...  ... Ditto,  Nanango.
Barcoo ...  ... Ditto, Windorah.
Bauhinia ...  ... Ditto,  Springsure.
Beenleigh ...  ... Ditto, Beenleigh.
Belyando ... ... Ditto, Clermont.
Blackall ... Ditto, Blackall.
Boulia ...  ... Ditto, Boulia
Bowen ... ... Ditto, Bowen.
Broadsound ... ... Ditto, St. Lawrence.
Bulioo ... ... Ditto, Thargomindah.
Bungil ...  Ditto, Roma.
Burrum ... Ditto, Maryborough.
Caboolture ... Ditto, Woodford.
Calliope ... Ditto, Gladstone.
Cardwell ... Ditto, Cardwell.
Clermont ...  Ditto, Clermont.
Clifton ... Ditto, Allora.
Cook ... ...  Ditto, Thornborough.
Dalrymple ... Ditto, Charters Towers.
Diamentina ... Ditto, Birdsville.
Doonmunya ... Ditto, Hughenden.
Duaringa ...  Duaringa.
Einasleigh ... The Court House, Georgetown.
Esk ... Ditto, Fsk.
Fassifern ... Ditto, Harrisville.
Glengallan ... Ditto, Warwick.
Gogango ... Ditto, Rockhampton.
Gregory .. Ditto, Winton.
Hinchinbrook Ditto, Ingham.
Inglewood ... Ditto, Inglewood.
Jondaryan ... Ditto, Toowoomba.
Kolan... ... Ditto, Bundaberg.
Mackay ... Ditto, Mackay.
Murilla ...  Ditto, Miles.
Murweh ... Ditto, Charleville.
Nebo ... ...  Ditto, Nebo.
Nogoa  Comet ville.
Paroo .. ...  The Court House, Cunnamulla.
Rawbelle ... Ditto, Gayndah.
Tarampa ...  Ditto, Gatton.
Taroom ... Ditto, Taroomn.
Thuringowa ... Ditto, Townsville.
Tiaro ... ... Ditto, Tiaro.
Ula Ula ... Ditto, St. George.
Waggamba ... Ditto, Goondiwindi.
Wallumbilla ... Ditto, Mitchell.
Wambo ... Ditto, Dalby.
Warroo Ditto, Surat.
Widgee ... Ditto, Gympie.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."SHEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theElection of Directors, under the provisions of
section seven of the abovenamed Act, and of section
one of the Amending Act (31 Victoria, No. 42), are
required to meet at the Police Court Houses at the
undermentioned  places,  in the respective Sheep
Districts, at Twelve o'clock Noon of SATURDAY ,
the Thirtieth day of March, 1889, for the Election
of Sheep Directors for the current year, namely
Sheep Districts.
Balonne ...
Broadsound
Burke ...
Burnett ...
Cook ...
Gladstone ...
Gregory North
Gregory South
Goondiwindi
Kennedy North
Kennedy South
Maranoa ...
Mitchell ...
Moreton East
Moreton West
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure...
Warrego ...
Warwick ...
Wide Bay ...
Places of Meeting.
St. George
St. Lawrence
Hughenden
Gayndah
Cooktown
Gladstone
Winton
Windorah
Goondiwindi
Townsville
Bowen
Roma
Blackall
Brisbane
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Charleville
Warwick
Maryborough.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BOROUGH OF SANDGATE.
Colonial  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane, 20th February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following By-law made by the Council of the
Borough of Sandgate.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 8.
Preamble.
WHEREAS it is necessary and expedient to make
provision for the prevention of noisy  instruments
being played in or through any street within the
Borough of Sand gate: It is hereby ordered and
directed by the Council of the Borough of Sand-
gate, by virtue of  " The Local Government Act
of  1878," and by the authority  of the same, asfollows:-
Noisy instruments not allowed through the  streets.
1. Any person who shall, in or through any street
or public place within the Borough of Sandgate,
blow any horn,  ring  any bell, beat any drum, or
play any  brass  or other  musical or  noisy instru-
ment, or cause, employ, or procure any person or
persons to do so for any purpose whatsoever, with-
out the permission of the mayor, in writing, shall
be liable for a first offence to a penalty of two
pounds, and for every subsequent offence to a
penalty of not  less  than five pounds nor more than
ten pounds.
Passed by special order of the Council of the
Borough of Sandgate, and sealed with the common
seal of the Borough, this seventh day of January,
1889.
HIRAM WAKEFIELD,
Mayor.
F. M. LASCELLES, Town Clerk.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
T HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOItEHEAD.
RETURN FOR  TILE WEEK ENDING 16TH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 485
Number since  admitted ... ... ... 16
Number returned from lease ... ... 3
501
Number discharged ... ... 1
Number died  ...  .. .,. 1
N umber absent on leave.. ... 3
5
Number remaining at date hereof ... 499
Admissions during the week :
William. Stafford, 55, labourer, from Rockhampton
Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Fred. Morgan, Rock-
hampton.
Charles Crease, 80, labourer, from Warwick ; last
employed by Mr. Allison, Sugar-loaf, near Stanthorpe.
Mark Flower, 66, labourer, from Charleville Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Armstrong, Coongoola, near
Cunnamulla.
John Parkinson, 68, labourer, from Warwick ;
employed during the last ten years by Mr. Chauvell,
Canning Downs South, near Warwick.
William Hobbs, 78, labourer, from Ipswich ; last
employed by Mr. Cowell, Basin Pocket, near Ipswich.
John Rofe, 54, carpenter, from Clermont ; employed
during  the last few years as a carpenter at Clermont.
John Patterson, 70, miner, from Brisbane Hospital :
last employed mining at Normanby, near Bowen.
William Jones, 70, shipwright, from Bowen Hospital ;
last  employed by Messrs. McKenzie and Company,
Bowen.
Frederick Davidson, 64, labourer, from Warwick ;
last  employed by Mr. Kennedy,  manager , Talgai Station,
Darling Downs.
Andrew Probst, 59, shepherd, from Dalby Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Burness, Fairyland, near Dalby.
Patrick O'Neill, 62, shepherd, from Dalby Hospital;
last employed by Mr. Hugh Moore, Baramba, Burnett.
William Godlen, 78, labourer; re-admission.
George Heirdsfield, 73, labourer ; re-admission.
Edwin Davis, 64, tailor ; re-admission.
Robert May, 72, labourer ; re-admission.
Thomas  Hickey,  63, sailor  ;  re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
Henry Brown,  53, seaman ; admitted 20th March, 1888.
Death during  the week :
Joseph Woodlands, 71, bootmaker ; admitted 21st
April, 1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th February, 1889.THE following Orders, made by Her Majestythe Queen in Council, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1883," Cap. 57, are published for
general information.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Court at Windsor ,  the twenty -sixth  clay of
June, 1884.
Present:
The Queen 's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WHEREAS  by the  provisions  of  " The  Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,  1883," it is
amongst other things, provided :
That if'  Her Majesty is pleased to make any
arrangement with the government or governments
of any foreign state or states for mutual  protection
of inventions ,  designs, and trade marks, or any
of them, then any person who has applied for pro-
tection for any invention ,  design ,  or trade mark
in any such state shall, subject to the conditions
further provided  and set  forth in the said Act, be
entitled to a patent for his invention, or to regis-
tration of his design or trade mark (as the case
may be) under the said Act, in priority to other
applicants, and such patent or registration shall
have the same date as the date of the protection
obtained in such foreign state :
And whereas it has pleased Her Majesty to
make an arrangement of the nature contemplated
by the said Act, by and in virtue of a declaration
signed and sealed by Her Majesty's Ambassador at
Paris on the 17th March, 1884, duly conveying the
accession of Great Britain to the  International
Convention and Protocol for the Protection of
Industrial Property, signed by representatives of
certain Powers on the 20th day of March, 1883,
and duly ratified on the 6th day of June, 1884,
power being reserved to Her Majesty to hereafter
accede to the provisions of the said Convention
and Protocol on behalf of the Isle of Man, the
Channel Islands, and any of Her Majesty' s posses-
sions , which Declaration of Accession was duly
accepted by the French Government on behalf
of the Signatory Powers, by and in virtue of a
Declaration, dated the 2nd of April, 1884:
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of Her Privy Council, and by
virtue of the authority committed to her by the
said Act, cloth declare, and  it is  hereby declared,
that the provisions of the said Act hereinbefore
specified shall apply to the following countries,
viz.:-
Belgium, Salvador,
Brazil , Servia,
France, Spain,
Guatemala, Switzerland,
Italy, Ecuador, and
Netherlands, Tunis.
Portugal,
And it is hereby further ordered and declared
that this Order shall take effect from the 7th day
of July, 1884.
C. L. PEEL.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Court at Windsor, the ninth day of July,
1885.
Present :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WHEREAS Her Majesty was pleased by Orders
in Council, dated respectively the 26th day of
June, 1884, and the 27th day of January, 1885, to
declare that certain provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade MarksAct,1883,"  should apply
to the several countries mentioned in such Orders.
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and by virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the said Act, doth
declare, and it is hereby declared, that the provi-
sions of the said Act hereinbefore referred to
shall also apply to the following countries, viz.:-
Sweden and Norway.
And it is hereby further ordered and declared
that this Order shall take effect from the 1st day
of July, 1885.
C. L. PEEL.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Court at Windsor, the twelfth day of July,
1887.
Present:
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.
Lord President.
Earl of Kintore.
Earl Brownlow.
Sir W. Hart-Dyke.
Sir John Cowell.
WHEREAS Her Majesty was pleased by Orders
in Council, dated respectively the 26th day of  June,
1884, and the 27th day of January and the 9th
day of July, 1885, to declare that certain provisions
of  " The Patents, .Designs, and Trade Marks Art,
1883," should apply to the several  countries
mentioned in such Orders :
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Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and by virtue of the
authority committed to her by the said Act, doth
declare and it is hereby declared, that the pro-
visions of the said Act hereinbefore referred to
shall also apply to the following country, viz.
The United Sates of America.
And it is hereby further ordered and declared
that this Order shall take effect from the day and
date first above written.
C. L. PEEL.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At the Court at Windsor, the seventeenth day of
November, 1888.
Present:
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.
Lord President.
Marquess of Lothian.
Sir Henry Ponsonby.
Mr. Robertson.
WHEREAS Her Majesty was pleased by Orders
in Council, dated respectively the twenty-sixth day
of June, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
four, the twenty-seventh day of January and the
ninth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-five, and the twelfth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, to
declare that certain provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1883, " should
apply to the several countries mentioned in such
Orders :
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, and by virtue of the
authority committed to Her by the said Act, doth
declare and it is hereby declared that the provisions
of the said Act hereinbefore referred to shall also
apply to the East Indian Colonies of the Nether-
lands.
And it is hereby further ordered and declared
that this Order shall take effect so far as regards
Patents at the expiration of seven months and so
far as regards Designs and Trade Marks at the
expiration of four months from the day and date
first above written.
C. L. PEEL.
TRAN SMISSIO .L%T BY D EAT11.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
lI Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Once, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased I Date of i Name
Proprietor.
Hein Heinrich Thorn-
green ,  late of Bris-
bane, boarding-house
keeper
Donald McNiven,  late of
Rutherglen, Lanark-
shire,  Scotland, and
formerly of Rock-
hampton
Gideon Frederick Tyson,
late of  Bologa, New
South Wales,  an infant
Alfred  Taylor, late of
Brisbane , police con-
stable
John Wienholt, late of
"Merley," tit imborne,
County of Dorset,
England
Thomas  Appleby, late
of Springfield, near
Tewautin , selector
Francis Thomas  Gregory,
late of Harlaxton,  near
Toowoomba
Death. of Claimant.
1888.
20 July Augusta Louisa Matilda
Thorngreen ,  of Bris-
bane, widow
1874.
9 Dec. John Dugald McNiven,
of Rockhampton,
clerk
1885.
14 Jan. Susan Tyson, of Bologa,
New South Wales,
widow
31 July Mary Taylor, of God-
stone, County of
Surrey, England,
spinster
1887.
14 Aug.' William  Wienholt, of
Merley House, Wim-
borne , County of
Dorset, England, and
Edward Wienholt, of
Brisbane
1888.
19 July Eunice Appleby, of
Springfield, near
Tewantin, widow
23 Oct. Augustus Charles Gre-
gory,  of Brisbane ;
Marion Scott Gregory.
widow; and diehard
William Scholefield,
of Toowoomba
Description
and Situation of Land.
North -western half of all otment
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
os
.a ,nc
ABA
i
1889.
Fee-simple As Administratrix 23 Mar.
10 of section 8, parish of
North Brisbane, city  of Bris-
bane, and allotment 7 of sec-
tion 7, parish of Tingalpa
Portions 385, 386, and 387, parish Fee-simple As Heir-at-law ... 6 April
of Kedron, and subdivision 23
of portion 208, parish of South
Brisbane
Allotments 2, 5, and 9 of section
4, and allotment 7 of section 6,
town of Cunnamulla
Subdivision 36 of portion 120,
parish of Redclifte
Portions 49, 53, and 54, parish of
Fassifern
Fee-simple As Administratrix 30 Mar.
Fee-simple Will dated 27 July, .30 Mar.
1885
Fee-simple Will dated 27 Jan- 30 Mar.
uary, 1887
Portion 113, parish of Noosa ...  Fee-simple
Allotments 14, 15, 16, and 17 of
section 24 ,  parish of North
Brisbane, city of B ri sbane ;
suhdivision c, and re -subdivi-
sions A and a;  of subdivision 3
of portion 403, selection 101,
subdivision 1 of portion 525,
subdivision 2 of portion 442,
portion 526, subdivision 2 of
portion 406, subdivisions  I  and
4 of portion 411, subdivision 1
of portion 83, subdivision A of
portion 175, portion 410, sub-
division 3 of portion 412, and
subdivision 3 of portion 413,
parish of Drayton ;  suburban
portions 484 and  485, parish of
'1oowoomba ;  portions 68, 69,
95 t, 93 to 105.  lllai.  113 to 126,
117A. 112,  133, 136 . 137, 140,
and 111, parish of Cowrie;
subdivisions 1 and 3 of mineral
s,'leetwn 212 W.iZ,and subdivi-
sions 1 and 3 of mineral selec-
tion 758, parish of Stanthorpe;
and mineral selection 759,
parish of Marsh
Will dated 21 March, 30 Mar.
1886
Fee-simple Will dated 9 July,  30 Mar.
1888, and Codicil
thereto  dated 12
September, 1888
Registrar of Titles '  Office , THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  23rd February ,  1889 . Registrar of Titles.
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NOTIFICATION OF REGISTRATION OF A
BUILDING SOCIETY IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 10
OF "THE BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT OF
1886."NOTICE is hereby, given that aBuildingSociety, called  "The Gympie  Permanent
Building and Investment  Society," is duly
registered under the provisions  of  " The Building
Societies Act of  1886 ." Register No. 6.
This Society was registered under  "  The Friendly
Societies  Art,  1876," on the twentieth day of
August, 1878.
Dated at Brisbane  this twentieth day of Feb-
ruary, 1889.
W. T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Friendly Societies, Building Societies,
and Trade Unions.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is  hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend HENRY AIRAY WATSON, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
residing at Townsville ,  in the Registry District of
Townsv ille ,  has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate marriages in the
Colony of Queensland .  under the provisions of
" The Marriage  Art of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 23r.1  February, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that I intend, on or
after  the Ninth day of March  next, in
conformity with  the 117th  section of  "  The Real
Property Art of  1861 ,"  to issue in the name of
August Heitke,  a provisional  Certificate of Title
No. 51643 ,  for subdivision  4 of allotment 10 of
portion 5, county of Stanley, parish of Toombul,
and more particularly  described in Register Book,
volume  347, folio 173, the said original Certificate
of Title  having been totally  destroyed by fire.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the Ninth day of M rch next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the
name of  Hein Heinrich Thorngreen, a provisional
Certificate of Title, No. 47424, for allotment 7 of
section  7, county of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa,
and more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 318, folio 165, said original Certificate of
Title having been lost or mislaid by the said Hein
Heinrich Thorngreen.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS PEINGLK TAYLOR, Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1899.
No. 51.
THE following transfer and resignation will take
effect from date :-
ROCKHAMPPTON NAVAL BRIGADE.
Sub-Lieutenant Edward Pretty is transferred to
the Brisbane Corps.
No. 65, H. Crew, A.B., is allowed to resign, his
term of service having expired.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Commanding Naval Corps.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
PRELIMINARY AND PROFESSIONAL EX-
AMINATIONS.AN Examination will be held on the 6th Marchnext, at the Examination Rooms, Department
of Public Instruction, Edward street.
Candidates intending to present themselves must
give ten days' notice, in writing, to the Registrar,
enclosing their Indentures of Apprenticeship (if
any), submit evidence of their right to he examined,
and pay the necessary fee required  by " The
Pharmactl Act of  1884."
WM. J. RYOTT MAUGIIAN,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1889.
Registrar.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
GOOMBUNGEE.
r ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
l1 at  the Court House, Toowoomba, until Ten
o'clock a.m. on SATURDAY, the 2nd March,
from persons willing to contract for Fencing and
Gates at the State School, Goombungee.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Goombungee."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, KANGAROO
POINT.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a New State School for Girls, at
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School for Girls, Kangaroo Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING TEACHER' S RESIDENCE , &c., STATE
SCHOOL, MOUNT GRAVATT.
TENDERS
will be received  at  this  Office
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
15th March ,  from persons willing to contract for
Painting the Teacher 's Residence, State School,
Mount Gravatt.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Painting
Teacher's  Residence, State School,  Mount Gravatt."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th  February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING  STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
ALSATIA, NEAR MACBAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th  March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the State
school Buildings at Alsatia ,  near Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Painting
School Buildings , A lsatia."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
New State School Buildings at Caboolture North.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New
State School Buildings, Caboolture North."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, andfurther particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Caboolture.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
NOTICE.
ILLIA 1I FURLONG has been appointed
Poundkeeper at Charleville for twelve
months from the 1st instant.
R. A. MOORE, P.M.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BLACKALL.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Barcaldine and Blackall,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons willing to contract for Painting
the State School Buildings at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Barcaldine and
Blackall.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, MOUNT
ALBION, NEAR HERBERTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Cairns and Herberton,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st
March, 1889, from persons willing to contract for
the Erection of New State School Buildings at
Mount Albion, near Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender fo New School
Buildings, Mount Albion."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Cairns and
Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  cheque  with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, CABOOL-
TURE NORTH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Caboolture, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st March, from
Court House,
Charleville, 9th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
WILLIAM FURLONG  has been appointed
Bailiff of the Small Debts Court, Charle-
ville, for twelve months from the 1st instant.
R. A. MOORE, P.M.
Court House,
Charleville, 9th February, 1899.
AT a Special  Court of Petty Sessions held atWarwick  on the 23rd of January, 1889,
CHARLES BAKER was appointed Poundkeeper for
the ensuing year.
T. DE LACY MOFFATT,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PART R -
SHIP
As REQUIRED BY THE FIFTY-THIRD  SECTION OF
"THE MERCANTILE ACT OF 1867."
STYLE of Partnership--Bull and Others.
Names of Partners-General Partner : William
John Bull, of Pallas street, Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, grocer. Special Partner :
Henry Smith, of Melville street, Maryborough
aforesaid, cabinet-maker, and the said William
John Bull (as Trustees of Mrs. Esther Roberts).
Capital contributed by General Partner-Stock
in trade to the value of two hundred pounds.
Capital contributed by Special Partners-The
sum of one hundred and thirty pounds.
General Nature  of Business -General drapers
and grocers.
Principal Place of  Business -Pallas and Churchill
streets, Maryborough.
Commencement of Partnership-The first day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine.
Termination of Partnership-The Thirty-first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two.
We hereby acknowledge the above Certificate as
true and correct.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
HENRY SMITH.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons, before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace
for the Colony of ' iueensland ,  at Maryborough,
this fourth day of February, 1889.
W. SOUTHERDEN, J.P.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
362  8s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF ULA ULA.
TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of  ULA ULA, fr om the
30rH JUxE ,  1888, to  3 1ST DECEMBER ,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 233 of  "The
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888.
30th June-
8. d. £ s. d. £  S.  d.
By Roads and Bridges-
£ s. d.
To Balance in Q N Bank 803 1 2 Wyenbah road  158 0 0. .
31st December- Abbieglassie road  10 0 0Rates Collected- Currawillingbi road  3 6 0
Subdivision No. 1... ... 213 16 8 Mungindi road ...  0 6 0
Subdivision No. 2...
... 179 14 0 Surat road  3 0 0
Subdivision No. 3...
... 223 14 6 Bokarah Bridge ...  32 10 0
617 5 2 Nindy Gully Bridge  24 1 10
Miscellaneous Receipts- St. George Streets 62 13 4
Rent of Hall ...
... 4 10 0 Wagaby Crossing  23 16 6
Licenses from Ranger ... 2 15 2
7 5 2
Street  Tray ...  3 18 0
321 11 8
Cheques not presented ... ... 103 13 3 )7 Miscellaneous Expenditure-
„ Over Deposit ... ... 0 1 0 General Expenses  ...  29 8 3
Rates Overpaid  ... ... 3 17 0 Divisional Hall Expenses 16 17 5
Divisional Hall ... ... 6 3 10
Salaries ... ... ... 204 16 8
Printing and Advertising 24 2 9
Petty Cash ... ... 7 0 0
Stationery ... ... 3 17 3
License of Hall ... ... 2 0 0
Noxious Weeds ... ... 0 18 0
Tools ... ... ...  3 9 6
Boat  Account ... ... 17 4 0
Plant ... ... ... 1 0 0
Auditors' Fees ... ... 10 10 0
Exchange ... ... 1 7 9
328 15 5
31st  December-
,, By Balance  in Q.N.  Bank ... ... 884 15 8
£1,535 2 9 £1,535 2 9
We, the undersigned, have this day examined the Books and Vouchers of the Ula Ula Divisional
Board , and find they  agree  with the  above Statement.
L. ABRAHAMS, Auditors.T. M. CUMMING S, I
J. GODDARD, Clerk. W. R. MUNRO, Chairman.
21st January, 1889.406 26s.
DIVISION OF TAROOM.
` TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD of TAROOM, from the
k  30TH JUNE to 31ST DSCEMBNR, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June-
To Balance  to Credit of the Taroom
Divisional Board with the Queens-
£  S. 1888.d. 31st 1)ecember-
By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Salary of Clerk ... ... 50 0 0
4 General Expenses ... ... 11 5 9
Petty Cash and Exchange 3 0 6
Tools and Government Boat 8 19 6
land National Bank at Brisbane  ...  468 3
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... £96 4 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 90 4 0
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 117 10 0
„ Government Loan ...
„ Misce llaneous Receipts
Works and Repairs-
303 18 0 Subdivision No. 1-
300 0 0 Taroom Bridge... ... 3 8 9
2 5 0 Gwambegwine road ... 91 2 2
Palm-tree Creek road ... 92 17 11
Ghinghindah  road  ... 44 19 7
Subdivision No. 3-
Taroom Bridge... ... 3 8 9
Allotment for Hall ... 10 0 0
73 5 9
232 8 5
13 8 9
Government Loan ... ... ... 300 0 0
Balance to Credit of Taroom Divisional
Board with the Queensland National
Bank at Brisbane ... ... ... 455 3 5
S. E. POINTON, Clerk.
Taroom ,  22nd January, 1889.
£1,074 6 4
J. McCORLEY,  Chairman.
£1,074 6 4
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Taroom, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
THOS. SPEERING, I Auditors.H. C. JERRARD,
398 20s. 6d.
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SHIRE OF ITHACA.
 
STAT(4,YIENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the S HIRE Of  ITHACA.,  PREPARED and
in terms of Clause 151 of  " The Local  Government  Act of  1878."
1888.
31st December-
To General Rates ...
Ifealth Rates ...
Loan Rates ... ...
Government Endowment
Dogs and Goats ...
Sundry Receipts ...
Insurance Claim ...
Royal Bank Special Loan
Contract Deposits ...
PUBLISHED
1888.
£ s. d. 1st July- £ s. d.
2,764 10 3 By Overdraft, Royal Bank ... 816 18 6
1,983 13 5 „ Contingencies-
331 15 5 "Valuation Expenses ... 95 10 0
1,266 7 0 Advertising, Stationery, General
79 9 5 Expenses ... ... 262 14 11
70 15 0 Postages, Petty Cash ... ... 25 0 0
180 0 0 Salaries ... ... ... ... 236 10 0
56 15 10 „ Works and Repairs, Roads ... ... 3,116 12 0
150 0 0 „ Office Furniture ... ... 110 13 0
„ Plant ... ... ... ... 19 6 7
„ Tools ... ... ... ...  28 9 6
Repairs ... ... ... 41 12 3
„ Audit ... ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Interest on Loans  ... ... 91 7 5
Redemption  of Loans ... ... ... 151 7 10
„ Special Refund, Government ... 93 15 9
Sanitary ... ... ... 249 4 2
„ Surveys ... ... ... ... 118 13 0
„ Rent ... ... 20 14 6
„ Election Expenses
... ... ...
7 5 1
Royal Bank ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ Caxton str.et ... ... ... 56 13 10
Law Charges ... ... ... 20 19 8
„ Traffic Board ... ... ... 19 9 5
„ Interest on Overdraft ... ... 22 13 4
„ Royal Bank ... ... ... ... 1,231 3 7
£6,883 6 4 £6,883 6 4
MALCOLM A.  HARRIS, Shire  Clerk. GEOIIGE E. COOPER.  President.
We, the undersigned,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Shire of Ithaca, and that the above Statement corresponds  therewith.
Council Chambers, 6th January, 1389.
JAS. G. KEITH, Auditors.
S. E. Ll NTERN, I
Allowed by  the Council ,  at the meeting held on  'Wednesday,  the sixth day of February ,  1889, in
terms of Clause 150 of  " The Local  Government  Act of  1878."
GEORGE E. COOPER,  President.
STATEMENT OF LTABILIrIFS AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES . ASSETS.
1888.
31st December - £ s. d.
To Enoggera  Divisional Board ... 374 3 3
Government  Loan ... ... 4,110 10 6
„ Fixed Deposit ... ... 150 0 0
£4,631 13 9 94634 13 9
Examined and found correct. JAS. G. KEITH, Auditors.S. E. LIN T EEI N,
408 33s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF 1?OMA.A BSTRACT STATEMENT Of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MUNICIPALITY Of ROMA for the
HALF-YEAR ending 31sr DECE M BER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July- £ s. d.
To Balance from last half-year ... ... 13 3 10
31st December-Rates collected ... ... ... ... 315 3 0
„ Second Moiety of Endowment of Rates,
1887 ... ... ... ... ... 260 5 3
„ Refund of Interest paid ... ... 87 10 0
Licenses... ... ... ... 2 10 0
Registration  Fee, Goats ... ... 2 17 6
„ Sale of Yokes .. ... ... ... 0 7 6
Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ Rents  ... .. ... 42 14 4
Sundry Receipts ... ... 325 11 8
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
By Bank ... ... 1,237 3 7
„ Furniture ... 99 12 0
„ Plant ... 52 9 0
Metal ... ... ... ... ... 43 19 9
Land, Old Shire Office Site ... ... . 150 0 0
Oval House ... ... ... ... 400 0 0
Tools ... ... ... ... ... 25 12 6
Royal Bank ... ... 0 2 0
Balance of Liabilities over Assets ... 2,625 14 11
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
By Toan Clerk's Office ... ... ... 68 14 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
„ Public Works ... ... ... ... 288 4 0
„ Timber Account ... ... 39 12 0
Printing and Advertising ... ... 11 2 9
Refund Deposits on Contracts ... 10 10 0
Sundry Disbursements .. ... ... 202 0 11
Interest on Consolid ted Loans ... 121 12 6
_llnount paid Liquidation of Loans ... 30 0 10
Exchange on Cheques... ... ... 0 2 0
Dishonoured Cheque .. ... 16 0 0
Balance, Queensland National Bank ... 264 4 1
£1,055 3 1 £1,055 3 1
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MUNICIPALITY OF  ROMA- continued.
SPECIAL  LOAN RATE ACCOUNT.
DR.
let July- £ s. d.
To Balance from last half -year  ... ...  124 1 2
31st  December-
Rates collected ... ... ...  104 18 8
Overpayment into Bank 1 7 0
£230 6 10
C8.
2nd July-  £ S. d.
By Interest paid ... ... ... ... 87 10 0
31st  December-Balance, Queensland National Bank ...  142 16 10
£230 6 10
RECREATION RESERVE  ACCOUNT.
let July- £ s. d.
To Balance from last  half-year  ... ...  27 4 8
31st  December-Government Grant  ... ... ...  150 0 0
„ Refund Loan to  General Revenue  ...  150 0 0
£327 4 8
CR.
31st  December- £ s. d.
By Loan  to General Revenue  ... ...  150 0 0
„ Day Labour  Wages  ... ... ...  22 15 0
Dray Hire  ... ... ... ...  17 10 0
„ Contract sinking Holes  for Trees  ... 17 15 4
„ Contract  Making Tree Guards ... 9 4 2
„ Tank ,  Eastern  Reserve  ... ... 23 2 9
„ Purchase of Trees  ... ... ... 7 11 10
„ Lead , Oil, and Brushes ... ... 22 0 9
„ Timber Account ... ... ... 37 7 0
„ Balance, Queensland National Bank .... 19 17 10
£327 4 8
We hereby certify that the above is a true Abstract of the Financial Statement of the Munici-
pality of Roma for the Half -year ending 31st December, 1888.
EDWARD A. REFS,  Town Clerk.
31st January, 1889.
412
E. O'CONNOR,Auditors.
H. O. CATLING, 1
THOMAS A.  SPENCER ,  Mayor.
30s.
MIDDLE RIDGE SHIRE COUNCIL.
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the SHIRE COUNCIL Of MIDDDE RIDGE for the
HALF-YEAR ended 31st DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. £ s. d.
30th June-
To Balance at Bank  of New South  Wales 88 19 5
„ General Rates  ... ... ... ...  151 10 11Government Endowment  ... ...  214 7 6
„ Carriers '  Licenses  ... ... ...  11 10 0
„ Refund from. Drayton Shire Council for
West street  ... ... ... ...  12 8 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
£479 5 10
1888.
31st December-
By Public Works-
„
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
Ramsay st re et  ... ... ... ...  15 6 6
Nelson street  ... ... 7 0 0
Bellvue street  ... ... ... ...  5 10 0
Alderley street  ... ... ... ...  17 6 0
West street  ... ... ... ...  35 0 0
S ring street  ... ... ... ...  19 5 0
Wade street  ... ... ... ...  9 0 0
Stenner street  ... ... ... ...  3 0 0
New street  ... ...  3 0 0
West Swamp Road  ... ... ...  36 17 6
McKenzie street  ... ... ...  59 12 3
Small  Contracts ... ... ... 5 2 0
Hume street  Well ... ... ... 4 6 10
Spring street  Well  ... ... ...  2 1 3
Contingencies-
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...  39 0 0
Audit Fees  ... ...  2 2 0
Sundries  ... ... ... ... 8 17 7
Day Labour 1 4 0
Printing  and Advertising  ... ...  9 8 9
Cheque  Book  ... ... ... ...  0 4 2
Bank Interest  ... ... ... ...  0 2 10
Balance  at Bank of New South Wales 195 19 2
£479 5 10
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined and audited the Accounts and
Vouchers kept by the Shire Council of Middle Ridge ,  and that the above Statement corresponds
therewith.
25th January,  1889.
S.  G. STEPHENS , Auditors.BENJAMIN BRITTAIN,
Accepted  by the  Middle Ridge Shire Council this seventh day of February, 1889.
E. C. SCHMIP,  Shire  Clerk . JOHN TRUSS ,  President.
413 22s. 6d.
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GLENGALLAN DIVISION.
STATEMENT  of the RBCRIPTs and EXPFNDITURB Of the GLENOALLAN DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1 8TJULY to 318T DECEMBER,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause k31  of  " 17te  Divisional
Boards  Act of  1887."
1888.Slat December-
To Rates Collected-
RECEIPTS. E%PENDITURB.
£ a. d.
1888.
£ s. d.  1st July-
By Overdraft ,Australian Joint
Stock Bank ... ...
31st December-Contingencies-760 11 0  Salaries ,  Clerk and In-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 155 6 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 361 7 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 243 17 6
Cheque from Under Secretary for Lands
(Destruction of Burr on Crown lauds)
Overdraft,  Australian Joint Stock Bank
6
Spector of Works ... 199 3 4
0 0 Valuation of Division  ... 80 0 0
1,185 17 8 Interest on Bank Over-
draft to date  ... ..  44 5 9
Advertising ,  Printing , &c. 25 6 3
Miscellaneous Expenses 23 5 8
Water-channel, Free-
stone Creek  ... ...  20 0 0
Destruction of Burr  ...  19 0 0
Petty Cash ... 17 0 0
Compensation for Re-
sumption of Roads  ...  15 0 0
Stationery , £ 8 17s. 8d.;
Auditors '  Fees , £ 4 4s. 13 1 8
Subdivision No. 1-
Luck Valley  Road  ...  8 19 0
Maryland Eoad 1 10 0
Work and Labour on
Roads ... ... ...  88 0 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Swan  Creek  Road  ...  88 10 6
Freestone Creek Road  ...  126 7 6
Mount Sturt and Emu
Vale Roads  ... ...  198 17 0
Work  and Labour on
Roads... ... ...  29 0 6
Subdivision No. 3-
Killarney  Road... ... 253 3 9
Farm Creek and Emu
Vale Roads .. ... 40 5 0
Work and Labour on
Roads... ... ...  1515 0
645 17 9
456 2 8
98 9 0
442 15 6
309 3 9
£1,952  8 8 £1,952 8 8
J. SELKE, Clerk to Board.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Glengallan ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Board 's Office, Warwick, 9th January, 1889.
FRAS. B. WOODS, Auditors.
JAMES McINTOSH,
Passed by the Board of the Glengallan Division  at a general  meeting held on ninth day of
February, 1889.
PATRICK  HIGGINS, Chairman.
397 32s. 6d.
DIVISION OF BAROLIN.ABSTRACT  of ACCOUNTS of the BAROLIN DIVISIONAL BOARD for  SIX MONTHS ended 31ST DEc8N82 11,1888.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1888.
31st December-
To Q.N. Bank-
LIABILITIES.
s. d.
ASSETS.
£
Divisional  Fund Overdrawn ...
Treasury-
Loan Outstanding, No.2
Subdivision  .. ...  714 12 0
Loan Outstanding, No. 3
Subdivision  ... ... 1,584 15 11
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-  £ s. d.
By Office Furniture ,  reduced 5 per cent 34 17 4
521 0 10  „  Land Subdivision ,  No. 3 ... ... 61 6 9
Capital Account ,  Liabilities  in excess
of Assets  ... ... ... ...  2,724 4 8
• 2,299 7 11
£2,820 8 9
£ s. d. £ s. d.
£2,820 8 9
643
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st l )ecember-
To Subdivision No. 1-
DIVISION OF  BAROLIN- continued.
DIVISIONAL FUND.
£ a. d.
General Rates  ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2-
General Rates  ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3
General Rates  ...  213 9 0
Springfield Reserve  ...  35 5 0
Q.N. Bank-
Balance  Overdrawn
Works  and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
B in gera road  ... 45 10 10
Branyan  road  ... 113 17 6
Spring  Creek  ...  14 0 0
Eureka  road  ... 10 13 0
„
Subdivision No. 2-
Elliott Crossing ... 2 2 0
Bingera road  ... 45 10 9
Subdivision No. 3-
Greathead' s road  ... 435 11 4
„
1888.
£ s. d. 1st July- £  a. d. £ a. d.
By Q.N. Bank-
93 17 0 Overdraft brought forward ... ... 205 7 9
31st December-
188 1 0 „ Contingencies-
General Expenses  ...  18 19 8
Printing ,  Advertising  ...  9 13 6
Salary, Clerk ... ... 60 0 0
248 14 0 Rent of Offices ... 10 0 0
Petty Cash  ... ... 5 0 0
521 0 10 103 13 2
184 1 4
47 12 9
435 11 4
10 12 10
Interest  Overdraft  ... ...  10 14 3
Subdivision No. 3-
Tools and Repairs ... 20 15 9
Springfield Reserve,
Salary,  Herdsman 20 0 0
Springfield  Reserve,
Sundries . 2 9 3
Interest on Overdraft 10 14 5
£1,051 12 10
Payments Account-
Subdivision No. 1-
Tools and Repairs ...
Subdivision No. 2-
EXPENDITURE.
53 19 5
£1,051 12 10
Statement of Rates Struck-Nil.
Contracts  Entered Into-Nil.
R. THOMPSON, Clerk. CHAS. F. SKYRING,  Chairman.
Bundaberg , 12th  January, 1889.
We, the undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all  Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the  Divisional Board of Barolin ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
P. W. NICOLSON, Auditors.W. H. MAY,
Bundaberg, 24th January, 1889.
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BUNDABERG FIRE BRIGADE BOARD.BALANCE-SHEET of the BUNDABERG FIRE BRIGADE BOARD, as at 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
To Capital ... ... ... ... ... 594 4 11
ASSETS.
38s.
£ a. d.
By Plant ... ... ... ... ...  368 19 4
Engine House and Fittings  ... ... 58 17 6
Cash in Secretary ' s hands ... 0 8 2
„ Bank  of New South Wales -Balance at
Credit ... ... 149 1 2
Suspense  Account-Arrears of Fire In-
surance  Endowment  ... ...  3 18 9
Uniform Account ... ... ... 13 0 0
£594 4 11 £594 4 11
PROFIT AND Loss.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Charges ... ... ... ... 5 18 2 By Municipal Endowment, 1887 ... ... 54 5 0
„ Reward 0 10 0 „ Government Endowment, 1887 ... 54 5 0
Salaries (Secretary and Firemen) ... 45 10 8 „ Fire Insurance Endowment, 1887 54 5 0
„ Printing and Advertising .. ... 6 15 3
Balance  transferred to Capital ... 104 0 11
£162 15 0  £162 15 0
W. G. LEwis, Secretary . M. DUFFY,  Chairman.
414 16s. 6d.
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WARWICK MUNICIPALITY.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the WARWICK MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,  from the18T JULY to  the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To General Rates ... ...
Endowment on Rates ...
„
Fixed Deposit and Interest
Town Hall  Rents ...
£ S. d. £ s. d.  1888.
1,511
505
68
939 6 6
572 1 0
Carrier's License  ... ... ...  1
Commonage Fees  ... ... ...  13
Registration of Goats  ... ... ...  1
Sale-yards Rent  ... ... ... ...  13
Weighbridge  Fees  ... ... ... 15
Combined  Societies '  Sports  ... ...  38
Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ...  16
Balance due on Sale  of Town Hall ... 1,152
1st July-
Park Improvements  ...  128 0 11
„
387 13 10
New Town Hall Building  .. ...  1,220 14 4
Contractors '  Deposit  (with Interest) ... 505 1 0
Balan ce  ... ... ... ... ...  69 14 5
93,336 4 5 £3,336 4 5
1888.
1st July-
To Balance ... ...
31st  December-Water Rates ...
REVENUE and EXPENDITURE of the WARWICK WATERWORKS.
Da. 1888.
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £  jr. d.
CR.
£  a. d. 31st December-  £ s. d.
... 1,641 13 5 By Interest on Government Loan ... 459 13 9
„ Salaries and  Working  Expenses  ...  263 13 4
... 1,224 5 2  „  Insurance  of Plant and Houses  ...  25 16 0
„ Extension of Mains  ... ... ...  1,256 14 8
„ Balan ce ,  A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ...  860 0 10
£2,86518 7  £2,86518 7
STATEMENT  of LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  on the  3 1ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December -  £  S.  d. £  S.
To Waterworks Loan  ...  16,474 9 2
Interest and Redemption 500 7 1
16,974 16
General Loan  ...  4,461 6 11
Interest and Redemption 141 3 10
4,602 10
„ Town Hall Loan  ...  2,000 0 0
Interest  ... ... ...  50 0 0
,, Balance ... 2,050 0... ... 4,218 8
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
General Account ... 69 14 5
3 Waterworks Account  ...  860 0 10
929 15 3
Town Ha ll, Weigh -bridge,
9 Sale-yards, and Lands ... 6,754 18 8
Waterworks ,  Cottages, and
Land . .. ... ... ...  18,705 4 7
0 „ Furniture and Implements  ...  317 3 8
0 „ Endowment due on Rates
(1st moiety ,  1888) ... ...  569 11 3
„ General Rates due ... 382 7 6
„ Water Rates due ... 186 14 1
569 1 7
£27,845 15 0 £27,845 15 0
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the  'W arwick Municipal Council ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
PETER CONNOLLY, Auditors.Town Hall , CARDINAL A. WYNNE,
Warwick ,  31st January, 1889.
Examined and passed by the Municipal Council of Warwick the thirteenth day of February, 1889.
Fates . ]3. WoODSS Town Clerk.
1888.
d. 31st Decem ber-
By Balance-
By Balance .. ...
31st December -
571 3 11
7 6 „ Interest on General Loan 141 3 10
1 0 „ Interest on Town Hall Loan 50 0 0
5 0 - 191 3 10
0 0 „ Salaries ... ... ... ... 110 0 0
17 0 „ Commonage Expenses ... ... 55 0 0
5 0 „ Town Ha ll  Expenses  ... ...  56 15 8
0 0 „ General Expenses ... ... 53 1 1
19 6 „ Sanitary Expenses ... ... 2 15 0
2 11 „ Repairs to Tools... ... ... 0 10 3
6 6 „ Furniture Account ... ... 112 11 1
0 0 „ Contract and Day Work-
Grafton street  ... ...  66 0 5
Palmerin street ... ... 57 18 9
Guy street ... 21 16 0
Fitzroy street  ... ...  10 13 4
Percy street  ... ...  8 6 8
Pratten street  ... ...  8 13 4
Albion street  ... ...  7 16 8
Victoria street ... ...  4 0 0
Anne street  ... ...  4 0 2
Dragon street ...  ...  2 9 0
Swan Creek road ... 8 0 0
North Toolburra road ... 6 0 0
Freestone Creek road ... 2 0 0
Stanthorpe  ro ad ... 1 0 0
Sandy Creek  ro ad ... 46 16 8
Repairs to Bridges  ...  4 1 11
ARTHUR  MORGAN, Mayor.
419 44s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
`TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for HALF-YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
L
RECEIPTS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
To Rates-
West Ward ... ... 897 14 0
East Ward ... ... 793 15 6
South Ward ... ... 734 18 3
Government Endowment ...
Registration Cattle ... 1 14 0
Sundry Receipts ... 0 17 0
Houses Let in Lodgings 0 10 6
„ Verandah Fees ... ... 0 10 0
Dray Licenses ... ... 3 0 0
Registration  of Dogs ... 1 9 6
„ Registration  of Goats ... 1 0 0
Rents, Wharves, &c. ... 32 15 0
Leased Lands ... ... 55 7 6
Police Court Fines ... 15 10 7
IIRef unds-
J. Murtagh ... 18 14 3
A. O. Brown ... 4 12 5
Hodges and Chataway 0 15 0
F. Aberdeen ... ... 5 0 0
E. L. Deller ... 5 4 1
J. P. Kemp .. ... 19 5 9
Union  Bank  ... ... 23 11 8
R. Fleming ... ... 9 19 1
A.J.S. Bank ... 21 14 10
J. McBryde  ... ... 9 19 1
Department Works and
Mines ... ... 45 0 4
Q.N. Bank ... ... 4 19 6
Pioneer Divisional
Board ... ... 6 10 3
Queen's Park Account 131 3 4
Balance  General Account 1,322 19 1
„ Water Supply ... ... 557 0 3
2,426 7 9
1,168 15 2
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Balance  Last Audit,
General Account ... 1,259 9 0
„ Balance  Last Audit,
Water Supply ... ...  515 3 3
„ Interest on Loans ... 572 2 1
„ Redemption Loans ... 313 15 1
Exchange and Bank
Interest  ... ...  45 2 0
„ West Ward-
Timber ...
Cartage ...
9 1 0 Labour ...
Blacksmithing, &c.
Gravel and Ballast
Contracts ...
103 13 1
„ East Ward-
Timber ...
Cartage ...
Labour
Blacksmithing, &c.
Gravel and Ba ll ast
Contracts ...
„ South Ward-
Timber ...
Cartage ...
Labour ...
Blacksmithing, &c.
Gravel ... ...
Contracts
5 16 4
5 15 3
30 13 3
2 12 8
53 2 7
106 8 6
1,774 12 3
930 19 2
204 8 7
0 13 8
17 19 0
24 19 0
4 0 6
69 3 9
149 15 6
11 13 0
14 11 3
40 3 6
3 7 0
0 7 11
190 1 5
General-
306 9 7 Timber ... ...  2 2 2
Labour ... ...  6 2 0
Blacksmithing, &c. ... 3 10 9
1,879 19 4 Cartage ... ... 1 10 0
Returning Officer ... 15 16 6
Removing  Nuisances ... 9 2 0
Buggy  Hire  ... ...  3 4 6
Sundry ... ... 12 14 11
Printing ... ... 5813 9
Office  Expenses  ... 14 10 9
Mayor's Allowance ... 25 0 0
PohceCourkSummonses 16 3 4
• Stock ... ... ... 1 14 9
Plant ... ... ... 5 11 0
£5,894 5 11
Salaries, &c.-
Town Clerk ... ... 125 0 0
Foreman  ... ... 109 18 0
Inspector  ... ... 76 0 0
Rate  Coll ector... ... 16 17 10
Scavanger  ... ... 150 0 0
Auditors ... ... 10 10 0
„ Refunds-
Leased Lands ... ... 13 17 5
Water Supply ... 41 17 0
Queen's Park ... ... 47 7 1
Pioneer Divisional
Board ... ..  5 17  6
Sewerage ... ... 1,685 9 2
266 11 5
260 4 1
175 16 5
487 5 10
1,794 8 2
£5,894  5 11
We certify  that we have examined the above Statement of Accounts and compared them with the
Books  and Vouchers of the  Municipality of Mackay, and found them correct.
F. BLACK, Auditors.J. ALLEN,
MAIN ROADS  ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance Last Audit ... 57 6 0 By Labour ... ... 2 14 0
,, Nebo road ... 9 8 0
12 2 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... 45 4 0
£57 6 0 £57 6 0
E%PENDITUaS.
Examined  and found  correct . F. BLACK, Auditors.J. ALLEN,
Gob
MUNICIPALITY OF  MACKAY- continued.
LOAN  ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
To Balance Last Audit  ... ... ...  238 4 2 By Brisbane street,  Waterhole ... ... 29 6 0
„ Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  4 14 7 „ Peel street, Drain  ... ...  213 12 9
£242 18 9
Examined and found correct.
RECEIPTS.
QUEEN 'S PARK ACCOUNT.
By Balance Last Audit  ... ... ...  215 18 0 By Ironmongery ... ... 1 10 10
,,  Hay Sold  ... ... ... ... ...  3 6 0 „ Sundries  ... ... ...  3 8 6
„ Labour  ... ... ...  44 17 3
„ Cartage  ... ... ...  27 12 0
,,  General  Account
,, Balance ... ... ...
Examined and found correct.
£219 4 0
1888.
31st December-
By Contingencies-
S TATEMENT  OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS ON 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£242 18 9
F. BLACK, 2  Auditors.
.T. ALLEN, S
4 19 4
72 9 3
131 3 4
10 12 1
£219 4 0
F. BLACK, 2 Auditors.J. ALLEN, S
AssxTs.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
To Balance  General Account 1,879 19 4 By Balance Main Roads ... 45 4 0
„ Balance Loan Account 4 14 7 „ Balance Queen's Park  ...  10 12 1
„ Government Loans-
Old Loan  ... ...  5,552 2 11
Drainage  ...  ... 13,889 9 6 Rates Outstanding-West Ward  ... ...  70 8 9
East  Ward  ...  65 0 0
South  Ward ... ... 317 11 4
„ Stock  ... ... ...  22 3 7
„ Plant ... ... ... 48 2 9
Furniture  ... ...  62 12 6
EXPENDITURE.
£  s. d. £ it. d. £ s. d.
1,884 13 11 „ Balance Suspense Account 20 0 0
75 16 l
Bridge  . ... ...  985 19 10
Main Roads ... ... 1,920 10 0
--22,3482 3
F. BLACK, Auditors.J. ALLEN, I
. H. L. BLACK, Mayor.
73s.
132 18 10
Council Lands  ... ... ...  3,500 0 0
„ Outstanding Accounts ... ...  187 19 10
Balance  ... ... ... ...  19,883 1 4
We hereby certify the foregoing to be correct.
CHAS. DAVIE,  Town Clerk.
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£24,232 16 2  2 24,23216 2
DIVISION OF BRASSALL.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and E X PENDITURE  of the DIVISIONAL  BOARD of BEASSALL
from the 18T JULY to  the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July- £ a. d.
To Balance ,  Q.N. Bank ,  Ipswich  ... ... 751 7 11
31st December-
To Rates Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... £162 4 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... 146 16 7
Subdivision No. 3 ... 121 1 9
430 3 3
EXPENDITURE.
453 0 1
s. d. £  S.d.
Salary  ... 75 0 0
Rent , Petty  Cash, and
Valuation  ... 34 16 0Office Furniture ,  General
and Legal Expenses  ... 77 2 10
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 351 0 4
Subdivision No. 2 ... 152 6 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... 233 2 6
186 18 10
736 9 1
„ Balance,  Q.N. Bank ,  Ipswich  ...  258 3 3
£1,181 11 2
A General  Rate of One  Shilling in the Pound was struck on the 1st September, 1888.
£1,181 11 2
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DIVISION OF  BRASSALL -continued.
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
Particulars . Amount .  Expended .  Balance.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Pine Mountain Road  ... ... ... ... ... ...  24 19 0 12 0 0 12 19 0
B. K. Road ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 19 5 0 19 5 0
£44 4 0 £ 31 5 0 £1219 0
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
To Balance on Contract  ... ... ...  12 19 0
Salary , Wages, &c. ... ... 57 5 0
„ Balance of Assets over Liabilities  ...  380 3 4
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£450 7 4
E. H. FREEMAN , Clerk.
North Ipswich, 10th January, 1889.
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
By Rates in Arrears  ... ... ... 171 5 10
„  Office Furniture  ... ... ...  20 18 3
„ Balance  in Q.N.  Bank  ... ... ...  258 3 3
£450 7 4
JACOB SPRESSER,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Brassall, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
10th January, 1889.
Allowed by the Board this  second  day of February, 1889.
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THOS . FOREMAN, Auditors.E. STOKES,
JOHN T. HILL,  Chairman.
30s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF ALLORA.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of ALLORA for the HALF-YEARended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
To Commonage Fees  ... ... ... 41 0 0
„ Government Endowment  ... ... 140 13 1
„ General  Rates ...  ... ... ...  252 12 8
Special Rates ... ... ... ... 0 14 4
„ Rent ... .. 5 15 0
Refunds  ... ... ... ... ... 15 18 11
Refund fro m Commonage Imp rovements 26 10 10
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Dr. Balance, A.J.S. Bank, 1st July ... 104 19 5
„ Advertisements and Printing ... ... 15 14 0
„ General Expenses  ... ... ... 2 0 0
Commonage Improvements ... ... 56 12 9
Redemption of Loans  ... ... ... 26 8 5
Improvements  ... ... ... ...  61 9 9
Interest  ... ... ...  21 5 4
Misce ll aneous  ... ... ... ... 17 5 2
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ...  81 15 3
„ Town  Hall Furniture  ... ... ...  1 8 6
„ Cr. Balance , A.J.S. Bank ... ...  90 6 3
£483 4 10 £483 4 10
LOAN ACCOUNT.
DR.
To Balance, A.J.S. Bank, 1st July ...
LIABILITIES.
To Government Loans  ... ... ...
Outstanding Contracts  ... ... ...
Advertising ... ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...
Interest on Government Loans ...
Cs.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
7 11 9  By Improvements,  Warwick  road .. 6 18 4
„ Ballance Refunded to General  Account 0 13 5
£7 11 9 £7 11 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
ASSETS.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
748 9 0 By Ballance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 90 6 3
40 10 0 „ Town Hall and Furniture ... ... 243 19 10
3 0 0 „ Imp ro vements ,  Queen ' s Park ...  ...  9 18 0
15 7 8 „ Improvements, Commonage ... ... 181 18 7
19 8 7 „ Government Endowment  ... ...  135 18 10
Arrears of  Rates  ... ... ... 96 14 0
Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 67 19 9
£826 15 3 £826 15 3
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Allora Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
H. MOTT, Auditors.Town Hall, ALEX. McMILLAN,
Allora ,  17th January, 1889.
Examined and passed by the Allora Municipal Council this fifth day of February, 1889.
J. STAY,  Town Clerk .  JAMES  DOUGALL,  Mayor.
437 27s.
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JONDARYAN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of JONDARYAN, from the
1ST JULY to the  31ST DECEMBER, 1888, prepared and published  in terms  of Clause 233 of  "The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1888.
30th June-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d. £
1888. EXPENDITURE.
30th June-
k C
£ s. d. £ s. d.
, ur-By Balance, Union Ban
rent Account ... ... ... 622 7 7
Contingencies-
Salaries , Clerk and Fore-
man of Works ... 150 0 0
Rent of Offices ... ... 14 5 0
Advertising ... ... 19 1110
Stamps and Stationery ... 39 19 8
223 16  6
„ Burr-cutting ... ... 130 0  0
General Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 332 18 10
Subdivision No. 2 ... 300 8 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... 637 9 2
Main Road ... ... 254 0 11
-1,524 17 2
„ Sundry Expenditure-
Audit Fees 10 10 0
Toowoomba  Hospital 6 6 0
Arbitration  Fees... 4 4 0
Valuation  Expenses 11 6 0
Survey Roads ... 5 6 6
Petty Cash ... 7 0 0
Rope,  Tar, &c. ... 12 5 11
Interest on Overdraft 13 11 10
Outside Labour, &c. 14 5 6
-- 84 15 9
,,Balance with  Union Bank, No. 2 Account 3,500 0  0
£6,085 17 0
To Balance , Union  Bank, No.
2 Account ... ... ... 3,500
Rates Coilected-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 512 11 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 369 11 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 450 19 6
- 1,333
„ Rent of Reserves ... ... ... 33
„ Licensed  Gates ., .. 2
Balance, Union Bank, Current Account 1,216
s. d•
0 0
14 6
£6,085 17 0
GEO. F.  BENNETT, Clerk. JAMES TAYLOR,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Jondaryan, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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J. T. MACMICHAEL, Auditors.S. COCK,
23s. 6d.
WOOTHAKATA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT of ACCOUNTS of the WOOTHAKATA  DIVISIONAL BOARD - RECEIPTSand EXPENDITURE  from 18T JULY, 1888, to  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
To Balance to the Credit of the Woo-
thakata  Divisional Board in the
Queensland National Bank, Limited,
£
Thornborough ... ... ... 548
Rates Received... . ... ... ... 159
s. d.
6 2
1 6
,7
£707 7 8
£ s. d.
Kingsborough and Thornborough Roads 21 0 0
Northcot a Road ... ... ... ... 22 15 0
Thornborough  streets  ... ... ... 6 8 0
Union Road ... ... ... ... 29 10 0
Spring 's and  McLeod's Road ... ... 16 0 0
Chinagoc Road ... ... ... ... 13 0 0
Mitchell River Road ... ... ... 23 0 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 79 4 0
House  Allowance ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
General Expenses ... ... ... 15 14 10
Advertising ... ... ... ... 1 11 0
Tools ... ... ... ... 6 1 0
Exchange ... ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
Expenditure Government  Main  Road ... 255 12 4
1888.
31st December-Balance to the Credit of the Wootha-
kata Divisional  Board  in the Queens-land National Bank, Limited, Thorn-
borough,  less  Outstanding Cheques ... 197 3 6
£707 7 8
We, the undersigned, `hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Woothakata Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
A. A. MAYON, Clerk.
436
EXPENDITUBB.
J. WILLIAMS, IAuditors.G. ROSS,
H. W. BULS,  Chairman.
20s.
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BUNDABERG AND OOBURRUM JOINT FERRIES BOARD.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for the YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Q.N.  Bank ,  Cr. Balance
31st  December-Ferry Receipts  ... ..
Contractors'  Deposits  ... ... ...
LIABILITIES.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December-  £ s. d.
460 11 11 By Wages ... ... ... ... ... 1,122 4 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... 180 0 6
2,030 7 2 „ Salary and Office Expenses ... ... 52 13 3
20 0 0 „ Bundaberg Gas Company 11 0 0
South Approach ... ... ... 413 3 9
Printing and Advertising ... ... 15 19 1
Ferry Plant ... ... ... ... 465 0 0
„ Contractors' Deposits ... ... 20 0 0
„ North Approach ... ... ... 42 0 0
Charges ... ... ... ... 39 0 0
Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. ... ... 149 18 6
£2,510 19 1 £2,510 19 1
BALANCE SHEET.
ASSETS.
£  a. d. £ s. d.
To Walkers Limited (Bills Payable) ... 1,178 12 0 By Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. ... ... 149 18 6
Capital Account ... ... ... 573 13 11 „ Ferry Plant reduced 5 per cent ... 1,598 8 10
„ Office Furniture reduced 5 per cent ... 3 18 7
£1,752 5 11 £1,752  5 11
R. THOMPSON, Clerk.
Bundaberg , 14th January, 1889.
ANDREW M. GOODWIN, President.
We, the  undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Bundaberg and Gooburrum Ferries Board ,  and that the above Statement corresponds there-
with.
P. WM. NICOLSON, IAuditors.D. HOGAN,
13th February, 1889.
444 21s.
ANNUAL BSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of THE LONDON  AND LANCASHIRE LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY,  on the 31st day of  DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere  than in Queensland at
date  of last Annual Report, 31st
December, 1887 ... 3,914,625 0 0
Amount  assured  on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
1887, deducting the amount  assured
for during the year ending on that
date  ... ... ... ... 12,130 0 0
Amount  assured  on Life Policies
issued in  Queensland during the
past year , 1887 ... ... ... 200 0 0
Total Contingent Liabilities ... 3,926,955 0 0
A ll  Other Liabilities ... ... ... 21,884 15 4
AssmTS.
£ s. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities Nil
Other Government Securities ... Nil
Mortgages ... Nil
Loans on the Company's Policies... Nil
Loans on Personal Security ... Nil
House Property ... ... ... Nil
Other Investments (not specified) Nil
Outstanding Interest ... ... Nil
Outstanding Premiums ... ... Nil
Cash-
On Deposit ... ... ... ... Nil
In hand and on current Account... Nil
Other Assets (to be specified) ... Nil
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report ... ... 540,368 12 11
Total Liabilities ... ... £21,884 15 4 Total Assets ... ... £540,368 12 11
I, Frederic Horwood, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Agent of the
London and Lancashire Life Assurance Company, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the above
writing is and contains, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a general and true Statement of the
Liabilities and Assets of the said Company up to the thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven, as exhibited and set forth in the Annual Report of the said Company ; and
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the
provisions  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
FREDERIC HORWOOD.
Declared and subscribed this fifteenth day of February, A.D. 1889.
CHAS. J. TRUNDLE, J.P.
416 20s. 6d.
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SHIRE OF WINDSOR.STATEMENT of RECEIPTs and EXPENDITURE  of the SHIRE COUNCIL Of WINDSOR for HALF-YEAR
ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st July-
RECEIPTS.
£
3
a. d. 1st July-
By Queensland National Bank,
General Account ... ...  560 3 1To Queensland National Bank-Special
Loan Account ... ...
31st December-
To Endowment on General Rates for 1887
(Second Moiety) ... ... ... 1,352
General Rates  ... ... ... ...  1,509
Special Loan Rates  ... ... ...  152
Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... 10
Sundry Receipts ... ... ... 14
„ Nundah Divisional Board ... 25
O'Connell Town Cutting ... ... 841
„ Metal from Stock ... ... ... 82
Q.N. Bank, General Account... ... 465
4 6 31st December-
By Works-
George street ...
15 6 Kedron Park road
10 8 Farm street ...
4 7 Somerset street ...
0 0 William  street ...
16 9 Stoneleigh street...
0 0 Edgar street ...
9 11 Swan street ...
8 10 Goeldner street ...
13 3 Hudson Road ...
Bridge street ...
Dickson st re et ...
Brook street ...
Sixth Avenue ...
Kedron Brook read
Bowen Bridge Repairs
Belle Vue terrace
Bradshaw  street ...
M'Lennan  street ...
Cullen  street ...
Kent street ...
Wride street ...
Walker  street ...
Rose  street ...
Fifth Avenue ...
Taylor street ...
Swan terrace ...
Grant street ...
Bowen street ...
Hi ll  street ...
Green  terrace ...
Re-decking Kedron Brook
Bridge  ... ...
Bowen Bridge  road
Day's road
Station street :::
Bay View street ...
Tenth Avenue
2 15 6
0 14 0
31 13 0
2 2 0
4 10 6
20 17 0
1 2 6
14 9 4
2 10 0
3 13 0
22 10 5
11 15 4
5 6 6
39 8 5
79 12 3
0 10 0
7 18 4
43 2 5
37 2 0
35 6 9
19 18 11
17 4 3
1 16 0
29 12 1
67 15 4
36 10 9
1 16 0
46 15 6
130 11 6
60 17 2
6 14 9
50 0 0
847 9 2
1 9 0
3 0 6
18 7 9
1 6 3
1,708 4 2
O'Connell Town Cutting... ... 1,037 10 1
Government Loans (Re-
demption) ... ... 571 0 5
Interest ... ... ... 90 17 7
Salaries  ... ... ...  171 19  10
Tools ... ... ... 22  10  5
Contractor 's Deposit 2 10 0
Metropolitan Traffic Board ... 19 10 11
Printing and Stationery ... 16 9 9
Stamps and Petty Cash  ...  15 0 0
Office Rent ... ... 13 4 0
Sanitary Dep6t, Rent ... ... 30 0 0
Advertising ... 19 6 10
Clerk ,  for Horse Feed 5 15 6
Removal of Dead Animals , &o. ... 9 0 0
Cab Hire and  Sundries  ... ... 3 2 0
Watering Plant ...  ... ...  5 0 3
Q.N. Bank, Special Loan Account 165 19 2
£4,457 4 0
E. F. BURCHETT, Shire Clerk. KENNETH MCLENNAN, President.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers kept by the
Windsor Shire Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
28th January, 1889.
LIABILITIES.
T. S. HAWKINS, IAuditors.W. LYNCH,
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1888.
31st December-
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
ASSETS.
£4,457 4 0
£ a. d.£ a, d.
To Special Loan Rates  ... ... ...  155 Q 1
Contractor ' s Deposits  ... ... ...  10-10 0
Government Loan ... ... ... 1,284 19 6
Q.N. Bank General Account ... ... 465 13 3
By Office Furniture ... ... ... 34 6 6
„ Metal in Stock  ... ... ... ...  232 1 4
Q.N. Bank Loan Account ... ... 155 19 2
Balance Profit and Loss ... ... 1,493 14 10
£1,916 1 10  1  £1,916 1 10
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DR.
Date .  No. Contractor. Paiticulars. Amount. Expended .  Balance.
1888.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £  it.  d.
1st July ... 1 J. Poultney ...  Re-decking Bridge over  Kedron 50 0 0 50 0 0
Brook
29th December 2 R. Walne ... ... Temporary Bridge over Break- 540 0 0
fast Creek
£
E. F. BURCHETT, Shire Clerk. KENNETH MCLENNAN, President.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the Books and Vouchers kept by the
Windsor Shire Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T. S. HAWKINS, IAuditors.28th January, 1889. W. LYNCH,
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BUNDANBA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
(OCEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE for HALF-YEAS, ended 31st December, 1888.
1888.
let July.-
£ s. d.
To Balance to Credit of Board in  Queens-land National Bank  ... ... 649 18 9
31st  December-Rates  .. ... ... ... 470 7 6
Waggon Certificates  ... ... 4 10 0
Miscellaneous Receipts  ... ..  8 8 3
1888.
30th December-
SHIRE OF WINDSOR-continued.
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
£1,133 4 6
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ,  3CTH DECEMBER, 1888.
ASSETS.
s. d.
To Arrears of Rates ... . .. ...  270 7 9
„ Office Furniture and Property Account 115 5 9
Balance  in Q.N.  Bank  ... ... ...  383 19 10
„ Cash in Hand ... ... ... ... 26 17 2
£796 10 6
A. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Cs.
1888.
31st  December-
By Rent  and Salary  Accounts
General Expenses ... ...
„ Works and  Repairs ... ...
Balance in  Q.N. Bank ..
Cash in Hand ... ... ...
1888.
30th December-
540 0 0
56s.
£ s. d.
80 0 0
121 12 4
520 15 2
383 19 10
26 17 2
£1,133 4 6
£ s. d.
LIABILITIES.
By Balance due on Contract ... ... 48 1 7
Contractors '  Deposits  ... ... ...  2 18 0
„ Excess of Assets over Liabilities  ...  745 10 11
RATE MADE-1s. in the £.
£796 10 6
JOHN  TOBIN, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined  the Books and Vouchers kept by
Bundanba  Divisional Board, and that the  above Statement corresponds  therewith.
T. A. PICKERING,
) Auditors.W. C. H. K ILNER,
Ipswich, 14th January, 1889.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Regula  Generalis.
As OF TUESDAY , THE NINETEENTH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1889.
T is hereby ordered by The Honourable Sir
I Charles Lilley, Knight, The Chief Justice of
Queensland, and The Honourable George Rogers
Harding, one of the Justices of Her Majesty's
Supreme  Court of Queensland ,  in pursuance of all
powers and authorities enabling them in this behalf,
that FRIDAY, the First day of March proximo,
be a Supreme  Court Holiday, and that the Offices
of the said Court be closed on that day.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
By Their Honours The Justices-
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  "  The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
JOHN McPHERSON MACDONALD,  of Bou lia in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  Police Magistrate, to be a
19s.
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Marathon who sha ll,  by virtue of this appoint-
ment ,  give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the  eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this twenty -first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed)  CHARLES  LILLEY, C.J.
„  GEORGE  R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
CHARLES WEBSTER, of Mackay, in the Colony
of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Mackay who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.91 GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
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In  the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " • The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court , do hereby  appoint
THOMAS PEARCE, of Mackay, in  the Colony of
Queensland ,  a Justice of the Peace, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar 's District of
Mackay who shall, by virtue of this appointment,
give consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty -first day of  February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  "  The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court ,  do hereby appoint
THOMAS  K ENNEDY, of  Allora,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  a Justice of the Peace ,  to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar ' s I)istrict of Darling
Downs Central and Darling Downs East who
shall, by virtue of this appointment ,  give consent
in the cases provided for in and by the eighteenth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  the ighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
JOHN FORSYTH, of Range Downs, Emerald, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to
be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Clermont who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
F OR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section  of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint MICHAEL WALSH, of Port Douglas, in the
Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, to
be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Cook who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give  consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint CHARLES  WILLIAM NEVILLE ROLFE, Of
Alpha, in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of
the Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar 's District of Clermont who shall, by
virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases  provided  for in  and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1889.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Gee, of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, carpenter, by himself.
U
PON  the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Gee
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Gee, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixth day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said William Gee  shall, on  the Fourth
day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN, INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Parker, of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, produce merchant, by himself.
UPON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
J is ordered that the said John Parker be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Parker, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the -Registrar of this Court,
on the Seventh day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John Parker shall, on
the Fifth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eigh-
teenth day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
By W. H.  OSBORNE,
George  street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles Scott, of Milne  street,  Gregory terrace,
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor, by himself.
U
ON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Charles Scott
he and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that  James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Charles Scott, for the  election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fifth day of March, 1889,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Charles Scott shall,
on the Second day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Roderick McLeod, of Dalby, in the Colony of
Queensland, drover, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Roderick McLeod
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Roderick McLeod, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Seventh day of March, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Roderick McLeod
shall, on the Fifth day of March, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the 'trustee in this Estate a
full, true , and accurate statement , verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and  re sidences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eigh-
teenth day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Donald Ross, of Mary borough, in the Colony
of Queensland, contractor, by himself.
PUN the hearing of this Petition this day,
JJ  it is ordered that the said Donald Ross
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Donald  Ross, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-eighth dag of February, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Donald Ross shall, on the
Twenty-seventh day of February,  1889 , at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifteenth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY  AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Noble John Donaldson, of Charters Towers, in
the Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Noble John
Donaldson be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Noble John Donaldson, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Fifth day of
March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Noble
John Donaldson shall, on the Fourth day of
March, 1889 , at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Sea, of the Court, this sixteenth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street,  Brisbane.
Agents for-
G. H. NAUNTON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Petition of Wi ll iam  K ing, of
Maryborough ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
out of business ,  for an Order of Adjudication
of Insolvency against himself.
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
U is ordered  that the said  William King
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of  the creditors of the said
William King ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court ,  Brisbane ,  on the Twenty -eighth day
of February ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the fore-
noon .  And it is further  'ordered that the said
William King shall, on the Twenty -seventh day of
February ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full,  true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his  inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifteenth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of Catherine Maria
Picot, of Brisbane, in the Colony, of Queens-
land, spinster, for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency  against  Henry Flavelle MacDonnell,
of Mackay, in the Colony aforesaid, selection
bailiff.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Henry
Flavelle MacDonnell having been  given, it is
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ordered that the said Henry Flavelle MacDonnell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
hii Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Henry Flavelle MacDonnell ,  for the election of a
Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Fifth
day of  March,  1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Henry Flavelle MacDonnell shall, on the Second
day of March ,  1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind ,  and of the names and residences,
so far as known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifteenth
day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON ,  WILSON ,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Petitioning Creditor,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Arnold Drews ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  commission agent, an
Insolvent.
J OSEP Ei PEIRSON ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
434 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of
Malcolm David McClelland ,  of Ipswich ,  grocer
and tailor.
C
EORGE KENILWORTH SEABROOK, of
Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of February, 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
429 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To James Connor ,  timber -getter ,  Gympie.TAKE Notice that an Insolvency Petition hasbeen presented against you ,  to this Court, by
The Queensland National Bank ,  Limited, and on
the application of the Solicitor for the said Bank
the Court has ordered that the publication of this
notice ,  once in the  Queensland Government Gazette
and twice in the  Gym .pie Tines  newspaper, and by
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
sending a  copy of the  order aforesaid and a copy
of the said Petition by a prepaid post letter,
addressed to your last known place of abode, shall
be deemed  to be  service of the said Petition upon
you ; and further take notice that you are required
to appear to the said Petition within eight days
after the last advertisement of such notice as afore-
said, and if you do not appear the Court may
adjudge you insolvent in your absence.
The Petition can be inspected  by you  on applica-
tion at the Court.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, 1889.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Albert Edward Pettigrew
and Alexander Miller Drysdale ,  trading as
" Pettigrew and Co.,"  of Ipswich ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  Insolvents.
FREDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of February, 1889.
450
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward James Marcus ,  jeweller,
of Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
GEORGE SYLVESTER MURPHY, of Bris-
bane ,  accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all  debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have  not yet proved  their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-second day of February, 1889.
449
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Peter Christian Hansen, of Cairns,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  an Insolvent.1)N the twentieth day of February ,  1889, aCertificate of Discharge  was granted  to Peter
Christian Hansen ,  of Cairns ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  blacksmith ,  who was adjudicated in-
solvent on the twelfth day of January, 1887.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
E. D. GRAHAM,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Cairns.
By FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
446 511.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition  with  Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Green ,  of St. Lucia,
Indooroopi ll y ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
dairyman.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
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of Drake and Jensen ,  Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY,  the Fifth day of March next, at Four
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this sixteenth day of February, 1889.
403
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Solicitors for the said Thomas Green.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Heinrich Christian Wolff, of
Beenleigh, in the Colony of Queensland, sugar-
planter, an Insolvent.
0 l IN the Twentieth day of March, 1889. at Ten` , o'clock in the foreno n, Heinrich Christian
Wolff, of Beenleigh, in the Colony of Queensland,
sugar-planter, adjudicated insolvent on the tenth
day of October, 1884, will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twentieth day of February, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
410 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Heinrich Ahlbrand, of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
.& Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Mr .  James Malcolm Stafford ,  in Bazaar  street,
Maryborough, on WEDNESDAY, the Sixth day
of March next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon
precisely.
Dated this eighteenth day of February, 1889.
JAS. M. STAFFORD,
By his Agents-
LILLNY AND  O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane.
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Maryborough.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by John Cummings Burnett, of
Toowoomba ,  baker.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors  of the  abovenamed
person has  ben summoned to be held at the Office
of Daly and Re llicar ,  solicitors ,  Adelaide street,
Brisbane ,  on the Eleventh day of March ,  1889, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this eighteenth day of February, 1889.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
Agents for-
JAME$ MURRAY,
Toowoomba.
424  58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Robert  Nosworthy, of South
Brisbane.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 9s .  in the  £,  in the above
Estate, is now payable  at my Office, 73,
Edward street ,  Brisbane ,  on all claims pro ved and
admitted.
Dated at Brisbane  this  eighteenth  day of Feb-
ruary, 1889.
415
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Matter of the Estate of Donald McDonald,
of Greenmount, in Liquidation.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
11 matter of Donald McDonald, whose Estate
was liquidated on the twentieth day of August,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixteenth day of March, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated at Toowoomba this fourteenth day of
February, 1889.
386
W. J. JOHNSON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
Thompson and Company ,  of Roma, in Liquidation.
A SECOND Dividend,  at the rate of 2s. in the
£, is now payable at the Office of the Trustee,
73, Edward street, Brisbane.
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
18th February, 1889.
396 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Courtnay Charles Boyle, of
Hughenden ,  commission agent ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the sixth day of June, 1887.
Creditors who have not  proved their  debts by
Twelfth day of March proximo will be excluded.
J. V. SUTER,
Trustee.
Hughenden, 11th February, 1889.
391 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of George  Gilbert , of Hughenden,
publican ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND,  on preferential claims only, is
intended to be declared in the matter of the
abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudicated on the fourth
day of bl arch, 1887.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by
Twelfth day of March proximo will be excluded.
J. V. SUTER,
Trustee.
Hughenden, 11th February, 1889.
390 4s.
In Be  F.  J. Andrew ,  saddler ,  of Bundaberg, in
Liquidation.
A SECOND and  Final Dividend in the aboveEstate, of 2s. 10Id .  in the  £,  is now payable
on all proved debts ,  at my Office, 101, queen
street, Brisbane.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, 1889.
417
R. E. JARMAN,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Jacob Scheu, late of Kircheim,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Jacob Scheu, deceased,
may be granted to Gottfried Hollwort and George
Kahl, both of Kircheim aforesaid ,  farmers, the
Executors  named  in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this eighteenth day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1889.
433
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Burke, late of Cairns, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  publican, deceased.
' OTICE is hereby  given , that,  after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
pub lication hereof ,  app lication will be made to the
said Honourable  Court  that Probate  of the Will
of the  abovenamed James Burke, deceased, may be
granted to Thomas  Mackey, of The  Inlet, near
Cairns aforesaid ,  selector ,  one of the Executors
and Trustees named in the said  Will, the  remaining
Executor  and Trustee named in the said Will
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this sixth day of February ,  A.D. 1889.
ERNEST A. MILFORD,
Proctor for the said Thomas Mackey,
Cairns.
By his Agent-
L. F. BE$NAYS,
Brisbane.
428 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Creyke, late of Cleveland,
in the Colony of Queensland, clerk in holy
orders, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Robert Creyke, deceased, may be
granted to Mary Agnes Creyke, of Cleveland
aforesaid, widow, the Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated at Ipswich this eighteenth day of
February, A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
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Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Rachel Grayson, late of Bunda-
berg ,  in the Colony of Queensland, State
school teacher ,  spinster ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-tion of fou teen  days from the dat of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Rachel Grayson ,  deceased, may
be granted to Francis Grayson ,  of Allora, in the
said Colony ,  clerk ,  and Hugh Campbell, of War-
wick ,  builder ,  the Executors named in and appointed
by said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of February ,  A.D. 1889.
442
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for said Executors,
Fitzroy street, Warwick.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Josephine Erickson, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
`) OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said  Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Josephine Erickson,
deceased , may be granted to Julia Quirk, of All
Hallows Convent, Brisbane aforesaid, spinster, the
Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-third day of
February, A.D. 1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
447 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Henry Bromley,
late of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, mercantile clerk, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court
that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Helen Maria Bromley,
of Townsville aforesaid. widow of the said deceased,
David Murray Croom Bromley, formerly of Towns-
ville aforesaid, but at present of Cooktown, in the
said Colony, mercantile clerk, and James Macin-
tosh, of Townsville aforesaid, merchant, the
Executrix and Executors, respectively, named in
and appointed by the said Will.
Dated at Townsville this sixth day of February,
1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Executrix and Executors,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
452 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Rigby, late of  Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, accountant, de-
ceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
l the Estate of the abovenamed deceased, from
the fourth day of February, 1884, to the fourteenth
day of January, 1889, have this day been filed in
my Office, and all persons  having claims against
the said Estate, or being interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
THURSDAY, the Twenty-first day of March next,
and inspect the said Accounts, and, if they think
fit, object thereto ; and if no exception be taken to
such Accounts,  the same  will be duly inquired into,
at my said office, on the above day, at the hour of
Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of February, A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
THYNNE AND GO$RRTZ,
Proctors for Executors,
Edward street, Brisbane.
404 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Joseph Alexander,
late of Brisbane in the Colony of Queensland,
traveller, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of the lands and goods of the abovenamed
Joseph Alexander, deceased, may be granted to
Michael Alexander, of Port Douglas, in the Colony
of Queensland, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Proctors for the said Michael Alexander,
425
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William John  Sheehan,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits , and effects
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of the abovenamed William John Sheehan, de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Mary Sheehan, of Milton, near Brisbane aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-third day of
February, 1889.
426
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Mary Sheehan.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Edward Francis Wald-
ron, late of Paddington, near Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, organ-builder,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Edward Francis Waldron, de-
ceased, may be granted to Jane Waldron, of
Paddington aforesaid, the widow of the said
decease
Dated at Brisbane  this twenty- third day of
February, 1889.
HART AND FLOWER,
427
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Jane Waldron.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and  Goods of  Hannah Edwai ds, late
of Alma street ,  Rockhampton , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  widow ,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the  expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands and goods of the
abovenamed Hannah Edwards, deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to William Henry
Edwards, of Rosewood, in the colony aforesaid,
grazier, the nominee of all the next-oE-kin.
Dated at Rockhampton this fourth  day of Feb-
ruary ,  A.D. 1889.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES.
Proctors  for Applicants,
By their  Agents-
Quay  street, Rockhampton.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
422
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the  Will  of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville,
in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  grazier, de-
ceased.
PURSUANT  to the provisions of  "The•Trustees
and Incapacitated  Persons Act of  1867,"notice
is hereby given ,  that all  Creditors and other persons
having any claims upon or against  the Estate
of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville , in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, deceased ,  who died at
Townsville ,  in the Colony aforesaid ,  on or about
the twenty -second day of November, 1888, whose
Will was duly proved by William Joseph Castling,
butcher ,  and Frederick Gordon ,  merchant, the
Executors named therein ,  in the Supreme Court of
Queensland, on the eighteenth day of January,
1889, are hereby required to send in, in writing, to
the undersigned ,  Frederick Gordon ,  one of the
Executors ,  particulars of their claims or demands,
on or before  SATURDAY , the Twenty -third day
of February next. And notice is hereby given, that
at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
Executors will proceed to distribute the assets
of the said Daniel Grant ,  deceased ,  amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of which the said Executors have then had
notice, and that the said Executors will not be
liable, for the assets so distributed to any person of
whose claim the Executors have not had notice at
the time of the distribution.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
316
F. GORDON,
For Executors.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estate of Thomas Owens, late of Cairns.PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons having any Claims against the
Estate of the abovenamed deceased person are
to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, OR or before
the Twenty-third day of April next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estate.
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1889.
421
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 2.
In the Matter of "  The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  The Mining Companies Act
of  1886," and in the Matter of The Old
Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
BY an Order made by the Warden in the above
matter, on the fifteenth day of February
instant, on the Petition of Samuel Peace, a creditor
and contributory of the abovenamed Company, it
was ordered that the said The Old Warrior Gold-
Mining Company, Limited, be wound-up by this
Court, under the provisions of  The Companies Act,
1863,"and  " The Mining Companies Act  of 1886."
Dated the sixteenth day of February, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
431
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
Charters Towers.
6s.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 2.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining Companies
Act of  1886," and in the Matter of The
Old Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Warden has
fixed FRIDAY, the Eighth day of March,
1889, at Thirty Minutes past Two of the clock in
the afternoon, at his Chambers, in the Warden's
Court, Charters Towers, as the time and place for
the appointment of an Official Liquidator of the
abovenamed Company.
Dated this sixteenth day of February, 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
Charters Towers.
432 6s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Dawn of Hope
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before MONDAY, the 1st of April, 1889, to
send their names and addresses, and the particulars
of their debts or claims, and the names and
addresses of their solicitors, if any, to the under-
signed, Thomas Francis Groom, of the Brisbane
Stock Exchange, Brisbane, the Liquidator of the
said Company, and if so required, by notice in
writing from me, as Liquidator, are, by their
solicitors, to come in and prove their said debts or
claims at such time and place as shall be specified
78
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in such notice, or in default thereof they will be
excluded from the benefit of any distribution made
before such debts are proved.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, 1889.
394
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
6s. 6d.
In the  Matter of  "  The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Emperor Gold-
Mining Company ,  Limited.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before  SATUR 1)AY, the  Thirtieth day of
March , A.D. 1889, to send their names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts or claims, and
the names and addresses of their solicitors ,  if any,
to H. G.  Simms ,  Esquire, of the Gordon Chambers,
Eagle street ,  Brisbane ,  the Liquidator of the said
Company, and if so required ,  by notice in writing
from us ,  as solicitors for the said Liquidator, are,
by their solicitors ,  to come in and prove their said
debts or claims at such time and place as shall be
specified in such notice ,  or in default thereof they
will be excluded from the benefit of any distribu-
tion made before such debts are proved.
Dated this twentieth day of February ,  A.D. 1889.
MACKAY AND MACKA.Y,
411
Solicit' -rs  for Liquidator,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane, and
At Toowoomba.
7s
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Dawn of Hope Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.
AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
members of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the Brisbane Stock Exchange,
on the fourteenth day of February, 1889, the
following Extraordinary Resolution was duly
passed :-
" That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities, continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same, and accordingly that the
Company be wound-up voluntarily."
At the same meeting, T. F. Groom, Esq., of
Brisbane, commission agent, was appointed Liqui-
dator for the purpose of such winding-up, at a
remuneration of 30s. a week, exclusive of all costs.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, 1889.
HY. LEE DA VI S,
Chairman.
T. F. GROOM,
Secretary.
395 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Silver King Gold
and Silver Mining Proprietary Company,
Limited.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of theabovenamed Company, duly convened and
held at the Office of the Company, Edward street,
on the nineteenth day of February, 1889, the
following Extraordinary Resolution was duly
passed, viz.:-
That it has been preyed to the satisfaction of
this meeting that the Company cannot, by
reason of its liabilities, continue its busi-
ness , and that it is advisable to wind-up
the same, and accordingly that the Company
be wound-up voluntarily."
At the same meeting Arthur Wellington Michael,
,of Brisbane, mercantile clerk, was appointed Liqui-
dator for the purpose of such winding-up, at a
remuneration of twenty-five pounds, exclusive of
all  costs.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-second day of
February, 1889.
GOLDEN SPUR GOLD-MINING AND QUARTZ-
CRUSHING COMPANY, LIMITED.
PASSED THE NINETEENTH  DAY OF JANUARY, 1889.
CONFIRMED THE SIXTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1889.
A
T a Special General Meeting of The Golden
Spur Gold-Mining and Quartz-Crushing
Company, Limited, duly convened and held in the
Registered Office, Mary street, Gympie, on the
nineteenth day of January, 1889, the subjoined
Special Resolutions were duly passed, and, at a
a subsequent Special General Meeting of the said
Company, also duly convened and held  at the same
place on the sixth day of February, 1889, the
subjoined Special Resolutions were duly  confirmed,
viz.: -
1. " That the action of the Directors,  in con-
tracting with the Owners of The Perse-
verance P.C. Claim, St. John's Creek,
Burnett District, for the sale of this
Company's Battery, be now confirmed,
and the agreement made by them be now
ratified."
2. "That the borrowing powers of the Board
of Directors, mentioned in subsection 2
of Rule 48, be extended from £3,000 to
£7,000."
Dated at Mary street, Gympie, this sixth day of
February, A.D. 1889.
J. B. ATKINSON,
Chairman.
JAMES CRAWFORD,
Secretary.
409 8s. 6d.
1.711-
THE BUTLER AND BLACK JACK GGIsU-
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.NOTICE is hereby given, that at a Special
Meeting of the Shareholders, held 16th Jan-
uary, 1889, at the Registered Office, Bow street,
Charters Towers, the following Special Resolutions
were passed :-
1. " That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily."
2. "That Mr. William Levi Davies be ap-
pointed Liquidator."
At a subsequent meeting of shareholders held on
the 26th January, 1889, at the same place, the
foregoing Resolutions were confirmed.
439
W. L. DAVIES,
Liquidator.
4s.
No.1 EAST HOMEWARD BOUND GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
1
OTICE is hereby given, that at an Extra-
 ordinary Meeting of the Shareholders, held
26th January, 1889, at the Registered Office, Bow
street, Charters Towers, the following Extra-
ordinary Resolution was passed:-
"That the members of the Company, finding
they cannot pay their liabilities, do now
resolve that the Company be wound-up
voluntarily, and that Mr. Williams Levi
Davies, Charters Towers, be appointed
Liquidator."
440
W. L. DAVIES.
Liquidator.
4s.
THE STAR SMELTING COMPANY, LIMITED.
A
T a General Meeting of the Shareholders in
the above Company, duly convened and held
at the Office of G. A. Roberts and Len, Denham
street, Townsville, on the first day of October,
1888, the following Resolul ion was duly passed:-
"That Mr. E. K. Russell be appointed Liqui-
dator of the Company, in the place of
William Patrick Walker, deceased, and
that the Liquidator be allowed  a remuner-
ation of £5 per cent. upon the total
amount collected in the Estate."
G. MURRAY CARTER,
Chairman.
448 6s. 6d. 453
It. A. GOLDRING,
Chairman.
4s. 6d.
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I HEREBY give notice that I intend to apply,at the next meeting of the Paroo Divisional
Board, for Licensed Gates across the Stock Road
from Cunnamulla to Tinenburra at the northern
and southern boundaries of my Grazing Farm, No.
21, Cunnamulla District.
H. BURTON.
407 3s.
I HEREBY give notice that i is my intention
to apply to the Calliope Divisional Board for
permission to Erect Four (4) Licensed Gates across
the roads at Rosedale Run, as under :-
Two Gates on the Road leading from Warro toBaffle Creek and Two n the Road leading from
Miriam Vale to Bundaberg; gates to be erected
in'`accordance with  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887."
JAMES LITTLE.
384 3s. 6d.
I HEREBY give notice of my intention to apply,
at the April Sitting of the Paroo Divisional
Board, for License for One Gate on the Main
Stock Route down the Cuttaburra, on the western
side of the Warrego, between Selections Nos. 21v
and 19v, on the resumed portion of Tinenburra.
FRED. J. LANE,
Pro C.  S. MCPHELLAMY.
402 3s.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.APAMPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto:'„. now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and is. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects  upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts1889.
Feb. 16.-T. Lillis  ...
16.-T. Macnamara  ... ...
„ 16.-W. W. Watt ... ...
„ 16.-Smellie and Co . ... ...
„ 16.-T. B. Benson  ... ...
„ 17.-J. V. Suter  and Co. ...
17.-H. McGladrigan  ...
„ 17.-J. C.  Peterson  ... ...
17.-J. Graham  ... ... ...
„ 17.-W. J.  Johnson  ... ...
„ 17.-Brassall Divisional Board  ...
„ 17.-W. Martin  ... ... ...
17.-Cairns Post  ..  ... ...
17.-Roma Municipal Council  ...
17.-M. Markham  ... ...
„ 19.-Bundanba Divisional Board
„ 19.-Taroom Divisional Board  ...
„ 19.-W. Furlong  ... ... ...
„ 19.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ...
„ 19.-W. J.  Hogan  ... ...
„ 19.-F. J .  Lane ...  , .. ...
„ 20.-Warwick Municipal Council
„ 20.-Ula Ula Divisional Board  ...
„ 20.-J. Gleeson  ... ... ...
„ 21.-W. Haigh  ... ... ...
„ 21.-W. Burton  .. ...
„ 21.-Jondaryan Divisional Board
22.-W. Cann  .., ... ...
22.-Allora Municipal Council  ...
22.-Woothakata Divisional Board
„ 22.-alorning Bulletin ...
22.-Mackay Municipal Council
„ 22.-W. L.  Davies ... ...
22.-J. P .  Peterson ...
„ 22.- Garnsey and Wi ll cox  ...
22.-H. Boyle ... ... ...
22.-Thuringowa Divisional Board
22.-G.  J .  Young and Co.
1r
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, "  Journals
of Australian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price,  5s.  Postage (extra)  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d.; to  England and the Austra lian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE  at the Government Printing Office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883. Price,  Is.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
invounbings.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise.
ments of Impounded  Stock will  be charged  for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unl es
accompanied by a remittance  suff icient to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, on the 14th February,
1889, by order of- the Reserve Inspector.
One brown  gelding,  star, near hind foot partly white,
saddle-marked, bridle-bit near shoulder, DYR off
shoulder, like U or J9 t-+ near quarter, like 8KB
(registered brand) off quarter. _
Also, from Mount Cornish Station, on the 115th
February, 1889, by order of E. R. Edkins, Esquire. Dam-
ages, £5.
One bay entire, black points, small  star , B cr6 over 2
near quarter.
If not released on or before the 15th  March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
435 2s.
£ s. d. IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from enclosed lan s,
... 0 11 6 Barcaldine Station, on the 13th February, 1889, by
... 1 7 0 order of A. G. Rogers, Esquire. Driving  expenses, 3s.
... 0 3 6 per head.
... 1 0 0 One chestnut gelding, white . face, hind feet white,
... 1 0 0 w1T (registered brand)  near  ribs, RR2 (regis-
... 0 8 0 tered brand) over 83 off shoulder, RB7 (registered
... 0 1 0 brand) off thigh.
... 0 2 0 One bay or brown gelding,  small star ,  collar-marked,
... 0 3 0 near hind coronet white, white spots  on back,
... 0 2 6 bVL (registered brand) near shoulder,  50 near
... 1 10 6 thigh.
... 0 18 0 If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
... 0 1 2 will be sold to defray  expenses.
... 2 0 0
... 0 1 0 J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
... 0 19 0 441  2s.
... 0 15 6
... 0 5 0 I MPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Natal Downs,
... 0 1 0 on the 12th February, 1889, by order of C. W. Bun-
... 0 5 0 dock, Esquire.
... 0 3 0 One brown  mare , D2G near shoulder, T trl off shoulder.
... 3 10 0 If not  released  on or before the 5th March, 1889,
... 1 6 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
... 0 2 0
... 0 2 6 M. MARKHAM, Poundkeeper.
... 0 3 0 393  1s.
... 1 5 0
... 0 2 0 IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Tickleman Station,
... 1 9 0 on the 9th February, 1889, by order of C. Arm-
... 1 0 0 strong , Esquire.  Driving expenses , 2s. 6d.
2 6 0 One roan bullock, two slits off  ear, NEG  (registered
... 3 13 6 brand) off ribs, 0 near thigh.
... 0 10 0 One white cow, piece off back of  near  ear, EP4 (regis-
0 2 0 tered brand) over  3 near ribs.
... 1 0 0 One roan cow, piece off back of near car, EP4 (regis-
... 0 5 0 tered brand)  over  4 near ribs.
1 14 0 One red bullock, bald face, swallow ear-marked  near ear,
1 1 0 Q1'b (registered  brand) over  2 near ribs.
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One roan cow, N2Y (registered brand) off ribs, 2 off
cheek, 6 heart heart off rump ; red heifer calf at
foot, unbranded.
One yellow bullock, Y74 (registered brand) off rump,
TP over L off ribs, J1 near rump, two slits out off
ear.
One strawberry bullock, worker, like PWM near rump,
2 near ribs.
One red and white spotted bullock, both ears marked,
LAb (registered brand) near ribs, 6 heart heart
(pound brand) off rump.
One roan cow, piece out of top off ear, top off near ear,
C1L (registered brand) over 0 near ribs.
Also, from Charlotte Plains, on same date, by order of
P. McDonald, Esquire. Driving expenses, 5s. Gd.
One red and white bullock, worker, piece out of top off
ear, 4JY (registered brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
382 11s*
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Crown la ds outside
Undulla, by order of the Police.
One dark-bay horse, three white feet, star, WW over -
across C near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
400
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the 8th
February, 1889, by order of H. Hart, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s.
One red bullock, both ears marked, R4U (registered
brand) near ribs.
One red bullock, both ears marked, short tail, R4U(registered brand) near ribs.
One red bullock, both ears marked, R4U (registered
brand) near ribs.
One red and white bullock, both ears marked, R4U
(registered brand) near ribs.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
401
WM. FURLONG , Poundkeeper.
4s.
I MPOUNDED at Eulo, from Goonamurra, on the 9thFebruary, 1889, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
Esquire. Driving expenses, Is. per head.
One red and white bullock, 7aD (registered brand)
near  ribs, both ears marked.
One roan bullock, bald face, T 10 (registered brand)
off rump, off ear marked.
One roan heifer, )<2 N (registered brand) near ribs,
both ears marked.
One roan poley cow, like AA1 (registered brand-
blotched) off ribs.
One red and white bullock, 9WC (registered brand)
near ribs, near ear marked.
One red and white bullock, bald face, 7LV (registered
brand) near ribs, near ear marked.
One white bullock, like V7A (registered brand-
blotched) near rump, off ear marked.
One light-roan bullock, 6HZ (registered brand) near
ribs, both ears marked.
One white bullock, 7PD (registered brand) off rump,
off ear marked.
One red and white steer, 4VZ (registered brand) off
ribs, off ear marked.
One roan bullock, bald face, 1 Y  -<  (registered brand)
off rump, off ear marked.
One grey gelding, py over t near shoulder, pg over
near quarter.
One black pony, entire, unbroken, like 1 off neck, like
indistinct brand or scratch under off hip ; damages,E5.
Also, from Moonjarrie, on same date, by order of
C. A. Turner, Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d. per
head.
One red and white bullock, 2RO (registered brand)
near rump, both ears marked.
One white bullock, 2RO (registered brand) near
rump, both ears marked.
One strawberry poley bullock, V 7 A (registered
brand) near rump, off ear marked.
One red stag, bald face, LH2 (registered brand) off
rump, off ear marked.
One white bullock, H 0 2 (registered brand) off ribs,
off ear marked.
One roan bullock,  Q 3(; (registered brand) near rump,
indistinct brand off ribs, near ear marked.
One red and white bullock, 9AM (registered brand)
off rump, off ear marked.
One red bullock, KL 1 (registered brand) off ribs, off
ear marked.
One roan bullock, bald face, 0 Q 1 (registered brand)
near rump,  near  ear marked.
One white cow, (,JC9 (registered brand) off ribs, off
ear marked.
One yellow and white bullock, 1NH (registered brand)
off ribs, near ear marked.
O'ne cow, roan neck,GGKo(registered brand) off ribs,
both ears marked.
One roan bullock, like B X7 off ribs, both ears marked.
One yellow and white bullock, small blotch and 9{)
off rump, near ear marked.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
383 27s.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from enclosed lands,
Coreena Station, on the 9th February, 1889, by
order of E. H. King, Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d.
per head.
One grey mare, like C over 7TS (registered brand) near
shoulder, 354 near neck, Jia (registered brand)
off shoulder.
One black gelding, 3  013: over (13 = (registered
brands) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
389 2s.
MPOUNDED at Adavale, from Gurnbardo Station,
I on the 11th February, 1889, by order of Malpas
and Co. Driving expenses, 4s. 4d. per head.
One red and white bullock, ears marked, (IH 1
(registered brand) off rump.
One yellow and white bullock, near ear marked, 9WC
(registered brand) near ribs.
One roan bullock, ears marked, 9W C (registered
brand) near ribs.
One roan cow, ears marked, C3L (registered brand)
off ribs.
One roan cow, near ear marked, 1SS (registered
brand) near ribs, like M8M (registered brand) off
ribs.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, 7LY (registered
brand) near ribs, 4 near cheek.
One red bullock, near ear marked, 7LY (registered
brand) near ribs, 4 near cheek.
One roan cow, MC5 (registered brand) near ribs; calf
at foot.
One yellow and white bullock, near ear marked, V L1
(registered brand) near rump, 5 near thigh.
One red and white bullock, near ear marked, YL1
(registered brand) near rump, 5 near thigh.
One white steer, off ear marked, 2RE (registered
brand) off rump.
One white bullock, ears marked, FC3 (registered
brand) off ribs, 0 off cheek, short tail.
One white bullock, ears marked, 'F'C3 (registered
brand) off ribs, short tail.
One roan bullock, ears marked, F'C3 (registered
brand) off ribs, short tail.
One yellow bullock, ears marked, -FC3 (registered
brand) off ribs, short tail.
One roan bullock, ears marked, FC3 (registered
brand) off ribs.
One roan cow, near ear marked, e Q 1 (registered
brand) near rump, short tail.
If not released on or before the 12th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
387
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
18s.
IMPOUNDED at Crow's Nest, from Reedy Creek, on
the 30th January, 1889, by order of E. W. Pechey,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 4s. 10d. per head.
One bay mare, 9 over T near shoulder, 3 near thigh.
One chestnut horse, H near shoulder, over diamond
off shoulder, WRI near thigh.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
405
JAMES GLE  ESON, Poundkeeper.
2s.
Printed and Published  by JAM Es C. BEAL. Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisb a ne, 23rd Februari, 1889.
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Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Benjamin Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
both  of Hastings ,  Sussex, England ],  for an inven-
tion for  "  Improvements in th e Manufacture of
Artf cial  Stones, Marbles ,  and Concretes."
Notice is  hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Benjamin Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Danton Sandwell, of Herne Hill, Surrey,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements re-
lating to Dynamo Electric Machines and to
Electric Motors,  and to means  for carrying
Electrical Batteries for driving such Motors when
placed upon Tramway Vehicles or otherwise
arranged to be transported from place to place."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Danton Sandwell, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Duncan James_4TcGauran ,  of Hawthorn, near
Melbourne , Victoria,  for an invention for  "Im-provements r lating to Multiplex Telegraphy."
Notice  is hereby  further given ,  that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Duncan James McGauran ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.I
By Authority : JAMES C. Bs&i, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1889.
PAYMENTS UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876"; AND ALSO UNDER "THE
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884."
rj1HE  accompanying Schedules  of the Payments due on the 31st March, upon Selections under the above-mentioned Acts, are
published  for general information ; and it is hereby notified that the payment of rent on any Selection included in these
Schedules or otherwise will not place the Selector in a better position to claim a title in the event of it coming within the know-
ledge of the Government that any other provisoes or conditions of the Act, or of the  leases  under which  the lands  are held, have
been violated.
Failure to pay the amount  due cn  or before the 31st March will render the Selector under the Act of 1876 liable
to a penalty of 10 per cent. If rent and penalty are not paid within ninety days of the day upon which rent shall have
fallen due the Selection becomes forfeited.
In the case of Agricultural or Grazing Farms held under the Act of 1884, if default  is made  by the Lessee in the
payment of rent the lease shall be forfeited, but the 1,es,ee may defeat the forfeiture by payment of the full  annual rent
within ninety days fro,u tue 31st March with the addition of a sum by way of penalty, calculated  as follows , that is to say-
if the rent is paid within thirty days five per centuul is to be added, if the rent is paid within sixty days ten per centum is
to be added, and if the rent is paid after sixty days fifteen per centum is to be added ; but unless the whole of the rent
togeth ,r with such penalty is paid within ninety clays fr;m the appointed day the lease shall be absolutely forfeited.
The Selections under the Act of 1876 are ulclu led in separate Schedules, alphabetically  arranged  under the heading of
each  La-;d Agent's District, the Schedules of Agricultural and Grazing Farms held under "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
commencing  at page 711.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
CROWN LANDS  ALIENATION  ACT OF 1876- ARAMAC DISTRICT.
Re~No. LMree . Nature of  Selection .  Name of Homestead Area. Area .  Y em.  Rent. Balancedue.
1 Kingston,  William F. Conditional ...
A. R. P.
640 0 0 9th
£ s. d.
32 0 0
I  s. d.
3 Looker, W. H. ... ditto ... 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIE`T ATION AC F OF 1876-AUGATHELLA  DISTRICT.
1 Booth, A. E. Conditional 120 0 0 6th 1 12 0 02
I
Nielsen,  N. J. W.... ditto 120 0 0 6th 12  0 0
w I
"TOTE.--In cases  marked thus * the Selections have not yet been confirmed.
In cases  marked thus t the amount cf rent due has been reduced  in consequence  of there  being a credit in
favour of the Selector on account of excess on previous payments.
In cases  marked thus 11 credit has been allowed on account of lands resumed for road  purposes.
In cases marked thus  $ (penalty for non-payment of rent) the amount is made a charge on the  Selection ,  and must
80
be paid before deed  issues,
664
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No.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
Lessee.
1261 Abraham ,  August
1293 Abraham, Albert
1243 Anderson , J. G. ...
1312  Auld, J. .
1208 Bahr , Wilhelm ... ...
1283 Vitto ...
1125 Bange ,  John ... ...
1260 Berrigan , P. ... ...
1264 Birley ,  Septimus... ...
1308 Ditto ... ...
1193 Birley, Robert ... ...
1225 Ditto ...
1295 Borthwick, Wm.
1301 Bourne ,  Herbert G. ...
1228 Bressow ,  H enretta ...
1201 Burns ,  Henry E. ...
1236 Burns, Hector Edward ...
1126 Cockerill ,  James... ...
1138 Ditto ... ...
1232 Cox ,  Charles P. ... ..
1247 Daisey, J. W.
1299 Daniels, H. A.
1274 Davenport , It.  F. ...
1143 Dodds ,  Geo. Hawthorn ...
1102 Doherty ,  William ...
1290 Dolan ,  Thomas ...
1280 Duncan ,  C. C. ...
1279 Dunn , A. ... ...
1185 Eden ,  Henry ... ...
1309 Ferguson ,  James... ...
1282 Finch ,  Luke ... ...
1307 Fowler ,  F. ... ...
Nate  of eeieoti oa. Name of Ho ses$esd e:e.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1169 Franklin, Edwin... ... ditto ...
1090 Guinea, Denis ... ... ditto ...
1170 Hall, John ... ditto ...
1226 Harding, John F. ... ditto ...
1284 Ditto ... ... ditto
1294 Hardy, Robert W. ... Homestead ...
1275  Harris. W. H. ... ... Conditional ...
1172 Hinde, Thomas . ... ditto ...
1248 Hodgson, Donald ... ditto ...
1303 Jerome, Atkin ... ditto
1095 Krebs, Peter Matthias Hans ditto ...
Nicolaus
1078 Kriedemann, Gottfried ... ditto ...
1181 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1257 Lahey, J. W. ... ... ditto ...
1262 Lahey, I. ... ... ditto ...
1305 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1285 Lahey, D. ... ... ditto ...
1315 Lahey, T. G. .. ... ditto ...
1087 Lane, William George ... ditto ...
1074 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1086 Lane, Jesse ... ... ditto ...
1269 Learmonth, Robert ... ditto ...
1097 L'Estrange, R. A. H. ... ditto ...
1242 Maclachlan, Hugh ... ditto ...
1297 Mathewson, John ... ditto ,..
1310 Mills, Daniel ... ... Homestead ...
1256  Myles, J. ... ... Conditional ...
1263 McDougall, J., junr. ... ditto ...
1291 McDougall, J. .. ... ditto ...
1177 McIntire, Francis ... ditto ...
1171 McLaren, Wm. ... ... ditto ...
1231 Nixon, Frank ... ... ditto ...
1163 Oakman, Thomas ... ditto ...
1149 Paine, J. E. ... ... ditto ...
1189 Parkinson, Frederick P. ... ditto ...
1277 Petsch, J. G. ... ... Homestead ...
1289 Philpott, C. H. ... ... Conditional ...
1314 Price, J. ... ... ditto ...
1088 Quinn, John ... ditto ...
1209 Rachow, Friedrich ... ditto ...
1192 Rehfeldt, Carl, junr. .., ditto ...
1298 Savage, James ... ditto
1268 Scarborough, J., junr. ... Homestead ...
1207 Shirley, Thomas ... ... Conditional ...
1139 Siganto, John ... ... ditto ...
1273 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1210 Simpson, William ... ditto ...
Nerang
Area .  Year. Rent. Beedue.
A. B. r. £ s.  d. £ s. d
42 0 0 6th 2 2 0
105 0 0 6th ; 1 15 0
200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
60 0 0 8th 1 10 0
60 0 0 6th 3 0 01
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
109 0 0 6th 5 9 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
512 0 0 8th 15 2 0
506 0 0 7th 25 6 0
118 0 0 6th 1 19 4
227 3 0 6th 11 8 0
23 1 14 7th 1 4 0
329 2 0 8th 13 4 6
42 0 0 7th 2 2 0
47 0 0 10th 1 3 6
571 0 0 9th 14 5 6
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
176 0 0 7th 8 16 0
129 2 0 6th 610 0
302 0 0 6th 15 2 0
269 0 0 9th 13 9 0
84 0 0 11th 1 8 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
157 2 0 6th 1 2 11
110 1 0 6th 5 11 0
400 0 0 8th 10 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
66 0 0 6th 3 6 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
Penalty 1 0 0
506 0 0 9th 14 16 0
97 0 0 11th 1 0 2
90 1 0 8th 2 5 6
150 0 0 7th 7 10 0
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
159 0 0 6th 2 13 0
93 0 0 6th 413 0
100 0 0 8th 2 10 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
292 0 0 6th 14 12 0
94 0 0 11th 1 3 6
80 0 0 11th 010 0
120 0 0 8th 6 0 0
1,260 0 0 7th 63 0 0
112 0 0 6th 5 12 0
66 3 0 6th 3 7 0 1 8 7
920 0 0 6th 46 0 0
185 0 0 6th 9 5 0
80 0 0 11th 016 8
80 0 0 11th 1 3 9
.283 0 0 11th 2 19 3
49 1 0 6th 2 10 0
266 0 0 11th 317 7
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
195 0 0 6th 9 15 0
57 0 0 6th 1 6 1
128 0 0 7th 6 8 0
230 0 0 6th 11 10 0
174 0 0 6th 814 0
160 0 0 8th 4 0 0
1,566 0 0 8th 46 6 0
120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
176 0 0 9th 4 8 0
345 0 0 9th 8 12 6
180 0 0 8th 4 10 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
453 0 0 6th 22 13 0
462 0 0 6th 23 2 0 12 13 2
40 0 0 11th 0 8 4
35 0 0 8th 1 15 0
80 0 0 8th 4 0 0
384 0 0 6th 19 4 0
100 0 0 6th 0 8 4
243 0 0 8th 6 1 6
154 1 0 9th 3 17 6
502 0 0 6th 25  2d  0
200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
665
ILcgi: ter
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ACT OF 1876-BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Lessee . Nature of selection. Name of Homestead Area. Area.  Year.  Rent Balancedue.
1
1174 Smith, Charles ... ... Conditional
1157 Smith, Scott, per Curator ditto
in Insanity
1198 Starkey, Edward R. ... ditto
1200 Starkey, Frederick W. ., ditto
1278 Taylor, T. .. ... Homestead
1286 Thiedecke, C. F. W. ... ditto
1204 Veivers, John ... ... Conditional
1234 Weedon, Redman ... ditto
1079 Welch, Henry ... ... ditto
1141 Wharton, Henry... ... ditto
1296 Wille, Charles  ...  ... Homestead
1267 Williamson, J. R. ... Conditional
A. H. P.  C 8. d. £ s. d
80 0 01 8th 2 0  0
83 0 0, 9th 2 1 6
486 0 0 8th
461 0 0 8th
40 1 13 6th
130 0 0 6th
207 0 0 8th
328 0 0 7th
180 0 0 11th
96 1 0 9th
160 0 0 6th
242 0 0 6th
12 6 0
11 10 6
0 6 10
1 7 1
5 7 0
16 8 0
1 2 6
2 8 6
3 0 0
12 2 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-BLACKALL DISTRICT.
54 Collins ,  John  ... ...  Conditional ...
32 Elliott , William .. ...  ditto ... ...
42 E ll iott ,  William F. ... ditto .. ...
35 Ford. William ... ... ditto ... ...
74 Ditto ... . .. ...  ditto ... ...
39 Frost, William ,  junior  ...  ditto ... ...
79 Ditto . ..  ditto ... ...
38 Frost, William  ... ...  ditto ...
78 Ditto  ... ...  ditto ... ...
26 Johnson ,  Duncan . .. ...  ditto ...
49 Johnston ,  Christopher  ...  ditto ... ...
76 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
61 Kahl,  John J. ... ... ditto ...
71 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
73 Leeder, W. C. ... ... ditto ... ...
63 Martin ,  James  ... ...  ditto ... Blackall ...
64 Martin ,  James  L. ...  .., ditto ... ditto ...
69 Murdoch ,  James . .. ...  ditto ... ditto ...
52 Orchard ,  Thomas ... ... ditto  ...  ditto ...
43 Pont ,  Richard  ... ...  ditto ... ditto ...
940 0 0 8th 32 0 0
1,280 0 0 8th 64 0 0
795 0 0 8th 39 15 0
321 0 0 8th 16 1 0
572 0 0 6th 28 12 0
960 0 0 8th 48 0 0
774 0 0 6th 38 14 0
1,280 0 0 8th 64 0 011,032 0 0 6th 51 12 0
640 0 0 8th 32 0 0
307 0 0 8th 15 7 0
295 0 0 6th 14 15 0
338 2  0 7th 16 19 0
300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
2,560 0 0  6th  128 0 0
... ... 321 0 0 7th 16 1 0
... ... 320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... ... 316 1 0 7th 15 17 0
... ... 320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
... ... 320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-130WEN DISTRICT.
473 Albietz ,  Gottlieb ...
560 Andrews ,  John ...
665 Ditto ...
692 Andrews ,  Wm. ...
696 Call ahan, J. ...
504 Christison, R. ...
686 Compton, J. ...
687 Deicke, E.
509 Emmerson ,  Joseph
415 Emmerson, D. R.
676 Fischer, D.
677 Gordon ,  James, junr.
694 Gordon ,  William...
548 Gordon, Peter
615 Hamilton ,  Frederick G.
628 Ditto
419 Henschen ,  Jno. H. A.
614 Hess ,  E lizabeth ...
632 Hess, George
t673 Jensen , A. C. ...
666 Jochheim, W.
488 Jochheim ,  Ludwig
507 Kyle ,  John ...
685 Lott , Wm. ...
470 Meizner ,  Carl ...
674 Ditto ...
472 Mohr ,  Henry
634 Moore, J. E.
447 Morris ,  Geo. Robert
491 Ditto ...
698 Ditto ...
417 Morris, G. R.
706 McDonald ,  William
432 Nicol, Andrew  hunter
565 Orr ,  George H. H.
658 Palmer, J. A. ...
703 Pott, Gideon ...
513 Ryan, Cornelius ...
691 Schilling, J. .,.
... Conditional
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
dit+o
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
Conditional
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ,
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... j
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
283 0 0 9th 13 3 0
400 0 0 8th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
80 0 0 6th 1 6 8
1,710 0 0 9th 58 10 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
400 0 0 9th 10 0 0
315 0 0 11th 7 4 4
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
120 0 0 6th 6 0 0
90 0 0 8th 2 5 0
262 0 0 7th 13 2 0
1,280 0 0 7th 96 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
1,000 0 0 7th 50 0 0
1,254 0 0  7th 94 1 0
160 0 0 6th
314 0 0 6th 15 14 0
45 0 C 9th 1 2 6
321 0 0 9th 8 0 6
242 0 0 6th 24 4 0
321 0 0 9th 8 0 6
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
328 0 0 9th 8 4 0
640 0 0 7th 48 0 0
700 0 0 10th 17 10 0
1,030 0 0 9th 25 15 0
1,450 0 0 6th 72 10 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
291 0 0 6th 14 11 0
321 0 0 10th 8 0 6
1,477 0 0 8th 36 18 6
324 0 0 6th 16 4 0
356 0 0 6th 17 16 0
96 0 0 9th 2 8 0
278 0 0 6th 27 16 0
wis
Register
No.
Lessee.
ACT OF 1876-BOWEN  DISTRICT- continued.
'Nature of Sel ction. I Name of Homestea d .tree. I Aiea. Year. Rent.
683
708
681
433
448
617
701
518
476
605
520
4569
4602
4349A
4269
4451
4214n
4580
4460E
3527
4105
4035A
4673B
3525
3835
4214
4029
3719
3469
4289
3495
3730
3503
3496
3732
4601
4634
3663
4301
4590
4542c
4594
4347
4422
4344
3267
3995
4644
3932
4402
3698
3640
4514
3786
4270
4353
4330
4313
3959
4558
3810
4638A
3528A
4665
4579
4227
4496
3820
3330
4339
43164344B
4228
4424
4444
4500
Sinclair , A. F. ...
Stanbrough , A. F. ...
Strickland, H. ...
Teitzel ,  ChristopfGeo.
Thumann, Jno. Bernhard ...
Ditto , ..
Ditto ...
Toms , W. H. ...
Waite, C. B.
Webb, Thomas .. ...
Wills, Hannah ... ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
PaIaliee
a ue.
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
250 0 0 6th 12 10 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
330 0 0 10th 8 5 0
480 0 0 10th 12 0 0
120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
240 0 0 6th 12 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1,220 0 0 9th 3010 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Adams, David ...
Adams, Wm. ..
Ahern, Timothy P.
Aitcheson, R. ...
Alexander, J. ...
Anderson, John ...
Ansell, Alfred ...
Archibald, James
Armstrong, William
Assen, Frank
Atthow, George A.
Ditto
Auld, Catherine ...
Auld, Agnes ...
Auld, J. ...
Bailey, Joshua ...
Ba ll , Charles H....
Bancroft, Joseph...
Ditto ..
Banks, James H.
Ditto ...
Barker, Thomas ...
Barnes, James ..,
Ditto ...
Barnes, W. J. ,,.
Ditto ...
Barter, John ...
Bartlett, Thomas...
Batch, F.. ...
Becker, Andrew ...
Bergmann, C. H.
Bestmann, H. ...
Betts, M. ...
Beverley, Thomas
Biggin, Edward ...
Ditto ...
Bishop, Wm.
Bishop, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Bishop, George
Bishop, Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Bond, William ...
Bonney, E. A. ...
Boyland, W. H....
Bradfield, Wm. ...
Bradshaw, M.
Brennan, Michael
Brennan, D. ...
Brewing, John ...
Brown, C. A. ...
Brown, Samson ...
Bryant, Thomas ...
Buhmann, C. J. F.
Bullmore, E. A....
Burgess, A. C.
Burnett, Frederick C.
Burnett, Henry O.
Ditto ...
Burnett, W. W. ,..
Butler, William ...
Byrne, G. ...
Byrne, B. ...
Byrne, E. ...
Ditto
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ... Nindooimbah ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead  ... Kilcoy ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... Kilcoy ... ...
ditto ditto
...ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ,,.
Homestead ... Kilcoy ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ... Nindooimbah ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...  Telemon
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ... Kilcoy ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ... Telemon
Conditional ...
ditto , . ,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ; .
Conditional
Homestead .. .TV
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
41 0 0 6th 0 1 8
79 0 0 6th 016 5
586 0 0 7th 29 6 0
106 1 0 6th 5 7 0
80 0 0 6th 0 18 0
71 1 32 9th 5 8 0
80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
321 0 0 7th 18 11 0
317 0 0 5th 23 15 6
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
161 3 11 8th 4 0 11
192 0 0 7th 9 12 0
350 0 0 7th 17 10 0
1,520 0 0 9th 38 0 0
506 0 0 10th 25 6 0
1,100 0 0 6th 65 0 0
100 0 0 10th 3 15 0
394 0 0 9th 9 17 0
98 0 0 10th 2 9 0
150 0 0loth 5 12 6
456 0 0 9th 17 2 0
339 0 0 6th 16 19 0
637 0 0 6th 31 17 0
199 3 12 9th 5 0 0
60 0 0 6th 0 5 0
282 1 0 6th 14 3 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
200 1 0 6th 10 1 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
128 0 0 lath 0 5 4
36 1 16 '7th 1 7 9
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
325  0 0 7th 16 5 0
96 0 0 6th 416 0
254 0 0 9th 6 7 0
80 0 0 9th 3 0 0
400 0 0 6th 20 0 0
100 0 0 8th 2 10 0
190 0 0 6th 9 10 0
...
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
79 0 0 6th 0 9 10
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
40 0 0 7th 1 10 0
34 0 0 6th 1 14 0
40 0 0 8th 1 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
330 0 0 9th 8 5 0
94 0 0 6th 2 3 1
30 0 0 6th 0 8 9
170 0 0 6th 8 10 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
40 3 0 8th 1 0 0
198 0 0 11th 3 6 0
93 3 30 6th 0 11' 9
40 0 0 6th 0 3 4
870 0 0 6th 43 10 0
480 0 0 6th 24 0 0
130 0 0 6th 1 1 8
240 2 0 6th 11 13 8 0 2 0
159 3 0 6th 2 0 0
667
Register
No. Lessee.
4103 Cahill, John ... ...
4581 Ditto ... ...
4546A Cahill, D. K. ... ...
3436  Callaghan , John ... ...
4427 Ditto ...
3361 Campbell, Donald ...
4544 Ditto ... ...
3378 Campbell, J. M.... .
4010 Campbell, Mary, asAdminis-
tratrix
3522  Cannon, William ...
3403 Cardell, E. S. ...
4639A Carrick, T. ... ...
4188 Carroll, Matthew
4658A Carseldine, C. W. ...
4658E Carseldine, D. J. ...
4469 Carter, W. C.
3767 Carter, Gustave Murray
4306 Ditto ...
4649 Carter, G. ... ...
4615 Catchpole, R. ... ...
3649 Caton, John .. ...
3910 Cavell, Francis J. ...
4550 Ditto ... ...
4646 Cavell, Edwin ... ...
3842 Chalk, John ...
3836 Chardon, Peter Franz ...
4447 Charlesworth,  S.... ...
4573 Clarke, J. ... ...
4606 Ditto ... ...
3443 Clarkston, Wm.... ...
3821 Ditto ... ...
4626 Collins, R. M.
4636 Collins, John ... ...
4497 Coles, T. ... ...
348Q Corcoran, Charles ...
4113 Corcoran, Simon ... ...
4491 Cormack, W., junr. ...
4639 Cowling, Wm. S. ...
3838  Craig, James ... ...
4261 Ditto ... ...
4465 Craig, W. ... ...
4608 Cramb, J., junr....
4535 Crump, J. ...
3705 Curtis, Edmund F. ...
4071  Curtis, dney ...
4125 Cusack,SLawrence ...
4340 Ditto ...
3557 Cusack, Michael ... ...
3806 Ditto ... ...
4410 Ditto ... ...
4619 Ditto ... ...
4364 Cusack,  Margaret
3902 Dalzell, Robert  Bruce ...
4586  .Danielsen, N. ...
t3942 Darvall , Anthony W. ...
4416 Davies, T. P.
4646 Day, G. .. ...
3379 Dee, Wm. Lloyd ...
3426  Deerain, Richard ...
4428  Delpratt, J. H.
3798 Dempsey, John ... ...
3903 Dennis , George ... ...
4633 Ditto ... ...
3494  Dennis,  William ... ...
3781 Ditto ... ...
4308 Ditto ... ...
3807 Dennis, John ...
4632 Ditto ... ...
3974 Dietz, Leonhart ... ...
4281 Ditto .
3543 Dixon, Joseph Chapman ...
0550 Ditto ...
4275 Dobbin, L. ... ...
4489 Dobbin, Rebecca ...
13953 Doherty, Mary ... ...
4471 Ditto ... ...
4324 Doyle, John
3637 Doyle, Terrexi.ce ... ...
3926 Draper, Jacob ... ...
ACT OF 1876-BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection.  Name of Homestead Area.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Area .  Year .  Rent Balancedue.
_-
A. R. P. 1  £' c. rl
200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
296 0 0 6th 14 16 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
173 0 0 10th 4 6 6
1,080 0 0 6th 54 0 0
330 0 0 11th 6 17 6
159 2 0 6th 2 6 8
270 0 0 10th 6 15 0
107 1 23 7th 5 7 6
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... Kilcoy ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ... Kilcoy ...
ditto ... ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ... Melcombe ...
ditto ... ..
ditto ... Nindooimbah ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
100 0 0 9th 210 0
66 3 0 10th 1 8 6
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
120 0 0 7th 9 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
40 0 0 8th 1 0 0
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 9th 1 0 0
234 0 0 8th 14 12 6
150 0 0 6th 0 7 6
11 2 23 6th 0 12 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
40 1 0 8th 1 0 6 0 3 5
Penalty . .. 0 0 4
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
60 3 0 6th 3 1 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
40 0 0 10th 1 0 0
53 2 0 8th 1 7 0
600 0 0 6th 30 0 0
180 0 0 6th 9 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
130 0 0 6th 6 10 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
160 0 0 8th 4 0 0
162 0 0 6th 8 2 0
148 0 0 6th 7 8 0
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
162 230 6th 2 0 9
75 0 0 9th 117 6
49 0 0 7th 2 9 0
231 0 0 7th 17 6 6
70 2 0 6th 5 6 6
50 0 0 9th 1 5 0
130 3 0 8th 3 5 6
242 0 0 6th 12 2 0
78 0 0 6th 3 18 0
161 0 0 6th 1 1 9
640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
158 0 0 6th 2 12 8
752 0 0 7th 36 12 0
88 0 0 6th 0 14 8
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
134 0 0 10th 3 7 0
246 0 0 10th 9 4 6
1 94 2 0 6th 415 0
156 3 0 8th 7 17 0
440 0 0 8th 16 10 0
91 1 0 6th 4 12 0
140 0 0 10th 5 5 0
100 0 0 8th 3 15 0
101 3 0 6th 3 16 6
164 0 0 8th 4 14 0
160 0 0 6th 6 0 0
87 0 0 7th 4 7 0
89 0 0 6th 4 9 0
321 0 0 9th 8 0 6
150 0 0 9th ' 3 15 0
115 0 0 6th 0 4 9
154 0 0 6th 11S 6
202 0 0 7th 6 18 2
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
60 0 0 6th 3 0 0
160 0 0 9th 6 0 0
257 0 0 8th 9 9 01
668
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ACT OF 1876 -BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
4285 Drew, R. ...
4627 Drynan, A. ...
4513 Drynan, William
4561 Ditto ...
4302 Drynan ,  Mary ...
4405 Ditto ...
4384 Duggan, M. ...
4494 Duncan, Wm.
4564A Duncan ,  George R.
4397 Dunn, D. ...
,1572 Ditto ...
3620 Dunn, Jeremiah ...
4625 Ditto ...
4088 Dunn ,  Wm. ...
3364 Dwyer, Denis ...
4607 Ditto ...
4395
4516
t3993
3412A
4273A
4504A
4370
4643
4080
3765
4629
4462
4460
4.369
4593
4661
4480
3609
3757
3927
4476
4238
3373
4452
3763'
4591
3985
4578
4293
4341
4611
4304
4342
44 )14526
4161
4518A
45304
4264
3695
3706
4017
4186A
4435
44160D
3726
4133
4286
4559
t4284
4138
44783928
4577
4567
4309
4310
4325
4326
4641
3577
3500
Dyer, Win. ...
Eastham, J. B. ...
Eaton, George
Eaton, William C.
Eaton, Charles ...
Eaton, George ...
Egan, gate ...
Egan, Michael ...
Ditto ...
Egan, Patrick ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Egan, P., senr. ...
Egan, T. ...
Elliott, F. ...
Evans,  T. W.Everdell, S. J. ...
Everdell, William
Fahey, James Joseph
Farrow, George ...
Farrow, J.
Farry, Janies ...
Fawdry, E. 11.
Ferguson, D. C. ...
Fielding, John ...
Fielding, Wm.
Finney, Arthur ...
Ditto
Flanagan, Anthony
Flanagan, Anne ...
Flanagan, Andrew
Flanagan, B. ...
Ditto ...
Foran, M.
Fortune, J. ...
Franklin, Henry ...
Fredricksen, Peter
Freese, John ...
French, R. ...
Freney, Martin ...
Fryar, Thomas Lewis
Furlong, 'I homas
Fyfe, Joseph ...
Gavan, Wm.
Gayller, Caroline
Geddes, W. G. .
Gimson, Henry C.
Ditto ...
Glindemann, H....
Gloag, D. ...
Gold, Henry ...
Goostrey, Wm. ...
Gordon, Wm. L....
Grace, W. ...
Graham, John ...
Green, J.
Green, Margaret ...
Green, Michael ...
Green, J., jour. ..
Greenwood, S. W.
Gridley, George ..
Grieve, Archibald F.
Nature of  selection. Name of Homestead Area Area .  Year. Rent. Balancedue.
i A. R. P  £ s. d. £ s. d
... Homestead ... ...  162 2  0 6th 0 6 9
... Conditional ... ... 210 0 0 6th 10 10 0
... ditto ... ... 319 0 0 6th 15 19 0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
ditto ... Telemon ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
... Conditional ... ... 169 0 0 6th 8 9 0
... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 6th 6 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... ditto ... Kilcoy ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0... ditto ... Telemon
... Conditional ... ... 753 0 0 6th 37 13 0
... ditto ... ... 1,000 0 0 9th 62 10 0
... ditto ... ... 277 0 0 6th 15 16 3
... ditto ... ... 96 0 0 7th 4 16 0
... ditto ... Beaudesert ... ... 640 0 0 11th 20 0 0
... ditto ... ... 385 0 0 6th  14 8 9 8 16 3
Penalty . ... 0 17 8
... Homestead ... In a Homestead Area ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 7th 0 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 10th 2 10 0
... ditto ... ... 140 0 0 6th 7 0 0
... ditto 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 81 0 0 6th 0 10 1
... ditto ... Nindooimbah ... ... 160 0 0 6th 3 6 .8
... Conditional ... ... 200 0 0 7th 10 .()
ditto ... ... 162 2 0 8th  5 18 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 6th 0 10 10
... ditto ... ... 155 0 0 6th  2 11  8
ditto ... ... 99 1 0 6th 2 5 10
... Conditional ... ... 315 2 0 6th 19 15 0
... ditto ... ... 620 0 0 9th  15 10  0
... ditto ... ... 79 0 0 9th  1 19  6  2 17 10
Penalty ... ... ... 0 5 10
... ditto ... ... 203 0 0 8th 712 3
... ditto ... ... 194 0 0 6th 9 14 0
... ditto ... ... 346 3 0 6th 17 7 0
... ditto ... ... 240 0 0 10th 9 0 0
... Homestead ... Nindooimbah ... ... 80 0 0 6th 0 16 8
... Conditional ... ... 158 0 0 8th 3 19 0
... ditto ... ... 158 3 0 e th 7 19 0
... ditto ... ... 493 0 0 7th  24 13  0
... ditto ... ... 71 1 19 6th 3 12 0
... ditto ... ... 236 0 0 6th  11 16  0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
... Conditional ... M elcombe ... ... 320 0 0 6th 12 0 0
... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
... ditto ... ... 121 2 0 bth  0 15  3
ditto ... ... 82  2  0 6th 1 0 9
... Conditional ... ... 197 0 0 7th 9 17 0
... Homestead ... Kilcoy ... ... ... 82 0 0 6th 2 0 6
... ditto ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
... Conditional .. ... 270 0 0 9th 13 10 0
... ditto ... ... 697 0 0 9th 17 8 6
... ditto ... ... 279 0 0 7th 13 19 0
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 7th 5 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
... ditto ... Kilcoy ... ... ... 79 0 0 6th 0 16 5
... Conditional ... ... 1,020 0 0 9th 25 10 0
... ditto ... ... 461 0 0 7th 23 1 0
...I ditto ... ... 102 1 0 6th 5 3 0
ditto ... ... 431 0 0 6th 21 11 0
... I Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th
Penalty .. ... ..  0 8 0
... Conditional ... ... 121 3 25 7th 6 2 0
... Homestead ... i ... 80 0 0 6th 0 16 8
... Conditional ... ... 173 2 0 8th 6 10 6
... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
... ditto .. 161) 0 0 6th 0 13 4
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
... Conditional ... ... 3.50 0 0 6th 17 10 0
ditto ... ..: I 101) 0 0 9th 2 10 0
... 1 ditto ... ... J 15 0 0 10th 0 7 6
669
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A. R. P I  I P e. d. £ s. d
3592A Grigor, William ... ... Conditional ... ... 320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
4264c Grigor, Janet ... ... ditto ... ... 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
4410A Grundon, S. J. ... ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
3668 Haack, Julius M. ... Conditional ... ... 27 0 0 9th 013 6
4642 Hall, C. H.  ...  ... ditto ... ... 360 0 0 6th 18 0 0
3749 Hamilton, A. H. D. ditto ... ... 636 0 0 9th 15 18 0
3816 Hamilton,WilliamDouglasD. ditto ... 250 0 0 8th 12 10 0
4412 Hamilton, T. A.... ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
3956 Hansen, Christian ... Co>rlitional ... ... 80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
4574 Ditto ... ... Homestead ... ... 110 0 0 6th 1 12 1
4408 Harrison, Samuel ... Conditional ... 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
3891 Harrison, George ... ditto ... ... 106 0 0 8th 3 19 6
4127 Harrison, Robert... ... ditto ... ... 350 0 0 7th 26 5 0
4531 Ditto ... Homestead ... Jimboomba ... 120 0 0 6th 1 10 0
3900 Harrison, William Henry... Conditional ... ditto ... 201 0 31 8th 7 11 6
4442 Harvey, E. ... ... ditto ... 228 0 0 6th 11 8 0
4215 Hawkins,  George,  junr. ... ditto ... ... 280 0 0 7th 14 0 0
4459 Hawkins, H. V....' ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
3590 Ha Warth J Conditional 737 0 0 9th 18 8 6, . .... ...yg
4266A Hegarty, John J. ... Homestead
...
... Durundur ... 1600 0 6th 0 6 8
4321 Heinemann, E. ... ... Conditional ... 250 0 0 6th 12 10 0
4264D Hehir, Annie ... ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
4613 Henkey, C. ... ... Conditional ... ... 125 0 0 6th 4 13 93863BHewitt, Henry ... ... ditto ... Durundur ... 320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
4004 Hill, David ... ... ditto ... ... 631 0 0 7th 31 14 0
3870 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 187 0 0 8th 7 0 3
4555 Hinds, J. R. ... ditto ... ... 97 0 0 6th 3 12 9
4671 Hipathite, Alfred ... ditto ... ... 106 2 0 6th 5 7 0
4151 Hislop, James ... ... ditto ... ... 536 0 0 7th 26 16 0
3554 Hobson. James ... ... ditto 500 0 0 9th 12 10 0
3915 Holland, Arthur E. ... ditto ... ... 628 0 0 8th 47 2 0
4131 Holloway, Wm. S. ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 7th 5 0 0
3990 Holmes, Harriet ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
4147 Holmes, Charles ... ditto ... ... 267 0 0 7th 13 7 0
3930 Horan, James ... ... ditto ... Nindooimbah ... 98 2 0 7th 4 19 0
4417 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
4432 Horan, M. ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 326 0 0 6th 16 6 0
3933 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ditto ... 200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
3952 Horan, John, senr. ... ditto ... Melcombe ... 314 0 0 7th 11 15 6
4263A Horne, Mary ... ... ditto ... Durundur ... 193 0 0 6th 14 9 6
4305 Horton, J. ... ... ditto ... ... 1,279 0 0 6th 63 19 0
3702 Hussey, Henry ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
3703 Hussey, Thomas... ... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 9th 7 10 0
4605 Hutchinson, Wm. ... Homestead 81 0 0 6th 1 10 4
3381 Ihm, Carl ... ... Conditional ... 202 0 0 10th 5 2 0
3560 Ireland, H. T. ... ... ditto ... ... 115 1 0 9th 2 18 0
4414 Jackson, T. ... ... ditto ... Telemon ... 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
4005A Jenkinson, John ... ... ditto ... 192 0 0 7th 9 12 0
4673A Jenkinson, J. D.... ... ditto ... Kilcoy ... ... 200 0 0 5th 10 0 0
4116 Jones, Lewis ... ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 7th 48 0 0
4139 Jones, Daniel ... ... ditto 630 0 0 7th 23 12 6
4185 Kaveny, Thomas ... ditto ... Nindooimbah .., 225 0 0 7th 11 5 03419,Keaveny, Mary ... ... ditto ... ... 240 0 0 10th 9 0 0
4443 Keaveny, Teresa... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
3333 Keil, Henry August ... Conditional ... ... 200 0 0 11th 3 6 8
3713 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 424 0 0 9th 1012 0
4299 Kelsey, O. ... ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
3382 Kelso, Daniel ... ... Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 10th 2 10 0
4398 Kenman. R. ... ... Homestead ... ... 9 0 0 6th 0 1 2
4432A Kennedy. William ... ditto ... Kilcoy 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
3958 Kerwin, Michael... ... Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 7th 1 10 0
4070 ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 90 0 0 7th 3 7 6
4666 Kessels, N. J. ... ... ditto ... ... 162 1 0 6th 8 3 0
3254A Kington, James • ... ditto ... Kilcoy 300 0 0 11th 1 5 0
4114 Klumpp, Frederick ... ditto ... ... 115 1 0 7th 5 16 0
4660 Klumpp, H. W.  . ... ditto .. ... 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
t4G01A Kruger, Gottfried ... Homestead ... 1 Kilcoy 95 0 0 6th
3423 Lalor, John ... ... Conditional ... ... 320 0 0 10th 8 0 0
4603 Lander, G. ... ... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 6th 22 10 0
4075 Lander, John ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
4239 Landsborough, F. L. ... ditto ... ... 60 2 0 6th 3 1 0
4403 Langdon, George ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 6th 6 0 0
4499 Langdon, Emily ... ... ditto ... 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
4540 Langdon, A. ... ... ditto ... ... 127 2 0 6th 6 8 0
3960 Leacy, Joseph ... ... ditto ... 102 1 0 7th 5 3 0
4252 Lehane, T. ... ... ditto ... ... 249 0 0 6th 12 9 0
3659 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 9th 32 0 0
3975 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 278 0 0 7th 13 18 0
4390 Leo, John ... ... Homestead ... Telemon 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
3764 Lindsay, James ... ... Conditional ... ... 53 3 0 8th 1 7 0
3667 Litherland, Jonathan, senr. ditto ,.. ! ... 236 1 15 9th 5 18 6
67-0
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3766A Litherland , Hy. ...
4180A Litschner ,  August
46118 Ditto
4229 Logan, A. S. .
4318  Low, J. A. ...
42991 Lowrey ,  John B.
4299A Lowrey , S. A. W.
4498  Lyons, Wm. ...
43048  Maguire,  William
4504 Manson, C. ...
4303 Markwell ,  Sarah ..
4410 Markwell, J.
4194 Markwell, W. Q.
4264A Mason ,  George A.
4112 Massie ,  Michael ...
4472 Ditto
t4492  Masters ,  Louisa E.
14493 Masters ,  Maria ...
4448 Mathews , G. W....
4617 Ditto ..
4040 Merry , Alfred J.
4557 Miller ,  Thomas ...
4657 Mills, A .  M. ...
4564 Minnage, J. ...
4592 Ditto ...
3795 Minnage, Edwin, senr. ...
4404 Mitchell, J. ...
4155 Moloney, Michael ...
3658A Mountford, H. Win.
3376 Muir, M. P., Administratorof
4078 Munro, Edwin ... ...
4527 Murphy, J. ... ...
45991, Murphy, Timothy .,.
4295 Murray, John ... ...
4106 Ditto ... ...
4600 Murray, James ... ...
4137 Mylett, Stephen ...
4351 Ditto
3994 McAnalen, Luke ...
4662 McAnalen, Julia ... ...
t4264B McCarthy,Denham ...
45428 Ditto ...
4181A McDonald, John ... ...
4005 McDonald, Campbell T. ...
4396 McDonald, Hugh ...
4409 McDonnell, James ...
3529 McGearey, Henry ...
4376 McGuire, T. ... ...
4460c McIntosh, George ...
4001 McKeag, James ... ...
4589 Me Leary, $. ... ...
4441A McPherson, Eliza ...
4595 Nowell, C W. S. ...
3656 Nugent, William... ...
3788 O'Brien, John ... ...
4387 O'Farrell, Alice ... ...
4388 O'Farrell, Mary ...
4481 O'Farrell, James... ...
4653 O'Farrell, T. ..,
392913 Ollenburg, Caroline ...
4536 Olsen, C. ... ...
4596 Ditto
3885 O'Neill, Laurence ...
4240 O'Sullivan J.
4548A Page, James ... ...
3957 Paine, John E.
3420 Ditto
3837 Payne, William Harvey ...
4122 Peek, Frederick Win. ...
3863 Perrett, Sealey ... ...
3832 1 etrie, Thomas ...
3418 Phillips, Andrew... .. .
3621 Pitt, Charles G. ... ...
4311 Pitts, C. H. ... ...
4211 Pocock, James, junr. ...
4629A Pointon, Abel ... ...
4393 Pollock, James ...
4307 Prentis, C. P.
4294 Price, C. W. ...
46398, Prinold, David ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Name of 11oin stead Area.
Durundur
... Kilcoy
ditto
Telemon
Durundur
ditto
Durundur
Nindooimbah
ditto
Durundur
Conditional  ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ...  Melcombe ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional  ...  Melcombe ...
ditto . ..  ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... Durundur ...
ditto  ...  ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto ... Tamrookum ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ...  Kilcoy ...
Conditional
Homestead ...
ditto ..
Conditional .. ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...  Telemon
ditto ...  '  ditto ...
ditto  ...  ditto
ditto ... ...
Conditional  ... Kilcoy ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto  ...  Jimboomba
ditto
ditto ...
ditto  ...  Kilcoy ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ... I
Area. Year.
I A. P. P.
400 0 0
324 0 0
316 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
157 0 0
76 2 0
66 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
782 0 0
.. 160 0 0
625 0 0
610 0 0
154 0 0
151 0 0
624 0 0
105 0 0
78 0 0
119 2 0
272 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
Fine
201 0 0
299 2 0
... 223 0 0
90 0 0
153 3 0
90 0 0
117 0 0
160 0 0
180 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
... 746 0 0
526 0 0
200 0 0
547 2 13
24 2 0
...  80 0 0
222 1 0
616 0 0
93 2 0
156 t  0
.., 406 0 0
985 0 0
... 80 0 0
60 0 0
114 0 0
160 0 0
433 0 0
146 2 0
91 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
161 2 0
... 100 0 0
793 0 0
153 0 0
1,245 0 0
524 0 0
159 0 0
438 0 0
218 0 0230 2 0282 2 
1,264 0 0
898 0 0
1,074 0 0
,.. 1,280 0 0
1,470 0 0
285 0 0
322 0 0
630 0 0
99 3 0
160 0 0
160 0  0
rent. 11,4laneedue.
I  -e "  d
8th 20 0 0
7th 24 6 0
6th 23 14 0
6th 32 0 0
6thI  0 13  4
6th 0 13 4 1
6th 0 13 4 1
6th 1 19 3 1
6th 0 6 5
6th 0 16 6
6th , 0 13 46th 64 0 07th 39 2 0
6th 0 6 8
7th 31 5 0
6th 32 0 0
6th 1
6th6th  31  4 0j
6th 1 19 4
7th 318  0
6th 6 0 0
6th 13 12 0
6th 4 0 0
6thl 2  13  4
8th 5 0 6
6th 15 0 0
7th 11 3 0
9th 2 5 0
10th 3 17 0
7th 4 10 0
6th 5 17 0
6th 2 13 4
6th 9 0 0
7th 16 0 0
6th 2 13 4
7th 37 6 0
6th 26 6 0
7th 10 0 0
6th 27 8 0
6th
6th 1 1 8
7th 11 3 0
7th 30 15 0
6th 414 0;
6th 7 16 0
9th 15 4 6
6th 49 5 0
6th 0 16 8
7th 3 0 0
6th 1 18 0
6th 1 6 8
6th 21 13 0
9th 3 13 6
8th 2 5 6
6th 1 0 0
6th 1 0 0
6th 1 13 4
6th 3 14 3
8th 5 0 0
6th 39 13 0
6th 2 11 0
8th 46 13 9
6th 26 4 0
6th 2 6 4
7th 2118 01
10th 5 9 0 1
8th 6 1 8
7th 14 3 0
8th 47 8 0
8th 22 9 0
10th 26 17 0
9th 48 0 0
6th7310 0
7th II 28 10 0
6th 16 2 0
6th 31 10 0
6th 5 0 0
6th 0 13 4
j 6th 3 6 8 1
dS.
0 5 1
&71
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Nature of  Selection. -Name of  Homestead Area.
4322 Prout, John ... ... Conditional ... ...
4320 Prout Thomas ... ... ditto ... ...
3797 Rafter, Thomas, Adminis- ditto .. ..
tratrix of
3553 Rafter, William ... ... ditto ...  Bromelton ...
4154 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
4514AI Randall, Edwin,  senr . ... ditto ... Kilcoy ...
4578B Ditto ... ditto ... ditto
4599A Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...
4542A Randall, Edwin,  junr . ... ditto ... ditto
4578A Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ..,
3853 Raynbird,  Samuel  ... ditto ... ...
4534 Reynolds, Ralph ... ... Homestead ... ...
3913 Reilly, Patrick ... ... Conditional ...
3804 Rice, George ... ... ditto ...
4108 Rice, Joseph,  junr . ... ditto ...
4129 Rice, Wm. ... ditto ...
3634 Rice, Henry ... ... ditto
3275 Rice, Hen ry James ... ditto
4.532 Rice , W. H. ... ditto
...
4036c Richards, Norah Jane ... ditto ... Kilcoy ...
4334 Roberts, Hugh ... ... ditto ... ...
4013 Ditto ... ... ditto ...I
4648A Robinson, William ... Homestead ... ..
4453 Rohan, Peter ... ... ditto ...
4458 Ruddle, Ellen ... ... Conditional ...
3856 Riiugert, F. W. Albert ... ditto ...
4467 Sainsbury, E. ... Homestead ..,
3501 Salisbury, Francis ... Conditional ...
3683 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
4628 Salisbury, G. F.... ... ditto ...
4521 Salisbury, James F. ... Homestead ...
4273 Sami, Appoo ... ... ditto ...
4407 Scanlan, Thomas... .. Conditional ...
3755  Schmidt, Claus Heinrich ditto
Friedrich
4214A Scott, Robert T.  ...  ... ditto ... ...
4314 Seymour , C. C. ... ... ditto ...  Melcombe
4565  Ditto ...  ... ditto ...
4560 Shailer, F., junr.... ... ditto
4541 Shears, John ... ... ditto
3346 Short, Daniel ... ditto
4288A Shutilewood, Stephen ... homestead
4419 Sidey, Alfred ... ... Conditional
4288 Simpson, James ... ... Homestead
3387A Simpson, William ... ... Conditional
4571 Sinclair, Robert ... ... ditto
t4266 Skerman, Wm. ... ... ditto
4598 Ditto ... ... Homestead.
4076 Skerman, F. J, ... ... Conditional
4035 Slack, Daniel ... ... ditto
4132 Slack, John ... ... ditto
4018 Smith, Henry ... ... ditto
4473 Smith, John F. ... ... ditto
4575 Ditto ... ... ditto
4621 Smith, James B. ... ... Homestead
4622 Smith, Thomas ... ... ditto
4429n Smith, John ... ... ditto ... Kilcoy ... ...
4429A Smith, Mary  A. ...  ... ditto ... ditto ...
3813 Snook, John ... ... Conditional ... ...
4287 Soegaard, Hans ... ... ditto ...
3745 Sommer, Johann ... ... ditto ...
4038 Sommers, James ... ... ditto ...
3256 Stabe, Carl F. W. ... ditto
3847 Stephens, William Henry... ditto ..... I Nindooimbah ...3880 Stephens, Edgar ... ... ditto ... ditto ...
4327 Stirling, Robert ... ... ditto ... , ...
4668 Stjerngvist, M. ... ... ditto ... ! ...
3889 Strachan, Thomas ... ditto ... Jimboomba ...
4503 Stretton, Frank ... ... Homestead ...
3845 Stretton, George... ... Conditional ...
4524 Strong, George ... ... ditto ...
4096 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
4378 Sullivan, Martin ... ... ditto ...
4439 Sumner, Joseph ... ... Homestead ...
4604 Sweet, S. ... ... ditto ...
4359 Taylor, W. ... ... ditto ...
3987 Taylor, Thomas ... ... ditto ...
3580 Thiele, Christopher ... ditto ...
4120 I Thompson, Wm. J.  ... ditto ...
3566 Thompson, Joseph ... ditto
rtA ri a. Y e.i. I,en i uc.
A. R. P.  d
1,274 0 0 6th  63 14 0
997 2 0 6th 49 17 6
1 181 0  0  8th  9 1 0
612 3 0 9th 24 2 3
157 2 0 7th 1 7 18 0
480 0 0 I 6th 24. 0 0
80 0 0 1  6th 4 0 0
80 0 0 6th X 4 0 0
557 3 0 6th 29 18 0
82 1 0  6th  4 3 0
300 0 0 8th 7 10 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
130 1 0 8th 9 16 6
558 0 0 8th 13 19 0
324 0 0 7th 16 4 0
310 0 0 7th 15 10 0
640 0 0 9th 32 0 0
160 0 0 11th 0 13 4
820 0 0 6th 41 0 0
630 0 0 7th 31 10 0
184 0 0 6th 9 4 0
306 1 0 7th 15 7 0
80 0 0 ' 6th 1 16 8
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
126 2 0 6th 6 7 0
140 0 0 8th 3 10 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
80 0 0 10th 2 0 0
155 0 0 9th 3 17 6
201 0 0 6th 15 1 6
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
86 0 0 6th 0 3 71,280 0 0 1 6th 96 0 0
117 0 0 1 9th 218 6
349 0 0 7th 17 9 0640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
268 0 0 6th 13 0 0
255 0 0 6th  12 15 0
50 0 0 6th 2 10 0
80 0 0 11th 1 10 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
48 0 29 6th 2 9 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
336 0 0 10th 8 8 0
100 0 0 1 6th 5 0 0
99 0 0 1 6th 4 18 6
161 0 0 6th 2 13 8
76 0 0 7th 3 16 0
5c10  0 0 7th 25 0 0
475 0 0  7th 23 15 0
99 3 0 7th 5 0 0
640 0 0 6th 24 0 0
290 0 0 6th 10 17 6
151 0 0  6th  2 16 7
100 0 0  6th 1 17 6
160 0 0' 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
126 0 0 8th 3 3 0
312 0 0 6th 15 12 0
307 3 0 1 9th 23 2 0
155 0 0  7th 7 15 0
58 1 0 1 11th 0 6 1
635 0 0 8th 31 15 0 I
300 0 0 8th 15 0 0
360 0 0 6th 18 0 0
490 0 0 6th 2110 0
... 228 1 14 ' 8th 8 11 3
160 0 0 1 6th 2 0 0
320 0 0 8th 12 0 0
71 2 0 ' 6th 3 12 0
57 0 0 7th 2 17 0
500 0 0 ' 6th 25 0 0
156 0 0 6th 1 6 0
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
626 0 0 6th 31 6 0
200 2 19 7th 10 1 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
395 0 0 7th ( 19 15 0
63 0 0l 9th 1 11 6
672
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4518 Thompson, Hugh C.
4616 Thompson, C., junr.
4149 Tilley, John ...
4336 Tilley, T. W. ...
4648 Till! y, John ...
4232 Ditto
4335 Ditto ...
3732A Tones, John ...
4445 Townsend, Harry
4650 Trihey, Daniel ...
4280 Trihey, Mary ...
4328 Trihey, Ellen ...
4210 Trihey, K ate ...
4446 Tripcony, C. J.
3674 Tripcony, T. M. .. .
4297 Tritton, Wm. ...
4669 Trulson, Ola ...
3366 Tudman, John
4059 Tully, William ...
3943 Trow, J. M. ...
4344 Tully, William ...
4588 Tyler, Wm. .
3605A Uhlmann, Christian
3930A Uhlmann, Friedrich
3930c Uhlmann, David
4584 Underwood, William
4505 Valentine, George
4673, Walsh, Wm. ...
4530 Walker, . neas ..
3389A Walker, Charles W.
4463 Wallace, David ...
4354 Ward, Patrick ...
3643 Warry, R. S. ...
4525 Waters, James ...
3568 Waters, Thomas ...
4623 Ditto ...
4640 Watson, W.
3599A Watson, Arthur C.
4097 Watt, Alexander
3718 Watt, Andrew ...
4381 Watts, Eliza ...
4382 Ditto ...
4067 Wearing, Joseph...
4658 Wearing, J. . , .
3715 Wegner, Hans ...
3988 West, Benjamin ...
4073 Westaway, Wm. H.
4356 Whalley, J. ...
4466 White, Thomas ...
4468 Whittaker, C. ..
4217A Wilkinson, A. K.
3962 Willard, James ...
4637 Williams, C. T....
4647 Ditto
3571 Wilson, William...
3666 w inn, R. R. ...
4300 Woof, Robert ...
4495 Woolcock, R. ...
4348 Wynne, Mary ...
4460A Wynne, Robert ...
4362 Yore, Bridget ...
4374 Yore, Kate ...
4425 Ditto ...
4375 Yore, Ellen ...
4501 Yore, John ...
4672 Yore, John, junr.
1301
1319
1038
1303
1187
752
1403
(1007
1013
Nature of  Selection.
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.. Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
.., ditto
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestea d
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
,..I ditto :'.
ditto
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
Durundur
Kilcoy ...
In a Homestead Area
Area.
A. P. P.
160 0 0
404 0 0
358 0 0
561 0 0
200 0 0
99 0 0
458 0 0
540 0 0
160 0 0
195 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
1,330 0 0
403 0 0
140 0 0
49') 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance
due.
6th 2 0 0
6th 20 4 0
7th 17 18 0
6th 28 1 0
6th 10 0 0
6th 4 19 0
6th 22 18 0
9th 27 0 0
6th 1 13 4
6th 9 15 0
6th 0 2 6
6th 1 0 0
7th  12  0 0
6th 66 10 0
9th 10 1 6
6th 0 11 8
6th 24 10 0
1 8 5
4 0 0
25 0 0 25 0 0
60 2 24 11th
80 0 0 7th
500 0 0 7th
Penalty ...
Penalty ...160 0 0
623 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
40 0 0
28 1 24
209 2 6
160 0 0
651 0 0
160 0 0
1,278 0 0
500 0 0
302 0 0
639 0 0
159 1 0
160 0 0
300 0 0
120 0 24
265  1 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
27 1 19
195 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
299 0 0
155 0 0
156 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
418 1 0
58 0 0
89 0 0
46 0 0
120 0 0
163 0 0
405 0 0
81 2 0
... 80 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
81 0 0
... 397 0 0
360 0 0
... ... 2 10 0
1 10 0
6th 6 0 0
6th 31 3 0
9th 32 0 0
7th 32 0 0
7th 34 0 0
6th 2 0 0
6th 0 7 3
6th 10 10 0
6th 2 0 0
10th 16 5 6
6th 1 13 4
6th 63 18 0
9th 31 5 0
6th 11 6 6
9th 15 19 6
6th 3 0 0
6th 3 6 8
9th 15 0 0
7th 6 1 0
9th 6 13 0
6th 32 0 0
6th 32 0 0
7th 1 8 0
6th 9 15 0
9th 5 0 0
Ni  8 0 0
7th 14 19 0
'6th 0 14 10
6th 1 12 6
6th 1 13 4
7th 8 0 0
7th 20 19 0
6th 1 4 2
6th 4 9 0
9th 1 3 0
9th 3 0 0
6th 0 13 7
6th 15 3 9
6th 0 10 3
6th 0 16 8
6th 313 6
6th 0 10 10
6th 0 13 4
6th 0 11 0
6th 19 17 0
6th 18 0 0
CROWN  LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876- BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
Abrahams. W.
Algeo, C. L.
Allen, James
Anderson, C. ...
Anderson,  Thomas
Arstall,  Isaiah ...
Barnes,  T. E. ...
Barton, R,)bert C....
Becker,  Christian ...
Homestead ... Railway ... ...
ditto ... ditto ... ...
... Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... Childers ... ...
Conditional ... Kolan ... ...
ditto
... Homestead ... Gregory ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
I
I
Name of Homestead  Area.
Kilcoy
Kilcoy ...
.., ditto
... ditto
Nindooimbah
160 0 0 6th 013 4
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
154 2 0 8th 7 15 0
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
400 0 0 7th 20 0 0
160 0 0 11th 3 10 0
120 0 0 6th 1 15 0
500 0 0 9th 22 1 8
150 0 0 8th 3 15 0
673
1201 Blissett, Robert H. ... Conditional ... ...
809 Brandt, John Christian ... ditto . • .
884 Broadhurst, William ... ditto ...
844  Broom, A. McIntosh ... ditto ... • ..
1041 Ditto ... ... ditto ... Kolan
889 Broom, S. Charles ... ... ditto ...
1039 Brotherton, Edwin ... ditto ... .
1474 Brotherton, William ... ditto ... ...
1126 Buchbach, Heinrich ... ditto ... Kolan ...
1125 Buss, F. ... ... ... ditto ... Bingera ...
1113 bitto ... ... ... ditto ... Gin Gin ...
906 Caswell, Henry Drew ... ditto ...
948 Christensen, Jens ... ... ditto ... ...
1308 Churchward, C. H. ... Homestead ... Gin Gin ..
1345 Churchward, A. ... ... ditto ... ditto ...
1330 Clark, George ... ... ditto ... ...
1049 Courtoy, William G. ... Conditional Gin Gin
1004 Cox, W. ... ... ... ditto ... ...
1342 Curator of Intestate Estates Homestead ... ...
1456 Delley, J. W. ... ... ditto ... ...
1327 Doblo, Henry ... ditto ... Gin Gin ...
902 Drinan, James ... ... Conditional ... ...
1072 Drinan, Maurice ... ... ditto .. ..
1389 Dunne, A. ... ... ... Homestead ... Childers ...
1213 Dyrkop, Ludvig ... ... Conditional ... Bolan ...
1028 Elwood, James ... ... ditto ... ...
1040 Ditto ... ... ditto ..:
1074 Evans, John ... ... ditto ... Gin Gin
1275 Fagg, Richard ... ... ditto .. Railway ...
1340 Fagg, Stephen ... ... Homestead ... ditto ...
1178  Field, J. ... ... ... Conditional ... ...
1035 Flynn, Simon, junr. ditto ... Tantitha ,.,
1441 Frampton, James ... ... Homestead ... Gregory ...
1405 Fredericksen, A. ... ... ditto ... ditto . • .
1452 Frost, William ... ... Conditional ...
891 Gill, John ... ... ... ditto ... •.•
1095 Ditto ... ... ditto ... . • .
1142 Gillen, J. ... ... ditto ... Bingera
1277 Ditto ... ... ... ditto .., ditto ...
1470 Gillen, John .., ... ditto ... ••.
1131 Gillen, Joseph ... ... ditto ... Bingera ...
827 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... Bingera ...
1000 Gordon, A. ... ... ditto ...
1314 Gordon, James ... ... Homestead ...
1068 Gorlick, George ... ... Conditional ... Railway .••
1475 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...
1487 Greathead, Anne ... ... ditto ...  ...
1366 Hansen, H. C. ... ... Homestead ... ...
1336 Harm, H. ... ... ditto ... Gin Gin ...
1421 Harney, Thomas ... ... ditto ... Gregory ...
1457 Havers, Robert ... ... Conditional .,. Gin Gin ...
1395 Hawe, John ... ... ... Homestead ... Childers ...
1302 Hawkins, George ... ... ditto ... ditto ...
943 Heidke, Carl ... ... Conditional ... Bolan ,..
762 Henderson, Walter ... ditto ... Tantitha ...
1390 Henderson, A. ... ... Homestead ... Gregory ...
1293 Hendle, John ... ... Conditional ... Childers ...
1070 Hickman, Rupert D. ... ditto ... .
t 98 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
1344 Horwood, G. H. ... ... Homestead ... Gin Gin ...
1294 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ditto . • .
945 Hough, Jane ... ... Conditional ...
1232 Huff, J. G.... ... ditto ... Bolan ...
1238 Hull, David ... ... ditto ...
1076 Hull, David, junr.... ... ditto Kolan ...
972 Hunter, James ... ... ditto ... ...
1346 Insolvency, Trustee in ... ditto ...
Jealous, George ... ... ditto ... •.•1058
1484 Jenkinson, J. N. ... ... Homestead ... ...
1334 Johnston, A. A. ... ... Conditional ... ...
t1363 Jones, E. ... ... ... Homestead ... Tantitha ...
1461 Jose, John ... ditto ... Railway ...
1352 Kingston, W. ... ... ditto ... Childers ...
1370 Klein, Herman ... ... Conditional ... Gin Gin ...
1015 Knight, George ... ... ditto ...
1016  1 Knight, William R. ... ditto ... ...
1044 Knight, William, junr. ... ditto ... Kolan ...
1356 Kulick, A. ... ... ... Homestead
1110 Layering, Francis... ... Conditional ... ...
1480 Ditto ... ... ...I ditto ... ...
1484.& Little, J. ... ditto ... ...
LeaPee.
ACT OF 1876-BUNDABERG DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of  Selection .  Name of Homestead Area .  Area . Ye-ir. Rent. Balancedue.
A.  R. P. e .. ii. 1 C S. d
640 0 0 7th 24 0 0
70 1 8 10th 2 13 3
410 0 0 9th 10 5 0
760 0 0 9th 19 0 0
630 0 0 8th 31 10 0
500 0 0 9th 12 10 0
330 0 0 8th 8 5 0
118 0 0 6th 5 18 0
100 0 0 8th 5 0 0
320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
200 0 0 8th 10 0 0
2,610 0 0 9th 97 17 6
900 0 0 9th 29 0 0
156 2 0 6th 016 6
140 0 0 6th 1 15 0
159 3 0 6th 1 13 4
358 0 0 8th 17 18 0
400 0 0 9th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 0 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 6th 0 8 4
780 0 0 9th 19 10 0
80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
, . , 120 0 0 6th 1 15 0
,,, 50 0 0 7th 2 10 0
200 0 0 8th 12 10 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
325 0 0 8th 16 5 0
403 0 0 7th 20 3 0
,,, 160 0 0 6th 113 4
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
,,, 1,000 0 0 8th 50 0 0
99 2 0 6th 12 4 5
,,, 104 0 8 6th 1 15 8
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
538 0 0 9th 13 9 0
263 2 0 8th 6 ]2 0
, , , 320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
.. 237 3 0 7th 11 18 0
470 0 0 6th 23 10 0
... 1,270 0 0 8th 63 10 0
...
97 0 0 9th 417 0
2,790 0 0 9th 69 15 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
,., 208 0 0 8th 10 8 0
,,, 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 6 0 0
80 0 0 6th 1 3 4
...
49 3 0 6th 010 3
...
117 0 0 6th 114 1
,,. 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
_ _ _ 120 0 0 6th 1 15 0
99 1 0 6th 0 8 4
4.00 0 0 9th 20 0 0
258 0 0 11th 913 6
119  3 18  6th  19 10 10
120 0 0 6th 12 0 0
784 0 0 8th 23 4 0
1,600 0 0 9th 40 0 0
49 3 14 6th 0 12 6
... ... 110 0 0 6th 0 4 7
1,192 0 32 9th 29 16 1
... 400 0 0 7th 20 0 0
77 0 0 7th 3 17 0
,,, ,,. 240 0 0 8th 12 0 0
189 0 0 9th 18 18 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
1,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0
.,. ... 79 2 0 6th 0 5 4
,,,
...
80 0 0 6th 1 10 0
... ... 103 2 23 6th 1 6 0
.. 159 3 32 6th 8 0 0
191 3 0 8th 416 0
455 0 0 8th 11 7 6
200 0 0 8th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
75 0 0 8th 3 15 0
67 0 0 6th 3 7 02,560 0 0 6th 128 0 0
ACT OF 1876--BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Revog"er Loans
1246 Lloyd, Elizabeth P.
1313 Logan, Robert ...
1315 Logan, Richard ...
1440 Lowis, John... ...
1396 Lowis, Ben.... ...
1300 Luchterhand, W. ...
1233 Lund, August
1339 Lymer, Charles ...
1402 Mackenzie, A. ...
1404 Mackenzie, John ...
1432 Maynard, L. H. ...
1338 Meiklejobn, J. S. ...
931 Mellor, J., as Trustee
1042 Melville, William ...
1149 Ditto ...t1371 Millet, T. .
1107 Mittelheuser, Paul
1408 Moran, Henry ...
1360A Morley, H. L. ...
1360E Morley, P. A. ...
1305 Morrissoz, J., jun.
1306 Morrison, S. C. ...
1369 Morrisson, J., Seri
1231 Mountford, George
1066 Mullett, Alexander E.
1165A Mullett, Edward ...
*896A Murray, Marion ...
1316 Murchie, T. ...
1175  cCarthy, James ...
1018 1VeGarry, James ...
798 McGill, John ...
1144 1V.XcKer, Angus ...
1343 McKenzie, W. J....
1434 McKie, Au us
1165 McLeod, Wm.
1482A McPherson, G.
1357 Newitt, Enos
1368 Newitt, D. T.
786 Nielsen, Jens ...
1416 Nissen, C. L. ...
1380 Nixon, George ...
1079 O'Connell, M. ...
1167 O'Mara, M. G.
1172 Oug, C. ...
1047 Payne, John
•1299 Peateyr Fred.
1176 Petersen, R. B.
1013 Pittuck, John
1398 Price,  Thomas
1190 Quigley, Daniel
1033 Robinson, Henry
1312 Saunderson, C.
1462 1 Schmidt, Gustav
1428 See, Thomas ..
1034 Seeds, William Hy.
1465 Seip, A. ...
1466 Seip, John
1361 1 . haw, Richard
1282A  Skyring, George
1435AI Ditto ..
1199!Fkyring, Charles
1350 Smith, Charles
1422  Smith, John
739 Smith, James
1155 Ditto ...
1478 Stebens, Wilhelm ...
1069 Storrir, J. S. ...
1137 . uddaby, J. ...
1455 Taylor, John ...
1007A Taylor, J. ... ..
1298 Thiele, Charles F....
1331 Thiele, A.
1410 Thompson, W. ..
1208 Thygesen, Peter A.
1317 Tobin, W . ...
1320 Toe, E. A....
1087 Vane ,  George ...
1054  Walker , A. C. ...
1065 Ditty ... ...
Nature  of aeleotion.
Conditional
ditto ...
Homestead ...
N=3 of Homestead Area.
ditto ... Gregory ...
ditto ...  ditto ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ... Gregory ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... Gin Gin ...
ditto .. ...
ditto ... Gin Gin ...
Homestead ... Railway ...
Conditional ...If orpestead .. Childers
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditt o
dittoHomestead
Conditional ... Gin Gin ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...  Tantitha ... ...
Homestead ... ...
ditto ...  Tantitha ... ...
Conditional  Gin Gin ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ... Childers ...
Conditional ... ...
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Conditional
... Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
160 0 0  7th 800
35' 0 0 8th 17 J 4 0
100 0 0 6th 0 16 8
400 0 0 6th 20 0 0
120 0 0 6th 5 7 11
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
157 0 0 6th 3 5 5
105 0 0 6th 5 5 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
Kolan ... 50 0 0 8th 2  10 0
Railway ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
Kolan ... ... ... 30Q 0 0 7th 15 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0 9th 16 0 0
Gregory ... ... ... 10Q 0 0 6th 1 9 2
... Bingera
... Gregory
Childershild
Childers
Gin Gin
Kolan
Childers
Gregory
... ditto ...  Bingera
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ... Gregory
Conditional ...
Homestead ... Railway
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... Childers
... Conditional ...  Bingera
...1 ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto
Tantitha
Area . Year. Rent. BalanceQue.
A. B. Y.  £ r. d. £ i. A
1.830 0 0 7th  91 10 0  4 12 0
Penalty 0 9 2
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
119 3 0 6th 2 0 0
100 0 0 6th 1 9 2
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
,., 120 0 0 6th 1 15 0
154 2 0  6th 2 5 2
155 0 0 6th 2 5 2640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
630 1 0 9th 31 10 3
627 0 0 8th 18 17 0
531 0 0 8th  20 11 0
9 2 20 6th
199 3 0 8th 10 0 0
102 0 0 6th 1 9 9
336 0 0 6th 16 16 0
342 0 0 6th 17 2 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
50 0 0 6th 210 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
640 0 0 8th 32 0 0
640 0 0 7th 39 0 0
640 0 0 9th ! 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
300 0 0 7th 15 0 0
300 0 0 8th 7 10 0
306 0 0 10th 15 6 0
110 0 0 8th 510 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
49 3 29 6th 0 16 8
... 321 0 0 7th 16 1 0
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
159 0 0 6th 119 9
159 0 0 6th 1 2 6 4
105 0 0 10th 5 5 0
93 130 6th  1 7 4 2 7 0
119 1 0 6th 1 16 0
480 0 0 8th 12 0 0 30 7 6
Extra survey fee... 1 19 0
225 2 0 7th 11 6 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
1,100 0 0 6th 55 0 0
300 0 0 7th ; 15 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th ! 2 0 0
. 119 320 6th 1 15 0
306 0 0 11th 3 15 0
... 319 3 0 8th 16 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
200 0 0 8th 5 0 0
117 0 0  8th  5 17 0
... ... 92 0 30  6th , 1 14 10
... ... 2,547 0 0 9th 64 17 0
... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
... ... 81 0 0 6th 0 16 10
... 116 1 0 6th 1 14 1
... 340 0 0 7th 17 0 0
195 0 0 6th 9 15 0
50 0 0 6th 010 5
,.. 160 0 0 8th j 8 0 0
1,046 0 0 8th 26 3 0
983 0 0 8th  29 3 0
Maegister
No. Lessee.
ACT OF 1876-BUNDABERG  DISTRICT -contixued.
1112 Walker, A. F. ... ...
744 Wallace, John ... ...
790 Ditto ...
831 Ditto .. ... ...
1348 Walter, John ... ...
1464 Watkins,  S. ... ...
1459 Webb,  Richard ... ...
1172 Wegert,  Charles ... ...
1351 Weller, Ernest ... ...
1443  Wessel,  William ... ...
791 Wessel,  Martin ... ...
1477  Wessel , John ... ...
942 Wessel, M.... ...
1132 Ditto ... ...
774 West, C. John ... ...
733 Ditto ... ...
1276 White, Joseph  B.... ...
1341 Ditto ... ...
1485 Wilding, E. ... ...
1367 Wilkinson, John ... ...
1011 Williams,  Thomas ,  senr....
1168 Williams, Thomas,  junr....
1486 Ditto ... ...
1086 Woodman, Mark .. ,
1291 Woodman, W.
841 Woodward, ,lohn ...
826 Woodward, Wm. Thos. ...
1191 Wright, Wm. ... ...
898 Yensch, Wm. ... ...
1005 Ditto ... ... ...
1194 Ditto ... ...
953 Young, Elizabeth ... ...
990 Y oung , G. J. ... ...
1081 Zahn, Carl ... ... ...
Nature of Seleotion.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Name of Homestead Area.
ditto  ...  Gregory ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto  ...  Tantitha ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...  i Kolan ...
ditto ... Kolan ...
ditto  ...  ditto ...
ditto ditto ...
ditto  ...  ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...  Childers ...
ditto ...  ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ...  Branyan ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ...  Childers ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Gin Gin
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..  Bingera
ditto ...
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION
518 Alldridge, P. ... ... Homestead ...
245 Alley, W. S. ... .. Conditi onal ...
111 Bank, Queensland National, ditto ...
Limited
592 Barry , William ... ...  Homestead ...
317 Black, James  ... ... Conditional ...
349 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
407 Bolton, Henry ... ... ditto ...
539 Campbell, A. ... ... Homestead ...
560 Casey, J. T. ... ditto ...
585 Chamberlain, John ... ditto ...
278 Chang, Chung ... 'Conditional ...
190 Clayton, Gerard G. ... ditto
435 Collins, John ... ... ditto
73 Collinson, Wm. H. ... ditto
315 Del4ham, Frederick J. ... ditto
608 Dillon, May Ellen ... ditto
79 Donaldson, U. Edward ... ditto
249 Flworth ,  Beatrice  E. ... ditto
504 Fallon, J. J. ... ... ditto ...
196 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
312 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
513 Hall, J. R. ... ... Homestead ...
568 Hill, John ... ... Conditional ...
t584 Hobson, G. ... ... Homestead ...
573 Hoffman, A. ... ... ditto ...
343 Jamison, T. C. ... ... Conditional ...
149 Beam, Mary May ... ditto ...
363 Kenny, James ... ... ditto ...
418 Kerns, James ... ... ditto ...
140 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
559 Lewis, D. ... ... Homestead ...
547 , Loeven, S. L. ... ... ditto
366
413
Lyons,  James  ... ... Conditional
dittoMackey, Thomas...
Atea. Year. tent.
A.  B. P.  I $ 1. d.
486 0 0 8th 24 6 0
506 0 0 11th 13 4 1
323 3 0 10th 12 3 0
406 0 0 9th 15 4 6
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
117 3 0 6th 2 9 2
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
900 0 0 6th 45 0 0
515 0 0 10th 25 15 0406 0 0 6th 20 6 0
150 0 0 9th 7 10 0400 0 0 8th 20 0 0
1,431 0 0 10th 35 15 6
151 0 0 11th 0 12 7
70 1 32 7th 3 10 6
41 0 0 6th 2 1 0
325 0 0 6th 16 5 0
156 3 0 6th 2 5 9
315 0 0 9th 7 17 6
60 0 0 7th 3 0 0
104 2 0 6th 5 5 0
535 0 0 8th 13 7 6
119 3 13 6th 6 0 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
400 0 0 9th 10 0 0
380 0 0 7th 19 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
80 0 0 9th 2 0 0
50 0 0 7th 2 10 0
250 0 0 9th 25 0 0
700 0 0 9th 35 0 0
82 3 0 8th 2 1 6
ACT OF 1876-CAIRNS DISTRICT.
.00
160 0 0
Extra survey
100 0 0
1,'130 0 0
6th 0 6 8fee...
8th 10 0 0
4th 113 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee
255 1 0
430 0 0
1,260 0 0
160 0 0
155 0 0
157 0 0
1,000 0 0
747 1 22
562 0 0
Extra survey
350 0 0
483 0 0
50 0 0
1,°L80 0 0
635 0 0
55 0 0
355 2 0
110 0 0
160 0 0
Extra survey
80 0 0
1541 0 0
160 0 0
1,074 0 0
400 0 0
640 0 0
200 0 0
Survey fee
500 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
IExtra survey
1 410 0 0299 2 0
6th 2 6 8
8th 25 12 0
8th 43 0 0
7th `126 0 0
6th 0 13 4
6th 1 510
6th 119 3
8th  100  0 0
8th 74 14 9
7th 56 4 0
Balance
due.
£ r. d.
23 5 4
16 12 7
fee 32 5 6
9th ' 35 0 0
8th 48 6 0
6th 5 0 0
9th 128 0 0
8th 63 10 0
7th 5 10 0
8th 35 11 0
8th 11 0 0
6th 0 6 8
fee .. 18 0 0
6th 8 0 0
6th
6th 1 13 4
8th 107 8 0
9th 40 0 0
7th 64 0 0
7th 20 0 0
9th 50 0 0
6th 1 6 8
6th 1 0 0
7 4 8
fee... ... 4 13 6
7th 41 0 0
7th 30 0 0
676
Lessee.
448 Masterson, John
116 Mowbray, John .. ...
314 Mowbray, James A. ...
605 McDonald ,  Bridget ...
365 McDonald ,  Donald ...
419 McManus, Ellen ...
321 McNaughtan ,  Samuel ...
467 Napier ,  Peter ... ...
598 Nielson, Neils ... ...
227 Norris, Charles Sydney
476 Paoli, Francis ...
20 Peterson, Mangus ...
597 Pollard, James
360 Reid, J. D. ...
330 Reese, Charles
670 Smith, A. A.
550 Steger , R. ...
ACT OF 1876-CAIRNS  DISTRICT-continued.
496 Stevenson, John ... ... Conditional
581 Swift, J. H. ... ... Homestead
78 Tolson, George .. Conditional
383 Tourris, Marie Nicholas G. ditto
de Nas de
575 Treston, T. K. ... ... Homestead
255 Walker, Robert F., senr. ... Conditional
397 Wall, Andrew A. ... ... ditto
690 Walsh, Michael ... ... ditto
601 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
t607 Waugh, R. ... ... ... Homestead
554 Weinert, K. ... ... Conditional
331 Widdop, William ... ... ditto
672 Williams, Sarah gate ... ditto
Area.
A. B. P.
260 0 0
Extra survey
730 0 0
635 0 0
Extra survey
93 3 17
640 0 0
180 3 0
1,280 0 0
698 2 34
160 0 0
Survey fee
640 0 0
1,238 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
548 0 0
1,280 0 0
326 3 0
160 0 0
Extra survey
1,280 0 0
130 0 0
Extra survey
1,280 0 0
1,275 0 0
Year. Rent. Balancedue.
a  S. d. 9 S. i.
7th 26 0 0
fee... ... 26 5 11
9th 73 0 0
8th 63 10 0
fee . .. 15 18 0
6th 9 8 0
7th 64 0 0
7th 18 2 0
8th 128 0 0
7th 69 18 0
6th 2 6 8
8th 64 0 0
7th 123 16 0
8th 10 0 0
6th 2 6 8
7th 54 16 0
8th 128 0 0
6th 32 14 0
6th 1 0 0
18 6 2
fee... ... 11 5 6
7th 128 0 0
6th 1 12 6
fee... ... 4 12 11
9th 128 0 0
7th 127 10 0
158 0 0 6th 1 12 11
1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
336 0 0 7th 331" 0
240 0 0 6th 24 0 0
120 0 0 6th 12 0 0
107 0 0 6th ...
Extra survey fee... ..
164 0 0 6th 16 8 0
1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
786 2 32 6th 78 14 0
18 7 6
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
21 Adams, J. C. C, Mc. G.
9 Aeschimann, Albert
17 Bank, Commercial ...
18 Ditto ...
4 Bradley, James ...
20 Browne, George
8 Burcher, Charles W.
15 Ditto ... ...
16 Ditto ...
10 Epple, John J. F. ..
11 Gallagher, Thomas...
6 Jenkins, John B. ...,
14 Ditto
12 Ormston, Matthew G.
3 Quinn, Joseph F. ...
5 Skinner, R. A. ...
1 Wade, Thomas ...
2 Wade, Robert ...
... Conditional
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
121 2 0 6th 6 2 0
1,765 0 0 6th 88 5 0
294 3 0 6th 14 15 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
283 2 0 6th 14 4 0
241 3 0 6th 12 2 0
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
2,484 0 0 6th 124 4 0
641 0 0 6th 32 1 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
612 0 0 6th 30 12 0
Penalty ... ... 0 0 2
162 0 0 6th 0 13 6
2,182 2 0 6th 109 3 0
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
159 2 0 6th 0 13 4
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-CLERMONT DISTRICT.
310  Ali Sam, T.
245 Andrews ,  Thomas
212 Bastet ,  George
227 Berry ,  William
308 Bettridge ,  Arthur
313 Boyle , Thomas
222 Boylan ,  Patrick
251 Crosby ,  Thomas
312 Eddy, Richard
309 Hodges, A....
t 306 Holland, Thos.
302 Mead, David
295 Moat ,  Crofton
258 Ditto ...
Nature or selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Nacre of Homestead Area.
...
Capella
Capella
In a Homestead Area
Railway ...
ditto ...
57 2 12 6th 2 18 0
100 0 0 9th 5 0 0
264 0 0 10th 13 4 0
662 0 0 9th 1 33 2 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 6th 1 10 0
499 0 0 9th 24 19 0
100 0 0 8th 5  ()  0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
638 0 0 6th 62 15 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
250 0 0 6th 12 10 0
128 0 0 8th 6 8 0 18 3 6
Survey fee ... , ... 1 12 0
677
Register
No. Lessee.
ACT OF 1876-CLERMONT  DISTRICT--continued.
I I
Nature  of Selection .  Name of  Homestead Area.
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ... In a Homestead Area
Conditional ...
ditto ... In a Homestead Area
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... Capella ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ... Railway ...
Area. Year.
A. B.  P.
160 0 0 11th
350 0 0 9th
80.0 0 6th
400 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
175 0 0 9th
360 0 0 7th
30 0 0 6th
575 0 0 6th
155 0 0 10th
44 0 0 6th
640 0 0 11th
350 0 0 9th
159 3 28 6th
Rent Balancedue.
£ c. d. 1 £ s. d
3 6 8
17 10 0
0 13 4
20 0 0
3 6 8
13 2 6
36 0 0
3 0 0
43 2 6
7 15 0
0 12 10
29 6 8
17 10 0
1 6 8
186 Moat, Crofton ...
231 Ditto ... ...
299 Neill, Thomas ...
317 Niedermeyer, C. ...
314 Norton, Richard ...
244 Small, Andrew
288 Smith, Granville
316 Ditto ...
296 Trustee in Insolvency
209 Wall, Daniel ...
311 Walsh, Thomas ...
196 Weller, Arthur ...
243 Ditto ...
303 White, Charles ...
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
t11120 Auth, Edward ... ...
285 Balser, S. F. ... ...
281 Baird, Robert ... ...
147 Brodziak, L. M. .. ...
216 Callaghan, Patrick ...
146 Corbett, Patrick McNamara
145 Curle, Robert B.
140 Dick, James ...
101 Douglas, Hugh Sampson ...
111 Ditto ... ... ...
114 Douglas, Georgina... ...
282 Dowling, J.... ... ...
121 Hawkins, G. ... ...
185 Ditto ... ... ...
289 Ditto .. ... ...
139 Holzapfel, John ...
233 Houlahan, Michael ...
137 Humphreys, William R....
92 Keating ,  Jno. Ernest ...
119 Lynch, Michael ... ..
157 Madge, Richard ... ...
109 Miller, Henry ... ...
100 Miller, John ...
108 McCormack, Wm. H. ..,
161 Ditto ... .. ...
177 McNickle, Alexander ...
290 Neill, J. L. M.
277 Osmundsen, J.
158 Owen, William ... ...
253 Rodgers, Wm. ... ...
132 Saxby, Alfred R. ... ...
283 Ditto ... ... ...
184 Thygesen, C. ... ...
128 Wallace, C.  . ..
203 Wilson, Walter H. ...
280 Wilson, W. ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
441 1 20 9th
96 3 0 6th 7 5 6
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
1,023 0 0 9th 76 14 6
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
969 2 0 9th 24 5 0
1,262 0 0 9th  94  13  0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
387 0 0 10th 913 6
261 0 0 10th 6 10 6
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
200 0 0 9th 5 0 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
400 2 17 9th 10 0 4
160 0 0 7th 12 0 0
1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 0
404 0 0 11th 7 11 6
67 2 0 9th 114 0
1,000 0 0 9th 25 0 0
500 0 0 10th 12 10 0
289 3 22 10th 7 5 0
40 0 0 10th 1 0 0
350 0 0 9th 8 15 0
200 0 0 8th 5 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
778 0 0 9th 19 9 0
440 0 0 7th 22 0 0
323 0 30 9th 8 4 6
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
1,000 0 0 8th 25 0 0
1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 9
... 1,200 0 0 8th 90 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 1 131 4
Survey fee  I  ... ... 11 8 9
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-CUNNAMULLA DISTRICT.
26 Curator Intestate Estates ... Homestead ... ... 60 0 0 6th 0 5 0
32 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 59 3 28 6th 0 10 0
14 Gallagher, Edward ... ... Conditional ... ... 2,560 0 0 6th 131 10 7
12 Gofton, John ... ... ditto ... ... 150 0 0 6th 8 2 6
9 Goodwin, John ... ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
19 Hogan, Patrick W.... ... ditto ... ... 155 0 0 6th 0 12 11
25 Keane, Timothy ... ... Conditional ... ... 2,500 0 0 6th 125 0 0
7 Kenny, Michael ... ... ditto ... ... 1,240 0 0 6th 62 0 0
2 Lambert, Frederick ... Homestead ... ... 70 0 0 6th 0 5 6
31 Layden, Patrick ... ... ditto ... ... 62 0 0 6th 0 7 9
t15 Pain, Francis ... ... ditto ... ... 54 0 0 6th
t34 Power, James ... ... ditto ... ... 43 0 0 6th
27 Russell, Alfred ... ... Conditional ... ... 320 G 0 6th 16 0 0
33 Shirvington, Thomas ... ditto ... ... 1,250 0 0 6th 62 10 0
18 Warner, Robert ... ... ditto ... ... 921 0 0 6th 46 1 0
30 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 76  0 19  6th  3 17 0
678
g! Ater
No.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-DALBY DISTRICT.
Lessee.
1511 Albrecht,  August ...
1611 Anderson , C. ... ...
1651 Ashmore, J. ...
1107 Bateman ,  Thomas ...
1178 Black ,  John Young ...
1187 Black, John  Young ...
1234 Ditto
1637 Bodkin, P. F.
1540 Bowden , Wm. ...
1636 Brandt, J. ...
1616 Burton, Wm.
1594 Campbell, C.
1631 Campbell ,  N. R.... ...
1195 Ditto ... ...
1638 Cavanagli, A. ...
1157 Cavana gh, Thomas ...
1409 Cavanagh ,  Mary... ...
1108 Clarke, James ... ...
t1416 Conley, J. ... ...146t Connolly .  Archibald J. ...
1153 Conroy,  James ...
1455 Cullen, Kate
1615 Cullen, Mary ...
1387 Dale, Mary, senr.
1478 Dale, Wiliam ...
1461  Daley ,  Thlomas ...
1609 Dawson, J. , . .
1592  Doyle,  Patrick ...
1607 Doyle, K ate ...
1588 Dunne, M. ...
1098 Elborn,  Charles ...
1561 Ensor, henry ,..
1563 Ditto ...
1265 Ditto ...
1593 Fletcher, Margaret
1534 Fletcher, Andrew
1646 Fletcher, N. ...
1612 Flynn, J. ...
1156 Gallaher, Thomas
1393 Gallagher, Annie
1655 Gavin, Stephen ...
1397 Gleeson,  Martin...
l5 i2  Ditto ...
1640 Hall, T.
1218 Harris, James
1665 IIeeney, H.... ...
1400 Hogg, Francis ...
1521 Ditto ...
1226 Hunt, Nathan ...
1315 'Jacobsen, Knud A.
1652 Johnson, W. .
1653 Johnson, Samuel
1661 Keenin, J. ...
1662  Keenin,  J. B. ...
1032 Killeen, Patrick...
1663 Laine, J. J. ...
1386  Lane, Henry B. ,..
1623 Lynagh, J. ,..
1624 Lynagh, P. ...
1625 Lynagh, Mary ...
1460 Lynam, Win. ...
1626 Lynch, Ann ...
1340 Martin, James ...
1627 Miller, Wm. ...
1324  Mohoupt, Henry
1587  Morgan , Mary J.
1600  Morgan,  John ...
1618 Morgan, T. ...
1667 Morgan, W.
1648 Myers, H. C.
1198 McClelland , William ...
1272 Ditto ... ...
1513 McGregor ,  Margaret ...
1512  McGregor ,  Peter ...
1613 Ditto ... ...
1581 McGregor, R.
1664 McInnerne _v, D.... ...15-38  Ditto
1028 McLennan , Win. Murdock
1035 McLennan , Malcolm ...
1057 Ditto ... ...
Nature of selection. N acne of Iioin,  steal  Area. ar e:t.
P  r I
Year. Rent.
P  s
Conditional ... Cooranga and Charley's Ck. 1 800 0 0 7th 40 0
Balance
due.
d.I£  S  d.
0[
Homestead  ..  In a Homestead Area  ...  100 0 0 6th 1 0 10
Conditional  ...  314 0 0 6th 15 14 0
ditto  ...  In a Homestead Area  ...  320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
ditto ... .. .  1,532 0 0 9th 153 4 0
ditto  ... ...  625 0 0 9th 31 5 0
ditto ... ... 625 0 0 9th 31 5 0
Homestead ... St. Ruth  ... ...  160 1 6 6th 2 0 0
Conditional ... ... 630 0 0 7th 39 7 6
Homestead  ... ,  St. Ruth ... ... 157 0 0 6th 1 19 3
Conditional ... ... 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 160 0 0 6th  0 13  4
Conditional  ...  Jimbour  ... ...  566 0 0 6 .h 28 6 0
ditto ...  ...  800 0 0 9th 40 0 0
ditto  ...  Jimbour Exchange  ...  133 3 0 6th 10 1 0
ditto  ...  ditto .. ... 200 0 0 9th 15 0 0
ditto  ...  ditto  ... ...  194 0 0 8th 14 11 0
ditto .., In  R  Homestead Area  ...  400 0 0 10th 20 0 0
ditto ... Jimbour ... ... 267 0 0 8th 13 1 0
ditto  ...  ditto  ... ...  200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
ditto . ..  ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 0
ditto  ...  Irvin gdale ... ... 320 0 0 8 h 16 0 0
Homestead ... ditto  ... ...  160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
Conditional ... Jimbour Exchange  ...  200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
ditto Jimbour  ... 200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
ditto . .  Cumkillenbar  ... ...  525 0 0 8th 52 10 0
Homestead  ...  Irvingdale ... .. 160 0 0 Cth 1 6 8
ditto .. .  Cumkillenbar ... ... 40 0 0 6th 0 3 4
ditto . ..  Irvingdale ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
Conditional ... Jimbour ... ... 441 1 30 6th 22 2 0
ditto ...  Cecil  Plains .. . ...  1,280 0 0 10th 96 0 0
ditto ... .Jimbour  ... ...  320 0 0 7th 32 0 0
ditto  ...  ditto ... ... 222 0 0 7th 22 4 0
ditto ... ditto  ... ...  160 0 0 7th 16 0 0
Homestead  .., ...  160 0 0 6th  0 13  4
Conditional ... ... 228 0 0 7th 11 8 0
ditto ... ... 250 0 0 6th  12 10 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
Conditional  .. Jimbour  Exchange ... 200 0 0 9th 15 0 0
ditto ... ditto  ... ...  200 t) 0 8th 15 0 0
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
Conditional  ...  Irvingdale  ... ...  495 3 0 8th  24 16  0
ditto .. .  ditto  ... ...  359 1 0 7th 18 0 0
Homestead Cooranga and Charley's Ck. 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
Conditional  ...  lu a Homestead Area  ...  816 0 0 9th 61 4 p
Homestead  ...  ... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
Conditional  ...  Chinchilla  ... ... 244 0 0 8th 15 5 0
ditto .. .  ditto  ... ...  56 0 0  7th 3 10 0
ditto ... In a Homes '  ead Area  ...  673 0 0 9th 50 9 6
ditto ... 390 0 0 8th 9 15 0
Homestead  ...  Cooranga and Charley 's Ck. 156 0 0 6th 3 5 0
ditto .. .  ditto ... .,. 160 0 0 6th 1 3 6 8
ditto  ... Irvingd ale ... ... 160 0 0 6th  3 134
ditto ditto  ... ...  160 0 0 6th  3 13  4
Conditional  ...  St.  Ruth's ...  540 2 0 11th 45 1 8
Homestead  ... ...  160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
Conditional  ...  Jimbour Exchange  ...  200 0 0 8th 15 0 0
Homestead  ...  Jimbour ... .. .  41 0 0 6th  0 103
ditto ... ditto ... ...  160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
ditto ... ditto ... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
Conditional  ...  Cecil Plains and West Prairie 152 1 0 8th 15 6 0
Homestead  ...  Jimbour  ... ...  160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
Conditional  ...  St. Ruth 's ... ... 1,248 0 0 8th ,156 0 0
Homestead ditto . .. ...  160 0 0 6th  2  0 0
Conditional  ...  ditto .. ... I 525 0 0 8th , 13 2 6
Homestead  ...  In a Homestead Area  ...  160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
ditto ... Irvingdale  ... ...  80 0 0 6th 0 10 0
ditto  ...  ditto  ... ...  160 0 0 6th  1 134
ditto  ...  ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th  3 1341
ditto  ... ...  100 0 0 6th  1 13 4
Conditional ... ... 650 0 0 9th 32 10 0
ditto  ... ..  101 3 20 9th 5 2 0
ditto . ..  Cooranga and Charley 's Ck. 320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
ditto . ..  ditto  ... ...  640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
ditto ... ditto  ... ...  320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
ditto  ...  ditto ... ... 640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
ditto Irvingdale ... .., 160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
ditto ... ditto  ... ...  320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
ditto  ... Cecil  Plains .. . ...  1,000 0 0 11th 11 62 10 0
ditto ... ditto . .. ...  1,000 0 0 11th 62 10 0
ditto ,,, ditto ,,, ,,, 280 0 0 10th 1 21 0 0
Register
No.
T.
1150 McPhee ,  Angus...
1660 Ditto
955 McPherson, John
1645 Norris, E. .
1492 Norris, Thomas C.
1190 O'Briens, Michael ...
1582 O'Keefe, William
1639 O'Nei ll , J. ...
1579 Pitman, S. ...
1254 Raff ,  M. C. ...
1367 Ditto ...
1532 Ditto ...
1337 Raff ,  Jessie W. ...
1608 Rawlings , J. W....
1617 Richards, H.
1629 Riethmiiller, L....
1€30 Riethmuller, J. ...
1246 Robertson, John...
1250 Ditto ...
1422 Robertson ,  Margaret
1177 Ross ,  William ..
1544 Saunders ,  Daniel
1396 Scholefield, R. W.
1595 Sheedy, D. ... ...
1466 Sheri ',  Annie M. ...
1467 Sheri ff,  John  G.... ...
1654 Sheriff , J. G., junr. ...
1474 Sheriff ;  Rachel
1019 Simpson ,  Alexander ...
1494 Sommerfeldt ,  Charles ...
1457 Stagg ,  George H. ...
1456 Stagg ,  William ... ..•
1126 Stewart ,  Edward ...
1644 Ditto
1058 Stewart, James, junr.
1127 Ditto
1145 Ditto ...
1604 Syms, W. E. ...
1412 Ditto ...
1635 Syms, J. ...
1477 Tedford, Johnt1129 Walker, George R.
1169 Ditto ... ...
953 Whelan, Maria ...
1620 Woodland, Hannah ..
113.4 Wormwell, Henry, Admin.
istrator of
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ACT OF 1876-DALBY DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Name of  Homestead  Area. I
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
1136 Ditto ... ... ditto
1518  1 Zeller, Joseph ... ... ditto
St. Ruth' s ... ...
...  In  a Homestead Area ...
... Jimbour Exchange ...
... ' Jimbour ... ...
... Irvingdale
Cooranga and Charley's Ck.
... In a Homestead Area ...
Irvingdale ... .
Cooranga and Charley's Ck.
Jimbour
ditto
Jimbour Exchange
Jimbour ...
Irvingdale
Jimbour Exchange
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Cooranga and Charley's
Jimbour Exchange
ditto ...
In a Homestead Area
ditto ...
ditto ...
Jimbour ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
West  Prairie ...
Irvingdale ...
Area Year. Rent. Balanceduo.
A.
160
100
640
2(K)
200
36S
350
160
10()
860
388
5101,223
160
161
424
160
1,760
1,7436-10
... 200
... 245
... 342
484
... 208
... 200
... 200
... 200
1,090
Ck. 313
... 200
... 200
160
100
500
240
... Cooranga and *Charley's Ck.
100
430
200
500
200
90
26
960
160
317
R. P. (  £ s. d. £ s, d.
0 0 9tb 4 0 0
0 0. 6th 5 0 0
0 0 11th 8 0 0
0 0 6th 15 0 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 9th 18 8 0
0 0 7th  11' 10  0
() 0 6th 2 0 0
0 0 7th 5 0 0
0 0 9th 53  10,  0
0 0 8th 24 5 0
0 0 7th 25 10 0
0 0 8th 61 3 0
0 0 6th 1 6 8
2 0 6th 1 13 9
0 0 6th 21 4 0
0 0 6th 2 2 9
0 0 9th 88 0 0
0 0 9th 87 0 0
0 0 8th 48 0 0
0 0 9th 15 0 0
0 0 7th 12 5 0
0 0 8th 17 2 0
0 0 6th 24 4 0
0 0 8th 15 12 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 6th 15 0 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
3 17 11th 72 14 8
0 0 8th 1513 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 9th 16 0 0
0 0 6th 7 10 0
0 0 10th 37 10 0
0 0 9th 24 0 0
0 0 9th 10 0 0
0 0 6th 2110 0
0 0 8th 10 0 0
0 0 6th 25 0 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 9th 1 0 0
1 1 9th 2 0 6
0 0 11th 15 19 10
0 0 6th 1 13 4
0 0 9th 23 15 6
295 0 0 9th 22 2 6
1,000 0 0 7th 50 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
49 Baxter, S. ... ... ...
13 Cadell, James John ...
37 Ditto ... ... ...
68 Chay, Jane ... ... ...
25 Connolly, Francis G. ...
58 Doherty, J. M.
63 Foster, H.
53 Hampson , W. J. ...
45 Harris , J. W. ...
56 Harris , J. .. ..
20 Humphrey , William
38 Humphrey , A. M....
60 Jones, Lydia ...
61 Jones,  J. E. ...
41 Maltby, A. P.
31 Moreton ,  Berkeley B. ...
65 McCord , W. F.
73 McDonald , A. ...
47 Ottermi ller,  H., junior ...
55 Ottermiller ,  Henry ...
52 Sinn, Joseph ... ...
33 Taylor,  John ... ...
50 Taylor ,  James ... ...
44 Trusz, H.. junr . ... ...
66 Wall , R. M. ...
35 Watson ,  Thomas ... ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Ideraway
Ideraway ... ... ...
Mount Debateable ... ...
In a Homestead Area ...
Ideraway ... ...
Mount Debateable ... ...
Woodmiller ...
ditto ...
... Ideraway ... ...
... Ideraway .. ...
... In a Homestead Area
... ditto ... ...
... Ideraway ... ...
ditto
.,, In a Homestead Area
320 0 0 6th 24 0 0
850 0 0 8th 42 10 0
1,205 0 0 6th 60 5 0
159 0 0 6th 3 6 3
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
500 0 0 6th 25 0 0
119 0 0 6th 2 4 7
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
224 0 0 8th 11 4 01,272 0 0 6th 63 12 0
59 0 0 6th 0 19 8
39 0 0 6th 0 13 0
318 0 0 6th 15 18 0
1,000 0 0 7th 50 0 0
1,500 0 0 6th 75 0 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
1,269 0 0 6th 79 6 3
640 0 0 7th 40 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
79 0 0  6th  016 5
1,534 0 0 6th 76 14 0
328 0 0 7th 20 10 0
$1
680
Register
No.
CROWN LANDS ALIEN 1TION ACT  OF 1876-GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Lessee. Nature of  Sel..•tion.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Calliope
553 Archer, J. ... ...
554 Archer, R. S. ... ...
559 Baker, John... ...
445 Barnett, E. and B. L.
506 Bledden, John ... ...
465 Coase, Henry Thomas ...
504 Dickinson, John ... ...
544 Duckham, J. D. ... ...
545 Duckham, C. M.
550 Farmer, T. ... ... ...
551 Farmer, J. H. ... ...
451 Ferguson, George ...
446 Fisher, Wm. ...
482 Harrison, R. A. Edward ...
526 Harvey, Robert ...
516 Harvey, Robert James ...
496 Jensen, Soren P. ...
515 Lutton, Thomas ... ...
524 Lutton, James ... ...
525 Lutton, Wm. .. ...
538 Lutton, C. ... ...
459 Mackay, William ...
460 Ditto .. ...
479 Menzies, John Newbery ...
475 Menzies, John ...
489 Morley, P. Atkinson ...
467 McBratney, James ...
469 McGuire, Charles ... ...
476 Neill, Huh... ... ...
448 Parsloe, Henry ... ...
532 Pershouse, W., junr. ...
458 Pujolas, Francis ... ...
477 Stirrat, David ... ...
521 Threadingham, H., senr. ...
471 Ullman, Joseph ... ...
466 Vallis, Abel ... ...
487 Vallis, Abel ... ...
474 Wanmer, James ... ...
556 Wright, G....
533 Watt, W . W. ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ... Carrara ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... Mount Larcombe ...
ditto ... Riverstone ... ...
ditto ... In a Homestead Area
ditto ... Mount Larcombe ...
ditto ... ditto ... ...
ditto ... ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... Riverstone ...
ditto ... Calliope ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... Calliope
ditto
Name of Ilona stead .1re a. Area.
A.
2,560
2,560
40
100
640
110
628
160
160
396
199
705
80
245
52
450
453
1,280
1,280
1,280
338
41
75
5,120
5,120
640
325
640
5,074
90
120
67
549
80
68
640
247
52
40
109
Year. Rent. Balanceduo.
P. P.I £ e.  d. £ s tl
0 0 6th 128 0 0
0 0 6th 128 0 0
(0 n 6th 2 0 0
0 0  11th  0 16 8
0 0 9th 16 0 0
0 0 10th 2 15 0
0 0 9th 15 14 0
0 0 6th 2 13 4
0 0 6th 2 13 4 1
0 16 6th 19 16 2
3 20 6th 10 0 0
0 0 10th 17 12 6
0 0 11th 013 4
0 0 9th 6 2 6
0 0 7th 2 12 0
0 0 8th 22 10 0
0 0 9th 16 19 9
0 0 8th 64 0 0
0 0 7th 64 0 0
0 0 7th 64 0 0
0 0 6th 16 18 0
1 9 10th 2 2 0
0 0 10th 3 15 0
0 0 9th 256 0 0
0 0 9th 256 0 0
0 0 9th 16 0 0
0 0 10th 8 2 6
0 0 10th 16 0 0
0 0 9th 126 17 0
0 0 11th 0 18 9
0 0 6th 6 0 0
0 0 10th 3 7 0
0 0 9th 13 14 6
0 0 8th 3 0 0
0 0 10th 3 8 0
0 0 10th 16 0 0
0 0 9th 6 3 6
0 0 9th 1 6 0
0 0 6th 2 0 0
3 0 6th 5 10 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
115 Dowding, R. E. ... ... Conditional ... Goondiwindi
106 Hunter, Thomas ... ... ditto ...
104 Lucas, William ... ... ditto ...
t114 Rainbow, Thos. William ... ditto ... ...
71 Treweeke, William Henry ditto ... ...
111 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
112 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
640 0 0 6th 24 0 0
640 0 0 8th 24 0 0
2,560 0 0 8th 96 0 0
639 0 0 6th 17 4 3
1,787 0 0 10th 67 0 3
220 0 0 6th 8 5 0
553 0 0 6th 20 14 9
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-GYMPIE DISTRICT.
1339 Abdy, Thomas
1662 Allen, Thomas H.
1480 Andrew, William
1522 Andrews , James, senr.
1700 Appleby, Thomas
1524 Atkinson, John B.
1533 Bauer, Bendick ...
1490  Beausang , William
1692 Beresford, Charles ..
1688 Bonney, Charles Alexander
131x5 Bradford, Wm....
1281 Brede, John ...
1355 Bull, Thomas
1693 Bundesen, Peter A.
1633 Burgess, Henry C.
1292 Butler, Isaac ...
1645 Callaghan, Henry
1665 Caulley, Thomas
1673 Chippendall, Albert H.
1671 Clarke, J. IN. ...
1631 Conway, John ...
1687 Corry, Ellen ..
1656 Crossman, Joseph
1423 Cunningham, A....
1478 Cunningham, R. M.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Railway
ditto
ditto ... Railway ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... Miva ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Gootchie ...
150 0 0
44 2 0
640 0 0
590 0 0
342 0 0
1,429 0 0
640 0 0
215 0 0
55 ) 0
659 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0
282 0 0
48 1 16
156 0 0
205 0 0
40 0 0
152 3 20
1,280 0 0
825 0 0
84 0 0
321 0 0
321 0 0
360 0 0
632 0 0
9th 3 15 0
6th 0 5 7
8th 16 0 0
8th 14 15 0
6th 17 2 0
8th 35 14 6
8th 16 0 0
8th 5 7 6
6th 215 0
6th 34 14 0
9th 1 10 0
10th 2 10 0
9th 7 1 0
6th 0 12 3
6th 0 6 6
10th 5 2 6
6th 2 0 0
6th 7 13 0
6th 64 0 0
6th 41 5 0
6tb 4 4 0
6th 16 1 0
6th 12 0 9
9th 9 0 0
8th 23 14 0
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ACT OF 1876-GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
egNter
No. Lessee.
-Nature of Selection. \aine  of llotntstead Area. Area. Year. Relit. Balancedue.
I
_A R. P.  1 £ .c.--[ d.1 £ s. d.
1718  Cunningham, C. T. Homestead 146 0 0 6th  2 It 9
Bridget Conditional1705  Daly Widgee 627 0 0 6th  31 7 0,
1451  Davies ,  Archibald, junr.  ditto 1,280 0 0 ' 8th  32 0 0
1680  Diver, Samuel ... Homestead .,, Gootcllie 130 1 0 ' 6th  1 0 9
1502  Dowzer,  Geo.  ... Conditional 2,560 0 0 8th  64 0 0
1391 Drain, C. S. A.  ... ditto 785 0 0 9th 19 12 6
1681  Dray, Patrick ... ... Homestead Widgee 80 0 0 6th 0 13 4
1708  Ditto ...  ditto ditto 77 0 0 6th 1 5 8
1720  Eaton ,  Julia ... ... Conditional 1,280 0 0 6th  96 0 0
1740  Elworthy, William ... ditto 640 0 0 6th  32 0 0
1591  Ezzy, Abraham ...  ditto 877 0 0 7th 43 17 0
1676  Foy, Lawrence ... Homestead Widgee 80 0 0 ' 6th  0 13 4
1721  Ditto ...  ... ditto ditto 35 2 0 6th  013 6
1374  Galloway, C.  ... Conditional 320 0 0 9th  8 0 0
1435  Gesch, William ...  ditto Miva ... 74 0 0 9th 2 15 6
1418  Gilbert, Robert G.  ditto 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1719  Giles, Richard  ditto 1,280 0 0 6th  96 0 0
1459  Gluch, Robert  ditto 97 0 0 8th  2 8 6
1585  Gordon ,  Henry ... ditto 232 0 0 1 7th 11 12 0
1510  Green ,  Jabez ...  ditto 1,886 0 0 8th  47 3 0
1729  Griffiths , F. H....  ditto ... Gootchie 314 0 0 6th  11 15 6
1728  Hall, Wm. ditt 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
1607  Hansen, Niels ditto 120 3 0 7th 6 1 0
1244  Harvey, Henry  Melrose  ditto 200 0 0 11th  3 6 8
1653  Hay, Walter .  ditto 1,186 0 0 6th  44 9 6
1352  11 enderson ,  Jessie  ditto 1,586 0 0 9th  39 13 0
1531  Ditto ...  ditto 840 0 0 8th 21 0 0
1696 Henderson ,  Robert  ditto Railway ... 1793 19 6th 9 0 0
1702 Homesteadsen Karl JHennin ditto 1 160 0 0 6th  2 6 8
1488
,g . ...Hoffmann, Julius H. .. Conditional Miva ... ...... 322 0 0 8th 12 1 6
1678 Holdsworth, John ... ditto 40 0 0 6th  2 0 0
1621  Hunter. Robert ...  ... ditto 40 0 0 , 7th  2  0 0
1254 Jorgensen, Oluf...  ... ditto Railway 313 3 0 11th 10 9 4
1717  Keliher, John ... Homestead ditto 160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
1456  Kelly, John M.... ... Conditional 203 0 0 8th 15 4 6
1341  Kemsley ,  Francis ... ditto 75 0 0 9th  1 17 6
1382  Ditto ... ... ditto 201 0 0 9th  5 0 6
1261  Kennedy, John  ditto 40) 0 0 loth  10 0 0
13-10  Ditto ... ditto 360 0 0 9th 11 0 0
1597  Ditto ... ... ditto 215 0 0 7th 10 15 0
1667  Keyser ,  Joseph ... ... Homestead 110 0 0, 6th 0 13 9
1712  Kneale ,  William ... Conditional 321 0 0 6th 16 1 0
1499  Kreutzmann, Henry ... ditto 2,551 2 22 8th 63 15 10
1609  Laurie, William ...  ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
ditto13G.i  Leahy Michael 194 2 0 9th 4 17 3, ...
ditto162S  Ditto 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0. ...
1650  Lindert, F anz P. ... ditto 1,030 0 0 6th 51 10 0
1313  Lindsay ,  John ... ditto Railway 100 0 0 10th 5 0 0
1314  Lock, Robert ... ... ditto 31 0 0 10th 0 15 6
1248  Lorensen ,  Peter ... ... ditto 71 1 0 1 11th 0 15 0
1438  Ditto ... ... ditto 67 220  9th 1 14 0
1670  Malclio, Fritz ... Homestead Railway 112 0 0 6th 0 14 0
1736  Mant ,  M. G. ... Conditional 1,492 0 0 6th  74 12 0
1741  Mellor,  James ... ditto 328 3 34 6th  16 9 0
1286  Moessinger ,  Godfrey Adam ditto 1,120 0 0 10th 23 0 0
1690  Moessinger ,  Wm. Chas ... Homestead 1 160 0 0 6th  2 0 0
1691  Moessinger, G. L.  Conditional ... 502 0 0 6th 25 2 0
1332  Mogan ,  John ... ditto ... 80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
1677  Morton, I homas ditto ... 40 0 0 ' 6th 2 0 0
1366  McCarthy, James ditto ... 321 0 0 9th 8 0 6
1414  McCarthy ,  Johanna  ditto ... 160 0 0 8th 1 4 0 0
1629  McCarthy, Mary ditto ... 80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
1672  McGill, John, senior ditto ... 321 0 0 6th 16 1 0
1704  McGill, John ditto ...  321 0 0' 6.h 16 1 0
1675  McGrath, A i ichael ditto ...  381 0 0 6th 19 1 0
1726  McIntosh ,  Donald ditto . ..  Widgee 50 0 0 6th 2 10 0
1663  Ditto ditto ... ditto  310 0 0 6th 15 10 0
1309  Nahrung, Konrad ditto ...  320 0 0 10th  8 0 0'
1525  Ditto .,. ditto ...  225 2 0 1 8th 5 13 0
1658  Nie uann, H. ... ditto ... Widgee  380 0 0 6th  19 0 0
1498  O Brien, Thomas ditto 510 0 0 8th 12 15 0
1714  O'Brien, Michael J. ditto 100 0 0 6th  5 0 0
1743  O'Brien, William ditto . .. Widgee  640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
1682  Ogilvie ,  Janet ... ditto ... 800 0 0 6th  40 0 0
1364  O'Keefe, John ... ditto ... Gootchie  95 0 0, 9th  3 7 6
1378  Ditto ditto ... ditto  360 0 0 9th  18 0 0
1738  O'Sullivan, C.  M.  ditto ... Widgee  53 0 0 6th 2 13 0
1279  Pack, John ...  ditto ... 342 0 0 ZOtli  8 11 0
1297  Ditto ...  ditto ... 428 0 0 10th 10 14 0
ditto1313  Palmes J E 640 0 0 9th  24 0 0....  ., .
1506  Paterson,  James, junr. go. I ditto  .,. Gootcllie  640 0 0 i 8th  24 0 0
Register
No. Lessee.
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ACT OF 1876-GYMPIE  DISTRICT --continued.
Nature of Selection .  Name of Homestead Area.
;Conditional ... Gootchie
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Tahiti ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Tahiti ...
ditto ... Widgee
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... ditto
Homestead ... ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ... Widgee ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Widgee ...
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... Imbil ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 3 ootchie
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... Railway
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... Widgee
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... Imbil
ditto ... Widgee
Area. Year. Bent. Balancedue.
A. R. P. J  £ s. d. £ a.  d.
... ... I 634 0 0 8th 23 15 6
300 0 0 9th 7 10 0
130 0 0 6th 0 10 10
30 0 0 6th 0 13 9
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
250 0 0 10th 6 5 0
... ... 359 0 0 9th 17 19 0
365 0 0 6th 18 5 0
553 0 0 6th 27 13 01,267 0 0 9th 63 7 0
... 321 0 0 7th 16 1 0
... ...I 572 0 0 6th 28 12 0
... ... 54 0 0 6th 214 0
... 160 0 0 6th 5 19 4
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
400 0 0 9th 20 0 0
400 0 0 6th 20 0 0
1,070 0 0 6th 53 10 02,300 0 0 8th 57 10 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
11,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
,3,922 0 0 6th 196 2 0
... ... 1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
630 0 0 8th 15 15 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
1,200 0 0 9th 30 a 0
1,607 0 0 8th 40 3 6
5,120 0 0 6th 256 0 0
4,900 0 0 6th 245 0 0
320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
510 0 0 6th 25 10 0
.,. .,. 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
... .., 549 0 0 6th 41 3 6
593 0 0 6th 29 13 0
.. , , , 1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
131 1 24 10th 4 19 0
1,264 0 0 6th 63 4 0
300 0 0 9th 7 10 0
... .,, 1 686 0 0 8th 25 14 6
1509 Paterson ,  William ...
1376 Pedersen , E. ... ...
1648 Pedersen ,  Herman ...
1742 Ditto ...
1734 Petersen , A. H.... ...
1278 Poulsen, Lars ... ...
1433 Power ,  David ... ...
1745 Ditto ... ...
1683 Power ,  F. I. ... ..
1354 Ditto
1598 Purcell , Michael ...
1698 Ditto ... ...
1722  Ditto ...
1686 Purser ,  Francis A. ...
1640 Richardson, Moses
1413 Rodney ,  James ... ...
1735 Ditto ... ...
1703 Rose ,  Thomas .,. ...
1487 Rowland ,  Edgar ...
1723 Ryland ,  John ...
1684 Schacht ,  Charles W. ...
1284 Schofield ,  John .. ...
1721 Scougall, Richd. W. ...
1695 Shanahan ,  John ... ...
1504 Sinclair ,  David ... ...
1584 Skyring ,  Daniel ... ...
1334 Skyring ,  Zachariah ...
1519 Ditto ...
1707 Smith ,  Lawrence S. ...
1732 Smith ,  Edward Thomas ...
1375 Smyth ,  William... ...
1737 Sorensen ,  Niels ... ...
1711 Standen ,  Thos., junr. ...
1689 Ditto
...
...
1730 Standen , T. ... ...
1635 Sterling ,  George ... ...
1310 Stockden ,  Wyatt ...
1731 Stotten, J. .. ...
1424 Stratford ,  John ... ...
1541 Stuckey, G. ... ...
1733  Tamlyn,  Wm. . , ,
1654 Tatford ,  George ...
1268 Thomas, M. T. .,. ...
1361 Thompson ,  John... ...
1302 Thompson ,  Andrew ...
1739 Walker , F. C. ...
1706 Warhurst ,  Samuel ...
1521 Wason ,  James ... ...
1725 Wason , L. L. ... ...
1412 Webb ,  G. Slater... ...
1450 Ditto ...
1520 Whelan ,  Michael .,.
1727 Wooster ,  Wil li am
500 0 0 6th 25 0 0
361 0 0 6th 13 10 9
495 0 0 10th 24 15 0
780 0 0 9th 39 0 0
464 0 0 10th 11 12 0
817 0 0 6th 40 17 0
, , , ... 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
120 0 0 8th 3 0 0
129 0 0 6th 6 9 0
,., ... 600 0 0 9th 30 0 0
.,. .,, 240 0 0 Sth 12 0 0
,.. 837 0 0 8th 41 17 0
... 406 3 0 6th 20 7 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-HELIDON DISTRICT.
939 ( O'Sullivan, William ... I Conditional ,,. I ... 98 1 0 1 11th 1 2 17 11
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-HERBERTON DISTRICT.
214 Atkinson, E. ... ... Conditional ...
209 Borgert, Jurgen ... ... Homestead ...
159 Carr, Wm. T. .. Conditional ...
109 Gulliver, Thomas Allen ... ditto ...
208 Halfpapp, F. ,.. ... Homestead ..,
221 Ham, J. C. ... ... Conditional ..,
225  Ham, T. E. ... ... ditto ...
37 Jack, William ... ... ditto ...
89 Jackson, John ... ... ditto ...
184 Jackson, George ... ... ditto ...
186 Jackson, James ... ... ditto ...
219 Johns, S., aunr. ... ... Homestead ...
220 Keane, C. D. ... ... Conditional ...
11113 Kearney, Kate Mary ... ditto ...
217 Lipscombe, J. ... ... Homestead ...
104 Love, Jas. Simpson ... Conditional ...
200 0 0 6th 20 0 0
159 2 0 6th 1 0 0
160 0 0 7th 16 0 0
320 0 0 8th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 128 0 0
550  0 0 6th 55 0 0
317 0 0 8th 31 14 0
1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
320 0 0 7th 32 0 0
359 3 0 7th 36 0 0
162 0 0 6th 2 14 0
640 0 0 6th 64 0 0
Extra survey fee...  ...  16 18 0
316 0 0 8th 29 1 4
Extra survey fee... 11 4 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
316 0 0 8th 31 12 0
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ACT OF 1876--IIERBERTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
185
124
228
45
211
215
179
226
182
210
121
106
114
10
Molloy, Patrick ...
Moran, Jerome ...
McDonald, W. ...
Newell, James ...
Peake, T. ...
Pink, T. ...
Quinlan, Thomas...
.Nankin, E. B. ...
Sullivan, John ...
Travers, Vernon ...
Turnbull, Wallace
Wilde, A. J. ...
Ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Name  of Homestead Area. Area. Year. Rent.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-HUGHENDEN DISTRICT.
McLean,  James ... .. . I  Conditional  ... I  In a Homestead Area  ... (  319 3 0 l 7th
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION
477 Abrahams, Albert ... ...  Conditional ...
333 Allingham, Johnston ... ditto
515 Andrews, T. E. ... ... ditto
314 Atkinson, James ... ... ditto
548 Atkinson, H. J. ... ... ditto
524A Barret, T. L. ... ... ditto
500 Boyd, R. M. ... ... ditto
526A Boyle, John ... ... ditto
446 Bridge, Edward ... ... ditto
273 Broad, John ... ... ditto ...
499 Broad, W. H. ... ... ditto ...
526B Caird, T. ... ... ... Homestead ...
409 Campbell, Alexander .. Conditional ...
363A Cannan, John Kearsey ... ditto ...
524 Carr, A. W. ... ... ditto ...
505 Cassady, F. A. ... ... ditto ...
458 Cassady, James ... ... ditto ...
489 Ditto . ... ... ditto ...
554 Castling, W.
.J. ... 
325 Cowley, A. S. ... ... ditto ...
349 Cowley, Lewis Jesse .. ditto ...
553 Cummins, Albert Edward... ditto ...
285 Curator of Intestate Estates ditto ...
468A Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
420 Gardiner, Francis Cashel ... ditto ...
230 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
3311 Grimes, James W.... ... ditto ...
405 Harvey, James ... ... ditto
Sit Hawkins, John J. ... ... ditto
245B Henry, Isaac ... ... ditto
395A Hopkins, T. H. ... ... ditto
328 Hull, John ... ... ditto
521 Hutton, D. ... ... ... Homestead
519 Jacobson, S. ... ... ditto
520 Jacobson, E. .. ... ditto
474 Johnson, Frederick ... Conditional
287 Jones, Albert Price ... ditto
518B Keogh, D. ... ... ... Homestead
335 Loder, John R. ... ... Conditional
413 Lynn, Bryan ... ... ditto
486 Moore, F. J.  ...  ... ditto
418 McAuslan, Anna Maria ... ditto
448 Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto
421 McCauley, Owen ... ditto
523A Pennefather, C. E. de F. ... ditte
517 Perry, R.
334 Philp, John ... ...
536 Philp, R.
3311 Primrose, Francis A.
498 Radford, E. J. ...
516 Ilegazzoli, F. .
41611 Russell, Edward K.
430v -Russell, Charles S....
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
32 0 0
 .  B. p.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
500 2 20 7th 50 2 0
320 2 0 8th 32 2 0
162 0 0 6th 3 14 3
320 0 0 8th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
40 0 0 7th 4 0 0
870 0 0 6th 87 0 0
160 0 0 7th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
400 0 0 8th 40 0 0
640 0 0 8th 64 0 0
640 0 0 8th 64 0 0
ACT OF 1876-INGHAM DISTRICT.
300 0 0 7th
1,280 0 0 9th
100 0 0 6th
1,280 0 0 9th
1,280 0 0 6th
320 1 0 6th
632 0 0 6th
100 0 0 6th
Extra survey fee ...
136 0 0 7th
4,850 0 0 9th
1,205 0 0 7th
160 0 0 6th
193 0 36 8th
930 0 0 8th
570 0 0 6th
503 0 0 7th
234 0 0 7th
410 0 0 7th
1,280 0 0 6th
1,280 0 0 9th
1,281) 0 0 8th
60 0 0 6th
150 0 0 9th
320 0 0 7th
380 0 0 8th
914 0 0 10th
1,280 0 0 9th
202 0 0 8th
1,280 0 0 9th
5,120 0 0  10th
1,280 0 0 8th
300 0 0 9th
159 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
2,490 0 0 7th
480 0 0 9th
160 0 0 6th
Extra survey fee...
450 0 0 9th
640 0 0 8th
120 0 0 7th
350 0 0 8th
200 0 0 7th
1,280 0 0 8th
1,280 0 0 6th
Extra survey fee ...
160 0 0 6th
1,330 0 0 9th
640 0 0 6th
640 0 0 9th
1,280 0 0 7th
160 0 0 6th
1,280 0 0 8th
640 0 0 8th
Extra surveys fee ...
22 10 0
96 0 0
7 10 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
24 1 6
47 8 0
7 10 0
10 4 0
303 2 6
90 7 6
1 13 4
14 9 10
69 15 0
42 15 0
37 14 6
17 11 0
30 15 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
4 10 0
11 5 0
24 0 0
28 10 0
22 17 0
96 0 0
15 3 0
96 0 0
128 0 0
128 0 0
22 10 0
1 6 6
1 6 8
1 6 8
124 10 0
36 0 0
1 6 8
33 15 0
Balance
due.
16 0 1
12 0 6
48 0 0
9 0 0
26 5 0
15 0 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
48 14 9
0 13 4
99 15 0
48 0 0
48 0 0
96 0 0
0 13 4
96 0 0
48 0 0
{ ... 42 18 0
684
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ACT OF 1876-INGHAM  DISTRICT- contint ed.
528 Sheridan. J. McI.,
Haig, H. G.
545 Sjoroos, J. F. ...
346 Smith, Sidney ...
522 Stevens, C. ...
324 Stone, Henry ...
540 Sullivan, D... ...
337 Traill, Sydney Robert
326 White, William T.
226 Wickham, George ...
518c Wildson, L. N. ...
518D
537
Wildsoet, M. W. ...
Wood, C. F. ...
Nature of Selection.
andConditional
... Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Name of IIomeetead Area.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
120 Brown ,  John ... ... Conditional ...
121 Browne ,  James Joseph  ...  Homestead ...
112 Burton ,  John N. .. .  ditto ...
50 Charles , John ... ...  Conditional ...
111 Corfield,  Henry A. ... Homestead  ...  Texas...
94 Devine ,  Alfred .E. ... Conditional ...
114 Donovan ,  Susan J . ...  Homestead ...
100 Elms, John . .. ...  ditto ...
87 Ezzy , Albert ...  Conditional ...
112A Gray, William R. ... ditto ...
112B Gray , George C. ...  Homestead ...
81 Grecnup, Edgar B. ... Conditional
110 Groves, William ... Homestead
118 Guinan, Patrick ... ... ditto
88 Hain, John .. ... Conditional
106 Heff ernan  William Homestead
Texas...
, ... ...
119 Hetherington. Richard A.... Conditional ... Gunyan
42 Kleinhauss, J. F. ... ditto
109 McBean, John ... ... Homestead ... Texas ...
108 O'Connor, Timothy ... ditto ... ditto
117 floss, Margaret ... ... ditto ... Terrica ...
68 Schneider, Adam ... Conditional ... Gunyan
92 Sharp, David ... ... ditto
102 Slack, Joseph ... Homestead
113 Ste Croix, Aaron de ... ditto
101 Sutherland ,  Donald S.  ...  Conditional
75 Wright,  William  ...  ditto
640 0 0 6th 32 0 010  0 C 6th 3 1.3 4
155 0 0 6th 1 5 10
80 0 0 9th 4 0 0
159 0 0 6th 1 6 6
319 0 0 7th 15 19 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
2,400 0 0 7th 120 0 0
40 0 0 6th 0 6 8
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
040 0 0 6th 24 0 0
40 0 0 11th 0 13 4
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
317 0 0 8th 11 17 9
2,213 0 0 7th 110 13 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
6  ; 0 0 6th 3 0 0
1,41J 0 0 1 8th 72 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-IPSWICII DISTRICT
7258 Abbott, Robert C.
6554 Alcorn, William, junr.
6666 Ditto
7149 Alcorn, David
5412 Alexander, Jane...
6254 Allen, John C. ...
7562 Allen, T. ..
7305 Anderson, George W.
7404 Ditto ...
7126 Anthony, Margaret
7125 Armstrong, James
6444 Ashton, John
5306 Austin. John H....
7310 Badrick, George...
5557  Baker, Alfred ...
7487 Ballard, G. T.
7498 Ballard, G. T., junr.
6760 Barlow, Mary ...
7288 Barnes, John ...
7334 Ditto ...
117230 Baxter, James ...
5925 Beckwith, Thomas
6830 Ditto ...
5999 Beer, John ...
7 303 Bell, James ...
6769 Bennet, Annie ...
5767 Best, John
5342 Beverley, Wm. G.
5526  Beverley, Richard
5713 Beverley, Ebenezer
Homestead ...
Conditional ... Coochin
ditto ... ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... Fassifern
ditto ...
... ditto
... dittodit+n
... Homestead
ditto ... Cressbrook ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead
... Conditional Mount Brisbane ...
... Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional
... Homestead ... Mount Brisbane ...
Conditional ... Dugandan ...
ditto ditto
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... Cressbrook ...
... Conditional
ditto ... Grandchester ...
... ditto
.. ditto
ditto
Area
4 ., T
1,280 0 0
Year. Rent. Balancedue.
{' ,7 P
6th 96 0 0
160 0 0' 6th 3 0 0
268 0 0 8th 20 2 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 0
640 0 0 6th 48 0 0
1.000 0 0 9th 75 0 0
1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 0
200 0 0 10th 5 0 0
159 3 30 6th 1 6 8
Extra survey fee ... ... 3 12 5
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
Extra survey fee ... ... 3 12 5
640 0  0  6th 48 0 0
1876-INGLEWOOD DISTRICT.
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
... X06 0 0 8th 15 9 0
36 0 0 7th 2 14 0
. 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
400 0 0 11th 123 18 4
910 0 0 9th 34 2 6
420 0 0 6th 15 15 0
636 0 0 6th 31 16 0
636 0 0 6th 31 16 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
320 0 0 11th 2 13 4
125 3 0 6th 1 6 3
383 2 0 10th 16 1 6
160 0 0 6th ' 3 6 8
160 0 0 699 3 6 8
480 0 0 7th 24 0 0
146 3 0 6th 1 10 7
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
,,, 44 0 0 6th , 0 2 5
... 193 2 0, 9th 7 5 2
... 250 0 0 7th 9 7 6
168 3 22 9th 4 4 6
... 160 0 0 , 6th 1 13 4
53 2 17 ' 7th 1 2 14 0
91 1 24 10th  4 12  0
200 0 0  lit),  12 10 0
200 0 0 loth 5 0 0
200 0 0 10th 5 0 0
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ACT OF 1876-IPSWICH  DISTRICT-continued.
7338 Bigan ,  Michael ...
6250 Blackie ,  Robert ...
7193 Blank ,  Christian
5369 Bolden ,  Lemuel ...
6543 Bonney, Thomas E.
7499 Bonney, W. G. ...
6859 Bourke, Richard ...
7569 Bowdon, A.
7566 Bowman ,  Arthur M.
7199 Bowman, F. J. M.
7565 Bowman ,  H. M....
7523 Boyd, A.  J. W....
7014 Brady ,  John R....
7188 Brennan, Thomas
7146 Brennan ,  Thos. ...
6587 Brennan ,  William
7299 Brennan, Hugh ...
734.7 Brennan, Bridget ..
5693 Brimblecombe, William S.
5764 Brown, John ..
6973 Brown, David L.
6980 Brown, Robert ...
7378 Brown, James ...
5416 Browne, David ...
7483 Bryant, Jane ...
6286 Buckley, Timothy
7522 Ditto ...
7291 Bullock, Albert ...
7476 Burrows, John ...
7183 Burt, Thomas
7306 Butterfield, Christian
7307 Butterfield, Frederick
6079 Byrne, Rody ...
6390 Cameron, S. D. ...
6435 Campbell, John ...
6436 Ditto ..
7174 Cannon, Michael
7290 Carless, Albert ...
5871 Carew, Michael ...
6773 Ditto ...
7516 Carew, D. M.
7314 Case, William
7254 Chambers, Frederick
6373 Chapman. G. F....
7342 Clique, James
x7255 Christensen, Niels C.
7296 Conroy, Hugh ...
7144 Conroy, Bridget ...
7405 Conroy, Hugh, junr.
6003 Coogan, Thomas John
7503 Copley,  James ... ...
7363 Corcoran, George
7458 Corkin, John ...
7192 Crack, Dick ...
5911 Cribb, Benjamin...
6540 Crosthwaite, Robert
7435 Cutler, John T. ...
7100 Dallinger, Wilhelm
7323  Dalton, James .. .
7318 Davis, John ...
6440 Dear, Samuel
7238 Dear, Robert J. , . .
7463 Dear, Charles ...
5752  Deckfos, Herman
7226 Dempster, John ...
6080 Dickens, Samuel...
6473 Ditto
7281 Dickens, Samuel, junr.
6153 Dickens, James ...
7311 Dieckmann, Hermann
6381 Dobbie, William
7392 Dodt, Adolph A.
7120 Dredge, Alfred ...
7380 Duncan, Peter ...
7386 Ditto ...
7370 Duncan, Alexander, junr....
7389 Duncan, Robert F. ...
117295 Duncke, F. H. A. ...
7517 Dunlop, Janet ... ...
5878 Dunlop, James ... ...
6129 Dwyer, Philip ... ...
Nature of Selection .  Name of Romesteal Area.
Homestead ... I Franklyn Vale ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ... i
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Mount  Brisbane
ditto
Cressbrook
ditto
Eskdale
ditto
Coochin
Eskdale...
ditto
Fassifern ...
Cressbrook
Helidon
Cressbrook
Cabbage Tree ...
Grandchester ...
Mount  Brisbane ...
Buaraba ...
Grandchester ...
Rosewood
Mount  Brisbane ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Franklyn  Vale ...
...
...
.
...
Coochin...
Eskdale
Wivenhoe
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... 1Franklyn Vale ...
... Mount
...
...
...
...
Brisbane
Mount  Brisbane
ditto ...
Helidon...
Mount  Brisbane ...
Cressbrook
ditto
Area.
I A. 1;. P.
... 120 0 0
520 0 0
152 0 0
287 0 0
... ' 57  0 0
... 400 0 0
160 0 0
... 157 0 0
306 0 0
331 0 0
160 0 0
196 0 0
240 0 0
302 0 0
180 0 0
199 3 27
80 0 0
54 1 0
290 0 0
266 0 0
687 0 0
100 0 0
155  0 0
80 0 0
620 0 0
320 0 0
196 0 0
160 0 0
70 1 0
163 1 0
174 0 0
157 2 0
232 0 0
100 0 0
628 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
8000
51 0 0
160 0 0
400 0 0
125 0 0
300 0 0
160 0 0
5 3 35
434 0 0
100 0 0
156 0 0
... 500 0 0
... 160 0 0
640 0 0
... 160 0 0
163 3 0
1,280 0 0
42 1 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
357 0 0
116 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
62 0 0
57 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0
115 0 0
117 0 0
160 0 0
92 2 13
160 0 0
99 3 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
161 0 7
160 0 0
382 0 0
150 0 0
Year. Rent.
6th
9th
6th
11th
8th
6th
7th
5th
6th
6th
6th
6th
7th
6th
6th
8th
6th
6th
10th
10th
7th
7th
6th
11th
6th
8th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
9th
8th
8th
8th
6th
6th
9th
7th
6th
6th
6th
8th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
i th
6th
6th
6th
6th
9th
8th
6th
6th
6th
6th
8th
6th
6th
10th
6th
9th
8th
6th
9th
6th
8th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
9th
9th
Balance
due.
1 10 0
19 10 07 12 0 0 2 0
4 3 8
2 17 0
20 0 0
8 0 0
3 18 6
15 6 0
16 11 0
3 13 4
9 16 0
12 0 0
15 2 0
9 0 0
15 0 0
0 16 8
2 15 0
14 10 0
6 13 0
34 7 0
5 0 0
2 5 2
4 0 0
46 10 0
12 0 0
9 16 0
1 13 4
3 11 0
0 13 8
8 14 0
11211
8 14 0
2 10 0
31 8 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
1 13 4
2 0 0
2 11 0
3 13 4
15 0 0
6 5 0
7 10 0
2 0 0
21 14 0
5 0 0
2 5 6
25 0 0
3 6 8
64 0 0
3 0 0
0 13 8
48 0 0
3 4 6
38 6 8
1 10 0
17 17 0
4 7 0
2 0 0
1 6 8
3 2 0
2 18 0
1 6 8
4 0 0
15 0 0
5 15 0
218 6
1 13 4
2 6 6
2 6 8
5 0 0
1 3 4
1 3 4
2 6 8
2 6 8
1 11 8
3 13 4
38 4 0
3 15 0
Register
No. Lessee.
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Nature of selection .  Name of Homestead Area.
6597 Dwyer, Patrick ... ... Conditional
6450 Egan, Stephen ... ... ditto
7184 Emmerson, John ... Homestead
7416 Evans, George M. ... ditto
7185 Fwart, John .. ... ditto
6750 Eyre, Walter Morris  ...  Conditional
6836 Falkenhagen, Johann F. H. ditto
7549 Faulkner, S. ... ... ditto
7420 Finch, John ... ... Homestead
73.'35 Fitzpatrick, Thomas ... ditto
5525 Flcischmann, Harriett ... Conditional
7214 Ditto ... ... ditto
6742 Flintoff, Wm. ... ... ditto
7256 Forsyth, John ... ... Homestead
7143 Francis, Walter ... ... ditto
7 465 Francis, W. H. ... ... Conditional
7449 Freeck, Karl W. ... Homestead
7478 Freiberg, Friedrich ... ditto
7286 Gardiner, John ... ... ditto
7444 Ditto  ...  ... ditto
7150 Goodwin, George F. ... ditto
6189 Gorman, Denis ... ... Conditional
6071 Ditto ... ... ditto
7563 Grenier, G. A. ... ditto
5991 Grieve, James Gordon ... ditto
6141 Ditto ... ... ditto
7433 Griffith, Thomas... ... Homestead
7343 Grimsey, William ... ditto
6947 Gunn, Eleanor ... ... Conditional
7038 Gunter, William ... ditto
7332  Guse, Wilhelm L. ... Homestead
7367 Guth, John C. ... ... ditto
7443 Gutzke, Lorette ... ... ditto
7396 Haack, Carl W.... ... ditto
7151 Hahn, Karl H. .. ... ditto
5355 Hall, Charles Henry ... Conditional
7525  Hall, Henry ... ... ditto
7513 Ham, Reuben ... ... Homestead
7222 Hamilton, James ... ditto
7266 Hannant, Henry, junr. ... ditto
5293  Hannant, Henry, sear. ... Conditional
5346 Hardgrave, Stephen ... ditto
6384 Ditto ... ... ditto
7171 Harris, Roseina ... ... ditto
5729 Harris, John Edward ... ditto
7162 Heenan, James ... ... ditto
6100 Hefleran, John ... ... ditto
6992 Ditto ... ... ditto
6287 Hennessv, James ... ditto
7132 Henning, Joseph ... Homestead
7364 Hickey, Ellen ... ... ditto
7423 Higgins, Charles ... ... ditto
6716 Hine, Wm. F. ... Conditional
7213 Hine, Ann J. ... ... ditto
7339 Ditto ... ... Homestead
7159 Hingston, W. .. ... ditto
7229 Hodges, Samuel ... ditto
6056 Hogan, James ... ... Conditional
6004 Hogan, Patrick ... ditto
7133 Holt, Robert C.... ... Homestead
6061 Huebner, A. C. Gottlieb ... Conditional
6251 Ditto ... ... ditto
7259  Hughes, Archibald, junr.... Homestead
7383 Hughes, Arthur
... .., ditto
7232  Hunt, Frank ... ... ditto
6306 Hunter, Aiex. ... ... Conditional
7529 Hursthouse, S.... ... ditto
7424 Ingelfinger, Carl A. ... Homestead
6249 Jackson,  ft.  Hansell ... Conditional
7244 Jensen Christen... ... I1 omestead
5725 Johnson, Joseph ... Conditional
7475 Johns, George  ...  ditto
7160 Jones, William ... Homestead
6896 Josey, Benjamin George ... Conditional
6897 Josey, Alfred Wni. ditto
6898 Josey, James, junr. ... ditto
6924 Joscy, James, senr. .., ditto
5627
1
Just, '1 heodor, Adminis- ... ditto
trator of
7179 Kaden, Karl A.... . Homestead
7  0a3 Kavanagh, Hugh ... Conditional
... Franklyn Vale
... ..
... Franklyn Vale
ditto
ditto
... Cressbrook
... Dugandan
Franklyn Vale
... ditto
Dugandan
ditto
Cressbrook
... Colinton
... Mount Brisbane
... ditto
... Coochin
... Dugandau
... ditto
... ditto
Dugandan
... Grandchester ...
... Mount Brisbane...
... Cressbrook
... Helidon. ...
Rosewood
,.. Tarampa and Rosewood
... Grandchester ...
Helidon...
Franklyn Vale
ditto
ditto ...
Tarampa
ditto
Mount Brisbane
Dugandan
Colinton
ditto
ditto
ditto
Tarampa
... Mount Brisbane ...
Area.
A. R. P.
156 2 4
112 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
320 1 0 1
40 1 0
95 3 20
... 160 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 1 50 0 0
118 0 0
240 0 0
100 2 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
122 0 0
80 3 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0
110 0 0
488 0 0
640 0 0
394 2 24
550 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
195 C 0
63 1 0
43 1 0
160 0 0
25 2 16
160 0 0
115 0 0
45 0 0
325 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
84 0 38
100 0 0
598 0 0
640 2 0
80 0 0
156 1 0
50 0 0
200 0 0
80 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
102 3 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
200 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
81 2 0
150 0 0
180 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0
48 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
40 0 0
210 0 0
100 0 0
610 0 0
140 0  ()
160 0  ()
639 1 0
6:37 0 t)
625 0 0
...` 640 0 0
200 0 0
72  () t 
Year. Rent Balanwdue.
£ s. d.   £ e. d
8th 15 13 1
8th •I 2 16 0
6th 0 13 4
6th i 1 6 8
6th ! 0 13 4
7th 16 1 0
7th 4 2 0
6th 4 16 0
6th 2 13 4
6th I 1 0 0
10th 3 15 0
6tli 4 8 6
7th 9 0 0
6th 0 16 10
6th 0 6 8
6th 32 0 0
6th 2 0 8
6th 1 10 4
6th 1 0 10
6th 1 0 0
6th 0 4 2
9th  5 5 0
9th 18 6 0
6th 24 0 0
9th 9 17 6
9th 13 15 0
6th 2 13 4
6th 2 0 0
7th 9 15 0
7th 3 4 0
6th 0 11 0
6th 2 6 8
6th 0 8 8
6th 2 6 8
6th 0 4 9
11th 0 13 1
6th 16 5 0
6th 3 13 4
6th 1 0 0
6th 0 17 8
11th 1 12 8
11th 0 14 19
8th 16 0 6
6th 4 0 0
10th 3 18 6
6th 2 10 0
9th 5 0 0
7th 4 0 0
8th 12 0 0
6th 0 6 8
6th 1 5 11
6th 2 13 4
7th 7 0 0
6th 10 0 0
6th 0 15 0
6th 0 13 4
6th 0 13 8
9th 5 12 6
9th 6 15 0
6th 0 6 8
9th 10 0 0
9thI 2 8 0
6th 1 6 8
6th 2 6 8
6th 1 6 8
8th 4 0 0
6th 32 0 0
6th 0 13 4
9th 6 0 0
6th 0 16 8
10th 32 0 0
6th 7 0 0
6tlr l 0 13 4
1 7th3119 37111 31 17 0
1 7th 31 5 0
7th 32 0 0
10th 7 10 0
6th , 0 6 0
... 1 77 0 0 1 7th , 5 15 6
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7217 1 Kelly, John ... ...
6660 Kerwin, Wm., junr ...
7429 Kerwin, Mathew, junr. ...
5782 Kilner, Francis E.
5904 Ditto ... ...
7524 Kilroy, T. ... ...
7316 Knowles, John ...
6626 Kruegar, Wilhelm ...
5614 Kucks, Rudolph... ...
7164 Labinsky, W. C. F. ...
7205 Lambden, Charles ...6571 Lane, Thomas ...
5814 Langton, Charles Steven ...
7253 Lankowski, F., junr. ...
7117 Lawlor, Patrick ... ...
7353 Lawler, Catherine
7534 Layton, W. B.
7240 Leisemann, Rudolph A.
7206 Lindenmayer, Elizabeth ...
7173 Lobegeiger, Ferdinand ...
6894 Logan, George ... ...
7408 Lord, Francis ... ...
7362 Loughran, John... ...
6087 Lucas, James ... ...
7542 Ditto ... ..
5884 Ditto ...
7322 Lund, Christian ... ...
7241 Mackay, James N. ...
6309 Mackey, Hugh,  junr. ...
7571 Mackin, B.
7393 Maguire, Richard J. ...
6188 Mahaffey, George ...
7514 Mahaffey, W., junr. ...
6504 Mahon, John ... ...
6723 Ditto ... ...
6887 Martin, Arthur ... ...
7366 Mead, Wm. F. ..,
7453 Mead, David E.... ...
7178 Menge, Carl H.... ...
5339 Minor, Stirling ...
7402 Mischke, August H. ...
5565 Moloney, John ... ...
7421 Moore, William ... ...
7467 Moran, Frank ... ...
7564 Morey, M. E.
5645 Muller, August ... ...
5830 Ditto ... ...
7187 Muller, Carl R.
7480 Muller, August F. W. ...
7158 Murphy, Catherine ...
7456 Murphy, Rody J. ...
6974 McConnell, James H. ,..
7560 McCormack, J. ... ...
7300 McCormack, Mary A.
7320 Ditto ... ...
7448 McCormack, Bryan ...
7377 McDonald ,  R. J. B.
5656 McEniery , John...
5657  Ditto ...
6497 McFarlane ,  Thomas
7197 McGatrick,  Bidelia
6741 McGrath ,  Michael
7466 McGrath ,  James R.
6073 McGrory,  Robert
6855 McGuire ,  Michael
7202  McKay,  Alexander
7203 Ditto6.523 McKay, George
7138 Ditto ...
6753 McKay,  Daniel ...
7454 McLean, H ien ...
7161  McLean, Ellen ...
7374 McLucas, William...
6812 McManus,  Francis
7426  McManus, Patrick
7139  McMieken, George
5994 McMullin ,  D., junr.
7561  Neale ,  H., junr., ..
5509 Newnham,  William
7545 iV ieholson, F. V.
7248 Nielsen,  Jakob C.  F. M....
Nature of Selection.
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dttto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
l Homestead
Nam,  of Homestead Area.
Coochin
ditto
Franklyn Vale
Rosebrook
Dugandan
Colinton ,,.
Eskdale
Cabbage Tree ...
ditto ...
Franklyn Vale ...
Rosewood ...
Grandchester
ditto
Grandchester ..,
Franklyn Vale ...
... Eskdale...
... ditto
Mount  Brisbane ...
Tarampa ...
Wivenhoe
Coochin
Coociiin
ditto ...
... i Cressbrook
ditto
Rosewood
Area.
A.
140
I
236
16t)
304)
62
129
160
151
200
10)
79
313
275
60
360
160
40
88
40
160
640
1,352
734
430
90
100
80
160
320
80
160
160
315
77
146
635
160
79
160
50
155
80
503
160
400
100
200
159
160
163
160
501
161
140
40
100
160
147
294
172
160
200
200
640
400
50
100
200
... 200100
... 6
... 38
... 160
361)
161)
310
626
58
319
1,280
136
Year. Rent.
R.  P.  I I £ e. (l. ,  s. d
0 0 6th 0 17 6
0 0 7th 17 14 0
0 0 6th 213 4
0 0 10th 7 10 0
0 0 9th 1 11 0
0 0 6th 12 18 0
0 0 6th 1 13 4
0 0 8th 5 13 3
0 0 10th 5 0 0
0 0 6th 1 17 6
3 36 6th 0 11) 0
0 0 8th 1114 9
0 0 9th 6 17 6
0 0 6th 0 10 0
0 0 6th 18 0 0
0 0 6th 2 0 0
0 0 6th 1 10 0
1 20 6th 0 14 10
0 0 6th 0 5 0
1 0 6th 0 13 5
0 0 7th 32 0 0
0 0 6th 67 12 0
0 0 6th 73 8 0
0 0 9th 10 15 0
0 0 6th 410 0
0 0 9th 2 10 0
0 0 6th 1 0 0
0 0 6th 1 6 8
0 0 8th 8 0 0
0 0 5th 2 0 0
0 0 6th 2 6 8
0 0 9th 6 0 0
0 0 6th 15 15 0
0 0 8th 217 9
0 0 7th 6 9 6
0 0 7th 47 12 6
0 0 6th 2 6 8
0 0 6th 1 9 7
0 0 6th 013 4
0 0 11th 0 12 6
0 0 6th 7 15 0
0 0 10th 2 0 0
0 0 6th 25 3 0
0 0 6th 3 0 0
0 0 6th 20 0 0
0 0 10th 5 0 0
0 0 9th 10 0 0
2 17 6th 0 13 4
0 0 6th 3 0 0
0 0 6th 013 7
0 0 6th 3 0 0
1 0 7th 25 2 0
0 0 6th 8 1 0
0 0 6th 7 0 0
0 0 6th 2 0 0
0 0 6th 5 0 0
0 0 6th 2 6 8
0 0 10th 3 13 6
0 0 10th 7 7 0
0 0 8th 6 9 0
015 6th 013 5
0 0 7th 10 0 0
0 0 6th 10 0 0
0 0 9th 24 0 0
0 0 7th 20 0 0
0 0 6th 0 6 3
0  0  6th 5 0 0
0 0 8th 15 0 0
0 0 i 6th 15 0 0
0 0, 7th 5 0 0
0 0 6th 6 0 0
0 20 6th 3 16 3
0 0 6th 2 6 8
0 0 7th 18 0 0
0 0 6th 2 13 4
0 0 , 6th 15 10 0
0 0 9th 15 13 0
0 0 6th 2 3 6
0 0  loth  7 19 6
0 0 6th 64 0 0
0 0 1 6th 1 1 2 8
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Re, esterNo.
71317
71905435
6413
(3456667 2
5t 05
7278
5296
7505
7282
6557
6385
6976
6476
6285
7512
7406
1040
6613
7484
6517
7431
7148
5937
7506
5291
5913
6449
7457
7262
7237
7245
7446
7351
6877
6567
7486
7220
7445
7204
7287
7567
6418
7527
7135
6813
7076
7330
7153
7234
7520
7539
6783
6994
5816
7485
7469
7471
7546
7531
7400
6746
7493
6059
7340
6302
7547
6883
6884
6886
6888
6969
6885
6305
7452
7535
7385
7246
7247
6975
Lessee.
Nielsen, Christen ...
Nock, M. C. ...
Nolan,  Michael ...
Noonan, Thomas
North, Octavius
Ditto
...North,  Septimus
Ditto ...
North. Robert ...
North, W. R.
North, R. D.
Oakhill, Edward...
Oberle, Xavier ...
Oberle, Charles ...
O'Brian , Daniel ...
O'Keefe, Patrick
Ditto ...
Olm, F. August...
O'Neill, E. Hugh
O'Toole, Isaac John
Outridge, Frederick A.
Palmer, Charles ...
Parfitt, Farnham
Parker. Charlotte E.
Peacock, Collin
Peacock,  Jane ...
Perry, William ...
Ditto ...
Peters, John ...
Pitto ...
Phelan, William
Philp, Janet ...
Plunkett, Michael
Porter, John F....
Powel, E.
Power, Thomas ...
Prosser , William
Pryde, Thomas ...
Quinn, Patrick ...
Raddatz, J. G. F.
Rankin, Thomas...
R eddy, John ...
Reedy, M. ...
Rees,  Rees ...
Reid, J., junior ...
hick, Wilhelm ..
Riebstein, Friedrich W.
Robertson, Thomas
Robinson, Isaac ...
Rodgers, William
Rostock, F. D. ...
Rourke, Geo.
Rourke, T.
Ryan,  Martin ...
Ryan, Matthew ...
Ryan, Michael ...
Ryan, James ...
Ryan, Lawrence ...
Ditto ...
R3 man, B. ...
Sanderson, F. ..
Schafferius , Julius W.
Schmeider , Charles
Scholl, J. B. .
Schubkraft, Louis
Schultz, August...
Schultz,  Wilhelm
Schluter, A. H. L....
Scott, Walter ...
Ditto .
Scott, Walter Wm.
Scott, John
Scott, Henry MeL.
Scott, Walter ...
Sealy, Edward ...
Segengren , Gustav O.
Seiler, E., junr.
Shea, Mary ...
Shelton, Charles...
Shelton, John ..
Sheppard , Francis
ACT OF 1876-IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature  of  Selection.
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
Naar' of Homestead Area.
Wivenhoe
Mount Brisbane
Franklyn Vale
ditto ...
.., ditto ... Buaraba
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ..
ditto ...
...I ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
... Conditional ...
Homestead...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Colinton ...
Tarampa ...
Mount Brisbane ...
Dugandan ...
ditto ...
Cressbrook ...
Coochin
Franklyn Vale
ditto ...
Franklyn Vale
Coochin
Dugandan
... ditto ... Franklyn Vale
... Conditional ... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ..
ditto ... Colinton
... Homestead  ...  I Grantham
... ditto ... Mount Brisbane ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... Helidon
... ditto
... Conditional
ditto
... ditto ... I Colinton
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
.., ditto
.., ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
,., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Homestead ... Cressbrook ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ... ...
Area. Year. rent. Balancedue.
A. B. P. c .  i.  12  s. d
100 0 0 6th 1 5 0
110 0 0 6th 0 10 9
... 159 1 0 1 11th 6 0 0
... 80 0 0 8th 8 0 0
550 0 0 8th 13 15 0
327 0 0 7th 16 7 0
175 0 0 9th 4 7 6
97 0 0 6th 4 17 0
130 0 0 11th 1 1 8
. 1,280 0 0 6th 48 0 0
232 0 0 6th 11 12 0
1 500 0 0 8th  25 0 0
450 0 0 8th 16 17 6
2(0 0 0 7th 10 0 0
300 0 0 8th 15 0 0
400 0 0 8th 15 0 0
393 0 0 6th 14 14 9
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
637 0 0 9th 23 17 9
326 0 0 8th 12 4 6
... 630 0 0 6th 47 5 0
97 0 0 8th 3 12 9
80 0 0; 6th 1 6 8
100 2 0 6(h 0 4 3
870 0 0 9th 21 15 0
195 0 0 6th 9 15 0
74 0 0 11th 0 12 4
233 0 0 9th 5 16 6
159 0 0 8th 3 19 6
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
147 1 0 6th 2 9 4
80 0 0 6th 4 0
60 1 0 7th 3 1
120  0 0 8th 6 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
100 0 0 6th 0 12 6
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
160 3 0 6th 1 0 1
77 2 0 6th 7 16 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
150 0 0 8th 3 15 0
69 0 0 6th 3 9 0
100 0 0 6th 0 4 2
40 0 0 7th 1 10 0
634 0 0 7th 31 14 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
60 0 0 6th 0 10 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
100 0 0 7th 5 0 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
40 0 0 9th 1 10 0
1,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0
300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 6th 018 4
11,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0120 0 0 6th 1 15 0
80 0 0 7th 4 0 0
79 0 0 6th 3 19 0
80 0 0 9th 3 0 0
100 0 0 6th 1 5 0
160 0 0 8th 4 0 0
120 0 0 6th 2 15 0
640 0 0 7th 48 0 0
632 0 0 7th 47 8 0
392 0 0 7th 29 8 0
635 0 0 7th 47 12 6
614 0 0 7th 30 I t 0
402 0 0 7th 30 3 0
200 0 0 8th 6 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4 1 8 3
161) 0 U  I 6th 1 2 6 8
160 0 01 6th 1 6 8
160 1 0 6th 1 6 10
50 0 0 7th 2 10 0
689
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6032 Ditto
6090 Sheppard. Charles
6910 Shield, Wm. L.
7155 Shield, Leonard ...
6742 Skinner, John ...
6869 Skinner, Samuel...
5788 Smith, James B...
5783  Smith, George, senr.
6774 Smith, Edward ...
7403 Sonntag, A. C. J.
5292 Spann, Wilhelm
7291 Spann, Christian
6545 Spann , Christian F. W.
5732 Stark, John ...
7152 Starck, Charlotte
7267 Ditto ...
6300 Stenzel, August ...
6310 Stenzel, Carl, junr.
7062 Ditt) .
• 7518 1Stephenson, A. J. ...63`39 Stewart, Duncan
7570 Stubbersfield, M. J.
7118 Summerville, James
6027 Ditto
6709 Taylor, Winterbottom
7289 Thorn, William ...
6131 Ditto ..
5423 Toohill, Edward...
6532 Varley, Richard
7177 Venz, A. F. W....
7175 Venz, Carl A.
7221 Wacker, Friderike
7432 Wales, James ...
7419 Walker, James ...
7559 Walker, R. ...
6850 Wallin, Wm.,  junr.
7309 Wallin. Martha A.
t7088 Watson, Robert
7492 Watson Samuel R.
6724 Weldon, Fmily Rose
6591 Wenzel,  Sebastian ...
7568 West, James
6160 Whitla, Valentine H.
7352  White, William ...
6284 Wickenhofer, John ..
5545 Wickmann, Johann 0. F.
7119 Williams, Mary A. ...
6943 Williams, Alfred ...
6925 Williams,  Samuel ...
7344 Williamson, James ...
7379 W illiamson,  John ...
7442 Ditto .. ...
7368 Winkel, Christian ...
7359 Wolter, .T. F. W. ...
7530 Woolf, J. ..
7239 Zampich, Carl L. ...
7134 Zischke, Wilhelm ...
7164 Zuch, E. A. E.
ACT OF  1876-IPSWICH  DISTRICT - continued.
I
Nature of  Selection .  Name of How-stead Area.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cabbage Tree
ditto
Eskdale ...
Franklyn  Vale ...
Cressbrook
ditto
Fassifern
Wivenhoe
Mount  Brisbane ...
ditto ...
Colinton ...
ditto
Mount Brisbane ...
Grantham
Colinton
Colin ton
Grandcbester
Rosewood
Area. Year. Rent.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
150 0 0+ 9th I 418 3
325 0 0 9th 16 5 0
981 0 0 7th 49 1 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
80 0 0 10th 2 0 0
115 0 0 10th 2 17 6
28 0 17 7th 1 9 0
80 0 0 6th 1 3 4
97 1 24 11th 0 16 4
295 0 0 6th 14 15 0
,.. 152 2 0 8th 1014 9
564 0 0 10th 16 7 0
... 200 0 0 6th 20 0 0
... 209 0 0 6th 2018 0
220 2 0 8th 5 10 6
200 0 0 8th 5 0 0
160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 1 6th 16 0 0
199 2 29  8th 5 0 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
4(X) 0 0 6th 20 0 0
201 0 0 9th 5 2 0
240 0 0 7th 12 0 0
96 0 0 6th 1 0 0
430 0 0 9th 10 15 0
... 49 0 0 11th 2 15 1
133 0 0 8th 4 19 9
75 0 0 1 6th 0 6 3
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
40 0 0 6th 0 5 4
44 1 11 6th 0 15 0
... 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
... 80 0 0 6th 1 16 8
... 640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
262 0 0 7th 10 19 6
48 1 0 6th 0 16 4
... 200 0 0 , 7th 10 0 0
320 0 0 8th 16 0 0
370 0 0 5th 18 10 0
300 0 0 9th 7 10 0
40 0 0 6th 0 10 0
200 0 0, 8th 5 0 0
200 0 0 1 10th 5 0 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
300 0 0 i 7th 15 0 0
640 0 0 1 7th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
110 0 0 6th 5 10 0
100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
52 0 0 1 6th 0 13 0
80 2 0 , 6th 1 17 1
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
55 3 0 6th 0 2 4
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-ISISFORD DISTRICT.
1
9
2
McDonnell, John ... Conditional
Shaw, F. C. ... ... ditto
Whitman,  James  ... ditto
640 0 0  1  7th 32 0 0
640 0 0 1 6th 32 0 0
660 0 0 7th 33 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Balance
due.
£ s. d.
16 1 Pearce, Charles W. ... I Conditional ...  I Heathlands  ... ...
1
688 0 0 1 7th 125 16 0
690
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-MACKAY DISTRICT.
Re
o. Lessee.
Na" of  selection . Namn of Homestead Area. Area. Year.  Rent Balancedue.
A. R. P.
1012 Abbott, Henry P. ... ... Conditional ... 1,280 0 0  9th 96 0 0
984 Abraham, W.  ... ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0  9th 96 0 0
1569 Abrahamsen, E. M. ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0  6th , 1 0 0
1475 Allnutt, Henry ... ... Conditional ... 400 0 0 7th 30 0 0
718 Anderson, Wm. C. ... ditto ... ' 640 0 0 10th 24 0 0
870 Antil, H. W. .. ... ditto ... 1,130 0 0  9th 84 15 0
679 Atherton, Edmund ... ditto ... ... 236 0 0  10th 11 16 0
932 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 107 0 0 9th 10 14 0
786 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 319 0 0 9th 7 19 6
1564 Badger, J. ... ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
1599 Baker, R•. ... ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0  6th 1 13 4
727 Bank, Commercial ... ... Conditional ... 320 0 0 10th 24 0 0
646 Bank, Joint Stock ... ... ditto 4,100 0 0  10th 173 10 0
1425 Barnes, John G. ... ... ditto ... 1 437 1 0 7th 32 17 0
1650 Barwise, T.... ... ... Homestead ... ! Hamilton 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
775 Beldan, Thomas Sharpe ... Conditional ... 483
120
0 0  9th
0 0 11th
18
2
2
5
3
0615
1227
Bell, Henry ...
Ditto ... ...
...
...
ditto
ditto
...
...
212 0 0 8th 21 4 0
813 Bell, Angus ... ... ditto ... 720 0 0  9th 54 0 0
1078 ditto ... ... ditto ... 120 2 15 8th 9 1 61173Binney, John C. ... ... ditto ... 870 0 0 8th 87 0 0
1011 Black, Maurice H. ... ditto ... 1,280 0 0  9th 96 0 0
1035 Black, Walter F. ... ... ditto ... 1,280 0 0  8th 96 0 0
1653 Blackford, F. ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0  6th 12 0 0
1574 Blann, Edwin ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
t1661 Boland, Edward ... ... Conditional ... Hamilton ... 80 0 0 6th 6 12 8
582 Bosse, Christian ... ... ditto ... 1,218 0 0 11th 1411 3
t978 Braby, Henry ... ditto ... 19 1 0 9th 0 0 8
1270 Brennan, Catherine ... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 8th 96 0 0
1069 Bridgman, George F. ... ditto ... 395 3 0 8th 29 18 1
1381 Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto ... 880 0 0 7th 66 0 0
1343 Brown, Albert O. ... ... ditto ... 886 0 0 8th 66 9 0
1616 Brownsey, Albert ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
1277 Burbank, Alfred H. ... Conditional ... 60 0 0 8th 4 10 0
707 Burgess, William ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0 10th 25 10 0
1209 Burke, John ... .... ditto ... 180 0 0 8th 13 10 0
1513 Butler, Joseph ... ... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 7th 96 0 0
1219 Byrne, W. J. ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 8th 30 0 0
1235 Campbell, George J. ... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 8th 37 10 0
1409 Campbell, Charles ... ... ditto ... Hamilton 624 0 0 7th 46 16 0
1124 Carey, James ... ... ditto 455 0 0 8th 34 2 6
769 Cashin, Margaret ... ... ditto 100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
1057 Chataway, J. V. ... ... ditto 1,280 0 0 8th 96 0 0
1603 Clark, A. ... ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
1660 Clarke, R. ... ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
1620 Colby, A. H. ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
623 Company, Colonial
Refining
Sugar Conditional 2,400 0 0 11th 132 0 0
607 Ditto ... ... .. ditto 390 0 0 11th 6 10 0
903A Cooke, John ... ... I ditto 630 0 0 9th 47 5 0
680 Cowley, Wm. ... ...  I ditto 156 0 0  10th 7 16 0
Fine ..
•
0 0 2
1615 Crick, M. Wm. ... Homestead 154 0 0  6th 1 18 6
744 Cullen, Patrick ... Conditional 160 0 0  10th 4 0 0
1639 Dahms, C. ... Homestead Hamilton 160 0 0  6th 2 6 8
1619 Dailey, A. ditto 160 0 0  6th 2 6 8
871 Dalrymple, David H. Conditional 1,027 0 0  9th 77 0 6
719 Danielson, Carl G. .., ditto 200 0 0  10th 15 0 0
1646 Dark, E. Homestead Hamilton 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
872 Davidson, A. N. G. Conditional 360 0 0 9th 27 0 0
626 Davies, Evan ... ... ditto 250 0 0  11th 5 14 7
644 Davies, James O. ... .., ditto 640 0 0  10th 16 0 0
1151 Denman, Edward ... .., ditto 640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
1630 Dewar, D. ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
1285 Ditton, Abraham ... ... Conditional 84 0 0  8th 6 6 0
739 Drury, E. R. ... ... , ditto 424 0 0  10th 15 18 0
1585 Duffy, W. ... Homestead 160 0 0  6th 1 6 8 1 10 0
1113 Dupuy, C. ... Conditional 58 0 0  8th 5 16 0 10 10 0
Fine
•
1 1 u
1658 Dupuy, B. C. ... ... Homestead 75 0  6th0 1 11 3
1239 Edgar, Benjamin .. ... Conditional 496 0 0 8th 49 12 0
930 Edwards, James Augustus ditto 633 0 0  9th 47 9 6
958 Ditto .. ... ... ditto 656 0 0  9th 49 4 0
1642 CEdciards Homestead 160 0 0  6th 2 6 815,13 . ...,Erdis, F. S.... ... Conditional 4110 0  6th 4 0 0
1566 Farrelly, B. J. ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
641 Florence, A. ... Conditional 461 0 0 10th 11 7 6
694 ..Ditto ditto 62 2 29 10th 1 11 6
1561
... .FlorF. C. Homestead Hamilton 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4,
1051  Fooks Francis G Conditional 203 0 0 8th15 4 6....,
1648  Gaiewski, F. ... Homestead 80 0 0 6th 1 6 8
691
Register
No.
I I I I A r  p . 1
1638 Gakowski, F. ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1366 Gogay, Henry J. ... ... Conditional ... ... 133 0 0 8th
1526 Gohdes, Albert ... ... ditto ... ... 320 0 0 7th
1586 Gohringr A.... ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... ... ... 16() 0 0 6th
1588 Gordon, J. ... ... ... ditto ... ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1312 Grahn, Peter A. ... Conditional ... ... 202 0 0 8th
902A Greedy, Thomas ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 9th
1001 Gwyther, George ... ... ditto ... ... 647 0 0 9th
1477 Hardwick, George ... ditto ... 320 0 0 7th
1084 Henderson, A, ... ... ditto ... ... 66 1 0 8th
968 Heron, Charles ... ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 9th
1662 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 6th
771 Hess, John George ... ditto ... 510 0 0 9th
1611 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 720 0 0 6th
740 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 382 0 0 10th
1049 Hill, Thomas ... ... ditto ... 120 1 0 8th
830 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 510 0 0 9th
1221 Hodge, George W. ... ditto ... ... 483 2 0 8th
1149 Hodges, W. G. ... ... ditto ... 126 0 0 8th
620 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1,243 0 0 11th
1576 Hone, A. ... ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1573 Hudson, G.... ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1637 Hudson, George ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th
603 Ironsides , George ... ... Conditional ... ... 578 0 0 11th
699 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... Greenmount ... ... ... 158 2 4 10th
774 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 380 0 0 9th
696 Iwers , Johann ... ... ditto ... ... 360 3 0 10th
580 Jane, Henry John ... ditto ... ... 884 0 0 11th
715 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 334 3 0 10th
1519 Jenner, Wm. ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1626 Johansen, J. N. ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th
697 Jordan, Henry ... ... Conditional ... ... 268 0 0 10th
1647 Jorgensen, Christian ... ditto ... ... 57 0 0 6th
914 Jorgensen, A. K. ... ... ditto ... ... 320 0 0 9th
1593 gable, F. J. C. ... ... Homestead ... ... 156 0 0 6th
674 Kaddatz, August ... ... Conditional ... ... 497 1 0 10th
767 gaddatz, Gustav ... ... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 9th
1126 Keeley, Charles ... ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
1058 Keller, William ... ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 8th
1170 K emp, Charles  ... ... ditto ... ... 320 0 0 8th
1587 Koch, J. ... ... ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 6th
673 Kreutz, Edward G. .. ditto ... ... 596 0 0 10th
1029A Lacy, Dyson ... ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
1433 Lacy, D. ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 7th
710 Landells, William ... ditto ... ... 915 0 0 10th
1368 Langdon,  Louis  K.... ... ditto ... ... 244 0 0 8th
610 Langford,  Benjamin  ... ditto ... ... 622 1 0 11th
1560 Ditto ... ditto ... Hamilton ... ... ... 250 0 0 6th
690 Lind, G. M. A. ... ... ditto ... ... 107 1 0 10th
741 Lockwood, J. ... ... ditto ... ... 320 0 0 10th
Penalty
1261 Long, Edward M.... ... ditto ... ... 319 3 0 8th
1129 Lucas,  Edward S... . ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
11441 Macartney,  Bessie  ... ditto ... ... 202 0 0 7th
1019 MacDonnell,  Edmund, senr . ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 9th
1039 Macrossan , John M. ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
1047 Madill, Richard ... ... ditto ... 240 0 0 8th
691 Markey,  Daniel  ... ... ditto ... ... 740 0 0 10th
1150 Marshall , George  E. ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
755  Melhuish, E. De La Rue ... ditto ... ... 5,013 0 0 9th
1260 Mitchell, .Helen P. ... ditto ... ... 1,268 0 0 8th
720 Mitchell, M. ... ... ditto ... ... 296 0 0 10th
Penalty ...
905 Moffat, William Ross ... ditto ... ... 173 0 0 9th
1038 Morehead, Boyd D. ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
975  Morley, A. W. ... ... ditto ... ... 150 0 0 9th
1600 Moxon, H. W. ... ... Homestead ... ... 16) 0 0 6th
869 Muggleton,  James ... ... Conditional ... ... 103 0 0 9th
1119 Mulhall, Martin P. ... ditto ... ... 1,134 0 0 8th
1558 Murphy, C.... ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th
1581 Murphy, Norah ... ... ditto ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th
967 Murray, Alex. Keith ... Conditional ... 905 0 0 9th
1187 Murray, Augustus M. ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 8th
1153 Murry, Harry ... ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
1193 McBryde, John ... ... ditto ... ... 298 0 0 8th
1157 McBurney, Robert ... ditto ... ... 1,280 0 0 8th
1608 McCann, P..,, ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton ,.. ... ... 157 0 0 6th
Fine ...11931 McCann, Michael ... ... Conditional ... ... 299 0 0 9th
859 MacGregor , A. R.... ... ditto .,, ... 703 0 0 9th
1313 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 560' 0 0 8th
Lessee.
ACT OF 1876-MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection. Name of Ilom , stead Area. Area. Year. I R'at. Balancedue.
I +' i 1r s ,!
2 6 8
9 19 6
21 0 0
1 13 4
1 13 4
15 3 0
48 0 0
48 10 6
24 0 0
5 0 6
40 0 0
6 0 0
24 15 0
54 0 0
14 6 6
9 1 6
38 5 0
36 6 0
12 12 0
43 16 6
1 6 8
1 0 0
2 6 8
12 12 10
5 19 3
14 5 0
9 0 6
5 10 6
8 7 6
1 13 4
2 6 8
13 8 0
4 5 6
24 0 0
1 12 0
18 14 4
18 15 0
96 0 0
30 0 0
24 0 0
40 0 0
22 7 0
96 0 0
48 0 0
45 10 0
24 8 0
8 14 9
25 0 0
4 0 5
24 0 0 24 0 0
2 8 0
32 0 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
96 0 0
18 0 0
18 10 0
96 0 0
125 6 6
126 16 0
22 4 0
0 0 1
17 6 0
96 0 0
11 5 0
1 13 4
10 6 0
85 1 0
0 13 4
1 6 8
67 17 6
48 0 0
96 0 0
29 16 0
96 0 0
1 19 3 0 18 6
21 17 7
0 1 10
52 14 6
42 0 0
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Lessee.
ACT OF 1876-MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Seluetion. Name of Homestead Area.
997 McHardie, James ... ... Conditional
1232 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
862  McLean, J. H. ... ... ditto ...
1083 McLennan, Alick ... ... ditto ...
1452 Nicholson, John ... ... ditto ...
724 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
1112 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
1321 Nielson, .T.... ... .. ditto
1095 Norris, Joseph R.... .. ditto ... i ...
1337 Norris, Eliza ... ... ditto ...
611 Northey, William ... ... ditto ...
664 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
773 Ditto ditto ...
1005 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
1622 Olsen, O.  C....  ... ... Homestead ...
935 Peard, Jol;n ... ... Conditional ...
1009 Perkins, Patrick ... ... ditto ...
1074 Perkins, Bridget M. ... ditto ...
1624 Petersen, Ole ... ... Homestead ...
666 Peterson, Nils ... ... Conditional
1555 Petzner, Wm. ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton
598 Pogson, Martha ... ... Conditional ...
659 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1002 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
1182 Pollock, James ... ... ditto ...
1027 Rawson, E. S. ... ... ditto ...
1121 Raymond, O. E. ... ... ditto ...
688 Rick, Carl ... ... ... ditto ...
1152 Riechelmann, Frederick ... ditto ...
1280 Robb, James ... ... ditto ...
1432 Robertson, William ... ditto ...
1040 Robinson, Thomas B. ... ditto ...
7.16 Roger, Michael G. ... ditto ...
6.56A Rolleston, John ... ... ditto
7'8 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1547 Rowe, H. ... ... ... Homestead ... Hamilton
1591 Ryan, T. ... .. ... ditto
1068 Saclian, George H. ... Conditional ...
10 12 Salter, A. E. ... ... ditto ...
721 Scott, F. McK. ... ... ditto ...
1158 Ditto ... ... ditto ... '
618 Shannon , John ... ditto
1570  Sievers, Heinrich  Carl Wil- ditto
helm ... ... . .
1601 Ditto ... ... ditto
766A Simpson ,  Thomas ...  ... ditto
864 Smith, A. ... ... ... ditto
711 Smith, John ... ... ditto
790 Ditto ... ... ditto
949 Smith, R. M. .. .. ditto ...
650 Society.  Pioneer Permanent
Building  and Investment ditto ...
1681 Swan, John ... ... ... ditto ...
6,19 Temple, John ... ... ditto ...
7,13 Thomas, James ... ... ditto
116 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
983 Tho 'pson, Alfred ... ... ditto
11125 Ditto . ... ... Homestead
1654 1 Thompson, C. ... ... ditto ... Hamilton
13x2 Thornber, J. H. .. ... Conditional ...
t1487 Tidemann, A. H. ... ... ditto ...
1097 Turnor, Graham A. ... ditto ...
1098 Tumor, Cecil M. ... ... ditto ...
1033 Volkmann. Charles E. .., ditto ...
1446 Voysey, George ... ... ditto
966 Walker, Alex. ... ... ditto ...
r1567 Walker, Win. ... ditto ...
1161 Waters, James ... ditto
589 Webster, Chas. ... ... ditto
704 Ditto ... ... ditto
1480 Weintlial, F. F. ... ,.. ditto
1363 Wesche, Henry ... ditto
1656 Whitcomb, W. ... ...  Homestead
1414A Williams, Win. J.... ... Conditional
1602 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1581)  'Wilson, T. ... .., ... Homestead
1670 1 Wyatt, Albert ... ... ditto
1671 Wyatt, George ... ... ditto
1672 1 W3 att, Emily J. ... ditto
1553E Zahmel,  H. A. ... ... ditto ...  i Hamilton
I
..•
Area.  Year. Rent Balali edue.
A. A. P. I 'e x. d. I £; s c1.
65 0 0 9th 4 17 6
128 0 0 8th , 9 12 0
1,264 0 0 9th  94 16  0
640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
59 1 19 I 7th 6 0 0
433 0 0 10th 21 13 011
248 0 0 ' 8th 21 16 0
40 0 0 8th 4 0 0
1,280 0 0 8th 96 0 0
1,280 0 0 8th 93 0 0
1,020  0 0 11th 25 10 0
23 0 0 1 loth ; 0 11 6 0 0 4
1,032 0 0 9th 27 8 0
253 1 0 9th 19 1 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
200 0 0 9th 1.3 0 0
1,274 2 0 9th 95 12 6
1,270 0 0 8th 95 5 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6  8
14-1 0 0 10th 4 16 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
279 2 0 11th 4 1 8
320 0 0 10th 14 0 0
70 0 0 9th 5 5 0
1,280 0 0 8th 96 0 0
1,180 0 0 9th 88 10 0
800 0 0 8th 60 0 0
480 0 0 loth 118 0 0
640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
520 0 ll 8th 39 0 0
85 2 0 ' 7th 8 12 0
1,280 0 0 8th 96
321 0 0 9th 12 tl.  9''
310 0 0 10th  11 12"6
109 0 0 9th 4 1  0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
73 0 0 8th 5 9 6
740 0 0 8th 55 10 0
766 0 0 loth 19 3 0
160 0 0  8th 16  0 0
770 0 0 11th 32 1 8
98 2 0 6th 7 8 6
105 0 0 Cth 10 10
204 0 0 9th 7 13
820 0 0  9th 61 10
440 0 0 10th 11 0
208 0 0 9th 7 12
1,280 0 0 9th 128 0
O
0
0
0
0I
0
387 0 0 lath 1 9 13 6
257 2 35 10th
.185 0 0 10th 6 18 6
129 0 0 10th 9 13 6
217 0 0 8th 16 5 6
199 2 36 9th 1 14 19 7
160 0 0 1 6th 2 6 8
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
130 0 0 7th 121 10 0
260 0 0 7th
1.280 0 0 8tli 96 0  0
1,280 0 0 , 8th 96 0 0
218 t. 0 8th 16 7 0
40 0 0 7th 3 0 0
1,180 0 0 9th 88 10 0
588 0 0 6th 44 2 0
214 0 0 8th 16 1 0
582 0 1 t 11th 14 1 8
968 0 0 10th 36 6 0
800 0 0 7th i 60 0 0'
680 0 0 8th 51 0  0
160 0 01 G'h 3 0 0
288 0 0 7th 21 12 0
116 2 0 6th 8 15 6
166 1 0 6th 1 7 10 ,
157 0 0 6th 3 8 11
160 0 0  6th  3 13 4
160 0 0! 6th 3 13 4 1
160 0 0 6th X 0 6 8 1
i
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CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
i'cgiiter
No.
1485
1321
1527A
1456
1524
1491
1284
1478
1346
1508
1495
1326
1491
1251
1447
1518
1329
1358
1296
1435
1528
1444
1297
1356
1507
1535
1355
1374
1492
1301
1421
1534
1319
1371
1489
1454
1448
1475
1287
1424
1410
1477
1443
1520
1422
1525
1408
1295
1523
1490
1258
1368
1224
1519
Lessee.
Benson,  Joseph ...
Benson , Joseph ...
Baxter,  Samuel
Birt. Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Blackwell, John...
Carlson, Johan ...
Doran, Michael ...
Doran, Pat
Fairlie, James
Foster, G. C. D....
Gallagher, William
Harrington, Wm. F.
Hibbett, Joseph ...
Ditto
Hill, R. A. St Q....
Holcroft, William
King, Walter Stuart
Kunst, Hans Jacob
Ditto
Ditto ..
Kunst, Claus Henning
Leeson, William
Littleton, Henry S.
Maitland, Richard
Maitland, W. ...
Mellor, M. ...
Mergard, Maria
Messer, Alfred ...
Miller, Louis
Moffatt, Thomas IT.
McLachlan, John
Neubauer, Hermann
Nielsen, Hans ...
Pedersen, Niels ...
Powell, William, junr.
Ross, Charles G.
Scheilback, Wilhelm
Schmidt, Nis ...
Seeger, L. C. A.
Slater, George ...
Spicer, John ...
Spiden , Robert ...
Stalley,  James ...
Stevens, Magnus
Tooth, N. E. N....
Walden, Enoch ...
Walsh,  Martin ...
Ward, R. T.
Wedge, Charles ...
White, David Philip
Ditto ...
Wilson,  James ...
Wood, J. B.
ature of  Selection.
... Conditio ial
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
Name of Itoin .stead Area. A rea.
I t A. 1.. P.
... Miva ... ... ... 26 021
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
320 0 0
299 3 0
.., ... 188 3 0
... Miva ... ... ... 311 0 0
134 0 0
200 0 0
400 0 0
640 0 0
360 0 0
100 0 0
360 0 0
97 0 0
200 0 0620 0 0
287 0 0
254 0 0620 0 0
... Glenbar  ... ... 44 0 0
... ditto  ... ...  38 0 0
... Glenbar and Miva  ...  838 0 0
... Railway
... Doongal
203 0 0
1,94() 0 0
800 U 0
320 0 0
5,120 0 0
100 0 0
209 3 0
117 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
203 0 0
110 0 0
81 3 0
1,244 0 0
320 0 0
105 0 0
469 0 0
47 0 0
... Railway ... ... 374 0 0
.., diva ... ... ...  321 0 0
... Railway
Railway
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION
86 Browne , St. George ... Conditional ...
153 Burke, J. H.
159 Cutten, L. MacD.
158 Cutten, S. B.
162 Cutten, Alice E.
166 Cutten, E. J.
167
168
Cutten , J. W. ...
Cutten , F. V. ...
21AI  Hyre, Wm. H.
69 Koch, Edward A....
*155 Marnane, Win.
31 Nash. F. E.... ...
57 Ditto ...
20 O'Reilly, F. H. ...
*48 O'Rourke, John ...
34 Power, E. B. ...
33 Thomas, D. P. ...
99 Tooker, It. J. ...
ditto
Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
., ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
11,280 0 0
172 0 0
637 0 0
800 0 0
114 0 0
258 0 0
394 0 0
305 0 0
100 0 0
59 0 0
320 0 0
312 0 0
Year. Rent I Balancedue.
I £' s. d.l2 8 d.
7th 1 0 3
10th 12 0 0
6th 24, 0 0
8th 7 10 0
6th 9 9 0
7th 11 13 3
10th 5 0 6
8th 10 0 0
9th 20 0 0
7th 32 0 0
7th 18 0 0
10th 2 10 0
7,h 18 0 0
11th 1 0 2
8th 5 0 0
7th ' 31 0 0
9th 7 3 6 '
9th 6 7 0
10th 31 0 0 1
8th 2 4 0
6th 1 18 0
8th 36 16 0
10th 5 1 6
9th 48 10 0
7th 41) 0 0
6th 16 0 0
9th 128 0 0
9th 2 10 0
7th 10 10 0
10th 2 18 6
9th 16 0 0'
6th 32 0 0
10th 10 0 0
9th 2 15 0
7th 4 2 0
8th 31 2 0
8th 16 0 0
8th 5 5 0
10th 11 14 6
9th 2 7 0
9th 18 14 0
8th 12 0 9
8th 20 0 0
6th 5 14 0
9th 17 16 6
6th 19 14 0
9th 7 12 6
10th 2 10 0
6th 0 12 3
7th 16 0 0
11th 3 18 0
9th 32 0 0
11th 0 14 4
6th 31 17  0
ACT OF 1876-MOURILYAN DISTRICT.
... 1,280 0 0 8th :128
... 160 0 0 1  6th
Extra survey, fee ...
... 160 0 0 6th
Extra survey fee ...
... 160 0 0 6th
Fine ...
... 420 0 0 6th
... 160 0 0 1 6th
Extra survey fee ...
Extra survey
Penalty
160 0 0
Extra survey'
160 0 0
Extra survey
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
830 0 0
400 0 01,280  0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1.280 0 01,28C 0 0
fee ...
6th
fee ...
6th
fee ...
0 0
42 0 0
1 6 8
1 6 8
2 0 0
3 0 0
3 13 4
3 13
0 13 0
0 1 4
13 6 0
13 6 0
13 6 0
0 13 4
13 6 0
0 1 4
13 6 0
4
13 6 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
loth 64
8th  128
6th
9th
8th
10th
9th
9th
9th
8th
128
83
40
61
128
128
128
128
0 0
0 0
0 0
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CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-NAN ANGO DISTRICT.
eegwter
2 U. Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Rabowedue.
A. R. P. I
1 S' c /7 I ' v.  11
... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
... 633 0 0 8th 31 13 0
Kunion .. ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
... 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
400 0 0 7th 20 0 0 i
Bunion ... ... 624 0 0 ; 11th 2 12 0
ditto ... ... ... 624 0 0 111th 2 12 0
... 250 0 0 6th 18 15 0
... 1,263 0 0 6th 63 3 0
,.. 94 0 0 6th 414 0
... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
... 352 0 0 8th 17 12 0
100 0 0 7th 5 0 0
Cooloobania ... 480 0 0 6th 24 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
4 ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Year flint.
-
L ---I--- I.
251 Barnes , J. E. ...
175 Bloodworth ,  Thomas
222 Collin, Wm.
252 Collins , M. J. ...
238 Connors ,  J., junr. ...
214 Cran , John ...
140 Darley , John ...
141 Darley ,  Frank Adams
265 Davenport , F. H. ...
219 Davidson ,  IT.... ...
259 Fricke, H. ...
228 Hathaway, J. ...
176 Johnson ,  Robert ...
199 Joy ,  William Henry
261 Kendall ,  R....
233 Kendall , J. ,.. ...
194 King ,  John
250 Laherty ,  John ,,,
246 Lawless ,  W. B. ...
247 Lyons, A. ...
197 Markwell ,  James Isaac
255 Meehan , P. ... ...
256 Meehan , H. ,,. ,..
149 Millis, James ,..
154 Mulcahy ,  John ...
190 McNamara ,  Thomas
243 Parsons ,  H.... ,,,
262 Reen , J. ... ...
263 Regan , C. .. ...
267 Rossow , C. A. ...
253 Ryan, William ...
152 Scott ,  Marian ,..
234 Sexton ,  R. , , , ...
164 Ditto .. ...
248 Simpson, W. ...
249 Simpson , T....
241 Smith ,  J., junr. .,,
242 Smith , C.
237 Tansey ,  Michael ...
182 Tansey ,  Thomas ..,
227 Toohey , P. .. ...
245 Toohey ,  J., junr. ...
160 Tricke ,  F. ... ...
220 Walsh , A. .., ..,
231 Walsh, John ,,.
50
45
72
7352
70
39
59
64
49
51
75
32
68
31
65
67
t60
Nam3 of Homestead  Ai ca. Area.
724 0 0 7th 36 4 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
2,150 0 0 7th 107 10 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
325 0 0 10th 16 5 0
117 0 0 9th 5 17 0
Kunion ... ... ... 240 0 0 8th 12 0 0
Cooloobania ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
125 0 0 10th 3 2 6
310 0 0 6th 15 10 0
140 0 0 9th 7 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
152 0 0 6th 3 3 4
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
143 0 0 6th 2 1 8
727 0 0 6th 36 7 0
.. 834 0 0 8th 41 14 0
... 160 0 0 6th 013 4
Cooloobania ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
755 0 0 9th 37 15 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
... 200 0 0 6th 1 10 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-NORMANTON DISTRICT.
Armstrong ,  Christina ...
Barry, John James ...
Bourke,  D. O'S. ... ...
Colless, Major .., ,,,
Comley, R. W. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Currie, Robert ... ...
Desmond , J.... ... ...
Fogarty , G. ... ...
Ha don ,  Adam S . ... ,,,
Holmes,  A. S. ... ...
Ledlie, Samuel .. .,.
McDonald ,  William Allen...
Smith ,  George ... ...Taaffe, William ... ...
Thomas, Henry ... ..,
Taylor ,  E. .. ... ...
Webb,  R. G. ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ,,.
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto
200 0 0 1 7th 10 0 0
280 0 0 7th 14 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
624 0 0 7th 31 4 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
600 0 0 7th 30 0 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
480 0 0 6th 24 0 0
230 0 0 10th 5 15 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
680 0 0 10th 18 8 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
320 0 0 7th ...
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-PORT DOUGLAS DISTRICT.
125 Ardagh, Arthur ... ... Conditional ... ,., 100 0 0 9th 10 0 0
214 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 113 0 0 7th 11 6 0
174 Bannon, Michael J. Fox ... ditto ... ... 400 0 0 8th 40 0 0
150 Bank, Royal, of Queensland, ditto ... ... 1,230 0 0 8th 123 0 0
Limited
275 Brown, T. ... ... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 11 1 10
186 Bruce, C. ... ... Conditional ,.. ... 320 3 0 8th 32 2 0
262 Bruce, John S. ... ... ditto ... ... 26 0 0 7th 2 12 ;1
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No. Lessee.
Nature of Selection. Name of Homestead Area. Area . Ye  it.  Rent. Balancedue.
k rt.  P.  , F', c /  d
286 Burfitt , William ... Conditional ... 40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
Extra survey fee... ...  6 3 3
116 Farquhar, W. G. ... ditto ... 407 2 0 9th 40 15 0
t189 Fischer, Frank C. ... ditto ... 371 0 0 8th
162 Fischer, Heinrich ... ditto ... 445 0 0 8th 44 10 0
276 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 6th 16 0 0
Extra survey fee... ... 11 18 0
166 Jones, Murray Issler ... ditto 1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
292  Kee, Long ... ... ditto ... 200 0 0 6th 20 0 0
303 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 106 0 0 6th 10 12 0
242 Madden, A. J. ... ... ditto ... 246 0 0 7th 24 12 0
Survey fee 19 10 4
280 Masterton , C. ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
Extra survey fee... .. 7 13 6
277 Masterton, W. ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
122 McMahon, William ... Conditional ... 400 0 0 9th 40 0 0
224 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 42 3 20 7th 4 6 0
222 McRae , Roderick .. ditto ...  400 0 0 7th 40 0 0
191 Official  Trustees  in Insol- ditto ... 1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
vent
271 Philbin, F. Homestead  160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
Extra  survey fee... .. 11 7
297 Reed, John ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 6th 113 4
Extra survey fee... ..  9 6 1
154 Reynolds,  James .. . Conditional ...  146 0 0 8th 14 12 0
209 Reynolds, Bridget ... ditto ... 60 0 0 7th 6 0 0
110 Robbins, John George ... ditto ... 98 0 0 10th 4 18 0
158 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 8th 4 0 0
302 Stevenson, G. ... ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
Extra survey fee... 14 18 9
301 Stevenson, J. ... ... ditto  160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
Extra survey fee... ..  12 16 2
1265 Thomson, William ... Conditional  38 0 0 7th 0 2 0
273 Wade, J. ... ... ditto  160 0 0 6th 16 0 0
135 Walker, A. C. ... ditto  640 0 0 8th 64 0 0
295 Waterston , Wm. ... ditto  60 0 0 6th 6 0 0
Extra survey  fee ... 4 3  U
278 Waterston, M. M. ... Homestead  160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
'Survey fee ...  19 3 4
300 Wright, Win. ... ... ditto  100 0 0 6th 2 1 8
190 Young, George ... ... Conditional  1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
2415  Allenby,  H. ... ... Homestead ... Glenmore  ... 117 0 0 6th 2 13 7
2208  Andersen , Niels ... ... Conditional ...
I
40 0 0 7th 2 0 0
2406  Anderson,  J. ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
1817  Anderson,  Alexander  ...  Conditional ... 40 0 0 10th 1 0 0
1959  Ditto ... ... ditto 1,000 0 0 9th  25 0 0
2001  Ditto ... ... ditto 630 0 0 8th 15 15 0
2391  Archer, A. ... ... ditto 700 0 0 6th  35 0 0
2348  Arps, D. ... ... ditto 400 0 0 6th  20 0 0
1934  Ashton, Ralph ... ... ditto 605 0 0 9th  15 2 6
2075  Atherton,  Rebecca  ... ditto 1,280 0 0 8th  48 0 0
2168  Atherton,  James  ... ... ditto 402 0 0 7th  15 1 6
2169  Atherton, Arthur P. ... ditto 895 0 0 7th 33 11 3
2280  Atherton, J. ... ... ditto  1,588 0 0 6th 69 11 0
2326  Ditto ... ... ditto 810 0 0 6th 40 10 0
2259  Barlow , Mary ... ...  Homestead Cawarral  ... 76 0 35 6th  0 3 2
2260  Barnicoat , C. ... ... ditto 54 2 0  6th 0 2 3
John Conditional1856  Barrett 368 0 0 9th 13 16 0, ... ...2404 Barrett ,  B. ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
2390  Barrett, Helen  ... ... ditto 160 0 0 6th  3 6 8
2083  Bartholomew , John Thomas Conditional 299 1 13 8th  15 0 0
1837  Bates, Edward  ... ... ditto 573 0 0 10th  21 9 9
2123  Beak ,  Montague  ... ... ditto 427 0 0  7th  16 0 3
2286  Ditto ... ... ditto 640 0 0  6th  24 0 0
2079  Beak , Henry ... ditto 1,200 0 0  8th  45 0 0
2306  Beardmore , M. F. M. ... ditto 1,000 0 0  6th  50 0 0
1797  Beard . J. L.. iunr. ... ditto  32 2 0  10th 1 13 0
2339 Bennett, C. ...  Homestead  155 3 23 6th  1 19 0
1752  Bertram, Andrew  Conditional 298 0 0  10th 7 9 0
1712 Birkbeck, G. L ditto 737 0 0  11th  9 4 3
1743 Birkbeck, A. D. ditto  351 0 0 10th 8 15 6
2370 Black, John  Homestead 160 0 0 6th  2'13 4
2399 Black, J. ... Conditional 486 0 0 6th  24 6 0 0 0 4
1787  Bond, Richard ditto 400 0 0 10th  15 0 0
1884 Ditto ditto 570 0 0 9th 21 7 6
2288  Boyer, Charles ditto 777 0 0 6th 29 2 9
2133  Braithwaite, T.  ditto 80 0 0 7th 3 0 0
82
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RegisterIN 0. Lessee. Nature of Sel. :ction . Name  of Homestead Area. Area. Year. Rent
Balance
dua.
r r P . it 2 S. d.
2318 Brookfield, Ruth... Homestead 79 3 0  6th 0 16 8
1790 Broome, W. ... Conditional 1,920 0 0 10th 68 5 0
1923 Ditto ... ... ditto 1,233 0 0  9th 46 4 9
2112 Ditto ... ... ditto 1,212 0 0  8th 45 9 0
2317 Browne, J. C. ditto 3,910 0 0  6th 146 12 6
2215 Brumm, Robert A. ... ditto 388 0 0 7th 19 8 0
2282 Butler, F. ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
2284 Butler, G. ... ... ditto 80 0 0  6th 0 10 0
2165 Putton, I illy Jane ... Conditional 640 0 0 7th 24 0 0
1714 Campbell, Isabella ... ditto 58
640
3 8  11th
0 0  6th
0
24
14
0
9
02349 Cameron, D. ... ... ditto
2261 Caporn, W. G. ...  ditto 1,498 3 0  6th 74 19 0
1775 Carroll, Edmond... ditto 93
1 5
3 0  10th
0 0  10th
3
3
10
18
6
91776 Ditto ...  ditto
2323 Carson, W. J. ... Homestead
0
loo 0 0  6th 1 5 0
2276 Chardon, H. W.... ditto 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
1780 Christiansen, Jens Peter Conditional 100 0 0 10th 2 10 0
2019 Clark, John Reid ditto 108
230
0 0 8th
1 0 6th
2
9
14
16
0
02314 Ditto ... ditto
2393 Code, William ... ditto 146 0 0 btu 10 6 0
Fine 3 4 0
2048 Collins, Frank George ditto 1,280
...
0 0  8th 32 0 0
2108 Comerford, James ... ditto 1,378 0 0  8th 51 13 6
2091 Conachan, John ... ...  ditto 959 0 0  8th 47 19 0
2267 Ditto ... ... ditto 194 1 6  6th 9 15 0
2106 Conachan, William ... ditto 673 0 0  8th 25 4 9
1905 Congreve, W. C. M. ... ditto 4,000
100
0 0 9th
0 0  7th
100
5
0
0
0
02118 Connor, Daniel ... ditto
h 01873 Ditto .. ... ditto 100 0 0 9t 5 0
1819 Considine, Charles ... ditto 119 0 0  10th 4 9 3
1928 Coombs, Isaac ... ... ditto 40 0 0  9th 2 0 0
2016 Crawford, Hugh ... ... ditto 1,280 0 0  8th 32 0 0
2044 Ditto ...  ditto 320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
2078 Creed, Thomas R. Avalon ... ditto 1,712 0 0  8th 64 4 0
2029 Croft, Herbert Edward ditto 1,500
1
0 0  8th
th
37
55
10
10
0
92069 Cross, Henry ... ... ditto ,481 0 0  8
1828 Cross, M. ... ...  ditto 1,975 0 0  10th 74 1 3
2103 Cross, C. ... ...  ditto 600 0 0  8th 18 15 0
2134 Ditto ... ...  ditto 113 0 0 7th 4 4 9
1926 Dalton, Charles ... ... ditto 119 0 0  9th 2 19 6
2006 Ditto ... ... ditto 255 0 0  8th 8 1 3
2275 Dempsey, E. ...  ditto ... Heathlands 800 0 0  6th 30 0 0
2244 Dempsey, J. ... ... ditto 200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
2268 Diggens, W. A. ... ... ditto 1,350 0 0  6th 50 12 6
2258 Dodson, Thomas William...  ditto 640 0 0 6th 24 0 0
2278 Dodson, W. L. ... ditto 460 0 0  6th 17 5 0
2090 Donovan, Cornelius ... ditto 1,000 0 0  8th 37 10 0
2334 Ditto ... ... ditto 355 3 0 6th 13 7 0
1957 Dowling, J. F. ... ditto 5,120 0 0  9th 128 0 0
2128 Draper, Henry ... ... ditto Gracemere ... 298 2 0  7th 14 19 0
2204 Ditto ... ...  d litto ... Railway ... 103 0 0  7th 5 3 0
2369 Duncan, A. ... ... ditto 2,240 0 0  6th 112 0 0
2359 Duncan, C. ... ... ditto 1,120 0 0  6th 56 0 0
2007 Duncan, Charles ... ditto 810 0 0  8th 20 5 0
2358 Duncan, R. ... ... ditto 1,150 0 0  6th 57 10 0
1895 Duncan, Robert ... ... ditto .., Railway ...  640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1728 Dunn, Henry ditto 400 0 0  11th 8 6 8
2414 Dunn, M. ... ... Homestead 160 0 0  6th 3 13 4
2081 Dunne, J. O'G. Conditional 751 0 0  8th 28 3 3
2184 Ditto ...4 ditto 57 0 0  7th 2 2 9
2025 Edwards, William Henry ... ditto  640
7
0 0  8th
1 h
16
2
0
8
0
01816 Egan, Patrick ... ... 84ditto 0 0 0t 9
1732 Ditto ... ... ditto  2,560 0 0  11th 88 0 0
1799 Egan, Stephen ... ... ditto  219 0 0 10th 8 4 3
2403 Ditto ... ... ditto  400 0 0 6th 15 0 0
2308 Ell's, E. ... ... Homestead  160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
2058 Ea art, Samuel ... ... Conditional  2,560 0 0  8t.h 96 0 0
1845 Finlay, G. U. ... ditto 160 0 0  9th 6 0 0
2312 Fitzgerald, J. ... Homestead  97 0 0 ; 6th 0 16 2
2043 Flint, Henry ... ... Conditional 74 0 0  8th 3 14 0
2037 Flowers, Field ... ... ditto 630 0 0  8th 15 15 0
2407 Ditto ... ... ditto 698 3 34 6th 34 19 0
2234 Fowler, W. H. ditto 46 1 0 7th 2 7 0
2011 Gay, John ... ... ditto 325 0 0 8th 16 5 0
1947 Geddes, Andrew ... ... ditto 1,fo0 0 0 9th 36 2 6
1995 Ditto ... ditto 225 0 0 8th 7 5 0
2321 Geddes, E. M. W. ... ditto 327 0 0  6th 16 7 0
1788 Geusen, F. IN.  ditto 113 2 0 10th 3 12 0
2351 Gibson, J. ... ditto 640 0 0 6-th 24 0 0
2176 Glackin, Peter ... ...  ditto 360 0 0 7th 13 10 0
2311 Glover, R. ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
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ft, eider
N o. Lessee.
Nature of  Selection.  Name of Homestead Area. Area. Year. Rent. Balancedue.
4
A. R. P.  £
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 8th 2 0 0
120 0 0 9th 3 0 0
32 0 0 6th 0 12 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
97 0 0 9th 2 8 6
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
1,200 0 0 9th 30 0 0
299 3 0 6th 15 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 48 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
444 0 0 10th 22 4 0
413 1 0 9th 20 14 0
1,280 0 0 9th 32 0 0
157 0 0 6th 1 6 2
'2,560  0 0 6th 128 0 0
630 0 0 7th 31 10 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
640 0 0 6th 24 0 0
640 0 0 10th 24 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
162 0 0 6th 8 2 0
500 0 0 6th 25 0 0
980 0 0 8th 2410 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1,000 0 0 8th 25 0 0
84 1 0 8th 3 3 9
277 3 0 9th 10 8 6
80 0 0 6th 1 13 4
2,051 0 0 6th 102 11 0
2,536  . 0 6th 126 17 0
2,336 0 0 6th 116 16 0
2,27.5  2 0 6th 113 16 0
412 0 0 7th 15 9 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
5,015 0 0 8th 125 7 6
1,463 0 0 9th 41 16 0
80 0 0 8th 4 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
2,209 0 0 7th  82 16  9
1,325 0 0 6th 66 5 0
2,000 0 0 9th 50 0 0
2,000 0 0 8th 50 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
1,440 0 0 9th 36 0 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
640 0 0 6tn 32 0 0
1,120 0 0 6th 56 0 0
500 0 0 10th 12 10 0
300 0 0 9th 7 10 0
735 0 0 9th 27 11 3
4010 0 0 8th 15 0 0
100 0 0 6th 3 15 0
620 2 0 6th 31 1 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
4,085 0 0 8th 153 3 9
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
300 0 0 6th 15 0 0
134 0 0 7th 5 0 6
310 0 0 8th 8 0 0
500 0 0 8th 12 10 0
562 0 0 6th 21 1 6
366 0 0 9th 13 14 6
638 1 0 10th 31 19 0
173 2 0 8th 8 14 0
117 2 0 6th 5 18 0
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
92 0 0 6th 4 12 0
320 0 0 8th 12 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
452 0 0 8th 16 19 Or
640 0 0 9th 24 0 0
5,120 0 0 6th 192 0, 0
5,052 0 0 6th ;189 9 0
2376
1984
1865
2378
2385
1844
2422
1936
2335
2338
1916
2316
2236
2363
1835
1849
1941
2301
2401
2199
2328
2336
2329
1782
2386
2333
2416
1994
1990
1846
1976
2076
1899
2383
2262
2263
2264
2265
2126
2366
2056
1925
2085
2405
2120
2257
1933
2039
2331
2330
1883
2350
2410
2411
1764
1870
1853
2105
2352
2310
2357
2290
2111
2412
2269
2121
2014
2053
2413
1890
1826
2110
2307
2253
2398
2072
2283
2095
1938
2289
2296
Goodman, H. ... ... Homestead
Gordon, Robt. ... ... Conditional
Grant, Thomas ... ... ditto
Gunn, Mary ... ... Homestead
Gunn, Elizabeth J. ... ditto
Gunn, Alex. ... ... Conditional
Hall, Frank ... ... ditto
Hanrahan, J. ... ... ditto
ditto ... ... Homestead
Hanrahan, B. ... ... ditto
Henderson, Adam ... Conditional
Hennegan, J. V. ... ditto ...
Hill,  C.  F. ... ... ditto ...
Hinz, M. P. ... Homestead ... Glenmore
Hobler, Francis H. ...  1 Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Hog, Peter ... ... ditto ...
Holland, E. ... ... Homestead ...
Holt, W. H. ... ... Conditional ...
Holt, Holt ... ... ditto ...
Hood, W., senr.  ...  ... ditto ...
Hood, Wm., junr. ... Homestead ...
Hopgood, S. J. ... ... Conditional ,.
Horger, William ... ditto ...
Hutchison, A. ... ... Homestead ...
Button, J. E. ... ... Conditional ...
Hutton, W. ... ... ditto ...
Hutton, William ... ditto ...
Hyland, John ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Hyland, Patrick .. ... ditto ...
Ingram, Samuel Alston ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Jensen, Jorgen ... ... Homestead ...
Jessop, W. S., sear. ... Conditional ... ...
Jessop, S. L. ... ... ditto ...
Jessop, W. S., junr. ... ditto ...
Jessop, J. P. ... ... ditto ...
Johnson, Andrew ... ditto ... Glenmore
Johnson, J. F. ... . Homestead ... ditto
Josephson, Jacob John W. Conditional ... ...
Joske, P. A. ... ... ditto ... ...
Judas, Ludwig ... ditto ... ...
Kay, S....  ...  ... Homestead ... Glenmore
Kelly, Edward G. ... Conditional ... ...
Kel!y, E. ... ... ditto ... ...
Kelly, Thomas ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
Kerr, Wm. ... ... Homestead ... ...
Kerr, George ... ditto ... ...
Lambert, William F. ... Conditional ..: ...
Lauderdale, It. ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
Lauderdale, M. ... ... ditto ... ...
Laurence, Freeman ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
Leahy, M. ... ... ditto ... ...
Leahy, William ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
Leeke, H. S. ... ... ditto ...
Lees,  J....  ... ... I Homestead ... Glenmore
Leivesley, T., senr. ... Conditional ... ...
Livermore, E. P. ... ditto ...
Lorentzen, C. ... ... Homestead ... ...
Lunn, W. G. ... ... Conditional ... ...
Lynch, T. H. ... ... ditto ... ...
Lyons, R. ... ... ditto ... ...
Lyttle, Richard ... ... ditto ... ...
Macdonald, B. J. ... ... ditto ... ...
Macdonald, Peter Fitzallan ditto ,,. ...
Mackean, Jas. ... ... ditto ... ...
Mackean, J. ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
Mark, W. B. ... ... Homestead ... ...
Martin, John ... ... Conditional ... ...
Miller, Charles ... ... ditto ...
Moore, J. T. ... ... Homestead ... ...
Morgan, James ... ... Conditional ...
Ditto ... ... ditto
Morgan, F.  A . ... ... ditto ...
Morgan, T. S. ... ... ; ditto ... ...
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{ A r. r. I 1 d ,c. w
2297  Morgan, J. M. ... Conditional .. 982 0 0 6th 36 16 6
2298  Morgan, A. J. ...  ditto 1,250 0 0 6th 48 15 0
2319 Morgan, F. G. ... ditto ... 5,120 0 0 6th 192 0 0
2201 Morse, George Phillips ditto 543 0 0 7th 27 3 0
1805 Morse, W. H. ... ... ditto 5,120 0 0 10th 128 0 0
1806 Murray, Peter, senr. ... ditto 2,730 0 0 10th 68 5 0
1902 Mylrea, J. 0. ... ... ditto 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1948 Mylrea, J. W. ... ditto 628 0 0 9th 15 14 0
2287 McBryde, B. ... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
2345 McCamlley, John, senr. Conditional 260 0 0 6th 9 15 0
2373 McCamlley, John, junr.  ditto 300 0 0 6th 11 5 0
2420  McCamlley, A. ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
2421 McCamlley, J. ... Conditional 400 0 0 6th 15 0 0
1839 McCartney, Adam  ditto 2,164 0 0 10th 81 3 0
1989 Ditto ...  ditto 1,230 0 0 8th 46 2 6
2172 Ditto ... ditto 178 0 0 7th 6 13 6
2341 McConnell, R. ...  ditto 112 0 0 6th 5 12 0
1943 Ditto ..  ditto 160 0 0 9th 4 0 0
2360 McDonald, 11. J....  ditto 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
2197 McDonald, Peter  ditto 618 0 0 7th 3018 0
2374 McDuff, Jane ... Homestead Gracemere 160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
2379  McDuff, W. ditto ditto 159 0 0 6th 2 19 7
2057 McEvoy, Patrick Conditional 2,000 0 0 8th 50 0 0
2149 McEvoy, G eorge, senr.  ditto 200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
2032 MeG avin, James... ditto 810 0 0 8th 20 5 0
2030 McGrath, Patrick ditto ... 288 0 0 8th 7 8 6
2303 Mcllwraith, T. ...  ditto 450 0 0 6th 16 17 6
2324 McKenzie, Sarah  ditto 1,157 0 0 6th 43 7 9
1920 McLaughlin, D....  ditto 1,200 0 0 9th 30 0 0
1921 McLaughin, J. ditto 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
2033 McLean, Alexander  ditto 170 0
146 0
0
0
8th
6th
6 7
0 6
6
1 013 52254 McMurtrie, A. ... Homestead
Penalty ... ... ... 0 1 4
2035 Neilsen, Jens ... Conditional ... ... 113 0 0 8th 5 13 0
2239 Nitz, C. ...  ditto ... ... 805 0 0 7th 30 3 9
1862 Norman , James ... ditto ... Gracemere 320 0 0 9th 16 0 0
1964 O'Brien, Edward... ditto ... 289 0
98 0
0
0
9th
8th
14 9
3 13
0
62063 Offord , Samuel ...  ditto ...
2327 Ohl, C. L. ... Homestead ... '160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
2371 Olsen, J. ... Conditional 80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
1955 Pace , Flora ... ditto ... 960 0 0 9th 24 0 0
2022 Ditto ... ditto ... 366 2 0 8th 9 3 6
1965 Pacey, R. Lachlan ditto ... 640 0 0 9th 16 0 02023 Ditto ... ditto ... 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
2274 1 Palfrey, G. ... Homestead ... 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
1706 Parsons, Mary .., Conditional ... Raglan ... ... 325 0 0 11th 5 1 6
2354 Pascoe, T. B. ,.. Homestead 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
2361 Pierce, T. W. ... Conditional ... 160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
111997 Pipe, Luke ... ditto ... 42 3 0 8th 2 1 0
2380 Power L. ditto ... 300 0 0 6th 15 0 0,
1744 Presland, Ellen
...
... ditto ... 1,920 0 0 10th 72 0 0
1748 Proctor, Joseph ... ditto ... 250 0 0 10th 9 7 6
2171 Quirk, John ... ditto ... 279 1 0 7th 14 0 0
2394 Quirk, T. ... Homestead ... 86 0 0 6th 1 15 10
2210 Ramm, Daniel ... ... Conditional ... 40 0 0 7th 1 10 0
2135 Ramm , Wm. Henry ... ditto ... 360 0 0 7th 13 10 0
2226 Ditto .. ditto ... 200 0 0 7th 7 10 0
2209 Ramm , Letitia C. ditto 80 0 0 7th 3 0 0
1875 Rea, Robert ... ditto 200 0 0 9th 5 0 0
2325  Ditto ... ... ditto
:
., 402 2 0 6th 20 3 0
2395 Reilly, M. ... .. ditto 440 0 0 6th 16 10 0
2322 Reynolds , Thomas ,.. ditto 628 0 0 6th 23 11 0
2356  Richter, G. ... .., Homestead 1 160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
2375 Richter, J. ... .., ditto 160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
2388 Richter, G. E. ... .., ditto 100 0 0 6th 2 1 8
2277 Roberts, C. ... .., ditto ... Cawarral 160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
2162 Robertson , John... .., , Conditional 120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
1985 Rogers , Thomas ... .. , ditto 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
1987  Rogers , James ... ditto 100 0 0 8th 2 10 0
2396 Rogers , G. F. V.... ditto 2,560 0... 0 6th 128 0 0
2397 Rogers, C. V. .. , ditto
,
800 0 0 6th 40 0 0
1961  Rose], Joseph ...
... r ditto ... 311 0 0
0
9th
7th
7 15
18 2
6
02214 Ross ,  James ... ditto 362 0
0 h9 4 17 01953 Rundle, M. S. ...
...
ditto
; ::
194 0 t .
1992 Rutherford, Andrew
... , ditto ... 640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
1960 Rutherford, Geo. ditto ... 1,000 0 0 9th 25 0 0
2340  Ditto ... ditto ... 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
2183 Salmon , John ... ditto ... 630 0 0 7th 31 10 0
2064  Sanderson , George ditto 40 0 0 8th 2 0 0
2300 Schack, A. .. Homestead
...
... Glenmore ... 900 160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
2141  Schirmer,  Daniel... Conditional 400 0 0 7th 20 0 0
699
Lessee.
1911 Schirmer, F.
1913 Sheridan, M.
2368 Ditto
2129 Slater, W.
1738  Smith, Eliza
2038 Ditto
2237 Smith, T.
2266 Smith, Wm.
2302 Smith, Mary J.
2362 Smith, W. J
1707 Sorensen, Christian
2059 Ditto
2372 Speed, W.
2140 Stapp, Charles T.
1954 Ditto ...
2167 Stone, Il. ...
2139 Struber, Stephan...
2245 Ditto
2024 Stuart, Elsie ..
1879 Swadling, Joseph
2041 Ditto ...
2017 Tait, William ...
2337 Taylor, W. ...
2387 Thomassen, T. ..
2392 Thomasson, Wm. Storey
1892 Tiuelsen, Elizabeth
2009 Tucker, Lewis ...
1864 Tucker, S. ...
2125 Vaughan, William
2218 Ditto .19.74 Vicarv, Thomas William
2377 Wainwright, W.
2402 Waters, A. ...
1798 Waters, P. J. ...
2190 Wells, William ...
2342 Wheatley, G. ...
2299 White, G. ...
1838 Ditto ...
2084 Wickham, George
2248 Wilkinson, J. H.
2273 Williams, E.
1958 Williams, J. Tapping
2054 Wilson, Nathan ...
2055 Ditto
2381 Wood, E. G. L. ...
1847 Yin, Ah ...
ACT OF 1876-ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT-  continued.
Nature of  Selection.
... Conditional ...
ditto
.., ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Name of  Home-tead Area
Glenmore
ditto
ditto
Glemnore
Area. Year. Rent Balancedue.
A. R. P. I £ s.  d. £  S.  d
360 0 0 9th 9 0 0
240 0 0 9th 12 0 0
159 3 0 6th 8 0 0
640 0 0 7th 24 0 0
109 0 0 10th 4 1 9
60 0 0 8th 2 5 0
596 0 0 7th 22 7 0
1,120 0 0 6th 56 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 13 4
160 0 0 11th 2 10 0
84 0 0 8th 3 3 0
100 0 0 6th 1 17 6
214 0 0 7th 10 14 0
238 0 0 9th 5 19 0
550 0 0 7t1t 27 10 0
160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
250 0 0 8th 6 5 0
80 0 0 9th 3 0 0
542 0 0 8th 20 6 6
40 0 0 $th 1 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
355 0 0 6th 17 15 0
780 0 0  6th  29 5 0
138 0 0 9th 5 3 6
140 0 0 8th 3 10 0
588 0 0 9th 18 0 3
840 0 0 7th 31 10 0
140 0 0 7th 5 5 0
1,190 0 0 8th 29 15 0
100 0 0 6th 1 17 6
160 1 19 6th 3 13 9
56 0 0 10th 2 2 0
106 0 0 7th 5 6 0
2,560 0 0 6th 128 0 0
400 0 0 6th 20 0 0
115 0 0 10th 2 17 6
75 0 0 8th 216 3
220 0 0 6th 11 0 0
50 0 0 6th 1 17 6
76 3 0 9th 118 6
150 0 0 8th 3 15 0
49 0 0 8th 1 4 6
1,000 0 0 1 6th 50 0 0
634 0 0 9th 15 17 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION
378 Benjamin ,  Samuel  ... I  Conditional ...
379 Ditto
451 Ditto ...
567 Brocket, I. ...
529 Brumpton, W,
530 Brumpton, J. G.
531 Brumpton, H. .,,
574 Burton, Henry ...
552 Clark, A. F. ...
528 Clayton, J. E. ...
544 Cleary. J. ...
303 Copley, P. G.
547 Davidson, P. E. L.
313 Fletcher, Donald
305 Fletcher, Miles ...
457 Fletcher, Robert...
467 Gaden, Edward A.
493 Ditto ...
380 Gaden, E. A. ...
526 I Hall, C. ...
550 Harth, H. ...
535 Henderson, A. ...
545 Hobson, J. ...
455 Johnston, Honora
456 Ditto ...
562 , Keegan, J. T. ...
519 Leahy, M. ...
t554 Lister, George ...
440B Mackie, Robert ...
441 Mackintosh, John
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ACT OF 1876-ROMA DISTRICT.
Euthulla
In a Homestead Areaditto ...
ditto ...
Hodgson ...
Roma ... ...
In a Homestead Area
ditto
Penalty ...
160 0 0
623 0 0
1,777 0 0 8th
160 0 0
159 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
22 1 13
160 0 0
160 0 0
137 0 0
37 0 0
... 2,560 0 0
... 1,840
... ... 2,440
... ... 1,634
.. ... 2,560
0 0... ... 1,191
200 0 0
... Amby and Bute ... 160 0 0
... In a Homestead Area ... 160 0 0
... ditto ... .. 160 0 0
... Amby ... ... ... 160 0 0
... ... 1,840 0 0
... ... 876 0 0
... Muckadilla ... ... 160 2 0
... Muckadilla ... ,.. 1.60 0 0
... Euthulla ... ,,. 10 0 0
..., ... 5,113 0 0
...  1 Muckadilla ... ... 609 2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
133 5 61
0 0 9
8th 12 0 0
7th 62 6 06t1i  3 0 0
6th 1 6 6
6th 1 6 8
6th 1 6 8
6th 0 9 7
6th 2 0 0
6tli 1 6 8
6th 1 14 3
11th 2 9 4
6th 128 0 0
10th 138 0 0
11th 152 10 0
7th 122 11 0
7th 237 6 8
7th 59 11 0
8th 15 0 0
6th 1 0 0
6th 8 0 0
6th 1 6 8
6th 2 0 0
7th 138 0
7th 65 14 0
6th 2 6 11
6th 0 13 4
6th
7th 255 13 0
7th  1 61 0 O
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ACT OF  1876-ROMA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection.
511 McKenna, F. Conditional
516 Nimmo, J. R. ... ... ditto
563 Orr, William J. ... ... Homestead
566 Plummer, J., junr. ... Conditional
575 Pomfrett, H. J. ... ... Homestead
571 Ponton, H. ... ... ditto
672 Ponton, F. J. H. ... ditto
570 Rattrap, J. ... ... ditto
464 Rayner, David ... ... Conditional
497 Rayner, Sarah A. ... ditto
551 Roehrig, C. F. ... ... Homestead
568 Rush, F. ... ... ditto
569 Rush , F. H. ... ... ditto
573 Rush, Wm. ... ... ditto
443 Ryan, Denis ... ... Conditional
491 Ditto ... ... ditto
538 Rynn, D. ... ... Homestead
534 Sardeson , H. ... ... ditto
543 Scraggs , J. ... ... ditto
540 Sparks , Ann ... ... ditto
336 Spencer, Arthur Stephen ... Conditional
537 Surlick, A. F. ... ... Homestead
433 Trenouth , George ... Conditional
473 Unmack, T. O. .. ditto
393 Waldron, Alfred ... ditto
429 Wieneke, John ... ... ditto
Name of Homestead  Area.
In a Homestead Area
dillkM aauc
Railway
ditto
... Muck+adilltt,
ditto
ditto
\.l
Bindango .,,
Railway ...
Railway ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
In a Homestead Area
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Muckadilla
Area .  Year. Rent. Balancedue.
A.  It.  P.  t d. A. A 1. d.
320 0 0 +ath 24 0 0
800 0 d 13th 60 0 0
...
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
528 0 0 6th 52 16 0
... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
... 160 0 0  6th 3 0 0,
... 160 0 0  m h t. 0 Yl I
... 184 0 0 '6th 10 3
N 0,20 d 0 7th 196 0 0
X64 0 0 7th 56 8 0
... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... 160 0 0 6th 8 0  0
... 160 0 0 8th A d 1
... 160 0 0 $tF
;.. ` 480 0 0 Yth U 0 0
,.` 1130 'd 0 7th 12 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
... 162 0 0 6th 11.1 0
... 125 1 7 6th , 3.
320 0 0 10th 32 0 0
160 b 0 6th 1 6 8
'J61 0 0 8th ' 96 2 0
640 0 0 7th 48 0 0
100 0 0 8th 10 0 0
54 0 0 8th 1 5 8 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-S  PRINGS H  ; iMSTRICT,
Campbell, Charles ... Conditional
Creagh, William ... ditto
Creed, George ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Cronk, Christopher ditte
Cronk, H. M. ... ,., ditto
Fleming, Wm. ... ... ditto
Forsyth, John G. ... ... ditto
Gillespie, Adam C. ... ditto
Hoare, G. . .. ... HomesteadHofmeister, Ca oline ... Conditional
Horsfield, George ... ... ditto
Jackson,  J. ...  ... ... ditto
Lawson, George ... ... ditto
Macdonald, P. F. ... .., ditto
Maier, Wm. ... ... ditto
Milliken, George .. ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ditto
Morgan, William ... ... ditto
McLaughlin, A. ... ... ditto
Reed, James ... ditto
Stachelroth, F. ... ... ditto
Tatman, Wm. ... ... ditto
Turner, F. H. B. ... ... ditto
Wieting, John  ...  ditto
Wilson, Charles T.... ... ditto
Wheeler, F. ... ... Homestead
..•
... In a Homestead Area
... ditto ... ...
In a Homestead Area
In a Homestead Area
In a Homestead Area
Springsure ...
... In a Homestead Area
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
In a Homestead Area
ditto ... ...
340 0 0 6th , 17 0 0
1,500 0 0 8th 112 10 0
1,960 0 0 9th 1147 0 0
600 0 0 1  7th 30 0 0
320 0 0  7th 32 0 b
320 0 0 rth 39 0 0
200 0 0 7th 10 b  4i
1,280 0 0 7ith *54 0 0
2,$60 0 '0 8th 192 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
10 00 0 0 7th 50 0 0
639 3 0 8th 48 0 0
... 60 1 0 6th 3 1 0
... 625 0 0 7th 46 17 6
3,600 0 0 9th 180 0 0
540 2 0 7th 27 1 0
1,326 0 0 7th 74 9 0
830 0 0 7th 62 5 0
... 1,280 0 0 9th 64 0 0
... 625 0 0 7th 46 17 6
... 640 0 0 8th 48 0 0
306 0 0 6th 15 6 012,215 0 0 7th 110 15 02,228 0 0 8th 111 8 0
1,000 0 0 8th 50 0 0
... 320  0 0 1 7th 32 0 0
159 2 32 6th 3 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-STANTHORPE DISTRICT.
112 Browne, Michael ...
185 Clunes, William, junr. ...
114 Gimm, Hinrich ... ...
193 Gore, Frederick ...
192 Gunn, Robert Napier ...
140 Park, John ... . , .
141 Reeves, George ... ...
122 Sheahan , Daniel...
246 Summerville , J., jun.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... Folkstone
ditto ... ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ... I Folkstone ...
160 0 0 11th 5 0 G
156 3 5 8th 7 16 9
120 0 0 11th 5 10 0
640 0 0 8th 32 0 0
640 0 0 8th 32 0 0
316 0 31 9th 15 16 2
317 0 12 9th 15 17 1
102 3 0 10th 5 3 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
98 I Digger ,  Margaret  ... ...  Conditional  ... I ...
1
61 0 0 1 10th
701
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-ST, LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
I I  I
CegI ter
No. I.es'ee.
177 Af' s>1ro'1g , W'{'17iian <<118 Christian ( ,, M: ... ...
115 Davis,  Samuel
114 Dunne, Richard
173 Gibson,  Martin ..
202 Hawkins, John H....
905 H awkins, C. R.
160 Hill, Charles
lid ob§oit, 1ientry
76 tllid gd; T'hMdO
S Ditto .. .,
7, . ones, Rees
117 U(ilidn' j T'ho a:
192 Macartney, A. ..
221 Macartney, C. M. IV.
139 Macdonald, S.
217 Moffatt, Robert G.
172 Ditto ... ... ...
223  Ditto
176 1' 1cholson, F. Mary ...
200 Parnell, L.... ...
167 Parnell, A. H.
181 Paterson , William H.
132 Roberts , Henry L.
216 Warren, Lewis P....
X,titirt,  of 4'Za"tion.
I -'-
Conditional ...ditto ...
ditto
dittd ...
ditto ;..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
tli'tto
ditto ,.,
ditto ...
ditto'
clitt'd
ditto
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.I/
.!1
Area
A. H P.
400 0 0
1,280 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
397 0 0
109 2 0
124 2 0
870 0 0
640 0 0
200 0 0
1,080 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
639 0 0
50 0 0
385 0 0320 0 0
960 0 0
343 0 0
Penalty ..
677 0 0
Penalty
256 0 0
1,2n0 0 0
1,280 0 0
Year .  Rent . Balancedue.
X  J.
8th 30 0 0 '
9th 96 0 0
9th 48 0 0
9th 48 0 0
8th 29 15 6
7th S S 0
7th 9 7 6
8th 65 5 0
9th 48 0 0
8th 15 0 0
8th 81 0 0
8th 96 0 0
9th 96 0 0
8th  W 0 0
7th 96 0 t7
9th 47 18 t
7th 3 15 0
8th 28 17 6
6th 24 0 0
8th 72 0 0
8th 25 14 6 24 2 2
2 8 3
8th 50 15 6 50 15 65 1 7
8th 19 4 0
9th 96 0 0
7th 196 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF  1876- SURAT DISTRICT.
60 Adams, Richard J.
63 Ditto ...
80 Dehnert, Reinhold C.
75 Ferris, Charles ...
67 Grisbrook. Joyce
32 McCormack, Patrick
47 Ditto ...
66 Naylor, Wm. A.... ...
62 Simpson,  Ebenezer J. ...
65
87
97
Ditto ... ...
Smith, Ebb ...
Sparks,  William
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
320 0 0 8th 32 0 0
Penalty ...
320 0 0 8th 32 0 0
Penalty
1,258 0 0 8th 94 7 0
2,903 0 0 8th  217  14 6
Penalty ... ...
485 0 0 8th 48 10 0
2,050 0 0 11th 76 17 6
1,011 0 0 9th 75 16 6
480 0 0 8th 48 0 0
200 0 0 8th 20 0 0
Penalty ... ... ...
208 0 0 8th 20 16 0
Penalty ... ... ...
906 0 0 7th 67 19 0
160 0 0 6th 16 0 0
CROWN LANDS  ALIENATION ACT OF 1876- TAMBO DISTRICT.
71 Bollter, T. ...  ...  ... Conditional ... Tambo ...
41 Browne, Thomas M. ... ditto ... ..,
53 Ditto  ...  ... ditto ... ...
49 Browne, John G. ... ... ditto ...
68 Browning,  It,  W., Execu• ditto ...
tors of
55 Clohesy, .T. .. ... ... ditto ... Tambo
35 Doyle, John U. ... ,.. ditto ... ditto
60 Foot, George ... ... ditto
30 Goffage, Harry C. ... ditto
37 Hamilton, Terrick A. ... ditto
52 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
1 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
38 Hewson, F. W. ... ... ditto
63 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
3 Jillett, Thomas Shone ... ditto
45 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
4 Jillett, Arthur James ... ditto ...
19 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
51 Ditto ... .. ... ditto ... ,
66 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
6 Jillett, Edward Frank ... ditto .,
25 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
61 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
7 Jillet t, Henric Thomas ... ditto ..
8 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,..
33 Ditto ... ... ditto
65 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ., .
.., 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
2,560 0 0 7th 128 0 0
2,560 0 0 6th 128 0 0
,.. 320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
... 320 0 0 1 7th 16 0 0
200 0 0 6th 10 0 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
630 0 0 10th 31 10 0
1,280 0 0 7th 64 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
320 0 0 ' 10th 16 0 0
2,240 0 0 7th 112 0 0
320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
321 0 0 8th 16 1 0
400 0 0 7th 20 0 0
1,555 0 0 6th  77 15 0
320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
640 0 0 8th 32 0 0
1,388 0 0 ! 6th 69 8 0
320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
320 0 0 10th 16 0 0
639 2 0 7th 32 0 0
1,280 0 0 6th 64 0 0
3 4 0
3 4 0
117 14 6
21 15 5
2 0 0
2 1 7
702
Register
No. Lemee.
ACT OF 1876-TAMBO  DISTRICT- continued.
Jillett, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Jillett,  Tasman ...
Jillett, Thomas
Jillett, A. C.
Lewis, T.
Milne, Duncan C.
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Milne, M. A.
Mulhern, D.
McDonough, W.
Palmer ,  Margaret
Riddell ,  George
Ridde ll, J. J. S.
Sheridan , Michael
Taylor ,  Henry B.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Walsh, Hannah Theresa
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
35
1
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Name of Homestead Area.
Tambo
... Tambo
... Tambo
Tambo ...
Aeja. Year.  Rent
A. B. P.1
640 0 0 8th
1,280 0 0 6th
640 0 0 6th
2,560 0 0 7th
640 0 0 7th
1,280 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
1,280 0 0 8th
639 2 0 7th
625 2 0 6th
320 0 0 6th
363 0 0 7th
320 0 0 6th64,0 0 0 6th
686 0 0 7th
109 0 0 6th
630 0 0 9th
1,280 0 0 7th
667 0 0 7th
525 0 0 6th
624 0 0 9th
326 0 0 8th
310 0 0 6th
390 0 0 6th
Balance
due.
£ a. d. £  S. d
32 0 0
64 0 0
32 0 0
128 0 0
32 0 0
61 0 0
2 0 0
64 0 0
32 0 0
31 6 0
16 0 0
18 3 0
16 0 0
32 0 0
34 6 0
1 11 9
31 10 064 0 0
33 7 0
26 5 0
31 4 0
16 0 0
15 10 0
19 10 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-TARODM DISTRICT.
Bourke, William ... Conditional
Hickey, Martin ... ... ditto
McCorley, James ... ditto
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
185 0 0 6th 13 17 6
639 3 0 7th 1 48 0 0
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876-TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
3712 Anderson, Archibald
3996 Andrews, William ...
4113 Astbury, William ...
3533 Attwell, William ...
3916 Ditto
4012 Bacon, Julia J., senr.
4013 Bacon, Julia J., junr.
4102c Bailey, J. ...
4121A Ditto ... ...
3983 Barlow, Ebenezer ...
3389A Barnes, J.
4114 Benton, Walter G.
3915 Berghoefer, C. -nrad
4046 Reutel, Edward ...
4047 Beutel, Charles ...
4048 Beutel, Edward, junr.
3924A Bidgood, W. ...
3725 Birmingham, Thomas
3724 Birmingham, John...
3881 Bishop, George ...
2935 Blackie, Robt. ...
4,027 Bolger, Patrick J....
40870 Bonell, T.
4102E Ditto ...
4031 Bougoure, Daniel J.
4077 Bougoure, John N.
3641 Bourke, Lawrence ...
4092s Bradshaw, W.
4108 Bretz, Theodor ..,
4103 Breydon, Jane
3624 Ditto
4105 Breydon, Robert ...
4066A Brown, J.
3529 Burge, William ...
4066E Burgess, J.. ...
4102 Byer, Edward
3466 Caldicott, Thomas W.
3861  Ditto ... ...
3862 Ditto .
4111 Christiansen, Jens ...
3685A Clear, J. ...
3848A Cleary, J.
4081 Clements, Edward
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Yandilla ...
Yandilla ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
IIelidon ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Tooth ... ... ...
Emu Creek ... ... ...
Ramsay Exchange ... ...
Emu Creek .. . ...
Exchange  Lands ...
ditto ...
East Prairie ...
Eton Vale ... ... ...
Yandilla ... ...
Helidon ... ... ...
ditto ...
Yandilla ... ...
ditto
Ramsay Exchange
Ramsay Exchange ...
In a Homestead Area
Ramsay Exchange ...
Helidon ... ...
Pilton
Lagoon Creek
Tummaville and Yandilla...
Tummaville ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Beauaraba ... ... ...
Crow's Nest ...
Beauaraba ...
400 0 0 8th 10 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
158 0 0 9th 3 19 0
592 0 0 7th 29 12 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
80 0 0 6th x 1 6 8
80 0 0 6th 116 8
160 0 0 6th 7 16 6
640 0 0 10th 24 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
160 0 0 7th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
382 0 0 7th 14 6 6
80 0 0 8th 12 0 0
80 0 0 8th 12 0 0
25 1 0 7th 1 6 0
320 0 0 11th 5 6 8
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
80 0 0 6th 1 3 4
81 3  0  6th 1 7 4 0 1 8
Penalty ... ... ... 0 0 2
Survey fee 8 17 2
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
75 0 0 6th 315 0
152 0 0 9th 15 4 0
231 2 0 6th 11 12 0
120 2 0 6th 2  5  4
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 9th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
80 0 0 .6th 0 11 6
320 0 0 9th 20 17 6
640 0 0 6th 24 0 0
132 0 0 6th i 1 18 6
1,100 0 0 9th 82 10 0
25 1 21 8th 1 6 0
62 3 0 8th 3 3 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
315 0 0 9th 7 17 6
6 t0 0 0 8th 24 0 0
87 2 0 6th 1 2 0
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ACT OF 1876-TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT-continued.
Lessee. Nature  of selection.
3319 Connolly, Matthew ... Conditional
4086 Connorty, James ... ... Homestead
4089 Connorty, Thomas ... ditto
4076 Conway, Margaret B. .., ditto
3215 Cornford, Edward ... Conditional
3407 Creagh, Peter .. ... ditto
3663 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
3779 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
4126 Cronk, C. ... ... Homestead
4114A Dalton, M. ... ... Conditional
3831 Daniel, John Joseph ... ditto
3854 Daniels, Frederick... ... ditto
4082 Deller, Joseph ... ... Homestead
3975 Derrick, William ...
3792 Doneley, James Tyson
3401 Donovan, James ...
3986 Doolan, James ...
4083 Doran, Matthew ...
3968 Douglas,-William ...
4020 Dowling, Patrick ...
4121 Downey J. ...
4122 Duff, Patrick
4026 Duncan, Alexander
3988 Dwyer, James ...
3260A Egan, S.... ...
4075 Elborne, Arthur ...
4124 Elborne, A. ...
4104 Elbor ne, George ... ...
2926 Fallon ,  Michael ... ...
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
3843 Falvey ,  Daniel,  junr . ...  ditto
3825 Falvey ,  John  ...  ditto
3780 Falvey ,  Patrick, Adminis-
trator of  ... ...  ditto
3690 Farrington ,  Francis Henry ditto
4070A Filshie ,  R. ... .., ditto
3220  Frawley ,  Jas. ... ... ditto
3610  ,  Freyling ,  Jacob  ...  ditto
4070 Freyling ,  A.  e_  ... ... ditto
4045 Fronzek ,  Johann  ...  ditto
4110 Frost ,  John  ... ..  Homestead
4073 Fuller ,  William  ... ...  ditto
4051 Gallagher ,  Margaret  ...  Conditional
3902 Gallagher ,  John ... ...  ditto
4052 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
3420 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
4072A  Geddes, J. ... ... Homestead
4072 n  Geddes, James  ... ...  Conditional
3338 Gilbride ,  Bernard ... ditto
4066c Gillies ,  F. ... .., ditto
3755A Gleeson ,  M. ... ... ditto
4102n Gleeson ,  J. .. ... ditto
3307 Gore, Gerard R. ... ditto
3639A  Gracey ,  J. ... ... ditto
4087 Guy ,  John  ... ...  Homestead
4484 Haidle ,  W. ... ... Conditional
3666 Harber, Joseph  ... ...  ditto
3700 Hartwig ,  August Daniel  ...  ditto
3772 Healy, Mary Anne  ...  ditto
3771  Healy, Patrick  ...  ditto
3733 Hegarty, Patrick  ...  ditto
4015 Hegarty, Daniel  ...  Homestead
4016 Hegarty ,  Wil liam  ...  ditto
4017  Hegarty ,  Maurice  ...  Conditional
4062 Hegarty ,  Michael .. ditto
3797 Heiner ,  John  ... ...  ditto
4102F Hirst, J. ... ... ditto
3728 Holmes ,  John  ... ...  ditto
3751 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
3872 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
4117A Hughes, M.  ...  ... Homestead
4106 Hurley ,  Michael ... Conditional
3620 Ibell ,  James  ... ...  ditto
4065 Ditto ...  ...  ditto
3897 Ibell, John  ... ...  ditto
2989 Jentz ,  Gustav  ... ...  ditto
4061  B ath, Edward  ... ...  Homestead
3379  K eating ,  Daniel  ... ...  Conditional
3087
1
Keefer, .David  ... ...  ditto
4063  .Keefer, Christian W. ... ditto
Name of Homestead Area.
Lagoon Creek ...
ditto ...
Yandilla ... ...
Beauaraba ... ...
Tummaville ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Crow's Nest... ... ...
Beauaraba  ... ... ...
Clifton ... ...
North Branch ... ...
Lagoon Creek ... ...
Beauaraba  .. ... ...
Beauaraba Exchange ...
Tooth ... ...
Eton Vale ... ... ...
Yandilla ...
ditto ...
Yandilla ...
ditto ...
Crow 's Nest...
Yandilla
ditto
ditto ...
Eton Vale ...
... Ramsay Exchange ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
Clifton
Meringandan ... ...
Eton Vale  Exchange
Ramsay Exchange ... ...
Clifton Exchange ...
Tummaville ... ...
Clifton Exchange ...
Yandilla and Tummaville...
Eton Vale
Emu Creek
Yandilla
North Branch  ...
ditto ...
Clifton Exchange
ditto ...
Clifton .. ...
Yandilla ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ramsay Exchange ...
North Branch ... ...
ditto ... ...ditto ... ...
Helidon ... ...
Ramsay Exchange ...
ditto... ... ...
ditto ...
Beauaraba ... ...
Beauaraba Exchange ...
North Branch ... ...
Yandilla ... ...
Area . Year. Bent. Balance
A. B. P. £ s .  air £  s. d.
37 1 8 I loth 0 18 8
160 0 0: 6th 2 0 0
49 0 0 6th 014 3
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
640 0 0 11th 33 6 8
460 0 0 10th 34 10 0
340 0 0 9th 25 10 0
13 1 3 8th 1 1 0
160 0 0 1 6th 3 13 4
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
320 0 0 8th 20 0 0
319 0 0 8th 15 19 0
128 0 0 6th 1 12 0
Penalty ... ... ... 0 0 1
100 3 21 6th 0 12 7
200 3 0 8th 30 3 0
121 0 0 10th 18 3 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
40 0 0 6th 010 0
160 0 0 6th 0 13 4
1,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0
161) 0 0 Fth 3 13 4
80 1 0 6th 4 1 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
1,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0
320 0 0 11th 11 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
85 1 0 6th 4 6 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
52 2 0 11th 0 10 0 5 14 0
Penalty ... ... ... 0 11 5
78 0 0 8th 7 16 0
80 0 0 8th 8 0 0
100 0 0 8th 10 0 0
350 0 0 9th 17 10 0
900 0 0 6th 45 0 0
58 0 0 11th 7 5 0
160 0 0 9th 16 0 0
49 0 0 6th 2 9 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
38 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
7 1 24
160 0 0
400 0 0
160 0 0
187 2 0
80 0 0
320 0 0
414 0 0
615 0 0
1,280 0 0
154 0 0
160 0 0
43 2 0
50 3 0
126 0 0
80 0 0
6th 0 14 7
6th 1 13 4
6th 24 0 0
7th 0 8 0
6th 24 0 0
10th 30 0 0
6th 1 13 4
6th 9 7 6
10th 12 0 0
6th 12 0 0
8th 10 7 0
6th 30 15 0
10th 96 0 0
9th 7 14 0
6th 2 0 0
6th 2 15 0
9th 5 2 0
8th 3 3 0
8th 12 0 0
80 0 0 8th 12 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
1,180 0 0
640 0 0
102 2 1
320 0 0
8th 8 0 0
6tb 1 6 8
6th 1 6 8
6th 59 0 U
6th 32 0 0
8th 10 6 0
6th 16 0 0
481 1 0 1 8th 48 4 0
120 0 0 8th 12 0 0
39 0 01 7th .2 8 9
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
62 3 0 6th 111 6
160 0 0 9th 16 0 0
40 0 0 6th 2 0 0
55 0 0 7th 5 10 0
240 0 0 11th 12 0 0
120 0 0 6th 1 0 0
200 0 0 10th 30 0 0
200 0 C 11th 11 13 4
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
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Register Leases.
40b1A eller, M. ...
4088 Kelly, Thomas ,..
3959 King, Margaret ,,,ARMKith ip, Wi Ilaiii
6F) hi ht *i lihiti
ACT OF 1876-TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  selection .  Name of  Home- teed Area. Atea.
Homestead
ditto
ditto ,
baditibnftl
otnestea'd
Ofi,i bh}'k' i.
r ,ftIRA Lange, H.
...
3969  Lay, John ,..
3425 Leane, M.
41)74 Lehsanft, Gottlob .,.
4079 Lebsanft, Christian
4102o Liddiar'd, &tiphat_t ..
3389 Lindenberg, Otto C.
3506 Lobwein, Martin
4053 Lorenz, Charles...
.,fps IA Longheed, W
p
.
a U+nr.&ALA. L11
4102A Madden, W. M....
to
;brill  Blond
ditto
11 omestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
diftt 
Conditional
ditto
dit14
yy ditto
kloiinesteii
... ditto
3653 Maguire ,  James .. .  Conditional
4092  Ditto ditto
3399 Mann ,  William  ... ... ditto
8112 Manzi,  G. ... ditto
4101 M  ,.tefs, Posit Homestead
3977A  Mei•ti* ,_6 ditto
4.3782c  Mitehell,.f'. A: ,,, ... Conditional
100 Mo #lhtt, art* ,:.  H ottiestcad
38I M  bjlbbey, atria . .,.  Conditional
3609  Ditto ... ... ditto
3849 Ditto  ...  ... ditto
3970 Moroney,  Patrick ..,  Homestead
3865B Moran ,  M. ... .. Conditional
4084E Moran ,  G. ... ... Homestead
4040  Muir ,  Maria J. ,.. ... ditto
4091 Muir ,  Samuel J . ...  ditto
41`?2AI Munro, D. ... ... Conditional
4074A Munro . J. .. ... ditto
8199 Murphy ,  Patrick  ..,  ditto
$044 MbDoi.kld ,  'Vin ... ditto
3337 McGovern ,  BBettidtc  ...  ditto
3972 McGoveran ,  Thomas .. .  Homestead
3991 McKay ,  George... ... ditto
3992 McKay ,  Angus .. . ... ditto
3998 McKenzie, James ditto
4120  McLoughlin ,  J.... ... ditto
3590 Naumann, John, senr . ...  Conditional
3625 Ditto  ... ... ditto
4042 Neale ,  Leah E,  .., ...  Homestead
3743A Nolan ,  J. ... ... Conditional
4075A Nolan, J. ... ... ditto
4117a  No an J . ... ...  Homestead
3964 Noske,  Jolin ... ... ditto
3687 O 'Dea, Patrick  ... ...  Conditional
3454 Ole , William ... ditto
4112A Parton , G. .,. ... Homestead
4112B Parton,  W. ... ... ritto
3407A Park r, P.  A. ... ... Conditional
4107  Patch, Stephen  ... ... ditto
3770  Patch, Henry ... ... ditto
4118 Patch ,  J.  ... ... Homestead
4119 Peardon , W. H. ... ditto
3848B  Pearson , J. A., senr. ...  Conditional
3893A Ditto  ... ...  ditto
4095A Pearson ,  F. M.... ... ditto
3972AI  Peehey ,  E. W. ... ... ditto
4117c Ditto  .. ... ditto
3844 Perry , G. ... ditto
3857 Pierce, John  ...  ditto
3732 Pillar ,  William  ... ...  ditto
4125 Pillar ,  E. J. ... ditto
3869 Porter ,  Alma ... ... ditto
2965 Porter ,  A. Elgin ... ditto
3082 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
3174 Ditto  ... ... ditto
3117 Porter ,  James  .. ... ditto
3859 Postle ,  Benjamin ditto
4112 Priebe ,  Chriestlieb ... Homestead
3892 Purcell ,  John Patrick ... Conditional
3656 Reiclile ,  Jacob  ... ...  ditto
3694 Ditto  ,,,  ditto
... Lagoon Creek ...
,,, tieh
...
N$eoArt1httrl ial
Dbiiglti?s` .,.
... Helic
tt8
}o}, ...
:. Lll a
..
:..
Meringanaan ,,,
Merini;andan  Exchange
In a Homestead Area
ditto
Bt auaraha xcliangl;
... Meringandan ,.,
... Clifton Exchange
Cooyar
Beauaraba ...
.. ` I3mC,rt,elC
.., d41d_
... Ramsay Exchange
ditto
.., Beauraba Exchange
Beauaraba ...
Yandilla ...
H elidon... ...
Emu Creek ...
Yandilla ... ...
d•... ttto
ditto
.., ditto ...
Eton Vale
Fmu Creek ...ditto
... k North  Branch ...
.., Beauarabat
Yandilla
ditto ...
Eton Vale
Cl itton ... ...
Tooth
ditto ..,
Yandilla
ditto ...
Clifton ...
ditto
North Branch
Emu Creek
Clifton Exchange
Westbrook
Emu Creek
ditto
Milton Exchange..,
Rosalie Plains ...
Yandilla
Yandilla
ditto
Tummaville
ditto
Rosalie Plains
1i orth Branch
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
Beauaraba ...
Yandilla
Tummaville
ditto
A. B P
80 0 0
160 0 0
19 1  0
d tl
8g
Qo ti
to
160 0 0
Year. n it
d. £ s. d
6th 1 3 4
6th 2 6 9
6th 0 0 10
9t
6th
8th
11th 33 2th 0Ili
29 1 15 10th 4 9 0
160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
44 2 32 ath 0 18 419Q
1 b+ 1 Eft
19 10 0
1Q 0
155 0 0 6th 9 0
327 0 0 7th 16
93 0 0 10th 5 16 3
159 3 24 6th 2 0 0
117 0 0 6th 1 14 1
160 0 0 9th 16 0 0
40' b tr tt#i o o
200 0 0 lotl ,0 0
482 3 0 11th 17 12 2
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
159 310 6th 1 6 8
1,280 0 0 8th 48 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
800 o 0 loth 60 0 0
370 0 39 9th 27 16 6
109 0 0 8th 8 3 6
112 2 0 6th 0 9 5
639 2 0 7th 24 0 0
160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
110 0 0 6th 1 12 1
84 0 0 6th 4 4 0
232 3 0 6th 11 13 0
1,280 0 0 8th 96 0 0
1,280 0 0 9th 96 0 0
80 0 0 10th 12 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
60 3 0 6th 0 10 2
90 0 0 6th 0 15 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
187 3 0 9th 10 7 0
80 0 0 9th 6 0 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 8
239 2 0 8th 6 0 0
320 0 0 6th 16 0 0
.., 127 0 0 6th 218 2
160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
,.. 200 0 0 9th 30 0 0
... 40 0 0 10th 12 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
,., 160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
300 0 0 10th 7 10 0
... 80 0 0 6th 6 0 0
...  82 2 28 8th 8 6 0
83 0 18 6th 1 18 6
... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
240 0 0 8th 12 0 0
150 0 0 7th 7 10 0
257 2 0 6th 12 18 0
640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
... 640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
900 0 0 8th 67 10 0
... 1,123 0 0 8th 56 3 0
. 1,280 0 0 8th 71 0 0
.,, 603 2 0 6th 30 4 0
80 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 11th 8 0 0
234 2 0 11th 21 0 0
80 0 0 11th 5 6 8
172 0 0 11th 15 1 0
200 0 0 8th 12 10 0
160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
320 0 0 7th 16 0 0
320 0 0 9th 24 0 0
320 0 0 9th 24 0 0
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ACT OF 1876-TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICP- ebntiNtited:
3403 Reimers, John ...
3523 DittoNq iirdpso}i, 31 b.
t aeh 'John
X39 6 Ditto ...
4109 Roach, John ..
4022 Robertson, Martha4,023 Robertson, J hn
t ltoess i^,,Go tfrirt
' It^`' t,. T..61 tlssel
X00 Ryan,  Andrew ...3458 yan John ,
3378 1 Ryan, Maurice ...
3950 Rynn .  John
3984 Sn,ndilantls ,  James P:
mt Schick, Joseph A.
4043  Schmaling. Christian
3775 Scholefield, It. W.
3717 Ditto ...
4044  Schonrock , Carl A.
a971A,  9ettofi,  J. ..
485 Sf n ods',  G'e&je-
9a  Ditto ...
1)35 Ditto
4036 1 ...
3784A! Skelly, B.
3542 Snell, John Cooke
3997 Sopp, Aibert ...
4033 Sop tet...
y 3 t& 'in , A,n1
4L7` 4 SteiliA  ,. Fiedek'idlINN  to*er , l oseph ...
433 Stower,  Rhoda A.
3572 Sullivan, Bridget
13208 Sullivan ,  Daniel...
3866 Sullivan ,  Michael
3406 Sullivan ,  John ...
4072 Syme, James S. ,,,
3990 Thompson, Ellen
4029 Thompson, Henry
4071 Thompson ,  George
4085 Tigell ,  William ...
3623 Trott, James
4078 Trousdell ,  John G.
4109A Turner, G. ...
3974 Tyson, James ...
3304  Walsh, John .
3973 White, Henry G.
4097
3963
3008
3731
4038
3894
3739
Whittaker,  George
Wilcox, Henry ...
Will, Gottlieb
Wright, John William
Yates, Joseph George
Young, Daniel ...
Young, William...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
tllttd
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
... i Colic l tl6ti a1
it'td
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
,'. Conditional
itte
... i itio
... o'mestead
... Conditional
••• tt1LL0
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
! tlitta
I ,itta
... a e,.'staa
... itt tj
,,. Conditional
,.. ditto
ditto
,,,  ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Name  of Homestead Area.
...
1Mer'n andan  Exchange
'ditto
... Beauaraba ...
,.. ditto :::
... ditto
,., Beauaraba ...
Yandilla
ditto
Cliltoli Rschlange
Beauaraba ...
... Clifton ...
..
Beauaraba  Exchange
.  ddgoqn Exchange
T,ndlltl ,,,
{ Helidon ...
,
Goombtingce  `;" ...
Beauaraba,
Rosh fit; ... ... ...
,., Emu CreekI
... Yandill
;,. 1 ditto
n1
Area. Year. Bent. Balancedue.
A.  R.  P. 4 I £ s.  d. 9 a. d.
3
0  0 lot 1141(
100 0 0 6th 6 5 0
11,10 0 0 7th 5 0 0
118 0 0 6th 518 0
102 0  0  6th 5 2 0
160 0 0 6th 1 6 86,10  0 6th 2 () 0
160 0
160 0
156 0
320 0
200 0
644)
3
81 0
160 0
10,
401,
0 6th 24 0 0
0 6th 1 13 4
0 6th 0 13 0
0 9th 24 0 0
0 10th 30 0 0
0 7th 10 13 0
0 6th 32 0 0
0 6th 4 1 0
0I rfh 113 4
8th 301 e
460 0 0 ' 8th 28 15 Q
160 0 0 6th 8 0 0
16Q Q Q 6th 1 0 0
8'i5 tl A j Qth 4; 15 0
184 0 0 6th 9 A d
0 6th 11 1 0
0 6'h 1 6 8
0 1 9tll 2 9idtl1
0 6th 1 6 8
0 6th 1 6 8
0 6th 64 0 0
0 10th 24 0 0
0 10th 4t 0 0
0 Oth 30 0 0
0 11th  2,)14 2
0 Yti
d iotli 3d
4
d
0 6th 17 1 t
0 6th 1 6 8
0 6th 1 6 8
... ditto  ... ... 221 0
... ditto ... .. 1 0 0
Bmtt Ctelr ...5
it pniestetld Xrei
0
... ... 1i ,
160 0
., Yandilla ,,, ... 160 0
... ditto ... ... 1280 0
... Westbrook Exchange 79 3
... ditto  ...  d0 0
...  Beauaraba Exchange ... 900 0
... North Branch ... ... 283 0
Beauaraba .::  ...  68 t
... Peauarttbi Exchange ... 200 0
,,, Yandilla .,, ... 341 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0
.,, ditto ... ... 160 0
... ditto .:, ...
... Beauaraba
... North  Branch and Beauaraba
,.. Itelidon ,.,
... Ih a homestead Area
Felton ...
,.. North  Branch ...
... Tummaville .,.
... Yandilla ...
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
X602 Akins, E. A.
,605 Alexander, Jas.
•397c Allen, Silas
-421 Althaus, John
514 Ditto
322  Aplin , William ... ,.,
374 Ditto  ... ... ...
375 Ditto ... ... ...
300 Bank of Australasia ...
379A Bank ,  London Chartered .,.
479 Barrett , J. C. ... ...
508 Becker ,  August ... .,,
575 Bell, Charles ... ...
402 Bird,  G eorge T. ...
x503  Brereton ,  Thomas A. ...
349E Brown , W. V.
408 Bunting , John ... ...
580 Burns , Patrick .,.
467 Butcher, Wm. ...
567 Camp, G. H., junr..,.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
...
...
...
160 0 0 6t 13 4
9000 6th 1.00
370 0 0 9th 35 15 0
120 0 0 6th 6 0 0
i0o 0 0 dth 3 0 0
640 0
80 0
,., 160 0
... 168 3
80 0
,.. 640 0
... 1,280 0
... 160 0
98 2
320 0
0 6th 32 0 0
0 10th 2 0 0
0 6th 1 0 0
0 6th 2 9 3
0 6th 4 0 0
0 11th 26 13 4
0 8th 68 8 0
0 6th 1 6 8
38 7th 4 19 0
0 1 8th 8 0 0
1876-TOWNSVILLE D STRICT.
Railway ... ... ...
Railway
400 0 0 6th 20 0 0
159 3 30 6th 3 0 0
474 0 0 8th 47 8 0
640 0 0 7th 32 0 0
237 0 0 6th 11 17 0
3,360 a -0 10th 84 0 0
534 0  0  8th 26 14 0
870 0 '0 8th 43 10 0
840 0 0 11th 5 5 0
1,280 0• .0 8tk 128 0 0
900 0 0 7th 45 0 0
160 0 0 6th 013 4
5u0 0 0 6th 25 0 0
309 & 0 8th 15 9 0 0 9 0
Penalty _ .. ,.. 0  0 11
4 2 0 6th
895 0 0 9th 89 10 0
573 0 0  8th 28 13 0
160 0 0 6th 2 6 8
500 0 0 7th 25 0 0
160 9 0 6th 2 0 0
706
ACT OF 1876-TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
Nature of selection. ram ,, of Homestead Area. Area. Year. Rent Balancedue.
A. R. P. £ .c. (I, I £ .c. d.
Carley, James ... ... Homestead Railway ... ...  ... 160 0 0  1 6th 2 13 4 I
629 Clark, A. ... ... ditto 100 0 0  6th 2 5 10
525 Cliffe, Alfred W. ... ... ditto ... In a Homestead Area 6th 1{ 11 10614 Clough, Sam. ... ditto 160 0 6th 30 6 8
ltP 0 8 0ena y ...
332A Collins, W. ... ... Conditional ...  5t5 0 0  9th 14 17 6
583 Collins, John ... ... ditto ...  880 0 0  6th 44 0 0
591 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  352 0 0  6th 17 12 0
353 Collins, Jane ... ... ditto ...  3,688 0 0 9th 184 8 0
354 Collins, J. G. ... ... ditto ...  15,101 0 0 i  9th 255 1 0
499 Condon, Patrick ... ... ditto ...  241 1 0 6th 12 2 0
603 Condon, William ... ... ditto ...  240 0 0  6th 12 0 0
516 Crowther, James ... ... ditto ... 11.446 0 0 6th 72 6 0 127 8 0
Su v f e 4 12 0r ey e
495 Cruikshank, F. ...  ditto ... ...  640 0 0 6th 32 0 0
492 Cummins, Patrick ... ditto ... Railway ... ...  1,280 0 0  7th 128 0 0
560 bakers, James ... ... Homestead ... ditto  160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
341n bavidson, J: E. ... Conditional ...  490 0 0  9th 49 0 0
298 Davies, Richard ... ditto ... 640 0 0  11th 4 6 7
553 Dean, W. H. ... .. , ditto ...  640 0 0  6th 32 0 0
500 Deane, Andrew ... .., Homestead ... 160 0 0  6th 0 6 8
379E Duncan, William ... ... Conditional ... 770 0 0 8th 77 0 0
619 Evans, Wm. E. ... ditto ... 332 0 0 6th 33 4 0
529 Ferguson. Angus ... Homestead ... In a Homestead Area 160 0 0 4 6th 1 13 4
622 Field, Wm. ... ditto ... Railway ...  1 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
600 Forse, Henry ... ditto ... ditto ... ...  160 0 0 6th 3 0 0
396F Futter, Mary L. Conditional ...  640 0 0 8th 64 0 0
611 Gilmour, J.. .. Homestead ...  160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
409 lGrant, Danie .., Conditional ...  488 0 0 8th 24 8 0
540 Haberecht, E. W.... Homestead ...  160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
561 Hammond. A. ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
323 Hann , William ... Conditional 373 0 0 10th 15 3 0
347 Ditto ... ... ditto 384 0 0 9th 19 4 0
348 Ditto ditto 533 0 0 9th 26 13 0
464
..
Hannon, Thomas ... ditto 2,025 0 0 7th 101 5 0
315 Hansen , Jacob ... ditto 80 0 0 11th 1 13 4
568 Healy, William ... Homestead 160 0 0  6th 2 0 0
460 Hearn, John ... Conditional 317 0 0  7th 15 17 0
3978 Henderson, Andrew ditto 640 0 0 8th 64 0 0
599 Hgarta, N. D. ditto 40 0 0  6th 4 0 0
420 Hind, Samuel M. ... ditto 500 0 0 7th 25 0 0
577 Hobson, Wm. ... ... ditto 1,110 0 0  6th 55 10 0
366 Hodel, Joseph ... ditto ...  1,200 0 0  8th 60 0 0
321 Ditto .. ... ditto 320 0 0  10th 8 0 0
564 Hosking, J. E. ... Homestead ... Railway  160 0 0  6th 2 0 0
381 Hughes, H. Arthur Conditional ...  640 0 0  8th 64 0 0
387D Jack, Robert ditto ...  400 0 0  8th 40 0 0
3301 Ditto ditto ... 640 0 0  9th 16 0 0
477 Jack, Robert L. ditto ...  320 0 0  7th 16 0 0
390 Ditto . ditto ...  960 0 0  8th 48 0 0
452 Jensen , Christen ditto ...  200 0 0  7th 10 0 0
509A Johnston, F. J. Homestead ...  160 0 0 6th 1 0 0
334A Kelly, James Conditional ...  320 0 C  9th 16 0 0
388 Kelso,  Matilda ditto 325 0 0  8th 16 5 0
355 Kelso , Daniel ditto 300 0 0  9th 15 0 0
325 Kidnear , Charles ... ditto 630 0 0 10th 15 15 0
383 Ditto ditto 478 0 0  8th 23 18 0
t631 Kuhn, Gottfreid ... Homestead 40 0 0  6th
327c Lambton, A. P. ... Conditional 640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
471 Langton, John ... ditto 1,440 0 0  7th 72 0 0
412 Lawrence, Freeman ditto 482 0 0  8th 24 2 0
595 Ditto ... ditto 1  350 0 0  6th 17 10 0
556 Lawrence, T. ... Homestead 80 0 0 6th 1 0 0
596 Ditto ... ... Conditional ... ... 330 0 0 6th 16 10 0
547 Litster, George ... Homestead ... Railway ... ...  ... 158 3 6 6th 1 13 1
454 Love, Helen F. ... Conditional ... ... 277 0 0 7th 13 17 0
545 Lowrie, William ... Homestead ... Railway ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
546 Lowrie, E. J. ditto ... ditto ... ...  ... 133 1 15 6th 1 7 11
548 Lowrie, John ... ditto ... ditto ... ...  ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
554 Lynam, M.... ... ditto 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
450 Ditto ... ... Conditional 1,053 0 0 7th 52 13 0
555 Lynam, J. Homestead ...  80 0 0 6th 1 0 0
522 Mackay, W.  M. ... ditto ... In a Homestead Area  .. I 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
475 Madden , Charles Wyndiiam Conditional 266 0 0 7th 13 6 0 27 16 6
feeSurve 0 9 0
576 Ditto ...
... ... ditto
y
754 0 0 6th 37 14 0
610 Ditto ...
... ... Homestead 160 0 0 6th 3 6 8
445 Marron Thomas Conditional 278 2 0 7th 27 18 0
588
,
Ditto ..
...
...
...
... ditto 11,202 0 0 6th 60 2 0
517 Mather, John
. ... ditto 310 0 0 6th 31 0 0
541 Mathiesen , H. C. ... ... Homestead 16000 1 6th 1 13 4
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594 Mawby, Robert ... ... Conditional
528 Meehan, Daniel ... ... ditto
543 Meehan, W. ... ... ditto
341A Miller, Donald ... ... ditto
601 Miller, J. J. ... ... Homestead
587 Molloy, Edward ... ... Conditional
403 Morgan, David ... ... ditto
352 Morris, David ... ... ditto
t425 Ditto ... ... ditto
414 Morris, John ... ... ditto
i585 Ditto ... ... ttod
569 Mudford, William ... Homestead
463 McAlister, Colin ... ... Conditional
549 Ditto ... ditto
399 McElnea, William ... ditto394BMcElwee, John ... ... ditto334BMcKenzie, John ... ... ditto
526 McMahon, C. J. ... ... Homestead
527 McMahon, H. A. ... ... ditto315AParker, John ... ... Conditional514B Ditto ... ... ... ditto
357 Patterson, William ... ditto
327A Payard, Wm. ... ... ditto
358 Petersen, Niels P. ... ... ditto
350 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
628 Petersen, A. B. ... ... Homestead
396c Pfeiffer, F. ... ... ... Conditional
570 Quigley, John ... ... Homestead
572 Quigley, Martin ... ... Conditional
507 Rae, James H. ... ... ditto
459 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
584 Rasmussen , J. ... ... ditto
327 Ripley, Henry ... ... ditto
419 Ditto ... ... ditto
435 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
557 Ripley, George ... ... ditto
625 Rolfe, G. G. - ... ... ditto
330A Ross, G. A.... ... ... ditto
361 Ross , Joseph ... ... ditto
397A Ross, Hugh... ... ... ditto
304 Rourke, A. Henry ... ... ditto
534 Russell , F. E. ... ... Homestead
448 Ryan, Patrick ... ... Conditional
377 Ryan, P. ... ... ditto
481 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
566 Sandbek , J. J. ... ... Homestead
319 Saunders , George ... ... Conditional
351 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
404 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
513 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
418 Schmid, John ... ... ditto
497 Schmid, D. ... ... ditto
521 Scully, John ... ... I ditto
494 Somer , H. J. D.
... ... ditto396G Stacey , R. ... ... ditto
465 Stieglitz, Jessie Von ... ditto
341 Stieglitz, W. Robert ... ditto
447 Ditto ...
... ... ditto
466 Ditto ...
... ... ditto
470 Stieglitz, J. Charles
... ditto
436 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
542 Talbot, Wm. ... ... Homestead
395 Wagner , Andrew ... ... Conditional
582 Walker, George ... ... ditto
511 Walters, Arthur ... ... ditto
587A Ware, J. T. ... ... Homestead
1598 Webb, W. H. ... ... ditto
562 Wellington, C. ... ... Conditional
354c Wilmington, A. H. ... ditto
538 Wordsworth, C. W. ... Homestead515 Wright, M. ... ... ditto
3418 Young, C. ... ... ... Conditional
3468 Young, J. ... ... ... ditto
ACT OF 1876-TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
Name of III meet ead Area .  Area .Le'.-Le. Mture of Selection. Ye ir. Rent. Balancedue.
... ... 2,000 0 0 6th  100 0 0
... In a Homestead Ar ea ... 630 0 0 6th  63 0 0
... Railway ... ... ... 180 0 0 6th  18 0 0
... ... 710 0 0 9th  71 0 0
... Railway ... ... ... 160 0 0 8th  3 0 0
... ... 30 3 0 6th  1 11 0
... ... 700 0 0 8th  35 0 0
... ..
640 0 0 9th  32 0 0
... ...
44 0 0 7th
... ...
640 0 0 7th  32 0 0
... ...
54 0 0 6th  2 14 0
... Railway ... ... ... 166 0 0  6th  2 1 6
... ...
260 0 0 7th 26 0 0
... ..
51 0 0 6th 5 2 0
...
... 582 0 0 8th 29 2 0
... ...
1,280 0 0 8th 128 0 0
... ...
320 0 0 9th 16 0 0
... In a Homestead Area 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6th 1 13 4
... ...
1,600 0 0 11th 33 6 R
... ...
960 0 0 6th 48 0 0
... ...
640 0 0 9th 32 0 0
... ...
220 0 0 10th 11 0 0
... ...
1,260 0 0 8th 63 0 0
... ... 216 0 0 9th 10 16 0
... ...
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
...
1,0630 0 8th 106 6 0
... Railway ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... ... 1,000 0 0 6th 50 0 0
... ...
1,440 0 0 6th  72 0 0 180 10 0
Survey fee 4120
... ...
3,680 0 0 7th  184 0 0
... ...
840 0 0 6th  42 0 0
... ...
400 0 0 10th  10 0 0
... ...
400 0 0 7th  20 0 0
... ...
427 0 0 7th  21 7 0
... ...
52 2 0 6th  2 13 0
... ...
200 0 0 6th  10 0 0
... ...
346 0 0 10th  8 13 0
... ...
610 0 0 8th  61 0 0
... ...
1,000 0 0 8th  100 0 0
... ...
313 0 0 11th  3 5 2
... Railway ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th  1 13 4
... ... 2,020 0 0 7th  101 0 0
... ... 320 0 0 8th  16 0 0
... ...
85 0 0 7th  4 5 0
... ... 160 0 0 6th  2 0 0
... ... 320 0 0 10th  8 0 0
... ...
472 0 0 9th  23 12 0
... ... 790 0 0 8th  39 10 0
... ...
307 0 0 6th  15 7 0
... ... 117 0 0 7th  11 14 0
... ... 114 0 0 6th  11 8 0
... ... 500 0 0 6th  25 0 0
... ...
220 0 0 6th  22 0 0
... ...
410 0 0 8th  41 0 0
... ...
60 0 0 7th  3 0 0
... ... 2,167 0 0 9th  108 7 0
... ...
2,903 0 0 7th  145 3 0
... ...
50 0 0 7th  2 10 0
... ...
930 0 0 7th  46 10 0
...
220 0 0 7th  11 0 0
... Railway ... 160 0 0 6th  1 13 4
... ...
640 0 0 8th  32 0 0
... ...
1,000 0 0 6th  50 0 0
... ... 1,280 0 0 6th  64 0 0
... ...
156 0 0 6th  2 2 6
... Railway ... ... 160 0 0 6th  2 15 0
... ...
240 0 0 6th  12 0 0
... ...
1,000 0 0 9th  100 10 0
... Railway ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th  1 3 4
... ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 6th  1 6 8
... ... 1,280 0 0 9th  128 0 0
... ...
1,280 0 0 9th  128 0 0
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No
e, ee. ., 111C c s.on. I - sine o ow,.btead Area. ear . i teot.
2157
2611
2231
2163
2628
2218
1829
2379
2578
2608
2617
2618
2094
2537
2424
2431
1878
2327
2345
2362
2468
2357
2631
2175
2198
2406
2501
2569
2488
2159
2566
2545
2173
2621
2625
2555
2493
1918
2486
2384
2234
2627
1937
2318
2361
2441
2442
2443
2505
2529
2481
2603
2523
2568
2228
2632
2630
2504
2453
2606
2346
2500
1896
2498
2533
2519
1916
2274
2613
2615
2196
2151
2508
2372
2420
2409
2413
2282
2288
2108
Arbuthnot, John
Ditto .
Aspinall, Henry Thomas
Ditto ...
A s in all, G. ...
Baker, John ...
Banks, John Jones
Ditto .
Banks, Charles H.
Banks, G. W. F....
Barrett, Thomas ...
Barrett, Thomas P.
Bones, Thomas ,,,
Bourke, Patrick ...
Bradfield, Robert
Bradfield, Charles
Brewer, Thomas ...
Brosnan, Cornelius
Ditto ...
Burgess, William
Byrne, William ...
Carey, John, junr.
Carey, John ...
Chauvel, H. G. ...
Ditto ...
Collins, Thomas ...
Ditto
Conley, William G.
Corry, Anne ...
Craig, James
Cresswell, Christopher
Crookey, Samuel...
Dagg, Richard ...
Ditto ...
Dagg, George ,..
Dalton, William ...
Dank, M. , , .
Deacon, William...
Devaney, Michael
Devlin, Owen ...
Dickson, George ...
Donnelly, Norah...
Dougall, James ...
Dumijan, John ...
Ditto
Dwyer, Richard ...
Dwyer, Ellen ...
Dwyer, Kate ...
Dwyer John ...
Dwyer, Mary .
Enright, Michael
Ditto ...
Ernst, Robert ...
Ditto  ...
Evans, Augustus Fitzherbert
Fagg, G. F. ...
Fiedler, Caroline...
Fitzgerald, EdmondFlynn, Edward ...
Fogarty, John ...
Gibbs, Charles h.
Gillam, Charles ...
Gillespie, Francis
Glasheen, John ...
Goodwin, Henry... ...
Gordon, Samuel ... ...
Gordon, Sarah E. ...
Grayson, Robert ... ...
Grayson, George ...
Grimes, Isaac A.... ...
Gwynne, James Henry ...
Hall, J., junr. ...
Hall, Thomas ...
Hanrahan, Ann ...
Hansen, Anton ...
Hardwick, Charles
Harvey, Edward...
Hassett, Patrick...
Henry, Peter ...
Ditto ...
Hicks, George ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditt o
ditto
HomesteadCol ditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Canning Downs South
ditto ...
Canning Downs ...
Pratten Exchange
G oom burrs ...
ditto ..
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
Canning Downs ...
ditto ...
Pratten Exchange
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto ...
In a Homestead Area
ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
Canning Downs ...
Killarney ...
Canning Downs ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Allora Exchange...
... ditto
... Canning Downs South
... ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Pratten Exchange
Allora Exchange ...
Canning Downs ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
... Rosenthal ...
... Allora Exchange ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Allora  Exchange ...
In a Homestead Area
Allora  Exchange ...
... Allora Exchange ...
... Canning Downs ...
... Allora Exchange ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
r
Allora Exchange ...
Canning Downs ...
Allora Exchange...
Allora Exchange ...
ditto ...
Rosenthal ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange ...
I A. R. P. I
40 0 0 9th
60 0 0 6th
... 320 0 0 8th
... 630 0 0 9th
... 96 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 8th
... 200 0 0 11th
... 100 0 0 6th
... 177 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 9th
80 0 0 6th
50 0 0 6th
150 0 0 6th
302 0 0 11th
50 3 0 7th
160 0 0 .6th
160 0 0 6th
169 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
640 0 0 6th
229 0 0 8th
431 0 0 8th
116 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
168 0 0 6th
40 0 0 9th
120 0 0 6th
...
80 0 0 6th
,., 40 0 0 8th
... 131 0 0 6th
23 0 0 6th
200 1) 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
80 0 0 11th
,.. 125 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 6th
... 40 0 0 8th
160 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 11th
100 0 0 7th
158 0 0 6th
78 0 0 6th
192 0 0 6th
200 0 0 6th
200 0 0 6th
35 3 36 6th
190 0 0 6th
10 0 0 6th
120 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
400 0 0 8th
157 0 0 6th
41 0 24 6th
160 0 0 6th
198 2 0 6th
... 185 0 0 6th
817 0 0 6th
147 0 0 6th
... 100 0 0 11th
... 137 2 0 6th
40 0 0 6th
615 0 0 6th
112 0 0 11th
226 0 0 7th
80 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
80 0 0 8th
40 0 0 9th
200 0 0 10th
46 3 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
80 1 29 6th
96 0 0 6th
80 0 0 6th
293 1 0 7th
285 0 0 7th
80 0 0 9th
Ratnnce
due.
R  c r7  12  s. d
2 0 0
1 0 0
16 0  0
47 5 0
2 4 0
24 0 0
3 6 8
2 10 0
35 8 0
32 0 0
1 10 0
3 0 0
24 0 0
16 0 0
8 15 013 19 62  10  42  11  0
8 0 01
1 0 0
31 13 90 13  41
32 0 0
11 9 021 11 0
12 8 9
8 10 0
12 0 0
10 18 3
1 0 0
12 0 0
12 0 0 1
2 0 0
2 9 1
1 3 0
18 0 0
12 0 0
26 13 4
17 15 0
16 0 0
12 0 03 13  41
26 13 4
5 0 0
7 18 0
5 17 0
10 16 0
11 5 0
15 0 0 1
2 14 0
21 11 6
0 15 07 10  01
5 0 0
20 0 0
3 11 11
4 4 0
24 0 0
20 7 623 15 040 17 012 17 3
2 1 8
17 5 0
2 0 0
23 1 3
37 6 8
11 6 0
12 0 0
8 0 0
16 0 6
2 0 0
5 0 0
3 10 6
1 6 8
12 3 0
10 16 0
8 10 0
14 14 0
14 5 0
40 0 0
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Register Lessee.No. Nature  of Selection.
2375  Higgins, Susan ... Homestead
2527  Hill, John ... ditto
2165  Hoffman, Philip ... Conditional
2179  Ditto . ditto
2073  Hughes, Bernard ditto
2123  Ditto ... ditto
2203  Hurley, Thomas ... ditto
2528  Hurley, James ... ditto
Henr2590  Imhoff dittoy ...,
2591  Imhoff, Phillip ... ditto
2359  Johanson, Erick H. Homestead
2371  Jones, William ... ditto
2096  Jones, Robert S. Conditional
2160  Ditto ... ditto
2222  Ditto ... ditto
2092  Keleher, John ... ditto
2205  Ditto ... ditto
2095  Ditto ... ditto
2065  Kelly, P. ... ditto
2126  Kennedy, Thomas ditto
1921  Kennedy,.). C. ... ditto
1952  Kennedy, D. ... ditto
2193  Killeen, M. ... ditto
21,60  Kirchner, Friederick H. ... ditto
2154  Lamb, William ... ditto
2153  Lamb, William D. ditto
2511  Lambley, William ditto
2315  Lawler, Margaret ditto
2305  Liddy, Matthew ... ditto
2496  Madden, Mathew ... Homestead
2600  Marrinan, Thomas ... Conditional
2609  Ditto ... ditto
2090  Marshall, John ... ditto
1932  Martell, William ditto
2044  Milward, Thomas ditto
1903  Mitchell, William ditto
2190  Ditto ditto
2212  Montgomery, Robert ditto
2386  Moore, Joseph ... ... Homestead
2350  Moss, Daniel ... ditto
2380  Mulcahey. Patrick ... Conditional
2192  Muller, Peter ... ... ditto
2367 Mullins, Patrick ... ... Homestead
1964  Mullins, Wm. .. ... Conditional
2147  Murphy, Hannah ... ditto
2363  McCabe, James ... ... Homestead
2131  Ditto ... ... Conditional
2620  McCrudden, Thomas ... Homestead
1927  McGuire, Wm. H. ... Conditional
2317  McIntosh, Charles ditto
2036  McKenna, Patrick ... ditto
2531  Newton, John H. ... Homestead
2629  Newton, Isaac ... Conditional
2347  Nicholls, Isaac ... ... ditto
2348  Nicholls, Caroline ... Homestead
2576  O'Brien, Anthony ... Conditional
2373  O'Leary, Jeremiah .. Homestead
2374  O'Leary, Michael J. ... ditto
2402  O'Leary, Arthur ... ... 1 Conditional
2128  O'Neil, Patrick ditto
2118  Phelan, Martin ditto
2356  Power, John ditto
2300  Power, Wm. ditto
1931  Pugh, Edward ditto
2066  Ryan, John ditto
2554  Ryan, Daniel ditto
2219  Ryan, Stephen ... ditto
2209  Schoch, Christian ditto
2230 Ditto ... ditto
2633  Seibel, Conrad .. ditto
2433 Shannon, Alexander ditto
2301 Shannon, James, junr. ditto
2076 Ditto ... ditto
2116 Shannon, James, senr. ditto
2561 Sharratt, H ichard ditto
2517 Simmons, Thomas L. ditto
2271 Smith, Adam ditto
2272 Ditto ditto
2277 1Smith, Conrad, senr. ditto
2349 Smith, C., junr. ... Homestead
. 2236 Smythe, Francis ... Conditional
N;  in , of homestead Area.
Ellangowan ...
In a ) iomestead Area
ditto ...
Canning Downs ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Canning Downs South
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
Maryland North ...
Canning Downs ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Pratten Exchange
ditto ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Rosenthal ...
Allora Exchange...
Allora Exchange ...
Rosenthal ...
Canning Downs ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
Pratten Exchange
Allora Exchange
Rosenthal
ditto ...
Canning Downs
Rosenthal
Allora Exchange
Rosenthal .
In a Homestead Area
Canning Downs ...
Ellangowan
In a Homestead Area
Allora Exchange
Allora Exchange ...
Pratten ... ...
Canning Downs South
Pratten ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
Ellangowan ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ellangowan ...
ditto ...
Allora Exchange
ditto
ditto
Pratten Exchange
Rosenthal
ditto .
Pratten Exchange
Allora Exchange
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Rosenthal ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Allura  Exchange...
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0  1
160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0 i
491 0 0
160 0 0
261 0 0
490 0 0
160 0 0
138 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
300 0 0
457 0 0
63 3 0
80 0 0
... 80 0 0 1
... 40 0 0
79 2 35
61 0 0
120 0 0
121 0 0
200 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 54 2 0
1,280 0 0
... 160 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
... 320 0 0
276 0 0
$30 0 0
... 1 58 0 0
1 60 0 0
42 2 0
... 2 08 0 0
... 1 6J 0 0
... 1,250 0 0
... 119 0 0
... 80 0 0
50 0 0
151 0 0
... 40 0 0
430 0 0
... 40 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 50 0 0
... 32€ 0 0
... 160 0 0
80 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 80 0 0
80 0 03200 0
320 0 0
80 3 8
80 0 0
200 0 0
84 2 0
359 0 0
318 3 0
40 0 0
200 0 0
14 1 5
80 0 0
97 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
... 75 3 10
... 1,180 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 40 0 0
Year. Rent.
6th
6th
9th
8th
9th
9th
8th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
9th
9th
8th
9th
8th
9th
9th
9th
11th
11th
8th
6th
9th
91h
6th
7th
7th
6th
6th
6th
9th
11th
10th
11th
8th
8th
6th
6th
6th
8th
fth
11th
9th
6th
9th
6th
11th
7th
10th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
6th
9th
9th
6th
7th
11th
9th
6th
8th
8th
8th
6th
6th
7th
9th
9th
6th
6th
7th
7th
7th
6th
8th
Balanee
due.
R c. i1. 2 s. d.
1 6 8
2 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
18 8 3
6 0 0
13 1 0
24 10 0
24 0 0
13 16 0
0 8 4
1 0 0
15 0 0
22 17 0
3 4 0
24 0 0
24 0 0
12 0 0
40 0 0
12 4 0
45 0 0
40 6 8
10 0 0
11 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
8 0 0
2 15 0
64 0 0
1 13 4
12 0 0
12 0 012 0 0
13 6 8
4 0 0
12 0 0
13 16 0
41 10 0
1 12 11
0 6 8
12 18 0
10 8 0
1 0 0
70 6 3
5 19 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
2 16 7
13 6 8
43 0 0
20 0 0
2 6 8
2 10 0
24 0 0
0 6 8
12 0 0
1 6 8
1 6 8
16 0 0
40 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
27 0 0
44 0 0
20 0 0
25 10 0
17 19 0
15 19 0
6 0 0
32 9 0
6 0 0
40 0 0
69 4 0
6 0 0
7 0 0
2 17 0
59 0 0
64 0 0
0 3 4
12 0 0
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ACT OF 1876-WARWICKDISTRICT -continued.
Nature of Selection. Name of Homestead Area. Area .  Year. Rent Balancedue.
A.  It.  P.  a  S. d. $
2382 Sorensen, Hans  Homestead 40 0 0 6th 0 6 8
2351 Spreadborough, Francis ditto 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
2091 rinS ate William Conditional Pratten Exchange 40 0 0 9th 12 0 0
2525
gp ,
ThSt ff d H t d 151 2 0 6th 1 18 0
2354
a or , omas... omesa
Steel, Charlotte ... ditto Pratten ... ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
2355 Steel, Sarah  ditto ditto ... 160 0 0 6th 0 6 8
2269 Steel, Harry 'W....  Conditional Pratten Exchange 40 0 0 7th 12 0 0
2261 Steel, Thomas ditto Pratten ... 320 0 0 8th 24 0 0
2256 Stevenson, Joseph  ditto ditto ... 320
80
0 0
0 0
8th
6th
24 0 0
010 02360 Thelander, Elias... Homestead
2520 Thompson, John ... ditto Canning Downs South 160 0 0 6th 2 0 02593 Thompson, Richard Conditional Allora Exchange... ... 80 0 0
0
6th
10th
12 0 0
24 0 02007 Thumpkin, William ditto Rosenthal ... ... 320 0
2229 Ditto ... ditto .., ditto ... ... 2i
160
2 0
0 0
8th
6th
1 8 0
1 6 82377
2093
Warren, Henry, setlr.
Webber, Peter
Homestead
Conditional Pratten Exchange ... 38 211 9th 11 14 0
2280 Webber, Edwin ... ... ditto Pratten ... ... ... 321 0 0 7th 24 1 6
1942 Wilson,  James ...  ... ditto Allora Exchange 40 2 0 11th 13 13 4
2532 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 40 0 0 6th 8 0 0
2344 Wright, Robert ...  ... ! Homestead Deuchar ... 46 1 0 6th 1 0 1 11
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--ARAMAC DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
17  Kingston, C. J.... ... ...
28 Klugh , C. A. ... ... ...
18 Porter , G. ... ... ...
*23 Avery G . ... ... ...
13  "Brookes , W. ... ... ...
14 Brookes, H. R. ... ...
*29 Brookes ,  M. ... ...
*30 Cann, W. H. A.
t5 Collier ,  A. ... ... ...
8 Ditto ... ... ...
t7 Collier, A.
9 Ditto
10 Collier, E. ...
4 Collier, H. ...
t6 Ditto ... ... ... ...
15 Collier , J. ... ... ... ... I
27 Ditto  ... ... ... ... ...
*26 Fairbairn, T. ...
*32 Fairbairn, J. ...
2 Fraser, S. ... ...
t3 Fraser, J. M.
tl Harding, W. St. J.
11 Ditto ... ...
16 Ditto . ...
20 Hayward, G. ...
*21 Hayward, J. H....
1st July,  1888 ...  1,280 0 0 2nd
1,228 2 0 2nd
1st July, "1888  ...  1,280 0 0 2nd
Grazing Farms.
5,000 0 0 2nd
1st July,  1888  ... 20,000 0 0 2nd 52 1 8
Area . Year.
A. R. P.
I
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. I £ s. d.
8 0 0
8 0 0
11
ditto ... 20,000 0 0 2nd 52 1 8
... 10,000 0 0 2nd ...
... 10,000  () 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1888 ... 5,160 0 0 2nd 29 10 9
ditto ... 14,050 0 0 2nd 87 16 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 4 12 6
ditto ... 14,660 0 0 2nd 81 1 9
ditto ... 5,340 0 0 2nd 33 7 6
Survey fee ... 3 5 3
ditto ... 20,000 0 0 2nd 125 0 0
Survey fee 8 10 0
ditto ... 4,300 0 0 2nd 26 17 6
Survey fee ... .. 4 17 0
ditto ... 15,700 0 0 2nd 86 4 9
1st July, 1888 ... 14,500 0 0 2nd 45 6 3
list Jan., 1889 ... 3,257 0 0 2nd ... 0 2 2
Improvements
... 20,000 0 0 2nd ...
... 16,700 0 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1888 ... 20,000 0 0 2nd 125 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 8 17 6
ditto ... 19,800 0 0 2nd 119 15 0
ditto ... 5,150 0 0 2nd 39 11 9
1st July, 1888 ... 7,800 0 0 2nd 24 7 6
I ditto .. 7.050 0 0  2nd- 14 13  9
1st Jan., 1889 ... 5,000 0 0 2nd ...
Improvements
*31 Littlewood, F. G. ... ... ...
*33 Lockhart, S. ...
*24 Morgan , H. W....
*25 Morgan , L. H. C.
*19 McGovern, J. ...
12 Robinson J. J. 1st July, 1888
4,900 0 0 2nd ...
20,000 0 0 2nd ...
19,800 0 0 2nd ...
20,00t) 0 0 2nd ...
14,000 0  0 2nd ...
5,000 0 0 2nd
20,000 0  0 2nd 52 1 8
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BANANA DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.  Nil.
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN  LANDS ACT OF 1884- BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
66 Abraham, A.
65 Appel, A. Sec.
43 Barnes, T.
73 Bayley, W. A. Sec. 1884-6
15, Act
2nd
2nd 2  0  0
3 4 8
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 3 8 6
1 9 4
3rd 4 0 0 2 0 0
... 0 6 0
... 3 8 6
2nd
3 8 6
3rd 3 9 6
1 9 9
3rd 3 19 6
114 0
4th 0 7 9
3rd 1 8 7
2 8 7
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 4 4 0
2nd 2 1 6
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
2nd 1 0 0
4 18 2
2nd 1 7 0
15, Act
Agricultural Farms.
.. 1st Jan., 1889
1884-6 1st July, 1888
51 Beitz , F. ... ... ditto
t52 Beitz , W. F. A..E....
53
54 Beitz, M. M.
ditto
Beitz , C. G. ... ditto
ditto
3 Benfer, G.
67 Bishop, T. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
39 Bishop,  D. S. ... ...
40 Ditto ... ...
91 Bilbrough, J.
*89 Bode, E.
9 Boyd, J. ...
23 Boyd, T. M.
37 Boyland, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st July, 1887
let Jan, 1888
1st July, 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
137 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Penalty ...
Survey fee ...
96 0 0
Survey fee ...
139 0 0
Survey fee ...
159 0 0
Survey fee ...
31 0 0
114 3 0
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
84 0 0
163 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 U
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
112 0 0t31' Buchbach, F. W. M. ,,. .,. 1st Jan., 1888
83
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
RegisterNo. Lessee. Dote of  commencementof term  of License.
63 Buchbach, P. W.D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 lst'Jan., 1888
93 Burre ll ,  C. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
100 Byrne, T. ,.. ditto
101 Byrne J..... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
76 Byth, A.... ... ditto ... Ist July, 1888
5 Chirn, W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
10 Craig,  S.  .. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
17 Davenport, R. E. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*81 Davis ,  F. Sec . 15, Act 1884-6.
103 Enkelmann ,  J. W. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
106 Fehlau, J. ditto
*113 Frank, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
59 Galt,  W.... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
87 Gannon , C. ... ditto ...
*111 Harding, G. Y. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
*88 Hargraves , J. ... ditto
21 Hasler , H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
*22 Healey , P. ... ... ... ... ...
*77 Hunter, J., jun. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 . .
92 Hunter ,  H. ... 1st Jan., 1889
*96 Hunter, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
1 Jost, H. ... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1886
*78 Karkaw, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
70 Koplick, F. F. W.... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
56 Laub, W. ... ditto ... ditto
20 L'Estrange , R. A. H. .. lat Jan., 1887
*112 L'Estrange , Wm. Sec. 15, Act  1884-86 ...
16 Lightbody, W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
44 Long, W. ... 1st July, 1887
*114 Love,  S. J. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6
69 Lynn, W. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
38 Marsha ll, J. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1887
74 Marshall, W. J. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
84 Marshall , J. F. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
18 Martin , G. 1st July, 1887
95 McInnes, D. Sec .  15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan., 1889
71 Nancarrow, J. J.... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
2 Norbury, S. ... 1st Jan., 1886
82 O'Donoghue, J. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6  1st July, 1888
t46 Proud, A. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1887
47 Proud, J.... ... ditto .., ditto
48 Proud, E. ... ditto ... ditto
49 Proud, B. B. ... ditto ... ditto
50 Proud, M. ... ditto ... ditto
105 Rathbone, R. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
30 Reid,  N. ... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
75 Richards , H. G. See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
*104 Richards , T. J. ... ditto ...
19 Roseman , J. ... 1st July, 1887
60 Ruffles, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
14 Rummery, R T. ...
27 Schafer, H.
13 Simpson, R.
6 Skene, A.
42 Thomas, J.
86 Thompson ,  J. See .  15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
83 Tonneson , O. O. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
...
1
Area.
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
170 2 0
174 3 0
160 0 0
143 0 0
Survey fee ...
78 0 0
159 0 0
292 0 0
Penalty...
160 0 0
80 0 0
225 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
116 2 0
Survey fee ...
70 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
161 2 0
150 0 0
91 0 0
160 0 0
149 0 0
Survey fee ...
112 0 0
Survey fee ...
30 0 0
160 0 0
82 2 0
116 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
157 0 0
137 0 0
Survey fee ...
159 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
158 2 0
122 0 0
Survey fee ..
158 3 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
156 1 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
156 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...61) 0 0
446 0 0
159 0 0
Survey fee ...
156 0 0
59 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rem.
2 s. d.
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 15 9
4th 1 12 6
3rd 3 19 6
3rd 3 13 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 •9 5
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th 1 2 9
2nd
2nd 3 14 6
2nd 1 12 0
3rd 0 15 0
2nd
3rd 1 14 5
3rd 1 9 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 7 17 0
2nd 3 8 6
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 3 1 0
4th 3 19 4
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 1 1 10
3rd 3 18 2
1 alau.t. due.
£ s. d.
1 12 7
1 10 7
0 1 9
3 5 10
0 18 10
1 11 10
2 6 8
3 6 10
1 9 4
0 19 7
1 6 1
2 2 2
1 14 7
3rd 4 0 0 2 17 0
.. 2 14 7
3rd 4 0 0 0 2 3
1 12 11
3rd 4 0 0 1 3 0
2 0 1
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 5 11 6
2nd
3rd 3 18 0
4th 0 14 9
3rd 4 0 0
4th 0 10 0
2nd 4 0 0
2 13 6
01311
... 4 9 8
2nd
. ... 0 19 7
2nd
... ... 0 19 7
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884 - BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT-continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
0 Leagee.
Date of  coil) ilt, 1) (IV) Ut lit
of terns of Licen-.e. Area. Year. Rent. ! Balance due.
A. I.  P. 1; s (l I C  S. rt.
8 Treacy, T. ...  1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
94 Turnbull, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ... 103 0 0  2nd
64 Waters, W. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0  2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 3 9 10
25 Weedon, R. ... ... ... I st July, 1887 ... 140 0 0  3rd 1 15 0
34 Whelan, T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
t41 Wille, C.... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 98 0 0 2nd 1 4 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 10 6
*109 Widckworth, J. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  ... 160 0 0 2nd
58 Wolter, A. ditto ...  1st  July,  1887 ... 148 0 0 3rd 3 14 0
Survey fee ... 1 11 8
85 Worley, R. T. 1st July, 1888 ... 64 3 0 2nd 0 8 2
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BLACKALL DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
t30 Ballinger, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 640 0  0 2nd 2 14 0
*38 Banks, W. H. ... ... ... ... 160 0  0 2nd
*39 Ditto ... ... ... ... 160 0  0 2nd
25  Banks, R. B. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,280 0  0  2nd 16 0 0
32  Bethell, T. V. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0  0  2nd 2 0 0
22  Collins, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 200 0  0 3rd 3 6 8
t21  Desgrand, J. V. S. ... ... ... ditto ... 630 0  0 3rd
t27  Donahoe, M. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 639 0  0 2nd 2 13 8
23  Elliott, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 124 0  0 3rd 1 11 0
36  Ditto ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 640 0  0  2nd
Survey fee 0 6 6
t14 Feeley, H. ... 1st July, 1887  630 3
0
3rd 7 17 3
31 Frey, F. G. ... 1st July, 1888  160 0  0  2nd 2 0 0
13 Johnson D 1st Jul 1887  585 3 0 3rd 7 6 6, . ... y,
19 Johnston, C. ... ditto  300 0  0  3rd 3 15 0
26 Kahl, J. J. , .. 1st July, 1888  502 1 0 2nd 3 2 10
12 Riordan, J. ... 1st July, 1887  497 2 0  3rd I 6 4 5
34 Sidey, W. B. ... 1st Jan., 1889  160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee 0 17 4
35 Ditto ditto 320 0 0 2nd...
17 Towner, E. T. 1st July, 1887  400 0  0 3rd l 5 0 0
24 Ditto ... ditto 40 0 0
Grazing Farms.
3rd 0 10 0
37 Banks, W. H. ... 1st July, 1888 1,280 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
2 Cullen, G. T. ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 2,460 0 0 3rd 15 7 6
3 Ditto ... ditto ... 2,446 0 0 3rd 15 5 9
4 Cullen, J. E. ditto ... 2,487 0 0 3rd 15 10 11
t29 Cunningham, J. ... ..  1st  July,  1888 ...  10,000 0 0 2nd 18 3 8
t28 Davidson, J. L. ditto 8,100 0 0 2nd
1 Desgrand, J. V. S. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 2,458 0 0 3rd 15 7 3
10 Ditto ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 2,140 0 0 3rd 8 18 4
t20 Gilbert, H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...  20,000 0 0 2nd 53 11 10
5 Hatch, J. .. .. ... 1st Jan., 1887  18,655 0 0 3rd 97 3 3
6 Hatch, R. E. ... ... ditto  18,300 0 0 3rd 95 6 3
18 Mein, A. M. A. ... 1st July, 1887 20,000 0 0 3rd 104 3 4
15 Prior, T. de M. M. ... 1st Jan., 1887 19,800 0 0 3rd 103 2 6
16 Prior, E. M. ... ... ditto 18,228 0 0 3rd 94 18 9
33 Ditto ... ... 1st July, 1888  636 0 0 2nd 1 13 2
*40 Towner, E. T. ... 2,560 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BOWEN DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
*9 Compton, W. A. 320 0 0 2nd
*11 Dorsey, A. 735 0 0 2nd
6 Fox, J. A. .. ... 11st July, 1887 160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
12 Jensen, S.  ... ... 1st July, 1888 715 0 0 2nd 4 9 5
*13 Lott, W. 320 0 0 , 2nd
5 Nielsen, A. 1st July, 1887 160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
t3 Nielsen, P. ... ... let July, 1888 90 3 0 3rd 0 9 2
Survey fee ... ... 0 17 6
1 Simpson, John ... ... 1st July, 1885 240 0 0 5th 4 0 0
Grazing Farms.
*8 J.Andrews 3,400 0 0 2nd
*10
,
Longwill, J. 6,600 0 0 2nd
t7 Voss, J. H. ... ... 1st July, 1888 5,000 0 0 2nd 1 8 5 0
714
Register
o.
73 Abrahamsen, O.t M7 Adams, W.
242 Ditto
764 Adamson, J. W.
727 Addison, D.
294 Ahern, J., senr.
119E Ahern, J., junr.
*715 Ahern, W.
t283 Albury, T. H.
*547 Allan, A....
199 Anderson, A.
132A Archibald, J.
*951 Arnold, A.
*1013 Arnold, J.
288 Arthy, H. T.
*1098 Ditto
*1099 Ditto
481 Atkins, J.
262A Atthow, G.
1094 Axe. J. S.
531 Back, J. C.
*370 Baker, M
*948 Baker, P.
*1004 Baldwin, B.
244 Ball, J. ...
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
I I I
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
... ... 1st Jan., 1887
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
-Sec. 15, *Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 .
.., ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
...
1st July, 1887
*734 Barlow ,  S. B. Sec . 15, Act
*735 Barlow , M. ... ditto
415 Battershill, J. W.... ...
485 Baumann, A.
*759 Baumber, G.
*774 Ditto .
*855  Baumber, G. A.
*506 Baxter, O.
*1002 Baxter, R.
1077  Beaton, J.
699 Beavis, W.
104 Bell, W. F.
*331 Bell, W. ...
384 Bell, R. T.
120c Bell, R.
939 Bendixen, M.
904 Bennett, H. E.
*1113 Bennett, J.
311 Bennett, J.
312 Bennett, J. C.
337 Bennett, T. W.
*870 Bentley, R.
487 Bergann, L.
261 Bergin, J. D.
262 Bergin, J. B. M.
940 Bergin, V.
891 Best, L. J.
'892 Best, J. S.
905 Best, M. J.
200 Bestmann, H.
794 Bevan, S.
480 Bickford, W.
1884-6 ...
... 1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888
... ditto ... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
.. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15,  Act 1884.6
... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 lat Jan., 1889
,,. ditto ... 1st July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  1st Jan., 1888
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884- 6 lot  July, 1888
ditto ditto
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ... ditto
Area.
I
A. R. P.
160 0 0
188 0 0
155 0 0
156 3 0
Survey fee ...
157 0 0
Survey fee ...
1G) 0 0
Survey fee .
... 300 0 0
160 0 0
... 155 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
109 0 0
Survey fee ...
51 0 0
60 0 0
118 0 0
51 0 0
80 0 0
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
66 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
103 2 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
52 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0160  0 0
40 0 0
... 159 3 0
Survey fee ...
117 3 0
160 0 0
101 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
162 0 0
80 0 22
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 159 2 0
Survey fee ...
620 0 0
225 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
35 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 73 0 22
Survey fee ...
40 0 0
160 1 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
158 0 0
Survey fee ,,,
...
Year.
I £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 8 10 6
2nd 7 15 0
2nd
.. ,.. 0 7 2
2nd
.. .. 0 7 2
2nd 2 0 0
3 1 6
3rd 3 15 0
2nd
2nd 2 10 0
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 7 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 0 17 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 016 6 0 4 9
... ... 3 17 1
.. 0 0 9
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 11 6
1 15 0
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 2 2 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 9 1
2nd
Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 3 4
111 8
0 18 4
0 2 1
2nd 1 5 3 0 0 3
2 8 10
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
... 2 7 0
2nd 2 0 0
. 2 12 6
2nd 2 0 0
2 12 6
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 1 19 8
2nd
3 6 2
2 2 2
3rd 2 16 3
2nd 0 16 8
1 17 8
2nd 0 8 9
1 2 0
2nd 0 17 11
... 2 5 6
2nd
2nd 4 0 2
.. ... 1 10 3
2nd
,.. 0 9 8
2nd
,,, ,,, 01210
715
Register
No.
*851 Bishop, G.
*899 Bishop, H.
718 Ditto
342 Bleakley, W.
*1026 Bloomer, M.
*599 Bond, It.
175 Born, J. ..
*1044 Bradley, W. B.
119 Bradshaw, M.
702 Breedon, G. H.
704 Ditto
703 Breedon, J. H.
*1119 Bridge, G.
t284 Bridges, S.
*1046 Bright, E. J.
895 Britten, S. J.
578 Brook, It.
109A Brotherton, W.
48 Brown, J.
416 Ditto
*612 Ditto
*697 Brown, A.
*852 Brown, J.
*853 Brown, J. E.
*910 Brown, J.
*916 Brown, K.
*1001 Brumpton, C.
425 Buchanan, W.
*575 Buchanan, J. T.
249 Buckby, J.
*814 Buckby, It. W.
203 Buckley, M.
*411 Buckley, T.
*717c Ditto
*947 Bulitz, H.
773 Bunnett, J.
96 Burden, J.  It.
*981 Bury, G. L.
659 Butler, J.
1070 Butler, F. C.
1072 Ditto
618 Butler, T. F.
*983 Butt, G. J.
f716 Byrne, J.
*438 Byrne, W. H.
567 Byrne, M. J.
568 Byrne, J.
t569 Ditto
t894 Byrnes, T.
*670 Cameron, A.
386 Cameron, D.
464 Campbell, It.
t38 Carnegie, J.
667 Carr, It.
*683
t35
*756
*758
178
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BRISBANE  DICTRICT-- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commeeivementof term of  Lieenie.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ... ... 1st July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
... ditto
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 ,
... ... ... 1st  July,-i887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
. , . ... ... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
ditto
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
... ... ... ditto
... ... ,., 1st July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
See. 15, Act 1884-6 ...I. -  •• ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  ...
1st Jan., 1889
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st  July; 1888
ditto
... 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ... 1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
ditto ...
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
ditto ... ditto
ditto ...
S. 15 Act 1884-6
1st July, 1888
. ,
... ditto _ ... ! 1st July, 1888
... ditto ... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 1st July,'1888
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
. 1 1st July, 1886
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 11st July, 1888
... ditto ...
... 1st July, 1886
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
Carroll, J. J.
Carroll, M., senr.
Casey, J.
Casey, J.
Casey, P....
Area.
A. R. P.
1
160 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0,
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
60 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 4.27 0 0
Survey fee ..
.,. 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
... 465 0 0
320 0 0
... 79 3 0
Survey fee ..
.., 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
16000
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 321 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
175 0 0
80 0 0
90 0 0
... 50 0 0640 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
,., 160 0 0
...
640 0 0
960 0 0
60 0 0
155 0 0
Surve feey .
... 160 0 0
360 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
40 0 0
40 1 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
286 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
41 2 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
140 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0  0
24 1 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 10 0
2nd 1 12 6
2nd
2nd
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 9 6
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
... 1 17 9
2nd
. 0 4 7
2nd 0 6 9
... 1 4 8
2nd
... 0 4 7
2nd
2nd 3 16 0
2nd
2nd 0 19 11
... 2 7 0
2nd
...
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 15 1
4 0 6
2 0 0
4 5 8
3 4 10
0 15 0
0 11 4
,., 0 4 7
2nd
2nd 2 14 6
7 13 5
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2 12 6
2nd 2 0 0
,,, 2 12 6
2nd
2nd
... 0 7 9
2nd
2nd 1 13 4
3 4 2
2nd 2 0 0
4th
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
4th 0 3 2
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
1 8 0
1 11 7
2 11 4
716
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--BRISBANE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date  of commencement
of term  of License.
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 ...
1 Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act. 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
*757 Casey, T.
120D Cash, P. H.
461 Chadwick, W. J.
1;)
412
Chambers , M. A.
Chauveau, G. A.
141 Chesney, G.
47 Childs, G.
1075 Clark, C. B.
146 Clark, C....
426 Clarke, E.
127 Cochrane, J.
*856 Coglilan, D.
*863 Coghlan, J. R.
*1022 Coley, A....
x1025 Coley, F....
212 Coley, C.
*1021 Coley, T.
450 Collins, W.
*1027 Colyer, J.
*857 Conradi, C.
44 Connor, S.
*690 Cook, F. W.
*879 Cook, T. ...
660 Coomer. E.
661 Coomer ,  E., junr.
741 Cooper, A. J.
*959 Cooper, J. G.
595 Cooper, J. G.
*1085 Cope, W. J.
*1087 Ditto
*674 Corbett, M.
619 Cordingley, J.
70 Cosham, W. D.
*805 Costello, T. F.
.t362 Cotter, J....
*808 Cotterell, C.
253 Cox, J.
372  Cox, R. ...
98  Cox, W. ...
t106 Cramb, J.
622 Crocker, G.
*1048 Crocker, G. F.
t55 Crowley, P.77  Crowson, G. R.
'1104 Cuming, J.
784 Cunningham, J.
256 Curran, J.
524 Currie, D.
521 Currie, J....
522 Currie, W.
391 Cusack, J.
*405 Cusack, Al.
*791 Dabbo, W. A.
. 1st Jan , 1886
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act, 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887
ditto ...
... 1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
... 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... 1st Jan., 1889
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Area. Year.
 . R. P.
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ...
160 0  0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
336 0 0 2nd
Survey  fee ... ... ...
16') 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
Survey fee ... ...
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Rent.
£ s, d.
...I 503 0 0 3rd 6 5 9
... 120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 12 0
130 0 0 4th 3 5 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  . .. ... ... 0 16 2
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 7 7
51 3 0 2nd
,.. 100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
Balance due.
s. d.
3 6 3
1 7 6
4 4 2
2 6 1
3 9 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 11 4
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 11 4
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... 0 13 11
... ... ... ...
See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jull ,  1888 ...
Sec. 15, Act  1884-6
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... 1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ... ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
ditto ... 1st July, 1888
... ... ... 1st July, 1887
... 1st Jan., 1889
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
ditto ... ditto
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
30 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee .. ...
60 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ...
213 0 0 3rd 7 19 9
160 0 0 2nd
670 0 0 2nd 3 3 9
1 16 8
0 4 7
Survey  fee ... .. ... 2 1 10
320 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
feeSurve y ... ... ...
... 160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
Survey  fee ... .. .
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
5
4
0 8
2 3
Survey fee ... ... ...  5 5 7
22 0 0 3rd 0 9 2 0 7 11
Survey fee ...  ... ... 3 6 1
Penalty ... I ... ... 0 1 3
160 0 0 ' 2nd
Survey fee ...
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
105 3 0 l 2nd 1 19 7
0 1 6
Survey fee  ...  ... ... 1 13 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 1 0 0
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 19 9
Penalty ... ... ...  0 3 0
20 0 0 2nd ,
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 12 8
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ...  ... 0 12 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... .. ... 0 12 0
160 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
lte„ ester
No Lessee.
690 Dale,  A., Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*997 Davie ,  J.... ... ditto
114 Davis , A.... ... ...
813 Day, G. ... .. ... ... 11st July, 1888 ...
*684 Day, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*532 Deerain, R. .. ...
*868 Dial, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
620 Dickens, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ...
730 Dickens , J. .. ..
Date of  commencement
of term of License.
I st  July,  1886 ...
ditto
517 Dietz, L. Sec. 15, Act 18$4-6 1st Jan., 1888
519 Dietz , W. ... ditto ... ditto
50 Dobbin, L. ...
132 Ditto
*577  Ditto .
765 Dobson, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1047 Dobson, H. L. ... ditto ...
0374 Dobson, W. ... ditto ...
679 Dodd, S....
*538 Doherty, H. ... ... ...
40 Doherty, J. T. ... ...
1071 Doherty, R. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
565 Donnelly, J. ., ditto ...
278 Donovan , T. J. ... ditto
t285 Donovan , J. P. W. ditto
644 Ditto  ... ... ditto
645 Donovan, E.  Al.
*1038 Donovan, T.
*1086 Dopson, F. J.
*1035 Douglas, R.
313 Downes, H. E.
4 Downman, J.
41 Ditto
*723 Doyle, J....
*761 Doyle, P....
104A Draper, G.
956 Draper, G. H.
157 Drynan, A.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t354 Ditto ... ...
158 Ditto ... ... ...
235 Ditto  ... ... ...
238 Ditto . ...
385 Drynan , K.
..
...
230 Ditto
231 Drynan, W.
46 Ditto
352 Ditto
479 Dunlop , W. J. ... ...
287 Duncan , F. ... ...
*665A Dunn,  J.... ... ...
*666 Dunn, J., jun.
408 Ditto
*800 Dunn, K. ...
557 Dunn, M. A.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
407 Dunn, M. E. ... ...
*801 Dunn, W. ..
289 Dunne, D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*468 Dunne, E. ... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan, 1889
1st Jan., 1888 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1887 .,.
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
Area.
A. R. P.
96 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
26 0 0
59 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
300 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
2nd
2nd
£ s. d. 1, £ s. d.
4th 0 13 0
2nd 0 7 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 17 6
2nd 2 0 0
0 10 7
4 13 1
172 1  0 2nd 4 6 2 0 6 2
Survey fee 2 1 3
155 2 15 2nd 3 17 6
Survey fee ... 2 1 0
143 2 0 3rd 1 15 11
100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0 012 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 4 16 9
Penalty ... 0 1 11
320 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ...
79 3 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
0 12 3
0 14 5
5 5 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 0 6
160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
Survey fee ..  ...  2 4 2
112 0 0 2nd 1 1 4
Survey fee 1 13 10
48 0 0 2nd 0 8 0
Survey fee . 1 6 4
105 1 0 2nd 1 15 1 0 9
Survey fee  ...  ... 1 16 2
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 3 7 6
160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
300 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
465 0 0 3rd 5 16 3
78 0 0 2nd
97 0 0 3rd 1 4 3
700 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
Survey fee ... ... 1 11 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
155 1 0 3rd 2 11 9
160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
175 0 0 2nd 1 1 11
Survey fee ...  ...  2 8 0
87 3 0 3rd 1 9 3
160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
800 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0 0 12 6
Survey fee ... ... 2 11 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee 5 1 3
77 1 0 3rd 1 12 3
640 0 0 2nd
409 0 0 2nd
231 0 0 2nd 2 17 9
160 0 0 2nd
158 0 0 2nd 3 18 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 1 0
536 0 0 2nd 6 14 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 213 4
Survey fee ... ... ...
160 0 0 2nd
1 15 5
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencementof term of License. A rea. Year. Rent. ^alanve due,
A. It. P. 1 I £ s. d.  £ s. d.
775 Dunne, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jam, 1889 ... 100 0 0 2nd
Survey fee 0 11 2
1276 Dunne, J. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 51 0  0 2nd
t280 Dunne, W. ... ditto ... ditto ... 60 2  0 2nd
Survey fee 0 6 6
795 Dunning, R. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
Survey fee  ... ... ... 1 17 7
*1062 Dux, G. ... ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*662 Easlea, H. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*646 Eaton, G. ... ... ... 175 0  0 2nd
696 Egan, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0  0 2nd 0 13 9
Survey fee 2 5 3
*429 Egan, T. 160 0 0 2nd
1888 160 0  0 2nd 26 1st Jan15 Act 1884380 Elli t SJ 0 0- .,,, ec.o . Survey fee 3 9 0
*967  P nglish, D., sear.... ditto ... 160 0  0 2nd
*968  English, D., junr.... ditto .. ... 160 0 0 2nd
83 English, P. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 120 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
607 Enright, M. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 296 0 0 2nd 3 14 0
*1114 Ditto ... ... ... ... 12 0  0 2nd
*1003 Evans, W. F. ... ... ... ... 160 0  0 2nd
179  Evenden, T. ... ... ... ditto 160 0  0 2nd 3 6 8
Survey fee 3 19 0
*673 Farr, A.  See. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0  0 2nd
*512 Ferguson, D. C. 80 0 0 2nd
364 Few,  Al. E. Sec. 15, Act 1881-6 1st Jan., 1889  80 0 0 2nd
Survey fee 0 4 0
*1028  Ditto ... ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd
1887  160 0  0 3rd 21st July170  Fielding W 0 0
617
,, .
**See. 15, Act 1884-6  1st July, 1888  160 0  0 2nd 1Figgis, R. 0 0
Survey fee 2 0 0
86 Finn, J. ... 1st Jan., 1887 160 0  0 3rd 3 6 8
Survey fee 0 9 11
*860 Fitzgibbon, D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 2nd
334  Fitzgibbon, J., junr. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889 160 0  0 2nd
Survey fee 0 18 5
423 Flanagan, A. ... ditto 1st July, 1888 160 0  0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee 3 3 2
A., junr. ditto ... ...*474 Flanagan 160 0 0 2nd,
1092 Flatt, H.... ... ditto ... ... 41 0 0 2nd
*989 Fleet, F. ... ditto ... ... Ifo 0  0 2nd
*944 Flesser, C. F. ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
*945 Flesser, F. R. ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
121x' Flux, J. F. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 159  2  0 3rd 1 19 10
Survey fee 5  197
105A Fogg, M. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886  100 0 0 4th 1 5 0
590 Foley, M. A. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888  159 0  0 2nd 1 19 9
Survey fee 2 0 4
297 Foley, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887 160 0  0 3rd 4 0 0
Survey fee 3 12 9
76 Ford, F.... 1st July, 1886  160 0  0 4th 2 0 0
*829 Ford, J. W.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  160 0  0 2nd
*1069 Fordham, J. ... ditto 160 0 0 2nd
*542 Francis, R. A ... ditto 160 0  0 2nd
*688 Frankcom, D. .., ditto 160 0 0 2nd
358 Franklin, W. ... ditto 1st July, 1888  160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee 1 13 4
79A Franz, A. H. L. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886  160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
79B Ditto ... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 169 0 0 3rd 1 19 9
Survey fee 4 4 3
414 Freeman, E. H. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888  52 1  0 2nd 0 12 9
Survey fee  ... ... ... 1 12 3
64  Ditto 1st Jan., 1887  107 3 0 3rd 2 13 11
*1089  Freer, A. S.  80 0 0 2nd
*1108  Freer, H.... 160 0  0 , 2nd
*1084 Ditto 45 0 0 2nd
*398 Ditto 420 0 0 2nd
160 0 0*1103  Freer T W 2nd, . .
*1083  Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  20 0  0 2nd
1031  Freiesleben, I. ... ditto  80 0  0 I 2nd
*1110 Freney, P. ... ditto  68 0 0 2nd
126A Fritz, H.... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 150 0  0 3rd 1 17 6
Survey fee 3 18 1
264 Fritz, P. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 304 0  0 2nd 3 16 0
770 Fugger, G. L.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  80 0 0 2nd
*823 Gamble E. ditto . 160 0 0 2nd, ....
1101 Garrett, J.
.
...
01st Jan., 1887 ... 42 0 3rd 0 10 10
i
Survey fee 6 3
*1023Gasb, F.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
...  160 0 0 2nd
719
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*778 Gerrisp, C.
648 Gibson, Wm.
f 366 Gleeson, J.
214 Glover, H.
*812 Goan, J. ...
363 Ditto
298 Goan, J. ...
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1881-BRISBANE  DISTRICT-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
... ditto .. .  1st Jan., 1889
ditto ... 1st July, 1888
.. ... 1st Jan., 1887
... ... 1st July, 1888
... ... 1st July, 1887
406 Godfrey, W.
587 Goldsmith, E.
*799 Gordon ,  G., junr.
634 Gordon, W. L.
*642 Gordon, W. T.
315 Gourley, D.
t 299 Graham, C.
513 Graham, H.
143A Graves, T.
596A Gray, T. ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6  1st Jan., 1889
,.. ditto ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
...
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
908 Grealis , T. ... ditto
250 Gregg, W.
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
*675 Grehan , J. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 ...
*579 Griffin, G. ... ditto ... ...
an., 18891079 Griffin,  M. ... ditto  ...  1st  J n.,*
*1101 Griffin, T.
818 Griffiths ,  A. Sec. 15, 'Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
788 Griffiths, W. .., ditto ... ditto
*1109 Grigor, J. ... ditto ... .
245 Grigor, W. A. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
729 Grimes ,  S. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
*859 Grove,  S. ... ditto ...
903 Grummitt ,  J. ... ditto ... tat July, 1888
913 Ditto ditto
*792 Guldbransen , A. ... ditto
195 Haberman , J. ... ...
ditto
1st July, 1887
*964 Hall, G. ... ...
*747 Ham, C. H. ... .. ... ...
*781 Ditto
888 Hamilton , W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
265A Hammersby , S. A. ditto ... 1st July, 1887
714 Harden ,  F. ... ditto  ...  1st Jan., 1889
*467 lIardke, J. ... ditto ... ...
*950  Harper ,  C. ... ditto
*897 Harrison E
510 Harrison ,  J. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
67 Hart, S. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
965 Hartigan ,  M. T. Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan., 1889
138 Harvey , E. G. .. ... 1st  Jan., 1887
*1005 Hawkins, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
159 Hayes , W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
243 Heathwood, G. ... .. 1st July, 1887
*307 Heaver, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
42 Hendry , J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
360 Henebery, J. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6  1st Jan., 1888
*539 Henrickson, H.
Area. Year. Rent. Balance dne.
£ .c. d.
70 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ...  0 11 6
... 152 0 0 2nd 0 17 0
Survey fee  ... ...  2 14 2
... 157 0 0 3rd 1 19 3
160 0 0 2nd
... 200 0 0  2nd 1 5 0
... 400 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
Survey fee  .. ...  3 4 6
... 117 1 0 2nd
Survey fee  .. .. ... I 0 4 2
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee . .. ...
640 0 0 2nd
603 2 0 2nd 0 0 11
Survey fee . ...
160 0 0 2nd
0 14 8
5 17 6
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 3 5 10
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ...  ... 0 12 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0'
Survey fee ... 2 8 6
... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... 2 12 6
... 79 2 30 2nd 0 19 11
Survey fee ... .. 2 7 0
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ...  2 6 9
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0 2nd
0 9 6
Survey fee ...  ...  0 9 6
160 0 0 2nd
160 0  0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ...
... 167 0  0 2nd 2 3 6
4 3 8
Survey fee  ...  ...  ...  2 16 0
160 0 0 2nd
... 39 3 0 2nd 0 9 11
Survey fee ...
... 40 2 0 2nd 010 2
1 3 5
Survey fee ...  ...  1 3 5
150 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 1 0 0
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 3 0
Penalty  ... ...  0 3 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... 75 0 0 2nd 018 5
Survey fee ... ...  ...  2 5 6
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 2 9
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ... {  0 12 2
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee .. ...
... 50 0 0 3rd 0 12 6
Survey  fee ...
... 114 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
... ( 160 0 0 3rd ; 2 0 0
85 0 0 2nd
.. 101 0 0 3rd 1 5 3
2 12
2 16
6
9
... 160 0 0 2nd ' 4 0 0 2 6 4
1 Survey fee ... ... I ... 0 12 7
1 640 0 0 2nd
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91 Hern, W.
309 Hiley, W.
582 Hill, J.
327 Hill, S. ,..
592 Hill, G.
591 Hill, S. S.
705 Hilliam, W. R.
308 H irn, M...
323 Holland, J.
654 Holloway, F.
71 Holmes, G.
*482 Holt, E. W.
*824 Holton, J. F.
*420 Horan, J.
Date of commencement
of term of  Lieen.e.
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889
589 Horan, M. C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
155A Horne, E.
156A Horne, J....143B Ditto
787 Horton, W. T. ...
*710 Howe ll, A. J. X.
*1012 Howes, E.
192 Huckers, J.
*771 Hudson, C. J.
*790 Hughes, E. C.
319 Hume, A.
... ... 1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
.., ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
116 Hurwood ,  J., junr. ...
f117 Hurwood, M. J. ... ...
189 Hurwood , C. A. ... ...
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
*995 Hussey , E. V. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 .
353 Hussey , T. ... ditto ...  1st  July, 1888
463 Hutchison, J. G. ... ditto
*1032 Innes , W. P. ... ditto
572 Ives, W. H. ... ditto
643 Ditto ... ditto
*357 Jamieson ,  T. ... ditto
*748 Jarvis , W. M. ... ditto
883 Jefferies ,  S. 11. ... ditto
*797 Jensen , N. ... ditto
*724 1 Jensen , P. M. ... ditto
664 Jensen , N. G. O. ... ditto
768 Johnson , P. ... ditto
850 Johnson , G. ... ditto
310 Johnson , W. ... ditto
*533 Johnson , M. E. ... ditto263 Johnson , J. ... ditto
4700 Johnson, J.
72 Johnson, J., junr.
126 Johnson, T.
176 Johnson, H. N.
*900 Jolly, T. ... ditto
*1018 Jones, H. N. ... ditto
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
... lat Jan., 1889
ditto
... 1st Jan., 1889
... 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto
... ditto
... 1st July, 1888
...  ...
100 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
70 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
... 1st  Jan.,  1887
ditto
ditto
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
165 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ... ,
... 149 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 136 2 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
10 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
240 0 0
250 0 0
Survey fee ...
312 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ..
... 445 0 0
745 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
35 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 2 0
... 60 0 0
145 2 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
123 0 0
Survey fee  ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ,..
... 160 2 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 1 159 3 0
Survey fee ...200 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee .
160 0 0
Survey fee .
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Year. Rent. balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 3 2 6
2nd
0 13 3
2nd 1 0 0
3 13 10
2nd 1 0 0
.. 1 16 8
2nd
0 11 6
2nd 2 0 0
1 15 5
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
1 17 4
2nd
... 0 7 7
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
0 12 9
2nd
2nd
4 13 1
3rd 3 18 0 1 19 0
... ... 2 7 2
3rd 5 11 3
2nd 9 6 3
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 5 11
... 4 7 3
3rd 0 17 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 2
3rd 0 5 0
3rd 1 16 5
2nd
0 9 6
1 14 8
1 15 0
2nd 2 0 0
1 18 2
2nd 1 5 8 0 1 3
2nd
2nd
1 16 2
0 11 6
2nd ... 0 0 2
. 0 11 -6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd . .
0 7 10
2nd
... 0 711
2nd
0 7 11
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
r.. ..
3rd I 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
3 2 0
1 18 7
3 18 8
3 14 0
2 9 1
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of counuk nccni ( litof terns of  Lten,e.
97
373
Jones,  T.... ... ... ...
Jones,  J. ... Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
109x ' Joyce,  E.... ... ... ...
*993 ' Juel ,  P Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
128 ; Juffs , G.... ... ...
616
552
196
400
217
122
336
118A
152A
Julian ,  J. ... Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
Karrasch ,  F. W. ... ditto ...
Keaveny ,  T. ... .
Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Kehrer , A. ... .,.
Keillor,  J. C. .
Keleey ,  A. E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Keliher, M.
Keliher, D.
356 ' Kenney ,  D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
107 Kerwin ,  T. ... ... ...
*869 Kerwin, W.
*830 Kidd, T. E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
810 Kidson ,  T. ... ... ditto ...
*1118 Kirby , A.... ... ... ...
*918 Kitson ,  J.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*°633 Klan F ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
,
491 Kriesch ,  G. ... ditto . ..  1st July,1888
494 Kriesch ,C. ... ditto  ...  ditto
472 Kruse ,  K. ... ditto  ...  1st Jan., 1888
131 Langdon ,  E.  ...  1st Jan., 1887
*528 Ditto Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 .
465 Langdon ,  G. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*1081 Lanham ,  W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
884 Laugh lin,  J. .,. ... ... 1st July, 1888
*641 Laverick ,  R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*1066 Lawlor , J. ... ...
665 Lawrence ,  J. Sec.  15, Act  1884-6 1st July, 1888
161 Lawrie ,  J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
148 Laxton ,  T. ... ... ... 1st  July, 1887
*573  Legg ,  J. ...  Sec.  15, Act  1884-6 ...
150 Leitch ,  W. 1st Jan., 1887
907 Lemmon ,  F. Sec.  15, Act  1884-6  1st July, 1888
844 Leo, M. ditto
561 Leo, P. ... Sec .  15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
*914 Leslie , A. S. ... ...
*459 Lietzow ,  F. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
338 Lillingstone ,  W. H. ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
*410 Lindenberg , L. ...
*1011  Lingard ,  H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t213 Litherland ,  J., junr . ... ...  1st Jan., 1888
*1064 Littlebury ,  W. H. Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 ...
*827 Logan ,  A. S. ... ... ... .
130e Lord ,  E. ... ... ... ... 1st  July, 1887
*163 Low, E.  C. ... ... ...
89) Low ,  J. D. Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st July, 1888
*627  Lowe, J. T. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 18S9
220 Loweke ,  F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
221 Loweke ,  W. ... ... ... ditto
Area 1 e.ir. Relit. Balance Que.
A. R. P. I I £ s. d.l £ s. d.
160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
Survey fee ... ... ...
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
2 19 9
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 14 10
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
250 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
Survey fee  ... ... ...  6 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee . ... 2 0 0159 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... 0 11 6
100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. ..
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
0 18 6
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 6 0
... 158 1 0 3rd 119 7
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... .. ... 2 17 4
... 240 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 6 2 9
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 3 9 0
... 160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
640 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .
100 0 0 2nd
0 13 11
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey  fee  ... 2 2 2
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ... ..  2 2 2
... 79 0 0 2nd 019 9
Survey fee ... 2 3 0
640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
180 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
Survey fee . ...
115 0 0 2nd
478 0 0 2nd 2 19 9
160 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
98 0 0 2nd 1 4 6
1 15 6
Survey fee .. ... 1 9 0
159 2 0 2nd 3 6 4
Survey fee ... ... 3 5 6
100 0 0 3rd 2 1 8
160 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
... 33 0 33 2nd 0 8 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 2 0
... 120 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... 2 6 6
... 160 0 0  2nd 213 4
Survey fee  ... ... ...  2 7 0
150 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee .. ...
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
612 0 0 2nd 7 6 0
100 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
... 63 1 23 2nd 015 8
...
Survey fee .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  .. ... ...
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
2 6 2
2 2 6
0 9 2
Survey  fee  ...  ... 2 3 6
320 0 0 3rd 1 4 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... ... 2 9 9
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884- BRISBANE  DISTRICT - continued.
Lessee.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Pete of enmmeneement
of term of License.
621 Lowrey, J.
t300 Lunn, J.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*458  Luther, J. ... ditto ...
*772 Malcolmson , W. ... ditto ...
783 Malcolmson , J. ... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
*828 Maguire, Wm. .. ... '
663 Mailing, C. C. Section 15, Act 1884-6 st Jan., 1889
137 Maltman, J.
f614 Manitzky, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
*630 Mannion, J. ... ditto
*750 Marriott, S. ... ditto
*751 Marriott B. ... ditto
961 Martin, A. S. ... ditto
*978 Martin J. ... dittot390 Masen, It. ... ditto
*881 Massey, J. ... ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
...
... 1st Jan..,* 1889 ...
... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
*957 Massey , J. G. • ... ditto ... ...
*585 Masters , D. ... ditto
*1052 Matthews, S. ... ditto
151 Ditto ... ...
*1006 Matthews, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
325 Mawhinney , J. ... ... ...t259 Mawhinney, T.
118 Medway, T.
162 Menary , J. K. ... ... ...
847 Mikelsen ,  H. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
712 Mills , W. J. ... ... ...
471 Minnage ,  E. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
*478 Minnage , P. ... ditto ...
530 Minnage , B. A. ... ditto ...
80 Mitchell , J. F. ... ...
87 Mitchell, O. F. ... ... ...
678 ditto ... ... ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
677 Mitchell,  R. H. Sec.  15, Act  1884-6 ditto
88 Ditto 1st July, 1886
652 Mole ,  J. Sec . 15, Act  1884 .6 1st Jan., 1889
632 Mole, R. ... ... ditto ... ...
*462 Moloney, M.
*972 Monkliouse, J.
*1007  Ditto
717 Moore, W.
*898 Moore, J. G.
726 Moran, A.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
81 Moran, S.
*984 Morrison, A.
*985 Morrison, F. A.
*776 Morrow, R.
355 Mulvena, P.
1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto :::
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
x1029 Munkelwitz , C. F....
1st Jan., 1888
368 Murray, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
343 Murtagh, D. L. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
94 Murtagh, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
100 Ditto ... ditto
*1096 Myers , J. ... ... ... ...
*838 Mylett , M. ... ... ...
164 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st Jan .,  1887 ...
*877 McAnalen , J. ... ... ... .. .
Area. Year. Rent.
A. R. P. I  I £ S. d.
105 0 0 2nd
Surve feey ...
115 0 0  2nd 2 14 6
Bal•ince due.
£ s. d.
2 17 1
Survey  fee ... ... ... 1 6 8
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
200 C 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ...
400 0 0 3rd 8 6 8
42 1 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
158 3 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
42 2 0 3rd 0 10 8
0 12 11
0 9 9
Survey fee .. ... ... 1 5 6
160 0 0 2nd
280 2  0 2nd 5 16 11
152  0 0 3rd 212 9
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee 5 4 7
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
Survey fee ... ... 3 19 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey  fee ... 0 9 8
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ...  3 2 9
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 3 2 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee 3 2 0
500 0 0 4th 6 5 0
294 1 0 4th 3 13 7
550 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ...
107 0 0 2nd
0 3 3
344 0 0 4th 4 6 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 4 4
155 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ...
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
58 1 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
155 0 0 2nd
0 4 4
Survey fee ... ... 0 17 6
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... .. ... 3 14 5
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
47 3 28 3rd 0 12 0 0 0 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 8 1
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 3 10
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
Survey  fee ... ... ... 2 1 2
159 2 0 3rd 3 6 6 1 13 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 9 8
Penalty ... ... 0 5 0
160 0 G 3rd 3 6 8
,urvey fee ... ... ...
320 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
610 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
1 4 10
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee.
*878 Mc A nalen, J. .. .
301 Ditto ...
134 McAnalen, M.
43 Ditto
*875 Ditto
115 McCann, M.
*760 McCarthy, M.
*982  McClintock, J.
*1049 McCormack, J.
*1116 Ditto
*739 McCullagh, W.
*780 McCullagh, P.
329 McCulloch, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Date of commencement
of term of Liccus:e.
1st Jan., 1888 ...
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
... 1st Jan.,  1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...586 McDougall , D. ... ditto
240 McGearey, E. E.
215 McGilchrist, A.
258 McGilchrist, J.
*789 McGilvray, J.
*926 McGuire, T.
*962 McGuire, H.
205 McKenzie, A.
581 McKenzie, J.
610 McKitrick, J.
*318 McLaren, T.
*825 McLelland, J.
*346 McNae, R.
*1090 McNae, J.
*999 McPhee, T.
222A McPherson, A.
1st  July,  1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
15, Act 1881-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15" Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan.. 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1888
*708 McPherson,  E. ..
534 McPherson, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888 ...
*1039 f IcWilliam, W. S. ditto ... ...
*371 Newlove, D. ... ditto
*419 Newlove, H. ... ditto
*706 Newlove, J. ... ditto ...
120A Newman, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
223 Newman, M. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1887 ...
*548 Nichalas, F.
628 Ditto
169 Nichols, R.
171 Nichols, T.
*992 Niven, J.
126B, Noninus, A.
131A' Ditto
99 Nowak, J.
89 'Nowak, L.
166 Nowak, L.
*911 Nowak, P.
t455 O'Brien, J.
119A O'Brien, T.
254 O'Connell, F.
197
*692
*719
*375
1078
615
... 1st Jan., 1889 ...
... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ... ... 1st. Jan., 1887 ...
... ... ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 .
1st July, 1888
... 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
O'Dwyer, M. F. ...
1st July, 1887
O'Keefe, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
O'Keefe, M. ... ditto ...
Oliphant, D. ... ditto ...
Oneto, G. ... ditto ...
Orr, T. R. ... ditto ...
583 Osborne, J. ... ditto ...
584 Osborne , J. ... ditto
611 Osborne, J. ... ditto ...
*821
1043
O'Sullivan, D. J. ... ditto
O'Sullivan, D. ... ditto
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1889 ...
Area. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. I £ s. d. I £ 8. d.
1
200 0 0 2nd
315 0 0 2nd 3 18 9
Survey fee .
130 0 0 3rd 1 12 6
Survey fee ... ... ...
1,125 0 0 3rd 14 1 3
25 0 0 2nd
636 0 0 3rd 7 19 0
1(0 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
110 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
5 11 0
3 11 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 11 10
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... 0 14 8
138 1 0 3rd 2 6 1
160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
100 0 0 2nd
490 0 0 2nd
50 0 0 2nd
118 0 0 3rd 2 19 0
60 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
480 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
159 0 0 2nd 1 19 9
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 6 5
80 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee  ...  ... 2 19 4
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 I 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
360 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
2  16 6
Survey fee 3 14 9
156 0 0 3rd 3 18 0
156 0 0 3rd 3 18 0
160 0 0 2nd
57 0 0 3rd 0 14 3
247 0 0 3rd 3 1 9
' 160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
Survey fee ... ... 4 18 7
160 0 0 2 0 0
Survey fee .  ...  ... 4 7 7
60 0 0 2nd
1 320 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 4 2 8
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee .. .. 2 18 7
159 0 0 3rd 1 19 9
Survey fee .. .. ... 3 12 4
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
39 3 0 2nd 1160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
161) 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd I
1 0 7
0 8 0
0 8 0
0 8 0
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Lessee. v.tt, ,it coiunteiiccwentof terin of  License.
553 Otto, G. F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
556 Otto, H. P .., ditto ... ditto
111 Oxford, J. ,,. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
949
*
Pade, F. ... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
874 Pade, A.  ... ditto ... ...
*912 Page, E.  ... ditto ... .
496 Page, J. ... ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
143
201
Paine, J. E. ... ...
Dit
... 1st Jan., 1887
ditt
*625
oto
Parker, D.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
767 Parker, E. G. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
1100 dittoParr L
*1036
y, .
Parsons, W. ditto
*1024 Paterson. W.  ditto
*598 Payant, H. S.  ditto
399 Pearce, H. J. ditto ... 1st July, 1888
*1054 Peatling, F. J. ditto ...
*1055 Peatling, E. ditto ...
*1063 Peppet, W.  ditto ...
*721 Phillips, H. ditto ...
*722 Phillips, T.  ditto
1260 Piguenit, F. G. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
*651 Pitt, W. J. ditto
*785 Platell, H.
*786 Platell, W.
689 Polentz, W.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
558 Pollock, L. J. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
*762 Pope, R. ditto ...
246 Potts, A. D. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
120BPower, W. ...  ditto ...
*600 Pratten, T. S. ..  .
251 Prior, T. de  Al. M. 1st July, 1888 ...
*871 Ditto
401 Pringle, G.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888 ...
*807 Pritchard, J. ditto ...  ...
*1115 Prout, A. ...
*1102 Ditto
257 Quarrie, W.  1st Jan., 1888 ...
*1019 Quigley, T.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1056 Rabehl, H. P. H. ditto ...
*613 Ditto ... ditto ...
218 Raddatz, J. 1st July, 1887 ...
194 Raedel, A. J. ditto ...
16 Raedel, J. 1st Jan., 1886 ...
1030 Rantzow, L. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ...
*946 Raynbird, T. E. ... ditto ...
*955 Raynbird, A. H. ... ditto ...
347 Read, H. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...
*668 Reedy, J. ... ditto ...
*669 Reedy, T. ... ditto ...
*763 Reekie T. ... ditto ...  ...
*713 Remmington, J. ... ditto ...
848 Richards, H. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...
69 1889h di t JRi d E T8 c ar son, an.,. tto ... 1s. ... ...
*413 Riek, C. .. ...
*755
*
Roach, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
921 Roberts, J. C. ... ... ...
173 Ditto ,, 1st Jan., 1887 ...
*1057 Robinson, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1111 Robinson, J ... ditto ...
*529 Ditto ,,,
332 Roderick, T
.,. ,,, 1st July, 1888 ...
Area.
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
80 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
286 0
79 3
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
45 2
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
100 0
640 0
640 0
80 0
Survey fee160 0
Survey fee
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
640 0
270  0'Survey fee
70 0
56 0
Survey fee
160 0
100 0
120 0
100 2
160 0120 0
80 0
160 0
160 0
Survey
Year.
0
0
0
L'cnt.
s. d.
Balance due.
2 s. d.
2nd
0 11 6
2nd
0 15 11
3rd 2 0 0
1 17 5
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2 2 2
3rd 3 11 6
3rd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
0 12 9
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
3 2 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 13 4
3 5 10
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
1 10 8
2nd 2 0 0
2 6 3
2nd
2nd 3 6 8
1 19 10
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 1 13 9
4 8 1
2nd
2nd 0 14 0
1 10 5
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 1 11
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
1 12 0
4th 1 2 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
3 4 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 18 9
1 6 8
2nd
0 2 9
2nd
2nd
2nc!
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
... 6 1 7
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
fee
90 0 0
79 3 0
160 0 0160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
150 0 0
Survey fee ..
120 0 0
Survey fee ..
300 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
49 0 0
420 0 0
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RegisterNo.
314 Rogers, R. J.
*720 Rose, T. ...
1093 Rose, A.
*873 Ross, W. D.
177 Rowe, W.
369 Rucker, W.
594 Rutter, H.
*691 Rydin, S. M.
79 Salisbury, G. F.
*777  1 Salisbury, J.
*952 ' Salisbury, J. F.
56 Ditto
454 Ditto
t527 Sampson, A.
191 Sampson, F.
361 Sargent, G.
36 Sargent, J.
*896 Sargent, W.
*514 Saville, E.
66 Saville, J.
92 Saville, S.
*943 Sawrey, D.
82 Scanlan, T.
1129 Scarborough, J.
286 Schrodter, W.
381 Schubert, F.
509 Schultz, A.
359 Scurr, W. J. C.
*919  Seeley,,W.
t484 Sempf, C.
486 Sempf, F.
207A Semple, A.
680 Seymour, G.
351 Shailer, W.
*1051 Shallcross, T.
320 Ditto
920 Shurvell, F.
*1058 Simpson, E.
*658 Simpson, J.
93 Simpson, J.
*535 Sinclair, S.
*476 Sinclair, W.
*1037 Slack, D.
333 Slater, W.
211 Slatter, H.
475 Smith, A.
649 Smith, E.
804 Smith, T. N.
*806 Smith, W.
*991 Smith, J.
226 Smith, J.
147 Smith, T. M.
*1015 Smith , J. T. J.,
172 Soegaard, H.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto
Date of  eommencenient
of term of  License.
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887 ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ,..
... ... 1st July, 1888
... ... ditto
... ... ... ditto
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
. 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ... 1st Jan., 1887
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1881-6 ..
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
... ... ... ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
... . ... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
... ditto ... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ...
... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ... ...
... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ...
... ... 1st July, 1888
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887
483 Sommer , W. Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st  July, 1888
Area.
A. R.  P.
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
Balance dnia.
£ s. d.
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey  fee ... 2 13 6
160 0 0 2nd
52 3 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 5 2 7
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... ... 2 2 3
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd
600 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 1 0 0
Survey fee ...
119 0 0 2nd 0 4 8
Survey fee ... ...
285 2 0 3rd 3 11 5
156 0 0 2nd
5 11 7
3 15 8
2 12 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 18 10
160 Q 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
65 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
550 0 0 3rd 11 9 2
34 0 0 3rd 0 4 6
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee 3 1 8
320 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ... ... ... 2 2 2
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee .. ...
300 0 0 2nd
157 0 0 2nd 1 17 9
Survey fee ... ... ...
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
1 16 6
2 2 2
Survey fee ... 2 2 2
80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ..
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
0 3 3
Survey fee ... ... 2 17 2
250 0 0 2nd
155 0 .0 3rd 1 18 9
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
243 0 0 3rd 3 0 9
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
198 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 10 3
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... ... 3 6 2
133 2 0 3rd 3 6 6
Survey fee ... ... ...  4 2 8
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 14 6
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
597 0 0 2nd
134 0 0 3rd 2 4 8
109 0 0 3rd 1 7 3 0 13 2
Survey fee  ... ... ... 2 0 6
Penalty ... .. ... 0 2 0
160 0 0 2nd
180 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
Survey fee ... ... 4 3 9
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...  2 2 2
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Agricultural  Farms-continued
Date of eomineli otncnt
of term of Liven-,e.
636 Sorg ,  F. ... Sec . 15, Act  1884 -6 1st Jan., 1889
*731 Southerden, E. B.... ditto
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Lessee.
*737 Southerden, E. B., junr. ... ... ...
112 Ditto ... ...
''6*1st Jan., 1887*580 Spark, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-
1550 Spark, J. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
'*917 Speak, J. E. ... ditto ...
379 Spiers, J. ... ditto ... 1st Jan.,-i888
330 Spinner, A. ... ditto ... ditto
290 Springfield, F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
224 Sproles, N. H. .. ... ... 11st July, 1887
*753 Stafford, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
210 Stanley, F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
383 Stanton, F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
142A, Stanton, J. T. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*1060
291
149
*858
*1009
*1010
130
Stansfield, A.
Statham, D.
Steele, J....
Steel, R.
Stemp, L.
Stemp, E.
Stephens, E.
Stirling, R.
Strain, R.
Stubbings, M.
Stubbington, A.
Summers, J.
Svennungsen, H.
Sweeney, C.
Sweeney, J.
Swenson, S.
Swenson, M.
Tatty, P.
1st Jul 1887
1st Jan., 1887
135
*409
*422
*861
324
*882
*1017
*1040
74
75
809
125 Tangney, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887...
*915 Tate, A. .. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 I ...
*378 Taylor, H. ... ditto ... ...
*854 Taylor, J. ... ditto ... ...
17 Taylor, W. ... ' 1st July, 1886
1266 Taylor, R. F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887
275
187
*1045
155
Telford, G. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
Templeman , J. W.... ... ... 1st July, 1887
Terr , F. A. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 . .
.. 1st Jiily, 1887Thie e, C.... ... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ... •..
ditto ... ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto ...  ...
... 1st  Jar., 1887,•
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
*960 1 Thompson, C., junr. ...
*417 Thomson, W. See. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
418 Thomson, R. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
39
395
Tilley, E. P.
Tilley, J.
... 1st Jan., 1887
... ... 1st Jan., 1889
*396 Tilley, M.
510 Tilley, T. W.
340 Tilney, G.
222 Ditto
Sec. 15, Act  1884-61
... ...
... ...
265 Titcomb, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*864 Todd, J. G. ditto
328 Tougher, J. ... ditto ...
709 Toyne, J. ... ditto ...
122i + Tracey, W. R. ... ... ...
Jan. 18891st ,
1st Ju'y, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan.,  188S
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
Area.
A. R. P.
159 1 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
480 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0...
Survey fee
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
400 0 0
170 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
232 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
90 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
158 2 0
160 0 0
Survey fee  ...
55 3 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty  ...
80 0
0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee . .
... 160 0 0
874 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
. 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 200 0 0
160 0 0
Year.
2nd
2nd
2nd
Rent.
£ s. d.
Balance Que.
s. d.
0 14 10
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2ndI
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
.. 31410
2nd 2 0 0
2 7 0
2nd 1 13 4
3 8 2
3rd 2 13 4
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
. 3 10 9
2nd I 1 0 0
4 7 2
3rd 2 0 0
... 2 0 8
2nd
3rd 2 2 6
3id 3 6 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 18 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd  13 6 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
5 9 0
1 3 6
3 8 9
4th 1 19 8
3rd 1 13 4
. ... 3 18 1
2nd
0 2 2
3rd 2 0 0
... 4 4 10
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
... ...
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 10 0
0 12 6
5 1 9
0 1 11
0 7 6
5 3 11
2 1 9
3 6 4
2nd 2 10 0
2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ..
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ..
790 0 0 3rd
4 0 0
9 17 6
2 3 4
2 14 10
0 15 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee.
728 Traill, A. D. See. 15, Act 1884-6
*876 Trail, A. C. ... ditto
252 Travers , D. ... ...
*987 Traces, A. W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*849 Tricker, S. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
292 Trihey, J., senr. ... ditto ...
108A  Trimingham , T. J....
145 Trulson, M.
316 Tucker, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
317 Tucker, E. G. ... ditto
488 Vandreike, H. ... ditto
492 Vandreike, F. J. ... ditto
32 Veivers ,  D. ... ... ...
33 Ditto ... ... ...
86A Vieritz , C. ... ... ...
186 Vieritz ,  F. ... ... ...
216 Waldron , F. J. ... ...
508 Walker, J. McG. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of commencement
of tern  of License.
1st Jan., 1888
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
Year.
2nd
Rent.
£ a. d.
Balance due.
£ s. d.
Survey fee ... ' ... 0 11 11
160 0 0 2nd
8
Survey  fee ... ... ... 0 12 4
160 0 0 2nd 3 6
... 160 0 0  2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1887 ... 97 0 0 3rd 1 4 3 0 4 3
Survey fee ... .. ... 1 11 8
ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey  fee .  ...  3 3 7
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 2 8 2
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ... ... 2 8 2
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...  2 2 2
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Surve  fee ... ...  ...  2 2 2
1st Jan., 1886 ... 117 1 24 4th 2 18 9
ditto 92 0 0 4th 2 6 0
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...  2 6 0
1st July,  1888  ...  80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 7 6
... 71 3 0 2nd 1 911 0 210
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 4 11
382 Walker, T. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
*793 Walker, W. ... ditto ..
518 Walter, G. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
207 Walters, G. ... ditto ... ditto
*1016 Wakelin J. ... ditto
*554 Ward, G.... ... r ditto
142 Ward, P.... ... ...
46 Ward, P.... ... ...
424 Ward, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1042 Warne F. ... ditto
*1059 Watson J. H. ... ditto
103 Watson, K.
123 Ditto
302 Watts, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
816 Watts, H. ... ditto ...
990 Watts, A. ... ditto ...
*1020 Watts, E. ... ditto ...
t306 Watts, E. ,., ...
180 Webb, W.
769 Weber, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
326 Weitemeyer ,T. P. L. ditto
*958 Welch, R. ... ditto
*377 Wells, W. ... ditto ...
574 Wells, G. ... ditto ...
181
*489
*707
*376
*526
*880
*893
219
304
Wendt, J.
Wendland, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Wernowski , A. H. W. .
West, E.
West, J. T.
Westbrook, G.
Weston, G.Weyer, C., junr.
White, F. R.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... .
See.  15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
See. 15, Act 1884-6
248 White, W. H. ... ditto ...
6
0
1 15 0
Survey fee ...  3 8 6
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... 101 0  0 2nd 2 10
Survey fee .
... 160 0  0 2nd 2 0
160 0 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee 4 13 3
ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ...  6 10 3
1st July , 1888  ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0  0
Survey fee ... 2 18 2
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
lat Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
ditto
Survey fee ... ... ... 6 5 8
62 0 0 3rd 0 15 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 8 11
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
Survey fee ... ... 2 4 11
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 12 9
ditto ... 100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 1,195 0 0 3rd 6 8 0
Survey fee ... ... 6 8 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 35 0 0 3rd 0 11 8
1st Jan., 1888 ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
Survey fee .. 1 14 9
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1  3 8 2
... 160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ..  ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 56 0 0 3rd 1 8 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 ' 2nd
70 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
2 6 8
.  160 0 0 2nd
1st July,  1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1st Jan., 1889 160 0 0 2nd
ditto
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 13 11
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ,.. ...
I
... 0 13 11
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Register j• Y I,csace . Date of  t  ocn.:u •::,  c••n  litNo. of terw of  L«•eu .
623 Wickerson, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6, 1st Jan., 188,"
546
*749
*1067
108
*819
*817
887
Wilcox, A. ditto
Wilcox, H. ... ditto
Wilkins ,  H. ... ditto
Wilkinson , J. ... ...
Wilks, E.
Wilson, P. A.
Wilson, R.
1st July, 1887
Area.
A. B.
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
160 0
80 0
Survey fee
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0
.. ditto ... 160 0
... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ... 79 3
Survey fee
120 Winkle, C. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
Survey fee
305 Wishart, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto ... 97 2
Survey fee
656 Withers, M. J. H. S. ditto 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
*942 Woods, M.
*902 Wordie, W.
*811 Wright, G.
241 Wright, J.
570 Wright, J.
*520  Wright, L.
*901 Wylie, J. M.
167 Yore, J. ..
*998 Young, T. W.
300A Dunn,  D....
Grazing Farms.
... J 1st July, 1887
143c Ferling, C. ... ... ...
131D Ollenburg ,  P. ,.. ...
*687 Ollenburg ,  F. .. ... ...
96A Patterson ,  S. T. .., ... ...
131c Pointon , A. ,.. ... ...
131B Randall,  E., iunr....
122 Atkinson, F. H.
287 Atkins, F. W.
269 Ballantyne, J.
425 1 Barrett, W.
139 Beck, J.
223 Benney, G. H.
56 Bertheau, Z. W.
t69 Bertheau, C. E.
328 Ditto
109 Bertheau, C. Z.
399 Bettien s, J. D.
220 Betts, W. J.
*432 Blair, J.
38 Bolton, W.
t19 Bouttell, L.
15 Browning, W.
4 'Burgess, R.
44 Butcher, T. W.
96 Calvert, J.
234 Campbell, W.
t72
134
140
36
228
*44,2
289
... Survey fee
ditto ... ... 160 0
ditto ... ... 160 0
ditto ...  ...  160 0
Sec.
ditto
15, Act
. 1st Jan., 1887 ... 100 0
1884-6 I st Jan., 1888 ... 161 0
Survey fee
... ditto ... ... 160 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 542 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
Year.
P. I
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 3rd
0 2nd
0 2nd
22 2nd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 3rd
0 2nd
•0 2nd
0 2nd
0 1 3rd
0 2nd
... 1,468 0 0
Penalty ...
... 2,280 0 0
... 2.320 0 0
2,280 0 0
.,. 5,000 0 0
,.. 2,760 0 0
Penalty ...
,.. 2,600 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BUNDABEICG DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
. 1st Jan., 1887S ?e. 15, Act 1884-6 1 1st July, 1888
ditto
... ...
• •I
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
See. 15, Act 1884-6
Carolan, R. ..
Chapman, G. ..
Chapman , J. W. ...
Christensen, H. M.
Christensen, M. P.
Clark, J. .
Clayton, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
74 Cocking , A. , .. ...
345 Coleman , H. ... ..
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 18S8
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
1st  July,  1886
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
... 444 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 2nd
•.. Survey fee ... ...4J  0 0 2nd
Survey fee ...
160 0 0 2nd
,,. 80 0 0 3rd
... 78 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd
... 123 3 0 2nd
... 40 0 0 2nd
124 0 0 4th
28 3 0 1 2nd
128 3 01 3rd
640 0 0 2nd
150 3 0 ' 3rd
... 1 133 0 30 4th
...  160 0 0 4th
... 666 0 0 4th
... 160 0 0 3rd 1
160 0 0 1 4th
120 0 0 3rd
Survey fee
... 260  0 0' 3rd
81 0 0 3rd
... l 80 0 0 3rd
... 138 3 0 3rd 1
160 0 0 3rd
360 0 0 2nd
...I 40 0 0 2nd`
Survey fee ... , ...
... 160 0 01 3rd
637 2 0 , 2nd
Rent. Balunce due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 6 0
0 10 2
1 0 0
3 16 9
1 0 0
2 7 0
2 0 0
2 2 0
1 4 5
1 1 3
1 0 0
1 13 2
1 5 0
4 1 0
2 7 3
6 15 6
9 3 6
0 4 6
9 10 0
9 13 4
20 16 8
11 10 0
0 3 3
10 16 8
5 11 0
0 10 0
... 0 15 6
0 10 0 ,
... 1 2 6
2 0 0
1 19 0
2 0 0
013 7
010 0
6 4 0
010 8
3 4 b
1 17 9
8 0 0'
11 2 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
2 10 0
3 575'0 2 18 8
1 13 9
1 13 4,
1 14 9
4 0 0
I
0 10 0
... 0 15 6
2 0 0
3 19 9
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Re;1 r
402 Copping, W.
*429 Crampton, E.
358 Crow, E. W.
Lessee. Date of commeneement
of term of  L.  c  U. Area. Year. t;at m:.e dire.Rent.
s.  (1. 1  c.  (1.
2nd ! 1 17 6 1Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
6 Cullen ,  J., sear. ...
77 Cunningham , A. ... ... ...
81 Dawson, W. C.
230 Diamond , J. F. C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
245 Dingle, W.
*392 Dixon, J.
226 Donald, A.
33 Elvery, J.
71 Engstrom, E.
*394 Fagg, W.
*428 Farr, J.
238 Farrell, M.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
See. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
*412 Fiunis, J. H.
264 Fleming, W.
47 Friel, J. ...
268 Garvie, A.
*448 Gibson, A.
*449 Ditto
240 Gilchrist, J.
8 Gorlick, G.
187 Gorlick, W. G.
*413 Gottwaltz, G. F.
406 Gouldthorp, H.
*357 Grant, J.
339 Grau, F. W.
t256 Hanbury, R.
252 Hancock, S.
260 Harm, H.
202 Harvey, H.
301 Haselgrove, G.
401 Hansen, J.
*411 Havers, R.
147 Haworth, T.
346 Hawthorne, T.
*347 Hawthorne, E.
52 Henderson, H.
261 Hengel , A. A. V.
255 Hickman, R. D.
*434 Hunt, W.
324 Irwin, T.
342 Irwin, W. J.
331 Jeffrey, J.
116 Jenkinson, J. B.
200 Jensen, K.
9 Jensen, M.
138 Johnsen, L. P.
73 Johnston, G.
94 Johnson, J.
*409 Johnsen, J.
244 Jones, R.
}118 Jones, W. H.
*438 Jones, J.
55 Jorgensen, R.
193 Kilgour, A....
103 Kingston, J.
233 Kingston, J.
338 Knight, R.
*435 { Ditto
*415 Knudsen, P.
*417 Ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act  1884-86
... ditto
... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, 'Act 1884-6
...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
.. ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July,  1887 ...
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 188V
1st July,  1888 ...
1st July, 1888
1st Jan.,  1888 ..,
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st  July,  1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
A. R. P
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
83 3 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
230 0 0
159 0 0
160 0  0
Survey fee ...
320 0 0
160 0 0
103 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0
16000
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
200 0 0
160 0 0
156 1 0
Survey fee ...
71 3 12
50 0 0
200 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
71 3 5
139 0 0
280 0 0
96 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ..
973 0 0
86 0 0
Survey fee ...
Improvements.
110 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ...
75 0 0
600 0 0
93 3 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
1,240 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee .
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
39 2 0
Survey fee ...
320 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
104 1 0
84 0 0
160 0 0
1t0 0 0
400 0 0
82 3 0
162 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
118 0 0
Survey fee ..
230 3 0
145 3 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
1 6 0
2nd 1 13 4
.. 1 1 18 54th 4 0 0,
3rd 2 17 6
3rd 3 19 6
3rd 2 0 0
.. ... 1 11 9
3rd 6 13 4
2nd
3rd , 2 2 11
4th I 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 3 6 8
2nd
3rd  1  2 0 0
2nd 0 18 8
2nd 1 4 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 0 0
4th 1 11
3rd 3 9 6
2nd
2nd 1 16 0
2nd
2ndi 010 0
2nd ! 10 18 3
3rd 2 3 0
2ndi 1 7 6
3rd I 2 0 0
2ndi 0 10 0
2nd 1 8 2
2nd
3rd 1 19 1 1
2nd !
2nd
1 10 6
0 15 6
2 9 0
1 5 3
0 15 5
0 19 0
0 15 6
1 6 1
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd ! 0 10 0
.. ... 0 15 6
2nd 1 0 0
1 11 0
2ndi 0 9 8 1
0 15 6
3rd 6 13 4
3rd 3 6 8
4th 1 6 8I3rd  2 3  6
3rd 1 1 0
4th 8 0  0
2nd
3rd 6 13 4
3rd
2nd,
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 1 9 6
2nd 1 8 11
2nd
2nd i
2nd ;
1 10 9
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CROWN LANDS ACT OZ 1884--BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural Farms-continued.
kegi.ter
\o. Lessee.
t123 Kulick, A. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ...
318 Landau, J. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto ...
*420 Langer ,  E. ... ... ... ...
*431 Laynton , J. ... ... ... ...
3.55  Lewty ,  E. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*356 Ditto  ... ... ...
389 Lewty ,  M. A. ... ... ... Ist July, 1888
*390 Ditto  ... ... ... ...
*354 Ditto ... ...
78 Logan ,  R. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
126 Low ,  C. ditto
t24 Lucas ,  J. K. Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan., 1886
185 Mabbott ,  H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
224 Marr ,  J. ... ... ... Lt July, 1887
337 Meier ,  G.... Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st July, 1888
3 Modrow ,  J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1885
*436 Mooney ,  H. ... ... ...
t258 Moore,  J. ... ... ... 1st  Jan., 1888
1270 Ditto ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*424 Munro , W. F. ... ...
303 Murchie ,  J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
341 Ditto ditto
302 Murray, E. ... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
ditto ... ditto
349 Murray, V. ... ... ... ditto
254 McCarthy, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
384 McDonald, J. C. S. ... ... 1st July, 1888
263 McGarry, G. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
65 McGuffie, W. ... 1st Jan., 1887
265 McHugh, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
278 McKeon, F. A. ... ... ... ditto
336 Ditto .. ... ... 1st July, 1888
377 McKenzie, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
*386 McKie, A.
222 McLellan, D. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
125 Newitt, D. T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
281 Nielsen, L. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
404 Nielsen, AT.
284 Nienstedt, F.
*388 Ditto
298 Norman, A.
*422 North. C....
259  O'Loughlan, P.
274 O'Sullivan, M.
See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
. ... .. 1st Jan., 1888
.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
335 Ditto ... ditto
137 Palmer, J.
50 Poulsen, H. L.
169 Poulsen, N.
262 Read, F....
296 Reimers, J.
273
*423
*419
42
229
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of commencement
of term of License.
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
Robinson , R. di', to
Robinson , W. F. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 ...
Rosenlund , N. L, ... ditto ...
Ruddy ,  J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
Ryan , W. ... ... 1st  July,  1887
*391 Saunders , A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
250 Scott, J. ..,
... ditto ... 1st July, 1887
41 Sheppard, E. J. .. . , , ditto
225 Singer , G.
... ditto
340 Singho, P. Section 15, Act 1881-6 1st July, 1888
382 Skyring, E. ditto
351 Skyring, T. ... ...
... 1st Jan., 1889
Area.
A. B. P.
37 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ..
75 0 0
160 0 0
105 0 0
1,180 0 0
94 0 0
322 0 0
525 0 0
157 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
93 0 0,,,
... 119 0 0
... 37 0 0
Survey fee ...
,,, 160 0 0
350 0 0
674 2 0
403 2 0
510 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ..
57 1 0
Survey fee ...
80 0 0
Survey fee ..
945 0 0
160 0 0
184 0 0
Survey fee ..
45 0 3
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ,
,., 78 0 0
... 95 0 0
156 1 38
Survey fee ...
30 0 0
85 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
120 0 0
Survey fee ..
34 0 37
Survey fee ...
150 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ...
274 0 0
160 0 0
82 0 0
Survey fee ..
78 0 0,.,
Survey fee ..
1,000 0 0
160 0 0
...
160 0 0
,.. 400 0 0
...
40 0 0
Survey fee .,
160 0 0
135 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
111 2 0
Penalty .
160 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
94 0 0
90 0 0
Survey fee ...
1,099 0 0
424 3 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd 0 3 11
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2nd 0 10 0
0 15 5
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 6 3
2nd
2nd 0 11 9
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 18 6
3rd 4 0 0
4th
3rd 1 18 9
3rd 2 9 7
2nd 0 9 3
5th 4 0 0
2nd
2nd 6 1 4
3rd 1 1 1
2nd
2nd 0 10 0
0 15 6
0 15 5
2nd 0 14 0
... .. 017 9
2nd 1 0 0
1 11 0
2nd 5 18 2
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 3 1 4 0 1 4
10 4 6
3rd 0 11 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 3 6 8
... ... 1 11 9
2nd t 6 0
2nd 0 9 4
2nd 3 17 9
2nd
3rd 1 15 5
3rd 8 0 0
2nd1 1 0 0
1 9 8
1 7 11
2nd 2 5 0
. ... 1 8 5
2nd 0 8 7
.., 0 13 3
2nd
2nd 0 10 0
2nd
3rd I 2 0 0
2nd ' 1 14 2
2nd 1 6 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
2nd 0 10 0
0 15 5
1 5 6
0 17 8
0 15 5
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd  11
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 6 6 1 3 3
... 0 3 6
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0 '
3rd 1 19 2
2nd 0 10 0
2nd 6 17
2nd
0 18 8
0 15 6
0 13 6
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
1.1 QI.111
*383 Skyring, T.
*395 Sloane, T. W.
t309 Smith, J.
117 Spence, J.
397 Spencer, J. W.
*421 Starkey, J.
326 Starke, W. O.
300 Stehbens, L. It.
215 Stevens, A....
227 Stevens, J.
279 Stokes, H.
21 Strong,  J.
t272 Swallow, J.
319 Swanton, T.
266 Taske, H.
112 Taske, W.
159 Tate, R. A.
*430 Taylor, J.
7 Thiel, F....
70 Thompson, J.
Cosec.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
Date  of rol,, menceinent
of term of  Liecuse. Area.
A. B.
732 0
... 400 0
1st July,  1888  ... 448 3
Survey fee
1st Jan .,  1887  ... 271 3
1st July,  1888  ... 114 0
Survey fee
360 0
1st July,  1888 ... 65 2
ditto
Survey fee
40 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
1st July, 1887 ... 474 1
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1886 ... 160 0
1st Jan, 1888 ... 152 1
1st July, 1888 ... 40 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 153 0
ditto ... 81 3
211 0
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
ditto ... 155 2
1st July, 1888 ... 204 2
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 99 0
1st  July,  1887 ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st July, 1885 ... 80 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 907 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 79 2
Penalty
100 0
1st July, 1888 ... 149 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0
Survey fee
Year. Bent. Balance due.
P.  s. d. f s. d.
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 2nd 2 3 5
0 2 3
0 3rd 5 13 3
0 2nd 0 19 0
0 2nd
0  2nd  0 16 2
0 2nd 0 10 0
0 3rd 3 6 8
1 10 6
0 18 10
0 15 6
0 3rd 5 18 7
0 2nd 1 0 0
1 12 2
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
0 4th 8 0 0
0 3rd 1 12 8
0 2nd 0 10 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 3rd 7 13 0
0 3rd 2 0 11
0 2nd
0 4th 2 0 0
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 3rd 3 4 10
0 15 5
191 Torrens  W.... ...
343 Troe,  J. H. ...
182 Turner , H. J. ...
35 Vacher , W. H. ...
39 Vacher, R. ...
1 Wagner, D. ...
416 Webster , J. T. ...
43 Wegert, F.
137 Woodcock, W.
*433 Woodward, A.
277 Wright , W. ... ... ...
282 Wuta, J.
408 Zimmerli, A.  -Sec. 15,  let  1884-6
2 Billington ,  R. ... ...
387 Buchanan , J. S. ... ...
0439 Lucke , H. A. F. ...
330 Lund, A. ...
353 Muller, J. ...
1275  Stapleton, W. ...
*348 Wost, C. J. ... ... ...
0 2nd 1 5 7 0 0 8
... ...  0 17 2
0 3rd 2 9 6
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 5th 2 0 0
0 2nd
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 3rd 1 19 9
0 2nd
0 3rd 0 19 2
0 2nd 1 0 0
0 2nd
Grazing Farms.
1st Jan.,  1886  ...  5,060 0 0 4th 1 31 12 6
1st July, 1888  ...  2,026 0 0 2nd 5 5 7
2,000 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888  ...  1,630 0 0 2nd 4 4 11
1st Jan .,  1889 ... 2,750 0 0 2nd
1st July,  1888 . ..  1,273 0 0 2nd 3 4 1
... 7,000 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-BURKETOWN DISTRICT.
Agricultural  Farms.-Nil.
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS
62
128
66
209
5
Allen, J....
Alley, W. S.
Allison, A.
Andresen, C. P.
Banning, A.
111 Barkley, J.
121 Bendig, F. W.
70 Blackwell, G.
72 Ditt o
t179 Blyth, W.
t7 Bowen, T:
192 'Boyle, W. T. C.
204 Brown, It. S. ... ditto ...
ACT OF 1884-CAIRNS DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1 st July, 1885
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
114 0 0
360 2 0
80 0 0
189 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
81 2 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 85 0 0
... 159 1 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
5th 8 11 0
3rd 4 10 2
4th 2 0 0
2nd 3 3 0
5th 16 0 0
4th 5 6 8
3rd 2 13 4
4th 12 0 0
4th 6 2 3
3rd
5th
3rd 3 19 8
2nd 2 0 0
9 18 0
0 0 5
0 10 7
4 10 7
6 17 2
732
Register
1'o.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CAIRNS  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of t*-rin of  l ce tse. Area . Yuar. Reut. Balance due.
A. r.
183 Burrows, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st  July,  1887 95 0 0 3rd 1 11 8
Survey fee .. .. 4 1 1
138 Cade, C.... 1st Jan., 1887 159 2 0 3rd 3 19 9
*207 Campbell, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 80 3 0 2nd
200 Chamberlain, J. 1st Jan., 1888 157 0 0 2nd 1 19 3
140 Chow, Ali 1st Jan., 1887 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
87 Collinson, W. H. 1st Jan., 1886 315 2 24 4th 17 11 9
33 Connor, J. 1st July, 1885 117 3 0 5th 8 16 8
37 Coombes, H. H. ditto 109 0 0 5th 8 3 6
94 Craig, J. C. 1st Jan., 1887 255 0 0 3rd 12 150
201 Cullen, W. 1st July, 1888 165 0 0 2nd 1 7 6
202 Ditto 1st Jan., 1888 211 0 0 2nd 2 12 9
203 Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 6 11 8
108 Davidson, C. 1st July, 1886 80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
*225 Davies, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
*226 Davies, J. J. .., ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
*228 Dillon, D. ditto ... 116 2 0 2nd
t205 Dingwall, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 155 0 0 2nd 1 16 3
Survey fee ... 2 4 11
219 Draper, A. F. J. 1st Jan., 1889 148 0 0 2nd
173 Driscoll, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887 134 0 0 3rd 2 4 8
Survey fee ... . 4 12 4
60 Duplock, E. 1st July, 1885 300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
148 Ebner, H. 1st Jan., 1887 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
119 Emde, J. 1st July, 1886 160 0 0 4th 5 6 8
159 Eriuksen,  IT. 1st Jan., 1887 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
180 Fallon, J. J. 1st July, 1888 ... 240 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Survey fee ... 16 16  3
t8 Ferrier, J. Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 1st July, 1885 ... 73 0 0 5th
t55 Ditto .., ditto ... ditto ... 60 0 0 5th
196 Field, H. . 1st July, 1887 ... 170 0 0 3rd 4 5 0
*227 Fitzpatrick, D. J. Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
186 French, J. T. 1st July 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
Survey fee .. 23 11 6
t63 Fretwell, I. 1st Jan., 1886 ... 104 0 0 4th
t32 Gates, F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st  July,  1885 ... 74 0 0 5th
170 Garrett, C. J. ... ditto 1st July, 1887 ... 168 1 0 3rd 3 10 2
Survey fee ... .. 4 10 9
171 Garrett, W. ditto ditto ... 97 2 0 3rd 2 8 9
Survey fee ... .. 3 15 9
172 Garrett, C. ditto ditto ... 171 3 0 3rd 4 5 11
Survey fee ... 4 12 4
124 Gordon, W. 1st July, 1886 ... 80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
104 Gorton, R. J. ditto ... 80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
105 Ditto ditto ... 79 3 0 4th 2 13 2
177 Greedy, J. See. 15,  Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887 ... 159 2 0 3rd 3 19 9
Survey fee ... 9 17 4
*208 Guldbeck. F. ... ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
115 Hannam , W. ... 1st July. 1886 ... 564 3 0 4th ' 15 8 11
191 Hansen, E E . M.W. See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
8 2 0Survey fee ...
214 Haren , T. ... ditto ditto ... 158 2 0 2nd 1 6 5
Survey fee ... 4 10 2
+43 Hartill, I. A. ... ditto 1st July, 1885 ... 96 0 0 5th 1 16 0
135 Hasson, W. ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
149 Hatton, T. ... ditto . ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
82 Healy, F. ... 1st Jan., 1886 86 2 22 4th 3 5 0
69 Hill , H. J. ... ditto ... 68 2 0 4th 5 2 9
120 Hillson , H. J. 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 7 0 6
210 Hobson, W. D.
'
1st Jan., 1888 ... 194 2 0 2nd 3 4 10
215 Hoff, C. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 97 3 0 2nd 1 4 6
Survey fee ... 2 16 0
141 Hopkins, J. ... ditto ... 148 0 0 2nd 1 17 0
Survey fee 6 9 0
73 Johnston, F. E. ... 1st Jan., 1886 ... 118 0 0 4th 8 17 0
181 Kingsford, R. A. ... 1st July, 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
68 Knight, C. ... 1st Jan., 1886 ... 125 3 35 4th 4 14 6
216 Knox, W. A. ... 1st July, 1888 ... 176 0 0 2nd 1 9 4
151 Koch, J. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 79 3 0 3rd 1 19 11
163 Lawson, G. ... ditto 160 0 0 3rd 5 6 8
1217 Leumann, A.
. 1st July, 1888 1,000 0 0 2nd
*223 Levgran, C. L. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
t133 Levi, G.
..
*' *
1st Jan., 1887 42 0 0 3rd
t59 Lindsey, E. Act 1884-6Sec. 15, 1st  July,  1885 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
188 Loeven, S.
... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 130 0 0 2nd 1 7 6
7 8 5
139 Louk D....
... , 1st Jan., 1887
Survey fee ..
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
733
Re.,, it er
o
t36 Lyynch. T.
131 Malcolm, ,T.
127 Marett, E.
178 May, W. T.
112 Meyer, H.
t54 Miller, S.
1122 Moller, C.
100 Monk, G. W.
101 Ditto
187 Morrison, S. W.
53 McCoy, M.
146 McGregor, G.
162 McGregor, D.
176 McIntyre, D.
88
222
189
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CAIRNS  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act  1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, A ct 18846
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
McKay, G. ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
McKeeman ,  S. O. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t165 , McKenzie, A.
t213 McPherson, J.
113 Nixon , A. ... ... ...
t155 O'Connell, M.
t61 Peterson ,  W. See. 15, Act 1884-6
*220 Pyne, J. S. ... ditto ...
*221 Pyne, F .  W. ... ditto ...
110 Quin, T. .. .
*224 Read ,  J. W. See. 15, Act 1881-6
193 Richardson ,  C. P. ... ditto ...
117 Robb, J....
t58 Robert, E.
123 Robson, J.
51 Rodda, S. L. S.
t38 Rubello, J.
154 Russell, J.
195 Ryan, J. M.
144 Ryan, T. J.
114 Scholz, E.
42 Shannon, P.,
t153 Smith, S. L.
167 Stevens, S.
22 Taylor, A. E.
t15 Taylor, A.
t118 Thomas, T.
197 Tim, J. Q.
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of eommenu'etneut
of term of License.
1st July, 1885 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st  July,  1885
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1885 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan , 1886
1st July, 1886 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st July, 1886 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1888
... 1st July, 1886
... 1st July, 1885
... ... 1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
Area. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. I £  S. d.i £ s. d.
160 0 0 5th
80 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
112 3 0 3rd 2 16 5
158 2  0  3rd 21210 1 6 5
Survey fee ... ... 9 15 6
Penalty ... ... 0 4 0
80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
105 0 0 5th
105 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
79 3 0 4th 2 13 2
80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 5 10
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
159 3 0 3rd 3 19 11
160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
79 3 0 3rd 1 19 11
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 9 4
146 1 24 4th 8 0 10
89 2 11 2nd
80 0  0  2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee .. ...
1,280 0 0 3rd
1,270 0 0 3rd
68 0 0 4th 2 5 4
640 0 0 4th
102 0 0 4th
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
128 0 0 4th 4 5 4
160 0 0 2nd
3 6 6
134 0 0 3rd 3 7 0
Survey fee ...  3 12 2
80 0 0 4th 213 4
107 0 0 5th
100 2 0 5th
117 0 0 5th 8 15 6
91 0 0 5th
149 1 0 3rd 314 8
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... 6 6 8
238 0 0 2nd 4 19 2
Survey fee ... ... ... 7 13 3
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
217 0 0 5th 2 14 3
1,280 0 0 4th
166 0 0 2nd
86 3 0 5th 6 10 2
85 0 0 5th
118 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ..  5 13 8
80 0 0 4th 2 13 4
80 0 0 4th 213 4
138 3 0 2nd
10  0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 4th 5 6 8
80 0 0 3rd ,
290 0 0 3rd 7 5 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Survey fee ... ..  I .. 3 16 8
60 0 0 2nd 015 0
Survey fee .. 4 9 10
93 0 0 2nd 2 3 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 7 0
. .. 1st July, 1885
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
.., ditto ... 1st Jan., 1887
... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
102 Torazzi, E. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
103 Ditto .. .. ... ditto
218 Trumble, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
164 Tucker, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
116 Unbehaun, H. L. E. A. ... ... 1st July, 1886
t130 Vardy, H. ... .., ... 1st Jan., 1887
90 Walsh, W. .. ... ... ditto
194 Welch, D. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1887
199 Whitaker, J. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
t142 Woods, D. 1st Jan., 1888 ...
Grazing Farms .-1Vil.
*25
*17
*20
*27
*26
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CHARLEVILLE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Armstrong , J. ... ...
Bowler , W. R. ...
Coveney, F.
Francis, C. D. E. ... ...
Geiger, N.
640 0 0
640 0 0
1,240 0 0
499  00
249 2 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CHARLEVILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
Date  of commencement
of term of  isceuae. Year. Rent. L'alanee due.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
15 Kevin, R. ... ... 1st Jan .,  1889  ... 160 0 0 2nd 1
14 Masters , E. C. ... ... 1st July, 1888  ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
*16 Miller, C. ... ... ... 750 0 0 2nd
*19 Monahan , W. B. ... ... .., ... 640 0 0 2nd
7 Simpson, R. ... 1st Jan .,  1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
8 Ditto  .. ... ... .., ditto  ... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 09 Spence, J, G. ... ... ... ditto  ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
6 Wa llice, T. ... ... ditto  ... 707 0 0 2nd 8 16 9 0 0 2
10 Haig, T. ...
Grazing Farms.
... 1st July, 1888 7,750 0 0 2nd  120 3 8 0 0 1
13 Ditto ... .., ... ditto 11,130 0 0 2nd 38 19 9
11 Jesser, T. ... ... ditto 9,000 0 0 2nd 23 8 8
12 Ditto ... ... .. ditto 11,040 0 0 2nd 28 15 0
*18 Kirkaldy, W. B. ... ... 20,0000 0 2nd
21 Matheson , A. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 7,100 0 0 2nd
22 McGuinness, W. ... ... ditto
I
8,046 0 0
t
2nd
t3 Pickard, T. ... 1st July, 1888
mprovem
1,280
en
0
s.
0 2nd
4 Ware, M. ... 1st July, 1887 1,280 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
5 Welch, J. T. .. , ... ditto 1,280 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
*23 Yeates, W. C. ... ... 5,120 0 0 2nd
*24 Yeates, E. ... 5,120 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CHARTERS TOWERS DISTRICT.
Agricultural  Farms.  Nil.
*4
*17
*9
1
*18
*11
*5
*7
*15
*19
13
*6
*14
*12
6
tl
t2
*9
7
t10
11
Aplin, W. H. ...
Clifton, R. ...
Foy, P.Heery, C....
Knuth, C.
Lavery, E. J.
Malone, M.
Malone, J.
Moore, J. T.
Rule, J. ...
Sellars, A. ...
Surgeon, J.
Symes, D. ...
Coombes, J.
Groocock, G.
Hatfield, T. J.
Holland, A.
Larsen, J.
McCarthy, G. D.
Smith, H.
Ditto
Grazing Farms.
Area.
20,000 0 0 2nd
2,560 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 2,560 0 0 2nd
... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 3,200 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 2,560 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 2,560 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 9,800 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 18,000 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
.
1st July,  1886
1st Jan., 1888
... ... ditto
160 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 1 13 4
... 480 0 0 3rd
... 640 0 0 4th
160 0 0 2nd
... 360 0 0 3rd 410 0
... 320 0 0 2nd
... 320  1 16  2nd 8 0 3 2 7 11
Grazing Farm.
8 1Thorn, G. H. ... ... ... 11st Jan., 1889 . .. 117,600 0 01 2nd I
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
t31
t32
*55
*51
*2
*71
t33
24
25
26
Baird, J. C.
Baird, J. .
Barrett, J....
Burke, M.
Corbett, P. McN.
Cousin , J. MeL.
Davis, J. C.
Egan, S....
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
2,560 0 0 2nd
... 2,560 0 0 2nd
... 1,800 0 0 2nd
... 4,000 0 0 2nd
... 13,500 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CLERMONT DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ... ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
... ... 1st July, 18b7 ...
... ... ditto ...
1,272 0 0 4th
1,280 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd
571 0 0 2nd400 0 0 2nd
469 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd
320 0 0 3rd 5 6 8
320 0 0 3rd 5 6 8
320 0 0 3rd 5 6 8
735
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-COOKTOWN  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
RegisterNo.
Dowling, J.
Thygesen, C.
t*23 Erlandson, J.
38 Harcus, P. L.
*81 Heavy, P.
t29 Hislop, G.
44 Hochstrasser, It.
45 Ditto
t4 Johnson, C.
t5 Ditto .
48 Johnson, P.
*56 King, P. ...
*77 Lawson, G.
*61 Lay, T.
*41 Lennon, W.
*42 Lennon, P.
*57 Ley, T.
t37 Little, S.
t30 MacDonnell, E.
*73 Milward, W.
28 Monkton, A. S.
*54 Moran, T.
*60 Moran, C.
*64 Moran, J....
*36 Neill, E. E.
*27 Nunn, W.
35 Oliver, E. B.
t7 Olsen, A.
tll Payne, C. J.
21 Peirce, T....
22 Peirce,  It....
*49 Perrson, O.
*70 Peters, C. F.
34 Ross, J. H.
t39
t59
*72
*79
*80
*62
53
*58
*75
*82
*74
Ross, E. W.
Schmidt, A.
Seidel, O. F.
Stuckey, H.
Ditto
Treweek, B.
Walsh, W.
Ditto.
Weaver, E.
Wienert, P.
Zahel, M. C.
t3
*46
1
*36
*2
*34
*33
4
3
*31
5
11
12
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 188416
... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... .
See.  15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of  commencement
of terns of License.
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887Sec. 15, Act 1884-6-  ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto
... ... 1st Jan., 1888
... ... 1st Jan., 1887
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887
ditto  ... ditto
,.. .., 1st Jan., 1888
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ... ... 1st July,  1888 ...
... ...
Grazing Farms.
1st Jan., 1887 ...
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
1,200 0 0
55 2 0
Survey fee ...
60 0 0
Survey fee ...
38 2 0
42 0 0
59 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
135 2 0
1,280 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
1,064 0  0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
140 3 0
69 2 0
136 0 0
Survey fee ..
Improvements.
139 0 0
Survey fee ..
Improvements.
160 0 0
65 2 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
47 2 0
134 3 0
182 3 0
258 0 0
160 0 0
110 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
105 0 0
109 2 0
3,600 0 0
2,560 0 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
4th
2nd 0 13 11
2nd 0 15 0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
1 10 9
.. 1 13 0
3rd 0 6 0
3rd 0 7 0
2nd 0  14 11
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd 1 14 0
3rd 2 17 11
9 17 6
6 14 10
3 1 7
... ... 3 2 1
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--CUNNAMULLA DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Benn, J. ... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 2,497 0 0 3rd
Huxley, It. C. ... ... ... 800 0 0 2nd
Lambert, F. ... ... ... 1st July,  1888 .. . 103 0 0 2nd
Lillis, T. E. ... ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
We lls, J.... ... ... ... ...  640 0 0 2nd
Albion, H.
Aylward, J. ...
Ballantyne, H. ...
Bates , J.... ...
Bates , G.... ...
Bates, H.
Grazing Farms.
1st July,  1888 ...
ditto ...
1st July ,  1888
ditto
ditto
19,310 0 0
10,000 0 0
20,000 0 0
19,800 0 0
20,000 0 0
19,94() 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
...
0 18 4
11 5 0
41 12 4
0 17 2
40 4 7
20 16 8
61 ]7 6
62 10 0
62 6 3
6 14 2
736
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-CUNNAMULLA  DISTRICT -continued.
Grazing  Farms - continued.
Regi.li•r
\o
21 Burton ,  H. ... ...
8 Doyle, M. ... ...
7 Kene , F.  . ... ...
*32 Macdonald , G. R.... ...
6 Maloney,  J. J. ... ...
29 Mitchell, D. ... ...
20 Morgan ,  E. H. ...
*30 McDougall, H. ...
10 McKellar , T. ... ...
24 McKe llar, N. C. ...
22 Mc l'hillamy C. S. ...
26 Palmer,  T. W. ... ...
13 Rossiter , T. J. ... ...
14 Rossiter ,  T., junr .... ...
15 Rossiter , W. B. ...
16 Rossiter ,  H. S. ...
9 Stacy, W.
*28 Ditto
18 Stone, A.
*223 Barratt, J.
177 Barry, W.
1197 Bateman, T.
t198 Ditto
*312 Bevrick, J.
129 Black, J. N.
*325 Ditto
268 Black, J. Y.
52 Ditto
*332 Bodkin, P. F.
t208 Brazier, E.
t209 Brazier, C.
*314 Brazier, W.t25Brodie, Thos.
59 Buckley, J.
*192 Childs, T.
*330 Cavanagh, P.
64 Clarke, J.
217 Cody, J....
263 Condon, W.
87 Condon, M.
t42 Corney, E.
6 Courtney, J.
t31 Colton, E.
129 Coxon, F.
19 Dalglish, R. D.
163 Dixon, J.
14 Doneley, G.
97 Doneley, J. T.
48 Donovan, J.
271 Donovan, P. J.
283 Dowling, P.
284 Dowling, B.
89 Doyle, P.
*188 Driver ,  W., senr.U3  Dun, H. P.
*225 Eibel, C.
*313 Falconer, A.
32 Fitzpatrick, E.
93 Flannagan, P.
203 Gallaher, T.
152 Hardie, J.
296 Harwood, C. F.
t142 Heyder, A.
*219 Hoppe, A.
65 Jessop, J. S.
66 1 Ditto
Date of  eomnte11coment
of tet  nt of  Ltt enM.
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st July, 18881st Jan., 1889
1st July,  1S88
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
Area. year.
A. R. r.
20,000 0 0
... 20,000 0  01
... 10,000 0 0
19,918 0 0-
, . , 5,000 0 0
... 20,000 0 0
8,358 0 0
I 10,000 0  0
... 10,000 0 0
. 10,000 0 0
20,000 0 0
... 18,500 0 0
... 20,000 0 0
... 20,000 0 0
... 18,300 0 0
... 15,300 0 0
... 5,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
... 19,000 0 0
Rent.
e s. d.
2nd 52 1 8
2nd  62 10 0
21,d 20 16 8
Mad
2nd 15 12 6
2nd
2nd 17 8 3
2nd
2rd 20 16 8
2rd 20 16 8
2nd 41 13 4
2nd
2nd 83 6 8
2nd 83 6 8
2nd 1 76 5 0
2nd 63 15 0
2nd 15 12 6
2nd
2nd . 59 7 6
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-DALBY DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 .. 160 0 0
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.,
See. 15, Act 1884-6
... ... ... 1st July, 188;
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan , 1887
1st July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
See. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15,  Act 1889-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec 15, Act
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1885
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1884-6 1st July, 1887
. 1st Jan., 1886
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
ditto
). ' ... 1st Jan., 1886
See 15,  Act 1884 -6 1st  July, 1887
1st July, 1588
1st Jan., 1888Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
ditto ...
320 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
845 0 0
120 0 0
160 0 0
659 0 0
442 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
640 0 0160 0 0
653 0 0
160 0 0
265 0 0
80 0 0
300 0 0
101 2 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
1,280
1,141
640640
559
160
360
1,254
41
160
318
160
80
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Survey fee ...
290 0 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
99 0 7
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
200 0 0
133 2 0
Survey fee ...
159 3 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
3,805 0 0
1,092 0 0
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 10 11 3
2nd
2nd
3rd 8 4 9
L'.,1 inee Que.
s. d.
1 9 6
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
...  .  1 7 6
2nd 1 0 0
... ... 1 7 6
2nd
4th 0 0 8
3rd 8 3 3
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 6 8
4th
4th 14 5 3
5th
5th
4th 6 19 9
2nd 4 0 0
4th 4 10 0
3rd 20 18 0
4th 0 17 1
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 0 0
2nd
4th
2nd
2nd
4th 2 9 7
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 3 15 0
2nd 3 6 9
2nd
3rd
2nd
4th
4th
1 0 5
0 19 11
1 12 0
0 0 3
1 6 8
737
Register
*189 Johnston, T. B.
t68 Killeen, M.
t69 Killeen, P.
158  Korb, J. W.
24 Martin, J.
91 ! Martin, S.
0222 Mills, W.
t28 Mott, D.
t30 Mott, H....
44 'Moy,P.
289 Ditto
t207  McDonald, O.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-DALBY  DISTRICT-- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*221 McPhee, A. ...
t22 Norris, T. C, junr.
*327 Norris, T. C. ...
*328 Norris, E.
*224 Nuss, F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t3 Official Trustee in  Insolvency ...
214 O'Keeffe, W.,  junr . Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
295
215
Ditto ..
O'Keeffe, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
7 1 O'Sullivan, M.
*220 Platzke ,  H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
147 Quinlan, A. J. ... ditto ...
145 Quinlan, C.
1139 Raff, A.
109 Reddy, E.
114 Reddy, T.
4 Ditto
t138 Robertson, J.
167 Rose, J. O.
121 Ross, D. A.
*329 Ross, W.
0334 Ditto
120 Rushbrook, F.
27 Rushbrook, H.
267 Ryan, J.
12 Sheil, D....
11 Sheil, F.
13 Sheil, T.
196 Sheriff, J. G.
0333) Ditto
1201 Smith, M.
1202 Smith, C.
3061 Ditto
1132 Somerfeld, R.
t133 Ditto
1184 Specht, C.
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
0335 Stagg, W. ...
119 Stewart, J., senr. ...
1134 Thomas, A., junr. ,..
*321 Walker, G.R. ...
1190 White, R.
1156 Wicks, G. H. Sec.
148 Wockner, C.
150 Wockner, F.
15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
200 Addison , W. ... ...
62 Booth , J. E. ...
141 Bradley, A. ... ...
136 Brown ,  R., junr . ... ...
187 Cameron , D. A. ...
137 Dale , J. ... ...
*212 Donald,  E. ... ...
0315 Ditto ... ...
63 Duffel , C. ... ...
133 Ensor ,  H., senr. ... ...
*195  Ditto ... ... ... .. .
Date of commencement
of term of License.
1st Jan .,  1886 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan, 1888 ...
1st  July,  1886 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st  July,  1888 ...
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
1st July,  18S6
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
I st July, 1888
1st July, 1886
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan, 1888 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan .,  1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July,  1888 ..,
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto ...
ditto
Grazing Farms.
1st July , 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan,  1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto ...
Area. Year. Balance due.
A. R. P. I
160 0 01 2nd
640 0 0 4th
640 0 0 4th
£ s. d.
Rent.
£ s. d.
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee ...  ...  1 9 6
360 0 0 4th 410 0
320 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
640 0 0 5th
640 0 0 , 5th
269 2 0 3rd 5 12 4
130 0 0 2nd
136 1 0 2nd 0 14 10
Survey fee ... ... 0 10 2
320 2n0 0 d
160 0 0 4th 0 0 8
226 0 0 2nd
265 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
199 2 0 4th
152 1 6 2nd 1 5 3
Survey fee  ... ... 1 13 7
160 0 0 2nd
154 2 36 2nd 1 5 9
Survey fee .. ...
160 0 0 1 4th 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
132 0 0 2nd 3 6 0
Surve feey .
157 0 0 2nd 1 9 3 0 0 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 6 8
1,103 0 0 2nd
600 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
602 0 0 3rd 10 0 8
630 0 0 3rd 7 17 6
620 0 0 i 2nd
1,440 0 0 4th 9 0 0
160 0 0 4th 0 0 8
156 0 0 2nd
:00 0 0 2nd
1,280 0 0 3rd 15 4 0
518 0 0 4th 6 9 6
150 0 0 2nd
950 0 0 4th 11 17 6
320 0 0 4th 4 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
196 0 0 2nd 2 9 0
150 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
131 2 0 2nd
320 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
200 0 0 2nd
847 0 0 3rd 10 11 9
400 0 0 3rd
178 0 0 2nd
156 0 0 3rd 1 17 6
157 0 0 2nd 1 18 9
Survey fee  .  .. 1 6 8
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... .. 1 9 6
147 1 0 2nd 1 16 10 0 0 2
5,100 0 0 2nd 1012 6
1,880 0 0 3rd 7 16 8
320 0 0 3rd 0 14 6
1,800 0 0 3rd 710 0
320 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
11,040 0 0 3rd 69 0 0 2 0 0
1,460 0 0 2nd
300 0 0 2nd
2,400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
1,280 0 0 3rd
640 0 0 2nd
1 9 7
1 6 8
738
Register
\o
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884-DALBY  DISTRICT- continued.
Grazing  Farms - continued.
Levee. Date of commencement
of term of  License. Year.
%. r. P.
t34 Gavin, S. ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ... 320 0 0 3rd
317 Hanlon, J. 1st Jan .,  1889 ... 2,136 0 0 2nd
*320 Harris, J. 3,000 0 0 2nd
46 Hawkes, S. 1st Jan .,  1887 ...  400 0 0 3rd
311 Hawkes, S. 1st Jan .,  1889 320 0 0 2nd
*322 Hunt, N.. 2,560 0 0 2nd
*318 Jessop ,  M. E. C. 3,000 0 0 2nd
*319 Jessop, J. S. 2,560 0 0 2nd
t92 Johnston, A. 1st July ,  1888 ... 644 2 0 2nd
t39 Law, W.... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...  640 0 0 3rd
216 McGoldrick, A. ... 1st July ,  1888 ... 332 0 0 2nd
t36 McGovern , C. ... ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...  320 0 0 3rd
*193 Ditto ... ... 620 0 0 2nd
t35 Mclnnerney ,  D. ... ... 1st Jan ..  1887 ...  676 0 0 3rd
316 Mclnnerney ,  D., senr. ... 1st Jan .,  1889 ... 200 0 0 2nd
t206 O'Keeffe, W. 1st July ,  1888 ... 1,280 0 0 2nd
1211 Ditto ditto ... 1,280 0 0 2nd
*336 Porter, A. 277 0 0 2nd 1
199 Quirk, E. 1st Jan., 1888 3,200 0 0 2nd
t135 Radford, R. 1st July, 1888 1,221 0 0 2nd
*194 Ditto 850 0 0 2nd
218 Sheedy, D. 1st July, 1888 102 2 0 2nd
71 Stewart ,  J., junr . ... ...  1st Jan., 1887 707 0 0 3rd
t204 Ditto 1st July, 1888 2,560 0 0 2nd
t205 Stewart, E. ditto 1,280 0 0 2nd
*337 Ditto 640 0 0 2nd
t210 Ditto 1st  July, 1888 640 0 0 2nd
38 Syms, J. 1st Jan., 1887 640 0 0 3rd
60 Wilson, G. 1st July, 1887 5,310 0 0 3rd
*140 Wa llace, J. 2,040 0 0 2nd
213 Ditto 1st July, 1888 625 0 0 2nd
CROWN  LANDS ACT  OF 1884 -GAYNDAH  DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
*22 Clarke HF 280 0 01 2nd
4
, ..
Connolly, F. G. 1st  July, 1887 , 77 1 0 3rd
6 Ditto ditto 66 2 0 3rd
6 Conroy, J. ditto 85 3 0 3rd
*23 Jackson, W. B. 1,120 0 0 2nd
3 Keane, W. 1st July, 1887 56 0 0 3rd
*24 Lewis, J. ...
Penalty  ...
465 0 0 2nd
*25 Lewis, J .  A., junr.... 160 0 0 2nd
1 Miller, J. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...  239 0 0 3rd
2 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 239 0 0 3rd
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LAN])S ACT OF  1884 -GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
4 I Carpenter , J. Sec. 15, Act  1884 -6 1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
t8 Chandler , H. G. .. ditto ... 1st July,  1888  ... 160 0  0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
2 Taylor , J. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd
Survey fee  ...
*17 Ditto ... ditto ... ...  81 1 0 2nd
*7 Threadingham ,  H., senr . ditto ... ... 150 0 0 2nd
1 Wolgram ,  S. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1887  ... 160 0 0 3rd
Penalty  ... ...
*6 Drynan, W. ...
*12 Drynan ,  W., junr .... ...
013 Evans , J.... ...
...
*15 Hickman ,  R. D. ...
*16 Hickman , C. A. ... ...
3 Pershouse, W. ... ...
t5 Rule, N. M., junr....
9 Stirrat,
t10 Stirrat, D. K.
*11 Ditto ..,
*14 Vowden, J. ...
Grazing Farms.
Ai ca.
5,000 0 0 2nd
4,000 0 0 2nd
5,000 0 0 2nd
10,000 0 0 2nd
10,000 0 0 2nd
1st  July, 1887 ... 1,000 0 0 3rd
Penalty... ..
1st July, 1888 ... 3,787 0 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1889 ... 5,120 0 0 2nd
1st  July,  1988  ... 3,810 0 0 2nd
... 1,520 0 0 2nd
... 4,000 0 0 2nd 4
Rent .
I Balance due.
s. d.  £ s. d.
0-8 2
1 13 4
2 6 8
1 0 9
1 4 10
1 2 0
1 2 0
10 0 0
0 6 4
2 18 11
2 13 4
22 2 6
1 6 1
118 8
1 13 3
2 2 11
018 8 0 9 4
... 0 1 5
2 19 9
2 19 9
... 0 4 3
0 18 6
... 1 5 6
4 0 0
... 1 2 0
3 6 8 1 13 4
... 0 5 0
3 2 6 1 11 3
... 0 4 8
1 12 5
739
Register
No.
*36
8
*29
4
*439
*44
*27
*28
*35
*41
Boodle, R.
Frost, R....
Hunt, J. J.
Magarey, W.
Mitchell, J.
McDonald, D.
Norton P.
Pfingst, C.
I'fingst, W.
Waller, C.
Ditto
*19 Carter, G. W.
t15 Deighton, H.
6 Doneley, N.
7 Doneley, J. T.
*18 Doneley, G.
*24 Hunter, T.
3 Killen, G.
t22 Ditto
t23 Killen, J. M.
17 Luya, A. F.
*30 Ditto
1110 Adair, J. H.
101 Allen, J.
13 Ashford, G.
1134 Ashton, W.
*187 Bailey, A. R.
5 Balderson, B.
t107 Balkin, J.
80 Bambling, T.
*167 Bambling, J.
81 Ditto
1 Bambling, M.
#165 Ditto
66 Barden, J.
87 Becht, J.
138 Benson, H.
140 Bly, G. B.
153 Bonas, W.
171 Bonney, J. O.
*169 Brown, W. J.
*185 Brow n, E. M.
76 Bull, W. McL.
t109 Bull, F. E.
72 Bundesen, P.
108 Burns, J.
92
97
*174
*184
86
142
143
147
98
99
93
*168
48
*137
164
*183
100
t131
77
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884 -GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Lessee. Date of eoimneneeuientof te rm of License.
1st July,  1887 ...
1st Jan .,  1887 ...
Area.
A. R. P.
Year. Rent.
s. d.
160 0 0 2nd
607 0 0 3rd 7 11 9
160 0 0 2nd
412 0 0 3rd 5 3 0
160 0 0 2nd
484 0 0 3rd 10 1 8
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... ... 1st July,  1887 ...
Grazing Farms.
... 1st July, 1888
... 1st July, 1887
... ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan, 1889
ditto
Balance due.
2 s. d.
8,000 0 0 2nd
8,800 0 0 2nd 17 5 8
20,000 0 0 3rd 92 5 10
20,000 0 0 3rd 112 2 11
16,556 0 0 2nd
6,700 0 0 2nd
10,700 0 0 3rd 33 8 9
5,500 0 0 2nd
Improvements.
5,500 0 0 2nd
Improvements.
1st July, 1888 ... 12,500 0 0 2nd 39 1 3 9 2 6
... 3,500 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884 -GYMPIE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan.,  1889  ... 160 0
. ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Caulfield,  J. J. G.... ... ...
Ditto
Clark, S.
Clarke, A. J.
Clarke, J. N.
Collisson, BCollisson, D.
Collisson, R.
Conway, B.
Ditto
Cotter, W.
Currant, W. G.
Davidson, E. B.
Davies, W.
Davies, D.
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
...  "gee. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Davies, A., sear....
Pea can, E.
Demster, J.
Edwards, C.
1st July, 1886 ... 638 0
1st. Jan., 1889 ... 111 3
160 0
1st Jan., 1886 ... 98 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ...
...
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
Survey fee ...
135 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0
505 1 0
134 0 0
155 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1888 ... 139 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 432 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 234 2 0
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
ditto
150 0 0
150 0 0
400 0 0
160 0 0
630 0 0
155 0 0
...
Survey fee
199
99
80
64
160
80
40
45
321
47
160
1st Jan., 1888 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
160
1st July, 1887 ... 829
160
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160
640
1st July, 1888 ... 160
1st Jan., 1889 ... 114
1st Jan., 1888 ... 380
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
2nd
2nd 1 6 8
4th 7 19 6
2nd
2nd
4th 2 9 0
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 2 5 0
2nd
3rd 1 13 4
4th 12 12 8
2nd
3rd 1 18 9
2nd 2 4 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 5 0 0
2nd
3rd 7 17 6
2nd 0 19 5
2nd 4 2 11
2nd 2 1 3
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 3
2nd 0 11 9
2nd 3 6 8
2nd
3rd 13 16 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 6 8
2nd
2nd 6 6 8
1 1 8
0 16 8
1 10 6
740
I! ,s :erNo.
t114
152
155
45
139
t133
63
73
65
*189
71
19
1129
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
Edwards, C.
Edwards, J....
Edwards, E. O.
Frederiksen, K.
Galbraith, W. P.
Gesch, A.
Ditto
Grearson, T.
Groves, W.
Hall, W.
Hayden, J.
Hedges, J.
Hendry, D.
Hogan, J. ...
t83 Hole, H.
170 Horwood, A. S.
146 Jacomsen, J.
7 Johnston, A.
8 Johnston, H. J.
*186 Jones, S.
63 Jorgensen, J.
*173
*121
130
Jorgensen, P. M.
Joseph, H.
Kennedy, J.
-Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
20 Kneale, W. ... ... ...
1104 Leahy, M.  ...  ... ... ...
105 Leahy, J.... ... ... ...
111 Lilley, J. T. ... ... ...
85 Lillis, P. ... ... ...
2 Lindert, F. P. ...
4 Lindley, E. ... ... ...
9 Ditto ... ... ...
3 Lindley, G. ... ... ...
35 Ditto
157 I Link, W. T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t62 Lorensen, P. ... ... ...
50 I Macfarlane J. ... ... ...
*172 Ditto ... ... ...
*158 Macintosh, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*159 Malvine, A.... ... ditto ...
t17 Mant, E.  E.  ... ... ...
*182 I May, W. G. ... ...
42 Meyers, H. E.
*136 Morgan, A. *Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
49 Mullholland, A.
t90 McCarthy, M. *Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*179 McCarthy, J., senr. ... ...
*188 Ditto ... ... ...
78 McGrath, M. ... ... ...
79 Ditto .. .. ...
151 Nicholls, D. Section 15, Act 1884-6
112 Nielson, F. ... ditto ...
t117  O'Brien, T. ...
*154 O'Brien, M. J.
6 O'Dea, T. ...
23 Ogilvie,  L. L. ...
24 Ogilvie, J. ...
26 Ditto
25 Ogilvie, A.
t32 Ditto
106 O'Keefe, J.
Date of coimn .ncement
of term  of L,eense.
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
ditto ...
1st. Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
Area.
A.  it.  P.
351 0 0
40 0 0
42 3 0
166 0 0
160 0 0
161 3 0
1,020 0 0
160 0 0
104 0 0
320 0 0
149 2 0
119 0 0
75  0 0
158 3 0
Survey fee  ...
... 160 0 0
... 157 1 0
... 80 0 0
... 135 0 0
... 48 2 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
345 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
157 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
241 0 0
1,280 0 0
180 0 0
1,096 1 0
181 0 0
259 1 0
388 0 0
143 3 0
139 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
260 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
630 0 0
145 2 0
120 2 0
99 2 0
381 0 0
321 0 0
48 2 33
140 0 0
1st Jan ., 1887 ...
1st July,  1887 ...
1st July, 1887 .
1st Jan., 1888 ...•
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto
1st Jan. 1889
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st July, 1886
*176 Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
27 O'Keefe, P.
11 O'Leary, A.
82 O'Leary, W.
28 Olsen , A. P.
...
*166 Parr, J.
84 Petersen , P. E.
Pe89
i
acan , J. ... ...
10 Phillips, G.
*175 ! Pike,  T. Sec . 15, Act 1884-6
Survey fee .
480 1 0
308 0 0
657 2 23
140 0 0
103 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
158 0 0
160 0 0
169 0 0
Survey fee ...
50 0 0
124 0 0
Survey fee ...
112 0 0
640 0 0
261 0 0
Survey fee ...
125 0 0
Survey fee ...
,.. 97 0 0
80 0 0
Year. Rent.
f;  s. (1.
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 12 15 0
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 1 14 8
2nd
3rd 1 17
3rd 1 9
2nd
2nd 2 19
3rd
2nd
2nd
4th 8 8
4th 8 18
2nd
Balance due.
9 s. d.
5
9
3 0 0
5
0
2
3rd 813 4
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 10 0
3rd 1 19 3
2nd 0 4 2
2nd 0 4 2
2nd 8 0 8
2nd 18 13 4
4th. 4 10 0
4th 20 18 7
4th 4 10 6
4th 6 9 8
3rd 9 14 0
2nd
3rd 1 5 5
3rd 2 13 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 2 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 7 17 6
2nd 3 0 62nd
2nd
3rd 4 15 3
3rd 5 7 0
2nd
2nd 1 6 8
2nd
2nd
3rd 16 8 10
3rd 1 15 0
3rd 1 5 9
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 15 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 3 8
2nd
3rd 2 2 3
3rd 0 16 8
1 14 7
1 10 0
2 1 8
4 0 6
3rd 1 2 1 4 0 4 8
3rd 2 16 0
2nd i
3 9 6
2nd 1 2 1 9 0 2 0
3 1 4
2nd 1 0 9
1 8 9
4th 1 12 4
2nd
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-GYMPIE  DISTRICT- continued.
Cei*.cr
, o. 1 Lessee.
AGRICULTURAL  FARM8-continned.
Date of  eommencement
of term of Lieene.
*177 Pike, J. ... Sec. 15. Act 1884-6
178 Pike, E. ... ... ditto ...t52  Rasmussen , N. S.... ... ...
I8 Schacht, C. W.
*161 Skyring, A. J Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*162 Skyring, E. B. ... ditto
57 Skyring, Z. ...
t68 Ditto ...
t128 Smith, J. W. ...
t64 Treeby, E. W.
88 Turner, E.
t44 Thoreson, Nils ...
91 Walker, F. C. ...
22 Wason, J. ...
t29 Ditto
156 Watson, T. Sec. 15, Act 1881-6
67 Wheeler, H. J.
102 White J.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
96 Wooster, W. ... ... ...
69
12
59
47
*160
x135
15
t74
*132
16
*181t34
Beattie,  D. ... ...
Carter , W. H. ... ...
Davidson,  E. B. ...
Eaton, W. ... ...
F,veritt, J. ... ...
Garbett, M. G. H.
Macfarlane , J. ... ...
Maitland, R. ... ...
McFie, D. ... ...
McKenzie,  H. ... ...
Rodweil, T. ... ...
Tennison , T. ... ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1897
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
Ist July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
Grazing Farms.
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1E87
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
Area. Year.
.. R. P.
70 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
... 540 0 0 3rd 2 5 0 0 3 6
1,060 0 0 2nd
... 1,170 0 0 3rd 7 6 3
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1894-HERBERTON DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
*54 Anderson, J. F.
30 Ballinger, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t8 Bowkett ,  W. D. ...
35 Butler, J. ...
25 Carrick ,  T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
18 Carrick , J. .. ...
22 Foggin ,  W. R. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
32 Forrest, J.
44. Garraway ,  H. E. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
42 Gellert, C. A. ... ditto
15 Gilby, J.... ... ...
19 Halloran, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*61
t40
t7
31
Heuer , W. ... ditto ...
Holman,  W. ... ditto
Irvine, D. B.
Irvine,  J. A. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
43 Jewitt, A. K. ... ditto ...
17 Kneath , A. ... .
38 Knorr ,  B. L. See .  15, Act 1884-6
*59 Lesprit, J.
t2 Loder, G. 0.
45 Logan ,  W. F. Sec.
48 Logan, R.
49 Logan, J. ...
55 Malone, G. ...
56 Marshall , W. ...
14 111asterton, J. ...
15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
2nd
2nd 7 16 0
334 0 0 3rd 4 3 6
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
323 0 0 3rd 4 0 9
80 0 0 2nd 0 8 9
1,320 0 0 2nd
105 0 0 3rd 0 14 8
160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
232 0 0 3rd 3 17 4
80 0 0 2nd 1 ]3 4
543 0 0 3rd 6 15 9
315 0 0 3rd 2 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 18 9
155 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee
4th
320 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
2 1 6
750 0 0 2nd 4 13 9
5,120 0 0 3rd 21 6 8
632 0 0 3rd 5 5 4
2,760 0 0 3rd 17 5 0
1,280 0 0 2nd
900 0 0 2nd
400 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
1,400 0 0 3rd 2 1 3
2,368 0 0 2nd
188 3 0
156 0 0
Survey fee ..
320 Q 0
154 3 0
71 0 0
89 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
641 0 0
160 0 0
164 0 0
Surrey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 159 3 0
Penalty
1st July, 1887 ... 120 2 0
Survey fee ..
... 156 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 156 2 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 196 2 0
1st July, 1887 ... 159 2 0
Survey fee ..
1st Jan., 1888 ... 175 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 159 3 0
1st Jan., 1888 .,. 156 0 0
Survey fee ...
575 3 0
1st July, 1886 ... 160 3 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 159 3 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0
Improvements.
Rent. Balance due.
£: .s d. £ s. d.
... 2 13 3
2nd' 3 17 5
2nd
3rd 4 9 0
3rd 4 0 0
3 5 0
3rd
2nd
5 6 10 0 0 4
2nd 4 2 0
.. 3 5 1
3rd l 3 19 11
0 0 4
3rd 3 0 3
... 2 11 2
2nd
2nd 3 16 9
3rd 2 3 6
3rd 3 19 9
2nd 4 7 6
3rd 3 19 11
2nd 3 18 0
2nd
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 8 0 0
3 3 6
3 3 6
3 14 3
2 13
742
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-HERBERTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
No.
t6 Miller, R. G.
*58 Morrow, C. S.
13 McDonald, W.
23 Ditto
*51 McKeown, G.
*63 Nairne, J.
16 Parkins, T.
t11 Potter, G. G. I.
*64 Preusser, C.
*65 Ditto
*66 Ditto
*60 Putt, R. T.
57 Roberts, M. E.
36 Roberts, T.
33 Ruffles, G.
34 Ditto
21 Sainni, C.
1 Schaper, H.
20 Sorensen, H. C.
*52 Ditto
41 Windhaus, G.
39 Winkel, J. H.
*53
*50
*20 Ahern, G. P.
*21 Ahern, P.
*19 Alloway, H.
*24 Berning, B.
*12 Brown, S.
*11 Cofilson, J. H.
*14 Elliott, J.
*1 Gorman, M.
*2 Gorman, T.
*6 Hammond, J.
*13 Maden, A.
*25 Morley, D. C.
*9 Playfoot, J.
*23 Prig  *nB.
*22 Russell, F.
*7 Ruthenberg, C.
*18 Williams, J.
*15
*5
*17
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
,.. ... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
.,. ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
... ditto
Grazing Farms.
Grant, F. T. ... ... ... ,..
MacKenzie , K. M. ... ... ...
Penny, T.
Rodgers, E.
Suter, J. V.
32 Banks, W.
29 Barret, T. L.
t20 Barrie, J....
*70 Brooke, E. R.
t13 Buchanan, G.
*14 Burke, .T. A.
36 Caird, M.
6,500 0 0
6,500 0 0
Year. Rent
£ s. d.
3rd 7 19 9
2nd
3rd 7 17 0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
0 4 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 413 0 0 9 6
,.. ... 4 11 0
... 0 1 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 10 14 0
3rd 9 18 0
3rd 4 9 8
4th 3 17 6
3rd 3 13 6
... 2 18 4
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
.. 3 7 11
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-HUGHENDEN DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-86 ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
Sec. 15, Act 1884-86 ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
.., ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Sec. 15, Act 1884-86 ... 160 0 0 2nd
Date of  commencement
of term of  License. Area.
 . R. P.
1st Jan., 1887 ... 159 3 0
Penalty
217 2 0
1st July, 1887 ... 157 0 0
Improvements.
58 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0
1st July , 1887  ...  93 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ..
53 2 0
54 0 0
52 0 0
113 2 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 3 0
1st Jan., 1888 160 0 0
ditto ... 642 0 0
ditto ... 594 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 179 1 0
1st July, 1886 ... 155 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 147 0 0
Survey fee ...
13 0 0
1st .Tan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Grazing Farms.
3 16 10
3,600 0 0
5,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-INGHAM DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
19 Casey, M. ... ...
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Survey fee ,.. .. ... 0 7 1
1st July, 1886 ... 1,280 0 0 4th
160 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1886 60 0 0 3rd 2 5 2
... 1 60 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 130 0 0 2nd 0 17 0
Survey fee .,. .. 1 2 3
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
143
CROWN LAI' DS ACT OF` 1884-INGHAM  DISt1tWF- eo ,tinned.
Agtieultural  Fdrins-contittited.
Register >Ate of commencementNo. Lessee. of term of License. Area. Tear. Rent. B11  lice  (111e.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ d.
*62 Cowley, A. S. ... ... ... ... 1,280 0 0 2nd
*51 Dallachy, W. .., ... 160 0 0 2nd
7 England J 18861st Jul 1600 0 4th 4 0 0, .
t26 Fairf ax, G. It. ...
y,
ditto
...
... 320 0 0 4th
t17 Faithfull, H. G. E. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6  ditto ... 160 0 0 4th 9 0 0
*75 Fitzsimmons, T. E. 1600 0 2nd
*72 Getlge, A. ... 1,280 0 0 2nd
18 Giffin, G. J. ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
*58 Gillespie, J. ... 160 0 0 2nd
5 Heard, W. H. ...  1st Jkn., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Penalty .. 0 0 8
*60  Henry, J.  ... 160 0 0 2nd
41  Hobbs, W. G.  1st Jan., 1888 ... 157 0 0 2nd 1 19 3
12  Horrans, P.  1st  July, 1886 160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
t42  Ditto  1st Jan., 1887 ... 390 0 0 3rd
39  Hussey, C. 1st Jan ., 1888 ... 200 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
*48  Johnston, R. ...  ... 160 0 0 2nd
*71  Kennedy, W. F. C. 1,280 0 0 2nd
t31  Loveday, C. E.  1st Je,n., 1888 .:. 210 0 0 2nd 411 0
4  Lyon, E. ...  1st Jan., 1887 ... 90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
t33  Munro, C.  ditto ... 1,280 0 0 3rd
52  Munro, C, G.
...  1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
84  McDonald, G. S.  1st Jtlly, 1881 ... 157 0 0 3rd 3 5 5
*56  Newman, G. 800 0 0 2nd
*53  Perkins, A. 160 0 0 2nd
*54  Ditto 640 0 0 2nd
*49  Pershouse W A Sec 15 Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd., . . ,
*74  Ramsden, R. H. 640 0 0 2nd
35  Regazzoli, E.  1st  July,  1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Sur vey fee .. .. ... 3 15 6
*43 Regazzoli, F. ... ... ... ... 400 0 0 2nd
*38 Robinson, H. F. A. ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
*46 Ditto ... ... ... .. 640 0 0 2nd
40 Smith, H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 133 3 0 2nd 1 13 6
44 Ditto ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 120 0 0 2nd 0 15 0
*50 Stamp, J. N. A. L. ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
21 Stephenson, T. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Sur vey fee ... 7 5 2
t22 Stephensoni, G. F.... ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
t28 Stone, H.... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
9 Ditto ... ... ... 1st July,  1886
...
...
43-
160
1
0
0
0
3rd
4th
1 1
4 0
8
0
*68 Ditto ... ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd
*69 Ditto ... ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*73 Ditto ... ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd
45 Storer, W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
*55 Sullivan, D. ... ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd
8 Thorp, G. .:. ... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
*61 Thorn, H. ... ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
tll Tottenham, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
Sur vey fee ... 4 1910
t30 Townson, G. ... ... ... 1st  Jan.,  18 08 ... 247 0 0 2nd 6 16 627 Wallace, H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1 887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 3 8 8
*66 Ward, '. ... ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*57 White, W. T. ... ... ... ... 600 0 0 2nd
6 Wilson 1st Jan 1887J 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0, .,. ... ... ...
4 Wilson, W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
...
... 640 0 o 2nd 5 6 8
Survey fee .. .. . 4 4 7
25  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 640 0 0 3rd 5 6 8
Survey fee ... ... .,. 3 0 10
Grazing Farms.-Nit.
*59 Baillie, R.
3 Beaton, J.
7 Bland, A.
9 Bracker, W.ti Curtis, H.
t15 Farrington, F. H.
t14 Farrington, R. F.
*17 Frey, S. E.
*60 Giles, C.
8 Hallam, W.
20 Jeffries, T.
*30 Ditto
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-INGLEWOOD DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
... ... 40 0 01 2nd
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 j3 4
... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 1st July, 1885 ... 1,000 0 0 5th 6 6 0
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd
... 1st July, 1887 ... 371 0 0 3rd
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... .. 40 0 0 2nd
... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 119 0 0 3rd 1 19 8
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ...  425  0 0 I 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
85
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--INGLEWOOD  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
RegisterNo. Lessee. Date  of commencementof term of  Le ense. Area.
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 2 13 4
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
A. R. P.
*27 Jeffries, E. ... 160 0 0
*28 Ditto .,, 160 0 0
*29 Ditto 160 0 0
*23 Lake, T. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0 0
*31 Matthews, M. J. ... ditto
... ... 160 0 0
*19 Meech, W. 156 0 0
7A Murray, J. A. .., ... 1st July, 1887 ...  160 0 0
7B Murray, J. ... ... ditto 160 0 0
t2 McEwea, J. . ... 1st July, 1886 ...  630 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...  75 0 0
*52 Paterson, P. O. 40 0 0
*53 Ditto 40 0 0
*56 Reddie, T.  Sec.  15, Act 1884-6 1 40 0 0
*58 Reddie, J. ditto ... 80 0 0
*62 Reddie, E. A. ditto ... 80 0 0
*63 Reddie, D. ditto ... 46 2 0
*51 Reibett, J.  ditto 160 0 0
*61 Rielly, R. ditto 16C 0 0
16 Rose, H. E. ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...  160 0 0
*21 Rawlings, F. 156 0 0
*22 Ditto 160 0 0
*24 Slack, J.  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0
2A Tindal, A. G. 1st Jan., 1887 ...  160 0 0
4A Ditto 1st July, 1887 ...  157 0 0
2B Tindal, C. G. 1st Jan., 1887 ...  160 0 0
2c i Ditto ditto ...  160 0 0
2D Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...  160 0 0
2s Ditto ... ditto ...  160 0 0
*57
*
Wallace J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 40 0 0
18 Walsh, E. C. ... 160 0 0
*26 Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0
*25 Williams, R. ... ditto ... 160 0 0
*54 Caldicott,  T. W.
Grazing Farms.
... ... .. 320 0 0
64 Coffin, J . ... ... ...  1st Jan .,  1889 ...  320 0 0
*55 Ezzy ,  A. ... ... ... 320 0 0
Ic Ezzy,  E.... ... ... ...  1st Jan .,  1887 ... 320 0 0
4n Ezzy , E.... ...  ditto ...  320 0 0
*1A Hetherington, R. A. ... ... 3,350 0 0
6 Hughes, H. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...  4,000 0 0
1Bi Sharp, D . ... ... ...  ditto ... 320 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd 1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
6
13
12
13
13
13
13
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
1 6 8
1 6 8
10 9 5
16 13 4
1 6 8
2 0 0
1 9 6
1 0 0
2 0 0
4 19 2
5 13 6
7 11 6
1 19 6
2 0 0
1 0 0
4 0 0
1 15 1
3 11 8
23 14 9
23 18 11
8 0 0
0 3 10
1 5 2
2 13 4
1 19 11
1 17 6
1 13 0
1 15 2
3 15 0
3 0 0
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
*1419 Abbott, J. 500 0 0 2nd
*1420 Ditto 500 0 0 2nd
703 Abraham, J. M. 1st July, 1887  160 0 0 3rd
224 Adams, D. 1st Jan., 1887  118 0 0 3rd
225 Ditto ditto  80 0 0 3rd
226 Adams, M.... ditto 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
3rd
312 Ahearn, H. ... ditto  454 0 0 3rd
1042 Ahern, M. ... 1st Jan., 1888  606 0 0 2nd
1337 Ahern, P. 1st July, 1888  316 0 0 2nd
*1414 Anders, J. C. A. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6' ...  160 0 0 2nd
*1334 Andrews, H. ...  ditto ... 81 0 0 2nd
325 Anthony, R.
h M
... ... ... 1st  July,  1887  160 0 0
t J 1887  80 0 01
3rd
d3420
774
ony, .Ant
Armstrong, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
s an.,
1st July, 1887  160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Improvements.
r
3rd
713 Arndt, A. F. ditto  143 1 0 3rd
73 Arnold, D. D. 1st Jan., 1886  633 0 0 4th
72 Arnold, J.
ld J
ditto  638 2 0
1 t J 1887  640 0 0
4th
3 d167
t821
Arno .,
Bade, C. ...
s an.,
1st Jan., 1888  62 2 0
Survey fee ...
r
2nd
264 Badke, A. F. 1st Jan., 1887  160 0 0 3rd
621 Bailey, T., junr. 1st July, 1887  159 2 0
Survey fee ..
3rd
931 Bailey, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888  132 0 0
Survey fee ...
3rd
74 Balaam, J. J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886  150 0 0 4th
785 Ballard, G. T., junr. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888  240 0 0 2nd
745
RegisterNo.
148 Banff, J....
168 Ditto
476 Barbour J.
127 Ditto
128 Ditto
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRICT-continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
137 Ditto ... ... ...
723 Ditto ... ... ...
*1409 Barlow, J.
*1353 Barry ,  M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
560 Bartholomai , A. ., ... ...
473 Bartholomai, A. E. .
1062 Batey ,  A. B. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1428 Bauer ,  D. F. ... ditto ...
65 Baumann , C. U. ...
1022 Bayliss ,  J. ... Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
1103 Ditto ...
1092 Beardmore ,  T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
765 Becker , F. A. ... .
01019 Beckwith ,  J. T. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
574 Beeston ,  J. ... ditto
Date of commencement
of term of License.
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1897
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1887
*1449 Beeston, J., sear. ... ditto ... ...
679 Behm, A. F. W. ... ditto ... ditto
*1137 Bell, E. ... ditto ... ...
*844 Bennet, J. ...
*1325 Berndt, C. F. See. 15, Act 1884-6 ..
1107 Bess, A. ... ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
*1440 Best, J. ...
01213  Beutel, C.
294 Beverley, E.
204 Bierton, T.
#1228 Blank, W.
1368  Bleakley , A. ... ...
1041 Ditto ...
566 Blenkenberg , H. J. ...
819 Ditto
#1453  Bliesner , C. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
762 Boettcher, C. E. ..
779 Boettcher, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
44 Bohm, W. A.
49 Bolden, A. H.
1431 Ditto
590A Bolden , J. M.
80 Bollmann, A. W. F. ...
590 Bonke, D. ... ...
*1485 Bonney , C. A. ... ...
*1306 Bonney , E. A. ... ...
*1373 Bonney, H. A. ..
*1371 Bonney, W. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
1061 Ditto
1008  Bourke ,  M. Sec .  15, Act 1884.6
1259 Ditto ...
327 Bourke, R. ...
331 Ditto ...
806 Bourke, T. ...
563 Bowdon, J. ...
22 Bowman, F. J. M....
...
...
371 Bowman, H. M. ..
847 Brady, J. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1029 Brassington , T. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
466 Breitenbacb , P. ... ditto ... i 1st July, 1887
230 Brennan , M. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
770 Ditto ... ... ...  1st Jan., 1888
Area. Year.
A. R. P.
... 480 0
... 140 0
... 202 0
Survey fee
54 0
Survey fee
... 74 0
Survey fee
... 700 0
Survey fee
130 0
Survey fee
200 0
160 0
374 0
47 1
160 0
Survey fee
124 1
80 0
20 0
100 0
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
126 2
95 3
160 0
350 0
62 0
... 160 0
Survey fee
300 0
250 0
100 0
160 0
36 0
639 0
636 0
... 30 0
Survey fee
... 22 1
Survey fee
141 1
... 160 0
... 160 0
Survey fee
... 140 0
117 0
32 0
Survey fee
320 0
159 1
160 1
250 0
200 0
450 0
160 0
640 0
Survey fee
121 0
Survey fee
39 0
158 0
408 0
83 3
160 0
580 1
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
... 160 0
Survey fee
160 0
600 0
172 0
Rent.  B<<lance due.
s. d. s. d.
3rd 6 0 .0
3rd 1 15 0
3rd 2 10 6
4 12 9
3rd 0 13 6
.. 1 14 3
3rd 0 18 6
3rd 8 15 0
3 2 8
10 14 7
3rd 1 12 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 13 6
3rd 0 11 10
2nci 1 0 0
2nd
4th 2 0 0
2nd 0 2 6
2nd 0 12 6
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
1 8 4
2 12 2
2 4 2
... 2 10 10
3rd 1 4 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 6 8
2nd
2nd
2 2 3
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 3 19 11
2nd 7 19 0
2nd 0 3 9
... 3 5 0
2nd ... 0 0 2
... ... 2 4 8
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
4th 2 6 8
4th 1 9 3
2 1 5
2nd 0 0 1
1 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 3 6 5
3rd 2 0 3
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 15 2
2nd 0 411
3rd 1 19 6
3rd 5 2 0
2nd 1 1 0
3rd 2 0 0
5th 9 13 5
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 2 11 4
3rd 7 10 0
2nd 2 3 0
4 15 0
2 10 6
2 2 3
2 4 2
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Agricultural  Earths-cvas tinirx
Register
No.
I
559 Bre}nan, T.
t229 Ditto
t445 Brennan, T.
1091 Ditto
234 Brennan, P.
*849  Brock, W.
206 Browne,  M.
295 Browne, R.303 Browne, p
104 '  Brown, J.
Lessee.
Sec. 15  Act 1881-6
*1224 Brown, J. Sec. 15, Act 188-U
555 Bruckner , W. H.... ... ...
*1426 Billow, H.
*1478 Bulow, E.  A.
822 Bunning, J. H.
*1436 Bunfiey, M.
1318 Buhse, T. O. C.
1319 Buhse, C. L. F.
Sec.  1,  Act i8$4-6
tto
... ltto ...
ditto
ditto
1104 Burgmann, H. L. Sec. 16, Act 184-6
799 Burman, T. D.
802 Burman, G.
971 Burman,.
920 Bustin ,  S. J. S.
630 Butler, W.
1278 Butterfield, A.
t517  Butterfield, J.
*1493 Butwell, R., junr.
769 Bycroft, B.
783 Ditto
808 Ditto
662 Bycroft, G.
8b9 Ditto
67 Bycroft, H.
629 Caffery, O.
041 CS,ffery, B.
659 Cain, C.
675 Callaghan, D.109 C4meron, E. L.,
470 Campbell, A. P.
699 Carey, J....
572 Carmody, M.
397 Carmody, M.
'200- armody, J.
398 4rmod , E.
246armod, M. 1.
449
Sley,
425 Cavanagh, J.
01523 Chalmers, D.
*1178 Chappel, T. A.
626 Cheyne, J.
568 Childs, J.
01378 Christopher, H.
855 Cleary, T.1446 Clem, J.
5fi8a Clifford, M. A.
322 Clifford, P.
1141 Ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15,Act 1894-6
ditto
itto ...
Sec. 5, Act 1$84-9
...
Sec. 15,  *Act 1884-6
Sec.  15,1d 1884.6
Secs. 15,  Act 1$84-E
Date .Qt commencement
of term of License.
Ist July, 1887
1st Jan., 188'
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
lit Jan., 180
lit July, i
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
lot July, 1888
let Jan., 1888
lst Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
let July, 1888
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st July, i8 7
1st July, 1888
let Jan.; 1887
lit July, 1897
Ist Jai., 188$
ditto
ditto
let  July, 1888
it  Jan., 1886it July, 1881
let  Jan., 1888
ist Jan., 1891
ditto
ist July, 1887
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
lst Jan., 1888
let Jan., 1880
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
let  July, 1888
...
...
Area.
A. B. P.
88 0 0
350 0 0
720 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
98 2 8
160 0 ,0
160 0 0
61 0 0
393 3 0
200 0 0
Survey fee ..
80 0 0
160.0 0
purvey fee ...
160 0 028 1 0}
1(i0 0 0
Survey fee ....
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
100 .0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
...
...
Survey fed ...
150 0 0
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
fig 0 0
Survey f
640
0
0
Aurvey f
... 530 6 0
... 120 0 0
Survey fee ...
...
...
...
53 822
157 8 0
Penalty ..
284 0 0
Survey fee ..
446 0  0
Survey fee .
476 0 0
114 0 0
Survey fee
60 0 0
30 0 0
160 0 32
Survey fee ..
35 3 6
98 0 0
160 0 0
90 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty
160 0 0
Survey fee
... 48 1 0
... 169 1 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
131 2 0
79 3 0
... 257 0 0
...
...
200 0 0
160 2 0
Survey fee ...
91 2 34
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
420 0 0
160 0 0
61 1 4
160 0 0
100 0 0
156 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Bent.
I £ s. d.
3rd 1 2 0
3rd
2nd 2 5 0
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 1 4 8
2nd
4th 3 6 8
3rd 0 15 3
3rd 4 18 6
2nd 1 5 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
...
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 19 8
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 0 9 8
tad 4 0 0
3rd 6 12 6
2nd 0 15 0
3rd
2nd
3rd 2 12 6
2nd 3 li 0
2nd 6 11 6
grid 5 19 0
2nd 0 14 3
Ath i o q
3rd 0 1 6
3rd 4 0 2
3rd 0 12 6
3rd 1 4 6
3rd 2 0 Q
3rd 1 2 6
.
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1012,1
2nd 1 19 10
2nd 2 0 6
3rd 3 5 9
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 3 4 3
2nd
2nd
3rd 1  *3 6
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 5 0
2nd 1 19 0
Balance due.
E s. d.
7 7 7
0 6 2
4 9 0
2 8 9
0 17 10
2 13 10
0 4 7
2 1 2
2 1 2
1 11 10
1 11 0
1 4 0
1 6 8
0 4 0
0 1 0
2 11 6
2 9 6
3 19 6
1 18 7
0 0 1
2 2 3
0 11 3
2 19 0
0 1 9
2 8 8
0 0 2
0 16 9
3 8 6
2 0 6
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RegisterNo.
COW LA YDS ACT OF 1884- Ii8WICH  DISTRICT- contivueca.
Agricultural  Farms- coutinged.
Lessee.
1336 Cole, E. Sep. 15, Act 1884-6
1 Coleman, D.
114 Ditto
°011 4 Ditto ...
9
...
7 3 Collingwood, J.
198 Colhns, E.
* 843 Colquhoun, S. IT. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
827 Colville, J. J. ditto  ...
1135 Colv i lle, R. ... ditto  ...
1170 Connors, E. ... ditto . ..
*1331 Conroy H.,
'1405  Ditto ...
106 Ditto
430 Conroy, J.
558 Coggan, D. ... ...
*661 Cook, E.
.5$4 Cook, J. H ... ...
* 1444 Cooke, W. B. See. 15, Act 1884-6
1221 Copley, d'. ... ...
846 Ditto
* 1459 Corcgran, N.
89 Corey, h....
1046 Costello, K.1106 Ilitto
776 Coulson, T. E. Sec. 15,  Oct 1884-6
959 Cox, IF.  ditto
1051 Creedy, D. J.
1212 Creed J. V. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
1171 Crimean, L. ... ditto
* 1443 Crown, J.
100 Crosby, J. W.
211 Ditto
* 1351 Crqss, C.
949 Cross, C.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1380 Ditto ditto ...06  Crqwe, J....
7 1 Ditto
4131 Culley, G. J.
10 Cumberland, J.
..See. 15, Act 1884-6
.,. ditto ...
64 Cuni}ingham ,  A. R. ... ...
$1 Curry ,  R. ... ...
*1277 Da an,  C. F. W. ... ... ...
286 Dabler , A. ... ... ...
6 Da llinger, H.
1320 Dallinger ,  C. J. Sec. 16, Act 1884-6
Date of commencement
of  term of License.
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1$87
1st  An., 1880
1st July, 1$88
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jax., 1889
1st July, 1$88
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
...
1st July, 1$88
ditto
1st July, 1886
lat Jan., 18$q
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1888
let Jan.,18$Q
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
-
1st
joy,
1048
1st Jan., 18$0
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 18$7
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
840 Damrow , A. F.W.  ditto  ...  ditto
*1402 Dau,  W. A. ... ditto
962 Dailies ,  11. ... ditto
1328
*1439
122
475
*1128
412$2
77
145
*1066
*1102
'01486
... 1st July, 1888
Davis, J. .
Davis, W.  *gee. 15, Act 1884-0
Day, J .  IF.  ... ... ...
Deckmapn,  A. F. ... ... ...
Dennehy, J.
Dennien, J .  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Dennin , F. ... ... ...
DesjArdins ,  J. M .... ... ...
Dickens ,  S. A. ...
Dickens, S. ...
Ditto . ...J)ickens, S., segr.... ...
ditto
1st Jnjy,1886
1st Jan.,  1487
1st July, 1885
] st Jau., 18$7
ditto
Area. Yr ar. Rent. Balance due.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... 0 14 8
... 44 0 0 3rd 0 11 0
... 21Q 1 34 4th 2 12 6
640 0 0 2nd
... 31 1 14 2nd 0 7 11
... 177 0 0 3rd 2 4 3
50 0 0 2nd
... 154 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. .. Q 1411
... 40 0 0 2nd 0 5
Survey fee .. ... ... 1 8 9
... 160 0 0 2nd
Surveyfee .. 0 6 9
50 0 0 2nd
160 () 0 2nd
700 0 0 2nd
146 0 0 2nd 0 16 0
Survey fee . 8 1 6
160 0 0 3rd 2 Q 0
100 0 0 2nd
1,023 0 0 3rd 12 15 9 3 3 8
Survey fee ... ... 3 0
Penalty .. ... 0 0 6
160 0 0 2nd
45 0 0 2nd 0 5 8 0 1 3
Survey fee ... .. 014 0
237 0 0 2nd 1 0 8 0 8 3
Survey fee .. 3 11 8
160 0 0 2nd
130 0 0 4th 1 120
... 244 0 0 2nd
24 2 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey tee ... 0 10 9
... 48 0 0 3rd 0 12 Q
Survey fee ... .. 1 4 10
... 200 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
Survey fep ... 2 8 2
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... .. ... 9 6 9
... 140 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
Survey fee .. .. 1 19 0
640 0 0 2nd
99 0 0 3rd 1 4 9
740 Q 0 3rd 9 5 0
08 0 2nd.
98  0* 0 2nd 1 4 6
Survey fee .. 1 15 2
62 Q 0 2nd
80 0 0 4th 1 13 4
45 Q 0 2nd 0 11 8
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2n4 1 0 0
Survey fee .. 3 4 9
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
60 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0
40 0 0 3rd 0 10 0
40 1 0 2nd 0 0 1
Surve160y fee
-0-- ...2nd 0 11 9Survey fee .. 0 5 5
100 0 0 2nd
140 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... 2 19 2
482 0 0 2nd 6 0 6
160 0 0 2nd
158 0 0 4th 2 12 $
... 109 2 0 3rd 1 7 5
160 0 0 2nd
100 Q 0 2nd
... 159 2 0 5th 3 19 9
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 Q
... 106 0 0 3rd 1 6 6
160 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
60 0 0 2nd
748
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 18844-IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Leaaee. Date of  commencement
of term of  License.
188 Dimmick , J. ... 1st  Jan., 1888
t789 Dionysius, H. M. T. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 1st  July, 1888
790 Dionysius, C. L. T. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 1st  July, 1888
*1168 Dodt, T. ... ditto ... ...
186 Doherty, M. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*1400  Dolan , J. ... ... ... ..
711 Doyle, J.  .. .. 1st July, 1887
*1521 Doyle, J. J. -&c. 15, Act 1884-6 .
561 Drew, W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
582 Dugdale , J. R. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
994 Duggua , W. C. See. 15, Act  1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
559A Duncan , A. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1887
1045  Duncan , A. P. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
*1302 Ditto ... ... ...
1050 Duncan, R. F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*1301 Ditto ... ... ...
94 Duncan , G. ... ... ...
*1476  Dunlop,  J. ... ... ...
11067 Ditto ... ...
385 Dwyer, M. ... ...
533 Dwyer, M. ...
687 Dwyer, M. ...
*635 Dwyer, P. ...
t778 Ditto ...
936 Ditto ...
*1269 Dwyer, P.
826 Dwyer, D.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
*1314 Ditto
*1270 Dwyer, J.
179 Edwards, G.
279 Ditto
*280 Ditto
281 Ditto
796 Eggar, F. E.
*1499 Eggert, F.
*1114 Ekberg, A.
*1049 Elver, S....
202 Embery, J.
773 Emmerson, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1963 England, C. ... ditto ...
423 English ,  J., junr . ... ... ...
424 English ,  J., senr . ... ... ...
*724 Ensinger , G. J. ... ... ...
933 Falvey , W. J. ... ... ...
*951 Ditto
*1417 Faulkner, T.
*1514 Fields, F.
1036 Findlay, C.
166 Fischer, M.
368 Fitzgerald, A. E.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*932 Fitzpatrick ,  E. ... ditto ...
*1134 Fitzpatrick , J. ... ditto ...
182 Fleischmann ,  H. ... ... ...
53 Ditto  ... ... ... ...
1249 Fleischmann, H. ...
1184 Fleischfresser , J.C. F. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
103 Flintoff, W.
173 Forbes , G. ... ...
697 Ford , J. ... ... ...
1200  Forde , L. J. ... ...
1st Jan., 1887
Area.
A. P.  P.
160 0 0
120 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
1,120 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
157 0 0
Survey fee ..
130 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
100 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ..
100 0 0
... 160 0 0
100 0 0
1st July,  1888 .. . 1,100 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan .,  1887  ... 160 0 0
1st Jan.,  1888  ... 37 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ...  156 1 25
920 0 0
1st Jan .,  1888  ... 65 0 0
1st July,  1888 ... 391 1 0
Survey fee ...
130 0 0
1st July,  1888  ... 72 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 46 0 0
160 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 211 1 0
1st Jan ., 1887 ... 365 0 0
2410  0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 100 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 130 3 0
Survey fee ..
... 129 0 0
... 50 0 0
520 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st July, 1888 ... 94 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 240 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 80 0 0
1st July , 1888  ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 640 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 26 0 0
ditto ... 69 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 320 0 0
1st Jan., 1886 ... 220 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 155 2 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 1,040 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 240 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 900 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent. Balance due.
1 0 R. W.I  £  s. d.
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 0 5 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
1 17 8
2 6 10
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 6 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
4 4 9
2nd 3 18 6
2 2 3
3rd 1 12 6
3111
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd 0 12 6
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 5 12 6
2 7 1
2 0 0
1 1 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 9 3
3rd 1 19 1
2nd
2nd 0 11 0
2nd 2 8 11 1 0 4
2nd
,.. 5 6 6
2nd 0 9 0 0 3 0
.. 2 19 6
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 12 10
3rd 4 11 3
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 1 12 9
2nd
2nd
2nd
2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
.. 115 1
2nd 0 10 3
1 17 8
3rd 2 0 0
3 19 0
3rd 3 0 0
.. 2 18 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 8 0 0
3rd 0 6 6
3rd 0 17 3
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
4th 2 15 0
3 1 1
1 9 10
2nd 2  Si Si
2nd 11811. 0 0 3
.. .. 1 17 9
3rd 13 0 0
4th 2 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
2nd 10 0 0
14 18 3
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Hall, W....
Hamper, G.
Handley, J. D.
Handley, C. G.
Handley, J.
Date of commencement
of term of License.
730 Francis, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
1398 Franz, M. B. ... 1st Jan., 1889
*1483 Freeck, C. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*1216 Frickhofen, H. ... ditto ... .
t493 Fritz, D. ... ditto ... 1st Jan.,  1887
*1422 Fullekricg, H. ... ... ...
1017 Gablonski, A. ... .. ... 1st July, 1888
842 Gadischki, T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
*1416  Gallein,  K. ...  ditto
*1425  Gardiner , J. ... ... ... ...
112 Gardiner ,  M. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*1133 Gault, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1231 Gebauer, W. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
*1404  Gierke , A. F. W. ... ditto ...
*1219 Gilli an, M. ... ... ...
*1473 Ditto ...
1183 Gilshenan, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
708 Glenny, J. ... ditto
*1377 Glynn, J. ... ditto
587 Goan, C.
704 Ditto ...
*1058 Ditto ...
*1300 Ditto
460 Goding, M.
178 Goebel, J.
668 Golinski, C.
*1393 Goodwin, G. F.
t172 Gorman, D.
*1374 Gorsch, H. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1479 Gossling, J. F. ... ditto ...
231 Grace, P. ... ... ...
319 Grace, J.
18 Gray,  J.
*1411 Gray, R.
*1403 Green, S. G.
1074 Griffith, J. T.
Hannemann, H. O.
573 Guth, J. C. ... ...
569 Haack ,  G. B. R. ... ...
*631 Haak ,  F. A. M. ..
*1447 Haak ,  R. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
20 Hahn, C. A. ... ... ...
209 Hall, H.... ... ... ...
300 Ditto ...
660 Ditto ...
441
597
471
534
592
1162 Handley, J. W.
772 Hannant, F.
82
1 2
t502
*1472
496
201
811
1209
*1412
702
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15,  Act 1881-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Hannemann . O. H. ... ..
Hanrahan ,  R. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
Hansen , J. L. ... ditto ...
Hansen , R. J. ... ... ...
Harding, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Harrington, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Harris,  C. ... ditto ...
160 0 0
640 0 0
280 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st July, 1887 ... 145 0 0
Survey fee ...
Improvements.
140 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 153 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 167 3 0
... 70 0 0
630 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 59 2 0
Survey fee ..
1st July, 1886 ... 62 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0
1st July; 1887
100 0 0
520 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
90 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 242 0 0
ditto ... 281 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st July, 1885 ... 111 0 0
... 100 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
ditto
Area.
I A. B. P. I
... 160 0 0
... 1,078 0 0
160 0 0
120 0 0
52 0 15
200 0 0
... 90 0 0
... 79 2 9
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 100 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0. 0
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
Survey fee ..
... 114 3 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
1st July,  1885  ... 43 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 798 0 0
ditto
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st Jan., 1888 ... 324 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 95 0 0
ditto ... 990 0 0
ditto ... 1,280 0 0
ditto ... 1,280 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st July, 1888 ... 376 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0 1
ditto ... 154 0 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 48 0 22
150 0 0
I  st Jan., 1887 ... 46 3 0
ditto ... 379 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 62 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 199 2 22
160 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d. I £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd 0 11 3
2nd 0 14 10
... 1 14 9
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 13 4
3rd 3 12 6
3 2 6
0 13 4
2 6 3
3 5 0
2nd
3rd 1 18 3
3rd 2 2 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 0 14 11
4 1 7
4th 0 15 6
3rd 3 6 8
2nd
3rd 5 10 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 0 6
3rd 3 10 3
5th 2 15 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 3 6 8
2nd 1 8 9
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
5th 1 1 6
3rd 9 19 6
3 12 6
3 6 11
2 7
4 6
3
6
5 13 8
3rd 2 0 0
2 10 8
2nd 4 1 0
4 16 0
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 3 9
3rd 12 7 6
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 2 7 0
3rd 2 0 0
4th 3 6 8
4th 1 18 6
3rd
2nd
3rd 5 16 11
3rd 4 14 9
2nd 0 7 3
2nd 1 4 11
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
... ...
8 14 8
1 19 9
2 15 9
2 3 2-
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1$84-1FSWJCH  DISTRICT-continued.
Agr,cultprgl  Farms- continued.
1tegi.ter
No. Lessee.
*139C Hartwig ,  A.., senr .  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1391 Hartwig, A., junr ..,.  ditto
292  Hassall ,  R. F. ...
1023 Hawkins , J. A. ... ...
1025 Hawkins ,  T. ... ...
833 Hay , A. ... ... ... ...
69 Hayes, M. A.  .  .
*1329 Healy ,  T. J. Sec .  15, 4ct 1884-6
*1477 Ditto  ...  ditto • ...
567  Healy, M. ... ...
170 Heenan ,  M., junr .... ...
208 Ditto ... ...
320 Ditto ... ...
752 Ditto ... .,.
1117 Ditto ... ..
t922 Heenan , M. ... ...
375 Heenan, T.
181 Heenan , W. ... ... ...
1153 Heers , F. C. A. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
326 Henshall, E. ...
1018 Higgins, C. ...
*1481 Hinr }chse ;n, H. W. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
*1311  Hinrichsen , A. ... ditto ...
67 Hitz$e, C.
440 Hoch, J . C. ... ...
*825 Hogan, J.
1007 Ditto
1096 Ditto
459 Hoger, F. A.
t953 Hoger, F. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1263 Holn}es, E. G. ditto ...OPd Holzpagel, F. F. It. ditto ...
157 Hood, W.
146 Horsliell, J.
429 Hoskii}s, T. C.
*1296 Houston, W.
*1518 Ditto
461 uitto
554 Howard, J.
1257 Howe, M.
60 Hughes, A.
*1100 Hughes, E.
*1126 Ditto
995 Hughes, G.
52 Hughes, J. A.
*1163 Huhse, F. G.
70 Hunter, A.
*1369 Hyde, A. E.
*1494 Ihle, W. A.
482 Jackgoit,
803 Janke, G. F. W.
428 Jeffs, G....
2$ Jenson, S.
62 Jensen, J. P.
987 Johnson. It.
*1309 Johnson, F. D.
*1310 dittq
918 Jones, J. 3.
952 Jones. G.t964 Ditto
710
721
Jones, J., junr.
Jones, S. ...
Section  15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, 4.ct 1880
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1$84-6
Sec. 1,5, .pct 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of  commencement
of term of Licence.
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Ja n., 18$6
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jao., 18$6
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1886
1st Jilly, 1887
1st Jan., 1$$7
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1885
1st Jen., 1886
1st July, 1$88
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
ditto
Area.
A.  R.  P.
160 0 0
160 0 0
432 3 0
1,235 0 0
1,280 0 0
522 0 0
158 2 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
195 0 0
300 0 0
494 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 Q
87 Q 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
63 2 0
85 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 156 1 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
.. 14 1 19
Survey fee ..
80 0 0
160 0 0
... 78 1 20
... 20 0 0
Survey fee ..
19 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
84 3 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 640 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
... 36 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 156 0 0
... 160 0 0
75 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
100 0 0
... 620 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 50 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 150 0 0
... 105 1 15
... 120 1 0
Survey fee ...
37 0 0
160 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 55 2 22
136 2 0
Survey fee ...
... 40 0 0
... 144 3 0
Survey fee ...
Improvements.
Year. I Rent.
S. d.
2nd
2nd
3rd 16 4 7
2nd 15 8 9
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 6 10 6
4th 3 19 3
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 8 9
3rd 3 15 0
4th 6 8 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 15 0
2nd 0 10 2
2nd 0 10 0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
3 10 9
4 10 8
2nd 0 8 0 0 011
2nd 0 10 1
0 9 10
2nd 1 19 1
.. 115 3
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 1 10 0 0 8
..
0 17 0
2nd
2nd
4th 119 3
3rd 0
2nd
5 0
2nd 1 Q 0
2nd 0 12 0
0 0 8
2 0 2
0 19 11
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 11 1
.. 213 2
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
.. 2 6 9
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 0 9 0
3rd 3 6 8
2nd 2 12 0
4th 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
3 1 0
. 2 12 2
4th 2 13 4
2nd
3rd 7 15 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 8 0 0
2nd
..
.. 0 8 8
3rd 0 12 6
2 12 0
5th 3 15 0
4th 2 12 9
2nd 0 15 1
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 0 14 0
2nd 0 3 9
3rd 010
3rd 3 12
2 7 8
4
5
3 7 3
6 9 10
751
RegisterNo. Balance due.
I
*,. it. r 1  1 £ s.  d  4 s c1.
758 Jones ,  D.... Sec. 15, Q.ct 1884 -6 1st Jan .,  1888  ...  130 2 0 2nd 1 12 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 16 10
301 Jordan , M. AT. ... ... ...  1st July , 1887  ...  160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
926 Kastner ,  H. Sec .  15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan., 1888  ...  160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ... 2 6 3
1 Kavanagh ,  T. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1885 ... 54 2 0 5th 1 7 3
*1372 Kearn4an ,  J. Sec .  15, Act 1884 -6 ... 160 0 0 2nd
823 Keegan ,  B. ... ... ... 1st  July, 1888 ...  97 0 0 2nd 0 11 5
393 Kehoe ,  T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887  ...  180 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
Survey fee  ... ... ...  4 19
411 Kehge ,  E. ... ... ... ditto  ... 157 0  0 3rd 1 19 3
416  Kehoe, P. ... ... ... ditto  ...  160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
818 Ke ller, M . ... ...  1st July, 1888  ...  111 0 0 2nd 0 13 11
*1423 Keller, W. Sec.  15, Act  1884 -6 ... 80 0 0 2nd
1169 Ke lly , J. ... ditto ...  1st Jan .,  1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee  ...  ... 0 6 9
I`950 Kelly ,  E. ... ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd
992  Kelly, C. M. Sec .  15, Act 1$84-6 1st Jan., 1888  ...  160 0 0 2nd 4 0 Q
Survey fee 1 14 7
195 Kerwin ,  J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 390 0 0 3rd 4 17 6
X77 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto  ...  270 0 0 3rd 3 7 6
227 Kerwi >4, M. ... ... ... 1st July ,  18$6 ... 155 Q 0 4th 1 18 9
'792 jCerwin,  M., senr .... ... ...  1st Jan .,  1888  ...  165 0 0 2nd
75 Ditto ... ... ...  1st Jan .,  1887  ...  318 0 0 3rd 3 19 6
276 Kerwin ,  M., jrnr .... .t. ...  ditto ... 116 2 0 3rd 1 9 2
800 Kerwin ,  T. ... ... 1st July !  1888 800 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
247 Kilroy ,  T. ... ... ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...  640  0 0 3rd 8 0 0
251 Ditto ... .., ... ditto ...
365 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
366 Ditto ... .. ... ditto ...
...310 King, 11. ,., ... ... ... lot July!  1887
400 ]inane, M. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
477 Kinnane, P. ... 1st Jan., 1883
*1298  Klee, F. See. 15, Aqt 1881-6
458 Klei4on, .1. F. ... 1st July, 18$ ...
1100 .liese, R. L. Sec. 15, '4ot 13846 1st Jan., 188 ...
32 Muck, A. J. 1st July, 1886 ...
927 Knack, T. H. *3ec. 15, Act 1.884-6 1st Jan., 188$ ...
Survey fee .. 4 8 7
150 0 0 3rd 1 17 6
Survey fee ... .. 2 0 0
30 0 0 3rd 0" 7 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 3 5
151 0 0 3rd 1 17 9
Survey fee ... .. 2 15 3
122 0 0 3rd 1 10 . 6
Survey f ... ... ... 2 2 3
100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
Survey fee ... 2 17 8
310 0 0 2nd 3 17 ¢
160 0 0 2nd
39 2 0 3rd 0 16 6
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... 0 18 9
42 2 0 5th 1 1 3
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fpe .. ... .. 2 0 2
483 Kne$rt J. J. ... ... dittp ... 82 0 0 2nd 1 0 6
*1299 Knopke, W.  1?. .:. ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
562 Koglin, A. J. ... .., ... 1st Jnm., 18$7 ... 80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
*1495 Ditto ... ... ... ... 44 0 0 2nd
813 Kopelke, F. F. C. Sec. 10, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1$8$ ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 12 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 3 10
1037 Kroll, H.... ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 15 1
394 Kruskp, F. ... ... ... 1st Jqly, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 3 8 8
Survey #pe ... ... .. 4 18 2
1332 Kuc1s, R. Sec. 14, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ... 118 2 0 2nd 0 14 10
Survey fee ... .. ... 2 2 0
824 Kiirkt, C. A. W. ditty ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 8 0
6$ Lackey, E. ... ,.. ... 1st Jan., 1886 ... 76 3 0 4th 0 19 3
835 Ditto ... ... ... 1st Jean., 1888 ... 470 0 0 2nd 5 17 6
836 Ditto ... ,.. ditto ... 72 2 0 2nd  0 18 2
1118 Lackey, J. . , .. ... 1st Jl}ly! 18$8 ... 83 1 0 2nd 0 13 11 0 0 1
781 Lamprecht, W. A. See. 11P, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1$88 ... 160 8 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 9 0 4
215 Langtop, C. S. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 606 0 0 3rd 7 11 3
472 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 259 0 0 3rd 3 4 9
*1113 Ditto ... ... ... ... 300 0 0 2nd
305 Langto i, W. S. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 18$7 ... 568 0 0 3rd 7 2 0
110 Lankowski, C. A. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 153 0 0 4th 1 18 361  assen, T. J. ... ... ditto ... 108 0 0 4th 2 14 0
*1156 Lawler, P. Sec. 15,
jet lap-
6 ... 114 0 0 2nd
*1515 Liedtke, A. ... ditto ... .. 160 0 0 2nd
85 Liesch, F. L. ... 1st July, 1886 ... 128 3 0 4th 2 13 8
426 Lind, R. ...  *gee. 15, .Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee  . .. ... ... 2 18 11
577 Lindemann, C. A. F. ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
798 Lindemeyer, D. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 40 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .:. ... ... 2 1 3
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICII  DISTRICT-continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. I Date of commencement I Area. Year. I Rent.of term of  License.
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register Lessee.N o.
1230 Lindenmayer ,  J. G. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
388 Lindenmayer , W.... ...
756 Lippert ,  R. E. See .  16, Act 1884-6
805 Litfin ,  A.... ... ditto ...
68 Logan, G....
1001 Lord, S. ...
726 Ditto .
728 Lord, S. F. H. ... ...
*1475  Ditto ... ... ...
788 Lord, F. ... ... ...
223 Ditto ... ...
999 Ditto ... ... ... ...
*1000 Ditto ... ... ... ...
1313 Ditto
*1132 Loughran, C. S. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1125 Ditto  ... ditto
*1384  Ditto  ... ... ...
596 Loughran , J. ... ...
462 Luck , J. ... ... ... ...
581 Luck , M. J. ..1291 Ludcke, 0. M. L. Sec. 15,Act 1884-6
763 Lugge,  J. F. H. ... ...
693 Lund,  S. J. ... ... ...
*1214  Macken ,  B. ... ... ...
*1316 Macfarlane , T. ... ...
594 Mackay ; J. N.  N.  .. ..
929 Mackenzie ,  C. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
446 Mackey, B. ... ...
78 Madden, P. J. ...
564 Madden ,  T. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
330 Maddick, A.
334 Maddick, T.
335 Maddick, J. ..
*1315 Magee,  J. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
634 Mahon , J. ... ... ...
624 Manteiiffel ,  K. F. ... ... ...
1064 Marsh ,  S. ... ... ...
829 Martin , H. ...
390 Maynard ,  J., junr .  Sec. 15 , Act 1884-6
588 Maynard , C. ... ... ...
595 Maynard, G. ...
*1182 Mehrens ,  H. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
*1161 Meng e, C. H. ... ... ...
1509  Ditto ...
527 Merlehan , M. J. ... ...
1063 Merritt , J. ... ... ...
t169 Messenger , J. ... ... ...
129 Metz , J. ... .. ...
611 Michel, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
154 Milner , J. . , . ..
701 Miller, W. J. B. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1352 Miller , J. ... ditto
87 Miners , W. ... ditto
161 Minto, G. ..
380 Mischlewski , J.
*1020 Moore, B. ... .. ...
1006 Mortimer, J. ..
$509 Muckert , C. A. Sec.  15, Act 1884-d
*1262 Muller , P. T. E. ... ditto ,,.
Date of commencement I
of term of License.
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1886
1st .Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
Area. Balance due.Year. Rent
A.  It.  d. £ s. d.
140 0 0 2nd ... 0 1 3
Survey fee ... .. 0 15 6
... 100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
Survey fee ...  ...  3 12 1
... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee 2 1 5
0 0... 160 0 0 2nd 1 "0*
Survey fee 2 6 10
... 80 0 0 4th 1 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
... 312 3 0 3rd 7 16 5
800 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
... 80 0 0 4th 1 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... ...
480 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
4 0 6
... 67 2 0 2nd 0 8 6 0 4 5
Survey fee  ... ... 1 15 11
... 76 0 0  2nd 012 8
Survey fee ...
320 0 0 2nd
... 1,000 0 0 3rd 1210 0
...
0 17 8
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
92 2 0 2nd 0 11 7
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee  ...  1 11 8
125 1 0 2nd 1 11 4
50 0 0 2nd 0 6 3
Survey fee ... ... ...
115 0 0 2nd
18 0 0 2nd
72 2 0 3rd 0 18 2
100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
2 11 3
Survey fee .. 1 17 0
635 2  28  3rd 7 18 11
158 0 0 2nd 019 3
Survey fee . ... 5 8 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 18 11
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
105 2 0 3rd 2 12 9
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 569 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... 4 18 1
... 61 2 0 3rd 1 10 9
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 2 2 7
... 80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
... 95 0 0 3rd 1 3 9
100 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 36 2 0 2nd 0 4 7 0 0 5
Survey fee ... ... 1 5 10
... 70 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 18 7
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st116y,y, 18861st 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
... 160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
,.. 97 1 0  3rd 2 18 8
... 320 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey  fee . ...
160 0 0 2nd
4 7 9
... 100 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
Survey fee ... .. ... 2 2 0
... 98 2 0 3rd 1 4 8 013 3
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 15 9
Penalty ...  ...  .. 0  1 11
... 120 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
40 0 0 2nd
... 320 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... 50 2 8 3rd
160 0 0 2nd
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencementof term of License.
1294 Muller, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*1304 Muller, F.W. ... ditto ...  ...
760 Munckton, H. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1887
*1510 Murrihy, J. ... ditto ... ...
92 Murihy, P.  ...  1st Jan., 1887
942 Murley, D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
955 Murphy ,  J. ditto 1st July, 1888
956 Murphy ,  S. J. ditto ditto
*1490 Murrihy A., ... ditto ...
98 McConnel, D. R. ... ... ... 1st Jan:, 1887
99 Ditto ... .. . ... ...  ditto
645 Ditto  ... ... ... ...  ditto
377  McConnel, M.  ... ,.. ... ditto
379 McConnel ,  M. M.... ... ... ditto
474 McConnel,  J. H. ... ... ... ditto
722 McConnel, E. J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
140 McCorry ,  A. P. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
236 McCullough ,  R. W. See .  15, Act 1888 -6 1st Jan., 1887
286 McDonald ,  A. .,. ... ... ditto
133 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st July, 1886
290 McDonald ,  E. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
291 McDonald ,  R. J. B. ... ... 1st July, 1887
*976  McEniery, J., junr . ... ...
764 McFarlane ,  J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
240 McGrath, T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
242  McGrath ,  T., senr .... ... ...  ditto
540 McGrath ,  B. ... ... ... ditto
*1108 McGrory , J. ... ... ... ...
*1154 McGrory, R.
580A McGuire, A. Sec .  15, Act 1884 -6 1st July, 1887
793 McKay ,  G. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
838 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
403 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st July, 1887
*1057 McKay, A . ... ... .. .
177 McKay, D. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
90 McKee ,  E. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
*841  McLean, H. J. ... ... ...
998 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st July, 1888
997 McLean, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
1035 McLean ,  A. ... ... ... ditto
912 McLean,  E. ... ... ... ditto
528 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st Jan., 1887
623 McLean ,  D. ... ... ... ditto
1165 McManus, F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*1179  Ditto
*1433 McManus , P. ... ... ... ...
372 McPherson ,  D.  B. ..  ...  M. 1st Jan., 1887
583 Ditto  ... ... ... ditto
373 Ditto  ... ditto
374 McPherson ,  J. B. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6  1st July, 1887
1129 Ditto ... 1st Jan. 1889
816 Nanschiitz , C. A. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
817 Nanschiitz , C.F.W. ditto ...  ditto
1012 Nawrozki , J. ... ditto ...  ditto
01522 Neinert , A. W. 0.... ditto ...
t518 Nelsen , T. N. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1887
795 Nester, J. 1st July, 1887
1220  Ditto  Sec. 15, Aci 1884-6 1st July, 1888
116 Neumann , A. .. .. 1st July, 1887
1359 Newman,  W. Sec. 15, Act  1884-6 1st Jan., 1889928- Newnham , F. W. ... ditto ...  1st Jan, 1888
Area.
A.  it.  P.
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
80 1 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 1 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 347 0 0
... 600 0 0
... 158 3 0
... 1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
770 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 32 225
.,, 32 2 19
... 640 0 0
... 448 0 0
640 0 0
... 158 0 0
... 443 0 0
... 245 0 0
160 0 0
500 0 0
700 0 0
129 1 0
Survey fee ..
111 0 0
Survey fee ...
29 0 0
Survey fee ,.
395 0 0
Survey fee ..
120 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 635 0 0
119 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 804 0 0
159 3 0
97 2 0
160 0 0
159 0 0
80 0 0
52 0 0
100 0 0
... 193 3 0
80 0 0
99 3 0
Survey fee ..
60 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ..16000
46 3 21
100 0 0
71 2 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Y car. Rent.
s. d.
Balance due.
s. d.
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
... 1 15 1
2nd.
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2 2 32nd 1 0 0 0 0 1
2nd 1 0 0
2 5 6
2nd
3rd 4 6 9
3rd 7 10 0
3rd 1 19 9
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 9 12 6
4th 8 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 12 8
4th 1 12 8
2 5 6
2 5 1
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 16 16 0
2nd
2nd 1 19 6
3rd 5 10 9
3rd 4 1 8
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 12 4
2 9 1
2nd 1 7 9 0 0 3
3 0 10
2nd 0 7 0
3rd 4 18 9
2nd -
3rd 2 0 0
1 5 9
2 6 0
3 8 11
4th 7 18 9
2nd
2nd 1 13 4
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 10 1 0
2nd 2 13 3
3rd 1 4 5
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 19 11
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 2 8 6
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 5 0
2nd
2 5 4
2nd 1  "0* 0 1 17 1
2nd 1 0 0
2 19 6
fee ,.. 3 4 0
%nd 1 0 0
... ... 2 11 2
2nd
3rd
3rd 1 13 4
2nd 0 11 11
..• .
3rd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
0 17 8
2 7 0
75
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Lessee. Date  of commencement
of term of License. Area.
 . B. P.
985 Nicholls, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-61 1st July, 1888 ... 120 0 0
1308 Nielsen , 0. G. N. ,..
244 Nielsen, H. ...
245 ditto
1127 Nielsen, J. Sec. 16, Act 1884-6
1009 Nivex, T.
1st Jam., 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
*1467 Nolan, G. J. See. 15t Act 1884-6 ...
751 Noonan, M. E. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
1068 Noonan, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
*1115 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1116  Ditto ... ... ...
180 Ditto  ,.. ... ...
317 Ditto ... ... ...
414 I$tto ... ...
683 North , W. ... ... ...
*1482 North, R. ... ... ...
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jam., 1888
315 Nugent,  :P. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*1438 Nystrom, J. A. Sec. 15, Apt 1884.6
433 O'Brien, P.  J . ... ditto ...
973
1381
1410
*1421
707
'1225248
249
580
83
*977
917
381
O'Brien, D.
O'Brien, . J.t
O'Brien ,  senr....
O'Brien, W, ...
O'Connor, J. ...
O'Day, P. ...
O'Sepffe M., jinx.
O'Keeffe, J. ...
O'Keeff eif
OlN, W;A.
.F.
Oell, +t. H.
'O Reilly,
Sec. 15f  Act 1884-8
ditto ...
d ...
ditto
See. 15, Act 1884-6
O'Reilly, J.
193 Osborpe, N.
782 Osterode, R.
1112 O'Sullivan, A.
*1229 O'Sullivan, .
*1347 O'Splliv4n, J.
*1366 O'Sullivan,
t787 Otto, V.
*1480 Pahl, A. F. W.
14 Pakleppa, G.
700 Par6tt, W.
1191 Park* soxi, 1,. If .
153 Pates, J....
427 Pates, W. E. T.
t152 Peacock,
158 Peacock, J.
216 'tto ...
2 'tto ...
218 itto ...
834 'tto ...
162 Peacock, C. C. F.
705 Ditto
350  reacock, M. J.
355 Ditto ...
794 Pearson, R.
1097 Pender, J.
Seq. 15, Act 184-8
ditto
... ditto ...
Seq. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ...
' ec.15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st az'.,1q89ditto
.
1st  July, 1887
1,050 0 0
210 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty .
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
6 3 16
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
112 2 0
160 0 0
146 2 0
Survey fee ...
j paproy epies.
55 0 $ 0
1st Jag., 1$7 ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0
1st July, 1$87 113 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0
360 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st July, 18K ... 140 0 0
Survey fee ..
4ittp ... 101 3 0
lst Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
let July,  1888  ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 100 0 0
... 16 0 0
160 0 0
1st July,  1888  ... 102 1 0
Survey fee  ...
... 160 0 0
1st J, ply,  1886  ... 61 3 0
Ist July, 188$ ... 130 0 0
ditto ... 151 2 0St
0 01st Jan., 1887 ... 80
1st Jap., 188$ ... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
let uly, 1888  ... 1127 0 0
1st Jan ., 1888 ... 50 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 304 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
1st Jan.,  1$87 ... 144) 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 210 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 188$ ... 1,200 0 0
Survey fee ..
1st  July, 1887...
116
1
0
1st Jai., 1887 160 0 0
1st Jau. 1 1888  ... 180 0 0
1st u4y, 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Survey fee ..
200 0 0
Survey fee ...
195 0 0
455 0 0
131 1 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
140 3 0
160 0 0
224 0 0
Survey fee ..
80 0 0
160 0 0
623 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 155 0 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd 0 15 0
2nd
3rd 2 8 9
3rd 5 13 9
2nd 0 10 5
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
2nd 1 8 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 7 15 9
3rd . 0 0
3rd 1 18 9
2nd 13 2 6
2nd
3$d 1 5 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
.;.
2n4 0 0 8
2nd
2nd.
2nd
3rd 3 13
... ...
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 7 8
4 12 2
1 4 0
2 9 8
3 1 4
0 12 6
4 15 6
0 1 11
3 1 11
0 5 7
3 3 § 8
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 O
3rd 1 $ 3
4th 3 6 8
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2 13 6
3rd 1 18 0
2 12 3
3rd 1 5 6
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 $ 5
2nd
...
2 19 2
21.010
3 11 4
5tl 1 511
2nd 0 16 3
2nd 0 18 11
2 3 9
3rd 1 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
1 10 11
2nd  7 17 9  5 14 10
2nd 0 12 6
3rd 3 16 Q
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 15 Q
2nd 1 6 3
.
2nd 15 0 0
3rd 0 19 63rd 1 9 1
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3 17 8
9 8 6
... ... 2 3 4
755
Register
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C1tOWN LANDS ACt C)F 1884-IPSWICII DIST$ICT -contin1ted.
Lessee.
1098 Pender, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
1099 Pender, P. ditto ... ditto ...
585 Perrett, S. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
1357 Perrett, J. T. tat Jan., 1889 ...
01362 Perret ,  W. D.  -See. i6, Act 1884.6 ...
*1385 Perretti H. ... ...
... ...
*1437 Perry, T. ... ...
...
1 52 'ersen ,  S. .. .. 1st Jan., 1888 ...
738 Petie, W. Sec. 16, Act 1889-6 1st July, 1887 ...
51 PSu adt, C. F. W. ... ... 1st Jan ., 1886  ... 80 0 0 4th
55 Phillips, T. .,: ditto ... 80 d 0 4th
1053 Philp, A.... Sec. lb, Act  1884-6 1st  July. 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd
01358  Ditto ... ... ...
968 lsioch ,  F. G. Sec . It,  Act 1884 -6 1st  July,  1888 ...
1015 Platz ,  F.... ... ... ... 1st Jan .,  1889 ...
01432 Ditto
*1386 Plunkett, A. 111.
*1303 Poole, F.
1157 Poole, G.
7 ortley, A.
8  Portley, M.
6 Portley,., junr.
*1101 Portley,
1010 bower, T.
678 Price, i H.
832 Prince, H.
1342 Proefke, I.
*1350 Push, W. L.
*1172 Quinn, M.
*1173 Quinn, J.
*1387 Quinn, P.
402 Quirk, J....
688 Ditto ...
694 Ditto ...
$10 Radtke, J.
01344 Radke, J.
187 Rankin, D. C.
324 Reddy, P. `
468 Reddy, J., junr.
Sec. 16, Act 1884.6 ...
ditto ...
...
Sec.
ditto ... 1st July, 1888
... ... lot July, 1g6
... ... ditto
... ... 1st Jan., 1888
ditto
16, Act  1884-6 ...
ditto
1st July, 1887
dec. 16, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto
... ditto
1st Jan., 1881
1st July, 1887
Agricultural Fartns-con ifued.
Date of commencement
of  term of License.
1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 151 Act 1884-6
483 Redlin,  J. F. M.
§51 Redmond, 1. M. A.
1394 Ditto ...
...
ditto
1st July,-18$
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
Area. Year.
A. B. P. I
160 0 0 End
Survey fee  ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey  fee  ... ...
119 0 0 3rd
Survey fee
600 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
450 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd
Survey fee ... ...
Survey fee
400 2nd0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ..
10 0 0 2nd
Surve fee
...
Survey fee .
...
0 5thii
0  5th
5th
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 2nd
0 2nd
0 tad
d 2nd
o  grid
4 3ia
0 3rd
Q tad
0 tad
0 2nd
0 3rd
0 3rd
0 3rd
Surveyy fee  ..
ditto ... 97 0 0 rd.
ditto ... 1$(3 0 0 3rd
1st Jan., 1889 ... 44 0 0 2nd
• Survey fee ...
*1487 Rees, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
479 Rees,  W. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 47 080 3rd
142 Reid, 'P.... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 105 0 0 3rd
205 Reif, J. ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd
732 Reif, C. ... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd
Survey fee
*1181 Reller, W. ... ... ... ... 250 0 0 2nd
570 Renton, G. See, 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd
111 Renton, W. H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
01845 Rewald, A. J. E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1130 Riebstein, F. W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
418 Riedel,  C. F. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
434 Riedel,  H. . 1st July, 1887
1123 Rieger ,  A. Sec . 15,  Act  1884- 6 1st July, 1888
Survey, fee ...
80 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd
6 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
60 3 0 3rd
160 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 2nd
s
P.... ... 1st Jan., 1887
Survey fee ... ...
97  ... 160 0 0 3rdRienecker, H.  ...
1095 Risson, H. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 18 1 0 2nd
467 Llobeck, A. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd
575 Roberts, J. ... ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd
1330
569A
Roberts, D.
Robertson, G.
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
Survey fee  ... ...
400 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ...640 0 0 3rd
Survey fee
Rent. Balance due.
I £ s . d. £ s.  d.
1 0 0
1 0 0
... 2 3 4
1 9 9
... 3 11 0
1 5 0
4 0 0
... 1 15 1
1 6 8
1 6 8
1 0 0
... 2 19 2
1 0 0
... 3 3 9
... 019 2
2 0 0
2 7 3
188
1 2 11
1 6 0
4 0 9
1 4 4
3 6 8
2 0 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
2 9 4
4 0 0
0 10 0
2 0 0
... 3 4 10
1 4 3
2.0 0
... 1 4 8
0 11 10
1 6 3
2 0 0
4 0 0
... 2 2 9
2 0 0
.. 2 0 8
2 0 0
... 0 7 0
1 5 4
2 0 0
0 12 6
... 1 18 8
3 E 8
0 2 4
2 3 4
2 0 0
... 4 4 9
... 1 9 3
8 0 0
... 3 4 5
756
RegisterNo.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
Area. Year.
1013 Robson, A. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
1119 Rodgers, J. ditto ... 1st July, 1888
338 Rogan, W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
755 Rosenberg, F. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
387 Rosenblatt , W. E. O.
302 Rosentreter, W. ...
376 Rowe,  H. T. ...
105 Ryan, Jas. ... ...
367 Ryan, D.
858 Ryan, W.
925 Ryan, M.
* 1094 Ryan, M.
*1513 Ditto
*1245  Ryan, M.
*1271 Ryan, M.
1293 Ryan, P.
*1413 Ditto
164 Sabburg, J. M.
1014 Salmon, J.
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1887
rent.
k s. d. £ s. d.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884.6 ...
... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1520 Salmon , R. ... ditto ...
1011 Sanewski , G. ... ditto ...
1021 Saunders, W. J.
576 Scanlan, J.
678 Schadwell, H.
76 Schlecht, G.
*14 7 Ditto
640 Schmokel, C. L.
*1176 Scholl, C. E.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1307 Scholl, J. H.
1193 Schonfeld, M. C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
784 Schuhkraft, L. ... ...
627 Schulz, A. M. ... ...
814 Schulz, M.
1131 Schulz, E.
*1516 Schultz, F.
*1489 Schumaker, J. P.
*1275 Scott, R.
136 Sealy, E....
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
383 Seib, F. ... ... ... ...
t1065 Ditto .. ... ... ,..
282 Sharry, P. ... ... ...
155 Sheehan, J. .
*1367 Shellard, R. W. R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1363 Sheppard, F. ... ...
1321 Sinn, F. W.
lbi Ditto
1322 Sinn, W.
26 Sippel, J....
*1434 Skerke, C. H.
1211 Skinner, G.
109 Skinner, S.
333 Skinner, S., senr.
399 Smallbone. L.
617 Smith, J. J.
481 Smith, M.
151 Smith, G. G.
Sec. 15, Act  1884-61
... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
A. R. P.
160 0 0 2nd
Surve feey ... ...
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Ba1-:nce due.
0 2 8
Survey fee  ... ...  1 18 7
160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ...
-2* 2 1 5149 2 0 3rd 3 2 4
640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 3 13 6
... 145 1 0 3rd 116 4
Survey fee  ...  4 4 3
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 159 3 0 2n i 3 19 11
Survey fee ... ... ...
... 40 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. .. ...
400 0 0 2nd
30 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
135 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
1st Jan., 1887
let July, 1888
1st July, 1888
Survey fee . ...
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
159 1 0 2nd 019 9
Survey fee  . .. ...
41 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
2 2 3
2 17 9
2 2 2
1 19 8
Survey fee ... ... 2 11 2
1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,143 0 0 2nd 13 11 6
Survey fee  ...  9 1 4
1st Jan., 1887 ... 40 0 0 3rd 0 16 8
ditto ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 1 8
1st July, 1886 ... 99 3 0 4th 1 5 0
. 60 1 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 0 3
Survey fee  ... ...  ... 0 15 2
40 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
1st Jan., 1889 ... 30 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1st July, 1888 200 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
ditto ... 140 0 0 2nd 1 9 2
Survey fee ...
... 100 0 0 2nd
... 160 0 0 2nd
1st Jag., 1889• ... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 35 0 0 3rd 0 8 9
2 7 3
1 8 1
3 5 2
2 5 0
0 5 10
Survey fee .. 1 6 6
ditto ... 56 3 0 3rd 0 14 3
1st July, 1888 ... 364 0 0 2nd 0 8 11
1st Jan., 1887 ... 74 0 12 3rd 0 18 7
1st July, 1886 ... 102 0 0 4th 1 5 6
160 0 0 2nd
1st Jan, 1889 ... 200 0 0 2nd
ditto
Survey fee ... ...
80 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 40 0 0 2nd
4 8 8
3 13 4
Survey fee ... ... ...  2 2 6
1st July, 1885 ... 153 0 0 5th 3 16 6
... 160 0 0 2nd ...
1st July, 1888 ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 11 7
1st Jan., 1887 ... 306 0 0 3rd 3 16 6
ditto . 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
ditto .. 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Penalty
1st Jan., 1887 ... 534 0 0 3rd . 6 13 6,
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-IPSWICH  DISTRCCT- continued.
Lessee.
... ... 1st July, 1888
1st July, 1886
Sec.  15, Act 1884-6 ...
ditto ... ...
... ... 1st Jan., 1888
653 Smith , W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
690 Smith ,  S. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
695 Smith , A.... ... ... ... ditto
199 Smith, A. .. ... 1st July, 1886
1059 Smith , H. Sec. 15, 'Act  1884-6  1st July, 1888
*1174 Smith , G. ... ditto
*1399 Smith P. ... ditto ...
1043 Smith, R. C. O. .. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
370 Sommer, C. F. W. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
101 Speck, A.... ... ... ... ditto
464 Spellman, J. ... 1st July, 1887
830 Spencer, T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
f658  Spragg,  C. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1887
*1223 Sprenger , A. F. W. ditto ... ...
272 Squires , J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
273 Ditto ... ... ... ...  1st Jan., 1887
*1156 Staines,  H. Sec. 15, Act.  1884-6 ...
*1396 Stark , H.... ... ... ... ...
*1415 Stark F. ...  Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
107 Stegert, L. ... 1st July, 1886
1215 Steinhardt, A. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884- 6 1st  Jan., 1889
297 Stephan , G. A. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
323 Stephan , W., senr. ... ... ditto
131 Stewart , W. .. 1st July, 1886
801 Sticklen ,  E. Sec.  15, Act 1884- 6 1st Jan., 1888
807 Sticklen , W. A. , .. ditto ... ditto
2 Stobert , H. ... ... ... 1st July, 1885
*1441 Stolzenberg . G. H. .
1388 Stone , J.  ...  Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st  Jan., 1889
924 Strong, B. ... ditto  ... 1st Jan., 1888
117 Strong, W. ...
100 Stropg, J.
*1395 Stubbersfield, E. J. T.
*1424 Stubbersfield, J. ...
761 Sugden, S. ...
*1511 Sughrue, D. ...
309 Sullivan, M. F. A.
296 Sullivan, M. M.
10 Summers , J. O. ...
786 Summerville, J. ...
970 Summerville, J.
1349 Ditto ...
Agricultural  Farms--continued.
Date of commencement
of term of  Licci se.
... 1st July, 1887
... 1st July, 1888
... ... 1st July, 1885
... ... 1st Jan., 1889
*1175 Swanson, N. ...
439 Sweeney, J. ...
165 Talbot , P. ...
71 Taylor, A. ...
115 Ditto ...
1407 Teis. H.
*1418 Ditto ...
255 Tetzlaff, C.
571 Thomas, R. J.
*1297 Thompson, E.
Sec. 15, Act 1584-6
#1305 Thorn, F. M.
*1474 Thorne, W.
815 Tillock, A. H. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*1370 Tindale, G. C. ... ditto
771 Titmarsh, W. ... ditto
316 Ditto
*1488 Titmarsh, W.
531 Titmarsh, J . A.
1016 Tompkins, F.
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July,  1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1988
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
Area.
A. P. P.
... 99 1 0
81 0 0
160 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
160 0 0
150 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
552 0 0
160 0 0
139 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
140 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 2 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty .
Survey fee ...
127 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 106 2 0
5 0 0
... 48 3 0
... 156 1 0
Survey fee
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
,,. 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
... 80 2 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 100 0 0
... 43 1 0
Survey fee ...
... 91 0 0
... 87 2 0
Survey fee ...
28 0 0
... 100 0 0
Survey fee ..
.,. 80 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty
... 80 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
... 133 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
25 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
50 0 0
... 64 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 93 0 0
160 0 0
... 240 0 0
... 310 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ s. d.I £ s. d.
3rd 7 8 11
2nd 6 18 0
2nd 2 0 0
4th 1 14 9
2nd 1 0 0
... 2 5 10
2nd
2nd
2nd 3 6 8 0 11 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 2
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0 2 0 0
... ... 3 10 2
.. 0 6 0
3rd
2nd
3rd 0 12 6
3rd 0 12 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th 2 0 0
2nd
.. 0 17 9
3rd 1 11 9
3rd 2 0 0
4th 1 13 4
2nd 2 0 0
2 7 4
2nd 2 0 0
2 3 1
5th 2 13 3
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 19 1
2nd 1 0 0
4th 2 0 2
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
1 18 0
3 4 9
2 10 1
3rd 1 0 2
3rd 1 0 0
2 12 2
5th 2 10 0
2nd
.. 1 6 7
2nd 1 2 9
2nd
..
... 3 7 9
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
2 0 2
3rd 1 0 0 0 10 0
... ... 3 8 6
0 1 6
2nd
2nd
4th 2 0 0
3rd 1 13 5
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd 0 16 0
3rd 1 3 3
2nd
3rd 3 0 0
2nd 1 18 9
2 17 2
1 10 0
3 7 6
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884 -IPSWIC$  DISTRICT-- continued.
Agriciil ttiral Farms - continued.
RegisterNo.
288 Toohill, J. J.
306 Ditto
48 Toohill, C.
746 Toomey, C.
194 Tador, T....
766 Tully, M....
*767 Tilly, J....
*1226 Turner, J,
* 1338  Twegdie, T.
*691 Walker, J.
1168 Ditto
Lessee.
.t•
*See. 15,  let  1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
1159 Ditto
692 Walter, T.
465 Walker, C.
935 Ditto
1167 Walsh, J.
828 Ward, D.
184 Ditto
185 Ditto
299 Watson, J.
138 Watson, S.
1160 Watson, it.
1824 Ditto
484 Wearing, J.
969 Webster, S.
1327 Ditto
1044 Wegener, J.
203 Wegner, L.
75 Wegner, C. F.
421 Weter, T F.
422 Werth,  I.
608 Werth, W. A.
84 Wessling, C. F.
768 West, J....
*921 West, J....
104 White, P....
883 Wicienhofer, J.
*957 Wieland, F.
9`P2  Wiese, M. E.
*1512 Wiggins, C. B.
553 Wi1d, B.
176 Wilkinson, H. H.
*1508 Wilkinson, M. E.
183 Wilkinson, J.
289 Ditto
143 Williams, C.
777 Williams, C.
1138 Williams, J.
775 Wilson, J.
237 Wilson, J.
t494 Wilson, G.
*1442 Wilson, W.
1323 Winks, it.
See. 15, Act 1884-6
...
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, A et 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884,-6
ditto ...
ditto
Sec. 15, Aet 1884-6
ditto
ditto ...
Sec. 15,  At  1884-6
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
1218 Winter, J. ... ditto ...
141 Wolff, J. H.
*1389 Wood, J. W. Sec. 15, *Act 1884-6
*1486 Wooldridge, P. G.... ditto ...
228 G. ..
*698
Wright,
itto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of  commencement
of term of Uceuse.
1st Jan., 1887 ' ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
ditto
1st  Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jdn., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan.,  1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jah., 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July,  1888 ...
ditto .,.
1st Jan ., 1887 ...
1st July,  1888 ...
1st Jan.,  1889 ...
1st July,  188$ ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st J uly, 1886
1st
July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto ...
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
let Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
Area.
A. R.  P.
234 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey tee ..
240 0  0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
135 0 080  0 0
89 0 0
Survey fee ...
80 0 0
Survey fee ..
108 2 0
Survey fee ...
10 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
447 3 0
Survey fee ..
16 0 0
Survey fee ...
204 0 0
40 0 0
17 1 16
455 2 0
135 1 0
527 2 0
42 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
70 0 0
Survey fee ...
158 3 0
Survey fee ..
160 Q 0
158 1 0
160 0 0
50 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
141 3 0
160 0 0
357 0 0
152 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
24 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
157 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
221 0 0
508 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Surrey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 091 0  24
160 0 0
159 1 0
Survey fee ..
16000
Survey fee ..
93 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
130 0 0
160 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
2 s. d.I £ s. d.
3rd 2 18 6
3rd 2 0 0
4th 3 6 8
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
1 14 6
2nd 1 10 0
... 2 3 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd ... 0 7 3
... 2 12 3
2nd
1 5 1
2nd 1 7 2 0 2 2
1 14 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 0 9 11
... 2 1$ 8
2nd 0 13 6
3 10 0
2nd 0 2 0
2nd 2 11 0
3rd 0 10 0
3rd 0 17 5
3rd 5 13 11
2nd 01611
2nd 3 6 0
3rd 2 2 0
2nd 1 0 0
1 9 8
... 2 8 0
2nd
0 2 6
2nd 0 19 8
3 0 6
3rd 2 0 d
4th 1 18 1
3rd 3 6 8
3rd 0 12 63rd.  2 0 0
4th 6 8
3rd  1 15 6
2nd
3rd 4 9 3
2nd 1 18 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
3rd 1 19 3
2nd
3 7 0
2 14 5
2 5 6
4th 2 15 3
3rd 6 7 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2 0 4
2nd
.. ... 0 17 9
3rd 4 0 0
1 15 1
3rd 2 0 0
3rd
2nd
2nd 1 19 10
2nd
1 14 6
0 6 9
3rd 1 3 5
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 12 6
2nd
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Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Register
\o.
974 Yabbo, P. ...
Lessee. Date of  voinmeneement
of term of  Ln en,.e.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1 1st July, 1888
t501 Youles ,  R. ... ditto
t530 Youles ,  G. ... ditto
812 Ziebell, A. W. ... ditto
95 Zischke, F.
88 Zischke, L. J.
118 Ziser, G.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan.,  1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan .,  1887
1st July,  1886
1st Jan .,  1887
*1397 Allen, J. C. ... ...
557 Doran, M. ...
1282  Gardner , H. P. ... ...
604 Gaydon , A. ... ...
871 Grieve, E. J. V. ...
*1496 Grieve , T. ... ...
892 Horne ,  E. ... ...
954 Kennedy , W. J. ... ...
260 Mainwaring , E. C. L. T.
452 Ditto ... ...
867 Moore , W. J. H. ... ...
*1180 Moore , J. G. ...
*1383 Moroney, P. ...
860 McDonald, M. ...
1281 Norton , C. B. ... ...
911 Perrett , C. ... ...
332 Redmond, J. ...
352 Ditto ...
869 Ditto ...
1048 Ditto
1346 Redmond, J. M. A.
258 Reid, A. M. ...
*1136 Ditto ...
*1498 Ryan, J.
257 Somerset , C. F. McL.
853 Ditto
259 Somerset , H. P. ,.. ...
1369 Ditto
1280
*1379
Grazing Farms.
let Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
..
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887o
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
...
..
... 1st Jan., 1888
... 1st July, 1888
.., 1st Jan., 1888
... let Jan., 1887
... ditto
... 1st Jan., 1888
ditto
... 1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
...
..
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
let Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
Ve:,r.
.4 . IL V .
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee
... 122 0 34 3rd
... 91 1 2 3rd
... 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee . ..
... 155 0 0 3rd
... 122 2 0  4th
... 160 0 0 3rd
Survey fee ... ...
500 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 2nd
... 2,610 0 0 2nd
...
160 0 0 3rd
... 3,480 0 0 2nd
2,500 0 0 2nd
... 2,630 0 0 2nd
3,000 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ..
... 1,813 0 0 3rd
... 229 0 0 3rd
... 2,800 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
400 0 0 2nd
... 2,360 0 0 2nd
... 3,460 0 0 2nd
... 1,450 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 3rd
... 299 0 0 3rd
...
1,340 0 0 2nd
...
285 0 0 2nd
... 2,220 0 0 2nd
... 626 0 0 3rd
2,900 0 0 2nd
616 0 0 2nd
... 800 0 0 3rd
...
1,685 0 0 2nd
... 643 0 0 3rd
654 0 0 3rd
...
Penalty
606 0 0 2nd
320 '0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884-ISISFORD DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.-Nil.
Grazing  Farms.--Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-MACKAY DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
lent. ' al. m •i3 (11;3.
1 0 0 1
... 2 17 6
1 0 0
.. . 2 15 0
3 4 7
2 11 1
2 0 0
... 6 10 8
2 13 4
8 3 2
0 13 4
21 15 0
16 8 9
. 2 14 1
11 6 8
1 8 8
14 15 0
10 16 3
9 1 3
4 0 01175
8 7 6115 8
6 16 11 5 17 4
5 0 0
10 10 8
4 0 5
4 1 9
0 1 0
1 17 11
103 Adrian, W. S. C. 1 1,280 0 0 2nd
t87 Angus, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
*104 Antoney J. 160 0 0 2nd
36 Armstrong, J. 1st Jan., I887 33 0 0 3rd 0 11 0
37 Bailey, D. ditto 161 0 0 3rd 2 13 0
78 Barber, H. A. 1st Jan., 1888 180 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
97 Beale, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  1st Jan., 1889 160 0 0 2nd
t85 Beaton, D. 1st Jan., 1888 393 0 0 3rd
77 Biddle, G. ditto 160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
1G6 Blyth, R. Sec. 15,  let  1884-6  1st Jan., 1889 160 0 0 2nd
*89 Bosse, C. 20 0 0 2nd
80 Bowles, C. Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6  1st Jan., 1888 160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
Survey fee . . 5 0 0
7 Bradshaw, W. S. 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
22 Brounsey, A. ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
34 Burns, F. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
51 Chavasse, W. H. 1st Jan., 1887 ... 154 0 0 3rd 3 4. 2
*93 Cooper, J. 40 0 0 2nd
42 Ditto 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0 3rd 2 13 4
38 , Cowley, J. W. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,192 0 01 2nd 19 17 4
Ditto
Taylor, J.
86
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Register
No.
71 Cross, E....
28 Daley, D.
73 Dark, E.
6 Davis, J.
31 f)errer, G.
18 Dumma, G.
27 Ewart, J.
32A Farrelly, A.
*107 Farley, M.
38 Fell, G. R.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-MACKAY  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of commencement
of term of License.
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
Area. Tear.
£ s. d.
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 13 4
3rd 3 6 8
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 3 14 0
2nd
Balance due.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
1st July, 1887
102 Flood,  M. ... ...
t39 Finlayson , If.  M. ... ..
50 Furneyvall , C. ... ...
484 German , W. ... ...
t20 Gralow , J. G. ... ...
59A Greetham, D. ...
62 Grendon , C. ... ...
t60 Griffiths ,  R.  ... ...
72 Hogan , E. ... ...
14 Insch,  A. ... ...
101 Jenner, W. ...
26 Jenner , T. ...
t12 Jensen ,  H. ... ...
30 Jiirgens, B. ...
33 Kaddatz, G. ...
49 Kane,  P. ... ...
57 Ditto ...
t8 Ker, R. A. .. ...
*92 Kinsella , J. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
29 Klawun,  A. ... ...
69 Laird ,  F. ... ... ...
21 Mackay , W. ... ... ...
*79 Ditto ... ... ...
23  McClure, D. ... ...
25 McGregor , M. R.... ...
t5 Me Denney , P. ... ...
13  TM cKinlay , P. ... ...
47 McNamara , P. ... ...
t46 Nielsen , N. C. .. ...
65 Parsons ,  G. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t74 Phelps ,  A. H. ... ditto ...
105 Pitkin ,  W. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
t94 Rafter , W. ... ... ...
t95 Ditto  ... ... ...
t96 Ditto ...
t82 Rasmussen, R. N....
15 ]Renton, W. ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
lst%Jan., 1888 ...
1st  July,  1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
ditto ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
4 Roach, T. ... ...  1st Jan., 1886
91 Rogers, W. Sec. 15, *Act 1884-ti 1st Jan., 1888
100 Ross, A. M. E. ditto
41 Ross, P. J. ... ... ...
43 Ross, J. M. ... ... ...
44 boss, D. ... ... ...
t2 Saunders, F. ... ... ...
t81 Schupp, C. ... ... ...
t24 Seller, 8 ... ... ...
52 Smith, G. R. .
99 Smoothy, A. J. eec. 15, Act 1884-6
t61 Stawell, J. W. F.
56 Swinn, W. H.
t10 Treloar, H.
54 Turner, S.
t9i Watt, L.
19 Webb. J.
75 Wentzel, P.
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
... 1st July, 1886 ...
... 1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, I8'8 ...
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
A. R. P.
160 0 0
120 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Penalty
148 0 0
160 0 0
104 2 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty
504 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
147 2 0
158 2 0
57 0 0
500 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
125 0 0
104 0 0
160 0 0
400 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
51 1 0
640 0 0
99 1 0
132 0 0
112 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
147 0 0
120 0 0
1,280 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
50 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
810 0 0
•179 2 0
201 2 19
81 2 0
123 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
150 0 0
147 0 0
147 0 0
160 0 0
240 0 0
159 1 0
166 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
508 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
158 0 0
88 0 0
570 0 0
£ s. d.
6 17 8
0 2 8
3rd 2 13 3 1 4 5
... ... 2 7 8
2nd 8 8
0 3 8
0 16 5 2
3rd 2 11 6
3rd 2 13 4
2nd
3rd 1 10 9
3rd 3 19 3
3rd 1 8 6
3rd
2nd 4 0 0
3rd 2 12 1
2nd
2nd 2 13 4
5th 2 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 1 5
5th
2nd
3rd 3 6 0
2nd 2 16 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 9 0
3rd 2 0 0
5th
4th 1 13
2nd 2 13
6 17 8
6 1 9
4
4
0 2 1
2nd 2 13 0
3rd 0 16 8
.
2nd 3 6
.2nd
2nd2nd
2nd
8
0 18 9
1 13 2
2nd 2 0 6
3rd 2 11 3 ' 1 4 10
... ... 1 1 9
... 0 3 9
4th 5 6 8
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 10 0
3rd 2 9 0
3rd 2 9 0
4th 3 18 6
3rd
3rd 0 11
3rd 3 6
2nd
3rd
0 7 2
0 7 2
10
8
2nd 2 13 4
4th 2 10 6
3rd 2 13 4
2nd 1 18 6
3rd 2 4 0
2nd 7 2 6
0 7 2
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884 -MACKAY  DISTRIC T-continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
I
Rcgi.tt r Date of eronnnenvenuent
-N o Lessee . of term of  Licvo,e. Arent . I Year.
,
Rent .  L'alanee due.
86
109
t53
98
*108
17
58
63
*110
Wesche, H. W.
I
Westcott, W.
White, J.
Wichmann, C. J.
Ditto
Windsor, L.
Wood, G.
Woolven, C.
Allen, J. H.
6 Bell, T.
1 Beyer, J. ...
48 Bubke, A.
49 Bubke, W.
19 Charlton, J.
30 Coulson, R.
*50 Cross, B.
16 Duggan, W. S.
35 Foley, W.
25 Forsdyke, J. R.
*33 Hamilton, W.
14 Hoffman, G. J.
13 Holliday, J.
24 James, J....
32  Jessen, A.
*51 Ditto
21 Jones, H.
*52 Ditto
20 Kerr, W.
15 Messer, G.
*46 Nash, W. J.
47 Nichol, R. G.
26 Phillips, S.
*28
27
21A
21D
21E
21F
t33u
PringleC.
Pringle, J.
Ramsay, P.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
21xL Rollinson, J.
33A!  Scougall, S. D.
36 Siehel, F.
*45 Stalley, J.
17 Stupart, G.
43 Trigger, J., junr
41 Trigger, J., senr.
18 Thorburn, H. C.
*39 Whitton, P.
42 Broom, W.
5 Mant, G. B.
4 Pitt, G.
8 Scougall, S. D.
123 Stuer, F...
34 Watkins, T. J.
38 Ditto
22 White, W. C.
t29 Ditto
I I A. H. Y.
... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0
... 1st July, 1887 ... 185 0 0
... .. . 1st Jan., 1889 ... 80 0 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 .. 80 0 0
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 93 0 0
... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0
... ... ditto ... 160 0 0
Grazing Farm.
1,500 0 0I
£  N. d. £ s. d.
2nd 2 13 4
2nd
3rd 1 18 7
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 6 6
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 2 13 4
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1886
... ... ... ditto
... ... .. 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto
... 1st July, 1887
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 1st  July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1834-6
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto.. ...
ditto ...
1st July. 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1887 ...
Grazing Farms.
... 1st Jan., 1889 ...
... ... 1st Jan., 1886 ...
... ... ditto ...
... ... ditto ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
... 1st July, 1888 ...
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
39 3 39 4th 1 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey  fee ... ... ...
160 . 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
111 0 0 2nd ,
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
0 11 7
2 2 10
160 0 0 3rd 1 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Survey fee 11 18 5
160 0 0 2nd ' 2 0 0
430 0 0 2nd 1
430 0 0 2nd
320 0 0 3rd 4 0 0  1,
320 0 0 2nd
16G 0 0 8rd 2 0 0
55 3 0 4th 1 7 11
700 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee ..
j 160 0 0' 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
1 6 10
Survey fee ... 1 19 10
310 0 0 2nd 3 4 7
156 0 0 2nd 1 12 6
313 0 0  1 2nd 3 5 3
157 0 0 2nd 1 12 9
336 0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd 2 1 0
320 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
154 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 I 2nd
1,120 0 0 3rd 14 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
160 0 0 1 2nd 1 13 4
310 0 0 1 3rd 4 5 0
160 0 0 Gnd
1,770 0 0 2nd
1,101 0 0 4th 9 3 6
1,280 0 0 4th 5 6 8
282 0 0 4th 1 15 3
660 0 0 2nd 3 18 10
1,280 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
Survey fee ... .. ...
1 680 0 0 2nd
1,088 0 0 3rd 4 10 8
1 18 7
785 0 0 2nd 1 12 9 ,
Survey fee ... ... .. 0 1 10
762
Register
,o.
*1A McDonald, J.
*6 Richards, H.
*3 Schabe, A.
*4 Schabe, G.
*5 Steinmann, H.
*2 Wood, T.
1
*5A
Northey, W.
Ready, J.
Grazing Farms.
1st July,  1888 ...
A.  B.  P.
93 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
87 0 0
43 0 0
3,420 0 0
Improvements.
7,546 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
s.  d. £ s. d.
7 2 6
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-MOURILYAN DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
*18 Bergin , W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0 0 2nd
*19 Bowles, S. S. ... ditto  ... I 160 0 0 2nd
t13 Buchan , A. ... ditto ... 1st July , 1888  ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 10
Survey fee ... ... ...
6 Canny , M. ... ditto ... 1st Jan,  1889  ... 80 0 0 2nd
tll Cochran, A. ... ditto ... 1st July,  1888  ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 10
Survey fee ... ... ...
*17 Cochran, J. ... ditto ... 1st July,  1889 ...  160 0 0 3rd
*23 Cuthill, A. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
14 Dayman , J. ... ditto ... 1st July.  1898  ... 160 0  0 2nd 1 6 8
4 6 0
4 6 0
Survey fee .. ... 7 5 3
*24 Jenkins E. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*21 Markwick, A. J. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*9 O'Donohue, M. A.... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
t20 Paterson, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 1,280 0 0 3rd 29 6 8
2 Redmond, W. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 625 0 0 3rd 15 12 6
4 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 501 0 0 3rd 12 10 6
Penalty .. ...
t5 Scott, M.... ... ... ... 1st July, 1885 ... 1,280 0 0 5th
*15 Skeldon. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0 0 2nd
0 1 7
t16 Smith, R. ... ditto ... 1st July,  1888  ... 160 0 0 2nd I 1 0 10
Survey fee ... ... ... 4 6 0
*7 Walsh, W. S. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*8 Walsh, M. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*10 Walsh, B. J. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
t12 Wills, A. A. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 10
Survey fee ... ... ...
*22 Wilson, A. C. ... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-MOUNT BRITTON DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
Area. Year. Rent. Balance due.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-NANANGO DISTRICT.
*112 Andersen, T. C.
*166  Andersen, N. C.
122 Armstrong, J. W.
110 Baker, W. J.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
160 0 0
160 0 0
1st Jan.,  1889  ... 400 0 0
54 Birch, F. ... ... ... ...  1st Jan., 1888
55 Birch , J. W. ... ... ... ditto
*167 Bishop, G.
*168 Bishop, J.
*118 Brown, T....
124 Brown, W....
*151 Burges , J. 11.
t96 Cavanagh, P.
Sec. 15,'Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
t98 Cavanagh , C. ... ditto ...
*148 Connors J 'unr
1st Jan., 1889
157 3 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
136 1 0
60 0 0
1st July,  1888 .. . 180 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
103 Cooley, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
104 Cooley, J. P. ditto ... ditto
t9 Davenport , F. H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
*161 Eastbrook , W. ... ... ... ...
7 Euler, A. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
111 Euler, W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
106 Evans, F. ... ... ... ditto
Survey fee ...
640 0 0
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
936 0 0
160 0 0
... 381 0 0
... 672 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
4 6 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 2 13 4
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd
2nd
2nd 2 3 4
2 0 5
d 3 42n 2
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 9 6 10
2nd
3rd 6 7 0
2nd 5 12 0
2nd 2 13 4
2 0 5
1 3 6
1 3 6
2 0 6
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r
3
*137
*158
*159
92
93
*157
75
76
CROWN LANDS ACT  OF 1884 ---NAN AlSGO  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencementof term of License.
Flood ,  J.... ... .. ... ' 1st Jan., 1887
Fleming , J. ... ... ... ...
Flynn ,  M. J. ... ... ... ...
Flynn, J. J.
Franklin ,  J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
Franklin, W .  ditto ... ditto
Garthe, F. W.  ...
Geritz, F. M. Sec. 15, Act 1884 .6 1st July, 1888
Geritz, A. .., ditto ditto
*136 Godber, C. ,., ...
t85 Godfrey, E. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
tl Graham, C. R. .. ... ... 1st July, 1885
*165 Gray, C.  B.  M. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 ...
*163 Hardingham, H. ...
66 Hatchman, It. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
*138 Hendry, D. ..6 ...
*153 Hess, C. .. Sec. 16, Act 1884- ....
*156 Hess, J. N. ... ... ...
*114 Hohenhaus, W. F. ...
*174 Horne, E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
160 Hosier, W. H. .. .. 1st Jan., 1888
134 Hughes, J. F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
*102 Hunt. F. ... ... ...
161 Ditto ... 1st July, 1RSB
89 ' Jenkins, T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
188 Jones, J. ... ditto ... ditto
*132 Keen, C. , .. .. ..
*133 Keen, W. .. Sec. 15, let 1884-6 ...
184 Keeton, M. . 1st Jan., 1889
*152 Knutsen, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 .
74 Ditto ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
*120 Krause, M. C. ... ... ... ...
77 Lee, J. A. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
17 Lubke, F. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
39 Lyons, L.... .. , ... ... 1st July, 1887
20 Millewski, A. ... ... ... ditto
167 Millis, J.... ... ... 1st July, 1888
t69 Millis, E. ditto
*115 Moore, A. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
82 Mulcahy, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
58 Muller, J. G. ... ... ... ditto
*164 Muller, J. L. ... ... ... ...
t72 Muller, J. J. ... 1st July, 1888
37 Murray, A.  -Ace.  15, Act 1884 6 I st July, 1887
56 McClymont, W. H. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
49 McGill, J. ... ... ... ditto
73 Ditto ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
*140 McKinnon, L. ...
*142 McKinnon, L., junr. .. ... ...
40 McMonagle, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887
t68 O'Sullivan, T. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1888
65 Otto, H. ... ditto
*149 Otto, C. ... Sec.  15, Act  1884-6 ...
*155 Perrett,  S. ... ...
*160 Ditto
.,.
*146 Pickels, M. W., Sec. 15. Act 1884.6
5 Pinkerton, T. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1887
6 Ditto ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
*99 [ Porter, J.
*l00 Porter , A. E., junr.
*125 Potter ,  J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
63 Randall, E. T.
*116 Richardson , J. W. Sec.  15, Act 1884.6
35 Richardson, J. ..
*121 Savage ,  E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
11 Simpson , W. ... ... ..
157 Ditto
135 Smith,  B. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
64 Strohmeyer , F. W. G. ... ...
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
Area.
A B. P.
156 0 0
Survey fee ...
1,100 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 161 1 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
... 80 0 n
Survey fee ...
... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
1,280 0 0
... 800 0 0
... 640 0 0
141 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
1100 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
490 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
145 0 0
... 160 0 0
40 0 0
... 40 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 147 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 140 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
... 790 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
... 156 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1,280 0 0
400 0 0
... 640 0 0
1280 0 0
1280 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 100 0 0
... 160 0 0
Surrey fee ...
160 0 0
148 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
... 202 0 0
... 344 0 0
Survey fee ...
1280 0 0
720 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
... 150 0 0
160 0 0
... 490 0 0
... 360 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Bent. Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3rd 1 19 0
... 5 18 6
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
1 3 5
2nd 1 0 0
... 1 3 5
2nd
2nd
5th 8 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd
2nd
2nd 2 9 10
2nd 0 4 0
2nd
2nd 2 1 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd
2nd 0 10 0
... 0 18 0
2nd
2nd 5 6 8
3rd 2 9 0
3rd 3 6 8
3rd 2 13 4
2nd 0 19 4
2nd 0 13 2
2nd
2nd 4 18 9
2nd 1 0 0
3 1 1
2nd
2nd 2 3 4
3rd 2 13 4
2 0 6
2nd 16 0 0
2nd 5 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
1 11 0
2nd 0 11 8
2nd 1 0 0
.,, ... 2 2 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 5 3
3rd 5 14 8
2 15 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
3rd 3 2 6
2nd
3rd 6 2 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-NANANGO  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
No. I4psee. Date of commencementof term  of License. Area.
%. Ii. P.
Year. Pent Balance due.
t' .c d.1 £ s. d.
*141 Sparks, A. ... ... ... ... 1,280 0 0 2nd
59 Sympson. F. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 285 0 0 2nd
139 Tickle, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ... 136 2 0 2nd
90 Toop, H. ... ditto 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd
86 Walsh, J. ditto ditto
Survey fee ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ..
t87 Williams, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
101 Williams, M. .. ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
*117 Wittman, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-G ... 160 0 0 2nd
t18 Briggs, It. B. ...
36 Brown, It. S. ...
79 Bushnell, R. ...
*129 Cary, H.... ... ...
t2 Cecil, J. T. ...
81 Chippindale, W. T.
9fi Ditto
62 Davidson, J.
*150 Fox, W. F.
*119 Garthe, A. E.
95 Gleeson , J. J. ... ...
21 Grieve. J. ...
80 Kowitz, A. .
8 Lawless,  J. P. ...
94 Lawless, W. B.
*127 McFie, 1). ...
91 Noone, E. M. ...
*126 O'Brien, T. ...
108 Pointon. A. ...
*128 Purser, F. A.
*131 Purser . W. H. ...
*143 Purser ,  J. ... ...
*144 Purser ,  C. J. ... ...
7$ Power, P. ...
10 Pyne,  H L. L. ...
*109 Ditto ...
t70 Sexton , It. ... ...
*105 Simpson , G. H. ,,.
*107 Simpson , T. ... ...
*154 Smith , I. W. ... ...
*123 Tancred , G. H. L.... ...
t53 Wright, J. A.
*145 Young, C. 1,280 0 0
3 11 3
1 0, 0
1 0 0
2nd 12 10 4
3rd 24 6 6
2nd 16 13 4
2nd
3rd 26 3 3
2nd 7 16 3
2nd
2nd 16 13 4
2nd
2nd
2nd 9 15 0
3rd 28 6 8
2nd
3rd 41 13 4
2nd 20 16 8
2nd
2nd 26 0 10
2nd
2nd 30 15 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 8 14 2
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 22 9 2
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-NORMANTON DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
t3 Armstrong , C. ... ... ... 1st Jan.,  1886  ... 1 210 0 0 I 4th  5 5 0
ti
*5
Grazing Farms.
Holmes, A. S. ... ... 1st Jan. 1886  624 0 0 4th
Shanklin, R . G. ... I , 2,400 0 0 I 2nd
2 1 0
2 2 10
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-PORT DOUGLAS DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
t4 Coop, W. P. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 1,225 0 0 3rd 1 0 5
Survey fee ... ... ... 8 2 11
7 Couret, F. L. du ... ... ... ditto ... 185 2 0 3rd 2 6 5
Survey fee . 13 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 227 0 0 3rd 216 9
Survey fee ...
"0' 14 13 09 Crees, J. S. D. ... ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
18 Flynn, N. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ... 150 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... 0 8 2
16 Hague, H. ditto ,.. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 4 5 9
17 Jack, A. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 150 0 0 2nd
19 Millett, W. ... ditto ... ditto
ey Surv2 f0ee .0 ... 0 10 7
... 6 0 2nd
t8' Ditto ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 79 0 0 3rd 1 19 0
Grazing Farms.
1st Jan., 1888 ... 3,480 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 4,670 0 0
... 1st July, 1888 .. 8,000 0 0
... 9,600 0 0
... 1st July, 1887 ... 6,170 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 3,750 0 0
... 6,000 0 0
,... 1st Jan. 1888 4,000 0 0
...  3,440  0
... 1,130 0 0
... 1st July, 1888 ...  2,340  0
... 1st July, 1887 ... 6,800 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 2,060 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 10,000 0 0
... 1st July, 1888 ... 4,000 0 0
... 5,000 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 5,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 9,840 0 0
... ... 5,000 0 0
... ... 5,000 0 0
... ... 5,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 3,200 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 2,090 0 0
... .. 3,000 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 640 0 0
... ... 3,500 0 0
... 5,000 0 0
... ... 3,350 0 0
5,000 -0 0
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 4,800 0 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT  1884-PORT DOUGLAS  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Ht gr ter
\ u.
14
21
2013
Munro, J.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of  commencement
of term of  License.
1st. Jan., 1888 ...
McKay, W. ... ditto
O' Donoghue. D.... ditto
Wolfeben, J. ditto
1st Jan .,  1889 •...
ditto ...
1st July, 1887 ...
Area. Year.
A R. P.
96 0 0 { 2nd
Survey fee ...
61 0 0 2nd
122 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 3rd
Survey fee ... ...
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-RAVENSWOOD DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.-Nil.
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
45 1 Barnett , G. G. ... ... ...
*131 Barnett , T. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1888 ... I 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
*170 Barnett , J. ... ...
36 Barrett .  B. ... ... ...  I  st July, 1887
143 Benson ,  C. 1st Jan., 1889
*96 Berney ,  E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*172 Besch , W. A. E. ... ditto ...
112 Besch ,  E. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
44 Brid.on, H. ...
15 Bugnion, M. F.
*164 Butter, F.
9 Cani, John
10 Ditto
43 Ditto
50 Ditto
19 Chevalley, A.
20 Chevalley, M.
t96 Clarke, P.
t97 Clarke, J.
t98 Clarke, T.
*134 Coombs, E. C.
52 Connor, P. S.
73 Cooper, J. H.
*120 Ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
82 Craig, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
55 Dallow, B. ... ...
65 Davey , W. J. W.... ... ...
63 Dinsdale , J. ... ... ...
11 Dodson , T. W. ...
22 Dogny, C. ...
79 Douglas, T.
*128 Douglas ,  E. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
57 Duffy , J. ... ... ...
58 Duffy , P. J. ... ... ...
t39 Fawsett , J. A. ... ...
66 Fitzgerald , J. ... ... ...
95 Fitzgerald ,  W., junr . ... ...
61 Gallagher , J. E. ... ... ...
16 Ganter , J. ... ... ...
18 Ditto .. . ... ...
17 Ganter, V. ... ... ...
23 j Ganter , P. ... ...
1st July, 1888
160 0 0
160 0 0
398 1 36
97 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
0
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1stJan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st July, 1888
ditto
1st Jan .,  1888 ...
I  st Jan .,  1889 ...
1st July,  1886 ...
1st Jan.,  1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
ditto
0
Survey fee
100 0
88 094  0
640 0
77 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
160
160
160
160
160
160
0
0
0
0,
01
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Survey fee ..
480 0 0
160 0  0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
120 0 0
160 0 0
1 239 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
80 0 0
320 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
215 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0  0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd
4th
4th
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
Rent.
£ c. d.
2 8 0
2 10 0
1 0 0
2 0  0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 9 1
5 2 4
1 19 6
0 15 0
2 12 8
2 0 0
2 17 0
2 11 0
2 0 0, 2 0 0
2 17 0
2 0 O F 2 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 15 0
1 0 0,
2nd 1 0 0
... .. 2 9 0
2nd 1 10 0
2nd
4th 219 9
3rd 2 0 0 1 2 0 0
1 2 17 0
2nd I
... 0 15 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0 l
2nd 1 4 0 0 1
1 6 0
3rd !
2nd 1 2 0 0
2 17 0
0 10 0
2nd
... 015 0
2nd 2 13 9 ,
3rd 2 0 0' 2 0 0
.. ... 2 17 0
3rd 2 0 0, 2 0 0
2 17 0
3rd 1 2 0 0 2 0 0
2 17 0
3rd , 2 0 0 2 0 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT -continued.
Agricultural  Farms -- continued.
Lessee. Date of commeneement
of t.rin of Liceuae. Area.
A.  R.  r.
Year.
24 Ganter, F. ... ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...
Survey fee
160 0 3rd
26 Ganter , A. ... ... ditto ...
Survey fee
160 0  3rd
67 Gay, J. ... ... ... ... 1st Jan .,  1889 ...
Survey fee
40 0  2nd
t87 Geary, J. ... ... 1st July ,  1888 ... 154 0 2nd
fS
*147 Gordon, H. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
urvey ee
160 0  2nd
80 Gorman, T. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0  2nd
*167 Gorman, J. ...
Survey fee
80 0  2nd
* 99 Hagen, J. 160 0  2nd
8 Heidemann, W. 1st Jan., 1886 ... 160 0  4th
68 Henderson, J. ... ... ... 1st  July ,  1888 ... 160 0  2nd
fS
106 Hill ,  J. L. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6  1st Jan .,  1889 ...
urvey ee
160 0  2nd
Surve f e
107 Hill, G. A. ... ditto ... ditto ...
y e
160 0  2nd
108 Hill, E. ... ditto ...  ditto ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
51 Hoffbeck, H. 1st July, 1888 ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
*92 Hood, S. ...
Survey fee
'160 0  2nd
t93 Hood, J. ...  1st Jan .,  1889 ... 160 0  2nd
t100 Ditto ... ditto ... 160 0  2nd
54 Hogg,  It. ...  ... 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0  2nd
t49 Holland, E. ...  ...  Ist Jan .,  1888 ...
Survey fee
316 0 2nd
48 Holm, T. ...  1st July, 1888 ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
S f
*150 Hull, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  ...
urvey ee  ..
160 0  2nd
*76 James,  It. ... 160 0  2nd
62 Kelly, P. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan .,  1888 ,.. 157 0  2nd
Survey fee
71 Lawrence, F. ditto 160 0  2nd
*72 Ditto ... 160 0  2nd
*104 Leahy, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160  0  2nd
85 Lynch, J. ... ...  1st  July,  1888 ... 107 0  2nd
*110 Mackean, J. 400 0  2nd
*154 Mackean ,  J. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6 160 0 2nd
81 Martin , F. ... ...  1st July, 1888 ... 160 0  2nd
*153 Martin, W.
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
21 Meilland, L. ... ... 1st Jan.,  1887 ... 160 0  3rd
25 Mende, E. ditto ...
Survey fee
160 0  3rd
fS
83 Murtagh, P. A. 1st July, 1888 ...
urvey ee
160 0  2nd
101 Ditto 1st Jan .,  1889 ... 160 0  2nd
* 127 McCamllev, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0  2nd
64 McClelland, L. 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 2nd
114 McDonald, K. J. 1st Jan., 1889 ...
Survey fee
480 0  2nd
105 McFlynn, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6  ditto ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
*118 McGladdery, J. 640 0 2nd
t40 McGinley, P. ... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 1,000 0  4th
69 McManus, M. 1st Jan., 1889 ... 20 0  2nd
56 Nally, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan .,  1888 ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
*176 O'Brien, A. M. ditto ...  ...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
* 162 O'Brien, M. A. 160 0  2nd
* 169 O'Brien, M. 160 0 2nd
O'Sh J 18881 t J l 80 0 2 d84
78
anesy, .
Pattel, F....
us y,
ditto
...
...
n
320 0  2nd
59 Pattel ,  J. See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan .,  1888... Survey fee160 0  2nd
* 148 Pipe,W. H. ... ditto  ... 160 0  2nd
* 161 Schwarten,  J. C. 160 0  2nd
86 Sheridan ,  M., junr.  Ist July, 1888 ... 160 0 2nd
S f
88 Sheridan , W. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
urvey ee
160 0  2nd
89 Sheridan , C. ... ditto ...  ditto
...
Survey fee
160 0  2nd
Survey fee
Rent  Ealauce due.
.£ s. d. 1 £ .c. d.
2 17 0
2 0 0 2 0 0
2 17 0
2 0 0 2 0 0
2 17 0
0 17 9
.. .
1 0 0
2 13 4
1 0 0
1 8 3
1 6 0
0 16 9
1 9 8
1 9 8
1 9 8
2 9 0
015 10
3 18 0
2 6 6
1 0 0
... 2 9 0
1 19 3
2 0 0
1 6 9
1 0 0
1 6 0
0 10 0
2 0 0 2 0 0
2 17 0
2 0 0 2 0 0
2 17 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 8
2 0 0
1 0 0
4 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
2 9 0
0 6 0
0 10 0
1 6 0
3 18 0
0 19 6
1 0 0
1 15 u
1 0 0
,,, 1 15 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROCRHAMP'TON  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
It.  gister
o.
*31
38
*123
*166
94
Smith, E. J.
Stone, T.
Sweeney, R. G.
Tecon, F.
1109
42
6
29
1
Lessee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0
160 0 0
... 640 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 360 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 100 0 0
360 0 0
Triffitt, R. ... ... ,..
Grazing Farms.
3 Beak , H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1886  ,,,
*160 Cagney, J. ... ... ... ...
*139 Chardon , J. ... ...
*140 Chardon, J. M.
*141 Chardon ,  F. A. ...
*142 Chardon , C. E. ... ... .
149 Clark ,  M. ... ... ... 1st Jan .,  1889 ...
33 Coffey,  M. ... ... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...
47 Collins,  J. C. ... ... ... 1st Jan.,  1888 ...
*152 Cook, C. C. ... ... ...
121 Connor,  J. J. ... ... ... 1st Tan., 1889 .,,
115 Cowan  W. ... ... ...
t34 Crook ,  S.... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
*165 Cross, J. ... ...
*173 Daniell , J. D. ... ...
*155 Dempsey , E. ... ...
*158 Diamond , H. ... ..,
*174 Docker, T. ... ... ...
*124 I)unn, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
74 Egan, S. ,,. ... ... ... ditto
103 Egan, M. C. ... ... ... ditto
129 Egan, E. A. ... ... ... ditto
144 Flowers, W. H. ... ... ... ditto
111 t-:eddev, A. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
113 Geddes, T. E. ... ... ... ditto
*135 Gill, J. ... ... ... .
37 Grant, K. E. ... ... ... 1st July,  1887
125 Hutton, J. M. ... ... ,.. 1st Jan., 1889
*159 Larson, P. ...
*175 Loftus,  J. H. ... ... ... .,.
122 Munus,  G. ... ... ... 1st Jan.,  1889 ,..
*151 Mylrea, J. 0. ... ...
'1'28 Norton ,  W., senr .... ... : ,.  let Jan .,  1889 .. .
116 Orr,  J. ... ... ... ditto ...
t77 Pattison, J.  Cr.
'156 Pearce , C. W. ... ...
*157 Pearce, J. ,.. ... ..
t35 Reilly, M. .,. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
*41 Ditto ... ... ... ... .. .
130 Sherwin, E. T. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
'119 Vicary, T. B. ... ... ... ...
*130 Vicary, T. W. ... ... ...
t27 Wheatley, G. ,., ... ... 1st July, 1887 ...
29 Andersen, J.
43 Andersen, 0. H.
t36 Bassett, S. S.
129 Baunach, F.
t70 Brown, W.
90 Calcino, F.,
t76 Calder, R. J.
107 Carpenter, S. J.
2nd
Lent.
S. d.
3rd 3 9 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
4th 1 5 0
4th 4 3 0
Balanee due.
£ a. d.
1 7 10
6 18 9
4th14113 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 23 0 0
2nd 32 1 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 18 6 7
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 12 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 16 13 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 18 10 0 9 4 6
... ... 1 7 8
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROMA DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
Date of connmeneement
of term of  Lieeuse. Area. Year.
A.  R.  P.
500 0 0
1st July, 1887 .... 138 0 0
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1886 ...
1st Jan ,, 1887 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st  July, 1888
t23 Carroll, W. H. C, .,, ... ... 1st July, 1885
24 Ditto , ., .., ...  ditto
72 Ditto 1st Jan., 1887
154 Cheesman , A. J. Sec.  15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan,, 1889
82 Comyn ,  G. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
5,000 0 0
2,000 0 0
2,560 0 02,560  0
2,560 0 0
2,560 0 0
.8,000 0 0
7,360 0 0
7,700 0 0
10,000 0 0
7,846 0 0
5,330 0 0
640 0 0
2,000 0 0
2,560 0 0
1,760 0 0
1,100 0 0
2,560 0 0
6,400 0 0
5,865 0 0
7,620 0 0
7,312 0 0
5,664 0 0
8,000 0 0
8,000 0 0
2,560 0 0
630 0 0
8,000 0 0
2,000 0 0
2,560 0 0
7,790 0 0
3,300 0 0
5,520 0 0
7,940 0 0
5,450 0 0
1,872 0 0
1,920 0 0
640 0 0
1,100 1 0
6,960 0 0
4,700 0 0
3,120 0 0
4,440 0 0
Penalty ...
Ditto , . .,. ,.. 1st Jan„ 1889
Walsh, W. M. .., ... ,.. ditto
Wyatt, A. ... ,., ... 1st Jan., 1886
Ditto ... ... 1st July, 1886
160 2
320 0
640 0
160 0
0
0
0
0
Survey fee  ...
1,327 0 0
160 0 0
2,572 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
686 0 0
253 3 0
257  0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
4th ' 3 6 11
3rd 4 0 0
5th
2nd 1 13 4
4th
1 12 6
3rd 2 13 4
4th
2nd 2 0 0
5th 8 11 6
5th 6 6 11
3rd 6 8 6
2nd
3rd 1 6 8
2 9 0
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le .trrNo
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Date of commencement
I of term of  License.
79 Connor, R. ... ...
122 Croom, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
t88 Cuthell, G. ... ...
t93 Ferrier, T. ... ... ...
1106 Flynn, G.
... ...
...
t74 Flynn, J.... ... ... ...
80 Forsyth, R. ... ... ...
t83 Geary, John
126 Graham, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
117 Gray, J. ... ditto
t92 Grieve, J.
30 Grieve, R.
136 Hartford. W. H.
125 Hogan. J.
31 Holder, W.
32 Ditto
81 Hollings, G. S.
t19 Hoskin, A,
t20 Hoskin, J.
t21 Hoskin , L. L. ...
t22 Ditto ...
t95 Hoskin, E. ...
t96 Ditto ...
*160 Knox, R. G. ...
113 Laycock , J. W. ...
102 Leech, A. ...
*135 Lent. A. ...
153 Lincoln, E.
75 Lincoln, H.
t73 Lines , J. ... ...
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROMA  DISTRICT- continued.
Lessee.
Sec. 15, 'Act 1884-6
ditto ...
38 Moran , 0. F. ...
39 Moran, A. ...
40 Moran, C. ...
*159 McCabe, J. ...
112 McHenry, H. ...
108
*162
*163
McPhie, D.
Nimmo, J.
Nimmo, J. R.
Nolan, P.
Nutbourne, L.
O'Connor, J.
Plummer, J.
Plunkett, G. J.
Reid, W....
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
ditto ...
44
97
t78
t77
111
68
14
1104
87
2
33
128
946
91
Ditto ...
Richardson, A. H....
Rovers J. ...
Ronaldson, S. B. ...
Rowland,  If.  ...
Ryan, D. ...
Ryan, T. H. ...
Saunders, J. ...
Saunders, W. ...
132 Shannon, P.
133 Ditto
119 Shelswell, T.
*155 Smith, P.
t25 Spencer, T. A,
45 Spillane, J.
t27 Squair, F. J.
110 Tardent, H. A.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1'28 Taylor , A. ... ,.,
t35 Taylor ,  E. J. ... ...
t37 Taylor, G.;junr. .,,
...
124 Waldron, D.
109 Waldron, H.
*139 Walker, F. W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
1 Watson, T.
89 Westcott, J. W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
105 Winters, J.
... ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1885
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July,x1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1885
1st  July,  1886
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1885
ditto
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
Area.
I  . B. P.
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
390 0 0421  1 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 123 0 0
Survey fee ...
369 0 0
321 2 0
66 2 0
110 0 0
Survey fee ...
416 3 0
224 0 0
1,280 0 01,280 0 0
1,280 0 0
399 2 0
840 0 0
997 0 0
...  282  2 0
131 2 11
...  1,280 0 0
... 188 0 0
320 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 79 0 0
... 1,100 2 34
... 103 1 2
... 160 0 0
80 0 0
110 3 31
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
661 0 0
80 0 080  0 0
... 320 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 634 2 0
... 413 0 0
... 2,143 0 0
... 1,281 0 0
... 381 1 1
... 628 3 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 438 1 0
... 385 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 480 0 0
... 155 0 0
... 80 0 0
160 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 640 0 0
... 307 2 0
... 640 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
... 378 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 159 0 Q
Year. Rent.
I £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 13 4
3rd
2nd 7 18 6
4th
4th
3rd 16 0 0
3rd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 10 9
2nd 4 8 3
4th 5 7 2
2nd
2nd 1 7 6
3rd 6 18 11
4th 3 14 8
3rd 16 0 0
5th
5th
5th
5th
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 3 2 8
2nd
2nd
4th 1 19 6
4th
4th 2 11 8
4th 4 0 0
4th 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 11 0 4
2nd
2nd
4th 8 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
4th
4th
2nd 2 0 0
4th 13 4 5
4th 6 17 8
3rd
3rd 16 0 3
4th 4 15 4
4th 10 9 7
2nd 2 0 0
2n1 2 0 0
4th 5 9 7
2nd 4 16 3
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 6 8
2nd
5th
4th 8 0 0
5th
2nd 2 0 0
5th
5th
5th
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 2 13 4
2nd
4th 7 17 6
3rd 3 6 8
2nd 1 19 9
Balance  this.
£  S. d.
2 7 4
1 10 8
1 17 9
1 13 9
2 9 0
0 15 0
2 9 0
1 17 6
1 10 8
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-ROMA DISTRICT- continued.
Grazing Farms.
l r Ott r Lessee . Date of commencement Area. Year.  Rent .  Balance due.No  of term of  License.
A. R. P. l  s. d. £ 8. d.
121 Blair, W. M. ... ... ... ' 1st July, 1888 ... 2,229 0 0 2nd 4 7 11
152 Budden, H. H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 1,630 0 0 2nd
131 Campbell, J. S. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 11,175 0 0 2nd 17 9 3
*146 Child, A. W. ... :.. ... ... 780 0 0 2nd
142 Freestone, W. .. ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 932 0 0 2nd
t99 Green, T.... ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
*103 Green, H.... ... ... ... ditto ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 3 1 9
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 14 0
*123 McLennan, M. ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 0 2nd
*138 McLennan, A. ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 0 2nd
*140 McMullen, J. E. ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd
*149 O'Connor, E. ... ... .. .. 780 0 0 2nd
100 Perrett, W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 3 9 5 0 13 9
Survey fee ... 1 11 5
198 Shelswell, T. ... ... ditto ... 1,000 0 0 2nd
'127 Stuck, H. ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd
41 Waldron, A.
.. 1st July, 1886 ... 2,205 0 0 4th 9 3 9 0 0 3
*134 Walker, J. E. ... ... ... ... 4,000 0 0 2nd
*156 Ditto ... ... ... ... 913 0 0 2nd
141 Walsh, S. J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 687 0 0 2nd
*137 Watson, T. ... ... 930 0 0 2nd
t101 Wieneke, G. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888 ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 2 7 5
CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884-S °RINGSURE DISTRICT.
8 Bianchi, C.
9 Bianchi, J. ...
t14 Cameron, J.
13 Moffat, T. B.
110 Murphy , J. ... ...
tl McInnes ,  C. M. ...
t2 McInnes, W.
*11 McLaughlin, A.
7 O'Kane, H.
15 1Whitney, W.
#12 Funk, J. J.
Agricultural Farms.
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,280 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
... 1st July, 1888 ... 640 0 0 2nd
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,920 0 0 2nd 32 0 0
... ditto ... 382 2 28 2nd
... 1st July, 1887 ... 1,280 0 0 3rd
... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 3rd
... .. 490 0 0 2nd
... ... 1st  July,  1887 ... 1,280 0 0 3rd 21 6 8 8 0 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 156 0 0 2nd
Grazing Farm.
6,738 0 0 2nd(
t.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-STANTHORPE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
1:0 Allison,  W. ... . ...
115 Ditto
126 Ditto
131 Ditto
135 Ditto
136 Ditto
137 Ditto
133 Barton, W.
1st .Tan., 1_ 889 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
ditto ... 159 2
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
. ... ditto ... 160 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto ... 160 0
74 Belford, J.
146 Brooks, A. Sec. 15, Act
120 Collins, H. J. ... ...
140 Collins, H. ...
6 Day, M. .. ... ...
2 Dean , L. G., senr.
3 Dean, L. G., junr.... ...
10 Dean, J. A. B.
156 Fletcher, G. J. Sec. 15, Act
83 Fletcher, H. ... ...
84 Ditto
134 Fletcher, T. Sec. 15, Act
27
138
139
61
76
77
t81
182
144
French, W. ...
George , A. V.
Ditto ...
Groves, W. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Hardy, J. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Survey fee
.. 1st July,  1887 ... 95 2
1884-6 1st July,  1888  ... 160 0
1884-6
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
1st July,  1888  .., 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st Jan.,  1888  ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st July, 1887 ... 160 0
1st Jan .,  1888  ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 80 0
ditto ... 80 0
ditto ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
0 2nd
0 2nd 2 0 0
01 2nd 11911
0  2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
... ... ... 1 17 11
0 3rd 1 3 11 0 0 3
0 2nd 2 0 0
... ... ... 1 14 3
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 4th 4 0 0
0 4th 4 0 0
0 4th 4 0 0
0 4th 4 0 0
0 2nd
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 4 0 0
1 11 9
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 2nd 2 0 0
0 3rd 2 13 4
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 2nd 1 6 8
0 2nd 1 6 8
0 2nd 1 6 8
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--STANTHORPE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
' o. Lessee.
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 83 3
Area.
A. B. P.
Date of cotnmeneetnent
of term of License.
*173 Henderson, D. ... ... ... ... 160 0
1 *71 Jeffrey, A. ... ... ... ... 160 0
56 Johnston, J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0
68 King, H. V. ... ... ... ditto ... 160 0
t94 Ditto ... ... ... ... 834 0
85 Lynam, W. ... ... .. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
147 Mann, .. See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ... 152 1
Survey fee ...
155 Mann, G. ... ditto ... ditto ... 152 0 0
*175 Maggs, G. ... ... ...
100 Mason , J. ... ... ...
87 Mui3gall, R. ...
143 ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
57 McCall , W. ... ...
55 M cCosker,  0. ... ...
30 Mc0osker, P. J,
*172 Mc $ erihan , W. A. ... ...
7 McMenimen , P. ... ...
50 O'Brien ,  M. ... ... ...
51 O'Brien ,  R. ... ... ...
88 O'Connor , M. .. ...
75 Osbaldeston , W. G. ... ...
Survey fee
525
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160
ditto ... 80
80
1st July, 1887 ... 160
ditto ... 160
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160
. 160
1st July, 1886 ... 160
1st July, 1887 ... 160
ditto ... 160
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160
1st July, 1887 ... 57
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Penalt
79 Park, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 116 2 0
153 ] )itto ... ... ... lot July, 1888 ... 160 0 0
154 Ditto ,,. ... ditto ... 160 0 0
157 Ditto . , , ... ditto ... 160 0 0
158 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0
159 Ditto ,,. ... ditto ,.. 160 0 0
142 Petrie, D.... Sec. 15, Act 1$84-6 ditto ... 160 0 0
... Survey fee
34 Petzler, W. A. ,., ,.. ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0 0
52 Reeves, J. .,, ,.. ... ditto ... 160 0 0
53 Beeves , E. ,. ... ditto ... 160 0 0
78 Reeves , P. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
4 Reid , J. R. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0
141 Reid, W. R. See. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
33 Roberts, T. , . ,
132 Ross , D. H. McK.  Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
66 Ryan, M. ...
67 Ditto ...
80 Ditto ...
101 Ryan, J. ..
145 Saxby, J. Sec.
105 Sear, G.
31 Smith, G.... ,..
49 Smith, W.
64 Sommerville, C.
65 Sommerville, T. A.
2$ Walsh, W. ...
5 Werpejr, 4. M. I,
t86 I Wright, W. ..,
*161
*162
*169
*170
*174
60
62
*151
102
35
45
*149
*148
54
42
*152
Burgess,  T. .., ... ...
Burgess,  4. ... ... ...
Burgess,  G. A. ... ...
Burgess,  R. ... ... ...
Collins W. .., .,, ...
Gilmour, A1. ... ... ...
Gilmour, A., uur. , . ...
Gore, F. D. C ..,Grieve, W. ... .,, ...
Gunn, F. M. ... .,,
Gunn, R. N. .., ...Keable, S, ... ...Keable, E. ... ...LomAs, G. 11., ..
Sheaha li, 1). ...
Wilson, W. ..
0
0
0
0
0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
1st  July,  1887 ... 157 0
ditto .,. 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 56 3
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1889 136 2 0
15, Act 1884-6 1st  July, 1888 ,,, 160 0 0
Survey fee
ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0 0
1st July, 187 ... 160 0 0
... ditto  ... 160' 0 0
... ... ditto ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
,,. ... 1st July,  1886  ... 160 0
... 1st Jars.,  1888  ... I  92 8
0
00
0
Ye.&r. iettt.
2 e.
Gul.ut,•.: due.
4 s. d.
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 13 4
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 1 18 1
... 1 19 6
2nd 1 18 0
... 1 19 6
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
4th 4 0 0
3rd 2 1$ 4
3rd 2 13 4
2nd 4 0 0
3rd 0 14 3
2nd 1 9 2
0 0 4
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 4 0 0
1 17 10
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 18 4
aid 2 13 4
2nd 2 0 C
4th 4 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
1 17 10
3rd 1 1 0
2nd 1 8 5
1 4 0
3rd 2 12 4
3rd 2 13 4
2nd 2 13 4
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
1 12 2
2nd 2 0 0
.. ... 1 17 11
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 2 0 0
4th 4 0 0
2nd 2 6 4
Grazing Farms.
... 4,800 0 0 2nd
... 4,800 0 0 2nd
... 4,500 0 0 2nd
... 4,000 0 0 2nd
5,000 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1887 ... 2,300 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 3,600 0 0 3rd
... 3,000 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 .. , 5,000 0 0 2nd
1st Jan,., 1888 ... 4,400 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 3,755 0 0 2nd
... 5,000 0 0 2nd
4,800 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1887' ... 5,000 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 1,300 0 0 3rd
... 5,000 0 0 2nd
9 11 8
15 0 0
10 8 4
18 6 8
15 12 11
20 16 8
5 8 4
771
Register
\o.
1 1 Carey, T. H.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884- ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farm.
Lessee.
Loan and
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS  ACT OF 1884-ST . LAWRENCE  DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
tl Adair, J.... ... ... ... 1 t July,  1885  ... 636 2 0
*6 Cooper, J.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 160 0 0
4 Hannan, W. ... ,.. .., 1st Jan., 1888 ,., 103 0 0
t3 Illidge, J. M. ,.. ., 1st July, 1886 ... 750 0 0
5 Parnell, A. T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 160 0 0
2 Streeter, A. G. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 .., 160 0 0
Grazing Farms.  Nil.
t10
t`2
t7
t3
t6
t18
t4
t8
t12
t13
t15
t23
t11
t5
1212
120
t17
114
t21
Bager, H. J. .Bank of Australasia
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .
Company, New Zealand
Mercantile Agency
Ditto...
Dorsey, J.
Ferrier, D.
Ditto
Haase ,  F. E. ...
Macartney , M. J....
McKean, J.
Neill, J. ...
Robinson, W. .. .
Straube ,  F. E. E, ...
Thrupp, W. H. ...
Underwood , R. J. J.
Ditto .,.
Wavele, C. H.
Wehl, J. P.
Wood, T....
Wood, W.
24 ( Welil, J. P.
*18 Browne, T, M.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-SURAT DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Date  of cominenvoment
of term of License. Area. Year. Rent.
A. it. P. I
1st Jan .,  1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1886
ditto
July, 1896
ditto
1st
.c d.
5th
2nd
2nd 2 11 6
4th
2nd
3rd 4 0 0
4th
4th
4th
4th
4th
4,113 0 0
4,985 0 0
2,166 0 0
1,879 0 0
1,500 0 0
I
Balance due.
9 s. d.
... ditto ... 2,050 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 480 0 0
... 1st July, 1886 ... 792 0 0
ditto ... 958 0 0
ditto ... 1,787 0.0
... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 1,000 0 0
... 1st July, 1887 ... 360 0 0
... 1st July, 1888 ... 3,555 0 0
... 1st July, 1886 ... 140 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1886 ... 1,767 2 0
... 1st July, 1888 ... 3,074 0 0
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 2,400 0 0
ditto ... 490 0 0
.,. I .. 320 0 0
1st Jan., 188Q .,. 2,241 0 0
..,, let Jan., 1887 ... 300 0 0
... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,512 0 0
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 188 -TAMBO DISTRICT.
Agricultural  Farms,-Nil.
6 Ditto ..
2 Ditto ...
3 Browne, P. M.
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
*17 Ditto
5 Donaldson, R. ...
15 Jillett, A. J. ...
8 Jillett, E. F. ...
7 Jillett, T. ...
1 Johnston, G. ...
11 1 Manning, E. F. C.
16 Ditto ...
14 Martin, J. W. H.
110 Rayner, B. ...
19 Ditto ...
20 Ditto
9 Tyrwhitt, H. St.  J.
Grazing Farms.
... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
4th
3rd
4th
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
2nd
4th
4th
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 4 0 0
4th
3rd
2nd
Grazing Farm.
1st Jan., 1889 .,. 3,008 0 0 1 2nd
ditto ...
... ... ditto
... 1st July, 1888
... ... ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
... ... ditto
... ... 11st Jan., 1889
... ...  ;  ditto
... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
562 0 0 2nd
1,919 3 0 3rd 15 19 10
2,775 2 0 3rd 23 2 7
8,847 0 0 3rd 62 8 8
' 1,6'9 0 0 2nd 8 19 11 0 3 0
5,120 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
37 0 0 2nd
11,730 0 0 3rd 82 16 3
4,850 0 0 2nd 10 2 1
211 2 0 3rd 111E 3 0 17 0
4,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
19,660 0 0 3rd 122 17 6
5,000 0 0 2nd 31 5 0
6,330 0 0 2nd 19 15 8
5,549 0 0 2nd 17 6 10 0 0 1
5,120 0 0 2nd
4,830 0 0 2nd
10,050 0 0 2nd
17,650 0 0 2nd 110 6 3
772
RegisterNo.
...1'1 Mohr, J.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TAROOM DISTRICT.
Lessee.
Agricultural Farm.
1 Date of commencement
of term of License.
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
*23
3A
*4
Grazing Farm.
*5 Rule, N. M.
I A. R. P.
1st Jan., 1888 ... 900 0 0 i 2nd
Area.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--TENNINGERING DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Allen, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 30 0 0 2nd
Cogzell, W. H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ... 109 0 0 2nd
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 79 0 0 2nd
Kyle, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ... 42 3 0 2nd
Grazing Farms.-Nil.
Bonell, F.
Borgert, J.
Bowtell, G.
Bowtell, S.
Brady, B.
+632 Abbott, W.
362 Abbott, F.
47 Abraham, C.
*637 Achilles, A.
*638  Achilles, J.
*639 Achilles, Ii.
*872 Adams, J.
8 Allen, J. C.
132 Ditto
332 Andrew, J., junr.
450 Anger, J. G.
451 Anger, G. F.
*522 Astbury, W.
*842 Ditto
843 Austin, 11. E.
844 Austin, E. L.
845 Austin ;  C. ` E. '
*856 Austin , W. J. l1.
166 Badrick, J.
351 Bailey, A.
*547 Baker, R.
306 Barker, T.
*858
678
722
723
786
394
Beh. F.
Bestmann, J.
Beutel, A. F.
Beutel, G. F.
Beutel, W. F.
Blanchard, W.
*528 Blunke, A.
400 Boatfield, T.
*°520
627
Bodycott, W.
Boldt, F.
27
*516
*297
*560
524
7,600 0 0 I 2nd
Tear.
. 160, 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 140 0 0
s. d. £ s. d.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-THARGOMINDAH DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.-Nil.
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOOWOOMBA D [STRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
-Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
... ... ... 1st July, 1885
. 1st Jan., 1887
.Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1887
ditto
ditto
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0
160 0
Survey fee
1st Jan.,  1888  ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
5th
3rd
3rd
0
0
Rent.
1 0 0
1 16 10
1 15 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
3 6 8
.. 2 14 5
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 1 14 6
2nd 2 0 0
... 1 14 6Survey fee
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
i
80 0
80 0
60 2
45 3
76 0
35  '2
138 2
110 0
Survey fee
160 0
100 2
0
0'
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 14 8
3rd 1 7 6
2nd
Balance due.
1 15 0
1st July, 1887
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
180 0 0 2nd
160 0 0' 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
1st Jan.,  1889 ... 640 0 0 2nd1
3rd 1 5 2 012 7
... ... 2 13 6Survey fee ...
Penalty
56 2 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1889 ... 160 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 79 2 0. 2nd
ditto ... 39 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd
,.. 0 1 11
1st  July,  1888 ... 160 0 .0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...  2 14 6
100 0 0 2nd
1st Jan., 1888 ... 120 0 0 2nd 1 10 0
` Survey fee ... ... 1 18 9
... 60 0 0 2nd
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ii h 2 3 21st Jan., 1886 ... 78 0 0 4t  0 19 6
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT-- continued.
Registt r
Lessee.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Date  of commencement
of term of License.
781 Brandt, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
*798 Branigan, C. ... ditto ... ...
771 Brennan, T. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
161 Brennan , K. . 1st July, 1887
449 Brett, M.... Sec. 15, 'Act 1884.6 1st Jan., 1889
*354 Bretz, D.... ... ditto ...
355 Bretz, H.... ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
353 Bretz , J.... ... ditto ... ditto
*615 Bridgeman , W. D.... ditto ... ...
*565 Briese , A.` F. W. ... ditto ...
488 Brinkler , J. H. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
497 Brinkler, T. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
2 Brodribb, F. C. ... ... ... 1st July, 1885
329 Brown, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1887
442 Brown , J. ... ditto ...  1st Jan., 1888
*641 Brown, E.
*680 Bruhn  J. J., junr.
*681 Bruhn J. J., senr.
257 Brunnock, J.
ditto ... ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
130 Burgess, W.
651 Butters, J. H.
*696 Caldicott, T. W.
t142 Ditto
t270 Cameron, J.
288 Carthy, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
755 Case, J. ... ... ditto
*846 Case E. ... ... ditto
*867 Case, W. ... ditto
24 Castles, W. J. ... ...
t242 Ditto
352 Castles, J. C.
237 Christ, F.
238 Christ, H.
278 Clarke, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
331 Colman , J. ... ditto
54 Collins, M.
55 Collins, D.
746 Conley, T.
151 Connor, P.
706 Connor, P.
*611 Cooke, R.
125 Cooper, S. A.
282 Cooper, D.
...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
826 Corbett, E.
165 Corcoran, E.
703 Cornford, E.
*349 Coughlan, J.
557 Covey, A....
334 Cran, J. ..
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
.. ditto ...
22 Creagh, P. ...
t101 Cronin, J., senr.
t102 Ditto
501 Cronin, J., junr.
158 Cudmore, H. R.
*338 Ditto
713 Cullen, T.
782 Dallmann, H.
*689 Daly , M. A. ...
*690 Daly, J. ...
486 Daly, J. J.
416 Davidson, P. J.
1276  Davis, F. H.
505  Davis, P....
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
lot July, 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887lot Jan., 1888
ditto
lot July, 1887
ditto
lot Jan., 1888
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July,'1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889
.
1st July, 1887.
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1b86
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
Area.
I  A. R. P.
.. 40 0 0
78 2 0
78 2 0
... 115 2 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee .
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
634 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 159 1 8
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 120 0 0
... 160 0 0
140 0 0
... 600 3 0
... 590 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 61 2 0
62 0 0
40 1 0
... 213 8 4
... 259 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 65 0 0
... 20 2 25
39 2 0
42 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 75  2 0
606 2 0
25 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
240 0 0
418 0 0
460 0 0
820 0 0
139 2 0
Survey fee ...
231 2 0
12 0 0
61 3 0
40 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
684 0 0
320 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 5 15 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
5th 31 14 0
3rd 3 6 8
Balance clue.
£ s. d.
0 5 0
1 14 6
1 14 6
1 11 1
1 10 2
2 14 5
2nd 1 19 11
2nd
2nd
2nd
2 2 3
3rd 2 13 4
2 2 9
4th 1 10 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 5 14 6
2nd 6 15 0
3 1; 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 13 6
2nd 2 12 6
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
.
3rd 3 6 8
4th 2 13 4
4th 2 13 4
2nd
2 6 6
0 17 9
2 17 2
2 14 5
2nd 0 2 -3 -
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 7 11 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 5 4 6
4th
4th
2nd 0 9 11
3rd 11 11 6
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 8 11 0
2 10 10
1 0 0
2nd 4 0 2 0 0 2
2nd
2nd
0 11 4
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOOWOOM$A  DISTRICT-- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-- continued.
Register L Date of commencement
r o.
essee.
of term of License.
284 Dempsey, M.
E J182 D
... 1st Jan.. 1887
l 18871 t J. .enneen,
386 Denzin, W. Sec, 15, Act 1884-6
y,s u
1st Jan., 1888
...
103 Deuble, K. C. ... ... 11st July, 1886 ...
*447 Diamond, L.
309 Doering, J. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
268 Doherty, J. 1st July, 1887 ...
339 Doherty, T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto ...
*509 Dornbusch, H. ditto ...
414 Dorries, C. ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
273 Dowthwaite, T. ditto ditto ...
*480  Dublien, W. F.
489  Duff, P, ... 1st Jan., 1889 ...
230 Duke, J. C. 1st Jan., 1887 ...
42 Dukes J ditto, .
*633 Ditto Act 1884-6Sec 15
...
668 Ebb, J. , ..
. ,
ditto
..
1st Jan., 1889 ...
*608 Ebeling, A. F. W. ditto
*642 Eggert, H. J. H. ditto
*526 Ehrlich, A. ... ditto  ...
406 Ehrlich, J. ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...
342 Ellis, W.... ... ditto ... 1st July, 1887 ...
407 Esler, A..., ditto  ... 1st  July,  1888 ...
*623 Evans, J. W.
17 Falkuau, A. .. .. 1st July, 1885 ...
686 Fitch, W. J. Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ...
317 Flannery, J. ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...
t446 Ditto ditto ...
146 Fougher, H, 1st Jan., 1887 ...
167 Ditto ditto ...
*636 Frahm, 1i. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*554 Frawley, T. ditto
*555 Frawley, J. ditto
M A*599 Frawle dittoy, . .
*692 Frawley P ditto. .
461 Frawley, W. ditto 1st Jan., 1888 ...
195 Frederic, M. ... ditto 1st July, 1887 ...
196 Frederic, M. P. ... ditto 1st Jan., 1887 ...
685 Frederic A J ditto 1st Jan 1889, ..
749 Freeck, H.
... .,
... ditto ditto
...
...
750 Ditto ... ditto ditto ...
*849 Funk, J. ... , ditto
347 Funk, J.... ... ditto 1st July, 1887 ...
265 Gallagher,  J. ... ditto  ... 11st Jan., 1888 ...
289 Garrow, C. , . ditto ... 1st July, 1888 ...
304 Garvin, S. .., ditto ... ditto
i
...
314 Geddes, J. ... ,.. ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
359 Geddes, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
455 Gellweiler, J. ,.. ditto' 1st Jan., 1889
456 Ditto ... ... ditto ... j ditto ...
485 Gerrand, G. ... 1st Jan., 1888 ...
61 Gersekowski, F. ... 1st July, 1886 ...
163 Gesler, A. 1st Jan., 1887
164 Gesler, O.
iGill F
... ... ditto
ditt
...
e,esp .t48 o ...
*531 Gillis, W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ..,
775 Godenshwager, C. ditto .., 1st Jan., 1889 ...
49 Goebel, L. ... ,.. .., 1st Jan., 1887
186 Goodwin, E. ... ... ditto
Area.
A. R. P. I
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
940 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
95 0 0
158 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 2 0
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
110 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ...
120 3 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
128 0 0
Survey fee  ..
160 0 0
Survey fee  ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
31  1  0
Survey fee  ...
48 0 0
80 0 0
81 1 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
41 0 0
39 3 0
39 3 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee  .
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee  ...
22 3 0
Survey fee ...
80 3 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
108 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
123 0 0
160 0 0
22 2 0
160 0 0
159 0 0
Year. Pent.
I £ s. c1. I £ s. d.
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
1 14 6
4th 2 13 4
2nd
2nd 1 5 0
2 14 2
3rd 1 3 9
3rd 1 19 6
... ... 2 2 1
2ud
2nd 4 0 3
1 9 6
2nd 2 0 0
... 1 10 4
2nd
2nd
.. ,.. 0 16 6
3rd 1 10 3
3rd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
... ... 1 14 10
3rd 1 12 0
.. 2 0 9
2nd 1 0 0
.., 2 14 6
2nd
5th 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 0 710 0 1 4
0 19 4
2nd 0 2 0
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 0 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd2nd-
2nd 2 0 0
,.. 1 4 5
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
.. 2 14 5
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 1 5 4
2nd 1 0 0
... 1 17 2
2nd 1 0 0
... .. 1 11 0
2nd 0 5 3
... ... 2 0 4
2nd 0 10 1 0 0 2
... 2 16 4
2nd
... 0 6 11
2nd
... 0 6 11
2nd 5 8 0
4th 2 13 A
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 19 9
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Agricultural  Farms- continued.
Ret;i,;ter 1
No Lessee.
396 Gossow, G. See. 15, Act 1884-6
761 Gowlett, R.  ...  ditto ...
773 Gowlett, J. T. , . ditto ...
34 Graham, H. ... ... ...
168 Ditto
448 Grant ,  J.... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*874 Grant, J. .,
*667 Graves,  V. C. Sec. 15,  Act 188 1-6
545 Graving ,  A. ... ditto ...
*552 Ditto  ... ...
234 Gray , J. G. ... ...
248 Green,  W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
831 Gre han, J .  M. , .. ditto ...
*635 Guy, T .  A. ... ditto ...
491 Hadley ,  F. M. E. ,., , .. ...
385 Hallam, Z. See. 15, Act 1884-6
140 Hanlon, M. .
813 Handford, S. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
*873 Hannermann , C. ... ditto ...
231 Harte, J.... ... ... ...
223 Harth, K. ... ...
236 Hartmann, H. A. G.
277 Hartman, H. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
502 Hartmann, C. H.
*865  Harris, A.
91 Hartwig, C.
143 Hartz, J....
145 Hedges, C.
662 Heiner, M.
503 Hess, W.
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
... ditto.,,
*679 Hindrieson , A. ditto ...
518 Hire dng, J . ditto ...
*295 Holmes, J.
*296 Holmes ,  B.  *Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
264 Holmes, J. ... ditto ...
647 Hornke, W. ditto ...
169 Houllahan, W. ...
241 Houston , F. .
275 Hudson , G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
358 Hudson, G. H. ... ditto ...
458 Hudson, R.
t315  Hull, H. R.
316 Hull, R. ..
127 Humphries, J.
t310 Hunt, J..,, 'Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
43 Izzard , H. M. ...
508 Janke , J... ..
*511 Jensen, H. ...
260 Jentz, G.... ... ... ...
519 Johns, A. M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
341 Jones, J.... ... ditto
791
792
66
318
Josefski, A.
Ditto
Jull, W. A.
Just, T.
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
388 Kaczmareck , F. ... ditto ...
*568 Kading. W. ... ditto ...
363 Kahler, H., junr. ... ditto
95 I Kajewski , C. ...
245 Kane ,  P. ... ...
Date of eounnFUeement01 term  of Liven-e.
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1988
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1889
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
Area.
80 2 0
Survey fee ..
40 0  0
80 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
109 3 0
Survey fee  ...
16 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
510 0 0
158 0 0
140 0 0
Survey fee ...
40 0 0
160 0 0
62 1 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
114 3 0
41 0 0
160 0 0
84 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 1 0
Survey fee ..
40 3 0
160 0 0
... 160 0 0
73 2 0
160 0 0
... 120 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
200 0 0160 0 0
... 29 0 16
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
134 0 0
... 30 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 155 2 0
... 80 0 0
... 141 0 0
... 186 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
... 1,187 0 0
80 0 0
441 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 138 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 40 0 0
... 40 2 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
... 158 3 0
Survey fee ...
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
'tear. Rent. Balance due.
d.
2nd 010 1 0 4 0
... .,. 1 17 2
2nd
2nd
4th 8 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 1 7 6
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 1 19 6
2nd 0 17 6
2nd
2nd
1 9 10
1 13 4
1 3 10
2nd ... 0 0 7
... ... 1 13 0
2nd
3rd 2 17 5
2nd ...
2nd .
0 3 11
3rd 1 1 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 2 17 2
2nd ... 0 0 1
... 0 11 4
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 0 18 5
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 12 9
2nd 0 7 4 0 1 4
... 0 10 8
2nd
3rd 1 13 6
2nd 0 3 9
3rd 2 0 0
4 4 10
2nd 2 0 0
,., 3 13 6
2nd 1 0 0
4 2 0
3rd 1 17 4
3rd 1 0 0
4th 1 15 3
2nd 0 3 0
.. ... 1 19 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 7 8 5
2nd
3rd 0 14 9
2nd 2 0 0
. 1 9 8
2rd 1 14 6
2 4 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
.. ... 2 4 2
2nd
0 12 11
2nd
2nd 1 19 6
.. 2 1 6
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Regu.tt r
\o. Lessee.
5 Kann, M. M. A.
*596 Bann, W. L.
*604 Kann, J.
*534 Rath, W.
93 Keding. F.
437 Kemp, E.
*614 Kemp, H.
44 Kenafacke, A.
287 Kennedy, S.
335 Kettle, W.
336 Kettle, J. C.
343 Kettle, R.
291 King, G. L.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
... ditto ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ' ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
403 King. W. ... ditto ...
404 Klease, H.
97 Klein Gr
ditto
...
323 Kliese, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*693 Koppie, G. ... ditto ...
*694 Koppie, A. ... ditto ...
438 Kranz, L. ... ditto ...
*571 Kruger, A. ... ditto ...
*574 Kruger, P. ... ditto ...
*570  Ki Tiger, A. ... ditto ...
*597 Kruger, A. J. ... ditto ...
*698 Kuhnemann, A. A. ditto ...
*600 Ruhnert. K. if. ... ditto ...
*745 Runde, F. ... ditto ...
399 Kyffin. E. ... ditto ...
375 Lack, W. ... ditto ...
108 Lau, H.
246 Leane, M.
*572 Leane, D.
*573 Leane, T.
300 Lendrum, A.
301 Ditto
.
See. 15. Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
175 Lendrum, R.
t180 Leonard, P.
*616 Linberg, R.
23 Loughlan, T.
t29 Ditto ...
30 Ditto ..
t109 Loughran, T.
333 Loughren, J.
*666 Loveday, T. E.
*607 Lowien, C.
280 Lowien, A.
58 Lowry, W.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto
.. ditto
94 Lubomirski , G. ... ...
99 Ditto ...
126 Lucht, H. ...
128 Liicht, C.. .
*595 Liicht, J. F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*602 Liicht. W. H. ... ditto ...
*570 Lunow, W. A. ... ditto ...
484 Macdougall, D. G.
18 Maguire, E.
*569 Manthey, F.t45 Markey, W.J.
7C9 Marler, T. A.
*625 Martin, C.
2U7 Mathieson, J.
312 Meads, H.
325 Mengel, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
... ditty „-t I ...
1
See. 15, Act 1884-6
96 Mesken, J.
397 Mitchell, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date of voinnieneewent
of trru, of  License.
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July,  1886 ...
1st July , 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July,  1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan .,  1888
1st July,  1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
ditto' ...
1st July, 1887
ditt o
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1886 ...
1st July, 1885
ditto ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1988
1st July, 1886
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st Jan .,  1888 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
1st Jan.. 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889
Area.
A.. B. P.
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
Balance due.
i 8.  d.
80 0 0 5th 1 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 2 11 0
160 0 0 Ind
128 3 0 4th 1 16 5
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee  ...  ... 1 5 4
160 0 0 3rd 3 6 8
Surrey fee ... ... ... 2 14 5
157 2 0 3rd 3 5 8
Survey fee ...  ...  ... 2 14 2
50 0 0 3rd 1 0 10
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 13 9
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .. ... .. 0 6 11
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... .. .. 1 14 10
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee .. .. ...
160 0 0 2n.1
160 0 0 2nd
637 2 0 2nd 7 19 5
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
8 L 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
130 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
81 0 0 2nd 1 0 3
2 5 4
Survey fee .. 1 5 10
155 2 29 3rd 3 17 11
Survey fee ..  ...  2 18 11
160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
55 0 0 3rd 0 13 11
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
Survey fee . 1 6 8
54 0 0 3rd 0 13 6
Survey fee .. 0 14 5
133 1 0 3rd 1 13 4
640 0 0 4th 5 6 8
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 4th 1 0 0
1,200 0 0 5th
73 0 0 5th 0 18 3
5'57 0 0 2nd 1 6 9
164 0 0 3rd 3 8 4
160 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd •2 0 0
160 0 0 4th 2 13 4
85 0 0 4th 1 1 3
75 0 0 3rd 0 18 9
80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
59 3 0 3rd 0 15 0
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
1,022 0 0 2nd 12 15 6
104 0 0 5th 1 6 0
160 0 0 2nd
1,280 0 0 4th
40 0 0 2nd
32 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
248 0 0 3rd 3 2 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ..
160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ...
.
2 0 0
0 1 3
0 6 3
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Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Register0. Lessee. Date of comnieneen'entof term of  I. en.e.
*819 Mollenhagen, F. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
283 Morwood, H. ... ditto ...
855 Mowen ,  E. ... ditto ...
513 Mulcahy, H.
59 Mullins, M..
*533 Mundt ,  J. M. B. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
*618 Munro ,  G. S. ... ditto
736 Murphy,  F. M. .. ditto ...
767 Murphy,  T. P. ... ditto
20 Murphy , J. ... ... ...
37 Murphy,  M. ... ... ...
19 Murphy , R. ... ...
494 McArthur, J. ...
*670 McCafferty, J.
779 McDonald, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
790 McDonald, D. A.... ditto ...
t269 McDonald, P. J.
797 McErlean, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
51 McGahltan, T. , . , ... ...
247 McGee, H. .
t337 McGovern,  B. Sec . 15, Act 1884-6
90 McIntosh, G. ... ... ...
263 McIntosh, P. ... ...
t152 McIntyre, C. McK. ...
251 McKenzie, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
841 McKee, T. ... ditto ...
t254 McKeown, W. ... ...
255 McKeown, P. ... ...
307 McKeown, C. ... ...
t435 McKeown,  M. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
643 McKillop, P.
644 Ditto
760 McKirdy, D.
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1886 ...
1st Jan .,  1889 ...
ditto ...
1st Jan ., 1887 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1889
ditto ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st Jan., 1886 .,.
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1988
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1889 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
ditto
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1888
... ... 1st Jan., 1889I  ditto
Sec. 15. Act 1884-6 ditto
748 McKirdy, R. ...
711 McLauchlan, J.
*640 McLaughlin, J.
*697 McLean, J. A.
852 MeLeod, H.
162 McMahon, J.
7 McMahon, J. T.
730 McMillin, J.
345 McNalty, J.
445
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ... ... 1st July, 1886
1st July, 1885
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ditto ... 1st July, 1887
McQuillan, J. ... 1st Jan., 1889
807 McQuillan, C. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
322 Naumann , W. ... ditto
324 Naumann, J. C. ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
*532 Nelder, F. ... ditto ... ..
107 Newton, H. ... ... .. 1st  July,  1886
*860 Nicholson , D. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
92 Nitz,  U. .. 1st Jan., 1887
824  Noffke, F.* Sec. 15, Act 1884-6, 1st Jan., 1889
t31 Nolan, C. ... 1st July, 1885
*603 Noll, J. Sec. 15. Act 1884-6 ...
50  Northcott, H. ., ditto ... 1st July, 1888
780 O' Brien , M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
847 O'Connor, P. ... ditto ...
21 Oliva, J. .. .. ... 1 1st July, 1886
425 O'Loughlan, M. A. Sec. 15, Act 18134-6 1st Jan., 1888
434 O' Sullivan, T. 1... 1st July, 1888
46 O'Toole,  M. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
4:36 O'Toole,  R. .. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
506 Paddison, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
ditto793 Pagel, C. ... ditto ...
*796 Pagel, C., junr. .. ..
Area. Year.
A. B. P.
Rent.
£ s. d.
80 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... ...
40 2 0 I 2nd
80 0 0; 2nd 3 0 0
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 5 2
160 0 0 4th 2 13 4
120 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
39 3 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
960 0 0 3rd 14 12 6
51 1 0 3rd 0 12 10
1,130 0 0 3rd 14  2 6
159 2 0 2nd
1,000 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
1,280 0 0 3rd ...
40 1 0 2nd
28 0 10 i 4th 0 7 1
80 0  0  3rd 1 0 0
57 1  0  2nd 0 5 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 10 8
Improvements ... 6 5 0
159 1 10 1 4th 3 6 5
1,040 0 0 2nd 13 0 0
15 2 32 2nd
52 0 0 3rd 0 13 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
68 3 0 ' 2nd
160 0 0 5th
20 0 0 5th 0 13 4
48 1 0 2nd 1 4 2
0 15 6
Survey fee ... ... 1 1 6
39 0 30 2nd 0 7 6
Survey  fee ... ...
640 0 0 1 2nd
640 0 0 2nd
35 2 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
39 3 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
40 0 0 2nd
0 15 3
31 1 0 4th 0 15 8
80 0 0 5th 4 0 0
17  1 0 2nd
122 0 0I 3rd 1 10 6
Survey fee ... ... 1 18 10
173 0 0 2nd 0 3 3
Survey fee .. .. ... 5 11 6
70 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
Survey  fee ... .. ...
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ...
16t) 0 0 2nd
695 0 0 4th 11 11 8
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0' 3rd 2 0 0
39 3 0 ' 2nd
203 0 0 5th 3 16 2
160 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
Survey fee . ...
40 0 0 2nd
42 3 0, 2nd
160 0 0 4th 2 0 0
160 0 0' 2nd 4 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ...
26 2 25 2nd 0 4 6
Survey fee ... ! ..
469 0 0 3rd 5 17 3
0 1 3
0 1 3
1 13 8
1 9 6
0 2 0
640 0 0' 2nd 8 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 13 0
80 0 0 2nd
i Survey fee ... ... 0 19 2
39 3 0 2nd I
40 0 0 2nd
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Agricultural  Farms -- continued.
RegisterNo.
795 Pagel , H. F. A.
457 Pallister, T.
100 Parton, T.
319 Patava, J.
326 Paulsen, P. N.
405 Peardon, J.
267  Pain, J.von
*606 Pengel, F. W.
39 Perina, J.
*535 Peters, K.
*601 Peters, C. F. F.
240 Petersen, L. P.
313 Petersen, C. F.
*613 Pfei ffer, G.
302 Pickering, H.
303 Pickering, S.
10 Pimm, F....
252 Pir cott, W.
285 Plant, S., junr.
328 Porter, J., junr.
120 Porter, W.
174 Priebe, H.
68 Pukallus, H.
619 Pukallus, F.
Lessee.
150 Pullinger , T. W.
387 Quinlan, J.
499 Ditto
179
293
D,ite of eoininencenent
of terin of  License.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889 ... 40 2
.., ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto
... ... ...
Survey fee
1st July, 1886 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st July, 1887 ... 48 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 117 1
ditto
Area.
A. B.
Survey fee
160 0
40 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
90 0
160 0
1st July, 1887 ...  377 2
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
65 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
ditto
Survey fee
160 0
Survey fee
1st July, 1885 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 113 3
Survey fee
ditto ... 160 0
1st July, 1887 ... 79 0
ditto ... 400 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
See. 15, Act 1884-6
;`dec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Redmond, J. M. A.
Reichle, K. See. 15, Act 1884.6
311 Reinke, A.
105 Reinke, A. C.
38 Reinke, C.
558 Reinke, W.
*559 Reinke, F.
821 Reushle, F.
*610 Reynolds, C.
384 Reynolds, J.
719
677
483
469
98
104
*525
214
253
504
148
443
Richards, W.
Riethmuller C. G.
Robertson, M.
Robertson,  NV.
Rohde, J.
Rohde, H.
Rohde, A.
Rose, G. ,..
Rose, H..,.
Roser, H.
Ross, J.
Sec. 15, Act, 1884-6
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec 15,  Act 1884-6
Rummel , F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
239 Russell, J.
171
*799
812
60
708
330
*664
*626
233
271
272
*848
308
Russell , T. H. .. .. ...
Ryan, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Ryan, P. ... ditto ...
Sander , W. ...
Sankowsk , E. C. L. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Scanlan. ...
Schefe,  J. W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Schmaling , J. J. ditto ...
Schma ling, C. ,..
Schemioneck, C. ...
Schemioneck , M. . ..
Schubert , H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Schulz, F. ... ditto . , ,
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0
1st July, 1887 ... 100 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1889 ... 30 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 640 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
ditto ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
ditto ... 160 0
1st July, 1888 ...  231 2
160 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 78 3
160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1889 ... 40 0
ditto ... 1207 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 578 0
1st July, 1888 ... 495 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 1(0 0
ditto ... 245 0
160 0
1st July, 1887 ... 300 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 120 0
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 62 1
Survey fee
1st July,  1887 ... 24
Penalty
1st Jan.,  1887 ... 80
... 80
1st Jan., 1889 ... 47
1st July, 1886 ... 160
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
40
160
160
160
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
011
0
0
0
0
0
0
160 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2nd
2nd 3 6 8
2 14 7
4th 2 13 4
2nd 2 0 0
.. ... 1 14 6
3rd 0 12 0 0 6 0
2nd 1 9 2
.. 0 2 6
2nd 2 0 02nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 4 14 5
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3 0 2
2nd 1 0 0
1 5 4
2nd 1 0 0
1 11 0
5th 4 0 0
2nd 1 8 6
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 1 19 6
3rd 6 0 3
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 1 5 0
1 11 7
1 12 5
... 1 9 9
2nd 0 2 6
01311
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
1 12 10
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 9 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 7 4 6
2nd 3 1 11
3rd 2 13 4
3rd 3 1 3
2nd
3rd 3 15 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
3rd 2 13 4
1 14 6
0 12 9
2nd 015 0 0 0 7
. 1 6 0
3rd 015 0 0 6 1
.. 1 8 3
3rd 1 0 0
2nd2nd
4th 2 13 4
2nd
3rd 3 6 8
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 2
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 2 0 10
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*529 Schwerin, F. ... Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
*530 Schwerin, J. ... ditto ... ...
835 Searle, J. .., ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
389 Senior, J.... ... ditto ... 1st July, 1888
756 Seymour, R. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
439 Sharp, R. ,,, ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888
440 Sharp, H. P. ... ditto ... ditto
453 Sharp, E.... ... ditto ... ditto
725 Shedden, R. ... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
243 Sheron, J. .. 1st Jan., 1887
401 Simple J.... -Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888
*566 Ditto
153 Smitb, D.
155 Smith, W.
402 Smith, T....
222 Smoothy, A. W. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
172 Sommer, J.
392 Stanton, D. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
292 Steinohrt, F. ... ditto ...
274 Suhr, H. C. ... ditto ...
398 Suhr, W. H. ... ditto
1 Sullivan, D.
3 Sullivan, E.
124 Sullivan. W.
496 Ditto
*459 Sutcliffe, C. F.
*498 Sutcliffe C. H.
176 Sweeny, J.
*691 Taylor, E.
828 I  itto
63 Tegge, A.
65 Tewes, C.
185 Tewes, H.
729 Tessmann, W. J.
*266 Thise, L. .
188 Thomas, R.
*672 Thomsen, M. C.
235 Tighe, W.
*859 Timm, A...
*517 Trousdell, N. R.
170 Trousdell, J. G.
250 Ditto
*688 Turner, T.
40 Turner , W. M.
177 Tysoe, J. .
67 Utsci ink, G.
*605 Vandersee, C.
57 Vicary, R.
147 Vietheer, H.
546 Vohland, P.
*561 Voll, W....
361 Vonhoff, W.
*624  Vonhoff, R.
718 Wakerling, R.
f138  Walker, G. W.2559 Walker, R.
454 Walker, G.
*553
742
*348
850
256
149
Walker, B.
Walsh, A.
Walsh, P.
Wallace, C.
Ward L.
Waufield, J. W.
... ...
...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ditto ...
Pate or commencement
of terns  of License.
1st Jan., 1887
ditto ...
1st July,  1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
ditto ...
1st July,  1888 ...
1st Jan.,  1888 .,.
ditto
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1885 ...
ditto ...
1st July, 1886 ...
1st Jan., 1889 ...
... 1st Jan., 1887
Sen. 15, Act 1884.6
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
... ... 1st Jan., 1887
... ... ... 1st July, 1886
.. 1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
ditto .,, ..
.,. ... ... 1st July , 1887 .,.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... 1st Jan .,  1887 ...
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
ditto ... ...
1st July, 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto
... ditto
... 1st Jan ., 1887 ...
ditto...
.. ... 1st July, 1886 ...
See. 15, Act 1884-6
... ... ... 1st July, 1886 ...
.. 1st Jan., 1887 ...
Sec. 15, Act. 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...  1st July, 1888
ditto
... ditto ... 1st Jan., 1889
... ... ... 1st Jan, 1888
... ... ... ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto , . 1st Jan., 1889
ditto ...
ditto ... ,,,
... ... 1st Jan., 1888
... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0  01160 0 0
70 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
40 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee .
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
40 () 0
154 0 0
95 1 0
Survey fee .
200 0 0
159 0 0
82 3 0
120 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
159 2 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
51 0 0
34 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
126 1 0
160 0 0
40 1 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
39 2 0
45 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
156 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
20 0 0
Survey fee ...
80 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0  0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
79 3 0
61 2 0
1,060 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
39 2 0
160 0 0
60 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
d. I £ s. d.
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2 1 4
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
... 1 12 0
2nd 2 0 0
... ... 1 12 0
2nd 2 0 0
. ... 1 12 0
2nd
3rd 1 18 6
2nd 1 3 10 0 0 1
... ... 0 17 2
2nd
3rd 1 19 9
3rd 1 0 9
2nd 0 15 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 1 19 11
2nd 1 0 0
2 1 3
1 10 7
. ... 2 14 6
2nd 2 0 0
1 13 9
2nd 2 0 0
. ... 1 18 4
2nd
0 3 4
5th 2 0 0
5th 2 13 4
4th 1 2 3
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 11 7
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
4th 2 13 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd i
3rd 1 19 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 0 5 0
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
4th 2 13 4
2nd
4th 2 13 4
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
0 13 7
1 13 4
1 5 8
2nd 13 5 0 1 10 0
10 11 6
2nd i 1 0 0
... 2 2 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2. 0 0
3rd 2 13 4
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884-TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Levspe.
854 Weber ,  L. G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
822 Weller, J.  ...  ditto ...
*674 Whelpton, V. R. H. ditto
*695 I White ,  J. ... ditto
227 I Whittaker , G. ... . ... ...
279 Wieden , J. N. T. ..
390 Williams ,  P. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
684 Wishart ,  G. ... ditto ...
*567
Wockner , W.1 tom`.r ... ditto ...
14 Wockner , L. ... ...
477 Ditto ..
851 Wolf ,  R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
28 Wright , J. W. ...
t33 Wynne ,  S. H. ...
t36 Ditto ...
f32 Wynne, T. ...
141 Ditto ...
183 Zekumpske, P.
853 Zropf ,  J. F. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
*617 Blades, J.
452 Cooke, R. ...
* 628 Dempsey, M.
*541 Gracey, J.
*634 Ditto ...
493 Gocheidle , G. ...
*521
*701
*631
*586
*861
*609
*612
*687
*562
*563
409
*700
*673
244
298
*591
*875
*564
*594
*544
*578
492
*540
Hurley, M. ...
Ditto ...
Hurley, A. ...
Keefer , J. W. ...
Ditto ...
Keefer, D. ...king, C  J. ... ...
Kirstenfeld , A. ...
Leane, J. ...
Leane, M. B. ...
M athieson , J. ... ...
McDougall, F. H. ...
O'.:ullivan, T. "'
Patch,  S. ... ...
Peters, F . F. ... ...
Purcell , A. ...
Ditto ... ...Reithmiiller, G. F. ...
Scanlan, J. ...
Steger , C. ... ...
D..t4 Of eonit11l'nHPlnUnt
of t- rn, of Lieru.c.
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
ditto
1st Jan .,  1889 ...
1st Jan .,  1889 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
1st Jan .,  1888 ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
Grazing Farms.
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan ,  1889 ...
1st Jan .,  1889 ...
... 1st Jan., 1887 ...
... 1st Jan .,  1888 ...
Trott, H. T. ... ... ... ...
Volz, C. .,. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889 ...
Wockner, F.
Area.
A. U. P.
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
96 0 0
138 1 0
105 0 0
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
554 0 0
350 0 0
77 3 0
156 2 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
171 0 0
Penalty .
157 2 38
79 1 0
1 1,500 0 0
46 3 0
300 0 0
2,000 0 0
500 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
50 0 0
185 0 0
200 0 0
700 0 0
735 0 0
5,120 0 0
320 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,900 0 0
1,000 0 0
554 0 0
950 0 0
1.400 0 0
50 0 0
404 1 0
1,280 0 0
725 0 0
2,560 0 0
640 0 0
2,000 0 0
1,280 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
2,560 0 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
2nd ( 1
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 8 0
2nd 1 14 7
2nd 1 1 6 3
2nd
L'alnnee due.
£ s. d.
1 13 5
2nd
2nd
5th 9 4 8
2nd 4 7 6
2nd 1
3rd 1 19 2 1
5th
4th
5th
3rd 5 12 11 1 12 5
... 0 0 9
3rd 1 19 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 0 6 8
2nd 1 13 9
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1584-TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
Agricultural Farms.
33 Ahern , J. ... ... ...
36 Armati , P. V. . .
*149 Becher ,  P. Sec .  15, Act 1884-6
1st Jan., 1887
ditto
*150 Ditto ... ...
95 Bellingham , G. H. J. ... ... 1st July, 1888
*182 Bennett , S. C. ... ... ... ...
f28 Benjamin ,  S. ... ... ... 1st  July, 1887
30 Benjamin ,  H. ... ... ... ditto
31 Benjamin , E. F. ... ... ... ditto
81 Benson, T. ... 1st Jan., 1888
*156 Bernard ,  E. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 ...
888A Bode ,  H. M. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
450 0 0
100 0 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
104 0 0
377 0 0
Survey fee ...
125 0 0
Penalty
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
125 0 0
1,268 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 0 12 6
2nd
3rd 5 2 0
3rd 18 17 0
1 4 7
1 6 7
0 3 0
2 19 0
3rd 6 5 0
0 0 5
2nd 2 0 0
.. ... 0 19 6
2nd
4th
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Register
\o
32
127
83
t101
119
25
85
Lessee.
Boyd, W.
Brodey, J. H.
Buchan, W.Bulley, R. B.
Byers, W. Sec. 15, A et 1884-6
Cameron,  1).
Carcary, C.
72 Cavill, E. J. ... ... ...
27 Christie, J. C. ...
116 Clark, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
120 Clark, F.
121 Clark, A.  11.
103 Clough, S.
t88 Corveth, F.
168 Cotter, W.
t97 Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Date of cowmeucement
of  term  of  License.
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
ditto
Lit July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st  July,  1887
1st Jan., 1889
ditto-
ditto
tat Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
*158 Crabb ,  J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
13 Cummings ,  P. ... .. ... 1st Jan., 1886
*183  Deane,  A. ... ... ...
90 Ditto  ... ... ...  1st July, 1888
89 Deceloe ,  T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
24 Deschamps , A. V.... ... ... 1st  July, 1887
*167  Dunstan ,  G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t77 Exelby, G. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
178 Exelby ,  A. E. ... ... ... ditto
t84 Fleming ,  R. ... ... ... ditto
137 Forington ,  C. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
2 Forno , J.  ... ... ... 1st  July,  1885
*147 Forse ,  H. ... ,
102 Fox, G .  S. Sec .  15, Act 1884 -6 1st July, 1888
105 Fox,  W. ... ... ditto ... ditto
t145 Fraire , C. V. ... ...
11 Gibson , It. ... ...
14 Gil ligan , P. ... ...
34 Glaholm , E. ... ...
86 Good, W.... ... ...
119 Gustavson, G.
82 Hall, W....
123 Hardy, D.
t22 Hawkins, G.
26 Hegarty, D.
*165 Herlihy, P.
*166  Ditto
96 Higham, C. L.
21 Hillier, J.
108 Hogan, R.
t93 Hopper, G.
t94 Hopper, R.
98 Hopper, J.
x131 Hughes, J.
*132 Irving, R. G.
12 Johns, W.
99 Johnson, R.
x179 1 Jorgensen, J.
'1115
i
Joseph, J.
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1b87
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
:. 1st Jan., 1888
Sec. 15 , Act 1834-6 1st Jan., 1889
... ... 1st July, 1887
... ... ditto
... 1st July, 1888
,.. .. 1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1834-6 1st July, 1888
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
Area.
A. R. P.
Year. Rent. Balance due.
d.£ s. . ! £  S.
183 0 0 3rd 1 9 3 0 4 4 6
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 14 0
Penalty ...
2.. ...
0 12 8
300 0 0 nd
160 0 0 2nd1 2 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 2 9 7
160 0 0 2nd ' 1 6 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 2 3 0
290 0 0 3rd 14 10 0 2 10  0
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... .. 0 15 0
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 5 1
.. 160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... i ... ... 0 5 1
160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 2 8
... 42 2 0; 2nd 0 10 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 7 0
... 480 0 0 2nd 1 13 5
... 88 1 0 2nd 1 1 1 8
... 479 2 0 2nd 2 19 11
Survey fee ... I ... 1 1 0
160 0 0 2nd
... 634 0 20 4th 10 11 5
160 0 0 2nd
... 400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 14 2
... 266 2 0 2nd 13 6 6, 0 0  6
Survey fee ... 1 .. 1 12 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
160 0 0 2nd l
... 160 0 0 2nd 1 1 19 0
... 160 0 0 2nd 1 1 19 0
... 270 0 0 I 2nd X 0 0 10
Survey, fee ... i ... 3 7 0
... 119 0 0 3rd 3 19 0
Survey fee .. .
... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
430 0 0 I 2nd
,.. 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
1 9 8
Survey !ee .. 2 5 0
... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee  ...  ...
1,280 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
90 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
110 0 0 3rd 1 7 6
2 2 0
160 0 0 2nd X 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 15 0
144 0 0 3rd 7 4 0
101 0 0 2nd 1 5 3
160 0 0 2nd
74 0 0 3rd 1 3 14 0
109 3 0 3rd 5 9 8 1 14 8
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 1 0
Penalty ... 0  5 2
160 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
314 0 0 2nd 1 19 3
128 3 0 3rd 6 8 9
160 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
Survey fee ... 1 9 3
160 0 0 1 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 7 6
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 7 6
160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... 2 5 0
1,000 0 0 2nd
780 0  0  2nd
120 0 0' 3rd 6 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
Survey fee ... ...
160 0 0 2nd
158 2 0 1 2nd 1 2 0
1 8 6
Survey fee  ... ... ... 1 1 8 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Earms-continued.
Regit-r Date of eonnnenecnicut
.\o. of tern, of License.
38
t117
*128
*129
20
*130
18
118
Kann, G. G. 1st July, 1887
Keay, A. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888
Kelly, J. .., ditto
Kelly,  T., junr . ... ... ...
Ditto ...  ... ...  1st Jan., 1887
Kelly, J. ,..
Kelley,  T., senr .  1st Jan., 1887
Kendall, J. Sec.  15, Act  1884-6 1st Jan., 1889
39 Kincaird , J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
*153 Laidlow, C. T. Sec, 15, Act  1884-6 ...
*154 Laidlow , W. ... ... ... ...
t5 Lynch, W. ... ... ... 1st  Jan., 1887
*180  Lynch, J. H. ... .. ... ...
*126 Mackenzie , J. ... ... ... ...
*171 Mackenzie , A. ... ... ..
*148 Mather .  J. Sec.  15, Act 1884-6
79 Matthews , J. ... ... ... 1st  Jan., 1888
t80 Ditto  ... ... ... ...  ditto
69 Meehan ,  D. ... .,. ... ditto
t112 Meehan,  W. ... ... ... 1st July, 1888
t113 Ditto  ... ...  ditto
*163 1)itto ... ... ...
46 Meyer ,  L. ... ... ... ditto
*151 Miller, J . J. ...
140 Minehan ,  J. Sec. 15, Act 1884 -6 1st Jan., 1889
141 Minehan, J. ditto ... ditto
*146 Minehan, P. ... ditto ... ...
*161 Mitchell, W. C. ... ditto ...  .
49 Morton, W.  ...  1st  Jan., 1888
124 Moyses, R. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888
*155 Murray, W. ... ... ... ...
*173 Ditto
1114 McAdoo, J. R. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6 1st July, 1888
16 McCluskey, S. .., ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
*184 Neville, J. ... ... ...
142 Orme, T. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
*175 Ditto ... ... ... ...
* 162 Petersen , C. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*181 Philp ,  J., senr. ,..
137 Pitchford, W. H. ,.,
17 Pitcher, R.
70 Pong, Ah...
71 Pon,, J....
110 Pong, J. ...
.,.
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan,, 1888
ditto
1st July, 1888
Survey fee
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1888 .., 160 0
107 Poultney, W. ... ... ditto 470 0
Survey fee
t47 Rappitt, D. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0
t73 8atcliffe, G. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0
3 Ross, J. ... ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1886 ... 583 0
23 Rossiter, It. W. ,.. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 ... 113 0
87 Ditto ...
*144 Ryan, P.
*176 Sayers, T. H.
*178 Ditto
t48 Smith, G. L.
t101 Soper, J.
t15A Swann, A. J.
*152 Ditto
15 Thompson, J.
*159 Thorley, H. S.
*160 Ditto
100 Walker, F. W.
35 Wareham, E. J.
122 Walshee, M.
Lessee
...
Sec. 15. Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
B. ... .
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
A. 1t. 1'.
290 0 0
160 Q 0
Area. Year. Rout.
Survey fee ...80 0 0320 0 0
... 116 1 0
320 0 0
... 1:39 3 0
... 120 0 0
survey fee ...
... 500 0 0
160 0 0
310 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
... 120 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 310 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 652 2 0
... 287 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
190 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
... 160  0  0
Survey fee ..
140 0 0
150 0 0
... 145 0 0
... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
175 0 0
140 0 0
... 159 3 0
Survey fee ...
... 120 0 0
300 0 0
... 17 2 3
.,
Survey fee ...
480 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
204 0 0
120 0 0
445 0 0
400 0 0
600 0 0
Survey fee
160 0
... 145 0
... 190 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 364 0
1st July, 1b88 ... 130 1
Survey fee
1st Jan., 1886 ... 514 0
780 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 160 0
...  152 0
. 75 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0
Survey fee
1st July, 1887 ... 24 3
1st Jan ,,  1889 ... 160 0
Survey fee
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0
Balance dine.
7G s. i(. s.  d.
3rd 14 10 0
2nd 1 0 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 5 16 3
2nd
3rd 6 19 9
2nd
1 8 4
0 0 11
3rd 6 5 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 6 13 8
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 10 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 3 17 3
2nd 0 16 10
2nd
2nd 2 13 4
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 7 5 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd 2 6
3rd 6 0 0
2nd 5 11 4
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 3 15 0
2nd 2 18 9
2nd 1 6 8
3rd 1 0 0
4th 7 5 9
and 5 13 0
2nd $ 0 0
213d
2nd
2nd
3rd
2nd 1
4th
2nd
12
0 13 6
2 13 6
0 2 6
0 2 n
1 19 0
1 7 8
0 3 5
2 5 2
2 0
2 6 1
2 0 4
7
0 18 10
2nd 8 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
.
3rd 1 4 9
2nd
1 9 10
16 0 0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT-continued.
Agaieultural Perms - aontisue 4.
Register
No. Ieaeee.
Date of commonee nent
of term of License. Area. Year. Rent. Balance dlW.
A. B. P. 2 s. d.1 2 s. d.
133 Walshee, M. 1st Jan., 1889 320 0 0 2nd I
92 West, W.... 1st July, b888 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 4 11
43 Wicks, A. 1st July, 1,887 40 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
44 Ditto...  ... ditto 243 0 0 3rd 12 3 0
Penalty 0 0 5
till Williams, C. See, 15, Act 18,84-6 1st July, 1888  ... 130 0 0 2nd 1 7 4
Survey  fee 1 2 2
64 Wood, J. A. ,.. ... ...  1st Jae., 1888  160 0 0
f
2nd
...
2 0 0
6Survey ee ... .. ... 0 12
t63 Woodman, J. R. ditto 160 0 0 2nd 1 19 4
138 Wordsworth, C. W. 820 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 0 4 7139Wordsworth, W. W. 1st Jan., 1889  310 0 0 2nd
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 3 6
t42 Barrett, J. C. ...
Gracing Farms,
... 1st Jan., 1888 ... 1,310 0 0 2nd 3 4 7
t106 Butcher, W. 1st July, 1883 ... 1,700 0 0 2nd 1 2 0
*136 Comerford, J. ... ...  1,100 0 0 2nd
*168Cox, H. ... ... 5,800 0 0 2nd
10 Flanagan , O. ... ...  1st Jan., 1886  1,000 0 0 4th 4 8 4
143 Ditto ... ... 1st Jan., 1888  200 0 0 2nd
t60 Gordon, R. 1st July, 1888 1,360 0 0 2nd
t62 Gordon,  S. E. ... ...  ditto  1,546 0 0 2nd 4 13 6
1 Hind, M. ... ... 1st Jan., 1886  1,000 0 0 4th 4 3 4
*164 Hodel, J. ... 1,200 0 0 2nd
t41 Ditto ... 1st Jan., 1888 1,000 0 0 2nd 411 6
0169 Ditto ... ...  380 0 0 2nd
51 Hughes, J. M. ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 1,080 0 0 2nd 2 17 10
t66 Irving, M. H. W.... ... 1st July, 1888 1,950 0 0 2nd 4 16 10
135 Lambert, J. ... ... 1st Jan., 1889  2,590 0 0 2nd 2 13 6
134 Lawrence, F. ... ... ditto 2,230 0 0 2nd
125 Ditto ... ... 2,350 0 0 2nd
t74 Lawrence, A. ... 1st Jan., 1889  3,850 0 0 2nd 7 18 2
t76 Ditto ... ... ditto  ... 1,475 0 0 2nd 4 2 10
t9l MacMillan, A. 0. ... ... 1st July, 1888 2,560 0 0 2nd 3 13 10
t56 Morrow, M. ... ... ditto 1,960 0 0 2nd 5 12 0t45Petersen. N. P. ... 1st Jan., 1888 1,570 0 0 2nd 3 11 7
t50 Stieglitz, O. E. ... ...  ditto  640 0 0 2nd 3 11 2
75 Ditto ... ditto  530 3 0 2nd 2 3 3
*172 Ditto ... 640 0 0 2nd
*170Stout, J. R. 1,400 0 0 2nd
CROWN LANDS ACT  OP 1884 -..WA R WICK DISTRICT.
Agricultl ra1 Farms.
.30
1
4bernethy, W ..T. 1st July, 1886 110 0 0 4th
72t Ditto .,, ... 1st July, 1885 202 0 0 5th
t217 Ditto 1st Jan. 1886 200 0 0 4th
573 Affleck, G. Sec. 15,  Act  1884-6 ,1st Jan., 1$89 100 0 0 2nd
*590 Allen, R. ditto ,.. 160 0 0 2nd
t231 Allen, W. H. 1st Jan., 1886 2Q0 2 11 4th
t317 Ditto
*
ditto 202 0 0 4th
566 Anderson, C. .ot 1884-6hec, 15, 1st Jan., 1889 ...  160 0 0 2nd
Survey fee .., .,. 0 7 0*574Anderson, C. ditto 100 0 0 2nd
464 Arbuthnot, J. 1st Jan., 1888 114 2 0 2nd 1 8 8
497 Arbuthnot, R.
,1 1st July, 188$ 160 0 0 3rd 1, Q 0
Survey fee ... 4,18 2
304 Arbuthnot, T. ... 1st July, 1887 60 2 34 3rd 0 14 3
355 Arbuthnot, W. 80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
*634 Ditto See. 1L ,4ct 1884.6 80 0 0 2nd
306 Argow, W. 1st July, 188 7 200 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
QSurvey fee ... 1 1$
Penalty . Q 9
77 Armstrgn , M. ... 1st Ji.,  1806 ... 9 2 0 4zh  0 4 8
318 Aspinall, M. A. 1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0 8nd  2 0 Q
Survey fee ... 1 16 7
466 Aspinall J 1st July 1087 320 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 2 0 0, . ... .r.  ... ,
Penalty . 0 (i 0
*601 Aspinall, J. .,. ... ... 80 0 Q 2nd
*618Backhouse, T. A. S. ... 40 0 0 2nd
*619 Ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
*620 Ditto ... .,, r•r 40 0 0 2nd
*624 Ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms - continued.
Lessee.
*637 Backhouse, T. A. S.
307 Ditto
473 Ditto
474 Ditto
493 1 Ditto
*608
65
*659
t223
476
*548
561
364
Baker, M. ...
Bamberry, J. ...
Barrett , T. P. ...
Bennett , T. A. ...
Biltoft,  J. P. ...
Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Biltoft, C. ... ditto ...
Black , H. ... ...
371 Ditto ... ...
74 Blackwell, F. G. .. ...
*587 Bloomfield. A. G....
*595 Bones,  T. ... ... ...
465 Bostock, E.
195 Bourke, J.
350 Bourke , J. ... ...
183 Bourke, P.
433 Bourke, M.
495 Bob d, A. D.
334 Boyeland, P.
319 Bracey, A.
37 Bradford, T. W.
376 Brosnan, C.
1347 Ditto ...
475 Ditto ...
238 Brosnan, M.
239 Brown, S.
244 Brown, G.
361 Brunton, R.
*477 Bull, G.
*627 Ditto
544 Burgess, T.
314 Butement, G. A.
575 Butler, J. H.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
222 Buttner, F. .. .. ...
*630 Byrn(, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
297 Byron, P. ... ...
*640 Campbell, O. E. C. ...
*600 Cardwell, J. P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t205 Carey , J.... ... ...
*549 Ditto  ... ... ...
*588 Carr, R.  See. 15, Act
45 Caunter, E. ...
447 Cavanagh, M. ...
9 Chauvel , C. A. C....
*616 Christensen, R.C22 Clancy, W.
*623 Ditto
338 Ditto
t456 Ditto
t144 Collins, T.
*611 Connell, S.
62 Ditto
*553 Costello, J.
312 Coutts, T.
t558 Cowley, E.
49 Craike, J.
*626 Cummins, J.
*585 Day  g, C.
191 Ditto...
1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884.6
Date of  commencement
of term of License. Area.
A,. B. P.
80 0 0
I st July, 1886 ... 160 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 157 0 0
1st July, 1888 :.. 401 2 0
1st July, 1887 ... 80 0 0
... 550 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 246 1 0
80 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 40 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 73 0 0
Survey fee ...
20 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 740 0 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1887 ... 450 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 198 2 0
... 500 0 0
548 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 781 2 0
Survey fee .
1st July, 1887 ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 175 0 0
1st Jan., 1886 ... 38 0 0 1
1st Jan., 1887 ... 120 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 157 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty
1st July, 1887 ... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ..
ditto ... 411 0  0
ditto ... 177 0 0
ditto ... 70 2 01
1st July, 1888 ... 80 0 0
Survey fee ...
,.. 36 2 0
Survey fee ...
1st Jan., 1888 ... 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
ditto ... 159 2 0
Survey fee ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
160 0 0
30 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 139 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 120 0 0
1st July, 1888 ... 160 2 6
Survey fee ...
1st July, 1886 ... 266 0 0
80 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 267 0 0
... 91 0 0
80 0 0
lot Jan., 1886 ... 175 3 0
... 100 0 0
... 160 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 135 1 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 80 0 0
1st July, 1885 ... 160 0 0
100 0 0
1st Jan., 1889 ... 69 0 19
... 250 0 0
1st July, 1887 ... 189 0 0
ditto ... 202 2 0
let July, 1885 ... 80 0 0
18 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 95 2 0
... 160 0 0
1st July, 1886 ... 1,116 0 0
1st July, 1885 ... 94 1 18
1st July, 1886 ... 152 2 0
160 0 0
185 0 0
1st Jan., 1888 ... 640 0 0
Survey fee ...
Year. Lent. !  Bal Luce Ice.
s. d. B s. d.
2nd
4th 4 0 0
2nd 1 19 3
2nd 2 10 3
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
4th 3 1 7
2nd
4th
2nd 018 3 0 8 3
.., 214 6
2nd
2nd 1 0 0
2 2 5
3rd 4 12 6 3 5 0
... 10 7 9
3rd 6 12 6
3rd 2 9 8
2nd
2nd
3rd 9 15 5 1 0 5
15 5 9
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 3 9
4th 0 15 10
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 1 13 4
3rd 1 19 3 0 18 10
1 15 9
0 1 10
3rd 1 0 0 0 10 0
3 3 6
0 1 6
3rd 5 2 9
3rd 2 4 3
3rd 0 17 8
2nd 0 10 0
4 7 10
2nd 0 9 2 0 2 11
3 9 0
2nd 2 0 0
2 4 0
2nd 1 19 11
2 3 11
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd 1 14 9
4th 2 10 0
2nd 1 0 1
4th 4 8 8
2nd
4th 3 6 9
2nd
2nd
4th 2 1 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 4 (1 0
5th 2 0 0
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 7 3
1 7 0
3rd 2 10 8 0 0 8
5th
2nd
4th 1 3 11
2nd
4th 13 19 0
5th
4th 1 18 2
2nd
2nd
2nd 7 18 9
... ... 4 1 9
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884-WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term  of lacenae. Area. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P.  I R s. d.  £ s. d.
219 Dagg, C. 1st Jan., 1888 300 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
Su rvey fee .. 2 9 6
424 Ditto ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0 1
605 Dagg, G. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 40 0 0 2nd 0 5 0 ,
Su rvey fee ... ... 0 15 0
*641 Dagg, W. ... ... ... 250 0 0 2nd
*642 Ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd
*598 Ditto ... ... ... 641) 0 0 2nd
508 Ditto ... ... 1st Jan., 1888 184 0 0 2nd 2 6 0
Survey fee ... 1 14 6
509 Dagg, W. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ditto 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Su ve fee 2 4 3
t73 Daly, J. C. ... 1st July, 1885
yr
80 0
...
0 5th
179 Danaher, D. 1st Jan., 1886 117 0 0  4th 1 9 3
t149 Dank, H. ... 1st July, 1885 86 2 0 5th
t333 Dasecke, C. . 1st July, 1887 46 0 0 3rd
502 Davidson, W. A. D.  ditto 377 2 0  3rd 4 14 5 2 7 3
P lt 0 7 2
194 Davies, T. 1st Jan., 1888
e yna
315 0
...
0  2nd 3
..
18 9
310 Ditto ditto 186 0 0  2nd 2 6 6 0 6 6
Survey fee ... 2 13 0
'635 Ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0  2nd
215 Davis, G. 1st July, 1887 80 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
*567 Davis, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
212 Devany, D. 1st Jan., 1888 30 3 0  2nd 0 7 9
504 Doherty, M. 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
Su rvey fee ... 5 6 8
*568 Dorrington, C. J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 40 0 0  2nd
1175 Dougall, A. ... 1st July, 1885 ... 200 0 0  5th
*560 Dowries, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 100 0 0 2nd
335 Doyle, M. ,. 1st Jan., 1887
'
... 865 0 0  3rd 10 16 3
*609 Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 40 0 0 2nd243Dwyer, D. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 80 0 0  3rd 1 0 0
t346 Dwyer, M. ditto ... 229 0 0  3rd 1 5 2
t501 Ditto 1st July, 1888 75 3 30  2nd
461 Eastwell, J. 1st Jan., 1888 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
Su rvey fee ... 2 15 6
t206 Ellis, G. ... 1st Jan., 1886 80 0 0  4th
t70 Erhart, M. 1st July, 1885 86 3 22  5th
t315 Evans, A. F. 1st July, 1886 683 0 0  4th
1230 Ditto ... 1st Jan., 1886 1,248 0 0  4th
336 Ditto . ... 1st July, 1887 600 0 0 3rd 7 10 0 0 5 6
t352 Evans, A. M. ... ... ditto 1,256 0 0  3rd 0 8 11
377 Evans, J. ... ...  ditto 38 1 0  3rd 0 9 7 0 4 5
Survey fee ...  ... ... 2 6 6
P enalty .. 0 0 9
478 Ferguson, J. H. 1st July, 1888 160 0 0  2nd I 1 0 0
Survey fee .. 4 2 6
538 Finn, J. 1st Jan., 1888 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
236 Finnen,  J. 1st July. 1886 1,122 0 0  4th 14 0 6242Fischer, W. 1st July, 1887 62 0 0  3rd 0 15 6
124 Free, A. ... 1st July, 1886 16 2 28  4th 1 8 4
134 Ditto ditto 14 0 22 4th 1 8 4
78 Ditto 1st Jan., 1886 10 0 0  4th 1 0 0
84 Ditto ditto ... 10 0 0  4th 0 10 0
116 Ditto ditto ... 10 0 0  4th 1 0 0
*516 Gallivan, D. ec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0  2nd
t153 Gartner, J. 1st July,  1885 ... 91 2 0 5tht143Geaney, M. ditto ... 80 1 4  5th
1171 Ditto ditto ... 40 0 0  5th
t329 Geitz, A. 1st July,  1886 ... 87 0 0  4th
t331 Ditto ditto ... 40 0 0  4th
#582 Gibbs, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 100 0 0  2nd
435 Gillespie, A. 1st Jan., 1887 ... 40 0 0  3rd 2 0 0
389 Gillespie W. ditto ... 72 3 0  3rd 1 3 12 9
*576
,
Gillett, H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
*643 Gillett, E. ... ditto 0 80 0  2nd
*583Goodwin, G. 100 0 0  2nd
*628 d AG 369 2 0  2nd
18
on, .or
Ditto 1st July, 1888 910 2 0  2nd 7 11 8
Su rvey fee ... 1 5 2
*633 Gordon, R. W. 393 0 0  2nd
51 Ditto 1st Jan., 1887 895 0 0  3rd 11 3 9
213 Grace, J. 1st July, 1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
199t . ryson,G D .. 1st Jan., 1886 161 0 0 4th
536 Ditto Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st Jan., 1888 40 0 0  3rd ' 1 0 0
Survey fee ... 0 15 0
370 Grayson, E. ... ... ... ditto 160 0 0  2ndI 2 0 0 t
Survey fee ... 4 6 0
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Register
No.
1210 Grayson, F.
529 Grayson, T.
162 Green, M.
*664 Green, T. M.
*591 Groves, W.
457 Gustafson, J. G.
*569 Gwynne, J. H.
432 Hagenbach, t.
540 Ditto
*638 Hall, T.
375 H all, J.
418 Hall, T. A.
555 Hamill, R. A.
t55t
t174
*652
t30t
1373
1147
+170
0233
323
119
510
Hfamill, J.
Hancock, T.
Hansen, J.
Hardwick, I.
Hardwick, E.
Harrison, M.
itto
Hazard, P. H.
Henry, J....
Higgins, D.
Hill, J. ...
188 Hoeyy, T. H.
327  Hoffmann, B.
543 Hoffman, P.
546 Hoiberg, P. J.
337 Horan, J....
379 ff oran, P.
t161 Hughes, B.
202 Hughes, D.
214 Hughes, J.
24 Hurley, J.
*592 Hurst, J.
*514 Jacobson, C.
395 Jensel},N.
*612  Ditto.
32 Johnson, W.
295 Johnston, J.
*584 Jones, J.
*649 Kadow, W. F.
t311 Kates, F.
*552  Kelel}er, J.
1141 Kelly, J.
1557 Kelly, J., iunr.
*654 Kelly, A. W.
4 Keggh, J....
285 Ditto
*594 Kile , J.
603 Ditto
I aaee.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec.
Sec.
15, Act 188416
15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ...
Sec. 15. Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, 'Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
... ... ...
bee. 15, Act 1884-6
ditto ...
408 Kirke ggacrd , J. M.... ...
t150 Lambley, W.
305 Lamprecht , A. T. V.
421 Larsen, C.
0586 Lefrancke, J. A.
1146 Lene, G. T.
t157 Ditto ...224 Lidd , A.
0T52Lou tin, J
Lynam, T.
t178 Ditto ..,
13 Lon,  T.
*631 Madon, J.
139 Magr q , T.
47 Ma ggarry, W. J.
t6b Mah pr, T.
234 Mshony, J.
411 Malone, F.
Sec. 15,  Act 1884-6
Date of commencement
of term of License.
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1888 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
ditto ...
1st July, 1885 ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1889
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st Jan., 1888
1st July, 1886
1st July. 1887
1st July, 1886
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan., 1887
1st Jan., 1886
1st July, 1885
1st Jan., 1888
1st Jan.,  1885 ...
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1889
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1885 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
1st Jan., 1887
1st July, 1885
ditto
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1885
ditto
ditto
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 ...
... ... .,. 1 1st July, 1887
... .,, 1st July, 1888
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1886
1st July, 1887
Area.
A. R.  P.
160 0 0
40 0 0
Survey fee ..
856 0 0160 0 0
160 0 0
77 0 0
200 0 0
104 0 0
56 0 0
Survey fee ...
320 0 0
80 0 0
79 0 0
77 2 0
Survey fee ...
117 2 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
125 0 0
92 1 22
80 0 0
66 0 0
640 0 0
114 2 0
72 1 19
142 0 0
Survey fee ...
80 0 0
148 0 0
Survey fee ...
180 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ...
95 0 0
160 0 0
860 0 0
129 1 1
160 0 0122 2 0
160 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
500 0 0
159 3 0
Survey fee ..
296 2 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
1,280 0 0
124 2 33
40 0 0
160 0 0321 0 0
64 1 0
100 0 0
26 2 23
Survey fee ..
40 0 0
80 0 0
640 0 0
Survey fee ...
Penalty ...
52 1 0
80 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
148 2 2
640 0 0
80 0 0
120 0 0
346 0 0
160 0 0
165 0 0
165 0 0
40 0 0
163 0 0
160 0 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
3rd 1 18 4
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 4 9 0
2nd
2nd
3rd 3 17 0
2nd
3rd 2 12 0
3rd 0 7 0
2nd
3rd 1 0 0
3rd 3 19 0
3rd 1 18 9
3rd
5th
2nd
5th
5th
5th
5th
2nd
3rd 1 8 8
5th 0 17 11
Balance (lite.
£ s. d.
0 15 0
1 4 9
0 17 8
3rd 1 15 6 0 0 6
... 2 2 0
4th 1 13 4
2nd 0 18 6
3rd 1 2 6
2nd
3rd 1 3 9
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 13 3
4th 3 4 8
3rd 2 0 0
4th 1 10 8
2nd2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
2nd 2 0 0
3rd 3 14 2
2nd
2nd
4th
2nd
5th
2nd
2nd
5th ! 4 0 3
3rd 0 16 1
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
5th
4 0 3
0 8 9
3 15 6
0 1 7
3rd 8 0 0 4 0 0
3rd 2 12 3
2nd
5th
5th
4th 2 9 7
2nd
5th
5th
5th 5 15 4
2nd
3rd 2 1 3
2nd 1 0 8
5h
4th `2, 0
S3rd 2 0 0
2 5 90 12  0
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CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884--WARWICK DISTRICT-continued.
Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Lessee. Date of commencement
of term of License.
316 Mangan , J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 160 0
4,72 Mara , W. ... ... ... ... 31 3
298 Margetts, F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
521 Marriage, A. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
565 Marriage, J. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1889
320 Mason, J.
482 Masters, G.
t610 Masters, A.
*554 Matheson, J.
455 Maunder, W.
*636 Mitchell, P.
332 Morris, S.
578 Morris, S. junr.
t151 Moulday, G.
1216 Ditto
359 Muller, P.
26 Mullins, P.
*596 Mullins, W. P.
t71 Munro, G.
1152 Ditto
*625 Mutch. W.
*639 Ditto
X629 Mutch, C.
221 McCabe, U.
505 McCabe, B.
ditto .
1st July, 1887
ditto
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887
...
1st July, 1888
1st July, 1885
ditto
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1886
Survey fee
90 0
160 0
89 0
Survey fee
80 0
Survey fee
... 49 2
,.. 160 0
...
Area.
160 0
70 0
50 0
40 0
... 40 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Survey fee ..
,.. 80 0  0
... 80 0 0
... 267 3 0
... 207 1 0
119 0 0
1st July, 1885 ... 80 0 0
ditto  ... 43 0 0
1st July, 1887
1st July, 1888
526 McCarthy, P. ... ... 1st  Jan., 1888 ...
Survey
.  300
1st July,  1886 ... 34
1st July, 1888 ... 256
1st July, 1887 ... 152
1st Jan., 1886 ... 10
358 McConville, E. ... ... ... ditto ... 155
*581
198
344
241
103
*644
313
McCrudden, T. ...
McDonald, J., senr.
McDonnell, M.
McElroy, C.
MeGahan, T,
McGuinness, J.
McIver, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*343 M c%ey, P.
353 Ditto
*462 Ditto
469 Ditto
t547
t220
t166
t208
t207
140
t500
104
*571
59
341
t339
t154
232
*577
t176
374
515
517
McMillan, E.
Neale, D.
Neale, E.
Ditto
Neale, It.
Neale, W.
Neale, T.
Nevin, M. P.
Newton, G.
Nolan, E.
O'Brien, C.
O'Brien, T.
O'Callaghan, P.
O'Connor, J.
O'Dempsey, P. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Official  Trustee in Insolvency ...
O'Grady, J.
Ditto
O'Grady, J.
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
*570 Ditto ... ...
237 O'Halloran, M. ...
235 O'Leary, M. ...
414 O'Mara, E. ...
*163 O'Mara, J. ...
t34& O'Sullivan, M. ...
487 Petersen, H. ...
302 Pinch, W. H. ...
ditto
360 Pinch. J. E.
527 1Powell, 0. Sec. 15,Act 1884-6
let Jan., 1888
1st July, 1888
1st Jan., 1887 ...
Survey fee
4
160
159
Survey
412
40lot July, 1887 ... 86
Survey
lot July, 1888 ... 147
Survey
lot Jan., 1888 ... 101lot Jan., 1886 ... 120
1st July, 1885 ... 80
ditto ... 40
ditto ... 80
ditto ... 80
ditto ... 81
1st Jan., 1886 ... 10
... 640
1st Jan., 1887 ... 44.9
1st July, 1888 ... 151
ditto ... 166
1st July, 1885 ... 80
1st July, 1887 ... 160
160
1st July, 1885 ... 160
1st Jan., 1887 ...
1st July, 1887 ...
80
P.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
0
80
1st Jan., 1888 ... 84
Survey fee
. 76 0
1st July,  1886  ... 277 0
ditto ... 320 0
1st Jan., 1887 ... 40 0
115 0
1st July, 1886 ... 137
0
00
0
0 0
fee
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
3 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
fee
2 21
0 01
fee 0
fee ..
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 15
lot July, 1887 ... 30 0
Penalty
Ist Jan .,  1888  ... 160 0
ditto ... ] 60 0
ditto ... 40 0
1 38
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
1 8
0 0
0 0
0 000
0 0
0 0
Survey fee
0
0
0
0
...
Year. Rent. Bala nce  du..
£ s. d. £ a. d.
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 0 8 0 0 0 9
113 0
4th 1 2 6
2nd 2 0 0
2nd ... 0 2 3
4 1 6
3rd 0 10 0
... 3 3 6
3rd 1 4 9
2nd
2nd
3rd 1 3 5
2nd
2nd 0 5 0
2nd 0 5 0
0 15 0
5th
5th
3rd 3 7 0
4th 2 11 10
2nd
5th
5th
2n4
2nd
2nd
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
5 3 8
3rd 0 11 9
2nd 1 18 9
3 19 9
2nd
4th 1 14 0
2nd 1 12 2
3rd 1 18 3
4th 1 0 0
2nd
2nd 2  0 0
4 12 6
2nd 2 11 7
3rd 0 10 0
2nd 010 9 0 4 1
1 0 7
2nd 0 81 6 0 0 5
... 0 6 7
2nd
4th
5th
5th
5th
5th
5th
4th 1 1 0
2nd
3rd 5 12 3
2nd 0 18 11
2nd 0 18 10
5th
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
5th 2 0 0
3rd 1 6 8
3rd 1 0 0
2nd 0 10 6
1 6 11
2nd
4th 0 9 3
4th 4 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd
4th
3rd 0 15 0 0 7 6
0 1 2
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
0 15 0
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RegisterNo. Lessee.
Date of commencement
of term of License.
Area. Year. Rent. Balanc e due.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
209 Prender ast, J. 1st July, 1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
1 Pugh, E. . 1st July, 1885 29 0 0 5th 2 18 0
0602 Purcell, J. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
128 Purtill, Patk. 1st Jan., 1886
*
10 0 0 4th 1 0 0
*615 Quigley, M. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 160 0 0 2nd
463 Ramsey, J. 1st  July,  1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
t381 Rickert, A. 1st Jan., 1887 40 0 0 3rd
t167 Rickert, A., junr. 1st July, 1885 82 0 0 5th
t168 Ditto ...  ditto 80 0 0 5th
47 Riddell, A. ... 1st Jan., 1887 855 0 0 3rd 10 13 9
160 Roach, M. ... .,. ... 1st July, 1887 200 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
t142 Rooney, J. ... 1st July, 1885 80 0 0 5th
1368 Rooney, W. J. ... 1st July, 1886 80 0 0 4th
t380 Ditto ... 1st Jan., 1887 50 0 0 3rd
503 Ross, C. ... ... 350 0 0 2nd
506 Ditto ... 1st July, 1888 465 0 0 2nd 2 18 2 0 6 9
Survey fee .. ... ... 1 12 10
t372 Ruckert, A., senr. 1st July, 1885 40 0 0 5th
34 Ryan, T. J. 1st July, 1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
159 Ditto ditto 185 0 0 3rd 2 6 3
68 Ryan, T.... 1st Jan., 1887 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
357 Ditto 1st Jan., 1888 436 0 0 2nd 5 9 0
Survey fee ... ... 1 17 2
1169 Ryan, M. ... ... 1st July, 1885 80 0 0 5th
t145 Ryan, D. ... ... ... ditto 50 0 0 5th
t227 Ditto ... ... 1st Jan., 1886 40 0 0 4th
t228 Ditto ...  ... ... ditto 37 2 0 4th
441 Ryan, J.... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 54 0 0 3rd 1 7 0
443 Ryan, J. ...  ... ditto 80 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
t559 Ryan, J. ... ... 1st July, 1887 79 3 9 3rd
442 R3 an. P. ... ... 1st Jan., 1887 40 1 0 3rd 2 0 3
196 Schneider, J. ... ... 1st Jan., 1886 165 0 0 4th 2 15 0
486 Schott, J. H., junr. ... ... 1st July, 1888 160 0 0 2nd 2
0 h
0 0
1593 Schreik, F. ... ... ... 1st July, 1885 5t80 0
*597 Sexton, J. ... 200 0 0 2nd
470 Ditto ... 1st July, 1887 250 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
348 Ditto ... ditto 236 0 0 3rd 2 19 0
351 Ditto ... ditto ...  315 3 0 3rd 3 19 0
507 Shatte, F. 1st July, 1888 ...  300 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
t25 Sheehan, M. 1st July, 1886 ...  86 3 0 4th 1 1 9
201 Ditto . ...  ditto ...  37 0 0 4th 0 9 3
29 Sheehan, T. ... ditto 152 1 0 4th 1 18 1
400 Shelley, J. ... 1st Jan., 1887 46 0 0 3id 2 6 0
452 Shepherd, R. ... ditto 40 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
126 Ditto ... 1st Jan., 1886 10 0 0 4th 0 10 0
468 Shipley, A. 1st July, 1888 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... 2 3 9
t366 Simmons, T. L. ... 1st July, 1886 40 0 0 4th
520 Simon, J. F. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 159 3 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 12 4
t30 Sirbenhausen, C. 1st July, 1887 399 0 0 3rd 4 3 8
218 Smale A. ditto 160 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
354
,
Smith, J. H. ditto 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 5 8 2
t156 Smith, H. ... 1st July, 1885 80 0 0 5th
1177 Smith, H., junr. ... ditto 156 0 0 5th
t155 Smith, W. ... ditto 160 0 0 5th
t204 Ditto ... 1st Jan., 1886 183 0 0 4th
t173 Ditto ... 1st July, 1885 78 0 0 5th
423 Sorensen, F. ... 1st Jan., 1887 40 1 0 3rd 2 0 3
*499 Sorensen H. 10 0 0 2nd
460 Stafford, T. .. . 1st July,  1887 80 1 0 3rd 1 0 1
550 Stevens, F. A. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July;'1 ! ... 160 2 0 2nd 0 0 2
1 : feeSurve 0 4 0
551 Stevens, A. J. 'ditto ... ditto
... ...y
...  160 3 0 2nd
...
0 0 3
Survey fee .. ... ... 1 0 4 0
*572Stevens, G. W. ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd
*589 Stevens, T. 200 0 0 2nd
345 Stirling, W. ... ... 1st July, 1887 ...  157 1 0 3rd 1 19 4
*599 Sweeney, D. 320 0 0 2nd
*606 Ditto 80 0 0 2nd
579 Talty, P. H. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6 1st July, 1888 ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Survey fee ... ... ... 1 6 8
1192 Tedford, W.
... ... 1st July, 1885 ... 40 0 0 5th
t193 Ditto
... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 5th
291 Thompson, J.
... ... 1st July, 1886 ... 30 1 0 4th 0 7 7
362 Thumpkin, W.
... ... 1st July, 1887 ... 336 0 0 3rd 4 4 0
t369 Ditto
... ditto ... 266 0 0 3rd 3 6 6 44
378 Ditto
... ... ditto ... 319 0 0 3rd 3 19 9 1
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Agricultural  Farms-continued.
Leseee. Area.
i A. R. P.
160 0 0
182 0 0
li 160 0 0
Survey fee ..
80 0 0
128 3 0
Survey fee ...
160 0 0
238 0 0
80 0 0
38 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
8 3 4
80 0 0 0
Survey fee ..
160 0 0
117 3 0
Survey fee ...
100 0 0
64 0 0
121 1 0
Year.
2nd
4th
Rent.
£ s. d.
*496 Tyrell, J. ... ... ...
t328 Wait , J. ..
*
- .
519 Walsh ,  E. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
t158 Washbourne , E. W. ... ...
480 Watts,  H. S. ... ...
488 Weedon , W. J. ...
356 Welsh ,  T. H. ...
t148 White, W. ...
t518 Wightman, J. ...
t225 Wilson, J. ...
t226 Ditto ...
92 Wilson, J. T. ...
607 Wright, S. W. T. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
Date  of commencement
of term of License.
1st July, 1886 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
1st July,  1885 ...
1st July, 1888 ...
ditto
1st  July,  1887
1st July, 1885
1st July, 1887
1st Jan., 1886
ditto ...
ditto ...
1st July,  1888 ...
367 Wright, J. C. ... ... ... 1st July, 1887
229 Young, H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1888
*498 Young, R. Sec. 15, Act 1884-6
401 Zachrisen, H. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
458 Zachrisen, J. ... ditto
Grazing Farms.
324 Boyce, F. R. ... ... ' 1st Jan., 1887
253 Cleary, R. J. ... ... ... ditto
*621 Guymer, B.
278 Higgins , D. ... ... ... 1st  July,  1886
282 Leonard, M. ... ... ... ditto
267 Margetts, F. ... ... ... ditto
251 McKone, J. ... ... ,. ditto
322 McKone, M. ... ... ... 1st Jan., 1887
258 Topfer , J. ... ... ... 1st July, 1886
259 Topfer, G. ... ... ... ditto
2nd 1 0 0
5th
2nd 0 16 2
2nd 2 0 0
Balance due.
1 12 9
2 11 6
3rd 2 19 6 0 2 0
5th
3rd
4th
4th
4th 0 17 7
2nd 0 13 4
.. ... 1 11 2
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 1 9 6
2nd
3rd 1 12 0
3rd 3 0 8
2,340 0 0 3rd 12 3 9
1,900 0 0 3rd 91711
1,650 0 0 2nd
760 0 0 4th 3 19 2
1,590 0 0 4th 8 5 8
1,930 0 0 4th 10 1 1
1.814 0 0 4th 9 9 0
2,950 0 0 3rd 15 7 4
2,560 0 0 4th 13 6 8
2,360 0 0 4th 12  5 10
By Authority :  JAMES C. BBAL,  G overnment Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1889.
No. 788.
rHE following appointments, promotions, resig-
nations, , transfers , and other changes, will
take effect  from  above date where not stated other-
wise:-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE ENGINEERS.
No. 74,  Sergeant  T. Fletcher, is appointed to
be Quartermaster -Sergeant.
No. 32, Corporal J. Christie, is appointed to be
a Sergeant.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No.
190, Sapper R. Humphreys, is accepted.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
" B " Company.
Lieutenant J. W. Green is appointed to be a
Captain, provisionally.
Captain J. W. Green will take over command of
the Company.
" C" Company.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No.
91, Private - Lockyer, is accepted.
" G " Company.
The resignations, under Regulation 204, of No.
24, Bugler J. J. Ryan, and No. 39, Private J.
Donaldiansz, are accepted.
QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
Lieutenant and Acting Adjutant M. J. Singleton
is appointed to be a Captain, provisionally.
" B " Company.
Lieutenant C. B. Fitzgerald is appointed to be a
Captain, provisionally, and will take over command
of the Company.
[No. 47.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
"B" Company.
Lieutenant J. H. Byrne is appointed to be a
Captain, provisionally.
Captain J. H. Byrne will take over command of
" C " Company.
"C" Company.
Alfred Charles Byrne is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisionally.
SERGEANT-INSTRUCTORS.
Sergeant-Instructor and Colour-Sergeant F. Wort
is appointed to be a Sergeant-Major, with pay at
the rate of £120 per annum.
Sergeant-Major F. Wort will proceed to
Charters Towers and take over the duties of Drill
Instructor to the Corps there.
It is notified for information, that Sergeant John
Virgo, 1st Battalion Royal Sussex Regiment, has
arrived for duty as Drill Instructor in the Queens-
land Defence Force.
Sergeant John Virgo is appointed to be a
Company Sergeant-Major, and will proceed to
Townsville to take over the duties of Drill Instructor
to the Townsville, Charters Towers, and Mackay
Mounted Infantry.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
" C" Company, Warwick.
No. 116, Acting-Sergeant S. Taggart, is appointed
to be Sergeant.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
GYMPIE MOUNTED INFANTRY.
The resignation of No. 28, Private S. Boyce, is
accepted.
No. 23, Private H. Y. Daunt,
No. 34, Private T. A. McLeod,
No. 49, Private M. S. Tebbutt, and
No. 37, Private T. H. Counter,
are dismissed, for non-attendance. Regulation 204
to be complied with.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
"E" Company, Bundaberg.
Lieutenant W. Woolley will take over command
of the Company,  vice  Lieutenant Boreham, resigned.
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NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
No. 72, Gunner W. Cameron, is dismissed, for
non-attendauce. Regulation 204 to be complied
with.
TOWNSVILLE MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Joseph Hodel is appointed to be a Lieutenant,
provisionally.
Walter Howard Tunbridge is appointed to be a
Lieutenant, provisionally.
No. 789.
Tue formation of 11 The Ipswich Rifle Club "
was duly notified in the  Government Gazette  of
the 16th February  instant.
In future, the haversack will be  worn as  heretofore,
over the right shoulder.
No. 792.
Tns attention of Commanding Officers is directed
to Regulations No. 189, 190, 191. The date Corps
are required to proceed to Camp will be notified
hereafter.
No. 793.
PATTERNS of a new description of frock, forage
cap, and also brown leather knee-boots have been
issued, on trial, to Commanding Officers of Mounted
Infantry Corps. Prior to final adoption, Com-
manding Officers are requested to forward reports,
with suggestions upon same, not later than the 1st
May next.
No. 790.
WITH reference to General Order No. 746, it is
notified for the information of officers concerned,
that a meeting will be held in the Commandant's
Office, at 8 p.m. on Friday, the 8th March proximo.
Business.
To consider the report of the sub-committee.
No. 791.
WITH reference to the alteration in the method of
wearing the haversack, it is notified for informa-
tion that General Order No. 738 is hereby cancelled.
No. 794.
COMMANDING Officers of Mounted Infantry
Corps will issue instructions to all members to
whom the new pattern of knee-boot has been issued,
that in order to preserve the leather and secure
uniformity of colour, the compound known as
Vaseline should alone be rubbed into the leather,
after removing all dirt with a damp cloth.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  : JAMES C .  BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
No. 1.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1889.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give the
correct  number of the pane on which  they  may have observed their Names, as such reference will
materia lly facilitate delivery.
Persons i  -i the country making written applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required for transmission  ;  and, in addition to the former particulars ,  are requested to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LSTTEIt BRANCH of the General Post  Oflice  is opened for deliver y,  daily , Saturday excel fed,
from Ten a. m to t?our pan.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
c.  Colonial; o e, official Colonial ; e t ,  Colonial Telegram ; o,  dead  letter; s, New South  Wales ;  m, Victoria;
a, South  Australia ;  t, Tasmania ;  n z, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom;
f, foreign.
A.
1 AAGEN Miss A., Crow's Nest c
2 Aaron G., Ravenswood m
3 Aban Mrs. P. P., Durah c
4 Abberfield John, Croydon c
5 Abel John, Port Curtis road c
6 Abrahams Mrs. (s.s. " Elamang ") c
7 Abrahams L., Winton c
8 Absalon -, West End c
9 Acheson Charlie, Bowen c
10 Actkins, or Atkins -, Thompson
Estate c
11 Adam W. A., Mackay c
12 Adams C., Halifax c (2)
13 Adams C. E., Goondi c
14 Adams Fred. G., Stanthorpe s
15 Adams Robert, Bowen c
16 Adams T., Kangaroo Point c
17 Adams T. (carrier), Bowen c
18 Adams W., Roma c
19 Adamson -, Eidsvold c
20 Adderton Mrs. H., Gyml,ie c
21 Addison James, Mount Romeo u k
22 Addi'.on J., Bowen Bridge e
23 Adds W., Brisbane c
89
24 Adis Mrs., Rockhampton c
25 Adkins and Browning ,  Hughenden c
26 Adkins G. H., Charters Towers s
27 Ahern John, Croydon o c
49 Allan  -,  Tarangaba c
50 Allan Mrs. M. A., Emerald c
51 Allan Thomas ,  Kamerunga s
52 Allan Thomas ,  Croydon u k and c (5)
28 Ahill Messrs ., (iharleville c
29 Aird J .,  Broadsound c
30 Aitcheson A., Charters Towers c
31 Albert Peter ,  Petrie terrace c (4)
32 Albertson  -,  Beenleigh c
33 Albion Francis ,  Rosewood c
34 Albon Mrs .,  South Brisbane c
35 Albrecht F., Enoggera c
36 Alden H .,  South Brisbane c
37 Alderton P. J., Brisbane c
38 Aldridge P., Cairns c
39 Aldrige -, (fruiterer ),  Kelvin Grove c
40 Alexander  -, Dulbydilla  c
41 Alexander Alex., Gympie o c
42 Alexander F., Stony Creek c
43 Alexander Robert, Charters Towers u k
44 Alexander R. P., Dulbydilla c
45 Alford  -,  Dinmore c
46 Alford J .,  Toowoomba c
53 Allen  -,  Highgate Hi ll  c
54 Allen Miss ,  Rockhampton c
55 Allen Alfred, Brisbane o c
56 Allen Alfred, South Brisbane c
57 Allen H .,  Kelvin Grove c
53 Allen James, Brisbane o c
59 Allen John ,  Durham c
60 Allen J., Spring Hill c
61 Allen J. F., Croydon s (2)
62 Allen  Miss  Mary Ann, Brisbane c
63 Allen Thomas, Brisbane o c
64 Allen Mrs. T., Brisbane u k
65 Allen W., Mount Morgan c
66 Allison James, Brisbane c
67 Allison Newland, Eidsvold s
68 Ally Ballat, Townsville o c
69 Alson J .  C., Brisbane e t
70 Alsop W., Brisbane c
71 Altoven  -,  Brisbane c
47 Alger R .,  Gin Gin c 72 Alyar H. and Elizabeth ,  Brisbane o c
48 Algeron Raney and Ernest E. Dybois, 73 Amatt.I.,  I>inmore u k
Brisbane c 74 Ames Urs. ,  Brisbane c
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75 Ancell A., Charleville s 179 Austin Robert, Warwick c 95 Barrett W. J., Camooweal o c
76 Anderson Hermit Park c 180 Austin Thomas, Mount Perry c 96) Barron J., Brisbane o
77 Anderson Sadleir's Pocket, c 181 Avery -, Marburg c 97 Barry -, Paddington c (2)
78 Anderson Mrs., South Brisbane c 182 Avery Miss A. Longreach c 96 Barry Mrs., North Quay c
79 Anderson Mrs., Brisbane c
,
183 Awby Mrs. Kate Burrum c 99 Barry David P., Yeppoon c
80 Anderson A., 92 Edward street c
,
184 Axelby J. P. Esk c 100 Barry E., Charters Tower, c
81 Anderson A., Tattersall's Hotel o
,
185 Ayles George,  Springsure c 101 Barry G. B., Petrie terrace c
82 Anderson A. C., Dalby c 102 Barry James, Cooktown o c
83 Anderson A. C., Warwick u k 103 Barry James, Cooktown m and c (2)
84 Anderson Albert R., Brisbane e t (2)
85 Anderson A R Cro don
B. 104 Barry J. J., Laura, s, c, and e t (9)Croydon c105 Barry J W. ., y c
86 Anderson C., Queen  street s 1 BACKER C., Brookfield c
. .,
106 Barry 1'., Cambridge Downs c
87 Anderson Donald, Yengarie c 2 Baddeley G. E., Stanley  street c 107 Barry Mrs. T., Grey street u k
88 Anderson F., Howard c 3 Badly -, Town Hall c 108 Barter E., Warwick e t
89 Anderson F. W., Croydon o 4 Baeke Adolph, Tambo c 109 Bartholomew John, Charters Towers c
90 Anderson George, Harrisville u k 5 Bagley  Thomas, Upper Logan c 110 Bartlett G., Kangaroo Point c
91 Anderson George, Dulbydilla c 6 Bagna ll R., Enoggera c 111 Barton Messrs. E. J., Maryborough c
92 Anderson Mrs. Hannah, Mount Perry c 7 Barian Mrs. Sarah , South Brisbane o c 112 Barton John W., Brisbane o
93 Anderson H., Winton c 8 Bayles  H. G., Petrie terrace c 113 Bartset Arthur, Gayndah o c
94 Anderson John, Highgate Hill c 9 Bailey Charles, Cooktown c 114 Bartter Mrs. G., Brisbane u k (2)
93 Anderson John, Cairns o c 10. Bailey C. H., South Brisbane c 115 Basford Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
96 Anderson John, Springvale s 11 Bailey James, South Brisbane u k 116 Bass G. W., Brisbane u k
97 Anderson J., Arthur  street c 12 Bailey John, Eidsvold c 117 Basshan Jacob, Maryborough a
98 Anderson J., Mooloolah c 13 Bailey Robert, Charters Towers c 118 Bates Miss Florence A., Brisbane u k
99 Anderson Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane c 14 Bailey R. 0., Brisbane c 11:1 Bath T. H., Gyrnpie c (2)
100 Anderson Mrs. M., Highgate Hill c 15 Bailey W., Kensington Downs c 120 Batly Mrs., Spring Hill s
101 Anderson P., Eurie Creek c 16 Bailey W., Bowen c 121 Batty William, Mackay u k
102 Anderson Robert, Brisbane o c (3) 17 Bailie  A. R., Charters Towers c 122 Bauchar Mrs., Rockhampton, c
103 Anderson Robert, Clermont c 18 Baillie  Andrew, Brisbane o c 123 Baucher B. L., Brisbane u k
104 Anderson Mrs. R., Woollongabba cc 19 Baily -, Paddington c 124 Baumann J., Brisbane c
105 Anderson Thomas G., Kangaroo Point 20 Barn Miss  Jeannie, Maryhorough u k 12.5 Baxter -, Croydon c
106 Andersson A., Townsville f 21 Bainbridge J., South Pine c 126 Baxter James, Toowong o c (4)
107 Anderton  Servetus, Brisbane u k 22 Baine Miss  J., Alligator Creek in 127 Baxter Mrs. S. F., Clermont c
108 Anderton W., Cairns c 23 Baird Robert R., Herberton o c 128 Baxter Mrs. Thomas, Toowoomba u k
109 Andrew  Ernest,  Hughenden c 24 Baker Albert, Kanrerunga o c 129 Bayley C., Brisbane o
110 Andrew John Bundaberg o 25 Baker  C., Hope street c 130 Bayley W. A., South Brisbane c
111 Andrews -, Eidsvold c 26 Baker  Mrs. Charles, Westwood c 131 Baynam Edwin, Westland Station a
112 Andrews -, Yeppoon c 27 Baker G. A., Welltown s 132 Bayne G., Eidsvold o
113 Andrews  Miss, Breakfast Creek c 28 Baker Mrs .  Jos., Mount  Pleasant c 133 Baynes A., South Brisbane c
114 Andrews Mrs. A ., Brisbane c 29 Baker W., Brisbane y 134 Beach Mrs. Mary, Mungar o c
115 Andrews B. G., Ipswich c (2) 30 Baker W., Fortescue  street c 135 Beale W. E., Bundaberg c (2)
116 Andrews Fritz, Charleville c 31 Baker W. H., Wynnurn c 136 Beard Arthur, Valley c
117 Andrews George, Brisbane u k 32 Baker Wm. James, Bovil o c 137 Beard H., South Brisbane c
1l8 Andrews J., Rockhampton u k 33 Baker  W. P., Brisbane c 138 Beasley C., Charleville c
119 Andrews William, Toowooinba c 34 Balderston Jaynes, Thargomindah c 139 Beaton John, Dalby o c
120 Angus J., Calliope c 35 Balderton J., Charters Towers c 140 Beavers Oliver, Maryborough e t
121 Ansell - (saddler), Townsville c 36 Baldren Joseph, Queenton c 141 Beaumont It., Southport c
122 Ansell W. E., Aramac c 37 Baldwin Annie, Adavale c 142 Beausang Thomas, Southport Line c
123 Antcliffe Mrs. W., Georgetown c 38 Baldwin George, Brisbane c 143 Becht Henry, Woolooga s and c (3)
124 Anthill James, Cooktown u k 39 Bald win James, Cloncurrrryy c 144 Beck Andrew, Brisbane o c
125 Antill R. H., South  Brisbane s 40 Baldwin William, Eidsvold c (2) 145 Beck John, Georgetown c
126 Antonini J., Valley c 41 Balentin  G., Mount Cornish c 146 Beck Thomas, Gympie o e (2)
127 Aplin G., Bundaberg o 42 Balks Mrs .  M., Brisbane s 147 Beck Cairns c
128 Appell Mrs., Woollongabba c 43 Ball J., Georgetown c 148 Beckinsale Mrs. Hannah, Toowong o
129 Appleby Arthur,  Brisbane o c 44 Ball Mrs. Lizzie, Maryborongh c 149 Beckman A., Retreat Station s
130 Archer T., Gracemere u k 45 Ball Thomas, Gympie c 150 Beektel Herman, Croydon o
131  Arda Joseph D., Brisbane f 46 Ball  W. H., Rannos a (2) 151 Beers C., Mungar c
132 Ardwidson F., Littabella Creek c 47 Ball W. H., Yeppeon c 152 Beesley James, Stanley  street s
133 Arkiustall George, Paddington c 48 Ballantine Win., Kanrerunga o c 153 Beeston John, Grantham c
134 Arinanasco Guiaeppi, Gynpie f 49 Ballard F. A., Goondi Mill c 154 Beetham C. A., Hamilton c (2)
135 Armanasco James, Monkland c 50 Balz W., Croydon c 155 Beggs C., Maryborough in
136 Armstrong -, Hamilton c 51 Bamford W., Maryborough c 156 llehan Miss Agnes, Townsville u Ic
137 Armstrong Mrs., Gotha  street c 52 Banbury Mrs., Lytton road c 157 Beier 11., Yengarie c
138 Armstrong A., Dininore c (2) 53 Banbury T. T., Mackay c 158 Beilly George, Cooktown o c
139 Armstrong John, Townsville c (2) 54 Banks F. W., Taroom c 159 Beirmingham Miss Maggie, Croydon c
140 Arnold Miss Cath., Enoggera o c 55 Bank T. B., Normanton c 160 Bell A., Bowen c
141 Arnold C., Allora c 56 Bannerman -, Southport c 161 Bell A., Rockhampton c
142 Arnold Howard, Rosemount c and 57 Bannick Stephen, Nudgee o c 162 Bell Mrs. Agnes, Cooktown o c
u k (3) 58 Banning A., Winton e 163 Bell Charles, Fortescue street c
143 Arnold John, Hughenden c 59 Baptie 1)., South Brisbane c 164 Bell David, Brisbane o c
144 Arnold J., Brisbane c (2) 60 Barker J., Hughenden c 165 Bell D. K., Stanley street c (2)
145 Arnold J. W., Bundaberg c 61 Barker William, Gregory c 166 Bell Frank, Townsville u k
146 Arnott George, Augathella c 62 Barker Mrs. Win., Brisbane a 167 Bell Mrs. Hugh, Redcliffe c
147 Arthur Edward, Mount Jones c 63 Barker W. J., Leyburn c 168 Bell Isaac, Bulimba Ferry c
148 Arthur James, Charters Towers s 64 Barker W. J., Toowoomba a 169  Bell John, Bundanba c
149 Ash J., Brisbane c 65 Barlass -, Rockhampton c 170 Bell Jos., Merivale street c
150 Ashbury C., Mount Albion c (io Barnes -, Montague road c 171 Bell J., Albert street c
151 Ashby R., Kelvin Grove c 67 Barnes Albert, Charters Towers s 172 Bell J., Wharf street c
152 Ashford -, Townsville c 68 Barnes Albert, Mackay s 173 Bell J. H., Mungar c
153 Ashford G., Cairns c 69 Barnes A. S., Valley c 174 Bell Malcolm, Logan road u k
154 Ashleigh W., Croydon c 70 Barnes F. B., Charters 'dowers c 175 Bell R., Charters Towers c (2)
155 Ashworth Crossley, Croydon u k (2) 71 Barnes F. C., Brisbane c 176 Bell R. G., Cairns s and c (4)
156 Askew F., Bundaherg c 72 Barnes Thomas, Maryborough c (2) 177 Bell Samuel, Gympie c
157 Aspernal E., Georgetown c 73 Barnes T. C., Brisbane c 178 Bell Miss S. E., Campbell street c
158 Aspland William, Bundaberg u k 74 Barnett Alex., Charters Towers u k (2) 179 Bell T., Charters Towers c
159 Asson T., Cooktown u k 75 Barnett 1). T., Croydon c 180 Bell William, Rockhampton s
160 Astill J., Montague road c 76 Barnett 1). T., Edward street c 181 Bell William, Georgetown c
161 Atcheson W. A., Darrel Station c 77 Barnett J., Eidsvold c 182 Bell William, Cunnanaulla o
162 Atherton Thomas, Ipswich road c 78 Barnett T. J. C., Mackay c (2) 183 Bell Mrs. W. H., Brisbane in
163 Atkingson Mrs., Brisbane c 79 Barnett W., Norman Park c 184 Bellemey - (drover), Blackall c
164 Atkins -, Kedron Brook c 80 Barni George, Jericho c 185 Bellenex er Andrew, Thursday Island
165 Atkins E. B., Charters Towers c 81 Baroni Donato, Croydon s et
166 Atkins R Albert River c (2)S 82 Barr - Petrie terrace c 186 Bellingham Arthur R. T. Townsville. .,
167 Atkinson Mrs. E., Milton c
,
83 Barr J. A., Blackall n z
,
u k
168 Atkinson E. J., Leichhardt street c 84 Barr John McL., Brisbane o c 187 Bellman Miss, South Brisbane c
169 Atkinson J. It., Cluden c (2) 85 Barr Robert, Bowen Line c 188 Bellmore George, Brisbane o
170 Atkinson Thomas, Queenton c 86 Barr Mrs. R. C.. Southport c 189 Bench H., South Brisbane c
171 Atkinson William, Gyrnpie u k 87 Barrap James, Charters Towers c 190 Benford Alf., Charters Towers c
172 Atkinson William, Brisbane ii z 88 Barrett Mrs., Toou ong c (2) 191 Bengtson A. P., Ips"ich f
173 Atwell J. H., Gympie c 89 Barrett Joseph, Mount Moron o 192 Benham Mr4., Red Bill c (2)
174 Atwell M., Charters Towers c 90 Barrett J. C., Oakenden c (2) 193 l;enjarnin (1., Biisbaue s
175 Aubin Jaques, Charters Towers s 91 Barrett M., Rockhampton e 194 Benjamin Mrs. J., Albion c
176 Austen Mrs. John, Brisbane 0 92 Barrett Wigs Mary, Rockhampton c t9 5  l3rgmet llcs-qs., I1uhenden a
177 Austin -, Hughenden Station c 93 Barrett Thomas, Mount Perry c 196 l;eunet Josep ),  Durham c (2)
178 Austin Mrs., Bundaberg f 91 Barrett William, Cairns u k 197 Bennett -, East Brisbane c
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198 Bennett -, Ipswich c 301 Blackburn J., Eidsvold c 407 Bowles T., Charters  Towers c (4)
199 Bennett Mrs., Ipswich road c 302 Blackliam Capt., Bundaberg c 408 Bowlin Mrs., Townsville c
200 Bennett Miss, Toowoomba c 303 Blacklock William, Fernvale c 409 Bowman A., Barcaldine c
201 Bennett A. R., Kangaroo Point c 304 Blacklock Win. E., Brisbane u k (2) 410 Box Mrs., South  Brisbane in
202 Bennett C. R., Millchester c 305 Blackman J., Brisbane s 411 Boyd Harry, Coorinda c (2)
203 Bennett D., 1)areel s 306 Blackstone Henry, Townsville c 412 Boyd James, Eidsvold c
204 Bennett G. H., Adavale c 307 Blackwell James, Afton Downs c 413 Boyd John, Cooktown c
205 Bennett Henry, Adavale c 308 Blackwood George, Brisbane s 414 Boyd William,  Pinningham e t
206 Bennett Henry, Main street c (2) 309 Blain John A., Aramac s 415 Boyd W., Laidley c
207 Bennett H., Ipswich c 310 Blainey Mrs., Rockhampton c 416 Boyle A. R., Geraldton c
208 Bennett John, Brisbane c 311 Blair John, Bowen s 417  Boyle E., Adavale c
209 Bennett Joseph, Rochdale n z and s 312 Blake Mrs., Valley c 418 Boyle Terence, Dawson River c
(3)  313 Blake Mrs., Red Hill c 419 Boyle Thomas, Portland c
210 Bennett J., 'Brisbane c 314 Blake H. G., Townsville c 420 Boyle W., Croydon e
Conbar Station s211 Bennett S. A., Georgetown c 313 Blake John 421 Boysen Johannes,  or C., Charters,
212 Bennetts Edward, Charters Towers f 316 Blake J. V., Grey street c Towers c
213 Bennetts Al. A., Gympie e 317 Blake Mrs. J. V., Brisbane c 422 Bradbury M. E., South Brisbane c
214 Benny W., Twine street c 318 Blake Maurice J., Eidsvold c 423 Bradbury Robert, Charters  Towers o c
215 Benson and Whittick, South Brisbane 319 Blake Miss Nellie, Valley c 424 Bradie F. H., Toowoomba c
o c 320 Blake It., Bundanba c 425 Bradley W. R., Brisbane s
216 Benson -. Gregory c 321 Blake T., Townsville c 426 Bradnan N., Paddington c
217 Benson Mrs, North Quay c 322 Blake Messrs. T. A., Ipswich f 427 Bradshaw Joseph, Herberton c
218 Benson Mrs. E. H., Alexander Reef 323 Blake T. A., Ann street c (2) 428 Brady Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
uk  324 Blake W., New Farm c 429 Brady Frank, Brisbane c
219 Benson Miss Marie, Brisbane s 325 Blakeney Miss Maggie, Mackay o c 430 Brady H., Roma c
220 Benstecd C., Ravenswood Junction c 326 Blanchard -, Toowoomba c 431 Brady Dirs. M., West End c
221 Benthiorin John, Karnerunga o c 327 Bleakley William, Rockhampton a 432 Bragg T., Woodford c
222 Bently Mrs., Murphy's Creek c (2) 328 Illeich F. W. K., Toowoomba c 433 Brame John, Charters  Towers n z
223  Bently F., Murphy':, Creek c 329 Blennerhassett F. H., Toowoomba o c 434 Brandon W., Tiaro c
224  Bentley H., Mitchell c 330 Blewitt George, Brisbane u k 433 Brandshaw Mrs. Edward, Townsville s
225  Bcor E. J., Roundstone u k  331 Bligh Michael, Maneroo c 435 Brandt Mrs. Hilda, Kangaroo Point e
226  Beor E. J., Roundstone f ands (5) 332 Blight A., One-Mile c 437 Brandt P., Brisbane o
227  Bercer A. V., Bundaberg c  333  Blight N., Southport c 438 Bransome -, Buderim Mountain c
228  Beresford J. or W., Cairns u k  334  Bloodsworth A., Yeppoon c 439 Bray Thomas, Rockhampton o c and
229  Bergan -, Cloncurry c  335  Bloom Mrs., Paddington c o (2)
230  Berge Miss B., Brisbane s  336  Bloor -, Douglas Estate s 440 Bray T., Rockhampton c
231  Berger A., Bundaberg c  337  blucher William, Ravenswood o 441 Bray W illiam , Croydon c
232  Berger H., Goondiwindi c  338  Bluett T. C., Bundauba o 442 Bray William, Cloncurry s
233  Bergin --, North Ipswich c  339  Blumfield C. H., Bloomfield s 443 Bray W., Rockhampton s
234  Bergin Miss E., Townsville c  340  Blyth W., Charters Towers c (2) 444 Bray n -, Brisbane u k
235  Berkefeld Henry, Kamerunga a  341  Boardman Miss E., North Quay c 445 Brazier G. H., Pittsworth c
236  Bermingham Jaynes, Wallangarra c  342  Boase Mrs., One-Mile s 446 Bree Miss Al. E., Clermont c
237  Bernard L., Townsville c  343  Boden Mrs., Paddington c 447 Breede C. H., Georgetown c
238  Bernard W. R., Brisbane c and s (2)  344  Bohringer Philip, Bowen Park s 448 Breen William, Boundary  street c
239  Bernascow Francesco, Brisbane f  345  Boland -, Rockhampton c 449 Breenan J. J., Croydon c (2)
240  Berndt -, Maryborough c  346  Boland Andrew, Tandamarra s 450 Breese Thomas, Winton o
241  Berrenger -, Bowen Downs c  347  Boldery W., Eidsvold c 451 Breeze and Jackson, Croydon c
242  Berridge Edward, Brisbane o c  348  Bolitho James, (lroydon c (2) 452 Brennan Mrs., South Brisbane c
243  Berry Mrs., Brisbane u k  34!)  Boller Peter, Toowoomba c 453 Brennan Toowoomba in
241  Barry Charles R., Brisbane u k  330  Bolster Nat., Thursday Island c 454 Brennan Mrs. James, Tewantin f (2)
245  Berry Jaynes, Townsville c  351  Bolt Mrs., Enoggera c 455 Brennan John, Eidsvold c
246  Berry Joseph, South Brisbane c  352  Bolton Miss E., Blackall c 456 Brennan M., Gympie e
247  Berry Mrs. J. L., West End o  353  Boman Frank, Thargonyindah c 457 Brennan Miss Mary, Brisbane u 1: (3)
248  Berry P., South Brisbane c  354  Bond C., Rosalie c 458 Brennan Miss M., Woollongabba c
219  Berry Tom, Isisford s  355  Bone Thomson, Brisbane u k 458 Brennan S. W., Mungarr c
250  Berry T.. Portland Downs c  356  Bonehany J., One-Mile c 460 Brennan Wm., Adavale c
251  Berry W., Charters Towers c  357  Boner G., Toowoomba c 461 Brenner W., Coombabah c
252  Berthelsen J., Gympie c  358  Bong John, Charters Towers o c 46g Bresnihan John, Stanley  street u k and
253  Bertram John; Mount Romeo e t  359  Bonguliehmi Daniele, Brisbane f c
MBundaberg s  360  Bonidler - (farmer ) Pittsworth cA254  Berur K ., Pittsworth e463 Brett,.,.
Woollongabba c (2)Woon arra c (2)  361  Bonner W.255 Berweld Leo 464 Brewer -,  Greeumount c, ,2.56 Best Mrs. G., Emu Park o  362  Booker David J., Barcaldine c 465 Brewer N., Mowbraytown c
257  Best Joseph,  Karnerunga c and o c (2)  363  Booker Jaynes, Rockhampton c 466 Brewer T., One-Mile c
258  Bestwick Chris., Queenton u k  364  Bool L. H., Brisbane u k 467 Brewster F., Croydon c
259  Bethuene -, Rockhampton c  365  Boorman Mrs. E., Brisbane u k 468 Brian Ed., Gympie c
260  Beutel W., Sandgate c  366  Boot  A., Brisbane u k 469 Briand G., Mackay s
261  Bevan ---, Littabella Creek c  367  Booter David John, Barcaldine c 470 Bridge James, Georgetown c
262  Bevan George F., Brisbane o c 368 Booth Ernest, Ravensbourne c 471 Bridge W. (miner), Gympie c
263  Beveridge John, Gympie c 369 Booth F., Goondiwindi s 472 Bridgenyan -, Cairns c (3)
264  Bevis Walter, Geraldton e t 370 Bordon W., Dinmore c 473 Bridgenian Win., Kamerunga o e
265  Beyer Herman,  Brisbane o  371 Boreham Charles, Boggo e t 474 Brien William, Mitchell e t
266  Bichsel Robert, Telemon Station o 372 Borgert Miss Katie, Upper Grey  street c 475 Brier -, Brisbane c
267  Bickford Mrs. S., Enoggera c 373 Borgess N., Spring Hill c 476 Brieshkie H., Esk c
268  Bicknell T. P., Rockhampton u k 374 Borghero H., Croydon a 477 Briggs J., Petrie  terrace c
269  Biddulph Lewis, Charleville c 375 Bogham -, Enoggera c 478 Briggs Thomas, Valley u k
270  Bidgood -, Enoggera c 376 Born - (farmer), Lowood c 479 Brigham M., Toowoomba c
271  Biggs .T., Pialba c 377 Born John, Sandy Creek e t 480 Bright Mrs., Enoggera c
272  Biggs James R., South Brisbane c 378 Bortolo Materoni, Boombabab s (2) 481 Brightwell Mrs. F., Breakfast Creek c
273  Biggs S., Toowoomba c 379 11ortolo Della-Velova, Cairns f 482 Brimm John A., Croydon c
274  Bignell E., Brisbane e 380 Borturan C., Brisbane o e 4S3 Brinn Robert, P.U. Brisbane u k
275 Bilby F., Rockhampton c 381 Borwick John, Kangaroo Point e 484 Brior C., Mary borough c
276 Biles Edward, Townsville c 382 Bosh F., Brisbane c 485 Bristow A., Charters Towers c
277 Billington H., St. George s 383 Bosomworth Robinson, Lake's Creek o c 486 Bristow John, Eight-mile Plains c
278 Bingham Mrs., Toowong c  384 Bostock F., Gatton c 487 Broadfoot John, Charters Towers c
279 Binsi;; Patrick, .Mackay c 385 Boto.f., Yeppoon u k and f (2) 488 Broadley -, Kooroomba s
280 Birch Eliza Bridget, Adavale c 386 Botteher L., Cleveland f 489 Brock George, Bundaberg u k
281 Birchley F., Spring Hill c 387 Botterell Frank, Croydon c 490 Brock J., St. George c
282 Bird Miss Elizabeth, Rockhampton c 388 Bouin Miss, Rockhampton c 491 Brock J., Gympie c
283 Bird F., Rockhampton u k 389 Bourjur J., Milton c 492 Brocklehurst Thomas, Croydon o c
284 Bird Mrs. G., Brisbane u k 390 Bourke Mrs., Mount Morgan c 493 Brockmann August, Brisbane c
285 Bird Miss L., Rockhampton u k 391 Bourke Denis, Normanton c 494 Broderick Mrs., Thompson  Estate c
286 Bird William, Bundaberg c 392 Bourke D., Queen street c 495 Broderick Daniel Gympie c
287 Birkett -, Ann street c 393 Bourke Mrs. Ellen, Townsville c 496 Broderick J., Swan Hill c
288 Birmingham Miss M., Croydon c  394  Bourke Miss diary, Rockhampton u k 497 Broderick J. J., Harrisville c
289 Bishop Albin, Eidsvold c  395 Bourke P., Cunnamulia c 488 Brodie R., Coombabah c
290 Bitmead George, Warbreccan Station o 396 Bourke Mrs. R., Rockhampton o 499 Brokner -, Killarney c
291 Bitty James, Isisford c 397 Bow David, Beaudesert c 500 Brosnan Alfred, Jimboombah in
292 Bjerke Theodore, Brisbane o c 398 Bowden Captn., Brisbane n z 501 Broniser -, Toowoomba c
293 Bjoskgirst Petter, Bundaberg f 399 Bowden Mrs. Jane, Brisbane o c 502 Brooking Isaac S., Saltern Creek c
294 Black F., Kensington c (2) 400 Bowden John, Georgetown c 503 Brooks Mrs., Quay street c
295 Black Mrs. M. D., Gympie c 401 Bowdler J., Toowoomba c 504 Brooks John, Mitchell o
296 Black Private J., George street c 402 Bowen F. C., Brisbane u k )05 Brooks M., Stanley street uk
297 Black Samuel, Valley o c (2) 403 Bowen R., To,swong c 506 Brooks Miss Sarah, Marlborough c
298 Black William, Booroodabin c 404 Lower Mrs. J., Mackay c (2) 507 Brosnan Ben., Brisbane u k
299 Blaeklsourn .1., Dinyuoie u k (2)  405 Bowler and Haly, (,attou c 505 ]Brosnan John. Ipswich road c
300 1_1ackburu E..7., Croydon c 406 Bowles --- , Valley c 50:) Bru-.nan J., One-Mile c
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510 Brosnan  William ,  Kelvin Grove c
511 Brough John, Gympie c (3)
512 Brower Bowen e t
513 Brown -, Gympie s
514 Brown  -, Croydon c
515 Brown  -,  Thornton lane c
516 Brown  Mrs., Brisbane c
517 Brown Mrs., South  Brisbane c
518 Brown  Mrs., Taringa c
519 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c
520 Brown Miss, Bri,bane c
521 Brown Albert, Cooktown e t
522 Brown Andrew, (Gympie c
523 Brown  A. A., Brisbane c
524 Brown A. C., Bowen Bridge road c
525 Brown A. G., Croydon in
526 Brown  Mrs. Agnes  M., Brisbane c
527 Brown B., Toowoomba c
528 Brown C., Kangaroo Point u k
529 Brown  D., Ipswich c
530 Brown Eugene, Stanley street c
531 Brown Mrs. E .,  South Brisbane c
532 Brown E. B., Rockhampton u k
533 Brown  F. M., Cooktown s
534 Brown  George,  Bulimba Brewery c
535 Brown  Geo. and Maria,  Cairns o c
536 Brown G., Stanley  street c
537 Brown  Mrs. G .,  1\tew Farm u k
538 Brown  G. A., Maryborough s
539 Brown  H., R ckhampton c
540 Brown  If.,  Brisbane House c
541 Brown  H. S., Brisbane c
542 Brown  H. W., Woollongabba c
543 Brown  Jesse,  Brisbane s
544 Brown  Jonathan ,  Gympie c
545 Brown John, Morley Station s
546 Brown  J ohn, Dinmore c
547 Brown John ,  0., Beaudesert c
548 Brown  Joseph, Redland Bay c
549  Brown Joseph,  Redland Bay c
550 Brown  J., Croydon c
551 Brown  J., Brisbane u k
552 Brown .T., Valley c
553 Brown  J., Gympie c
554 Brown  Mrs. J., Dulvadilla c
555 Brown  Mrs. J .,  Toowoomba c
556 Brown .T. G., Valley c
57 Brown J .  H., Gym pie c
58 Brown J. T. W., Emerald c
559 Brown  Miss  Kate ,  The Range c (3)
560 Brown Leyne, Rockhampton c
561 Brown M., Springsure Line o
562 Brown  Percy, Eundilla  Station s
563 Brown Peter ,  Charters Towers c
564 Brown Phillip H .,  Charters Towers c
565 Brown Richard, P .O. Brisbane u k
566 Brown  Mrs. R., Spring Hill c
567 Brown  Miss Rhoda, Thursday Island c
568 Brown  Samuel, Bundaberg c (3)
569 Brown  Thomas,  Brisbane u k
570 Brown  Thomas, Croydon c
571 Brown William, Brisbane u k
572 Brown  William ,  Home Creek c (2)
573 Brown William ,  Kamerunga o c
574 Brown Mrs. W ..  Brisbane c
575 Brown W. H., Coombabah  o and s (2)
576 Browne Arthur, Queenton c
577 Browne F. S., Taringa c
578 Browne Mrs. G., Swan Hill c
579 Browne George  H., Brisbane c (2)
580 Bruce  Henning,  Brisbane o c
581 Bruce William ,  Brisbane o
582 Bruder George, Croydon c
583 Brumfield S. H., Bloomfield s (2)
5'4 4 Brusasdie Martin, Charters Towers o c
585 Bruce G., Toowoomba c
586 Bryan -,  Mount  Morgan c
587 Bryant  A., Mary street c
588 Bryant  J ames E., Hughenden c
589 Bryant John, Eidsvold c
590 Bryant J. C., Cooktown .s
591 Bryce James, Spring  Hill c (2)
592 Buchan -, Cooktown in
593 Buchan  W. R., Sand-ate c
594 Buchanan  A., Cloncuiry s
595 Buchanan Thomas, Charters Towers c
596 Buchanan E. A., Coongoola s
597 Buck Maurice, Charters Towers c
598 Buck-land E. J., Thargomindah c
599 Buckley -, Upper Glenelg street c
600 Buckley  Patrick, Brisbane f
601  Buckley Patrick, Brisbanr  it k-602 Buckley Patrick, Gympie o c
603 Buckley Mrs. Pat .,  One-Mile c
604 Bud J .,  Coomera River c
605 Budd Mrs. John, Ipswich c
600 Budd William ,  Bi isbane u k
607 Buddell A., Bunda1 erg s
608 Buhr  R., Ann  street c
609 Bull F .,  Brisbane c
610 Bullock  Thomas ,  Rockhaml ton o c
611 Bulluss H., Springsure s
612 Buncastle  0., Jundah s
613 Bundock  A. G., Brisbane c
614 Bunhill H. J., Brisbane c
615 Burbage Mrs., Normanton c
796
616 Burchard  Francis,  Kelvin Grove road
617 Burcher C. W., Ipswich c
618 Burchill J., Walsh River c (2)
619 Burgen Mrs. James, Horton  Station o
620 Burges  W. J., Brisbane u k
621 Burgess Harry, Cairns u k
622 Burgess .T., Brisbane c
623 Burgess  .T., Barcaldine c
624 Burgess W. H., Biddenham c
625 Burget  J ohn, Clifton c
626 Burgoyne G. S., Gracemere c
627 Burhup  Mrs., South Brisbane c
628 Burke  Mrs., Torwood Estate c
629 Burke  Mrs., Rockhampton c
630 Burke  D. O'Shea, Golden Valley c
631 Burke Mrs. Ellen, Charters Towers s
632 Burke  blrs.  Fanny, Valley o c
633 Burke  James ,  Cairns s
6.34 Burke John, Rockhampton o c
635 Burke  J., Bowen c
636 Burke Mrs. Margaret ,  Mitchell c
637 Burke  Michael ,  Toowoomba c
638 Burke P., Cooktown c
639 Burke Thomas, Blackall c
640 Burke William, Monkland c
641 Burlass  -,  Rockhampton c
642 Burling Miss Annie  Mary, Geraldton c
643 Burn J .  J., Cloncurry o c
644 Burnby Patrick ,  Monkland c
645 Burnell Hubert G .,  Granville c
646 Burnell  W. S., Springsure c
647 Burnett Mrs., Toowong c
648 Burnett  Joseph ,  Goondi u k
649 Burns --, Brisbane c
650 Burns Gregory Terrace c
651 Burns  Annie, Rockhampton o
652 Burns J., Tower 1Ii11 c
653 Burns  Robert, Charters  Towers o c (2)
654 Burns W., St. George c
655 Burns  WV., Cootharaba c
656 Burns  W., Cloncurry c
657 Burns  W. E., Mount Cootha c
658 Burr T .  H., Myrtle Creek o
659 Burridge  Jess ,  Bundaberg c
660 Burrows Josiah ,  Brisbane u k (2)
661 Burry A., Townsv le c
662 Burshell  E. J., T wong c
663 Burton Miss, Brisbane  in  (2)
664 Burton George, Hill End u k
665 Burton  Robert C.,  Kelvin Grove o c
666 Bush W .,  Townsville c
667 Bustard James, South Darr c
668 Bustiles  -,  Rockhampton c
669 Butcher Mrs., Rockhampton o
670 Butcher Mrs. G., Rockhampton c
671 Butcher James, Maryborough c (2)
672 Butler  Mrs. B., Gympie c
673 Butler  Charles ,  Tabletop c
674 Butler  David, Gympie c (2)
675 Butler  George,  Rockhampton c
676 Butler G.. Brisbane u k
677 Butler  James, Gympie u k
678 Butler James , Maryborough o c
679 Butler ,  J. C., Ayrshire Downs c
680 Butler  Miss  Minnie ,  Rockhampton o c
681 Butler Pat., Mungar o c
682 Butler  Thomas,  Kelvin  Grove road c
683 Butt A. W., Gordon Club m
684 Butters ,  J. W., Brisbane c
685 Buttler  L., Croydon c
686 Buxton  David, Miilchester  road c (2)
687 Byfield  E., Charters Towers c
688 Byrn Mrs. D .,  Charters  Towers c
689 Byrne -, Dalby c
690 Byrne A., Valley c (2)
691 Byrne A., Knowsley Estate c
692 Byrne  ,John, Vulture  street c
693 Byrne  John, Gympie c
694 Byrne John,  Cairns c (2)
695 Byrne S., Cooktown c
696 Byrne  Mrs. Thomas ,  Normanby Sta-
tion c
697 Byrne W., Bowen Bridge road c
698 Byrne  W., Gympie c
699 Byrne  W. J., St. George c
700 Byrnes  Mrs., Brisbane c
701 Byrnes G., Eidsvold m (2)
702 1;yrn, •Iol.n, S,ia t1: 1.:'r c
703 Byron A .  H., Brisbane c
704 Byron M., Brisbane s
705 Byth Andrew ,  Thompson  Estate c
C.
1 CABIN1  T .Yuan, Croydon c
2 Caddy  Vf"iam J .,  Charters Towers m
3  Cabe  -°  (contractor ),  Ipswich c
4 Cahil  Jnhet, Rockhampton u k
5 Cahill Annie, Toowoomba o
6 Cahill James, Tambo c
7 C1hn Sherman D., Croydon n z
8 Caines Christopher, Croydon u k
9 Caird D., Maryborough c
10 Cairns George, Mackay u k
11 Cairns Robert,  Thargomindah c
12 Cairns W., Cawarral c
13 Calab y Isaac, Croydon c
14 Calder Alex., Maryborough c
15 Calderwood Geo., Brisbane c
16 Caldwell Francis C., Townsville s
17 Caldwell Mrs. J., Woollongabba c
18 Callagan - (saddler), Emerald c
19 Callaghan  D., Karnerunga c
20 Callan A. J., Queen  street c
21 Calley A.  E., Bri,baiie s
22 Calligan  Mrs. John, Ipswich c
23 Callinan  Miss Annie ,  Brisbane c
24 Callinan  Simon, Woollongabba c
25 Cally - (stonemason ), Gregory ter-
race c
26 Calmund Peter ,  Torbanlea c
27 Camerer A. F., Warwick u k
28 Cameron  A., Croydon c (2)
29 Cameron  A., Cunnamulla s
30 Cameron C., Cooktown c
31 Cameron Duncan, Wallangarra a
32 Cameron  D. M., Allora c
33 Cameron Gordon, Sandgate c
34 Cameron H., Glenmorrel c
35 Cameron John ,  Cloncurry s
36 Cameron  J ohn Glass ,  Cooktown u k
37 Cameron Robert,  Tent Hill u k
38 Cameron T., Spring Hill c
39 Campbell  -,  Bundaberg c
40 Campbell -, Sprin Hill c
41 Campbell Mrs., IN orth Quay c
42 Campbell A., West End c
43 Campbell A. C., Woollongabba c
44 Campbell A. G., Pittsworth c
45 Campbell C., Brisbane o c
46 Campbell Duncan ,  Cunnamulla m
47 Campbell D.,  Highfields c
48 Campbell George, Darr River Downs).
49 Campbell IT.,  Samford road c
50 Campbell James ,  Bulloo Downs m
51 Campbell John, Gyrnpie c
52 Campbell Mrs. John, Eidsvold c
53 Campbell.T., Gympie c (2)
54 Campbell  J., Buliinba c
55  Campbell  Martin, Dulvadilla c
56 Campbell M. W., Winton c
57 Campbell  Mrs. S., Fassifern a
58 Campbell William,  Pittsworth u k
59 Campbell Wm., West End c
60 Campbell Mrs., Sadleir 's Crossing c
61 Campbell W. N., Vindex c
62 Cann E., Georgetown c
63 Cann George, Durham c
64 Cann Mark, Brisbane o c
65 Cann M .,  Al bert street c
66 Cannon John ,  Nundah u k
67 Cannon  W., Ingham c
68 Car Mrs., Valley a
69 Carberry  James , Normanby Hill c
70 Carberry J. W., St. George s
71 Carberry W. J., St. George is
72 Cardew  -,  Sandgate c
73 Cardew  P., Southport c
74 Carey -,  Tolmie's darn c
75 Carey Thos .  L. C., Cooktown e
76 Carkeek J. B., Toowoomba a
77 Carkeek  Mrs. S .,  Bowen Hills s
78 Carlin J .  T., South Brisbane a
79 Carline George,  Blackall s
80 Carlisle  W. S., Croydon w a
81 Carlon James ,  Gympie c (2)
82 Carlsen Hans, Townsville f and c (2)
83 Carlsson  Carl Job.,  Brisbane f
84 Carlyle W., Mount Perry c (2)
85 Carmier John ,  21 Albert street o e
86 Carmody James, Spring Hill c
87 Carmody Joseph,  Hughenden c
88 Carnegie  J ames,  Westlands  Station  in
89 Caroll Miss  Mary, Townsville c
90 Carpenter Ernest E., Racecourse o
91 Carpenter Mrs. James ,  Rosalie c
92 Carr Albert Chas., Brisbane c
93 Carr Mrs.  E. H., South Brisbane c
94 Carr E.  H., Townsville c
95 Carr H ., Monkland c
96 Carr Mrs. James ,  Carbrook o
97 Carr M.,  Monkland c (2)
98 Carrick Mrs., Townsville s
99 Carrington C. H., Hughenden c
100  Carroll Alfrrd, or Joseph Plunkett, Rock-
land ,Station. vi-1 Burketoirrn it k
101 Carroll Andrew ,  Jimbour Station c
102 Carroll George,  Yengarie
103 Carroll Michael,  Kamerunga c
104 Carroll Michael, Warra Warra o
105 Carsons John, Woollongabba c
106 Carten Owen, Croydon c
107 Carter --, Port Douglas c
108 Carter H., Woollongabbam c
109 Carter H. G., Cairn, o c and c (2)
110 Carter J., Kelvin Grove c
111 Carter Mrs. Julia, Char ter- Towers e
112 Carter W. H., Goondb. .iidi c
113 Carthy J., Stanley street c
114 Cartlid;e If., Brisbane u k
115 Cartlidge Win., Ruthven  Station c
116 Cartner Mrs., Thursday Island c
117 Carton Peter, Maryborough u k
118 Carton Thomas, Maryborough u k
119 Cartwright --, Thompson  Estate c
120 Carvar T., Kelvin Grove c
121 Casens B., Pittsworth c
122 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c (5)
123 Casey T., Gympie c
124 Casey William, Herberton c
125 Cashin Mrs., Ann  street s
126 Cashion Mrs. A .,  Brisbane s
127 Casn Miss  Susan, Sandgate c
128 Caspar --, George street c
129 Cass  James,  Allandale in
130 Cassady W., Gympie in
131 Cassels  Robert ,  Brisbane c (2)
131A Cassells Mrs. Robert, Charters Towers
nz
131B Cassidy James, Cairns o
132 Cassilly J., Euthella road c
133 Cassim J., Mourilyan c
134 Castle Charles C., Blackall c
135 Castle Francis, West End o c
136 Castor A., Brisbane c
137 Caston Mrs. N., Toowong c
138 Cate Alfred, Pantin Vale c
139 Catty T. E., Sandown s
140 Caulfield J. G., Valley c
141 Caulfield Wm., Isisford c
142 Caulton W. C., Bowen s
143 Caste Mrs. James, Maryborough c
144 Cavanagh E. J., One-Mile c
145 Cavanagh Hugh, Croydon in
146 Cavanaugh Mrs. Mark, Charleville c
147 Cavendish and Sons, Rockhampton c
148 Cay F. L., Lytton road c
149 Cay L. M., Lytton road c
150 Chadwick A., Red Hill c
151 Chadwick  Misg E . H., Red Hill c
152 Chadwick G., Killarney c
153 Chadwick W., Enoggera  terrace c
154 Chadwick James  M., Brisbane u k
155  Chadwick James M.,  Brisbane u k
156 Chalker Edward,  Isisford a
157 Challioner -, Kangaroo Point e
158 Chalmers Alex., Shafton road e
159 Chalmers Charles, Darronville o
160 Chalmers George, Ipswich s
161 Chalmers James,  Bundaberg  in
162 Chalmers W., South Brisbane c
163 Chamberlain -, Georgetown e t
164 Chambers Robert, Kelvin Grove c
165 Champion Mrs., Townsville c
166 Champion Charles,  Brisbane c
167 Champion J., Spring Hill o
168 Champion T., Spring Hill c
169 Chandler W. H., Albert  street c (2)
170 Chaning E., Upper Edward  street c
171 Channey Mrs. A.,  Brisbane c
172 Channing  Edward, Spring Hill u k
173 Chapman -,  Fassifern  c
174 Chapman A., Norman Creek c
175 Chapman  Charles,  Dulbydilla c
176 Chapman  F. H., Listowel Downs s
1"7 Chapman  H. T., Brisbane c
178 Chapman  R., Paddington c
179 Chapman  Thomas ,  Ithaca c
180 Chapman  T., Bopple Siding c
181 Chapman  William  Valley  o c
182 Charles  Thomas, Angellala c
183 Charlston  and Anderson ,  Yeppoon c
184 Charman  George,  Rockhampton c
185 Charmley W., Gyymmpie 8
186 Chauvel  P. B., Humpybong c
187 Chatdesang Louis  Numa , P.O. Rock-
hampton c
188 Cheesman Mrs., Surat o
189 Cheshire  A., South Brisbane c
190 Chestor  F. R., Kangaroo Point c
191 Childen Rowland,  Rockhampton u  It
192 Chimo  James, Charters Towers c
193 Chisbett George,  Kamerun ga o c
194 Choake Frederick, Townsville m
195 Chorlton H., Red Hill c
196 Chouslaw Miss B., St. George's  Bridge s
197 Christensen A. South Brisbane c
198 Christensen C.,, Waterloo  street c
199 Christensen E., Emu Vale c
200 Christensen H., Calliope c
201 Christenson Mrs , Gympie c
202 Christesen  Hans  P., Gympie o c
203 Christianson A. L., Woollongabba c
204 Christie Mrs. David,  Brisbane c
205 Christie Mrs. E. E., South Brisbane o
206 Christmas Sophus  H., Brisbane o c
207 Christoe, J. P., Cairns c
208 Churchward John F., Maryborough c
209 Churchward W., Kangaroo Point c
210 Chute Trevor, Indooroopilly u k (2)
211 Clacherty R., Graham Creek e
212 Clair -, Croydon c
213 Claire John, Lower Coomera c
214 Clancy D. J., Mackay c
215 Clancy j., Gympie c
216 Clancy Michael, Charters Towers u k
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217 Clancy P., Kangaroo Point c
218 Clare H., Croydon c
219 Clark Mount Pleasant c
220 Clark -, Cairns c
221 Clark Frederick, Nindaroo u k
222 Clark George, Valley o c
223 Clark George D., Brisbane c
224 Clark Mrs. Harriet C., Brisbane o c
225 Clark James, Thursday Island e t (2)
226 Clark James, Townsville s
227 Clark J., Brisbane s
228 Clark J., Mount Jones c
229 Clark William, Eidsvold c
230 Clark W., Thargomindah c
231 Clark W., Herberton c
232 Clarke -, South Brisbane c
233 Clarke Mrs., Lower Dawson road c
234 Clarke Miss, Bulimba c
235 Clarke C. W., George street c
236 Clarke Daniel, Cloncurry  s and c (2)
237 Clarke Edmund A., Brisbane o c
238 Clarke Miss Ellen, Brisbane c
239 Clarke F., Monkland c
240 Clarke G. H. H., Cooktown o
241 Clarke Isaiah, Rockhampton c
242 Clarke James, Maryborough c
243 Clarke Joseph Bundaberg u k
244 Clarke J. E., Chinchilla c (2)
245 Clarke J. H., Caroona Downs c
246 Clarke Michael, Tewantin c
247 Clarke  Michael , Cairns c
248 Clarke Peter, Cumberland c
249 Clarke R., Thargomindah in
250 Clarke Thomas, Springsure o
251 Clarke T., Townsville c
252 Clarkson Robert, Beenleigh c
253 Clarkston Win., Ipswich road c
254 Clatte A., Ann street c
255 Claussen Mrs. T.,  Charters  Towers c
256 Clay It. E., Alice  Downs c (2)
257 Clayman William, Walloon c
258 Clayton --,  Roma c
259 Cleigh  William, Stanthorpe c
260 Clement C. 0., Albion c
261 Clemesha  D., Clermont c
262 Clemnients S., Clermont c
263 Clew, H., Clermont c
264 Clews W., Taranganba c
265 Clifford Charles, South  Brisbane c
266 Clinch J., Brisbane e
267 Clise M., Toowoomba c
268 Clock F., Cloncurry c
269 Clothier A., Emu Vale in
270 Clothier J., Gatton s (2)
271 Coakley  Patrick, Brisbane s
272 Coats -, Paddington c
273 Cohain C.; One-Mile c
274 Cobb -, Albert  street c
275 Cobb George F., Cotherstone $
276 Cobban  Miss  H., Toowong u k
277 Coburn Joseph, Croydon o c
278 Cochin Charles,  Nanango o c
279 Cochran A., Cairns c
280 Cochrane  James, Rockhampton c
281 Cochrane Thomas, Cooktown c
282 Cochrane  W. G., Bowen Hills c
283 Cock Thomas ,  Swan Hill u k
284 Cockburn  H. A. E., Balnagowan
f and c (3)
285 Cochrane  James, Gympie c
286 Cocks  C., Thursday  Island c (2)
287 Coderington  A., Thargomindah a
288 Cody F ., Macka y  e
289 Coe James  A., Gympie s
290 Coe J. J., Bla ckall c
291 Coffens  Louis ,  Brisbane f
292 Coffey  -,  Emu Park road c
293 Cofffie George, Toowoomba c
294 Cohen Mrs., Norfolk road c
295 Cohen  Daniel ,  Brisbane c
296 Cohen M., Normanby Station c
297 Cohery John, or Jas.,  Bowen Line c
298 Coken. J., Brisbane c
299 Colbeck J. A., Gympie u k
300 Colburn J., Bundaberg c
301 Cole Doctor, Cooktown c
302 Cole D., Charters Towers s
303 Cole F., South Brisbane c
304 Cole George. Miles c
305 Cole Thomas, Lutwyche u k
306 Cole William,  Taringa u k
307 Cole W., Muttaburra c
308 Coleman  Miss , North Quay c
309 Coleman  James,  Cairns c
310 Coleman W. C., Diamantina Lakes c
311 Colendi V., Two-Mile c
312 Coles Francis, Coorparoo e
313 Coles H. E., Woollongabba c
314 Coles  Miss  Louisa M., Dalby o c
315 Collett L., Homebush c
316 Colleton Michael, Cairns o c
317 Collings John, Rockhampton o c
318 Collins , Kangaroo Point c
319 Collins-Mrs., Adelaide street c
320 Collins .Miss Bridget, Bundaberg u k
321 Collins Charles, Afton Downs c
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322 Collins  Charles, Bundaberg c
323 Collins Daniel, New Farm c
324 Collins George, Brisbane c
325 Collins G., Ipswich c
326 Collins Mrs. G., Chatsworth c
327 Collins James, Charters Towers o
328 Collins Mrs. Jane Cox, Gymhie c
329 Collins John,  Boombah s
330 Collins John, Mackay c
331 Collins John, Gyympie c
332 Collins Miss Margt. Toowoomba u k
333 Collins Mrs. Mary, brisbane o c
334 Collins Miss Mary, Brisbane o
335 Collins M. R., Blackall s
336 Collins P., Coombahah c
337 Collins Thomas, Brisbane o c
338 Collins William,  Brisbane  in
339 Collins W., Melbourne  street e
340 Collister Paul, Durham u k
341 Cullman T., Brisbane o
342 Collopy J.,  Brisbane c
343 Colman Miss, Mary River c
344 Colman J., Stonehenge c
345 Colquhoun Mrs., West End c
346 Colston -, Kangaroo Point c
347 Colthart J. H., Goondiwindi u k
348 Combe Charles, Normanton u k
319 Combie G., Petrie  terrace c
350 Coinley J., Boggo road c
351 Comley J. B., Knowsley Estate c
352 Commins Joshua, Brisbane s
353 Coinpton Mrs. Amelia, Brisbane o c
3:)4 Compton E., Bundaberg c
355 Comry Mrs., Millehester c
356 Comtesu Louis, Roma f
357 Conchie William, Cooktown u k
358 Conhin -, West End c
359 Concard -, Valley c
360 Conden G., Dalby c
361 Condon Henry, Spring Hill c
362 Condon James Normanton c
363 Conggrieve W., Clifton  Station s
364 Con
an  Denis, Ragla  c
365 Conlan James, Beenleigh f
366 Conlan.J., South Brisbane c
367 Conlan P., Gympie c (2)
368 Conlishaw Miss, Eidsvold c
369 Conlon  Miss Maggie, Brisbane u k
370 Coniny Miss Agnes, Wickham terrace
n k (2)
371 Conn Miss A. M., Rockhampton o
372 Connaghan Hu h, Hemmant s
373 Connell Capt. ltd., Brisbane c
374 Connell  Mrs. Ellen, Southport u k
375 Connell Jeremiah , Bulimba o c
376 Connell W., Croydon c
377 Conner Miss Louie, Cooktown u k
378 Connolly Miss  C., Charters  Towers c
379 Connolly  Festius, Toowoomba f
380 Connolly John, Croydon c
381 Connolly  Mrs. M .  A., Brisbane c
382 Connor  -,  Charters Towers c
383  Connor Ben., Ingham c
384 Connor Miss D., Kamerunga c
385 Connor  Fred .,  Welltown s
386 Connor  James, Townsville e
387 Connor  James ,  Yeppoon o (2)
388  Connor Michael, Gladstone road e
389 Connor  W. Goondiwindi c
390 Connors J., Petrie terrace c
391 Connors Michael ,  Charters Towers c (3)
392 Connors Miss Norah ,  Ipswich c
393 Conolon Mis M .,  Brisbane c
394 Conroy Charles,  Croydon in
395 Conway -,  Brisbane c
396 Conway A., Croydon s
397 Cooey W.  K., Rosalie a
398 Coogan R., Mar borough s
399 Cook A ., Geraldton c
400 Cook E., Mackay c (2)
401 Cook G. A., Rockhampton c
402 Cook John ,  Kamerunga c
403 Cook John, Ipswich c
404 Cook Joe , Northampton s
405 Cook J.,  Bundamba o c
406 Cook Robert W., Thargomindah c
407 Cook Toin, Coorparoo c
408 Cooman R., One-Mile c
409 Coomber -, Cambria Flat c
410 Coomber G. W., Brisbane in
411 Coomber W., Watawa e
412 Coonan Mrs. H., Brisbane c
413 Cooney James, Emu Park c
414 Cooney John, Rockhampton in
415 Cooney  Joseph, Kanierunga c
416 Cooney J. J., Brisbane c
417 Cooper and Co., Norman Creek e
418 Cooper Mrs., 11 Perry  street c
419 Cooper Arthur, Widgee Crossing u k
420 Cooper bliss Cis"y, Thursday  Island c
421 Cooper C. A., Albion c
422 Cooper F. W., Highgate Hill c
423 Cooper G. H., Brisbane c
424 Cooper John, Brisbane  c and  in  (2)
425 Cooper John, Valley c
426 Cooper Joseph, Hamilton o e
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427 Cooper S., Two-Mile c 531 Cross F. W. Townsville f 40  Dattan Miss .N largt. (s. s. " Dacca ") e t
428 Cooper William, Booroodabin c
,
532 Cross George, Bundaberg o 41  Daulton Mrs. J., Cunnamulla s
429 Coopers  John, Brisbane c Cooktown e533 Cross James 42  Dauson Thomas, Brisbane n k
430 Coote  W., Ipswich road c
,
534 Cross Robert, Thargomindah s and c (2) 43  Davannah G. M., Valley c
431 Cope John ,  Bowen Hills c 535 Crossbey Mrs., Barcaldine c 44  Davenport A., Warwick e t
432 Copping  R., Paddington c Goondi u k536 Crosseys James 45  Davenport H., Ipswich e t and s (2)
433 Corbett John ,  Cairns c
,
Woollongabba c537 Crouch .T. 41;  Daves Mrs. T. H., Boxvale s
434 Corbett J., Woollongabba c
,
538 Croucher - (painter), Toowoomba c 47  Davey Mrs., Gympie c
435 Corby A. W., Cooktown u k ie c539 Crow Messrs., Gymp 48  Davey J., Petrie terrace c
436 Corcoran  Mary, Mount Morgan c ow540 Crowdy Messrs., Tooomba c 49  Davey M. C., One-Mile c (2)
437 Corderoy W. D., Croydon s 541 Crowe .T., Gympie c 50  Davey Richard, Charters Towers u k
438 Corderoy W. T., Brisbane s 542 Crowe Michael, Gladstone c 51  Davey W., Etheridge o
439 Curdy James, Brisbane c 543 Crowle Henry, Bundaberg o c 52  Davidson A., Brisbane s
440 Corleld -, Noosa c 544 Crowley Miss 1 Bridget, Brisbane c 53  Davidson C. W., Ipswich road c
441 Corkery Miss Ellen Brisbane c Charleville u k545 Crowle Patrick Ipswich sDavidson Mrs G,
442 Cormac John, Emu Park c
,y
546 Cruickshank W., Gym pie c (3)
. .,55 Davidson John, Pine Creek c
443 Cormack Peter,  Kamerunga c 547 Crystal William, Croydon c (2) 56  Davidson J., Valley c
444 Corn Mist, Cairns u k 5.18 Cuddihy Miss Bridget, Biisbane o c (2) 57 Davidson, J., Brisbane u k
445 Corner A. B., Toowong c 549 Cuddihy Miss Mary, Brisbane o c 58  Davidson J., Duncan street c
446 Corney David, Cairns c (3) 550 Cuffee W., Charters Towers c 59  Davie Thomas, Charters Towers s
447 Cornic J., Mungar c 551 Culbert Messrs. and Co., Coombabah 60  Davies Messrs., Elliott c
448 Cornish Joseph, Brisbane u k o c and c (2) 61  Davies Mrs., Mount Perry u k
449 Cornwall J., Croydon c 552 Culbert J., Coombabah o c (2) 62  Davies C., Townsville c
450 Corricks A., Ipswich c 553 Culbert John, Coombabah u k 63  Davies Constable M. A., Rockhamp
451 Corrigan Miss Maggie, Valley u k 554 Cullen Mrs., Coomera in ton c
452 Corrigan Miss  Marian North Qua u k Greeninount c555 Cullen J 64  Davies E Charters Towers in, y
453 Corrigan Patrick, Yeerongpilly c
.,
556 Cullen P., Mackay c
.,65 Davies F., Brisbane u k
454 Cort M Brisbane o Hamilton c557 Cullen Thomas 66  Davies George Durham e t.,
455 Cortoni Mrs. Annie, Valley o c
,
558 Cullinan John, Brisbane f
,67Davies Mrs. G., Cooroora s
456  Cory  Bliss  Lucy, Brisbane s 559 Culp Miss, Maryborough c 68  Davies Henry, Charters Towers c
457 Cosgrove Pat., The Springs c 560 Cumming Alex., Mount Albion u k 69  Davies Henry  (carrier ), Charters
458 Cosgrove  Thomas,  Mackay u k 561 Cumming Geo. R., Dalby in Towers c
459 Cosino Michael ,  Maryborough c (2) 562 Cumming James M.. Adavale c 70  Davies John, Richmond Downs s
460 Costlow Mrs. M.,  Brisbane c 563 Cummings James, Cha rters Towers c (3) 71  Davies John, Elliott c
461 Cotler P., Gregory  terrace c 564 Cummings Mrs. Sani., Ravenswood c 72  Davies John, Brisbane o
462 Coughlin.T., Sandown c (2) 565 Cummings W., Townsville in 73  Davies John, Rockhampton u k
463 Coulter A., Paddington c 566 Cummins Miss M. A., Ann street c 74  Davies J., Leichhardt street c
464 Coulter Robert, Croydon c 567 Cunnick T., New Farm c 7.1 Davies J., Amelia street c
465 Coulthurst Wm., Red Hill c 568 Cunningham A., Brisbane c 76  Davies Lemuel, Durham c
466 Coulthwaite G., Charters Towers u k 569 Cunningham Mrs. J., Brisbane s 77  Davies Louis Walter, Brisbane u k (2)
467 Court, A., Cunnamulla c 570 Curley Miss A., Rockhampton c 78  Davies Mrs. Louisa E., Gympie o c (2)
468 Court William, Dalby u k 571 Curley George, Hemmant c 79  Davies M., Cooktown s
469 Courtoy Mi ss G., Bundaberg c 572 Curley John, Townsville c 80  Davies P. D., Mickets Creek c
Townsville c470 Cove Alfred 573 Curnow Mrs Charters Towers s 81  Davies Robert One-Mile c (2),
471 Cowan John,  Millchester s
.,
574 Curnow W., Towns% ille c
,82 Davies R.A., Wickham terrace o
472 Cowan  Thomas, Rockhampton a and 575 Curran Thomas, North Pine c (3) 83  Davies T. S., Golden Valley c
u k (2) 576 Currie Daniel, Brisbane c 84  Davies William, Brisbane in
473 Cowie  -,  Townsvi lle c 577 Currie John and J., Paddington o c 85  Davis Petrie  terrace c
474 Cowlen  -,  Macrossan 's Bridge c 578 Currie W. J., Brisbane o 86  Davis -, Ipswich c
475 Cox A. T., Albion c 579 Currie W. J. B., Wyenbah s 87  Davis Mrs., Croydon c
476 Cox Charles ,  Townsville e 580 Curry F., Brisbane c 88  Davis  Miss , Wickham terrace e
477 Cox F. C.,  Beaudesert c 581 Curry John, Coombabah o c 89  Davis Adolphus, Rockhampton s
478 Cox W., Mungar c
479 Cox W., Charlotte  street c
582  Curry lllarr, Janr, Rockhampton o
583 Curry Thomas, Eidstown o
90  Davis Ambrose, Bulloo Downs c and
)v480 Coyle Mrs .,  Bulimba c 584 Curry Walter, Rockhampton c s Miss Annie M., South Brisbane91  Da
481 Coyle E ., Charters Towers s 585 Curtin Miss Ann, Brisbane c uk
482 Coyle John, Croydon c 586 Curtis Charles, Croydon c 92  Davis Captain, Bundaberg c
483 Coyle M., Croydon c 587 Curtis Luke, Cooktown e t 93  Davis Florence J., Woollongabba o c
484 Coyne D., Mackay c 588 Curtis Miss Martha, Yeulba c 94  Davis Frank, Elliott c (2)
485 Coyne P., Charters Towers c 589 Curtis Samuel, Winton o 95  Davis F. H., Logan Village c
486 Crabb  James, Hemmant u k (3) 590 Cusack -, Bundaberg c 96  Davis George, Kamerunga o c
487 Crack  David, Brisbane s 591 Cutbush Charles, Townsville s (3) 97  Davis G., Valley c
488 Craft W., Mount Perry c 592 Cuthbert W. P., Brisbane c 98  Davis G. H., Millchester c
489 Cragg  Mr3., Hughenden c 593 Cutler A., Maryborough n z 99  Davis H., Thargomindah c
490 Craig  A. J., Ipswich c 100  Davis H., Caxton street c
491 Craig J., West End c D. 101  Davis H. A., South Brisbane c
492 Craig Miss  M., Breakfast  Creek u k 102  Davis James, Elliott River c
493 Craig William, Ayr s 1 DABERKOW Fritz, Brisbane f 103  Davis John (carrier ), Rockhampton c
Kangaroo Point cW. S.494 Craig 2 Dagge James Maryborough c 104  Davis J., Gympie s,,
495 Craine  Miss  Adelaide, Townsville e t
,
3 Dale Mrs. E., Ipswich road c 105  Davis Miss M., Gympie c
496 Criins -, Kamerungas 4 Dale James, Bowen e 106  Davis Percy, Logan Village c
497 Cramb William, Toowoomba c 5 Dale W., Maneroo Station c 107  Davis R., Brisbane River s
498 Cramb W., Laidley c 6 Daley Miss B., Wide Bay Creek c 108  Davis Samuel, Gympie c
499 Crane Alfred, Maryborough e 7 Daley James, Gympie c 109  Davis Mrs. S., Barcaldine c
500 Crane  John, Southport c 8 Daley John, Clermont C 110  Davis Thomas, Bowen  street c
501 Crawford H., Maryborough c 9 Dallon Mrs., Rockhampton c ill  Danis Thomas, Charters Towers c
502 Crawford H., Adavale c 10 Dalrymple Mrs., Fassifern c 112  Davis Thomas, Howard c
503 Crawford S., Stanley  street c 11 Dalton Edward, Charters Towers c 113  Davis Walter, Coorparoo c
504 Crawford Thomas, Gympie c 12 Dalton Patrick, Lower Coomera c 114  Davis William, Bulimba c
505 Crawly J., Werna  Station o 13 Daly James, Mungar Line c 115  Davis William, Millchester c
506 Creagh -,  Macalister c 14 Daly James, One-Mile c (2) 116  Davison Alfred, Cabbage-tree Creek c
507 Creagh  Mrs., Stanley st re et c 15 Daly John, Leichhardt Downs c 117  Dawdy Henry J., Brisbane o e
508 Creamer Timothy, Brisbane u k 16 Daly .Tohn. Brisbane c 118  Dawe William, Brisbane c
509 Creaser  Mrs. Elizth.  R., Sandgate c 17 Daly M., Stanley street c 119  Dawe Mrs. William,  Brisbane u k
510 Creaser R. 0., O'Connell Town c 18 Daly Miss Mary, Brisbane s 120  Dawson -, Red Hill c
511 Cremen Patrick, Jondaryan in 19 Daly Patrick, Pioneer Estate c 121  Dawson A., Croydon o
512 Cremin  Daniel , Brisbane u k 20 Daly Patrick, Kamerunga c 122  Dawson A.A., Croydon c
Saltern Creek u k and513 Cressey Samuel 21 Daly R. Gympie c 123  Dawson George, Gympie c,
c (2) ,22 Daly Timothy, Silsoe Station s 124  Dawson Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k
514 Crighton A., Enoggera  terrace c 23 Damias Mrs., Beaumont Estate c 125  Dawson Miss Mary, Brisbane s
515 Crispin John, Croydon s 24 Danaker -, Margaret street c (3) 126  Dawson M. J. E., Townsville e
516 Cristie David, Brisbane c 25 Daniells J., Mount Amos c 127  Day Charles, Valley in
517 Crocker Mrs. J., Sadd's Ridge c 26 Daniels Mrs., Charters Towers c 128  Day Mrs.  James , Yandilla c
518 Croft H. H. M., Charters Towers o 27 Daniels A. P., Townsville c (2) 129  Day John, Ravenswood c
519 Croke A., Maryborough c 28 Daniels G. D., Valley c 130  Day John, Mount Albion s
520 Croker E., Charters Towers c 29 Daniels  H., Ann street c 131  Day Robert, Gowrie Creek e
521 Cronin  David, Cardwell c 30 Daniels J., Red Hill c 132  Deacon W., Gympie c
522 Cronin  John, Springs c 31 Daniels Mrs. J., Townsville c 133  Dean Messrs. and Co., Normanton c
523  Cronin  Timothy, Inghamc 32 Daniels R. F., Geraldton in 134  Dean -, Spring Hill c
524 Cronin  Thomas F., Gympie c 33 Darbyshire Harry, Brisbane in 135  Dean Miss, Oakey Creek c
525 Crook  William, Brisbane u k 34 Darcy Doctor, (s.s. "Dorunda ") e t 136  Deane Mrs., Charters Towers c
526 Crooks  James, Croydon o c 35 D'Arcy Gerald, Charters Towers s 137  Deans John, Brisbane c (2)
527 Crooks Mrs. James, South Brisbne a 36 Darling -, Brisbane c 138  Dear  William , Blacdall u k
528 Crosley E., Ipswich o 37 Darmody Michael, Bundaberg o 139  Dearnally William, South Brisbane e (2)
529 Cross E., Cler n ont n k 38 Darracott John, Lagoon Creek u k 140  De Bovis E. J. B., Petrie terrace c
530 Cross E ., Mackay n z 39 Datson R. H., Eidsvold c and o c (2) and o (2)
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141 Deehan Miss, Charters Towers s 245 Donely Mrs., St. George c 350 Dunbar John, Glunginda o
142 Degan P., Yeppoon c 246 Donallan Michael, Normanton c (2) 351 Duncan John, Cairns c
143 Degnant C., Townsville c 247 Donnelly H., Terrick Station c (2) 352 Duncan William 1I., Charters Towers o e
144 De Havillard A., Carins c 248 Donnelly bl., Charters Powers c (2) 358 Dunkinson  James , Brisbane o c (2)
145 Dehlairn Charles, Brisbane e 219 Donnelly Patrick, Charters Towers o 3.54 Dunlop John,  Brisbane u k
146 Deighton E. W., Rockhampton c 250 Donnelly S., Cloncurry o 355 Dunlop J. A., Croydon s147 Dcirtg W., Maryborough c 251 Donnelland Mrs. T., Brisbane a 356 Dunlop J. H., Spring Hill c
118 Deiter F., Upper Logan o c 252  Donnollli Thomas, Rockha»mpton c  357 Dunlop William, Winton in
149 Delaney Mr,., Mackay c 253 Donoghue Mrs. Hannah, Brisbane u k 358 Dunlop W., Warnambool c (2)
150 Delaney Mrs. Gertrude, Normanton o c 2.14 Donoghue J., Charters Towers c 359 Dunn Mrs. Cath., Monkland o c
151 Delaney William, Brisbane u k 255 Donohue Thomas, Gympie c 360 Dunn Edwin, Thursday Island e t
152 Deleniere M., Highgate Hill c 256 Dononghoen Michael, Herbert River c 361 Dunn Frank, Charters Towers c
153 Dellar J. W., Paddington c 257 Donovan -, Vulture street c 362 Dunn John, Queen  street a
154 Deloughey Miss, Fernvale c 258 Donovan John, One-mile Creek o c 363 Dunn M., One-Mile c
151 Delugar T. M. J., Barcaldine c 259 Donovan T. H., Brisbane u k 364 Dunn  Patrick, Mungar c
156 De Lyon J. P., Ann street c 260 Doolan Miss F. J., Hope street s 355 Dunn Mrs. S. E., Millchester c
157 Demarlker J., Charters Towers 261 Doolan G. P., Tanhar Station c 366 Dunn S. G., Ravenswood c
158 Dempsey Mrs. Ann, Bundaberg ii k 2€2 Doolan John, Southport c 367 Dunne William, Toowoomba c
159 Dempsey John, Cairns c 263 Dooley Thomas, One-Mile c 368 Dunnachie James, or Thos.,  Brisbane c
160 Denby if., Sandgate c 264 Dopson J., senior, Toowong c 369 Dunne C. D., Beenleigh c
161 Dennis Messrs. and Co., South Bris- 265 Dornbush Wilhelm, Dalby o c 370 Dunne  Miss  D., New Farm c
b.tue c 266 Dorsey -, Townsville c 371 Dunne F. C., Warwick c
162 Denny 1). F., South Brisbane c 267 Downey M., Brisbane s 372 Dunne J., Brisbane c
163 Derbyshire Walt>r, Boggo road o c 268 Dougall Mrs., Albert  street  in 373 Dunne John M., Thargomindah c
164 De Rosnay A. Fromet, Cooktown f 269 Douglas Mrs., Thursday Island a 374 Dunnet George, Brisbane u k
165 Dervan P. J., Cooktown in ands (2) 270 Douglas A., Clermont c (3) 375 Dunney Miss Eva Mary, Gracomere c
16(1 De,bois I)an., Teviot Junction o 271 Douglas A., Gympie u k 376 Dunphy Edward, Cairns c
167 De.niond R., Cloncurry c and s (2) 272 Douglas C., Turbot  street c  377 Durack C., Laidley c
168 D'Eslett rnae Eugene, Brisbane a 273 Douglas Geo., Taringa c 378 Durdin W. H., Townsville o c
169 D'Este Percy, Normanton c 274 Douglas Mrs. Marie,  Brisbane f  379 Durham William, Queenton u k
170 Dettberner , Killarney c 275 Douglas William, Charters Towers c (2) 380 Durkin P., Kyabra o
171 Dentschinann Gottfried, Maryborough 276 Douglas Wm. (coach- driver ), Charters 381 Durrang S., Cooktown e t0c Towers o c 382 Duster Miss R.,  Brisbane c
172 Devars A., Indooroopilly o 277 Douglas W., Charters Towers c 383 Dutton John, Georgetown e t
173 Develin -, Bowen Hills c 278 Douglass Mary, Charters Towers o 384 Dutton Joseph H., Spring Hill o c
174 Devine Constable, Loma c 279 Douglass Walter, Maytown o c 385 Duval Messrs. L. and Co. , Townsville c
175 Devitt Austin, Rosevale o c 280 Doulon R. F., Bundaberg s 386 Dwyer James Goondiwindi c
176 Devhn J. P., Bowen c 281 Dovan Robert, Taromeo c 387 Dwyer James, Ipswich o c
177 Devoe J., Exchange c 282 Dowbick -, Torb anlea c  388 Dwyer Katie,  Barolin o
178 Devon R., Burruni c 283 Dowell H., Crocodile c (2) 389 Dwyer W. Toowoomba c
179 Devon Thomas, Toowoomba s 284 Dowell Mrs.  P., Hill End u k  390 Dwyer W., Kabra u k (2)
180 Devon W,, Brisbane c 285 Dower Edward, Charters Towers c 391 Dyhall  E., Bransby Downs a (2)
181 Dewar A., Normanton c 286 Dewey Mrs., Rockhampton c 392 Dye John  B., Boulia u k (2)
182 Dewson -, South Brisbane c 287 Dowling M., Imbil road o 393 Dyer C.,  Ipswich road c
183 Diamond James (s.s.  "Dacca") u k Winton m288 Dowling Nathaniel Brisbane e  394 Dyer H B
184 Dick Sam., Marathon c
. .,,
289 Dowling William, Milo Stations 395 Dyer Michael, Rockhampton o c
185 Dick W., Charters T owers c 290 Down A., Kelvin Grove c 396 Dyer M. L., Bogga road c
186 Dickenson John, Charters Towers c 291 Downes John, Brisbane u k 397 Dymond  William  J., Gympie u k
187 Dickie -,  Springsure c 292 Downes J. C., Spring Hill c
188 Dickinson Samuel, Toowoomba o c 293 Downey T., Blackall c
189 Dickman G. D., Toowoomba c 294 Downie John, George  street c E.
190 Dickson -, Tarangaba c 295 Downs Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
191 Dickson Mrs., St.  Helen's c 296 Doxey T., One-Mile c 1 EAGAN --, Gym ie c
192 Dickson Mrs., Upper Edward  street c 297 Doyle and Gilbert Messrs ., Harrisville c 2 Eagen Mrs .  Annie, Townsville a
193 Dickson T., Cunnatmulla s 298 Doyle -, West End c  3 Earle  Mrs., Windsor Station c
194 Dillaliah H., Warrego River c 299 Doyle Mrs., Wanda Vale c  4 Eastes G. W., Goondiwindi c
195 Dillon Mrs., St. Lawrence e t 300 Doyle Alex. R. S., Adavale c  5 Eastman  A., Gympie c
196 Dillon G., Brisbane  c and n z (2) 301 Doyle Miss Annie, Gympie o c 6 Easton George,  Brisbane c
197 Dillon James, Monkland c (2) 302 Doyle A., Goondi c (2) 7 Eastor W.,  Esk c (2)
198 Dillon John, Lower Burdekin c 303 Doyle A. L., Cairns s  8 Eaton  F. G., Croydon c
199 Dillon John, Clermont c 304 Doyle A. L., Brisbane in  9 Ebbs Miss S., Townsville u k
200 Dillon T.,  Brisbane c 305 Doyle James,  Kamerunga c  10 Ebel  Mrs. C., Brisbane s
201 Dimond Thomas G., Calliope c 306 Doyle John, Adavale c 11 Eckersley C. C., Portland  Station s
202 Dingle William, Durham o 307 Doyle Mrs. J., Brisbane u k  12 Ecks -, Ravenswood c
203 Dingwall -, South Brisbane c 308 Doyle J. H., Adavale c 13 Eden Mrs J.,  Charters Towers o c
204 Dingwell John, Eidsvold c 309 Doyle Mrs. Mary, Milton c  14 Eden  J. J., Cumberland u k
205 Dinsmore U. H., Townsville m 310 Doyle Philip ,  Brisbane c  15 Edey  F., Waterstown c
206 Dishon  M. A., Leichhardt  street c 311 Drain E., Mount Perry c 16 Edge  and Coomber, Esk c
207 Dix George  S., Spring Hill c 312 Drain James ,  Raglan a 17 Edgecombe  Charles  S., Normanton c
208 Dixon -, Charlotte  street c 313 Draine J., Spring Hill o c  18 Edges -, Sadd 'a Ridge c
209 Dixon George, Toonibul c 314 Draisey Henry, Croydon o c  19 Edman Messrs .  and Co., Eight-mile
210 Dixon Mrs. H., Townsville u k 315 Draper George, Dareel  Station a Plains c
211 Dixon Mrs. Jane, Townsville a 316 Draper R., Cooktown c  20 Edmana W., Thargomindab a
212 Dixon M., One-Mile c 317 Drayton Henry, Bundaberg u k  21 Edmear  -,  Warwick s
213 Dobbs -,  Harrisville c 318 Drew  Mrs., Teneriffe c 22 Edmonds Mrs. J ., Croydon c
214 Dobe M., Cole Creek c 319 Drew Mrs. A., Toowong c  23 Edwards  ,  Adelaide street c
215 Doble Robert, Beaudesert u k 320 Drew  R , Brisbane s  24 Edwards -,  Bogga road c
216 Doble Robert, Brisbane o c 321 Drew Walter, Maryborough u k (2)  25 Edwards  Miss, Vulture  street c
217 Dobrig A., Spring Hill c 322 Drewe Miss A., Toowong c  26 Edwards  Alfred,  Brisbane o c
218 Dobson James, Ravenswood c 323 Drinan J. P., Croydon a 27 Edwards Mrs. A., Millchester road c
219 Dobson J., Upper North Pine c 324 Driscoll E., Normanby Diggings o c  28 Edwards  Evan, Gilded Rose c
220 Doctor E., Milton c 325 Driscoll H., One-Mile c 29 Edwards E. A. Eidsvold c
221 Dodd D., Dunmore c 326 Driver --,  Kangaroo  Point u k 30 Edwards Mrs. I. Al., Bo ga road c
222 Dodd Mary, Brisbane o 327 Driver  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 31 Edwards James,  Townsville u k
223 Dodds .John, Bundaberg s 328 Drummon  Miss  Kate, Thursday Island c  32 Edwards  John, Booval c
224 Dodds John, Mount Perry c (2) 329 Drummond William, Stanley street c 33 Edwards Mrs. J.,  Rockhampton u k
225 Dodds J. 0., Mount Perry c 330 Drury Edward, Brisbane o c (2)  34 Edwards  J. C., Brisbane s
226 Dodge Thomas, Charters Towers c 331 Drury L., Clermont c  35 Edwards  Thomas, Gympie o c
227 Doherty Mrs. E., Lagoon Creek c 332 Duck W., Miles s 36 Edwards Walter, Tobermorey c
Valley c228 Doherty Miss K. 333 Duckenfield G. W M P Queenton cTownsville c  37 Edwards  W,
229 Doherty John, Cairns o c
, . . ., .,
334 Duckworth F. Al., Townsville s  38 Edwards  W., Eulo m (2)
230  Doherty Richard,  Brisbane u k 335 Duckworth P., Gympie c 39 Edwards W., Charters Towers c
231 Doherty Robert H., Brisbane u k 336 Duff P. S., Croydon  n z and o c (2)  40 Edwoods Mrs., Maryborough c
232 Dohnason Mrs., Bowen Hills c 337 Duff R., Marlborough s 41 Eenhorst J., Brisbane in
233 Dolan Daniel, Georgetown c 338 Duff Miss  Susanna,  Townsville u k  42 Egan Miss Hannah, Ipswich c
234 Dolan F., Gympie c 339 Duffy John, Normanton c  43 Eglestone  John, Warwick u k
235 Dolfon Mrs., Maryborough s 340 Duffy John, Coombabah s 44 Eiy ( i. E., Roma c
236 Dolling A., Rosewood c 341 Duflot Doctor, Ann street c 45 Ejodso Charles, Croydon c
237 Dolling H., Tallegalla c (2) 342 Duggan J., Brisbane c 46 Elder Thom, Mungar c
238 Dolman E. T., Unibercullie c 343 Duggan Mary, Toowoomba o 47 Elengton F., Goondi c
239 Donald William, Cairns u k (2) 344 Duggan Patrick, Brisbane c 48 Ellerley Mrs. Thomas, Mount Sham-
240 Donaldson E. M., Springsure c 345 Duke William, Gmpie u k  rock c
241 Donaldson F. H., Langton Station c 346 Dull F., Charter,,;* Towers c 49 Ellerslie Marion, Rockhampton s
242 Donaldson J. C., West End c 347 Dulley John, Charters Towers s 50 Elligott E. M., Townsville s
243 Donaldson W. H., Clermont c 348 Dumas  A., Carona c 51 Elliott -, Bundanba c
244 Donelly -, Albion c 349 Dunbar  Andrew, Normanton a (2) 52 Elliott  Charles , Clyde Station c
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53 Elliott Mrs. Clara, Charters Towers s 23 Farrell Josephine, Bundaberg e t 125 Flood J. R., Isisford s
and u k (2) 24 Farrell J., Bundaherg c (2) 126 Flower John Harvey, Roma o c
54  Elliott Mrs. C. if, Clyde Station s 25 Farrow T., Valley c 127 Flyger J. J., Brisbane o c
55 Elliott Mrs. C. H., Clyde Station a (2) 26 Fathers A. J., Kedron Hill c 128 Flynn James, Eidsvold
56 Elliott D., Croydon c 27 Fatt Mrs., Highfields road c 129 Flynn John, Coombabah c
57 Elliott D. G., Herberton c 28 Faulkner John, Valley c 130 Flynn John, Gympie c
58 Elliott Edward, Portland s 29 Faulkner Robert, Brisbane c 131 Flynn J., Normanton  s and c (3)
59 Elliott F., Georgetown u k 30 Faulkner Mrs. R. (of Southampton), 132 Flynn Miss Maggie, Swan Hill c
60 Elliott  H. L., Redcliffe c Brisbane u k 133 Flynn N. J., Normanton s
61 Elliott Joel, Rockhampton c 31 Faulkner Mrs. R. J., Brisbane u k (2) 134 Flynn Pat. J. A., Croydon c
62 Elliott W., Petrie terrace c 32 Fawcett R., Bundaberg u k 135 Flynn Thomas, Townsville c
63 Elliott  W., Granville c 33 Fawell Mrs. L., Gyinpie road o 136 Foan James, Gympie c (2)
64 Elliott W., Montague road c 34 Feenaghty P., Bowen terrace c (2) 137 Fogarty F., Northampton c
65 Ellis Charles, Kelvin Grove o c (2) 35 Feen y John, Dalby o c 138 Fogarty M. J., Dalby c
66 Ellis F. K., Boonara c 36 Feinucane Miss  A., Brisbane s 139 Fogey -, Croydon e
67 Ellis J., Gymppie c 37 Fell W., Gympie c 140 Foley Miss, Townsville c
68 Ellis Robert, Hughenden  o 38 Felsman  H., Southport c 141 Foley Miss, Stanley  street o c
69 Ellward  John,  Mackay u k 39 Feltham N. J. Brisbane m 142 Foley D., Harcourt  street c
70 Elmes Samuel , New Chum c 40 Fennamore  John, Gnoolooma s (2) 143 Foley M., Brisbane c
71 Elsassar  F. W., Toowoomba c 41 Fennamore Thomas, Gnoolooma s 144 Folkes Fred. J., Brisbane o c
72 Elsworth Carrie, Toowoomba o 42 Fennelly Anastatia, Spring Hill in 145 Follis Charles, Blackall o c (2)
73 Elwell  R. S., Blackall c 43 Fenner Mrs. F. B., Brisbane o 146  Follis J., Brisbane u  k-
74 Elwick G., Yengarie u k (2) 44 Fenwick J., Cairns c 147 Foodey, Miss Bridget, Goondi c
75 Emery -, Rockhampton e 45 Fenwick O. J., Eagle Farm c 148 Foote Mrs., Christmas Creek c
76 Emery  S., Toowong c 46 Feran John, Rockhampton c 149 Foott Mrs., Christmas Creek c
77 Emmons Mrs. C.,  Brisbane e 47 Ferguson G. and F., Brisbane c 1550 Forbes - Rockhampton c
78 Emmott F. C. Brisbane s 48 Ferguson John, Charters Towers c (2) 151 Forbes C., 1Iackay c
79 Emslie John, kockhampton u k 49 Ferguson J., Spring Hill c 152 Forbes Mrs. H., Emu Park road o
80 Enden John,  Bundaberg a 50 Ferguson John, Rookwood e 153 Forbes Mrs. Jennie, South  Brisbane e
81 Enever George, Woollongabba c 51 Ferguson Percy, Charters Towers c 154 Forbes John, Charters Towers u k
82 England H. M., Rockhampton c 52 Ferrary Henry, P.O. Brisbane f 155 Forbes J. R., Winton o
83 Enner -,  Barolin c 53 Ffrench Jeffery M., Brisbane o c (2) 156 Forbes J. S., Geraldton c
84 Enright  Miss, Ipswich c 54 Fiegehenne H., Brisbane c 157 Forbes P., Hamilton c
85 Epple  George Peter , Adavale c 55 Field Miss Edith, Skene Station c 158 Ford -, Dulbydilla c
86 Erewan Miss  Annie,  Charleville o c 56 Field Herbert, Cairns o c 159 Ford Mrs., South Brisbane c
87 Erikson Peter, Charters Towers f 57 Field W. O. A., Charters Towers f 160 Ford E., Rockhampton c
88 Errington George, Torbanlea o c 58 Fielder John, Croydon s 161 Ford Fred. A., Croydon c (2)
89 Erskine  William,  Dinmore c 59 Findlay James, Brisbane s and c (3) 162 Ford John, Charters Towers c
90 Erwin Miss Lizzie, Manning street c 60 Findley E. J., Swan Hill c 163 Ford J., Bundaberg c
91 Eshelly John  Highgate Hill a (2) 61  Fink Magnus, Thargomindah c 164 Ford Thomas, Dalby c
92  Emery - -, Townsville c 62 Finlay John, Charters Towers c 165 Ford W., Enniskillen s
93 Evans  ----,  Cooktown c 63 Finlay R. E., Maryhorough c 166 Ford W. J., Chinchilla c
94 Evans - ,  Booroodabin c 64 Finnamore J., Gnoolooma a 167 Forde Jerry, Cairns c
95 Evans  -,  Brisbane c 65 Firth Fred., Bundaberg c 168 Forgarty Fred.,  Beaudesert c
96 Evans  ,  Bowen c (2) 66 Firth T. W., Rockhampton c 169 Form James, Townsville o c
97 Evans -, Nebo e 67 Fischer Miss R., Toowoomba e 170 Forrest E., Ipswich u k
98 Evans - ---, Charters  Towers e 68 Fisher Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 171 Forrest Frank, Pinehill u k
99 Evans  -, Southport c 69 Fisher A., Charters Towers u k 172 Forrester Mrs., Charters  Towers a
100 Evans  -,  Cooktown c 70 Fisher  Dan., Silsoe o 173 Forrester J., Charters Towers c (2)
101 Evans Mrs., Hamilton c 71 Fisher John, Fassifern u k 174 Forrester M. A., Charters Towers a
102 Evans  Mrs. Cath.,  Richmond o c 72 Fisher John, Charters  Towers c (2) 175 Forsyth Richard, Petrie terrace u k
103 Evans  Edward J.,  Bundanba c 73 Fisher  R., Beenleigh c 176 Forsyth William, Gramin  Station
104 Evans Edward J., Torbanlea u k and 74 Fisher R. J., Charters  Towers c 177 Forsythe John, Gympie c
f (2) 75 Fisher W. J., Brisbane a 178 Forth W. A., Redcliffe c
105 Evans Mrs. Eleanor ,  Brisbane o c 76 Fitchett Mrs. Ann,  Brisbane o c 179 Fortune J., Charters  Towers c
106 Evans  E., Esk c 77 Fitts J. W., Winton o 180 Foss Mrs. Isabella,  Barcaldine o
107 Evans F. J., Bowen c 78 Fitzgerald Mrs., Sandgate c 181 Foster Arthur, Croydon c
108 Evans H., Maroochie c 79 Fitzgerald Dan., Ipswich o 182 Foster George, Glenmore  Station s
109 Evans Mrs. H .,  Maroochie c 80 Fitzgerald Denis,  Brisbane u k and 183 Foster G., Rockhampton s
110 Evans Jamei  Eidsvold o c n z (2) 184 Foster G. S., Rockhampton s
111 Evans  Mrs. lames, Ipswich c 81 Fitzgerald Doctor, Springsure c 185 Foster John, Adelaide  street o c
112 Evans  John, Queenton c 82 Fitzgerald Eliza, Thursday Island o 186 Foster J., Valley c
113 E vans  J., Indooroopilly c 83 Fitzgerald H., Montague road c 187 Foster W. J., Brisbane s
114 Evans J., Mungar c 84 Fitzgerald J., Townsville c 188 Foulston George, Georgetown c (2)
115 Evans J., Torbanlea c 85 Fitzgerald L., Brisbane c 189 Fountaine  Miss ,  Millohester c
116 Evans Mrs. J.,  Harrisville u k 86 Fitzgerald Miss M., Indooroopilly c 190 Fourri Mrs., Rockhampton a
117 Evans J. E., Woollongabba c 87 Fitzgerald M. C., Winton e 191 Fowler Niss E., Hughenden u k
118 Evans  Miss R 4 ueenton e Wickham  terrace88 Fitzgerald R F 192 Fowler R. W. Benowa c.,
119 Evans  Thomas, Valley c
. .,
c  (2) ,193 Fox Charles, Adavale e
120 Evans  Thomas, Ipswich s 89 Fitzgerald Thomas, Bloomfield c 194 Fox George, Grey  street o e
121 Evans William, Eidsvold e 90 Fitzgerald T. (fireman s.s. "Yeoman "), 195 Fox H. G., South Brisbane c
122 Evans  W. E., Boggo road e Brisbane u k 196 Fox W. J., Kangaroo Point u k
123 Evans W. S., Sandgate c 91 Fitzgibbons Edmond, Gyrnpie o c 197 Fracey -, Boggo road m
124 Eve W., Adelaide  street c 92 Fitzpatrick G. H., Rockhampton o c 198 France John, Drayton e t
125 Evens Mrs. J. A., Ann street c 93 Fitzpatrick James, Croydon c 199 Francis Arthur,  Brisbane  in
126 Everingham C. H., Blackall s (2) 94 Fitzpatrick Michael, Brandon m 200 Francis C., Croydon in
127 Everingham W. E., Adavale o 95 Fitzpatrick Philip, Charters Towers c 201 Francis Edwin, Mount Morgan c
128 Evetts William, Normanton c 96 Fitzsimons A., Dalrymple s 202 Francis H., Norton c
129 Evis Mrs. W., Mount Morgan c 97 Fivey Mrs. W., Croydon c 203 Francis T. D., South Brisbane c
130 Ewen Frank C.,Toowoomba  n z and f (2) 98 Flaherty B., Morven c 204 Francis Trevor F., Brisbane o
99 Flaherty P., Croydon c 205 Francis T. P., Charters Towers c
100 Flanagan M., Croydon c 204 Francis W., Brisbane c
F. 101 Flanagan Mike, Mar_yborough o c 207 Franke C., Bundaberg c
102 Flannagan  Patrick,  Bowen c 208 Franken -, Townsville c
1 FAGAN - Imbil  Station c 103 Flataday M., Kelvin Grove c 209 Franklin A., Strathmore c
2 Fahlskom N., Thursday  Island c 104 Fleetwood -, Millchester c 210 Franklin J. T., Brisbane s
3 Fahy John,  Karrajong c 105 Fleetwood Thomas, Hughenden e 211 Franklin Sid., Warwick c
4 Fair Mrs., Bundaberg c 106 Fleetwood Thomas, Millohester c 212 Franz F., Buhmba c
5 Fairbrother -,  Brisbane u k 107 Fleming -, Bowen Line c 213 Franzeck Miss Clara, Toowoomba e
6 Fairfax G. R., Cairns c 108 Fleming Herbert, Queen street c 214 Fraser -,  Cairns c
7 Fairhall  D., Charters Towers c 109 Fleming John, Charters Towers c 215 Fraser Mrs., Mort Estate c
8 Fairley Robert, Ipswich c 110 Fleming J., Breakfast Creek c 216 Fraser Alexander, Adavale c (2)
9 Falcon John If., Brisbane m 111 Fleming Robert, Gympie o c 217 Fraser A., Buliniba c
10 Falconer John, Gayndah c 112 Fleming, William, Normanton e 218 Fraser A., Talgai c
11 Fainlyn William, Southport c 113 Fleming J. A., Brisbane c 219 Fraser C., Pine Creek m
12 Farlane M., Milo in 114 Fleming Thomas, Brisbane u k 220 Fraser D., Carandotta c
13 Farley J. M., Boggo road c 115 Fletcher -, George street e 221 FraserMrs. Elizabeth, Maryborough o c
14 Farmer -, Breakfast Creek road c 116 Fletcher James, Toowoomba o 222 Fraser George, Cameron Downs o
15 Farquhar -, Dulbydilla c 117 Fletcher Josiah, Brisbane c 223 Fraser George, Hughenden o
16 Farquhar T. J., Bundaberg c 118 Fletcher J., Valley c 224 Fraser H. L., Boggo road c
17 Farraway A. M. R., Valley o c 119 Fletcher P., Clermont c 225 Fraser John, Salt-rn Creek c
18 Farrel M., Charters Towers c 120 Flew Miss C., Southport c 226 Fraser M., Gympie in
19 Farrell Mrs., Queenton c 121 Flockhorn -, Sadd's Ridge c 227 Fraser P., West End c
20 Farrell Mrs. iizp, Rockhampton c 122 Flodstedt Willi, Grandchester f 228 Fraser Robert, Brisbane c
21 Farrell Mrs. , Bulimba road c 123 Flohr Mrs. Theresa Toowoomba o 229 Fraser William, Adavale e
22 Farrell John, Logan road c 124 cloud Miss Ellen, Spring Hill f 230 Fraser W., Brisbane c
231 Frazer  -,  Brisbane u k
232 Frazer Alfred, Dareel Station s
233 Frazer J., Waterworks road c
234 Frazer William, Croydon c
235 Frazer G. W., Ipswich c
236 Frederickson A. Bundaberg c
237 Freek  Albert,  Marburg o c
238 Freeman C., Saltern Creek c
239 Freeman George ,  Spring Hill c
240 Freeman J.' H., Brisbane c
241 Freeman Mrs. L. A., New Farm c
242 Freeman  L. C., Toowoomba o c
243 Freeman Samuel, Kamerunga o c
244 Freeman S., Sandgate c
245 Fregas  -,  Pine Mountain c
246 French William, Thargomindah s
247 Frewe A. S., Brisbane c
248 Frewin Miss Josephine ,  Brisbane o c
249 Frischkoen L., Charters Towers c
250 Fritz Gottlieb ,  Logan c
251 Frost W. Thargomindah c
252 Friis A. II., Bundaberg c
253 Fry Captain ,  Maryborough c
254 Fry R ., Charters towers  o
255  Fryar W., Valley c
256 Fulcher Miss H. J., Brisbane u k
257 Fullarton R., Croydon c
258 Fuller  and Co.,  C. E., Maryborough in
259 Fuller W., Brisbane  in
260 Fullerton  Miss,  Normanton c (2)
261 Fullerton A., Gympie o
262 Fullrich Julius ,  Brisbane f
263 Fulton A. F., Gympie c
264 Fulton William, Maryborough c
265 Funk Harry ,  Hughenden c
266 Funk J., Minden c
267 Furley H., Boggo road c
268 Furlong John, Charters Towers c (2)
269 Furlong William, Brisbane c
G.
1 GABEL J. J., Dalby c
2 Gadd Samuel, Jinki Jinki c
3 Gaddes A., Nundah c
4 Gaffney Miss M., Port Curtis road c
5 Gainsbury J., South Brisbane c
6 Galbraith -, Walloon Station c
7 Galbraith Frank (R.M.S. "Dacca"),
Brisbane u k
8 Galbraith Thomas, Mount Perry s
9 Gale W., One-Mile c
10 Gallagher -, Carandotta c
11 Gallagher -, Townsville c
12 Gallagher Mrs. Brisbane u k
13 Gallagher B., ilboroo c (2)
11 Gallagher B., Brisbane w a
15 Gallagher D., Charters Towers c
16 Gallagher James, Croydon c (2)
17 Gallagher James, Beaudesert c
18 Gallagher At., Charters Towers c
19 Gallagher Mrs. M., Maryborough c
20 Gallahan J. L., Surat c
21 Galwey N., Croydon c
22 Gaman Henry, Brisbane c
23 Gamble -, Yengarie c
24 Gambling Mrs., Dinmore c
25 Gamboa R. Y., Jimbour s
26 Gannon C. J., William street c
27 Gard Mrs., Alexandra c
28 Gardiner Albert street c
29 Gardiner -, Millchester c
30 Gardiner C., Croydon c (2)
31 Gardiner Mrs. E., Bundanba c
32 Gardiner Henry, Mount Morgan c
33 Gardiner H. S., Adelaide street c
34 Gardiner Miss M., Taringa c
35 Gardner Edward, Bundanba c
36 Gardner H., Brisbane c
37 Gardner James, Grey street c
38 Gardner Lambert, South'Brisbane c
39 Gargel Robert, Charlotte  street c
40 Garland Miss Annie, Bowen Hills c
41 Garner Alexander, Mackay c
42 Garrard H. E., Red Hill c
43 Garratt P. W., Richmond Downs c
44 Garrick G. F., Brisbane c
45 Garrity J., Grey street c
46 Garson Miss Ada, Brisbane o c
47 Garth - (solicitor), Brisbane c
48 Garvey P., Monkland c
49 Garvey P., Birnam o c
50 Gaskell Mrs., Maryborough c
51 Gaston O. L., Townsville c
52 Gates Be,,sie, Red Hill o
53 Gaven Mrs., Charters Towers f
54 Gawthern Mrs. E. F., Brisbane s (2)
55 Gaynor -, Plane Creek c
56 Gealling Louis, Eidsvold c
57 Geddes Messrs. and Co., Wickham
street c
58 Geddes James, `Vallangarra o
59 Geddes R. C., Brisbane s
60 Gee Mrs. T., Rockhampton cllin 61 G
c (2)g
John, Charters Towers u k and
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62 Gemmell J., Thargomindah a
63 George Chri . ty, Charter, Towers c
64 George Geo .  It., Gynipie e (2)
65 George R., Nundah c
66 George S., Spring Hill c
67 George Wil liam, Monkland c (3)
68 George W., Townsville u k (2)
69 Geraghty J., Hamilton Estate c
70 Gerkie John, Gympie c
71 Gerrard W., Sherwood road c
72 Gersen F., Brisbane c
73 Gerstoff E. H., Toowoomba c
74 Getleson Miss Clara , Brislane  o
75 Giacomo Vsianosi ,  Kamerunga o c
76 Gibbins Emma, Townsville u  k-77 Gibbins S., Brisbane c
78 Gibbon J., Maryborough c
79 Gibbons Austin, Croydon c
80 Gibbons Margaret ,  Hughenden c
81 Gibbons O., &orydon c
82 Gibbons R. G., Townsville s
83  Gibbs George,  Q. N. Railway u k
84 Gibheany Miss Bridget, New Farm c
85 Gibson  -,  Croydon c
86 Gibson  -,  South Brisbane c
87 Gibson A., Clarence street c
88 Gibson Miss A., Bundaberg a
89 Gibson Miss Bessie S. K., Wickham
terrace o c
90 Gibson C. L., Charters Towers u k (2)
91 Gibson David, Port Curtis road c
92 Gibson G. T., Valley c
93 Gibson Henry, Maneroo s
94 Gibson Henry  Win., Croydon c (2)
95 Gibson Jas. Maxwell ,  Bulimba c (2)
96 Gibson R., One-Mile c
97 Gibson William, Brisbane o c
98 Gibson W. L., Antigua c
99 Giegers C., Brisbane o
100 Giessers L., Boggo road c
101 Gilbert J., Boggo road c (2)
102 Gilbert M., Day Dawn Ridge c
103 Gilbert Thomas, Valley c
104 Gilbert W., Spring Hill c
105 Gildard W., Mount Morgan c
106 Gilder Mrs., Taringa c (2)
107 Gill J., Paddington c
108 Gill W., Thargomindah s
109 Gill William ,  Brisbane u k
110 Gill W. R., Peel street c
111 Gillespie Messrs. J., Townsville o c
112 Gillespie James, Yaamba c
113 Gilliard A., Charters Towers c
114 Gillies J., Tin Can Bay c
115 Gilligan Miss Norah, Townsville c
116 Gillis Charles, Townsville o c
117 Gillson Edward, Kangaroo Point c
118 Gilmore R., Cairns c
119' Gilmour  --,  Coonambula c
120 Gilmour George, Townsville o c
121 Giovanni R., One-Mile c (3)
122 Gisslear Mrs. L .,  Maryborough c
123 Gittleson M., Kelvin Grove c
124 Glass Mrs. Charles ,  Ipswich s
125 Gleeson Miss Kate, Bundaberg c
126 Glindon Miss Sarah, Valley c
127 Glover A. E., Charters Towers c
128 Glue  -,  Rockhampton c
129 Glynn James ,  Charters Towers o c
130 Glynn John, Gympie c
131 Gnatz J., Brisbane c
132 Goak H., Golden Valley o
133 Goddard Robert, Blackall o c
134 Goddard Robert, Alice River c
135 Goddard Samuel ,  Cooktown s
136 Godden W. E. A., Toowoomba c
137 Godfrey C., West End c
138 Godwin Joseph ,  Coombabab s
139 Coggin Mrs. J .  W., Springsure u k
140 Golden  Miss  E., Brisbane a (2)
141 Golding Mi.s P., Mount Perry c
142 Goldman S., Brisbane s
143 Goldrin -, Mitchell c
144 Goldsmid Samuel, Maryborough c (2)
145 Goldsmith B., MontaguA road c (2)
146 Goldston John ,  Sandown c (2)
147 Gomnon Richard ,  Millchester road o c
148 Good -, Toowong c (2)
149 Goodman  -,  Valley c
150 Goodman J. R., Rockhampton c
1.51 Goodridge J.,  Queen street c
152 Goodwin Mrs.  C ., Toowoomba u k
153 Goodwin Henry, Wooloobar u k
154 Gorden Alex., Brisbane f
155 Gordon and Davis ,  Emerald o (2)
156 Gordon  -,  Barcaldine c
157 Gordon Miss ,  Brisbane c
158 Gordon A. J., Croydon c (2)
159 Gordon C., Rockhampton c
160 Gordon George ,  South Brisbane c
161 Gordon G., Wiltoun Station s
162 Gordon G. H., Thompson Estate c
163 Gordon J., Gladstone c
164 Gordon Magnus ,  Cooktown o c
165 Gordon Miss Alary, Newstead c
166 Gordon W. G. Dalgana lly c
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167 Gorman -, Petrie terrace c
168 Gormley John ,  Brookfield c
169 Gorrie G., South lh isbane c
170  Gorrie R., Mary street c
171 Gorry Peter ,  Townsville c
172  Gorton  Miss  E. A., Brisbane c
173 Gossner Joseph, Townsville c
174 Gostling  -,  Jimbour c
175 (iotsell  Valentine ,  Mackunda Creek u k
176 Gotterson R., Breakfast Creek c
177 Gottler Anton, Brisbane c
178 Gough Thomas H., Isis Downs c
179 Gould Miss Minnie, Brisbane u k
180 Gourlay James, Brisbane o
181 Govan T., Spring Hill c
182 Govett E., Portland Downs in
183 Govett Philip ,  Brisbane s
184 Govey J., Gayndah o
185 Govving T., Bowen Hills c
186 Cow Mrs. B .,  West End c
187 Grace  .T. E., Brisbane c
188 Grace Miss M., Warwick c
189 Grace William, Stanley Bridge c
190 Grady  -,  Bowen Line c
191 Grafle Miss ,  Townsville c
192 Graham Miss, Albion c
193 Graham A .,  Townsville c
194 Graham D., Croydon c
195 Graham Edmund, Brisbane in
196 Graham H. R., Paddington c
197 Graham James ,  Thursday Island s
198 Graham J., Beaudesert'c (2)
199 Graham Miss Maria ,  Stanley street u k
200 Graham Robert, Clermont c
201 Graham Mrs. S .,  Cluden c
202 Graham Miss S., Rockhampton o c
203 Graham T. W., North Quay c (2)
204  Graham William ,  Georgetown o
205 Grahame Mrs., Thursday Island c
206 Grams J. J., Laidley c
207 Grant Andrew, Geraldton u k
208 Grant Arthur, Tram DepOt u k
209 Grant A., Croydon c (2)
210 Grant John, Brisbane o c
211 Grant J., New Farm c
212 Grant Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton c
213 Grant Leslie, Brisbane c
214 Grant Robert ,  Mackay c
215 Grant W .,  Brisbane e t
216 Granville  -,  Toowong c
217 Granville Walter Edward ,  Brisbane c
218 Grath N., Brisbane a
219 Graves Thomas ,  Townsville c (2)
220 Grawe Miss Cecil, Townsville c
221 Gray  -,  Plane Creek c
222 Gray Arthur P., Isis Downs s
223 Gray James, Brisbane o c (3)
224 Gray James, Emerald c
225 Gray Mrs. Jessie ,  Townsville o c
226 Gray Mrs .  M. A., Kamerunga c
227 Gray R. G., Toombul c
228 Gray Sydney ,  Rockhampton s (2)
229 Grayson F., Port Douglas c
230 Greaney  0., Gympie c
231 Greay Mrs., Croydon c
232 Greece J. G. and Co. ,  Dulvadilla c
233 Greedy James, Barron River e234 Greely F., Normanton c
235 Green Miles c
236 Green  -,  Boggo road c
237 Green Mrs., Townsville c
238 Green Mrs., Logan River c (3)
239 Green Mrs., Bulimba c
240 Green Carl, Maryborough c
241 Green Charles Harris ,  Goondiwindi c
242 Green Mrs. Eliza, Petrie terrace c
243 Green Miss Florence ,  Rockhampton
o c (2)
244 Green Miss Florrie, Charters Towers c
245 Green Frank, Bundaberg u k
246 Green F., Goondiwindi c
247 Green F., Townsville c
248 Green George H., Kangaroo Point c
249 Green G. H., Thursday Island c
250 Green J. G., Toowoomba c
251 Green J. H., Brisbane c
252 Green J. W., Brisbane c
253 Green Mary, Laidley o
254 Green Mrs. Mary A .,  Brisbane o c (2)
255 Green Miss Nellie ,  Brisbane c
256  Green Mrs. S., Woollongabba c
257 Green Thomas St. Lucia o c
258 Green T. H., oroydon c (2)
259 Green Walter, South Brisbane e
260 Green W. F., Toowon? c
261 Greenalch F., Townsville c
262 Greenalch James ,  Bowen Railway c
263 Greenaway George, Brisbane o c
264 Greenaway Thomas ,  Bullock Creek c (2)
265 Greensil Edward, Charters Towers c (3)
266 Greensill Arthur, Charters Towers o c
267 Greenslade Hastings ,  Thargomindah m
268 Greenway E., Gympie e t
269 Greenwood S., Cairns c
270 Greenwood William, Croydon c
271 Gregg Mrs. M .  M., W atet  works  road 0 (2)
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272 Gregory E., Ann street c 49 Halloran Messrs., Gympie c 146 Harris  -,  Sir John Young Hotel,
273 Gregory J'., Ranges it k (2) 50 Halloran H., Rockhampton c Brisbane c
274 Greigh W. 1)., Charters Towers c 51 Halloran Patrick, Dally c 147 Harris A., Kangaroo Point c
275 Grenville Ptevd. N., Allora c (2) 52 Hallow William, P.U. Gyrnpie n z 148 Harris A., Cairns c
276 Greville Alex., Brisbane a and c (3) 53 Hals Andrew, Charters Towers c 149 Harris A. W., Bundaberg c
277 Grey ---, Isis Downs c 54 Hamann -- P.O. Kamerunga o 150 Harris C. E., Brisbane c
278 Grey John, Townsville u k
,
55 Hambleton Geo. Fred., P.O. Brisbane s 151 Harris Harry, Rockhampton c
279 Grey J. G., Gr•oyd•,n  in 56 Harnery L., Boggo road c 152 Harris H. (tobacconist), Rockhamptonc
2.80 Greytnore Edgar, Townsville o c 57 Hansihtion J., Pittsworth c 153 Harris H., Emu Park c (2)
281 Grien J., Warwick c 58 Hamill Miss South Brisbane c 154 Harris Mrs. John, New Farm road c,
282 Griffen James, Townsville c 59 Hamilton --, Charleville c 15.5 Harris Jos. Robt., Albion c
283 Griffin Mrs., West End c 60 Hamilton --, 'I'ambo c 156 Harris J., Gorge Creek, Croydon c
284 Griffin Miss Mary, Thompson Estate s 61 Hamilton Mrs., Taringa c 157 Harris J. A. B., Gympie u k
285 Griffith John, Brisbane in 62 Hamilton A. G., Brisbane c 158 Harris Miss  AT., P O. Brisbane e t
286 Griffiths Frank, Charters Towers c (1) 63 Hamilton E., P.O. Thargomindah s 159 Harris P., Herberton c
287 Griffiths John, Towne ille o c 64 Hamilton G., Spring Hill c 160 Harris T. G., South Bi isbane c
288 Griffiths S., Gyeupie c 65 Hamilton MissLilly, Charters Towers c 161 Harris William, Norton c
289 Griffith,; William, Croydon o c 66 Hamilton P., North Side, Mackay c 162 Harris Mrs. William, Reid's Creek c
290 Griffiths Richard, Georgetown c 67 Hamilton Samuel, Satidgate c 163 Harris W., Charters Towers c
201 Grigg Ralph, Mackay it k 88 Hamilton William, Monkland c (2) 164 Harrison and Co., Brisbane c
292 Grigg Richard, Charters Towers u k 69 Hamilton W., Mount Perry c 165 Harrison -, P.U. Cooktown c (2)
293 Grigor Allen, Wallangarra s  70  Hamilton Rev. W., East Brisbane c 166 Harrison Henry, Charters Towers  it k
294 Grimes Isaac Atkins, Baynes' Paddock 71 Hamlet W. H., P.O. Bi eakfast Creek c 167 Harrison John, Cairns it k
c (2)  72 Hanilin Charles, P.O. Bundaberg c (2) 168 Harrison 'I'., South Brisbane c
295 Grimshaw A., Toowooinba s 73 Hainliii C., Mackay u k 169 Harrison W., Mount Pleasant, One-
296 Grome G., Rockhampton e t 74 Hanmiersley --, Gympie c Mile c
297 Growald S., Highgate Hill c 75 Hammond -, Calico Flat, Charters 17 0 Harrowell Arthur (carrier), George-
,98 Groom G., Brisbane c Towers c town c (2)
299 Groom P., Mart-borough it k 76 Hammond - (care of -- Charters), 171 Hart -, North Bundaberg c
300 Groonis A., Brisbane c Charters Towers c 172 Hart Mrs., P.O. Cunnamulla s
301 Grose G., Gynspie c 77 Hammond J., Indooroopilly c 173 Hart Henry, Townsville c and s (2)
302 Grose Thomas, Charters Towers c 78 Hammond William, Welltown o 174 Hart Richard, Croydon o
303 Gross Conrad, Thompson Estate c 79 Hanipson ---. Towns' rile c 175 Hartigan William, Coombabah a
304  Grove W., Gyrnpie c  80 Hamrick H., Ipswich c 176 Hartigan William (care of John
305 Grover Miss, Nlai borough u k (2) 81 Hamsey William, Welltown o Flannery), Coombabah c
306 Grover Miss J., A aryborough it k 82 Hamlling W., Tambo e t 178 Harten J., Coongoola, Cunnamulla s (2)
307 Grover Miss S. It., Maryborough u k 83 Hancock J., Highgate Hill c 179 Hartley F., Roma Villa, Roma street c
308 Grundon Robert, Dinmore o 84 Hand Alfred, P.O. Brisbane u k 180 Hartley James, Brisbane in
309 Guggiari C., Mount Morgan c (2) 85 Hand G., Adavale s 181 Hartley 0., Charters Towers c
310 Guinan Miss Eliza, Rockhampton c 86 Hand H. or T. (carmiers), Coongoola 182 Harvey -, Croydon c
311 Guinane --, West End c  vid  Cnnnamulla s 183 Harvey George, Della Station a
312 Gulchert --, Bundaberg c 88 Handy A. C., Maryborongh s 184 Harvey Hugh, Cumberland c
313 Gummow Miss L., Logan c 89 Hangust -- (charcoal burner), Mt. 185 Harvey H., P.O. Charters Towers c
314 Gunn Donald, Brisbane u k Morgan c 186 Harley James, P.U. Townsville u k
315 Gunning J., Georgetown c 90 Hankill George, Bullamon e 187 Harvey James, Charters Towers c
316 Gunning Thomas, Glastonbury s 91 Hanlon John, Pittsworth c 188 Harvey Miss J., Gympie c
317 Guthrie William, Georgetown c 92 Hanlon Michael, West End o c 189 Harvey Peter (carrier), P.U. Winton c
318 Guthorinsen --, Merton street c (2) 93 Hanlon P. U., Southport c 190 Harvey Robt., Rishton e t
319 Guy --, Supreme Court c 94 Hanlon W., One-Mile c 191 Harvey W., Cairns c
320 Guy W., Brisbane c 95 Hanna J., Barcaldine c 192 Harwood Mrs. A., P.O. Johnstone
321 Gyllenkrok Ch., Herbert River c (2) 96 Hanna Mrs. W., P.O. Brisbane c River c
97 Hannah W. B., Brisbane c 193 Harwood I., Queen street c
98 Hannan Mrs., Toowooinba c 194 Harwood J. C., Edward street c
H. 99 Hannan M., Charters Towers c 195 Haslett William, Gyrnpie o c
100 Hannay E. I., P.U. Brisbane c 196 Hassall and Dowatt, Brisbane c
I HAACKE John, Edward-streets, 101 Hannon Mrs. J., Maryborough road c 197 Hassall R., Queenton c
2 Hacket Rev. Father, Charters Towers s 102 Hannon T., Stewart's Creek c 198 Hasselbach G., Frankston road c
3 Hadcroft ---, Charters Towers c 103 Hanrahan and Hughes, Huglenden c 199 Hatfield Joseph, Cooktown o c
4 Ha•lden John, Mitchell c 104 Hanrahan James, Mungar c 200 Haurst .Jas. (geologist), Maryborough c
5 Haddon Thomas, Dinmore c 105 Hanrahan J., South Brisbane c 201 Hawe Mrs. Maggie, Barcaldine e
6 Hagan R., Mungar c 106 Hanrahan Mrs. J., P.O. Brisbane s 202 Hawell H., Rockhampton s
7 Hagen I., Mackay c 107 Hansen -, Walkerston c 203 Hawes E., Pine Creek c
8 Haggerty --, Townsville c 108 Hansen -, Bowers c 204 Hawes Miss J., Toowong e
9 Haig Maurice, P.O. Brisbane f 109 Hansen -, Killarney c 205 Hawker H., West End c
10 Haigh Miss (Palmer's Arras), Queen 110 Hansen August Hehner,  11  swich road 206 Hawkes W. R., Masonic Hotel, Rock-
street w a  c (2) hayul,ton c
11 Haigh John, 90 Ann street, Valley c 111 Hansen A., Mackay c 207 Hawkins Mrs., Malvern Hills u k
12 Haigh John, Thorroldtown c 112 Hansen Carl, Gyrnpie o e 208 Hawkins L., P.O. Coomera c
13 Haigh John, P.O. Charters Towers c 113 Hansen Christian, Eidsvold e 201) Hawkins Thomas, Kamerunga e (2)
14 Hakanstion J. W., Goodna f 114 Hansen C., Tiaro c 210 Hawkins Thomas, Bowen c
15 Halcyer Al. J., P.O. Townsville e t 115 Hansen E., Bowen c 211 Hawkins William, Barcaldine o
16 Hales --, P.O. Charters Towers e 116 Hansen Fred., Bowen c (2) 212 Hawksworth Mrs. E., Townsville o
17 Hale James W., P.O. Brisbane o c 117 Hansen Hans J., P.O. South Brisbane 213 Hawksworth E. B., Maryborough c
18 Hall Mrs., P.O. Red Hill s  0e 214 Hawley Mrs., P.U. Cooktown e t
19 Hall  It.,  Brisbane c 118 Hansen Miss Hilda, P.O. Port Mackay f 215 Hay Geo., Charters Towers c
20 Hall A. E., Petrie terrace c 119 Hansen John (blacksmith), Croydon c 216 Hayden Arthur, Paddington c
21 Hall A. E., Windorah s 120 Hansen  J.  (blacksmith), Georgetown c 217 Hayden J. E., Townsville o
22 Hall C. (care of AcGhie, Luya), South 121 Hansen Loves, Y.O. Hughenden c 218 Hayden William, West Paddington c
Brisbane c 122 Hansen William, Gympie c (2) 219 Haydn Was., Rosalie c
23 Hall David, 12-Mile, vid Aramac c 123 Hanson R. (clerk), Warwick c 220 Haye Miss (care of R. Grey), Toombul c
24 Hall David, Darr River Downs c 124 Hanson W., Gympie c (2) 221 Hayers James, River road, Gyuspie u k
25 Hall D., Aramac road c 126 Hansford J., Brisbane o 222 Hayes Mrs., Rosalie c
26 Hall Fred. Brisbane in 127 Hanssen H., Maryborough c 223 Hayes Alex., Brovinia s
27 Hall H., Woollongabba c 128 Hardacker -, Rockhampton c 224 Hayes Miss Ann, P.O. Brisbane o e
28 Hall H. M., Aurora c 129 Harden Mrs., Taringa c (2) 225 Hayes A. J., Darr River Downs s
29 Hall John, Tocal Station c 130 Harding Miss Elizabeth, P.O. Bris- 226 Hayes Dennis, Rockhampton s
30 Hall J., Six-mile Creek, Brisbane road, bane o c 227  Hayes .Tames, Yatal'a c
Gympie c 131 Harding Mrs. E., P.O. Townsville it k 228 Hayes James, Ravenswood c
31 Hall J., Y.O. Brisbane s 132 Harding William, Charters Towers c (3) 229 Hayes James, Logan Village c
32 Hall John, Monkland c 133 Hardy F.., Kelvin Grove road c 230 Hayes John, Albion road c
33 Hall M., Red Hill c 134 Hargraves S., Emerald c 231 Hayes J., Bowen street c
34 Hall Robert, P.O. Brisbane in 135 Harinar -, Petrie terrace c 232 Hayes J. A., Enoggera c
35 Hall R., Emerald s 136 Harkins Janses, Springs, Herberton 233 Hayes J. P., Enoggera c
36 Hall Thos. E., Rockhampton c Line o 234 Hayes J. S., Cardwell s
37 Hall T. R., Y.O. Brisbane c 137 Harle Lydia, Soudan Estate c 235 Hayes T., P.O. Townsville n z
38 Hall William, Bullo Downs a 138 Harlon John, Blackrall s 236 Haynes William, Croydon c
39 Hall Winter, P.O. Cairns c 139 Harney John (carrier), Normanton c 237 Haylett Thomas, Coongoola Station s
40 Hall Winter L., P.O. Townsville u k 140 Harper E. T., Burrtnn c 238 Haynes Jas., Croydon e
41 Hall W., Adelaide street c 141 Harper R. H. (waiter), Belle Vue 239 Hayse W., P.O. Enoggera c
42 Hall  W., Maryborough c Hotel c 240 Hayter S., Cootharaba c
43 Hallard T. L., Kelvin Grove c 142 Harrington James, P.O. Townsville c 241 Hayward E., Croydon o c
44 Hallarn J., Taranganba c 143 Harrington James, P.O. Charters 242 Hayward Was., Laidley o c
45 Hallett Frank, Tabletop o Towers o e 243 Haywood John, P.O. Brisbane c
46 Hallett Frank Richmond Downs o c 144 Harrington John, Nebo u k 244 Hazall J., Toowoomba c
47 Halliday J. W. L., Southport c 145 Harrington John, 25-Gang, Q.C. Rail- 245 Hazlett -, Beaudesert e
48 Hallon T., Jandary Creek, Bundaberg c way c 246 Hazlett Mrs., or M., Cline o
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247 Hazlett S., Taringa c (2) 343 Higginson F. L., Leichhardt street c (2) 443 Hoonan Mrs. M., Bundaberg
248 Head Thomas , Croydon o 341 Higgins J., P.O. Queenton c 444 Hooper G., Woolooga,  aid  Gympie c
249 Heade T., Tyrconnell Downs c (2) 345 Hildred Henry, Limestone, Ipswich o 445 Hooper William, Etheridge s
250 Headland E., Gympie c 346 Hill and Dodgson, Rockhampton s 446 Hopkins -, Charters Towers c
251 Heal Edward Alfred, Kangaroo Point c 347 Hill - (contractor), Ernest street c 417 Hopkins E., Rockhampton c
252 Heald J., Nerang c 348 Hill Mrs., Vulture  street c 448  Hopkins John, P.O. Cairns o c
253 Healey - (carrier), Cungellella c 349 Hill  G. W., Paddington c 449 Hopkins Joseph, Lutwyche c
254 Heally Jas., Brisbane c 350 Hill Hiely, 10 Little George street c 450 Hopkins W., Yeppoon c
255 Healy F.,  South Brisbane c 351 Hill H., P.O. Mackay c 451 Hopper Rich. N., Brisbane c
256 Healy John, Dalby c 352 Hill James (carrier ),  Barcaldine c 452 Hoppner Monsieur Henri, Townsville f
257 Healy J., P.O. Coombabah c 353 Hill Jas , Charters Towers c 453 Hopwood  Miss , O'Connell Town c
258 Hearn George, Barcaldine c 354 Hill Mrs. James, Cairns c 454 Horgan John, Kamerunga c
259 Hearn  G., Lutwyche c 355 Hill John (baker), Barcaldine c 455 Honey J., Bowen Hills u k
260 Hears Mrs., Bingera c 356 Hill John, Coreena c 456 Horn E., Nockatungra c
261 Heasley Chas., Normanton s 357 Hill J., Charters Towers c 457 Horn Frederick, P.U. Brisbane c
262 Heath Joseph, Duldbydilla c 358 Hill S .,  Charters Towers u k 458 Horn Fred., Davenport Downs, Dia-
263 Heaton Edward, Toowoomba s 359 Hill William, Valley c mantina River c (2)
264 Hebden W. T., South Brisbane c 360 Hillary Geo., P.O. Gympie c 459 Horn William, Kamerunga c
265 Heck John, Boggo m 361 Hillary G., Thane's Creek c 460 Hornet August, Charters Towers o c
266 Heddle William , P.U. Port  Mackay u k 362 Hilliary  G., Toowoomba c 461 Horrigan Michael, P.O. South Bris-
267 Hedgcock J. Collens, Brisbane u k 363  Hillinath Jo n, Charters Towers c bane c
268 Hefferman Daniel, P.O. Gympie c 364 Hilson J. H., Russell River road c 462 Horrocks Adam, P.O. Brisbane u k
269 Heffner Ernest, P.O. Charters Towers c 365 Hindley Geo., Townsville c 463 Horshung D., Port Curtis m
270 Hefren Mrs.  It., Pimpama c 366 Hinery Mrs. M., Valley c 464 Horton G., Port Mackay c
271 Hehir Nath., Ten-mile Camp, Mungar 367 Hines T., Bundaberg c 465 Horton Tom., Port Mackay u k
Line c 368 Hinsby  T. W., Mount Morgan c 466 Hoskin I., P.O. Brisbane m
272 Heidricks -, Hendra c 369 Hiscox William ,  P.O. Hughenden s 467 Hoskin  Wm., Stanley Bridge c
273 Heighington Paul, Longreach Hotel c(2) 370 Hisleys  -,  Maryborough c 468 Husking J., P.O. Brisbane s
274 Heilbronn  A., Croydon c 371 Hislop John, Redland Bay c 469 Hoskins -- (farmer), North Pine c
275 Heintz  A., North Bundaberg c 372 Hitchman Lewis, Yengarie c 470 Hott  Miss  M. A. F.., P.O. Brisbane c
276 Hellend  J., P.O. Gympie n k 373 Hoar James ,  South Brisbane c 471 Houghton Arthur, Maryborough c
277 Halley James, Normanton c 374 Hoare and Joyce ,  P.O. Brisbane c 472 Houlihan Miss Kate, Rockhampton c
278 Hellyer Richard, P.O. Brisbane o c 375 Hoare -, South Brisbane c 473 Hourigan John, Southport Line c
279  Helinkampf R., P.O. Thargomindah m 376 Hoare  --, New Farm c 474 Hourigan  P., Vindex Station c
280 Hemming  Gregory, Tivoli Hill 378 Hoare  Miss,  Stanley street s 475 Housden Mrs. William, P.O. Brisbane s
281 Hemmy  11'. W., P.U. Thargomindah m 379 Hoasler I., Gympie c 476 Housley Mrs. W. (passenger s.s.
282 Hendersen  F., Taroom c 380 Hoban William, Charters Towers c " Quetta"), Thursday Island c
283 Henderson  A. (schooner " Ethell "), 381 Hobbs and Spencer ,  Stanley street c 477 Housten Charles, Middle Ridge, Too-
Maryborough c 382 Hobbs E. Jane, Rockhampton s woomba c
284 Henderson  George, P.O. Hughenden c 383 Hobbs Geo., 28 Gang, Tolmie's c 478 Houston , A., Coombabah Hotel s
285 Henderson  Geo., Gympie c 384 Hobbs Harry, South Brisbane c 479 How Charles D., (engineer, Govern-
286 Henderson  J., P.O. Brisbane c 385 Hockin Wm., Stanley Bridge c ment steamer " Hawk ")
287 Henderson  J., Goldstone c 386 Hockley William, P.O. Gympie u k 480 Howard F. S., Highgate Hill c (2)
288 Henderson  Robert, Ravenswood o 387 Hocking James, Georgetown c 481 Howard G., Bundaberg c
289 Henderson R., Brisbane o 388 Hockleen F., Walkerston c 482 Howard Henry C., P.O. Brisbane u. k
290 Henderson  R., Maryborough c 389 Hodge John, Charters Towers c 483 Howard Mips Kate, P.O. Downfall
291 Henderson W., Noosa c 390 Hodge Miss M., Rocky Vale, Mount Creek u k
292 Henderson  W., Westgrove c Morgan c 484 Howard Maxwell (waiter), Brisbane o c
293 Hendry W., Brisbane c 391 Hodgson Geo., West End c 485 Howarth J., Paddington c
294 Heney William, P.O. Brisbane o 392 Hodgson  J ames, Hendra c 486 Howden Thomas, Gympie o
295 Hengan  Mrs. W.,  Mungar a 393 Hodgson James, Kangaroo Point c 487 Howe C. S., Stanley street c
296 Henlan S., Brisbane c 394 Hodle Thomas, Charters Towers c 488 Howe C. W., Kangaroo Point-c
297 Henneberg W., Eidsvold c 395 Hodson Dr., Mackay c 489 Howe  Mary,  Barcaldine c
298 Hennery Edward, Rockhampton c 396 Hodson Leonard, Rockhampton c 490 Howe William George, Cairns u k
299 Hennesey I., Two-Mile c 397 Hoelsher A., Mount Morgan c 491 Howe W. G., Deighton liver u k
300 Hennessey James ,  Wynnum s 398 Hoff  -,  Railway Line, Bowen c 492 Howell -, Ipswich River c
301 Hennesey Patrick, Dalby o c 399 Hoff Lewis ,  Mackay c 493 Howell H., P.O. Rockhampton s
302 Henricksen Mrs M Bundaberg c Cairns400 Hogan Hannah Kamerunga Walker's Pocket,494 Howells Mrs. Eliz .. .,
303 Henry Miss Alice, Brisbane c
, ,
u k (2) ,One-mile Creek o c
304 Henry J .,  Stanley st., South Brisbane c 401 Hogan James ,  Roma street c 495 Howells J. E., Cloncurry c
305 Henry Lister, Belle Vue Hotel ,  George 402 Hogan John, Monkland c 496 Hower G. (cook ),  Hamilton c
sti eet o 103 Hogan M., Goomboorian c 497 Howes John, Ipswich c
306 Henry W. H., West Brisbane c 404 Hogan Peter, P .O. Springs s 498 Howes William, Adavale c
307 Henry W. H., Stratton c 405 Hogan P. W., Adavale c 499 Howeson Mrs. C.,  Logie 's Paddock c
308 Hensley  A. C., Gympie c 406 Hogarth Adam, Bowen u k 500 Howie James  (ship  " Coromandle "),
309 Henson  R. T., P.O.  Charters Towers c 407 Hogarth Richard, Croydon c Brisbane u k
310 Henstridge  0. G. and Co.,  Sherwood, 408 Hogberg  -.  Spring Hill m 501 Howkett G. H., Warwick c
P.O. Eaton a (2) 409 Hogg J., P.O. Rockhampton c 502 Hoes ling Edgar H., Brisbane o
311 Henwood Mrs., Gympie c 410 Hohensee August, Gympie o c 503 Howalls D., One-Mile c
312 Hepburn James G .,  P.U. Charters 411 Holden -, P.O. Warwick s 504 Hubbard Mrs., Ipswich c
Towers  in 412 Holenvig John, Queenton c 505 Hubinger J., Charleville c
313 Herbert Mrs., South Brisbane c 413 Holland James ,  P.O. Bundaberg u k 506 Hubinger J. C., Townsville c
314 Herbert F., Indooroopilly c (2) 414 Holland W., Noondoo Springs s 507 Hubner Richard, Charters Towers c
315 Hercom R., Blackall c 415 Holliday F., Croydon c 508 Hudd Mrs. H .,  Brisbane s
316 Hern William ,  Charters Towers o c 416 Hollingsworth Geo., Valley c 509 Hudson  -,  Charters Towers c
317 Hernage Christopher, Walloon c 417 Hollingsworth Joseph, Thargomindah c 510 Hudson A. J., P.U. Brisbane c
318 Heron Walter, P.O. Howard u k 418 Hollingsworth J., P.O. Eidsvold s 511 Hudson F., Charters Towers e t
319 Heron W. (miner), Gympie c 419 Holloway Mrs. E., Ipswich road o 512 Hudson James, Jundah s
320 Herring Mrs. E., Boonrbah, St. 420 Holloway Mrs. Mary, Normanby c 513 Huet Miss, P.O. Brisbane u k
George s 421 Holman John, Charters Towers c 514 Huet F. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
321 Herrod Joseph ,  Bowen c 422 Holmes -, Burdekin c 515 Huffe Mrs. John, Townsville c
322 Herre  -, Dalrymple road,  Charters 423 Holmes  Albert Edward, P.O. South- 516 Huffy F., Vindex Plantation c
Towers c port u k 517 Hug R .,  P.O. Brisbane c
323 Hewey W. H., Stratton c 424 Holmes M. (tailor), Petrie's Bight c 518 Hugemann Antoney, P.O. Bundaberg f
324 Heshen Patrick P O Brisbane m 425 Holinsen Paldeman  (sailor ) Harris- Brisbane m519 Hu hes and Burru. .,
325 Hesketh Lieut. L., (Queensland Govern-
,Ville o c p,g520 Hughes C., P.O. Rockhampton c
ment  ship " G ayundah") c 426 Holt Peter (carrier), Rockwood c 521 Hughes Enoch, Mount Albion o
326 Hesse  Carl, Eidsvold c 427 Holt Thos., P.O. Radcliffe c 522 Hughes John, Ross Island s
327 Hetherington Maggie ,  Roma street o 428 Hotter J., Rockhampton c 523 Hughes  John, Yabba  Station c
328 Hewson  J., P.O. Cairns c 429 Hotton  Mn'.,  Toowoomba c 524 Hughes John F., Kunioon o c
329 Hey William ,  Valley c 430 Holtz W., Boggo road c (4) 525 Hughes J.,  Yabba Station c
330 Hickey Andrew, Laidley c 431 Holyhead Charles, P.O. Brisbane 526 Hughes J., Lockyer 's Creek c
331 Hickie J. B., Potosi road, Mount u k (2) 527 Hughes Thomas ,  Hope Island, Coo-
Perry c 432 Holz W., Boggo road c ruera c
332 Hickman R. S., Brisbane f 433 Holzman Mrs., Maryborough c 528 Hughes Thomas ,  Daandine Station c
333 Hicks  -,  17 Constance street, Red 434 Homes  Mrs., P. O. Rockhampton u c 529 Hughes W., East Bi isbane c
Hill c 435 Honey Mrs. E., Rockhampton o 530 Hulse  H.  T., Logan road c
334 Hicks -, Gympie c 436 Honey John, Charters Towers u k 531 Hulyer -, Woollongabba c
335 Hicks  Geo., Nerang Creek c 437 Honigan M., North Pine c 532 Hulyer G. D., Montague road c
336 Hicks W. J., P.O. Bundaberg e t 438 Hood Hugh, Charters Towers c 533 Hulyer Mrs. G., Montague road c
337 Hickman W. S., Beaudesert c 439 Hood J., Skating Rink, South Bris- 534 Humphreys H., O'Connell Town c
338 Hiddell  William, Valley c bane f 535 Humphreys Thomas, P .O. Norman-
339 Hiesfill J., Taringa c 440 Hook Mrs., P.O. Gympie c ton c and u k (3)
340 Higgins John, Eulo s 441 Hoolaghan Miss ,  Bowen s 536 Humphries  A., Wilston Estate c
341 Higgins Patrick, P. O. Brisbane u k 442 Hoolihan John  (care of Mr. Clark), 537 Hunt Arthur, South Brisbane c
342 Higgins Tin., P.O. Gympie c Brisbane c 538 Hunt E .,  Clermont u k
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539 Hunt Mrs. E., Lanley Station u k 32 James A. A., Tabletop c 132 Johnston Mrs., Woollongabba c
540 Hunt Thomas, P.O. Gympie c 33 James Edgar, P.O. Gympie n k 133 Johnston C., Bowen Downs Station c
541 HunterA., Marton, Endeavour Bridge c 34 James Evan, Thorrold Town Estate c 134 Johnston David S., P.O. Woo]gar c
542 Hunter A. H., P.O. Dalby ii k (2) 35 James Isaac, Boggo road c 135 Johnston Edward, North Bundaberg c
5.43 Hunter A. H., Bunya Sawmills c 36 James John, Townsville f 136 Johnston Edward, Queenton c and o
544 Hunter Chas., Mackay o c 37 James John James, Durham s and c (3)
545 Hunter D., Victoria terrace c in  (2) 137 Johnston E. W., Brisbane c
546 Hunter H., Logan River o 38 James J. A. Petrie terrace c 138 Johnston Fred., Charlestown u k,
547 Hunter James, Croydon o 39 James Miss Margaret, Brisbane ii k 139 Johnston George, Carandotta Station
548 Hunter James, Monkland c (2) 40 James Minnie, Charters Towers o uk
549 Hunter T. (immigrant s.s. "Dacca"), 41 James R., Teddington c 140 Johnston George L., P.O. Herberton
Thursday Island, e t 42 James R., Monkland c u k (6)
550 Hunter Samuel, Millchester a 43 James R. H., Gympie c (3) 141 Johnston James 17-Mile, Emu Park
551 Hunter T., Red Hill, Gympie c 44 James Thos., Valley c Line c
552 Hunter William, Bowen Hills c 45 Jamieson W., P.O. Valley n z 142 Johnston Mrs. M. A., Logan road c
5.53 Hunter William, P.O. Springs o 46 Janner Burry J., Bohemia Downs 143 Johnston R., Queenton c (2)
554 Hunter W., Gympie c Station c 1.14 Johnston William, Charters Towers o c
5.55 Huntingdon -, Boggo road o 47 Jarrat J., P.O. Brisbane c 145 Johnston W., Albion c
556 Huntley G., 4+'idsvold m 48 Jarvis Geo. Walter, Kamerunga o c 146 Johnston W., Queenton c (2)
557 Hurford W., Kamerunga s 49 Jarvis G. (shearer), Coongoola c 147 Johnstone Fred., Eidsvold c
558 Hurley B., Mount Perry c 50 Jarvis G. W., Cairns u k 148 Johnstone J., Stanley street c
559 Hurley Dan„ P.O. Brisbane c 51 Jeffers Miss  Minnie,  Charters Towers c 149 Johnstone J., Ipswich c
560 Hurley D., Kingsholme c 52 Jeffery -, Rockhampton s 150 Johnstone J., Townsville s
561 Hurley D. F., Valley c 53 Jeffery Mrs., P.O. Toowoomba s 151 Johnstone Robert, Luck-now Station c
562 Hurley F., P.O. Cooktown c 54 Jeffrey W., Hermit Park c 152 Johnstone W., Coongoola o
563 Hurley John, Afton Downs c 55 Jeffs Harry, Charters Towers c 153 Johnston W. E., Nive Downs Sta-
564 Hurley J., Kamerunga a 56 Jeffs W., Charters Towers c tion e
565 Hurlston E., Georgetown c 57 Jenkins Thomas Paul, Charters Towers 154 Jokelin Mrs. J., One-Mile c
566 Hurman Henry (farmer ), P.O. Bris-  uk 155 Joliffe J., Humpybong c
bane o c 58 Jenkin T. H., Charters Towers c 157 Jolley D., Croydon c
567 Huston J., Saltern Creek c 59 Jenkins and 1)arvall, Brisbane c 158 Jolliffe W., Hunipybong u k and m (2)
568 Hutchins and Scotch, Brisbane c GO Jenkins , Noosa road c 159 Jones -, Millchester c
569 Hutchinson -, Woollongabba f 61 Jenkins -, Beaudesert c 160 Jones A., Red Hill, Windsor road c
570 Hutchinson Peter, P.O. Brisbane o 62 Jenkins A. It., Scrubby Creek, Grace- 101 Jones A., Charters Towers c
571 Hutton Peter, P.O. Brisbane u k mere c 162 Jones A. G., Croydon o
572 Hyers James, Gympie u k 63 Jenkins Edward, Queenton c 163 Jones B., Rockhampton c
573 Hyland Maurice, Croydon c 64 Jenkins E. J., Old Cleveland road c 104 Jones David, One-Mile c
574 Hylett Thomas, Coongoola Station s 65 Jenkins Henry or Charles, Conne- 165 Jones D., Charters Towers c (2)
575 Hynes James, P.O. Charleville s  mara c 166 Jones D., Brisbane c576 Hynes John, Croydon c 66 Jenkins John, Gympie c 167 Jones D., Ipswich c
577 Hynes Mrs. J., Cumberland c  67 Jenkins John, One-Mile c (2) 168 Jones Edward (carpenter), Mount
68 Jenkins Joseph, Charters Towers c Morgan o c
69 Jenkins J., Thargomindah c 169 Jones E. D., Brisbane u k
I. 70 Jenkins J. R., Rockhampton c 170 Jones E. R., West End c
71 Jenkins J. S., One-Mile c (2) 171 Jones F. F., Reedy Creek s
1 IMHOFF J. (carrier), Tambo c 72 Jenkins J. W., Townsville c 172 Jones Henry, Nudgee c
2 Imlay Alexander, Townsville c and 73 Jenkins T., Charters Towers c (3) 173 Jones Henry, Charters Towers c (3)
u k (2) 74 Jenkins W., Gympie c 174 Jones James, Queenton c
3 Imlay Alexander, Normanton c 75 Jenner 0. J., Bowen Bridge Store u k 175 Jones John, Brisbane o
4 Ince W. C., Spring Hill c 76 Jennings , Red Hill c 176 Jones John, Charters  Towers s and c (2)
5 Ingram John, Georgetown s 77 Jennings C. F., South Brisbane c 177 Jones John H., Charters Towers o c
6 Innes William, P.O. Muttaburra u k 78 Jennings Miss E., Kangaroo Point c 178 Jones J., Valley c
7 Irwin Edward, P.O. Blackall c 79 Jensen -, Bundaberg c 179 Jones J., Queenton c
8 Irwin Robert, Townsville s 80 Jensen Christian, P.O. Gympie c 180 Jones J., Yeppoon c
9 Irving James, Charters Towers c 81 Jensen Catherine, South Brisbane c (2) 181 Jones J., P.U. Normanton et
10 Irvine Miss Irvine, Charters Towers o 82 Jensen John, Maryborough c 182 Jones J. W.. Brisbane c
11 Irvine Robert, P.O. Rockhampton u k 83 Jensen Neils, P.O. Rockhampton f 183 Jones Miss M. A., P.U.  Charters
12 Irvine William, P.O. Brisbane o c 84 Jenyon Miss J., Taringga c Towers u k
13 Irvine William, Keeroongooloo Sta- 85 Jeremy Miss S. J., P.O Brisbane u k 184 Jones Miss M. A., Warwick c
tion m 86 Jevons - Charters Towers c 185 Jones Richard, Charters  Towers c
14 Irvine W. (wheelwright), Westlands c 87 Jewell J., dloncurry s 186 Jones Richard W., Coorparoo c
15 Irving Joseph, Charters Towers c 88 Jinks David, Valley c 187 Jones R., Gympie c (2)
16 Irving Robert, South Brisbane c 89 Jobb S. K., Brisbane c 188 Jones R., Barcaldine c
17 Irving Thos., Toowong c 90 Jobson W., Dareel Station s 189 Jones R. B., Box 570,  Brisbane c
18 Isbester Thomas I., Ten-Mile, Mun- 91 Johansen E. H., Emu Creek c 190 Jones Sydney, Charters  Towers o c
gar Line c 92 John John, One-Mile c (2) 191 Jones S., Clermont c
19 Isickson Walter, Beaudesert o 93 John Robert, One-Mile c 192 Jones Thomas, Sadd's Ridge, Queen-
20 Iversen Peter, P.O. Brisbane m 94 John Thomas, One-Mile c ton c
21 Izzard A., P.O. Townsville u k 95 Johns G., Gympie c (2) 193 Jones T., Charters Towers c
96 Johns H. J., Gympie c 194 Jones T. E., Milton c
97 Johns H. J., One-Mile c 195 Jones William, Dulbydilla c
J. 98 Johns Rudolp, Reid's Creek c 196 Jones William H., Charters Towers o c
99 Johnsen Hans, Yengarie c 197 Jones William T.,  Kangaroo  Point o c
1 JACK D., Barrie, Mackay c 100 Johnsen H., Mackay c 198 Jones W. P., Wilby, Cooktown c
2 Jack William,  Blackwall terrace, Bris-  101 Johnson Bros., Coorparoo c 199 Jones W. R., Charters Towers c
bane u k 102 Johnson Rockhampton c 200 Jordan -, Woolston c
3 Jackes James, P.O. Port Mackay c 103 Johnson -, Gympie road c 201 Jordan J., Chinchilla c
4 Jackson -, Valley is k 104 Johnson Mrs., Rockhampton c 202 Jordan Pat., Gympie m
S Jackson A. T., Toowoomba c (2) 105 Johnson Abraham, One-mile Creek 203 Jordan P., Red Hill, One-Mile c
6 Jackson Charles, Enoggera  terrace c  uk 204 Jorenson P., Laidley c
7 Jackson George, Leichhardt street u k 106 Johnson Charles, P.O. Townsviile o c 205 Jorgensen -, Blackfellows' Gully f
8 Jackson Herbert, Rockhampton u k 107 Johnson Charles,  Kamerunga o c 206 Jorgensen  Jorgan J., Bundaberg o c
9 Jackson Isaac, Brisbane f 108 Johnson C., P.O. Bundaberg c 207 Jorgenson Hannah, P.O. Croydon c
10 Jackson John, Yerra Yerra c 109 Johnson C. J., P.O. Normanton a 209 Jose James, P.O. Springs c
11 Jackson John, Rockhampton c 110 Johnson D. S., Woolgar c 210 Joseph Joseph, Townsville o
12 Jackson Joseph,  Charters  Towers o 11t Johnson Edward, Maryborough c 211 Joseph J. (drover), P.O. Rockhampton
13 Jackson J., P.O. Brisbane c 112 Johnson E. H., Emu Creek c et
14 Jackson L. D., P.U.  Brisbane m  113 Johnson Frank, Eidsvold c 212 Joyce Mrs., Augathella c
15 Jackson William, Charters Towers c 114 Johnson Fred., Mount Jones c (3) 213 Joyce Michael, P.O. Lutwyche c
16 Jackson Williamson,  Charters  Towers c 115 Johnson F., Mount Romeo Tin Mines c 214 Joyce Neil, Cairns c
17 Jackson William Leese,  Eak c (2)  117 Johnson George, Charters Towers c (3) 215 Joyce Thomas, P.O. Blackall c
18 Jackson W., P.O. Aramac m  118 John-,on G. L., Terberton c 216  Judge Martin, Indooroopilly o c
19 Jackson W., Esk c 119 Johnson Helders, Croydon c 217 Judy Mrs. William, Brown' s Plains c
20 Jacob C. H., P.O. Goodna c 120 Johnson Henry, Logan road o c 213 Juggins -, Strathmore Station,
21 Jacobs J. (Criterion Hotel), Rock- 121 Johnson H., P.O. Mackay m Bowen n z
hampton c 122 Johnson H. E., Croydon c 219 Juggins J. R., Strathmore Station,
22 Jacobsen -, Sandy Creek c 123 Johnson J. Townshend, Bowen u k Bowen u k
23 Jacobsen Hans., Miva c 124 Johnson Miss M. A., P.O. Albion c 220 Julian J., Woollongabba c
24 Jacobsen J. L., Spring Hill c 125 Johnson R., Twine street c 221 Junes -, Secy., Hope of Thompson
25 Jacobson H., Sandy Creek c 126 Johnson Thomas, South Brisbane c Estate Lodge c
26 Jaeger H., Barolin c 127 Johnson William C., P.O. Humpy- 222 Jureky W. J., Tamworth c
27 Jaescke -, Wickham  street c  bong c
28 Jagd C., Tewantin c 128 Johnson W., Logan road c K.
29 Jahnkc J., Cootharaba c 129 Johnson W. D., Ipswich c
30 Jamersen  Henry, Valley c 130 Johnsson C. J., P.O. Normanton f (3) 1 KALBROTT-, Killarney e t
31 James Mrs., Thompson  Estate c  131 Johnston -, Little Ipswich c 2 Kalstrorn -, Toowong c
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3 Kane Miss Maggie, P.O. Brisbane u k 99 Kennedy J., Taringa c (2) 200 Kogler Robt., South Brisbane c
4 Kane P., Maryborough in 100 Kennedy J., Gympie m 201 Kopsi John, Bundaberg c
5 Kauffman Miss, Humpybong c 101 Kennedy J., Oakey c 202 Kord J., Gladstone c
6 Karbelies Louis, P.U. Charters Towers c 102 Kennedy Patrick, Bowen Hills c 203 Krantz -, North Side, Mackay c
7 Karlsen K. F., Port Mackay f 103 Kennedy R. S., Taroom o c 204 Kraut Franz, Laidley f
8 Kasbaum Carl, Charters Towers c 104 Kennedy Thomas, P.O. Enoggera c 205 Kristofersen Hans, P.O., Brisbane o c
9 Kath -, Gowrie road, Toowoomba c 105 Kennedy Thomas, Ravenswood c (2) 206 Kroll -, Coomera c
10 Kavanagh James, Herbert River c 106 Kennedy William, Brisbane u k 207 Kruck L., Woollongabba c
11 Kavanagh -, O'Connell Town c 107 Kennedy William, Townsville n z 208 Kruth R., Dulacca c
12 Kaye Richard, Southport Junction c 108 Kenneway J., Gregory c 209 Kruth It. C., Dulacca s and c (5)
13 Kealy Mrs. Dr., Sand-ate  e (2) 109 Kenny James, Roma c 210 Kruthi Mrs., Daandine Station c
14 Kean Mrs., Blackall c 110 Kenny M., Valley c 211 Kruver -, Homebush c (2)
15 Keane Mrs., Valley c 111 Kenny Pat., Gympie c 212 Kucan John, Herberton f
16 Keane C. F., P.O. Brisbane c 112 Kent G., Pentland c 213 Kunst Jacob, Mungar c
17 Keane John, P.O. Winton c 113 Kent M. G., 141-Mile, Cape River 214 Kyle John, Bundaberg c
18 Keane  J. J.,  Penola Downs, Winton
c (2)
Siding c
114 Kent R. C., Dulacca Station s
19 Kearnan James, P.O. Caboolture c 115 Kentwood E. C., Maida Hill c L.
20 Kearney -, P.O. Gympie c (2)
21 Ke - Kill
116 Keogh J. P., Port Douglas c
Adavale s(drover)117 Ke el F 1 LACHLAN Mathew Adavale c,pp .arney , arney c
22 Kearney Miss, Strand, Townsville 118 Keppel F. H., Maryvale Station s
,
2 Lary  IV.  B. (care of Lacy and Co.),
u k (2)  119 Kermode Daniel, Coombabah Junction c Rockhampton s
23 Kearney John, Townsville f 120 Kerr Miss Amy, Spring Hill s 3 Ladbrook Richard, P.O. Albion u k
24 Kearney John, Kamerunga o c 121 Kerr Henry, Charlotte Plains s and 4 Ladner -, Spring Hill e
25 Kearton E., One-Mile c  c (2) 5 Lafworth James, Woollongabba c
26 Keating Thomas, 114 Western Line, 122 Kerr R., Rockhampton s 6 Lahey John, Alpha u k
via  Roma c 123 Kerr W., Rockhampton c 7 Laidlaw James, P.O. Maryborough
27 Keating William, Valley c 124 Kerridge F., Ravenswood c u k (2)
28 Keegan William, Croydon c 125 Kerrigan Miss E., P.O. Brisbane c 8 Laidley G., Mungindi s
Jubilee Estate c126 K w Wh J29 K l S th B i bC 9 Laimer - Petrie terrace cers a . .,ee ey ou r ane c., s
30 Keeley Miss Harriet, Brisbane s 127 Kepel Fitz., P.O. Brisbane f
,
10 Laing Mrs., Enoggera in
31 Keen Sam, Charters Towers c 128 Kerwan Peter, P.O. Kamerunga c 1 Laing David, Howard u k
32 Keightley John, P.O. Springs o c 129 Keter Peter, P.O. Charters Towers o c 2 Laing J., Toowoomba s
33 Keilly -, P.O. Brisbane s 130 Ketteringham W. T., Isisford c 3 Laing J. (Victoria street), Booroodabin c
34 Keirse J., Muttaburra c 131 Kettlely Thomas (hawker), Blackall s 4 Lamas John, Mackay c
35 Keith Alex., P.O. Croydon c 132 Keyes Patrick, Kamerunga o c 5 Lamb William, Toowong c
36 Keith John, Boggo c 133 Keyte W. J., P.O. Mungar u k 6 Lamb W., Nerang c
37 Kellar Chas., Tarangaba c 134 Keyorth Thomas, Bundaberg u k 7 Lambeth Madame, P.O. Valley c
38 Kelleher Miss Bridget, P.O. Brisbane 135 Kibblewhite Miss, Servants Home, 8 Lambert A., Howard c
uk  Brisbane u k 9 Lambert W., P.O. Queenton c
39 Kelleher Patrick, P.O. Croydon s 136 Kidd --, Rockhampton c 10 Lamberth W. G., Toowoomba e
40 Keller -, Charters Towers in 137 KiddDavid,Highfield Railway Station c 11 Lamont Samuel, Langland's Estate c
41 Kelley -, Steam Brickworks, Bris- 138 Kidge Arthur, East Bundaberg o c 12 Lamotte G. E., Comemora, Stonehenge
bane s 139 Kiely Miss Mary, P.O. Albion s
p42 Kelley Cath., Dinmore Railway 140 Kiely P., Mulligan's Camlr, Croydon o John, Southport c13 Lam
Station c 141 Kiley Patrick, Tabletop, (Croydon o 14 Lancaster Hugh, P.O. Charters
43 Kelley S., Burdekin River c 142 Killenbeck J. H., P.O. Brisbane c Towers c
44 Kells Kar (miner), Cooktown s 143 Killiam --, Townsville c 15 Lansburg Madame, Wickham terrace c
45 Kelly , Petrie terrace c 144 Kilner Miss Annie, Charters Towers c 16 Lane and Lloyd, Jubilee Estate c
46 Kelly -, Lutwyche c 145 Kinch Mrs., Deep Creek, Gympie c 17 Lane -- (cooper), Rockhampton c
47 Kelly Maryborough c 146 Kinch Robert, Deep Creek, Gympie 18 Lane Frank (care of Mrs. Wakefield),
48 Kelly Mrs., Barcaldine c  uk European House, Richmond street u k
49 Kelly Miss, Rockhampton c 147 Kinchela John, P.O. Croydon s 19 Lane George (s. s. " Dacca"), Thursday
50 Kelly Andrew, South Brisbane o c 148 King --, Rockhampton c Island c
51 Kelly A., Rockhampton e 149 King A., Gympie c 20 Lane H. M., 107 Queen-street c
52 Kelly A. E. S., Thylungra Station w a 150 King D., Charters Towers c 21 Lane Thomas, Croydon c
53 Kelly Bridget, Maryborough c 151 King D. F., P.O. Brisbane u k 22 Lane William, Kangaroo Point c
54 Kelly C. J., Valley c 152 King F. G., Bimerah Station, Thomp- 23 Lane William, P.O. Toowoomba s
55 Kelly Eliza, Geelong street, Brisbane o son River u k 24 Lane William, P.O. Normanton e
56 Kelly Miss F., Woodview, Millchester 153 King G., P.O. Brisbane s 25 Lane William, Charters Towers c
Creek c 154 King H. E., P.O. Clermont c 26 Lane W., Charters Towers c (2)
57 Kelly James, Rosewood c 155 King James, Charters Towers c 27 Lane W., Maryborough c
58 Kelly James, Portland Station c 156 King J., Red Hill c 28 Laneran G., Surat o
59 Kelly James P,, Valley c 157 King J., Charters Towers c 29 Lang Mrs. Catherine, P.O. Towns-
60 Kelly John. P.O. Warwick c 158 King Thus., Waterford c ville n z
61 Kelly Joseph (carrier), Charters Towers 159 King W., P.O. Maryborough c 30 Lang G., Kangaroo Point c
c (2) 160 King W., Emerald c 31 Lang Mrs. M. E., Paddington c
62 Kelly Joseph, Monkland c (2) 161 King W. M., Sherwood road c 32 Langan M., Listowel Downs o
63 Kelly J., Charlotte street, Brisbane s 162 Kinge F. E., P.O. Toowoomba c 33 Langdon J., Stanley street c
64 Kelly J., Roma c (2) 163 Kingsbury Henry, Goondi, Geraldtown 34 Langer E., Bundaberg c
65 Kelly .I., South Brisbane c u k (2) 35 Langford Albert, West Hill Station c
66 Kelly J., Cooktown c 164 Kingsbury H., Goondi Estate c 36 Langhorn J. L., Logan road c
67 Kelly J. D., Beaudesert c 165 Kingsbury W. H., P.O. Brisbane e t 37 Laroche J. H., Dalgonally Station c
68 Kelly Mrs. Kate, Albion Creek, P.O. 166 Kingsford John, Ipswich c 38 Larson B., McGrath's Crossing f
Brisbane u k 167 Kingston C., Sandown c 39 Larsen C., Maryborough c
Goondi o c168 Kin ston Geor e69 K ll wM th I i h 40 Larsen John P O Brisbane sg g ,e ,y e pswa c c
70 Kelly Mary C., Townsville c 169 Kingston Joseph, P.O. Brisbane o a
, . .
40 Larsen Job., Walloon e
71 Kelly Martin T., P.O. Toowong o c (3) 170 Kintoul W. H., Normanton c 42 Larsen J., Valley c
72 Kelly M., Stanley street c 171 Kirby --, Brisbane c 43 Larson J. F., Croydon s
73 Kelly Peter, P.O. Brisbane c 172 Kirby Chas., P.O. Brisbane o c 44 Larter Harry, Norrnanton c
74 Kelly P., Ballast Camp, Pine Hill c 173 Kirby W. F., Croydon c 45 Larter James, Normanby s
75 Kelly P., Emu Park Railway Line c 174 Kirk Mrs. Isabella, One-Mile o c (2) 46 Lathfieff Millchester Creek c (3)
76 Kelly P. A., Kamerunga n z 175 Kirk Joseph, Townsville c 47 Latimer -, Toowong c
77 Kelly R., Brisbane c  176 Kirkwood Mrs., Rockhampton c 48 Laughton T., Red Hill c
78 Kelly S., Bulimba c 177 Kirkwood J., Yeppoon c 49 Laurie James, Rockhampton c
Montague road c178 Kirkwood Williamll V ll79 K Th 50 Laurence - One Mil G i,e y omas, a ey c
80 Kelly Thomas, Cairns c 179 Kirrup Ness, Beaudesert c , - ympe, e cSi Laurence -, North Ipswich c
81 Kelly T., Gympie s 180 Kitt B., Roma street, Brisbane s 52 Laurie David, Capella c (2)
82 Kelly T., Bundaberg c 181 Kelara Otto, Brisbane o 53 LaA ie G., Maryborough c
83 Kelly T. J., Toowoomba c 182 Klemn Gustive, Zillman's Waterholes c 54 Lam ie William A., Port Mackay u k
84 Kelly Wm., Georgetown e t 183 Kluver Henry, Bundaberg c 55 Laury James, Rockhampton c
85 Kelso W. A., Croydon s and c (2) 184 Knapernik W., Marburg c 56 Law l . T. 0., Brisbane c
86 Kernbling S., Charters Towers in 185 Knipe Master Edgar, Tiaro c 57 Laird David, P.O. Rockhampton c
87 Kemp Miss Ada, P.O. Enoggera o c 186 Knight F. F., Winton c 58 Lawrence Emily, P.U. Rockhampton c
88 Kemsley Mrs., Gympie c 187 Knight G., Woollongabba c (2) 59 Lawler Jaynes, P.O. Mackay c
89 Kendall W. T., Wickham street c 190 Knox and Baker, Norrnanton u c 60 Lawler J. (barque "Coromandel''), P.O.
90 Kenedy Mrs., Croydon c 191 Knox A., Albert buildings, Brisbane c Brisbane c
91 Kenna W., Gympie c 192 Knox A., Eidsvoid c 61 Lawless John, Townsville s
92 Kennan Miss Lizzie, Maryborough u k 193 Knox John, Charters Towers c 62 Lawrence F., Brisbane ;
93 Kennedy -, Old Bowen Bridge 194 Knowlton Harry, P.O. Maryborough 63 Lawrence Chas. Hitton, P.O. Towns-
Hotel in uk ville u k (2)
94 Kennedy A., One-Mile u k 195 Knudsen A., Ipswich c 64 Lawrence N., Gympie s
93 Kennedy Charles, Thursday Island s 196 Knudsen Karl, Lama c 63 Lawrence Samuel, Red Hill c
96 Kennedy Charres, Norrnanton w a 197 Knutsen Karil, Laura c 66  Lawreitcc Thomas, Y.O. (.corgetown c
97 Kennedy David, Bowen Hills c 198 Kock S. E., Pentland c 67 Lawson Alf., Maneroo Station c
98 Kenuedy[lames, Ipswich road c 199 Kogh F. V., P.O. Port Douglas c 68 Lawson Mrs. C., Uoodna c
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69 Lawson L., Goondi Plantation c
70 Lawson M. A., Maryborough c
71 Lawson W., Gympie road c
72 Lawson W., Maryborough s
73 Lawton James, P.O. Cairns c
74 Lawton Patrick. P.O. Brisbane o c
75 Lax Miss May, Spring Hill c
76 Laycock W., Charters Towers c
77 Leach Thomas, Red Hill c
78 Leahy Miss Ellen, P.O. Fortitude
Valley o c (3)
79 Leahy M. E., Bradley street c
80 Leary John, P.O. Enoggera o c
81 Leary Miss .J. M., Ipswich c
82 Leask Magnus, West Townsville u k (2)
83 Leathcard Mrs. A., Albion c
84 Leauer G., Rosalie c
85 Lebhartier E., Fairymmead, Bundaberg f
86 Le Bras Joseph, Merton road c
87 Lecke John F., Cooktown o c
88 Leddie Peter, Laidley c
89 Ledinghain Dr., Brisbane c
90 Lee Catherine, P.O. Fortitude Valley o c
91 Lee Clement Charles, Gympie c
92 Lee Dick, Cairns c
93 Lee Edward, Bowen c
94 Lee Geo., Georgetown c
95 Lee Joseph, Croydon o
96 Lee J., East street, Rockhampton c
97 Lee J. B., Townsville s
98 Lee W., Dalby c
99 Leeding  -.  Woollongabba c
100 Leeke Mrs. M., Antigua c
101 Leeman J., Monkland c
102 Lees Thomas Beleelie, Winton o
103 Lefevre Charles, Durham c (2)
104 Leftwich Thomas, Townsville c
105 Le Grand R. W., Brisbane c
106 LeLay M., Vulture street c
107 Leigh H., P.O. Charters Towers o c
108 Leigh James, Coomera o
109 Leisner E., Townsville c
110 Leisner H. A., Townsville c
111 Leitch Mrs., Rosalie c
112 Leman Alexander, Coombabah o c
113 Len-tree Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
114 Lennon Mrs. Caroline, P.O. Fortitude
Valley o c
115 Lennon S. W., Brisbane c
116 Lennox Alexander, P.O. Cairns c
117 Lensen J., Mackay c
118 Leonard S., P.O. Townsville c
119 Lepinath Christopher, Charters Towers
c (2
s John, Millchester c120 Leroe)
121 Leslie 11lrs., George street c
122 Lester F., Roma street c
123 Lester T. W., South Brisbane c
124 Leston M., Pentland c
125 Lethartier E., Fairymead, Bundaberg f
126 Lethem H. W., East Brisbane c
127 Levander Mrs. Annie, Spring Hill o c
128 Levey and Fairman, Spring Hill c
129 Levey Alfred, Rosalie o
130 Levi J., Lutwyche c
131 Levy Mrs. S., Townsville c
132 Lewcock Thomas, Mackay u k
133 Lewis -, Red Hill, c
134 Lewis -, Dinmore c
135 Lewis -, Townsville c
136 Lewis A., Gympie e
137 Lewis Ivor, Charters Towers c
138 Lewis Jabez, Ipswich c
139 Lewis Mrs. Jane, Gympie o c
140 Lewis John, P.O. Surat o
141 Lewis John, Mount Perry c
142 Lewis Thomas, P.O. Brisbane u k
143 Lewis Thomas, Bundaberg s
144 Lewis T. W., Maryborough c
145 Lewis Walter, Queenton c (3)
146 Lewis William T., Maryborough c
147 Lewis W., Rockhampton s
148  Libby G., P.O. Townsville it k
149 Liddy -, Herbert River c
150 Lidstone A., South Brisbane c
151 Liebish Chs., Thargomindah s (2)
152 Liewesley Thos., Mount Morgan c
153 Lifimtes Louisa, Rockhampton o
154 Liftboy William, Tallavera Station c
155 Lignell K.  0.,  Maryborough f
156 Lillebar -, Wickham terrace c (2)
157 Lilley W., Charters Towers o
158 Lillicrap W., Cooktown u k
159 Lillicrap W. F., Cooktown u k
160 Lillicrapp William, P.O. Cairns c
161 Lillis Patrick, Adavale c
162 in -, Lower Burdekin c (2)
163 Lind C., Toowong c
164 Lind L. P., P.O. Brisbane f
165 Linde Miss E., Brisbane c
166 Lindon George, Gympie c
167 Lindrodt J., Rockhampton c
168 Lindross Abraham, Carrawal c
169 Lind,ay Mr.;. Catherine, Eton o c
170 Lindsell H. W., Brisbane c
71 Lindsell J., Spring Hill c (2)
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172 Linehan Patrick, Marlborough u k173 Lingi Cervetto ,  P.O. Brisbane o c
174 Linskey M., Eungella  (-
1  Linton G., Coombabah c
176 Lipman Lewis H., Brisbane c
177 Little James ,  Charters Towers c
178  Little Jas., New Farm c
179 Little Jas., Rosedale c
180 Little James M., P.O. Brisbane o
181 Little Robert, Spring Hill c
182 Little Mrs. William Clement, P.O.
Croydon m
183 Littleton John, Mount Morgan o c
184 Livesey Mrs..J .,  Dunwich s  (2) and c (1)
185 Livingston W. J., Charters Towers c
186 Liv in gstone A., P.O. Bundaberg c
187 Livingstone T., P.O. Charters Towers
e t and c
188 Livingstone Win., Charters Towers c
189 Livingstone Mrs. W .  J., Charters
Towers c
190 Livingstone W. J., Charters Towers c
191 Livis J., Petrie terrace c
192 Llewellyn H. W., Gatton c (2)
193 Lloyd John ,  Paddington c
194 Lloyd J .  H., Boggo road c
195 Lloyd Thomas ,  One-Mile c
196 Loader Miss E., Breakfast Creek c
197 Lochnane --,  Croydon c
198 Lock Leonard ,  Gympie o c
199 Locke Annie, Sandgate o
200 Locke James, Welltown Station s
201 Locke Wm. L., Coongoola o
202 Locker E. P., Charters Towers s
203 Lockwood John, Ipswich o c
204 Loftly Mrs. M .  J., Kangaroo Point c
205 Logan Miss ,  Townsville c
206 Logan Robert J .,  Brookfield c
207 Lomax  --,  Petrie terrace c
208 Lonergan M., Adavale c
209 Lonergan Thomas ,  Brisbane m
210 Lonerganne Fred. W., Brisbane
m, n z, and c (3)
211 Long G., Enoggera u k (2)
212 Long G .,  Barcaldine c
213 Long P.,  Gym pie c
214 Longman  --,  Longreach Hotel c
215 Longmore George E .,  Townsville o c
216 Lonk Dick ,  Cairns c
217 Looney James ,  Gnoolooma s
218 Lorenza J., Rockhampton c
219 Lorine F., South Brisbane c
220 Lothern J. Russell ,  Charters Towers c
221 Lough John J .,  Toowoomba o
222 Loughlan  --,  Mackay c
223 Lovall Miss H., Brisbane f
224 Love Miss M., Charters Towers c
225 Lovegrove Eli, Nundah c
226 Lovegrove E., Basin Pocket c
227 Low Thomas, Ann street c
228 Lowe -, Mount Morgan c
229 Lowe H. F., Brisbane s
230 Lowe Thomas H., Charters Towers u k
231 Lowe Thomas R., Kanierunga u k
232 Lowe T. R., Mackay u k
233 Lowery Messrs. J. F., Townsville s
234 Lowton Miss L .,  Dinmore u k
235 Loyd Thomas ,  Brisbane Valley c
236 Luby Townsville c
237 Lucas  -,  Charters Towers c
238 Lucas Jaynes R., Isisford c
239 Lucas W., Charters Towers c
240 Luch Henry ,  Georgetown c
211 Luchini Battista ,  Gympie o c
242 Luckett John, Maryborough u k (2)
243 Ludford Win. J .,  Crow 's Nest o c
244 Ludford Wm. J., I )alby o c
245 Luke R., South Brisbane c
246 Luke Thomas, Charters Towers c
247 Lumsden G., Paddington c
248 Lung George, Townsville e t
249 Luscombe Win. T. E., Thargomin-
dah a (3)
250 Lutterall Thomas, St .  Lawrence o c
251 Luxton Captn .  Charles, Brisbane c
252 Luxton Sam., Wickham terrace c
253 Lyall Edward ,  Rockhampton u k
254 Lvniburner Norman ,  Beaudesert o
255 Lynam Joe ,  Halifax a
256 Lynch Mrs. Spring Hill c
257 Lynch  J ohn, Croydon c (2)
258 Lynch John ,  Brisbane u k
259 Lynch  :Miss  Mary , Mackay c
260 Lynch Michael ,  l3undanba c
261 Lynch P., Croydon c262 Lynn C.,  Toowong c
263 Lynn Mrs. E., Cooktown c
264 Lyon W. S., Petrie terrace c
265 Lyons Arthur Cooktown o c
266 Lyons Miss Delia O'Donnell,  Bris-
bane ii k
267 Lyons John, Croydon o
268 Lyons John J.  If., Croydon c
269 Lyons M.,  Wickham  ,,ticet c (2)
270 Lyons William, Dunwich c and u (2)
271 Lyons  W., Bundaberg c
M.
1 MAAG Th., Brisbane o
2 Mabby J. D., Blackall c
3 Mack E., Stony Creek c
4 Macken John, Cairns c
5 Macker Carl, Beenleigh o c
6 Maddaford, R., Brisbane u k
7 Madden Mrs., 1)ulbydilla c
8 Madden James, Charleville c
9 Madden .J., Croydon c
10 Madden Mrs. M., Charters Towers u k
11 Madden P., Crow's Nest 0
12 Maddison A., Croydon c
13 Maddison Thu.ias, Charters Towers c
14 Madsen Peter, Charters Tossers c
15 Madwell -, Boggo road c.
16 Magarry J., Warwick c
17 Magee R., Dulbydilla c
18 Magick H., Surat o
19 Magillin James, Kamerunga o
20 Magines G., Kangaroo Point o
21 Magnay A. F., Thargomindah s (2)
22 Maher Barney, Leyburn c (2)
23 Maher Dan., Afton Downs c
24 Maher J., Valley c
25 Maher Pierce, Emu Park c
26 Maher Thomas, Brisbane a
27 Maher William, Brisbane u k
28 Mahon Miss Agnes, Charters Towers
c (2)
29 Mahon G., Wickham terrace c
30 Mahoney John, Goodna o
31 Mahoney J., Aramac c
32 Mahoney Timothy, Gympie c
33 Maitland Mrs., Brisbane s
34 Main w Bring E., Muttaburra c
35 Mair W. T., Maryborough c (2)
36 Maitland -, Chester street c
37 Maitland River Estate c
38 Major H., Spring Creek c
39 Major J., Brisbane c
40 Makin John, Normanton o
41 Malone John, Brisbane o
42 Malcolm W. D., Red Hill c
43 Malinberg Charles, Brisbane f
44 Malkin Sam. T., Bundaberg u k (2)
45 Mallon Michael, Yeronga c
46 Malone Mrs. Mary, Pentland o c
47 Malone Miss Mary, Townsville o c
48 Maloney T., Woollongabba c
49 Maltby Frank, Irvine Bank s
50 Mandelson K. S., Inglewood s
51 Mandeno T. L., Rockhampton o c
52 Manderson -, Lutwyche c
53 Mangan Mrs. T., Mackay c
54 Manichan J., Hamilton c
55 Manley P., Bundaberg c
56 Manley W., Mount Perry c
57 Manly Thomas, Coongoola Station o
58 Mann Mrs. C., Gatton c
59  Mann lf'illiam, Muttaburraoc
60 Mann William, One-Mile c (2)
61 Manning E. B. C., Laidley c
62 Manning W. J., Leichhardt street c
63 Mannix -, Charleville c
64 Manson Thor_ias, Millchester in
65 Manson William. Brisbane o
66 Mantegazza G., Brisbane  in
67 Mantle M., Bingo road c
68 March A. C., New Farm c
69 Margetts Miss, Gympie c
70 Mark, or Mac -, Nprinanton rq#rd e
71 Marken Mrs. J., Charters Towers c72 Marks Isis c
73 Marks --, Normanton road c
74 Marks Dr. C., (s.s. "Dacca") e t
75 Marks H. Beaumont, Vulture street u k
76 Markwell J. G., Red Hill c
77 Marlow Thomas, Mackay c
78 -,Nlarmion Wm. Pie,,ton, Croydon u k
79 Marnane Mrs. J., Townsville c
80 Marrett Thomas, Townsville  in
81 Marrick George, Jundah c
82 Marrin Mrs. Mary, Townsville o e
83 Marryart Messrs. and Co., Cairns s
84 Mars John, Adelaide street c
85 Marschall Fred., Cookt',wn o c
86 Marschan Charles, Brisbane u k (2)
87 Marsdon Mrs., Spring Hill c
88 Marsh Cuthbert, Warwick m
89 Marsh F. H. M., Ynainba c
90 Marshall B., Rockhampton c
91 Marshall :Hiss Cis,ie, Rockhampton c
92 Marshall F., Gympie c
93 Marshall Harry, River Estate c
94 Marshall J., Gympie c
93 Marshall P., Bundaberg c
Sib Marshall William, Warwick c
97 Maryland J., Brisbane u k
98 Marten H., Lowood c
99 Martens Mrs. A., Gympie c
100 Marti Frederick, All.ion c101 Martin --, Logan River oc
10 2  Martin ----, Breakfast Creek c
103 Martin: Miser, Brisbane c ('')
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104 Martin Alfred, Charters Towers s 208 Metcalfe William, Towns\ illo u k 313 Moloney Mrs. T., Thompson Estate c
Mackay o c 201) Mewbury T., Coongoola S(ation  ill105 Martin Miss Annie 314 Mona -, Brisbane c,
106 Martin George Cumberland c 210 Mews \V. If.. Nundali e 315 Monahan G. A., Charters Towers c,
107 Martin H., Augathella c 211 Meyer H., Bundaberg c 316 Munds W. B., Bundaberg c
108 Martin James, Cunnarnulla c 212 Meylen It., Charles ille c 317 Monk John, Vindex Station c
109 Martin John, :Milo Station c (2) 213 Micheli J., Rockhampton c 318 Monks Thomas, Brisbane s
110 Martin J Thom son Estate c Georgetown u k214 Michell George 319 Montal John, Toowoomha c., p
111 Martin J., Deighton c
,215 Michell Jabez, Croydon in 320 Montfoid Miss Nellie, Charters Towers
112 :Martin J. A., Spring Hill c 216 Michie Charles, Tambo o c 0
113 Martin Mary Ann Adavale c 217 Middleton R., Cooktown c 321 Montgomery G., Kainerunga in,
114 Martin P. J., Brisbane in 218 Midson W., Stanley street c 322 Moody William, Yaamba o
115 Martin Samuel, Valley c 219 Miers John, Indooroopilly c 323 Moore -, Coongoola c
116 Martin Thomas Lutwyche c 220 Mikklesen N. J., Gynipie c 324 Moore Mrs., Bundaberg c,
117 :Martin Thomas Adavale c 221 Milburn Thomas, Bowen u k 325 Moore Mrs., Wallangarra 0,
118 Martin T., Edward street c 222 Miles D., Taroom c 326 Moore A., Rosewood c
119 Martin W., Charters Towers c (2) 223 Miles H., Chatters Towers e t (2) 327 Moore George, Taroom c
120 Marvey J., Myall Downs c 224 Miles Thomas, Brisbane u k 328 Moore George, Mount Perry c
121 Marslen N., Eidsvold c 225 Miles W., Townsville c 329 Moore H., Burketown c
122 Mason George, Coreena Station c Gowiie road c226 Millar - 330 Moore H.  If,, Charters Towers c
123 Mason J. M., Brisbane c
,
227 Millar William, Drayton c 331 Moore H. M., Charters Towers c
124 Mason W., Richmond Downs o Dlount Morgan c228 Millar William 332 Moore James, Montague road u k
125 Mason Walter John Logan Village
,
Brisbane u k229 Millard W 333 Moore Jaynes, Coongoola o,
c and s  (5) .,230 Miller A., Stanley street c 334 Aloot e John, Nanango n z
126 Mason William, Coorparoo c 231 Miller A., Maryborough c (2) 33.E Moore J., Ann street c127 Martell Cal stain, Brisbane s 232 Miller Alexander, Westbrook c 336 Moore J., Lutwycle c (2)
128 Matchitt D. S., Townsville c 233 Miller Alfred G., Brisbane c 337 Moore Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
129 Mather -, South Coast Line c 234 Miller Mrs.  Anna,  Cairns s 338 Moore P., Roma c
130 Mather Mrs. A., Caboolture o Charters Towers c235 Miller A. 339 Moore Revd. E., Brisbane c
131 Mather William, Rockhampton o c
,
236 Miller George, Rockhampton it k 340 Moore William, Cooktown o c
132 Mathews -, Rockhampton c 237 Miller George, Charters Towers c 341 Moore William, Charters Towers o c
133 M th T Q t d n238 Mill CJ A 342 Moore Mrs Wm Nornianton ca ews ., ueen on c
134 Matters G. P., One-Mile c
roy oer oames .,
239 Miller John, Monkland c
.,.
343 Moorhead Miss Jane, South Brisbane oe
135 Matthew Luke, Charters Towers o c 240 Miller John, Gynipie c 344 Moran -, Valley c
136 Matthews -, South Brisbane s 241 Miller J., Laura c 345 Moran Daniel, Cairns u k
137 Matthews B., Charters Towers c 242 Miller Mrs. J., Cooktown c 346 Moran Hugh, Kolan c
138 Matthews T. H , Eidsvold o 243 Miller J. D., Brisbane c 347 Moran Al., Hill End c
139 Matthews William, Charters Towers o c 244 Miller P., Dinmore c 348 Moran M., Caxton Hotel c (2)
140 Matthias G., Normanton c 215 Miller Thomas, Warwick c 349 Morando J., Charters Towers c
141 Mattock Walter, Charters Towers u Jr 246 Miller T., Jundah c 350 Moreton Revel. H., Blackall c
142 Maudson J. T., Queenton c (2) 247 Miller William, Ann street c 351 Morgan Mrs., Ross River c
143 Maunders Miss, Ipswich c 248 Miller William, Mount Perry c 352 Morgan A., Southport c
144 Maunsell G., Portland Downs s 249 Miller W., Kangaroo Point c 353 Morgan D., Rockhampton c
'115 Maussner Otto, Brisbane c 250 Miller W. G., Maryborough c 354 Morgan Edward, Charters Towers c
146 Mawhirl Mrs. Susan, Brisbane o 251 Miller W. J., Highgate Hill c 355 Morgan Edmund, Georgetown u k
147 Maxwell Mrs. C., Petrie terrace c 252 Miller Wm., South Kenmore f 356 Morgan G. It., Milton c
148 Maxwell Miss Mary. Townsville o c 253 Millerick W., Wharf street c 357 Morgan H. J., Esk c
149 May A., Brisbane c 254 Milligan J., Charters Towers c 358 Morgan John, Croydon c
150 May George, Queenton c 255 Milligan R., Adavale c 359  Morgan John, Coonibabah is k (2)
.151 May Henry Stanhope, Bulimba c 256 Milling G., Roma c (2) 360 Morgan John (miner), Cooombabah u k
132 May John, Harrisville c 257 Milling James, Roma c, in, and u k (8) 361 MorganJohn (B.A.), Coombabah uk(3)
153 May R., Blackall s 258 Mills Mrs., Brisbane c 362 Morgan J., Rockhampton o c
154 May W., Kamerunga in 259 Mills C. A., South Brisbane c 363 Morgan M. F., Adavale c
155 May W. T., Barron River c 260 Mills David, Townsville o c 364 Morgan T. T., Toowoomba s
156 Mayers George  It., Hughenden c (3) 261  Mills H., Hughenden m 365 Morgan William, Mackay s
137 Mayers W. H., Blackall c 262 Mills John, Townsville o c 366 Morketti and Nicholson, Ann street c
158 Mayes F., Red Hill c 263 Mills William, Kangaroo Point c 367 Moriarty M., Burketown c159 Maylon E. L., P.O. Stonehenge c 264 Mills Mrs. W. C., Cooktown s 368 Morigan Mrs. C., Brisbane c
160 Maynahan Daniel, Cooktown o e 265 Milne .James, Charters Towers c 369 Morise James, Hughenden c
161 Maynard -, Toowong c 266 Minchinton Eli, South Brisbane c 370 Morlabb B., Mooloolah c
162 Maynard F., Brisbane u k 267 Mines M. J., Brisbane f 371 Morley Arthur, Dunellan o c
163 Maynard J., Eidsold c 268 Minish Henry, Brisbane o c 372 Morley J., Brisbane c
164 Mayse J., Waterworks road c 269 Minnis  - (butcher), Breakfast Creek 373 Morrey Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c
165 Meade J., Monkland c c 374 Morrice George, Brown's Plains u k
166 Meadows G., Brisbane c (4) 270 Minnis -, Townsville c 375 Morris -, Booroodabin c
167 Meagher William, Winton c 271 Mitchell Mrs. Amelia, Gympie o c 376 Morris Capt. ("Taroba ") e t
168 Meakin Thomas, One-Mile c 272 Mitchell Bernard, Ravenswood c 377 Morris Mrs. Charles, Morrisvale o
169 Meaney Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c 273 Mitchell James, Tabletop o c 378 Morris C., One-Mile s170 Meare V., St. George c 274 Mitchell James, Ravenswood c 379 Morris Frank, Gympie c (2)
171 Meares R., Blackall s 275 Mitchell John, Townsville c (2) 380 Morris James V., Geraldton c
172 Medhurst J., Bowen street c 276 Mitchell J., Gympie c (2) 381 Morris Joshua, Townsville u k
173 Mediell -, Emerald c 277 Mitchell R., Brisbane c 382 Morris J., Townsville c
Hnghenden in174 Meeking J: S., 278 Mitchell Stewart B., Cooktown c 383 Morris J. B., Paddington ck
175 Megarity R., (x.mpie c (3) 279 Mitchell Thomas, Toowoomha c 384 Morris J. S., Bundaberg it k
176 Meheir John, Adavale c 280 Mitchell Walter, Charters Towers u k 385 Morris Mrs. J. S., Bundaberg c
177 Meier Mrs. Elise, Townsville c 281 Mitchell W., Gyinpie c 386 Morris It,. D., Townsville s
17 8 Meier T. A., l' ids'. old c 282 Mitchell W., Townsville c 387 Morris W., Brisbane c
179 Meikle William, Gin Gin c 283 Mitchell W. F., Kangaroo Point c 38S Morris W. H., Townsville c
180 Meiklejolin Miss, Warwick u k 284 Mitchell W.  If., Croydon c 389 Morris Win. R., Georgetown c (2)
181 Melani Agustina, Maryborough o c 283 Mitchinson Joseph, Kamerunga 0 c 390 Morrisey Mrs., Dinmore c
182 Melani A., Gyrnpie c 286 Mobbs D. J., Sesbania m 391 Morrison , Dinmore c
183 Meldon E., Mitchell o e 287 Mockeridge -, Bundaberg c 392 Morrison George, Brisbane u k
184 Meldon J., Mitchell o c 288 Moersch W., Mackay c 333 Morrison G., Normanby s
185 Meldon  Al., senior, Mitchell o c 289 Moffat James, Bundaberg c (2) 394 Morrison J., Vindex Station in
ISO Meldon  Al., junior, Mitchell o c 290 Moffat James, Brisbane c 395 Morrison Thomas, Cooktown s
187 Meldon P., Mitchell o e 291 Moffatt Mrs., Beaudesert c (3) 396 Morrison W., Little River c
189 Meldon Patrick, Eidsvold c 292 Moffatt James, Gympie c 397 Morriss John, Hyde Park c
189 Mellon H., St.  George c 293 Moffatt James, Tambo e t 398 Morrissey D., Rockhampton  c
190 Mellor Mrs.  Al., South Brisbane c 294 Moffatt John, Brisbane c 399 Morrow Jos., Gladstone c
191 Meltor -, Brisbane in 295 Moffatt Messrs. J., Ronia street c 400 Morrow Mrs. M., Spying Hill c
192 Melville James Joseph, Croydon o c 296 Mohr C., Edward street o c 401 Morrow William, Little Riser c
193 Menadue Joseph, One-Mile c (4) 297 Mohr Henry, Brisbane c 402 Mortimer C., Maryborough c
194 Menena Frederick, Brisbane c 298 Moir Robert, Croydon c 403 Mortimer John A., Gympie o c
195 Menzies W. J., Cairns c (4) 299 Moir R., West End c 401 Morton Mrs., Brisbane u k
19(5 DIeorgam William, Old Ipswich road c 300 Moir Mrs. R., Turbot street o 405 Morton A., wive Downs c
197 Mercer Miss Louisa, Bundaberg c 301 Moller A. S., Gatton c 406 Morton Charles B., Rockhampton e
19$ Meredith Mark, Toowoomba u k 302 Moller George. Brisbane c 407 Morton J. R. D., South Brisbane c
199 '_Merritt James, One-Mile e (3) 303 Moller J. S., Tent Hill c 408 Moseley H., Charters Towers c
200 Merry J., Clonctn ry f 301 Mollier William, Ipswich c 409 Moles -, Cairns e
201 Merry Sam., Brisbane u k 305 Mollison J., Lorne Station o 410 Moss Miss, South Brisbane c
202 Mertyn Miss Rose, Stanley street c 306 Molloy John, Burketown c 411 Moss Mts. Einma, Pine Mountain c
203 Mertz --, Taranganba c 307 Molloy Miss M., Toowoomha c 412 Moss William, Charter,, Towers c
204 Meston Frank, Hamilton River c and 308 Molloy Mary Ellen, Gympie c 413 Mos,nian G., Rockhampton c
s (2) 309 Molloy P. F., Kangaroo Point c 414 Muttirniii Ilartolo, Coombabah s
205 ;Meston Grace, Brisbane o 310 Molloy Mrs. T., One-Mile s 415 Mould J., Vindex c
206 Metcalf NV. T., Milton c (3) 311 Moloney Michael Chinchilla c 416 Mountain Miss, Banana u k
417 \iaf, n1fP Wnlfar (`hart- rs'1'nvLPra n o
,
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418 Mousley E. J., Rockhampton c 15 McAuliffe Rev. C., Dungal  ii  k 121  McGillin James, Logan Village o
Hamilton c 16 McBaidi W. J. ,  Botha s 122 McGillivray A. W., Townsville n z419 Mow  - ,
420 Mowatt William, Charters Towers c 17 McBeth H. 1).,Johnston 's Creek o 123 McGillivrey W. J., Ross Island c
421 Moxley T., Googee c 18 McCabren Mrs. ,  Bundaberg c 124 McGlynn James ,  Kelvin Grove c
422 Moyer Messrs., Rockhampton c 19 McCallum George ,  Woo llongabba c 125 McGornian -, Cairns c
423 Moyes -, Bundaberg c 20 McCallum  John, Eidsvold s 126 McGovern F., Townsville c
424 Mozes H., Rockhampton c 21 McCann John risbane c 127 MCGow Charles, Bundaberg c
Monk Repos c 22 McCann  Patrick, Elliott c 128 McGowan James ,  Irrawarra c425 Mozes H. ,
426 Mozle Lena, Charleville c 23 McCann P., Westwood c 129 Mc G=own  James, Yengarie  ii k
427 Moznihan H., Stanthorpe s 24 McCannen  John,  Kelvin Grove c 130 McGrann Ewen ,  Palms c
428 Muckinett B., Townsville c 25 McCannie Patrick ,  Elliott River e t 131 McGrath Petrie terrace c
429 Muir - ,  Sadd's Ridge c 26 McCarron Mrs. Elizth .,  Townsville o c 132 McGrath ---, Martin street c
430 Muir A., Petrie terrace c 27 McCarthy  -, Mary street c 133 McGrath A., Breakfast Creek c
431 Muir  Miss  Agnes, Brisbane s 28 McCarthy  Mrs., Valley  c 134 McGrath Edmund, Bulimba o e
432 Muir It ., Croydon c  29 McCarthy Mrs., Gatton c 135 McGrath Edward, River Bank c
433 Muirson James, Wallangarra s 30 McCarthy Cornelius , Mungar  o c 136 McGrath Jeremiah, Valley  in
434 Mulcahy Miss Bride ,  Townsville c 31 McCarthy C., Jane street c 137 McGrath John, Herberton o
435 Muldoon P., Valley c 32 McCarthy D., Cowrie road c 138 McGrath J., Brisbane c
436 Muldwon  -,  Pittsworth c (2) 33 McCarthy James, Mackay c 139 McGrath Mrs. M., Charters Towers
437 Mulgrave Mrs., Bundaberg c 34 McCarthy James ,  Croydon c 140 McGrath Miss Maggie ,  New Farin c
438 Mulgrave James, Inglewood  in  35 McCarthy Mrs. James ,  Wallangarra o 141 McGrath  Al.  P., Spring Hill c
439 Mulholland Mrs. Helen S .,  Gympie o c 36 McCarthy Johannah ,  Adavale c 142 McGregor  -,  Brisbane c
440 Mulholland Thomas ,  Milo (No. 2) u k  37 McCarthy  John ,  Croydon s (2) 143 McGregor C., Cairns c
441 Mullaly J .  W., Normanton s 38 McCarthy Patrick, Cooktown c 144 McGregory A., Brisbane c
442 Muller  -,  Bowen c (3) 39 McCarthy Thomas, Rockhampton c 145 McGuiness D., Barcaldine c
443 Muller A .,  Oxley Creek c 40 McCauley Mrs., Bundaberg e 146 McGuinn Mrs. Frank ,  O'Reill's Sta-
444 Muller A .,  Crosshill o 41 McCavnagh Thomas ,  Brisbane c tion s
445 Muller Carl ,  Brisbane c 42 McClean  -,  Rockhampton c 147 McGuire B., Charters Towers c
446 Muller Mrs. C., Gowrie road c 43 McClean A. J., Brisbane u k 148 McGuire Cath .,  Hughenden c
447 Muller Gustave ,  Brisbane c (2) 44 McCleish Mrs., Woollongabba c 149 McGuire Mrs. G .,  Miles c
448 Muller Max, Bowen c (2) 45 McClelland  -,  The Broughton c 150 McGuire J., Carandotta c
449 Muller Wm .  H., Mioggill road f 46 McClusky Patrick ,  Bundaberg c 151 McGuire J., Antigua c
450 Mulligan John ,  Nariango c 47 McCollie B., Ravenswood c 152  M cGuire J., Corunna c
45L Mullin Miss W., Gregory terrace s 48  McDonnel John, Tiaro c  153 McGurre John ,  Roma  street c
452 Mullins  -,  Townsville c 49 McConnell J., Cloncurry s 154 McHugh James ,  Coombabah s
453 Mullins K., Stanley street o 50 McConnell William, Booroodabin c 155 Mclllinney B., Hughenden c
454 Mullins T., Cairns c 51 McConochie James, Maryborough  in  156 Mcllnerick James, Tarnbo e t
455 Mulqueeny P., Dinmore c (3) 52 McCord William, Cooktown c (3) 157 Mcllnerick James, Blackall c (2)
456 Mulrooney P., Mackay c 53 McCormack A. S., Cooktown c 158 McInerney  -,  Valley c
457 Mummery H., Moonie River in 54 McCormick Mrs. Jas. ,  Valley u k 159 McInerney J., Mount Morgan s
458 Mun ,;e George, George street c 55 McCormick John ,  St. George o c 160 McIntosh -, Brisbane c
459 Munn  Mrs. J.  N., Rockhampton c 56 McCormick Joseph, Coombabah c (2) 161 McIntosh Alex., Townsville c
460 Munro  -,  South Brisbane c 57 McCosker Henry ,  Main street o c 162 McIntosh Angus, Mary borough o c
461 Munro C.  F., Cordelia street c 58 McCourt G., Brisbane c 163 McIntosh A., Dickabram f
462 Munro C. J., Brisbane c 59 McCourt Mrs. Margt .,  Morven o c 164 McIntosh A. C., Camilla c (2)
463 Munro C. T., Ravenswood c 60 McCowan D., Geraldton e t 165 McIntosh Mrs. T ..  Sandgate s
464 Munro Daniel ,  Croydon c 61 McCoy J., Boggo road c 166 McIntyre  -, Adelaide street  c
465 Munro  J., Valley c  62 McCoy Terence, Gregory Station u k 167 McIntyre A., Allenstown e
466 Munro David, Toowoonba c 63 McCrade Mrs., Mary street c 168 McIntyre Mrs.  0.,  Rockhampton c
467 Munton H. H. S., Townsville a 64 McCredie Mrs. M .,  Petrie terrace c 169 McIntyre Thomas ,  Winton e
468 Murchie Thomas, Brisbane c 65 McCullock Mrs., Toowong c 170 Mclvor John, Barcaldine c
469 Murdock  W., One-Mile c  66 McCullock  If., Cloncurry c and s  (3) 171 McKairnan Thos. ,  Gympie c
470 Murphy Arthur, Charters Towers c 67 McCullum A., Ravenswood c 172 McKane  -,  Gatton c
471 Murphy Miss Ellen, Townsville u k 68 McCully J., Rockhampton c 173 McKerrall Wm., Kamerunga o c
472 Murphy John ,  Brisbane o c 69 McCusack  -,  Croydon c 174 McKay Alex., Cairns c
473 Murphy John, Listowel e t  70  McCutchin John, Charters Towers c 175 McKay Constable ,  Cumberland c
474 Murphy John, Springsure c 71 McDonald Townsville c 176 McKay Donald, Cooktown u k
475 Murphy John P .,  Blackall u k 72 McDonald  -,  Coomera c 177 McKay G., Red Hill c
476 Murphy J., Valley c 73 McDonald Mrs., Beaudesert c 178 McKay James ,  Killarney c
477 Murphy J., Elizabeth street c 74 McDonald Donald, Greenmount o 179 McKay John, Kangaroo Point c478 Murphy J., Queenton c 75 McDonald D., Roma c 180 McKay J., Cairns  in
479 Murphy Maurice, Townsville n z 76 McDonald E. C., Nerang Creek c 181 McKay J .,  Croydon s
480 Murphy Michael, Hope Island u k (2) 77 McDonald G., Cloncurry a 182 McKay Miss Mary, Bowen Hills c
481 Murphy Miss M. J., Brisbane c 78 McDonald James, Charters Towers c 183 McKay Robert B .,  Normanton o c
482 Murr Charles ,  Coombabah o 79 McDonald James ,  Queenton c 184 McKay Tom, Afton Downs m
483 Murraby -, Brisbane m  80  McDonald John ,  Macrossan 's Bridge c 185 McKay Wm. F., Valley u k
481 Murray  --,  South Brisbane c  81  McDonald John ,  Charters Towers c 186 McKeague William, Croydon c
485 Murray  -,  Yeppoon c 82 McDonald John ,  Queenton c 187  McKee J., Millchester c
48G Murray --, Tabletop c 83 McDonald Joseph ,  Townsville c 188 McKeeMiss Mary ,  Highgate Hill u k (2)
487 Murray Jose pph ,  Queen street u k 84 McDonald J., Gyrnpie c 189 McKeever Pat., Croydon u k
488 Murray J., Toowoomba c 85 McDonald L., Charters Towers c 190 McKefney D., Alexandra c
489 Murray J.,  Kainerunga c 86 McDonald Malcolm ,  Rockwood Statione 191 McKeiller Townsville c
490 Murray J., Mule rave c 87 McDonald  0.,  Gympie road s 192 McKellar  -,  Rockhampt,xr c
491 Murray J. R., Valley c 88 McDonald P., Rosewood c 193 McKellar G., Brisbane c
492 Murray P., Millungera Station c 89 McDonald R., Bundaberg u k 194 McKelligett Miss, Rockhampton s
493 Murray Win., junior ,  Townsville s 90 McDonald R. H., Queen street c 195 McKellop Mrs., Allenstown c
494 Murrie John, Karnerunga c 91 McDonald W., Murphy 's Creek o 196 McKelston  -,  Townsville c
495 Murrin L., Spring Hill c 92 McDonnald G., Cloncurry a 197 McKenna  -,  Brisbane s
496 Murry Harry ,  Coomera c 93 McDonnell John, Stanthorpe u k 198 McKenna Mrs. ,  Rockhampton c
497 Murry S .,  Croydon c  94 McDonnell Thomas F., Mount  Morgan f  199 McKenna William ,  Five-Mile c
498 Musson C., Thursday Island o 95 McDougal Mrs. A .,  Townsville c 200 McKenna Wni., Five-mile Water c
499 Must C .,  O'Connell Town c 96 McDougall Charles, Normanton c 201 McKenroth Fred .,  Longlands Estate
500 Myers A. B., Albion Hotel c 97 McDougall Robert, Rockhampton c  0 C
501 Myers E.  Al.,  Charters Towers c 98 McDowell Richard, Maytown e 202 McKenzie Alex., Mackay u k
502 Myers W., Spring Hill c 99 McElhinney Mrs .  Susan, Brisbane o c 203 McKenzie Alez., Creen Creek c
503 Myles H. G., Kangaroo Point c 100 McEneney  -,  Brisbane c 204 McKenzie Alex., Cairns c
504 Myles James ,  Brisbane o c 101 McEntire Mrs., Stanley street c 205 McKenzie A., Croydon c
505 Myres John, May town c 102 McEwen -, Coonanibula c 206  McKenzie A., Warwick c
103 McEwen Robert, Kamerunga o c (2) 207 McKenzie D., Tirrabella Station c
104 McFarland A. J., Boulia road o 208 McKenzie I). H., Croydon u k
MC. 105 McFarlane Woollongabba c 209 McKenzie B., Bundaber gg c
106 McFarlane Spring Hill c 210 McKenzie George ,  Maryborough c
1 McALEER J. W., Valley Is  107 McFarlane Plane Creek c 211 McKenzie H. Charters Towers c
2 McAlister Daniel, Karnerunga c 108 McFarlane Mrs., Ipswich road c 212 McKenzie James, Abingdon c
3 McAlister Thomas ,  Toowoomba c 109 McFarlane A. P., Thargoinindali c 213 McKenzie John ,  Mount Morgan o c
4 McAllen  -, Ipswich s  110 McFarlane D., Brisbane s 214 McKenzie John, Gvu,pie c
5 McAl lister Dan ., Kamerungas and m(2) 111 McFarlane F., Habana e t 215 McKenzie John ,  Blackwater in
6 McAllister W., Charters Towers c 112 McFarlane J., Queen street  in  216 McKenzie J., Lerida c
7 McAndrew  -,  Brisbane  in 113 McFarlane J., Mowbraytown c 217 McKenzie J., Townsville c
8 McAnulty M., Dinmore c 114 McFarlane Miss K., Boma c 218 McKenzie K. S., Townsville c
9 McArdle -, Croydon c 115 McFarlane M., Albert street c 219 McKenzie Murdoch ,  Croydon c
10 McArthy Glastonbury c (2) 116 McFersons J., Howard c 220  AlcKenzie Mrs.  Al.. Thompson Estate c
11 McArthy J., One-Mile c (2) 117 Mc Gee-Arthur ,  Toowoomba c 221  MeK n: ie WI'ill,an,  Barcaldine f
12 McAtkins  -,  Charters Towers c 118 McGee John ,  Ipswich s 222 McKenzie W., Howard c
13 McAulay A., Charters Towers c• 119 McGennerty P., Morven c 223 McK eo ne John ,  Burnett f
14 McAuliffe John F .,  Charters Towers o c  120 McGill  --,  To wrrsville c 224 McKeown Thompson Itiver c
225 McKeown Sam., Charters Towers c
226 McKeown W., Toowoomba c
227 McKewan  -,  O'Leary 's Crossing c
228 McKewan  --,  Maneroo Station c
229 McKey Richard, Mount Perry u k
230 McKiernan H. H., Croydon s
231 McKillop  --,  Pialba c
232 McKinder Wm., Albion u k
233 McKinlay  -,  Emu Park c
234 McKinley A., Gympie m
235 McKintosh Mrs. Jas., Townsville c
236 McKon John, Croydon c
237 McKormneck  -,  Gracemere road
c (2)
238 McLain A. L., Georgetown c (2)
239 McLane Mrs. R .,  Townsville c
240 McLaran J. J., Brisbane c
241 McLardy A., Gowrie road c
242 McLaster  W., Valley c
243 McLaughlan F., Toowoomba c
244 McLaughlan  J., Clermont c
245 McLaughlin .T., Normanton c
246 McLaughlin  P., Valley c
247 McLeahry Charles, Ravenswood s
248 McLean  Messrs., Mackay c
249 McLean Alex .,  Bundanba c
250 McLean A. (2nd Engineer, s.s.
"Lindula "),  Thursday Island u k
251 McLean D., Toowoomba o c
252 McLean J., Gregory terrace c
253 McLean J., Richmond a
254 McLean Malcolm, Gympie c
255 McLean S., Blackall c
256 McLean S., Emerald o
257 McLean W., Lion Creek c
258 McLeen Mrs., Yeppoon c
259 McLellan J., Toowoomba c
260 McLellan R., Rockhampton c
261 McLeod A., Brisbane s
262 McLeod C., Charters Towers c
263 McLeod Mrs. D. H .,  Lutwyche u k
264 McLeod James W., Brisbane c
265 McLeod John ,  Kamerunga o c
266 McLeod J., West End c
267 McLeod J., Croydon c
268 McLeod  M., Croydon c
269 McLeod R. M., Springsure c
270 McLerie A. S., Charters Towers o c
271 McLernin Andrew, Bundaberg o c
272 McLillan Donald ,  Brisbane o c
273 McLoughlin D., Bundanba c
274 McLoughlin J., Toowoomba c
275 McLuck Mrs. D .,  One-Mile c
276 McLuckie and Irwin ,  Gympie o c
277 McMahon  J., One-Mile c
278 McMahon J., Rockhampton c
279 McMahon  Miss Lizzie, Ann street c
280 McMahon  Michael,  Bowen o c
281 McMahon Peter, Monkland c (2)
282 McMahon  P., Yatala c
283 McMannie  R., Gympie c
284 McMaster  Miss, Blackall c
285 McMenaman P., Millchester c (2)
286 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c
287 McMillan A., Isisford c
288 McMillan John, Brisbane s
289 McMillan Wm., Cooktown u k
290 McMillan Mrs., South Brisbane in
291 McMinn James, Red bank Station u k
292 McMullen John, Eidsvold c
293 McMurtry W., Croydon c (2)
294 McNamara Miss, Taringa c (2)
295 NleNamaraJ., Toowoomba c
296 McNamara M. IF., Charters Towers c
297 McNamara M. J., Warwick c
298 McNamara S. F., Clifton c
299 McNamara Morris, Gympie c
300 McNeill Barbara, Charters Towers o
301 McNeill D., Murweh a
302 McNeill H., Kelvin Grove c
303 McNeill J., Mackay c (2)
304 McNeill T., Valley c
305 McNevin C., Croydon c
306 McNicol D., Brisbane n z
307 McNicol D., Dynevor Downs c
308 McNicol E., Adavale c
309 McPhee Angus, Charlotte Plains c
310 McPherson -, Diamond Hill c
311 McPherson J., Rockhampton c
312 McPherson J. S., Brisbane c
313 McPherson Wm., Brisbane u k
314 McPhie A., Brisbane o c
315 McQuirk Robt., Brisbane o c
316 McReynolds Sam., Townsville o c
317 McRobertson A., Boggo road c
318 McSorely Charles, Thargomindah u k
319 McSpollen Miss, South Brisbane c
320 McUlla -, Townsville c
321 McWilliam -, Mackay c
N.
1 NAKKAN W., P.O. Brisbane s
2 Nance James J., Mount Albion c
3 Nankervis James, Charters Towers u k
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4 Napier Miss  (care of Mr. Bountiff),
Tryer street u k
5 Narcocnbe Chas., Yeppoon c
6 Nash Charles ,  Mackay c
7 Nash F. E., Brisbane s
8 Nash G., Harrisville c
9 Nash J., Gnoolooma Station s
10 Naughton C., Brisbane o
11 Naughton Thomas, Port Mackay u k
12 Nayler Mrs .  Mary Ann ,  Gympie o c
13 Naylon Miss ,  Boarding House, Bris-
bane s
14 Neadon T., Croydon m
15  Neagle N. F. (care of Mrs. J .  Webber),
Kyabra Station o
16 Neal Mrs., Jane street ,  Valley c
17 Neal J .,  Townsville c
18 Neal J. C., Charters Towers c
19 Neal  W m., Cairns u k
20 Neason Fred., Eidsvold c
21 Neckless Thomas, Townsville c
22 Neden  M rs., Vulture street c
23 Needell J .  H., North Queensland
Bank ,  Brisbane u k
24 Neels Robert, Mackay c
25 Neenan Wm., Bowen Railway c
26 Neighbours James ,  Congoolah Wool-
shed, Warrego River c
27 Neil Mrs. E., Maryborough c
28 Neil Miss Isabella, Pittsworth c
29 Neil J .,  Croydon c
30 Neil J .,  Gympie c
31 Neilan Edward ,  Normanby Station c
32 Neill A .,  Kangaroo Point c
33 Neill Mrs. Kate, Fortitude Valley o c
34,Neilson -, Woollongabba c
35 Neilson Andrew ,  Maryborough c
36 Neilson H. P., Charters Towers c
37 Neilson J., Croydon c
38 Neilson J., Maryborough c
39 Neilson Peter, Mungar Line e t
40 Neilson W., Townsville o c
41 Nelson Mrs .,  Townsville c
42 Nelson Miss Ada, P .O. Brisbane o
43 Nelson Alexander ,  Goodna c
44 Nelson A .,  Ann street ,  Valley c
45 Nelson Chas .,  Miles c
46 Nelson George ,  Upper Edward street o
47 Nelson  Geo., P.O. Sydney,  re-directed
to Brisbane a
48 Nelson Geo .,  P.O. Brisbane u k and
c (2)
49 Nelson H., Glasgow Temperance
Hotel o
50 Nelson Matthias ,  Southport Line c
51 Nelson M.,  Quarry, Rockhampton c
52 Nelson Peter ,  Crbydon o
53 Nelson Peter ,  5-Mile Hotel, Gympie
road c
54 Nelson Mrs .  Nora, Townsville o c
55 Nelson T. T., Charleville u k
56 Nethercote W., Boggo road e
57 Nevell Thomas ,  Croydon King m
58 Neville R .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
59 Neville Thomas C., P.O. Brisbane c
60 Nevison Mrs., Quay street c
61 New A. J., P.O. Brisbane s
62 New H., Lutwyche c
63 New J.  0.,  Mount Perry c
64 Newbery Mrs. Janet, Gympie o c (2)
65 Newbold Jno., Gin Gin Station c
66 Newell -, Gregory terrace c
67 Newgreen C. A., Brisbane c
68 Newland T. J., Thargomindah c
69 Newling Vctor, Isisford c
70 Newman  Mrs. C.,  Belmont c
71 Newman Dr., Gympie c
72 Newman Geo., Eidsvold c
73 Newman G., Eidsvold c
74 Newman H., Croydon c
75 Newman Miss M., Edward street c
76 Newman  S., Norman  ton u k (2)
77 Newman W., Purga Creek c
78 Newton Messrs .  C. Bros. and Co.,
Rockhampton c
79 Newton Mrs. R .,  Rockhampton c
80 Newton  Win.  Hy .,  Charters Towers c
81 Newton Miss Mary ,  Albion u k
82 Niall Mrs., West End o
83 Nichol Mrs. Nellie ,  South Brisbane c
84 Nicholles Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
85 Nicho lls Arthur R .,  Dalgonally Station
c
86 Nicholls E., Townsville c
87 Nicholls F., Mackay o
88 Nicholls Thos., Charters Towers c
89 Nichols George, Maroochie u k
90 Nichols Geo., Gympie c
91 Nicholson  -,  Noosa c
92 Nicholson Joel, Nudgee o c
93 Nicholson P. A., Townsville o
94 Nichol Mrs. G., Shorncliffe ,  Sandgate c
95  Nicoli Vosjallo, F, bzee of Wales Hotel,
Bundaberg f
96 Nicoll W .  A., Hughenden c
97 Nicolls C., Southport e
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98 Nicolsen Christi ,  Mackay c
99 Nielsen Boy, Cooktown o c
100 Nilsson A. V.,  Croydon  f
101 Nip Cooke - ,  Albert street
102 Nixon Wm., P.O. Brisbane s
103 Nobi Charley ,  Cairns c
104 Noble Robert ,  Dinmore o
105 Noche F. S. H., Highgate Hill c
106 Noche W., West End c
107 Nolan Miss Ellen ,  Kelvin Grove o c
108 Nolan J., Coombabah o
109 Nolan M. J., Telegraph Camp, Cairns c
110 Noon Thomas ,  Eidsvold c
111 Noonan J., George street c
112 Noonan R., Mount Esk c
113 Norman George, Eidsvold c ands (4)
114 Norman G., Bundaberg s
115 Norman James, Cooktown o c
116 Norman J., Toowong c (3)
117 Norman  W. (pass.  per s.s. " Quetta") c
118 Norris Chas .,  Mungindi o
119 Norris Edward, Townsville u k
120 Norris John  (carrier ),  Pine Hills s
121 Norris W., Charters Towers c
122 North Roger, Enoggera c
123 Norton John  (care of  Win. Berry),
Copper Hi ll m
124 Noskie Chas .,  Cawdor c
125 Nott Ed .,  Gympie c
126 Nott E., Creen Creek c
127 Nott M .  A., Kilcummin c (2)
128 Nott Walter ,  Rosewood  in
129 Nourne Thomas, Beenleigh c
130 Nucane M., Forest Vale c
131 Nugent Miss Sarah, Ipswich u k
132 Nulling  -,  Roma c
133 Nulty  J. M., Mungindi c
134 Nye George ,  Adavale c
0.
1 O'BRIEN Mrs., Ann street c
2 O'Brien Mrs., Huhenden c
3 O'Brien Mrs. Annie, Cooktown o c
4 O'Brien Denis, Tabletop c
5 O'Brien D., Clermont c
6 O'Brien James, Gatton c
7 O'Brien James, Tallangatta c
8 O'Brien Jas., Albert street c
9 O'Brien Jno. and B., Fortitude Valley
oc
10 O'Brien Jno., Logan c
11 O'Brien Jno., Boggo c
12 O'Brien Jno., Maryborough s
13 O'Brien Mrs. Joseph, Maryborough s
14 O'Brien Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane u k
15 O'Brien Patrick, Georgetown c
16 O'Bryon W., Croydon c
17 O'Callaghan James, Gympie o c
18 O'Connell Miss M., Toowong o
19 O'Connell W. B. and Co., Rockhamp-
ton c (2)
20 O'Conner Miss B., Toowong c
21 O'Conner Miss E., P.O. Brisbane u k
22 O'Connor Mrs., North Toowong c (2)
23 O'Connor Bryan, Charlotte street Van
Stand o c
24 O'Connor Danl., Ravenswood c
25 O'Connor John, Enoggera a and c (2)
26 O'Connor M., One-Mile o
27 O'Connor M., Wallangarra c
28 O'Connor M., North Toowong o c
29 O'Connor M., South Toowong c
30 O'Connor Al., Avon Downs, Camoo-
weal c
31 O'Connor T., Harcourt street c
32 O'Connor T., Hughenden c (2)
33 O'Connors M., Wallangarra c
34 O'Dea Thos., Gympie c
35 O'Dea Mrs. T., Angellala c
36 O'Dogherty W. J., Ann street c
37 O'Donnell -, Paddington c
38 O'Donohoe T. F., Gympie a
39 O'Doud Thos., Darling Downs c
40 O'Driscoll Mrs. Mary, Dunw-ich c
41 O'Dwyer J. T., Hughenden c
42 O'Dwyer Miss Kate, Townsville s (2)
43 O'Dwyre Miss Mary, Rockhampton c
44 Oetjenn Miss Elizabeth, P.O. Brisbane
uk
45 O'Farrell Miss J., Bundaberg c
46 O'Farrell T., P.O. Brisbane c
47 O'Flynn W. (contractor), G.P.O. c
48 Ogilvie -, Crocodile c
49 O'Grady John, Cunnamulla c
50 O'Grady John, P.O. Brisbane u k
51 O'Grady M., Croydon c
52 O'Gready James, Eidsvold m
53 O'Hagan -, Newtown, Ipswich c
54 O'Hagan M., George street c
55  O'Halloran Edward, P.O. Rockhamp-ton u k
56 O'Halloran J., Adelaide street c
57 Ohlsen Jno., Petrie terrace c
58 O'Kane Miss Kate, Grey street, South
Brisbane a
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59 O'Keefe Jno., Coombabah c 13 Palmer T. E., Toowoomba c 113 Pedersen J., Merivale street c
60 O'Keefe Jno. W .,  Thargomindah c 14 Palmer Wm., Croydon c 114 Pegg Samuel, Toowoomba c
61 O'Klund Mrs .,  Townsvi lle c 15 Palmer W .,  Mount Morgan c 115 Peineger Alfred, Ravenswood c
62 Olburn -, Cairns c 16 Palsgrave Miss ,  Windsor Station c 116 Peisley J., Terrick Station s
63 Olconer Thos. ,  Tambo s and m (2) 17 Pantrid a Richard ,  Eidsvold u k 117 Pelliser F., Albion c
64 O'Leary James, South Brisbane c 18 Pardoe ,., South Brisbane c 118 Pelluse Luigi, Charters Towers c
65 O'Leary  M iss Julia ,  Charters Towers c 19 Parey Miss Mary Ann, Cairns s 119 Peltier Mrs., Albert street c
66 O'Leary J. D., Townsville e t 20 Parish Mrs. L .  P., P.O. Brisbane c 120 Peluse L., Gympie c
67 O'Leary J. D., Croydon c 21 Parkensen S., Gympie c 121 Pemberton S., Lutwyche c
68 Olesen K .,  Paddington c 22 Parkenson R. H., Aramac c 122 Penbass J., Maryborough s
69 Oleson  -,  Kangaroo Point c 23 Parker Mrs. Sidon street, South Bris- 123 Penberthy J., Highgate Hill c
70 Oliver Joseph, Stanwell ,  Rockhamp-
,
bane c 124  Ponder Richard, Croydon c
ton u k 24 Parker Mrs., Perry street Brisbane c 125 Penhallwick R., Tabletop c
71 Olivey H., West End c 25 Parker C.,  Laidley c 126 Penney Miss F .,  Mackay u k
72 Olmerston P., Ipswich c 26 Parker Mrs. C.,  Perry street c 127 Penwarn  -,  Townsville c
73 O'Loughlan John, Charleville c 27 Parker Mrs. C.,  O'Connell Town c 128 Penwarn Miss L. F., Ross River,
74 Olsen -, Yackamunda c 28 Parker E., Croydon s and c (2) Townsville s
75 Olsen -, Cairns c 29 Parker Miss Harriett  (s.s. " Jumna"), 129 Percival R., Georgetown c
76 Olsen August ,  Lagoon Pocket road c Rockhampton u k 130 Pereguna James, Maryborough u k
77 Olsen A . (importer ),  Cooktown s 30 Parker H., South Brisbane c 131 Perera Harry, Lower Burdekin o
78 Olsen J .,  Toowoomba c 31 Parker John, Ipswich c 132 Perfrement W. G., Stanthorpe s
79 Olsen Mical Hermann, Croydon f 32 Parker J., Warren street c 133 Perie Mrs., Ann street ,  Brisbane c
80 O'Malley  -,  Toowong c 33 Parker Madame  (artist ),  South Bris- 134 Perkins A., Emmet Downs ,  r id  Isis-
81 O'Malley Patrick ,  Augathella c bane in ford c
82 O'Mally G .  E., Nanango c 34 Parker Miss Mary, Townsville c 135 Perkins Fred., Gympie c
83 O'Mara Rev. H.  (care of Dr .  Dunne), 35 Parker Mrs. Mary A .,  Townsville o c 136 Perrot Adam , Wickham  terrace c
Brisbane c 36 Parker Matthew, Tambo c 137 Perry  -,  Rockhampton c
84 O'Mullane John, Warwick s 37 Parkinson  -,  Gladstone road c 138 Perry Miss A., P.O. Brisbane c
85 O'Neale John, Hemmant c 38 Parkinson T., Valley c 139 Perry G., Paddington c
86 O'Neil Barry  (opera company ),  Bris- 39 Parnell Miss ,  Petrie terrace s 140 Perry G. H., P.O. Brisbane c
bane s 40 Parr Francis ,  Brisbane e t 141 Perry H., Charters Towers o c
87 O'Neil T .,  South Brisbane c 41 Parrott  Miss  Amelia ,  Charters Towers 142 Perry R., Constance street c
88 O'Neill C.,  Barron River c oc 143 Perry T. H., Boggo c
89 O'Neill John, Gympie c 42 Parry Miss C., P.O. Brisbane u k 144 Perryaty George Georgetown s
90 O'Neill John ,  Gotha street c 43 Parry W .,  Townsville o 145 Petepiece John,  k amerunga o c
91 O'Neill Tim ,  Monkland c 44 Parslow  -,  Brisbane m 146 Peters Mrs., Blackall c
92 Onions E. A., - Station ,  vid  Goon- 45 Parson W., Rockhampton c 147 Peters  -,  Charters Towers c
diwindi 46 Parsons A., P.O. Brisbane s 148 Peters C., Toowong c
93 Orall Mrs .,  Annie street ,  Valley c 47 Parsons Jno., Queenton c 149 Peters F., Elizabeth street c
94 Orchard D., Mackay c 48 Parsons Mrs. It .,  Claverton Station s 150 Peters H., One-Mile c
95 Orchard J. S., Russell street, South 49 Parsons T., Baronsville c 151 Peters N., Gympie c
Brisbane u k 50 Parsons J. H., Charters Towers c 152 Peters P., Mount Perry c
96 Ord R. Hard, Charters Towers o c 51 Parsons Wm., Charters Towers c 153 Petersen  -,  Kangaroo Point e
97 Orde Mrs., Cawarral c 52 Parsons  Mrs. W.,  Charters Towers c 154 Petersen Christian ,  Lloyd street, New
98 O'Reilly Eugene ,  Georgetown m 53 Parsons W. J., Charters Towers c (3) Farm m
99 Organ -  (circus proprietor ),  Goodna 54 Partridge W., Stratton c 155 Petersen C., New Farm c
et 55 Pascoe  -,  Eidsvold c 156 Petersen C., Albert street c
100 O'Riely J .,  Gympie c 56 Pascoe  -,  Valley c 157 Petersen J. G., Cairns c
101 Ormiston W., Ravenswood Junction u k 57 Pascoe Wm., Croydon s 158 Petersen James J., Surprise Creek o
102 O 'Rourke Mary  Jane ,  Croydon o 58 Pate J. J., Herberton o c 159  Petersen N. C., Mackay e
103 Orr Donald ,  One-Mile c 59 Paterson Charles ,  Collingwood c 160 Petersen Neils Carl, Charters Towers c
104 Orr G., Gympie c 60 Paterson Harry, Winton c 161 Petersen Ole Christian ,  Bundaberg o c
105 Orr M .  B., South Brisbane c 61 Paterson Jas., Prospect Hill o c 162 Petersen Theo. ,  Rockhampton s
106 Orr R .,  Paddington c 62 Paterson Jno., Laidley c 163 Petersen W., Cairns c
107 Orth C.,  Russell street o c 63 Paterson Wm., Geraldton u k 164 Peterson  -,  Railway Station, Rock-
108 Osborn F., Paddington c 64 Paterson W., West End c hampton c
109 Osborne  -,  Rockhampton c 65  Paterson  W.  H., Mount Cornish Station, 165 Peterson Mrs., Cairns c
110 Osborne Alfd., Gregory terrace c Muttaburra s ' 166 Peterson John, Laidley c
111 Osborne S., Ashford's road c 66 Pates Chas. Arthur ,  Rockhampton c 167 Peterson Mrs. N .  C., Charters Towers c
112 O'Shea Miss E., Woollongabba c 67 Paton R .,  Stony Creek c 168 Peterson Peter, Croydon s
113 O'Shea F. J., P.O. Brisbane n z 68 Patten  -,  Brisbane c 169 Peterson P., Woollongabba c
114 O 'Shea J. E., Charters Towers c 69 Patterson & Co., Rockhampton c 170 Peterson Wm., Geraldton o c
115 O 'Shea Michael ,  Four -mile Creek u k 70 Patterson -, Mount Cornish c 171 Peterson Jno., Gen. Post Office f
116 Osman F., Red Hill c 71 Patterson Mrs., Hill End u k 172 Petzholt Miss, James street, Brisbane c
117 Osniond J. H., Townsville c 72 Patterson Chas. ,  Geraldton o c (2) 173 Petterson Jas., George street c
118 Osten Hermann ,  Gympie o c (2) 73 Patterson Dr. A., Elizabeth street c 174 Petterson M., Tantitha c
119 O'Sullivan Miss Annie, New Farm 74 Patterson James, Croydon c (2) 173 Petterson O. (care of Swedish and Nor-
120  O'Sullivan MissA., Bowen Hills c 75 Patterson James, Gympie c (2) wegian Consulate ),  Brisbane f
121 O'Sullivan John ,  Valley c 76 Patterson W., West End c 176 Pfitzmain L., Mount Morgan c
122 O'Sullivan M., One-Mile c 77 Patterson Thomas, Rockhampton s 177 Phelan Thomas ,  Cairns u k
123 O 'Sullivan P .,  Paddington c 78 Pattison Miss R., Townsville u k 178 Phelps Robert, Albion c
124  O,win S. ,  Red Hill c 79 Paul •-,  Enoggera c 179 Philip David ,  Broughton c
125 O 'Toole -- ,  Eidsvold c 80 Paul Charles ,  Charters Towers u k 180 Philips James ,  Thursday Island e
126 O'Toole  J ., S osbania Station m 81 Paul C., Arthur street c 181 Phillips  -,  West End c
127 O'Toole P., Mount Morgan c 82 Paul Daniel , ;N.n•,zuau tun  ii z 182 Phillips Mrs., Turin  street, off  Vulture
128 Ott G., Toowoomba c 83 Paul P.. Toowong c street s
129 Ottersen Miss Mary, Ipswich c 81 Paull Mrs. M. C., Charters Towers c 183 Phillips Mrs., Maryborough c
130 Otto Mrs., Enoggera c (3) 85 Payne Arthur, Light street u k 184 Phillips A., Stanley street c
131 Otto Mrs., Bowen Hills c 86 Payne D., Breakfast Creek c 185 Phillips Charles, Hughenden c
132 Otto Wm., Eidsvold c (2) 8;  Payne F., West End c 186 Phillips Miss E. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
133 Outhwaite Miss Nellie ,  P.O. Brisbane c 88 Payne J., Townsville u k and c (2) 187 Phillips E. J., Cooktown s
134 Outridge P. P., Thursday Island e t 89 Payne W., Norfolk road c 188 Phillips Jno., Goondi Plantation c
135 Outtson Vere St. Lo (ship  " Scottish 90 Payonsick Henry, Normanton c 189 Phillips Mrs. Mary ,  Rockhampton o c
Chief "),  Brisbane u k 91 Peacock Mrs. J. H .,  Rockhampton o 190 Phillips T., Charters Towers c
136 Owen James ,  Croydon c 92 Peacocke Captn .,  P.U. Brisbanen z 191 Phillips Wnn., Tabletop c
137 Owen Mrs .  Mary Ann, Brisbane s 93 Peake Win., Gympie c 192 Phillipson W., Queenton c
138 Owens Edward ,  Bowen u k 94 Pearce Mrs., Macrossan Bridge c (2) 193 Pickard  -,  Morven c
139 Owens S., One-Mile c 95 Pearce Wm., Charters Towers f 194 Pickard J., Angellala c
143 Owens Win., Gympie c 96 Pearce W., The Oval c 195 Pickering Hugh, Gympie u k
141 Oxley J.,  Toowooinba u k 97 Pearce W., Southport c 196 Pickering John, Croydon s (2)
98 Pearce W. G., Bowen c (2) 197 Pickering  Miss  M., Spring Hill s
P. 99 Pearce  Mrs. N.  G., Macrossan Bridge c 198 Pilinelli S., Coombabah Junction c
100 Pearl -, Thursday Island c 199 Pieske Jno., Coombabah Junction c
1 PACE H. E., West End c 101 Pears  -,  Taringa c 200 Pietro Comobatti , Gympie f
2 Packery =eorge, Walkerston c 102  Pearse J. S.. Townsville o e 201 Pietro Al. Sig. ,  Gympie f
3 Pagan Wm., Mount Perry c 103 Pearse James S., Townsville o c (2) 202 Piggott Wm., Kamerunga o c
4 Pagan Mrs .  W. (pass. s.s.  "  Orient"), 104 Pearse Mrs. M., Kelvin Grove road c 203 Pijioni P., One -Mile c (5)
Brisbane c 105 Pearson and Draper ,  Port Douglas c 204 Pike W .,  Toowoomba s
5 Page Isaac, Portland Downs c 106 Pearson Francis J., Herberton u k 205 Pile Samuel, Charters Towers c
6 Page Mrs. Wm .,  Barcaldine c 107 Pearson H., Cairns c (2) 206 PilkingtonL .B.(passengeron"Archer")
7 Pagel S .,  Cairns c 108 Peberdy Daykin, Bundaberg u k et
8 Paget S., Cairns c 109 Peck Herbert, Gympie u k 207 Pillans R. L., Bowen Hills c
9 Pailyard Thomas ,  Bundaberg u k 110 Peddle Mrs. G. A .,  Sandgate c 208 Pilson Robert ,  Kamerunga o
10 Pairn Wm., Charters Towers o 111 Peddle J. G. A., Lennon's Hotel c 209 Pinderguest Thomas ,  Townsville c
11 Pallely James ,  Croydon u k 112 Pedersen  J. P., Ross  River, Towns- 210 Pine Pat., Georgetown c
12 Palmer F., Gympie s ville c 211 Pinegar  -,  Ravenswood c
212 Pitch Miss Annie, Charters Towers
u k (3)
213 Pitcher R., Normanby Reefs in
214, Pitman Mrs. Bridget, Fortitude Valley
oc
215 Pitt Mrm., Gympie u k
216 Pitt J., Spring Hill c
217 Pitt Saml., Green Swamp c
218 Pitt Saml., Harrisville c
219 Pittaway Mrs., Townsville u k
220 Pittendreigh Miss L., Gulley Creek f
221 Pittman Mrs., Brunswick street c
222 Plant Miss R., Toowoomba c
223 Plant Thomas, Rainbow Flat c
224 Platt J. H., Upper Kedron Brook u k
225 Plunkett James, Sesbania c
226 Plyardner -, Cooktown o c
227 Pobjoy -, Albion road c
228 Pocock G., Sandgate c
229 Pocock J., Beaudesert o c
230 Pollard John, Gympie c
231 Pollard Tom (Harding's Opera Com-
pany), Rockhampton in
232 Pollock Martin, Charters Towers c
233 Polweer G. M., Charters Towers c
234 Poison Julius, Townsville c
235 Ponsonby Miss Maria, Cooktown u k
236 Ponsonby Miss Mary, Cooktown u k (2)
237 Poole --, Warra c (2)
238 Poole A. S., Fitzroy Creek c
239 Poole Chas., Quay street c
240 Pooley F. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
241 Pope C., Herberton in
242 Pope John, Gympie o c
243 Pope J. H., Petrie's Bight c
244 Porgioty George, Durham Gold Mine,
Georgetown c
245 Porter Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
246 Porter Chas., Croydon c
247 Porter George Hurst, Townsville c
248 Porter George Hurst, Croydon c
249 Porter Thomas, Geraldton c
250 Porter Wm., Bulimba c
251 Portorolo Luigi, Brisbane s
252 Posen C., Logan District c (2)
253 Poste Thomas, Townsville c (2)
254 Postlethwaite Miss, Fernvale, Pitts-
worth c
255 Potts Mrs., Melbourne street c
256 Potts Mrs. Honoria, Jondaryan c
257 Potts Robert, Eidsvold u k
258 Poulsen Jens Peter, Ipswich road c
259 Poulter Mrs. B., Victoria street u k
260 Poulter W., Philip Siding, Northern
Railway u k
261 Poulton Jos., South Brisbane c
262 Poulton J., Highgate Hill c
263 Powell A., Portland Downs in
264 Powell A., West End c
265 Powell C. (commission agent), Bris-
bane c
266 Powell Mrs. C. (care of P. Rodger),
Gympie road c
267 Powell J,, Barcaldine c
268 Powell J., Gympie c
269.Power -, Rockhampton c
270 Power Miss J., Charters Towers c
271 Power John (care of - Grimes),
Coomera c
272 Power M., Eidsvold c
273 Power P., Rockhampton c
274 Power P. E., George street c
275 Power Michael (stock buyer), e t
276 Power Wm., Mackay o c
277 Power Wm., Chinchilla c
278 Power Wm., One-Mile c
279 Powers D., Charters Towers c
280 Pratt Mrs., Townsville c
281 Pratt Duncan, Bundaberg o c
282 Pratt James, Paddington c
283 Pratt J., Milton Estate o
284 Pratt J. T., Townsville s
285 Prendergast John, Welltown o
286 Prentice Miss E., P.O. Brisbane f
287 Preston Stephen, Charters Towers s
288 Price Chas., Brisbane c
289 Price D., Fernberg road c
290 Price H., Glastonbury,  vid  Gympie c
291 Price Miss Mary, Charters Towers o c
292 Price Thomas, Clifton Station u k
293 Price T., One-Mile c
294 Price Mrs. T., 10-mile Camp, Mungar
Line o
295 Priestley E., Charters Towers c
296 Prince C., P.O. Brisbane s
297 Prince H. T., Cairns o c
298 Prior James, Goondiwindi c
299 Prisk L., Charters Towers c
300 Pritchard Mrs. Townsville u k
301 Pritchard W. 4., P.O. Brisbane u k
302 Proe T., Teneriffe c
303 Prothero Chas., Gympie c (2)
304 Pryor Frank, Bowen o c
305 Pryor James, Kangaroo Point c
306 Pryor T. Vulture street c
307 Pufter Louis, Bundaberg c
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308 Pugh -, Mount Charles c
309 Pugh Mrs. Chas., Gympie u k
310 Pugh John, Eidsvold c
311  Pugh Wm. H., P.O. Ipswich u  k-312 Puller D., One-Mile c
313 Pulling J. W., Spring Hill c
314 Pullyn F., Light street, Bowen Hills c
315 Pullyn F., Light street, Bald Hills c
316 Purbrick Arthur, South Brisbane u k
317 Purcell Geo., Ardoch c (3)
318 Purcell John, Maryborough o c
319 Purcell John, Rockhampton u k
320 Purril Richard, Fortitude Valley u k
321 Pursey J., Mungar c
322 Purssell Augustus,Barcaldine c and in (2)
323 Purssey E. J., Endeavour Saw-mills,
Calliope River u k
324 Purton Maurice H., Kalbar Plantation,
Bundaberg u k (2)
325 Purves J. W., Paddington c
326 Pye J., Upper Tent Hill u k
Q.
1 QUICK  Mrs., Dart 's Pocket, Toowong
uk
2 Quigley Miss M., P.O. Brisbane c
3 Quigly -, Terrick Station c
4 Quinlan J .,  Pine Creek c
5 Quinn -, Terrick Station c
6 Quinn John ,  Southport Railway Line c
7 Quinn John, Darrsel Station, Mungindi s
8 Quinn J., Morven c
9 Quinn Miss Mary, Roma
10  Quinn  Michael, P. O. Valley o
11 Quinn T .  J., Warwick c
12 Quinn T .  J., P.O. Brisbane c
R.
1 RABBETT George, Toowoomba s
2 Radford Miss, North Quay s
3 Radford James, Normanton c
4 Raff -, Vulture street c
5 Raff E., Boundary street, South Bris-
bane c
6 Rafferty -, Rockhampton c
7 Rafferty John, Rockhampton c
8 Rafferty John, Woodlands, Yeppoon c
9 Rafferty Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
10 Railey J., Lutwyche c
11 Railty Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane c
12 Raine Robert, P.O. Brisbane f
13 Rainy J., Brisbane c
14 Raliegh Miss, Bowen c
15 Ralph James Alligator u k
16 Ralph N., West End c
17 Ralph R., West End c
18 Ralston J. J., Eton c
19 Ramsay T. W., Bismuth Mines s
20 Ramsay W., Mitchell c
21 Ramsbottom Henry James, Woollon-
gabba o c
22 Ramsey W. A. A., Ingham u k
23 Ramsden E. H., Normanton c
24 Ramsden Mrs. E. H., Wickham terrace
uk
25 Rand J. I)., Jundah c
26 Randall Albert, Mackay c
27 Randell James, Thursday Island c
28 Rankin J., Tiaro c
29 Ransane H. C., Pittsworth c
30 Ransom Master J., Charters Towers c
31 Ransome E. W., Fortitude Valley c
32 Rape -, Croydon c
33 Raphael S., P.O. Brisbane c
34 Rapport H. A., Charters Towers c
35 Rashleigh -, Mount Jones c
36 Rasmussen  -,  Croydon c
37 Rasmussen Ed., Croydon c
38 Rasor -, Middle Ridge c
39 Rathbone E. J., Gatton u k
40 Rawlin - (care of - Overend),
Brisbane c
41 Rawson Wm., Ipswich o c
42 Ray John, Georgetown c (3)
43 Rayan Mrs. A., Croydon c
44 Raymond  A. J., Spring Hill s
45 Raymond D. B., Paddington c
46 Raymond F., Nundah c
47 Rayon Mrs., West End c
48 Reading Mrs., Vulture street c
49 Readshaw J. J., One-Mile c
50 Ready R., One-Mile u k
51 Reannia Miss M., Railway Hotel,
Townsville c
52 Reard B., Perkins's Brewery, Bris-
bane c
53 Reardon J., Cunnamulla c
54 Reardon Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k
55 Reath Jos., Gympie c
56 Reddy John, Charters Towers c
57 Redland R., Charters Tolvers c
58 Redmond J. M., Thargomindah in
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59 Redpath Ed., Glencairn, Eton Railway
Station c
60 Redwood J. H., South Brisbane c
61 Reed -, Debt Collecting Society,
Brisbane c
62 Reed Annie, Brisbane c
63 Reed C. A., Boonah c
64 Reed H., Eidsvold c
65 Reed Mrs. H., Bowen s
66 Reed James, Lonsdale, Brisbane o
67 Rees Thomas Oliver, P.O. Brisbane in
68 Rees Win., Townsville c
69 Reese L., Southport c
70 Reeve J., Goondi Mill, Johnstone
River u k
71 Reeves C., Franklyn street, Brisbane
c (2)
72 Reeves Miss Elsie (s.s. " Dacca") c
73  Reeves H., St. George c
74 Regan James, Valley c
75 Regan Jeremiah, Croydon c
76 Reber John, Millchester c
77 Rehren -, Edward street c
78 Reichey Chas., South Brisbane c (2)
79 Reid -, Roma c
80 lieid -, West End c
81 Reid Mrs., Dulbydilla c
82 Reid Mrs., River terrace c
83 Reid Adam, Cloncurry c
84 Reid Arthur R., Newtown u k
85 Reid Capt. George, P.O. Brisbane c (2)
86 Reid G. C., Gympie road c
87 Reid James, Lonsdale, Valley c
88 Reid J., New Farm c
89 Reid J., Valley c
90 Reid R., Mein street o c
91 Reid S., Charters Towers c
92 Reid Thomas, Warwick in
93 Reid Wm., Charlotte street, Bris
bane u k
94 Reik Mrs., Mackay c
95 Reiley Robert, Rubyanna Plantation,
Bundaberg f
96 Reilly C. R., Rockhampton c
97 Reilly Miss Mary, Bowen terrace u k
98 Reilly M., Monkland c
99 Reilly P. C., Barcaldine c
100 Reis Wm., Kangaroo Point c
101 Reisig -, Southport c
102 Remelinger W., Drayton c
103 Rendall Jno., Nanango c
104 Rendall Wm., P.O. Brisbane c
105 Rendle F. H., Brisbane c
106 Renlen Mrs. E., Blackall c
107 Renn Jas., West End c
108 Rennie James, Townsville u k
109 Reynolds Capt. W., Aramac s
110 Reynolds John, Kelvin Grove in
111 Reynolds Joseph, Eidsvold c
112 Reynolds J., Gympie c
113 Rhodes H. J., Bundaberg c
114 Rice Miss, Rockhampton c
115 Rice A. G., Sesbania c
116 Rice Tits., Cooktown c
117 Ricett Thos., Charters Towers c
118 Rich Samuel W., Queenton s
119 Richard W. J., Gympie c
120 Richards A., Westwood c
121 Richards Mrs. A., Charters Towers u k
122 Richards B., Gympie c
123 Richards G., Charters Towers c
124 Richards Mrs. G. A., Rockhampton u k
125 Richards James, Kelvin Grove c
126 Richards John, Eidsvold c
127 Richards Joe, Gympie u k
128 Richards Mrs. J., Charters Towers s
129 Richards J. T., One-Mile c
130 Richards Luke, Conemara Station
Farrar's Creek in and s (3)
131 Richards S. G., Maryborough c
132 Richards Thos., Gympie o c (2)
133 Richards T. E., Charters Towers c
134 Richards Walter E., Townsville o c (2)
135 Richardson Mrs., One-Mile c
136 Richardson Horace G., The Terraces,
Mount Queensport u k (3)
137 Richardson J. H., Townsville s
138 Richardson J. H., Croydon s
139 Richardson Wm., Queenton c
140 Richardson Wm., Charters Towers e t
141 Richardson Wm. J., P.O. Brisbane o c
142 Richardson W., Deep Creek road c
143 Richke C., Cairns c
144 Richman Damond, Townsville'o c
145 Richmond -, South Brisbane c
146 Richter Mrs. Carl, Kamerunga o
147 Rickard Mrs. J., Merry Monarch o
148 Rickard Mrs. W., Charters Towers c
149 Rickards H. M., Torilla c (2)
150 Rickenburg Mrs., Pialba c
151 Riddell H., Barcaldine c
152 Riddle James, Gympie o c
153 Rider W., Tiaro c
154 Ridge J., Kelvin Grove c
155 Ridgewell Mrs. Joseph, North Bunda-berg s
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156 Rieth Jno. or Matilde, Morven c 255 Rogers P., Railway Line c 358 Ryan  David, Georgetown c (2)
157 Rigby J., Gympie c 256 Rogers Robert, Thargomindah cobert, 359 Ryan Denis , Gympie c
158 Riggall C. Edward, Maryborough f 257 Roger
:
Charters Towers c 360 Ryan Jas ., Monkland c
and u k (2) 258 Roginson -, Ipswich f 361 Ryan James, Croydon c
159 Riggs Thos., Kamerunga o 259 Rohde  Hans , Woollongabba c 362 Ryan Jas., 11-Gang, Clermont Branch
160 Right T., Gympie c 260 Rohs T., Charters Towers c c (2)
161 Riley Jas., Gympie c 261 Roland J., Tamaree c 363 Ryan James, Monkland c
162 Riley M., Charleville s 262 Rolfe E. J., Yeppoon Plantation o 364 Ryan James B., Mount Morgan u k
163 Rinchella Jno., Cairns o c 263 Rolleston J., Gympie c 365  Ryan James P., P.O. Brisbane u k
164 Rinhault Mat., Cumberland c 264 Rolleston J. Walkerston c 366 Ryan John, Perseverance c
165 Rintoul W. H., Croydon c
,
Bundaberg u k265 Rolling Jno. R. 367 Ryan John (pass. in "Quetta ") c
166 Riordan Edwd., Croydon c (2)
,
266 Rollinson  H., Black Jack c 368 Ryan John, Thargomindah n z
167 Riordan Michl., Cooktown o c (2) 267 Rollit Chls., Brisbane m 369 Ryan John, Toowoomba c and a (2)
168 Riorden Ed., Croydon c 268 Rollos Miss, South Brisbane c 370 Ryan J., Hughenden c
169 Riordan Pat., Cunnamulla o 269 Rome E . G., Ipswich c 371 Ryan Mrs. J., Allora u k
170 Riordon P., Beaufort o 270 Ronald James, Townsville c . 372 Ryan Maggie, Rockhampton u k
171 Risbery John, Gympie o c (2) 271 Roney Michael, Laidley c 373 Ryan Matthew, Fernvale c
172 Ritchie W., Bundaberg s 272 Ronnie Jno., Cunnamulla c 374 Ryan Michael, Bowen terrace o c
173 Ritchie Mrs. C., South Brisbane c 273 Rooney Bryan, Cairns Railway c 375 Ryan M., Burenda Station c
174 Ritchie George, Maryborough u k 274 Rooney E., Milo c 376 Ryan M., Wickham street c
175 Ritchie James, Croydon u k 275 Rooney Patrick, Cairns c 377 Ryan P., Gympie c
176 Ritscher H., Port Douglas c 276 Rooney P., Croydon c 378 Ryan Thomas, Brisbane o
177 Rittler Anton, Cooktown in 277 Rootsey Robert, Cooktown s 379 Ryan Mrs. Thos., Wallangarra u k
178 Rittz E., Charters Towers c 278 Roots Ernest, Wivenhoe u k and c (2) 380 Ryan T., Toowong c
179 Rivett Thomas, Charters Towers c 279 Rorke P. A., Cloncurry c 381 Ryan Mrs. T. A., Toowong c
180 Roach Frank, Townsville c 280 Rosbrook Jas., Red Hill c 389, Ryan T. A., Coorparoo c (2)
181 Robbins J., Howard c 281 Rose David, Charters Towers c 383 Ryan T. E., Wallangarra s
182 Robbins Mrs. Mary A., P.O. Brisbane 282 Rose Jos., Valley c 384 Ryan Thos. J., Kamerunga c
oc 283 Rose Mrs. J., P.O. Brisbane u k 385 Ryan Wm., East Brisbane c (2)
183 Robert Wm. Ernest, Cairns u k 284 Rose Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o 386 Ryan W., Gympie c
184 Roberts -, New Farm c 285 Rosenberger Geo., Emu Creek c 387 Ryan W., Monkland c (2)
185 Roberts Mrs., Cooktown c 286 Rosenthall R., Maryborough c 388  Ryan W.,  One-Mile c
186 Roberts Mrs., Townsville c 287 Rosman E. L., Cairns in (2) 389 Rycroft Henry, Charters Towers c
187 Roberts Mrs., Townsville c 288 Ross Allan, Townsville u k 390 Ryder Henry, Gayndah o c
188 Roberts Mrs. Annie, Townsville c 289 Ross Mrs. A., Barcaldine c 391 Ryland Miss, Markwell street c
189 Roberts E., Cloncurry c 290 Ross Ernest W., Cooktown o c 392 Rynie P., Townsville c
190 Roberts Dan., Carandotta Station a 291 Ross F. J., Gympie road c (2)
191 Roberts David M., Gympie u k and s (2) 292 Ross Mrs Isaac., South Brisbane c
192 Roberts Hugh, Queenton u k 293 Ross James, Cairns c S.
193 Roberts Miss Jennie, Ipswich c (2) 294 Ross John, Cunnamulla c
194 Roberts J., Townsville c 295 Ross John C., Brisbane o 1 SACHAN H., Eton c
195 Roberts J. J., Thursday Island e t 296 Ross J., Berry street c 2 Saddler P., Rockwood c
196 Roberts Morgan, Canal Creek o c 297 Ross J., Wickham terrace c 3 Sagar Alfred, P.O. Brisbane o c
197 Roberts M., Barcaldine s 298 Ross Mrs. J., Little River,  vi4  Croy- 4 Sainsbury --, Boggo road c
198 Roberts Miss M., New Farm c don o 5 Sainsbury C. E., Bundanba c
199 Roberts Samuel, Charters Towers c 299 Ross Mrs. R., Vulture street c 6 Saint J., Rockhampton c
200 Roberts T., Charters Towers c 300 Ross Stephen, Mackay c 7 Sairde Miss M., Hamilton m
201 Roberts C. E., Charters Towers c (2) 301 Ross W., Croydon o 8 Salathiel John, Mount Morgan in (2)
202 Robertson -, Highgate Hill c 302 Rossborough R., Swan Hill Estate c 9 Sale Wm., Monkland c
203 Robertson -, Ipswich road c 303 Rosser and Co., P.O. Brisbane c 10 Salisbury Mrs., Mackay c
204 Robertson Miss, Townsville c 304 Rossi John, Thursday Island s 11 Salmond Mrs., Cunnamulla u k (2)
205 Robertson A. F., Brisbane c 305 Rossiter E. A., Bundaberg in 12 Salmond A. H., Thargomindah c
206 Robertson C., Ipswich road c 306 Rossiter T., Brisbane c 13 Sambell Geo., Normanton o c
207 Robertson Miss Elizabeth, Townsville a 307 Rotton Jno., P.O. Brisbane c 14 Sampson -(steward s. s. "Quetta") c
208 Robertson  Miss  E. T., Townsville c 308 Rourke James, P.O. Brisbane c 15 Sams Miss Mary, Killarney c (2)
209 Robertson J. A., Beaudesert c 309 Rowe Mary, Townsville o 16 Sainsbury C., off Gladstone road c
210 Robertson Mrs. Mary, Townsville s 310 Rowe Mrs. M., Paddington c 17 Samuels G., Rockhampton c
211 Robertson Robert, Townsville u k 311 Rowe Thomas, Blackall a 18 Samuels R. E., Charters Towers c
212 Robertson R. C., Toowong c 312 Rowell Lieut., Maryborough in 19 Samuelson 0., Cooktown c
213 Robertson R. T., Eidsvold c 313 Rowell H., Rockhampton s 20 Samuelson Peter, P.O. Brisbane
214 Robertson Wm. M., Gympie o c 314 Rowlands H., Sandgate c 21 Sanberg Samuel, Charlotte street c
215 Robin C. E., Brisbane c 315 Rowntree Miss Annie, Maryborough u k 22 Sanders G., Gympie c
216 Robinson Mrs., Mount John c 316 Royden Mrs., Gympie c 23 Sanders Wm., Georgetown o c
217 Robinson -, Ipswich c 317 Ruane John, Highgate Hill u k 24 Sanderson Mrs. Sarah, Dinmore c
218 Robinson -, Kangaroo ?oint c 318 Ruane M., St. Lawrence s 25 Sandford John, Queen street, Brisbane
219 Robinson -, Sandgate c 319 Ruddle A., Bundaberg c u k and c (2)
220 Robinson Miss, Pittsworth c 320 Ruddle Wm., Norman Creek c 26 Sandilands -, Mungar c
221 Robinson E., Sandy Ridge c (3) 321 Ruff Georgetown c 27 Sandilands Chas., Gympie o c
222 Robinson Hy., Millchester c 322 Ruff --, Cairns s 28 Sandringham Mrs., cemetery road c (3)
223 Robinson Miss Isabella Fortitude Val- Bundabergju k (2)323 Ruler J. G. 29 Sandy Phillip, Adelaide street o c,ley oc ,324 Rundell -, Ipswich c 30 Sandyes A., One-Mile c
224 Robinson James, Cairns c 325 Runey Mick, Mount Morgan c 31 Sangster James, Townsville f
225 Robinson James, Charters Towers c 326 Rupert C., Normanton c 32 Saunders James, Middle Crossing,
226 Robinson John, Eulo c 327 Ruscoe J., P.O. Brisbane c Barron River c (2)
227 Robinson Master John J., P.O. Bris- 328 Rushforth Miss A., Springsure f 33 Saunders John, Gympie o c
bane c 329 Rushton George, Townsville c 34 Saunders J., Spring Hill c
228 Robinson Miss Kate, Montague road oc 330 Russell Rockhampton c 35 Saunders J., Eagle Mount Mackay c
229 Robinson Mrs. Mary, Spring Hill c 331 Russell Toowong c 36 Saunders J. J., Gympie c
230 Robinson Ross, Townsville c 332 Russell Mrs., Clarden, Townsville u k 37 Saunders P., Townsville a
231 Robinson Ruth, Rosewood o 333 Russell Chas., Mount Perry c 38 Saunders Thomas, Charters Towers s
232 Robinson Miss Teresa, Breakfast 334 Russell C., Ipswich c 39 Saunders Thomas, Kangaroo Point c
Creek c 335 Russell Miss C., Croydon c 40 Savage A., Toowoomba c
233 Robinson Thomas, Keeroongoolo Sta- 336 Russell G., R""ckh inton c 41 Savage John, 1 ngham o
tion in 337 Russell Miss G., Kangaroo Dint c 42 Savage J., Townsville o c
234 Robinson W., Winton c 338 Russell Henry, Cairns c 43  Savage J., Townsville o c
235 Robinson W., Valley c 339 Russell  H. C., Eidsvold c 44 Sawle W., Rockhampton c
236 Robinson W., New Farm c 340 Russell James, Croydon c 45 Sawtry W., Charters Towers c
237 Robinson W. L., Kedron Brook c (2) 341 Russell James, P.O. Brisbane o c 46 Sawyer -, Gympie c
238 Robiollo Guiseppe, Cairns c 342 Russell John H., Townsville o c 47 Sawyer Edward, P.O. Brisbane o c
239 Robson Albert, jun., Charters Towersoc 343 Russell Miss Rebecca, P.O. Brisbane 48 Sawyers Capt. (schr. " Clyde"),  Cairns
240 Roche T. F., Hughenden c uk n z (3)
241 Rockley J. J., Adavale c 344 Russell Win., Rockhampton c 49 Sayce Geo., Red Hill c
242 Rockley S., Laidley c 345 Russell W. (s.s. " Quetta"), e t 50 Scanlon A., Kangaroo Point c
243 Roddam -, Croydon c 346 Rutherford A. T., Gympie c 51 Scanlan Mick, South Brisbane c
244 Rodgers E., West End c 347 Rutherford G., Mount Perry c and 52 Scannell Timothy, Kamerunga s
245 Rodgers Mrs. J., Townsville c oc(2) 53 Scantlebury R. W., Warnambool
246 Rodgers Michael, Charters Towers c 348 Rutherford J., Paleena Downs c Downs c (2)
247 Roe John C., Laidley o 349 Rutherford T. H., Cloncurry u k (2) 54 Scars Joseph,  Morven c
248 Roe J., Stanley  street c 350 Ryan -, Rockhampton c 55 Sea" Wm., Valley c
249 Rofe  Jno. (builder ),  Queensland u k 351 Ryan Mrs., Spring Hill c 56 Scells A., Greenwood c
250 Roff F., Maryborough u k 352 Ryan Mrs., Georgetown c 57 Scharlin Peter, Redland Bay c
251 Roff G.,  Cairns u k 353 Ryan Mrs., Ipswich c 58 Scheuber H., Enoggera c
252 Rogers  Arthur A.,  Helensvale, Coo- 354 Ryan Miss , West End c 59 Schieling J., Westwood c
mera c 355 Ryan Miss, Maryborough c 60 Schimke A., Charters  Towers c
253 Rogers Chas .,  Cairns s 356 Ryan Constable b.,  Brisbane c (2) 61 Schimmelofski  L., Gatton c
254  Rogers Jno. Grant, Sadd's Ridge m 357 Ryan Daniel, Coombabah c 62 Schlencker W. F., Winton c (5)
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63 Schmidt Mrs. Alice, Norwood street, 163 Shaw  Mrs. Sarah , Dinmore Station o 265 Sloane  Mrs. Charters Towers c
Brisbane u k 164 Shaw S.,  Ernest  street c 266 Sloane  A., charters Towers c
64 Schmidt Chas. E., Townsville o c 165 Shaw Wm. C., Fortitude Valley u k 267 Sloane  John, One-mile Creek o c
65 Schmidt C., Sandgate c 166 Shaw  W. F., Ipswich o 268 Sloane  Thomas, Charters Towers c
66 Schmidt Gustive, Valley o 167 Shea Miss Clara, Barron River c 269 Sloper -, Enoggera c
67 Schmidt Mrs. Wilhelmine, Three-Mile, 168 Shea Miss  Elizth., Ann street c 270 Sluice John, Cintra road c
Gympie road o c 169 Shea W. T., West End c 271 Smales and Lawton, Toowoomba c
68 Schmunck Carl, Laidley c 170 Sheahey J., Mount Morgan c 272 Smalley and Burns, Rockhampton s
69 Schnieder Adam, Kamerunga c 171 Shean R., North Pine c 273 Smiley Henry, Nudgee c
70 Schnieder H. F., Beaconsfield c 172 Shearer Geo., Halifax c 274 Smith and Bull, Maryborough c
71 Schnorr Flora, Albion o 173 Shearer W., Mount Morgan c (2) 275 Smith and Schening, Warwick c
72 Schoeck Frank, Kennedy Estate c 174 Sheay -, Charters Towers c 276 Smith -, Toowoomba c
73 Schoenaver J., Stanthorpe c 175 Sheehan Miss, Mount Morgan c 277 Smith -, Box 322, Brisbane c
74 Schofield F., Rockhampton c 176 Sheehan P., Ida Hotel, North May- 278 Smith -, St. George c
75 Schofield George, P.O. Brisbane u k town c 279 Smith Toowong c
76 Scholey C., One-Mile c (2) 177 Sheehy Edmond, Charters Towers o 280 Smith Mrs., Carrawal c
77 Scholey S., Coorparoo c 178 Sheeran Mick, Gympie c 281 Smith Miss, Hope street c
78 Schott H., Nive Downs c 179 Sheesley Miss, Bundaberg c 282 Smith Arthur, Mount Morgan c
79 Schott Mrs. Mary, Upper Dawson o c 180 Sheffler -, Island Plantation c 283 Smith Arthur, Valley c
80 Schrank -, Bundaberg c 181 Shegog Townsville c 284 Smith Mrs. A., George street c
81 Schrank Woongarra c 182 Shellback -, Antigua c 285 Smith Miss A., Post Office c
82 Schroder P., Charters Towers c 183 Shellon Master W. H., Spring Hill c 286 Smith Miss A., Kedron Brook c
83 Schule Miss Annie, Townsville o 184 Shelton C., Southport c 287 Smith Miss A., Roma u k
84 Schultz C. W. F., Fern Vale c 185 Shelton H. R., Upper Edward street o 288 Smith A. W., P.O. Barronville u k
85 Schulby Daniel, Townsville c 186 Shepherd  Samuel , Mackay o c 289 Smith  Benjamin , Aramac s
86 Schureck C. A., Rosewood c 187 Shepherd Thomas, Cairns o 290 Smith Mrs. C., Beaumont Estate c
87 Schwartz M., Monkland c (2) 188 Sheppard T., Toowoomba n z 201 Smith Dr. K. R. (s. s. " Chyebassa"),
88 Schwartz T., Monkland c (2) 189 Sheppered -, Dinmore c Brisbane u k
89 Schwartz F. A., Goodna c 190 Shepperd B. H , Winton c 292 Smith D., junior, Queenton q
90 Scoden James, Wharf, Brisbane c 191 Sheridan Mrs. E., Townsville c 293 Smith Ed. (care of Jno. Reilly), Coom-
91 Scorch E. J., P.O. Brisbane in 192 Sheridan P. P., One-Mile c (4) babah c
92 Scott -, Fortitude Valley s 193 Sheriff -, Rosalie c 294 Smith Mrs. Elizth., Ross River o c
93 Scott A. F., Normanton e t 194 Sherlock Willie, Beaudesert road c 295 Smith E., Coornbabah c (2)
94 Scott A. K., Chiselhurst c 195 Sherstone -, P.O. Brisbane e t and c 296 Smith Miss E., Brisbane in
95 Scott C., Mary street, Brisbane c 196 Sheven Miss Mary, Gympie c 297 Smith E. G., Coongoola Station u k
96 Scott Mrs. E., Cooktown c 197 Shield David, Mount Cornish c (5) 298 Smith Frank, Coombabah o c
97 Scott Miss E., George street c 198 Shields Archibald, Red Hill c (3) 299 Smith F. A., Mackay o c
98 Scott George D., Maryborough u k 199 Shields W., Bundaberg c 300 Smith George, Toowoomba f
99 Scott Herbert, Thargomindah c 200 Shinner Henry, Laura River o 301 Smith George (care of Walker and Co.),
100 Scott H., Thargomindah s 201 Shirley T., Toowong c Maryborough c
101 Scott James, Tandera Creek s 202 Shirwin E. T., Westwood c 302 Smith George, Charters Towers c
102 Scott James W., Charters Towers c 203 Shitz T., Kangaroo Point c 303 Smith George, Stanley street c
103 Scott John, P.O. Gympie c 204 Shooter G. W., Bunya Mountain c 304 Smith G,, Croydon c
104 Scott J., Railway Line, Gympie c 205 Shore -, Croydon c 305 Smith G., Mount Perry c
105 Scott R., Charters Towers c 206 Short T. J., Ipswich c 306 Smith Mrs. G., Spring Hill c
106 Scott R. T., Gympie m 207 Short Mrs., North Quay c 307 Smith Harry, P.O. Brisbane e t
107 Scott Mrs. Samuel, G mpie u k 208 Silbert A., Toowoomba c 308 Smith Harry, Coombabah o
108 Scott Thomas (s. s. " Quetta ") c 209 Silcock L., Chelmer Station c 309 Smith Harry, Westwood c109 Scott W., Pine Hill c 210 Silvera Manuel, Nerang e t 310 Smith Harry, Mount Perry c
110 Scott W. J., Barcaldine c 211 Sim -, Charters Towers c 311 Smith Henry, Cabbage-tree c
111 Scully Daniel, Kamerunga c 212 Sime David, P.O. Brisbane c 312 Smith Henry, Hughenden c
112 Scully Edward, Esmeralda  Station c 213 Simmonds -, Ravenswood s 313 Smith H., Grandchester c
113 Sealery -, Darr c 214 Simmonds S., Brunswick street c 314 Smith H., Croydon c
114 Searge Roma s 215 Simmonds W., Dinmore c 315 Smith H., Toowoomba s
115 Searston George, Charters Towers c 216 Simmoner -, Rockhampton c 316 Smith H., Taroom c
116 Seaton Mrs. E., Winton in 217 Simmons W., Thargomindah o 317 Smith H. F., P.O. Brisbane s
117 Seawright Miss Cathne., South Bris- 218 Simonsen F., Valley c (2) 318 Smith H. M., Gladstone c
bane o c 219 Simonsen F. B., Brisbane c 319 Smith H. M. Croydon c
118 Sebastian J., Coongoola Station s 220 Simple Jas., Gatton c 320 Smith H. W., Brisbane c
119 Sedden W., Townsville in 221 Simpson -, Stanwell c 321 Smith James, Enoggera c
120 Seddon W. A., Isis Downs s 222 Simpson G. M., Stonehenge c 322 Smith James, New Farm c
121 Seiberg Andrew, Goondi Plantation s 223 Simpson H., Adavale c 323 Smith Jas., Chester street c
122 Seigart Julius, Normanton c 224 Simpson James, Ipswich u k 324 Smith Jas., Saltern Creek c
123 Seip Andrew, Lipple Tree Creek c 225 Simpson James B., West End c 325 Smith James, Bowen Railway c
124 Selby  Isaac , Kangaroo Point c 226  Simpson John T., Ferry street, Brisbane 326 Smith James, One-Mile c
125 Sellars -, Rockhampton c u k (2) 327 Smith James, Gowrie Station c
126 Sellars Geo., Rockhampton c 227 Simpson Miss Kate, Manning street u k 328 Smith Jas., Walsh Telegraph Station c
127 Semple -, Ryan street, Charters 228 Simpson M., Cairns c 329 Smith John, South Brisbane c
Towers c 229 Sims G. F., Brisbane c 330 Smith John, Junction Hotel, Coom-
128 Semple --, Town Hall c 230 Sims M., Ipswich c babah c
129 Semple A. and Co., Brisbane c 231 Siuauer Bernhard, Adavale c 331 Smith John, Kamerunga o c
130 Semvell Joseph, Queen street in 232 Sinclair Alfred G. L., Toowoomba o 332 Smith John, Caboolture c
131 Sengstock Albert, Tiaro Station c 233 Sinclair David, Brisbane c 333 Smith John, Kamer unga c
132 Severne E. W., Gowrie s 234 Sinclair D., Croydon c 334 Smith Mrs. John, One-Mile c
133 Seville Chas., Gympie in 235 Sinclair D. T., Herberton u k 335 Smith John C., Warwick u k
134 Sewell F., Herberton o 236 Sinclair John, Cloncurry c 336 Smith John G., Queenton c
135 Sewell J., Sherwood road c 237 Sinclair J., Normanton c 337 Smith Jno. Wm., P.O. Brisbane o c
136 Sewell Wm., St. George s 238 Sinehan Edmond, Clermont c 338 Smith J., Ravenswood c
137 Sexton John, Waterloo street c 239 Singhan W. C., Charters Towers c 339 Smith J., Hager's Hill c
138 Sexton Ruchell, Queen street c 240 Sipnn George, Gympie c 340 Smith Mrs. J. A., One-Mile c
139 Seymour -, Nerang c 241 Sipple Frederick, Mungar o 341 Smith J. C., Charters Towers c
140 Seymour Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c (2) 242 Skeahan J., Killarney s 342 Smith J. C. W., Toowoomba e t
141 Seymour C., Amy street, Spring Hill c 243 Skehan -, Spring Hill c 343 Smith J. G., Queenton c
142 Shackelton W., Beaudesert c (2) 244 Skene Annie, P.O.  Brisbane o 344 Smith J. H., Miles s
143 Shadforth -, Lillydale c 245 Skillicorn James, Charters Towers c 345 Smith J. B., Valley c
144 Shaeffer L., Grey street c 246 Skillman H., Beenleigh u k 346 Smith J. N., Mount Perry c'
145 Shaford J., Simon Tree, Native Cotton 247 Skillman Mrs. H., Albion c 347 Smith J. R., Durham, Georgetown c
uk 248 Skinner Andrew, Cairns u k 348 Smith J. S., Charters Towers c
146 Shakespeare N. G., Rockwood c 249 Skuse Thos., Bowen u k 349 Smith Lawrence, Portland Downs s
147 Shale J. B., East Bundaberg c 250 Skyes W., Cooktown c 350 Smith  Miss Maggie , Mungar c
148 Shale R. N., Gladstone road c 251 Skyine C. D., P.O. Brisbane c 351 Smith Mrs. Mary, Boggo road c
149 Shanahan John, Southport c 252 Slateber  W., Townsville u k (2) 3.52 Smith Nes. P., P.O. Brisbane o c
150 Shanahan P., Gympie c 253 Slater Miss Annie  (s.s. "Dacca "), 353 Smith N., Valley c
151 Shannahan and Shannon, Stony Creek s Brisbane u k (2) 354 Smith Mrs. Patrick, Charters Towers c
152 Shannon Mrs., Wickham  street c 254 Slater  H., Ipswich c 355 Smith Peter, Stafford-on-Kedron c
153 Sharkey H., Bowen c (2) 255 Slater  J. A., Gympie c 356 Smith P. C., Brisbane c
154 Sharkey H., Eton c 2.56 Slatter H., Beaudesert o c 357 Smith Robert, Bullo Downs a
155 Sharman Alfred, Cooktown u k 257 Slattery  James, Morven o c 358 Smith Robert, Charters Towers c
156 Sharp  Miss  Carrie, South Brisbane c 258 Slattery Thomas , Gympie f 3.59 Smith Robert, Cumberland s (2)
157 Sharp Wm., Dalby c 259 Slattery Thomas , Tableland, Upper 360 Smith  R., Paddington c (2)
158 Shauer C., Ipswich road c Annan c 361 Smith R. L., Beaudesert c
159 Shaw Mrs., Brisbane u k 260 Sleath  -,  Sand ate c 362 Smith  R. L., Noosa c
160 Shaw Mrs. Daniel,  Bowen f 261 Slefth Andrews, Laidley c 363 Smith  R. M., Croydon c
161 Shaw G.  B., Brisbane c 262 Sleight Mrs. M .,  Townsville  in 364 Smith  R. S., Mackay c
162 Shaw Miss Isabella, Fortitude Valley 263 Slight Mrs. Mary , Townsville c 365 Smith  Samuel , Albion u k
uk 264 Sloan Mrs . Mary, Charters Towers c  366 Smith Miss Susie ,  Monkland c
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367 Smith Thomas ,  Charters Towers c (3) 467 Stanfield G. D., 121 Queen street 566 Stuart Miss Josephine ,  Gympie o c
368 Smith Thos. ,  P.O. New Guinea c a and c (2) 567  Stuart J. (speculator), Brisbane c
369 Smith T., Mount Morgan c 468 Stanhope Miss Flossie ,  Thursday 568 Stuart J. M., Croydon c
370 Smith Messrs. T. and R., Mary- Island e t 569 Stuart Mrs. M .,  Charters Towers s
borough in 469 Stanislaus Miss, Mitchell c 570 Stuart Robert, Cooktown o c
371 Smith T. H., Taroom s 470 Stanley C. H., New Farm c 571 Stuart Wm., Rockwood Station c
372 Smith  T. J., A.U.S.N. Co. c 471 Stanley Miss Fanny, Charters Towers 572 Stuart Wm., Mount Abundance c
373 Smith T. S., Bri,bane a et 573 Stubley Mrs., Charters Towers m
374 Smith T. W., Charters Towers c 472 Stanley Samuel, Thargomindah c 574 Studall  -,  Warwick c
375 Smith Walter D .,  Caboolture c 473 Stanley  Mrs. T.,  Rockhampton c 575 Stumer Chas. ,  Rosewood c
376 Smith  Will., Cairns u k 474 Stanley W. J., Roma street c 576 Stutz Bros. ,  Pialba c
377 Smith  Will., Yeulba c 475 Stanner  Miss  A. R., Winton c 577 Styles E., Winton c
378 Smith  Win., Junder ,  Coombabah c 476 Stanfield L. F., P.O. Brisbane s 578 Suett Samuel, Mount Morgan o c
379  Smith Will.,  Townsville c 477 Stanton Alf., Westwood c 579 Suett  S., Eidsvold c
380 Smith Wni., Goondi c 478 St. Clair P. J., Boonah c 580 Su111in-. Nelly, Bungaban Station c
381 Smith W., Hobart, re-directed to Bris- 479 Stebbens Wm., Maryborough road c (2) 581 S>> 1. r H. E. B., Ipswich a
bane u k 480  Steel Miss  M.  A., P.O. Brisbane u k 582 Sulli\  mtiu Mfrs .,  Tunnell Junction c
382 Smith W., Cairns u k 481 Steele Mrs., Church street c 583 Sulliv a n Alfred, P.O .  Ten-Mile, Mun-
383 Smith W., Broughton c (2) 482 Steele J., Spring Hill c gar Line s
384 Smith W., Goondiwindi c 483 Steele T., Gympie c 584 Sullivan Miss B., Bowen Hills c
385 Smith W., P.O. Brisbane c 484 Steels Mrs., Charters Towers c 585 Sullivan J., Bunya Mountains ,  Dalby s
386 Smith  W., Coombabah c 485 Steer G. F., South Brisbane c 581; Sullivan J. F., Winton c
387 Smith W., Cloncurry c 486 Stegman Herman, North Pine c 587 Sullivan J. L., Eidsvold c
388 Smith W. A., Eidsvold c 487 Steinmann L., Charters Towers c 588 Sullivan Michael, Kamerunga o
389 Smith W. F., Valley c 488 Stephen Jas., Wallangarra s 589 Sullivan W. J., Geraldton c
390 Smith W. N., Tilboro Station c 489 Stephens and Co. ,  Brisbane s 590 Sullivan W. J., Kamerunga c
391 Smith W .  M., Humpy Bong c 490 Stephens  --,  Red Hill c 591 Sulman G., Valley c
392 Smith W. T., Bundaberg c 491 Stephens D., Maryhorough road c 592 Summers Thomas ,  Cairns c
393 Smith W. T., Thursday Island c 492 Stephens Mrs. A .  H., Toowoomba c 593 Surgeon J., Townsville s
394 Smith W. V., Charters Towers c 493 Stevens E., Nerang c 594 Surgrue F., Charters Towers c.
395 Smolonisky J., Eno gera c 494 Stephens John, One -Mile a (2) 595 Surteese Jno., Gympie s
396 Smyth Mrs. Chas. ,
Queenton u k
495 Stephens W., Maryborough s 5b6 Sutcliffe Thomas ,  North Toowong c
397 Smyth F. A., Murphy 's Creek f 496 Stephenson  --,  Kangaroo Point c 597 Sutcliffe W. C., Croydon c
398 Smyth George, Ripple Creek u k 497 Stephenson Ernest, P .O. Brisbane u k 598 Suter  -,  Ravenswood c
399 Smyth Mrs. J. B .,  Mackay c 498 Stephenson James ,  Eidsvold c 599 Suter Miss, Ravenswood c
400 Smyth Septimus ,  Nocundra Hotel,  vid 499 Stephenson J., Toowong c 600 Sutherland Miss A. M. J., Toowong s
Thargomindah s 500 Stevens  --,  Brisbane c 601 Sutherland and Dickson ,  Cooktown c
401 Smythe George, Maryborough u k 501 Stevens Geo., Maryborough c 602 Sutton Mrs., Cairns c
402 Smythe G., Toowoomba c 502 Stevens John, Pink Lily o c 603 Sutton Jno., Cairns u k
403 Snadden James ,  Gympie c 503 Stevens J., Rockhampton e t 604 Suvell Susan, P .O. Brisbane s
404 Snape - ,  Indooroopilly c (3) 504 Stevens J., Cairns c 605 Svendson Jacob, South road c
405 Snowdon R., Boggo road c 505 Stevens S. W., Cairns u k 606 Swain  -,  Paddington c
406 Snyde Mrs., Coorparoo c 506 Stevenson  Mrs. A.,  Thursday Island c 607 Swales Miss ,  Rockhampton c
407 Soady T., Croydon c 507 Stevenson Mrs. J .,  Toowong c 608 Swan J .  S., Georgetown c
403 Soden John, Charters Towers c (2) 508 Stevenson R., Charters Towers c 609 Swann J. C., Ravenswood c
409 Solomon Mrs. E., Townsville c 503 Stevenson W., Townsville c 610 Swansborough  -,  Mount Coot-tha c
410 Somerfield J., Harrisville c and u k (2) 510 Steward Archy, Surprise Creek c 611 Swanson C., Croydon c
411 Somerville W., Coen River s and c (2) 511 Steward Wm., P.O .  Brisbane c and 612 Swanson H., Wharf street c
412 Somerville W., Wharf street c u k (4) 613 Swanson Mrs. Jacob ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
413  Somerset-,Coot paroo c 512 Stewart  -,  Brunswick street c 614 Swatz Miss Emily, Charters Towers c
414  Sonkey -,  Kokandoa ,  near Yeppoon c 513 Stewart Mrs., Spring Hill c 615 Sweeney D., One-Mile c
415 Sorell Fredk .,  Emu Park road c 514 Stewart  Mrs., Union  street, Spring 616 Sweeny Jno., Gympie u k
416 Sorensen Anton C.,  Queenton o c Hill c 617 Sweeny Michael, Charters Towers c
417 Sorenson Jno., Gympie c 515 Stewart A., One-Mile c 618 Sweeney Wm., One-mile Creek o c
418 Sorensen Peter, Laidley c (2) 516 Stewart Miss B., Ipswich c 619 Sweeting A., Bundaberg a
419 Sorenson P. C., Gatton c 517 Stewart Charles ,  Gympie u k 626 Sweetman W., Paddington c
420 Sorg F., Nundah c 518 Stewart C., Gympie c 621 Swindley Wm., Georgetown c
421 Sorrenson  -,  One-mile Creek c 519 Stewart D., Tickleman Station s 622 Swindley W., Aramac c
422 Sothern J. R., Bowen c 520 Stewart Miss E. M., Townsville c 623 Switzer Miss  (s.s. "Dacca") u k
423 Soudy T., Croydon c 521 Stewart Mrs D., Beauaraba Station o 624 Sydenham C. J. L., Thargomindah s
424 Sough George ,  Brisbane c 522 Stewart Mrs. Gerald, G.P.O. e t 625 Sylvester  Win., Queensland u k
425 Soup  -,  Gowrie road c 523 Stewart Henry, Dareel s 626 Stmes T. B., Croydon c
426 South W., Cumberland c 524 Stewart James,  Croydon s 627 Symonds Mrs., Southport c
427 Southby R. C., P.O. Brisbane s 525 Stewart Jas., Charters Towers c 628 Symonds A., Boundary street c
428 Southerland  -,  Paddington c 526 Stewart James,12-Mile, Railway Line c 629 Symonds E., Mackay o
429 Southerland W., Rockhampton c 527 Stewart  Jas., P. O. Brisbane  in 630  Syrian James, Charters Towers
430 Southfield W., Charters Towers u k (2) 528 Stewart Jas., Cooktown u k
431 Soyddy Stephen, Croydon o c 529 Stewart Jno., Mackay o c
432 Spain M., South Brisbane c 530 Stewart Jno., Nudgee c T.
433 Speed Mrs., Rockhampton c 531 Stewart Jno., Paddington c
434 Speed Peter, Brisbane s 532 Stewart Jno., Edward street c 1  TAEGER Martin ,  Charters Towers o c
435 Speers John, Black Jack m (2) 533 Stewart J., Croydon c (2) 2 Taffe Mrs., Gotha street c
436 Spence Thomas, Queenton c 534 Stewart J., New Farm c 3 Taggart W. C., Bowen c
437 Spence Thos .  W., South Brisbane c 535 Stewart J. H., Golden Gully  in 4 Tait George ,  Coombabah c (3)
438 Spence W., Augathella  in (2) 536 Stewart J. H., Vulture street c 5 Tait G. E., Coombabah c (4)
439 Spencer Mrs., Thargomindah in 537 Stewart R. G., Triangle c 6 Tait G .  E., Croydon s
440 Spencer Mrs., Bundaberg o 538 Stewart  11. V., P.U. Brisbane  in 7 Tait James ,  Millchester s
441 Spencer H. J., Gympie u k 539 Stewart Wm., Geraldton u k 8 Tait Messrs .  W. J. and Co.,  Rock-
442 Spiers E., Toowong c (2) 510 Stewart  Win., Charters Towers c hampton c
443 Spiller Mrs. H .,  P.O. Brisbane c 541 Stewart Wm., Bowen c 9 Talbot G., Ipswich c
444 Spiller S., Bundaberg o 542 Stiles Win., Maryborough o 10 Tanner G., Bundaberg c
445 Spittle  -,  Ingham or Cairns c 543 Stirling Laura B .,  Charters Towers o 11 Tanner W. M., Stanthorpe c
446 Sporle W., Norman Creek e (2) 544 Stock  -,  South Brisbane c 12 Taplin G .,  Soudan Estate c
447 Sprake  --,  Charters Towers c 545 Stoker W., Townsville c 13 Tasker -, Stanley Bridge c
448 Spratt Joseph B .,  Adavale c 546 Stokes W., Mount Abundance c (2) 14 Taspey D., Cairns s
449 Sprole Mrs., Woollongabba c 547 Stokoe J., Bundaberg o 15 Tauth Fred .,  Pine River c
450 Sproule Miss Elizth .,  P.O. Bris- 548 Stone Geo., Portland Downs c 16 Tavenor  Miss  Annie ,  Brisbane u k
bane u k 549 Stone R., Rannes c 17 Tave rnor Miss A., Cawarral c
451 Squire  Mrs. F.,  Ipswich c 5,50 Storey  Will., Croydon c 18 Taylor  -,  Paddington c
452 Squires H., Normanto$ c 551 Storey Wm., Normanton c 19 Taylor Mrs .  Adelaide ,  Townsvi lle c
453 Stable George, Charity Creek Silver 552 Storey W. B., Croydon c 20 Taylor Alexander ,  Ann street e
Mines u k 553 Storey W., Donor 's Hills c 21 Taylor A .,  Wickham terrace c
454 Stables W. E., Redbank u k 554 Stowe Robt., Forest Grove c 22 Taylor B .,  risk c
455 Stack Miss Nellie ,  P.O. Brisbane s 555 Stoyel Miss B. G., Townsville u k 23 Taylor David ,  Gympie s
456 Stack W., Rockhampton c 556 Straffon Henry, East Bundaberg o c 21 Taylor D. T., Brisbane s
457 Stagy John, Charters Towers c 557 Strangford C., P.O. Brisbane c 25 Taylor Edward ,  Charters Towers c
458 Stafford  -,  Maryborough c 558 Stratton Henry, East Bundaberg o c 26 Taylor Mrs .  E., Charters Towers s
459 Stafford Thomas, Biilloo Downs s 559 Stretton Miss ,  Hospital c (2) 27 Taylor Miss Emily M., Brisbane  o .e
460 Stagg C., Cairns u k 560 Strichnot Ferdinand ,  Charters Towers 28 Taylor F., Hornet Bank c
461 Stallard E., Ipswich f 29 Taylor F .,  Queen street c
462 Stalley W., Maryborough c 561 Stringfield Miss ,  Bowen s 30 Taylor F. L., Emu Creek c
463 Stamp Mrs., Lutwyche c 562 Stripp Mrs., Brisbane c 31 Taylor G., Croydon c
464 Stan J .  G., Brisbane  in 563 Strom Charles, Kamerunga o c and f 3) 32 Taylor James, Brisbane s
465 Standfast W., Paddington c 564 Stuart  -,  P.O. Brisbane c 33 Taylor James ,  Club Hotel,c
466 Staneby W. Sydney, P.O. Brisbane  in 565 Stuart Geo., Mount Perry c 34 Taylor J .,  Brisbane c
815
35 Taylor  J., Ann  street c
36 Taylor John H .,  Gympie c (2)
37 Taylor P. T., Brisbane s
38 Taylor R. L., Brisbane c
39 Taylor Sarah Ann ,  Brisbane c
40 Taylor Thomas, Beaudesert c
41 Taylor Thomas ,  Gyympie c
42 Taylor William, Maryborough c
43 Taylor W., Valley c
44 Taylour  -,  Charlotte Plains c
45  Tea-,dale Charles ,  Ipswich c
46 Teby George ,  Maryborough c
47 Tedd William, Blackall o c
48 Tee Thomas ,  Wynnum o c
49 Teir  -,  Cooktown s
50 Telford and Turner  M essrs .,  Towns-
137 Thoudy George, West End c
138 Throne Miss Rosa, Brisbane c
139 Thurler Captn., Brisbane f
140 Thurston W. F., Yeppoon o c
141 Tickle William, Kamerunga o c
142 Tideman -, Highgate Hill c
143 Tierney Mrs. J., Normanton o
144 Tigley Miss Annie, Spring Hill c
145 Tilley John, Coorparoo c
146 Timbrell Mrs. G., Goodna u k
147 Timbrell John, Dareel Station s
148 Tinnie Miss C., Bundaberg c
149 Tinsley Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
150 Tippett H., Southport c
151 Tippett Thomas John, Myrtle Creek0c
ville  in
51 Temple Henry ,  Gympie o c
52 Temple  Henry, Brisbane  in
152 Titley J. A., Mackay o
153 Tobin Robert, Taroom  in
154 Tobin W., Townsville c U.
53 Temple H .,  Gympie e t
54 Templeton Mrs., Red Hill c
155 Todd A .,  Indooroopilly c
156 Todd Miss A., Brisbane c 1.ULLATHORNE  -,  Charters
55  Templeton Andrew ,  Croydon c 157 Todd E .,  Charters Towers c Towers  in
56 Templeton Andrew, Georgetown e t 158 Todd Miss E .,  Charters Towers c 2 Ulph E. B .,  Charters Towers s
57 Tensey Harry ,  Thargomindah s 159 Tolmie James ,  Charters Towers c 3 Underwood G. C., Cooktown c
58 Terkelsen Ander Schroeder ,  Brisbane f 160 Toma  -,  Rockhampton c 4 Unman C.,  Coomera c
59 Terry Mrs .,  Red Hill c 161 Tomalin  It.  W., Maytown u k (3) 5 Uprichard W., West End c
60 Terry Henry ,  Brisbane s 162 Tomas Miss Rosie ,  Boondoon Station s 6 Uren George, Charters Towers c
61 Tevlin T., Springsure c 163 Tomas William, Nindaroo u k 7 Urmson Howard, Gympie o c
62 Theil, Miss Margrethe ,  Toowong o c (4) 164 Tomkin  -,  Queen street c 8 Urquhart W., Red Hill c
63 Thom Donald, Townsville u k 165 Tomkin C., Cootharaba road c 9 Urquhart W., Howard c
64 Thoman T., Cairns c 166 Tommassi C. C., Toowong c (2) 10 Urry Alfred ,  Spring Hill u k
65 Thomas and Sheldon Messrs. ,  Toowonge 167 Tomoke Sam., Norton c (2) 11 Utting Robert, P.O. Mackay u k (2)
66 Thomas  -,  South Brisbane c
67 Thomas Mrs., North Quay c
68 Thomas Miss ,  Brisbane c
168  Toms Mrs., Kangaroo Point u  k-169 Tonarons Mrs. P .,  Maryborough c
170 Toner Mrs. E .,  Townsville c V.
69 Thomas Miss , Campbell  street c
70 Thomas Arthur (baker ),  Antigua u k
171 Tong Evan ,  Dingo c
172 Tonner E., Croydon c 1 VAGG Mrs. Mary, P. O. Hughenden c
71 Thomas A., Eidsvold c 173 Toohey W., St. George s 2 Varrie - ,  Harcourt street c
72 Thomas Edward ,  Charter s  Towers c 174 Toohill Miss Oath .,  Ipswich c 3 Vary Mias Annie ,  P.O. Brisbane n z
73 Thomas Mrs. C. M., Clifton c 175 Tool John, Cooktown c 4 Vaughan Spring Hill c
74 Thomas H., Charters Towers  in 176 Tooth H. H., Bulimba c 5 VaughaniMalcolm ,  Brisbane c
75 Thomas H., New Farm u k 177 Topham W., Brisbane c 6 Venables Thos .,  Toowong c
76 Thomas John, Herberton u k 178 Torley Peter, Woollongabba c 7 Vendorszky -, P.O. Brisbane c77 Thomas John ,  Geraldton o c 179 Tornaros Mrs., Maryborough c 8 Verbine Mrs., Mackay c
78 Thomas John, Leyburn c 180 Torpie J., Southport c 9 Verning Miss Lilly, P .O. Brisbane c
79 Thomas Miss Sarah, Rockhampton f 181 Torrin Thos .,  Rockhampton c 10 Vickers W. A., Mount Romeo o
80 Thomas Stephen ,  Fassifern Branch c 182 Toward Robert, Valley o c (2) 11 Vickery Samuel, Rockhampton s
81 Thomas William, Queenton c 183 Towney J., Nive Downs c 12 Vincent J. M., Woodbine c
82 Thompson  -,  Mackay c (2) 184 Townley George, Maryborough o c 13 Vincent W., Booroodabin c
83 Thompson  -, Dinniore  c 185 Townsend G., Dinmore c 14 Vines George ,  Hawkwood c (3)
84 Thompson  -,  Leichhardt street c 186 Towrison T., Herberton c 15 Virgin Frederick ,  P.O. Townsville u k
85 Thompson Arthur, Rockhampton s 187 Towser Mrs. Annie, Albert street c 16 Vizer W .,  Va lley c
86 Thompson Arthur ,  Georgetown c 188 Toy C.,  South Brisbane c 17 Vohland Dan., Croydon c
87 Thompson Miss A. E., Port Curtis 189 Toy Walter R., Charters Towers s 18 Von Finkerstein  M iss, Rockhampton o
road c 190 Toyne George ,  Kennedy terrace c 19 Von Snarski  ,  Charleville c
88 Thompson Miss C., Brisbane u k
89 Thompson Miss Clara E., Brisbane u k
90 Thompson Frank, Yeppoon c
191 Tozer Mrs., Rockhampton c
192 Tracey  -,  South Brisbane c
193 Tracey H., Rookwood c W.
91 Thompson George, Cooktown o c
92 Thompson Mrs. Geo. .  Ipswich road c
194 Tracy J., Gympie c
195 Tracy William ,  Breakfast Creek c 1 WABBER E .,  Sandgate c
93 Thompson G., Thursday Island s (3) 196 Trail George ,  Gooya Station c 2 Wabber E., Rocklea c
94 Thompson G., Mowbray Town c 197 Train Thomas, Rockhampton o c 3 Waber C.,  Sandgate c
95 Thompson G., Croydon c 198 Tran berg W., Charters Towers c (2) 4 Wade May V., P.O. Brisbane o
96 Thompson Dirs. G., Ipswich road c 199 Trasey T., Croydon c 5 Wadsworth F., Cairns s
97 Thompson Mrs. G. M., Curriwillinghi  in 200 Travier Joseph A .,  Gympie u k 6 Wagner Old Racecourse road c
98 Thompson Hugh, South Brisbane o c 201 Treacy Thomas, Brisbane a 7 Wagner  -,  Yeppoon c
99 Thompson James ,  Charters Towers c (2) 202 Treloar B., Gympie c (2) 8 Wainman W. E., Rockhampton o
100 Thompson John,  Croydon Park c 203 Tremewen D., Boolboonda c 9 Wake Jas .,  Ann street ,  Valley c
101 Thompson John, Muttaburra c 204 Trenby W., Charter s. Towers c 10 Wakeford L. A., Mackay c
102 Thompson John Lambert, Charters 205 Trenfield Andrew, Townsville c 11 Wakeman John, Cairns n z
Towers o c 206 Trevarthen E., Charters Towers c 12 Walden James ,  Toowong o c
103 Thompson Miss M., George street u k 207 Trevarthen R., Charters Towers c 13 Walden J., Toowong c (2)
104 Thompson R., George street c 208 Trevaskis Wm., Charters Towers c (2) 14 Walden W .,  Toowong c (2)
105  Thompson pson Miss Sarah J .,  Maryborough 209 Trevaskis Mrs. W .,  Charters Towers c 15 Waldron J. W., Booroodabin c
106 Thompson Mrs. Theresa ,  Spring Hill c
210 Trevescus Joel, Millchester s
211 Treveton Mrs. Jane, Millchester c
16 Walker Mrs., Red Hill c
17 Walker Bob ,  Cairns o c
107 Thompson T., Rockhampton c 212 Trimnell George ,  Thursday Island o c 18 Walker Charles T., P.O. Cleveland s
108 Thompson William, Laidley c 213 Trimnell G. T., Mackay s 19 Walker Eugene ,  Barcaldine c
109 Thompson W., Toowoomba c 214 Trinca Peter, Mount Albion  in 20 Walker Master Frank ,  Durham Gold-
110 Thompson W., Kangaroo Point c 215 Trodd .T., Queenton c fields s
111 Thompson W., Stainbury Station c 216 Trone Mrs. Conrad ,  Charles Creek c 21 Walker Master Frank ,  Taldora Sta-
112 Thompson W. J., Caboolture s and c (2) 217 Tronson T. B., South Brisbane c tion s
113 Thompson W. J., Kamerunga u k 218 Troter Arthur, Northbrook e 22 Walker Frank E., P.O. Southport u k
114 Thomsen H.. Ravenswood c 219 Trott  -,  Townsville s 23 Walker Mrs. F., Hughenden c
115 Thomsen W., Gympie c 220 Trotter John, Stanley street a 24 Walker F .  T., Hughenden c
116 Thomson  -,  Ipswich c 221 Trueman W. B., Croydon c (2) 25 Walker George, Flagstone Creek u k
117 Thomson Alfred, Selheim c 222 Trunby John, Carandotta c 26 Walker G., Bundanba c (2)
118 Thomson Doctcu •,  Winton c (2) 223 Trundle Joseph James, Bulimba c 27 Walker G.  H., Windsor road c
119 Thomson Jaci:, Coombabah c 224 Tryborn ,  M. H., Townsville  in 28 Walker Henry, Emu Vale c
120 Thomson  J ames ,  Charters Towers c (2) 225 Tucker Mrs., Cooktown c 29 Walker James ,  Cooktown s
121 Thomson John, Kamerunga o c (2) 226 Tucker F. J., Gympie c 30 Walker Jas .,  Croydon c
122 Thomson J.,  Spring Hill c
C
227 Tucker Robert, Coombabah o c and 31 Walker J. R., P.O. Southport c (2)
arters  Towers c123 Thomson  J., c (2) 32 Walker Robert ,  Charters Towers u k
124 Thomson J. B., Bloomfield Falls c 228 Tudor Edward, Croydon t 33 Walker Samuel ,  Crocodile Creek c
125 Thomson Thomas ,  Gympie c 229 Turkington Robert J. ,  Georgetown c 34 Walker Mrs .  Susan, Valley c
126 Thomson W., Rockhampton c 230 Turley Peter ,  Millchester c (2) 35 Walker Thomas, Charters Towers c
127 Thoon Frank ,  Beaudesert c 231 Turnbull A., Gympie c (2) 36 Walker W .,  Brisbane u k
128 Thorley John, Gympie c (2) 232 Turnbull G., Maryborough in 37 Walker W., P.O. Brisbane c
129 Thorn Harry, Townsville u k 2.33 Turner Mrs .,  Stanley street c 38 Walker W. J., Townsville c
130 Thorne Miss Mona ,  Townsville c 234 Tu rner Alfred, Maryborough c (3) 39 Wall D .,  P.O. Dalby c
131 Thorne Miss R. J., Brisbane s 235 Turner Doctor F. J .,  Brisbane u k 40 Wall J., Retro c
132 Thorne W. O. B., Glamorgan Vale u k 236 Tu rner George, Barcaldine c 41 Wa llace, Prosser, andCo .,Bundabergm
133 Tho rnton William, Croydon c (2) 237 Tu rner J .  C., Charters Towers c 42 Wallace E., Queensport o
134 Thorpe  -,  The Broughton c 238 Turner John  Win., Gympie u k 43 Wallace James, Brisbane c
135 Thorpe Henry, Kangaroo Point u k 239 Turner Stephen, Charters Towers c 44 Wallace Robert, Toowong c
136 Thorrold John Favell, Esk u k 240 Turner William, Barol }n road c 45 Wallace Robt., Kangaroo Point a
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241 Turner W., Lutwyche c
242 Turner W., Charters Towers c
243 Turner W. H., Ravenswood c
244 Turner W. H., St. Helens c (3)
245 Turner Mrs. W. H., Wickham terrace c
246 Turner W. J., Blackall c
247 Twibble J., Alpha c
248 Twist George, Valley o c (2)
249 Twohey Mrs. J., Maryborough c
250 Twomey Mrs. Jerry, Brisbane c
251 Twomie Carl, Cooktown o c
252 Tynan Matthew, Mackay o c
253 Tyndall Miss, Toowong c
254 Tyne -, Brisbane c
255 Tyrrell E., Brisbane c
256 Tyrrell John T., Enoggera o c
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46 Wallace Robt .,  Bundaberg c
47 Wallace It.,  Beaudesert a (3)
48 Waller J., Croydon c
49 Wallis Fred, Cairns o c
50 Wallis P. H., Gympie u k
51 Wallis Richard, Cootharaba road u k
52 Wallace W., Brisbane u k
53 Wallison F., P.O. Mungindi u k
54 Walsh Miss, Toowoomba c
55 Walsh Miss Annie, Maryborough uk (2)
56 Walsh A.,  Brisbane c
57 Walsh Charles,  Brisbane e
58 Walsh David, Charters Towers c
59 Walsh David, Bluff Diggings c
60 Walsh John, P.O. Charters Towers c
61 Walsh John, Valley s
62 Walsh John, Brisbane w a
63 Walsh J., Croydon c
64 Walsh Miss J., P.O. Brisbane c
65 Walsh Mrs. Mary, Fortitude Valley o c
66 Walsh Mary A., Townsville c
67 Walsh Peter, Blackall o c
68 Walsh Thomas, Brisbane c
69 Walsh William, P.O. Rockhampton c
70 Walsh W., Murphy's Creek c
71 Walsham Edward, P.O. Rock-
hampton c
72 Walshie Martin, Townsville o
73 Walstrand Emma C., Charters
Towers o
74 Walters David, Charters Towers o
75 Walters Jessie, St. George s
76 Walters John, P.O. Brisbane c
77 Walters J., Charters Towers c
78 Walters 0., Brisbane c
79 Walters Wm., Ipswich c
80 Walton E., Mackay c
81 Walton R., Coombabah c
82 Walz Carl, Nundah c
83 Wangus T., Croydon s (2)
84 Warburton D. J., Woodford  Saw-mills c
85 Ward -, Harcourt  street c
86 Ward Mrs., South Brisbane c
87 Ward G., P.O. Alpha c
88 Ward H., Rockhampton c (2)
89 Ward Joseph, Thompson Estate c
90 Ward Joseph, P.O. Cairns u k
91 Ward Joseph, Deighton Camp c (2)
92 Ward J. W., P.O. Cairns u k
93 Ward Patrick, P.O. Brisbane u k
94 Ward S. J., P.O. Croydon s
95 Ward Thomas, Woollongabba c
96 Ward William, Howard c
97 Warde Mrs. R. A., Brisbane c (2)
98 Wardell Miss, Brisbane u k
99 Wardell A. E., Downfall Creek c
100 Wardell Miss Sarah, Spring Hill o c
101 Wardell Miss Sarah, P.O. Brisbane u k
102 Wardle Geo., South Brisbane c
103 Wardle G. B., South Brisbane c
104 Wardlow G. H., Maryborough c
105 Ware Captain Wm., Townsville c
106 Waring H., Murweh  Station  in  (2)
107 Waring S., Kangaroo Point c
108 Warman S. P., Hughenden s
109 Warner W. H. and Co., Toowoomba c
110 Warner R., P.O. Croydon c
111 Warnock Mrs. Maria, Nudgee o c
112 Warren Mrs. Euphemia, Yengarie c
113 Warren Mrs. J., Brisbane c
114 Warren J. W., Logan road c
115 Warren Mrs. R., St. Lucia c
116  Warren W., P.O. Rockhampton s
117 Warren W. C., P.O. Eidsvold c
118 Warrien A., Queen street c
119 Wassail Jas., Woollongabba c
120 Wassell -, Valley c
121 Waters J. K., Lytton road c (2)
122 Waterston W., Daintree Sawmill c
123 Wateson -, Croydon c
124 Watkins C., Rockhampton c
125 Watkins J., P.O. Eidsvold u k
126 Watkins Miss L., Bundaberg in
127 Watkins 0., Roma street c
128 Watkins Miss Sarah A., P.O. Rock-
hampton o c
129 Watson Bros., Port Mackay c
130 Watson West End c
131 Watson -, Connemara  Station c
132 Watson Mrs., South Brisbane u k
133 Watson A. C., Nundah c
134 Watson  Miss  Carrie E., P.O. Nor-
manton c
135 Watson Mrs. Ellen, Boggo road c
136 Watson Frank, South Brisbane u k
137 Watson F., Brisbane c
138 Watson George William, Brisbane u k
139 Watson G. L., Croydon c
140 Watson James, Townsville u k
141 Watson James  F., Brisbane c
142 Watson  John, Cleveland road o c
143 Watson L., Toowoomba c
144 Watson  Mrs. L ., P.O. Townsville c
145 Watson  M., Kangaroo Point c
146 Watson Percy, Brisbane u k
816
147 Watson Robert William, P.O. Mackay
uk
148 Watson B. H., Mount  Morgan s
149 Watson Walter, Charters Towers'c
150 Watson W. H., lil'ount Morgan c
151 Watt  -,  Brisbane c
152 Watt -, Charters Towers c
153 Watt Charles, P.O. Cairns u k
154 Watt Rev. Charles, Gympie c155 Watt James P., Breakfast Creek u k
156 Watts A., Albion c
157 Watts Bennett, Tabletop o
158 Watts Jane, South Brisbane o
159 Watts J. R., Brisbane o c
160 Wayman James, Millbank Plantation
u k
161 Weale W. A., Charlotte Plains c (4)
and s (4)
162 Wearer R., Isisford c
163 Weaver S., South Brisbane e
164 Webb  Mrs., Brisbane  in
165 Webb Chas. B. G., P.O. Cooktown s
166 Webb John,  Spring Hill c
167 Webb Joseph, P.O. Brisbane o c
168 Webb J., Kangaroo Point u k
169 Webb Mark, P.O. Lucky Valley c
170 Webb Mrs. R., New Farm c
171 Webb William, Croydon s
172 Webb Wm., Highfields road c
173 Webb W., South Brisbane c
174 Webb W., Spring Hill c
175 Webber -, Tiaro c
176 Webber AT., Continong o
177 Webber Messrs. R., Croydon s
178 Webber S., Pie Creek e
180 Webdon R., Taylor's Siding c
181 Webster Chas., Georgetown n k
182 Webster Israel, West End c
183 Weed -, Mount Shamrock c
184 Weedon Harry, Normanton c
185 Weells Thomas, P.O. Goondiwindi s
186 Weilant W., Queen street c
187 Weiney Gustav, Croydon o
188 Weir G., Jundah Station c
189 Weir James, Glenlyon f
190 Weir R. M., Inlet c
191 Weir Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c
192 Weirshauser J., P.O. Rockhampton c
193 Weis Fred., Pilton Woolshed e
194 Weise Joseph, Sandy Creek c
195 Welburn Thomas, St. Lucia o c
196 Welby A., Goondiwindi c
197 Welch -, Indooroopilly c
198 Welch  Mrs., Bolsover street c
199 Welch Mrs. Ann, Brisbane c
200 Welch Mrs. Annie, New Farm c
201 Welch J., Mount Perry c
202 Welch Thomas Henry, Maryborough0C
203 Well Matt., P.O. Charters Towers e t
204 `Velldon Prof. A., Gympie c205 Wellesley -, Rockhampton c
206 Wellington Aaron A., Charters
Towers c
207 Wellrock -, Deep Creek road c
208 Wells Fred., Toowong c
209 Wells G., Brisbane Hospital s
210 Wells J. T., P.O. Rockhampton c
211 Wells Wm., Clermont c
212 Welsh G. J., 1Maroochie c
213 Welsh Robert J., P.O. Clermont o
214 Wemm Henry, Cairns u k
215 Wernegreen -, Sandgate c
216 Wernegrin -, Sandgate c
217 Werner A., Mungar c
218 Wessell M., North Bundaberg c
219 West A., P.O. Charters Towers c
220 West James, P.O. Brisbane o c
221 West J. M., Valley c
222 West T., Gympie s
223 West Wm., Etheridge in (2)
224 West W. L., Brisbane c
225 Westburn Dr. W., Valley c
226 Westbury W., Charters Towers c
227 Westgarth -, Nockatunga in
228 Western -, East  Brisbane c
229 Weston R. W., Gilbert River o
230 Weston Wm., Croydon c
231 Wetherell Thomas, P.O. Brisbane
oc(2)
232 Wethers  Mrs., near Taringa Railway
Station c
233 Whalley James, Coombabah c (2)
234 Whalley Thomas W., P.O. Brisbane o c
235 Wharton and Co., Rockhampton c
236 Wheele J., Mackenzie u k
237 Wheeler Arthur A., P.O. Brisbane u k
238 Wheeler Daniel, Georgetown e t
239 Wheeler Edmund, Croydon Gold
Fields a
240 Wheeler Henry, P .O. Queenton c
241 Wheeler Mrs. J.,  Cairns c
242 Whelan  Miss Kate,  Toowong u k (2)
243 Whelan Miss Kate ,  Warwick c
244 Whight Thos., Elliot c
245 Whine J., Dalby c
246 Whip James ,  Llanrheidol s
247 Whit W .,  P.O. Townsville e
248 Whitaker  Mrs., East Bundaberg c
249 Whitaker Weston, P.O .  Townsville u k
230 Whitebread Wm. T., Ipswich a
251 White -,  Brisbane c
232 1VI,ice -,  Muckadilla c
253 Whig  A. H., Toowong c
254 White C.  E., Croydon e
255  White Frank ,  Marathon Station, Hugh-
en.den  in
256 White Harry, Beaudesert c
257 White Henry, Charters Towers c (2)
258 White H., Brisbane c
259 White H., South Brisbane u k
260 White James R., Stony Creek c
261 White Jno., P .O., Hughenden c
262 White John, Croydon c
263 White J., Spring Hill c
264 White J., Charleville e
265 White  .J. W., South Bundaberg c
266 White  R., Scrubby Creek c
267 White Thomas ,  Thursday Island o
268 White T. H., Valley c
269 White W. C., Gympie c
270 Whitehead  -,  Blackall c
271 Whitehead W. H., Blackall o
272 Whitehouse Miss A. B., Rockhampton f
273 Whitelaw James ,  Brisbane o c
274 Whitelaw J., Rosalie c275 Whitemore John, Gympie c
276 Whiten R. J., East Brisbane c
277 Whiteoak W. H., Tenterfield s
278 Whitley W., P.O. Croydon u k (2)
279 Whittaker Mrs. F ., Woollongabba  c
280 Whitticar  -, Boggo  road c (2)
281 Whittle J., West End c
282 Whitty -, Toowong c
283 Wholey Master James, Oakey  W ool-
shed c
284 Whyte B., Brisbane e
285 Whyte M.,  Croydon c
286 Whyte  M. J., Woollongabba c
287 Whyte Patrick, P .O. Georgetown c
288 Wichmann John ,  Brisbane c
289 Wicks A., Goondi Plantation c
290 Wicks Martha ,  PLO. Brisbane o
291 Weiland W., Mackay c
292 Weiland W. G., Isisdown Station c
293 Wikman J., St. Lawrence c
294 Wikman T., St. Lawrence c
295 Wilcock H., Croydon c
296 Wilde  -,  West End c
297 Wilding G., 47 Gang  Q.C.R. c
298 Wiles Thomas ,  Boolboonda c
299 Wiley James ,  Barcaldine a (2)
300 Wilkins F. J., Bundaberg c
301 Wilkie Mrs., South Brisbane o c
302 Wilkie A., Ravenswood Station t`
303 Wilkie David ,  Bulimba road c
304 Wilkie Dr., Rockhampton Hospital  in
305 Wilkinson  -, Valley c
306 Wilkinson F. T., Warra e
307 Wilkinson F. W., Ayrshire Downs c
308 Wilkinson  G. B., Emu  Park Railway c
309 Wilkinson  Mrs. R.  M., Cometville o
310 Willet  -,  Homebush c
311 Williams Messrs., Brisbane c
312 Williams  -,  Brisbane c
313 Williams Mrs., P .O. Brisbane c
314 Williams Mrs. (fruiterer ),  Queen streets
315 Williams Mrs., Spring Hill c
316 Williams  Miss, Townsville c
317 Williams  Albert, Croydon o
318 Williams  A., Adavale c
319 Williams Benjamin ,  Charters Towers c
320 Williams B., Rockhampton c
321 Williams B., Charters Towers c
322 Williams Charles Walker, Coongoola
Station c
323 Williams Mrs. C.,  South Brisbane e
324 Williams C., Townsville c
325 Williams  C. C., Coombabah c
326 Williams C. M., Cairns c
327 Williams David, Mount Morgan c
328 Williams D., Croydon c
329 Williams E., Croydon c
330 Williams  Miss  E., Charters Towers c
331 Williams Miss F., Brisbane u k
332 Williams F. T., Ayrshire Downs c
333 Williams George ,  Kangaroo Point c
334 Williams George ,  Maryborough u k
333 Williams George ,  Kamerunga o c
336 Williams G., Cairns e
337 Williams  Miss  G., P.O. Kamerunga c
338 Williams Henry, Brisbane o c
339 Williams Henry, Barcaldine c
340 Williams Hesop ,  Burketown o c
341 Williams Hugh, Croydon s
342 Williams H., Bo go road c
343 Williams H., Paddington c
344 Williams H., Croydon c
345 Williams James, Hamilton o c
346 Williams James ,  P.O. Couktown c
347 Williams James A., Townsville o c
348 Williams John, Darrell Station s
349 Williams John, Norton o
350 Williams John Henry,lMount Perry c(2)
351 Williams John Owen, Croydon s (2)
and c (1)
352 Williams J., Croydon c (2)
353 Williams J., Mount Perry c
354 Williams J., Charters Towers c
355 Williams J., Railway Line u k
356 Williams J. W., Cooktown c (2)
357 Williams Mrs. Mary, P.O. Gladstone c
358 Williams 11., Kangaroo Point c
359 Williams Price, Gatton c
360 Williams Richard, Mount Perry f
361 Williams R., Normanton c
362 Williams R., Maryborough a
363 Williams R., Charters Towers c
364 Williams R. J., Toowoomba c
365 Williams Thomas, Cunnaniulla s
366 Williams T., Gympie o c
367 Williams Y. H., Gympie c
3(58 Williams Win., P.O. Rockhampton o c
369 Williams W., Heathfield Estate c
370 Williams W., Booroodabin c
371 Williams W. G., Enoggera c
372 Williams W. J., Bundaberg c
373 Williamson EdwarJ, Charters Towers c
374 Williamson Robert, Bulimba u k
375 Willie James, Brisbane u k
376 Willis C., Eidsvold c
377 Willis J., Jericho c
378 Willis Thomas, Charters Towers c
379 Willocks Anderson, Rockhampton u k
and f
380 Willoughby Mrs. May, Brisbane c
381 Willows R., Charters Towers e t
382 Willows W. or T., Brisbane c
383 Wills Mrs., Toowong c
384 Wills A. J., Gympie s
385 Wills F., Mary-borough c
386 Wills John, Charters Towers c
387 Wills J., Charters Towers s (2)
388 Wilmot E., P.O. Normanton c
389 Wilson Brisbane c
390 Wilson -, Queen street c
391 Wilson -, Caboolture c
392 Wilson Mrs., Maryborough c
393 Wilson Adam, P.O. Dinmore s
394 Wilson Alexander, Toowong c
395 Wilson Alfred, Sandgate c
396 Wilson Allen, P.O. Cooktown s
397 Wilson Miss Ann, Homestead c
398 Wilson Arthur, Wallangarra o
399 Wilson A., Bulimba c
400 Wilson A., Croydon c (3)
401 Wilson  A.  C., Kangaroo Point c
402 Wilson A. E., Bundanba e
403 Wilson Benjamin, P.O. Toowoombaoc
404 Wilson E. B., Perseverance Sawmills c
405 Wilson George, P.O. Roma c
406 Wilson George, Eurella Station c
407 Wilson Geo., Gympie c
408 Wilson G., Sandgate road c
409 Wilson G., P.O. Charters Towers m
410 Wilson H., Paddington c
411 Wilson H. W., Lutwyche c
412 Wilson James, Charters Towers c (2)
413 Wilson James, Bundaberg c
414 Wilson John, South Brisbane o c
415 Wilson John, Gympie o c
416 Wilson John, Charters Towers c
417 Wilson John, Millchester s
418 Wilson John, Cairns c
419 Wilson J., P.O. Rockhampton m
420 Wilson J., Charters Towers c
421 Wilson Mrs. J., Lutwyche c
422 Wilson J. A., P.O. Brisbane in
423 Wilson Mrs. J. H., Toowoomba c
424 Wilson J. H., Kilcummin Station f
425 Wilson J. P., Brisbane c
426 Wilson Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane c
427 Wilson Richard, Buderim Mountains c
428 Wilson Wm., Woollongabba u k
429 Wilson W., Brisbane c
430 Wilson W. J., P.O. Brisbane s
431 Wilson W. J., Maryborough c
432 Wilson Charles R., Toowong u k
433 Wilton Jos., Bundaberg c
434 Wiltshire Mrs., Cairns c
435 Wiltshire Chas., Cairns c
436 Wimble Mrs., North Quay c
437 Winbush W., P.O. Charters Towers c
438 Windaybank E , P.O. Brisbane s and m
439 Winlow Mrs., Rockhampton c
440 Winn Mrs., P.O. Mount Morgan c
441 Winn Mrs., Petrie terrace c
442 Winn Patrick, Gympie u k
443 Winn R., Brisbane s
444 Winn R. R., Spring Hill c
445 Winnard Mrs. Wilhelmina, Cook-
town o c
416 Winters C., St. George c
447 Winton Jas., Brisbane c
448 Wise Joseph, Gympie c
449 Wiseman Robt., Wolca c
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450 Wissman -, Bundaberg c
451 Witall -, Bowen Bridge c
452 Withers Arthur, Bundaberg c
453 Withian Mrs. G., Southport c
451 Witington Miss, Rockhampton c
455 Withuell James, Mackay c
456 Witt Alfred, Rockhampton c
457 Wodgetts H. W., P.O. Brisbane e t
458 Wolf August Rudolf, Tenningering
Station $
459 Wolfe A. J., Coombabah c
460 Wolfe J. A., Southport c
461 Wolfe Mary, Coombabah c
462 Wood and Chadwick, Kangaroo Point o
463 Wood Mrs. Maryborough u k
464 Wood Mrs., St. George c
465  Wood Dora, Brisbane o
466 Wood D., Croydon s
467 Wood George, Gowrre Woolshed o c
468 Wood K. H., P.O. Brisbane e t
469 Wood  Miss  Mary, P.O. Brisbane o c
470  Wood M., Bundaberg o
471 Woodbourne Jos., Charters Towers c
472 Woodbridge C., Charters Towers c
473 Woodcock J., Bundabergg c
474 Woodgate Frederick, Selheim o c
475 Woodhead B., Brisbane u k
476 Woodhead T., Maryborough c
477 Woodhouse -, Westwood c
478 Woods A., P.O. Hamilton f
479 Woods Daniel, Kamerunga Saw-
mills c
480 Woods John, Logan Village o c
481 Woods J. W., Charleville c
482  Woods Paul, P.O. Rockhampton u k
483 Woods T., Brisbane o
484 Woodward Joseph, Calliope Diggings c
485 Woodward Joseph, Eidsvold f
486 Woodyatt George, Mount Morgan u k
487 Woof J. A., Rockhampton s
488 Wool J. L., Brisbane c
489 Woolaway -, Kangaroo Point c
490 Woolam W., Brisbane c
491 Woolfitt J., Gympie c
492 Wootton J., Brisbane o
493 Wotherspoon Robert, Maryborough o c
494 Worthington Mrs. B., Charters
Towers c
495 Worthington Mary E., Port Curtis m
496 Worthington William, P.O. South
Brisbane s
497 Worthington W., Southport c
498 Woy Mrs. J., Barcaldine c
499 Wrafter James, Fortitude Valley o c
500 Wragge -, South Brisbane c
501 Wragge Arthur D., P.O. Brisbane c
502 Wrathall Lupton W., Barcoo River m
503 Wreford W., Smithfield c
504 Wreford W., Barron River c
505 Wren James, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
506 Wretting J. L., Townsville c
507 Wright A., Brisbane u k
508 Wright A. J., Rockhampton u k
509 Wright Chas. C., Taranganba c
510 Wright C., Ipswich road c
511 Wright L., Rocklea c
512 Wright C., Oondooroo c
513 Wright Edwin, Brisbane u
514 Wright Edwin Septimus, Gympie o c
515 Wright H. B., South Brisbane c
516 Wright H. C., Dulvadilla c
517 Wright James, Boggo road c
518 Wright John, Southport c
519 Wright John, Toowoomba s
520 Wright J., Woollongabba s
521 Wright J. T., Beenleigli u k (2) and Co.)
522 Wright T., Cawarral f
523 Wright Mrs. W., P.O. Brisbane u k
524 Wright W. N., Beaudesert c
525 Wrightson W., Woollongabba c
526 Wrolands W., P.O. Noosa c
527 Wyatt James, Stony Creek u k
528 Wylie Jas. M. (plumber), Mowbray-
town c (6)
529 Wyper Isaac, Brisbane a
530 Wyper James Rockhampton c
Y.
1 YALDWYN W. E., Townsville c (2)
2 Yantsch Joseph, Bulimba c
3 Yardley J., 1F noggera c
4 Yereky -, Barenya c
5 York Clara A., P.O. Rockhampton e t
6 Young D. Fife, P.O. Maryborough c
7 Young Erskine, Toowong c
8 Young George, P.O. Brisbane o c
9 Young George, Boggo road s
10 Young James, Dinmore Station o c
11 Young J., Main street c
12 Young J., Townsville s
13 Young L. C., North Quay c
14  Young Robert, Brisbane c
15 Young Thomas, Upper Kedron u k
16 Young W. J., North Quay c
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17 Younger F., Barcaldine c
18 Younger John, Gympie c
19 Youngson James, Brisbane c
20 Yuard Mrs. D., Coomera c
Z.
1 ZAGAMI Felix, Breakfast Creek c
2 Zagami Felice, Townsville s
3 Zan Joseph (hawker), Stanley street oc
4 'Letterman Albert (s.s. "Waroonga"),
Brisbane u k
5 Zigambine A., Croydo-i c
6 Zigenbine F., Cairns c
7 Zillman Rev. J. H. L., Toowoombac(2)
8 Zillman J. W., Cooktown c
9 ZiIlrnann Miss, Toowong c
10 Zillmann R., P.O. Brisbane c
11 Zimitat Ludwig, Kedron c
Initials, &c.
1 A. B., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
2 A. R. B., P.O. Brisbane c
3 A. V. H., P.O. Brisbane c
4 A. Z., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
5 C. A. B., P.O. Brisbane c
6 C. S., P.O. Brisbane c
7 C. F., P.O. Brisbane c
8 H. B., P.O. Brisbane c
9 H. G. B., P.O. Brisbane u k
10 J. G. R., P.O. Brisbane e
11 J. M., P.O. Townsville u k
12 P. A. H, P.O. Toowoomba c
13 T. P., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
14 T. T., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
15 W. R. B., P.O. Brisbane c
16 Abdoola Oomer, Normanton s
17 Acki,No. 1(S. S. I. ), P. O. Townsville o c
18  Ali  Foo, Rockhampton o c
19  Ali Fooh, Enoggera c (2)
20  Ali Chow, Kangaroo Point c
21  Ali Come, Mackay c
22 Ah Hing, Bundaberg o c
23 Ah Kew, Clifton s (2)
24  Ali Kown, Rockhampton o c
25  Ali  Knong, Beauaraba Station c
26 Ah Leong, North Bundaberg o c
27 Ah Mee Mrs., Barcaldine c
28 Ah Ming, Way Station s
29 Ah Mook, Barcaldine c
30  Ali Quon, Beauaraba Station c
31 Ah On, P.O. Gympie o c
32 Ah Pong, Gracemere c
33  Ali Poo Sin Yom, Maryborough c
34 Ah Sam, Cooktown c
35 Ah Shin, Ipswich road c
36 Ah Ting, Kamerunga c
37 Ah Un, Brisbane c
38  Ali Yam, Gympie s
39 Aissiny, Goondi Plantation c
40 Alpha, P.O. Brisbane e
41 An Fool, Eulolo Station c
42 Ang Yee, Bundaberg o c
43 Amolis Willey, Cooktown c
44 Baker, Toowoomba c
45 Balmoral Brick and Tile Co., Bulimba c
46 Beta, P.O. Brisbane c
47 Borussia, Tarampa c
48 Bumbar Hassam, Brisbane o c
49 Carolis Appu, Ayr o
50 Charlie Ah Foo, Enoggera c
51 Ching Kum Tin, 142 Elizabeth street0C
52 Chong  Ali Sang, Cairns c
53 Chong Sum, North Bundaberg o c (2)
54 Chow Bing Gong, Brisbane c
55 Chum Lung, Cooktown f
56 Chun Ten and Co., Cooktown s
57 Consul Monsieur Le, Annan Tin Field,
Cooktown f
58 Co-Operative Baking Company, Towns-
ville  0  c
59 David, Isis Scrub c (2)
60 David (Cingalese), North Bundaberg e
61 Englishman, P.O. Brisbane c (6)
62 Eureka Butchering Co., Eidsvold c
63 Thong Chung, Bundaberg o c
64 Freeman, P.O. Brisbane c
65 Gentleman, P.O. Brisbane c
66 Genuine, P.O. Brisbane c
67 General Manager, Industrial Mutual
Accident Insurance Society of
Queensland, Townsville o
68 Gottim, P.O. Brisbane o c
69 Goo, Neen, and Co., Gympie c
70 Habeeb Misroom (butler, s.s. "Dacca")
Brisbane f
71 Harkee Masselin, Rocdhainpton s
72 Harry (S.S.I.), Maryborough c
73 Ha Sam (cook), Westbrook Station c
74 Han She Yee, Rockhampton s
75 Hoo De Sing Mrs., Adavale c
76 Invans Appoo, P.O. Hughenden c
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P.O. Warwick c 110 Manager,  Refrigerating Safe  Co., Bris-77 Ivy Leaf 137 See Jic, Rockhampton s,
78 Jacko (Malay), Kamerunga c bane c 138 Sergeant in Charge Logan Village
79 James Hang  Hee, Adavale c 111 Man Song, Alberton c (2) Police Station c
Clermont o c 112 Mary De  Sing  Mn.., Adavale c80 James  William 139 S. F. Gnoon, Louisa Vale c,
81 Jim Tou Sing, Cooktown o c 113 Mirande  P.O. Brisbane c 140 Shaikh Aboul Khalashe,  Brisbane f
82 Jimmy Ah  Sing , Mackay c 114 Mongoor Alli, P.O. Brisbane o c 141 Shearers' Cook, Terrick  Station c
73 Jimmy  Tanna ,  Prairie c 115 Northern World, Townsivlle in 142 Shong Kee, Brisbane o c
84 Johnny (S.S.I.), Bundaberg c 116 North Queensland Patriot, Towns- 143 Sida Gee, Brisbane o c
Lower Burdekin o85 Karolis  Appu ville in 144 Cing Ku n Lee, Valley c,
86 Kong Mow ,  Mackay c 117 Nina, P.O. Brisbane c (2) 145 Singer  Manufacturing  Co., Normanton
87 Kow Tong, Mitchell Downs f 118 Outrigger, P.O. Brisbane s s (2)
88 Kum Chung On, eooktown a 119 Overseer (care of  Mr. A. McDonald), 146 Sue Tel: and Co., Cooktown c
Townsville o Adria Downs  Station s89 Kwong Chuen 147 Sullman, Lower Burdekin c,
y Api), P.O. Townsville c90 Kwong Sang  and Co., Cooktown f 120 Pakasaki (bo 148 Sun Man Lung, Cooktown fg
91 Lan Tuck Lai, Cooktown f (2) 121 PanagoddegiSingoneyFernando, Rock- 149 Sun Toom Wan, P.O. Brisbane o c (4)
Cooktown f  hampton f92 Leang  Yan 150 Sun Wah Tai, 11Tew Guinea a,
93 Lee Lung and Co., Port  Douglas f 122 P. J. K. Coon Key, Chinese Store, 151 Sun Wah Tiy, Kinely Town c
Charters  Towers c Cooktown c (2)94 Lee  Sing 152 Toni Kiho, Geraldton o c,
St. George e t 123 Purchaser , P.O. Brisbane c95 Lee Sung 153 Tom Lallicooler, Gin Gin Saw-mill c,
96 Li  (S. S.I. ), Mackay o c 124 Quan Tim ,  Cairns c (2) 154 Torn Natom (S.S.I.), Meadow Flats c
Townsville c 125 Quong Lee, Rockhampton c97 Lily Miss 155 Tommy A h Shue, Dalby c,
Geraldton c 126 Quong  Man Gan,  Townsville o98 Lok Hin 156 Tor, Bundaberg o c,
99 Louisa, Watawa o 127 Rene, P.O. Brisbane c 157 Trustee  in Estate  of late J.  R. Sttook,
Maryborough c 128 Representatives  of Mr. James Hill,100 Louis  Sung (Chinaman ) Cairns c,
Brisbane c Cairns c101 Low Fay 158 Tee Wah, Rockhampton c,
102 L. Sa Tai,  Cunnamulla f 129 Salam  Jonas,  Townsville o c 159 Violet Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
Albion o c 130 Sam Kie ,  Taringa c103 Lucicarik 160 Wee Sop, Bundaberg o c (3),
Maryborough c 131 Sam Lee, Queenton c104 Lue Sung 161 Willie Ah Foo, P.O. Adavale s,
105 Man in Charge of Brown 's Team, Milesc 132 Sam  Mattail (S.S.I.), Toowoomba c 162 Wing Yee Cheong, Cooktown f
British Empire 133 Sandyhow (labourer), P.O. Towns-106 Manager  or Agent 163 Wong Chong, Nanango c,
Toowoomba c ville o cPublishing  Co. 164 Yee Chong, Yaamba c,
Eastern G .M. Co., Limited, '134 Secretary,  Cairns  Athletic Sports,107 Manager 165 Yuen Hong Chong,  Rockhampton c,
Gympie c (3) Cairns c 166 Yuen Kum, Rockhampton o c
Lovat Downs Station, Ara- 135 Secretary , Ipswich Skating Rink, Ips-108 Manager 167 Yuin Chin, Geraldton c,
mac s wich c
109 Manager ,  3 North Great Eastern G.M. 136 Secretary ,  Local Committee  C. J. E. M.,
Co., Limited , Gympie c Townsville c
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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"THE FEDERAL COUNCIL OF AUSTRALASIA ACT, 1885."
By His Excellency Sir ROBERT GEORGE CROOKSHANK HAMILTON,
Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over the Colony of
Tasmania and -its Dependencies.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS by the Act of the Imperial Parliament of the 48 and 49 Viet.,
1' Ch. 60, intituled " An Act to Constitute a Federal Council of
Australasia,"  it is enacted that the Federal Council of Australasia shall be
summoned and prorogued by the Governor of the Colony in which the
Sessions shall be held, and shall be so summoned and prorogued by Procla-
mation published in the  Government Gazette  of each of the Colonies in the
said Act referred to in respect to which the said Act is in operation : And
whereas the present Session of the said Federal Council has been held a.t
Hobart, in the Colony of Tasmania : And whereas it is expedient that the
said Federal Council shall be prorogued : Now, therefore, I, Sir ROBERT
GEORGE CROOKSHANK HAMILTON, Knight Commander of the Most Honour-
able Order of the Bath, Governor and Commander-in-Chief as aforesaid, in
pursuance of the said Act, and by virtue of the power thereby conferred upon
me, do, by this my Proclamation, prorogue the said Federal Council.
Given under my Hand at Hobart, in Tasmania aforesaid, this eighteenth
day of February, One thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.
It. G. C. HAMILTON.
By His Excellency 's Command,
P. 0. F YS  H, Chief Secretary.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane ,  the thirteenth
day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency  The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
W
HEREAS by  "The Crown Lands Acts, 1884
to  1886, "  it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries or
starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is pro claimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas  it  is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans  and by  reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting  points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  on the recommendation
of the Land Board ,  and in pursuance and exercise
of the authority vested in him by the said Acts,
doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
operation of so much  of the forty-third section of the
said Principal Act as requires the land to be actua ll y
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor -General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the parish of Tallebuggera,
in the Beenleigh Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
JAMES SMITH BRYDEN
as a Trustee  of the  Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of Selma ,  Emerald.
M HUME BLACK.
H
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM PATTISON,
THOMAS ]KELLY, and
ARTHUR FRAIcIS WOOD,
to be Trustees of the Hospital Reserve Extension,
Rockhampton, being allotment 2 of section 122A,
area  2 acres 2 roods 26 perches.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM PATTISON and
THOMAS KELLY
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Hospital, Rock-
hampton, being allotment 1 of section 122A, 3 acres
23 perches, in the room of W. J. Brown and
C. Fitzsimmons, deceased.
M. HUME BLACK.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
1L1 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK GERAGHTY
to be Acting Assistant Sheriff's Bailiff, under the
provisions of  " The Sher's Act of  1875," at
Brisbane.
A. J. THYNNE.
93
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Defence Force, viz.:--
Acting-Captain JAMES VINCENT CHATAWAY and
Lieutenant EDWARD MANSFIELD
to be Lieutenants on the Unattached List ;
WILLIAM JOHN TAYLOR
to be provisionally a Captain ; and
THOMAS WILLIAM WHITEHOUSE
to be provisionally a Lieutenant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1889.
T IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally
ALFRED CHARLES BYRNE
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  27th  February, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
JO1N SHILLITO ALLEN
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Defence
Force.
tendered by
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
WILLIAM BLACK
of his appointment as an Acting Sub-Lieutenant in
the Marine Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
JOHN FALLOWES BoREHAM
of his appointment as a Lieutenant in the Defence
Force.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd January, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARCHIBALD WYLIE WILSON
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
This appointment to take effect from the 24th of
November last.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
provisional appointments in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force, viz.:-
ALEXANDER MAYE8,
MICHAEL  JAS  ,1,YpLAN, and
SAMUEL BoYCE,
to be Lieutenants.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Marine Defence Force, viz.:-
Sub-Lieutenant EDWARD PRETTY
to be a Lieutenant. This appointment to date
from the 24th October, 1888.
ARTHUR S. BOOKER and
HENRY F. RHEAD
to be Acting Sub-Lieutenants.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1889.
Ll IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
i 1 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARTHUR MIDSON
to be a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1889.HIS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT ARCHIBALD RANKING
to be Police Magistrate at Rockhampton, in the
room of George Lionel Lukin, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd Marcb ,  1889.
Lj 1S Exce llency the Administrator  of the Gov-
I. ernment , with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LUKTN
to be Police  Magistrate at Maryborough, in the
room of R . A. Ranking,  transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  27th Feburary, 1889.
T T is hereby notified that
i John MacNicol and
Peter Wheeler
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Cometville,  vice  Michael Hogan
and John Smith,  resigned.
For the Secretary for Public Instruction,
HUGH M. NELSON.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
E.M.--13-2.89.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 4.
All Crown lands within the following  boundaries :
Portions lv to 61v, parish of Barcaldine, and the
Foxhall Village  Reserve.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR H  UNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under,  and situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the saiActs, as unsurveyed
lands , on and after MONDAY, the First day of
April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the annual  rents and
purchasing prices at which said lands may be
selected shall be the  annual rents  and purchasing
prices mentioned  in the Schedule herewith, and that
the maximum  area  which may be selected by any
one person  in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
February, in the  year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  TUB QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knigl't Commander of the Most
Distini,tiished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The CrownLands Actof  1884" I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the recom-
mendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural ¢ rea for  the purposes of the said
Act.
E.M.-I3-2-89.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GoD BATE TUB QUEEN l
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACBAY LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
.Agricultural Area No. 3.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Portions 59v to 82v, parish of Ossa, and the
Village Reserve of Hilsborough.
E.M.-13- 2-89.
DEsCRIPTION.
THE BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area -640 acres.
Annual rent-1s. per acre.
Purchasing price-E2  per acre.
Parish of Witheren.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 90.
THEr BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 8.
Maximum  area-320 acres
Annual rent-9d. per acre.
Purchasing price--21 10s.  per acre.
Parish of Maleny.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 655.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area - 640 acres
Annual rent-3d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1 per acre.
Parish of Warner.
About  160 acres.
Forfeited Selection No. 941.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area -640 acres.
Annual  rent -3d. per acre.
Purchasing price-£1 per acre.
Parish of Annan.
About 160 acres.
Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 52.
Nom .- Subject to the  payment of the value of improvements, it
any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the  N l  ost
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, Presic ent
A. K. PALMEB, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands A ct of  1884 " and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Gympie Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of
the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and after
MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And
I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be the
annual rents and purchasing prices mentioned
in the Schedule herewith, and that the maximum
area  which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
And I do hereby further declare that the cost of
survey chargeable on all selections within Agri-
cultural  Area No. 1 shall be according to the
Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
L.M.-]3-2-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
southerly, and a line to the point  of commencement ;
-including Forfeited  Selections  246, 444,  492, and
702.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
AMENDED  SCHEDULE OF SURVEY FEES.
£ d
Not exceeding 10 acres 2
.s.
12 0
20 3 18 0
30 4 15 0
f, 40 5 8 0
60 6 9 0
80 7 2 0
„
120 8 3 0
160 9 0 0
200 „ 9 15 0
240 10 7 0
280 10 19 0
320 11 9 0
400 12 7 0
480 13 0 0
560 13 14 0
640 14 4 0
800 15 6 0
960 16 5 0
1,120 17 3 0
„ 1,280 18 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
By i lis Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALM ER,
knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L s.] chael and St. George, Pro-iidi•iit
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Col, ny of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named and placed under the control and
management of the fo llowing persons as Trustees,
who are hereby empowered  to make  By-laws for
carrying out the objects of the Trust, subject to
the approval of His Excellency the Governor in
Council :-
DESCRIPTION.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Annual Rent- 6d. per acre.
Purchasing Price-&1 per acre.
Parish of Noosa, county of March.
Area-About 9  square miles.
Commencing  at the south- west corner  of portion
1654, parish of Noosa, andbounded thence by the road
from Noosa to Gympie westerly to a point bearing
south from  the  south-east corner of portion 1176;
thence by a line bearing'north to the south-west
corner of portion 990; thence by portions 990 and
1127 to Cooloothin Creek, by that creek downwards
to the south- east corner  of portion 181; thence by
portions 181, 234, and 181 to the north-east corner
of the latter ; thence by a road south-easterly to
portion 111; thence by the west boundary of that
portion and 'a line bearing south to a point west
from the south-west corner of portion 333; thence
east  thereto; thence by the Cooloothin road southerly
to the north-east corner of portion 1654; and thence
by that portion westerly and southerly to the point
of commencement.
Annual Rent-3d .  per acre.
Purchasing Price-£1 per acre.
Parish of Noosa, county of March.
Area-About 3 square miles.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
181, parish of Noosa, and bounded thence by that
portion and a road south-easterly to portion 111, by
that portion,-porticn 159, and a line bearing north
to the north- west corner  of portion 147; thence by
the south boundaries of portions 163E and 163, the
eastern boundaries of portions 572 and 252, a road
E.M.-26-1 -88-L'.
89-1929-Cook.
CARL A. MEYER and
G. PFALZEL
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  HUNTING GROUND  FOR ABORIGINES.
County of Banks, parish of Clerk.
About-50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bloomfield
River at the south-west corner of the  Reserve for
Aborigines, proclaimed  Government  Gazette  1886,
volume 2, folio 651, and bounded thence by that
reserve bearing north  and east  to Granite Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to a point west of the
south- west corner  of portion 194; on the north by
a line  bearing west about one and a-half mile to
the summit of a rugged scrubby range ; on the
west by that  range  south-westerly about nine and
a-half miles to where it terminates in a steep bluff ;
on the south by the south boundary of the parish
of Clerk bearing  east  to the Bloomfield River ; and
thence by the left bank of that river downwards to
the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER. Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administr ator .  its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto , and situated
in the Mackay Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of  the said Acts, on and  after  MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum areas  which may be selected by any one
person in  the said District shall be  as follows , that is to say:-
In the case  of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 3, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 3 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall  nevertheless
form part of the said Mackay Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.ibf.-13-2- 89. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE MACKAY LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 3.
Village  Settlement.
No. of
Lot. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
A. R. P. , £ s.  d. I £ s. d.
Agricultural Township  Farms adjoining  the Village of Hilsborough.
Value of
Improvements.
1 Ossa ... ... ... 59v 61 0 0 710 0 0 0 6 1
2 Ditto ... ... ... 60v 63 0 0 710 0 0 0 6
3 Ditto 61v  61 1 0 710 0 0 0 6
4 Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
... 62v  42 1 0 6 5 0 0 0 6 F1
5 Ditto ... ... ... 63v 79 1 0 8 5 0 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... ... 64v  80 0 0 8 5 0 0 0 6
7 Ditto ... ... ... 65v  48 3 0 617 0 0 0 6
8 Ditto ... ... ... 66v  51 1 0 617 0 0 0 6
9 Ditto ... ... ... 67v 49 0 0 617 0 0 0 6
10 Ditto ... ... ... 68v 39 2 0  6 5 0 0 0 6
11 Ditto ... ... ... 69v 38 0 0  6 5 0 0 0 6
12 Ditto ... ... ... 70v 40 2 0  6 5 0 0 0 6 o•'
13 Ditto ... ... ... 71v 48 3 0 617 0 0 0 6 4aW
14 Ditto ... ... ... 72v 40 3 0 611 0 0 0 6
15 Ditto ... ... ... 73v 45 1 0 611 0 0 0 6
16 Ditto ... ... ... 74v 36 2 0 518 6 0 0 6
17 Ditto .., ... ... 75v  36 2 0  518 6 0 0 6 P4
18 Ditto 76v 40 0 0  6 5 0 0 0 6 m
19 Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
... 77v 44 3 0 611 0 0 0 6
14
20 Ditto ... ... ... 78v 47 1 0 611 0 0 0 6 .s
21 Ditto ... ... ... 79v 49 1 0 617 0 0 0 6
22 Ditto ... ... ... 80v 40 1 0 6 5 0 0 0 6 a)
.r,23 Ditto ... ... ... 81v 40 0 0  6 5 0 0 0 6
24 Ditto ... ... ... 82v 40 1 0  6 5 0 0 0 6 m
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] I )istinguislied Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Acts,  1881  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the Blackall Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to
selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day of April,
1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 4, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation ,  I do hereby , by and with  the advice aforesaid, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board ,  further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a
District for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Blacka ll  Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the fifty-.
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.R. M.-13-2-89. G on SAVE THE QUEEN
No.
of
Lot.
Pariah.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACRALL  LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
Village Settlement.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre. Value of Improvements.
I I A. R.  P.  1 £ s. d. 1 £ s. d.  I
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of Foxhall.
1 Bercaldine ... ... lv 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
2 Ditto ... ... 2v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
3 Ditto ... ... 3v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6 l4 Ditto ... ... 4v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 65 Ditto ... Sr 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... 6v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
7 Ditto ... ... 7v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
8 Ditto ... ... 8v 33 1 0 4 8 0 0 0 6
9 Ditto ... ... 9v 40 0 0 418 0 0 0 6
10 Ditto ... ... 10v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
11 Ditto ... ... liv 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
12 Ditto ... ... 12v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
13 Ditto ... ... 13v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
14 Ditto ... ... 14v 40 0 0 418 0 0 0 6
15 Ditto ... ... 15v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
16 Ditto ... ... 16v 40 0 0 418 0 0 0 6
17 Ditto ... ... 17v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
18 Ditto ... ... 18v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
19 Ditto ... ... 19v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
20 Ditto ... ... 20v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
21 Ditto ... ... 21v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
22 Ditto ... ... 22v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
23 Ditto ... ... 23v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
24 Ditto ... ... 24v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
25 Ditto ... ... 25v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
26 Ditto ... ... 26v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
27 Ditto ... ... 27v 40 0 0 4 18 4 0 0 6
28 Ditto ... ... 28v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
29 Ditto ... ... 29v 80 0 0 610 0 0 0 6
30 Ditto ... ... 30v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6  Subject to the payment
31 Ditto ... ... 31v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6  of the value of im-
32 Ditto ... ... 32v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6  provements, if any.
33 Ditto ... ... 33v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
34 Ditto ... ... 34v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
35 Ditto ... ... 35v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
36 Ditto ... ... 36v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
37 Ditto ... ... 37v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
38 Ditto ... ... 38v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
39 Ditto ... ... 39v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
40 Ditto ... ... 40v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
41 Ditto ... ... 41v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
42 Ditto ... ... 42v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
43 Ditto ... ... 43v 75 1 0 6 5 0 0 0 6
44 Ditto ... ... 44v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
45 Ditto ... ... 45v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
46 Ditto
...
... 46v 80 0 0 610 0 0 0 6
47 Ditto ... ... 47v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
48 Ditto ... ... 48v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
49 Ditto ... ... 49v 80 0 0 6.10 0 0 0 6
50 Ditto ... ... 50V 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
51 Ditto ... .. . 51V _ 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
52 Ditto ... ... 52v 80 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 6
53 Ditto ... ... 53v 36 2 0 4 13 0 0 0 6
54 Ditto ... ... 54v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
55 Ditto ... ... 55v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
56 Ditto
... ... 56v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
57 Ditto ... 57v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
58 Ditto
... ... 58v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
59 Ditto ... ... 59v 40 0 0 4 18 0 0 0 6
60 Ditto ...
... 60v 40 0 0 418 0 0 0 6
61 Ditto ...
... 61v 75 0 0 6 5 0 0 0 6 J
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one  person in
the said Districts shall be  as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
Pariah.
E.M.-13-2-89. Gon S AVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
1 Blackall
2 Brisbane
3 Ditto
4 Ditto ...
5 Ditto ...
6 Cairns ..
7 Clermont
8 Cooktown ...
9 Port Douglas ...
10 Townsville ...
11 Ditto ...
12 Ditto ...
13 Ditto ...
14 Ditto ...
15 Ditto ...
16 Ditto ...
17 Ditto
18 Ditto ...
19 Ditto
20 Ditto ...
21 Ditto ...
22 Ditto ...
23 Ditto ...
Run
Resumption.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Area. Survey Fee.
a$
A. B. P. £ a. d. s. d.
Blackall ... 57 57 159 3 0 9 5 0 0 4
Redcliffe ... 112 30v  130 0 0 9 2 9 1 0
(part)
ditto ... 113 2v 146  2 0 9 0 3 1 0
(balance)
Maroochy  2433 55 530 0 0 14 6 6 0 6
ditto ... 2450  56 120 0 0  9 18  0 0 6
Russell ... 609 609 267  0 0 28  7 10  1 0
Clermont 298 298 404 1 0 10 5 0 0 3
Gore ..  268 268 640 0  0  18 13  0 0 4
Alexandra 194 194 157 0 0 17 17 0 0 6
Inkerman 333A 474  500 0 0 12 6 0 0 4
Rokeby ... 416 416  160 0 0 9 6 6 0 6
ditto ... 535 535 50 3 0  5 17  6 0 6
Ross  ... 456 456 191  3 26 9 6 6 0 3
Beor  ... 472 472 160 0 0  9 11  6 0 3
Magenta  ...  537 537 160  0 0 9 11 6 0 3
Beor  ... 571 571 160  0 0  9 19  0 0 6
Rokeby ... 578 578  160 0 0 9 6 6 0 6
Cardington 620 620 160 0 0 9 6 6 0 6
Wyoming 621 621 160  0 0 9 6 6 0 4
Beor  ... 624 624 273  0 0 918 0 0 4
Rokeby ...  630 630 100 0 0 7 12 6 0 6
Antill 377A  561 360 0 0 11 0 0 0 4
Beor  ... 559 559  1,000 0 0  16 15  0 0 6
NoTE.-Improvements on Lot 4 determined at £10.
m t.
a
5
a
A  8.
10
2 0
2 0
10
1 0
2 0
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
10
1  011  0
1 0
1 0
1 0
10
10
1 0
1 0
1 0
o0
m
a
0P6.04a
•M
Agricul-
tural Area.
C
z
Acres.
1 1,280
1 640
1 640
0 5
I0
5
2
1
m 3
;Na 1
2
0. 4
per, 4
S 40. 1
4
" 4
4
1
m 4
:a 2
m 1
640
640
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
640
640
1,280
1,280
640
1,280
640
640
640
1,280
640
1,280
1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council  made  on the twenty-ninth day of July, 1887, I did, by and
V with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land  into  the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the position thereof
on proper  maps  or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in
me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified
in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Bowen Laud Agent's District, shall be open to selection,
under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I
do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by
any one person in the said Districts shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
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Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 28th March, 1886, in the said District, shall be 10,000 acres.
Given under my Rand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-13-2 -89. GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Parish.
1 Dangar ...
2 Ditto ...
3 Ditto ...
4 Strathdon
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
THE SCIIEDULE.
THE BowEN  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
Area.
A. B. P.
3,950 0 0
4,700 0 0
4,150 0 0
2,300 0 0
3,200 0 0
3,000 0 0
No. of Provisional
Portion.
lv
2v
3v
1v
2v
3v
Annual
Rent Value ofSurvey Fee. per Acre. Improvements.
£ s. d.
22 10 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
16 4 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
£ s. d.
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
Subject to the
payment of
} the value of
J improvements,if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.WHEREAS by an Order inCouncil made on the twenty-first day ofApril, 1887, I did, by and withthe advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
or plans :  And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position thereof onproper maps or plans  : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me  vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Normanton Land Agent's District,
shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the First
day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that
is to  say:-
In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 29th April, 1887, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-13-2-89.
No.
of Run Resumption.
Lot.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NOBMANTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
Parish.
1 Magowra ... Tempe
Area.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No. of
Portion.
6v
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s.  d. I £ s. d.1,4450 0 0 16 4 0 1 0 0 1
NOTE.- Being  the land comprised in Cancelled Grazing Farm No. 6.
Subject to the payment
of the value of im-
provements, if any
bzu
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael an I St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by Orders in Council  made on  the tenth day of May, 1888, and thirteenth day of
February, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the  recommen-
dation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884"  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the
Surveyor-General has  according ly divided the said land into the lots specified in the  said  Schedule, and
has indicated  the position thereof on  proper maps or plans :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886,"
1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MON-
DAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that
the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall  be as noted.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-13-2-89. GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
THE  SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
41
Agricul-
o a qv
tural Area.
No.
of Land  Agent's Parish Area Provisional v
Lot. District.
. . Survey Fee. 16.
Sc o a f1 Ua a
A. R.  P. £ a.  d. a. d. £ a. Acres.
1 Beenleigh Tallebuggera  ... ... 7 1v 153 0 0 613 0 0 6 1 0 2 640
2 Ditto ditto  ... ... 7 14v 160 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0 2 640
3 Ingham Lannercost  ... ... 63 389r 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 9 110 1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight  Commander  of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished  Order of St.  Michael and St . George,  President  of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER,  Council and Administrator of the Government  of the Colony  of Queensland and
Administrator .  its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
I " The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation  of the Land  Board, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify  and declare that  the Country  Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the Townsville  Land Agent' s District .  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Act, on and after  MONDAY, the  First  day of April,  1889 : And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum area  which  may be selected by any one person in the said
District sha ll  be as fo llows ,  that is to  say:-In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 8.000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this  twenty-third day of Feb-
ruary ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight  hundred and eighty- nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-13 -2-89. GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
No. of
Lot.
A. R.
1 Abbotsford ... ... 337 100 0
2 Clemant ... ... 422 665 0
3 Ditto ... ... 426 320 0
4 Hinchinbrook ... ... 427 150 0
5 Ditto ... ... 457 150 0
6 Ditto ... ... 461 950 0
7 Hervey ... ... 468 201 1
8 Hinchinbrook ... ... 474 862 0
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TOWNBVILLE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Forfeited Annual Rent  Value ofSelection  Area .  Survey Fee. per Acre .  Improvements.
and
Portion.
P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 7 12 6 0 0 2
0 12 6 0 0 0 1
0 11 2 6 0 0 ii Subject to the pay-
0 8 9 6 0 0 1; ment of  the value
0 8 14 6 0 0  12 of impro,,  ements,
0 16 14 6 0 0 1-1 if any.
0 9 1 6 0 0  11
0 13 17 0 0 0 it -
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PROCLAMATION.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  hereby define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in the Schedule
hereto as an Agricultural Area for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty- third day of
February,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
E.H.-13-2-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by
Proclamation dated 3rd September, 1888, which
is hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:-
Commencing on the left bank of Tinana Creek
at a point east from the south-east corner of
portion 1359, parish of Tiaro, and bounded thence
by a line bearing  west  along the south boundary of
the Tiaro Town Reserve to the south-west corner
of portion 30, by part of the west boundary of that
portion and the southern boundary of portion 92
westerly to the Mary River, by that river upwards
to Munna Creek, by that creek upwards to Running
Creek, and by Running Creek upwards to its
source in  the Burnett Range; thence by that
range southerly to the south-west corner of the
resumed part of Kilkivan Run ; thence by the
south boundary of that resumed part  bearing east
to Wide Bay Creek, by that creek downwards to
the south- west corner  of portion 365, parish of
Kilkivan ; thence by the west boundaries of that
portion and portion- 728, the north boundary of
728, and the west and north boundaries of portion
1053, to the northern watershed of Wide Bay
Creek, by that watershed easterly to a point north
from the north-west corner of portion 860, parish
of Brooyar ; thence by a line bearin south to a
point  east  from the north- east corner  ofportion 6v,
parish of Kilkivan ; thence by a line bearing west
to that corner and by the eastern boundaries of
that portion southerly to Wide Bay Creek ; thence
by that creek downwards to a point north from the
north- east  corner of portion 9v; thence by a line
bearing south to the south-western watershed of
Station  Creek ; thence by that watershed and the
western watershedof South Station Creek southerly
to the source of that creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to Station Creek and by Station Creek
downwards to a point north from the north-east
corner  of portion 1695, parish of Widgee ; thence
by a line bearing south to the western watershed
of Widgee Creek, by that watershed southerly and
by the southern watershed of Widgee and Glaston-
bury Creeks easterly to a point near the  source of
Eel Creek ; thence by  a line  bearing south about
five miles  ; thence by a line bearing east to the
Mary River and by that river upwards to the north
boundary of Kenilworth Run ; thence by that
boundary  bearing east  to the boundary of the Laud
Agent's District ; thence by that boundary
northerly and easterly to the  sea-coast  ; thence
by the coast northerly to the Noosa River ; thence
by that river upwards and by the northern
boundary of the parish of Tewantin westerly to
the Cooloothin road, by that road northerly to the
south-west  corner  of portion  333, parish  of Noosa,
by that portion to Lake Cootharabah, by the lake
northerly to the south- east corner  of portion 119,
parish of Noosa ; thence by portions 119, 163B,
and 163 westerly, the eastern  boundaries  of portions
572 and 252, a road southerly  and a line bearing
south along the west boundary of portion 181 to
the south- east corner  of portion 990; thence by
that portion  west  and portion 1176  and a line
bearing south to the Noosa road, by that road
westerly to Six-mile Creek, by that creek down-
wards to the north- west corner  of portion 334,
parish of Woondum ; thence by the north boun-
dary of that portion, the north- west  boundary of
portion 748, and the  western boundaries of portion
90 to Boundary Creek, by that creek upwards to
the south- west corner  of portion 217, by the west
and north boundaries of that portion and portion
1284 northerly and easterly to the north-east corner
of portion 1284; thence by  a line bearing  northerly
to the eastern corner of the Gympie Gold Field, by
the north-eastern boundary of that goldfield north-
westerly to a point south from the summit of Mount
Goomboorian ; thence by a line bearing north to
that mountain, and by the boundary of the parish
of Neerdie north-easterly to Tinana Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement  ;- exclusive  of Agricultural Areas
Nos. 4, 5, and 6.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, President
it. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section ninety-five of  " TiceCrown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved  for the purpose named.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
88-34847-Rys.
County of Nares, parish of Formartine.
Area- 30 acres.
Commencing at the north  corner  of portion
25v, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing west ten chains and fifty-three links ; on the
north-west by lines bearing 216 degrees 50 minutes
four  chains  and fifty-four links and 202  degrees 58
minutes nine chains and sixty-one links ; on the
west  by a line bearing south seven chains and
twenty-three links; on the south by a line bearing
east  seventeen chains ; and on the east by portion
25v bearing north nineteen chains and seventy-one
and a-half links to the point of commencement ;
-as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the  Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and  proclaim  that the Leases of the
following Agricultural  Farms, under  the said Act,
are declared  forfeited :-
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A.  R.  P.
372 Richard Cox .. ... 160 0 0 Brisbane
702 Christopher Harris  ...  160 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMES,Knight Commander of theMost
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
{L.s.] chael and St. George ,  PresidentA. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety -six and ninety.
seven  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are  hereby appointed to be Trustees of the Re-
serve  for Cemetery, Croydon Gold Field, established
by Proclamation dated the 13th February, 1889,
and the said persons and their successors shall, as
Trustees ,  have the control and management of the
said Reserve ; and the said Trustees shall be and
are  hereby empowered to make By -laws for carrying
out the objects of the Trust, subject to the approval
of His Excellency the Governor in  Council:-
HENRY FOSCUE MORGAN,
CHARLEs F. GARDINER,
JOHN MAHERS,
Louis RYDER,
WILLIAM GRANT CLARK,
J. M. TEMPLE, and
HUGH SAVAGE.
E.M.-13-2-89.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
February, in the  year  of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty- second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QULEu
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Mo .t
Distinguished Order of St. Ali.
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland anti
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section twenty-two of  "The
I Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the lands hereunder described have
been reserved for Agricultural Township purposes.
E.M.-13-2-89.
THE BLACKALL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Village of Foxhall.
89-2826-L.B.
County of Rodney, parish of Barcaldine.
Area-About 137 acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
40v, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west  along the north boundaries of portions
40v, 39v, 32v, and 31v, about thirty-eight chains ;
on the west by a line bearing north about thirty-six
chains  ; on the north by a line bearing east about
thirty-eight chains ; and on the east by a line
bearing south  along  the west boundaries of portions
55v and 54v about thirty-six chains to the point of
commencement.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
88-2199-L.B Village of Hilsborough..
County of Carlisle, parish of Ossa.
Area-About  65 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
74v, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing  east  about twenty-four chains ; on the east
by a line bearing north about twenty-seven chains ;
on the north by a line bearing west to portion 71v;
and on the west by portions 71v, 72v, and 73v
southerly to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty -second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
iy His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependenci-
IN pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and R ith
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described has been permanently
reserved  for the purpose named.
E.M.-e-2 -89-K'.
THE BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT
RESERVE FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
Booyan.
88-2972-P.D.
County of Cook, parish of Yandaran.
Area-4  acres 2 roods.
Commencing at the intersection of south-east
side of Albert street with The Esplanade, and
bounded thence on the north-east by The Esplanade
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bearing 156 degrees 50 minutes five chains and
thirty -eight and a-half links ;  on the soutl -east by
Short street bearing 225 degrees eight chains; on
the south -west by a road bearing 315 degrees five
chains  ;  and on the north -west by Albert street
bearing 45 degrees ten chains to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given , that the  Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the  Colony,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that , by force of the  Act afore-
said ,  the correct areas, descriptions ,  and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous areas,
descriptions ,  and name ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-8380.
Date of Deed-20th April, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Thomas De Lacy Moffatt.
Land Granted-Portion  2A, county of Aubigny,
parish of Cumkillenbar.
Area-357 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Cumkillenbar'
portion  2A.
Area-357 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
3, and bounded thence on the west by that portion
bearing northerly sixty-two chains and seventy-
six links ; on the north by the south boundary of
portion 2 bearing easterly fifty-seven chains and
nineteen  links ; on the east by portions 1449 and
1450 bearing southerly sixty-one chains and ninety-
six links ; and on the south by a road bearing
westerly fifty -seven chains  and thirty- nine  inks to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-2566.
Date of Deed-10th August, 1861.
Name of Grantee-Henry Haege.
Land Granted-Portion  261, county of Aubigny,
parish of Drayton.
Area- 27 acres  3 roods 25 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, portion  261.
Area- 27 acres 2  roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
254,  and bounded thence on the south-east by a
road bearing 203 degrees  36 minutes  thirteen chains
and nine and six-tenth  links ; on the south by
portion 262  bearing west twenty chains and forty-
five links ; on the west by a  ro ad bearing north
twelve chains  ;  and on the north by portion 254
bearing east twenty-five chains and sixty-eight
links to the point of commencement  ;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
No. of Deed-70141.
Date of Deed - 17th April, 1888.
Name of Grantee - John McLellan.
Land Granted - Allotment 6,  of section 6, town
of Beauaraba.
Area-2 roods.
Nature of Error.- The  surname of the Grantee
having been spelt in the Deed as McLellan instead
of MacLellan,  the correct spelling.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such  Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent that , by force of  the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
description ;  and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of  Deeds-62864 , 62997, 63004.
Dates of Deeds-16th March, 1886; 18th March,
1886.
Name of Grantee-Henry Thompson  Burrows.
Land Granted-A ll otments  18, 1, and 19,  respec-
tively, of section 6, town of Woolammarroo.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of Error-The name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Henry
Thompson Burrows instead of Henry Burrows, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-37855.
Date of Deed-12th December, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Michael Connor.
Land Granted-Portion  222, county of March,
parish of Maryborough.
Area- 83 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of March, parish of Maryborough, portion
222.
Area-83 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
217, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing east thirty-nine chains and fifty links;
on the east by a road bearing 172 degrees 31
minutes nine chains and seventy-eight links ; on the
south-east by a road hearing 233 degrees 21 minutes
eighteen chains and forty-five links, 221 degrees
26 minutes five chains and twenty-nine links, and
210 degrees 54 minutes ten chains and twelve links ;
on the south-west by allotments 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
section 216 bearing 301 degrees 2 minutes fifteen
chains and eighty-one links ; and on the west by a
line bearing 336 degrees 4 minutes one chain and
three links, by allotment 1 of section 205 bearing 13
degrees 4 minutes two chains and eighty-two links,
833
by allotment 2 of that section bearing 52 degrees
26 minutes six chains and twenty links, and 328
degrees 26 minutes eight chains and one lint-, by
allotment 3 of that section bearing 342 degrees 41
minutes three chains and seven links, 313 degrees
16 minutes four chains and thirty-two links, and
345 degrees 56 minutes three chains and thirty-two
links ; and by allotment 4 of that section bearing
5 degrees 13 minutes one chain and eighty-eight
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
! Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to
Land pct of  1858," at the expiration of three
months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names
of the intended grantees, to the intent that, by
force of the Act aforesaid, the correct names
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
name ;  and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-18859.
Date of Deed-12th August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Helen Hedley.
Land Granted-Allotment  20 of section 45,
town of Gympie.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Helen
1-tedley instead of Heber Hedley Booth, the correct
name.
No. of Deed-71024.
Date of Deed-3rd September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Joseph Nairne.
Land Granted-Allotment  8 of section 31, town
of Cairns.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error- The  name  of the Grantee
having  been inserted in the  Deed as Joseph Nairne
instead  of John Nairne,  the correct name.
No. of Deed-71672.
Date of Deed-29th  September, 1888.
Name of Grantee-James Stout.
Land Granted-Allotment  -1 of section 1D, town
of Townsville.
Area-1 rood.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as James Stout
instead of James  Nisbet Stout, the  correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that the Land comprised in Forfeited Selec-
tion No. 1220, Gympie Register ,  has been added to
the Reserve for Timber of 20,850 acres, in the
parishes of Goomboorian ,  Tagigan ,  and Como,
estab li shed by Proclamation dated 24th July, 1884.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Ingham,  as per  accompanying descrip-
tions, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Ingham Land Office, on  and after  THURSDAY,
the Fourth day of April, 1889, at  an Annual Rental
of £1 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the lands may be obtained by appli-
cation  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands ,  Brisbane.
8s-35289-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
KIRRAMA SOUTH.
Area-About 25  square miles.
Commencing at the south- east corner of Kirrama
O.L., and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing south about  six miles  to the Herbert River;
thence on the south by a line  bearing  east about
four miles ; on the east by a line bearing north
about six  miles;  and on the north by a line bearing
west about four  miles  to the point  of commence-
ment.
KIRRAMA EAST.
About 25  square miles.
Commencing at the south -east corner of Kirrama
O.L , and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing east about  five miles ;  on the east by a
line bearing north about five  miles  ; on the north
by a line bearing west about five  miles ; and on
the west by  a line  (which is the  east  boundary of
Kirrama O.L.) bearing south about five  miles to
the point  of commencement.
BLENCOE EAST.
Area-About 20  square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Kirrama
O.L., and bounded thence by  a line bearing south
about six miles to the Herbert River ; thence by
that river upwards to Blencoe Block; thence by
that block and Kirrama O.L. to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 18-9.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
L,ris hereby notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  " Tke Craw n Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all  persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their  objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  I  Pariah. Area
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information, that
the Township hitherto known as " Hewitt-
Ville " is in future to be called " Emu Park."
M. HUME BLACK.
A. R. P.
- The Inspector Parts of the road sep- Bassett 0 3 34
of Road Sur -  arating portion 108A
veys ,  on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garner
NOTE.-The closure of this road is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
834
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the  eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act  of 1884'  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale  and Drayton ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved  ro ads '2) Tamro okum 8 3 20
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton The road separating Hodgson  ...  10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board ,  on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to  be  carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1888.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the eight7-ninth section of
`The Crown Lands Act of  1884 'have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
and Police Offices, Cooktown, and Post Office,
Marton.
No.
1
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
The Daintree Divi -  The originally  Hann  ... 42 1 0
sional  Board ,  reserved road
on account of through portion
J. V. S. Barnett 67
I About
2 The Daintree  Divi-  That part of the ditto ... 4 0 0
sional Board ,  ori ginally re-
on account of served  road
John Williams through portion
153 west of the
junction of the
new road
NoTF.-The closure  of these  ro ads  is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening  of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider  their  interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office,  Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong;
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
The Inspec-  The originally reserved Dugandan
tor  for Road road through portion
Surveys, on 199 and part of the
account of road separating that
Hannah portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to the inter-
section of a new  ro ad
Area.
A. E. P.
2 0 0
NoTi .- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
appli cations under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 '  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices ,  Ingham, Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham ,  Eton, and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax , Eton , and Townsville.
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
*1  The Hinchin -  The  re served three- Cordelia ... 2 1 7
bro ok Divi -  chain road through
sional portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
*2  The Hinchin -  The reserved  three -  ditto ... 5 2 32
brook Divi -  chain road through
sional port ion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
r ormann
*3 The Hinchin -  The reserved  three- ditto  ...  8 3 34
brook Divi -  chain road through
sional po rt ion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ro n
4 The Pioneer The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
Division#l through portion
Board, on 1356
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch road ditto ... 2 3 0
Divisional th ro ugh portion 806,
Board, on  be ing a continu-
account of ation of the  ro ad
Beatrice  M. th ro ugh portion
Harrison 1356
(spinster)
t6 The Thurm -  The road forming the Abbotsford 9 0 26
gowa Divi- eastern boundary of
sional port ion 400, from
Board, on its  north -east cor-
account of ner south to one
Alex .  Mc- chain no rt h of the
Kenzie no rt h-wester nmost
corner of portion
399
t7 The  Thurin- The reserved road ditto  ..  12 1 26
gown Divi - through portion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Me-
Elnea
* NoTF.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening  of the  new road to Dungeness.
t NarE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to  be  carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
835
88-27198 - F. Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified far general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Bowen.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR  ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE DON RIVER  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
.0
V Description of Road.
%4 0
0 c
Land Reputed Occupierent'A s How H ld .g e . qc . Owner .
2 PAx District. PD PO
1 From the east boundary 68 Bowen  ...  Freehold ...
of po rt ion 68  north- 77
westerly through por-
tions 68 and  77 to the
Don River
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. E.  P.
... John Taylor Unoccupied 302° 30'  32 80 100 3 1 9
RExAaas .- No Improvements.
Department of Public Lands,
87-26641-D.B.
NEW ROAD.
Brisbane, 4thJanuary, 1889.
.
FIRST NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
1 hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  "The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Land Office, Ingham.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO  A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
0
a0
a, o
a
Description of Road . a .m r. How Held .
N O O Q (a
o z z
1 A triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham  ... Freehold
toReputed
Occupier . 9: Lengths . c Area.
pq
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. B. P.
Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0'  10 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
land  at the south -east  Donnelly lar
corner of  portion 37
REMAaxs.- No Improvements.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS  under  The Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act of  1876 " who  may desire to sur.
render their titles under  that Act , and receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of " The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884 ,"  are hereby  required
to lodge appli cations in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the  District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September, 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of theGov-ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors,  Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or  Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
espective Districts ,  under  the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
j NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts  of Banana , Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi. Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
0
Lengths ' Area.
836
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December, 1888.
Jan. Feb.
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" will hold their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
an,ive -recited Act ,  at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  " 2/ e
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" wi ll  also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.
Aliora. ... ...
Aramac ... ...
B tuana ...
Batcaldinet ...
Beenleigh
Blackall .. ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Burdaberg ...
Burketown ...
Cairns ...
Cardwell` ...
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont t.
Cooktown ...Ounnamulla ...
Dalby ...
Emeralds ...
Esk' ... ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone ...
Goendiwindi ...
Gympie ... ...
Herberton ...
Hughenden ...
Ingham ...
Inglewood; ...
Ipswich ... ...
Isistord ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ...
Mitchellt ...
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango ..
Nebo  (Mt. Britton)
Nerang* ... ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ...
Rws ens wood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
9t. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
T3room ... ...
Tennineering ...
Tuargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
" THE CROWN LA NITS ACT OF  1884."
March. April . May. June. J ly. August .  Sept. Oct.
... ... Wed. 20 ...M.
11 Fri .  8 Fri .  8 Fri .  5 Fri. 10
Wed. 16 Wed. 20 Wed .  20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15
Wed. 9 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 8
Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Thurs .  24 Thurs .  23 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Wed. 2 Tues. 5 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7
Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 11
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 8 ... Fri. 10
Mon. 7 Mon. 4 Mon. 4 Mon. 1 Mon. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. I
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs.3,)
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Fri. 25  Fri.  22 Fri .  22 Fri .  26 Fri. 31
Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20
Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed, 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Thurs .24 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed.  .2  Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8
Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 22 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Thurs.10 Thurs .14 Thurs.14 Thurs . 11 Thurs. 9
Fri . 18 Fri .  15 Fri .  15 Fri .  26 Fri. 17
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Tues .  15 Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 2 Wed .  8 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10
Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .  28 Thurs 25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon .  25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs.10 Thurs . 14 Thurs . 14  Thurs.  II Thurs. 9
Tues .  22 Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Nov. Dec.
Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18 ... ... Wed. 18
Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 8
Wed. 19  Wed. 17  Wed. 21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Wed. 5 Wed. 3  Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed. 9 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs . 27 Thurs.25 Thurs 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Tues .  4  Tues.  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues. 3
Sat. 8 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 5 Wed. 3  N ed. 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 12  Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed.  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 12  ... Fri. 13  ... Fri. 8
Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon .  2 Mon .  7 Mon . 4  Mon.  2
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri .  27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21 Mon .  18 Mea 16
... Tues .  16 ... Tues .  17 ... Tues .  19 o k ...
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6  VeL  4
Wed. 5  Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed.  6  eA. 4
Thurs . 27 Thurs. 25 Thurs .  22 Thurs .26  Thurs.  24) Thurs.28 Frt. 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Wed .  25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9  Wed.  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  2  M.  6 Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri. B
Tues .  18 Tues. 16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs. 13  Thurs .11 Thurs .  8 Phurs .12 Thurs .10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
M.  21 Fri. 19  M.  16 Fri. 20 Fri .  18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20
Fri. 14  M.  12 Fri. 9 Fri . 13 Fri.  11 Fri . 8 Fri . 13
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  15 Tues .  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed . 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 12  ...  Wed. 14 ... Wed. 9 Thurs. 12
Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8  Tues.  • 12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs .  5 Thars. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon. 8  Mon. 12  Mon. 9 Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 14  Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs .  27 Thurs . 25 Thurs 29 Thurs .  26 Thurs .31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 5 ,  Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 5  Wed. 3  Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 24 Mon. 24 Mon. 28 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  13 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12, Thurs. 10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  18 Tues .  16  Tues.  20 Tues .  17 I Tues .  22 I Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with applications  for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for  receiving applications,  &c.
C urt  to be held when there are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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1 APARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
HE De artment of Agriculture have  pur-
chase dp from the School of Agriculture in
Victoria Ten Bags each of Purple Straw and
Champlain  Hybrid Wheats,  the Seed of which
will be Sold to Farmers at Cost Price. Applica-
tions must be forwarded  to the Under- Secretary
for Agriculture ,  Brisbane ,  before the 10th March.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine  samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
he in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain anti in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the  names  of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1889.
THIS is to certify, that  Messrs.  WILLIAMALFRED  BARER, BERNARD CELESTIN Durur,
NORMAN LYMBURN ER, THOMAS  REGINALD STANLEY
MILROY, VICTOR CONRADADORF  MORISSET SELL-
HEIM, and JAMES THOMAS TURNBULL, having
exhibited evidence of competency as Surveyors, have
been Licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," and subject
to the Rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that  an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND PAINTING, &c., RESIDENCE
OF THE COMMANDANT, QUEENSLAND
DEFENCE FORCE.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
March, from persons willing to contract for
Repairs, Painting, Colouring, and Papering, &c.,
at the Residence of The Commandant, Queensland
Defence Force.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Repairs, 4'c., Com-
mandant's  Residence."
Specification and form of Tender  may be seen,
and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
910. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tenderbeingaecepted, and undertakingin that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
TENDERS.
V ENDERS are invited for the  undermentioned  Public Works.  For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment ent  Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Baisn AiE-New Out-patient's Department, General Hospital
ARRILALAR-Police  Station, &c. ... ...
ToowooMBA- Furnishing and Fittings , New Asylum...
PITTSwo$Tn-Police  Station  ... ... ...
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings ...
BIBOOBRA-Post and Telegraph Office ...
SANDOATs-Additions and Alterations, Police  Station
BUNDABE$G-New Post and Telegraph Office
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
lug  ori ginal notice .  can be received.
Mines and Works Office,
26th January, 1889 Brisbane ; 8th March,j
1889.
(Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police  Station,
2nd February, 1889 Arrilalah ; and Court
House,  Blaekall ; 15th
1 March, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
9th February, 1889 Brisbane ; 8th March,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
ditto ... ... . Brisbane ; 26th April,
16th February, 1889
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane , and Post Offices,
Cairns and Port Douglas ;
22nd March, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
23rd February, 1889 Brisbane ; 15th March,
1889.
ditto
(Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Rockhampton, Mary-
borough, and  Bundaberg;
L 5th  April, 1889.
It. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
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TRAFFIC F:A R'v f N G .
0 16 7
£ s. d. £ s. d. I s d. I £ s. d.I
SOUTHERN AND N LSTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889... 873 2,899 18 0 4,256 7 10 167 18 8
Corresponding week last year... 747  2,274 12 1  4,120 15 4 236 8 5
Increase...
Decrease
1889 -To'al Truffle to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week  en ling  24th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
Total.
7,324 4 6
6,631 15 10
692  8 8
62,748 16 3
59,086 5 0
#3,662 11 3
28 12 5 1,110 9 2
43 17 4 849 8 5
.  261 0 9
15 4 11 ...
1889-Total Traffic  to date ... . .. ... ... ... 8,987 3 4
1888 -Ditto  ditto  ... ... ... ... ...  9,285 2 8
Tot  a] Decrease ...
2 3 8
... £297 19 4
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889... 66 100 2 6 206 13 3 11 3 4 317 19 1
Corresponding  week last year  ... 66 73 18 11 87 9 6 8 5 10 169 14 3
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888--Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
... ...
NMiles .oper k'asr.en ers' Goods and Live Parcels and
for eraflic . Fa es .  Stock Miscellaneous.
515 5 11 135 12 6
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 375 1 5 706 15 4
132 318 17 11 486 13 2
... 56 3 6 220 2 2
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
26 3 7 119 3 9 2 17 6 148 4 10
68 9 9
... ...
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
2,674 16 7
... 2,663 18 1
... £10 18 6
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889... 493 1 503 0 4 2,315 14 0 53 6 5 2,872 0 9
Corresponding  week last  year ... 463 325 17 3 1,391 6 4 55 10 1 1,772 13 8
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
177 3 1 924 7 8 ... 1,099 7 1
1889 -Total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
22,539 14 3
17,428 18 7
Total  Increase  ... ... ... ... ... £5,110 15 8
MACKAY RAILWAY.
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889... 31 34 16 8 14 2 10 5 10 6 54 10 0
Corresponding  week last  year... 31 34 7 8 19 4 4 3 4 11 56 16 11
Increase...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
0 9 0 ... 2 5 7
... 5 1 6
Total Decrease  ... ... ...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889... 260 497 4 6 1,078 3 2 32 4 0
Corresponding  week  last year.-.. 260 420 18 9 1,134 10 6 27 17 10
Increase  ... ... ... ... 76 5 9
Decrease
1889 -To al Tramp to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total  Decrease ...
Week ending 24th Feb., 1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase  ... ...
Decrease ... ..
567 4
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
16,661 17 2
17,792 8 4
£1,130 11 2
9 71 6 11 28 19 7 0 7 0' 100 13 6
8 47 10  10 23  5 9 0 3 6 71 0 1
23 16 1 5 13 10 0 3 6 29 13 5
1889-Total Traffic to date  ... ... ... ... ... 1,013 9 7
... ... ... 488 7 9
Total Increase  ... .... ... ... I ... , I ... £525 1 10
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
Week  ending 24th  Feb., 1o89... 67 24 14 6 51 1 1 1 6 5 9 - 82 1 4
Corresponding Reek last year ... 51 47 18 6 50 4 6 i 8 6 10 106 9 10
Increase...
Decrease  ... .., ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
23 4 0
2 6 11
511 11 2
794 8 3
£282 17 1
1,607 11 8
1,583 7 1
4 6 2' 24 4 7
2 1 1 24 8 6
... ...
823 19 2
859 14 7
£35 15 5
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
T'HE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having  been  served, for the
reason stated in  the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published  as required  by section
twenty -four  of  " The  Railway  Act of  1864 ," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
NOTICE. 14th January, 1889..
WHEREAS the Plans ,  Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway  fr om Brisbane to
Ipswich have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of ScThe
Railway Act of  1864 "  :  And whereas the Working Plans ,  Sections ,  and Hooks of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act : Now ,  I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railway  Act  of  1864, "  do hereby give you notice that the Lands des ••ribed in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of  the  said line of lRailway, and that the same have been taken, set out ,  ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained , by you by  reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To D. H. Cudmore, Esquire, Clermont, South Australia.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
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Owner's Name .  Occupier.
Daniel H. Cud-
more
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
A. B. P.
0 1 12
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from the
parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes  ;  road of access
TENDERS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
I9END ERS  are invited  for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars, see  Government
1 Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain. Place and Date to which Tendersing original notice .  can be received.
Queensland Railways ,  S. and C.  D.-Central Railway-
} 2nd February, 1889Contract for Works
Rolling-Stock - Southern and Western Railway  ... ...  16th February, 1889
Engine and Carriage Sheds ,  Cleveland Branch ...
Station -Master 's House, Cleveland Branch • • . 23rd February, 1889Erection of  Hour-moored Oottage At 19 Miles 54 Chains,
near Dinmore
S Railway Office ,  Brisbane
12th April, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane
Z 8th March, 1889.
Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;
8th March, 1889.
I
F. CURNOW
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK, BOWEN RAILWAY.
I  `ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
March, 1889, for the Construction of the following
Vehicles for the Bowen Railway, viz.:-
1 Composite Carriage, with Guard's Com-
partment, 45 feet long ;
1 Goods Brake Van, 15 feet long ;
1 Convertible Vehicle, suitable for Goods or
Passengers, 26 feet long;
1 Covered Wagon, 15 feet long ;
1 Cattle or Horse Wagon, 14 feet long ;
4 Open Wagons, 14 feet long ;
6 Rail or Timber Wagons, 30 feet and 26 feet
long.
A deposit of two and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
and Maryborough.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NOTE.-Tende re rsmust clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to fines for non-completion to time wi ll  be st ri ctly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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NOTICE.
FOURTEEN YEARS LEASE OF VACANT LOTS
SITUATED IN BRISBANE STREET, IPS-
WICH.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be
received at this Office, and at the Station
Master's Office, Ipswich, until Noon of SATUR-
DAY, the 9th March next, from persons willing to
Lease for a term of fourteen years, with right of
renewal for a further term of seven years at the
same rental, if not required for railway purposes,
all that vacant piece of land situated in Brisbane
street, being subdivisions A, B, and c of allotments
I, 2, and 3 of section 15, town of Ipswich, contain-
ing 15f perches.
Plan can be seen, and all information obtained, at
the Commissioner for Railways' Office, Brisbane,
or at the Railway Station Master's Office, Ipswich.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
O
N FRIDAY, 25th January, an Extension of
the South Coast Line, from Beenleigh to
Southport, was opened for Public Traffic, and on
and from that date, until further notice, Trains
will run as follows :-
Wanx DAYS. SUNDAYS.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Stanley street dep.
Beenleigh ... do.
Southport ... arr.
7
9
11
30
30
30
3 5
440
6 10
9 0
10 43
12 23
A.M. P.M. P.M.
Southport ... dep 6 50 4 35 430
Beenleigh ... do. 8 40 6 52 6 15
Woolloongabba do. 9 58 8 35 7 52
Stanley street arr. 10 3 7 57
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
LEASES OF ALLOTMENTS IN RAILWAY
STATION GROUNDS, TOOWOOMBA, AND
FRONTING OR ABBUTING ON RUTHVEN,
BELLEVUE, AND CAMPBELL STREETS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Leases of Allot-
ments situated in the Railway Station
Grounds, Toowoomba, will be submitted to Public
Competition on SATURDAY, the Ninth day of
March next, at the Rooms of J. S. McIntyre,
Auctioneer, Toowoomba, at 12 o'clock.
Plans may be seen, and all particulars as to terms
and conditions obtained, at the Commissioner for
Railways' Office, Brisbane; the Railway Station
Master's Office, Toowoomba ; and at the Rooms of
the Auctioneer.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
l in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the  same  on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pr o, Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
11r and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,
Section 1, in length 29 miles, have been approved
and confirmed, with alterations; and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reforence so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANE.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Val',
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondar1an,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, .,,-y-burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Shipp-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applyinli;
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His  Excellency ' s Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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O.H.M.S.
OTICE is  hereby given , that the  undermentioned  Goods  which have been warehoused under Bond,
• warehouse rent on which has not  been  paid for six months , will be Sold by Public  Auction, after
the expiry  of one month from the date of this notice ,  in accordance with the provisions and under the
authority  of "  The Customs Act  of  1873,"  unless the rents due thereon be previously paid.
Date
Bonded .
Name of  Vessel
and Port. Merchant.
Bond Mark andBond. Numbers. Description  of Goods.
1886.
22 Sept. "Fleur de Lis," from
L d
L. Cusack Goertz's ... U 370 1/3 ... ... 3 quarter -casks  sherry wine
10 Feb.
on on
"Glanworth," from ditto ditto ... S 267 1/4 ... ... 4 boxes tobacco
11 Feb.
Cooktown
"Barrabool," from ditto ditto ... H 269 ... ... 1 ull. case brandy
15 Feb.
Sydney
"Elamang," from ditto ditto .. T 269 17 2/3 ... 4 boxes tobacco
Melbourne
1885.
8 August.. "Eurimbla," from ditto ditto K 192 2/8 ... 7 quarter-casks sherry
4 Sept.
Melbourne
" Rodondo," from ditto ditto X 202 2/3 ... 2 oases tobacco
18 Sept.
Melbourne
"Leura," from Syd- ditto ditto X 213 94 ... 10 half-chests tea
12 Nov.
ney
"Barrabool," from ditto ditto V 233 196 ... 20 boxes tea
23 Dec.
Sydney
" Lurline," from Parbury, Lamb, ditto 0248 ... 2 cases old tom.
London and Co.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889.
Goods.
T
HE following Goods,  overtime in Government Bond at Cooktown ,  will be Sold there,  by Public
Auction, on  TUESDAY,  26th March ,  1889, under  the 113th  clause of  " The Customs  Act of  1873."
Mark. Date Warehoused.
-L II
II
333
.. , ... lot July, 1885 ...
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
By Whom Warehoused.
One quarter-cask wine ... H. E. Barr.
T. M. KING,
Collector  of Customs.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods in the Government Bond ,  Cooktown,
warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
after the expiry of one month from the date of this notice, in accordance with the provisions and
authority of the 114th section of  "The Customs  Act  of  1873 ,"  unless the rents due thereon are previously
paid.
Mark . Date  ' arehoused. Goods. By Whom Warehoused.
K over 401 ... ... 26th July, 1887 ... ... 1 case raisins Q.S.S. Company
A over 406 ... ... 24th September ,  1887 ... 1 package cigars Chum and Sons
B over 431 ... ... 31st May, 1888  ... ... 1 case samples A.U.S.N. Company
A over 437 ... ... 11th July, 1888 ... ... 1 sack rice ... Thomas and Madden.
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
LIARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
STEAM LAUNCH, FITZROY RIVER.
r11ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until  Noon of SATURDAY, the
16th March, for a Steam Launch for the Fitzroy
River. Hull to be of iron ; length, 60 feet on keel ;
beam, 12 feet 6 inches, moulded ; depth, 6 feet
3 inches;  engines , compound with cylinders 9 inches
and 18 inches diameter by 12 inches stroke.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Office of the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, . Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that, on and after the 1st March proximo, a
Money Order Office will be open at Yuleba, on
the Western Railway Line.
JOHN DONALDSON.
T. M. KING,
Collector  of Customs.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 6th December, 1888.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-Yid Brindisi, 3d.each,
Wholly Seaborne, 2d. each,
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1sT  JANUARY, 1889.
PPECIAL  attention is directed to the Book and
Packet  Regulations  (Amended )  to come into
operation 1st January ,  1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.C OPIES of the large Post and Telegraph Mapof the Colony, showing Mail Routes, Post and
Receiving Offices, and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four Sheets, can be obtained
at this Office, at 6s. per copy ; and copies of the
small Map, in one Sheet, containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s. per copy.
W. HORATIO WILSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A
COPY  of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply  to Clement  L. Wragge,  Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA, VIA CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the ahovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions. and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-WOOLLOON-
GABBA TO CLEVELAND (ALONG RAILWAY).
T ENDERS will be received at the Office of
the Superintendent of Electric  Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  on MONDAY,  the Fourth
day of March next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material  (except
wire, insulators ,  brackets ,  and screws ),  and for all
workmanship necessary ,  for the above -mentioned
work ,  according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification published in the  Government
Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 9th February, 1889.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
A. J. TH YNN E,
For the Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph De p artment,
Brisbane .  15th  F ebruary, 1889.
DESTRUCTION OF RABBITS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
IN pursuance of the provisions of section two of" The Marsupials Destruction Act Amendmei t
Act of  1887," I do hereby approve of the Funds
standing to the credit of the account of the
Warroo Marsupial District being applied in pay-
ment of any expenses incurred in the Destruction
of Rabbits.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
'I' HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 23RD DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 499
Number since admitted ... ... ... 12
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
511
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died ... ,,. 2
Number absent on leave.. ... 6
8
Number remaining at date hereof ... 506
Admissions during the week :
Patrick O ' Brien ,  49, labourer ,  from Toowoomba Hos-
pital ; employed during the last two years by Messrs.
McDermott  and Owen, railway contractors, Kilkivan.
Robert Best, 50, barber ,  from Bundaberg ; last
employed as a hair -dresser ,  in Main street ,  Bundaberg.
Andrew Crawford ,  55, labourer ,  from Woogaroo
Asylum; last employed as manager on Cooroora Station,
Darling Downs.
Joseph Leader, 72, miner, from Cairns  ;  last employed
at Mulgrave ,  near Cairns, mining on own account.
Edward Cullen ,  29, drover ,  from Rockhampton Hos-
pital ; last employed by the Mitchell Downs Pastoral
Company,
Charles Edwards ,  63, commission agent, from Nor-
manton Hospital  ;  last employed as a commission agent
at Normanton.
Abraham Lindross ,  38, sailor ,  from Rockhampton
Hospital  ;  last employed by Messrs .  Burns and Twigg,
ironfounders ,  Rockhampton.
Thomas Storch,  19, wood -cutter ,  from Brisbane Hos-
pital ;  last three years an inmate of the Brisbane
Hospital.
Ali  Sing, 42, shepherd ,  from Brisbane Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Walker, Charlevi lle Creek.
Patrick O' Hagan ,  76, labourer  ;  re-admission.
Samuel Lent ,  79, labourer  ;  re-admission.
Alexander Moore ,  70, quarryman ;  re-admission.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Deaths during the week :
William Hobbs, 78, labourer  ;  admitted  12th Feb-
ruary, 1889.
Sim Sam, 55, tea-planter  ;  admitted 23rd June, 1887.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1889,
£100 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
a Reward of £100 will be paid for such informa-
tion as will lead to the Apprehension of George
Carline and James Cameron, who are suspected of
having, on the 7th November last, at Vergemont
Creek, Stonehenge, near Jundab, murdered an
aboriginal named "Paddy."
BOYD. D. MOREHEAD.
DESCRIPTIONS.
GEORGE CARLINE.-A Scotchman, about 45 years
of age, 5 feet 9 inches high, slender build, thin dark
features, dark hair turning grey, moustache and
side whiskers, about a month's growth of beard,
grey eyes, round-shouldered and bends forward
when walking ; criminal appearance - speaks with
broad Scotch accent ; wore grey soft-felt hat, cotton
shirt, tweed trousers, elastic-side boots, light gold
ring on finger of left hand ; a shearer.
JAMES CAMMFRON.-A Scotchman, about 40 years
of age, 5 feet 6 inches high, rather stout build,
round features, eyes prominent (bloodshot and
watery), full bushy fair beard, moustache, and side
whiskers ; nasal accent ; dresses slovenly ; a bush-
man.
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
r "HE following  Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements on account of the Brisbane General Cemetery,
for the year  ended 31st December ,  1888 , is published  for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS on account  of the  BRISBANE GENERAL CEMETERY , for the
YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
1887.
31st  December-
To Balance ...
1888.
31st  December-Fees Received-
RECEIPTS.  DISBURSEMENTS.
d.
Interments ... ... 1,626 0
Special Grants ... 203 3
Headstones ... ... 53 11
Cert ificates ... ... 13 10
Sundries ... ... 128 2
1887.
£ s. d.  31st December-  £ s. d.
32 10 7 By A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... ... 36 4 11
1888.
31st  December-Secretary's Salary  ... ... ... 150 0 0
6 „ Insurance  Premiums ... ... ... 2 5 0
0 „ Audit Fee ... ... ... ... 7 7 0
0 „ Subscription, Acclimatisation Society 2 2 0
0 „ Telephone Rent and Repairs ... ... 21 7 6
9 „ Stamps and Cab Fares ... ... 9 9 0
2,024 7 3 „ Printing and Stationery ... ... 11 16 10
„ Balance of Dishonoured  Cheque ...  0 2 1 „ Advertising  ... ... 2 18 4
„ A.J.S. Bank ... ...
... 78 16 3 „  Inte re st  ... ... ... ... ... 3 5 9
„ Fees Returned  ... ... ... ...  8 8 0
„ Cost of Tools ... ... ... ... 9 15 1
Cost of Labels ... ... ... ... 25 10 0
Wages  to Gravediggers  ... ... 963 0 4
„ Canvas for Awnings ... .. ... 1 10 0
Wages to Men Clearing, Making, and
£2,135 16 2
Repairing Roads, including Cartage
and Overseer 's Salary  ... ... 611 8 11
Repairs to Entrance  Gates, &c. ... 17 2 3
Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  252 5 3
£2,135 16 2
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Brisbane General Cemetery, do hereby solemnly and
sincerely declare that, according to the Certificate of Mr. Blakiston Robinson, Auditor, the above Statement
is correct; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOHN PETRIE,
R. G. PETTY. Trustees.J. HARDGRA.VE,
WM. PETrIGREW,
Declared by  Declarants  this twenty- first  day of February,  1889, in my presence.
HENRY J . OXLEY, J.P.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
1
THE following  Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account  of the  Cooktown General Cemetery,
for the year ended  31st  December ,  1883 ,  is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE On account of the COOKTowN GENERAL CEMETERY, for the
YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance in Q.N. Bank...
,, Cash in Hand ... ...
„ Burial Fees ... ... ...
„ Purchase of Ground  ...  ..
Permission to Erect Tombstones, &c.
Disinterment Fees ... ... ...
„ Permission to Erect Fence ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£  s. d.  31st  December-  £ s. d.
150 2 10 By Wages-Sexton ... ... ... 156 0 0
1 13 0 „ Salary-Secretary ... ... ... 26 0 0
144 11 6 „ Tools ... ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
10 10 0 „ Advertising ... .. . ... 0 18 0
3 0 0 „ Timber, Iron, &c., New Residence,
12 0 0  Sexton  ... ... ... ... ... 77 14 8
1 0 0 „ Cash in Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 61 5 8
„ Cash in Hand ... ... ... ... 0 15 6
£322 17 4 £322 17 4
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Cooktown General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure for 1883 is correct; and we make
this solemn declaration believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths
Act of  1867."
Declared before me this twelfth day of February, 1889.
F. J. BEOR, J.P.
F. J. MADDEN,
JOHN' SULLIVAN,  Trustees.
JAMES DICK,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Payments on account of the Drayton and Toowoomba
Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and PAYMENTS on account of the DRAYTON AND TOJWOOMBA CEMETERY, for the
YEAR ended 31sT Clay of DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888. £ s. d. 1888. £ a. d
7th January- 7th January-
To Bank Balance from Last Year 110 12 1 By Sexton, 12 Months' Salary . ... 100 0 0
Burial Fees 237 0 6 „ Assistant Sexton ... ... ... 52 0 0
Ground and Monumental Fees
... 81 16 6 „ Extra Labour ...
'
... 8 14 6
Clergymen s Fees  ... ... ... 33 16 0
„ Forming New Walks and Tree
Planting, &e. ... ... ... ... 13 9 11
„ Sundry Accounts  ... ... ... 38 15 3
„ Bank Balance 182 14 5
£429 9 1 £429 9 1
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery, do solemnly and
sincerely declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments for the year ended 31st December,
1888, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
J. H. ROBERTSON,
ROBERT ALAND,  Trustees.
S. G. STEPHENS,
Declared and signed before me this nineteenth day of February, 1889.
CH.s. CAMPBELL, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.THE following Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Walkerston Cemetery, forthe year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE by the TRUSTEES  of the  WALKERSTON CEMETERY ,  for the
YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.  £ a. d.
4th October-
By Contract-Lychgate ... ... ... 32 17 6
22nd October-
By Contract-Turnstile and Scale of Charges 5 18 6
31st December-
By Repairs and Maintenance of Cemetery... 1 8 6
Printing Account ... ... ... ...  1 3 0
„ Stamps  and Stationery ... ... 0 10 3
Secretary's Salary... ... ... ... 6 0 0
„ Sexton' s Services  ... ... ... ... 5 17 6
„ Balance in A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 25 4 10
To Balance, as per Last Statement ... ... 16 4 1
26th May-
To Loan from Government ... ... ... 50 0 0
31st December-
To Income from  Burials  for the Year ... 11 15 0
„ Permission to Erect Two Headstones ... 1 1 0
£79 0 1 £79 0 1
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Walkerston Cemetery, declare the above to be  a true wnd
correct account ,  and in accordance  with  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
T. W. FROST,
J. PEARCE, Trust 04
JOHN F. BURKE,
Declared before me, at Walkerston, this twentieth day of February, 1889.
W. STEEDMAN, J.P.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.V lA 8` H Notice, that applications  have  been made  to bring the Lams described below under the
provisions of  "  The Beal  Property Acts  of  1861 and  1877." Any person  desiring to oppose will
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney , a Caveat in Form .B of said Acts,  on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicants. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Subdivisions 6 and  F  of allotment 9, parish of  Drayton Gilbert Gostwyck Cory, Fedor
Max Marwedel,  and James
Taylor the younger
6 April, 1889.
Subdivisions  24 and 25  of allotment 67, parish of Ipswich John Connolly ... ... 6 April, 1889.
Portion 23 ,  parish of Bundanba  ... ... ... ... Michael Ryan  and Bridget  6 April, 1889.
Ryan
Registrar of Titles' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane, 2nd March , 1889. Registrar  of Title..
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1888.
Michael Duggan ,  late of  10 Oct.
North Pine,  farmer
1887.
Cornelius Clifford, late 23 Jun
of Goodna ,  hotel-
keeper
William Henry Paxton, 19 Aug.
formerly of  Mackay,
but late of Colling-
wood ,  Victoria
1888.
James Hamilton McLen- 19 Jan.
nan, late of Cloncurry,
storekeeper
I
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
p4
ABi
sip
1889.
Andrew Joseph Thynne, Portion 44,  parish of Samson Fee-simple Will dated 8 Octo- 6 April
solicitor ,  and Natha -  Vale ber, 1887
niel Corrigan, mer-
chant, both of
Brisbane
James Clifford ,  of Port ion 132, parish of Esk  ...  Fee-simple  Will  dated  2 August, 6 April
Goodna, warder ,  and 1884
Patrick  Clifford, ofEak, storekeeper
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Mary Ann Paxton, of
Glassop  street, Hal-
main ,  near Sydney,
New South Wales,
widow
Subdivision 1 of allotment 1 of Fee -simple
section 13, allotments 1 and 2
of section 18, subdivision 2 of
allotment 1, subdivision 2 of
all otment 2, and allotments 3
and 4 of section 22, a llotment
5 of section 37, and allotments
5 and 6 of section 42, town of
Mackay  ;  and subdivision 1 of
po rt ion 125,  parish of Howard
Elizabeth  Annie Subdivision t of all otment 4 of Fee -simple
McLennan , of Clon-  section 35, town of  Cloncurry
curry, widow
Will dated 15 July, 6 April
1884
As Administratrix 13 April
Registrar of Titles '  Office , THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  2nd March ,  1889 .  Registrar of Titles.
RETURN showing the number of BIRTHS,  MARRIAGES,  and DEATHS registered in QUEENSLANDduring the YEAR 1888, together with the ARRIVALS and DEPARTURES by SEA and by RAIL for the
same  period :-
Births Registered in 1888.
Males. Females. Persons.
Marriages
Registered
in 1888.
Deaths Registered in 1888. Estimated Popu la tion on 31st Estimated Mean Population,December,  1888. 1888.
Males. Females. Persons .  Males .  Females. Persons . Males .  Females. Persons.
220,023 157,178 377,201
24,330 10,534 34,864
17,063 6,996 23,059
7,267 4,6388 11,805
3,718 5,000 8,718
10,985 9,638 20,523
1,172 1,186 2,358
577 443 1,020
242 237 479
1,895 1,849 3,744
820 639 1,459
.. 758
7,299 6,948 14,247 3,264 3,581 1,948 1 5,529 225,616 161,947 387,463
The Arrivals by Sea and by Rail during the year 1888 numbere d ... ... ...
The Departures by Sea and by Rail during the year 188 8 numbered ... ...
The Excess of Arrivals over Departures by Sea and by Rail during the year being  ...
The Excess of Births over Deaths during the year ... ... ... ... ...
Total Increase to Population in 1888 ... ... ... ... ...
The number of Births registered in the District of Brisbane ... ...
The number of Deaths registered in the District of Brisbane ... ... ... ...
The number of Deaths  re gistered of Children under 5 years of age ... ... ...
The number of Births registered in the District of Brisbane and Suburbs within a
radius of 5 miles from General Post  Office ... ... ... ... ... ...
The number of Deaths registered in the District of Brisbane and Suburbs within a
radius of 6 miles  fr om General Post Office  ... ... ... ... ... ...
The number of Deaths of Children under 5 years of  age within a radius  of 5 miles
from General Post Office  ... ... ... ... ... ..
The Marriages registered during the year 1888 show an increase on those of 1887 of 340.
The Birth Rate per 1,000 of Mean Population in 1888 was 37.77.
The Marriage Rate per 1,000 of Mean Population in 1888 was  8-63.
The Death Rate per 1,000 of Mean Population in 1888 was 14.66.
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
General Registry Office, Registrar -General.
Brisbane ,  20th February, 1889.
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FOURTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of "  The
Real Property  Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January , 1889:-
Name.
Woodhouse, Geo. G.
Address.
Toowooniba.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 21th February, 1889.
I T is hereby notified, that WILLIAM ALFREDBAUER, of  Cooktown,  BERNARD CELESTIN
Duruv,of Mackay, NORMAN  LYMBURNER .,,f Gympie,
THOMAS  REGINALD STANLEY  MILEOY, of Brisbane,
VICTOR CONRADADORF  MORISSET SELLHFIM, Of
Gympie, and  JAMES  WILLIAM TURNBULL, of Rock-
hampton, are licensed as Surveyors qualified to act
under the provisions and for the puruoses of  "The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," and subject
t i the Regulations of this Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1889.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I intend, on or
after  the Twenty- third day of March instant,
in conformity with the provisions  of the 117th
section  of  " The  Real  Property Act of  1861," to
issue, in the name of Patrick Macnamara, a
provisional Certificate of Title, No. 85731, for
subdivisions 3 and 4 of allotment 1 of section 52,
town of Rockhampton ,  and more particularly des-
cribed in Register Book ,  volume 39, foli,) 222
(Central  District ),  the said original Certificate of
Title having been lost or mislaid by the said
Patrick Macnamara.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Twenty-third of March  instant'  in
conformity with the provisions of the 117th section
of  " The Real Pi operty  Act of  1861 ,"  to issue in
the name of James Hamilton McLennan, a pro-
visional Certificate of Title, No. 83821 ,  for allotment
4 of section 35, town of Cloncurry ,  and more
particularly described in Register Book, volume
49, folio 40  (Northern District ),  the said original
Certificate of Title having been lost in course of
transit by post.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of 't'itles.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, KANGAROO
POINT.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a New State School for Girls, at
K angaroo  Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School for Girls, Kangaroo Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING TEACHER ' S RESIDENCE . &c., STATE
SCHOOL,  MOUNT GRA.VATT.TENDERS will be received a this Officeuntil Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
15th March ,  from persons willing to contract for
Painting the Teacher 's Residence ,  State School,
Mount  Gravatt.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Paintinq
Teacher's Residence, State School ,  Mount Gravatt."
Plan, S p eci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
'Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
ALSATIA, NEAR MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the State
School Buildings at Alsatia,  near  Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, A lsatia."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must  be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BLACKALL.Fr ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at the  Court  Houses ,  Barcaldine and Blackall,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th
March, from persons v filling to contract for Painting
the State School Buildings at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Barcaldine and
Blackall.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS PRIN GLE TAYLOR,  Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
No. 52.THE following resignations , &c., take effectfrom date :-
BRISBANE  NAVAL  BRIGADE.
No. 128, G. O'Brien, A . B., time expired.
No. 133, H. Daniels ,  A.B., time expired.
No. 177,  J. Bass, A .B., leaving district.No. 178, J.W. Shipley, A.B., joined  " Gayunda li."
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,
Commanding Naval Corps.
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DIVISION OF BUNGIL.STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the BUNGIL DIVISIONAL BOARD ,  from 1ST
JANUARY to 31ST DECEMBER ,  1888, prepared in terms of Part  %V. of  "The  Divssional Boards
Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Amount Expended on Roads ... ... 386 3 0
„ Burr Destruction ... ... ... 161 9 6
To Balance to Credit of the Bungil
Divisional Board Current Account on
1st January, 1888 ... ... ... 588
Amount at Fixed Deposit on 1st Jan-„
nary, 1888 ... ... ... ... 182
Interest on Fixed Deposit ... ...  3
Rates Received... ... ... ... 247
Endowment on Rates ... ... ... 1,853
Registration Fees ... ... ...  8
Refund from Mr. Sheridan .. ... 0
Amount transferred from Bridge
Account to Current Account ... 56
Rent of Cottage ... ... ...  2
Sale of Horses ... ... ... ...  33
Amount Overpaid into Bank, 29th
December ... ... ... ... 0
10 7 „ Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 217 17 9
Advertising and Printing ... ... 15 13 n
1 0 „ Bridge Repairs ... ... ... ... 16 4 9
12 10 „ General  Expenses-
6 1 Audit Fees ... £6 6 0
4 10 Blacksmith' s Repairs
4 8 and  Tools ... ... 17 11 10
11 4 Sundries ... 13 19 1
Stationery and Printing 10 10 9
2 2 Pump and Pipes ... 7 18 7
12 0 Lister, Providing Pump
5 0 and Trough... ... 14 1 6
10 0
70 7 9
Contracts ... ... ... ... 235 14 3
Amount paid Thomas Watson, Awar-
ded by Arbitration, and Costs ... 82 11 4
Office Furniture ... 6 8 0
Horse Feed ... ... ... ... 18 14 1
Counsel's Opinion ... ... ... 6 15 9
Stationery ... ... ... ... 2 13 2
Courier ... ... ... ... ...  1 6 0
Stamps ... ... ... 6 0 0
Saddlery ... ... ... ... 615 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 11 0 0
Bridge Account, Withdrawn from
Current Account ... ... 185 13 10
Amount in Bank at Fixed Deposit ... 1,000 0 0
Amount in Bank to Credit of Board on
31st December,  1888 ... ... ... 545 10
Amount in Hands of Clerk  ... ...  0 2
2
8
,7
£2,976 0 6 £2,976 0 6
D. Ross, Clerk. JOSEPH CARTER, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined  all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board  of Bungil , and that the above  Statement corresponds  therewith.
JAMES SAUND E RS, Auditors.Roma, 23rd January,  1889.  THOMAS A. SPENCER, I
471 25s 6d.
WAR.ROO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMEN  T of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  WARROO DIVISIONAL  BOARD for  the TWELVE
MONTHS ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance Bank of N.S.W.,
£ a. d.
Roma  ... ... ...  428 12  2
Balance  Cash  in Hand  ... 11 12 1February-Government E downent
on Rates Received during
1887-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 441 15 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 104 17 0
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 97 14 0
„
,1
31st December-Rates Received during
1888-
Subdivision No. 1 .... 277 16 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 64 12 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 94 5 9
Miscellaneous  Receipts ...
„ Refund J. Hourigan's
Cheque ... ... ...
R. J. HARNEY, Clerk.
Surat , 25th January, 1889.
EBB SMITH, Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined  the all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Warroo, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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EXPENDITURE.
1888. £ s. d.
£ a. d. 31st December-
By General  Expenses  ... ... ... 98 9 5
„ a:,laries  ... ... ... ... ... 112 7 8
Wages ... ... ... ... ... 216 18 3
440 4  3 „ Branga Bridge  ... ... ... ... 568 10 0
Wallumbilla Bridge, Repairs ... ... 59 10 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 18 0 0
Footbridge at Yeulba . ... ... 8 0 0
„ Repairs ,  Maranoa roads  ... ... 34 0 0
Repairing Tools, &c. ... ... ... 3 15 0
Branga Bridge  Embankment ... ... 149 0 0
644 6 2 „ Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
„ Saddle Horse 9 0 0
Stationery and Printing ... 28 12 1
„ Unaccounted for by the late Clerk
(Mr. J. C. Sherrington)-
Cash in Hand (January) £10 19 4
Rates paid by G. Grover
436 14 5 in March, 1888 ... 8 14 0
24 15 0 19 13 4
„ Miscellaneous Expenditure ... ... 8 13 0
0 8 0 „ Balance  Bank of N.S.W., Roma ... 205 13 1
£1,546 7 10 21,546  7 10
JOHN N EILL, Auditors.ROBERT SHERIDAN,
20s. 6d.
848
MUNICIPALITY OF BUNDABERG.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the MUNICIPALITY  of BUNDABERG  for the  HALF-YEAR
ended 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
MUNICIPAL FUND.
1888. RECEIPTS.
31st December- £ s.
To Contingencies-
Dray Licenses ... ... 7 10
Rents Receivable ... 2 0
Verandah  Fees  ... ...  6 6
Drainage Fees ... ...  0 2
1888. E X PENDITURE.
d. £ a. d.  1st July-  £ a. d. £ a. d.
By Q.N.  Bank ,  Balance Over-
0 drawn, brought forward... ... 982 0 1
0 31st December-
0 „ Contingencies-
6 Petty Cash ... ... 10 0 0
14
General Rates received  .. .. 1,402
F. Buss's Donation (tree-planting)... 372
Contractors'  Deposits  .. ...  42
Government Endowment, 2nd moiety
on 1887 Rates ... ... ... 1,366
Special Loan Rate Account ... 906
„ Commissioner for Railways, Grant... 800
„ Q.N. Bank,  Balance  Overdrawn ... 597
17 6 Salaries ... ... ...  212 10  0
17 5 Law Expenses ... ...  2 9 6
15 11 Office Furniture ... ... 46 0 0
0 0 General  Expenses  ...  38 6 5
Advertising,  Printing  ... 37 1L 6
5 4 Rent of Chambers ...  20 0 0
10 0 Clerical Assistance ...  16 0 0
0 0 Insurance ... 3 3 0
0 0 Interest  on Overdraft  ... 13 7 0
399 6 5
„ By Sundries-
Acclimatisation Society ... 1 1 0
Gas Company ... ... 195 0 0
Maintenance Metal ... 13 3 6
Fire Brigade Board ... 64 4 0
Council Chambers ... 831 15 0
Tools and Repairs . 4 11 6
Health  Rate  Account for
Cleansing  Rate  ...  200 0 0
---1,299  15 0
Contractors' Deposits ... ... 54 15 0
„ Colonial  Treasurer-
Redemption of Loan ...  343 6 9
Interest on Loan ... 109 18 3
453 5 0
„ Works and  Repairs-
Woongarra street 18 9 4
Targo street  ... ...  293 3 8
Marybo ro ugh street ... 9 2 4
Tantitha Park ... ... 66 18 11
Barolin street ... ... 88 8 6
Crofton street  ... ... 0 13 4
Bourbon street ... ... 23 9 4
Walla street ... 2 13 4
Tree- planting  (Buse's Do-
nation )... ... ...  320 18 10
Woondooma street .. 6 13 4
Reservoir  (Sec. XLIII) ... 0 13 4
Burnett street ... ... 8 13 4
Quay street ... 5 11 0
Bourbon and Burrum
streets  ... ... ...
Burrum street ...
Branyan  street ...
Curtis street ...
Toonburra street
Cleaning Streets ...
Railway street
Pitt street
Tantitha street
Walker street
George street
£5,492 6 2
GOVERNMENT  SAVINGS BANS ACCOUNT.
577 8 6
40 7 7
0 13 4
2 0 0
0 13 4
46 17 6
825 0 0
0 13 4
6 15 10
5 6 8
2 0 0
2,803 4 8
£5,492 6 2
1888. RECEIPTS . 1888.  EXPENDITURE.
31st  December- £ a. d. 31st December-  £ s. d.
To Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... 102 0 0 By Contractors' Deposits ... ... ... 194 0 0
,, Balance to Cr. Down ... ... ... 92 0 0
£194 0 0 £194 0 0
SPECIAL LOAN RATE ACCOUNT.
1888 .  Du. 1888. CR.
1st July- £  S.  d. 31st December-  £ a. d.
To Q.N. Bank,  Balance  to Credit... ... 100 12 4 By Municipal Fund to meet Stoppages from
31st December- Endowment ... 906 10 0
Special Loan Rates received ... ... 819 13 5 „ Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. Down ... 13 15 0
£920 5 9 £920 5 9
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MUNICIPALITY OF  BUNDABERG- continued.
LOAN ACCOUNT.
1888.
31st  December -
To Colonial Treasurer
D8. 1888. Ca.
£ s. d. 31st December-  £ a. d.
... 3,500 0 0 By Fixed Deposit Account, Q.N. Bank ... 2,000 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. down ... 1,500 0 0
£3,500 0 0 £3,500 0 0
1888. DR.
GENERAL HEALTH  RATE ACCOUNT.
1st July-  £ s. d.
To Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. ... ... 62 15 5
31st December-
Fines Recovered ... .. ... ... 4 10 0
Health Rates Received ... ... ... 234 3 11
Goverment Endowment, 2nd moiety,
1887 Rates ... ... ... ... 230 4 8
„ Common Lodging-houses, Registration of 3 0 0
Municipal Fund, Cleansing Purposes ... 200 0 0
£734 14 0
BALANCE  SHEET,  3 1ST DECEMBER ,  1888.
1888 .  LIABILITIES.
31st December- £ S.
To Q.N.  Bank , Municipal Fund Overdrawn 597 0
Government Loan Outstanding ... 7,438 4
Contractors' Deposits Account,  Savings
1888. C8.
31st December-  £ s. d.
By Scavenging of Municipality ... ... 404 15 0
„ General Expenses  ... ... ...  113 8 10
„ Salaries  .. ... ... ... ... 85 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank, Balance to Cr. down ... 131 10 2
1888.  ASSETS.
d.  31st December-  £  a. d. £ s. d.
0 By Office Furniture (reduced
2 5 per cent.) ... ... 109 10 9
Bank ... ... ... ... ... 92 0 0
„ Plant  (reduced 5 per cent .) 109 11 11
£734 14 0
219 2
„ Council Chambers
„ Q.N. Bank-
£8,127 4 2
831 15
8
0
Loan Account, Cr. (Current Account) 1,500 0 0
Fixed Deposit Account (Loan) ... 2,000 0 0
Special Loan Rate Account Credit ... 13 15 9
Health Rate Account Credit ... ... 131 10 2
„ Government Savings Bank, Balance to
Credit ... ... ... ... ... 92 0 0
Balance, Liabilities  in excess  Assets ...3,339 0 7
£8,127 4 2
STATEMENT Of CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO for HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
No. Name of Contractor .  Nature of Contract.
81 John Warburton ... Trenching, draining, fencing ... ...
82 James Yates ... Forming, metalling, lterbing, guttering, and
side-walks
83 Ditto ...  Box-drain  ... ... ...
84 Ditto ... Kerbing, guttering, metalling, and box-
drains
85 Cullen and Hodge ... Erection of Council Chamber ... ...
86 Thos. Drinkall ... Clearing streets ... ... ... ...
87 James Yates ... Forming, metalling, kerbing, guttering,
side-walks, &c, ... ... ... ...
88 G. Wilding ... ...  Fencing  ... ... ...
89 John Warburton ... Forming ...
90 James Yates ... Forming, metalling, kerbing, channelling,
box-drain, &c.
Where Situate.  Amount.
£ s. d.
Bourbon street ... 213 0 0
Bourbon-Burrum streets 577 8 6
Burrum street  ... ... 40 7 7
Targo street  ... ...  276 16 0
Bourbon street 761 10 0
West Bundaberg ... 46 17 6
Railway street  ... ...  800 0 0
Town Hall Reserve  ...  32 5 0
Bourbon street  ... 155 10 0
George street  ... ... 1,552 10 0
£4,456 4 7
Rates Made  for Half-year-Nil.
R. THOMpsoN, Town Clerk. M. DUFFY , Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Municipal Council of Bundaberg, for the Half-year ended the 31st December, 1888, and that
the above Statement corresponds therewith, and is correct.
Bundaberg , 19th January, 1889.
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P. WM. NICOLSON, IAuditors.D. HOGAN,
87s.
850
SCHEDULE A.
A
NNUAL  ABSTRACT OF THE LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE CITIZENS' LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
LIMITED ,  ON THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1888 ,  AS REQUIRED BY  " The  Life Assurance Act of  1879."
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued elsewhere than in Queens-
land at date of last Annual
Report
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland, up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that
date
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued in Queensland during the
past year  ... ... ... ..
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
In Queensland--
Queensland Government Securities ...
633,814 11 6 Other Government  Securities ...
Mortgages  ... ... ... ...
Loans on Company's Policies ...
Loans on Personal Security ...
Household Property ...
67,658 14 0 Other Investments not specified ...
Outstanding Interest ... ...
Outstanding Premiums ... ...
67,134 5 0 Cash-
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
251 16 5
On Deposit  ... ... Nil
In Hand on  Current Account ... Nil
10 6 Other Assets  ... ... 25 2 5
Total Contingent Liabilities at
31st December, 1888 ... £768,607
All Other Liabilities-
Shareholders '  Capital ... ...
Premium on Uncompleted Pro-
posals  ... ... ... ...
Amount held on Deposit and
Accrued  Interest thereon ...
Bank Overdraft  ... ... ...
Sundry Creditors ... ...
Total Liabilities ... ...
20,000 0  0  Elsewhere than in Queensland-
33 5 3 Assets of every description at date of
last Annual Report, 31st December,
2,502 10 9 1888... ... ... ... ... 37,100 0 4
124 13 3
53 3 9
£22,713 13 0 Total Assets ... ... ... £37,376 19 2
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at date of  last annual examination  • .. ... Nil.Amount estimated to be required  to re-insure same  ... ... ... ... ...
NOTE.-An Acturial Valuation will only be made every fifth year. The Company  has not been in existence
for that period.
I, George Thomas Portingale, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Resident
Secretary of The Citizens' Life Assurance Company, Limited, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
above writing is, and contains, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief,  a general  and true
Statement of the Liabilities and Assets of the said Company up to the thirty-first day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, as exhibited and set torth in the last annual report of the said
Company ; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions of  "The Oaths  Act of  1867."
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GEO. T. PORTINGALE,
Resident Secretary.
Declared and subscribed  before  me this twenty-fifth day of February, 1889.
T. W. FRASER, J.P.
26s.
DIVISION OF ANTIGUA.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS,  EXPENDITURE , &c., of the  DIvISIox of ANTIGUA for  SIX  MONTHSending 31ST  DECEMBER ,  1888, printed in accordance with Part  XV., Sections  233 and 234, of  " TheDivisional Boards Act of  1887."
DR.
1888.
30th June-
To Balance at Q.N.  Bank ... ...
Interest ... ... ... ... ...
Exchange ... ...
„ Rent of Yengarie Ferry ... ...
Wheel Tax ..
Fixed Deposit, Q.N. Bank ... ...
„ Rates  Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £59 19 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 42 18 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 58 2 0
,,  Q.N. Bank ...
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December-
131 11 0 By Contingencies-
C$.
s. d.£
8 15 0 Petty Cash ... ... 2 10 3
0 1 6 Interest ... ... 0 10 4
15 13 11 Stationery ... ... 1 10 9
4 13 6 Advertising ... ... 5 13 0
500 0 0 G eneral  Charges ... 75 13 11
Salaries  ...  29 3 4
Wheel Tax Deductions 2 17 0
„ Subdivision No. 1-
160 19 0 Myrtle Creek Bridge ... 187 4 0
165 0 10 Antigua road ... ... 8 18 0
Tools Account ... 0 10 0
„ Subdivision  No. 2-
Frankstone road ... 32 3 4
„ Subdivision No. 3-
Yengarie road ... 212 14 0
Frankstone road ... 150 11 10
Tools ... ... ... 2 3 0
£ s. d.
117 18 7
196 12 0
32 3 4
365 8 10
Yengarie Ferry ... ... ... 19 17 6
Divisional Hall ... ... 4 14 6
„ Q.N. Bank Fixed Deposit ... ... 250 0 0
£986 14 9 £986 14 9
851'
DIVISION OF  ANTIGUA- continued.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES .  ASSETS.
1888. 1888.
31st December- £ s. d.  31st December- £ s. d.
To Current Account ...
... 46 16 11 By Q.N. Bank Deposit ... ... 250 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank ... 165 0 10 „ Tinana Divisional Board ... ... 8 16 7
„ Balance ... ... ... ... 536 13+ 9 „ I)ivisional Hall ... ... 451 ]6 7
„ Divisional Hall Furniture ... ... 37 18 4
BALANCE SHEET.
DR.
1888. 1 1888.
31st December- £ s. d.  31st December- £ s. d.
To Capital Account ... ... ... 583 10 8 By Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... 250 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank ... ... ... ... 165 0 10 „ Tinana Divisional Board ... ... 8 16 7
„ Divisional Hall and Furniture ... 489 14 11
£748 11 6
We hereby certify that we have examined all Vouchers and Books of Account kept by the
Antigua Divisional Board, and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
456
£748 11 6 £748 11 6
C$.
JOHN PURS ER, Auditors.JAMES MARSDEN,
THOS. C. JONES,  Clerk.
34s.
£748 ] 1 6
DIVISION OF THURINGOWA.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIoN  of THURINGOWA  for the  SIX  MONTHSfrom the 1ST JULY to the 31ST D ECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance ... ... ... ...
„ Cash in Hand ... ...
„ General Kates Received ...
Dishonoured Cheque paid ...
Dray Licenses ... ...
„ Cash Overbanked ...
Cheque Suspense Account
„ Refund ... ... ... ...
„ Balance  Due, Bank of North Queens-
land ... ... ... ...
GEO. R.  BOUNTIFF , Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
E XPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s d. 31st December-1,234 12 8 By Auditors' Fees  ... .. ...
0 11 0 „ Solicitors' Fees ... ...
1,420 5 8 „ Stationery ...
3 15 0 „ Blacksmith Work ... ...
1 10 0 „ Forage ...
0 10 0 „ Rent
1 0 0 „ Petty Cash
„ Timber  ... ... ... ...
Ironmongery ... ... ...
„ Interest  to date • ... ...
„ Interest on Ross River Account
Bowen road  ... ... ...
Fulham road ... ... ...
„ Towers road  ., ... ...
„  Ingham road ...
1 „ Acacia Vale road ,. ..
„ Double Barrel Creek road ...
By-Wash  ...  ... ...
Ice Works road ... ...
„ Bayswater road ...
„ Abbotsford new road ...
Alligator Creek ... ...
Pimlico road ... ...
„ Ross River Bridge ...
Oxford and Regent streets ...
„ Dalrymple road .,. ...
„ Woodstock road ... ...
Healey's road ... ... ...
Piccadilly road... ... ...
Cardwell road ... ... ...
Philp  street ...
Repairs
Ross  River Bridge (Special Loan)
„ Ross River Bridge (Special Loan)
„ Commission
„ Valuing
1 10 0 „ Contingencies ... ...
„ Salaries ... ...
1,091  4 8 „ Advertising ...
„ Assurance ... ...
£3,75419 0
£ s. d.
12 12 0
6 14 6
27 19 6
32 16 0
19 11 11
13 0 0
23 0 0
60 1 7
331 3 4
44 3 0
3 18 0
472
... 52 17 10
1 1 0
... 17 0 7
... 11 15 8
... 17 1 8
... 1 1 0
... 147 10 8
... 1 11 0
... 1,610 1 3
,., 173 12 8
26 0 0
5 '0 0
0 7 0
... 81 13 6
21 1 0
20 0 0
260 6 0
22 9 4
120 11 3
23 17 6
64 13 0
54 6 0
10 7 6
13 0 0
4 0 0
0 15 0,
2 6 0
,,. 307 11 5
... 108 1 4
£3,75419 0
FRED. JOHNSON,  Chairman.
J. J. RYAN, Auditors.H. A. McMAHON, 1
28s. 6d.
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS
31ST D ECEMBER, 1888.
To General Rates Received-
North Ward ... ... 533 12 6
South Ward ... ... 724 16 0
West Ward ... ... 647 13 6
Health Rates Arrears-
West Ward ... ...
„ Government Endowment-
2nd Moiety on General
Rates ... .. . 948 14 6
2nd Moiety on Health
Rates ... ... ... 473 9 6
CHARTERS TOWERS MUNICIPALITY.
and ExraNDITURE on GENERAL ACCOUNT for the HALF-YEAR ending
Receipts.
s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £  8.  d.
Brought forward ... ...  13,588 1 6
To Rents Received-
Mosman -street Ha ll ... 87 10 0
Gill street -Old Lockup
1,906  2 0 and Hall  ... 24 15 0
Water Board Office ... 12 0 0
0 10 6 „  Scavenging  Charges- - 124 5 0
1,422 4 0 Sale of Three Horses ... ... 108 0 0
„ Government Grants-
Recreation Reserve (Liss-
ner Park) ... ... ...
Government Loans-
Burdekin Water Scheme ...
„ License Fees-
Carriers' ... ... ... 4 15
Drivers' ... ... ... 10 10
Coach ... ... ... 66 0
Nightmen' s ... ... 3 0
Sale of Harness  ... ... ... 11 19 6
Fire Brigade  Account-
175 0 0 Repairing Hose
Dalrymple Divisional Board-
10,000 0 0 Refund Half Vehicle
From Non-Ratepayers ... ... 40 0 7
Lease of Stables and Yards 13 5 0
Water Sales from Mains ... 192 15 0
Fines and Costs from Court ... 52 13 4
Sundry Small Receipts ... ... 1 1 6
Seal Impression Fees ... ... 5 10 0
5 0
License ... ... 16 17 6
0 Discount from Gas Com-
o pang ... ... 0 011
0 Contract Deposit ... ... 30 0 0
0 Overdraft, Bank of North
- 84 5 0 Queensland
Carried forward ... ... £13,588 1 6 Total Receipts
Expenditure.
s. d. £ s. d.
By Ward  Expenditure on
Public Works-
North Ward-
Deane street  ... ...  66 7 6
Anne street  ... ...  113 11 8
Church street  ... ...  14 3 4
Jane street  ... ...  5 10 0
Mary street 7 0 0
Mosman street  ... ...  13 10 0
Maintenance  ... ...  5 2 6
Gill  street  ... ...  12 1 8
High street  ... ...  10 0 0
Plant street  ... ...  17 6 8
Park street 7 10 0
Boundary street  ... ...  9 14 2
South Ward-
Deane street  ... ...  2 0 0
School street ... ... 6 19 2
Mosman street  ... ...  35 1 7
Towers street  ... ... 158 17 4
Gill st re et  ... ...  32 13 4
Church street  ... ...  15 13 4
High  street  ... ...  198 8 2
Aland  street  ... ...  21 5 0
Dawn Dawn Track ... 4 0 0
Boundary street  ... ...  20 12 6
Hodgkinron street . ..  128 0 6
West Ward-
Mary street  ... ...  18 0 0
Mosman street  ... ...  53 6 7
Elizabeth street  ... ...  23 14 2
Rutherford  street  ...  16 6 8
Marion street  ... ... 187 11 8
St ubley street  ... ...  34 11 8
Hargreaves lane ... 3 10 0
Hargreaves Bridge . ..  108 9 6
Valley  street  ... ...  8 5 0
Charlotte  street  ... ... 9 7 6
Hackett terrace  ... ... 27 15 0
Clarke street ... ... 3 5 0
Plant street  ... ...  24 3 4
General Expenses ... ...
Blacksmithing ... ... ...
Tools and Plant ... ...
Sundry Foot-bridges
Waterworks Fire Protection-
Wages ... ... ... 162 13 4
Fuel and Stores ... ... 36 2 0
Tools and Plant ... ... 65 14 6
Carts and Harness ... 30 14 0
Horse ... ... ... 30 0 0
Fodder for Horses ... 87 5 3
Nightmen's Wages ... 128 10 0
By Boundary street Account,
Dalrymple Divisional
Board ... ... ...
„ Night Service-
5
1,919 12 3
£16,109 7 1
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward  ... £1,755  19 11
20 12 6
276 9 3
„ Health Rate Account-Inspector's Salary ... 100 0 0
Sanitary Expenses ... 1 10 0
Manure Depot ... ... 47 10 0
Scavenging-
281 17 6 North Ward ... ... 59 2 6
South Ward ... ... 61 6 8
West Ward 71 16 8
„ Government Grant Account-
Lissner Park .. ...
„ Government Loans Account-
Burdekin Water Scheme,
Charters Towers Water-
623 10 11
518 6 1
19 19 0
341 5 10
248 13 0
works Board  ... ... ... 10,000 0 0
„ Dalrymple Divisional Board-
Refund Half Vehicle
Licenses
„ Office Expenses, &c.-
Salaries ... ... ... 222 10 0
Mayor's Allowance ... 50 0 0
Auditors ... ... ... 20 0 0
Charwoman ... ... 12 0 0
Advertising ... ... 37 5 10
Printing ... ... ... 7 16 0
Stationery ... 20 4 7
Petty Cash ... ... 10 0 6
Legal Expenses  ...  ... 48 1 7
Interest on Overdraft . 62 10 7
Surveys, Plans, and Re-
ports ... ... ... 28 2 0
Gas Fittings ... ... 16 0 0
Gas ... ... 0 13 0
45 2 6
f
12 14 0 530 4 1
13 15 11 „ Sundries ... ... ... ... 17 2 6
21 6 8 „ Maintenance ... ... ... 2 15 0
Refund Rates, Duplicate
Assessment ... ... ... 0 8 0
Refund Driver's License Fee ... 0 10 0
Overdraft, Bank of Austral-
264 9 10 asia, 1st July, 1888 ...  ... 2,870 4 6
Carried forward ... ... £1,755 19 11 Total Expenditure ... ... £16,109 7 1
853
CHARTERS TOWERS  MUNICIPALITY- continued.
BALANCE  SHEET , GENERAL ACCOUNT, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DR.
£ s. d.
To Mathematical Instruments ... 20 0 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 100 0 0
„ Cash Advance ... ... ... ... 25 0 0
„ Stables and Yards ... ... 50 0 0
„ Mosman-street Hall ... ... ... 300 0 0
„ Tools and Plant... ... ... 100 0 0
Waterworks Tools, &c.... ... ... 200 0 0
„ Cornish Boilers and Fittings ... ... 600 0 0
Carts ... .. ... ... ... 100 0 0
H. Redde), Balance of Account ... 6 2 8
„ Dalrymple Divisional Board Account,
Boundary street ... ... ... 20 12 6
Gas Fittings ... ... ... ... 16 0 0
„ Charters Towers Waterworks Board
Government Loans... ... ... 12,500 0 0
Capital Account ... ... 1,007 9 9
£15,045 4 11
CR.
£ S. d.
By Government Grant Account-
Lissner Park ... ... ... ... 48 15 6
Contract Deposits  ...  ... 30 0 0
„ Bank of North Queensland ... ... 1,919 12 3
„ Health Rate Account ... ... ... 546 17 2
„ Government Loan Account, Burdekin
Water scheme ... ... .. 12,500 0 0
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  On SPECIAL  LOAN (WATERWORKS) ACCOUNT for the
HALF-YEAR ending 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st  July-  £ s. d.
To Credit Balance, Bank of Australasia ... 301 13 1
£301 13 1
To Bank of North Queensland
Reservoir Account ...
Cottage  ... ... ...
„ Machinery
„ Water  Pipes ... ...
Capital  Account ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st July-
By Redemption on Loan to
30th June ,  1888  ...  18 6 3
„ Interest on Loan to 30th
June, 1888  ... ...  83 15 5
31st December-
By Credit Balance, Bank of
North  Queensland ...
BALANCE SHEET ,  31st DECEMBER, 1888.
£15,0455  4  11
£ s. d.
102 1 8
199 11 5
£301 13 1
£ a. d. £ s. d.
... 199 11 5 By Balance Loan due to Government, 30th
... 219 0 0 June, 1888 ... 3,322 18 1
... 40 0 0 „ Special Loan Rates ... ... ... 199 11 5
... 400 0 0
... 700 0 0
... 1,963 18 1
£3,522 9 6 £3,522 9 6
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  On PUBLIC  WORKS SPECIAL  LOAN ACCOUNT for the
HALF-YEAR  ending  31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
To Rates Received-
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  1st July-  £ a. d. £ s. d.
North Ward ... ... 400 4 10
South Ward ... ... 543 13 1
West Ward ... ... 485 4 9
))
By Balance, Bank of Austra-
lasia ,  as per Pass  Book  ...  51 9 6
Interest on Loans to 30th
June, 1888-
1,429 2 8 1st £5,000 ... ... 82 3 3
2nd £ 5,000 ... ... 104 12 6
186 15 9
Redemption on Loans to
30th June, 1888-
1st £5,000 ... ... 241 11 9
2nd £5,000 ... ... 219 2 6
) ) Refund Rates Paid-
Duplicate Assessment No.
242 ... ... ...
Balance, Bank of North
Queensland, Limited,
460 14 3
0 6 0
as per Pass Book ... ... 729 17 2
£1,429 2 8 £1,429 2 8
$5
854
CHARTERS TOWERS  MUNICIPALITY-continued.
PUBLIC WORKS SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT BALANCE  SHEET, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Town Hall Buildings ... ... 850 0 0 By Balance, Government Loan ... ... 6,791 18 9
Balance to Credit, Bank of North „ Special Loan Rates ... .. 729 17 2
Queensland ... ... ... 729 17 2
Capital Account ... ... ... 5,941 18 9
£7,521 15 11 £7,521 15 11
SCHEDULE of RATES STRUCK and LEVIED for the YEAR 1888.
General {
Public WorksSpecial LoanRate I
Health Rate ...
£
North 11,920
South 15,765
West 13,897
North 11,920
South 15,765
West 13,897
West ...
b e.0  beI
.3 C L70 F7 "",
0 CS 'Z .72
0E-4  Q (P
m 4,w +
R.  8. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
One shilling ... 596 0 0 596 0 0
One shilling  ..  788 5 0 788 5 0
One shilling  3 10 0 694 17 0 698 7 0
Ninepence  ... I 447 0 0 447 0 0
Ninepence 591 3 9 591 3 9
Ninepence  1 7  0  521 2 9 522 9 9
... 1 1 6 1 ... 1 1 6
as
M
n0
O 00
m
£ s. d. £ s.  d.  £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a.  if.
62 7 6 533 12 6 596 0 0
6210 0 72416 0 787 6 0 0 8 6 1 7 6
47 9 6 647 13  6 695 3 0 0 8 0 3 12 0
46 15 2 400 4 10 447 0 0
46 16 6 54313 1 590 9 7 0 6 5 1 0 7
35 11 1 485 4 9 520 15 10 0 6 1 2 0 0
... 0 10 6 0 10 6 ...  Oil  0
5 18 6 3,638 8 6 3.644 7 0  301  9 9 3,335 15 2 3,637 4 11 1 9 0 8 11 1
REMAaKS. - Out of the £8 11s. Id .  ar re ars, the sum of  £ 4 Is. is  due on two  freehold allotments  owned by the late  Borrie, which
have been accumulating for the past four  years. All these  arrears are good, and can be carried forward. There are none to write off.
The £1 9s. to credit will be refunded :  H. B. WALKER.
Audited and found correct, this fourth day of February, A.D. 1889.
W. R. RICHARD S, IAuditors.W. TILLEY,
Adopted by the Council this twelfth day of February, A.D. 1889.
HENRY B . WALKER, Town Clerk and  Rate  Collector. BENJAMIN TOLL, Mayor.
SCHEDULE  of CONTRACTS entered into during the YEAR ending  31 8T DECEMBER, 1888.
Description of Contract .  Name of Contractor. Amount Paid . Balance 31st Dec.,1888.
Amount of
Contract.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Supplying 30 Cords of Firewood  ...  J. Summerfield  ... ...  28 10 01 28 19 6Extra  ... ...  0 9  63
Supplying 10 Cords of Firewood  ... Arthur  Brooks  ... ...  10 0 0 10 0 0
Widening Mosman's Creek Bridge P. Burns .. . ... ...  285 0 0 ...
(North Ward)
1888.
31st December-
Adopted by the Council 12th February, 1889.
The Mayor and Aldermen,
Municipality of Charter  Towers.
BENJAMIN TOLL,  Mayor.
Charters Towers, 4th February, 1889.
GENTLEMEN,-- Having made a careful examination  of the Books and Vouchers  in connection with
the Municipality,  we have pleasure  in certifying to the absolute  correctness  of the particulars  shown on
Balance Sheet.
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Totals ... ... £323 19 6 £3819 6 £285 0 0
We remain, Gentlemen, yours faithfully,
{W'.Signed  R. RICHARDS, MunicipalW. TILLEY, Auditors.
124s.
MUNICIPALITY OF CLERMONT.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the M NICIPALITY Of CLERMONT for the HALF-YEAR
ended 31st  DECEMBER, 1888.
GENERAL  ACCOUNT.
DR.
1888.
31st December---
To Balance , 30th June, 1888 ...
Rates Received ... ...
Government Endowment ...
„ Boat Hire
„ Miscellaneous ... ...
£ s. d.
6 3 9
293 4 0
243 18 9
2 10 0
5 0 0
OR.
285 0 0
£ s. d.
By Contracts ... ... 86 9 0
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 95 0 0
Redemption of Government Loans ... 50 4 10
Interest ... ... ... .. ... 46 17 4
Printing ... ... ... ... ... 11 2 9
Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... ... 3 17 5
General Working Expenses ... ... 4 4 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... ... 3 10 1
„ Destruction of Nuisances ... ... ... 3 7 6
Bank Interest and Exchange ... ... 0 3 0
Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 246 0 7
£550 16 6  1 2550 16 6
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MUNICIPALITY OF  CLERMONT -continued.
SPECIAL  RATE ACCOUNT.
DR. CR.
1888• £ s. d. 1888. £ s. d.
31st December- 31st December-
To Balance, 30th June, 1888 ... ... 2 0 1 By A.J.S. Bank ... ... 74 3 6
„ Rates Received ... ... ... 72 3 5
£74 3 6 £74 3 6
SPECIAL LOAN ACCOUNT.
DR. CR.
1888. £ s. d.  1888.
31st December- 31st December-
To Balance ,  30th June , 1888 1 4 8 By A.J.S.  Bank ... ..
„ Rates Received  ... ... ... .. 71 11 5
£ s. d.
72 19 1
27219 1 £72 19 1
TOWN HALL ACCOUNT.
DR.
1888. £ s. d. 1888.
31st December- 31st December-
CR.
£ 8. d
To Balance, 30th .Tune' 1888 ... ... .. 61 18 6 By Sundry Expenditure ... ... ... 33 2 2
„ Rents Received ... ... ... .. 68 15 10 „ Balance in A.J.S. Bank ... ... 97 12 2
£130 14 4 £130 14 4
BALANCE-SHEET, 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
DR.
1888. £ s. d. 1888.
31st December- 31st December-
C.
£ s. d.
To A.J.S. Bank- By Government Loan No. 1 ... ... ... 1,022 8 0
General Account ... .. ... ... 246 0 7 „ Government Loan No. 2 ... ... 749 7 6
Special Account ... ... ... ... 74 3 6 „ Town Hall Account ... 97 12 2
Loan Account ... ... .. ... 72 19 1
Town Hall Account ... ... ... 97 12 2
„ Boat Account ... ... ... ... 39 8 1
Buildings and Furniture ... ... ... 1,075 0 0
Capital Account ... ... ... ... 264 4 3
£1,869 7 8 £1,869 7 8
FRANK LEYSLEY, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, Clermont, 5th January, 1889.
B. B EHR, Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that  we have examined all Books of Accounts  and Vouchers
kept  by the  Municipal  Council of Clermont. and that the  above Statements correspond therewith.
Clermont, 10th January, 1889.
HOWARD SMITH, 2 Auditors.WM. BACON, S
STATEMENT OF RATES MADE BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF CLERMONT FOR THE YEAR 1888.
General Rate of 1s. in the £ (£341 13s. Od.) ; Special Rate of 3d. in the £ (£85 8s. 3d.) ; Special Loan Rate of
3d. in the £ (£85 8s. 3d.), made on the twenty-seventh day of June, 18$8.
ABSTRACT OF CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO DURING THB HALF-YEAR ENDED 31sr DECEMBER, 1888.
DR. CR.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To L. Healey (Drummond  street ) ... 18 0 0 By Payments  made  ... ... ... ...  86 9 0
A. Scharpe (Capricorn street) ... ...  3 9 0 „ Balance due ... ... 225 10 0
C. McKean (Lime street) ... .. ... 119 0 0
H. Rieman (Wolfang street) ... ... 5 0 0
J. Wheatley (Capella  street ) ... 190 0 0
„ J. Weston (Daintree street) ... 6 10 0
£341 19  0 £341 19 0
LIABILITIES.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£ s. d.
To Government Loan No. 1 ... ... ... 1,022 8 0
„ Government Loan No. 2 ... ... ... 749 7 6
Redemption Government Loans ... ... 92 2 2
„ Balance due on Contracts- ... ..
C. McKean (Lime street) ... £59 0 0
J. Weston (Daintree street) 6 10 0
J. Wheatley (Capella street) 190 0 0
2.55 10
„ Salaries ... ... . .. ... 24 15
„ All Other Acconuts.. ... ... .. 9 19
Assns.
£ s. d.
By Government Endowment  ... ... ... 157 14 5
„ Arrears of Rates ... . .. ... ...  360 16 7
Bank, General Account  ... ... ...  246 0 7
Bank, Special Account  ... ... ... 74 3 6
Bank, Loan Account  ... ... ...  72 19 1
Bank, Town Hall Account  ... ...  97 12 2
Buildings and Fu rn iture  ... ... ...  1,075 0 0
0 „ Boat Account ... ... ... ... 39 8 0
0 „ Rents now due ... ... ... ... 29 2 0
0 „ Balance  ... ... ... ... ... 1 5 4
£2,154  1 8 £2,154 1 8
FRANK LEYSLEY, Town Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
Clermont, 10th January, 1889.482
B. BEHR,  Mayor.
HOWARD SMITH, IAuditors.WM. BACON,
59s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF ROCKHAMPTON.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL Of ROCKHAMPTON forthe HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS .  DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. a.
By Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... . 4,294 13 9To Balance, A.J.S. Bank-
Special Loan Account 986 16 4
Special Loan Rates Account 233 17 8
1,220 14 0
Government Loan-River
Frontage Account ... ... 5,000 0 0
General Rates-
Archer Ward ... ... 2,261 13 4
Fitzroy Ward ... ... 1,002 4 1
Leichhardt Ward ... ... 765 15 3
4,029 12
Special Loan Rates  ... ... ... 963 7
„ Lighting  Rates  ... ... ... 691 9
„ Carriers Licenses  (Fees) ... ... ... 80 5
„ River Frontage  Account, Wharfage Dues 3,330 13
„ Misce llaneous Receipts  ... ... ... 80 4
Asphalt  Pavement  Account ... ... 92 7
„ Market Reserve  Rents  ... ... ... 1,235 15
„ Town Common  Fees  ... .. ... 9 16
„ Endowment  Account (Second Moiety) ... 2,688 17
Fitzroy Bridge Account ... ... ... 1,151 18
Broken Metal  Account ... ... ... 202 3
Drainage  Account (North  street . Drain) 1,518 1
Sanitary  Account .. ... ... ... 189 5
„ Baths  Account ... ... ... ... 60 17
Water Supply Account . .. . 39 5
„ Leichhardt Ward (Fees Victoria Park,
&c.) ... ... ... ... ... 62
Suspense  Account ... ... ... ...  0
Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 892
Redemption-
oan Account, 1880 .. 152 12 0
Loan Account, 1884 ... 350 11 11
Loan Account, 1885 ... 47 15 0
Loan Account, 1887 ... 37 12 1
588 11 0
Daymen and Sundries-
Archer Ward ... ... ... ... 1,460 5 6
Fitzroy Ward ... ... 1,297 14 9
8 Leichhardt Ward ... .. ... ... 529 7 11
1 River Frontage Account... ... ... 270 8 11
8 „ Asphalt Pavement Account ... ... 104 5 0
0 „ Town Common ... ... ... ... 104 4 6
2 „ Drainage Account ... ... ... ... 3,557 8 8
6 „ Salaries Account ... ... ... ... 1,089 19 2
0 „ Council Chambers, Addi-
5 tions, &c. ... ... ... ... 191 4 6
3 „ Fitzroy Bridge Account ... ... 167 11 10
1 „ Charges Account, Daymen
1 and Sundries ... ... ... ... 1,027 12 10
10 „ Lighting Account ... ... ... ... 401 7 8
6 „ Interest Account-
10 Loan Account ... ...  1,070 1  8
4 Bank Account ... .. 115 14 0
0 - 1,186 4 8
Sanitary Account, Daymen and Sundries 219 2 3
3 0 „ Stables Account, Fodder, &c. ... ... 210 12 8
1 10 „ Baths Account ... ... ... ... 38 6 0
2 7 „ Stone-breaker Account, Daymen and
Repairs, &c. ... ... ... 614 19 7
„ Steam  Road Roller Account ... 451 8 2
Balance, A.J.S. Bank, Special Loan
Account ... ... 4,759 6 9
Special Loan  Rates Account ... ... 974 4 9
£23,539 0 10 £23,539 0 10
Examined and allowed by us this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
GEORGE CHURCH, Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this fourteenth day of February,
1889.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS, Mayor.
STATEMENT  of RATES MADE, CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO, and LIABILITIES and ASSETS, (WATER SUPPLY
ACCOUNT,) of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of ROCKHAMPTON for the HALT-YEAR ended 31ST
DECEMBER, 1888.
RATES MADE.
1888-1889 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £5,906 18 0
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
£ a. d.
No. 299.-A. Baggott, 500 cords Firewood ... 362 10 0
No. 300.-A. Baggott, Carting 450 tons of Coal ... 73 2 6
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
To Government Loan-
£435 12 6
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  By Uncollected Water Rates ... 3,552 0 0
1880 ... ... ... 23,053 9 0 „ Municipal Properties per Valuation-
1882 ... ... ... 4,693 6 8 £ s. d.
1886 ... ... ...  4,786 10  0 Waterworks Reserve
1888 ... ... ... 10,000 0 0 Land ... ... 10,000 0 0
,,  A.J.S. Bank
42,533 5 8 Waterworks Building... 500 0 0
... 675 7 5 Reservoir Reserve ... 1,200 0 0
Reservoir No. 2 ... 3,287 4 0
„ Waterworks Machinery-
Construction  Account...  22,207 6 0
Less 5 per cent. deprecia-
tion for year  ... 1,110 7 6
14,987 4 0
--- 21,096 18 6
Balance ... ... ... ... 3,572 10 7
£43,208 13 1 £43,208 13 1
Examined  and allowed by us this twenty-fourth day of January, 1889.
GEORGE CHURCH,
} Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and adopted by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this fourteenth day of February
1889.
WM. DAvis, Town  Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS, Mayor.
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MUNICIPALITY  OF  ROCK HAMPTON-continited.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  ( WATER SUPPLY ACCOUNT) of the MUNICIPAL
of ROCKHAMPTON for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER 1888.
Fitzroy Ward .. ... 1,410 18 6
Leichhardt Ward ... ... 1,443 12 8
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Revenue  Account, Rates, &c. 2,797 10 4 By Balance A.J.S. Bank ..
k
... 753 14 7
Construction Account ... 0 12 0
- 2,7982 4 Loan ccount, 1880, Ac-count Redemption ... 137 10 2
Suspense  Account ... 3 0 0 „ Loan Account, 1882 ... 27 10 6
„ Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... 675 7 5 „ Loan Account, 1886 ... 73 10 0
- 238 10 8
Interest  Account,  Bank  ... 48 15 0
Interest  Account, Loan
Account ... ... ... 938 7 0
987 2 0
„ Salaries  Account ... 305 0 0
Charges  Account, Daymen
and Sundries 990 5 9
Construction Account ... 188 18 3
Suspense Account ... 12 18 6
23,4769 9 £3,476 9 9
Examined and  allowed by  us this twenty-fourth day of January, 1989.
GEORGE CHURCH, Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed and  adopted by  the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this fourteenth dayof February,
1889.
WM. DAVIS, Town Clerk. SIDNEY WILLIAMS,  Mayor.
STATEMENT  of RATES  MADE , CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO, and LIABILITIES and ASSETS  Of the  MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL Of ROCKHAMPTON, for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
General Rates-
Archer Ward ...
Fitzroy Ward
Leichhhardt Ward
RATES MADE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 2,886 8 0
... 1,272 11 0
... 1,068 2 0
5,227 1 0
1,306 17 9
935 11 6
Special Loan Rates ... ... ...
Lighting Rates ... ... ...
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
£ s. d.
No. 300.-Carting 50 tons Coal to Yard, A. Baggott . ... 5 0 0
„ 301.-Construction Talford street Sewer, per Schedule Prices ...
„ 302.-Protection River Bank, per Schedule Prices ...
303.-High Level Wharf ... ... ... ... ...
„ 304.-Quarry Reserve Fence, per rod ... ... ...
LIABILITIES.
To Government Loans-
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£7,469 10 3
... 860 0 0
ASSETS. P.  s. d. £ s. d.
By Uncollected  General Rates-
£ s. d. £ s. d .  Archer Ward ... ... 2,176 1 4
1880 ... ... ...  24,742 7 10
1884 ... ... ... 6,345 12 1
1885 ... ... ...  5,767 3 0
1887 ... ... ...  4,724 15 10
1888 ... ... ...  5,000 0 0
„ A.J.S. Bank
„ Balance ...
COUNCIL
5,030 12
„ Special Loan Rates  ... ... 1,073 18
„ Lighting  Rates . .. ... ... 379 18
„ Wharfage Dues ... ... ... 1,130 15
46,579 18 9 „ Sanitary Accounts... ... ... 20 0
892 2 7 „ Market  Reserve Rents  ... ...  90 4
Wharves ... ...
Baths ...
Town Hall Reserve
Town Ha ll  Buildings
Stone Crusher ...
Steam  Road RollerSanitary Plant
Land, uay street
55,297 19 2 „ Asphalt  Pavement
Accounts ... ... ...
„ Charges Account ... ...
„ Broken Metal Accounts ..
„ Sundry Accounts . ...
„ Botanic Garden Trust Loan
„ Municipal Properties-
Victoria Park Reserve ...
Sale Yards Reserve ...
Market Reserve
Market Reserve Buildings
,,  Endowment on Rates Col-
2102,770 0 6
83,880 0 0
lected, 1888  ... ... ... 4,858 16 6
„ Balance  A.J.S. Bank
Special Loan Account... 4,759 6 9
„ Special  Loan Rates Account 974 4 9
5,733 11 6
£102,770 0 6
Examined and allowed by us this  twenty-fourth day of January, 1389.
GEORGE CHURCH. ) Auditors.WM. BURTON,
Allowed  and adopted  by the Municipal Council of Rockhampton this  fourteenth day of February,
1889.
WM. DAVIS,  Town Clerk . - SIDNEY WILLIAMS,  Mayor.
483 96s. 6d.
... 121 7 7
... 17 7 8
... 19 16 6
... 13 11 4
... 400 0 0
11,300 0 0
1,000 0 0
42,900 0 0
7,800 0 0
9,400 0 0
2,000 0 0
5,280 0 0
1,000 0 0
500 0 0
500 0 0
800 0 0
1,400 0 0
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KILKIVAN DIVISIONAL BOARD.
S TATEMENT  of RECEIrrs and EXPENDITURE  of the K ILKIVAN DIVISIONAL
ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
31st  December-
To Amount of Rates Received and
£ s. d.
Deposited in Union Bank, Gympie ... 394 4 1
„ Bank  Overdraft ... ... ...  663 2 2
£1,057 6 3
1888. DR.
31st December- £ s. d.
To No. 1 Subdivision ... ... ... 181 16 0
No. 2 Subdivision ... ... ... 233 19 0
„ Arrears from Widgee Board ... ... 2 5 0
£418 0 0
DR.
ARCHIBALD DOUGLAS, Acting Clerk.
Audited and found correct.
4th February, 1889.
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RATES RECEIVED to 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
CITY AND SUBURBAN PERMANENT BUILDING AND INVESTMENT SOCIETY.BALANCE SH ET of the CITY AND SUBURBAN PERMANENT BUILDING AND INVESTMENT SOCIETY,
BRISBANE ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£ s, d. £ s. d.
To Permanent Members, credit to 1,210 By Borrowers, debit to 8,952 Shares ... 169,350 7 7
Shares  ... ... ... ... ...  30,260 0 0  „ Advances  on Shares  ... ... ... 5,089 11 0
„ Investors, credit to 3,614 Shares 17,231 17 5 Office Furniture ... ... ... 103 0 0
Paid-up Members, credit to 65,325  „ Pass -books and Rules  ... ... ... 51 18 3
Shares ... ... ... ... ... 65,325 0 0  Stationery ,  Forms, &c. ... ... ... 66 6 8
Depositors ... ... ... ... ... 80,068 16 0  Fixed Deposits and Interest ... .. 23,166 11 5
Survey Fees  (in suspense ) ... ..  30 1 0  Sundry Debtors ... ... ... . 52 7 1
Sundry Creditors ... ... ... ... 48 14 0 „ Cash in Hand ... ... .. 636 6 6
„ Reserve Fund  ... .  2,500 0 0 Cash in Bank  ... ... ... ...
„ Excess  of Assets  over Liabilities  ...  3,169 2 5
107 2 4
£198,623 10 10 £198,623 10 10
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
This is to certify that we have compared the above Statement with the Books, Vouchers, Deeds,
Securities , and Funds of the Society,  and find it corre ct.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
PROFIT AND  Loss ACCOUNT.
1888.
31st December-
To Board Fees .. ...
„ Secretary and Staff ...
„ Auditors ... ...
„ Charges ... ...
„ Interest-
Paid up  Members ...
Permanent Members
Investors
Borrowers  (Rebate)
Depositors ... ...
Bank  ... ... ...
... 288 0 0
... 1,024 3 3
... 50 0 0
... 341 3 4
1,706 6 7
...  4,556 17 6
... 2,106 10 1
... 1,011 17 7
... 47 10 9
... 4,509 1 1
... 278 15 0
-12,51012 0
BOARD  for the YEAR
EXPENDITURE.
31st December-
By General Expenses
„ Plant Account ... ...
Bligh street, Boonara Road
Widgee and Woolooga
Wooloonga and Ten-chain
Barambah Road ...
Black Snake Road ...
Boonara Range ...
„ Bank Overdraft, 30th June
1888.
31st December-
CR.
By Total Rates to date, as per  Board's
Books  ... ... ... ... ...
1887.
31st December-
GEO. H. JONES, Chairman.
F. A. PURSER, Auditors.JOHN COLEMAN, 1
18s.
ARTHUR E. CORNELL,
}
Auditors.
F. M. LASCELLES,
CR. £ s. d. £ S. d.
By Balance  ... ... ... 3,611  16 2
1888.
2nd March-
To Reserve Fund 1,000 0 0
Bonus to Mem-bers, 3 per cent . 2,328 11 5
„ Bonus to Secre-
tary ... ... 93 18 0
-- 3,422 9 5
£ s. d.
152 17 10
85 5 5
13 15 8
297 1 4
98 13 8
122 19 2
52 18 2
200 0 0
33 15 0
£1,057 6 3
£ s. d.
418 0 0
£418 0 0
219 6 9
583 1 2
13 14 1
31st December-By Entrance and other Fees,
Fines, &c.
Amount at  Credit of For-
feited Shares ... ...Office Furniture  (depreciation ) ... 11 S 10
„ Balance ... ... ... ... 3,169 2 5 Interest-
Borrowers ...
Loans on Shares
Fixed Deposits
£17,397 9 10
31st December, 1888.-By Balance
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
Examined and found  correct.
...15,321 2 3
... 350 12 1
... 909 13 6
__16,581  7 10
£17,397 9 10
... £3,169 2 s
HENRY J. OXLEY,  Secretary.
ARTHUR E. CORNELL, Auditors.F. M. LASCELLES,
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CITY AND SUBURBAN PERMANENT BUILDING AND IN VESTMENT  SOCIETY- continued.
RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  Of the CITY AND SUBURBAN  PERMANENT BUILDIN G  AND INVESTMENT
SOCIETY for the YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1887.  £ s. d.
31st December-
Cash in Hand  ... ... 756 16 8
A.J.S. Bank  ... ... 456 15 11
To
HENRY J. OXLEY, Secretary.
1888. -  1,213 12
31st December-
Survey, Stamp Duties, and Insurances 1,766 12
Entrance, Application, and other Fees,
Fines, &c. ... ... ... ... 629 9
Investors-Subscriptions ... ... 4,277 0
Borrowers-Repayments ... ... 72,393 6
Paid-up Members ... ... ... ... 964 0
Depositors ... ... ... ... 82,501 16
Advances on Shares-Re-paid ... ... 3,926 9
Permanent Shares .. .. ... 325 0
Compensation-Railway Resumptions 2,652 2
Fire Claims, &c. ... ... ... ... 120 7
Fixed Deposits ... ... ... ... 26,086 8
£ s. d.
I, Henry James Oxley, Secretary of the City and Suburban Permanent Building and Investment
Society, Brisbane, in accordance with Rule 44, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the above State-
ments show the true state of the affairs of the Society on the 31st December,  1888;  and I make this
solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of
" The Oaths Act of  1867."
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-second day of February, A.D. 1889, before me.
JOHN F. BUCKLAND, J.P.
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
Examined and found correct.
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ARTHUR E. CORNELL, Auditors.F. M. LASCELLES,
55s.
ROSALIE DIVISIONAL BOARD.STATEMENT of REcEIPTs and EXPENDITURE of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD Of ROSALIE  from the 1STJULY to the  31sT DECEMBER,  1888, prepared  and published  in terms of Clause 233 of  "The
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-To Balance toCredit of the
Rosalie Divisional Board
with the Queensland Na-
tional Bank at Too-
woomba .. ... ...
31st December-General Rates received-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2
Special Rates received-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
333 0 6
242 3 10
£ s. d. 1888.
31st December-
DISBURSEMENTS. S. d. £ s. d.
By Application Fees returned,
7
11
f)
&c. ... ... ... 43 17 5
Survey Fees, Stamp Duty,
and Insurances ... ... 1,747 0 7
1,790 18 0
„ Investors-Withdrawn ... 4,028 6 4
1 Depositors- ditto ... 85,253 1 1
1 89,281 7 5
3 „ Advances to Borrowers ... ... 59,554 0 0
0 „ Interest ... ... 11,451 18 6
0 „ Bonus to Paid-up Members ... 1,748 16 9
6 „ Board Fees ... ... 288 0 0
0 „ Secretary and Staff ... 1,118 1 3
9 „ Auditors ... ... ... 50 0 0
6 „ Charges ... ... ... 344 5 10
9 --- 1,800 7 1
Advances on Shares ... ... 4,660 0 0
Sundry Creditors ... ... ...  20 9 0
„ Fixed Deposits ... ...  23,000 0 0
Compensation - Railway
Resumption ... ... ...  2,652 2 9
„ Fire Claims, &c. ... ... ... 120 7 6
Office Furniture ... ... .. 32 9 7
„ Cash in Bank ... ... 107 2 4
„ Cash in Hand ... ... 636 6 6
743 8 10
£196,856 5 5 £196,856 5 5
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d, 31st December-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
By Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 312 19 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 195 18 2
- 508 17 2
381 9 6 „ General Expenses-
0 5 41
- 575 9
Deposits on Contracts ... ... ... 4 10
Refund from Government for Destruc-
tion of Bathurst Burr on Reserves, &c. 29 10
„ Gate License Fees ... 1 10
81
0
0
0
Rabbit Conference Vote 5 0 0
Office Cleaning ... ... 3 18 0
Toowoomba Hospital ... 3 3 0
Auditors' Fees ... ... 4 4 0
Petty Cash ... 10 0 0
Recovery of Rates ... 4 16 0
Report on Gowrie Creek 1 1 0
Cheque Book ... ... 0 16 8
Contingencies-
Advertising ... ... 19 15 8
Stationery ... 11 13 6
Salary, Clerk and Fore-
man ... ... ... 145 16 8
Forage Allowance to
Foreman ... ... 29 3 4
Land Purchase, Water
Supply ... 15 0 0
Compensation ... ... 16 0 0
Balance to the Credit of the Rosalie
Divisional Board with the Queens-
32 18 8
237 9 2
land National Bank at Toowoomba 213 4 21
£992 9 22 £992 9 21
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ROSALIE DIVISIONAL  BOARD- continued.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
DR.
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
To Advertising, Printing, and Stationery ... 6 15 0
,,  Contracts entered into ... ... ... 278 0 2
£284 15 2
1888.
31st December-
Ca.
£ s. d.
By Credit  Balance at the Queensland Na-
tional Bank  ... ... ... ... 213 4 21
„ Office Furniture  ... ... ...  31 13 7
£244 17 91
Twenty-five Contracts for Works, Repairs, and Water Supply have been entered into during the
past half-year.
No Rate has been made. JNO. F. McDOUGALL, Chairman.
S. G. ROBERTS, Clerk.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers kept by
the Rosalie Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
10th January, 1889.
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S. H. WHICHELLO, Auditors.J. S. McINTYRE,
31s.
CHARTERS TOWERS FIRE BRIGADE BOARD.STATEMENT of R CEIP S and EXPENDITURE for the YEAR ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.  L s. d.
To Annual Vote Municipal Council,
being 8 per cent. on General
Rates for 1887 ... ... ...
„ Government Subsidy ...
Assessments  in Arrears, 31st De-
cember, 1887, as per last State-
ment, received during this year-
Australian Mercantile Union
Assurance Company 0 5 0
North British and Mercantile
Insurance Company . ... 1 4 0
Equitable Insurance Company... 5 4 0
Lion Fire Insurance Company ... 3 3 0
Guardian Assurance Company... 1 18 0
Royal Insurance Company ... 3 19 0
New Zealand Insurance Com-
pany ... ... ... ... 8 16 0
Standard Fire and Marine Insu-
rance Company ... 5 10 0
London and Lancashire Insu-
rance  Company ... ... 4 8 0
„ Assessments for 1888-
A ll iance Assurance Company ... 0 1 0
Colonial Mutual Fire Insurance
Company  ... ... ...  5 7 0
Commercial Union AssuranceCompany ... ... ...  19 4 10
Norwich  Union Insurance Com-
pany  ... ... ... ...  4 0 4
Imperial Fire Insurance Com-
9 12 0
Queen Insurance Company ... 8 4 8
South British Insurance Com-
pany ... ... ... ... 13 12 2
North British and Mercantile
Insurance Company ... 2 6 0
Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Company ... ... 3 19 4
National Fire Insurance Com-
pany of New Zealand 5 19 6
Colonial Insurance Company of
New Zealand ... ... 5 11 9
United Insurance Company ... 5 10 0
Victoria Insurance Company ... 7 0 3
Northern Assurance Company... 0 13 9
Lion Fire Insurance Company... 6 11 6
Equitable Insurance Company... 11 0 4
Royal Insurance Company 10 15 6
New Zealand Insurance Com-
pany ... ... ... ... 11 19 0
London and Lancashire Insu-
rance Company .. ... 7 6 3
Manchester Insurance Company 4 4 4
Standard Insurance Company ... 8 14 6
Lion Insurance Company
(balance)... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1888. EXPENDITURE.
s.  d. 1st January-
By Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ...
£ s. d.
124 13 11
31 4 0„ Uniforms Account ... ...
151 15  0 „ Salaries-Secretary ...
'
... 25 0 0
324 7 6151 15 0 „ Firemen s Pay ...
Stores ... ...
...
...
...
...
9 4 8
„ Plant Account... ... . . 142 18 4
Printing ... ... ... 4 12 9
Miscellaneous ... .. ... 417 9
Exchanges .. ... ... 1 2 3
„ Interest on Overdraft ... 17 7 10
34 7 0
151 15 0
„ Refund of Unclaimed Firemen's Pay ... 0 14 6
„ Rent of Hall 3 15 0
„ Balance, Q.N. Bank, as per Pass-Book 191 7 6
£685 9 0 £685 9 0
MEMO.-Arrears  Nil.
HENRY B. WALKER, Secretary. MAURICE BARNETT, Chairman.
Audited and found correct, this twenty-fourth day of January, A.D. 1889.
W. R.  RICHARDS, Municipal
W. TILLEY,  Auditors.
485 39$.
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NtrAL ABSTRICT  of the LIABILITIES AND ASSETS of THE MUTUAL LIFE A.SSOCtATIOtf1 OP
AUSTRALASIA on the 30TH JUNE, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewherethanin Queensland at date
of last  Annual Report ..
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 30th June, 1888,
deducting the amount assured for
£ s.
3,224,088 10 2
during the year ended on that date  497,700 0
Amount assured  on Life  Policiesissued
in Queensland during the past year
to 30th  June ,  1888 ... ... ... 110,754 0
0
0
Total Contingent Liabilities... £3,832,542 19 2
All Other Liabilities-
Claims (included in Revenue Ac-
count) admitted or announced,
or in  course of settlement ... 8,850 0 0
Outstanding Accounts (included in
Revenue Account) admitted or
announced, and in  course of
settlement ... ... ... 416 19 4
Total Liabilities other than
Contingent ... ... £9,26619 4
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities Nil
Other Government Securities ... Nil
Mortgages ... ... ... ... 38,025 0 0
Loans on Policies ... ... ... 9,830 0 0
Loans on Personal Security ... Nil
House Property ... ... ... 30,928 19 7
Outstanding Interest ... ... 246 14 5
Outstanding Premiums ... ... Nil
Cash-
On Deposit ...
In Hand and on Current Account 2,609 13
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report ... ... 536,411 13
2
2
Total Assets ... ... £618,052 0 4
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical  examination  ... £3,020,538 1 4
Amount estimated to be required to re-insure  same  ... ... ... ... £257,877 8 0
At the  last periodical investigation  there  was a surplus  of £52,218 19s. 7d., and bonuses  were  declared
varying from £4 8s. per cent . on policies  in force five years to £9 4s. per cent. on those in force fifteen years.
I, George Gill, Secretary, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that the above Statement
is correct; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
GEORGE GILL,
Secretary.
Declared  at Brisbane , this twenty-second day of February, 1889,  in my presence.
499 HENRY  J. OXLEY, J.P. 23s.
EINASLEIGH DIVISION.HALF-YEARLY STATEMENT showing the FINANCIAL  P OSITION Of the EINASLEIGH DIVISIONAL
BOARD,  from the 1ST JULY to 31sT DECEMBER,  1888, and published in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The  Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888.  2  s. d. 1888. £ s, d.
To Balance in Bank  of New South Wales,
Georgetown ,  on 1st  July, less Out-
standing Cheques,  £ 16 12s . ... 776
31st December-
To General Rates Collected ... ... 359
„ Registration Fees, Dogs and Goats ... 0
31st December-
By Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 75 0 0
Forms and Stationery ... ... 4 4 11
5 2 „ Contracts ... ... ... ... 60 6 11
Miscellaneous Expenses ... ... 58 14 6
8 9 „ Wages ... ... ... ... ... 184 9 11
3 0 „ Advertising ... ... ... ... 13 6 0
„ Main Roads (w ages ) ... ... ... 90 8 3
Articles Supplied ... ... ... 70 12 6
Exempt Main Road (Herber(on) Wages 78 11 10
„ Balance in Bank of New South Wales,
less  Outstanding Cheque for £3 500 2 1
£1,135 16 11 £1,135 16 11
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO during the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
No. of
Contract.
Name of Contractor.
12 Francis  Lynch ... ...
13 Ditto ... ...
14 Leonard Hartwell ...
Nature of  Contract .  Amount.
£ s. d.
Sinking Public Well at Durham ... 16 5 0
Timbering and Logging Public Well, Durham 16 4 6
Sawn Timber for Public Well, Durham ... 27 17 5
£60 6 11
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that we have  examined the  above Half- yearly Statement,
and find the  same correct. 0. BATTEN BY, Chairman.
J. McBEAN WALKER, Auditor.
Georgetown, 7th January, 1889.
498 22s.
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NOTICE.MICHAEL ROBERTS has been appointed
Bailiff ' of the Small Debts Court, Winton,
from the 2nd January, 1889.
R. W. MORAN,
Registrar Small Debts Court.
Court House,
Winton, 16th February, 1889.
NOTICE,MICHAEL ROBERTS has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper at Winton for the
ensuing year.
For the Bench,
R. W. MORAN, P.M.
Court House,
Winton, 16th  February, 1889.
NOTICE.
J L. JONES has  been appointed  Poundkeeper
• at Barcaldine for twelve months from the
15th February, 1889.
FRANK NIXON,  P.M.
NOTICE.PETER PAUL HOLZKNECHT has been
appointed Bailiff of  the Small Debts Court
at Barcaldine for twelve months from  the 18th
February, 1889.
FRANK NIXON, P.N1.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of William Kelman, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland,  grazier, an
Insolvent.
O N the twenty -seventh  day of February, 1889,
a Certificate  of Discharge  was granted to
William  Kelman , of Rockhampton  aforesaid,
grazier, who was adjudicated insolvent on the
sixteenth  day of November, 1887.
Dated the twenty -seventh day  of February, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
480 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Henry William Forsey, of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, master
mariner, an  Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationo E the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Rockhampton, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twentieth day of March, 1889, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of February, A.D.
1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
By their Town  Agents-
WILSON,  WILSON,  AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
473 6s.
In the Estate of A. Tuckett, insolvent.
A FINAL Dividend, of 6d. in the £, in the
above Estate, will be payable at my Office,
Ipswich, on MONDAY, Twenty-fifth instant.
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WM. HAIGH,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Edward Bowdick Swayne, of
Plane Creek ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
sawyer, an Insolvent.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Mackay, on the Nineteenth
day of March, 1889 ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February,  1889-
F. H. SMITH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Mackay.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
479 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Nathaniel
Harvey Macmillan ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  contractor.
C HARLES JOHN WESLEY SOUTH, of
Eagle street ,  accountant, has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts duo to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, e.D
1889.
A. G. UNMACK,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
492 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of James Collins Amos, of St.
George, in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier,
an Insolvent.
O
N the  Twenty-seventh day of March ,  1889, at
Ten o'clock  in the forenoon, James Collins
Amos, of St George, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier ,  adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth
day of July, 1888, will apply to the Supreme
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
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HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Peter McBride ,  of Bogantungan,
in the Colony of Queensland, hotelkeeper, an
Insolvent.
( N the Twenty-fifth day of March, 1889, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon ,  Peter McBride,
of Bogantungan aforesaid ,  hotelkeeper ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the third day of May , 1886,  will apply
to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
R. A. BRUMM,
Insolvent 's Solicitor,
Rockhampton.
By W. H.  OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street ,  Brisbane.
481 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for'Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of George
Eales, of Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland, bailiff.
ROBERT JONES, of Dlaryborougli, in the
Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons bavmg in their po-session any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
W. J. MCGRATH,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitor, Maryborough.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
478 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Callander, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, master
mariner ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed George Callander, de-
ceased, may be granted to James Graham, of
Maryborough aforesaid, ironmonger, and Charles
Penrose Christoe, of the same place, auctioneer, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Maryborough this nineteenth day of
February, A.D. 1889.
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W. J. McGRATH,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Bazaar street, Maryborough.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William McLean, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, blacksmith, de-
ceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, af er  the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof ,  application  will be  made  to the said
Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  William McLean,  deceased, may be
anted to Ellen McLean ,  of Brisbane, in the
olony of Queensland, widow, the sole Executrix
named in  the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of February, A.D.
1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
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Proctors for the Petitioner,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  of Franz  Xavier Schlecht, late of
Marburg, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland , farmer , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Franz Xavier Schlecht, deceased,
may be granted to Friedrich Domrow and William
Berlien, both of Rosewood, in the said colony, two
of the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-first day of Feb-
ruary, A.D. 1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executors.
467 5s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John O'Dea,  late of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
iN tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all and
singular the goods, chattels, and effects of the
abovenamed deceased, John O'Dea, who died intes-
tate, may be granted to Cornelius O'Dea, of
Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner, a
creditor of the said deceased.
Dated the eighteenth day of February,  A.D. 1889.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for  the said Cornelius O'Dea.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
467 6S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Mary Cusack, lately of
Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
spinster, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from  the publication
hereof, application will be  made  to this Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Mary Cusack may be
granted to Daniel Foley Pring Roberts,  of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, solicitor, the duly-
constituted Attorney of Bridget Stafford (the wife
of Joseph Stafford), of Brisbane  aforesaid, and
Johanna Thrussel (the wife of Richard Thrussel),
of Sydney aforesaid, the sisters and next-of-kin of
the said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane  this twenty-eighth day of
February, 1889.
DANIEL F. ROBERTS,
Proctor for the said Daniel Foley Pring Roberts,
494
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Cosgrove ,  late of Croydon, in
the Colony of Queensland, miner ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the day of the
publication hereof in the  Queen8land Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  John' Cosgrove, deceased, may be
granted to John Maher, of Croydon ,  in the said
Colony, Catholic priest, and James Corbett, of
Croydon aforesaid ,  miner, the Executors named in
the said Will.
Dated this twenty -eighth day of February, A.D.
1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Croydon,
Proctor for the said John Maher and
James Corbett.
By his Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
495 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Mary Elson, late of Wellington
street, Petrie terrace, Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, deceased, intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands of the abovenamed Mary Elson,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
James Thomas Elson and Edmund Lincoln Fell,
864
of Brisbane, in the said colony, the personal repre-tatives ofthe deceased husband of the said Mary
Elson.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-seventh day of
February, A.D. 1889.
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Victoria Chambers,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said James Thomas Elson and
Edmund Lincoln Fell.
472 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Flaws, late of Gympie, in the
Colony of Queensland,  miner , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honourable
Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
James Flaws, late of Gympie aforesaid,  miner,
deceased, may be granted to Maria Margaret
Flaws, of Gympie aforesaid, widow, the sole
Executrix named in the Will of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie this sixteenth day of February,
A.D. 1889.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Maria Margaret Flaws.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
468 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Colborne Beeston, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
solicitor, deceased.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honourable
Court that Probate of the last Will and Testament
of the abovenamed Henry Colborne Beeston,
deceased, may be granted to William Carver, of
Brisbane aforesaid, gentleman, the Executor named
in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
JOSEPH THOMAS KENNEDY,
503
Albert  street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executor.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Wallace Fraser ,  late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland , j eweller, deceased.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of the
abovenamed Wallace Fraser ,  late of Gympie afore-
said, jeweller ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may be
granted to Mary Jane Fraser, of Gympie aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Gympie this twenty-second day of
February ,  A.D. 1889.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Mary Jane Fraser.
By his Town Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
475
Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Sarah Jane Carbery,
late of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
spinster, deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-N ration f ourteen days from the date ofthe
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels.
credits, and effects of the abovenamed deceased
may be granted to Jane Carbery, of Brisbane afore-
said, widow, the mother and next. of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
501
Proctor for the said Jane Carbery,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Braidwood, late of Padding-
ton, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
pattern-maker, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
lN tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed deceased may be granted to
Margaret Alice Braidwood, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February,
1889.
500
ERNEST WINTER,
Proctor for the Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Herman Francisco De Zoet, late of
Emerald, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper, deceased.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Herman Francisco De
Zoet, deceased, may be granted to Mary Elizabeth
De Zoet, of Emerald aforesaid, widow, the Execu-
trix named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of February, 1889.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Proctors for Applicant,
Quay street, Rockhampton.
By their Agents-
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
504 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Peel Mellefont, late of
Gladstone, in the Colony of Queensland,
newspaper proprietor, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above Estate, from the
twentieth day of February, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-seven, to the twentieth day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine, have this day been filed in my Office , and all
parties having any claims against the said Estate,
or being otherwise interested therein, are required
to come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on or before THURSDAY, the
Fourth day of April next, to inspeot the said
Accounts, and, if they think fit, object thereto; and
if no exception be taken to the said Accounts, the
same  will be duly enquired into, at my said Office,
on the above day, at the hour of Half-past Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, A.D.
1889.
WILLM. BELL,
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Proctors for the Executor,
Selborne Chambers,
Registrar.
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
505 8s. 6d.
865
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE  TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Booth, late  of Norton 0-old-field, and James Peacock ,  late of Brisbane.
L)URSUANT  to  " The Intestacy  Act  of 1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of eitherof the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before
the Second  day of  May next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1889.
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G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Will of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, de-
ceased.
P 
URS UAN T to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other persons
having any claims upon or against the Estate
of Daniel Grant, late of Townsville, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, deceased, who died at
Townsville, in the Colony aforesaid, on or about
the twenty-second day of November, 1888, whose
Will was duly proved by William Joseph Castling,
butcher, and Frederick Gordon, merchant, the
Executors named  therein, in the Supreme Court of
Queensland, on the eighteenth day of January,
1889, are hereby required to send in, in writing, to
the undersigned, Frederick Gordon, one of the
Executors, particulars of their claims or demands,
on or  before SATURDAY, the Twenty-third day
of February next. And notice is hereby given, that
at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
Executors will proceed to distribute  the assets
of the said Daniel Grant, deceas d, amongst the
persons entitled thereto, having regard only to the
claims of  which the said Executors have then had
notice, and that the said Executors will not be
liable, for the  assets so  distributed to any person of
whose claim  the Executors have not had notice at
the time of the distribution.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
316
F. GORDON,
For Executors.
9s. 6d.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershi pphitherto  subsisting between Albert t! dward
Allen ,  Thomas Dolby ,  Ward Elderton Whitehead,
and Albert Edward Slade, as coal ,  coke ,  and fire.
wood dealers, at the Depot, in Little Roma street,
Brisbane ,  under the name and style of "The Day
Dawn Fuel Depot ,"  has this day been Dissolved.
The business will be continued at the same
premises ,  under the same name or style, by the
said Albert Edward Slade and Ward Elderton
Whitehead ,  who will receive and pay all debts due
to and owing by the said  firm.
Dated this twenty -eighth day of February, 1889.
ALBERT EDWARD SLADE.
WARD ELDERTOLN WHITEHEAD.
THOMAS DOLBY.
Witness-
CHAS .  B. LILLEY,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
502 6s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE undersigned, lately trading under the styleor firm of " Checsman, Ramsay, and Co.,"
have this day Dissolved partnership by mutual
consent,  R. S. Cheesinan taking over the assets
and liabilities of said firm.
ROBT. S. CHEESMAN.
H. M. RAMSAY.
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
493 3s. 6d.
N 1 \OTICE  is hereby given, that the Partnershipt' hitherto  existing between  Robert  Russell
Smellie, James Gulland, Francis Edman Nash,
an4 Barry  Michael Stapleton, in the business of
sugar -planters and manufacturers ,  under the style
of The Mourilyan  Sugar Company ,"  was Dis-
solved on the  twenty-eighth  day of February last,
by eiTluxion of time.
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1889.
ROBERT  RUSSELL SMELLIE.
J. GULLAND.
FRAS. E. NASH.
Witness-
A. J. THYNNE,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
476 5s.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNER-SHIP
As REQUIRED Bi TUE '1F,,-THIRD SECTION OF
"THE MERCANTILE ACT OF 1867."
STYLE of Partnership--Bull and Others.
Names of Partners-General Partner : William
John Bull, of Pallas street, Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, grocer. Special Partner:
Henry Smith, of Melville street, Maryborough
aforesaid , cabinet-maker, and the said William
John Bull (as Trustees  of Mrs. Esther Roberts).
Capital contributed by General Partner-Stock
in trade to the value of two hundred pounds.
Capital contributed by Special Partners-The
sum of one  hundred and thirty pounds.
General Nature of  Business -General drapers
and grocers.
Principal  Place of Business -  Pallas and  Churchill
streets,  Maryborough.
Commencement  of Partnership-The first day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine.
Termination  of Partnership-The Thirty-first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two.
We hereby  acknowledge  the above Certificate as
true  and correct.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
HENRY SMITH.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons, before
me, one  of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace
for the Colony  of Queensland . at Maryborough,
this fourth  day of February, 1889.
W. SOUTHERDEN, J.P.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane,  Maryborough , and Bundaberg.
352 8s. 6d.
CHARTERS TOWERS MUNICIPALITY.
NOTICE
is hereby given, in accordance with
section 219 of  "The Local Government Act
of  1878," that the Council of the Municipality of
Charters Towers proposes to Borrow from the
Consolidated Revenue of Queensland the Sum of
Seven Thousand Five Hundred Pounds (k7,5 (x))
for the purposes of Reticulation in connection with
the Burdekin Water Scheme (now being executed
by the Charters Towers Waterworks Bo,rd, a body
constituted under the authority of  "The Local
Authorities .Toint Action Art of  1886 ") under Clause
6, Class 1, of  "The Local Works Loan Act of  1880."
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates of the said
Reticulation Scheme are now open to the inspection
of the Ratepayers at the Office of the Town Clerk,
Town Hall, Gill street, Charters Towers, in ac-
cordance with section 218 of  "The Local Govern-
men'. Act of  1878."
By Order,
HENRY B. WALKER,
Town Clerk
Council Chambers,
Charters Towers, 18th February, 1889.
464 7s. 6d.
866
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in  the Matter of The Hit or Miss P.C.
Block Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
IN LIQUIDATION.
I THE UNDERSIGNED, Thomas Francis
Groom, the Liquidator of the abovenamed
Company, hereby make a first Liquidation Call of
Sixpence (6d.) per Share upon all the contributories
of the above Company, payable to  me, at  my Office,
at the Brisbane Stock Exchange, Queen street, on
or before FRIDAY, the 22nd of March, 1889.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty-third day of
February, 1889.
466
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of The Albion Sawmill Company,
Limited.
A
T an Extraordinary Meeting of the Share-
holders of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened  and held at 187, Queen street, Brisbane,
on the twenty-second day of February, 1889, the
following Extraordinary Resolution was passed
unanimously:-
" It has been proved to the satisfaction of this
meeting  that the Company  cannot, by
reason of its liabilities ,  continue its
business ,  and that it is advisable to wind-up
the same ,  and accordingly that the same
be wound-up voluntarily.
" That Mr. J. S. O'Donohue be appointed
Liquidator to the Company, with Messrs.
B. T. Keogh and Otto  Hagen as a com-
mittee of inspection to act with him, and
that the Liquidator 's remuneration be
forty pounds.
"D. T. KEOGH, Chairman."
Dated this twenty-fifth day of February, 1889.
Witness-
1'. W. NAZER,
J. S. O'DONOHUE,
Secretary.
Clerk to Messrs. Lilley and O'Sullivan,
458
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
8s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in  the Matter of The Just-in-Time Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.A T a Special General Meeting of the Share-
holders of the Just-in-Time Gold-Mining
Company, Limited, held at the Office of the
Company, on  Tuesday, 12th February, 1889, Mr.
A. J. Heap in the chair, the following Extraordinary
Resolution was carried  unanimously:-
That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
the members present at  this meeting that
the Company cannot, by  reason of its
liabilities ,  continue its business , and that
it is advisable  to wind-up the Company
voluntarily."
It was  also unanimously  resolved that Mr. John
Purser be appointed Liquidator.
A. J. HEAP,
Chairman.
JOHN PURSER,
Maryborougb , t4th  February, 1889.
Secretary.
486 6s. 6d.
THE CENTENNIAL BATTERY COMPANY,
LIMITED.AT Extraordinary General Meetings of theabovenamed Company, duly convened and
held respectively on the fourteenth and twenty-
ninth days of January, 1889, the subjoined Special
Resolution was passed and confirmed :-
" That the Directors be authorised to borrow
for or on account of the Company a sum
of money for the Company's business, not
exceeding £ 1,800and interest, such advance
to be secured as the Directors shall think
fit over the Company's property."
Witness-
Secretary.
E. GREENWOOD,
Chairman.
5s.
DAVID DONALD,
496
THE INDUSTRIAL NEWSPAPER
COMPANY, LIMITED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of
section 132 of  " The Companies Act, 1863,"
that a General Meeting of the Members of the
abovenamed Company will be held at my Office,
19 and 20, Grand Arcade, Queen street, Brisbane,
on TUESDAY, the Ninth day of April, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of having
an account laid before the meeting showing the
manner in which the wind ing-up has been conducted,
and the property of the Company disposed of, and
of hearing any explanation that may be given by
the Liquidator, and also of  determining , by Extra-
ordinary Resolution, the manner in which the
books, accounts, and documents of the Company,
and of the Liquidator thereof, shall be disposed of.
Dated the twenty-eighth day of February,
A.D. 1889.
BLAKISTON ROBINSON,
CHAMBERS, BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Liquidator,
Brisbane.
Liquidator.
474 7s. 6d.
I HEREBY givenotice of my intention to
apply, at the April  Sittings  of the Paroo
Divisional Board, for License for One Gate on the
Main Stock Route down the Cuttaburra, on the
western side of the Warrego ,  between SelectionsNos. 19v and 21v, on the resumed portion f Tinen-
burra ; such gate to be  in accordance  with  " The
Divisional Boards Act."
N. C. McKELLAR.
468 3s.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, 1s. Gd.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of  Parliament passed in the26th year of the Reign of 'Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables  of Fees, and
established by the Queen's Order  in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price, 1s.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
NOTICE.POUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,when describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words "Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
867
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side), arranged with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all  the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given, as far as practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles,  and  vice  versd by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the  sections  are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English  section is  not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its  general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published  in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp.,  interleaved , full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.;  postage , in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s.  6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
`J
O N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
William  street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative  of Expeditions  to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M.  Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate , Thursday  Island ,  addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage ,  1d. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.
FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act of  1372," and
" The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
L> TOW published at the Government Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I9 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phsenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
j N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
' in pamphlet  form,  "The Ins olvency Act of
1871 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol,
vencv ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price, 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional. J. C BEAL,
Government Printer.
N
OW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITII
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form ,  "The Gold Fields Act
•,, 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
G e  r17HE Justices  Act of  1886,"  and  "The  Offenders
1 Probation  Act of  1886," with an Introduc-
tion ,  Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d .  in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS  AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAN1).
A PA MPHLE T bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto k. now  published,  and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
Booksellers .  Price, 4s. in cloth  ;  postage 8d . within,
and is. 4d. beyond ,  the Colony ,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description ,  with I llustrations ,  of these
Pl ants;  together with references to the Works in
which  they are scientifically described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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The Govz$ NMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1889.  £ s. d.
Feb.23.-Bungil Divisional Board ... ... 1
23.-W. M. Payne ... ... ... 4
23.-W. Haigh and Co.  ...  ... ... 0
23.-Toowoomba Chronicle ...  ... 0
23.-H. R. McColl ... ... 0
25.-Rosalie Divisional Board ... ... 1
25.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 0
„ 25.-Antigua Divisional Board ... ... 0
25.-Moreton and Co. ... ... ... 0
25.-Cliarters Towers Municipal Council 9
25.-Clermont Municipal Council ... 2
25.-Rockhampton Municipal Council ... 6
25.-Einasleigh Divisional Board ... 1
25.-J. P. Peterson ... ... ... 0
25.-Munro and Cowie ... ... ... 6
26.-S. S. Grant ... 0
26.-D. Ryan ... ... ... ... 0
26.-W. Furlong ... ... ... ... 0
26.-H. Magnnay ... ... ... ... 0
26.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0
27.-Lilley and O'Sullivan ... ... 0
27.-Allora Municipal Council ... ... 0
„ 27.-Warroo Divisional Board ... ... 0
27.-McKellar and Burton ... ... 0
27.-Burns, Philp, and Company ... 1
„  28.-G.  and J. Black ... .. ... 0
„ 28.-Kilkivan Divisional Board ... 0
28.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0
28.-W. Dawson ... ... ... ... 0
28.-G. J. Young and Company ... 4
28.-J. Scanlan ... ... ... 0
28.-Gogango Divisional Board... ... 0
28.- W. H. Smith ... ... ... 0
Im9annbings.
IMPOUNDED  at Hughenden ,  from Afton Downs,
on the  11th  February ,  1889, by order of Wm.
Hammond,  Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s.
10 0 One iron-grey gelding, like CW4 (registered brand -
5 4 blotched)  near  shoulder, unbroken.
0 6 One chestnut gelding, U7C (registered brand) near1 3 star,  three white feet.shoulder, 46 near neck
0 8
,
If not  released on  or before the 19th March, 1889,
11 0 will be sold to defray  expenses. ,
6 6
3 0 HENRY MAGN.4Y, Poundkeeper.
2 10 463  2s.
0 0
10 0 IMPOUNDED at Yeulba, from Mongool, on the
0 0 20th February, 1889, by order of T. L. Nugent
2 0 Fitzgerald, Esquire.  Driving expenses , Is. 6d. per head.
2 0 One blue and white bullock,  3NS (registered brand)
17 0 off ribs, block and slit off ear.
1 7 One white bullock, W 1 H (registered brand) off rump,
4 0 half-circle piece out of off ear.
9 0 One roan bullock, W1H (registered brand) off rump,
12 0 half-circle piece out of off ear.
3 0 Molony,Also from Bendemere b order of J P5 6 y . ., ,Esquire0 7 .
1 6 One chestnut horse, ZB1 (registered brand) near
3 0 shoulder, 98 on neck, blaze down face, one fore
0 6 foot and both hind feet white.
1 0 If not released on or before the 22nd March, 1889,
18 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
1 0 DENIS RYAN, Poundkeeper.
5 6 460 4s.
6 0
1 0 MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Churchill. Tres-
3 0
I
pass , 1 s. ; driving, 2d.
0 6 One white cow, like 4EO (registered  brand ) off loin ;
strawberry calf at foot, no visible brand.
,,! iS Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
race of  ONE SHILLING PEIt ANIMAL ;  and  no  such
Adoertisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless
ac-ompanied  b.y a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of t, insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Barealdine, from enclosed lands,
Coreena Station, on the 18th February, 1889, by
order of E. 11. King, Esquire, manager. Driving
expenses, 4s. 2d. per head.
One bay gelding, 4DC (registered brand) rear shoul-
der, B  1 (registered brand) off shoulder, hind
feet white.
One chestnut  mare, bUJ (registered brand) near
shoulder, stripe on forehead.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
459 2s.
Also, from Upper Bundamba. Trespass, 5s.; driving,
1s. 2d.
One strawberry cow, p)(7 (registered brand) off
rump, ear-marked.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
465 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton.
One chestnut horse, 5FT (registered brand) near
shoulder, RB4 (registered brand) off shoulder,
star.
One bay mare, like VOL near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN GRAHAM, Poundkeeper.
388 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from the reserve, on the
16th February, 1889, by order of A. M. Stephens,
Esquire.
28 wethers, one nick out near ear, two nicks out off ear.
2 wethers, T in tar on back, one nick out near ear, two
nicks out off ear.
7 wethers, T in tar on back, piece out near ear, off ear
Flit, two bars fire-brand on nose of four of them.
1 wether, woolly, T in tar on back, piece out top both
ears.
1 ewe, No. 7 near ear.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will he sold to defray expenses.
461
WK. FURLONG, Poundkeeper.
7s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Gowrie, on the
19th January, 1889, by order of H. Hart, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s.
One red and white bullock, slit off ear, SA7 (registered
brand) over 6 off ribs.
One yellow and white bullock, off ear marked, bU> (
(registered brand) over 5 near ribs.
If not released on  or  before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
462
WM. FURLONG.  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from enclosed  lands, Isis
Downs, on the 19th February, 1889, by order of
D. R. McLennon, Esquire. Driving,  8d. ; damages,
2s. 6d.
One roan bullock, worker, K1N (registered brand)
near rump, 0  near  cheek, top quarter  out near ear.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
497
JAMES  SCANLAN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Woolloongabba.
One bay horse ,  draught,  like PIT  over T over Il near
shoulder, like 6 on,neck ,  hind feet white ,  spots on
back, star and snip.
If not released or. or before the 6th March, 1839,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN  HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
489 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Allora, from the Commonage, on
the 23rd February ,  1889. Damages and driving,
2s. 6d.
One dark-bay  horse, like FZ near shoulder, white spots
on back.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
487 1s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 2nd March, 1889.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1889.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the Treasury,at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance with the
provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six
months after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall
be forfeited.
M. HUME BLACK.
Area in
Name of Lessee .  Name of Run. District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
2  8.  d.
Frederick William Armytage ... Avondale ... ... Gregory South ... 334 8 8 9
Ditto ... ... ... ... Almamata ... ... ditto ... ... 33 8 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Monanyabra ... ... ditto ... ... 941 23 12 6
Ditto ... ... ... ... Powell ... ... ... ditto ... ... 40)4 10 1 3
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ravine ... ... ... ditto ... ... 37; 9 6 3
Ditto Forest ... ... ... ditto ... 97 24 5 0
The Australian Joint Stock Bank Nappamurroo ... ... ditto ... ... 4,812 12 2 6
William Wright Richardson ... Retlaw ... ... ditto ... ... 23 5 15 0
William Wright Richardson and Summerside ... ... ditto ... ... 103 25 15 0
Matthew Edward Maher
Ditto ... ... ... ... Millendean ... ... ditto ... ... 1061 26 12 6
Ditto ... ...M ... ... Birgham ... ... ... ditto ... ... 664 16 13 9
The Australasian Mortgage and Carlpie ... ... ... ' ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Agency Company, Limited
Ditto ... ... ... ... Carlpie North ... ... ditto ... ... 81 20 5 0
Ditto .. ... Carlpie East ditto ... ... 742 18 12 6
Ditto ... ... ... ... Stream ... ... ... ditto ...  ... 72  18 2 6
Ditto .. ... ... Salmond  ...  ... ... ditto ... ... 68 17 0 0
The Australasian Investment Com- Cunninghella ... ... ditto ... ... 424 10 13 9
pany, Limited
Ditto ... ... ... ... Pentitude ... ... ditto ... ... 584 14 13 9
Ditto ... ... ... ... Moondooran ... ... ditto ... ... 58 14 10 0
96
870
PAYMENT  FOR  SURVEYS OF  RUNS-continued.
Name of Lessee.
The Corporation  of the Bank of
Australasia
Theophilus Foot,  James Albert
Foot, Theophilus  Theodore Foot,
and Allan Nesbitt Foot
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. ,., ,,, ,,,
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
...
... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Thomas Hungerford and Cecil
Payne  Hungerford
Michael Hackett ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Duncan MacGregor ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...  ..  ...
Edwin Thomas Smith  and George
Leonard Debney
Ditto  ...
The Australian and New Zealand
Mortgage Company,, Limited, of
Brisbane
Ditto1) tto
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ...
Ditto ...
Edward William Lamb ...
William Andrew Martin ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ..
Hurtle Willoughby Morphett
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Daniel McDonald ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Charles Smith  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto 1
The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Name  of Run. District.
London ...
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
... Gregory South ... 952 23 17 6
Wyerie ... ... ... ditto ...
McKinlay Downs ... ditto
Ranger 's Creek  ... ... ditto
Carcarri lla  ... ... ditto
Galalah  ... ... ... ditto
Carcarrilla East  ... ... ditto
Darroo .. . ... ... ditto
Kookoola  ... ditto
McKinlay Downs East ... ditto
Ranger 's Creek West ... ditto
Dangelie  ... ... ... ditto
Calarinda  ... ... ditto
Botoota  ... ... ... ditto
Newmara  ... ... ditto
Mitchell Plains ...
Kangaroo Downs ...
Marsden  ... ... ...
Denley ... ...
Elly ... ... ...
Marion  ... ... ...
Westby ... ...
Eva ... ... ...
Stella  ... ... ...
Nebraska ... ...
Colorado  ... ... ...
Origan  ... ... ...
Quebec  ... ... ...
'I oronto ... ...
Ottawa .. ...
Montreal ...
St. Clair ... ...
Tobago ... ... ...
Arica ... ...
Tudor ...
Rio ...
Wyeroo East ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Wyeroo N rth ... ... ditto
Whitman ... ... Burke
Ernestfield  ... ... ditto
Pickwick ... ... ditto
Prestbury No. 1 ... ditto
Prestbury No. 2 ... ditto
Parkside No. 7 ... ... ditto
Park side No. 8 ... ... ditto
Paroo South ... ... ditto
Paroo North ... .. ditto
Table Top ... ... 'ilia to
Calton Hills No. 1 ... ditto
Mossman  ... ... ditto
Flora North .., ... ditto
Martindale  No. 1 ... ditto
Martindale  No. 2 ... ditto
Martindale  No. 3 ... ditto
Martindale  No 4 ... ditto
Martindale  No. 5 ... ditto
Martindale  No. 6 ... ditto
Martindale No. 7 ... ditto
Martindale No. 8 ... ditto
Letitia Downs No. 1 ... ditto
Letitia Downs No. 2 ... dit' o
Letitia Downs No. 3 .:. ditto
Letitia Downs No. 4 ... ditto
Betsy Downs ... ... ditto
Loch Ness ... ... ditto
May Downs .. ... ditto
May Downs No. 1 ... ditto
May Downs No. 2 ... ditto
Florances Vale ... ... ditto
Fries Land ... ... ditto
35 8 15 0
... 40 10 0 0
... 35 8 15 0
... 30 7 10 0
... 701 17 12 6
... 44- 11 3 9
... 60 15 0 0
57 14 5 0
...  Si)  12 10 0
... 40 10 0 0
... 74 18 10 0
... 24 6 0 0
... 344 8 11 3
... 37 9 5 0
34
50
74
7612
98
105
83
100
312351
804
50
4014
... 50
694
54
84
18
911
534
55;
... 70
8 10 0
12 10 0
18 10 0
19 2 6
24 10 0
26 5 0
20 15 0
25 0 0
7 17 6
8 16 3
20 3 9
12 10 0
10 1 3
12 10 0
17 8 9
13 10 0
21 0 0
4 10 0
22 17 6
13 6 3
13 16 3
17 10 0
... 100
... 31.
25 0 0
7 18 9
... 80 20 0 0
... 29 7 5 0
99 24 15 0
62 15 10 0
58 14 10 0
28 7 0 0
25 6 5 0
39 9 15 0
40• 10 0 0
63 15 17 6
20 5 0 0
784 19 13 9
60 15 0 0
561 14 2 6
48 12 0 0
31; 7 16 3
902 22  12  6
54 13 1 , 0
744 18 13 9
702 17 12 6
51 12  15 0
394 9 18 9
98 24 10 0
100 25 0 0
46 11 10 0
50 12 10 0
44 I1 0 0
61 15 5 0
50 1'2 10 0
67 16 15 0
75 18 15 0
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1889.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
i T is hereby notified for  general information, that
l the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettle 1 Districts, have been surveyed, and the
followin:; amended descriptions of the boundaries
thereof prepared.
Any persons who may consider their  interesst
prejudiced by said amended descriptions must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 2nd June, 1889.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained,  on application at
this Department.
M. HUME BLACK.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Name of Run  - Avondale.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 28 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 5''.. „
Total  ... ... 331 „
Commencing  at the south -west corner of the Castle
Hackett Run at a point bearing north 5 degrees east and
distant fourteen chains forty links from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over C within triangle on
north-side, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of that run about five miles
to a point bearing north 257 degrees east and distant six
chains and fifteen links from a tree marked broad-arrow
over C over E ; thence on the north by a west line about
six miles and sixty chains to aabeefwood -tree marked
broad -arrow over DV over T within triangle on east side;
thence on the west by a south line five miles to a gum-tree
marked broad- arrow  over A over AM within  triangle on
east-side ; and thence on the south by an east  line six
miles and sixty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Almamata
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area -Available... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 6 „
Total ... ... 33 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Avondale
Run, being a point bearing north 5 degrees east
and distant fourteen chains and forty links from
a gum-tree, marked broad-arrow over E over
C within triangle on north side, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Eulbertie Secundus Run about five miles
to a post marked broad-arrow over F over A ; thence on
the south by a west line about six miles and sixty chains
to a corkwood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over F
within triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a
north line about  five miles to a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  A over AM within  triangle on east side ; and
thence on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of the Avondale Run about six miles and sixty
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Monanyabra.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Arinytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 83 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 111
Total ... ... 941 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Mitchell
Plains Run at a point bearing north 18 degrees east and
distant one chain eighty links from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over M within triangle
on south side, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along part of the east boundary of that run about six
wiles and seventy-four chains to a point sixty-seven chains
south and three chains fifty-two links east from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over L over M within
triangle ; thence on the north by a west line about six
miles and forty chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over L within triangle on south side ; thence again
on the east by a north line about two miles and forty-
six chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
CS within triangle on north-east side ; thence again on
the north by a west line along the south boundary of the
Canterbury South Run and a continuation of same, in all
about five miles and seventeen chains, to a mulgah-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over P on south side, passing
through a mulgah-tree marked broad-arrow over CS over T
within triangle ; thence on the west by a south line about
nine miles and fifty chains to a stake bearing north 343 de-
grees east and distant one chain and fom ty-five links from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow overAoverE within triangle
on south side ; and thence on the south by an east line
along; the north boundary of the Ellenbutnie Run and
part of the north boundary of the Eulbertie Run, passing
through a point two chains fifty-four links north of a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over A over M within
triangle on north-east side, crossing a creek at a point
fifteen links north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over  M within triangle and one chain eleven
links south of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
E over E within triangle on east side, in all about eleven
miles fifty-two chains ,  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Powell.
Claimant of Lease - Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  8}
Total ... ... 401
„
„
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Monanyabra
Run (being a point bearing north 343 degrees east and
distant one chain and  forty- five links from a gum tree
marked broad-arrow over A over E within triangle), and
bounded thence on the east by a north line along the
western boundary of that run about nine miles and fifty
chains to a mulgah -tree marked broad-arrow over M
over P within triangle on south side ; thence on the
north by a west line three miles and twenty-eight chains
to a giddiah-tree marked broad -arrow over T4 within
triangle on north-west side ; thence on the west by a
south line along the eastern boundary of the Tam-
rookum No .  3 Run five miles to a point bearing north
262 degrees E and distant seven chains from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad -arrow over T3 within triangle on east
side  ;  thence again on the north by a west line along part
of the south boundary of the last -named run about one
mile and fifty-two chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow over P within triangle on south side ; thence again
on the west by a south line about four miles and fifty-six
chains to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over P over R
within triangle on south side ; and thence on the south by
an east line about five miles to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of  Run-Ravine.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  28k square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  9
Total ... ... 37; „
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Tamrookum
No. 3 Run at a post marked broad-arrow over T, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of
the south boundary of that run about nine miles and
twenty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad arrow
over P within triangle on south side ; thence on the east
by a south line along part of the west boundary of the
Powell Run about four miles to a point twenty-seven
chains south and thirty chains west from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over E within triangle on south-west
side ; thence on the south by a west line about nine miles
and twenty-eight chains to a giddiah-tree marked broad-
arrow  over R  over T within triangle on south side ; and
thence on the west by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the Nocton Run about four miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Forest.
Claimant of Lease-Frederick William Armytage.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 82 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 97
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Alma Mata
Run
"I
a corkwood -tree marked broad-arrow over A over
F within triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the
west by  a south line about fourteen miles and eight chains
to a point  forty -five chains east and seventy -five links
south from a needlewood -tree marked broad-arrow over F
within triangle  ;  thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of theHeelsRun about  five miles
and sixty -four chains to a point six chains and seventy-five
links south and seven chains eighty links west from a
beefwood -tree marked broad -arrow over L within triangle ;
thence on the south -east by a north -east line along part
of the north -west boundary of the Mulgrave Run about
four miles and fifty chains to a small tree marked broad-
arrow over F within triangle on north -west side  ;  thence
on the north -east by a north -west line along part of the
south -west boundary of the Modock Run about two mike
and thirty -two chains to a point bearing north 92 degrees;
east and distant four chains and ten links from a corkwoe ,
tree marked broad -arrow over E over  F over  M within
triangle;  thence on the north by a west line alongthe south
boundary of Eulbertie Secundus Run seventy -two chains
to a point bearing north 220  degrees  east and distant five
chains  eighty- five links from a corkwood -tree marked
broad- arrow over F over F in triangle ; thence on the
east by a north line along part  of the  west boundary of
the Eulbertie Secundus Run about nine miles and sixteen
chains to a post marked  broad- arrow over  F over A ; ands
thence again  on the  north by a  west line along  the south
boundary of Alma Mata  Run about six miles and sixty
chains to the point  of commencement.
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Name of Run- Nappamurroo.
Claimants of Lease -The Australian Joint Stock
Bank.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30j square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18
Total ... ...  481
Commencing at the eastern  angle of the Greystane 's Run,
at a post marked broad-arrow  over  F, and bounded thence
on the east  by a south  line along  part of the  west  boundary
of the Thundah Run  one mile  and fifty- nine chains to a
point three  chains west of a willow -tree marked broad-
arrow  over T within triangle  on east side  ; thence on the
north by  an east line passing through  that tree along part
of the south boundary  of same run one  mile and fifty-six
chains  to a post marked broad- arrow over  P ; thence on
the north- east  by ,& south -east line two miles and  thirty-
three  chains crossing a small creek to a point two chains
north -west from a tree marked broad -arrow  over N within
triangle ;  thence on the south-east by a south-west line
ten miles to  a post marked broad -arrow over  R ; thence
on the south -west by  a north-west line five miles  to a point
three chains north -west of and passing  through a beef wood
tree  marked broad -arrow  over G over N within  triangle ;
and thence on the north -west by a north -east line along
the south -east  boundary  of the Greystanes Run ten miles
to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Retlaw.
Claimant of  Lease-William Wright Richardson.
Estimated Area-Available ... 23 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  0 is
Total ... ... 23 ,
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Laggan
Run (being a point on the left bank of the Diamentina
River one mile north -easterly from a small box-tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 over 21 within triangle), and
bounded  thence on the north by an east line along
part of the south boundary of that run about two miles
and twenty -four chains  to a post marked  broad-arrow
over R  over S ; thence on the east  by a south  line about
seven miles and twelve chains to a post twelve chains
south of a post marked  broad-arrow over R over 2;
thence on the south by a west line about two miles and
seventy -six chains to a point  forty- four chains east and
twelve chains south from a coolibah -tree marked broad-
arrow over B within triangle ; thence on the west by a
north line along one of the east boundaries of the
Thundapurty Run about five miles ; thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of the
Thundapurty Run about three miles to the Diamentina
River  ;  and thence on the north -west by the left bank of
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Summerside.
Claimants of Lease - W illiam Wright Richardson
and Matthew Edward Maher.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  68 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  35
Total ... ... 108 „
Commencing at the north -west corn er of the Pelican
Lagoon Run at a post marked broad-arrow over PL over
S, and bounded thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of that run one mile and
thirty -two chains to a post on the west bank of the Piet-
ckoola Waterhole marked broad -arrow over T over S, said
post being thirteen chains west from a coolibah-tree
marked broad -arrow over T over S within triangle ;
thence on the east by a north line along the west boundary
of Telemon Run about five miles and twenty -three chains
to a post marked broad-arrow over T ,  said post being
eighteen chains north -west and five miles and twenty-four
chains north 224 degrees east from a tree on weste rn  bank
of Jimmoo Waterhole marked broad -arrow over B over
8 within triangle  ;  thence on the north -east by a north-
west line along part of the south -west boundary of the
Alba No.  2 Run two miles and thirty -two chains to a
point twenty -one chains north-west of and passing through
a post marked broad -arrow over S ; thence on the north
by a west line along one of the south boundaries of last-
mentioned run and part of the south boundary of the
Laggan Run ,  in all about fourteen miles and fifty chains,
to a post marked broad -arrow over R  over S  at the north-
east corn er of the Retlaw Run two miles and twenty-
four chains  Past from a point one mile north -easterly from
a small box-tree on the left  bank  of the Diamentina
River marked broad -arrow over 1 over 21 within triangle;
thence on the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of that run about six miles and sixty -four chains
to a point sixteen chains north of a post marked broad-
arrow over R over 2 ; thence on the south by an east line
about nine miles and  forty- four chains to a post marked
broad -arrow over B over S, said post being  fifty- two chains
south and 9 chains east of a coolibah -tree marked
broad- arrow over  C in triangle ; thence  again on the east
F
a north line alone Dart of the  west boundary of the
rcarrilla Run one  mile to  a post marked broad-arrow
over C twenty-eight chains north and  nine chains east
from last-mentioned tree ; thence  again  on the south by
an east line  along the north boundary of the same run
about five  miles to  a post marked broad-arrow over C2;
and thence again on the west by a south line along part
of the eastern boundary  of the same  run one mile to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run - Millendean.
Claimants of Lease-William Wright Richardson
and Matthew  Edward Maher.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 711 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35
Total ... ... 1061 „
Commencing  at the south-west corner of the Dangellie
Run, being a point one chain south and eighty-six links
east from  a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over D
within triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an
east  line along-part of the south boundary of that run
about two miles and sixty-five chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over M over RCW ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of the west boundary of the Rangers
Creek West Run about three miles  and nineteen chains to
a point seventeen  chains sixty -two links south and one
chain forty-four links east of a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over M within triangle on east side ;
thence on the south by a west line passing through a point
twelve chains fifty links north of a whitewood-tree
marked broad-arrow over T within triangle on south side ;
thence on the south by a west line about seventeen miles
and eighteen  chains to a post marked broad-arrow over
M over A ; thence on the west by a north line about six
miles  and twenty  chains  to a post marked broad-arrow R
over M ; thence on the north by an  east  line along part of
the south boundary of the Thundah Run and the south
boundary of the Thundapurtyy Run, in all about eleven
miles and eleven chains, to a point about twenty-four
chains south of a post marked broad-arrow over T, passing
through a cairn five miles south from a coolibah-tree
marked broad- arrow  over 1 over 26 within triangle on
south- east side  ; thence again on the west by a north line
passing through the aforesaid post marked broad-arrow
over T about two miles and twenty-four chains along
part  of the east  boundary of the Thundapurty Run to a
post marked broad-arrow over M over B ;  thence again
on the north by an  east  line three  miles  and twenty-nine
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over M over D ; and
thence again  on the east by a south line along the western
boundary of the Dangellie Run about five miles to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Birgham.
Claimants of Lease-William Wright Richardson
and Matthew Edward Maher.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 421 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 24
Total ... ... 661
Commencing at the south -west corner  of the Carearrilla
Run at a post  marked broad-arrow over B over C about
one mile ten chains  south and sixty -four  chains east from
a large  coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 14
within triangle on north side on right bank of waterhole
of Brown 's Creek, and bounded thence on the east by a
north  line along part of the west boundary of that run
about five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over B
over S at a  point fifty-two chains south and nine chains
east from a coolibah tree marked broad-arrow over C
within triangle ; thence on the north by a west line along
one of the south boundaries of the Summerside Run about
nine miles  and forty-four chains to a point sixteen chains
north of a post marked broad-arrow over R over 2 ; thence
on the west by a south line passing through that post
twenty-eight chains ; thence again on the north by a west
line along one  of the south boundaries of the Retlaw
Run and one of the south boundaries of the Thundapurty
Run, in all three  miles and sixty- one chains , to a point
twenty- one chains west  and twelve chains south of a
coolibah- tree  marked broad-arrow over B within triangle ;
thence  again on  the west by a south  line along  one of the
east  boundaries of the Thundapurty Run about four miles
and fifty- six chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over M
over B ; and thence on the south by an east line along
one of the north boundaries of the Millendean Run and
part of the north boundary of the Dangellie Run passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over M over D, in all
thirteen  miles  and twenty-nine chains, to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Carlpi
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... 50 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Galalah
East Run (being a point twelve chains east and five
chains and seventeen links south of a tree marked broad-
arrow over CE within triangle), and bounded thence on
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the west by a north line along the east boundary of that
run and part of the east boundary of the Carcarrilla East
Run, in all ten miles, to a point seven chains fifty six
links west and two chains sixty links north of a white-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle
crossing Galalah Creek, passing through a point three
chains and eight links east of a tree marked broad-arrow
over CE over GE within triangle and crossing Haddon
Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over H over 5 within
triangle ; thence on the north by an east line crossing
Haddon Creek about sixteen chains south of a tree
marked broad-arrow over H over 7 in triangle to a
point twenty-eight chains east of and passing through a
post marked broad-arrow over C over CN ; thence on
the east by a south line crossing Galaliah Creek at a
point about twenty-four chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 5 in triangle and a branch of Galalah
Creek at a point about forty chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over F over 4 in triangle about ten miles to
the north boundary of the Watson West Run crossing
Gunparrka Creek to a point twenty-eight chains east
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over G over G ;
and thence on the south by a west line crossing Gunparrka
Creek at that tree along part of the north boundary of
that run five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Carlpie North.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 77 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total ... ... 81 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Carcarrilla
East Run at a point seven chains west and sixty-two
chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over CN over
CE within triangle ; and bounded thence on the west by
a north line five miles to a point bearing north 52 degrees
east, and distant three chains and twenty links from a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over S over CN in
triangle on north-west side ; thence on the north by
an east line along parts of the south boundaries of the
France and Tarcarara Runs, in all about eleven miles and
thirty-three chains to a point twenty-five chains and thirty
links east of a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over CN
within triangle on north side passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over T over F over 1, and crossing
Haddon Creek at a point thirty-four chains north of a
tree marked broad-arrow over T over 13 within triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line about eight miles and
fifty-two chains to a point twenty-eight chains east from
a post marked broad-arrow over C over CN ; thence on
the south by a west line passing through that post along
the north boundary of the Carlpie Run five miles crossing
Haddon Creek to a point two chains and sixty links north
and seven chains and fifty- six links  west of a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle; thence
again  on the  west  by a north  line along  part of the east
boundary of Carcarrilla East Run three  miles  and forty
chains to a point sixty-six chains north of and passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over N ; and thence
again on the south by a west line along the north boun-
dary of the same  run six  miles and thirty-three chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Carlpie East.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 644 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 10
Total ... ... 744 „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Carlpie
Run being a point twenty-eight chains east of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over G over
G within triangle, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along the east boundary of the Carlpie
Run crossing a branch of Galalah Creek,  at a point
about forty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
F over 4 within triangle, and crossing Galalah Creek at a
point about twenty-four chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 5 in triangle, and a continuation along
part of the east boundary of the Carlpie North Run about
fifteen miles to a point twenty-eight chains east and
twenty chains north from a post marked broad-arrow over
CT, thence on the north by an east line five miles to a
point twenty-eight chains  east  and twenty chains north
from a post marked broad-arrow over CE over S ; thence
on the east by a south line about thirteen miles and forty-
six chains  to a point twenty-eight  chains east  of a stake
marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on the south by a
west line along part of the north boundary of the Watson
Run twenty-eight chains to that stake ; thence again on
the east by a south line along part of the west boundary
of that run one mile and thirty-four chains to a point
bearing north 47 degrees east and distant  eleven chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over C over W
within triangle on east side; and thence again on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of the
Watson West Run about four miles and sixty-eight chains
to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Stream.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Mortgage
and Agency Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 64 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 84 „
Total ... ... 721 „
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of the France Run
at a post marked broad-arrow over F, and bounded thence
on the east by a north  line  along part of the  western
boundary of that run two miles and eight chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over C over S ; thence on the north
by a west line to the south-east corner of the Telemon Run
and a continuation  along  part of the south boundary of
that run, in all about five miles and sixty chains, to a point
six chains  fifty links west and one chain fifty links north
from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over ML over
S within triangle on west side, passing through a poet
marked broad-arrow over T over C and a minaritche-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over C in triangle on its
west  side ; thence on the west by a south line along the
eastern  boundary of the Mount Leonard Run and part ofthe east boundary of the Widdenham Run, in all about ten
miles  and seventy-two chains to a point bearing north 235
degrees east and distant six chains from a beef wood-tree
marked broad-arrow over W over 5 within triangle ;
thence on the south by an  east  line along the north boun-
dary of the Wyerie Run seven miles to a point three chains
north of a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over S
within triangle ; thence on the east by a north line along
part of the western boundary of the Carcarrilla East Run
and the western boundary of the Carlpie North Rtm, in all
about eight miles and sixty-four chains to a point bearing
north 52 degrees east and distant three chains twenty
links from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over A
over CN within triangle on north-west side ; and thence
again on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of France Run sixty-nine chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Salmond.
Claimants of Lease.-The Australasian Mortgage
and Ageney Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 8 it
Total ... ... 68 „
Commencing at the east corner of the Carlpie East
Run, being a point twenty chains north and twenty-eight
chains east from a post marked broad-arrow over CE
over S, and bounded thence on the north by an east line
about five miles to a point twenty chains north and
twenty-eight  east  of a post marked broad-arrow over S ;
thence on the east by a south line to the north-west
corner of the Murdo Run and a continuation along part
of the west boundary of that run, in all about thirteen
miles  and forty-six chains, to a point bearing north 3
degrees east  and distant four chains and twenty-five links
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over W within
triangle on south side, passing through a point bearing
north 81 degrees east and distant one chain eighty links
from a minaritche-tree marked broad-arrow over M in
triangle on south side ; thence on the south by a west line
along  Part of the north boundary of the Watson Run
about five miles and three chains to a point twenty-eight
chains east from a stake marked broad-arrow over W ;
and thence on the west by a north line along one of the
east boundaries of the Carlpie East Run about thirteen
miles and forty-six chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Cunninghella.
Claimants of Lease-The Australasian Investment
Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12;
Total ... ... 424
Commencing at the western angle of the Ellen Hills
Run, being a point seventeen  chains  south-west from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over EH within triangle
on north- east  side, and bounded thence on the south-east
by a north-east line passing through said tree along part
of the north-west boundary of that run about seven miles
and six chains , crossing Farrar's Creek and passing through
a point nine chains south-east from tree marked broad-
arrow over F over LII within triangle to a point sixteen
chains  west and thirty-two chains north of a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over C within triangle
on south side ; thence on  the east  by a north line along
part of the western boundary of the Machuree Run five
miles and  four chains  to a point seventy-two chains
east and ten chains north of a native plum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over C within triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line  passing  through that
tree five miles to a point seventy-eight chains east and
four chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over C
over MM within triangle ; and thence on the west by a
south line crossing Farrar's Creek at a tree masked broad-
arrow over F over LV about ten miles and eight chains
to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run -Pentitude.
Claimants  of Lease-The Australasian Investment
Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 401 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18 „
Total ... ... 581 to
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Toonka Run
at a post marked broad-arrow over T over P, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line along the south
boundaries of the Toonka and Tilpoo Runs ten miles and
two chains to a post marked broad-arrow over T over W3,
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over TA overj ° ; thence on the west by a south line along part of the
east  boundary of the Wyeroo North Run about five miles
sixty-eight chains passing through a tree marked broad-
arrow over F over over LXII to a point twelve chains
north and eight chains west of a tree marked broad-arrow
over F over LXI within triangle ; thence on the south by
an east line crossing Farrar's Creek to the north-west
corner of the Cunninghe9a Run and a continuation along
the north boundary of that run in all ten miles and two
chains to a point seventy-two chains east and ten chains
north from a native plum-tree marked broad-arrow over
P over C within triangle, passing through a point four
chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over C over
MN within triangle ; and thence on the east by a north
line along part of the west boundary of the Machuree Run
five miles and seventy-two chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name  of Run-Moondooran.
Claimants  of Lease-The  Australasian  Ines tment
Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21 „
Total ... ... 58
Commencing at the western  angle of  the Ellen Hills Runs,
being a point seventeen chains south-west from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over EH within triangle on
north- east side , and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along the western boundary of the Cunning-
hella Run,  crossing  Farrar's Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over F over LV within  triangle  passing through
said  tree about ten miles and eight gains to a point
seventy-eight chains east and four chains south of a tree
marked broad-arrow over C over MM within triagle ;
thence  on the north by a west line  along  part of the south
boundary of the Pentitude Run, passing through that
tree five miles and two chains crossing Farrar's Creek to a
point eight chains west and twelve chains north from a
tree marked broad-arrow over F over LXI within triangle;
thence on  the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Wyeroo North Run, the east boundary
of the Maroon Run, and one of the east boundaries of the
Tural Run, in all eleven miles and thirty-four chains to a
point seventy-four chains east from a wattle-tree marked
broad-arrow over M within triangle on east side ; thence
on the south by a west line along part of the north boun-
dary of the Maroko Run, about  six miles  and four chains
to a point bearing north 342 degrees east and distant six
chains and twenty links from a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 2 within triangle on south side ;
and thence on the north-east by a north-west line along
part of the south-west boundary of the Ellen Hills Run,
one mile and sixty five chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-London.
Claimants of Lease-The Corporation of the Bank
of Australasia.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 741 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21 „
Total ... ... 951
Commencing at the north-east corner of the Mitchell
Plains Run, being a point ten chains north of a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over MP within triangle on
south side, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along  part of the western boundaries of the Moores-
land and Whitula West Runs, in all about eight miles and
forty- six chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over WE
over L ; thence on the north by a west line about ten
miles and forty-two chains to a point fifteen chains north
of a mulgah-tree marked)broad-arrow over C over I within
triangle on north side ; thence on the west by a south line
along part of the east boundary of the Canterbury Run,
the east boundary of the Canterbury South Run, and one
of the east boundaries of the Monanyabra Run, in all nine
miles and forty chains to a beefwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over L within triangle ; thence on the south by
an east  line along one of the north boundaries of the
Monanyabra Run about  six miles  and forty chains to a
point sixty-seven chains south and three chains fifty-two
links east of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over L
over M within triangle; thence again on the east by a
north line along part of the western boundary of the
Mitchell Plains Run one mile and forty-six chains to a
point ten chains north of and passing through a gum-tree
marked broad arrow over M over MP within triangle ;
and thence again on the south by an east line along the
north boundary of the same run, about four miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-W eriey .
Claimants  of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Foot, and Allan
Available ... ... 30 - square  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total ... ... 35 „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Widdenham
Run being a point eighty links west of a post marked
broad-arrow over W, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line crossing  Brown's Creek along part of the
east  boundary of that run five miles to a point bearing
north 235 degrees east and distant six chains from a beef-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over W over 5 within
triangle ; thence on the north by an east  line seven miles
to a point three chains north of a whitewood-tree marked
broad-arrow over S within triangle ; thence en the east
by a south line passing through said tree to the north-west
corner of Galalab  East  Run and a continuation along
part of the west boundary of that run, in all five miles to
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over S over W within
triangle, passing through a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over CE within triangle on south side ; and thence
on the south by a west line about seven miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-McKinlay Downs.
Claimants  of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13 „
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of Pelican Lagoon
Run at  a post  marked broad- arrow  over PL over C over
MD over V and bounded thence on the west by a south
line ten miles  to a point twenty-two chains  east and
twenty- six chains  ninety-two links north from a tree
marked broad-arrow over RC over MD within  triangle ;
thence on the south by an  east line  four  miles to a post
marked  broad-arrow over M over ME; thence on the
east by a north  line  ten miles to a point one chain south
of a tree  marked broad-arrow over MD over MDE within
triangle ; and thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Pelican Lagoon Run
four  miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ranger's Creek.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Allan
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Albert
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 10
Total ...  ... 35
Commencing at the south-west corner of McKinlay
Downs Run being a point twenty-two chains east and
twenty-six chains ninety-two links north from a tree
marked broad-arrow over RC over MD within triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line along
part of the western boundary of that run five miles to a
post marked broad-arrow over RC over D ; thence on
the north by a west line seven miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over RC over RCW; thence on the west by
a souO line five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
RC over D ; and thence $on the south by an east line
seven miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Carcarrilla.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total ... ... 30 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Pelican
Lagoon Run at a post marked broad-arrow over PL over
C over MD over D, and bounded thence on the south by
a west line five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
B over C ; thence on the west by a north line six miles to
a post marked broad-arrow over C being at a point twenty-
eight chains north and nine chains east from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over C within triangle, passing
through a post marked broad arrow over B over S ; thence
on the north by an east line five miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over C over 2 ; and thence on the east by a
south line to north-west corner of Pelican' Lagoon Run
and a continuation along the western boundary of that
run, passing through a post marked broad-arrow over PL
over r, in all six miles to the point of commencement.
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Name of Run- Galalah.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, Janies Albert
Foot ,  Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  601 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  10
Total ... ... 701
G,mmencing at the south-west corner of the Widden-
ham Run at a post marked broad -arrow over WG, and
bounded thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundaries of that run and the Wyerie Run, in all
about twelve miles and six chains to a coulibah-tree
marked broad-arrow over S over W within triangle ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Galalah East Run about five miles and
twenty -eight chains to the South Australian boundary at
a post marked broad -arrow over G over GE at a point
twenty -six chains west of mile-post No. 5 on that
boundary ;  thence on the south by a true west line along
said boundary twelve miles and twenty chains to a post
marked broad -arrow over GB ; and thence on the west
by a north line about six miles and thirty -one chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Carcarrilla East.
Claimants of Lease -T heophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot ,  Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan Nes-
bitt Foot.
Estimated Area
Available  ... ...  32 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  12; „
Total  ... ...  44; „
Commencing at the north -west corn er of the Galalah
East Run being a point about sixteen chains north of a
whitewood -tree marked broad -arrow over CE within
triangle on south side, and bounded thence on the west
by a north line along part of the eastern boundary of the
Wyerie Run and a prolongation ,  in all about seven miles
to a point sixty -two chains north and seven chains west
of a tree marked broad-arrow over CN over CE within
triangle ; thence on the north by an east line about six
miles and thirty -three chains to a point sixty -six chains
north of a post marked broad -arrow over A ; thence on
the east by a south line passing through said post seven
miles crossing Haddon Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over H over 5 within triangle ,  and passing through
a point seven chains fifty -six links west of a whitewood-
tree marked broad -arrow over C within triangle on north-
west side  ;  and thence on the south by a west line along
the north boundary of Galalah East Run about six miles
and thirty three chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Darroo.
Claimants of Lease - Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the south -west corner of the Ranger's
Creek Run  at a post marked  broad -arrow over RC over D,
and bounded thence on the north by an east  line along
the south boundary of that run seven miles to a point
twenty -six chains ninety -two links north and twenty-two
chains east of a tree marked broad-arrow over RC over
MD within triangle; thence on the east by a south line
about eight miles and  thirty -five chains  to the South
Australian  boundary  at a post marked  broad -arrow over
D over K  at a point sixteen chains and forty links west from
post marked broad-arrow over twenty -two ; thence on the
south by a  true west line along  that boundary  seven miles
one chain and seventy -eight links to a post marked broad-
arrow  over D over  N ; thence on the west by a north line
passing through  a minaritchie-tree marked broad-arrow
over RCW over N within  triangle on east side about
eight miles  and sixty -one chains  to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Kookoola.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot ,  Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area -
Available ... ... 29 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 28 „
Total ... ... 57 „
Commencing at the south -east corn er of the Ranger's
Creek Run at a stake twenty -two chains east and twenty-
six chains ninety -two links north from a tree marked
broard-arrow over RC over MD within triangle, and
bounded thence  on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the  McKinlay  Downs Run and a con-
tinuation of the same  line in all seven miles to a post
marked broad- arrow over  rB over K ,  and passing through
a post marked broad -arrow  over  M over ME ; thence on
the east by  a south line about seven miles and sixty chains
to the South Australian boundary at a post marked broad
arrow over KB, being sixteen chains and forty links west
of mile-post marked broad -arro w over twenty -two ; thence
on the south by a true west line along that boundary
seven miles four chains and  eighty-two links to a post
marked broad -arrow over D over K within triangle, and
thence on the west by a north line along the east boundary
at the Darroo Run about eight miles and thirty -five chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - McKinlay Downs East.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James
Albert Foot ,  Theophilus Theodore Foot, and
Allan Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  34 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  16 It
Total  . ...  50 of
Commencing at the north -east corner of the McKinlay
Downs Run at a point one chain south of a tree marked
broad -arrow over MD over MDE within triangle, and
bounded thence on the north by part of the south
boundary of the Pelican Lagoon Run and one of the south
boundaries of Mount Leonard Run, in all  five miles, to a
post marked broad -arrow over MDE passing through a
post marked broad -arrow over PL over ML  ;  thence on
the east by a south line ten miles to a post marked broad
arrow over ME over C ; passin through a post marked
broad -arrow over C  ;  thence on the south b a west line to
the north -east corner of the Kookoola Run at a postmarked broad-arrow over B over K and a continuation
along part of the north boundary of that run ,  in all five
miles, to a post marked broad -arrow over M over ME, and
thence on the west by a north line along the easte rn
boundary of McKinlay Downs Run ten miles to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Ranger ' s Creek West.
Claimants of Lease - Theophilus Foot ,  James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... .. 40 „
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Ranger's
Creek Run at a post marked broad-arrow over RC over
RCW and bounded thence on the east by a south line
along the weste rn  boundary of that run and part of the
western boundary of the Darroo Run ,  in all eight miles, to
a point  thirty- two chains south of and  passing  through a
mmaritchie -tree marked broad -arrow over RCW over N
within triangle ,  passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over RC over D ; thence on the south by a west
line  five miles to a post marked broad -arrow over RCW ;
and thence on the west by a north line passing through a
point one chain forty-four links east of a whitewood-tree
marked broad -arrow  'over T over M within triangle on
east side eight miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Dangellie.
Claimants of Lease - Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square wiles.
Unavailable ... ... 24
Total . 74 OF
Commencing at the south -west corn er of the Pelican
Lagoon Run at a post marked broad-arrow over PL over
C over MD over D, and bounded thence on the east by
a south line along part of the west boundary of the
McKinlay Downs Run about five miles to a post marked
broad -arrow over RC over D ;  thence on the south by a
west line along the north boundaries of the Ranger's
Creek and Ranger 's Creek West Runs and a prolongation,
in all about fourteen miles and sixty -five chains ,  to a point
one chain south and eighty-six links east from a coolibab-
tree marked broad -arrow over D within triangle on north-
east side ,  passing through a post marked broad-arrow
over RC over RCW and a post marked broad -arrow over
M over RCW ; thence on the west by a north line five
miles to a post marked bro ad-arrow over M over D, and
thence on the north by an east line to the south -west cor-
ner of the Carcarrilla Run and a continuation along the
south boundary of that run passing through a post marked
broad -arrow over B over C, in all about fourteen miles
and sixty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Calarinda.
Claimants of Lease - Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot ,  and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  ...  24 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 IF
Total  ... ...  24 is
Commencing at the south -east corner of the McKinlay
Downs East Run at a post marked broad -arrow over Al
over C, and bounded thence on the west by a north line
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along part of the eastern boundary of that run about
nine miles  and thirty-four chains to a post marked broad-
arrow  over C ; thence on the north by an  east line along
part of the south boundary of the Mount Leonard Run
two miles and forty-nine chains to a point eight chains
north from a minaritchie-tree marked broad-arrow over C
over W within triangle on north side ; thence on the east
by a south line, passing through said tree, along part of
the west boundary of the Widdenham  Run about nine
miles and thirty-four chains to a post marked broad-
arrow over BC ; and thence on the south by a west line
two miles and forty -nine chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Bootoota.
Claimants of Lease-Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot, Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 91
34# „
Commencing at the south -east corner  of the  Calarinda
Run at a post marked broad-arrow  over BC ,  and bounded
thence on the north by a west  line along the south
boundary  of that run and part  of the  south  boundary of
the McKinlay  Downs East Run, in all  four miles and
forty -nine chains ,  to a post marked  broad -arrow over B
over K ,  passing through a post marked  broad-arrow over
ME over C; thence  on the west by a south line along the
easte rn  boundary of the Kookoola  Run about  seven miles
and sixty chains to  the South Australian boundary at a
post marked  broad -arrow  over KB, being a point sixteen
chains and forty links west from mile -post 22 on that
boundary  ;  thence on  the south by a true east  line along
said  boundary  four miles  fifty  chains and  forty links to a
post  marked broad -arrow over GB- and forty -six chains
west from mile-post 17  on boundary  aforesaid  ;  and thence
on the east  by a north  line along  the west boundary of
the Galalah Run and part of the west boundary of the
Widdenham  Run passing  through a post marked broad-
arrow  over WG,  in all seven miles and  twelve, chains to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Newmarra.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Hungerford and
Cecil Payne Hungerford.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 12 „
Total ... ... 37 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Darroo
Run at a post marked broad -arrow over D over N, being a
point on the South Australian boundary S twenty-three
chains west of mile-post 36; and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along part of the west bounda ry  of
the Darroo Run five miles and sixty -one chains to a point
thirty- two chains south from a minaritchie -tree marked
broad-arrow over RCW over N within triangle on east
side ; thence on the north by a west line along the south
boundary of the Ranger 's Creek West Run and a pro-
longation  of same six miles and four chains  to a post
marked broad-arrow over N passing through a post
marked broad-arrow over RCVS ; thence on the west by a
south line about six miles  and thirty -one chains to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over T, being a point twenty-
nine chains west of mile-post 42 on the South Australian
boundary; and thence on the south by a true east line
along that boundary about six miles and four chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mitchell  Plains.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total ... ... 31 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Dalton
No. 3 Run, being a point bearing north 231  degrees east
and distant ten chains and fifty links from a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over D or er E within  triangle
on south side, and bounded thence on the south by an
east  line along  part of the north boundary of that run
two miles and twenty-two chains to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over M within triangle on
south side ; thence on the east by a north line along part
of the west boundary of the Mooresland Run about eight
miles and forty chains to a point  ten chains  north of and
passing through a bloodwood -tree  marked broad-arrow
over MP within triangle on south side ; thence on the
north by a west line four miles to a point  ten chains north
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over MP
within triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a
south line passing through that tree about eight miles and
forty chains to a point bearing north 18 degrees east and
distant one chain and eighty links from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over M within triangle,
passing  through a point three chains and fifty-two links
east from  a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
L over M within triangle ; and thence  again  on the south
by an east line along part of the north boundary of the
Eulbertie Run, one mile and fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Kangaroo Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Michael Hackett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 44 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 6 „
Total ... ...  50 „
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Murdo
Run, being a point  bearing north 240 degrees east and
distant fifty links from a coolihah-tree marked broad
arrow over 0 within triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line along part of the west boundary of
the Grove Run and a prolongation ,  in all ten miles, to a
point bearing north 252 degrees east and distant three
chains sixty -five links from a minaritchie-tree marked
broad  arrow  over KD  within triangle on south -east side ;
thence on the north by a west line five miles to a point
three chains west of and passing through a minaritchie-tree
marked broad -arrow over E over KD within triangle on
north -east side ; thence on the west by a south line about
ten miles to a post marked broad arrow over K ; and
thence on the south by an east line along part of the north
boundary of the Murdo Run, five miles to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run - Marsden.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 67 square miles.
Unavailable ... 7
Total ... ... 74 „
Commencing  at the south -east corner  of the Nocton
Run, being a point bearing north 126 degrees east and
distant three chains and twenty links from a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over N within  triangle,  and bounded
thence on the north by a west line  along  the south
boundary of that run five miles to a post marked broad-
arrow  over N over K , and passing  through a point sixteen
chains south of a tree  marked broad-arrow over R over 5;
thence  on the west by a south  line along  part of the east
boundary of the Kyle Run and a prolongation, in all
about fourteen  miles  and sixty -six chains  to a point bearing
north 296 degrees east and distant  one chain seventy links
from  a Qum-tree marked broad -arrow  over M over E
within triangle on west side  ;  thence  on the south by an
east  line about five miles to  a point five  chains west from
a corkwood -tree  marked broad-arrow over M over D
within triangle on north -east side passing  through a point
two chains  north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over W  over I within triangle  on north  side ;  and thence
on the  east by  a north line passing through  a point two
chains west of a gum -tree marked  broad-arrow over T
over D ,  about fourteen miles and  sixty -six chains to the
point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Denley.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 63 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 131
„
Total ... ... 761  „
Commencing at the south -east corner of Marsden Run,
being a point bearing west and distant five chains from a
corkwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M over D within
triangle on north -east side, and bounded thence on the
south by an east line about seven miles and forty-eight
chains to a point bearing north 201 degrees east, and
distant four chains and sixty links from a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over M within triangle on
south  side  ; thence on the east by a north line to the
south-west corner of the Alma Mata Run at a corkwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over A over F within triangle
on south side, and a continuation along the western
boundaries of that run and Avondale Run, in all about
ten miles  and thirty-three chains, to a beefwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over DV over T, passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over A over AM in triangle
on east side ;  thence on the north by a west line about
seven miles and thirty chains to a point two chains west
of and passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over D within triangle on west side ; and thence
on the west by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Marsden Run, about  ten miles and  thirty-
three chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Elly
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 80 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 18
Total ... ... 98 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Kyle Run,
being a point three chains and fifty links west of a giddiah-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over E within triangle
on south-east side, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line  along the south boundaries of that run and the
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Rockton Run , in all nine miles , to a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over N within triangle, passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 2 within
triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a
south line along part of the east boundary of the Tam-
rookum No. 2 Run nineteen  chains  to a tree marked
broad-arrow over R over T within  triangle  ; thence
again  on the north by a west line along part of the
south boundary of the same run one mile to a post
marked broad-arrow over EY ; thence on the west
by a south line about  nine miles  and thirty-one chains to
a post marked broad-arrow over E over S ; thence on the
south by an easterly line about  ten miles  to a point bear-
ing north 296 degrees east and distant one chain seventy
links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
E within triangle on west side, passing through a point
one chain  twenty-five links south of a minaritchie-tree
marked broad-arrow over W within triangle on north-west
side, and thence on the east by a north line along part of
the western boundary of the Marsden Run about nine
miles and sixty- six chains  to the point of commencement
Name of Run-Marion.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  82 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 23
Total ... ... 105 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Denley
Run, being a point five chains west from a corkwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over D within triangle on
west side, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along the south boundary of the Denley Run about
seven  miles and forty-eight chains to a point bearing
north 201 degrees east, and distant four chains and sixty
links from a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow over D
over M within triangle on south side ; thence on the east
by a south line alone part of the western boundary of
the Forest Run about thirteen miles and fifty-six chains
to a point on the north boundary of the Heel's Run
seventy-five links south and forty-five chains east from a
needlewood-tree marked broad-arrow over F within tri-
angle on west side ; thence on the south by a west line
along part of the north boundary of the Heel's Run, the,
north boundary of the Barrolka Secundus Run, and part
of the north boundary of the Grove Run, passing through
a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow oser B within tri-
angle on  south side, in all about  seven miles  and fifty-
eight chains, to a point one mile and eight  chains east
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
W within triangle on north side; and thence on the west
by a north line about thirteen  miles  and fifty-two chains
to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Westby.
Claimant  of Lease -Duncan  McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13
Total ... ...  83 it
Commencing at the north -west corner of the Marion
Run, being a point five  chains west  of a corkwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over D within triangle on
north-east side, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line along the western boundary of that run about
thirteen  miles  and fifty-two chains to the north boundary
of the Grove Run at a point one mile eight chains east of
a blood-wood tree marked broad-arrow over M over W
within triangle on north side ; thence on the south by a
west line passing through said tree along part of that
boundary about six miles and six chains to a point two
chains and sixty links west of and passing through a gum-
tree marked broad arrow over W over KD within triangle
on north side ; thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of the Kangaroo Downs Run
and a prolongation, in all about thirteen miles and forty-
five chains, to a point eleven chains and ninety-three links
east and one chain and twenty-f ve links south from a
minaritchie-tree marked broad-arrow over W within
tringle ; passing  through a point bearing north 252 degrees
east, and distant three chains sixty-five links from a
minaritchie-tree marked broad-arrow over KD within
triangle on south-east side ; and thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the Elly Run
and the south boundary of the Marsden Run, passing
through a point bearing north 296 degrees east, and
distant one chain seventy links from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over E within triangle on west side,
and through a point two  chains  north of a bloodwood-tree
marked bread-arrow over W over 1 within triangle on
north side, in all about six miles and six chains, to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Eva.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 86 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing  at the  north- west corner  of the Westby
Run, being  a point eleven chains  ninety- three links east
and one chain twenty -five links south from a minaritchie-
tree marked broad-arrow over W within  triangle  on north-
west side, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along part of the south boundary of the Elly Run
about nine miles and sixty-eight chains to a point
twenty-eight chains east from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over E within triangle  on west  side passing
through a post marked broad-arrow over E over S
thence on the west by a south line to the north-east
corner of the Salmond Run and a continuation along the
east boundary of that run, in all about  fifteen miles, to a
point bearing north 81 degrees east, and distant one chain
and twenty finks from a minaritchie-tree marked broad-
arrow over M within triangle ; thence on the south by
an east line to the north boundary of the Murdo Run
about five miles to a post marked broad-arrow over K ;
thence on the east by a north line along the western
boundary of the Kangaroo Downs Run about ten miles
to a point three chains west  of a minaritchie -tree marked
broad arrow over E over KD within triangle ; thence
again on  the south by an east line passing through said
tree along the north boundary of the Kangaroo Downs
Run about five miles to a point bearing north 252 degrees
east, and distant three chains and sixty-five links from a
minaritchie-tree marked broad arrow over KD within
triangle  on south-east side ; and thence  again  on the east
by a north  line along  part of the west boundary of the
Westby Run about five  miles , to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of  Run-Stella.
Claimant  of Lease -Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ...Unavailable- ...  27 square miles.... 44  to
Total ... ... 3114 „
Commencing at a post at  the south- west corner  of Elly
Run marked broad -arrow  over E over S, and bounded
thence on  the east by a north line along one of the western
boundaries of the Elly Run nine  miles  and thirty-one
chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over EY ; thence on
the north by a west  line along  part of the south boundary
of the Tamrookum No. 2 Run three miles and thirty-six
chains to a post marked broad-arrow over VI ; thence on
the west by a south  line along one  of the east boundaries
of the Turkey Run and a prolongation  of same,  in all nine
miles and  thirty-one chains, to a post marked broad-arrow
over S over two, passing through a post marked broad-arrow
over TY ; and thence on the south by an  east  line to the
north-east corner of the Eva Run and a continuation
along part  of the north boundary of that run, passing
through a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over E within
triangle  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Nebraska.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable ...
Total ... 35#
Commencing at the eastern corner of the Boundary
East Run at a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over BE
over N within triangle on north-west side, and bounded
thence on the north-west by a south-west line along the
south -east boundary of that run five miles to a  point
bearing north 300 degrees east ,  and distant eight chains
from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over N within
triangle on east side ; thence on the west by a south line
along the east boundary of the same run about three
miles and thirty-one chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over N, being a point thirty-five chains west of mile-post
95 on the boundary of the colony of South Australia ;
thence on the south by a true east line along that boundary
nine miles and forty-five chains to a point seventy chains
west of the 85 mile-post ; and thence on the north-east by
a north-west line to the eastern angle of Grayburn's Bluff
Run and a continuation along part of the south-west
boundary of that run, passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over GB over 0, in all about eight miles and
twenty-eight chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Colorado.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ...  f 0 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
Total ... ... 80} 7f
Commencing at the southern angle of Grayburn's Bluff
at a post marked broad-arrow over GB over 0, and
bounded thence on the north-west by a north-east line
along the south- east  boundary of that run  ten miles to a
post marked broad arrow over G over 0 ; thence on the
north-east by a south- east  line along part of the south-
west boundary of the Learmonth Run and a prolongation,
in all about eight  miles  and five chains, to a point one
chain north-east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over 0 over T within triangle on north-west side ;
thence on the south-east by a south-west line  nine miles
fifty-six chains to the South Australian boundary at a cairn
thirty-eight chains west from mile-post 85; thence on the
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south by a  true west line along that  boundary thirty-two
chains  ; and thence on the south-west by a north-west
line along part  of the north-east boundary of the Nebraska
Run about  seven miles  and forty -eight  chains, to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Origan.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  20
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing at the eastern angle of the Learmonth
Run at a post marked broad -arrow over L, and bounded
thence on the north -west by a south -west line along the
south -east boundary of that run about ten miles and
forty-eight chains to a point bearing north 135 degrees
east and distant one mile thirty-f oer chains from a giddiah-
tree marked broad- arrow  over L over 0 within triangle on
south side  ;  thence on the south -west by a south -east line
along part of the north-east boundary of the Colorada
Run and a prolongation ,  in all five miles ,  to a point one
chain north-east and one mile forty chains south-east from
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over T
within triangle on north -west side  ;  and thence on the
south -east by a north -east line ten miles and thirty-six
chains  to a post marked broad-arrow over T over  0;  and
thence on the north -east by a north-west line along arts
of the south- west  boundaries of Nappamnrroo and
p rts
in all five miles, passing  through a beefwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over G over N in triangle, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Quebec.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15$
Total  ... ... 401
Commencing at the eastern angle of the Colorado Run,
being a point one chain north -east from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 0 over T within triangle on
north-west side, and bounded thence on the north-east by
a south -east line along part of the south -west boundary
of the Origan Run and a prolongation ,  passing through a
post marked broad -arrow over T, in all eight miles and
twenty -eight chains ,  to the South Australian boundary at
a point forty-one chains west from a post marked broad-
arrow over 0 over Q and thirty -nine chains west of mile-
post marked seventy-two  ;  thence on the south by a west
line along that boundary twelve miles and seventy nine
chains to a cairn thirty -eight chains west from mile-post
8-); and thence on the north-west by a north-east
line along the south -east boundary of the Colorado Run,
about nine  miles and  fifty-six chains ,  to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Toronto.
Claimant  of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
o over Q and thirty -nine chains west of the 72 mile-post
on that boundary  ;  thence on the south by a true east line
along  said boundary  passing through said post thirteen
miles and forty chains to a point thirty -nine chains west
from a post marked broad-arrow over 0 over C, said post
being  40 chains west from post marked 58; and thence on
the north -east by a north-west line about ten miles and
forty -eight chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Montreal.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available
... ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable .. ... 22 „
Total ... ... 5,4 „
Commencing at the easte rn  angle of the Ottawa Run,
being a point  thirty-nine  chains west of a post on the
boundary of the Colony of South Australia marked
broad- arrow  over 0  over C and one chain east from mile-
post  59 on  that boundary ,  and bounded thence on
the south -west by a north -west line along the north-east
boundary of the Ottawa Run and part of the north-east
boundary of the Toronto Run, in all about thirteen miles
and sixty -eight chains ,  to a post marked broad-arrow over
R passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over T over A within triangle on east side ; thence on the
north by an east line about ten miles and  thirty -six chains
to a point fourteen chains north of a post marked broad-
arrow over R over M ; thence on the east by a south line
about ten miles and twenty -two chains to post above-
mentioned marked broad-arrow over 0 over C ; and thence
on  the south by a west line along part of the north boun-
dary of the Colony of South Australia about thirty-nine
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-St .  Clair.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 27 „
Total  ... ... 84 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of the Montreal
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over 0 over C, being
a point on the boundary of South Australia forty chains
west of mile -post 58, and bounded thence on the
south by a true east line along part of that boundary
fourteen miles and seventy -three chains to a point forty-
seven chains west of mile -post 43 on that boundary ;
then ce  on the east by a north line about five miles and
sixteen chains to a post marked broad -arrow over A ;
thence on the north by a west line about fourteen miles
and sixty -seven chains to a  beef wood-tree  marked broad
arrow  over A  over C within triangle ; and thence on the
west by a south  line  along part of the east boundary of the
Montreal Run, about six miles and ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Tobago.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated  Ai  ea-
30 square miles. Available ... ... 18 square miles.
20 Unavailable ... ... 0
50 Total ... ... 18 „
Commencing  at the eastern angle of the Origan Run at
a post marked broad-arrow oNer T over 0, and bounded
thence on the north -east by a south-east line along part of
the south-west boundary of the Nappamurroo Run and a
continuation of the same line ,  in all five miles ,  to a blood-
,wood-tree marked broad-arrow over T over A within
triangle on east side ,  passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over R ; thence on the south-east by a south-
west line about ten miles twenty -four chains to the north-
east boundary of the Quebec Run at a point one mile and
fifty -two chains south -east from a post marked broad-
arrow over T ; thence on the south -west by a north-west
line along part of that boundary five miles to a point one
chain north -east and one mile forty chains south -east from
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over 0 over T
within triangle  ;  and thence on the north -west by a north-
east line along the south -east boundary of the Origan Run
about ten miles and thirty -six chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Ottawa.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  41; square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  28 „
Total  ... ... ...  691
Commencing at the eastern angle of the Toronto Run at
a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over Tover A within
triangle ,  and bounded thence on the north -west by a
south -west line along the south -east boundary of that run
about ten  miles and twenty -four chains to the north-east
boundary of the Quebec Run at a point one mile and
fifty-two chains south -east from a post marked broad-
arrow over T  ;  thence on the south -west by a south-east
line along part of that boundary about one mile and
twenty -eight chains to the South Australian boundary
forty-one chains west of a post marked broad-arrow over
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...
Unavailable ... ...
Total ... ...
Commencing at the north -east corner of the Arica Run,
being a point twelve chains and fifty links north of a
whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over T within
triangle ; and bounded thence on the north by an east
line along part of the south boundary of the Millendean
Run about two miles and eighteen chains to a point seven-
teen chains sixty-two links north and one chain forty-four
links west from a whitewood -tree marked broad-arrow
over T over M within triangle on east side ; thence on the
east by a south line along part of the western boundary of
the Ranger's Creek West Run about four miles and sixty-
one chains to a post marked broad-arrow over RC W ;
thence on the south by a west  line along part of the north
boundary of the Newmarra Run one mile and four chains
to a post marked broad -arrow over N ; thence again on
the east by a south line along the western boundary of
the same run six miles and thirty -one chains to a post on
the South Australian boundary marked broad -arrow over
N over T ,  said post  be ing twenty -nine chains west of the
42 mile -post ; thence on the south by a true west line one
mile and eighteen chains along that boundary to a point
forty-seven chains west of and passing through mile-post
43 ; and thence on the west by a north line along the
easte rn  boundaries of the runs St. Clair and Arica about
eleven miles and sixteen chains to the point of commence-
m ent.
Name of Run-Arica.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available  .. ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 31; of
Total  ... ... 911 „
Commencing at the north -west co rn er of the St. Clair
Run at a beefwood -tree marked broad -arrow over A over
C within triangle on west side ,  and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along parts of the easte rn  boundary
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of the Montreal Run, and a continuation of the same line
about six miles and sixteen chains to a post marked broad-
arrow  over M over A, passing through a post marked
broad-arrow over R over M ; thence on the north by an
east line along part  of the south boundary of the Millen-
dean Run about fourteen miles and sixty-seven chains to
a point twelve chains and fifty links north of a whitewood-
tree  marked broad-arrow over T within triangle;  thence on
the east by a south line, passing through that tree about six
miles to  a post marked broad-arrow over A ; and thence
on the south by a west line along the north boundary of
the St. Clair Run about fourteen  miles and  sixty-seven
chains to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run -Tudor.
Claimant of Lease - Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 444 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 9
Total ... ... 534 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Denley
Run, being a point two chains west of a guns-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over D within triangle on west side,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
parts of the east boundaries of the Mars len and Norton
Runs about five miles and forty chains to a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over T within triangle on
south side, passing through a point bearing north 126
degrees east and distant three chains and twenty links
from a giddiah-tree marked broad-arrow over N within
triangle ; thence on the north by an east line along the
south boundary of the Ravine Run about nine  miles and
twenty-eight chains to a point thirty chains west and
twenty-seven chains south from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over E in triangle on south-west side ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the Powell Run fifty-six chains to  a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over R within  triangle ;
thence again on the north by an east  line along  part of the
south boundary of the  same  run thirty-eight chains ;
thence again on the east by a south  line  four miles
seventy-five chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over AE within triangle on north side ; and thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north boundary of
the Avondale Run and the north boundary of the Denley
Run passing through a beefwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over DV over T within triangle on east side, in all about
nine miles  and sixty chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Rio.
Claimant of Lease-Duncan McGregor.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 374 square miles
Unavailable ... ... 28 „
Total ... ... 55; 1)
Commencing at the north- east corner  of the Montreal
Run, being a point fourteen chains north of a post
marked broad-arrow over R over M and bounded thence
on the east by a north line along part of the west
boundary of the Arica Run and the western boundary of
the Millendean Run, in all about eight miles and twenty-
four chains, to a post marked broad-arrow over R over M,
passing through a post marked broad-arrow over M over
A ; thence on the north  by  a west  line along  part of the
south boundary of the Thundah Run five miles and
twenty-four chains to a post marked broad-arrow over P;
thence on the south-west by a south-east line along part
of the north-east boundary of the Nappamurroo Run two
miles and thirty-three chains to a point bearing north 315
degrees east and distant two chains from a tree marked
broad-arrow over N within triangle ; thence on the north-
west by a south-west line along the south-east boundary
of the above-mentioned run ten miles to a post marked
broad-arrow over R ; and thence on the south by an
east line along the north boundary of Montreal Run
about ten miles and thirty-six chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Wyeroo North.
Claimants of Lease-Edward Thomas Smith and
George Leonard Debney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 77 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 23
Total ... ... 100 10
Commencing at the north -east corner  of the Maroon
Run, being a point seventy-eight chains east from a wattle-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over WN within triangle
on west side, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line passing through a tree marked broad-arrow over F
over LXII within triangle to a post marked broad-arrow
over T over W3 at the south-west corner of the Tilpoo
Run and a continuation along part of the west boundary
of that  run, in all about fourteen  miles  and six chains, to
the south-east corner of the Tilpoo Secundus Run at a
post marked broad-arrow over TS over W - thence on the
north by  a west line  along the south boundary of that run
and part  of the south boundary of the Willpally No. 3
Run, in all about seven miles and twelve chains, to the
north- east  corner of Wyeroo East Run, passing through
a post marked broad-arrow over W over'TS, crossing an
ana branch at a tree marked broad-arrow over B within
triangle and another ana branch at a tree marked broad-
arrow  over A within triangle ; thence on the west by a
south line  along  the east boundary of that run about four-
teen miles and six chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over WE over WN ; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of the north boundary of the Maroon Run
passing  through the aforementioned wattle-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over WN within triangle  seven miles
and twelve chains to the point of commencement.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run -Whitman.
Claimants of  Lease-The Australian d New
Zealand Mortgage  Company, Limited,  of Bris-
bane.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  6; it
Total ... ... 31;
Commencing on the wept boundary of Waverney No. 4
Run at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over XCVII over
CH4 within triangle, and bounded thence on the east by
a north line along part of that boundary and a prolonga-
tion, in all two miles and seventy-seven chains, passing
through  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over XCVIII
over W4 within triangle on south side, to a point fifty
links west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
W over M within triangle on south side; thence on the
north by a west line  six miles  and twenty-two chains,
crossing a small creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over K over 31 within triangle, to a point one chain
south and fifty links east from a beefwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over R13over W within triangle on south side ;
thence on the west by a south line  along- part of the
eastern boundary of the Rochedale No. 11 un one mile
and forty -six chains crossing a sandy creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over R11 within triangle ; thence on
the north by a west line along the south boundary of the
Rochedale No. 11 Run ten miles to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over W ovet R11 within triangle on south
side ; thence  again on  the west by a south line along part
of the east boundary of the Rochedale No. 10 Run one
mile and thirty-one chains to a point two chains fifty
links east and forty-seven chains north from a guin-tree
marked broad-arrow over CH over 2-3 over W over 1110
in triangle on east side ; and thence on the south by an
east line sixteen miles and twenty -five chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run - Ernestfield.
Claimants  of Lease-The  Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-Name of Run-Wyeroo East.
Claimants of Lease-Edwin Thomas Smith and
George Leonard Debney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 13 „
Total ... ... 70 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Maroon
Run at a post marked broad-arrow over M over WE, and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along part of
the north boundary of that run five miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over WE over WN ; thence on
the east by a north line about fourteen miles and six
chains to the south boundary of the Willpally No.
3 Run ; thence on the north  by  a west line along parts
of the south boundaries of the Willpally No. 3 and Will-
pally No. I Runs, in all about five miles to the north-
east corner of the Wyeroo Run, and thence on the west by
a south line along part of the eastern boundary of that run
about fourteen miles and six chains to the point of
commencement.
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 „
Total ... ... 80 „
Commencing at the north -east corner  of the Byron Run,
being a point four chains south of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C over XLVIII within triangle on south
side, and bounded thence on the west by  a south line
along part of the east boundary of that  run seven miles,
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K
over 5 within triangle on south-east side, and through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 4 within
triangle on south side - thence on the south by an east
line ten miles, crossing Aurprise Creek and passing through
a point ten chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over S over 19 within triangle ; thence on the east
by a north line eight miles ; thence on the north by a
west line ten miles to a point north of starting point ; and
thence again on the west by a south line along part of the
east boundary of the Table Top Run one mile to the point
of commencement.
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Name of Run-Pickwick.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New Zea-
land Mortgage Company, Limited , of Brisbane.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4 „
Total ... 29 „
Commencing atthe south-east corner of Paroo North Run,
being a point seven chains and forty-six links south and
about one mile and sixteen chains east from a coolibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 14 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line along
part of the north-east boundary of that run crossing Paroo
Creek four miles and twenty-two chains ; thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north 40 degrees east seven
miles and thirty-three chains passing  through a point
bearing 310 degrees east and distant forty-eight chains
from a bloodwood-tree on left bank of Paroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over K over 16 within triangle on north side ;
thence on the north-east by a south-east line three miles
and sixty chains crossing the Paroo Creek at one mile thirty-
two chains, and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over K over 20 within triangle on east side ;
and thence on the south-east by a line bearing north 220
degrees east  nine miles  and thirty-two chains (passing at
seven  miles seventy -six chains  through a point bearing
north 130 degrees  east  and distant fourteen chains from
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 15 within
triangle) to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prestbury No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 49 „
Total .. 99 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Leadmore No.
9 Run, being a point nineteen chains south and twenty-six
chains east from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L9
over P1 within triangle, and bounded thence on the west
V
a north line eight miles and fifteen chains crossing
ingera Creek to the south-east boundary of the May
Downs No. 3 Run at a point twenty-four chains south-
west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over MD3 over
P1 within triangle ; thence on the north-west by a north-
east line  along part of the south- east  boundary of that run
twenty-four chains to that tree ;  thence on  the south-west
by a north-west line along part of the porth- east  boundary
of same run two  miles  and forty -six chains  to Wilfred
Creek at a point opposite a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over G over P1 within triangle on north side;
thence on the north by the left bank of that creek upwards
to a point about thirty- six chains  above  a gum -tree on the
opposite bank marked broad-arrow over F within  triangle;
thence on the east by a south line  nine miles  and sixty-two
chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
9-10 over P over 1-2 within triangle,  crossing  one of the
heads of Mingera Creek ; and thence on the south by a
west line along the north boundary of Leadmore No. 9
Run, crossing the head and a branch of Mingera Creek,
ten miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prestbury No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
A vailable ... ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... 31
Total ... ... 62 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Leadmore No.
10 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
9-10 over P over 1-2 within triangle, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line along the eastern boundary of
Prestbury No 1 Run and a prolongation, in all about nine
miles sixty-two chains, crossing Mingera Creek to a point
about thirty-six chains above a desert gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over F within triangle ; thence on the
north by an east line four miles and thirty chains ;
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 158
degrees 20 minutes east along part of the south-
west boundary of Paroo North Run and the south-
west boundary of Paroo South Run, in all ten miles
and forty-two chains, to a point one chain ten links
east and eight chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over K over 27 within triangle ; and thence on the
south by a west line eight miles and twenty-five chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Parkside No. 7.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and Sew Zea-
land Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Una-ailable ... .. 28
total
Commencing at the Routh-west corner of the Parkside
No. 5 Run, being a point twenty-eight chains below a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 7 within
triangle, and bounded thence on the north by an  east line
along the south boundary of Parkside No. 5 Run, and a
prolongation, in all seven  miles  and thirty-six chains ;
thence on the east by a south line twelve miles and forty
chains to a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over
1 within triangle on south side ; thence on the south-west
by a line bearing north 318 degrees 30 minutes east passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over V over 2 within
triangle alongg part of the north-east boundary of the
Bushy Park lTo. 1 Run about seven miles and forty-eight
chains to the Leichhardt River at a point about fifteen
chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over P over
7-8 within triangle on south side and about six chains
above a ",um-tree on opposite bank marked broad-arrow
over U within triangle ; and thence on the west and south-
west by the right bank of that river downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Parkside No. 8.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3 „
Total ... ... 28 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Parkside
No. 6 Run, being a point twenty-eight chains below a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over U over 7 within tri-
angle , and bounded thence en the north by a west-line
four miles to a point twenty-seven chains north of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over P8 over M within
triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a south line
along the eastern boundary of the Mossman Run five
miles and two chains to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over PS within triangle on north side; thence on
the south by an east line along part of the north boun-
dary of the Waverley No. 4 Run five miles to its north-
east corner at a point seventy-six chains north of a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over CHI over W4 over BP1
within triangle oil the south side ; thence on the south-
west by a line bearing north 138 degrees 30 minutes east
along part  of the north-east boundary of Bushy Park
No. 1 Run two miles and four chains to the Leichhardt
River, about six chains above a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over U within triangle and about fifteen chains
below a  gum-tree on  opposite bank marked broad-arrow
over P over 7-8 within triangle on the south side ; and
thence on the east and north-east by the left bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Paroo South.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 „
Total ... 25 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Paroo
North Run, being a point twenty-four chains east from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over P over NS within
triangle on east side, and bounded thence on the south-
west by .a line bearing north 158 degrees 20 minutes east
eight miles and twenty-five chains to a point eight chains
north and one chain ten links east from a gum-tree marked
broad arrow over K over 27 within triangle ; thence on
the south by an east line three  miles  and twenty chains
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over P4 over PS
within triangle on south side ; thence on the north-east
by a line bearing north 338 degrees 20 minutes east eight
miles and twenty-five chains, crossing one of the heads of
Paroo Creek eight chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over K over 21 within triangle ; and thence on the
north b a west line along part of the south boundary of
Paroo North Run, crossing a minor branch of Paroo
Creek at a point seven chains and forty-six links south of
a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 14
within triangle on south side, and crossing one of the
heads of Paroo Creek, in all three miles twenty chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Paroo North.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 14
Total ... ... 39 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Calton
Hills No. 4 Run, being a point sixteen chains west of a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over PN over CH4 within
triangle on east side, and bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing north 158 degrees 20 minutes east,
crossing a branch of Paroo Creek, ten miles and forty-
two chains to a point twenty-four chains east from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over P over N S within
triangle on east side ; thence on the south by an east line
four miles crossing one of the heads of Paroo Creek and
crossing a minor branch of that creek at a point so% en
chains and forty-six links south of a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over K over 14 within triangle on south side ;
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thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 338
degrees 20 minutes east ten miles forty-two chains to the
south-east corner of Calton Hills No. 4 Run at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over CH4 over PN within
triangle ; and thence on the north by a west line along
the south boundary of Calton Hills No. 4 Run crossing a
branch of Gunpowder Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over K over 10 within triangle four miles to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Table Top.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
part of the south boundary of Parkside No. 6 Run three
miles and twenty-two chains to a point twenty-seven
chains north of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
1'8 over 51 within triangle ; and thence on the east by a
south line passing through that tree five miles and two
chains to a gumn-tree marked broad-arrow over M over
PS within triangle on north side ; and thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of
Wavemey No. 4 Run five miles to the point of coin-
mencement.
Name of Run -Flora North.
Claimant of Lease-Edward William Lamb.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 50 square miles.Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 40 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Byron Run,
being a point twelve chains west from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XLVI within triangle
on west side, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of the Edgeroy Run
eight miles to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T
within triangle on east side, crossing Groenstone Creek
fifteen chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
K over 1 within triangle, and a branch of same creek six
chains above a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K over
2 within triangle on north side ; thence on the north by
an east line five miles to a point bearing north 255 degrees
east and distant three chains fifty links from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over T over 1 within triangle on south
side ; thence on the east by a south line eight miles to a
point four chains south of and passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XLVIII within triangle
on south side ; and thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of Byron Run, passing through
the above-mentioned bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XLVI within triangle on west side, five miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Calton Hills No. I.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  28j „
Total ... ... 63; „
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the Blue Nobby
Run, being a point about one mile and fifty-two chains east
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over
XXI within triangle, and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary of
Byron Run two miles ; thence on the east by a south line
eight miles  and six chains  crossing and re-crossing Gun-
powder Creek to a point fifty chains east from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XXXII within triangle
on east side ; thence on the south by a west line  crossing
Gunpowder Creek passing through that tree and crossing
Giddiah Creek seven miles sixty-eight chains to a point
fifty-four chains west of and passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over CH1 over 1 within  triangle on
north side, passing through a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over K  over 9 within triangle on east  side and a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over  R over  29 within
triangle ; thence on the west by a north line eight miles
and six chains, to a point forty chains west from a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over CH1 within triangle on
east side ; and thence again on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of Blue Nobby Run
passing through that tree, crossing Giddiah Creek at a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BN over CH1 within
triangle on east side,  and crossing  Gunpowder Creek at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XXI, in
all five miles and sixty-eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Mossman.
Claimants of  Lease -The Australian  and New Zea-
land Mortgage  Company, Limited, of  Brisbane.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 20 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 ))
Total ... ... 20 „
Commencing atthe north-west corner of the Waverly No.
4 Run at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over XCI I I over
W4 within triangle on south side, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along part of the east boundary
of the Whitman Run two miles and sixteen chains to a
point fifty }inks west from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over W over M within triangle on south side ;
thence on the north by an east line one mile and fifty-
eight chains to a point one chain west from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over R13 over M within triangle on
east side; thence again on the west by a north line about
two miles and sixty-seven chains to a point ten chains west
and twenty-seven chains north from a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over B6 over M within triangle pn
east side ; thence again on the north by an east line along
Unavailable ... ...  281
Total ... ... 781
It
Commencing at the north -east corner  of the FloraDowns
Run, being a point four chains south and two chains ten
links west from  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over F
over ND within triangle on west side, and bounded thence
on the east by a north line crossing Johnson's Creek at a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over J within triangle
on south side, through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over Ll within triangle on east side and a branch
of Johnson's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle five miles to a gum-tree marked broad arrow over
FN over 1 within triangle on east side ; thence on the
north by a west line fifteen miles and sixty chains to a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over FN within triangle on
south side ; thence on the west by a south line to the
north-east corner of the Tommy Run and a continuation
along part of the east boundary of that run, passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T within
triangle on south side and through a silvery-leaf box-tree
marked broad-arrow over F over N to a stake fifteen
chains south from that tree and sixteen chains north of a
coolibah-tree on right bank of Buckley River marked
broad-arrow over E over XVII within triangle ; and
thence on the south by an east line along the north
boundary of the Flora Downs Run fifteen  miles  and sixty
chains to crossing Johnson's Creek, the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Martindale No. 1.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... ... 60 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Florence
No. 6 Run at cairn one chain eighty links south and
seven chains west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over F6 over M1 within triangle, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary of the
Florence No. 6 Run and part of the east boundary of the
Florence No. 5 Run, in all twelve miles, to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over 1-5 within triangle on
south side, crossing a branch of Martin's Creek and Mar-
tin's Creek and passing through a tree marked broad-arrow
over F over 5-6 within triangle on south side ; thence on the
north by an east line five miles, passing through a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 1-2 to a point sixteen
chains and ten links  east  of that tree ; thence on the east
by a south line twelve miles, crossing Martin's Creek
to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 2-1
within triangle on north side; and thence on the south by
a west line crossing branches of Martin's Creek at a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle and a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over V over 3 within triangle on
east side, five miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Martindale No. 2.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area,-Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  261 ))
Total ... ...  56j  „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Martindale
No.  1  Run at abloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over 2-1 within triangle on north-side, and bounded thence
on the west by a north line along the east boundary of that
run twelve miles, crossing Martin's Creek to a point sixteen
chains and ten links east from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M over 1-2 within triangle on west side ;
thence on the north by an east line five miles to a point
four chains and eighty links south from a;; un-tree marked
broad-arrow over M over 2-4 within triangle on east side;
thence on the east by a south line seven miles and twenty-
seven chains to the Williams River at a point about
sixteen miles northerly from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over L over 6 within triangle on south-west side ;
thence on the east by the right bank of that river upwards
to its intersection with the northern boundary of the
Florence No. 1 Run at a point two chains north of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over FI over M2 over
CGR within triangle ; and thence on the south by a
west line along the north boundary of the last-named
run three miles and seventy-three chains to the point of
commencement.
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Name of Run-Martindale No. 3.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18
Total ... . . . 48
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Letitia
Downs No. 4 Run at a point two chains seventy links
west fronn a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M3 over
LD4 within triangle on east side, and bounded thence on
the east by a north line along the west boundary of that
run eight miles and forty chains passing through a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over T over 4 within triangle on
south side and a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T over
5 within triangle on south side to a point twenty-three
chains north of said tree ; thence on the north by a west
line three miles and forty-six chains to a point thirty-three
chains forty links west and one chain fifty links south of a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 3-6 within
triangle ; thence again on the east by a north line fifty-one
chains to a point one chain thirty links north and thirty-two
chains west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over M3 within triangle on south side ; thence again
on the north by a west line four miles and forty-eight
chains to the Cloncurry River at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over C within triangle on east side; thence
oa the west by the right bank of that river upwards to a
point opposite a blood-wood tree marked broad-arrow
over S over M3 within triangle on west side ; thence
again on the north by a west line crossing that river and
passing through said tree along part of the south boundary
of the Springvale Run three miles and sixty-three chains,
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over C over 2 within triangle to a point four chains
west of said tree ; thence on the west by a south line two
miles and thirty-one chains to a point thirty-seven chains
east and seven chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over F3 over M3 within triangle on north side ;
thence on the south by an east line along the north
boundaries of the Florence No. 3 and Florence No. 5
Runs crossing the Cloncurry River, and at the junction of
Sandy Creek with that river passing through a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over F over 3-5 within triangle
on east side crossing the head of a small creek at a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow and head of another
creek, in all ten miles, to a point three chains north and
three chains east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over F5 over M3 within triangle on south side ;
thence again on the west by a south line along part of the
western boundary of the Florence Vale 1 o. 5 Run
crossing a branch of Sandy Creek' at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow in triangle and Sandy Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle on south side five miles
and thirty-six chains to a point five chains seventy links
west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over 3-5 within triangle ; and thence again on the
south  by  a west line passing through said tree crossing
Sandy Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow on east
side one mile seventy-six chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Martindale No. 4.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 69 „
Total ... ... 319
Commencing at the intersection of the eastern boundary
of Martindale No. 2 Run with the Williams River, being a
point about sixteen chains northerly from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L over 6 within triangle on
south-west side, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line along the eastern boundary of that run seven
miles and twenty-seven chains to a point four chains and
eighty links south of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 2-4 within triangle on east side ; thence on the
north by an east line one mile sixty-three chains to the
western boundary of the Rockliffe No. 2 Run at a point
one chain fifty links north and one chain seventy links
west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over 4-5 within triangle on west side ; thence on the east
by a south line along part of the west boundary of that run
twenty-six chains to a point one chain twenty links east
and one chain eighty links south of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over R2 over M4 within ti ian( gle on east side;
thence again on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of that run four miles and twenty-three chains
to the Williams River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 1 within triangle ; and thence on the east and
south-east by the left bank of that river upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Martindale No 5.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 46 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 412
Total . ... 901 „
Commencing  at one of  the north- east corners of the
Martindale No. 4 Run,  being  a point on the  western
boundary of the Rocklifle No. 2 Run one chain fifty links
north and one chain seventy links west of a bloodwood-
tree marked broad-arrow over M over 4-5 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by north line along part
of the western boundary of the last-named run seven
miles and fifty-four chains to a point two chains north and
thirty-seven chains west from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over R2 over M5 within triangle on north side ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of Letitia Downs No. 4 Run and one of the
south boundaries of Martindale No. 3 Run, passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M3 over
LD4 within triangle on east side and crossing Sandy
Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow on east side, in
all eleven miles and sixty-three chains, to a point five
chains seventy links west of and passing through a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over IL\t over 3-5 within
triangle on east side ; thence on the we:.3 by a south line
along part of the east boundary of the Florence No. 5
Run seven miles and fifty-four chains to a guns-tree
marked broad-arrow over M over 1 5 within triangle on
south side ; and thence on the south by an east line along
the north boundaries of Martindale No. 1 and Martindale
No. 2 Runs and one of the north boundaries of the
Martindale No. 4 Run, crossing a branch of Martin's
Creek and one of the heads of Sandy Creek, passing
through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 1-2
within triangle on west side, and through a point fourchains
eighty links south of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 2- 4 within triangle, in all eleven miles and sixty-
three chains, to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Martindale No 6.
Licensee-Williatn Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ,.. ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17 fl
Total ... ... 54 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Letitia
Downs No. 1 Run, being a pi )int nine chains west and
four chains north of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over LD1 over M6 within triangle on east side, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line along part of
the eastern boundary of Mindie Run and a prolongation
of same, in all eight miles and forty chains to a point
thirty-three chains forty links west and one chain fifty
links south from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 3-6 within triangle on south side ; thence on the
south by an east line along one of the north boundaries of
the Martindale No. 3 Run and part of the north boundary
of the Letitia Downs No. 4 Run, in all six miles and
twenty-seven chains to a point forty-seven chains north
and sixteen chains east of a blood wood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over 2 within triangle on south side ; thence
on the east by a north line along the western boundary of
Letitia Downs No. 3 Run, crossing Fisher's Creek, eight
miles and forty chains to a point one chain south of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over LD3 over M6
within triangle on west side ; and thence on the north by
a west line along part of the south boundary of the Letitia
Downs No. 1 Run six miles and twenty-seven chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Martindale No. 7.
Licensee-William Andrew Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 44 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 301 „
Total ... ... 74; „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Martindale
No, 3 Run, being a point four chains west from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over C over 2 within tri-
angle, and bounded thence on the north by a west line
crossing Chinaman's Creek along part of the south
boundary of the Springvale Run one mile and fifty-seven
chains to a point one chain ten links south and two chains
fifty links west from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over S over M7 within triangle ; thence on the east by a
north line along part of the west boundary of the last-
mentioned run one mile and twenty-four chains to a point
fifty links south and one chain twenty links west from a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over W over M7 over
CGR within triangle on west side; thence again on the
north by a west line along 1 ,art, of the north boundary
of the Cloncurry Goldfields Reserve three miles and
seventy-two chains to a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over Al over 7-8 within triangle on the north side,
passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow
over G'over 3 within triangle ; thence on the west by a
south line thirteen miles and forty-six chains to a point
one chain forty links west and fifty-six links north from a
guui-tree marked broad-arrow over M over 8-7 within
triangle on west side, crossing Slaty Creek about fifty-six
chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over S
within triangle; thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Devoncourt No. 7 Run
and a prolongation to the west boundary of the Florence
No. 3 Run, in all five miles and forty-nine chains to a
point twenty-four chains east of and passing through a
gutn-tree marked broad-arrow over M7 within triangle on
south ride, passing through a point seven chains eighty-
four links south of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
D7 over 1 vvithin triangle ; and thence on the east by a
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north line along part of the west boundary of Florence
No. 3 Run and  the west boundary of the Martindale No.
3 un, crossing Slaty Creek at a point  about forty-eight
chains  below a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over
X over 4 within triangle, in all twelve miles twenty chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Martindale No. 8.
Licensee -William Andrew  Martin.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 341 it
Total ... ... 701f „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Martindale
No. 7 Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 7-8 within triangle, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along part of the north boundary of
the Cloncurry Goldfield Reserve, impinging on the south
boundary of Warwick and Was wick Vale Runs, five miles
and sixteen chains to a point thirty-eight chains west of
and passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T2 over MS within triangle on east side ;
thence on the west by a south line along the eastern
boundaries of the Tiniberoo No. 2 and Timheroo No. 3
Runs, passing through a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T over 2-3 and crossing Slaty Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over S over 10 within triangle
on east side, in all thirteen miles and forty-six chains to a
point ten chains west of a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over T3 over MS within triangle on west side ;
thence on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of Devoncourt No. 7 Run, five miles and
sixteen chains to a point one chain forty links west and
fifty-six links north from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 8-7 within triangle on west side, crossing the
Cloncurry road and a branch of Slaty Creek at a cooiibah-
tree marked broad-arrow over A over 23 ; thence on the
east by a north line along the western boundary of
Martindale No. 7 Run crossing Slaty Creek about fifty-
six chains below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over S
within triangle about thirteen miles and forty-six chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Letitia Downs No. 1.
Licensee -Hurtle Willoughby Morphett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  48 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  3
Total ... ... 51 „
Commencing at the north-eastern angle of the Mindie
Run at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over FC
over M over GFR over C within triangle, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line along the south
boundary of Courtenay Run ten miles, crossing Courtenay's
Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle,
to a point seven chains south of a giddiah-tree marked
broad-arrow over A within triangle on south side ; thence
on the east by a south line five miles passing through a
bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over LD over 1-2
within triangle on west side to a point one chain south
thereof ; thence on the south by a west line ten miles thirty-
two chains to a point nine chains west and four chains
north from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
LD1 over M6 within triangle on east side ; thence on the
west by a north line along part of the east boundary of
the Mindie Run, about three miles and forty chains ; and
thence on the north-west by a north-easterly line along
part of the south-east boundary of same run, about one
mile forty chains to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run -Lei  itia Downs No. 2.
Licensee-Hurtle Willoughby Morphett.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  391 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  0 - „
Total ... ... 391 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Letitia
Downs No. 1 Run, being a point one chain south of a
bloodwood-tree marked broad :arrow over LD over 1-2
within triangle on west side, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line passing through said tree along the
eastern boundary of that run, crossing Fisher's Creek five
miles to a point seven chains south of a giddiah-tree
marked broad-arrow over A within triangle on south side;
thence on the north by an east line along the south boun-
dary of the Courtenay No. 1 Run and a prolongation
along part of the south boundary of the Ellerslie No. 1
Run, in all seven miles and seventy-five chains to a point
three chains north and one chain west from a giddiali-tree
marked broad-arrow over E over LD2 within triangle
on north side, crossing a small creek at a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow in triangle, and passing through a post
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the west by a south line
along the western boundary of the Ellerslie Run crossing
Fisher's Creek five miles to a point twenty-six chains
north and twelve chains east from a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over E over FW over LD over 2-3 within
triangle on north-west side; and thence on the south by a
west line seven miles and seventy--tile chaiiia, crossing a
branch of Fisher's Creek, to the point of commencement.
Name of Ran-Letitia Downs No 3.
Claimant of Lease-Hurtle Willoughby illornliett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 84} square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 131J ))
Total ... ... 98 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of Letitia Downs
No. 2 Run, being a point twenty-six chains north and
twelve chains east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over E over FW over LD over 2-3 within triangle on
north-west side, and bounded thence on the east by a
south line along one of the western boundaries of the
Foxton West Run, seven miles and forty chains to a point
twenty-two chains north of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over FW over LD3 within triangle on south side,
crossing Canal Creek at a point twelve chains east from a
coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow within triangle on west
side ; thence on the south by a west line along one of the
north boundaries of same run three miles to a point thirty
chains north and three chains west from a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over LD3 over FW within triangle
on south-east side; thence again on the east by a south line
along part of one of the west boundaries of the last-named
run one mile to a point thirty-two chains north and two
chains west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
LD over 3-4 within triangle on west side ; thence again
on the south by a west line nine miles to a point forty-
seven chains north and sixteen chains east from a blood-
wood-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 2 within
triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a north line
eight miles and forty chains to a point one chain south
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over LD3
over b16 within triangle on west side ; thence on the
north by an east line along part of the south boundary of
Letitia Downs No. 1 Run to the south-west corner of the
Letitia Downs No. 2 Run and a continuation along the
south boundary of that run passing through a point one
chain south of a bloodvc ood-tree marked broad-arrow over
LD over 1-2 within triangle, in all twelve miles, to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Letitia Downs No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-Hurtle Willoughby Morphett.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 65 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 35 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing at one of the south-east corners of Letitia
Downs No. 3 Run, being a point thirty-two chains north
and two chains west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over LD over 3-4 within triangle on west side, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line along part of
one of the western boundaries of Foxton West Run and a
prolongation along part of one of the western boundaries of
Rockliffe No. 2 Run, crossing Elder Creek seven chains
thirty-five links above a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over E within triangle on north side, in all
eight miles and forty chains, to a point twenty-four
chains east from, a bloodwood-tree marked bi oad-
arrow over LD4 over R2 within triangle ; thence
on the south by a west line passing through that tree
eleven miles and sixty-one chains to a point two chains
seventy links west of and passing through a guns-tree
marked broad-arrow over M3 over LD4 within triangle
on east side, passing two chains north of a gum-tiee
marked broad-arrow over R2 over M5 within triangle on
north side ; thence on the west by a north line eight miles
and forty chains passing through a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over T over 4 within triangle oil south side
to a point twenty-three chains north of and passing through
a guru-tree marked broad-arrow over T over 5 within triangle
on north side, crossing the head of Fisher's Creek and
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over T
over 4 within triangle on south side ; and thence on the
north by an east line to the south-east corner of Letitia
Downs No. 3 Run and a continuation along the south
boundary of that run eleven miles and sixty-one chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Betsy Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Daniel McDonald.
Estimated  Area-
Available
Unavailable
Total
... 25 square miles.
... 21 „
... 46 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Ernestfield
Run, being a point seventy-four chains south from a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 5 within triangle on
south-east side, and bounded thence on the west by a south
line along part of the east boundary of the Byron Run
and part of the east boundary of the Calton Hills No. 3
Run, in all six miles ; thence on the south by an cast line
eight miles and forty chains ; thence on the east by a
north line three miles and eighteen chains to Surprise
Creek at a point opposite a point forty-four chains below
a tree niarke l broad-arrow over S over 15 within triangle ;
thence on the not th-east by the right bank of that creek
upwards to a point about ten chains northerly from a gum-
884
tree marked broad -arrow over S over 19 within triangle
on north side  ;  and thence on the north by a west line
along  part of the south boundary of the Erne A field 1''un
six miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Loch Ness.
Claimant of Lease- Daniel  McDonald.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the leftbank of Surprise Creek at a point
opposite a point sixteen chains east from a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over S over 8 within triangle on east side,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line ten miles
and fifty-six chains ; thence on the north by a west line
four miles and thirty chains to the north-east corner of
Ernestfield Run; thence on the west by a south line along
the east boundary of that run eight miles ; thence again
on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the same run three miles and seventy-eight
chains to Surprise Creek, at a point ten chains northerly
from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over S over 19
within triangle on north-east side ; and thence on the
south-west and the south by the left bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-May Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Charles Smith.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 4
Total ... ... 44 „
Commencing on the left bank of the Mingera Creek
being a point on the west boundary of Leadmore No. 7
Run opposite a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L7
over MD2 within triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line along part of the western boundary of
that run four miles and seventy-six chains, passing through
a point one chain west of a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over MD1 within triangle on west side to a point
one chain sixty links west and sixty links north of a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over L2 over 3-7 over MD
within triangle on east side ; thence on the south-east by
a south-west line along part of the north-west boundary
of the Leadmore No. 2 Run eight miles and seventy-eight
chains ; thence on the west by a north line about eight
miles and three chains to Mingera Creek at a point oppo-
site a gum-tiee marked broad-arrow over C over MD
within triangle on north side ; and thence on the north-
west by the left bank of that creek upwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-May Downs No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Charles Smith.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 26
Total ... ... 61
Cormmnencing at the south-east corner of the Whitegate
Run, on the right bank of the Mingera Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over C over MD within triangle
on north side, and bounded thence by a north line along
part of the east boundary of the Conna Run and the
east boundary of the Whitegate Run, in all eleven miles
and fifty-three chains, to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over W over Mill within triangle on north side ;
thence on the north by an east line six miles and forty-
eight chains to a point fourteen chains south and two
chains east from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
Mill within triangle ; thence on the east by a south line
about eight miles and thirty-one chains to Mingera Creek,
passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L7
over MD2 within triangle on east side to a point one chain
south thereof, passing through a point one chain fifty links
east of a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow over MD2
within triangle ; and thence on the south-east by the right
bank of that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-May Downs No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-Charles Smith.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Leadinore
No. 7 Run, being a point five chains and fifty links south
of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L7 over MD2 in
triangle on east side, and bounded thence on the west by
a north line along part of the eastern boundary of the
May Downs No. 1 Run five miles to a point five chains
forty links mouth and one chain fifty links east from a
g,*um-tree marked broad arrow over MD2 within triangle
on east side ; thence on the north by an east line ten
miles to a point six chains south from a desert gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over MD over 2-4 over G2 within
triangle on south side ; thence on the east by a south line
crossing Mingera Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over MD over 4-2 within triangle on south
side five miles to a point three chains north and one
chain fifteen links east from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over MD over 2-4 within triangle on south-east
side ; and thence on the south by a west line ten miles
along part of the north boundary of Leadrnore No. 7
Run, crossing Mingera Creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run -Floranccs Vale.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National Bank,
Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 31 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 33 „
Total ... ... 67 „
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Fries Land
Run, being a point three chains eighty links south and
eighty links west from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over F over FV within triangle on east side, and bounded
thence on the west by a north line along the eastern boun-
dary of the Fries Land Run seven miles and seventy-one
chains to a point seven chains west of a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over F over Fl within triangle ; thence on
the north by an east line about nine miles and sixty-three
chains to a point forty-eight chains north and one mile
four chains east from a coolibah-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over 16 within triangle on east side; thence on the
east by a mouth line along part of the west boundary of the
Strathfield No. 10 Run crossing a branch of McKinlay
River five miles and thirty-nine chains to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over MTR over FV; thence on the
south by a west line along the north boundary of Mount
Ridgely No. 2 Run four miles and fifty-two chains to a
point thirty-two chains west of and passing through a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over FV over MTR within
triangle on south side ; thence again on the east by a south
line along  part of the west boundary of that run two miles
and forty chains to a point thirty-two chains west and
thirty-two chains south from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over ADS over FV within triangle on west side;
and thence again on the south by a west line along part of
the north boundary of Agate Downs No. 5 Run about five
miles eleven chains  to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Fries Land.
Claimants of Lease-The Queensland National
Bank , Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37
Total ... ... 75
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Agate
Downs No. 3 Run, being a point three chains seventy
links south and two chains fifty links east from a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over F over AD3 within
triangle  on south- east  side, and bounded thence on the
south by an east line along the north boundary of the
Agate Downs No. 3 Run eight miles to a point two
chains sixty links north and one chain east from a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over AD3 over F within
triangle on south side ; thence on the west by a south
line along part of the east boundary of same run two
miles  and ten chains to a point four chains north and
sixty links east from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over F within triangle on its north side ; thence
again  on the south by an east line along the north
boundary of Farley Run five miles to a point four chains
fifty links  south from a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow
over F over F within  triangle  on south side ; thence
again on the west by a south line one mile and twenty.
three chains along pact of the east boundary  of same run
to a point one chain north and fifty links west from a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over AD5 over F within
triangle ; thence  again  on the south by an east  line along
part of the north boundary of the Agate Downs No. 5
Run, crossing Farley Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
in triangle two miles to a point three chains  eighty  links
south and eighty links west from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over F over FV within triangle ; thence on the east
by a north  line seven  miles and twenty-one chains to a point
fourteen  chains  south and seven chains west from a gum-
tree marked broad- arrow  over F over Fl within triangle ;
thence on the north by a west line fifteen miles to a point
three chains twenty-five links east and fifty-seven links
north from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over F over
F1 within  triangle  on south side ; and thence again on the
west by a south line along part of the east boundary of
Agate Downs Run three miles and sixty-eight chains to
the point of commencement.
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T HE following re-amended descriptions arepublished  for general information.
X HUME BLACK.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Galalah East.
Claimants of Lease - Theophilus Foot, James Albert
Foot ,  Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Allan
Nesbitt Foot.
Estimated  Area-
Available ... ... ...  37 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  61
Total ... ... ...  43*
Re-amended description.
„
m
Commencing at a point eighty -four chains east of a
.bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over H over 1 within
triangle facing southerly ,  said tree being also marked C
over Y1Y,  and bounded thence on the east by a north line
four miles and seventy -seven chains ; then ce  on the north
by a west line about six miles and thi rt y -three chains to a
point about sixteen chains north of a whitewood-tree
marked bro ad -arrow over CE within triangle on its south
side  ;  thence on the west by a south line along part of the
east  boundary of the Wyerie Run and the east boundary
of the Galalah Run, in all  about seven miles and ten
-chains, to the South Australian boundary at a post
marked broad-arrow over G over GE at a point twenty-
six chains west of mile-post No. 5 on that boundary ;
then ce  on the south by a t ru e east line along said
boundary  five miles and twenty -six chains to a post
marked broad -arrow over W over 26 south latitude ;
then ce  again on the  south by  an east line along part  of
the north boundary of the Watson West Run about one
mile and four chains to a point south of starting point ;
and thence on the east by a nort h line ,  about one mile and
forty- three chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Murdo.
Claimants of Lease-Frederick William Armytage
and John Galletley.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  401 square miles.
Unavailable ... 5
„
Total ... .. ...  451 .,
Be-amended description.
Commencing at the north -west corner of Gum Creek
Run at a point bearing north 307 degrees east and distant
ten chains fifty  links  from a minaritche -tree marked
broad-arrow over G over M in triangle ,  and bounded
then ce on the west by a north line passing through a pointbearing north 3 degrees east and distant four chains
twenty -five links from a giddiah -tree marked broad-arrow
over W in triangle ,  five miles three chains to a point
bearing north 81 degrees east and distant one chain twenty
links from a minaritche -tree marked broad -arrow over M
in triangle  ;  then ce on the north by an east line passing
through a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over M over 1 in
triangle about nine miles and forty -nine chains to a pointbearing orth 240 degrees east and distant fifty links from
a coolibah -tree marked broad -arrow over 0 in triangle
passin g$ through a point one chain fifty links south of a
mulgah -tree marked broad -arrow over M over G in
triangle  ;  then ce on the east by a south line four miles and
forty -five chains to a point seventeen chains fifty links
west and fifty links south from a needlewood -tree marked
broad -arrow over M over K within triangle  ;  then ce on
the south by a west line along part of the north boundary
of The Lake Run six miles eight chains to a point bearing
north 18 degrees east and distant two chains fifty -five links
from a mina ritche -tree marked broad -arrow over L over
M in triangle on the Moottamootappa Creek ; then ce
in  on the east by a south line along part of the west
boundary of the last -mentioned  ru n thirty -eight chains to
a point bea ri ng north 139 degrees east and distant eighty
links from a mma ri tche -tree marked broad -arrow over M
over G in triangle ; and thence again on the south by a
west line along the nort h boundary of Gum Creek Run,
passing th ro ugh a point  be aring no rt h 180 degrees east
and distant three chains sixty -five links from a mina ri tche-
tree marked broad -arrow over G over M in triangle, three
miles forty-nine chains to the point of commencement.
BURKE DISTRICT.
Name of Run- Calton Hi lls No. 3.
Claimant of Lease-The Australian and New Zea-
land Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated  Area-Available ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 2 it
Total ... 27 „
Re-amended description.
Commencing at the no rt h-east corner of Calton Hills
No. I Run, being a point  one mile two chains  and forty
links west  and twenty -three chains  south from  a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow  over K within  triangle on south-east
side ,  and bounded thence  on the west by a south line
along the  eastern boundary of Calton Hills No. 1 Run
and a prolongation ,  in all  nine miles and six chains, to a
point one mile south and fifty links  west from a box-tree
marked broad -arrow  over C over XXXII  within triangle;
thence on the south by  an east line three miles to a point
forty- eight chains east and five chains no rt h from a gum-
tree marked  broad -arrow over  R over 8 within triangle ;
then ce on the east by a north line  nine m iles and six chains
to the south -east  corner of the Byron  Run, and thence on
the north by a west line  along part  of that boundary three
miles to  the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Calton Hills No 4.
Claimants of Lease-The Australian and New
Zealand Mortgage  Company, Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18 „
Total ... 43
Re-amended description.
Commencing at the south -east corn er of the Calton Hills
No. 1 Run ,  being a point  fifty chains east from a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over C over XXXII within triangle
on east side, and bounded then ce  on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that  ru n crossing
Gunpowder  Creek,  passing through that tree two
miles and  sixty- eight chains to a point  fifty- two chains
west of and passing through a gum-tree marked broad-
arro w over K over 9 within tri angle on east side ; then ce
on the west by a south line eleven miles to a point sixteen
chains west from a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over
PN over CH4  in triangle on east side ; then ce  on the
south by an east  line crossing a branch of Gunpowder
Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over K over 10
within triangle four miles to a gum-tree marked broad
arrow over CH4 over PN within triangle on south side ;
thence on the east  by a north  line ten miles to the south
boundary of Calton Hills No. 3 Run at a point  one mile
twenty chains west and  five chains no rt h from a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 8 within triangle on
north -west side ; thence again on the north by a west
line along  part of the south boundary  of same run one
mile twelve chains  ;  and then ce  again on the east by a
north line along part of west boundary of same  ru n one
mile to the point of commen cement.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Leura.
Claimant of Lease-The South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency Company ,  Limited.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 76 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total .. 76 • „
Be-amended  desc ription.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mackenzie River
at a box-tree marked  broad -arrow over  LE over VII
within t ri angle , and bounded thence on the north-west
by a line bearing  north 63 degrees 30 minutes east,
about six miles twenty -four  chains , to an ironbark-
tree marked  broad -arrow over  L over S within  triangle ;
then ce  on the north-east  by a south -east line  about one
mile fort y chains  to an ironbark -tree marked  broad-arrow
over L over S over IV, crossing Angle Creek at a brigalow-
tree marked  broad -arrow over  A within triangle  ;  thence
again  on the north -west by a north -east line  about six
miles to the Boomer  Range ;  thence on the north-east by
that range  to a spur which forms the eastern watershed of
Leura Creek ; thence on the east by that spur southerly to
the northern angle of the resumed portion of the Balcomba
Run ; thence on the south-east by the north-west boundary
of said resumed portion bearing north  245 degrees east
about  seven miles  and thirty  chains to a tree marked star
by commissioner  ;  thence  again  on the south-east by the
right  bank  of Stony Creek  to its junction  with the
Mackenzie  River about forty chains below  a Moreton Bay
ash-tree marked  broad-arrow  over M over XVIII in
triangle  ;  and thence on the west ,  the south ,  and the west
by the left bank of said river upwards to the point of
commen cement.
By Authgrity :  JA zs 0. Bau, Government Printer, William, street, Brisbane.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application fora Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from James
Gresham, of Salford ,  Manchester ,  Lancashire,
England,  for an invention for  "Improvements in or
applicable to Vacuum Brake Mechanism."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern.
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Gresham, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.& arks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T . BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedN an application for a P tent,nd the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Percy
Tarbutt, of 23, St. Swithin 's lane , London, for an
invention for  "A New or Improved Ejector Oil
Vapour Lamp."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Percy Tarbutt, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th January, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Francis Harley Davis, of Lodore, Helidon, Queens.
land ,  for an invention for  "Improvements in Bering
Machinery. "
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that  the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention ,  it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Francis Harley Davis, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from Franz
J. A. Kindermann, for an invention for  " An
Automatic Car-Coupling to be entitled 'Kinder-
mann 's Automatic Centre Bu f er Car-Coupling.`
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  Franz J. A. Kindermann, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade  Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Roderick Impey Murchison, of 22, Dandenong
road, Armadale, near Melbourne, Victoria, for an
invention for  "An Improved Composition for
Destroying Weeds, Scrub, and Other Vegetable
Growths, and for Destroying Insects and Preser-
ving Timber from their attacks."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Roderick Impey Murchison, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Mactear, of Victoria Mansions, Westminster,
England, for an invention for  "An Improved Pro-
cess  of Preparing or Treating Vegetable Fibrous
Material for Obtaining Fibre therefrom."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said James Mactear, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAI_ENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Alfred
Nobel, of  53, Avenue Malakoff, Paris, France, for
an invention for  "Improvements in the Manufac-
ture of Explosives."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said Alfred Nobel, in accord-
ance with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1889."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas John Dunn, of Sydney, New South Wales,
for an invention for  " Improvements in the Process
of Tanning Leather with Tannin Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Thomas John Dunn, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884,."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto, received from James
Eddisbury Baugh and Charles Hinksman, both of
London, for  an invention  for  "Improvements in
Furnaces  for Chlorinating Ores and in the Process
in connection therewith."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearanec
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James Eddisbury Baugh and Charles Hinksman,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Edward Seitz, of 414, Market Buildings, Flinders
Lane, West Melbourne, Victoria,  for an  invention
for " A Water Motor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land  Government Gazette,  it is proved  to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention, it4s my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Edward  Seitz, in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Alder Dickson Forster, of Norristown,
and George Jordan Firmin, of Philadelphia, both
in Pennsylvania, United States of America, for
an invention for  "Improvement in Apparatus for
Amalgamating Precious Metals in Crushed or Pul-
verised Material containing the same."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Alder Dickson Forster and George Jordan
Firmin, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
I J OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
1-1 an application for a Patent, and the completeSpecification annexed thereto, received from
Henry Fricker, of 4, Great Portland street, Oxford
street, London, for an invention for  " Improved
Portable Cooking Apparatus."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Henry
Fricker, in accordance with the provisionsof  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and th com lete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Brown Evans, of Mabus, Cape of Good Hope,
South Africa, for an invention for  "Improvements
in Apparatus for Regulating the Tension of
Fencing Wires and for Testing the Same."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Brown Evans, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Archibald John Lavender, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements in
Gravity Switch-back Railways. "
Notice is hereby farther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Archibald John Lavender, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-Klete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
rastus  S.  Bennett, of Denver ,  Colorado ,  United
States of America ,  for an invention for  "Separator
and Amalgamator."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
within two months  fr om the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my sati sfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Erastus S .  Bennett, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Orazio Lugo, of New York ,  United States of
America ,  for an inven ti on for  "Improvements in
Electric Motors and Dynamo Machines."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my sati sfaction that
the applicant is not en ti tled to a Patent for such
inven ti on,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Orazio Lugo ,  in accordance with the provi-
sions of  " The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedNan application for a Patent,nd the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Stewart MacArthur, of 15, Princes street, Pollok-
shields, Renfrewshire, North Britain, Robert
Wardrop Forrest and William Forrest, both of
319, Crown street, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, North
Britain , for an invention for  " Improvements in
Obtaining Gold and Silver from Ores and Other
Compounds."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  John Stewart MacArthur, Robert Wardrop
Forrest, and William Forrest, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Street, of Sandgate, Queensland, for an
invention for  Circular Bent Wood Floor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Street, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that 1 have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Solomon de Beer, of 20, Collins street West, Mel-
bourne, Victoria, for an invention for  " The
Berliner Transmitter."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Solomon de Beer, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Benjamin  Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
both of Hastings, Sussex, England, for an inven-
tion for  " Improvements in the' Manufacture of
Arti al Stones, Marbles, and Concretes."
N otice is herebyfurther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Benjamin  Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
890
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Danton Sandwell, of Herne Hill, Surrey,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements re-
lating  to Dynamo Electric  Machines and to
Electric Motors, and  to means  for carrying
Electrical  Batteries  for driving  such  Motors when
placed upon Tramway Vehicles  or otherwise
arranged  to be transported  from place to place."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  William Danton Sandwell,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884.'
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1889.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Duncan James ReGauran, of Hawthorn, near
Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention for  " Im-
provements relatinq to Multiplex Telegraphy."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such  invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said  Duncan James  McGanran , in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Turnbull, Junior,
and Somerville, of Malta, merchants, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45, in respect of Cigarettes, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is own to my
satisfaction  that the applicants ar _ titled to
have the  same registered , in compl' a with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that W. and J.Knox,
of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net manufacturers , have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 26, in respect of Linen Thread, and in
Class 49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation -
•No .
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The above representation differs, inasmuch as
the ground of the outer  circle is gold, and  vice
versa  the inner circle.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of4h.
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that W. and J. Knox,
of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net manufacturers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1884,"  to register in
Class 26,  in respect of Linen Thread, and in Class
49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
th0
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A representation of the said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings, Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in comp li ance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  27th December, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Alexander Fergusson and Company ,  of Glasgow ,  Lanarkshire, North
1 Britain, lead and colour manufacturers and oil refiners ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade  Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 1, in respect  of White Lead,
Paints, Colours ,  and Varnishes ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark , in accordance  with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Turnbull ,  Junior,
and Somerville ,  of Malta ,  merchants, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 45 ,  in respect of Cigarettes ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
•
Notice is hereby further given that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
application ,  r that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my  crong  so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.
NOTICE ishereby given , that Josiah CliftonFirth ,  of Auckland ,  New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class  42, in respect  of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
0
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
ROLLBRZ0'
O FgtTH's '
CHAMPION
ROLLER FLOUR
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 13th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand, miller, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class  42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
vmRST EIGHT  HOURS
FIRTH's
k0GRAMEimil
ROLLER FLOUR.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the
provisions of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that J. and P. Coats, of Ferguslie Thread Works, Paisley, Scotland, thread
1\ manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class  23, in respect  of Cotton Yarn and Thread, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the xpiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
114 ark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th  January, 1889.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that  Peter Morrison
Cam bell ,  of Bowen  Bridge Soap Works,
Brisbane, Queensland ,  soap manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 47,  in respect of Common Soap and
all Other Articles included in this Class, a Trade
Mark  of which the  following is a representation
CMPBELLNI
Notice is hereby farther given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that Robert Sorby
and Sons, of Carver street, Sbeffeld, Eng-
land, manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Patents, Designs. and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 5, in respect
of Steel, and Steel and Iron 8ombined, in Bars,
Rods, Sheets, Wire, Forgings, and other forms,
Copper and Brass, and Iron in like forms ; in Class
12, in respect of Edged Tools of all kinds, Saws of
all kinds, Knives, Forks, Scissors, Shears, Files ;
and in Class 13 in respect of Anvils, Vices,
Hammers, Hoes, Spades, Shovels, Picks, Manure
and Hay Forks, and other Metal Goods not
included in other Classes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
•t.
_~ . • spa
KANGAROO.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
in the  Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the  same  registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there  exists  no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to reister
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the- pro-
visions of  the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
' OTICE is hereby given, that Colgate and
1 Company, of New York, United  States of
America,  soap -makers and perfumers, have applied,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884, " to register
in Class 48, in respect of Soaps, Perfumery, and
Toilet Preparations, a Trade Mark of which the
the following  is a representation :-
CSA%ERE
Notice  is hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are  not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so,  I intend  to egister the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that BenjaminBrothers, Limit d,  of Brisbane ,  Que sland,
merchants and importers ,  have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions  of  "The  Patents ,  Dessqns,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Un-
manufactured ,  a Trade Mark of which the foll owing
is a representation :-
0
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Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette-it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so ,  I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers, of Warrington, Lanca-
shire, England, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents, Starch, Blue, Candles,
and all Preparations for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark of which the following  is a represen-
tation :-
SUNBEAM
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have  the same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December ,  1888.'
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac ,  France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the fo llowing is a  representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to  register  the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of the said
Act.ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers ,  of Warrington ,  Lanca-
shire, England ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents ,  Starch ,  Blue ,  Candles,
and all preparations for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade
la k of which the following s a represen.
tation :-
SUNSHINE
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that James H nnessy
and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43 , in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation
1A4 H,E*NN E+S`SY
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to in doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Marl, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43,  in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits ,  including Brandy, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
JAS  HENNESSY
COGNAC
Notice is  hereby  further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered , in  compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given,  that James Hennessyand Company ,  of Cognac, France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits ,  including Brandy ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless befor
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are no  - entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar  of Patents,  &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :-
40
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijmand Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Double-distilled Gin made out of Barley,
" Geneva," a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
0I V4,
tFS429-"
NNIUM&NOLE
ROTTRDP 
NIODWk
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in, compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijmand Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43,
in respect  of a Capsule on Bottles and Flasks
containing Double Distilled Gin made out of Barley,
Geneva, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
Notice is hereby further gien, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
NT OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam ,  Holland, dis-
tillers and merchants ,  have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Genuine Hollands and Prime Geneva,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a  repre-
sentation:-
-
**M4q,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my  doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, £c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Capsule on
Bottles and Flasks containing "Genuine Hollands,"
" Prime Geneva," Distilled, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation : -
*$ LINRtl
us
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance  of this  advertisement in the
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Queeg land Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that Josiah Clifton
Firth,  of Auckland ,  New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1881," tp
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trace
Mark of which the following is a representation
FTRST EIGHT HOURS
ROLLBR
.y
FIRTH'S d'
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
' OTICE is hereby Riven, that Elliott Brothers,
N Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
4 ateats, Designs, and lade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 48, in respect of Preparations for
the Teeth and Perfumery, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a reprosentatoon :-
1  I It
CANTAD
-ROLLER FLOUR
CILAND,
Notice is hereby further iven, tlihat, i pless before
the expiration of four months from the to of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the queens-land Government  Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
X. POPE,
Acting Regis of Patepts, &e,
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1888.
OTICE  is hereby given, that Josiah CliftonN Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand ,  miller, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "  Ile
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 4,, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark of whist :  the following is a representation :-
EfR9T E{GH'T HOURS
OLLER
FIRTH'S
VOLCANOROLLER FLOUR
* f 6At.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the  same registered ,  in compliance  with such
4 R:4rnx y® & PI $m INC, .
tirll41', 1 7ir .f 1  e -wooa - -
drt.R ult -  p'.' T1 E REAk'TH
•
Notice is hereby  further  given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first app ear  uce of this advertisement in the
Qwesnsiand  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the satpe registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal imped,i-
;nent to my doing so, f intend to register the
a ic1 Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  13th December, 1888.NOTICE is hereby  given, that Josi ajh Clifton
Firth,  of Aucklau  ,  New Zealand,  miller, has
applied , in pursuance of the provisions of  "Tke
Patents ,  Designs,  and  Trade  Marks Act,  1884," tp
register in Class 42 ,  in respect of Flour ,  a Trade
Mark  of which the  following  is a representation :-
FIRST MONT HOURS
CR0W N
ROC. FLOUR
Notice is  hereby  further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration  of  four months from the date of the
first appearanoe of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance  with such appli-
cation , or that there  exists no legal impediment to
m doing so ,  I intend to register the said Trade
ark , in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &e.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that J. Schweppe and Company, Limited, of 51, Berners street, London,
mineral water manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated Waters,
Natural and Artificial, including Ginger Beer, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation :-
0)
0 ttteD bXJ.S
I I Im reo
but orsbZA*" i t  to HerllLajeslkTte Queen
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from tb,date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is show
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance wiftl e
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said rade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that The Queensland
Milling Company ,  flour millers ,  City Mi ll s,
Albert street ,  Brisbane ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " Tlie Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Flour ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
SPN D
=  HAYES'
PATENT
' SNOWDROP"  `N<d ROLLER
FLOUR
eRsBPN
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that J .  Schweppe
1  and Company ,  Limited, of 51, Berners street,
London ,  mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks  Act, 1884 ,"  to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation: --
f
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland,  merchants and
importers, have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
FABRICrAAaAANACOS
!
' '
1
1 L'Y
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given, that F. T. Wimble and Company ,  of 189 ,  Little Collins street ,  Melbourne,
Victoria,  printers '  furnishers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 6, in respect of Printing Machines ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
THE ER.
"I.Jo
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the app licpz is are not entitled to have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
apolication, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark , in accordance  with the  provisions  of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
INOTICE is  hereby given, that Benjamin Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  merchants andimporters ,  have applied ,  in pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 45 ,  in respect  of Tobacco,  Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
.....
NRY CLAY "'
HABANA
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
aj plication, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
I fade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN EY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
OTICE  is hereby given, that John Lang, of
Thornesfield House,  Wakefield,  Yorkshire,
England ,  has applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions
of  "The  Patents, Designs .  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 13, in respect of Wire
Ropes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
LANG WIREROPE
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisementin the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction  t hat the  applicant  is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
'nent to my doing so, 1 intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe and
Company ,  Limited ,  of 51 ,  Berners street,
London, mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters,  Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
t BOTTLED  BY0 .1 L110-Fa
ALL CODRS SMAMDED T TM NAME OF FIRM
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark,  in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Maclachlan
Brothers and Levy, of 228, Elizabeth street,
Melbourne, Victoria, tobacco and  cigar merchants,
have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 45, in respect  of Cigars
and Cigarettes, and Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
nulfnrl '_
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
NOTICE ishereby given, that Elliott Brothers,Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, wholesale
chemists, have applied. in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
Q U Eade-n') i j Ij
&  DANDEd,JQjV
ti~
4 °3R(MOYGR(0(A GOOD TONIC  & APPETISER)
F
'5
`/
Th(
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PREPA4E0 S
a Ep
SOLD BYALLCHEMISTS
MERCHANTS &STOREKEEPERS
THROUGHOUT THE COLONIES
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that The Brisbane
Mil ling Company ,  Limited ,  Tribune street,
South Brisbane, Queensland ,  have applied ,  in pur-
suance of the provisions of "  The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade  Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class
42, in respect of Flour ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a  representation:-
0  MI LL1NCjBRIS_ Co, lI4PATENT40
_<SEA,F0AN-,.
ROLLER FLOUR ESTN SSABFf
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton
Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand, miller,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Jet,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
(c .
FIRST EIGHT HOURS
ytitOLLERj
Ylrth' 1 ,s
PEARLINA
AN
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfacjion that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 31st January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that Walter Roger
Jones, trading as " Summerfield and Com-
pany," of the Grand Arcade, Edward street,
Brisbane, Queensland, has applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 38, in
respect of Articles of Clothing and all other
Articles included in this Class, a Trade Mark of
which the following is a representation :--
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  10th January , 18S9.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that  Offley Forrester
and Company ,  of 66, Mark lane ,  London,
Oporto merchants ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Desiqns, and  Trade
Marks Act ,  1e84," to register in Class 43, in respect
of Wine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are net entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi-
sions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY, 2ND MARCH ,  1889 . [No. 53.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., B.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1889.
No. 795.
TH willE following  appointments and other changestake effect from above date where not
stated otherwise
PERMANENT FORCE RESERVE.
No. 65,  Gunner John Lobston,  "A"  Battery,
Queensland  Artillery,  is placed on the Reserve and
attached to the Brisbane  Field  Battery.
SERGEANT -INSTRUCTORS.
That portion of General Order No .  788 referring
to the promotion of Sergeant -Instructor F. Wort is
hereby cancelled,  and the following substitutedtherefor:-Sergeant-Instructor F. Wort is appointed to be
a Sergeant-Instructor ,  Class A, at Charters Towers,
with pay at the rate of £120 per annum ;  and will
afford instruction to all corps located in the district.
No. 796.
IT is hereby notified for information ,  that the
interior fittings of Arms Chests should be returned
to Head -Quarters immediately on receipt by
Commanding Officers of any chest containing rifles
which may have been issued and forwarded from
the Armoury .  In future ,  in cases  where fittings
are not returned ,  full value will be charged.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER ,  Major,
Brigade -Major.
By Authority :  Jaxss C.  Bs", Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st Marsh, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the retire-
ment, under section seventeen of  " The Civil
Service Act of  1863," of
JOHN SHAW THOMAS,
Officer in Charge of Selection Branch, Department
of Public Lands.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1889.
j j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
!! 1 ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM JAMES SCOTT
to be Officer in Charge of Selection Branch,
Department of Public Lands, in the room of John
Shaw Thomas, retired.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with  the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint
The CLERK of PETTY SEssloNs  at THORNBOROUGH
to be Acting  Land Commissioner  and Acting Land
Agent thereat, under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," in  the room of the
Police  Magistrate ,  transferred.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
The CLERK  Of PETTY SESSIONS at PORT  DOUGLAS
to be Acting Land  Commissioner  and Acting Land
Agent for the Port Douglas Land Agent's District,
under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Al,ena-
tion Acts of  1868  and  1876 " and  " The Groton
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886 ," in the room of C. A.
Collard,  transferred.
This  appointment to take effect  from the 30th
January, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
'WILLIAM THOMPSON
to be a Mineralogical Lecturer, in the room of
A. W. Clarke, resigned.
JOHN M. MACIIOSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
NO Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding  an Election of
Members and Auditors for the Murilla Division,
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment , with the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to
appoint
FREDERICK MCAIZTHIIB BOYD and
JOHN GEARY
to be Members for the Murilla Division ; and
JOSEPH KOCHO and
DANIEL GEABY
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
T O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of 'a
Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the Walloon
Division, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government. with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
REINHARD VOGEL
to be a Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
NO Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors  for the Tabragalba Division ,  His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards
Act of  1887, "  been pleased to appoint
VERDON HINCHCLIFFE and
THOMAS BRATFORD
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works.
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
NO Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Yeerongpilly Division, His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards
Act of  1887," been  pleased to appoint
SAMUEL HALE and
JOHN COLLIINGS HAM
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
i NLY one Candidate having been nominated at
1 the time appointed for holdin an Election
of Auditors for the Indooroopilly Division, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the  advice of the Executive  Council,  has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased to appoint
BLAHISTON ROBINSON
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
NLY one  Candidate having been nominated at
O the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Pine Division ,  His Exce ll ency
the Administrator of the Government, with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887,"  been pleased to appoint
JOHN CARTER
to be an Auditor for  the said Division.
JOHN M. MACRO SEAN
Department of  Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
N
O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time  appointed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Gowrie Division, His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions  of "1he Divisional  Boards Act
of  1887," been pleased to appoint
G. F. BENNETT and
JAMES A. MURRAY
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
N
0 Candidates having been formally nominated
at the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Rosalie Division, His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The  Divisional  Boards Act
of  1887," been pleased to appoint
STEPHEN H . WHICHELLO and
JOSEPH  SHARPE  MCINTYRE
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY NICHOLAS
to be Pilot at Port Curtis, in the room of John
Lees,  resigned.
For the Colonial Treasurer,
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
I IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-I  ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Counc il, has been pleased to appoint
Captain JAMES GEORGE DRAKE
to be  a Captain on the Unattached  List of the
Defence Force.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
Department of Mines and  Works, 11 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Brisbane , 7th March,  1889 . Council, has been pleased to direct thatN0 Candidates having been nominated at the The Honourable Major ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNEtime appointed for holding  an Election  of be detached from the Command of the Brisbane
Auditors for the Tiarp ivlhion, His Excellency Volunteer Rifle Corps, and appointed Major Com-
the Administratbr'of''tTie Government, with the manding the Infantry Volunteer Corps of the
advice of the Executive  Council, has, in pursuance  Southern Military District.
of the provisions of  "The Divisional Boards dct JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
" been pleased to appointof  1887,
GEORGE HOPPER and
JAMES SMITH
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
1N
0 Candidates having been  nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Members for No. 1 and No. 2 Subdivisions of the
Waterford Division, His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"
been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM DUNK
to be a Member for No. 1 Subdivision, and
ANDREW HOLTZHEIMER
to be a Member for No. 2 Subdivision, of the said
Division.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment , with  the advice  of the  Executive
Council,  has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
ALFRED PAIN
of his provisional appointment as a Major .  and his
appointment as a Captain ,  in the  Defence Force.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
R IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
FRANCIS PAIN
of his provisional appointment as a Captain in the
Defence Force.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN. JOHN M. MACROSSA N .
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
The Reverend WILLIAM FREDERicg TUCKER
be substituted for the Reverend Frederick William
Tucker, appearing in the  Government Gazette  of
21st November. 1885, in the notification of Mr.
Tucker's appointment  as an  Honorary Chaplain
in the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
Lj IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
named gentlemen to be Licensing Justices for the
Licensing Districts mentioned in connection with
their respective  names.  The gentlemen whose
names are  printed in Italics, unless otherwise
appearing in the List, are appointed to act only in
respect of Licenses within the boundaries of the
Municipalities or Divisions mentioned after their
names,  respectively.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
BRISBANE.
PRINCIPAL COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS, BRISBANE.
(Consisting of the Municipalities of Brisbane and sand-
gate, the Shires of Ithaca, Toowong, and Windsor, and
the Divisions of Booroodabin, Caboolture, Enoggera,
Indooroopilly, Nundah, Pine, Redcliffe, and Toombul.)
1. Philip Pinnock, Police Magistrate.
2. John Vivian Williams, Police Magistrate, Sandgate.
3. David Thompson Seymour, Commissioner of Police.
4. John Petrie.
5. Francis Thomas Felix Keogh.
6. John McDonald.
7. Benjamin Trueman Gartside.
8. John Sinclair.
9. James William Ayscough (nominated by Municipal
Council of Brisbane).
10.  Joseph Darragh (nominated by Municipal Council
of Sandgate).
11.  George Edward Cooper (President, Shire Council of
Ithaca).
12. The Honourable Augustus Charles Gregory, C.M.G.,
M.L.C. (President, Shire Council of Toowong).
13.  Cornelius Ryan (nominated by Shire Council of
Windsor).
14. Peter Morrison Campbell (Chairman of Board,
Division of Booroodabin).
15.  Matthew  Battersby , M.L.A. (Chairman of Board,
Division of Caboolture).
16.  John Scott Mullin (Chairman of Board, Division of
Enoggera).
17. Thomas Morrow (Chairman  of Board, Division of
Indooroopilly).
18.  Charles Poultney (Chairman of Board, Division of
Nundah).
19.  Robert Leitch (Chairman of Board,  Division  of Pine).
20. John  Duffield  (Chairman of Board, Division of
Redcliffe).
21. William Widdop (Chairman of  Board,  Division, of
Toombuf). I ' 1 1") , J .
BUNDABER4.
1. Theophilus Parsons Pugh, Police Magistrate.
2. Michael Duffy
3. Andrew Mackie Goodwin.
4. Thomas Henry May, M.D.
5. Alexander Gibson  Hamilton.
6. Robert Cran.
7. James Powers (Mayor of Bundaberg).
8. Charles Frederick Skyring (Chairman of Board,
Division  of Barolin))
9. James Court Walker (Chairman of Board, Division
of Gooburrum).
10.  William Newcombe Atkinson (Chairman of Board,
Division of Kolan).
11.  John Young Walker (Chairman of Board, Division
of Woongarra).
• CAIRNS.
1. Matthew Patrick Boyle Fanning, Police Magistrate.
2. Robert Taylor Hartley, Sub-Collector of Customs.
3. Richard Ash Kingsford.
4. Alexander Frederick John Draper.
5. Archibald Meston.
6. Richard Ash Kingsford (Mayor of Cairns).
7. Thomas Maclay (Chairman of Board, 1irision of
Cairns).
CHARTERS TOWERS.
1. William Matthew Mowbray, Police Magistrate.
2. Thomas Buckland.
3. John Deane.
4. Thomas John Kelly.
5. George Cavey.
6. Beniamin  Toll (Mayor of Charters Towers).
7. John Deane (Chairman of Boa4V, Division of Dal-
rymple).
CLEVELAND.
1. William Henry Day, Police  Magistrate, South
Brisbane.
2. John Petrie.
3. William,  Finucane.
4. Gilbert Burnett.
5. William  Ross  (Chairman of Board, Division of
Cleveland).
6. Robert Grieve (Chairman of Board, Division of
Tingalpa ).
GATTON.
1. William Yaldwyn, Police Magistrate, Ipswich.
2. Samuel Charles Cooper.
3. Edmund Lord.
4. James Philp.
5. James Stubbersfield.
6. Robert Hall (Chairman of Board, Division of
Laidl ey).
7. The Honourable Walter Vanncck (Chairman of
Board, Division of Tarampa).
GYMPIE.
1. Philip Frederic Sellheim, Police ;Magistrate.
2. Thomas Smith.
3. Thomas Ramage.
4. George Argo.
5. Benjamin Tyrell (Chairman of Board, Division of
Glastonbury).
6. William Tatlock Chippindall ( nominated  by Board,
Division of Widgee).
IPSWICH.
1. William Yaldwyn, Police  Magistrate.
2. Christopher Gorry.
3. Edward Augustus Bulmore.
4. Charles Christopher  Cameron.
5. The Honourable George Thorn.
6. Robert Tallon (nominated by Municipal Council of
Ipswich).
7. John Thomas Hill (Chairman of Board, Division of
Brassall).
8. John Tobin (Chairman of Board, Division of Bun-
danba).
9. Francis Charles Kingston (Chairman of Board,
Division of Mutdapilly).
10.  William Howarth Ackcrley (Chairman of Board,
Division of Purga).
11.  Stephen Hardgrave (Chairman of Board, Division
of Walloon).
LOGAN.
1. Alfred William Compignd, Police  Magistrate,
Beenleigh.
2. Arthur Morley Francis, Police  Magistrate , South-
port.
3. James  Savage.
4. James Gibson.
5. John Hobson Hinchcliffe  (nominated  by Board, Divi-
sion of Beenleigh).
6. Redman Weedon (Chairman of Board, Division of
Coomera).
7. Matthew Hinehclife (Chairman of Board, Divisi
of Tabragalba).
8. James Williamson  (Chairman of Board, Division of
Waterford).
MACKAY.
1. Thomas Mowbray Police  Magistrate.
2. Edward Robert b orfor MacCarthy, Sub-Collector
of Customs.
3. Dyson Lacy.
4. John Howard rp,
5. Frederick Holmes Marrdon Blae1.
6. William  Robertson  (Mayor of Mackay).
7. Walter Trueman Paget (Chairman of Board, Divi-
sion of Pioneer).
MARYBOROUGH.
1. George Lionel Lukin, Police Magistrate.
2. Henry Palmer.
3. David Clarke.
4. Henry St. John Wood.
5. Patrick  Brennan.
6. Frederick Bryant (Mayor of Maryborough).
7. Nicholas Edward Nelson Tooth (Chairman of Board,,
Division of Barrum).
8. John Donnelly (Chairman of Board, Division of
Granville).
9. Henry Smith (Chairman of Board, Division of  Isis)..
10.  James Cran (Chairman of Board, Division  of
Tinana).
ROCKHAMPTON.
1. Robert Archibald  Ranking, Police Magistrate.
2. Bartley Fahey ,  Sub-Collector of Customs.
3 John McPherson.
4. Robert  Miller Hunter.
5. Frederick John Byerley.
6. Ronald Stuart  Macdonald.
7. Henry Walters  Risien.
8. Sidney  Williams  (Mayor of Rockhampton).
9. John O'Shanesp, (Chairman  of Board, Division ofGogango.)
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ROMA.
(So much of the Police  District  of Roma as  is within  the
Municipality of Roma and Division of Bungil.)
1. Frederick Vaughan, Police  Magistrate.
2. James Saunders.
3. John Loftus Cuppaidge,'M.D.
4. Charles Lundy Badgery.
5. Thomas Alfred Spencer.
6. The Honourable James Lalor, M.L.C.
7. Thomas Alfred Spencer (Mayor of Roma).
8. The Honourable James Lalor, M.L.C. (nominated
by Board, Division of Bungil).
SOUTH BRISBANE.
(Consisting of the Municipality of South Brisbane, the
Shire of Coorparoo,  and the Divisions  of Balmoral,
Bulimba, Kianawah, Step hens,  and Yeerongpilly.)
1. William Henry Day, Police  Magistrate.
2. William Stephens, M.L.A.
3. Abraham Fleetwood Luya, M.L.A.
4. Arthur Midson.
5. Alfred Raymond Jones.
6. William Stephens, M.L.A. (Mayor of South Bris-
bane).
7. The Honourable Frederick  Thomas Brentnall , M.L.C.
(President, Shire Council of Coorparoo).
8. Edward  Griffith (Chairman  of Board, Division
of Balmoral).
9. Ebenezer Thorne (Chairman of Board, Division of
Bulimba).
10. Joel  Wilde (Chairman of Board, Division of Kiana-
wah).
11.  William Stephens, M L.A. (Chairman  of Board,
Division of Stephens).
12.  Henry William Coxen (Chairman of Board, Division
of Yeerongpilly).
TOOWOOMBA.
1. William Robert Goodall,  Poli ce Magistrate.
2. Evan Browell Jeune.
3. Nathaniel Thomas Roger Gregory.
4. Joseph  Stirling.
5. Charles Campbell.
6. Gilbert Gostwyck Cory.
7. Edmund Boland (Mayor of Toowoomba).
8. William Crawford (President, Shire Council of
Drayton).
9. John Truss (President, Shire Council of Middle
Ridge).
10.  William Deacon ( Chairman  of Board, Division of
Clifton).
11.  Duncan Munro (Chairman of Board, Division of
Higlsf zelds).
12.  James Henry Davidson ( nominated  by Board,  Divi-
sion of Jondaryan).
TOWNSVILLE.
1. John Graham McDonald, Police  Magistrate.
2. Joseph  Hughes , Sub-Collector  of Customs.
3. Frederick Gordon.
4. Thankful Percy Willmett.
5. James Macintosh.
6. John Newport Parkes (Mayor of Townsville).
7. Frederick Johnson (nominated  by Board, Division ofThuringowa.)
WARWICK.
1. Henry  Taylor Macfarlane , Police  Magistrate.
2. William Ball Slade.
3. Augustus Evans.
4. Bereeford Hudson.
5. Thomas Alexander Johnson.
6. Arthur Morgan, M.L.A. (Mayor of Warwick).
7. William Deacon (Chairman of Board, Division of
Clifton).
8. Patrick Higgins (Chairman of Board, Division ofGlengallan).
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
j IS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the boun-
daries of the Licensing District of Brisbane be
amended  so as to  comprise the undermentioned
Municipalities and Divisions, viz.
Municipality of Brisbane,
Municipality of Sandgate,
Shire of Ithaca,
Shire of Toowong,
Shire of Windsor,
Division of Booroodabin,
Division of Caboolture,
Division of Enoggera,
Division of Indooroopilly,
Division of Nundah,
Division of Pine,
Division of Redcliffe, and
Division of Toombul,
and that a new Licensing District be constituted
under the name of the Licensing District of South
Brisbane,  comprising  the areas included in the
boundaries of the following Municipalities and
Divisions ,  viz.:--
Municipality of South Brisbane,
Shire of Coorparoo,
Division of Balmoral,
Division of Bulimba,
Division of Kianawah,
Division of Stephens, and
Division of Yeerongpi ll y.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Local Government  Act of  1878,"  been pleased
to appoint
JAMES FAULKS
to be an Alderman of the Municipality of
Gayndah.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT ARCHIBALD RANKING
to be Visiting Justice of H.M. Gaol and Official
Visitor to the Reception House at Rockhampton,
in the room of G. L. Lukin, transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
L] IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT ARCHIBALD RANKING
to be a Member and Chairman of the Immigration
Board at Rockhampton, in the room of G. L. Lukin,
transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.Gov-R1S Excellency. the Administrator of the ov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LUKIN
to be Official Visitor of the Reception House at
Maryborough, in the room of R. A. Ranking,
transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
u" IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LIIKIN
to be a Member and Chairman of the Immigration
Board at Maryborough, in the room of 11. A.
Ranking, transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
• Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
Lj IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Sub-Inspector PERCY GALBRAITH
to be Inspector of Stock for the District of
Etheridge, in the room of Sub-Inspector George
Warby, deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1889.
IS Exce llency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ern  with  the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
Senior-Constable .  PATRICK GRIFFIN
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  and Inspec-
tor of Slaughter -houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter ,  at Windorah ,  in the room of Constable
J. J. E. Williams,  transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernm nt, with the advice f the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS DE LACY MOFFATT
to be Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
at Warwick, for the Registry Districts of Darling
Downs East and Warwick, respectively, in the
room of Leonard E. Lester, deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HARRY IBWIN BLAKE
to be a Clerk in the Office of the Registrar of
Patents.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS BABNETT FELTHAM
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Gregory, in the room of James B. Riley,
resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to approve that
THOMAS FARRELL
be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of the
State School at Ingham ; and that
ANNIE MCLEOD CLARKE (Mrs.)
be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Highfields.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Execu tive
Coitncil,  has been  'pleased to approve of the
establishment of a State School at
ROADVALE.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
j IS  Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
l ernment ,  with the advice of the Execu tive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
MARY TOLMIE
be transferred  to the  position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Toowoomba East.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
!j BE following appointments of Members of
11 Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz..-
Meringandan.
George Crighton,
vice  William Lovejoy,  resigned.
Rosewood.
William  Biackmore and
Alfred Gower,
vice  James Moran and  D. Pfrunder,  resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
I T is  hereby notified thatCharles A. M. Morris
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at Muttaburra ,  vice  J. Hamilton
Scott, who has  left  the District.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
1Sy His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMBB, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencie--
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-firstW year  of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  ".An
Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do
other acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that it shall be .lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, from time to time, by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to appoint a special day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me by the above-recited Act,
and of all other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that MONDAY, the
18th March, shall, throughout the Colony, be
observed as a Public Holiday within  the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.]  chaol and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.W
HEREAS by " The Oyster Act of  1886" it
is amongst  other things enacted that the
Governor in Council may, by Proclamation in the
Government Gazette ,  prohibit ,  for a  time to be
specified in such Proclamation, the collecting or
obtaining  oysters from any port ,  bank, or
channel ,  or any portion of any port ,  bank, or
channel  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HVNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the power and authority
so vested in me b7 the  said  recited Act, do, by
this my Proclamation, hereby prohibit for a period
of three years, commencing from the First day of
March, 1889, the collecting or obtaining  oystersfrom the Breakwaters  the entrance to Ross
Creek, Townsville.
Given under my Hand  and Beal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this  eighth day of
March, in the year  of our
.
Lord one
thousand eight  hundred and  eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SA VE THE  QUINN !
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PR OCLAMAA10U.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNT-BR PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by  11 The Jury Act of 1884 " it isenacted that so much of the fourth section
of  " The Jury Ac of  1867" as provided that the
Jury Districts therein mentioned should comprise
and include all places within thirty miles from the
Court House of any Court Town, is repealed, and it
is by the said first-recited Act provided that the
Jury Districts in the said fourth section of  " The
Jury Act of  1867" mentioned shall comprise and
include all places within such distance not exceed-
ing fifty  miles  from the Court House of such Court
Town, as the Governor, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, shall, from time to time, by
Proclamation, declare and appoint : And whereas
by Proclamation bearing date the twenty-seventh
day of October, 1887, it was declared and appointed
that the Jury District for each of the Court Towns
of Barcaldine and Croydon should comprise and
include all  places  within the distance of fifty miles
from the Court Houses of the said Court Towns
of Barcaldine and Croydon, respectively : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator of the Government, by virtue
of the power vested in me, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
rescind-:So much fthe aforesaid Proclamation s
refers to  the Court Town of Barcaldine, and do, by
this my Proclamation, declare and appoint that the
Jury  District for the said Court Town of Barcaldine
shall comprise and include all places within the
distance  of thirty miles from the Court House of
the Court Town  of Barcaldine aforesaid.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty- second year of  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section  of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  and on  the recommendation of the Land
Board,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare  that the unselected lot of land,  being  portion
55, parish  of Bromelton, Forfeited Selection No.
4487 ,  in the Brisbane  Land A gent's District, opened
to selection  by Proclamation dated the 16th January,
1889,. .  shall be and is hereby withdrawn from
selection.
E.W.-1 3-2-86-U'.
893065-L.B.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this fifth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty -second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. JEME BLACK.
GOD SLYB THE QIIB$N 1
PROCLAMATIO1N.By His Excellency S* ARTHUR NTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the 1tI cyst
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALM.ER. of the Legislative Council and
Adini, oistrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of sections  ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninety-seven of  "The Crown Lanes Act
of  1884,"  and section  146 of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been temporarily reserved
for the purpose named and placed under the control
of the Cleveland Divisional Board.
E.M.-134 689- 89.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  GRAVEL.
88-35923- 13ris.
Cleveland.
County of Stanley, parish of Cleveland.
Area-4 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the shore of Raby Bay at the
northern termination of the west side of Waterloo
street, and bounded thence on the east by that
street bearing 174 degrees 30 minutes about five
chains and fifty links ; on the south by a line
bearing 264 degrees 30 minutes ten chains ; on the
west by Haggup street bearing 354 degrees 30
minutes about nine chains ; and on the north bP
Freeth street bearing 84 degrees 30 minutes about
two chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty -second  year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTas PALMEE,
Knight Commander of the Most
Dis; ingnished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s;] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMEn,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony ,  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road hereunder des-
cribed shall be and is hereby opened' as a Public
Road.
E.M.-23 -1-89-J'.
DESCRIPTION.
Road three chains wide, resumed from Grazing
Farm No. 5, Gladstone District. (Norman M. Rule,
junior.)
From the north-west boundary of portion 4v,
parish of Bompa, south-easterly to the Boyne
River,-containing twenty acres taken from a
reservation of one hundred  acres  for road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
mcnt House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Tenningering Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the maximum area which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUMS BLACK.
E.M.-20-2-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
1
2
Run Resumption and Parish.
Yenda ...
Ditto ...
THE SCHEDULE.
THE TENNIN GERING LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within  an Agricultural Area.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
Annual Rent
per Acre. Value of Imp ro vements.
lv
2v
A, R. P.
1,170 0 0
3,200 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
15 3 0 0 0 119 11  010 0  112
Subject to the payment of
the value of improve-
ments, if any.
PROCLAMATION .
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
1' HE REAS by Orders in Council made on the fifteenth day of September, 1887, and the sixth day of
February, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommenda-
tion of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper  maps  or plans : And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid , by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the  recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the  said lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents'  Districts , shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after  MONDAY, the First day of April, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one  person  in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred aad eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-6-2-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
AgriculturalArea.
No.
of Land  Agent's Parish.
00
Area. Provisional st
Lot. Distrist. 0a Survey Fee. s.ca
ay
i1
A. R. P. £ S. d. 8. d. £ s. Acres.
1 Inglewood Inglewood 33d 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
2 Ditto  ditto 34v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
3 Ditto  ditto 42v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
4 Ditto  ditto 43v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
5 Ditto  ditto 46v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
6 Ditto  ditto 47v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
7 Ditto  ditto 48v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 c 9 320
8 Ditto  ditto 49v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 5 Ei  9 320
9 Ditto ditto 50v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
10 Ditto ditto 51v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
11 Ditto  ditto 57v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
12 Ditto  ditto 58v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
13 Ditto  ditto 59v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 9 320
14 Toowoomba Milton  2003  885 0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
15 Ditto ditto  2003A 885 0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 1,280
NoTE.-Lots 14 and 15  comprise  the land in Surrendered  Selection  No. 2003, T.R.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His ExceHenc Sir ARTHUR HIINTBE PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PA:LUEE,  of the Legislative Council and
Ads+sinistrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section  ninety-five o  " Tice CrownLands Act of  1884," I,
Sir  ARTHUR HUNTERPALMER ,  the Administrator aforesaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive  council, do , by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the land
hereunder described has been permanently reserved
for the purpose named.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
EESLBVE FOR CEMETERY.
89-1392-Brie.
Wolston.
(In lieu of the Reserve for Rifle Range established
by Proclamation in the  Government Gazette
dated 29th September, 1881 ,  which is hereby
cance lled.)
County of Stanley ,  parish  of Woogaroo.
Area -- About 497 acres.
Commencing at the east corner of portion 175,
and bounded thence on the north -east by a line and
portion 368 ,  parish of  Oxley,  bearing 197 degrees
15 minutes about twenty-six chains and thirty-
seven  links ; on the east by that portion bearing
south ninety -two chains and seventy -three links, by
a line, portion 46, parish of Woogaroo ,  and a line
bearing south about forty -one chains and fifty
links ; on the south by a line bearing west about
fifty-six chains and seventy -five links ; on the north-
west by portions 67, 66, 58, a line ,  and portion 141,
parish of Woogaroo ,  by portions 163, 164, 165, a
line, portions 166, 167,  168, a line ,  portions 169,
170, 171, a line ,  and portion 172, parish of Oxley,
bearing 17 degrees 15 minutes about 147 chains
and ninety -five and a-half links  ;  and by portions
173, 174 ,  a  line, and 175 ,  parish of Oxley , bearing
50 degrees 15 minutes twenty-five chains and two
links to the point of eommgicement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ntent House, Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce ll ency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distjignished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALIKER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland  and
its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of section ninety -five of "  The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884 ," 1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council , do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.iI. 13-2-89-8'.
THE CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR S TATR NURSBRt.
a9-278".o.
Cairns.
County of Nares,  parish  of Cairns.
Area - 20 acres 3 roods 28 perches.
Commencing  at a point 150 links south from the
south- east corner of section  8, town of Kamerunga,
and bounded  thence  on the east  by Harley street
bearing  south twenty  chains  and ninety-three links ;
on the south by  a road bearing west ten chains ;
on the  west by Warden  street bearing  north twenty
chains and ninety -three links  ; and on the  north by
Hythe street  bearing east ten chains  to the point
of commencement.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR DIVISIONAL BOARDS  OFFICES.
88-35200-D.B.
Winton.
(In lieu of the  Reserve  for School of Arts estab-
lished by Proclamation and Notice in the Gov-
ernment  Gazette,  dated 4th December, 1888,
and 11th January, 1889, which is hereby
cancelled.)
County of Ayrshire , paris h, of Winton.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the south-west  corner  of section
11, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing 93 degrees 30 minutes 200 links; on the
east by allotment 8 bearing 3 degrees 30 minutes
250 links; on the north by the Post and Telegraph
Reserve bearing 273 degrees 30 minutes 200 links ;
and on the west by Oondooroo street bearing 183
degrees 30 minutes 200 links to the point of com-
mencement
R ESERVES FOR  RAILWAY PURPOSES.
89-2374-P.O.B.
Croydon Railway.
Doraville No. 1 Run.
Area-34 acres.
Commencing at the  22 miles  70 chains peg on the
Normanton to Croydon Railway, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing 195 degrees
29 minutes  ten chains ; on the south by a line
bearing  105 degrees  29 minutes  twenty  chains ; on
the east by  a  li ne  bearing 15  degrees 29 minutes
twenty chains  ;  on the north by a line  beati n& 285
degrees  29 minutes  twenty  chains ; and again on
the west by  a line bearing 195 degrees 29 minutes
ten chains  to the  point of commencement ;-
exclusive of six acres reserved  for the Croydon
Railway.
Also,-
On Spring Grove Run.
Area-34 acres.
Commencing  at the 30  miles 70 chains  peg on the
Normanton to Croydon Railway, and bounded
thence on the west by  a line bearing 195 degrees
29 minutes ten chains  ;  on the south by a line
bearing 105 degrees  29 minutes  twenty  chains ;
on the east by a line bearing 15 degrees  29 minutes
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing 285
degrees 29 minutes twenty  chains ; and again on
the west by  a line bearing  195 degrees  29 minutes
ten chains to the point  of commencement ;-
exclusive  of six acres  reserved for the Croydon
Railway.
Also,-
On Spring Grove No. 1 Run.
Area-About 15 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 166 d.grws 50
minutes 800  links from the 38 miles  48 chains 13
links peg on the Croydon Railway, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 76 degrees 50 minutes fifty
links, 166 degrees 50 minutes 6,400 links, 76 degrees
50 minutes 450 links, 166 degrees 50 minutes 1,000
links,  256 degre es  50 minutes 900 links, 346
degrees 50 minutes 1,000 links, 76 degrees 50
minutes 350 links, 346 degrees 50 minutes 6,400
links, 76 degrees 50 minutes fifty links, to the
point of commencement.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD PURPOSES.
89-3656-s.0.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba.
Area-1 acre 1 rood.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
20, and bounded thence on the south by that portion
bearing east five chains ; on the north-east by a
road bearing 315 degrees seven chains and seven
links ; and on the west by portion 18 bearing
south five chains to the point of commencement.
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THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
69-1510-Rys.
Central Railway.
No. 20A.
For Ballast.
(In lieu of Reserve 20A established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette  dated 8th
October, 1888, which is hereby amended.)
County of Humboldt.
Area-309 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the Central Railway Line at the
88-mile peg, and bounded thence on the east by a
line bearing 187 degrees 33 minutes sixty-one
chains and forty-three links ; on the south by a line
bearing 277 degrees 33 minutes forty-six chains
and eighty-seven links ; on the west by a line
bearing 7 degrees 33 minutes eighty chains to the
Central Railway Line ; and on the north-east by
that railway line south- easterly  to the point of
commencement ;-exclusive of railway resump-
tion.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  area,  description, and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous area,
description, and name ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed -55281.
Date of Deed-15th May, 1884.
Name of Grantee-August Knopke.
Land (granted-Portion  660, county of Churchill,
parish of Walloon.
Area-78 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Chin chill, parish of Walloon, portion 650.
Area-79 acres 2 roods 1 perch.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
498, and bounded thence  on the east  by that portion
bearing 1 degree  6 minutes  twenty-two chains and
fifty licks ; on the north by portion 692 bearing 270
degrees 12 minutes thirty- six chains  and nineteen
links ; on the west by a road bearing 180 degrees
14 minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-six links;
and on the south by a road bearing  east  twenty-
three chains and forty-four links, 46 degrees 7
minutes two  chains and  twenty-two links, 81 degrees
24 minutes two chains and eighty-three links, 108
degrees 32 minutes two chains and seventy-three
links, 137 degrees 20 minutes one chain and sixty-
nine links, and 91 degrees  21 minutes  four chains
and twenty-one links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General' s office.
Nos. of Deeds - 70449, 70487.
Date of Deeds - -25th June, 1888.
Name of Grantee - Gustav Muller.
Lands Granted-Portions  613 and 683. county
of Carlisle ,  parish of Eton.
Areas - 157 acres 1 rood 22 perches and 77 acres,
respectively.
Nature of  Error - The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Gustav
Muller instead of Gustav Adolph Mu ll er, the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE it hereby  given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three mouths
from the  date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee  and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent  that, by  force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name and description sha ll  be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
description ;  and such grants and every such deed
sha ll  operate and be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Deeds-62864, 62997, 63004.
Dates of Deeds-16th March, 1886; 18th March,
1886.
Name of Grantee-Henry Thompson Burrows.
Land Granted-Allotments  18, 1, and 19, respec-
tively, of section 6, town of Woolammarroo.
Area-1 rood each.
Nature of Error-The name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Henry
Thompson Burrows instead of Henry Burrows, the
correct name.
No. of Deed-37855.
Date of Deed-12th December, 1878.
Name of Grantee-Michael Connor.
Land Granted-Portion  222, county of March,
parish of Maryborough.
Area- 83 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of March, parish n f Maryborough, portion
222.
Area-83 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
217, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing  east  thirty-nine chains and fifty links ;
on the east by a road bearing 172 degrees 31
minutes nine chains and seventy-eight links ; on the
south-east by a road bearing 233 degrees 21 minutes
eighteen chains and forty-five links, 221 degrees
26 minutes five chains and twenty-nine links, and
210 degrees 64 minutes  ten chains  and twelve links ;
on the south-west by alllotments 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
section 2)6 bearing 301 degrees 2 minutes fifteen
chains and eighty-cne links; and on the west by a
line bearing 336 degrees 4 minutes one chain and
three links, by allotment t of section 205 bearing 13
degrees 4 minutes two chains and eighty-two links,
by allotment 2 of that section bearing 52 degrees
26 minutes six chains and twenty links, and 328
degrees 26 minutes eight chains and one link, by
allotment 3 of that section bearing 342 degrees 41
minutes three chains and seven links, 313 degrees
16 minutes four chains and thirty-two links, and
345 degrees 56 minutes three chains and thirty-two
links ; and by allotment 4 of that section bearing
5 degrees 13 minutes one chain and eighty-eight
links to the point of commencement;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December ,  1888.1
" THF, CROWN LA &DS ACT OF  1884."
LAND  C OMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
I T is hereby  notified for public information ,  that  the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lauds Art of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section cf the
above-recited  Act, at the  undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection  with  selections under  " The  Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  "  and  " Zhe
Crowe  Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "  will also be dealt  with by  the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
Dist rict. Jan.
Allora * ... ... ...
Aramac .. . ...  Fri. 11
B-s,lana ...  Wed. 16
Raicaldinet  ... Wed. 9
Beenleigh  ...  Tues. 8
Bluekall  ... ...  Mon. 28
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs. 21
Brisbane ... ...  Wed. 2
Bw•dabern  ...  Sat. 12
Rurketown  ...  Wed. 2
Cairns  ...  Wed. 9
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 11
Charleville Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs. 31
C(,o,ctown  ...  Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25
Emerald * ...  Mon. 21
Esk* . ... Tiles. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2
Geraldton  (Men- Wed. 2
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hurhenden  ...  Wed. 2
[ngham  ... ...  Wed. 30
Inglewood ++  ...  Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4
Isisford  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs.l0
Marvborough  ...  Fri. 18
Mitche)lt ... Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 16
Nanango  ..  Wed. 9
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 2
Nerang* .. ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 3
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14
Roma ... ... Wed. 9
St.  George  ...  Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11
Surat  ... ...  Thurs.31
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2
Taroom  ... ... I
Wed. 2
Tenninirering  Wed.  9
Thargomindah  ... Wed. 2
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 23
Townsville  ...  Thurs. 10
Feb. March.
Wed. 20
Fri. 8 1 Fri. 8
Wed. 20  Wed.  20
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Tues .  12 I Tues. 12
Mon. 23 Mon. 25
Thurs .24 Thurs. 28
Tues .  51 Tues. 5
Sat. 9 Sat. 9
Wed .  6 Wed. 6
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 4 Mon. 4
Wed. 61 Wed. 6
Thurs .28 I Thurs.28
Wed. 13 Wed. 13
Mon .  18 Mon. 18
Fri. 22 Fri. 22
Mon. 18 Mon. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Wed. 6 Wed. 6
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Pei. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues. 19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tues. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues. 19 Tues. 19
Wed. 61 Wed. 6
Mon.  251  Mon. 25
Fri. 8 Fri. S
Thurs.28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Warwick ... ... J
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 j Tues. 19
April. m ay. June.
Wed. 19
Fri. 5 Fri .  10 Fri. 7
Wed. 17 Wed.  15 Wed. 19
Wed. 3 Wed .  8 Wed. 6
Tues. 9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon.  24
Thurs. 25 Thurs. 23 Thurs. 27
Tues. 2 Tues .  7 Tues. 4
Sat. 13 Sat.  11 Sat. 8
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 6
Wed. 10 Wed.  8 Wed. 12
Fri. 10
Mon. 1 Mon .  6 Mon. 3
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs.25 Thurs.3) Thurs.27
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Mon. 15 Mon .  20 Mon. 17
Fri. 26 Fri .  31 Fri. 28
Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Tues. 21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs. 25 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 27
Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 24 Wed.  29 Wed. 26
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Fri. 5 Fri .  3 Fri. 7
Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues. 18
Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9 Thurs. 13
Fri. 26 Fri .  17 Fri. 21
Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri. 14
Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 10  ...  Wed. 12
Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Thurs. 4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6
Mon. 8 Mon .  13 Mon. 10
Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Tues .  16 Tues. 21 Tues. 18
Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Tues. 23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri . 14
Thure 25 Thurs .  30 Thurs. 27
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 3 Wed. I Wed. 5
Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Tues .  23 Mon .  271 Mon. 24
Thurs .  I l Thurs. 9 Thurs. 13
Tues .  16 Tues .  21 I Tues. 18
J ly. August .  Sept. Oct.
Fri. 6
Wed. 17
Wed. 3
Tues .  9
Mon. 22
Thurs .25
Tues .  2
Sat. 13
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Fri. 12
Mon. 1
Wed. 3
Thurs.25
Wed. 10
Mon. 15
Fri. 26
Mon. 15
Tues .  16
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 25
Fri. 12
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 31
Wed. 10
Fri. 5
Tues. 16
Thurs.11
Fri. 19
Fri . 12
Tues. 9
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Tues. 9
Thurs. 4
Thurs. 4
Mon. 8
Wed. 10
Tues. 16
Wed. 3
Mon. 22
Fri. 12
Thurs. 25
Wed. 3
Wed. 3
Wed. 10
Wed. 3
Mon. 22
Thurs. 11
Tues. 16
Nov. Dec.
Wed. 18 ,, Wed. 18
Fri . 9 Fri. 6 Fri. 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 6
Wed. 21 Wed . 18 Wed . 16 Wed . 20 Wed. 18
Wed . 7 Wed. 4 Wed . 9 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Tues . 13 Tues . 10 Tues . 8 Tues . 12 Wed. 11
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon . 28 Mon . 25 Mon. 23
Thurs 22 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  24 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Tues. 6 Tues. 3 Tues. 1 Tues. 5 Tues. 3
Sat. 10 Sat . 14 Sat. 12 Sat. 16 Sat. 14
N  ed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed . 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
... Fri. 13 ... Fri. 8 ..
Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 7 Mon . 4 Mon. 2
Wed . 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 14 Wed . 11 Wed . 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon . 21 Mon . 18 Mon. 16
Fri . 23 Fri . 27 Fri. 25 Fri . 22 Fri. 27
Mon. 19 Mon . 16 Mon . 21 Mon . 18 Mon. 16
... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed . 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed . 8 Wed. 4
Thurs .22 Thurs .26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri . 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed . 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed. 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 28 Wed. 26 Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Fri. 27
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 4 Fri . I Fri. 6
Tues . 20 Tues . 17 Tues . 22 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Thurs .  8 rhurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 16 Fri . 20 Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 9 Fri . 13 Fri.  11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues .  13  Tues.  10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  1 Thurs .'  6 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 6 TLars .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. I1
Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs.29 Thurs.26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  8 Thurs . 12 Thurs.10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office  for receiving applications, &c.
$  Court  to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when  necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
R
ETURN of  all Applications for Timber and
other Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
ABAMAC.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Michael Green .. To cut firewood ... 1 0
Charles J. Kingston ... 1 0
William Walker .. „ „ ... 1 0
BEENLEIGII.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Luke Finch ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
David Veivers, junr.... „ „ ... 3 10
Atkin Jerome... „ „ ... 3 10
BIRDS VILLE.
(For the Month of December, 1888.)
James Ruben ... ... To burn charcoal ... 1 0 10
BLACKALL.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Alfred Warland ... To cut and split slabs, &c.l 1 10
BowEN.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
William A. Compton... To cut cedar ... ... 15 0
Peter Hansen ... ... To out and split  slabs , &c. 1 10
Ola Petersen ... ... 1 10
William Batze ... „ If „ 1 10
William Bradley ... To cut cedar ... 5 0
Jas. Byrne ... ... To cut and split slabs,&c. 1 10
Martin Cunningham... To cut pine, beech, &c. 7 0
John Withnall ... To cut hardwood ... 5 0
Michael Adlan ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
Messrs . Mackenzie and Tocutandsplitslabs,&c. 45 0
Sutherland
BRISBANE.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
G. H. Browne ... To cut pine ... ... 3 10
G. Picken ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. A. Low ... ... „ 7 0
P. Tracey ... „ 3 10
J. Tracey ... „ ... ... 3 10
M. Tracey 3 10
E. Curtis „ 3 10
R. Winn ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
C. Laxton ... ... „ ... ... 7 0
E. C. Low ... „ ... ... 7 0
A. C. Trail „ ... ... 3 10
A. D. Trail ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
D. Trail „ ... ... 3 10
J. Horne ... ... s, ... 3 10
T. Beanland ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. Seib... ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. Litherland ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
W. Litherland ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. Lowry ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
H. Draper ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
W. Draper ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. Horne ... „ ... ... 3 10
A. Finch ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
J. C. Roberts ... ... „ ... ... 3 10
Js. Page ... ... To cut cedar ... ... 6 0
Jn. Grigor ... ... ,. ... ... 5 0
J. Fyfe ... If  ... ... 5 0
J. Stumpf ... ... „ ... ... 5 0
J. Lander ... ... „ ... ... 5 0
A. C. Trail ... ... „ ... ... 5 0
A. D. Trail ... ... 5 0
D. Trail ... ... „ ... ... 5 0
P. Dwyer ...  ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
R. Stirling ... ... „ „ ... 2 10
A Wells ... „ „ ... 5 0
A. D. Trail „ 2 10
W. H. Bonney ... 2 10
H. Wrigley ... ... „ „ ... 5 0
J. Fritz ... ... 2 10
S. Bishop ... ... To cut and split ... 1 10
W. Bishop ... ... 1 10
Jn. Spark ... ... 1 10
Js. Spark ... ... 1 10
J Grigor ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
Jo.  Page ... „ „ „ 3 10
LicENSEs-continued.
Applicant' s Name. Description  of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
BRISBANE -continued.
T. Jesser and Co. ... To cut hardwood
H. Roberts
J. Fyfe ...
Willcocks and Kirk ...
J. Simpson ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
M. Carroll, junr.
Jn. Graves ...
J. McCarthy ...
Jno. Horne ...
J. Hegarty ...
Js. Kirby ...
W. H. Bonney
G. L. Bury ...
P. Scott ...
J. Jenkinson ...
G. W. Mathews
H. Roberts ...
T. Jesser and Co.
E. J. Allen ...
T. King, junr.
A. Finch
J. Horne ...
Willcocks and Kirk
T. Jesser and Co.
Willcocks and Kirk
W. H. Bonney
A. Kirby ...
J. C. Roberts ...
„ „
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut cedar ... .
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut cedar ... ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut cedar ... ...
To out pine, beech, &c
To cut hardwood ...
„
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood
To cut cedar ... ...
... To cut pine, beech, &c.
BUNDABEBO.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
F. Peatey ...
C. O'Connell ...
W. Courtoy ...
J. Heads
D. Hay ...
R. Corbey ...
H. A. Skyring
E. Plumb ...
J. Knight ...
R. Fagg ...
L. Williams ...
W. Page
J. Lamb ...
J. Fehan ...
J. Pegg ...
J. Blair ...
E. Page ...
J. Blair ...
F. W. Sloane ...
J. Tobin
J. Williams
A. Lund ...
J. McDonough
W. Courtoy ...
M. Donovan ...
L. A. Williams
P. Dahl ...
J. J. Chapman
J. Johnson ...
W. H. Jones ...
W. A. Pegg ...
A. Pegg ...
D. Mahoney ...
Ditto ...
R. Robertson ...
L. Broom ...
Ditto ...
D. Stebbens ...
Ditto ...
F. Fallon ...
J. Johnson ...
Ditto ...
J. Friel ...
W. Barrett ...
S. Porter ...
A. Henderson...
D. Hourston ...
P. Mikelson ...
Ditto ...
N. Matheson ...
H. Ehlert ...
J. Simonds ...
W. Warnington
J. Allen
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
••• „ ... 2 10
... To cut pine, beech, &c. 7 0
... To cut hardwood ...
... To cut pine ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood .
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
„ „ „
„ „
To cut hardwood
To cut pine, beech, &c.
„
To cut firewood ...
£ S.
62 10
5 0
3 10
5 0
5 0
3 10
7 10
5 0
20 0
5 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
2 10
5 0
5 0
7 0
5 0
5 0
15 0
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
5 0
10 0
5 0
2 10
15 0
3 10
7 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
12 10
5 0
5 0
5 0
7 0
2 10
2 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
2 10
7 0
5 0
7 0
2 10
3 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
3 10
3 10
14 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
3 10
3 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
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Applicant 's Name. Description  of License.
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
John Robb ... ... To cut hardwood ... 15 0
Bob Erromanga  ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Billy Tanna ... ... ,, „ ... 1 0
Jim Erromanga „ „ ... 1 0
Louis Severin ... To dig and remove brick 5 0
earth
Ditto ... . To make bricks ... 4 0
Geo. Walton ... ... I To dig and remove gravel 5 0
CHARTERS
(For the Month of
B. P. Hansen...
J. Gourlay
R. Finlay
C. Riley
C. Nicholson
F. Page
W. Turner
J. Chappell
J. Bunt
E. Cockfield
J. Jackson
Ah Yun
Jas. Hill
E. Denehan
H. St. John Madden
J. E. Madden
Ditto
G. Chipperfield
F. Weston
Ali  Young
P. Leahy
TOWERS.
November, 1888.)
To cut firewood
„
To cut and split  slabs, &c.
To cut firewood ...
To cut and  remove in log
„ „ „
To cut and split  slabs,&c.
To cut firewood ...
Amount
of
Fee.
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
o  10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 15
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 10
0 6
0 5
0 15
0 10
„ ... 0 10
. 0 10
To cut and remove inlog 0 5
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Powell and Cooper, I To cut pine, beech, &c. 114% 0
Alpha
CLONCIIRRY.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
W. McLachlan ... To cut and  remove in log 0 5
W. McPhail  ... ... I „ „ „ 0 5
COOILTOWN.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Ah lay ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Jim Quon ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
George Holman ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
Ditto ... To out firewood 1 0
George Joyce ... ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
John Jennings ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Edwin Tucker To cut hardwood ... 2 10
William Watson To out firewood ... 1 0
Michael Walsh ... „ It ... 1 0
Lewis Conglodi ... it „ ... 1 0
GAYNDAR.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Js. Harris  ... . To cut and split
. „ „
slabs,„ &c.
I
1 10
Wm. Harris ... ... 1 10
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
John McCray ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 7 0
John  James  McCray... „ „ „ 3 10
L. H. Wooderson .. „ it „ 3 10
H. S. Owbridge ... To cut hardwood ... 5 0
Duncan Schilling ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
Robert Cunning ... „ 3 10
GOON D I W INDI.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
R. 11. Smith ... ... I To cut pine, beech, &c. 10 10
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of January,  1889.)
T. Allen ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
T. W. Boyce ... ... it 3 10
J. Bauer ... ... 3 10
J. Becht ... ... 3 10
C. Bird ... ... 3 10
G. Zahuleiter .. ... 3 10
M. McDonald „ 3 10
L. Cameron ... 3 10
R. Christie ... ... it 3 10
Applicant 's Name.
W. Ferguson ...
G. Atkins ...
Ditto ...
J. Jamieson ...
W. Siedon ...
J. T. Bosse
J. Fraser ...
Taylor Bros. ...
C. Bird
H. Raynor ...
T. J. Clarke ...
G. Stuckey ...
R. Christie ...
J. Macfarlane
J.  Innes ...
L. Cameron ...
D. Beattie ...
W. Houghton
J. Ahern
H. Yates
T. Barlow
J. Byrne
J. Hannett ...
C. Brown ...
J. Fitzpatrick...
J. Edwards ...
A. J. Barlow ...
J. Rogers ...
W. Hill ...
J. Copson ...
W. Phillips
S. Darston ...
R. Collesson ...
T. Coonan ...
C. Thomas ...
A. Goodwin ...
0. Matson ...
S. Jones
Thos. Harvey ...
LIOENSES -•- continued.
Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
I s.
GYMPiE-continued.
... To out cedar .. 5 0
... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
... „  to it 7 0
... To cut hardwood ... 7 10
... „ „
... 5 0
2 10
... ... 10 0
... To cut pine, beech, &c. 21 0
3 10
... To cut hardwood 5 0
... To cut pine ... 7 0
... „ 3 10
... To cut cedar ... 5 0
... To cut pine ... 3 10
... To cut hardwood ... 5 0
... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
„ It „ 3 10
To cut firewood ... 1 0
... 1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
To out hardwood
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
... 1 0
... 2 10
2 10
... , Special
it
... ...  12 10
HUGFHEND$N.
(For the Month of January , 1889.)
John McGregor ... To cut firewood ...
Patrick Coveney
Jas. R. Styles
James Williams
James Barker
„
„
„
INGFHAM.
(For the Month of January,  1889.)
Edward Bridge ... To out hardwood ... 2 10
Ditto ... .. „ it ... 2 10
INGFLE WOOD.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
William Rowlings To cut and split  slabs , &e. 1 10
George E. Smith 1 10
Richard Rilley ... 1 10
Thomas Lake... ... „ „ „ 1 10
IPSwICS.
(For the  Month of  January, 1889.)
Samuel Barker
Wm. Petersen
Gustav Meier...
John Gansmann
James Sloan ...
C. S. Langton
John Mair ...
Ed. Summerville
John Brennan
Jarret Johnson
John Doyle ...
John Gregory...
John McCormack
Hugh Brennan
To dig  and remove ...
To cut  and split slabs, &c.
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut and split slabs
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
4 10
7 0
1 10
1 10
To cut  pine, beech, &c. 3 10
...
„  It  „
„ „ „
7 0
3 10
... I To cut  firewood ... 1 0
... To out pine, beech, &c.
„ „ „
ISISFORD.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Charles Chard ...  J To cub  firewood
Lzysugx.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
R. Elstob ... To cut pine, beech, &c.
J. Hannay ...  ...  „ „  It
7 0
3 10
2 0
7 0
3 10
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Applicant's Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
MACKAY.
(For the Month of January, 1880.)
William Chapman ... I To cut firewood ... I
MARYBOROUGH.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
R. Cooper ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
F. Reid I „
Jas. Northcott  ...
Thos. Cramp ... ...
T. Knox ... ...
H. Newens ... ...
W. Ross ... ... To cut and removeinlog
A. Rowston ... . To cut and split slabs, &c.
Wilson, Hart, and Co. Special ... ...
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
J. Young ...
G. White ...
T. Boldery ...
T. Gulbransen
W. Stocker ...
J. Thurecht ...
E. Morley ... ...
Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Ditto ...
R. Kirlen ... ...
J. Deacon ... ...
J. Cleary ,,, ...
R. King .
Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Taylor Bros. ..
T. G. Crawford
F. Stephens ...
H. J. Godfrey
H. Eisentrager
D. Kinane ...
Ditto ...
C. Corney ...
M. O'Brien ...
D. Raddy ...
R. G. Nichol ... .
Wilson,  Hart, and Co.
J. Roekemer ... ...
C. Hart ...
W. Thompson
T. J. Reid ...
C. Danziger ...
T. Rowston ...
A. Rowston ...
G. Blakely ...
A. Wieland ...
Roberts and Williams
J. Cleary ... .
Wilson, Hart, and Co.
Isis  Investment Co....
C. D. W. Rankin ...
J. Thompson ... ...
W. Broom ...
J. McGuire ...
Hyne and Son
J. L. Miller ...
T. Rowston ...
Pettigrew and Co.
V. Bayntun ...
W. Scott
Murphy and Co.
To dig and remove sand 1
„ „ „
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To dig and remove gravel
To cut hardwood
To out pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
,, „ „
To cut firewood ...
To cut hardwood ...
To dig and remove sand
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut hardwood
£ a.
1 0
LicRRs$s-continued.
Applicant ' s Name. Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
MUTTABURRA.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
J. McAnally ... ... To cut hardwood ... 1 5
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Edward Mullholland... To cut firewood ... 1 0
William Smith ... 1 0
0 15 NANANao.
0 15 (For the Month of January, 1889.)
0 15 James Dollomore ... To cut firewood .. 1 0
0 15 J. W. Richardson ... To cut and split slabs, &c. 1 10
0 15 Thomas Brown ... „ „ „ 1 10
0 15
NERANG.0 5
0 15 • (For the Month-of November, 1888.)
1 1025 0 John Brennan ... 1To cutand split slabs, &c.
2 10
2 10
3 10
5 0
2 10
2 10
3 10
10 0
17 10
3 10
1 0
10 0
2 10
14 0
21 0
„ 7 0
5 0
2 10
7 0
2 10
2 10
1 10
2 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
„ „
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To dig and remove sand
Todigand remove gravel
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut hardwood .
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To out hardwood
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To out hardwood ..
To dig  and remove sand
To out  and sp li t slabs, &c.
To cut pine, beech, &e.
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To out and split slabs, &c.
yp 1)
To cut hardwood
...To cut pine, beech, &c.
„
To cut and split Slabs, &c.
To cut  pine , beech, &c.
To cut and split slabs,&c.
MILES.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
James Green  ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... „
5 0
10 0
1 10
5 0
2 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
3 10
15 0
5 0
7 0
1 10
3 0
7 10
3 10
3 10
7 0
3 10
1 10
10 10
3 10
7 0
3 0
„
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
1 10
1 10
D. Veivers ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10I
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
John Smith ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
James Ferguson ... To cut cedar ... 5 0
Richard E. Davenport „ ... 5 0
William Veivers ... „ ... 5 0
PENTLAND.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Charles Callans ... I To cut hardwood ... 2 10
PORT DOUGLAS.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Noah ... ... I To cut firewood ... 1 1 0
RAVENSWOOD.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Wm. Tangawa ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Wm. Hunter ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Thos. Williamson ... „ „ ... 1 0
John Butcher ... „ „ ... 1 0
Lea Bat ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Lea Nang ... „ 1 0
Jung Kea ... ... 1 0
Hoo Nang .. „ „ 1 0
Hoong Tong ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Ali  Lyn ... „ „ ... 1 0
Ah Sam ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Young Sing ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Wm. Close ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Joseph Close ... ... „ ... 1 0
James Richards ... „ „ ... 1 0
Sam Hop ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Sam Lea ... „ „ ... 1 0
Thos. Moore 1 0
John Clifford ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Frank Symonds ... 1 0
Fred McAlister ... „ „ ... 1 0
Joseph King ... ... „ 1 0
Ames  Kidd ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Joseph Greer ... ... . „ ... 1 0
David Toomey ... „ „ ... 1 0
Patrick Anderson ... „ „ ... 1 0
Curcatti Giovanni ... „ „ ... 1 0
Sam Mee  ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Joseph M. Cafferty ... „ „ ... 1 0
ROMA.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
James Connors  ... To cut firewood 1 0
Jonathan Linnett ... 11 :,0, ... 1 0
Singleton and Flutter ; To cut  pine , beech, &c. , 7 0
SPRINOsURE.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
George  Swales  ... ( To cut and split slabs,&c. 1 10
George Swales ,  junr .... „ „
„
1 10
STANTHORPE
(For the Month of January,  1889.)
Thomas Knight ... To strip bark
John M. Thompson, sen. „
John M. Thompson, jun. „
Maurice O'Connell ... To cut firewood
Henry Finn ... ,x „
William T. A. Dean ... To strip bark
Thomas Fletcher ...
Ditto ... ...
William Akers ... To out and split  slabs, &c.
George Akers...
MOUNT BRITTON.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
John Davis ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c'.#
Edmund Hill ... . To cut cedar ... ... ',
„ „ „
1 10 George  Sims  ... ...
5 0 Michael Darcey ... To cut firewood
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
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Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
SURAT.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Jas. Cherry To cut firewood ... 1 0
John Dorsey ... .... „
.
„ ... 2 0
ST. GEORGE.
(For the Month of November, 1888.)
John Suhr ... ... I To cut pine, beech, &c. 1 15
TAMBO.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Goon Foong ... ... To cut firewood 1 0
Denis Mulhern . To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
Walter McDonogh ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
TAROOM.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Phel. Ebbenson ... I To cut and split slabs, &c.l 1 10
THARGOMINDAH.
(For the Month of October, 1888.)
F. Stanbridge ... ... I To cut firewood ... 0 10
TOOWOOMBA.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Filshie, Broadfoot, and To cut hardwood ... 15 0
Co.
William John Mitchell To cut pine, beech, &c. 10 10
E. W. Pechey ... 17 10
A. and D. Munro ... 3 10
Ditto ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
William Bain ... „ „ ... 2 10
John Cameron ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 17 10
Carl Schemioneck ... 7 0
William Parton ... 3 10
Michael Moran ... 3 10
John Gannon 3 10
Bernard S. Kelly 3 10
J. M. Grehan ... To cut hardwood ... 2 10
John Truss ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Justus Nass ... ... „ „ ... 1 0
Jesse Herriott „ „ ... 1 0
William Mackie ... „ „ ... 1 0
Carl Lews ... ... To cut and split slabs,&c. 1 10
Julius Lews ... ... „ „ „ 1 10
Johan Schumann 1 10
George Truss ... 1 10
Emerson Castles ... 1 10
Frederick Reizshle ... 1 10
Klaus Schumann ... 1 10
Henry Hotten ... 1 10
Thomas Horrocks ... To remove stone ... 2 10
Walter Horrocks ... „ „ ... 2 10
WARWICK.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
William Jones To strip wattle-bark ...
Thos. Davies ... ...' To cut pine, beech, &c.
Ditto ...
J. Hancock ...
James Pinch ...
T. W. Bradford
Fredk. Shatte ...
John Grace ...
Albert Shipley
Jas. Craig ...
Peter Nelson ...
Richard Hall ...
3 10
„ „ „ 3 10
To cut hardwood ... 2 10
To cut cedar ... ... 5 0
To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
To strip wattle-bark ... 1 0
To cut hardwood ... 2 10
2 10
To cut cedar ... ... b 0
5 0
To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
WITHDRAWING LAND FROM OCCUPATION
LICENSE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the resumed partof Cooinda Run, comprising seven and a-half
square miles, opened to Occupation License by
Notices dated respectively 8th February and 22nd
February, 1889, at the Townsville Land Office, on
and after the 13th March, 1889, shall be and is
hereby withdrawn from Occupation License.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton; and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation.  Parish. Area.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved roads '2)
through portion 34.5,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
A. R. P.
8 320Tamrookum
2 The Clifton The road separating Hodgson ... 10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board, on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A. ROAD.
] T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Drown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
fqr closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich  ;  Po li ce Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, M ilbong.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. , Applicant, I , ,Situation.  Parish. Area.
A. a. P.
The Inspec- The originally reserved Dugandan 2 0 0
tor for Road  road through portion
Surveys, on 199 and part of the
account of road separating that
Hannah portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to the inter-
section of a new road
Norm.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
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Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ingham ,  Mackay, and Townsville ; the
Police Offices, Ingham, Eton ,  and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax ,  Eton ,  and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
*1 The Hinchin-
A.  it.  P.
The reserved three- Cordelia ...  2 1 7
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
chain road through
portion 242
11. J. Hoffen-,
setz
12 The Hinchin- The reserved three- ditto ... 5 2 32
brook Divi-  chain road through
sional  portion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
ormann
*3 The ilinchin- The reserved three- ditto  S 3 34
brook Divi-  chain road through
sional portion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer  The  re served road Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional through portion
Board, on  1355
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer  A branch road  ditto ...  2 3 0
Divisional through portion 806,
Board, on being a continu-
account of  ation of the road
Beatrice M.  through portion
Harrison  1355
(spinster)
t6 The Thurin- The road forming the Abbotslbrd 9 0 26
gowa Divi- eastern boundary of
sional portion 400, from
Board, on its north- east cor-
account of  ner south to one
Alex. Mc- chain north of the
Kenzie  north-wester nmost
corner of  portion
399
,t7 The Thurin- The reserved road ditto ... 12 1 26
gowa Divi- through portion 399
ionals
Board, on
account of
Wm. Me-
Elnea
* NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NoTa.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
TT is hereby notified for  general information,
i that application under the eighty-ninth
section cif  "Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884" bays
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation.
- The Inspector Parts of the road sep-
of RoadSur -  arating portion 108A
veys, on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
Parish. Area
I
A. R. P.
Bassett 0 3 34
NOTE.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that the following Run, in the Land Agent's
District of Burketown, as per accompanying
description, previously held under Occupation
License, and forfeited, will be re-opened for
Occupation License, under Part V. of  " The Croton
Lands Art of  1884," at the Burketown Land Office,
on and after MONDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of
April, 1889, at an Annual Rental of 15s. per square
mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Run may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
e9-6276-L. B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE BURKETOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WOOD'S LAKE RUN.
About 73 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nicholson
River at the north corner of Redcliff Run, and
bounded thence on the south-west by that run
bearing 126 degrees five miles four chains ; thence
by the Burke Town Reserve bearing north three
miles fifty chains and east nine miles twenty-six
chains ; on the east by a line bearing north three
miles thirty chains ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 300 degrees nine miles forty chains to the
Nicholson River ; and thence by that river upwards
to the point of commencement ;- exclusive of all
alienated and reserved lands.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1889.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
the following  Run, in  the Land  Agent 's District
of St. Lawrence, formerly held under Occupation
License, and forfeited, will be re-opened for
Occupation License,  under Part  V. of "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," at the St. Lawrence LandOffice, on and after  WEDNESDAY, the Tenth
day of April, 1889,  at an Annual Rental of 15s. per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the  Run may  be obtained by appli-
cation  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands,  Brisbane.
89-6276-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
DUNEED RUN.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
B of the leased part of Girrah Run, being a point
bne mile ten chains south of a tree marked
broad-arrow over  0  over II, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the resumed part of the same run
and a continuation of the  same  line, in all five miles
fifty chains ; thence on the south by an east line to
one of the north-west corners of the resumed part
of Jellinbah Run and  a continuation  of the same
line  along one of the north boundaries of said
resumed part, in all six miles twenty chains ;
thence on the cast by a north line along one of the
west boundaries of the same resumed part five
miles to  Roper's Creek at a point about twenty
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over R
over IV; thence on the north by the right bank of
that creek upwards to a point where it intersects
the south-east boundary of Tarnallum Run at about
one mile in  a direct line above the aforesaid
marked tree; thence by a portion of the south-east
boundary of that run south 30 degrees west twenty
chains ; thence on the north-east by part of the
south-west boundary of the same run to the east
corner of portion B of the leased part of Girrah
Run ; and thence  again  on the north by a west line
along the south boundary of said portion to the
point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Crown Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Ipswich, as per accompanying descrip-
tion, formerly held under Occupation License, and
forfeited, will be re-opened for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," at the Ipswich Land Office, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the Tenth day of April, 1889,
at an Annual Rental of £3 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-6276-L.B.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Island, in the Land Agent's
District of Mackay, as per accompanying description,
formerly held under Occupation License, and
forfeited, will be re-opened for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
at the Land Agent's Office, Mackay, on and after
MONDAY, the-Fifteenth day of April, 1889, at
an Annual Rental of £5.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Island may be obtained  by applica-tion to the local Land Agent, orto the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
M. HUME BLACK.M. HUME BLACK.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
BEING A RESESRVE FOR TIMBER ON
TEPIOT BEoox.
County of Ward parish of Alford.
About 2,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Teviot Brook
with  a small  creek at a point about three and a-half
miles  northeasterly from Wilson's Peak, and
bounded thence on the south -east  by Teyiot Brook
upwards to its head at Wilson's Peak ; thence by
the Main Dividing Range northerly about three
and three-quarter miles to the head of the small
creek aforesaid ; and on the north by that creek
downwards to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
J
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the Land as per description herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Toowoomba, formerly
held under Occupation License, and forfeited, will
be re-opened for Occupation License, under Part
V. of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Toowoomba Land Office , on and after  WEDNES.
DAY, the Tenth day of April, 1889, at an Annual
Rental of £4 per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-6276-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Aubigny, parish of Pilton.
About 3 square miles.
Bounded on the west, south-west, and south, by
forfeited selection 2405, and portions 3529, 2410,
1698, 1703, 1953, 1692, and 1883, and on the north-
east  by the Main Dividing Range.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
T
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the land, as per description herewith, in
the Land Agent's District of Townsville, formerly
held under Occupation License, and forfeited, will
be re-opened for Occupation License, under Part
V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Townsville Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Fifteenth day of April, 1889, at an Annual
Rental of £1 5s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained b y applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-6276-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
About 61 square miles.
Bounded on  the south-west by the foot of Hervey
Range  ;  on the  north by the south boundary of the
leased part of Lawrence  Run ; and on the east by
the weste rn  boundaries  of the resumed parts of
Lawrence and Woodstock Runs.
89-6276-L.B.
THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Rabbit Island.
About 780 acres.
Situated at Port Newry, about nine miles north-
west of Cape Hillsborough.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
i T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that the following Runs, in the Land Agent's
District of Goondiwindi, as per the accompanying
descriptions, formerly held under Occupation
License, and forfeited, will be re-opened to Occu-
upation License, under Part V. of  " I'he Crown
Lands Act of  1884," at the Goondiwindi Land
Office, on and after MONDAY, the Fifteenth day
of April, 1889, at an Annual Rental of  10s.  per
square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Runs may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
89-6276-L.B.
BENDIDDEE RUN.
Area-50 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Kerembilla
Creek with the Commoran Creek, and bounded thence
on the east by the west boundary of Kerembilla
Fore.;t Run bearing north 490 chains and a pro-
longation of the same line about 440 chains further
to the south- west  boundary of the Wyaga Run ;
thence on the north-west by boundary of run last-
mentioned bearing south-westerly about 400 chains
to the east boundary of Cobblecundy Run ; thence
on the west  by last-mentione*  boundary bearing
south and a prolongation of the same line to a total
distance of 850 chains ; thence on the south by a
line bearing  east  about 330 chains to the west
boundary of the Bethecurriba West Run ; and
thence again on the east by the last-mentioned boun-
dary bearing north 160 chains to the point of com-
mencement.
MooNIE No. 1 RUN.
Area-27 square miles.
Commencing at a tree on the left bank of the
Moonie River marked 101, and bounded thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Gayndell South Run about one
mile thirty chains ; thence on the south by an east
line along part of the north boundary of the Chain
of Ponds Sun five miles ; thence on the east by a
north line along the west boundary of the Moonie
No. 2 Run crossing Stephen's Creek at a point
about six chains west of a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over K about six miles fifty chains to the
Moonie River opposite a point about sixteen chains
above a tree marked 93; and thence on the north-
west by the left bank of that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
1
T is hereby notified for general information,
 that the Lands, in the Land Agent's District
of Ingham, as per the accompanying descriptions,
formerly held under Occupation License, and
forfeited, will be re-opened for Occupation License,
under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884,"
at the Ingham Land Office, on and after MONDAY,
the Fifteenth day of April, 1889, at an Annual
Rental of £2 per square mile.
A ll  information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the lands may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-6276-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Parish of Neumgna.
Murray River.
25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Murray
River at a point about one mile below the confluence
of Cord-du-Roi Creek, and bounded thence by the
Murray River upwards to Cord-du.Roi Creek, by
that creek upwards about three and a-half miles in
a direct line; thence by a line bearing west to the
range, by the range southerly to the source of
Dallachy Creek, by that creek downwards to a point
south from the point of commencement, and thence
by a line bearing north thereto.
Mount Fox No. 4.
25 square miles.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Mount
Fox Run, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing east about seven miles ; on the east by
a line bearing north about three and three-quarter
miles ; on the north by a line bearing west about
seven miles to the Mount Fox Run ; and on the
west by that run bearing south about three and
three-quarter miles to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1889.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that the following Runs, in the Land Agent's
District of Rockhampton, as per accompanying
descriptions, formerly held under Occupation
License, and forfeited, will be re-opened for Occupa-
tion License, under Part V. of  " The Grown Lands
Act  of 1884," at the Rockhampton Land Office, on
and after MONDAY, the Fifteenth day ofApril, 1889, at the Annual Rental per square
mile affixed to each lot.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the runs may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secre-
tart for Lands, Brisbane
89-6 6-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
GRACEMEBE No. 2 RuN.
About 16 square miles.
Annual Rental-£1 per square mile.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Reserve
No. 17 on the Rockhampton and Gladstone road,
and bounded thence by that road northerly to the
east corner of portion C ; thence by the south-east
boundary of that portion and a line in continuation
to the watershed between Station and Six-mile
Creeks ; thence by that watershed to the western
watershed of Six-mile Creek ; thence by that water-
shed southerly to the head of the southern branch
of the Six-mile Creek ; thence by that branch and
Six-mile Creek downwards to the west boundary
of Reserve No. 17; and thence by that boundary
north to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of
alienated, selected, and reserved lands.
LASE LEABMOUTH No. 1 RIIN.
About 262 square miles.
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
Commencing on the left bank of the Fitzroy
River at the north-west corner of portion 768,
parish of Learmouth, and bounded thence by that
portion and a line bearing easterly to the south-
west corner of portion  757;  thence by the west
boundary thereof and a line bearing north to the
main Rockhampton and Broadsound road, by that
road north-westerly to the spur range forming the
western watershed of Sandy Creek, by that spur
range and a line southerly to the Fitzroy River;
and thence by that river downwards to the point
of commencement;- exclusive of alienated, selected,
and reserved land, and part of portion 4v.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.
OPENING VILLAG E SETTLEMENT FARMS,
PARISH OF  BARCALDINE, VILLAGE OF
FOXHALL.
I T is hereby notified for eneral information, that
portions lv to  61v,-pa  ish of Barcaldine,
adjoining  the Village of Foxhall,  Blackall Land
Agent's District ,  to be opened to Selection by
Proclamation  dated  23rd February, 1889, on and
after  MONDAY, the  First  day of April , 1889, will
be so open at the Court House ,  Barcaldine, at
which place applications to select must be lodged.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
OPENING LAND TO OCCUPATION LICENSE
AT REDUCED REN tAL.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Rental per Square Mile at which Wee Wee
Run, in the Dalby Land Agent's District, is open
to Occupation License, by Notice dated 16th
November, 1888, shall, on and after THURSDAY,
the Eleventh day of April, 1889, be £1 per square
mile, instead of £1 10s. as specified in the said
Notice.
'Al. HUME BLACK.
NOTICE.SELECTORS  under  " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act of  1876 " who may  desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under Part  IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of  1884,"  are hereby  required
to lodge appli cations in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August. 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
t
NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, IN anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of prepar Aion. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each -District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th September 1886.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Constables :of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture  in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially  fine samples of
Wheat, Maize,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry  state,  and are suitable for
exhibition  in small quantities . The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain  an t in  cob ; the
cotton ginned  and unginned ; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is  grown will  be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names  of  the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under  Secretary for Agriculture.
THE undermentionedl Maps arenow for Sale atthis Office, viz.
Agricultural Townships and Farms adjoining.
Village of North Hodgson, Roma District.
Village of Murrin Murrin, Port Douglas Dis-
trict.
Village of Bimbah, Aramac District.
Village of Foxhall, Blackall District.
Price, is. each.
Towns.
Bundaberg, Warwick, Dalby, Aramac, Charle-
ville, Normanton, and Longreach.
Price, is. each.
Two-mile Maps.
Sheet No. 7, Darling Downs (Re-issue).
Sheets Nos. 1 and 3, Cook District.
Sheet No. 5, Burnett District.
Sheets Nos 3B and 8, Port Curtis.
Price, is. 6d. each.
Forty- chain Map.
Moreton, Sheet  No. 3, West.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor -General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
TENDERS.
NDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain-ing original notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
AREILALAa-Police Station, &c. ... 2nd February, 1889
rMines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; Police Station,
Arrilalah ; and Court
B$ISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings... ...
House, Blackall; 15th
March, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
... 9th February, 1889 Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
BIBoonnA-Post and Telegraph Office ... ... ... 16th February, 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Cairns and Port Douglas ;
22nd March, 1889.
SANDGATE-Additions and Alterations, Police Station ... 23rd February, 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 15th March,
1889.
BulDABEBa-New Post-an1 Telbgraph Office ... . J.  ditto ...
rMines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Rockhampton, Mary-
borough, and Bundaberg;
BaI BEAN E -Repairs and Painting, &c., Residence of the l
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force 3
5th April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 15th March,2nd March, 1889 ...
1889.
I
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
TENDERS.
IENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway-Contract forWorks
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 8th March,  18.9.
For full particulars, see  Government
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date  to which  Tenders
ing original notice.  •  can be received.
2nd February, 1889 1
Railway Office, Brisbane ;
12th April, 1889.
Rolling-Stock-Bowen Railway ... 2nd March 1889 ,,, Railway Office, Brisbane ;t 15th March, 1889.
F. CURNOW
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the  custody  of the Lost Property
Department ,  Bundaberg. Owners can obtain the same on application to the Station Master
in Charge ,  Bundaberg ,  and paying costs. If not released on or  before TUESDAY,  the 4th June, 1889,
they will be Sold by Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CIIRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
LOST  PROPERTY  AND UNCLAIMED GOODS,  BUNDABERG AND MOUNT PERRY  RAILWAY, TO
3 1ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Date. Station where Found.
1885.
- August ...  Bundaberg ...
29
29
29
29
29
,f ... „ ...
„ ... I f, ...
1887.
4 November ... Yeorenang
12
28 December
1888.
21 January
„
21 June ...  Mount Perry
21
21
21
21
21
21
20 September ...
20
20
20
„
„
platform
„
rshed
Place. Article.
.., quantity old hats and umbrellas
19 sheets iron
... ... 1 case kerosine
... ... 1  p iece  oilcloth
... ... 2 bars iron
... 4 bag flour
... 1 mat sugar
5 cases nails
... 3 cases nails
... 1 bag harness
goods shed ...
station yard ...
waiting-room ...
carriage ...99
shed
1 case nails
... 1 case, contents unknown
... 1 case, contents unknown
... 1 case, contents unknown
2 bags chaff
1 bale steel
1 bar iron
1 boy's tweed coat
1 waterproof coat
1 waterproof coat, old
1 basket-jar
2 packages flour
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.THE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for thereason stated in the Schedule ,  the p irticulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The  Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
NOTICE.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th January, 1889.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from Brisbane to
Ipswich have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act of  1864 " : And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Governor in Council, as required by the said Act: Now, I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and i>t; pu;guance of the provisions , of
" The Rail6ay Act of  18th,," do  hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained, and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised  unless  made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To D. H. Cudmore, Esquire, Clermont, South Australia.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and f  Owner's Name.Book of
Reference.
Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
73 Daniel H. Cud- ... 0 1 12 Subdivision 5, portion 138, Absent from the
more parish of Goodna ; ad- Colony.
ditional land for railway
purposes ;  road of access
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Weak ending 3rd March,  1889...
Corresponding week  last year...
TRAFFIC  9ARNIN(8.
No. of Passengers '  Goods and Live Parcels andfoilr Traes ope
ffic.
n Faies . `  Stock 3iisoe llanoous.
`
f E a. d. I £ a. d. £ r. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
873 2,961 14 3 4,095 1 4 231 7 3
747 2,599 10 5 4,311 3 6 295 10 3
...
70,036 19 1
66,292 9 2
81  18362
, , ,
3 10
216 2 2  64 3 0 ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ..•
... ...
1889 -Total Tr 'He to late
1883 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week ending 3rd March, 1889...
Cr'responding  week last year.,.
Increase...
...
Decrease ...
1889 -Total Traffi , to date ...
1888 -J)itto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 3rd March, 1889...
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
... ...
1889  - Total Traffic to date ...
1888 --Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week endii-ig 3rd March,  1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889  -Total Traffic to date ...
1888  - Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 3rd March, 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1889  Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease...
Week  ending  3rd March,  1889...
Corresponding week last  your..,
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1889--Total TraTc to date ...
1888 Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 3rd March, 1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 3rd March, 1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ... ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
... ,,, ... £3,744 9 11
MARYBOROU GH RAILWAY.
151 363 12 6 776 18 8 68  6 10  1,208 18  0
132 417 19  9 747 18 1 42  16 0 1,208 13 10
... 29 0 7  ..
54 7 3 t. 2510 10
.. ...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
66 91 11 7 204 18 6
66 119  7 7 143 19 11
27.16 0
... ...
... ...
60 18 7
...
...
.CENTRAL RAILWAY.
...
Total.
£ a. d.
7,288 2 107,206 4 2
0 4 2
10,196 1 4
10,493 16 6
£297 15 2
14 5 2 310 15 3
41 1 3 304 8 9
26 16 1
6 6 6
...
...
493 524 8 0 2,101 7 4 137 6 8  2,763 2  0
463 240 15 2 1,383 15 6 28 1 7 1,652 12 3
283 12 10 717 11 10 109 5 1
...
MACKAY RAILWAY....
31 29  15 10 14 1 1
31 53  18 0 86 14 0
24 2 2  72 12  11
...
260
260
...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
557 0 7
940 18 8
£383 18 1
455 7 11 1,665 19 3 119 15 3 2,241 2 5
408 15 7 1,527  3 •3 99  3 1 2,035 1 11
46 12  4  138  16 0 20 12 2 206 0 6
...
CAINS RAILWAY.R
...
1 12 6
5 18 5
2,985 11 10
2,968 6 10
£17 5 0
1,110 9 9
25,302 16 3
19,081 10 10
£6,221 5 5
45 9 5
146 10 5
4 5 11 101 1 0
...
9 50 14  3 40 5 3 0 6 5
8 31 17 5 22 15 9 5 6 10
18 16 10 17 9 6
5 0 5
18,902 19 7
19,827 10 3
£924 10 8
91 5 11
60 0 0
31 5 11
1,104 15 6
548 7 9
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 47 11 0 54 0 4 11 16 1
51 47 17 9 53 14 8 9 0 0
0 6 9
0 5 8 2 16 1
J.•
£556 7 9
113 7 5
110 12 5
2 15 0
937 6 7
970 7 0
£33 0 5
8
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.
DIVISION OF KILKIVAN.
TIIE folk,wing  By-laws, made by the Board of
the Kilkivan Division ,  having been approved
by His Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment in Council ,  are hereby published in the
Government Gazette ,  in accordance with  the pro-
visions of  "The D ivisional Boards  Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING THE MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS OF
THE BOARD.
CHAPTER I.
General rules .for conducting  business.
1. At all ordinary meetings of the Board, so
soon as a quorum of one-half the total number of
members is present, the business shall be proceeded
with, and the following. shall be the order of
business :-
(a) Reading and confirmation of minutes ;
(b) Reading and confirmation of correspon-
dence (outward and inward) ;
(e) Receiving petitions or memorials ;
(d) Reception of committee reports;
(e) Consideration of tenders ;
(f) Business arising out of minutes of previous
meetings ;
(g) Consideration of notices of motion or
the orders of the day ;
(h) Presentation of notices of motion for next
meeting.
2. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes
of proceedings, except as to their correctness, or
for any necessary rectification of clerical  errors.
3. All petitions  or memorials  shall be delivered
to the clerk, to be laid before the Board for con-
sideration.
4. All notices of motion shall be written and
signed  by the  members making the same, and
handed to the chairman or clerk. Such notices
shall be filed in order as received, and be placed
in succession  on the orders of the day for con-
sideration.
5. In the absence of any member who has given
due notice of motion, any other member may take
up and move the same. If not so moved the
motion shall lapse.
6. No moti on, after being placed on the orders of
the day, shall be withdrawn without permission of
the Board.
7. Any member  desiring information upon a
matter at issue from letters ,  documents ,  and such
like already in the possession of the Board, may
move that  all such letters and documents bearing
upon the question be laid upon the table at the
meeting.
CHAPTER II.
Order of debate.
1. The chairman shall preserve order ,  and his
decision on disputed points of order shall be
final.
2. When the chairman is called upon to decide a
point of order or practice, he shall state the rule
applicable to the case without argument or com-
ment.
3. If two of more members rise to speak at the
same time ,  the chairman shall decide which member
is entitled to pre-audience.
4 Any member may require the question or
matter under discussion to be read for his informa-
tion at any time during the debate ,  but not so as to
interrupt any other member while speaking.
5. R Very  member when speaking shall rise and
address the chairman ,  and shall not address any
other member except through the chairman.
6. On being called to order by the chairman,
any member who is speaking shall at once resume
his seat and be silent until  tae  sense of the Board
has been taken on the point of order.
7. No member  shall be  allowed  to speak twice
on any matter under discussion ,  except  in reply
or by way of explanation ,  nor for longer than ten
minutes at one  time.
8. No member shall be allowed to speak dis-
respectfully of any resolution arrived at by a
majority  of the  Board, but he Tray enter his protest
against any of the proceedings of the Board, and
the protest  shall be recorded in the minutes ; notice
of such intention of protest must, however, be
given on the adoption of the resolution objected
to.
9. No motion , the effect  of which, if carried,
would be to  rescind any resolution which has
already passed the Board ,  sha ll  be entertained
during the same divisional year ,  unless a call of the
whole  Board  has been duly  made for that purpose,
and no such motion for rescinding any resolution
which  shall have been negatived  by the  Board shall
be again entertained during the same divisional
year.
10. Any  number of amendments may be proposed
on.a motion before- the Board, and when more than
one amendment is moved and seconded the
question shall first  be put on  the last amendment,
then on the next to the last, and so on to the
original motion in the inverse order  in which they
are moved ,  except when such motion or amendment
shall relate to the fixing of salaries ,  rates, or other
matters of finance, in which case the lowest sum
shall be put first, then the next lowest, and so on
to the highest.
11. Any motion  for adjournment of meeting or
debate ,  if seconded ,  shall be immediately put
without discussion ,  and if such motion be negatived
it shall not be competent for any member to make
a similar motion until some other business shall
have intervened.
On resuming any discussion which has been
adjourned ,  the mover of such adjournment shall
speak first.
12. The chairman sha ll ,  on taking the sense of
the Board ,  put the question first in the affirmative,
then in the  negative . Every  member present shall
be compelled  to vote, and the vote of every mem-
ber on  a division shall be entered in the minutes.
CHAPTER III.
Committees.
1. There shall be two standing committees, to be
styled " finance  "  and " imp ro vement ,"  respec-
tively.
2. The finance committee shall consist of three
members , of which the  chairman shall be one.
3. The members representing each subdivision
shall form an improvement sub-committee for the
subdivision.
4. A ll  cash accounts, bi ll s,  and vouchers, and
all  monetary transactions shall ,  in the first instance,
be submitted to the finance committee, and be
signed by the chairman of the same, as guaran-
teeing their correctness ,  previously to their settle-
ment .  The finance committee shall submit a report
to the Board ,  once in each quarter ,  of the whole of
the receipts and disbursements of cash on account
of the Division, and shall certify to the correctness
of all cash accounts entered on the books of the
Division.
5. An account shall  be opened with such bank
as the Board may direct, and all moneys received,
from whatever source, shall  be paid into the said
bank to the credit of the divisional fund,  -and no
money shall be paid except by cheques signed by
the chairman and one or more members of the
finance  committee.
6. All matters connected with public buildings,
making or repairing roads or bridges ,  or with any
other public works whatever ,  shall be submitted to
the imp rovement committee ,  and a written report
made thereon to the Board.
7. The chairman of every committee ,  or clerk of
the Board ,  shall take minutes of their proceedings,
and enter the same in the committee minute book.
8. All committee reports submitted to the Board
shall be written out fairly on foolscap paper, and
duly signed by the chairman of such committee,
care being taken to leave sufficient marginal space
to admit of their being bound into books if
necessary.
9. Reports of committees may, if deemed
necessary  by the majority  of the  Board,  be acted
upon at once. ;
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10. Any special committee may be dissolved by
vote of the Board at any time.
CHAPTER IV.
Miscellaneous regulations.
1. No permanent appointment shall be made to
any office under the the Board until  an advertise-
ment has been published in one or more of the
local newspapers  calling for tenders or applications
from competent persons to fill such appointment.
2. All such appointments shall be made by a
majority of the votes of the Board.
3. On the first meeting after the election of a
chairman, the Board shall fix the amount of
remuneration  or salary to be allowed to each
officer employed under the Board for the current
Divisional year.
4. The clerk shall have charge of the common seal
and all charters, books, and records of the Board,
or relating  to the property thereof,  and the same
shall be kept in such places as the Board shall
direct.
5. The clerk shall on no  account affix  the common
seal to any document without the express order of
the Board.
6. A book shall be kept in which members
attending each Board meeting shall sign their
names,  from which a list shall be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended, and
the same shall be published yearly.
7. In case of an emergency, the chairman, with
the consent of one other member, shall be authorised
to expend any sum not exceeding twenty pounds,
and such expenditure shall be reported to the
Board at its next sitting.
8. All tenders for public works or otherwise
shall be advertised for in one or more of the local
newspapers . The Board reserves to itself the right
of accepting or rejecting any tender, from the
highest to the lowest.
9. The Board shall meet for general business on
the last Wednesday in each month, at twelve noon,
and at such other times as may hereafter be
appointed by resolution.
The finance committee shall meet half-an-hour
before the ordinary meeting.
10. At the request of three members of the
Board, in writing, the chairman shall  call a  special
meeting of the Board by giving eight days' notice
of the same.
11. The Board shall in every year, within three
months after the annual election, prepare a schedule
of the works proposed to be carried out during the
then current year, with the estimated cost thereof,
and also an  estimate  of the probable revenue of
the year.
12. No contract shall be made or work under-
taken which will involve expenditure in excess of
the estimated revenue of the year.
13. No person shall draw, or cause to be drawn,
on any part of any road of this Division, any
timber, stone, or other thing, otherwise than upon
wheeled carriages, or to drag or trail upon any part
of any road of the said Division.
14. No person shall cut any timber, or dig or
remove  any earth, sand, gravel, stone, or other
thing, from any road, public reserve, or any land
belonging to or in the care of the Board of the said
Division, without first obtaining the consent of the
said Board.
15. No person shall obstruct any part of any
road of the said Division, either by depositing
thereon any rubbish or by digging or removing any
earth ,  sand, gravel ,  stone  or other material, without
the consent  of the said Board.
16. All informations, complaints, or summonses
for offences against  these By-laws shall be sued
out, laid , and prosecuted at the instance of the
Board of the said  Division, or of  some  person duly
authorised  by them in that behalf, and no other
person other  than a person having such authority
shall  be  at liberty to sue out any information or
summonses , or to lay any complaint in respect to
any offence  therein.
17. In  the foregoing  By-laws, the following
words and expressions  shall have the several
meanings hereby  applied to them, unless there be
something in the context or subject repugnant to
such construction, that is to say:-
Words importing the singular number shall
include the plural number, and words
importing the plural number shall include
the singular number, and words importing
the masculine gender shall include  females;
the word " person" shall include corpora-
tion, whether in the aggregate or sole ;
the word " lands" shall extend to tenements
of every tenure and description.
18. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or
against any of the provisions of these By-laws, the
maximum penalty shall be twenty pounds.
19. Any one or more of the above general rules
may be suspended  pro tem.  in cases of  emergency,
provided that the majority of the Board deem it
necessary.
BY-LAW No. 2.
REGULATING  THE  PAYMENT OF RATES.
1. All annual rates and  assessments  shall become
due and payable on and after the expiration of
fourteen days from the day appointed by the Board
for holding court of appeal against the valuation,
or from the date of the last sitting of such court
of appeal.
2. All receipts must be on printed forms, bearing
the office stamp, and a copy of same must be
retained on the butt.
BY-LAW No. 3.
WHEEL TAx.
1. No person shall drive or use upon any public,
surveyed, or proclaimed road in this Division, any
waggon, dray, trolly, or other conveyance, laden
with any kind of timber, and drawn by more than
two horses, or more than four bullocks, unless such
conveyance is at the time licensed by the Board.
Licenses will be granted to any person applying
to the clerk for the same, and shall be in the form
or to the effect of the Schedule hereto. They shall
bear date when issued, and shall expire on the 30th
June and the 31st December only, but may be
renewed from half-year to half-year.
The fees to be paid for every half-year or
fractional portion of each half-year shall be as
follows :-
Upon every such conveyance having tires upoa
any of the wheels not less than six inches in width,
one pound ; not less than five inches nor more than
six inches in width, two pounds ; not more than five
inches nor less than four and a-half inches in width,
two pounds fifteen shillings ; not more than four
and a-half inches nor less than four inches in width,
three pounds ten shillings ; not more than four
inches nor less than three and a-half inches in
width, four pounds ten shillings ; not more than
three and a-half inches nor less than three inches
in width, the sum of six pounds.
Every such conveyance. whilst being driven or
used as aforesaid, shall have marked on some con-
spicuous part thereof, in legible letters not less than
one inch in length, the following words-" Licensed
No. "-in addition to the registered number of
such conveyance.
No person shall mark the same registered number
on more than one such conveyance, nor affix a
registered number on any such conveyance on any
of the wheels of which the tires shall be less in
width than that specified in the license of the same
number as that on such conveyance, nor drive or
use any such conveyance knowing the same to be
so wrongly marked as aforesaid.
If any person shall commit any of the above
offences, or wilfully permit or suffer the com-
mission of a like offence by any of his servants or
employees, he shall be liable to a penalty for every
such offence not exceeding twenty pounds.
All information for breaches of this By-law may
be laid by any person, and all penalties may be
sued for and before any two justices of the peace,
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SCHEDULE.
Iilkivan Divisional Board.
Timber Carrier ' s License.
Whe re as the proprietor of vehicle,
upon  the  wheels of which the tires are not less than
inches nor more than inches in width,
has applied to the above Board to grant him a license
to use and eirploy the said vehicle in the carriage of
timber within the Kilkivan Division  :  Now we, the said
Board ,  in pursuance of the authority vested in us by  "The
Divisional Boards  Act of  1887," authorise and license
the said to carry and convey, on or by means of
the said vehicle, any timber within the Kilkivan Division,
pro vided the tires upon all the wheels are not less than
inches in width.
This license to remain in force till the day of
, A.D. 188
Issued under authority of the Kilkivan Divisional
Board this day of ,  A.D. 188
Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 4.
LICENSING GATES.
1. The Board shall grant  licenses  for public
gates, in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887," and the applicant
for such gate shall pay to the Board a fee of ten
shillings per  annum  for each gate.
2. No tence or obstruction of any kind shall be
erected  across  any road other than a gate. Road
and gate to be kept in repair, in accordance with
clauses  166 anal 167 of  " The Divisional Boards
Act  of 1887."
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by
the Board for the Division of  K ilkivan this thirtieth
day of May ,  A.D. 1888.
GEO. H. JONES,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of February, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in  the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft  or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached  to the  Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the  work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary  for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, COURT  HOUSE,  ST. GEORGE.
r "ENDERS will be  received at this Office, and
at the  Court  House, St. George ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 5th April, from
persons willing to contract  for Additions to Court
House ,  St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Additions, Court
House, St. George."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Roma and St. George.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes  with  the Tender ,  is £15.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within  which  it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessar ily beDepartment  of Public Works,
Railway  Branch,
Chief Engineer 's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified,  in accordance  with Rules
printed in full in the  Government  Gazette  ofSaturday, 19th January, 1889 , that  an Examination
of suitable  Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer,  Brisbane , on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief  Engineer.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW COURT HOUSE AND POLICE QUARTERS,
BANANA.
f1ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
ii at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and
Banana,  until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
12th April, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of a New Court House, Police Quarters,
and Lock-up, at Banana.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " New Court House, 4 c.,
Banana."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
see*i, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Rockhampton and
Banana.
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
( T is hereby notified for general information,
L that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted ,  viz.:-
Messengers' Quarters, Port Office, Brisbane-
M. ROBINsoE-£330.
Post and Telegraph Office, Beaudesert-H.
HENLEY-£410 12s.
Inspector of Police Quarters, Normanton -M.
JAMIESON-£1,017 11s.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.
ERECTION OF GATE-HOUSE, SHELTER SHED,
AND CLOSET, AT CHELMER, ON MAIN
LINE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Gate-house, Shelter Shed, and Closet,
at Chelmer.
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Tenders to be endorsed,  " Gate-horse, Shelter
Shed, d•c., Chelmer."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at Engineer
for Existing Lines' Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
FOOTBRIDGE AT ALBION.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office until
Four  (4) o'clock p.m . on FRIDAY,  the 5th
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the  Gorer- -
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the  same  on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
IN  and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,
Section 1, in length 29 miles, have been approved
and confirmed, with alterations ; and that, in pur-
suance of the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
April, from persons willing to contract for Erection
of Footbridge, Albion.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Footbridge, Albion."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at Office of
Engineer for Existing Lines, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, an
Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
AMENDED  NOTICE.
LEASES OF ALLOTMENTS  IN RAILWAY
STATION GROUNDS, TOOWOOMBA,  AND
FRONTING OR ABBUTING ON RUrrHVEN,
BELLEVUE ,  AND CAMPBELL STREETS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Leases of Allot-
ments situated in the  ]Railway  Station
Grounds ,  Toowoomba ,  will be submitted to Public
Competition  on SATURDAY,  the Sixteenth day of
March next ,  at the Rooms of J. S. McIntyre,
Auctioneer ,  Toowoomba ,  at 12 o'clock.
Plans may he seen. and all particulars as to terms
and conditions obtained ,  at the Commissioner for
Railways '  Office,  Brisbane ;  the Railway Station
Master 's Office, Toowoomba  ;  and at the Rooms of
the Auctioneer.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1889.
1\(JIICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that the Stopping Place on the Southern and
Western Railway, hitherto known as Raeside,
will in future be called THAGOONA.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
F. CURNO W ,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert , Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan.
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central itailway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurrv, Comet, Cook' own, Coomera Township,
Crow's nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vag',
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympic,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, Ley.
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, i:ary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Shipp-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at- the rate of five pounds per cent, per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
Any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITIJ.
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STATEMENT,
LOANS TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES,  31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
for the  H ALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER ,  1888, of all  Sums ADVANCED to and PAID  by LOCAL  AUTHORITIES,
published  in terms of Section  X. of  "The Local  Works Loans  Act of  1880."
Rates Collected
during 1888.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Brisbane (Boys)
„ (Girls)
Ipswich ...
Toowoomba
Allora
19
Brisbane
MUNICIPALITIES.
to ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
Brisbane  Board of Waterworks ...
1,560 0 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
88 4 0 7,655 12 0
88 4 0 7,655 12 0
29 8 0 1,885 4 0
29 8 0 1,885 4 0
388 16 0 235 4 0 19,081 12  0
... 271 17 8 40 14 0 0 5 10
,, 10 77 14 0 1316
. *24,377 6 8 40 2,598 10 1 1,028 16
...
30 5,710 13 3 2,003 6
21 5,452 8 4 1,525 15
14  2,500 15  7 508 2
10 2,810 3 0  472 17
40  11,958 6 8 4,881 5
6 40 101 1 7 46 0
0 21 187 4 0 40 14
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... 661 3
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... 221 5
,f ... ... ... ...to  ...
Bundaber
Charters Towers
,fClermont
Cairns
Cooktown
to
... ... ... ...
(a) ...
Dafby (b) ... ... ...
Drayton (c)... ... ...
...
... 14 151 11 3 31 9
... 10 64 15 0 9 7
,.. *1,717 0 5 10  1,359 15  0  1217
... 2,078 1 0 40 ... 83 15
. 10 1,295 0 0 175 16
...  356* 9  10 40 64 14 4 25 12
10 129 10 0 18 14
... 2,111 6 9 10 686 7 0 131 5
... 1,247 8 6 40 539 11 8 358 1
Gayndah ... ... ... ...
to ... ...Gladstone ... ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ... ...
Ithaca (Shire Council)
Mackay ... ...
of ... ... ... ...
99Maryborough  (d) ... ... ...
Term
of
Loan.
£ s. d. Years.
Annual
Payment in
Redemption
of Loans.
Amount paid  for Half-year
to 31 December, 1888.
Interest. Redemption.
Balance due
31 December, 1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 21 624 0 0 145 16 0
... 21 624 0 0 145 16 0
,.. 21 156 0 0 48 12 0
21 156 0 0 48 12 0
... 21 695 8 9 193 0
10 259 0 0 37 9
243 13 9 40 338 1& 6 87 2
. 40
122 12 0 40 24 3 10 9 11 8
10 19 8 6 1 6 5194,18 0 40 62 8 4 24 14 31,726 18  2 10 388 10 0 34 8 9
2,450 3 8 40 2,864 15 0 1,515 3 2
10 388 10 0 69 0 8
2,89816 3 10 595 6 0  106 10  2
*2,553 17  6 40 351 8 5 139  2  10
North Rockhampton ... ... ... 1,024 15 11
,f „ ... ... ... ... ...
to , ... ... ... ...Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 4,858 16 69999
of
Roma ...
Sandgate ...
South Brisbane
Toowoomba
Townsville ...
(e) ...
30 967 0 10 347 16 8
10 453 5 0 74 13 0
40 3,277 1 8 ...
10 1,554 0 0 ..
30 169 2 2 62 19 7
14 141 9 2 31 7 0
10 388 10 0 62 15 64030
21
10
... 342 18 6 40
... 1,392 5 4 10
... 9,525 4 9 14
... ... 10
... 2,848 17 8 40
... 21
...  5,155 ,  9 11 40
, ... ... ... ... 10
Warwick ... ... ... ... 1,139 2 6 40
Windsor (Shire Council) ... ... ... 1,535 4 8 10
£ 71,051 14 7 ...
3,316 14 6 1,316 1 2
715 9 2 268 9 1
1,560 0 0 405 1 3
1,036 0 0 167 8 0
303 6 8 120 2 0
'291 7 8 36 19 6
80 16 8 ...
1,424 10 0
1,684 16 10 66716 4
156 0 0 50 0 0
2,971 0 1 1,218 4 8
1,813 0 0 272  10 11
1,283 1 10  524 19  1
202 1 8 50 0 0
200 18 4 33 18 9
1 9 2 219 14 6
25 0 8 502 4 8
270 8 4 40,783 16 9638 11  7 84,772 1 1
1,200 8 6 58,950 6 4
742 5 8
932 4 6
1,097 18 0
10 10 4
46 17 10
44 6 2
23 0 3
349 2 0
18 6 3
471 13 6
6 14 8
46 0 4
211 18 0
56 3 1
154 14 0
92 0 8
34 14 0
2 10 3
8 7 10
6 9 11
159 16 3
292 3 1
125 4 4
191 2 10
36 11 5
135 13 9
151 19 6
21 11 6
39 7 7
131 9 6342 5 11
89 5 6
213 10 0
350 12 0
31 11 4
108 14 4
19,572 14 6
17,,857 5 0
194,131 11 10
1,586 10 9
1,821 0 2
1,214 7 0
328 13 0
7,089 2 215,804 11 10
6,320 5 3
1,015 13 4
703 7 2
4,840 9 0
8,468 16 3
7,411 3 2
1,406 13 10
5,337 3 3
350 0 0
379 17 1
36 2 2
979 13 7
1,058 1 8
45,175 19 8
2,636 5 8
3,919 7 8
5,515 11 6
13,753 15 9
2,754 10 4
52,873 7 1
10,045 2 0
2,498 5 0
1,174 15 2
2,248 2 6
52,137 8 1
10,600 12 10
19,573 0 0
5,995 0 0
4,760 17 2
1,261 11 0
494 19 8
.. 20,022 3 0
174 12 1 26,473 9 1
28 0 0 1,944 0 0
267 5 5 48,163 18 0
633 19 1 9,833 2 2
116 11 10 20,819 4 3
2,000 0 0
71 0 5 1,213 19 1
65,688  10 ,4 19,410 18 7 10,204 3 2 850,829 12 0
Carried forward ... ... ... 71,051 14 7 ... 67,248 10 4 19,799 14 7 10,439 7 2 869,911 4 0
•  Includes Health Rates. (a) Due to Treasury  £ 123 6s . (b) Due to Treasury , £ 47 12s. 4d . (c) Municipality defunct.
(d) Accounts not received - Due to Treasury , £ 2,006 8s . (e) Due to Treasury , £ 1,621 is. 9d,
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LOANS TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES, 31ST DECEMBER ,  1888-continued.
STATEMENT, for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER,  1888, of all SUMS  ADPANCED to and PAID by LoCAL  AUTHORITIES,
published  in terms  of Section X. of  11 The Local Works Loans Act of 1880  "- continued.
Rates Collected
during 1888.
Term
of
Loan.
Annual
Payment in
Redemption
of Loans.
Amount paid for Half-year
to 31 December, 1888.
Redemption.Inte rest.
Balance due
31 December, 1888.
£ s. d. Years. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward ... ... 71,051 14 7 ... 67,248 10 4 19,799 14 7 10,439 7 2 869,911 4 0
DIVISIONAL BOARDS.
Aramac ... ... ... ... ... 1,368 12 4
Balmoral ... ... ... ... ... 1,359 17 0
Barolin ... ... ... ... ... 520 14 0
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... 563 15 0
Booroodabin ... ... ... ... 3,402 9 0
... ... ... ... ...
Bulimba ... ... ... ... ... 962 10 9
Burrum ... ... ... ... ... 961 16 0
Caboolture ... ... ... ... ... 2,238 11 9
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... 913 6 4
Cleveland ... ... ... ... ... 541 2 0
Cloncurry ..- ... ... ... ... 770 8 8
Coomera ... ., . ... ... ... 264 16 8
f, ... ... ... ... ...
Daintree ... ... ... ... ... 476'17 6
Dalrymple .. ... ... ... ... 3,120 11 0
Douglas f }... ... ... ... ... 369 14 0
Enoggera ... ... ... ... ... 1,259 6 0
Esk ... ... ... ... ... 1,343 4 1
Glengallan ... ... ... ... ... 824 4 0
Gooburrum ... ... ... ... ... 949 0 3
Hinchinbrook ... ... ... ... 1,164 9 10
Hughenden ... ... ... ... ... 275 12 6
Johnstone ... ... ... ... ... 990 19 10
9f ... ... ... ... ... .
Kargoolnah ... ... ... ... ... 366' 0 9
Kianawah ... ... ... ... ... 544 10 0
Nerang ... ... ... ... ... 582 13 0
Nundah ... ... ... ... ... 1,116 19 1
Pioneer ... ... ... ... ... 2,437 13 0
Purga ... ... ... ... ... 518 10 6
Ravenswood (g) ... ... ... ...
Redcliffe ... ... ... ... ... 416 * 7 4
Southport ... ... ... ... ... 1,047 19 6
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 313 14 6
Stephens ... ... ... ... ... 1,661 17 5
Tarampa ... ... ... ... ... 86' 3 0
Taroom ... ... ... ... ... 307 4 0
Thuringowa ... ... ... ... 2,507 2 5
ff
Tinana ... ... ... ... ... 232 13 6
Tinaroo ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... 1,035 18 0
Tingalpa ... ... ... ... ... 696 18 6
Toombul ... ... ... ... ... 3,055 16 5
Torres ... ... ... 12514 0
Walloon .. ...
...
...
... 755 14 0
Waterford ... ... ... ...  W)5 '15  0
Widgee .. ... ... ... ...  933 16  0
Woongarra ... ... ... ... 1,313 10 6
£ t45,681 8 11
i
TOTAL ... ... 1116,733 3 6
1
10 518 0 0
10 598 10 0
10 388 10 0
5 161 14 0
10 187 15 6
30 1,073 3 9
10 518 0 0
10 259 6 6
5 231 0 0
10 129 10 0
10 129 10 0
5 231 0 0
10 259 0 0
10 207 4 0
10 25 18 0
5 46 4 0
10 51 16 0
40
5 1,155  0 0
10 101 5 8
10 440 6 0
10 77 14 0
10 77 14 0
10 207 4 0
10 220 3 0
10 440 6 0
5 693 0 0
21 156 0 0
10 553 14 0
30 39 0 6
10 38 17 0
10 194 5 0
21 666 18 0
10 1,969 13 11
10 25 18 0
10 259 0 0
10 433 16 6
10 556 17 0
10 12 19 0
5 69 6 0
10 242 3 6
10 64 15 0
10 68 17 0
21 156 0 0
10 259 0 0
10 77 14 0
10 129 10 0
5 646 16 0
10 259 0 0
5 369 12 0
21 195 0 0
10 97 2 6
10 32 7 6
14. 12 2 6
10 60 17 4
10 71 4 6
10 129 10 0
10 1,042 9 6
196 0 4 321 19 8 3,598 10 4
311 4 9 690 4 1  3,242 19  5
99  0 10  289 9 2 1,691 7 1
15 19 2 145 14 10 172 16 10
62 16 8 107 6 6 1,342 13 6
501 0 5 82 14 7 16,417 5 5
52 12 1 4,000 0 0
133 8 8 317  4  10  1,346 18  9
1118 4 ... 1,000 0 0
21 3 1 43 11 11 759 1 2
56 2 2 138 2 10 609 1 2
11 1 6 219 18 6
83 1 0  175 19  0 1,485  2  1066 19  0 140 5 0  1,198 19  0
4 6 4 2111 8 64 13 6
4 6 0 41 18 0 44 0 0
14 19 7 36 16 5 262 18 7
12,500 0 0
78 3 0 661 5 0 3,781 19 0
32 14 8 68 11 0 586 2 3
142 5 9 252 1 4 2,796 17 6
23 15 11 53 18 1 422 0 0
30 0 0 47 14 0 552 6 0
60 11 2 119 12 2 1,235 0  '7
54 11 10 165 11 2 608 6 4
113 6 6 210 7 0 2,798 10 6122 18  0 570 2 0 1,886 18 0
165 9 6 146 10 6 1,544 1 0
167 8 8 357 4 4 5,646 10 3
29 1 6 9 19 0 '571 10 10
12 11 0 26 6 0 224 16 2
58 7 10 135 17 2  1,071 5  7
447 7 9 249 2 8 7,658 3 7
261 19 1 846  11  5 11,002 5 4
9 4 0 16 14 0 167 8 0
1,298 17 0
5016 8 166 1 7 1,822 6 1
188 1 6 352 2 0  3,504 13  8
... 74 18 6
9 8 8 59 17 4 128 16 4
46 15 0 74 6 9 1,795 13 .3
23 0 2 41 14 10 418 10 2
3 5 0 300 0 0
87 18 6 68 1 6  1,690 11  4
85 15 6 173 4 6  1,542 11  2
21 2 0 56 12 0 365 8 2
37 9 6 92 0 6 657 7 0
101 1 0  382 17  0 1,637 2 0
74  0 10  184 19  2 1,296  4  11
80 0 0  289 12  0 1,310 8 0
121 10 0 73 10 0 2,356 10 0
26 7 6 70 15 0 456 15 5
250 0 0
4 13 8 7 8 10 86 3 4
23 0 4 37 17 0 422 12 2
20 4 8 35 15 6 514 4 6
41 17 0 87 13 0 749 7 5256 19  8 560 6 6 6,113 2 2
17,289 0 8 4,759 3 3  9,514 18 10  119,083 1 1
84,537 11 0 24,558 17 10 19,954 6 0 988,994 5 1
(f ) Due  to Treasury  £ 144 2s .  Od. (g) Accounts not yet  received - Due to Treasury  22 59.
t  This sum includes only the Rates co ll ected by Divisional Boards  which have  borrowed  from the  Government.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
The Treasury, Colonial Treasurer.
28th February, 1889.
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The Treasury,
Queensland ,  4th March, 1889.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been issued
to the  undermentioned persons during the month
of February, 1889.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS'  LICENSES.
Name.
Lee, G.  S... ... ...
Londrigan ,  John ... ...
Smith , P. C. ... ...
Cameron, E. L. ... ...
Barson, Fredk . ... ...
Pearson, Geo. .. ...
Henderson ,  Fredk.
Place.
Bowen
Boulia
Eidsvold
Gatton
Herberton
Thursday Island
Winton
S PECIAL DISTRICTS.
Ah Foo,  Jas. ...
Ahern, John ...
McBride, Patk. ...
O'Reilly, Patk. ... ...
Barcaldine
ditto
ditto
ditto
PACKET LICENSE.
Higgins, Jas. ... ... I s.s. " City of Melbourne
BILLIARD LICENSES.
Rinaldi, Hy. ... . Eidsvold
Main, Edgar ... ... I Georgetown
SPECIAL DISTRICTS.
Ross, Robt. ... ..
I
Barcaldine
Smith, Wm. ... ... ditto
AUCTIONEERS' LICENSES.
Daveney, C. B. ... ... Allora
Sbarwood, S. ... ... Aramac
Jones, J. L. ... ... Barcaldine
Petersen, J. P. ... ... ditto
Buckland, J. F. ... ... Brisbane
McDonald, E. B. ... ditto
Noyes, Thos. ... ... ditto
Howlett, Geo. ... ... Charleville
Davis, John ... Cooktown
Solomon, Louis ... ... ditto
Joyce, W. J. .. ... Eidsvold
Shepherdson, J. B. ... ditto
Hunter, Thos. ... ... Goondiwindi
Harding, W. C. ... Herberton
Bostock, E. ... ... Ipswich
Dee, W. J. ... Rockhampton
Wilson, Edwd. ... ... ditto
Bowden, V. R. ... .... Thursday Island
Hodgson, E F. ... ... Townsville
Parkes, J. N. ... ... ditto
Wynne, C. A. ... ... Warwick
Heckenberg, A. ... ... Winton
Schollick, W. S. ... ... I ditto
f)
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS' LICENSES.
Urquhart, John ...
Irving Bros. ...
Burnell and Jones
Frew,  Robert ...
Gee Wall Chong ... ...
Fitz, J. H.
Cannon, W. C. ...
Whitman, W. and J.
Loridan, J. B.
Martin, P. J. ... ..
Eidsvold Mercantile Coy.
Horan, Bridget ... ...
Hazeel, J.... ... ...
Abel, Hyde, and Coy. ...
Amsden and Coy. ...
Wright, Heaton, and Coy.
Thomas and Madden ...
Walsh and Coy. ...
Perkins and Coy.... .
Kwong Hing Loong and
Coy.
Har.ran, P. F. ... ...
Mae Ph erson,  Newman, and
Coy.
Kwong Fong Shan and
Coy.
Wright, Heaton, and Coy.
Burns, Philp, and Coy. ...
Brown, E. L. ... ...
J. T. Tilbury and Coy.Corfield and Fitzmaurice
Whitman, W. and J. ...
Ayr
Brandon
Boulia
Birdsville
Cooktown
Charters Towers
Cloncurry
Canterbury
Croydon
ditto
Eidsvold
Gympie (Monkland)
Gayndah
Maryb )rough
Normanton
ditto
Port  Douglas
ditto
Toowoomba
Townsville
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Thursday Island
ditto
Winton
ditt o
Windorah
DISTILLERS' LICENSES.
Name. Place.
(13 Vic., No. 27.)
Knight, Samuel  O. ... Oxley (Distilling)
Ditto ... ... ditto (Rectifying)
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICrUALLERS'
LICENSES.
From- To-
BRISBANE.
Bailes, H. G. ... ... I Bletcher, Geo.
CAIRNS.
McGuire, Jane  ... ... I Fallon, Joseph
CHARTERS  TOWERS.
Toy, Wm.... ... Schinkel, Oscar
Pratt, Richd. ... ... Ridland, Robt.
Heath, Alfred ... ... Sparre, F. R.
Jones, David ... ... Jones, Wm.
CLERMONT.
Hutton, H. W. ... ... I Moat, Crofton
CooRTOwN.
Wynne, Thos. ... ... Roberts, John
Parry, F. J. ... ... Lynch, Margt.
CROYDON.
Bennett, W. H. ... ... Flaherty, Mary
Curran, John . ... McCarthy, John
Matherson , H. W. ... Busteed, Andrew
GOODNA.
Canty, John ... ... I Canty, Bridget
INGHAM.
Abbott, J. T. ... ... Blackman, E. W.
IPSWICH.
O'Hanlon, John ... .,.  1 Wales, Jas.
LAIDLEY.
Mortimer , Hugh ... ... Hewson, Walter
MARYBOROUGH.
Atkinson, Richard ... Nash, M. A.
MITCHELL.
Joyce, Matthew ... ... I Furey, Thos.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Hill,  Isabella ...  ... l  Bryden, Jas.
Kenny, A. J. ... . 1. Hawk, Dan
Harrison ,  J. ... . Nest, Jas.
ToOWOGMBA.
Walsh, Thos. ... ... O'Connor, John
TOWNSVILLE.
Lowth, Thos. ... ... O'Shaughnessy, David
Melvin, Laurence  ... Jones, H. R.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS' LICENSES
CANCELLED.
Name. Place.
CHARTERS  TOWERS.
Sparre, F. R. ... ... Bluff Hotel
WATSONVILLE.
McCoskey, L. M.... ... Butchers' Arms'
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
STEAM LAUNCH, FITZROY RIVER.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
16th March, for a Steam Launch for the Fitzroy
River. Hull to be of iron ; length, 60 feet on keel ;
beam, 12 feet 6  inches,  moulded ; depth, 6 feet
3 inches; engines, compound with cylinders 9 inches
and 18 inches diameter by 12 inches stroke.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Office of the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers,
Edward street, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1889.
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SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT WHARF
AND SHED, DUNGENESS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of the
Government Wharf and Shed, Dungenf ss,
will be put up to Auction, at Ingham, at Noon of
MONDAY, 1st April, 1889.
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
1. The wharf and shed referred to will be leased
for a  term of three years, from the 2nd of April,
1889.
2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the
approval of the Colonial Treasurer  as to sureties
or otherwise, be the  lessee.
3. The lessee, with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond, in double the
amount of the annual  rent , for the due performance
of the  conditions  of the lease.
4. Three months'  rent in advance  is to be paid
at the time  of sale,  by the  successful  bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Officer in Charge of
Customs at  Dungeness , monthly, in advance.
5. The  rates for  wharfage and storage shall not
exceed-
Inwards.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton weight or measure.
ment ... ... ... ... 2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles, per 1,000 ... ... ... 0 4
Horses and cattle, each ... ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
Outwards.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Sugar , per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Rum, per hogshead ... ... 0 6
Wool, per bale 0 6
Storage-
Receiving, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton ... ... . 1 0
Storage per ton per week after thefirst week ... . ... 0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of tiny of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped  free  of any charge for
wharfage.
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to Clause 9 of these
Conditions ; but no buildings are to be erecte on the
ground leased, or on the wharf, without the express
sanction of the Government.
8. The  lessee  will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in good and suitable repair, during the tenancy,
reasonable  wear and tear only excepted ; and
should any damage be done to the wharves by any
vessel, or otherwise, such damage shall be made
good by  the lessee  to the satisfaction of the Engineer
for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The  lessee  shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master, and other officers in the Public Service,
and all persons acting under their orders, shall
have free access to the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods and passengers'
luggage  landed from  vessels  discharging at the
wharf.
12 Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee
shall provide  all materials  and labour required by
them for examining, weighing,  gauging , marking,
packing, and repacking goods, in terms of clause
eighty-seven of  "The Customs Act  of 1873."
13. The wharf shall be open for the use of vessels
for loading or unloading, in the or,!er of their
arrival ,  from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Vessels carrying
mails  under contract with the Queensland Govern-
ment to have precedence over all other vessels.
14. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month  in arrear , or should the lessee wilfully
infrjago  the conditions of the lease, the Govern-
ment shall, in the former  case, have the right to at
once enter upon and take possession of the wharf
and premises ,  and in the latter case to enter and
take possession on the expiration of one month's
notice given after such infringement.
15. In the event of the Government resuming
possession  of the  wharf and shed for non -payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the
bond entered into by the lessee and his sureties,
as provided for in Clause 3 of these Conditions,
shall not be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1889.
Under  Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
QUEENSLAND FISHERIES.
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
legulation under the provisions of section twenty-
two of  " The Queensland Fisheries Act of  1887."
WILLIAM PATTISON.
REGULATION.
Any fisherman arriving first on any prawning
ground shall have a prior right, during one tide,
to work his scoop-net once along four (4) chains of
the foreshore, working with the tide. Any person
infringing this Regulation shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five (5) pounds.
s. d.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 5 of  1889.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO MORETON BAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Channelacross the Bar at the South Entrance to
Moreton Bay has shifted slightly to the Eastward
since the last notice was published in September.
The beacon on the Amity Point shore is now to be
kept open to the westward of the foot of the rise
of the high land, three quarters of the distance
between that position, and the high tree to the
westward.
The outer edge of the Bar being taken with
these marks on, a straight course may be steered
S.S.W. 3 W. for the centre of the opening between
Amity Point and the South end of Moreton Island,
which will lead up to the first black buoy.
The depth on the Bar at low water is about
11 feet.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 6 of  1889.
CLEVELAND BAY.
FLOATING BEACONS MARKING CHANNEL
NORTH:-EAST OF MIDDLE REEF.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that two Floating Staff
Beacons, with square cages painted black,
have been placed on the N.E. side of the Channel
between Middle Reef, and the Reef off Magnetic
Island.
The floating beacons lie in 14 feet at low water,
and are moored 3.9 and 8.5 cables, respectively,
W.N.W. from the red buoy at the East end of the
Channel.
Dirertions.-In  entering the Channel from the
Eastward pass the.red buoy close to on either hand,
and both the floating beacons on the starboard hand,
at a distance of from 50 to 150 feet. When
abreast the western beacon steer for the outer
coal hulk, or a course midway between the two
hulks.
By attending to these directions, a vessel at low
water will carry 15 feet through the Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 5th March," 1889.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 19th  February, 1889.
T
T is  hereby notified for general information,
that, on and after the 1st March proximo, a
Money Order  Office  will be open at Yuleba, on
the Western  Railway Line.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1888.
"T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the
Exchange of Post Cards with the United Kingdom,
at the following Rates, viz.:-
Vi6  Brindisi ,  3d. each,
Wholly  Seaborne, 2d. each.
to commence on the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  26th  November, 1888.
BOOK & PACKET REGULATIONS (AMENDED)
FROM 1ST  JANUARY, 1889.
L PECIAL  attention is directed to the Book and
  JJ Packet  Regulations  (Amended )  to come into
operation 1st January ,  1889, as detailed in the
Government Gazette  of 17th and 24th instant.
JOHN DONALDSON.
POST AND TELEGRAPH.
MAP OF QUEENSLAND FOR SALE.
C OPIES  of the large  Post  and Telegraph Map
of the Colony,  showing  Mail  Routes,  Post and
Receiving  Offices,  and Telegraph Lines and Offices,
lately published in Four  Sheets, can  be obtained
at this  Office,  at 6s . per  copy ;  and copies of the
small Map ,  in one Sheet ,  containing the same infor-
mation, at 3s.  per copy.
W. HORATIO WV'ILSO N.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  6th September, 1887.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.ACOPY  of the New Enlarged Chart ,  shewingchanges of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post  and,, Telegraph  Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge,  Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH  LINE -CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon  on MONDAY,  the 14'irst (1st)
day of April  next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting  for the' supply  of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions .  and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the  Office of  the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  11th January, 1889.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 15th February, 1889.
£100 REWARD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
a Reward of £100 will be paid for such informa-
tion as will lead to the Apprehension of George
Carline and James Cameron, who are suspected of
having, on the 7th November last, at Vergemont
Creek, Stonehenge, near Jundah, murdered an
aboriginal named" Paddy."
BOYD. D. MOREHEAD.
DESCRIPTIONS.
GEORGE CARLINE.-A Scotchman, about 46 years
of age, 5 feet 9 inches high, slender build, thin dark
features, dark hair turning grey, moustache and
side whiskers, about a month's gt owth of beard,
grey eyes, round-shouldered and bends forward
when walking ; criminal appearance ; speaks with
broad Scotch accent ; wore grey soft-felt hat, cotton
shirt, tweed trousers, elastic-side boots, light gold
ring on finger of left hand ; a shearer.
JAMES CAMERON.-A Scotchman, about 40 years
of age, 5 feet 6 inches high, rather stout build,
round features, eyes prominent (bloodshot and
watery), full bushy fair beard, moustache, and side
whiskers  ; nasal  accent ; dresses slovenly ; a bush-
man.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.T'HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum1 at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti.
tution.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING  2ND DAY OF
MARCH, 1889.
Numberof  Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 506
Number  since  admitted ... ... ... 8
Number returned from lea'e ... ... 5
519
Number discharged 4
Number died . 1
Number  absent  on leave.. 2
7
Number remaining at date  hereof ... 512
Adviiseiosw  during the week :
Richard Malone, 38, police constable, from Brisbane ;
last  employed by Mr. Shanahan, Stanley street, South
Brisbane.
James  Cla]•ke, 71, cook, from Roma ; last employed
by Mr. Watson, on Mr. Walsh's station, Walloon Creek,
near Bollon.
Alfred Duce, 68, labourer, from Ipswich ; last
employed by Mr. John Wright, mine owner, North
Ipswich.
James Heaney, 61, shipwright, from Maryborough
Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Wilcox, contractor,
Gympie.
William Johnston, 47, miner, from Rockhampton
Benevolent Asylum ; last employed by Messrs. Fairflax
and Orange, on the Calliope Diggings.
Michael Edwards, 28, bricklayer, fronP Bundaberg
Hospital ; last employed by Messrs. Hodge and Cullen,
contractors, Bundaberg.
Charles Burns, 27, seaman, from Toowoouiba; last
employed by Mr.  Brown ,  Saltern  Creek, Bai'coo.
Constant Demenel, 70,  mariner , from Brisbane; re-
admission.
Discharged during the week:
Murdoch Joseph McKay, 53, journalist ; admitted
22nd February, 1887.
William Balliston, 38, steward ; admitted 25th No-
vember, 1884
William Stephenson, 44, groom ; admitted 29th
October, 1885.
Edwin Davis, 64, tailor ; admitted 18th November,
1884.
Death during the week :
James George Smith, 64, painter ; admitted 22nd
January, 1878.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
M edical Superintendent.
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Chief  Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.THE following Proclamation , issued by thethe Governor of New South  Wales, is
published  for general information.
JOHN M. MACROSSA.N.
(c) Except in the case of horses and dogs
they must have been shipped at one of
the following ports, namely:-Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane, Perth,
Levuka, and Hobart.
NEW SOUTH WALES, Proclamation by His Excel-
To Wit. ) lency The Right Honourable
CHARLES  ROBERT, BARON
CARRINGTON, a Member of
Her Majesty's Most Honour-
[L.s.] able Privy Council, Knight
CARR.INGTON, Grand Cross of the Most
Governor.  Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-
in-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by section forty- nine  of an Act of the
Parliament of New Soutli Wales, passed in the
thirtieth year of the reign of Her present Majesty,
intituled  "The Diseases in Sheep Act of  1866," it is
enacted that the Governor may, for any period not
exceeding six months, by Proclamation, suspend
the provisions of any one or more of the sections
forty-five, forty-six, and forty-eight thereof, in
respect of sheep introduced or proposed to be
introduced from any adjoining Colony in which
disease is  not known to exist : And whereas the
disease called " Scab in Sheep" is not known to
exist in the Colonies of Queensland and youth
Australia : Now, therefore, I, CHARLES ROBERT,
BARON CARRINGTON, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
suspend for a period of six months from the date of
this Proclamation, the whole of sections forty-five
and forty-eight of the said Act, and so much of the
provisions of section forty-six of the said Act, with
respect to sheep introduced or proposed to be
introduced from the said Colonies  of Queensland
and South Australia, as will admit of such sheep
being introduced, upon their owner giving the In-
spector for the District in this Colony, into which
such sheep cross, not less than forty-eight nor more
than ninety-six hours' notice in writing,  stating
where and when such sheep shall first enter this
Colony, and their route and destination.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Sydney, this sixth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. M. CHANTER.
GOD SAVE THE QUVEN !
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.THE following Extract from an Order in Councilissued by His Excellency the Governor of
New Zealand ,  respecting the introduction of Stock
into that  Colony,  is published for general informa-
tion.
JOHN  M. MACROSSAN.
No stock shall be imported from any of the
Australasian Colonies except under the following
conditions, namely :-
(a) They must be accompanied by a declara.
tion to the effect of Form 2 hereto, by
their owner or breeder, that they are free
from disease, and were so at the time of
shipment to New Zealand.
(b) They must have been taken direct from the
place from which they start to the port of
shipment, and if they do not travel on foot
they must have been conveyed in a goods-
wagon , and not placed in any conveyance,
stable, or other place where animals
infected, as defined by these Regulations,
are or  have been.
(d) They must be certified to be free from
(e)
(I)
(9)
disease at the time of shipment by a
registered veterinary surgeon.
Except in the case of horses and dogs,
they must be landed only at the ports of
Auckland, Wellington, Lyttelton, and
Dunedin.
The captain or master of the importing
ship must make a declaration to the
satisfaction of the inspector as to the
health of all animals during the voyage.
No inspector shall authorise any stock
brought by sea from any place in any of
the Australasian Colonies to be introduced
into New Zealand, unless upon the certifi-
cate of the inspector or other officer
charged with the execution of the law
relating to the prevention of diseases
among stock in the place whence the same
are brought, to the effect that such stock
are the produce of such colony, or have
performed a quarantine therein of not less
than the periods prescribed in Form 7
hereto with respect to such stock, and been
found free from disease, together with a
certificate of the master of the vessel in
which such stock are introduced, indorsed
thereon, that such vessel has not, during
the preceding six months, been in any
port outside the Australasian Colonies, or
received on board cattle from any place
outside the Australasian Colonies, or from
any vessel which, during the six months
preceding such reception, has been in any
port outside the Australasian Colonies.
If any stock brought by sea from any of the
Australasian Colonies be not the produce of such
colony, and have not been depastured in such
colony, or have not performed a quarantine therein
for the periods prescribed in Form 7 hereto with
respect to such stock, and been pronounced free
from disease, or have not complied with all the
other requirements prescribed by this Act and
Regulations, such stock, for the purpose of these
Regulations, shall be deemed to be foreign stock.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCis PRINGLE TAYLOR, Senior
.,.Naval Qfficer..
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
No. 53.
T HE undermentioned resig ations ,  discharges,&c., take effect from date :-
COOKTOWN  NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 4, T .  Labbett ,  A.B., medically unfit.
No. 18, C.  H. Ashford ,  A.B., disritiissed.
No. 25 , J. Coyle,  A.B., dismissed.
MARYBOROUGH  NAVAL  BRIGADE.
No. 6, D .  Taafe, A.B.,
No. 11,  J. Russell ,  A.B., and
No. 16, R. Taylor, A.B.,
dismissed ,  for non-attendance at Drills.
No. 48, W. Walker ,  A.B., transferred to Towns-
ville.
By Order,
WALTON DRAKE, R.N.,Commanding Naval Corps.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
THE following Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Warwick Cemetery, for
the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
It,OBT. J. GRAY,
Under Coloniul Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  Of the WARWICK  CEMETERY TRUSTEES , for the YEAR
ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
Dr. Cr.
1888.
1st Januarp-
£ a. d. 1888.
31st December-
£ s. d.+
To Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... 45 14 6 By Sexton's Salary ... ... ... 80 0 0
31st  D ecember- Printing,  Books,  &c. ... ... ... 4 15 6
To Interment Fees ... ... 65 7 6 „ Battens for Graves, &c. ... 2 11 9
„ Monumental Fees ... ... 11 0 6 „ Repairing Tools, &c. ... ... ... 1 14 0
Land for Private G raves ,.. 37 16 0 „ Clerical Assistance ... ... ... 12 10 0
„ Interest, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 0 1 3
„ Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 58 6 0
£15918 6 £15918 6
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Warwick Cemetery, do solemnly declare that the above
Abstract of Receipts and Payments for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is correct ; and we make
this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths
Act of  1867."
C. BEEVOR DAVENEY,
T. A. JOHNSON, Trustees.S. BENJAMIN,
EDMOND D. THORNTON,
Declared and  signed before me this  twenty-sixth day of February, 1889.
Flies.  B. WOODS, J.P.
T1 AlN SMI S1ON BY DEATH.
" REAL PROPERTY  ACTS  OF 1861 AND 1577."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title  to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office,  in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased Date of Name Description
Estate
claimed to Particulars ofWill F o %Proprietor. Death. of Claimant . and Situation of Land . be Atransmitted. or otherwise, a
Asa
1888. 1889.
Nicholas Palmer ,  late of  17 Aug.  Israel Bennett , of Portion 1s, parish of Mount Fee-simple Will  dated 16 Au- 16 April
Mount Perry ,  miner Mount Perry, and Perry gust, 1888
John Thompson, of
Bundaberg ,  mining
manager  and laborer,
respectively
David Alexander Court,
late of Kangaroo
Point, clerk in holy
orders
Peter Lauder ,  late of
Cooktown,  se xton
26 Sept .  Hannah Mary Court, of
the same place, widow
same place ,  widow 52, town of  Cooktown  ;  allot-
ment 9 of section 7,  and allot-
ment 14 of section 1, town of
Ayton
r ,J !
Th4 Curator of Intes-  Allotment 6 of  section 5, town of Fee -simple Order of Supreme
tate Estates Rockingham Court dated 8
August, 1888
22 May Agnes Lauder, of the Allotments 10 and 12 of section Fee -simple As Administrat ri x  23 April
1887.
Stewart Workman ,  late 7 Jan.
of Cardwe ll ,  selector
1883.
Thomas Coe, late of 8 Jan.
South Pine, farmer
1880.
Charles Smith ,  late of 5 Dec.
Walloon ,  saw-mill
proprietor
1888.
George  Manus Adams ,  19 Nov.
late of Bunda be rg,
licensed victualler
Anne Fre shney ,  late of 7 Dec.
Maryborough, widow
Joseph Owen, late of
Charters Towers,
licensed victualler
1877.
18 Dec.
1878.
Eliza Owen ,  late of 25 Feb.
Charters Towers, an
infant
16 April
Samuel Coe, of the same Portion 89,  parish of Warner  ...  Fee-simple As Administrator ...  16 April
place ,  farmer
Peter Thomson ,  of Portion 304, parish of Walloon ...  Fee-simple Will dated 11 Sep- 16 April
Wivenhoe ,  grazier,
and Johannes Ludwig
Fre derich ,  of Mar-
burg ,  sto re keeper
Subdivisions 5 to 8 and 27 to 30 . Fee -simple Will dated 25 Octo-  9 April
of section 4 of part of subdivi- ber, 1878, and
sion A of portion 6, parish of Codicil thereto
Nerang ,  and subdivisions 1, 2, dated 25 Septem-
and 3 of eastern suburban  her, ISM
allotment 111, parish of South
Brisbane
tember, 1876
Walter Adams ,  of Bun -  Subdivision 1 of portion 857, Fee -simple Will dated 19 No-  23 April
daberg ,  sugar-planter, parish of Childers vem be r, 1888
and Constantine Ros-
solini, of the same
place ,  clergyman
Edward Freshney ,  of Subdivision 1 of allotment 11 of Fee -simple As Administrator ... 23 April
Maryborough ,  civil section 100,  re -subdivision 10
servant of subdivision 4 of  allotment 2
Mary  Jane Owen, Ada
Owen ,  and Eliza
Owen ,  of Charters
Towers ,  infants
Mary Jane Owen and
Ada Owen, of Char-
ters Towers, spinsters
of section 50, subdivision 2 of
allotment 5 of section 83, town
of Maryborough; and subdivi-
sion 2 of portion 15, parish of
Maryborough
Allotment  12 of section 5 and Fee -simple As Co-parceners  ,.. 16 Apri l
allotment 2 of section 3, town
of Charters Towers
One undivided third of allotment Fee-simple As Survivors of the 16 April
12 of section 6, and allotment 2 Co-parcenership
of section 3, town of Charters
Towers
Registrar of Titles ' Office, THO. MYLNE,
Brisbane ,  9th March ,  1889. Registrar of Titles.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend CHARLES TRAVIS ROPER, a
Minister of the Congregational Denomination,
having removed from Rosewood, in the Registry
District of Moreton Nest, to Peak Mountain, in
the Registry District of Fassifern, has given me
due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend'THOMAS ENRIGHT, a Minister of
the Roman Catholic Denomination, having removed
from Stanthorpe, in the Registry District of Stan-
thorppe, to Blackall, in the Registry District of
Blackall ,  has given me due  notice  thereof, in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General RegistryOffice,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information,
that the Reverend GEORGE STUART Moon-
HEAD, a Minister of the Presbyterian  Denomina-
tion , residing  at Tambo, in the Registry District
of Tambo, has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General 'Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend  ALFRED GKoRGE Witnusa, a
Minister of the  Baptist  Denomination, residing at
Gympie, in the Registry District of Gympie, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland,  under  the provisions of  "Tike Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
SOUTH BRISBANE.
rENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from  persons  willing to contract for the
Erection of Fencing and Gates around the New
State  School for Boys ,  South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained , at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
For the Under  Secretary,J. F. SLOAN.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BEENLEIGH.TENDERS will be received atthis Office, andat the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 22nd March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the State
School  Buildings at Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Painting
School Buildings ,  Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House ,  Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS;
MUNGAR.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting State
School  Buildings ,  Mungar.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Mungar."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, KANGAROO
POINT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,. the 22nd
March, from  persons  willing to contract for the
Erection  of a New State  School for Girls, at
K angaroo Point ,  Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School for Girls, Kangaroo Point."
Plan,  Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING  TEACHER 'S RESIDENCE , &c., STATE
SCHOOL,  MOUNT GRAVATT.
MENDERS will be  re ceived a this Office
L until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
15th March ,  from persons willing to contract for
Painting the Teacher 's Residence ,  State School,
Mount Gravatt.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  ,for Paintinn
Teacher 's Residence ,  State School,  Mount Gravatt."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at thisOffice.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that WILLIAM KEL-
LEHEB ,  MATTHEW MACNAMARA, and JOHN
IRWIN MOORE,  of Brisbane, and ROBERT RANKIN
HuNSER,  of Mount Morgan, have this day been
admitted as duly qualified Medical Practitioners.
Also,  that GEORGE PEARSON,  of Brisbane ,  having
returned to the  Colony,  his name is again placed
upon the Medical List.
Also, that THOMAS DYSON,  of Normanton, who
had failed to notify his change of address ,  and had
therefore been omitted from the Annual  List for
1889 ,  is restored to the said List.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
NOTICE.THOMAS SOLWAY has been appointed Pound-
keeper at Mackay for twelve months from
date.
A. HASEN KAMP,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Mackay, 26th February, 1889.
NOTICE.I HAVE this day appointed JAMES HUNTER
Bailiff of  the Small Debts Court, Eidsvold,
vice  W.  H. Hunt, resigned.
EDMUND F. CRAVEN,
Police Office,
Police Magistrate.
Eidsvold, 13th February, 1889.
NOTICE.I HAVE this day appointed JAMES HUNTER
Bailiff of the Warden 's Court, Eidsvold,  vice
W. H. Hunt ,  resigned.
EIIMUND F . CRAVEN,
Warden.
Warden's Off ct.,
Eidsvold ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE.
fi EORGE ALCHIN  is re-appointed Pound-
` keeper at Springsure for the ensuing twelve
months.
PATK. BOWEN,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Springsure, 25th February, 1889.
JURY LIST.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of 'Petty Sessions, for Revising the JuryList for the Jury  District of Ipswich, will be
holden at the Court House, Ipswich, on FRIDAY,
the Twelfth day of April next, at Ten o'clock a.m.,
at which the Justices of the Peace residing within
forty miles of the Court House of IpArich are
requested to attend, under the eighth section of
"  l We Jury Act,"  31 Vic. No. 34.
M. McDERMOTT,
Assistant Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Ipswich, 7th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given, that Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for Revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Toowoomba, will be
holden in the Court House, at Toowoomba, on
FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of April next, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, at which the
Justices of the Peace residing within forty miles
of the said Court House are required to attend,
under the provisions of  " The Jury Art of  1864."
Dated at Toowoomba this second day of March,
A.D. 1889.
By Order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given , that a Special Courtof Petty  Sessions , for Revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Stanthorpe, will be
holden at the Court House, Stanthorpe, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon of FRIDAY, the Twelfth
day of April, 1889.
By the provisions of  " The Jury/ Act,"  all Justices
of the Peace residing within forty miles of the
Court House, Stanthorpe, are required to attend.
G. DEUCHAR,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 27th February, 1889.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
A MEETING  of the Licensing Authority acting
in and for the District of Stanthorpe wi ll  be
holden at the Court House, Stanthorpe, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon  of WEDNESDAY, the
Third day of April, 1889 ,  for the consideration of
applications made under  the  " The  Licensing Act
of 1885." ,
Applicants for a license for premises not then
licensed shall, at least twenty-one days before the
the 3rd of April ,  1889 ,  de liver to the Clerk of
Petty Sessions, Stanthorpe ,  a notice in writing and
in duplicate of their intention so to apply.
Applications for renewal of licenses must be
forwarded to the Clerk of Petty Sessions in dupli-
cate at least fourteen days before the date of the
said meeting.
G. DEUCHAR,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe ,  27th February, 1889.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
1OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
Meeting of the Licensing Authority for the
Ipswich District will be held at the Court House,
Ipswich, on WEDNESDAY, the Third day of
April, 1889, at Ten o'clock a.m.
M. McDERMOTT,
Assistant Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Ipswich, 7th March, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
REGULX GENERALIS.
As OF FRIDAY,  THE EIGHTH  DAY OF MARCH,
A.D. 1889.
I T is hereby ordered by The Honourable Sir
Charles Lilley, Kni ht, The Chief Justice of
Queensland, and The Honourable George Rogers
Harding,Esquire,one of Her Majesty's Justices of the
Supreme Court of Queensland, in pursuance of all
powers and authorities enabling them in this behalf,
that MONDAY, the Eighteenth day of March
instant, be a Supreme Court Holiday and the
Offices of the said Court be closed on that day :
That all actions set down for hearing before the
Court, in its Civil Jurisdiction, on that day be
and the same are hereby adjourned until TUES-
DAY, the Nineteenth day of March instant, at the
hour of Ten of the clock in the forenoon, at which
hour all jurors, suitors, and witnesses, are required
to attend : That all other matters set down for
hearing in Chambers be and the  same  are hereby
adjourned till WEDNESDAY, the Twentieth day
of March instant, at the hour of Ten of the clock
in the forenoon.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
By Their Honours The Justices-
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
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THR AUSTRALIAN TOBACCO-MANUFACTU-
RING COMPANY, LIMITED.
NOTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of section
132 of  " The Companies Act,  1863," that a
General Meeting of the members of the abovenamed
Company will be held at Manwaring's Buildings,
59, Queen street, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the
Fifteenth day of April, at Four o'clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of having an account
laid before the meeting showing the manner in
which the winding-up has been conducted, and the
property of the Company disposed of, and of
hearing any explanation that may be given by the
Liquidator, and also of determining by Extra-
ordinary Resolution the manner in which the
books, accounts, and documents of the Company
and of the Liquidator thereof shall be disposed of.
Dated the sixth day of March, A.D. 1889.
Brisbane.
JOHN KENNEDY,
Liquidator.
538 6s.
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED PARTNER-
SHIP
As REQUIRED BY THE FIFTY -THIRD SECTION OF
S
"THE MERCANTILE  ACT OF 1867."
TYLE of Partnership--Bull and Others.
Names of Partners - General Partner  : William
John  Bull, of Pallas street ,  Maryborougb, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  grocer .  Special Partner :
Henry Smith, of Melville street, Maryborough
aforesaid , cabinet-maker, and the said William
John Bull (as Trustees of Mrs. Esther Roberts).
Capital contributed by General Partner-Stock
in trade to the value of two hundred pounds.
Capital contributed by Special Partners-The
sum of one hundred and thirty pounds.
General Nature  of Business -General drapers
and grocers.
Principal Place of  Business - Pallas and  Churchill
streets,  Maryborough.
Commencement of Partnership-The first day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
nine.
Termination of Partnership-The Thirty-first
day of December, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-two.
We hereby acknowledge the above Certificate as
true  and correct.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
HENRY SMITH.
WILLIAM JOHN BULL.
Acknowledged by the abovenamed persons, before
me, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace
for the Colony of 'queonsland. at Maryborough,
this fourth day of February, 1889.
W. SOUTHERDEN, J.P.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
352 8s. 6d.
DIVISION OF MURWEH.
C, TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for the YEAR 1888,  from 1 8T JANUARY to 31sT
DECEMBER.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance from last year
31st December-
To Rates received-
£  s. d. £ s. d.
... 241 14 2
Subdivision  No. 1 ... 244 7 9
Subdivision  No. 2 ... 420 2 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... 270 11 0
935 1 2
„ Government Endowment  .. ...  1,543 15 6
Fixed Deposit  transferred  to Current
Account ... ... ... ... 500 0 0
Interest on Fixed Deposit ... ... 27 10 0
Outstanding Cheques ... ... ... 13 9 0
„ Goat  Registration -Collections No. 1
Subdivision  ... ... ... ... 1 2 0
Goat  Registration -Collections No. 2
Subdivision ... ... ... ... 6 15 6
Charleville Pump and Well .. ... 9 12 6
„ Rent of Allotment 1, Section 5, Charle-
ville .. ... ... ... ... 20 18 9
Sheep  Trespass Fines  ... ... ... 5 3 0
„ Hire of Pile Engine ... ... ... 2 0 0
„ Rent of Divisional Board Paddock 35 1,4 6
Rent of Recreation Reserve ... ... 14 P 6
„ Gravel Sold to Contractoi• 12 10 0
„ Overdraft with Q.N. Bank ... ... 120 4 2
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
31st December-
By Printing, Advertising, and
£ d. £ s. d.
Stationery ... ... 35 5 0
Law Expenses ... ... 10 10 9
Interest  on Overdraft ... . ... 7 6 4
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ...  8 8 0
Tanks and Dams  ... ... ...  56 2 0
Salary, Clerk  and Ranger  ... ... 200 0 0
Salary, Overseer ... ... ... 300 0
General  Expenses  ... ... ... 318 5
Subdivisional Expenditure-
No. 1-
Morven-Augathella road ... 229 10 0
Charleville-Augathella road 17 16 6
Charleville-Oak road ... 38 14 9
Augathella Well ... ... 11 8 7
Augathella Herdsman ... 40 0 0
Augathella streets ... 97 16 2
Noxious Weeds ... ... 29 6 0
464 12 0
No. 2-
Noxious Weeds ... 31 0 0
Charleville Goat Yard ... 9 0 0
Adavale road ... ... 50 7 0
Charleville streets ... 617 4 2
Charleville-Augathella road 9 6 3
Morven streets ... ... 14 8 8
Charleville Boat ... ... 3 15 0
Adavale road ... ... 2 1 0
Charleville Pump and Well 242 0 8
Charleville-Gowrie road ... 30 5 6
-1,009 8 3
No. 3-
Adavale road ... ... 91 2 6
Ward River Bridges ... 953 4 3
Yarronvale road ... ... 0 10 6
Cunnamulla road ... ... 15 5 0
1,060 2 3
•
£3,489 19 9 £3,48919 9
A. M. STEPHENS, Divisional Clerk. CHRISTOPHER MILLAR, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Murweh, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
W. P. HILL, Auditors.
Charleville,  22nd January, 1889 . C. W. BURGHER, I
582 28s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF DALRYMPLE.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  from 1st JANUARY  to 31st DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. 1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
1888. 31st December-  £  a. d. £ a. d.
d. £ s. d.  By Contingencies-1st January-  £ a.
249 8 4  Office Salaries  ... ...  335 0 0To Balance in Q N Bank .... .
31st December- Office Expenses  ...  60 2 0
Rates received- General Expenses  ... 49 6 11Subdivision No. 1 ... 2,180 11 0 Printing, Advertising,
' ...  74 16 8Subdivision No. 2 ... 628 1 0 and Stationery
Subdivision No. 3 ... 311 19 0 Legal Expenses  ...  35 18 43,120 11 0 Auditors ... ...  25 4 0
„ Government Endowment- Petty Cash .. 10 0 0
Subdivision No. 1 ... 3,051 17 0 Plant Account 249 16 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... 1,144 8 0 Contractors '  Deposits
Subdivision No. 3 ... 637 16 0 Refunded  .. ...  36 15 0
834 1 04 Interest on Bank Over-
(Loan from Government
, draft .. ... 016 0
for Waterworks ... ... 10,000 0 0 Recovery of Rates ... 32 14 0
dS R i Alldwance to Chairman 100 0 0un ry ece pts-
1 010 7 10bdi i1 S iNInterest on Fixed Deposit 31 6 0 )7 ,on-u svo.
Licensed Gate Fees ... 3 0 0 C.T.M. Council, Half
Plant Account ... 7 15 0 Vehicle Licenses ... 57 2 6
Tank Sold 2 0 0 Goat By-Law ... ... 66 11 10
Fines and Costs 38 19 3 Burdekin Water by Rail 1,193 17 8
Contractors' Deposits ... 31 15 0 Election Expenses .. 46 5 6
114 14  3 Expenses  Local Option
„ No. 1 Subdivision- Poll ... ... ...  16 3 6
Goat By-Law .. 275 19 9 Interest on Government.
Burdekin Water by Rail 1331 11 9 Loan ... ... 21 18 4,
000 0d  10t k BC T W 0Vehicle Licenses ...
'
111 0 0 ,erwor s oar. . a
11401 19 4Voters Lists Sold ... 1 6 0 ,
Deposit Local Option
Poll  ... ... ... 10 0 0 PubliSubdivision No. 1-
c Works.
Refund, Damage by Gas „ Jardine street  ... ... 89 4 6Co. ... ... ... 5 0 0 Macdonald  street ... 16 6 0
Refund, Interest on Racecourse Road ... 36 6 0
Government Loan ... 21 18 4 Dalrymple Road ... 700 17 3C.T.M. Council- Black Jack Road .. 1,167 19 10
Moiety Cost Burdekin Bluff and 70- mile Ro ad 50 4 6
Water, 1887 ... 91 4 2 Queenton Road ... 155 6 7Moiety Ve'iicle Licenses 101 2 6 St. Patrick Road ... 127 8 61,751 2 6 Millchester Road ... 243 15 0
Destruction of Bathu
Burr  ...
rst
... 1 0 0
Plant street ... 51 15 0
Maintenance  (vario
reads )
us
... 164 16 2
Southern Cross Road  ... 6 10 0
Hodgkinsoni street ... 620 16 9
Mexican street ... 1 10 0
Queen street ... 8 0 0
Mt. Leyshon Road ... 82 9 9
Mary street .. 13 1 6
Merrie Monarch Road 181 2 11
Excelsior Road ... 115 1 1
Anne street  ... ... 297 12 6
Diamantina  Road • ... 9 14 4
Broughton Road ... 252 14 0
Sadd's Ridge Road ... 355 3 4
Queenslander Crossing 5 10 0
Gap Road ... ... 607 15 4
Prior street  ... ... 6 0 0
Hackett Terrace '13 10 0
Mosman's Creek Road 57 2 10
i n NS bdi i 2 3685 18 8„ u v s o o. -
Tipper Cape Road ... 128 9
,
6
Aberfoyle  Road ... 139 15 1
Diamantina Road ... 100 12 5
Mt. Leyshon Road ... 189 11 6
Bluff Road ... 26 1 9
Subdivision No. 3- 584 10 3
Dotswood Road ... 24 3 4
Maryvale Road ... 38 0 0
Blue Bush Road ... 212 15 4
Hillgrove Road 126 17 6
W ando Vale Road ... 53 13 4
Georgetown Road ... 155 13 11
Continong Road ... 96 4 0
Southwick Road ... 36 0 0
743 r 5
„ Balance in  Q.N. Bank... ... ... 960 18 7
£20,069 17 1 £20,069 17 1
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have exan*ned all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Dalrymple, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. MILLICAN, IAuditors.Charters Towers, 1st January, 1889. J. F. TWINE,
Allowed by the Board this sixth day of February, 1889.
R. GIBBON, Clerk. R. J. SAYERS,  Chairman.
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DIVISION OF  DALRYMPLE-continued.
STATEMENT ,OF ALL RATES MADE DURING THE YEAR 1888.
A General Rate of One Shilling in the Pound on all Rateable Property within the Division.
ASSETS  AND LIABILITIES.
Ass$TS. LIABILITIES.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
Queensland National Bank
... ... 960 18 7 Government Loan for Waterworks ... 12,500 0 0
C.T. Municipal Council ... ... 27 8 0 Balance Assets over Liabilities ... ... 3,117 4 11
C.T. Waterworks Board ...
... ... 12,500 0 0
Divisional Board Hall ...
... ... 645 6 7
Office Furniture ... ...
... ... 48 9 0
Road Plant ... .., ... 1,435 2 9
£15,617 4 11 £15,617 4 11
Examined and found correct.
1st January, 1889.
Allowed by the Board this sixth day of February, 1889.
R. GIBBON, Clerk.
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J. MILLICAN' IAuditors.J. F. TWINE,
R. J. SAYERS,  Chairman.
61s. 6d.
DIVISION OF CLIFTON.STATEMENT of R CEIP S and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of CLIFTON, from 1sT JULY
to 31ST DECEMBER , 1838,  prepared  and published  in terms of Clause  233 of  "  The Divisional Boards
Art of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July- £
To A.J.S. Bank, Current Account ... 710
A.J.S. Bank, Fixed Deposit ... ... 1,000
31st December-Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 91
Contractor's Deposit ... ...  2
„ Interest on Fixed Deposit  ... ... 17
Refund, Inglewood Board ... ... 15
General Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £702 10 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... 300 14 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... 446 6 3
EXPENDITURE.
1 1888.
s. d. 31st December-  £ s. d. £  S.  d.
14 2  By  Contingencies-
0 0 Advertising ... ... 21 3 7
Road Plant ... 1 17 4
6 10 General  Expences and
0 0 Valuing ... ... 78 2 7
10 0 Salaries  ... ... 215 0 0
0 0 Petty Cash ... ... 15 0 0
Contractors ' Deposits  ... 7 10 0
1,449 11
Burr Expenditure-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 2 3 0
9 Subdivision No. 2 ... 2 0 0
Roads  Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 464 16 4
Subdivision No. 2 ... 275 2 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... 231 5 8
338 13 6
4 3 0
971 4 9
„ Main Roads Expenditure ... 216 12 9
„ Wells and Dams Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 35 9 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 9 9 10
Subdivision No. 3 ... 4 0 0
„ A.J.S. Bank, Current Account ... 706 9 11
£3,286 2 9 £3,286 2 9
A General Rate of Ninepence in the £ was made on the 20th August, 1888.
LIABILITIES AND ASsI9tfs.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st  December
To Contracts for the Destruction of
Noxious Weeds ... ... ... 163 0 6
„ Contracts  (22) for Works not completed 348 17 1
„ Contingencies  ... ... ... ...  33 0 0
„ Balance of Assets over  Liabilities ... 1,493 7 3
ASSETS.
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-  F.  s. d.
£2,038  4  10
48 18 10
By A.J. S. Bank , Fixed Deposit ... 1,000 0 0
By Balance A.J.S. Bank, Allora ... 706 9 11
Fixed Deposit, A.J.S. Bank, Allora ... 1,000 0 0
„ Arrears of Rates ... ... ... 102 10 11
„ Divisional Office ... ... ... 107 12 6
„ Furniture ... ... ... ... 69 11 6
Road Plant ... ... ... ... 52 0 0
£2,038 4 10
We, the undersigned ,  hereby certify that we have examined all Books and Vouchers kept by
the Divisional Board of Clifton ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
T. ALLEN, Auditors.15th January, 1889. JAS . DOUGALL,
H. MATT,  Clerk.  WILLIAM DEACON,  Chairman.
Allora, 18th February, 1889.
516 31s. 6d.
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CHARTERS TOWERS WATERWORKS BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for the  TWELVE MONTas ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. £
1st January-
To Balance ,  Bank of Australasia ... ...  2,322
Government Loan Received through
Component Local Authorities-
Charters Towers
Municipal Council 10,000 0 0
Dalrymple Divisional
Board ... ... 10,000 0 0
EXP r DITuxE•
a. d. £ a. d.
By Bank N.S. Wales, Fixed
] 0 5 Deposits-
20,000 0
„ Sale of Blue Plans, &c. ... ... 87 17
„ Contract Deposits ... ... 1,823 16
Engineer ' s Refund Balance  Cash Ad-
vanced  ... ... ... .. ...  0 16
0 Towers Hill ... ... 1,940 2 10
9 No. 5, Engineer's Cot-
6 tage,  Burdekiu ... 308 0 0
No. 1, Intake Works,
Burdekin . 637 5 5
No. 2, Reservoir Works,
B. Toll ... ...
Expenses ,  Deputation to
Engineering Departments-
Mathematical Instru-
ments  .. ... 115 0
Engineer 's Salary ... 325 0 0
Engineer 's Drafting
Allowance  ... .. 24 0 0
Engineer ' s Expenses in
Brisbane  ..  73 14  1
Engineer's Office Requi-
sites  . .. ...  23 14 0
Engineer 's Assistance  .. 21 10 6
Buggy,  Horse, and
Harness  ... ... 70 0 0
Saddlery  ... ...  3 12 6
Corn ... ...  1 6 6
Stabling Horse  ... 3 16 0
Foreman No .  1, Salary 32 0 0
Foreman No .  2, Sala ry  28 0 0
Draftsman ' s Salary  ...  63 0 6
Cash Advanced  ...  12 0 0
Furniture , ... ... 18 5 0
Stationery ...  14 14  11
Petty Cash ... 12 5 5
Advertising ... ... 60 14 10
Printing ... 44 6 0
Junior Clerk ' s Salary ...  87 3 0
Auditors ... ... 4 4 0
Legal Expenses 18 18 0
Rent of Offices  ...  12 0 0
6 Months' at 4 percent. 12,000 0 0
3 Months' at 3 per cent. 5,000 0 0
Contracts- 17,000 0 0
9 „ Contract Deposits Refunded-
„
Brisbane in July
Loan &c.
Office  Expenses-
re
I)
£24,235 1 6
Contingencies  ... ... ...
Blue  Plans .. ...
Balance,  Bank of N.S.
Wales  ... ... ... ...
BALANCE SHEET, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888. D$.
£ a. d.
To Fixed Deposits ,  Bank of New South
Wales  ... ... ... ... ... 17,000 0 0
„ Office  Furniture  ... £ 26 15 0
Engineer's Office ... 20 0 0
46 15 0
„ Seal of Board  ... ... ... ... 7 17 9
„ Mathematical  Instruments 3 17 0
Machinery Account ... ... ... 2,790 12 0
Reservoir Account ... ... ... 1,940 2 10
Intake  Account ... ... ... 637 5 5
Engineer ' s Cottage  ... ... ...  308 0 0
Buggy, Horse ,  and Ha rn ess  ... ...  70 0 0
„ Saddlery ... ... ... ... 3 0 0
„ Bank  of New South Wales Current
Account Credit  ... ... ... 3,156 2 6
„ Capital Account ... ... ...  844 19  0
£26,808 11 6
1888. C$.
£ S. d.
2,885 8 3
15 5 0
107 8 9
272 11 2
683 8 1
46 6 11
68 10 9
3,156 2 6
£24,235 1 5
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Government Account,
Charters Towers Muni-
cipal Council ... ... 12,500 0 0
Dalrymple Divisional
Board ... .. ... 12,600 0 0
„ Contract Deposits
25,000 0 0
1,808 11 6
£26,808 11 6
Adopted by the  Board this  seventh day of February, 1889.
MAURICE BARNETT,  Chairman.
HENRY 10. WALKER,  Secretary,
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CHARTERS TOWERS WATERWORKS  BOARD- continued.
AUDITORS'  REPORT.
The Charters Towers Waterworks Board. Charters Towers, 4th February, 1889.
GENTLEMEN,- We have pleasure in stating that we have examined the Books ,  Vouchers, and
Papers in connection with your Board, and are pleased to certify to the correctness of the  same ,  and the
excellent order in which they are kept.
535
Yours  faithfulV
W. R. RICHARDS.. Municipal
W. H. TILLEY, Auditors.
508.
PIONEER  DIVISIONAL BOARD.
ABSTRACT STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the PIONEER DIVISIONAL BOARD during
the HALF-YEAR ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RscsrrTS.
To Rates Received ,  Subdi-
EXPENDITURE.
$  a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
vision No. 1 628 11 0
„ Rates Received , Subdi-
vision No. 2 .. 1,238 17 0
„ Rates Received ,  Subdi-
vision No. 3 ... ... 50217 0
2 370 5  0,
„ Refund from Loan Account, Sandy Creek
Bridge  ... ... ... ...
... 300 0 0
„ Nomination  Fee Forfeited  ...
... 5 0 0
Contract Deposit ... ... 5 0 0
Fixed Deposit and Interest  . ... 1,017 10 0
Suspense  Account ,  A.J.S. Bank
... 100 0 0
„ Dr. Balance, 31st  December ,  1888
... 8 14 8
£3,806 9 8
By Dr.  Balance,  A.J.S. Bank,
30th June, 1888
„ Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 1 ... 217 1 6
„ Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 2 ... 993 2 5
„ Works and Repairs, Sub-
division No. 3 ... ... 1,424 16' 8
519 10 4
--2,635  0 7
„
„
„
„
LOAN ACCOUNT.
DR.
£ a. d.
To Government  Loan for New Bridge
Roads  - ... ... ... ... ... 4,150 0 0
„ Government Loan Account, Sandy Creek
Bridge  ... ... ... ... ...  300 0 0
£4,450 0 0
GEORGE H. CROMPTON, Division Clerk.
CR.
£3,806 9 8
£  S. d.
By Sandy Creek Bridge ... 300 0 0
Inverness road  ... ... 1,031 10 9
Ryan's road ... ... 1,111 18 3
2,443 9 0
Cr. Balance,  A.J.S. Bank,  31st Decem-
ber, 1888  ... ... ... ...  2,006 11 0
£4,450 0 0
W. T. PAGET, Chairman.
We hereby certify that we have  examined  the Books and Vouchers of the above Board, and
declare  these  Statements  to be in accord therewith.
WM. GEO. HODGES, Auditors.JOHN ALLEN,
Mackgjr,  24th January, 1889.
STATEMENT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS Of the PIONEER DIVISIONAL BOARD, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£ a. d.
To Government  Loans  ... ... ...  19,796 8 10
Dr. Balance, General Account, A.J.S.
Bank  ... ... ... ... ... 8 14 8
£19,805 3 6
ASSETS.
£ a. d.
By Outstanding Rates  ... ... ...  652 12 0
„ Plant  ... ... ... ... ...  339 0 0
Land ... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
„ Furniture (Office) ... ... ... 80 0 0
„ Suspense Account, A.J.S. Bank ... 100 0 0
Cr. Balance, Loan Account ... ... 2,006 11 0
„ Balance, Liabi li ties over Assets ... 16,427 0 6
£19,805 3 6
Working Plant ... ...  84 3 9
Office Expenditure, Print-
ing, Petty Cash ... ... 130 19 6
Rent ... ... ... 16 5 6
Assessment  ... ...  27 10  0
Chairman's Allowance ... 18 0 0
276 18 9
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ... 275 0 0
Suspense  Account, A.J.S. Bank ... 100 0 0
GEO. H CROMPTON,  Clerk . W. T. PAGET,  Chairman.
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PIONEER DIVISIONAL  BOARD-continued.
STATEMENT  Of CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO by the PIONEER DIVISIONAL BOARD during the HALF-YEAR
ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
No. Contractor. Nature of Work.
14 Thos. Pill .. ... Maintenance, Section No. 2, Bowen read
16 Geo. Bradford ... Formation 43 chains, Broadsound road...
Jas. Boland ... ... Formation and cutting Section 1, Ryan's
road, 40 chainsWin. Bryne ... ... Formation and cutting Sec: ion 2, Ryan's
road, 30 chains
Wm. Byrne... ... Formation and cutting Section 3, Ryan's
• road, 20 chains
Jas. Boyle ... ... Formation Section 1,  Inverness  road, 30
ehains
Jas. Collins ... ... Formation Section 2, Inverness road, 102
chains
Jas. Byrne ... ... Formation Section 3, Inverness road, 40
chains
M. T. Williams ... Formation Section 4, Inverness road, 43
chai s
Jas. Cottrell ... Fencing Sections 1 and 2, Inverness road,
147 chains
Jas. Boland... ... Fencing Section 3, Inverness road, 141
chains
Jas. McBride ... Fencing Section 4, Inverness road, 86
chains
Thos. Hebbard ... Getting and loading 1,000 yards metal at
Gooseponds Quarry
Thos. Hebbard ... Getting the same at Inverness Quarry ...
17 M. Cullen ... ... Clearing Tanzky's road, 169 chains ...
18 Henry Lollo ... Clearing Bozanquet's road, 190 chains ...
19 Wm. English ... Forming 38 chains, Hunter's road ...
Little and Lamb ... Erection Divisional Board Hall ... ...
By Contingencies-
G. H. CROMPTON, Division Clerk. W. T. PAGET,  Chairman.
We certify that this  Statement is in accord  with the  Contract Agreements entered into during the
half-year ending 31st December, 1888.
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£ a. d. £ a. d.
BEENLEIGH DIVISION.ABSTRACT STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of BEXNLRIGH
from IST JANUARY to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance  to Credit of the
Beenleigh  Divisional
Board  with the Q.N.
1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  31st December-
Bank,  Beenleigh ... ...
31st December-To Rates Received .. ...
„ Government Endowment ...
„ Government Grant,
Yatala Bridge ... ...
Miscellaneous  Receipts-
Tingalpa Divisional
Board .. 6011 1
Waterford Divisional
Board ... 475 17 6
Rents and Tolls ... 387 2 1
„ Balance to Debit of the  Beenleigh
Divisional Board at the  Q.N. Bank,
Beenleigh ... ...
General Expenses  ...  235 4 5
Valuation 64 0 0
83 1 10 Contractor's Deposit ... 150 0 0
Miscellaneous  Expendi-
563 15 0 ture ... ... ... 219 18
1,301 9 0
Rate . V Amount.
per annum
28s. per chain ...
at £5 17s. ...
Remarks.
£ s. d. l
10 2  0
60 4 0 Completed.
234 0 0
at £9 ... ... 270 0 0
£712s.... ... 152 0 0
at 22s. ...  ... 33 0 0
25s. ... ... 127 10 0
37& 6d....  ... 75 0 0
19s. 6d.... ... 41 18 6
14s. ... ... 102 14 0
15s. 6d.... ... 109 6 6
12s. ... ... 51 12 0
at  Is. Id. per yd. 54 3 4
at  is. Id. per yd. 54 3 4
3s. per  chain ... 25 7 0
4s. per chain ... 38 0 0
15s. ... 28 10 0
379 0 0
WM. GEO. HODGES,
} Auditors.JOHN ALLEN,
62s.
669 2 7
2
„ Works and Repairs-
958 17 6 Subdivision No. 1 ... 290 19 7
Subdivision No. 2 ... 401 9 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... 2 ,592 1 3,
3,284 10 3
923 10 8
122 18 10
£3,953 12 10  £ 3,953 12 10
LOANS FROM GOVERNMENT.
£ a. d.
Towards Erection Yatala Bridge ... 1,350 0 0
Towards Chardon's Bridge ... ... 100 0 0
£1,450 0 0
WILSON HOLLIDAY , Clerk.
Beenleigh ,  21st January, 1889.
£1,45e 0 0
AUGUST THORSBORNE,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned ,  hereby certify  that  we have examined all  Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept  by the  Divisional Board of Beenleigh ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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£  S.  d.
Expended Yatala Bridge ... ... ... 1,350 0 0
Expended Chardon's Bridge ... ... 100 0 0
ROBT. WILSON. Auditors.0. E. BUTTERWORTH, I
23s. 6d
EXPENDITURE.
a
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DIVISION OF WOONGARRA.STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISION of WOONGARRA for the HALF-YEARended  3 1sT DECEMBER,  1888 ,  prepared and published in terms of Clause 231  of  "The  Divisional
Boards Act of 1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
.£ s. d.
1st July-
To Credit  Balance Divisional Fund  ... 451 13 11
31st December-
To General  Rates  Received-Subdivision N . 1 ... ... £395 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 561 4 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 355 10 0
- 19 6
Sundry  Receipts  ... ... ...
1,314 6 4
„ Debit Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ... 447 2 0
„ Works  and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Kalkie road (Half) ... 45 12 9
Turner's road ... ... 894 0 1
Grother's road ... ... 0 7 6
Rehbein's road ... ... 54 10 0
Schultz's road ... ... 38 15 0
Subdivision No 2-
Kalkie road (Half) ... 45 12 8
Price's road ... .. ... 28 17 2
Pilot Station road ... ... 413 0 0
Rubyanna road ... ... 1 15 0
Jealous' road ... ... 8 : 10
345 16 3
1,033 5 4
497 5 8
Subdivision No. 3-
East Bundaberg Roads and Streets ... 339
1888.
31st December-
By Contingencies-
EXPIENDITURE.
s. d. A s. d
Salaries ... ... ... 130 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... 13 16 6
Petty Cash ... ... ... 10 0 0
General Expenses ... ... 26 5 4
Legal Expenses 7 10 2
Interest on Overdraft ... 8 8 6
Tools, Repairs, and Horse.
feed ... ... ... 19 9 8
Gas Lighting ...  ...  21 0 0
Maintenance  Account  ... 109 6 1
4 6
£2,215 11 9 £2,215 11 9
1888.
31st December-
To Deposit Received ...
DR.
CONTRACTORS' DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.
1888. CR.
Fzo  s.  d.  31st December-  49 8. d.
... 100 0 0 By Deposit in Government Savings Bank ... 100 0 0"
LOAN ACCOUNT.
1888. D41.
1st July-
To Cr.  Balance,  Loan Fund ...
31st December-
,, Loan from Colonial Treasurer
1888. CR.
s. d.  31st December-  1 a. d.
35 0 0 By Works  carried  out by Loan  ... ... `500 0 0
„ Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... 2 16 0
... 2,000 0 0 „ Cr. Balance, Loan Fund ... ... ... 1,532 4 0
£2,035  0 0 £2,035 0 0
STATEMENT  OF GOVERNMENT LOANS OUTSTANDING  ON 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DR.  4 s. d.
Total Loans Incurred ... ... ... ... 7,277 9 4
£7,277 9 4
CR. A a. d.
Paid  in Redemption of Loans ... ... ... 614 0 8
Balance due to Treasury  ... . ... ...  6,663 8 8
£7,277  9 4
CONTRACTS MADE during the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST  DsCEMBISR, 1888.
DR. 49 s.  d. '  Cit.  -4 e. d.
Geo. Knott, Pilot Station road (62 chains) ... 894 0 0 Amount Paid ... ... ... ... ...  894 0 0
Geo. Knott, Turner' s and  Grimwood's roads Amount Unpaid ... ... ... ... ... 1,$88 17 11
(162 chains) ... ... ... ... ... 1,788 17 11
£2,682 17 11 £2"  17 11
AssUTs. LIABILITIIM.
#°  a. d. Z  a. d.
To Total Assets ... ... ... 2,090 11 0 By Total Liabititiea ... ... ... ... 7,210 10
„ Excess of Liabilities over Assets ... ... 5,119 19 8
£7,210 10  8 £7,210 10 8
8th January, 1889.
General Rate made during the Half -year ended 31st December, 1888,  1s. in the £.
JosEPH NIXON, Clerk. J. Y. WALKER, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the,Woongarra Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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BALANCE SHEET ,  31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
P. W. NICOLSON, 2 Auditors.J. G. SHIELD,
46s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF GOOLMAN.ABSTRACT STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the GOOLMANfrom 1ST  JANUARY  to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st January-
£
Receipts.
S. d. £ a. d.
To Balance to Credit  ... ...
„ Government Endowment-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ...
Subdivision No. 2 ...
Subdivision No. 3 ...
,, Rent for Road, Subdivision
616 6 0
930 6 0
814 17 0
109 18
354 16
258 10
0 9 0
Carried forward
1888.
31st December-
By Contingencies-
Audit ...
£ s.
734 6 8 Brought forward
To Sale of Tools ..
„ Sale of Timber ,  Subdivision
No. 2 ...
2,401 9 0  „  Share of'Expense from Gov-
ernment for Bruckner's
DIVISIONAL BOARD,
£ s. d. £ s. d.
3,859 8 8
... 2 5 0
... 0 10 0
0. Bridge, Subdivision No. 2 ... 134 1 10
0 „ Over-banked  ... ... ...  3 2 4
0 „ Deposits Received  ... ...  132 3 3
- 723 4 0 „ Balance  ... ... ...  313 14 4
Less Cash on Hand ... 43 10 6
£3,859 8 8 Total Receipts
Expenditure.
d. £ s. d.
12 12 0
Insurance... ... ... 1 10 9
Election Expenses 25 0 0
Office Furniture  ... ...  4 5 0
Transfer  ...  3 2 6
Chairman ' s Expenses for
1887 .. 26 0 0
Removal of Board's Office 46 17 6
Salaries ... ... ... 260 7 4
Stationery ...  .. 37 17 11
Advertisements and Print-
ing ... ... 106 3 3
Rent of Hall 3 0 0
Tanks  ... ...  1 10 0
Pump Repairs ...  ...  189 14 9
Painting ... 8 0 0
Clearing Office A llotment 2 0 0
Water for  Office... ...
Appeals ... ...
Office Repairs  ... ...
Interest  ... ... ...
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Warwick Road  ...
Pumps  . ... ...
Water Storage ...
Valuation .  ...
3 18 00 10 0
3 3 6
5 16 0
168 7 6
37 16 3
8 10 0
35 0 0
741 8 6
Mount  French Road ...  151 15 9
Rate Collecting  ...  0 10 0
Engelsburg Road  ...  93 1 0
Branch Road, Fassifern
Scrub  . ...  121 4 0
Teviotville Railway Sta-
tion Road  ... ...  45 0 0
Survey ... .. .. 19 4 11
Jacob  Korner's Road  ...  20 7 0
Montgomery ' s Road ... 52 8 0
Balbi's Crossing ... 6 0 0
Road  via' Raabie ' s .. 6 18 0
Boys  Railway Station
Road  ... ...  14 13 0
780 13 6
Subdivision No. 2-
Bathurst Burr  ... ...  1 4 0
Water Storage ... ..  76 2 6
Coochin Branch Roads 61 11 6
Valuation  ...  40 0 0
Dugandan Road  ...  70 2 5
Kent's  Pocket Road  ... 10 10 0
Main Upper Coochin
Road  ... 14 2 0
Bruckner 's Crossing
Road ...  ...  410 0
Oakey Creek Road  ...  14 0 0
Sandy Creek Road ... 4 0 0
Deputation Expenses ... 4 11 0
Compensation for Road 0 3 0
Whitla's Flat Road  ...  251 1 0
Teviotvillo  Railway Sta-
tion  ... ... ...  35 19 0
270 3 10
£4,401 14 11
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Brought forward  ...  587 16 5 1,522 3 11
By Works and Repairs,  continued-
Subdivision No.  2, contenued-
Pumps... ... ... 25 14 7
Wickmann ' s Flat Road 89 0 4
Dugandan Railway Sta-
tion Road  ... ...  70 10 0
Boonah Road  ... ...  69 8 0
Branch Roads, Dugan-
dan Scrub  .. ...  18 19 6
. Road  to Beverley ' s ... 45 8 0
Road to Messenger ' s ... 14 17 6
Dimmick 's Pocket Road 10 0 0
Bruckner 's Bridge  ...  402 5 6
Dugandan Bridge  ...  218 0 0
Dimmick's Road  ...  38 3 0
Road  via  Rick ' s ... 17 18 0
Flagstone Creek Road 63 16 0
Bycroft's Road  ...  47 5 0
Grimsey ' s Road  ...  67 8 7
Cannon Creek Road  ...  41 12 6
Hoya Railway Station
Road ... 5 0 0
Branch Roads ,  Dugan-
74 10 0
Destruction of Dead
Animals ... ... 1 0 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Water Storage ... 10 16 0
Survey of Roads  ...  7 14 4
Bridge Repairs ... 8 0 0
Valuation ... ... 30 0 0
Bathurst Burr ... ...  8 2 0
Rate Collecting ... 1 0 0
Branch Roads, Dinner
Camp  ...  16 0 0
Compensation for Clear-
ing ... ... ... 4 10 0
Damages ... 16 0 0
Dugandan Road  ...  136 6 6
Fencing Quarry  ...  1 12 6
Harrisville Roads  ..  186 13 6
Flinders Railway Sta-
tion Road  . ...  89 19 0
Warwick  Road  ... 70 10 8
Branch Roads, Nor-
manby Gu ll y . ..  21 10 0
Boundary Road  ...  61 0 0
Pumps  ... ... ...  14 14 0
Deputation  ... ...  1 1 0
Churchbank Road  ...  48 5 0
Bader ' s Crossing ... 27 11 0
Road to Le Grand ' s ... 14 0 0
Destruction of Dead
Animals  ... ...  2 15 0
Cameron's Flat Road  ...  46 7 6
Branch Road to Dinner
Camp ... ... 5 8 0
Road  via  Bell ' s ... 18 7 6
1,908 12 11
848 3 6
By Deposits Refunded  ... ...  116 16 3
„ Over -banked  ... ...  3 2 4
„ Cheque Returned  ... ... ...  2 16 0
Carried  forward £587  16 5 £1 ,522 3 11  1 Total  Expenditure  ... ... £ 4,401 14 11
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DIVISION OF  GOOLMAN -conafinued.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£  S.  d. £. s d.
To Overdraft ... ... 313 14 4 By Arrears of Rates-
Contracts- Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 188 16 0
Subdivision No. 1 78 0 0 Subdivision N . 2 ... ... ... 90 10 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 149 0 i) Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... 79 13 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 177 19 7 „ Cash on Hand ... ... ... ... 43 10 6
Office Furniture ... ... ... 45 0 0
„ Liabilities over Assets ... ... ... 271 3 11
£718 13 11 £718 13 11
RATES MADE.
£ s. d.
Subdivision No. 1 ... 268 2 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 366 5 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 297 19 0
£932 6 6
J. A. ADAMS, Clerk.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by  the Divisional Board of Goolman , and that the  above Statement corresponds therewith.
ANGUS McDONALD, Auditors.Boonah,  30th January,  1889.  J. M. GREIG,
542 61s.
GLASTONBURY DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMEN  T of RECEIPTS and E XPENDITU RE for HALF -YEAR ended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To General Rate Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ...
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ...
„ General  Expenses  Account-
Refund of Printer's Account ...
Legal Expenses Account-
To Cost of  Summonses
Work and Labour-Subdivision No. 3-
Chatswort h road Account ... ...
Queensland National Bank ... ...
243 10 11
F. M. BOWMAN , Chairman.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
By Valuation Account... ... ... 19 5 0
122 3 0 „ Salaries Account ... ... ... 33 15 0
227 19 0 „ Office Rent Account ... ... 6 5 0
107 4 0 „ Working Expenses Account ... 14 8 11
Stock Account ... ... ... 5 17 6
2 8 0 „ Interest Account ... ... ... 22 13 8
General Expenses Account ... 38 18 8
16 3 6 „ Legal Expenses Account ... ... 40 11 0
River road Account ... 66 10 5
Bligh's road Account ... 24 10 0
Survey Account 0 10 0
Dawn Pocket road
Account ... ..  8 3 5
New Racecourse road
Account ... ...  20 5 0
Cremation Account ... 0 15 0
Imbil road Account ... 122 17 1
„ Dr. last Half-year, Queens-
0 7 6 land National Bank ...
661 16 0 „ Work and Labour-
Subdivision No. 1-
Subdivision No. 2-
Deep Creek road Account ... 1 0 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Burns' road Account ... 12 7 3
Survey Account ... 1 0 0
Magazine road Account 99 6 3
Widgee Crossing road
Account ... 48 3 6
ChatsworthroadAccount 61 16 3
Neardie road Account... 1 11 6
Maryborough road
Account ... ... 1 11 6
Cremation  Account ... 0 10 0
485 9 1
226 6 3
Office, Mary  street , Gympie.
T. A. POLLOCK, Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
£1,138 1 0 £1,138 1 0
7th February, 1889.
5"
WILLIAM DAVIES,  Chairman.
W. WINDLEY, Auditors.IJ FRED R. RANSON,
27s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF SOUTH BRISBANE.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the SOUTH  BRISBANE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL fromthe 1ST JULY to the 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To No. 1 Ward-General Rates ...
Health Rates ...
Cleansing Rates ...
Lighting Rates ..
Miscellaneous Receipts
Stand Pipes ...
Government Loan ...
It
£ s. d. £
... 2,069 3 6
... 2,047 12 9
2 7 49 6 9
... 14 4 0
... 1 14 7
... 1,578 19 0
No. 2 Ward-
General Rates  ... ... 1,910 15 2
Health Rates ... ... 1,900 17 0
Cleansing Rates 3 4 8
Lighting Rates ... ... 48 9 8
Watering Rates ... 85 19 2
Miscellaneous Receipts ... 20 8 7
Government Loan ... ... 1,578 19 0
ItNo. 3 Ward-
General Rates ... ... 1,651 2 4
Health Rates ... 1,625 17 8
Cleansing Rates ... 1 8 4
Miscellaneous Receipts ... 13 1 4
Stand Pipes .. ... ... 13 16 8
Government Loan ... ... 1,578 19 0
„
No. 4 Ward-
General Rates ...
Health Rates ...
Lighting  Rates ...
Watering Rates ...
Loan Rates .. ...
Cleansing Rates .
Miscellaneous Receipts
Government Endowment
(Advance) .. ...
Musgrave  Wharf Dues ...
Government Loan ... ...
... 3,399 0 5
... 3,179 0 0
... 210 2 4
205 12 8
22 12 0
15 10 4
114 5 10
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
s. d. 1st July-
By Queensland National Bank
£ s. d. £ s. d.
(Overdraft) ... ... ... ... 5,932 10 11
5,723
„ No. 1 Ward-
Roads and Streets ... ... 910 3 10
Drainage Works ... ... 5,013 7 10
Tools  and Repairs  ... ... 12 11 0
Sanitary  Works ... ... 748 1 6
Lighting Streets ... ... 23 0 5
7 11 Health Account 1 15 0
Roads  and Streets , Contracts 1,205 5 7
Loan Works Old) ... ... 47 11 10
Loan Works (New) ... ... 1,467 17 1
Stand Pipes ... ... ... 10 0 0
Materials  ... ... ...  43 0 7
„ No. 2 Ward-
Roads and Streets ...
5,548 13 3 Tools and Repairs ...
Sanitary Works ...
Health Account ...
Materials
Lighting Streets ...
Drainage Works ...
Loan Works (Old) ...
Loan Works (New)... ...4,884 5 4 Stanley street (Watering) ...
3,000 0 0
162 11 3
5,263 3 0
-15,571
Local Option Deposit
Contractors ... ...
... 10 0 0
... 784 9 10
794
Misce llaneous Receipts  (General) ... 10
Permits ... ... ... 107
Impounding  Cattle ... ... ... 47
Interest on Loan ... 125
Queensland National Bank, Balance
General Account ... ... ... 12,669
17 10
„ No. 3 Ward-
Roads and Streets ...
Tools and Repairs, ...
Sanitary Works
Lighting  Streets ...
Health Account ...
Drainage Works ...
Loan Works (Old) ...
Loan Works (New)...
Stand-pipes ... ...
Materials ... ...
No. 4 Ward- •
Roads and Streets
1,279 9 5
31 6 11
724 19 9
12 2 0
66 9 5
52 10 0
1,838 17 4
344 5 8
1,004 13 9
219 8 1
1,816 10 0
... 44 4 5
... 637 15 8
38 7 4
2 8 0
... 2,310 12 3
... 371 12 11
... 181 17 9
... 20 0 0
... 82 8 2
9,482 14 8
5,574 2 4
515351 16 6
1,272 5 11
881 3 7
2,178 17 4
2,343 0 3
118 14 7
16 5 453 10  8
68 18 2
14 4 8
268 10 4
179 1 4
134 15 11169 6 6
,,
9 10 Sanitary Works
18 0 Loan Works ...
15 0 Drainage Works
0 0 Health Account
15 2 Tools and Repairs
Street Watering
19 5 Materials
Plant Account
Lighting Streets
Musgrave Wharf
Market Reserve
Valuing City Properties
Contractors '  Deposits ...
Lytton Road Reserve ...
Woolloongabba Park
Dutton Park ... ... ...
Musgrave Park
Plant Account (Steam Roller)
Plant Account (General) ...
Office Furniture and Fittings
Traffic Board ... ... ...
Materials (General) . ...
Interest on Overdraft ...
Lighting Victoria Bridge ...
Steam Roller  (Repairs) ...
Health Account (General) ...
Informations ...
7,698 14 7
794 6 0
12 10 0
52 8 0
94 0 10
46 15 11
15 0 0
247 18 9
258 10 10
71 1 1
312 0
263 9 8
23 6 3
7 8 107911 6
1 17 8
Victoria Bridge (Repairs ) ... ...  609 3 4
Norman Creek Bridge (Removal) ... 20 0 0
Fire Brigade Expenses ... 356 18 0
School of Arta, West End (Loan) ... 1,000 0 0
Impounding Cattle  ... ... ...  46 0 0
Contingencies-
Salaries and Wages  ... 1,075 13 0
General Expenditure  ...  85 6 4
Collecting Rates ... 9 10 0
Printing, Books, Stamps,
and Stationery  ... ...  154 1 8
Advertising  ... ... ...  200 8 3
Office Rent ... ... ... 115 5 0
Legal Expenses ... 57 19 4
Valuation Contract (Balance) 70 0 0
„
£45,484 1 9
1,768 3 7
5,491 0 6
£45,484 1 9
JOHN  W. HILL, Town Clerk. WM. STEPHENS, Mayor.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the South Brisbane Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
South Brisbane Municipal Council Chambers,
19th January, 1889.
Balance, Queensland National Bank-
Loan Account ... ... ...
ALLAN C. WYLIE, Auditors.
J. WALTER HAYNE,
946
CR.
1888• £ s. d. 1888.  £ s. d.
31st December- 1st July-
To Balance to next Month ... ... ... 21,570 0 11 By Balance from last Month ... ... ... 15,317 2 0
,,  Transferred from Profit and Loss Account 6,252 18 11
£21,570 0 11 £21,570 0 11
£ 3. d.
To Balance, Q.N. Bank-Loan Account ... 5,491 0 6
Dutton Park ... ... ... 262 3 0
Plant Account, No. 2 Ward 175 13 5
Steam Road Roller ... ... ... 489 5 0
Land Account ... ... ... ... 601 17 3
„ Woolloongabba Park Water Reserve ... 26 12 0
Board's Office ... ... ... ... 900 0 0
„ Plant Account, General ... ... ... 523 11 9
Office Furniture ... ... ... 616 5 0
Brisbane Municipality Rates ... ... 163 7 9
Plant Account, No. 4 Ward ... ... 59 18 8
Fire Brigade Expenses ... ... ... 356 18 0
West End School of Arts ... .. 1,350 0 0
Musgrave Wharf ... ... ... ... 132 0 0
Market Reserve ... ... ... 134 15 11
„ Lytton road Reserve ... ... 12 10 0
Drainage Account, No. 1 Ward ... ... 1,928 2 10
Drainage Account, No. 2 Ward ... 1,602 14 11
Capital Account, transferred from folio
MUNICIPALITY OF SOUTH  BRISBANE- continued.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT,  31ST DRCEMBER, 1888.
DR.
BALANCE SHEET, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
ASSETS.
21,570 0 11
£36,396 16 11
Ward.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
By Balance, Q.N. Bank-General Account 12,669 19 5
„ Loan Account, Board's Office, £800 494 19 8
Loan Account, Roads and Streets,  £6,000  5,022 3 0
„ Loan Account, Roads and Streets , £4,000  4,000 0 0
Woolloongabba Park ... ... ... 72 10 6
Leased Land ... ... ... ... 2 13 3
Loan, West End School of Arts ... 1,000 0 0
Contractor's Deposits .. ... ... 541 12 4
„ Loan Rates, No. 4 Ward ... ... ... 22 12 0
Government Loan, £19,000 ... ... 10,000 0 0
Local Option Deposit .. ... 10 0 0
Drainage Account, No. 3 Ward ... ... 1,930 17 3
Drainage Account, No. 4 Ward ... ... 629 9 6
STATEMENT OF RATES  MADE  FOR THE YEAR 1888.
General
Rates.
General Health Lighting
Rate .  Rates.
£ s. d.
No. 1 Ward ... ... ... 2,175 5 0
No. 2 Ward ... ... ... 1,968 15 0
No. 3 Ward ... ... ... 1,897 11 0
No. 4 Ward ... ... ... 3,437 18 0
£  s. d. £ s. d.
2,175 5 0 912 6
1,968 15 0 52 2 6
1,897 31 03,437 18  0  214 15  6
Watering
Rates.
£36,396 16 11
Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
4,360 2 6
88 8 10 4,078 1 4
3,795 2 0
207 4 4 7,297 15 10
Totals ... ... £  9,479  0 9,479 9 0  X6 10 6 295 13 2 19,531 1 8
JOHN W. HILL, Town Clerk.
Examined with the Books of Account and Vouchers and found correct.
ALLAN C. WYLIE, Auditors.Municipal Chambers, 21st January, 1889. J. WALTER HAYNE,
Presented to and approved at the General Meeting of the Council on the 25th February, 1889.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Dodds, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, carter, by the said Thomas
Dodds.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
U ordered that the said Thomas Dodds be and
be is  hereby adjudged insolvent  in forma pauperis,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Thomas Dodds, for the election of a
Trustee, be hold at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-first day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Thomas Dodds
shall, on the Nineteenth day of March, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  cause?  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of March, 1839.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WM. STEPHENS,  Mayor.
86s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles Walters, of Red Dill,  near Brisbane,
blacksmith, by the said Charles Walters.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Charles
Walters be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Charles Walters, for the election of a
Trustee, beheld at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Twenty-first day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Charles
Walters shall, on the Nineteenth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
liability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
947
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of John McConnell'
of Mount Perry, labourer, for an Order of
Adjudication of Insolvency against himself.
l
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
. ordered that the  said  John 11FcConnell be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John McConnell, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Fourteenth day
of March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John
McConnell shall, on the Twelfth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences, so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
JAS. HAMILTON,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
Bundaberg,
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Carl Topper, of Logan road, South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, builder, by
himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Carl Topper be and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in forma pau-
peris, end  that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Carl Topper, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Regis-
trar of this Court, on the Fourteenth day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock 'of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Carl Topper shall,
on the Twelfth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes  of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERT WEST K INGSFORD,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Deputy Registrar.
Queen  street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of Edwin Shepherd
Waller and Onslow Frederick Wa ller, of the
Herbert River, trading together under the
style or firm of  " Wa ll er Brothers ,"  sugar-
planters, for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency against themselves.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Edwin Shepherd
Wa ller and Onslow Frederick Waller be and they are
hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Edwin
Shepherd Waller and Onslow Frederick Waller,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Principal Registrar, Supreme Court, Bris-
bane, on the Fourteenth day of March, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Edwin Shepherd Waller
and Onslow Frederick Waller shall, on the Twelfth
day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of all their debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of  the names and
residences,  so far as known , of their creditors,
and of the causes of their inability to meet their
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
G. A. ROBERTS AND Lwu,
Solicitors for Insolvents,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS  AND ROBERTS,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward Wilson Ashton, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, accountant, by himself,
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Edward Wilson
Ashton be and he is hereby adjudged Insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be the Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Edward Wilson Ashton, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-first day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Edward Wilson
Ashton shall, on the Nineteenth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full,  true  and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names  and residences , so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
R. DODD,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Toawoomba.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Samuel Baker, of Eidsvold, in the Colony of
Queensland, carpenter, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Samuel Baker,
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Samuel Baker, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twelfth day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Samuel Baker shall, on the Eleventh
day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
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statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Weber, of Yeulba, in the Colony of
Queensland, formerly  a general  storekeeper,
but at  present  of no occupation, by himself.
LTI'ON the hearing of this Petition this day, it isordered that the said H nry Weber be and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Henry
Weber, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Fourteenth day of March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Henry Weber shall, on the Thirteenth
day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of March 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
Agents for-
F. W. P. THOMPSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
Roma.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
David Johnston, of Enoggera, near Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, dairyman, by
himself.
U PUN the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said David Johnston
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
David Johnston, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixth day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said David f'ohnston shall, on
the Fourth day of March , 1,9, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Esler, of Brisbane, mercer ,  by the said
John  Ester.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said John  Ester
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John  Ester,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourteenth day of March ,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said John  Ester  shall, on the
Thirteenth day of March ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in - this Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court , this sixth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of Julius Alexander
Dinte,  of Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land, licensed victualler, for an Order of
Adjudication of Insolvency against himself.
UPON the  hearing of  this Petition this day, it is
lJ ordered that the said Julius Alexander
Dinte be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Julius Alexander Dinte, for the election of
a Trustee , be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court ,  Brisbane, on the Twenty-
first day of March, 1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Julius Alexander Dinte shall, on the
Nineteenth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a fu ll , true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath , of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixth
day of March,-  1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON,  AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Angelo Sivieri, of Mont Albion, in the
Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Angelo Sivieri
be and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent , and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his  Estate.  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Angelo Sivieri, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Fourteenth day of March, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
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further ordered that the said Angelo Sivieri
shall, on the Twelfth day of March, 1889, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences, so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of February, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Henrv Kinch, ofToowoomba, plasterer,
by the  said  William Henry Kinch.
f1 PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said William HenryKinch beand he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Henry Kinch, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-first day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said William HenryKinch s all, on the Nineteenth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fourth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Petition of James Manning
Trow ,  of Cooper 's Plains, near Brisbane,
engineer ,  for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency against himself.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said James Manning
Trow be and he is  hereby  adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall , E squire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Manning Trow ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar ,  Supreme Court, Brisbane ,  on the Twenty-
first day of March ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the
forenoon .  And it is further ordere d that the said
James Manning Trow shall ,  on the Nineteenth day
of March ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabi li ties of
every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his  creditors ,  and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LONG AND HARVEY,
Insolvent' s Solicitors,
Deputy Registrar.
Ipswich and Brisbane.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Henrv Flavelle MacDonnell, of
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland, selection
bailiff, insolvent.EDWARD DENNY DAY, of Brisbane, ithe Colony of Queensland,  accountant, has
been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent  must deliver  them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to  the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DO WN,
Deputy  Registrar.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the Trustee,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
544 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Noble ,Tohn Donaldson, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed  victualler ,  insolvent.
ROBERT ABRAHAM,  of Townsville,  accoun-tant, has been appointed rustee of the pro-
perty of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
efiects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due. to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Solicitors, Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
570 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida.
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Kenneth
Miller, of Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  draper ,  carrying on business under
the style or firm of " Miller and Menzies."
A
LBERT HARDING FRENCH, of Brisbane,
L accountant ,  has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the abovenamed Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor ,.!p ptlie
paid to the Trustee. P'
Creditors viho have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND POWERS,
Deputy  Registrar.
Brisbane ,  Maryborough, and
Bundaberg,
Solicitors for the Trustee.
537 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William K ing, of  Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  out of business,
an Insolvent.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough, accoun-tant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having  in their possession  any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
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Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and
Bundaberg.536 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE (in Chambers).
In the Matter of Walter Wesley Weeks and John
Watson, of Brucedale Station, near Roma, in
the Colony of Queensland, graziers, trading
under the style or firm of "Weeks and Watson,"
Insolvents.
T
HE  Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent Walter Wesley Weeks to
take place before the Police Magistrate, at Roma,
on the Twenty-third day of March instant, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixth day of Narch, A.D. 1889.
JOHN FOWLES,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Roma.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street, Brisbane.
541 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Denis O'Brien, of Dalby, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper.
O,TICE is hereby given, that a Second GeneralN Meeting of theCreditors of he abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of MacPherson, Miskin, and Feez, Adelaide street,
Brisbane, solicitors, on the Fifteenth day of March,
1889, at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this seventh day of March, 1889.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
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Solicitors for the Debtor,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Green, of St. Lucia,
Indooroopilly ,  dairyman.
OTICE is  hereby given, that a Second General
N Meeting  of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned  to be held  at the Office
of Drake and Jensen ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
the Fifteenth day of  March  instant, at Four
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated  this sixth day of March, 1889.
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
555
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Debtor.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by Charles Robert Powell, of Mary.
borou gh, in the Colony of Queensland, brewer.
NOTIC  E is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person or persons has been summoned to be held at
the Office of Morton and Powers ,  of Wharf street,
Maryborough ,  on the Twenty-second day of March
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -third day of February, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for the abovenamed Debtor,
Brisbane ,  Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
471 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of George Faulkner ,  of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, an Insolvent.
(-)N the Third day of April ,  1889, at Half.past
ii Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,  George Faulkner,
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  adjudi-
cated insolvent on the twenty -fourth day of Sep-
tember ,  A.D. 1888 ,  will apply to the  Supreme  Court
of Queensland, at Brisbane , for a Certificate  of
Discharge.
Dated this seventh day of March. A.D. 1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent,
A.M.P. Chambers ,  Brisbane.
559 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of M. and L. Brodziak, of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland,  merchants.
LIQUIDATION BY ARRANG EMENT.ADIVIDEND is intended to be declared in theabove Estate. Creditors who have not
proved their  claims  on or before the Second day
of April, 1889, will be excluded from benefit of
dividend.
Dated at Rockhampton this second day of March,
1889.
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
578 5s.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Banfield, of
Brisbane.A FIRST Dividend, of 10s. inthe £, is payable
in the above Estate, on all claims proved
and admitted, This Day (THURSDAY), the
7th March, 1889, at my Office, Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
540 3s.
In the Matter of R. S. Ellis, of Rockhampton,
draper, in Liquidation.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 5s. 61d. in the
£, on all duly proved and admitted  claims,
is now payable at my Office, Fitzroy street, Rock-
hampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this first day of March,
1889.
'
CARL HARDEN,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. Trustee.
IN INSOLVENCY. 562 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of Ruffell Lanchester, an Insolvent. In the Insolvent Estate of Messrs. Eardley andA,` FIRST and Final Dividend, of 3s. Old. in the Straker, Cloncurry.£, has been declared and is now payable at FINAL -Dividend of 8d. in the £ (making
the Office of Lahey Bros., Extended Vulture street, A ,in all 10s. 5d. in the £), is now payable atSouth Brisbane, on all claims proved and allowed. my Office.
J. W. LAHEY, W. S. WILLMER,
Trustee. Trustee.
531  4s. 445 3s.
ALFRED DOWN.
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Delehanty ,  of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
insolvent.A DIVIDEND is about to be declared in the
Estate of the above Insolvent.
Creditors who have not proved their claims on or
before the Fifteenth day of March, 1889, will  be
excluded.
Dated at Rockhampton this first day of March,
1889.
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CARL HOFFMANN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Francis Parry ,  of Rockhampton,
adjudicated insolvent on the twenty -third day
May, 1888.
FIRST and Final Dividend ,  of Is .  5d. in the
A £, on all duly  proved and admitted claims,
is now payable at my Office ,  Fitzroy street, Rock-
hampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this first day of March,
1889.
561
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Henry Thomas Jones, an
Insolvent.A FIRST and Final Dividend , of 1Okd. in the
£, has been declared,  and is now payable at
our Office, on all claims proved and admitted.
KING AND KING,
Trustees.
Queen street, 8th March, 1889.
560 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles A .  Quinton, of Brisbane
and Gympie Railway Line ,  hotelkeeper, an
Insolvent.
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the sixth day of October, 1888.Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
First day of April proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
563 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Murdoch Duncan McLeod, of
Stanthorpe ,  tobacconist ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the third day of October, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
First day of April proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
564 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Henry Stunden, of
Cooper's Plains,  hotelkeeper,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the  matter- of the abovenamed Insolvent,
.adjudicated on the eleventh day of October, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twentieth day of March instant, will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
565 4..
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Stanley Wragge, of
Croydon,  chemist, an Insolvent.
A
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
. 1 the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fourth day of July, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-ninth day of April  proximo will  be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
566 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Harry Somerset Leeke ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the sixteenth day of November,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts  by the
Eighth day of April proximo will be  excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
667 49.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christian Lipke, late of Middle
Ridge, Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land,  farmer,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Christian Lipke, deceased, may
be granted to Caroline Lipke (sometimes called
Karoline  Lipke ),  of Middle Ridge, Toowoomba
aforesaid,  widow of the said  deceased, the Executrix
named  in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Buthven street,  Toowoomba, and
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67, Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Caroline Lipke.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  William John Brown ,  late of Bris-
bane,  in the Colony of Queensland,  solicitor,
deceased.
' OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-11,
tion of  fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made  to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed William John Brown,
deceased, may be granted to Marion Maud Brown,
of Wunkoo ,  Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land,  widow,  and Rees Rutland Jones, of Rock-
hampton,  in the said  Colony,  solicitor,  the Executrix
and Executor respectively named in and appointed
by the said Will.
Dated this ninth day of March,  . D. 1889.
JAMES ROW  NEWMAN- WILSON,
556
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Proctor for the Applicants.
6s. 6d.
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JaG
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christian Paradies , late  of Charters
Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  miner,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above  Estate ,  from the seventh day of
February, 1888, to the twenty-second day of Feb-
ruary ,  1889 ,  have been this day filed in my Office,
and all parties having any claim on the said Estate,
or being .  otherwise interested therein ,  are required
to come in before me, at my Office,  Supreme Court
House, Brisbane ,  on or  before  THURSDAY, the
Eleventh day of April, 1889, and inspect the said
Accounts, and, if they shall think fit, object thereto;
and if no objection shall be taken to such Accounts,
the same  shall be duly inquired into, at my said
Office,  on the above day, at Half -past Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this sixth day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Proctors for the  Executors,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Brisbane.547
Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of William  Barker ,  late of Brisbane,
in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Accounts inthe above Estate, from the first day of
January ,  1888, to the  thirty- first day of December,
1888,  have this day been filed in my Office, and all
parties having any claim on the said Estate, or
being otherwise interested therein ,  are required to
come in before me, at my Office, Supreme Court
House,  William street, Brisbane,  on or before
TUESDAY , the Sixteenth  day of April,  1889, and
inspect the said Accounts,  and, if they shall think
fit, object thereto;  and if no exception shall be
taken to the said Accounts,  the same will be duly
enquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
ERNEST  WINTER,
Solicitor for Executors,
Deputy  Registrar.
88, Queen  street, Brisbane.
552 7s.
In the Supreme. Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  John Eastwell, late of Jack Smith's
Gully,  near Warwick,  in the  Colony of  Queens-
land ,  farmer ,  deceased.
T OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira -
l Lion of fourteen days  from the date of th e
publication hereof ,  application will be made to th e
said Honourable Court that Probate of the  Will
of the abovenamed  John  Eastwell ,  deceased, may
be granted to George Eastwe ll, of Jack Smith's
Gully  aforesaid,  the sole Executor named in and
appointed  by said Will.
Dated this twenty -first day of February, A.D.
1889.
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HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for  said Executor.
Fitzroy street, Warwick.
58.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Lands and Goods of Carl Vorpagel, late of
. Tarampa ,  near Ipswich ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after  the expi-
ration of fourteen  da s from the publication
hereof ,  application  will be made to the sai d
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all  the lands ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Carl Vorpagel, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Wilhelmine
Fredricke Vorpagel, of Tarampa aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this twenty-eighth day of
February, A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Wilhelmine
Fredricke Vorpagel.
526 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of Ann Hargreaves, late
of Stubley street, Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, deceased, late the wife
of Richard Hargreaves, of Brisbane, in the
said  Colony, but living apart from and holding
a protection order against him.NOTICE is hereby given, thatafter hexpira-tion of fourte n days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
and Codicil of the abovenamed Ann Hargreaves,
deceased, may be granted to Edward Henry
Ayton and Joseph Booth Whitehead, the Executors
named in  the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, in the year
of our Lord 1889.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Charters Towers,
Proctors for the Executors.
Agent-
THOMAS BUNTON, -
Queen street, Brisbane.
550 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Richard Taylor, formerly of
Upper Hawthorne, in the Colony of Victoria,
but late of  Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  gentleman ,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given , that, after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Richard Taylor, deceased,
may be granted  to Alexander Kyle, of Carlton, in
the Colony of Victoria, publisher, the Executor
named  in the said Will.
Dated at  Brisbane  this ninth day of March, A.D.
1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
557  6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Katherine Smith,
deceased, intestate, late wife of  Bernard
William Smith, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  gentleman.
"T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the  expira-
11 tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all the
lands and  goods, chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the
abovenamed  Katherine Smith, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Bernard William
Smith,  of Brisbane  aforesaid, the widower of the
said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane  this ninth day of March, A.D.
1889.
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THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Administrator.
6s.
953
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In, the Lands and Goods of Charles Joseph
Hutchinson (sometimes called Charles Hutchin-
son), late of Arrilalah, near  Barcaldine, in
the Colony of Queensland, publican, deceased.
', ' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land, goods, chattels, credits,  and effects
ofd the abovenamed Charles Joseph Hutchinson,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Margaret  Hutchinson, of Brisbane, in the said
Colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day of March, 1889.
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Proctors for the said Margaret Hutchinson,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
548 6sw
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Peter Wierman, late of the
Gilbert River, in the Colony of Queensland,
carpenter , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
and singular  the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to David Wierman, of
the Gilbert River, engine-driver, the son of the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this seventh day of March,
A.D. 1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Proctor for the Petitioner,
By his Agents- Croydon.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
569 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Anthony, late of
Milora, in the Colony of Queensland, timber.
getter, deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the lands, goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Robert Anthony, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Margaret
Anthony, of Milora aforesaid, widow, the mother
and one of the next-of-kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this seventh. day of March,
A.D. 1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Margaret Anthony.
583 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Thomas Hayes, late of Croydon;
David Jack or John Gibson, late of Table-top,
Croydon ; and William Thornton, late of
Croydon.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"
all persons having any  Claims against the
Estates  of any of the abovenamed deceased  persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , on or before
the Ninth day of May  next , or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits  accruing  from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 9th March, 1889.
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G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
IN  TUB SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
GRIMLEY AND AEBDEN V. C. H. Txicx.
To all Persons Concerned.
TAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri  Facias  has
1. been issued upon a Judgment obtained b
the Plaintiffs in the above action, and that alt
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title,
and interest  (if any )  of, in ,  and to all  that
piece or parcel of land being subdivision 46 of
western suburban allotment  19, county  of Stanley,
parish of South Brisbane, containing 22 perches
more or less, and being the land described in
Certificate of Title No. 97829, vol. 645, folio 69,
subject to Bills of Mortgage Nos. 175420 and
180712, from Charles Henry Trick to the Bris-
bane Permanent Building and Banking Company,
Limited,  to secure  £400, repayable  as therem
mentioned, and Bill of Mortgage No. 190448, from
Charles Henry Trick to Joseph Beeston to secure
£200, repayable 30th August, 1890, will be Sold
by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Lennon's Hotel, George street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the Sixteenth day of April next, at
Twelve o'clock Noon, unless this Execution is
previously  satisfied.
581
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
8s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Ernest Arthur Augustus Rasch, deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of "The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Actof  1867,11 notice
is hereby given, that all Creditors and other persons
having any claims or demands upon or against the
Estate of Ernest Arthur Augustus Raseb, late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, de-
ceased, who died on or about the twenty-tb ird day of
July, 1888, while on a voyage from England to New
York, and Probate of whose Will was, on the
thirty-first day of October, 1888, granted by the
Supreme Court of Queensland to Ernest James
Davenport, of Brisbane aforesaid, merchant, the
Executor named therein, are hereby required to
send in particulars of their debts or claims to the
said Executor, at the Office of the undersigned, his
solicitors, on or before SATURDAY, the Sixth
day of April, 1889. And notice is hereby also
given, that at the expiration of the last-mentioned
day the said Executor will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which he shall then have had notice, and that he
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose debt  or claim
he shall not have had notice at the time of the
distribution.
Dated this sixth day of March, A.D. 1889.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said Executor.
545 10s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Goods of David Mor an, late of Charters
'Powers, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
deceased ,  intestate.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
1 and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is  hereby given, that all Creditors  and other
persons  having  any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate  of David  Morgan , late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, deceased, who died at Charters Towers
aforesaid on or  about the twenty-sixth day of
October, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eigl t, Administration of whose Estate  was granted
to Francis William Beattie, of Charters Powers
aforesaid, bank manager, by the supreme Court of
Queensland, on the twenty-first day of February,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, are
hereby required to send in, in writing, particulars
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of their claims and demands to the undersigned,
Jarvis and Turner, of Charters Towers, solicitors
for the said Administrator, on or before the Sixth
day of April next. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day the
said Administrator will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said David Morgan, deceased, amongst
the persons entitled thereto, having regard only to
the claims of which the said Administrator has then
had notice, and that the said Administrator will not
be liable, for the assets or any part thereof so
distributed, to any person of whose claim the said
Administrator has not had notice at the time of
such distribution.
Dated the twenty-seventh day of February, 1889.
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JARVIS AND  TURNER,
Solicitors for the said Administrator,
Charters Towers.
11s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Lands and Goods of Robert Towell, late of
Paddington, near Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, gentleman, deceased, intestate.PURSUANT to the provisions  of "The Trusteesand Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and
other persons having any claims or demands upon
or against the Estate of the abovenamed Robert
Towell, deceased, who died at Paddington afore-
said on or about the nineteenth day of January,
A.D. 1888, Administration of whose Estate was
granted to Thomas Towell, of Ipswich, in the
Colony aforesaid, telegraphic operator, on the
twenty-seventh day of March, A.D. 1888, by
the Supreme Court of Queensland, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars
of their claims or demands to the undersigned,
Foxton and Cardew, of Ipswich, solicitors for the
said Administrator, on or before MONDAY, the
Eighth day of April, 1889. And notice is hereby
also given, that at the expiration of the last-
mentioned day the said. Administrator will proceed
to distribute the assets of the said Robert Towell,
deceased, amongst the persons entitled thereto,
having regard only to the claims of which the
said Administrator has then had notice, and that
the said Administrator will not be liable, for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed, to any
person of whose claim the said Administrator has
not had notice at the time of such distribution.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of February,
1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
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Solicitors for the Administrator,
Ipswich and Brisbane.
lOs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and of the Nelson P.C. (Gebangle) Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.
A
T Special General Meetings of the abovenamed
Company, duly convened and held, respec-
tively, on the twenty-fifth day of January, 1889,
and on the fifth day of February, 1889, the sub-
joined Special Resolution was duly passed and
confirmed :-
" That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities, continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same, and accordingly that the
Company be wound-up voluntarily, and to
appoint a Liquidator or Liquidators, and
that James Marsden, of Maryborough,
accountant, be appointed Liquidator for
the purpose of winding-up."
Dated this twenty-third day of February, A.D.
1889.
HENRY F. PARSES,
Chairman.Witness-
JAMES
{
111AESDEN.
568
.7s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Maid of Erin Gold-
Mining Company Limited, Eidsvold.
A
T a Special Meeting of Directors of above-
named Company, held at the Company's
Office, Eidsvold, in the Colony of Queensland, on
Wednesday, the twenty-seventh day of February,
1889, at Four o'clock p.m., the following Resolu-
tion was passed, c,z.:-
" That as t'i rre was not a quorum at the
Special General Meeting of Shareholders
of the Company duly convened to have
been held at the Company's Office, Eids-
vold, on Monday, the 21st January, 1889,
at Four o'clock p.m., for the purpose of
confirming a Resolution passed by the
Directors at their regular meeting held on
the 7th January, 1889, to voluntarily wind-
up the Company and appoint a Liquidator,
and as no members attended at the ad-
journed meeting thereof, on Monday, the
28th of January, 1889, at the same time
and place, now the Directors, viewing the
impossibility of holding the Company's
ground and carrying on the Company's
business for want of funds, do hereby
confirm their previous Resolution, z.:-That the Company be voluntarily wound-
up, and Jose Antonio Pares, of
Eidsvold, be appointed sole Liquidator
at such terms as may be agreed upon
with him."
Dated at Eidsvold this twenty-eighth day of
February, 1889.
525
GEORGE JULIN,
Chairman.
9s.
THE GILDED ROSE GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, NO LIABILITY.
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.TatHE following Resolution, having been passed25a General Meeting, held on 15th February,
1889, was duly confirmed on the 5th March follow-
ing, viz.:-
That this Company be wound-up voluntarily,
and that J. P. Ormond be and is hereby
appointed Liquidator. All accounts to be
in by 15th April, 1889."
580
J. P. ORMOND,
'Cloncurry.
4s.
THE DREGHORN GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of themembers of the abovenamed Company, duly
convened and held at the Registered Office of the
Company, Bow street, Charters Towers, on the
twenty-sixth day of February, 1889, the following
Extraordinary Resolution was duly passed:-
it  That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
this meeting that the Company cannot,
by reason of its liabilities, continue its
business, and that it is advisable to wind-
up the same, and that the Compary there-
fore be wound-up voluntarily."
And at thelsame meeting Mr. Joe Millican was
appointed Liquidator for the purposes of such
winding-up.
Dated this first day of March, 1889.
FRANCIS C. BREWER,
Chairman.
MABSLAND  AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors, Charters Towers.
576 6s. 6d.
DAY DAWN CONSOLS GOLD-MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS TOWERS.AT a Special General Meeting of the membersof the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at the Company's Office, Charters Towers,
on Monday, 4th February, 1889, the subjoined
Special Resolutions were duly passed, and at a
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subsequent Special Meeting, also duly convened
and held at the same place ,  on Friday, 22nd
February ,  1889, the said Resolutions were duly
confirmed :--
Resolutions.
1. "That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily, under the provisions of  ` Tice  Com-panies Act, 1863.
2. "That Edward David Miles, mining agent,
Charters Towers, be appointed Liquidator
for the purposes of such winding-up."
Dated the twenty-third day of February, 1889.
620
E. D. MILES,
Liquidator.69.
IN THE  WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS  TOWERS.
1889-No. 1.
In the Matter of "  The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of 1886," and in the Matter of The Dreghorn
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
U
PON reading the Petition of Joseph Booth
Whitehead and William Rostron White-
head, of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  carrying  on business  in co-partnership, under
the style or firm of " Whitehead  Bros.," as
merchants and general storekeepers ,  Creditors of
the abovenamed Company, filed herein the twenty-
second  da of January, 1889,  and the  affidavit of
William Eostron Whitehead, verifying the said
Petition, filed herein the twenty-fourth day of
January, 1889, and the affidavit of  Francis  Charles
Brewer, filed herein the first day of March, 1889,
whereby it appears that an Extraordinary General
Meeting of  the said Company was duly held on the
twenty-sixth day of February, 1889, and that at such
meeting an  Extraordinary Resolution was duly
passed,  as follows, that is to say,-That it has been
proved to  the satisfaction  of the meeting that the
Company cannot, by reason of its liabilities, continue
its business , and that it is advisable to wind-up the
same, and that the Company, therefore, be wound-
up voluntarily : It is ordered that the voluntary
winding-up of The Dreghorn Gold-Mining Com-
ppaany , Limited, pursuant to the  said  Extraordinary
Resolution, be continued, but subject to the super-
vision of this Court ; and that Joe Millican, of
Charters Towers  aforesaid ,  mining agent, the
-Voluntary Liquidator  of the said  Company, be con-
tinued as the Liquidator  of the  said Company ;
and that  any of the proceedings under  the said
voluntary winding-up may be  adopted, as the
Warden shall  think fit .  And the creditors, con-
tributories ,  and  liquidators  of the  said  Company,
and all  other persons interested ,  are to  be at liberty
to apply to the Warden ,  at Chambers ,  as there may
be occasion .  And it is ordered  that the costs of
the Petitioners,  of the said  Petition, and of the
summonses ,  in Chambers ,  to appoint  a Provisional
Official  Liquidator, and for other purposes, and of
the Provisional  Official Liquidator, be taxed by the
Registrar  and paid out of the  Estate of  the said
Company.
Dated the second day of March, 1889.
W. M. MOWBRAY,
Warden.
F. P. PARKINsox,
Registrar.
MARSLAND  AND MARSLIND,
Solicitors to the Petitioners,
Charters Towers.
575 15.
IN THE WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 3.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act, 1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining Companies
Act  of 1886," and in the Matter of The Mount
Cenis Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
UPON the Petition of the abovenamed Company,
presented  b the Voluntary Liquidator
thereof, for and on behalf of the Company, on the
seventh day of February ,  1889 ,  and preferred unto
the Warden' s Court at Charters Towers, and upon
hearing Mr .  Marsland ,  soli citor for the Petitioner,
and upon reading the said Petition ,  the affidavit of
Francis Charles Brewer ,  the Voluntary Liquidator
of the said Company, filed herein the twelfth day
of February ,  1889 ,  verifying the said Petition, and
the affidavit of Septimus Richard Fu ll er Allom,
filed the twent yy-sixth day of February, 1889: It is
ordered that the voluntary winding-up of the said
The Mount Cenis Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
pursuant to the Special Resolution passed on the
twentieth day of November ,  1888, and confirmed on
the fourth day of December ,  1888, be continued,
but subject to the supervision of this Court ; and
that the said Francis Charles Brewer be continued
as the Liquidator of the said  Company,  and any of
the proceedings under the said voluntary  winding-
up  may be adopted as the Warden shall think fit.
And the creditors ,  contributories ,  and liquidator of
the said Company ,  and all  other persons interested,
are to be at  li berty to apply to the Warden, at
Chambers ,  as there may be occasion .  And it is
ordered that the costs of the Petitioner, of the
said Petition ,  and of all  summonses and proceed-
ins in Chambers ,  be taxed by the Registrar and
paid out of the Estate of the said Company.
Dated the second day of March, 1889.
W. M. MOWBRAY,
Warden.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
573 12s.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1889-No. 4.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining Companies
Act of  1S86," and in the Matter of The
No. 1 South Towers Extended Gold-Mining
Company, Limited.
THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
PON the Petition of the abovenamed Company,
V presented by the Voluntary Liquidator
thereof, for and on behalf of the Company, on the
seventh day of February, 1889, and preferred unto
the Warden's Court at Charters Towers, and upon
hearing Mr. Marsland, solicitor for the Petitioner,
and upon readin the said Petition, the affidavit of
Francis Charles Brewer, the Voluntary Liquidator
of the said Company, filed herein the twelfth day of
February, 1889, verifying the said Petition, and
the aidavit of Septimus Richard Fuller Allom,
filed the twenty-sixth day of February, 1889, it is
ordered that the voluntary winding-up of the said
The No. 1 South Towers Extended Gold-Mining
Company, Limited,  pursuant  to the Special Resolu-
tion passed on the twenty-ninth day of November,
1888, and confirmed  on the sixth day of December,
1888 ,  be continued ,  but subject to the supervision
of this Court, and that the said Francis Charles
Brewer be continued as the  Liquidator of the said
Company, and any of the proceedings under the
said voluntary winding-up  may be adopted as the
Warden shall think fit. And the creditors, con-
tributories, and liquidator of the said Company,
and all other  persons  interested, are to be at
liberty to apply to the Warden, at Chambers, as
there may be occasion. And it is ordered that the
costs of the Petitioner, of the said Petition, and of
all  summonses and proceedings in Chambers, be
taxed by the Registrar and paid out of the Estate
of the said Company.
Dated the second day of March, 1889.
W. M. IWBRAY,
Warden.
F. P. PARKINSON,
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Registrar.
12s.
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IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 4 of  1887.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863 " and
in the Matter of " The Mining Companies Act
of  1886," and in the Matter of the North
Black Jack Extended Gold-Mining Company,
Limited.THE  Warden has, by an order dated thesecond day of March, 1889, appointed John
Frederick Hinsch, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, commission agent, to be
the Official Liquidator of the abovenamed Com-
K in the place of Thomas Napier Smith, whoas resigned the office of Official Liquidator.
Dated the second day of March, 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON,
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to the Petitioner,
Charters Towers.
572
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnershiplately subsisting between us, the undersigned,
George Negus and Edwin Negus, carrying on
business  as contractors and joiners ,  at Mary
borough, under the style or firm of " G. and E.
Negus," has this day been Dissolved by mutual
consent.
All debts due to or owing by the  said late firm
will be received and paid by the said George N egus,
who will continue the business under the present
style or firm of " 0. and E. Negus."
As witness our hands this twenty-eighth day of
February, A.D. 1889.
G. NEGUS.
E. NEGUS.
Witness-
T. MORTON,
Solicitor, Maryborough.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
554 6s.
T HE Partnership hitherto existing  between theundersigned, trading as  grocers , under the
style or firm of "Anderson and Willett," has this
day been Dissolved by mutual consent. The said
E. W. H. Willett will collect the book debts and
discharge the liabilities of the firm.
Dated this second day of March, 1889.
W. L. ANDERSON.
EDWIN W. H. WILLETT.
Witness-
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSED GATES.
I T is my intention to apply to the DalrympleDivisional Board  for  permission to Erect Two
Licensed Public Gates on Lornesleigh Run. on the
Road between the junction of the Cape and Suttor
Rivers  and Charters Towers, about  seven and
eleven miles , respectively, from the Cape and Suttor
Junction.
JOHN HENRY CLARK,
By his Agents-W. T. WHARTON AND Co.
Bowen, 15th February, 1889.585
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.ON SALE, at the Government Printing  Office,
in pamphlet form ,  The Insolv ency Act of
1871 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol,
vency." Super -royal  8vo . Price,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
NOTICE.
P
OUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,
when describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words " Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1889.  £ s. d.
March 2.-Beenleigh Divisional Board ... 1 5 0
2.-Glastonbury Divisional Board ... 1 8 0
2.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
2.-Thomas Macnamara 0 2 0
2.-S. Jackson... ... ... ... 0 0 7
2.-Clifton Divisional Board ... 1 11 6
2.-Henry Boyle ... ...  0 5 0
4.-Hamilton and Hamilton... ... 0 6 0
4.-C. Hoffmann ... ... ... 0 4 6
4.-F. J. Walsh ... ... ...  0 10 0
4.-J. P. Peterson ...  ... ... 0 2 0
4.-Dalrymple Divisional Board ... 3 2 0
4.-Marsland and Marsland... ... 0 1 0
4. --Pioneer Divisional Board ... 3 2 6
„ 4.-E. D. Miles ... ... ... 0 6 0
4.-J. A. Pares ... ... 0 10 0
5.- T. B. Price ... ... ...  0 3 0
5.-T. Macnamara ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 5.-C. T. Turner ... ... ... 0 2 0
5.- W. A. O'Farrell ... ... ... 0 1 0
6.-E. Cameron ... ... 0 2 0
7.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 2 0
„ 7.-Goolman Divisional Board ... 3 1 0
7.-Murilla Divisional Board ... 1 0 0
8.-H. F. Elwyn  ... ... .. 0 2 6
8.-G. and J. Black ... ... ... 0 0 it
8.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 5 3
„ 8.-F. W. Barlow ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 8.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
8.-J. Scanlan  ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
8.-J. English ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
8.--P. Diamond .. ... ... 0 0 7
8.-W. Wharton and Co. ... ... 0 10 0
8.-H. Magnay ... ... 0 2 0
8.-Townsville Municipality ... ... 1 0 0
8.-Lilley and O'Sullivan .. 0 6 0
8.-Murweh Divisional  Board 0 8 6
Registrar.
Gs.
Imgounbings.
Z Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
ments of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement will be inserted in the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane ,  from the streets, on the
14th February,  1889 , by order of the  General
Inspector .  Damages, 5s .  per head.
One bay horse, over JM conjoined over C or G near
shoulder ,  JM conjoined over C or G off shoulder.
One chestnut horse ,  like DB3  (re gistered brand) near
shoulder,  star , marked  on knees.
If not released on or before the 15th March, 1859,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
4s. 6d.
571
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
2s
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from the streets:-
One red and white steer ,  life JV over 5 or 3 off ribs.
One yellow heifer, white spots, like M1'b near rump,
like 1Mb off rump.
If not released  on or  before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
Lornesleigh.
4s.
543 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Beenleigh.
One red bullock, like O$1 on ribs, broken horn.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
.T. C. B E AL. WM. H. O'FARRELL, Poundkeeper.
Government Printer .  532  Is.
957
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba, from the streets,
South Brisbane, by order of the Mayor.
One red and white cow, JV- 2 (registered brand) off
ribs.
On e white cow, red neck  and ears , JCb (registered
brand) off ribs, ear-marked.
One strawberry cow, right ear split, like 1 over V near
hip.
If not released on or before the 16th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
579 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lands, Rosehill,
on the 6th March, 1889, by order of J. Lewis,
Esquire. Driving, 3 miles.
One brown horse, M over H03 (registered brand) off
shoulder, P near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
587 is.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lands, G lencoe,
on the 6th March, 1889, by order J. Lewis,  Esquire.
Driving,  4 miles.
One yellow and white cow, UC1 (registered brand) off
rump ; calf at foot.
Also, from enclosed  lands,  Rosehill, by order of
J. Lewis, Esquire. Driving,  3 miles.
One red and  white calf, unbranded.
One red and white calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 2nd Aril, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
588
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, from enclosed lands, IsisDowns, on the 25th February, 1889, by order of
D. R. McLennon, Esquire. Driving,  8d.; damages,
2s. 6d.
One grey gelding, flea-bitten, scar near thigh, 1D near
shoulder, YY9 (registered brand) off shoulder,
9 off near.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1889,
will bo sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES SCANLAN, Poundkeeper.
586 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from C rrington, on
2nd March, 1889, by order of F. A. Primrose,
Esquire. Driving, 4 miles.
One bay filly, RZ4 near shoulder, white face, broken leg.
One bay mare, OB near shoulder, OF or OT off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Gowrie, by order  of King and Sons.
Damages, £ 1 5s.; driving, 2s.
One roan spotted bullock, like HY7 or HH1 over 3 off
ribs, piece off front and back off ear.
One red bullock, like JT1 off rump, STl over 3 near
near ribs ,  piece out near ear.
One red steer ,  bald face ,  indistinct brand between like
Ll off rump, like indistinct brands near shoulder ;
damages, 10s.
If not  released  on or before the 2nd April, 1889, willbe sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
589
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from enclosed lands,
Vena Park, by order of A. S. Haydon, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 14s. 2d. per head.
One chestnut gelding, HA (conjoined) over W near
shoulder,  scar  on top of wither.
One bay gelding, . -,  over L within diamond near shoulder,
3 near  cheek, W over W off thigh, L9W (regis-
tered brand) near thigh.
One bay mare,  2C near shoulder,  2C (sideways) near
cheek.
One chestnut  filly foal, unbranded.
One bay gelding, FHL conjoined (the F reversed) over
.,  over LB  near  shoulder,W1M (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One brown  filly, B in diamond off shoulder, Y9T near
shoulder,  near  hip down.
One chestnut gelding ,  star, T 04 near shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  E near shoulder ,  5 near thigh,
indescribable brand off shoulder, T04 (registered
brand) off thigh,
One bay stallion, blotched brand near shoulder, un-
decipherable brand like U%2 (registered brand)
near thigh.
Also, from Nilgarra, by order of W. B. Hughs,
Esquire.
One black  mare, QA2 (registered brand) near shoulder,
B 7 0) (registered  brand)  near  thigh, A*4
(registered  brand) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
522
FRANK J. WALSH, Poundkeeper.
lOs.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden
Station, on the 23rd February, 1889, by order of
H. Stansfield, Esquire.  Trespass , 2s. 6d. per head.
One roan mare, ON Dover 8C2 (registered  brands)
near shoulder, YDO (cegistered brand) off shoul-
der, WH1 (registered brand) off thigh.
One chestnut colt, progeny of above, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
584 2s.
I MPOUNDED at Eulo, from Tilboroo, onthe 28thFebruary, 1889, by order of J. M. Whittingham,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d.
One roan cow, like JQ 1 (registered brand) near rump,
ear-mark near ear.
If not  released  on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS MACNAMARA, Poundkeeper.
528 Is.
I MPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Kulki Station,on the 22nd February, 1889, by order of A. Brierty,
Esquire.  Driving expenses, 6d. per head.
One black stallion,  star  on forehead, (; 7 C4 (registered
brand ) near  shoulder ; damages, £5.
One bay gelding, yearling, both hind feet partly white,
( 7 e (registered brand) near shoulder ; damages,
2s. 6d.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
530 2s.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Emo ParkPaddock, on 1st March, 1889, by order  f Saml.
Droughton, Esquire. Damages and driving, 2s. 10d.
per head. '
One yellow cow, bald face, YT8 (registered brand) off
rump, both ears notched.
One spotted steer ,  like  VA6 or VAO  near ribs ,  near ear
slit, swallow -tail off ear.
Also, from Murrigoran, on 1st March, 1889, by order
of Harry Marshall, Esquire.
One bay gelding , near  hind foot white, collar-marked,
HO over W near ribs, like JEC (the J and E con-
joined )  near thigh.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.
527 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from Oakdale, by order of
J. Jones, Esquire.
One bay filly, like KK6 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
5s.
503 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine ,  from enclosed lands,
Barcaldine Station, on  the 20th February, 1889, by
order of A. G. Rogers, Esquire. Driving  expenses, 3s.
per head.
One bay gelding, 1 MQ (registered brand) off
shoulder, W off neck.
One brown mare, PbD (registered brand) near rump,
off hind coronet white, star ; roan foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
521 2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BNAL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  9th March, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.NOTIC E  is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Peter
McAlister ,  of Warren ,  in the Colony of New
South Wales ,  for an invention for  "An Improved
Implement to be  Used for Clipping Wool, Hair,
Grass, or other Growing Fibrous Products."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the  first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette ,  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Peter McAlister ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Henry Southcott, Albert Southcott, and Owen
Philip Payne, all of Adelaide, in the Province of
South Australia, for an invention for  " An Im-
proved Water Filter."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
men t Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James Henry Southcott, Albert Southcott, and
Owen Philip Payne, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
Dlete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Richard Mott Wanzer, of 4, Great Portland street,
Oxford street, London, for an invention for  •` Im-
provements connected with Kerosine Lamps."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Mott Wanzer, in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
106
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application  for a Patent ,  and th com lete
Specification annexed thereto,  received  from Otto
Robert Hefty, of Dalby,  Queensland ,  for an inven-
tion for  " 1tlilkinq Bucket with  Seat and Strainer
Combined."
Notice is hereby further  given, that, unless within
two months from the date  of the first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  it is proved  to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not  entitled to  a Patent for such
invention , it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be granted for  the said invention to the
said Otto Robert Hefty,  in accordance  with the
provisions  of  "The Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
960
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Mason, Hamilton, Victoria, farmer, for
an invention for an  "Improved Aleans fur Making
a Hinge Connection."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Mason, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  Richards , Terry,
and Company , of Holborn Viaduct, London,
spring manufacturers ,  have applied ,  in pursuance
of the provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Art,  1881, "  to register  in Class 13,
in respect of Door  Checks and  Springs , a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation :-
A
ti
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March,'1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Silvester Oliver, Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Queensland, for an invention for an  "Improved
Door and -Verandah Blind or Screen."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Silvester Oliver, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Q UA/01
,"CHECK 1AN\,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade N1 ark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
QUEENS LAND
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VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY, 9TH MARCH, 1889. [No. 56.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER No. 13.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
President of the Legislative Council and Administrator of the
Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
At Brisbane, the eighth day of March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator and Commander-in-Chief doth hereby
order that the whole of the Corps of the Active Defence Force (Land
and Marine) established in the Southern Military District, with the exception
of the Corps of the Land Force in the Port Curtis Regimental Division, the
Gympie Cadet Corps, and the Central State School (Maryborough) Cadet
Corps, shall assemble in Camp at Lytton, or, in the case of the Corps of the
Marine Force, in such ship or ships as may then be there, under the orders
of the Senior Naval Officer, and as may be from time to time directed by
him, for Continuous Drill and Training from the Fifteenth day of April next
to the Twenty-second day of April next, both inclusive.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
By Authority  :  TAmxs  C. BBAL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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"BRANDS AC 1' OF 18722"
following  Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of FEBRUARY last, is  published  for generalTH'information, in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names , Addresses, or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in  all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner,  or the Number of  Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. H. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands'  Office,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane,  6th March, 1889.
8  A 'd
AAO
A02
A8l
A9 -3
AC4
A4C
1AC
A-<4
B40
9Bm7BQ
8 Bcz
9BA
Bbci
5Bc
B  O 't
B -<8
8
B Series.
28002
28004
28055
27987
28095
28097
27954
28045
28049
28020
27960
27999
28084
27975
28008
28009
27956
27988
27983
28088
3a -4
assn
abQ
0a`d
4ee-< ION3
27979
28059
28087
27953
27970
28006
28096
28036 i
D  M 9
I
28071D 4M{ 27981
108
7081IE8 BYAND. pEOPSIE'rolL
Horses.  Cattle.
I
Name. Run or Farm  where Brand Nearest Pest Ton ofis to he need. Rut or llsrm.
... ... Joseph Higgs  ... ... ... Mount Morgan Mount Morgan
... John Welch ... ... Augathella Augathella
Richard John Cass ... ... Charters Towers  ... ...  Charters Towers
... ... William Ross Moffat ... ... Wood street ... ... Mackay
... ... August Hermann Franz Taege Rosewood  ... ...  Rosewood
James Austin  ... ... ... Coorabulka  ... ...  Boulia
Walter Austin
Wilhelm Argow
...
...
... Jericho  ... ... ...  Jericho
Marburg  ... ... ...  Marburg
... Albert Yeates  ... ... ... Boondoon ... ... Adavale
... ... Mary Jane Beresford ... ... ... Orange Park ,  Ellangowan Leyburn
... ... Benson Hall ... ... ... Blackall ... .. klackall
... ...
Andrew Bertram ... ... Greenfield ,  Crosshill Oakey
... ... James Bailie ... ... Nilparoo ... Thargomindah
... ... Gisler Brothers ... Commonage Allora
... George henry Breedon ... ... Brown 's Plains Brown's Plains
...  ... John Henry Breedon ... ... Brown's Plains ... Brown's Plains
... ... Joseph Brunskill ... ... Alexandria Creek Millchester
R
... ...
... ...
Bryant and McLean ...
Barnerd O 'Toole ...
...
...
oma... Roma
... Back Creek ... Pittswortb
... ... Samuel Bradley ... Maida Hill ... Maids Hill
...  ... Christian Frederick Franz Wachter Normanton Normanton
'
... Joseph Heaton Carrodus ... ... s CampMaroochie Cobb
...  ... Gordon Clunes ... ... ... Warwick ... Warwick
...  ... George Robert Crowson ... ... Greenbank Logan Village
A h ll
... Simpson Crump  ... ... ugat e a...  Augathalla
... Carl Carten  ... ... ... ... . Hatton Vale Grandchester
... ... Daniel Clancy  ... ... ...  i Warbreccan  Stonehenge
Christy Zimmerman  ... ... ... ;  Nanango ... Nanango
... William Henry Dance ... Kirchheim ... ... Marburg
... William McHardie .,, .,, Woodlands ,  Marion Mill Mackay
964
ag
B Series.
D 3 c+ 28005
D3 al  28046
D 7 C 28099
E80  27998
E90  28058
OED  28065
E  3 id  27968
E 4 28053
E b 28094
E7 28030
O E 27967
E  8-3  28044
E 9 -3  28057
F> 9 28019
F93 28041
4F;0 28060
b FJ 28066
F O -3 28018
...
7  01A  28079
9021  27991
Q 9 -3 28017
Q b C 28001
01--40  28016
H  110  27986
9 JtO 28091
J O tQ 27985
2H1 28022
2 k 28031
IC212 28082
K ;u4  27958
k;05 27969
K  b 28033
L>7  28034
L O > 28093
LC 07 27974
L W 8 28025
L b m 28042
Lob  28048
L20  27989
L  b d  28076
L;0 3 28051
L b 27957
L5*  27955
b L*  28039
1U W 2 27973
11{00 3 27976
1U b Q 28003
1U9 Q 28029
b NCO 28028
1U O O 28043
7Um4 28069
b ilm 27994
7Ur 2 27964
7U ' O 27978
lUW8 28021
1U0 9 28038
T42  tp 28040
1U4GO 28074
PQ q 28024
P O5 28088
5Pao 28010
Daniel  Walker... ... ...
John Draydon... ...
Joseph Bennett ... ...
Edmond Dwyer ...
Edward Swanson ... ...
William Reed ... ... ...
William English .,.
James English, junr. ...
John Emmerson ...
William  Eglinton ... ...
Charles Wenham ..
Margaret Cadwallyder Andrew
Robert  Moores... ... ...
Adam  Fletcher ... ...
William  Freeman ...
Christian F. W. Ruthenberg...
Friedrich  Ruthenberg ...
Frank Teece ... ...
George Henry Fuller ... ...
George Gain .. ... ...
Martin Gerhardt ...
Gustav Meyers
William Grimmett Vickers ...
Joseph Bianchi
John Maifield ...
James Oxford ...
Thomas Simkin White .,.
Thomas  Peacock ... ...
Samuel McKeown
John Kerr ... ...
Jacob Keller ... ...
Cornelius Burnett McCosker...
Louis Dulls ... ...
Albert Laver ... ... ...
Leslie Beaufort Bourcicault ...
William Robert Bushnell ...
Mary Malone ... ... ...
Sing Long  ...  ...
Charles Leigh Gregory
William Thomas Hanlon ...
Alexander Close ... ...
Walter Scrivener ...
James Alexander Wallace ...
William Henry Laver
Thomas Brown ... ...
John Bestmann ... ...
William D. Chapman... ...
Joseph Condon ... ...
Conrad Haupt ... ... ...
Anthony Nodin ...
Robert John Mylne ... ...
Henry Johnstone ... ...
Jolla Hamill, junr.
Norman Johnson ... ...
Neils Thomsen Jensen ...
John Sothmann ...
Joshua Cummins ... ...
John Nairne ... ...
George Alfred Potter...
Patrick Thomas Gibson ,,.
William Piper Sutherland ...
rsorsrsroa,
Rua or Farm where Brand
Is to be used.
Nearest  Post Tows of
Run or Yarm.
... Smith field  ...  Cairns
Richmond H il l ... ... Darkey Flat
... Carrington ,  Munbilla  ... Ipswich
Oakey Creek ..
Gold Fields  ..
Francis street,  Fortitude
Valley
Neardie  ... ... ...
Rosevale  ... ... ...
Anderamba ... ...
Lucknow  ... ... ...
Commonage ...
Litchfield  ... ... ...
Gold Fields ... ...
Warwick
Charters Towers
Brisbane
Tiaro
Rosevale
Crow's Nest
Winton
Toowoomba
Tiaro
Charters Towers
... Maida Hill ... ... Maids Hill
.. Rosewood .. ... Rosewood
... Back Plain, Minden ... Rosewood
... Elderslie .,. ,.. ...  latala
,,, Carrier ... ... ... Normanton
.,, Reserve ... ... ... Blackall
... CoA town... ... ... Cooktown
... Rosewood... Rosewood
... Magnolia Plantation ... Tinana
.. Mount Pleasant ... ... Southbrook
... Billy Boa, Green Wally  ... Bogantungan
... Tally-Ho Hotel, Kyabra... Thargomindah
... Brown's  Plains  ... ...  B ro wn's Plains
... Slack's Creek ...
... Mount Morgan ...
.., Charters Towers...
... Albilbah ... ...
... Main Range ..
Ballandean ...
Kirchheim ...
Rocklea ... ...
Mount Howitt ...
Maryborough ...
Commonage ...
Goldfields... ...
Harlaxton ..,
Red Bank ...
Cattle Camp ...
Jericho Reserve .,,
May Downs ...
Mudgeraba ...
... Skeleton Creek
... Commonage
,,. The Auburn
Wycarbah
Reserve ...
Little River
... Goldfields...
Tallebudgera
Commonage
... i Clifford
... Laidley Creek
... Tenningering
... Reserve
Strathnairne,
Creek ...
Loganlea
Mount Morgan
Charters Towers
Isisford
Toowoomba
Stanthorpe
...
... Marburg
Rocklea
... Thargomindah
,.. Maryborough
... Townsville
... Woolgar
... Toowoomba
... Condamine
... Woolgar
... Jericho
... Roll eston
... Nerang
Cairns
Toowoomba
Chinchilla
Rockhampton
Gaynclah
Croydon
Calliope
Tallebudgera
Allora
Yeulba
Laidley
Mount Perry
St. George
HerbertonScrubby
One-Mile Creek ...
Hughenden . ,
Reserve ... ...
... Gympie
... Hughenden
... Inglewood
Q740 28056  .:. ... Westbrook H.A., Crosshill OakeyWilhelm Muller ... ...
7Qp 28080 High street ... LutwycheEllen Leaver ... ...
roaj*ss BRAND.
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B Series.
O R>  28061
b R m 27997
R O J 28086R X b 28023
Rbr 27959
R 7 C-f  27992Rao  28085
3 R 27+77
4R 28014
5 R ;d  28052
8 R=1  28068
9 R 28089R,3-<  28075R7.<  28012
8 S m 27961
S 5 2806280-4  28072
S tQ3 27971
bTv
3Tm
T3 -4
bT ;d
T -<4T-<7
28041
27995
28027
28073
8077
`83037
28032
U b m 28035
1 U m 27966U02  28063
U19 28078
5U1 28092
GUI 28067
U73 28011
7U  3 28013
2 U'd 27982
U 8co  27993
9 U co)  27984
b U -l 28070
U < 0 28098
5 V W 28064].V  m 28000
Y 1c 27980
1  WC  28054
b WC 27972
7 W C 27996
W2N  27965
YA1
Y38
Y13
lYm
28015
27962
28090
28026
27963
28081
28007
ZOuczz n
nor". Cattle. Name.
Rosins  Alice  Mann ...
R. E. Weaver . ...
Otto Rudolf Wilke ...
Robert Kunde ... ...
Andrew Malcolm ...
Richard Carre Lloyd ...
Jesse Ridgley ... ...
John Ryan .
Stewart Richardson ...
Morrison ...
Michael Ryan ...
Henry Lollo ...
Henry Amess ...
raoraIEroa.
Run or  Faro where Brand
is to be used.
Nearest Post Town of
Run or Parm.
Vermont ... ...
Cloncurrv... ...
Pimpama Island ...
Nudgee ... ...
Walsh River ...
Reserve ... ...
Carrara ... ...
Commonage ...
Charleville ...
Rose Cottage ...
Rosewood G.F. ...
William Henry Cameron ... ...
George Jackson as Guardian of John
Simon  Egan ... ...
John T. Skuthorpe ...
Craig and Lee ... ...
Amelia Stutz ... ...
Walter Morris... ...
James  Tysoe ... ...
Thomas Frawley ...
William Martin ...
Thomas 1 nshon ...
Thomas agarry ...
Thomas  Burley
Stanthorpe ...
Abingdon,  Eton ...
Charleville ...
... Threverton Creek
... Reserve ... ...
... Sea View ... ...
... Tinana Creek ...
Warwick _
Cloncurry
Yatala
Nudgee
Thornborough
Muttaburra
Nerang Creek
Dalby
Charleville
Mount Morgan
Rockhampton
Stanthorpe
Mackay
Charleville
... Cooktown
... St. George
... Cardwell
... Maryborough
... ... Maiden  Vale,  Don River... Bowen
... ... Helidon  ... ... ...  He li don
... ... Helidon ... ... ... Helidon
... ... Reserve .. . ... ...  Tambo
... ... Stanthorpe  ... ...  Stanthorpe
... ... Killa rn ey  . K illarney
... ... Sandy Creek  ... ...  Clermont
August Bahr ... ... ... ... Alberton ... ... ... Beenleigh
George Baynes ... ... ... Stanley street ... ... South Brisbane
William Goldsbrough ... ... Reserve ... ... Gatton
William George Broom Howard ... Fairfield, Isis ... ... Childers
Francis James Hutchins ... ... Kholo ... ... ... Kholo
Charles Wynford Greenwood Horne. Pheihampton ... ... Killarney
man
Elizabeth McCullagh... ... ... Haldon Hill ... ... Pilton
Thomas McCullagh ... ... ... '. Haldon Hill ... ... Pilton
Denis Kineavy ... ... ... Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
William Ball Slade ... ... ... Warwick ... ... ... Warwick
Max Schilling... ... ... ... Babiloora... ... ... Augathella
James Coase ... ... ... ... Whiteside ... Gladstone
William Scougall ... ... ... Ellerslie ... ... ... Cardwell
Joseph Berty Vincent Bell ... ... Moore Park ... ... St. George
William Ives ... ... ... ... O'Connell Town ... ... Brisbane
George Stephenson ... ... ... Parrie ... ... ... Copperfield
Alfred Webb ... ... ... ... Fernside, Ipswich Road... South Erisbane
James Wilson ... ... ... ... Ineshowen ... ... Brisbane
Sarah Wenham ... ... ... Biddeston,Westwood  H.A. Oakey
Alexander Brand Webster ... ... Boondaar... ... ... Redcliffe
George Thomas Boyland  ... ...  Cooper 's Plains  ... ...  Cooper's Plains
Wil liam George  ... ... ...  Etheridge Gold Fields  ...  Georgetown
Henry John  Martin ... ... ...  Eton Vale, Gap Gate  ...  Cambooya
Thomas and George Maclnnerney  ...  Wapwala, Irvingdale  ...  Dalby
Leslie Milson  ... ... ... ...  Huntley  ... ... ...  Clermont
Katherine Elizabeth MacGillivray  ...  Reserve  ... ...  Cloncurry
Arthur Edward  Wilson ... ...  Dinmore, S. & W. Railway Dinmore
Z C? 0 127990 ... ... Frank Czlowskib Z N 28050 ... ... Walter Cudmore Yeates Talkie ... ... ... BundabergAdavale ... ... ... Adavale
I
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BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the  MONTH  of FEBRUARY, 1889.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
b B B 1171
EM3 75
8'R'1' 9274
FM 5 3211
F 3 T 10506
HW4 2992
4 1379J
K
2
R
11193M@8 12937N S D 12156
G N E 9181
5 0 (; 17053
P 3 1629977ROC  5529
7 S B 3367
S P 4 1925TAG  6768
T N 3 1303
U N 2 10091
7 U U 1244)(5•F 18001
>(]P2 158834>(]P 18145A>7 B20514
CS CO B20680D3 SJ B26631
H A b B23525
L G r B23450T  00 B19604
Transferror.
McIntosh, Guest and Pallisier ...
The Queensland National Bank
Fritz Fricke ... ...
John Franklin McMullen
John Franklin McMullen
Johu Franklin  McMu llen
John Fogarty ... ... ...
Richard Kerr, junr.
Robert Moss ... ... ...
Michael Donovan ... ...
John McPherson .. ...
John Woodward Wyndham
Jackson and Co.
Marcus Boge ... ...
The Queensland National Bank
Edward Crouch ...
John Franklin McMullen
Mathew Toms ...
Thomas Appleby
Edward Tanner ...
B. B. and S. Moreton
James Murray ...
James Frawley ...
Charles Stone ... ...
C. F. Mackinnon and Co.
William John Ashton ...
Charles Henry Schilling
Cody and Skien ... ...
Horace James Stretton ...
William Layton ... ...
Andrew Todd ... ...
M N 3 3932  Archibald McNevin
Transforree.
The Queensland Investment and
Land Mortgage Co., Limited
James Cavanough
Giunviatta Fricke .
The Union  Bank  of Australia,
Limited
The Union Bank of Australia,
Limited
The Union Bank of Australia,
Limited
James Willard ...
Joseph Handley ... ... ...
The Bank of New South Wales
Bridget Donovan ... ...
John Lyons .. ... ...
The Queensland National Bank
Richard Harry Mane Hall ...
James Cavanough
George Crocker ..
The Union Bank of Australia,
Limited
Harry Perrett ... ... ...
Eunice Appleby ... ... ...
Clarissa Maud Tanner ... ...
The Queensland National Bank
Marion Murray ..
The South Australian Land Mort-
gage and Agency Company
Luke Stuttard ... ... ...
The Bank of Australasia
The Union Bank of Australia,
Limited
Duncan Schilling
Robert Skien ... ...
William Henry Griffin ...
James McGovern ...
Palmer and Stevenson ...
TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
Jas. Stewart  and Hugh McNevin
(as Executors  of A. McNevin)
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
D P 2 3995F50 12998
G  B4 1758
4 GIR 6258
J 7 J 33683Q H 14218
G 9 18491
1 U Y 8413
3YM 12323;j
-<
B21150
B25688
Name of Proprietor.
Domenico Pedrazzini ...
Christian Domrow ...
George Bishop ... ...
George  Ross ...
Donald McDonald ...
Samuel Hannaford ...
William Dohring ...
John Thomas Webster ...
David Martin
James Arthur ... ...
Hugh S.  Tyrwlutt ...
j 8 A 17182 Sarah Ah Chin ...
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Mount Walker ... ...
Brodie Street ...
West Vale, Happy Valley
Bowen  ... ... ...
Holly Hill, Raglan ...
North Ingleston ...
Willow Bank ...
Halaton, Baffle Creek ...
Banana ... ... ...
Floraville ... ...
Yandarlo ... ...
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand  isto be used. Nearest Post Town.
Canmaroo ... ... ... Dalby
Boomba ... ... ... St. George
Cornjan ... ... ... Nanango
Wilpead ... ... ... Duaringa
Rockhampton ... ... Rockhampton
Rocklands ... ... ... Rockhampton
Capalaba ... ... ... Capalaba
Bonvale ... ... ... Murphy's Creek
Rockhampton ... ... Rockhampton
North Bundaberg ... Bundaberg
Banana  ... ... ...  Banana
Saw Mills ... ... ... Mitchell
Aurora ... ... ... Owanilla
Waterloo ... ... ... St. George
Mount Lindsay ... ... Beaudesert
Oakey Creek ... ... Marlborough
Peak Mountain ... ... Flinders
Colothun Creek ... ... Noosa
Kalkie ... ... ... Bundaberg
Wetheron ... ... ... Gayndah
Taunton ... ... ... Gladstone
Postman's Ridge, Oakey Helidon
Creek
Ravenswood Ravenswood
Ashburton Plantation ...  Mackay
Markland ... ... ... Taroom
Lexlip ... ...
Gold Fields
Clermont ... ...
Arrilalah ... ...
Kenmore Park ...
Moravin ...
Nearest Post Town.
Ipswich ...
Hughenden
Oakey ...
Bowen ...
Rockhampton
Southwood
Ipswich ...
Gladstone...
Banana ...
Floraville...
Augathella
CORRECTION.
Charters Towers ... ... Charters Towers ...
The following BRAND.'has"been CANCELLED.
J F4  No. of Certificate 1379.
Calliope
Cloncurry
Clermont
Arrilalah
Indooroopilly
Strathpine
Remarks.
... Brands Directory for 1887
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAD,  Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1889.
No. 797.
ri1HE following  appointments ,  promotions , resig-
nations, and transfers , will take effect  from
above date where not otherwise stated :-
SOU rHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
THE MORETON  REGIMENT.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
The resignation  of Major A.  Pain is accepted.
"C" Company.
Captain  J. G. Drake  is appointed  to the Un-
attached List.
Lieutenant R. Mar will take over command of
the Company.
"D" Company.
Lieutenant E. Mansfield is appointed to the
Unattached List.
"F" Company.
No. 73, Private E. Phillips,
No. 125, Private II. Bloam, and
No. 126, Private, W. Browning,
are dismissed, for non-attendance. Regulation 204
to be complied with in each case, with the exception
of Private E. Phillips.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
Bandsmen W. Bennion and C. Pohlmann are
dismissed, for non-attendance. Regulation 204 to
complied with.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" D " Company.
No. 5, Colour-Sergeant W. H. Craigie, is placed
on the Volunteer Reserve.
BRISBANE VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS..
REGIIIIENTAL STAFF.
Major The Honourable A. J. Thynne  resigns
the command of the Corps.
"A" Company.
No. 196, Private W. E. Moore,
No. 241, Private F. A. H. G. Woodward, and
No. 245, Private, S. Kennedy,
are transferred to " C " Company.
"B" Company.
No. 10:3, Private H. W. Goldspink,
No. 23, Private R. Delahunty,
No. -, Corporal A. C. Byrne,
No. - , Corporal R. Dowse,
No. -, Private S. H. Perkins, and
No. -, Private H. G. Connolly,
are transferred to " C " Company.
" C" Company.
Alfred Charles Byrne is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisionally.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
`' E " Company, A llora,
The resignation of Captain F. Pain is accepted.
QUEENSLAND SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
"F" Company.
Alexander Mayes is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisionally.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENTAL
DIVISION.
THE WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" E" Company.
The resignation of Lieutenant J. F. Boreham is
accepted.
109
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QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
" D " Company.
Michael James Nolan is appointed to be a
Lieutenant, provisionally. 27th February, 1889.
Samuel Boyce is appointed to be a Lieutenant,
provisionally. 27th February, 1889.
ROCKHAM ['TON DIVISION.
ROCKHAMIPTON :MOUNTED INFANTRY.
William John Taylor is appointed to be a
Captain, provisionally.
Thomas William Whitehouse is appointed a
Lieutenant, provisionally. 27th February, 1889.
MEMORANDUM.
Major The Hon. A. J. Thynne is appointed
Major Commanding the Infantry Volunteer Corps
of the Southern Military District.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
MACKAY MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Acting-Captain J. V. Chat away is appointed a
Lieutenant on the Unattached List.
CHARTERS TOWERS MOUNTED INFANTRY*
The resignation of Lieutenant J. S. Allen is
accepted.
SERGE ANT-INSTRUCTOR.
Sergeant-Instructor Joseph Shillinglaw is dis-
missed  the Force, for misconduct. 6th March, 1b89.
No. 798.
A BOARD of Officers, composed as under, will
assemble at the Defence Force Stores  at 9 a.m. on
Friday, the 15th instant,. for the purpose of
examining  and reporting upon condemned  stores.
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Adams, A.Q.M.G.
Members.
Major C. H. Des Vceux, D.A. A.G.
Lieutenant J. J. Byron, "A" Battery.
No. 799.
ATTENTION is directed to General Order No. 13,
issued  by His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government and Commander -in-Chief, and dulyy
proclaimed in the  Government Gazette  of the 9ttl
instant, wherein it is ordered that the whole of the
Corps of Active Defence Force, Land and Marine,
established in the Southern Military District, with
the exception of the Corps of the Land Force in the
Port Curtis Regimental Division, the Gympie
Cadet' Corps, and the Central State School (Mary-
borough) Cadet Corps, shall assemble in Camp at
Lytton, for Continuous Drill and Training, from the
15th April to the 22nd day of April next, both
inclusive.
In pursuance of the above order, Commanding
Officers are requested to issue the required notices,
in writing , to the individual members of Corps.-
Vide  Regulation 191.
The various Corps will be moved into Camp in
accordance with instructions to be notified here-
after.
No. 800.
1. THE attention of Commanding Officers of
Volunteer Corps is drawn to the fact that an
Officer has been gazetted to command the whole of
the Infantry Volunteer Force, and that in future
all correspondence intended for him should be
addressed-
The Adjutant,
Volunteer Force,
" Brisbane."
The Adjutant of Volunteers will be the Staff
Officer of the Commanding Officer in all matters
pertaining to Volunteer Corps.
2. It is distinctly to be understood that the
Brigade-Major is relieved of all duties whatsoever
connected with the Volunteer Force, and that any
matters  which cannot be definitely settled by the
Officer Commanding the Volunteer Force, and
which have to be dealt with by His Excellency
the Governor, The Chief Secretary, or The Com-
mandant, will nevertheless be attended to by the
Adjutant of Volunteers, who will be responsible
for keeping a proper record of all correspon-
dence connected with his branch of the Force.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority - JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
1 1 first  year of Her Majesty's  reign , intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments  and do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time , by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 20th instant, being the day
appointed for holding a Ploughing Match under
the auspices  of the Central Downs Agricultural
and Horticultural. Association, shall, within the
Town of Allora, be observed as a Public Holiday
within the  meaning of  the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD  SAVE TH  QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS  by an Act passed in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled  "An
Act to make provision  for Bank  Holidays and
respecting obligations o make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time ,  by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Pub lic
Holiday,  either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof ,  or in any city, town ,  borough, or
district therein  :  Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment aforesaid ,  in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the  above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf ,  and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation ,  notify, proclaim ,  and declare
that THURSDAY, the  21st instant ,  being the
day appointed for holding the Annual Oddfe llows'
Sports at Ingham ,  shall, within the Town of
Ingham ,  be observed as a Pub lic Holiday within
the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN M.'LMACROSSAN.
GOD SLUE THE QUEEN 1no
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George ,  President
L. H. PALxsn, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed  in the forty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  "An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations  to make Payments and do
other acts on such  Holidays,"  it is  amongst other
things enacted  that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  from time to time , by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  to  appoint a special, day to be observed as
a Public Holiday, either throughout Queensland
or in any part thereof, or in any city, town,
borough, or district therein : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the  Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, in virtue of the
powers vested in me  by the above-recited Act,
and of all  other powers enabling me in that
behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify,  proclaim ,  and declare  that TUESDAY, the
19th instant , being the second day of the Annual
Race Meeting  of the Logan and Albert Jockey
Club, shall, within the town of Beaudesert, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given  under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
March ,  in theyear  of our Lord  one thousand
eight  hnndrea and  eighty -nine, and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER I?ALxsz,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the forty-
first year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act  to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respectingobligations to makePaymentsand do other
acts on such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time ,  by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Pub lic
Ho liday ,  either throughout Queensland ,  or in any
part thereof ,  or in any city, town ,  boro ugh ,  or district
therein  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,theAdministratorof the Government afore-
said, in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above -recited Act ,  and of all other powers enabling
me in that  behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Counc il,  do, b this my P ro clama
tion ,  notify ,  proclaim , and declare that TUESDAY,
the 19th instant ,  being the second day of the
Cumberland Annual Races ,  sha ll ,  within the Town
of Georgetown ,  be observed as a Public Ho liday
within the meaning of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight  hundred and  eighty-nine,  ,aadi in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 'd ggign.By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GoD SAVE THE Quasi !
PROCLAMATION-
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR NTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. M i-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifthyear of Her Majesty' s reign,  intituled
"An Act to make further  provision  for the M ain-
tenance  of' the Public Peace,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts
or any of the Acts enumerated in the Schedule to
the aforesaid Act, or the provisions of any Act
thereafter in force amending or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated in such Schedule, shall,
either absolutely or for such period  as may be
expressed in such Proclamation, be extended and
apply to the buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by, any association, or that  the premises
of any such association shall be a public place, or
public thoroughfare, or place of public resort,
within the  meaning of  any of the  Acts enumerated
in the said Schedule, or of any Act amending
or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas the Act 27 Victoria, No. 16, intituled  "An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Licensed Publicans,"  mentioned in the Schedule to
the said first-mentioned Act, has been repealed, and
" The Licensing Act of  1885 " has been substituted
therefor : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
extend the provisions of the said Acts to the
premises  of the Sandgate Amateur Turf Club, at
Sandgate  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid ,  in pursuance  of the  powers and authorities
in me vested ,  and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby declare and direct that the
provisions of the said Acts ,  except the said repealed
Act, and including the provisions of the said
" Licensing Act of  1885," shall extend and apply
to the buildings  and lands belonging to, used, and
occupied by the said Sandgate Amateur Turf Club
at all times when the said buildings and lands shall
be used for the purpose of holding games, sports,
races, shows ,  or exhibitions thereon or therein, and
at no other times ,  and that at such times as last
aforesaid the premises of the said Sandgate
Amateur Turf Club, at Sandgate, shall be a public
place, public thoroughfare, and a place of public
resort, within the meaning of the said several Acts.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.: chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-fifthyear of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to  make  fnrther  provision  for the Main-
tenance  of the Public Peace,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may
from time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,
declare and direct that the provisions of the Acts
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or any of the Acts enumerated in the Schedule to
the aforesaid  Act, or  the provisions of any Act
thereafter in force amending or in substitution for
any of the Acts enumerated  in  such Schedule, sha ll ,
either absolutely or for such period as ma be
expressed in such Proclamation ,  be extended and
apply to the  buildings and lands belonging to, used,
or occupied by, any association ,  or that the premises
of any such association sha ll  be a pub lic place, or
pub lic thoroughfare ,  or place of public resort,
within the meaning of any of the Acts enumerated
in the said Schedule ,  or of any Act amending
or in substitution for any of such Acts : And
whereas the Act  27  Victoria, No. 16, intituled  "An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Licensed Publicans ,"  mentioned in the Schedule to
the said first-mentioned Act, has been repealed, and
" The Licensing Act of  1885 "  has  been substituted
therefor  :  And whereas it is deemed expedient to
extend the provisions  of the  said  Acts to the
premises  of the Central  Downs Agricultural and
Horticultural Association ,  at Allora  :  Now, there-
fore,  I,  Sir ARTHUR HuuTE $  PALMER,  the Adminis-
trator  of the  Government aforesaid ,  in pursuance
of the  powers and authorities in me vested, and
with the advice of the Executive Counc il, do
hereby declare and direct that the provisions of the
said Acts, except the said repealed Act, and
including the provisions of the said  "  Licensing
Act  of  1885 ,"  shall extend and apply to the
buildings  and lands belonging to, used, and
occupied  by the  said Central Downs Agricultural
and Horticultural Association at all times when
the said buildings and lands sha ll  be used for the
purpose of holding games ,  sports ,  races, shows, or
exhibitions thereon or therein ,  and at no other times,
and that at such times as last aforesaid the
premises of the said Central Downs Agricultural
and Horticultural Association, at A llora,  shall be a
public place , public  tho roughfare ,  and a place of
public resort ,  within the meaning of the said
several Acts.
Given under my Hand and Beal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAVE THE Quzz  I
By Authority  :  J&css C. BEU, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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T
HE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of the
REGISTRY DISTRICT  of BRISBANE , including the CITY and  SUBURBS, for the Month of
FEBRUARY, 1889, is published  for general information.
JOHN M. MAC ROSSAN.
BIRTHS.
During the month of February, 195 births were registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 101  males  and 94 females, the number being 22 less than in the previous
month of January.
In the month of February, 1888, there were 162 births registered, the number for the
corresponding month of this year being 33 more than in February of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been 86 deaths registered in the Registry District of Brisbane during the
month-57 males and 29 females  ;  the excess of births over deaths being 109.
The number of deaths was 31 less than was registered in the previous month of January.
In the month of February, 1888, there were 88 deaths registered ; the number for the-
corresponding month of this year being 2 less than in February of last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER Of BIRTHS and  DEATHS Of  MALES and FEMALES  R egistered
within and  outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the  REGISTRY DISTRICT Of BRISBANE and SUBURBS, from the
let to the 28th  FEBRUARY ,  1889;  also TOTAL DEATHS  under FIvB YEARS  and under  ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR  to the TOTAL  NUMBER of BIBTHs  ;  also the PROPORTION of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE  YEAR to TOTAL  DEATHS  in the  REGISTRY DISTRICT of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
Brisbane and
Suburbs.
Population
as per
Census
taken
1st May,
1886.
BIRTHS .  DEATHS. C ppgaa
3 00,
B m pp ' m
m
p
m~ p
HIM
ID  o o 0 0 e D .r 0
w E- 1 a. E-4 E4 [* a
REGISTRYDISTRICT
OY BRISBANE-
Partwithin Muni-
cipality  of North
Brisbane
...
27,968 57 57 114 17 13 30 17 14 12.28 56.67 '41 •11 46.67 84
Part outside Mu-
nicipality of
North Brisbane 1 5,758 11 7 18 24 8 32 9 5 27.78 28.13 •31 •56 15.63 ... 14
Part within the !
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963 3 30 63 16 8 24 17 12 19 .05 70 .83 •35 •13 50.00 89
TOTAL, BRISBANE
DISTRICT . 51,689  101 94 195 57 29 86 43 31 15.90 50.00  1 8 •17 36.05 109
Suburbs outside the
Registry District
of Brisbane ... 21,960 62 53 115 18 12 80 20 17 14.78 66.67  •52 •14 56.67 85
TOTAL 73,649 163 147  $10 75 41 116 63 48 15.48 64.31  •42 •16 41.38 194
ill
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It will be seen that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 56'67 per cent. of the
,deaths were of children under five  years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 28.13 ; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 70'83, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 66.67; the total rate for city a,id suburbs being 54'31.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
District, is seen to have been 12.28 per cent. within, and 27.78 per cent. outside, the Municipality
•of North Brisbane; 19'05 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane ;
and 14.78 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District; the total rate for city
and suburbs being 15.48*.
The General [dospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants ' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial  Homes ,  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 25 during the month, or 21.55 per cent. of the total
number  of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality of Brisbane and Suburbs for the month of February, together with
the mean shade temperature  and mean  atmospheric pressure, is seen as follows :-
Pe ri od .  Numberof  Deaths. Grand  Mean Temperature
of Air.
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
February, 1889 ... ... 116 1  77-7  29.989
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch ,  Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKHAM TERRACE.
FEBRUARY, 1889.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10h. 12 m. 7s.  East . Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMosPHSBIC PRESSURE.
(Barometer corrected and reduced to 32°  Fah. and Mean Sea Leve l.)
Mean ,  at 3 a .m., 30.007.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., 30.020.
Mean,  at 3 p.m., 29.927.
Mean, at 9 p .m., 30'003.
Grand Mean ,  29'989.
Highest, 30'189,  at 9 a .m., 12th.
Lowest, 29'624, at 4.40 p.m., 8th.
:Range, 0.565.
S HADE TEMPERATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
M ean ,  at 3 a .m., dry bulb, 70.8.
„ „ wet bulb, 67'2.
M ean ,  at 9 a .m., dry bulb, 79.9.
„ „ wet bulb, 70.3.
M ean, at  3 p.m., dry bulb, 85 0.
„ wet bulb, 72-1.
Mean ,  at 9 p .m., dry bulb, 75.0.
„ wet bulb, 69'7.
G rand Mean Temperature  of  Air, 77.7.
Grand Mean Temperature  of Evaporation,  69.8.
Maximum  Shade Temperature of Air, 94.6, at 1.10 p.m.,
23rd.
-Minimum Shade  Temperature of Air, 61.8, at  6.5 a.m.,
9th.
Absolute  range, 32.8.
Mean daily  range, 19.5.
Mean maximum, 88.2.
Mean minimum, 68.7.
RADIATION TEMPERATURE.
Maximum in sun's rays  (by black bulb  thermometer in
vacuo ),  155'8, 17th.
Minimum on ground  (bulb exposed  on black -board),
49.3, 9th.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean  values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 84-8;at 2 feet, 85"2 ; at 4 feet, 83'1 ; at
'6 feet, 81-0; at 8 feet, 79-2; at 10 feet, 77-4; and at
12 feet, 76.2.
HYGROMETRIC  CONDITIONS.
Mean ,  at 3 a.m.-
vapour tension, '607.
Relative humidity  (saturation  =  100), 80°/O.
Dew point, 64.5.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '590.
Relative  humidity (saturation  = 100), 57°/a.
Dew point, 63.8.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour  tension, '592.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 49'/O.
Dew  point, 63'7.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, •639.
Relative  humidity (saturation  = 100), 73°/a.
Dew point, 65'9.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, •613.
Relative humidity (saturation  =  100), 66°/°.
Dew point, 64'8.
Highest percentage of relative humidity  (saturation
100), 57 at 6.15 a.m., 27th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity  (saturation =
100), 22°/a, at 6 .20 p.m., 8th.
The vapour tension, which may be regarded as the absolute
humidity of the air ,  is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  If the values for vapour tenriou be sub-
tracted from the values for atmosphe ri c pressure the remainders
will represent the weight of the air proper or dry air. The
tensions ,  in fact,  re present the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort  Scale-0  to 12.)
Mean ,  at 9 a m., 0'9, or 71 miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 1-9, or 121 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p .m., 0'5, or 51 miles per hour.
Grand Mean ,  1.1, or 81 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 15 times.
North-east wind observed 14 times.
Easterly wind observed 16 times.
South -east wind observed 6 times.
Southerly  wind observed 2 times.
South-west wind observed 5 times.
Westerly wind observed 1 time.
North-west wind observed 1 time.
Calms observed 24 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9  a.in, 5-2.  I  Mean, at 9 p.m., 4.2.
Mean, ut 3 p.m., 4'8 .  Grand Mean, 4'7.
Cumulus types observed about 66 times  ; cirrus, 16
times; nimbus,13 times ;  cir ro -stratus ,  22 times; cirro-
cumulus ,  11 times; cumulo -stratus, 10 times ;  cumulo-
nimbus, 2 times  ;  and stratus ,  4 times ;-as app ro ximate
values at the ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above ground.)
Number of " rainy days" (0'006 and over), 8.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 0.944 inches,  about 95 tons
per ac re ,  on 23rd.
Grand total ,  2.002 inches ,  or 202 tons per acre.
a All  values re corrected for Index  Error,  if necessary.
s NOTE.- The average death -rate of children under one year, as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st December ,  1887 ,  thronrhont the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 .05.  Y•ae  Vital  Statistics  of 1887.
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REMARKS.
Mean pressure  was 0.001 lower, and mean temperature  was 1 .2 degrees higher, than during January. The
mean vapour tension was  0'023 higher, and the  relative  humidity 1°/O higher, than during last month. Lightning
observed on 16th, 22nd, 25th, and 28th. Thunderstorm from 4.40 p.m. to 5.40 p.m., 6th, 23rd. Dust and
wind storm, 8th. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about  9 a.m., at  Kangaroo Point, was 81.7 degrees,
0.6 degrees lower than during last month.
February ,  1889 ,  compared with February,  1888.
Mean pressure for the present month was 0.031 less than for the same period a year ago. The mean
shade temperature was 3.5 degrees higher than in February last year. The mean vapour tension or weight of vapour
was 0'048 lower, and the percentage of humidity 12°/a less, than twelve months ago. The mean wind velocity
was less  by 24 miles per hour than in February, 1888; while the amount of cloud was less by 2.4. Examining the
winds, we find that during February, 1889, northerly and north-east winds were observed 15 and 14 times, as against
10 and 7 times for the previous year. Easterly winds were observed 16 times in February, 1889, against 23 during
February, 1888, and the south-east winds were 6 and 20 respectively. The -southerly winds were 2 this year, against
2 a year ago. South-west currents were noted 5 and 0 this and last year respectively. Westerly winds were
1 and 3 this and last year respectively, and the north-west winds were 1 this year, against 2 a year ago.
The amount of calms observed was 24 this year as against 17 twelve months ago. As for rainfall, we had 2'002
inches in February, 1889, against 13.909 inches in February last year.
The Observatory, which was reorganised on 1st January, 1887, is conducted entirely in accordance with the
Royal Meteorological Society 's Rules.
ARCHIBALD W. ANDERSON,
First Meteorological Assistant.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were  as follow:-
males.  Females.
Under Total Over
1  year. 5 years . 5 years.
Brisbane Hospital 15 5 20
Children 's Hospital 2 t 3
Lock Hospital ...
Lady Bowen Hospital ... 1 1
Diamentina Orphanage ... 000
Infants' Asylum ... ..
Lunatic Reception House 1 ... 1
Brisbane  Gaol ...
Immigration Depot
Convalescent Home
Industrial Home ...
Total 18 7 25
The following table shows the  causes  of death of  persons of  both  sexes,  under one year,
total under five years ,  and over  five years ;  also, the proportion per cent .  of deaths  from such
causes in Brisbane  and suburbs during the month :-
Class. Causes of Death.
I. Specific Febrile or Zymotic  diseases
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ...
III. Dietic diseases ... ...
IV. Constitutional  diseases ...
V. Developmental  diseases
VI. Local  diseases ... ...
VII. Violence ...
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ...
All Causes
Total.
Total. Proportionper Dent.
13 18 17 35 30.17
4 6 2 8 6.90
5 5 8 13 11.21
:.. 7 7 1 8  6-90
14 19 20 39 33.62
... 2 5 5 10 8.62
... 3 3 ... 3 2.58
48 63 53  1  116 1400.00
Class. Order.
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C AUsEs OF  DEATH-continued.
Nature of Disease.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE  on  ZYMoTIC DISEASES.
I. 1  Miasmatic diseases .-Typhoid  fever, 15; whooping cough, 2; diphtheria, 1 ...
2 Diarnc oeal  diseases .- Cholera  infantum ,  2;  diarrhoea ,  12; dysentery, 2 ...
3 Malarial diseases .- None.
4 Zoogenous diseases .-None.
5 Venereal diseases .- None.
6 Septic  diseases .- Septicaemia , 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
II. ... PARASITIC DISEASES .- None.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
18
16
1
III. ... DIETIc DISEASES.-Want of breast milk,  6;  alcoholism, 1; delirium  tremens, 1 8
IV.
... CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES- Rheumatic fever ,  1; rheumatism , 1; tabes
mesenterica , 4; phthisis, 6;  purpura ,  1 ... ... ... ... 13
V. ... DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.- Premature  birth ,  6;  congenital  defect,  1; senile
decay,  1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8
LocAL DISEASES.
VI.  1 Diseases of the nervous  system .- Meningitis , 1; apoplexy ,  2;  convulsions,  4;
paraplegia, 1 ; brain  disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 9
•  2 Diseases  of organs of Special  sense.-None.
3 Diseases  of circulatory  system .-Valvular  disease  of heart, 1 ... ... ... 1
4 Diseases  of respiratory  system .-Asthma, 1; bronchitis, 3; pneumonia, 3 ... 7
5 Diseases  of the digestive  system .-Dentition, 4; dyspepsia, 2;  enteritis,  6;
ulceration of intestine,  1; strangulation of intestine , 1 ; peritonitis, I ;
cirrhosis of liver, 1; liver  disease,  1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
6 Diseases  of lymphatic  system and ductless glands .- None.
7 Diseases  of the  urinary  system .- Bright's disease ,  2;  uraemia , 1; kidney
disease, 2  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6
8 Diseases  of organs  of generation .- None.
9 Disease  of parturition.- None.
10  Diseases  of organs  of locomotion .- Periosti tis , 1 ... ... ... ... ... 1
11  Diseases  of the  integumentary system .- None.
VIOLENCE.
VII.  1 Accident  or negligence.- Fractures ,  contusions, &c., 1; burns, 3; drowning, 3;
traumatic tetanus, 1 ; injuries  at birth ,  1 ... ... ... ... ... 9
2 Homicide.-None.
3 Suicide .-Poison, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Execution .-None.
VIII. ...  ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED CAUSES.-Debility, 1; atrophy,  2 ... ... 3
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 116
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month  as arising
from external causes,  9 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and 1 to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Males. Females.
Accidentally run over by  a tram-car  ... ... ... child ... 1
„ burnt ... ... ... ... ... children 2drowned ... ... ... ... ...  adults ... 3
Traumatic tetanus ... ... ... ... ... youth ... 1
Injuries  at birth ... ... ... ... child ... 1
Arsenical poisoning (suicide ) ... ... ... ... adult ... 0
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
G eneral  Registry Office, Registrar -General.
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
By Authority :  JAxEs C. BEAL, Government Pri nter, William street,  Brisbane.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 11th March, 1889.
Excellency the Administrator of the Government has been pleased to direct the publication,HISfor  general information , of the following Despatch received from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies.
Queensland.
No. 2.
SIB.,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Downing street, 26th January, 1889.
I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty will not be advised  to exercise  her power
of disallowance  with  respect to  the following Acts of the Legislature of Queensland , transcripts of
which  accompanied  your Despatch, No. 116, of the 27th of November:-
No. 17. An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queens-land of the sum  of £250,000 towards the  Service  of the year ending on the last day of June, 1889.
No. 1. An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Queens-
land of a  further  sum of £250 ,000 towards the Service of the year ending on the last day of June, 1889.
No. 2. An Act to  Declare the  Meaning of the Twelfth Section of  "The Su preme  Court Act of  1867,"
and to make  valid all Acts and things done by The Honourable Charles Stuart Mein while discharging
the duties of a Judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland, whether acting alone or jointly with any
other judges  or judge thereof, from the date of his appointment to the passing of this Act.
No. 3. An Act to Extend the Provisions of  " The Employer's Liability Act of  1886  " to Seamen.
No. 4. An Act to Explain Certain Provisions of  "The Injuries to Property Act of  1865."
No. 5. An Act to Repeal the Existing Duties of Customs and  " The Beer Duty Act of  1885," and
to grant certain  other Duties of Customs in lieu thereof.
No. 6. An Act to Authorise The Day Dawn Block and Wyndham Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
Charters Towers, to  construct  and maintain a Branch Line of Railway to be connected with the Northern
Railway
No. 7. An Act to Amend  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of  1878."
No. S. An Act to Amend the Laws relating to the Construction and Regulation, by the Govern.
ment ,  of Railways and Tramways , and to make better Provision for the Administration of the same.
No. 9. An Act to Amend  " The Valuation Art of  1887."
No. 10. An Act to Continue the Operation of  " The Marsupials Destruction Act of  1881," and of
certain continuing  and Amending Acts relating thereto.
No. 11. An Act to Authorise the Appropriation out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of certain
further  sums towards  the Service of the year ending on the last day of June, 1889, and for the year
ended on the last day of June, 1888.
No. 12. An Act to Authorise the Issue of Treasury Bills.
Private.
An Act to confer Powers upon The Queensland Permanent Trustee, Executor, and Finance Agency
Company, Limited.
I have, &c.,
The Officer A dministering the Government of Queensland.
KNUTSFORD.
51 Vic.
52 Vic.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
(Brisbane , 14th  March, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Government has been pleased to direct the publication, for
general information ,  of the following Despatch and Enclosure received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
PRIZE LIST  AND REGULATIONS, ANNIVERSARY  EXHIBITION , ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
SIR,
(DESPATCH RESPECTING
Downing street, 22nd January, 1889.
I have the bononr to transmit to you a copy of a letter  fr om His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, Acting P re sident of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, enclosing copies of a Prize
List and Regulations of an Agricultural Exhibition to be held in June next, in Windsor Great Park,
under the Presidency of Her Majesty the Queen ,  to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary  of the  foundation
of the Society.
I have to request that you will  take the desired steps for the publication of these particulars.
I have, &c.,
The Officer Administering the Government of Queensland . KNUTSFORD.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF  E NGLAND  to  COLONIAL OFFICE.
Royal Agricultural Society of England,
12, Hanover Square, London, W.,
MY LORD, 14th January, 1889.
I am requested by the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England to bring to your
Lordship's notice the fact that a great Agricultural Exhibition will be held next June in Windsor Great
Park, under the Presidency of Her Majesty the Queen, to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the
foundation of the Society.
It is intended to make this Exhibition as completely representative as possible of every branch of
Agriculture as practised in this country ; and, accordingly, prizes will be given not only for every
established British breed of Live Stock, but also for Agricultural Implements, Corn, Wool, Poultry,
Butter, Cheese, Hops, Cider, Perry, Jams, Dried and Preserved Fruits, and other descriptions of agri-
cultural produce ; the total amount offered  in prizes  being £12,000.
It is hoped on this occasion to bring together the finest and largest collection of pedigree live
stock that has ever been exhibited in any part of the world  ;  and in view of the increasing extent to
which pure-bred animals are being annually exported from the United Kingdom to the Colonies, the
Council think that the representatives of agriculture abroad may desire to be made acquainted with
particulars of the Exhibition ,  which the Society  are sanguine  will attract large numbers of Colonial
visitors.
Accordingly I am requested by the Council to forward to your Lordship copies of the proposed*
Prize List and Regulations ,  and to state that they will feel greatly obliged if your Lordship will be so
good as to transmit these to the Governors of the various Colonies ,  with a request that they may be
communicated to the proper Department of the Colonial Government ,  and made known in other ways.
The Lord Knutsford , G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.,
Secretary of State for the Colonies.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane ,  the twenty-
seventh day of February, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Exce llency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
WHEREAS by  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886, "  it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actua lly surveyed and marked on the
g round before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor -General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land  described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
1" points  :  Now, therefore ,  His Exce llency the
;.administrator of the Government , by and  with the
advice of the Executive Council, on the recommen-
dation of the  land  Board, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in  him by the said
Acts, doth order ,  and it is hereby ordered, that the
I am, &c.,
ALBERT EDWARD, P.,
Acting President.
operation of so much  of the forty -third section of the
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described  in the said  Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is  hereby required to
divide the said land  into lots  and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary  for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands on the resumed part of Milton
Run, in the Gladstone Land Agent 's District.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT EDWARD DUNDEE BOSTOCK
to be Acting Land Agent for the Rockhampton
Land Agent's District, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," during the absence on
leave of the Land Agent.
M. HQME BLACK.
* The Prize Sheet  for Stock ,  Farm Produce, &c.,  with Regulations ,  may be seen at the office of the Chief Inspector of stock,
Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
MATTHEW BARKER SALISBURY
to be Acting Land Agent for the Bundaberg Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  and  " The Crown
Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," during the absence of
the Land Agent.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th March,  1889,RIS Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
LEONARD GEORGE BOARD, Land Commissioner,
Gympie,
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Bundaberg
Land Agent 's District ,  under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
"The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," and
" The  Crown  Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," during
the absence  of the Land  Commissioner.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Mines  and works,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Live Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT ARCHIBALD RANKING
to be Warden at Rockhampton under the pro-
visions of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874,"  also a
Commissioner under the provisions of  " The
Mineral Lands Act of  1881," in the room of
George Lionel Lukin, transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
O time
having been nominated at the
1  appointed for holding an Election of
Members for Nos. 1 and 2 Subdivisions of the
Inglewood Division, His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"
been pleased to appoint
A. E. DEVINE and
WILLIAM MARSHALL
to be Members for No. 1 Subdivision, and
CHARLES EDWARD DONOVAN
to be a Member for No. 2 Subdivision, of the said
Division.Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
j IS Excellency  the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
ROLAND MoRRISBY,  Land Commissioner,
Bundaberg,
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Rock-
hampton Land Agent's District ,  under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation Act of
1868,"  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"
and  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886,"
during the absence on leave of the Land Com-
missioner.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
UIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment , with the advice ,of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK  GEORGE GOODFELLOW, Land
Commissioner , Townsville,
to be Land Commissioner for the Charters Towers
Land Agent's District, under the provisions  of "The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," and  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," in the room of
the Police  Magistrate , who has been relieved of
the duties  of that office.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK GEORGE GOODFELLOW, Land
Commissioner, Townsville,
to be Land Commissioner for the Hughenden Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " and  " The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," in the room of
B. C. MacGroarty, who has been relieved of the
duties of that office.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1889.
71 IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LUKIN
to be Warden at Maryborough under the provisions
of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874," in the room of
Robert Archibald  Ranking , transferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.
N O Candidate  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for No. 2 Subdivision of the Taroom
Division ,  His Exce ll ency the Administrator of the
Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM A . ASCOUGH
to be a Member for No .  2 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of  Mines and Works,
•  Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.
N O Candidate  having been nominated at thetime appointed for holding an Election of
a  Member- for No. 3 Subdivision of the Murweh
Division ,  His Exce llency the Administrator of the
Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"  The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
JAMES GEORGE GREEN
to be a Member for No. 3 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M.  MAOROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
LL r
N O Candidates having been formally nominated
at the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Taroom Division, His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887," been pleased to appoint
H. C. JERRARD and
H. MACDONALD
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
provisional appointments in the Defence Force :--
REGINALD GWYTHER and
LEONARD EDWARD DUFF EVANS
to be Lieutenants.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
DAVID TURBAYNE
of his provisional appointment as a Lieutenant in
the Volunteer  Branch of  the Defence Force.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office, -
Brisbane , 11th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment has  been pleased to direct that the
name
WILLIAM TATLOCx CHIPPINDALL
be substituted for William Chippendall, appearing
in the general Commission  of the Peace, published
in the  Gazette  of the 1st of January last.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to irect that he
name
EDWARD AueusvuS  BULLMORE
be substituted for Edward Augustus Bulmore,
appearing in the general Commission of the Peace,
published in the  Gazette  of the 1st of January
last.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ROUTH, M.R.C.S.E.,
to be Medical Officer at Georgetown, in the room
of A. H. Langridge, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK  WILLIAM MYLES
to be Visiting Justice of H.M. Gaol at Ayr.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable WILLIAM WYER
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter at Mount Albion.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned  Members of the Police Force to be
Assistant Registrars  of Births and Deaths at the
places mentioned  in connection with their respective
names
Senior -Constable PATRICK GRIFFIN,
at Windorah, for the Registry District of Diaman-
tina , in the room of Constable J. J. E. Williams,
transferred ; and
Constable FBANms  SWEENEY,
at Jundah, for the Registry District of Diaman-
tina, in the room of Constable P. Curtin, trans-
ferred.
JOHN M. MACROSSANN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT SCOTT
to be Assistant Registrar of Births and)Deaths at
Beaudesert, for the Registry District of Logan.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Sub-Inspector PERCY GALBRAITH
to be Inspector of Brands for the District of
Etheridge, in the room of Sub-Inspector George
Warby, deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
L] IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to direct that he
name
EDWARD AUGUSTUS BULLMORE
be substituted for Edward Augustus Bulmore,
appearing in the list of Licensing Justices for the
Licensing District of Ipswich, published in the
Gazette  of the 9th instant.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
R1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
KILLARNEY
to be a place for holding a Registration Court for
the Electoral District of Cunningham, for the pur-
poses of  " Tile Elections Act of  1885," and to assign
to such Court, under the name of " The Electoral
Division of Killarney," so much of the said Electoral
District of Cunningham  as is comprised  within the
following boundaries :-
Electoral Division of Killarney.
The parishes of Killarney and Emu Vale, and so
much of the parish of Cunningham as is contained
in the Electoral Division of Cunningham.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 18$9.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to amend the Electoral
Division of Warwick, within the Electoral District
of Cunningham, so that such Division shall here-
after comprise so much of the Police District of
Warwick*  as is  contained in the Electoral District
of Cunningham, exclusive of the Electoral Division
of Killarney.*
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th March, 1889.
H[S
Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the under-
mentioned appointments in the Post and Telegraph
Department, viz.:-
EDWARD DODWBLL KINGSFORD
to be Manager;
ENOS BERRY
to be Line Repairer in Charge ; and
GEORGE DRANEY
to be Operator.
JOHN DONALDSON.
* For bounda ri es of Police  District  of Warwick see  GazeUr  of
14th November ,  1887 ; and for boundaries of the Electoral Dice ion
of Killarney see  supra.
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MARSUPIAL BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
the following gentlemen have been elected
Members of the Marsupial Boards mentioned in
connection  with  their respective names.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Aramac.
William Forsyth
Sydney Pechey Fraser
Ernest Hassell King
William Henry Looker
George Porter.
Bungil.
Thomas Ferrier
Robert Fletcher
James Read Skean McLellan
Angus McPherson
James Swan.
Gogango.
Henry Beak
Peter Fitzallan Macdonald
Frederick Morgan
John Murray
Thomas Hunter Orr.
MARSUPIAL BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Marsupials Destruction Act of  1881" and
" The Marsupials Destruction Act Continuation
Acts of  1884, 1885, 1886, 1887,  and  1888," been
pleased to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen
to be Members of the Marsupial Boards mentioned
in connection with their respective names.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Banana.
Michael William Cunningham
Edward Thomas Homer
William Nott
Edwin Collingwood Price
John Sutherland.
Baramba.
George Hall Jones
James Millis
Isaac Moore, senior
Walter Scott
Arthur Youngman.
Barcoo.
William  Broughton
Peter H. Birt
Alexander  Kenneth Cameron
Andrew Fletcher
Robert McGeorge.
Bauhinia.
Benjamin Coll ingwood  Forrest
Adam Colquhoun Gillespie
Walter Henry Holt
Arthur Ernest Murphy
Horace  Spencer Wills'
John CollinsBeenleigh.
Robert Martin Collins
Joseph Henry Delpratt
De Burgh F.  Persse
Harry Webb.
Belyando.
Reginald Carr Boyd
Crofton Moat
James McCormack
Charles Edward Row
Andrew Small.
Blackall.
William Ford
Charles Gray
Alfred John Haylock
Frnest James Edward Mackenzie
James Mansfield Niall.
Boulia.
John Buckley
Sidney William Donner
Lionel James Hill
Gordon McLeod
John Woods.
Bowen.
John Henry Isbell
William Jockheim
James  Andrew Page
William Henry Toms
Alfred H. Wilmington.
Broadsound.
Mark Miller Christian
George Fox
John Arthur Macartney
Charles Henry Paine
Robert John Ray.
Bulloo.
Walter Gamson
Hugh Peter McDonald
James  Osborne
Frank Alexander Powell
William Sly.
Burrum.
Harry Edgar Aldridge
Joseph Cleary
Fassifern Kent
Charles John West
David Philip White.
Caboolture.
William Butler
Arthur John McConnel
Frank Villeneuve Nicholson
The Hon. Henry Conwell Wood
John William Zillman.
Calliope.
William Parker Bayne
James Bell
Mervyn Crawford
Alexander Hetherington
David Stirrat.
Cardwell.
Robert Atkinson
Edward William  Blackman
William Craig
William McDowall
Julius Tottenham.
Clermont.
Robert Bell
William Berry
John Burn
Charles Parry Martyr
Arthur Weller.
Clifton.
Anthony  Brough Briggs
Charles Clark
Edward Dowling Hodgsen
William Hogarth
Peter Tyson.
Cook.
Sinclair Francis Balser
Patrick Callaghan
James Earl
Thomas McCarey
Charles C. Macdonald.
Dalrymple.
Thomas  Buckland
John Deane
William Mark
Michael Miles
Albert William Duckett White.
Diamantina.
Angus Fraser
William Hood
Ernest Edward Peberdy
William Bligh Ridge
William Henry Wyatt.
Doonmunya.
Charles Norman Armytage
Herbert  Stansfield
James Boyce Thompson
Alexander McGregor Stuart Thompson
William Walter Voss.
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Duaringa.
John  Beattie
William Bell
Thomas Little
Arthur H. G. MacDonald
John Hay Ross.
Einasleigh.
Bernard Peter Brodie
Thomas Collins
James Folkambe Fulford
William Steele
Henry Williams.
Esk.
Frederick Lord
James Henry McConnel
John Noonan
George Condamine Taylor
Wi lliam Thorn.
Fassifern.
Anthony Godsell Brabazon
Henry Edwin Hill
Alexander Moffatt
Campbe ll  McDonald
Edwin John Sealy.
Glengallan.
John Donald Macaush ,  junior
Andrew Margetts
Charles McDougall
James McIntosh
William Ball Slade.
Gregory.
Alexander George Fraser
John Robert Hodson
Robert Christian Ramsay
James Brooke Riley
Wil liam Sloggatt, junior.
Hinchinbrook.
Francis Cashel Gardiner
Arthur Gedge
John James Hawkins
William Thomas White
Radcliffe Wilson.
Inglewood.
Patrick J .  Barrett
Julius Harry Frey
Edgar Brodie Greenup
Donald Gunn
Roderick McLeod.
Jondaryan.
Gilbert Gostwyck Cory
Francis Arthur Gore
Henry  Venn King
The IJon .  John Frederick McDougall
The Hon. James Taylor.
Bolan.
Augustus Purling Barton
William Henry Gaden
Richard Hanbury
Edward Mullett
Alexander Christie Walker.
Mackay.
David Hay Dalrymple
John Ewen Davidson
Dyson Lacy
Adam Roy McGregor
Edmund Stans field Rawson.
Murilla.
Henry Bourne
Edward Ainsworth Gaden
Wil li am Andrew Miller
Thomas McNulty
Alexander Hammond Smith.
Murweh.
Thomas Alexander Brodie
.John Ware Dowling
William Walter Hood
John Genge Andrews Peddle
Thomas  Vardy Rudd.
Nebo.
George Francis Bridgman
William Henry Myers
Henry Richards
Graham Augustus Turner
Allan Williams.
Nogoa.
Frank Beardmore
William Bellamy Gerrard
Henry D. Middleton
William Kendal Peberdy
John Ambrose Ryder.
Paroo.
Edmund Bignell
Edward King
Arthur Leeds
John McDonald
Thomas James Rossiter.
Rawbelle.
James John Cadell
George Phili Elliot
Willoughby Llliot
William Foster McCord
George Munro.
Tarampa.
Negil Griffith  Buchanan
Edmund Lord
Andrew Scott,  junior
The Hon. Walter Vanneck
William A. Vanneck.
Taroom.
William Nicholson Ascough
Henry Clapcott Jerrard
George Cartwright Langhorne
William Colbourne Mayne
Edmund Molyneux Royds.
Thuringowa.
The Hon. William Aplin
Joseph Hodel
Thomas Marron
George Saunders
Wil liam Robert Steiglitz.
Tiaro.
James Dowzer
George Lindley
George Mant
Henry Missing
Richard Walter Scougall.
Ula Ula.
James Cavanough
Wallace A. Lowe
William Ross Munro
William Lawrence Stevenson
James Sutherland.
Waggamba.
Henry Deighton
James Kimmorely
Harry Marshall
James C. Mills
Duncan Sinclair.
Wallumbilla.
William Gordon Burton Bradley
George Edwin Downing
Robert  Dunsmure
Robert Copland Lethbridge
Samuel Stewart.
Wambo.
Hugh Begbie
Patrick Francis Bodkin
Andrew Fitzherbert Evans
John Shillito Jessop
John  Robertson.
Warroo.
Henry Wyatt Bell
Philip E. Devine
William Marsh
Ebb Smith
John Taylor.
Widgee.
John Broadbent
William Elworthy
Patrick Lillis
George Lindley
Thomas Rose.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve, in accordance
with the Regulations under  " The Orphanages Act
of  1879," that
Mrs. and Miss SCOTT
be appointed Lady Visitors for the Central
Ipswich District in connection with the Diamantina
Orphanage,  vice  Miss Turner, resigned; and that
Mrs. WHICHELIO
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the Toowoomba
District in connection with the Diamantina
Orphanage ,  vice  Mrs. Holberton ,  resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
ROBERT  ARCHIBALD RANKING , Police Magistrate
at Rockhampton,
be appointed Superintendent of the Public
Orphanage at Rockhampton and the Licensed
Orphanage at Meteor Park, in accordance with
the provisions of clause three of  " The Orphanages
Act of  1879,"  vice  George Lionel Lukin,  trans-
ferred.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
ARTHUR JAMES MOSELY
be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ; and that
JAMES KEMP
be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Gympie.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment , with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
estab lishment of a State School at
GLENMORE.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1889.
T HE following appointments of Members of
Committees for State Schools are notified,
viz.:-
Z)ugandan.
Thomas Griffith.
Harrisville.
Harry Perrett,
vice  W.  Bole,  resigned.
Morven.
August Band,
Samuel Davidson,
Thomas Henry Davis,
John Knowles, and
John O'Loughlin.
Townsville West.
Louis Grosskoff,
vice O.  G. H, Day, resigned.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ABTHux H uNTSB PALi ,
Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi -
A. H. PALMER,  chael and St . George ,  President
Administrator.  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety-
seven of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are hereby appointed to be Trustees of the
Reserve for School of Arts, in the parish of Irvine-
bank, established by Proclamation dated the 25th
October, 1888, and the said persons and their
successors  shall ,  as Trustees ,  have the control and
management  of the said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make By-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council:-RM.--20-2-89--Bs.
GEORGE YOUNG,
DONALD ALEXANDER MACKINTOSH, and
JOHN  JOSEPH HENRY.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HOME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALxsE,
Knight, Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PAL1EE,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
Its Dependencies
IN  pursuance of sections ninety-six and ninety.seven of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884," 1,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  do, by  this my Proclamation,  notify and
declare that the persons hereunder named shall be
and are hereby appointed to be Trustees of the Re-
serve for Football Grounds, in the parish of Rock.
hampton, established by Proclamation dated the
16th  April,  1888, and the said persons and their
successors shall, as Trustees,  have the control and
management  of the  said Reserve  ;  and the said
Trustees shall be and are hereby empowered to
make By-laws for carrying out the objects of the
Trust, subject to the approval of His Excellency
the Governor in Council:-
WILLIAM PATTISON,
FREDERICK AUGUSTUS MORGAN, and
THOMAS KELLY.
S.M.-27-2.89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council  made on  the twenty-seventh day of February, 1889, I did, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board,
order that the operation  of so  much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before  it is  proclaimed open for
selection  should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in C )until, required to divide the said land into lots,
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
position thereof on proper  maps or  plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance ahd execution of all powers and
authorities  in me vested  under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation  of the Land Board, do, b this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto , being  situated in the Gladstone Land Agent's District,
shall be open  to selection , under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth
day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the  maximum
areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 13,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Areas Nos. 1
and 2 in the said District, shall be 5,120 and 3,800 acres respectively.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Areas Nos. 1 and 2 to be Districts
for the purposes of the saidActs; but so that for administrative and other purposes they shall nevertheless
form part of the said Gladstone Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-27-2-89.
GOD SATE  THE QUEEN !
DESCRIPTIONS.
Grazing Area No. 1.
The parishes of Eurimbula, Rodd's Bay, Iveragh, Pemberton, and so much of the parish of Milton
as is to the east  of the Boyne River.
Grazing Area No. 2.
Commencing at the junction of Iffley Creek and the Boyne River, and bounded thence by that
river upwards to Blackman Creek, by that creek upwards to the watershed separating the waters of the
Boyne River from those of Baffle Creek ; thence by that watershed southerly to the north-east corner of
portion lv, Bompa Resumption ; thence by portions Iv and 4v to the north-west corner of portion 4v;
thence by a north-west line to the watershed separating the waters of the Boyne River from those of
Putter's Creek, and by that watershed and Iffley Creek to the point of commencement.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GLADSTONE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
(Maximum Area, 5,120 acres.)
No.
of
Lot.
1
2
3
4
Run Resumption.
Milton
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Parish.
Pemberton
ditto ...
Milton ..
ditto ...
5 Ditto  ... Wietalaba
6 Ditto ... ditto
7 Ditto
...  ditto .
8 Ditto ... ditto ...
9 Ditto  ... ditto . .
10 Ditto ... ditto ...
No. of
Portion.
1v
2v
1v
2v
Area.
A. R. P.
1,700 0 0
2,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
Provisional
Survey Fee.
A s. d.
16 4 0
16 4 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
Within Grazing Area No. 2.
(Maximum Area, 3,800  acres.)
lv 1,600 0 0 16 4 0
2v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0
3v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0
4v 3,800 0 0 22 10 0
5v 2,560 0 0 22 10 0
6v 3,600 0 0 2210 0
Annual Rent
per Acre.
a. d.
0 2
0 2
0 2
0 2
Value of
Improvements.
.'
o ti
oy
4.2
0
CS W
In. P4
0 20 2 42  o
0 2
0 2
:Za1
0 2
O>)ra
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.a.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lando Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALmmi,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
E.M.-27-2-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gon SAVE TUE QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ToowooMBA LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No .  1 established by
Proclamation dated 5th February ,  1889, which
is hereby amended.)
All Crown lands within the following  boundaries:-
The  Toowoomba Land Agent 's District as defined
by Proclamation of the 3rd March, 1885 ,  exclusive
of Agricultural Areas 2, 3, and 4, Grazing Areas
1 and 2, and of the land in the parish of Milton (with
the exception of original portions  220, 221 ,  352, and
2003, which are included in Agricultural Area No.
1) to the north-west of the road from Rosalie to
Cooyar.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order  of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALY$B, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "The
Crown Lands  Act  of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named.
E.M.-20 -2-89-I'.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
Clermont.
89-23772-P.D.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion in  the Government Gazette  dated 21st
August, 1884 ,  which is hereby amended.)
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont.
Area - 233 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south and distant
about 215 links from the north -west  corner of the
Hospital Reserve  (proclaimed in  Government
Gazette,  1880,  volume 2, page 190),  and bounded
thence by that reserve bearing south about twenty-
one chains ,  east  ten chains ,  and north about three
chains and fifty links ; on the north by Playfair
street bearing east eleven chains and
fifty links ;on the east by Tropic street bearing south about
fifteen chains  ;  again on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; again on the east by a line bearing
south about fifteen chains; on the south-east by a
line bearing 225 degrees about thirty -seven chains ;
on the south -west by a line bearing 315 degrees
fifty -five chains and fifty-six links ; and on the
north -west by a line bearing 45 degrees about
forty-six chains and fifty links to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine ,  and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUrTEtt PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Mo.t
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, Pr"-ad. u t
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Adrninistrator .  Administrator  of the Gover,m nt
of the Col"ny of Queen d  n I wk(l;ts Dependeneioe.
TN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
.L in accordance with the provisions of  11 The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator afore-
said ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease of the following Selection of Land, under
the said Act, is declared forfeited : --
E.N.-2 0-2-89-G'.
a
° Land Agent's
V
6.9 Name of Lessee .  Area .  District.
A. R. P.
3754 1James Ivory ... ... 500 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
March, in the ear of our Lord one thousand
eight hundredand eighty-nine ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her majesty's  reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.  Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A H.PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its IlependeneieQ.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Lease of the followin
Agricultural Farm ,  under the said  Act, is declare
forfeited :-
E.M.-20 -2-S9-G'.
Name  of Lessee.
334 Patrick Boyeland
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. a. P.
157 0 0 (Warwick.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distini, wished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.I N pursuance of section ni ety-five o  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I  Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been perma-
nently reserved for the purpose named with respect
to each.
E.M.-20-s89-I'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CEMETERY.
89-4851-S.G.
County of Stanley parish of Maekcnzie.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
214, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing west nine chains and ninety-one
links; on the west by portion 17v bearing north
ten chains ; on the north by that portion bearing
east ten chains and nine links ; and on the east by
a road bearing 181 degrees ten chains to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES.
Horse-shoe Bend Tank, Muttaburra and Hugh-
enden road.
(On resumed part of Afton Downs Run.)
89-3653-S.G.
Area-I11 acres.
Commencing at a point about ten chains ten links
west and about seven chains seventy links south of
the south-west corner of tank, and bounded thence
on the south by an east line thirty-nine chains
ninety-one links; thence on the east by a north line
twenty-seven chains eighty-seven and a-half links;
thence on the north by a west line thirty-nine
chains ninety-one links ; and thence on the west by
a south line twenty-seven chains eighty-seven and
a-half- links to the point of commencement.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY PURPOSES.
Bore for Artesian Water, Clermont.
89-2372-P.D.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont.
Area-24 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of a railway
reserve (proclaimed  Government Gazette  1884, vol.
1, page 1663), and bounded thence on the north
by that reserve bearing west sixteen chains ; on
the west by a road bearing south fifteen chains; on
the south by a line bearing east sixteen chains ;
and on the east by a line bearing north fifteen
chains to
i
+the point of commencement.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STATE  SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-20617-P.I.
County of Livingstone, parish of Faraday.
Area-5 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 337 degrees 18
minutes and distant 2C6i oo links from the north.
west corner  of portion 84, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a road bearing 346 degrees 30
minutes five chains and  forty-five and two-tenths
links;  on the north-west by a line bearing 53 degrees
eight chains  and ninety-one links; on the north.
east by a lute bearing 143 degrees five chains ; and
on the south-east by a road bearing 233 degrees
eleven chains and nine links to the point of com.
mencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
n the Surveyor-General's office.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR STAT IC SCHOOL PURPOSES.
Emu Park.
89-1798•-P.I.
County of Livingstone, parish of Hewittville,
section  10.
Area- 4 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of the  west side
of Ferguson street with the south side of Richard
street, and bounded thence on the east by Ferguson
street bearing south ten  chains ; on  the south by
Wood street bearing west four chains; on the west
by Higson street bearing north ten chains ; and on
the north by Richard street  bearing east four
chains to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Cok-ny of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of sections ninety-five, ninety-six,
and ninet -seven of  "The Crown Lands Act
of  1884," 1, Sir  ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been permanently reserved for the
purpose named, and placed under the control and
management  of the following  persons as Trustees,
who are hereby empowered to make By-laws for
carrying out the objects of the Trust subject to
the approval of His Excellency the Governor in
Council :-
E.M.-2 0-2-89--4'.
F. W. HALL,
R. LISLE,
H. G. NEILL,
W. MONCKTON,
T. G. CoRN$s,
S. VIPPETT, and
T. AYLING.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CEMETERY.
Mount Morgan.
89-4350--8.G.
County of Raglan parish of Calliungal.
Area-11 acres 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 292 degrees and
distant twenty links from a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over C, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 170 degrees ten chains
and fifty links; on the south-east by  a line  bearing
260 degrees eleven chains ; on the south-west by a
line bearing 350 degrees six chains and fifty links ;
and on the north-west by lines bearing  22 degrees
four chains and seventy-one and seven-tenths links
and 80 degrees eight chains and fifty links to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  Q UEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. M11i-[L s.] ohael and St. George, Pr-r,sidcent
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
AdIndinuatratur.  Administrator of the Goverimient
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administra-
tor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lot of land,
being portion 27v, in the parish of Avoca, on
resumed part of Colinton Run, in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, o ened to selection by
Proclamation dated the 23rd January, 1889, shall
be and is hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-27-2-89.
59-4851-L.B.
Given 'under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HHME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLA 11 ATIOIti .
By his Excellency Sir AnTilue HUNT! R PA! nnET;
Knight Commander of the 1liost
Distinguished Order of St. AIi.
[L.s.] chael and S. George, PresidentA If. ['ALMEp. Of the Legislative Council and
_b ymillistrutor.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland  and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation
of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected unsurveyed
lands in the parishes of Albert, Nerang, Witheren,
Boyd, Pimpama, Barrow, Cedar, Gilston, Mudgee-
raba, and Tallebuggera, in the Beenleigh Land
Agent's District, opened to selection by Proclama-
tions dated the 2nd February, 1886, shall be and
are hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-27-2-89.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment H ouse,  Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and
in the fifty -second year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ABTHUB HUNTER PALMER,Knight Commander of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
L.6.] chael and St. George ,  President
A.H. PALxxS,  of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power  in m9 vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lot of land,
being Forfeited Selection No. 165, in the parish of
Barron, in  the Herberton Land Agent's District,
opened to selection by Proclamation dated the 2nd
January, 1889, shall be and is hereby withdrawn
from selection.
E.M.-20-389-E'.
69-3402--L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD Ssvi THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George, President
A. 11. PALMER, of the Legislative, Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The  O own
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define  and set  apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule  hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this ninth day of
March, in  the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine ,  and in the
fifty- second year of  Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-20 -249--D'.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE COOHTOWN LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area  No. 1.
(In lieu of Agricultural Area No. 1 established by
Proclamation dated 24th March, 1885, which
is hereby amended.)
All Crown  lands  within the following boundaries :
Commencing at Cape Flattery, and bounded
thence by a hue south-westerly and the northern
watershed of the Mclvor and Morgan Rivers
westerly to a point thirty miles from the coast ;
thence by a line parallel therewith and distant
thirty miles therefrom southerly to the Normanby
River, by that river and the East Normanby River
upwards to the Byerstown road, by that road
passing along  the eastern boundaries of portions
239 and 161, parish of Gore, north-easterly to
Oaky Creek, by that creek downwards to Agri-
cultural Area No. 2; thence by Agricultural Area
No. 2 north and east to the coast; and thence by
the coast northerly to the point of commencement.
PROCLAM AT1U) N.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the .Nl ost
Distinguished  order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. 11. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions of
"The Crown Lands Act of  1884  "  and  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885," I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and de-
clare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
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and situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on and
after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889:
And I do hereby, by and with the advice afore-
said, declare that the annual rent and purchasing
price at which said lands may be selected shall be
the annual rent and purchasing price mentioned in
the Schedule herewith, and that the  maximum area
which may be selected by any one person in the said
District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural
Area, 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QrEEN
E.H.-27-2-89.
.DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Annual Rent-3d. per acre.
Purchasing Price-£1 per acre.
Parish of Milton.
Area-About 30  square miles.
The Crown lands within the following boundaries:
Bounded on the east by portion 19v, a reserve,
portions 208, 205, 203, 4v, 2506, 1996, and 2921;
on the south-east and south by a road and portions
1989, 1956, 3712,  1955,  1319, 1297, and 88; on the
west and north-west by portions 348, 1963, 351,
362, 221, 220, 4107, 3770, 3172, 3539, 4106, 3v, the
Cooyar-Rosalie road, and portions 6v and 5v; on
the north by portion 21v; and on the north-east by
the Main Range.
Annual Rent-4d. per acre.
Purchasing Price-£1 per acre.
Parish of Flagstone.
Area-About 1 square mile.
Commencing at Jie north-west corner of portion
27, parish of Flagstone, and bounded thence on the
east by portions 27, 17, 36v, 29, a line bearing south,
and portion 20; on the south by Flagstone Creek;
on the west by portion 29, a road, portions 11 and
15, and a northerly line to a point west from the
north-west corner of portion 27; and thence by a line
bearing east to the point of commencement.
Norf .- Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMBR,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H.  PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Adminidwrtnr.  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, th  Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road described here-
under shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
E.M. 23 -1-89-J'.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide  resumed  from Selection
1267,  Beenleigh  District. (John Ruddock William-
son.)
From the southern end of the road through
portion 81 southerly  across the  north-western corner
of portion 14, parish of Pimpama, to Hotham
Creek ;-containing two roods taken from  a reser-
vation of eight  acres  for road purposes.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
GOD
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
SAVE THE QUEEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general  information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Clermont, as per accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open for Occupation License, under
Part V. of"'  The Crown Lands Act of  1884," at the
Clermont Land Office, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the Seventeenth day of April, 1889, at an
Annual Rental of 10s. per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-6272-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
TIP-TREE HILL NORTH RUN.
Area 481 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Belyando
River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-
arrow over B over LXXXII in triangle, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of Tip-tree Hill Run
six miles  four chains ; thence on the west by a
north line to the south-east corner of S ring Vale
Occupation License and a continuation of the same
line along the east boundary of that block, in all
nine miles  twenty chains ; thence on the north by
an east line  along parts of the south boundaries of
Tip-tree Hill West and Lestree Hill No. 4 Runs, in
all five miles forty-eight chains, to the Belyando
River at a point opposite a point about thirty-two
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over B
over LXXIV in triangle ; and thence on the east
by the left bank of the said river upwards to the
point of commencement.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  "The Crown  Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876  " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September 1886.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors,  Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office  as Members  of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Dis;ricts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th December, 1888.
Feb.
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
T is Hereby notified forpublic information, hat he Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions f
1. " The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" and  "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.' Jan.
Allora * ... ... ..
Aramac ... ... Fri. 11
Banana  .. ...  Wed. 16
Barcaldinet  ... Wed. 9
Beenleigh  ...  Tues. 8
Blackall  ... ...  Mon. 28
Bowen  ...  Thurs. 24
Brisbane  ... ... Wed. 2
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 12
Burketown  ...  Wed. 2
Cairns  ... Wed. 9
Cardwell*  ...  Fri. 11
Oharleville  ...  Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs.31
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25
Emerald * ...  Mon. 21
Esk* .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 2
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thu s.24
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham  ...  Wed. 30
Inglewood ; ...  Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4
Isiaford  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay ... ...  Thurs.10
Maryborough  ...  Fri . 18
Mitchellt  ...  Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango ... Wed. 9
Nebo (Mt. Britton) Wed. 2
Nerang * .. ... ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood ... Thurs. 3
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14
Boma  ... ...  Wed. 9
St. George  ...  Tues.  15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ... Fri . 11
Surat  ... ...  Thura.31
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2
Taroom  ...  .Wed. 2
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 9
Thargomindah ...  Wed. 2
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 28
Townsville ... Thurs. 10
Warwick ... ...  Tues.  22
"THE CROWN LA &DS ACT OF  1884,"
March . April.  May. June.
... I Wed. 20  ... Wed. 19
Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri. 10 Fri. 7
Wed. 201 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19
Wed. 6 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 8 Wed. 5
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Mon. 25  Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Thurs.29 Thurs.28 Thurs.25 Thurs. 23 Thurs.27
Tues .  5 Tuos .  5 Tues.  2 Tues .  7 Tues. 4
Sat. 9 Sat .  9 Sat .  13 Sat .  11 Sat. 8
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Fri. 8 ... Fri. 10
Mon. 4 Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon. 3
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs .28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs.3' ) Thurs.27
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Fri. 22 Fri. 22 Fri.  26 Fri .  31 Fri. 28
Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Tues. 19 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 6  Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Thurs. 28 Thurs .  28 Thurs .25 Thurs .  23 Thura.27
Fri. 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri . 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 6  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. • 5
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  29 Wed. 26
Wed. 13  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Fri. 1 Fri .  1 Fri . 5 Fri. 3 F ri . 7
Tues .  19 Tuea .  19  Tues.  16 Tues .  21  Tues.  18
Thurs. 14 Thurs . 14 Thum 11  Thurs .  9 Thurs. 13
Fri . 15 Fri .  15 Fri .  26 Fri .  17 Fri. 21
Fri . 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14
Tues. 12 Tues. 12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Wed. 8 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10  ...  Wed. 12
Tues.  12  Tues.  12 Tues. 9  Tues.  14  Tues.  11
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 6
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs. 6
Mon. 11 Mon. 11 Mon. 8 Mon. 13 Mon. 10
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12
Tues .  19 Tues. 19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues. 18
Wed. 8 Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed. 1 Wed. 5
Mon. 26 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Fri. 8 Fri . a Fri . 12  Fri. 10 Fri. 14
Thura .28 Thurs .  28 Thurs .25 Thurs .  30 Thurs. 27
Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed .  3 Wed . 1 Wed. 5
Wed. 8 Wed .  6 Wed . 3 Wed .  I Wed. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 13  Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed . 1 Wed. 5
Mon. 25 Hon. 25  Tues.  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24
Thurs .  14 Thurs . 14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 Thurs. 13
Tues .  19 Ties .  19  Tues.  16 Tues .  21 I Tues. 16
J ly. August .  Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
... ... Wed. 18  ... ...  Wed. 18
Fri . 5 Fri. 9 Fri. 6 Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 6
Wed. 17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed. 1S
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  9 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Tues. 9 Tues. 13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8  Tues.  12 Wed. 11
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  25 Thurs 22 Thurs .  26 Thurs .  24 Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Tues. 2  Tues.  6 Tues. 3  Tues.  1  Tues.  5 Tues. 3
Sat. 13 Sat.  10 Sat .  14 Sat.  12 Bat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri . 12  ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 8
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 7 Mon. 4
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6
Mon. 2
Wed. 4
Thurs . 25 Thura .29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 W.3d. 11
Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri. 28 Fri. 23 Fri . 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tues .  16 Tues .  17 Tues. 19
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  25 Thurs .  22 Thurs. 26
Fri  . 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 31 Wed. 28 Wed. 25
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri . 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 6
Tues.  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Thurs .11 Thurs .  8 rhurs.12
Fri . 19 Fri. 16 Fri . 20
Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
... Wed. 14 ...
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1  Thurs.  5
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5
Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri . 13
Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29 Thurs. 26
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23
Thurs .  11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12Tues. 16 Tues. 20  Tues. 17
Thurs .  24 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri  . 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed.
Wed. 2 Wed. a Wed. 4
Wed. 30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Tuos .  22  Tues.  19 Tues. 17
Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 20
Fri. 11 Fri . 8  M.  13
Tues.  15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues. 8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs . 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues. 15  Tues.  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri . 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Thurs . 31 Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs.10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  22 I  Tues.  19  Tues.  17
*  The Courts marked t`hus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certi ficates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t office for  receiving applications, &,.
+  Court to be  held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when  necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified fir general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROU GH PORTIONS  104 AND 105, PARISH  OF TIN GALPA,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Stanley, Parish of Tingalpa.
i O
Mz
ti dD i f R
w a
oM Land
ent' sA How Held Reputed
Oq
L h 1
Pdp
pesc r on o oa . g
District.
. Owner. engt s . 6 Area.
a Pq
Chs. Lks . Links . A.  R.  P.
1 Along and  within the entire
north boundary of portion 104
2 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 105
104 Freehold ... ... Charles Reid 90°15' 20 74 150 3 0 8
105 ditto ... ... Charles Hay Halkett 90 0' 24 0 100 2 1 24
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct area ,  description ,  and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous area,
description ,  and name ; and such grants and ever
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-55281.
Date of Deed-15th May, 1884.
Name of Grantee-August Knopke.
Land Granted-Portion  650, county of Churchill,
parish of Walloon.
Area-78 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Chin chill, parish of Walloon, portion  650.
Area-79 acres 2 roods 1 perch.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
498, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 1 degree 6 minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty links ; on the north by portion 692 bearing 270
degrees  12 minutes thirty-six chains and nineteen
links; on the west by a road bearing 180 degrees
14 minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-six links;
and on the south by a road bearing east twenty-
three chains and forty-four links, 46 degrees 7
minutes two chains and twenty-two links, 81 degrees
24 minutes two chains and eighty-three links, 108
degrees 32 minutes two chains and seventy-three
links, 137 degrees 20 minutes one chain and sixty-
nine  links, and 91 degrees 21 minutes four chains
and twenty-one links to the point of commence-
ment  ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
Nos. of  Deeds-70449, 70487.
Date of Deeds- -25th June, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Gustav Muller.
Lands Granted-Portions  613 and 683. county
of Carlisle, parish of Eton.Areas-157 acres 1rood 22 perches and 77 acres,
respectively.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Gustav
Muller instead of Gustav Adolph Muller, the
correct name.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th 1 jarch, 1889.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
of  1858," at the expiration of three months 'rto
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  area  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous area and
description ; and such grant and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-16721.
Date of Deed-23rd April, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Rotton.
Land Granted-Portion  86, county of Aubigny,
parish of Toowoombs.
Area-53 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Auiigny, parish of Toowoomba.
Area-53 acres 3 roods 6 perches.
Commencing, a:, the south corner of portion 87,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 222 degrees 23 minutes ten chains and
ninety-seven links and s )uth one chain and forty-
seven links ; or the south-west by a road bearing
315 degrees 4 ninutes 30 seconds forty-six chains
and four links; on the north-west by a road bearing
44 degrees 58 minutes twelve chains ; and on the
north-east by portion 87 bearing 135 degrees 4
minutes 30 seconds forty-four chains and fifty-two
links to the joint of commencement ;--as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Vul
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
appli cations under  the eigh"' -ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton  ;  and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Ares.
A. E. P.
1 And re w  Nicoll  The reserved roads  (2) Tamrookum 8 3 20
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
through  port ion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton  The road  separating Hodgson  ...  10 2 30
Divisional  portion 3337 from
Board ,  on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
Novx .- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the eighty -ninth section of
" The Orown Lands Act  of  1884"  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections, in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be seen  at the Land
Office, Ipswich  ;  Po li ce Office ,  Harrisville ; and
Post Office,  Milbong.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF  ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A. It. P.
The Inspec -  The originally reserved Dugandan 2 0 0tor for Road road th rough portion
surveys ,  on 199 and part  of the
account of I road separating that
Hannah portion from portion
Kelly 179 west to the inter-
section of a new road
NorX.- The closure of this road is proposed to be carried
out in connection with the openng of another road.
Plans of the Roads. can be seen at the Land
Offices ,  Ingham, Mackay ,  and Townsville; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham, Eton ,  and Townsvi lle ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton ,  and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BB  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
•1 The Hinchin -  The  re served  three-
brook Divi-  chain  ro ad through
sional portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
•2 The Hinchin -  The reserved three-
brook Divi- chain road through
sional port ion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
Normann
*3 The Hinchin -  The reserved three -
brook Divi -  chain road through
sional portion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her
ron
4 The Pioneer The  re served road
Divisional through portion
Board ,  on 1365
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch road
Divisional th ro ugh portion 806,
Board ,  on being a continu-
account of ation of the road
Beatrice N. through portion
Harrison 1355
(spinster)
t6 The Thurin -  The road forming the
t7
gowa Divi -  eastern boundary of
sional po rt ion 400, fro m
Board , on its north- east cor-
account of ner south to  one
Alex.  Me- chain no rt h of the
Kenzie no rt h-weste) nmost
corner of portion
399
The Thurin -  The reserved road
gowa Divi -  through port ion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Me-
Elnea
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
* NoTE .-The closu re of these  roads is  proposed to  be carried out
in connection  with the opening of the new  road to Dungeness.
t Nary .-The closure of these roads is pro posed to be car ri ed out
in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth
section  of  "Tie Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons  who may,  consider  their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their  objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can  be seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department  o! Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under  the eight- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of  1884
ighty-ninth
been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  re quired to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in vriting ,  within two
months from this date.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
A.
Cordelia ... 2
K. P.
1 7
ditto  ...  5 232
ditto  ...  8 334
Abingdon 3 3 32
ditto ... 2 3 0
Abbotsford 9 0 26
ditto  ..  12 1 26
Parish.  Area
A. R. P.
- The Inspector Part s of the road sep- Bassett 0 3 34
of Road Sur- Grating port ion 108A
vet's, on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
Nora .- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, N anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open fqr selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited toforward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane.
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases  the names  of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
THE undermentioned Maps are now for Sale atthis Office, viz.  :-
Agricultural Townships and Farms adjoining.
Village of North Hodgson, Roma District.
Village of Murrin Murrin, Port Douglas Dis-
trict.
Village of Bimbah, Aramac District.
Village of Foxhall, Blackall District.
Price, 1s. each.
Towns.
Bundaberg , Warwick, Dalby,  Aramac, Charle-
ville, Normanton ,  and Longreach.
Price, Is. each.
Two-mile Maps.
Sheet No. 7, Darling Downs (Re-issue).
Sheets Nos. 1 and 3, Cook District.
Sheet No. 5, Burnett District.
Sheets Nos 3B and 8, Port Curtis.
Price, Is. 6d. each.
Forty-chain Map.
Moreton, Sheet No. 3, West.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W.ALCOCK TULLY,
Surveyor-General.
Surveyor-General's Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 15th March. 1889.
DIVISION OF BEENLEIGFH.
T HE following By-laws, made by the Board of
the Beenleigh Division, having been approved
by His Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment in Council, are hereby published in the
Government Gazette,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 6.
REGULATING THE MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
SAID BOARD.
General rules for conducting business.
1. The Board  shall  meet once a month ,  on each Tuesday
nearest the  full  moon, at 2 p .m., for the transaction of
the business of the Division, except when such day is a
public holiday, then the  meeting shall  be held on the day
next preceding.
2. At all ordinary  meetings  of the Board,  so soon as a
quorum  or majority  of the  total num be r of members is
present, the business sha ll be  proceeded with, and the
following shall be the order of the business ,  namely :-
Reading and confirming of minutes ,  reading of cor-
respondence  (outward and inward ),  receiving peti-
tions or memorials, reception of committee reports,
consideration of tenders ,  business arising out of
minutes of previous meetings ,  consideration of
notices of motion or orders  of the day,  presenta-
tion of notices of motion for next meeting.
3. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes of pro-
ceedings except as to their correctness ,  or for any neces-
sary rectification of clerical errors.
4. Every petition or memorial shall be presented by a
member of the Board, who shall be responsible that it is
written in respectful language ,  and shall ,  so far as pos-
sible, make himself acquainted with the subject thereof
before presenting the same. Petitions received by the
clerk shall be read, and if in proper and respectful
language ,  shall be received and dealt with upon their
merits, and may  be  thrown out, delayed for a month, or
rejected.
5. No new business shall be entered  upon at any meet-
ing consisting of less than two-thirds of the total number
of members - that is to say, six - unless notice of such
business shall have been given at a previous meeting, or
in writing ,  to the clerk ,  at least fourteen days previously.
6. When notice of new business for consideration at the
next ensuing meeting of the Board is given, in writing, tp
the clerk ,  as aforesaid ,  the clerk shall place such notice of
business on the notice paper, and he shall ,  without delay,
send copies of such notice to each mem ber of the Board, by
letter posted to his address.
7. All notices of motion sha ll  be written and signed by
the members making the same, and handed to the chair-
man or clerk  ;  such notices shall  be  filed in order as
received ,  and be placed in succession on the orders of the
day for  consideration.
8. In the absence of any member who has given due
notice of motion, any other member may take up and
move the same. If not so moved the motion shall lapse.
9. No motion ,  after  be ing placed on the orders of the
day, sha ll  be withdrawn without the permission of the
Board.
10. Any member  desiring information upon a matter at
issue, from letters ,  documents ,  and such like, already in
possession of the Board ,  may move that all such letters and
documents bearing upon the question be laid upon the
table at the next meeting.
11. Seven days before every meeting of the Board, the
clerk shall post notice of such meeting to every member,
stating business.
Order of debate.
12. The chairman shall preserve order ,  and his decision
on disputed points of order shall be final.
13. When  the chairman is gilled upon to decide a  point
of order or practice ,  he shall  state the rule applicable to
the case without argument or comment ,  and his decision
shall be final.
14. If two or more members rise to speak at the same
time, the chairman sha ll  decide which member is entitled
to pre- audience.
15. Any mem be r may reluire the question or matter
under discussion to  be  read for his information once only
during the same debate but not so as to interrupt any other
mem be r while speaking.
16. Every mem ber,  wLen speaking ,  shall  rise and
address the chairman ,  and shall not address any other
member except through the chairman.
17. On being called tc order by the chairman, any
mem ber who is speaking sha ll  at once resume his seat,
and  be  silent until the seise of the Board has been taken
on the point of order.  Any person in the room, other
than a member ,  neglecting  to obey the  order of the chair-
man, and behaving in a noisy or unruly manner to the
detriment of the business ,  may be at once forcibly ejected
by order of the chairman.
18. No mem ber shal be allowed to speak twice on any
matter under discussion ,  except in reply or by way of
explanation ,  nor for sny longer than ten minutes at one
time, except by permission.
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19. No  member shall  be allowed to speak disrespect-
fully of any member of the Board, nor of any resolution
brought before the Board, but he may enter his protest
against any  of its proceedings, and the protest shall be
entered and recorded in the minutes. Notice of such
intention  of protest must, however, be given on the adop-
tion of the resolution objected to.
20. No motion, the effect of which, if carried, would
be to rescind any resolution which has already passed the
Board, shall be entertained during the same divisional
year, unless a call of the whole Board has been duly
made for that purpose, and not less than two-thirds agree ;
and no such motion for rescinding any resolution which
shall be  negatived by the Board shall be entertained
during the same divisional year.
21. Any number of amendments may be proposed on a
motion before the Board, and when more than one amend-
ment is  moved and seconded, the question shall first be
put on the the last amendment ,  and then on the next to
the last, and so on to the original motion in the inverse
order in which they are moved, except when such motion
or amendment shall relate to the fixing of salaries ,  rates,
or other matters of finance ,  in which case the lowest sum
shall be put first, then the next lowest and so on to the
highest.
22. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or debate,
if seconded ,  sha ll  immediately  be  put without discussion,
and, if such motion  be  negatived ,  it shall not be com-
petent for any mem ber to make a similar motion until
some other business shal l have intervened .  On resuming
any discussion which has been adjourned the mover of
such adjournment ,  if present ,  shall be allowed to speak
first.
23. The chairman, on taking the sense of the Board,
shall put the question first in the affirmative ,  then in the
negative, and every member present shall be compelled to
vote, and the vote of every member on a division, shall be
entered in the minutes.
Committees.
24. There sha ll  be one standing committee , to be styled
the finance committee.
25. The mem be rs  re presenting each subdivision shall
form an improvement sub-committee for the subdivision.
26. All cash accounts ,  bills, and vouchers ,  and all
monetary transactions shall, in the first instance, be sub-
mitted by the chairman of the Board to the finance com-
mittee ,  and be signed by the chairman of the same, as
guaranteeing their correctness previously to their settle-
ment ; and the finance committee shall submit a report to
the Board once in each quarter, of the whole of the
receipts and disbursements of cash ,  and shall certify to the
correctness of all  cash accounts entered in the books of the
Division.
27. An account shall  be  opened with such bank as the
Board may direct, and all moneys received ,  from what-
ever source, shall be paid into the said bank to the credit
of the divisional fund, and no moneys shall be paid except
by cheque ,  signed by the chairman, and one or more of
the mem be rs of the  finance committee, and countersigned
by the clerk of the Board.
28. Each subdivision shall be credited with the rates
received and other actual revenue thereof ,  and debited
with its own expenses which are actually incurred
therein  ;  but general revenue and general expenses which
cannot be  specifically credited or charged to any sub-
division shall be credited or charged ,  as the case may be,
pro rata  to the rates received and Government endow-
ment year by year  received by each subdivision respec-
tively.
29. The chairman of every committee ,  or the clerk of
the Board ,  shall take minutes of their proceedings, and
enter the same in the committee minute book.
30. All committee reports submitted to the Board shallbe written out fairly on foolscap paper, and duly signed
by the' chairman of such committee ,  care  being taken to
leave sufficient marginal space to admit of  theft being
bound into books if  necessary.
3L Any committee may  be  dissolved by vote of the
Board at any time.
Miscellaneous Regulations.
32. No permanent appointment shall be made to any
office under the Board until local notices  have been pub
lished requesting app lication from competent persons to
fill such appoinment.
33. All such appointments shall  be  made by a majority of
the votes of those mem bers present at the meeting dealing
with  such  appointment.
34. The clerk shall have charge of the common seal, and
all  charters ,  books, and records of the Board ,  or relating
to the property thereof, and the same shall be kept in
such place as the Board sha ll  direct ,  and shall at any time
be delivered on the written order of the chairman of the
Board.
35. The clerk shall, on no account, affix the common
seal to  any document without the express order of the
chairman of the Board.
36. A book shall be kept in which members attending
each Board meeting shall sign their names, from which a
list shall be prepared of the number of times each mem-
ber has attended, and the same shall be published yearly.
37. It shall be competent for any member, without any
previous notice, to move for a call of the whole Board, to
consider any subject at the next or any subsequent
meeting ,  provided that such meeting  be not held within less
than sixteen days ; and, upon such motion being carried,
due notice thereof shall be given'in-the notice paper of
the day for which such call is made.
38. Any member having occasion to absent himself
from the meetings of the Board may  apply for permission
to the Board to do so ; and such permission being granted,
shall be held to be a reasonable  excuse  for his absence.
39. In case of emergency, the chairman shall be
authorised to expend  a sum  not exceeding  ten pounds,
and any of the members five pounds,  and such expen-
diture shall be reported to the Board at its next
sitting.
40. All works, except matters  of emergency ,  must be
submitted to and approved of by the Board before they
are entered  upon by any improvement  committee ; and no
contract shall be made or work undertaken  which wi ll
involve expenditure  in excess  of the estimated re venue for
the divisional year.
41. The chairman may, by himself  and on receipt of a
requisition, signed by three members of the  Board, stat-
ing the object for which the meeting  is required,
instruct the clerk to call, by notice posted  to each mem-
ber, a special  meeting  of the Board, in which notice the
business  for which the meeting  is call ed  shall be named,
and at which no other  business  than that  specified sha ll
be discussed.
BY-LAW No. 7•
Regulating  the payment of rates.
1. All  annual rates and assessments  shall become due
and payable  on and after  the expiration of seven days
from the day appointed by the Board for holding the court
of appeal against the  assessment  as provided by section
thirteen of "  The Valuation Act of  1887."
2. All rates shall be paid td, the clerk at the  Board's
office,  between the hours of ten o'clock  a.m. and four
o'clock p .m., or at such  other places  and times as the
Board may ,  from time to time, appoint.
BY-LAW No. 8.
Water  reserves.
1. The chairman, with the approval of the Board, may
at any time  proclaim  by public  notice in some conspicuous
place within any town in the Division, any particular
waterhole within the town reserve, for the special purpose
of supplying the inhabitants with water. After such
notice has been posted seven days it shall not be law-
ful for any person to drive horses, cattle, or other  animals,
into such waterhole, under a penalty not exceeding five
pounds. Any person found bathing or washing in
such waterhole sha ll  be liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds.
2. No person shall cast any filth ,  rubbish ,  dead animal,
putrid or offensive matter ,  into any public st re am, lagoon,
waterhole ,  watercourse ,  pump1 tank, well ,  water -reserve,
dam or reservoir ,  within the Division, under a penalty not
exceeding five pounds.
3. Any person injuring any public pump, tank, or
trough, within the said Division ,  or any apparatus con-
nected therewith ,  or the approaches thereto ,  or taking out
and wasting water from any public tank, well, water-
reserve, dam or reservoir ,  within the Division, or taking
away or leaving open any gate, slip rail, or fence  belong-
ing to any such enclosed  pump, tank ,  we ll, water -reserve,
dam or reservoir ,  within the Division ,  shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.
BY-LAW No. 9.
Alignment of footpaths.
1. All future footpaths, on streets 150 links in width,
within any town boundary in the Division ,  shal be sixteen
feet wide  ;  and, on all streets within such boundary 100
in width, the footpaths shall be fourteen feet wide.
BY-LAW No. 10.
Licensed gates.
1. The fee for  every license, or renewal of a  license, to
enclose a public road under the provisions of  " The
Divisional  Boards  Act  of 1887," shall bps thirty  shillings for
each gate.
BY-LAW No. 11.
Prevention  of fires.
1. Any person making a fire upon any public street,
thoroughfare,  or proclaimed surveyed road,  reserve, or
common ,  within the Division ,  and neglecting to extinguish
the same, shall  be liable  to a penalty not exceeding ten
pounds.
2. No person shall keep ,  or suffer to  be  kept, in any
enclosed yard, or premises ,  or upon any public street or
way, or upon any waste ground ,  in  any township within
the Division ,  any stacks or ricks of hay or straw, at a
less distance than sixty -six feet clear from any
building or buildings ,  not belonging to himself  ;  and any
person so offending shall, upon conviction ,  forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
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BY-LAW No. 12.
Protection of roads and streets.
1. No person shall  dig, open ,  or caused to be opened or
dug, any drain or sewer, or sink any shaft, or make or
cause to be made any opening or cutting in any part of
the roads ,  streets ,  reserves ,  or footways ,  with in  the
Division, or dig or remove any turf ,  sand ,  clay ,  so 1,  stone,
or other materials ,  or remove any tree or timber from or
on any of the lands ,  roads, streets ,  or reserves ,  under the
control or in the power of the said Board ,  without the
consent of the Board first had and obtained for that
purpose, under a penalty .  P rovided that nothing herein
contained sha ll  affect the provisions of any existing Act,
and any person so offending shall ,  upon conviction ,  forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
2. Any person or persons dama ging or causing to be
damaged an footpath ,  water -table, street ,  or road,
within the Division ,  sha ll ,  upon convic ti on ,  forfeit and
pa a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
I  Any person hau ling or:drawing upon any part of the
streets ,  or pub lic places ,  or roads of the Division, with
locked wheel or wheels ,  sha ll  be  liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds ,  except upon steep gradients where
the brakes would not be sufficient.
4. No person ,  without the consent of the Board, sha ll
haul or draw ,  or cause to be hauled or drawn, upon any
part of the streets ,  roads ,  or public places within the
Division, any timber ,  stone, or other thing ,  otherwise than
upon wheeled es,  or sha ll  suffer any timber ,  atone,
or other thing ,  to or trail upon any part of such
streets ,  roads ,  or public places ,  to the injury thereof ; and
any person so offending sha ll ,  upon conviction, forfeit and
pa a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
5. Whenever the Board  all  be of opinion that the
condi ti on of any unenelosed vacant building lot in any
town in the Division is such that  by  reason of its being
unenclosed,  the pub lic safety is likely to be endangered,
the Board may, by its duly authorised officer, give notice
to the owner thereof to enclose the same to such an extent
as may be deemed necessary for the public safety, and if
such owner sha ll  neglect or refuse within such reasonable
time as may be fixed by such noti ce  to so enclose the same,
he sha ll  be  liable to a penalty not exceeding one
pound for every day after the expiration of such period
during which he sha ll  continue to so neglect or refuse as
aforesaid.
BY-LAW No. 13.
Prevention  of  accidents.
1. Any person found driving or riding through  any
street or thoroughfare in any town in the Division in a
furious manner ,  or breaking -in any horse or horses, or
rg in any street or public place within any township,:6n
the Division ,  shall  forfeit and pay for every such
offence a penalty not exceding ten pounds.
2. No person sha ll  discharge any gun ,  pistol or fow ling.
piece, fire-works or other firearms ,  from any house, or in
or near any street, road ,  lane, tho ro ughfare ,  or passage,
or make or assist in making ,  any bonfire or burn any
matter in any street ,  road ,  lane, or thoroughfare ,  within
any township in the Division  ;  any person so offending
shall, upon conviction ,  forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
five pounds.
3. No person or persons sha ll  set -on or urge any dog or
other animal to attack worry, or put in fear  any  person,
horse, or other animal ,  in any road ,  street ,  or tho rough-
fare within the Division  ;  any person so offending sha ll ,
upon conviction ,  forfeit and pay a sum not ex ceeding ten
pounds.
4. All animals found trespassing upon any of the streets
or 4j the said Division , nj}ary, by,.order of the Board,
be` powided.
BY-LAW No. 14.
Registration  of dogs  and goats.
1. All dogs kept within the Division shall be registered
at the office of the Board, and every such registration
shall be renewed on or  before the commen cement of each
year,  and a fee of one shilling shall be paid by the owner
for every such registration  or renewal.
2. All unregistered dogs within such Division may be
destroyed by order of the Board  ;  provided that nothing
in this or in the preceding section contained shall apply to
dogs  belonging the daboriginal natives of the colony.
3  registered odogs shall have a collar  fixed around
their necks with the owners name legibly inscribed there-
on. No person shall allow to be at large any unmuzzled
ferocious dog under a penalty of five pounds.
4. All goats kept within any township in the Division
shall be  tered in the Board 's office on or before thefirst day of January ,  in each year ,  and the owner shall,
upon registration ,  pay for every she -goat a fee of two
shillings and sixpence ,  and for  every he- goat a fee of ten
na , i,
5. Every registered goat sha ll  have a tri r collar,
composed of three pieces of wood, not 1 an sixteen
inches in length ,  fixed around its neck ,  the name
of its owner and the registered number legs written or
engraved thereon.
6. All unregistered goats may be seized  by the  inspector
of nuisances ,  or other officer of the Board, and sold or
destroyed at the option of the Board.
7. All goats so seized by the Board 's officer shall be
kept in the custody of that officer for four and twenty
hours, during which time any such goat may be claimed
by the  owner ,  and shall be released on payment to that
officer  of the registration fee, and a  fine of two
pounds ; if not released within twenty -four hours, the
same shall  be destroyed by the officer of the Board.
BY-LAW No. 15.
Nuisances.
1. In the event of the carcass of any horse ,  horned
cattle, dog, sheep, or other animal being found on any
private land within any town, watercourse, or paddock,
or on any public road,  or within  fifteen chains of any
such road within the Division ,  any member or duly
authorised officer of the Board shall have power to order
the removal of the same ,  within twelve hours, at the
expense of the owner of the beast .  and where no owner
can be found ,  then at the expense of the Board.
2. If any animal shall die or be ki ll ed within half-a-mile
of any dwe ll ing or public  road, or on any street within
the Division ,  and the owner or person in charge thereof
sha ll  not, within twenty -four hours thereafter, cause
such animal to be destroyed by fire, or removed, he shall
forfeit and pay, for every such neglect any sum not
exceeding five pounds.
3. Every person who shall cast away, or carry ,  or draw
out any dead horse ,  dog, or any other animal or carrion,
or any other offensive matter, within any town in the
Division ,  and shall not bury the same a sufficient depth in
the ground ,  or bum the same in such a pla ce  as the duly
authorised officer of the Board or the police may direct,
so that the same shall not be or become in any way dan-
ge rous to public health ,  shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding  five pounds.
4. Any person burning bones or rubbish ,  or doing any-
thing to create a nuisance in any street ,  allotment, or
public place, in any town within the Division, or who shall
leave in such place any open  fire burning at night within
a distance of one hundred feet of any building ,  shall  be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
5. No corpse shall be interred within the limits of any
township in the  Division, excepting in the cemetery, with-
out the consent of the Board ; any person violating the
provision of this section shall be  liable to a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds.
6. Every householder shall keep the front of his pre-
mises, side -walk ,  and back drains in a clean condition.
7. Every householder shall  keep his privies clean and
provide the same with earth tins.
8. Part III .  of  The Health Act  was gazetted in force in
Subdivision No. 3 on the fifth day of June 1886.
9. No person or persons will be allowed to play music,
cession afterbeat a  drum, or carry torchli gghts in any pro
sunset, in te township of Beenleigh ,  without the per-
mission of the Board .  Any person so offending after
being cautioned by the poli ce  or a householder where the
same is carried on ,  shall  be  subject to a penalty not
ex ceeding two pounds for a first offence or ten pounds for
a second offence .
10. No person sha ll  erect any buildings within the
Division to carry on a noisome or offensive trade to the
detriment of adjoining neighbours ,  or without the consent
of the Board, under a penalty of  fifty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 16.
Bathing- preserving public decency.
1. No person shall ,  except in a decently and sufficiently
enclosed building or bath ing-house, un&ress or bathe in
any river ,  stream ,  or waterhole near or within view of
any pub lic wharf ,  street, bridge ,  or otheriplace  of public
resort within the limits of the Division, without having on
a proper bathing dress, from the waist to the knee ; any
person violating this section shall ,  on conviction ,  forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
BY-LAW No. 17.
Bowling -alleys and shooting -galleries.
1. No person shall keep a bowling alley or shooting-
gallery without a license from the Board ,  and paying
therefor a fee of one pound per annum, or, for any lesser
term ,  ten shi ll ings per month ,  to the clerk of the Board.
Any person violating this By -law shall be  liable to a
penalty of two pounds.
BY-LAW No. 18.
Regulation  of vehicles for hire.
1. For  every spring vehicle plying for hire within the
Division there shall  be paid  an annual license fee of twenty
shillings per annum ,  the drivers and vehicles to be
app roved of .  Carriers and carters working for hire with
waggon or dray,  five shillings a year.
BY-LAW No. 19.
FERRY AND BRIDGE TOLLS AND CHARGES.
1. The following  shall be the  ferry and bridge tolls and
charges within the Division ,  and any person making use
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of such bridges or ferries and unlawfully refusing to pay
such tolls and charges  shall be  liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds :-
Schedule of bridge  tolls and charges  for the bridge over the
Albert River, Yatala.
a. d.
Every foot passenger  ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
Every horse ,  with rider ... ... ... ... 0 3
Every spring vehicle, drawn by not more than
two horses  ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 6
Every  additional  horse  ... ... ...  0 3
Every  dray, German  waggon ,  or other  vehicle
without springs, conveying agricultural
produce or stores, drawn  by not more than
two horses  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Every additional horse ... ... .. ... ...
Every team of not  more than two horses ,  drawing
timber  ... ... ... ... ...
0 6
0 3
0 9
Every additional horse  ... ... ... ...  0 3
Every bullock team , in yokes, with or without
dray ,  loaded  or unloaded with agricultural
produce or stores ,  including driver  ... ...  1 0
Every bullock or horse team carrying timber,
cement, bridge ,  or railway material ... 2 0
Every traction engine, not  exceeding ten tons ... 5 0
Every carriage drawn  by same ... .. ...  2 6
Every portable  engine on  wheels ,  or laden on
dray or waggon ,  drawn  by horses or bullocks,
not exceeding ten tons  ... ... ... ... 5 0
Every engine ,  or boiler, timber ,  &c., loaded on
drays or waggons ,  not exceeding ten tons,
drawn by horses or bullocks  ... ... ... 5
Cattle ,  horses ,  or other large animals unattached,
0
each ... ... ...
.
... ... ... ...  0 2
Pigs, goats, calves, or foals ,  each  ... ... ... 0 1
Sheep ,  up to 100 head, each  ... ... ... ...  0 0
Every head additional ,  each  ... ... ... ...  0 0
The bridge to be open at all hours - from 5 a.m. to 12
p.m. at the above charges, and from 12 p.m. to 5 a.m.
double the above rates  shall be charged  and paid.
Schedule of dues and charges for the ferry over the Logan
River , at Loganholme.
Every foot passenger ,  with a parcel or parcels not
exceeding  14 lbs.  in all  ... ... ... ... 0 1
Single horse, with rider  ... ... ... ... ...  0 6
All vehicles of any description whatever ,  of two or
more wheels, loaded or unloaded ,  drawn by one
or more horses ,  including driver ,  etc. . 1 0
N.B.-The  fares of passengers trave ll ing in vehicles are
included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or  horses, or other large animals,  unattached,
each  ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 4
Sheep ,  pigs, goats, sucking calves, or foals , or other
small animals  (dogs excepted ),  each  ... ...  0 1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs. and under 56 lbs.
weight  ... .. ... ... ... ... 0 1
Ditto,  56 lbs. and under  1 cwt. ... ... ...  0 2
Every 1 cwt .  or more at rate of per cwt. . 0 2
Bullock teams ,  with dray ,  loaded or unloaded, in-
cluding driver ,  etc., and with or without dray,
in yokes, including  driver... ... ...  2 0
The ferryman shall not be obliged to carry excessive
weight, or put over extraordinary traffic.
After 10 p.m .  double the above rates shall be charged
and paid.
Schedule of ferry dues and charges for the ferry over the
Logan  River, at Alberton.
Every foot passenger ,  with a parcel or parcels not
exceeding 14 lbs .  weight in all  ... ... ... 0 1
Single horse ,  with rider ... ... ... ... ... 0 6
All vehicles of  any  description whatever ,  of two or
more wheels ,  loaded or unloaded ,  drawn by one
or more horses ,  including driver ,  etc. . 1 0
Bullock teams ,  with dray ,  loaded or unloaded, in-
cluding driver ,  etc., and with or without dray,
in yokes, including driver  ... ... ... ...  2 0
N.B.-The fares of passengers trave ll ing in vehicles are
included in the foregoing charges.
Cattle or horses ,  or other large animals, unattached,
each . 0 4
Sheep ,  pigs , goats, sucking calves, or foals, or other
sma ll  animals  (dogs excepted )  each  ... ... 0 1
Goods.
Packages exceeding in all 14 lbs. and under 56 lbs.
weight  ... ... ... ... ... 0 1
Ditto, 50 lbs .  and under 1 cwt . ... .  0 2
Every 1 cwt. or more, at the rate of per cwt. by
dead weight or measurement  ... ... ...  0 2
The ferryman shall not be  obliged  to carry excessive
weight or put over extraordinary traffic.
After 10 p.m. double all the above rates shall be charged
and paid.
BY-LAW No. 20.
INTERPRETATION  CLAUSE.
In the foregoing By-laws the following words and
expressions shall have the several meanings assigned to
them, unless there be something in the subject or context
contrary or repugnant to such construction ,  that is to
say ;--.
Number.
Words importing the singular number shall include the
plural number, and words importing the plural number
shall include the singular number.
Gender.
The words importing the masculine gender shall include
feminine.
month.
The word "month" shall mean calendar month.
Person.
The word "person"shall include a corporation, whether
agregate or sole.
Lands.
The word " lands  "  shall extend to tenements of every
tenure and description.
Animals.
The word "animals" shall include cattle, horses, sheep,
goats and swine.
BY-LAW No. 21.
All By-laws  passed and in force in the Division of Been-
leigh previous to passing the foregoing are hereby repealed.
The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by
the Beenleigh Divisional Board, this sixth day of
November, 1888.
AUGUST  THORSBORNE,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
Howe, Brisbane, this sixth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty- nine, and in  the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
T is hereby notified for general  information,
that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted ,  viz.:-
Hospital and Wardsman 's Quarters , Gladstone
-C. DAY, £475.
Additions, Post and Telegraph Office, Mount
Morgan-F. RAYNEB, £425.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, JUNDAH.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, thePolice Station, Jundah, and Court House,
Blackall, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
26th April,  from persons  willing to contiiaet %Jr
Erection of a Police station at Jundah.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Police  Station , Jundali."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this  () Ifice,
the Police Station, Jundah, and Court House,
Blackall.
The amount of preliminary deposit,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the T ender, is
£15. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must ue on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the'usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing  such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender % ill not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
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Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.
TENDERS.
TENDERS are  invited for the undermentioned  Public Works. For  full particulars ,  see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice, can be received.
Mines  and Works Office,
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament  Buildings ... ... ... 9th February, 1889 Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
BIBOOBRA-Post and Telegraph Office
BvzDABERG-New Post and Telegraph Office
BRISBANE- Repairs and Painting , &c., Residence of the
Commandant, Queensland Defence Force
ST. G$oaas -Additions,  Court House
BANANA-New Court House and Police Quarters
16th February, 1889
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
Cairns and Port Douglas ;
22nd March, 1889.
Ines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ,  and Post Offices,
23rd February,1889 Rockhampton, Mary.
borough, and Bundaberg;
5th April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
2nd March, 1889 ... Brisbane ; 15th March,
9th March, 1889 ...
ditto
1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Court
House, St . George ; 5th
April, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
Houses, Rockhampton
and Banana  ; 12th April,
1889.
R. ROBERTSON, Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
TENDERS.
t71ENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works .  For full  particulars,  see  Government
!! Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Queensland  Rail  wa s,  S. and C.  D.-Central Railway- 2nd February,  1889 S Railway Office, Brisbane ;12th April, 1889.Contract for Works
S. and W. Railway- Erection of Gate-house,  Shelter Shed,  Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
and Closet,  at Chelmer,  on Main Line  ... ,,, 9th March,  1889  ... € 29th March, 1889.
S. and W. Railway-Footbridge at Albion ditto ... S Railway Office,  Brisbane ;5th April, 1889.
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON and after MONDAY, the 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry Railway will come into operation and remain in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.  DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Stations . Mixed.
a.m.
... BUNDABBBG depart 8.0
3 Oakwood  ... ...  D
5 Sharon .. ... A
10 Gibson' s Siding ... D
12 Bingera ... ... 8'50
16 Goondoon ... ...  D
20 Bolan... ... ... 9.25
23 Maroondan
..
A
28 Gin Gin arrive  *10.0depart 10'10
30 Watawa  ... ... ...
36 Dalysford ... ...
41 Moolboolaman  ... 11.0
44 Gi ll en's Siding ... A
56 Boolboonda ... ... A
58 Wonbah ... ... A
63 Wolca ... A
64 Drummer ' s Creek A
66 MOUNT PERRY  arrive 12.40
Mixed .  Stations. Mixed. Goods  &  Timber.
p.m. a.m. p.m.3'30 MOUNT PERRY dep.  7-30 2.20
D Drummer's Creek ... A A
3.45 Wolca ... ...  A A
D Wonbah ... ... A A
4.5 Boolboonda ... A A
D Gillen's Siding ... A A
4.30 Moolboolaman ... 9.10 4.0
A Dalysford ... ...  D D
a4.55 Watawa .•,
5.5 Gin Gin arrive *9.55 *4.50I depart 10.5 5.0
v Maroondan ... A A
5.50 Bolan ... ... ... 10.30 5.35
A Goondoon ... ... D D
A Bingera .. ... 10.55 6.5
A Gibson's Siding ... D A
A Sharon ... ... A A
A Oakwood ... • ...  D D
7'30 BUNDABERG arrive 11.30 6.50
* Trains meet here.
NOTE.-(A )  Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
ve due notice to Guard. No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
Commissioner for Railways' Office , F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  13th March ,  1889. Commissioner for Railways.
No. ofMiles open
forTramo.
i j  £ s. d. I £ s. d. I £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 10th March,  1889 873 3 ,149 13 8 4,546 18 5 308 19 0
Corresponding week last year... 815 2,641 12 7 3,972 8 3 418 16 3
Increase...
Decrease
1889- Total Traffic to date
1888 - Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 10th March, 1889 151
Corresponding  week last  year...' 151
Increase ... ... ... ...
Decrease
...  5T17 1  168 ,  5 5  1,18 7
1889- Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending  10th  March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease too ...
1889- Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 10th March, 1889
Corresponding  week  last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Increase ...
#44 .06
1889-Total Traffic to date
too So#
...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 10th March, 1889
Corresponding week  last year ...
Increase... ... .04
Decrease ... ...
...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week  ending  10th  March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week  ending  10th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
...
Total  Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
too
...
... ... ...
... ...
...
Week ending  10th  March, 1889 31
Corresponding week last year... 31
... ...
260
260
...
...
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TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passengers'
Fares.
508 1 1 574 10 2
... 109 17 3
MARY] BOROUGH RAILWAY.
412 8 10 702 9 9 29 4 3
464 5 11 870 15 2 31 2 10
too
997
81 14 8
...
...
1 17 0
... I
Goods and Live
Stock
...
...
...
...
89 4 11 976 6 7
9*13 8
too
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
...
...
BUNDABER G RAILWAY.
66 90 14 11 212 11 2 10 2 3
66 188 9 5 169 15 0 14 18 2
42 16 29F14 6 ... 4 15 11
...
...
CENTRAL  RAILWAY..
492 471 8 5 2,669 0 0 19 9 11
463 382 3 6 1,692 13 5 239 3 4
219 13 5
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
47 11  9 9 2 9 3 6 10
48 10  8 82 9 10 6 4 5
O **i8 11 73 7 1 2 17 7
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
476 9 7 1,483 10 8  47 11  9394 14 11  1,493 4 4 55 10 4
f i8  7
...
...
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
9 53 13 1 44 7 1 0 6 8
8 28 14 3 21 5 10 0 5 5
24 18 10 23 1 3
31'15 10
0 1 3
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 42 6 0 32 9 9 9 7 1
51 40 9 0 64 5 7 6 3 6
3 3 7
Total.
£ s. d.
8,005 11 1
7,032 17 1
972 14 0
78,042 10  2
73,325 6 3
£4,717 3 11
1,144 2 10
1,366 3 11
222 1 1
11,340 4 2
11,860 0 5
£519 16 3
313 8 4
373 2 7
*59 14 3
3,299 0 2
3,341 9 5
£42 9 3
3,159 18 4
2,314 0 3
845 18 1
28,462 14  7
21,395 11 1
£7,067 3 6
60 1 4
137 4 11
77 3 7
617 1 11
1,078 3 7
£461 1 8
2,007 12 0
1,943 9 7
64 2 5
20,910 11 7
21,770 19 10
£860 8 3
98 6 10
50 5 6
48 1 4
1,203 2 4
598 13 3
£604 9 1
84 2 10
110 18 1
26 15 3
1,021 9 5
1,081 5 1
,,, £5915 8
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
1XAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified, in  accordance  with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that  an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be  commenced at the
Office of the Chief  Engineer ,  Brisbane , on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief  Engineer.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN .RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane , was published in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not  released  on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
ALB ERT -PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.Nl'' OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles1 in the custody of the Lost Property Depart.
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th March,
1889.  Owners can  obtain the  same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before TII , S-
HAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW.
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the First Section
of the Normanton Railway, Croydon Branch,
Section 1, in length 29 miles, have been approved
and confirmed , with alterations ; and that, in pur-
suance of  the seventeenth section of the Act 27
Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend to proceed
with the construction of the Line above referred
to, according to the Map or Plan and Book of
Reference  so confirmed, to be seen at this Office.
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
IN section of  -,in Act to make provision for
the Construction by the Government (f Railways
and for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book of Reference of the Ninth
Section  of the Central Railway, from  369 miles 51
chains 29  links to 424 miles 34 chains 38  links, in
length  54 miles 63  chains 9 links.
The Maps or Plans and Look of Reference can
be seen  at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Barealdine; and all parties
interested  in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the adoption of the said line of Rail-
way, or any part thereof, or of any works proposed
in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for  general ihiformation;that the Stopping Place on the Southern and
Western Railway, hitherto known  as Raeside,
will in future be called TEAGOONA.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
rrHE Tender of Mr. B. H. BABBIDGE, for the
Jl Construction of Twenty (20) Decked Timber
Wagons for the Southern and Western Railway,
has been accepted. Amount, £1,399.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. JOHN GOULD, for the Erec-tion of Goods Sheds, Cleveland Branch Rail-
way, has been accepted. Amount, £992.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAYING WATER-PIPES, JONDARYAN.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
March ,  from persons willing to contract for laying
about 24 miles of 3-inch Cast-iron Water-pipes at
Jondaryan.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Laying Water pipes,
Jondaryan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at Station
Master's Office, Warwick ;  Superintendent of
Way and Works' Office, Toowoomba ; Station
Master's Office, Dalby ; Engineer for Existing
Lines' Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms ,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance ,  an Agreement with the Commissioner
for Railways for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane, 14th  March, 1889.
QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
T ENDERS will be received, at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  29th March,
1889, from persons willing  to contract for the
Supply of One Thousand (1,000) Tons of Queens-
land Coal for the Central Railway,  Rockhampton,
for Locomotives, Shop Eng ines, &c.
The Coal must be of the best  description, and
samples must be supplied to the  Stores  Depart-
ment, Rockhampton, prior to the 29th March.
Further particulars may be obtained at this
Office, and at the Railway Storekeepers'  Offices,
Rockhampton and Maryborough.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS.
CARRIAGES, SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
RAILWAY.
r t ENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
March, 1889, for the Construction of the whole or
any line or lines of the following Vehicles for the
Southern and Western Railway, viz.:-
2 First Class Carriages, with Guard's Com-
partments , 39 feet long ;
2 Second Class Carriages, with Guards' Com-
partments, 39 feet long ;
6 First Class Carriages, without Guards' Com-
partments, 32 feet long ;
2 Second Class Carriages, without Guards'
Compartments, 32 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (21,,) per  cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications , &c., can be seen at
this Office,  and at  the Locomotive Office, Ipswich.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT WHARF
AND SHED, DUNGENESS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of the
Government Wharf and Shed, Dungeness,
will be put up to Auction, at Ingham, at Noon of
MONDAY, 1st April, 1889.
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
1. The wharf and shed referred to will be leased
for a  term of three years, from the 2nd of April, 1889.
2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the
approval of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties
or otherwise, be the lessee.
3. The lessee, with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond, in double the
amount of the annual rent, for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months'  rent in advance  is to be paid
at the  time of  sale, by the  successful  bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Officer in Charge of
Customs at Dungeness , monthly,  in advance.
5. The  rates  for wharfage  and storage  shall not
exceed-
Inwards.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton weight  or measure-
s. d.
ment ... ... ... ... 2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles, per 1,000 ... ... ... 0 4
Horses  and cattle, each ... ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
Outwards.
W7Carfage-
Goods, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Sugar , per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Rum, per  hogshead ... ...  0 6
Wool, per bale ... ... ... 0 6
Storage-
Receiving , per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton ... .. . 1 0
Storage  per ton per week after the
first week  ... ... ...  0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped free of any charge for
wharfage.
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to Clause 9 of these
Conditions ; but no buildings are to be erected on the
ground leased, or on the wharf, without the express
sanction  of the Government.
8. The  lessee  will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish  or refuse,
and in good and suitable repair, during the tenancy,
reasonable  wear and tear only excepted ; and
should any damage be done to the wharves by any
vessel, or otherwise, such damage  shall  be made
good by the lessee to the satisfaction of the  Engineer
for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained  the written
consent of the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master, and other officers in the Public  Service,
and all persons acting under their orders, shall
have free  access to  the wharf  for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods  and passengers'
luggage landed from  vessels discharging at the
wharf.
12. Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee
shall provide all materials and labour required by
them for  examining , weighing,  gauging, marking,
packing, and repacking goods, in terms  of clause
eighty-seven of  "Tice Customs Act of  1873."
13. The wharf shall be open for the  use of vessels
for loading or unloading, in the order of their
arrival, from 6  a.m. to 6  p.m. Vessels carrying
mails  under contract with the Queensland Govern-
ment to have precedence over all other  vessels.
14. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month  in arrear, or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the  lease , the . Govern-
ment shall, in the former  case,  have the right to at
once enter upon and take  possession  of the wharf
and premises, and in the  latter case  to enter and
take possession on the expiration  of one month's
notice given after such infringement.
15. In the event of the Government  resuming
possession of the wharf and shed for non-payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the
bond entered into by the  lessee  and his sureties,
as provided for in Clause 3 of these Conditions,
shall not be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1889.
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 15th  March, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to Mariners is pub-lished for  general informa tion.
For the Colonial  Treasurer,
A. J. THYNNE.
No. 85.
Treasury,
Hobart, 6th  March, 1889.
THE Governor directs the publication of the
following Notice to Mariners,  for general infor-
mation.
By His Excellency' s Command,
B. STAFFORD BIRD.
CORRECTED NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
EXHIBITION OF FLASHING LIGHT ON EDDYSTONE
POINT ,  EAST COAST ,  TASMANIA.
WITH reference to the Preliminary  No ti ce issued
by this Board, dated 7th March , 1888, and to the
Notice No. 13, issued 7th January,  1889, it is
bereby notified that on and after the  first day of
1000
May, 1889, from sunset to sunrise a  Light will be
exhibited from the Lighthouse which has been
erected on Eddystone Point, the position and
characteristics  of which  are as  follows:-
The Eddystone Lighthouse is ituated inlatitude
40°  591 40" S., longitude 148° 20' 50" E. (approxi-
mate).
The Light will be 142 feet above the mean
sea-level, and the bright part of it will be visible
in clear  weather, at the height of 10 feet, 172 miles.
It is a First Order Dioptric Flashing Light,
showing every half-minute bright triple flashes
from N. 22° W. (which  will  clear  the rocks off St.
Helen's Point 1 mile) round easterly to S. 3° W.,
which will clear the Salamander Rock 1 mile, and
Red sectors will show from S. 3° W. to S. 48° E.
(covering the Salamander Rock, Eucalyptus Rock,
and other  dangers in  that vicinity) and from N. 22°
W. round S. to N. 14° E.
A Red Subsidiary Light, placed 60 feet to the
eastward of the tower, wi ll  also  be  exhibited at the
same time, with a radius of 21 miles, at a height
of 15 feet above the  mean sea-level.  This will
clear the Victoria Rocks 11 miles.
A. G. WEBSTER,
Master Warden.
Marine BoardOffice,
Hobart, 5th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, BOOBY ISLAND.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 SATURDAY, 20th April, from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Lighthouse and
Thre e Cottages on Booby Island.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Tender  for Lighthouse,
Booby Island."
Plans, Specifications, and forms of Tender may
be seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Harbour -Masters' Offices, Brisbane ,  Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Townsville, Cooktown, and Thursday
Island.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1889.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above  are now open at
l) Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg  Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
vi lle,Charters  Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Va,e,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone , Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, I4ey.
burn ,  Mackay , Marburg, Maryborough, Iary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Milichester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway , Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood ,  Sandgate, Shi pp-
ping Office  (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane ,  South-
port, Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St .  George, St .  Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin ,  Thornborough ,  Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba ,  Torbanlea,
Townsville ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood ,  Winton, Woodford ,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five sh illings and upwards wi ll  be
received from any depositor ,  subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest will  be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO-
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the Office oftheSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 2iirst (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the  terms, general
conditions, and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
NOTICE.
AT a Special Court of Petty Sessions held at
Gin Gin, on Tuesday, the fifth day of March,
1889, JOUN DAYID WALKER was appointed Pound-
keeper at Gin Gin for twelve months.
P. F. FLEMING,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Court,
Gin Gin, 5th March, 1889.
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ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relatin to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side), arranged with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as  practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versa by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the  sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred  to in  the text.
'1 he citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general  arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s. ; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d . extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
ON SALE at the Government Printing Office,William street,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance  of an Act of  Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883. Price,  Is.;  postage,  4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Chief Weather  Bureau,
Brisbane ,  11th March, 1889.
THE CLIMATE Of QUEENSLAND for the MONTH of FEBRUARY, 1889.
Station.
mo m i I
Q)
0
p p
CS
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is
P3 ° m
NORTH QUEENSLAND-.
. 90' .3 105.1Boulia
Cloncurry
...
...
29 840 3
89'2
42% 91
89'3 102.5
Cooktown ... 29.852 82'8 787 82.6  88'5
Hughenden ... ... 84'5 502 85'6 98.0
Junction Creek ... 85.1 98'8
Mackay ... 82.2 677
Normanton ... 29.918 83.2 82/ 85.8 96.3
Rockhampton 30'012 78.8 73% 80.0 85'8
Thursday Island
'
83.3
.
80%
.Townsville
Winton
...
...
30 001
...
83 8
94'4 32% 89'5
89 7
106'5
SOUTH QUEENSLAND-
Albion(Mr.Lassell's)* 30.010 757
.
76% 77.6 87'3
' 'Blackall ...
Brisbane  ...
...
...
...
29.989
95 2
79.9
467
57/
889 6 107
77'7 88'2
Cambooya ... ... ... 74.8 63% 74'4 90'8
Cape Moreton ... 29.980 77'9 76J 78'3 86.5
Charleville ... ... 29'913 81.7 ... 87'9 105'3
DalbyRailwayStation
' . ' .(Mr. Stewart s)
Indooroopilly
...
...
...
...
79 0
79.3
557
5707
62 9279
77'5 88.0
Ipswich  ... ... ... 78.3 ... 81'6  94.2
Kangaroo Point .. ... 80'3 597 77'2 85'4
Lowood  (Mr. Smith 's) ... 79.8 61/ 77'9 92.9
.Omega, $Bulimba ... 7 ...77
Roma ... ... ... 29.969 79.7 48%84.3 95.7Sandgate ... ... ... 77'6 ... 77.4 86.7
Stanthorpe ... ... 67'7 73'0 86.2
Thargomindah ... ... 93.4 24% 92.1 111.1
Toowoomba ... ... ... 76'0 ... 73.2 85.4
Warwick ... ... ... 73.0 70% 75.0 89.1
Windorah ... ... ... 91'8 ... 92'4 109'5
Yandilla ... ... ... 88.1 ... 76.2 919
m
°Q o
mao
mo
ao
Z
116•0 77'5 65'0 Variable ... 2.0 2.5 0.590 4
115.0 76.0 68.0 S.E.&N.E. P5 3'0 1.480 3
92'0 76'6 74'0 S.E. ... 0'8 5.3 10'060 16
105.0 73.2 63'0 E.... . 1.1 2.8 2'500 6
105.0 ... ... S.E. & Calm P5 4.5 11.030 11
S.E. ... 2.3 5'5 6.900 11
105.0 75'1 69.0 N.E. ... 1.6 5.7 1.430 8
90.0 74.2 68'0 Easterly  ... 2.1 5.3 4.275 6
... N.W. ... 1.3 7.8 11.660 15
94.0 S.E. 1.6 4.1 4.410 7
119.0 72.5 62.8 N.E.toCalm 1.8 3'6 0'220 2
94.2 671) 61.3 Calm ...  0.6
.
3.9 2.684 5
116.0 71.3 59.0 0N.E. .. 2 3.0 0'490 2
94.6 68.7 61.8 Calm, N., 1.1 4.7 2'002 8
E. &N.E.
101.0 58.0 40.0 N. E. ... 1.6 4.4 2.160 6
98.0 70.1 63.0 E. ... ... 21 5'1 0.550 5
115.0 70.5 53.0 E. & S. ... 2.1 1.5 0.400 2
102.5 65.8 5T0 N.E. ... 1.7 3.6
95.2 66.9 57'9 Variable ... 1'0 4.7 1.736 4
101.5 69.0 58.5 S.E. ... 1.1 3.9 0740 6
93.2 68.9 61.7 Variable ...  0 1) 5.0 2.281 7
100.9 62'9 52.0 E.... ... 0.8 3.8 1.752 5
93.0 ... 60.0 ... ... ... 2.560 3
1051) 72.8 60.0 E.... 1.8 3'8 01)50 2
92'2 681  60'2 N.E. & S.E. 1.6 4'2 1.637 9
98.3 597 48.1 N.W.&Calm 1.5 4.6 2'510 6
119.0 73.0 581) S.E. ... 2.1 P0 0 1.50 2
96.0 61.0 46.0 S.E. P 5 3.1 2.290 5
97.0 60.8 46.0 Calm & S. E. 1.6 3.9 2.420 8
120.0
1
75'3 57.0 N.E. 2.2 2.0 0.100 1
101.8 60.4 46.5 E.... ... 3.9 3.8 1.255 5
* 8 a.ut.
N.B.-The above is compiled from telegrams chiefly and will be corrected on receipt of returns.
ARCHIBALD W. ANDERSON,
First Meteorological Assistant.
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Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane , 11th  March, 1889.
r[tHF. 'following  SuMMARiiis  of RAIN Abt,,  taken at Meteorological Stations in the Colony during
JANUARY, 1889, are published for general information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1889.
No.
(Nana of Station . I Latitude I Longitude Distan a from maximum Fall in 24 hours , Days  Rain(South ). (East ). Sea-coast . and Date. Fell.
Tons per
Acre.
Total
Rainfall.
I Miles. I  Inches. Date . I  Inches. I
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Aramac ... ... ... 22° 59' 145° 14' 274 0.540
Avon Downs ... ... ... ... ... 1.200
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 33 147 24 7 2.420
Ayrshire Downs ... ... 21 59 142 39 318 0.480
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 44 148 35 11 2.850
Boulia ... ... ... 22 55 139 38 359 C. 0.250
Bowen ... ... ... 19 59 148 16 on coast 2.400
Bowen Downs ... ... 22 25 145 1 255 0.680
Burketown ... ... ... 17 48 139 34 22 3.110
Cairns ... ... ... 16 54 145 44 on coast 1.673
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242 1.400
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell ... ... ... 18 15 146 3 on coast 1.610
Charters Towers ... ... 20 3 146 18 66 0.400
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 1.950
Cloncurry ... ... ... 20 41 140 33  2070.  1.350
Coen ... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 21 1.520
Cooktown ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on coast 0.450
Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 36 148 15 88
Crean Creek ,.. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. 1.390
Croydon ...
Cumberland ...
...
...
...
... 18
..
23
...
143 28 170 1.250ii o
Dagworth,  vice  Winton ... 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoncourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie ... ... ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville ... ... ... 18 13 139 53 37 C. 1.150
Georgetown ... ... ... 18 22 143 32 166 2.700
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4 1.600
Gilbert River ... 18 7 142 52 186 C. 0.270
Glen Boughton, Cairns ...
Goode Island 10 36 142 11 T.B. 11850
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17 30 146 3• 4
Herberton ... ... ... 17 24 145 26 40 0.700
Hewittville ... ... ... 23 15 150 51 on coast 0'650
Highbury ... ... ... 16 23 144 1 95
Hughenden ... ... ... 20 51 144 9 191 0.680
Inkerman ... ... ... 19 46 147 26 12 0'330
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17 54 145 29 R A. ...
Junction Creek ... 18 16 144 24 108 1'620
Kalamia , Burdekin River ... 19 28 147 27 3
Karumba, late Kimberley ... 17 27 140 54 on coast 1.400
Lammermoor ... ... 21 19 144 38 197
Lawn Hill,  via  Normanton ... ... ...  0-960
Low Island ... ... ... 16 23 145 36 off coast 0.430
Lyndhurst ... ... ... 19 12 144 25  125
McDonnell ... ... ... 11 46 142 33 25 2.320
Mackay ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 2.150
Mackinlay .. ... 21 14 141 24 248 C. 0.900
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert) ... ... ...
Manfred Downs ... ... 20 15 141 40 193 C.
Manuka .. ... ... 21 44 143 25 270
Marlborough ... ... 22 51 149 53 27 1.670
Maytown ... ... ... 15 59 144 20 71 2.600
Mein ... ... ... ... 15 13 142 47 45  2-G90
Moreton ... ... 12 28 142 34 36 1.800
Mount Cornish ... ... 22 34 144 34 270
Musgrave ... ... ... 14 50 143 35 35 1.290
Muttaburra ... ... ... 22 36 144 31 273 0.660
Nebo ... ... ... 21 41 148 44 42 1.350
Normanton ... ... ... 17 39 141 9 38 C. 0'640
Oondooroo, North Gregory 22 10 143 12 302
Paterson ... ... ... 10 47 142 25 T.S. 5.050
Pentland ... ... ... 20 33 145 25 123
Port Douglas .. ... 16 30 145 28 on coast 1.300
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33 141 5 T.B.
Ravenswood ... ... 20 5 146 54 47 0.600
Rockhampton ... ... 23 24 150 30 18 0.610
St. Helen s, Mackay ...
S
21 53 148 53 4 1.100
t. Lawrence ... ... 22 20 149 32 7 0'860
Telemon . ... ... 20 40 143 48 203
The Hollow, Mackay
... 21 11 149 0 17
Thornborough
... 16 58 144 57 48
Tooloombah, Connor's Range
T ill
22 42 149 34 23
ownsv e ... ... ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 11010
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40 146 8 15
Winton ... ...
... 22 23 143 3 316 0-830
Woodlands ... ...
... 23 2 150 44 3 0.810
21st 5 1.360 137
28th 4 2.350 237
22nd 9 3.030 306
17th 10 1.860 188
30th 9 6'670 674
18th 5 0.507 51
27th 7 3.040 307
21st 5 1.880 190
3rd 6 7'340 741
30th 8 4.323 436
18th 9 4'620 467
28th 8 5.050 610
30th 9 1.040 105
27th 7 4010 405
2nd 9 3.470 350
30th 10 6140 620
3rd 6 1.480 149
28th 6 3'510 3544
19th 6 2.700  273
26th 8 3'540 3571
28th 6 4.190 423
27th 5 4'620 467
30th 6 3.080 311
25th 10 1.090 110
30th 11 8.590 868
28th 3 1.120 113
23rd 6 2.000 202
22nd 6 1.940 196
24th 6 1.040 105
5th 9 4'550 4594
14th 8 3'160 319
1st 3 1.510 1524
31st 13 1.770 179
5th 16 11.940 1206
27th 5 3.230 826
2nd 4 2.250 227
27th 5 2.690 272
4th 9  4-870 492
... 13 11.310 1142
17th 15 7.540 7611
26th 10 2.940 297
26th 6 0.920 93
27th 5 3'210 324
28th 7 1.870 2189
30th 12 10.470 1057
31st 6 2'570 260
27th 2 1'020 103
27th  9 1.805 1824
29th 3 2.680 271
5th 9 2.430 245
31st 10  2.240  226
3rd 7 2.030 205
30th 10 3.720 376
NOTL.-F igures  to which C is attached refer to the distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria. The geographical  positions
and distances from coast  have been corrected from the latest information procurable.
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ABLE OJF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JANtJA1tY,  1889-continued.
Name  of Station.
Alice  Downs ... ...
Allora  ... ... ...
Alpha,  Central Railway ...
Arcturus Downs ...
Auburn ... ...
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Beeabah ... ...
Beechal, Warrego ...
Beenleigh .. ...
Biddenham ... ...
Bindango, Roma ...
Blackall ... ...
Blinkbonnie ... ...
Bogantungan ...
Bo llon
Bon Accord, Dalby... ...
Boonara  .. ... ...
Braeside , Dalveen ... ...
BRISBANE .. ...
Bulgroo Station  vid  Adavale
Bulimba ,  near  Brisbane
(Mrs. Coxen's) ...
Bundaberg .. ...
Bunya Mountains ...
Burenda ...
Bustard Head ...
Caboolture ... ...
Caiwarro, Warrego...
Caloundra ... ...
Camboon ... ...
Cambooya ... ...
Canning Downs ...
Cape Moreton ...
Cecil Plains  vid  Dalby
Charleville ... ... ...
Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla
Cleveland .. ... ...
Condamine Plains ... ...
Latitude
(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Miles.
Maximum Pall in 24 hours,
and Date.
Inches . (  Date.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfa ll.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
260 30'  1460 52' ...
28 1 152 1 83 0.430 20th 7 1.230 124
23 39 146 34 215 0.570 26th 5 1.570 159
24 4 148 3 ..
25 58 150 37 137
24 29 150 6 79 0.810 22nd 4 2.230 225
23 33 145 17 287 0.810 25th 6 1.320 133
27 59 153 2 27
26 20 152 5 62
27 44 153 15 7 0.780 18th 3 1.420 143
25 48 146 25 315 0.340 21  at  I 4 0.880 89
26 35 148 28 258  0.230 14th  2 0.420 43
24 24 145 26 302 0.860 25th 8 1.770 179
27 45 151 33 104 0.820 22nd 9 1.820 184
23 36 147 14 177 01850 22nd 6 2.070 209
28 6 147 29 347 0.390 26th 4 0.830 84
27 33 151 14 115 0.650 18th  4 1.200 121
26 7 152 5 64
28 30 151 51 105
27 29 153 6 10 0.430 21st 5 1.232 124
27 28  153 5 7
24 53 152 21 9
25 45 146 44 300
24 2 151 48 on coast
27 6 152 59 7
26 49 153 10 on coast
25 4 150 23 99
27 41 151 53 80
28 13 152 7 85
27 2 153 29 off coast
26-25  146 13 351
27 54 146 5 424
27 33 153 19  on coast
26 57 150 6 182
Connemara , Jundah ... ...
Copmanhurst ...
Corinda  ... ... ...
Corona Downs ,  Mitchell ... ..
Cowley Station ,  Eulo  ...  28 13
Cryna ,  Beaudesert  ... ...  27 59
Cunnamu lla . ... ...  28 5
Curriwi ll inghi ... ...
Dalbv  ... ... ...  27 32
Dalveen  .. ... ...  28 35
• Dirranbandi  ... ... ... ...
144 50 494
153 1 28
145 38 453
151 15 110
152 1 96
Drysdale Ponds, Jondaryan . ..
Duaringa  ...  23 36 149 41 80
Durham Downs ,  Cooper's
Creek ... ...
Dynevor Downs ,  Eulo  ...  28 5 144 '18 515
Dulacca  ... ... ...  26 35 149 38 ...
Emerald  ... ... ...  23 28 148 5 124
Enoggera Reservoir  ... 27 27 152 57 13
Esk ... ... ... ... 27 15 152 26 39
Eton Vale, Cambooya ... 27 41 151 57 76
Eulo  ... ... ... 28 10 144 59 485
Fassifern  ... ... ...  27 57 152 38 49
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Las-
sell's)
Forest Vale,  near  Mitchell 26 0 147 47 257
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46 152 24 54
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38 151 37 70
Gladstone .. ... ... 23 52 151 17 on coast
Glenearn,  Surat  ... ... 27 15 149 0 249
Glengallan Station ... ... 28 5 152 5 82
Gold Creek Reservoir ... 27 28 152 54 16
Goodna ... ... ... 27 37 152 56 22
Goomburra ... ... ... 28 1 152 9 77
Goondiwindi ... ... 28 33 150 21 186
Gowrie, Darling Downs ... 27 29 151 50 79
Gympie ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 28
Hawkwood ... ... ... 25 47 150 50 117
He li don ... ... ... 27 33 152 8 60
Indooroopilly
Inglewood ... ... ... 28 25 151 7 141
Inskip Point ... ... 25 48 153 4 off coast
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 37 152 47 29
Isisford ... ... ... 24 14 144 22 357
Jimbour ... ... ... 26 59 151 12 114
J u an dah ... ... ... 26 10 149 57 175
0.830 23rd
0.435 4th
0.560 27th
0.240 3rd
0.510 21st
0.030 4 th,6th,  & IS  th
0.640 3rd
0.230 30th
0.820 22nd
0.620 22nd
1.260 20th
0.410 31st
0.650 18th
0.330 4th
0.770 22nd
1'220 25th
0.873 21st
0'530 3rd
0.360 3rd
0.900 21st
0.580 21st
F250 27th
0880 23rd
1.380 23rd
0.630 23rd
0.620 22nd
0.700 3rd
0.920 21st
0.430 21st
0.300 18th
0.780 23rd
0.545 20th
0.280 19th
0.850 28th
0'720 27th
0.120 18th
0'710 22nd
0.570 27th
0.670 22nd
0.190 22nd
0.840 27th0,780  21st
5 1.670 169
6 0.765 771
5 1.550 1561
6 0.670 68
7 0.920 93
6 0.140 14
1 0.640 65
5 0.560 561
5 1.890 191
4 0.710 72
7 3.920 896
7 0.790 80
5 1.640 166
2 0.540 541
3 1.610 163
7 3.870 391
3 1.210 122
3 0.740 75
4 0.740 75
4 0.720 73
2 0.730 74
4 2.250 227
4 1.120 113
6 1.900 192
2 1.000 101
4 0.780 79
2 1'230 124
3 1.160 117
4 0.838 85
4 0.470 47
9 2.440 246
9 1.095 1101
3 0.340 34
8 2.540 2561
3 1.390 140
3 0.240 24
4 1.160 117
Nil
6 1.690 171
5 1.100 111
3 0.400 40
4 1'330 134
6 1.730 175
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY ,  1889- continued.
Name of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Maximum Fall  in 24 hours,
and Date.
Least
Distance from
Seacoast.
Mile
K angaroo  Point,  Brisbane...
Kilkivan ... ... ...
Le
yburnowy (Mr. J. F .  Smith's)
Lytton ... ...
Marburg ...
Maryborough ...
Maryland ... ...
Miles
Millaquin Refinery...
Millbrook  ... ... ...
Minerva Downs ... ...
Mitchell  ... ... ...
Mooloolah  ... ... ...
Morven .. ...
Mount Abundance,  Roma ...
Mount Hutton, Roma
Mount Morris ... ..
Mount Perry ... ...
Mount Playfair ... ...
Mundoolun  ... ... ...
Murweh  ... ... ...
Nanango  ... ... ...
Nerang  ... ... ...
Orion Downs ... ...
Pine River North ... ...
Pittsworth  .. ... ...
Redbank Plains ... ...
Redcliffe  ... . ... ...
Riverston  ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ...
St. George  ... ... ...
St. Helena  ... ... ...
Sandgate  ... ... ...
Sandy Cape ... ... ...
Southport  ... ... ...
Springsure  ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ...
Strath-Ellbess,  near Warwick
Sunny Bank,  South Coast Ry.
Surat ... ...
Talgai East...
Tambo ...
Tambourine Mountain ...
Taroom ...
Texas ...
Thargomindah
Toowoomba  ... ... ...
Wallangarra ...
Waroonga,  Mitchell  ...
Warra  .. ... ...
Warwick  ... ... ...
Welford Lagoon ... ...
Welltown .. ...
Weribone,  Surat ... ...
Westland ,  Aramac ... ...
Westwood ... ...
Whyenbah,  near St.  George
Windorah  ... ... ...
Woodford ... ...
Woody Island
Yandilla ...
Yengarie,  Maryborough ...
Yuelba  ... ...
Inches. I Date.
EXTRA  TROPICAL- continued.
27° 29' 153°  7' 9 0.640 22nd
26 6 152 13 52 01190 19th
28  1 151 37 104 11100 20th
27 25 152 34 32 0 .402 18th
27 25 153 11 on coast 0 .860 21st
27 36 152 38
25 33 152 43 12 0 .470 28th
28 33 152 2 94
26 39 150 7 182 01330 27th
24 52 152 20 9
2348
26 30
148 17 135
0.105 21st
147 58 320 0.560 21st
0.090 2nd
26 25  147 5 307 0.510 4th
26 39 148 38 253
25 48  148 13 205
25 40 145 38 340
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
6 1.454 1461
6 0.570 58
6 1.670 169
4 0.609 511
4 1.980 200
3 0.630 64
6 0.770 78
5 0.141 14
4 0.8200 83
1 0.090 9
6 1.540 1551
25 13 151 41 51 0'200 5th 3 01300 30
25 4 147 2 250  0-690  21st 10 2.380 240
27 54 153 9 17 1.840 18th 6 2.990 302
26 57 145 58 495
26 41 152 1 68 1.680 18th 4 1.990 201
27 58 153 23 5 0.460 21st 8 1.120 113
24 14 148 17 155 0.590 22nd 2 0.880 89
27 16 152 59 7 0 .250 18th 4 0.490 49
27 42 151 38 94 1.030 21st 6 2.170 219
0.690 18th 4 0.860 8727  14  153 8 on coast 0.220 18th 5 0.560 561
24 6 150 56 30
26 36 148 42 247 11850 22nd 4 2.500 2524
28 4 148 33 282 01750 20th 6 1.710 173
27 25 153 15 off coast 1.101 22nd 4 1.234 1241
27 20 153 5 on coast 01530 5th 5 1315 1324
24 41 153 16 on coast 1.190 5th 4 2.940 297
27 57  153 27 on coast 0 .520 22nd 3 1.250 126
24 3 148 3 153 0.200 19th 4 0.440 44
28 37  151.58  97 1.440 27th 7 3.440 347
1.150 23rd 4 1.650 167
27 11 149 2 247 0 .850 20th 7 1.830 185
28 1 151 49 94
24 51 146 14 285 0.290 26th 7  0-620  63
... 1.200 18th 4 2.030 205
25 38 149 45 153 01700 21st 5 1.660 168
28 51 151 12 137 1 .150 21st 7 4.250 429
27 68 143 43 539 0 .540 3rd 1 0.540 541
27 34 151 58 71. 0.460 21st 8 1.030 104
28 54 151 59 90 1.110 28th 2 1.330 134
26 23 148 5 261 1.270 20th 2 1.500 1511
26 59 150 58 130 1.250 27th 3 1.530 1541
28 12 152 4 85 1.070 20th 7 2.777 280
25 6 143 26 435 1.070 2nd 6 2.740 277
28 4 149 54 212 0.700 27th 5 1.320 133
27 23 148 52 256 0.570 21st 6 1.270 128
0.780 3rd 9  2-060  208
23 37 150 8 43 0 .820 27th 4 1.810 183
28 24 148 19 303 0 .770 20th 5 1.550 1561
25 26 142 36 490 1.570 2nd 2 1.660 168
26 56 152 47 18 0.040 2nd & 18th 2 0.080 8
25 17 152 58 off coast 1.150 7th 6 1.860 188
.. 1.985 20th 7  2-525  2544
25 32 152 34 24 0.370 27th 5 0.560 57
26 43 149 24  226  0 .700 20th  7  2.290 231
ARCHIBALD W. ANDERSON,
First Meteorological Assistant.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1889.
T
HE following  Statement of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Charters Towers Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December ,  1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account  of the CHAR TERS TOWERS CEMETERY ,  for the
YEAS ended  31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS . EXPENDITURE.
1888. £ it. d. 1888. £ a. d.
To Bank Balance  ... ... ... ... 59 19 8 By Wages... ... 280 0 0
Burial Fees  ... ... ... ... 482 10 0 „ Labels  ... ... ... ... ... 15 15 7
Interest on Fixed Deposits ... ... 15 0 0 „  Tools  ... ... ... 11 19 2
Sundries ... ... ... ... 10 19 4
„ Morgue ... ... ... ... 6 6 0
Advertising ... ... ... ... 1 0 6
„ Bank Balance ... ... ... ... 231 9 1
£557 9 8 £557 9 8
To Balance  .. ...
,, Fixed Deposit, Queensland National Bank ...
2  S. d.
231 9 1
300 0 0
£631 9 1
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Charters Towers Cemetery ,  do solemnly declare that to
the best of our knowledge and belief the foregoing  Abstract  of the Receipts and Expenditure of the
Charters Towers Cemetery is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing
the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOHN O'FLYNN,
ISIDOR LISSNER ,  Trustees.
R. RUSSELL,
Declared before me this twenty-eighth day of February, 1889.
E. D. MILES, J.P.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  12th March, 1889.
THE following Abstract of  Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Polson General Cemetery,for  the year ended 31st December ,  1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  on account of the POLSON  GENERAL CEMETERY ,  for the
YEAR ended 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£  a. d.  1888.
. 28th July-
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.1888.
1st January-
To Credit Balance, Queensland National
Bank  .. ... ... ... ...
1st March-
To Deposit, Q.N. Bank ... ... ...
By Burial Register and Cash Book ... 3 14 6
34 11 3 „ Turnstile  ... ... ... ...  2 8 0
31st December-
1 0 0 By  Balance  ... ... ... ...  29 8 9
£35 11  3 £36 11 3
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Poison General Cemetery, do hereby solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending on the 31st day of
December, 1888 is correct; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of  "  The Oaths  Act of  1867."
T. A. BROMILEY,
W. SOUTHERI) EN, Trustees.
JAMES E. WOOD,
Signed and declared before me this fifth day of March, 1889.
E. F. HANLEY, J.P.
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Chief Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, has been pleased to direct the
publication, for general information, of the
following revised Regulations and Form issued by
the Admiralty,  respecting  Naval Cadets.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
REGULATIONS RESPECTING NAVAL CADETS.
FOR THE INFORMATION  OF CANDIDATES.
1. Appointments to Naval Cadetships will be
made by limited competition, with the under-
mentioned  exceptions :-
Four Cadetships  given  annually to sons of
gentlemen in the Colonies, on the recom-
mendation  of the Secretary of State for
the Colonies.
Service Cadetships, the total number of which
is not to exceed five in any one year.
Service Cadets will be selected by the
Board of Admiralty from (a) sons of
officers of  the Army, Navy, or Marines
who have been killed in action, or who
have been lost  at sea on active service, or
killed on duty, or who have died of wounds
received  in action  or injuries received on
duty within six months from the date of
such action or injury (b) sons  of officers
of the Navy who have performed long or
distinguished  service , and who hold or
have held rank or relative rank on the
Active List not lower than that of Com-
mander. Not more than two such latter
Service Cadets will be nominated annually.
Applications for Service Cadetships should be
addressed to the Military Secretary,
Horse Guards, if the candidate is the son
of an officer of the Army ; to the Secretary
of the Admirality, if the candidate is the
son of an officer of the Navy or Marines,
and to the Military Secretary, India Oti.ce,
if the candidate is the son of an officer of
the Indian Army.
Colonial and Service Cadets will be entered on
passing the test examination  as specified in para-
graphs 9 and 10, and will  in all  other respects be
subject to these Regulations.
The educational examination of all candidates
will be conducted by the Civil Service Com-
missioners  (address Cannon Row, Westminster),
who will deal with all questions connected with
such  examination  and will announce the result.
A fee of ten shillings will be required from each
candidate.
2. Except in  special circumstances , not more
than one-third of the number of candidates actually
presenting  themselves before the Civil Service
Commis 4 oziers  will be entered.
3. The nomination of candidates for Naval
Cadetships will be made by the First Lord, by
individual  members of  the Board, and by the
Secretaries  to the Board of Admiralty.
A Flag Officer or a Commodore 1st Class
appointed  to the chief command of  a station, or
to  a
.separate  command , and a Captain, on first
appointment as such  -to the command of a ship,
will be allowed to nominate one candidate, provided
the privilege  is exercised  within six mouths of
appointment.
No Captain will be entitled to nominate more
than one candidate during the time he holds the
rank of Captain, but a Flag officer or a Commodore
1st Class may claim the privilege each time he is
appointed  to a command  as above.
In the  event of a candidate's nomination being
cance lled  before lie has commeucedthe examination,
the Officer who nominated him will be allowed to
select another candidate  for, the  same or  following
examination.
4. The nominations will be made half-yearly, as
soon as convenient  after the report of the last
examination  has been received from the Civil
Service Commissioners.
5. The  examinations  will be held in London and
at Portsmouth , and will commence  on the second
Tuesday in June and the last Tuesday in November
in each  year, and the  appointments  will date from
the 15th July and 15th January following respec-
tively.
6. No candidate will be eligible for the June
examinations  whose age will not be within the
following limits on the 15th  July  following, viz.,
not less  than 13 nor more than 141 years of age ;
nor for the November  examinations  whose age will
not be within those limits on the 15th January
following.
7. Every candidate must be in good health, and
free from any physical defect of body, impediment
of speech, defect of sight or hearing,  and also from
any predisposition  to constitutional  or hereditary
disease or weakness  of any kind,  and in all  respects
well developed and active in proportion to his age.
Before being  examined by the Civil Service Com-
missioners  he will be required  to pass  the medical
examination according  to the prescribed  regulations,
and must have  been found physically fit for the
Navy ; rejection at such examination will finally
exclude him from the Navy.
8. The candidate will be required to produce (1)
a Registrar's certificate of the date of his birth, or
a declaration thereof made before  a magistrate
(a certificate of Baptism will not be accepted) ;
(2) a certificate of good conduct from the masters
of the school or schools at which he may have been
educated during the two previous years, or, if
educated at home, from his tutor or the clergyman
of the parish in which he resides ; and (3) proofs
of good health.
9. Candidates will be tested by  examination in
the following subjects :--
Marks.
i. Arithmetic : including proportion, vul-
gar and decimal fractions  ... ... 250
ii. Algebra :  including  fractions , simple
equations and problems ,  and quad-
ratic equations  of one unknown
quantity ... ... ... ...  200
iii. Geometry : Euclid, Book
j.,
with
exercises  and questions 200
iv. English : handwriting, dictation, read-
ing with intelligence, and composi-
tion ... ... ... ... ...
v. French :  translating  French into
English, and English into French ;
grammatical questions, speaking, and
150
dictation ... . 250
(No dictionary will be allowed, but the
equivalents of the  less usual words
in either  language  will be  given.)
vi. Scripture ... ... ... ... 100
Candidates will be required to obtain half marks
in arithmetic, and 40 per cent. in each of the other
subjects.
Candidates will be further  examined in-
vii. Mathematics : harder questions in
arithmetic,  algebra , and geometry,
as above  defined ... ... ... 300
viii. Latin : translation,  grammar, and
prose composition ... ... ... 300
(No dictionary will be allowed, but the
equivalents  for the less  usual words
will be  given.)
ix. Geography : including the subjects
treated of in drove's Primer, and
air elementary knowledge of the
principal places in the British Isles
and dependencies ... ... ... 150
a. *English History : a short selected
period 150
xi. Drawing, freehand and simple rec-
tangular  model ... ... ... 100
The final order of merit will be determined by
the sum of the marks obtained in the  test and in
the further examination.
* "Gardiner 's Outlines of English  History"  (Longnnan's) has
been selected as the present text book for ' xainination in Engli,h
History .  The subject will be divided into three periods, as
follows  :-
Examination  to be held in November,  1888, A  D. 1066-1455.
Examination  to be  held in June ,  1889,  A.D. 148i-1688.
Examination to be held in November, 1889, A.D. 1688-1820,
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10. Colonial  and Service  Cadets will be appointed
on passing the test examination ; they must,
however, obtain 660 marks in the aggregate, as
well as the proportion of marks in arithmetic and
other subjects required from the candidates who
compete.
11. A candidate who passes the test  examina-
tion. but does not succeed in the competition, will
be entitled to compete at the next  examination,
provided that he is within the limits of age at that
time. No candidate will be allowed to compete
more than twice. A candidate who fails to pass
the test will not be entitled to another trial, but he
will be allowed to compete at the next examination
if he receives a fresh nomination and is still within
the limits of age.
12. A candidate who, owing to illness, fails to
appear at the examination for which he has
obtained his nomination may receive  a second
nomination, provided he is still within the limits
of age.
13. For all Cadets entered under these Regula-
tions, the payment will be at the rate of seventy-
five pounds per annum for the period in the
"Britannia ," to be paid half-yearly in advance to the
Accountant-General of the Navy. But the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty  reserve  the power
of selecting, from among the Cadets entered at each
half-yearly examination, a number, not to exceed
eight, being sons of officers of the Navy, Army, or
Marines, or of Civil Officers under the Board of
Admiralty, with respect to whom the annual
payment will be forty pounds only. In this
selection their Lordships will have regard solely to
the pecuniary  circumstances  of the Cadet.
14. In addition to the annual payments men-
tioned in the foregoing paragraph, the parent
or guardian will be charged with the personal
expenses  incurred by the Cadet for  washing,
repairing boots and clothes, hair-cutting, pocket-
money, &c.
15. The period of training on board the
" Britannia" will be four terms ; there will be two
terms in each year. The first term of each year
will be from February to July, the second from
September to December.
The vacations will be five weeks at Christmas,
two weeks at Easter, and six weeks at Midsummer.
16. (a) Examinations  in seam anship and study
will be held at the end of each term.
(b) Cadets who fail at the end of their second
(c)
term to obtain 40 per cent. of marks in
mathematical subjects will be ordered to
be withdrawn.
Cadets who fail at the  final examination to
obtain 40 per cent. in the mathematical
subjects, including the theory of navi-
gation and nautical astronomy, and 50
per cent. in the technical subjects, com-
bined with physics and French,, will be
ordered , to tie' *ltldr awii. '
(d) Cadets reported to the J Arlmitalty for
unsatisfactory  conduct will be "warned,"
and should they be again reported they
will be discharged : any Cadet however
who is reported for unsatisfactory conduct
during his  final term  will be discharged
without being allowed to present himself
at the examination  for passing out of the
" Britannia."
(e) Any Cadet who shall at any time appear to
their Lordships to be unfit for the Naval
Service , for any reason whatever, will be
removed from  the " Britannia ,"  and it
must be understood that this rule will
apply to those who are considered unfit
from insufficient physical development or
weakness  of constitution, although no
actual  .organic disease  may have been
developed.
17. It is to be distinctly understood that the
period of training on board the " Britannia "
is a time of  probation, and the parent or
guardian  of every Cadet will be required to sign
a declaration (on the admission of the Cadet to the
"Britannia"), to the  effect  that he shall be im-
mediately withdrawn on the receipt of  an official
intimation of his being considered unfit for the
Navy.
18. Cadets will, on passing out of the "Britannia,"'
rank according to the amount of sea-time they
obtain at their final examination, and those who
obtain equal amounts of sea-time will rank in the
order of merit in which they pass out of the
Britannia."
19. The parent or guardian of every Cadet will
be required to provide outfit under the regulations
in force.
20. No pay will be allowed by Government to
Cadets in the " Britannia." The pocket-money
allowed to Cadets will be charged to the parents.
21. As only Cadets who are able to swim are
permitted to use the boats belonging to H.M.S.
"Britannia," the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty desire to impress upon parents and
guardians the importance of Cadets being taught to
swim before they join the training ship, so as to
enable them to obtain the full benefits of use of
the boats.
By Command of their Lordships,
EVAN MACGREGOR.
Admiralty,
December, 1888.
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MUNICIPALITY OF HUGHENDEN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment,  with the  advice of the Executive
Council , has been pleased to approve of the
following By-law and amended By-laws made by
the Council of the  Municipality of Hughenden.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
WHEREAS by the provisions of  "The Local Gov-
ernment Act of  1878," Part XIV.. Councils of
Municipalities are authorised to make By- laws for
regulating the supply and distribution of water :
It has been resolved by the Hughenden Muni-
cipal Council that the following charges shall be
made for water supplied to the general public by
the said Council:-, i
BY-LAW No. 10.
FOR REGULATIN G THE  CHARGES ON WATER SUP-
PLIED BY THE  MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
1. A charge of one-halfpenny per head shall be
levied on all horses or cattle watering.at the town
troughs.
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2. All carters of water shall pay one penny per
hogshead, and all persons using iron tanks shall
pay twopence for every one hundred gallons carried
by them.
3. Travelling stock (horses or cattle) shall pay
at the rate of four shillings for the first one
hundred and three shillings and sixpence for every
one hundred or part of one hundred exceeding that
number. Stock travelling in mobs of less than
one hundred shall be charged at the rate of one-
halfpenny per head.
4. Sheep and  Goats.-Sheep (trave ll ing or other-
wise ) watering at the town troughs shall be charged
at the rate of threepence per score or ninepence
per one hundred or part of one hundred. Goats
shall be charged at the rate of one farthing per
head.
5. Any person wilfully taking stock to water at
the Municipal trough, or drawing water from the
tank without first paying the charges before
enumerated , or forcibly  resisting  the person in
charge thereof, shall be liable to a penalty of five
pounds for  the first offence, ten pounds for the
second offence , and twenty pounds for the third or
any subsequent offence.
AMENDED BY-LAWS.
BY-LAW No. 2 (SECTION 1).
Scale of fees.
Altered to read thus-
For every wagon or lorry the sum of £3 10s. per
annum.
For every dray  or cart  plying for hire, £2 10s. per
annum.
BY-LAW No. 5 (SECTION 6).
For regulating  the registration  of goats.
The inspector  of nuisances  or such other person
as may be directed  by the Council shall, when so
ordered, make a general muster  of all goats within
the Municipality, and impound the same, and such
goats  then found to be unregistered shall be
destroyed or sold by auction, as the Mayor may
direct . Section 6, original By-law, is hereby
repealed.
Passed by special order  of the Municipl Council
of Hughenden  on the thirteenth day of November,
1888, duly  confirmed  at a subsequent  meeting of
the Council held on the seventh day of December,
1888, and revised  eighth day of February, 1889,
and sealed  with the common  seal  of the Council
this  twentieth day of February, 1889.
ALFRED SCOWEN, Mayor.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
AMENDED REGULATIONS.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Defence Act of  1884," has been pleased to
make  the following Amendments in the Regulations
of the 12th April, 1886, as amended by the
Amended Regulations of the 3rd November, 1887,
and the 4th April, 1888, for the general government,
discip li ne,  and management of the Land Force
established under the said Act.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
All,
The ReguiYs contained  in Section XXVIII.,
namely, Regulations  202 to 207 inclusive, and all
other Regulations  inconsistent with the new Regula-
tions now made  under Section XXVIII., are hereby
cancelled , and the following new Regulations
substituted therefor :-
202. The term  " uniform, " when used in the
Regulations  contained in this section ,  means and
includes  the following articles of clothing or any
articles  of a like nature which may hereafter be
approved  :- Helmets and  forage-caps ,  tunics and
serge frocks and trousers ,  and infantry sergeant's
sashes.
The uniform of all ranks will be of such colour,
pattern, and design as shall from time to time be
directed by the Dress Regulations to be issued in
General Orders.
The cost price of uniform for non-commissioned
officers and men of every corps will be published in
General Orders, and also the cost of the alteration
of uniform upon promotion to a higher grade.
203. Uniform and equipment for non-com-
missioned officers and men will be supplied to corps
by the Government. The equipment (other than
uniform) will remain the property of Government.
Uniform will  also remain  the property of Govern.
ment until it has become the property  of a non-
commissioned officer or man under  the following
Regulations.
204. No issue of uniform will be  made to any
man till he has completed  his recruit  drills,  or, being
excused recruit drills, has  passed inspection as
provided by Regulation 50,  and then only undress
uniform. Full -dress uniform  will be issued to
each man when he has earned  sufficient  pay (not
counting deferred pa) to cover the cost  price of
the full-dress and undress  uniform ; but it shall be
in the discretion of the commanding  officer to issue
full-dress  uniform at  an earlier  period if  satisfied
of a man 's  bond fide  intention  of remaining in the
Force.
205. The cost price of all uniform  issued to a
non-commissioned  officer  or man, and  the cost of
any alteration in uniform upon promotion, will be
stopped out of the first money (whether pay,
allowance , prize money, or otherwise) earned by
such non-commissioned officer  or man . When the
price has been so stopped, the uniform will become
the property of the  non-commissioned officer or
man, and in consideration of his having thus clothed
himself he will be paid annually, as  soon  after the
30th June as practicable, in addition to his ordinary
pay, an allowance on the scale following :-
Field Artillery and Mounted  Infantry.
£ a. d.
Staff Sergeant ... ... ... 2 5 0
Sergeant  . ... ... ... 1 15 0
Rank and File ... ... ... 1 2 6
Garrison  Artillery  and Engineers.
Staff Sergeant ... ... ... 2 5 0
Sergeant ... ... 1 12 6
Rank and File ... ... ... 1 2 6
Infantry Corps.
Staff Sergeant ... ... ... 2 0 0
Sergeant  .. ... ... ... 1 5 0
Rank and File ... ... ... 1 0 0
Commanding. Officers  may direct  men who appear
on parade with uniforms shabby, ill-fitting, or
dirty, to have the  same renewed ,  repaired , altered,
or cleansed, at the  man's  own cost, and in the case of
a direction to obtain  a new article  of uniform, the
same  will be paid for on  the same terms  as in the
case of an  original issue. Any  non-commissioned
officer or man  disobeying such  direction as men-
tioned in this  Regulation , shall be liable to a
penalty  not exceeding  five pounds  and not less
than one pound.
206. If  any non-commissioned officer or man
leaves or  is dismissed from  the Force ,  or is trans-
ferred from  one corps  to another before having
earned enough money to pay  any sum due on account
of uniform, he shall, upon such  leaving, dismissal,
or transfer, pay to his  commanding  officer (who
will forward the same to Head-Quarters)  such sum
less the amount of money (if any) which he shall
have then earned. Failure to  make  such payment
shall be an offence against this Regulation for
which the offender shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding fifty shillings.
207. The uniform  in possession  of any non-com-
missioned officer or man of the Force on the first
day of January, 1889, and which came into his
possession in a regular and  bond fide  manner, shall
become his property from that date, but he will be
entitled on the thirtieth day of June, 1889, to draw
only half the allowance before prescribed.
This Regulation shall not prevent any prosecution
or other proceeding for having improperly got
possession of such uniform, or for having failed to
give up the  same  when lawfully required.
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Colonial Secretary's Office, I JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.II.G.S.,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
Svo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra)  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies, is. 6d.
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
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"HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti.
tution.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK END;NG 9TH DAY OF
MARCH, 1869.
Number  of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ...
Number since admitted ... .., ,,,
Number returned from leas a ... ...
512
8
2
522
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died .. ,,. 0
Number absent on leave.. ... 6
6
Number remaining at date hereof ... 516
Admissions during the week :
Christian Christenson, 20, stockman, from Brisbane
Hospital ; last employed by Messrs. Paterson and Rolfe,
Dillalah Station, Warrego.
Joseph Carroll, 63, mason, from Brisbane Hospital ;
last employed by Mr. Graham, Ipswich.
William Brown, 27, ploughman, from Brisbane
Hospital; last employed by The Colonial Sugar Cow-
pany, Tweed River.
William Sherrard, 39, engineer's turner, from Ipswich ;
last employed by Messrs. Springall and Frost, engineers,
Ipswich.
John Adams, 44, fisherman, from Moreton Bay; last
employed by The Moreton Bay Oyster Company.
Mary Murdoch, 29, from Brisbane Hospital ; lately
living with her husband at Nundah.
Francis Noble Hicks, 68, watchmaker, re-admitted.
Henry John Bowker, 44, solicitor; re-admitted.
Discharged during the week :
Nil.
Death during the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Office of Chief Inspector of Stock,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1889.THE following list of Public Crossings, bywhich Queensland Stock can pass into the
Colony of South Australia, is published for general
information.
P. R. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
CROSSING-PLACES BETWEEN Sourn AUSTRALIA AND
QUEENSLAND.
Innamincka and Oonta Crossing place.
No. 10. All that portion of the boundary between
South Australia and Queensland from a-quarter of
a mile north of the 437th mile-post to the 438th
mile-post.
Haddon and Brown's Creek Crossing place.
No. 11. A ll  that portion of the boundary between
South Australia and Queensland from the 4th
mile-post west of the north-east corier of the
province of South Australia to the 5th mile-post.
Cadelga Waterhole Crossing-place.
No. 12.  All that portion of the boundary between
South Australia and Queensland from a point half-
a-mile west of the 39th mile-post to a point half-a-
mile west of the 40th mile-post.
Address of Inspectors of Stock-Farina and
Innamincka.
Pandie Pandie and Birdecille Crossing place.
No. 13. All that portion of the boundary between
South Australia and Queensland from the 101st
mile-post to the 103rd mile-post.
Herbert River or Mulligan Crossing-place.
No. 14. All that portion of the boundary between
South Australia and Queensland from the 130th
mile-post to the 131st mile-post.
Address of Inspectors of Stock-Farina and
Police Camp, Diamentina.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
O N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
William  s treet, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon. Colonial  Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage , Id.  additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Go vernmen t Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
0 N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  "The Gold  Fields Act
o; 1874,'  together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." JJeuy 8vo.  Price, Is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
G c  T71JjE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Ofenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with an  Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA N 1).APAMPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto:'k. now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and Is. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plants ; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
`N SALE,  at the Government Printing  Office,
in pamphlet  form,  "  The  Insolvenc y Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol,
vency."  Super-royal 8vo. Price, 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.P OUNDKE EP RS and others are requested
when describing brands, to make a distinction
between "Registered" And other brands, by placing
the words " Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER  NOTICE.
f j1AKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under  the
1 pro visions of  " The  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and  1877."  Any person desiring to oppose  still
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  aCaveat in Form 13 of said Acts ,  on or before the day namc d.
Desc ription and Situation of Land. Name of Applicants. Date  within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Allotment 17 of section 27, City of Brisbane ,  parish of
North Brisbane
Alexander Muir and Walter
Nash Morcom ,  both of Bris-
bane ,  printers
16 April, 1889.
Subdivision 2 of allotment 19 of section 3, City of Bris-
bane,  parish of South  Brisbane
The Corporation of the Synod
of the Diocese of Brisbane
16 April, 1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office , THO. MYL N E,
Brisbane . 16th  March ,  1889. Registrar  of Titles.
TRAIN SMISSIO.N BY DEA1  if.
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTICE is hereby given, that applications have been made for the Heostration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
say person  desiring  to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which  case  the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Richard William Jones,
late of Coorpa ro o,
dairy farmer
Henry Brand, the
younger ,  late of Eagle
Farm ,  farmer
Henry Brand, the
younger ,  late of Eagle
Farm ,  farmer
James Rhodes ,  late of
Lutwyche ,  brickmaker
Samuel Moore, late of
Paddington, carpenter
John Woodland ,  late of
Irvingdale ,  yeoman
John  Woodland .  late of
Irvingdale ,  yeoman
Joseph Charles ,  late of
Gracemere ,  gardener
Eliza Smith ,  late of
Rockhampton, widow
Daniel Grant ,  late of
Townsville ,  grazier
Date of
Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
1888.
3 May Richard William Jones,
of Coorparoo, dray-
man
11 Nov.  Maria Warren Brand,
of Eagle Farm, widow
11 Nov .  Maria Warren Brand,
of Eagle Farm, widow
13 Sept . Mary  Ann Rhodes, of
the same place,
widow
4 Nov . James  Moore ,  of Bris-
bane,  labourer
1887.
18 June Rachel Woodland, of
Irvingdale, widow
18 June Art hur John Woodland,
of Irvingdale ,  selector
1889.
13 Jan.
1885.
20 Dec.
1888.
22 Nov.
Emu Park ,  near Rock
hampton ,  farmer, slid
John owton,. of
Rockhampton , black-
smith
Description
and Situation  of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Subdivisions 1, 2, 6 to 54 ,  and 56 Fee-simple
to 158 of porti 207A, and
portions 218A,  219A, and 220A,
pariah of Bulimba
Allotment  7 of portion  9, and Fee -simple
suburban portions 472 and 473,
parish of Toombul ;  and por-
tions 496 and 407,  town of
Myrt le
Fee-simple As Administrator ... 16 April
One undivided third in re -sub- Fee -simple As  Administratrix 16 April
division 1 of subdivision 48 of in remain-
portion 165,  and subdivision 58 der
of po rt ion 153, parish of Enog-
gera
Re-subdivisions 6 and 7 of sub -  Fee-simple  As Administratrix 16 April
division 19 of port ion 190, and
re-subdivision 20 of subdivision
7 of portion 190A, parish of
Enoggera
Subdivisions 7 and 8 of portion
838, and subdivision 21 of por-
tion 611,  parish of Enoggera
Portion 940,  parish of Irvingdale
Portion 948, parish of Irvingdale
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
William Henry Charles ,  Allotments 2 and 3 of suburban
of Gracemere ,  groom section 9,  parish of Gracemere
Edward Redman ,  of Portion 15, parish of liewittvi ll e
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
William Joseph Cast -  Subdivision 1 of allotment 3 of
ling ,  of Townsville ,  section 77,  town of Townsville,
butcher ,  and Frede -  and portion 18 and subdivision
rick Gordon ,  of the 2 of section 2 of portibn lA,
same  place, timber parish of Coonambelah
merchant
1 egistrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 16th  March, 1899
General Registry  Office,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend WILLIAM MOORS, a Minister of
the $aptist Denomina tion,  residingat Indooroopi lly,
in 'the Registry District of Oxley, has been duly
registered as a Minister of Re ligon authorised to
celebrate Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions  of  " The Marriage Act of
J86 "
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Life Estate Will dated 7 Sep-  23 April
tember, 1857
Fee-simple Will dated 7 Sep- 23 April
in  re tember, 1857
der
Fee-simple Will dated 12 Jan - 30 April
nary, 1889
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise. .a.2
1889.
As Administrator... 16 April
As Administratrix 16 April
Fee-simple  Will dated 14,De- 30 April
cember, 1865
Fee-simple Will dated 6 No-
vem ber, 1888 30 April
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
`r T is hereby notified for public information, that
.LL the Reverend GEORGE EDWARD GOODALL
DAINTY,  a Minister  of the Church of England
Denomination,  residing  at Mackay, in the Registry
District of Mackay, has been duly  registered as
a Minister  of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions  of  "The  Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
Mr. GEORGR BurcE ANDERSON, a Minister of
the Church of Christ Denomination,  residing at
Toowoomba, in the Registry District of Drayton
and Toowoomba, has been duly  registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised  to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that
11 the Reverend WILLIAM SIMSON  SMITH, a
Minister of the Primitive Methodist  Denomination,
residing at Esk, in the Registry District of Stanley,
has been duly registered  as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of  "The  Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Right Reverend WILLIAM THOMAS
THORNHILL WEBBER, D.D., Bishop of the Church
of England, iii the Diocese of Brisbane,  residing
at Bisbopsbourne, has been duly registered as a
Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
F IFTH Supplementary List of Surveyors
licensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names were not inserted  in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January, 1889:-
Name.  Address.
Boyle, Arthur Robert ... Goondiwindi
Ford, F. B. Campbell ...  Clermont
Russell, H. H. Stuart  ...  Normanton.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 16th March, -1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1889.
I T is hereby notified that JOHN GWYNNETH, of
Cairns, is Licensed as a Surveyor qualified to
act under the provisions and for the purposes ofThe Real Property Acts of 1861  and  1877," and
subject to the Regulations of the Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1889.
TOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Thirtieth day of March instant, in
conformity with the 117th section of  " The Real
Property Act of  1861." to issue, in the names of
Christopher Newton, Charles Kent, Daniel Bulman
Frederick Geard, and William Newton, a provisional
Certificate of Title, No. 16831, for two roods, being
allotment 8 of section 4, in the town of Dalby, and
more particularly described in Register Book,
• volume 128, folio 100, the said original Certificate
of Title having been lost or mislaid by John
Shillito Jessop.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st  February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, KANGAROO
POINT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a New State School for Girls, ;t
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for New State
School for Girls, Kangaroo Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
SOUTH BRISBANE.
r
rENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Fencing and Gates around the New
State School for Boys, South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be  sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister  does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
- J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
BEENLEIGH.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Court House, Beenleigh, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the State
School Buildings at Beenleigh.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Beenleigh."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  andfurther particulars obtained, at this
Office, aind at the Court House, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not 'guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or  any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
MUNGAR.TENDERS willbe received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd March, from
persons willing to contract for Painting State16chool Buildings, Mungar.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Painting
School Buildings, Mungar."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender ma'y be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at :tthis
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
For the Under Secretary,
J. F. SLOAN.
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TINAROO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITUR E  from  18T JULY to  31ST DECEMBER, 1838.
GENERAL FUND.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July to 31st December-
To Credit Balance Q.N. Bank
„ Sundry Receipts ,  Divisional Ha ll
Dog Tax ...
Goat  Tax ... ,..
Wheel and Pack Tax ... ...
Sanitary By-law „
„ Tools Account ,  No. 2 Subdivision
General Rates ,  No. 1 Subdivision
„ General Rates ,  No. 2 Subdivision
„ General Rates, No, 3 Subdivision
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£  s. d.  1st  July to 31st December-  £ s. d.
1,546  1 0 By Divisional Hall... ... ... ... 12 12 6
27 16 0 „ Legal  Expenses ... ... ... ... 90 3 11
0 17 6 „  Salaries  ... ... ... ... 234 14 3
1 7 6 „ Stationery  ... ... ... 1 14 U
59 3 6 „  Petty Cash ... ... 13 13 8
111 11 6 „  Auditing  ... ... ... ... 10 10 0
1 10 0 „  Interest  on Overdraft ... ... ... 10 8 2
82 3 0  „ Wheel and Pack Tax ... ... ... 0 5 6
22 12 0 „ Sanitary  By-law ... ... ... 169 13 0
74 4 0 „ Tools Account, No. 1 ... ... ... 4 15 5
Nigger  Creek Road ... ... ... 4 10 0
„ Herberton  Streets  ... ... ...  14 2 6
Grace street  .. 4 14 0
Evelyn Scrub Road ... ... ... 105 0 0
Tools Account , No. 2 ... ... ... 10 17 6
Watsonvi lle  Road  ... ... ... 9 10 0
„ Watsonville Well ... ... ... 1 17 6
„ Watsonville  to Irvinebank Mail  Track 5 18 0
„ Montalbion  Streets  ... ... ... 141 0 0
„ Montalbion Wells and Water Supply 77 17 6
Watsonville-Montalbion Road ... 3 10 0
„ Irvinebank to Port Douglas Road ... 8 0 0
Herberton to Watsonville Road ... 6 19 9
„ Tools Account, No. 3 ... ... ... 1 15 0
„ Grace street  and Broadway ... ... 3 15 0
„ Maund 's Track to Zigembine's Pocket 64 0 0
Garland' s Rood , No. 3... ... 60 0 0
Quinlan's Road, No. 3... ... ... 21 15 0
„ Atherton  to Barron  River ... ... 21 0 11
„ West Herberton  St re ets  ... ...  2 0 11
Advertising  and Printing  ... ... 33 11 6
„ General Expenses  ... ... ...  8 6 0
31st December-
By Credit  Balance  Q.N. Bank, £780 0s 9d.,
less Outstanding  Cheques, Nos. 281,
£3 5s. ; 289, £1; 299, 12s. 6d. ; 316,
£3 16s.  6d. ; 318,  10s.; 319, 15s.  9d.;321, £1 6s.  6d.-£11 6s. 3d.... ... 768 14 6
£1,927 6 0 £1,927 6 0
G. S. DAVIS, Clerk.
We, the undersigned Auditors to the Tinaroo Divisional Board, hereby certify that the above is a
true and correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Division from the 1st July to the
31st December, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July to 31st December-
To Credit Balance Q .N. Bank . ...
„ Grant from Cairns Municipality ...
Overpaid Cheque  (refunded) ... ..
„  Refund Interest from General Fund...
„ Debit Balance Q.N. Bank ... ...
JAMES TAYLOR, IAuditors.T. P. WOOD,
LOANS AND GRANTS.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 1st July to 31st December-
309 7 5 By Herberton-Georgetown Road ...
100 0 0 „ Cairns Road ... ... ...
30 0 0 „ Port Douglas Road ...
10 8 2 „ Newellton and Montalbion Road
668 9 4 „ Interest, Q.N. Bank, on Overdraft
£1,118 4 11
GEORGETOWN ROAD  (DEVIATION ) ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.
To Grant  from Mines  and Works  ...  500 0 0 By Labour on Deviation ...
,,  Balance, Q.N. Bank
£500 0 0
£ a. d.
299 17 0
418 6 0
45 0 0
343 14 9
11 7 2
£1,118 4 11
£ a. d.
... 358 4 3
... 141 15 9
£500 0 0
G. S. DAVIS, Clerk.
We, the undersigned Auditors to the Tinaroo Divisional Board, hereby certify that the above is a
true and correct Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Division from 1st July to 31st
December, 1888.
JAMES TAYLOR,
T. P. WOOD Auditors.,
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES  (EXCEPTED ROADS) FROM
To Amounts Spent in  Excess  of Grants-
Herberton-Georgetown Road
Cairns Roads ... ... ...
Port Douglas Road ... ...
New ellton-Mont albion Road
Interest on Overdraft ...
TINAROO DIVISIONAL  BOARD- continued.
IST JULY  to 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Amounts to the Credit of-
370 14 11 Irvinebank-Port Douglas Road ... 1 13 11
119 12 7 Silver Valley Road .. ... ...  48 8 10
152 19 8 Debit  Balance,  Q.N. Bank  ... ... 668 9 4
63 17 9
11 7 2
£718 12 1 By Credit  Balance  Q.N. Bank ... £141 15 1
G. S. DAVIS, Clerk.
We, the  undersigned Auditors to the Tinaroo Divisional Board, hereby certify that the above is a
true and correct Statement of the Assets and Liabilities of the Loans and Grants Accounts of the Division
from the 1st  July  to 31st December, 1888.
Herberton, 16th January, 1889.
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JAMES TAYLOR, ) Auditors.T. P. WOOD,
63s.
DIVISION OF ARAMAC.
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of ARAMAC, from
IST JULY to 31ST DFCEMBNR. 1888.
1888. RECEIPTS.
1st July-
To Balance at Credit of the
Aramac Divisional Board
with the Q.N. Bank at
Aramac-
Divisional Fund-
d.
Deposit Account ... ... 1,000 0 0
Current Account... ... 1,179 7 5
Loan Fund-
Deposit Account, £2,000;
less  Overdraft, Current
Account, £424 6s. 4d. ... 1,575 13 8
3,755
31st  December-Interest on Deposit Loan
Account ... ... ... ...
Refund Charges ... ... ...
„ Town  Reserve Fees-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 5 7 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 57 16 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... 68 16 6
„ Carter's License, Subdivi-
sion  No. 2  ... ...
General Rates-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„ Fines under By-laws
„ Sale of District Maps
9 19 8
10 12 0
„ Tools and Repairs ... ... ...  24 7 2
Interest ,  Overdraft, Loan
Account  .. ... ... ...  0 14 0
Maps of District ... ... 25 6 6
Law Expenses  .. ... ... 4 19 0
„ Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Arrilalah local road ... 94 10 0
Arrilalah Crossing, Thomp-
son River  ... ...  120 15 0
Subdivision No. 2-
Aramae Dam, Loan Acc't 379 4 3
Aramac-Barcaldine road 61 8 8
Aramac-Bowen Downs
road ... .. ... 28 1 0
Aramac Township  ...  33 19 11
Burr Cutting  ... ..  1 4 0
Aramac-Muttaburra road 41 12 6
Aramac-Clermont road  ...  16 5 0
Aramac  Crossing  ... 95 14 6
Subdivision No. 3-
Muttaburra Township  ...  10 16 0
Muttaburra  -  Vergemont
road  ... ... ...  2 13 4
Muttaburra  - Arrilalah
road  ... ... ...  31 1 0
215 5 0
657 9 10
44 10 4
Q.N. Bank, Aramac-r
Divisional Fund-
Deposit Account ... 2,000 0 0
Current Account  ...  786 6 3
Loan Fund-
Deposit Account ... 1,000 0 0
Current Account ... 169 6 9
3,955 13 0
£5,318 1 10 £5,318 1 10
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Aramac, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
a, d.  31st December -  £  a. d. £ a. d.
By Contingencies-
Advertising,  Stationery,
and General Expenses 40 6 0
Petty Cash ... ... 10 0 0Office R nt ... ... 13 0 0
63 6 0
£718 12 1
Georgetown Road (Deviation) Account-
Travelling Expenses-
Overseer ... ... ... 10 10 0
Clerk ... ... ... 1012 6
21 2 6
„ Salaries-
1 1 Auditors  ... ... ...  4 4 0
Clerk ... ... ... 100 0 0
Overseer ... _.. ... 100 0 0
35 0 0 Inspectors-
6 2 3 Aramac ... ... 40 0 0
Muttaburra ... ... 32 10 0
Arrilalah ... ... 10 0 0
286 14 0
„ Road Plant ,  Horse  .. ...  15 0 0
132 0 6  „ Office Furniture ,  Shelving  ...  3 14 6
1 10 0
... 486 5 4
393 14 0
487 17 0
-1,367 16 4
ROBERT U. MILLER, Auditors.Aramac ,  31st  January,  1889 . E. H. KING,
SYDNEY SH&EWOOD , Clerk.
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LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
1888 .  LIABILITIES.
31st December- £  s. d. £ s. d.
To Government Loans  ...  3,920 0 0
„ Interest  on same ... ... 196 0 4
,, Amount duefor Salaries-
DIVISION OF  ARAMAC -continued.
-4,116  0 4
Auditors ... ... ...  4 4 0
Clerk ... ..,
...  11 2 3
Overseer  ... ... ...  11 2 3
Inspectors-
Aramac  ... ...  412 3
Muttaburra  ... ...  3 15 0
Arrilalah ... .,,  1 2 4
„ Amount due for-
s. d. £ s. d.
Current Account ...  786 6 3
Deposit Account ... 2,000 0 0
Loan Fund-
Current Account ... 169 6 9
Deposit Account ... 1,000 0 0
3,955 13 0
1888. ASSETS.
31st  December-
By Q.N. Bank, Aramac (being
Amount to Credit of
the Aramac DivisionalBoard)-Divisional Fund-
35 18 1  „  Inte rest due on Fixed De-
Rent,  Schneider and O 'Brien ... 18
Sundries,  Klugh and Samuels ... 24
Supplies, Ali Que ... ... 0
Printing ,  &c., Campbell and James 3
Supplies,  James Cashion ... 4
Supplies ,  Stainburn  Downs ... a
Supplies, H. Campbell ... ...  4
Supplies, Local  Station ... ... 1
Supplies, Wm. Cann ... ...  6
Forage, A. Parnell .. ... 8
Travelling  Expenses ,  Overseer ... 8
Repairs ,  S. Clemesha ... 4
„ Balance- Assets over  Liabilities  ...  3,038
posits
0 0 „ Endowment due from Gov-
14 0 ernment on Rates col-
10 6 lected during 1888-
11 0 Subdivision No. 1 ... 972 10 8
2 9 Subdivision No. 2 ... 789 0 0
3 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... 975 14 0
1 0
14 4 „ Rates  in Arrear-
48 19 5
2,737 4 8
9 6 Subdivision  No. 1 ... 32 15 8
0 7 Subdivision No. 2 ... 26 3 8
0 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... 58 13 4
2 6 117 12 8
8 2 „ District  Maps on  hand ... ... 10 10 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 19 0 0
„ Road Plant ... ...  326 0 0
„ Fencing Wire on hand-
Muttaburra (2 tons ) ... 41 16 0
Aramac (4-tan) ... ... 15 0 0
66 16 0
£7,27115 9 £7,27115 9
A General Rate of is. in the £  was struck  for the year on  27th  August, 1888.
No Contracts  were entered  into during the half-year.
SYDNEY SB :ARWOOD, Clerk. E. R. EDKINS, Chairman.
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Examined and found correct.
ROBERT G. MILLER , Auditors-E. H. KING,
60s. 6d.
HERBERTON AND SUBURBAN MUTUAL PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY.BALANCE-SHEET of the HERBERTON AND SUBURBAN MUTUAL PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETYfrom 18T JANUARY to 318T DECEMBER, 1888.
RBCSIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To Subscribing  Shares  ... ... ...
Paid-up Share ... ... ... ...
„ Advanced Shares, Repayments andInterest  ... ... ... ...
,.  Entra 6e  Fees  ... ... ... ...
„ Pass  Book ... ... ... ...
„ Application  Fees  ... ...
Overdraft, Q.N. Bank... ... ...
PROFIT.
31st December-
To Advertising and Printing ...
General Expenses
Petty Expenses ... ... ...
Secretary's Salary ... ...
„ Auditors'  Fees  ... ... ...
Deposits on Contracts .. .
„ Preliminary Expenses (one-fourth of
total ) ... ... ... ... ...
„ Bonuses  ... ... ... ... .. .
„ Balance  (p ro fit) .... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
£  a. d.  1888.
1st January-
347 0 4 By Overdraft, Q.N. Bank ...
20 0 0 31st December-Advertising and Printing ...
386 19 10 „ General Expenses
4 19 7 „ Petty Expenses ...
1 9 0 „ Secre tary's Salary ... ...
0 2 0 „ Auditors' Fees ... ... ...
4 0 0 „ Withdrawal Subscribing Shares
608 3 8 „  Withdrawal Paid-up Shares ...
Advanced to Borrowers ...
Deposits on Contracts ...
Interest paid ,  Paid-up Shares
„ Interest, Q.N. Bank ... ...
„  Bonuses Paid  ... ... ...
£1,372 14 5
PROFIT  AND Loss ACCOUNT.
Loss.
£ s. d.
98 0 1
9 17 0
7 4 6
1 16 0
30 0 0
4 4 0
84 16 10
50 0 0
1,012 4 9
21 0 0
37 7 9
10 15 6
5 8 0
£1,372 14 5
1887.
£ s. d. 31st December- £ s. d.
9 17 0 By Balance brought forward ... ... 23 0 4
7 4 6 „ Balance Due, Contracts... ... ... 21 0 0
1,16  0 1888.
30 0 0 31st December-
4 4 0 „ Interest Account ... ... ... 118 18 3
21 0 0 „ Entrance Fees ... ... ... ... 1 9 0
Pass  Book ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
12 0 0 „ Forfeits ... ... ... ... ... 2 16 3
16 0 7 „ Application Fees ... ... ... 4 0 0
74 13 1 „ Fines ... ... ... ... ... 5 9 4
2176 15 2 £17615.2
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HERBERTON-AND SUBURBAN MUTUAL PERMANENT BUILDING  SOCIETY- continued.
LIABILITIES and ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
ASSETS. P.  a. d.
To Subscribing Shareholders Or., 104 Shares
Paid-up Shareholders Cr., 251  Shares...
Overdraft at Q.N. Bank ... ...
„ Excess of Assets over Liabilities, as per
Balance of Profit and Loss ... ...
431 1 4  .1 By Borrowers, Dr. 89 Shares ... ... 1,599 19 4
510 0 0 „ Preliminary Expenses (Balance still
608 3 8 Chargeable ) ... ... ...  23 18 9
74 13 1
£1,623 18 1 £1,623 18 1
This is to certify that we have compared the above Statement with the Books of the Society, and
find same correct.
JOHN CAIRNS, Secretary. FRED. TRICKS, Auditors.JOHN  RMSLIE,
We, the undersigned Trustees and Auditors, have gone carefully over the Securities held by the
Society, representing as above stated £1,599 19s. 4d., and find them in order.
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W. D. BO W KETT, Trustees.G. E. AIREY,
FRED. TRICKS, Auditors.JOHN EMSLIE,
34s.
DIVISION OF KOLA-N. '
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the KOLAN DIVISIONAL  BOARD, from 1ST JULY
to 31sT DFCEMBER, 1888.
REcaiPrs. EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
31st December- £ a.  d. £ s. d.  31st December - £ a. d. £ a. d.
To Balance from June 262 3 7 By Contingencies-
,, Rates Received- General Expenses ... 24 10 1
Subdivisiog No. 1
bdi NS i i 2
... 172
152
15 9
16 5
Salary of Clerk ... ... 87 10 0
112 0 1onu v s o. ...
325 12 2 „ Works, &c.-
„ Sundry Receipts ... ... 5 0 0 Main Roads-
„ Overbanked by Clerk ... 0 9 2 Subdivision No. 1 ... 51 2 9
Subdivision No. 2 ... 182 16 0
Branch Roads-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 73 16 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... 116 14 3
Gin Gin Township ... 8 12 0
433 1 0
„ Tools  and Repairs ... ... 15 8 11
„ Balance, Q.N. Bank ... 32 14 11
£593 4 11 £593 4 11
E. LE TOUZEL, Clerk. W. N. ATKINSON , Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify  that we have examined all Books of  Accounts  and  Vouchers
kept by the  Kolan Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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J. D. WALKER, Auditors.J. G. SHIELD,
17s.
DIVISION OF GOWRIE.
S
TATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BO RD of GOWRIE from 1ST JULY
to 31ST DECF MBER , 1888, prepared and published  in terms of  Clause 74 of  " Tice Divisional Boards
Act of  1879."
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888 1888..
1st July- d. £ s. d. 31st December- £ s, d. £ a. d.
To Balance Q.N. Bank ... 341 7 3 By Burr Cutting ... ... ... 7 12 6
General Rates Received 491 13 9 Roads Account ... . 297 0 0
„ Sundry Receipts-
„
Water Supply ...
..
...
...
... 21 8 3
Deposit Account ... 14 5 6 „ Contingencies-
Petty C.,sh, Amount Advertising, Printing,Refund( d, Rates and Stationery ... 18 3 8
Overpaid .. .. 0 8 0 Salary and Wages ... 188 1 4
Refund for Destroying Rent of Office... ... 13 0 0
Beast ... ... 010 0 General Expenses ... 10 10 6
15 3 6 De osit Ac unt 11 10 0p co
Suspense  Account
...
... 1 0 0
Petty Cash ... ... 7 0 0
249 5 6
„ Balance in  Q.N. Bank ... 267 2 9
„ Cash on Hand ... ... ... 5 15 6
£848 4 6 £848 4 6
JOHN WALKER, Clerk. JOHN GARGET,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Gowrie, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
V [599
GEO. F. BENNETT, Auditors.
JAS. MURRAY,
17s. 6d.
1016
MURILLA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the MURILLA DIVISIONAL BOARD from the 1sT of
1 JULY to the 31sT  of DECEMBER,  1888,  published  in terms of  "TheDivisional Boards Act of  1879."
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
1888.
1st July-
By;Salaries-
E XPENDITUUE.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance in lQueensland National Bank,
Lalby ... ... ... ... ... 282
„ General Rates Received ... ... 194
Law Expenses Recovered ... ...  2
£ s. d. £ s. d.
8 7 Returning Officer ... 7 0 0
12 3 Clerk ... ... ... 75 0 0
19 5 4uditing ... ... 4 4 0
„ Bridge Account-
Dogwood ...
Condamine
... 29 4
... 1 10
Stationery, Bool s, Forms, &c....
Exchange on Cheques ... ...
,, Incidental ...
„ Road Party-
Taroom road
Moraby ...
Surat ...
Watson ...
•
£980 0 3
Interest on Fixed Deposits in Govern-
ment Savings Bank  ... ••• ... 5 5 0
£480 0 3
We hereby certify that we have  examined  this Account, and compared it with the Books and
Vouchers,  and have found it correct.
JOSEPH KOC H O, Auditors.ALEX.  H. SMITH, Clerk. H. C. HODGSON,
Miles ,  31st January, 1889 . H. BOURNE, Acting Chairman.
643 26s.
PEAK DOWNS DIVISIONAL BOARD.FINANCIAL STATEMENT for the HALF -YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888. 1888.
EXPENDITURE.
30th June-  £  if.  d.  31st December-
To Balance Current Account ... ... 142 7 11 By  Salaries  Account ...
„ Rates Received... ... ... 216 16 0 „ Printing and Advertising
General Expenses ...
Capella Township ...
„ Books Account ... ...
„ Valuation ... ...
„ Balance ... ... ...
£359 3 11
BALANCE-SHEET.
£ a. d.
... ... 37 10 0
... ... 2 0 6
... ... 2 14 0
... ... 10 3 9
... ... 2 18 0
... ... 10 10 0
... ... 293 7 8
£359 3 11
Dr. Cr.
£  S.  d. £ s. d.
To Current Account 31st December ... 293 7 8 By Capital Account ... ... ... 565 7 8
Fixed Deposit ... ... ... ... 250 0 0
Office Furniture, &c. ... ... ... 22 0 0
£565 7 8 £565 7 8
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES . ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
To Salarryy ... ... ... 37 10 0 By Balance Current Account ... 293 7 8
„ Auditing ... 2 2 0 „Fixed Deposit ... 250 0 0
„ Outstanding Accounts ... ... ... 5 16 3 „ Office Furniture, &c. ... ... ... 22 0 0
Balance ...  ... ... ...  573 8 5  „Rates in Arrears ... ... 53 9 0
£618 16  8 £618 16 8
G,. W. KETTLE, Clerk. H. L. CONRAN, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Peak Downs, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
9
0
86 4 0
30 14 9
8 16 0
0 11 4
8 16 3
42 16 3
15 5 0
35 13 0
26 7 0
120 1 3
„ Contracts-Board Office ... ... 115 15 0
„ Furniture ... ... ... ... 18 0 6
„ Carriage ... ... ... ... ... 2 10 3
Law Expenses ... ... ... ... 2 10 8
„ Rates  Refunded ... ... ... 1 16 0
„ Valuation ... ... 35 0 0
„ General Expenses ... ... ... 7 7 2
Advertising ... .. ... ... 12 14 0
„ Balance  in Queensland National Bank,Dalby ... ... ... ... ... 29 3 1
EDWARD M. STETTON, Auditors.WALTER HORWOOD,
644 23s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOOWOOMBA.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of ToowooMBA for the HALF-YEARended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 504 12 1
Salaries  ... ... 250 0 0
Wages, Foreman of Works and Muni-
cipal Inspector ... ... ... 159 15 6
To General Rate Account-
East Ward ... ... £1,001 3 8
West Ward ... ... 996 17 0
South Ward ... ... 493 8 0
2,491 8
Lighting Rates ... .. ... ... 346 16
Special Loan  Rates  ... ... ... 2 7
Water Rates ... ... ... ... 2,064 19
„ Rate Endowment, 1887 (2nd Moiety) 1,442 16
School of Arts ... ... ... ... 50 0
Incidental  Sources  of Revenue ... 6 11
Impression, Corporation Seal ... 0 10
„ Rent of Hall ... ... ... ... 11 11
„ Fines ... ... ... ... ... 16 13
Crossings (Timber) ... ... ... 4 0
„ Sale of Stone, Quarry ... .. ... 44 3
Rent, Corporation Sale-yards, &c. ... 25 0
Licenses, Cab-drivers ... ... ... 0 10
Licenses, Drays ... ... ... 7 10
,,Rents, Swamp  Reserves  ... 64 1
8 „ Auditors' Fees ... 15 0 0
1 „ Printing, Advertising, &c. ... ... 36 14 11
7 „ Stationery ... ... ... ... 3 12 6
2 „ Interest, A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 17 1 6
4 „ Interest and Redemption, Government
0 Loans ... ... ... ... ... 920 8 5
0 „ Incidental Expenses ... ... ... 52 14 4
6 „ Nuisances ... ... ... ... 4 5 0
0 „ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 30 0 0
6 „ Bathurst Burr ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
0 „ Quarry ... ... ... ... ... 23 14 10
6
0
0
0
4
„ Street Lighting ... ... ... 203 0 0
„ Town Hall ... ... ... ... 30 8 7
„ Street Watering ... ... 1 8 6
Crossings (Timber) ... ... ... 1 3 10
Water Supply ... ... ... 1,309 8 6
Works and  Repairs-
East  Ward ...
West Ward ...
South Ward ...
... £1,648 19 10
... 411 2 6
... 503 14 7
2,563 16 11
,,  Balance,  A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 441 13 3
£6,578 18 8  £6,57818 8
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
1888. 1888.
ASSETS.
31st December-  £ s. d.  31st December-  £ s. d.
To Government Loans ... ... ... 28,417 9 1 By Balance, A.J.S. Bank ... ... 441 13 3
Sundry Accounts Unpaid ... ... 819 4 4 „ Rate Endowment, 1888 (1st Moiety) 1,424 8 11
„ Balance ... ... ... ... 6,838 2 1 „ General Rates ... ... ... 2,013 7 11
Lighting Rates ... ... ... 128 12 8
Special Loan Rates ... ... ... 22 18 4
„ WaterRates ... ... ... ... 520 18 6
Rents, Swamp Reserves  ... ... ]  36 12 6
„ Asphalting Plant ... ... ... 51 19 2
„ Town Hall ... ... ... ... 4,245 4 10
„ Furniture ... ... ... ... 238 15 6
„ School of Arts .. ... ... 4.000 0 0
„ Stone Crusher, Engine, &c. ... ... 440 16 0
Waterworks ... ... ... ... 22,409 7 11
Particulars.
£36,07415 6 £36,07415 6
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTS.
I Amount. Expenditure.  Balance.
1888.  £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
30th June-
To Balance Due on Eight Contracts ... ... ... 295 5 0 182 5 0 113 0 0
31st December-
To Seven Contracts for the Half-Year ... ... ... 575 19 2 131 16 8 444 2 6
£871 4 2 £314 1 8 £557 2 6
JOHN M. FLYNN,  Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Toowoomba Municipal Council, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Town Hall, 23rd January, 1889.
640
J. ROBERTS, Auditors.W. J. JOHNSON,
Examined and allowed by the Council the eleventh day of February, 1889.
EDMOND BOLAND , Mayor.
42s. 6d.
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JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that,  in accordance
with  " The Jury Act of  1867 ," a Revision
Court will be held at the Court House  at Cunna-
mulla, on FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of April next,
for the purpose of Revising the Jury List for the
Jury District of  Cunnamulla.
All Justices of the Peace  residing  within forty
miles of  the said Court  House are  required to
attend ,  under  the eighth  section  of  " 2'he Jury
Act,"  31 Vic. No. 34.
CHRIS. FRANCIS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Cunnamulla , 7th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given,  that,  in accordance
with  "The Jury Act  of 1867,"  a Special
Court of Petty  Sessions for Revising  the Jury List
for the District  of Ravenswood  will be holden in
the Court  House, Ravenswood , on FRIDAY, the
Twelfth day of April, 1889.
All Justices of the Peace  residing  within forty
miles of the said  Court House  are, under  the eighth
section  of the said Act, required  to be in attendance.
B. CCARNEY,
Acting  Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Ravenswood , 4th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
of Petty  Sessions ,  for Revising  the Jury List
for the District of Brisbane, will be holden at the
Court House,  at Brisbane , on FRIDAY, the
Twelfth day of April next, at Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon, at which the Justices of the Peace
residing within forty miles of the said Court
House are required to attend ,  under the provisions
of "  The Jury Act,"  31 Vic., No. 34.
THOMAS W. FRASER,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Brisbane, 12th March, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint JAMES THOMAS ALLEN, of Mount Ennis-
killen, in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of
the Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of '1 ambo who shall, by
virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases provided for in and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this elevenili day of March, A.D. 1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage  Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
ALEXANDER NICOLL, M.B., of Tambo, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  a Justice of the Peace, to be
a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District
of Tambo who shall, by virtue of this appoint-
ment, give consent in the cases provided for in and
by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the
said Act.
Dated this eleventh day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
(Signed )  CHARLES  LILLEY, C.J.
„  GEORGE R . HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of Samuel Walters, at
present of Normanton, in the Colony of Queens-
land, surveyor ,  for an Order of Adjudication
of Insolvency against himself.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court, of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Samuel
Walters, having been given, it is ordered that the
said Samuel Walters be and he is hereby adjudged
Insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Samuel Walters, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar ,  Supreme  Court,  Brisbane, on
the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Samuel Walters shall, on the
Twenty-fifth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a fu ll ,  true, and
accurate statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts
and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of March, A.D. 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MB. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of John Haigh, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
contractor, for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency against himself.
r ' PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
( is ordered that the said John Haigh be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Haigh, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane ,  on the Twenty -eighth day
of March ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John
Haigh shall ,  on the Twenty -seventh day of March,
1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver` to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement , verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabi lities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MORTON AND Powims,
Brisbane ,  Maryborough, and
Bundaberg,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of Charles Bouel,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
restaurant -keeper, for an Order of Adjudi-
cation of Insolvency against himself.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, andupon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Charles
Bowel, having been given,  it is  ordered that the
said Charles Bouel be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall; Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Charles Bouel ,  for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court ,  Brisbane, on the Twenty-
eighth day of March,  1889, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Charles Bouel shall, on the Twenty-seventh day
of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
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every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known ,  of his  creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet .  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the  Court,  this eleventh
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James M. Dawson, of River Bend, Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, publican,
by The Broadwater Park Poultry and Dairy
Company, Limited.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt due by the said James M. Dawson to the said
Petitioning Creditor, The Broadwater Park Poultry
and Dairy Company, Limited, and the act of
insolvency committed by the said James M.
Dawson, it is ordered that the said James
M. Dawson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of' the said James M. Dawson, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-eighth day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said James M. Dawson shall,
on the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Uren Symonds, of Stanley Bridge,
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, by himielf.
UPON the hearing of this Petition his day, it isordered that the said Thomas Uren Symonds
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Thomas
Uren Symonds, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty-eighth day of March, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said  Thomas Uren Symonds shall, on the Twenty-
sixth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
ROBERT  WEST ]KINGi-SFORD,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the  Insolvent,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
M.R. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Edward John Heeney ,  of Rocklea ,  labourer,
by the said Edward John  Feeney.
UPON,  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Edward John
Heeney be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Edward  John  Heeney, for the election of a
Trustee, beheld at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court ,  on the Twenty-eighth day of March,
1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Edward John
Heeney shall ,  on the Twenty -seventh  day  of March,
1889 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee inthis Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of 1}is
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  thi s thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Ira formd  pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Alexander Thomson ,  of Rockhampton, news-
paper agent ,  by the said Alexander Thomson.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Alexander Thomson
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Alexander Thomson ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -eighth day of March, 1889, at
Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Alexander Thomson shall, on
the Twenty -sixth day of March, 1889 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Northey, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland,  miner , by the said
William Northey.
U
PON  the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said William Northey
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Ball , Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Northey, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-eighth day of March, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Northey shall, on
the Twenty-seventh day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
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debts and liabi lities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Henry Clark, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  accountant , by the said
William Henry Clarl:.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
U  ordered that the said 'William Henry
Clark be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be the Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William Henry Clark, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-eighth day of March,
1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said William Henry
Clark sha ll ,  on the Twenty-seventh day of March,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
W. J. MCGRATH,
Maryborough.
By DALY  AND HELLICAE,
Solicitors  for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Edward Hawkins ,  of Childers, near
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said George Edward
Hawkins be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Ha ll ,  Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate . And it  is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said George Edward Hawkins ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twenty-first day of March,
1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said George Edward
Hawkins sha ll ,  on the Twentieth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the  Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of  his  creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this eleventh
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LILLEY AND O ' SULLIVAN,
Deputy Registrar.
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of William Lates Eldridge, of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
confectioner ,  an Insolvent.
0  N the thirteenth day of March,  1889, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
William Lates Eldridge,  of Brisbane , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  confectioner ,  who was  adjudicated
insolvent on the fourteenth day of March, 1887.
Dated the fifteenth day of March, 1889.
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WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Esler ,  of Brisbane ,  mercer,
insolvent.GEORGE CANNON, of Brisbane ,  accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons  hating in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
656
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert Nosworthy ,  of Stanley
street, South Brisbane, draper ,  an Insolvent.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
,Court House ,  Brisbane ,  on the Third day of April,
1889 ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
608 48.
In the Matter of William  Webb , of Beaudesert,
i a Liquidation.THE Creditors of the abovenamed William Webbwho have not already proved their debts are
required, on or before the Twenty-third day of
March ,  to send their names and addresses ,  and the
particulars of their debts or claims ,  to me, the
undersigned ,  Frederic Horwood ,  of Brisbane, the
Trustee under this Liquidation ,  or in default thereof
they will  be excluded from the benefit of the
dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated the fourteenth day of March, 1889.
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
655 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Noble John Donaldson, of
Charters Towers, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended  to be declared in the
!1 Matter of Noble John Donaldson, of
Charters Towers, adjudicated insolvent on the fifth
day of March, 1889.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
ROBERT ABRAHAM,
Trustee.
By his Solicitors-
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEu,
Townsville.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane  Agents.
652 5s. 6d
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of George William Holland, of
Mitchell, an Insolvent.
O
N  the twenty-seventh day of February, 1889,
a Certificate of Discharge was granted to
George William Holland, of Mitchell, who was
adjudicated  insolvent  on the twenty-third day of
November, 1887.
Dated the fourteenth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
THOMAS  BUNTON,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
653 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by George Robert Ryder,  of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland,  tailor.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of MacPherson, Miskin, and Feez, Adelaide street,
Brisbane , on the Twenty-ninth day of March
instant , at Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourteenth day of March A.D. 1889.
butcher, adjudicated insolvent on the twentieth day
of October, 1886, will apply to the Supreme Court
of Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
CHAMBERS. BRUCE, AND  McNAB,
651
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
IN the Matter of Joseph Walmesley Knight,
formerly of Townsville, but now of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, baker,
an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Charters Towers, on the Third
day of April, 18'9, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN.
Deputy Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
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MACPHERSON , MISKIN, AND  FEEZ, In the Supreme Court of Queensland.S
Lutwyche Chambers, IN INSOLVENCY.
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane , In the Matter of Pettigrew and Company, of
Solicitors for the said George  Robert Ryder. Ipswich ,  insolvent.
619 58. A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the above Estate, and all Creditors who haveIn the Supreme Court of Queensland .
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Thomas Warlow, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, an
Insolvent.
( )N the Tenth day of April, 1889, at Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Thomas Warlow,
of Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  grazier,
adjudicated on the fifth day of November, 1888,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of March, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
61s
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.58.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by John Seip, of Childers, in the
Colony of Queensland,  farmer.
`NOTICE is hereby given, that a First General
.L' Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has  been  summoned  to be held at Morton
and Powers',  Bundaberg , on the Twenty-ninth day
of March, at  Eleven o'clock in the forenoon pre-
cisely.
Dated this eighth day of March, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors  for Debtor,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and Bundaberg.
614 5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of John Francis Maguire, of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
butcher, an Insolvent.
ON the Tenth day of April, 1889, at Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, John Francis
Maguire, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
not proved their debts by the Twenty-third day of
March, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated this fourteenth day of March,  1889.
654
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Archibald  John Haswell ,  trading
as " A. J.  Haswell and Co.," storekeepers, of
Rockhampton ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
adjudicated insolvent on the twentieth day of
April,  1888. -A SECOND and Final Dividend,  of 74d. in the
£ (making in all  3s.  114d . in the £), on all
duly proved and admitted claims ,  is now payable
at my Office, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
hated at Rockhampton this twelfth day of
March, 1889.
630
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Shadrach George Dainty, of
Eidsvold, storekeeper, in Liquidation.
A
FIRST Dividend, at the rate of 4s. 6d. in the
£, is now  payable at my Office, upon all
debts proved and admitted.
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
Richmond  street,
Maryborough, 8th March, 1889.
595
5s. Gd.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  Wm. Leese  Jackson ,  of Esk,
blacksmith and wheelwright ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the seventeenth  day of October,
1888.
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Creditors  who have  not proved  their debts by the
First  day of April  proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1889.620 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Sharp ,  of Brisbane,
traveller, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -sixth day of November,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
First day of April  proximo wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1889.
621 4s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Walter Wm. Woodman, of
Abingdon,  timber -getter ,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the thirty-first day of October,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighth day of April proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
622 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Sommerfield ,  of Eidsvold,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the seventeenth day of September,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighth day of April proximo will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
623 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Karol Leon Toeplitz ,  of Rock-
hampton ,  professor of music, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
5s. 11d .  in the £, is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
625 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Bell ,  of Croydon ,  publican,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
12s. 11 red. in the £, is now payable at this
Office, upon debts proved.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Secrett, of Brisbane,
baker, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fifth day of March, 1886.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-fifth day of March instant will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
624 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Graham Brothers ,  of Townsville,
tailors and outfitters ,  Insolvents.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIR ST and Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
3s. 4d .  in the £ ,  is now payable at this Office,
upon debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
627 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
IN LIQUIDATION.
In the Matter of Kenneth Miller ,  of Maryborough,
draper ,  trading as " Miller and  Menzies."A DIVIDi+N  is intended to be declared in
the above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
First day of April ,  1889 ,  will be excluded.
Dated at Brisbane this eleventh day of March,
1889.
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
73, Edward street, Brisbane.
605 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
IN LIQUIDATION.
In the Matter of F. W. P. Thompson, of Roma,
trading as "Thompson and Co "
% THIRD Dividend, at the rate of Is. in the £,
Ft is now payable at my OLce, on all proved
and admitted  claims.
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
73, Edward street, Brisbane.
606 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDI T19N.
In the V 9J1 of John Smith, late of Eris'bane; in
the Colony of Queensland, undertaker, de-
ceased.
1I OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate, from the first day of June,
1886, to the thirtieth day of November, 1888, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having  any claims  on the said Estate, or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in before  me, at  my Office, Supreme Court House,
William street, Brisbane, on or before THURS-
DAY, the Eighteenth day of April, 1889, and
inspect the said Accounts, and, if they should think
fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall be
taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Half-past Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this eighth day of March, A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolven
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
cy. THYNNE AND GOF,RTZ,
Proctors for Executors,
Edward street, Brisbane.
Registrar.
626 4s. 611 7a. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Abraham FitzGibbon ,  late of Moor-
side, Bushy Heath ,  in the County of Middlesex,
England ,  civil engineer ,  deceased.
T '
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Administrator in the above Estate, from
the thirty-first day of May, one thousand eighf
hundred and  eighty- seven, to the twenty-eighth
day of February ,  one thousand eight hundred and
eighty -nine, have this day been filed in my Office, and
all parties having any claims against the said Estate
or being otherwise interested therein ,  are required
• to come in before me, at my Office,  Supreme Court
House ,  Brisbane ,  on or before  MONDAY, the
Fifteenth day of April next ,  to inspect the said
Accounts ,  and, if they think fit, to object thereto ;
and if no objection be taken to the said Accounts,
the same will be duly enquired into ,  at my said
Office, on the above day, at the hour of Half-past
Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this thirteenth day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
L. F. BEENAYS,
Proctor  for the Administrator
Registrar.
George street,  Brisbane
615 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Michael Erhart, late of Allora, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that ,  after the-expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honourable
Court that Probate of the last Will and Testament
of the abovenamed Michael Erhart ,  deceased, may
be granted to Christiana Erhart, of A llora, widow
of the said deceased ,  and William Deacon, of
Allora, storekeeper ,  the Executrix and Executor
named in the said Will.
Dated this ninth day of March, 1889.
MACDONALD- PATERSON AND CO.,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix and Executor.
636 5s.
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in before  me, at  my Office, Supreme Court House,
William street, Brisbane.  on or  before THURS-
DAY, the Tv enty-fifth day of April. 1889. and
inspect the said Accounts, and, if they should think
fit, object thereto ; and if no exception shall be
taken to such Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourteenth day of March, A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
THYNNE AND GOEB,TZ,
Proctors for Executors,
Edward street, Brisbane.
633 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the-Will of Alfred Burchett, late of Pollington
street, St. Kilda, in the Colony of 'Victoria,
gentleman , deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application  will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration, with the
Will annexed of the said Alfred Burchett,
deceased , may be  granted  to Daniel Foley Pring
Roberts , of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land , the lawfully-constituted Attorney of Sidney
Burchett, the Administrator of the said  deceased's
Estate in the said  Colony of Victoria.
Dated  at Brisbane  this thirteenth day of March,
1889. -
DANIEL FOLEY ROBERTS,
Proctor for  the said  Daniel Foley Pring Roberts,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
631 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Howard Mills, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
Custom house officer, deceased.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
, tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Samuel Howard Mills
deceased, may be granted to Maria Mills, of
Rockhampton aforesaid ,  widow ,  the sole Executrix
named  in the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of March, 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Maria Mills,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexander William Imlay, com-
monly known as Alexander Imlay, late of
Croydon,  near  Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, but formerly of Brisbane, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  station -manager,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
L tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able CDtirt that Letters of Administration, with
Exemplification of Probate of the Will annexed
of the abovenamed Alexander William Imlay,
deceased, may be granted to Justin Fox Greenlaw
Foxton, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
solicitor, the lawfully-constituted Attorney of
Emma Carberry Imlay, of Croydon aforesaid,
widow, the Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of March, A.D. 1889.
POLLET LOFTUS CARDEW,
437
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYs,
Proctor , Brisbane.
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Rockhampton.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Michael Pender ,  late of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, de-
ceased.
OTICE i s hereby given ,  that ,  after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days  fr om the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed Michael Pender ,  deceased, may be
granted to Thomas Pender, of Warwick aforesaid,
farmer, and Peter Cooney, of the same place.
saddler, two of the Executors named in the said
Will, the  Reverend James John Horan ,  the other
Executor therein named, having renounced Probate
thereof.
Dated  this eleventh day of March, 1889.
Proctor for the Administrator,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Symons, late of Graham
street, South Brisbane,. in the Colony of
Queensland, miner, deceased.INOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in11 r the above Estate, from the twenty-fourth day
of April, 1883, to the first day of February, 1889,
have this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having any claims on the said Estate, or being 612
J. R. CTTRNOW,
Proctor for the Executors,
Warwick.58.
1024
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of David Morris, late of Blues Water
Creek,  near Townsville ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
;NOTICE is hereby  given, that, after the e-
ration of fourteen days from the date  of
xpi
the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects
of the  abovenanied  David Morris, deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to John Morris, of
Townsville aforesaid, butcher, the eldest son of the
said deceased , K ate Morris, the widow of the said
deceased. having renounced all her right and title
to the Letters of Administration of the Estate and
effects of the said deceased,
Dated at Townsville this fourth day of March,
A.D. 1889.
EDWIN  NORRIS  AND SON,
Flinders street ,  Townsville,
Proctors for the said  John  Morris.
By their Agents-
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane.
638 7s.
In the Supreme Court o? Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Peter Russell ,  late of Warwick, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  carpenter, de-
ceased.NOTICE  is hereby given, that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Peter Russell ,  deceased, may
be granted to Jane Russell, of Warwick aforesaid,
the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1889.
613
HENRY BOYLE,
Town Hall Chambers,
Warwick,
Proctor for the said Jane Russell.
5s.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Joseph Crawford, late of Cook-
town; Joseph Dwyer, late of Russell River;
George Ernest Dickinson, late of Brisbane;
Oxley Johnson, late of Cooktown; Lee Gow,
late of Horse-shoe Bend, Hughenden ; Fred-
erick Moody, late of Goondiwindi ; Henry
Price, late of Aramae ; H. Wilson, late of
Meteor Downs ; and William Warr, late of
Bundaberg.
IJURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act  of 1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Sixteenth day of May next, or in default
hey  will be peremptorily excluded from all
enefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 16th March, 1889.
617
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
6s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 6  of 1889.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mining Companies
Act  of 1886," and in the Matter of The
Black Jack Newtown Butler and John Bull
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Petition for the
winding-up of the abovenamed Company by
the Warden's Court at Charters Towers was, on
he fifth day of March, 1889, presented to the
Warden, at Charters Towers aforesaid, by The
Union Bank of Australia, Limited, a duly-incor-
porated Company carrying on business in the said
colony, a creditor of the said Company, and that
the said Petition is directed to he heard before the
Warden, at the Court House, Charters Towers, on
FRIDAY, the Twenty-ninth day of March, 1889,
at Thirty Minutes past Two of the clock in the
afternoon, and any creditor or contributory of the
said Company desirous to oppose the making of an
order for the winding-up of the said Company,
under the abovenamed Acts, should appear at the
time of hearing, by himself or his counsel, for that
purpose, and a copy of the Petition will be furnished
to any creditor or contributory of the said Company
requiring the same, by the undersigned, on pay-
ment of the regulated charge for the same.
Dated the fifth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLA.ND,
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IN THE WARDEN'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 2 of  1889.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863 " and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of  1886," and in the Matter of The Old
Warrior Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
HE E Warden has, by an order dated the ninth day
of March, 1889, appointed William Levi
Davies, of Charters Towers, in the Colony of
Queensland, commission agent, to be Official
Liquidator of the abovenamed Company.
Dated the ninth day of March, 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to the Petitioner,
Charters Towers.
629 5s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION  OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto subsisting between the undersigned,
as " Griffiths Bros .,"  has this day been Dissolved,
as and from this date, by mutual consent.
Gympie ,  5th March, 1889.
THOMAS GRIFFITHS.
EVAN GRIFFITHS.
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
9s. 6d.
Registrar.
Witness-
W. FARRELLY,
Articled Clerk to Messrs. Tozer and
Conwell,
Solicitors, Gympie.
607  3s.
NOTICE.
T HEREBY give notice of my intention to
1 apply, at the May Sittings of the Paroo
Divisional Board, for License to Extend my east
and west Fences to the Warrego River, between
Iv and 2v and between 2v and 3v, on the Coon-
goola Resumption.
DONALD MITCHIE.
3s. 6d.
Cunnamulla , 8th March, 1889.
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SOUTH MOUNT MORGAN PROSPECTING
COMPANY,  LIMITED.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that, at an Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of the Share-
holders of The South Mount Morgan Prospecting
Company ,  Limited ,  held on Wednesday ,  the 6th
March,  1889, at the Registered Office, Exchange
Chambers ,  East street ,  Rockhampton ,  the fo llowing
Extraordinary Resolution was  confirmed:-
That t the Company be wound -up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  "The Companies
Art of  1863, "  and that Al r. Carl
Ho ffmann, Rockhampton ,  be appointed
Liquidator."
598
CARL HOFFMANN,
Liquidator.
4s.
1025
THE ABERDEEN  GOLD -MINING COMPANY,
LIMITED , CHARTERS TOWERS.
IN LIQUIDATION.THE Final Meeting of  Shareholders in theabove Company  will be held  at m Office,
Mosman street, Charters Towers, on  WEDNES-
DAY, the 24th April, 1889, at Three p.m.
Business.
To receive  the Liquidator 's Report and State-
ment of Accounts.
604
ALAN B. BRIGHT,
Liquidator.
3s. 6d.
THE NORTH  BLACK JACK GOLD- MINING
COMPANY ,  LIMITED, CHARTERS  TOWERS.
IN LIQUIDATION.THE Final Meeting of  Shareholders in theabove Company will be held  at  my Office,
Mosman street, Charters Towers, on  TUESDAY,
the 23rd April,  1889, at Three p.m.
Business.
To receive  the Liquidator' s Report and State-
ment of Accounts.
603
ALAN B. BRIGHT,
Liquidator.
3s. 6d.
No. 2 EAST BOOLBOONDA BEAUTY GOLD-
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
INUTES of  a Special General  Meeting of
Shareholders  held at the Office of the Com-
pany,  Bazaar street, Maryborough ,  on Tuesday,
18th December ,  1888,  Mr. F. Appel in  the  chair:-It  was proposed  by Mr. W. Leslie,  and seconded
by Mr. J. Taylor,-That he Company be wound-up voluntarily
under the provisions of  " The Companies
Act."
Carried unanimously.
F. APPEL,
Chairman.
Minutes of a Special General Meeting of Share-
holders held at the Office of the Company ,  Bazaar
street ,  Maryborough ,  on Wednesday ,  the 9th
January, 1889:-A. quorum being present, Mr.  C. A. Smith was
elected chairman.
Mr. Mason moved ,  and Mr .  Taylor seconded,_
" That the Resolution for winding-up the
Company ,  passed on the 18th December,
1888, be confirmed."
Mr. P. Degnan proposed,  and Mr.  R. McDowall
seconded,-That Mr. H. F .  Parker be appointed Liqui-
dator for winding-up the affairs of the
Company."
CHARLES A.  SMITH,
Chairman.
596  98.
THE CENTENNIAL BATTERY COMPANY,
LIMITED.
A T an Extraordinary General Meeting of themembers of the abovenamed  Company, duly
convened and held at the Registered Office of the
Company ,  Townsville ,  on the first  day of March,
1889 ,  the following Extraordinary Resolution was
duly  passed:-That i  has been proved to the satisfaction of
this meeting  that the Company  cannot, by
reason of its liabilities ,  continue its busi-
ness, and that it is advisable to wind-up
the same, and accordingly that the Com-
pany  be wound-up  voluntarily."
And at the  same meeting Edward  John Bull
Wareham ,  of Townsvi lle,  was appointed Liquidator
for the  purposes of such winding-up.
Dated  this sixth  day of  March, 1889.
J. N. PARKES,
Chairman.
Witness-
DAVID DONALD,
Secretary.
632 6s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Saratoga Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.AT the Half -yearly General Meeting of TheSaratoga (Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited,
held in the Registered Office, Macrossan street,
Ravenswood, on Monday ,  the eleventh day of
February ,  1889 ,  the subjoined Special Resolution
was passed
" That ,  inconsideration of the reluctant financial
support afforded the Directors by a majority
of the Shareholders ,  it is expedient that the
Company be wound -up forthwith ,  and that
immediate steps be taken to have the assets
of the Company realised and the funds
divided amongst the Shareholders."
At a subsequent General Meeting of the said
Company ,  held at the same place on Monday, the
fourth day of March, 1889 ,  the foregoing Resolu-
tion was confirmed ,  and Mr. F. B. Wise, of
Ravenswood ,  storekeeper ,  was appointed Liqui-
dator.
J. F. RICHARDSON, Chairman.
F. B. WISE, Secretary  pro tem.
642 6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Michael Davitt Block
Gold-Mining Company, Limited, Croydon.AT an adjourned Extraordinary General Meetingof the members of the abovenamed Company,
duly convened and held at the Company 's Office,
Adelaide street, Brisbane ,  on the eleventh day of
March, 1889 ,  the following Extraordinary Resolu-
tion was duly passed :-
" That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
this meeting that the Company cannot, by
reason of its liabilities ,  continue its busi-
ness , and that it is advisable to wind-up
the same, and accordingly that the Com-
pany be wound-up voluntarily."
And at the same meeting John Anderson, of
Brisbane, public accountant, was appointed Liqui-
dator for the purposes of such winding -up, at a
remuneration of twenty -five pounds sterling ,  exclu-
sive of cash outlay.
Dated this twelfth day of March, 1889.
634
W. H. OSBORNE,
Chairman.
6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Stockman's No. 3
East Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited.
A
T an Extraordinar General Meeting of Share-
holders of The Stockman's No. 3 East Gold-
Mining Company ,  Limited ,  duly convened and held
at the Registered Office of the said Company,
Bazaar street, Maryborough ,  upon Friday, the
fourth day of January ,  A.D. 1889 ,  upon motion of
Mr. Middleton ,  seconded by Mr. Mitchell, the
following Resolutions were duly passed, and at a
subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders in the  same  Company ,  also duly
convened and held at the same place as aforesaid,
upon Friday ,  the eighteenth day of January, A.D.
1889 ,  on the motion of Mr. Middleton ,  seconded
by Mr .  Purdie, the special Resolutions aforesaid
were duly confirmed ,  that is to say
1. "That the affairs of the Company be
wound-up voluntarily."
2. " That Mr. J. Whiting be appointed Liqui-
dator at a remuneration of ten pounds."
Dated this fourth day of February, 1889.
592
W. MITCHELL,
Chairman.
7s.
In the Matter  of  " The Companies  Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter  of The  Lady Florence
Extended Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before  the Twenty -sixth day of March ,  1889, to
send their names and addre sses ,  and the particulars
115
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of their debts or  claims, and the names and
addresses of their solicitors. if any, to the under-
mentioned Robert Jones, of Maryborough, the
Liquidator of the said Company, and, if so required,
by notice in writing from the said Liquidator, are.
by their solicitors, or personally,  to come in and
prove their said debts  or claims at such time and
place as shall be specified  in such notice, or in
default thereof they- will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution  made before  such debts
are proved.
Dated this twelfth day of March, A.D. 1839-
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ON BALE
AT  THE
( `1 O V E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE,7 William  street, Brisbane:--
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers ,  in paoketd of 500 each- price, 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers  for Services Performed, 5s. Fer 100 ; postage
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles  Supplied ,  5s. per  100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per  100; postage ,  Is. extra.
Warrant Forms ,  5s. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others  employed
during the month - 59. 6d .  per 100  plain  ;  ruled,
7s. 6d . ;  postage, Is. 8d .  extra.
Monthly P ro gress  of Works  executed  during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain ;  7s. 6d. ruled ;  postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Rate Notice Books-3s. 6d. each; postage, Sd.
ROBERT JONES,
Richmond street, Maryborough.
6s. 6d.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
RBVISBD EDITION  --  DBMY  QUARTO.
Full bound
Half bound
Cloth bound
$ s. d.
... 5 5 0
... ... 4 10 0
Postage, 15s. extra.
... 8 16 0
BOUND ACTS.
Bound  Acts of  1881,  5s.; posted, 6s.
1882, 59. ;  posted, 6s.
1885,  7s.  6d.; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886,  20s. ; posted, 22s.
1887 , 8s.  6d.; posted, Is.
6ohed ule 3
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
With
Price.  PostageS. d.a.d.
... ... ... 5 0 7 2
BRANDS  DIRECTORY, 1887.
With  llphabetical  List  of all Owners
of tle;istered Brands ... ... 2 6 0
ACTS.
Bills of Exchange  Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Building Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874) ... 0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1881  1 0 1 2
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1884 (Digest) ...  0 3 0 4
Crown Lands Act of 1884 Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Duties  Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases  in Sheep Acts (complete ) .  2 0  2 2
District  Courts Act (1867, 1872,  1878)
complete  ... ...  2 0 2 2
Divisional Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections Act (1885) ... .. 1 0 1 2
Elections Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886  . ... 0 6 0 7
Elections Tribunal Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts Act (1887) ... ... 1 0 1 2
Employers Liability Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ..
Fire Brigades Act (1881) .
Fire Brigades Act  Amendment Act of
With
Price .  Postage.
a. d.
0 6
0 6
1882 .. .. ... ... 0 6
Gold Fields Act (1874) ... .. .. 1 0
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6
Gold Fields Act Amendment Act of
Gold Fields  Homestead Leases Act of
Gold Mining Companies Act (1886) ...
0 6
0 6
0 6
Health Act (1884) ... 1 0
Health Act Amendment Act of 1886 ...
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of  1886...
Impounding Acts  (1863.65-67, and
1879),  ccmplete  ... ...
Inclosed Lands Act  (1878) .
Injuries  to Property Act, 1865, Amend-
ment Act ... ... ... ...
Insolvency  Act of 1874 ... ... ...
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ..
Judicature Act (1876) ...
Ditto, Additional  Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbound,  49.  6d.;  bound 5s.
0 6
0 6
2 6
0 6
0 6
1 6
0 6
1 6
S.  d-
o 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
0 7
0 7
1 2
0 7
0 7
2 7
0 7
0.7
1 8
0 7
1 10
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Government Act (1878 )... .  1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 .. ... .. 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886 .. . 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment Act
(1887) ... .. ... 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 .. 0 6 0 7
Marsupials Destruction Act Continution
Act of 1888... ... ... ... 0 6 8 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto  Regulations 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  (Coal Mining) Act of
1886 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Oils Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Mining Companies Act of 1886  ...  0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act (1877 ) ..  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Act Amendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of 1884 .. . ... 0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pastoral !.eases Act (1869) 1 0 1 1
Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... 1 0 1 2
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) . 0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 . 0 6 0 7
Pearl -shell and BSche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881) ...  0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and 'Beche-de-mer- Fishery
Act Amendment  Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 .. ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870).. 0 6 0 7
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) ... 1 0 1 1
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
of 1878 Amendment Act of 1888 ... 0 6 0 7
Quarantine Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Queensland Fisheries Act (1837) .. 0 6 0 7
Queensland Permanent Trustee, Exe.
cutor ,  and Finance Agency Com-
pany, Limited, Act... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Rabbit Act ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Railways Act of 1888 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Sale of Food and Drugs Act (1881 ) ...  0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Sale  to Local Authorities Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Settled Districts  Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral  Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of  1882 .. 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1 1876... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
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With
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... ... 1 0 1 2
Succession Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Trade Unions Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies  Act of 1863  ... 2 0 2 3
United Municipalities Act (1881) . 0 6 0 7
United  Municipa li ties  Act of .1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act 0 6 0 7
Valuation Act (1887) ... 0 6 0 7
Valuation Act Amendment Act (1888)... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870) ... ... ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands  Act of 1872, 3rd Edition ...  0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act .. ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly Societies  Act (1876) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Pamphlet .. ... 1 0 1 2
Insolvency Act of 1874, with  Rules  ...  2 6 2 tO
Justices  A& and Offenders Probation
Act .. ... ... ... ... 2 6 3 2
Land Act of 1884 and Regulations ... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants  Act ... 1 0 1 0
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Small Debts Courts Act ... ... 0 6 0 8
Stamp Duties Act .. 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener's Guide ... ... ... 3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... 5 0 5 10
The All-range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals of Australian Explorations ... 5 0 5 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation
3 6 4 0
Plants Reputed,'Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 8
HALF BOUND.Synopsis of Queensland Flora ... ... 21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts  and Orders of Supreme  Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ...  42 0 43 6
CUSTOMS.
Customs Tariff  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0 4
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Quarterly  Subscription  ... ... ...  10 0
HANSARD.
Sessional subscription  ... ... ... ...  3 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock, Is. per  animal.
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for every additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent. extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional  extra charge for
small -sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suffi-
cient to cover the cost . If by cheque,  exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be  received.
Parcels forwarded to any add re ss  by ship or  rail, if so
requested -the freight to be payable  by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ...
Bundaberg...
Ipswiek
Mackay
Maryborough
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
M. S. ToLANO.
G. J. YOUNG.
W. TATHAM.
J. P. KEMP.
W. DAWSON.
MUNRO AND COWIE.
J. H. ROBERTSON.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsisof the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional  Boards  Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, and
Index, by John Woolcock, Barrister-at-Law.
Demy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen  bound,  6s. 6d . ;  paper covers, 5s. per  copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street, Brisbane, A SyNop-
sIS OF THE QUEENSLAND  FLORA, containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 is.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 84.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form, at the Govern-
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer Act  of  I x72," and
The Stamp  Duties  Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the  Regulations  thereunder.
Price
Posted ...
s. d.
,., 1 0
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1889.  £ s. d.
March 9 .- Gowrie Divisional Board  ... 0 16 0
9.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 0 4 6
11.--Wm. Dawson ... ... ... 0 10 6
11.-Bell and Hyde ... ... ... 1 3 4
11.-W. Dawson ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-James Mcllwraith ... ... 0 1 0
11.-M. Palmer... ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-J. Whiting ... ... 0 7 0
11.-Kolan Divisional Board ... ... 1 0 0
11.-Gympie Municipality ... ... 2 0 0
11.-x. Healy ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-W. Furlong ... ... ... 0 1 0
12.-J. P. Peterson ... ... ... 0 5 0
12.-A. B. Bright ... ... ... 0 10 0
12.-S. Nevile ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
12. --Gowrie Divisional Board... ... 0 1 6
12.-Donald Mitchell ... ... ... 0 10 0
12.-L. Severin ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
12.- C. Hoffmann ... ... ... 0 4 0
12.-W. Alcorn... ... ... 0 2 0
13.-J. Healy ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
13.-Gore and Co. ... ... ... 0 2 6
13.-G. and J. Black ... ... ... 0 5 0
14.-J. R. Curnow ... ... ... 0 5 6
14.-H. Boyle ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
15.-J. Whiting ... ... ... 0 0 7
15.-Herberton and Suburban Mutual
Permanent Building Society ... 1 16 0
15.-Tinaroo Divisional Board ... 0 3 0
15.- E. M. Hurf ord ... ... ... 0 9 0
15.- W. Billam ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
15.-E. R. Mackenzie ... ... ... 0 3 0
15.-W. Dawson ... ... ... 0 6 6
15.-Peak Downs Divisional Board ... 1 4 0
15.--Tambo Divisional Board ... ... 1 2 0
15.-Aramac Divisional Board ... 3 0 6
15.-Murilla Divisional Board... ... 0 6 0
15.-Charters Towers Municipality ... 0 5 0
15.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 5 015.-Toowoomba Municipality ... 2 3 0
15.-J. McGovern . .. ... 0 5 0
15.-Saratoga Gold-Mining Company 0 6 6
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]in onnbings.
{' Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertire-
nents  of Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at the
rate of  ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL;  and no such
Advertisement will  be inserted in the  G azette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cast
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Blackali, from enclosed lands,  Bloom-
field Station, on the 27th February, 1889, by order
of Geo.'Moffat, Esquire. Driving and damages,. 7s. 6d.
per head.
One brown mare, J over FR near shoulder, white spots
on back.
One bay filly, unbranded,  sma ll  star on forehead, scar
near neck.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
S. NEVILE, Poundkeeper.
600 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine ,  from enclosed lands,
Coreena Station, on the 4th March, 1889, by order
of E. H . K ing, Esquire ,  manager .  Driving expenses,
4s. 2d. per head.
One bay gelding, M5S (registered  brand) over PL
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, 'J'A7 (registered brand) over cross
within heart  near shoulder , C3 \r "f over KOD(registered brands) off shoulder, collar-marked.
One bay gelding, A> <1 (registered brand) over like
OJF (registered brand)  near  shoulder.
One chestnut gelding, ZR4 (registered brand) near
shoulder,  near fore  and near hind foot white, star.
One black gelding, star and snip, C4M (registered
brand )  near shoulder.
If not  released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
601 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, on the 4th March, 1889,
by order of W. Mackenzie, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 2s.
One bay horse, aged, saddle-marked, WL over like very
faint Y near shoulder, 333 under saddle near side,
3 near rump, gag under saddle off side, 3 off rump.
If not released on or before the 2nd April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
602
WM. FURLONG,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from Tickle an
Station, on the 25th February, 1889, by order of
C. A. Turner, Esquire. Driving  expenses ,  2s. 6d.
One white bullock, piece out  near ear,  L Ci5 (regis-
tered brand) near ribs, 1 near cheek.
One strawberry bullock, piece out near ear, like LC5
(registered brand) near ribs, 3 near cheek.
One strawberry cow, top off near ear, piece out off ear,
EP4 (registered brand) near ribs.
One red and white bullock, piece out of top  near ear,
B ]. S (registered brand) near rump.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
590 48.
IMPOUNDED at Gympie, from Imbil Road, on the
25th February, 1889, by order of Henry Arnold,
Esquire. Damages, £i.
One white cow, A5C near rump.
If not released on or before the 19th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HEALY, Poundkeeper.
591 18.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from enclosed lands, Mount
Enniskillen, on the 28th February, 1889, by order
of J. G. Allan, Esquire. Driving  and t re spass , 7s. ld.
One bay  mare, 285 near neck, 8 near  shoulder, YK8(registered  brand) off shoulder, 8 over H1C(registered brand)  near  thigh, K7M (registeredbrand) off thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Tiaro, from Douglass's Paddock, on
the 4th March, 1889, by order of John Moffat,
Esquire. Damages ,  2s. 6d.
One chestnut horse, BW and like 8 (registered brand)
near shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 2nd April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
594
JAMES • MCILWRAITH,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
I MPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, SpringHill, on the 2nd March, 1889, by order of the
General Inspector.  Damages, 5s.
One bay horse, like PD over 2  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
628 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Harrisville ,  from Glenalvon, Mount
Walker.  Driving expenses ,  1s. 8d .  per head.
One bay horse, like 114D (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay filly, like GK5 (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
One bay mare, like ZY3  (registered  brand) near
shoulder ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One chestnut  mare , JH2 (registered  brand) near
shoulder ; bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay horse, like HB5 (registered brand) near shoul.
der, WeW (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay horse, like heart 3 near shoulder, W over 14
near thigh.
One brown horse, bald face, white feet, JR (conjoined)
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
E. M. HURFORD, Poundkeeper.
646 9s.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah,-from Tocal Station, on the
28th February, 1889, by order Francis Cory, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  4s. 6d .  per head.
One bay mare, like n) near shoulder, A Q 5 (registered
brand )  near rump, 0 J ;0  (registered  brand) off
thigh.
One bay mare,  star  and snip, hind feet and off fore
foot white, 7ZK (registered  brand)  near  shoulder.
One grey gelding, W with two other indistinct brands
on off shoulder, 2 near cheek.
One brown gelding, J over 1K near shoulder, DYR off
shoulder, ) (1'+'5 (registered brand) near thigh.
One bay and white (piebald) stallion, 0JU (registered
brand)  near  shoulder ;  damages, £5.
If not released on or before the 29th March, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
639 58.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Commonage,
on the 11th March, 1889, by order of Francis
Flanagan, Esquire.
One bay horse, W over 568 off shoulder, star, hind feet
white.
One blue-roan mare, indescribable brand like two hearts
(conjoined) over TO3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
Also, from the Highfield Estate, by order of P. Horri.
gan, Esquire.
One bay mare, EM over BF6 near shoulder, near hind
fetlock white ,  small  star.
Also, by order of Sergeant of Police.
One black mare, hind feet white, JH (conjoined) near
cheek.
CORRECTED  BRANDS.
One red steer, bald face, indistinct brand between like
Ll off rump, indistinct brand like L or U with
indistinct brand and 3 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
641 58.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper. I Printed and Published by JAMES C. Brai., Government Printer,593 18. Wiliam  street ,  Brisbane,  16th March, 1889.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] SATURDAY, 16TH MARCH,  1889. [No. 62.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
1 TOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application fora Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Ralph Waldo Emerson Maclvor, of Glasgow,
Scotland, Fellow of the Institute of Chemists, for
an invention for  " Maclvor's Improved Method of
Disposing of and Utilizing Nightsoil and Extract-
inq therefrom and Converting  the same into
Merchantable Commodities."
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless
within to o months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for I L
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Ralph Waldo Emerson Maclvor, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frederick Kirkham Rolfe, of Hastings, in the
Colony of Victoria, railway foreman, and Henry
William Mason, of 17 Faussett street, Albert
Park, in the said Colony, mechanical engineer,
for  " An Improved Earth Scoop and Elevator."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Frederick Kirkham Rolfe and Henry V' illiam
Mason, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1889.
TOTICE is hereby given, that Richards, Terry,and Company, Limited, of Holborn Viaduct,
London, spring manufacturers, have applied, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Art,  1884,"  to register
in Class 13, in respect  of Door Checks-  and Springs,
a Trade Mark of which the  following is a
representation :-
49OLUj
00
9JNc
CHECK
.!9N
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade J1 ark in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 16th M arch, 1889.
No. 801.THE following  appointments ,  promotions , resig-nations, and other changes ,  will take effect
from above date where not otherwise stated :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
PERMANENT FORCE RESERVE.
The undermentioned men, discharged from " A "
Battery, are placed on the Reserve and attached to
the Brisbane Field Battery:-
No. 214, Gunner John Bailey Carter,
No. 215, Gunner Alfred James Burton.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
" E" Company.
Lieutenant P. Donovan will take over  command
of the Company.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No. 6,
Trumpeter A. M. Barton, is accepted.
[No. 63.
No. 802.
A MEETING of officers of all Metropolitan and
Departmental Corps will be held in the Com-
mandant's Office at 4.15 p.m. on Thursday next,
the 21st instant, for the purpose of discussing the
arrangements for Messes at the forthcoming Lamp
at Lytton. Officers in the several Divisions com-
prising the Southern I'vi litary District who are
prevented from attending, are invited to forward
suggestions.
No. 803.
THE attention of all Commanding Officers is
directed to the necessity of convening parades in
full marching order at  as early a  date as possible,
with a view  to inspecting  all clothing , arms, and
equipment  in possession  of members, and causing
all repairs to be effected and deficiencies replaced
prior to proceeding to Lytton for the annual train-
ing. Muster  day, the 30th  instant,  will afford a
good opportunity for such  inspection.
No. 804.
A COURT of Enquiry  will  assemble  at the Vic-
toria Barracks ,  at 9,15  p.m. on Tuesday, the 19th
instant,to enquire  into the fact of the Lytton Rifle
Range not being  ready for practice on the 9th
instant ,  in accordance  with the orders given on the
subject.
President.
Lieutenant-Colonel Adams, A.Q.M.G.
Members.
Major DesViceux, D.A.A.G.
Captain F. Moody, The Moreton Regiment.
All necessary  witnesses  to attend.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority: JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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MUNICIPALITY OF HERBERTON.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to approve of the following By-laws, made by the
Council of the Municipality of Herberton.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE  C OUNCIL AND
PRESERVING ORDER AT COUNCIL MEETINGS.
Council to sit with open doors.
L The business of the Council shall be conducted on all
ordinary occasions with open doors.
Commencement of business and adjournment.
2.  The Council shall commence business as soon after
the time stated in the summons as there is a sufficient num-
ber of mem be rs in attendance to constitute a quorum ; but
if at any meeting the num be r of aldermen autborised by
"The Local Government Act of  1878"  to exercise the powers
vested in the Council be not present ,  the aldermen present,
or the majority of the aldermen present ,  or any one alder-
man if only one be present ,  or the town clerk if no alder-
man be p re sent ,  may adjourn such meeting to any time
not further distant than seven days from the date of such
adjournment.
Election of chairman - Absence of mayor.
3. If at any meeting of the Council the mayor be
absent, the aldermen present shall ,  at the expiration of
fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding such
meeting, proceed to elect from among themselves a chair-
man for such meeting.
Wises a quorum not present.
4. At all meetings of the Council when there is not a
quorum of the mem bers present, in accordance with clause
136 of  " The Local Government Act of  1878,"  or when the
Council is counted out ,  such circumstan ce , together with
the names of the members then present ,  shall be recorded
in the minute book.
Attendance book.
5. The aldermen attending each meeting of the Council
shall sign their names in  & book to be kept for that purpose,
from which a list shall  be prepared of the num ber of times
each member has attended ,  and the same shall  be
published at the end of each municipal year.
Confirmation of minutes.
6. The minutes of any preceding meeting not previously
confirmed shall ,  except in case of "special orders" pro-
vided for in clause 138 of  " The Local Government Act of
1878, "  be  read  as the first business at all  meetings of the
Council in order to their confirmation  ;  and no discussion
sha ll  be permitted thereupon ,  except as to their accuracy as
a record of the proceedings.
Order of business.
7. At all meetings of the Council  (unless otherwise pro-
vided for by law )  the following shall be the order of
business :-
Reading of correspondence ,  consideration of corres-
pondence and memorials ,  the presentation of
petitions by mem be rs of the Council ,  consideration
of tenders ,  the reception of committee reports,
business arising out of the minutes of the previous
meeting, consideration of committee reports,
misce ll aneous business, consideration of notices
of motion, consideration and passing of accounts,
reception of notices of motion for next meeting.
Petitions.
8. On the presentation of a petition no action shall take
place thereon ,  and the only questions that sha ll  be enter-
tained on the occasion of its presentation shall be that the
petition be rece ived ,  and, if necessary ,  that it be referred
to a committee.
Presentation of petitions.
9. All petitions or memorials must be presented by one
of the aldermen ,  who sha ll  be responsible that it is couched
in respectful language ,  and as far as possible make himself
acquainted with the subject thereof before presenting the
same ; and the nature and prayer of every such petition
or memorial shall  be  stated to the Council by the alderman
presenting the same.
Presentation of reports.
10. No report of a committee shall be considered or
adopted on its presentation, but shall be laid on the
Council table for at least one week prior to being con-
sidered by the Council ,  but the reports of the  finan ce
committee may, if deemed necessary by the Council, be
adopted ,  or amended ,  or otherwise acted upon at once by
the Council.
Consideration of reports.
11. If in a report of a committee there are distinct
recommendations, the sense of the Council may be taken
separately on each ,  and such report may  be  amended by
the Council in any manner they may think fit ; or such
report may be referred back to the committee for furthe
consideration.
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Notice paper.
12. The orders of the day shall include all matters arising
out of the proceedings of former meetings of the Council
and any business which the mayor may think fit to bring
under consideration.
Notice of motion-Absence of mover.
13. In the absence of any alderman who has placed a
notice of motion on the paper, such notice may be taken
up and moved by any other alderman, and if not so taken
up and moved such notice shall stand deferred till the next
regular meeting of the Council, and if not then taken up
and moved by any alderman shall lapse and be struck off
the paper accordingly.
Withdrawal of notices.
14. No motion after being placed on the orders of the
day shall be withdrawn without the permission of the
Council.
Business for special meeting.
15. The business paper for each special meeting shall
contain only such matters as shall have been specially
ordered by the mayor to be considered.
Notice of business to be given.
16. Except as herein provided, no business shall be
entered upon unless notice shall have been given at a
previous meeting of the Council, and no business shall,
except as  herein provided, be brought before the Council
unless notice of such business shall have been given to
each of the aldermen by summons in the usual way.
How meetings to be convened.
17. The mayor may call a meeting of the Council as
often as he shall  think proper by notice  in writing,
delivered or sent by post to the usual place of business
or abode of each alderman, two clear days at least
previous to such meeting, and if the mayor shall refuse
or delay to call any such meeting after receiving a
requisition for that purpose, signed by at least two
aldermen, they may call a meeting of the Council by
giving like notice as aforesaid, signed by themselves and
stating therein the business proposed to be transacted.
ORDER OF DEBATE.
Motions to be seconded.
18. No motion shall be debated unless and until it be
seconded.
Amendment may be moved.
19. When a motion in Council shall have been made
and seconded, any alderman shall be at liberty to move
an amendment thereon, but no such amendment shall be
debated unless and until it be seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
20. No motion or amendment shall be debated until it
shall have  been reduced into writing.
Only one amendment  at a time.
21. No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken
into  consideration until the previous amendment shall
have been disposed of.
Further amendment may be moved on amended question.
22. If an  amendment be carried, the question as amended
thereby shall become itself the question before the
Council, whereupon any further amendment upon such
question may be moved.
How subsequent amendments may be moved.
23. If any amendment, either upon an original question
or upon any question'amended as aforesaid, shall be nega-
tived, then a further amendment may be moved to the
question to which such first mentioned amendment was
moved, and so on, provided that not more than one
question and one proposed amendment thereof shall be
before the Council at any one time.
Motions for adjournment.
24. No discussion shall be permitted on any motion for
adjournment of the Council, and if, upon the question
being put on any such motion, the same be negatived, the
subject then under consideration, or next on the business
paper, shall be discussed ; and it shall not be competent
for any member to again move a motion for adjournment
until half an hour shall have elapsed from the period of
moving the one that has been negatived. On resuming
any discussion  which has been adjourned, the mover of
such adjournment shall be entitled, if he has not already
spoken  on the subject under consideration, to speak first.
Duties of mayor as to correspondence.
25. The mayor shall have the same duty in reference to
letters  addressed to the Council, before directing the same
to be read, as b- clause 9 of this By-law is imposed on
aldermen presenting petitions. The mayor shall direct
as to the  order in whi
and no
ch all correspondence shall be read;
letter addressed to the Council shall be presented
or read by any alderman. If the mayor be absent, and
shall not have examined such letters addressed to the
Council, or given any directions as aforesaid, the duties
imposed by this clause shall devolve upon the presiding
alderman.
How petitions and letters to the Council are to be dealt with.
26. No  motion shall, unless as herein provided, be per-
missible  on the presentation of a petition, or first reading
of a letter , except that the same be received and referred
to one of the  permanent committees hereinafter mentioned,
or that  it be received and that its consideration  stand an
order  of the day  for some  future meeting.
Letters sent not to be discussed, but every letter may  be sub-
ject of motion.
27. No discussion shall be permitted in reference to any
letters which shall have been sent by the mayor or town
clerk, and copies of which may have been read to such
Council. Provided, however, that any notice of motion
consistent with good order may be entertained with
reference  to any such letters whether read or not, or
with reference to any letters addressed to the Council
which the mayor or presiding alderman may not have
ordered to be read as aforesaid.
Town clerk  to conduct  correspondence.
28. The town clerk, under the direction of the mayor,
shall conduct all correspondence on behalf of the Council,
and all papers and documents shall pass through the
town clerk's hands.
Town clerk to have charge of common seal and records.
29. The town clerk shall have charge of the common
seal and all charters, deeds, plans, books, and records of
the Council, or relating to the property thereof and the
same shall be kept in such place as the Council shall
direct.
Limitation  as to questions and statements.
30. No question or statement as to any matter under
the jurisdiction or within the official cognizance of the
Council, requiring attention by the Council,  or any of its
committees, or officers, shall be allowed to be put or
made which is inconsistent with good order.
Notice to be given.
31. Sufficient notice of every question shall be given
to the mayor, or presiding alderman expected to reply
thereto, to allow for the consideration of such reply, and,
if necessary, to refer to other persons or to documents.
Question to be put without argument.
32. In putting any such questions  no argument or
opinion shall be offered, nor any facts stated except so far
as may be necessary to explain such questions.
Rights and objections and subsequent motion received.
33. No discussion shall be permitted as to any reply,
or refusal to reply to, or as to any such statement at the
time when such question is put, or such reply, or refusal
to reply is given, or such statement is made. Provided,
however, that nothing herein contained shall prevent the
taking of any objection as to any such question or state-
ment being out of order, or shall prevent the discussion
after due notice as hereinafter provided, of any matters
properly arising out of or relating to any such question,
or reply, or refusal to reply, or to any such statement as
aforesaid.
Mode of addressing Council, &c.
34. Every alderman who shall make or second any
motion ,  or sha ll  propose or second any amendment, or
shall take part in any debate or discussion, or shall put or
reply to any question ,  or shall make any statement, or
shall in any other way or for any other purpose address
observations to the Council, shall, while so doing, stand
up within the bar of the Council chamber (unless  he shall
be prevented from so doing by bodily infirmity) and shall
address himself to the mayor or other chairman then pre-
siding, and all members of the Council shall, on all
occasions when in such Council, address and speak to each
other by their official designations as mayor, chairman, or
alderman, as the case may be.
Speaker not to be interrupted if in order.
35. No alderman shall be interrupted while speaking,
unless  for the purpose  of calling him to order as herein-
after provided.
Limitation  as to  number of speeches.
36. Every mover of an ori ginal motion shall have a
right of general reply to all observations which may have
been made in reference to any motion, and to any amend-
ments  moved thereon,  as well as the  right to  speak upon
every such amendment.
Every alderman other than the mover of such original
motion, shall have the right to speak once upon such
motion, and once upon every amendment thereon.
No alderman shall speak oftener than once upon any
question, nor for longer than ten minutes at any one
time without the consent of the Council unless when
misrepresented or misunderstood, in which case he shall
be permitted to explain without adding further observa-
tions than may be necessary for the purpose of such
explanation.
Mover and seconder.
37. An alderman who has moved any motion or amend-
ment shall be considered to have spoken thereon ; but
any alderman who shall have seconded any such motion or
amendment, without any further observation than that he
seconded the same, shall be at liberty to speak once on
every such motion or amendment.
Speaker not to digress.
38. No alderman shall digress from the subject under
discussion, or make personal reflections on, or impute
improper motives to, any other alderman.
Mayor to decide as to pre -audience.
39. If two or more aldermen rise to speak at the same
time, the mayor or chairman shall decide which of t u c 1
aldermen shall be first heard.
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Alderman may require questions to be stated , Sc.,  under
certain restrictions.
40. Any alderman may request the question under dis-
cussion to  be  read or stated for his information, or may
require the production of any records of the Council
bearing upon such question or matter which are readily
accessible .  Provided ,  however ,  that no such request or
requisition shall  be  so made as to interrupt any other
alderman when speaking ,  or materially to interrupt the
discussion ,  and that if such request or requisition shall
appear to the mayor ,  or chairman ,  or majority of the
Council ,  not to have been made  bond fide  it shall not be
comp lied with.
QUESTIONS OF ORDER.
Mayor or chairman to decide points of order.
41. The mayor or chairman sha ll  preserve order ,  and his
decision on disputed points of order or practice shall  be
final, unless questioned as in the manner hereinafter
provided.
Acts  of disorder.
42. Any member of the Council who shall commit a
breach of any clause of this part of the By-law, or who
sha ll  move or attempt to move any motion or amendment,
embodying any matter as to which the Council has no
legal jurisdiction ,  or who shall in any other way raise or
attempt to raise any question ,  or shall address or attempt
to add re ss the Council ,  upon any subject which the said
Council has no legal right to entertain or to discuss, or
who shall use any other language which according to the
common usage of gentlemen would be held disorderly, or
who shall say or do anything calculated to bring the
Council into contempt ,  shall be out of order.
Mayor , &c., may call member to order.
43. The mayor or chairman may, without the interven-
tion of any other member of the Council, cal l any alder-
man to order whenever ,  in the opinion of such mayor or
chairman ,  there sha ll  be a necessity for so doing.
Any member may raise question  of order.
44. Every member of the Council shall have the right
of calling the attention of the mayor or chairman to any
motion ,  amendment ,  statement ,  argument ,  or observa-
tion moved ,  used, or made by any other mem be r, which
such first -named member may consider out of order.
Mode of proceeding thereon.
45. A member called to order shall immediately take
his seat while the question of order is being discussed,
unless specially permitted to offer an explanation ,  retrac-
tion ,  or apology, but on obtaining such special permission,
such member may explain ,  retract, or apologize for the
matter or remark alleged to have been out of order, and if
such explanation ,  retraction , or apology  be deemed satis-
factor no further discussion on the question of order
sha ll be permitted.  If any member on being called to
order shal l ask such permission to explain ,  retract, or
apologize as aforesaid ,  the mayor or chairman may, of his
own authority ,  grant or refuse such permission as he may
think fit, unless any member shall require the sense of the
Council to be taken on this question .  In such case it
shal l be the duty of the mayor or chairman to take the
sense of the Council at once, and without discussion as to
whether such permission shall  be  granted .  And when
any such explanation ,  retraction ,  or apology shall  have
been made or offered by permission of the mayor or chair-
man the latter shall in like manner decide ,  or if required
so to do shall  take the sense of the Council as to whether
such explanation ,  retraction ,  or apology is considered
sufficient .  If such permission  be  refused or if such expla-
nation ,  retraction ,  or- apology  be  considered insufficient,
the question of order shall be considered and decided
before any further business is proceeded with.
Provided that if the mayor or chairman sha ll  have
decided the question of order before any member shall
have required the sense of the Council to be taken in
reference thereto, such question of order shal l not be
re-opened .  And provided further ,  that nothing herein
contained shall be held to affect the right of such mayor
or chairman to decide finally, as hereinafter provided,
upon any such point of order after the same shall have
be en discussed.
Decision of points  of order.
46. The mayor or chairman ,  when called upon to decide
points of order or practice ,  sha ll  state the provision, rule,
or practice which he shall deem applicable to the case
without discussing or commenting upon the same.
Motions out of order  to  be rejected - Members to explain,
retract, or apologize.
47. Whenever it shall have been decided as aforesaid
that any motion ,  amendment ,  or other matter before the
Council is out of order ,  the same sha ll be  rejected ; and
whenever anything said or done in Council by any alder-
man shall be decided to be out of order, such alderman
shall  be  called upon by the mayor or chairman to make
such explanation ,  retraction , or apology , as the case may
require.
Penalties for persisting  in  disorderly conduct.
48. Any mem ber of the Council who shall have  be en
called to order, and who after having been twice directed
to take his seat as aforesaid shall refuse  to do  so, or who
shall persist in any line of conduct or argument, or in
making observations which shall have been decided as
aforesaid  to be disorderly,  or who  shall  refuse  to make
such explanation ,  retraction ,  or apology as aforesaid, when
required so to do, or who shall be guilty of any other act
of disorder as defined  in section  42 of this By-law and shall
refuse to make such explanation, retraction, or apology as
the majority of aldermen then present shall consider
satisfactory, shall be liable on conviction for the first
offence to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more
than five pounds, and on a second conviction for the like
offence he shall be liable to a penalty of not less than one
pound nor more than ten pounds, and on a third or any
subsequent conviction he shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than two pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
Power of Council  as to laying down general rules, &c.
49. Any alderman who is dissatisfied with the decision
of the mayor or chairman on any such question of order or
of practice may by motion on notice, respectfully worded,
invite the Council to lay down a different rule or prin-
ciple for the determination of any similar question of
order or practice which may thereafter  arise.  Any rule
or principle thus laid down shall be binding upon all
parties  unless  and until it be rescinded, but shall have no
retrospective operation. Provided, however, that nothing
herein shall be held to bind any mayor or chairman to put
any motion to the Council which in his opinion is contrary
to law.
MODE  OF VOTING.
How questions are to be put.
50. The mayor or chairman shall put to the Council all
questions on which it shall be necessary that a vote be
taken, and shall declare the sense of the Council thereon,
and the mayor or chairman shall be at liberty to put any
such question as often as may be necessary to enable him
to form and declare his opini on as to the opinion of the
majority.
Divisions.
51. Any alderman shall be at liberty to call for a
division ; in such  case the question shall first be put in the
affirmative  and then in the negative ,  and the  aldermen
shall vote by show  of hands, and the names and votes of
the aldermen present shall be recorded.
Any alderman who shall  be present when a division is
called for and not vote  on such division , not being disabled
by law from so voting, shall be liable for every  such offence
to a penalty of not  less than ten shi ll ings nor more than
five pounds.
PROTESTS.
Mode of protesting-Protest to be recorded,  but may under
certain circumstances be expunged.
52. Every member of the Council (the mayor included)
may protest against any resolution or vote of the Council;
notice of the intention so to protest  must , however, be
given at the meeting when such resolution  is passed, or
such vote is arrived at, and the protest  itself must be
handed or  sent  to the town clerk  not later than seven
days after such notice. The town clerk  shall  enter every
such protest in the minute book, but if  in the opinion of
the Council it be inconsistent with the truth  or disre-
spectfully worded, it may (by resolution  on notice) be
ordered to be expunged .  In such  case the expunction shall
be made by  drawing  a perpendicular  line  with the pen
through the entry  of such  protest, with  a reference in the
margin to  the resolution  ordering such expunction.
COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE  COUNCIL.
Order of debate, &c.
53. The Council  may, for the consideration of any mat-
ter, resolve itself into a committee of the  whole. All the
clauses of this  By-law  shall, as far as app licable,  be
extended to, and govern ,  all  debates in committee of the
whole.
Reports  of proceedings  in committee.
54. All re  its of proceedings in committee  of the whole
Council shall be made to the Council by  the chairman of
such committee, and a report of such proceedings sha ll  be
made in every case , except when it is found ,  on counting
the number of any  such committee ,  there is not a quorum
present ,  and in the  latter  case the business of the com-
mittee  shall be considered  as postponed.
Row reports are to be dealt with.
55. All such reports of proceedings  in committee shall
be recorded  in the minute  book ,  but no such report shall
be considered as adopted by the Council until  a motion
sha ll  have  been made and passed for such adoption.
CALLS OF THE COUNCIL.
How call of the Council may be ordered.
56. A call of the council may be ordered by any resolu-
tion, of which due notice shall have been  given , for the
consideration of any  motion  or matter  of business before
the Council.
Such call compulsory  in certain cases.
57. There shall, without any special order to that effect,
be a call of the Council for the consideration of every
motion which may be made under  clause  49 of this By-
law, and of every motion for the  rescission  of any reso-
lution, order, or decision of the Council.
Mode of proceeding.
58. The call shall be made immediately before the
motion or business for which such call has been ordered,
or is required to be made by the last preceding clause,
shall be moved or considered. Such call shall be made a
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ollows :-The town clerk shall call the names of all the
members  in their alphabetical order ; each member
present shall  answer  to his  name  so called,  and if any man-
bers are absent, a record shall be made of such absence ;
but if leave of absence to any member shall have been
previously granted, or if such an excuse in writing shall
have been forwarded to the mayor or town  clerk as a
majority of the Council then present shall consider satis-
factory, such absent member shall stand excused, and a
record shall be made of such excuse and of the  reason for
the same.
Penalty for absence without legal  excuse.
59. Any member of the Council who, having had notice
of such call of the Council, shall not answer to his name
as aforesaid , or who, being  absent , shall not be legally
excused as aforesaid, or who, if absent and not so excused,
shall fail to show that by reason of extreme illness, or any
other sufficient cause, he has been unable to send an excuse
in writing as aforesaid, or who, having answered to his
name as aforesaid, shall not be present when a vote is
taken on the motion  or business as to  which such call has
been made as aforesaid, shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more
than five pounds. Provided that if the consideration of
every such motion, or matter of business, be adjourned to
a future day, there shall be a further call on the resumption
of such consideration, and the provisions herein as to
penalties for absence shall have reference to such further
call, and if there be more than one adjournment this pro-
viso shall be taken to extend to the resumption of the
consideration of such motion or matter of business after
every such adjournment.
OCCASIONAL AND STANDING COMMITTEES.
Standing committees.
60. There shall be two standing committees, viz., a
finance committee and a works committee. These com-
mittees shall be reappointed every year, at the first
meeting of the Council after the election of the mayor.
Constitution of committees.
61. Each of the two committees named in the last pre-
ceding clause shall consist of three aldermen.
Works committee.
62. The works committee shall have the general
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the
Council, and the general inspection of all streets, roads,
ways, bridges, public reserves, and other places under the
care and management  of the Council. They shall also
inquire into and report from time to time upon such
improvements or repairs as they may think necessary, or
as they may be directed by resolution of the Council to
inquire into and report upon.
Committee of works to certify certain accounts.
63. The committee of works shall examine all accounts
against the Municipality relating to works, and certify the
same  previously to their being passed to the finance
committee.
Cost of works exceeding  X25  to be reported upon.
64. No public works involving a probable expenditure
of more than £25  (twenty-five pounds) shall be undertaken
until the committee of works have reported to the Council
an estimate of the cost thereof.
Finance committee.
65. The finance committee shall examine- and check all
accounts, and shall watch generally over the collection and
expenditure of municipal revenues. They shall inquire
into and report from time to time upon all matters which
they may consider affect or likely to affect the finances of
the Borough, and upon such matters or subjects of the like
nature, as they may be directed by resolution of the
Council to  inquire  into and report upon.
Special committees.
66. Special committees may consist of any number of
members, and may be appointed for the performance of
any duty which, in the opinion of the Council, a special
committee ought to  be  appointed, and no standing com-
mittee shall interfere with the performance of any duty
which may for the time being have been entrusted to any
such special committee. The appointment of every such
special  committee shall be made by resolution after due
notice, and it shall be incumbent on the mover of such
resolution to embody therein a statement of the duties
proposed to be entrusted to such special committee, the
mover of any such resolution may name therein such mem-
bers as in his opinion ought to constitute such committee,
or he may propose that such committee consist of a
certain number of members to be appointed by the
Council.
Chairman in committee.
67. Every  committee  of which the mayor shall not be a
member shall elect a permanent chairman, within thirty
days after their appointment, and in the event of an
equality of votes the Council shall appoint a chairman at
the next general meeting.
Form of service in committee.
68. Appointments to the finance and works committees
shall  be for the whole municipal year. The appointment
of every special committee shall be comeidered to continue
until  the duties for which such committee have been
appointed shall have been fully performed. Provided,
however, that nothing herein contained shall be held to
affect or to militate against the general provision as to
committees in sections 140 and 141 of  "  The Local Govern-
ment Act of  1878," and that so much of this By-law as
relates to the appointments, powers, and duties of com-
mittees, shall be read and interpreted in connection with
such last-mentioned provisions.
Quorum of  committees.
69. All powers vested by the Council in any committee
may be exercised at any meeting holden in pursuance of
this By-law by a majority of the whole number of alder-
men for the time being assigned to such committee, and
no business shall be transacted at any meeting of a com-
mittee unless the said number of aldermen be present.
Decision by majority.
70. At every meeting of any committee, the aldermen
present, not being disabled by law from so voting, shall
vote, and the chairman of every committee shall have a
vote, and if there be an equal division  of votes upon any
question he sha ll  in addition have a second or casting
vote.
Committee meetings how called.
71. The town clerk or other authorised officer shall
call a meeting of any committee whenever required to do
so by the chairman, or by a majority of the members of
such committee.
Records of  transactions in committee.
72. The town clerk, or in his absence some other author-
ised officer, shall attend  all meetings of committees, and
take minutes of their proceedings.
Reports of  committees.
73. All committee reports submitted to the Council
shall be signed by the chairman of such committee.
EXPENDITURE.
Except in emergent matters, cost  of all work  to  be  estimated
before undertaken.
74. With the exception of emergent matters hereinafter
specially provided for, no work affecting the funds of the
Borough shall be undertaken until the probable expense
thereof shall have been first ascertained by the Council.
Emergent matters and necessary current expenses authorised
to be reported.
75. For emergent matters, and for necessary current
expenses, during intervals which may elapse between the
meetings of the Council, expenditure to the following
extent may be incurred :-
(a.) By order of the works committee, or of the
mayor and one member of such committee, for
repairs or emergent works-to the extent of ten
pounds.
(b.) By order  of the mayor ,  for necessary current
expenses - to the extent of ten pounds.
(c.) By order of the mayor apd two aldermen, for any
emergent purpose-to the extent of twenty-five
pounds.
Provided that in every  case  a detailed report in wrihin
of every such expenditure shall be laid before the Council
at its next meeting, such report to be signed by the chair-
man of the works committee, or the mayor, or the mayor
and aldermen, as the case may be, by whom such expen-
diture shall have been authorised ; and that such expen
diture shall only be permissible  in reference to matters
coming. strictly within the jurisdiction or function of the
Council; and further, that no expenditure involving a
disobedience or evasion of any order or resolution of the
Council shall on any pretence be thus authorised.
All claims to be examined and reported upon by finance
committee.
76. All accounts and demands for money  against or
from the Council shall be examined and reported upon by
the finance committee before any order shall be made for
the payment of such accounts or demands.
Certificate required with each claim-Salaries and wages to
be payable on mayor's order-Certificates to be
attached to report.
77. No payment shall be so ordered  unless there shall
be a certificate from the committee, mayor,  or officer of
the Council to whom the direction or guardianship of
such expenditure properly belongs, showing that the
demand is a legitimate one and has been duly authorised
or inquired into. It shall be the imperative duty of the
finance committee to see that this requirement is fulfilled,
or to report specially as to the reasons for its non-
fulfilment, before recommending payment. Provided,
however, that such special reports as last herein men-
tioned shall be embodied in the report by which pay-
ment of the amount in question is recommended.
Provided also that in case of special expenditure under
clause 75 of this By-law, the report directed by that
clause to be laid before the Council shall, if the outlay
shall have been lawfully incurred,  be  deemed  a sufficient
certificate.
And provided further, that in regard to salaries and
wages of labour for officers, servants, and labourers em-
ployed at fixed rates of payment by order of the Council,
the certificate of the mayor, or authorised officer, of the
amount due to any such officer, servant, or labourer, and
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the order of the mayor for payment of such amount, shall
be a sufficient  authorisation for such payment. And such
certificates, memoranda, and authorisations shall be
attached respectively to the reports from the finance
committee, on the payment or outlays to which such
certificates ,  memoranda ,  or authorisations  have reference.
Reports from  committees --Reports finance committee.
78. Reports from committees, with the exception of
those submitted by the finance committee, shall be laid on
the Council table after the first reading, until the succeed-
ing meeting of the Council. The reports from the finance
committee  recommending  the payment of accounts may,
if deemed  necessary  by the Council, be acted upon at once
by the Council  after the first  reading of such reports, but
if the Council  shall see fit ,  any report  of a committee may
be read a  second time and acted  upon - anything to the
contrary  in this By -law notwithstanding.
COMMON SEAL AND RECORDS OF THE COUNCIL.
Common  seal and press, how secured -Care of same.
79. The common  seal and the press  to which the same
is attached  shall be secured  by a cover or box, which,
except when such  seal and press are in use ,  shall be kept
locked. There shall be duplicate keys therefor, one of
which  sha ll  be  kept by the mayor, and the other by the
town clerk  ;  such common seal and press shall be in the
custody and  care of the town clerk.
When  and how the common seal may be used.
80. The  common seal  shall not be attached  to any docu-
ment or plan  without an  express order  of the Council,
unless  to comply with the provisions  of any law or by-law
directing that  such seal  shall be attached to any such docu-
ment .  In every  case  where such  common seal has  be en
ordered to be attached to any  plan or document ,  such plan
or document shall  also be signed  by the mayor,  or in case
of the  absence or illness of  the mayor by two  aldermen,
and countersigned  by the town clerk. Provided that the
mayor may, on behalf of the Council,  attest any  power of
attorney, or other document 'requiring authentification,
and attach the corporate seal thereto,  on payment of a
fee of ten shillings and sixpen ce for the benefit of the
municipal funds.
How  books of account  are to be kept and inspected.
81. A ll  books  of account ,  records ,  statements, and
memoranda  of receipts  and expenditure  shall be kept in
such manner and form as  the Council  may from time to
time direct .  The finance  committee may inspect such
books  of accounts ,  records ,  statements ,' or memoranda,
from time to time, to ascertain that the same  are properly
kept ,  and to report at  once  to the Council  any act of
neglect, or appearance of inefficiency  which they may
have discovered  in the keeping  of the  same  ; also to
report to the Council from time to time any  changes
which  such committee  may think  advisable  in the mode
of keeping the accounts.
Records of the Council defined-Provision for proper
keeping.
82. The minute  book, report book ,  letter book ,  and all
rate and valuation  books ,  books  of account ,  records, state-
ments, and memoranda of receipts and expenditure,
electoral rolls, and other records ,  relating to elections,
business papers ,  reports from committees ,  minutes from
the mayor ,  petitions ,  letters on municipal business,
addressed  to the Council  or to any officer or servant of
the Council,  orders, reports ,  returns, and memoranda
relating to municipal business ,  drawings ,  maps, plans,
contracts ,  specifications ,  agreements ,  and all  other books
and papers connected with the business  of the Council,
shall be deemed  records of  the Council  and sha ll
be in the custody  and care of  the town clerk ,  or such
other  officer as  may be directed  in writing  by the Council.
All such records other than  the minute  book and other
books, and other than  electoral rolls  and other  records
relating to elections ,  shall be numbered and filed in due
order ,  and shall be  duly registered by the town  clerk in a
book or books to be kept by him for that purpose. Upon
the face of every document thus registered to which there
is any referen ce in the minute book, there shall be made
a note of the page wherein it  is so  referred to. And when
any order has been made by the Council or a report has been
brought up by any committee thereof in reference to any
document,  a note  of such order or report shall be made
upon such document.
Impression  of seal not  to be taken,  &c., without leave of
Council-Penalties.
83. No member or officer of the Council shall be at
liberty to take  any impression  of the corporate  seal, or
to show, lay  open,  or expose any of the books or records
of the Council to  any person  other than a member of the
same , without leave from the Council, except as otherwise
provided by law.
Records not to be  removed, &c.-Penalties.
84. Any person  removing  any such book, or other record
of the Council from the Council chamber, or the place
where by direction of the Council such book or other
record is usually kept, without  leave  for such removal
having been first obtained from the mayor or Council, or
without other lawful cause for such removal as herein-
after provided, shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty of not less than ten pounds nor more than fifty
pounds.
Penalty for defacing or destroying record.
85. Any person destroying, defacing, or altering any
record of the Council, shall for every such offence be liable
to a penalty of not less than ten pounds,  nor more than
fifty pounds.
OFFICERS AND SERVANTS.
Notice to  candidates.
86. No appointment to any permanent office at the
disposal of the Council shall take place, until public notice
shall have been given inviting applications from qualified
candidates for the same.
Exceptional cases.
87. Nothing  herein contained shall be held to prevent
the appointment by the Council without  advertisement,
of any salaried officer or servant of the corporation to any
other permanent office or employment at the disposal of
such Council, to which no further salary is attached ; or
to prevent the appointment in like manner of any such
officer or servant to any other office or employment of
which the duties require only occasional attention, and
are to be paid for by allowances proportionate to the
extent of such duties ,  or to prevent any similar appoint-
ment or  employment by the mayor.
Bonds for good  conduct.
88. All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council
for the faithful performance of their duties shall in the
first place be handed to the mayor ,  initialled by him, and
afterwards  be  deposited with the records of the Council.
Duties  of town clerk.
89. The town clerk, in addition to the duties which by
"The Local Government Act of  1878," or by the present or
any other By-laws thereunder ,  he may be required to
perform, shall, under the direction of the mayor, conduct
all corresponden ce  which may be necessary on the part of
the Council .  He shall likewise have charge of all  the
records of such Council ,  except such books or documents
as may  (as hereinafter provided )  be intrusted to any other
officer, and sha ll  be responsible for the safe keeping of
such records.
Duties of other  officers and servants.
90. The duties of all officers and servants of the
Borough shall be defined by such regulations as may
from time to time  be  made by the Council in accordance
with law.
How complaints  against  officers, &c., are  to be dealt with.
91. All complaints  against officers or servants of tb
Borough must be in writing, and must in every case be
signed by the person or persons complaining, and no
notice whatever shall be taken of any complaint which is
not in writing, or is anonymous. All complaints shall be
addressed  to the mayor.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Leave of absence.
92. No leave of absence shall be granted to the mayor,
or to any alderman ,  otherwise than by a resolution of the
Council.
Mode of calling for tenders.
93. Whenever it is decided that any work shall be
executed ,  or any material supplied by contract ,  tenders
for the execution of such work ,  or the supply of such
material ,  shall be called for by public noti ce  as herein-
after provided.
Motions for rescissions of previous orders, &c.
94. Whenever a motion in conformity with section 137
of  "The Local Government Act of  1878,"  for the rescission
of any order, resolution ,  or vote of the Council shall have
been negatived ,  no other motion to the same effect sha ll
be permissible until a period of three months shall have
elapsed from the time of negativing such  first -mentioned
motion .  Provided that nothing herein contained shall be
held to prohibit reconsideration and amendment of any
proposed By-law ,  which may have  be en submitted to the
Governor in Council for confirmation ,  and may have been
remitted to the Council with suggested amendments of
the same, or the passing after due noti ce , as herein pro-
vided and in due course of law ,  of any By-law for the
repeal or amendment of any other By-law.
Lapsed business.
95. Whenever the consideration of any motion or matter
of business shall have been interrupted by reason of a
quorum not being present ,  the resumption of such con-
sideration may be  ordered by  resolution of the Council,
after due notice on the business paper, and such consi-
deration shall in such case be resiuned at the point where
it was so interrupted as aforesaid.
How notices are to  be published.
96. In all cases where public notice is or shall be re-
quired to  be given by  any By-law, of any appointment,
resolution ,  act, order ,  or regulation, done, made, or
passed,  or proposed to be  made, done, or passed, by the
Council, or by any  committee thereof , or by  the mayor,
or any  officer  of the said Council,  such notice shall
be given and published by advertising  the same not less
than twice in some newspaper circulating in the Munici•
pality.
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Mode of proceeding in cases not provided for.
97. In all cases not herein provided for, resort shall be
had to the rules ,  forms, and usages of the Legislative
Assembly of Queensland ,  so far as the same are applicable
to the proceedings of the Council.
Power to suspend temporarily certain portions of this
By-law.
98. Any clause or clauses of this By-law ,  or any portion
or portions of any clause or clauses, may be suspended by
resolution of any meeting of the Council ,  provided that
there shall be a distinct statement in every such resolu-
tion, whereon the same sha ll  have been adopted, of the
purpose for which such suspension is required ,  and that
for every separate matter or business as to which such
suspension is required there shall be a separate resolution
as aforesaid.
Penalty for breach of By-law where no penalty is specially
provided.
99. Every person guilty of an offence against this By-
law shall be liable therefor to the penalty expressly pro-
vided therein ,  and if no penalty be provided ,  then to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 2.
FOR THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES AND
OBSTRUCTIONS AFFECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH OR
CONVENIENCE.
Premises to be kept in cleanly condition.
1. Every occupier ,  or where there is no occupier then the
owner or landlord of any house, building ,  premises, or
place, shall keep such building, or premises ,  or place, and
the yard and ground belonging thereto ,  in a cleanly con-
dition ,  and shall not suffer any rubbish ,  filth, or refuse
to be scattered about his yard or ground.
Offensive accumulations of water or matter not allowed.
2. The occupier or occupiers of any land or premises
within the said Municipality ,  or, where there shall be no
such occupier or occupiers ,  then the owner or owners
of any such land or premises ,  shall keep the same at all
times free from all accumulations or deposits of water and
matter which shall be, become, or continue offensive or un-
wholesome ,  and shall not allow ,  permit ,  or suffer any animal,
or the carcass of any animal ,  or any part thereof ,  in such
a state or condition as to be offensive or unwholesome, to
be, or continue to be ,  in, upon, or about such land or
premises.
Closet pans to  be provided ,  and of certain description.
3. Where no approved cesspit exists ,  every owner,
landlord, tenant, or occupier sha ll  provide one or more
closet pans ,  where the  inspector  states the same to be
necessary ,  of the following description ,  viz.:-A pan made
of galvanized iron ,  of not less than twenty-four gauge,
which shall be fourteen inches square and seventeen inches
deep, and also a box for storage and use of dry earth, and
a tin scoop, and the same shall be kept in a properly
constructed privy, with proper door and other necessary
requirements ,  and at all times in a fit condition for family
use.
Supply of fresh earth for closet pans to be kept and used.
4. Every occupier having on his or her premises, or in
use in any privy or closet, any closet pan placed above the
surface of the ground for the reception or deposit of human
excrement, shall keep at all times a sufficient quantity of
fresh dry earth, with scoop, placed in'a convenient situation
for use  ;  and every such occupier or person who shall
neglect or refuse to supply the earth to the excrement in
sufficient quantity to keep the excrement in a dry state, or
who shall suffer any such closet pan to leak or overflow,
shall be deemed liable for every such offence to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds.
Earth- closets  to be provided for workmen.
5. Every contractor ,  builder ,  or owner shall, during the
erection of any house ,  building, or premises ,  or during the
continuance of any works where workmen are employed,
erect and keep for use on the said premises a properly
constructed earth -closet, with a sufficient supply of earth
for the  use of  such workmen ,  so as to prevent any nuisance
or indecency ,  and any such contractor ,  builder, or owner
neglecting to provide such earth -closet accommodation
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
each day he shall have failed to provide such earth-
closet as aforesaid.
Nightmen  to  be employed  for rerrwvalivf  earth -closet contents.
6. The occupier ,  tenant, landlord, or owner of all pre-
mises to which an earth -closet is attached shall cause the
excrement and filth in such earth-closet to be removed by
a licensed nightman as often as it sha ll  be necessary, or as
directed by the inspector of nuisances ,  and any person as
aforesaid failing or neglecting to have such earth -closet
cleansed as herein directed ,  or directed by the inspector of
nuisances as aforesaid ,  sha ll  be liable to a penalty in any
sum not exceeding five pounds ,  and each day 's neglect
shall constitute a separate offence.
Nightman to rem ove earth -closet contents between the hours
of eleven  p.m. and  f ve a.m.
7. No licensed nightman shall take  away any earth-
closet pans ,  or cause  the same  to be  removed ,  except
between the hours of eleven o'clock at night and five
o'clock in the morning, nor convey with horses and carts
the contents of any closet pans through any street or
public place except within the afo re said hours.
Earth -closets to be emptied at stated periods.
8. The occupier ,  tenant, landlord ,  or owner of all
premises to which is attached an earth -closet ,  shall cause
the same to be emptied when di rected by the inspector of
nuisances ,  and every such occupier ,  tenant ,  landlord, or
owner failing or neglecting to have such closet emptied as
directed shall be  liable  to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds for each day ,  and each  day's  neglect shall con-
stitute a separate offence.
Owners of carts for  the removal of night-soil to be licensed.
9. No owner or other person shall use or drive any cart,
dray, or other vehicle for the removal of night -soil, until
and unless the owner or owners of such cart ,  dray, or
other vehicle has been duly  licensed.
Any license may be cancelled by the mayor if the
holder of such has not carried out his work in accordance
with these By-laws or to the satisfaction of the Council.
Persons licensed only to remove offensive matter - Night -soil or
earth-closet contents not to be thrown or buried on premises
or ground attached.
10. No person or persons other than those  duly  licensed
for that purpose  by the  Municipal Council shall remove,
by cart or vehicle ,  any  human  excrement or other offensive
matter from any privy ,  closet, or house, and no occupier
of any premises, or persons acting under his or her direc-
tions or otherwise ,  shall bury, suffer ,  or cause to be buried
or thrown any human excrement ,  night -soil, or contents of
any earth-closet in any yard, garden, or ground attached
to his premises ,  or otherwise within the Municipality,
unless permission to do so has been first obtained from the
inspector of nuisances.
Nightmen not to take payments in excess of regulated
charges.
11. No  licensed nightman shall demand ,  receive, or take
in payment for work performed  by him  more than the
several amounts in the schedule hereunto annexed marked
A.
Refusing to pay nightman 's charges.
12. Any person having engaged or employed any
licensed nightman for the performance of any work under
this By-law, and refusing or neglecting, after reasonable
demand ,  to pay therefor ,  shall be liable to a penalty.
Nghhtman neglecting to perform work.
13. Any licensed nightman who shall be required by
any ratepayer to do any work for which he is licensed
under this By-law, and who shall fail ,  neglect, or refuse
to do such work, shall ,  on conviction, be liable to a penalty
not exceeding  five pounds for each offence ;  and every such
nightman shall upon tender of the legal charges for the
emptying  of any privy ,  cesspit ,  or closet ,  proceed and
perform the said work with all reasonable despatch and in
accordance with this By-law.
Casting filth into drains , to.,  and obstructing same
forbidden.
14. No person shall cast or deposit, or cause to be
deposited ,  any filth, rubbish, dead animal ,  putrid or
offensive matter, into any stream ,  watercourse, sower, or
canal in the said Municipality ,  or obstruct or divert from
its channel any public sewer, or any watercourse or stream
within the said Municipality  ;  and any person convicted
of any such offence shall ,  besides and in addition to the
penalty inflicted therefor ,  pay the cost ,  or estimated cost,
of removing such filth or obstruction ,  or of restoring and
repairing such watercourse or sewer ,  as the case may be ;
and such cost ,  or estimated cost, may be recovered in like
manner as penalties under this By-law ,  or otherwise as
by law allowed.
Throwing offensive matter into creeks, dc.
15. No person shall throw ,  or cause to be thrown, any
carcass ,  carrion, offal ,  or other offensive matter into any
creek ,  river ,  or stream which shall flow in or through the
said Municipality ,  or leave, or cause the same to be left,
on the shores or banks thereof within the said Munici-
pality.
No dirt to be thrown on streets.
16. No person shall throw ,  cast, or lay ,  or cause to be
thrown, cast ,  or laid, any dirt, litter ,  ashes, soot ,  rubbish,
broken glass, tin, paper ,  rags ,  decayed vegetables, or any
carrion, fish , offal, dung ,  soil, dead animal ,  blood, off en-
sive fluid, or other offensive matter or thing, in or upon
any road, street, carriage or foot way, or public place, or
in or upon any lane,  al ley ,  or thoroughfare in the said
Municipality  ;  or cause, permit ,  or suffer any such matter
or thing to fall, flow, or run into any sewer ,  pipe, or drain,
or into any channel ,  sink, or open or uncovered utter, or
any stream or watercourse ,  pond, or reservoir within the
said Municipality  ;  or cause, permit, or suffer any offen-
sive liquid or matter  to run from any house ,  yard, or
premises, upon any road , sti eat,  carriage or foot way,
gutter ,  or public place, or upon the property  of any other
person in the said  Municipality
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Privies,  &c., to be kept clean.
17. The occupier of any house, land, or premises within
the said Municipality, and where there is no occupier,
then the owner of any such house or premises, shall not
permit or suffer any pool, ditch, gutter, watercourse,
privy, urinal, drain, ashpit, dunghill, or other matter or
thing in or upon any such house, land, or premises to be,
become, or continue so foul as to cause an offensive smell,
or be injurious to health.
Premises to be kept in cleanly condition.
18. Every occupier or, where there is no occupier, then
the owner or landlord of any house, building, premises, or
place, shall keep such building ,  or premises, or place, and
the yard  and ground  belonging thereto,  in a cleanly
condition ,  and shall not suffer any rubbish ,  filth, or refuse
to be scattered about his yard or ground.
Bin or box to be kept for house refuse ,  and cleansed
periodically.
19. Every occupier shall keep a bin or box, to be
approved by the inspector, placed in his yard for the
reception of house refuse ,  and all such refuse shall  be
placed therein by the occupier or owner, and removed at
least once a week ,  or at any time upon notice from the
nuisance inspector ,  and such bin or box shall  be  kept by
the occupier,  so as  not to be a nuisance,  or cause an
offensive smell, or the cause of annoyance to adjoining
neighbours ,  or to persons passing along the pub lic street
or public thoroughfare.
Filth, rubbish , &c.,  to be deposited at depot.
20. No person shall deposit or cause to deposited any
sewage soil ,  human excrement ,  filth, or  ru bbish of  any
kind whatsoever, or dead animals, in any other place than
the depot for such purpose, or other place approved of by
the nuisance inspector for the deposit of the same.
Privy cesspit to be discontinued on notice.
21. Within fourteen days after notice every owner,
landlord, tenant, occupier or occupiers of any house,
warehouse ,  or other tenement ,  sha ll  discontinue the use of
any privy or cesspit, the said privy or cesspit to be
emptied and the excavation so used for the reception of
night-soil or other filth to be filled in with earth or other
deodorising material, and any owner, landlord, tenant,
occupier or occupiers of the said premises who shall fail to
discontinue the use of the said privy, cesspit, or other
conveniences and remove the contents thereof as aforesaid
according to notice to that effect, signed by any inspector
or other officer authorised in that behalf by the Council,
shall forfeit and pay for isuch neglect, upon conviction
before any two or more justices of the peace, a sum not
exceeding twenty pounds, and not less than twenty
shillings for every day's neglect therein.
Night- carts to be closely covered and water -tight.
22. No person shall use or drive any night -cart or
vehicle unless the same be at all  times perfectly water-
tight and closely covered. Every such cart or vehicle
shall be kept free from leakage and in such a condition as
to be ino ffensive .  All night -carts when not in use shall be
kept at the manure depot or other place approved by the
Council.
No filthy  matter to be allowed to  flow on streets.
23. No occupier of  any  land or premises within the
said Municipality ,  or where the re  shall be no occupier
then no owner or owners of any such land or premises,
shall permit or  suffer any  filthy,  offensive ,  or unwholesome
matter to run or flow, or continue to  ru n or flow ,  into or
upon any street ,  footway, open gutter, or public place
within the said Municipa li ty ,  or on the property of any
other person.
Seeping swine  not allowed.
24. No person  whosoever  shall breed ,  feed, or keep any
kind of sw in e, in any house, building, yard, garden, or
other premises situate  within the said Municipality, or
suffer any  kind  of swine  belonging to him or her ,  or under
his or  her charge, to stray or go about, or to be tethered
or depastured in any st re et  or public place  therein.
Seeping pigeons  not allowed.
25. No person whosoever shall breed, feed, or keep any
kind of pigeon  in any  house, building, yard, garden or
other premises situate within the said Municipality, or
suffer any kind of pigeon belonging to him or her, or under
his or her  charge, to  fly at large ,  and the inspector of
nuisances sha ll  have  full authority to immediately
destroy any kind of  pigeon so  flying at large.
Cleaning of foot pavements.
26. So long as the said  Municipal Council shall not deem
it expedient to take the cleaning of the foot pavements
within the said Municipality under their  own manage-
ment, every person who  shall  occupy the shops, or, where
there are no shops, who shall inhabit or use the dwelling
house or other house or building adjoining to and fronting
the foot pavements shall  cause  the same along the front of
his shop or premises to be well and sufficiently swept and
cleansed once every lawful day.before the hour of eight in
the morning.
Obstructions  to footways by Chinese or hawkers ' banlets.
27. Any Chinaman or hawker carrying or conveying
along any public footway any vegetable basket or baskets
usually used for hawking shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding two pounds and any municipal  inspector or
constable may order such Chinaman or hawker when
carrying such baskets along the footway to remove into
the street and may detain any Chinaman or hawker so
offending to ascertain his name that he may be summoned.
Obstructions  and nuisances  generally  on streets.
28. No person shall  cause  any kind of obstruction or
partial obstruction ,  nuisance ,  or annoyance  to be in, or
upotl any street, lane, thoroughfare, public place, or
passage in the Municipality, or obstruct or partially
obstruct, or incommode, hinder, or prevent the free
passage of any footway or causeway within the said
Municipality, or prejudice or annoy in  any manner what-
soever any person or persons travelling , passing, or going
thereon ; or place any coffee stall ,  fruit stall ,  oyster stall,
flower stall, or other like structure in any street or public
place, without the authority in writing of the mayor, and
such authority shall not extend for a longer period than
twelve months from the granting  thereof, and may at
any time be withdrawn or cancelled by the mayor for
the time being.
Goods not to remain longer than  necessary.
29. No person shall suffer any goods, merchandise, or
things to be or remain in any street ,  footpath ,  lane, or
thoroughfare ,  within the said Municipality  for a longer
period than shall be necessary for the housing  or removal
thereof.
Crossings  over water-channels.
30. The owner or occupier of any premises shall provide
and fix such a bridge or crossing over the water channel
as will admit of vehicles  crossing the same to  and from
their premises ,  such bridge  or crossing  to be constructed
in accordance with a  plan exhibited at the office of the
Municipal Council.
PUBLIC  SECURITY AND PREVENTION of ACCIDENTS.
Mayor may  cause insecure buildings  to be taken down or
fenced.
31. When any building  or part of a building  within the
said Municipality ,  or anything  connected  therewith, shall
become insecure or dangerous ,  or any aperture or opening
shall be left  open so  that  any inhabitant or person passing
may be  endangered ,  it sha ll  be lawful  for the mayor of the
said Municipality for the  time  be ing, or others acting
under him ,  to cause the same to be taken down ,  removed,
fenced ,  or guarded  at the expense of the owner  or occupier
of such building  or other thing , or at the  expense of the
owner or occupier  of any pre mises  with which such  opening
or aperture may be connected ,  and such expense may  be
recovered by the same  means as penalties  under this By-
law, or  otherwise as by law  allowed, and in case such
owner or occupier  refuses to take the same down or fence
the same ,  he shall be  liable for every such refusal or
neglect to a penalty not  exceeding  twenty pounds.
Rain dropping from eaves of houses,  awnings, balconies, or
verandas.
32. The  owner or occupier of every house or building,
awning, balcony , or veranda ,  shall provide  the same with
gutters, and keep the  same in repair ,  if not otherwise so
constructed  as to prevent rain from dropping from the
roof or eaves  thereof upon  any part of the footways or
watertables  of any street  or public place  within the said
Municipality  ;  and the owner or occupier  of such building,
awning ,  balcony, or  veranda ,  neglecting to provide the
same, shall, on conviction ,  forfeit and pay the sum of five
shillings ,  and a like sum  for every  day the same may be
neglected.
Ferocious dogs.
33. No owner sha ll  allow to  be  at large any unmu7zled
ferocious  dog or other animal,  or set on, urge ,  or allow
any dog or other  animal to  attack, worry ,  or annoy, or
put in fear ,  any person ,  horse ,  or other  animal in any
road,  street,  or public  place within  the said Municipality.
Bathing prohibited  at certain  hours  and at  certain places.
34. No person shall, except  in an enclosed  building or
bath-house,  undress  or bathe  in any river ,  stream, or
waterhole  near t m or within view of any street ,  bridge,
or other place of public resort within the limits of the
said Municipality ,  between the  hours of five o'clock in the
morning and eight o'clock at night ; and it shall be lawful
for any person or any police  constable  to arrest any
person who shall be found bathing or undressed contrary
to the provisions of this By-law, to be dealt with according
to law.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Malicious mischief.
35. No person shall negligently, wilfully, or maliciously
damage any building, erection, wall, sluice, bridge, road,
street, footpath, sewer, water-course, fountain, urinal,
work, or material within the said Municipality, of or
belonging to, or leased or used by, or being under the
care, control, or management of, the Council of the said
Municipality.
Bill sticking.
36. No person shall affix any posting bill or other paper
to or against any church, chapel, or school-house or shed
within the said Municipality ; or (without  the consent of
the owner or occupier) affix any posting bill or other paper
to or against any dwelling-house, shop, warehouse, wall,
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or fence in the said Municip al ity  ;  or write upon, soil,
3efaee, or mark any such church, chapel, school-house,
dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence, posts, or
paling  ;  or wilfully break, destroy ,  or damage any part of
any such dwelling-house, or other building, wall, fence, or
pal ing ,  or any fixture or appendage thereunto.
Lamp posts and lamps - Breaking or damaging streets.
37. No person shal l wantonly ,  mal iciously ,  or negli-
gently break ,  injure, or remove any lamp-post ,  or extin-
guish or partly extinguish any lamp or light set up for
public convenience within the said Municipality ; or,
without consent ,  or in defiance of the mayor or any duly
authorised officer,  break open or damage any street or
injure or remove any public work within the Municipality.
Lands  of Council  not to be occupied without permission.
38. No person shall ,  without leave of the said Council,
reside upon, occupy ,  or use ,  or continue to reside upon,
occupy, or use  (except in accordance with the purposes or
objects for which the said Council shall have or hold the
same )  any lands  within the said Municipality belonging to,
or leased ,  or held in trust by or under the control, or in
the power  of, the said  Council of the said Municipality.
Sub-inspector to have like authority as inspector.
39. All the powers and the authorities vested in the
inspector of nuisances under this By-law may he exercised
by any sub -inspector of nuisances or any person authorised
by the Council in that behalf.
Information  at instance  of Council or aggrieved parties.
40. Informations ,  complaints ,  and summonses for
offences against this By-law shall be sued out, laid, and
prosecuted at the instance of the Council of the said
Municipality, or of some person authorised by them in
that behalf, but any person aggrieved may prefer an
information on his own behalf before any justice of the
peace, and cause the offender to be summoned to appear
as aforesaid.
PENALTIES.
Maximum penalty.
41. For every neglect ,  breach, or offence of or against
any of the provisions of this By-law, where no specific
penalty is provided for such neglect, breach, or offence,
the maximum penalty shall be twenty pounds.
Pines and penalties incurred.
42. All  fines ,  penalties ,  and forfeitures incurred under
this By- law,' where  not otherwise disposed of by law,
shall be paid into the corporate funds  of the Municipality.
INTERPRETATION CLAUSES.
43. In this By-law the following words and expressions
shal l have the several meanings hereby assigned to them,
unless there be something in the subject or context repug-
nant to such construction ,  that is to say
Number.
Words importing the singular number shall include the
plural number, and words importing the plural number
shall include the singular number.
Masculine  gender.
Words importing the masculine gender shall include
females.
Month.
The word " month " shall include calendar month.
Person.
The word "person" shall include corporation whether
aggregate or sole.
Lands.
The words  "  lands " shall extend to tenements of every
tenure and description.
SCHEDULE A (Clause 11).
Scale of charges.
Scale of charges for emptying ,  cleansing ,  and removing
contents of earth-closets, and supply of one cubic foot of
fresh dry earth of good quality for deodorisation :-
s. d.
Private houses-every attendance ... ... 1 0
Public-houses - every attendance  ... ...  1 0
Public-houses - for removing refuse ... 1 0
Public-houses - for emptying closet pans, 1 0
each pan.
BY-LAW No. 3.
FOR MAINTAINING THE GOOD RULE AND GOVERNMENT
OF THE MUNICIPALITY of HERBERTON.
Carriage and foot ways to be laid out.
1. The Municipal Council shall cause to be set out, so
far as may  be practicable, the breadth of the carriage and
foot ways in the streets and public places within the said
Municipality, and the carriage and foot ways when so set
out shall be deemed to be the carriage and foot ways
within the meaning of this By-law ; and the said foot
ways shall  in all  cases  be taken and measured from the
kerbing or exterior edge thereof to the building line with-
out reference being in any manner had to the breadth of
the carriage -way adjoining thereto, or any part or parts
thereof. Provided always that until the breadth of such
carriage and foot ways shall be set out as aforesaid, the
carriage and foot ways for the time being used shall be
deemed and taken to be carriage and foot ways within the
meaning of this By-law.
Drains and streets-injury to.
2. No person shall unlawfully dig, injure, or open, or
cause to be formed, dug, or opened, any drain or sewer, or
make, or cause to be made, any opening or cutting, or
erect any post or pillar in any part of the streets, carriage
or foot ways within the said Municipality, or in any lands
within the said Municipality belonging to, or vested in,
or leased or held in trust by, or under the control or in
the power of, the Council of the said Municipality.
And for removing turf, gravel, &c.
3. No person shall unlawfully dig or remove or cause to
be dug or removed ,  any turf, sand, clay ,  soil, gravel, stone
or other material from any part of the said streets,
carriage or foot ways ,  or from any of the lands referred to
in the preceding clause.
Damaging streets, doe.
4. No person shall wantonly break up or  otherwise
damage or injure any carriage or foot way or water
channel within the Municipality.
No buildings or projection  on streets  allowed.
5. No person or persons shall erect or begin to erect
any buildings, stair, steps, or projection,  except as  herein.
after provided ,  so as to encroach upon any carriage-way,
footway, street, or public place within the said Munici-
pality ; and if any person or persons shall erect, or begin
to erect, any such building, stair ,  steps, or projection, he or
they shall forthwith remove the same upon being required
so to do by the said Council ; and in the event of any
person or persons refusing or delaying to remove such
building, stair ,  steps, or projection ,  it shall be lawful for
the said Council to have the same removed ,  at the expense
of the person or persons so refusing or delaying  ;  and the
expense incurred thereby may be recovered in the same
way as penalties under this By-law or otherwise as by
law allowed ,  and in addition thereto a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds for the erection or partial
erection of such building ,  stair, steps, or projection.
Buildings or projections on streets may  be  removed.
6. The owner or occupier of any. buildings or pro-
jections over any footway, or carnage-way, road, or
street within the said Municipality ,  shall, upon the order
of the said Council of the said Municipality ,  remove or
alter the same as required by such order  ;  and if any
owner or occupier shall fail or neglect to remove or alter
such buildings or projections after due notice ,  he shall be
liable to a penalty for every such refusal or neglect not
exceeding twenty pounds ,  and it shall be lawful for the
said Council to remove or alter such buildings or pro-
jections as in the last preceding  clause.
Awnings.
7. Every awning hereafter to be erected shall be of
the following description ,  viz. :-A movable cover ,  either of
canvas or other like material stretched across any foot-
path from the front of any shop or building, and sup.
ported by hinged brackets, the lowest part of such
brackets not being less than seven feet six inches high
from the pavement  ;  or such awning may be supported
by wood or iron posts placed in a line with the kerb or
outer edge of the footpath, having  a cross  plate of wood
or iron not more than twelve inches deep ,  and at least
eight feet high at its lowest part from the kerb, and no
rafter or support crossing the footpath shall be allowed,
and no post shall be less than four and not more than six
inches square if of wood, nor less than two nor more
than four inches in diameter if of iron ; and every such
awning shall be constructed in accordance with a plan
exhibited in the office of the engineer or other officer of
the said Municipality.
Verandas.
8. It shall be lawful for the owner or occupier of any
house, shop ,  or other building ,  to erect a permanent
veranda in connection therewith ,  the posts of which shall
be in a line with the kerb or outer edge of the footpath,
and such posts ,  if of iron ,  sha ll  not be less than two inches
or more than six inches in diameter ,  and if of wood not
less than four inches or more than six inches square. The
plate of such veranda shall not  be  more than twelve inches
deep ,  and of sufficient strength  ;  and the rafters sha ll  not
be  more than six inches in depth ,  and no fascia-board
shall be allowed over twelve inches from top of rafter.
The covering of every such veranda shall  be  of sound
galvanized iron ,  fairly and properly laid, and every such
veranda shall be constructed according to a plan exhibited
in the office of the engineer or other officer of the said
Municipality ,  and shall be at least eight feet high at its
lowest part from the kerb.
Awnings, verandas, and balconies.
9. Notwithstanding the preceding provision, it shall  be
lawful for the mayor of the said Municipality to permit
the erection of verandas, balconies, or awnings of any
design which ,  in his opinion, may be suitable for the class
of buildings to which such are proposed to be attached.
Provided that no veranda or awning shall  be  of less size
or strength of material or height of headway than set
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forth in the preceding clauses ; provided also that a
tracing of the plan of the proposed veranda or awning shall
be supplied to the said mayor ; provided also that no
balcony shall project from the building line over the foot-
way more than five feet ,  and that a veranda in accordance
with this By-law, shall be attached to the wall of the
building to which such balcony is attached, under every
such balcony to the kerb or outer edge of the footway.
Every owner or occupier of any building erected at the
time of this By-law coming into operation, and to which a
balcony is attached, and which  overhangs any footway
within the Municipality, shall on receipt of notice to that
effect from the Council, erect a veranda as provided in
clause 8 of this By-law, from the wall of the building to
which such balcony is attached to the kerb or outer edge
of the footway.
Notice and permission.
10. Seven days' notice in writing shall be given to the
engineer or other authorised officer of the Municipality by
any person or persons desirous of erecting any awning,
balcony, or veranda within the Municipality, and the
written consent of the mayor shall be obtained before
proceeding with such work. For every such permission a
fee of ten shillings shall be paid to the town clerk or other
authorised officer of the Council, for the benefit of the
borough ftauds.
.Repairs, &c.
11. It shall hedawful for the mayor, by uotice in writ-
ing, to order the repair, removal, or painting of any such
awning, balcony, or veranda, if the same become from
any cause dangerous to passengers, or an obstruction to
the public way, or leaky, or unsightly in appearance.
And it shall be lawful for the mayor, by notice in writing,
to order the removal of any veranda, balcony, or awning
existing at the time of the passing of this By-law, which
shall not ha\ e been constructed according to the fore-
going provisions,orwhich is leaky, dangerous, orunsightly
in appearance, and the occupier or owner of the building
to which the same is attached shall comply with such
order and shall from time to time thereafter make such
alterations  as may  be necessary therein.
Signs  not to be attached.
12. No occupier or owner shall  suffer or  permit any
signboard, flag pole, or other similar thing to be attached
to any such awning, balcony, or veranda, or suffer or per-
mit any notice, sign, placard, or writing, to be upon or
on the post or other part  of such awning , balcony, or
veranda  unless by  the authority  in writing  of the mayor.
Balconies not to be closed.
13. No occupier,  owner , or other person shall enclose
the front or sides of any balcony overhanging or over any
street  or public place, with boards, iron, canvas, or any
other material ; nor shall any balcony railing be other
than  an open railing  of wood or iron, with spans of not
less than  three inches between the uprights, and the up-
rights  in no case  shall be more than two inches wide.
Projections may be removed.
14. No occupier,  owner , or other person shall, in contra-
vention of this By-law, erect or cause to be erected any
veranda, balcony, or other projection over any street
within the said Municipality, and if such owner, occupier,
or other person shall fail in case of erection, after receipt
of notice from the mayor of the said Municipality, to re-
move the same within seven days thereafter, he shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds. And it
shall  be lawful for the said mayor to cause such balcony,
veranda, or projection to be removed at the expense of
such owner,  occupier, or other person.
BY-LAW No. 4.
REGULATING THE PAYMENT OF RATES.
1. All annual rates and assessments shall be due and
payable on and after the expiration of twenty-one days
from the day appointed for holding the court of appeal
against  the assessments provided by section 13 of  " The
Valuation Act  of 1881." Provided that when any valua-
tion has been appealed against the rates in respect of
such valuation shall not be due or payable until after the
expiration of seven days from the day in which the
decision  of the appeal court in the matter of such appeal
shall have been pronounced.
2. All rates shall be paid to the town clerk or other officer
appointed by the Council to receive them, at the Municipal
Council Chambers, Herberton, between the hours of ten
o'clock a.u . and four o'clock p.m. ; Saturdays, between
the hours of ten  a.m. and  one p.m. but nothing in this
By-law shall be construed to render  it necessary  that any
demand  for rates, other than the notice required by
" The Local Government Act of  1878," shall be requisite or
necessary  previous to the  issue of a  warrant or other
legal proceedings  for their recovery.
JOHN CAIRNS,
Town Clerk.
JOHN NEWELL,
Mayor.
By Authority  :  Jams  C. BB&L, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLVI.] FRIDAY,  22ND  MARCH,  1889. [No. 65.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight
[L.s.] Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
A. H. PALMER, Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
Administrator.  Council and Administrator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
HE REAS the Parliament of Queensland now stands Prorogued to
r v Tuesday, the twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, and it is expedient to
further Prorogue the same : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, in pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as Adminis-
trator of the Government aforesaid, do, by this my Proclamation, further
Prorogue the said Parliament to TUESDAY, the Seventh day of  May,  1889.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this twenty-first day of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority : JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCK, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
No. 805.
T HE following appointments ,  promotions, resig-nations ,  and transfers ,  wil take elect from
above date where not stated otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITAR Y DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
No. 95,  Corporal A. Crawford ,  is placed on the
Volunteer Reserve.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
" C" Company.
Leonard Edward Duff Evans is appointed to be
a Lieutenant ,  provisiona lly.
"E" Company.
Reginald Gwyther is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant, provisiona lly.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
BUNDABERG MOUNT ED INFANTRY.
The resignation of No.  34, Private H. Hunt, is
accepted.
NORTHERN  MILITARY DISTRICT.
MACKAY MOUNTED INFANTRY.
Lieutenant C. J. Wi llock is granted six months'
leave of absence.
No. 38,  Private  R. Hamilton ,  is transferred to
F " Company ,  The Kennedy  Regiment.
No. 806.
IT is hereby notified for general information,
that Amended Regulations referring to issues of
Clothing to Corps of the Defence Force were duly
published in the  G overnment Gazette  of the 16th
instant. Copies wi ll  be forwarded to Commanding
Officers for distribution ,  and previous issues of the
Regulations must be corrected without delay. The
said Amended Regulations will  come into force
from the 1st January 1889.
No. 807.
IT is hereby notified for the information of all
Commanding Officers of Corps in the Southern
Military District  (Rockhampton Division excepted)
that if they consider it expedient to bring their
Corps into Camp on Saturday, the 13th ,  or Sunday,
the  14th,  of April next ,  the necessary authority for
the issue of rations will  be extended provided they
give at least forty -eight hours' notice of their inten-
to do so,  and advise the A .Q.M.G., Lytton ,  and the
Brigade-Major accordingly.
It is to be distinctly understood that no pay will
be issued prior to Monday ,  the 15th April ,  the day
appointed for the assembly of Corps in Camp.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  :  J& as C. BEaz,  Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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No. 2.
[No. 67.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  28th February, 1889.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1889.
PERSONS applying  for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to give the
correct number of the page  on which they  may have observed their Names ,  as such reference wi ll
materially facilitate  delivery.
Persons in the country making written applications should accompany such written applications  with the
amount of postage required for transmission ;  and, in addition  to the  former particulars ,  are requested to state
where they expect their  Letters  f rom, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists ,  and to place them where any person may see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.- The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery ,  daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a .m to Four p.m.: on Saturday ,  from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
4Wc, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o,  dead  letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ;
a, South Australia ;  t, Tasmania ;  n z, New Zealand ;  w a, Western Australia ;  u k, United Kingdom;
f, foreign.
A.
1 AARONS, C.,  Brisbane c
2 A asker  -,  Eton c
3 Abbott ,  Alex.  R., Maryborough c
4 Abbott G.,  Ipswich c
5 Abbott William ,  Croydon c
6 Abel John ,  Port Curtis road c
7 Abercrombie J. F., Rocklea o
8 Acres M .  C., South Brisbane s
9 Adami Mrs .  S., Cabbage  Tree Creek c
10 Adams -, Charters Towers c
11 Adams -,  Brisbane n z
12 Adams -,  Pioneer c
13 Adams -,  Lower Herbert c
14 Adams George ,  Charters Towers c
15 Adams G. A., Goondi c
16 Adams James ,  Cairns c
17 Adams John ,  Maryborough u k (2)
18 Adams John,  Bundaberg f
19 Adams  R., Brisbane u k
20 Adams R. H., Brisbane e t (2)
21 Adams T., Townsville u k
22 Adams Wed; mood, Townsville u k
23 Adams W., Upper Oxley Creek o c
24 Adams W .,  Woollongabba, c (2)
25 Adams  W. E. L. Dungeness c
26 Adams  W. T., Carters  Towers c
27 Adamson A., Highgate Hill c
28 Adderton  J ohn , Gympie c (2)
29 Addison  Daniel, Caboolture c
30 Aden A .  J. F. S., Normanton  a
31 Adie  James, Ipswich c
32 Adllett G., Vulture  street o c
33 Agnew David ,  Charters Towers m
34 Agnew R. S., Charters  Towers c
35 Agaty  Mrs., Plants '  Ridge c
36 Aguillar  --,  Arthur  street c
37 Ahearn W., Gairloch c
38 Ahern James , Alpha c
39 Aires -, Mackay c
40 Aisbit  Peter ,  Rosewood o c
41 Aitcheson Robert, Gympie o c
42 Aitchison Mrs., Bullamon c
43 Aitken R., Walloon c
44 Aitkinson  R. T., Charters Towers c
45 Albert F., Charters  Towers c
46 Alexander  -,  Sandgate c
47 Alexander Croydon c
48 Alexander Alex., Coochin o c
49 Alexander Clare, Brisbane c
50 Alford A., Cooktown c (2)
51 Alford Thomas ,  South Brisbane c
52 Aljer H .  C., Brisbane u k
53 Allan Capt . (s.s. "Lindula "),  Bris-
bane u k
54 Allan James, Bundaberg c
55 Allan Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton m
56 Allan Robert ,  Burrum c
57 Allan Thomas ,  Lytton road c
58 Allan Thomas, Croydon u k
59 Alldread T., Brisbane u k
60 Allen - ,  Brisbane c
61 Allen  -,  Gillen 's Siding c
62 Allen G .  B., Rockhampton c
63 A llen H .,  Enoggera c
64 Allen John ,  Rockhampton o
65 Allen John, Mackay c
66 Allen J .,  Brisbane c
67 Allen  Thomas, Brisbane o c
68 Alley Miss, Rockhampton c and e t (2)
69 Allison Andrew A., Brisbane u k (2)
70 Allsopp J. W., Toowoomba u k (2)
71 Alson John, Rockhampton c
72 Ambrose  J., Brisbane u k
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73 Amidar  ---,  Bundaberg c
74 Amos Mrs. C. E., Wickham terrace c
75 Andersen Anton Karl, Brisbane f
76 Andersen A. W., Maryborough c
77 Andersen D., Yengarie c
78 Andersen Olof, Georgetown c
79 Anderson -, Yengarie c
80 Anderson Mrs., Toombul Estate c
81 Anderson Mrs., South Brisbane c
82 Anderson Mrs., Yengarie c
83 Anderson Albert R., Croydon o
84 Anderson Andrew, Cootharaba c
85 Anderson A. W., Ravenswood c
86 Anderson B., Normanton c
87 Anderson C., 206 Queen street s
88 Anderson C., Kangaroo Point c
89 Anderson Do; tor, Port Douglas c
90 Anderson F. W., Durham c
91 Anderson G. H., Croydon c
92 Anderson Hannah, Eidsvold road c
93 Anderson James, Valley c
94 Anderson James A., Gympie u k
95 Anderson John, Wivenhoe f
96 Anderson Joseph, Bundaberg m
97 Anderson Joseph, Gympie c
98 Anderson J., Gotha  street c
99 Anderson J., Gregory  terrace c
100 Anderson J., Highgate Hill c
101 Anderson  Miss  J., Ann  street c
102 Anderson J. G., Gympie c
103 Anderson  J. H., Normanton s
104 Anderson J. S., Mary  street c
105 Anderson Lars, Pialba c
106 Anderson M., Lutwyehe c
107 Anderson  Mrs. Maggie ,  Brisbane uk
108 Anderson Mrs. 11largt.,  Brisbane u k
109 Anderson Neil, Townsville o c
110 Anderson Robert, Brisbane u k (2)
111 Anderson R., Cairns c
112 Anderson C., Rockhampton f (2)
113 Anderssen  Miss  Margt .,  South Bris-
bane o
114 Andrew Ernest, Hughenden o
115 Andrews Joseph, Mackay c
116 Angain and Gearie  Messrs., Petrie's
Bight c
117 Angus T., Georgetown c
118 Annan John,  South Brisbane c
119 Annear R., Sandy Creek c
120 Antcliffe J. W., Charters Towers c
121 Appleton Harry, Mackay road c (2)
122 Apps -, Thursday  Island c
123 Are G.,  Brisbane c
124 Archabould C., .Cairns c
125 Archdeacon C., Lorne Station m
126 Archee C., Logan Downs c
127 Arkenstall George, Paddington e
128 Armand C., Petrie's Bight c
129 Armstrong  Miss,  Petrie terrace c
130 Armstrong A., Rockhampton c
131 Armstrong Mrs. Alfred, Blackstone o
132 Armstrong G., George street c
133 Armstrong Jonathan, Brisbane u k
134 Armstrong J., George street c
135 Arnold Henry, Mitchell c
136 Arnold Howard, Mary River u k
137 Arnold J., Brisbane c
1.88 Arthur -, Warwick c
139 Ash J., Ipswich o
140 Ashbury Charles, Cairns c (2)
141 Ashbur Edward, Star River c
142 Asher J., Vulture street c
143 Ashman Mrs. S., Wickham street c
144 Astill A., Toowong c
145 Athridge H. B., Vulture  street c
146 Atkin Revd., Rockhampton c
147 Atkins E., Woollongabba c
148 Atkinson -, Torwood Estate c
149 Atkinson Miss A., Torwood Estate o c
1.50 Atkinson Henry, Normanton c
151 Atkinson H., Brisbane c
152 Atkinson H. W., Brisbane c
153 Atkinson J. R., Cluden c
154 Atkinson R., Charters Towers c
155 Attwater G., Townsville s
156 Atwell Daniel, Bundaberg c
157 Aubin James, Charters Towers c (2)
158 Auld John L., Ipswich o c
159 Austen  Miss  G. A., Brisbane c
160 Austen John, Cooktown n z
161 Austin -, Boggo road c
162 Austin Capt., Kangaroo Point c
163 Austin Charles, Robert street c
164 Austin C., Water street c
165 Avery William, Mackay c (2)
166 Axford Mrs., Charters Towers c
167 Aylett -, South Brisbane c
B.
1 BABINGTON W. H., Cooktown t (2)
2 Backhouse Mrs., Allora c
3 Badcock W., Brisbane c
4 Sadden Miss M., South Brisbare
5 Badger T. G., Bowen f
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6 Badke David, Ipswich c
7 Bailey Mrs. B., Rockhampton f
8 Bailey James, Townsville o
9 Bailey J., Vulture street c
10 Balis H. G., Brisbane c
11 Baillie and Smith, Cooktown c
12 Baillie Miss  Elizth., Croydon o c
13 Baillie  Thomas, Croydon e
14 Baily Mrs., Charters Towers c
15 Baily Miss C., Rockhampton c
16 Bain Miss  Margt. T., Brisbane o c
17 Baird  Mrs., Blackstone c
18 Baird Robert ,  Brisbane s
19 Baker  -, Cabarlah c
20  Baker  Alexander, Charters Towers o
21 taker C. A., Townsville ii k (4)
22 Baker Denham, Roma u k
23 Baker H., Taringa c
24 Baker  M., Normanton c
25 Baker Miss M., Albion c
26 Baker Robert, Brisbane o c
27 Baker W., Maryborough c (2)
28 Baker W., Upper Annan c
29 Baker W. F., Upper Annan c
30 Balchin  -, Mackay c
31 Balderston  Mrs., Sherwood s
32 Baldren  -,  East Talgai c
33 Baldwin  Mrs., Gotha street t
34 Baldwin  Mrs., Montague road c
35 Baldwin C., Charter Towers c
36 Baldwin George, Harrisville c
37 Baldwin George, Noonddo s
38 Baldwin John, Nanango c
39 Baldwin Mrs. John, Toowoomba u k
40 Balk C., Bundaberg c
41 Ball A. T., Townsville c (4)
42 Ball B., Normanton u k
43 Ball E., Jundah s and c (2)
44 Ball Jane, Gympie n
45 Ballard W., Downfall Creek o
46 Bamber Thomas, Clermont c
47 Banhein and Co .,  Brisbane o c
48 Banks  Mrs., Racecourse c
49 Banks  L., Townsville is
50 Banks  Mrs. S. W., Rockhampton c
51 Barber  Miss  E. B., Brisbane u k
52 Barber Geor e, Cloncurry c
53 Barber J., Cloncurry c (2)
54 Barclay  Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
55 Barclay  Thomas,  Winton c
56 Barge J., Ipswich u k
57 Barker  Miss,  Brisbane u k
.58 Barker B., Bowen c
59 Barker Mrs. G., Caboolture c
60 Barker J., Woollongabba e
61 Barker R. W., Southport c
62 Barnes  -, Brisbane c
63 Barnes  Mrs., Brisbane c
64 Barnes  Albert,  Brisbane e
65 Barnes F. C., Brisbane c (2)
66 Barnes J., Brisbane River c
67 Barnett J., Townsville o
68 Barnett W. G., Cooktown c
69 Barrett James, Townsville c
70 Barrett Miss Mary, Rockhampton c
71 Barron John, Brisbane c
72 Barron John, Charters Towers c
73 Barron J., Gympie c
74 Barrsen John, Charters Towers c
75 Barry -, Brisbane c
76 Barry -, Brinsoh c
77 Barry John, Ronia e
78 Barry Joseph, Normarton o c
79 Barry Patrick, Croydon a and s (2)
80 Barry W. A., Croydon o
81 Barter Thomas, South Brisbane c
82 Bartlett Stephen, Kangaroo Point u k
83 Bartley Robert, Howard u k
84 Barton R., Surat c
85 Barton Thomas, Mount Gravatt c
86 Barton William, Rockhampton e
87 Barton W., Brisbane u k
88 Bartter Mrs. G., Brisbane u k
89 Basedon F., Eagle Junction c
90 Bashford James, Mount Spurgeon c
91 Bass G. W., Valley c
92 Bass  J. H., Bundaberg u k
93 Batchelor Miss, Brisbane a
94 Bate James, Brisbane in
95 Bateman -, Albert c
96 Bates Messrs., Brisbane c
97 Bates  Miss,  Dugandan s
98 Bates G., Cairns u k
99 Bates James, Clermont c
100 Bates Jose ph, Clermont c (2)
101 Bates J., Townsville c
102 Batley F. A., Spring Hill c
103 Baucher B. L., Brisbane u k
104 Baumgartner -, Marion IV! ill c
105 Bawden J., Cawarral in
106 Bawden Miss R., South Brisbane e
107 Baxter Thomas, Toowoomba u k
108 Baxter W. N., Laidley e
109 Bayley H., Woollongabba c
110 Bayley James, Geraldton o c
111 Beale Hatemart, Mackay o c
112 Beale W. E., Brisbane c
113 Bean Mrs., Roma street c
114 Bean Arthur, Rockhampton o
115 Bean Charles, Bundaberg c
116 Beard Edwin, 155 Elizabeth street o c
117 Beard Harry, Croydon c
118 Beattie Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o c
119 Beaver J., Cairns u k
120 Becham Henry, Bundaberg c
121 Beck John (M. E.), Townsville u k
122 Beck L., Charters Towers s
123 Beck P., Laidley c
124 Beck S. R., Charters Towers in
125 Beckett Miss, South Brisbane c
126 Beckett A., Red Hill c
127 Bedford Mrs., Rockhampton c (3)
128 Bee John R., Macknade u k (2)
129 Beech E., Gympie c
130 Beech M., Geraldton c (3)
131 Beeson T., Sandy Creek c
132 Beetham Jonas, Townsville u k
133 Begley John, Townsville c
134 Behan Patrick, Petrie terrace u k
135 Beitz Ted, Nive Downs e
136 Bell -, Campbellville c
137 Bell Charles , Transton c
138 Bell C. De H., Thursday Island f
139 Bell David, Mount  Hogan c (2)
140 Bell David, Charters Towers c
141 Bell D. K., Stanley  street c
142 Bell Miss E., Townsville u k
143 Bell Miss E., South Brisbane c
144 Bell F. M., Georgetown e
145 Bell George, Charters Towers c
146 Bell James, Warwick in
117 Bell James. Logan road c
148 Bell.J., Three-mile Creek c
149 Bell John T., Mellum Creek f (2)
150 Bell J. W., Mackay c
151 Bell Miss S. E., Toowoomba c
152 Bell William, Gibooburra in
153 Bellamy Mrs., Helidon c
154 Benford Alfred, Charters 'l'owers c
155 Bengston J. M., Logan Village c
156 Bengtson J. W., Mackay c
157 Benham -, Hope street c
158 Bennett  C. R., Millchester road c
159 Bennett Miss Elizabeth, Charters
Towers c
160 Bennett Mrs. E., Hope street c (2)
161 Bennett Henry,  Brisbane o c
162 Bennett  H., West End c
163 Bennett  Joseph, Rochdale a (2)
164 Bennett  Mrs. Joseph, Rochdale s
165 Bennett J., Woollongabba c
166 Bennett  O. R., Normanton c
167 Bennett S., Georgetown c
168 Bennett T., Kangaroo Point c
169 Bennett  Miss Violet, South  Brisbane c
170 Bennett Walter, Roma u k
171 Bennett Walter H., Rockhampton u k
172 Bennie R. N., Allora u k
173 Bennison -, Eagle Junction c
174 Benson Mrs. H., Main Range o
175 Benson Miss At., Stanley street c
176 Benson W. H., Highgate Hill c (2)
177 Bensson Fred., Brisbane f
178 Bensted J., Woollongabba c
179 Bentler Edward, Charters Towers o c
180 Bentley George, Roma street c
181 Bentley Robert, Kangaroo Point u k
182 Berg Karl A., Cooktown c
183 Bergens Messrs., Bundanba c
184 Bergin A., Townsville c
185 Bergin P., Gayndah o c
186 Bergstrosti Albricht, Stanley street c
187 Berginski -, Mount Albion c
188 Berl Mrs., Rockhampton c
189 Berliner Arthur L., Brisbane f
190 Bernard C., Caboolture s
191 Bernard L., Townsville c
192 Berneld Leo,  Barolin c
193 Berrett Francis, Townsville u k
194 Berrie G. L., Yengarie c
195 Berrigan -,  Harrisville c
196 Berry -,  Farleigh c
1.07 Berry -, New Farm road u k
198 Berry John, Charters Towers c
199 Berry Tom, Milo (No. 2) a
200 Berry Vincent W., Boundary street c
201 Berry William, Charters Towers c
202 Bert Walter, Townsville c
203 Bess -, Purga c
204 Bevan David, Charters Towers in
205 Beveridge John, Gympie c
206 Bews Richard, Beaconsfield u k (2)
207 Bewsey -, Rosewood c
208 Bielenberg J. M., Muttahurra c
209 Biggs 1)., Charters Towers c
210 Biggs James, Montague road c (2)
211 Biglin Miss, 2 New terrace u k
212 Billy Mrs., Dalby c
213 Bingham Mrs., foowong c
214 Binnie and Co. Messrs., Toowoomba
215 Binsemann Riwe, Brisbane f (2)
216 Birch Frederick, Charters Towers in
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217 Birch Frederick, Charters Towers c 321 Boylan Peter, Hungerford c 426 Brown James  S., Croydon in
and o c (3) 322 Boyland F., Charters Towers c 427 Brown John and Annie, Gympie o
218 Bird Alfred, Avon Downs in 323 Boyland John, Charters Towers c 428 Brown  Joseph,  Mackay c
219 Bird Miss A. R., Kangaroo Point f 324 Boyle S. C., Spring Hill c (3) 429 Brown J., Birdsville a (2)
220 Bird Gibson, Brisbane u k 325 Boyle Thomas, Maneroo c 430 Brown  J., Lytton road, n z
221 Bird Mrs. T., Wickham street c 326 Boys James, Torwood Estate c 431 Brown J., Oxley c (2)
222 Birkett M., Milton c 327 Boyson Charles, Charters Towers c 432 Brown  J., Rockhampton c
223 Birmin-ham James, Mungar c  328 Braaton  J., Milton c 433 Brown  J., Gympie e
224 Birons k, Georgetown c 3'39 Bradbury C. E., Brisbane o c 434 Brown J. F., Old Cleveland road c
225 Birr Walter, Brisbane o c 330 Bradbury R., Cairns u k 435 Brown J. J., Warren  street e
226 Bishop H. S., Thursday Island s 331 Bradfield Joseph, Rockhampton o 436 Brown  Mrs. Louisa , Gympie o c
227 Bishop John, Charters Towers c 332 Bradford John, Charters Towers c 437 Brown  Miss  Mar, Red Hill u k
22S Black Alex. and Grace, Townsville o c 333 Bradleay  Thomas , Cooktown c 438 Brown Michael, Brisbane u k
229 Black Angus, Mackay c 334 Bradley -, Charters Towers c 439 Brown Monty,  Brisbane e t
230 Black A., West End c 335 Bradley J., Bunya c 440 Brown Robert Abercrombie , Aramac a
231 Black Mrs. A. Spring Hill c 336 Bradshaw E., Brisbane u k (2) 441 Brown Robert S., Kilcoy c
232 Black C. (private), Charters Towers o c 337 Bradshaw Thomas, Townsville c 442 Brown Sydney,  Brisbane f (2)
233 Black Miss E., Halifax  338 Bradshaw  W. T., Yeulba c 443 Brown Thomas,  Mowbraytown  in
234 Black Mrs. James, Nerang c 339 Brady -, Milton c 444 Brown Thomas A.,  Bowen Hills c
235 Black J., Cairns c 340 Brady Mrs., Townsville c 445 Brown William, Dareel  Station a
236 Black Miss K., Toowoomba c 341 Braga Eduardo, Brisbane o c 446 Brown William, Mort  Estate c
237 Black Miss L., Halifax c 342 Brager H. J., Charters Towers c 417 Brown William,  Inglewood c
239 Black Pat. Thomas, Spring Hill c 343 Bragg Samuel, Brisbane c 448 Brown William, Plants' Ridge c
239 Black Thomas, Mackay c 344 Brain Thos. Henry, Maryborough u k 449 Brown W. (captain),  Brisbane a
240 Black W., Rockhampton c 345 Brame J., Charters Towers c 4.50 Brown W., Strath Pine c
241 Blacklock Win. E., Fernvale u k 346 Brampton Miss M., Hill End u k 451 Browne  Mrs., Brisbane c
242 Blackshaw H., Townsville c 347 Brandt H. (farmer), Woongarra c 452 Browne Mrs. A. E., Townsville u k
213 Blackstone Miss Grace, Swan Hill o c 348 Branson -, I pswich c 453 Browne C. J., Gympie o c
244 Blackwood Miss Maggie, Townsville 349 Brazier Amos, Townsville u k 4.54 Browne George, Brisbane u k
uk  3.50 Breen Mrs., Given terrace c 455 Browne G., Swan Hill u k
245 Blake C., Charters Towers s 351 Breen Mrs. Alice, Townsville c 456 Browne Neil, Townsville u k
246 Blake H., Macro=san Bridge c 352 Breen Daniel, Rockhampton c 457 Browne P. J., Tintinchilla s
247 Blake Herbert H., Gregory terrace c 353 Bremer Mathilde, Charters Towers c 458 Brownlie  -, Cooktown c
248 Blake Joseph, Rockhampton c 354 Brennan - (chemist), Gympie c 459 Browning A., Blackall c
249 Blake T. A., Ann street c 355 Brennan M., Brisbane c 460 Browning J. A., Winton c
250 Blanchard -, Brisbane c 356 Brennan M., Mount Morgan s 461 Bruce - (carpenter ) Mackay c
2,51 Blanchard Miss Laura, Brisbane u k 357 Brennan Miss M., George street c 462 Bruce Alexander, Townsville u k
252 Blanney Mrs., Charters Towers c 358 Brennan John, Gympie c 463 Bruce H., Port Douglas c
253 Blewitt 0., Bundanba c 359 Brennan T. W., Gympie c 464 Bruce J., Rocklea e
251 Blinnie - (butcher), Oxley c 360 Brennan T. W., Mungar c 405 Brunjes H. T., Kelvin Grove c
255 Blissett Mrs. W., Spring Hill s 361 Bressington Edward, Etheridge a 466 Bruno Willi, Croydon o c
256 Bloomfield Mrs., Sandgate c 362 Brewer -, 17-mile Camp c 467 Brunsdon Thomas, Valley u k
257 Bloom M., Townsville c 303 Brewis An., Crocodile c 468 Bruse G, Toowoomba c
258 Bloomfield G., Cassilis Station c 364 Brice Arthur, Hamilton c 469 Bruton F., Jimbour c
259 Bloor Miss Lucy, Brisbane o c 365 Brickley Bridget, Mount Perry o 470 Bryans Mrs. Robt.,  Breakfast Creek c
260 Blow Collie, Brisbane c 366 Bridge -, Esk c (2) 471  Bryant Henry, Charters  Towers u k
261 Blumenthal T. H., Brisbane c 367 Bridge John, Brisbane c 472 Brydges Thomas, Maryborough c
202 Blyde John, Jimbour c and o c (2) 368 Briggs James, Maryborough n z (2) 473 Bryne James, Maryborough c
263 Blyde John, Oxley c 369 Briggs T., Milton c 474 Bryson George, Farleigh c
264 Blyth -, Thompson Estate c 370 Brigham, Matthew, Drayton c 475 Bryson James, Bundanba c
265 Blyth Alex., Bowen Hills c 371 Brightwell Mrs., Eagle I'+arm c 476 Buckley, D., Charters  Towers c
266 Blythe W., Charters Towers c (2) 372 Brisch Gottlieb, Bowen River c 477 Buckley George, Charters Towers c (2)
267 Boans J., Gympie c 373 Britton J. T., Maryborough c 478 Buckley Mrs. R., Sandgate o
268 Boddington E., Engelsburgs and u k (2) 374 Broad Andrew, Brisbane s 479 Bucknell -,  Brisbane a
269 Boggis George, Cooktown is 375 Broadfield Mrs., Rockhampton c 480 Bucknell C. W., Rockhampton s
270 Bohon Frank, Mackay o 376 Broadfoot John, Charters Towers c (2) 481 Bucknell George, Valley o c
271 Bohor C. F. W., Nerang c 377 Broadley George, Cairns u k (2) 482 Budderforth G., Bundaberg c
272 Boland Miss, Mackay c 378 Broderick Dan, Stanley  street c 483 Bukuski R., Bundaberg c
273 Boland Paul, Nebo road s 379 Brodersen C. W, Dungeness o 484 Bull C., Brisbane u k
274 Boldeson John, Maryborough c 380 Brodie F. A., Brisbane c 485 Bull, W. T., Townsville u k
275 Bolger J., Millchester c 381 Brodie T., Brisbane c 486 Bullbroke  R., East Brisbane c
276 Bolton Mrs., Warra s 382 Brodie W., Tambo c 487 Buller John, Clermont c
277 Bonan Miss Maggie, Brisbane c 383 Brolan Miss Bridget, Rockhampton c 488 Bullock David,  Bowen e t
278 Bond Charles , Rosalie c  384 Bromley Mrs., Charters  Towers c 489 Bunel  -, Queen street e
279 Bonehill Thomas, Mackay c 385 Bronkhurst Charles, Gatton c (2) 490 Bunge H., Brisbane o
280 Bonham F. W. Geraldton c 386 Brook Thomas,  Milparinka a 491 Bunker John, Bundaberg u k
281 Bonner W., Woollongabba c 387 Brooker  Eugene, St . George o 492 Bunn George, Caboolture o c
282 Bool J. H., Brisbane u k 388 Brookhen J. J., Harrisville c (3) 493 Bunn G., Maryborough u k
283 Boon Mrs. James, Gympie c 389 Brooks -, Ipswich c 494 Bunnage -, Stairwell c
284 Booth Mrs. Wm., Hughenden c 390 Brooks C. J., Kangaroo Point c 495 Bunney W., Durham c
285 Borgert  Miss  K., Grey-street  c and s (3)  391 Brooks Mrs. J. W., Kangaroo Point a 496 Bunbain Alex., Mount Albion u k
286 Borgeson Mrs., Clarence street c 392 Brophy Mrs., Rockhampton c 497 Burcham C. E., Edward  street c (3)
287 Borler Charles, Southport s 393 Brosman John, Southport o c 498 Burford  Mrs., Bayswater o
288 Born T., West End c 394 Brosman,  Miss Julia , South Brisbane .c 499 Burgers Edwin Adolphus, Gayndah c
289 Born V., Laidley c 395 Brough John, Brisbane s 500 turges  W. J., Brisbane c
290 Borron J. M., Brisbane in 396 Browdrey - , Rockhampton c 501 Burgess James. South  Brisbane c
291 Borton J., Brisbane c 397 Brown -, Croydon c 502 Burgess  R., Charters  Towers c
292 Bosford J., Brisbane c 398 Brown -, Hughenden c 503 Burhop Mrs., South Brisbane u k
293 Bostock F., Gatton c 399 Brown -,  Brisbane c 504 Burhop Miss Amy, Brisbane u k
294 Boswell c, Brisbane a (2) 400 Brown -, Alexandra c 505 Burke -,  Dinner Island c
295 Bothamley J., Montague road c 401 Brown Mrs., Oxley c 506 Burke Denis O' Shea ,  Normanton c
296 Bothwick -, Ingham c (4) 402 Brown Mrs., Rockhampton c 507 Burke H., Hughenden c
297 Bottomly John J., Ipswich o c 403 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c 508 Burke M. J. (baker), Dunwich c
29S Boncher Capt. F. A., Cooktown in (2) 404 Brown, Miss (care  of - Ballanger), 509 Burke Patrick, Brisbane c
299 Bouring J., Croydon n z Rockhampton u k 510 Burke R., Southport o
300 Bourke C. L., Cooktown c (3) 405 Brown Mrs Albertine, Gympie u k 511 Burke T., Bowen Hills c
301 Bourke Edward, Rosewood Gate c 406 Brown Mrs Alice, Crow's Nest c 512 Burkett Mrs., Milton c
302 Bourke Mrs. Ellen, Townsville c 407 Brown Allan, North Ipswich c 513 Burkett Mrs., Broadsound road c
303 Bourne -, Bundanba u k 408 Brown Andy, Cambridge Downs o 514 Burnell and Jones  Messrs ., Rockhamp-
304 Bourne James, Mackay u k 409 Brown A., Rishton c ton o c %
305 Bourne Miss Mary, Townsville c 410 Brown A., Nerang c 515 Burner E. B., Charters  Towers c
306 Bourne S., Enoggera  terrace c  411 Brown A. T., South  Brisbane s 516 Burnett -, Gregory terrace c
307 Bovey J., Charters Towers c 412 Brown Miss B., Toowoomba c 517 Burnett F., Hill street c
308 Bowden Miss, Rockhampton c 413 Brown B. R. S., Roma c (2) 518 Burns -, Calliope c
309 Bowden Miss Alice M., Rosalie e 414 Brown Charles, Charters Towers a 519 Burns Mrs., South  Brisbane c
310 Bowden J. B., Rosalie c 415 Brown C. A., Ipswich road c 520 Burns James, Noondoo  station s
311 Buwden Aliss Rose, South  Brisbane c (3)  416 Brown Miss Ethel, Brisbane o c 521 Burns J., Towers Hill c
312 Bowdery William, Valley o c 417 Brown Fred, Barolin school c 522 Burns J., Petrie terrace c
313 Bowen E., Toowong c 418 Brown G., Valley Brewery c 523 Burns, Patrick and Co., Charters
314 Bowen G., Charleville u k and in (2) 419 Brown G., Cooktown o c Towers c
315 Bower Mrs. J., Rockhampton c 420 Brown G., Cooktown u k 524 Burns Robert, Charters Towers o c
316 Bower J. F., Rockhampton c 421 Brown Hugh, Darling Downs u k 525 Burns Robert, Croydon c
317 Bowler and Haly, Gatton e 422 Brown H., Croydon c 526 Burns Thomas, Brisbane c
318 Box Miss, Rosewood c 423 Brown Mrs H., Rockhampton c 527 Burnside -, Brisbane c
319 Boyd James, Bowen u k 424 Brown H. J_, Sherwood in 528 Burnup, John A., West End u k
320 Boyd Robert, 23 Charlotte  street o  0 425 Brown James, Lytton road n z (2) 529 Burquez Mrs., Eagle Farm c (2)
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530 Burrowes  J., Brisbane c
531 Burrows John, Southport c
532 Burrows William, Riverview c
533 Burt Fred., St. George c
534 Burt Thomas, Laidley c
535 Burton G., West End c
536 Burton George R., Hill End u k
537 Burton James,  Brisbane c
538 Burton R. E., West End c
539 Bushell Joshua, Toowoomba c
540 Bushnell G., Stanton Harcourt c (2)
541 Bussacott - (shearer), Eton Vale c
542 Bussell Mrs. M., Brisbane m
543 Busteed J., Georgetown e t
544 Bustin S. J. S., Kangaroo Point u k
545 Butcher H., Brisbane u k
546 Butler Miss A., Torwood Estate c
517  Butler Annie Francis, Brisbane o
548 Butler Mrs. Eliza, Inglewood c
549 Butler James, Isis Downs c
550 Butler Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
551 Butler J., Millchester c
552 Butler William, Rosalie u k
553 Buttenshaw R., St Helena c
554 Butter William, Albion c
555 Butterfield Mrs., Blacksoil c
556 Butters J. W., Brisbane c
557  Butterworth  Robert , Ipswich u k
558 Buttler A., Albion c
559 Buttler Frank,  Brisbane c
560 Buttler John, Normanton c
561 Buttler John, Rosewood Gate u k
562 Byce John, Charters Towers c
563 Byer Mrs. Christina, Logan River o e
564 Byers -, Mackay c
565 Byford Arthur, Rockhampton u k (2)
566 Byrne --, Mackay c
567 Byrue -, Habana c
568 Byrne Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
569 Byrne D., Ann street o c
570 Byrne Frank E., Bundaberg n z
571  Byrne George, Charters Towers c
572 Byrne John, Townsville a
573 Byrne Mrs. John, Ipswich c (2)
574 Byrne J., Kilkivan c
575 Byrne J., Duaringa c
576 Byrne John J., Townsville s (2)
577 Byrne N., Harriaville c
578 Byrne Patrick, Esk c
579 Byrne Simon, Roma c
580 Byrne Thomas H., Dalby c
581 Byrne W., New Farm c
582 Byrnes Miss May, Brisbane c
583 Byron -, Tinana c
584 Byron Mrs. A. H., Queen street u k
C.
1 CAHILL D., Laidley c
2 Cahill John, Mungar c
3 Cahill J., Hemmant c
4 Cahill  Miss  M., North Quay c
5 Cahill W., Crow's Nest c
6 Caine -, Bulimba road c
7 Caine John, Hughenden s (4)
8 Caird Wm. Bryson, Croydon u k and
s (4)
9 Cairns W., Cawarral c
10 Cairuthers J. W., Townsville c
11 Calaghan Bridget, Gympie o
12 Calder A., Brisbane o c
13 Caldwell -, Mackay c
14 Caldwell F., Torbanlea c
15 Caldwell William, Bulloo River c
16 Callaghan -, Enoggera c
17 Cacll(aghan Mrs. Ellen, Normanby Gully
18 Callaghan J., Croydon c
19 Callcott Alfred, Herberton o c
20 Calverlegh Chetwynd, St. Pierre, Roma
street o
21 Calvert G. R., Townsville m
22 Calvert Miss Jane, Toowoomba c (2)
23 Calvert Miss Lily, Toowoomba s
24 Cam John, Inlet c
25 Carnbell J. Dougall and Moss, Clon-
curry  in
26 Cambell Miss E., Hoganthulla c
27 Cambell S.,  Winton  Station o
28 Cambell William, Pittsworth u k
29 Camera -, Wellington road
30 Cameron  A., Warwick c
31 Cameron A., Croydon c
32 Cameron  Mrs. A .,  Cunnamulla a
33 Cameron Hugh ,  Townsville a and o c (2)
34 Cameron  James, Barcaldine c
35 Cameron  John, Brisbane o c
36 Cameron  John, Ravenswood c
37 Cameron  Mrs. J., Albion c
38 Cameron  Mrs, J., Moolboolaman c
39 Cameron  J. G., Albion c
40 Cameron  M., St. George c
41 Cameron  M.,.Charters Towers c
42 Cameron  Peter ,  Dalmally m
43 Cameron  Robert ,  Bundaberg c
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44 Cameron T., Barcaldine c -
45 Cameron T., Brisbane n k
46 Cameron William, Brisbane o c
47 Camp Mrs. Wui., P.O. Ravenswood  C
Campbell and Clarke, Burketown s
Campbell -, Mackay c
Campbell Miss, Paddington c
Campbell Ales., Rockwood c
Campbell Mrs. Annie, Bundaberg c
Campbell Mrs. Clara Ellen, Roma o c
Campbell Colin, Caboolture c
Campbell Colin, Cuttaburra c
Campbell Duncan, Hughenden c
Campbell Duncan, Charters Towers c
Cau pbell E., Townsville o
Campbell E. P., Cooktown o
Campbell H. (private), Charters Towers
oc
Campbell.Tames, Winton c
Campbell John, Gympie c
Campbell John, Noondoo Springs a
Campbell John, Ross, St. George a
Campbell J., Charters Towers s
Campbell J., Rorna c
Campbell Messrs. J. and A., South
Brisbane c
Campbell Mrs. J. S., Mitchell River m
Campbell J. T., Croydon t
Campbell Mrs. P. A., Normanton c (2)
Campbell Miss Rachel, Rockhampton c
Campbell Robert, Brisbane c
Campbell T., Croydon c
Campbell William, Roma c
Campbell W., Mungar s
Campbell Wm. Douglas, Albion u k
Campion Miss, Rochdale f
Cannock H., Cobb & Co. c
Cannon A., Toowoomba c
Cannon George, Brisbane o c
Cannon W., Brisbane c
Cannon W. (constable), Ingham c
Cantwell J., Barcaldine c
Canty Patrick, Townsville c
Capeley -, Eagle Farm Junction c
Canine Mrs. John, Brisbane c
Caren William, Pine View e t
Carew D., Brisbane c
89 Carew James, Fairfield c
90 Carey J., Toowoomba o
91 Carey Thomas, Cunnamulla c
9'2 Carhew John, Rockhampton c
93 Carlen James Adavale c
94 Carleton A., bungeness c
95 Carley Ed., Mackay c
96 Carley James, Winton *c
97 Canine George,  Stonehenge c (2)
98 Carlisle  W. J., Bourke u k
99 Carlsen  H., Townsville c
100 Carlson C. J., Kangaroo Point c
101 Carman John, Bundaberg c
102 Carmichael E., Rockhampton o
103 Carmichael Mrs. Wm., Ipswich u k
104 Carnell Robert, Thargomindah s (2)
105 Carney Miss H., Burketown c
106 Carpenter James (captain), Rockhamp-
ton c
107 Carr E. H., Townsville c (2)
108 Carr G., Sandown c
109 Carr J., Maneroo c
110 Carr Montague, Townsville c
111 Carr M., Mackay c
112 Carr W., Geraldton c
113 Carroll -, Bundanha c
114 Carroll Daniel,  Sesbania n z (2)
115 Carroll Daniel, Muttaburra o c (2)
116 Carroll J., Bundanba c
117 Carroll Mrs. Mary, Ipswich c
118 Carroll Sophia Ann, Charters Towers o
119 Carroll Thomas, Charters Towers o c
120 Carroll Thomas, Rockhampton c
121 Carson Henry, Nudgee o c
122 Carsten4 F., Cobb's Camp o c
123 Carstens Hans, Spring Hill c
124 Carter -, Bundaberg c
125 Carter Albert E., Spring Hill o c
126 Carter George, Brisbane c
127 Carter G., Cooktovc+n e t
128 Carter J., Cloncurry c
129 Carter J. F., Milton c
130 Carter John Matthew, Bi isbane o
131 Cartlidge W. J., Queen street, u k
132 Cartney Mrs., Lutwyche e
133 Cartwright W., Bayswater c
134 Cary Brigga, Roma it k
135 Caseley -, Eagle Farm Junction c
136 Casey Mrs. C., Townsville c
137 Casey John, Winton u k (2)
138 Casey P., Stanley River c
139 Casey R. G., Geham c
140 Cashman -, Edward street c
141 Cassady J., Mungalla c
142 Cassidy --, junior, Hamilton c
143 Cassilly J., Roma c
144 Caston A., William street c (2)
145 Cathcart D., Rockhampton c
146 Catley T. E., Gympie c
147 Cattley Miss Emma, Townsville c
148 Caull J., Yan Yan c
149 Cavanagh Mrs., Maryborough s
150 Cavanagh A., Charters Towers o
151 Cecil J. S., Bundaberg c
152 Challands J. G., Brisbane c
153 Chalmer , Wharf street c
154 Chandler A., Waterworks road c
155 Chandler W. H., Albert street c (2)
156 Chaplin W., Croydon c
157 Chapman Miss, Gympie a
158 Chapman Arthur, Mitchell o c
159 Chapman E. J., Logan road c
160 Chapman Ernest W., Thargomindah
161 Che (2) Harry, Cairns o  c
162 Chapman J. G., Queen street s
163 Chapman W., Wickham street c
164 Chappell R., Macnade u k
165 Chappee -, Mackay c
166 Chargois A., Townsville c
167 Charlton Thomas, Croydon u k
168 Chatwood Mrs., Logan road c
169 Chauntler J., Cloncurry u k
170 Chayter George, Southport c
171 Cheak Mrs. A. J., Brisbane a
172 Chenery F., Brisbane o c
173 Cherry Robert, or Mrs., Brisbane in
174 Cheaters T., Esk c
175 Cheaters Wm. Hand, Brisbane a
176 Chew James, Pialba road c
177 Child Mrs. Annie, Red Hill m
178 Child P. C., Brisbane u k14-9 Childs and Wallace, Toowong a
180 Childs J. W., Gympie c (2)
181 Childs Thomas, Isisford c
182 Chill Walter, Tingalpac
183 Ching J. Lionel, Brisbane s
184 Chipman H. S., Maryborough s
185 Choen John A., Queen street c
186 Charlton J., Red Hill c
187 Christensen A. P., Rockhampton f
188 Christensen Carl E., Croydon o c
189 Christensen L., Charters Towers c
190 Christensen  N. Chr. M., Bundaberg f
191 Christiansen Anna Bertine, Brisbane f
192 Christie A., Burleigh Heads c
193 Christie Mrs. Celia, Bundanba e
194 Christie George,  Brisbane c
195 Christison Ole, Mackay c
196 Christoe J., Mackay c
197 Christsen  L., Kolan c
198 Church  Miss  M. A., Mount Perry c
199 Churchward Colin, Brisbane u k
200 Chut Louie, Bierbank  Station c
201 Chyne  Lizzie ,  Beenleigh o
202 Clair  P., West End c
203 Clancey Miss,  Rockhampton c (2)
204 Clancy P., Croydon s
205 Claphan  A., Brisbane m
206 Clapperton F. W., Brisbane c
207 Clarence T. G., Toowoomba c
208 Clark Mrs., Enoggera c
209 Clark Christopher, Blackall c
210 Clark C. De'L., Ipswich s
211 Clark Mrs. Ellen, Milton c
212 Clark F., Laidley c
213 Clark Jack, Cairns o c
214 Clark James, Goodua c
215 Clark and Son Messrs. L., Brisbane a
216 Clark Patrick A., Bowen Hills c
217 Clark Thomas, Capalaba c
218 Clark Walter, Mount Perry o
219 Clark W., Croydon c
2`20 Clarke -,  Bowen Hills c
221 Clarke A. W., Brisbane c
222 Clarke Christopher, Blackall c (2)
223 Clarke C., Charters Towers c
224 Clarke Miss Eva, Melbourne  street c
225 Clarke Miss E., Harcourt street c
226 Clarke H., Gynipie c
227 Clarke H. D., Gatton c
228 Clarke James, Gympie c
229 Clarke James, Thargomindah c
230 Clarke John, Valley c
231 Clarke M., Rocklands o
232 Clarke R., Barcaldine s
233 Clarke R. Hudspeth, Ingham u k
234 Clarke Thomas, Bundaberg c
235 Clary -, Kelvin Grove road c
226 Clary Michael, Ipswich c
237 Clause P., Mackay c
238 Clayton .John, Arnby Downs c
231) Clayton William, Brisbane o c
240 Clayton W. M. (M. D., s.s. " Quetta") e
241 Clealand -, Mackay c
242 Cleary Mrs. M. A., Kelvin Grove c
243 Cleev Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k
244 Cleghorn W., Eurella c
245 Clements J. C., Brisbane c
246 Clements William, Mackay c
247 Clews -, Barcaldine c
248 Clews Mrs. Fred., Barcaldine c
249 Clifford H., Brisbane o
250 Clifford Joseph, Cooktown c
251 Clifford J., Barcaldine c
252 Clifford  M. J., Barcaldine c
253 Clift William ,  Toowoomba c
251 Clifton Mrs. E., Brisbane u k
255 Clifton  Ralph, Brisbane u k
256 Clinton George, Sesbania c
257 Clise  M., Toowoomba c
258 Clothier Mrs., Rosalie c
259 Clovin Richard, Hughenden s
260 Clyne  .John, Charters Towers c
201 Clyne  Miss Maggie, Maryborough c
262 Coates Mrs. Win .,  Brisbane u k
263 Cochrane  -,  Woollongabba c
264 Cochrane  A., Cairns c
265 Cochrane A., Stanley street c
266 Cochrane G., Harris terrace c
267  Cockburn H. A. E., Rockhampton u  k
268 Cockburn H. A. G., Balnagowan s
269 Cockerill S., Ipswich o
270 Cockle John,  M aryborough c
271 Cockle John, Brisbane c
272 Cody Frank ,  Mackay o c
273 Cogan J.,  Brisbane o
274  Cohen  H., Norfolk road c (3)
275 Coinen  Thomas ,  Barcaldine c
276 Coldwell J.  S., Brisbane u k
277 Cole  Mrs., Brisbane u k (4)
278 Cole Doctor, Maryhorough c
279 Cole  Doctor, Cooktown  o c and c (2)
280 Cole  George, Maryborough c
281 Cole G. I)., Roma s (2)
282 Cole  Tom, Brisbane u k
283 Coleman Miss, Skew street c
284 Coleman  Miss A., Townsville e
285 Coleman  Joseph J.,  Pentland o c and
c
286 Colendi  V., Two- Mile c (2)
287 Coles John, Gympie  c
288 Coleyett  Bob, Johnstone River c
289 Colins Patrick,  Mount Albion c
290 Coliver J., Rockhampton c
291 Coll Patrick,  Brisbane o c
292 Collard C. A., South Brisbane o c
293 Collard F., Townsville c
294 Collett  L., Homebush c
295 Colley John ,  Mount Albion u k
296 Colley W.,  Soudan Estate c
297 Collings J. S., Edward street c
298 Collins and Son Messrs. ,  Durundur c
299 Collins  -,  Brisbane s
300 Collins  -,  Charters Towers c
301 Collins Mrs., Rockhampton c
302 Collins  Mrs., Oxley c
303 Collins Alfred, Yacamunda c
304 Collins  Mrs. A.,  Red Hill c
305 Collins A. C., Charters Towers s
306 Collins John, Charters Towers o
307 Collins  J., Toowoomba  it  k
308 Collins Mrs. J C., Charters  Towers m
309 Collins J. W., Pentland c
310 Collins Mrs. Kate, Gympie o c
311 Collins Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
312 Collins Nora, Maryborough u k
313 Collins R. M., Toowoomba c
314 Collins W., Woollongabba c
315 Collins Mrs. W .,  Thursday Island c
316 Collions Patrick ,  Mount Albion c (3)
317 Collo rn,  R., Woollongabba c
318 Colman J., Highgate Hill c
319 Colman Robert M., Geraldton u k
320 Combrid a C. F., Bundaberg c
321 Comley
]p
W., Brisbane c (2)
322 Compradt and Reynolds, Eagle Junc.
tion c
323 Condon J., Emerald c
324 Conelly John ,  Laidley c
325 Connaugton James, St. George c
326 Connell John ,  Cairns u k
327 Connell Mrs. Mary A., Cooktown o c (2)
328 Conne ll  Pat., Bri sbane o c
329 Connelly Miss, South Brisbane u k
330 Connelly George, Barcaldine c
331 Connelly G. Hf , Barcoo River a
332 Conney Bernard, Stanley Bridge c
333  Connai Denis, Winton u k
334 Connally Miss C., Charters Towers c
335 Connally Michael ,  Rockhampton c
336 Connally Miss R., Black Jack c
337 Connally Mrs. W .  L., Brisbane c
338 Connor James, Townsville c
339 Connor John, Woollongabba c
340 Connor Mrs. P .,  Brisbane c
341 Connor Thomas ,  Mackay c
342 Connors James, Queensport c
343 Connors J., Charters Towers c (2)
344 Connors J., Thargomindah c
345 Connors Michael, Herberton c
346 Connors M.. Charters Towers c
347 Conors P., Brisbane s
348 Conquist H., Kedron  Park o
349 Conroy Charles ,  Croydon  it k
350 Conroy  John, Brisbane  it k
351 Cook James, Ingham o c b
352 Cook Job, Bundanba o c
353 Cook J., Harrisville e t
354 Cook J., Herbert River c
35i Cook R., Croydon c
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356 Cook William, Ipswich c
357 Cooke Albert, Gladstone c
358 Cooke Mrs. Annie, Mungalala s
359 Cooke Mrs. G., Kangaroo Point c
360 Cooke G. A., Triangle c
361 Cooke R., Croydon c
362 Cooke William, Normanton c
363 Cookes -, Brisbane c
364 Cookes Mts. Annie, Roma c
365 Cooley Henry, Croydon c
366 Coombes J. W., Thargomindah c
367 Cooney C., Telemon Station c
368 Cooney  Miss  R., Sandy Creek u k
369 Cooper -, 11 Perry street c
370 Cooper Mrs., 11 Perry street c
371 Cooper Miss, Gympie c
372 Cooper Christy, Winton c
373 Cooper George, Mackay it k (2)
374 Cooper Miss Jane, Rockhampton c
375 Cooper Miss M., Brisbane u k
376 Cooper R. A., Kangaroo Point c
377 Cooper Miss S., Rockhampton u k
378 Cooper S. H., Rockhampton c
379 Copping W., Red Hill c
380 Corbett E., Toowoomba e
381 Corbett J., Kangaroo Point c
382 Corby A., Cooktown u k
383 Cordy Mrs., Rockhampton u k
384 Corke F. W., Thursday  Island c
385 Cormack -, Wickham terrace c
386 Cornelius Wm. Luke, Millcbester a (2)
387 Corney David, Cooktown it k (2)
388 Cornford John J., Barcaldine c (2)
389 Cornwall T., Redbank c
390 Correy George, Cunnamulla c
391 Corrie S., Boggo road c
392 Corry Albert Llewell3 n, Tiaro c
393 Cort A., Cunnamulla a
394 Cosgrove David, Noondoo Station s
395 Cosgrove G. J., Alpha c
396 Cosgrove John, Croydon c
397 Cosgrove Thomas, Mackay u k
398 Costello Miss Roma u k
399 Costello A., ] undanba c
400 Costh -, Mackay c
401 Costin William C., Brisbane o c
402 Cottain Fred., Brisbane it k
403 Cottrell H. S., Brisbane o c
404 Cottrell William, Brisbane u k
405 Couchman -, Meadowlands c
406 Coulters W. H., Paddington c
407 Coulthwaite G., Charters Towers ti k (2)
408 Court Miss A., Brisbane a
409 Cove A., Charters Towers c
410 Cowan D., Valley o
411 Cowan James H., Brisbane c
412 Coward  Isaac,  Blackall c
413 Cowe John, Chowey Creek c
414 Cowell George, Maryborough o c
415 Cowell )Trs. W., Burnside s
416 Cowie Mrs. A., Maryhorough c
417 Cowley A. E., West End c
418 Cowley D., Helidon c
419 Cox - (carter ), Mackay c
420 Cox Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
421 Cox Albert, Roma u k
422 Cox Charles, Townsville c
423 Coyle E., Charters Towers c
424 Coyle  Miss  Theresa, Queensport c
425 Craddock -, Kangaroo Point c
426 Craft W. G., Moupt Perry c
427 Craig -, Roma c
428 Craig George, Spring Hill u k
429 Craig J., RedIlill c
430 Craig  Samuel , Bollon s
431 Craig S., Croydon c
432 Cramb W., Roma c
433 Crannully Mrs., Toowoomba c
434 Cranny T., Dareel Station R
435 Crashbrook H. Sidney, Brisbane o
436 Craving A. E., Rockhampton c
437 Crawford Miss, Thursday Island a
4.38 Crawford James, Rockhampton a
439 Crawford J. A., Albion c
440 Crawford S., California Creek c (2)
441 Crawford W., Brisbane o
442 Craword P., Charters Towers c
443 Creaser R., O'Connell Town c
444 Creher Mrs., Spring Hill c
445 Creed W., Mclvor c
446 Cceegan Hugh, Croydon u k
447 Cregan Michael, Coorparoo u k
448 Cresswell -, Maryborough u k (2)
449 Cresswell Charles, Maryborongh it k
450 Cresswell G., Beauaraba Station it k
451 Crew W. H., Rockhampton c
452 Crichton -, Homebush c
453 Crispin Thomas, Charters Towers c
454 Critehley George, Stainburn Station s
455 Croft Robert, Kilkivan c
456 Croft R. (professor), Brisbane a (2)
457 Crofts T., Croydon u k
458 Croke A., Maryhorough c
459 Croker T., Maryborough c
460 Crompton Mrs., Leichhardt street c
461 Crompton C., Charters Towers c
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462 Cromwell Miss M., Townsville o
463 Cronin Miss Honoria, Townsville f
46.4 Cronow Mrs. Honorah, Ipswich c
461 Crooke William, Brisbane u k
406 Crooks -, Allora c
4(37 Cropps Herman, Ipswich c
468 Croser -, Red Hill c
409 Croslin Theo. R., Herbert River
470 Croslin Thomas R., Cairns c
471 Cross -, Brisbane c
472 Cross Mrs., Georgetown c
473 Cross C. A., Esk c
474 Cross John M., Mount Perry c
475 Cross Thomas John, Croydon c
476 Crosser Edward, Red Hill u k
477 Cronch George, Brisbane in
478 Crowdy E. H., Townsville in
479 Crowley Miss, Mackay c
480 Crowley Miss H., South Brisbane c
481 Cruickshank W., Gympie c (3)
482 Crumbush Dan., Hughenden u k
483 Crust S., Boggo road c
484 Crystal William, Croydon c (2)
485 Cullen Miss Fanny, New Farm c
486 Cullin Miss Ellen, Townsville u k
487 Cullinane J. S., Ipswich a
488 Culluc A., Jondaryan o
489 Cullum James, Charters Towers c (2)
490 Cumming Alexander, Mount Albion uk
491 Cumming Alexander, Normanton c
492 Cumming D., Jondaryon c
493 Cumming Thomas, Georgetown c
494 Cummings James, Charters Towers c
495 Cummings J., Mount G ravatt c
496 Cummings Miss M., Rockhampton c
497 Cunningham -, Brisbane c
498 Cunningham Geo., Rockhampton c
499 Curran James, Albion c
500 Curran J., Valley c
501 Curson William, Rockhampton u k
502 Curtain -, Birdsville c
503 Curtain John, Maryborough f
504 Curtis Walter C., Hughenden u k
505 Cusack Mrs., Taringa c
506 Cusick P., Brisbane o c
507 Cuthush Charles, Townsville R
508 Cuthbert Miss Agnes, West End c
509 Cuthbertson David, Georgetown c
510 Cutlack A. H., Helidon it k
511 Cutlack A. J., Helidon it k and c (6)
512 Cutlack M. A., Helidon c
513 Cuttman M. J., F.O. Star River a
514 Cuvett J., Townsville c
D.
1 DABERKOW Fritz, Brisbane f
2 Dagg Messrs., Rockhampton c
3 Dahlke John, Mount Perry c
4 Dailey James, Brisbane in
5 Dakers Mrs. Hamleig)a e
6 Dale John,  l3eauaraba o c
7 Dale J. Curley (H.M.S. "Myrmidon") c
8 Dale Richard, Mackay c
9 Dale Thomas, Turbot street c
10 Dale Wm. (A.B., H.M.S. " Myrmi-
don ") c
11 Daley Mrs. C., Leichhardt Downs c
12 Daley James, Pleystowe u k (2)
13 Dall J., Caboolture in (2)
14 Dallis J. H., Brisbane c
15 Dalton Edward : Muttaburra c16 Daly Frank,  Brisbane a
17 Daly  Miss  Mary, Mary borough it k
18 Dalzell Messrs. and Co., Toowong c
19 Dalzell R. B., Toowong c
20 Dalziel John, Nudgee in
21 Damerow W., Loi ood c
22 Dampier H., Brisbane a
23 Danahar Mrs. B., Gympie c
24 Danglade S. A., South Brisbane c
25 Daniels J., Dareel Station o
26 Dann H., Croydon c
27 Dantel Mrs. J., Maryborough c
28 Darcey James, Herberton o
29 Darcy R. J., Hughenden c
30 Dargan Patrick, Rockhampton o c
31 Dargus L., Charters Towers c
32 Dart William, Woollongabba c
33 Daveney F. D., Townsville c
34 Daveney Mrs. G. T., Bundaberg c
35 Davenport Mrs., Toowoomba a
36 Davern Mrs. J., South Brisbane s
37 Davey Frederick, Ross Island a
38 Davey F., Ingham c (7)
39 Davey George, Charters Towers c
40 Davey James, Herberton u k
41, Davey John, Charters Towers u k
42 Davey W. J. (private), Charters
Towers o c
43 Davidge Charles, Brisbane a
44 Davidge Mrs. Sarah A., Cooktown c
45 Davidson -, Rockhampton c
46 Davidson A., Brisbane a
47 Davidson F., Toowong c
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48 Davidson H., Townsville c (2)
49 Davidson Mrs. H .  E., Townsville s
50 Davidson John, Pine Creek u k (2)
51 Davidson John, Range c
52 Davidson  J., Brisbane u k
53 Davidson J. H., Valley c
54 Davie J. C., Townsville c
55 Davies  -,  Emmet Downs  in
56 Davies Mrs., Charters Towers m
57 Davies Mrs., Rockhampton s
58 Davies Capt .,  Rockhampton s
59 Davies C., Townsville o
60 Davies David, Murphy's Creek o c and
u k (2)
61 Davies David, Gympie c
62 Davies  D., Gympie c
63 Davies David H., Woollongabba u k
64 Davies John, Durham c
65 Davies M. A. (constable ),  Rockhamp-
ton c
66  Davies  Percy,Winton c
67 Davies R., ilkivan c
68 Davies Thomas, Charters Towers c
69 Davies  T., Gympie c
70 Davies William, Millchester c (2)
71 Davies W., Rockhampton c
72 Davies W. W., Kamerunga c
73 Daviee Mat., Croydon c
74 Davis -, Spring Hill s (2)
75 Davis New Farm c
76 Davis Miss Annie, Brisbane o c
77 Davis A.,  Roma c
78 Davis Ben., Retro c
79 Davis Capt., Brisbane c
80 Davis D. F., Charters Towers c
81 Davis Mrs. H .  S., Townsville c
82 Davis John, Brisbane o c
83 Davis John, Mt. Shamrock o
84 Davis Morgan ,  Torbanlea c
85 Davis N. A., Roma c (2)
86 Davis N. J., Brisbane f
87 Davis  P., Logan Village c
88 Davis Mrs. Rebecca, Queen street o c
89 Davis  R., Gympie c
90 Davis R. E., Brisbane u k
91 Davis Robert E. Brisbane c
92 Davis  Mrs. Sara,  Rockhampton o c
93 Davis T., Logan road c
94 Davis Walter, South Brisbane c
95 Davis William, Charters Towers c
96 Davis William ,  Bulimba c
97 Davis William ,  South Toowong c
98 Davison  -,  Townsville c
99 Davison Mrs., Boggo road c
100 Davitt Mrs. Julia, Charters Towers o c
101 Davey E. J., Bundaberg c (3)
102 Davy F., Ingham c
103 Dawson Mrs., East Milton f
104 Dawson A., Valley o c
105 Dawson George, Gympie c
106 Dawson Thomas ,  Brisbane m
107 Day Geo. (carrier ), Tambo o e
108 Day John, Ravenswood c
109 Day W., Petrie terrace u k
110 Deacon Miss, Drayton e t
111 Deacon W., Gympie u k
112 Deagan William, Brisbane c
113 Deager G., Graham's Creek c
114 Dean Jeremiah, Charters Towers c
115 Dean Thomas, Millchester c
116 Deane Michael, Brisbane u k
117 Deans Peter, Charters Towers o c
118 Deas James, Hamleigh u k
119 De Bracey  R., Kensington c (3)
120 Debyar J., Barcaldine e t
121 Dedrickson Miss E.. Brisbane u k
122 Dee Michael, P.O. Rockhampton in
123 Dee  R., Croydon c
124 Dee William ,  Brisbane c
125 Deerness Captain, Rockhampton o c
126 Deighton E. W., Lake's Creek e
127 Delacour Samuel, Charters Towers in
128 Delaney -, Mackay c
129 Delaney M., Sellheim River  in  and c (3)
130 Delanty P., Brisbane c
131 Delbridge W., Merivale street u k
132 Dell L., Beauly Estate c
133 Dellavedona Peter ,  Charters Towers c
134 Deller J. W., Red Hill c
135 Delohey C., Brisbane c
136 De  Monlin J . A., Gatton c
137 Dempsey Mrs. Ann, Bundaberg c
138 Dempsey John, Cooktown c
139 Denbeigh R., Toowoomba c
140 Denby --,  Sandgate c
141 Denby H., Townsville c
142 Denejer  T., Cairns u k
143 Den holm D., Kangaroo Point c
144 Dennis Messrs . & Co., South  Brisbane c
145 Dennis Miss E ., Croydon c
146 Dennis James, Charters Towers s
147 Dennis J., Hughenden c
148 Dennison Joseph, Townsville c
149 Denniston  -, Cooktown c
150 Denny Fr., Kynuna Station f (2)
151 Denny F. C., Brisbane u k
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152 Dent Alfred, Brisbane c and o c (3)
153 Dent J., Harrisville c
154 Denyer T., Cairns u k
155 Derbyshire Walter, Brisbane o c
156 De Rosnay Anselm, Cooktown f
157 De Satage -, Weranga c
1.58 Desbois Dan., Teviot Junction o
159 Desmond D., Brisbane s
160 D'Este P., Cloncurry c
161 Detrickson F., Rocklea c
162 Detsan Theresa, Muttaburra o
163 Deuchar William, Cape River
164 Devenish Mrs. C. A., ormanton u k
165 De Vere Harry, Georgetown c (3)
166 Devine William, Highfields rood c
167 De Via Walter E., Croydon u k and
c (2)
168 Devoy John, Charters Towers 6
169 Dewire Michael, Cooktown e t
170 Diamond Miss Isabel, Brisbane c )2)
171 Dibley H., Cootharaba c
172 Dick A. L., Maryborough s
173 Dick Edward, Rockhampton c
174 Dick H., Lytton, c
175 Dick John, Charters Towers c
176 Dick W., Charters Towers c
177 Dickson and Leslie, Rockhampton s
178 Dickson Mrs., Edward street c
179 Dickson B., Ravenswood s
180 Dickson George, Frith street c
181 Dickson James, Windaroo c
182  Dickson James, Croydon c
183 Dickson P., Toowong c
184 Dignan C., Townsville
185 Dillon -, Sandgate c
186 Dillon C., Thoruborough c
187 Dillon Herbert, Toowoomba c (2)
188 Dillon J., Charters Towers c
189 Dillon J. J., Jondaryan c
190 Dillon Michael, Norwood f
191 Dinan J., Valley c
192 Dinan W., Valley e
193 Dine Henry, Charters Towers c
194 Dinen Denis ,  Petrie terrace c
195 Dingle William, Cooktown, o c
196 Dinte  J. A., Rosewood c
197 Disney W. F., Normanton u lc (2)
198 Dixon A., Coorparoo c
199 Dixon C., Brisbane c
200 Dixon John, Gympie o c
201 Dixon M., Gympie c
202 Dobbs J., Glenmore Station c
203 Doble H. J.,  Brisbane 'c
204 Dobson  -,  Wickham street c
205 Dockerty ,  Miss K., Harrisville c
206 Dodd F .  P., Townsvi lle c
207 Dodd  Harry, Brisbane c
208 Dodson T. W., Toorilla c
209 Doherty J., Hill End c
210 Doherty Miss Jane, Gatton c
211 Dolan Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k
212 Dolbowitz Mrs., Kelvin Grove road a
213 Dolling Mrs. H., Tallegalla c
214 Dolman E. T., Jondaryan c
215 Donalan Thomas, Scrubby Creek c
216 Donaldson Mrs., Bowen Hills c
217 Donaldson R., Brisbane s
218 Donaldson W., Esk c
219 Donavon M., Rockhampton c (3)
220 Donavon M., Geraldton c
221 Donley Miss, Toowoomba o c
222 Donnelly E., George street c
223 Donnelly Henry, Harrisville c
224 Donnelly Margaret, Charters Towers c
22.5 Donnithorne William, Aramac c
226 Donoghue Mary, Brisbane o
227 Donohoe John, Brisbane c
228 Donohoe John J., Toowong c
229 Donohough -, Greenmount c
230 Donohue John, Brisbane s
231 Dooey F., Woolston e
232 Doolan Miss Flora, Esk V ale s
233 Doolan G. P., Birdsville a
234 Doolan James, Croydon c
235 Doolan J., Bundaberg c
236 Doolan Michael, Kent's Pocket c
237 Doolan Patrick, Kent's Pocket c
238 Dooley Peter, Thargomindah c
239 Doonan William, Herberton c
240 Doone Mrs., Ingham c
241 Dooner Thomas, Ipswich c
242 Doran  Miss  B., Brisbane u k
243 Dorn -, Mackay c
244 Dorley James, Ipswich c
245 Doman W., Gympie c
246 Dorr Mrs. J. N., Brisbane u k
247 Dorwin R. C., Brisbane o
248 Dougall John D., Rockhampton c
249 Dougan Mrs. E., Silsoe c
250 Dougan Mrs. Win., Tilsoe station c
251 Douglas M., Macrossan's Bridge c
252 Douglas R. L., Brisbane c
253 Dow C., Fernlee s254 Dow John, Spring Hill c
255 Dow J., Cairns c
256 Dowdall Thomas, Tambo in
257 Dowell Martin Johnson, Cairns c
258 Dowey -, -Darling street c
259 Dowie Messrs. and oo., Brisbane c
260 Dowling James, Townsville c
261 Dowling M., Sudest a
262 Down D., Glenrowan c
263 Downey Mrs., Leichhardt street s (2)
264 Downs H., Coochin Creek c
265 Downley Sergeant, Nanango c
266 Downs Hugh. Thargomindah a
267 Downs Mrs. H., Coochin Creek u k
268 Dowrie James, Brisbane o c
269 Doyle and Gilbert Messrs., Rockhamp-
ton c
270 Doyle -, West End c
271 Doyle Miss, Durundur c
272 Doyle Miss Annie, Gympie o c
273 Doyle A. L., Brisbane s (2)
274 Doyle F. G. M., Brisbane s
275 Doyle Miss N., Maryborough u k
276 Doyle Patrick, Mackay c
277 Doyle Patrick,  Brisbane o c
278 Doyle P., Townsville c
279 Doyle Richard, Mackay c
280 Doyle R., Townsville c (2)
281 Doyle Thomas,  Brisbane o c
282 Drain  Rev. P., Allora c
283 Drake F. M., Ravenswood in
284 Drake J. H., Rockhampton in
285 Draper John, Bierbank Station s
286 Drayton -, Port Curtis road u k
287 Drew R., Brisbane s
288 Drew W., Lion Creek c
289 Drewe Mrs. F.,  Brisbane c
290 Drewe I'., Brisbane c
291 Driffield Thomas, Roma c
292 Driver -, Kangaroo Point u k
293 Drutnman, James Townsville a lc
294 Drummond -, Brisbane c
295 Drury G., Rockhampton s
296 Dryden Arthur, Albion c
297 Drysdale James, Charters  Towers  u k
298 Duffield J., North Ipswich c
299 Duffy Thomas,  Cairns c
300 Duffy Thomas, Dunwich o c
301 Duggan Joseph, Stanley street c
302 Dukes  Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Macrossan's
Bridge o c
303 Dullywitz -, Kelvin Grove c
304 Dumaresq  John, Cooktown o
305 Dumas  -, Corona c
306 Dumke Fred., Esk c
307 Dun -, Ingham c
308 Dunbar  -,Townsville c
309 Dunbar E. S., Townsville o c
310 Duncan  -,  Spring Hill c
311 Duncan Mrs., Ipswich c
312 Duncan  A., Pittsworth c
213 Duncan Hugh, Upper Kedron c
314 Duncan J., Ipswich c
315 Duncan J. Rcss, Westbrook c
316 Duncanson John, Kangaroo Point c
317 Duncombe F. W., Isisford s (2)
318 Duncombe R. W., Isisford s c and
o c (6)
319 Dunham `'V., Mount Stanley u k
320 Dunkinson James, Brisbane o c (2)
321 Dunkley Dr. (s.s. " Dacca") Cook-
town c
322 Dunlay  Denis , Gympie o c
323 Dunlop James, Bayswater c
324 Dunlop J. H., Spring Hill c
325 Dunn Miss Bridget, Brisbane c
326 Dunn Frank, Charters Towers c
327 Dunn Fred., Rockhampton u k
328 Dunn James, Brisbane u k
329 Dunn John, Croydon c
330 Dunn John, Queen street s
331 Dunn J., Bundanba c
332 Dunn.J., Mackay c
333 Dunn M., Mungar c
334 Dunn Robert, Maytown c
335 Dunne J., Bundaberg u k
336 Dunne J., Logan road c (2)
337 Dunne W., Cairns c
338 Dunnett A. R., Rannes u k
339 Durkin James, Croydon o
340 Dutton John, Georgetown e t
341 Dwyer E., Alois Creek c
342 Dyer A., Ipswich road c
343 Dyer Charles, Ipswich road c (3)
341 Dyer Henry, Rockhampton o c
345 Dyer Maitland. Yeppoon u k
346 Dyer R. S., Albion c
347 Dynan -,  Ipswich c
E.
1 EABORN J., Stanley street c (5)
2 Eade -. Eaton Vale c
3 Ea L., Charters Towers c
4 End, n -, Gympie c
5 Pales and Co. Messrs., Port Douglas
6 Earns Mrs., Normanton c
7 Eard - (saddler), Mackay c
8 Earner P., Roma c
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9 Eastman Alfred, Gym-pie c (3) 7 Faraday J., Thargomindah c 107 Foley John, Rosalie c
10 Easton Mrs. Agnes, Valley o c (2) 8 Farelly Alexander, Maryborough c 108 Foley Samuel, Grey  street c
11 Easton George, West End c 9 Farr William, Ingham c 109 Follett Mrs., Ipswich c
12 Eaton -, Melbourne street u k 10 Farrell Mrs., Rockhampton c (2) 110 Foott Mrs. Mary H., South Brisbane
13 Eaves Mrs., Valley c 11 Farrell Miss B., Toowong c oc
14 Ebborn Miss E. V., Winton c 12 Farrell F., Townsville c 111 Forbes J., Croydon n z
15 Eborn and Smith Messrs., Stanley 13 Farrell John, South Brisbane c 112 Ford Miss, South Brisbane o
street c 14 Farrell Mrs. P., Townsville c 113 Ford  Miss,  Valley c
16 Eddiey Edward, Millchester c 15 Farrell W., Cairns c 114 Ford Alfred, Cornelia Station u k (5)
17 Eden F. W., Cumberland o c 16 Fatt P. Toowoomba c 115 Ford Miss Ann, South Brisbane s,
18 Edgar Robert, Rockhampton c 17 Faulkner J. (saddler), Wickham street c 116 Ford Charles, Cloncurry c
19 Edmonds Thos. D., Charters Towers 18 Faulkner R., Brisbane u k 117 Ford Edward, Croydon in
oc 19 Faulkner Mrs. R. J., Brisbane u k 118 Ford G. E., Gympie c
20 Edmondson -, Rockhampton c 20 Fawdry E. H., Newtown c 119 Ford J. M., Brisbane c
21 Edmondson E. M., Brisbane in 21 Fay  Miss E ., Charters Towers c 120 Forman Miss C., Tribune  street c
22 Edrais John, Ravenswood c 22 Fay S. Harcqurt  street c 121 Forrest J., Kangaroo Point t,
23 Edward David, Ipswich u k 23 Feeney James Croydon o 122 Forrester -, Petrie terrace c
24 Edward H., Petrie terrace c 24 Feirce Mrs. Townsville c 123 Forrester J., Charters Towers c (2),
25 Edwards -, Mackay c 25 Fennessey Mrs. Kirk Diggings c 124 Forrester Mrs. John, Charters Towers a,
26 Edwards Miss, Vulture street c  26  Fennessey E., Kirk River o 12x5 Forrester J. Charles, Charters Towers c
27 Edwards C., Kolan c 27 Fenton William W. Charleville in and c 126 Forsyth -, Cooktown s,
28 Edwards E., Fernvale c (4) 127 Forsyth J., Ipswich c
29 Edwards James, Mount Romeo c 28 Fenwick J. L. Dalgonally o 128 Forsyth Mrs. J., Breakfast Creek c,
30 Edwards John, Silkstone c (2) 29 Fenwick S. S., Fern Vale c 129 Fortune J., Charters Towers c
31 Edwards J., Bloomsbury c 30 Ferguson - Charters Towers c 130 Foss Isabella, Barcaldine o,
32 Edwards J., Glamorgan c 31 Ferguson -, Toowong c (2) 131 Foster G., Queenton c
33 Edwards Mrs. J., Barcaldine s 32 Ferguson Mrs Brisbane o cAnnie 132 Foulkes Miss Annie, Woollongabba,.
34 Edwards Thomas, Hope street c 33 Ferguson John (lighthouse), Towns- 0c
35 Edwards T., Mackay c ville c 133 Fowles Jessie, Cunnamulla o
36 Edwards T., Rockhampton in 34 Ferguson John (police station),  Towns- 134 Fox -, Valley s
37 Egan D., Rockhampton c ville c 135 Fox -, South Brisbane c
38 Eggar J., Sandy Creek c 35 Ferguson John Charters Towers c 136 Fox -, Mackay c,
39 EUinton Thomas, Adavale c  (2) 137  Fox -, Mountain View Station e
40 Elaln Sydney, Brisbane in (2) 36 Ferguson J., Maryborough f 138 Fox Mrs., Wickham street c
41 Ellenton F., Townsville u k 37 Ferguson Nicol, Pine Creek u k (4) 139 Fox Dermit, Lutwyche c
42 Elliott and Schofield, Harcourt street c 38 Ferguson Percy Charters  Towers c 140 Fox George, Grey street c
43 Elliott -, Cairns c 39 Ferguson and Geo.  Messrs . W., Queen 1 11 Fox G. L., Hill End c
44 Elliott A., Maryborough c  street s 142 Fox J. M., Brisbane o c
45 Elliott D., Cooktown c 40 Fester C., Eagle Farm Junction c 143 Franca G., Charters Towers c
46 Elliott G. E., Townsville n c 41 Felt Philip, Highfields road c 144 France  Miss  Margt., Townsville o c
47 Elliott John, Charters Towers c 42 Few Walter, Bundaberg u k 145 Frances C., Charters Towers c
48 Elliott John, Maryborough c 43 Feys A. E., Hawkwood c 146 Francis F., Copperfield c
49 Elliott Miss K., Townsville u k 44 Fie L., O'Leary's Crossing c 147 Francis John, Gilmore Station c
50 Elliott T., Kangaroo Point c 45 Film August, P.O. Townsville f 148 Francis  Thomas, Charters Towers c
51 Ellis -, Mackay c 46 Finch J., Brisbane o 149 Francis Trevor J., Rockhampton c
52 Ellson G. H., Barcaldine e t 47 Finch J., Isisford Station c 150 Francis Mrs. T. F., Rockhampton c
53 Elsdon Mrs. J., Georgetown u k 48 Finch Mrs. James, Rockhampton c 151 Francis W., Rockhampton u k
54 Elstone J., South Brisbane c 49 Finch J. Ot, Rosewood c 152 Frankish Tom, Southbrook u k
55 Emherson George, Bullamon Station 50 Fincher George, Ingham c 153 Franklin George, Toowong o c
s (2)  51 Findlay D., Redbank c 154 Franklin G. P., Toowoomba u k (2)
56 Emery Charles, Bundaberg c 52 Fines -, Mount Spencer c 155 Frankling Darby, Townsville c
57 Emery C., Toowong c 53 Finn Peter, Charters Towers o c 156 Franz  -,  Samford c
58 Emery George, Bundaberg c (2) 54 Finnell Patrick,  Brisbane o c 157 Fraser Alex., Cooktown u k (2)
59 Emery Mrs. Walter, Barcaldine c 55 Finneran James, Mackay c 158 Fraser C., Townsville c
60 Emily -, Adavale c 56 Fisher Alex., Brisbane u k 159 Fraser D., Rockhampton o c
61 Emmanuel Hugh, Charters Towers c 57 Fisher Alfred, Ipswich c (2) 160 Fraser  H., Ravenswood c
62 Endersby Charles J., Brisbane n 58 Fisher John, Charters Towers c (3) 161 Fraser John, Mackay o
63 England - (farmer ), Maryborough 59 Fitchet Alex., Rockhampton o c 162 Fraser  J., Wharf  street c
c (4)  60 Fitchett Mrs. Annie, Brisbane o c (2) 163 Fraser M., Brisbane o
64 England John, Blackall u k 61 Fitter Mrs., Cooktown c 164 Fraser Peter, Townsville c
65 Eppler Charles, Rockhampton s 62 Fitze P., Charters Towers c 165 Fraser  R. M., Toowoomba c
66 Erskine Miss Sarah Jane, Toowong u k 63 Fitzgerald -, River Estate c 166 Fraser S. A., Sandgate c (2)
(2)  64 Fitzgerald -, Mitchell c 167 Frauns  M. Harry ,  P.O. Brisbane c
67 Escolme W. R., Brisbane u k 65 Fitzgerald -, St. Lucia Estate c 168 Frawley  Mrs.,  Spring Hill c
68 Eshelly -, Brisbane u k 66 Fitzgerald Mrs., St. Lucia Estate c (3) 169 Frazer Richard T.,  Brisbane u k
69 Espie E., Thargomindah c 67 Fitzgerald  D., Barcaldine c 170 Frazer W. R., Toowong c
70 Este D. P., Purbrook c 68 Fitzgerald David C., Barcaldine c 171 Fredericks -, Kingsholme c
71 Etable E., Rockhampton s 69 Fitzgerald G., Torwood Estate c 172 Fredricks Alex., Blackall c
72 Eugarde -, Kangaroo Point c 70 Fitzgerald M., Rockhampton c 173 Freeman Mrs., Cordelia street u k
73 Eustace Joseph, Thursday  Island c 71 Fitzgerald  Miss  Margt., Clifton Col- 174 Freeman Miss, South Brisbane c
74 Evan Mrs., Brisbane u k liery c 175 Freeman Charles, Toowong o7.5 Evans -, Esk c 72 Fitzgerald William, Brisbane o c 176 Freeman F., Rockhampton s
76 Evans -,  Brisbane c  73 Fitzgerald W. A., Ravenswood c 177 Freeman Robert, Comet Downs in
77 Evans Mrs., Black Creek s 74 Fitzgibbon Edmond, Gvmpie o c 178 Freeman William, Maryborough c
78 Evans D., Paddington c 75 Fitzmaurice Mrs. M., Toowoomba c 179 Freeney Miss, Oxley c
79 Evans E., Toowoomba c 76 Fitzpatrick G., Breakfast Creek c 180 Freese W., Dunellan c (2)
80 Evans E . (miner ),  Blackstone c 77 Fitzpatrick M., Brandon e 181 Freethy J. B., Barcaldine u k
81 Evans Mrs. E., Blackstone c 78 Fitzpatrick Philip, Charters Towers c 182 French - (gardener ), Bowen Hills c
82 Evans F. J., Bowen c 79 Fitzpatrick Terry, Cooktown c 183 French A. H., Roma c
83 Evans George,  Rosemount c  80 Fitzsimonds - Daandine c Rockhampton184 French  Benjamin  M,
84 Evans John, Toowong c 81 Flanagan Miss, Brisbane c
.,0C
85 Evans John, Charters Towers c (2) 82 Flanagan P., Brisbane s 185 Frevis William, Bundaberg c
86 Evans J., Queen street c 83 Flannagan J., Petrie terrace c 186 Fricke Richard, Brisbane c
87 Evans J., Mungar c 84 Fleet Mrs. James, Woollongabba h c 187 Friedman J., Bundaberg s
88 Evans Llewellyn, One-tree Hill o c 85 Fleetwood Thomas, Hughenden c (2) 188 Frincey -, Ipswich road c
89 Evans L., West End o 86 Fleming -, Alfred street c 189 Frink Miss, Rockhampton c
90 Evans Thomas, Tivoli c 87 Fleming Herbert, Queen street c 190 Frontensen -, Townsville c
91 Evans Thomas, Booval c 88 Fleming John, Charters Towers c (3) 191 Fuente -, New Farm c
92 Evans T. G., Bowen c 89 Fleming J., Breakfast Creek c 192 Fulcher -,  Townsville c
93 Evens D., Charters Towers c 90 Fleming J., South Brisbane c 193 Fulcher Miss H. J., Brisbane c and
94 Evens H. G., Bundaberg c 91 Fletcher George, Rockhampton u k n k (2)
95 Everatt Mrs., Rockhampton c 92 Fletcher John, Bundaberg in 194 Fullagar H., Goodna o c
96 Everett Ed., Bundaberg c 93 Fletcher P., Stanley street c 195 Fuller -, Gayndah c
97 Ewing Isaac, Rockhampton u k 94 Flett Gilbert, Rockhampton a 196 Fuller A., Townsville c
98 Ewing Samuel, Taringa c (2) 95 Flinn John, Ipswich c 197 Fuller Ernest, Bundaberg u k
99 Exelby G., Townsville c 96 Flint L., Gordon Downs c 198 Fuller W., Brisbane in
97 Flyger J. J., Brisbane n z 199 Fullerton -, Mount Perry c
98 Flynn Mrs., Basin Pocket c 200 Fullford E. M., Brisbane c
F. 99 Flynn James, Warwick o 201 Funaff -, Fassifern Scrub c
100 Flynn John, Ipswich c 202 Funk Helena Elizth. Bessie, Nor-
1 FAGAN Miss Alice, Westwood u k 101 Flynn John, Townsville u k and c (2) wood o
2 Fahey P. J., Rockhampton o 102 Flynn J., Hyde Park c 203 Furguson A., Charters Towers c
3 Fairbrother Mrs. M., F.noggera c 103 Flynn William, Bundaberg o 204 Furlong Miss, Brisbane c (2)
4 Fairhall David, Charters Towers c 104 Fogarty John, Brisbane e 205 Furlong C. S. W., Gympie c
5 Fairley Mrs. William, Albany u k 105 JN'ogart M. J., Dalby c 206 Furlong Thomas, Valley o c
6 Fally Patrick, Ipswich c 106 Fohill Henry,  Brisbane e 207 Furness -- (drayman), Toowong e
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G. 102 Goble T. A., Townsville c
103 Godber J., Brisbane in and s (2)
206 Grearson Thomas, Bundanba c (2)
207 Greaves U. B., Bundaberg c
1 GABIN J., Nerang c 104 Godden W. E. A., Upper Tent 208 Greaves Messrs. and Co., Brisbane c
2 Gabriel J., Thursday Island c Hill u k 209 Green -, The Palms c
3 Gabriel J. M. Rockhampton c 105 Godfrey Miss B., Brisbane c 210 Green -, St. Lucia e
4 Gackley W., 'oowong c 106 Godfrey C., South Brisbane c 211 Green Mrs., Ipswich in
5 Galagher Patrick, Nerang c
6 G ll M b
107 Godsall A., Ipswich road c 212 Green Mrs., Paddington c
a ager -, ary orough c
7 Gallagher -, Vulture street c
108 Gedsell B. H. Brisbane o
109 Godwin  Miss +'., Woollongabba c
213 Green Mrs., Milton c
214 Green A., Stanley street c (2)
8 Gallagher Mrs. Elizabeth, Rockhamp- 110 Godwin James , Woollongabba u k 215 Green Mrs. Annie, St. Lucia c
ton o c 111 Godwin Joseph, Brisbane o c 216 Green C. G., Vulture street c
9 Gallagher James, Croydon c 112 Goeldner -, Ipswich road c 217 Green Donald, Brisbane u k
10 Gallagher John, Margaret street c 113 Goeldner W. M. R., Stanley street c 218 Green Edward, Merivale street c
11 Gallagher J., Sprip Hill c 114 Goerz Gustave, Cooktown s 219 Green Edward, West End c
12 Gallagher J., New Farm c 115 Goff Robert, Spring Hill c 220 Green Frank, Southport c
13 Gallagher Patrick, Cooktown n z 116 Goffage Geo. Hogarth, Croydon o c 221 Green Frederick, Rockhampton o c
14 Gallanty E., liomebush c 117 Gold Mrs. J., Winton c 222 Green George, Mackay u k (2)
15 Galloway C., Croydon c 118 Goldschafki C., Maryborough c 223 Green George H., Croydon u k
16 Gallweht W., Clifton c 119 Goldson William, Winton s 224 Green Henry (selector), Roma c
17 Galston James, Brisbane u k 120 Goldstone Miss Edith, Brisbane f 225 Green Mrs. H., Milton c (2)
18 Gambier W. C., Rockhampton u k 121 Gollogley.Tohn, West End c 226 Green James, Croydon n z
19 Gamble G., Yengarie c (2) 122 Gollogley William, Townsville u k 227 Green John, Normanton c
20 Garbett W., Brisbane u k 123 Golschefaky Carl, Bundaberg c 228 Green John (selector ), Roma c
21 Gard Thomas, Charters Towers c 124 Good Mrs. Esther, Charters Towers o c 229 Green John, South Brisbane c
22 Garden John, Cairns in 125 Goode H. J., Nindoo u k 230 Green J. B., Kelvin Grove road c
23 Gardiner R., Cooktown c 126 Goodwin -, Bunya Mountains c 231 Green J. H., Maryborough c
24 Gardiner S., Cairns c ' 127 Goodman -, Kangaroo Point c 232 Green Mrs. J. Wilson, Caxton street o
25 Gardiner William,  Emerald c 128 Goodwin and Co., Brisbane c 233 Green Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c (2)
26 Gardner -, Brisbane c 129  Goodwin David, Caboolture e 234 Green Miss Millie, Townsville u k
27 Gardner C. H., Maryborough s (2) 130 Goodwin Thomas, Pine Mountain u k 235 Green Thomas, St. Lucia c (3)
28 Gardner 0., Rockhampton o c . 131 Goopy Mrs., Spring Hill c 236 Green Thomas, Mount Spurgeon o c
29 Gardner John, 136 Albert  street c 132 Goopy Mrs. J., Ipswich road c 237 Green William, Roma e
30 Gardner Richard, Normanton o 133 Gordon -, Eton c 238 Green W., Mackay c
31 Garland John Bundaberg f
32 G th B i b
134 Gordon Miss, Brisbane u k
135 G Etd D ld
239 Greenalsh John, Rockhampton c
V l240 G h d M Miarner -, ou r s ane c
33 Garnett E., West End c
on cor on ona ,
136 Gordon John, Barcaldine c
reen ea mosa a e crs.,
241 Greensil Ed., Charters Towers c (2)
34 Garrard F. E., Red Hill u k 137 Gordon J., Barcaldine c 242 Greenslade W. F., Valley c
35 Garrett W. H., Hughenden c 138 Gordon  Miss  G., Brisbane c (2) 243 Greenwell R., Brisbane in
36 Gasman C. H., Lutwyche c 139 Gordon Miss Nellie, Brisbane u k 244 Greer - (grocer), Rockhampton c
37 Gastin and McDougall,  Townsville a 140 Gordon S. A., Hughenden c 245 Greesm Carl, Brisbane f
38 Gaston C. L., Townsville s 141 Gordon Wm. John, Townsville c (2) 246 Gregory -, Queen street c (2)
39 Gaul and Allen,  7 Queen street c 142 Gorgenson and Others, Maryborough c 247 Gregory Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
40 Gaven E. M., Dalveep c 143 Gorman Daniel, Stanley street c 248 Gregory A., Ingham c
41 Gawthern Mrs., New Farm c 144 Gorman D., Manning street c 249 Gregory H. C., Croydon c (2)
42 Gay -, Rockhampton c 145 Gorman Mrs. J.; Brisbane c 250 Gregory L. (grocer), Boundary street c
43 Gaydon A., Mungalala c
44 Geaki G., Maryborough in
146 Gorton R. G., West End c
147 Gosman Charles H., Ann street s
251 Grenville Geo. E. Neville, Allora s and
S45 Gebaiser Wilhelm, Toowoomba f 148 Goamon C. H., Rosalie c 252 Grey
David, Cooktown o c46 Geddes W. F., Brisbane a 149 Gosnald G., Isisford u k 253 Grey Mrs. Thomas, Drayton u k (2)
47 Gee W., Laidle c 150 Gotta John Henry, Sherwood u k 254 Grice James, Sesbania c (3)
48 Gelkarf Mrs., khampton e t 151 Gough A., Brisbane a 255 Griffin Mrs., West End c
49 Genders H., Milton c 152 Gough J. E., Rockhampton c 256 Griffin Miss E., Townsville u k
50 George G., Tiaro a 153 Gough William, Rockhampton c 257 Griffin L. South Brisbane c
51 George George R., Gympie c 154 Gouild  James , Croydon c 258 Griffith 11irs., Rosalie c
52 Giacomo Veianosi, Cairns o c 155 Gould H. C. Petrie  terrace c 259 Griffith Claude; Cunnamulla s
53 Gibbins Mrs. ¶., ughenden c 156 Gould  Mrs. Sames , Winton c 260 Griffith James, Deighton's Paddock c
54 Gibbons Miss Margaret,  Hughenden 157 Gover R. H., Roma c 261 Griffith J., South Brisbane c
ooandc(2) 158 Gowdie William, Mackay u k 262 Griffith P. W., Brisbane c
H Brisbane u k55 Gibbs W Nerang Creek u k and159 Gdwerau Peter Boundar street c263 Griffiths A.,. , ., y
56 Giboson W., Croydon c f
ce
264 Griffiths Francis, West End o c
57 Gibson Mrs., Rockhampto c Miss llen, Rockhampton o c160 Gra 265 Griffiths Frank, Charters Towers c (3)
58 Gibson Mrs., West End c (2) 161 Grace  H., uaringa c 266 Griffiths John, Mackay c
59 Gibson F., Brisbane u k 162 Gracey Andrew, Star  Silver Mines c 267 Griffiths Mrs. John,  Normanton s
60 Gibson G. T., Valley c 163 Gradwell Leonard, Ma Ma Creek u k 268 Griffiths Owen, Charters Towers u k
61 Gibson James, Charters Towers c 164 Graffe  Miss,  Townsville c 269 Griffiths R., South Brisbane c
62 Gibson  Miss  Jennie,  Brisbane u k 165 Grafunder-, Mackay c 270 Griffiths Mrs. Richard, Rockhampton c
63 Gibson J., Exchange Hotel e t 166 Graham Mrs., Southport s 271 Griffiths T., Boundary  street c
64 Gibson J., Red Hill c 167 Graham  C. H., Cunnamulla s 272 Griffiths W., Highgate Hill o
65 Gibson a., Woollongabba c 168 Graham Donald, George street c 273 Grigg Ralph, Townsville o
66 Gibson S. T., South Brisbane f 169 Graham E., Bundaberg o 274 Grimes J. A., Baynes's Paddock c
67 Gibson T., Esmeralda c 170 Graham  Miss E., Maroon m 275 Grispin  Miss  W., South Brisbane c
68 Gibson W., Rockhampton o 171 Graham  Miss  Flora,  Brisbane s 276 Gronvald S., Highgate Hill c
69 Gibson W. Toowong c
'
172 Graham  James,  Kangaroo Point c 277 Groombridge -, Brisbane c
., Croydon s70 Giddings H 17-3 Graham Mrs. Mary, Townsville o c 278 Grose J., Boolboonda c
71 Gilbert  - Isis Downs c 174 Graham  Miss  M., Old  Sancigate road c 279 Grose W. H.. Noondoo Station a (2)
72 Gilbert H., Rockhampton u k 175 Graham Mrs. S., Montague road c 280 Groughf 0., Rosewood c
73 Gilbert Mrs. Jeremiah, Rosalie  Estate c 176 Graham W., Nareen Station a 281 Grover Miss Jessie, Clayfield c
74 Gilbert T., Charters Towers o 177 Graham W., Nee Nee Station s 282 Groves Miss R., Clayfield u k
75 Gilby Mrs., Hughenden c 178 Grainger F.,Cooktown c 283 Griiner F., Croydon in
76 Gilholm Gustaf Adolph,  Brisbane m (2) 179 Graines August, Laidlo cMT 284 Guard Horace, Rockhampton c77 Gill E. C., Glenprairie u k (5) 180 Graiser -, Spring II c 285 Guieg Miss M., Curinamulla  a
78 Gill Frederick, Toowong c 181 Grant -, Rosewood c 286 Guil M., Maryborough c
79 Gilles J., New Farm c 182 Grant George, Rockhampton f 287 Guilfoyle Thomas C., Rockhampton uk
80 Gillespie A. L., Herberton c 183  Grant G. N., Seven-Mile Creek c 288  Guinan Patro k, Gympie u k-
81 Gillespie John, Rockhampton o c 184 Grant  James,  Vulture street c 289 Giilk Hans, Brisbane c
82 Gillies -, Tin Can Bay c 185 Grant John, Cooktown c 290 Gummill R., Brisbane c
83 Gillomn Gustaf A., Brisbane c 186 Grant John, Gowrie Junction c 291 Gundry John, Emerald c
84 Gillston E., Kangaroo Point c (2) 187 Grant John, Brisbane u k 292 Gunn Doctor C., Brighton House c (3)
85 Gilroy H., Sandy Creek c 188 Grant J., Breakfast Creek c 293 Gunn D., Charters Towers a,
86 Girbie Mrs., Boggo road c 189 Grant Patrick, Dalb3, c 294 Gunne Mrs. Cath., Valley c
87 Girvan William, Geraldton u k (2) 190 Grant R. B., Gairloch c 295 Gunning -, Mackay c
88 Gittins Miss, Brisbane c 191 Granville Mrs., Norfolk road c 296 Gunning J., Georgetown c
89 Glanville Miss Alice, Townsville u k 192 Granville W., Warwick s 297 Gunton E., Normanton c
90 Glassin -, Spring Hill c 193 Grascy Joseph, Goondiwindi s 298 Guttail Charles, Mount Britton c
91 Glasson W., Petrie's Bight c 194 Granes  James,  Howard c 299 Guttomsen Neils, Mowbraytown c
92 Glassop S., Thompson Estate c 195 Graving M. G., Crow's Nest c 300 Guy Dick, Townsville c
93 Gledden Robert, Brisbane c 196 Gray Alex., Gladstone road c 301 Guymuth John, Brisbane c
94 Glenn - (mailman ), Mackay c
95 Glennon -, Cairns c
96 Glenny Mrs., Brisbane o
197 Gray, Miss A., Brighton s
198 Gray Mrs. Emma, Brisbane e t
199 Gray F., Noondoo Station a
302 Gyellerd S., Rockhampton c
97 Glover A. E., Charters Towers c
98 Glover W., Rosalie c
200 Gray Hugh,  Kangaroo  Point u k
201 Gray J., Toowong c
H.
99 Glynn Private Patrick, Charter 202 Gray Mrs. R., Kangaroo Point c 1 HABLET Chas., P.O. Brisbane o c
flowers o c 203 Grayson David, Brisbane s and c (2) 2 Hackland John, Cooktown o c
L00 Gneckt H., Fassifern c 204 Grayson D., Spring Hill c 3 Hacklin -, Logan road c
.01 Goatley -, South Brisbane a 205 Greacy J., Reedy Greek s 4 Hadden apd Co., Charleville c
5 Hafford Sam B., Croydon n z (3)
6 Hafford Sam B., Georgetown n z
7 Hagander  -,  Meadow Lands c
8 Hagen Mrs. M .,  St. Lawrence c
9 Hagstrom L., Bundaberg c
10 Hagstrom Ernest, Bowen e
11 Hague J .  G., Berry street ,  Brisbane c
12 Haig Constable ,  Mackay c
13 Haines  -,  Mount Albion e t
14 Haines R. R., Mount Perry c
15 Hains G.,  Gatton c (2)
16 Hair Mrs .  A., Bellmount Estate u k
17 Halcrow J., Townsville c
18 Hald Hans, East Brisbane c
19 Haldane Mrs., Rockhampton c and
u k (2)
20 Haldane Mrs. Robt .,  P.O. Brisbane c
21 Haley Jno., near Euakua Saw mill,
Charters Towers u k
22 Haley Miss M., Ipswich s
23 Haley Thomas ,  Normanton c
24 Halford E. P.,  Thargomindab u k
25  Hall - (surveyor), Su veyor General's
Office e t
26 Hall-  (late nightman ),  Mackay c
27 Hall Mrs., Boundary street c
28 Hall Amos, Ipswich road c (3)
29 Hall A .,  Wharf street c
30 Hall David ,  Afton Downs c
31 Hall F. T., Tinana ,  near Mary borough c
32 Hall F. W., Charters Towers s
33 Hall Rev. G .,  Harrisville c
34 Hall James, Normanton u k
35 Hall John ,  Emu Park Hotel c
36 Hall John ,  P. 0. Brisbane o c (2)
37 Hall  J. W., Mitchell o
38 Hallam G., P.O. Brisbane u k
39 Hallam B., Home Creek c
40 Hallam Jno .,  Bowen Hills c
41 Hallett  --,  Rosalie c
42 Hallett  Mrs. A.,  Toowong c
43 Halliday A., Brisbane c
44 Halloran  A. E., Gympie c
45 Hallron  -,  Rockhampton c
46 Halmes W., Milton c
47 Haloorsen H., Charters Towers c
48 Haloran Joseph, Normanton o c
49 Halpin Dermot, Cooktown o c
50 Halpin H .,  Bloomfield c
51 Halpin T., Bloomfield c
52 Fain Mrs ., Valley c
53 Ham Mrs . A., Wilton,  Rockhampton
54 Ham W.  S., Stanley street c
55 Hambling  W., Lorigreach,  Arillalah
56 Hamborough Beauc lamp, Mackay c
57 Hamborough  -, Mackay c
58 Hamill Mrs. Mary, Coorparoo e t
59 Hamill S .,  Ipswich u k
60 Hamilton Mrs. Annie ,  Townsville o c
61 Hamilton C. J., Hamilton c
62 Hamilton James, Roma c
63 Hamilton James, Eton Valley c
64 Hamilton James T., Brisbane c
65 Hamilton Mrs. Nellie, P.O. Brisbane s
66 Hamilton Wm., P.O. Brisbane u k
67 Hamlin  --,  Mackay u k
68 Hamling Wm., Charleville s
99 Hamling W., Lougreach c
70 Hammer Kate, Brisbane o
71 Hammill L., Petrie terrace c
72 Hammond Walter ,  Gympie line u k
73 Hammonds J., Mount Spurgeon u k
74  Hamon Capt. E .  J., Croydon u k
75 Hampson  -,  Townsville c76 Hancock Mrs., Normanby square u k
77 Hancon P.  0., Southport c
78 Hancon W., Red Hill c
79 Hang Gottlieb ,  Valorie Vale f
80 Hanking J., Christchurch ,  Queensland
uk
81 Hanley Mrs., Eagle Farm c
82 Hanley Michael ,  Brisbane s (2)
83 Hanley Patk .,  Narveen Station,  vid
Mungindi u k
84 Hanlon W., Gympie c
85 Hanly Miss ,  Walkerston c
86 Hanly Jane ,  Eton o c
87 Hannah  --,  Albert street u k
88 Hannah S., Coorparoo c
89 Hannan Denhis P., Croydon c
90 Hannan John, Blackall  o c
91 Hannan  Wm., P.O.  Brisbane o c
92 Hannigan Miss Delia, Sandgate o c
93  Hannigan  J., Ipswich c
94 Hanrahan Daniel, Gympie c
95 Hansen Mrs., Townsville c
96 Hansen Christian  (barque "Elea") f
97 Hansen Christian ,  Mt. Stuart c
98 Hansen E. E. H. W .,  Cairns c
99 Hansen H., Mnttaburra
100 Hansen  J. C., Laidley c
101 Hansen Johan Christian Frederick,
P.O. Brisbane f
102 Hansen  Nils, Charters  Towers c
103 Hansen P., Hughenden c
104 Hanson  -,  Charleville c
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105 Hanson Olaf, Bundaberg f
106 Hanson W., Gympie c (2)
107 Hansdaller Mrs. B. A., Kangaroo Point
oc
108 Hardcastle -, Spring Lawn, Too-
woomba c (2)
109 Harden C. J., Brisbane
110 Hardgrave R., Hughenden c
111 Harding Mrs., South Brisbane c
112 Harding Elias, junr., Rockhampton c (2)
113 Harding Geo. Whitall, P.O. Brisbane
u k (3)
114 Harding J., Exchange, Brisbane c
115 Harding J., Rosalie Plains c (3)
116 Harding R., Nive Downs c
117 Harding Thomas, Charters Towers c
118 Harding Thomas, Alexandria Station
uk
119 Hardwick John, Cooktown n z
120 Hardy E., P.O. Brisbane f
121 Hardy G., Donors Hill Station c
122 Hardy R. W., Southport c
123 Hare James A. S., California Creek c
124 Hare Robert, Bundaberg c
125 Haris James, Croydon e
126 Harkness Mrs. J., Hughenden u k
127 H  arlein -,  Yengarie c
128 Harlem -, Gympie s
129 Harlen W. G., Rockhampton c
130 Harler Mrs., Oxley c
131 Hariieiss James, Croydon n z
132 Harper R. H., George street c (2)
133 Harper W., Waroo c
134 Harre John and W. A M`Donald,
Harrisvale e t
135 Harrewer P., Bundanba c
136 Harries Mrs. Edward, Normanton u k
137 Harrington Ch., Charters Towers e
138 Harrington John, Fort William c
139 Harrington Patrick, Victoria Barracks c
140 Harris and Goldring, Georgetown e t
141 Harris -, Walkerston c
142 Harris C. E., Toowoomba c
143 Harris Mrs. C. H., Lilymere, Rock-
hampton u k
144 Harris Henry, West End c
145 Harris H., Rockhampton c
146 Harris H., Emu Park c (2)
147 Harris John, Gympie u k
148 Harris John, MMaryborough c
149 Harris John, Croydon c
150 Harris J., Charters Towers c
151 Harris Robert, Croydon o
152 Harris T. B., Brisbane s
153 Harris Thomas B.,  Courier  office s
154 Harris Wm., Milton c
155 Harris Wm., Ayr o c
156 Harris Win. J. P., South Brisbane c
157 Harris W., Brisbane River c
158 Harris W. J. P., West End c
159 Harrison -, Croydon c
160 Harrison Mrs., Herberton e
161 Harrison A., Cunnamulla s
162 Harrison  Mrs. E. B., Kangaroo Point
uk
163 Harrison G., Bundaberg u k
164 Harrison H., Thylungera Station m
165 Harrison John, Campbellville c
166 Harrison J. B., Legon c
167 Harrison Paul (captain), Rockhampton s
168 Harrison R., Grosvenor Hotel c
169 Harrison T. B.,Croydon c
170 Harrop James, Toowong c
171 Harrop J., Enoggera c
172 Harrower P., Toowoomba c
173 Hart Charles William, Rosalie c
174 Hart E. R., South Brisbane c
175 Hart H., Barcaldine e
176 Hart J., Rockhampton c
177 Hart J., Peel Island c
178 Hart W. J., Bowen Hills (2)
179 Hartoi E., Bundaberg c
180 Hartely Harry E., Cunnamulla o
181 Harting F., near Alexandra, Charters
Towers c
182 Hartley E. R., Wompah a
183 Harvey C., Brisbane c
184 Harvey Richard, Charters Towers c
185 Harvey W., Hughenden c
186 Haskell E., Cairns e
187 Haskins Amelia, Sandgate c
188 Hasler J., Gympie c
189 Hassell Fred., Charters Towers c
190 Hassell Lloyd, Logan Village c
191 Hastings C. A., George street m (2)
192 Hastings James, P.O. Brisbane u k
193 Hatton A., Roma c
194 Hatton John, Rockhampton c (2)
195 Hauge - (care of Rev.  Hansen),
Bundaberg f
196 Haughton -, Charters Towers c
197 Haukes Wm. R., Rockhampton u k
198 Haussmann A., Highgate Hill o
199 Havlin W. G., Townsville e c
200 Hawes Miss, Red Hill c
201 Hawes E. G., Pine Creek c (2)
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202 Hawes Miss M., Harcourt street c (2
203 Hawkings -, Kangaroo Point c
204 Hawkings G., Eaton°Vale c
205 Hawkins L., Annandale s
206 Hawkins Robert, Normanton e
207 Hawkins Wm., Isisford o
208 Hawthorne Edward, Gibson's Siding
Mount Perry Railway
209 Hawthorne Edward, Bundaberg u k
210 Hawthorne Thomas, Bundaberg f
211  Hawthorne Thomas, Gibson's Siding,
Bundaberg and Mount Perry Railway
Line oc
212 Hawtrive W. J., Herbert River c
213 Hay Mrs. Harriett, P.U. Brisbane f
214 Haycox Joseph, Torbanlea u k
215 Haycroft Miss, Cairns u k
216 Hayden -, P.O. Brisbane u k
217 Hayden Arthur, Paddington c
218 Hayden James, Helidon e t
219 Hayden Wm., Rosalie c
220 Hayes -, Milton c
221 Hayes -, Jimbour c
222 Hayes Mrs., Townsville c
223 Hayes Mrs., South Brisbane c
224 Hayes G., Charters Towers e t
225 Hayes S. M., George street c
226 Hayes T. M., Surrey Hills Estate o c
227 Haylock Robert, Thargomindah c
228 Hayman Granville, Townsville u k
229 Haynes and McIntosh, Brisbane c
230 Haynes Reginald, Herbert River u k
231 Hays Walter (s.s. " Waroonga ") c
232 Hayward -, Breakfast Creek c
233 Hayward James, Bimerah Station c
234 Hazlett Mrs. S., Warren street c
235 Hazlewood Miss S. (passenger on
" Chyebassa"), Thursday Island c
236 Hazzler V., Kangaroo Point c
237 Headland Messrs. E. J., Gympie o c
238 Healey C., Dalby c
239 Healey James H., P.O. Brisbane o c
240 Healey L. H. L., Toowoomba c
241 Healey P., The Range, Toowooinba c
242 Healey Mrs. W. G., St. George s
243 Healy James, Boggo road c
244 Healy James, Roma c
245 Healy Michael, Hughenden c
246 Heard -, Petrie terrace c
247 Hearn S. S., Birdsville m
248 Hearn W. S., Cambridge Downs o
249 Hearne George, Lutwyche c
250 Heathfield Williai!n, Maryborough u k
251 Heathwood Mrs. E., Brisbane c
252 Heaton John, Croydon e
253 Heazle Mrs., Port Douglas c
254 Hebwin W., Thargomindah c
255, Heenan  -,  Moggill c
256 Heenan  Miss Mary, Toowong c
257 Heeney  Horace,  Mitchell e t
258 Heeney James, Crow's Nest c
259 Heffray John, Lower Brisbane Riverc (2
260 Heinecke  F. W., Adelaide  street c
261 Heinemann Dr., Charters Towers c
262 Heiman John , Bowen o c
263 Heinig Wm., Millchester c (2)
264 Heiniger Mrs., Gympie c
265 Helgeson M., Exchange c
266 Helman C., Bundaberg a
267 Helmore Mark, Normanton c
268 Hemlon E. P., Herberton c
269 Hemsley -, Mount Perry c
270 Hemsley A. F. C., Mount Perry c
271 Henderson -,  Tikowar c
272 Henderson  -,  Mackay e
273 Henderson A., Croydon c
274 Henderson E., P.O. Brisbane o
275 Henderson  James;  Croydon u k
276 Henderson James C., Croydon c
277 Henderson Jno., Noondoo  Station s
278 Henderson J. D., Ravenswood c
279 Henderson Neal, Mount Perry e
280 Henderson W. S., Charters Towers c
281 Henderson W. S., Ravenswood c
282 Hendricks -, Turbot  street c
283 Hendry James,  Ipswich c
284 Hendry Mrs. Lizzie, Townsville o c
285 Hendy William, Mount Albion s
286 Henery George, Bandy Andy Stations
287 Henessy Mrs., Cooktown e t
288 Henkel Hy., Rockhampton c
289 Henniker Jacob, Bundaberg c
290 Hennessey  H. B., Bulimba road c
291 Hennessy Patrick, Dalby o c
292 Hennessy P., P.O. Brisbane a
293 Henninges F. A., Mount Albion c
294 Henningsen H. A., Charters Towers c
295 Hennry George, Bandy Andy s
296 Henry Alfred, Birdsville a (5)
297 Henry Elijah, Cairns u k
298 Henry James, Grey  street , South Bris-
bane c
299 Henry John, Charters Towers c
300 Henry Mrs. M., Gibbs street , Kelvin
Grove o
I
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301 Henry Mrs. M., Charters Towers c
302 Henry  W . J., Boggo road c
303 Henschell K. G., Toowoomba c
304 Henty W. (care of - Bates), Wom-
bah c
305 Heny Gen. G.,  Allure  c
306 Hepburn F., Geraldton c
307 Hepburn George ,  Bundaberg u k (2)
308 Hepburn Wm., Cairns u k
309 .l;_epples -, Alexandra c
310 Herach August ,  Toowoomba c
311 Herbert Miss, Rockhampton c
312 Herberton H. S., Wild River s
313 Herdman Mi-s .f. S., Cooktown u k
314 Hermann  Henry,  P.O. Brisbane f
315 Hesby G. W., Murwillumbah s
316 Hewell John ,  Charters Towers n z
317 Hewett J., Roma c
318 Heywood G., Breakfast Creek c
319 Hibberd Harry, Townsville u k
320 Hibbert Frank, Charters Towers s
321 Hickie J. B., Stanton Harcourt Dig-
gings C
322 Hickman E., Norwood s
323 Hicks  Win., junr. ,  Bundaberg o c
324 Hicks Win., Nerang Creek c
325 Hickson A. J., Goodna c
326 Higgins  - (passenger on "Dacca"),
Rockhampton n z
327 Higgins Chas. ,  Toowoomba  in
328 Higgins E., Mackay c
329 Higgins George, Petrie terrace u k
330 Higgins John, Spring Hill c
331 Higgins J., Charters  Towers  c (2)
332 Higgins Philip, Maryborough s (2)
333 Higgins W., St. George c
334 Higgins W., Cunnamulla o
335 Higgins W. A., Saltern Creek c
336 Higginson F. L., Milton c
337 Higginson Mrs. J .  C.,Dunellan Estate c
338 Hilder  - (agent ),  Brisbane c
339  Hillier  Washington ,  Townsville u k
340 Hill ,  Clarke, and Co., Charters Towers c
341 Hill -  (contractor ),  South Brisbane c
342 Hill Mrs., West End c
343 Hill Alfred ,  Edward street n z
344 Hill Mrs .  Ann, Stratton street c
345 Hill A .,  Wickham street c
346 Hill C.,  Rockhampton c
347 Hill Edward ,  Toowoomba c
348 Hill Fk.  (s.s. " You Yangs") c
349 Hill Heely ,  O'Connell Town c
350 Hill John ,  Bundaberg u k
351 Hill Jos .,  Maryborough c
352 Hill J., Tramway Company c
353 Hill Kennedy, Warwick s
354 Hill S .,  Elizabeth street c
355 IJill  S. (saddler ),  Albert street c
356 Hill W. F .,  P.O. Brisbane s
357 Hillman Jno., Cairns o c
358 Hillmath John ,  Charters Towers c
359 Hills Edward, Maryborough c
360 Hilter Mrs. Geo., Roma c
361 Hinch T., Boggo c
362 Hines Mrs., Bundaberg c
363 Hinds Edward ,  Noondoo Springs s
364 Hinds Elizabeth ,  Grey street, South
Brisbane o
365 Hine  -,  Mackay c
366  Hinemann Frederick , Main  Range, Too-
woamba c
367 Hinchsliff W. H., Kangaroo Point c
368 Hinson '  J. H., Noondoo Springs a
369 Hinton Chas. ,  Eagle Farm c
370 Hipton E. J., Bundaberg c
371 Hirons John Richard, P .O. Brisbane
uk
372 Hirons J. R., Breakfast Creek c
373 Hitchin Thos .  A., Cairns c
374  Hoagland  -,  Brisbane s
375 Hoare Mrs., West End c
376 Hoare S., West End c
377 Hobbs C. M., P.O .  Brisbane e t
378 Hobbs H., Charters Towers o
379 Hobday  -,  Ashburton c
380 Hobson  -,  Boggo road c
381 Hobson Mrs., Gympie e t
382 Hocking T., Cairns u k
383 Hocking W. J., Gympie u k
384 Hocking W. J., Hughenden c
385 Hockings and Co .,  Cooktown c
386 Hodel John ,  Townsville o
387 Hodge Miss A. B .,  Rockhampton c
388 Hodge George ,  Durham u k (2)
389 Hodge G., Deshon Estate c
390 Hodge Thos .,  Charters Towers c (2)
391 Hodges Charles  (s.s. "Quetta "),  Thurs-
day Island u k
392 Hodges Chantrey C. (s.s. " Quetta"),
Thursday Island u k
393 Hodgson  -,  Newtown c
394 Hodgson Samuel ,  Croydon u k
395 Hodnett Richard, Rockhampton o c
396 Hodnett Richard, Muttaburra o c
397 Hodson  -,  West End c
398 Hoey J .  W., Toowoomba c
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399 Hoffmann Mrs. A., Kangaroo Point c
400 Hoffmann John, Ipswich c
401 Hoffmester S., Logan Downs C
402 Hogan J., Rosebrook c
403 Hogan Patrick, Dynevor Downs c
404 Hogecon -, Government House c
405 Hogg -, Kangaroo Point c
406 Haggard William, Eton Vale a k, c, and
o c (4)
407 Holbourne Rev. M., Dalby c
408 Holden C., Maryborough f
409 Holland Edmund, Brisbane c
410 Holland W. H., Breakfast Creek c (2)
411 Holleday James, Ipswich u k
412 Holliday Miss Charlotte, Rockhamp-
ton e
413 Holliday F., Croydon c
414 Hollingworth George, Brisbane c
415 Hollins Edwin, Gynipie c
416 Hollom Richard, P.O. Brisbane a
417 Holloway E., Kangaroo Point c
418 Holman A. F., Mount Shamrock c
419 Holman J., Charters Towers c
420 Holmes Thomas, Gympie c
421 Holmes Mrs. Win., Townsville c
422 Holahan P., Dungeness c
423 Holt -,  Mackay c
424 Holt John, P.O. Brisbane o c
425 Holts -, Melbourne street c
426 Holts Peter, Copperfield e t
427 Holtz A., South Bundaberg c
428  Hoinann Frank (shearer), Albilbah c
429 Homans C., Maryborough u k
430 Home Nf. S., Bundaberg o
431 Homer Thomas, Ra%enswood u k
432 Homer -, Rockhampton c
433 Homer Henry, Cootharaba s
434 Homes R. T., Nebo c
435 Hood and Reynolds, Stanley street a
436 Hood --, Stanley street c
437 Hood -, Merivale street c
438 Hood Mrs. Annie, Vulture street o c
439 Hood Hugh, Charters Towers c
430A Hooper C., South Brisbane c
431 A Hooper Geo., Dally c
432A Hooper H. E., Albert street c
433A Hope James, Townsville u k
434A Hopkins John, Charters Towers c
435A Hopkins John, Russell River road c
436A Hopkins J., Barcaldine c
437A Hopkins Mrs. Wni., Lutwyche u k
438A Hopper Richd. A., Brisbane c
439A Hopwood Miss Minnie, O'Connell
Town o c
440 Horn F., Devencourt Downs Station s
441 Horn Robert, Maryborough c
442 Horner Mrs., Blackall s
443 Horniblow -, Marathon c
444 Horning Louis, Melbourne street c
445 Horsford Miss, Cooktown c
446 Horton W. T., Milton c
447 Horwood J. C. (care of Smith, For-
rester, and Co.) c
448 Hosford -, Croydon c
449 Hosking Joseptns, Herberton o c
4.50 Hosking Richard, near Harrisville c
451 Huss Axel, Charters Towers c
452 Houghten -, Kangaroo Point c
453 Houlden George, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
454 Hounsham  E. J., P.O. Brisbane u k
455 Hounsham E. J., Toowong u k
456 Hourston George, Tabletop c
457 Houston James, Dalby c
458 Houston Mrs. Sarah, Gympie road c
459 Houston Wm. C., Brisbane o
460 Hovie Mrs., Lutwyche c
461 Howard A., Ripple Creek u k
462 Howard C., Charters Towers c
463 Howard David, Ipswich c
464 Howard George, Bundaberg c
465 Howard H., Bundaberg c
466 Howard John Mackay, n z
467 Howard Maxwell, Roma street o c
468 Howard T., Mount Britton c
469 Howard W. T., Normanton c
470 Howarth Mrs., Boggo road c
471 Howat Mrs. John, P.O. Brisbane c
472 Howatson Jno., Georgetown a
473 Howatson J., Surat s
474 Howe Mrs. R. L., Normanton u k
475 Howell -, Ipswich road c
476 Howell Henry, Rockhampton s
477 Howie David, Charters Towers u k
478 Howling F. H., Charleville c
479 Hoyle Thomas, Surat c
480 Hubner Herman, Upper Bundanba c
481 Hubner H., Charters Towers c
482 Hubner Richard, Charters Towers c
483 Hudd and Conlan, South Brisbane c
484 Hudson C. J., Caboolture c
485 Hudson Jno., P.O. Brisbane c (2)
486 Hudson J. A., Adavale c
487 Hudson R., Mungindi s
488 Hughes -, Dundathu c
489 Hughes Andrew, Lutwyche u k
490 Hughes Chas. S., Hughenden u k
491 Hughes Ephraim, Bundanba c
492 Hughes F. C., Hamilton o c
493 Hughes Herbert, Dundathu u k
494 Hughes  H. A., Charters Towers c
495 Hughes  Jas., Croydon c (2)
496 Hughes  J., Alliance  Hotel, Brisbane c
497 Hughes Owen, Blackall c
498 Hugot V., Brisbane f (3)
499 Hull  W. J. (s.s. " Changsha "),  Thurs-
day Island s
500 Hulse Mrs .  A. S., Dunellan Estate c
501 Hulse E. F., Dunellan Estate c (2)
502 Hulton Jas., Charters Towers s
503 Humberstone Mrs., Ipswich road c
504  Huniberstone H., Bundaberg c
50.5 Humphrey  Philip A.,  Stanley street o c
506 Humphreys H.,  O'Connell Town c
507 Hunt -, late Homebush Bridge c
508 Hunt Chas., P.O. Brisbane in
509 Hunt James ,  Ipswich road c
510 Hunt Jno. Gottlob ,  P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
511 Hunt R. C., Port Douglas c
512 Hunt Thomas ,  No. 3 Annie street s (2)
513 Hunter Miss ,  Stewarton e t
514 Hunter Miss ,  North Branch c
515 Hunter E. A., Maneroo ,  Muttaburrauk
516 Hunter E. C. J., Charters Towers c
517 Hunter Geo., Logan road c
518  Hunter James, P .O. Cairns c
519 Hunter James ,  Charters Towers e
520 Hunter Jno., Gympie c
521 Hunter Win., Endeavour Bridge c
522 Hunter  Wm. P.O.  Paterson e t
523 Hunter W. Skinner ,  Kangaroo Point c
524 Hurford Mrs., Sandate c
525 Hurst J., Charters '1 owers c
526 Huskinson  J. H., Tambo c
527  Hussey Mrs., Coorparoo c
528 Hussey G., Kangaroo Point c
529 Hutchinson  A. J. P., P .O. Brisbane c
530 Hutchinson  T. W., Adelaide  street c
531 Hutchinson Win., Stanley street f
532 Hutchinson  W., Oxley c
533 Hutchison and Scott , Adelaide  street c
534 Hutchison  Wm., Oxley c
535 Hutchon  R. H., P.O.  Brisbane c
536 Hutson D., Hewittville e t
537 Hutton Alex., Leichhardt street c
538 Hutton David, Allora c
539 Hutton Miss S., P.O. Brisbane c
5-10 Hutton W. L., Townsville s
541 Hyne M. W. J., Normanton c
542 Hynes Charley ,  Croydon c
I.
1 ILLINGWORTH Ed.,Windsor Park,
Woongarra f
2 Imnie Henry, Caboolture c
3 Ingham C., Barcaldine c
4 Ingram Mrs. C., Paddington s
F Ingram Win., Commissioner's Hill o
6 Innes Donald, Townsville u k (2)
7 Innes F., Eulo s (3)
8 Innes Sidney U., Dugandan c
9 Intosh A. C., Scrubby Creek c
10 Irvin David, Cairns c
11 Irvin Stewart, Townsville u k (2)
12 Irving Joseph, Charters Towers c
13 Irving Thomas, Sandgate c
14 Isaacs  Jacob, Philip street c
15 Isles  Miss  Lousia, George street u k
J.
1 JACK David, Mackay o
2 Jack J., Mackay c
3 Jacklin W., Gympie c
4 Jacks -, Charters Towers c (2)
5 Jackson and Bowring, George street c
6 Jackson E. G., P.O. Brisbane s
7 Jackson George, Charters Towers c
8 Jackson Geo. H., Paddington c
9 Jackson G. H., Normanton u k
10 Jackson G. M., Rockhampton e
11 .I ackson G. S., Allora c
12 Jackson H., Thursday Island u k (2)
13 Jackson H. W., Cairns a
14 Jackson John, Roma street c
15 Jackson John G., Turbot street c
16 Jackson Joseph, Charters Towers m
17 Jackson Mrs. J. (Scott, Dawson and
Stewart) c
18 Jackson J. A., George street, Rock-
hampton c
19 Jackson J. H., Ipswich c
20 Jackson W., Esk c
21 Jacobs Henry, P.O. Brisbane u k
22 Jacobs Walter J., Criterion Hotel,
Rockhampton u k (2)
23 Jacobsen A., Townsville c
24 Jacobsen Julius, Grand Arcade c
25 Jacobsen W., Charters Towers c (2)
26 Jaeger H., Bundaberg c
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27 Jakobsen .Tohn H., Queensport c 127 Johnston J., Mackay c 28 Keegane W., Rockhampton c
28 James Miss Emily (care of Thomas 128 Johnston Mrs M., Logan road c 29 Keen Sam., Alexandra Hill c
Comwell), Tiaro f 124) Johnston Mrs. Paul, Mackay c 30 Keena -, Oval c
29 James John, Charters Towers u k 130  Johnston S. R. (care of G. Black wore), 31 Keene Mrs. George, Croydon c
30 James Joseph, Charters Towers c Dunpeness f 32 Keglan Dr., Rockhampton c
31 James J. W., Rockhampton c 131 Johnston Mrs. Tom, Cumberland, 33 Keid C. G., Boundary street c
32 J amen Mrs. Mary Elizabeth, Cairns o e Georgetown c 34 Keightley John, Townsville o c
33 James Richard, Charters Towers c 132 Johnston, William, Mackay c, n z, and 35 Keily W., P.O. Brisbane c
34 James  Tom, Headbell. Maryhorough c u k (5) 36 Keith J., Crow's street c35 .James William, P.U. Brisbane o c 133 Johnston William, Logan River s 37 Kelchan -, Mackay c
36 Jameson S. J., Brisbane c 134 Johnston Wm., Calliope c 38 Kellar -, Meadowlands c
37 Jameson AV., Mount Perry c 135 Johnstone Jas., Oxley e 39 Kellar Mrs. C., Croydon c
38 Jamieson  W., P.O. Valley n z 136 Johnstone Louisa, Brisbane o 40 Kellar Mrs. C., Rockhampton c
39 Jamieson James, Charters Towers c 137 Johnstone Wm., Charters Towers c 41 Kellaway G., Port Mackay u k
40 Jansen  -, Mackay c 138 Johnstone W., Calliope c 42 Keller Frank H., Charters Towers c
41 Jansen Chas., Divisional Board Party c 139 Johnson James, Plane Creek c 43 Kelley -, Bundanba c
42 Jansen C., Mackay c 140 Jobert P., Townsville m 44 Kelliher Mrs.Margt.,KangarooPoint oc
43 Jansen  Jas., Hill End c 141 Jones - (late Howard Smith and 45 Kelly -, Normanby c
44 Janson -, Spring Hill c Son)c 46 Kelly -,  Petrie terrace c
45 Janson William, Blaclcall c 142 Jone Miss Annie, Charters Towers c 47 Kelly C. (bullock driver) c
46 Jardine A. W., Brisbane c 143 Jones A., Charters Towers c 48 Kelly Daniel, Valley s
47 Jardine Frank, Adavale c 144 Jones C., Paddington c 49 Kelly D., Charters Towers c
48 Jardine F., West End c 145 Jones C. H., Blackstone c 50 Kelly F., Jondaryan c
49 Jardine Mrs.  J. J., Gladstone c 146 Jones Edward,  Brisbane c 51 Kelly Jas., Rockhampton c
50 Jarrett -, New Farm, c 147 Jones Edward, West End c 52 Kelly John,  Brisbane o
51 Jarvey Charters Towers c 148 Jones  Mrs. E.  L., Bowen Hills c 53 Kelly John, Roma c
52 Jeacocke J. G., West End c 149 Jones Miss Fannie, Charters Towers n z 54  Kelly John T., Croydon c
53 Jefferies James, Roma o 1.50 Jones Fred., Paddington c 55 Kelly J., Barcaldine c
51 Jefferies S., Melbourne street c 151 Jones Mrs. F., Charters Towers c 56 Kelly J., Allora c
55 Jeffers Miss Minnie, Charters Tow- 152 Jones G. D., Yandillac 57 Kelly J., West End c
ers c 153 Jones  H., Barcaldine s 58 Kelly Mrs. J., Turbot  street c
56 Jefferson Robert, Charters Towers c 154 Jones H., Cooktown u k 59 Kelly J. B., P.O. Brisbane s
57 Jeffrey R. (draper), Queen street c 155 Jones H. A., Bundaberg c 60 Kelly Michael, P.O. Brisbane f
58 Jeffrey E., Langhoro Downs c 156 Jones James (s.s. " Dacca"), Mary- 61 Kelly Mrs. Michael, P.O. Brisbane u k
59 Jenkins -, P.O. Brisbane c borough c 62 Kelly Michael, Rockhampton u k
60 Jenkins Llewellyn, Rishton c 157 Jones James (care  of Wilson, Hart, 63 Kelly M., Stanley street c
61 Jenkins Saml., Spring Creek c and Co.), Maryborough c 64 Kelly M., Rockhampton s
62 Jenkins Thomas, 'Ibowoomba c 158 Jones Jesse, Old Cleveland road c 65 Kelly M., Bundaberg c
63 Jenkins T. H., Charters Towers c 159 Jones John, Kelvin Grove c 66 Kelly M., Mungar Gayndah Railway c
64 Jenkins W., P.O. Brisbane n k (2) 160 Jones John, New Farm m 67 Kelly Mrs.  Al., Rockhampton c
6.5 Jenkinson J., Yandilla Station c 161 Jones John, Charters Towers c (2) 68 Kelly M. J., Roma c
66 Jenkyn, It. W., Rockhampton c 162 Jones Jno. B., Maytown c 69 Kelly Patrick, Croydon s
67 Jenson A., Gympie c 163 Jones J., Flint Franc, Brisbane f 70 Kelly Philip, Emu Creek c
68 Jenson C. Fred., Warwick c 164 Jones J., Valley  c 71 Kelly Richard, Thursday Island c
69 Jenson D. K., Owanyilla c 165 Jones J., Albion in 72 Kelly R. C., Blaclcall c
70 Jenson Frederic; C. (engineer), P.O. 166 Jones J., Victoria Mill c 73 Kelly Thos., Maryborough e t
Brisbane f 107 Jones J. B., Spring Hill c 74 Kelly Thos., Cairns c
71 Jenson H. P., P.O. Brisbane c 168 Jones J. E., Wickham  terrace c 75 Kelly Thos., Gympie c
72 Jenson Jacob P., Charters Towers o c 169 Jones  J. H., Yeppoon f 76 Kelly T., Gympie s
73 Jenson Maria, Charters Towers o 170 Jones Owen (C.E.), Gympie c 77 Kemp Mrs., Toowong c
74 Jenson R. C., Bowen c 171 Jones Owen R., Wharf  street m 78 Kemp Miss Ada, Enoggera o c
75 Jenson Miss Lorien, Charters Towers c 172 Jones Robert, Rockhampton u k 79 Kemp E . (secretary Trades Hall Com-
76 Jenz Donald, Southport c 173 Jones R., Rockhampton c mittee) o c
77 Jeremy T. C. (care of Messrs. Howard), 174 Jones R., Gympie c 80 Kemp Mrs. H., Golden River u k
Queensland u k 175 Jones Thomas, Charters Towers c 81 Kemp Phernie, New Farm o
78 Jessop M., Cooktown 176 Jones Thomas, Rockhampton c 82 Kennaway J., Gregory c
79 Jewitt Mrs. J., Charters Towers u k 177 Jones T., Bundaberg c 83 Kennay  Mrs. P., Gympie c
80 Jimeson John, Townsville c 178 Jones Wilfred C., Charters Towers c 84 Kennedy -, Hillsborough c
81 Jinkins James, Croydon c 179 Jones W. H., Toowoomha c 85 Kennedy A., Gympie o
82 Jinks Mrs. or Miss H. (care of Mrs. 180 Jones W. R., Charters Towers c 86 Kennedy Bridget, Townsville c
Kelly), Charleville c 181 Jonsan Mrs. A .  Stanley street c 87 Kennedy James, Narrine Station s
83 Jobling G., Gympie o c 182 Jonson  Robt., Neldowns  station s 88 Kennedy  J., Brisbane c
84 Johannies D., Rockhampton c 183 Jordan A. H., 20 Queen street c 89 Kennedy James W. D., Townsville f
8.5 Johannsen  Carl, Copperfield c 184 Jordan F., Mackay c and u k (2)
86 Johanson  A., P.O. Brisbane c 185 Jory W., Brown's Plains c 90 Kennedy .J. C., Roma c
87 John Eves, Kangaroo Point c 186 Joseph Peter, Barcaldine s and c (2) 91 Kennedy J. T., Townsville m
88 Johnes -( care of Hon. W. Pattison), 187  Joy F. A. C. B. W. (care of Win. An- 92 Kennedy Lizzie , G.P.O. e t
Brisbane c derson ),  Dianuzntina River o 93 Kennedy Mrs. Patk., Rockhampton c
89 Johns H. J., Gympie c 188 Joyce -, Augathella c 94 Kennedy Robt., Mount Shamrock s
90 Johnsen Hans , Yengarie c 189 Judge Wm., Bowen e t 95 Kennies -, near Roma c
91 Johnson  -,  Rockhampton c 190 Juncken C. D., Brisbane c 96 Kenny F., Boundary street c
92 Johnson Mrs., Riverview c 191 Just -, Sandy to c 97 Kenny James, Rockhampton u k
93 Johnson  Miss Alice, Normanton c 98 Kenny Miss M., Sherwood c
94 Johnson Charles, Townsville o c 99 Kenny P. Petrie terrace c
95 Johnson Mrs. C., Spring Hill c K. 100 Kent E., bawkwood c
96 Johnson H. E., Montague road m 101 Kent G., Valley c
97 Johnson Mrs. E., Roma c 1 KAHILL  E. M., Townsville o 102 Kent John (care of Benjamin  Bros.),
98 Johnson E. T., Rosalie c 2 Kairns E., Rosalie c Brisbane u k
Maryborough u k99 Johnson Francis c3 Kaislow - Macka 103 Ken Thos Norton con Geo,
100 Johnson  Fred, Roma c
, y
4 Kapper Franz, Maryborough c
.y .,
104 Kenyon Jno. or Alice, P.O. Brisbane u  k
101 Johnson F., Charters Towers c 5 Kann Mrs. S. M., Blackall c 105 Keogh P. J., Yeppoon road s
102 Johnson  F. L., Kelvin Grove c 6 Kaser Albert, Burnett lane o c 106 Keppel F. H., Hughenden c
103 Johnson F. W., Spring Hollow u k 7 Kasker S., Brisbane o 107 Kershaw A., Oxley c
104 Johnson George, Charters Towers c 8 Kavanagh James, Macknade Planta- 108 Kerr Daniel ,  Rockhampton m
105 Johnson G., North Bundaherg c tion u k 109 Kerr Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
106 Jonson Harry, Mount Albion m 9 Kay David, Herherton s 110 Kervin E., Tambo c
107 Johnson H., P.O., Brisbane f 10 Kay Wm., Lutwyche c 111 Kettell Mrs. E. J., Southport c
108 Johnson H., Mackay c 11 Kaye E., Dalby c 112 Kettlety T., Listowel Downs c
109 Johnson Jessie, Chilton, Brisbane 12 Keal Mrs .  J., Emma Vale, Marton 113 Keven Miss A., Roma c
110 Johnson John, Redbank c uk 114 Kevise John, Muttaburra c
111 Johnson  J., Mackay s 13 Kealer Mrs. Chas., Roma c 115 Keyrs John, Noondoo s
112 Johnson J., Durham c 14 Kealy William, P.O. Brisbane c 116 Keyston A., Brisbane c
113 Johnson .1. C., Adavale c 15 Keane Mrs. H., Bowen Hills c 117 Kidd A. J., Emerald c
114 Johnson J. W., Petrie  terrace c 16 Keane J .,  Montague road c 118 Kidd John ,  Hamilton c
115 Johnson Miss Katie, P.O. Brisbane c 17 Keane J. R., Croydon c 119 Kidd R., Mount Albion
116 Johnson M., Adavale c 18 Keane Owen, Burdekin Falls c 120 Kidnear Chas .,  Ingham road c
117 Johnson Mrs. N. C, Nebo road c 19 Kearney James, P.O. Brisbane u k 121 Kieley P., late Beaconsfield c
118 Johnson R., Lytton road c 20 Kearney J., Augathella c 122 Kieley Mrs. Mary, Toowong s
119 Johnson Thos., Charters Towers 21 Keating Mrs., Walkerston c 123 Kiernan Patrick, P.O. Brisbane o c
120 Johnson T., Bowen street c 22 Keating Owen, P.O. Brisbane o c 124 Kilburn J., Rosalie c
121 Johnson W., Logan road c 23 Keating Mrs. M. A., Sandy Creek, 125 Killeen Thomas, Dyke Head Station c
122 Johnson %V., Bayswater c Warwick c 126 Killender  J., Valley c
123 Johnson W., Cunnamulla s 24 Keating W., Cooktown c 127 Killiard Miss ,  Kangaroo Point c
124 Johnston John, Maryborough u k 25 Keeffe Mrs., Norfolk road u k and t (2) 128 Kinder J., Coomera Gully c
125 Johnston John, Croydon c (2) 26 Keegan Wm., Bowen Bridge c 129 King and Son, Brisbane c
126 Johnston J., Brisbane s 27 Keegan  W. H., Derial  Station s 130 King  -,  Warwick c
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131 King D. F., P.O. Brisbane u k
132 King George, P.O. Brisbane c
133 King H. S. and Co. (agents) Brisbane c
134 King James, Charleville c
135 King James, Charters Towers c
136 King James J., Hughenden c
137 King J. B., Millchester c
138 King W., Rockhampton c (2)
139 Kingsland D., Caboolture c
140 Kingsley J., Normanton in
141 Kingson John, P .O. Brisbane c
142 Kingstone Mrs., Ridge lane c
143 Kinnane Mrs Carlet, Bundanba c
144 Kinner -, Mackay c
145 Kinsella Mrs., P.O. Brisbane c
146 Kinton R., Charleville c
147 Kipping William, Ashfield, Kalkie u k
148 Kirby If erbert, P.O. Brisbane u k
149 Kirby Peter, Maryborough o c
150 Kirk Chas. Roy., Devoncourt o
151 Kirk J., Geraldtorr u k
152 Kirk Rupert,  Bowen Hills u k
153 Kirkpatrick James, Aramac c
154 Kirkwood -, Gladstone c
155 Kirkwood Mrs., Rockhampton c
156 Kitchen Miss, Tiaro c
157 Kitt B., Lockup,  Townsville o
158 Klavann -, ackay c
159 Klavann A., Mackay c
160 Kleidon -, Laidley c
161 Klein George, Langlo Downs Station c
162 Klemin L., Brisbane o
163 Kline F., Highfields road c
164 Knight M. C., Tank street c
165 Knight E., South Brisbane c
166 Knott Mrs. (care of - Munt, E. T.O. ),
Brisbane c
167 Knowles J., Kangaroo Point c
168 Knowles John, Macnade Plantation
uk
169 Knox Mrs., Hospital c
170 Knox Andrew, Croydon c (2)
171 Knox A., Normanton c (2)
172 Knox George, Wharf  street, Brisbane
uk
173 Knudsen P., Normanton c
174 Knuth Carl, Charters Towers c
175 Knyvett IL, Thursday  Island c
176 Koch Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
177 Kockain S. W., Townsville c
178 Kolck Jacob, Lowood c
179 Koops Jasper, Coombabah c
180 Koster Cartes, Brisbane f
181 Kranig -, Logan Village c
182 Krant Carl, Laidley c
183 Krass John, Scrubby Creek c
184 Krebbs -, Rosewood c
185 Kreutzer J., Brisbane c
186 Kripps J., Wickham  street c
187 Kristofersen  Hans, Brisbane o c (2)
188  Kroner Mathew, P.O. Cooktown f
189 Krouse F. C., Woollongabba c
190 Krueger H., Stanley street c
191 Kruger H., Croydon c
192 Kruse C. S., Charters Towers c
193 Kruth R., Dulacca c (2)
194 Kruth R. C., Dulacca c (2)
195 Krutley R. C., Dulacca Station s
196 Krutli R. C., McAlester, DarlingDowns s
197 Krutli R. C., Daandine Station c (3)
198 Kurschal Joseph, Middle Crossing o c
199 Kurth -. Park road c
200 Kurth F., Gympie c
201 Kurtwood E.  0., Maida Hill c
202 Kurz Chas ., Park  road, South Bris-
bane c
203 Kuskie Miss B., Maryborough c
204 Kuye James, Caboolture  C
L.
1 LABETT E., Yatala c
2 Ladawes Edwin W., Townsville u k
3 Ladner J., Spring Hill c
4 Laffikk -, Charters Towers c
5 Lafond Emile, Ripple Creek f (2)
6 Laidlaw David,  Blackall c
7 Laing Mrs. James, P.O. Brisbane c
8 Laing P., Townsville e
9 Lairde Miss, P.O. Brisbane m
10 Lake A. (care of A. Mackie),  vid
Charleville s
11 Lakeman John, Amby Downs Station c
12 Lally Francis, Cairns u k
13 Lambert Edgar, P.O. Brisbane o c
14 Lambert J., Fetonvale c
15  Lambert William, Royal Hotel, Cook-
town c (3)
16 Lamp John, Adavale c
17 Lamp Miss M., S ring Hill c
18 Lancaster  -, Valley c
19 Lanford H. E. (s. s. "Dacca" ), Cook-
town c
20 Lane Capt.,  Queen street, Brisbane c
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21 Lane Frank ,  Croydon c (2)
22 Lane James ,  Herberton o c
23 Lane .lames ,  St. George Creek c
24 Lane Robert, Adelaide street c
25 Lang -, Bowen c
26 Lang Mrs .,  Mackay c
27 Lang -, King street, Brisbane u k
28 Lang J .,  Rockhampton u k
29 Lang Mrs. M .  E., Paddington c
30 Langdon N., Charters Towers c
31 Lange Mrs. M .,  George  street c
32 Langenberger Ferdinand ,  Charters
Towers f
33 Lange E .,  Bundaberg c
34 Langford Mrs. D., Karrawall e t
35 Langhorne J. L., Logan road c
36 Langley  -,  Wickham Estate c
37 Langton Forlow ,  Cairns o c
38 Langton Peter, Townsville c
39 Langworthy Mrs., P .O. Brisbane u k
40 Lannert John ,  Normanton c
41 Langridge ,  Purcell, and O'Leary, Cook-
town c
42 Larrom James ,  Maryborough c
43 Larsen C.. Townsville c
44 Larsen Mrs. John ,  P.O. Brisbane s
45 Larsen John, P.O. Brisbane s
46 Larson Mathew ,  Cairns o c
47 Larsson Miss Olga, P .O. Brisbane o c
48 Lassel -, Oxley c
49 Latham Mrs., P .O. Brisbane c
50 Lauderdale  Miss,  Townsville c
51 Laugher Rosie, Brisbane o
52 Laurence H. C., Valley Railway c
53 Laurence J. C., Ipswich s
54 Laurence W. L., Charters Towers c
55  Laval Charles (care of Jas. McCormack),
Clermont f
56 Laverack -, East Milton c
57 Law -, E.T.O. c
58 Lawden William  (s. s. "Quetta "),  Mary-
borough c
59 Lawless John, Towns% ille s and c (2)
60  Lawrance J. J. F., Treasury ,  Brisbanec
61 Lawrence Charles ,  Black Jack o c
62 Lawrence F. W., Rockhampton c
63 Lawrence Henry, passenger by train
from Charleville to Brisbane e t
Lawrence James, Roma s (3)
Lawrence  Joseph, Roma o c
Laws  $. C., Junction Creek o
Lawson C.. Charters Towers c
Lawson C.  R., Charters Towers c
Lawson  G., Au athella c
Lawson  H. L., Rainbow c
Lawson Miss J., Brisbane o
Lawson  12., Yep non c
Layte Mrs.  H., Townsville c
74 Lea A. C., Miles c (2)
75 Lea Wm., Blackall o c
76 Leabane Miss ,  Toowong c
77 Leahey Felix, Normanton c
78 Leahy Miss Bridget, Rockhampton c
79 Lea] William, Macnade Estate o
80 Leamb W .,  Nerang c
81 Leamy Miss M. (s.s. " Quetta "),  Cook-
town m
82 Lenis Mrs. J .,  Southport  in
83 Leask W., Herberton c
84 Leatherhead Mrs. A .,  Albion c
85 Leaver  Mrs., Milton c
86 Leaver G., Soudan Estate c
87 Le Bas Charles C. (s.s. " Quetta "), B. I.Co. uk
88 Led Pedro J., Emmet Downs o c
89 Lee Arthur, Stephens road u k
90 Lee George ,  Isis Downs in
91 Lee G .,  Clermont c
92 Lee G.,  Gympie c
93 Lee Henry, Stephens road  is  k
94 Lee G. H., P.O. Brisbane u k
95 Lee Robert ,  Mount Morgan o c
96  Lee Saaaiuel (bookseller),  Mount Morgan
uk
97 Lee S .,  P.O. Brisbane c
98 Lee W., Brisbane c
99 Leading  Mrs. James, Ipswich road c
100 Leftwick  Thos.,  Townsville c
101 Leggett Mrs., Roma c
102 Leggott Sydney, Roma street c
103 Lehman  Jacob A ., George street c
104 Leigh -, Ayr c
10.5 Leigh  -,  flendra c
106 Leigh John, Taringa u k
107 Leitch Mrs. Abraham ,  Croydon u k
108 Leitch G., Brisbane s
109 Leivesley M. A., Dungeness o
110 Leivesley Thos .,  junr., Maryborough o c
111 Leivesley  T ., Dungeness c (2)
112 Lemberg Ludwig, Mackay c
113 Lemsen Theodor, Normanton u k
114 Lenck M., Georgetown c
115 Leney F. W., Brisbane o c
116 Lennon  W., Adel aide street c
117 Lennon J. H., Roma o
118 Lennon  -,  liackay g
119 Lenton Gen., St. Lawrence c
120 Lenton T. H., St. Lawrence c
121 Leo John, Cabbage -tree Creek c
122 Le Quesne C., Charters Towers c
123 Leslie F., Rockhampton u k
124 Leston Michael ,  Pentland c
125 Letto Wm., Charters Towers c
126 Leu  -,  junr .,  Coorpaa roo c (2)
127 Lever Geo .,  Soudan Estate c
128 Levy Thos. ,  Toowong c
129 Leweary  -,  Brisbane n z
130 Leweleyn J. T., Gympie e t
131 Lewin -, Strathdee c
132 Lewis  -,  Cairns street ,  Kangaroo
Point u k
133 Lewis Arthur E., Brisbane o
134 Lewis Arthur H .,  Brisbane o c
135 Lewis A. E., Boggo u k
136 Lewis A. J., Milton c
137 Lewis D. E., Clermont c
138 Lewis Mrs. Frederick ,  Gympie o
139 Lewis James, Croydon c
140 Lewis James W. N., Townsville f
141 Lewis John, Logan road c
142 Lewis J., Dunellan c
143 Lewis J., Charters Towers c
144 Lewis J., Mountain Station, Kilkivan c
145 Lewis L., Stanley street c
146 Lewis M. A., Croydon o
147  Lewis William (blaaeksmith),  P.O. Bris-
bane u k
148 Lewis W. G., Valley c
149 Liardet C., Tempara Station u k, s, and
c (3)
150 Liebs A., Valley c
151 Lightband W. A., Vulture street c
152 Lilleber -, Wickham terrace c
153 Lilley and Co., Eidsvold c
154 Lillis F., Toowong c
155 Limberg  -,  Mackay c
156 Limery John, Saltern Creek Station c
157 Lind Chas., Toowong c (4)
158 Lind C. 0.,  Toowong c
159 Linde Clause, Gympie c
160 Lindeman ,  T. M., Gayndah c
161 I.inder be rg C. A., Yengarie c
162 Lindores James, Townsville u k (2)
163 Lindsay Wm., Harrisville c
164 Linell Chas ..  Crow 's Nest c
165 Linskett J. H., Charters Towers c
166 Lyons H., Hamilton c
167 Lipenath C., Charters Towers c
168 Lippett Geo., Mary street ,  off Ipswich
road c
169 Lipson Henry, Tambo c
170 Little George, Cairns c
171 Little J., Charters Towers c
172 Little Robt .,  Spring Hill c
173 Littlewood P., Union Club s
174 Livelock W., Valley c
175 Livesey Miss, P.O. Brisbane s (2)
176 Livingstone A., Darr River Downs s
177 Livingstone J., Charters Towers c
178 Livio  -,  67 Queen street  is  k
179 Livio G. and Co., Red Hill c
180 Llewe llyn A. C., Townsvi lle c
181 Llewellyn H., Cooran, Noosa road e
182 Lloyd E., Fortitude Valley c
183 Lloyd J., Yeppoon c
184 Lloyd J. B., Wickham terrace c
185 Lloyd J .  H., Muttaburra c
186 Lloyd Michael Pearce, Cooktown c
187 Lloyd William ,  Elizabeth street c
188 Lloyd  Win. S., Ipswich s
189 Lloyd A .,  Birdsville a
190 Lochlan  -,  North side c
191 Lock and Moffat, Kilkivan o c
192 Lock Richard, Southport o
193 Lockstone W. R., Brisbane f
194 Lockwood -, late Beaconsfield c
195 Lockyer E., Walton street ,  off Boggo
road uk
196 Loewe Mrs., Bank street c
197 Lohse W., Cooiden c
198 Loid Mrs. Steven ,  Croydon c
191) Lomas -, Rockhampton c
200 London Miss Jessie, Croydon o
201 Lone Miss, Rockhampton c
202 Lonergan Frank ,  Coochin Creek c
203 Long F. W., Oxley c
204 Long G .,  Enoggera terrace u k
205 Long S .,  South Pine c
206 Long Thomas, Mount Perry o
207 Longspierre C., P.O. Brisbane s
208 Lonigan  -,  Charlevi lle c
20!) Lonsdale H., 118 Queen street o
210 Looker Henry, Millaquin ,  East Bunda
berg c
211  Lord H., P.O. Croydon s
212 Lord Thomas, Townsville o c
213 Lord Thomas, Greenmount c
214 Lorenza C., Rockhampton c
215 Lorne F. T., Tocal Station c
216 Lottie Miss ,  Towpsville c
217 Loudan Ro be rt, Cooktown c
218 Loughlan Godfrey, Croydon o
219 Lovadel J. B., Croydon c
220 Lave Mrs., Ipswich road c
221 Love Andrew, Nigger Creek o c
222 Love Mrs. Alex., Abbotsford n z
223 Lovell Mrs., Sandgate c
224 Lovell Mrs. J., Sandgate c
225 Lovelock H. and M., Hill End c
226 Lovey A. H., Albert street c
227 Low Mrs., Laidley c
228 Low G., P.O. Brisbane u k
229 Lowden - (late E. Bromberg), Bris-
bane c
230 Lowe Mrs., King and Frazer streets,
South Brisbane c
231 Lowe Miss Amy, Y.O. Brisbane o c232 Lowe James, Charleville o c
233 Lowe T. R., Summit Hotel, Cairns-
Herberton Railway s
234 Lowman - (care of Foster & Ander-
son), Valley c
235 Lowrence C., Yeppoon road, Rock-
hampton s
236 Lowry -, Postman's Ridge c
237 Lowther Mrs. Agnes, Barcaldine o c (2)
238 Lucas -, Post Office, Brisbane c
239 Lucas A. J., South Brisbane c
240 Lucas Mrs. or Miss B. L., Roma o
241 Lucas D., Goondiwindi c
242 Lucas P., Goondiwindi c
243 Lucey Dan, Mungar c
244 Luckey Thos., Capalaba c
245  Luideirgo De Petres (steamer " Star of
Hope"), Townsville o
246 Luke Thos., Charters Towers c
247 Lumb Joseph, Charters Towers c (2)
248 Lunn George, Charters Towers c (2)
249 Luttrell E., Clermont e
250 Luttrell Will., Croydon in
251  Luttrell W., Georgetown  at
252 Lydell A., Ipswich s
253 Lynan Father, Bowen c
254 Lynch -, Mackay c
255 Lynch Jno., Calliope Saw-mills e t
256 Lynch Joe, Cooktown c
257 Lynch Michael, Ravenswood c
258 Lynn Bryan, Survey Office f
259 Lynn C., Toowong c (2)
260 Lynn C., Petrie terrace c
261 Lynne Jeremiah, Westgrove, Mitchell c
262 Lyons H. J., Ipswich road c
263 Lyons M., Wickham street c
264 Lyons R., Mary street
265 Lyons T., Cooktown c
266 Lyons W., North Bundaberg c
267 Lyon N. S., Petrie terrace c
X.
1 MACHIN Thomas, Hughenden c
2 Madden John, Charleville c
3 Maddin Patrick, Rosewood Gate u k
4 Madigan Thomas, Camboon o
5 Magarry J., Warwick c
6 Magee John, Boggo road c (2)
7 Maggill Daniel, Stanley street c
8 Magney A. H., Thargomindah s
9 Magnus Doctor, Townsville c
10 Maguire ---, Paddington c
11 Maguire -, Mackay c
12 Maguire James, Grey street a
13 Maheney Michael, Eulo c
14 Maher J., Queenton s
15 Maher J., Isisford c
16 Maher W. F., Cloncurry c
17 Mahon M., Brisbane o
18 Mahoney John, Croydon c
19 Mahoney P., Rocky c
20 Maidens E., Marine Station s
21 Maidens J., Mackay o
22 Maidman -, Spring Hill c
23 Main Edward, Mackay u k
24 Mains James, Charters Towers u k
and c (2)
25 Mair Mrs. Charles, Brisbane c
26 Mair Miss Davidina, Brisbane u k
27 Major H., Mungindi s
28 Malcolm Mrs. J., South Brisbane c
29 Male J., Afton Downs c
30 Mallin Wm. E., Clermont o c
31 Malone Miss L., Brisbanf f
32 Malone Thomas, Mungar c
33 Maloney D., California Creek c
34 Maloney John, Mungar c
35 Malony Mrs. F., Brisbane s
36 Malt Miss Sarah, Red Hill c
37 Mangan James, Yangan c
38  Manbeu C. (carrier), Croydon road c
39 Mann A., Croydon c
40 Mann C., Gatton c
41 Mann Joshua (saddler), Muttaburra
42 Mann) T. H., Charters Towers c (2)
43 Mann W., Oxley c
44 Mannix Mrs., Charleville c
45 Mansfield -, Kangaroo Point c
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46 Mansfield -, Esk c
47 Manzies F. D., Cairns c
18 Mapleston F., 4 George street u k
49 Mara Mrs. Ellen, Pikedale s
.P0 Mare Harry, Brisbane c
51  Marchioni Andrea, Brisbane f
52 Marfitt Thomas E., Laidley u k
53 Marfito Francesco Dussetto, Bulyroo
Station o
54 Marix -, Cooktown s
55 Mark -, Isis Downs c
56 Mark George, Isisford in
57 Mark J. W., Merivale street c
58 Markey Miss Mary, Brisbane u k
59 Marks A., Croydon c and s (2)
60  Marks Harry, Croydon c
61 Marks W., Chinchilla c62 Marlow Frederick, Hughenden c
63 Marlow Thomas, Helidon c
64 Marquhardf Miss Bertha, Brisbane s
65 Marr William, Mount Albion u k
66 Mars Miss  Mary,  Valley c
67 Marschan Charles H., Brisbane u k
68 Marsden Mrs., Paddington c
69 Marsh J. E., Brisbane c
70 Marsh Miss M., Cooktown c
71 Marshall and Smith, Bell street c
72 Marshall Mrs., Petrie terrace c
73 Marshall Miss, Toowong c
74 Marshall David W., Brisbane o c
75 Marshall J., Gympie c
76 Marshall J., Croydon c
77 Marshall William, Warwick f
78 Marten B., Cooktown c
79 Marthains B., Townsville f
80 Martin andMitchell, Charters Towers c
81 Martin and Sons, Jondaryan c
82 Martin --, Latrobe terrace c
83 Martin Albert, Blackall o c
84 Martin A. H., Cairns u k (3)
85 Martin Charlie, Brisbane o c
86 Martin G. A., Oxley c
87 Martin James, Toowoornba c
88 Martin John, Cairns c
89 Martin John, Townsville u k
90 Martin J., Bowen Hills ii k
91 Martin J., Toowoonba c
92 Martin J. A., Spring Hill c
93 Martin J. J., Ravenswood c
94 Martin P. J., Brisbane in
95 Martin R. J., Townsville in
96  Martin W., Charters Towers c
97 Martin W., Charters Towers c (2)
98 Martin W., Cm don o
99 Martin W. E., Croydon c
100 Martinelli S., Croydon u k
101 Martins J., South Brisbane c
102 Martyn J. F., Brisbane o c
103 Marydale --, Mackay c.
104 Marywardt Miss Bertha, Townsville c
105 Maskie Harry, Croydon c
106 Mason -, Mount Gravatt c
107 Mason --, Mackay c
108 Mason George, Gympie c
109 Mason J., Maryborouyh c
110 Mason Walter John, Logan Village c
111 Massai Giovanni, Brisbane c
112 Massey Mrs., Valley c
113 Massie Miss E., Gumbardo c
114 Martel Captain, Cooktown s
115 Masters J., Brisbane f
116 Masterton A. M., Townsville u k
117 Materne E., Kangaroo Point c
118 Mather Andrew, Charters Towers c
119 Mather George A., Charters Towers c
120 Mathers --, Townsville c
121 Matherson Donald, Mackay c
122 Mathews -, West End s
123 Mathews Stuart, Ada% ale in
124 Mathieson Alex., Brisbane c
125 Mathieson C., Bundaberg c
126 Mathieson John, Toowoornba c
127 Matson H. M., Croydon in
128 Mattliers James, Red Hill u k
129 Matthews --, Kolan c (2)
130 Matthews Mrs., Charters Towers c
131 Matthews C., Mitchell c
132 Matthews Henry, Rockhampton o c
133 Matthews Harry Ruxton, 37 Queen
street n z
134 Matthews J., Charters Towers c
135 Matthews J., Croydon s (2)
136 Mattingiay T. J., Warwick c
137 Maud Miss Annie, Iliswich c (2)
138 Maugham T., Nudgee c
139  Maughan Edward, Normanlon c
140 Mawby Mrs. A., Brisbane s
141 Maxwell C. W., Sandown c
142 May -, Coorparoo c (2)
143 May -, Mackay c
144 May Thomas, Brisbane o c
145 May W. T., Barron River c
146 Maybank James, Rockhampton u k
147 Mayhew Charles, Queen street s
148 Maynard Mrs., Toowong c
149 Maynard Thos, Will., Roma u k
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150 Mayne Wm. G,, Milton o c
151 Mayne Wm. Walter, Brisbane o c
152 Meagher Miss, Twine street c
153 Meagher Miss M., Birley street c
154 Meaney J., Wickham street c
155 Meawood H., Roma e t
156 Medley G., Charters Towers c
157 Mee -, Boggo road c
158 Mee Mrs. Ellen Maria, Brisbane u k
159 Meeham C. J., Charleville c
160 Meehan Miss B., Maryborough c
161 Meehan Miss Mary, Charters Towers c
162 Meehan P. J., Maryborough c
163 Meehan Thomas, Townsville c
164  Msidnncnt Jacob, Spring Hill an
165 Melani A., Maryborough c
166 Melbourne F. G., Bulimba c
167 Meldrum T., Donor's Hill o
168 Mellen Mrs. W., Roma c
169 Meller R. A., Brisbane o c
170 Mellon Arthur, Croydon c
171 Melton Joseph, Brisbane in
172 Melville Mrs., Spring Hill c
173 Melville Mrs. D., Petrie terrace c
174 Melville Mrs. D. P., Petrie terrace c
175 Melville John, Stanley River o
176 Melville J., Blackston u k
177 Mende Eugene, Rockhampton f and
c (2)
178 Menihane Miss B., Charters Towers o
179 Menzies W., Cairns c
180 Meredith and Co., Messrs. Bogan-tungan e
181 Meredith Miss, Petrie terrace n z
182 Mery J., Croydon c
183 Mestead Mrs. R. J., Hendra c
184 Metcalf C., Adavale c
185 Metzger F. E., South Brisbane c
186 Meyer Johan, Brisbane o c
187 Meyers -, Queen street e
188 Meyler Robert, Charleville c
189 Michools -, Brisbane s
190 Middis S. (shearer), Mungindi s
191 Midwood Henry, Adavale c
192 Miers William, Emmet Downs c
193 Mighilsens G., Brisbane f
194 Miles Mrs., Townsville c
195 Miles David, Bierbank Station c
196 Miles W., Charters Towers c
197 Millar -, Toowoornba c
198 Millar A., Yangan c
199 Millar James, Cooktown c
200 Millar William, Croydon m
201 Miller Alfred G., Brisbane c
202 Miller Andrew, Herbert River u k
203  Miller Carrie, Toowoomba o
204 Miller Mrs. E., Gowrie road c
205 Miller David, senr., Rockhampton o c
206 Miller M. Ethel, New Farm o
207 Miller F. J., Noondoo Station c
208 Miller Harry, Mackay u k
209 Miller H. A., Charters Towers c
210 Miller James, Brisbane c
211 Miller John, Nive Downs e
212 Miller Joseph, Maryborough o c
213 Miller L., Hughenden c
214 Miller P., Kangaroo Point c
215 Miller Robert, Annan River o
216 Miller R., Lyndhurst c
217 Miller Thomas, Townsville s
218 Miller William, Thursday Island c
219 Miller W. F., Marburg c
220 Miller W. J., Townsville e t
221 Millican R., Boggo road c
222 Mills Mrs., Turbot street c
223 Mills David, Townsville o e
224 Mills E. N., Narrine u k (2)
225 Mills H. W., Rockhampton a
226 Mills H., Ithaca Creek c
227 Millward -, Barcaldine c
228 Milne J. M., Harrisville e
229 Minahan John, Croydon in
230 Mines Mrs. M. J., f
231 Minus R., Blackall u k
232 Misck Agge, Stanley street o e
233 Missen J., Rockhampton u k
234 Mitchell and Binnington, Townsville a
235 Mitchell -, Tiaro c
236 Mitchell Frank, Bundaberg o e
237 Mitchell George J., Croydon c
238 Mitchell Mrs. H., Wickham street c
239 Mitchell John, Sandgate c
240 Mitchell Richard, 86 Wharf street s
241 Mitchell R., Wharf street c (2)
242 Mitchell Mrs. Thomas, Hope street in
243 Mitchell William, Bowen terrace u k
244 Mitchell W., Gympie c
245 Mitchinson W. J. G., Edward street c
246 Mobbs D. J., Sesbtnia in (3)
247 Modoalf George, Charters Towers c
248 Modina A., South Brisbane c
249 Moffat James, Bundaberg c
250 Moffat W., Kangaroo Point c
251 Moffatt A. C., Bundaberg c
252 Moffatt John, Brisbane c
253 Moffatt Mrs. J., Bundaberg c
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2.54 Mohr Adam, Jondowie c 357 Morton Alex., Burenda c 8 McAndrew John, Charters Towers
255 Mohr Henry, Heathfield Estate c 3.8 Morton A., Muttaburra c u k (2)
256 Mole C. Milton c 359 Morton C. E. Rockhampton c 9 McAndrews D., Latrobe terrace c,
2i7 Moller -, Yeulba c (2)
,
360 Morton F., Prairie c 10 McArthur -, Brisbane in
2.18 Moller A. S., Upper Tent Hill c 361 Morton Robert T. Valley o c 11 McArthur Mrs., Eagle Junction c
259 Moller J. S., Tent Hill c (2)
,
362 Mortyne -, Croydon c 12 McArthur Stuart, Rockhampton s
260 Mollison -, Mackay c 363 Moseley H. Charters Towers c 13 McArtney Richard, Woollongabba u k
261 Molloy John. Normanton s and c (2)
,
364 Mosman G., Charters Towers c 14 McAuliffe J. F., Nebo c
262 Molyneux E., Tarampa Station c 365  Moss Alfred, Woollongabba in 15 McAuliffe Miss M. A., Mount Britton c
263 Mona -, Brisbane c 366 Moss H., Woollongabba c 16 McAuliffe Mrs. G. F., Mount Bi itton c
264 Monahan Miss, Mackay c 367 Moss John, Normanton u k 17 McBain John, West End o c
265 Monahan G. A., Charters Towers c 368 Moss M., Woollongabba c 18 McBean Patrick, Townsville o c
266 Monahan James, Mackay c 369 Mossman George, Townsville c 19 McBride A., Grey street c
267 Monk H., Mount Albion e t (2) 370 Mossman J., Normanton e t 20 McBride C., Katandra c
268 Monk John, Maneroo s and f (2) 371 Moulding H., Bundaberg c 21 McBride John, Eagle Farm Junction c
269 Monnomhan Jerry, Rosewood c 372 flour John, Cambridge Downs o 22 McBryde P., Brisbane u k
270 Monrad Axel, Maryborough o c 373 Moutt Thomas, Rockhampton s (3) 23 McCabe Mrs. P., Grey street u k
271 Montague Claude, Brisbane c 374 Moyes H., Bundaberg c 24 McCafferty G., Mount Britton c
27 2 Mood kevd. -, Roma c 375 Moyla,n Mrs. J., Brisbane u k 25 McCall Mrs., West End c
273 Moody George, Townsville o c 376 Moyle E., Gympie c (2) 26 McCalhun H., Croydon c
274 Moody George, Ravenswood o c 377 Moyle Henry, Townsville c 27 McCann A., Rockhampton e t
275 Moody George, Rockhampton c 378 Muir and Hammond, Edward street c 28 McCann B., Herbert River c
276 Moody G., Rockhampton u k 379 Muir Mrs., Red Hill c 29 McCann H., Gympie e
277 Moody John (carrier), Dalby c 380 Muir Mrs., Bundaberg c 30 McCann J., Gympie u k
278 Mooney Frank, Charters Towers o 381 Muir Miss Agnes, Torwood Estate s 31 McCantyre -, Queen's Park c
279 Mooney W., Stanley street c 382 Muir Alfred, Dareel Station s (2) 32 McCarter -, Mackay c
280 Moor Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton c 383 Muir J., Coongoola c 33 McCarthy Charles, Brisbane s
281 Moore Mrs., Bundaberg c 384 Muir M. P., Bundaberg c 34 McCarthy Charles, Mackay c
282 Moore Miss. Rockhampton u k (2) 385 Muirhead William, Ann street c 35 McCarthy Miss E., Brisbane u k
283 Moore C. (drover), Thargoinindah s and 386 Muldoon John, Georgetown e t 36 McCarthy James, Eulo cin (3) 387 Mules Richard, Bayswater u k 37 McCarthy J., Valley c
284 Moore Mrs. G., Yatala in
285 Moore Henry, Charters Towers c
388 Mulholland Mrs. Ettie, Townsville
0 c
38 McCarthy Miss Johanna, South Bris-bane uk
286 Moore John, Wynnum c 389 Mullaney Owen, Barcaldine c 39 McCarthy  Al. J., Port Douglas c
287 Moore John, Toowoomba u k 390 Mullens Mrs., Woollongabba c 40 McCarthy Mrs. W .F., Warwick o
288 Moore J., Gyrnpie o 391 Mullens J., Warwick c 41 McCartin J., Bloomfield  c
289 Moore Miss Marv, Rockhampton c 392 Muller Carl. Spring Hill c (2) 42 McCartney Andy, Cairns o c
290 Moore Robert, Charters Towers c 393 Mullingen D., Bowen Hills c 43 McCartney Joseph, Bowen c
291 Moore T., Rockhampton e 394 Mullins -, Edward street c 44 McClellan -, South Brisbane c
292 Moore Wm. (miner), Bundaberg s 395 Mummery H., Mungindi in 45 McCelland Allen, Rockhampton o c
293 Moran -, Bowen street c 396 Munn Miss, Kangaroo Point c 46 McCluer James, Warwick s
294 Moran Daniel, Cooktown c 397 Munns Constable, Mackay c 47 McColl Malcolm, Albilbah Station o
295 Moran J., Cairns c 398 Munro -, South Brisbane c 48 McCormack Miss Bridget, Rosalie o c
296 Moran Martin, West End c 399 Munro James, Manning street c 49 McCormack Peter, Cairns u k
297 Moran Martin, Grey street c 400 Munroe Mrs. M., Townsville c 50 McCormack Richard, Townsville c
298 Morant Harry, Muttaburra c 401 Munster Otto, Hodgkinson c 51 McCormick P., Dawson road c
299 Moray James, Rockhampton c (2) 402 Murdoch R. B., Brisbane s 52 McCosker T., Accommodation Creek s
300 More David (miner ), Mount Spurgeon 403 Murdoch R. B. and Co., Brisbane s 53 McCoy Tom, Afton Downs m
u k (2) 404 Murdock Win. (carrier), Brisbane c 54 McCrea A. A., Ravenswood c
301 Moreland William, Townsville f 405 Murer A., Maryborough c 55 McCreaddie Mrs., Townsville c
302 Moret Gabriel, Maryborough u k 406 Murphy -, Allora c 56 McCrow -, Rockhampton c
303 Morfham James. Calliope c 407 Murphy Mrs., Spring Hill c 57 McCrudden Thomas, Brisbane c
304 Morgan C. M., Eupelo c 408  Murphy Arthur E., Tambo s 58 McCrudden Thos., Coffee Palace Board-
305 Morgan D., Charters Towers c 409 Murphy Charles, Mungar c ing House c (4)
306 Morgan H. Alfred, Rannes c 410 Murphy Edward, Gnoolooma c 59 McCrystal J., Bogantungan c
307 Morgan J., Charters Towers c 4t1 Murphy E., Charters Towers c (2) 60 McCue John, Townsville c
308 Morgan J., Valley c 412 Murphy Frank P., Muttaburra o 61 McCulah Miss Maggie, Rockhampton in
309 Morgan Mrs. James, Warwick c 413 Murphy James, Croydon u k 62 McCullagh S. D., Roma c
310 Morgan Mrs. Sarah, Cooktown o c 414 Murphy Miss L., Queen street c 63 McDermit F., Grey street c
311 Morgan Mrs. S., Hughenden c 415 Murphy Michael, Brisbane s 64 McDermott -, Albion c
312 Morgan William, Townsville u  k, f, and 416 Murphy Miss M. J., Brisbane c 65 McDermott Paddington c
c (4) 417 Murphy P. F., Gatton c 66 McDermott E., 43 Queen street s (2)
313 Morgan W., Charters Towers c 418 Murphy Thomas, Maryborough c 67 McDermott Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane
314 Morgan W. H., Charters Towers c 419 'Murphy W., Jane street c uk
315 Moriarty M., Millchester c (3) 420 Murphy W. H., Gatton c (2) 68 McDonald Rockhampton e
31(i Morley - (carpenter), Mackay c 421 Murr Christof, Breakfast Creek f 69 McDonald Townsville e t (2)
317 Morley Miss, Mackay c 422 Murray -, West End c 70 McDonald Mackay o
318 Morley J. W., Brisbane c 423 Murray Mrs., Kangaroo Point c (2) 71 McDonald Southport c
319 Moroney Mrs. 1\Iargt., Rockhampton o 424 Murray Mrs., Stanley street c (2) 72 McDonald A., Foulden u k
320 Morris -, Highgate Hill c 425 Murray Mrs., Little Roma street c 73 McDonald A., Bowen c
321 Morris Erst., Croydon c 426 Murray D., Barcaldine c 74 McDonald A. R., Blackall
322 Morris Frank, Gympie c 427 Murray Edward, Muttaburra c 75 McDonald Charles, Brisbane u k
393 Morris George, Charters Towers u k 428 Murray, F., Mitchell c 76 McDonald E., South Brisbane o
324 Morris H., Yeppoon c 429 Murray George, Warry street c 77 McDonald Mrs. Eliza, Mackay c
325 Morris John, Hyde Park c 430 Murray, Mrs. James, Oxley Creek c 78 McDonald Horatio, Eagle street a
326 Morris John A., Charters Towers c 431 Murray John, Koojarewon o e 79 McDonald H. E. P., Stanthorpe s (3)
327 Morris J., Townsville c 432 Murray K., Milton c 80 McDonald James, Cooktown c
328 Morris J. M., Highgate Hill c 433 Murray Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton oc 81 McDonald James A., Charters Towersc
329 Morris J. V., Bundaberg a 434 Murray Peter, Hughenden s 82 McDonald John, Yeulba c
330 Morris R. B. W., Adavale c 435 Murray R., Milton c 83 McDonald J., Bundaberg s
331 Morris R. 1)., Townsville s 436 Murray Robert B., Kangaroo Point e 84 McDonald J., Oxley c
332 Morris T., Stanley street c 437 Murray Russell H., Tambo e 85 McDonald L., Charters Towers c
333 Morris V., Valley s 438 Murray W., Nive Downs c (2) 86 McDonald Miss M., Stanton Hill s
334 Morris W., Sandgate c 439 Murray Mrs. W., Charters Towers c 87 McDonald Mrs.  Al. S., Townsville c
335 Morris W., Mackay c 440 Murrey Mrs., Stanley street c 88 McDonald Mrs. N., Shafston c
336 Morris W. R., Torbanlea c 441 Murrey William, Ni%( Downs c 89 McDonald P., Rosewood c
337 Morrisey Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton u k 442 Murry Mrs., Brisbane c 90 McDonald P. F., Brisbane c
338 Morrisey Patrick, Georgetown c 443 Murry Robert, Ravenswood c 91 McDonnell Bryan, Oakey Creek o c
339 Morrison A., Maryborough c 444 Murry S., Wanoodoo c 92 McDonnell Miss Kate, Brisbane s
340 Morrison A. M., Charters Towers c 445 Murtagh John, Valley c 93 McDonnell Pat., Cairns o c
341 Morrison G., Mackay c 446 Murtagh J., Blackall Range o c 94  McDonough Mrs., Plant's Ridge o
342 Morrison Henry, Winton s 447 Murtagh P., Logan Downs c 95 McDougall J., South Brisbane c
343 Morrison John, Rockhampton u k 448 Must C., O'Connell Town c 96 McDuff Michael, Georgetown e t
344 Morrison K. J., Winton u k 449 Mye Charles, Normanton s 97 McElhalton Hugh, Bundaberg f
345 Morrison Miss N., Southport u k 450 Myrles -, South Brisbane c 98 Mcl;lhinny R., Bayswater c
346 Morrison W. F., Brisbane s 99 McEwan Anna, Rockhampton o
347 Morrissey D., Rockhampton c 100 McFarland A. J., Llanrheidul Station c
348 Morrissey Patrick, Normanton o c Mc. 101 McFarland Miss Bella, Petrie terrace
349 Merritt Robert, Macknade u k uk
350 Mori itt Robert J., Townsville o c 1  McADAM W., Kirk River o 102 McFarland Hugh C., Nerang o
351 Morrow Mrs. M., Spring Hill c 2 McAlister Mrs. James, Brisbane c 103 McFarlane South Brisbane c
352 Morse H., Mellum Creek s 3 McAllen H., Croydon c 104 McFarlane , Plane Creek c
353 Morson Mrs., Maryborough e t 4 1btcAllen John, Bundaberg c 105 McFarlane Arthur, Rockhampton u k
354 Mortensen D. S., Arthur street c 5 McAllister J., Charter,, Towers c 106 McFarlane James, Rockhampton c
355 Mortimer W. F., Charleville o 6 McAllister W., Chatters 'rowers c (2) 107 McFarlane John .Joseph James, and
356 Mortimor T., Maryborough c 7 McAlroy Peter, Adavale in other., Elliott o c
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108 McFarlane Peter,  Mackay o c 213 McLean Donald. Croydon u k 29 Neilson H.  0., Chinchilla c
109 McFarlane R. S., South
Brisbane u k
214 McLean Henry, Rockhampton  o c  30 Neilson Johnstone, Charters Towers c
110 McFeoran Mrs., Kelvin Grove c 215 McLean  John M .,  St. Helena c 31 Neilson J., Croydon c
111 McFetridge James ,  Charters Towers u k 216 McLean K., Dungeness c 32 Neilson J., Marvborough c
112 McFie Neil, O'Connell Town c 217 McLean Tindley, Bloom field c 33 Neilson L. P., Pine Hill, Q.C.R. c
113 McGaw D. H., Sandgate c 218 McLean Mrs.  W.  Gordon (formerly 34 Neilson Neal, Cloneurry c
114 McGaw J., Townsville u k Mr,.. Hammel ), Noondoo c  35 Neithercott Win.,  Bo ,g) road c
115 McGawan -, Punenifa Station  in 219 McLearn Charles ,  Geraldton c 36 Nelams Henry, Croydon in and c (2)
116 McGee  -,  West End c 220 McLellann Alex., Normanton w a 37 Nelson Miss ,  Bowen Hills c
117 McGeorge R., Wickham street c 221 McLennan A., Roma o 38 Nelson Arthur, Miva Siding c
118 McGhie R., Mackay u k 222 McLennan W., Mary borough c 39 Nelson G . (s.s. " Francis Cadell " ) c
119 McGill Mrs., Ipswich road c 223 McLennon Murdoch, Macalister c 40 Nelson H., Rockhampton c
120 McGinnas Donald ,  Croydon c 224 McLeod Alex .,  Valley of Lagoons c 41 Nelson Mrs. H .,  Rockhampton c
121 McGorman  -,  Cooktown c West End c 42 Nelson J., Oxford Downs c225 McLeod J.
122 McGowan Pat., Cairns o c
,
226 McLeod J. A. J., Berherton s 43 Nelson L .,  South 1 Brisbane c
123 McGrady M., Rockhampton c 227 McLeod Miss Madge ,  South Brisbane c 44 Nelson Maurice, 12-Mile ,  Bundaberg c
124 McGrath Aliss,•Townsville c 228 McLeod Mary, West End o 45 Nelson Mrs .  M. A., Windsor road c
125 McGrath Mrs. T .,  Townsville u k 229 McLeod Mrs. M., Brisbane c 46 Nesbet David, Blackstone s
126 McGregor  -,  Ashburton c 230 McLeod Norman, Highgate Hill c 47 Nevill Frank ,  Toowoomba s
127 McGregor  Donald, South Brisbane o c 231 McLindon James, Springs c 48 Nevin Wm., Cairns u k
128 McGregor John, Brisbane c 232 McLoughlan  --,  Mackay c 49 Nevison Mrs., North Quay c
129 McGregor J., Brisbane c 233 McLoughlin D., Bundanba c 50 New H., Lutwyche c
130 McGuigan R., Pialba c 234 McLoughlin P. J., Brisbane u k 51 Newall John ,  Gordon Downs ,  Capella
131 McGuire John, Geraldton u k 235 McMahon Mrs., Townsville u k  c (2)
132 McGuire J., Vulture street c 236 McMahon Mrs., Rockhampton c 52 Newbold Miss A .,  P.O. Brisbane f
133 McGuire J., Antigua c 237 McMahon Miss ,  Enoggera c 53 Newcombe J. D., Chinchilla c
134 McGuone Henry ,  Brisbane o c 238 McMahon Miss, Archer street c 54 Newell D., Isis Downs c
135 McGuron  -,  Mackay o c 239 McMahon A. E., Milton c (2) 55 Newlands Robert, Morning Star,
136 McGurren James ,  Blackall s 240 McMahon E., Warwick s Gehangle u k
137 McGurren James J., S+authorpe c 241 McMahon James ,  Rockhampton o c 56 Newman  -,  Townsville c
138 McHugh F., Bowesville s 242 McMahon John, Muttaburra c 57 Newman A. W., Smythe 's Hotel, Cook-
139 Mclllhannon Miss Roma c (2) 243 McMahon P., Mackay c town e t
140 McInnes Donald, Charleville s 244 McMahon Wm., Rockhampton u k 58 Newman J. H.. Sefton Estate c
141 Mclnroe C., Townsville c 245 McManemy J., Short street c 59 Newman T., Spring Hill c
142 McIntosh Messrs and Co., St.  Georges246 McManus Miss, William street c 60 Newme J .  W., Dock street, South
143 McIntosh  -, Croydon c 247 McManus Bernard, Yeppoon c Brisbane c
114 McIntosh C., Upper Kedron c 248 McManus Thomas ,  Adavale  in  (2) 61 Newrick J., Normanton e
145 McIntosh Donald, Greenmount c (2) 249  McMaster Hugh, Eton u,  k-  62 Newton -, Charters Towers c
146 McIntosh John, Rockhampton o c 250  McMeekin Gavin, Charters Towers u k 63 Newton C. E. (care of Major Wright),
147 McIntosh John, Winton c 251 McMillan Mrs., Warner street c Brisbane u k
148 McIntosh P., Hendon c 252 McMillan Mrs., Spring Hill c 64 Newton T., Charters Towers  in
149 McIntyre George ,  Barcaldine c 253 McMillan James .  Townsville 65 Niccol C. (care of Niccol and Smith),
150 McIver John J. F., Cloncurry c 254 McMillan J., Mackay c Brisbane c
151 McKaig J., Ravenswood c 255 McMillan Samuel, Brisbane u k 66 Niccol C., Normanton s and o (3)
152 McKay Maryborough c 256 McMillian John, Eurella Station c 67 Nichallas Thomas, Charters Towers  in
153 McKay Nindaroo c 257 McMinamin P., Bundaberg c 68 Nichel A .,  Queen street c
154 McKay Alex., Brisbane u k 258 McMorrow Pat., Cairns u k 69 Nicholas Thomas, Charters Towers u k
155 McKay Alex., Edith Vale c 259 McMullen Mrs. D .,  Burenda c 70 Nicholas W. J., Charters Towers a
156 McKay Miss Alice,  Brisban e, e t 260 McMullin David ,  Ipswich c 71 Nicholls Mrs., Kennedy terrace c
157 McKay Boyd, Eagle street c 261 McMunn Fred. ,  Brislane s 72 Nicho ll s J., Logan road c
158 McKay Donald, Bindango Station c (2) 262 McMurtry Robert, Melbourne street 73 Nichols Thos. ,  Cambridge Downs c
159 McKay E., Bundaberg c uk  74 Nichols Wm., Goondiwindi s
160 McKay Frank ,  Charters Towers c 363 McMurtry W., Croydon c  7.5 Nichols Willie, Georgetown c
161 McKay F., Mackay f 264 McNab James, Bundaberg o c 76 Nicol J .  W., Woollongabba c
162 11IcKuy  G eorge , Ipswich c 265 McNae Thomas, Charleville o c 77 Nicol W., Hughenden c
163 McKay G. H., Eton c 266 McNamara J., back of Hamilton  "8  Nicoll Mrs .  A., Hughenden c
164 McKay H. (surveyor ),  Gatton o e Hotel c 79 Nielsen Julius ,  Bowen o
165 McKay H. W., Bowen Hills c 267 McNamara Malcolm, Normanton o c 80 Nightingale Miss ,  Rockhampton m
166 McKay J., Kangaroo Point c 268 McNamara M. J., Tenthill c and s (2)
167 McKay J., Bundaberg e 269 McNeill D., Brisbane s 81 Nilson P .,  Mungar c
168 McKay Robert ,  Kensington Downs c 270 McNeill H., Mackay c 82 Nine George ,  Breakfast Creek c
169 McKay William ,  Townsville u k 271 McNeilly J., West End c (2) 83 Noble Miss Amy, P .O. Brisbane s
170 McKean W., Gympie c 272 McNulty Miss Mary ,  Stanley street u k 84 Nolan  Miss  Emily, Barcaldine s
171 McKee E. W., Thargomindah s 273 McPherson  -,  Charters Towers c 85 Nolan Mrs .  James ,  Oakley, Brisbane t
172 McKee F., Gatton c 274 McPherson 1)., Townsville a 86 Nolan Michael ,  Croydon c
173 McKellop Mrs. A .,  Allenstown c 27 5 McPherson  James, Charters Towers m 87 Nolan M., Highfields c
171 McKenna  -,  Mackay c 276 McQuarrie James ,  Winton c 88 Nolan Thomas, Mount Perry Station c
175 McKenna J., Wickham terrace c 277 McRae Murdo,  Gympie u k 89 Noll John, Laidley c
176 McKenzie Alex., Maryborough u k 278 McRoli .e Miss ,  Mackay c 90 Noonan Mrs .,  Mackay c (2)
177 McKenzie Alex., Mackay u k 279 McShea John ,  Bunda be rg c 91 Noonen R .,  Mount Esk c
178 McKenzie A., Maryborough c 280 McSherry John, Mackay u k (2) 92 Noonan Thomas, Townsville c (2)
179 McKenzie A., Boolboonda c 281 McSherry J., Townsville c 93 Norbury Fred .,  P.O.  Valley u k
ISO McKenzie Charles ,  Brisbane s 282 McVitty Thomas, Valley o c 94 Norman W . (passenger s.s. "Quetta"),
181 McKenzie George, Charters Towers c Mackay c
182 McKenzie John, Charters Towers s 95 North  -,  Allora c
183 McKenzie John, Gympie c N. 96 North  IT., South Brisbane c
184 McKenzie John, Cairns c 97 North W. R., Rockhampton c
185 McKenzie J., Sesbania c 1 NABINE Billy ,  Mackay o 98 Northcote Geo., Cooktown s
186 McKenzie K. S., Townsville c 2 Naden Mrs .,  Rockhampton s 99 Nortticott S. J., Harrisville s
187 McKenzie Louis ,  Herberton c 3 Naggs George ,  Charters Towers c 100 Nott W .,  Rockhampton o c
188 McKenzie Robert, Mount Perry c 4 Nagle Mrs .,  Laidley c 101 Noughton W., Charters Towers e
189 McKenzie Th..mas, Yeulba c 5 Naismith A., Townsville u k 102 Nowcka Jimmy ,  Townsville o
190 McKenzie Thomas ,  Yeppoon s 6 Napier Charles ,  South Brisbane o c 103 Nunn Geo ..  Charters Towers e t
191 McKenzie T., Mount Perry c 7 Nash George ,  Harrisville c (3) 134 Nusworth E. A., Melbourne street c
192 McKenzie T.. Charters Towers u k 8 Navill Mrs. Jane, New Farm o c
193 McKeon Mrs., Paddington c 9 Navite L., Station Creek ,  Croydon c
194 McKeon P., Woollongabba c 10 Naylor Miss, P.O. Brisbane u k 0.
195 McKeown George ,  Port Douglas s and 11 Neal Geo .,  Charters Towers c
c (2) 12 Neil  -,  Charleville c 1 OBORN A.,  P.O., Brisbane u k
196 McKibben Mrs. Alice ,  West End c 13 Neil Miss Isabella, Pittsworth c 2 O'Brian John ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
197 McKie James, Brisbane c 14 Neil Mrs. T.  (Faust Family ),  Rock- 3 Q'Brien  -,  Tabletop c
198 McKie J .,  Westmoreland c hampton c 4 O'Brien Mrs., Rockhampton c
199 :1lcKiernan Pat., Georgetown c 15 Neil Michael, Hughenden c (2) 6 O'Brien Mrs .,  West End c
200 McKillop Mrs. A .,  Spring Hill c 16 Neil  N..7., Lion Greek c  6 O'Brien Miss  (care of J. O' Brien,
201 McKinbay Miss, Mackay c 17 Neil William ,  Mitchell c Lands Office) c
202 McIntosh L., Windsor Road u k 18 Neild W., Charleville c 7 O'Brien E .,  Georgetown c
203 McKirdy  --, Murphy' s Creek c 19 Neill Alex .,  P.U. Brisbane u k 8 O'Brien .Tames,  Croydon o
204 McLachlan  --,  Stanley Bridge c 20 Neill  Geo., Lal Lal c 9 O'Brien Jeremiah, Police Station c
205 McLachlan  James,  Charters Towers c 21 Neill Mi ss Gracie, Toowoomba c 10 O'Brien John ,  Rockhampton u k
201; McLachlan P., Charters Towers a 22 Neilsen Mrs., Cooktown c 11 O'Brien J., Charleville c
207 McLaren Archibald ,  Hughenden c 23 Neilsen N. C., Peri, Mackay c 12 O'Brien Michael, Bowen Vale u k
208McLaren Capta n A., Cooktowi  s (2) 24 Neilson Mr. and Mrs., Townsville, c 13 O'Brien Patrick ,  Townsville u k
209 McLaughlan Mrs., Allora c 25 Neilson -, South Brislane c 11 O'Brien P .,  We't End c
210 McLaughlin Pat., Fairymead c 26 Neilson Mrs., Bongo road c 15 O'Callan Miss Charles, Port Mackay f
211 McLean -,  Rockhampton c 27 Neilson F., Charters Towers c 16 O'Coner W., Boolboonda c
212 McLean  Miss ,  Brisbane c 28 Neilson G. M., Townsville in 17 O'Connell Miss ,  Maryborough c
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18 O'Connell  Denis , Rockhampton o c
19 O'Connell D., Helidon c
20 O'Connell John, Marmadwah,  via
Dalby c
21 O'Connell and Co. W. B., Rockhamp-
ton c
22 O'Conner Mrs. Mary, Logan Creek c
23 O'Connor Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
24 O'Connor Mrs. Amelia, Townsville u k
25 O'Connor Miss Annie, Kangaroo Point m
26 O'Connor Capt. W. F., Mackay o c
27 O'Connor Con., Croydon c
28 O'Connor Mrs. F., Wickham terrace c
29 O'Connor James, Cairns c
30 O'Connor John (care of F. Kates, Esq.),
Hendon s
31 O'Connor J., Port Curtis road
32 O'Connor Miss S., Kangaroo Point c
33 O'Connor M., Gebangle c
34 O'Connor Thos., Petrie  terrace u k
35 O'Connor T., Gatton c
36 O'Connor T., Hughenden c
37 O'Dea Thomas, Gympie c
38 O'Dea T., Mackay c
39 O'Doherty -, 1 ma c
40 O'Doherty  James,  Cleveland Police
Station f
41 O'Donell Thos., Ravenswood c
42 O'Donnell Mrs. C., Brunswick street c
43 O'Donnell E., Bundaberg o
44 O'Donnell John, Ayrshire Downs Sta-
tion s
45 O'Donnell J., Noondoo s (2)
46 O'Donnell J. T., Charters Towers in
47 O'Donnell  Miss  Mary, Charters Towers
c
48 O'Donnell M., Jane street c
49 O'Donnell Thomas, Bowen c
50 O'Donnell T., Charters Towers m (2)
51 Odonohoe John J., Toowong c (2)
52 O'Donohue -, Rockhampton c
53 O'Donohue P., Croydon c
54 O'Driscoll H., Wickham terrace c
55 O'Dwyer -, Townsville c
56 O'Dwyer J. senr.,  Petrie terrace c
57 O'Dwyer Patrick, Stanley Bridge s (2)
58 Oelbrecht Charles,  Beaudesert c
59 Oetgenn Miss Elizabeth, P.O. Brisbane
u k (2)
Oetgenn Miss  E., Sandgate u k
Ogg Dr., Rockhampton c
Ogg Thos., P.O. Brisbane c
O'Gradie J., Charters  Towers c
O'Grady- (D. L. Brown ), Brisbane cO'Grady R., Gympie o
O'Halloran W., Adavale c
O'Hara -, Portland Downs c (2)
O'Hara A., Red Hill c
O'Hara Patrick, Macknade Plantation
u k and o (2)
70 Ohl Paul,  Millchester c
71 Ohlsen E., Milton c
72 Ohollaran Thos., P.O. Brisbane s
73 O'Keaf Mrs., Rockhampton c
74 O'Keefe Mrs., Logan Junction c (2)
75 O'Keefe Mrs., Bundaberg c
76 O'Keefe C. J., Brisbane n z
77 O'Keefe P., Maryborough e t
78 O'Keefe Mrs. Con., Augathella c
79 Olding Mrs. G. H., North Bundaberg s
80 Oleary Denis, Nerang c
81 O'Leary James, Stanley  street c
82 Oliver Miss Kate, P.O. Townsville f
83 Olsen - (farmer ),  near  Homebush c
84 Olsen  Mrs. (care of  W. Earl), Towns-
ville c
85 Olsen C., Bundaberg c
86 Olsen C., South Brisbane c
87 Olsen Elias, Black Jack c
88 Olsen Jacob, Gy mpie c
89 Olsen Swen., Rockhampton o c (2)
90 Olsen Wm. H., Childers n z
91 Olson Mrs., Woollongabba
92 Olson A., Catherine  street c
93 Ollson Thos. F., Downfall Creek f
94 Omonsen A., Nudgee m
93 O'Mullane Jno., Casino (re-directed to
Warwick) s
96 O'Neal J. (care of - Gilroy), Charters
Towers c
97 O'Neil Mrs. J., Toowong c
98 O'Neill -, Pleystowe c
99 O'Neill Mrs., Enoggera c
1)0 O'Neill Mrs. James, Tenby f
191 O'Neill John J., Normanton o
102 O'Neill Miss M., Toowooniba u k
103 O'Neill Patk., Port Curtis road o c
104 Orchard Mrs. J., Winton in.
105 Ord J., Rockhampton c
106 Organ Frank P.O. Brisbane e t
7 O'Reilly Ambrose, Westwood c
08 O'Reilly Miss Eliza, P.O.  Brisbane u k
09 O'Reilly Eugene, Georgetown s
10 O'Reilly Henry, Rosehill, Warwick o
11 O'Reilly James, Bingera Railway Sta-
tion u k
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112 O'Reilly Patrick, P.O. Valley c
113 O'Reilly  Miss Susan , P.O. Brisbane o c
114 O'Reilly J., Bunya  Mountain s
115 Ormond A. B., Mackay u k
116 O'Rourke Mrs. J., Enoggera s
117 Orr M., G.P.O. e t
118 Orr M. B., Boggo road c
119 Orth Casper, South Brisbane c (2)
120 Orwood -, Enoggera c (2)
121 Osborn A. W., Woollongabba o c
122 Osborne -, Esk c
123 Osborne -, George street
124 Osborne Mrs., Rockhampton c
125 Osborne T., Paddington c
126 Osborne Capt., Bundaberg s
127 Osbourne A. S. R., Bundaberg u k
128 Osborne W. G., P.O.  Brisbane s
129 Osbourne Edgen, Brisbane c
130 O'Shaughnessy D. and Turner, Herber-
ton c
131 O'Shay,  Miss  L., Ann street c
132 O'Shea Joseph, junr., Charters Towers
0 c
133 O'Shea Michael, Townsville u k
134 O'Shea Timothy, Charters Towers o c
135 O'Sullivan -, Rosewood c
136 O'Sullivan  Miss  Hannah, Rockhamp-
ton o c
137 O'Sullivan Jas. R., P.O. Brisbane e t
138 O'Sullivan J., West End c
139 O'Sullivan J. G., Ipswich e t
140 Oswald Charles, Rockhampton c
141 O'Toole James, Yandilla c
142 O'Toole J., Sesbania Station in
143 Otto Mrs., Enoggera c (3)
144 Otto Mrs., Bowen Hills c
145 Oughton Henry, Maryborough o c
146 Owens Mrs., Milton c
147 Owens James, P.U. Brisbane c
148 Owens J., Rockhampton c
149 Owens May, Normanton o
P.
1 PACKARD F., Brisbane s
2 Padjet W. (care of Jones and Co.), Bris.
bane n z
3 Padgham F., Dunellan Estate c
4 Page Miss E., New Farm c
5 Page Albert,J., Carmila Creek o c
6 Page G . (brig " Omaru "),  Normanton
nz
7 Page Thos .,  Pechey 's Siding u k
8 Pa?et M. J., Rockhampton in
9 Paice Miss Bridget, Mary  street a
10 Paine John W., P.U. Brisbane o c
11 Palmer Miss Caroline, Mackay u k
12 Palmer F.dwd., Mount Gravatt c
13 Palmer John, Maryborough c (3)
14 Palmer R. A., Mackay c
1S Pal:ner R., Rockhampton c
16  Palmer T. P. Customs officer), Wompah 8
17 Palmer W.,
Georgetown c18 Pankey John, Bonar  Station c (3)
19 Pargetter J., Logan road c
20 Park Agnes, Kelvin Grove o
21 Park Robt., Red Hill c
22 Parker Mrs., Bowen Bridge road c
23 Parker Mrs., Milton c
24 Parker Chas., Murphy's Creek c
25 Parker C. A., Bowen Bridge c
26 Parker C. K., Eagle Junction c (2)
27 Parker E., Herberton c
28 Parker J., New Farm c
29 Parker Mrs. O. S., Townsville s (2)
30 Parker R. J., Charters Towers c
31 Parkes -, Mackay c
32 Parkes Mrs. H., P.U. Brisbane c
33 Parkes Joseph, Cloncurry c
34 Parkes S., Waterston c
35 Parkinson -, Albion c
36 Parkinson -, Gladstone road c
37 Parkinson Dr., Rockhampton c
38 Parish A., Nebo c
39 Parr A., Enoggera c
40 Parr Edward, Narrine Station, Mun-
gindi a
41 Parr Jno., Normanton c
42 Parrott T., Oyster Saloon c
43 Parry H. C., Townsville o
41 Parry W. D., Kangaroo Point c
45 Parsons H., Pittsworth c
46 Parsons John Wm., Herberton o c
47 Parsons Levi, Rockhampton c
48 Parsons W., Maroochie c
49 Parsons W. J., Charters Towers c
50 Partridge C. E. H., Spring Hill s
51 Pascoe -, Valley c
52 Pascoe W. B., Charters Towers c
53 Patching Mrs., Beaumont Estate c
54 Pater J. J., Hughenden c (2)
55 Pater J. J., Cairns c
56 Paterson Miss, Hope street, South Brie
bane m
57 Paterson Miss, P.O. Brisbane c
58 Paterson  Andrew (surveyor ), Brisbane
oc
59 Paterson Charles,  Winton c (3)
60 Paterson Mrs . Eliz. (s. s. " Taroba"), e t
61 Paterson  Captain Hugh (schr. " Kenil-
worth"), Cooktown n z
62 Paterson  James, Maryborough c
63 Paterson  John, P.O. Brisbane o c
64 Paterson J., Charleville c
65 Paterson  Mary Ann, Hospital, Ipswich
0 c
66 Paton Jno. J., P.U. Brisbane u k
68 Paton P., Mackay s
69 Paton W. J., Millchester c
70 Patten G. E., West End c
71 Patterson Albert Jno., Normanton o c
72 Patterson Miss C., Miles c
73 Patterson D., Bundaberg c
74 Patterson  Henry , Croydon c
75 Patterson James, Gympie c
76 Patterson Mrs. Mary Ann, Normanton
o c (2)
77 Patterson W., West End c
78 Pattinson  J., Townsville u k
79 Pattison Miss, Townsville u k
80 Pattison  Miss  R., Townsville u k
81 Pattison R., Charters Towers c
82 Patton H. A., Roma e t
83 Paul Mrs., Toowong c (2)
84 Paul J., Charters Towers in
85 Paul Mrs. P., Moggill road c (2)
86 Paul James, Barcaldine c
87 Pawers Mrs. Mathilda, Charters
Towers f (2)
88 Payne Alfred, Two-mile, Gympie u k
89 Payne David, Breakfast Creek c (2)
90 Payne Harry, Hughenden c
91 Payne Mrs. H., Milbong c
92 Payne H., Rockhampton c
93 Payne Jno., Croydon c
94 Payne. W. T. (passenger  s.s. "Mer-
kara "), Brisbane u k
95' Payton l . J., Townsville c
96 Peacocke Ponsonbiy, P.O. Brisbane n z
97 Peal F. P., Beenleigh s
98 Pearce ---, Lytton road c
99 Pearce - (care of G. Brown), Swan
Hill u k
100 Pearce Mrs., Mowbraytown c
101 Pearce Joseph, Beauty terrace o
102 Pearce W. If., Gympie o
103 Pearman  Miss Eva, Fairfield s
104 Pearse Mrs., Marion ,  Mackay c
105 Pearse  Jno., Melbourne  street c
106 Pearce  W. G., Macrossan's Bridge c
107 Pearson - (draper), Rockhampton
c (2)
108 Pearson -,  Rosalie c
109 Pearson -, Lizzie Lee c
110 Pearson C., Brisbane o c
111 Pearson Hy. Spencer, Townsville f
112 Pearson K., Rockhampton c
113 Pearson L., Charters Towers c
114 Peat W., Ingham u k (2)
115 Peaderin W. C., Charters Towers c
116 Pederson D., Gympie c
117 Pederaggine Miss, Woodfield c
118 Pedwell Chas., Hughenden c
119 Peek F., Ipswich road c
120 Peek H. G., Pine Creek c
121 Peesel J. W., John street c
122 Peglar Mrs., Emerald Downs a
123 Pekin C., Kensington Station c
124 Peluse L., Gympie c
125 Penboss Capt. J. (schooner " AnnieCochrane") s
126 Penhallurick R., Charters Towers c
127 Penney Wm., Townsville u k
128 Penny C. S., Novil Downs Station c
129 Penwarn -, Townsville c
130 Perera C. S. J.,,Charters Towers f
131 Perera K. L. Martin, Rockhampton c
132 Peria .Tames, Gordon Downs c
133 Perkins -, Mackay c
134 Perrett G. A., Bundaberg s
135 Perrett W., Roma c
136 Perrim Mrs., Logan road c
137 Perrot Adam, Wickham  terrace c
138 Perrott W. H., Townsville in
139 Perrson J., Toowong c
140 Perry H., Northampton  Hotel e t
141 Perry H., Charters  Towers o c
142 Perry Joseph, Croydon s
143 Perry Mitry, Rockhampton o
144 Perry  Miss  M., Cleveland road c
145 Perry R. L., Retro Station, Clermont s
146 Perry Win., Rockhampton c
147 Perske E., Tiaro c
148 Persson J. (care of P. B. Dalzell) In-
oorooppillyy cd
149 Persson J., Toowong c
150 Peter William (care of -- Vicary)
Oakey Creek m
151 Peters U. D., Charters Towers f
152 Peters P., Mount Perry c (4)
153 Peters W., NorthgQuay c
151 Petersen - (contractor), Rockhamp-
ton c
155 Petersen Anders, 1)on River, Bowen e t
156  Petersen Anders, Don River, Bowen c
157 Petersen Carl, Baker's Creek c
14 Petersen Franz,  Tingalpa c
159 Petersen H., Southport f
160 Petersen Rev. J. C., Brisbane o c
161 Petersen W., P.O. Nerang c
162 Petersen W. C., P.O. Croydon w a
163 Peterson and Thompson, Townsville c
164 Peterson  A., Mackay c
165 Peterson Petter, North Bundaberg o c
166 Peyham --, Mackay c
167 Pfiffer and Webber Lowood c
168 Pharr  -, P.O. Charters Towers c
169 Phatt  Mrs. P ., Irishtown, Toowoombac
170 Pheil Miss  Margaret , Toowong o c
171 Philliphs -,  Brisbane o c
172 Phillips -( chiefmates .s. "Tinonee"),
Brisbane c
173 Phillips Mrs., West End c
174 Phillips  the Misses , P.O. Brisbane u k
175 Phillips A. R., Townsville c
176 Phillips G., Townsville in
177 Phillips Henry, Y.O. Hughenden c
178 Phillips James, Mount Abundance c
179 Phillips John, P.O. Townsville u k
180 Phillips John, Maryborough u k
181 Phillips J., Townsville s (2)
182 Phillips Percy W. L., Maryborough o
183 Phillips S., Sandgate c
184 Phillips S., South Brisbane- c
185 Phillips T. N., Charters Towers c
186 Philp A., P.O. Townsville c
187 Philpott  Bros., Rosalie c
188 Phippard Henry ,  Enoggera c
189 Phin William, P O. Rockhampton s
190 Phimister S., P.O. Brisbane s
191 Piazzola Domenicofu, Pietro, Mount
Albion,  Cairns f
192 Picard Austide, Rockhampton c (2)
193 Picken Richard, P.O. Brisbane s
194 Pickering  Miss  M., Spring Hill s
195 Pickett
Frank, P.U. Brisbane o c196  Pickford William, P.O. Brisbane 2l k
197 Pierce  Miss Bridget, Brisbane s
198 Pierson J., Sandgate c
199 Pietrobone Peetro, Geraldton o c
200 Pile Mrs., Maryborough c
201 Pilkington L. B., Cooktown s
202 Pilsbury --, Rockhampton c
203 Pilz  Daniel , P.O. Brisbane o c
204 Pinder  Francis,  P.O. Brisbane u k
%5 Pinkerton A. R., P.O.  Brisbane c
206 Pitch  Miss  Annie,Charters Towers u k
207 Pitt Chas .,  Montague road c
208 Pitt Leonard R., Hughenden o c
209 Pittman  Mrs. R .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
210 Pizzey  Messrs.  F. and  others, Rock-
hampton c
211 Plaistow E., Rockhampton c
212 Plews  Ernest , P.U. Brisbane u k
213 Plews F .,  P.O. B ri sbane c
214 Plover  Miss  J., Clayfield c
215 Plumeridge Mrs., River terrace c
216 Pobjoy -,  Breakfast  Creek c 2)
217 Pocklington G., P.O. Charters Towers
uk
218 Pock lington Mrs. Thomas ,  P.O. Bris-bane uk
219 Pointer  Alfred ,  Bunda be rg o c
220 Pola A., Brisbane s (2)
221 Pollock Mrs. James ,  junior , Charters
Towers u k
222 Pollard  Tom, P.O. Brisbane m
223 Pollex P. P., Mondusa,  vid  Gympie c
224 Pollock G., Charters  Towers s (2)
225 Pollock  James , P.O. Port Douglas c
226 Pollock  James ,  Charters  Towers s (2)
227 Pollock  James, Townsville c
228 Pollock  Jas. Cairns c
229 Pollock  J., Mackay es
230 Pollock  M., Charters  Towers c
231 Polton  Mrs. Catherine , P.O. Mary-
borough c
232  Pool J. E. (care of J. Porter), Nana ngo
uk
233 Pool J .  E. (care of  J. Porter ),  Nanango
uk
234 Poole Reginald ,  Hughenden c
235 Pope Chas .,  Her be rton s
236 Pope Francis, Mount Perry f (2)
237 Pope John, Mount Perry f
238 Popple --, Woollongabba c
239 Popple G., South Brisbane c
240 Porteous  .1., Boggo road c
241 Porter ---, Mackay c (2)
242 Porter  Mrs., Mackay c
213 Porter E. K., P.O. Rockhampton c
244 Porter W., Yeppoon c
245 Portley  Miss ,  Taringa c
246 Potter S., Woollongabba c
247 Potts , Homebush c
248 Potts Mrs., Brisbane c
249 Poulsen Mrs., Ipswich road c
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250 Poulton A. T., Brisbane s
251 Poull James, Barcaldine s
252 Powcher Moses, P.O. Brisbane o c
253 Powell --, South Brisbane c
254 Powell Alfred J., Croydon o
255 Powell Arthur, Charters Towers c
256 Powell Ben., St. George c (2)
257 Powell Mrs. B., Albert street c
258 Powell Frank, Charters Towers c
259 Powell J., P.O. Brisbane s
260 Power -, Tocal Station m (2)
261 Power Mrs., Charters Towers c
262 Power Edward, Tivoli c (2)
263 Power G., Etheridge c
264 Power Jos., Charters Towers c
265 Power Martin, Charters Towers c
266 Power Mary Ann, Townsville o
267 Power  Mrs. R ., Townsville c
268 Power Thomas, Croydon c
269 Power Thomas , P.O. Brisbane c
270 Powers D., Charters Towers c
271 Pramberg G. G., Brisbane c
272 Prarton  J., Caroona  Station c
273 Pratt Charles, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
274 Pratt  James,  Paddington c
275 Pratt  James , Milton c
276 Pratt J. L., Milton Estate c
277 Prees Richard, Brisbane u k
278 Prescott -, Tivoli c
279 Presley S. and V. C., Normanton c
280 Pressagh George, Charters Towers c
281 Pressel Walter, Brisbane u k
282 Price B., Albion c
283 Price H.,, Goonal s
284 Price John, P.O. Brisbane s
285 Pride Mrs., West End c
286 Prideaux  E., P.O. Brisbane c
287 Prideaux Richard, Charters Towers c
288 Pridmore Mrs. T. W., P.O. Cumber-
land c (5)
289 Prince John, P.O. Geraldton u k (2)
290 Prince T., Charters Towers f
291 Pringle George, Torbanlea c
292 Pringle W., P.O. Brisbane n z
293 Prior George, Bundanba o c
294 Prior John, P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
295 Prior Murray, Brisbane c
296 Prior William B., Townsville u k
297 Prisk Joseph, Charters Towers c
298 Pritchard A., P.O. Hamilton c
299 Pritchard W., Brisbane s
300 Proctor J. T., Esmeralda c
301 Prolinsky J., Bundaberg c
302 Prothero C., Gy;npie c
303 Proud Faulder ,  Bundanba a (2)
304 Pryher Henry, Five-mile, Cooktown m
305 Pryor T., South Brisbane c
306 Pugh -, Black Jack u k
307 Pugh -,  Blackstone c
308 Pugo Pietro ,  Brisbane f
309 Pullen  Miss Jessie, Br isbane c
310 Pullyn  F., Bowen Hills c
311 Purcell  Mrs. John ,  Old Cleveland road c
312 Purdie  -,  New Cleveland road c
313 Purdie W., Rockhampton c
314 Purdy William, Rockhampton u k
315 Purrotti George, Cooktown n z
316 Purves  --, South Brisbane c
317 Pyper Alex .,  Inlet ,  Cairns c
318 Pyper Miss  Mary, P.O. Towns-
ville u k
Q.
1 QUIGLEY  Michael, Rockhampton
oc
2 Quigley P .  J., Maneroo u k
3 Quin  John ,  Townsville c
4 Quince Mrs. G., Woollongabba c
5 Quinlan Miss ,  Saudgate s
6 Quinlan Michael , South  Brisbane in
7 Quinn Miss, Rockhampton c
8 Quinn David ,  Charters Towers o c
9 Quinn  John,  Southport c
10 Quinn John ,  Cairns o c
11 Quinn Timothy,  Croydon s
12 Quinne Miss Catrina ,  Rockhampton c
13 Quirk Miss D., Gympie c
14 Quirk Patrick ,  Brisbane c
15 Quirke Miss Mary, Cooktown n k
R.
1 RADKE Joseph, Uatton c
2 Radlaw Mrs .,  Dungeness c
3 Rae -, Albion c
4 Rae Alexander, Charters Towers u k
5 Raeder William,  Logan  Village f
6 Raff  E., Boundary street c
7 Rafferty John, Yeppoon c
8 Rafferty P., Black Jack c
9 Rafter M. J., Mount Esk c
11 Railton J., South  Brisbane c (2)
12 Raimer  Mrs. H.  C., Brisbane c
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13 Rainbow Frederick ,  Maryborough u k(2)
14 Raines  J. T., Jundah c
15 Rait J .  H., Bowen Downs u k (3)
16 Ralph H .,  South Brisbane u k (2)
17 Ralph R.,  West End c
18 Ramm D .,  Boulia e
19 Ramsammie  Jemmy , Emu Park c
20 Ramsay  Mrs. E .  W., Georgetown c
21 Ramsay W., Mitchell c
22 Ramsbottom  John E.,  Clarence street
c (2)Ramsey W., Waronga Station c
Randall W., Lutwyche c
Randall Wm.  Henry, Brisbane s
Ranft J. A., Taranganba c
Rankin J .,  Tiaro c
Rankin Robert ,  Rockhampton o c
Rankins James ,  Barcaldine c
Rarey  -,  Mackay c
Rashford -,Mackay c
R.assmussen Mrs., Cairns c
Ratcliffe  -,  4 Kennigo street c (5)
Rattray J., Rockhampton n z
Raugh George ,  Brisbane u k
Raven W.  H., Brisbane c
Ravenscroft G. A., Warwick s
Raves -, Cooktown c
Ravey D.,  Brisbane m (3)
Ravey D.,  Brisbane  m
Rawding Robert, Geraldton u k and o c(2)
42 Rawlin -, Alice street c
43 Raw lings John ,  Croydon c
44 Rawson J. H. K., Normanton o c
45 Ray -, Rockhampton c
46  Raiment C. E., Rockhampton s
47 Rayward Percy T .,  Rockhampton c
48 Readford H. A. Adavale c
49 Reason B. H., Brisbane  it  k
50 Reason Walter ,  Newtown c
51 Redde ll J. F.  Prince of  Wales I land c
52 Reddle W., doo oon Station c
53 Redman F., Herberton c
54 Redmeyer A. C., Belmore Creek c
55 Rednutz F., Goomburra c
56 Redstone Mrs. A .  Cairns u k
57 Redull Wil liam, Brisbane 8
58 Redwood J. H., South Brisbane c
59 Reed Miss Ada ,  Cooktown c
60 Reed J .,  South Brisbane c
61 Reed T., Croydon c
62 Reed W .  F., Roma street c
63 Reedy Miss ,  Ipswich c
64 Rees W , Townsville u k
65 Reeve H., Bowen terrace u k
66 Reeves  -,  Mackay c
67 Reeves Lydia ,  Yeronga o
68 Regan Mrs .  B., Rockhampton c 4
69 Regan James, Croydon c
70 Reggs Thomas ,  Georgetown c
71 Rebren  - Upper Edward street c
72 Rehren C. ?E. W., Stanley street c
73 Reid and Gray Messrs .,  Roma c
74 Reid  -,  Howard e
75 Reid Mrs .,  Brisbane u k
76 Reid Charles ,  Roekhai npton c
77 Reid Duncan ,  Warwick c
78 Reid D., Mi ll chester c
79 Reid D .  R., Mackay c
80 Reid Capt .  Geo.,  Brisbane -c
81 Reid Henry, Morven c
82 Reid John, Rosewood u k
83 Reid J .,  Bogantungan c
84 Reid J .,  New Farm c
85 Reid Robert ,  Taranganba e
86 Reid William, Cairns o c
87 Reid Wm . (carrier), Blackall c
88 Reid W .,  Redfern Station a
89 Reilly Robert ,  Bunda berg u k
90 Reinhardt  --,  North Ipswich c
91  Rolf G. T., Brisbane u k
92 Reiter Wilhelm, Esk o c
93 Rennie J., Yengarie c
94 Renton  W., Wickham  street c
95 Reuben  -, (carrier ),  Mackay'c
06 Reynolds A., Mellum Creek o c
97 Reynolds J., Charters Towers s
98 Reynolds J., Silkstone c
99 Reynolds J. M., Charters Towers o
100 Reynolds Miss Mary ,  Ingham c
101 Reynolds  Miss  Mary Jane ,  Townsville
102 Ribget* G., Charters Towers c
103 Rice Henry ,  Charters Towers c
104 Rice T .  H., S ilketone c
105 Rice W., Mount Albion u k
106 Richard Mrs., South Brisbane c
107 Richards G., Cha rt ers Towers c
108 Richards J., Stanley street c
109 Richards Mrs. M. J. Brisbane c
110 Richards  Richard, Carters  Towers u k
111 Richards Ro be rt, Cambooya c
112 Richards S. B., Caboolture e
n3 Richardson James ,  Croydon a
114 Richardson John, Cairns o
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115 Richardson P., Antigua c
116 Richardson Robert, North Comongin c
117 Richardson  S., Croydon c
118 Richardson S., Rockhampton c
119 Richie George, Maryborough o c
120 Richie John ,  Bundaberg u k
121 Richmond G., Stanley street c
122 Rickaby H. J., Donor 's Hill o (2)
123 Rickards H. M., Toorilla c (2)
124 Rickets W., Gympie c
125 Ridde ll W. Brunswick street c
126 Riddle E., Fownaville a
127 Riddle J. C., Churchill  street c
128 Riddle W., Coogoon c
129 Ridel  -, Valley c
130 Rider William, Tiaro c
131 Ridge  -,  Rockhampton c
132 Ridge  John,  Mungar c
133  Ridley M., Eagle Farm Junction u  k-134 Ridley W.,  Eagle Farm Junction c
135 Rielly John, Northampton u k
136 Rie lly Mrs. T .,  Bowen Line c
137 Rigby Miss M., Sandgate c
138 Rigby William C., Albion o c
139 Rigney Jack Spring Hill c
140 Riley Alice , ?Rockhampton u k
141 Riley W.? Ann street c
142 Rillon Miss, Rockhampton c
143 Rintoul  --, Croydon c
144 Riordan  -,  Rockhampton c
145 Riordan  Ed., Croydon c
146 Riordan Miss Mary ,  Rockhampton u k
147 Ritchie Mrs.,  Yeppoon c
148 Ritchie George ,  Taranganba c (3)
149 Ritter Mrs., Normanton c
150 Rivers -, West End c
151 Rivers Charles, Croydon c
152 Roach Daniel ,  Emu Park c
153 Roache John ,  Barcaldine c
154 Robb John, Rockhampton c
155 Robbins John, Howard c (2)
156 Robbisson B. Rockhampton c
157 Roberts A. H., Brisbane u k (2)
158 Roberts  Isaac , Charters Towers c
159 Ro be rts John ,  Main street o c
160 Ro berta Morgan ,  Warwick o c and c (2)
161 Roberts Ro bert ,  Noondoo o
162 Roberta R., Tickalara  in
163 Ro berts R., Rockhampton c
164 Roberts Thomas J., Blackall c
165 Roberts W., Gayndah c
166 Ro bertson  -,  Stockholm c
167 Ro bertson -, Toowong c
168 Ro bertson Mrs., Tank street c
169 Ro bertson Mrs., Fernvale c (2)
170 Ro bertson A. C., Darginnie Station c
171 Robertson  Chas .  Brown, Charters
Towers c
.172 Robertson Daniel, Charters Towers e
173 Robertson James, Logan  road c (2)
174 Robertson  James, Charters Towers c
175 Robertson John, Rockhampton c
176 Robertson J., Rockhampton c
177 Robertson Mrs. M., Maryborough c (2)
178 Robertson P., Thursday Island e t
179 Robertson R., Spring Hill c
180 Robertson W., Valley c
181 Robertson W. J., Brisbane o c
182 Robertson  W. N., Gympie c
183 Robertson William P .,  Brisbane o c
184 Robin C. E., Queen street c
185  Robin Mrs. S .  Brisbane u k
186 Robins Mrs. H .,  Rockhampton c
187 Robins J., Howard c
188 Robinson Messrs .,  Muttaburra c
189 Robinson  -,  Caboolture c and m (2)
190 Robinson -, Broadwater c
191 Robinson  -,  Bundaberg c
192 Robinson  -,  Palms c
193 Robinson  -,  Tipton c
194 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane c
195 Robinson Mrs. A .  E., Hughenden
u k (2)
196 Robinson Mrs. E .,  South Pine c (2)
197 Robinson  Henry,  Grandchester c
198 Robinson H. H., Mackay c
199 Robinson James ,  Charters Towers c
200 Robinson  John, Eulo c
201 Robinson J., Mount Perry c
202 Robinson Mrs. Mary ,  Spring Hi ll c (2)
203 Robinson Mrs. Mary Ann ,  Kelvin
Grove o
204 Robinson G. H., Rockhampton o
205 Robinson William, Allenstown o c
206 Robinson  W., Winton c
207 Robinson W., Kangaroo Point c
208 Robson  R., Bundaberg c
209 Robson R., Yengarie u k
210 Roche  A. K., Roma s (2)
211 Roche Miss E .,  Brisbane c
212 Roche Miss Honoria ,  Callandoon u k
218 Roche John, Petrie terrace c
214 Roche J. J., Brisbane e t
215 Roche Michael ,  Cooktown o c
216 Roche Miss M., Rockhampton c
217 Rockley James, Croydon  in
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218 Rodd H. L., Mackay c
219 Rodda T. H., Charters Towers c (2)
220 Roder R. Charters Towers c
221 Rodger  Henry, Townsville u k
222 Rodgers -, Charters  Towers c
223 Rodgers Mrs., Mackay c
224 Rodgers  W., Rosewood c
225 Roe  Miss  Alice E .,  Hughenden c
226 Roe  Harrrryy, Scrubby Creek in
227 Roebuck Samuel ,  Bundaberg c
228 Roffey  Mrs. A .  J., Mount Perry c
229 Roger Mrs., Mundingburrs a (2)
230 Rogers Mrs„ Eagle Farm  Junction c
231 Roers  A., Toowoomba e
232 Rog-era Miss E .,  Tribune street c
233 Rogers F., Brisbane c
234 Rogers F. H., Brisbane c
235 Rogers  G., Charters Towers e t
236 Rogers Miss H . M., Redbank Plains c
237 Rogers  John  Charters  Towers c
238 Rogers J., Woo llongabba c
239 Rogers Robert, Thargomindah c
240 Rodgers and Co.  Messrs.  R. H., Bris-
bane  in
241 Rogers  W. C., Brisbane c
242 Rol '  J. F., Bundaberg o c
243 Rol li ns Mrs., Caxton  street c
244 Rollinson H. Black Jack c
245 Rollston  J., Warwick d
246 Romilly Hugh Hastings , Cooktown
ukanda(9)
247 Rooch  Adam ,  Southport c
248 Rooke J., Brisbane  in
249 Rooney  -,  Adavale e
250 Roots Ernest, Ipswich u  k and c (2)
251 Roots James, junr .,  Mount Esk c
252  per  Thomas, Charters  Towers c
253 Roschin  Jacob  Brisbane o c
254 Roschlade  William ,  Cooktown o c
255 Rose  David, Charters Towers c
256 Rose John, Peak  Station s
257 Rose Robert,  Brisbane a
258 Rose Walter  Mackay e
259 Rosendahl  Drs .,  Charters Towers c
260 Roshy William ,  Rockhampton c
261 Ross -,  Queen street c
262 Ross  -,  Roma u k and c (2)
263 Ross -  (publican ),  California Creek
c (2
Rose iss ,  Townsvi lle c
Ross C. C., B o road e
Ross Hugh  Mill"i o Station c
Ross  Mrs. ft.,  22 Hope street u k
Rosa James ,  Brisbane m
Ross  John , Brisbane o e
Ross  John,  Bunda berg a
Ross J ., Cairns c
Ross Thomas,  Brisbane c
Ross  William,  Rockhampton c
Ross  William  Maryborough c
Ross  W., Dalhy c
Ross  W. E., Ashburton e
Rosser  W. H., Bald Hills c
Rossetter  E., Cleveland road c
Rouse Richard, Macnade  in
Rowe -, Mackay e
Rowe  Mrs. A.,  Townsville u k
Rowe Charles ,  Charters  Towers c
Rowe Edwin ,  Woollongabba c
Rowe Miss  E., Charters Towers a (2)
Rowe J.,  Stanley street c
Rowe Thomas ,  Bundaberg o c
Rowe William,  Georgetown c
Rowlands W., Townsville c
Rowswell William ,  Charters Towers a
Rowswell William ,  Ravenswood c
Rudkin F .  G., Brisbane c
Rudol h Louise ,  Barcaldine c
Ruff J., Georgetown u k
Ruffles George ,  Brisbane c
Ruge and Co., Messrs. W. Rockhamp-
ton c
296 Rupert Charles, Cooktown c
297  Russell Mrs. (Cluden ),  Townsville u k
298 Russell Charles, Mount Perry c
299 Russell Frederick ,  Maryborough c
300 Russell  George,  Brisbane c
301 Russell G., Rockhampton c
302 Russell James ,  Brisbane o c
303 Russe ll  John ,  Gnoolooma o c
304 Russell John ,  Boggo road c
305 Russell  John ,  Ipswich c
306 Russe ll  John C., Murweh u k
307 Russell Joseph ,  Mackay u k
308 Russell J., Stanley street c
309 Russell Miss Lucy, Boggo road c
310 Russell T., Pioneer Plantation c
311 Rutherford A. T., Gympie c (2)
312 Rutherford  Geo. L.,  Brisbane  in
313 Rutherford Miss M., Brisbane c
314 Rutkin D., Brisbane o
315 Rutland W., Cooktown c
316 Rutt P .  0., Townsville c
317 Rutter T. H., Brisbane  a
318 Ruxton R. G., Sbafton road c (2)
319 Ryan Mrs .  B. M., New Farm c
320 Ryan  Christopher,  Brisbane a
321 Ryan Daniel, Charters Towers c
322 Ryan Eugene, West End c
323 Ryan Mrs. E., Hughenden c
324 Ryan James, Gympie c
325 Ryan James B., Mount Morgan u k
326 Ryan Miss Jane, Brisbane u k
327 Ryan John, Charters  Towers c
328 Ryan John, Geraldton o
329 Ryan John, New Farm c
330 Ryan John, Cairns o c
331  Ryan John, Charters  Towers o a
332 Ryan J., Rosewood Gate c
333 an J., Prairie c
334 Ryan J., Saltern Creek o
335 Ryan Miss Kate,  Cooktown in
336 Ryan K. M., Toowoomha o
337 Ryan Matthew ,  Rosalie o c
338  an  Michael ,  Bowen terrace o c
339 Ryan M., Rosewood c
340 Ryan Miss M., Clermont c
341 Ryan N., Bowen c
342 Ryan Robert, Warrill Creek c
343 Ryan Miss S. J., Townsville c
344 Ryan Thomas, Mackay c
345 Ryan T.,  Brisbane a
346 Ryan Miss T. B., Brisbane c
347 Ryder  H., Brisbane e t
348 Ryder T., Winton c
349 Ryne P., Charters Towers c
S.
1 SABER Edmund,  Brisbane c
2 Saber Miss Nellie, Brisbane c
3 Saddler P., Hamilton Downs c
4 Saar Alfred,  Brisbane o c (2)
5 Sainsbury C. E., Bundanba c
6 Sainsbury T.,  Bog c, road c
7 Sale  Albert (H.M.S. "Myrmidon") c
8 Salmond  Alex.,  Rockhampton c
9 Salmond A. H., Cooktown c
10 Salmond  A. H., Charleville c (3)
11 Salmons Miss, Townsville u k
12 Samon  --,  Ipswich c
13 Samuel -,  Spring Hill c
14 Samuels - , Richmond c
15 Samuels Mrs. Sophia ,  Charters Towers c
16 Sanctuary Thomas ,  Blackall o c
17 Sanders John, Bromelton u k and c (4)
18 Sanderson Mrs. J .  Maryborough f
19 Sandford  -  Milton c (2)
20  Sandi man E. ii., Brisbane m
21 Sandwich Harry, Thursday Island o c
22 Sangster James Townsville u k
23 Sargent  Miss  P.  E., Redbank Plains
uk(2)
Satchwell H., Kelvin Grove road c
Saunder G .,  Charters Towers a
Saunders  -, Caboolture c
Saunders Andrew, Upper Burdekin a
Saunders  Charles, Brisbane o c
Saunders  F., Charters Towers c
Saunders  Phil, Charters Towers a
Sauraway  Mrs., Normanby c
Savage -, Brisbane a
Savage  R. S., Brisbane c
Sawle  Mrs. Anna ,  Townsville o c
Sawyer  (farmer ),  Mackay c
36 Saxperger H. A., Gladstone c
37 Sayers  -, North  Kolan c (3)
38 Scally John, Coorparoo c
39 Scanlon C., Thursday Island f
40 Schaffert Max., Normanton c
41 Schamme ll  -,  Rockhampton c
42 Schedel Gerhard, Roma s
43 Schife Mrs. C., Roma c
44 Schileni  J., Croydon c
45 Scbimke  A., Ipswich c
46 Schleimer -? Woo llongabba c
47 Schmidt  C., Kilkivan c (2)
48 Schmidt Eugene Normanton f (2)
49 Sehmidi  John, Townsville e
50 Scbmidtke  C., Mackay e
51 Schnuckel  C. F., Clermont c
52 Scheenkeimer  L. F., South  Brisbane c
53 Scholey  G., Brisbane c
54 Scholl William J., Clare o
55 Schrader C., Ipswich c
56 Schrank  - (farmer ),  Woongarra c
57 Schrodter Mrs. Mary A. W., Caboolture0c
58 Schroeder  -  Blackwater s
59 Schultz  C. E. *., Homebush c
60 Schultze R., Brisbane a
61 Schultze R. Worster, Highfields c
62 Schulz J. H., Gympie c
63 Schuman Gustav, Herberton c
64 Schurech C. N., Rosewood c
65 Schuttleworth Thomas, Toowoomba c
66 Schwab John, Clermont c (2)
67 Scott Miss, Rockhampton n z
68 Scott Miss A., Rockhampton m
69 Scott Miss Cath .,  Brisbane u k
70 Scott David,  Narrine Station s
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71 Scott E., Cooktown c 177 Simple James, Cooya Station c
72 Scott E. M. K., Croydon c 178 Simple  Miss  Mary Jane, Ipswich c
73 Scott George, Thargomindah s and s (2)
74 Scott. G. H., Townsville c 179 Simpson and Bonahan, Mourilyan c
75 Scott J. (baker), Queen street s 190 Simpson Daniel, Bundaberg u k
76 Scott J., Normanby c (2) 181 Simpson H., Brisbane road c
77 Scott J. M., Drayton road c 182 Simpson James Boak, Brisbane u k
78 Scott J. W., Charters Towers c (3) 182 Simpson James B., West End c
79 Scott Mat., Narrine Station s 184 Simpson James Millar, Brisbane u k
80 Scott Neall, Woollongabba c 185 Simpson John, Mackay u k
81 Scott R., Charters Towers c 186 Simpson Joseph, Townsville u k
82 Scott William, Charters Towers o c (2) 187 Simpson Walter, Yengarie u k
83 Scott William B., Charters Towers in 188  Simpson W., Brisbane it, k
84 Scully John, Bloomfield c 189 Simpson W.,  Hemmant o c
85 Scully Peter, Mount Spurgeon c (2) 190 Simpson W. H., Maneroo a
86 Sealy R. M., Tambo e t 191  Sims Alfred, Boutia  o
87 Searey Miss Annie,  Rosalie  c 192 Simson J.,  Cassilis o
88 Seddon Mrs. Wm .,  Enoggera c 193  Sinclair Mrs., Lintern st reet c
89 See Mrs., Blackall o 194 Sinclair  Miss,  West End c
90 See  Charlie, Springsure c (2) 195 Sinclair A., South Brisbane c
91 Seel William ,  Macnade u k 196 Sinclair  Professor ,  Toowong c
92 Seened  Michael, Toowoomba c 197  Sinclair  Robert, Ipswich c (4)
93 Selby Cyril, Tongus Station u k 198 Single George, Mackay c
94 Selby J., Brisbane n z 199 Singleton -, Mackay c
95 Sellars Alexander, Ravenswood c 200 Sise Patrick,  Herberton c
96 Sellett G., Stanley street c 201 Sissons George,  Brisbane o c
97 Sellwood E., Chowie Creek c 202 Sjoberg -, Newelton c
98 Seltz  Julias, Charters Towers c 203 Skardon J. A., Fairmead c
99 Serrett  J., Wool ongabba c 204 Skelly S., Charters Towers c (2)
100 Service J. P., Townsville c 205 Skillman H., Brisbane u k
101 Sewell F., Herberton c 206 Skinner Mrs. J., Tent Hill c
102 Sewell Mrs. H., Stanley street s 207 Skinner J. B., Brisbane e
103 Sewell Miss Susan, Beenleigh c 208 Skinner  Mrs. Jane  E., Rockhampton oc
104 Sewell William, Bowen c 209 Skinner S., Mackay c
105 Sexton Mrs., Ann street c 210 Skinnerty H. D., Maryborough c
106 Sexton Mrs., Queen street c 211 Slade A. E., Woollongabba c
107 Seymore George, Breakfast Creek s 212  Slater Messrs . and Co.,  Normanton e
108 Seymour William, Townsville c 213 Slater -, Rockhampton c
109 Shakerley Miss C., Brisbane c 214 Slater Moses, Waterford c
110 Shakapeare William, Isisford a 215 Slater Robert Peak Downs c
111 Shalldane Mrs. Robt., Brisbane c 216 Slatery Mrs. ;om, Croydon w a
112 Shanaghan Mrs., Spring Hill c 217 Slaughter - (plumber),  Brisbane c
113 Shanaghan Geo. J., Gympie c 218 Sleight T., Cairns c
114 Shand William, Rockhampton u k 219 Sleirn Mrs., Gympie o
115 Shandon Capt.. Townsville e t 220 Sloan --, Rockhampton c
116 Sharkey -, The Range c . 221 Sloss Thos. (carter),  Brisbane o c
117 Sharkey Frank, Croydon s 222 Sloss W. (carter), Queen  st re et c and
118 Sharkey H., Eton c u k (2)
119 Sharp -, Soudan Estate u k 223 Small -, Milton c
-120 Sharp William, South Brisbane c 224 Smart John, Brisbane c (2)
121 Shaw A. G., Rockhampton c 225 Smelling E., South Brisbane e
122 Shaw Charles, Brisbane u k 226 Smith -, West End c
123 Shaw F ., Woollongabba c 227 Smith -,  Clermont e
124 Shaw R. M., Townsville u k
125 Shaw S. (chemist), Georgetown u k
126 Shaw S., Brisbane c
127 Shaw T., Macnade c
128 Shea Miss Mary, Bundaberg u k
129 Shea Thomas, Barcaldine c
130 Sheahy -, Mackay c
131 Sheanon B., Helidon c
132 Shearer W., Eulo s
133 Shears  John , Dungeness o
134 Shed Miss  Agnes,  Petrie terrace m
135 Sheehy Miss, Mackay c
136 Sheeh James, Cairns u k
137 Sheil F., Ross Vale c
138 Shelton C., Southport c
139 Shepard Charles, Breakfast Creek c
140 Shepherdson J. B., Bundaberg c
141 Sheridan J. McR., Port Douglas c
142 Sherlock John, Mount Albion m (2)
143 Sherrington  J. C., Surat c
144 Sherwood -, Farleigh c
145 Sherwood G., Normanton c
146 Shettock W., Muttaburra s
147 Shewan Miss ,  Petrie 's Bight o
148 Shields Mrs., Lutwyche c
149 Shields J. H., Bundaberg c
150 Shillicorn .Tames, Charters Towers
151 Shilton  H., Taranganba a
152 Shiplock John, Logan Village c
153 Shiriff  Miss  Isa, Brisbane u k
154 Shirley -, Toowong c
155 Shirrok  W., Petrie terrace c
156 Shooter G. W., Dalby u k
c
157 Short  H. E., Mackay u k and a (2)
158 Short L. F. H., Mackay c
159 Shultys Richard ,  Brisbane s
160 Shuran R. J., Bundaberg c
161 Shurey Frederick ,  Brisbane f
162 Siggers Rev. W., B.A., Walkerston c
163 Sigga Miss, Yeppoon u k
164 Silberman  Michael, Howard c
165 Silcock Mrs. Philip, George street o
166 Silver Mrs. M .,  Brisbane a
167 Silvester Robert R.,  Roma c
168 Silvie John, Brisbane c
169 Sin, -, Charters Towers c
170 Simmonds Henry, Highfields c
171 Simmons E., Herberton o
172 Simmons G., Normanton c
173 Simmons It., St. George c
174 Simon William, Ann street c
175 Simons Lorenzo W., Westbrook o
176 Simonson F., Charters Towers c
Smith -, British Empire Hotel c
Smith --, Spring Hill c
Smith  -,  Charters Towers a
Smith - (carpenter ), Mackay c
Smith -, Paddington c
Smith Mrs .,  Townsville s
Smith  Mrs., Millchester c
Smith  Mrs., Brisbane c
Smith Alfred,  Breakfast Creek c
Smith Mrs. A .,  George street o
Smith A. J., Gladstone c (2)
Smith Charles ,  Charters  Towers s
Smith Charles ,  Upper  Melbourne
street o c
228
229
230
231
232233
234235
236237
238
239
240
211 Smith Mrs. Christina ,  Moggill o c
242 Smith C., Kilkivan c
243 Smith Ebenezer, Campbellville u k
244 Smith Edwin ,  Brisbane s
245 Smith Miss Eliza, Maryborough c
246 Smith Ernest, Townsville c
247 Smith E., Coochin Creek u k (2)
248 Smith E., Rockhampton c
249 Smith E., Townsville o
250 Smith E. W., Daandine s
251 Smith F., Melbourne street
252 Smith F., Spring Hill c (3)
253 Smith F., Roma c
254 Smith  F., Brisbane s
c
255 Smith F. H., Charters Towers in
c (2)
2.56 Smith George, Woollongabba c
257 Smith George, Charters Towers s
258 Smith George, Rockhampton e t
259 Smith G., Bundaberg c
260 Smith G., Dalby c
261 Smith G., Tivoli c
262 Smith Mrs. Hannah M. C., Red0C
263 Smith Henry, South Brisbane o c
264 Smith H., Charters Towers c
265 Smith H. J., Croydon o
266 Smith H. W., Croydon c
267 Smith James ,  Enoggera c
268 Smith James, Cairns u k
269 Smith James, Blackall o
270 Smith John, Rockhampton o c
271 Smith John, Croydon c
272 Smith John, Townsville u k
273 Smith John, Charters Towers c
274 Smith John, Bulloo Downs a
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277 Smith John,  Cairns a
278 Smith John, Hope street c
279 Smith John ,  Barcaldine c
280 Smith John, Dunellan c
281 Smith John, Oxley c
282 Smith John, Petrie terrace c
283 Smith J., St. George c
284 Smith J., Townsville c
285 Smith J., Charters Towers c
286 Smith J., Petrie terrace c
287 Smith J., Blackall road c
288 Smith J. C., Glenallan Estate c
289 Smith J. H., Highgate Hill f
290 Smith J. S., Charters Towers c
291 Smith J. W., Croydon c
292 Smith  L., Lutwyche c
293 Smith Miss Lina ,  Brisbane a
294 Smith Miss Mary Howe, South Bris-
bane u k (3)
295 Smith M. M., Highgate Hill c
296 Smith N. P., Coorparoo 0
297 Smith P., Charters Towers c
298 Smith  Robe rt,  Rosewood u k (3)
299 Smith Robert ,  Charters Towers c
300 Smith Samuel ,  Enoggera o c
301 Smith S., Newmarket road c
302 Smith S., New Farm c
303 Smith Thomas, Townsville c
304 Smith Thomas ,  Narrine Station t
305 Smith William, Brisbane o c
306 Smith William, Macknade o
307 Smith W., North Pine o c
308 Smith W., Charters Towers c (2)
309 Smith W., Harrisville c
310 Smith W. A., Barcaldine c
311 Smith W. H., Ipswich c
312 Smith W. H., Brisbane u k
313 Smith Wm. Napier ,  Charters Towers f
314 Smyth Dan., Ipswich c
315 Smyth G. A., Port Douglas c
316 Smyth J. P., Cooktown s
317 Smyth Willie, Townsvi lle u k
318 Smythe George ,  Maryborough u k
319 Smythe James, Normanton c
320 Snape  - Indooroopilly c
321 Sneed E., Brisbane c
322 Sne ll  Mrs. Mary Ann ,  Peak Downs u k
323 Snow Mrs., South Brisbane c
324 Snowling F., Brisbane u k
325 Solomon Dan., Herberton c
326 Solomon E., Elizabeth street c
327 Solomon Frank ,  Brisbane o c
328 Somerfield H., Mary River c
329 Somers Franz ,  Rockhampton c
330 Somers R. H. Hu henden e
331 Somervi lle  John, Blackall c
3.32 Sommers Franz, Cawarral c
333 Sommerset -, Coorparoo c
334 Sommerville  A., Cairns c
335 Sommerville Miss Agnes ,  Townsville o
336 Sorensen Miss Cath .,  Charters Towers0C
337 So re nsen Jens ,  Maryborough o c
338 Sorensen J. P., Mackay c
339 So rensen P., Maryborough c
340 Sorentzen C., Rockhampton c
341 Sorley  Miss, Rockhampton o
342 Sorrenson -, Marian Mill c
343 Souter  -,  Lutwyche c
344 Southa ll -,  Mackay c
345 Southall  Doctor,  Racecourse c
346 Southby R. C., Mackay a (3)
347 Southern George, Vulture street
348 Southey  H., Harrisvi lle c
349 Southon Miss ,  Maryborough u k
350 Spargo Mrs. E .,  Charters Towers c
3.51 Sark  Dr. Sidney =  Townsville o (4)
352 Spark G. W., Brisbane u k
353 Sparkes J., Mackay c
354 Sparks  A., Wickham  terrace c
355 Speechley John ,  Bokara Hotel  is
and 356 Speed Mrs., Rockhampton c
357 Speed Charles, Herberton s
358 Speers William ,  Rockhampton c
359 Spelman P., Charters Towers c
360 Spence  John G.,  Cunnamu ll a e
361 Spence Percy,  Brisbane c
362• Spencer and Harris ,  Sesbania c
363 Spier Thomas, Maryborough e
Hill 364 Spike E., Adavale c (2)
275  Smith  John, Croydonf
276 Smith  John, Wheatley's  Camp s and
c (2)
365 Spink James, South  Brisbane c
366 Spinks  Joseph,  Cooktown a
367 Spracker  -,  Logan Downs c
368 Sprague George  H., Croydon c and
o c (2)
369 Spring Peter ,  Normanton m
370 Spriugall  -,  Spring Hill c
371 Sproule  Miss, Brisbane u k
372 Spurel J., Laidley c
373 Spurr James W .  Blackall s
371 Squires James, Rosewood c
375 Squires Walter, Townsville u k (2)
376 Stabler Mrs. F .,  Milton c
377 Stabler Henry ,  Stanthorpe c
378 Stacy John, Charters Towers c
379 Stafford Mrs., West End m
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380 Staig A., Adelaide street o 480 Stubbings John Eton Vale s 32 Taylor T., Dalby s381 Stanfield G. D., Queen street c (2) ,481 Studds W. J. Brisbane it k 33 Taylor Win., Adavale Railway e382 Stanhope  G., Charlotte street s ,482 Study A. Brisbane  in 34 Taylor W., Jundah a383 Stanley --, Mitchell c ,483 Stumers  C., Rosewood c 35 Taylor W., Torbanlea c
384 Stanley Capt. Wm., Mackay a 484 Sturch F. Valley c 36  Tearle J., Townsville c385 Stanslie  -, Mackay c ,485 Stutz  Emil Pialba c 37 Tebbatt Edwd. .Tames, Powlathanga386 Stanton Messrs . D. J. and Others, ,486 Styles Mary Brisbane o Lake Station u k and a (2)
Helidon c
,
487 Sugrue Martin, Brisbane o 38 Tebbatt E. J., P.O. Cooktown c
387 Stanwe ll W., St. George c 488  Sugrue Michael Brisbane c 39 Tee  Charles, Ipswich c
388 Stapleton  -, Grey  street o 489 Sullivan Mrs. 1ughenden c 40 Tegner Viggo, Brisbane f389 Starling  J., Cairns c ,490 Sullivan Cornelius Croydon c 41 Templeton Samuel (care of Thos. Hamp-390 Staves  Richard ,  Brisbane m ,491 Sullivan Miss E .,  Ann street c ton), Brisbane u k
391 St. Clair -, Croydon c 492 Sullivan Frances Rosewood u k 42 Tennant J., P.O. Muttaburra392 St .  Clare Miss  M., Townsvile c ,493 Sullivan James Tingalpa o c 43 Teremen -, Charters Towers c393 Steel E.  M., Brisbane s ,494 Sullivan  Jedra South Brisbane a 44 Terry --, Geraldton c (2)394 Steele  J., Rockhampton c , Brisbane o c495 Sullivan  Jeremiah 45 Teach Mrs. M., Woodford c395 Steinham Charles , Dykehead c (3) ,496 Sullivan  John,  Brisbane o c 46 Thacker Miss, South Brisbane c396 Steinbener  Charles ,  Mingo  Crossing 497 Sullivan  Michael and  Mary, Bris- 47 Thackeray - Brisbane c
c and c (2) bane o c 48 Tharon P. S., 1risbane c397 Steinhener  C., Oakwood c 498 Sullivan M. P., Rockhampton m 49 Thirkettle Mrs. G., Cobb's Camp a
398 Steinthal -, Queen  street c 499 Sullivan Miss Nellie ,  Brisbane u k 50 Thomas -, Rosalie c
399 Steiner H., Barcaldine c Charters Towers c500 Sullivan  P. J. 51 Thomas Mrs., Sandgate c (2)400 Stenson  -,  Eton c ,501  Sullivan Thantas ,  Bormanton o 52 Thomas Miss, Rockhampton c
401 Stephen James Allen ,  Bowen Downs e t Geraldton o502 Sultan Essen 53 Thomas A. B., Noondoo a
402 Stephens  and Robinson ,  Rockhamp-
,
503 Sumio Augustin , Croydon c 54 Thomas A. P. and Co., Townsville c
ton c 504 Sumlin Mrs., South Brisbane c 55 Thomas James D., Croydon o c
403 Stephens -, Red Hill c 505 Summers  -,  Bundanba c 56 Thomas John, Red Hill c
404 Stephens Misses, Ipswich c (2) 506 Summers  John  Henr ,  Rosalie o c 57 Thomas John, Brisbane s
405 Stephens  C., Thompson  Estate c 507  Summerville W., Milton c 58 Thomas John, Bondoon Station, Ada-
406 Stephens D., Enoggera c 508 Sundbye Carl, Brisbane o c vale c
407 Stephens Joseph, Marybo rough u k 509 Surgeon  J., Townsville f 59 Thomas John, Charters Towers c
408 Stephens  Mrs. M .,  Brisbane a 510 Surtees  J., Gympie c 60 Thomas L. C., Brisbane o c
409 Stephens Richard R., Ingham u k 511 Sushaw Miss ,  Dungaree c 61 Thomas L., Gympie e
410 Stephens  Miss S., Brisbane a 512 Sutcliffe  George ,  Cairns c 62 Thomas R'-., Charters Towers c
411 Stephens  Thomas ,  Charters  Towers e 513 Sutcliffe Joseph,  Charters Towers c (2) 63 Thompson -, Nebo road c
412 Stephens William, Charters Towers c 514 Sutherland -, Saltwater Creek c (3) 64  Thompson Miss, Dunmore Bill, near
413 Stephenson John ,  Mitchell c 515 Sutherland  -, Leichhardt  street c Warwick c
414 Stevens George ,  Marybo rough c 516 Sutherland  A., Stanley street c (2) 65 Thompson A., Townsville c
415 Stevens James, Cairns o 517 Sutherland John, Brisbane u k and 66 Thompson Charles, Telemon c
416 Stevens  J. Wickham  street c m 67 Thompson Charles, Hughenden c
417 Stevens  Mt., Kooringa c 518  Sutherland Miss  Lizzie and Kate, 68 Thompson Miss Clare, P.O. Brisbane it k
418 Stevenson  A., Maryborough c Maryborough c 69 Thompson C. F., South Brisbane in
419 Stevenson  H. T., Ann  street c 519 Sutton  -,  Brisbane c 70 Thompson Edward, P.O. Clermont c
420 Stevenson J., Townsville c 520 Sutton Miss, Brisbane c 71 Thompson F., Isisford c
421 Stevenson Miss Minnie ,  Rockhamp- 521 Sutton C. E., Leichhardt street c (2) 72 Thompson F., Paddington c
ton c 522 Sutton  J. W., Blackall s 73 Thompson George, Normanton u k
422 Stevenson R. F., Adelaide  street o 523 Svendeon  Jacob, Rosalie c 74 Thompson George, Croydon o c (2)
423 Stewart  ---,  Toowong c (2) 524 Svensen  A., Brisbane o 75 Thompson Mrs. George, Ipswich c
424 Stewart Mrs., Mackay c 525 Swaintin  J., Milton c 76 Thompson Geo. W., Bundaberg u k
425 Stewart  Alex.,  Gladstone  road c 526 Swann  -,  Mackay c 77 Thompson John, Charters Towers c
426 Stewart B. W., Townsville a 527 Swan Wm .,  Normanton u k 78 Thompson John, O'Connell Town c
427 Stewart C., New Farm c 528 Swan W . (dredge "Nautilus") a 79 Thompson Joseph, Toowong c
428 Stewart D., Charlevi lle s 529 Swanson Jas., Normanton c 80 Thompson J., South Brisbane c
429 Stewart F., Charters Towers c 530 Sweeney Jno., Townsvi lle o c 81 Thompson J., Charters Towers
430 Stewart G., Bunda berg c 531 Sweeney J., P.O. Brisbane o c 82 Thompson J., P.O. Brisbane u k
431 Stewart G., Russe ll River o 532 Sweeney J. Charters Towers c 83 Thompson J. W., P. O. South Brisbane o
432 Stewart Miss H. M. C., Brisbane c 533 Sweeney  \ ., Red Hill c 84 Thompson pson  tiliss M. E., P.O. Brisbane
433 Stewart  H. M., Lynn ,  Mungindi a 534 Swoeting Wm., Kedron Brook c
434 Stewart  James ,  Charters Towers a (2) 535 Sweeting Mrs.,  Maryborough c 85 Thompson Richard Henry, P.O. Bris-
435 Stewart James Aramac Station  in 536 Swenton  John,  Stanley street c bane u k
436 Stewart James, Cooktown u k 537 Swensen J. Burnett Heads c 86 Thompson T. N. Y., P.O. Brisbane c
437 Stewart  J., Brisbane c 538 Swift H. W. N., Barcaldine e 87 Thompson Miss S., North Ipswich c
438 Stewart  J. D., Bowen c 539 Swindells Jno. Joseph ,  Cairns u k 88 Thompson W., Charters Towers c (2)
439 Stewart J. H. Townsville c 540 Symes Dr., Biisbane c 89 Thompson W., Brunswick street o
440 Stewart  Miss Minnie,  Brisbane a 541 Symonds H., Roma a 90 Thompson W. G., Ipswich c
441 Stewart  Richard, Bowen Plains c 542 Symonds  Thos .,  Croydon in 91 Thomson -, Rockhampton c
442 Stewart  R., Normanby c and e t (2) 543 Symons Ed. H., P .O. Brisbane s (2) 92 Thomson Andrew, Townsville u k
443 Stewart  T., Fenwick  Station c 544 Symons George, Charters  Towers c 93 Thomson Herbert, P.O. Brisbane c
444 Stewart T., Charters Towers c 545 Sypher  -, Baroaldine c 94  Thomson James, P.O. Normanton e
445 Stewart William Geraldton u k 546  Syring Frank , Croydon c 95 Thomson James, Townsville c
446 Stewart  W. E., Urns n z 96 Thomson J. B., Charters Towers a
447 Stimpson F. A., Rockhampton u k 97 Thomson J. B., Cooktown c
448 Stitt Alex., Townsville o T. 98 Thomson W., MiIlchester in
449 Stockdale W. J., Valley c 99 Thoren F., P.O. Gym pie c
450 Stockham F., Ipswich c 1 TAGART Dan  Thompson Estate c 100 Thorley -, South Brisbane c
451 Stockwell  James ,  Charters  Towers  in 2 Taggart  C. D., Townsville s 101 Thorne C., St. Lawrence c452 Stoddart Rev. -, Pialba c 3 Tait G.  E., Coouibabab e t 102 Thorne C., P.O. Townsville c
453 Stokes L. J., Eulo a 4 Tait Wm.,  Rockhampton a 103 Thorne F., Tocal c
454 Stokes T., Brisbane u k 5 Talbert P., Laidley e 104 Thornton J. E., Beauly  terrace c
455 Stokes W., Mount Abundance u k 6 Talbot George, Croydon e 105 Thornton William Croydon o c
456 Stone  - (carter ),  Rockhampton c 7 Talbot J.,  Stoney Creek a 106 Thorpe E., P.O. T ownsville e t
457 Stone A., Eagle Junction u k 8 Tallson  -,  Hughenden c 107 Thorpe Sydney, Ravenswood e
458 Stone George ,  Hendra c 9 Tannock  E. M., Brisbane o c 108 Thurgar Walter Gin Gin in
459 Stone G., Rockhampton c 10 Tate  Mrs., Hospital ,  Brisbane a 109 Tidman Mrs., Iomebush c
460 Storey  W. B., Cloncurry c 11 Taylor Chas .,  Rockhampton'c 110 Tidswell -, Rockhampton s
461 Storey Wilson F .,  Brisbane c 12 Taylor  Mrs., Brewsterfield c 111 Tiedemann H., Brisbane a
462 Stott H. T., Charters Towers c 13 Taylor A . M., Georgetown e t 112 Tierney E., Charters Towers c
463 Stovell  Bede B .  Grey street c 14 Taylor B.,  Petrie terrace c 113 Tighe P. L., Waterford c
464 Strachan C., Mackay u k 15 Taylor Charles,  West End u k 114 Tilley Mr,., Muttaburra c
465 Strachan  R., Rockhampton c 16 Taylor C., South Tooburra c 115 Timbury Alfred, Rockhampton o c
466 Stralow Mrs. Herman ,  Brisbane f and c 17 Taylor Frank W., Bundamba  Railway 116 Timms W , Gympie e t
Station m
117 Tobbin W., Mount Perry c
467 St ratford Mrs . J., Greenmount u k 18 Taylor Henry, Croydon o c (3) 118 Tob;n W. R., Charters Towers a
468 Stratte  George ,  Townsville o c 19 Taylor H. , Eagle street c 119 Todaro Filippe, Maryborough f
469 Street William, Rockhampton c (2) 20 Taylor  James ,  Rockhampton u k (2) 120 Todd - , Nerang c
470 Strelow  Herman ,  Logan f 21 Taylor James, Brisbane in 121 Todd William, P.O. Roma a
471 Stringer John, Townsville u k 22 Taylor John, Croydon a 122 Tohar Fred, Toowoomba o
472 Strong Frank, Charters Towers e t 23 Taylor John,  Barcaldine  it k 123 Tomalin 1L W., Rockhampton u k
473 Strong J., Oxley c 24 Taylor Jonathan B., Maryborough u k 124 Tomkins -,  near  Breakfast Creek
474 Strong J., Indooroopily c 25 Taylor Mrs. J., Bundaberg c Bridge
475 Strong Mrs. T., Townsville c 26 Taylor P. T., Brisbane a (2) 125 Tomkins R., South Brisbane c
476 Struthers  Donald B Rockham ton Brisbane mOlor  Samuel P27 Ta South Brisbane c126 Tomlin Edgar W.., pu k (4) ., .y28 Taylor J., Boulia c ,127 Tompson W., Red Hill c
477 Stuart  Brothers , Croydon o 29 Taylor Richard, Toowoomba o 128 Toner John P.O. Townsville c
'478 Stuart  B. W., Townsville a 30 Taylor Mrs. R. F., P.O. Millchester c 129 Tonks J., N ormanton in,
479 Stuart  William, Croydon u k 31 Taylor Thos., Gympie c 130 Toohey --, South Brisbane a
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131 Toohey W., P.O. Cunnamulla c 6 Vegers Geo. E., California Creek c 70 Walton J.  M., Cawarral c
132 Toole John, Sesbania  Station  in 7 Veller Alfred, Rockhampton u k 71 Warburton J. D., Daintree River c
133 Toppin J., Townsville c 8 Venthem Miss J., P.O. Mary- Brisbane c72 Ward D.
134 Torazzi -, Highgate Hill c borough m
,
Show-ground, Clarke street73 Ward G.
135 Torpey John, P.U. Thargomindah s 9 Vereker Honble. F. (R.N.), comman-
,
uk
136 Torrens -, Kolan Railway Station c der H. M. S. "Myrmidon," Cooktown c Rockhampton c74 Ward  H.
137 Tosh Wm., Croydon c 10 Vernon T.,  Brisbane s
,
75 Ward Miss Ida, P.O. Brisbane c
138 Toude H., Blackall c 11 Verny Miss M. Grace, P.O. Bris- 76 Ward Johan,  He lidon f
139 Towner and O'Connell, Eulo road c bane e t 77 Ward John, Port Douglas e
140 Towner -, Mackay c 12 Veroti Luigi, Charters Towers a 78 Ward J., Maryborough c
141 Toy W. R., Charters Towers c 13 Verry  J., Brisbane c 79 Ward R., Goulburn  Station c
142 Tracey H., Rookwood c 14 Vetter Carl, Maryborough c 80 Ward Walter, P.O. Mackay u k (2)
143 Tranten -, Mackay c 15  Vickers Jno., Campbell  street, Woollon- 81 Ward William, P.O. Southport c
144 Travers Dudley, Muttaburra u k gabba m 82 Ward Wm., Valley c
145 Travers D. C. Barcaldine e t
'
16 Vickery Mrs. T., P.O. Rockhampton c 83 Ward W., Cairns c
146 Travers Mrs. D. C., Barcaldine c 17 Victorsen Mrs. C., Brisbane n z 84 Warde Mrs. R. A., Brisbane c
147 Travers John, Risbton c 18 Villiers James, Logan Village c (2) 85 Wardle  C. E., Enoggera c
148 Traynor P. W., Bowen o 19 Vincent Miss Florence, Roma c 86 Wardle G. B., South Brisbane c
149 Treadwell  -,  Enoggera)c 20 Virggiana -, Croydon o 87 Wardlow  James Henry ,  Charters
150 Trelour W., Mackay c 21 Voakes John, Gympie c Towers o c
151 Trench F., Thursday  Island in Con., junior, near Mdunt22 Vogle 88 Wardrop C., Ann street e
152 Trescott D., Charters Towers s kr 89 Ware Thomas ,  Macnade Plantation m153 Trevarthen Richard Charters Towers c 23 Vohland Dan., Croydon c 90  Warholt and Padraggi ,  Brisbane  as
154 Trevathen Mrs. J., New Farm  in 24„ Volleneveide A., Croydon c 91 Warner Mrs.,nearToowong Cemeterye
155 Trick C. H., S )uth Brisbane c 25 Volz F., Valley a 92 Warner H., North Ipswich c
156 Trickey Mrs., Spring Hill c 26 Von Tandriffe G., Nerang c 93 Warner Silas, Roma c
157 Trihey  Dan, Racecourse c 27 Von Wietersher Capt. (corvette '"Ad- 94 Warnholz Winton c
158 Trimmell Mrs., Mackay c ler"), New  Britain c 95 Warren -- Gbarleville c (2)
159 Tripke T., Hughenden c 28 Vowden James, Pine Creek c 96 Warren D., Eagle Farm Junction c
160 Trodd James, Charters Towers c 29 V owll -, Brisbane c 97 Warren H., Eton Vale u k
161 Trotter Robert, P.O. Townsville c 98 Warren Mrs. J .,  Lutwycbe Hill Estate
162 Trotter W., Avon Downs c W. nz
163 Troy R. J., Mitchell Downs s 99 Warren J., Charleville c (4)
164 Trueman Alexander P TownsvilleO Sand te ct WABER E Townsville c100 Warren J juniorP., .
u k and c ., ga2 Waddle William, Augathella o e .. .,101 Warren R. A., P.O. Townsville u k
165 Trueman W. B., Normanton c 3 Wadds William (care of -- Amos), 102 Warren W., P.O. Brisbane c
166 Truman W. B., Croydon c Narine Station s 103 Wartz -, Eton c
167 Tucker William, P.O. Cooktown s 4 Wade H., Valley c 104 Wassall  James, Brisbane c
168 Tudor E., P.U. Croydon in and t 5 Wade Win., Torwood c 105 Waterson  Mrs. Sarah , P.O. Brisbane e
169 Tumoth -, Sherwood c 6 Wadsworth G., Burbank Station c 106 Watkins Rev. D., Allora u k
170 Tummon L., Rockhampton c 7 Wagner - (butcher), Mackay c 107 Watson  Miss, Spring Hi ll c
171 Tunstall John, Ipswich u k 8 Wagner -, Eulo c 108 Watson A., South Brisbane c
172 Tuohy Patk., Clifton Creek c 9 Wain Wm., P.O. Brisbane c 109 Watson Mrs. Ellen, Boggo road e173 Turle J., Charters Towers o 10 Waite Arthur, Merivale c 110 Watson George, Flinders street,Towns-174 Turley G. and H., Brisbane o U Waking Carl, Kilkivan c ville c (3)
175 Turley P., Charters  Towers c 12 Walden Thomas, P.O. Cunnamulla c 111 Watson George W., P.O. Brisbane c
176 Turnbull George, Southport o 13 Walford G. Coomera c 112 Watson Henry, Rockhampton o c
177 Turner -,  Helidon c 14 Walker -, Mackay c 113 Watson  James  H., Cobb' s Camp c
178 Turner Mrs., Stanley street c 15 Walker A. J., Bundaberg e 114  Watson John,  Boulia  as
179 Turner Dr. F. J., P.O. Brisbane u k 16 Walker F. W., Russell River c 115 Watson  John ,  P.O. Townsville m
180 Turner G., Brisbane c 17 Walker G., Roma c (2) 116 Watson John, Charters  Towers c
181 Turner G., Southport c 18 Walker G. H., Valley c 117 Watson J., Charters Towers c (2)
182 Turner  G., Croydon c 19 Walker Henry, Emu Vale c 118 Watson J., Rockhampton f
183 Turner G. F., Brisbane o 20 Walker H., Townsville c 119 Watson  Mrs. M .,  Ipswich road c
184 Turner Henry, P.O. Townsville u k 21 Walker H., Bundanba c 120 Watson T. M., Kangaroo Point e
185 Turner J. A., Brisbane c 22 Walker James, Redbank Station n z 121 Watson Walter ,  Charters Towers c
186 Turner J. C., Hughenden c 23 Walker John, Bream Swamp c 122 Watson W., Spring Hill e
187 Turner Walter, Wickham terrace c 24 Walker Joseph,  P.O. Brisbane s 123 Watson W., Valley c (2)
188 Turner Wm.,  Townsville s 25 Walker Lionel, Paddington c 124 Watton,  Mayne,  and Co.,  Brisbane c
189 Turner Wm. John, P.O. Cairns u k (2) 26 Walker L. C. P.O. Rockhampton o
'
125 Watts W. J., Stanley street c (2)
190 Turner W., P.O. Townsville u k L .  C., near Toowoomba c27 Walker Mrs. 126 Waugh John, P. O. Brisbane o c
191 Turner W., Thompson Estate c 28 Walker Miss Matilda ,  South Brisbane c 1227 Waugh J. N., Mackay c
192 Turner W. H., South Brisbane c (3) 29 Walker Miss Mary, Charters Towers 128 Weale W. Arthur CunnamuUa c and s
193 Turner Mrs .  W. H.,  Wickham terracern u k (2) 129 Weatherly -, Townsville c
194 Turner Mrs. W .  H., South Brisbane s 30 Walker Miss and Mrs . Mary, Oxley 190 Weaver Mrs., or Miss M. J., Hughen-
195 Turnour E. H., Evc:sham c ' Station  c den o
196 Tweed Benjamin ,  Southport Railway 31 Walker Mrs. Mary J., Barcaldine a 131 Webb  Mrs. Catherine ,  P.O. Charters
Line o 32 Walker  Miss  M., Petrie  terrace m Towers c
197 Twias Jeremiah R., Borondora Sta- 33 Walker R. T., Red Hill c 132 Webb F.,  Brisbane c
tion s 34 Walker S. Thargomindah a 133 Webb Joseph,  Gympie o c
198 Tyler J. Rockhampton c 35 Walker 1V1?ra. S. J., Valley c 134 Webb Joseph,  Brisbane o c
199 Tyler W illiam ,  Bowen Hills c (2) 36 Walker Tom Idamere a 135 Webb Mrs. M., Rockhampton e
200 Tyler Wm. P.O. Breakfast Creek c 1oowoomba c37 Walker W 136 Webb  Stephen Charters Towers c,
201 Tymons Mrs., Thursday Island c
.,
38 Wall-, Boorish  c
,
137 Webb W.,  Red Hill c
202 Tynan Michael ,  Sesbania c
203 Tynan M., Aramac c
39 Wall J., Retro c
40 Wall Wm., North Toowong c
138 Webb W.,  E7Chartersc139 Webb W . E., harte s Towers c
204 Tynan Rev. M., Rockhampton c 41 Wall W. North Toowong c 140 Webber  -, P.O. Ipswich c
205 Tyndall  Miss , Toowong c 42 Wallace  Miss, Valley c 141 Webber  M., Charters Towers e
206 Tyndall Mrs. J. Do Veer, Rockhamp- 43 Wallace A., St. Lucia  Estate c 142 Webby S., P.O. Brisbane in,
tonuk 44 Wallace George, P.O. Winton s 143 Weber Ludwig,  Toowoomba e
207 Tyson J. W., Charters Towers c 45 Wallace James, P.O. Gympie u k 144 Webster Alexander ,  Beaconsfield Plan-
46 Wallace J., Jimbour c tation u k
47 Wallace May, Townsville o 145 Weeb Mrs., Joumbia c
U. 48 Wallace Richd .,  Tambo o c (2) 146 Weedon H., Croydon in
49 Wallace W., Thargomindah c 147 Wegner -, Valley c
1 ULPH W. D. (care of Foster and 50 Wallar  -,  Barcaldine c 148 Weiland A., Gympie e
Kelk), Brisbane n z 51 Wallis C. T., Winton c 149 Weill Harry,  I anango c
2 Underwood A., Croydon in and u k 52 Walne R., Strathpine c 150 Weir -,  Rockhampton c
3 Undhrell C., P.O. Charleville c 53 Walsh -, Pyramid Plantation c 151 Weir  U.  Cooktown c
4 Uniacke Arthur ,  Sandgate c 54 Walsh -,  Racecourse c 152 Weir Jon Charters Towers c (2)
5 Unwin Samuel ,  Fortitude  Valley c 55 Walsh  Mrs., Toowong c (2) 153 Weir W.  Y., Brisbane c
6 Upton John, South Brisbane c 56 Walsh Allan, P.O. Milton c 154 Weiss -, Bunda berg c
7 Uren Mrs., P.U. Charters Towers e 57 Walsh Bridget ,  Dungeness o 155 Weitemeyer Wilhelm A., Cumberland
8 Uren  George ,  Charters Towers c (3) 58 Walsh John, Townsville c oc
9 Uridge S., Rockhampton o 59 Walsh J., Darrell Station a 156 Webb E.,  Roma c
10 Urquhart W., Howard c 60 Walsh Miss Mary ,  Petrie terrace c 157 Welburn Thomas, Toowong o e
61 Walsh Patt., Bingera Railway Station 158 Welby A., Condamine c
uk 159 Welch E. C., P.O.  Brisbane u k (2)
V. 62 Walshe John J., Avon Downs m 160 Welch T., P.O. Brisbane a
63 Walters -,  Racecourse c 161 Weller T. J., Sunny Plains c
1 VALKENBURG Mrs. W. P., Mount 64 Walters Joe, West End c 162 Welling Miss ,  Rockhampton u k
Nebo s 65 Walters Jos., Norton Gladstone o c 163 Wellington Aaron A., CharterslTowers
2 Valmadre Enole, Toowoomba f 66 Walters Oswald, Brisbane c
3 Vantin T., Charters Towers c 67 Walters W., Blackstone c 164 Wells  Mrs., lBrisbane a
4 Vaughan F., Brisbane o 68 Walters W. H., P.O. Brisbane e 165 Wells Fred., Toowong c
5 Vaughan F. H., Brisbane o 69 Walton -,  Rosalie c  166 Wells William, Albion u k
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167 Welsh G., Petrie's Creek a 268  W illiams Mrs. Charles ,  Rockhampton c 366 Wilson Mrs. Marion, (s.s. " Quetta ")
168 Welsh G. J., Maroochie c (2) 269 Williams Charles, Blackstone c Cooktown c
169 Welsh James, Rockhampton c Bogantungan c270 Williams C. E 367 Wilson Mary, Normanton o
170 Welsh John, Croydon in
.,
271 Williams D. South Toowong c 368 Wilson Mrs. M. M., Townsville o
171 Wend J., Eagle Junction c (2)
,
272 Williams D., Croydon c (2) 369 Wilson R., Oxley c (5)
172 Wenzel Fred., Mount Sylvia c Spring Hill c273 Williams Evan 370 Wilson Thomas, South Brisbane c
173 Wernegrin -, Sandgate c
,
Charters Towers c274 Williams E. 371 Wilson Thos., Pialba road c
174 Werren F., Mackay c
,
275 Williams F., P.O. Rockhampton c 372 Wilson Win., P.O. Townsville o c
175  Wertfol G., Eagle Farm Junction c Kangaroo Point c276 Williams G. 373 Wilson W., Woollongabba c
176 Wesley Rev. Chas., Dungeness c
,
277 Williams  G., St. George c 374 Wilson W., Oxley c
177 West A., Charters Towers c 278 Williams Harry  (sailor ),  H. M. S. 375 Wilson W. A., Ann  street s
178 West C., Rockhampton a " Myrmidon" c 376 Wilton  Jno. Maunder , Yeppoon a (2)
179 West C., Townsville n z 279 Williams H., Cairns c (2) 377 Wills -, East Woollongabba c
180 West E., Brisbane s 280 Williams Jas., Rockhampton c 378 Wimberley Chas. M., P.O. Brisbane a
181 West John,  Bowen o c- 281 Williams Mrs. James, Rockhampton c 379 Wingfield P., California Creek c (2)
182 West W., Charters Towers c 282 Williams John, Gebangle u k 380 Winks  -,  Harrisvi lle c
183 Westbrook H. J., Charters Towers c 283 Williams  John,  Sefton Station c 381 Winslow W., P.O. Brisbane m
184 Westburn Dr. W., Valley c 284 Williams Jonah, Bundabergc 382 Winter C. A., Hodgson o
185 VFrestbur W., Charters  Towers c 285 Williams Joseph, Charters Towers e 383 Winterfiond C., Mowbraytown c
186 Weston G. Woollongabba c 286 Williams J., Bowen street c 384 Winters Williams, Cameron Downs o
187 Westrupp Rockhampton c 287 Williams J.,'South Brisbane e 38.5 Wise C., Croydon c
188 Wetton A. 1L., P.O. Townsville c 288 Williams J., Charters Towers c 386 Wishart  Master R.,  P.O. Brisbane c
189 Whakem Master H .,  Charters Towers c 289 Williams Mrs. J. E., Deep Creek o c 387 Wiesmann Emil, Marybo rough c
190 Whallan T., P.O., Croydon c 290 Williams Miss L., Brisbane  in 388 Withers A., Red Hill c
191 Wheel Henry, Nanango c 291 Williams P., P.O. Charters Towers o 389 Witney F. Normanton o
10  Wheeler -, One-Eye Waterhole c 292 Williams Richard, Charters Towers u k 390 Witty A.,'oowong c
193 Wheeler Chas., Stanley street c 293 Williams Richard, Charters Towers c 391 Wolf Herman N., P.O. Brisbane o c
194 Wheelhouse W., Foyle View c 294 Williams R., Brisbane c 392 Wolfe W., Collingwood Hotel, ved Win
195 Wherly  Mrs., Roma e 295 Williams R., Normanton c tan u k
196 Whelan E. J., Herberton c 296 Williams Private R. H., Charters 393 `Volk M., Hughenden e
197 Whelan Thomas B., Georgetown e t Towers o e 394 Wolstencroft Mrs., P.O. Charters
198 Whilser R., Weary Bay Sugar Planta- 297 Williams S. D., F.O. Townsville c Towers e
tion c 298 Williams T., Brisbane c 395 Wood Mrs., Mackay c
199 Whin William, P.O., Rockhampton u k 299 Williams T., Harp of Erin, Croydon c 396 Wood Mrs. A. F., Mount Esk c
200 Whipham Mrs., South Brisbane c 300 Williams  T. Maryborough c 397 Wood Captain, Mount Esk c
201 Whitaker  Miss  M P O Mary-301 Williams Wlilliam S Charters Towers 398 Wood Chas. Burrum e., . .,borough c .,o c (2) ,399 Wood  Edwin  Hayland John, P.O.
202 White  A., Ann  street c 302 Williams W., P.O. Brisbane n z Rockhampton w a
203 White Charles V., Thargomindah u k 303 Williams W., Milton c 400 Wood George,  Ipswich c
204 White C. W., Walkerston c 304 Williams W., Rainbow c 401 Wood George, Silkstone c
205 White David, West End o c 305 Williams W., Charters Towers c 402 Wood G.,  Taringa c
206 White  E., Dulacca n z 306 Williams W. J., Townsville s 403 Wood John, P.O. Cooktown u k
207 White Mrs. E., Paddington u k 307 Williams W. S., Charters Towers in 404 Wood John W., P.O. Brisbane o c
208 White Geo., Mackay c 308 Williamson -, Mackay c 405 Wood Jno. R., Welltown s
209 White  Jas. C., Gympie e 309 Williamson J., Brisbane c 406 Wood J., Stanley  street c
210 White John, Helidon c 310 Williamson  J., Valley c 407 Wood Rosanna, Townsville o
211 White John, Charleville c (4) 311 Williamson J., Bowen u k 408 Wood Reuben, Rockhampton a
212 White J., Muckadilla c 312 Williamson Miss M., P.O. Charters 409 Wood T. P., Hughenden c
213 White Miss J. H., South Brisbane  in Towers n z 410 Woods Alexander, P.O. Hamilton f (2)
214 White T. D., Roma c (2) • 313 Williamson Thomas L., Ravenswood 411 Woods  Miss E.,  West End u k
215 White T. E., Dulacca Station n z uk 412 Woods G., Cairns e
216 White Wm., South Brisbane c 314 Williamson T., Bowen c 413 Woods Harry, P.O., Rockhampton u k
217 White  Win., Keystone Plantation u k 315 Williamson Wm., Roma o c 414 Woods Mrs. Mary A., Paddington
218 White W., South Brisbane in 316 Williamson W., P.U. Charters Towers West o c
219 White W., Limestone Creek u k s (2) 415 Woods  Michael, Stanley street c
220 White W. E., Tableland, Cooktown o 317 Willis -, Ipswich e 416 Woods Mrs. M .,  Spring Hill u k
221  Whiteford  Ernest ,  Cairns s 318 Willis A. E., Maryborough u k 417 Woods W. H., North Bundaberg c
222 Whitehead Miss Florry, P.O. Nor- 319 Willis Chas., Ipswich c 418 Woolcock T. J., Charters Towers c
manton c 320 Willis C. A., Ipswich c (3) 419 Wooler Mrs. Sarah, Marybo rough u k
223 Whiteside Miss, Ripple Creek a (2) 321 Willis E., Cooktown c 420 Woolfitt J., Gympie c
224 Whiteside  Miss  Mary, Ripple Creek c 322 Willis E. B., Rockhampton c 421 Wormald Jacob, P.O. Brisbane u k
225 Whitley W., Croydon u k 323 Wi llis J., Rockhampton c 422 Worthington Thomas ,  Charters Towers
226 Whitman  Bros .,  Charleville c (2) 324 Willis Michael , P.O. Cairns u k c
227 Whitman Miss E. H., Townsville c 325 Willis Mrs. P., Caboolture in 423 Worthling  Miss, Ipswich road c
228 Whitson William ,  Surprise Creek u k 326 Willis Thos., Charters Towers c 424 Wragge  A. D., P.U . Brisbane c
229 Whittaker C., Highgate Hill a (2) 327 Willis Win., South Brisbane e 425 Wrenn Mrs., Petrie terrace c
230 Whitten R. J., East Brisbane c 328 Willet  H., Valley e 426 Wright -, Grey street c
231 Whitton Peter, Maryborough c 329 Willett J., Homebush c (2) 427 Wright Charles, Bundaberg o c
232 Whitty Teresa ,  Townsvi lle o 330 Willingerhoff -, Toowoomba e 428 Wright Charles G., Bloomfield River n z
233 Whitworth Thos., Coombabah c 331 Wilmer Mrs. J .,  Maryborough c 429 Wright C., Rocklea c
234 Whyte A., P.O. Brisbane o c 332 Wilson Mrs. Adelaide, P.O. South Bris- 430 Wright C., Oondooroo c
235 Whyte G. B., Albion c bane c 431 Wright David, Grey  street c
236 Whyte J. D., Roma  in 333 Wilson Alex., Caboolture c 432 Wright E., Croydon c
237 Whyte  M., Burketown c (2) 334 Wilson Arthur Henry, P.O. Hughen. 433 Wright Fred., Nerang o c
238 Whyte Win., P.O.  Brisbane c den o c 434 Wright Master George, Cabbage Tree
239 Wickham Mrs. W., Criterion Hotel, 335 Wilson A., Rockhampton c Creek c
Brisbane c 336 Wilson  Mrs. Ben ., Woollongabba e 435 Wright G., Chinchilla u k
240 Wiere  -,  Cooktown o 337 Wilson Const. Charles, Townsville c 436 Wright G. L., P.O.  Brisbane  in
241 Wiesman  -,  Bundaberg c 338 Wilson Christopher, Yalpunga c 437 Wright James, Mount Perry c
242 Wiesmann H., Brisbane c 339 Wilson Edgar, Goondiwindi o 438 Wright James, Mount Shamrock o
243 Wiffen F. E., Brisbane c 340 Wilson E., South Brisbane c 439  Wright Jas. (care of Mr. Grab,  store-
244 Wiffen F. E., Petrie terrace c (2) 341 Wilson Frank, Dunnellan Estate c (2) keeper), Gebangle s
245 W '  htman Stuart ,  P.O. Hungerford c 342 Wilson Frank, Charleville c 440 Wright M., South Brisbane c
246 Wilde  -,  West End c 343 Wilson Fred, Maryborough s and e t 441 Wright Dr. Robt., Adavale a
247 Wilde Edmund, P.O. Herberton c 344 Wilson F., Logan road c 442 Wright Thomas (care of Mrs. Cox),
248 Wiley James, Barcaldine c (2) 345 Wilson Gorin, P.O. Charters Towers in Hamilton o
249 Wilkes  C. J., Glamorgan Vale u k 346 Wilson G., Rosewood o c 443 Wright Master William, Paddington c
250 Wilkes E., Mackay c 317 Wilson G. A., Maryborough c 444 Wright W., Samsonvale c
251 Wilkie Dr., Hospital ,  Rockhampton  in 348 Wilson Henry, P.O. Charters Towers c 445 Wright W. S., Brisbane c
252 Wilkie  A. (care of A. Rutherford), 349 Wilson H. R., Bowen c 446 Wrightson W., Woollongabba c
Raven swood  Station f 3.50 Wilson James, Normanby Reefs u k 447 Wulf Martin, Maryborough c
253 Wilkie J. Gordon, Muttaburra c 351 Wilson James, Boolboonda c (2) 448 Wusdon Mrs. A., Charters Towers c
254 Wilkie T. G., Rockhampton e 352 Wilson Jonathan, Albilbah c 449 Wuth Dr. E. M., Croydon c
255 Wilkins Guss, Hughenden o 3.53 Wilson John, Cooktown o c 450 Wyles M., North Ipswich c
256 Wilkins W. B., Rosewood c 354 Wilson John, Logan Downs c 451 Wyley Daniel, Portland Downs c
257 Wilkinson C. W., Townsville c 355 Wilson John, W ilston Estate c 452 Wylie J. M., Mowbraytown a (2)
258 Wilkinson Geo., Laidley c 356 Wilson John M., P.O. Mackay u k (5) 453 Wynd R., Rockhampton c
259 Wilkinson Henry, P.O. Bowen c 357 Wilson J., Brisbane o 454 Wynne T., Pittsworth c (2)
260 Wilkinson  W. H., Union Camp c 358 Wilson  J., Drayton c (2) 455 Wyper Isaac, Rockhampton a
261 William -, Red Hill c 359 Wilson J., Charters Towers c
262  Williams -, Indooroopilly c 360 Wilson Mrs. J., Lutwyche e
263 Williams Mrs., Indooroopilly c 361 Wilson Mrs. J., Newstead c Y.264 Williams Mrs., Rockhampton c 362 Wilson J. C., Bundaberg c
265 Wil liams Miss A., Hospital ,  Brisbane c 363 Wilson J. D., Roma c 1 YANGON K., P.O. Cooktown c
266 Wi lliams ,  A. M., Spring Hill c 364 Wilson J. R. P., Brisbane c 2 Yates G. H., Rosalie c
267 Williams A. S., Charters Towers c 365 Wilson Miss Margaret, Toowong c 3 Yates G. H., Cooktown c
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4 Yereky -, Barenya c 31 Australian Debt Collecting Society, 84 Manager  Melbourne and Brisbane Fine
5 Yeul H. J., Brisbane c Brisbane c Art Co.,  Brisbane c
6 Young -, Rockhampton in 32 Australian Investment Coy., Brisbane c 85 Manager Oriental Coy.'s Lease, Rish-
7 Young - (selector), Scrubby Creek c 33  Australian Loan Company, Brisbane c ton o c
8 Young -, Brisbane in 34 Bagabpen Tarymane, Brisbane f 86 Manager Singer Sewing Machine Co.,
9 Young Mrs., Rockhampton c 35 Billy Smith (S. S.I ), Gordon Downs Normanton c
10 Young A. A. 0., Dunellan c Station c 87 Manager  Victoria Brewery  Brisbane c
11 Young Charles James Cunnamulla Port Douglas c36 Bllat Allie vu88 Manager Winton Downs Aatation,
uk(2)
,
37 Bob Murray (S. S.I. ), Tocal Station c
,Rockhampton a
12 Young Geo., Kangaroo Point c 38 Bow  Sing , Rockhampton f 89 Manager Wompi Station, Cloncurry c
13 Young Gibson, Rockhampton c 39  British and Australian  Trust and Loan 90 Mate Warsam, Thursday Island w a
14 Young H. J., Rockhampton c Company, Brisbane m 91 Membar Ali, Cooktown o c
15 Youn RockhamptonPJames O " Cooktown cflower40 Ca tain "Ma 92 Michael Malon Charleville ag ., .
c m and u k ,p y41 Captain barque "Verdande," Cook- y,93 Mohamat Assan, Goondiwindi o c (2)
16 Young James, Croydon u k town a and a
17 Young John, Cooktown c 42 Cassim Malacca, Cooktown c 94 Molesi a Nine, Thursday Island c
18 Young J., Rockhampton a 43 Chan Lan Sik, Gympie c 95 Olioe, Brisbane c
19 Young J., Rockhampton c 44 Charles Ali Tow, Enoggera c 96 Patience, P.O. Townsville c
20 Young Mrs. Al., Y.O. Rockhampton c 45 Charles Johns (Cingalese), Barcaldine c 97 Pring Mrs. J. C., Rockhampton c
21 Young Robert, Y.O. Brisbane c 46 Charley Nubahir Arrowining, Bunda- 98 Q'land Loan  and Finance  Co., Bris-
22 Youngson J. R., Thursday Island e t berg s bane c
47 Chinese Garden, Maryborough c 99 Q'land Open  Mining  Exchange, Bris-
Z. 48 Colonial Emil, Thursday Island a49 Committee Musgrave Club, George bane c100 Q'land Varnish Co., Brisbane c
street c 101 Sam Chong, Rockhampton c
1 ZAN Joseph, Stanley street o c 50 Deel, P.O. Townsville c 102 Sam Loong, Redland Bay c
2 Zervis J., Charters Towers c 51 De Sow,  Barcaldine c 103 Sann (care of Jack Assan), Prince of
3 Zigenbine Andrew, Croydon c (2) 52 De Yong, Alpha c Wales Island c
4 Zohel and Bowring, Blackall s 53 Englishman, P.O. Brisbane c 104 Secretary Cairns Athletic Club, Cairns c
54 Experienzia, P.O. Brisbane c 105 Secretary Chamber of Commerce, Cook-
55 Fong Chil, Cooktown c town c
Initials, &c. 56 Gee Sang, Rockhampton c 106 Secretary Early Closing Movement,
57 Genuine, P.O. Brisbane c Brisbane c
1 A.B., Y.O. Brisbane c (5) 58 Goo Neen and Co., Gympie c 107 Secretary Loyal Orange Lodge No. 36,
2 A.D., Y.O. Brisbane c 59 Goon Sow, Johnstone River c Eton Vale School House c3 E.M. Mrs., P.O. Charters Towers u k 60 Gunn Bow, Gympie c 108 See Four, Rockhampton c
4 G- Mrs., P.O. Charters Towers s 61 H.L. Simon Harry, Macknade Planta- 109 Separation Canal, Cooktown c
5 G.N., P.O. Brisbane n k tion f 110 Sergeant, P.O. Charters Towers c
6 H., Y.O. Charters Towers c (2) 62 Hoo Kim, Barcaldine c 111 Shaik Baboo Botrail, Brisbane f
7 N.A.N.A., P.O. Brisbane c 63 Hook Jug Chong and Co., Cooktown c 112 Shin Yung, Gympie c
8 R.P., P.O. Brisbanec 64 Hop Slim, Rockhampton c 113 Singer Manufacturing Co., Norman-
9 S.B., P.O. South Brisbane m 65 Jack Api (S. S.I. ). P.O. Rockhampton c ton c
10 W.P., P. O. Rockhampton c 66 Janguru Patamadigi Baban Appu, 114 Sit Chow, Charters Towers road c
11 Ali Buck, Dalby o c Townsville c 115 Soro Solman, (S.S.I.) Mackay c
12 Ali Doy, Rockhampton m 67 Jim Foo, Rockhampton c 116 Sow On, Barcaldine c
13  Ah Foo (care of Mr. King), Coreena c 68 Jimmy (gardener), Cloncurry c 117 Sun Toon Wan, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
14 Ali Fooh, Enoggera c 69 Jimmy (S. S.I. ), Mackay o c 118 Thing Gin, .1 ohnstone River e
15 Ali Fow, Enoggera c 70 Jimmy Hong, Narrine Station a 119 Tiy Lee, Springsure f
16 Ali Hop, Gympie c 71 Johnny Ah Gir, Carandotta Station c 120 Tom Lee Shue, Fortitude Valley o c
17 Ali Huck, Alpha c 72 John Sing, Charters Towers c 121 Trustees Queensland Operative Plas-
18 Ab Kee, Sandy Creek c 73 Jong Ali Chong, Rockhampton c terers, Red Hill o c
19 Ah Lee, Oxley c 74 John Que (storekeeper), Barcaldine c 122 Trustees Tingalpa General Cemetery,
20 Ah Nunn, Kedron Brook c 75 Jose Baltharar Carvatho, Brisbane f Tingalpa o c
21 Ah Pan, Millchester c 76 Lea Shing Hee, Aramac f 123 Tuckalow (fisherman), Townsville o c
22 Ah Poo, Gracemere c 77 Lee Sem King, Gilberton o 124 Voilet Miss, Brisbane c
23 Ali Pow, Aramac f 78 Lee Sing, Charters Towers c 125 Wah Wah, Rockhampton o
24 Ah Sam, Alpha f 79 Long Yeek, Barcaldine c 126 Wah You, Boolboonda c
25 Ah Sin, Gympie c 80 Luib Le Wor, Rockhampton c 127 Wang  Sang  Loong, New Farm o
26 Ah  Sue, Barcaldine c 81 Lung Wing, Maryborough c 128 Why Pip, Thursday Island e t
27 Ah Yong,  Enoggera c 82 Manager  Australian Trust Investment 129 Wing Chong, Charters Towers c
28 Ali You, Georgetown e t Co., Brisbane c 130 Working Men's Club, Bundanba c
29 Ah Yim, Queenton c 83 Manager  Centennial Publishing Co., 131 Yell, P.O. Brisbane c
30 Annie Miss, P.U. Charters Towers c Brisbane c 132 Yong Lock, Carriwildi Station s
V
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane ,  the sixth day
of March, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.WitiEREAS by  "The Crown Lands  Acts, 1884to 1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey ,  and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries or
starting points ,  the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey ,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  on the recommendation
of the Land Board, and in pursuance and exercise
of the authority vested in him by the said Acts,
doth order ,  and it is hereby ordered ,  that the
operation of so much of the forty-third section of the
said Principal Act as requires the land to be actua lly
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor -General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Publio
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'
Districts:-
District.
Blackall ...
Ingham ...
Locality.
Parish of  Dalkeith
Parish of Leach.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
j IS Exce llency- the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
LEONARD GEORGE BOARD,  Acting Land Com-
missioner ,  Bundaberg,
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Tenninger-
ing Land Agent ' s District ,  under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," and
"The Crown Lands Acts ,  1884 to 1886,"  in the
room of O .  Armstrong ,  who has been reli eved of
the duties of that Office.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Agriculture,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1889.
[ IS Exce llency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, I with the advice of the Executive
tive Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
Mr. BARON JONES
to be Manager of the Travelling Dairy in Queens-
land.
M. HUME BLACK,
Secretary for Public Lands.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of a
Member for No. 2 Subdivision of the Bauhinia
Division, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887, been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES CECEL HAMMLERIGG
to be a Member for No. 2 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
NO Candidate  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
a Member for No. 2 Subdivision  of the  Baro]in
Division ,  His Exce llency  the Administrator of the
Government , with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887,"  been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS WILLIAMS
to be a Member for No. 2 Subdivision of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
JIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,"  been pleased
to appoint
CHARLES WARDROP and
WILLIAM FREDERICK WARE
to be Auditors for the Winton Division, in the
room of John Pettigrew and Roderick McDougal,
resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM ROBERT GOODALL
to be Warden at Toowoomba under the provisions
of  "The Gold Fields Act of  1874, also a Com-
missioner  under the provisions of  " The Mineral
Lands Act of  1882."
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
CHARLES  JAMESON
of his appointment as Secretary to the Crown
Law Officers ,  Brisbane.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM CAHILL
'to'be Awretary to the Crown Law Officers, in the
room of Cj arles Jameson, resigned.
This aapoixitment to take effect from 19th March,
,1889. -
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
L IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY CAEVOSSO
to be Registrar of the Southern District Court,
Brisbane, in the room of William Cahill, promoted.
This appointment to take effect from 19th March,
1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM COLEMAN WOODHOUSE
to be First Clerk in the Office of the Registrar of
the Supreme Court. Brisbane, in the room of
William Henry Carvosso, promoted.
This appointment to take  effect  from 19th March,
1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
H
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ARTHUR LESLIE HELY
to be Clerk in the Office of the Official Trustee in
Insolvency, Brisbane, in the room of William
Coleman Woodhouse, promoted.
This appointment to take effect from 19th March,
1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM Guy
to be Sheriff's Bailiff under the provisions of  " TheSheriff's Act of 1875," at Toowoomba, in the room
of Hugh Gorman, retired.
This appointment to take effect from 15th March,
1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 20th  March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment,  with  the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to appoint
HENRY LINDSAY BLACK
to be a Justice of  the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
ROBERT NORTH BELL
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
J
JjIS  Exce llency the Administrator of the Government,  with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil ,  has been pleased to appoint
ARTHUR HUGH NEVILLE USSHEa F
to be a Government Agent on the Supernumerary
Staff to accompany vessels licensed to carry Pacific
Islanders.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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METROPOLITAN TRAFFIC BOARD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  19th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that, in pursuance of the Order in Council
published in the  Gazette  of the 14th of February
last ,  it has been duly certified to the Colonial
Secretary that the following gentlemen have been
elected as Members of The Metropolitan Traffic
Board ,  by the Component Authorities mentioned in
connection with their respective  names
Municipality of Brisbane.
JOHN ALLWORTH CLARK and
RICHARD WILLIAM LEFTWICH.
Municipality  of South  Brisbane.
JOHN  K ENNEDY.
Shires  of Toowong  and Ithaca ,  and Divisions
Enoggera and Indooroopilly.
GEORGE EDWARD COOPER.
of
Shire of  Windsor and Divisions  of Booroodabin,
Toombul, and  Nundah.
WILLIAM JOHN FARMER COOKSLEY.
Shire of Coorparoo  and Divisions  of Yeerongpilly,
Stephens ,  Balmoral ,  and Bulimba.
GEORGE GRIMES.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with  the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to appoint
KILLARNEY
to be a place for holding a Registration Court for
the Electoral District of Cunningham ,  for the pur-
poses of  "The Elections Act of  1885," and to assign
to such Court ,  under the name of  "  The Electoral
Division of Killarney ,"  somuchof the said Electoral
District of Cunningham as is comprised within the
following boundaries :-
E lectoral Division of Killarney.
The parishes of Ki llarney and Emu Vale, and so
much of the parish of Cunningham as is contained
in the Electoral District of Cunningham.
JOHN M.  MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,13th  March, 1889.
j' IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to amend the Electoral
Division of Warwick ,  within the Electoral District
of Cunningham ,  so that such Division shall here-
after comprise so much of the Police District ofWarwick* as is contained in the Electoral District
of Cunningham ,  exclusive of the Electoral Division
of Ki llarney.*
JOHN M.  MACROSSAN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to make the following
appointments in the Department of the Colonial
Secretary ,  viz.:--
Senior -Sergeant MICHAEL BuRKE
to be an Inspector for the Licensing District of
South Brisbane for the purposes of  " Th e Licensing
Act of  1885";
* For boundaries of Police District of  Warwick see  Gazette  of
17th November ,  1887 ; and for boundaries of the Electoral Division
of Killarney see supra.
Sergeant MICHAEL DILLON
to be Inspector of Brands for the District of
Clermont ,  in the room of Sergeant H. McCosker,
transferred;
Constable CHARLES JosEPH KING
to be Inspector of Slaughter Houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter ,  at Cometvi lle, in the room
of Constable E. Hayes, transferred ;
Constable EDWARD HAYES
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions and Inspector
of Slaughter Houses and of Cattle intended for
Slaughter ,  at Emerald ,  in the room of Senior-
Constable E. Walsh, transferred.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov.
( ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY LINDSAY BLACK
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Mackay ,  in the room  of J. H .  Sharp ,  resigned ;
and
EDWARD SEALY,
Chairman of the Goolman Divisional Board, to be
a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District of
Ipswich ,  to act only in respect of Licenses issued
within the boundaries of the Division of Goolman.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
JOHN HOWARD SHARP
of his appointment as a Licensing Justice for the
Licensing District of Mackay.
BOYD .  D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased ,  in pursuance of the
provisions  of  "The  Local Au/horities  (Joint Action)
Act of  1886 ,"  to appoint
WILLIAM  MACNAUGHTON GALLOWAY
to represent the Booroodabin Divisional Board on
the Breakfast Creek Bridge Board.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in accordance with the provisions
of clause twenty -three of the Regulations under
" The State Education  Act of  1875," has been
pleased to approve that
MARGARET BERGE and
BERNARD MCKENNA
be classified as Teachers of Class  III., Division 3,
in the service of the Department  of Public
Instruction ,  from the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
[J IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, L with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions and transfer of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz. .
JOHN KENTWELL FOWLES
to be promoted to the position of First Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rosalie ;
HENRY LARSON
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Cairnhill;
WILLIAM MICHEL
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rosa lie ;
Join; MORRIS
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Cawarral;
THOMAS TATE
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Rocklea ;
MARGARET CONSTANCE MARSHALL
to be promoted to the position of Second Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rosa lie;
ALICE SHANAHAN
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School for Girls and Infants
at Kelvin Grove Road.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been. pleased to approve that the list
under the  heading
"Pupil Teachers of the Fourth Class and Temporary
"Teachers to the rank of Teachers of Class III.,
" Division 3,"
appearing  in the  Government Gazette  of  the 16th
February, 1889, be amended in the following par-
ticulars, viz.:--
That the  name CHARLES  WILLIAM MARSHALL be
substituted for Charles Marshall ;
That the name  HARRY WRIGHT be substituted
for Henry Wright ;
That the name MARY CECILIA HIGGINS be
substituted for Charlotte E. Higgins ;
That the name ELLEN ELIZABETH  SLAUGHTER
be substituted for Elizabeth Ellen Slaughter ;
That the name of ALISON TAIT appear among
the females instead of among the males ;
That the name VIOLET AGNES WALKER be
substituted for Violet Agatha Walker ;
That the name HONORA JOSEPHINE Woods be
substituted for Honora Woods ;
and that the classification Of MARGARET GILLICK
as of Class III., Division 3, be rescinded.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.THE following appointments of Members of
Committees  for State Schools are notified,
TIZ.:-
Barcaldine.
William Henry Bradbury,
vice  Hugh  Savage, resigned.
Blackstone.
Robert Owen Jones, and
Lewis Williams,
vice Isaac  Parker and Thomas Thomas,  resigned.
Charters Towers.
Charles Armstrong,
Richard Carbis,
Henry Grant, and
Richard Kirkbride.
Fig-tree Pocket.
Robert Pritchard,
vice  A.  Todd, who has left the District.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment , with  the advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
estab li shment of a State School at
CABOOLTURE NORTH.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. A. PALxzR, of the Legislative Council and
Adminirt'for .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
JN pursuance of the power and authority in me
1 vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon the  re com-
mendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Act.
LM.-6-3-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Goa SAn mn QIIEasr I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE; RoxA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 8.
All Crown  lands within the fo ll owing boundaries :
Portions 26 to 58, 84 to 91 and 93 to 127, parish
of Inglebogie.
PROCLAMATION -
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N  pursuance of the authority in me  vested, I,I Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER , the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify  and declare  that the Road  hereunder des-
cribed  shall be and is hereby opened as a Public
Road.
D$eckziTIoN.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Agricultural
Farm No. 300, Brisbane District . (John Lunn.)
From the south-western corner of portion 51A,
parish of Maroochy, east to the east boundary,-
containing one acre three roods taken from a
reservation of two acres for road purposes.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUMS BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER ,
 By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER ,
 Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.  George, President of the Legislative
,Administrator .
 Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
I notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M. 2.86 -- C'89-5921-C.
 Sol.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE
 OF PART OF ROAD FROM
 ROCKHAMPTON  To BALNA GOWAN ,  INTENDED TO BR  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Herbert, County of Livingstone ,  District of Port Curtis.
Reter-
ence
No.
Description of Road. No. ofPortion.
No. of
selec-
tion.
Land Agent's
District. How Held.
1 From the reserved road through selection 1348 1348
 1348 Rockhampton Freehold ... ...
easterly to the east boundary
From the west boundary through selection 1617 1617 1617 ditto ...
 ditto ... ...
north-easterly tothe reserved road
From the south corner of selection 1812
 along
 1812 1812 ditto
and within part of its south -east boundary to
the reserved road
.., ditto ,,, ,.,
Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area. Remarks. ,
03. 110L  Links .  A.  A. P.
Robedonaldrt stair Graham Mac-
108e4°° 30'0'
14108 800 4 087 Closed ,  2  acres 27 perches.
6
ditto
 ... ... ...
 1 0'
9 6 a
95  200  13 1 0 Closed ,  13 acres 1 rood.
36° 0' 18 60
49° 30' 80 0
14°30' 14 0
ditto ... ... ... 460  33'  28 57  200  6 0 0 Closed,  7 acres.
NorE .- This road is substituted for the roads
 advertised in the Gooerannest GaeeUe of
 28th November ,  1886,  to be closed  in the abovementioned  selections ,  Nos. 1348, 1617, and 1812, which are hereby  closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,
 Brisbane,  this thirteenth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign .
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TUB QUERN!
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.]
A. H. PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative Council
Administrator,  and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, band  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,  by this my Proclamation
notify and declare that the Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
Boog
 OF REFERENCE
 OF ROAD DEVIATIONS THROUGH AGRICULTURAL FARMS Nos. 276 AND 278, ToowooMBA D ISTRICT, INTENDED TO  BE PROCLAIMED As PUBLIC ROADS.
E.M.-23.1.89-J2. County of Churchill, Parish of Flagstone.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Selection. Land Agent 's District. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
Ohs. Ike.  A.
 It. P.
1 A triangular piece of land taken from the 22v A.F. 278 Toowoomba  ... ...  Agricultural  Perm, 1884  Francis H. Davis  ...  353° 30 '  2 37 Irregular  ...  0 0 32 8 acres reserved for road purposes.
south-east boundary of portion 22v, 771 Act 79° 7' 1 83
links from the south-east corner
2 A triangular piece of land taken from the 24v A.F. 278 ditto ... ... ditto  ... ...  Christopher Clarke  ...  367° 80 '  4 68 Irregular .,. 0 3 0
south- east boundary of portion 24v, 1137 89° 40' 3 65
links from its south -east corner
3 A strip of land along and within the south 24v  AS.  278 ditto ... ... ditto  ... ...  ditto  ... ...  316° 0 '  1 41 100 links  ...  1 1  6  7 acres reserved for road purposes.
boundary of portion 24v ,  starting 817 links 270° 9' 11 91
from
 south-east corner 226° 0' 1 41
4 A sma ll  strip taken from south-western 24v  AS.  278 ditto ... ... ditto  ... ...  ditto ... ... 291° 0 '  1 70 Irregular ... 0 0 8
corner of portion 24v, for better crossing
of Puzzling Gully
q-iven under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government  House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of March,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight  hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTaR PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
[L s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMIER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council  made  on the third day of March, twenty-eighth day of April,
V and fifth day of May, 1887, and sixth day of March, 1889, I did, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation
of so much of the forty-third section of  "Tke Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule, hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and
to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated
the position thereof on proper maps or plans: Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all
E
Ewers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "Tke Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886,"
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMIER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY,
the Sixth day of Afay, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-6-3 -89. GoD  SAVE THE QUEEN I
M. HUME BLACK.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
NO. Land Agent's Run
°
of
Lot. District. Resumption.
Pariah. ..
.
1 Blackall ... Boree Creek D alkeith ...
2 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
3 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
4 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
5 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
6 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... ...
7 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
8 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
9 Dilto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
10 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
11 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
12 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
13 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
14 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
15 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
16 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
17 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
18 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
19 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...
20 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...
21 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
22 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
23 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
24 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
25 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
26 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
27 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
28 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
29 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
30 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
31 Ditto ... ditto ditto ...  ...
32 Ditto ... ditto ditto ...  ...
33 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
34 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
35 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
36 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ...  ...
37 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ...  ...
38 Ditto Blacken ...  ...
39 Gympie Curra ...
40 Ditto ditto ...
41 Ditto Gutchy ...  1511
42 Ditto ditto ...  1511
43 Ditto ditto ...  1511
44 Ditto ditto ...  1511
45 Ditto Gundiah ...  1564
46 Ditto ditto ...  1564
47 Ingham L each ...  560
48 Ditto ditto ...  560
49 Ditto ditto ...  560
50 Ditto 560
51 Ditto 560
52 . Ditto 560
53 Ditto 560
n eo'.
° ° Area. Provisional
x
Survey Fee. n
a 1@
9
A. R. P.  .  s. d. a. d. £ a.
Agricultural0413Area.
04
16v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0
17v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0 118v19v 320160 0 00 0 818 07 7 6 0 30 3 1 01 0
20v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
21v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
22v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 023v 1 6 0 0 0 776 03 10
24v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
25v 250 0 0 718 0 0 3 1 0
26v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
27v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
28v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 "
29v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
30v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
31v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
32v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
33v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
34v 150 0 0 613 0 0 3 1 0 m
35v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0
86v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
37v 320 0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0 6
38v 320 0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0
39v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 o
40v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0 (D
41v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
42v 308 0 0 718 0 0 3 1 0
43v 320 0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0
44v 3 2 0 0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0 ,4,
45v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0 o
46v 320 0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0
47v 250 0 0 718 0 0 3 1 0
48v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0
49v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
50v 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0
51v 320 0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0
52v 256 0 0 718 0 0 3 1 018v 4 6 0 0 470 06 10 +,
9v 123 0 0 613 0 0 3 1 0
40v 123 0 0 613 0 0 3 1 0
1511 160 0  0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
1511A 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
1511E 160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
1511E 150 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0
1564 155 0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0
1564A 52 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 1 0
384 160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0
384A 160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0384B160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0
38.4c 320 0 0 17 16  0 0 6 1 0
384D 160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0
3841@160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0
384r 160 0 0 14 15 0 0 6 1 0
Acres.
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,280
1 1,2801 1,280
1 1,280
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. It. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the first day of December, 1887, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as
requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule, and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886." I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on  the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said  lands  specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is
to say:-In the case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established by
Proclamation dated 8th February, 1886, in the said District, shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-6- 3-89. • GOD S AVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROCEHAMPTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 5.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. of Area.Portion.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d. Subject to the pay-
1 Lake Learmouth ... ... 6v 640 0 0 7 7 6 0 0 1 ment of the value
of improvements,
2 Ditto ... ... ... 7v 700 0 0 12 10 0 0 0 1 if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,  Knight  Commander  of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts,  on and  after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one  person in
the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-6-3-89. Gor SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE  SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
1 Beenleigh Boyd ...
2 Brisbane Maleny ...
3 Ditto Canning ...
4 I swich Anduramba
5 Ditto Coochin ...
6 Roma
7 Di
Inglebogie
tto
8 Ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
9 Ditto ditto ...
10 Ditto ditto ...
11 Ditto ditto ...
12 Ditto ditto ...
13 Ditto ditto
14 Ditto ditto ... I
M. HUME BLACK.
Ks0 0 eo
Agricul-
tural Area.
Ct 0m
Area S Fee
V
om
wo 0
.urvey
no
F1W a S
zz
A. R. P.  .e s.d.  s. d.  .  8. d I Acres.
45 190  63 1 0 7 5 2 0 6 1 0
,
1 320
523 42v  160 0 0 8 12 0  0 9 110 0:«. 8 320
593 7v  160 0 0 7 18 2  0 3 1 0 6 1,280
749 11v  149 3 0 8 12 0  1 0 2 0 5 320
6800 283  159 0 0 9 10 0  0 6 1 0 So' 1 1,280
... 26  56 2 2 4 7 0  0 6 1 0 8 320
... 37  30 3 10 3 13 6  0 6 1 0 0 8 320
... 42 45 2 15 4 7 0 0 6 1 0 F 8 320
P... 49  24 2 21 3 3 0 0 6 1 0 8 320
A... 54 24 3 0 3 3 0 0 6 1 0 .3 8 320
... 84 33 0 0 3 13 6 0 6 1 0 8 320
...  88 58 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 1 0 8 8 320
98 40 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 1 0 5"3 8 320
... 112 900 0 5176 0 6 1 0 8 320
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent  Sir ARTHUR HuwTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.8.] chael  and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALL  ER, of  the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety -five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1889,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described has been permanently
reserved for the purpose named.
R.M.-27 -2-89--F'.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR MECHANIC ' S INSTITUTE.
"76-B.G. North Rockhampton..
County of  Livingstone ,  parish  of Archer.
Area - 1 rood.
Commencing at a point bearing 280 degrees 15
minutes and distant 377  li nks from the north-west
corner of the Corporation Reserve proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1888, vol. 2, page 11, and
bounded thence on the north by a road bearing
280 degrees 15 minutes one chain and twenty-five
and six -tenths links  ;  on the north -west by a line
bearing 227 degrees 30 minutes two chains and
twelve links  ;  on the south -west by a line bearing
137 degrees 30 minutes one chain  ;  and on the south-
east by a road bearing 47 degrees 30 minutes two
chains and eighty -eight links to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey
deposited in Surveyor -General ' s office.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llencyy Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALW an,
Knight Commander  of the 11 opt
Distinguished  Order of St. Ali-[L-8.]  chael and St.  George, Presid,nt
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Govertimont
of the Colony  of Queenslan I  and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of sections ninety -five, ninety-six,
and ninety -seven of  " The Crown Lands Act
of 1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of
the Executive Council,  do, by  this my Proclama-
tion ,  notify and proclaim that the land hereunder
described has been temporarily reserved for the
purpose named and placed under the control of
the Cleveland Divisional Board.
E.M.-13 -2-89-8'.
E3L-27 -2-89-B'.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
Cleveland.
88-35929-Brls.
County of Stanley, Parish of Cleveland.
Section 10.
Area - 1 acre 3 roods.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay at the
south corner of allotment 21 of section 6, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that allotment
bearing 281 degrees 21 minutes two chains ; on the
north-west by Shore street bearing 191 degrees 21
minutes about four chains and 233 degrees 30
minutes about ten chains  ;  on the, south-west by
Cross street bearing 140 degrees 30 minutes about
one chain to the shore of Moreton Bay ; and thence
by that bay north -easterly  to the  point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the  fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gob SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR  HuxTEE PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of " TheI Crown Lands Act of 1889,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M.-27 -3-89-F'.
THE MARYBOROUGH  LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
s9-3877-Mbro.
County of Lennox, parish of  Woocoo.
Area-About 111 square miles.
Commencing on the north boundary of Selection
866 at a point fourteen chains ten links west from
its north-east corner,  and bounded thence by that
selection bearing east fourteen chains ten links and
south three chains seventy-three links ; thence by
the north boundaries of Selections 4350, 1214, and
a line bearing east seventy chains seventy-four
links to Selection 1389; thence by that selection
bearing north ,  east, and south to a point twenty
chains north from the south-east corner of Selection1389; thence by a line bearing east four miles
twenty chains ; thence by a line north to the water-
shed between Doongul or Stony Creek and Munna
Creek;  thence by that watershed north-westerly to
the watershed between Agnes  Vale Creek and
Munna Creek ;  thence by that watershed westerly
to the west boundary of Teebar Run ; and thence
by that boundary southerly to the point of com-
mencement ;-exclusive of all alienated and selected
lands. COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Gilbert River.
894044-P.O.B.
(Resumed from Green Hills No. 5 Run.)
Area -- 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert
River at a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over CR,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
sevensix chains sixty-two links ; thence on the
north by a west line eighty chains ; thence on the
west by a south line eighty -three chains forty-eight
links to the Gilbert River at a coolibah -tree marked
broad-arrow over CR ; and thence on the south by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Beal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand, eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and i fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
rL.a.] chael and St. George, President
A  11.  PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Adininistrutor .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its  Dependencies.
r N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
1 accordance  with the  provisions  of the forty-
second section of  " The Crown Lands -,'ct of
1884 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid , by and  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  and on the recommend ttion
of the Land Board , do, by  t his my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected lots of land,
being Forfeited Selections 1511 and 1564, in
the parish of Gundiah , in the Gympie Land
Agent 's District ,  opened to selection  by Procla-
mations dated  the 24th March,  1885 ,  and 1st
November ,  1888 ,  shall be and are  hereby with-
drawn from selection.
E.M.-8 3.89.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
i y  His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependenci' -
I N pursuance of the power  in  we  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the unselected lot of land, being portion
9v, in the parish of Curra, in the Gympie Land
A gent's District, opened to selection by Proclama-
tion dated the 16th January, 1886, shall  be and is
hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-6-3-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second  year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llent Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Col, ny of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions
of section  121 of  "The  Crown  Lands Act of  1884,"
r, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of the Suburban Reservation around the Town
of Woodville  described hereunder shall be and is
hereby rescinded.
DESCRIPTION.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
County of  Liebig, parish  of Lake  Learmouth.
Area -- 1,340 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Planted Creek
at the cros,ing of the road from Rockhampton to
St. Lawrence ,  and bounded thence on the north by
that road north-westerly sixty chains and by a line
west eighty chains  ;  on the west by a line south to
another creek  ; thence by  a line south -westerly to
the north -west corner of Selection  2044;  thence
by that selection east to Planted Creek  ;  and thence
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct  area , description, and name shall
be taken to have been inserted in the said grants
and in every deed containing  the erroneous area,
description, and name ; and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-55281.
Date of Deed-15th May, 1884.
Name of Grantee-August Knopke.
Land Granted-Portion  650, county of Churchill,
parish of Walloon.
Area-78  acres  3 roods.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Chin chill, parish of Walloon, portion  650
Area-79 acres 2 roods 1 perch.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
498, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 1 degree 6 minutes twenty-two chains and
fifty links ; on the north by portion 692 bearing 270
degrees 12 minutes thirty-six chains and nineteen
links; on the west by a road bearing 180 degrees
14 minutes twenty-two chains and thirty-six links;
and on the south by a road bearing  east  twenty-
three chains and forty-four links, 46 degrees 7
minutes two chains and twenty-two links, 81 degrees
24 minutes two chains and eighty-three links, 108
degrees 32 minutes two chains and seventy-three
inks, 137 degrees 20 minutes one chain and sixty-
nine links, and 91 degrees 21 minutes four chains
and twenty-one links to the point of commence-
ment ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
Nos. of Deeds-70449, 70487.
Date of Deeds- -25th June, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Gustav Muller.
Lands Granted-Portions  613 and 683. county
of Carlisle, parish of Eton.
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Areas-157 acres 1 rood 22 perches and 77 acres,
respectively.
Nature of Error-The  name  of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deeds as Gustav
Muller instead of Gustav Adolph Muller, the
correct name.
Arrangements  are being  made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  area  and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every died containing the erroneous area and
description ; and such grant and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Deed-16721.
Date of Deed-23rd April, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Rotton.
Land Granted-Portion  86, county of Aubigny,
parish of Toowoomba.
Area-53 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Aubigny,parish of Toowoomba.
Area- 53 acres 3  roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 87,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 222  degrees  23 minutes  ten chains and
ninety-seven links and s-auth one chain and forty-
seven links  ; on the south-west by a road bearing
315 degrees 4 minutes 30 seconds forty-six chains
and four links ; on the north-west by a road bearing
44 degrees 58 minutes twelve chains ; and on the
north-east by portion 87 bearing 135 degrees 4
minutes 30 seconds forty-four chains and fifty-two
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors ,  Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office  as Members  of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiff s of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
j NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
1 of the Districts of Banana, Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,.
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map.
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth  section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been
made  for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons  who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections,  in writing , within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen  at this Office;
Land Office, Warwick ; Police Offices, Beenleigh,
Pine River, and Warwick ; and Post Offices, Jim-
boomba, Hamilton, and Killarney.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved roads Jimboomba 36 0 0
Divisional Board ,  through po rt ions
on account of 2, 15,  13, the Jim-
James Hender -  boomba Pre-emp-
son tive Purchase, and
portion 12
2 Ditto  ...  The branch  ro ad Moffatt  ...  0 2 30
(south - westerly)
reserved th ro ugh
portion 353
3 Ditto ... The road separating Jimboomba 6 120
portions 2 and 5
from portions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The road separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  portions 60, 68, and
on account of 69 from po rt ions
W. G. Geddes  81, 62, 66, 66, 67,
and 83
5 Ditto . ...  The road separating ditto ... 8 3 0
portions  70 and 71
from portions 72
and 73
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 10 0 0
portion 56 from
portions 56 an d 57,
including reserve
on Logan River
7 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 16 0 0
portions 62 and 63
from portions 65
and 64,  including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad and re- ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 fro m
portion 87
9 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad and re- ditto  ...  22 320
serve separating
portions 53, 54, 55,
57, 58,  69, and 60
from portions 74,
72, 70, and 68
10 The Caboolture The reserved  ro ad Samsonvale 11 0 0
Divisional Board, th ro ugh portion
on account of 123
Hugh Strain About
11 The Caboolture Part of the road ditto ... 2 2 0
Divisional Board , (southerly)  re-
on  account of served through
Robert Kenman portion 148
12 The Glengallan The reserved road Killarney 6 219
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portion
on account of 817
Henry Young
13 Ditto  ...  The reserved  ro ad ditto ... 3 2 0
through po rt ion 3v
14 The Glenga ll an The reserved road ditto  ...  4 2 26
Divisional Board , through portion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
15 The Glengallan The road separating ditto ... 1 1 5
Divisional Board ,  portion 821A from
on account of portion 2346
Charles Dagg
16 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto ... 3 0 0
Divisional Board, th ro ugh portion
on account of 2346
Charles H. Gibbs
17 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto  ...  14 3 0
Divisional Board , through  portions
on account of l1v and 1v
Charles Dagg
NOTE.- The closure of these  roads is proposed  to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton; and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  It.  P.
1 And re w Nicoll The reserved  ro ads  (2) Tamrookum 8 3 20
th ro ugh portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the  reserved road
through portion 346
from the junction of
the new road
2 The Clifton The  ro ad separating Hodgson  ...  10 2 30
Divisional po rt ion 3337 from
Board ,  on po rt ions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NoTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
M. HUME BLACK.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices,6 Ingham ,  Mackay ,  and Townsvi lle; the
Police  Offices, Ingham, Eton ,  and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton ,  and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
•1
:2
The Hinchin -  The  re served three- Cordelia ...
bro ok Divi- chain road through
sional portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
A. E. P.
2 1 7
The Hinchin -  The reserved three- ditto  ... 5 2 32
brook Divi -  chain  road  through
sional portion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
Normann
a
*3 The Hinchin -  The reserved three -  ditto  ... 8_3 34
brook Divi- chain  road th rough
sional po rt ion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer The reserved  ro ad Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional through portion
Board ,  on 1355
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch  ro ad ditto ... 2 3 0
Divisional th ro ugh port ion 806,
Board ,  on being a continu-
account of ation of the  ro ad
Beatrice M. th ro ugh portion
Harrison 1356
(spinster)
t6 The Thurin- The  ro ad forming the Abbotsford 9 0 28
gowa Divi -  eastern boundary of
sional portion 400, fro m
Board, on its no rt h-east cor-
account of ner south to one
Alex. Mc- chain north of the
Kenzie north -westernmost
corner of port ion
399
t7 The Thurin -  The reserved  ro ad ditto ... 12 1 26
gowa Divi- through port ion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Mo-
Elnea
*  NoTE.-The closu re  of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NorE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of other roads.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  "Tke Crown  Lands  Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may ,  consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices ,  Mackay.
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
- The Inspec-
tor for Road
Surveys, on
account of
Hannah
Kelly
Situation .  Parish. Area.
The origina lly  reserved Dugandan
road through portion
199 and part of the
road separating that
port ion from port ion
179 west to the inter-
section of a new  ro ad
A. R. P.
2 0 0
NOTE.- The closure of this  ro ad is proposed to be carried
ut in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ' have been made
for closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish.
- The Inspector Parts of the road sep- Bassett
of Road Sur -  arating portion 108A
veys, on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
Area
A. X. P.
0 3 34
NOTE.- The closure of this road  is pro posed to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of another road.
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Department of  Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  7th December, 1888.
LAND  COMMISSIONERS'  COURTS.
I
T is  hereby notified for public information ,  that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 " will hold their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty -fifth section of  the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
4n All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" and  " the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876  "  will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District .I' Jan. Feb .  March .  April. May. June .  J ly. August .  Sept. Oct.
Allora*  ... ... ...
Aramac  ... ...  Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Banana ... ... Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Batcaldinet  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 6
Beenleigh  ...  Tues.  8  Tues.  12
Blacka ll  ... ...  Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs . 24 Thurs.28
Brisbane  ... ...  Wed. 2 Tues. 5
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Burketown  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Cairns ... Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 11
Charleville  ...  Mon. 7 Mon. 4
Charters Towers Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Clermont  ...  Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25 Fri. 22
Emerald* ... Mon .  21 Mon. 18
Esk* .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed. 2 Wed. 6
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs .24 Thurs.28
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Ingham  ... ...  Wed. 30 Wed. 27
Inglewood ++ ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4 Fri. 1
Isiaford  ... ...  Tues. 22  Tues.  19
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18 Fri . 15
Mitchellt Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Muttaburrat Tues .  15 Tues. 12
Nanango  ..  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Nebo  (Mt. Britton)  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Nerangs  ... ... ...  Wed. 13
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8 Tues. 12
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14 Mon. 11
Boma  .. ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
St. George  ...  Tues.  15 Tues. 19
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Spri ngaure  ...  Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Surat  ... ...  Thurs .31 Thurs.28
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Taroom ... I Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 28 Mon. 26
Townsville  ...  Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues. 19
" ZHE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
Nov. Dec.
Wed. 20  ... ...  Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18  ... ...  Wed. 18
Fri. 8 Fri .  5 Fri .  10 Fri. 7 Fri. 5 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed. 16 Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  8 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 9 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tues .  12 Tuea .  9 Tuea .  14 Tuea .  11 Tues .  9 Tuea .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12 Wed. 11
Mon. 25  Tues.  23 Mon. 27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs .28 Thurs . 25 Thurs .23 Thurs.27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Tues.  5  Tues.  2  Tues.  7 Tues .  4  Tues.  2  Tues.  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1  Tues.  5  Tues.  3
Sat. 9 Sat .  13 Sat .  11 Sat .  8 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Bat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat .  16 Sat. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed.  V% ed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri. 8  ...  Fri. 10  ...  Fri. 12  ...  Fri. 13  ...  Fri. 8 ...
Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 2 Mon. 7 Mon. 4 Mon. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  28 Thurs .25 Thurs .30 Thurs .27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thura .31 Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri. 22 Fri .  26 Fri .  31 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22 Fri. 27
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon .  20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Tues.  19  ...  Tues.  21 ...  Tues.  16 ... Tues. 17  ...  Tues.  19
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs. 28
Fri. 8
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 27
Wed. 13
Fri. 1
Tues.  19
Thurs. 14
Fri. 15
Fri. 8
Tuea. 12
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Thurs. 7
Thurs. 7
Mon. 11
Wed. 13
Tues.  19
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Fri. 8
Thurs. 28
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Wed. 6
Mon. 25
Thurs. 14
Tues. 19
Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues. 16 Tues. 21Thurs. 11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 26 Fri. 17
Fri. 12 Fri. 10Tues.  9 Tuea. 14
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 10 ...
Tues.  9  Tues.  14
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 8 Mon. 13
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tuea .  16  Tues.  21
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Tues.  23 Mon. 27
Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Thura .25 Thurs. 30
Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 3 Wed. L
Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 3 Wed. * 1
Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Thura .11 Thurs. 9
Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Thurs.27 Thurs .  25 Thurs . 22 Thurs .26 Thurs .24 Thurs . 28 Fri . 27
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 26 Wed. 31 Wed .  28 Wed .  25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri . 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  2 Fri .  6 Fri. 4 Fri . 1 Fri. 6
Tues .  18 Tuea .  16  Tues.  20 Tues. 17 Tues. 22 Tues .  19  Tues.  17
Thurs . 13 Thura .11 Thurs. 8 Thurs .12 Thurs.10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 21 Fri. 19 Fri. 16 Fri. 20 Fri .  18 Fri .  15 Fri. 20
Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Tues.  11  Tues.  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues. 15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 12  ...  Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues.  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13  Tues.  10 Tues . '  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 6
Mon. 10 Mon. 8 Mon. 12 Mon .  9 Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues.  18  Tues.  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17  Tues.  15 Tues. 19  Tues.  17
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon.  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  28 Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 14 Fri .  12 Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs . 27 Thurs.25 Thurs . 29 Thura .26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  13 Thurs. 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs .  10 Thurs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues. 16  Tues. 16  Tues. 20 Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tuea .  19  Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
$  Court to be held when there are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified  from  time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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88-34237-D.B. Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
T T is hereby notified far general information ,  that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
1 hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption  Act  of 1878";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office,  and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 104 AND 105, PARISH OF TINGALPA, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Stanley, Parish of Tingalpa.
:y 00 Land
m
Description of Road. o Agent' s How Held.
Reputed a
a9°
,.
za District. Owner. am
1 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 104
2 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 105
104 Freehold ... ... Charles 'Reid. 900 15'
105 ditto ... ... Charles Hay Halkett 900 0'
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
-PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."H IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, desires it to be notified, in pursuance
of the fifty-fifth section of  "The Pastoral Leases
Act of  1869," that the Lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the leases of the under-
mentioned Runs in the Burke and Cook Districts,
with the view of the said lands being reserved for
the purpose named with respect to each.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE  BURKE DISTRICT.
RESERVES  FOB RAILWAY  PURPOSES.
89-2374- P.O.B.
Croydon Railway.
Doraville No. 1 Run
Area- 34 acres.
Commencing at the 22,wniles 70 chains peg on the
roydon Railway, and boundedNormanton to C '
theilee on the vest by a line bearing 195 degrees
29 minutes ten chains ; on the south by a line
bearing 105 degrees 29 minutes twenty chains; on
the east by a line bearing 15 degrees 29 minutes
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing 285
degrees 29 minutes twenty chains ; and again on
the west by a line bearing 195 degrees 29 minutes
ten chains to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of six acres reserved for the Croydon
Railway.
Also,-
On Spring Grove Run.
Area-34 acres.
Commencing at the 30 miles 70 chains peg on the
Normanton to Croydon Railway, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing 195 degrees
29 minutes  ten chains ; on the south by a line
bearing 105 degrees 29 minutes twenty chains ;
on the east by a line bearing 15 degrees 29 minutes
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing 285
degrees 29 minutes twenty chains ; and again on
the west by a line bearing 195 degrees 29 minutes
ten chains to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of six acres  reserved for the Croydon
Railway.
0
Lengths. O Area.
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A.  It.  P.
20 74 150 3 0 8k
24 0 100 2 1 24
Also,-
On Spring Grove No. 1 Run.
Area-About 15 acres 1 rood 24 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 166 degrees 50
minutes  800 links from the 58 miles 46 chains 13
links peg on the Croydon Railway, and bounded
thence by lines bearing 76 degrees 50 minutes fifty
links, 166 degrees 50 minutes 6,400 links, 76 degrees
50 minutes 450 links, 166 degrees 50 minutes 1,000
links, 256 degrees 50 minutes 900 links, 346
degrees 50 minutes 1,000 links, 76 degrees 50
minutes 350 links, 346 degrees 50 minutes 6,400
links, 76 degrees 50 minutes fifty links, to the
point of commencement.
COOK DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Gilbert River.80-3040-P.O.B.
(Resumed from Green Hills No. 5 Run.)
Area- 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Gilbert
River  at a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over CR,
and bounded thence on the east by a north line
seventy-six chains sixty-two links ; thence on the
north by a west line eighty chains ; thence on the
west by a south line eighty-three chains forty-eight
links to the Gilbert River at a coolibah-tree marked
broad-arrow over CR ; and thence on the south by
the right bank of that river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane 22nd March, 1889.
WITHDRAWING LAND FROM OCCUPATION
LICENSE.
?NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Duneed Run,
1.'i comprising  thirty -four square miles, open to
Occupation License by Notice dated 8th March,
1889, at the St .  Lawrence Land Office, on and after
the 10th April ,  1889, shall be and is hereby with-
drawn from Occupation License.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act  of 1876 " who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease  under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
In all cases the names  of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for agriculture.
THE undermentioned Maps are now for Sale atthis Office, viz.:-
Agricultural Townships and Farms adjoining.
Village of North Hodgson, Roma District.
Village of Murrin Murrin, Port Douglas Dis-
trict.
Village of Bimbah, Aramac District.
Village of Foxhall, Blackall District.
Price, Is. each.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS are invited to forward to the
1 Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland,  such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well  as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
Towns.
Bundaberg, Warwick, Dalby, Aramac, Charle-
ville, Normanton, and Longreach.
Price, Is. each.
Two-mile Maps.
Sheet No. 7, Darling Downs (Re-issue).
Sheets Nos. 1 and 3, Cook District.
Sheet No. 5, Burnett District.
Sheets Nos 3B and 8, Port Curtis.
Price, Is. 6d. each.
Forty-chain Map.
Moreton, Sheet No. 3, West.
Price, 2s. 6d.
W. ALCOCK TULLY;
Surveyor -General .
Surveyor -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
TENDERS.
'MENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain-ing ori ginal notice.
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
BRISBANE -Additions, Parliament Buildings... 9th February, 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
BUNDABERG-New Post and Telegraph Office
MMines and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
23rd February, 1889 Rockhampton, Mary-
ST. GsoRGE-Additions, Court House 9th March, 1889
"'
borough, and Bundaberg;
5th April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
House, St. George ; 5th
BANANA-New Court House and Police Quarters ditto ...
April, 1889.
MMines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
. Houses, Rockhampton
and Banana ; 12th April,
1889.
JINDAR-Police Station ... 16th March, 1889 ...
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane, Police St-.ti-ft,
Jundah, and Court House,
Blackall ;  26th April,
1889.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 22nd March, 1889.
TENDERS.
ri,ENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned  Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway-
Contract for Works
S. and W. Railway-Erection of Gate-house, Shelter Shed,
and Closet, at Chelmer, on Main Line ... ...
S. and W. Railway-Footbridge at Albion ... ... ...
S. and W. Railway-Laying Water-pipes, Jondaryan
Queensland Central Railway-Tendeis for Coal ...
Carriages-Southern and Western Railway ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
2nd February, 1889
9th March,  1889 .
ditto
16th  March ,  1889 ...
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
12th April, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane
29th  March, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane
5th A pril, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
29th March, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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LAND BOARD COURT.
T is hereby notified, that a Land Board Court,
I for  the Division of Runs, the Determination
of Rents, and for such other business as may be
required, will die held at Brisbane on WEDNES-
DAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
By Order of the Land Board,
P. W. SHANNON,
Office of the Land Board,
Acting Secretary.
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer 's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified,  in accordance  with Rules
printed in fu ll  in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday ,  19th January ,  1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, COURT HOUSE, CUNNAMULLA.
 t ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House ,  Cunnamu lla,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd May, from
persons willing to contract for Additions to Court
House ,  Cunnamulla.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Additions, Court
House, Cunnamulla."
Plan,  Specification nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Cunnamulla and Charle-
ville.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
b bank draft or bank notes with the Tender ,  is £10.
(gee Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertakingin that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
CUNNAMULLA.IIENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Post Office, Cunnamulla ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd May, from
persons willing to contract for Erection of a New
Post and Telegraph Office at Cunnamulla.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Post and Telegraph
Office, Cunnamulla."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Post Offices, Cunnamulla and Charle-
vi ll e.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
230. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state, the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of Tender, as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertakin g  in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
So licitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON;
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR MEDICAL SUPERINTEN-
DENT, NEW ASYLUM, TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 18th
April, from persons willing to contract for Erec-
tion of a Residence for the Medical Superintendent
at the New Asylum, Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Residence Medical
Superintendent , New Asylum , Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of pre liminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£30. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Speci fication.)
Tenders in ust be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender wi ll  not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary for Works.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
QUARTERS, SERGEANT OF POLICE, NOR-
MANTON.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd Ma 4, from
persons willing to contract for Erection  of Quarters
for Sergeant of Police at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Quarters , Sergeant of
Police, Normanton."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office
and at the Court House, Normanton.
The amount of pre liminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen
days  fr om the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessar ily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary  for Works.
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No. of
Stiles open
torTraffic.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 17th March ,  18891 873 3 ,384 6 11 4,726 0 5 245 18 5 8,356 5 9
Corresponding week last year ...  t 815 2 ,976 2 11 4,422 1 0 225 13 4 7,623 17 3
Increase...
I'ecreasr
1889 -Tn } al Tr i ie to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ..,
408 4 0 303 19 5
...
TRAFFIC RARN[N(WP.
Paspenrers '  Goods and Live
Pat  as.  Stock
I
£ s. d. 1  £  S.  d.
MARYBOROUGH
454 11 6
597 3 11
Week ending 17th March ,  1889 151
Corresponding  week last  year... 151
Increase... ... ... ...
Decreas  ... ... ...  142
.
12 5
1889- Total  Traffic  to date ... ...
1888 -Ditto  ditto ...
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week ending  17th  March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888- Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week  ending 17th March, 1889
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889 - Total  'rraffic  to date ...
1888 -Ditto  ditto ...
T&tal Increase ...
Week ending 17th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... .
Decrease ...
1889 - Total Traffic to date ...
1888 - Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ... ...
Week ending  17th  March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1gt'9  - Total  Traffic  to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending  17th  March, 1889
Corresponding week  last year  ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889-Total  Tragic to date ...
1888- Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 17th March, 1889
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ... '
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease  ... ...
BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
66 108 2 4 162 1' 7 8 0 0
66 148 16 8 220 12 5 12 11 2
40 '14  4 5810 10 4 11 2
.CENTRAL RAILWAY.
RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscenaneous.
£ a. d.
20 5 1 732 8 6
790 6 8 31 14 0 1,276 12 2
832 0 7 35 7 2 1,464 11 8
411311 313 2
492  529 15  10  2,130 14  8 27 1 11  2,687 12  5
463 411 7  4  1,898 15  8  66 7 5 2,376 10 5
231 19 0
39-5  6
Total.
s. d.
86,398 15  It
80,949 3 6
£5,44912 5
187 19 6
12,616 16 4
13,324 12 1
£707 15 9
278 3 11
382 0 3
103 16 4
3,577 4 1
3,723 9 8
146 5 7
311 2 0
31,160 7 0
23,772 1 6
MACKAY RAILWAY. .•
31 28  1 5 9 13 2 3 9 11
31 64 1 0 61 17 10 3 14 2
35 19 7 52 4 8
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260 494 2 7 1,706 8 10
260 564 9 5  1,513 19  8
192 9 2
70 6 10 ...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
9 52 8 4 41 6 2
8 54 16 0 18 6 10
67
51
2 7 8
22 19 4
...
COOXTOWN  RAILWAY.
35 6 0 38 12 8
42 15 5 28 17 5
7 9 5
9 15 3
£7,378 5 6
41 4 6
129 13 0
0 4 3 88 8 6
668 6 5
1,207 16 7
£549 10 2
59 7 2 2,25918 7
130 19 8 _ 2,209 8 9
50 9 10
71 12 6 ...
23,170 10 2
23,980 8 7
£809 18 5
0 7 3 94 1 9
0 6 4 73 9 2
0 0 11 20 12 7
1,297 4 1
672 2 5
£625 1 8
6 5 9 80 4 5
4 16 5 76 9 3
1 9 4 3 15 2
1,101 13 10
1,157 14 4
£56 0 6
F. CIIRNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List ofArticles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the  Goi'ern -
went  Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the  same  on application to
the Traffic Manager,  Brisbane ,  and  paying  costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of  Saturday, the 9th March,
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before T UES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW.
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
ROLLING-STOCK, BOWEN RAILWAY.
'ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 5th
April, 1889, for the Construction of the following
Vehicles for the Bowen Railway,  viz.:-
1 Composite  Carriage , with Guard's Com-
partment, 45 feet long ;
1 Goods Brake Van,  15 feet long;
1 Convertible Vehicle, suitable for Goods or
Passengers ,  26 feet long ;
1 Covered Wagon, 15 feet long ;
1 Cattle or Horse Wagon, 14 feet long;
4 Open Wagons, 14 feet long ;
6 -tail or Timber Wagons, 3') feet  and 26 feet
long.
A deposit of two and a-half (2#) per  cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause  13 in thy'
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c, can be seen at
this Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich,
Maryborough, and Townsville.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
NoTF.-Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions of
Contract relating to fines for non -completion to time wi ll  be strictly
enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.
TOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
l section of  " An Act to make provision for
the Construction  by the Government of Railways
and for the Regulation of the  same ,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book  of Reference  of the Ninth
Section of the Central Railway,  from 369 miles 51
chains 29  links to 424  miles 34 chains  38 links, in
length 54 miles 63 chains 9 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at  this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions,  Barcaldine ; and all parties
interested in the  lands  to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required'to transmit
to me , at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, ally well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the  said line  of Rail-
way, or any part thereof, or of any works proposed
in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
,Commissioner  for Railways' Office
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS.
ROLLING-STOCK-CARRIAGES-EMU PARK
RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilT Four 'clock p.m. n FRIDAY, the 12th
April, 1889, for the Construction of the following
Carriages for the Emu Park Railway, viz.
2 First-class Carriages, 32 feet long,
1 Second-class Carriage, 32 feet long.
A deposit of two and a-half (2k) per cent. on
amount of Tender, in cash or bank draft, must
accompany each Tender. (See Clause 13 in the
General Conditions attached to the Specification.)
Drawings, Specifications, &c., can be seen at this
Office, and at the Locomotive Offices, Ipswich
Maryborough, and Rockhampton. •
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
orx  - Tenderers must clearly understand that the Conditions
of Contract relating to  lines for non -completion to time will be
strictly enforced.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of Mr. Joux L. SAxDS,for the Erec-tion of Engine and Carriage Sheds, Cleveland,
has been accepted. Amount, £ 622 12s.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
rUHE Tender of Mr. A. J. D$LDnsAN, for the
1 Erection of a Four-roomed Cottage, near
Dinmore, has been accepted. Amount, £179 10s.
F. CTTRNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port  Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway,  Burenda , Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Oharle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cook-town, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald. Emu V ",
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympic,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard,  Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, i ey.
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
1089
Taroom ,  Tewantin ,  Thornborough , Thursday
Island , Tiaro,  Toowong ,  Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville , Walkerston, Warwick,  Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shi ll ings and upwards will be
received from any depositor ,  subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100,  at the  rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
exceeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100  part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposit ,-  exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable  on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above  branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter  or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency ' s Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
SALE OF LEASE OF GOVERNMENT WHARF
AND SHED, DUNGENESS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Lease of theGovernment Wharf and Shed, Dungeness,
will be put up to Auction, at Ingham, at Noon of
MONDAY, 1st April, 1889.
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
1. The wharf and shed referred to will be leased
for a term of three years, from the 2nd of April, 1889.
2. The highest bidder shall, subject to the
approval of the Colonial Treasurer as to sureties
or otherwise, be the lessee.
3. The lessee, with two approved sureties, will
be required to enter into a bond, in double the
amount of the annual rent, for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
4. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid
at the time of sale, by the successful bidder, and
at the expiration of three months the rent shall
thereafter be paid to the Officer in Charge of
Customs at Dungeness, monthly, in advance.
5. The rates for wharfage and storage shall not
exceed-
Inwards.
Wharfage-
Goods, per ton weight  or measure-
s. d.
ment .. ... . ... 2 0
Timber, per 100 superficial feet ... 0 4
Shingles, per 1,000 ... ... ... 0 4
Horses and  cattle, each ... ... 1 0
Sheep and pigs, each ... ... 0 6
Carriage, cart, or dray, each ... 2 6
Outwards.
Wharfape-
Goods, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Sugar , per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Rum, per  hogshead ... ... 0 6
Wool, per bale ... ... ... 0 6
Storage-
Receiving, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Delivering, per ton ... ... ... 1 0
Storage per ton per week after the
first week  ... ... ... 0 6
6. All goods the property of the Government, or
for the use of any of the Government Departments,
shall be landed or shipped free of any charge for
wharfage.
7. The lessee will be entitled to the entire use of
the wharf and shed, subject to Clause 9 of these
Conditions ; but no buildings are to be erected on the
ground leased,  or on  the wharf, without the express
sanction of the Government.
8. The  lessee  will be required to keep the wharf
clean and free from all deposit of rubbish or refuse,
and in good and suitable repair, dilring the tenancy,
reasonable wear and tear only excepted ; and
should any damage be done to the wharves by any
vessel, or otherwise, such damage shall be made
good by the lessee to the satisfaction of the Engineer
for Harbours and Rivers.
9. The lessee shall not be at liberty  to assign or
sub-let the wharf or shed, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial Treasurer.
10. The Officers of Customs, the Harbour
Master, and other officers in the Public Service,
and all persons acting under their orders, shall
have free access to the wharf for all purposes con-
nected with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs shall have the use
of the shed when required for the temporary
custody and examination of goods  and passengers'
luggage landed from  vessels  discharging at the
wharf.
12 Office accommodation will be provided for
the Landing Waiters in Charge, but the lessee
shall provide all materials and labour required by
them for examining, weighing,  gauging , marking,
packing, and repacking goods,  in terms of clause
eighty-seven of  "The Customs Art of  1873."
13. The wharf shall be open for the  use of vessels
for loading or unloading, in the order of their
arrival, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Vessels carrying
mails  under contract with the Queensland Govern-
ment to have precedence over all other  vessels.
14. Should the rent at any time be more than
one month  in arrear , or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Govern-
ment shall, in the former  case,  have the right to at
once enter  upon and take  possession  of the wharf
and premises , and in the latter  case to  enter and
take possession on the expiration of one month's
notice given after such  infringement.
15. In the event of the Government  resuming
possession  of the wharf and shed for non-payment
of rent or other infringement of the lease, the
bond entered into by the  lessee  and his sureties,
as provided for in Clause 3 of these Conditions,
shall not be vitiated or rendered void.
E. B. CULLEN,
Under Secretary.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 4th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, BOOBY ISLAND.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilSATURDAY, 20th Apt il,  from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Lighthouse and
Three Cottages on Booby Island.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  Lighthouse,
Booby Island."
Plans, Specifications ,  and forms of Tender may
be seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at the
Harbour- Masters' Offices, Brisbane ,  Maryborough,
Rockhampton ,  Townsvi lle, Cooktown, and  Thursday
Island.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete  the work.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 7 of  1889.
CHANNEL ACROSS WIDE BAY BAR.
OTICE is hereby given,  that vessels crossing
1I Wide  Bay Bar from seaward ,  must take the
outer edge of the Bar with the square beacons open
one width to the northward .  Immediately the
outer ridge is crossed, the leading beacons are to be
brought into, and kept in line ,  until the beacons on
Inskip Point are open one width to the westward,
when a vessel may proceed as usual.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports  and Harbours,
Brisbane , 16th  March, 1889.
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O.H.M.S.N OTICE is  hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods in the Queen 's Bond ,  Townsville, ware-
house rent on which has not been paid for six months ,  will be Sold there ,  by Public Auction,
after the expiry of one month from the date of this notice, in accordance with the provisions and under
the authority of the 114th Section of  " The Customs  Act of  1873," unless the rents due thereon are
previously paid.
Date . l Mark.
29 Dec., 1887 ... T 464 32  ...
29 June, 1886 ... D 492 233
6 May, 1885 ... X 501 2 & 4
12 May, 1885 ... 33 ..
28 May, 1885 ... W5032&4
28 Feb., 1888 ... C 505 12 & 13
l Aug., 1886 ... 1 507 3
12 Nov., 1885 ... Y 516 23 ...
8 Oct., 1885 ... M 524
13 Oct., 1885 ... A 525 ...
30 Oct., 1885 ... L 5271/2 ...
2 Nov., 1885 ... D  528 ...
5 Feb., 1886 ... H5407
...
16 Feb., 1886 ... T 541 ...
22 Feb., 1886 ... 1 542 ...
30 Sept., 1887... L 550 9 ...
28 May, 1886 ... L 554 ...
29 May, 1886 ... K 555 ...
17 June, 1886 ... V 557 ...
7 Sept., 18$6... B 571 ...
8 Sept., 1886 ... F 571 ...
21 Sept., 1886... L 572 ...
7 Dec., 1886 ...  1 57513...
30 Nov., 1887 ... R 578 ...
7 Dec., 1886 ... 1583 ...
29 Dec., 1886 ... W 585 ...
30 Dec., 1886 ... O 586 5/6
30 Dec., 1886 ... 22 ... ...
31 Jan., 1887 ... P 590 ...
30  Sept., 1887 ... E  593Is ...
30 Sept., 1887 ...  2 ...
30 S t ., 1887 F 593 1p ...e
25 April,  1887 ... C 601
18 May, 1887 ... P 605
M a y
D 607
20 July, 1887 ... N 617
2 Aug., 1887 ... C 621
3 Aug., 1887 ... M 621
3 Aug., 1887 ... N 621
15 Oct., 1887 ... G 637
5 Nov., 1887 ... B 642
29 Nov., 1887 ... M 645
9 Dec., 1887 ... R 647
9 Dec., 1887 ... R 647 ...
12  Dec., 1887 ... S647
9 Feb., 1888 ... N 649 22 & 23
29 Dec., 1887 ... B 653 ...
30 Dec., 1887 ... C 653 ...
30 Dec., 1887 ... N 653 ...
4 Jan., 1888 ... L 653 ...
17 Jan., 1888 ... W 6.56 2 ...
27 Jan., 1888 ...  0 657  ...
6 Feb., 1888 ... X 659 ...
7 Feb, 1888 ... H 660 ...
13 Feb., 1888 ... A 662 .
13 April,  1888 ... Q 670 3/5
26 April, 1888...
8 May, 1888 ...
19 July, 1888 ...
19 July, 1888 ...
22 May, 1888 ...
12 June, 1888 ...
15 June, 1888 ...
15 June, 1888 ...
6 July, 1888 ...
6 July, 1888 ...
6 July, 1888 ...
6 July, 1888 ...
9 July, 1888 ...
16 July, 1888 ...
20 July,  1888 ...
20 July,  1888 ...
1 Aug., 1888 ...
3 Aug.,  1888 ...
8 Aug.,  1888 ...
10 Aug., 1888 ...
22 Aug.,  1888 ...
28 Aug.,  1888...
28 Aug.,  1888 ...
30 Aug., 1888 ...
V 672 ...
E 675
W 676 3/5
Y 676
E 677 *0680
C 681
D 681
E 685
E 685
E 685
G 685
V 685
A 687 ...
X 687 ...
L6873 ...
P 690 ...W 690 ...
U 691 ...
A 692 ...
A 694 ...S694
T 69.1
G6951
30 Aug.,  1888 ...
30 Aug.,  1888...
30 Aug., 1888 ...
30 Aug., 1888 ...
H 695
1 695
U 695
Goods . Quantity.
1 package cigars ...
::. 1 package cigars ...
2 cases tobacco
1 package tobacco
2 cases cigars
2 packages cigars ...
1 package cigars ...
1 package tobacco
1 case cigars ...
5 cases whisky ...
... 10 cases L. beer ...
5 cases brandy ...
15 cases wine ...
1 box ..
1 package, 4 sewing
machines
1 quarter-cask wine ...
1 box .. ... ...
1 case chlorodyne ... ...
1 parcel ... ... ...
... 15 cases geneva ... ...
1 case castings ... ...
1 parcel ... ... ...
1 package tobacco ...
1 quarter-cask sherry ...
1 quarter-cask brandy ...
1 parcel ... ... ...
2 packages tobacco ...
1 package tobacco ...
1 parcel ...
1 pkg. wine
1 hogshead wine
1 octave wine
5 cases whisky
5 half-chests tea
6 packages
5 cases brandy
8 boxes tea...
3 half -chests tea
1 half-chest tea
1 box paint
1 parcel ... ...
1 case ... ... ...
1 cask S. crystals ...
1 parcel pictures ...
1 case
2 packages  tobacco
6 cases  and 1 bag ...
...
1 case hats ... ...
40 bags rice ... ...
... 2 packages  cigars ... ...
... 25 cases schnapps ...
1 shoe trunk ...
1 case woollens ...
5 cases geneva ...
1 case ... .
... 3 quarter-casks whisky
1 case ..
1 quarter-cask wine
3 quarter-casks sherry
10 cases whisky ...
1 package cigars ...
10 cases whisky ...
1 wooden package
2 cases provisions
6 cases paint ...
1 cask whiting ...
1 keg  It. lead ...
1 case paint ...
2 half -chests tea ...
2315 lbs. ... ...
60 lbs....
240 lbs. and 248 lbs....
85lbs...
185 lbs. and 175 lbs... .
each 49 lbs. ... ...
120 lbs. ...
81 lbs.... ...
81lbs...
each 12.5gallons
5 each 10 gallons
{ 5 each 12 gallons ...
each 1s°
14 each 124, 1 ull. 9/32
25 gallons ...
£21 ...... ...
each 32 8, 0'9 0. p.2114s . ...  ... ...
761bs ... ... ...
246 gallons ...
25* gallons,  5,5  o.p.
each 22 lbs. ... ...
105 lbs. ... ...
56 gallons ... ...
66 gallons ...
155 gallons .. .
4 each 125, l ull.  110
4 each 39, 1 ull. 36 ...
4 each 131, l ull. 31...
each 10lbs. ... ...
Johnson and Co.
1723
CW over 14 in diamond
64 and 65 lbs.
CL
P SeWwithinsections
of X
eachrN  lbs ... ...
each  198 lbs. ... .
24 each 121, 1 ull. 118
4 each 23°, 1 ull. 28 ...
JC in diamond ...
(1) 32 6.6 o.p. (2) 33
6.6 o.p. (3) 325 6.6
6p
W.W. & Co.... ...
266 gallons ..
3 over 22, 4 over 224,
5 over 23
5 each 2, 5 each 130 ...
3614 ...
9 each 2, 1 ull. 15 ...
JS .. ...
CC over CT ...
Adkins ...
Adkins
Adkins
Adkins ...
each 401bs. ...
1 parcel ... ...
1 case cigars ...  ...
1 case tobacco ...
1 case ch .  tobacco
5 cases brandy ...
100 boxes tea ...
1 case hardware ...
1 case cigars ...
1 case champagne .
5 cases bitters
30 half-chests tea .. ...
68 half -chests tea ... ...
145 boxes tea ... ...
22 half -chests tea . .
80 mats rice
Colquhoun ... ...
651bs.  ... .. ...
158lbs. ... ...
87j lbs. ...
4 each 128,1ull.123
each 9 lbs . ... ...
Bartlett ... ...
126 gallons ..
4each 216,1ull.28...
each 59 lbs ... ...
each 36 lbs.
each  9 lbs.
each 39 lbs.
each 53 lbs.
Merchant.
West and Co.
E. K. Russell
A. Fraire and Co.
A. Fraire and Co.
A. Fraire and Co.
West and Co.
West and Co.
J. Marshall
O. L. Gaston
Mellwaine and Guy
} Simms and Co.
E. K. Russell
West and Co.
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
Q N. Bank,Jor G. R. Bountiff
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
L. Duval and Co.
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
Smith and Walker
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
J. N. Parkes
L. Duval and Co.
Aplin, Brown, and Co.
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
Wilson, Ayton, and Ryan
Wilson, Ayton, and Ryan
Ac. ship, A. 1). Lewington
Q.N. Bank, for G. It. Bountiff
Q.N. Bank, for G. R. Bountiff
Q.N. Bank, for G. R. Bountiff
Aplin, Brown, and Co.
Welch and Hill
Ac. ship, A. D. Lewington
R.W. Geary, per A. B. and Co.
West and Co.
Aplin,  Brown , and Co.
Aphn,  Brown , and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship,Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship,  Burns ,Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Bu rn s, Philp, and Co.
Ac, ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
S. Allen and Sons
Burns, Philp, and Co.
Burns,  Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Burns,  Philp, and Co.
West and Co
Ac. ship,  Burns,  Philp, and Co.
B. P. and Co., for Union Bank
West and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Phlip, and Co.
G. H. Adams,  for H. S. and
Sons
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Burns, Philp, and Co.
West and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Wright, Heaton, and Co.
S. Allen and Sons
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Burns, Philp, and Co., for
Nam Chong
Ac. ship, H. Smith and Sons
S. Allen and Sons
S. Allen and Sons
Ac. ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
Scott and Co.
West and Co.
Ac, ship, Burns, Philp, and Co.
S. Allen and Sons
G. E. Underwood
G. E. Underwood
Burns, Philp, and Co., for
L.C. Bank
Burns, Philp, and Co., for
L.C. Bank
Burns, Philp, and Co , for
L. C. Bank
Burns, Philp, and Co., or
L.C. Bank
Yuen Sang Chong.
H.M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane ,  12th March ,  1889. Collector of Customs.
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j\TOTICE is hereby given, that the following Goods, overtime in Queen's Warehouse, at Townsville,
will be Sold there, by Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY. 17th April, 1889, under the 113th
section of  "The Customs Act of  1873," upon the terms and conditions determined by me,  and announced
at the sale
Date . Mark.  Goods. Ship.
5th January, 1885 ... QW 551
26th October, 1887 ... QW 927
28th October, 1887 ... QW 928
8th November, 1887... Q,W 932
8th December, 1887 ... QW 934
2nd March, 1888 ...  Q W  945
30th April, 1888 ... QW 960
H.M. Customs,
'Brisbane, 12th March, 1889.
1 case , E.&Co. ... ...
... 1 *-cheat tea (damaged) ...
1 case  whisky (2 bottles) ...
1 case hardware, B.P.&Co.
3 casks  holloware, B41 in
diamond 1/3
1 mat  rice  (54 lbs )
1 case, W.W.&Co. ...
CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.
The Treasury,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
T
HE  following Regulations .  which have been
made by the  Collector of Customs ,  under the
provisions  of  " The  Cu'torns  Act of  1873," are
published for general information.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
CUSTOMS REGULATIONS BY THE COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS.
No. 2.-21st February,  1888.
Clearing officers are to note on transire issued
at first port of call, or on the clearance label of
B.I. and other  steamers  from London, the number
of cockets or certificates detached at each port.
No. 4.--19th April,  1888.
Clothing, uniform, &c., imported by the officers
of H.M.C. " Paluma,"  are to pass  free of duty in
future.
No. 5.-19th April,  1888.
The officers of the " Gayundah " are allowed the
use of wines and spirits duty free. They are to be
placed on board in charge of an officer  and a  receipt
obtained on th- back of a copy of the warrant.
No. 6.-4th May,  1888.
Vessels trading between German New Guinea
and Queensland are to have the same privileges as
attach to Home Trade and Intercolonial Vessels
referred to in section two  " Navigation Act of
1876."
No. 8.--17th July,  1888.
I am informed by one of the largest dealers in
drugs that they do not sell any opium at the princi-
pal Northern Ports, the assumption being that it is
imported by druggists and invoiced under another
name.
It would be well to carefully examine direct
importations of drugs and compare invoices with
price lists of well known manufacturers.
No.  11.-26th  July,  1888.
When pepper is imported in packages of a
recognised reputed weight, the duty is to be col-
lected at per reputed pound and proportionately
according to the reputed weight of the package in
which it is contained.
No. 12.-26th July,  1888.
Steamers engaged in carrying the mails under
contract between Brisbane, Cooktown, and Nor-
manton, are not to be charged dues at your port.
The one annual payment they are required to make
in terms of their contract will be collected here.
No. 14 -16th August,  1888.
Vessels carrying limestone in excess of three-
quarters of their registered tonnage are to be treated
for dues as in cargo, under that quantity as in
ballast.
" Whan poa," @ Sydney
"Cintra," @  Melbourne
"Jtunna," @ London...
"Dorunda," @ London
"Dukeof Buccleuch,London*
"Catterthun," @ Hong
Kong
"Doon," @ London ...
By Whom
Warehoused.
Landing Waiter,
A.B.&Co.
Landing Waiter,
A.U.S.N. Co.
Landing  Waiter,
B.P.&Co.
Landing Waiter,
B.P.&Co.
Landing Waiter,BY &Co.
Landing Waiter,
B.P.&Co.
Landing Waiter,
B.P.&Co.
T. M. KING,
a Collectcr of Customs.
All previous  instructions  referring to such vessels
are hereby cancelled.
No. 15.-29th August,  1888.
All applications for leave of absence, except in
urgent cases,  must  be made in writing, and in every
case  must state date and duration of previous leave,
if any.
No.  16.-28th  September,  1888.
Applications by wire for leave of absence and
reply thereto must be paid for by officers so apply-
ing.
No.  18.-23rd  October,  1888.
You are requested when sending vouchers,
advice notes, returns, &c., to put them in envelopes
or other packages in such a way that the contents
may be easily  seen  by the Post Office authorities.
No. 21-3rd November,  1888.
All correspondence relating to Distillery and
Excise  business  should be addressed to the Chief
Inspector of Distilleries.
No. 26.-12th  November,  1888.
Extract from a letter dated 30th October, 1888,
addressed by the Ron. the Treasurer, Melbourne,
to the Hon .  the Treasurer ,  Brisbane ,  in reference
to expenses  defrayed  in respect  of certain ship-
wrecked seamen of the ship "  Ensign ":-
" It is  usual  in such  cases  for the Principal
Officer of Customs to gives an order  on the master
of the ship in which it is intended to despatch the
wrecked  seamen on  a printed  form  known as
" CC 14 " or " UU," and on this form the Superin-
tendent of the Mercantile Marine Office at the
port at which the men are landed gives a certificate
to that effect and certifies to the correctness of the
charges made."
Sub-collectors will act in accordance with the
above and adhere strictly to the provisions of
" The Merchant Shipping Act."
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
COPY  of the New Enlarged Chart, shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the Post and Telegraph  Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply  to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Bri-bane.
NY. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCURRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA,  VIA  CAMOO.
WEAL.TENDERS will be received at the  Office of theSuperintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April  next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting  for the supply  of all material ,  except wire,
insulators ,  and iron poles ,  and  for all workmanship
necessary  for tho  erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms, general
conditions ,  and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 5th January,
1889.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the,  Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Postmaster -General.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd  March, 1889.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Mar-
supialy Destruction Act Continuation Act of
1885 ."  and at the request of the Boulia Mar-
supial Board , I do hereby  authorise the application
of the  funds standing to the account of the
Boulia Marsupial Board in payment of a Bonus
for the Destruction of Dingoes ,  at a rate not
exceeding five shillings for each scalp.
BOYD P. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
DESTRUCTION OF RABBITS.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 22nd March, 1889.I N pursuance of the provisions  of section two of
" The Marsupials Destruction Art Amend-
ment Act of  1887," I do hereby approve of the
Funds standing to the credit of the account of the
Boulia Marsupial District being applied in payment
of any expenses incurred in the Destruction of
Rabbits.Post  and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1889.
a
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
THE follow ing Statement  of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Killarney Cemetery, up to
the 1st March, 1889, is published for general information.
W. H. RYDER,
Assistant Under Colonial  Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account  of the K ILLARNEY CEMETERY, Up to the
18T MARCH, 1889.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Government Grant ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 To Fencing
.
... 28 0 6
Received for Graves  ... ... ... ... 1 2 6 „Malting Divisions  ... ... ... ...  4 0 0
£51 2 6 £32 0 6
Credit  Balan ce ... ... ... ... ... £19 2 0
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that the above is a full and true Statement of Accounts up
to the 1st of March, 1889.
C. McINTOSH,
THOMAS LAMB, Trustees.FRANK WRIGHT,
JOHN WILLIAMS,
Taken and declared before me this eighteenth day of March, 1889.
THEO. J. HOWELL, J.P.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
HE following  Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account  of the  Ravenswood Cemetery, for
l the year ended 31st December ,  1888 ,  is published for general information.
W. H. RYDER,
Assistant  Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE On account  of the RAVENSWOOD  CEMETERY, for the YEAR
ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888.  £ s. d. 1888. £ a. d.
let January- 31st  December-
To Balance  at Credit with Australian Joint By Sexton' s Salary  ... ... 15 0 0
Stock Bank  ... ... ... 2 2 8 „ General  Expenses  ... ... ... ... 7 2 0
31st December - „  Balance  at Credit carried down  ... ... 38 12 8
Fees Received  for Interments .. ... 49 0 0
Fees Re ce ived for Permission  to erect Head-
stones , &c.... ... ... ... ... 9 12 0 1
£60 14
81
£60 14 8
1st January,  1889- To Balance at Credit brought down  ... ... ... £ 38 12s. 8d.
H. H. BARTON,
Chairman Trustees.
HANS THOMSEN, Secretary.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd March, 1889.
T HE following  Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements on account of the Beenleigh General Cemetery,
to the year ended 31st December ,  1888,  is published for general information.
W. H. RYDER,
Assistant Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE by the TaUSTEES of the BEENLEIGII GENERAL CEMETERY,
to the YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Dr. Cr.
1885. 1885.
1st January- £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance .. ...
... ... 11 13 0 By Thoms, Forming and Gravelling ... 14 15 0
31st December- ,,Bobbermein, Repairing and Clearing 4 19 0
To Cemetery Fees 9 12 6 1888.
1886. By Labour, Clearing ... ... 20 14 9
To Cemetery  Fees ...
... ... 0 17 6 „ Hinchcliffe, Schedules ... ... 1 1 0
1887. „ Smith, Forrester, Tablets ... ... 17 13 8
To Cemetery Fees ...
... ... 15 1 0 „  Balance in  Bank ... ... 12 5 1
1888.
To Cemetery  Fees ... 34 4 6
£71 8 6 £71 8 6
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Beenleigh General  Cemetery, do hereby solemnly and
sincerely declare  that the  accounts as per Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure  of the above Cemetery
for the years 1885-6 -7-8 ended 31st  December ,  A.D. 1888, are correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration
conscientiously believing the same  to be  true, and by virtue of the provisions  of  " The Oaths Art of
1867."
PETER  MCLEAN,
JOHN DAVY, Trustees.THOMAS HOLLIDAY,
JAMES SAVAGE,
Declared and signed at Beenleigh this fourth day of March ,  1889, before me.
A. W. COMPIG NE, P.M.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tutlo$.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS PRINGLE TAYLOR, Senior
Naval Officer.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD. Office of Senior Naval Officer,
RETURN FOR  THE  WEEK  ENDING 16TH DAY OP
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
No. 52.
MARCH, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
THE following  resignation  and promotions will
take effect  from dat::-
at date of previous Report ... ... 516 CAIRNS NAV AL BRIGADE.Number since admitted  ... ... .. 3
Number returned from leap a ...
.
... 5 No. 7, let Class Pe
resigned.
tty Officer J. Rhodes,
524 No. 19, 2nd Class Petty Officer Wm. Mudford,
Number discharged ... ... 2 to be 1st Class Petty Officer ,  vice  Rhodes ,  resigned.
Number died . .. ... 3 No. 5, George Bardon , A.B., to be 2nd Class
'Number absent  on leave 8 Petty Officer,  vice  Mudfo rd, promoted.
- 13 By Order,
Number remaining at date  hereof ... 511 WALTO
C
N DRAKE, R.N.,
di N l Com man ng ava orps.
Admissions during the week :
Robert Shields ,  57, engineer ,  fro m Ipswich Hospital ;
last employed at the Stanthorpe Tin Mines.
William Little, 79, builder ;  re-admission.
Emile Diessn ann, 48 ,  carpenter  ;  xe-admission.
Discharged  during the week:
Eli Hullett, 64, shepherd ; admitted 28th December,
1888.
Robert Thrutchley, 75, blacksmith ; admitted 1st
December, 1887.
Deaths during the week :
Catherine McDua ll,  69; admitted 21st December,
1886.
Joseph Edwards,  65; admitted 20th November, 1888.
John  Adams, 44,  fisherman  ;  admitted 7th March,
1889.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
M edical Superintendent.
SIXTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names  were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January, 1889 :-
Name.
O'Connell, John G. Bowen
Address.
Embley, J. T. ... ... + Cloncurry.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd  March, 1889.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is hereby given, that applications have been  made  for the Registration  of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern Districts, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Estate
Name of Deceased  i  Date of Name Description  claimed to Willarticulars ofProprietor .  Death .  of Claimant .  and Situation of Land .  be
or  otherwise.  42transmitted.
1889.
.
Lars Hansen ,  late of 21 Jan .  Dorther Hansen, of the Allotment 16 of section 2 of Fee -simple Will dated 13 Jan -  30 April
North Bundaberg,  same  place, widow subdivision 3 of portion 8, uary, 1889
carpenter parish of Gooburrum, and sub-
divisions 4 and 5 of allotment
6 of section 42, parish of Bun-
daberg1885.
Samuel Stanton, late of 26 Dec. William Poole, of South Subdivisions 7 and 8 of  Western Fee- simple  Will  dated 24 May ,  23 April
South  Brisbane
John Jacob Gaebel, late
of Alpha
Anne Freshney ,  late of
Maryborough, widow
James  Hall Scott, late
of Bowen ,  grazier
Edwin Archer  Heraud,
late of Townsville,
merchant
1889
Brisbane ,  Baptist suburban allotment  27, parish 1884
minister ,  and Albert of South Brisbane
Joseph Phipps ,  of the
same place, storeman
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
1886.
31 May
1888.
7 Dec.
1880.
27 Aug.
1886.
23 Dec.
Kate Maria Agnes
Gaebe l, of the same
place, widow
Allotments 2, 3, 24,  and 25 of
section  1, town oflAlpha
1887.
George Harris, late of 10 April Rubin  Harris,
Solomon Islands ,  and Mackay ,  carrier
formerly of Mackay,
trader
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Fee-simple
THO. MYLNE,
Will dated 16 Feb-
ruary, 1886
7 May
As Administrator... 7 May
Brisbane. 23rd March, 19r9.  Registrar  of Titles.
REAL PROPERTY TIAN SFEI iNu'1'lUE.
\A li E, Notice,  that application has been made to bring  the Land described  below under the
provisions of  " l' a Real  Property Acts  of  1861 and  1877." Any person  desiring to oppose sill
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or  before" the  day named.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
320 acres  in the county of Ward,  parish unnamed, at
Jimboomba (Moreton District)
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1889.
LT is hereby notified, that WILLIAM ALFREDDYER ,  of Townsville , and JAMES THOMAS
TIIRNBIILL ,  of Rockhampton ,  are licensed as
Surveyors qualified to act under the provisinnns and
for the purposes of  " The  Real Property Acts of
1861 and 11,77,"  and subject to the Regulations of
this Department.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Name of Applicants.
NORTHERN  DISTRICT.
Edward  Freshney ,  of Allotment  25 of  section 2,  town Fee-simple
Maryborough , civil of Port  Douglas
servant
James  Henderson , of Jim-
boomba,  grazier
Sarah Scott ,  of Red Hill ,  Port ion 41, parish of Pring ,  por- Fee -simple Will dated 24 Feb- 7 May
Brisbane ,  widow tion 257, parish of Roundback ,  ruary, 1880
and portions 10 to 28 ,  32, 33,
38, 41, 48A, 49, 50, 51,  53, 54, 55
tselection 54), 55 (selection 55),
56, 57,  59, 60 to 66,  73, 74, 75,
95, 96,  97, parish of Kelsey
Mary Ellen McLean,
wife of Thomas Wal-
ter Louis McLean, of
Townsville ,  architec-
tural draughtsman,
formerly widow of
said deceased
Subdivisions 4 and 5 of section 5 Fee-simple Will dated 7  April, 7 May
of portion  3A, subdivision 2 of 1886,  and a Codi-
section 7, subdivisions 6, 7, cil dated 27 April,
and 8 of section 5,  and subdi- 1886
visions 3,  4, 5, and 6 of section
7 of portion 2A, parish of
Coonam be lah ;  and an undi-
vided moiety in  allotments 3
and 4,  section 11,  and allot-
ments 19 and 20 of section 19A,
town of Townsville ; subdivi-
visions 9 and 11 of section 3 of
re-subdivision 1 of subdivision
21 of section 8 of portion 1A.
parish of Coonambelah ; and
subdivision B of selection 117,
parish of Ross
of Subdivision 10 of allotment 6 of F e e - s i m p l e As Administrator ... 7 May
section 57,  town of Mackay,
and allotment 14 of section 2,
town of Kelvin
Date within which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
27 April, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is  hereby notified ,  for public information, that
the Reverend ELDRED DYER,  a Minister of
the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination ,  residing
at Clermont ,  in the Registry District of Clermont,
has been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland ,  under the provisionsof  " The Marriage
Act  of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar-General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information,that the Reverend  THOMAS  ST. JOHN PARRY
PUGH  a, a Minister  of the Church of England
Denomination , residing at Warwick, in the Registry
District of Warwick, has been duly  registered as
a Minister  of Religion authorised  to celebrate
Marriages  in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions  of  " The  Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Maryborounh
and Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to he enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified, for public information, thatthe Reverend RICHARD TITLEY GARDNER, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed from Roma, in the Registry
District of Maranoa, to Yandilla, in the Registry
District of Darling Dowi,s Central,  has given me
due notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  noti fied for public information, that
the Reverend  THoMAs VIGIS, it  Minister of
the Baptist Denomination ,  having removed from
Rosewood ,  in the  Registry  District of Moreton
West ,  to Charters Towers, in the Registry District
of Kennedy ,  has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions  of  " The  Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st  March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, YEPPOON,
NEAR ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Court  House, Rockhampton ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th  April, from
persons willing to contract for the  E rection of
New State  School  Buildings at Yeppoon .  Tenders
to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  New State School
J uildings , Yeppoon."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form  of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the  Court  House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft  or bank cheque  with the  Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper  printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one of  the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, KILKIVAN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court  Houses,  Mar borough and
Gympie, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, thelath A pril, 1889,  f ro m persons  willing to contract
for the Erection of New State School  Buildings at
Kilkivan.
Tenders  to be endorsed ,  "Tender for New School
Buildings, Ifilkivan."
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSL:AND.
IT is hereby notified thatBENJAMIN  ARTHUR ATWELL,
having satisfied  the Board  as to his qua lifications,
has, in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Pharmacy Aet of  1884 ,"  been registered  as a Phar-
maceutical  Chemist in Queensland.
By Order of the Board.
WM. J. R. MAUGHAN,
Registrar.
Brisbane , 14th  March, 1889.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
I T is hereby notified thatHENRY  ROBnaT  HYAM WOOLF,
ALEXANDER JOHN BRowN, and
ARTHUR GOUGH,
having passed the Examination required by  "The
Pharmacy Act of  1884," have been registered as
Pharmaceutical Chemists in the Colony of Queens-
land.
By Order  of the Board,
WM. J. R. MAUGHAN,
Registrar,
Brisbane , 14th  March, 1889.
THE PHARMACEUTICAL LIST OF QUEENS-
LAND FOR 1889.
THE following  name should have appeared in
the List contained in the  Government  Gazette
and published 12th January ,  1889 ,  in accordance
with the provisions  of  " Phe Pharmacy  Act of
1884 ":-
No. on Register-186.
Date of Registration -2nd August, 1877.
Name -George William Taylor.
Address-Mount Morgan.
Qualification - Registered by Medical Board.
WILLIAM J. RYOTT MAUGHAI',
Registrar.
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.
Pharmacy Board ,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 14th  March, 1889.
PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION (UNDER "THE
PHARMACY ACT OF  1884," No. 108), MARCH,
1889.THE Results of the above Examination are asfollows :-
ALEXANDER JOHN  BROWN ,  passed  in Botany.
ALBERT Louis  STUMM,  passed  in Dispensing and
Botany.
HENRY  ROBERT KYAM WOOLF, passed in Dlateria
Medica.
ARTHUR GOUGH,  passed in Materia  Medica,
Botany ,  Chemistry, Pharmacy,  and Dispensing.
FREDERICK  WILLIAM FERDINAND DANKER,
passed in Materia Medica and Dispensing.
ALBERT HASSELL CHIPPENDALL ,  passed in
Materia Medics, Botany, and Chemistry.
By Order of the Board of Examiners,
WM. J. R.YOTT MAUGHAN,
Registrar.
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JURY LIST.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Special Court
1 of Petty  Sessions ,  for Revising  the Jury List
for the Jury  District of St . George,  will be holden
at the Court House, St. George , on FRIDAY, the
Twelfth day  of April next ,  at Ten o 'clock a.m., at
which the  Justices of the Peace residing within
forty miles of the Court House, St .  George, are
required to attend ,  under the eighth section of
" The Jury Act,"  31 Vic ., No. 34.
CHAS. F. MULLER,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
St. George ,  15th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a Special Courtof Petty Sessions ,  for Revising  the Jury
List for the  Jury  District of Rockhampton ,  will be
held  at the Court House, Rockhampton ,  on FRI-
DAY, the  Twelfth day of April now next ,  at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon ,  at which all Justices of the
Peace residing within forty miles of the said Court
House are required to attend ,  under the provisions
of the eighth section  of  " The Jury Act,"  31 Vic.,
No. 34.
FRED. R . BANBURY,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 13th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
11 OTICE is hereby  given , that a Special Court
of Petty  Sessions , for Revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Warwick, will be held
at the Court House, Warwick, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon  of FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of
April, 1889.
By the provisions of  " The Jury Act,"  all Jus-
tices of the Peace residing  within forty miles of the
Court  House , Warwick , are required to attend.
T. DE LACY MOFFATT,
Court House,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Warwick, March 21st, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby  given , that a Court of PettySessions, for Revising the Jury Lists for
the Jury District of Goondiwindi, will be held in
the Court House, Goondiwindi, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon of FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of
April, 1889.
By the provisions of  " The Jury Act of  1884,"
all Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House, Goondiwindi, are
required to attend.
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Goondiwindi, 11th March, 1889.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
l Meeting, of the Licensing Authority for
the Warwick District, will be held at the Court
House, Warwick, on WEDNESDAY, the Third
day of April, 1889, at Ten  o'clock a.m.
T. DE LACY MOFFATT,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Warwick, 21st March, 1889.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
1 Licensing Meeting of the Justices for the
Licensing District of Goondiwindi will be held in
the Court House, Goondiwindi, on WEDNESDAY,
the Third day of April,  1889 , at Ten  o'clock a.m.
ROBERT MILLER,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Goondiwindi, 11th March, 1889.
A
T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held
at the Police Court, Toowoomba, on the
twentieth  day of March , 1889,  HANNAH LLOYD
was appointed  Poundkeeper for the Toowoomba
Pound  for the ensuing  twelve months.
By Order,
Court House,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Toowoomba, 20th March, 18-,9.
DIVISION OF NERANG.
ABSTRACT  STATEMENT of the  Racnirrs and EXPKNDITVSN of the  DlvisIONAL BOARD of NEBANGto 31sr DEcaMBER,  1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
31st December - £ s. d. £ s. d. 1st January - £ s.  d. £ it.  d.
To Government  Endowment- By Balance  ... ... ... ... 130 9 7
Subdivision No. 1 ... 343 5 0 31st December-
Subdivision No. 2 ... 294 12 0 By Contingencies-
Subdivision No. 3 ... 327 10 0 Clerk's Salary ... ... 56 13 4
965 7 0 General Expenses ... 71 8 2
Rates Received- Valuation  ... 30 0 0
Subdivision No. 1 ... 192 11 6 Miscellaneous Expenditure76 5 5
234 6 11Subdivision  No. 2 ... 188 16 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 201 5 6 „ Works and Repairs-
582 13 0 Subdivision N . 1 ... 451 16 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... 231 12 1
Sundry  Receipts ... 27 17 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... 414 12 4
1,098 0 7
Drainage Account-Rates Received ... 0 19 0
Drainage Account-
Expenditure  ... ... ... 86 16 6
Balance  ... ... ... ... 27 2 5
£1,576 16 0 £1,57616 0
Nerang.
W. J. BaowNE, Clerk. WM. STEPHENS,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Nerang, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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H. SCHNEIDER, Auditors.C. A. LAMBERT,
17s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUGH.
STATEMENT of RECSIPPS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROU G H for theH1 L - d d 31 1888D- A F eYEAR en sT .ECEMBER,
To Rates-  £  S.  d.
Arrears  (old) .. ... 8 8 0
Cleansing Kate, 1887 ... 12 5 9
Cleansing Rate, 1888  ...  1,270 19 10
Gas Rate , 1879 to 1887... 24 4 7
Gas Rate ,  1888  ... ...  637 19 8
General Rate ,  1881 to 1887 108 9 8
General Rate ,  1888  ...  3,392 5 3
Health Rate ,  1886 and
1887 ... ... ... 13 16 1
Health Rate, 1888 ... 559 16 4
Receipts.
£ a. d. ,
„ Reserves- 6,028Botanic Reserve  ... ...  20 0 0
Bridge Reserve ... ... 4 10 0
Ululah  Reserve  ... ...  40 5 0
„ Licenses-
'Bus Licenses  ... ...  4 15 0
Cart Licenses ... 6 0 0
Goat  Licenses  ... ...  0 2 6
Hawkers' Licenses ... 7 3 0
„ Wharves-
Custom House Jetty ... 81 19 4
Queen's Wharf ... ... 170 0 0
Victoria Wharf ... ...  250 0 0
501 19 4
„ Ululah Quarry,  Sale of
Metal  ... ...
„  Government Endowment...
£ a. d. £ a. d.
Brought forward  ... ...  6,613 0 0
To Town Hall ... ... ... ...  27 5 6
„ Incidentals ,  Fines, &e. ... 13 13 0
„ Law Costs ... ... ... ... 27 10 0
„ Maryborough  Bridge, from
Tinana Board  ... ... ...  50 11 5
„ Baths  ... ... ... ...  60 10 0
5 2 „ Government Loan, Special,
29 11 0
2,198 9 0
No.2 ... ... ... ... 7,000 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank-
General Fund ,  Dr. Balance
64 15 0 31st  December, 1888  ... 1,874 7 6
Racecourse  Reserve Ac.
count,  Dr., 31st Decem-
ber, 1888  ... ... 1,934 5 9
--3,808  13 3
18 0 6 „ Metal  Account ,  Received
from Stock  ... ... 260 17 4
Tile Account,  Received from
Stock  ... ... ...  59 9 9
320 7 1
Carried forward  ... ... £6,613 0 0 Total Receipts ... ... £20,149 10 3
Expenditure.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  s. d. £ a. d.
By Refund of Rates  ... ... ...
„  Salaries-Town Clerk, Rate Col-
lector ,  and Valuer  ...  116 13 4
Foreman of Works  ...  125 0 0
Assistant  Clerk ... ...  66 13 4
Junior Clerk  . ...  45 0 0
Inspector of Nuisances  ...  87 9 2
Public Analyst ... ... ...
Auditors '  Fees ... ...
Town Hall ... ... ... ...
Advertising, Printing, and
Stationery ... ... ...
Drinking Fountains
Incidentals , &c. ... ... ...
Insurances  ... ... ... ...
Inte re st on Bank Overdraft ...
Keep of Horse ...
Lamp Posts and Fittings... ...
Law Costs  ... ... ... ...
Levels of Town  ... ... ...
Lighting of Town  ... ... ...
Marybo ro ugh Bridge ... ...
„
„ Baths ,  Purchase  ... ... ...it Baths ,  Wages, &c.... ... ...
„ New Ferry Approaches ... ...
Petty Cash ,  Stamps,  &c.... ...
„ Time Gun ... ... ...
„ Tools ,  Repairs , &c. ...
„ Pound Yards ,  Fencing
„ Tree Planting ...
CnttinF Burr  ... ... ...
Waterin  Streets ... ...
Ululah Quarry ...
Mile-posts ,  Saltwater-Creek
road  ... ...
Hardwood Blocks , &c. ...
Racecourse Reserve ,  Interest ...
Scavenging  of Town ... ...
„ Board of Health Account-
Health Officer ,  Salary  ...  50 0 0
Disinfectants  .. 5 14 10
Cleansing Channels and
Sewers  ... ... ...  287 15 2
„ Government Loans ,  Interest
and Redemption-
Old ... ... ... 257 12 4
Special  ... ... ...  323 15 0
Carried forward
Brought forward  ... £3,718 13 4
2 9 7 By Streets--
Adelaide  ... ... ... 44 19 6
Albert  ... ... ... 87 13 4
Alice ... ... ... 345 13 2
Ann ... ... ... 33 18 8
Ariadne ... ... ... 6 4 6
Bazaar  ... ... ...  31 16 8
Bowen  ... ...  4 0 6
4401510 Cheapside  ... ...  2  16 6
5 0 0 Churchill... ... ..  2 2 2
21 0 0 Cleaning Gardens Creek 0 12 0
99 8 2 Ellena  ... ... ...  49 17 10
Ferry ... ...  3 18  4
113 11 0 Ferry  lane ... ... 3 12 0
0 4 6 Fort  street  ... ... 144 16 0
85 16 4 Fort lane  ... ... ... 20 17 0
4 15 0 Garden street  ... ... 3 0 0
148 6 8 Gayndah road ... ... 1 11 0
10 2 1 Guava street ... ... 9 13 6
9 7 0 John ... ... ...  193 0 0
73 0 6 Kent  ... ... 45 3 10
5 5 0 Lennox ... ... ... 15 0 1
348 16 8 March .. ... ... 35811 4
101 11 2 Mary  ... ... ...  617 3
225 0 0 North ... ... ...  0 19  6
41 10 3 Pallas  . ... ...  22 3 8
8 11 4 Richmond  ... ...  20 11 0
25 0 0 Saltwater Creek  ro ad ... 737 14 10
7 1 8 Streets back of racecourse 131 15 4
47 10 3 Sussex street  ... ...  26 9 4
53 9 3 Tooley  ... ... 11,716 7
28 4 0 Tribune  ... ... ...  2 5 103  12  0 Walker  ... ...  6 0 9
55 5 0 Ululah Drain  ... ...  84 19 0
0 10 11 Wharf street  ... ...  2 1 6
Wilson  ... ...  19 6 33 10  0 Woodstock ..  0 19  0
47 10 0 „ Stock on Hand -  2,618 17 9
77 11  10 Metal Account  ... ...  239 9 9
700 0 0 Tile Account ... ... 128 8 1
30th June ,  1888- - 367 17 10
Queensland National Bank-
General Fund ,  Dr. ... 6,231 6 5
Racecourse Reserve, Dr ...  1,859 6 5
Gas Rate ,  Dr. .. ... 266 4 11
343 10 0 31st December, 1888-
581 7 4
Gas Rate , Cr. ... ... 44 19 1
Cash  on Hand-
General Fund  ... ...  40 2 2
Gas Rate Account ... 2 2 4
• 8,444 1 4
Fixed Deposits  at Q.N . Bank  ...  5,000 0 0
... £3,718 13 4  Total Expenditu re  ... ... 20,149 10 3
Examined and found corregt.
WHARTON B. JONES,  Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD , Auditorq.JAMES MARSDEN,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  MARYBOROUGH- continued.
WATERWORKS ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
To Water Rates- £ a. d. £ a, d.
1885  ... ... ... 1 7 C
1886 ... ... 6 13 0
1887 ... ... ... 83 8 0
1888  ... ... ... 4,066 19 9
-4,158  7 9
Sale of Water  ... ...  0 8 0
30th June, 1888-
„ Cash on Hand  ... ... ...  2 1 8
„ Q.N. Bank ,  Cr. ... ... ... 425 0 10
£4,585 18 3
EXPENDITURE.
By Waterworks Loan-  £  a. d. £ a. d.
Interest and Redemptionis Salaries- ... 1,380 18 6
Engineer in Charge  ...  150 0 0
Clerk of Works  ... ...  50 0 0
Town Clerk  ...  58 6 8
Assistant Clerk  ... ... 33 6 8
291 13 4is Sale of Water  ... ... 42 18 0
isPipes for Main across Marv-
borough Bridge  ... ... ...  447 10 6
isStand Pipe  ... ... ...  42 0 6isWatering  Streets  ... ... ...  1 0 0isRepairs  ... ... ... ...  207 18 5
„ Working Expenses  ... ...  178 6 1
Pipe Cleaning Account  ... ...  6 12 0
Keep of Horse  ... ... ...  13 1 5
is Firewood  ... ... ...  144 12 1
„ Extension of Mains  ...  395 11 8
Advertising ,  Printing, and
Stationery  ... ... ...  5 6 0
,, Insurance  ... ... ...  30 5 6
is Incidentals ... ... 2 4 0
is Travelling Expenses, &c... ... 93 10 0
31st December, 1888-
„ Cash on Hand  ... ... ... 7 10 8
is  Dishonoured  Cheque  ... ...  10 5 8
„ Q.N. Bank ,  Cr. Balance  ... ...  1,284 13 11
Examined and found correct.
£4,585 18 3
WHARTON  B. JONES ,  Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD, IAuditors.JAMES MARSDEN,
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
Liabilities.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
To Q.N. Bank-
General Fund  ... ...  1,874 7
Racecourse Reserve Ac-
6
Brought forward
To Government Loans-
Old Loan...
Special Loan ...
13 3 Special Loan, No. 2
Waterworks ...
count  ... ...  ... 1,934 5 9
3,808
£ a. d. £ a. d
... ... 3,808 18 3
... 8,140 8 3
...3,045 2 0
...7,000 0 0
44,732 18 10
-----
-62,918  9 1
ifBalance of  Assets  in excess
of Liabilities  ... ... ...  22,571 10 3
Carried  forward £3,808 13 3  1 Total Liabilities  ... ... £ 89,298 12 7
£ s, d. £
By Cash in Hand-Water Supply ... ...  17 16 4
General  Fund  ... ...  40 2 2
Gas Rate Account ... 2 2 4
Q.N. Bank-
Gas Rate Account ... ...
Water 8upp1 Account ...is Government Endowment... ...is Arrears of Rates-
Old General  ... ...  536 0
General, 1880 to 1887  ...  643 8
Cleansing, 1887  ... ...  24 12
Health ,  1886 and 1887 ... 44 4
Gas, 1879 to 1887 ... 83 6
Water ,  1882 to 1887 ...  174  1
Rates, 1888- -
General  ... ... ...  520 15
Gas ... ... ... 100 0
Health ... ... ... 92 7
Cleansing ... ... ... 106 12
Water  ... ... ...  474 8
60
44
1,284
4,327
1
76
4
7
8
-1,505
9
8
2
2
4
-1,294
isBridge Reserve  ... ... ...  6
„ Market Reserve  ...  ... ... 4isRacecourse Reserve,  Rent Account... 106is Custom House J tty ... ... 41is Market Reserve  .... ... ...  1,000
Racecourse Reserve  ... ...  1,883
„ New Town Hall Site ... 5,000
Stone Quarry ,  Graham 's Creek ... 60
Assets.
s. d. £ s. d.
B rought forward  ... ...  16,618 3 3
By Wharf Properties  ... ...  12,375 0 0is Town Hall  site  and Building  ...  3,313 12 4
„ Fittings in Town Hall  ...  ..  297 6 5
0 10 is New Stage and Scenery ,  Town Hall 160 0 0
19 1 „ Alignment of Town  ... ...  200 17 6
13 11 „ Drinking Fountains  ... ...  58 10 0
11 1 is Lamp Posts and Fittings ... ... 447 10 0
„ Maps of Municipality ... 129 10 6
Market Shed  ... ... ...  117 6 8
Marybo ro ugh Bridge  ... ...  50 14 7
„ Metal on Hand  ... ... ...  239 9 9
Tiles on Hand ... ... ... 128 8 1
isMarybo rough Baths  ... ...  225 0 0isNew Punt Account  ... ...  900 10 0
13 9 „ Surveyor ' s Instruments ... ... 20 16 0
is Telephones ... ... ... 24 6 0
is Tools, Working Plant ... ... 49 0 11
is Pound and Sale Yards ,  Fencing ... 53 9 3
Fixed Deposits at Q.N .  Bank ... 5,000 0 0
Marybo ro ugh Waterworks ... 42,345 15 3
4 1 „ Working Plant  ... .. ..  72 18 0
0 0 „ Plant Account  ... ...  27 12 0
10 0 „ buildings  ... ... ... ...  89 10 0
5 0 is Pipe Cleaners , &c.... ... 65 8 9
1 2 isExtensions .. ... ... ...  5,492 12 4
0 0 isOakey Creek Bridge  ... ...  305 14 0
4 4 isMain across Marybo rough Bridge... 447 10 6
0 0 „ Stand Pipe ... ... ... ... 42 0 6
0 0
Carried forward  ... ... £ 16,618 3 3
Examined and found correct.
Total Assets ... ... £89,298 12 7
WHARTON B. JONES, Town Clerk.
JOHN WOODWARD , IAuditors.JAMES MARSDEN,
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Date .  Contractor.
E. Meredith ... ...
J. Hunter
J. St. Ledger ... .
Hewitt and Halvey
G. Wilcox ...
W. Pommerening ...
2 July M. Daly
2 July M. Daly ...
17 July H. Barnett ...
17 July G.  Caldwell ...
14 Aug .  D. Kenna ...
14 Aug .  H. Barnett ...
14 Aug .  P. Heath ...
14 Aug .  M. Daly ...
15 Aug . G. F. White ..
28 Aug .  James Hewitt
28 Aug .  J. Hunter ...
11 Sept .  D. Kenna ...
11 Sept .  M. Hogan ...
11 Sept .  J.  Halvey  . .
26 Sept .  8. Bunnington
25 Sept. W. Pomme re ning
25 Sept. G. Wilcox ...
16 Oct. W. Stocker ...
16 Oct. G. Wilcox ...
16 Oct .  H. Macklin ...
23 Oct .  M. Hogan ...
23 Oct .  4. Hunter ...
23 Oct.  James While ... ...
23 Oct.  James White ..
28 Oct .  Spencer ,  Carter, and
Gallagher
6 Nov.  James Halvey
6 Nov .  M. Hogan
4 Dec .  W. Pommerening ...
4 Dec .  P. Heath ..
4 Dec .  J. Halvey ... ...
18 Dec .  M. Hogan
18 Dec .  Mungomery and Co.
18 Dec .  C. Danziger ... ...
R. M. Hyne .
Ryan ,  Sullivan, Hal-
vey, Scheffler, and
Kelleher
MUNICIPALITY OF MARYBOROUG  Fi-continued.
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
Locality. Nature of Contract.
UNFINISHED CONTRACTS ON 30re JUNE, 1898.
Marybo ro ugh ...
John street ... ...
Ann str ee t
Saltwater Cre ek road
Racecourse road ...
March street ...
£3,654 3 0  £2,131 17 7  2 1,522 5 5
684
£  a. d. 1888.
30th Decem ber-
DIVISION OF TAMBO.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPEND I TURE of the TAMBO DIVISIONAL BOARD, from the 18TJANUARY,  1888 ,  to 31ST DECEMBER,  1888 ,  prepared  and published  in accordance with  "The Divi-
sional Board  Act,  1887."
REcmrPTs.
1888.
1st Januar -
To Balance  in Queensland National  Bank
Rates, No. 1
Endowment , No. 1 ... ... ...
Rates, No .  2 ... ... ... ...
Endowments ,  No. 2 ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
Paid.
£ a. d.
222 13 4
85 10 0191210
68 0 1
86 10 0
79 0 0
661 6 3
s. d. £ 8. d.
Balance.
B e. d.
34 17
34 17 2
. 935 8  5 By Audit  Fees  ... ... ...  4 4 0
... 129 14 2  „  Salaries  ... ... ... ...  283 6 8
...
3384
16  0
General Expenses  ... ...  43 7 5
330 18 1
... 384 7 0  „  Tambo  Town ,  No. 1 ... ... 131 3 2
Rations ,  No. 1 ... ... 22 9 6
Incidentals ,  No. 1 ... ... 22 19 0
Burr Cutting , No. 1 .. ... 48 0 0
„ Windeyer Road, No. 1... ... 62 3 11
„ Windeyer Dam, No. 2  ...  22 7 6
„ Incidentals , No. 2 ... ... 3 15 3
„ Rations ,  No. 2 ... ... 61 1 8
„ Alpha Road, No. 2 ... ... 116 18 6
Balance  Credit No. 1, Q. N.
Bank 33016 6
,. Fixed Deposit ,  Q. N. Bank  ...  300 0 0
„ Balance to  Credit No. 2 ... 111 0 6
„ Fixed Deposit  ... ... ...  400 0 0
£1,96313 7
286 15 7
204 2 11
630 16 6
511 0 6
£1,963 13 7
F. H. HYDE, Clerk. WM. M. IRVING,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined  all Books  of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Tambo ,  and the above Statement corresponds therewith.
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Balance of 20,000 Tiles
Forming ,  Pitching ,  and Metalling
Cutting Side-drains and Repairs
Cutting Side -drains
Forming, &x.
Channelling and Kerbing
596 3 5
Amount.
£ a. d.
257 10 6
85 10 0
19 12 10
68 0 1
86 10 0
79 0 0
CONTRACTS LET SINCE 1sT JULY, 1888.
Kent st re et  ... ...  Cutting Side-drains  ... ...  4 3 0 4 3 0
Pallas street  ... ..  Cutting Side -drains .. ... 1 6 8 1 6 8
Norway ,  Albert ,  Ann, Clearing  ... ... ... .. ...  6 17 8 6 17 8
and Tribune streets
Adelaide street  ...  Paving Footpath  ... ... ...  30 0 0 30 0 0
Sussex street  ...  Gravelling  ... ...
• • • • .
..
14
21  9
9
10
21 9
10
14 Alice Albert ,  Guava ,  Clearing  a. ... ... ...
and glary st reets
Alice street  .. ...  Gravelling Sidewalk  ... ...  22 3 0 22 3 0
Ferry Approaches  ...  Carting and supplying Metal 5 6 10 a 6 10
Alice street  ... ...  Forming ,  Pitching, and Metalling  ...  161 5 8 161 6 8
John st re et  ... ...  Metalling  ... .. ... ... ...  53 0 0 63 0 0
Saltwater Creek  ro ad forming and Metalling ... .. ... 371 14 10 371 14 10
Pallas street  ... ...  Repairing  ... ... ...  10 12 10  101210
March street  ... ...  Kerbing and Channelling  ...  67 4 0 67 4 0
Wilson st re et . . Clearing and Draining  .. ...  12 15 0 12 15 0
Island road  ... ...  Clearing and Stumping 5 11 0 5 11 0
Ellena st re et  ...  Kerbing and Channelling 21 19 6 21 19 6
Kent street  ... ...  Clearing and Stumping  ...  10 9 0 10 9 0
Ululah Drain  .. ...  Filling in  ... ... ...  8 2 0 8 2 0
Island  ro ad ... .. Clearing and Stumping  ... ..  18 12 1 18 12 1
Pound Yards  ...  Fencing  ... ... ... ...  50 3 3 50 3 3
Tooley street  ...  Forming and Metalling  ... ... ...  92 0 6 92 0 6
Fort st re et  ... ...  Forming and Metalling  ... ... ...  70 0 0 70 0 0
Albert street .. ..  Kerbing and Channelling  ... ...  10 10 0
1306 1160 00
Alice  street  .. ...  Kerbing and Channelling  ..  28 12 0 28 12 0
Marybo ro ugh  ...  Su plying and Sawing Hardwood 36 16 0 36 6 
Blocks
Fort lane  ..  Forming  . .. .. ... ..  15 17 1 15 17 1
Richmond street  ...  Gravelling Sidewalk  ... ... ...  16 15 0 I ... 16 15 0
John street  ..  Kerbing and Channelling  ... ...  69 18 10 ... 69 18 10
saltwater Creek  ro ad Forming and Metalling 60 15 5  ...  60 15 5
Lennox street  ...  Forming ,  Pitching, Metalling ,  and 500 0 0  ...  500 0 0
Blinding
Adelaide st re et  ...  Cutting ,  Forming ,  Filling ,  Draining ,  800 0 0  ...  800 0 0
and Building Brick Culvert
Marybo ro ugh  ..  Water Cart  .. ... ...  37 0 0  ...  37 0 0
Churchill street ... Forming and Gravel ling Sidewalk  ...  2 19 0 2 19 0
Marybo ro ugh  ...  Timber  ... .. ... .. ..  166 10 4 166 10 4
Marybo ro ugh  ...  Cleaning Channels  ... ... ...  263 8 2 253 8 2
WHARTON B. JONES,  Town Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
JOHN WOODWARD, Auditors.JAMES  MARSDEN,
1438.
ALFRE D  GIBBS, Auditors.HARRY C. GOFFAGE, I
21s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF COOKTOWN.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY Of COOSTOwN for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To Storage  . ... ...
Town Hall Rent ... ...
General Rates ... ...
1)og Licenses  ... ... ...
Goat Licenses ...
River Frontage Rent ...
Cab Licenses  ... ... ...
Rent of Baths ... ...
Rent of Wells ... ...
Dray Licenses ... ...
Miscellaneous Revenue ...
Gove rn ment Endowment ...
Botanical Reserve Grant ...
Botanical Reserve Rent
Receipt on Leased A llotment
Wharfage ...
Balance due Q .N. Bank, as
per Pass Book ...
Add Cheques Noe. 1726,
1763, 1769,  and 1771, not
presented  ... ... ...
£357 10 4
16 3 0
£  s. d.  1888.
30th June-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
49 4 2 By Balance due Q.N. Bank, as per
40 1 0 last Statement  ... ... ...
631 1 0 31st December-
0 3 0 By Wages-
1 2 0 Hill street  .. ... ...  22 10 0
127 9 0 Charlotte street ... ... 86 16 0
1 15 0 Furneaux street 3 12 0
4 3 4 Annan Road  ... .. ...  30 0 0
20 0 0 Howard street... ... .. 32 18 0
4 1 0 Palmer Road  ... ... ...  3 0 0
12 10 1  G reen street . 26 16 0
613 2 10 Two -Mile, Palmer Road to
100 0 0 Annan Road 53 8 0
13 7 6 Walker street  ... ... ...  18 6 0
2 0 0 Hogg street  ... ... ...  242 1 0
1,389 10 11 Foreman of Works  ... ...  78 0 0
- 373 13 4
Horse Feed Account  ... ... ...
Town Hall Expenses  Account-
Insurance  ... ... ...  18 18 0
Lampware ,  Repairs ,  Clean-
ing, Lighting, &c.... ... 15 14 3
Government  License ... ...  2 0 0
£3,383 4 2
Street  Lamp Expenses  Account ... 3 6
Botanic Reserve Expenses  Account
Wages  ... ... ... ...  43 5 6
Timber and Cartage for Band
Shade Seats, &c. ... ... 12 14 0
„
„
Petty Cash Account, Tele-
grams,  &c.  ... ... ... ...
Salaries  Account-
Town Clerk  ... ... ...  137 10 0
Inspector of Nuisances 59 4 2
Rate Collector (Commission) 47 12 8
General Works Expenses  Account-
Wages  ... ... ... ...  9 4 0
T. Pascoe ,  on account Con-
tract for Kerbin  ...  12 0 0
Tim be r, Repairs , &c. ... 10 18 0
1,089 7 11
597 7 0
55 19
7 0 0
214 6 10
27 16 8
36 12 3
„
32 2 0
Printing ,  Advertising, and
Stationery Account-
Independent,  Printing by
Tender, Advertising , &c. 22 3 0
Courier,  ditto ditto ... 17 2 0
Government Printer ,  Adver-
tisements, &c. .. .. 8 5 6
Watson ,  Ferguson ,  and Co.,
R. Smith ,  G. Weiss, R. R.
Tongue ,  C. Wakeford, J.
V. Penno, for Account
Books, Stationery , &c. ... 12 7 6
59 18 0
Town Hall Account - Repairs
to Porch , &c. .. ..
Horse  and Dray Account-
Wharves Expenses  Account-
Commission to Whar finger ... 150 18 1
Repairs  ... ... .. ...  14 4 4
Lampware ,  Kerosene ,  Clean-
ing, Lighting , &c.... ... 21 3 8
Repairs  ... ... ... ... 1 15 6
Baths Account - Repairs  ... ...  20 0 0
Arrears on Gove rn ment Loan  ...  267 14 10
General Expenses Account-
Plans of Levels , &c.... ... 50 9 6
Catering  ... ... 1 4 0
Disposal of Dead Animals  ...  10 12 0
Buggy Hire  .. ... ...  2 15 0
Bell-ringing ,  Sundries , &c.... 13 10 5
- 78 10 11
„ Auditors '  Fees Account  ... ...  16 16 0
Law Expenses  ... ... ... ...  5 5 6
Interest  on Overdraft, Q.N.
Bank  .. ... .. ...
Payment on Government Loans
to 30th June, 1888-
40 Years '  Loan - Interest  ...  82 9 7
Ditto-Redemption  ...  53 8 10
Wharves Loan - Interest  ...  117 16 5
Ditto-Redemption  ...  109 4 0
Wharf Loan No. 2-Interest 41 17 0
Ditto-Redemption  ...  87 13 0
Railway Wharf Loan ,  Interest 75 4 0
Ditto - Redemption  ...  45 10 0
3 9 2
33 4 2
613 2 10
„ Working Plant  Account  ... ...  3 3 0
186 6 1
£3,383 4 2
RATES MADE DURING THE HALF-YEAR.
Nil.
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MUNICIPALITY OF  COOKTOWN- continued.
CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO.
1. With J .  V. Chataway to make Council Valuation,  M.
2. With  Richard Cross to Break 1,000 Yards Metal, £168 15s.
3. With Edward Lee, gardener ,  Botanic Reserve ,  for 12 months, £125.
4. With P .  C. Fuller to Repair Baths  (amount paid ), £50 10s.
5. With Pascoe and Collins to B re ak 1,000 Yards Kerbing Stone at lid .  per foot.
6. With Pascoe and Collins to Construct Culvert in Hill street at 25s .  per foot.
7. With S .  Cochrane to Break 1,000 Yards Metal at 3s. 10d. per yard.
8. With E .  Woodward to leased Baths for 12 months,  M.
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December-  £ a. d.
To Due on Old Loan  (40 years )  8,524 19 4
., Interest  to 31st December,
1888 ... ... ... ... 216
Liquidation to 31st Decem-
ber, 1888 ... ... ... 53
AssE rs.
1888.
£ a. d. 31st December-
By Rates in Arrears .. ...
7 0
8 10
- 8,794 15
9
5
„ Due on Wharf Loan  ..  4,603 9
„ Interest  to 31st December,
1888 ... ... .. ... 117 16
Liquidation to 31st Decem-
ber, 1888  ... ... ...  109 4 0
,, Due on Wharf Loan No. 2 1,498 14 6 4,830 10
Interest to 31st December,
1888 ...
Liquidation to 31st Decem-
41 17 0
£ a. d. £ a. d.
ber, 1888  ... ... ...  87 13 0
Due on Railway Wharf Loan 2,962 7 5
1,628 4 6
rest to 31st December,
75 4 0
Liquidation to 31st Decem-ber, 1888  ... ... ...  45 10 0
3,083 1 5
„ Overdraft  on Q.N .  Bank  ... ... ...  373 13 4
Balance of Rents Received on Leased
Allotments in excess of Rates Due at time
of sale ... ... ... ... ... ...  93 7 1
673
£18,803 11 8
M. A. LYONS,  Town Clerk.
Examined with the Account Books and Vouchers of the Municipality and found correct.
W. R. HUMPHRYS , Auditors.
B. E. EMANUEL,
Examined and passed by the Municipal Council,  Cooktown,  on Thursday,  the 14th February, 1889.
JOHN DAVIS ,  Mayor.
80s.
IPSWICH FIRE BRIGADE BOARD.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the  YEAR  ending 31st  JANUARY, 1889.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st February-
To Balance  in Bank brought
forward  . ... ...
Arrears  from Insurance
Companies for last year...
Contributions--
„
„
Ipswich Municipality ... 75
Government  ... ..  75
Insurance Companies ... 75
Donations ...
To Balance ,  Overdraft from
Bank .. . ... ...
„ Endowment on Rates, 1st Moiety, 1888
Wharf Office  ... ... ... ... ...
„ Stables
Horses and Dray  ... ... ...
„ Baths  ... ... ... ... .. .
Weights and Measures ... ...
„  Town Hall  ... ... ... ...
Working Plant
Office Furniture
Wharves, Amount of Purchase ...
Railway Wharf  ... .. ...
No. 2 Wharf ,  Extension Expenses
„ Balance  ... ... ... ...
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Rent 20 16 0B .. ..y
68 6 11 „ Office Furniture  ... ...  1 10 0
12 10
2
2
0
„Gas  ... ... ...  0 6 5
Secretary's Salary, Board
£ a. d.
65 16 0
623 14 3
60 0 0
50 17 9
64 11 4
390 18 6
93 12 6
2,264 9 9
132 16 0
60 0 0
5,821 4 6
3.094 9 9
2,140 9 4
3,940 12 0
£18,803 11 8
22 12 5
2 0 and  B rigade  ... ...  24 0 0
2 0 „ Auditor ' s Fee ... 1 1 0
2 0 „ Petty Expenses ,  Receipts,
225 6 0  and Postages  ... ...  3 12 11
- 11 7 6 28 13 11
Stationery ,  Printing, and12 18 5 Advertising ... ... ... ... 7 1 9
Uniforms and Requisites  ... ...  75 19 6
New Reel ,  Lamps, Torches ,  and Appli-
ances  .. ... ...  49 13 6
New Hose, Fittings ,  Couplings , &c., &c. 26 9 4
Repairs to Station Plant ,  Painting , &c. 16 15 5
„ Drill Practice ,  Cleaning , &c., &c. ... 42 15 0
Fires, Alarms, Conveyancing ,  and Repairs 60 8 0
£330 8 10
Ipswich ,  31st January, 1889.
J. KENNEDY DONALD, Secretary.
Audited and found correct.
687
£330 8 10
PETER BROWN,  Chairman.
W. FIELD ,  Auditor.
18s. *a.
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SCHEDULE A.
ANNUAL ABSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE
` SOCIETY on the 31st  day of DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES.
£
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere than in Queensland at
date of last Annual Report ... 25,362,087
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st De-
cember, 1887, deducting the
amount assured during the year
ending on that date ... ... 3,355,965
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued in  Queensland during the
past year  (1887) ... ... ... 504,181
Total Contingent Liabilities £29,222,233
All other  Liabilities-
Net Liability under Assurance
Endowment and Annuity Con-
tract e,  participating and non-
participating ,  at 31st Decem-
ber, 1887, the date of last
annual valuation  ... ...  6,853 ,920
Claims  admitted or announced,
but not paid, at 31st Deceni-
ber, 1887 ... ... ... 91,987
Annuities due ... ... ... 72
Outstanding Accounts ... ... 9,515
Total Liabilities ... £6,955,496
AUSTRALIAN MUTUAL PROVIDENT
ASSETS.
a. d. £  s. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland  Government Deben-
0  0 tures ... ... ... ...
Other Government Securities ...
192,540 0 0
Nil
Mortgages  ... ... ... 343,149 5 8
Loans on the Company' s Policies
Loans upon Personal Security ...
140,668 2 9
Nil
0  0 House Property ... ... ... 85,265 14 10
Other Investments not specified 381 17 2
Outstanding  Interest 244 6 10
0 0 Outstanding  eremiums ... ...
Cash-
10,500 13 2
0 0 On deposit ... ...
In hand  and on  current
21,500 0 0
account  ... ... ...
Other Assets-
4,987 1 8
Office  Furniture ... ...
Agents'  Balances
816 8 0
Nil
£800,053 10 1
12 0 Assets  elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at
date of last Annual Report ... 6,769,768 16 4
13 11
13 7
13 6
13 0
i
Total Assets ... ... £ 7,569,822 6 5
Amount of Contingent  Liabilities  at date of last annual examination was £29 ,222,233 of Assur-
ances and Endowments ,  together  with £4,071, 171 of Bonus  Additions,  and £12 ,103 of Annuities.
Amount estimated  to be  required to reinsure the same , £ 6,853,920 12s.*
*  NOTE -This Sum is the estimated net liability under all the Society 's po licies ,  assuming the H- (5) Table
with H°' net premiums for assurances of five years and upwards in force ,  the H 'n  Table for assurances of less than
five years in force, tha Peerage  Table for  endowments ,  and the  Government  Experience Table for annuities, with
4 per cent .  throughout ,  except for non-participating endowments, for which 5 per cent. was assumed.
BRISBANE  TO WIT,-
I, Ernest Hervey Webb, of Queen street, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, Resident
Secretary of The Australian Mutual Provident Society, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the
above writing is ,  and contains ,  to the best of my knowledge ,  information ,  and belief ,  a general and
true Statement of the Liabilities and Assets of the said Society up to the thirty-first day of December,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, as exhibited and set forth in the last Annual Report of the
said Scciety ; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
ERNEST H. WEBB,
Resident Secretary.
Declared and subscribed this twentieth day of March, 1889,  before me.
707 C.  M. FOSTER, J.P.
CARPENTARIA DIVISIONAL BOARD.
29s. 6d.
STATEMENT of the lt$cEIPTS and E%P,,NDITURE of the CARPENTARIA DIVISIONAL BOARD, from the18T JULY to the 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
30th June- £ a d. 31st  December- £ a. d.
To Q.N.  Bank ,  Balance ... ... ... 512 11 6 By Printing  and Stationery 0 6 6
„ Rates ,  General  ... ... ... ... 188 4 0 „ Plant Account .. ... ... ... 52 15 0
„ Discount  Account ... ... ... 4 2 0  „ Salaries  Account ... ... ... 50 0 0
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Advertising ... ... ... ... 4 11 0
Implement Account ... ... ... 1 1 0
Auditing Account ... 10 10 0
Interest Account ... ... ... 0 2 6
Exchange  Account ... ... ... 0 6 0
„ Donors Hill road ... ... 220 15 7
Cemetery  road  ... ... ... ... 165 16 11
roadCloncurr 17 5 0...y
Burketown  road
...
...
...
...
"'
... 55 13 4
Q.N. Bank, Balance ... ... ... 120 14 8
£704 17 6 £704 17 6
S
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CARPENTARIA DIVISIONAL  BOARD-continued.
STATEMENT of LIABILITIES and ASSETS  for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
1888. 1888.
31st December- £ s. d. 31st December- £ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... 575 5 5 By Office Furniture ... ... 20 0 0
„ Tool House ... ... ... ... 14 17 0
„ Plant ... ... ... ... ... 90 5 9
„ Advance Account ... ... ... 25 0 0
Implement Account ... ... ... 5 0 0
„ General Rates-Arrears, £343 9s.
Estimated to bring ... ... ... 299 8 0
Q.N. Bank, Balance in Hand ... 120 14 8
£575 5 5 £575 5 5
JOHN J. LEECH, Clerk. HENRY THOMAS, Chairman.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Carpentaria Divisional Board, from the
1st July to the 31st December, 1888, and find this Statement in accordance therewith.
T. P. WINNING, Auditors.HARRY E. CATT,
658 24s.
DIVISION OF DAINTREE.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD Of DAINTREE, from 1ST JULYto 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
30th June- £ s. d.
To Balance ... ... ... ... ... 725 16 11
,, Government Grant, Tinfield road ... 250 0 0
31st December-
To Rates ... ...
„ Balance to  Debit of Daintree Divisional
Board with the Queensland National
421 4 0
Bank, Cooktown ... ... ... 84 15
£1,481 16 0 I
„
„
„
„
21st January, 1889.
Audited  and found correct.
EXPENDITURE.
31st December-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Petty Cash ... ... ... 2 0 0
Salary Clerk ... ... ... 50 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... 14 18 6
Returning Officer ... ... 3 3 0
Incidental Expenses ... ... 5 17 0
Valuation ... ... 20 0 0
Law Expenses ... ... ... 13 8 0
Auditors ... ... ... 4 4 0
Survey Fees .. 5 17 10
Insurance, Divisional
Board's Hall ... ... ... 2 10 0
Refund Rates ... ... ... 0 9 0
Ferry ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
Maytown road ... ... 6 0 0
Bloomfield road to Tin-
fields ... ... ... 374 16 11
Annan road .. 144 14 6
Cameron's Creek Bridge 107 7 4
Trevethan Creek Bridge 101 0 3
Melvor road ., ... 144 8 4
Byerstown road... ... 104 2 9
Endeavour road ... ... 371 8 7
Cash in Hand
1,353 18 8
1,481 6 0
0 10 0
£1,481 16 0
B. B. WILTSHIRE, j Auditors.JOHN BAIRD,
ALEX. McNICKLE, Chairman.
STATEMENT  OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE DAINTREE DIVISIONAL BOARD, 1ST JANUARY, 1889.
ASSET&
£ s. d.
By Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 97 9 4
„ Plant Account .. .. ... ... 244 18 6
„ Divisional Board's Hall... ... ... 504) 0 0
Rates in Arrears ... ... ... ...  63 0 6
£905 8 4
21st January, 1889.
701
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
To Queensland National Bank ... ... 84 15 1
„ Loan Account ... ... ... ... 200 5 0
Balance ... ... ... ... ... 620 8 3
£905 8 4
Audited and  found correct.  B. B. WILTSHIRE, IAuditors.JOHN BAIRD,
ALEX. McNICKLE, Chairman
28s.
126
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BOROUGH OF NORMANTON.
S TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the BOROU GH OF NOBMANTON, from 30TH JUNE,1888,  to 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
1888 d.
31 t D b .£  s. d.  1888.  £ s.1 lJs ecem er-
To Rates-General ,,,
y-st u
829 8 6 By Overdraft, Q.N. Bank  ... ... ...  807 18 6
„ Rent Account - Punt and Ferry
Att tit F
457 13 0 31st December-
80 B 8 0ones a ees  ... ... ...
Rent Account - Wharf No 3
1 1 y Rent Account-School of Arts  ... ...
15 0 0 Returning Officer 's  Expenses 4 4 0. ...No. 7 „3 15 0  „  Printing and Stationery  ... ... ...  28 6 3
Endowment Account ... ... 554 9 10  „  General Expenses 4 14 6
Wharfage Dues  ... ... ... 875 1 0  „  Office Expenses  ... ... ... ...  10 17 3
„ Rent Account - Wharf Sheds ... 15 12 0 „ Petty Cash  ... ... ... ... ...  25 0 0
Registration Fees-Dogs ... ... 1 0 6 „ Brodie street  ... ... ... ... ...  5 0 099 Goats 4 10 0 „ Salaries Account ... ... ... ... 194 16 7
„ Licenses- Carriages 3 12 0  „  Ferry Expenses  ... ... ... ...  28 7 6it Carriers' ... 6 12 0 „ Exchange Account  ... ... ... ...  0 12 2
Drivers ' ... ... 0 17 6 „ Advertising  ... ... ... ... ...  45 16 6
Shooting Gallery ... 1 1 0 „ Wharf Improvements  ,.. ... ...  473 5 2
Discount Account ... ... 3 4 11  „  Nuisance Account . .. ... ... ...  20 18 0
Rent Account - Tram Line 5 01 0 „ Borck street  ... ... ... ...  18 1 0
„ Wharf Sites ,  Nos. 5 and 6 34 16 6  „  Wharf Expenses  ... ... ...  108 4 9
Q.N. Bank, Overdraft  ... ... ...  1,269 0 7 „ Implement Account  ... ... ...  2 4 0
Thompson street  ... ... ... ...  24 5 0
„ Matilda street  ... ... ... ...  8 5 0
„ Public Wells  ... ... ... ... ...  91 11 5
Municipal Chambers ... ... 1 7 0
„ Punt Approach ... ... ... ... 55 0 6
Auditing Account  ... ... ... ...  10 10 0
„ Interest Account  ... ... ... ...  40 13 0
Water Works Survey  ... ... ...  1 12 0
Little Green street  ... ... ... ...  2 10 0
Surface Drainage  ... ... ... ...  29 3 3
Lake street  ... ... ... ... ...  5 10 0
Brown street  ... ... ... ...  5 0 0
Tree Planting ... ... ... ... ...  35 12 0
„ Insurance Account  ... ... ... ...  23 6 0
„ Plant Account  ... ... ...  21 15 6
„ Wharf No.  2 ... ... ... ... ... 1,421 3 0
Ferry Steps  ... ... ... ... ...  0 5 4
„ Water Supply ,  Public ... ... ... 1 12 1
J. Kennedy Brown  ... ... ...  11 13 3
„ Ellis street  ... ... ... ... ...  126 16 0
„ Henrietta street  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
„ Woodward street  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
„ Green street  ... .. ... ... ...  0 10 0
Sundry streets  ... ... ...  1 0 0
„ Landsborough street  ... ... ...  143 1 6
Colless street  ... ... ... ... ...  20 10 0
Little Brown street  ... ... ...  9 0 0
oel street  . ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
„ Balonne street ... ... ... ... 7 5 0
Dutton street ... ... ... ... ...  7 10 1
Hannam street ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
Reade street  ... ... ... ... ..  10 0 0
Lagoon Improvement  ... ... ...  171 5 0
Sundry streets  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
Palmer street ... ... ... ... ...  4 10 3
£4,081 15 4 £4,08115 4
STATEMENT of LIABILITIES and ASSETS,  HALF -YEAR ending 31st DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
1888.
ASSETS.
1888.
31st December-  £ s. d. 31st December-  £ s. d,
To Q.N.  Bank, Overdraft  ... ... ...  1,269 0 7
,, Balance ... ... ... ... ...  2,721 211 By Arrears of Rates for Years 1886, 1887,and 1888, together  £249 18s. 2d.,
estimated to realise  ... ... ...  180 0 0
„ First Half -Year Moiety of Government
Endowment on Rates collected in 1888 875 12 6
„ T. W. Robinson 's Rent of Punt and Ferry
month ending 31st Decem be r  ...  76 5 6
„ Burns, Philp, and Co.,  Rent of Wharf-
Sheds to 31st December .. 6 15 0
„ Carpentaria Divisional Board, Rent due
for use of Municipal Chambers to 31st
December ... ... ... ... ... 9 10 0
„ Wharf Improvements  ... ... ...  200 0 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 49 0 0
„ Implement Account  ... ... ...  10 0 0
Municipal Chambers ... ... ... 51 6 10
Property Account  ... ... ... ...  77 3 7
„ Punt  ... ... ... ... ... ...  586 11 6
Wharf ,  No. 1... ... ... ... ... 384 1 0
„ Plant  ... .. ... ... ...  51 1 4
„ Wharf and Sheds ,  No. 2 ... ... ... 1,421 3 0
,, J. K. Brown ... ... ... ... ...  11 13 3
£3,990 3 6 £3,990 3 6
Examined and found correct.
THOS. H. COOPER, Auditors.
FRED. HEDGELONG,
Allowed  and adopted  by the  Municipal Council of Normanton  this the eleventh day of February,
1889.
Jou  J. LEECH, Town Clerk.  MAJOR COLI ,ESS, Mayor.
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BOROUGH OF  NORMANTON- continued.
STATEMENT  Of CONTRACTS entered into by the MUNICIPALITY of NOBMANTON,  from  18T JULY, 1888, to
Date.
31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Name .  Nature of Contract .  Amount. Paid.
27th August ... J. C. Clements
22nd October ... D. A. Menzies
4th November J. C. Clements
19th November J. Vaskass ...
JOHN J. LEECH, Town Clerk.
657
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Erecting Fence around Wharf Sites No. 1 and 5, 171 0 0 171 0 0
36 rods at per rod £4 15s.
Erecting Two Culverts - one in Landsborough 162 0 0 162 0 0
street, and one in Ellis street, each, £81
For Extending  Wharf No.  2 20 feet further into 300 0 0
river
Erecting  Office Accommodation for Customs  103 0 0 103 0 0
Officer and  Wharf Clerk,  and removing and
enlarging Old Bonded Store
MAJOR COLLESS, Mayor.
THOS. H. COOPER, Auditors.
FRED. HEDGELONG,
64s.
DIVISION OF BOULIA.STATEMENT of R CEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL BOARD of BOULIA.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To Rates  Received-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
„ Government  Advance
£ a. d  1888.
31st December-100 7 0 By Contingencies-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
154 16 6 Salary Account ... ... ... 64 0 0
50 0 0 Audit Expenses ... ... ... 3 4 6
Rent of Office .. .. 4 6, 8
Advertising, Stationery and General
Expenses  ... ... ... ... 13 4 7
Postage and Petty Cash ... ... 3 11 0
Exchange Account ... ... ... 1 18 11
„ Balance . .. ... ... ... ... 214 17 10
£305 3  6 £305 3 6
Boulia, 11th January, 1889.
H. G. DBUITT-BROOXS, Clerk. JOHN D. WIENHOLT,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have  examined  all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Boulia, and that the  above Statement corresponds  therewith.
GEO. WINTON, Auditors.
JOHN LEE,
682 14s.
DIVISION OF AYE..
S
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  AYE DIVISIONAL BOARD, from the 18T
JULY, 1888 ,  to 31ST DECEMBER,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Section 233 of  "The
Divisional Boards  Act  of 1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
lot July-
To Advance  on Endowment made by
Government  ... ... ... ...
„ General Rates .. ...
Compensation for Burning Bridge ...
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December- £ s. d.
By Salaries  .. ... ... ... 116 13 4
500 0 0 „ Furniture for Office ... ... ... 10 0 0
322 13. 0 „ General Expenditure  ... ... ...  53 8 0
15 0 0 „ Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
Plant, &c. ... ... ... ... 10 19 5
Wages ... ... ... ... 179 7 0
„ Balance in Q.N. Bank ... ... ...  457 5 3
£837 13 0 £837 13 0
ROBERT STACEY,  Clerk . A. C. MACMILLAN,  Acting Chairman.
Board's Office, Ayr,
13th  February, 1889.
We, the  undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all  Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional  Board of  Ayr, and that the above  Statement corresponds  therewith.
698
J. G. SMITH, Auditors.H. GORDON PATERSON,
14s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Enoch Reynolds, formerly of Kelvin Grove,
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, saddler,
but now of Hemmant, in said Colony, (of no
occupation,) by the said Enoch Reynolds.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Enoch Reynolds
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Enoch Reynolds, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-eighth day of March, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Enoch Reynolds shall, on
the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
II. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Percy Hudson, of Granville street, South Bris-
bane, in the  Colony of Queensland,  carpenter,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Percy Hudson
be and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent , and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Percy Hudson, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Fourth day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said  Percy Hudson shall, on the Second day of
April, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate  a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twentieth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
ROBERT  W EST  KING SFORD,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Richardson, of Cairns, in the Colony
of Queensland, accountant, by himself.
U
PON  the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Charles Richardson
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles Richardson, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Second day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Charles Richardson shall,
on the First day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities. of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
E. A. MILFORD,
Insolvent ' s Solicitor,
Cairns.
By L. F.  BERNAYS,
Brisbane.
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY..
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry George Russell Phipps, of Brisbane,
gentleman, by himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Henry George
Russell Phipps be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Henry George Russell Phipps,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Principal Registrar ,  Supreme Court, Bris-
bane, on the Twenty-seventh day of March, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Henry George Russell
Phipps shall, on the Twenty-fifth day of March,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate a full ,  true, and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Daniel Kingsland, of Fortitude Valley, Bris-
bane, horsedealer , by Alfred  Burnie Bell, of
Brisbane ,  auctioneer.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Daniel
Kingsland, having been given,  it is  ordered that the
said Daniel Kingsland be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Daniel Kingsland, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar, Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Second
day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Daniel Kingsland shall, on the First day of
April, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of
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every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as  known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HAMILTON  AND HAMILTON,
Deputy Registrar.
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
and Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Solicitors for Petitioner.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Nikolai Johansen ,  of the Nebo road ,  Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper, by
the said Nikolai Johansen.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Nikolai Johansen be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Mr.
John Love Blood -Smyth be Official Trustee of his
Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Nikolai Johansen ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty -seventh day of March ,  1889, at
Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Nikolai Johansen shall,
on the Twenty -sixth day of March ,  1889, at
Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
S. B. WRIG IIT,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Mackay.
By his Agents-
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
Bowen.
Acting  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mr. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Robert North Bell, of Cloncurry, grazier, by
the said Robert  North Bell.
U PON  the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said Robert North
Bell be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that Mr. John Love Blood-Smyth be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Robert North Bell, for the election of
a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Thirtieth day of • March,
1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Robert North
Bell shall, on the Twenty -ninth day of March,
1889, at Bowen, deliver to the  Trustee in this
Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  veri fied
on oath, of his debts and  liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twelfth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Acting  Registrar.
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Bowen,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Black, of Townsville,  commission
agent, by the said William Black.
U
PUN the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that the said William Black
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,  and that
Mr. John Love Blood-Smyth,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further  ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors  of the said
William Black, for the election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-sixth day of March,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said William  Black shall, on the
Twenty-fifth day of March,  1889 ,  at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a full,
true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities  of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to  meet
his engagements.
Given under  the Seal  of the Court, this twelfth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Acting Registrar.
EDWIN NORRIs AND SON,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Townsville.
By their Agent-
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Solicitor, Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of a Special Resolution  for Liquida-
tion by  Arrangement  of the Affairs of John
Cummings  Burnett ,  of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of  Queensland ,  baker.JOHN POOLE McLEISH, of Toowoomba
aforesaid ,  merchant ,  has been appointed
Trustee of  the property of the Debtor.
All persons  having in their possession any of the
effects of  the Debtor  must  deliver  them to the
Trustee,  and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to  the Trustee.
Creditors  who have not  yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs  of debts to  the Trustee.
Dated this  sixteenth day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
JAMES  MURRAY,
Toowoomba.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
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Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  John  Parker ,  of Charters  Towers,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  an Insolvent.
ROBERT ABRAHAM, of Townsville, ac-
countant , has been appointed  Trustee of the
property of the Jnsolvent.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects  of the Insolvent  must deliver  them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the  Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Townsville.
By ROBERTS  AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
709
Registrar.
6s.
1108
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
,n the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Samuel
Wells, of Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland, plumber.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough, in theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
JAS. M .  STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
By his Agents-
Principal Registrar.
LILLEY AND O ' SULLIVAN,
Solicitors,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
675 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Heinrich Ahlbrand, of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, store-
keeper.ROBERT JONES, ofMaryborough, in theColony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eleventh day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Principal Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane.
Agents for-
JAS. M.  STAFFORD,
Maryborough.
676 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Thomas  Binnie  and Thomas Fleett
Black, trading as " T. Black and Company,"
of Croydon, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeepers, Insolvents.
(j ENRY MURRAY THORN, of Normanton,
it accountant, has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of  the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
-680
Deputy Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Weber, of Yeulba, store-
keeper, in the Colony of Queensland, an
Insolvent.
]PREDERIC HORWOOD, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this nineteenth day of March, 1889.
671
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE  (in Chambers).
In the Matter of Charles Fisher Cripps, of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, doctor
of medicine, an Insolvent.
WEDNESDAY,  THE TWENTIETH  DAY OF MARCH, 1889.UPON hearing thesolicitor for Robert Reynold-son Dawbarn, the Trustee of the above
Estate , and upon reading the note of motion filed
herein, the Court doth order and declare that the
insolvency of the said Charles Fisher Cripps has
closed, and doth hereby fix the Fifteenth Say of
April, 1889, for the Trustee to apply for  his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court this twenty-
second day of March, A.D. 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
W. H. OSBORNE,
Trustee's Solicitor,
Brisbane.
724
Deputy  Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE'  C KI EF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Patrick  K illeen ,  of Clermont, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  draper, an Insolvent.
WEDNESDAY, THE TWENTIETH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.UPON hearing the solicitor for RobertReynoldson Dawbarn, the Trustee of the
above Estate, and upon reading the note of motion
filed herein, the Court  doth  order and declare that
the insolvency of the said Patrick Killeen has closed,
and doth hereby fix the Fifteenth day of April,
1889 ,  for the Trustee to apply for his release.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
By the Court,
W. H. OSBORNE,
Trustee's Solicitor,
Brisbane.
723 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Miller Drysdale, of
Ipswich, insolvent.
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
above Estate, and all Creditors who have not
proved their debts by the Twenty-eighth day of
March, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, 1889.
689
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
1109
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Heinrich Christian Wolff, of
Beenleigh ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  sugar-
pplanter ,  an Insolvent.
( N the twenty -first day of March, 1889, a
lJ Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Heinrich Christian Wol ff, of Beenleigh, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  sugar -planter ,  who was
adjudicated insolvent on the tenth day of October,
1884.
Dated this twenty-second day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the Insolvent.
716
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Enoch Reynolds, formerly of Kelvin Grove, Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, saddler,
but now of Hemmant, in said Colony, (of no
occupation,) was adjudged insolvent on the
twentieth day of March, 1889.THE First Meeting of Creditors will be held atthe Principal Registry, Brisbane, on the
Twenty-eighth day of March, 1889, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Until the election of a Trustee, all persons having
in their possession any of the effects of the Insolvent
must deliver them, and all debts due to the Insolvent
must  be paid, to Mr. James Boyne Hall, the Official
Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors must forward their proofs of debt to
the Official Trustee.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
692
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
Henry George  Russe ll  Phipps, of Brisbane ,  gentle-
man, ad judged insolvent on the fifteenth da
of Marc, 1889.THE First  Meeting of Creditors will be held atthe  Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court  Hcuse, William street, Brisbane, on the
Twenty-seventh day of March,  1889, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Until  the election of a Trustee,  all  person
having in their possession any of the effects of the
Insolvent must deliver them, and all debts due to
the Insolvent must be paid, to James Boyne Hall ,
Esquire, the Official Trustee in the Estate.
Creditors must forward their proofs of debt to
the Official Trustee.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Insolvent.
706 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of George Hall and William Hall,
trading together at Bowen ,  as saw -mill pro-
pprietors ,  under the style or firm of " G. and
W. Hall," Insolvents.
ON the fifteenth day of March, A.D. 1889, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
George Hall and William Hall ,  of Bowen, saw-
mill proprietors ,  who were adjudicated insolvent
on the twenty-eighth day of July, 1886.
718
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Acting  Registrar.
5s.
In'the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry De Burgh, of Bowen,
labourer ,  an Insolvent.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, Court House, Townsville, on
the Eleventh day of April,  1889, at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of March, A.D. 1889.
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
ROBERTS  AND LEU,
Insolvent ' s Solicitors,
Townsville.
Agents-
Acting Registrar.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors, Bowen.
721 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of D'Olphus De Burgh, of Bowen,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take lace before the
Police Magistrate, Court House, Townsville, on the
Eleventh day of April, 1839,  at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of March, 1889.
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
ROBERTS AND LEU,
Insolvent's Solicitors,
Townsville.
Agents-
Acting Registrar.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Bowen.
720 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Francis Witham, of
Townsville,  baker and confectioner,  an Insol-
vent.
ON the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889, atEleven o'clock in the forenoon, Thomas
Francis Witham, of Townsville,  baker and con-
fectioner,  adjudicated insolvent on the third day of
May, 1886, will apply to the Supreme Court, at
Bowen ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
ROBERTS AND LEU,
Insolvent's Solicitors,
Townsville.
By their Agents-
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Solicitors , Bowen.
719 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of James Smith ,  of South Brisbane,
in Liquidation.
1
THE Creditors of the abovenamed James Smith
who have not already proved their debts are
required ,  on or before the  Twenty-sixth day of
March, to send their  names  and addresses, and the
particulars of their debts or claims ,  to me, the
undersigned ,  Frederic Norwood ,  of Brisbane, the
Trustee under the Liquidation,  or in  default
thereof they will be excluded from the benefit of
the Dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this nineteenth day of March, 1889.
690
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Assigned Estate of Peter Bell, of Bulimba.A LDIVIDEND (First), of 5s. in he £,  has beendeclared in this Estate,  and is now payabl
at our Office, Queen street, on all  allowed claims.
KING AND KING,
Queen street, 21st March, 1889.
Assignees.
681 3s.
1110
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Checkley Mills, Stanley
Bruce  K ennard ,  and William  Joseph Joyce,
trading together as graziers ,  at Marnhull, near
Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland, under the
style or firm of " Mills and Co.," insolvent.
O
N the Seventeenth day of April, 1889. at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, James Checklev
Mills, one of the abovenamed Insolvents, adjudi-
cated insolvent  on the fourth day of March, 1887,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland,
at Brisbane ,  for a  Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
MACPHERSON, MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Lutwyche Chambers,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said James Checkley Mills.
677 Gs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick William Huntley, of
Brisbane ,  insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
above Estate, and all Creditors who have not
proved their debts by the Twenty-eighth day of
March, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, 1889.
691
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Gilbert, of Hughenden,
late publican, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
16s. 1*d .  in the £ ,  is now payable on pre-
ferential claims only ,  at my Offices ,  in Brodie street,
Hughenden.
J. V. SUTER,
Trustee.
Hughenden, 12th March, 1889.
665 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Courtenay Charles Boyle, of
Hughenden ,  commission agent, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, at the rate of
6s. 1*d. in the £, is now payable at my
Offices, in Brodie street, Hughenden, upon debts
proved.
J. V. SUTER,
Trustee.
Hughenden ,  12th March, 1889.
664 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Henry Brading, formerly of
Kendal, Westmoreland, England, but late of
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony of Queensland,
builder, deceased.
" J OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
N  tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Richard Henry Brading,
deceased , ma be granted to Mary Brading, of
Brisbane, widow, the sole Executrix in the said
Will named.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, A.D. 1889.
703
A. G. UNMACK,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Mary Brading.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James McKenna, late
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land, baker, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the
Supreme Court of Queensland, that Letters of
Administration of all the land, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed James
McKenna, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Norah McKenna, of Charters Towers
aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated the fourteenth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Proctors for the said Norah McKenna,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
700 6s. 3d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Chasley Towell,
late of Latrobe terrace, Paddington ,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  teacher ,  deceased,
intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the lands ,  goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed John Chasley
Towell ,  deceased ,  who died intestate ,  may be granted
to Margaret Towell ,  of Latrobe terrace, Padding-
ton, Brisbane aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this twenty -first day of March,
A.D. 1889.
WILSON, WILSON, AND BROWN,
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Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the Applicant.
6s.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Garvey, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland,  licensed vic-
tualler, deceased.N' OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be  made  to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Garvey, deceased, may be
granted to John McHugh, of Toowoomba afore-
said ,  butcher ,  the sole Executor named in the said
Will.
Dated the twentieth day of March, A.D. 1889.
685
JAMES MURRAY,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Ruthven  street, Toowoomba.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Louis Wittgenstein, late of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentleman,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the said Louis Wittgenstein, deceased, may be
granted to Louise Wittgenstein, the sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1889.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
708
Proctors for the Executrix,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of John Bishop, late of Dunwich,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  fr eeholder,
deceased,  intestate.
OTICE  is hereby  given, that, after the expi1 -N  ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands of the abovenamed John
Bishop ,  deceased ,  may be granted  to Mary Ann
Bishop ,  of South Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane  the twenty -first day of
March, A.D. 1'x89.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said  M. A. Bishop,
695
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Francis Helvetius  Hobler,  late of
Westwood ,  near Rockhampton ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
1
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen  days from the  date of the
publication  hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable  Court  that Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed Francis Helvetius  Hobler,
deceased ,  may be granted to Jessie  Ann Hobler,
the sole Executrix named  in the said Will.
Dated this thirty-first  day of January ,  A.D. 1889.
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Quay street ,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
By his Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Proctors ,  Brisbane.
694 5s.
In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Keong, late of Nanango, in the
Colony of Queensland,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Keong,  deceased ,  may be  granted
to Harry  Bright ,  of Nanango aforesaid ,  and Sarah
Ann Bright ,  of  Nanango  aforesaid ,  spinster,
Executor and Executrix named in  the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich this  twentieth day of March,
A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CARDEW,
Proctors for the said Executor and Executrix,
710
Ipswich and Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert  Scott,  late of Kelvin Grove,
near Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland,
stonemason ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that, after the  expira-tion  of fourteen  days from  the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed  Robert Scott ,  deceased, may begranted to Mary Scott,  of Kelvin Grove,  near Bris-
bane aforesaid ,  the lawful widow of  the said
deceased ,  and the Executrix and one of the intro-
mittors named in  the said Will, John  James Scott,
the Executor and other sole intromittor therein also
named ,  having duly  renounced his right to Probate
thereof.
Dated this  twenty-first day of March ,  A.D.  1889
EDW-tRD JOSEPH CORBETT,
711
Proctor for the said Mary Scott,
Australian Chambers,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s. 6d..
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Archibald  Ferguson ,  of Mackay, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
ss, ' OTICE is hereby  given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof ,  application w ill be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the  abovenamed  Archibald  Ferguson,
deceased, may be granted to  Mary Jane  Ferguson,
of Byerwen Station, near Bowen ,  in the said
Colony, the widow of the  said deceased ,  and sole
Executrix named  in the said Will.
Dated  at Bowen  this  fourteenth day of March,
1889.
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Proctors  for the said Mary Jane  Ferguson,
717
Herbert street ,  Bowen.
6s.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  March, 1889.
JOHN M.  MCINTYRE v.  JOHN  BRowN.
To all Persons  Concerned.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  has
been issued  upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiff in the above  action ,  and that all
Defendant 's equity  of redemption ,  right, title,
and interest  (if any) of, in ,  and to  all that
peice or parcel of land situated in  the county of
Stanley,  parish  of Warner ,  containing by ad-
measurement 3 acres 1  rood  2 perches ,  more or
less, being portion 255, and being all the land
described in Deed of  Grant  No. 30808, volume
268, folio 68,  which  said land is  subject to the
following  Bill of Mortgage ,  being  Mortgage No.
200068, registered  4th March ,  1889, from John
Brown to Andrew Henderson Lapraik ,  principal
sum secured  £50, repayable 25th January, 1891,
will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel. George  street,
Brisbane , on TUESDAY, the Thirtieth day of
April next ,  at Twelve o'clock Noon,  unless,, this
Execution is previousic satisfied.
725
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Alfred Selvy Hallett, late of
Georgetown  ;  Arthur Hepburn ,  late of Burke-
town ;  Jemmy Ah Shue ,  late of Mount Oscar
Station ;  Detlef Meier, late of Maytown; Mary
Moran ,  late of Currawillinghi  ;  Richard
Power ,  late of Charters Towers ; and Thomas
Smythe, late of Warwick.PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy  Act of  1877,"all persons  having any  Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
the Twenty -third day of May next, or in default
they will  be  ' peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1889.
G. H. N EWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
688 6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Stephen Egan ,  deceased.PURSUANT to the provisions of the fifth sectionof  " The Trustees and Incapacitated Persons
Act of  1867 ,"  notice is hereby given ,  that all Credi-
tors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Stephen Egan, late
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper ,  deceased ,  who died at Charters Towers
aforesaid on the third day of January ,  1889, and
whose Will was duly proved by Francis William
127
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Beattie ,  of Charters Towers aforesaid ,  bank mana-
ger, and Patrick Hehir, of Victoria Downs Station,
near Charters Towers aforesaid, grazier (the Execu-
tors named in the said Will), in the Supreme Court
of Queensland, on the twenty-seventh day of
February, 1889, are hereby required to send, in
writing, the particulars of their claims or demands
to the undersigned, Marsland and Marsland, the
solicitors of the said Executors, at their Offices,
situate in Gill street, in Charters Towers aforesaid,
on or before the Sixth day of May, 1889. And
notice is hereby also given, that at the expiration of
the last-mentioned date the said Francis William
Beattie and Patrick Hehir will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said Stephen Egan, deceased,
among the parties entitled thereto, having regard
to the claims of which the said Francis William
Beattie and Patrick Hehir shall have then had
notice, and that the said Francis William Beattie
and Patrick Hehir will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose claims the said Francis William Beattie and
Patrick Hehir shall not have had notice at the
time of the distribution.
Dated the twelfth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Kent' s Buildings,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
659 lie.
In the Matter of The Dreghorn  Gold- Mining
Company, Limited.
I*4
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Elevepth day of April ,  1889 ,  to send
their names and addresses ,  and the particulars of
their debts or claims ,  and the names and ad-
dresses of their solicitors ,  if any ,  to Joe Millican,
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
mining agent ,  the Liquidator of the said Company,
and if so required ,  by notice in writing by the said
Liquidator ,  are, by their solicitors ,  to come in and
prove their said debts or claims at such time and
place as shall be specified in such notice, or in
default thereof  they  will be excluded from the
benefit of any distribution made before such debts
are proved.
Dated the fifteenth day of March, 1889.
J. MILLICAN,
MABSLAND AND MABSLAND,
Solicitors  to Liquidators,
Liquidator.
Charters Towers.
693 7s.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Lady Rose Extended
Gold-Mining Company, Limited, in Liquida-
tion.
A T a Special General Meeting ofthe Share-holders of The Lady Rose Extended Gold-
Mining Company, Limited, held at the Office of
the Company, on Thursday, 14th March, 1889, Mr.
D. Trail in the chair, it was moved by Mr. F.
Achilles, seconded by Mr. F. H. Wilson, and carried
unanimously,-
That it has been proved to the satisfaction of
the members present at this meeting that
the Company, cannot, by reason of its
li abilities ,  continue its business ,  and that
it is  advisable to wind-up the Company
voluntarily."
It was moved  by Mr. F. Achilles, seconded by
Mr. G. F . White,  and carried  unanimously,-
That Mr. John Purser be appointed Liqui-
dator."
DAVID TRAIL,
Chairman.
JOHN Pvnsax,
Secretary.
Maary orough,  15th March, 1889.
7s.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Mount Warner
Gold-Mining Company, Limited, in Liqui-
dation.
THE UNDERSIGNED, Thomas Francis
I Groom, the Liquidator of the abovenamed
Company, hereby  make  a First Liquidation Call
of Threepence (3d.) per Share upon all the con-
tributories of the above Company, payable to me,
at my Office, at the Brisbane 'tock Exchange,
Queen street, on or before MONDAY, the 8th of
April, 1889.
Dated at Brisbane this twentieth day of March,
1889.
705
T. F. GROOM,
Liquidator.
4s. 6d.
In the Matter of  " The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of  "The Mininq Companies
Act of  1886"  and in  the Matter of The Queens-
land Smelting  Company, Limited.
A T a General Meeting of the Queensland Smelt-
ing Company, Limited, held at the Company's
Office,  Macrossan street, Ravenswood ,  on the 28th
February, 1889, the subjoined Special Resolutions
were passed ,  viz.:-
Resolved,-
"That owing to the want of finances, and the
inability of the Company to procure
the sale of shares, for increased capital,
the Company be wound-up, and go into
voluntary liquidation."
" That Peter Aisbett, of Ravenswood, auc-
tioneer, be and he is hereby appointed
Liquidator, and that the remuneration of
the Liquidator be £7 10s.  per cent. on
all assets  realised."
JOHN ENGLISH,
Chairman.
PETER AiSBETr,
Secretary.
660 6s.
LADY MARY GOLD-MINING COMPANY,
BOONOO BOONOO.AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of theShareholders in the above Company, held at
the Company's Registered Office, Ruthven street,
Toowoomba, 9th March, 1889, it was unanimously
resolved that the Company be voluntarily wound.
up, and that  Messrs.  J. W. Boys and R. Falkiner
be Joint Liquidators.
All Accounts  against the  said Company to be
forwarded to either the Liquidators or the Com-
R
ny's Solicitors,  Messrs . Hamilton and Hamilton,
owoomba, on or before 15th April, 1889.
713
J. W. BOYS, Joint
R. FALKINER, ILiquidators
4s. 6d.
THIS is to certify that Iintend to apply to the
Paroo Divisional Board for permission to
Erect a Licensed Gate across the stock route on the
western side of the Warrego, between Selection IV.
and the leased portion of Bowra, such gate to be in
accordance with  " The Divisional Boards Act of
1887."
WICKHAM STACEY.
Cunnamulla, 11th March, 1889.
669 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.I hereby give notice that I intend to apply to the
Kolan Divisional Board for permission to Erect
One Licensed Gate on the Main Road leading from
the Burnett River to Gin Gin where the said road
passes through my Conditional Purchase No. 14,
parish of Gin Gin ,  county of Bowen, said gate to
be in accordance with clause 166 of  "The Divisional
Boards Act  of  1887."
VEITCH MURRAY.
666 4s. 6d.
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NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.AT a Meeting of the Boulia Marsupial Board,held on the sixth day of March, 1889,  a Rate
of One Shilling was ordered to be levied, in accord-
ance with section ten  " Marsupial Destruction Act
of 1881."
SIDNEY W. DONNER,
Chairman.
Boulia, 6th March, 1889.
683 3s.
NOTICE TO POUNDKEEPERS.
X
.'
REWARD.-Lost, Bay Gelding, H2S near
shoulder , star , snip, white hind feet ; also,
Bay Gelding , OH3 near shoulder, 0 near neck,
star . Apply D. Misaingham, Charters Towers ;
G. Crompton, Mackay; or G. Hess, Suttor Creek
Station.
686 3s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto existing between Horatio John
Hodges and James Walton, as timber  merchants
and saw -millers, at Laidley, has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent. The business will
be continued by the said Horatio John Hodges,
who will receive all debts due to and owing by the
said firm.
Dated this first day of March, 1889.
H. J. HODGES.
JAMES WALTON.
Witnets-
J. PIcxAnD.
672 4s.
THE Partnership Business heretofore carried on
at Woolloongabba, by the undersigned, under
the style of " S. C. Kennedy and Co.," produce
merchants, has this day been Dissolved by mutual
consent . The business will in future be carried on
by Thomas Kennedy and James Cummins Kennedy,
under the style of "Kennedy Brothers," who will
be responsible for all debts contracted by the late
firm, and are hereby empowered to collect all
debts owing to the same.
Dated at Brisbane this fifteenth day of March,
A.D. 1889.
THOMAS KENNEDY.
S. C. KENNEDY.
Witness to the  above Signatures-
ROBT .  MCGILL,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE,  AND McNAB,
Solicitors,  Brisbane.
678 6s.
N OW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William  street, Brisbane , A SYNOP-
SI8 OF THE QUEENSLAND FLORA,  containing both
the Phaenogamous  and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified  Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,
Genera,and  Vernacular Names. By Fredk. M anson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 1s.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,
1s. 10d. to Engtaud and the Australian Colonies,
2s. Sd.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pamphlet form , at the Govern.
ment Printing  Office-
" The  Stamp Duties  Act of  1866,"
" The Stamped  Transfer Act of  1972," and
•` The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act  of  1876."
Together  with the  Regulation a thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
1N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187t ,"  together with  " General Rules in Insol,
vency. "  Super-royal8vo. Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKE EPERS and others are requestedwhen describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered " and other brands, by placing
the words "Registered Brand" after the description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N
OW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1888.
ON SALE at the  Government Printing  Office,
William street ,  Brisbane :-
" Divisional Boards  Acts,  being  the Acts  relating
to Local Government  outside the  Boundaries of
Municipa li ties ," with an Introduction,  Notes, and
Index , by John Woolcock,  Barrister -at-Law.
Demy octavo , 400 pages.
Linen bound ,  5s. 6d. ; paper covers ,  5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony  9d. extra, outside
the Colony 1s. 6d.  extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The Govs $ NMBNT PRINT) R acknowledges  the receipt
of the  following amounts:-
1889.  £ s. d.
March  19.-Marsland and Marsland  ...  1 11 6
19.-Bank North Queensland ... 2 4 &19.-J. B. Smythe ... ... ... 0 1 6
19.-J. Savage... ... ... ... 0 2 6
19.-E. Broad ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
„ 19.-James  McGovern ... ... 0 2 0
11.-J. V. Suter ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 19.-V. Murray ... ... ... 0 4 6
19.-J. G. Morgan ... ... ... 0 1 0
19.-W. Martin ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 19.-W. H. Carter ... ... ... 0 5 0
„ 19.-Charters Towers Herald  ... 0 1 0
19.-W. Stacey ... ... ... 0 6 0
19.-W. Dawson ... ... 0 4 0
„ 19.-C. Appleton ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 19.-P. Aisbett ... ... ... 0 1 0
„  20.-W. Tatham ... ... ... 0 5 0
20.-Cooktown Municipality ... 4 0 0
„ 21.-N. McDonald ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-W. C. Crompton... ... ... 0 5 021.-P. Fleming ... ... ... 0 3 0
12.-J. Murray ... ... ... 0 5 6
21.-Maryborough Municipality ... 7 3 0
21.-Boulia Divisional Board ... 0 14 0
21.-Boulia Marsupial Board ... 0 6 0
21.-Marsland  and Marsland ... 0 6 3
21.-Daintree Divisional Board ... 1 8 0
„ 21.-Beenleigh Divisional Board ... 0 14 0
„ 21. Bowen Observer ...  ... ... 0 0 7
21.-E. Broad... 0 1 0
„ 21.-Ayr Divisional  Board  ... ... 0 14 6
„ 21.-J. Talbot ... ... ... ...  0 8 0
21.- W. Cann ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-M. Palmer ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 21.-J. P. Peterson .. 0 2 0
22.-Paul , Boys, and Co. 0 5 0
22.-H. Lloyd... .. ... 0 3 0
„ 22.-Nerang Divisional  Board ... 0 17 6
22.-Royal Bank, Queensland ... 0 10 0
22.-E. M. Hurford ... ... ... 0 1 0
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JUST PUBLISHED.
« VE Justices Act of  1886," and  "The Of e`nders
1 Probation Act  of 1886," with as Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
!mponnbings.
4W Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertixe-
ments  of Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING  PEE ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be inserted  in  the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Esk ,  from enclosed lands ,  Rosehi ll,
by order  of J. Lewis ,  Esquire.
One bay horse, like 1MG (registered brand-blotched)
over blotch  near  shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
699
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
1s.
I MPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Tower HillStation, on the 8th March, 1889, by order of W. H.
L. Thornton, Esquire. Driving expenses, 6s. 8d.
One roan spotted bullock, ear-marked, cocked horns,
9WC (registered brand) near ribs.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
627 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m unenclosed ands,
Selection No. 73, on the 13th March, 1889, by order
of C. J. Palmer, Esquire. Driving expenses, 6d.
One grey mare, lame near fore leg, off hip hurt, like
collar-marked off neck, like H6Y or N6Y (registered
brand )'  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
696
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba , from the  Toowoomba
Commonage, on the 14th March , 1889, by order of
Mr. Francis Flanagan. Driving,  7 miles.
One white cow, 2J off rump, off ear marked.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
One bay horse, EM over BF6 near shoulder, hind fet-
lock white,  small star.
Also, from Drayton Commonage, on the 15th March,
1889, by order of Mr. F. Drew. Damages, IN ; driv-
ing, Is.
One roan bull, heart 4 heart off rump, S2Y over like
A2J off ribs.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
714 3s.
IMPOUNDED  at Barcaldine ,  from enclosed lands,
Saltern Creek ,  on the 15th March, 1889 ,  by order
of A. It.  Brown, Esquire .  Driving expenses ,  3s. per
head.
One chestnut gelding ,  like G near shoulder ,  k' over
off  shoulder ,  star ,  hind feet and off fore foot white,
bell on.
One grey gelding ,  like 58  off  shoulder , TD1 (registered
brand) near shoulder ,  blind near eye.
If not r. leasedi on or before the  16th  April, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
715
J. P. PETERSON,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Harrisville, from Somerford, on the
21st March, 1889. Driving, 4d. ; damages, £5.
One red and ahite bull, like ZA(O (registered brand)
off rump.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be  sold to .defray. expenses.
E. M. HURFORD, Poundkeeper.
722 is
IMPOUNDED at Cloncurry,  from Parkside,  by order
of A. Kennedy ,  Esquire.
One black or brown gelding, cob, 1'FL over 7 Toy
(registered brands) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
NEIL McDONALD, Poundkeeper.
674 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Arrilalah, from Maneroo Stati n, on
the 9th March, 1889, by order of William McMillan,
Esquire .  Driving  expenses , Is. 2d.
One red and white bullock, F C;3 (registered brand)
off ribs, 4 off cheek, piece out of bottom  near ear,
piece out of top off ear.
One dark -red bullock , DM 1 (registered brand) near
ribs, piece out of top and bottom  near ear.
If not  released  on or before the 16th April, 1889
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES McGOVERN, Poundkeeper.
663 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk,  from enclosed lands, Lower
Rosehill, by order of R. McDonald,  Esquire.
One light-brown horse, heart heart  3 off shoulder, EK1
over WS9 (registered brands)  near  shoulder, No.
9 on neck, white  face, near  hind foot white.
One chestnut  mare,  D4N near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
662 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Bowlee, on the 5th
March, 1889, by order of Mr. Crofton Moat.
Driving expenses, lOs.
One bay gelding , 9AY (registered  brand )  near shoul-
der, A2® (registered brand) over indistinct
registered brand  scar  scar Z off shoulder, like DZ3
(registered brand-numeral indistinct) over like
LL6 (registered brand) near thigh.
One bay gelding, slightly hollow-backed, RSJ (regis-
tered brand) over 34 near shoulder, bump on nose.
One flea-bitten grey gelding, like R blotch M (run
together )  near  shoulder , S'T'S over B2M (re gis-
tered brands) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
C. APPLETON, Poundkeeper.
661 3s.
I MPOUNDED at Richmond, from Saxby Downs, onthe 4th 111 arch, 1889, by order of R. Mark, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 12s. 6d.
One black mare, draught, star,  small  white off hind
foot, W2 B (registered brand) over 178 near
shoulder, collar-marked.
One bay gelding, star and snip, n over D4 near shoul-
der, 949 off shoulder, 5 ZD (registered brand) over
104 near thigh, saddle-marked.
One bay mare, star, hind feet white, 1U M (registered
brand) near shoulder, indistinct brand like C or
DO r''1 (registered braid) near thigh.
One grey' gelding, NY4 (registered brand) near shoul-
der, scum near eye.
Also, from Richmond Downs, on the 7th March, 1889,
by order of A. Crawford, Esquire.
One bay gelding, star, off hind foot white,  SME (regis-
tered brand) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 4th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
W. H. CARTER, Poundkeeper.
6C8 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo Station, on the
9th March, 1889, by order of A. H. Pegler,  Esquire.
Driving, 4s.
One chestnut gelding, blaze down face, saddle and
collar marked, bumble off hind foot, Sy(; (regis-
tered brand) over C and diamond  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 2nd April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
667 is.
Printed and Published  by JAMES  C.  BEAL.  Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
NOTICE,  is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alfred Don,  of Marrickville , Sydney,  in the Colony
of New South  Wales,  and John Sands ,  of Pyrmont,
Sydney aforesaid ,  for an invention for  " Improve-
ments in Apparatus  ( Operating by Means of a
Steam Jet and an Induced  Current of Air) for the
Prevention and Consumption of Smoke, and the
More Complete Combustion of Fuel in Steam Boiler
and Other Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is pro ved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention ,  it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent he granted for the said
invention to the said  Alfred Don  and John Sands,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Ward, of San Francisco, in the United
States of America, for an invention for "An
Improvement in Feed-Water Heater and Purer."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  William Ward,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
128
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the completeSpecification annexed thereto, received from John
Wildridge, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales,  engineer , for an invention for  "An Improved
Method of Sheathing Cast-iron and Steel Propeller
Blades to Protect them from the Corrosive Action
brought about by Revolution in Water."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date- of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such  invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said John Wildridge,  in accordance  with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
harks Act, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents,  &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from George
Louis Schneider, Albert Manvers, and Archimedes
Litherland Cunard, all of Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, for an invention for  " Improve-
ments in  Apparatus for Exhibiting  Illuminated
Advertisements."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the
said invention to the said George Louis Schneider,
Albert Manvers, and Archimedes Litherland
Cunard, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Patents, Design., and T ade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIA T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
S ecification annexed thereto ,  received from
Thomas Hancock, junior, of Ipswich, in the Colony
o14Queensland ,  for an invention for  "An ImprovedCo?ln Sheller and Husker."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this a1ertisement inthe  Queenskad
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Thomas Hancock, junior, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLARENEY,
Registrar f Patents, &c.
. Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Daniells Merton, of Cunningar Works,
Harden, in the Colony of New South Wales, mine
proprietor, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Ore Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Thomas Daniells Merton, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st  March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have cceptedan appl cation for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Bede  Magney, of Newcastle, in the Colony of New
South Wales, brewer, for an invention for  "A New
or Improved Attemperator for Wort, and Skimmer
and Cleanser for Wort and Other Bodies in a State
of Fermentation or Ebullition."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Bede Magney, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Aot,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office.
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have cceptedan appl cation  for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto, received from Charles
Coombs of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, butcher, for an invention for  "Improvements
in Rgfrigerators."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it io  proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Charles Coombs, in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received  from
Carl Haggenmacher, mill director, of Budapest, in
the Empire of Austria, for an invention for
"Improvements in Apparatus for Sifting and
Sorting Meal, Flour, and the Like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be -granted for the said
invention to the said Carl Haggenmacher, in
accordance  with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Andrew Lamberton, of Coatbridge, in the County
of Lanark, Scotland, for an invention for  "Improve-
ments in  Machinery or Apparatus for Grinding or
Pulverizing Substances."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Andrew Lamberton, in accordance with the
provisions of "  The Patents, Designs, and Marks
Trade Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that The Hydroleine Company, Limited, London, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,  1884 ," to register in Class 47,
in respect of Soap ,  Soap Powders ,  Detergents ,  and Other Preperations for Scouring  and Laundry
Purposes ,  a Trade Mark  of which the  fo llowing is a representation :-
1
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfac tion  that the applicants  are not  entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in  accordanea with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Bollington and
Nash, of Stanley street, South Brisbane,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884 ,"  to register  in Class 44,  in respect of Mineral
Waters, Ginger Beer, and Botanical Beverages, a
Trade Mark of which the following is a representa-
tion :-
Notice is hereby further given that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens.
land  Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.N'T OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application  for  a Patent ,  and the com lete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Ignatius Singer ,  analytical chemist, and Moritz
Wolff Jude ll, merchant ,  both of Gresham House,
Old Broad street, London, for an invention for
"Improvements in Apparatus for Cleaning Wool
and the Like Materials."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the appli cants are not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Ignatius Singer and Moritz Wolff Jude ll ,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority:  JAMES C. BEAD, Government  Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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SHIRE OF COORPAROO.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to approve of the
following  By-laws,  made by the Council of the
Shire of  Coorparoo.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
]BY-LAW No. 1.
REGULATING THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE COUNCIL AND
PRESERVING ORDER  AT CouNCIL  MEETINGS.
WHEREAS by the provisions of  "The Local Government Act
of  1878,"Part XIV.,  Councils of Municipalities areauthor-
ised to make By-laws for regulating the proceedings of
the Council ,  and preserving order at the Council meetings :
It has  been resolved by the Coorparoo Shire Council
that the fo ll owing sha ll be  the general rules regulating the
meetings and proceedings of the Council, in addition to
those already stated  in the said Act :-
Council to sit with open doors.
1. The business of the Council shall be conducted on
all ordinary occasions with open doors.
Commencement of business and adjournment.
2. The Council shall commence business as soon after
the time stated in the summons as there is a sufficient
num be r of mem be rs in attendance to constitute a
quorum  ;  but if at any meeting  the number  of councillors
authorised by  " The Local Government  Act  of  1878 "  to  exer-
cise  the powers vested in  the Council be not present, the
councillors present, or the majority of councillors present,
or any councillor if only one be present ,  or the shire clerk
if no counci llor  be  present ,  may adjourn such meeting to
any time not further distant than seven days from the
date of such meeting.
Election of chairman in absence  of president.
3. If at any meeting  of the Council the president be
absent, the councillors present shall, at the expiration of
fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding such
meeting, proceed to elect from among themselves a chair-
man for such meeting.
When a quorum not present.
4. At all  meetings of the Council when there is not a
quorum of the members present, in accordance with clause
136 of  " The Local Government Act of  1878," or when the
Council is counted out, such  circumstance , together with
the names of the members then present, shall be recorded
in the minute book.
Attendance book.
5. The councillors attending each meeting of the
Council shall sign their names in a book to be kept for
that purpose, from which  a list shall  be prepared of the
number of times each member has attended ,  and the same
shall  be  published at the end of each municipal year.
Confirmation of minutes.
6. The minutes of any preceding meeting not previously
confirmed sha ll , ex cept in case of  " special orders," pro -
vided for  in clause 138  of  "The Local Government Act of
1878, "  be read as the first business at all  meetings of the
Council in order to their confirmation  ;  and no discussion
shall be permitted thereupon ,  except as to their accuracy
as a record of the proceedings.
Order  of business.
7. At all meetings of the Council  (unless otherwise pro-
vided for by law) the following shall be the order of
business :-
Reading of correspondence ,  the presentation of petitions
by members of the Council, reception of tenders, the
reception of committee reports, business arising out of
the minutes of the previous meeting, consideration of
correspondence, petitions and tenders ,  consideration of
committee reports ,  miscellaneous business ,  consideration
of noti ces of motion, reception of noti ces of motion for
next meeting.
Petitions.
8. On the presentation of a petition no action sha ll  take
place thereon, and the only questions that shall be enter-
tained on the occasion of its presentation shall  be,  that
the petition be received ,  and, if necessary ,  that it be
referred to a committee.
Presentation of petitions.
9. Every petition must be presented by one of the
councillors, who shall be responsible that it is couched in
respectful language ,  and, as far as possible ,  make himself
acquainted with the subject thereof before presenting the
same ; and the nature and prayer of every such petition
shall be stated to the Council by the counci llor presenting
the same.
Presentation of reports.
10. No report of a committee shall be considered or
adopted on its presentation, but shall be laid on the
Council table for at  least  one week prior to being con-
sidered by the Council, but the  reports of the finance
committee may, if deemed necessary by the Council, be
adopted or amended, or otherwise acted upon at once by
the Council.
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Consideration of reports.
11. If ,  in a report of a committee , there  are distinct
recommendations ,  the sense of the Council may be taken
separately on each ,  and such report may be amended by
the Council in any manner they may think fit, or such
report may be referred back to the oosimittee for further
consideration.
Notice paper.
12. The orders of the day sha ll  include all matters
arising out of the proceedings of former meetings of the
Counc il ,  and any business which the president  may think
fit to bring under consideration.
Notices of motion ,  absence of mover.
13. In the absence of any councillor who has placed a
notice of motion on the paper ,  such notice  shall be
deferred till the next regular meeting  of the Council, or
any other councillor may take up and move the same ; if
not so moved ,  the notice shall lapse and be struck off the
paper accordingly.
Withdrawal of notices.
14. No motion ,  after being placed on the orders of the
day, shall be withdrawn without the permission of the
Council.
Business for special meeting.
15. The business paper for each special meeting shall
contain only such matters as shall have been specially
ordered by the president  to be considered.
Notice of  business to be given.
16. Except as herein provided ,  no business  shall be
entered upon unless notice shall have been given at a
previous meeting of the Council ,  and no business shall,
except as herein pro vided ,  be brought before the  Council,
unless notice of such business shall have been given to
each of the councillors by summons in the usual way.
How meetings  to  be convened.
17. The  president may call a meeting of the Council as
often as he shall think proper ,  by notice in writing,
delivered at, or sent  by post to,  the usual place of business
or abode of each councillor ,  two clear days at least previous
to such meeting ,  and if the president shall refuse  or delay
to call  any such meeting after receiving a requisition for
that purpose ,  signed by at least two councillors , they may
call a meeting of the Council by giving like notice as
aforesaid ,  signed by themselves ,  stating therein the
business proposed to be transacted.
ORDER OF  D EBATE.
Motions to be seconded.
18. No motion shall  be  debated unless and until it be
seconded.
Amendment may be moved.
19. When a motion in Council shall have been made
and seconded ,  any counci llor sha ll  be at  liberty  to move an
amendment thereon ,  but no such amendment shall be
debated unless and until it be seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
20. No motion or amendment sha ll  be debated until it
sha ll  have been reduced into writing.
Only one amendment at a time.
21. No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken
into consideration until the previous amendment shall
have  be en disposed of.
Further amendment may be moved on amended question.
22. If an amendment  be  carried, the question, as
amended thereby ,  shall become itself the question before
the Council ,  whereupon any further amendment upon
such question may be moved.
How subsequent amendments may be moved.
23. If any amendment ,  either upon an original question
or upon any question amended as aforesaid ,  shall be nega-
tived ,  then a further amendment  may be  moved to the
question to which such  first-mentioned amendment was
moved, and so on, provided that not more than one
question and one proposed amendment  thereof shall be
before the Council at any one time.
Motions for adjournment.
24. No discussion shall be permitted on any motion for
adjournment of the Council ; and if upon the question
being put on an such motion the same be negatived, the
subject then under consideration ,  or next on the business
paper ,  sha ll be  discussed  ;  and it shall not be competent
for any member to again move a motion for adjou rn ment
until half -an-hour shall  have elapsed from the period of
moving the one that has been negatived .  On resuming
any discussion which has  be en adjou rn ed ,  the mover of
such adjournment shall  be entitled ,  if he has not already
spoken on the subject under consideration ,  to speak first.
Duties of president as to correspondence.
25. The president shall have the same duty in reference
to letters addressed to the Council , before  directing the
same to be read ,  as by clause 9 of this By-law is imposed
upon councillors presenting petitions . The president
shall  direct as to the  order in which all  correspondence shall
be read  ;  and no letter addressed  to the Council shall be
presented or read by any counci llor. If the president be
absent ,  and sha ll  not have examined such letters addressed
to the Council ,  or given any directions as aforesaid, the
duties imposed by this clause shall devolve upon the
presiding councillor.
How petitions and letters  to the  Council are to be dealt with.
26. No motion shall, unless as herein provided, be per-
missible  on the presentation of a petition, or first reading
of a letter, except that the same be received and referred
to one of the permanent committees hereinafter men-
tioned ; or that it be received, and that its consideration
stand an order of the day for some future meeting.
Letters sent  not to be  discussed, but every letter may be
subject of motion.
27. No discussion shall be permitted in reference to any
letters which shall have been sent by the president or
shire clerk, and copies of which may have been read to
such Council; provided, however, that any notice of
motion  consistent  with good order may be entertained
with reference to any such letters whether read or not, or
with reference to any letters addressed to the Council
which the president or presiding councillor may not have
ordered to be read  as aforesaid.
Shire clerk to conduct correspondence.
28. The shire clerk, under the direction of the presi-
dent, shall conduct all correspondence on behalf of the
Council, and all papers and documents shall pass through
the shire clerk's hands.
Shire clerk to have charge of common seal and records.
29. The shire clerk shall have charge of the common
seal and all deeds, plans, books, records and papers of the
Council or relating to the property thereof, and the same
shall be kept in such place as the Council shall direct.
Limitation as to questions and statements.
30. No question or statement as to any matter under
the jurisdiction or within the official cognizance of the
Council requiring attention by the Council, or any of its
committees, or officers, shall be allowed to be put or made,
which is inconsistent with good order.
Notice to be given.
31. Sufficient notice of every question shall be given to
the president or presiding councillor expected to reply
thereto, to allow for the consideration of such reply, and
if necessary to refer to other persons or to documents,
and every such question shall be put categorically and
without any argument.
Rights  and objections  and subsequent motion received.
32. No discussion shall be permitted  as to  any reply to
such  questions, or refusal to reply thereto, or as to any
such statement at the time when such question is put, or
such reply, or refusal to reply is given, or such statement
is made :  provided, however, that nothing herein con-
tained shall prevent the taking of any objection as to any
such question  or statement  being out of order, or shall
prevent  the discussion after due notice as  hereinafter pro-
vided ,  of any matters  properl  arising  out of or relating
to any such question, or reply,  or refusal  to reply, or to
any such statement as aforesaid.
Mode of  addressing Council, &c.
33. Every  councillor  who shall  make or second any
motion,  or shall propose or second  any amendment, or
shall take part in any debate or  discussion , or shall put or
reply to any question,  or shall make  any statement, or
shall in any other way or for any other purpose address
observations to the Council, shall, while so doing, stand
up within the bar of the Council chamber (unless  he shall
be prevented from so doing by bodily infirmity), and shall
address himself to the president or other  chairman then
presiding,  and all  members of the Council shall on all
occasions when in such Council address and speak of each
other by their  official  designations ,  as president ,  chairman,
or councillor, as the case may be.
Speaker  not to be interrupted  if in order.
34. No councillor shall he interrupted  while  speaking,
unless  for the purpose  of calling  him to order  as herein-
after provided.
Limitation  as to number  of speeches.
35. Every mover  of an original  motion shall have a right
of general  reply to all observations which may have been
made in reference  to any motion ,  and to any  amendments
moved thereon, as well  as the  right to speak upon every
such amendment. Every councillor other than the mover
of such  original motion, shall have the right to speak once
upon such motion, and once upon every  amendment
thereon. No councillor shall speak oftener than once
upon any  question ,  nor for longer than ten minutes at any
one time  without the consent of the Council, unless the
president or chairman shall rule  that such councillor has
been misrepresented  or misunderstood ,  in which case he
shall be permitted to explain without adding any further
observations than may be necessary  for the purpose of
such explanation.
Mover and seconder.
36. A councillor  who has moved  any motion or amend-
ment  shall be considered to have spoken thereon ; but any
councillor who shall have seconded any such motion, or
amendment, without any further observation than that he
seconded the same, shall be at liberty to speak once on
every such motion or amendment.
Speaker not  to digress.
37. No councillor shall digress from the subject under
discussion ,  or make personal reflections on, nor impute
improper motives to, any other councillor.
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President to decide as to pre-audience.
38. If two or more councillors rise to speak at the same
time, the president or chairman shall decide which of
such councillors shall be first heard.
Councillor may require questions to  be stated, &c.,
under certain restrictions.
39. Any councillor may request the question or matter
under discussion to be read or stated for his information,
or may require the production of any records of the
Council bearing upon such question or matter which are
readily accessible. Provided, however, that no such
request or requisition shall be so made as to interrupt
any other councillor when speaking or materially to
interrupt the discussion. Provided also, that if such
request or requisition shall appear to the president or
chairman not to have been made  bond fide  it shall not be
complied with.
Q UESTIONS  OF ORDER.
President or chairman to decide points of order.
40. The president or chairman shall preserve order, and
his decision on disputed points of order or practice shall
be final, unless  questioned  as in the manner hereinafter
provided.
Acts of disorder.
41. Any councillor who shall  commit a breach of any
clause  of this part of the By-law, or who shall move, or
attempt to move any motion or amendment embodying
any matter as to which the Council has no legal jurisdic-
tion, or who shall in any other way raise or attempt to
raise any question, or shall address or attempt to address
the Council upon any subject which the said Council has
no legal right to entertain or to discuss, or who shall use
any other language which, according to the common usage
of gentlemen would be held disorderly, or who shall say or
do anything calculated to bring the Council into contempt,
shall be out of order.
President, &c., may call member to order.
42. The president or chairman may, without the inter-
vention of any other member of the Council, call any coun-
cillor to order whenever in the opinion of such president
or chairman  there shall be a necessity for so doing.
Any member may raise  question  of order.
43. Every councillor shall have the right of calling the
attention of the president or chairman to any motion,
amendment, statement, argument, or observation moved,
used, or made by any other councillor, which such first.
named councillor may consider out of order.
Mode of proceeding thereon.
44. A councillor called to order shall immediately take
his seat while  the question of order is being discussed,
unless specially  permitted to offer an explanation, retrac-
tion, or apology ; but on obtaining such special permission
such councillor may explain, retract, or apologise, for the
matter  or remark alleged to have been out of order, and
if such explanation, retraction, or apology be deemed
satisfactory no further  discussion  on the question of order
shall be permitted. If any councillor on being called to
order shall ask  such permission  to explain, retract, or
apologise as aforesaid ,  the president or chairman may, of his
own authority,  grant or refuse  such permission  as he may
think fit,  unless any  councillor  shall require  the sense of
the Council to be taken on this question. In such case it
shall be  the duty of the president or chairman to take the
sense of the  Council at  once,  and without discussion, as to
whether such  permission  shall be granted. And when
any such explanation , retraction, or apology shall have
been made , or offered by permission of the president
or chairman , the latter shall in  like manner  decide, or if
required  so to do, shall take the sense of the Council, as
to whether such explanation, retraction, or apology is
considered sufficient . If such permission be refused, or if
such explanation , retraction, or apology be considered
insufficient , the question of order shall be considered and
decided before any further business is proceeded with.
Provided that if the president or chairman shall have
decided the  question  of order before any councillor shall
have required  the sense  of the Council to be taken in
reference  thereto, such question of order shall not be
reopened. And provided fuirther, that nothing herein
contained shall be held to affect the right of such presi-
dent or chairman to decide finally, as hereinafter provided,
upon any such point of order after the same shall have
been discussed.
Decision of points of order.
45. The president or chairman, when called upon to
decide points of order or practice, shall state the provision,
rule, or practice which he shall deem applicable to the
case, without discussing or commenting upon the same.
Motions out of order to be rejected-Councillors to explain,
retract, or apologise.
46. Whenever it shall have been decided as aforesaid
that any motion, amendment, or other matter before the
Council is out of order, the same shall be rejected ; and
whenever anything said or done in Council by any coun-
cillor shall be decided to be out of order, such councillor
shall be called upon by the president or chairman to make
such explanation, retraction, or apology as the case may
require.
Penalties for persisting in disorderly conduct.
47. Any councillor who shall have been called to order,
and who, after having been twice directed to take  his seat
as aforesaid, shall refuse to do so, or who shall persist in
any line of conduct or argument, or in making observa-
tions, which shall have been decided as aforesaid to be
disorderly, or who shall refuse to  make  such explanation,
retraction, or apology as aforesaid, when required so to do,
or who shall be guilty of any other  act of disorder as
defined in section 41 of this By-law, and shall refuse to
make such explanation, retraction, or apology as the
majority of the councillors then present shall consider
satisfactory, shall be liable on conviction for the first
offence to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor
more than five pounds, and on a second conviction for
the like offence he shall be liable to a penalty  of not less
than one pound nor more than ten pounds, and on a
third or any subsequent conviction he shall be  liable to a
penalty of not less than two pounds  nor more than twenty
pounds.
Power of Council as to laying down general  rules, &e.
48. Any councillor who is dissatisfied with the decision
of the president or chairman on any such cAuegtion of order
or of practice may, by motion on notice respectfully
worded, invite the Council to lay down a different rule or
principle for the determination of any similar question of
order or practice which may thereafter  arise.  Any rule
or principle thus laid down shall be binding upon all
parties unless and until it be rescinded, but shall have no
retrospective operation. Provided, however, that nothing
herein shall be held to bind any president or chairman to
put any motion to the Council which,  in his  opinion, is
contrary to law.
M ODE OF  VOTING.
How questions are to be put.
49. The president or chairman shall put to the Council
all questions on which it shall be necessary that a vote be
taken, and shall declare the sense of the Council thereon ;
and the president or chairman shall be at liberty to put
any such question as often as may be necessary to enable
him to form and declare his opinion as to the opinion of
the majority.
Divisions.
50. Any councillor shall be at liberty to  call for a
division. In such case, the question shall first be put in
the affirmative, and then in the negative, and the council-
lors shall vote by show of hands, and the names and votes
of the councillors present shall be recorded. Any coun-
cillor who shall be present when a division is called for,
and not vote on such division, not being disabled by law
from so voting, shall be liable for every such offence to a
penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more than five
pounds.
PROTESTS.
Mode of protesting-Protest to be recorded,  but may under
certain circumstances be expunged.
51. Every councillor (the president included) may pro-
test against any resolution or vote of the Council ; notice
of the intention so to protest must, however, be given at
the meeting when such resolution is passed, or such vote is
arrived at, and the protest itself must be handed or sent
to the shire clerk not later than seven days after such
notice. The shire clerk shall enter every such protest in
the minute book, but if in the opinion of the Council it be
inconsistent with the truth, or disrespectfully worded, it
may (by resolution on notice) be ordered to be expunged.
In such case, the expunction shall be made by drawing
horizontal lines in ink through the entry of such protest,
with a reference in the margin to the resolution ordering
such expunction.
COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE COUNCIL.
Order of debate, &c.
52. The Council may, for the consideration of any
matter, resolve itself into a committee of the whole. All
the clauses of this By-law shall, as far as applicable, be
extended to and govern all debates in committee of the
whole.
Repo; is of proceedings  in committee.
53. All reports of proceedings in committee of the
whole Council shall be made to the Council by the chair-
man of such committee, and a report of such proceedings
shall be made in every case, except when it  is found on
counting the number of members during the sitting of any
such committee that there is not a quorum present ; in such
case, the proceedings in committee  shall  be considered to
have lapsed. Provided that in making any such report as
aforesaid it shall not be necessary to report any such
proceedings  in cxtenso,  but only to state the result,
general effect, or substance of such proceedings.
How reports are to be dealt with.
54. All such reports of proceedings  in committee shall
be recorded in the minute book, but no such report shall
be considered as adopted by the Council until  a motion
shall have been made and passed for such adoption.
CALLS OF THE COUNCIL.
How call of the Council may be ordered.
55. A call of the Council may be ordered  by any  resolu-
tion of which due notice shall have been given, for the
consideration of any motion or matter of business before
the Council.
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Such call compulsory in certain  cases.
56. There shall ,  without any special order to that effect,
be a call of the Council for the consideration of every
motion which may be made under clause 48 of this By-
law, and of every motion for the rescission of any resolu-
tion ,  order ,  or decision of the Council.
Mode of proceeding.
57. The call shall  be  made immediately before the
motion or business for which such call has been ordered,
or is required to be made by the last preceding clause,
shall be moved or considered .  Such call shall  be  made as
follows : The shire clerk shall call the names of all the
councillors in their alpha be tical order,  each councillor
present shall answer to his name so called ,  and if any
councillors are absent a record shall be made of such
absence, but if leave of absence to any councillor shall
have been previously granted, or if such an excuse in
writing shall have been forwarded to the president or shire
clerk as a majority of the Council then present shall
consider satisfactory ,  such absent councillor shall stand
excused ,  and a record shall be made of such excuse and
of the reason for the same.
Penalty for absence without legal excuse.
58. Any councillor who having had notice of such call
of the Council shall not answer to his name as aforesaid,
or who  be ing absent sha ll  not be legally excused as afore-
said ,  or who if absent and not so excused shall fail to
show that by reason of extreme illness or any other suffi-
cient cause he has been unable to send an excuse in writ-
ing as aforesaid ,  or who, having answered to his name as
aforesaid ,  sha ll  not  be  present when a vote is taken on the
motion or business as to which such call  has  been made
as aforesaid,  shall for every such offence be liable to a
penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more than five
pounds. Provided that if the consideration of every such
motion or matter of business be adjourned to a future day,
there shall be further call on the resumption of such con-
sideration ,  and the provisions herein as to penalties for
absence shall have reference to such further call. And
if there be more than one adjournment this proviso shall
be taken to extend to the resumption of the consideration
of such motion or matter of business after every such
adjournment.
OCCASIONAL AND STANDING COMMITTEES.
Standing committees.
59. There shall be three standing committees ,  each con-
sisting of three councillors , viz. :-A  finance committee,
a works committee ,  and a legislative committee. These
committees shall be re-appointed every year, at the first
meeting of the Council which shall be holden after the
election of the president.
Legislative committee.
60. The legislative committee shall prepare for the
consideration of the Council drafts of all such By-laws as
may be required for the government of the Shire ;
they shall also watch over the administration of the By-
laws ,  and of any Statute of which the operation may be
extended to the Shire ,  and shall take such steps as
may  be necessary for the prevention or punishment of
offences against the By-laws.
Works committee.
61. The works committee shall have the general direction
of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council, and
the general inspection of all streets ,  roads ,  ways ,  bridges,
public reserves and otherplaces under the care and manage.
merit  of the Council .  They shall also inquire into and
report from time to time upon such improvements, or
repairs as they may think necessary ,  or as they may be
directed by resolution of the Council to inquire and report
upon.
Finance committee.
62. The finance committee shall examine and check all
accounts ,  and shall watch generally over the collection
and expenditure of the Shire revenues . They  shall also
inquire and report from time to time upon all matters
which they may consider affect, or are likely to affect, the
finances of the Shire ,  and upon such matters or subjects
of the like nature as they may be directed by resolution of
the Council to inquire into and report upon.
Special committees.
63. Special committees may consist of any number of
members, and may be appointed for the performance of
any duty for which ,  in the opinion of the Council, a
special committee ought to be appointed. And no
standing committee shall interfere with the performance
of any duty which may for the time being have been
entrusted to any such special committee .  The appoint-
ment of every such special committee shall be made by
resolution after due notice, and it shall be incumbent on
the mover of such resolution to embody therein a state-
ment of the duties proposed to be intrusted to such special
committee ;  the mover of any such resolution may name
therein such mem bers as in his opinion ought to constitute
such committee ,  or he may propose that such committee
consist of a certain number of members to be appointed
by the Council.
Chairman of committee.
64. Every committee of which the president shall not
be a member shall elect a permanent chairman within
thirty clays after their appointment ,  and in the event of
an equality of votes the Council shall appoint a chairman
at the next general meeting . The i resiuent . hall b.:
chairman of every committee of which  he  is a member,
Term of service in committee.
65. Appointments to the legislative, finance, and works
committees shall be for the whole municipal year. The
appointment of every  special  committee shall be con-
sidered to continue until the duties for which such com-
mittee has been appointed shall have been fully per-
formed. Provided, however, that nothing herein contained
shall be held to affect or to militate against the general
provisions as to committees  in sections  140 and 141 of
" The Local Government Act  of 1878," and that so much
of this By-law as relates to the appointment, powers, and
duties of committees shall be read and interpreted in
connection with such last-mentioned provisions.
Decision by majority.
66. At every meeting of any committee the councillors
present, not being disabled by law from so voting, shall
vote, and the chairman of such committee shall have a
vote, and if there be an equal division of votes upon any
question he shall, in addition, have a second or casting
vote.
Committee  meetings , how called.
67. The shire clerk, or other authorised officer, shall call
a meeting  of any committee whenever required so to do by
the chairman or a majority of the  members of such com-
mittee.
Records of transactions in committee.
68. The shire clerk, or in his absence some other
authorised officer, shall attend  all meetings  of committees,
and take minutes of their proceedings.
Reports of  committees.
69. All committee reports submitted to the Council
shall be signed by the chairman of such committee.
EXPENDITURE.
Except in emergent  matters, costs  of all work to be estimated
before undertaken.
70. With the exception of emergent matters, herein-
after specially provided for, no work affecting the funds
of the Shire shall be undertaken until the probable ex-
pense thereof shall have been first ascertained by the
Council.
Emergent  matters  and necessary current expenses-Expenses
authorised to be reported.
71. For emergent matters and for necessary current
expenses during intervals which may elapse between the
meetings of the Council, outlays to the following extent
may be incurred :-
(a.) By order of the works committee,  or of  the pre-
sident and one member of such committee-for
repairs, or emergent works-to the  extent of ten
pounds.
(b.) By order of the president-for necessary current
expenses -to the extent of ten pounds.
(c.) By order of the president and any two councillors
-for any emergent purpose-to the extent of fifty
pounds.
Provided that in every case a detailed report in  writing
of every such outlay shall be laid before the Council at its
next meeting, such report to be signed by the chairman of
the works committee, or the president, or the president
and councillors, as the case may be, by whom such outlay
shall have been authorised ; and that such outlay shall
only be permissible in reference to matters coming strictly
within the jurisdiction or function of the Council ; and
further, that no outlay involving a disobedience or evasion
of any order or resolution of the Council shall on any pre-
tence be thus authorised.
All claims to  be  examined and reported upon by finance
committee.
72. All accounts and demands for money against or
from the Council shall be examined and reported upon by
the finance committee before any order shall be made for
the payment of such accounts or demands.
Certificate required with each claim-Salaries  and wages to
be payable on president's order-Certificates  to be attached
to report.
73. No payment shall be so ordered  unless  there shall
be a certificate from the committee, president,  or officer
of the Council to whom the direction or guardianship of
such expenditure properly belongs, showing that the de-
mand is a legitimate one and has been duly authorised
or inquired into. It shall he the imperative duty of the
finance committee to see that this requirement is fulfilled,
or to report specially as to the  reasons for its non-fulfil-
ment before recommending payment. Provided, however,
that such special reports as last herein mentioned may be
embodied in the report by which payment of the amount
in question is recommended. Provided also that  in cases
of special expenditure, under clause 71 of this By-law, the
report directed by that clause to be laid before the Council,
shall if the outlay shall have been lawfully incurred, be
deemed a sufficient certificate. And provided further,
that in regard to salaries and wages of labour for officers,
ser%ants, and labourers employed at fixed rates of pay-
ment by order of the Council, the certificate of the presi-
dent or authorised officer, of the amount due to any such
officer, servant, or labourer, and the order of such presi-
dent for payment of such amount, shall be  a sufficient
authorisation for such payment. And such certificates,
memoranda, and authorisation shall be attached respec-
tively to the reports from the finance committee, on the
payment or outlays to which such certificate, memoranda
or authorisations, have reference.
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Reports from committees-Reports, finance committee.
74. Reports from committees, with the exception of
those submitted by the finance committee, shall be laid on
the Council table after the first reading, until the succeed-
ing meeting of the Council. The reports from the finance
committee recommending the payment of accounts may,
if deemed necessary by the Council, be acted upon at once
by the Council after the first reading of such reports, but
if the Council shall see fit, any report of a committee may
be read a second time and acted upon, anything to the
contrary in this By-law notwithstanding.
COMMON SEAL AND RECORDS OF THE COUNCIL.
Common seal and  press,  how secured--Care of same.
75. The common seal and the press to which the same
i3 attached shall be secured by a cover or box, which,
except when such seal and press are in use, shall be kept
locked. There shall be duplicate keys therefor, one of
which shall be kept by the president, and the other by the
shire clerk ; such common seal and press shall be in the
custody and care of the shire clerk.
When and how common seal may be used.
76. The  common seal  shall not be attached to any docu-
ment or plan without an express order of the Council,
unless to comply with the provisions of any law or by-law
directing that such seal shall be attached to any docu-
ment . In every cage where such common  seal has been
ordered to be attached to any plan or document,  such plan
or document shall also be signed by the president,  or in case
of the absence or illness of the president by two councillors
and countersigned by the shire clerk. Provided that the
president may attest any power of attorney, or other
document requiring authentication, and attach the corpo-
rate seal thereto, on payment of a fee of ten shillings and
sixpence for the benefit of the Shire funds.
How books of account are to be kept and inspected.
77. All books of account, records, statements, and
memoranda of receipts and expenditure shall be kept in
such manner and form as the Council may from time to
time direct. The finance committee may inspect such
books of account, records, statements, or memoranda from
time to time, to ascertain that the  same  are properly kept,
and to report at once to the Council any act of neglect or
appearance of inefficiency which they may have dis-
covered in the keeping of the same ; also to report to the
Council from time to time any changes which such com-
mittee may think advisable in the mode of keeping the
accounts.
Records of the Council defined-Provision for proper keeping.
78. The minute book, report book, letter book, and
all rate and valuation books, books of account, re-
cords, statements and memoranda of receipts and ex-
penditure, electoral rolls-and other records relating to
elections, business papers, reports from committees,
minutes from the president, petitions, letters on municipal
business addressed to the Council or to any officer or ser-
vant of the Council, orders, reports, returns, and memo-
randa relating to municipal business, drawings, maps,
plans, contracts, specifications, agreements, and all other
books and papers connected with the business of the
Council, shall be deemed records of the Council and shall
be in the custody and care of the shire clerk or any other
officer, as may be directed  in writing by the Council. All
such records, other than the minute book and other books,
and other than electoral rolls and other records relating
to elections, shall be numbered and filed in due order, and
shall be duly registered by the shire clerk in a book or
books to be kept by him for that purpose. Upon the face
of every document thus registered to which there is any
referen ce in the minute book there shall be a note of the
page  whe re in it is so  referred to ; and when any order has
been made by the Council, or a report has been brought
up by any committee thereof in reference to any docu-
ment, a  note of such order or report shall be made upon
such document.
Impression of seal not to be taken, &c., without leave of
Council-Penalties.
79. No member or officer of the Council shall be at
liberty to take any impression of the corporate seal, or to
show, lay open, or expose any of the books or records of
the Council to any person other than a councillor, without
leave from the Council, except as otherwise provided by
law.
Records not to be removed, &c.-Penalties.
80. Any person removing any such book or other record
of the Council from the Council chamber or the place where
by direction of the Council such book or other record is
usually kept, without leave for such removal having been
first obtained fromthe president or Council, or without other
lawful cause  for such removal as hereinafter provided,
shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty of not
less  than ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
Penalty for defacing or destroying record.
81. Any person wilfully destroying, defacing, or alter-
ing any record of the Council shall, for every such offence,
be liable to a penalty  of not less  than ten pounds nor more
than fifty pounds.
OFFICERS  AND SERVANTS.
Notice to candidates.
82. No appointment to any permanent office at the
disposal of the Council shall take place until public notice
shall have been given inviting applications from qualified
candidates for the same.
f-, Exceptional  cases.
83. Nothing herein contained shall be held to prevent
the appointment by the Council, without advertisement,
of any salaried officer or servant of the Council to any
other permanent office or employment at the disposal of
such to which no further salary is attached ; or
to prevent the appointment in like manner of any such
officer or servant to any other office or employment of
which the duties require only occasional attention, and
are to be paid for by allowances proportionate to the
extent of such duties, or to prevent any similar appoint-
ment or employment by the president.
Bonds for good conduct.
84. All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council
for the faithful performance of their duties shall in the
first place be handed to the president, initialled by him
and afterwards be deposited with the records of the
Council.
Duties of shire clerk.
85. The shire clerk, in addition to the duties which by
" The Local Government Act  of 1878," or by the present or
any other By-laws thereunder, he may be required to
perform, shall, under the direction of the president, conduct
all correspondence which may be necessary on the part of
the Council ; he shall likewise have charge of all the
records of such Council, except such books or documents
as may  as  herein provided) be entrusted to any other
officer, and shall be responsible for the  safe  keeping of
such records.
Duties of other officers and servants.
86. The duties of all officers and servants of the Council
shall be defined by such regulations as may from time to
time be made by the Council in accordance with law.
How complaints against olicers, &c., are to be dealt with.
87. All complaints against officers or servants of the
Corporation must be in writing, and must in every case,
be signed by the person or persons complaining, and no
notice whatever shall be taken of any complaint which is
not in writing or is anonymous. All  such complaints
shall be addressed to the president.
M ISCELLANEOUS.
Leave of  absence.
88. No leave of absence shall be granted to the president
or to any councillor otherwise than by a resolution of the
Council.
Mode of calling for tenders.
89. Whenever  it is  decided that any work shall be
executed, or any material supplied by contract,  tenders
for the execution of such work, or the supply of such
material shall be called for by public  notice as  hereinafter
provided.
Motions for rescission of previous orders, des.
90. Whenever a motion in conformity to section 137
of  "The Local Government Act of  1878,"  for the  re scission
of any order, resolution, or vote of the Council,  shall have
been negatived, no other motion to  the same effect shall
be permissible until a period of three months  shall have
elapsed from the time of negativing such first-mentioned
motion. Provided that nothing herein contained shall be
held to prohibit reconsideration and amendment of any
proposed By-law whioh may have been submitted to the
Governor for confirmation, and may have been remitted
to the Council with suggested amendments of the same
or the passage, after due notice,  as herein  provided, and
in due  course  of law, of any By-law, for the  repeal or
amendment of any other By-law.
Lapsed business.
91. Whenever the consideration of any motion or
matter of business shall have  been inter ru pted , by reason
of a quorum not being  present ,  the resumption of such
consideration may be ordered by resolution of the Council,
after due notice on the business paper, and such con-
sideration shall in such  case  be resumed  at the point
where  it was so  interrupted  as aforesaid.
How notices  are to  be published.
92. In all cases  where public  notice is or shall be
required to be given by any By- law, of any appointment,
resolution, act, order, or regulation done,  made, or passed,
or proposed to be made, done, or passed by the Council
or by any committee thereof, or by the president or any
officer of the said Council, such notice shall be given and
published by advertising the same  not less  than twice in
some daily newspaper circulated in the Shire.
Mode of proceeding in  cases not provided for.
93. In all cases not herein provided for, resort shall be
had to the rules, forms, and usages of the  Legislative
Assembly of Queensland, so far as the  same are applicable
to the proceedings of the Council.
Power to suspend temporarily certain portions of this
By-law.
94. Any clause  or clauses  of this By-law, or any portion
or portions of any  clause or clauses,  may be suspended by
resolution at any meeting of the Council, provided that
there shall be a distinct statement  in every  such resolution
whereon the same shall have been adopted, of the purpose
for which such suspension is required, and that for every
separate matter of business as to which such  suspension
is so required there shall be a separate  resolution as
aforesaid.
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Penalty for breach of By-law where no penalty specially
provided.
95. Every person guilty of an offence against this By-law
shall be liable therefor to the penalty expressly provided
therein, and if no penalty be provided then to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
BY-LAW No. 4.
FOR REGULATING DRAINAGE.
WHEREAS it is expedient and necessary to make pro-
vision for regulating the drainage in the Shire of
Coorparoo : It is hereby ordered and directed by the
Coorparoo Shire Council, by virtue of  "The Local Govern-
ment Act of  1878," and by the authority of thesame, as
follows
Notice to be given, and drains to be made according  to
directions.
1. It shall not be lawful for any person without notice
to the Shire Council,  or otherwise  than according to the
plans  and directions of such Council, to make, connect,
or branch any private drain into any of the public drains
or sewers ,  or into any drain  or sewer  communicating there-
with ;  and in case  any person  shall  make, or cause to be
made, or connect, or branch, any private drain into any
of the said public  drains or sewers, or  into any drain or
sewer communicating,  or so as  to communicate, without
such  notice or  otherwise  than as  aforesaid, he shall be
liable  to a penalty not exceeding forty pounds.
Drains, by whom repaired.
2. All drains communicating with any public drain or
sewer shall from time  to time be repaired and cleansed
under the inspection and direction of the Council, by
and at the  expense  of the occupiers or owners of the
houses ,  buildings , lands, and  premises , to which the said
private drains respectively belong; and in case any such
owner or occupier  shall neglect to repair and cleanse or
to cause  any such private drain to be repaired and cleansed
according  to the directions of the Council he shall forfeit
and pay for every such offence a sum. not exceeding five
pounds, exclusive of costs, and so often as he neglects so
to do when required by such Council.
Surface and storm water drains.
3. Every  owner  or occupier of land in, adjoining to, or
near any  street formed by the Council, and having formed
footways, if such land shall be so situated that surface or
storm water  from or upon  the same  shall overflow or shall
tend naturally to overflow, if not otherwise discharged, any
footway of such street, shall within seven days next after
the service of notice by the Council for that purpose,
construct and lay a covered drain or drains from such
point upon such land, being near to the footway, as shall
be specified  in such notice 'by plan appended or otherwise,
and higher  in level  than the bottom of the channel at the
outer edge of the footway, to the said channel, and trans-
versely through and under such footway, and keep in
good condition such covered drain or drains and subject to
the inspection of the Council or its proper officers ; and in
default of compliance with any such notice within the
period  aforesaid , or with the provisions of this section,
such  owner  or occupier shall forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding  five pounds ; and if within seven days after
such conviction such owner or occupier shall still have
failed to comply with such notice or be otherwise in
default  as aforesaid , he shall forefeit and pay any sum not
less than  one pound nor more than ten pounds; and
for every further such offence he shall forfeit and pay any
sum not less than two pounds nor more than twenty
pounds ; and every such owner or occupier who shall still
have made default as aforesaid for more than seven days
after such second or any subsequent conviction shall be
held guilty of a further offence within the meaning of this
section.
Main drains not to be built over.
4. It shall not be lawful for any person to interfere
with , cover, or build over any main open drains within
the Shire, except in accordance with plans first approved
of by the Council, and according to and under the direc-
tions of the Council, or any officer of the Council authorised
in that behalf.
Water- closets,  privies, &c., not to be connected with public
drains and sewers.
5. No water-closet, privy, or cesspool shall be connected
by any pipe, drain, or appliance for the purpose of dis-
charging or emptying any of the contents of such water-
closet, privy, or cesspool into any public sewer or drain ;
and any  owner  or occupier of any premises or property
who shall permit, or who shall not after due notice dis-
connect  and remove to the satisfaction of the officer of the
Council inspecting the satire, any such pipe, drain, or
appliance , if connected, shall forfeit and pay a penalty
not exceeding  twenty pounds, and a like penalty for every
subsequent neglect  or refusal. Provided always that the
Council  shall have  power to authorise and allow such
connection if the  same be considered expedient  for sani-
tary purposes.
Penalties.
6. Any person offending  against or committing a breach
of this  By-law, or any part of this By-law, where no
specific  penalty is provided, shall be liable for the first
offence  to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds and for the
second  or any subsequent offence to a penalty not exceed-
ng forty pounds.
Interpretation clause.
7. "Public drain  or sewer ," when  used in this  By-law,
shall mean  any drain  or sewer, whether  on public or
private property, flamed, constructed , erected, or estab-
lished by or under the control or management of the
Council, or which shall be now  or hereafter a charge on
the revenue of the Shire, or any  sewer  or drain authorised
by any proclamation of the Governor in Council  as placed
under the charge of the Council.
BY-LAW No. 6.
REGULATING AND CONTROLLING DAIRYMEN, COWKEEPERS,
AND SELLERS OF MILK.
IN pursuance of the power vested in the Council of the
Shire of Coorparoo by  " The Health Act Amendment Act
of 1886," the said Council do make the following By-law
for regulating, controlling, and registering dairymen,
cowkeepers, and sellers of milk within the Shire of
Coorparoo
1. Every person carrying on the trade or business of a
cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk shall, on or before
the first of January in every year, register himself with
the Coorparoo Shire Council in manner following, that is
to say,-by signing and forwarding to the shire clerk an
application and declaration in the form hereunder written ;
and every such person shall with every such application
pay a fee of five shillings.
Application for registration as
To the Shire Clerk of the Coorparoo Shire Council.
Sir,-I desire to be registered in accordance with the
particulars in the Schedule hereunder:-
Schedule :
Name in full :
Trade in respect of which
registration is required :
Style of firm under which
trade is to be carried on :
Name or description of every
place within the Shire of
Coorparoo at which such
trade or any part of it is to
be carried on, and descrip-
tion of all paddocks, grass
lands, grounds, and en-
closures  occupied or used
or intended to be used by
the applicant :
Period of  time  for which
registration is desired :
And I hereby declare that the cows belonging  to me are
in good health; that the grazing ground  in niy occupation
is not, in regard to water supply or otherwise, in a con-
dition likely to be prejudicial to the wholesomeness of the
milk ; that every house, dairy, and cowshed in my occupa-
tion is  in good condition in regard to lighting , ventilation,
cleanliness, drainage, and water supply; that every place
for keeping the milk is  clean,  well ventilated, and properly
supplied with vessels.
Signed :
Address :
Date :
Registration.
2. Upon receipt of such application  and fee the shire
clerk shall endorse  the same  with a memorandum of the
date upon which it was received and of the payment of
the fee, and shall file the  same, and shall  enter  the par-
ticulars in the schedule to such application in a book to be
kept for that purpose,  and cause the same to  be properly
indexed.
Inspection of grazing grounds.
3. All paddocks, grounds, lands,  and enclosures used as
grazing ground for dairy cattle shall, when necessary, be
inspected by the inspector  of nuisances  or the health
officer of the Shire of Coorparoo, or by any person author-
ised in writing by the president ;  and if, on  inspection,
such paddocks, grounds, or enclosures, or any one of them,
are or is  likely, in the opinion of the officer or person so
inspecting, to be prejudicial to health by affecting the
milk or otherwise, the Council may, by  an order in
writing signed by the president and served or posted
upon the land, prohibit the use  of the same for the
purpose of feeding dairy cattle, either absolutely or
for any time named in such order. All cattle  in dairies
shall also be similarly inspected by a veterinary  surgeon
or other competent person, and any cows found to be
diseased or which, from poverty or weakness,  are in the
opinion of the inspector likely to be unfit for use for dairy
purposes, shall be forthwith removed from such dairy if
ordered by such inspector or other officer as aforesaid.
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Inspection of dairies.
4. All houses, dairies, cowsheds, milk-stores, milk-shops,
or other premises used for the purposes of the trade of a
cowkeeper, dairyman, or a seller of milk, and the milk
therein, shall be frequently inspected by the inspector or
by any person authorised in writing by the president ; and
if, on inspection, there is anything, in the opinion of the
person so inspecting, prejudicial or likely to be prejudicial
to health by affecting the milk or otherwise, the Council
may, by order in writing signed by the president and
served personally or left at the d welling-house of the regis-
tered person or occupier or owner of such premises, require
such measures to be taken as may be prescribed by the
Council or as may be necessary for the remedying of any
defective condition.
Cleanliness of dairies.
5. All houses, dairies, cowsheds, milk-stores, milk-shops,
or other buildings or structures used by any person carry-
ing on the trade or business of cowkeeper or dairyman for
the purposes of such trade or business shall be kept in such
a state in respect of cleanliness as not to be a nuisance or
injurious to health, and shall be thoroughly and effectively
lighted and ventilated ; and the drainage of all such build-
ings shall be so arranged that no stagnant water or refuse
matter of any kind shall remain or be in any way what-
ever in or upon or contiguous to any such premises.
Cleanliness of yards.
6. All yards, sheds, or other places used for keeping or
holding dairy cows shall be regularly swept and kept per-
fectly clean, and shall, within twenty-four hours of any
order to such effect from the health officer or inspector of
nuisances, be fumigated, disinfected, or lime-washed, as
may be in any such order so directed.
Milk vessels.
7. A ll  vessels used for containing milk shall be
thoroughly scalded and scoured every time they are used.
Health of cows.
8. If at any time disease exists in the dairy, or among
the cows or cattle in any cowshed or dairy, or in the herds
of any cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, the regis-
tered person, owner, occupier, or other person in charge,
as the case may be, shall immediately give notice to the
Council or health officer ; and the milk of a diseased cow
shall not be used in any  way  whatsoever.
Animals in dairies.
9. No cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk shall keep,
permit, or suffer to be kept in the sheds, buildings, or
milking-yards in which any dairy cows are kept or
sheltered, any pig or animal other than such cows.
Water supply.
10. No cowkeeper, dairyman,  or seller of milk shall use
for any dairy ppurpose,  or allow his cattle to drink, any
water declared by the Council  as unfit  to be used  for such
purpose.
Customers.
11. In the event of the appearance or outbreak of fever
or any infectious disease on the premises or in the
neighbourhood thereof of any cowkeeper, dairyman, or
seller  of milk, and any suspicion be raised that such
appearance or outbreak is due to the use of unwholesome
milk, the owner or occupier of such premises shall, on the
demand of the Council or health officer, furnish a list of
all customers or purchasers of milk from such dairyman
or milk-seller.
In case of  illness.
12. If any person or any member of the  family of any
person registered as aforesaid, but employed  as a cow-
keeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, or any visitor
or member of the family of any visitor to any such
person, or any person in the employment and dwell-
ing on the premises of such registered person, shall be
attacked by fever or any infectious disease, the occupier
of the house in which such person shall be, or (if he be
the person attacked) his wife or other person  in charge,
shall immediately give notice thereof to the Council or
health officer, and thereupon it shall and may be lawful
for the Council, by an order served as aforesaid, to pro-
hibit absolutely the We and forwarding the milk for sale
from any premises in the use and occupation of any such
cowkeeper, dairyman, or seller of milk, until  danger, in
the opinion of the Council or health officer,  no longer
exists . And in any such case it shall not be lawful to
allow any person so suffering, or having recently been in
contact with a person so suffering, to milk cows or to
handle vessels used for containing milk for sale, or in
any way to take part  or assist  in the conduct of such
trade or  business  ;  nor, if  the person  registered or con-
ducting such  business  be himself the person suffering,
shall he take any part whatever in the conduct of such
trade or  business  until, in either  case, in the opinion of
the health officer, all danger therefrom of the communica-
tion of infection to the milk or of its  contamination has
ceased.
i
Passed, by special order of the Council of the Shire
of Coorparoo, this twenty-seventh day of Feb-
ruary, 1889, and sealed with the common seal of
the Shire this twenty-seventh day of February,
1889.
FREDK. T. BRENTNALL,
President.
JAMES F. HALLILEI,
Shire Clerk.
By Authority:  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane. j;
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLAND
01 PC11tIlPllt
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.] THURSDAY, 28TH MARCH,
PROCLAMATION.
By His ExoeIenc Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Ali.
[L.S.] chael and  St. George, Presidvnt
A. H. PALMER,  of the  Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the  authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884, "  I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the  advice of the Executive  Council, do
hereby notify  and proclaim  that the  fo ll owing lots
of Land  will be offered for  Sale by Public  Auction,
at the undermentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on
the days specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each
lot respectively.TERMS: One-fourth cash ; the balance in three
equal instalments at 4, 8, and 12 months ,  without
interest.And I further notify and proclaim  that the
Lots  which may remain unsold shall, at and after
Eleven o'clock  on the day  following  such Auction,
and for one month subsequent  to the day  of sale, be
open to Selection  by purchase  at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey ,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according  to the  scale  established by the
Act and  Regulations.
SALE AT BELL'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No. ofSection. Area. Price perLot.
A. R. P. s.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Stanley ,  parish of  South Brisbane,
town of Brisbane.
(These allotments  are situated on the proposed
Railway Line to Melbourne street, and adjoin
the Gaol and School Reserve, being subdivi-
sions of  portion 206A.)
1 1 1c 0 0 24 200 0
2 2 1G 0 0 24 160 0
3 3 1G 0 024.110 150 0
4 4 1o 0 0 241'-e 140 0
5 5 1G 0 0 241-1 L,,140 0
6 6 1G 0 0 240 160 0
7 7 la 0 0 24 100 0
8 8 1G 0 0 24 100 0
9 9 la 0 0 19i6 100 Q
No. of
Lot.
1889. [No. 71.
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A.
10 10 la 0
11 11 1G  0
12 12 la 0
13 13 1G  0
14 1 2a 0
15 2 2G  0
16 3 2a 0
17 4 2a 0
18 5 2a 019 6 2G  0
20 7 2a 0
21 8 2a 0
22 9 2G  0
23 10 2G  0
24 11 2a 0
25 12 2G  0
26  13 2G  0
27 14 2G  0
28 15 2a 0
29  16 2a 0
30 17 2a 0
31  1 3o 0
32  2 3a 0
33  3 3o 0
34 4 3o 0
35 5 3a 0
R. P. £ s.
0  10-4  90 0
0 27-a 130 0
0 24 130 0
0 24 130 0
0 24!1-  1301 0024.  120 0
024k  110 0
0 24•A  90 0
0 24  80 0
0 32A  100 0
50 26 100 0
;00 26 110 0
0 26;0 110 0
0 26 110 0
0 165 80 0
0 19 80 0
0 17  60 0
0 17 .70 0
024 100 0
0 24  100 0
024 90 0
0 24  90 0
02t  95 0
0 24,  70 0
0 24  100 0
0 24 90 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BUNDA-
BERG,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of No. of  I  No. of  I Arex i  Price  perLot.  l4llotmenL Section. . Lot.
-
A. R. P.  S.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Bowen ,  parish of Gin Gin, town of
Gingin.
(These allotments are situated between portion 35
and the  Main Road  from Maryborough towards
Gladstone ,  about one mile south of the Gingin
Railway Station.)
1 1 1 3 3 26 15 0
2 2 1 4 0 0 16 0
3 3 1 4 0 0 16 0
4 4 1 4 0 0 16 0
5  5 1 4 0 4 16 0
6 1 2 4 2 3 18 0
7 2 2 3 3 6 15 0
130
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No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS-Continued.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A.
8 3 2 2
9 1 3 3
ii) 2 3 5
11 3 3 4
12 4 3 3
13 5 3 3
14 6 3 3
16 7 3 3
16 8 3 1
17 9 3 4
18 10 3 5
19 11 3 5
20 12 3 4
21 1 4 3
22 2 4 3
23 3 4 3
24 4 4 3
25 5 4 3
R.  P.
-I £  S.
3 2 11 0
3 38 16 0
0 0 20 0
2 0 18 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 12 0
3 12 7 0
2 7 18 0
0 0 20 0
0 0 20 0
3 21 19 01 5 13 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 12 0
2 4 14 0
1 1 13 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE,
BLACKALL,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
So.  Of  No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Suction Area.
I A.R. P.
I Price per
Lot.
s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Tambo, parish of Blackall, town of
Blackall.
(These allotments have frontages to Rose and
Thistle streets.)
1 1 11 1 0 0 12 0
2 2 11 1 0 0 12 0
3 4 11 1 0 0 12 0
4 1 12 1 1  3  15 0
5 3 12 1 0 0 12 0
6 6 12 1 0 0 12 0
7 1 13 1 0 0 12 0
8 2 13 1 0 0 12 0
9 3 13 1 0 0 12 0
10 4 13 1 0 0 12 0
11 6 13 1 0 0 12 0
12 9 13 1 0 0 ]2 0
13 2 14 1 0 0 12 0
14 3 14 1 0 0 12 0
15 4 14 1 0 0 12 0
16 5 14 1 0 0 12 0
17 7 14 1 0 0 12 0
18 8 14 1 0 0 12 0
19 9 14 • 1 0 0 12 0
20 1 15 1 0 0 12 0
21 2 15 1 0 0 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Tambo, parish of Blackall, town of
Blackall.
(These  portions  are situated between the School
and Recreation  Reserves  on the east side of
the Town.)
Portion.
22 12  ... 5 0 0 10 0
23 13  ... 5 0 0 10 0
24 14  ... 5 0 0 10 0
26 16  ... 5 0 0 10 0
SALE  AT THE LAND OFFICE, BEEN-
LEIGH,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of No. of
Lot. out
No. of
Section. Area. Price perLot.
I ! A. R. P. I £ a.
TOWN LOT.
County of Stanley, parish of Moffatt, town of
Waterford.
(These allotments are situated at the east side of
the Town, near the Logan Railway Line.)
1 4 9 1 0 0 8 0
2 I  5  9 1 017 9 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, BIRDS-
VILLE,
ON TUE SDAY, THE 14TH  DAY OF MAY, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No. ofSection. Area.
Price per
Lot.
l I -1 A. R. P. I £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Uringe, parish of Bedourie, town of
Bedourie.
(This Town is situated on the west side of Eyre
Creek on the road from Boulia to Birdsville.)
*1 1 1 0 2 0 15 0
*2 2 1 0 2 0 15 0
3 3 1 0 2 0 6 0
4 4 1 0 2 0 6 0
5 5 1 0 2 0 6 0
6 6 1 0 2 0 6 0
7 7 1 0 2 0 6 0
8 8 1 0 2 0 6 0
9 9 1 0 2 0 6 0
10 10 1 0 2 0 6 0
11 1 2 0 2 0 6 0
12 2 2 0 2 0 6 C
13 3 2 0 2 0 6 0
14 4 2 0 2 0 6 0
15 5 2 0 2 0 6 0
16 6 2 0 2 0 6 0
17 7  2 0 2 0 6 0
18 8 2 0 2 0 6 0
19 9 2 0 2 0 6 0
20 10 2 0 2 0 6 0
21 1 3 0 2 0 6 0
22 2 3 0 2 0 6 0
23 3 3 0 2 0 6 0
24 4 3 0 2 0 6 0
25 5 3 0 2 0 6 0
26 6 3 0 2 0 6 0
27 7 3 0 2 0 6 0
28 8 3 0 2 0 6 0
29 9 3 0 2 0 6 0
30 10 3 0 2 0 6 0
31 1 4 0 2 0 6 0
32 2 4 0 2 0 6 0
33 3 4 0 2 0 6 0
34 4 4 0 2 0 6 0
35 5 4 0 2 0 6 0
36 6 4 0 2 0 6 0
37 7 4 0, 2 0 6 0
38 8 4 0 2 0 6 0
39 9 4 0 2 0 6 0
40 10 4 0 2 0 6 0
41 1 5 0 2 0 6 0
42 2 5 0 2 0 6 0
43 3 5 0 2 0 6 0
44 4 5 0 2 0 6 0
45 5 5 0 2 0 6 0
46 6 5 0 2 0 6 0
47 7 5 0 2 0 6 0
48 8 5 0 2 0 6 0
49 9 5 0 2 0 6 0
50 10 5 0 2 0 6 0
51 1 6 0 2 0 6 0
52 2 6 0 2 0 6 0
53 3 6 0 2 0 6 0
54 4 6 0 2 0 6 0
55 5 6 0 2 0 6 0
56 6 6 0 2 0 6 0
57 7 6 0 2 0 6 0
58 8 6 0 2 0 6 0
59 9 6 0 2 0 6 0
60 10 6 0 2 0 6 0
61 1 7 0 2 0 6 0
62 2 7 0 2 0 6 0
63 3 7 0 2 0 6 0
64 4 7 0 2 0 6 0
65 1 8 0 2 0 6 0'
66 2 8 0 2 0 6 0
67 3 8 0 2 0 6 0
68 4 8 0 2 0 6 0
69 5 8 0 2 0 6 0
70 6 8 0 2 0 6 0
71 7 8 0 2 0 6 0
72 8 8 0 2 0 6 0
73 9 8 0 2 0 6 0
74 10 8 0 2 0 6 0
Town of Birdsville.
*75 I 1 I 6 1 0 2 0 I 12 0
Town of Betoota.
76 I 4 ) 1 I 0 2 0 I 4 0
The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay  £665 for  improvements.
2 £260
75 £230
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
election. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns, town of
Kuranda.
(These  allotments are situated on the Cairns-
Herberton Line, about one mile above the
Barron Falls,  being subdivisions of portion 4v.)
1 1 1 0 113
2 2 1 0 1 0
3 3 1 0 1 0
4 4 1 0 1 0
5 5 1 0 1 0
6 6 1 0 1 0
7 7 1 0 1 0
8 1 3 0 036
9 2 3 0 035
10 3 3 0 1 0
11 4 3 0 1 0
12 5 3 0 1 0
13 6 3 0 1 0
14 7 3 0 1 0
15 8 3 0 1 0
16 9 3 0 1 0
17 10 3 0 1 0
18 11 3 0 1 0
19 12 3 0 0 1 0
20 13 3 0 1 0
21 14 3 0 1 2
22 15 3 0 1 5
23 1 4 0 1 0
24 2 4 0 1 0
25 3 4 0 1 0
26 4 4 0 1 0
27 6 4 0 1 0
28 6 4 0 1 0
29 7 4 0 1 0
30 8 4 0 1 0
31 9 4 0 1 0
32 10 4 0 1 0
33 11 4 0 1 0
34 12 4 0 1 0
35 13 4 0 1 0
36 14 4 0 1 0
37 15 4 0 1 0
38 16 4 0 1 0
39 17 4 0 1 0
40 18 4 0 1 0
41 1 5 0 1 0
42 2 5 0 1 0
43 3 5 0 1 0
44 4 5 0 1 0
45 5 5 0 1 0
46 6 5 0 1 19
47 7 5 0 122
48 8 5 0 1 0
49 9 5 0 1 0
50 10 5 0 1 0
51 11 5 0'1 0
62 12 5 0 0 34853 1 6 0 1 0
54 2 6 0 1 0
55 3 6 0 1 0
56 4 6 0 1 0
57 5 6 0 1 0
58 6 6 0 1 0
59 7 6 0 1 0
60 8 6 0 1 0
61 9 6 0 1 0
62 10 6 0 1 0
63 11 6 0 1 0
64 12 6 0 1 0
65 13 6 0 1 0
66 14 6 0 1 0
67 15 6 0 1 0
68 16 6 0 1 0
69 17 6 0 1 0
70 18 6 0 1 0
71 1 7 0 1 0
72 2 7 0 1 0
73 3 7 0 1 0
610
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
6 0
6 0
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
610
6 10
6 10
6 10
610
6 10
6 10
7 0
6 10
6 10
6 10
610
610
6 10
6 10
610
6 10
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
7 10
7 15
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 05 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
6 10
5 0
5 0
6 0
I\o of i No. ofJut. Allotment
74 4
75 5
76 6
77 7
78 8
79 9
80 10
81 11
82 12
83 13
84 14
85 15
86 16
87 17
88 18
89 19
90 20
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P.  2 X.
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 5 0
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
0 1 0 6 10
SUBURBAN LOTS.
(These allotments are situated near the Barron
Falls.)
1 1 0 3 33 20 0
2 1 1 028 23 0
3 1 1 0 16 22 0
4 1 1 0 5 21 0
1 2 1 0 2 20 5
2 2 1 0 0 20 0
3 2 1 0 0 20 0
4 2 1 0 0 20 0
5 2 1 0 0 20 0
1 4 1 0 0 20 0'
2 4 1 0 0 20 0
3 4 1 0 0 20 0
4 4 1 0 0 20 0
5 4 100 200
1 5 0 3 11 16 10
2 5 0 3 31 19 0
3 5 1 0 0 20 0
4 5 1 0 0 20 0
6 5 1 0 0 20 0
1 7 1 0 0 20 0
2 7 1 0 0 20 0
3 7 1 0 0 20 0
4 7 1 0 0 20 0
6' 7 1 0 0 20 0
1 8 1 0 0 20 0
2 8 1 0 0 20 0
3 8 1 0 0 20 0
4 8 1 0 0 20 0
5 8 1 0 0 20 0
1 9 1 0 0 20 0
2 9 1 0 0 20 0
3 9 1 0 0 20 0
4 9 1 0 0 20 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 14TH DAY OF MAY, 1889.
No. of No. of No. of ( A. Price per
Lot. AAotment Section. Lot.
A.  IL  P. L a.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Nares, parish of Formartine, town of
Myola.
(This Town is situated at the middle crossing of the
Barron River ,  near the end of the Second Sec.
tion of the Cairns -Herberton Railway at Signal
Pocket.)
1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0
2 2 1 0 032 3 5
3 3 1 0 111 5 5
4 4 1 0 1  17146  5 15
5 5 1 0 124 610
6 6 1 0 1 30 7 0
7 7 1 0 0 36A 4 0
8 8 1 0 1 0 4 0
9 9 1 0 1 0 4 0
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TOWN  LOTS-Co n tinued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No. of
Allotment Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
' I I A. R. P. £  8-
1
NO. of
Lot.
I I A. E. P. 1 £ s.
10 10 1 0 1 0 4 0 (These portions are situated between portions 316
11 11 1 0 1 0 4 0 and 380 on Trinity Bay.)
12 12 1 0 1 0 4 0 56 54v ... 11 0 24 17 0
13 1 2 0 1 0 4 0 57 55v ... 14 1 31 22 0
14 2 2 0 1 0 4. 0 58 56v ... 13 2 20 20 0
15 3 2 0 1 0 4 0 59 57v ... 24 2 24 37 0
16 4 2 0 1 0 4 0 60 58v ... 20 3 14 31 0
17 5 2 0 1 0 4 0 61 59v ... 27 0 31 40 0
18 6 2 0 1 0 4 0 62 60v ... 21 1 4 32 0
19 7 2 0 1 0 4 0 63 61v 26 1 12 40 0
20
21
22
8
9
10
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
4 0
4 0
4 0
(These portions are situated on Trinity Bay, east
of portion 213 and north of 432.)
23 11 2 0 1 0 4 0 64 62v ... 20 0 37 30 0
24 12 2 0 1 0 4 0 65 63v ... 20 0 37 30 0
25 13 2 0 1 0 4 0 66 64v ... 20 0 37 30 0
26 14 2 0 1 0 4 0 67 65v ... 20 0 37 30 0
27 15 2 0 1 0 4 0 68 66v ... 20 0 37 30 0
28 16 2 0 1 0 4 0 69 67v ... 20 0 37 30 0
29 17 2 0 1 0 4 0 70 68v ... 20 0 37 30 0
30 18 2 0 1 0 4 0 71 69v ... 27 2 35 41 0
31 19 2 0 1 0 4 0 72 70v ... 28 018 42 0
32 20 2 0 1 0 4 0 73 71v ... 29 210 44 0
74 72v ... 23 0 21 34 0 it,
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Nares, Parish of Cairns.
(These lots are situated on the south side of China-
man's Creek , about two miles south-west of
Cairns . Portions 10 and 11 are Forfeited
Special Leases  Nos. 268 and 269.)
Portion.
33 10 ... 5 0 0 40 0
34 11 ... 5 0 0 40 0
35 13A 5 0 0 40 0
36 14A ... 2 2 0 20 0
37 15A ... 5 2 0 44 0
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Nares, parish of Grafton.
(This portion  is situated  on the east side of the
road from Cairns to Mulgrave River, being
Forfeited Selection No. 506.)
38 ' 506 1  ... 33 0 37 1 66 10
SUBU RBAN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Cairns.
(These allotments are situated  on the Hap Wall
road, about one mile from the main centre of
Cairns.)
Allotment.
*39  1 108 5 0 0 80 0
41( 3 108 4 0 0 2 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
(These  portions adjoin 2v , 202, and  131, and ark'
distant about ten miles north of Smithfield.)
75 73v ... 24 3 4 36 0
76 74v ... 30 0 0 45 0
77 75v ... 30 0 0 45 0
78 76v ... 30 0 0 45 0
79 77v ... 30 0 0 45 0
80 78v ... 27 128 41 0
(These portions adjoin 141 and 201,  and are  distant
about  seven miles  north of Smithfield, being
subdivisions of Forfeited Selection 359.)
81 359 ... 40 0 0 50 0
82 359A  i .. i 39 1 17 50 0
*  Purchaser of Lot 39 to pay £ 200 for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CHARLE-
VILLE,
O.s  TUESDAY,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
\o. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS-- continued.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I I A. B. P. I £  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Orrery, parish of Charleville, town of
Charleville.
(These allotments have frontages to Galatea and
Edward streets.)
Parish of Grafton.
(These  portions are situated  about five  miles from
Cairns,  near  the Mulgrave road, being sub-
divisions of portion 23.)
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
5
33
33
33
33
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
Portion. SUBURBAN LOTS.
42 23
43 I 23A44 23B  I
... 40 0 0
... 30 1 0
... 40 0 0
200 0
150 0
200 0
Parish of Charleville.
(These allotments are situated at the east side of
the town, being subdivisions of portion 36.)
Parish of Smithfield.
(These portions  are situated  between portion 395
and the Barron  River ,  about five miles from
Cairns.)
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
47
47
48
48
4 3 23
4 3 23
3 0 33
3 1 34
15 0
15 0
10 0
10 10
45 43v  24 0 0 48 0 Parish of Glengarry.
46 44v  I ... 15 1 6 30 0 (These portions are situated between portion 12 and
(These  portions  are situated between portions 129,
311 and 456 b th il th f S i h
the Warrego River, about one mile west of
Charleville.)
, , a es nor oout ree m m t -
field.) Portion.9 1 ... 4 3 0 9 10
47 45v ... 28 3 5 43 0 10 2 ... 4 3 0 9 10
48 46v
... 30 1 12 45 0 11 3 ... 4 3 0 910
49 47v ... 25 320 39 0 12 4 ... 4 3 0 910
50 48v ... 20 3 20 31 0 13 5 ... 4 3 0 910
51 49v ... 21 2 21 32 0 14 6 ... 5 0 0 10 0
52 50v ... 33 118 50 0 15 7 ... 5 0 0 10 0
53 51v .., 24 1 5 36 0 16 8 ... 5 0 0 10 0
54 52v ... 26 0 32 40 0 17 9 ... 5 0 0 10 0
55 63v ... 20 2 35 31 0 18 10 ... 5 0 0 10 0
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO-
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area
Price per
Lot.
I ( I A. R. P. I £ s.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Taylor.
(These lands are situated  east  of portions 726 to
731 on the east boundary of the Municipality
of Toowoomba.)
1 35
2 36
3 37
4 38
5 39
6 40
7 41
8 42
9 43
10 44
11 45
12 46
13 47
14 48
15 49
3 124 38 0
3 0 23 36 0
2 2 37 30 0
3 0 0 36 0
2 3 31 36 0
1 2 1 20 0
3 1 37 40 0
4 3 28 55 0
4 326 55 0
3 3 0 45 0
5 0 0 60 05  0.  0 60 0
3 2 38 45 0
5 0 0 60 0
4 3 21 60 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TENNIN-
GERING,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE  30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
N Io of No. of No. ofLot. Aliotiuient section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Bowen, parish of Wolca, town of South
Wolca.
(These allotments are situated close to Wolca
Siding, on the Bundaberg Mount Perry Rail-
way, being subdivisions of portions 50 and 51,
near Drummer's Creek.)
1 1 0 1 25
2 1 0 1 15
3 1 0 2 0
4 1 0 2 6
5 1 0 1 36
6 1 1 0 0
7 1 1 0 0
8 1 1 0 0
9 1 1 0 0
10 1 1 0 0
11 1 1 0 0
1 2 0 1 18
2 2 0 1 8
3 2 0 2 0
4 2 0 1 38
5 2 0 1 28
6 2 1 0 0
7 2 1 0 0
8 2 1 0 0
9 2 1 0 0
10 2 1 0 0
1 3 0 2 10
2 3 0 2 0
3 3 0 1 30
4 3 0 1 23
5 3 0 1 12
6 3 1 1 3
7 3 1 1 3
8 3 1 1 3
9 3 1 1 3
1 4 1 0 0
2 4 1 0 0
3 4 1 0 28
1 5 1 0 2
2 5 1 0 1
3 5 1 0 1
4 5 101
5 5 1 0 1
6 5 1 0 0
16 0
13 15
20 0
21 0
19 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
14 10
12 0
10 0
20 0
17 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
22 10
20 0
17 10
15 15
13 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
20 0
20 0
23 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. Of
Section. Area.
price per
Lot.
I I I A. R. P. 1 £ a.
County of Bowen, parish of Wolca.
(These portions are situated between* the Bunda-
berg Mount Perry Railway and portions ' 34
and 17, about half-a-mile north of 'Wolca
Siding, near Drummer's Creek, being sub.
divisions of portions 35 and 36.)
40 1v ...  2 222 8 0
41 2v ... 3 0 0 9 0
42 3v ... 4 014 20 0
43 4v ... 5 0 0 25 0
44 5v ... 5 0 0 25 0
45 6v ... 5 0 0 25 0
46 7v ... 5 0 0 25 0
47 8v ... 5 0 0 25 0
*48 10v ... 5 0 0 40 0
49 11v ... 4 034 12 10
50 12v ... 4 0 0 12 0
51 13v ... 5 0 0 15 0
County of Bowen, parish of Mount Perry.
(These allotments are situated on the right bank of
Sunday Creek, about half-a-mile south- east of
Tenningering.)
Allotment.
52 1 13 7 0 0 14 0
53 2 13 5 0 0 10 0
54 3 13 5 0 0 10 0
55 4 13 4 0 0 8 0
Parish of Mount Perry.
(These portions are situated on the Mount Perry
and Bundaberg main road, about two miles
north-west of Tenningering, being subdivisions
of portions 7 and 8.)
ortion.
56  Iv  ... 9 0 31 18 0
57 •2v ... 9 1 3 18 0
b8 3v ... 8 0 0 16 0
59 4v ... 8 2 2 17 0
COUNTRY LOT.
Parish of Wolca.
(This portion is situated on the left bank of Drum-
mer's Creek, about a mile east of Wolca
Siding.
60 1 6 1 ... j 34 0 0 34 0
0  The purchaser  of Lot  48 to pay for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TAMBO,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE  30TH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No.  Of
section.
I  I  A.E.P. a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Tambo, parish of Tambo, town of Tambo.
(Fronting Edward  street.)
1 1 7 1 4 1 1 0 0 I 12 0
(With frontages to Albert  street.)
2 1 9 1 0 0 12 0
3 2 9 1 0 0 12 0
4 3 9 1 0 0 12 0
5 4 9 1 0 0 12 0
6 10 9 1 0 0 12 0
7 11 9 1 0 0 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
(With frontages to Mitchell and Garden streets.)8 6 10 1 2 0 0 12 0
9 7 10 3 0 0 18 0
(With frontages to Albert and Charles  streets.)
10 1 12 2 0 0 12 0
11 2 12 2 0 0 12 0
12 3 12 2 0 0 12 0
13 4 12 2 0 0 12 0
14 5 12 2 0 0 12 0
15 6 12 2 0 0 12 0
16 7 12 2 0 0 12 0
17 8 12 2 0 0 12 0
18 9 12 2 0 0 12 0
19 10 12 2 0 0 12 0
131
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No. of
Lot.
StTBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No. Of No. of
Allotment Section.
No. of
Section.
I A. R. P. I £ S.
(With frontages to Edward and William streets.)
20 1 16 1 0 1A 8 0
21 2 16 1 0 0 8 0
22 3 16 1 0 0 8 0
23 4 16 1 0 0 8 0
24 5 16 1 0 0 8 0
25 6 16 1 0 0 8 0
26 7 16 1 0 0 8 0
27 8 16 1 0 0 8 0
28 9 16 1 0 0 8 0
29 10 16 1 0 17&  8 0
30 1 17 1 0 0. 8 0
31 2 17 1 0 0 8 0
32 3 17 1 0 0 8 0
33 4 17 1 0 0 8 0
34 6 17 1 0 0 8 0
35 7 17 1 0 0 8 0
36 8 17 1 0 0 8 0
37 9 17 1 0 0 8 0
38 10 17 1 0 01% 8 0
39 2 18 1 0 0 8 0
„40 a 18 0 3 0 6 0
41 6 18 1 0 0 8 0
42 7 18 1 0 0 8 0
43 8 18 1 0 0 8 0
44 9 18 1 0 0 8 0
45 10 18 1 0 0k 8 0
46 1 19 5 0 0 20 0
47 2 19 5 0 0 20 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 30TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1889.
No. of No. of
Lot. Portion.
Area.
Area
Price per
Lot.
Price
per Lot.
I A. R. P. 1 £ s. d.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County  of Merivale ,  parish  of Killarney.
(These portions are subdivisions  of the Timber
Reserve of 1,195 acres ,  east of Selection 1867.)
1 43v ... 40 0 0 40 0
2 44v ... 26 0 0 26 0
3 45v ... 40 0 0 50 0
4 46v .. 40 0 0 50 0
5 47v :.. 40 0 0 50 0
6 48v ... 39 3 0 50 0
No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS-Continued.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section.
I A. R. P. J E d.
7 57v ... 35 130 35 10
8 58v ... 38 0 0 38 0
9 59v 40 0 0 50 010 60v ...... 40 0 0 50 0
11 61v ... 31 0 0 31 0
12 62v ... 41 2 0 4110
13 63v ... 40 0 0 40 0
14 64v ... 39 1 0 39 5
15 65v ... 40 3 0 60 0
16 42v ... 35 312 36 0
17 41v ... 31 3 23 1 32 0
18 40v ... 24 1 0 24 5
19 75v ... 40 0 0 40 0
20 76v ... 40 0 0 40 0
21 77v ... 39 1 0 40 0
22 78v ... 39 0 0 40 0
23 79v ... 39 1 26 50 0
24 80v ... 40 0 0 60 0
25 81v ... 36 0 23 50 0
Parish of Killarney.
(Being subdivisions of Forfeited Selections 1982
and 2110.)
26 66v ... 34 0 23 34 5
27 67v ... 40 0 0 40 0
28 68v ... 40 0 0 40 0
29 69v ... 40 0 0 40 0
30 70v ... 40 0 0 40 0
31 71v ... 30 0 0 30 0
32 72v ... 20 117 2010
33 73v ... 28 3 14 29 0
34 74v ... 28 3 34 29 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the sfty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Area.
Price
per Lot.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
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ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane,  the thirteenth
day of March, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern.
ment in Council.
WHEREAS  by  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886, "  it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board ,  may at  anytime
suspend the operation of so much of the forty-third
section of the Principal Act as requires the land to
be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before it is proclaimed open for selection ,  and may
require the Surveyor -General to divide the land
into lots ,  and to indicate the position of such lots on
proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots  without
actual survey ,  and to indicate the position of such
lots by means of maps or plans ,  and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government ,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, on the recommendation of the
Land Board ,  and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the said Acts ,  doth order,
and it is hereby ordered ,  thatthe operation of so much
of the forty -third section of the said Principal Act
as requires the land to be actually surveyed and
marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection be suspended  with  respect to the
land described  in the said Schedule  : And the
Surveyor -General is hereby required to divide the
said land into lots ,  and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'Districts:-
District.  Locality.
Goondiwindi ... ...  The resumed part of Dun-
more Run
Roma ... ... ... The resumed part of Rocky-
bank and Trinidad Runs
Springsure ... ... The resumed part of Rain-
worth Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
Il IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Teh UNDER  SECRETARY for AGRICULTURE, for
the time being,
to be Curator of Public Gardens, Parks, and
Reserves ;  also to be constituted ,  ex  officio, a
Trustee of all those receiving Government grants.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to dispense with the
services of
HARRY BE RKLEY ROGERS-HARRISON
as Commissioner for the purpose of Dividing Runs,
under the provisions of the twenty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884."
To take effect from the 22nd March, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE ARTHUR COLE
to be Acting Land Agent for the Gympie Land
Agent's District, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886 ,"  during the
absence of the Land Agent.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK WILLIAM SHANNON
to be Secretary to the Land Board, under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands  Act of  1884."
This appointment to take effect  from the 1st
March, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES  CHARLES THOMAS VARDON
to be a Clerk in the Office of the Land Board.
This appointment to take effect from the 1st
April, 1889.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of theGov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
ARTHUR MORLEY FRANCIS
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, in the
parish of Barcaldine.
M. HUMS BLACK.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ANDREW MU n PHIE and
R. G. SHANKLIN
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery, in the
pariah of Norman, in the room of John Vivian
Williams, left the District, and Theodore Campbell
Amaden,  resigned.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
N
O Candidates  having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Members and Auditors for the Waggamba Division,
His Exce ll ency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment,  with  the advice of the Executive Council,
has, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Divisional Boards Act  of  1887,"  been pleased to
appoint
C. W. BAILEY
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2,
E. B. HOPKINS
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 3, and
JOHN ELSE and
ALEXANDER WARDEN
to be  Auditors,  for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
NO Candidate  having been nominated at thetime appointed  for holding  an Election of a
Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the Cardwell
Division ,  His Exce llency the Administrator of the
Government, with  the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards  Act of  1887 ,  been pleased
to appoint
HENRY LIDDALL
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
JOHN  M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN MCARTHUR
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for Hospital, in the
parish of Trebonne, in the  room  of Charles Edward
de Fonblanque Pennefather, who has left the
District.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
ARTHUR MORLEY FRANCIS
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery ,  Bogan-
tungan ,  in the pariah of Zamia.
M. HUUME BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane 29th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
DUNCAN SINCLAIR
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, in the
parish of South Brisbane.
M. HIIME BLACK.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
tive Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLOUGHBY HANNAH
to the position of Engineer in Charge of Surveys,
Northern and Carpentaria Division.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Secretary for Railways.
Railway Department,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS HENDERSON ANNETT
to the position of Chief Engineer, Northern and
Carpentaria Division ,  vice  Willoughby  Hannam,
transferred.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Secretary for Railways.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.RIS  Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
FREDERICK FOESBEEG and
THOMAS MCKEE
Boatmen in the  Pilot Service at Cooktown, to be
Boatmen  Pilots for that Port.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
11
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HUGH WILLIAM BOYD MACKAY
to be Clerk in the Office of the Curator of Intestate
Estates, in the room of Arthur Leslie Hely, pro-
moted.
This appointment to take effect from the 25th
March, 1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
GEORGE SALES
of his appointment as Sheriff's Bailiff at Mary-
borough.
A. J. THYNNE.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to re-appoint
GEORGE SALES
to be Sheriff's Bailiff, under the provisions of
"The Sher 's Act of  1875," at Maryborough.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
EDWIN SHEPHERD WALLER
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to make  the following
provisional  appointments  in the Volunteer Branch
of the Defence Force,-
WILLIAM CHARLES SMITH
to be  a Captain ; and
FREDERICK  WILLIAM MARTIN
to be a Lieutenant.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
/1 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
CHARLES  AUGUSTUS CALVERT
to be a Captain in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
ANDREW MORROW
to be Engineer of the Queensland Government
steamer  " Miner."
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
T IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
11 ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Captain HENRY EDWARD KING
to be a Captain on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
AMENDED NOTICE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
FRIDDRICH  NICOLAUS CARL  RIECHELMANN
be substituted for Frederick Nicholas Carl
Riechelmann, appearing in the  Government  Gazette
of the 26th of January last, in the notification of
Acting-Lieutenant Riechelmann's appointment as a
Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
'Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned  Members of the Police Force to be
Assistant District Registrars of Births and Deaths
at the places, and for the Districts, specified in
connection  with their respective  names , viz.
Constable CHARLES JOSEPH KING,
at Cometville, for the Registry District of Leich-
hardt, in the  room  of Constable A. Hegarty, trans-
ferred ;
Senior-Constable JAMES WILLIAM SMALL,
at Woodford, for the Registry District of Cabool-
ture, in the  room of James  King, junior, resigned ;
Constable EDWARD HAYEm,
at Emerald, for the Registry District of Clermont,
in the  room  of Senior-Constable Edward Walsh,
transferred ;
Sergeant THOMAS KINSELLA,
at Jericho, for the Registry District of Blackall, in
the room of Constable Roe Coyle, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been  pleased  to appoint
JOHN WILLIAM FACE
to be  a Licensing  Justice for the Licensing District
of Rockhampton, to act only  in respect  of Licenses
issued  within the boundaries of the Borough of
North Rockhampton.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Sergeant THOMAS MURRAY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, at Blackall, in the room of
Sergeant Michael Dillon, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK KILNER
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing District
of Bundaberg, in the room of Michael Duffy,
resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWARD DOWLING HODOSON
to be  a Licensing Justice for  the Licensing  District
of Toowoomba.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of the
seventeenth section of  " The Liquor Act of  1886,"
been pleased to direct that, in addition to the Quar-
terly Meetings prescribed by the fourteenth section
of  "The Licensing Act of  1886," Monthly Meetings
of the Licensing Authorities for the Licensing Dis-
tricts of
HERBERTON and
ETHERIDGE
shall be held within these Districts for the pur-
poses set forth in the said first -named section.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
11 H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the estab-lishment of a State School at
MOUNT ALBION.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.THE following appointments of Members ofCommittees for State Schools are notified,
viz. .
Burketown.
Thomas  W. R. Grahame,
vice  Joseph Sullivan,  resigned.
Condamine.
Joseph Kocho,
vice  Alexr. H. Smith ,  resigned.
Emerald.
Daniel Burke,
John England Kellaway, and
John Nalty,
vice  James  Bryden , resigned,  and J .  L. Adams and
R. Davis, who have left the District.
Isisford.
Thomas Pennington and
Charles Alfred Short.
Ma Ma Creek.
David Andrews,
George Andrews,
William Beech,
Charles Tryhorne, and
Benjamine Wild.
Maytown.
Walter Charles Clifford,
vice  Thos. C. Davies, resigned.
Hermitage.
James Trott,
James Scanlan,
C. Kratzmann,
R. White, and
Mr. Costello.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been  pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions  and transfers of Teachers in the
service of  the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.: -
GEORGE  MASLIN OLIVER HAINES
to be  transferred  to the position of Head Teacher
of the State  School at Jondaryan ;
WILLIAM  GEORGE PATTERSON
to be transferred  to the position of an Assistant
Teacher  in the Central State School for Boys,
Brisbane ; and
ALFRED WALL
to be transferred to the position  of Head Teacher
of the State School at Rosalie.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased  to approve,  in accordance
with the Regulations  under  " The Orphanages Act
of 1879," that
Mrs. MUNRO SMITH
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the Paddington
District ; and that
Miss JACKES
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the South Ipswich
District ; both in connection with the Diamantina
Orphanage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
GEORGE HENRY COOPER
be re-admitted into the service of the Department
of Public Instruction as a Teacher of Class II.,
Division 3, from the 1st April, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS  by an Act passed in the fiftiethyear of  Her  Majesty's reign ,  intituledAn Act to Amend the Law relating to the Sale of
Intoxicating Liquor, and to Amend "The Licensing
Act of  1885,' " it is amongst other things enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Proclamation,
appoint any town or other place to be a place at
which liquor may be disposed of by wholesale :
Now, therefore,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, appoint Nundah to be a
place at which liquor may be disposed of by
wholesale.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act of the Governor and
Council of New South Wales, passed in
the fourth year of Her present Majesty's reign,
intituled  " An Act for the Regulation or Gaols
Prisons and Houses of Correction in the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies and. for
other purposes relating thereto,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that all buildings, erections, houses,
and premises, which shall thereafter be erected,
built, purchased, enlarged, or maintained at the
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public  expense , as and for public  gaols,  prisons,
and houses  of correction, within the said Colony
and its dependencies, and which shall, by Procla-
mation  to be from time to time published in the
Government  Gazette  by order of the Governor for
the time being of the said Colony, be- declared and
notified as such public gaols , prisons , or houses of
correction , shall, from and after the publication of
such notification, be severally deemed and taken to
be the public gaol, prison, or house of correction
of the place or district where  the same  is or shall
be situated within the said Colony or its depen-
dencies  respectively, and shall be subject to the
several  provisions thereinafter made for the regula.
tion, management ,  care,  and discipline of the public
gaols, prisons , and houses of correction  belonging
to the said Colony and its dependencies , and of the
p risoners  confined within the same : And whereas
by a Proclamation dated the eighteenth day of July,
1883, it was  declared that the Lock-up in the
town  of Mackay should be a public gaol,  prison,
and house of correction, within the  meaning
of the  said  recited Act : And whereas it is
deemed necessary to rescind the said Procla-
mation : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, rescind the said
Proclamation of the eighteenth day of July, 1883.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER YALMEN,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crown
1 Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M.--8 4 -89-O'.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PILOT STATION.
89-3996-P.D.
Ross Island.
County'of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Area-About 13 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Ross Creek at
the north corner of Special Lease No. 367, and
bounded thence by a line bearing 113 degrees to
the east side of Ross street; thence by that street
bearing  203  degrees about three chains fifty links
to the north- west corner  of the Immigration
Reserve proclaimed in  Government Gazette  of
1887, volume  2, page  161; thence by that reserve
bearing 109  degrees 29 minutes  three chains seventy-
seven links ; thence by the Reserve for Railway
Purposes proclaimed in  Government Gazette  of
1886, volume  2, page  1851, bearing 19 degrees 29
minutes three  chains  eighty-two links and 73 degrees
one chain thirty-two and three-tenths links ; thence
by a line parallel to and distant one chain from the
Railway Line north-easterly to Cleveland Bay ;
thence by that bay wester l to Ross Creek; and
thence by the right bank ofthat creek southerly to
the point of commencement.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  HOSPITAL.88-23472--0.
Winton.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 30th March,
1887, which is hereby amended.)
County of Ayrshire, parish of Winton.
Area- 29 acres 3  roods 11 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 3 degrees 30
minutes and distant nineteen chains and fifty links
from the north-west corner of Section VI, and
bounded thence on the west by Werna street
bearing 3 degrees 30 minutes fourteen  chains ; on
the north by a line bearing 93 degrees 30 minutes
twenty-one chains and thirty'links; on the east by
a line bearing 183 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains ; and on the south by a line bearing 273
degrees 30, minutes twenty-one chains and thirty
links to the point of commencement ;- as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  DIVISIONAL BOARD 'S OFFICES.
89-2823-D.B.
Strath Pine.
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the east corner of portion 109c,
and bounded thence on the north-east by the
Gympie road bearing 157 deegrees two chains and
twenty-six and a-half links ; on the south-east by
a road bearing 247 degrees one chain and eighty-
eight links ; on the south-west by a line bearing
337 degrees three chains and six links ; and on the
north by portion 109c bearing east two chains and
four and two-tenth links to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
THE PORT DOUGLAS LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
S.G.-89-143-P.L.
Saltwater Creek.
County of Nares, parish of Whyanbeel.
Area-120 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the north-west corner of portion 74, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion and a
line bearing  south fifty-three chains and fifty-six
links  and passing  through a post thirty links from
said creek ; on the south by  a line  bearing west
twenty-four chains and forty-nine links ; on the west
by a line bearing north forty chains and forty-seven
links to Saltwater Creek and passing through a
post ten links from said creek; and thence by that
creek downwards to the point  of commencement;
-exclusive of four acres and two roods for surveyed
roads, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General' s office.
THE MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
R ESERVE FOR TIMBER.
S.G.-89 -2487-P.L.
County of Lennox, parish'of Wooeoo.
Area-741 acres 1 rood.
All lands within Forfeited  Selections  1275, 1283,
1318, and 1334.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAYS T88  QUEER 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by Orders in Council  made on  the fourth and eleventh days of August, 1887, and the
thirteenth day of March, 1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it
is proclaimed open for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the
Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General  was , by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the
said land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the  provisions  of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by acid with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the  maximum areas  which may be selected by any one  person  in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in the
fifty -second year of tier Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-13.3-89.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
00
1 Springsure ... Cairdbeign  ...  R ainworth ... 3v
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
...  ditto
.. .  ditto
...
...
ditto
ditto
...
...
4v
5v
4 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 6v
5 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 7v
6 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 8v
7 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 9v
8 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 10v
9 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 11v
10 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 12v
11 Ditto . ..  ditto ... ditto ... 13v
12 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 14v
13 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 15v
14 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 16v
15 Ditto ...  ditto . .. ditto ... 17v
16 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto . .. 18v
17 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 19v
18 Ditto ... ditto ditto ... 20v
19 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 21v
20 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 22v
21' Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 23v
22 Ditto ...  ditto . .. ditto ... 24v
23 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 25v
24 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 26v
25 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 27v
26 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 28v
27 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 29v
28 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 30v
29 Ditto ...  ditto ditto ... 31v
30 Ditto ...  ditto ... ditto ... 32v
31 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 33v
32 Ditto .,.  ditto ... ditto ... 34v
33 Ditto
...  ditto . . ditto ... 35v
34 Ditto ...  ditto
... ditto ... 36v
35 Ditto
...  ditto ,. ditto ... 37v
36 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 38v
37 Ditto ditto ditto 39v
38 Ditto '
.. , ditto .. ditto ... 40v39 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 41v
40 Ditto
...  ditto ditto .. 42v
41 Ditto
...  ditto . .. ditto . .. 43v
42 Ditto ... ditto ditto 44v43 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 45v
44 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 46v
45 Ditto
...  ditto
. .. ditto ... 47v
46 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 48v47 Ditto
... a ditto
.,. ditto ... 49v
48 Ditto
...  ditto
... ditto ... 50v49 Ditto
...  ditto
..
ditto 51v
50 Ditto ...  ditto . . ditto 52v51 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 53v52 Ditto
...  ditto ditto 54v53 Ditto
...
ditto ditto 55v54 Ditto ...  ditto
.,, ditto 56v55 Ditto ...  ditto
... ditto . .. 57v09 Ditto
...
ditto
... ditto ... 58v
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
R. P.  £ a. d.
144 0 0 6 13 0
105 0 0 517 6
500 0 0 10 1 0
590 0 0 10 1 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
320 0 0 8 18 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
280 0 0 7 18 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 '  7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
300 0 0 7 18 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
540 0 0 10 1 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
640 0 0  12 10 0
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
160 0 0 7 7 6
Da
Agricultural
Area.-
z'
a. d. £ a.  Acres.
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0/ 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 q 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 m 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 ei 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0  1  1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 ° 1 1,280
" 1 1,2800 3 1 0
0 3 1 0  0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0  19  1 1,280
0 3 1 0 " 1 1,280
0 3 1 0
,
1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 ,-
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1 280,
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 8  1 0 ) 1 1,280
28011ti
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THE SCHEDULE - continued.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
57 Sprinfsnre ... Cairdbeign ... Rainworth ... 59v
58 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 60v
59 Ditto ... ditto ... ditto ... 61v60 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 62v
61 Ditto ditto ...  Norwood ... lv
62 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 2v
63 Ditto ditto ... ditto ... 3v
64 Ditto R ainworth ... ditto ... 4v
65 Ditto ditto ditto 5v
66 Ditto ditto ... ditto 6v
67 Ditto ditto ... ditto 7v
68 Ditto ditto ... ditto 8v
69 Ditto ditto ditto
70 Ditto ditto ditto lOv
71 Ditto ditto ditto 11v
72 Ditto ditto ditto 12v
73 Ditto ditto ditto 13v
74 Ditto ditto ditto 14v
75 Ditto ditto ditto 15v
76 Ditto ditto ditto 16v
77 Ditto ditto ditto ... 17v
78 Ditto ditto ditto 18v
79 Ditto ditto ditto 19v
80 Ditto ditto ditto 20v
81 Ditto ditto ditto 21v
82 Ditto ditto ditto 22v
83 Ditto ditto ditto 23v
84 Ditto ditto ... ditto 24v
85 Ditto ditto ... ditto 25v
86 Ditto ditto ... ditto 26v
87 Ditto ditto ... ditto 27v
88 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 28v
89 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 29v
90 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 30v
91 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 81v
92 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 32v
93 Ditto ditto ... ditto 33V
94 Ditto ditto ...  ditto 34v
95 Ditto ditto ... ditto 35v
96 Ditto ... ditto .. ditto 36v
97 Toowoomba ... Eunu Creek...  Djuan 63v
98 Ditto ... ditto ditto 64v
99 Ditto ... ditto ditto 65v
100 Ditto ... ditto ditto 66v
101 Ditto ... ditto ditto 67v
101 Ditto ... ditto ditto 68v
103 Ditto ... ditto ditto 69v
104 Ditto ditto ditto 70v
105 Ditto ditto ditto 71v
106 Ditto ditto ditto 72v
107 Ditto ditto ditto 73v
108 Ditto ... ditto ditto 74v
109 Ditto ... ditto ditto 75v
110 Ditto ... ditto ditto 76v
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PAL 11R,
Knight Commander of the Most
Ilistinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George,  President
A. H. PALYBR,  of the Legislative  Council andAdministrator. Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty.
second section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTRR PALIIBR,  the Adminis-
trator aforesaid ,  by and with the  advice of the
Executive  Council,  and on the recommendation of
the Land Board , do, by  this my Proclamation,
notify  and declare  that  the unselected  lots  of land,
being portions 1506  and 4v ,  parish of Homebush,
and portions 21v and 22v ,  in the parish of Kelvin,
in the Mackay Land Agent's District ,  opened to
selection by Proclamations  dated the 20th January,
1888,  16th December ,  1885 ,  and 31st January,
1889, respectively, sha ll  be and are  hereby with-
drawn from selection.
".-13-3a.
aab988-iJ.
69.6990-L.S
694844--L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House ,  B ri sbane ,  this  twenty -seventh day of
March ,  in the year  of our  Lord one thou-
sand eight  hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the  fifty- second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By  Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD 8 s.m m Qvnx  I
Agricultural
Area.
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
it.  P. £ s. d. a. d. s. d. Acres.
0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1  0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0  3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0  3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 517 6 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10  0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 10 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 1210 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12  10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12  10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0  1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0  3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 818  0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1 0  1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 3 1  0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 3 1 0  1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 1210 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10  0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10  0 0 3 1 0 0 1 1,280
0 0 818  0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 10 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0  3 1 0 D 1 1,280
0 0 12 10 0 0  3 1 0 .a 1 1,280
0 0 1210  0 0 3 1 0  ' 1 1,280
0 0 818  0 0 3 1  0 o 1 1,280
0 0 7 18  0 0 3 1 0  e. 1 1,280
0 0 8 18 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 1210 0 0  3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 718 0 0 3 1  0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 3 1  0 1 1,280
0 0 718 0 0 3 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 818 0 0 3 1 0 3 1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 3 1 0 g 1 1,2800 0 7 7 6 0  3 1 0 ;a^ 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 ° 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 az 1 1,280
0 0 5 17 6 0  6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0  6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0  6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1  0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7  6 0 6 1 0 1 1,2800 0 10 1 0 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 517 6 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 5 17  6 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 6 13 0 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0) 1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HvxTSR  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distingaished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St.  George,  President
A. H. PALY>B, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the  Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the  power in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884, "  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator  aforesaid , by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council,  and on  the recommendation
of the Land  Board , do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the unselected unsurveyed
lands  within Agricultural Areas Nos. 1, 2, and 3,
and Grazing Area No. 2, in the Cooktown Land
Agent's District, opened  to selection  by Proclama-
tions dated  the 2nd June ,  1887 ,  shall be and are
hereby  withdrawn from selection.
a.ar.-is-8-89.
85-8864-L.B.
89.8788-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
March, in the  year of our  Lord one thou.
sand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the fifty- second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HQME BLACK.
GoD SAvI  2 vi  Qvssx t
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  " TheCrown Lands Acts,  1884  t 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts  shall  be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-13-3-89 . GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
me
. w oa
Parish. w a Area.
'"O o
A. R. P.
Brisbane ... .. Mackenzie ...  8 30&31 117 0 0
Bundaberg ... .. Littabella ...  1001 1001  350 0 0
Ditto ...
.. Gin Gin ...  1100 1100  80 0 0
Ditto ...
.. Littabella ...  1244 1244 146 0 0
Ditto ...
.. ditto ... 1309 1309 120 0 0
Ditto ... ... Walla ... 1311 1311  200 0 0
Ditto ... ... Childers ... 1360 1360 80 0 0
Ditto ... ... Walla ... 1453 1453 640 0 0
Ditto ... ... Childers ... 1468 1468 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... Tantitha ... 1469 1469  84 028
Gympie ... ... Tuchekoi ... 1709 1709 450 0 0
Ditto ... ... Woondum ...  ... lv 159 3 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 2v 150 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 3v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 4v 161 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 5v 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 6v 160 3 0
Ditto ... ... ditto .. 7v 1 6 0 2 0
Ipswich ... ... Burnett . 5334 87 99 1 0
Ditto ... Rosewood ...  5629 86 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... Dundas ... 6728 62 60 0 0
Ditto ... Kholo ... 6794 105  40 0 0
Ditto ... ... St. John ... 6852 28 478 0 0
Ditto ... ... Byron ... 6853 145 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... Grandchester  6862  223 60 0 0
Ditto ... ... St. John ... 6937 35 154 0 0
Ditto ... ... Rosevale .. 7169  220 80 0 0
Ditto ... ... Grandchester  7249 230 160 0 0
Ditto ... ... St. John ... 7280 40 155 0 0
Ditto ... Dundas ... 7304 69 160 0 0
Maryborough ... Dunmore ... 2 1509 630 0 0
Nanango ... ... Kunioon ... 19 26v 158 0 0
Ditto ... ditto ... 16 27v 143 0 0
M. HUME BLACK.
to q Agricul-tural Area.
Survey Fee.
Cw wp
W 'G
z
£ s.  d. s. d. £ s. Acres.
8 7 0 1 0 2 0 1
12 7 0 0 3 1 0 4 1,280
7 2 0 0 8 1 5 4  1,280
9 0 0 0 6 1 0 4 1,280
8 3 0 0 6 1 0 4  1,280
9 15 0 0 6 1 0 4  1, 280
7 2 0 0 6 1 0 1 320
14 4 0 0 9 1 10 m 4  1,280
9 9 0 0 6 1 0 a
808 3 0 0 4 1 0 4 12,
13 0 0 0 4 1 0 ,280a 1
1019 0 0 6 1 0 8 11  320
1013  0 0 6 1 0 1`  11  320
1019 0 0 6 1 0 0 11  320
1019 0 0 6 1 0 0 11  320
1019 0 0 6 1 0 11  320
1019 0 0 6 1 0 > 11  320
10 19 0 0 6 1 0 . 11  320
9 10 0 0 6 1 0 1  1,280
10 10 0 0 6 1 0 0 1  1,280
7 11 0 0
6 6 0 0
6 1
6 1
0
0
C 1,2801 280
15 4 0 0 6 1 0 ,I
,
1,280
10 10 0 0 6 1 0 a. 1,280
7 11 0 0 6 1 0 1 1,280
9 10 0 0 6 1 0 1  1,280
8 6 0 0 6 1 0
.S 1  1,280
10 10 0 0 6 1 0 1  1,280
10 10 0 0 6 1 0 8 1  1,280
10 10 0 0 6 1 0 a 1  1,280
8 19 0 0 9 1 10 1 1,280
9 19 9 0 8 1 5 1 1,280
9 0  9 0 8 1 5 ) 1 1,280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER,  Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
-Administrator .  its Dependencies.WREREAS by an Order in Council made on the thirteenth day of March, 1889, I did,  by and withthe advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  "Th.e Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  as requires
land to be actua lly surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor.
General was, byy  the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots and indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor -General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the position thereof onproper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886, " 1,  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER ,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the
recommendation of the Land Board , do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated  in the undermentioned Land Agents'
1141
Districts ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Sixth day of May ,  1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid ,  declare that the
maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine ,  and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
E.M.-13-3-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
M. HUME BLACK.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
A. B. P.  2 s. d.  s. d . Acres.
1 Goondiwindi Dunmore ... ... lv 10,000
,
0 0  37 15 0 0 1 °' s+ 20000
2 Ditto ...  ditto  ... ...  2v  10 000 0 0 37 15 0 0 1 20,000
°8 Ditto ...  ditto  ... ...  3v  8,000 0 0  81 0 0 0 1 20,000,
4 Ditto ...  ditto  ... ...  4v  10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 1 m„ 20,000
5 Ditto ...  ditto 5v  11,000 0 0 37 15 0 0 1 42  20,000
6 Roma ...  Rockybank and Rockybank... 1v  6,600
Trinidad
0 0 31 0 0 0 2 E 16,0003
7 Ditto ...  ditto  ...  ditto ... 2v 6,500 0 0 31 0 0  0 1 3 0 16,000
8 Ditto ...  ditto  ...  ditto ... 3v  9,600 0 0 31 0 0  0
A
1 16,000
9 Ditto ... '  ditto  ...  ditto ... 4v  6,400 0 0 81 0 0 0 2 16,000
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMBR,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administ ra tor.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  " The Orown Lands Act of  1884  "  and  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HuNTEa PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and
declare that the Country Lands described here-
under ,  and situated in the undermentioned Land
Agents '  Districts ,  shall be open to selection, under
the provisions of the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed
lands ,  on and after MONDAY ,  the Sixth day of
May, 1889 :  And I do hereby ,  by and with the
advice aforesaid ,  declare that the annual rents and
purchasing prices at which said lands may be
selected shall be the annual rents and purchasing
prices mentioned in the Schedule herewith ,  and that
the maximum area which may be selected by any
one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day of
March ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
BY-Command,
M. HUMS BLACK.
GOD BAVi  THE QUEEN I
E.M.-134.89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No, 1.
Maximum  area-64A acres.]Lent-3d.  per acre.
1 1rchasing price-£1 per acre,
Parish of Samson Vale.
About  160 acres.
Being  Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 1008.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area-1 ,280 acres.Rent-3d. per acre.
Purchasing price- -£1 per acre.
Parish of Palen.
About  1,60 acres.
Being  Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 1053.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 5.
Maximum area- 640 acres.Rent-9d. per acre.
Purchasing  price-£110x .  per acre.
Parish of Mooloolah.
About 160 acres.
Being  Forfeited Agricultural Farm No. 1050.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA NO. 1.
Maximum area- 1,280 acres.
Rent - 3d. per acre.
Purchasing_price- £1 per acre.
Parish of Byron.
About 230 acres.
Being  Cancelled Agricultural  Farm  No. 1222.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Bent-3d .  per acre.
Lurchasing prioe--£1 per acre.
Parish of Emu Yale.
About  .160 acres.
Being Cancelled Agricultural Farm No. 632.
Nora.-Subbeot to the VeM at of the value of lmprovemevIs, iE
any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Rxcellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers andauthorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Cooktown Land Agent 's District,
shall be open to selection ,  under the provisions of
the said Acts ,  as unsurveyed lands ,  on and after
MONDAY ,  the Sixth day of May, 1889: And
I do hereby ,  by and with the advice aforesaid,
declare that the annual rent and purchasing price
at which said lands may be selected shall be the
annual  rents and purchasing prices mentioned
in the Schedule herewith ,  and that the maximum
area which may be selected by any one person in
the said District shall be as noted.
And I do hereby further declare that the cost of
survey chargeable on all selections within the
Cooktown Land Agent 's District shall be according
to the Schedule appended to this Proclamation.
E.M.-13-3-89.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
DESCRIPTION.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 1.
Maximum area - 1,280 acres.
Rent-6d. per acre.
Purchasing price -#' 1 per acre.
The unsurveyed Crown lands within the follow.
ing boundaries, viz:-
Parishes  of Solander ,  Green ,  and Pickersgill.
Block E - About 50 square miles.
The unsurveyed Crown lands within two miles of
the Cooktown Railway, exclusive of the strip of
land between the railway and the Endeavour River.
Rent - 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price- £ 1 per acre.
Parishes  of  Hann, Pickersgill ,  Pryde, Mclvor
Tupia ,  Tayeto, and unnamed.
Block F-About 700 square miles.
Commencing at Cape Flattery ,  and bounded
thence by a spur ridge ,  the northern watershed of
the Mclvor and Morgan Rivers ,  and a line westerly
to a point distant thirty miles from the coast;
thence by a line parall el with the coast and distant
thirty miles there from southerly to the Normanby
River ,  by that river upwards to a point distant
two miles northerly from the Cooktown Railway ;
thence by a line parallel with the railway and dis-
tant two miles therefrom easterly to the west boun-
dary of the parish of Hann, by that boundary
northerly to the southern watershed of Isabella
Creek  ;  thence by the watershed of Isabella Cre ek
north -westerly ,  northerly ,  and south -easterly and
bb a line bearing east to the north branch of the
Endeavour River ,  by that branch and theEndeavour
River downwards to the boundary of Agricultural
Area No. 2, by that boundary north and east to the
right-hand branch of the Endeavour River  ;  thence
by that branch upwards and the western boundary
of the Reserve for the Aborigines northerly to the
M'cIvor River ,  by that river downwards to its
mouth  ;  and thence by the coast northerly to, the
point of commencement.
Rent-- 4d. per acre.
Purchasing price - 21 per acre.
Parishes  of  Green, Solander ,  and Hicks.
Block G-About 55 square miles.
Commencing on the right ,bank of the Normanby
River at a point distant two miles southerly from
the Cooktown Railway, and bounded thence by a
line parallel with the railway and distant two miles
there fr om easterly to portion 1v, parish of Solander ;
thence by that portion ,  Agricultural Area No. 2,
and the suburban area of Hamilton southerly to
Oaky Creek ,  by that creek upwards to the Byers-
town  road, by that road south -westerly to a point
east from the north -east corner of Bluff No.  2;
thence by a line bearing west, the northern boun-
dary of Bluff No .  2, and the east and north boun-
daries of Ruby No. 2 northerly and westerly to the
Normanby River ;  and thence by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
WITHIN AGRICULTURAL AREA No. 2.
Maximum area - 640 acres.
Rent-Is .  per acre.
Purchasing price- £2 per acre.
The unsurveyed Crown lands within the follow.
ing boundaries :-
Parish of Solander.
Block A- About 2j square miles.
Bounded on the north by Three-m ile Creek ; on
the east by portions 47v to 50v ,  66v, and 65v; on
the south by a line parallel with the railway and
distant therefrom two miles  ;  on the west by por-
tions 1v and 267.
Parish of Hann.
Block B- About 11 square miles.
Bounded on the north by portion 231 and a line
from the north-west corner thereof to the north-
east corner of portion 201; on the west by portions
201 and 103; on the south by portions 133, 43, and45; and on the east by portion 151.
Rent-6d. per acre.
Purchasing price -£ 1 per acre.
Parish of Hann.
Block C- About 18 square miles.
Bounded on the south by Block B and portions
201, 177,  and 73 ; on the west and north by the
boundary of Agricultural Area No.  2;  and on the
east by the right-hand branch of the Endeavour
River.
Parishes of Solander and Hicks.
Block D-About 20 square miles.
Commencing at the confluence of Oaky Creek
with the Annan River ,  and bounded thence on the
south -east by the southern watershed of Oaky
Creek south -westerly ; on the south and west by the
boundary of Agricultural Area No. 2 and the
suburban area of Hamilton westerly and northerly ;
on the north by Block A easterly  ;  on the east by
portions 64 and 63v, parish of Solander ,  and lines
southerly and easterly along the suburban area of
Evandale to the Camping Reserve ,  by the reserve
southerly to Oaky Creek  ;  and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
NEW SCALE OF SURvEY FEES FOR AGRICULTURAL
FARMS IN THE  COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT. $ s. d.
Not exceeding 10 acres ... ... 4 13 0
„ 20 „ .. ... 6 18 0
30 „ ... 8 9 0
40 „ ... ... 9 12 0
60 „ ... ... 11 10 0
80 „ ... ... 12 13 0
120  to .. 14 9 0
it is 160  to ... ... 16 0 0
200 .. 17 7 020 „
240 „ ... ... 18 9 0
280 „ ... ... 19 10 0
of „ 320 „ ... ... 20 8 0
of It 400  It ... ... 21 19 0to to 480 „ ... ... 23 3 0to „ 560 „ 24 7 0to It 640  to ... ... 25 6 0
800 „ ... ... 27 4 0
960 „ ... ... 28 19 0
1,120  „ ... ... 30 11 0
1,280  „ ... ... 32 0 0
Nara :  Subject to the payment of the value of improvemr..
if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMna,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George ,  President
L. H. PALMER, of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and  proclaim  that the
Leases  of the following Selections of Land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited :--
E.3L-27 -2-89-G'.J400 R Land Agent's
x a
Name  of Lessee .  Area .  District.
a
A. B. P.
4624 Thomas Freney ... 50 0 0 Brisbane
1880 Thomas Chapman  ...  100 0 0 (lymple
1462 John Clark  .. ...  80 0 0 ditto
1690 James Bartholomew ,  840 0 0 ditto
2050 John Cunningham  ...  158 3 0 Rockhampton.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eight nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.idy His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER.
.&ni ht Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] chael  and St . George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependenciv-
IN pursuance of the power and'authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  hereby define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in the Schedule
hereto  as an  Agricultural Area for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN s
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Roads hereunder des-
cribed shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
E.M.-29 -9 88-J'.10.M.-19 .9 88-D'.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road one chain wide resumed from Agricultural
Farm  No.103, Brisbane District. (Kirby Watson.)
From the south boundary of portion 39v, parish
of Palen, northerly to the reserved road through
that portion;--containing 1 acre 18 perches.
89.41 -D.B.
Road 150 links wide resumed from portions 124
and 2 ,  parish of Trebonne.
From the western boundary of portion 124, at the
north -western  end of Horse -shoe Swamp, north-
easterly to the reserved road through portion
2;-containing 8 acres 3  roods 20 perches. (Nathan
Walters.)
Nora .- This road is opened in lieu of the western part of the
reserved road through portion 2, advertised to be closed in the
Government Gazette  of 15th October ,  1887, which  is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
ei ht hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fiiy-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVB THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HURTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony, of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim  that the following lots of land will be offered
for Lease by Public Auction, at the undermentioned
place, at Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at
the upset  rental  affixed to each lot respectively.
The Survey  Fees  will be charged according to
the scale  established by the Act  and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LANDS OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 30TH  APRIL , 1889, AT ELEVEN
O'CLOCK.
Town of Bowen.
Special Leases  on Bowen  Main Beach.
Lot. Lease.  Area.  Prontage.
A. R. P.
1 A 0 0 11}  80 feet
2 B 0 0 10 30 feet
Z.B.-13-3-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AG ENT'S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No.  11.
All Crown  lands  within the following boundaries :-
Portions 1v to 7v, parish of Woondum.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St.  George,  President
A. H. PALMER. of the  Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER ,  the Adminis-
t rator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Upset
Annual
Rental.
£ a. d.
5 0 0
5 0 0
Conditions.
The leases  to be  for a term of five years.
The rent to be paid yearly in advance.
The lease to be terminable at any time on the
Government giving six months' notice.
No compensation will be given for improvements
on the termination of the lease by expiry or resump-
tion, but the lessee will be allowed to remove them.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty-seventh day
of March ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GoD Bavs iris QIIEEN I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
" TEE CROWN LANDS ACS 7OF  1884."
LAND ,COMMISSIONEB8 iCOURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Orown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection  with  selections under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868 "  and  " the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" wi ll  also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April.  May. June .  J ly. August .  Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora * ... ... ... ...  Wed. 20 ... ... Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18  ...  Wed. 18
Aramac  ... ...  Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 8 Fri .  5 Fri. 10 Fri .  7 Fri .  5 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
B3aana  .. ...  Wed. 16 Wed. 20 Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Barcaldinet  ...  Wed. 9 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  9 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Beenleigh  ...  Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues. 12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Blackall ... ...  Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon .  25  Tues.  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26  Mon.  23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Bowen . ... Thurs . 24 Thurs .29 Thurs . 28 Tburs .25 Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .25 Thura 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28  M.  27
Brisbane ... ...  Wed. 2 Tues .  5 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7 Tues. 4  Tues.  2 Tuea .  6  Tues.  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tuea. 3
Bu-  daberg  ...  Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat .  11 Sat. 15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat .  14 Sat .  12 Sat .  16 Sat. 14
Burketown  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3  Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Cairns  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed.  10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Cardwell * ...  Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 8  ...  Fri. 10  ...  Fri. 12  ...  Fri. 13 ... Fri. 8 ...
Charleville  ...  Mon. 7 Mon .  4 Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon. 1 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  7 Mon .  4 Mon. 2
Charters Towers Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Clermont  ...  Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .30 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs .29 Thure 26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Cooictown  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Ounnamulla  ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon . 18 Mon. 16
Dalby . ..  Fri. 25 Fri. 22 Fri. 22 Fri .  26 Fri .  31 Fri .  28 Fri .  26 Fri .  23 Fri. 27 Fri. 25 Fri. 22  Fri. 27
Emerald * ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon .  20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21  Mon. 18  Mon. 16
Esk* ... Tues .  15  ... Tues.  19  ... Tues.  21 ...  Tues.  16  ...  Tues. 17 ...  Tues.  19 .
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
rilyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thura .24 Thurs . 28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs .22 Thurs .26 Thurs .24 Thurs.28 Fri . 27
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Gympte  .. ...  Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 8 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Ingham  .. ...  Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  29 Wed.  26 Wed. 31 Wed .  28 Wed. 25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Inglewood:  ...  Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Ipswich  ... ...  Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri .  1 Fri .  6 Fri .  3 Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri .  4 Fri . 1 Fri. 6
Isisford  ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues .  19  Tues.  16  Tues.  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues. 22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs.14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs.ll Thurs .  8 rhurs . 12 Thurs . 10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18 Fri .  15 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri .  10  M.  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri . 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  15 Fri . 13
Mitchellt  ...  Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri . 13
Muttaburrat ...  Tues.  15 Tues. 12  Tues.  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues. 13 Tues .  10  Tues.  15 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Nanango  .  Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Nebo  (Mt.Britton )  Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Nerang * ...  Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 12  ...  Wed. 14  ...  Wed. 9  ...  Thurs. 12
Normanton  ...  Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14  Tues.  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues. 8  Tues.  12 Wed. 11
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2 Thurs .  R Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thura. 5
Ra-venswood  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 2  Thurs.  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs. 5 Thar,. 3 Thura .  7 Thurs. 5
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14 Mon. 11 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon .  13 Mon .  10 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon. 9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Roma  .  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12  Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  1] Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
St. George  ..  Tues .  15 Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20  Tues.  17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Springsure ... Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25  Tues.  23 Mon .  27 Mon . 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11 Fri . 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri . 13 Fri. 11 Fri . 8 Fri. 13
Surat  ..  Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs . 28 Thurs .25 Thurs . 30 Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs . 29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Fri . 27
Tambo  .  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Taroom  .  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed . I  Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tenninge ri ng  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Mon. 15 Mon. 13 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon .  12 Mon. 16 Mon. 14 Mon. 1S Mon. 16
Thargomindah ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 lA ed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Toowoomba  .  Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Townsville  ..  Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs . 14  Thurs.  ll Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs . 11  Thurs.  8 Thurs .  12 Thurs . 10 Thurs .14  Thurs.  12
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 19  Tues.  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lynds,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified fDr  general  information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the  said  road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen  at this Office, and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS 104 AND 105, PARISH OF TIN GALPA ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Stanley, Parish of Tingalpa.
Pq
°00 Land Reputed qDesc ription of Road . c
'05 Agent's How Held. Owner . Lengths .  Area.X
w
District.
c9 p
A
Pa
1 Along and within the entire 101
north boundary of portion 104
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R. P.
Freehold  ... ...  Charles Reid  ...  900151 20 74 150 3 0 8y6
2 Along and within the entire 105 ... ditto  ... ...  Charles Hay Halkett 90° 0' 21 0 100 2 1 24
north boundary of portion 105
Department of Public Lands,
89-2108-News .  Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
E.M.-13-3-89-Ps.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
q o 0°
° ° : " ao O
Description of Road .
a m
. S How Held . RegisteredOccupier .  . Lengths . o Area.
0 o Gq
Cho. I4.ks. Links .  A. R.  P.
1 A triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham  ...  Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied  210001 0 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south -east Donnelly lar
corner of portion 37
REMARKS .- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Ingham.
Department of Public Lands,98-27198-F. Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
E.M.-13-3-89-R2.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the 4dministrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
1111 Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been leased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation  in consequence  of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR  A CCESS TO  A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
Description  of Road.
1 From the east boundary
of portion 68 north-
westerly through por-
tions 69 and 77 to the
Don River
oQ
Pr
Land
Agent's
District.
68 Bowen ...
77
.nom
How Held pwnered Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths . c Area.
2p4
Cbs. Lks .  Links .  A.  IL  P.
... Freehold  JohnTaylor Unoccupied 302° 30'  32 80 100 3 1 9
REMARKS.- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Bowen.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eight-ninth  section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884 have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh and Toowoomba; Police Offices,
Veresdale and Drayton ; and the Post Offices,
Beaudesert and Greenmount.
M. HUME ' BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 Andrew Nicoll The reserved roads  (2) Tam ro okum 8 3 20
through portion 345,
and the eastern end
of the reserved road
th ro ugh portion 346
from the junction of
the new  ro ad
2 The Clifton The road separating Hodgson ... 10 2 30
Divisional portion 3337 from
Board, on portions 3772, 76A,
account of and 75
Bernard
McGovern
NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, thatI . application under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Po li ce Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office,  Milbong.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
- The Inspec-
torfor Road
Surveys, on
account of
Hannah
Ke lly
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
The originally  reserved Dugandan 2 0 0
road through po rt ion
199 and  part of the
road separating that
po rt ion from po rt ion
179 west to the inter-
section of a new  ro ad
Noris .- The closure  of this ro ad is  proposed  to be carried
ut in connection  with  the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby, notified for general information, thatapplications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months  fr om this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at  the Land
Offices, Ingham, Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices, Ingham, Eton, and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton, and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
,WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. A. P.
*1 The Hinchin -
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
The reserved three- Cordelia ...  2 1 7
chain ro ad through
portion 242
*2 The Hinchin -  The reserved three- ditto ...  '5  2 32
brook  Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Martinus
Normann
chain  road through
portion 233
*3 The Hinchin -
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ro n
The reserved three- ditto ...  8 3 34
chain road through
po rt ion 232
4 The Pioneer
Divisional
The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
through portion
Board ,  on
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
1355
5 The Pioneer
Divisional
Board ,  on
account of
Beatrice  M.
A. branch road  ditto ... 2 3 0
through portion 806,
being a continu-
ation of the  ro ad
through  portion
Harrison
(spinster)
1355
t8 The Thurin-
gown Divi -
sional
Board ,  on
account of
Alex .  Mc-
Kenzie
The road forming the Abbotsford 9 0 26
eastern boundary of
po rt ion 400, fro m
its no rt h -east cor-
ner south to one
chain no rt h of the
north -westernmost
corner of port ion
399
t7 The Thurin - The reserved  road ditto  ...  12 1 26
gowa Divi -  through portion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Mc-
Elnea
* NoTE.-The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NoTE.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening oL other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  The Crown Lands  Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
- The Inspector Pa rt s of the road sep-
of Road Sur -  arating portion 108
veys,  on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garner
Parish. Area
A. R. P.
Bassett 0 3 84
NoTE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
J T is hereby notified for general information,
that  applications under  the eighty- ninth section
of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen  at this Office;
Land Office, Warwick ; Police Offices, Beenleigh,
Pine River, and Warwick ; and Post Offices, Jim-
boomba, Hamilton, and Killarney.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved  ro ads Jimboomba 36 0 0
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portions
on account of 2, 15, 13, the Jim-
James Hender -  boomba Pre-emp-
son tive Purchase, and
portion 12
2 Ditto  ...  The branch  ro ad Moffatt  ...  0 230
(south  -  westerly)
reserved through
portion 353
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Jimboomba 5 120
port ions 2 and 5
from portions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The road separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  portions 60,68, and
on account of 69 from portions
w. G. Geddes  61, 62,  66, 66, 67,
and 83
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 8 3 0
portions  70 and 71
from portions 72
and 73
6 Ditto .. .  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  10 0 0
portion 55 from
portions 56 and 57,
including reserve
on Logan River
7 Ditto .. .  The road separating ditto  ...  l6 0 0
portions 62 and 63
from port ions 65
and 64, including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto  ...  The road and re - ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 from
portion 67
9 Ditto  ...  The road and re- ditto  ...  22 320
serve separating
portions 53, 54, 55,
57, 68,  59, and 60
from portions 74,
72, 70, and 68
10 4rhe Caboolture The reserved  ro ad
Divisional Board ,  through portion
on account of 123
Hugh Strain
11 The Caboolture Part of the  ro ad
Divisional Board , (southerly)  re-
on  account`  of served through
,p b9rt Ke2 m4n  -  portion 148
12 The Glengallan The reserved  ro ad
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portion
on account of 817
Henry Young
Samsonvale 11 0 0
About
ditto ... 2 2 0
Killarney 6 219
13 Ditto  ...  The reserved  road ditto ... 3 2 0
through port ion 3v
14 The Glengallan The reserved ro ad
Divisional Board ,  through po rt ion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
15 The Glengallan The  ro ad separating
Divisional Board ,  portion 821A fro m
on account of portion 2346
Charles Dagg
16 Thb Glengallan The reserved road
Divisional Board ,  through port ion
on account of 2346
Charles H. Gibbs
ditto ...  4 2 25
ditto ... 1 1
ditto ... 3 0
to lodge  applications in connection  therewith at
the Land Office of the District  the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th September 1886.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-Iff ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors,  Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of  Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
1 of the Districts  of Banana , Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden , Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, Nanango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural  and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being  made  by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce ll ency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on such
Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct area and description shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grant and
in every deed containing the erroneous area and
description  ;  and such grant and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
5 SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-16721.
Date of Deed--23rd April, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Rotton.
Land Granted-Portion  86, county of Aubigny,
parish of Toowoomba.
Area-53 acres 1 rood.
AMENDED AREA  AND DEscRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba.
Area- 53 acres  3 roods 6 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 87,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 222 degrees 23 minutes ten chains and
ninety-seven links and south one chain and forty-
seven links  ; on the south-west by a road  bearing
315 degrees 4 minutes 30 seconds  forty -six chains
0
17 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto  ...  14 3 0
Divisional Board ,  through port ions
on account of llv and lv
Charles Dagg
Nors.-The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
NOTICE.SELECTORS under  "The Crown Lands Alien-ation  Act  o1876  " who may desire to sur-
render their  titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of  "The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884,"  are hereby required
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and four links ; on the north-west by a road bearing
44 degrees 68 minutes twelve chains ; and on the
north-east by portion 87 bearing 135 degrees 4
minutes 30 seconds forty-four chains and fifty-two
links to the point of commencement ;--as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three mouths
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee and the lands intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed  containing  the erroneous name and
descriptions ; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate  and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-61641.
Date of Deed-5th December, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Robert Edwin Hampton.
Land Granted-Allotment 1 of  section 15, town
of Thargomindah.
Area-2 roods.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Robert
Edwin Hampton instead of Robert Collet Edwin
Hampton, the correct name.
No. of Deed-20430.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted  -Portion 61, county of Churchill,
parish of North.
Area-43 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  61.
Area-48  acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 62, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that portion
bearing 135 degrees 51 minutes thirty-two chains
and ten links ; on the south-east by a road bearing
226 degrees 3 minutes 30 seconds fifteen chains
and four links ; on the south-west by a road
bearing 306 degrees twenty-three chains and
ninety-nine and four-tenths links to Stinking
Gully ;  and on  the north-west by that gully down.
wards to the point of commencement  ;- as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's office.
No. of Deed-20431.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted-Portion 62,  county of Churchill,
parish of North.
Area- 42 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  62.
Area-46 acres 1 rood 19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 63, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that portion bear-
ing 135 degrees 51 minutes twenty-eight chains
and fifty-two links and passing through a post
ten links from said gully ; on the south-east by a
road bearing 226 degrees 3 minutes 30 seconds
fifteen chains and four  li nks  ;  on the south-west
by portion 61 bearing 315 degrees 51 minutes
thirty-two chains and ten links to Stinking Gully ;
on the north-west by that gully downwards to the11
point of  commencement  ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed-72512.
Date of Deed-19th February., 1889.
Name of Grantee-Domenico Pedrazzini.
land Granted-Portion 94,  county of Churchill,
parish of Forbes.
Area.- 342 acres  3 roods  36 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Forbes, portion 94.
Area-342 acres 3 roods 36 perches.
Commencing at the southern termination of the
west boundary line of portion 107, and bounded
thence on the south by portion  60 bearing west
thirty- seven chains  and twenty-one links ; on the
west by a road bearing 33 degrees  40 minutes
three chains and eighty links, 10  degrees six chains
and forty-four links, 7 degrees  five chains  and four
links and north eighty-eight chains and seventy-
seven links  ; on the north by a road  bearing east
thirty-three chains and twenty -six links ; and on
the east by  a line,  portion 127 , a line,  and portion
107 bearing'south 103 chains and thirty-four links
to the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive of one
acre  three roods twenty-nine perches for a surveyed
road,  as shown on  plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General' s office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe following Lands, in the Land Agent's Dis-
trict of Cooktown, as per accompanying descrip-
tions , will be open to application for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," in accordance with the Regulation
proclaimed on 14th November, 1888, at the Cook-
town Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY, the
Twenty-seventh day of May,  1889, at the annual
rental per square mile as stated  below, the
maximum area  which may be applied  for in one
lot being 100 square miles.
All information  respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the lands  may be  obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands , Brisbane.
Each application  must contain a clear description
of the  area  applied for and the  boundaries  thereof
by reference to marks or  natural features.
All areas applied for, so far  as the natural
features  and adjoining holdings  admit, must ba s
nearly as possible in the form  of a square.
89-8032-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK;
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
The unoccupied Crown land within the following
boundaries, viz. :-
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
Block 1-About 700  square miles.
Commencing at the mouth of the Annan River,
and bounded thence by that river and Oaky Creek
upwards to the Byerstown road, by that  road south-
westerly to the East Normanby River, by that
river downwards to the West Normanby River, by
that river upwards to a point thirty  miles from the
coast ; thence  by a line parallel with the coast and
distant thirty  miles theref ro m  southerly to the
southern watershed of the Bloomfield River, by
that watershed north-easterly  and a spur range
passing through " Peter Botte" easterly to Cape
Tribulation ; and thence by the  coast  northerly to
the point  of commencement.
Annual Rental-12s .  per square mile.
Block 2-About  800 square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land in Agricultural
Area No. 1.
Annual Rental-12r. per  square mile.
Block 3-About 4,500 square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land within thirty miles
of the  coast  between Cape Flattery and the
northern watershed of the Mclvor  and Morgan
Rivers on the south, and the Mcllwraith Range
and Cape Sidmouth on the north.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the following Lands, in the Land Agent's
District of Normanton, as per accompanying
descriptions, will be open to application for
Occupation License, under Part V. of  " The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," in accordance with the Regu-
lation proclaimed on 14th November. 1888, at the
Normanton Land Office, on and after MONDAY.
the Twenty-seventh day of May, 1889, at the
Annual Rentals per square mile as stated below,
the maximum area which may be applied for in one
lot being 100 square miles.
All information respecting  the boundaries and
situation  of the lands may be obtained by applica-
tion  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
Each application  must contain  a clear descrip-
tion of the  area  applied for and the boundaries
thereof by reference to marks or  natural features.
All areas applied for, so far as the natural
features and adjoining holdings admit,  must be as
nearly as possible in the form of a square.
M. HUME BLACK.
89-7957-L.B.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT'
Annual Rental- 15s. per square mile.
About 630  square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land within thirty miles
of the coast, between Morning Inlet and the Bynoe
River.
Annual Rental-£1 per square mile.
About 840 square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land within thirty miles
of the coast, between Wills's Creek and the Van
Dieman River, exclusive of the land to the south-
west of a line drawn from Walker's Creek to the
Gulf of Carpentaria along the north-east boundaries
of portions 6v, 12v, 18v, 24v, 30v, and 36v, parish
of Kimberley.
Annual Rental-15s. per square mile.
About 5,000 square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land within thirty miles
of the coast, between the Van Dieman River and
the Mitchell River.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Run, in the Land Agent 's District
of Taroom ,  will be opened for Occupation License,
under Part  V. of  " The  Crown Lands Art  f 1884,"
at the Taroom Land Office,  on and after  MONDAY,
the Twenty -ninth day of April ,  1889, at an Annual
Rental of 15s .  per square mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Run may be obtained by appli-
cation to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
89-8453-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE TAROOM L..ND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
POLICE LAGOON No. I RUN.
Area-About 23 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dawson
River at a tree marked broad-arrow over PLI over
N in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by
the leit bank of that river upwards to the junction
of Palm-tree Creek; thence on the south-west by the
left bank of said creek upwards to a tree marked
broad-arrow over PL1 over PL2 in triangle ; thence
on the north-west by a line bearing north 67
degrees east along the south- east  boundary of the
resumed part of the Isla and Waterton Consolida-
tion about  four miles  forty chains to a point bear-
ing north 337 degrees  east  from a tree marked
broad- arrow over  PL1 over N in triangle ; and
thence on the north- east  by a line bearing north
157 degrees  east  along the south-west boundary of
the Fernyside Holding to the point of commence-
ment.
LAND BOARD COURTS.I T is hereby notified, that Land Board Courts
will be held at the undermentioned places on
the dates stated in each case, respectively :-
Stanthorpe-Wednesday, 1st May, 1889.
Warwick-Thursday, 2nd May, 1889.
Hughenden-Thursday, 6th June, 1889.
Townsville-Monday, 10th June, 1859.
Charleville-Friday, 21st June, 1889.
Mitchell-Monday, 24th June, 1889.
P. W. SHANNON,
Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information,
that the following Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Burketown, as per accompanying descrip
tion, will be open to application for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," in accordance with the.Regulation proclaimed
on 14th November, 1888, at the Burketown Land
Office ,  on and after  MONDAY, the Twenty-
seventh day of May, 1889, at an Annual Rental of
15s. per square mile for that portion between
Morning Inlet and the Mitchell River, and of 10s.
per square mile for that portion between the
Mitchell River and the west boundary of the
colony, the maximum area which may be applied
for in one lot being 100 square miles.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the land may be obtained by applica-
tion to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
Each application must contain a clear description
of the area applied for and the boundaries thereof
by reference to marks and natural features.
All areas applied for, so far as the natural
features and adjoining holdings admit, must be as
nearly as possible in the form of a square.
89-7957-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE BURKETOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
About 4,400  square miles.
The unoccupied Cron  n land  within the Burke-
town Land Agent's District, being the lan I within
thirty miles  of the coast between Morning Inlet
and the western boundary of the colony.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited toforward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane.
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize,  Sugar , Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached , as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain an i in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER MCLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candiaates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-forrth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
DIVISION OF WIDGEE.
r1"HE  following By-law ,  made by the Board of
lI the  Widgee  Division ,  having been approved
by His  Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment in Council ,  is hereby published in the
Government Gazette,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Divisional Boards Act  of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 4.
WnnRxAs By-law No. 3, Chapter 4, of this
Board, has been found  insufficient , and it has been
considered advisable to repeal the said By-law :
It is therefore agreed by the Board of the Divi-
sion of  Widgee that the said By-law shall be and
is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof the follow-
ing shall be substituted:-
1. No person shall drive or use upon any public
surveyed or proclaimed road in this Division any
wagon, dray, trolly, or other conveyance laden
with any kind of  stone , gravel, or timber (other
than sawn  timber), and drawn by more than two
horses , or more than four bullocks, unless such
conveyance  is at the  time licensed by the Board.
Licenses will be granted to any person applying
to the clerk for the  same , and shall be in the form
or to the effect of the schedule hereto. They shall
bear  date when issued, and shall expire on the
day of and day of only,
but may be renewed from half-year to half-year.
The fees to be paid for every half-year or
fractional portion of each half-year shall be as
follows :-
Upon every such conveyance having tires upon
any of the wheels, six inches and upwards
in width, the sum of one pound for each
half-year.
Five inches,  and less  than six inches in width,
the sum of two pounds for each half-year.
Four and a-half inches, and less than five
inches in  width, the sum of two pounds
ten shillings for each half-year.
Four  inches, and less  than four and a-half
inches in width, the sum of three pounds
for each half-year.
Three and a-half inches, and less than four
inches in width, the sum of four pounds
for each half-year.
Less than three and a-half inches in width, the
sum of five pounds for each half-year.
Every such conveyance, whilst being driven or
used as  aforesaid, shall have marked on some con-
spicuous part thereof, in legible letters not less
than one inch in length, the following words :-
"Licensed No....," in addition to the registered
number of such conveyance, otherwise the same
shall be deemed to be unlicensed.
No person shall mark the same registered number
on more than one such conveyance, nor affix a
registered number on any such conveyance, on any
of the wheels of which the tires shall be less in
width than that specified in the license of the same
number as  that on such conveyance nor drive or
use any such conveyance knowing the same to be
so wrongly marked as aforesaid.
If any person shall'  commit any  of the above
offences , or wilfully permit or suffer the commis-
sion  of a like offence by any of his servants or
employ4s , or by any other person, he shall be liable
to a penalty for every such offence not exceeding
twenty pounds.
or timber  (other than sawn timber ),  within the Widgee
Division  :  Now we, the said Board, in pursuance of
authority  vested in us by  "  The Divisional Boards Act
of 1887,'  authorise and  li cense the said to
carry and convey, on or by means of the said vehicle,
any stone ,  gravel ,  or timber  (other than sawn timber),
within the Widgee Division , provided  the tires upon
all the wheels of the said vehicle are not less than
and under in width.
This  License to remain in force till the day
of , A.D. 188
Issued under authority of the Widgee Divisional
Board ,  this  day of  A.D. 188
Clerk.
The foregoing By-law was passed by the Widgee
Divisional Board on the first day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-seven, and confirmed at a Special
Meeting of the Board, 7th January, 1888.
WILLIAM CHIPPINDALL,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her
Majesty's reign.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CLOCK-MAKERS AND OTHERS.
TURRET CLOCK, LANDS OFFICE, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April, from persons willing to contract f'or Supply
and Fixing a New Turret Clock at the Lands Office,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Turret Clock, LandsOffice."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £10.
(See Clause I in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agteeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent: on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days  from  the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
SCHEDULE.
Widgee Divisional Board.
Timber and Metal Carrier's License.
Whereas the proprietor of vehicle,
upon the  wheels  of which the tires are not less than
and under inches in width, has applied to
the above Board to grant to him a License to use and
employ the said vehicle in the carriage of stone, gravel,
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.ru
TO CLOCK-MAKERS AND OTHERS.
TURRET CLOCK, POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Offices, Mackay, Townsville, and
Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
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the 26th April, from persons willing to contract for
the Supply and Fixing a Turret Clock at the Post
and'nd Tellegraph office, Mackay (according to amended
Specification).
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Turret Clock, Post and
Telegraph Qce, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at `the Post Offices, Mackay, Townsville, and
Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be  on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REMOVAL, &c., POST AND TELEGRAPH
OFFICE, NORTH PINE TO CABOOLTURE.
/MENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 18th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Removal of the Post and Telegraph Office at North
Pine and the Re-erection of same with Additions
at Caboolture.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Removal, 4'c., Post
and Telegraph Office, North Pine co Caboolture."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the S reification.)
Tenders must be on a proper  printed  form, and
state, the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party tender-
ing, agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per  cent. on
amount of  Tender,  as security  for the due perfor-
mance of  the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking  in that event to
execute  and deliver at the Office of, the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty  for securing  such  performance  ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
QUARTERS FOR SERGEANT OF POLICE AT
WINDORAH.TENDERS will be received at this Office,the Police Station, Windorah, and Court
House, Blackall, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRI-
DAY, the 10th May, from persons willing to
contract for Erection of Quarters for the Sergeant
of Police, at Windorah.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Sergeant of Police
Quarters, Windorah."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office;
the Police Station, Windorah ; and Court louse,
Blackall.
I The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank  notes  with the Tender, is
£12. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
'render there must be a
memorandum signed by theparty tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of - the Contract in the event
of the fender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen.
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under  Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
STRQNG ROOM, COURT HOUSE, CHARLE-
VILLE.
l `ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 18th
April, from persons willing to contract for Erec-
tion of a Strong Room at the Court House, Clrarle-
ville.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Strong Room, Court
House , Charleville."
Plan, Specification and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Charleville and Too-
woomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£5. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be
on  proper p inted form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute  and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under  Secretary.
Department of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
TO CLOCK-MAKERS AND OTHERS.
TURRET CLOCK, POST OFFICE, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Post Offices, Townsville, Mackay,
and Rockhampton, until Four o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 26th April, from persons willing
to contract for the Supply and Fixing a Turret
Clock at the Post Office, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Turret Clock, PostOffice, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Offices, Townsville, Rock-
hampton, and Mackay.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to tt e Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum  signed by
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the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideratiuo.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON.
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
L
T is hereby notified for general information,
that the undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted, viz.:-
Raising Roof, Mess Room, Dunwich-F.
WILLIAMS-£185.
Additions, Police Station, Sandgate-Messrs.
WHITECEOSS AND HEAD-B307 10.
Police Station, Pittsworth-S. HANNAY-£311.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS areinvited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars ,  see  Govern-ment Gazette.
Nature of Work.
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings... ...
BUNDABE$o-New Post and Telegraph Office ...
ST. GEORGE-Additions, Court House
BANANA-New Court House and Police Quarters
JuNDAU-Police  Station
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
Mines  and Works Office,
9th February, 1889 Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
(Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Offices,
23rd February,1889 Rockhampton, Mary-
... 9th March, 1889
ditto
... 16th March, 1889 ...
ToowooMBA-Residence for Medical Superintendent, New 23rd March, 1889  ...Asylum ... ... ... ... ...
CUNNAMULLA-Additions, Court House
CUNNAMULLA-New Post and Telegraph Office
NORMANTON -Quarters,  Sergeant  of Police ...
ditto]
ditto
ditto
borough, and B undaberg;
L 5th April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Court
House , St. George ; 5th
April, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
Houses , Rockhampton
and Banana  ; 12th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane,  Police Station,
Jundah,  and Court House,
Blackall  ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane  ; 18th April,
1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
"' House, Cunnamulla; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane; and Post
Office, Ounnamulla ; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
House, Normanton ; 3rd
May, 1889.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
TENDERS.
T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway-
Contract  for Works
S. and W. Railway -Footbridge at Albion ... ... ...
Rol li ng -Stock - Bowen  Railway ... ...
Rol ling -Stock-Carriages - Emu Park Railway ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice. can be received.
2nd February, 1889
9th March, 1889 ...
23rd March, 1889 ...
ditto ...
f Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
E. 26th April, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
. 5th April, 1889.
S Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
t 5th April, 1889.
Railway Office,  Brisbane ;
12th April, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.THE Notice of Resumption addressed  to the  undermentioned person not having been served ,  for thereason stated  in the  Schedule, the p irticulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty- four of  " The Railway  Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.
WHJIeEAS the Plans ,  Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway  fr om Logan Village
to Beaudesert have been approved of by Resolution of Par liament ,  as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway Act  of  1864 " :  And whereas the Working Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed by the Gove rn or in Council ,  as required by the said Act : Now ,  I, Francis l.urnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Railwa Act of  1864, "  do hereby give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed , and-delineated  on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc-
tion of the said line of Railway ,  and that the same have been taken ,  set out, ascertained ,  and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken ,  and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained ,  by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty -five of the said Act ,  which provides that no claim will  be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CunNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mr. Walter Smith.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name. Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
A. R. P.
121 Walter Smith Unoccupied... 0 2 33 Portion 179, parish of Cannot be found.
Moffatt ; unimproved.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
T HE Notice  of Resumption addressed  to the  undermentioned person not having been served, for
the reasons stated in the Schedule ,  the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty -four of  " The  Railway  Act of  1864,"  27 Vic. No.  S.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from
Toombul to Caboolture have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the
provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Books of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act, have been approved of and confirmed  by  the Governor in Council as required by the said Act:
Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the same have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Hugh  Barker.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner's Name.  Occupier.
SCHEDULE.
Quantity of
Land  taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Description of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
13 Hugh Barker ... 'Unoccupied ... 2 0 8- Portion 161, parish of Cannot be found.
Toombul ; unimproved ;
including road diversion
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Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889 -Total Tr iMc to ,late ...
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
It 89-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ...
Yo. of
Miles open
forTra ffic.
492 506 10 8 2,034 10 10 177 11 9
H £ s.  d. I  £ a.  d. . s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
873 3,118 4 9 4,072 6 3 239 13 11
815  2,718 14 10  4,638 10 10 354 11 7
399 9 11
Stock
566' 4 7
... ... 1 ... £5,168 0 1
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 411 14 7 738 3 1 124 12 9 1,274 10 5
151 528 4 8 763 1 2 43 4 0 1,334 9 10
81 8 9
• Total Decrease ...
116 10 1 24 18 1 ...
... ...
..
463  352 15  7  2,912 16  3 27 13  5 3,293 5 3
66 106 7 4 174 15 6 12 7 4 293 10 2
66 111 19 5 220 15 4 11 10 10 344 5 7
0 16 6
5 12 1 45 19 10
...
TRAFFIC EARN fNG8.
eassenE ers' { Gooda and Live
Fares.
BUNDA BER G RAILWAY.
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase ...
Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding  week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease
1889-Total  Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1889-total T>wafo to date
1888 Ditto ditto
Week  ending 24th  March, 1889
Corresponding week last  year...
Total Increase ...
...
...
878' 5 5
...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
31 54 0 11 24 19 7
31 51 14 8 45 7 9
2 6 3 20-8  2
...
...
740 19 8
1,312 19 11
260
260
153 15 1
...
...
... ...
...
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
114"i7 8
149 18 4
Total.
£ s. d
7,430 4 11
7,711 17 3
281 12 4
93,829  0 10
88,661 0 9
59 19 5
13,891 6 9
14,659 1 11
£767 15 2
31 16 2 31 13 3
50 15 5
3,870 14 3
4,067 15 3
197 1 0
2,718 13 3
574 12 0
33,869 0 3
27,065 6 9
£6,80313 6
3 12 9 82 13 3
8 0 11 105 3 4
4-8 2
477 16  5 1,919  7 10  95 18 9 2,493 3 0
449 1  2 1,256  7 1 65 3 0  1,770 11  3
28 15 3 663  0 9 30 15 9 722 11 9
...
... ...
10 3 3
... ...
CAIRNS  RAILWAY.
22 10 1
£572 0 3
25,663 13 2
25,750 19 10
£87 6 8
Week'ending 24th March, 1889
Corresponding week lastyear ...
Decrease
1889 -Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto ...
Increase ... ...
9 67 1 11 50 1 4 0 11 11 117 15 2
8 35 5 9 18 8 1 011 8 54 5 6
Total Decrease ...
0 0 3
1,414 19 3
726 7 11
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
63 9 8
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 63 11 6 47 6 11 8 6 7 119 5 0
51 53 8 8 58 2 0 8 14 10 120 5 1
... ...
£688 11 4
...
10 15 1 0 8 3 1 0 1
1,220 18 10
1,277 19 5
£57 0 7
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND  RAILWAYS,  S. AND C. D.
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
EXTENSION  OF TIME.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.
TENDERS are  invited for the Construction of
the Ninth Section of the Central Railway,
commencing at 369 miles 51 chains 29 links, and
ending at Longreach  (Thompson  River)-in  length
54 miles 63 chains and 9  links-in  accordance with
Plans, Sections, Drawings ,  General Conditions,
and Specifications, which may be seen at the Office
of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane ,  on and after
MONDAY,  the 11th of February ,  where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained.
Tenders ,  endorsed  " Tender for  Construction of
Section No. 9, Central Railway,"  must be deposited
at the Office of the Commissioner for Railways not
later than  Four (4) o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the
26th April, 1889.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Railway Department,
Secretary for Railways.
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th  March, 1889.
ERECTION OF SHELTER-SHED AT TARINGA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
April,  from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a Shelter -Shed at Taringa.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Shelter-Shed ,  Tarinqa."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at Office of
Engineer for Existing  Lines,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consi-
deration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 25th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
rVE Tender of Mr .  JOHN BRENNAN.  for the
Erection of Eng inemen 's Barracks, Emu
Park ,  has been accepted .  Amount,  2262.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Ra ilways' Office,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889.
NOTICE.
r
HE Tender of Mr. P. HORISK, for the Erection
of a Station Master 's House at Cleveland,
has been accepted .  Amount, £497.
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Ra ilways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1889.
j r
N OTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section of  "An Act to make provision for
the Construction  by the  Government  of Railways
and for the Regulation of the  same ,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book of Reference of the Ninth
Section of the Central Railway ,  from 369 miles 51
chains 29 links to 424 miles 34 chains 38 links, in
length 54 miles 63 chains 9 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions ,  Barcaldine ;  and all  parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me ,  at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any we ll -grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of Rail-
way, or any part thereof, or of any works proposed
in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY -SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN  :RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment ,  Brisbane ,  was published in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane ,  and  paying  costs.
If  not released on or before  TUESDAY ,  the 23rd
April,  1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defr ay expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg ,  was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday ,  the 9th March,
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge ,  Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before TIIES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
I A ll ora, Aramac ,  Ayr, Banana ,  Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blacka ll ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway ,  Burenda ,  Burketown ,  Cabool-
ture, Cairns ,  Cardwe ll , Central Railway , Charle-
vill e,Charters Towers, Clermont ,  Cleveland ,Cli fton,
Cloncurry, Comet ,  Cooktown ,  Coomera Township,
Crow 's Nest ,  Croydon, Cumberland ,  Cunnamulla,
Dalby,  Drayton, Eidsvold ,  Emerald, Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale ,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah ,  Geham ,  Georgetown ,  Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone ,  Goodna ,  Goondiwindi, Gympie,
He lidon, Herberton ,  Howard ,  Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich ,  Isisford ,  Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan , K illarney, Koojarewon ,  Laidley,  L ey-
burn, Mackay ,  Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Ra il way ,  Maytown, Miles, Mi ll chester
Mitche ll  Downs ,  Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy 's Creek ,  Muttaburra ,  Nanango,
Nerang Creek ,  Normanton ,  North Pine ,  Norther$
Railway, Nebo ,  One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas ,  Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood ,  Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane ),  South Brisbane ,  South-
port , Springsure ,  S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St . George ,  St. Lawrence ,  Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin ,  Thornborough ,  Thursday
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Island, Tiaro ,  Toowong, Toowoomba ,  Torbanlea,
Townsville ,  Walkerston ,  Warwick ,  Watsonville,
Westwood , Winton,  Woodford ,  and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor ,  subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 25th March, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Post Office at Harrisville will be a Money
Order and Postal Note Office on and from the 1st
April  proximo.
JOHN DONALDSON.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent, per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £ 200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McIL W RAITH.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, BOOBY ISLAND.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
SATURDAY, 20th April, from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Lighthouse and
Three Cottages on Booby Island.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "lender for Lighthouse,
Booby Island."
Plans, Specifications, and forms of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Harbour-Masters' Offices, Brisbane, Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Townsville, Cooktown, and Thursday
Island.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE-CLONCT RRY
TOWARDS CARRANDOTTA, VIA CAMOO-
WEAL.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the First (1st)
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material, except wire,
insulators, and iron poles, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the abovementioned
line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions. and specification published in the  Gov-
ernment Gazette  of Saturday, the 5th January,
1889.
'lender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.Postmaster- General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
COPY of the New Enlarged Chart ,  skewing
changes of weather  in progress , published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
O.H.M.S.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Goods in the Government Bond, Mackay, ware-
house rent on which has not been paid for six months, will be Sold there, by Public Auction,
after the expiry of one month from the date of this notice, in accordance with the provisions and
authority of the 114th section of  " The Customs  Art of  1873,"  unless the rents due thereon are
previously paid, subject to the terms and conditions fixed by me and announced at the sale.
Date.
7 Feb., 1884 ...
Mark.
D 312 ...
Description of Goods.
16 cases whisky...
Vessel and Port.
"Yaralla," from Bris-
bane
Merchants.
Byrne Brothers.
H.M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane ,  26th March, 1889. Collector of Cusbx*.
O.H.M.S.
1HE following Goods, overtime in Government Bond at Mackay, will be Sold there, by Public
Auction, on WEDNESDAY, 1st May next, under the 113th  clause  of  "The Customs Act of  1873,"
upon the terms and conditions determined by me and announced at the sale.
Date. Marks. Description  of Goods. Vessel and  Port.  Merchant.
1884.
29th September
... 0 331 51. ... 1 package tobacco " Leura," @ Brisbane ... D. Murray
6th November ... V 334 4/. ... 1 package tobacco "Tinonee," @ Brisbane W. H. Paxton
and Co.
18th November Y 335 ... 1 case whisky "Dorunda," (R Brisbane C. Ward
1st December W 336 23/.... 2 packages cigars "Balmain," @ Brisbane G. Perkins
1885.
3rd January ... P 339  600 fish-hooks ... " Sybil," @ S.S. Islands P. Graham
3rd January ... R 339  10 cases muskets ... " Sybil," @ S.S. Islands P. Graham
3rd January ... S 339  8 lbs. tea ... " Sybil," @ S S. Islands P. Graham
3rd-January ... T 339  10 lbs. coffee... ... " Sybil," C S.S. Islands P. Graham3rd January ... V 339  5 bags rice " S bil Islands" @ S S GrahamP
6th March ...
...11 344 1 case clothing ...... y , . ."Quetta," @ London ... .G. Boon
7th September C 3541 1 I-cask spirits of wine "Yaralla," @ Brisbane E. Bromberg
20th October... N 358  1 o-,tave  port
... " Yaralla,"  @  Brisbano H. Johnstone
1886.
16th January ... { E 365  15 cases geneva
"Derwent," @ Brisbane Byrne Bros.
H.M. Customs, T. M. KING,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889, Collector of Customs.
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TRANSMISSION BY DEATH.
REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."NOTfCE is hereby given,  that applications  have been nude for  the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands  hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars  of such applications are given below, and
any person desirine to oppose  must  do so by lodging a  Caveat, on or before  the day  specified, at the
Principal office, in Brisbane ,  unless  the lands are situated within the Central or Northern  Districts, in
which  case  the Caveat  must  be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased  I  Date of
Proprietor.  I Death.
1879.
Henry Flori . j unior ,  late 13 Dec.
of Miles,  storekeeper
1886.
Olivia Vance ,  late of 19 Dec.
Rosewood, widow
1888.
John Lancaster ,  late of 10 Nov.
Middle Farm, near
Brisbane,  gentleman
JoannaAngelaHawkins, 6 Dec.
late of Brisbane, wife
of Thomas Sampson
Hawkins ,  accountant
1889.
George Henry Adami, 6 Jan.
late of Gowrie Junc-
tion ,  near Toowoomba,
farmer
Franklin Grenier ,  late 5 Jan.
of Oxley ,  farmer
Name
of Claimant.
Philip Flori ,  of Bunda-
berg ,  and WilliamMori
Joseph Edward Vance,
of Rosewood ,  carpen-
ter
John Lancaster, of The
Racecourse, near
Brisbane ,  gentleman
Thomas Sampson Haw-
kins, aforesaid
Sarah Adami, of the
same  place, widow
Ellen Henrietta Grenier,
of Cooper 's Plains,
widow
41
6
Estate
Description claimed to Particulars ofWill
and Situation of Land. be or otherwisetransmitted .
A6
1889.
Subdivisions 10 and 11 of section Fee-simple Will dated 25 Sep-; 7 May
28, portion  91, parish  of Dray- tember, 1879
ton, at Toowoomba
. 14
Subdivision 6 of portion 7, parish Fee-simple  Will dated  13; No- 7 May
of Walloon vember, 1886
Subdivisions 6, 7, and 8 of east- Fee-simple  Will dated 7 Sep- 30 April
ern suburban allotment 33, tember, 1888
parish of No rt h Brisbane
Re-subdivisions 66 and 67 of Fee-simple Will dated  17 No- 30 April
subdivision 1 of portion 193, vember, 1888
parish of Enoggera ,  and sub-
division 128 of portion 358,
parish ofiToombul
Subdivisions 219, 219A,  220, and Fee -simple Will dated 26 Octo- 7 May
220A of portion 141, parish of  be r, 1887
Enoggera ,  and port ion 144
parish of Gowrie
Subdivisions 4 and 5 of portion Fee-simple Will dated 9 Jan -  30 April
18, parish of Yee ro ngpilly uary, 1889
1888.
Andrew  Purcell .  late of 1 Mar. Bri dget  Foley ,  wife of Re-subdivision 3 of subdivision 2 Fee-simple
Brisbane,  freeholder James Foley ,  of Bris- of portion 231, parish of North
bane  Bri sbane
Andrew Purcell,  late of 1 Mar.  Michael Purcell, of SubdiA  ision 4 of re-subdivision 4 Fee -simple
B risbane, freeholder  Brisbane ,  labourer of subdivision  2 of portion  231,
parish of North  Brisbane
Andrew Purcell ,  late of 1 Mar. Thomas Purcell, of Subdivision 1 of suburban por- Fee-simple
Brisbane ,  freeholder Bri sbane, carpenter  tion 232,  parish of North
Brisbane
NORTHERN  DISTRICT.
John Barker ,  formerly
of Walla ,  but late of
Dumfries,  in Scotland,
squatter
1882.
9 Dec. William Henry Gaden,
of Moolangool, Gin
Gin, Esquire, Robert
Wilkin, and John
Barker
Allotment  10 of section 27, town
of Mackay
Fee-simple
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th March, l8P9.
Name of Applicants.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOT10K.
r i'AJt N,  Notice ,  that appli cations have been made to bring the Land described below under the
L provisions of  " 1'4e  Real  Propert y Acts of  1861  and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose will
require to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the day named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land.
Allotment 13 of section 9, parish and town of Ipswich
Suburban allotment 11 of section 13, at the swamp on
the Drayton Reserve ,  parish of Drayton
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  30th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given, that Special Court
of Petty Sessions, for Revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Roma, will be held at
the Court House. Roma, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon of FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of April,
1889.
By the provisions of " The Jury Act of  1884,"
all Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House, Roma, are required to
attend.
A. H. WARNER SHAND,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Roma,  26th Maroh,1889,
Robert Dundas North, of
Fairney Lawn,  near  Ipswich,
widow
James Thorneloe Smith, of
Toowoomba
Will  dated 2  July, 30 April
1886
Will dated 2 July, 30 April
1886
Will dated 2 July, 30 Apri l
1886
Will  dated 28 Au-
gust, 1876
14 May
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Tides.
Date within which a Caveat
may  be  Lodged.
7 May, 1889.
7 May, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.
7 OTICE is hereby  given , that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions  for Revising  the Jury
List for the District of Charters Towers will be
holden at the Court House, Charters Towers, on
FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of April next, at Ten
o'clock in the  forenoon ,  at which Justices  residing
within forty  miles  of the said Court  House are
required to attend, under  the provisions  of  " The
Jury Act,"  31 Vic. No. 34.
R. W. KENDRICK,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions,
Court House,
Charters Towers, 20th Maroh,1889,
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Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published  in pursuance of the
Regulations  for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK ENDING 23RD DAY OF
MARCH, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 511
Number since admitted ... ... ... 1
Number returned from leas e ... ... 7
Number discharged
Number died ..
Number absent on leave..
4
Number remaining at date  hereof ... 515
Admission  during the week :
Henry Lentfar, 66, tailor, from Ipswich Hospital,
where he has  been  for the last five years.
Discharged  during the week :
Thomas Maloney, 64, labourer ; admitted 16th
October, 1888.
Deaths during  the week :
Nil.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender ,for New State
School Buildinys, Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Otlice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
FENCING,  &c., STATE SCHOOL,  FORTITUDE
VALLEY.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 12th
April,  from persons wil ling to contract for the
Erection of Fencing at the State School ,  Fortitude
Valley.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "  Tender  for  Fencing
State School, Fortitude Valley."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
DESTRUCTION OF RABBITS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
I N pursuance of the provisions of section two of
" The Marsupials Destruction Act Amend-
ment Act of  1887," I do hereby approve of the
Funds standing to the credit of the account of the
Boulia Marsupial District being applied in payment
of any expenses incurred in the Destruction of
Rabbits.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, FURNITURE, &c., STATE
SCHOOL, VERESDALE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Veresdale, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons  willing  to contract for Repairs, Painting,
Furniture, &c., State School, Veresdale.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for Repairs,
Painting, Furniture, 4,c., State School, Veresdale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Veresdale.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE  SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BREAK-
FAST CREEK.
rnEi NDERS will  be received at this  Office until
1 Four o' clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of New State School Buildings at
Breakfast Creek
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
GOMORRON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th April, from
persons willing to contract for New State School
Buildings, Gomorron.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for New State
School Buildings, Gomorron."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, EAST
TOOWOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
Additions to State School at East Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Additions
to State School, East Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
and at the Court House Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
GOWRII: JUNCTION.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons  willing to contract for Repairs, Painting,
&c., State School, Cowrie Junction.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Repairs,
4''c., State School, Gowrie Junction."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, YEPPOON,
NEAR ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
New State School Buildings at Yeppoon. Tenders
to be endorsed,  " Tender for New State School
Buildings, Yeppoon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  21st  March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, KILKIVAN.
T1 NDER S will be  received at this Office, and1 at the Court  Houses , Maryborough and
Gympie,  until Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
12th April, 1889, from  persons  willing to contract
for the Erection of New State School Buildings at
Kilkivan.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New School
Buildings, Kilkivan."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and. at the Court Houses, Maryborough
and Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
R. F. A. HAMPSON was this day dulyM appointed Poundkeeper for the Gayndah
District, in the room of W. Keane, resigned.
W. R. O. HILL,
Police  Magistrate.
Police Court,
Gayndah, 19th March, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
GEORGE LIONEL LUKIN, of Maryborough, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Maryborough and Wide Bay who shall, by virtue
of this appointment,  give consent in the cases
provided for in and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth  sections  of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, A.D. 1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section of  "The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
ROBERT ARCHIBALD RANKING, Of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate,
to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Rockhampton and Westwood who
shall, by virtue of this appointment, give consent
in the cases  provided for in and by the eighteenth
and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, A.D. 1889.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
is GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
MACKAY FIRE
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITUREended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance  Last Audit
£ s. d.
71 7 11
„  Endowments-Government ...
...
...
...
...
...
... 92 12 4
Municipa lity ... ... ... ... 92 12 4
Insurance Companies ... ... 92 12 4
£349 4 11
BRIGADE BOARD.
of the MACKAY FIRE BRIGADE BOARD for the YEAR
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.
By Salaries-
Superintendent ... ... ... 52 0 0
Deputy-Superintendent ... ... 10 0 0
Secretary ... ... ... ... 20 13 4
Auditors ... ... ... ... 2 2 0
„ Firemen-
Allowances to Firemen ... ... 45 3 0
Wages at Fires  ... ... ... 5 8 6
Engine and Hose-
Engine Expenses  ... ... ... 96 12 0
Hose Bought ... ... ... ... 38 18 10
„ Contingencies-
Clothing ... ... ... ... 12 3 0
Implements ... ... ... ... 11 10 2
Gas Expenses  ... ... ... ... 8 7 9
Printing and Stationery ... ... 7 7 3
Sundries ... ... ... ... 12 0 4
„ Balance, A.J.S. Bank  ... ... ... 26 18 9
£349 4  11
WM. GEO.  HoDoEs, Secretary . H. L. BLACK (Mayor ),  Chairman.
We have examined and compared this Statement with the Books and Vouchers of the Mackay
Fire Brigade Board and find it to be correct.
Mackay, 31st January,  1889.
F.
ALLEN' Auditors.
788 18s.
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SCHEDULE A.
"THE LIFE INSURANCE ACT OF  1879 "  (QUEENSLAND).
A
NNUAL ABSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE COLONIAL MUTUAL LIFE
SOCIETY  (LIMITED), on th e. 31st DECEMBER, 1887.
LIABILITIES.
Amount Assured on Life Policies
issued  elsewhere than in Queens.
land at date of last Annual Report
s. d.
(31st December, 1887) ... ... 6,250,257 1S 5
Amount Assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
1887, deducting the amount assured
for during the nine months ending
on that date ... ... ... 644,841 4 2
Amount Assured on Life Policies in
Queensland during the past nine
months (31st March, 1887, to 31st
December, 1887) ... ... 83,100 0 0
Annuity Policies- £ s.  W.
Immediate ... ... 853 16 10
Deferred ... ... 26 0 0
Reversionary ... ... 26 0 0
905 16 10
(per annum)
Total Contingent Liabilities ... 6,978,199 2 7
All Other  Liabilities-
905 16 10
(per annum)
ASSETS.
ASSURANCE
£ a. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland  G overnment Securities Nil.
Other Government Securities  ... Nil.
Mortgages  31,291 19 0
Loans on the Company's Policies .*- 10,523 6 1
Loans upon Personal Security  ... 77 14 1
House P ro perty  ... ... ...  33,523 11 7
Other Investments not speci fied  ...  Nil.
Outstanding Interest  ...  2,887 1 5
Outstanding Premiums ... 4,526 15 8
Cash on Deposit ,  in Hand, and on
Current Account  ...  8,694 0 8
91,524 8 6
Elsewhere  than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report ... ... 651,755 9 6
Claims admitted, but not paid ... 2,796 5 0
Other  sums owing  by the Society... 328 10 0
Contingent-
Assurance ... £6,978,199  2 7
Total Liabilities Annuities ... 905 16 10
(per annum)
LCash ... 8,12415 0 Total  Assets  ... ... £743,279 18 0
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical investi-
gation (31st March, 1884) ... ... ... ... ... ... £4,490,731 0 0
498 16 10
(per annum)
Amount estimated to be required to re- insure same  ... ... ... ... 337,235 7 9
At the last periodical  investigation  there was a surplus of £48,033 17s., of which £45,000 was divided
among the members.
The Reversionary Bonuses declared under whole life policies varied  from £2 8s. per cent. on policies in
force five years to £9 lls. per cent. on those in force ten years.
I, Stewart John McCallum, Acting Secretary of The Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society
(Limited), do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare that according to the Books of the said Society, and
to the best of my knowledge and belief, the above is a true Abstract of the Liabilities and Assets of the
said Society as at 31st December, 1887.
S. J. McCALLUM,
Declared at Brisbane, before me, this twenty-seventh day of March, 1889.
FBAs. E. NASH, J.P.
Acting Secretary.
762 32s.
DIVISION OF LIAMANTINA.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the DIVISIONAL BOARD, DIAMANTINA, fr om the
1ST JANUARY to the  31ST DECEMBER,  1888, prepared and published in terms of clause seventy-
four  of  " Tice  Divisional  Boards Act of  1879."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance to Credit of Divisional Board,
Diamantina, with Q.N. Bank,
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ a. d.  31st December-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... 739
16th June-
To Cash in Hand (remitted) 0
31st December-
£ s. d.
Carriage,  &c.  ... ... ... 340 6 6
3 2 „ Stationery Account ... ... ... 20 16 2
Contract Account ... ... ... 322 0 11
1 6 „ Exchange Account ... ... ... 2 4 9
To Rates Received . ... ... ... 253 13
„ Government Endowment .. ... 666 1
Fees Received, Chinese Gardens ... 1 10
„ Fees Received, Dogs and Goats 2 15
By Charges,  including  Petty Cash,
„ Salaries Account  ... ... ... 87 10 0
3 „ Advertising Account .. 2 4 0
0 „ Balance  to Credit  of Divisional Board,
0 Diamantina , with Q. N. Bank,
6 Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  888 2 1
£1,663 4 5 £1,663 4 5
Birdsville, 10th January, 1889.
ANDREW HooD, Clerk. WILLIAM BLAIR, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board, Diamantina, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JOHN .TOASS, Auditors.
734 ORES J. ]YATES,7.6a, ad.
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MUNICIPALITY OF SANDGATE.STATEMENT of ACCOUNTS of the MUNICIPALITY Of S NDGATE for the HALF-YEAR ended 31ST
DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June-
To Cash in  Hand ... ...
31st December-Rent  ... ... ...
Licenses ... ...
Endowment ... ...
„ General Rates ... ...
Cleansing Rates ...
Misce llaneous ... ...
Lamps .. ...
Cabbage Tree Bridge ...
DR.
1888.
30th June-To Balance ... ... ...
„ Rates-
July ...
August
September ...
October ... ...
November
December ... ...
LIABILITIES.
1888.
31st December-
To Government Loan ...
Interest ..
Outstanding Accounts
Balance ...
Date. Name.
May, 1888 ... A. Lubke ...
Ditto ... M. Robinson
Ditto ... W. Street
November,1888 ditto ...
Ditto ... ditto ...
£253 10 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
ASSETS.
£253 10 9
£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,370 5 4 By Town Hall and Land ... ... 2,101 0 0
145 13 10 „ Hall Furniture ... ... 184 19 6
217 0 0 „ Furniture, Mayor's Room ... 37 12 1
3,043 6 7 „ Office Furniture 55 0 0
Municipal  Wharf ... ... 337 9 3
„ Esplanade  Seats ... ... ... 74 11 6
Road Rollers  ... ... ... ...  45 0 0
Bathing  Houses ...  ... ...  493 1 0
Closets ... ... ... ... ... 17 0 0
„ Shelter Sheds ... ... ... ... 200 0 0
Tools, &c. ... ... ... ... 61 5 0
Cottage, Manure Depot ... 159 5 0
Lamps . .. ... ... ... 107 4 6
Outstanding Accounts .. .. 4 0 0
„ Arrears Rates ... ... ... 430 1 9
„ Balance General Account 360 16 4
„ Balance Special Loan Account ... 107 16 11
„ Cash in Hand... ... ... ... 0 2 11
£4,776 5 9 £4,776 5 9
CONTRACTS  ENTERED INTO.
I
£ s. d.
... 215 10 5
... 14 3 7
0 17 6
5 9 3
8 8 0
7 0 0
1,186 7 10
296 0 0
... 190 7 3
... 200 0 0
... 301 16 10
... 2 7 6
12 0 0
... 74 16 0
... 196 19 0
... 78 0 0
... 360 16 4
... 0 2 11
£3,151 2 5
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
By Refund Interest and Redemption Loan 145 18 10
,, Balance  ... ... ... 107 16 11
Nature of  Work.  Amount.
£ s. d.
... Balance  2,000 cubic yards Gravel ... 301 16 10
... Additions to Ladies' Bathing House ... 29 10 0
... Re-decking  C.T. Bridge ... ... ... 70 0 0
Esplanade  Fencing ... ... ... 12 0 0
Ladies'  Bathing House  ... ... ... 45 0 0
£458 6 10
Expended.
£ s. d.
301 16 10
29 10 0
70 0 0
12 0 0
45 0 0
£458 6 10
Examined  with the Books and Vouchers kept by the Municipal Council of Sandgate, and we
declare the  same  to be correct.
W. R. BARFOOT, Auditors.Sandgate, 26th January, 1889. RICHARD BOARD,
Allowed by the Municipal Council this fourth day of February, 1889.
F. M. LASCELLES, Town Clerk. HIRAM WAKEFIELD, Mayor.
769 48s. 6d.
EXPENDITURE.
£  S.  d.
13 11 10 By Bank Overdraft ...
„ Advertising ... ...
8 17 0 „ Printing ... ...
5 17 6 „ Stationery ... ...
1,372 15 3 „ Auditors' Fees ... ...
1,344 13 4 „ Petty Cash ... ...
365 2 0 „ Wages ... ... ...
2 18 0 „ Salaries ...
2 7 6 „ General  Expenses ...
35 0 0 „ Scavenging ... ...
„ Gravel ... ... ..
Lamps .. ..
Esplanade Fencing ...
Bathing Houses ...
Kerbing
Cabbage Tree Bridge ...
Balance , Q.N. Bank ...
Cash in Hand ... ...
£3,151 2 5
SPECIAL  LOAN ACCOUNT.
£ s. d.
,.. 24 9 2
... 54 2 0
... ... 23 5 6
... 19 10 8
... 83 5 9
... 38 18 5
... ... 9 19 3
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In the Colony  of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The Life Insurance Act of  1879,"  and in  the Matter of The Industrial Mutual Life
Assurance Society of Australia, Limited.
SCHEDULE A.
A
NNUAL BSTRACT OF THE LIABILITIES  AND ASSETS  OF THE INDUSTRIAL  MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED ,  ON THE 31ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere  than  in Queensland at date
Queensland Government Securities ... Nil
Other Government  Securities (par-
0 0 ticulars to be specified) ... ... Nil
Mortgages ... ... ... ... 670 0 0
Loans on the Company's Policies ... 73 19 0
Loans upon Personal Security ... Nil
0 0 House Property ... ... ... Nil
ASSETS.
£  s. d. In Queensland- £ s. d.
of last Annual Report ... . 31,100
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that date 28,750
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
in Queensland during past year  ...  2,900
Total Contingent Liabilities ... ... £62,750 0 0
All Other Liabilities ... Nil
Outstanding Premiums  ... ...  Nil
Cash-
On deposit  ... ... ... ... Nil
In hand and on current account  ...  183 18 3
Other Assets  (to be specified)-
Office Furniture and Fittings  ...  51 2 0
Agents '  Balances  ... ... 1 ... 23 16 10
1,048 16 5
Elsewhere  than  in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date of
last Annual Report ... ... 1,775 16 1
Total Liabilities ... ... £62,750 0 0 Total Assets ... £2,824 12 6
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical examination :-No investigation until as at
31st December, 1888.
Amount estimated to be required to re-insure same :-Not ascertained.
I, Thomas Walton, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, being the Local Manager of the
Queensland Branch of The Industrial Mutual Life Assurance Society of Australia, Limited, being duly
sworn, make oath and say that, to the best of my knowledge, the foregoing Return is correct.
THOS. WALTON.
Sworn at Brisbane aforesaid this twenty-sixth day of March, A.D. 1889, before me.
J. R. BAXTER BRUCE,
A Commissioner for Affidavits.
754 23s.
DIVISION OF BURKE.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  Of the  BURKE DIVISIONAL BOARD for the HALF-YEAR
1, ended 30TH JUNE, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st January-
To Balance to the Credit of the Burke
Divisional Board with Q.N. Bank, at
Burketown ... ... 551
30th June-
General Rate Account ... 272
Carter's License Account ... ... 0
Government Endowment Account ... 1,046
„ Dog Licenses  ... ... ... ... 0
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
s. d.  30th June- £ s. d.
By General  Expenses  Account ... ... 30 16 1
Advertising Account  ... ... ... 16 13 0
4 1 „ Auditors' Fees Account .. . ... 6 6 0
Petty Cash Account ... ... 5 0 0
12 6 Police Creek Well Account ... ... 21 8 10
2 6 „ Road Works and Improvements
2 0 Account ... ... ... ... 5 0 0
10 0 „ Town Ferry Account ... ... ... 31 18 10
„ Thornton Buckley Well Account ... 21 8 10
„ O'Shaughnessy Well Account ... 21 8 11
„ Rent  Account ... ... ...  22 10 0
„ Salaries  Account ... ... ... 129 6 4
Gydgea Creek Well Account ... ... 207 0 0.
„ Paddock Fence Account ... ... 2 10 0
„ Punjaub Road Deviation Account  ... 22 0 0
„ Office Furniture Account ... ...  33 6 1
„ Implement Account ... ... ...  7 13 6
Balance , Q.N. Bank, Burketown ...  1,286 4 5
£1,870 11 1 £1,870 11 1
JOHN  T. BRADLEY, Clerk. A. C. LUYA, Chairman.
We certify that  we have compared  the above  Statement  of Accounts with the  Books and  Vouchers
of the  Burke  Divisional  Board , and find it correct.
J. B ENDIN, Auditors.
W. N. STILES, j
Other Investments not specified ... Nil
0 0 Outstanding Interest ... ... ... 46 0 4
Burketown, 14th January, 1889.
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DIVISION OF  BURKE-continued.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the DIVISION  of BURKE  for the YEAR
DECEMBER, 1888.
s. d.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
1st January- £  s. d. 31st December- £ s. d.
To Balance  to the Credit of the Board By General Expenses"Account ... 46 6 0
BankNwith Q Burketown 551 4 1 Advertisements 18 17 0. ,.
31st December-
... „ ...
Auditors'  Fees ... ...
...
... 6 6 0General R -ate Account ... ... 419  19 0 „ Petty Cash ... 10 0 0
„ Carters' Licenses Account ... ... 0  2 6 „ Police Creek Well ... 21 8 10
Government Endowment
Li
... ... 1,046 2 0 „ Road Works and Improvements 14 17 0
„ Dog censes ... ... ... ... 0 10 0 „ Town Ferry ... ... ... 31 18 10
„ Thornton Buckley Well ... 22 8 10
O'Shaughnessy Well ... ... 21 8 11
„ Rent Account ... ... ... 43 10 0
„ Salaries ... 362 13 0
„ Gydgea Creek Well 476 0 0
„ Paddock Fence ... ... 2 10 0
Punjaub Road Deviation ... 44 8 0
Lagoon Bridge Approaches ... 149 10 6
Gregory street Bridge ... ... 439 3 6
Gregory street Culvert ... 70 0 0
„ Harris' Well 30 18 1
„ Black Gully Bridge 5 0 0
Barclay Bridge 105 0 0
„ Town Water  Reserve 2 3 0
Office Furniture 33 6 1
Implement  Account .. ... 9 3 9
Balance,  Q.N. Bank, Burketown  ... 51 0 3
£ 2,01717 7 £2,017 17 7
JOHN T. BRADLEY, Clerk. A. C. LUYA, Chairman.
We certify that we have compared the above Statement of Accounts with the Books and Vouchers
of the Burke Divisional Board, and find it correct.
W. N. STILES, Auditors.Burketown, 14th January, 1889. J. HENDIN,
742 398.
BULIMBA DIVISION.HALF-YEARLY BSTRACT of AC OUNTS of the BULIMBA  DIVISIONAL BOARD from 1sT JULY to
31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance , Royal Bank-
Loan  Account,  Drainage 225 14 0
Loan Account, Roads
and Works ... ... 193 0 7
„ Balance , Q.N. Bank,
General Account ...
31st December-
To Rates Received ... ...
„ Sundry Receipts ...
„ Balance,  Q.N. Bank Over-
draft ... ... ...
LIABILITIES.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d.  31st December-
By Royal;Bank, General Account Over-
ended 31ST
£ s. d.
draft ... ... ... ... 427 5 9
„ General  Expenses  ... ... ...  35 8 6
Advertising 20 16 3
418 14 7 „ Printing and Stationery 19 10 8
Survey Plans, &e. ... ... ... 12 12 0
243 0 8 „ Auditors '  Fees  ... ... ... 14 14 0
„ Accident Indemnity ... ... ... 12 0 4
783 17 10 „ Adjustment  Expenses  .. ... 32 11 0
8 5 6 „ R . J. Cottell, Valuation, &c., Adjust-
ment  ... ... ... ... 11 0 0
420 9  6 „ Metropolitan Traffic Board Precept 7 4 0
„ Office Furniture ... 8 17 6
„ To ols ... ... ... ... 34 4 4
Petty Cash ... ... ... ... 20 0 0
„ Rent ... ... ... ... 14 8 0
„ Salaries  ... ... ... ... 113 10 2
„ Interest, Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 10 18 0
„ Expended on Roads and Works ... 1,079 7 7
£1,874  8 1 £1,874 8 1
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
ASSETS.
1888.
F 31st December-  £ s. d.
To Government Loans ... ... ... 7,601 1 8
Deposit on Contract ... ... ... 20 0 0
„ Q.N. Bank, General Account-Over-
draf t ... ... ... ... 420 9 6
1888.
31st December- £ s. d.
By Plant Account-Subdivision No. 1 ... 56 10 0
„ Allotment-Water Reserve ... ... 63 10 0
„ Plant Account-Subdivision No. 2 ... 130 0 0
„ Board ' s Buildings  and Gravel
Reserves  ... ... ... ...  1,597 1 8
Office Furniture ... ... ... 97 17 2
Capital Account ... ... ... 6,096 12 4
£8,041 11 2 £8,041 11 2
EDWARD SLAUGHTER. Clerk. A. C. F. BERNECKER, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined the Bools of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Bulimba, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
J. C. HAM, Auditors.
Coorparoo,  21st  January, 1889. JOSEPH D. RUSSELL, 1
768 26s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF BLACKALL.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE Of the MUNICIPALITY of BLACKALL for the HALF-YEARended 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance-
RECEIPTS.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
31st December--
Bv Interest and Redemption on
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fourth day of April, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said William Shearing
shall, on the Third day of April, 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Government Loans  ... ... ... 201 1:) Z
Salaries  ... ... 66 19  0
Printing ,  Advertising, and
Stationery  ... ... ... ...  20 5 0
Office Furniture  ... ... ... 1 8 5
Incidentals ... ... ... ... 20 18 0
Town Hall-
General Fund, Q.N. Bank  ...  16 11 2
Special Loan Rate Account,
N.S.W. Bank ... ... 44 14 6
61 5 8
Government Endowment,
Second Moiety of Rates for 1887 ... 202 11 0
„ General Rates, 1888 ... ... 131 6 0
Special Rates, 1888 ... ... ... 60 13 0
„ Wood and Water Licenses ... ... 43 5 0
„ Ground Rents ... ... ... 26 17 6
„ Rent of Recreation Ground ... ... 6 0 0
„ Rent of Town Hall ... ... ... 25 9 6
Dog Registration ... ... ... 0 7 6
„ Refund from Divisional Board
re  Well Bore Ball ... ... ... 15 8 9
II
72
Insurance of  F urniture  ... 1 13 9
Repairs ... ... ... ... 9 2 0
Fittings  ... ... ... ... 5 1 10
Lighting .. .. ... ... 4 10 6
Shifting Gates and Fence ... 14 0 0
)f Works Expenditure-
Town Dam ... ... ... 0 9 0
Shamrock street ... ... 49 4 0
Thistle street ... ... ... 0 4 0
Clematis street ... ... ... 3 7 6
Woodbine street... ... ... 1 11 0
Recreation Ground ... ... 1 19 6
Stone Getting ... ... ... 0 16 0
Plant ... ... ... ...
Ferry ... ...
Professional  Advice ... ...
Refund overpaid  Bank ... ...
Balance, Special  Loan Rate
Account, N.S.W. Bank
Balance, General Management
£ s. d.
34 8 1
57 11 0
1 9 6
1 6 6
3 5 0
0 5 0
,,
£573 3 11
105 7 6
Account, Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 58 3 9
Cash in Hand ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Vouchers and Books of Account
connected with the above Statment, and find same correct.
Blackall, 7th February, 1889.
P. A. AITKEN, Town Clerk.
20th February, 1889.
DAVID MURRAY, IAuditors.M. S. TOLANO,
E. H. WICKER , Mayor.
STATEMENT of LIABILITIES and ASSETS for HALF-YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
To Queensland Government-
Redemption of Loans ... ... ... 114 4 3
Interest on Loans ... ... ... ... 87 10 11
Balance of Loans ... ... ... ... 3,363 19 3
P. A. AITKEN, Town Clerk.
Blackall, 20th February, 1889.
784
AssETs.
£573 3 11
£ s. d.
By Bank N.S.W., Special Loan Rate Account 105 7 6
Queensland National Bank ... ... 58 3 9
„ Cash in Hand ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
First Moiety Due on Rates Collected, 1888 221 5 0
„ Rates Due to 31st December, 1888-
General ... ... ... £52 19 0
Special  ... ... ... 31 14 6
84 13 6
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 21 7 6
„ Plant ... ... ... ... ... ... 49 13 1
„ Debts Due, Council.. .. ... ... 8 1 6
Town Hall, Ground, and Furniture ... 1,727 19 11
„ Balance of Liabilities over Assets ... 1,289 0 8
£3,565 14 5 £3,565 14 5
E. H. WICKER , Mayor.
37s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Wi ll iam Shearing ,  of Bulimba road, near
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
butcher ,  by Thomas Mooney, of Brisbane,
master butcher, trading under the style or firm
of " The Co-operative Butchering Company."
U PON the  bearing of this Petition this (lay, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Shearing ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said William Shearing be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First  General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Wi ll iam Shearing ,  for the election
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
£ s. d.
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioner ,! q
57, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Informd pauperis.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of an  Insolvency Petition against
George Watson, of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, labourer, by the said George
Watson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said George Watson
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
George Watson, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Fourth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said George Watson shall,
on the Second day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Henry Philp, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, forwarding  agent , trading as
" J. H. Philp and Co.," by the said James
Henry Philp.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said James Henry
Philp be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Henry Philp, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Ninth day of April,
1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And,it
is further ordered that the said James Henry
Philp shall, on the Eighth day of April, 1889,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full,  true and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names  and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of his inability
to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
seventh day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
DALY AND HELLICAn,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
Deputy  Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James West ,  of Toowoomba ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  contractor ,  by the said James
West.
U PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordere d that the said James  West
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James West, for the election of a Trustee, be
hell at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Ninth day of April, 1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said James West shall ,  on the Eighth day of
Aril,  1889, at Brisbane ,  deli ver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the  names  and residences,  so far as
known, of his creditorl, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
JAMES  MURRAY,
Toowoomba.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
T. M. Evans, of Caboolture, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by The Queensland
Agency Company, Limited.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of .the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said T. M.
Evans, having been given, it is ordered that the
said T. M. Evans be and he is hereby adjudged
Insolvent, and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said T. M. Evans, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Fourth day of
April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said T. M. Evans
shall, on the Second day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes  of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of this Court, this twenty-
second day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWER,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioners,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Petition of Richard Hatchett,
of Redcliffe, in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler, for an Order of Adjudication
of Insolvency against himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
V it is ordered that Richard Hatchett be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And ,it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Richard Hatchett, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the Fourth day of
April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Richard
Hatchett shall, on the Third day of April, 1889. at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LONG AND HARVEY,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
George street, Brisbane,
And at Ipswich.
134
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Robert Nugent, of South Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, bootmaker, by Edward
Thomas Neighbour, boot manufacturer.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Robert
Nugent, having been  given , it is ordered that the
said Robert Nugent be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James  Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Robert Nugent, for the election
of a Trustee , be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Second day of
April,  1889,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Robert
Nugent shall, on the First day of April, 1889,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a fu ll , true, and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
,and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors , and of the  causes of  his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day  of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE ,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Petitioner.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of the Petition of Bernard James
Grant, of Caboolture,  in the  Colony  of Queens-
land, butcher,  for an Order  of
Adjudi cationof Insolvency against Bernard James Grant,
of Caboolture,  in the Colony aforesaid,  butcher.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Bernard James
Grant be and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent, and that James Boyne Ha ll , Esquire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Bernard James Grant,
for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office
of the Principal Registrar, Supreme Court, Bris-
bane, on the Fourth day of  April,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon . And it  is further
ordered that the said Bernard James Grant
shall ,  on the Second day of April, 1889, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a fu ll ,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and  liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inab il ity to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this twentieth
day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Jos h Fletcher ,  of Toowoomba ,  in the Colony
of Queensland, auctioneer and commission
agent ,  by the said Joseph Fletcher.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Joseph Fletcher
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
Pint General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joseph Fletcher, for the election a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the Fourth day of April, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Joseph Fletcher shall, on
the Second day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,57, Queen street, Brisbane,
and Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Eugene Monahan, of Lolworth Station, near
Charters Towers, station manager, by the said
Eugene Monahan.
FRIDAY ,  THE TWENTY-SECOND DAY of MARCH, 1889'
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Eugene Monahan be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that Mr.
John Love Blood -Smyth be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Eugene Monahan,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the  Registrar of this
Court, on the Tenth day of April ,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Eugene Monahan shall,
on the Ninth day of April, 1889, at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true,  and accurate statement,  verified on oath, of
his debts and  liabilities of every kind,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
fifth day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
J. BLOOD -SMYTH,
Acting Registrar.
)I AIARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
By their Agents-
PETRIE AND O'SHEA,
Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special  Resolution  for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of Charles
Robert Powell, of Maryborough, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  brewer.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough, in theColony of Queensland , accountant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Debtor.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects of  the Debtor  must  deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors,
Deputy  Registrar.
Brisbane, Mary borough, and
Bundaberg.
764 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Butler, of Roma, com-
mission agent ,  insolvent.
N the  twenty -second day  of March,  A.D. 1889,
a Certificate of Discharge was granted to
Richard Butler ,  of Roma ,  the beforenamed Insol-
vent,  who was adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-
seventh day of February, A.D. 1885.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Peter McBride, of Bogantungan,
in the Colony of Queensland, hotel-keeper, an
Insolvent.
0
N the twenty-fifth day of March, 1889, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to Peter
McBride, of Bogantungan aforesaid, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the third day of May,
1886.
R. A. BRUMM,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Rockhampton.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street, Brisbane.
750 58.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry St. George Caulfield, of
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
formerly a produce merchant, and now Inspec-
tor of Pacific Islanders, an Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-sixth day of April, A.D. 1889, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Henry St.
George Caulfield, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, formerly a produce merchant and now
Inspector of Pacific Islanders, adjudicated insolvent
on the twelfth day of August, A.D. 1885, will apply
to the said Honourable Court,  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of  March, 1889.
JAMES HAMILTON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
By his Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
790
Bundaberg.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition  with Creditors,
instituted  by John Aloysius Gorry, of War-
wick ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  saddler and
harness maker.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that the First  General
Meeting of the  Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the
Offices of Messrs. Foxton and Cardew, Solicitors,
in Queen street ,  Brisbane, on the Eighteenth day
of April,  1889, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in
the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of March, 1889.
J. R. CURNOW,
Attorney  for the said  John A. Gorry,
Warwick.
By FOXTON AND CABDEW,
Solicitors,
Brisbane and Ipswich.
789 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Heinrich Ahlbrand, of Mary-
borough, storekeeper, in Liquidation.
T
lEE Creditors of the abovenamed Heinrich
Ahlbrand who have not already proved their
debts are required, on or before the Tenth day of
April, 1889, to send their names and addresses, and
the particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned, Robert Jones, of Maryborough, the
Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in default
thereof, they will be excluded from the  benefit of
the Dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated at Maryborough this twenty-second day
of March, 1889.
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
Richmond  street,  Maryborough.
736 6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Samuel Wells, of Maryborough,
plumber, in Liquidation.THE Creditors of the abovenamed  Samuel Wellswho have not already proved their debts are
required, on or before the Tenth day of April,
1889, to send their  names and addresses ,  and the
particulars of their debts or claims, to me, the
undersigned, Robert Jones, of Maryborough, the
Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in default
thereof, they will be excluded from the benefit of
the Dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated at Maryborough this twenty-second day
of March, 1889.
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
Richmond street, Maryborough.
735 6s.
In the Assigned Estate of N. Davidson,  of Bris-
bane.
A FIRST and Final Dividend, of 1s. 7d. in the
£, is payable in the above Estate, on all
admitted  claims , This Day (THURSDAY), the
Twenty-eighth day of  March, 1889,  at my Office,
Eagle street.
456
GEORGE CANNON,
Assignee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Dodd Smith Clarke, of Cairns,
commission agent, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared inthe matter  of the  abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-first day of February,
1881.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
770 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Buzza and Bray ,  of Normanton,
contractors ,  Insolvents.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend ,  at the rate of
18s. 101d .  in the £, is now payable at this
Office, upon preferential debts proved.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
771 4s.
1168
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Lok Hin, of Johnstone River,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
},t DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the seventh day of September,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
In Qolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
772 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Simpson,  of Montalbion,
baker,  an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty -sixth day of October,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
773 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Stahlfest Moller,  of Tent
Hi ll, hotel -keeper ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twentieth day of October,
1888.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by the
Eleventh day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March,  1869.
774 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Swan, of Ayrshire Downs
blacksmith, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-eighth day of November,
1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
775 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Wittkopp, of Mary-
borough, plumber, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twenty-third day of January,
1889.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eleventh day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency  Chambers,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
776 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Cassidy, of Mount
Leyshon, near Charters Towers,  sawyer, an
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the third day of December, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eighteenth day of April next will be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
777 4s.
In the  Assigned Estate of Charles Jones and Com-
pany ,  of Brisbane.
A
SECOND Dividend,  of 9d. in the 2 ,  is pay-
able in the above Estate ,  on all admitted
claims , This Day (THURSDAY),  the Twenty-
eighth day of March, 1889 ,  at my Office, Eagle
street.
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GEORGE CANNON,
Agent for the Assignees.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederic Sanderson ,  of Lutwyche,
storekeeper ,  in Liquidation.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of Frederic Sanderson ,  of Lutwyche.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Thirteenth day of  April,  1889 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of March, 1889.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
128, Queen street,  Brisbane.
751 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Johnston, of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend is intended to be
declared in the Matter of John Johnston, of
Bundaberg, storekeeper adjudicated insolvent on
the second day of January, 1889.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Sixth day of April, 1889, will be excluded.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, 1889.
S. R. W. TAUDEVIN,
Trustee.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors,
Brisbane, Maryborough, and
765
Bundaberg.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Daniel  Crane,  late of Rosewood, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
r'J OTICE is hereby given ,  that, after the ex ira-
L tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of  the Will
of the abovenamed Daniel Crane ,  deceased, may be
granted to John James Johnston ,  of Ipswich, in
the said colony, brewer ,  and Thomas Brew Lyons,
of the same place ,  jewe ller, the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated  this twenty -seventh day of March, A.D.
1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
741
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Two Codicils of Charles Gilliver,
late of Queenton, Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland,  licensed  victualler,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will and
Two Codicils of the abovenamed Charles Gilliver,
deceased ,  may be  granted to John McDonald, of
Charters Towers  aforesaid ,  mining proprietor, and
Edward David  Miles ,  of the  same place, mining
agent, the Executors and Trustees named in the
said Will.
Dated  this twentieth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Gill  street ,  Charters Towers,
Proctors  for the said John  McDonald, and
Edward David Miles.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAIL,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
730
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of James  Broom, late of Booval, near
Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland, free-
holder, deceased.N' I OTICE is  hereby given ,  that ,  after the  expira-tion of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that  Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed James Broom, deceased, may be
granted to Elizabeth Broom, of Booval aforesaid,
spinster ,  one of the Executors and Trustees named
in the said  Will, John Clarke  Foote, the remaining
Executor and Trustee named in the  said Will,
having renounced Probate thereof.
Dated this  twenty-seventh day of March, A.D.
,1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Brisbane and Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Elizabeth Broom.
745 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods  of Wilson  Henry ,  late of
Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland, car-
penter ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will  be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the lands,  goods,  chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Wilson Henry,
deceased,  who  died intestate,  may be granted
to Eliza Jane Lang,  wife of David  William Lang,
of Gympie ,  in the said  colony ,  miner ;  the lawful
daughter of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane  this twenty -seventh day of
March ,  A.D. 1889.
TOZER AND CON WELL,
Proctors for the said Administratrix,
By W. H.  OSBOBNS,
Proctor,
George  street, Brisbane.
752
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods  of James  Lerhinen, late of Charters
Towers, in  the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased ,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby  given , that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all and singular the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed James
Lerhinen, deceased, may be granted to Catherine
Call anan ,  wife of Michael Callanan, of Charters
Towers ,  miner ,  one of the next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of March, A.D.
1889.
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Proctor for the said Catherine  Callanan,
Charters Towers.
By his Agent-W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street ,  Brisbane.
749 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods ,  left unadministered, of
Robert Grayson,  late of  Warwick, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  retired police  officer,
deceased,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion  de Zonis non  of all and singular the lands,
goods, chattels ,  credits ,  and effects left unadminis-
tered of the  abovenamed Robert  Grayson,  deceased,
may be granted to Francis Grayson, of A.llora, in
said colony, commission agent,  the eldest son of
the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of March,  A.D. 1889.
HENRY BOYLE,
Proctor for Petitioner,
Town Hall Chambers,
Warwick.
743 6s.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of  Patrick Lonergan ,  late of Milton,
near Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
cooper ,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Patrick Lonergan ,  deceased,
may be granted to Norah Lonergan ,  the lawful
widow of the said deceased,  and sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March, 1889.
EDWARD JOSEPH CORBETT,
Proctor for the said Norsk Lonergan,
783
Australian  Chambers,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5a. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Philip Devine,  late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, retired
grazier ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days  from the  date of the
publication hereof in  the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  application will be  made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
Philip Devine, late of Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  retired grazier ,  deceased, may be
granted to Elizabeth Ann Devine,  of Evandean,
Warwick aforesaid, the Executrix  therein named,
the Hon. John Clark Foote,  a member of the
Legislative Council of the said Colony, and the
Executor in the said Will named ,  having renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated at Warwick this twenty-second day of
March, 1889.
Gympie.
6s. 6d.
786
J. R. CURNOW,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Warwick.
5s. 6d.
1170
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Daniel Baldwin, late of Bulimba,
in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-tion of fourteen days from he date ofthe
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Daniel Baldwin, deceased, may
be ;ranted to James Nuttall, freeholder, and
Daniel Baldwin, clerk, both of Bulimba aforesaid,
the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this thirtieth day of March,
A.D. 1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian  Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors  for the said  Executors.
778 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ellen Shea, late of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said  Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Ellen Shea, deceased, may
be granted to Leonard Brown, police-sergeant, and
Julia McLaughlin, widow, both of Brisbane afore-
said, Executor and Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated  at Brisbane  this thirtieth day of March,
A.D. 1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor and Executrix.
779 6s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Ewen McRae, late
of The Pocket, near Warwick, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of  fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of Ewen McRae, late of The Pocket, near
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased , may be granted to Catherine McRae, of
The Pocket aforesaid, widow of the said deceased,
the sole Executrix  named in and  appointed by the
said Will.
Dated at Warwick this twenty-eighth day of
March, 1889.
J. R. CURNOW,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Warwick.
787 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Rollason, late of Dalrymple,
in the Colony of Queensland, saddler, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
abovenamed  George Rollason, deceased, may be
granted to  Edward David Miles, of Charters
Towers , in the Colony of Queensland, mining
agent,  and Richard Kirkbride, of Charters Towers
aforesaid ,  miner,  the Executors therein named.
Dated  the twenty-third day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the Executors,
Charters Towers.Agents-
ALY AND HELLICAR,
gent's  Buildings,
791
Adelaide  street , Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of  K ate Hayes ,  late of Mount Mor-
gan, in the Colony of Queensland ,  spinster,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods ,  chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Kate Hayes, deceased , who died
intestate ,  may be granted to John Hayes, of Rock-
hampton ,  in the said Colony, gentleman, the father
and next-of -kin of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said John Hayes,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
L. F. BEENAYS,
Proctor, Brisbane,
782 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Michael Mullin, late of Clermont,
in the Colony of Queensland, bushman,
deceased, intestate.
\ OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
L tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Michael Mullin, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Catherine
Mullin, of Clermont aforesaid, the widow of the
said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Catherine Mullin,
RockhamptQn.
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Proctor, Brisbane.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Arthur Newton Dunstan-Caddan, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Arthur Newton Dunstan-
Caddan, late of Hope street, South Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased,
who died on or about the seventeenth day of
November, 1888, at Hope street, South Brisbane
aforesaid, and Letters of Administration, with the
Will annexed, of whose personal estate and effects
were, on the twenty-sixth day of March, 1889,
duly granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland
to The Queensland Permanent Trustee, Executor,
and Finance Agency Company, Limited, are hereby
required to send in, in writing, particulars of their
debts or claims to the said Company, at its regis-
tered office, Number 223, Queen street, Brisbane
aforesaid, on or before WEDNESDAY, the First
day of May next. And notice is hereby also
given, that, at the expiration of the last-mentioned
day, the said Company will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, having regard only to the claims
of which the said Company shall then have had
notice, and that the said Company will not be
liable, for the assets or any part thereof so distri-
buted, to any person of whose debt or claim the
said Company shall not have had notice at the
time of such distribution.
Dated this thirtieth day of March, .&.D. 1889.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Selborne Chambers,
766
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Company.
10s.
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STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Be Stephen Egan, deceased.
P
URSUANT to the provisions of the fifth section
of  "The Trustees and Incapacitated Persons
Act of  1867," notice is hereby given, that all Credi-
tors and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of Stephen Egan, late
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
storekeeper, deceased, who died at Charters Towers
aforesaid on the third day of January, 1889, and
whose Will was duly proved by Francis William
Beattie, of Charters Towers aforesaid,  bank mana-
ger, and Patrick Hehir, of Victoria Dnwrns  Station,
near Charters  Towers  aforesaid, grazier  (the Execu-
tors  named in the  said Will), in the Supreme Court
of Queensland, on the twenty-seventh day of
February, 1889, are hereby required to send, in
writing, the particulars of their  claims or demands
to the undersigned, Marsland and Marsland, the
solicitors of the said Executors, at their Offices,
situate in Gill street, in Charters Towers  aforesaid,
on or before the Sixth day of May, 1889. And
notice is hereby  also given , that at the expiration of
the last-mentioned date the said Francis William
Beattie and Patrick Hehir will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said Stephen Egan, deceased,
among  the parties entitled thereto, having regard
to the claims of which the said Francis William
Beattie and Patrick Hehir shall have then had
notice, and that the said Francis William Beattie
and Patrick Hehir will not be liable, for the assets
or any part thereof so distributed, to any person of
whose claims the said Francis William Beattie and
Patrick Hehir shall not have had notice at the
time of the distribution.
Dated the twelfth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MABSLAND,
Solicitors for the Executors,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Kent's Buildings,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
659 11s. 9d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Thomas Jenkins, Croydon ;
Andrew Muir, Sandy Creek ; Christian
Sochtig, Croydon ; Frederick Clouse, Ipswich ;
Thomas Roberts ,  Coen  ;  and Maria  Atwell,
Brisbane.PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Thirtieth day of May next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane , 30thlMarch, 1889.
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G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
IN THB  SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889.
TELFORD AND TURNER  V. PATRICK O'CONNELL.
To all Persons Concerned.
T
AKE Notice, that a Writ of  Feri Facias  has
been issued  upon a Judgment obtained by
the Plaintiffs in the above action, and that all
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title,
and interest  (if any) of, in, and to all that
piece or parcel of land situate in the county of
Nares, parish of Cairns, containing 100 acres, more
or less , and being the land described in Crown
Grant No. 70566, subject to Bill of Mortgage No.
187354, dated the seventeenth day of July, 1888,
from Patrick O'Connell to The Queensland National
Bank, Limited, to secure re-payment of £200 and
further advances, will be Sold by the Sheriff of
Queensland, by Public Auction,  at the Court
House Hotel , Cairns, on  TUESDAY, the Four-
teenth day of May next,  at Twelve  o'clock Noon,
unless this  Execution is previously satisfied.
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WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
7s.
IN THE WARDEN ' S COURT AT CHARTERS TowERs.
No. 2 of  1889.
In the  Matter  of  "The  Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  11 The Mining Companies Act
of  1886,"  and in the Matter of The Old
Warrior Gold- Mining Company ,  Limited.
T
HE Creditors  of the abovenamed Company are
required ,  on or before the Twelfth day of
April, 1889,  to send their names and addresses,
and particulars of their debts and claims ,  and the
names and addresses of their solicitors ,  if any, to
William Levi  Davies, of Charters Towers, the
Official Liquidator of the said Company ,  and, if so
required by notice in writing from the said Official
Liquidator are, by their solicitors ,  to come in and
prove their said debts or claims ,  at the Chambers
of the Warden, in the Court House at Charters
Towers, at such time as shall be specified in such
notice, or in default thereof they will be excluded
fr om the benefit of any distribution made before
such debts are proved.
FRIDAY, the  Twenty -sixth day of April, 1889,
at Thirty  Minutes past Two o'clock in the after-
noon, at the said Chambers, is appointed for hearing
and adjudicating upon the debts and claims.
Dated the twenty-third day of March, 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to the Official Liquidator,
Charters Towers.
780 9s.
IPSWICH MUNICIPALITY.
To WHOM  IT MAY CONCERN.THE Municipal Council of Ipswich hereby givenotice of their intention to apply to the
Government for a Loan of £12,000 from the
Consolidated Revenue of Queensland, for the pur-
se of  making Alterations in the Mains and
ub-mains connected with the Water Supply, now
become necessary  through  increasing settlement.
A Plan and Specification for the proposed Work,
together with an Estimate of the probable Cost
thereof ,  is now lying at the Council Chambers, open
for the inspection  of the  Ratepayers, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Local Government Act
of  1ts78."
R. J. KENDALL,
Town Clerk.
Council Chambers, 23rd March, 1889.
744 5s. 6d.
SOUTHERN QUEEN GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
IN LIQUIDATION.
A LIQUIDATION  Dividend  (the 1st),  of One
Penny Farthing per 10,652nd Share, is
declared ,  and is now payable at the Office of the
Liquidator, John Frederick  Hinsch, mining agent,
Gill street ,  Charters Towers.
Dated this eighteenth day of March, 1889.
731
J. F. HINSCH,
Liquidator.
4s.
WALLOON DIVISIONAL BOARD.THE Board propose to Borrow from Government£6,000 for the  purpose of Boring for Water,
&c.
W. H. ALDHA M,
Clerk.
Board's Office
Marburg, 19th March, 1889.
727 3s.
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ENOGGERA. DIVISIONAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Enoggera
Divisional Board intend to Borrow, by way
of Loan from the Government, the Sum of Five
Thousand Pounds (£5,000), for the purpose of
carrying out Permanent Works in the Division.
Plans and full particulars to be had at the
Board's Office, Adelaide street, Brisbane.
By Order,
F. SLAUGHTER,
Brisbane , 27th  March, 1889.
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Divisional Clerk.
4s.
GLENGALLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
T a Meeting of the Glengallan Marsupial
Board held at the Court House, Warwick, on
Saturday, the twenty-third day of March, 1889, the
following  Assessment was made  as a first call for
1889, on all Stock and Land comprised within the
above Division,  viz.:--
a, d.
On every 20 Read of Cattle  and Horses 2 6
On every 100 Sheep ... ... 2 6
On every 640  acres of  t restocked or
Understocked Land ... ... 2 6
Such Assessment must be paid to the nearest
Clerk of Petty  Sessions, within sixty days from
date hereof.
By Order,
T. DE LACY MOFFATT,
Secretary Glengallan Marsupial Board.
Warwick, 25th March, 1889.
739 5s. 6d.
WAMBO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Rate has beenN levied on Stock  within this Division, for the
year 1889,  as  follows:-
s.  d.
Sheep, per 100 Head .. .. ... 1 0
Cattle and Horses,  per 20  Head . 1 0
which must be paid  to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
at Dalby, within sixty days from the date hereof.
By Order,
D. GALLWEY,
Dalby,  23rd March,  1889. Secretary.740  4s.
ALBERT SPORTS GROUND COMPANY,
LIMITED.
RESOLUTIONS FOR WINDING-UP.AT an Extraordinary Ge eral Meeting of the
shareholders  of the Albert Sports Ground
Companny, Limited, held at Prentice's Cricket
Depot, Edward  street ,  Brisbane , on Friday, the
twenty-second day of February, 1889, the subjoined
Resolutions  were  duly passed, viz.:--That the Albert Sports Ground Company,
Limited, be wound-up voluntarily, under
the provisions in that behalf of  `  The
Companies Act,  1863.' '
"That George Down, of Brisbane, law clerk,
be appointed Liquidator, for the purpose
of winding -up the  affairs  of the Company."
At a subsequent Extraordinary General Meeting
of the shareholders of the said Company, held at
the same place , on Monday, the eleventh dal. of
March , 1889, the foregoing Resolutions were ly
confirmed.
GEORGE DOWN,
Chairman.
748 6s.
ROSE GOLD-MINING COMPANY, NO
LIABILITY.
IN LIQUIDATION.
A GENERAL Meeting of Shareholders of the
above Company will be held at the Liqui-
dator's Office, Cloncurry, on TUESDAY, 23rd
April, 1889 , at 8 o'clock p.m.
.Business.
To receive  final accounts  and resolve as to the
disposal of documents, &c.
753
J. P. ORMOND,
Liquidator.48.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
Streets :-North Brisbane : Bridge street, from
Wickham street to Ann street; Herschell street,
from George street to North Quay. K angaroo
Point : Duke street, from Toohev street to
Vulture street; Holman street, from Main
street to River; Little William street, from
Main street to River. Booroodabin Division :
Down street, from Montpellier road to Princess
street ; Montpellier road, from Ann street to
Campbell street ; Maud street, from Ann
street to River ; Princess street, from Campbell
street fifteen and a-half chains towards Ann
street; Stratton street, from Bulimba road to
end of street. South Brisbane : Glenelg
street, from Stephen street to Vulture street;
Hardgrave road, from Spring street to Whynot
street ; Reed street, from Stanley street to
Hawthorne street ; Stephen road, from Boggo
road to Crown street; Walton  street, from
Boggo road to James street ; Whynot street,
from Hardgrave road twenty and a-half chains
towards Boundary street ; Hopo street, from
end of Main to Glenelg street. Toowong
Shire: Manning street, from Railway terrace
to McDougall terrace ; Paradise terrace, from
River road to end of terrace ; River road, from
Sylvan road to Paradise terrace ; and all
private streets, courts, lanes, and alleys opening
thereto.
1.
THE Main Pipe in the said Streets being laid
down, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
761 lOs.
GULL) FIELDS  ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATION S.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,in pamphle  form ,  "The Gold Fields A t
'n 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the while of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, Is .  Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LAND.
A PA MPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Stock, now published, and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office, Brisbane, or through
Booksellers. Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and Is. 4d. beyond, the Colony, extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations, of these
Plant a : together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described, and also
much information as to their several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at theGovernment Printing
Office, William street,  Brisbane , A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phwnog amous  and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,Genera, and Vernacular Names. By Fredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolon:al Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,Is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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ON SALE
AT THE
G O V E R N M E N T PRINTING OFFICE,William  street,  Brisbane:-
DIVISIONAL BOARDS ACT.
Ballot Papers,  in packets of 500 each- price, 5s.; by
post, 6s.
Vouchers for Services Performed ,  5s. per 100  ;  postage
Is. extra.
Vouchers for Articles Supplied ,  5s. per  100; postage
Is. extra.
Wages Vouchers ,  5s. per 100; postage ,  is. extra.
Warrant Forms, 59. per 100  ;  posted, 6s.
Monthly Time Sheets of Mechanics and others employed
during the month - 5s. 6d .  per 100 plain ;  ruled,
7e. 6d . ;  postage ,  is.  8d .  extra.
Monthly Progress of Works executed during the month
5s. 6d. per 100 plain  ;  7s. 6d. ruled  ;  postage,
1s.10d.  extra.
Rate Notice  Books-3s. 6d .  each ; postage, 8d.
Full bound
Half bound
Cloth bound
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
REVISED EDITION  -  Da QUARTO.
£ s. d.
... ... ... 5 5 0
... 4 10 0
... 3 15 0
Postage, 15s. extra.
BOUND ACTS.
Bound Acts  of 1881,  5s. ; posted, 6s.
1882,  5s. ;  posted, 6s.
1885, 7s. 6d.; posted, 8s. 6d.
1886,  20s.; posted, 22s.
1887, 8s. 6d.; posted, 1s.
POUNDKEEPERS' BOOK.
With
Price.  Postage
s. d. s. d.
Schedule 3 ... ... ... ... 5 0 7 2
BRANDS DIRECTORY, 1887.
With Alphabetical List of all Owners
of Registered Brands ... ... 2 6 5 0
ACTS.
Bills  of Exchange Act (1884) ... ... 1 0 1 1
British Companies Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Building  Societies  Act (1886) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Carriers  Act (1874 ) . ...  0 6 0 7
Cattle Slaughtering  Act (1877) ... 0 6 0 7
Copyright Act (Queensland) 1887 ... 1 0 1 2
Crown Lands Act of 1884 . 1 0 1 2
Cro wn Lands  Act of  1884  (Regulations) 0 6 0 7
Cro wn Lands  Act of 1884 (Digest ) ... 0 3 0 4
Crown Lands  Act of 1884  Amendment
Act of 1885 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Crown Lands  Amendment Act (1886) 0 6 C 7
Customs Duties  Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Diseases in Sheep  Acts (complete)  . 2 0 2 2
District  Courts Act  (1867,1872, 1878)
complete ... ... ... ... 2 0 2 2
Divisional  Boards Act (1887) ... ... 1 6 1 10
Elections  Act (1885) ... ... ... ' 1 0 1 2
Elections  Act of 1885 Amendment Act
of 1886  ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Elections  Tribunal Act of 1886 0 6 0 7
Electoral Districts  Act (1887 ) ...  1 0 1 2
Employers  Liability Act (1886) ... 0 6 0 7
Fencing  Act (1861) ... ... 0 6 0 7
Fire Brigades Act (1881 ) ... ..  0 6 0 7
Tire  Brigades  Act Amendment Act of
1882  ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Gold Fields Act (1874) ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Gold  Fields  Act Amendment Act (1878) 0 6 0 7
Gold  Fields  Act Amendment Act of
Gold Fields  Homestead  Leases Act of
Gold  Mining Companies  Act (1886) ...
Health Act  (1884) „
Health Act Amendment Act of 1886 ...
Immigration Act of 1882 Amendment
Act of 1886... ... ... ...
Impounding Acts  (1863 -65-67, and
1879), ccmplete
Inclosed  Lands Act  (1878 ) ... ,,,
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
1 0 1 2
0 6 0 7
0 6 0 7
2 6 2 7
0 6 0 7
with
Price. Postage,
a. d. s. d.
Injuries  to Property Act, 1865, Amend-
Act of 1874  ... ... ...  1 6
Intestacy  Act (1877) ... ... ...  0 6Insolvency
Judicature Act (1876) ...  1 6
Ditto ,  Additional Rules of Court
under the ,  with Forms and Index,
unbound,  4s.  6d.; bound 5s.
went Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
1 8
0 7
1 10
Justices Act of 1886 ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Licensing Act (1885) ... ... ... 1 6 1 10
Liquor Act of 1886 ... ...  0 6 0 7
Local Authorities By-laws Act of 1884 0 6 0 7
Local Authorities (Joint Action) Act of
1886... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Ac(1878)... . 1 6 1 11
Local Government Act Amendment Act
of 1880 ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment
Act of 1886 ... .. .. 0 6 0 7
Local Government Act Amendment Act
(1887) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Local Works Loan Act of 1880 ... 0 6 0 7
Marsupials Destruction Act Continution
Act of 1888... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands  Act of  1882  .. ...  0 6 0 7
Ditto Regulations ... 0 6 0 7
Mineral Lands (Coal Mining) Act of
1886. 0 6 0 7
Mineral Oils Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Mining Companies Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Municipal Endowments  Act (1876) ...  0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection  Act (1877) ..  0 6 0 7NativeBirds ActAmendment Act (1877) 0 6 0 7
Native Birds Protection Act Amendment
Act of  1884  .. ...  0 6 0 7
Offenders Probation Act of 1886 ... 0 6 0 7
Oyster Act of 1886 ... ... .... 0 6 0 ,7
Pastoral Leases Act (1869) . 1 0 1 1
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 ... .. 1 0 1 2
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act
of 1884 (Regulations) ... ... 0 6 0 8
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
(Amendment) Act of 1886 . 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fisheries
Act (1881 ) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Pearl-shell and Beche-de-mer Fishery
Act Amendment Act of 1886 0 6 0 7
Pharmacy Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Port Dues Revision Act of 1882 0 6 0 7
Preferable Liens on Crops Act (1870)... 0 6 0 7
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
(1878) .. . 1 0 1 1
Public Works Lands Resumption Act
of 1878 Amendment Act of 1888 ... 0 6 0 7
Quarantine Act of 1886 0 6 0 7
Queensland Fisheries Act (1887) .. 0 6 0 7
Queensland Permanent Trustee, Exe.
cutor, and Finance Agency Com-
pany, Limited, Act... ... ... 0 6 0 7
'Rabbit Act ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Railways Act of 1888 ... ... ... 1 0 1 2
Sale of Food and Drugs  Act (1881 ) ... 0 6 0 7
Sale of Food and Drugs Act Amendment
Act of 1882 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Sale to Local Authorities Land Act of
1882 ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act
(1870) ... 0 6 0 7
Settled District Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 Amendment Act of 1882 . 0 6 0 7
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876 .. .. ... ... 0 6 0 7
Settled Land Act of 1886 ... .. 1 0 1 2
Succession Duties Act of 1886 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Trade Unions Act of 1886 . ... 0 6 0 7
Trading Companies Act of 1863 ...  2 0 2 3
United Municipalities Act (1881) ... 0 6 0 7
United Municipalities Act of 1881
Amendment Act of 1884 ... ... 0 6 0 7
Undue Subdivision of Land Prevention
Act ... ... ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Valuation Act (1887) ...  0 6 0 7
Valuation Act Amendment Act (1888) ...  0 6 0 7
Wages Act (1870) ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
Wages Act of 1884 ... ... ... 0 6 0 7
IN PAMPHLET FORM.
Brands Act of 1872, 3rd Edition , ,. 0 6 0 7
Cemetery Act ... ... 0 9 0 11
Friendly  Societies  Act (1876) ... ...  1 0 1 2
Gold Fields Pamphlet ... ... ...  1 0 1 2
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Whit
Price.  Postage.
s. d. s. d.
Insolvency Act of 1874, with  Rules ...  2 6 2 10
Justices  Ae' and Offenders Probation
Act
...  2 6 3 2
Land Act of 1884 and Regulations
... 0 6 0 10
Masters and Servants  Act ..
... 1 0 1 0
Narrative of Expeditions in New Guinea 0 6 0 7
Sma ll Debts Courts Act .., 0 6 0 8
Stamp  Duties  Act 1 0 1 2
The Queensland Horticulturist and
Gardener 's Guide .. ... ... 3 0 3 4
Vice-Admiralty Court Rules ... ... 1 0 1 4
CLOTH BOUND.
Cultural Industries for Queensland ... 5 0 5 10
The All-range Queensland Register 1 6 1 9
Journals  of Australian Explorations  ...  5 0 5 9
Justices  Act and Offenders Probation
Act
.. ... 3 6 4 0
Plants Reputed Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock ... ... ... ... 4 0 4 8
HALF BOUND.
Synopsis  of Queensland Flora ... ... 21 0 22 10
FULL BOUND.
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court (only) 63 0 66 4
Acts and Orders of Supreme Court
(Crown Side) ... ... ... 42 0 43 0
CUSTOMS.,
Customs Tariff  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 4
GOVERNMENT GAZETTE.
Quarterly subscription  ... ... ... 10 0
HANJSARD.
Sessional subscription  .., ... ... ... 3 0
ADVERTISING RATES.
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal.
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines and
3d. for  every  additional line (eight words to a line).
Table matter charged 50 per cent .  extra on 1st
insertion only, and a proportional extra charge for
small-sized type.
All orders must be accompanied by a remittance suff.
cient to cover the cost. If by cheque, exchange must
be added, but  private  cheques will not be received.
Parcels forwarded to any address by ship or rail, if so
requested-the freight to be payable by consignees.
AGENTS FOR SALE OF GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS.
Blackall ... ... ... M. S. TOLANO.
Bundaberg... ... ... G. J.  YOUNG.
Ipswich ... ... ... W. TATHAM.
Mackay ... ... J. P. KL?MP.
Marlborough ... ... W. DAwsON.
Rockhampton ... ... MtnvRO AND CowrE.
Toowoomba ... ... J. H. ROBERTSON.
to the Statutes, have been given, as far as practic
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices  to same , Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms,  Summaries  of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versd by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with  reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter  analysis  of the Queensland
Statutes  the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman  figures  indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at  the Government Printing  office,William street ,  Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Ma jesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the
ajesty,
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August, 1883 .  Price,  Is.; postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
6th August, 1881.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form , "The Insol vency Act of
187h ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol,
vencv ." Super-royal 8vo.  Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating  to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side ),  arranged  with  notes  by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and 1ublished
in a  Government  Gazette  for  general  information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading  of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules , in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or  under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and  Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules,  the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ;  and under such marginal notes, and those
NOTICE.POUNDKE EPEIIS and others are requestedwhen describing brands, to make a distinction
between " Registered" and other brands, by placing
the words "Registered Brand" after  the  description
of the former. Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions, but where these words
do not appear the ordinary type only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
64  rpHE Justices  Act of  1886 ,"  and  "ne Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886 ,"  with an Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage, 6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.NOW published, at the Government PrintingOffice , William  street, Brisbane , " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S.,  &c."; 209 pages, demy
8vo. Price, 5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ; to England and the Australian
Colonies , 1s. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
O
N  SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon .  Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage ,  id. additional.
JAMES  C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, inpamphlet form, atthe Govern-ment  Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"The Stamped Transfer Act of 1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
•.. s. d.
Price ... ... ... 1 0
Posted ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
] n anntincE.
S' Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertise-
meats  of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate of  ONE  SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in the  G azette  unless
accompanied  by a remittance sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Gin Gin, from Moolboolam, n the
18th March, 1889, by order of Mr. F. G. Collins.
Driving  expenses , is. 8d. per head.
One red and white steer, like 8 -1L on off rump, piece
out of under part of off ear.
One roan and white steer, J6C near rump, piece out of
under part of near ear.
One roan steer, JR7 off ribs, L-shaped ear-mark on off
ear.
If not released on or before the 8th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. D. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
733 38.
I MPOUNDED at Allora, from Goomburra, on the15th March, 1889, by order of Mr. J. Gilmore.
Damages ,  2s.  6d.; driving, 2s. 4d.
One black horse, J07 off shoulder, star.
If not  released  on or before the 16th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
728 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Miles, from Cambie Run, on the
19th March, 1889, by order of Thos. McNulty,
Esquire.
One red and white bullock, A2Q over FR5 near ribs.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
WM. NALDER, Poundkeeper.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt 729 Is.
of the following amounts :-
1889.  £ s. d. MPOUNDED at Adavale, from enclosed lands, Com.
March 23.-Drayton  Shire Council ...  0 6 8
I
mongin North, on the 16th March, 1889, by order
„ 23.--Walloon Divisional Board  0 3 0 of J. 0. Kennedy, Esquire. Driving  expenses , 10s. per
23.-James Stewart ... ...  0 1 0 head.
23 -W. Nalder  0 8 2 One red and white bullock, ears marked , 2><3 (regis-
25.-J. F. Hinsch ... ...  0 4 0 tered brand) over 3 off rump.
25.-W. Martin ... ...  0 7 0 One red and white bullock, off ear marked, blotched
„ 25.--J. D. Walker  0 3 0 brand off rump, no tail.
to 25.-Diamantina  Divisional Board  0 t5 6 One roan bullock , near  ear marked, U 9S (registered
to 25.-Mackay  Hospital ... ...  0 3 2 brand) over 5 near ribs.
25.-J. Taaffe  . ... ... 0 1 0 One red and white cow, near ear marked, T1N (regis-
25.--Kilkivan Divisional  Board ... 0 8 6 tered brand) near rump.
25.-W. Dawson ... ..  2 9 6 One roan bullock, ears marked, 'F C3 (registered brand)
of 25.-Marsland  and Marsland ... 0 7 0 off ribs.to 25.-M. Markham  .. ... 0 2 0 on same date by order offrom Milo StationAlso26.-T. Lillis .. 0 4 6 , ,, 4s. per head.Esquire. Driving expensesA PeglerH26.-Glenga llan Marsupial  Board 0 5 6 ,. ,.
26.-Charters  Towers Municipality ... 0 1 4 One roan bullock, near ear marked, Al A (registered
26.-Wambo Marsupial  Board 0 4 6 brand) over 1 near rump.
26.-T. Macnamara  . ... 0 0 8 One red bullock,  ears marked , FC3 off ribs.
26.-Foxton  and Cardew ... ... 1 0 0 If not released on or before the 9th April, 1889,
„ 26.-W .  Baynes  ... ... 0 4 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
„ 26. -G. and J .  Black  ... ... .,, 0 10 0 Poundkeeper.WALTER MARTINit 26.-S. R. Foote  0 1 0 ,732  7$.of 26.-Lilley  and O'Sullivan ... 0 6 0It 27.-W. N.  Payne  ... ... 0 5 0
„ 27.-Lilley and  O'Sullivan ... ... 0 6 0 I MPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from the Cuttaburra,to 27.-W. Mitchell  ... ... ... 0 0 7 on the 15th March, 1889, by order of TimothyIt 27.-H.  Boyle  ... ... ... ... 0 5 0 K ane, Esquire . Driving expenses, Is. per head.
27.-E. Broad  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 One brown pony colt, star on forehead , near  hind foot
27.-F. A.  Hampson  ... ... ... 0 5 0 white, 2KZ (registered  brand)  near  shoulder,
28.-W. B .  Lethbridge  ... ... 0 17 0 broken in.
28.-W. M.  Payne  ... ... ... 0 0 6 One bav mare, saddle-marked, off fore foot enlarged,
„  28.-W. Martin  ... ... ... 1 10 0 like P X10 or P M0 (the last two letters blotched)is 29.-W. Reid and Co . ... ... 0 10 0 near shoulder, like T over 0 (conjoined) over JKit 29.-W. Cann  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 (horizontally-conjoined) near thigh.it 29.-C. Kemp  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0 One bay gelding,  star  on forehead,  near  hind foot white,to 29.-J. R .  Curnow  ... ... ... 0 11 0 scar and  blemish on  near knee , blotched brand likeif 29.-James Stirling  ... ... ... 0 10 0 F or R  near  shoulder.
„ 29.-Wm .  Hopkins  ... ... ... 0 10 0 Also, from Burrenbilla, on the 13th March, 1889, by
„ 29.-Cooktows Courier  ... ... 0 1 0 Esquire. Driving  expenses , Is. 6d.order  of A. Leeds
„ 29.-Morning  Bulletin  . ...  0. 5 0
,
VV5 near rump,star  on foreheadOne bay geldingto 29.-Mackay Fire Brigade  ... ...  0
29.- H.  Boyle.. ... ... ...  0 131 00
,,
F-< 1 (registered  brand) near thigh.
29.-J. B .  Smythe  ... 0 0 6 If not released  on or before the 16th April, 1889,
29.-Marsland and Marsland ... 0 5 6 will be sold to defray  expenses.29.-Blackall Municipal Council  - ..,  2 13 0 THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
29.-J. Muirhead  ... ... ... 1 0 0 738 4s.
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IMPOUNDED  at Charters  Towers,  from Dungabulla,
on the  16th  March, 1889, by order of Mr. Cook.
One brown gelding, OTZ  near  shoulder, UW6 over Y7 ro
near thigh.
One brown mare, FO over blotched brand Y7 d off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. MARKHAM, Poundkeeper.
737 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from enclosed lan s,
Mitchell Downs Cattle Station, on the 23rd March,
1889, by order of The Western Queensland  Pastoral
Company. Driving expenses, 1s. per head.
One red bullock, top off off ear, white spot  on flanks,
1' 1 B (registered brand) over 8 off rump.
One red cow, bald face, split off ear, 7 ear- mark near
ear, 1TW (registered brand) over 3 near ribs.
One red steer, split off ear, notch out of back  near ear,
like  8HC (registered brand) near rump.
One red and white bullock, notch out of off  ear, 7 ear-
mark  near ear, 4 J C (registered brand) off ribs.
One red and white bullock, two splits near ear, ®K7
(re gistered  brand)  off ribs.
One red cow, split  off  ear , 7 ear- mark near  ear, 1TW
(registered  brand) over 4  near ribs.
One red cow, split off  ear, No. 7 ear-mark near ear,
1TW (registered brand) over 2  near ribs ; red
heifer calf at foot, unbranded.
One red cow, slit off ear, KL1 (registered brand) over
6 off ribs.
One red heifer, slit off ear, 7 ear-mark  near  ear, 1TW
(registered brand) over 7 off ribs.
One light-roan bullock, half halfpenny  ear-mark off ear,
fish-hook near ear, R4U near ribs.
One red bullock, bald face, half halfpenny  ear-marks
near and off  ear, BSB (registered brand) near
rump.
One white bullock, slit off ear, 7 ear-mark  near ear,
1TW (registered brand) near ribs.
One roan or red spotted bullock, piece out of off ear,
7 ear-mark near ear, R4U near ribs.
One roan -necked cow, piece out of top of off  ear, like
PC3 (registered brand-blotched)  off rump ; roan
bull calf at foot, unbranded.
One red  and white poley heifer, bald  face, swa ll ow-tail
ear-mark off  ear, 7 ear-mark  near  ear, 1TW
(registered brand- indistinct) near ribs.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.758  17s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, on the
11th March, 1889, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s.
One bay mare, SG2 near shoulder, like S4 w (registered
brand) off shoulder,  star , off hind foot and off fore
foot white.
Also, from South Pine River, on the 13th March,
1889, by order of H. Denby, Esquire. Damages and
driving, 35. 8d.
Oue red and roan bullock, CRb (registered brand) off
rump, off horn broken.
If not released on or before the 5th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
759
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba, from Coorparoo, by
order  of W. J. Tucker,  Esquire.
One brown mare, PE1 (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 4th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
760 1s.
I MPOUNDED at Adavale, from Milo Station, on the20th March, 1889, by order of A. H. Pegler, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s. 6d. per head.
One white bullock,  ears  marked, F'C3 (registered
brand) off ribs, 4 off cheek.
One white bullock,  ears  marked, F'C3 (registered
brand) off ribs, 4 off cheek.
One red and white bullock, ears marked , NbU (regis.
tered brand)  near ribs.
One roan and white bullock, ears marked,  NbV (regis.
tered brand) near ribs.
One red and white bullock,  near ear marked, E1P
(registered brand) over 5 near rump.
One  roan bullock ,  near ear marked , E1P (registered
brand )  over 5 near rump.
One roan cow, off ear marked, 2 RE (registe re d brand)
off rump ; heifer calf at foot.
One white cow, off ear marked , 2RE (re gistered
brand) off rump.
One red bullock, bald face,  ears  marked, 7CD (regis-
tered brand)  near ribs.
One red and roan  bullock,  ears marked, 70D (regis-
tered brand) near ribs
One roan and white bullock, ears marked, 7 C D (regis-
tered brand) near ribs.
One -yellow and white cow, ears marked, )(2N (regis-
tered brand )  near ribs.
One straw berry steer, ears marked , ><2N (registered
brand) over 7 near ribs.
One white cow, ears marked, ) <2N (registered brand)
near loin, TYl (registered brand) off ribs.
One roan bull calf, clean skin, progeny of above cow.
One white cow, ears marked,  V5C  (registered brand)
off ribs.
One red and white bullock, near ear marked, DM1(registered brand )  over 4 near ribs.
One white bullock, red ears, ears marked, blotched
registered brand off rump.
One roan bullock,  near  ear marked, YY2 (registered
brand) near ribs.
One red bullock, near ear marked, TD5 (registered
brand)  near ribs.
One white bullock, ears marked, TF9 (registered
brand) over 5 near ribs.
One roan bullock ,  off ear marked, 7  U (. (registered
brand) off rump.
One white bullock,  near  ear marked, FD near rump,
8 near cheek.
One spotted cow, like RRO (registered brand-blotched)
off ribs.
One red and white cow, near ear marked, UYb (regis-
tered brand) over  3 near ribs.
One roan bullock, near ear marked, like KZ1 or KMl
(registered brand)  near ribs.
One yellow and white  cow, M 8 M (registered brand)
off ribs.
One roan bullock, ear-marked, no visible brands.
One roan bullock, ears marked, T T9 (registered brand)
near ribs.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WALTER MARTIN, Poundkeeper.
763 305.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromHawkwood Station,
on the 14th March, 1889.
One chestnut gelding, p4 over 0 over W  in circle near
shoulder, star on forehead.
One bay filly, 3WP near shoulder, one fore foot and one
hind foot white.
One bay filly, ZIH off shoulder, indistinct brand like
3C or 30 near thigh,  star  on forehead, stripe down
face, snip, off hind foot white.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand like 7NC near shoul-
der, small  star  on forehead, off hind foot white,
slit in off ear.
One brown  mare,  LLO near shoulder, 2B W off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
FRED. A. HAMPSON, Poundkeeper.
747 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from Mount Esk Paddock, by
order of F. F. Bigge and Co.
One spotted cow, like 7D W near ribs, 7Wa (regis-
tered brand) off ribs.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
746 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Tower Hill
Station, on the 8th March, 1889, by order of
W. H. L. Thornton, Esquire. Driving  expenses ,  6s. 8d.
One roau spotted bullock,  ear-marked , cocked horns,
9WC (registered  brand)  near ribs.
If not  released  on or before the 5th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
WILLIAM CANN, Poundkeeper.
785 1s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. Br u., Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  30th March, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
George Silly, of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, for an invention for  "Improvements
in Automatic Apparatus for Delivering Articles in
Exchange for Coin."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Silly ,  in accordance with the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
John Andrew He Theodore Ranft and Edward
Janitzky, both of Sydney,. in the Colony of New
South Wales ,  mining engineer and meta llurgist
respectively ,  for an  in vention for  "An Improved
Process for Extracting Copper from Ores and
Products Containing the Same as Sulphide."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Andrew Henry Theodore Ranft and
Edward Janitzky, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Design, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that  I have accepted
14 an application  for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Charles Dixon  Aria, of 175, Piccadilly, London,
lamp manufacturer ,  for an invention  for  "Improve-
ments in Oil Lamps."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months  fr om the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Charles
Dixon Aria ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Duncan William Campbell, of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, butcher, for an
invention for  "Improvements in the  Meth.)d of
Securing Horses in Stables and the Like, and in
Certain Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Duncan  William Campbell,  in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMss  C. BssL, G overnment  Printer, W illiam street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1889.
No. 808.
A REGIMENTAL Court Martial will assembleat the Victoria Barracks ,  Brisbane ,  at 4.15 p.m.,
on  Monday next, the 25th March ,  1889, for the
trial of No .  58, Gunner Thomas Reilly, "A"
Battery ,  Queensland Artillery ,  and such other
prisoners as may be brought before it.
President.
Captain J .  J. Byron ,  Q.D.F.
Members.
Acting -Captain J .  W. Green ,  The Moreton Regi-
ment.
Lieutenant F. S. Hely ,  Brisbane Field Battery.
Waiting Member.
Lieutenant G. A. Y. Me llish ,  The Moreton
Re ' ent.
The following officers will attend for instruc-
tion :-
Captain P .  R. Ricardo ,  Moreton Mounted
In Accting Lieutenant D. A. McNeil ,  Moreton
Mounted Infantry.
The prisoner to be warned and all necessary
evidence ordered to attend.
Lieutenant J. W. M. Carroll , 99A "Battery, Q.A.,
wi ll act as Prosecutor.
By Order,
C. H. DES V EUX ,  Major,
For Brigade -Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head -Quarters,
Brisbane ,  26th March, 1889.
No. 809.
T HE Regimental Court Martial, of whichCaptain J .  J. Byron was duly appointed
President in General Order No. 808, will  re-
assemble at 4.15 p .m., This Day  (Tuesday), the
26th March ,  1889 ,  for the Trial of No .  196, Gunner
Robert Heazle,  " A" Battery ,  Permanent Force.
Lieutenant J. W. M. Carroll, " A" Battery, will
act as prosecutor.
The prisoner to be warned and all witnesses and
necessary evidence to be ordered to attend.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH,  C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head -Quarters '  Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
No. 810.THE following appointments ,  promotions ,  resig-nations ,  and transfers ,  will  take effect from
above date where not stated otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
HEAD -QUARTERS' BAND.
The resignation of Boy, W. Booth ,  is accepted.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
Captain R. Thompson is granted ten months'
leave of absence.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
"F" Company.
No. 110 ,  Private J. Garrow, is transferred to
" B " Company.
No. 811.
IN order that early preparations may be made for
the management and efficient working of  messes at
the forthcoming Encampment at Lytton ,  it is noti-
fied for general information that Corps will be
grouped as follows:-
OFFICERS' ME88E8.
(a.) One for Head -Quarters '  Staff, Artillery,
Moreton Mounted Infantry ,  Gympie and
Bundaberg Mounted Infantry ,  Brisbane
Engineers ,  Unattached Officers, and Medi-
cal Department.
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(b.) One for The Moreton Regiment, Wide
Bay and Burnett Regiment ,  and The
Darling  Downs  Regiment.
(c.) One for all Volunteer Corps.
SERGEANTS'  MESSES.
(a.) One  for " A"  Battery, Artillery ,  Moreton
Mounted Infantry, Brisbane Engineers,
Brisbane Ambulance Corps, and Head-
Quarters' Band.
(L.) One for Moreton Regiment and Darling
Downs Regiment.
(c.) One for Wide  Bay and Burnett Regiment
and Gympie and Bundaberg Mounted
Infantry.
(d.) One for all  Volunteer Corps.
Officers and Sergeants concerned should take
immediate steps to convene meetings for the elec-
tion of Mess Committees.
No. 812.
THE Officer Commanding " A" Battery will
detail a detachment ,  consisting of 1 officer and 20
non-commissioned officers and men, to proceed to
Lytton on the 1st April for the purpose of assisting
in preparing and pitching the Camp.
The detachment will remain at Lytton until after
the Encampment.
The Q. L.F. steam launch  "  Miner  "  will convey
the detachment to Lytton, leaving the Queen's
Wharf at 8 a.m. on that date.
The A.Q.M.G. will issue, and forward by the
steam launch  "  Miner ,"  at the same hour and on
the same date ,  the necessary equipment for the
detachment.
No. 813.
UNATTACHED and Medical Officers desirous of
attending the Lytton Camp are requested to notify
the Brigade -Major  as soon as possible.
No. 814.
THE distribution of the various Corps in the
Southern Military District while in Camp at
Lytton will be as  follows:--
HEAD-QUARTERS' S AFF.
Commandant-Colonel G .  A. French, C.M.G.
R.A.
Orderly Officers-Lieutenant W. D. H. Palmer
(Unattached ) ;  Lieutenant*
Brigade Major - Major J. S. Lyster.
Deputy  .Assistant Adjutant -General-Major
C.  IT.  Des Vwux ,  B.S.C.
Assistant Quartermaster -General-Lieutenant-
Colonel J. H. Adams.
Camp Quartermaster  -  Lieutenant W. H.
Aekerley  (Unattached).
Provost Marshal - Captain J .  J. Byron, " A "
Battery.
Principal Medical Officer- Surgeon -Major J.
Thomson, M.B.
Staff Veterinary Surgeon-J. Irving.
Paymaster - J. W. Me ll ish.
In addition to the above ,  the following Officers
will be employed for General Duties :--
Lieutenant -ColonelJ .S.Armitage  (Unattached).
Captain A. E. Harris  (Unattached).
G. S. Hutton do.
M. B. Gannon do.
A. J. Boyd do.
Lieutenant P. M. Keogh.
Garrison Sergeant -Major  P. Rigby, 2nd Bat-
talion Scots Guards ,  will perform the duties of
Camp Sergeant -Major.
For convenience of administration ,  Corps in Camp
will be grouped together as follows,  viz.:-
18T.
Commanding- Lieutenant-Colonel E.  R. Drury,
C.M.G.
Adjutant - Lieutenant  F. S. Hely.
Quartermaster - Lieutenant  R. McKie.
ConPS.
" A" Battery and Head-Quarters' Band.
Brisbane  Field  Battery.
Ipswich Field Battery.
Moreton Mounted Infantry.
Bundaberg Mounted Infantry
Gympie Mounted Infantry.
Brisbane  Garrison Battery.
Brisbane  Engineers.
Ambulance Corps.
2ND.
The Moreton Regiment.
3RD.
The Wide Bay and Burnett Regiment and
Darling Downs Regiment.
4TH.
Commanding-Major The Hon. A. J. Thynne.
Adjutant-Captain A. Aytoun,  1st Battalion
Arygll and Sutherland Highlanders.
Quartermaster-*
Corps.
Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps.
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps.
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps.
Brisbane Grammar School Cadet Corps.
Rama Cadet Corps.
No. 815.
THE detail of duties to be performed in Camp will
be the same as published in General Order 492
of 1887, with the following exceptions and addi-
tions
1. Trumpets and bugles, taking the time from
the Rear Guard, will sound-
"Reveille" at 6 a.m., at which time the
morning gun will be fired ;
"Retreatat sunset ,  when the evening gun
will be fired ;
" Tattoo " First post at 9.30 p.m.;Last post, at 10  p.m.;
"Lights out "  at 10.15 p.m., after which no
lights will be permitted in any of the
men's tents or canteens ,  unless special
instructions are issued.
Lights will be permitted in the Sergeants' mess
up to 11 o'clock p.m.
No trumpet or bugle to be sounded between
"Tattoo" and  " Reveille ,"  except "Lights  out"
or the "Assembly,"  unless  with  special permission
of the Commandant.
Troops to rise at "Reveille ,"  fold up bedding,
tidy tents ,  and roll up tent -walls in  fine weather.
Hours of parade wi ll  be-Morning ,  6.30 a.m. to
7.30 a.m . ;  forenoon, 9 .30 a.m . to 11.30  a.m.;
afternoon ,  2.30 p .m. to 4.30 p.m.
Hours of  meals  will be-Breakfast,  8  a.m.;
dinner ,  1  p.m.; tea, 5 p.m.
Orders will be issued daily at the Head-Quarters'
Office Tent at 8.30 p.m.
2. Officers Commanding Corps of the Defence
Force will wire direct to the Assistant Quarter-
master -General ,  at Lytton ,  on Saturday, 13th
April, giving the probable numbers coming into
Camp on the  Monday  following  ;  and on Monday,
before leaving ,  the actual numbers on parade must
be also telegraphed.
3. On arrival in Camp ,  Commanding Officers,
before dismissing the parade ,  will report their
arrival  to the  Brigade-Major ,  and hand him a
parade state giving the exact numbers that marched
in.
Particular attention is drawn to the importance
of this duty ,  as it is impossible to compile a return
showing the actual numbers in Camp without full
and definite information from Commanding Officers.
4. A parade  state showing the actual numbers of
any Corps must be made out every morning, and
handed to the Camp Sergeant -Major ,  at the Head-
Quarters '  Office, before noon.
In such parade states all  employed  men and sick
in Camp must be accounted for.
5. One cook and one non -commissioned officer
per Battery or Company of the Defence Force
should reach  Lytton  not later than Sunday morning,
14th April.
6.0 fficers Commanding Volunteer Corps wi ll ,
48 hours before arrival ,  wire direct as above, and
send one cook and one non-commissioned officer to
prepare for arrival of Corps.
NOTE.- Neglect to comply with this order
occasions great inconvenience to Volunteer Col ps
arriving in Camp.
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7. Quartermasters will, not later than 2 p.m. on
the 15th April, and each succeeding day, hand in
to the Assistant Quartermaster-General' s store
requisitions (on proper form) for all rations, &c.,
required for the following day.
Bread,  groceries, and potatoes will be issued by
the Camp Quartermaster at 4,30 p.m. for the follow-in day.
Meat will be issued at 6.15 a.m. each day.
PAY.
8. Camp pay-sheets should be made up daily.
The Paymaster will reside in the Camp, and will
be prepared to check the returns from day to day.
The accounts for each up-country Corps must
be completed before leaving Camp, so that the
Commanding Officer may receive a cheque and pay
the men before they go to their homes.
9. To avoid misunderstanding the following in-
structions  are published for the information of
Corps coming from a distance  to attend Camp:-(a.) Pay is allowed to each member of the
Defence Force for every whole day neces-
sarily absent  from the head-quarters of
his Corps.
(b.) Pay will only be allowed for one Sunda.
(c.) One shilling per meal will be allowed for
each man when  travelling by rail, but no
allowance  will be made for breakfast
when men leave  their homes at  a reason-
able hour in  the morning, or for supper
if they arrive at their destination before
sunset.  Men arriving in Camp after
supper hour, but before 10 p.m., will be
supplied with a meal on arrival.
PRESS.
10. Press Correspondents who desire to remain
in Camp are  requested to obtain permission, in
writing , from The Chief Secretary, and notify
the Brigade-Major accordingly. They can join
whichever of the officers' messes may be most
convenient  for them, and will be provided with
tents in the same  proportion as Company officers,
viz., one tent to every three.
PRIZES.
11. The following prizes will be competed for by
the troops in Camp:-
(a) Driving Drill.
To the best subdivision of each
£ s. d.
Battery ... ... ... 4 0 0
Second ... ... ... 2 0 0
(b) Rifle Competition for Sergeants and Color-
Sergeants.
1st prize  ... ... ... 4 0 0
2nd „ ... ... ... 3 0 0
3rd „ ... ... 2 0 0
4th „ ... 1 0 0
Five  rounds  at 200, 500, and 600 yards. No
sighting  shots or "blowing off." Wimbledon
targets and scoring . Q.R.A. rules.
(c) Field Firing.
1st prize
... ... ... 20 0 0
2nd „ .. ... 15 0 0
3rd „ ,.. ... .,. 10 0 0
(d) Buglers and Trumpeters.
To the best  bugler .. ... 2 0 0
To the second best bugler ... 1 0 0
To the best trumpeter ... 2 0 0
(e) Bead-Quarters' Band.
To the best attendant at
parades and practices since
1st July, 1888 ... ... 2 0 0
To the second best ... ... 1 0 0
(f) Mounted Infantry Prize.
(Conditions to be notified hereafter.)
Rules for Competitions.
12. In the Driving Drill Competition (a) the
state of the  harness  will count half marks. Driving
prizes will  be given to drivers only.
Acting- Sergeants  will not be allowed to compete
in the Rifle  Competition (b).
In the Field Firing Competition (c) at least two-
thirds of the authorised strength of the Company
(exclusive of Sergeants and Corporals) must
compete, Corporals and Acting-Sergeants being
allowed in the ranks. "A" Battery, Q.A., may
compete with other Corps of the Defence Force.
Volunteer Companies may also compete, provided
that one-half of the authorised strength take part
in the competition.
In the Buglers' and Trumpeters' Competition (d)
Buglers and Trumpeters must be borne on the
strength of Batteries or Companies.
Members of Volunteer Corps may compete for
prizes under  (b)  and  (d)  and for prizes under (c) on
the conditions mentioned in Rule 3.
BAGGAGE  REGULATIONS.
13. Officers Commanding Corps must provide a
sufficient number of sacks to carry the men's
baggage, and a baggage guard under a non-com-
missioned officer must be placed in charge of same
during transit to and from Camp.
The following system of marking the sacks will
be strictly carried out in order that quartermasters
may be the better able to ascertain the destination
of each sack, and likewise to prevent any confusion
in the transport of baggage to and from Camp.
Carpet-bags and portmanteaux should on no
account be taken to Camp by non-commissioned
officers and men. Claims for lost baggage of this
description will be disallowed.
Each sack must bear a painted band at right
angles to the length of the sack, and in the centre,
21 inches broad, of the colour of the Division, and
a numeral in black paint of 4 inches, below the
band on each side of the sack.
Commanding Officers who neglect to carry out the
above orders may themselves settle any claims for
lost baggage that may be preferred by men under
their command.
The Assistant Quartermaster-General will make
all necessary arrangements for the transport of
baggage to and from all drill-sheds, railway
stations, steamers, and wharves in the Brisbane
district, both going to and from Lytton.
Carts should be in attendance at the drill-sheds
at least one hour before the appointed hour of
departure of the Regiment or Corps, and quarter of
an hour before the hour of arrival of trains.
Hours of departure will be notified hereafter.
No claims will be entertained for the transport
of officers' luggage except from drill-sheds as
published.
Baggage not properly labelled will not be
received.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION-
WHITE.
Victoria Barracks.
Numeral.
A" Battery ... ... ... ... 1
Adelaide -street  Drill Shed.
Brisbane  Field  Battery ... ... 2
Brisbane Engineers  ... ... ... 4
Queensland Scottish Volunteer Corps11 A," " B," and " D " Com-
panies  ... ... ... ...  5
Head-Quarters'  Band ... ... 6
Boundary-street  Drill Shed.
Moreton Mounted Infantry... ... 7
The Moreton  Regiment-" A," GIB,"
and " E  "  Companies ... ... 8
Brisbane  Volunteer Rifle Corps-
"A" Company .. .. ... 9
Queensland  Irish Volunteer Corps-
" B " Company  ... ... ... 19
Peel-street Drill Shed.
D " Company, The Moreton Regi-
ment ... 10
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps-
" A " Company ... ... ... 12
" B " Company, Brisbane Volunteer
Rifle Corps ... ... ... 13
C" 20)9 9y
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Petrie-,'errace Drill Shed.
Brisbane Garrison Battery . 3
" C" Company, Moreton Regiment 21
"C" „ Queensland Irish
Volunteer Corps ... ... 22
Brisbane Ambulance Corps... ... 11
Government Railway Wharf, South Brisbane.
Moreton Field Battery ... ... 14
" F " Company, Moreton Regiment,
Ipswich ...  15
H " Company, Moreton Regiment,
Blackstone 23
E " Company, Queensland Scottish
Volunteer Corps 16
G " Company, Moreton Regiment,
Southport ... ... ... 17
Brisbane Grammar School Cadet
Corps ... ... ... ... 18
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION-
RED.
Gympie Mounted  Infantry ... 1
Bundaberg Mounted Infantry . 2
0
The Wide  Bay and Burnett Rei-
ment,  "A" and " C "  Companies 3
" B " Company , G ample  ... ... 4
o " D " Company ,
Howard ... 5H " E " Company, Bund berg
... 6
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION-BLUE.
Government Railway Wharf, South Brisbane.
"A" Company, Darling Downs
Regiment, Toowoomba 1
"B" Company, Darling Downs Regi-
ment, Dalby ... ... .  2
"C " Company, Darling Downs Regi-
ment, Warwick ... 3
"F" Company, Queensland Scottish
Volunteer Corps ... ... 4
"D " Company, Darling Downs Regi-
ment, Roma ... ... ... 5
Roma Cadet Corps ... ... ... 6
" E " Company, Allora ... ... 7
No. 816.
IT is notified for the information of Officers
Commanding Corps, Departmental and Unattached
Officers, that full-dress tunics will in no instance
be worn during the Camp. Commanding Officers
should immediately cause all ranks under their
command to be informed.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Mire Brigades Act Amendment Act  of 1882,"
been pleased to direct the notification of the names
of the  following gentlemen constituting the Fire
Brigade Boards entioned in connection with their
respective names.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD.
BRISBANE.
Wi lliam Macnau hton Galloway  (Mayor of Brisbane).
James Hipwood
cil)
nominated by the Municipal Coun-
.
Edgar Wright Walker and Andrew Anderson Mac.
Diarmid  (elected by the Fire Insurance Com.
panies).
Hiram Wakefield and Thomas Finney  (appointed by
the Governor in Council).
BUNDABERG.
James Powers  (Mayor of Bunda berg).
Michael Duffy  (nominated by the Municipal Council).
Denis Hogan and Hans Truvl Christsen  (elected by
the F ir e Insuran ce  Companies).
Theophilus Parsons Pugh and Frederick Kilner
(appointed by the Governor in Council).
CHARTERS TOWERS.
Benjamen Toll (Mayor of Charters Towers).
Joe Millican (nominated by the Municipal Council).
Edward Henry Ayton and Ro be rt Russell  (elected
by the Fire Insuran ce  Companies).
William Matthew Mowbray and Thomas Buckland
(appointed by the Governor in Council).
COOKTOWN.
John Davis  (Mayor of Cooktown).
John Ernest Keating  (nominated by the Municipal
Council).
William Robe rt Humphreys and David Murray
Croom Bromley  (elected by the Fire Insuran ce
Comps Mes .i
Hugh Miles Milman and Thomas Brand  (appointed
by the Governor in Council).
IPSWICH.
Samuel Shenton  (Mayor of Ipswich).
Robert Ta ll on  (nominated by the Municipal Council).
John Kennedy Donald and William Tatham  (elected
by the Fire Insuran ce  Companies).
Richard Thomas Darker and Josiah Francis  (appointed
by the Governor in Council).
MACKAY.
William Robertson  (Ma or of Mackay).
William Joseph Byrne nominated by the Municipal
Council).
Joseph Priestly Kemp and Clement Munce  (elected
by the Fire Insurance  Companies).
Thomas Mowbray and Edward  obert Norfer
MacCarthy (appointed by the Governor in
Council).
MARYBOROUGH.
Frederick Bryant  (Mayor of  Maryborough).
George Stupart  (nominated by the Municipal Council).
Edward Bernard Cressett Corser and John Purser
(elected by the Fire Insuran ce  Companies).
Richard Matthew Hyne, M .L.A. and Thomas Brad-
dock  (appointed by the Governor in Council).
ROCKHAMPTON.
Sidney Williams  (Mayor of Rockhampton).
Thomas Kelly  (nominated by the Municipal Council).
William George Thompson and George William
Greenish  (elected by the Fire Insurance Com-
panies).
Bartley Fahey and Robert Miller Hunter  (appointed
by the Governor in Council).
SOUTH BRISBANE.
Wi ll iam Stephens ,  M.L.A. (Mayor of South
Brisbane).
John Hardgrave (nominated by the Municipal
. Council).
William Morris Lloyd and Edward Say ce (elected by
the Fire Insuran ce Companies).
Charles O'Rei lly and William Henry Day (appointed
by the Governor in Council).
TOOWOOMBA.
Edmund Boland  (Mayor f Toowoomba).
Charles Campbe ll (nominated by the Municipal
Council).
Samuel George Stephens and Richard William
Scholefield  (elected by the Fire Insuran ce
Companies).
William Robert Gooda ll  and Joseph Wi lliam Boys
(appointed by the Governor in Council).
TOWNSVILLE.
John Newpo rt Parkes  (Mayor of  Townsville).
Robert Livingstone  (nominated by the Municipal
Council).
Louis Edward Wilson and Arthur Glennie Bundock
(elected by the Fire Insurance Companies).
John Graham Macdonald and William Joseph Cast-
ling (appointed by the Governor in Council).
By Authority  : JAMB  C. Baez, Government Printer,  William  street, Brisbane.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE- BRISBANE VALLEY BRANCH.
Mixed.
0
N and after MONDAY, 1st April ,  1889, the following Time Table wi ll  come into operation, and
remain in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
0m
stations.
X and Sat .  and sat.
A.M.
24 IPSWICH  ...  depart 9.45
26 Brisbane Va lley  (  arr. ...Junction dep. A 9 55
29 Brassall  .. ... ...  A 10.5
31 Pine Mountain  ... ...  A 10.15
33 Bora llon  ... ... ...  A 10.25
35 Glamorgan  ... ...  A 10'35
37 Fairneyview  ... ...  A 10.45
40 Fernvale  ... ... ...  11.0
43 Vernor  ... ... ...  D 11'20
45 Lowood  ... ... ...  11.30
49 Clarendon ... ... ...  A 11.55
52 Bellevue  ... ... ...  A 12.15
61 Mount Ha ll on  ... .  A 12.45
67 Esg ... ... arrive 1.10
p.m.
5'45 Esg  .. ..  depart
Mount Ha llon ... ...
A 5.55 Be llevue  ... ... ...
A 6'5 Clarendon
A 6'15 Lowoou ...
A 6.25 Vernor ...
A 6'35 Fernvale ...
A 6.45 Fairneyview
7'0 Glamorgan
D 7'15 Borallon ... ... ...
A 7'25 Pine Mountain ...
A 7'45 Brassall ...  ... ...
A 8.5 Brisbane Valley (arr.
A 8'35 Junction '. dep.
9'0 IPSWICH  ... ...  arrive
a.m. p.m.
6'10 2.5
A 6.35 A 2.80
A 7.5 A 3.5
A 7'20 A 3'20
7'40 3'40
A 7'50 D 3.55
8.5 4.15
A 8.20 A 4.25
A 8.30 A 4.35
A 8.39 A 4.45
A 8.49 A 4'57
A 8.59 A 5.8
9.8 5.20
9.11 5.25
9.21 5.35
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
ali ght should give due notice to Guard.
(t ) Trains stop to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on  platforms .  Passengers wishing
to alight  should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
The times shown thus  (A 9.5 5)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office, F. CUI3NOW,
Brisbane ,  27th  March, 1889 .  Commissioner for Railways.
[No. 76.
Mixed.
Mixed. Stations. Mixed.
Tues ., Thurs .,  Tues ., Thurs.,
DOWN TRAINS.
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ON and
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imp
68
66
93
123
104
164
140
198
279
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-THROUGH
after MONDAY, 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table  will come into
TRAINS . BRISBANE , IPSWICH, TOOWOOMBA, DALBY,
Stations.
BRISBANE
Daily,
ex.  Flat.
Mixed.
L.B.
Dal
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily.
Western
Mail.
L.B.
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
Daily.
Passenger.
L.R.
Daily ,  ex. Saturdays
Tues .  and Saturday. only.
Sat. Southern  Western
Mixed .  Mail. Mail.
L.B. T.P .O. T.P.O.
a.m. a.m .  p.m. I'm p.m. p.m.depart 7'4'10 ...
For Times at Stations between Brisbane and Ipswich ,  see Suburban Time Table.
24 IPSWICH € arrivedepart
26 Brisbane  Valley  Junction
27 Karrabin
30 Walloon
32 Thagoona
36 Rosewood
Lane lleld
40 Calvert ...
43 Grandahester
673 47 Victoria ...
336 51 Laidley ..,
301 Forest Hill
337 60 Gatton ..
1 arrivedepart
384 86 Grantham
462 71  Helidon ... WTI;;departI
788 82 Murphy 's Creek ...
1530 91 Highdelds ...
2003 98 Harlaxton
•1921 101  TOOWOOMBA€ arrive ...depart
1853 103  Cranley  ... ... ... ...
1717 105  Wetalla  ... ... ...
8-51  5.5
9.5  6115
a
a9-23
d
9.37
d
a
10.0
10.5
a10-35
a
10.57
a
11.22
11.32
12.2
12.40
d
1.17
7.0 .. 14  1.45
a 7.9 b 1.44 b 1.55
a 7.18 b 1.50 b 2.3
1577 108 Cowrie Junction ...  depart  ...  7.30 2.0 .•.
1712  in  Charlton  .,. ... ...  d 7.43 d 2.11 ...
1096 113 Weilcamp  ...  a 7.51 a 2.20 ...
1774 117 Westbrook  ...  a 8'13 a 2.35
1740 121 Beauaraba Junction  ...  8.25 a 2.50
1524 124 Cambooya C
arrive 836 3.0
c depart  8.40 3.5
1651 132 Greenmount  ... ... ...  9.5 3.28
137 Nobby  ... ... ... ...  a 9.20 d 3.46
1430 141 King's Creek  ... ...  937 358
1434 143 Clifton  ... ... ... ..  9.47 4.5
1464 145 Clifton Colliery  ... ...  a 9'67 a 413
1432 152 Talgai •.. ... ... a 10.17 a 4.32
1500 154 Hendon  ... ... ... ...  10.27 4.41
1568 167 Deuchar ... ... ...  a 10.50 a 4.51
1469 161 Toolburra  ... ...  a 11.5 a 5.1
1472 163 Rosehill  ... ... ...  a 11.17 a 5.9
1497 166 Millhill  ..  11.32 a 5.18
1485 188 WARWICK arrive  ...  11.40 6.25depa rt  ...  5.35
Rosenthal .. d
1721 175  Limestone Quarry .. ... d 5.60
1911  179 Silverwood  ... . ... ...  a 6'15
2408 186 Cherry  Gully  ...  a 6.50
2560 190 Maryland  ... ...  a 7.4
2906 194 Dalveen  ...  ... ... ..,  7.25
3004 199 Thulimbah  ... ... ... ...  a 7.40
3030 200
IV
2666 207 STANTHORPE depart  8.20 ... •••
2623 211 Beverley  ... ... ... ... d 8.35
2540 214 Glen Aplin  ... ... ... ...  d 8.50
2368 221 Ballandean  ... ... ...  a 9.15
223 Accommodation Creek  ... ... ...  d
2733 230 Bald Mountain ... ... ... ... d 9.40
arrive 9.502876 232  WALLANGARRA depart
SYDNEY ...  arrive
1577 108 Gowrie  Junction ...  depart  ... ... ...  2.12 ... 5.40
1454  113  Cowrie  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 2'25  ...  a 565
1314  120 Oakey  ... ... ... ... ... ... 2.46 ... 6.20
1257 129 Jondaryan  ... ... ... ...  3.6 ... 6'55
1225 136 Bowenville  ... ... ... a 3'23 a  7,15
1122 149 Blaxland ... ... ... ... ... a 3.53 ... a 7.55
4.0 8'10arrive1123 162 DALBY  ... .,. . .. ...depart ... ,.. ... 4'10
1075 167 Maealister ... ... ... ... ... 4.10
1035 180 W errs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6.15
1051  191 191 Camp  ... ... d 5.38
988 203 Chinchi lla 1 arrive  ,,, ... 6.3depart ,,, 6.10
1153 208 Baking Board  Siding  ... ... ... ... d 6 22
1049 217 217 Camp  ... ... ... ... ...  d 6.43
1052 221 Columboola  ... ... ... ... ...  d 6.57
972 231 Miles  ...
I
arrive  •., ...  7'20
depa rt 7.35
1062 237 237  in.  0 c. ... ... ... ... d 7.47
1067 243 Dri ll ham  ... ... ... ... ... a 8.3
1066 267 Dulacca  ... ... ... ...  8.35
266 Jackson  ... ... ... ... ... ... • •
a 5.55
6.26
6.30
...
•• E
7-45 a.m.
•3.5 a.m.
•7.30 a.m.
1020  271 Channing  ...e a 9 7 ...
... ...  93r986 281 Yeulba  ... S arrivet depart ... 9.40 ... ... ...
1018 293 Wailumbilla Siding a  1010 ...
988 308  Blythdale  ... ... ... ... ... a Jim" ...
Ilive  .. ..978 S18 BOMA  ... arr
I depart 9.40 ... .. ... ... 11.25
072 323  Bungeworgoral  ... ...  a 10.0 ... a 11 45
1064 329 Hodgson ... ... a 10.20 .. ... ... ... ... ... a 12.5
333m .  47chs . ... ..  d
•.. 1230
... ... ... ...1170 338 Brinsop  ... ...  a 10.50 a
1169 344 Muckadilla arrive 11.10 ... ... ... .. ... 12.60depart 11.15 ... ... ... ... 12.55
1137 356 Amby  ... ...  a 12.0 ... ... ... ... a 1.36
1113 370 East Mitche ll  ...
...  d 1246 ...  ... ...
216
1104 371 MITCHELL 9rrive 12.50 .., ••• •••
...
2.25depart 1.40 ... ...
..,1249  '38) Womallila d 2.10  ... ••• ...
3
d
45
2.5i
1387 411(  Mungallala 3.20
a 4101443 410 Dulbydilla ... 3.55 ... ... i ...
1386 427 MORVEN  ... arrive  445 I 4 5tidepa rt  5.5
1202 442 Angellala a 6-0 ... ... .. .. . . ... ... ... a 5.35
7258 459 Kurrajou r...  a ... ... ... ... d
1192  469 ArabeAa a
• 730am.966 483 CHARLEVILLE  ...  arrive 8.0 p.m.
a 1.15
a 1.48.
p.m.
a 1.59 a
a 2.19 ...
...
o ...
9.11 ...
9.15 a 5.28
5.35 ...
9.29 d 5.42 ..,
5'50 ...
d ...
9.50 a 81 ...
6.15 ...
6.20 ...
10.20  a 6.35 ...
6'50
10.42 a 6.57
7.1811-9  a 7'30
7.45
8.0
8.309-8
1.5 d 9.35 ...
9.47
p.m.7-0
8.0
8.10
a 8.26
a8.42*
9-2
9.7
a 9.37•
a10.2
10-36-10-45
11.20
a12.0
12-40
5.10 12.50
a 6.20 ...
a 5.28 ...
a 2.50
,., a 3.20
,,, a 3.55
4.5
,,, 4.15
New South  Wales time.
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
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AND WESTERN  RAILWAYS.
TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
operation unt il  further notice :--
ROMA, CHARLEVILLE, WARWICK, AND WALLANGARRA.
Daily, ex.
Saturday .  Daily.  Tues .  Daily.
Stations . Southern  Passenger ,  and Sat.
Mail. Mixed .  Mixed.
T.P.O. L.B.  L.B.  L.B.
CHARLEVILLE ...  depart
Arabella  ... ... ...
Kurrajong  ... ... ...
Angellala...
MO RVEN
Dulbydilla
Mungallala
Womallila
MITCHELL
East Mitchell
Amby ...
Muckadilla
Brinsop
C
arrive
depart
S arrive
t depart
f arrive
depart
333 m. 47  ohs.  ... ...
Hodgson  ... ,.. ...
Bungeworgorai ,
BOMA arrivedepart1
Blythdale .,
Wallumbilla Siding
Yculba ...
Channing
Jackson
Dulacca ...
arrive
depart
Drillham .,, ...
80m. 30c.
Miles J arri vet depart
Columboola
217 Camp
Baking Board Siding ...
Chinchilla S arrivedepart
Daily.Western
Mail.
T.P.O.
a.m.
6.30
,,, a 6.55
a 7.35
.., 8.5
.,, 8.13
,,. a 8.38
,,, d
.,, 9.13
.,. a 9.48
.., d
... 10.18
10'26
d 1051
d 11.6
,., d 11.30
... 11.43
... 11.53
191 Camp ... ... ... ... ..,  d 12.20
Wawa ... ... ... ...  12.45
Maealister .. 1 10
DALBY ,,, arrive a,m. 146depart  ...  7'20 ,.. 2.5
Blaxland  ... .,. ,.,  a 7.29  ,,,  a 2.12
Bowenville  ... ... ... ...  a 8.5 a 2.40
Jondaryan  ... ... .., ...  B•25 3.5
Oakey  ... ... ... ...  8.50 ... 3.28
Gowri e  ... ... ,.,  p.m. ... a 9 .18 ... a 3.50
SYDNEY... .. depart
WALLANGARRA € arrivedepart
Bald Mountain .. ,..
Accommodation  Cre ek ...
Ballandean ... ,..
Glen Aplin .,. .,,
Beverley ., ...
STANTHORPE
t
arrive
depart
t•nunmoan
a.m.
7.45
d 7.55
d
a 8.25
d 8.55
d 9.5
Daily.
Mixed.
L.B.
DOWN TRAINS.
Sundays
Daily, only.
ex. Mon. Western
Mixed. Mail.
L.B. T.P.O.
-8.&  P.M.
10.30
a
d
a 12.30
10.0
a 10.35
d 11.0
a 11.55
1.26 .
1.55 12.35 ° 2
a 2.45 a 1.20 ,y S40
3.20 1.45 a o. 1;
d 4'30 d 2.35 8
5 0 3.5
530 3 .15
,
0
a L
.0
d 5.34 Q +ao
6.10 a 3 '55 awt
6.55 4'35 a6 mov
7'0 4.40 a
a 7.20 a 4.55
d
ma
a is S
a 7.50 a 5'20 °~ m m j
a 8.10  a 5.45 m M M
8.30 P.M.  6.5 a .m. % 4 2°.
p.m.
930
a 9.55 ,,, ,..
10.20 ,., ,..
a 10.40 ,.. ,..
a 11.0 ,..
a 11.35 ,,. ...
d 11.50 .,, ,..
d ... ,,,
Dalveen ,., a 7.25 C ,..
Maryland  ... ... ...
Cherry Gully ...
Silverwood  .. ...  ...
Limestone Quarry ...
Rosenthal ...  ... .. ,
WARWICK C
arrive 855 `
 depart 9.15 q
...
Millhill ... a 9 20
Rosehill ,,. ... ...
Toolburra ... ...
Douchar  ... ... ... „
Hendon  ... ... ...  a 9.58
Talgai  ... ...  ...
Clifton Colliery  ... ... a
Clifton  ,,. ...  R10-25- 819King 's Creek  ... ... ...
aNobby ... ... ...  ... $'
Greenmount  ...  a11.0 °
iarr veCambooya { depart  all-20
HBeauaraba Junction  ...  all 32
Westbrook ... ...
Wellcamp ,..
Charlton ...
Gowrie Junction  ...  arrive ,.,
Gowrie Junction ...
Wetalla ... ,..
Cranley ...
TOO WOOMBA
Harlaxton
Hightelds
Murphy' s Creek
Helidon ...
Grantham
Gatton
Forest Hill
Laidley .,
Victoria ...
Grandchester
... 12.30  ,..  3.30
a 12.40 ... 3.42
... a 12.50 ... a 3.62
.. a 1.0 ,.. a 4.1
a 1.10 ...  a 4.17
1.22 4.41
a 1.30  ,,.  a 4.46
a 1.50  ...  a 5.3
... 2.0 ,.. 5.15
.. 2.10 ... 5.25
d 2.18 ... d 5.45
... 2.35 .,. 6.10
6.36
3.0 ... 6.45
a 315  ... d 7.0
a 3.25 .,. a 7.18
a 3.37  ...  a 7.36
d 345  ...  d 746
depart  a12.5  a.m. ... 9'35  3'55 4.5 7'56
a 9'47  e  4.5 a 4 .35 a 8'8
a 9.55  e  4.10 a 4.20 a 8.15
arrive  12'35 a.m. 10.10  4.25 4.35 8.30
depart 12.45 7.30 450t
d 7.35  ... ... d 4.67 ...
depart
*4.48
*5.0
530
6-45
6'50
2.40
a 3.10
a  3,36-
W2
a
9 35 ... 6.50
a 9.49  a
10.5 ... 7'20
a 10.22
10.35 ... ... 7.45
a 10.50 ,,.
.., a
11.5 .,.
...  8.1511.10
... 8.20
7.4
7.37
8.0
depart 4.15
Calvert  ...Lanefield  ... ...
Rosewood ...
Thagoona
Walloon .., ..,
Karrabin...
Brisbane  Valle'  Junction ...
IPSWICH arrive l 5 5  12.5  .. ... 9-14depart 5.15 12.15 . 9.23 ..
For Times at Stations between Ipswich and Brisbane ,  see Suburban  Time  Table.
BRISBANE  ...  arrive 6.15 a.m. 1 1'15 ... ... 1 10.23 1 ... 1 ... 1
*New South Wales time.
la 120 8.7 ... ... 5.28
a 1'55 8.45 6.5
arrive  2'30 9.20
,.. ... 6.35
a 11.16 ,..  a 8.28d
&4,33  11.31
.. ,,,  8-42-d 11.38
a4,49  11.46 ... 8.56
a 11'51 ,,,
... a 9.3
m01; V SO q5
odC W.;8 00P.3 $210
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F. CURNOW
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SUBURBAN AND LOCAL TRAINS ON THE MAIN LINE.
ON  and after MONDAY, 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice
UP TRAINS-BRISBANE AND IPSWICH (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
m Ao Stations.
66 BRISBANE ... ...
27 1 Milton  ... ... ...
Auchenflower ... ...
27 2 TOOWONG ..
Toowong Sports
 Ground ...
76 3 Taringa ... ... ...
56 4 INDOOROOPILLY ...
42 Riverton ...
34 5 Ohelmer ...
41 6 Graceville ...
78 6 Sherwood ...
79 7 Corinda ...
63 8 OXLEY...
82 10 Darra ... ...
49 12 Wolston ...
43 14 Goodna.., ...
68 16 Redbank ...
91 18 River view
99 19 Dinmore ...
75 21 Bundamba ...
74 22  Booval... ...
89 23 Limestone ...
66 24 IPSWICH ...
Stations.
BRISBANE  ... ... ...
Milton ...
Auchen flower ... ...
TOOWONG ..
Toowong Sports Ground ...
Taringa ... ...
INDOOROOPILLY ... ...
Riverton ...
Cbelmer ,..
Gracevills ...
Sherwood  ... ... ...
Corinda  ... ... ...
OXLEY ... ... ...
Darra ... ,..
Wolston  ... ... ...
Goodna
Redbank ... ... ...
Riverview  ... ... ...
Dinmore •., ...
Bundamba ...
Booval ... ... ...
Limestone  ... ... ...
IPSWICH ... ... ...
Toow'mbaPas.mail.Daily.
 Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily. Daily ,  exccept Saturdays Saturdays Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily. Daily.  Daily.
T.P.O. Saturday .  only. only .  L.B. LB.
a m,
depart 8.0
64
d
8.9
.., 6'13
6'17
d
6.20
,., 6.23
... 6.26
... 890
... 6.34
arrive
depart
a.m. a.m .
 A.M.  a.m. a.m.
690 790 7'35 7.55 9.0
6.34 b 7'39 7'59 9'4
d b d d d
6'39 b 7.43 8.3 9.8
64 9 b 74  8.7 912
6.47 b 7.51 8.11 9.16
d b d
6 50 b 7.53
6.53 b 7.55 ... ...
6.56 b 7.58 ... ...
7'0 b 8.1 ... ...74
 7'55 8.5 ... ...
- a 8-0 -  ... ...
8.8
8.15
8.28 a
 ... ... ...
8.32 ... ...
8.39 3 ... ...
8.43 k ... ... ...
a 8.46 ... ... ...
851 65
6.44 008.50
Mail.
Daily ex.
Daily.  Daily .  Daily. Saturday. Daily.
T.P.O.
Daily
a.m. a.m
*
a.m.
9.40 10.5 11.0
b 9'43 10.8 11.4
b d d
b 9.47 10.13 11.8
b 9'50 10.17 11.12
b 9.54
 10-21  11.16
d d
d 9.57
 ...  11.19
a 9.59
 ...  11.22
10.1 ... 11.25
10-4 ... 11.28
1018 ... 11.32
a 10.16
 ...
10.23 ... ...
1090 ... ...
10.36 ... ...
10-42 ... ...
10.46
10.52 ... ...
10.56 ... ...
a 11.0 ,.. ...
11.5 ... ...
Daily. Daily.
p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
5.30 6.0 6.30 7'0 8.0 9.30 10.35 11.15
5.34 64  634 ... 8.4 9.34 10.39 11.19
d d d ... d d d
5'38 6.8 8.38 ... 8.8 9.38  10,43  11.23
d ... ... ... .
5142 6.12 6.42 ... 812 9.42 10-47 11.27
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  P.M. p.m. p.m.
1220 1.0 1.10 1.25  2-0  3.80 410
12.24 1.4 1.14 1.29 2.4 3.24 ...
d d d d d d ..,
12.28 1.8 1.18 1.34 2.8  3.88 ,.,
12.32 1.12 1.22 119 2.12 3.32
12.36 1116 1.26 1.43  2-16  3.36 ...d . d d
d 12.38 ... ... 1.48 ... d 399
a 12.40 ... ... 1.49 ... a 3.42 ...12-43
 ... ...  1-52  3.45 .,,
12.47 ... ... 1.56 ... 3.48 ...
12.50 ... ...
 2-0  ... 3'52 ...
a 12.58
 ... ... ...  a 3.59 ...
1.5 .. ... ... ... 4.6
1.13 ... ... ... ... 4.13 ...
119 ... ... .. ... 4.20
120 ... ... ... ...  4-27
1.31 ... ... ... ... 4.31
1138 ... ... ... ... 4.38
14 3 ... ... ... ... 4.42
a 1.47 ... ... ...  a 4.47
163 ... ... ... ... 4.53
... 5146 6118 6'46  ...  8.16 9146 10.51  11,31  ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.22 6.52 ... a 8.21  9-52  a 1056 ... ... ... ... ... , ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
d d ... d d  d ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.19 6149  ...  d 8.19  9-49  d 10-54 11'34 ... ... ... ... ... ...
6.25 6•5b 8.24 9155 10-68 11'38... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8.29 6.59 7'18 8.27 9159 1111 11.42 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8.33 7.3 ... 8.31  10-3  11.5 11.46  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
. P. 8-37 -  a 11.11 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..,
... ...
B-43  1124
8•50  ...  11.24  ... ... ...
m 914 ... 11.37 ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ...
 93 B•57 ... 11.31 ... .,.
.. ... „ 9.9 ... 11'41
... .., ...
is
9.10 11.41
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...,,, ,,, .,, 9.20 11•bl
... ... ... .., a 9-24  ...  a 11.55  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... 810 9.30  ...  12.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
p.m.  P.M.  p.m.
4,15  4-30  5.15
4.19 4.34 5.19
d d d
4'23 4.39 5.23
d
4.27 4.43 5.27
4'31 4.48 6131
  d d
4.51 d 5.34
,., 4.54 a 5.37
,,, 4.57 5.40
5.1 544
65 5-48 5-56
,,, ... 6'19
... 6.26
6'30 N8'36 N
.,. 6'40 00
* On Saturdays only this Train  will leave at 12.25 p.m.
SUBURBAN  AND LOCAL  TRAINS-continued.
DOWN TRAINS - IPSWICH  AND BRISBANE  (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
Stations
IPSWICH ... ...
Limestone ... ...
Booval ... ...
Bundamba ... ...
Dinmore ... ,..
Riverview .., ...
R.edbank ... ...
Goodna ...
Wolston
Darya ...
ORLEY ... ...
Co ri nda
Sherwood ... ...
Graeeville ...
Chelmer ... ...
Riverton ...INDOOROOPILLY ...
Taringa
Toowong Sports Ground
TOOWONG ...
Auchen flower ...
Wilton ... ...
BRISBANE ... ...
Stations.
IPSWICH ... ...
Limes to ne ... ...
Booval ... ...
Bandamba ... ...
Dinmore ... ...
Riverview ... ...
Eedbank ... ...
Goodna ... ...
Wolaton ... ...
Darya ... ...
OXLEY ... ...
Corinda ... ...
Sherwood ... ...
Gracevi ll e ... ...
Chelmer ... ...
Riverton ...
INDOOROOPILLY ...
Taringa
Toowong Sports Ground
TOOWONG ...
Auchenflower ...
M ilto n ... ...
BRISBANE ... ,..
Mail.
Da ily
oz. Mon . Daily.
T.P.O.
Daily. Daily .  Daily.
p.m.
9.23
am.  s.  a .m.  am .  A .M. a.m.
,,. ... depart  615
.. ..
...
... 7.35 .,.
... a 7.39 ...
7.43
... ... ... ... 7.47 ...
... .., ... ... 7.547-58  ...
... 8.5
812 ...
$ 8.18 .•.
a 8.24 ..... ... ... ...
.., „. 644 7 9 810 8.30 ...
5.68 8.48 7.13 ... 814 8.34 ...
... ... 6.52 7.17 ... 8.17 837 ...
... ... 6.55 7.20 ... 8.20  e  ...
,.. 6.57 7.22 ... 8.22 a ...
... ... d d d e ...
... ... 7.1 7.28 8.17 8.26 e
... ... 7.5 7.30 8.21 8130 e
... .., 74 7.34  8125 8.84  e...  865
... ... d d d d e d
,.. 7.13 7.39 8.29 8.39 a 8.59
.., arrive 8.16  7-20  7.45 8.35 8.46 855 915
Mail.
Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily .  Daily. Daily. Daily.
T.P.O.
p.m. p.m  p.m. p.m.
... ... depart ...
... ... ... 5.57
... ... ... 6.1
... .. 6.6
... ... d
... 6.9
.., arrive 6.15
6.55
6.59
7.3
7.8
7.8
d7-127-16
7.20
d7-24
7-30
6.15 ...
a 6.19 ,,.
6.23 ...
6.27
6.34
6.38
8.45
8.52
8.69
a 7.4
7.10 7.30
7.14 7.34
7.17  7-38
e 7.41
e  7-43
e d
e 7-47
e 7.51
7.31 7.65
e d
e 7.59
7.38 8.5
Daffy.
L.B.
p.m.
Daily.
P.M.
9.60
a 9.54
9.5810-4
10.11
10.1510-22
1029
1035
10.10 1047
104 1015  10-51
,.. 10119 1064
...  10-22  ...
... 10.25 ...
... d
... 10.29 1110
... 1033  11-4
1037 11.8**
... d10-41  11.12
10.83 1046 11.17
Daily. Daily .  Daily .  Daily.
Toow mbapas.
 Daily .  Daily.
Daily.
Daily.
Daily. Saturdays
only. L.B.
Daily. Daily.
A.M.  a.m ,  a .m.  a.m .  p.m.  p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
.., ,,, 9.50 ...  12-15  ... 12.30 ... ... 2.15 ...
... .., a 9.64
 ... ... ...
 a
 12-34  ... ...  a 1.19 ... ...
... ...
9158 ... ... ... 12.38 ... ... 2.23 ... ...
... ... 10.2 ... 12.25 ... 12.42 ... ... 2.28 ... ...
... ... 10.9 ... ... ...  12-49  ... ... 2.35 ... ...
... ... 10.13 ... ... ... 12.53 ... ...  2.39 ... ...
. 1020 ,.. ...  110 ... ... 2.46 ... ...
... ...  10,27  1241 ...  1-7  ... ... 253 ... ...
... ... 10.35 ... ... ...  114 ... ... 3.0 ... ...
... ... a 10.41 ... ... ... a 1.21 ... ... a 3.7 ...
... ... 10.48 11.45 ... 1.29 ... 2.23 3.14 64 0
... ... 10.52 11.49 12.68 .., 1.33 ... 2.27 3118 ... 5.14
... ... 10.55 11.52 ... 1,37 ...  2.30 3.21 ... 51 8
... ... a  10-57  11.55 ... ... a 1.39  ...  2.33 a 3.23 ... 5.21
... ... d 10.59 11.57 ... ... d 1.41 ... 2.35 d 3'25 ...  5-23
d d ,,. d d d d
9.12 10.27 11.2 12.1  ... 1.35 1.44 2.28 2.39 3.28  4.40 5.27
9.28 10.31 11.6 12.5 ... 1.39 1.48 2.30 2.13 3.32 4.44 631
d
9.30 10.36 1140 124 ... 1.43  112 2.34 24  34  44  635
d d d d  ...  d d d d d d d
9.34 10.39 11.14 12.13 1.47  1.58 2,38 2.51 3.40  452  5.39
9.40  10-45  11.20  12-19  1.15 1.53  2-3  2.44 2.56 3.46 4.56 5.45
(a) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,
 and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to alight (e) Train sto ps to set down passengers ,  who should give due notice to the Guard.
should give due notice
 to  Guard. (T.P.O.) Travelling Post  Office  Vans are attached to these Trains.( b) The 7.30 a.m .  Train stops  to
 pick up passengers for stations beyond Oxley .;  The 9.40  a. m .  Train will stop at stations (L.B.) Lett er s may be posted in the boxes attached to the Guard 's Vans of these Trains.
between Brisbane and Indooroopilly
 to  take on passengers for stations  beyond Indooroopilly . f«' Trains  stop only  at those places  at which they  are timed to stop. At stations or s to pping places where a letter is shown
(8) Train stops to pick up passengers ,
 on Dri vers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing  to  alight before the time ,  this  indicates the app ro ximate depa rt ure time from such station or stopping place. Passengers
should give due notice
 to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms .  should therefore be in advance of this time  to  ensure Train being sto pped by signal.
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889. P. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND  SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
lJ V
N and after MONDAY ,  1st April, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS-DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
*• I I t Mixed
stations .  Mixed Pas .  Pas. Mixed Expr 's Mixed Mixed  Mix ed Pas .  Mix ed Goods Mixed Mixed gat .  Mixed  Pas. Pas. Pas. Mixed Pas. Pas. Pas .  Mixed Las.
i only.
X.M.
sANMOATa  ,., ,,, ,,, ,,,  depart, 6 37Deagon
Osbbage -tree .. ... ... ... ... a
Nudges  ... ... ... ... ... ...  8 49
Toombul  ... .., .  a
Nundah arrive ...[depart 6 57
BACSCOUess ...
Hendra ,,,
Clayfleld ..,
S.M.a.m. a.m. a.m.
88 90
a q +' q
a
oo.
8 20x8 a
a
8711
828 833 91
a.m. S.M. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m
.  P.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
11 10 ... 120 ... 3 15 4 10 ... 5 2 ... 630 ... 735 ... 10 10 11 20
a ... B a" 17 a m C a ... a ... a ... a  ...  a a ...
...... 1121 ... 132 ... zU 327z . 422 ... 59' 641 ... 747 .,. 1022  11 30
a ... a ,.. a a
 ...
 a ... a ... a ... a a ,..
...
... 1129
.., ... ... ,,.
... 140 ...
 3 0 3 4 0 4 3 0 . . . 35  64' 826 849 ... 766 .,. 10301138 .,,
depart  ...  8 7 ... ... ... 10 10 ... 12 15 ..,
.., ... ... 8 11 ... ... ... 10 18 ... 12 20 ...
Eagle  Junction  ... ...
 depart 7 2 8 15 .,,
Thorroldtown ... ... ... ... ... d d ..,
Lutwyche  ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 6 8 19 .,,
Albion  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  7 9 822 836
Mayne  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 7 12 826 ,..
Bowen Hills
 ... ... ... ... ... ...  a a ,,,
Exhibition  ... ... ... ... ...
 7 17 8 31 8 41
Normanby  ... ... ... ... ... ...
 7 20 8 35 ...
BRISBANE
 ... ... ... ... arrive 7 25 8 40 8 48
5) stations.
BRISBANE ... ... ... ...
N ormau by ... ... ...
2 Exhibition ... ... ... ...
2 Bowen Hills  ... ... ... ...
3 Mayne ,,.
4 Albion ,,,
4 Lutwyche .,,
Thorroldtown
6 Eagle Junction
Clayfleld ..,
6 Hendra .,6  RACECOURSE .,,
Eagle Junction ... ... ...6
Nundah ... ... ... ...
7  Toombul ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,
9  Nudges „ ...
11 Cabbage-tree ... ,.,
Deagon .,, .., ,,,
13 SANDQATE ,., .,, ,,,
8 38 10 20 11 31 12 23 144
d ... d d d d
843
 .. 10 25 11 39 12 27 148
848 924 1028 1142 1230 1518 52  ... 1031
 11 46 12 34  1 55
8 57
 ...  10 33  11 51  12 39 2 0
91
 ...  1040  1155 1243 24
96 9371045 120 1248 29
DOWN TRAINS - DAILY-EXCEPT SUNDAYS.
7 0 ... 940 ... ... 11 46 ,.,
75 ... 945  ... ... 11 50 ...
654 78 80 948 1035 1143 1153
d d d d d d d
658 712 84 96310391147 11597 1 7 15 8 7  956 1042  11 50 12 1
7 5 7 19  8 11 10 0  1046  11 54 12 5
a a a a a a a
7 10 7 24 8 16 10 5 10 51 11 69 12 10
7 14 7 28 8 20 10 9 10 55 12 3 12 14
7 19 7 34 8 25 10 15 11 0 12 8 12 19
•„
 *  Passengers for Eagle Junction ,  Thorroldtown ,  Lutwyche ,  Mayne ,  and Normanby change at Nundah.
Passengers for Brisbane  by North  Coast Train arriving at Nundah at 8.24 a .m. should change into  Sandgate  Train at  Xundah and reach Brisbane at 8.48 a.m.
Up North Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills.
The Time Table for  Sandgate  and Racecourse Branches wi ll  be altered on Public Holidays and Race Days.
depart
... ...
...
...
arrive
arrive
depart
... ...
,,, ,,,
arrive
Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed  Mixed M ixed
a.m. a.m . IS.M. a.m .  A.M. a.m.
6 15 7 30 7 56 9 10 9 6 10 10
648  7 33 7 59 9 14  954
 10 13
663 737 83 918 958 1017
658 742  88 9211031023a
71 746 ;  812 927 107 1026
7 5 749 8 15 9 30 10 11 10 29
d d I d d d d
7 1Q1 7 531 8 19 9 35 10 18I 10 33
7 15
a
7 23R.
a7 35
7 53 ... 9 38 ...
8 0
 ...  945 ... ...
, , , 830 ... 10 21 10 38
838 ,.. yq 1043
a a
.,, a ... ZQE a
860 ... 10 57
t Mixed
Mixed
 Goods Mixed Pas. gat.  Mixed  Mixed Pas.  Mixed Pas. Ex. Mixed Mixed Mixed !  Pas. Mixed  Mixed Pas. Mixed
I
--
only, -
-
a.m. noon p .m. p.m. p .m. p.m. p .m. p.m. p.m.
1122120 12
 1 10 1 35 2 15 4 5 4 31  60
11 26 12 5 12 1 14 139 2 19 4 9 434 6 4
11 30 12 10 12 28 1 19 143 2 23 4 13 438 5 8
a a & a a a a a a
11 34 12 16 12 33 1 23 148 2 28 4 18 443 6 13
11 38 1220 12 36 126 1 51 232 4 22 4 47 5 17
11 42 12 24 12 40 1 31 1 54 2 36 426 450 5 21
d d d d d d d d d
11 46 12 30 12 45 1 35 158 2 40 4 30 455 526
11 49
 ... ...  138 ... ... 433 .,.
11 55 146 ... ... 440
12 96 12 50
... x$
2 15 ..,
5 285 31
536
a
5 41
5
5 49
d
5 53
220 38 340 46 435 52 65 632
d d d d d d d d
224 312 341 410 440 56 66: 837
227 320 347 414 443 59 6C 640
231 325 351  418 447 513 64 644
a a a a a a
236 330 356 421 452 518 69 649
240 335 40 425 456 522 61. 652
245 340 45 430 50 528 61: 857
a
12 58
a
a
1 10
24 244
 ...  60 631 558
aa
4 55 ,.. ,..
.,, 4 59 ,,, ...
a
2 11 2 62
 ,,, 5 8
a
a 0a
223 34
,.. a ZQ
.,, 620
p.m p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p .m. p.m. p.m.
6 4 5 50 630 7 50 830 9 15 10 26 11 0 11 20
5 54 6 34 7 64 834 9 19 10 29 11 4 11 24
55 658 638 758 838 923 1033118 1128
a a a a a a a a
63 643 83 843 928 1038 11161133
66 647 87 1  847 931 1041 11201137
.,.  6 10  651 811 851  9 34 10 44  1121  11 41
,,. d d d d d d d d
...  6 15 6 55 8 15 8 55 9 38  1048  11 29 11 45
6 18 ,.,
6 25 ,,,
8 5 ... 6 59
a a
6 1. 7 7
a a
62 ... 719
8 10
a
8 27
a
a
8 39
858 11 32
95_ V 1139'
9421052
a a
9 50 11 0
a a
10 2 11 12
11 49
a
11 66
a
a
12 6
(a) Train stops oy signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required. Passenger :  wishing  to alight  should give due notice to Guard.
(d) Trains stop to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms.
F. CUENOW,
Brisbane , 27th March ,
 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE-SANDGATE  AND RACECOURSE BRANCHES.
ON and after SUNDAY, 7th April,
 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice:-
"UP UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONL .
Stations . y _ - +- - -- -- -r-- --
-
a.m. a.m .  am. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. P.M. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m,
!ANDGATR
 ... ... ... ... ... ...  depart 8 0  ...  9 55 1 15  ...  3 20 4 15 5 40  ...  615 ... 9 20 ,..
Deagon
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a ... a ... a ... ,..
Cabbage-tree ... . .., a a a ... a a a  ...  a ... a ... ...
Nudges
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 12 ... 10 7  1 27 ... 3 32 4 27 5 62  ...  6 26 ... 9 31 ... ..•
Toombul
 ... ... ... ... ... ... .  a ... a a ... a a a  ...  a ... a ... ...
Nundah  ... ... ... ... ... ... arrive  ... ... ... ...l depart 820  ...  10 15 136 3 40 4 35 6 2 ... 635 830  i'40  ...
RACECOURSE
 ... ... .•  depart  ..  10 0 ... 2 25  ... ...  6 10 ... ... ... 960
Hendra  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.,  a ... ... a a a
Clayfleld
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  10 5 ... ... 2 30  ... ... ...  6 15 ... ... .. 966
Eagle  junction
 ... ... ... ... ...  depart 8 28 10 9 10 21 1 41 2 34 3 45 4 40 6 7 6 20 640 8 3b 9 4b 10 0
Thor ro ldtown
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  d d d d d d d d d d d d d
.,Lutwyche 6 30 10 14 10 86 146 2 38 349 4 44 6 11 6 24 644 8  39  949 10 4
Albion  ... ... ... .., ...  8 33 10 17 10 29 1 48 2 41 3 52 4 47 6 15 6 27 6 47 8 42 9 52 10 7
Mayne ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 36 10 21 10 32 1 51 2 45 3 55 4 50 6 18 6 30 6 50 8 45 9 55  10 10 ..•
Bowen Hills a a a a a a a a a a a a a
Exhibition .. , ,
 8 41 10 26 10& 37 1 b6 2 b0 4 0 4 b0 6 23 898 6 68 8 b0 30 1 10 18
Normanby 8 45 10 30 10 41 2 0 2 54 4 4 5 0 6 28 6 40 7 0 8 54  10 5 1 10 20
BRISBANE  ... ...
 ... ...  ... ... ... arrive 8 50 10 35 10 46 2 5 2 58 4 9 5 5 6 33 645 7 5 9 0 10 10 10 25 ...
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
Miles. stations.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. P.M. p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m. p.m.
.., BRISBANE
 ... ... ... ... ... ...depart 90 9 20 11 15 1 0 1 10 2 30 4 25 5 17 5 30 7 20 7 50 9 10 9 25 ...
,,, Normanby
 ..,  9 4 9 24 11 19 1 4 1 14 2 34 4 29 5 21 5 34 7 24 7 54 9 14 9 29 ...
2 Exhibition  ..,  9 d 928 11 23 1 9 1 18 2 38 433 525 5 38 726 758 9 18 933 ...
2 Bowen Hills ..,
 a a a a a a a a a a a a a .,.
3 Mayne ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 13 9 33 11 28 1 15 1 23 2 43 4 39 5 30 5 43 7 33 8 3 923 9 38 ...
4 Albion ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 9 37 11 31 1 19 1 27 2 46 443 5 33 5 46 736 8 6 926 9 41 ...
4 Lutwyche ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 920 9 41 11 35 123 1 31 250 447 536 • 550 740 8 10 930 9 45 ...
... Thorroldtown  ... ... ... ... ... ...  d d d d d d d d d d d d d .,.
5 Eagle Junction ... ... ... ... ... arrive
 ...  9 45 ... ... 1 36  ... ... ...  5 55 ... 8 15 9 35
Clayfleld .. . ... ... ... ... ... ^  ... 9 48 - +- 1 39  ... .,. ...  5 56 ... ... 9 38
6 Hendra a
 ... ...  a ... ... .., a ... ... a .., ...
6 RACECOURSE ... ... ... ... ... ... arrive ... 9
 63 ... ... 1 45 ... ... ... 6 6 ... ... 9 43 ... ...
Eagle Junction
 ... ... ... ...  depart 9 24 ... 11 40 1 28 ... 2 55 4 53 6 40  ...  7 46 ... ... 9 50 ..,
6 Nundah  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 928 ... 11 45 135 ... 3 0 468 544 ... 750 820  ...  965 ...
7' Toombul
 ... ... ... ...  a ... a a .., a a a  ...  a a
9  Nudges ... ... 938 11 63 1 43 ... 3 8 5 6 5 52 ... 7 58 ,.. .• 10 3
11 Cabbage -tree  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a ... a a ... a a a ... a ••. a
Deagon
 ... ... ... ,., ... ..
*
a ... a a ... a a
a
...
13 SANDOATE  ... ... ... ... ... ... arrive 9 48 ... 12 5 1 55 ... 3 20 5 18 6 4 ... 8 10  ... ...  10 15
NOTE.- Season Tickets are not available by these trains .  Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates on Saturday ,  available for Sunday only. F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND
 SOUTHERN
 AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
SOUTH COAST LINE-STANLEY STREET, BEAUDESERT, BEENLEIGH, AND SOUTHPORT (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED).
ONand after MONDAY, 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table will  come into operation, and remain in force until further  notice:-UP TRAINS.
Miles. Station .  Mixed .
 Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Passenger .  Mixed .
 Mixed .
 Mixed .
 Mixed.
a.m. a.m.
 a.m. p.m. p.m .
 p.m. p.m, p .m. p.m.
... STANLEY STREET  .,, ... dep. 7'30 9'10 10.50 2.20 3.5 4.35 6.25 6'20
 ...
1 Wooloongabba ... ,., ... 7.34 9.14 10.55 2. 25 3.9 4'39 5 .29 6.24 7'15
Albert ... ... ... B 7.40 B 9.20 A 11.1 A 2.31 ... A 4.45
 A 5.35
 A 6.30 A 7'21 ...
3 Fairfield  ... ... B 7 44 n 9.23 A 11.5 A 2.35 A 4.49 A 5.39 A 6'34 A 7'25
3 Yeronga  ... ... ... ... ... a 7'48 R 9.28 A 11.9 A 2.38 ... A 4.53 A 5'43 A 6.38 A 7'29 ... ... ...
4 South Coast Junction ... ... ... 7'51 9.29 11'13 2.42 3124 4.57 5'47 6.43 7'33 ...
5 Moorooka ... ... ... ... A 7.55 A 9'32 A 11'17 A 2'46 ... A 5'1 A 5.50 A 6.46 A 7'37 ... ... ,., ,,,
(  arr. 9 .35 :., ... ... ... ... ... ... ...5  Rocklea  ,., dep. 8'1 9 38 1121  2'49 3 31
 5 '4 5'53 6 '49 7'40 ... ... ..
6 Salisbury .., ... ... ... A 8.4 A 9.42 A 11.26  A 2.53  ...
 A 6.8 A 5 .57 A 7'43 ... ...
8 Cooper' s Plains ... ... ... ... A 8.9 A 9.49 A 11.36 A 3.0 ... A 5'15 A 6.4 ... A 749
9 Sunnybank ( arr. ... 11'42 3.6 ... ... 6.9 ... 7.55 ,,, ,,, .,, .,, ,,,dep.  8.14 9.55 3'10 ...
 6.20 ...,,, ,,,
11 Runcorn ... ... A 8.19 A 10.0 ... A 3'18  A 5.29
 ... ... ... ... ,
11 Tarragun .. .,, ... ... ... D D ... D ... D
12 Spring Creek ,.. .., ... ... A 8.25 A 10.7 ... A 3.25 ... A 5.35
17 Kingston dep. A 8`40 A 10.20 ... A 3  45 .., A 5 .50 ... .,. .., .,. .,. ,,, .,,
18 Loganlea .,, ... ... 846 10.27 ... 3'55  ... 5'59
( arr. 8 .53 ... ... 4.4 4.15
...
20 Bethania Junction
"
"'
... ... "' ..'
' dep. 9 0 10.35 ... 4.20 4.17 6'8  ... ...
 ,., ... ... ,,, ,,, ,,,
22 Waterford ... ... A 9'7 ... ... A 4' 28 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
26 Buccan ... ... ... ... D 9'19 ... ... D 4.40 ... ... ... ...
27 Logan Village .., .., ... ... 9'25 ... ... 4.46 ...
31 Jimboomba ... A 9'50 ... A 5.11 ...
38 Cedargrove .,. .., ... ... A 10.2 ... ... A 5'25 ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
40 Woodhill ... ... ... A 10'12 ... ... A 5.40 ... ... ... ... ...
42 Veresdale ... ... A 10.20 ... ... A 5.47
44 Bromelton ... ... A 1027 ... ... A 6.58 ... ... ...
47 1 BEAUDESERT  ... arr. 10.40 6.10
21 Hawthorne ... ... ... ... ... D 10.38 ,., ...  B  4.20 D 6'11
22 Holmview ... ... A 10.42 ... ... s 4 23 A
 6 15  ...  ...  ...
24 BEENLEIQH  ,,, ,,, .. ( arr. ... 10.47 ... ... 4.27 6'20 ... ... ... ... ...dep. ... 11'0 ... ... 4.40 ---- .., ... ... ..
26 Yatala .., ... ... A 116 ... A 4.47 ...
27 Stapylton ... ... ... ... ... A 11.10 ... ... A 4.51 ... ... ... ... ..
31 Ormeau ... ... ... ... .. ... A 11.27 ... ... A 5.4 ,,, ...
34 Pimpama ... .,, ... ...  ...  A 11.40 ... ... 5.12 ...  ...
38 Coomera .. • .
..
,., ,,. ... ... ... 11.58  ...  ...  5'28 ..,  ...
39 39 m. Platform ... .., ... D 12'2  ... ,., D 6.32
40 Helensvale .., ... ... ... A 12.7 ... ... A 5 37 ... ... ,.. ... ... ...
44 Coombabah .., ... ... ... ... 12.25 ... ... A 5.50 ...
46 Southport Junction ,., ... ... ... 12.33 ... 6'0 ... ...  ...  ...
50 SOUTHPORT  ... .., ...  arr. ... 12 '45 ... ... 6'10 ... ... ... ... ... .. .
SOUTH COAST LINE-SOUTHPORT, BEENLEIGH, BEAUDESERT, AND STANLEY STREET (SUNDAYS  EXCEPTED)- continued.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
 Mixed.  Mixed.  Passenger.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m .  a.m. a.m.
SOUTHPORT dep. ... ... 6.50 ...
Southport Junction ... ... ,., ... 7'0 .,.
Coombabah ... ... ... ... A 7.10 ..,
HRlensvvale  ... .,, ... ... ... ... ... A 7'23 ...
39 m. Platform ... .,. ... ... ... ... ... D 7.28 ,,.
Coomera  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7'32 ...
Pimpama
 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.48
0rmeau ... ... .,. ... ... ... ... ... A 7.56 ...
Stapylton ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 A 8.9 ...
Yatala ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 8.13 ...
BEENLEIOH  .., ... ...  J arr. 8.20
' j dep.
,.,
64 8.40
...
Holmview  ... ... ... ... .,.
 A 6.50 A ...
Hawthorne  ... ... ... ... ... ...
 D 6'63 D ...
noon. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... 4.35 ... ...
... 4.45 ... ... ... ...
A 4.55 ... ... .. ...
A 5'12 ... ... ...
D 5.20 ... ...
... 5.28 ... ... ...
A 5.48 ... .. .. ...
A 6.68 ... ... .. ...
A 6.15 ... ... ... ...
A 6.22 ... .. .. ...
.., 6.32 ... ... ...
6.52 ... ... ... ...
A 6.67 ... ... ... ...
D 7.0 ... ... ... ..
BEAUDESEET ... ... dep. rr
 ... ... 7'0 ... 12.30 ... ... ... ... ...
Bromelton ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... A 7'13 ... A 12.40 ... ... ... ... ...
Veresdale ... ... ... ... .. ... .. A 7.24 ... A 12'49 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Woodhill ,.. .., ,,, ,,, ,., ,,, A 7'30 ... A 12.55
Cedargrove ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.46 ... A. 1'10
Jimboomba ... ... ...
 .,. ,,,  ... ...
 A  8.0  ...  A 1.25  ... ... ... ....,.
Logan Village ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8'25 ... 1'50 ... ... ... ... ... .,.
Buccan  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... D 8'31 ... D 1.56 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Waterford ... ... ,.. ... ... ... ... ...
 8.43 ... A  2.10 ... ... ... .•. ... .•.
Bethania Junction  ... ... ... arr . ..,  8'60 8 '50 ... 2.17de
p
6.57 8 55 9.5 ... 2 22 .,, 7.4
Loganlea  ,,, ,,, ... 7.6 ... 9.14 ... 2'31 ... 7'14
Bin ton arr . .., ... ...sg ... ... dep. ... A 7'15 ...  A 9'24  ... A 2.40 ... A 7'24 ... ... ., ...
Spring Creek  ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'30 ...
 A 9'39  ...  A 2.55
 A 7 39 ... ... ... ... ...
Tarragun  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
 D ... D ... D ... D  ... .. ... ... ...
Runcorn  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7'37
 ... A 9.45  ...  A 3.2 ... A
 7.47 ... ... ... ...
Sunnybank ... (
arr.
 ... 9 .55 ... ...  ...
dep. 6.35 7.45  ...  10 '0 12'0  3.10 6.15 7'55  ... ... ...
Cooper 's  Plains  ... ... ... ...
 A 6.42  A 7.50 ...  A 10'5 A 12 .6 A 3.18 A 6.23 A 8.1
Salisbury  ... ... ... ... ... ...
 A 6.5E A  7'57 ... A  10.12  A 12.17  A 3.27 A 6.31 A 8 .7 ... ... ... ...
Rockles
 ...
( arr. ...
dep. 6'56 8'1 9'38 10.16 12.22 3'31 6'35 810
Moorooka ... ... ... ... A 7.0 A 8.4 ... A 10.20 A 12'26
 A 3.85
 A 6'39 A 8.13 ... .
South Coast Junction ... ... ... ... 7'4 8.8 9'42 10.24 12. 32 3.38
 643 8.17 ...
Yerongs  ... ... ... ... ... ... A 7.8 A 8.12 ... A
 10.28  A 12.35  A 3.42 A 6.47 D 8.20 ... ... ... ... ..,
Fairfield  ... ... .,, ... ... ... A 7'11 A 8.16 ... A 10'31 A
 12.39 A 3'45 A 6'50 D 8 .24 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Albert
... ... ... .•• ... ... A 7'14 A 8'19 ... A 10.35 A 12.43 A 3.49 A 6.54 D 8.28
Wooloongabba ... ... ... ... ... 7'20 8.25 9.58 10.40 12'49 3.55 7'0 8'35
STANLEY STREET
 ... ... ...
 arr. - 8 .30 1013 10.45 12.54 4'0
A) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
B) Trains stop to pick up passengers for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should
go on these platforms.
The times shown thus (A 7'55) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNO W ,
Brisbane , 27th March,
 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
1194
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE -SUNDAY TRAINS  BETWEEN BRISBANE  AND IPSWICH.
O N and after  SUNDAY, 7th April,  1889, the following  Time Table  will come into operation until further
notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
South'n
Mail.
T.P.O.
BRISBANE
Milton
...
...
...
...
dep.
A.M. A.M.
910 9'20
9.4 9.24
P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
12.55 3.0 3.45 5.20
12.59 3.4 3.49 5.24
P.M .
5.35
5.39
P.M.
6.30
6.34
P.M.
7.0
...
P
7.
7.
.M.
20
24
P.M.
8.35
8.39
P.M.
9.25
9.29
Auchenflower D D D D D  D D D ...  D D D
Toowong
Taringa
...
...
...
...
9.8 9"28
9.12 9.32
1.3 3.8 3.53 5.28
1.7 3.12 3.57  5.32
5.43
5.47
6.38
6.42
... 7'
...  7.
28
32
8'43
8.47
9.34
9.38
Indooroopilly ... 9'16 9 .36 1.11 3.16 4.1  5.36 5 .51 6.46 ... 7.36 8'51 9.42
Riverton ... ... D D D D D  D D
Chelmer
Graceville
Sherwood
Corinda
OXLEY
...
...
...
...
...
...
arr.
9.19 9.39 1.14 3.19 4.4 5.39
9.22 9'42 1.17 3.22 4.7 5.42
9.25 9.45 1.20 3.25 4.10 5.45
9.29 9.49 1.24 3.29 4.14 5.49
9.53 1 28 ... 4.18
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
7.18
9.45
9.48
9.51
9.55
9.59
Darra
Wolston
Goodna
...
...
...
...
...
Cdep. 9.33 3.33  5.52
9.41 ... ... 3.41  6'0
948 ... ... 3.48 6.7
9.55 ... ... 3.55 6.13
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Redbank
Riverview
Dinmore
Bundamba
Booval
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
10.2 ... ... 4.2 6.19
10.9 ... ... 4.9 6.25
10.13 ... ... 4.13 6.29
10.20 ... ... 4.20 6.35
10.25 ... ... 4.25 6.40
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Limestone ... ... A 10.29 ... ... A 4.29 A 6'44 ... ..
IPSWICH ... ... arr. 10.35 ... ... 4.35 6.50 ... ... 8.0
Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
South'n
Mail.
T.P.O.
IPSWICH ... ... dep.
A.M. A.M.  A.M. P.M. P.M.  P.M.
5.15 7.20 ... 12.50 ...  ...
P.M .
...
P.M.
5.0
P.M .  P
...
.M.
...
P.M.
...
P.M.
...
Limestone ... ... ... A 7.25 ...  A 12.55 ...  ... ... A 5.5 ... ... ... ...
Booval ... 7.29 ... 12.59 ...  .. ... 5.9 ... ... ... ...
Bundamba ... 7.33 ... 1.3 ...  ... ... 5.13 ...
Dinmore ... 7.40 ... 1110  ... ... 5.20 ...
Riverview ... 7.44 ... 1'] 4 ... 5.24 ...
Redbank ... 7.51 ... 1.21 ... 5.31 ...
Goodna ... ... ... 7'58 ... 1.28 ...  ... ... 5'38 ...
Wolston 8.5 ... 1'35 ... ... ... 5.45 ...
Darra 8.13 ... 1.42 ...  ... ... 5'52 ... ... ... ...
OXLEY
arr.
dep. 8.20 10.3 1.49 2.15  4.30 ... 6.0 ... ... ... 10.5
Corinda ... ... ... 5.56 8.24 10.7 1.53 2.19 4.34 ... 6.4 ... ... ... 10.9
Sherwood ... ... ... ... 8.28 10.11 1.57 2.23  4.38 ... 6.8 ... ... ... 10.12
Graceville
... ... ... 8.31 10.14 2.0 2.26 4.41 ... 6'11 ... ... ... 10.15
Chelmer ... ... ... ... 8.33 10.16 2.2 2.28 4.43 ... 6.13 ... ... ... 10.18
Riverton ... ... ... ... D D D D D D ... ... ... D
Indooroopilly ... ... ... 8.37 10.20 2.6 2.32 4'47
. ..
6.0
6.4
6.17
6'21
6.52 7
6.56 7
'45
'49
8.57
9.1
10.22
10.26Taringa ... ... ... 5110 2 36 4... 8.41 10.24 2
Toowong ... ... 8.45 10.28 2.14 2.40 4.55 6.8 6'25 7.0 7 '53 9.5 10.30
Anchenflower ... .. , D D D D  D D D D D D D
Milton ...
.., ... 8.49 10.34 2.18 2.44 4.59 6.12 6.29 7.4 7.57 9.9 10.34
BB.ISBANI ... ... arr. 6.15 8.55 10.40 2.25 2.50 5'5 6.18 6'35 7'10 8.3 9'15 10.40
(A) Train stops by signal  to take on  passengers ,  and will set  them down  when required .  Passengers wishing to alight
should  give due  notice to Guard.
NoTS.--Season Tickets are not available by these trains.
NOTE.- Tickets may be purchased at all Stations and Gates  on Saturday ,  available for Sunday only.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
1195
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
SOUTH COAST LINE-STANLEY STREET, SUNNYBANK, BEENLEIGH, AND
SOUTHPORT-SUNDAYS ONLY.
V
ON and after  SUNDAY, 7th April,  1889 ,  the following Time  Table  will come into
remain in force until further  notice:-UP TRAINS,
Miles . Stations.
... arrive
S.M. p.m. p.m. p.m.
... STANLEY STREET ... ... depart 9 0 1 0 4 45 9 0
1 Wooloongabba  ... ... ... ...  9 4 1 4 4 49 9 4
... Albert  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 10 a 1 10 a 4 55 a 91
3 Fair field  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 14 a 1 14 a 4 59 a 9 14
3 Yeronga  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 18 a 1 18 a 5 3 a 9 18
4 South Coast Junction ... ... ... 9 21 1 21 5 6 9 21
5 Moorooka  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 25 a 1 25 a 5 10 a 9 25
5 Rocklea  ... ... w ... ... 9 28 1 28 5 13 9 28
6 Salisbury  ... ... ... ...  a 9 31 a 1 31 a 5 16 a 9 31
8 Cooper 's Plains  ... ... ... ...  a 9 37 a 1 37 a 5 22 a 9 37
9 3unnybank (
arrive 1 45 5 30 9 45
depart 943
11 Runcorn  ... ... ... ... ...  a 948 ... ...
11 Tarragun  ... ... ... ... ...  d ... ... ...
12 Spring Creek  ... ... ... ... ...  a 9 54 ...
17 Kingston arrive  ... ... ... ...depart a 10 8 ...
18 Loganlea  ... ... ... ... ...  10  14  ,,, ... ...
20 Bethania Junction  ... ... f arrive  ::: ::: :::l depart 10 21
22 Waterford ... ...
26 Buccan  ... ... ... ...
27 Logan Village ... ... ...
34 Jimboomba  ... ... ...
38 Cedar Crove  ... ... ...
4') Woodhill  ... ... ...
42 Veresdale  ... ... ...
41 Bromelton  ... ... ...
47 BEAUDF .SERT  ... ... ...
21 Hawthorne  ... ... ... ... ...  d 10 25
22 Holmview  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 28
24 BEENLEIGH
arrive 10 33
depart 10 43
26 Yatala  ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 50
27 Stapylton  ... ... ... ... ...  a 10 54
31 Ormeau  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 7
34 Pimpama  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 15
38 Coomera  ... ... ... ... ...  11 3 i
39  in.  Platform  ... ... ... ...  d 11 35
40 Helensvale  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 40
44 Coombabah  ... ... ... ... ...  a 11 53
46 Southport Junction  ... ... ... ...  12 3
50 SOUTHPORT  ... ... ... ...  arrive 12 15
Stations.
SOUTHPORT
Southpo rt  Junction
Coombabah ...
Helensvale ...
39 m. Platform ...
Coomera... ...
Pimpama ...
Ormeau ... ...
htapylton ...
Yatala ... ...
BEENLEIGH ...
depart
Pass .  Pass .  Pass. Pass.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Pass. Pass .  Pass. Pass.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
4 30
440
a 450
a 53
d 58
5 12
a 528
a 536
... ... ... ... a 549
... a 5 53
arrive  ... ... ...  60
depart ... ... ... 615
operation, and
Holmview  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  a 6 20
Hawtho rn e  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  d 6 23
BEAUDESERT ...
Bromelton ...
Veresdale ...
Woodhill ...
Cedar  Grove ...
Jimboomba ...
Logan Village .,.
Buccan .. ...
Waterford ...
Bethanla Junction ...
Loganlea ... ...
Kingston ... ...
Spring Creek ... ...
Tarragun ... ...
Runco rn  ... ... ...
Sunnybank ... ...
Cooper 's Plains ... ...
Salisbury ... ...
Rockies,  ... ... ...
Moorooka ...
South Coast Junction...
Yeronga  ... ... ...
Fair field  ... ... ...
Albert  ... ... ...
Wooloongabba ... ...
STANLEY STREET ...
arrive
... ... ... ... ... ...depart 6 27
. ... ... ... 6 35 ... ... ...
arrivedepart ... ... ... a 643
... ... ... ... ... a 6 57
d ... ... ...
. ... ... ... a 7 4 ... ... ...
arrive ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
depart 9 45  20  545 7 10 ...
a 950 a 25 a 5 a 715  ... ... ...
... ... a 9 57 a 2 12 a 5 57 a 7 22  ,., ,.. ...
... ... 10 1 2 16 6 1 726  ... ... ...
... ... a 104 a 219 a 64 a 729  ... ... ...
... ... 108 223 68 731  ... ... ...
... ... a 10 12 a 2 27 a 6 12 a 734 ... ... ...
... ... a 1015 a 230 a 615 a 737  ... ... ...
... a 1019 a 234 a 619 a 741  ... ... ...
1025 240 625 74x7 ... ... ...
... arrive 10 30 2 45 6 30 7 52  ... ... ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will set them down when required Passengers wishing to slight should give
due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers wishing to alight should
give due notice to Guard .  No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
Season Tickets are not available by Sunday Trains.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1889 .  Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
tN and  after  MONDAY, 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
... STANLEY STREET
1 Wooloongabba
Albert ...
3 Fairfield ...
3 Yeronga .. ...
4 South Coast Junction
5 Tennyson ... ...
6 CORINDA ...
Mixed.  Mixed.
5'25
5.29
A 5'35
A 5'39
A.  5.43
5.47
5-55
South South
Coast.  Coast.
Mixed.  Mixed.
South South South
Coast. Mixed .  Mixed.Mixed .
a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m .  a.m. p.m . p.m. p.m.
71 0 9.10 9.20 10.50 12.10 1.45 2.20
7120 7'34 9'14 9.24 10.55 12.14 1.49 2.25
A 716 R 7.40 u 910 A. 910 A 11.1 A 1211 A 1.55 A 2.31
A 7.30 B 7.44 B 913 A 9.3t A 11.5 A  12.25  A 1.59 A 2.36
A 7.34 B 7.48 B 926, A 9.37 A 111  A 12.28  A.  2 .2 A 2.38
7'38 7.51 91 9 1 9.42 11.13 12.32 2.6 2'42
7-48
 .., ... ' 9.52 ... 12'42 2.15
**
South
Coast.
Mixed.
p.m.
3.5
3'9
3.24
* On Saturdays only this Train
 will leave at
 12.20 p.m.
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations .  Mixed.
a.m.
CORINDA ... dep. 6'15
Tennyson ... ... ... D
South Coast Junction ...  6.25
Yeronga ... ... A 6'30
Fairfield ... ... A 6.35
Albert ... ... ... A 6'39
Wooloongabba ... ... 6'45
STANLEY  STREET  ...  arrive
South
Coast.
Mixed.
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Pass.
815
T
Mixed.
Mixed .
 Mixed. Pass.
South South
Coast. Coast.
Pass .  Mixed.
a.m.
74 88 8'23 9.42
A 7.8 A 8.12 A 827 ...
A7.11 A815 A8,30 ...
7'14 A 8.19 A 8.34
7'20 81 5 8.41 19'58
---- 8.30 8 '45 10.3
Coast. Coast.
Mixed .  Mixed.
Mixed.
South South South
Coast. Coast. Coast. Mixed.
South
Coast.
Mixed.Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
m. m, m. m. m.
315 435 525 620 p...
3.19 4.39 5.29  6.24 ...A. 3.25 A 4.45 A 5.35 A 6'30 ...
A 329 A 449 A 5.39 A 6.34
A 3.32 A 4'53 A 5.43 A 6'38
3.38 4'57 5'47 6.43 7.53 47 ... ... ... 15
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Mixed.
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Mixed.
a.m. a.m . p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.1115
 ... 1'0 21 0 ... 4'45 ... 7'25
D ... D D
 ...  D
 ...  D
101 4 11'13 12.32 1'10 2'42 3.38 5.8 6.43 7'33
A 1018 A 11.18 A 12.35 A 1.13 A 2'46 A 3'42 A 5.11 A 6'47 A 716
A 10 31 A 11.20 A 12'39 A 1'17 A 249 A 3.45 A 5.15 A 6.50 A 7.40
A 10.35 A 11.24 A 12'43 A 1.21 A 213 A 3.49 A 5.19 A 6 1 4 A 7'44
10'40 111 0 12'49 1.26 2.59 3.55 5.29 7.0 7'50
10'45 111 5 12'54 11 0 3.4 4.0 5'35 ---
South
Coast.
Mixed.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
715 8.0 9.30 11.16
A7.21  D0 D9 .36 D11.21
A 71 5 D 8.10 D 9.40 D 11.25
A 7.29
 D 813 D  9.43  D11'28
7'33 8'17 9'47 11.32
... D D D
... 8'25 9.56 11'41
Mixed. Mixed.
p.m.
8.40 1010
D D
8.17 8.48 10.18 ...
D 8.20 D 8.52 D 10.22 ... ,.,
D -8'24 D $•56 D 10'26
D 8'28 D 9.0 D 10.30 ...
8-3Q 9'6 10'36 .. ..
** On Saturdays only this Train will run ten minutes later.
(A) Train stops by signal to take on  passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) Train stops to pick up  passengers  for stations beyond Junction.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms . Passengers  wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending
 passengers
 should go
on those platforms.
NOTE.- Passengers  by the evening Trains from Albert, Fairfield, Yeronga, and Tennyson will be booked and tickets collected by the Guard.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND_SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-NORTH COAST LINE.
ON and  after  MONDAY, 1st April, 1889, the following Time Table  will  come into operation,and remain  in force until further  notice :-
DOWN TRAINS.
Daily. Daily.
Miles .  Stations. t Goods.
Mixed.  Mixed.
a.m. noon. p.m.
... BRISBANE  ... ... depart 9.50 12.0 510 ... ... ... ... ...
1 Normanby ... ... ... 9.54 12.5 5.4 ... ... ... ... ...
2 Exhibition .. ... ... 9.58 12.10 5.8 ... ... ... ... ...
2 Bowen Hills ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
3 Mayne ... 103 12.16 5'13 ... ... ...
4 Albion ... ... ... 10.7 12.20 5.17 ... ... .•. •• •••
4 Lutwyche ... .. ... 10.11 12.24 5.21 ... ... ... .•.
5 Thorroldtown ... ...  D D D ... ...
5 Eagle Junction ... ... 10.16 12.30 5.26 ... ... ... ... ...
6 Nundah ... arrive ... ... ... ... ... ... ...I depart 10.21 12.35 5.31 ... ... ... ... ...
8 Virginia ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
9 Geebong ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ...
10 Zi ll mere ... ... 10.36 12.55 5.45 ... ... ... ... ...
13 Bald Hills ... ... 10'49 1110 5.59 ... ... ...
15 Strathpine ... ... ... 10.59 1.20 6. 6 ... ... ...
17 Lawnton ... ... ...  D D D ... ... ... ... ..
18 North Pine ... 11.15 1.35 61010 ... ... ...
23 Sideling Creek ... ... 11.45 6.50 ... ... ... ... ...
26 Burpengary ... ... 12.0 ... 7.5 ... ...
30 Morayfield ... 12.15 ... 7.20 ... ... ... ... ...
32 CABOOLTURE ... arrive 12.25 ... 7'30 ... ... ...
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Daily. Daily.
t Goods.
Mixed .  Mixed.
I a.m.  P M.  p.m.
CABOOLTURE ... ... depart 6.30 ... 1.50 ... ... ... ... ••. ..,
Morayfield ... ... ... 6.38 ... 2.0 ... ... ... ... ...Burpengary .. ... ... 6.52 ... 2.15 ... ... ... ... ...  ...
Sideling Creek ... ... 7'6 2.30 ... ... ... ... ... ...
North Pine ... ... ... 7.30 2.0 3.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lawnton ... ... ... D D D .. ...
Strathpme ... ... ... 7'42 2.15 3.12 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bald Hills ... ... 7'50 2.25 3.20 ... ... ... ... ... •.
Zi ll mere ... ... ... 8'2 2.40 3.32 ... ... ... ... ...
Geebong ... ... ... A A A ... ... ... ... ... ...
Virginia ... .. A A A ... ... ... ... ..• .
Nundah •( arrive 8.24 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...depart 8.33 3.0 4.0 ... ... ... ... •.. •••
Eagle Junction ... ... 8.38 3.6 4.5 ... ... ... ...
Thorroldtown ... ... D D D ...
Lutwyche ... ... ... 8.43  3-12  4-10 ... ...
Albion ... ... ... 8.48 3.20 4.14 ... ... ...  ...  .
Mayne ... ... ... 8.52 3.25 4.18 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen Hills ... .. ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
Exhibition ... ... ... 8.57 3.30 4.21 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Normanby .. ... ... 9.1 3.35 4.25 ...
BRISBANE  ... ... arrive  9-6  3-40  4.30 ... ... ... ... .
(A) Trains stop by signal to take  on passengers , and will set them down when required.  Passengers  wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train  stops to  pick  up passengers  on Drivers observing  passengers  waiting on platforms.  Passengers  wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending  passengers  should go on these
platforms.
Passengers  for Brisbane by North Coast Train arriving at Nundah at 8.24 a.m. should change into up
Sandgate  Train at Nundah, and reach Brisbane at 8.48 a.m. Up North Coast Trains will not stop at Bowen Hills.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,  Commissioner for Railways
Brisbane , 27th  March, 1889.
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TIME TABLE-SOUTH BRISBANE BRANCH.
j N and  after  SUNDAY,  7th April, 1889 ,  the following Time Table will come into operation unt il
\ -` further notice :-
UP TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILW QYS.
Stations.
... STANLEY STREET  ... ... ... depart
1 Wooloongabba ... ... ... ...
... Albert ... ... ... ... ...
3 Fairfield ... ... ... ... ...
3 Yeronga ... ... ... ... ...
4 SOUTI COAST JUNCTION ... ...  arrive
Stations.
p.m.
7.31
A 7'34
A 7 37
A 7'41
7.47
7.52
SOUTH COAST JUNCTION
Yeronga ...
Fairfield ...
Albert ...
Wooloongabba
STANLEY STREET
South Coast South Coast South Coast South Coast
Passenger.  Passenger.  Passenger.  Passenger.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
9.0  110  4.45
9.4 1.4 4.49
A 9'10 A 1.10 A 4.55
A 9'14 A 1.14 A 4'59
A 9.18 A 1.18 A 5'3
9.21 1 21 5.6
DOWN TRAINS-SUNDAYS ONLY.
South Coast
Passenger.
a.m.
10.8
A 10.12
A 10.15
A 10.19
10.25
... arrive 10.30
p.m.
90
9.4
A 9'10
A 9'14
A 918
9.21
South Coast South Coast South Coast
Passenger. Passenger. Passenger.
p.m. p.m.
2'23  68
A 2.27 A 6.12
A 2.30 A 6.15
A 2.34  A. 619
2.40 6.25
2.45 6.30
(A) Train stops by signal to take on Passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
Season Tickets are not available by Sunday Trains.
Brisbane , 27th  March, 1889.
TIME TABLE-BEAUARABA BRANCH.
UN and after MONDAY, 1st April,  1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until furthe  notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from
Brisbane.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
Stations. Mixed.
Daily.
p.m.
101 ToOWOOMBA ... depart 1'55
102 Whichello' s Siding
103 Cranley ... ...  A 2.8
105 Weta ll a ... A 2'16
106 Pengarry  Junction ... A 2.19
108 Gowrie Junction arr. ...dep. 2.25
111 Charlton ... ... D 2.37
113 Wellcamp ... ... A 2.45
117 Westbrook ... ... A 3.0
121 Beauaraba  Junc'n arr. 3.15
dep. 3.20
126 Umbiram ... ... A 3.43
131 Southbrook ... ... A 4.1
132 Green Hills ... ... A 4.11
134 Brjxburn ... ... A 4.21
137 PITTSWORTH ...  arrive 4'35
stations.
PITTSWOaTII ... depart
Broxburn ... ...
Green Hills ... ...
Southbrook ... ...
Umbiram ... ...
Beauaraba June'n
.
a .de p.
Westbrook ... ...
it Wellcamp ...
1 Charlton
Gowrie Junction . aer.
P•
Pengarry Junction ...
Wetalla
Cranley .
Whichello' s Siding ...
ToOWOOMBA  ...  arrive
Mixed.
Daily, except
Thursday.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.
Wed. only.
a.m.  P.M. 1
7.5 5.30
A 7'19 A 5.42
A 7'27 A 5.52
A 7'33 A  60
A 7'52 A 6'15
8'15
8'25 6.35
A 8'40 A 6.48
A 8.56 A 7'3
D 9.5 D 7'13
9.15 7'24
A 9.25 A 7.34
A 9.27 A 7.38
A 9'35 A 7'45
9.50 8.0
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers ,  and will  set them down when required .  Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers ,  on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms ,  or to set down
passengers if required.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office , F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  27th Marcb ,  1888. Commissioner  for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE -KILLARNEY BRANCH.
O N and  after MONDAY, 1st April,  1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,
and remain in force unt il  further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Miles
from
Brisbane .
Height
of
Formation
stations.
Mixed.
Tues .,  Thurs .,
and Sat.
Mixed.
feet. noon. p.m.
168 1497 WARWICK ... ... depart 12.0 5.40 ... ... ...
167 1490 Killarney Junction 12.7 5.47 ... ...
172 1570 Hermitage ... ... ... D 12'25 D 6.5 ... ...
173 ... Glencairn ... ... ... D 12.32 D 6.12
174 1552 Swan Creek ... 12.40 6.18
175 ... Summerhill ... ... D D
177 1696 Mount Sturt ... ... 12.56 6.34
180 1699 Yangan ... ... ... 18 6.46
181 ... Rockbrae ... ... ... D 1.13 D 6.51 ...
183 1668 Emu Vale ... ... ... 1.25 7'3
186 1653 Danderoo ... ... ... 1.36 7.14
190 1690 Tannymorel ... ... 1.52 7.30
191 ... 191  in. 12 c. ... ... A A
195 1691 KILLAR NEY ... arrive 2.10 7'50
DOWN TRAINS.
stations. Mixed .
Mixed.
Tues.. Thur.,
and Sat.
a.m. p.m.
KILLARNEY ... ... ...  depart 8 .10 2.55 ... ...
3  in. 42 c. ... ... ... ... A A ... ...
Tannymorel ... ... ... 8.30 3.15 ... ...
Danderoo ... ... ... ... 8.46 3.30 ... ... ... ...
Emu  Vale ... ... .. .. 910 3.44 ...
Rockbrae ... ... ... ... D 9.11 D 3.52 .,.
Yangan ... ... ... ... 9.17 4.0 ...
Mount  Sturt ... ... ... ... 9.29 4.10 ...
Suminerhill ... ... ... D D ..,
Swan Creek ... ... ... ... 9.46 4'26
Glencairn ... ... ... ... D 9.55 D 4.30 ...
Hermitage ... ... ... ... D 10.3 D 4'40 ...
Killarney  Junction  ... ... ... 10.23 4.57 ...
WARWICK ... ... ...  arrive  10.30 5.5
(.t) Train stops by signal to take on pas 3engers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers wishing to
alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889
p.m.
3.30
D
3.45
D
4.5
D
4.30
A
*4.55
5.5
BUNDABERG RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ON  and after  MONDAY, the 1st April , 1889, the following Time Table for the Bundaberg andMount Perry  Railway will come into operation and remain in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles Stations. Mixed .  Mixed.
a.m.
BUNDABEEG depart 8.0
3 Oakwood  ... ...  D
5 Sharon .. ... A
10 Gibson ' s Siding ... D
12 Bingera  ...  8'50
16 Goondoon  ... ,.. I D
20 Kolan ... ... ... 9'25
23 Maroondan A
28 Gin Gin ( arrive *10.0denar; 10.10
30 Watawa  ... ... ...
36 Dalysford .. ...
41 Moolboolaman  ... 11.0
44 Gillen's Siding .,. A
56 Boolboonda ... A
58 Wonbah ... A
63 Wolca ... ... A
64 Drummer 's Creek A
66 MOUNT PseRY  arrive 12.40
Stations. Mixed.
a.m.
MOUNT PERRY dep. 7.30
Drummer's Creek ... I A
Wolca ... ... A
Wonbah ... ... A
Boolboonda ... ... A
Gillen's Siding ... A
Moolboolaman ... 9.10
Dalysford ... ... DWatawa
Gin Gin
F. CURNOV,
Commissioner for Railways.
DOWN TRAINS.
arrive
depart
to55
10.5
A
10.30
D
10.55
D
A
D
11.30
Goods a Timber.
p.m.
2.20
A
A
A
A
A
4.0
D
x`4.50
5.0
A
5.35
D
6.5
A
A
D
6.50
T. Maroondan ...
5.50 Bolan .. ...
a Goondoon ...
A Bingera
A Gibson's Siding
A Sharon ...
A Oakwood ... .
7.30 BUNDABBRG arrive
* Trains meet here.
Nora.-(A )  Trains stop by signal to take on passengers ,  and wi ll  set them down where required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to the Guard.
(D) Trains stop on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers  wishing  to alight  she old
give due  iiotice to Guard .  No person except intending passengers should go on these platforms.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane ,  13th March ,  1889. Commissioner for Railways.
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PUBLIC TIME  TABLE -QUEENSLAND
0 N and after MONDAY,  3rd DECEMBER, 1888, the following Time Table will
UP TRAINS.
STATIONS.
Passenger.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
Saturday.
Mixed.
Monday
only.
Goods.
Daily.
Goods. I Mixed.
Daily. Daily.
Goods.
Daily.
Mixed . Mixed.
Tuesday ,  Tuesday
Thursday, and
Saturday.  Saturday.
Mixed.
Daily.
Mixed.
Satur.
only.
Mixed.
Daily,
Satur.
except'd
Mixed.
Friday
only.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
ROCKHAMPTON  ...  dep. 6 .0 8.0 ... 6.30
2 Yeppen  ... ... ...  a 6.7 a 6.7 ... a 6.38
6 Gracemere  ... ...  6.15 6.15 ... 6.50
7 Langley  ... ... ...  a 6.17 a 6.17 ...  a 6.53
8 Malchi  ... ... ...  a 6.20 a 6.20 ... a 6.55
10 Kabra  (for Mt .  Morgan )  6.25 6.25 ... •7.0
13 Neerkoll ... ... ...  a 6.36 a 6.35  ...  a 7.20
15 Stanwell  ...
... € dep. +6.40 6 ,,, •7.55
1S Warren  ... ... ...  a 6.50  ... ..,  a 8.10
19 Woodend  ... ...  a 6.53 ...  ...  a 8.15
20 Bushley  ... ... ...  a 6.55  ... ...  a 8.20
24 Wycarbah  ... ..,  a 7.3 ... ... a 8.35
25 Byerley  ... ... ...  a 7.5 ... ... a 8.40
27 Spring Creek  ... ...  a  7-8 ... ... a 8.50
30 Westwood f der' •7.30 ... ...t p. .30  9.5
33 Oakey  ... ... ...  a 7.35 ... ... a 9.17
38 Goganjo  ... ... ... a  7-50 ... ...  a 9.36
44 Rocky  ... ... ...  a 8.5 ... ... a 10.0
47 Tunnel  ... ... ...  a 8.15 ... ... a 10.13
63 Herbert 's Creek  ...  a 8.35  ... ...  a 10.40
58 Boolburra  ... ...  a 8.50  ... ...  a 11.0
65 Duaringa  ... ...  915 ... ... •11.30
72 Wailaroo  ...  a 9.25 ... ... a 12.0
83 Bridgewater a 9 50 a 12 50
SR Dingo  .. ... •10.5 ,.. 1.15
92 Charleville Creek  ...  a 10.15  .,. ...  a 1.35
96 Stanley  ... ... ...  a 10.25 ...  ... a 1.53
102 Walton  ... ... ...  10.40 ...  .., 2.20
107 Bluff  ... ... ...  a 10.53  ... ... a 2.45
110 Siding  ... ... ...  a 11'0 ... .,, a 3.0
118 Blackwater  ... ...  11.20 ... •3.40
125 Burngrove  ... ...  a 11.40 ... .,.  a 4.10
129 Tolmie ' s ... ... ... a 11.50 ... a 4.25
140 Comet ... ... ...  12.20  ... ...  5.15
a.m. p.m.  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m .  p.m. p.m.
10.50 ... ... ... 2145 ... 6.30 ...
a 10.5 ... ... ... a 2.53 ... a 6.36 ...
11.10  ... ... ... 3.5 ... 6.50 ...
a li•1  ... ... ...  a 3.8 ... a 6.53 ...
a 11.18 ... ...  ...  a 311  ...  a 6.56 ..,
11.25 ... ... ...  •3 115  ... 7.2 ...
a 3.25 ... a 7.8 ...
3.3b 7.15
3.40 7'15
a 3.54  ...  a 7.29
a 3.57  ... a 7-33
a 4.0 ... a 7.37
a 4.15 ... a 7.52
...  a 4.20 ... a 7.55
a 4.2 ... a 8.0
...  44 0 ... *8110
149 Yamala  ... ... ...  a 12.40 ... ...  a 5.50 .,,
159 Winton  ... ... ...  a 1.5 ... ... a 6'35 ...
163 Siding  ... ... ...  a 1.14  ... ...  a 6.50 ,,,
164 Springsure Junction  ...  1.17 ... 6.55 ...
165 Emerald  ... ...  arr. 120  ... ... 7.0 ...
Emerald dep.
164 Springsure Junction
178 Devitt ... ...
186 Fernlees ... ...
194 Minerva ... ...
199 Dilly  ... ... ...
205 SpaINGSURE ...  arr.
165 Emerald  ...  dep.
169 Emerald Downs ...
179 Theresa ... ...
183
, Pelican ... ...186 o Gordon Downs ...
197 2206
212
220
227
Capella ...Metro... ..
Retro Creek
Langton ...
LCLERMONT ... arr.
.., 1'45
... ... a 2.0
... ... a 2.29
... ... ... a 2'42
... ... ... a 2.51
... ... ... 3.25
a 3.50
a 4.12
... ... ... a 4.35
... ... ... 5.0
165 Emerald  ... ...  dep. 1.40 ... 6.30 ...
171 Range  Downs  ... ...  a 1.57  ...  a 6.55 ...
179 Saint Helens ... ... a 2.15 ...  a 7.30 ...
183 Glendarriwill  ... ...  a 2.25 ...  a 7.50 ...
188 Siding  ... ... ...  a 2.40 ... a 8.10 ...
191 Anakie  ... ... ... ' 2.50  ... 8.25 ...
199 Bonilla  ... ... ...  a 3.5 .., a 9.0 ...
203 Withersfield  ... ...  a 3.15  ...  a 9.20 ...
213 Woodbi a 340 a 10.0... ... ... ...ne  ... ...
218 Siding  ...  a 3'55 ,.. a 10.20 ...
227 Bogantungan ... arr. ..• •110 ... ... 12.30dep. 4.2b
235 Hannam 's Gap  ... ...  4.55 . ... ... ... 1115
241 Drummond  ... ...  a 5.20
..
... ... ... ...  a 1
252 Pine Hi If ... ... ... 5.50 ... ... ... ... "2.45
255 Belyando  ... ...  a 6.0 ... ... ... ... a 3.0
271 Alpha  ,,, a'  :  6.35 ... ... .., ..,de 6.50  ... ... ... ...  4'0
283 Siding  ... ... ...  a 7.20  ... ... ... ...  a  4-
9,90  Beta  ... .. ... a 7-37  ... ... ... ... a 5.15
296 Main Range  ... ...  a 7.55  ... ... ... ...  a 5•
305 Jericho ... ... ...  8.15 ... ... ... ... 6.15
319 Spring Vale ... ... a 8.54 ... ... ... ... a 7.5
326 Alice ... ... ... 9.5 ... ... ... ... 7.30
331 Richmond  ... ...  a 9.19  ... ... ...  a 7.55
335 Siding  ... ... ...  a 9.30 ... ... ... a 8.10
358 BaRCALDINE  ...  arr. 10.25 ... ... ... ... 9'45
Trains meet here.
1.50 ... ... ... ...
a 1.54  ... ... ... ...
a 2.42 ... ... ... ...
3.5 ... ... ... ...
a 3.35  ... ... ...
a 3.60  ... ... ... ...
4.15 ... ... ...
Nors .- The Passenger Trains will only stop as follows :-
At all  stations when required.
To pick up  and set down passengers for Stations and Stopping places beyond  Emerald ,  and on the  C:, rsoon, And Springsure Branches, both
Up and Down.
Accommodation  for passengers will be pro vided on  the Advertised Goods  Trains , but the Department will not  guarantee  to run these Trains as advertised.
Notice of  altered running or stoppage of  any  Advertised Goods Trains will  be obtainable  at Stations.
Commissioner for Railways '  Offloe,
Brisbane ,  23rd November, 1888.
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a'NT$AL RAILWAY.
come into operation,  and remain in force until further notice :-
STATIONS.
Passenger.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
G
D
oods.
aily.
a.m. S.M.
BA$CALDINK ... dep.  5'0 ...
f Siding a 6.0 ..,(Riohmond a 6.8 ...
Alice ... 6.20 ...
]Spring Vale a 6.36 ...
!Jericho  ... ... ...  7.15 ,.,
Main Range ... ... a 7.37 ...
Bets  ... ... ...  a 7.64 ..,
Biding  ... ... ...  a 8.10 ...
Alpha ... 8.40'dep.  9.0
...
Belyando ...
..,
... a 9.37 ...
Pine Hill .. ... ...  9'46 ...
Drummond ...  a 10.14 ...
Hannam 's Gap ... 10.30 ,,,
Bogantungan  ... € dep.
arr.
*11.0 ,.,
Siding  .. ... ...
Woodbine ...
Withersfield ...
Borins ... ...
Anakie ... ...
Siding ...
Glendarriwill ...
Saint Helens ... ...
Range Downs
Emerald ... ...  arr.
CI.eaMONT  ...  dep.
Langton ...
Retro Creek ,,.
.4 Retro ... ...
Capella ...
Gordon Downs ...
pq Pelican ... ...
Theresa .. ...
Emerald Downs ...
Emerald  ...  arr.
3PRINGSVas dep.
Dilly ... ...
Minerva ... ...
Fernlees ... ...
pq Devitt .. ...I Springsure  Junction
` Emerald arr.
Emerald ... dep.
Springsure  Junction ...
Siding ... ...
Winton ... ...
Tamale ... ...
Comet ... ...
Tolmie' s .. ...
Burngrove ... ...
Blaokwater ... ...
Siding  ... ... ...
Bluff  ... ... ...
Walton  ... ... ...
Stanley  ... ... ...
Charleville Creek ..ITT.Dingo  ... ••• € dep.
Bridgewater ... ...
Wallaroo ...
Duaringa ...
Boolburra
Herbert 's Creek
Tunnel ... ...
Rocky ... ...
Goganjo ... ...
Oakey
Westwood
Spring Creek
Byerley
W yearbah
a 11.26
a 11.43
a 12.5
a 1.2.15
12.35
a 12.44
a 12.55
a 1.5 .,,
a 1.25 ...
1.40 ...
1.55 *6'0
1.58 6.5
a 2.1 a 6.10
a 2.10 a 6.20
a 2• a 6.55
2.50 7.20
a 3'15 a 8.0
a 3'25 a 8.12
*3.40 8.35
a 4.5 a 9.0
a 4.15 a 9.10
4.30 9.25
a 4.50 a 9.46
a 5.5 a 9.55
6.15
5.30 *10'5
a 5.45 a 10.26
a 6.10 a 11.2
6.30 *11.30
a 6.60 a 12.0
a 7.2 a 12.25
a 7.15 a 12'50
a 7.30 a 1.0
a 7.45 a 1.30
...
dep.
Bushley  .. ... ...
Woodend ... ...
Warren  ... .. ...
Stanwell ... ... € daerpr..
Neerkoll ... ... ...
Sabra  (for Mt .  Morgan)
Malohi ... ... ...
Langley  ... ... ...
Gracemere ...
Yeppen  ... ... ...
ROCKHAMPTON ...  arr.
a 7.58 a 1.50
*8 5
*8.10 2.0
a 8.17 a 2.12
a 8.22 a  t17
a 8.25 a 2.22
a 8.35 a 2.35
a 8.38 a 2.40
a 8.43 a 2.45
8.50 310
a 8'57  a 3.7
9.3 *3.15
a 9'9 a 3.23
a 9.1 a 3.26
9.15 3.30
a 9.22  a 3.47
9.30 410
DOWN TRAI NS.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
a.m.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m.
Goods.
Daily.
am.
8.0
Mixed.
Monday,
Wedn'day,
Friday.
a.m.
Mixed.
Monday
and
Wedn'day.
am.
Mixed.
Daily.
a.m.
Goods.
Daily.
noon.
Mixed.
Daily,
Saturday
excepted
P.M.
Mixed.
Saturday
only.
p.m.
...
,,,
... a 9.30
,,,
... a 9.45
,,, 10.5
... a 10.30
... 11.25
... a 11'5
... .., a 12.20 ..,
... ... a 12'45
... 1.80
... a 2.25
... *2.45
... a 3'30
... 3.55
... *4.35
.120
a 12.40
a 1.5
a 1.45
a 2.5
•2.50 ...
a 3.0
a 3.15
a 3.30
a 4.0
4.30
1010
... a 10.22
.., a 10.46
11
a.35117
... a 12.14
a 12.25
... a 12.35
... a 1.9
1.20
11.10 ...
a 11.29 ...
a 11.45 ...
12.10 ...
a 12.35 ...
a 1.21 ...
1.25 ...
... ...
,
,,,
-*7.15 ... 5.0
a 7.23 .., a 5.10 ...
a 7,28 ... a 6.10 ...
a 7'30 ... a 5.20 ...
a 7.39 ... a 5.35. ...
a 7.42 ... a 6.40 ...
a 7.45 ... ... a 5.45 ...
*7.55
---• 8.0 4.35 6.0
... a
8.15
8.7
ll
a
4.50
4.42 a 6.7
6.20
.., a 8•
...
a 11.55 a 4.53 a 6.27
... a 8.27 .., a 12.0 a 5.0 a 6.31
... 8.30 ... 12.5 5.5 6.35
... a 8.15 ... a 12.17 a 5.17 a 6.50
... 8.80 .., 12.25 5.25 7.0
*  Trains meet here.
The Mixed and Goods Trains will stop at all Stations and at all Stopping places to pick up and set down passengers when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight at Stopping places must te ll  the Guard at the preceding station.
The times of depa rt ure from Stopping places shown thus , 1 Yeppen a 6.7," are approximate nd merely as a guide to intendieg passengers.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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UP TRAth S.
4F
0
Stations.
pd
ft.
QUEENSLAND
OPENING TO HUGHEND
THE following Ame ded Time  Table  wil come into
t t
Mixed.  Goods.  Mixed.  Mixed. Goods.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
7 ... Towxsvm ... dep.  5.40 ... *1.55
5 4 Cluden  ...  A 5.50  ...  A 2'5
64 6 Stewart 's Creek  ...  A 6.0 ... A 2'15
7 Roseneath  ...  A 6.3 ... A 2.18
111 8 Powder Magazine  ...  6.5 ... 2.20
11 Stanley  ... ...  A 6.13  ...  A 2.29
123 13 Antil Plains ... ... A 6.19  ...  A  2-34
117 16 Eliot  ... ... ...  A 6.26  ...  A 2'44
20 Mountain View  ...  A 6'36 ... A 2.55
205 23 Woodstock  ..  ...  6.45 ... 3.5
204 27 Double Barrel ... A 6.57 ... A 3.17
30 Philp 's Siding  ...  A 7'5 A 3.25
arr. x.20243 35  R id Ri
A 1'
ver ,,,e dep. 40  ... * 3.40
41 Cardington  ... ...  A 7'55 ... A 3'55
49 Chisholm 's ... A 8.18  ...  A 4.18
563 49 Haughton Va ll ey  ... * 8'20 ...  4-20
948 54 Ravenswood June .  arr. 8 '45 ... 4-45
54  Ravenswood Juno. dep. ...
928 59  Grass Hut ... ... ... ...
898 67 Kirk River
1108 72 Mount Wright
817 78  RAV$xswooD arr. ... ..,
54 Ravenswood Junc. dep. 8.50
994 69 Fanning  ... ...  A 94
64 Exley  ... ... ...  A 9-18
828 68 Macrossan Bridge  ...  9-30
71 Triangle  ...  A 9.38
78 Plum Tree Flat ...  A 9.58
ate' 10'101004 82 Ch Tt
... ...
p.m. p.m.
... *5.30 ...
... A 5.40 ..,
... A 5.50 ...
A 5,54 ...
... 5.57 ...
... A  6-7  ...
... A 6'14 ...
... A 6'24 ...
... A 6,38 ...
... 6.48 ...
... A  7-2  ...
... A 7'12 ...
... 7'30 ...
... *7.45 ...
... A 8.5 ...
..
5.0
A 8'37 ...
8.40 ...
9.5 ...
A 5,14 ... ...
A 5.42 ...
... A 5.59 ...
... 6'20 ...
A 5.18 ...
4'50
A 5.4
... *5.30 ...
...... A  5-38
... A 5'68 ...
ers owersar dep. 10 .25 7.50
86 Sandy Creek  ... ...  A 10.86 A 8.4
A 9'55
...89 Featherby  ... ...  A 10.45 A 8-15
94 Southern Cross  ...  A 11.0  A 8'32 ... ...
102 Powlathanga  ... ...  A 11.23 A 9-2
1067 108 Balfe's Creek ... ... *11.40  9.25 ... ...
noon.
115 Lamond  ... ...  A 12.0
123 123-mile ...
1127 127 Homestead ...
131 Sensible Creek
136 Mundic Creek
141 Cape River ...
1318 148 Pentland
150 Spprings ...
p.m.
... A 12'23 A 10.29
f arr. *12-35 *10.45
dep. 12'55 *11.20
... A 1.6
arr-
€d p .
169 Warangal .. ...
163 163-mile Siding ...
817 169 Burrs  ... ... ...
174 174-mile ... ...
1528 180 Torrens Creek arr.dep.
189 189-mile Camp ...
195 Coalbrook ... ...
1423 201 201-mile ... ...
1413 208 Prairie .., ...
1169 222 Jardine Va ll ey. ...
1071 236 HUGHENDEN  ...  arr.
6.10 ...
... ...
A 11'34 ...
A 11.52 ...
p.m.
A 1.35 A  12-10
1.65 12.36
2.5 12.40
A 2.11 A  12-48
A 2.38 A 1-28
A 250 A 1.49
A  3-7  A 2 '15 ...
A  3-22  A 2.35 ...
3'90 3.0 ...
3.50 ...
A 4.15 ...
A 4.31 ... ...
A 4.47
5.5 .. ...
A 5.45 ... ...
6.25
...
...
9.5 ...
A 9.26 ...
A 9'39 ...
9.55 ...
A 10'6 ...
A  10-28  ...
10.45 ...
*  Trains meet here.
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guards.
The times shown thus  (A 5'50)  at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  28th October, 1887.
...
1203
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
PUBLIC TIME TABLE.
operation on and after the 27th October, 1887.
stations. Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Goods.
a.m. a.m.
HIIGHENDEN  ...  dep. 5'0 ...
Jardine Valley  ...  A 5.40 ...
Prairie  ... ... ... 6-15  ...
201-mile ... ...  A 6.34 ...
Coalbrook  ... ...  A 6.49 ...
189-mile Camp  ...  A 7.5 ...
Torrens Creek  ... € dep. 7.50 ...
174-mile  ... ...  A 8.8 ...
Burrs  ... ...  A  8-23  ...
163-mile Siding  ...  A  8-40  ...
Warrigal  ... ...  A 8'52 ...
Springs ... ... ... A  9'19  ...
Pentland arr. 9.25
"' dep. 9.35 ...
Cape River ... ...  A 9.55 ...
Mundic Creek ... ... A 10-10 ...
Sensible Creek... ... A 10.24 ...
Homestead
arr. .10.35 ...
dep. x10.45 ...
123-mile ... ... A 10-57 ...
Lamond ... ... A 11-20 ...
Balfe's Creek ... ... #11.40 ...
Powlathanga ... ... A 11.57 ...
p.m.
Southern  Cross  ...  A 12.20 ...
Featherby ... ... A 12.35 ...
Sandy Creek .. ... A 12.44 ...
Charters Towers arr. 12.55 ...I dep. 1.15 ...
Plum Tree Flat ... A 1.27 ...
Triangle .. ... A 1.47 ...
Macrossan Bridge  ...  1.55 ...
Exley ... ... ... A 21  ...
Fanning .. ... A 2.21 ...
Ravenswood  June.  arr. 2.35 ...
RAVENSwooD depart  ...  6.20
Mount Wright ... ... A 6.41
Kirk River ... ... ...  A 6.58
Grass Hut  .. ... ...  A 7.26
Ravenswood June. arr. ...  7-40
Ravenswood June .  dep. 2.40 ...
Naughton Valley ... 3.0 ...
Chisholm' s ... ... A 3.2 ...
Cardington  ... ...  A 3.25 ...
Reid River  ... ... #3.40 ...
Philp's Siding  ... ...  A 3.55 ...
Double  Barrel ... ...  A 4.3 ...
Woodstock  ... ...  4-15  ...
Mountain  View ...  A 4.24 ...
Eliot ... ... A 4034 ...
Antil Plains ... ... A 4.41 ...
Stanley .. ... ... A 4.47 ...
Powder Magazine  ...  4.55 ...
Roseneath  ...  A 4'57 ...
Stewart 's Creek ... A 5.0 ...
Cluden ... ... ... A 5'10 ...
ToWNSVILLE arrive  #5.20 ...
a.m. a.m.
... 8.0 ...
... A 8.22 ...
... A 8.40 ...
... A 9.3 ...
... A 9.20 ...
... A 9.54 ...
10.0 ...
... 10.5 ...
... A 10.30 ...
... A 10.48 ...
... A 11.4 ...
... *11.20 ...
p.m.
•12.35 ...
... A 12.55 ...
... A  1-23  ...
... 1.60 ...
... A 2.9 ...
A  2-37  ...
A 2.53 ...
... A 3.8 ...
3.20 ...
6.20 4.30 ...
A 6.32 A 4.50 ...
A 6.52 A 5.16 ...
7.0 *5.30 ...
A 7.12 A 6.48 ...
A  7-26  A 6.4 ...
7.40 6.20 ...
... ... ...
...
...
DOWN  TRAINS.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
8.0 6.35 ...
#8.20 6.55 ...
A 8.22 A 6-59 ...
A 8.46 A 717
*9.0 #7'45
A 9.15 A 8.6 ...
A  9-23  A 8.16 ...
9.35 8.30 ...
A 9.45 A 8.40
A 9.66 A 8.54 ...
A 10.5 A 9.4 ...
A 10.11 A  9-11  ...
10.20 9.20
A 10.22 A 9.22
A 10.25 A 9'25 ...
A 10.35 A 91 5 ...
10.45 9.45 ...
...
ole
...
...
* Trains meet here.
t  These trains will  have a carriage attached for the convenience of passengers travelling at their own risk.
...
...
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
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QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
TIME TABLE-FASSIFERN BRANCH.
ON  and after  MONDAY, 1st April,  1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,and remain in force until further notice :-
UP TRAINS. DOWN TRAINS.
Miles Goods.
from  stations .
Mo., Wed ., t  Goods .  Mixed .  Stations .  Mixed .  t Goods .  Mo., Wed.,,Brisbane .  and Fri . and Fri.
24 IPSWICH dep.
25 Little Ipswich ...
26 Churchi ll  ... ...
29 Yahmahato ... ...
30 Hampstead Siding ...
32 Purga ... ...
34 Goolman ... ...
34 Hillside ... ...
35 Rockton .. ...
37 Peak Crossing ...
38 Flinders ...
40 Churchbank ...
42 Harrisvi ll e arr.
44 Wilson's Plains ...
46 Radford ... ...
47 Munbilla ... ...
51 Blantyre
54 Teviotvi ll e ... ...
66 Hoya ... ...
58 Boonah ... ...
69 DUGANDAN .,,  arr.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
10.15 11.30 6.35
... 11.37 5.41
B D11.42 D 5.46
B D 11.53 D 5.56
B D 12.2 D 6.3
B 10.45 A 12.14 A 6.13
B n 12.24 D 6.21
B D 12.29 D 6.26
B D 12.35 D 6.30
B 11.5 12.43 6.35
B A 12 .49 A 6.40
B D 12.59 D 6.48
11.30 1.15 7.5
A 11.50 A 7.20
D ... D
A 12.10 ... A 7.35
A 12.25 ... A 7.51
A 12.40 ... A 8.7
A 12.55 ... A 8.20
D 1.5 ... D 8.30
1.15 ... 8.35
a.m.
DUGANDAN  ... dep. 6.0
Boonah ... ...  D 6.5
Hoya ... ... A 6.14
Teviotville ... ... A 6,25
Blantyre ... ... A 6.4I
Munbilla ... ... A 6.57
Radford .. ... D
Wilson's Plains .. A 7.12
Harrisville ... dep. 7.25
Churchbank ... ... D 7.40
Flinders .. ... A 7.50
Peak Crossing  ...  7.65
Rockton ... ... D 8.0
Hillside ... ... D 8.5
Goolman ... ... D 8.10
Purge ... A 8.18
Hampstead Siding ... D 8.27
Yahmahatu ... ...  D 8.32
Churchill ...  D 8.42
Little Ipswich ... 8.49
IPSWICH  ...  arr. 8.55
p.m.
2p..m.
D 2.5
A 2.20
A 2.35
A 2.55
A 3.15
D
A 3.35
3.0 4.0
D 3.16 D 4,15
A 3.26 A 4.25
3.32 4.30
D 3.40 B 4.34
D 3.46 E 4,38
D 3.54 a 4.42
A 4.4 n 4.50
D 4.16 E 4.58
D 4.22 E 5.4
D 4.34 a 5.14
4.39 5.19
4.45 5.25
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight should give due notice to Guard.
(B) The 10.15 a.m. train from Ipswich will stop to pick up traffic for stations beyond Harrisville only.
(D) Train stops to pick up passengers on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms.
(E) Train stops to set down passengers if required, who should give due notice to the Guard.
(t) Carriage to be attached to these Goods Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for Railways.
QUEENSLAND SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.
HIGHFIELDS BRANCH.
ON and after MONDAY,  1st April, 1889, the following Time Table will come into operation,until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
ToowooMBA depart
102 Whichello's Siding ...
103 Cranley ... ...
104 Wetalla ...
106 Pengarry Junction ...
106 Birnam ... ...
108 Cawdor ... ...
109 Shirley ... ...
110 Woolmer ... ...
111 Dunsinane ... ...
112 Meringandan .. ...
112 111 m. 75 ch. Gate ...
113 Klienton
117 Cabarlah ... ...
120 Geham .. ...
122 Mount Pleasant ...
125 Taylor ... ...
127 Hampton ... ...
131 Peechy ... .
135 CRow's NEST arrive
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed.  -  Mixed.
Stations.
p.m.
3.0
D
A 3.8
A 3.17
A 3.20
3.25
3.35
A
A
3.52
4.0
A
A
4.35
4.50
A
5.15
5.25
5.50
6.15
a.m.
... Chow's NasT depart 7.0 ...
... Peechy ... ... 7.25 ...
... Hampton ... ... 7.50 ...
... Taylor ... ...  8.0 ...
... 1 Mount Pleasant ... A ...
... Geham ... ...  8,25 ...
... Cabarlah ... ... 8.40 ...
Klienton A ...
111 m. 75 ch. Gate ... A ...
... Meringandan  ... ...  9115 ...
... Dunsinane ... ... 9.23 ...
Woolmer .. ... A ...
Shirley ... .. .. A ...
... Cawdor ... ... 9.40 ...
... Birnam ... ... ... 9.50 ...
Pengarry Junction ... A 9.55 ...
... Wetalla ... ... A 9'57 ...
... Cranley ... ... A 10.5 ...
... Whichello's Siding ... D ...
TOOWOOMBA arrive 10.20 ...
(A) Train stops by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing
to alight s! ould give due notice to Guard.
(D) Trains stop to pick up passengers, on Drivers observing passengers waiting on platforms. Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard. No persons except intending passengers should go on these
platforms. F.
27th  March, 1889.
. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
TIME TABLE-MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.
f 1 N and after MONDAY,
 3rd December ,  1888, the fo ll owing Time Table for the Maryborough
 Railway  and Branches, will come into operation until further notice :-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.  Mixed.
 Coal. Mixed. Passenger Coal. Goods.
 Mixed. Mixed.
 Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M .
 A.N. A.M.
 A.M.
 P.Y.
31ARYBOROUGH ...
 dep. 6.0 6'30 7.0 7'40 11
.30 12.40
2 Croydon Junction ... A 6.8 ... ... A 7'45 ... A It
2 Croydon Junction dep. ... A 8.38 A 7.6 ... A 11'36
6 Aldershot ... ... ... A 8'48 A 7' 18 ... A 11'48
9 Colton ... ... ... ... A 657 A 7.27 ... A 11.57
15 Torbanlea arr. ••• 7'15 ... ... 12.15dep. 7'55 A 7'45 ... 12.55
17 Burrum ,,. A 8-1 A 751 ... A 1.1
d am  ,,. 8.5 ... 1.5HOwa-16 de 7.55
19 SteleyStreet Crossing ... ... ... 7.58
29 Isis Junction
€dep. .,, .., 8.35
35 G re gory ... ... ... ... ...  8.52
46 Elliott ... ... ... ,., .,. 9.21
50 Clayton ... ... ... ... ..,  A 9.33
62 Racecourse ... .. ... ..,  A 9.39
54 SOUTH  BUNDABRRG ar
.
r. .., ... 9.45
29 Isis Junction  ... dep.
34 Abingdon .., ,,.
37 Horton ... ... ... ...
41 CHILDERS  ... arr.
3 Sunbury... ... dep. A 6-11 ... ... A 7-
5  Oakhurst ... ... A 6.19 ... ... A 7' ...
9 Yengarie... .,.  6.33 ,.. .., 8.6
10 Graham's Creek ... A 6.38 ... ... A 8.9 ...
12 I Mungar ... ... ... A 6'46 ... A 8-15 ...
15 Antigua ... ... ... 6.58 ... ... 8.24 ...
17 Owanyilla ... ... A 7-6 ... ... A 8.30 ...
20 Blackmount ... ... + 7-18 ... A 8-39 ,,,
22 Tiaro ... ... ... 7.26 ... ... 8.48 ,,,
23 Koorluga ... ... A. 7.30 ... ... A 8.49 .•.
28 Bopple ... .. ... A 7.43 ... ...
 A
 8-58  ...
30 Gundiah arr. ,.. ... 9'10 ,..dep. 8.6 ... ... 9.25 ...
32 Gootcbie... ... ... A 8.14 ,.. ...  A
 9-31  ,,,
38 Kanyan . ... ... A 8-36 ... ... A 9-50 ,.,
39 Kilkivan Junction  arr. 8.40 ... 9.54 ,,,
39 Kilkivan Junction  dep. 8.55
42 Dickabram ... ... A 9-8 ,..
43 Miva  ... ... ...  &  9.13 ... ..,
48 Brooyar  ... ... ...  A 9.35 ... ...
52 Boowogum  ...  A 9.50 ,,, .,,
54 Woolooga  ... ...  10.0 .., ,,,
58 Oakv iew .,, •.. A 10,20 ,,, ,,.
61 Tansey  .. ... ...  A 10.45 .,, ...
65 KILKIVAN  ...  arr. 10.50 ,..
10.0
A 3.24
A $-A, 3.46
A 4'3
Coore lla ... ... ...
A 4.32 A 5.36 Harvey 's Siding ... ...
A 4'44 A 5.48 Curra
 ... ... ...
A 4.53 5'57 Kadina ... ... ...
Gunaida ...
A 5.11  A-6,15 Thompson's Flat... ..,
P.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M.
3115 4.0 4.25 5.30 GYMPIR ...depart
... A 4.8 ... ... Tamaree
 ... ... ...
... A 4'9
... 4.13
stations.
... A 5.17 A 6.21
5.23 6.29 Oakview
 ... ... ... ...
5.53 6.55 Woolooga ... ... ... ...
t
Mixed .
 Mixed. Timber Passenger Mixed.
and Goods.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mixed . Coal.  Mixed. Mixed.
A.M. A.M. A.M. A.M
.  A.M. P.M .  P.M. P.M. P.M.
... ... 5.40 7.35 ... ... ... ... ...
... ... A 6.0 A 7.50 ... ... ... ... ...
... ... A 6.8 A 7'56 ... ...
... ... A 6.20 A
 8-5
 ... ... ... ... ...
... A 6.29 A 8.11 ... ... ... ... ...
... ... A 6.44 A
 8-20
 ... ... ... ...
... 6.56 8.31 ... ... ... ... ...
... ... A
 7-8  A 8.40 ... ... ... ... ...
KILKTVAN ... ... depart ,.,
5.20 6 .25 Tansey
 ... ... ... ...
7.5 Boowogum... ... ... ...
7.22 Bro oyar ... ... ... ...
7'50 Miva ... ... ... ...
,., A 8.0 Dickabram... .. . ...
A 8.5 Kilkivan Junction arrive ,,.
-...  8-10
... ,.,  6.3
A 8.21
A 6.32
6.45
A 12.56
A 1.4
1.21
A 1'26
A 1'36
151
A 2-0
A 2.15
2.25
A 2.30
A 2.46
3.5
A 3'15
A 3'45
3.60
3'55
40 Thompson's Flat dep. ,.. ... ... A 10.3 ... A 3.59
43 Gunalda ... ... ... ... ... ...
 10-15  ,.. 4.11
46 Kadina ... ... ... ... ... ... A 1026 ... A 4.26
49 Curra ... ... ... ...
 10,36
 ... 4.48
51 Harvey's Siding .., .., ... ... A 10,43 ... A 4.56
54 Coorella ... ... ... ... ... ... A 1063 ... A 5.1
56 Tamaree... ... ... ... ... .., A 11.0 ... A 5'
61 GYMPIE ... ... arr. ... ... ... 11.20 ... 5'40
1
(A)
A 4.12
A 4.20
4.36
A 4.40
A
 4-48
5.0
A 5.S
A 6.20
5.28
A 6.32
A 5.44
6.0
6.16
A 6'22
A 6.45
6'48
6'54
A 6.57
7.8
A 7'17
A 7.29
A 7.36
A 7.48
A 7.568-15 ,
Kilkivan Junction depart
Kanyan ... ... ...
Gootchie ... ... ...
Gundiah ,,, arrive
I depart
Bopple ... ... ...
Kooringa ... ... ...
Tiara ... ... ...
Blackmount ... ...
Owanyilla .. ... .
Antigua ... ... ...
Mungar ... ...
Graham's Creek ... ...
Yengarie ... ...
Oakhurst ... ... ...
Sunbury ... ... ...
Croydon Junction .,.
7'12 8.44
7.22 8'60
A 7.26 A 8.53
A 7.54 A  9-11
9.17
8.6 9.32
A 8.24 A 9-44
A 8.39 A 9.56
8.46 10.0
A 8.54 A 10.6
A
 9-7  A
 10-16
9.15 10.22
A  9-30 A  10-31
A 9.39 A
 10-37
9.44 10.40
A
 10-0  A 1052
A 10.9 A 1058
A
 10-13 A 11.2
' CHILDERS
 ...  depart  ... ... ... ... 7-20
Horton ... ... ... ... ... ... A
 7-32
Abingdon . ... . ... ... ... ... A 7'44
Isis Junction
 ...  arrive ... ... ... ... 8.5
... SOUTH  BUNDABERG dep.
... Racecourse ... ...
... Clayton ... ... ...
... Elliott ... ...
... Gregory ...
••' Isis Junction arrivef depart
Steley Street Crossing ...
••• Howard  ... f arrive( depart
... Burrum  ... ... ...
'•• Torbanlea  ... arrivedepart
Colton ... ... ...
...  Aldershot
 ... ... ...
... Croydon  Junction ,..
MARTBOROUGM ...  arrive
... 7'5
A
 7-11
A
 7-177-308-0
... 8.15
... 8.25
8.55
8.20 8.58 ..,
A 8.27 A 9.1
A 8.30 A 9.8 ..
A 8.48 A 9.26
A B•57 A 9.35
A  9-9
 A 9-47
9.15 9.55 1023
145
A
 1-50
A
 2-15
2.35
A 2-45
A  3-2
A 3.33
A  3,39
3'45
4-0
A 4'4
A 4-31)4-41
4.46
A 5.3
A 5.175-28
A 5.38
A 6'48
5.56
A 8.8 j
A 6.166-20
A 6.36''
A
 6-15
A 6.50
Mixed.
P.M.
4.0
A
 4-20
A
 4-28
A 4,40
4.48
A
 4-59
5'10
A 5.21
5'30
A 5'34
A 6.57
6.46-19
A 6.31
A 6'436-47
A
 6-55
A 7-7
7.15
A
 7-27
A
 7-35
799
A 7'55
A  8-3
A 87
... ... ... ... 4.40
A
 4-50
... ... ...
A 4.50
b•05-27
543
840 5.53
9.12 ... ... ...  6-21
9.16 .
9.55 145 4.50 ... 6.25
A 9-58 A 1.49 A 4.53 ... A  6-29
10-4  4.59 ... ..
1043 A 11 6 51 9  ... A 896
A 11.1  A 2.15 6.57 ... A 6.65
A 11.10 A 2B5 A 615 ... A 7.5
A 11.22 A 2.38 A 8.27 ... A 7.17
11.10 11.30 2.45
-r- 6-33 7-0  7'25 8.1
Passenger Carriages are attached to these Trains for conveyance of passengers at their own risk.
Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required. Passengers wishing to alight should notify the Guard at preceding station.
The Train leaving Maryborough at 12.40 p.m. on Thursdays carries explosives. Passengers cannot travel by that Train on that day.
The times shown thus
 (A 6.8) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only, and merely intended as a guide to passengers.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office,  Brisbane, 15th November,
 1888. F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
MACKAY  RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THE following Time Table will  come into operation  on MONDAY ,  6th February, 1888, and continue in force until further  notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Mon. Mon. Wed.
only. only.  and Fri.
2
4
66
7
8
9
11
14
15
15
17
18
21
22
23
MACKAY ...
Show Grounds
a.m.
.., depart 610
.., ... A 6'6
... ... A 6'12
A 6'15
A 6'18
A 6.23
A 6.26
Racecourse
Lagoons ..,
Te Kowai
Alexandra
Palms ...
Walkerston
Pleystowe...
Wollingford
Newbury  Junction arrive
Newbury Junction depart
Ripple ... ...
Vince ... ... ...
Victoria ... ... ...
Draper' s ... ... .
ETON ... ... arrive
15 Newbury Junction depart
16 Dingle ... ... ...
18 Marian ... ... ...
20 Otterburn
23 MIRANI .,. ... arrive
Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon.,
Mon., Tues.,
Tues .,  Sat. Sat.  Sat. Wed.,
Thurs ., only. only. only.
and Sat.
a.m.
... 8.4
... A 8'8
... A 8'12
... A 8'18
A 8.21
... 8.30
Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon.,
Tues.,
Wed., Tues.
Thurs .,  Thurs., and
and Fri. and
 M.  Thurs.
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1.45 ... ... 4.0
A 1'51 ... ... A 4.6
A 1'57 ... ... A 4'12
A2.0 ... ... A4'15
A 2.3 ... ... A 4.18
A 2.8 ... ... A 4.23
A 2.11 ... ... A 4.26
2'15 ... ... 4.30
A2.21 ... ... A4'36
A 2.29 ... A 4'44
2'35 ... ... 4'50
.., 3'30 ...
... A 3.36 ...
... A 3'40 ...
... A 3.50 ...
... A 3.56 ...
I4'0
2'35
A 2.39
A 2.43
A 2.49 ...
A 2.52 ...
3.0 ...
p.m.
4.52
A 4.58
A 5.2
A 5.12
A 5.18
5'22
p.m.
...  6.0
... A 6'4
... A6'8
A 6.14
A 6'17
6.26
Stations.
MIRANI  ... ...  depart
Otterburn ... ...
Boldon ... ... ...
Marian ... ... ...
Dingle ... ... ...
Newbury Junction arrive
ETON ... ... depart
Draper's ... ...
Victoria ... ... ...
Vince
Ripple ... ... ...
Newbury Junction arrive
Newbury Junction depart
wollingford ...
Pleystowe... ... ...
Walkerston ...
Palms ... ... ...
Alexandra ... ...
Te Kowai,.. ...
Lagoons ...
Racecourse ... ...
Shr;w Grounds ... ...
MACKAY
 ... ...  arrive
DOWN
 TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.  Mixed.
Mon., Mon.,
Wed. Tues .,  Tues .,
 Daily. Sat .  Tues. Sat.  Sat.
and Fri.  Thurs., Wed., Thurs .,  only, and only. only.
and Bat.  and Fri. and Sat . Thurs.
a.m. a.m .  a.m. a.m.
7'30 ... ... 8'35
A 7'39 ... ... A 8.44
A 7'42 ... ... A 8'47
A7'48 ... ... A8.53
A 7'52 ... ... A 8'57
7.55 ... ... 9'0
7'35 8'30
A 7.39 A 8'34
A 7.45 A 8.40
A 7'55 A 8'50
A 7'59 A 8'54
8'4 8.59
a.m. p.m. p.m.
... 3.5 ...
p.m. p.m.
... A 3.14 ... ... ... ...
... A 3.17 ... ... ...
... A 3.23
... A 3.27
3'30
9'50 ...
9.0
A 9'6
A 9.14
9'20
A 9.24
A 9.27
A 9.32
A 9 35
A 9'38
A 9.44
5'30 6'0
A5'34 A6.4
A 5'40 A 6'10
A 5'50 A 6.20
A 5'54 A 6'24
5.59 6.29
... 6'30
... A 6'36
... ... A 6.44
... ... 6.50
,.. ... A 6'54
... ... A 6'57
... ... A 7.5
A7'8
... A 7'14
... ... 7'20
(A.) Trains stop by signal to take on passengers, and will set them down when required .  Passengers wishing to ali ght should give due notice  to Guard.
6.30
A 6.36
A 6.44
6.50
a.m. a.m.
6'50 7.55
A 6.56 A 8.1
A 7.0 A 8.5
A 7'10 A 8'15
A 7'16 A 8'21
7.20 8'25
The times shown thus  (A 6'6) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner  for :Railways'  Office , Commissioner  for Railways.
Brisbane ;  28th January, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
EMU PARK LINE.TIMETABLE to come into operation on and after MONDAY, 18th February, 1889, and untilfurther notice.
DOWN TRAINS.
t  Goods .  Mixed .  Mixed .  Mixed.
Miles . Stations .  Saturday Daily, except  Saturday
Daily. only. Saturday. only.
NORTH RocKHAMPTON ...
3 Lake's Creek ... ...
5 Williamstown ... ...
9 Balnagowan ...
13 New  Zealand  Gully ...
15 Tungamull ... ...
20 Coorooman ...
23 Tanby ... ... ...
29 EMU PARK ...
a.m. p.m.
dep. 10.0 2.0
10.10 2.10
A 10'18 A 2.16
A 10.35 A 2.30
A 10.50 A 2.40
11.5 2.50
A 11.30 A 3'7
11.40 3.15
arr. 12.0 3'45
SUNDAY  TRAINS.
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
5.0 6.30 9.0 7'0
5110 6 .40 9.10 7.10
A 5.16 A 6.46 A 9.16 A 7.16
A 5.30 A 7`0 A 9.30 A 7.30
A 5.40 A 1-•10 A 9.40 A 7.40
5.45 7.15 945 7.45
A 6.2 A 7.32 A 10.2 A 8.2
6.10 7.40 10.10 8.10
6.30 810 1 10.30 8130
UP TRAINS.
Stations.
EMU PARK ...
Tanby ... ...
Coorooman ...
Tungamull
New Zealand Gully
Balnagowan ...
Williamstown ...
Lake's Creek ...
NORTH  ROCKHAMPTON
Mixed. Mixed .  t Goods .  Mixed.
Saturday Daily ,  except Saturday
Daily. only. Saturday. only.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
dep. 7.15 12.15 2.45 4.15
... 7'35 12.35 3.5 4.35
... A 7'42 A  12.39  A 3.12 A 4.42
... 8.0 1.0 3135 5.0
A 8.5 A F4 A 3.39 A 5.3
A 8.16 A 1.15 A 3.50 A 5'13
A 8.30 A 1.30 A  47  A 5.30
... 8.35 1.35 4.15 5.35
arr. 8 .45 1.45 4.25 5.45
SUNDAY TRAINS.
a.m. p.m.
6'30 5.0
6.50 5.20
A 6.57 A 5.27
7.15 5.45
A 7.18 A 5.48
A 7.28 A 6.0
A 7.45 A 6.10
7.50 6.15
8.0 6.30
(A) Trains will stop at all stations and at all stopping places upon application to the Guard, or upon the
Driver seeing intending passengers standing alongside the Line.
(f) Passenger Carriages will be attached to these Trains.
F. CURNOW,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889. Commissioner for Railways.
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
THE following Time Table will come into operation on MONDAY, the 8th October, 1888, and will
continue in force until further notice:-
UP TRAINS.
Miles from Stations . Mon., Wed.,Cooktown .  and  gat. only. Stations.
DOWN TRAINS.
Mon., Wed.,
and  gat.  only
a.m. p.m.
... CoorTowR ... depart 9.0 ... LAURA ... ... depart 2.0 ...
.4 Asmus ... ... ... A 9.12 ... Deighton ... ... ... A 25 ...2
5 Marton  ... ... ... A 9.15 ... Sandown ... ... ... A 2.45 ...
6 Police Camp ... ... A 9.32 ... Welcome .. ... ... A 3.2 ...
9 Jansen  ... ... ... A 9.40 ... Palmer  Road ... ... A 3.42 ...
12 Flaggy ... ... ... A 9.54 ... Normanby... ... ... A 3.49 ...
14 Wilton ... ... ... A 10.5 ... Alderbury ... ... ... A 4.1 ...
17 Coolah ... ... ... A 10.19 ... Coolah ... ... ... A 4.41 ...
25 Alderbury ... A 10.51 ... Wilton ... ... ... A 4.50 ...
29 Normanby ...
... ... A 11'11 ... Flaggy ... ... ... A 5.1 ...
31 Palmer Road ... ... A 11.18 .. Jansen ... ... ... A 5.15 ...
46 Welcome ... ... ... A 11.58 ... Police Camp ... ... A 5.28 ...
51 Sandown  ... ... ... A 12.15 ... Marton ... ... ... A 5'30 ...
59 Deighton ... ... A 12.35 ... Asmus ... ... ... A 5.48 ...
67 LAURA ... ... arrive 1.0 ... COOXTOWN ...  arrive 6.0
(A) Trains stop by signal to take on Passengers or Goods, and will set them down when required .  Passengers
wishing to alight should give due notice to Guard.
The times shown thus (A 9.12) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Brisbane , 4th October, 1888.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
QUEENSLAND CENTRAL RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
0 N
and after SUNDAY, 7th October, 1888, the following Time Table  will come into operation on the
Central  Railway until  further notice :-
DOWN TRAINS. UP TRAINS.
Mileage . stations. Passenger . Passenger . Stations . Passenger. Passenger.
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
ROCKHAMPTON
... dep. 7.30 3.0 KABRA  ... ... dep. 8.30 5.0
6 Gracemere ... ... 7.48 3.18 Gracemere ... ... 8.42 5.12
10 KABRA ... ... arr. 8.0 3.30 RocKHAMPTON  ... arr. 9.0 5.30
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways ' Office , Commissioner for Railways
Brisbane ,  5th October, 1888.
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QUEENSLAND NORTHERN RAILWAY.
AMENDED TIME  TABLE-SUNDAY TRAINS.
l 1N
and after SUNDAY, 19th August,  1888 , the following Amended Time Table will  come into  opera-
tion  on the Northern Railway until further notice:-
DOWN TRAINS.
Stations.
CHARTERS TOWERS dep.
Plum-tree Flat ... ...
Seliheim ... ... ...
Burdekin Tanks ... ...
Mac ro ssan Bridge ...
Exley ... ...
Fanning ... ...
Ravenswood Juno.
Haughton Valley
Chisholm's ...
Cardington
Reid River
drr.ep.
arr.
(dep.
Philp's Siding ... ...
Double Barrel  ... ...
Woodstock ... ...
Mountain View ... ...
Eliot ... ...
Antil  Plains ... ...
Stanley ... ...
Powder Magazine ...
Roseneath ... ...
Stewart's Creek ... ...
Cluden ... ... ...
TOWNSVILLR ...  arr.
827
A
A
9.0
A
A
A
A
9.90
A
A
A
10'0
Stations.
TowNSvILLB ... dep.
Cluden .. ...
Stewart's  Creek ...
Roseneath .. ...
Powder Magazine ...
Stanley .. ... ...
Antil Plains ... ...
Eliot  ...  ...
Mountain View ...
Woodstock ... ...
Double Barrel ... ...
Philp' s Siding ... ...
Reid  River arrdep.
8.40 Cardington
8.49 Chisholm 's .. ...
Haughton Valley ...9-7
9.17 Ravenswood Jun. € der.P•9,25 Fanning ... ...
9.31 Exley .. . ...
Macrossan Bridge ...
9.43 Burdekin Tanks ...
9.46 Sell heim ... ...
9.50 Plum-tree Flat ... ...
CHAR TERS  TOWERS  arr.
UP TRAINS.
Sunday, Sunday,
26th August, and 19th August, and
every  alternate every alternate
Sunday. Sunday.
P.M. P.M.
6.0
A 6.10
A 6.15
A 6.18
6.22
A 6.30
A 6.34
A 6.41
A 6.51
7.0
A 7'11
A 7'18
7.30
... 7.40
... A  7-55
A 8.18
... 8.20
x'40,
... 8.45
A 8.59
A 9'13
5.0 9.25
A 5.4 .1...
A 5.11 A 9.33
A 5.32 A 9.53
5.45  10'5
(A) Trains stop to pick up and set down passengers on giving notice to guard.
The times shown thus (A 143) at platforms and sidings are the approximate times only.
Commissioner for Railways ' Office, F. CURNOW,
Brisbane , 18th August,  1888. Commissioner for Railways.
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
TIME TABLE.
ll
ON and after WEDNESDAY, 13th February,  1889 , the following Time Table  for the Cairns Railway
will  come into operation and remain in force until  further notice:-UP TRAINS.
Mixed.  Mixed.  Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
.i~ m Stations. Th ., Fri.,
Mondays and Wedn'sday
only. Sat . only. only.
CAIRNS . dep.
3 Edge Hill ...
5 Stratford ... ...
6 Lily  Bank ...
7 Richmond ...
8 Redlynch
€ dep.
9 KAMBBIINGA arr.
Sunday,  Sunday,
26th August, and 19th August, and
every alternate every alternate
Sunday. Sunday.
R.M. A.M.
1.30 6.0
A 1.43 A 6'10
A 2.4 A 6.28
A 2.10 ...
2.15 6'35
A 6.47
A 7.1
... 7.15
7.30
... 7.50
A 7.52
... A 8.12
Mixed.
Mo., Tues.,
Thur., Fri.,
and Sat.
only,
a.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
6'30 7.45 2.0 5.0
D  6-39 D 7.51 D 2.9 D 5.9
D 6.46 D 81  D 2.16 D 5.166
D 6.49 D 8.4 D 2.19 D  5-19
D 6.52 D 81 D  2-22 D 5.22
6.55 8.10  2-25  5.257-5  8.20 2.35 5.35
7•15 8.30  2-45  5'45
Stations.
KAMERUNGA dep.
Redlynch arr.dep.
Richmond ...
Lily Bank ...
Stratford ... ...
Edge Hill... ...
CAIRNS ... arr.
DOWN  TRAINS.
Mixed. Mixed. Mixed.
Tu., Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
Mondays and Daily.
only.  Sat. only.
a.m. a.m. p.m.
7.40 8.55 6.10
7'50 9.5  6-20
8.0 9.15 6.30
D 8.3 D  9-18 D  6-33
D  8-6  D 9.21 D 6.36
D  8-9  D  9-24 D 6.39
D 8-16 D 9-31 D 6-46
8.25 9.40 6.55
D Trains stop when required. Time of departure is approximate only.
NoTE.-Passenger Fares between Cairns and Kamerunga, 2s. 6d. 1st class, single ; 1s. 10d. 2nd class,  single.
Freight on  General  Goods, 15s. per ton.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 4th February, 1889.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
By Authority  : JAMES C. BEAT,, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1989.
( !
NLY one Candidate having been nominated at
the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Bundanba Division, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
JOHN HOLLAMBY
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
ONLY one Candidate having been nominated at
the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Woongarra Division, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
PATRICK WILLIAM `NICOLSON
to be an Auditor for the said Di+isioi.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of ki iues and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
JIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
JAMES CUNNINGHAM
to be an Auditor for the Burruui Division, in the
room of John Woodward, deceased.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernm nt, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM O'DONNELL
to be Mining Registrar at Cloncurry, under the
provisions of  "The Gold Fields Act of 1874 " and
" The Mineral Lands Act of  1882."
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
[No. 77.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
I IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of  the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM  SAMUEL PERRY
Tipstaff to His Honour Mr. Justice Cooper, in the
room of J. J. Walsh, resigned.
This appointment to date from the 18th March
last.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
JOHN FAHY, Arranmore, Toowoomba,
be substituted for John Fahey, Larington, Too-
woomba, appearing • in the notification of the
appointment of certain gentlemen to be Justices
of the Peace, published in the  Gazette  of the 10th
of November last.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
_j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
t ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that  the name
ANDREW AITREN  T$oMsoN
be substituted for Andrew Aitkin Thompson,
appearing in the general Commission  of the Peace,
published in the  Gazette  of the  1st of January
last.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept  the resignation
tendered by
JAMES CLINTON  HIGGINSON
of his appointment as a Justice of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
4  ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
EDWARD LLEWELYN BeAY
to be a Lieutenant in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernmgnt, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
EDWARD E. HALL and
WILLIAM MILLER LEE BRYCE
to be Acting Sub-Lieutenants in the Marine Defence
Force.
BOYD D.  MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane; 4th April, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
The Honourable ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE
of his appointment as a Captain on the Unattached
List of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HERBERT  WATSON  BROWNRI GG}, L.R.C. S.I .,
to be Health and Medical Officer at Port Douglas, in
the room of W. M. King, M.R.C.S.E., resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April. 1889.
1S Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Alderman CHARLEs EDWARD SYDNEY BOOKER
to be a Licensing Justice for the Licensing Di strict of
Maryboiough, in the room of Alderman Frederick
Bryant, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office, ' -
. Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of he G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Sergeant  MICHAEL DILLON
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, at Clermont, in the room of
Sergeant  McCosker, transferred.
R OYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable EDWARD HOURIGAN
to be Assistant  Registrar  of Births and Deaths at
Arrilalah, for the Registry District of Aramac, in
the room of Constable Richard Quinn, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEE,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by  . "The Queensland Fisheries
Act of  1887," it is amongst other things
enacted that the Governor in Council may, by
Proclamation, prohibit or restrict the taking of all
or any kind of fish, turtle, dugong, crabs, crayfish,
or prawns, in any Queensland waters specified in the
Proclamation, either absolutely or except by such
means  as are prescribed in the Proclamation : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator of the Government  aforesaid, in
pursuance  of the power and authority vested in me
by the said recited Act, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby prohibit the
taking of all and every kind of fish with a net,
other than a hand or scoop net, in the waters of
Nerang Creek above a line drawn from the extreme
northern point of the mainland at the eastern side
of the  entrance  to the creek, to the jetty  known as
Hanlon's Jetty.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the  Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencios.I N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act. of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
Agricultural Areas for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my,, hand  and Seal, at  Govern.
ment House;  Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD  SAVE TH  QUEEN!
E.H.-20-3-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AG ENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area  No. 9.
All Crown  lands  within the following boundaries :
Portions 8v to 29v, parish of Teebar, and 13v to
18v, arish of Woocoo, and the Village Reserve of
East Teebar.
Agricultural Area No.  10.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Portions 38v to 55v, parish of Teebar, and the
Village Reserve of West Teebar,
PROCLAMATION.
[L.S.]
A. H. PALMER,  By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael ,  and St. George ,  President of the Legislative
Administrator.  Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
89.45l2-D.B.
E.M. -26.9.88-Q 3.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF
 BAD  THROUGH SELECTIONS 346 AND 407, INGHAM DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A. PUBLIC ROAD.
rr
LL
County of Cardwell, Parish of Berwick.
Refer-
ence
No.
Description of Road. NPo
o. of
rtion.
N
S
t
o. of
elec-
ion.
Land Agent's
District. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearin gs. Lengths.
Brea
R
dth of
oad. Area. Remarks.
Ohs. Iks .  Links. A. R. P.
I From the south-western boundary of portion 386 385 346 Ingham ...  Conditional , 1878 Sidney Smith ... 50° 0' 5 63 150 4 3 13
northerly and easterly to the south-eastern
boundary
= Act 97° 0' 27 88
2 From the south -western boundary of portion 407
no rt herly to a  ro ad forming northern boun-
dary of that portion
407 407 ditto Freehold  ... ...  Job  Bouning... ... 13° 0' 9 0 150 3 030
Norm.- This road Is opened in lieu of the originally reserved  ro ads th ro ugh the respective portions ,  which are hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HOME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
A. H. PALMER, By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of Vie Legislative Council
Administrator.
 and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
I notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
89-&770-M.
 Boot OF REFERENCE
 OF PART OF ROAD UP FRANKLIN
 VALE CREEK ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
E.M.--9-3.87-H2. Parish of Alfred, County of Churchill.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
No. of
Portion. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
I Chs.lks. Links A. R. F.
1 From the
 north-west
 boundary  of portion 65
 southerly to the south -west  65 Freehold ... ...  J. P. Jost ... ...  182° 0' 0  46 I00 0 3 26
boundary 173° 0' 6 80
2 From the north-east boundary of portion 67 southerly to the south-west 67 ditto
... ... ditto ... ... 173° 0' 1 70 100 3 0 0
boundary 184° 0' 3 39
132° 0' 5 57
217° 0' 7 36
186° 0' 12 10
3 From the north-east boundary of portion 52 southerly to the south boundary ...
 52 ditto ... ...  ditto ... ... 186° 0' 1 47 100 7 1 24
210° 0' 3 92
195° 0' 8 84
171° 0' 13 13
180° 0' 7 32
192° 0' 13 33
171° 0' 11
 87
161°20' 12 49
172° 0' 2 49
From  the north boundary of portion 51 southerly to the south boundary ... 51 ditto . .. ditto ... ... 172° 0' 3 35 100 14 3 21
196° 0' 2 97
209° 20' 12 68
221°30' 22 41
253° 0' 9 6
205° 0' 8 19
189° 0' 49 35
181° 0' 648
168° 0' 8 95
187° 0' 25 39
Nors .- This  ro ad is opened in lieu  of the  originally reserved road up Franklin  Yale Creek ,  which is hereby
 cancelled.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of Alril, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE
 THE QUEEN  ! M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H . PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of
" The Crown. Lands Acts, 18,84 to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the Bowen Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to
selection , under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May,
1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas which
may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 2, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No.  2 to be a
District for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Bowen Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E. M.-20-3-89.  GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE B0wEN  LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 2.
Village  Settlement.
No.
of
Lot.
Parish. No. ofPortion. Area.
M. HUME BLACK.
Survey Fee.
1 I 1  A.  It. P.I £ S. d.
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of Conway.
1 Conway ... ,,, ... ... ... lv
2 Ditto ,.. .., ... ... ... ... 2v
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 3v
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 4v
5 Ditto ,.. ... ... ... ... ... 5v
6 Ditto ,,. ... ... ... ... ... 6v
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 7v
8 Ditto ... ,., ... ... ... ... 8v
9 Ditto ,,. ... ... ... ... 9v
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 10v
11 Ditto ,.. ... ... ... ,.. ... 11v
12 Ditto ... ,,. ... ... ... ... 12v
13 Ditto ,,, ... ... ... ... ... 13v
14 Ditto ... ,,, ... ... ... ... 14v
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... 15v
16 Ditto .,. ... ... ... ... ... 16V
17 Ditto ,.. ,.. ... ... ... ... 17v
18 Ditto ,,. ... ... ... ... ... 1Sv
19 Ditto ... ... ... ... 20v
20 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 21v
21 Ditto ... ,.. ... ... ... ... 22v
22 Ditto ,,.
... ... ... 23v
23 Ditto ,,. ... ... ... 24v
24 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 25v
25 Ditto ... ,,. ... ... ... 26v
26 Ditto ,,. ... ... ,.. 27v
27 Ditto ,,. ... 28v
28 Ditto ... 29v
29 Ditto ... ... ... ... .., ... 30v
30 Ditto ,,. .,, ... 31v
31 Ditto ,,, ,., ... ... ... 32v
32 Ditto .., ,,, ...
... 33v
33 Ditto ,., ... ... ... ... 34v
34 Ditto ...
... ... ... 35v
35 Ditto
... ,,, ... ... ... ... 36v
36 Ditto ,,. ,,, ... ... ... 37v
37 Ditto ,,, ,,, ,,,
... 38v
38 Ditto ,,, ... 39v
39 Ditto ... 40v
40 Ditto ,,, ... ... ... 41v
41 Ditto
... ... ... ...
42v
42 Ditto ... ,,, 43v
43 Ditto ... ,,, ... ... ... ... 44v
44 Ditto ... ,,, 45v
45 Ditto ... , , - , . , 46v46 Ditto ,,, ... ... ... 47v
47 Ditto ... ,,, ... ... 48v
48 Ditto ... ,,, ... ... ... ... 49v
49 Ditto ... ,,, ... ... ... ... 50V
50 Ditto ,.. ... ... ... 51v
51 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 52v
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
38 0 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
50 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 6
38 3 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 5 14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7 12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7 12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
35 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
35 3 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
39 3 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
38 1 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
40 1 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 5 14 6 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
40 0 0 5 14 6 0 0 6
36 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
35 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
35 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
36 0 0 5 6 0 0 0 6
40 0 0 5 14 6 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 , 7 12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7 12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
74 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 6
75 1 0 7 6 0 0 0 6
73 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 6
78 1 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
40 0 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 5 14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 514 6 0 0 6
24 0 0 4 14 6 0 0 6
40 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 6
68 0 0 7 3 0 . 0 0 6
71 2 0 7 3 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
76 0 0 7 6 0 0 0 6
80 0 0 7  12 0 0 0 6
40 0 0 5  14 6 0 0 6
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
!
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " TIC e
i Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the
said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 9, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 9 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Act; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless form
part of the said Gympie Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.-20 -3-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 9.
Village S ttlement.
M. HUME BLACK.
No. of
Parish No. of Area Survey Fee. Annual RentLot. . Portion. . per Acre.
A. B. P. £ S. d. £ s. d.
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of East Teebar.
1 Teebar ... ... ... ... 8v 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 6
2 Ditto ,.. ... ... ... 9v 54 3 0 6 3 0 0 0 6
3 Ditto ... ... ... ...  by 74 3 0 7 0 0 0 0 6
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... 11v 47 3 0 5 15 0 0 0 6
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... 12v 61 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 6
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... 13v 46 0 0 5 15 0 0 0 6
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... 14v 52 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
8 Ditto ... ... ... 15v 47 0 0 5 15 0 0 0 6
9 Ditto ... .. ... ... 16v 40 0 0 5 10 0 0 .0 6
10 Ditto ... ... ... .. 17v 39 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... 18v 40 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... 19v 40 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6
13 Ditto .. ... ... ... 20v 40 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6
14 Ditto ... ... ... ... 21v 73 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 6
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... 22v 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 6
16 Ditto ... ... ... ... 23v 35 2 0 4 16 0 0 0 6
17 Ditto ... ... ... ... 24v 45 2 0 5 15 0 0 0 6
18 Ditto ... ... ... ... 25v 60 0 0 6 9 0 0 0 6
19 Ditto ... .,. ... ... 26v 40 0 0 5 10 0 0 0 6
20 Ditto ... ... ... ... 27v 40 0 0  5 10 0 0 0 6
21 Ditto ... ... ... ... 28v 79 3 0 7 5 0 0 0 6
22 Ditto ... ... ... ... 29v 80 0 0 7 5 0 0 0 6
23 Woocoo ... ... ... ... 13v 50 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
24 Ditto ... ... ... ... 14v 50 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
25 Ditto ... ... ... ... 15v 51 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6
26 Ditto ... ... ... ... 16v 48 0 0 5 15 0 0 0 6
27 Ditto ,., . ... ... ... 17v 24 0 0 4 10 0 0 0 6
28 Ditto ... ... ... 18v 27 3 0 4 10 0 0 0 6
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
j N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
1 Crown Lands  Jets, 1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, b this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Gympie Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby,
by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands within a  Agricultural A ea, 1 280 acres.
Provided always, and I do hereby further declare, that the maximum  area  which may be selected
y any one  person  within Agricultural Area No. 10, in the said District, shall be 320 acres.
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And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 10 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Gympie Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in  the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.--21- 3.89. GOD  S AVE THE QUEEN
THE  SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 10.
Village Settlement.
No. of
Lot. Pariah.
No. of
Portion.
A. R. P. I £ s. d.
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of West Teebar.
1 Teebar ... ... ... ... .. 38v 59 0 0 6 9 0
2 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 39v 50 3 0 6 0 0
3 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 40v 46 0 0 5 15 0
4 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 41v 40 0 0  5 10  0
5 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 42v 40 0 0  5 10 0
6 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 43v 41 0 0  5 10  0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 44v 54 1 0 6 3 0
8 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 45v 78 3 0 7 5 0
9 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 46v 76 2 0 7 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 47v 79 2 0 7 5 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 48v 40 0 0 5 10 0
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 49v 40 0 0 5 10 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... ... 50V 40 2 0  5  10  0
14 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 51V 51 0 0 6 0 0
15 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 52v 64 2 0  6  14  0
16 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 53v 68 0 0 6 14 0
17 Ditto ... ... ... ... 54v 68 0 0 6 14 0
18 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 55v 60 2 0 6 9 0
No. of
Portion.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W V ` '
HE REAS by an Order in Council made on the thirteenth day of March, 1889, 1 did, by and with
  the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order that
the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said land into lots and indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly
divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has indicated the position thereof on
proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities
in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the undermentioned Land Agents'
Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the
Sixth day of May, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
E.M.-13-3-89.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE  SCHEDULE.
Not Within  Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent' s Run
District.  Resumption.
1 Goondiwindi Dunmore ...
2 Ditto ... ditto ...
3 Ditto ... ditto ...
4 Ditto ... ditto ...
5 Ditto ... ditto
6 Roma ... Rockybank and
Trinidad
7 Ditto ... ditto ...
8 Ditto ... ditto ...
9 I Ditto ... ditto ...
Parish.
Rockybank...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Area.
Area.
Provisional
Survey Fee.
M. HUME BLACK.
Survey Fee. Annual Keptper Acte.
£ s. d.
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual
Rent per
Acre.
Value of
Improve-
ments.
Grazing
Maximum
Area.
A. R. P. £ a. d. s.
1v 10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0
2v 10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0
3v 8,000 0 0 31 0 0 0
4v 10,000 0 0 37 15 0 0
5v 11,000 0 0 37 15 0 0
1v 6,600 0 0 31 0 0 0
Acres.
20,000
20,000
20,,000
20,000
20,000
16,000
2v 6,500 0 0 31 0 0 0 1 0 16,000
3v 9,600 0 0 31 0 0 0 1 I 5. 16,000
4v 6,400 0 0 31 0 0 0 2 ) 16,000
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Conned v,d
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884 " and section 145 of  "The
Divisional Boards Art of  1887," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with-the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder  described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each and placed under the control of the Ayr
Divisional Board.
E.M.-13 43-59-0'.
89-3969- Col. Sec.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
No. 5.
RESERVE FOR  CROSSING PURPOSES.
County of Gladstone, parish of Jarvisfield.
Area-9 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Sheep Station
Creek on a road one chain wide dividing, this land
from portion 421, and bounded thence on the south
by that road bearing west about thirteen chains ;
on the north-west by portion 467 bearing 45 degrees
nine chains  seventy links to Sheep Station Creek ;
and thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
No. 6.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Gladstone, parish of Jarviffield.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Sheep Station
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 423, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
west twenty -three chains thirty-eight links ; on the
west by a road bearing 349 degrees four chains fifty-
eight links ; on the north by portion 421 bearing
east  twenty-two chains ten links to Sheep Station
Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
N o. 10.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Gladstone, parish of Jatvisfield.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Plantation
Creek at the southern termination of the west
boundary of portion 555, and bounded thence on
the east by that portion bearing north eighteen
chains seventy-eight links ; on the north-west by
a road bearing 212 degrees about twenty-one chains
to Plantation Creek ; and thence by that creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
No. 11.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Gladstone, parish of Jarvisfield.
Area-235 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Plantation
Creek at the north-west corner of portion 6v, ,t, ,.d
bounded thence on the east,y that portion bearing
179 degrees 57 minutes forty-seven chains fifty-
eight links ; on the south and Mouth-east by portions
31v and 32v bearing 269 degrees 57 minutes forty-
eight chains thirteen and three-tenths links and 227
degrees  57 minutes about twenty-nine chains to a
lagoon; thence by that lagoon north-westerly to
the south-west corner of portion 512 ; thence by
portions 512 and 5v bearing east thirty-eight chains
and 38 degrees forty-five chains sixty-five links to
Plantation Creek ; and thence by the left bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
No. 14.
RESERVE FOR CROSSING PURPOSFS.
County of Gladstone, parish of Antill.
Area-About 40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Plantation
Creek at the north-east corner of portion 391, and
,bounded thence on the south-west by that portion
bearing 157 degrees thirty-seven chains ; on the
south by portions 391 and 502 bearing east three
chains twelve links and 89 degrees 53 minutes eight
chains sixty-three links ; on the east by a line and
portion 502 bearing 359 degrees 53 minutes four
chains fifty links to Plantation Creek ; and thence
by the right bank of that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
No. 20.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND CROSSING.
County of Herbert, parish of Inlcerman.
Area-385 acres.
Commencing on the right bank- of the Burdekin
River at the north-west corner of portion 444, and
bounded thence on the south-east and south by
that portion bearing 110 degrees sixty-five chains
thirty links, west twenty-six chains thirty-five and
a-half links ; on the north-west and south-west by
portion 443 bearing 15 degrees nineteen chains
ninety-eight links and 330 degrees seventy-two
chains to the Burdekin River; and on the
north by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
No. 21.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
County of Ilerbert, parish of Inlcerman.
Area-13 acres 2 roods 2 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north and distant
forty chains twenty-seven links from the south-
west corner of portion 2, and bounded thence on
the west by a road bearing north fifteen chains ;
on the north by a line bearing east nine chains one
link ; on the east by a line bearing south fifteen
chains ; and on the south by a line bearing west
nine chains one link to the point of commencement.
No. 23.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS.
County of Gladstone, parish of Antill.
Town of Ayr.
(Allotment 9 of section 4.)
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of allotment 8,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Osman
street bearing 35 degrees two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 10 bearing 125 degrees two chains
fifty links ; on the south-east by allotment 2
bearing 215  degrees two chains ; and on the south-
west by allotment 8 bearing 305 degrees two chains
fifty links to the point of commencement.
No. 24.
RESERVE FOR DIVISIONAL BOARD PURPOSES.
County of Gladstone, parish of Antill.
Town of Ayr.
(Allotment 10 of section 4.)
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section,
and bounded thence on the north- east by Bey street
bearing 125 degrees two chains fifty links ; on the
south-east by allotment 1 bearing 215 degrees two
chains ; on the south-west by allotment 9 bearing
305 degrees two chains fifty links; on the north-
west by Osman street bearing 35 degrees two
chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
I
m, nt House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
April, in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -nine, and in the
silty-second  year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HU ME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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'BOCLAMATION.
13y His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.S.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety-five of  " The
9 Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described have been
temporarily reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
E.M.-13 -3-89-L'.
E.M.-13-3-89-N'.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT-
RESERVE FOR  POLICE BUILDINGS.
Pittsworth.
(Town of Beauaraba.)
County of Aubigny, parish of Rolleslon.
Allotment 10 of  section 6.
Area-2 roods.
Commencing at the north corner of the section
and bounded thence on the north-east by Short
street bearing 155 degrees 31 minutes  five chains ;
on the south-east by allotment 20 bearing 245
degrees 31 minutes one chain ; on the south-west
by allotment 9 bearing 335 degrees 31 minutes
five chains ; and on the north- west  by Yandilla
street bearing 65 degrees  31 minutes one chain
to the point of commencement.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE STATION.
89-6406--s.G.THE MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR ABORIG INES.
89-4233-B.
County of Carlisle, parish of Bassett.
Forfeited Selection 434.
Area-120 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of selection
392, and bounded thence on the south by selection
423 bearing west forty chains; on the west by a
line bearing north thirty chains ; on the north by a
line hearing east forty chains ; and on the east by
selections  365 and 392 bearing south thirty chains
to the point of commencement.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
89-4632-P.O.B.
Horse Paddock, Betoota.
County of Roseberry, parish of Betoota.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing  at a point  bearing south and
distant sixty-one chains from the south-west corner
of suburban section 3, and bounded thence on the
north by a  line  bearing east eighty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south eighty chains ; on the
south by a  line bearing  west eighty chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north eighty chains to
the point  of commencement.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS PURPOSES.
89-4831- P.O.B.
Betoota.
County of Roseberry.
Allotments 4, 6, 6, and 7 of section 4.Area-2 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of allot-
ment 3  of section 4, and bounded thence on the
east  by that allotment and allotment 8 bearing
south five chains ; on the south by a line bearing
west four chains ; on the west by a line bearing
north five  chains ;  and on the north by Haddon
street bearing east four chains to the point of com-
mencement.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR COURT HOUSE.
89-4599-P.D.
Pittsworth.
(Town of Beauaraba.)
County of Auingny, parish of Rolleslon.
Area-3 roods 23 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-
west side of Short street with the north-east side
of Yandilla street, and bounded thence on the
south-west by Yandilla street bearing 255 degrees
30 minutes two chains and fifty-four links, 281 de-
grees 21 minutes one chain and twenty-three links ;
thence by a line bearing 335 degrees 31 minutes
one chain; on the north-west by a road bearing 29
degrees 41 minutes one chain and twenty-three
links and 55 degrees 32 minutes two chains and
fifty-four links ; and on the north-east by Short
street bearing 155 degrees 31 minutes three chains
and thirty-two and four-tenth licks to the point
of commencement  ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
South Caliungal.
County of Raglan, parish of South Caliungal.
Area-2 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of the south-east
side of Hall street with the north- east side of
Central street, and bounded thence on the south-west
by Central street bearing 170 degrees five chains ;
on the south-east by Pattison street bearing 80
degrees three chains and seventy links, and by a
line bearing 23 degrees 26 minutes five chains and
ninety-nine links ; and on the north-west by Hall
street bearing 260 degrees seven chains to the point
of commencement ;- as shown on  plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
89-4833-P.O.B.
Brown's Creek.
County of Roseberry, parish of Betoota.
Area-About 120 acres.
Commencing at a coolibah-tree on the left bank
of Brown's Creek marked broad-arrow over T over
22 within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing 260 degrees
about eight chains ; thence on the west by a line
bearing 350 degrees about eighty chains ; on the
north by a line bearing 80  degrees  about fifteen
chains crossing Brown's Creek ; on the east by a
line bearing 170 degrees about eighty chains ; and
again on the south by a line bearing 260 degrees
about seven chains to the point of  commencement.
THENGYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
88-15029-L.B.
88-20847-Gym.
Kin kin and Six-mile Creeks.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette  dated 18th
September, 1885, which is hereby amended.)
County of March, parishes of Woondum and Noosa.
Area-About 97 square miles.
(Including Forfeited Selections 1088 and 1371.)
Commencing on the south- east  boundary of the
Gympie Gold Field at the north-west corner of
selection 474, parish of Woondum, and bounded
thence by that selection and a timber reserve
(proclaimed in  Government Gazette  of 1874, volume
2, folio 1680) bearing east to the north-west corner
of selection 217 ; thence by that selection east to
selection 1284 ; thence  by  that selection north,
east, and south to selection 891; thence by that
selection east, south, and west to the north-east
corner of selection 275 ; thence by that selection
and selection 359, 207, 231, 1019, 330, and 575 to
the south-east corner of the last-named selection ;
thence by a line south to selection 756; thence by
that selection and selection 932 to Six-mile Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the road from
Tewantin to Noosa; thence by that road easterly
to the road from Tewantin to Cooloothin near  the
south-east corner of selection 1654, parish of
Noosa ; thence by that road northerly to the
boundary of the Coolootbin Town Reserve ; thence
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by that reserve west, north,  and east  to the south-
west corner of selection  111 ; thence by that
selection  north and east to the south-west corner
of selection  159; thence by that selection and a
line north  to the south boundary of portion 1;
thence by that portion west to Kin Kin Creek;
thence by that creek upwards to the south-west
corner of Special Timber License No. 88; thence
by that special timber license north to its north-
west corner ; thence by a line west to the timber
reserve  proclaimed in  Government Gazette  of 1884,
volume 2, folio 376; thence by that timber reserve
south-westerly and north-westerly to the north-
east  corner of selection 394, parish of Tagigan ;
thence by that  selection  west to the road from
Cootharaba to Gympie ; thence by that road
westerly to the Gympie Gold Field ; thence by
the boundaries of that goldfield south-easterly and
south-westerly  to the point of commencement ;-
exclusive of alienated ,  selected , and surveyed lands,
also of two State  forest  reserves  of 640 acres
each  (proclaimed in  Government  Gazette  of 1884,
volume 1,  folio 1188)  and of a  camping and water
reserve at Six-mile  Creek  crossing  on the Gympie
and Noosa road (proclaimed in  Government Gazette
of 1879, volume 1, folio X20).
Given under  my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House , Brisbane, this fifth day of
April,  in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEI{,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[ .s.] chael and St. George, President
A II.PALMETi, of the Legislative Council and
Admihiatutur.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease of the following Selection of Land, under
the said Act, is declared forfeited :--
E.M.-13 -3.89-L'.
0
600it
za
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
434 Michael  Joseph Fay  ...  120 0 0  Mackay.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PAL11En,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of t. Mi-
[L.8.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section 145 of  " The Divisional
Boards Act  of 1887," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the Reserves
set forth in the Schedule hereunder shall be and
are hereby placed temporarily under the control of
the Ayr Divisional Board.
89-396 -- Col Bee.
SCHEDULE OF RESERVES  PLACED UNDER THE CON-
TROL OF THE  AYR DIVISIONAL BOARD.
Nature of WhenNo. Reserve. Parish. Area Established.
A. IL P.
1 Camping Selkirk  ...
d
...  1,000 0 0 17th Nov., 1884
2
an water
Ditto  ...  ditto  ... ...  900 0  0 17th  Nov., 1884
3 Landing  ...  Jarvisfield ...  1,000 0 0 6th Jan., 1882
8 Camping  ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 14th June, 1882
9 Water  ...  ditto  ... ...  690 0  0 7th Feb., 1885
12 Ditto ... ditto  ... ...  60 0 0 6th  Jan., 1882
13 Camping ...  Northcoto ..  640 0  0 6th  Jan., 1882
15 Town of  Ayr Antill  ... ...  1,000 0 0 23rd  Oct., 1833
17 Town of Clare  ... ..  540 0  0 1st August, 1872
18
Mulgrave
Town of ditto  ... .. 640 0 0  19th Nov., 1876
Mulgrave,
19
Extension
Camping ... LaichhardtDowng. 640 0 0 18th Nov., 1880
25 Cemetery ... Antill  ... .. 20 0 0 29th Nov., 1887.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the  Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease of the following Selection of Land, under the
said Act, is declared forfeited :-
E.M.-6-3 -89-M'.
C
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A.  R.  P.
511A Brabazon K. Stafford  ...  1,000 0 0 Ingham.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign,
By Command,
Al. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PIIOCLAMATIO N.
By  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR NTER PALME:c.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
d. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Ad m inistrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
j accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second section of  " The Croton Lands Act of  1884,"
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I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMES, the Administra-
tor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation. notify
and declare  that the unselected unsurveyed lands in
the parishes of Cairns and Formartine, in the
Cairns Land Agent's District, opened to selection
by Proclamation dated the 3rd July, 1888, shall
be and are hereby withdrawn from selection.
E.M.-20-3-89.
9.6559-L.B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine,  and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  SiIr ARTHUR NTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. 111i.[L-8.]  chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  "The Crown
I Lands Act of  1884 " and section 145 of  " The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the Reserve  for Botanical Purposes, Ayr, established
by Proclamation dated 29th November, 1884, shall
be and is hereby  set apart  permanently instead of
temporarily  as mentioned in said  Proclamation, and
placed under the control of the Ayr Divisional
Board.
89-39 - Col. Sec.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty- second  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellen  Sir ARTHUR HuNTEB PALMS;,
Xniht Commander of the most
Dis ingnished Order of St. Mi.
L.s.] ohael and St.  George,  President
A. PAir,  x of  the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Town and Agricultural
Reserve at Mingo Crossing ,  Burnett River, coun-
ties of Bowen and Mackenzie, containing 1,440
acres , established by Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 9th January, 1874, shall be and is
hereby cancelled.
E.M.-13 -3-89-H'.
89-4841--B.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HTJME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. B. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authdrity in mevested under the prov isions of  "The Crown
Lands Aet of  1884," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALM ER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define  and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule  hereto as
an Agricultural Area for the purposes  of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her majesty's  reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
E.M.-20-3-89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BOWEN  LAND AG ENT' S DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 2.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries :
Portions 1v to 18v, and 20v to 52v, parish of
Conway, and the Village Reserve of Conway.
PROCLAMATION.
Ly  His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTS$  PLLMEB,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.9.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencir-
N pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884"  and section  145 of  "The
Divisional Boards Act of  1887," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do.
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been reserved
for the purpose named and placed under the control
of the Ayr Divisional Board.
E.M.-13 -3-89--0'.
89-3969--0 oI. Sec.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
No. 4.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
Noondoo.
County of Gladstone, parish of Tarvisfield.
Area-About 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the north-west corner of portion 450, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
east sixty-five chains ten links ; on the east by a
line and portion 453 bearing north seventy-three
chains thirty links ; on the north by portion 453
and a line bearing west to Saltwater Creek; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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1'IIOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMna,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
AdminisJ r . Anr  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N
.#pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown
I Lands Art of  1884," 1, Sir ARTHUB HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder  described has been reserved for
the purpose named.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR  TOWNSHIP  PURPOSES.
89-4834--P.O,B.
Betoota , Mount Leonard Run.
County of Roseberry, parish of Betoota.
Area-1,280 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Brown's Creek
at a coolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over T over
22 on its west side, and bounded thence on the east
by a line bearing south about thirty-six chains ; on
the south by a line passing along the north boundary
of the Customs Horse Paddock Reserve bearing
west about 132 chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north about ninety-three chains ; on the
north- west by a line  bearing 80 degrees about 113
chains ; and on the north-east by a timber  reserve
bearing 170 degrees eighty chains. 260 degrees
about eight chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of
April, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in thefifty-second year of Her Majesty' reign.
By Command,
M. FlUME BLACK.
GOD SavR THR QUEEN !
IBACLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in inc vested, I,Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Roads hereunder
described shall be  and are  hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
88-320.51-D.E.
E.M.-13 -3-89-S'.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
7037, Ipswich District. (Samuel Roberts.)
From the west boundary of portion 293, parish
of Coochin, north-easterly to the north boundary;
thence east to the end of the read forming part of
the northern boundary of the same portion;-con.
taining 3  acres 1 rood, taken from a reservation of
3 acres  2 roods for road purposes.
87-28764-D.B.
E.M.-13-3-89-T'.
Road one chain wide, resumed from the Railway
Reserve, town of Walkerston, being a continuation
easterly of Albert street through the reserve to
Dutton street,--containing 3 roods 11 perches.
NOTE.-This road is opened in lieu of the southern end of
Dutton street, which is hereby closed.
88-27147-D.B.
E.M.-13-3 -89-S'.
Road from Tambo northward through Tambo
and Enniskillen  Runs ,  and crossing  the Great
Dividing Range  near  the north boundary of the
last-mentioned run; thence north-easterly to the
Alpha Head Station; thence north a little westerly
and north a little easterly through the Alpha Run
to the Alpha Railway Station ; and being about
104 miles in length.
NOTE.-This road, surveyed by Mr. Licensed Surveyor  Spowers
follows  as closely as possible  existing  tracks, except  where the old
track , which is  hereby  closed, has been deviated and re  surveyed
by Mr.  Licensed Surveyor Cullen to follow the  route improved by
the Tambo  Divisional Board on the Tambo Run.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Govern-
ment House , Brisbane , this fifth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second  year of  her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATIQ14.
By His Excellency Sir ARTIIUit HUNTER PATIIi{rt
Knight Commander of the l\l,-st
Distinguished Order of St. V i•
[L.a.] chael and S. George, President
A. H. PALM.EP. of the Legi •lalive Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section twenty-two of  "The
Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim that the lauds hereunder
described have been reserved for Agricultural
Township purposes.
E.M.-20.3-89.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR AN AGRICULTURAL TOWNSHIP.
89-5011-s.G.
Village of Conway.
County of Herbert, parish of  Conway.
Area-About  150 acres.
Bounded on the north by portions 21v, 22v, 23v,
and 24v; on the east by portion 43v and a water
reserve ; on the south by portions 6v, 5v, 4v, and
3v; and on the west by portions 1V, 10v, 1Iv, and
12v.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
s9-4569-5.G.
Village of East Teebar.
County of Lennox, parish  of Teebar.
Area - About 147 acres.
Bounded on the north -west by portions 18v and
28v; on the south-west by portions 27v and 26v; on
the south -east by portions 25v and  17v;  and on the
north -east by Sandy or Munna Creek.
Village of  West  Teebar.
County of  Lennox ,  parish of Teebar.
Area-About  108 acres.
Bounded on the north-east by portion  43v;  on
the south -east by the road forming the north-west
boundaries of portions 49v and 50v ; on the south-
west by portions 44v and 45v and a line ; and on
the north -west by Sandy Creek.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
April,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUM E BLA( K.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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DepartmentRof Pablio  Lents,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
Jan. Feb.
LANDf COMMISSIONERS '  CouaTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868 "and  "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
Dist rict.
Allora5 ...
Aramao ...
Banana ..
Barcaldipet
Beenleigh
Blaokall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Burdabero
Burketown
CairnsCardwell*
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont
Cooktown
Cunnamulla
Dalby
Emerald'
Esk* .. ...
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Herberton
Hughenden
Ingham ..
Inglewoodt
Ipswich ...
Isisford ...
Mackay ...
Maryborougb
MitchelIt
Muttaburrat
Nanango
Nebo  (Mt. Britton)
Nerang*  . ...
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsnre ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Tenninge ri ng ..
Thargomindah ...
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ...
Warwick... ...
Fri. 11 Fri. 8
Wed. 16 Wed. 20
Wed. 9 Wed. 6
Tues .  8 Taos. 12
Mon. 28 Mon. 25
Thurs.21 Thurs.28
Wed. 2 Tues. 5
Sat. 12 Sat. 9
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Fri. 11 ...
Mon. 7 Mon. 4
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Thurs.31 Thurs.28
Wed. 9 Wed. 13
Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Fri. 25 Fri. 22
Mon. 21 Mon. 18
Tues. 15 ..
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
Wed. 2 Wed. 6
" THE CROWN LANDS ACl  OF 1884."
March . April.  May. June .  J ly. August .  Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Wed. 20 ... ...  Wed. 19 ... ... Wed. 18  ... ...  Wed. 18
Fri. 8  Fri. 5 Fri .  10 Fri .  7 Fri. 6 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
Wed.  20 Wed .  17 Wed. 15 Wed .  19 Wed. 17 Wed .  21  Wed .  I8 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  8 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  9 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. '11
MQn. 25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 ton .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs.28 Thurs. 25 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs.26 Thurs 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Tues .  6 Tues .  2 Tues. 7 Tues .  4 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues. 3
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 sat .  11 Sat .  15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 14 Sat .  12 Sat. 16 Sat. 14
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed.  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed .  0 Wed. 4
Wed. 13  Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed.  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 8 Fri .  10 ... Fri . 12 ... Fri.  13 ... Fri. 8
Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon. 3 Mon. 1 Mon .  5 Mott. 2 Mon .  7 Mbn .  4 Mori. 2
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  9 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .30 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs .29  There  26 Thurs .31 Thura.28 Fri. 27
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed . 19 Wed. 11
Mon. 18 Mon. 16 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Fri . 22 Fri .  28 Fri .  31 Fri. 28 Fri .  26 Fri. 23 Fri % 27 Fri. 25 Fri . 22 Fri. 27
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon .  16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Tues .  19 ... Tues .  21 ... Tues .  16 ... Tues. 17 ... Tues. 19 .
Wed. 6 Wed. 3  Wed. 1  Wed. 5 Wed.. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed . 1 Wed.  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Thurs .24 Thurs . 28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs.23 Thurs . 27 Thur s.  25
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 2 Wed.  6 Wed . 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 29 Wed. 26 Wed. 31
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri . 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3 Fri. 7 Fri. 5
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Thurs .  10 Thurs .  14 Thurs .  14 Thurs. 11 Thurs .  9 'i'hurs.13 Thurs. 11
Fri. 18 Fri. 15 Fri. 15 Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri . 14 Fri. 12
Fri. 11 Fri. 8  Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10 Fri. 14 Fri. 12
Tues .  15 Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed .  13 Wed .  10 Wed. 8 Wed .  12 Wed. 10
Wed. 2 Wed . 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3
... Wed. 13  ... Wed. 10 ... Wed. 12 ...
Tues .  8 Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14 Tues .  11 Tues. 9
Thurs. 3 Thurs . 7 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Thurs .  3 Thurs . 7 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 4 Thurs. 2 Thurs. 6 Thurs. 4
Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon . 11 Mon.  8 Mon .  13 Mon .  10 Mon. 8
Wed. 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10
Tues. 15 Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues. 16
Wed. 2 Wed. 6  Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 6 Wed. 3
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues . 23 Mon.  27 Mon .  24  Mon.  22
M. 11 Fri .  8 Fri .  F Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri. 141  Fri. 12
Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .  28 Fliers  25 Thurs .  30 Thurs. 27 Thurs. 25
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed . 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed. it Wed. 3 Wed. I Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Wed. 9 Wed . 13 Wed. 13 Mon. 15 Mon. 13 Mon. 17 Mon. 15
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed.  it Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24 Mon. 23
Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs . 14 Thurs.11 Thurs .  9 } Thurs .  l3 Thurs.11
Tues. 22 Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21 i Tues .  16 Tues. 16
Thurs . 22 Thurs .26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri. 11 Fri.  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Wed. 28 Wed.  25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 2 Fri. 6 Fri. 4 Fri . 1 Fri . 6
Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs .  8 Fhurs .12 Thurs.10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  15  M. 13
Fri . 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  15 Tues .  12 Mon.
Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed . 8 Wed. 4
Wed. 14 ... Wed. 9  .. Thurs. 12
Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs.  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs. 3 Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Mon.  12  Mon. 9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 14 Wed. 1]  Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues .  15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed.  it Wed. 4
Mon. 28 Mon. 23 Mon.  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Fri. 9  Fri. 13  Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs .29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 'rhurs .28 Fri. 27
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2  Wed. 6 Wed.
Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed.  2 Wed .  6 Wed. A
Mon. 12 Mon. 16 ]ton:  14 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Wed. 7 Wed .  4 1i ed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon .  28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12 Thurs .  10 Thnrs .14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 l Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with applications  for Certi ficates of Ful filment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
t Court to be held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the  event  of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special  Courts, when  necessary , in addition to the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lynds,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified f:)r general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878" ; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
M. HIIME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 104 AND 105,  PARISH OF  TINGALPA ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Stanley, Parish of Tingalpa.
o c LandDescription  of Road . Z Agent's How Held.
x m District.P4
1 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 104
2 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 105
Reputed
Owner.
e
a
m
P4
Lengths.
0
ai
Area.
Chs. Lks .  Links. A.  R.  P.
104 Freehold  ... ... Charles Reid 900 15'  20 74 150 3 0 8
105 ditto ... ... Charles Hay Halkett 900  0' 24 0 100 2 1 24
t lepartment of Public Lands,
89-2108-News .  Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
E.M.-13-3-89-P2.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council,  and in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified  for general  information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the  opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest  in the land required for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed  and the  damage  that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HIIME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE'OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE HERBERT  RIVER  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
o
z V a ; m C
v Desc ription of Road .  ' How  Held . g'stered Occupier . Lengths .  Area.a +- O mu 0wner.'VA ,e
o o A °
A
a z z
Chs. Lks.  Links .  A. R. P.
1 A triangular  piece of 37 ... Ingham  ...  Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0 '  10 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south-east  Donnelly lar
corner of portion 37
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Ingham.
Department of Public Lands,
tRS`27198r--F. Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
L.M.=Y3--9=FRB.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HIIME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
m I oLan
ent's How Held. Registered Occupier . i Bearings .  Lengths .  a Area.c Desc ri ption of Road . Ag
z I ;r, o District. Owner. al
1 From  the east boundary
of portion  63 north-
westerly through por-
tions  68 and  77 to the
Don River
68
77
Chs. Lks. Links.
Bowen ... ... Freehold JohnTaylor Unoccupied 302° 30' 32 80 100
I
A.  R.  P.
3 1 9
REMARKS.- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Bowen.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1889-
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interests of the previous  Occupants in the
l undermentioned Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, have  been transferred,
during the Quarter ended 31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the  persons hereunder
particularised.
Name of Transferror . Name  of Transferree.
BURKE DISTRICT.
George McGillivray ... ... ... Donald McIntyre ... ...
George Sylvester Murphy (the Official Major Colless ... ... ...
Liquidator of The Queensland Mer-
cantile and Agency Company,
Limited)
Frederick Arthur Brodie ... ... William Wright Richardson
Frederick Arthur Brodie ...
George  Napier Turner (by his Attor-
ney, George Fairbairn ,  junior) and
John Moodie
Edward  Wienholt
Thomas Cox
John Anning ...
Frederick Arthur Brodie
Robert Sheffield
William Webb Baird ...
Thomas Baird ... ...
William Wright Richardson ...
Thomas Baird and
Machattie
M. HUME BLACK.
Name of Run.
... Willies  Plains East.
... Hofwyl , Coolangatta ,  Woollongong,
Kiama, and Arandavong.
Leichhardt  Downs No. 2, Leichhardt
Downs No. 3, Leichhardt Downs No. 4,
Leichhardt Downs No. 10, Leichhardt
Leichhardt Downs No. 11, Myally
North, Myally South, Violet Downs
No. 1, Merton, Lorraine No. 6, and
Warangunah.
Disraeli and Caiwarroo.
Nellie Downs.
William Wright Richardson .
Albert William Duckett White,
William Collins, Malcolm Donald
McEacharn, Joseph Boyd Watson,
and Simon Fraser
The Right Honourable Murray
Edward Gordon, Earl of Winchilsea
and Nottingham, Robert Stewart,
and Arthur Ranken Blackwood
...  James Savage  ... ... ...
... Friederich Wilhelm Prell ...
COOK DISTRICT.
William Wright Richardson
The Bank of North Queensland,
Limited
Stamfordham No. 5, Stamfordham No. 6,
Stamfordham No. 7, Stamfordham No.
11, Stamfordham No. 12, Stamfordham
No. 13, Stamfordham No. 8, Stamford-
ham No. 9, Stamfordham No. 10.
Glen Loth, Glen Loth No. 1, Glen Loth
No. 2, and Glen Loth No. 3.
i Doncaster.
Pelican, Pelican No. 1, Pelican No. 2,
Pelican No. 3, Pelican No. 4, Pelican
No. 5, Pelican No. 6, Pelican No. 7,
Pelican No. 8, Pelican No. 9, Pelican
No. 14, and Pelican No. 16.
Staunton.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Thomas  Baird  ... ... ... ...
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Thomas Baird and James Octavius
Machattie
James Octavius
James Octavius Machattie ...
Thomas Baird ... ... ...
Edward Wienholt ... ...
Daniel Mackinnon
Joseph North ...
Francis  North and Joseph North
John Richard Skuthorp
John Muirhead  ... ... ...
Christopher Penny ...
The Queensland National Bank,
Limited
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Thomas Jones ... ... ...
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
The Commercial Banking Company
or S dney
The Right Honourable Murray
Edward Gordon, Earl of Winchilsea
and Nottingham, Robert Stewart,
and Arthur Ranken Blackwood
William Kinross Mackinnon, James
Curdie Mackinnon ,  and Kenneth
John Mackinnon
Loughcorrib, Glenbower, and Glountane.
Loughcorrib, Glenbower, and Glountane.
Bilpamorea No. 2, Bilpamorea No. 3,
Gipsy Downs No. 1, Womboin, and
Bundeena.
Bilpamorea No. 2, Bilpamorea No. 3,
Gipsy Downs No. 1, Womboin, and
Bundeena.
Carey.
Loughnea and Glanmire No. 5.
Marmion and Corcebus.
Marion Downs No. 1 Marion Downs No.
2, Marion Downs go. 3, Marion Downs
No. 4, Marion Downs  No.  5,. grion
Downs No. 6, Marion ISownsl o. 7,
Marion Downs  17b. 8,  Marion Downs
No. 9, Marion Downs No.  10, Marion
Downs No. 11, Marion Downs No. 12,
Bellevue, Bellevue No. 2, Bellevue No.
3, Kasouka No. 1, Kasouka No. 2,
Kasouka No. 3, Bellevue No. 4, and
Bellevue No. 5.
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Joseph North, Charles North, Francis Moray  Downs  No .1 Moray  Downs No. 2,
North, and Arthur North Cabbage Tree, Allbinia West , Albinia
East ,  Mount Gregory ,  and Mount
Gregory No. 2.
Joseph North, Charles North,  Francis Dunjarrobina.
North, and Arthur North
William Kilgour  and Eric  Henry Hawkesbury Vale No. 2.
Mackay
James  McCormack ... ... ...  i Lestree  Hill No.  3, Lestree Hill No. 4
Tiptree  Hill ,  Tiptree Hill West, and
Lestree Hill No. 7.
Joseph North, Charles North, Francis  Lacuna.
North, and Arthur North
MARANOA DISTRICT.
James Cavanough ... ... .  Lower Maranoa No. 1, Ivanhoe, and
Bulourbul.
Thomas Jones ... .. ... ... Culpa.
The Australian Pastoral Company,
Limited
Culpa.
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TRANSFBBS of  RuNs - continued.
Name of Transferror. Name of Transferree. Name of Run.
William South
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Robert Ramsay Caldwell ... Happy Valley.
Edward Wienholt The Right Honourable Murray Stamfordham, Stamfordham No. 2, and
James Francis  Cudmore
...
Edward Gordon, Earl of Winchilsea Stamfordham No. 4.
and Nottingham, Robert Stewart,
and Arthur Ranken Blackwood
... Sir Thomas Elder, Robert Barr Parings South,  Kooringa , Yongala,
James Francis  Cudinore
...
Smith, and William Robert Swan Yeates, Coonabilla, Elcobra, Coomie,
Oxford Downs, Havelock, Albert,
Margaret  East,  Margaret West, Avoca
No. 1, Avoca No. 2, Avoca No. 3, Avoca
No. 4, Cheviot, Division, and Wick.
...  Sir Thomas  Elder ,  Robert Barr Dowling Creek Right, Dowling Creek
James Francis Cudmore
... 1
Smith , and William Robert Swan
Sir Thomas  Elder, Robert Barr
Left, Thurnby East, Thurnby West,
Coolie East, 45oolie West , and Peringa.
Sedan ,  Metz, Walton ,  Henley, Kingston,
Smith, and William Robert Swan Dornock, Eden Downs, Welford
Downs, Adderley, Cumberland, Ada-
ford, Sedbergh ,  Romula, Peninsula,
Bowfell ,  Putney, Trickett ,  Kenneth,
and Budge.
James Abraham  Winten  and Row-
land Joshua  YVinten
Mrs. Catherine  Burns (wife of  William
Burns)
WARREGO DISTRICT.
James  Whiten and Rowland Winten
James  Abraham Winten ...
Tea Tree.
Bolan.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified  for general  information, that the  interests  in the Licenses of the previous Occupants
in the under mentioned  Runs of Crown Lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, have been
transferred , during the Quarter ended 31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the persons
hereunder particularised.
M. HUME BLACK.
Na7ae of Transferror. Name of Transferree. Name of Run.
BURKE DISTRICT.
John Robertson and Francis Rawden Alexander William Robertson and Colimba No. 2.
Chesney Hopkins ... ... ... I John Robertson ...
Robert Sheffield
COOK DISTRICT.
The Bank of North Queensland, Pine Tree Creek.
Limited ... ... ... ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
T is herebyy notified for general information,
I that the follo*ing Land, in the Land Agent's
District of Burketown, as per accompanying descrip-
tion, will be open to application for Occupation
License, under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands Act of
1884," in accordance with the Regulation proclaimed
on 14th November, 1888, at the Burketown Land
Office, on and after MONDAY, the Twenty-
seventh day of May, 1889, at an Annual Rental of
15s. per  square  mile for that portion between
Morning  Inlet and the Nienoison River, and of 10s.
per square  mile for that portion between the
Nicholson River and the west boundary of the
colony,  the maximum  area which may be applied
for in one  lot being 100 square miles.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation  of the ]and may be obtained by applica-
tion  to the local Land Agent, or to the Under
Secretary  for Lands, Brisbane.
Each application must contain a clear description
of the area applied for and the boundaries thereof
by reference to marks and natural features.
All areas applied for, so far as the natural
features and adjoining  holdings admit ,  must be as
nearly as possible -in the form of a square.
89-7967-L.B.
M. HUME BLACK.
THE BtJRKETOWN  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
About 4,900 square miles.
The unoccupied Crown land within the Burke-
town Land Agent's District, being the land within
thirty miles of the coast between Morning Inlet
and the western boundary  of the colony.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September 1886.1IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment , with the  advice of the Executive
Council  directs it to be notified that all  Sub.Inspectors, Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
Police have been appointed ,  by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police  Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
re,,pective  Districts ,  under the provisions  of  " 2jie
Crawls Lands Act  of 1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
j NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
of the Districts  of Banana , Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi. Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mack ay,Maryborough,
Mourilyan,  Aianango , Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily  as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,Under Secretary.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber and
other Licenses made to and granted by the
Land Commissioners during the months and at the
places hereunder specified.
WALTER C. H UME,
Under Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
1 0
ALLORA.
(For the Month of February,  1889.)
Chas.  Blain  ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
E. Barlow, junr. ...
M. J. Fitzgerald
A. McMunn ...
W. Smith ...
A. Gordon
BRISBANE.
Month of February,  1889.)
ARAMAC.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
William Lowther ... To cut and split  slabs, &c.I 1 10
BEENLEIGH.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
John Gannon ... ... . To cut pine, beech, &c. I 3 10
BOULIA.
(For the Month of January, 1889.
Hy. Speechly ... ... To cut firewood ... + 1 0
Rt. Miller ...
BowEN.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Messrs . Rooney and Co. To cut pine, beech, &c. ! 10 10
James McPherson ... I To cut cedar ... ... ( 5 0
(For the
M. Swenson ...
T. Jesser and Co. ...
J. Burgess ... ...
H. Draper ... ...
W. Maguire ...
W. H. Bonney ...
J. Simpson ... ...
J. Grigor ...
Willcocks and Kirk ...
Wm.1)unne ...
A. Kirby ...
G. Trail, junr.
W. H. Mewitt
J. Anderson ...
Ditto ...
S. Shuttlewood ...
Willcocks and Kirk ...
S. J. Burgess ...
T. Raynbird ...
T. Chambers ...
C. Chambers ...
E. Harrison .,,
W. H. Mewitt
J. Dellitt ...
T. Laxton ...
Js. Page ...
D. Dunne
Description of License.
To cut cedar ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut hardwood ...
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
15 0
1 0
10 0
... 5 0
To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
„ „ ... 3 10
To out hardwood ... 2 10
To out and split slabs, &c. 3 0
To cut cedar ... ... 5 0
To cut lardwood ... 5 0
To cut and  split slabs, &c. 3 0
To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
To cut cedar ... . 5 0
To cut pine, beech, &c 3 10
To cut cedar ... 5 0
To cut pine ... ...  3 10
To cut hardwood ... 2 10
„  if ... 5
To cut pine, beech, &c. 3
...
„
... To cut hardwood
... To cut cedar ... ...
To cut and  split slabs, &c.
'BU1IDABERG.,
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Wni. Robinson
J. Pizzey .,.
D. Mahoney ...
Wm. Allen
J. Allen
H. Lucke
F. Prange
M. Chafer
F. Beech
J. G. Huff
F. Lavaring
R. Barrett
To cut hardwood ...
To cut pine, beech, &c.
„ „
To cut firewood ...
To out and  sp li t slabs, &c.
To cut pine ... ...
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
5
1
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
10
5 0
2 10
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
1 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
3 10
7 0
LICENSES-eontinueti.
Applicant ' s Name. Description of License.
£  S.
BURIETOWIQ.
(For the Month of January,  1889.)
Frank Straughan ... To cut and split  slabs ,&c. 1 10
Barchoo Ali ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Ah Kit 1 0
Edward Brake ... „ „ ... 1 0
Ah Sang ... ... „ „ .. 1 0
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Bijong ... ... I To cut firewood ... I 1 0
CAIRNS.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
R. A. Kingsford ... To cut hardwood ...
S. Wise „ „ ...
J. Robb ... ... ...
G. Walton ... ...
F. Erromanga ... To cut firewood
„
„
CHARLEVILLE.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
R. Hinton ... ... I To cut firewood ... I 1 0
CHARTERS Towans.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Robert Baron ... To cut firewood
Chas. Baron ... ...
John  Baron ...
B.  N eilson
J. Sala ... ...
John Blumm ... ...
Herman Burr ...
S. McSamson ...
H. Simon ... ...
T. Ales
Aelben
T. Page
Danul
J. Bartlett ...
E. Cockfield ...
J. Mitchell ...
R. Etherton ...
P. Gaffney ...
J. P. Lynch ...
J. O'Neill ...
S. O'Nei ll  ...
J. H. Strube ...
Chas .  Doovey ...
M. Goosely ...
To  it  hardwood
To cut and split  slabs,&c.
To eut firewood
„
ItChas. Nicholsen ... „
W. Watson ... ... To cut hardwood
Joseph Pryor ... ... To cut firewood
Geo. Kolass ...
M. Derizze ...
G. Lietta ...
J. Pleson ...
Robt. Holt ...
Chas. Ah Chin
Geo.  Ali  Chin
Ah Hin ...
Ah Tan
C. Meyer ...
A. Bosca ...
P. Peluse ...
Ade La Bosca
J. Wakeman ...
Sim Chaw ...
Ah Hoy
Ah Sam ...
Ah Song ...
Carl Reidrich...
Carl Reidrich...
A. Avery ...
Que Sue ...
A h  Yun ...
W. Colgnhoun
W. T. Colquhoun
J. P. Small ...
A. Bassoha ...
W. Turner ...
Ali  Lung ...
J. McCormack
J. Hogan ...
J. Muir ...
R. McDonald...
Amount
of
Fee.
2 10
2 10
40 0
5 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
„
To cut and split  slabs, &c.
To cut firewood
...
... To cut hardwood
... I To cut firewood
To cut and  split slabs,&c.
To cut hardwood
142
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LICP. NsF,s  -- continued.
Applicant 's Name.
Amount
Description of License. of
Fee.
CHARTERS  TOWERS - continued.
J. McKenzie ...
A. Davis
W. Webb ...
Thomas Cooper
W. Pask
G. J. Heilbroun
W. Dyson ...
Ali  Lin ..,
F. Dick ...
G. J. Heilbroun
G. Morris ...
J. h.lleman ...
Harry Smith ...
J. Cockfield ...
F. Goodwin
B. Annear
Alex. Groves ...
A. Brooks ...
R. Stephenson
P. Gaffney ...
R. Sayer
0. Christensen
J. Wirth ...
F Klemm ...
W. C. Clifton...
G. Jones ...
W. Ahmie ...
J. Cummings...
Tobias Holt ...
G. Vandersee...
J. C. Cooke
J. Daly
M. Krouse
R. Hubner
J. Hardy
C. Meyer
W. Wright
A. Williams
P. Koch
P. Johnson
Pasquall Ballas
J. Gourlay .,.
T. Armstrong-Sang Chu ...
Jas. Morrill ...
J. Gilling ... ...
C. Brown ...
T. H. Rodgers ...
Cassella de  La Crois ...
Dunneys Rodgerz ...
To cut hardwood
To cut firewood
To cut and split slabs,&c.
19 11
To dig  and remove
„
To make bricks ...
To cut hardwood ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split  slabs,&c.
To cut firewood ..
To cut and split  slabs,&c.
To cut hardwood
To cut and split  slabs, &c.
To cut firewood ...
To make bricks
To cut firewood
„
To out hardwood
„ „
To cut firewood
„
To out and  split slabs,&c.
To cut firewood
To out and  split slabs, &c.
To cut firewood ...
„
John Goodwin ... 1
(For the Month of February, 1889)
David Symes ... ... To cut and split  slabs, &e.
Patrick Leahy ...
Francis Grubb
E. Arnold ...
Alex. Stuart ...
John Sharkey...
11. St. John Madden...
Julian Madden
John Burt ...
John McChrystal
.
E. Crago ...
J. Weather ...
J, LcIvor ...
Jas. fQ.ngster ...
.Joseph &irubb
Peter FogctyArthur T. 141ley
,eb Moon ...
,Henry Mogres
F. Risdale ...
-T. Penav ...
A'. W. White ...
P. Swanson ...
oC. Kolass ...
if.  Fazel
J. McCourt ...
W. Pratchett ...
AFYuri ...
Ah Chow ...
To cut firewood ...
To cut and split slabs,&c.
To cut hardwood ...
To
„
cut firewood
To cut and  split slabs, &c.
„ „
To cut firewood
... To cut hardwood
... To cut firewood
... „ „ ..
Tocut and split slab, &,e.
To cut firewood
„
CLERMONT.
(For the Month of February,  1889.)
Peter  Schmidt ... I To cut hai dwood ... 1
£ s.
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 10
2 10
2 0
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 0
1102 10
1 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 0 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
10
1 0
110
1 0
1 0
1 0
3 0
1 10
1 10
1 0
1 0
1 10
2 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 0
1 0
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Licl•  Ns$s-continued.
Applicant 's Name. Description of License.
„ ...
8 s.
CLEVELAND.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Robert Barker ... Tocutandsplitslabs,&c.1 1 10
CLONCURRY.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
W. H. Crabb ... ... To cut firewood ...
A. Watts. ... ... „  it  •••
T. Worthington ... To cut hardwood
W. McPhail ... ...
W. McLaughton ...
J. Simpson  ... ...
• t. Peirt ... ...
COORTOWN.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Stephen O'Neil ... To cut firewood . ...
A. Bartels . To cut hardwood ...
Charles F.  Holmes
Amount
of
Pee.
1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
1 0
2 10
2 10
CROYDON.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
J. Sullivan  .. . To cut firewood 1 0
Daniel  Shield ... To out hardwood ... 2 10
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Thomas Birch ... To out hardwood 2 10
James  Taylor ... To cut firewood ... l 1 0
CUNNAMU iLA.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Thomas Ramsey  ... 1To cut firewood ... 1 1 0
GEORGETOWN.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Ah Tang ... ... To cut firewood ... 2 0
Henry  Hughes . .. To out hardwood ... 5 0
Joseph Jackson ... „ „ ... 5 0
William Ramsay ... „ „ ... 2 10
Charles  Blatt... ... 2 10
Thomas  Gouch ... To  cut  and split slabs,&c. 1 10
William George ... 1 10
Thomas Blackburn ... 1 10
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Thomas Farraber  ... To cut and remove in log 2 10
Martin Hart  ... ... „ „ „ 1 2 10
GILBERTON.
(For the Month of January,  1889.)
Ali Sing ... ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
GLADSTONE.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
William Hodgon ... I To cut hardwood ... 2 10
GoONDIWINDI.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
David Death ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.I 1 10
Hans Johnson ... „ „ „ , 1 10
GYMPIE.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
P. Byrne  ... ... To cut hardwood
H. King ...  ...  To cut pine
H. Hatch ...
A. Richards ...
M. McDonald
T. K. Harvey ...
J. Murray
f. Stratford
F. Bauer
W. Brown
...
...
...
...
To cut cedar
... ... To out pine
D. Sinclair ...
W. Henderson
J. Maulsberry
M. Murphy ...
F. Bauer ...
R. Galloway ...
J. Jensen
J. Stratford
S ...
J. Melhuish ...
A. Lyon ...
S. Madden ...
J. Davis ...
W.  11.  Sismey
W, Brown ...
William Henderson
F. G. Goodchap
2 10
... 7 0
... 10 10
... 10 10
... 3 10
... 7 0
... 5 0
... 3 10
3 10
To cut hardwood ... 2 10
„ „
To cut cedar
... 7 10
... 10 0
To cut pine
To cut and split slabs, &c.
To cut pine, beech, &c.
To cut firewood
7 0
1 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
To cut hardwood ... 2 10
Special ... ... 8 0
„
12 10
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LICENSBs-continued.
Applicant 's Name. Desc ri ption of License.
HEBBSB.TON.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
M. Winstone... ... To cut firewood ...
W H. Adcock ... ...
W. Christopher ... To cut cedar ...
J. Mazlin ... ... To cut hardwood ...
J. Mitchell ... ... To cut firewood
W. Maz [in ... ... To cut hardwood
C. Wright ... ... To out firewood
F. Gotzsch ... ...
G. Gardiner ... ... „ „
R. Gordon ... ... To cut cedar ...
A Favier ... ... To cut firewood
P. Favier .,.
P. Broghelli ...
Antonio Favier
P. Seamoni ...
C. Cepriano ..
B. Rebustelli ...
F. Polo
S. Sagliari ..,
J. Capelli ..,
A. Della
A. Decamps ...
P. Biancotti ,..A. Indicha ...
J. Armanasco
P. Armanasco
Jem Armanasco
B. Della ...
M. Della ...
J Tenni ...
P. Gandini ...
A. Catalina ...
V. Soffie .,.
P. Rebustelli ...
M. RebustelliJ. Osmetti ...
A. Gumelli ...
E. Gumelli
A. Capeni ...
J. Paravichini
H. Norman ...
H. Eggars ...
S. Rouzi
J. Moran ...
„ „
To out cedar ...
J. Thomas
W. Godbold ... ...  To cut  firewood
C. G. Hurrey ...  To cut pine ..,
G. Greenwood ...  To cut firewood
„
T. Johnston ... ,.. ...
B. Lehmkul ... ... To out and split slabs, &c.
G. Morris  ... ... To cut  firewood
(For the Month of February ,  1889.)
E.  Baker  ... ...  To cut firewood ...
J. J. Cooney ... ... It
R. A. Lees  ... ...
W. R. Foggin  ... T o cut  and split slabs, &c. i
W. T. Winstone  ... „ „ it I
E. Johnson  ... ...  To  out  firewood ...
HUGIHBNDEN.
(For the Month of February ,  1889.)
Edward Cann  ...  I To cut firewood ...
INGHAM.
(For the Month of February ,  1889.)
John Wharton  ... ,  To cut  hardwood ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,..
Aben  Lawrence { „
„
IPSWICH.
„
LICENSES - continued.
Amount
of Applicant' s Nair e.
Fee.
1 £ s.
MOURILYAN.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
R. M. Torckler ... I To cut firewood ,.,
MUTTABURRA.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
MARYBOR OUGH.
(For the Month of February,  1889.)
1 0 J. McGuire ... ... I To cut hardwood ...
1 0 Murphy and Co. ...
5 0 W. Elves ... ... To cut firewood ...
2 10 W. Pitt ... ... „ „ ...
1 0 Wilson,  Hart , and Co. To cut pine, beech, &c.
2 10 N. Thurecht ... ... To cut hardwood ...
1 0 J. Benson .,. To cut pine, beech, &c.
1 0 T. G. Crawford ... „ it „
0 J. Thompson ... To cut hardwood ...
0 Wilson, Hart, and Co. „ „
0 Pettigrew and Co. ... To cut pine, beech, &c.
0 J. Moffatt ... ... To cut hardwood ...
0 Joseph Bauer ... ... To cut pine, beech, &c.
0 Taylor  Bros . ... ... „ „ „
0 J. Woolmerhausen ...
0 S. Gordon,  junr . ...
0 G. W. Elliott ... To cut hardwood ...
Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
0
0 MAYTOWN.
0 (For the Month of January, 1889.)
0 F. Allson ... ... J To cut firewood ... 1 0
0 (For the Month of February, 1889.)0
0 W. A. Schmaldt ,.. To out firewood ... 1 0
0 Ali Dick ... ... „ „ ... I 1 0
0 Ah Fong ... ... I „ „ ... 1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
£ s.
2 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
7 0
7 10
3 10
3 10
2 10
2 10
3 10
7 10
3 10
3 10
3 10
17 10
2 10
1
James Watson ... I To cut firewood ... 1 1 0
NANANGO.
(For the Month of February,  1889.)
0 R. Ullathorne I... I To cut and split  slabs,  &c. 1 10
0 J. Dollomore ... 1 100
0  NERANG.
0 (For the Month of February, 1889.)
0 John  Matthewson  ... To cut pine, beech, &c. 3 10
0 Frank Stanford  ...  it 3 10
0 William Rapkins  ... it 3 10
0 C. H. Phillpot ... To out hardwood ... 2 1010 Frank Stanford ... To out pine, beech, &c. 3 10
0 William  Swadkins  ...  To cut hardwood ... 2 100
10 Charles Gannon  ...  To cut pine ,  beech, &c. 3 103 10rleyRich d  W0 ar o ...
Arthur  Binstead, j unior 3 10
3 10G H ne „eorge or
1 0 James Hey ... ... To cut hardwood ... 2 101. 0
0
10
NORMANTON. I(:or the Month of January ,  1889.)
1 10 I W.  Masters  ... .  To make bricks 2 0
1 0 H. Kruger ... ... 1To cut firewood ... 1 0
I 1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
PENTLAND.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Henry Ahpad  ...  To cut hardwood ... 2 10
P. C. Micheln,ore ... 2 10
Robert Morrison ... „ „ ... 2 10
RAYENSWOOD.
(For the Month of February,  1889.)
Edwin Bird ... ,.. To make bricks 2 0
David Thomas ... To dig and remoo ... 2 10
George Haughtey ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
Wm. F. Macdonald .., „ ,, ... 1 0
John Surtees ... ... „ 1 0(For the Month of February, 1889.)
H. Christopher ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
John Madden ... To cut hardwood ...
John ttrennan ... To cut pine, &c. ...
Wm. Henry''.,, ... To strip bark
A. Freivaldt ... ... To cut and split  slabs, &c.
John  Penne ll ...
1 10 Ludwig Haeberlin „ 1 0
2 10 Henry Dippeler ... ... 1 0
3 10 Ah Hat .. „ ... 1 0
1 0  Ali Moo- ,,. ... 1 0
1 10
1 10
ROMA.
LSYBUBN.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
R. Baillie ... To cut a ndsplit slabs, &e.1
J. Hannay ... .. To cut 1 ine, beech, &c.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Charles Iinacksted ... To cut firewood ... 1 0
1 10 Timothy O'Sullivan ... „ ,. ... ! 1 fa
3 10 R. G. gnoa ... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.' 1 10
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LIcnNsEs -rontinued.
Applicant's Name. Description of License.
SPRINGSURE.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
John Ryan ...
...
I To out and split slabs,&e.
B. J. McHugh „ „
STANTHORPE
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Joseph Whitehead
...
To cut  wattle-bark, &c.
George Crisp ...
Patrick J. McCosker...
Michael Day ... ...
„
TSMBO.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
H. Fry ... ... To cut firewood
L. Kurtz ... ...
H. T. Walsh ... ... Io cut pine, beech, &c.
TAxooM.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
William Gibbs ... To cut and split slabs
TENNING}EKING.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
John Funk ...
J. G. Messner
. To cut pine, beech, &c.
... I To cut firewood ...
THARGOMINDAH.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
John Hatley ... ... To cut firewood
A. Batley .. ... To make bricks
C. Gaffney ... ... To out firewood .
F. 8tanbridge.. ... „ „ ...
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
James Marshall  ... To cut firewood ...
TOOWOOMBA.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Henry Dippel... ... To cut and split slabs, &c.
August Arndt ... „ „
Fritz Schultz ...
Frank Klien ...
Robt. H. Russell „
Thomas Russell „
Paul Althaus „
J. M. Glrehan
Alfred Minz ... ... To cut firewood
F. Kranz ... ... To cut hardwood
Ditto ...
Willm. Bain ... ...
TOWNBVILLE.
(For the Month of January ,  1889.)
Albert Clark ...  To cut firewood ...
Fred Clark  ... ...
Yee Lee . ..
Wm. Field
... it
E. W. Habericht ...  To cut  hardwood
Smith and Piper . . To dig and remove
Ditto  ...
.
To make bricks
Partington and Smith' To dig and remove ...
Ditto ... ... I To make bricks ...
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
R. H. Somers
...
To cut firewood ...
P. Fitzpatrick it „ ...
VERESDALE.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Alfred Markwell ... To cut cedar ...
WAB,WICK.
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Thos. Hall ... To cut cedar ... ...
F. Wilkinson ... To cut wattle-bark
Wm. Jones ...
„  of
C. F. Peterson To cut hardwood
W. Stewart ...
John Keleher
Ditto ...
Alf. Morris
Jas. Bradford... To cut cedar ... ...
Andrew Ha.;kett To cut hardwood ...
Thos.  Magarry To cut cedar ...
Arthur Beevor To cut wattle-bark ...
W. Rallay ... To cut pine ... ...
D. Quigley .
David Patterson To cut and split slabs, &c.
M. Jacobsen ...
LleuNsus- continue 1.
Amount
of Applicant's Name,
Fee.
£  S.
1 10
1 10
1 0
1 0
Description of License.
Amount
of
Fee.
£ s.
WINTON.
(For the Month of January, 1889.)
Thomas Sullivan ... To cut firewood ... I 1 0
James Tryde ... . I To dig and remove stone 2 10
(For the Month of February, 1889.)
Wm. Garrett ... ... 1 To cut hardwood ... 1 2 10
1 0 Department of Public Lands,
1 0 Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
` OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 0 . Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
1 0 written being erroneous in the particulars therein
3 10 set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
1
3
1
10
suance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the names of the intended
grantees and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid,
the correct names and descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous names and
descriptions; and such grants and every such deed
1 0 shall operate and be construed accordingly.
2 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 l0
1 10
1 10
1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 10
5 0
6 0
2 10
4 0
1 0
1 0
5 0
5 0
1 0
1 0
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
2 10
5 0
2 10
5 0
1 0
3 10
3 10
1 10
1 10
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28434.
Date of Deed-12th May, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Bull.
Land ?ranted-Allotment  3 of section 11, town
of Mitchell.
Area-1 acre.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Thon• as Bull
instead of Thomas James Bull, the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-54696, 59112, 60213.
Dates of Deeds-7th March, 1884; 13th April,
1885; 22nd August, 1885.
Names of Grantees-Charles Zacchariah Ber-
thean, Charles Zacchariah Bertheau, and Charles
7achrie Bertheau, respectively.
Lands Granted-Portion 14,  county of Cook,
parish of Kalkie ; area, 8 acres 1 rood 4 perches.
Allotment 19 of section 7, town of Kolan ; area, 1
rood. Portion 966, county of Cook, parish of
Gregory ; area, 48 acres.
Nature of Errors-'1  he name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deeds respectively
as `Charles Zacchariah Berthean, Charles Zacchariah
Bertheau, and Charles Zachrie Bertheau, instead of
Charles Zacharie Bertheau, the correct name.
No. of Deed-59/417.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1859.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land Granted-Portion  217, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area-5 acres 3 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion  217.
Area-4 acres 3 roods 12 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 216,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 239 degrees 27 minutes seven chains and
twenty-five links; on the south-west by a road
bearing 296 degrees 5 minutes three chains and one
and a-quarter links; on the north-west by a road
bearing 15 degrees 2 minutes three chains and nine
links, and 33 degrees 12 minutes seven chains and
forty-six links; and on the north-east by portion
216 bearing 149 degrees 22 minutes seven chains
and ninety-seven and seven-tenths links to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
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No. of Deed-4064.
Date of Deed-28th July, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Norah Lyons.
Land Granted-Portion 46,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley.Area-24 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 46.
Area-24 acres 1 rood 1 perch.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 45,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a road
bearing 157 degrees 46  minutes ten  chains and six
links ; on the south- east  by portion 47 bearing 68
degrees 1 minute twenty-four chains and ten
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 337
degrees 46 minutes ten chains and seven links ; and
on the north-west by portion 45 bearing 248 degrees
twenty-four chains  and six  links to the point of
commencement ;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed-32875.
Date of Deed-5th February, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Waters.
Land Granted-Portions 6  and 86, county of
Ward, parish of Logan.
Area-115 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portions 6
and  86.
Area-123 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south-west corner of portion 6. and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty-eight chains and forty links; on the
north-east by a road bearing  162 degrees  35 minutes
twenty-four  chains and  three links to a small creek ;
on the south-east by that creek downwards to its
confluence  with the Logan River ; and on the south.
west by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-42510.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-John Waters.
Land  Granted -Portion  85, county of Ward,
parish of Logan.
Area- 363 acres.
AMENDED AREA . AND DE SCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portion  85.
Area- 372 acres  2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Logan
River  at the  north-west corner of portion 98A, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
east thirty- seven  chains and ninety links ; on the
east  by portion 120 bearing 359 degrees 29 minutes
sixty- one chains  and seventy-nine links and by a
line and  a road bearing  358 degrees  28 minutes
eleven chains  and ninety links ; on the north by
portion 113 bearing  269 degrees - 36 minutes forty-
six chains and nine links  and by a line bearing
west to a small  creek; on the north-west by that
creek downwards to its confluence with the Logan
River; and on the south-west by that river upwards
to the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive of a
surveyed  road as  shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-G eneral 's office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858 ,"  at the  expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee and the lands intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the  said grants and
in every deed  containing the erroneous name and
descriptions ; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-61641.
Date of Deed-5th December, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Robert Edwin Hampton.
Land Granted-A ll otment  1 of section 15, town
of Thargomindah.
Area-2 roods.
Nature of Error--The  name of the  Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Robert
Edwin Hampton instead of Robert Collet Edwin
Hampton, the correct name.
No. of Deed-20430.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted  -Portion 61, county of Churchill,
parish of North.
Area- 43 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  61.
Area-48 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 62, and
bounded thence on the north -east  by that portion
bearing 135 degrees  51 minutes  thirty-two chains
and ten links ; on the south-east by a road bearing
226 degrees  3 minutes 30 seconds  fifteen chains
and four links ; on the south-west by a road
bearing 306 degrees twenty-three chains and
ninety-nine and four-tenths links to Stinking
Gully ; and on the north-west by that gully dow'-
wards to the point of commencement ;- as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-20431.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted-Portion  62; county of Churchill,
parish of North.Area-42 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION of DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  62.
Area-46 acres 1 rood 19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 63, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that portion bear-
chainsing 135 degrees 51  minutes  twent
and fifty-two links and  passing  t rough a post
ten links from said gully ; on the south-east by a
road bearing 226 degrees 3 minutes 30 seconds
fifteen chains and four links ; on the south-west
by portion 61 bearing 315 degrees  51 minutes
thirty-two chains and ten links to Stinking Gully ;
on the north -west  by that gully downwards to the
point of  commencement  ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-72512.
Date of Deed-19th February, 1889.
Name of Grantee-Domenico Pedrazzini.
Land Granted-Portion 94,  county of Churchill,
parish of Forbes.Area-342 acres 3 roods 36 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION  FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of Forbes , portion  94.
Area-342 acres 3 roods 36 perches.
Commencing at the southern termination of the
west boundary line of portion 107, and bounded
thence on the south by portion 60 bearing west
thirty-seven chains and twenty-one links ; on the
west by a road bearing 33 degrees 40 minutes
three chains and eighty links, 10 degrees six chains
and forty-four links. 7 degrees five chains and four
links and north eighty-eight chains and seventy-
seven links ; on the north by a road bearing east
1230
thirty-three chains and twenty-six links ; and on
the east by a line, portion 127, a line, and portion
107 bearing south 103 chains and thirty-four links
to the point of  commencement ;-exclusive of one
acre three roods twenty-nine perches for a surveyed
road, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  "  YWe Crown Lands met of  1884 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the- Roads can be seen at this Office,
Land Office, Warwick ; Police Offices, Beenleigh;
Pine River, and Warwick ; and Post Offices, Jim-
boomba, Hamilton,!and Killarney.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
3.  R. P.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved roads Jimboomba 38
0 0
0 0
Divisional Board ,  through portions
on account of 2, 15,  13, the Jim-
James Hender -  boomba Pre-emp-
son tive Purchase, and
portion 19
2 Ditto  ...  The branch road Moffatt  ...  0 2 30
(south  -  westerly)
reserved through
portion 363
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Jimboomba 6 120
port ions 2 and 5
fro m portions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The road separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  portions 60, 88, and
on account of 69 from port ions
W. G. Geddes 61, 62,  66, 66, 67,
and 83
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 8 3 0
portions 70 and 71
from portions 72
and 73
8 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  10 0 0
po rt ion 56 from
portions  56 and 67,
including reserve
on Logan River
7 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 18 0 0
portions 62 and 63
from port ions 65
and 64,  including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto  ...  The road and re- ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 from
port ion 87
9 Ditto  ...  The road and re- ditto  ...  22 3 20
serve separating
port ions 53,  54, 65,
67, 68,  59, and 60
from portions 74,
72, 70, and  68
10 The Caboolture The reserved  ro ad Samsonvale 11 0 0
Divisional Board ,  through portion
on account of 123
Hugh Strain About
11 The Caboolture Part of the  ro ad ditto ... 2 2 0
Divisional Board , (southerly)  re-
on  account of served through
Robert Kenman po rt ion 148
12 The Glengallan The reserved road Killarney 6 219
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh port ion
on account of 817
Henry Young
13 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ...
through port ion 3v
14 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto ...
Divisional Board ,  through po rt ion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
3 2 0
4 225
15 The Glengallan The road separating ditto ... 1 1 5
Divisional Board, port ion 821A fro m
on account of po rt ion 2346
Charles Dagg
16 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto ... 3 0 0
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh port ion
on acbbunt of 2346
'Charles H. Gibbs
17 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto  ...  14 3 0
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh port ions
on account of llv and lv
Charles Dagg
Nora .- The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed  to be carried out
in connection  with  the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
4  application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act  of 1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
Police Office, Pine River ; and Post Office, Hamil-
ton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  Area.
A. B. P.
1 The Cabool- The reserved road Samsonvale 11 0 0
ture Divi-  through portion 123
atonal
Board, on
account of
Hugh Strain
2 The Cabool -  The reserved road ditto .. 5 0 0
ture Divi -  through po rt ion 148
aional
Board, on
account of
Robert Ken
man I
Nur%.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from  this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land
Office, Ipswich ; Police Office, Harrisville ; and
Post Office, Milbong.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
- The Inspec -  The originally reserved Dugandan
tor  for Road road through po rt ion
Surveys ,  on 199 and part of the
account of road separating that
Hannah portion from port ion
Ke lly 179 west to the inter-
section of a new  ro ad
A.  R.  P.
2 0 0
Nora .- The closure of this  ro ad is pro posed to be carried
out in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby noti fied for general information, that
! applications under  the eighty- ninth section ofThe Crown  Lands Act of 1884 ' have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are  required  to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
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Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ingham, Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices, Ingham, Eton, and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton, and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-ation Act of  1876 "  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
*1 The Hinchin- The reserved three- Cordelia ...
brook Divi- chain road through
sional  portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
*2 The Hinchin The reserved  three- ditto  ...  6 2 32
brook Divi- chain  road  through
sional portion 233
Board, on
account of
Martinus
r ormann
*3 The  Hinchin-  The reserved  three -  ditto  ...  8 3 3i
brook Divi- chain road through
sional portion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional  through portion
Board ,  on 1356
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
5 The Pioneer A branch road ditto ... 2 3 0
Divisional  through portion 808,
Board ,  on being a  continu-
account of ation  of the road
Beatrice  H. through portion
Harrison 1355
(spinster)
t6 The Thurin -  The  ro ad forming the Abbotsford 9 0 28
gowa Divi -  eastern boundary of
sional  portion 400, from
Board, on its north-east cor-
account of ner south to one
Alex.  Mc- chain north of the
Kenzie north -weate, nmost
corner of portion
399
t7 The Thurin-  The reserved road  ditto ...  12 1 26
gowa  Divi- through portion 399
sional
Board, on
account ofWin.  Me-
Elnea
* Non.-The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t Non.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Briihane ,  22nd February, lt*9.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T T is hereby  notified for general information,
that application under  the eighty-ninth
section  4  "Tke Croun Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at the Land,
Police ,  and Post Offices ,  Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . situation .  Parish.
A.  R.  P.
- The Inspector Parts of the road sep- Bassett 0 3 34
of Road Sur -  crating port ion 108A
veys ,  on  fr om the Quar ry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garner
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane . 17th  August,  19R5.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PP RODUCERS are invited to forward to theDepartment of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine  samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached,  as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain anti in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of  the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exhibits.
A. a. P.
2 1 7
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified, in  accordance  with Rules
printed in full in the  Government  Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that  an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1880.
I-'ENEY C. STANLEY,
Chief  Engineer.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
DRAINAGE, GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS,
NORTH STREET, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th April, from
persona willing to contract for Drainage from
Government Buildings ,  North street, Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Drainage Government
Buildings ,  Rockhampton."
Plan ,  specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender ,  is £10.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  :  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
I be accepted.
Nora.-The closure  of this  road is proposed to be carried  out GLEN CAMERON.
in connection  with the  opening of anothef  road . Acting Under Secretary.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW POST OFFICE AND QUARTERS,
NORMANTON.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office,
1 and at the Post Office,  Normanton ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 17th May, from
persons willing to contract for Erection of a New
Post Office and Quarters at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Post Office, 4e.,
Normanton."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Post Office,  Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
byy bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£2A. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be  it  memorandum signed by the
party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the  Tender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ative ; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane,  4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW BOND STORE AND CUSTOM HOUSE,
NORMANTON,
ENDERS will  be received at this Offiee, and
at the Custom House, Normanton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 17th May, from
persons  willing to contract for Erection of a New
Bond Store and Custom House at Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " New Bond, ic.,
Normanton."
Plan,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Speci fication.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  andundertakingin that event
to execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  lender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under  Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WARD FOR SICK PATIENTS, IMMIGRATION
DEPOT, KANGAROO POINT, BR1tJiANE.
TENDERS  will be received at this  Office until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 26th
April ,  from persons wi ll ing to contract for Erection
of a Ward for  Sick Patients at the Immigration
Depot, K angaroq Point.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Ward for Sick
Patients , Depot."
Plan ,  Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the  Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be  a memorandum signed by the party tender-
ing,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on
amount of  Tender ,  as security for the due perfor-
mance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any T .,nder will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1889.
SUPERSTRUCTURE OF BRIDGE OVER THE
BURNETT RIVER  AT BUNDABERG.
FRES  R Tenders will be received at this Office
until Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
3rd May ,  from persons willing to contract for
Superstructure of Bridge over the Burnett River
at Bundaberg.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  _` Tender for  Superstruc-
ture of Bridge over the Burnett River at Bunda-
berg."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at theChief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane ,  and Engineer's
Office,  Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms ,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work ,  and at the foot of
every Tender  there must be a memorandum ,  signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of  `tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute ,  within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Ag reement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such  performance;  otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
ERECTION OF ENGINE -SHED AT WOOL-
LOONGABBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 3rd
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of an Engine -Shed at Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Engine -Shed, Wool-
loongabba."
Plan ,  S ecication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Office
of the Engineer for Existing Lines ,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on  proper  printed forms,
and state the time within *hich it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver ,  within fourteen days from
the usual noti fication of acceptance ,  an agreement
with the Commissioner for Railwa s for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessar ily
be accepted.
ALBIiRT PREWETT,
P ro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Del artment  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1889.
TENDERS.
'TENDERS  are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For fu ll  particulars ,  see  Govern-
raent Gazette.
Nature of Work.
BRISBANE - Additions ,  Parliament Buildings ...
BANANA-New Court House and Police Quarters 9th  March,,1889 ...
JUNDAR-Police Station 16th  March, 1889 ...
ToowooM BA-Residence for Medical Superintendent, New
Asylum ... ... ... ... 23rd March ,  1889 ...
CuNNAMULLA- Additions ,  Court House ... ditto ...
CUNNAMtLLA- New Post and Telegraph Office ditto ...
NORMANTON- Quarters ,  Sergeant of Police ... ditto ...
Removal,  &c., Post and Telegraph Office,
Caboolture
North Pine, to
... ... 30th March, 1889 ...
CaaELavILLE- Strong Room, Court House ... ...
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice .  can be received.
` Mines and Works Office,
9th February, 1889 i Brisbane  ;  26th April,
BRISBANE-Turret  Clock,  Lands Office
dtAOXAY-Turret Clock ,  Post and Telegraph Office ...
TOWNSVILLB- Turret Clock ,  Post Office ... ...
WINDoxAE-Quarters  for Sergeant  of Police
ditto
ditto
ditto
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
Houses ,  Rockhampton
and Banana  ;  12th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane; Police Station,
Jundah;  and Court House,
Blacka ll ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  18th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
House ,  Cunnamu ll a; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,]Brisbane; and Post
Office,  Cunnamulla ; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
House, Normanton ; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  18th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  26th April,
1889.
Ines and Works Office,
Brisbane ;  and Post Offices,
Mackay, Townsville, and
Rockhampton ; 26th
April, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ;  Po lice Station,
Windorah ;  and Court
House,  Blackall; 10th
May, 1889.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1889.
TENDERS.T ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Queensland Railways ,  S. and C.  D.-Central Railway - 2nd Februa ry ,  1889 ( Railway Office, Brisbane ;Contract  for  Works I 26th April, 1889.
Rol ling -Stock - Carriages - Emu Park Railway  ... ...  23rd March ,  1889  ... (Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;12th  April, 1889.
E rection of Shelter -Shed at Taringa  ... ... ... ...  30th March ,  1889  ... c Rlilw Office,  Brisbane2th April, 889.
i
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  0Mee,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
'F HETHE Notice  of Resumption addressed to the  undermentioned person not having been served, for the
stated in the Schedule, the p irticulars thereof are hereby published as required by section
twenty-four of  " The  Railway Act  of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.
WHEREAS the Plans, Sections ,  and Books of Reference of the line of Railway  fr om Logan Village
to Beaudesert have been approved of by Resolution of Parliament, as required by the provisions of  " The
Railway  Act of  1864  " :  And whereas the Working Plans, Sections ,  and  3ooks of Reference of the
said line of Railway ,  prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said Act, have been approved
of and confirmed  by the  Governor in Council ,  as required  by the said Act: Now,  I, Francis Curnow,
Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland ,  under and in pursuance of the provisions of
" The  Railway Act of  1864," do here iy give you notice that the Lands described in the Schedule hereunto
annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for and in connection with the construc.
tion of the said line of Railway ,  and that the same have been taken, set out, ascertained ,  and finally
appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing ,  on behalf of the Government ,  to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken ,  and the damage sustained ,  or that may
be sustained ,  by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of  the said Act,  which provides that no claim wi ll  be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
To Mr. Walter Smith.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and
Book of
Reference.
Owner 's Name .  Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
F. CURNOw,
Commissioner for Railways.
Desc ri ption of Land .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
121 Walter Smith Unoccupied... 0 2 33 Portion 179, parish of Cannot be found.
Moffatt ; unimproved.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
T `HE Notice of Resumption addressed to the undermentioned person not having been served, for
the reasons stated in the Schedule, the particulars thereof are hereby published as required by
section twenty-four of  " The Railway Act of  1864," 27 Vic. No. 8.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
NOTICE.
WHERFAS the Plans, Sections, and Books of Reference of the line of Railway from
Toombul to Caboolture have been approved of by resolution of Parliament, as required by the
provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864 ": And whereas the Working Plans, Sections, and
Bo, ks of Reference of the said line of Railway, prepared in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act, have been approved of and confirmed by the Governor in Council as required by the said Act :
Now, I, Francis Curnow, Commissioner for Railways for the Colony of Queensland, under and in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Railway Act of  1864," do hereby give you notice that the Lands
described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, and delineated on the accompanying plan, are required for
and in connection with the construction of the said line of Railway, and that the  same  have been taken,
set out, ascertained, and finally appropriated for such purpose.
I am willing, on behalf of the Government, to treat with you as to the amount of compensation to
which you may fairly be entitled on account of the land so taken, and the damage sustained, or that may
be sustained, by you by reason of such land having been so taken.
Attention is directed to section twenty-five of the said Act, which provides that no claim will be
recognised unless made within twelve months from the date of service of this notice.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
To Mr. Hugh  Barker.
SCHEDULE.
No. on
Plan and Owner 's Name.Book of
Reference.
Occupier.
Quantity of
Land taken by
Railway-
More or Less.
Description  of Land. Remarks.
A. R. P.
13 Hugh Barker ... Unoccupied ... 2 0  8-1- Portion 161, parish of Cannot be found.10
Toombul ; unimproved ;
including road diversion
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No. 01
Uiles open
for Pratle.
TRAFFIC R;ARN[Nf3o.
Pas.en* era' Goods and LiveFA) ea.  Stock
s. d. I £ s, d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
1,470 15 6
Week ending 31st March, 1889 873 2,275 18 0 5,602 1 4 456 14 8
Corresponding week last year... 815 3,746 13 6 5,281 1 11 224 5 4
l r 'reaasf ...
Decrease
1889  --Taal Tr rr to lnt,e
1888--Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 31st March, 1889
Corresponding  week  last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease .,,
1889-Total Traffi to date ...
1888  -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 31st March, 1889
Corresponding week  last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease
1 89 -Total Traffic  to date ...
18148-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Wet k endi-ig 31st March, 1889
Corresponding  week  last year ...
[ncrease... ...
Decrease
1889 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 31st March, 1889
Corresponding  week last  year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 31st March, 1889
Oorrwpoading  week  last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
18x9 -, otal Tra,To to date ...
1888  - Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 31st March, 1889
Corresponding week lastyear ...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Weel ending Mat March, 1889
Corresponding Reek last year...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
283 6 0 112 2 0
151 333  10 2 716 0 8 172 4 7
151 616 16  2 828 2 8 43 9 5
... ... ...
BUND ABERG RAILWAY.
Total.
£ s. d.
8,334 14 0
9,252 0 9
917 6 9
102,163 14 10
97,913 1 6
£4,25013 4
1,221 15 5
1,488 8 3
266 12 10
15,113 2 2
16,147 10 2
£1,034 8 0
66 79 1 3 207 11 6 29 13 2 316 5 11
66 152  14 9 215 7 3 11 14 0
320 19 5
128 15 2
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
s d.
232 9 4
17 19 2
3 13 6 7 15 9 ..
379 16 0
63 10 1
4,187 0 2
4,447 11 3
260 11 1
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
492 378 13  7 2,680 2 0  23 17  3  3,082 12 10
463 492 8 7 2,413 2 4 67 1 7 2,972 12 6
113 15 0
266 19 8
43...4 4
•• MACKAY RAILWAY. ••
31 27 16 4 29 17 4
31 52 5 5 26 2 8
126 16 11
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260  474 18 10  1,949 6 8
260 601 15 9 1,952 2 1
3 14 8
2* 15 5
.CAIRNS RAILWAY. .. £224 14 5
9 62 0 9 71 0 3 0 16 0 123 17 0
8 36 15 7 17 5 6 16 9 11 70 11 0
15 5 2 53 14 9 ...
• COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
£741 17 4
67 46 11 10 59 13 11 14 19 4 121 5 1
51 56 16 1 51 7 4 7 16 3 115 19 8
10 4 3
8 6 7 7 3 1
... ...
110 0 4
36,951 13 1
30,037 19 3
£6,913 13 10
3 11 1 61 4 9
4 16 4 83 4 5
1
.5 3 21 19 8
£593 19 11
86 210 2,510 8 493 18  3 2,647 16 1
7 15 5 137 7 9
15 13 11
802 4 5
1,396 4 4
28,174 1 6
28,398 15 11
53 6 0
1,538 16 3
796 18 11
5 6 5
1,342 3 11
1,393 19 1
£51 15 2
F. CURNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
THE Tender of Mr. G. R. CHAPPELL, for the
Laying of Water Pipes at Jondaryan, has
been accepted. Schedule price.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender ofTHE AUSTRALASIAN UNITEDSTEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, for the Supply
of One Thousand (1,000) Tons of Coal at Rock-
hampton, has been accepted. Amount, £96613s. 4d.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T
HE Tender ofTHE QUEENSLAND RAILWAY
CARRIAGE, WAGON, AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED, for the Construction of Two (2) First Class
and Four (4) Second Class Carriages for the South-
ern and Western Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £2,810.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
THE Tender of MR. THOMAS HANCOCK, JUNR.,
for the Construction of Six (6) First Class
Carriages  for the Southern and Western Railway,
has been  accepted. Amount, £2,807 17s.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  " An Act to  make  provision for
the Construction by the Government of .Railways
and fvr the Regulation of the same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book of Reference of the Ninth
Section of the Central Railway, from 369 miles 51
chains 29  links to 424 miles 34 chains 38 links, in
length 54  miles  63 chains 9 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Barcaldine; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of Rail-
way, or any part thereof, or of any works proposed
in connection  therewith.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment,  Brisbane , was published in full in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articlesin the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th March,
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If' not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
EIAR.BOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
TRAINING-WALL, PIONEER RIVER,
MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
27th April, for Supplying 52,500 Tons of Stone,
and depositing same, to form a Training-wall in
the Pioneer River at Mackay.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane, Rock-
hampton, Townsville, and Mackay.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTEIOUSE, BOOBY ISLAND.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
SATTTRDAY, 20th April, from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Lighthouse and
Three Cottages on Booby Island.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Lighthouse,
Booby Island."
Plans, Specifications, and forms of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Harbour- Masters'  Offices,  Brisbane , Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Townsville, Cooktown, and Thursday
Island.
Tenders  must  state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st April, 1889.
I T is hereby notified for general  information, that
Licenses  from the Treasury have been issued
to the undermentioned  persons during  the month
of March , 1889. -
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
LICENSED  VICTUALLERS.
Name. Place.
Finueane, G. B. ...
Barclay, John
Brennan , H. D. V.
Davis, John ...
McKee, Michl.
Fullerton, Jae.
Healy, Win.
Warren, By.
Barry ,  Selina
Brady, P. J.
Charters Towers
Cloncurry
Maytown
ditto
Townsvi lle
Eidsvold
ditto
ditto.
SPECIAL DISTRICT.
... ... I Cloncurry
ditto.
PACKET LICENSE.
Name. Packet.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways .  Stehn, John ... ... B.S. "Alice."
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BILLIARD LICENSES.
Name. Place.
Jennings ,  Agnes ... ... Beenleigh
Eustace, Hardy  ... ...  Nerang
Norden ,  John ... ... Normanton
De Silva ,  Jas. ... ... Thursday Island.
SPECIAL LICENSE.
Emerson ,  Alf. ... .... Barcaldine.
BAGATELLE LICENSE.
Spillane ,  Path . ... ...  Blackall.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Brown,  H. R., and Co. ... Aramac
Clewett, Felix ... . Blackall
Haylock, A. J., and Co.... ditto
Meikle , E. J. ... ... Charters Towers
Wright, Heaton, and Co.... Croydon
Grigg and Christsen ... Eidsvold
Candlish , Jahn ... ... Georgetown
Sam Que  Woo ... ... ditto
Stewart,  R. D. .. ... ditto
War Yut n Jan and Co. ... ditto
Willmett, James ... ... ditto
Viner, A. J. ... ... South Brisbane.
Ball, R. W.
Chapman, Harry
Graham, John
Shepherd, David
Wood, Andrew
Budge, Daniel
Bertram, H.
McEvit, J. F.
Davis, J. E.
Nott, A. H.
Olive, E. A. C.
Sleep, W. T.
McFie, Donald
AUCTIONEERS.
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Birdsville
Blackall
Bundaberg
Croydon
Cooktown
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ... Gympie.
DISTILLERS.
(30 Vic., No. 21.)
Davy and Gooding ... Beenleigh.
TRANSFERS OF LICENSED VICTUALLERS'
LICENSES.
From- To-
BRISBANE.
Starkey, W. B. ... Cassidy, Timothy
McCorkell, J. J. Gallagher, John
Frith, L H. Landers, Ellen
Dinte, J. A. Denny, J. W.
Horsfall, Geo. McLennan, Simon
Sizer, E. W. Rumpf, J. C.
Smith, N. P. Gillman, H. T.
CAIRNS.
Finlayson, Alex. ... Innes, Wm.
Fallon, J. J. ... Byrnes, Sarah
Pryn, Wm. ... Petersen ,  Mathias.
CROYDON.
Damke, Leo ... Harries, E. D.
GYMPIE.
Rogers, Patk. Lowry, Patk.
Davey, F. N. oeWaldk, Hy.
Flynn, Danl. ... Rogers, Patk.
HUGHENDEN.
Dyer, Harry
... ... Warnemendi, M. H.
MARYBOROUGH.
Straudguist , Carl ... ... I Crocker, Alf.
McAleese, Hugh
MAYTOWN.
... Roberts, John
NORMANTON.
... ... Dredge, J. W.Bates, E. J.
Brown, C. E.
McGrath, Wm.
Finn, Wm. ...
Pfitzenmaier, Louis
Fullarton, Jas.
Mason, T. B.
Davis, S. E.
ROCHHAMPTON.
... Bradford, J. T.
... Mi ller, Jas.
... McLaughlin, Joseph
... McGrath, Wm.
TENNiNGERING.
Mason, T. B.
... ... McCrea, Wm.
ToowooMBA.
,,, ... I Smith, Wm.
LICENSED  VICTUALLER' S LICENSE
CANCELLE I ,
Name. Place.
Toots OOMBA.
Keene, Thos., junr. ... I Railway Hotel, Cambooya
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKBRANCHES of the aboveare now op n atAllora, Aramac. Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktnwn. Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cstmberland, Cunnamullp,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Valk,
Eak, Eton,  Fernvale,  Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley,  Ley-burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (rympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane ), South  Brisbane , South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
tour pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding  £ 200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £'200 part thereof, but
no'interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
Rnl of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANCIS  PRINGLE  TAYLOR, Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane , 3rd April, 1889.
SOUTHERN DIVISION.
No. 55.THE Naval Brigades of the Southern Divisionshall assemble on board ship from the 15th
to the 22nd instant, and shall proceed to sea for
training and instruction.
The whole of the Force to take part in the final
Review and Inspection by His Excellency The
Governor.
Details for Embarcation,  Routines , &c., to be
issued in future Orders.
FRANCIS P. TAYLOR,
Senior Naval Officer.
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SHIRE OF DRAYTON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following By-laws, made by the Council of the
Shire of Drayton.
BOYD D. MORE HEAD.
BY-LAWS.
Council to sit with,  open doors.
1. The  business of the Council shall be conducted on
all occasions with open doors.
Commencement of business and adjournment.
2. At all ordinary meetings of the Council ,  so soon as a
quorum consisting of a majority of the total num be r of
members is present ,  the business shall  be  proceeded with,
and the following shall be the order of business :-
Reading and con firmation of minutes  ;  reading of
correspondence  (outward and inward ) ;  receiving
petitions or memorials  ;  reception of committee
reports ; consideration of tenders  ;  business arising
out of minutes of previous meetings ;  consideration
of notices of motion or orders of the day; presenta-
tion of notices of motion for next meeting.
3. In the event of any meeting lapsing for want of the
necessary quorum, the councillors present ,  or the majority
of the counci llors present, or any one councillor if only
one be present ,  or the Sbire clerk if no councillor be
present ,  may adjourn such meeting to any time not
further distant than seven days from the date of such
meeting.
Election of chairman - absence of president.
4. If at any meeting of the Council the president be
absent ,  the counci llors present shall ,  at the expiration of
fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding
such meeting ,  proceed to elect from among themselves a
chairman for such meeting.
When a quorum not present.
5. At all meetings of the Council when there is not a
quorum of the mem bers present in accordance with clause
36 of  "  The Local Government  Act of  1878," or when the
Council is counted out, such circumstances ,  together with
names of the mem bers then present, shall be recorded in
the minute book.
Confirmation of minutes.
6. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes of
proceedings, except as to their correctness, or for any
necessary  rectification  of clerical error.
Presentation of petitions.
7. Every petition or memorial shall be presented by a
member of the Council, who shall be responsible that it is
written in respectful language, and shall,  as far as  possible,
make himself acquainted with the subject thereof before
presenting the same.
Notice paper.
8. All notices of motion shall be written and signed by
the member making  the same  and handed to the chairman
or clerk ; such notices shall be filed in the order received
and be placed  in succession  on the orders of the day for
consideration.
Notice of motion-absence of mover.
9. In the absence of any member who haa placed a
Notice of motio4i'bnn the paper, such ndtice shall be deferred
till the next regular- ineeting  of the Council, or any other
member, with the written  sanction  of the mover, may take
up and move the same.
Withdrawal of notice.
10. No motion, after being placed on the orders of the
day, shall be withdrawn without the permission of the
Council.
Order of debate- chairman  to decide points of order.
11. The chairman shall preserve order, and his decision
on disputed points of order shall be final.
Decision  of points of order.
12. When the chairman is called upon to decide a point
of order or practice, he shall state the rule applicable to
the case without argument or comment.
Chairman to decide  as to  pre-audience.
13. If two or more members rise to speak at the same
time, the chairman is to decide which member is entitled
to pre-audience.
Members may require questions to be stated, &c., under
certain restrictions.
14. Any member may require the question or matter
under discussion to be read for his information at any
time during the debate, but not so as to interrupt any
member speaking.
Mode of addressing Council, &c.
15. Every member when speaking shall rise and
address the chairman, and shall not address any other
member except through the chairman.
Chairman  may call member to order.
16. On being called to order by the chairman, any
member who  is speaking shall at once resume his seat
and be silent until the sense of the Council has been
taken on the point of order.
Limitation as to time and number of speeches.
17. No member shall be allowed to speak twice on any
matter under discussion, except in reply or by way of
explanation ,  nor for longer than ten minutes at one time.
No member to speak disrespectfully of previous resolutions,
but protest to be recorded if desired.
18. No member shall be allowed to speak disrespect-
fully of any resolution arrived at by a majority of the
Council, but he may enter his protest against any of the
proceedings of the Council, and the protest  shall be
recorded in the minutes ; notice of such intention of
protest must, however, be given on the adoption of the
resolution bjected to.
Rescinding of resolutions.
19. No- motion, the effect of which, if carried, would be
to rescind any resolution which has already passed the
Council, shall be entertained during the same municipal
year, unless a call of the whole Council has been duly
made for that purpose; and no such motion for rescinding
a resolution, which has been negatived by the Council, shall
be again entertained during the same municipal year.
Amendments and order of voting  on same.
20. Any number of amendments may be proposed on a
motion before the Council, and when more than one
amendment is moved and seconded, the question shall
first be put on the last amendment, and then on the next
to the last, and so on to the original motion in the
inverse order in which they are moved; except when such
motion or amendment shall relate to the fixing of salaries,
rates, or other matters of finance, in which  case the lowest
sum shall be put first, then the next lowest, and so on the
highest.
Motions  for adjournment.
21. Any motion of adjournment of meeting or debate,
if seconded, shall be immediately put without discussion,
and if such motion be negatived it shall not be competent
for any member to make a similar motion until some
other business shall have intervened. On resuming any
discussion that has been adjourned, the mover of the
adjournment shall speak first.
Order of voting-every member to vote,
22. The chairman shall, on taking the sense of the
Council, put the question first in the affirmative and then
in the negative . Every  member present shall be com-
pelled to vote, and the vote of every member on a division
shall be entered in the  minutes.
Committees.
23. There shall be three standing commit -to be
styled finance, improvement, and legislative; r bly.
Finance committee.
24. All cash accounts, bills and vouchers, and all
monetary transactions, shall in the first instance be sub-
mitted to the finance committee, and be signed by the
chairman of the same, as guaranteeing their correctness
previous to their settlement. The finance committee shall
submit a report to the Council, once in each quarter, of the
whole of the receipts and disbursements of cash on
a icount of the Shire, and shall certify the correctness of
all cash accounts entered on the books of the Council.
How moneys received to be dealt with and paid out.
25. An account shall be opened with such bank as the
Council may direct, and all moneys received, from what-
ever source, shall be paid into said bank to the credit of
the Shire fund, and no moneys shall be paid except by
cheques signed by the president and one of the members
of the finance committee, and countersigned by the Shire
clerk.
Improvement committee.
26. All matters connected with public buildings, making
or repairing roads or bridges, or with any public works
whatsoever, shall be submitted to the improvement
committee and a written report made thereon to the
Council.
Legislative  committee.
27. All matters connected with all or any of the legal
business of the Council, all matters or correspondence
rating in any way to the same, and the preparation of
by-laws for the use of the Council,  and all rules and
regulations for carrying out the same, shall be delegated
to the legislative committee, and a written report made
thereon to the Council.
Minutes to be taken.
28. The chairman of every committee shall take
minutes of their proceedings, or direct them to be taken
by the Shire clerk, and enter the same in the committee
book.
Committee reports.
29. All committee reports submitted to the Council
shall be written out fairly on foolscap paper, and duly
signed by the chairman of each committee, care being
taken to leave sufficient marginal space to admit of their
being bound into books if required.
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Committee reports -haw  to  be presented.
30. Committee  reports ,  with the exception of those
submitted  by the finance committee ,  shall be laid on the
table for at least  one week prior to being rejected or
adopted by the Council.
Finance  reports may be immediately  acted upon.
31. The reports of the finance committee, if doemed
necessary  by a majority of the Council, may be acted upon
at once by the Council.
Special  committees.
32. Any special committee may be dissolved by a vote
of the  Council  at any time.
MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS.
Appointment of bfcers  to be advertised  for, &c.
33. No permanent appointment shall be made to an
office under the Council  until an adve rt isement  has been
published  in one  or more of  the local newspapers , calling
for applications from competent  persons  to fill such
appointment.
34. All such appointments shall be made by,a majority
of the votes of the Council.
Remuneration of officers.
35. On the first meeting after the election of the
president, the Council shall fix the remuneration or salary
to be allowed to each officer employed under the Council
for the current municipal year.
Keeping the records, &c., of the Council.
36. The Shire clerk shall have charge of the common
seal or  stamp, books, and records of the Council, or
relating  to the property thereof, and the same shall be
kept in such place as the Council shall direct, and shall
be open for inspection by any member of the Council
during office hours.
Impression of seal not to be taken without permission of
Council.
37. The Shire clerk shall on no account affix the common
seal to any document without the express order of the
Council.
Attendance book.
38. A book shall be kept in which the members attending
each Council meeting  shall sign  their  naives,  from which
a list shall be prepared of the number of times each
member has attended, and the same shall be published
yearly.
Any member may call Council meeting-Penalty for absence
of convener.
39. It shall be competent for any member, without any
previous notice, to move for a call of the %% hole Council to
consider any subject at the next or any subsequent
meeting ,  and upon such motion being carried due notice
thereof shall be given in the notice-paper ofthe day for
which such call is made  ;  and any member not in attend-
ance when such order of the day or notice of motion
comes on for consideration ,  or not in attendance at the
voting on such question ,  or any amendment thereof,
whether of adjournment or otherwise ,  shall  be  liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten shillings ,  unless reasonable
cause for such absence  be shown to  the satisfaction of the
Council.
Expenditure on emergent matters.
40. In case of emergency ,  the  p resident ,  with the con-
sent of one other mem ber, sha ll authorised  to expend
any sum not exceeding five pounds ,  and such expenditure
shall  be reported to the Council at its next sitting.
Tenders to be advertised  for, &c.U. All tenders for public  works or otherwise  shall be
advertised for in-  one or more of the local  newspapers.'
The Council  reserves to itself the right of accepting or
rejecting any tender ,  from the highest to the lowest:
Meetings  of Council.
42. The Council sha ll  meet for general business on the
first Saturday of each and every month ,  and such other
times as may hereafter  be  appointed by resolution.
Schedule of proposed works to be presented annually.
43. The Council shall in every year ,  within four
mouths after the annu al  election ,  prepare a schedule of
the works proposed to  be  carried out during the then
current municipal year ,  with the estimated cost thereof,
and also an estimate of the probable revenue for the year.
Contracts undertaken must be within estimated revenue.
44. No contract shall be  made or  work undertaken
which will involve expenditure in excess of the estimated
revenue for the municipal year.
Any general rule may be suspended.
4r-. Any one  or more  of the  above general  rules may be
suspended pro tem.  in case of emergency ,  provided that a
majority of the Council deem it necessary so to do.
Rates, when due.
46. The annual rates, "general and special," shall he
paid in two  instalments , partly in advance-the first
instalment to be payable within fourteen days after due
notice thereof by advertisement  in one  or more of the
local papers has been given, or, in the event of an appeal
against the valuation on which any rate shall have been
wade, within fourteen days from the decision of the
appeal court on such appeal; every such notice to be given
not less than seven days after the making of the rate and
the second instalment to be payable within fourteen days
after the first day of September, of which like notice
shall also be given.
Rates , when  and where payable.
47. All rates shall be received by and paid to the rate
collector,  in the  Council Chambers, between the hours of
ten o'clock a.m. and four o'clock p.ni., on Wednesdays
and Saturdays, or when called for by  him, as  notified in
connection with the aforesaid advertisements.
Public carriers must be licensed.
48. No person shall ply for  hire, sale , or profit, with
any cart, dray, or waggon ,  for the conveyance of any
wood, water ,  bricks ,  sand ,  stone, or gravel ,  through, into,
or within the boundaries of the Shire of Drayton, without
being licensed by the said Shire Council as public carriers
or ca rt ers,  in manner hereinafter described .  And whe re as
carts, drays, and waggons are kept ,  used ,  and employed
for carting wood, water ,  bricks, sand ,  stone, or gravel,
for hire, sale, or profit, without such licenses, and ply in
and through the said Shire to places beyond the boun-
daries thereof: it shall not be lawful after the passing
of this By-law for any person, being the owner, agent,
or driver of any such cart, dray, or waggon, to use,
employ, or drive the same within or through the said
Shire of Drayton with wood, water, bricks, sand, stone,
or gravel ,  for hire, sale , or profit, without having first
obtained  a license  from the said Shire Council for every
such cart ,  dray, or waggon ,  in the manner hereafter
mentioned.
Form of license, amount, &c.
49. A license shall be granted to every proper and ap-
proved person applying for the same according to the
form of Schedule A hereto ,  upon the payment of a uni-
form fee of ten shi ll ings sterling for the whole municipal
year ,  extending from the first day of January to the
thirty -first day of December in the same year, or for
drays  or vans five shi ll ings from the thi rt ieth day of June;
and all  licenses  issued will terminate  on the thirty-first
day of Decem ber in each and every year.
Name and number of license.
50. Every person licensed as aforesaid shall have his
name and number painted legibly on the right or off side
of the dray ,  cart ,  or waggon used by him ,  and also the
words,  "  Licensed Carrier, Shire of Drayton ,"  in letters
not less than one and a-half inches in length ,  and any
person so licensed who refuses or neglects so to do will  be
liable to a penalty not exceeding ten shillings.
When licenses may be issued.
51. Licenses may  be  issued at any time during the
currency of the municipal year ,  but will only continue
in force till the thirty -first day of December next after
the issue of such license ; and the fee wi ll be  as set forth
above.
Persons failing to apply for license-Penalty.
52. Every person engaged in the carrying of wood ,  water,
bricks, or any other art icle, as enumerated  in By- law 48,
shall apply for a license within twenty-one days after
this By-law has received the assent of His Excellency the
Governor in Council ,  and  for  the renewal of his license, if
he continues to prosecute the same line of business ,  within
twenty -one days after the expiration of the same. Any
person failing  to apply for  such license ,  or a renewal
thereof as aforesaid,  or who engages in carrying wood,
water ,  or any other article whatsoever for hire or purposes
of profit ,  as specified in By -law 48  be fore referred to,
without first obtaining a license so to do, shall ,  upon con-
viction thereof  be fore oi+e or more justices of the peace,
forfeit aid pslg,any suns not exceeding five pound##terling.
SctEfrnLE A.
Form of carrier' s license.
Shire of Drayton.
No.
A. B., of , having paid the sum of ten
shillings sterling  to the Shire Council of Drayton, is
hereby licensed to carry wood, water, and any other
goods or articles for hire within or through the boundaries
of the said Shire, from the date hereof to and inclusive of
the thirty-first day of December now next ensuing.
Dated at the Shire Hall, Drayton, this day of 18
Persons riding or driving on footpaths-Penalty.
53. All persons found riding or driving on any footpath
or sidewalk within the Shire of Drayton, shall, upon
conviction thereof ,  forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
twenty  shillings.
51. Any person obstructing roads or footpaths within
the Shire of Drayton, by any matter or thing placed
thereon, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
shillings.
Removal of trees considered dangerous to public  traffic.
55. All trees decayed or otherwise overhanging any of
the public roads, considered by the foreman of works to
the Drayton Shire Council to be dangerous to public
traffic, shall be cut down by the occupier, owner, or his
agent, of the land on which such trees are standing. After
not less than one month's notice has been given t, such
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occupier ,  owner ,  or his agent as aforesaid ,  and his failing
to comply with such notice within seven days from the
expiration of such notice ,  the Council ,  shall have such
trees cut  down by  their order ,  and the expense incurred
thereby shall be recoverable summarily before any two
justices.
THE ABATEMENT AND REMOVAL OF NUISANCES AND
OBSTRUCTIONS AFFECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND
CONVENIENCE.
Carcases.
56. In the event of any animal being found on
any road,  street ,  or lane, reserve, or watercourse in the
Shire of Drayton, the Shire Council shall give notice to
the owner of such animal to destroy the same, and should
the owner fail to do so within twenty-four hours after
receiving such notice from the Shire Council he shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds .  Should the
owner not be known ,  the carcase shall  be  destroyed by
the Shire Council.
Slaughter -yards.
57. Any  person desirous of constructing any shambles
or slaughter -house or yards for slaughtering cattle within
the Shire of Drayton,  shall , be fore commencing to erect
the same, give seven days '  noti ce  of his intention so to do
to the clerk of the Shire, and any person or persons erect-
ing any such shambles or slaughter -house or yards without
having given such notice and obtaining leave from the
president and Council to erect a slaughter -house or yards
within the Shire ,  shall, for every such offence, be liable to
penalty of not less than ten pounds, nor more than fifty
pounds .  Provided no second information against any such
owner or owners of a slaughter -house or yards erected
without the consent of the president and Council shall be
laid within thirty days after any previous conviction.
To regulate the tiering of  sheep  within the Shire.
58. No  person shall depasture his sheep ,  or suffer them to
be  depastured ,  on any street or unenclosed lands within
the Shire ,  without the written permission of the president,
such written permission to specify the number of sheep;
and any person who shall depasture ,  or suffer his sheep
to  be  depastured ,  without such written permission,
or in excess of the number specified in such written per-
mission ,  shall, on conviction thereof  before any two or
more justices of the peace, forfeit and pay per diem for
each and every such sheep a  penalty  or sum not less
than sixpence. Provided that bond fide travelling sheep
shall be allowed six hours and no longer to pass through
the Shire,  commencing at six o'clock a.m. Notice of
intention to pass through must be given by the person
in charge to the Shire clerk at least twenty -four hours
before, and the Shire clerk shall name the route to be
taken. Any person in charge of travelling sheep who
shall take them by any other than the route so named bS
the Shire clerk, or who shall  commit any other breach
of the provisions of this By -law, shall ,  on conviction
thereof ,  forfeit and pay a sum of not less than sixpen ce
per head for all such sheep of which he shall be in charge
at the time of his committing any such breach as afore-
said.
Water reserves.
59. No  person shall swim any animal ,  or wash anything,
or bathe or permit any animal to bathe or wa llow in, or
otherwise to pollute ,  any lagoon or waterhole within the
Shire of Drayton ,  under a penalty.
Throwing offensive  matter into waterholes ,  streams, &e.
60. No  person shall cast  any filth, rubbish,  dead animal,
putrid or offensive matter ,  into any stream ,  lagoon, water-
hole, watercourse ,  public pump, tank, well, water reserve,
or reservoir ,  or water any diseased animal ,  within the
Shire under  a penalty.
I njuring  public  tanks ,  wells ,  reservoirs, &c.
61. Any person injuring any public tank ,  pump, well,
or reservoir ,  or any apparatus connected therewith, or the
approaches thereto, or taking out and wasting water from
any public tank, pump, well, or otherwise; or taking away
any bucket ,  chain ,  or rope, or taking away or leaving open
any gate, sliprail ,  or fence belonging to any enclosed
pump, tank ,  well, watercourse ,  dam, or reservoir ,  within
the Shire of Drayton, shall be liable to a penalty.
Crossings.
62. No person shall construct, or cause to be con-
structed ,  any crossing over any watertable or watercourse,
or from any road  across  any footpath to or from any
private  property, within the Shire of Drayton, without
previously submitting a plan of such crossing to the
Shire Council ; and any person constructing, or causing
to be constructed, any such crossing, without having the
previous sanction of the said Shire Council in writing,
shall be liable to a penalty.
Security to be found by officers.
63. Before any officer entrusted by the Council with
the custody or control of moneys by virtue of his office
shall enter upon the duties of such office ; he sha ll  furnish
the Council with sufficient security for the faithful
fulfilment of his office and no member of the Council, or
a isessor or auditor of the Shire shall be received as
surety for any officer appointed  by  the Council, or for
any work to be done by the Council.
Leave of absence.
64. The chairman shall be empowered to grant leave of
absence to any officer of the Council for a period not
exceeding seven days, but for any longer period applica-
cation must be made in writing to the Council.
Nuisances.
65. Bathurst burr, prickly pear ,  stramonium, and all
kinds of thistles with the exception of sow thistles, are
hereby decla red to be nuisances within the meaning of the
Act ; and any owner or occupier of any ratable  property
in the Shire neglecting to destroy all such weeds as above-
mentioned on any land of which he is the owner or occupier
(within a distance of two chains from  any  public road or
reserve), shall be liable to a penalty. rovided always
that the Council shall give one month's notice, in writing,
to the person offending before taking legal proceedings.
66. Any person  erecting a  privy,  water -closet , or pig-
stye within fifty yards of any creek, dam ,  or watercourse,
or allowing any filth to drain into any creek ,  dam, or
watercourse within the Shire ,  shall  be  liable to a penalty.
Fees for depasturing cattle and  horses on  the Drayton
Town Common.
67. A ll  fees  for depasturing cattle and horses on the
Drayton Town Common shall be paid half-yearly, in
advance, on the first  day of April  and first  day of October
in each year ,  and all  horses and cattle found on the
common after the above dates, in respect of which the
necessary fees shall not have been paid, may be impounded.
Informations, &c.
68. Informations ,  complaints ,  and summonses for
offences against the By-laws ,  shall be sued, laid, and
prosecuted at the instance of the Council of the said
Shire, or of some person authorised by them in that
behalf ;  but any person aggrieved may prefer an infor-
mation on his own  behalf, before  any justice of the peace,
and cause the offender to  be  summoned to appear as
aforesaid.
Penalties.
69. For every neglect ,  breach ,  or offence of or against
any of the provisions of this By-law, where no specific
penalty is provided for such neglect, breach, or offence,
the mnaximum penalty shall be ten pounds.
Interpretation clause.
70. The word "person" shall include corporations,
whether  aggregate or sole  ; the word "land " shall extend
to tenements of any tenure or description ;  words importing
masculine gender shal l include females; words importing
singular number shall  include plural ,  and vice  versa.
Passed by  special  order of the Shire Council of
Drayton, sixteenth day of February, 1889, and
scaled with the common  seal of  the Shire Council
this sixth day of March, 1889.
WILLIAM CRAWFORD,
President.
M. GROGAN,
Shire Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing Amended and New Rule, framed by the Com-
mittee of the South Warrego District Hospital,
Cunnamulla, and adopted by the contributors
thereto, for the management of that Institution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAI).
AMENDED RULE.
4. The government of the Institution shall be
vested in subscribers of one pound and donors of
ten pounds  in one sum.
ADDITIONAL RULE.
The financial year of the Institution  shall com-
mence  on the first day of July in each year, and
terminate on the thirtieth day of June following,
and subscriptions shall confer all privileges on the
subscribers during the financial year in which they
are received, and these provisions shall be retro-
sFective as regards the years 1888-1889.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Rules are
correct as passed ,  after due notice in accordance
with Rule No. 13, at the Annual General Meeting
of the subscribers of the South Warrego District
Hospital ,  held at the Paroo Divisional Board Hall,
at Cunnamu lla,  on Saturday ,  the second day of
February, 1889.
CHRIS . FRANCIS,  President,
Chairman of Meeting.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  2nd April, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOR THE WEEK  ENDING}  30TH DAY OF
MARCH, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 515
Number since admitted  ... ... ...  6
Number returned from leave ... ... 3
524
Number discharged ... 4
Number died  ...  .. ,,.  2
Number absent on leave.. ... 3
Number remaining at date hereof ... 515
Admissions during the week :
Henry Wilson, 45, engineer, from Toowoomba Hos-
pital ;  last  employed by Mr.  Samuel  Rodgers, Waterford,
Logan District.
Charles Ford, 83, farmer, from Brisbane ; unable to
work for several  years  ; lately supported by his family.
William Rutson, 46, coachbuilder, from Ipswich
Hospital ; last employed by Mr. Brigg, contractor for
the Brisbane Valley Railway.
John Beaton, 73, farm labourer,from Dalby Hospital ;
employed during the  last few years as a carrier in the
Dalby District.
Henry Cole, 74, wood-cutter, from Charleville
previous history unknown.
Eliza Roberts, 47, from Ipswich Hospital; has been
living with her husband in Ipswich for the last ten
years.
Discharged during  the week:
James Thomas Turner, 63, brickmaker; admitted 1st
April, 1885.
Casper Robert Mayer, 44, clerk ; admitted 24th No-
vember, 1886.
James Studders, 40, drover; admitted 15th Sep-
tember, 1885.
Johannes Armster, 42, wharf-labourer ; admitted 19th
June, 1888.
Deaths during  the week :
Joseph Williams, 39, carpenter ; admitted 21st August,
1888.
Michael Burns, 36, farmer; admitted 3rd July, 1888.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
DESTRUCTION  OF RABBITS.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
j N pursuance of the provisions of section two of
j  " Y'ke Marsupials Destruction Act Amend-
ment  Act of  1887,"  I do hereby approve of the
Funds standing to the credit of the account of the
Boulia Marsupial District being applied in payment
of any expenses incurred in the Destruction of
Rabbits.
9
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements on account of the Harrisville GeneralCemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. W. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DIsBunsEMENTs by the TRUSTEES Of the HARRISVILLE GENERAL
CEMETERY ,  for the  YEAR ended  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d. 1888.
12th September-
£ s. d.
To Balance in B and  ... ... ... ... 1 5 10 By New Pick  ... ... ... .. 0 5 6
„ Interment Fees ... ... ... ... 1 13 6 „ Two Padlocks ... ... 0 3 0
Repairing  Toole ... ... .. 0 4 6
„ Peg Stuff  ... ... ... .. 0 3 6
„ Balance in Hand  ... ... .. 2 2 10
£2 19 4 £2 19 4
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Harrisville General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of Revenue and Expenditure for the year ended  31st December, 1888,
is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by
virtue  of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
C. W. HUNT,
M. H. BOYLE,  Trustees.
JOHN REDDY,
Declared and signed before me this twenty -fifth day of  March, 1889.
WM. WINKS, J.P.
REAL PROPERTY TRA_N 8FE1{. N VTIW.f .
'
r
A K N Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
provisions of  " the  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose Rill
req hire to lodge, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said Acts ,  on or before the clay named.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicants.
Allotment  5 of section  66, town of Maryborough ... Thomas Haydon ... ...
Allotment 11 of  section  63, town of Maryborough ... Henry Palmer, Trustee under
the Will of Ann Ball, de-
ceased , and Attorney of the
persons beneficially entitled
under the said Will
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1889.
Date within which  a Caveat
may be Lamed.
13 May, 1889.
13 May, 1889.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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SEVENTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  "The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877,"  whose
names were not inserted in the General List pub-lished on the 3rd January ,  1889:-
Name.  Address.
Bedford, Cecil Twisden  ... Brisbane
McDowa ll,  Robert  Grant Toowoomba
Mackay ,  Herbert  ...
. Brisbane
Richardson ,  ArchibaldJohn
S
Rockhampton
powers ,  Allan Alfred
... Brisbane
Starcke, Alfred
.. Townsville
Wood,  Henry St. John
... Maryborough.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1889.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend REUBaEx NEWELL,  a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination ,  residing at
Cooktown ,  in the Registry District of Cook, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby  notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM BROWN,  a Minister of
the Welseyan Methodist Denomination ,  having
removed  fr om Brisbane ,  in the Registry District of
Brisbane ,  to Bundaberg ,  in the Registry District of
Bundaberg ,  has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions  of  " The  Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified ,  for public information, that
the Reverend EVAN DefIEs ,  a Minister of the
Church of England '  Denomination ,  residing at
Drayton, in the Registry District of Drayton and
Toowoomba ,  has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is  hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend THOMAS BanEWOOD,  a Minister
of the Baptist Denomination ,  residing at Towns-
ville ,  in the Registry District of Townsvi ll e, has
been duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of
Queensland ,  under the provisions of  " The
Marriage  Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar. General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
NOTICE.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend JAMES WRIGHT, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination ,  having
removed f rom Herberton ,  in the Registry District
of Herberton ,  to Mount Morgan, in the Registry
District of Leichhardt ,  has given me due notice
thereof ,  in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend JULIAN PLORMEL,  a Minister of
the Roman Catholic Denomination ,  having removed
from Hughenden ,  in the Registry District of
Hughenden ,  to Winton ,  in the Registry District of
Marathon ,  has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  3rd April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereb notified for pub lic information,
that Mr. HERBERT TILCOCK,  a Minister of the
Church of Christ Denomination ,  having removed
fr om Gympie ,  in the Registry District of
Gympie, to Marburg ,  in the Registry District of
Moreton West ,  has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T.  BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  25th March, 1889.
IT is  hereby notified for general information, thatthe Post Office at Barrisv ille will be a MoneyOrder and Postal Note Office on and  from the 1st
April proximo.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane,  4th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T T is hereby notified for  public  information, that
1 the Reverend Jonv ADAMSON,  a Minister of
the Primitive Meodist Denomination ,  having
removed  fr om Mount Morgan ,  in the Registry
District of Leiehhar & ,  to Georgetown, in the
Registry District of Ethejge ,  has given me due
notice thereof ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th  August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of  the New Enlarged Chart ,  shewing
changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  wi ll  be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement  L. Wragge , Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
V. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, YEPPOON,
NEAR ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons  willing to contract for the Erection of
New State School Buildings at Yeppoon. Tenders
to be endorsed,  " Tender for 1V'ew State School
Buildings, Yeppoon."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest  or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, KILKIVAN.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Maryborough and
Gympie, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
12th April, 1889,  from persons  willing to contract
for the Erection of New State School Buildings at
$ilkivan.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New School
Buildings, Kilkivan."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court Houses, Maryborough
and Gympie.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
GOWRIP, JUNCTION.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs, Painting,
&c., State School, Gowrie Junction.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Repairs,
4 c., State School, Gowrie Junction."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may
be seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, PAINTING, FURNITURE, &c., STATE
SCHOOL, VERESDALE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Veresdale, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons willing to contract for Repairs, Painting,
Furniture, &c., State : chool, Veresdale.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender./or Repairs,
Painting, Furniture, *c., State School, Veresdale."
Plan, S cification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Veresdale.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL, FORTITUDE.
VALLEY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Fencing at the State School, Fortitude
Valley.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Fencing
State School, Fortitude Valley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, EAST
TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th April, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
Additions to State School at East Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for Additions
to State School, East Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this Office.
and at the Court pHouse Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public-Instrudtion,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BREAK-
FAST CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of New State School Buildings at
Breakfast Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender .for New State
School Buildings, Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Ottice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by, bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is M.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
GOMORRON.
TENDFRS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th April, from
persons willing to contract for New State School
Buildings, Gomorron.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for  New  State
School Buildings, Gomorron."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the followingpersons have  this day satisfied the Medical
Board that they are duly qualified Medical Prac-
titioners, and their  names  have been added to the
Medical Register of this Colony :-
ALEXANDER JACK, of Mount Albion, ,
RICHARD JAMES  QUINNELL. of Brisbane,
.ENEAS JOHN MCDONNELL, of Toowoomba,
THOMAS HOWARD M ORGAN, of Gympie,
ANDREW JOSEPH O'FLANAGAN, of Cunnamulla,
WILLIAM CUNNING, of Barcaldine, and
CHARLES ANDREW DALY, of Brisbane.
WILLIAM ROBERT TOMLINSON, having returned
to the Colony,  his name  is restored to the Medical
Register.
JOSEPH BANCROFT, M.D.,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
N pursuance of the provisions  of  "The DistrictI Courts pct of 1867," I do hereby  appoint
WILLIAM Guy
to be  Bailiff  of the Southern District  Court at
Toowoomba, in the room of Hugh Gorman,
resigned.
This  appointment to take effect from  the 15th
instant.
17EO. W. PAUL,
Judge,  Southern District Court.
29th March, 1889.
REVISION OF JURY LIST.NOTICE is hereby given, that aSpecial Courtof Petty Sessions, for Revising the Jury
List for the Jury District of Roma, will be held at
the Court House. Roma, at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon of FRIDAY, the Twelfth day of April,
1889.
By the provisions of  " The Jury ,Act  of 1884, '
all Justices of the Peace residing within forty
miles of the Court House, Roma, are required to
attend.
A. H. WARNER SHAND,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Roma, 25th March, 1889.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
Streets :-North Brisbane : Bridge street, from
Wickham street to Ann street; Herschell street,
from George street to North Quay. Kangaroo
Point : Duke street, from Toohev street to
Vulture street ; Holman street, from Main
street to River; Little William street, from
Main street to River. Booroodabin Division :
Down street, from Montpellier road to Princess
street ; Montpellier road, from Ann street to
Campbell street ; Maud street, from Ann
street to River ; Princess street, from Campbell
street fifteen and a-half chains towards Ann
street ; Stratton street, from Bulimba road to
end of street. South Brisbane : Glenelg
street, from Stephen street to Vulture street;
Hardgrave road, from Spring street to Whynot
street ; Reed street, from Stanley street to
Hawthorne street ; Stephen road, from Boggo
road to Crown street ; Walton street, from
Boggo road to James street ; Whynot street,
from Hardgrave road twenty and a-half chains
towards Boundary street ; Hope street, from
end of Main to Glenelg street. Toowong
Shire : Manning street, from Railway terrace
to McDougall terrace ; Paradise terrace, from
River road to end of terrace ; River road, from
Sylvan road to Paradise terrace ; and all
private streets, courts, lanes, and alleys opening
thereto.THE Main Pipe in the said Streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements situate
as above are hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply of water as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
761 10s.
SCHEDULE A.
A
NNUAL ABSTRACT of the LIABILITIES and  ASSETS of
SOCIETY,  L IMITED ,  on the  3 1ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£ s. d.
Amount assured on Life Policies issued
elsewhere than in Queensland, at
date of last Report .. ... 557,155 0 0
Amount  assured on  Life Policies in
I
THE CITY MUTUAL LIFE  ASSURANCE
ASSETS.
£ s. d.
In Queensland-
Loans on Policies ... ... ... 165 0 0
Outstanding Premiums ... 384 0 0
Cash in Bank ... ... ... 88 0 0
Total in Queensland ... ... £637 0 0
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report ... ... 42,3620 0
Total Assets ... ... ... £42,:'99 0 0
Queensland up to 31st December,
1887... ... ... ... ... 75,700 0 0
Amount assured during the year 1888 5,300 0 0
Total Liabilities (Contingent) ... 638,155 0 0
All other Liabilities, as per Balance Sheet 2,422 0 0
Total Liabilities... ... ... £640,577 0 0
I hereby certify that the above is a true and correct Statement of the Assets and Liabilities of
The City Mutual Life Assurance Society, Limited, on the 31st December, 1888.
GEO. CROWLEY, Secretary.
Witness- E. PRESTMAN, J.P. LAU LARSEN,Parbury's
23rd  March, 1889.
arbury's Buildings,AEaglegent for Queensland.
819 15s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF GYMPIE.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the MUNICIPALITY of GYMPIE for the HALF-YEARended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
1888. RECEIPTS.
31st December-
To Second Moiety, Government Endowment
.£ 8. d.
on Rates collected during 1887 ... ... 1,751 1 10
General  Rates  Received 1,037 12 0
Dray, 'Bus, Hackney Carriage, Van, and
Drivers' Licenses ... ... ... ... 12 17 6
„ Dog and Goat Tax ... ... ... ... 1 17 6
General and Sundry Receipts ... ... 12 2 6
Night-soil Service Receipts ... ... 150 19 5
Asphalt Receipts ... ... ... ... 50 9 9
„ Sale of Regulation Pans ... ... ... 4 9 3
„ Donation received from F. Pope, Esq.,
towards Repair of Pope street .. ... 5 0 0
Repayment, Cash Advance Account ... 10 0 0
„ Dr. Balance at Royal Bank of Queensland 3,115 19 11
£6,152 9 8
„ Professional Services, including Survey
1888. EXPENDITURE.
1st July-  £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
By Dr.  Balance  at Royal Bank of
Queensland ... ... ... ... 3,096 14 5
„ Cash Advance Account ... ... ... 10 0 0
31st December-
„ General Expenses ... ... ... ... 158 4 6
„ Salaries-
Town Clerk ... ... ... 122 10 0
Rate Collector ... ... 98 0 0
Auditors ... ... ... 15 15 0
236 5 0
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 1 5 0
Printing, Advertising, and Stationery 69 11 5
Petty Cash Expenditure (postages, tele-
gr ams, &c.) ... ... ... ... ... 24 0 3
Rent of Offices ... ... ... ... 32 10 0
18 14 5
„ Night-soil Service Expenses ... ... 142 11 4
Asphalt Expenses ... ... ... ... 30 15 4
Valuation  Expenses  ... ... ... 50 0 0
„ Horse  Feed ... ... ... ... ... 57 9 11
Compensation  Account ... .. 25 0 0
Reception  of His  Excellency and Lady
Musgrave . ... .. ... 10 11 3
Interest , Royal Bank of Queensland 96 3 6
„ Works ... ... ... ... ...  1,890 1 3
„ General Repairs, including Salary of
Overseer ... ... ... ... ...  202 2 1
„ Cash  in Hand  ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
£6,152 9 8
A General Rate, of 1s. in the £, was struck on the seventh day of March, 1888.
Contracts Entered Into during the Year-Nil.
JAS. G. KIDGELL, Town Clerk.
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 29th January, 1889.
Examined and found correct.
LIGHTIN G ACCOUNT.
1888. RECEIPTS .  1888 .  EXPENDITURE.
31st December-  £ a. d.  1st July- £ 8. d.
To Lighting Rates Received ... ... ... 577 10 5 By Dr. Balance, Royal Bank of Queensland ... 46 16 4
31st December-
Plant Account (1 New Street Lamp) ... 5 5 0
„ General  Expenses  ... ... .. ...  1 0 0
Lighting of Street Lamps for  Half -year ... 328 10 0
Cr. Balance, Royal Bank of Queensland ... 195 19 1
£577 10 5 £577 10 5
A Lighting Rate of 4d .  in the £ was struck on the twenty-fifth day of July, 1888.
JAS. G.  KIDGELL,  Town Clerk. W. FERGUSON,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 29th January, 1889.
1888.
1st July-
RECEIPTS.
To Cr.  Balance , Royal Bank of Queensland ...
31st December-
„ Loan Rates Received ... ... ... ...
LOAN ACCOUNT.
W. FERGUSON , Mayor.
S. SHEPHERD, ) Auditors.JAS. FARRE "L,
S. SHEPHERD, Auditors.JAS. FARRELL,
1888. EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.  31st December-  £ s. d. £ s. d.
79 11 10 By Redemption of Loan (13th half-
yearly repayment to 30th June,
295 1 9 1888) ... ... ... ... 159 16 3
£374 13 7
Interest on Loan, to 30th June,
1888 ... ... ... ...
£374 13 7
A Loan Rate of 2d .  in the  £  was struck in accordance with the Act on the third day of August, 1888.
JAS. G.  KIDGELL, Town Clerk , W. FERGUSON,  Mayor.
Examined and found correct.
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 29th January, 1889.
9
- 194 5 0
„ Cr. Balance ,  Royal Bank of Queensland  ... 180 8 7
S. SHEPHERD, Auditors,JAS. FARRELL,
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MUNICIPALITY OF  GYMPIE -continued.
LIABILITIES
1888 .  LIABILITIES.
31st December - £  s. d. £ s.
To Government  Loan  .. ..  1,217 17 11
„
Interest to December ,  1888 ., 34 8 9
Gjmpie Gas  Company-Lighting Street
ps, for December 1888
„
Royal Bank of Queensland - Dr. Balance,
General Account  ... ... ... ...
Balance, Assets over Liabilities ... ...
,f
AND ASSETS.
1888.
d. 31st December-
ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
By Government Endowment on
Rates collected during 1888 ... ... 3,453 16 4
1,252 6 8 „ Arrears ,  Rates-
General ... ... ... 177 15 0
55 0 0 Lighting ... 112 16 5
Loan .... ... ... 74 5 0
3,115 19 11
879 16 4
„ Plant Account-
Tools and Plant  ... ...  282 3 5
Asphalt Appliances 102 7 5
Lighting Account (Street
Lamps) ... ... ... 388 16 8
773 7 6
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... ... 125 3 0
JAS. G. K IDGELL,  Town Clerk.
Council Chambers,
Gympie, 29th January, 1889.
794
£6,303 2 11
Examined and found correct.
£5,303  2 11
W. FERGUSON,  Mayor.
S. SHEPHERD , Auditors.JAS. FARRELL,
63s. 6d.
CARDWELL DIVISIONAL BOARD.
A BSTRACT of FINANCIAL STATEMENT for the HALF -YEAR ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance  to Credit of the Cardwell Di-
£  S.
visional Board with Bank of New
South Wales ,  Townsvi lle  ... ...  256 10
„ Department of Works and  Mines, Con-
tribution of one-third cost of
Elphinstone Bridge  ... ...  200
„ One-third Amount of Lowest Tender
for Cat's -tail Causeway ... ... 43
„ Rates Received-- „ Road  Plant ... ... ... ... 37 7 9
0 „ Balance  to Credit of the Cardwell
0 Divisional Board with Bank of
0 New South Wales, Townsville ... 579 8 4
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 85 2
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 232 12
Subdivision No. 3 .. .. 126 1
Cart ,  Gate, Dog, and Goat License Fees 10 2
„ Refunds...  ... ... ... ... 40 0
„ Fine  ... ... ... ...  5 0
6
0
0
£998 19 9
„ Night -soil Service Accounts ... ...
SundryAccounts,Asphalting,
Bridges, &c ... ... ... ... ...
Royal Bank of Queensland,
Cr. Balance-Lighting Account ... 195 19 1
Loan Account ... ... 180 8 7
1888.
d. 31st December- £ it. d.
By Salaries ,  Postages , and Petty Cash  ...  75 13 4
„ Advertising ,  Auditing ,  Stationery, and
0 General Expenses  ... ... ... 61 9 10
„ Herbert Vale road ... ... ... 71 2 6
„ Junction Creek road  ... ... ...  80 0 0
5 7 „ Tully road, Subdivision No. 1 ... 30 18 0
Tully road ,  Subdivision  No. 3 57 0 0
6 8 „ Upper Tully  road  ... ... ... 6 0 0
364 16 5
81 18 6
127 13 6
376 7 8
£998 19 9
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS on 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
£
To Contract No.  39, balance, Peter Petersen 100
No. 43A,  Peter Petersen ... 35
No. 44, William Pershouse... 116
„
No. 46 ,  Wil liam Pershouse ... 6
„ Georgetown  road, authorised  ... ...  50
Timber, Iron, and Tools,  Isaac  Henry 32
„ Balance of Assets over  Liabilities ... 621
ASSETS.
a. d. £ s. d.
0 0 By Bank of New South Wales, Townsville 579 8 4
0 0 „ Rates and Arrears Due-
0 0 Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 154 8 10
0 0 Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 42 10 6
0 0 Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... 150 1 0
5 6 „ Office Furniture ... ... 25 -18 8
1 10 „ Ferry  Boat  ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
£960 7 4 £960 7 4
C ONTRACTS MADE BETWEEN 1st  JULY and 3 1st DECEMBER, 1888.
£  J.  d.
Brick-kiln Culvert,  Cardwell ,  P. Petersen ,  Contract No. 43A ... 35 0 0
Culvert in parish of Tyson, W .  Pershouse, „  44 ... 116 0 0
To Repair One-tree Creek Culvert, W Pershouse „ 46 6 0 0
£157 0 0
HORACE HEYWOOD,  Clerk . J. C. HUBINGER,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Cardwell ,  and that the above Abstract of Financial Statement of
Liabi li ties and Assets and of Contracts entered into agree therewith.
19th January ,  1889 . WM. HOLMES, Auditors.
WM. L. ARTHUR, I
822 28s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF INGLEWOOD.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  INGLEWOOD DIVISIONAL  BOARD from the 18TJULY to the  31ST DECEMBER,  1888 ,  inclusive ,  prepared in terms of section 233 of  "  The Divaswnal
Boards Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance to the Credit of the Board,
Q.N. Bank, Warwick,  Divisional Fund
31st December-General R tes  Received-
Subdivision No. 1 ... £391 9 11
Subdivision No. 2 ... 10 14 9
Subdivision No. 3 ... 149 14 1
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
£ s. d. 31st December-
By Contingencies-
£ a. d. s. d.
493 11 4 Interest on Overdraft
and Exchange
Stationery and Adverti-
3 2 3
sing  ... ... ... 19 12 1
Petty Cash ... ... ]  0 0 0
General Expenses ... 8 1 2
551  18 9 Salaries  ... 163 9 3
n1 204 4 9Nkio
Roads Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 107 19 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... 53 13 3
Subdivision No. 3 ... 324 18 2
486 10 8
Bridges Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 65 0 0
Subdivision No- 2 ... 36 16 3
- 101 16 3
„ Tools Account-
Subdivision No. 1 ... 2 15 6
Subdivision No. 2 ... 0 6 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... 2 6 6
5 8 0
„ Fodder Account-
Subdivision No. 2 ... 3 8 5
Subdivision No. 3 ... 15 16 10
19 5 3
„ Plant Acoount-
Draught Horbe  ... ... ...
„ Hall Account-
20 0 0
Care, Cleaning,  &c. ... ... ...
„ Q.N. Bank-
Balance to the Credit of the Divisional
3 16 2
Fund  ... ... ... ... 204 9 0
£1,045 10 1 21,046 10 1
BALANCE SHEET FOR THE HALF-YEAR ENDED 31sT DECEMBER, 1888.
DR. Ca.
d£  S
To Q.N. Bank, Warwick, Divisional Fund
£  it. d.
204 9 0
..
By Capital Account ... ... ... 721 13 4
Office Furniture ...
... ... 100 5 7
Plant for Roads and Bridges
... ... 157 0 3
„ Divisional Board Buildings
... ... 259 18 6
£721 13 4 £721 13 4
B. H. HOLLOWAY, Clerk. EDGAR B. GREENUP, Chairman.
Inglewood, 5th January, 1889.
We, the undersigned ,  hereby  certify that we have examined all  Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the  Divisional Board of Inglewood ,  and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
HARRY CURTIS, Auditors.
7th January, 1889.
D. S. SUTHERLAND,
836 33s. 6d.
DIVISION OF LAIDLEY.STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the LAIDLEY  DIVISIONAL BOARD, to the 31ST
DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.  EXPENDITURE.
1888. 1888.
31st December - £  a. d.  17th  November-  £  a. d. £ a. d.
To Rates ... ... ... ... ... 223 15 0 By Works and Repairs  ... 7 17 6
„ Petty Cash ... ... ... 0 5 2
„ Balance-
Cash in Hand ... ... 9 6 6
Q.N. Bank  ... ...  206 5 10
215 12 4
£223 15 0  £223 15 0
G. WYMAN, Clerk. ROBERT HALL, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Laidley, and find the above Statement corresponds therewith.
JOSEPH COOK, Auditors.23rd January, 1889. COLIN-PEACOCK, JUNE., I
L.807 12s. 6d.
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BULLOO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
TATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  for the  HALF-YEAR ended 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.s
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-  £ a. d.
To Amount in Commercial Bank... ... 4,311 2 7
General Rates ... ... ... ... 1,206 9 6
„ Fees ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0
„
Thargomindah, 16th February, 1889.
2,244 5 0
£5,519 12 1
P. J. LEAHY,  Clerk.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers kept by
the Bulloo Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Thargomindah, 22nd February, 1889.
£5,519 12 1
BALANCE SHEET.
JAMES MACCOLL, Auditors.JOHN LOGAN,
DR.
1888.
CR.
1888.
31st  December- £ a. d.  31st  December- £ a. d.
To Amount at Credit  with Commercial By Capital Account ... ... ... 11,276 2 5
Bank  . ... ... ... 4,244 5 0
„ Box Holes  Well ... ... ... 164 0 0
Adavale Well ... ... ... ... 188 1 0
„ Divisional Board Hall ... ... 1,184 1 6
Windorah Well ... ... ... 192 14 0
Nockatunga  Well ... ... ... 727 12 4
Deadman 's Channel Bridge ... ... 51 5 0
,, Boring  Machine ... ... ... 560 10 3
,f Thargomindah Dam ... ... ... 410 14 2
Boat  Account ... ... ... ... 180 10 8
J. D. Spring ... ... ... ... 108 6 0
Bulloo Crossings ... ... ... 1,253 7 0
Melon Holes Tank ... ... ... 528 12 2
Curracunya Well ... ... ... 1,140 16 5
Eurongella  Dam ... ... ... 123 11 0
Bargie Bargie  Dam ... ... ... 217 16 0
£11,276 2 5 £11,276 2 5
Thargomindah, 16th February, 1889.
Examined and found correct.
Thargomindah,  27th  February, 1889.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
P. J. LEA H Y, Clerk.
JAMES MACCOLL, Auditors.JOHN LOGAN,
1888. 1888.
1st July- £ a. d. 31st  December- £ a. d.
Balance from last Half -year
... ...  11,464 1 7 Transfer from Profit and Loss ... ... 187 19 2
Balance  to next Half- year ... ... 11,276 2 5
£11,464 1 7 £11,464 1 7
Thargomindah , 16th February, 1889.
Eamined and  found correct.
Thera omisidah, 27th February, 1b89.
Eroungella Dam ... ...
Dam at Bargie Bargie (Mobile Creek)
Salaries  ... ... ... ... ...
Bulloo Crossings ... ... ...
Melon Holes Tank ... ... ...
31st December-
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.
2 4 6
25 12 0
6 1 4
10 0 0
12 0 0
125 16 7
11 15 6
345 6 lt)
123 11 0
217 16 0
233 13 4
117 15 0
43 15 0
1888.
...Exchange
Stationery, Printing, &c.
Repairs to Hall
Petty Cash ... ...
Burial of Destitute Persons
General Expense Account
Boring Machine ...
Well  near  Curracunya...
Amount in Commercial
Bank  (Current Ac-
count) ... ... ... £2,258 11 8
Less Unrepresented
Cheques ... ... 14 6 8
Amount in Commercial Bank (Fixed
Deposit) ... ... ... ... 2,000 0 0
P. J. LEAHY, Clerk.
JAMES MACCOLL, Auditors.JOHN LOGAN,
44s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Nicholson ,  of Charlevi ll e,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  drover ,  by himself.
UPON  the bearing of this Petition this day, it
V is ordered that the said John Nicholson
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Nicholson ,  for the election of a Trustee,
he held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court ,  on the Eighteenth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said John Nicholson shall,
on the Sixteenth day of April ,  1889,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and  liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inab il ity to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this third
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
JOHN F .  F. LoCKETT,
Insolvent ' s Solicitor,
Charleville.
By W. H .  OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
En elbert Schwer ,  of Laidley ,  in the Colony
of ( ueensland ,  plumber ,  by the said Engelbert
Schwer.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said Engelbert Schwer
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Engelbert Schwer ,  for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Eleventh  day of April,  1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock
in the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Engelbert Schwer shall ,  on the Tenth day ofApril, 1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full ,  true, and accurate Statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liab ilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this first
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
LONG  AND HARVEY,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitors  for the  Insolvent,
Ipswich and  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Michael Br son, of Rockhampton, in the
Colony of Queensland, contractor, by The
Royal Bank of Queensland, Limited.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
l upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Michael
Bryson ,  having been given, it is ordered that the
said Michael Bryson be and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate . And it is  further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Michael Bryson, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Eighteenth day of April, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock  in'  the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Michael Bryson
shall, on the Sixteenth  day of April,  1889,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this third
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
Jos. PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for the Petitioners,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. Jusrica HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Robert Ross Murdock, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, horse-dealer ,  by the said
Robert Ross Murdock.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day,
it is ordered that Robert Ross Murdock
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Robert Ross Murdock ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Principal Registrar,
Supreme  Court,  Brisbane ,  on the Eleventh day of
April ,  1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Robert Ross
Murdock shall, on the Ninth day of April ,  1889, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this third
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
57, Queen street ,  Brisbane,
and Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Solicitors  for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
David Adolphus Louis  Hermann  Christein
Von Senden ,  Georg Renner ,  and Martin
Holtorf ,  all of Beenleigh ,  in the Colony of
Queensland,  trading as  "The Gilston Distillery
Company," distillers, by Harold James Howes
and John Fish Howes, trading as " H. and J.
Howes," of Brisbane ,  in the said Colony,
merchants.
j TPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
lJ upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said David
Adolphus Louis  Hermann Christein  Von Senden,
Georg Renner ,  and Martin Holtorf, having been
given ,  it is ordered that the said David Adolphus
Louis Hermann Christein Von Senden, Georg
Renner ,  and Martin Holtorf be and they are
hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said David
Adolphus Louis Hermann Christein Von Senden,
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Georg Renner, and Martin Holtorf, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Tenth day of
April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said David Adolphus
Louis Hermann Christein Von Senden, Georg
Renner, and Martin Holtorf shall, on the Eighth
day of April,  1889,  at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this state a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of their debts and liabilities of
every kind, and of the names and residences, so far
as known, of their creditors, and of the causes of
their inability to meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this third
clay of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Solicitors for the Petitioners,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Patrick Joseph Burke and William Nicholas
Burke, trading together under the style or firm
of " Burke and Company," of Townsville, in
the Colony of Queensland, drapers, by the
said Patrick Joseph Burke and William
Nicholas Burke.
U
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Patrick Joseph
Burke and William Nicholas Burke be and they
are hereby adjudged insolvent, and that James
Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of their
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Patrick
Joseph Burke and William Nicholas Burke, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office
of the Registrar of this Court, on the Eighteenth
day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock of the fore-
noon. And it is further ordered that the said
Patrick Joseph Burke and William Nicholas
Burke shall, on the Seventeenth day of Apiil,1889,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true and accurate statement, verified on
oath, of their debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences, so far as known,
of their creditors, and of the causes of their
inability to meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this first
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE COOPER.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Bartlett, of Charters Towers, carpenter
and furniture dealer, by Robert Russell.
WEDNESDAY, THE TWENTY-SEVENTH DAY OF
MARCH, 1889.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
act of insolvency alleged to have been committed
by the said John Bartlett having been given,
it is  ordered that the said John Bartlett be
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Mr.
John Love Blood-Smyth be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Bartlett, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Seventeenth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered  that the said John Bartlett shall, on
the Sixteenth day of April, 1889, at Bowen,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
ninth day of March, 1889.
By the Court,
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors,
Charters  Towers.
By their Agents-
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
Bowen.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Uren Symonds, of
Stanley Bridge, South Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper, an Insolvent.
T HE Queensland Permanent Trustee, Executor,
and Finance Company, Limited, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, have been appointed
Trustees of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustees, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustees.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustees.
Dated this thirtieth day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND McNAB,
Solicitors for the Trustees,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
796 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of George
Robert Ryder ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  tailor.
Xfl
EORGE CANNON , of Brisbane ,  accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Debtor.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all  debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirtieth day of March ,  A.D. 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MACPHERSON ,  MISKIN, AND FEEZ,
Solicitors,
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
846 6s.
In the Matter of Edwin Shepherd Waller and
Onslow Frederic Wa ller,  of The Herbert River,
trading together under the style or firm of
"  Waller Brothers ,"  sugar-planters.
JOHN PATCH GRAHAME,  of Townsville, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  merchant ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvents.
All  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to  the T rustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this  fifth day of April, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEu,
Townsville.
Acting Registrar.
Deputy Registrar.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
840 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Manning Trow , of Cooper's
Plains, near Brisbane ,  engineer ,  an Insolvent.AMBROSE GROSE, of South Brisbane, mer-
chant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this second day of April, 1889.
834
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Liquida-
tion by Arrangement of the Affairs of John
Seip, of Childers, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer.ROBERT JONES, of Maryborough, accoun-tant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Debtor.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Debtor must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtor must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this first day of April, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors,
Deputy  Registrar.
Bundaberg, Brisbane, and Maryborough.
811 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Nugent, of South Bris-
bane, bootmaker, Insolvent.
G
EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons  having in their possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent  must  deliver them to the
Trustee,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this fourth day of April, 1889.
827
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution for Composi-
tion with Creditors, in the Affairs of Thomas
Foxlee, of Eton,  near  Mackay, in the Colony
of Queensland, storekeeper.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed Thomas
Foglee who have not already proved their
debts are required, on or before the Twenty-sixth
day of April, 1889, to send their names and
addresses , and the particulars of their debts or
claims, to  me, the undersigned, Samuel Lambert,
of Mackay, the Trustee under the said composi-
tion, or in default thereof they will be excluded
from the benefit of the dividend proposed to be
declared.
Dated at Mackay this twenty-sixth day of
March, 1889.
SAMUEL LAMBERT,
Trustee.
795 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Charles Henry Holmes, of
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland, pub-
lican.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Ernest Winter ,  solicitor ,  Brisbane, on the
Twenty -second day of April ,  1889, at Three o'clock
in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fourth day of April, 1889.
848
ERNEST WINTER,
Solicitor  for the Debtor,
88, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Henry Cleeve McCleer, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, boat-builder, an
Insolvent.
n"N the Fifteenth day of May, 1889, at Half-
past Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Henry
Cleeve McCleer,  of Brisbane , adjudicated insolvent
on the twenty-second day of December, 1886, will
apply to this Honourable Court, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this first day of April, 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
849
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for Insolvent.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Richard Robertson, of Fernvale,
Pittsworth, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at our Offices,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, on the Fifteenth day
of April, 1889, at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this first day of April, 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
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Solicitors for Debtor,
Queen street, Brisbane, and
Ruthven street, Toowoomba.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Albert Edward Clark Bartlett,
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens-
land, tinsmith and storekeeper.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Messrs. Marsland and Marsland, solicitors, Gill
street, Charters Towers, on the Nineteenth day of
April, 1889.
Dated.this fourth day of April, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors to the said Debtors,
Gill street, Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,Kent's Buildings,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
824 5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of James Collins Amos, of St. George,
in the Colony of Queensland, grazier, an In-
solvent.
O
N the twenty-seventh day of March, 1889, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
James Collins Amos, of St. George, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the thirteenth day of
lJu y, 1888.
815
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by Richard Kenna, trading under
the name, style, or firm of " R. Kenna and
Co.," of Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland,
draper.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Messrs. Drake and Jensen, of Queen street,
Brisbane, in the said Colony, solicitors, &c., on the
Twenty-third day of April, at Three o'clock in the
afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March, .&.D. 1889.
816
SAMUEL B. WRIGHT,
Solicitor  for the said  Debtor.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Robert  Nosworthy,  of Stanley
street ,  South Brisbane ,  draper ,  an Insolvent.
N the First day of May, 1889, at Half-past
Ten o'clock  in the forenoon, Robert Nos-
worthy, of Stanley ,  street, South Brisbane.
adjudicated insolvent on the nineteenth dray of
December ,  1888 ,  will apply to the Supreme Court
of Queensland ,  at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
338
Solicitors for Insolvent,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Thomas Boyle, of South Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, outfitter.NOTICE is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at Bris-
bane, on the Fifteenth day of April, 1889, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this first day of April, 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
Attorney for Thomas Boyle,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
852 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Smith ,  of South Brisbane,
in Liquidation.
A FIRST Dividend,  of 7s. 6d. in the  £,  in the
above Estate ,  is now payable at my Office,
210, Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on all  claims proved
and admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this seco4d day of April,
1889.
817
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
4s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by John Kennedy Brown, trading at
Normanton, in the Colony of Queensland, as
" J. Kennedy Brown and Company," mer-
chants.
N L\OTICE is hereby given, that a First General Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at Norman-
ton on the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this fifth day of April, A.D. 1889.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane,
Solicitors for the said John Kennedy Brown.
853 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Scott ,  of Gregory terrace,
Brisbane, contractor ,  an Insolvent.
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared in
1 the  matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twentieth day of February,
1889.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Eleventh day  of April,  1889 ,  wi ll  be excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
825 48.
In the Insolvent Estate of John Ealer, of Brisbane.
A FIRST  Dividend ,  of 7s .  6d. in the £, is pay-
able in the above Estate ,  on all claims proved
and admitted,  This  Day (FRIDAY), the Fifth day
of April ,  1889,  at my ffice,  Eagle street.
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
826 3s.
ADIVIDEND  is intended to be declared inthe matter of ienry Hodel ,  of Townsville,
adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day of
September, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twelfth  day of April,  1889 ,  will  be excluded.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of March, 1889.
806
J. N. PARKE8,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  and Codicil of Mary Frances Weedon,
late of Springfield ,  Oxley ,  near Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  spinster ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Accounts in
the above Estate,  from the thirtieth day of
November ,  one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
seven , to the thirty-first  day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight ,  have this
day been filed in my Office,  and all parties having
any claim on the said Estate, or being othewrise
interested therein are required to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme Court House ,  William
street, Brisbane ,  on or before  TUESDAY, the
Seventh day of May, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty -nine, and inspect the said Accounts,
and, if they shall think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to the said Accounts, the
same will be duly inquired into ,  at my said Office,
on the above day, at the hour of Half-past Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this thirtieth day of March, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
ERNEST WINTER,
Solicitor for Executors,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
851
Registrar.
8s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Theresa Millar, late of Cunnamulla,
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed publican,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Administrator in the above Estate, from
the fourth day of April, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-seven, to the sixth day of February, one
thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine,  have been
filed in my Office,  and all parties  having  any claims
against the said  Estate, or being otherwise  interested
therein, are required to come in before me, at my
Office, Supreme Court House,  Brisbane, on or
before THURSDAY, the Ninth  day of May next,
to inspect the said Accounts, and, if they think fit,
object thereto ;  and if no exception  be taken to the
said Accounts,  the same  will be duly enquired into,
at my said Office, on the above day, at the hour of
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fourth day of April,  A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
WILSON AND  NEWMAN -WILSON,'
Proctors for the Administrator,
Selborne Chambers,
Registrar.
Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane.
823 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Margaret Love ,  late of South Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  widow,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the  date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Margaret  Love,  deceased,
may be granted to Robert Love, of South Brisbane,
agent ,  the Executor named in the said Wi ll , Jane
Vary, the  Executrix therein named, having since
died intestate.
Dated at Brisbane this sixth day  of April, A.D.
1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
839
Edward street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executor.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of James Hickey, late of
The Carron, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Ad-
ministration of all and  singular  the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Elizabeth Hickey, of The Carron, in the said
colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this fifth day of April, 1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Croydon,
Proctor for the Petitioner.
By his Agents-
ROBERTS  AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
844 68.6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John William Vance, late of Rose-
wood, near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-land, clerk, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts,
from the first day of December, 1887, in
the Estate of the abovenamed deceased, have this
day  been filed in my Office, and all parties having
any claims on the said Estate, or being otherwise
interested therein, are required to come in before
me, at my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
on or before  THURSDAY,  the Ninth day of May
next ,  and inspect the said Accounts ,  and, if they
should think  fit, object thereto; and if no objection
shall be taken to such Accounts ,  the same will be
duly enquired into at my said Office, on the above
day, at the hour of Half -past Ten o 'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this second day of April ,  A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
FOXTGN AND CARDEW,
Proctors for the Trustee,
Ipswich and Brisbane.
845 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Meaney, late of Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland, miner, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
Richard Meaney, deceased, may be granted to
James Corbett, of Croydon, in the Colony of
Queensland,  miner , the sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this fifth day of April, A.D. 1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Croydon,
Proctor for the said James Corbett.
By his Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
843 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Bewley, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expiration of fourteen days from the da e of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed  deceased  may be granted to
Ellen Bewley, of Charters Towers aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers this first day of April,
A.D. 1889.
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Charters Towers,
Proctor for the said Ellen Bewley.
Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
George street, Brisbane.
831 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Peter Phillips, late
of Paddington, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, deceased,  intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
N ration of fourteen days from the date of the
pblication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Peter
Phillips, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Eliza Phillips, of Paddington, Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, the widow of the
said deceased him surviving.
Dated this fourth day of April, A.D. 1889.
EIRNEST WINTER,
Proctor for the said Eliza Phillips,
88, Queen street, Brisbane.
850 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Crorkan,  late of Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  miner, de-
ceased.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days  from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the  abovenarned James Crorkan ,  deceased, may be
granted to Thomas Crorkan ,  late of Table-top,
Croydon ,  but now of Brisbane ,  in the said colony.
the Executor named in and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of March, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS  AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Executor,
Denham street ,  Townsville.
By their Agents-
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE ,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
820 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Walters, late of Isisford, in
the Colony of Queensland, gentleman, de-
ceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
said deceased may be granted to Mary Walters,
of Isisford aforesaid, the widow and sole Executrix
named in and appointed by the said Will of the
said deceased.
Dated this thirtieth day of March, 1889.
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HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Mary Walters.
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
in  the Goods of Martha Hunter, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased,
intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Martha Hunter, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Mary Jane
Kincaid, of Brisbane, in the said Colony, spinster,
the only child of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this fifth day of April, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Mary Jane Kincaid.
835 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Welby, late of South Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, timber-
salesman , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Welby, deceased, may
be granted to Mary Welby, of South Brisbane
aforesaid , the Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated at  Brisbane  this sixth day of April, A.D.
1889.
THYNNE AND GOERTZ,
Australian Mutual Provident Chambers,
Edward street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
833 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Patrick Ryan, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, formerly of
Retro Station, in the said Colony, sheep
overseer, deceased.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Patrick Ryan, late of
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
formerly of Retro Station, in the Colony of Queens-
land, sheep overseer, deceased, may be granted to
Margaret Cahill, of Rockhampton, widow, the
Executrix and Trustee therein named.
Dated this first day of February, 1889.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Margaret Cahill.
By his Agents-
DALY AND  HELLICAR,
Proctors, Brisbane.
847 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Robert Coy, formerly of New-
bridge, in the Colony of Victoria, and late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration, with Exemplification of Probate of the
Will of the said Robert Coy annexed thereto, may
be granted to John Henry Flower, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, solicitor, the duly-
constituted Attorney of The Trustees Executors
and Agency Company, Limited, the Executors
named in and app,-inted by the said Will of the
said deceased.
Dated this sixth day of April, 1889.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for the said John Henry Flower,
829
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Woodward, late of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, clerk,
deceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will, be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed John Woodward, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Annie Woodward,
of Maryborough aforesaid, widow, the lawful relict
of the said deceased.
Dated at Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, this twenty-ninth day of March, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Maryborough, Brisbane, and Bundaberg,
Proctors for the said Annie Woodward.
810 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Richard Cragg, late of Fermoy,
near Winton, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased, intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court
that Letters of Administration of all the goods,
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chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Sarah Cragg, of
Fermoy aforesaid ,  widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Townsville this twenty -ninth day of
March, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Sarah Cragg,
842
Townsville.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Henry Gillen, late of Bundaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed victual-
ler, deceaseNd.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Henry Gillen, deceased, may be
granted to Anastasia Gillen, of Bundaberg afore-
said, the widow of the said deceased, and the sole
Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of March, A.D.1889.
JAS. HAMILTON,
Proctor for the said Anastasia Gillen,
Bourbon street, Bundaberg.
Town Agents-ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
841 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Donald Cameron, late of Cook-
town  ;  Joanna McDermott ,  late of Rockhamp-
ton ; and Belooche  Nyght,  late of Redclyffe,
near Hughenden.
P
URSUANT  to  " The Intestacy  Act  of 1877,"
all persons  having  any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme  Court  House, Brisbane ,  on or before
the Sixth  day of June next, or in default
they will  be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1889.
822
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN ' S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
1899-No. 6.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of  1846,"  and in  the Matter of The Black
Jack Newtown Butler and John Bull Gold-
Mining  Company, Limited.
B
Y an Order made by the Warden in the above
matters , on the twenty-ninth day of March,
1889 , on the Petition of the Union Bank of Australia,
Limited,  a creditor  of the abovenamed Company.
it was ordered  that the said The Black Jack
Newtown Butler and John Bull Gold-Mining
Company, Limited, be wound-up by this Court,
under the  provisions  of  "The CompaniesAct,  1863,"
and  "The  Mining - Companies Act of  1886."
Dated the thirtieth day of March, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors  for the Petitioners,
Charters Towers.
830 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the  Matter of  " The Companies  Art,  1863,"
and of  The Deutscher Club, Limited.
A
T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
abovenamed  Club, duly convened and held
on the first  day of April, 1889, the subjoined
Extraordinary Resolution  was duly passed and
confirmed:-
,,That it has been proved to the satisfaction
of this meeting that the Club cannot, by
reason of  its liabilities,  continue its busi-
ness, and that it is advisable to wind-up the
same,  and accordingly that the Club be
wound-up voluntarily, and to appoint a
Liquidator, and that Arnold Drews, of
Brisbane, broker, be appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of winding-up."
Dated this first day of April, 1889.
ARNOLD DRE W S,
Chairman.
Witness-
RICHARD BURGER.
812 6s.
PAROO MARSUPIAL BOARD.AN Assessment, of One Shilling on every 100Head of S eep and on every 20 Head of
Cattle and Horses, has this day been levied, and is
payable, to the nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions,
within two months from this date.
P. MARWEDEL,
Secretary.
Cunnamulla, 3rd April, 1889.
5-M 3s. 6d.
CALLIOPE MARSUPIAL BOARD.THE following Assessment, leviedthis econd
day of April, 1889, must be paid to the
nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions within sixty days
from date, viz.:-One Shilling for every twenty
head  Horses  and Cattle, and One Shilling for every
100 Sheep.
HENRY A. HAWTHORNE,
Secretary Calliope Marsupial Board.
854 ' 3s. 6d.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
HE Council of the Municipality of Brisbane
1l hereby give notice of intention to apply
to The Honourable The Colonial Treasurer for
a Loan, from the Consolidated Revenue, of
Eighty-four Thousand Five Hundred Pounds
(£84,500), for the purpose of Forming the Water-
tables of the City in Cement Concrete. The
expenditure of the Loan will be extended over a
number  of years, and during the present year it is
only intended to apply for the Sum of Fifteen
Thousand Pounds (215,000) of the above Sum.
Plans, Specifications, and Estimates can be seen
on application.
814
W. HENRY G. MARSHALI,
Town Clerk.
5s.NOTICE is hereby given, that application willbe made to the Cloncurry Divisional Board
for permission  to Erect Two Licensed Gates on the
Cloncurry-Carandotta Road, one about a mile, the
other about six miles, on the Carandotta side of
the Malbon River. The gates intended to be
erected will be not  less than sixteen  feet wide.
SHEAFFE AND KENNEDY.
800 , 3s.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
I heretofore  subsisting  between Louis Severin
and Richard Alfred Tills, both of Cairns, trading
together  as saw -mill proprietors, under the style
or firm of " The Cairns Saw-Milling Co.," at Red-
lynch,  near  Cairns aforesaid, has this day been
Dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due to the said partnership firm will
be paid by the said Richard Alfred Tills, to whom
all debts owing the said firm must be paid, and by
whom the said business will in future be carried
on solely.
Dated at Cairns this twenty-eighth day of Feb-
ruary, 1889.
L. SEVERIN.
RICHARD A. TILLS.
ERNEST D. GRAHAM,
Solicitor, Cairns.
808 6s.
THE Partnership heretofore  existing  between
the undersigned,  as auctioneers , land, stock,
station, and commission agents, Brisbane, so far
as the senior partner of the firm, James Robert
Dickson, is concerned, is this day Dissolved by
mutual consent. All accounts due to, and all
1256
liabilities due by, the firm will be received or paid
by James Robert Dickson,  junior , and Ernest
William Cross, who continue to conduct the busi-
ness  under its present title, and who trust by their
long experience and attention to merit  a continuance
of the large amount of public patronage which has
hitherto been extended to the old established firm
of James R. Dickson and Company.
Witness-
JAMES R. DICKSON.
JAMES R. DICKSON, JUNE.
ERNEST W. CROSS.
ALEX. T. FRASEn, J.P.
Brisbane , 30th March, 1889.
813 6s.
NOTICE.I HEREBY givenotice that i is my intention to
apply, at the next meeting of the Pioneer
Divisional Board, for permission to Erect a Pair of
Licensed Gates on the northern boundary of Selec-
tion No. 644, Homebush.
J. O. DAVIES.
821 3s.
KARGOOLNAH DIVISIONAL BOARD.
1
HEREBY give notice, that it is the intention
.L of the above Board, one month from date, to
apply to the Government for a Loan of £2,000, to
be expended in Boring for Artesian Water at the
Township of Jericho.
By Order,
S. NEVILE,
Pro W. H.  C.,
Clerk Kargoolnah Divisional Board.
Blackall, 11th March, 1889.
797 4s.
PUBLIC NOTICE.THE undermentioned Impounded Cattle will beSold at the Mitchell Public Pound Yard, on
TUESDAY, the Sixteenth day of April, 1889, at
'1 welve o'clock noon, by order of the owners, The
South Australian Land Mortgae and Agency
Company, Brisbane:-
0
One red cow, bald-face, slit off  ear, 7 near ear, 1TW
over like 8 or 3 near ribs.
One red cow, slit off ear, 7 near  ear, 1TW over 4
near ribs.
One red heifer  calf , unbranded.
One red heifer, slit off ear, No. 7 near ear, ITW
over 7 near ribs.
One white bullock, slit off ear, No. 7 near ear,1TW
over like No. 4 near ribs.
One red and white heifer, poley, swallow off ear,
No. 7 near ear, indistinct brand like 1TW over
like 7 near ribs.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE,
Mitchell, 2nd April, 1889.
Poundkeeper.
855  7s.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government  Gazette  for general  information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient  form , the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far  as practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms , Summaries  of Particular
`ubjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice vers8 by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages  in the 'atter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out  in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English  section is not  referred to in the text.
'1 he citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland  Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its general  arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 190 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.;  postage , in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
rJ7HE Justices  Act of  1886 ,"  and  "77ce  Offenders
- Probation  Act of  1886,"  with  an Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price, 2s. 6d .  Postage ,  6d. in the Colony, Is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.
NOW published , at the Government PrintingOffice,  William  street, Brisbane, " Journals
of Australian Explorations by the Hon. A. 0.
Gregorp, C.M.G., F.R.G.S., &c., and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c."; 209  pages, demy
Svo. Price,  5s. Postage  (extra )  to any post town
in the Colony, 9d. ;  to England  and the  Austra lian
Colonies, Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
0
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane -in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series  of Letters by Henry M. Chester, Esquire,
Police Magistrate, Thursday Island, addressed to
the lion. Colonial Secretary of Queensland. Price,
6d. Postage, Id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Pi intor.
THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE,  in pamphlet form, at the Govern-ment Printing  Office-
"  The Stamp Duties Act of  1866,"
" I'he Stamped Transfer Act of  1972, " a, id
"The Stamp Duties Amendment Act of  lx76."
ro;ether with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price ... ... ... ... 1 ()Fisted  ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL.
Government Pria`er.
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The  GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt One chestnut gelding ,  silver mane and tail, saddle-
of the following amounts:- marked, blaze, near fore leg and both hind legs1889. £ s. d. white, 7FD (registered brand) near shoulder.
March 30.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... 0 3 0 One bay mare, star, saddle-marked, like  E V6 (registered
„ 30.-Gympie Municipality ... ... 3 4 0 brand) near shoulder.
April 1.-Kargoolnah Divisional Board ... 1 0 0 If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
1.-H. G. Simpson ... ... ... 0 1 0 will be sold to defray  expenses.
1.-F. Lambert ... ... 0 5 0 J. P. PETERSON Poundkeeper.1.-Mackay Standard  ... ... 0 0 6 ,801 4s.1.-F. Allen ... .. ... ... 0 10 0
1.-Sheaffe and Kennedy ... ... 0 3 0
„ 1.-J. P. Peterson ... ... ... 0 4 0 IMPOUNDED at St. Lawrence, from Waverley, by
2.-L. 3everin .. ... 0 1 6 order of J. A. Macartney, Esquire.
2.-Laidley Divisional Board ... 0 12 6 One red bullock, white spot on each flank, white spot on
2.-J. N. Parkes ... ... ... 0 7 6 face,  J7T off rump.
„ 2.-C. McCarthy ... ... ... 0 2 6 One strawberry bullock, blotched brand off ribs.
2.-W. F. Thompson ... ... 0 1 0 One white bullock, like MQ2 near ribs.
2.-W. T. A. Shorter .. ... 0 5 0 If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889, will2.-W. F. Turnbull ... ... ...  0 3 6 be sold to defray  expenses.
„ 2.-T. B. Price ... 0 3 0...
2.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ...  0 3 0 HERBERT PAYNE, Poundkeeper.
2. Ipswich Advocate  ... ...  0 2 2 802 3s.
2.-W. Barnes ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 2.-H. Payne ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 MPOUNDED at Aramac, from Lake Dunn, on the
„ 2.-M. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
I
27th March, 1889, by order of H. Tamblyn, Esquire.
3.-J. S. McIntyre ... ... ... 0 2 6 Driving expenses , 3s. 9d.
„ 3.-W. P. Williams ... ... ...  0 6 6 One bay gelding, draught, aged, collar-marked, 1CM
„ 4.-R. Wright ... ... ... 0 0 7 (registe red brand )  near shoulder ,  1i' 13 (registered
„ 4.-J. D. Walker ... ... ... 0 7 2 brand) off shoulder.
„ 4.-S. Joshua ... ... ... 0 5 0 1889If not released on or before the 26th April4.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... 0
'
1 0 ,,
will be sold to defray expenses.4 -W. S. O Connell... ... ... 0 1 3
4.-J. E. Fretwell ... ... ... 0 5 6 W. F. THOMPSON, Poundkeeper.
„ 4.-Thomas and Madden ... ... 0 10 0 805 1s.
4.-Hodge and Chataway ... 0 3 0
4.-Cardwell Divisional Board ... 1 9 0 CORRECTED BRANDS.
4.-Port Douglas Times 0 0 6...  ...
5.-J. B. Smyth ... ... ... 0 0 6 MPOUNDED at Mitchell :-
„ 5.-Tarampa Marsupial Board ... 0 4 6
5.-T. M. Nichols ... ... ... 0 2 6 One  red cow, bald face, slit off ear, 7 near ear, 1T W
5.-Inglewood Divisional Board ... 1 14 0 (registered brand) over like 8 or 3 near ribs.
„ 5.-J. Moran ... ... ... 0 10 0 One white bullock, slit off ear, 7 near ear, 11 VV
5.-Calliope Marsupial Board ... 0 5 0 (registered brand) over like 4  near ribs.
heifer slit off ear 7 nearOne red and white ole
,mgannbin9s.
,p ,y
ear, like 1TW (registered brand-indistinct) over
indistinct  figure  like 7 near ribs.
1889If t l f th 26th A ild b6WPoundkeepers are reminded that Advertise- ,no re ease on or ore pr ,e edill b ld t f
ments of Impounded Stock  will  be charged  for at the w e so o e ray  expenses.
rate of  ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.
Advertisement  will  be inserted in the  G azette  unless 803 3s.
accompanied by a remittance sufcient to cover the cost
of its insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich ,  from Town Marie. Driv-
ing expenses ,  1s. 4d .  per head.
One chestnut horse, three white legs, bald face, rc over
S near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
809
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from enclosed lands,
Mitchell Downs Cattle Station, on the 27th March,
1889, by order of The Western Queensland Pastoral
Company. Driving  expenses , 1s. per head.
One bay or brown mare, hind feet white,  star  on fore-
head, OKZ near shoulder.
One brown  mare , saddle-marked, HbA (registered
brand) over like P W6 or B td6 or R td6 (registered
brand-indistinct ) near  shoulder.
One bay colt foal, unbranded, progeny of above.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE, Poundkeeper.
792 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine, from unenclosed lands,
Lochnagar Station, on the 23rd March, 1889, by
order of J. C. Conway, Esquire,  manager . Driving
expenses, 5a. pbr head.
One bay gelding, docked tail,  streak  on face, off hind
foot white, spots on back and wither, ) <Y2 (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder, R9VV (registered
brand) off shoulder, 1 V> ( (registered brand)
near thigh.
One b* wn gelding,  scum  near eye, saddle-marked,
1DE (registered brand ) near  shoulder, YZ ].
(registered brand) off shoulder, like XY2 (registered
brand) near thigh.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Sandy Camp, by
order of the Ranger. Driving  expenses , 8d, per
head.
One brown mare, like BXR near shoulder ; blue colt
foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown gelding, GT off shoulder, E over EV4 near
rump, EV4 (registered brand)  near  thigh. ,
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
T. B. PRICE, Poundkeeper.Is. 804 38.
CORRECTED BRAND.
MPOUNDED at  Mitchell:-.
One roan-necked cow, piece off top of off  ear, like PC3
or YC3 (registered brand - blotched) off rump.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE ,  Poundkeeper.
818 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, on the
27th March, 1889, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s. per head.
One chestnut horse, DP3 over heart heart 1 near
shoulder, star, marked  on knees.
One chestnut horse, WG3 over G3 b near shoulder,
white  face,  hind foot white.
Also, from Ashgrove, on the 21st March, 1889, by
order of Joseph Burnett, Esquire. Driving, 1s.
One red and white steer, like 04 - off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
828
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
38.
Printed and Published by JAMES C.  BEAL, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  6th April, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Edward Alexander  Von Schmidt, of Barkly street,
St. Kilda ,  Melbourne ,  in the Colony  of Victoria,
for an invention for  "Improvements in and relating
to Dredging  M achines."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Edward Alexander Von Schmidt ,  in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Otto
Robert Hefty, of Dalby, Queensland, for an inven-
tion for  " Milking Bucket with Seat and Strainer
Combined."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette,  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Otto Robert Hefty, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1889.N fOTICE is hereby given, that I have  acceptedand the com-' , an application  for a Patent ,
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Walter Rowton, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, for an invention for  "An Improved
Pile Shoe."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant  is not  entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Walter Rowton, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884.'
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Dan Rylands, of Barnsley, England, for an
invention for  •'Improvements relating to the Axle-
Boxes or Bearings of Carriages and other Vehicles."
Notice is herebyfurther given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Dan Rylands, in accordance with the
provisions of  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,Registrar-of Patents, &c.145
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Ward,  of San Francisco ,  in the United
States of America ,  for an invention for  "An
Improvement in Feed-Water Heater and Purifier."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William Ward,  in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Frederick Kirkham Rolfe ,  of Hastings, in the
Colony  of Victoria, railway foreman, and Henry
William Mason, of 17 Faussett street, Albert
Park, in the said Colony,  mechanical engineer,
for  " An  Improved Earth Scoop and Elevator."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted f'or the said invention to the
said Frederick Kirkham Rolfe and Henry  IN illiam
M ason, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.
NOTICE
is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
K e Specification annexed thereto, received fromcan James  McGauran ,  of Hawthorn, near
Melbourne, Victoria, for an invention for "Im-provements relating to Multiplex Telegraphy."
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Duncan James Mcrauran, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the completeSpecification annexed  thereto,  received from
Thomas Hancock, junior, of Ipswich, in the Colony
of Queensland, for an invention for  "An Improved
Corn Sheller and Husker."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Thomas Hancock, junior ,  in accordance
s ith the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Daniells Merton ,  of Cunningar Works,
Harden, in the Colony of New South Wales, mine
proprietor , for an invention for  " Improvements  in
Ore Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Thomas Daniells Merton, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have acceptedNan application for a P ent,  and the c mplete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from John
Bede Magney ,  of Newcastle ,  in the Colony of New
South Wales ,  brewer ,  for an invention  for "A  New
or Improved Attemperator  for Wort,  and Skimmer
and Cleanser for Wurt and Other Bodies in a  State
of Fermentation or Ebullition."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland g=overn-
ment Gazette  it is proved  to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
John Bede Magney ,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Carl Haggenmacher, mill director, of Budapest, in
the Empire of Austria, for an invention for
"Improvements in Apparatus for Sifting and
Sorting Meal, Flour, and the Like."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land  Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
a Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent be granted for the said
invention to the said Carl Haggenmacher, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The -Patents,
Designs, and Zrade 111 arks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Speci fication annexed thereto, received from Charles
Coombs of Sydney, in the Colony of 1\ ew South
Wales, butcher ,  for an invention for  "Improvements
in Refrigerators."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the staid Charles Coombs, in accordance with the
provisions of  `The Patents, Designs, and Zrade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1261
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1889.
.'NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the corn.
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Alfred Don, of Marrickville, Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales, and John Sands, of Pyrmout,
Sydney aforesaid, for an invention for  "Improve-
ments  in Apparatus (Operating by Means of a
Steam Jet and an  Induced Current of Air) for the
Prevention and Consumption of Smoke, and the
More (-omplete Combustion of Fuel in Steam Boiler
and Other Furnaces."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for such invention, it is my intention to
recommend that a Patent he granted for the said
invention to the said Alfred Don and John 'ands,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Wildridge, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, engineer, for an invention for  "An Improved
Method of Sheathing Cast-iron and Steel Propeller
Blades to Protect them from the Corrosive Action
brought about by Revolution in Water."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first  appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland  Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said John *W ildridge, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
.!Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent , and the  complete
Speci fication at nexed  thereto, received from George
Louis Schneider, Albert  Manvers, and  Archimedes
L therland Cunard,  all of Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria,  for an invention  for  Improve-
ments in Apparatus  for Exhibiting Illuminated
Advertisements."
Notice is hereby further given , that, unless
within two  months from  the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is proved to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to a
Patent for  such invention , it is my intention to
recommend  that a Patent be granted for the
said invention  to the said George Louis Schneider,
Albert  Manvers, and  Archimedes Litherland
Cunard,  in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Patents , Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
l an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
John Andrew Henry Theodore Ranft and Edward
Janitzkv, boi h of Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales,  mining  engineer and metallurgist
respectively, for an invention for  "An Improved
Process for Extracting Copper from Ores and
Products Containing  the Same as  Sulphide,"
Notice in herebyfurther given, that, unless within
two months  from  the date of the first appearance
of this advertioemci,t in the  Queensland G overn-
ment  Gazette  it is proved to noy sa+isfaction that
the applicai is are not entitled to a Patent for sou-h
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said John Andrew Henry Theodore Ranft and
Edward Janitzky, in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st February, 1889.
%T OTIC E is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Denton Sandwell, of Herne Hill, Surrey,
England, for an invention for  "Improvements re-
letting to Dynamo Electric Machines and to
Electric Motors, and to means fo„ carrying
Electrical  Batteries  ,for driving such Motors when
placed upon Tramway Vehicles or otherwise
arranged  to be  transported from place to place."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention t) the
said William Danton Sandwell, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Duncan William Campbell ,  of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, butcher ,  f'or an
invention for  "Improvements in the Method of
Securing Horses in Stables and the Like, and in
Certain Apparatus therefor."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Duncan William Campbell, in accordance
with the provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application  for a  Patent, and the complete
Specification  annexed  thereto, received from
Ralph Waldo  Emerson  Maclvor, of Glasgow,
Scotland, Fellow of the Institute of Chemists, for
an invention for  " Maclvor's Improved Method of
Disposing of and Utilizing \ightsoil and Extract-
ing therefr om and  Converting  the same into
Merchantable Commodities."
Notice is hereby turther given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my  satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention,  it is  my intention to recommend
that a Paten, be granted for the said invention to
the said Ralph Waldo Emerson Macl%or, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &tc,
1262
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
George Silly ,  of Sydney ,  in the Colony of New
South  Wales,  for an invention for  "Improvements
in Automatic Apparatus  for Delivering  Articles in
Exchange  for Coin."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
George Silly ,  in accordance with the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1889,.»
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1889.
T
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
l1\ an  application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  fr om
Charles  Dixon Aria, of 175, Piccadilly,  London,
lamp manufacturer ,  for an invention  for  "Improve-
ments in  Oil Lamps."
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  from the  date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said Charles
Dixon Aria ,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade  Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T . BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Benjamin Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
both of Hastings ,  Sussex, England ,  for an inven-
tion for  " Improvements in the Manufacture ofArtificial Stones, Marbles, and Concretes."
Notice is  hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said  invention to the said
Benjamin Lewin Mosely and Crompton Chambers,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Speci fication annexed thereto, received from
Andrew Lamberton ,  of Coatbridge ,  in the County
of Lanark ,  Scotland ,  for an invention for  "Improve-
ments in Machinery or Apparatus for Grinding or
Pulverizing Substances."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Andrew Lamberton ,  in accordance with the
provisions of "  The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T .  BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  21st March, 1889.
JN711 OTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Ignatius Singer, analytical chemist, and Moritz
Wolff  Judell ,  merchant ,  both of Gresham House,
Old Broad street ,  London, for an invention for
" Improvements  in Apparatus  for Cleaning Wool
and the Like Materials."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the  first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for
such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Ignatius Singer and Moritz Wolff Judell,
in accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th March, 1889.
N
OTIC E is  hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received from Peter
McAlister ,  of Warren ,  in the Colony of New
South Wales, for an invention for  " An  Improved
Implement to be Used  for Clipping  Wool, Hair,
Grass ,  or other Growing Fibrous Products."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette,  it is proved to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent
for such invention ,  it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Peter McAlister ,  in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
Richard Mott Wanzer ,  of 4, Great Portland street,
Oxford street, London ,  for an invention for  " Im-
provements connected with Kerosine Lamps."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said Richard Mott Wanzer ,  in accordance with
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs ,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th.Mareh, 1889.NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from James
Henry Southcott ,  Albert Southcott ,  and Owen
Philip Payne ,  all of Adelaide ,  in the Province of
South Australia ,  for an invention for  "An Im-
proved Water Filter."
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
James  Henry  Southcott ,  Albert Southcott, and
Owen Philip  Payne, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "'The Patents,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1263
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
'NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
lr an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Mason, Hamilton, Victoria, farmer, for
an invention for an  "Improved Means for Making
a Hinge Connection."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said William  Mason, in accordance  with the pro-
visions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application fora Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Silvester Oliver, Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Queensland, for an invention  for an  "Improved
Door and Verandah Blind or Screen."
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Silvester Oliver, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Richards, Terry,
and Company, Limited, of Holborn Viaduct,
London,  spring manufacturers , have applied, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 13, in  respect of  Door Checks and Springs,
a Trade Mark of which the  following is a
representation:-
1A OLUl81
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &s.
Q c
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
; OTICE is hereby given, that Colgate and
1 , Company, of New York, United States of
America, soap-makers and perfumers, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Patents,
Design,?, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register
in Class 48, in respect of Soaps, Perfumery, and
Toilet Preparations, a Trade Mark of which the
the following is a representation:-
Notice otice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that BenjaminBrothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland,
merchants and importers, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Un-
manufactured, a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation :-
%%%00
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that.  there exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that Burroughs,Welcome, and Company, of Snow Hill
Buildings, Holborn Viaduct, London, manufac-
turing chemists, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act, 1884," to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in
Medicine and Pharmacy, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :-
TABLOID
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
\\\\\11111 t
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th  December, 1888.
N
OTIC is hereby given, that Lever  Brothers,
soap manufacturers , of Warrington, Lanca-
shire , England, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to  register  in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents ,  Starch ,  Blue, Candles,
and all Preparations  for Laundry  or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark  of which  the following is a represen-
tation .---
SUNBEAM
Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first app earance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Ga ; ette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
haN a the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so,  I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 43 ,  in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Sp
thirits,  including Brandy ,  a Trade Mark ofwhich  e  following is a  representation:-
ENNtSSYo
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Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government G,rzette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Lever Brothers,
soap manufacturers ,  of Warrington ,  Lanca-
shire , England,  have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks Art,  1884, "  to register in Class 47, in
respect of Soap, Detergents ,  Starch, Blue, Candles,
and all preparations for Laundry or Toilet purposes,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a represen-
tation :-
SUNSHINE
Notice  is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my  doing so , I intend to  register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POP F,
Acting  Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent  Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
1TOTICE  is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade  Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including  Brandy,  a Trade Mark of
which the  following is a representation :-
lhC'JV Wtnf
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.N OTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursu •nee of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation -
JAS H E N N ESSY
COGNAC
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that James Hennessy
. and Company, of Cognac, France, have
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented
Liquors and Spirits, including Brandy, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
?xESS
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Notice is hereby further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months  fr om the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are no • entitled to
have the same registered ,  in complia ce with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark, in  accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
1265
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 31st January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that John Lang, ofThornesfield House, Wakefield, Yorkshire.
England,  has applied ,  in pursuance  of the provisions
of  "The Patents, Designs. and Trade Marks Art,
1884," to register in Class  13, in  respect of Wire
Ropes, a Trade Mark of which  the following is a
representation
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or th it there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
LANG WIRE ROPE
Notice is hereby further given , that,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date  of'  the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe and
Company ,  Limited, of 51 ,  Berners street,
London ,  mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade  Marks  Act,  1884 ,"  to register
in Class 44, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters ,  1\ atural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer, a Trade Mark of  which  the following is a
representation :-
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st January, 1889.
OOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Elliott Brothers,
1 Limited,  of Brisbane , Q ueensland ,  wholesale
chemists ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks  Art,  1884," to register in Class 3, in respect
of Chemical Substances  prepared  for use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
(A GOODTONIC & NPPETISER)
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four  months from  the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to
have the same registered,  in compliance  with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Maclachlan
Brothers and Levy,  of 228 , Elizabeth street,
Melbourne, Victoria, tobacco and cigar merchants,
have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
" Tlie Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Cigars
and Cigarettes, and Manufactured Tobacco, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
'I
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SOLO BYALLCHEMISTS
MERCHANTS &STOREKEEPERS
THROUGHOUT THECOLONIES
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government  Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intk nd to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that The Hydroleine Company, Limited, London, have applied, in pursuanceof the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 47,
in respect of Soap, Soap Powders, Detergents, and Other Preparations for Scouring and Laundry
Purposes, a Trade Mark of which the following is a representation:-
1
•1
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &e.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.
7OTICE is hereby given, that J. and P. Coats, ofFerguslie Thread Works, Paisley, Scotland, thread
manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 23, in respect of Cotton Yarn and Thread,  Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that Peter Morrison
l Campbell ,  of Bowen Bridge Soap Works,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  soap manufacturer, has
applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "  1 he
Patents ,  Designs, and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to
register in Class 47 ,  in respect of Common Soap and
all Other Articles included in this Class ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby  given , that Robert Sorby
and Sons, of  Carver  street, Sheffield, Eng-
land, manufacturers, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of"  The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act ,  1884 ,"  to register in Class 5 ,  in respect
of Steel, and Steel and Iron combined ,  in Bars,
Rods ,  Sheets, Wire ,  Forgings ,  and other forms,
Copper and Brass ,  and Iron in like forms ;  in Class
12, in respect of Edged Tools of all  kinds ,  Saws of
all  kinds,  K nives ,  Forks, Scissors, Shears, Files ;
and in Class 13 in respect of Anvils, Vices,
Hammers, Hoes ,  Spades, Shovels, Picks, Manure
and Hay Forks ,  and other Metal Goods not
included in other Classes, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation :--
KANGAP09Q.
Notice is hereby further given, that , unless
before the expiration of four months from the
date of the first appearance of this advertisement
in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown
to my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal
impediment to my doing so, I intend to register
the said Trade Mark, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents , &c. Registrar of Patents, &c.
MPBELLNI
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that James Hennessy
and Company ,  of Cognac ,  France, have
applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and  Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 43, in respect of Fermented Liquors
and Spirits ,  including Brandy, a Trade Mark of
which the fo ll owing is a representation
Notice is hereby further  given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.
OTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Double-distilled Gin made out of Barley,
" Geneva," a Trade Mark of which the following
is a representation
6o,tcaw.
giltLai42
` NHIJMANLL
DY' eERDOIN
containing Double Distilled Gin made out of Barley,
Geneva, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, dis-
tillers and merchants, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43, in
respect of Genuine Hollands and Prime Geneva,
a Trade Mark of which the following is a repre-
sentation :--
VV
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such appli-
cation, or that there exists no legal impediment to
my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting  Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
11 and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Dade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register in Class 43, in respect of Capsule on
Bottles and Flasks containing "Genuine Hollands,"
" Prime Geneva," Distilled, a Trade Mark of which
the following is a representation : -
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
ALEX. POPE,
_-
`
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1888.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Blankenheijm
and Nolet, of Rotterdam, Holland, distillers
and merchants, have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of "The Patents, Des'gns, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 43,
in respect of a Capsule on Bottles and Flasks
( )A
J8  Rp'
Notice is hereby further  given, that ,  unless before
the expiration  of four  months from  the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
146
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Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no  legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register  the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 20th December, 1888.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Elliott Brothers,
Limited,  of Brisbane , Queensland, have
applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register  in Class 48, in respect  of Preparations for
the Teeth and Perfumery, a Trade Mark of which
the following  is a representation :-
PQ ONA Cp -
_FOR CLEANSING & PRE$ERVINC
r,,........7 N TEETH +  • ' '
&PURIFYI;d  7HE'3REA" H
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the  applicants  are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment tom doing so ,  I intend to register the
said Trade  Mark,  in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
ALEX. POPE,
Acting Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that The Brisbane
Milling Company, Limited, Tribune  street,
South Brisbane, Queensland, have applied, in pur-
suance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs,
and i rade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class
42, in respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following  is a  representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that W. and J. Knox,
of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net  manufacturers , have applied,
in pursuance  of the provision,, of  "The Patents,
Desi ns, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 26, in respect of Linen Thread, and in
Class 49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark
of which the following  is a representation
K
Q.+. '  uff
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The above representation differs, inasmuch as
the ground of the outer circle is gold,  and  vice
versa  the inner circle.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  7th February, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that W. and J. Knox,
of Kilburnie, Ayrshire, Scotland, linen
thread and fishing net manufacturers,  have  applied,
in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in
Class 26, in respect of Linen Thread, and in Class
49 in respect of Fishing Nets, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a  representation:-
'00.4EO tT PRof,C,,4
TAE
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government  Gazette.  it is shown to my satis-
faction  that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to  mp doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade  Mark ,  in accordance  with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
A representation  ' of the said Trade Mark is
deposited for exhibition at the Patent Office,
Treasury Buildings ,  Brisbane.
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1269
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  4th April, 1889.
In the Matter of an App lication of The Apollinaris Company ,  Limited, of 19, Regent street ,  London, for
the Registration of Six Trade Marks as published in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 10th
November ,  1888.WHER EAS it has been represented to me by Charles Edward Bernays, of Central Chambers, Queenstreet, in he city of Brisban , agent in Queensland fo  the abovementioned applicants, that a
clerical error was made by him in the application for registration of the said Trade Marks ,  inasmuch as
the class in which the said applicants requested the said Trade Marks to be registered was Class 43,
whereas the Class in  which  the said Trade Marks were intended to be registered was in Class  44:  And
whereas the  application  for the registration of the said Trade Marks has been duly advertised for four
months in the  Queensland  Government Gazette,  and no notice of opposition was filed against such registra-
tion, and consequently the said Trade Marks were registered by me in Class  43:  And whereas applica-
tion has now been made to me to permit the said clerical error to be corrected ,  and to allow the Trade
Marks referred to, which are as  under-
0Apollinarz's
Sole Agents.
THE APOLLINARIS CQMPANY.UMITED,
19. Regent Street.
LOND ON,S*'
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to be registered in Class 44:
I hereby give notice, that, unless within one month from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette  it is shown to my  satisfaction  that the  applicants
are not entitled to have  the  said clerical error corrected, and to have the said Trade Marks registered in
Class 44, in compliance with the amended application, or that there  is no  legal impediment to my making
such additional registration, I intend to permit such clerical error to be corrected, and to  register such
Trade Marks  in Class  44, in accordance with the provisions of the  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents &c.
1270
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that J. Schweppe and Company ,  Limited ,  of 51, Berners street, London,
mineral water manufacturers, have applied ,  in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884, "  to register in Class 44 ,  in respect of Mineral and Aerated  Waters,
Natural and Artificial ,  inoluding Ginger Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
0
I--** I
o ttteobxJ.9 W'eppe,&
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Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date
of the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such,  I intend to register the said Tradeapplication, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so.
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that The QueenslandMilling Company, flour millers, City .Mills,
Albert street, Brisbane, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884," to register in Class 42, in
respect of Flour, a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation
evP M/'LHAYES
SPECIAL n
d SNOWDROP
ROLLER
FLOUR
QRisBPN
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
fivst appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland  Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance  with such
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance  with  the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  14th February, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given , that J.  Schweppe
and Company ,  Limited ,  of 51 ,  Berners street,
London, mineral water manufacturers ,  have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,
Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act ,  1884," to register
in Class 491, in respect of Mineral and Aerated
Waters, Natural and Artificial ,  including Ginger
Beer ,  a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation:-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1271
Patent office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.-ANOTICE ishereby given, that Benjamin  Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, merchants andimporters, have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class 45, in respect of Tobacco, Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a Trade
Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
_ FABRICA  tTABACas
HABANA •
,9
Notice is hereby further given,  that, unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants  are not  entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists no legal  impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act
.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that F. T. Wimble and Company ,  of 189, Little Collins street, Melbourne,
Victoria ,  printers '  furnishers ,  have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents,Designs, a d Trade Marks Act ,  1884, "  to register in Class 6, in respect of Printing Machines ,  a Trade
Mark of which the following is a  representation:-
4.
THEiER.
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark,  in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Benjamin  Brothers, Limited, of Brisbane, Queensland, merchants and
importers , have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884,"  to register  in Class 45,  in respect  of Tobacco, Manufactured or Unmanufactured, a
Trade Mark  of which the following  is a  representation:-
...... N RY C L
HABANA
Notice is hereby further given, that,  unless  before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first  appearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that the applicants are not entitled to have the  same  registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Made Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act,
WILLIAM T. BLAKEN EY,
Registrar of Pat ents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 17th January, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Josiah Clifton.
Firth, of Auckland, New Zealand,  miller,
has applied, in pursuance of the provisions of  "The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884," to
register in Class 42, in respect of Flour, a Trade
Mark of which the following is a representation:-
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Offley Forrester
and Compaq, of 66, Mark lane, London,
Oporto  merchants , have applied, in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  lb84," to register in Class 43, in respect
of Wine, a Trade Mark of which the following is a
representation :---
FIRST EIGHT HOu"
. LgOLLERE
rirtaox
PEARLINA
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  31st  January, 1889.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that  Walter Roger
Jones, trading  as " Summerfield and Com-
pany," of the Grand Arcade, Edward  street,
Brisbane , Queensland, has applied,  in pursuance of
the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884," to register  in Class 38, in
respect of Articles of Clothing and all other
Articles included in this Class, a Trade Mark of
which the following  is a representation :-
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to  register  the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, dtc.
FORRESTER
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance  of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to
my satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled
to have the same registered, in compliance with
such application, or that there exists no legal im-
pediment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provi-
sions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that Bollington and
Nash, of Stanley street, South Brisbane,
have applied,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
"The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884," to register in Class 44, in respect of Mineral
Waters, Ginger Beer, and Botanical  Beverages, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representa-
tion :-
Notice is hereby further given that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicants are not entitled to have
the same  registered, in compliance with such
application , or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : JAMBS C. Bn&L, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QIIEENSLANL,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY at BRISBANE ,  during the QUARTERS ended
31ST MARCH, 1888, and 31ST MARCH,  1889 ,  respectively ,  showing the INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Quarter  ended Quarter ended
31st March, 31st March, Decrease.
1888. 1889.
CUSTOMS-
Q UEENS LAN D
tivnnnxnt
TAXATION.
Increase.
£  a. d. £ s. d. £  S.  d. £ a. d.
Spirits  ... ... ... ... ...
Wine  ... ... ...
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar,  &c. ... ... ...
Tobacco ,  Snuff ,  and Cigars  .. ... ...
Tea, Coffee ,  Cocoa ,  and Chicory ... ...
Provisions ,  Fruits, Pickles , &c. ... ...
Grain ,  Malt , &c. ... ... ... ...
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ... ...
Iron Castings ,  Wire,  &c. ... ...
ON, Chemicals ,  Soap, Starch , &c.... ...
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ...
dd valorem ... ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Duty on Colonial Beer
Export Duty on Cedar
69,215 11  3  83,825 13  5  ...  14,610 2 2
5,828 6 9 6,27111  3 ... 443 4 6
14,258 3 0 14,433 3 8  ...  175 0 8
35,736 18 3  36,964 13  5  ...  1,227 15 2
20,553 1 1 19,132 5 4  1,420 15  927,863 18  4 44,393 0 7  ...  16,529 2 3
5,817 10 10 13,581 11 9  ... 7,764 0 11
601 19 7 717  3 8 ... 115 4 1
8,128 19 1 8,657 7 7 ...  528 8 6
22,868  4 10  23,355 8 4  ...  487 3 6
3,95515 8 13,549 9 6 ...  9,593 13 10
53,220 17 10 99,567 19 8 ... 46,347 1 10
268,049 6 6  364,449 8 2 1,42015 9  97,820 17  5
.., 8,781 1 2 6,883 4 8  1,897 16  6
... 8,177  2  10  8,177  2  10
... 255 17 10 78 18 4 176 19 6
... ...
17,214  1 10
STAMP DUTY-
Impressed Stamps  ... ... ... ...  29,764 9 11
Adhesive Stamps  ... ... ...  8,280  6 6
38,044 16  5
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers  ,,, ,,,
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distillers  .. ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Reta il  Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Bil li ard and Bagate ll e Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ..
Pearl -she ll , BSche -de-mer, and Other
Fishery Licenses  ... ... ...
All other Licenses  ... ... ... ...
1,046 8 8
3,410 0 0
112 0 02,121 2  2
654 3 4
112 1 8
610 0 0
610 7 6
426 3 6
9,102 16 10
TOTAL TAXATiox  ,. ... £  1.322,411 1 7
148
6,962 3 0 10,251 18 10
28,274 4 3 1,490 5 8
10 ,578 4 5 ... 2,297 17 11
38,852 8 8 1,490 5 8 2,2971711
1,111 5 10 ... €417 2
4,211 8 0 ... 801 8 0
122 0 0 ... 10 0 0
3,147 7 7 ... 1,025 15  6
535 0 0 119 3 4
102 10 0 9 11 8
620 0 0 ... 10 0 0
132 15 0 477 12 6
206 14 6 219 9 0
10,189  0 11 825 16 6 1,912 0 7
420 ,453 0 9 I 13,988 16 9 102 ,030 15 11
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT OF THE QUARTERS '  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended
31st March,
Quarter ended
81st March, Decrease. Increase.
1888. 1889.
£ a d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales-Auction ... ... ... 19,781
.
14 6 31,816 9 1 12,034 14 7
Selection .., ... ... 426 4 0 1,730 0 1 1,303 16 1
Pre-emptive Purchase* ... . 7,404 7 5 7,404 7 5
Rents of Homestead and Conditional 51,136 13 2 34,021 15 7 17,114 17 7
Purchases
Rents, Act of 1884 ... ... ... ... 5,865 1 7 9,194 6 9 3,329 5 2
Timber Licenses and other Receipts
S d T
.. 4,249
3 17
6
10
5
3
5,966
5 067
15
7
1
3
1,717
1 349
8
17
8
0urvey an ransfer Fees . ..
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
,7
884 11 6
,
1,000 3 10
,
115 12 4
86,061 5 96,201 5 1 17,114 17 7 27,255 1 3
PASTORAL OCCUPATION-
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... 34 16 9 940 17 3 906 0 6
Survey and Transfer Fees  .. ... 467 16 5 750 10 1 282 13 8
Occupation Licenses, Act of 1884... 480 13 6 934 0 6 453 7 0
983 6 8 2,625 7 10 1,642 1 2
MINING OCCUPATION -
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 2,364 10 0 1,752 10 0 612 0 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts ... ... 6,634 3 2 6,186 5 0 447 18 2
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 1,043 14 0 275 8 0 768 6 0
10,042 7 2 8,214 3 0 1,828 4 2
TOTAL TERRITORIAL ... £ 97,086 15 3 107,040 15 11 18,943 1 9 28,897 2 5
RAILWAYS.
RAILWAYS-
Southern and Western  ... 98,593 12 11 107,118 4 5 8,524 11 6
Maryborough, South Bundaberg anu Oymp7e
h
15,187 19 8 15,128 17 9 59 1
7
11
Nort Bundaberg and Mount Perry ... 4,243 9 9 3,939 12 3 303 1 6
10 2Central ... ... ... ... ... 25,75219 8 35,96919 3 , 16 19 7
Mackay  ... ... ... ... ... 1,337 19 3 804 17 9 533 1 6
Northern ... ... ... ... 28,567 19 7 31,060 18 1 2,492 18 6
Cairns  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,041 3 6 1,416 13 3 375 9 9
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 1,218 1 4 1,406 19 9 188 18 5
TOTAL RAILWAYS ... ... ... £ 175,943 5 8 196,846 2 6 896 0 11 21,798 17 9
OTHER SERVICES.
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps  ... ... ... ... 30,752 1 0 33,648 8 2 2,896 7 2
Contributions from Imperial Government 1,500 19 9 704 14 6 796 5 3
and the other Colonies
Commission  on Money Orders  ... ... 1,311 16 2 1,248 5 3 63 10 11
33,564 16 11 35,601 7 11 859 16 2 2,896 7 2
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 23,968 5 9 22,127 3 9 1,841 2 0
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES
Harbour Dues, &c., &c. ... ... ... 2,864 3 0 3,486 15 9 622 12 9
Graving Dock  ... ... ... ... 452 9 8 523 14 4 71 4 8
Marine Board  ... ,., ... ... 1,258 6 0 1,940 10 0 682 4 0
4,574 18 8 5,951 0 1 1,376 1 5
ESCORT FEES  ... ... ... ... ... 545 6 2 181 15 10 363 10 4
TOTAL  OTHER SERVICES  ... ... £  62,653 7 6 63,861 7 7 3,064 8 6 4,272 8 7
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES OF  OFFICE-
Registrar  of Titles ... ... ... ... 3,950 18 2 4,125 14 0 174 15 10
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ... 82 19 4 248 7 6 165 8 2
Courts of Petty Sessions  ... ... ... 538 1 7 593 19 1 55 17 6
Curator of Intestate  Estates  ...
... 32 12 6 31 2 6 1 10 0
Shipping Master  ... ... .
... 287 11 0 325 18 9 38 7 9
All  other  Fees  ... ... ... ... 615 18 11 583 16 9 32 2 2
5,508 1 6 5,908 18 7 33 12 2 434 9 3
FINES  AND FORFEITURES-
Sheri$  .. ... ... 3 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
Courts of Petty Sessions
... 723 18 4 1,290 13 8 566 14 11
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property
... 6 1 3 6 1 3
Cr own's Share of Seizures  ... 1 19 9 16 4 11 14 5 2
Al l other Muss
... ... ,,. ... 385 19 11 60 17 8 325 2 3
1,114 18 0 1,375 17 1 326 2 3 587 1 4
*  Transfer from Suspense  Account-date of purchase, 1883.
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OTHER  RECEIPTS-continued.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale  of Government Property .,. ,,,
Government Printer ... ,,, ,,,
Surcharges and Refundments .. ..
Commission ,  Interest ,  and Balances in In-
testacy
Commission and Balances in Insolvency ...
Wharves ... ... ,., ...
Powder  Magazines  ... ... ... ...
Civil Service Superannuation Fund ...
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies. ...
„ Public  Balances ... ... ...
Chinese Capitation Tax ... ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st March, 31st Match, Decrease.  Increase.
1888. 1889.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
591 9 1 1,264 6 2 ...  672 17  1
671 18  0 768 4 6 96 6 6
84 7 4 46 15 1 3712 3
... 1,752 14 2 ...  1,752 14 2
304 2 7 304 2 7
665 7  7 497 15 6 67 12 1
547 14  6 508 10 0 39 4 6
280 15 2 262 0 0 18 16 2
18,z701011 20,077  1 7  1,806 10  88,732 16  1 6,042 8 4 2,690 7 9
360 0 0 60 0 0 300 0 0
2,894 1 2 2,510 5 9 383 15 5
32,998 19 10  34,094 3 8 3 ,537 7  2  4,632 11  0
TOTAL OTHER  RBOEIPTB  ... £ 39,621 19 4 41,378 19 4 3,897 1 7 5,654 1 7
TOTAL RavENUS  PRoPRR ... £ 707,716 9 4 829,580 6 1 40,789 9 6 162,653 6 3
Deduct decrease ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 40,789 9 6
INCREASE  OF R$v $ NVE PROPER  ON CORRESPONDING QUARTER, 1888  ... £  121,863 16 9
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration Co llections ,  London ... ... 2,010 14 6
„ „ Colonial... ... 2,513 0 0
Pacific Islanders ' Fund ... ... ...  6,853 14 6
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ... ... 3,165 3 10
Brands Act Fund ... ... ... ... 3,411 9 2
Pound Sales  .. ... 196 18 0
Assurance  Fund,  Real  Property Act ... 1,215 13 6
Police Reward Fund... ... ... ... 480 16 10
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... 499 14 6
11 Lands Act of  1884" (Improvements) ... 1,010 4 0
Marsupials Destruction Act Fund... ... 3,873 2 4
Trust Fund,  "Audit Act of  1874 " ... 343 6 4
Defence Advance Account ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
British New G uinea  Trust Account ... ...
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS  ... £ 26,573 17 5
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd April, 1889.
1,335 10 0 675 4 6
3,377  0 0 ... 864 0 0
7,25119 7  ... 398 6 1
3,50419 5 ... 33915 7
3,561 10 9 ... 160 1 7
205 2 8  ...  8 4 8
1,155 0 3 6013 3
491 8 2  ...  10 11 4
464 12 6 35 1 11
425 0 4 E85 3 8
2,688 2 3  1,185 0 15,780 10  9 5,437 4 6
127 1 7 872 18 5
2,790 3 7 ... 2,790 3 7
33,158  1 10  3,414  1 10  9,998 6 3
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
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bOMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND,
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY  at BRISBANE , during the  NINE MONTHS
ended 31st MARCH, 1888, and 31st MARCH, 1889, respectively, showing the  INCREASE or
DECREASE under each head thereof.
Nine Months Nine Months
ended 31st March ,  ended 31st March ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1888. 1889.
CUSTOMS-
TAXATION. £  s. d. £ s. d.
245,687 15 4 263,423 10 1019,166 16  0 23,043 7 4
40,284 9 5 41,475 9 6
115,821 0 9 133,599 11 6
69,125 10 6 68,121 16 2
98,387 1 1 146,083 12 4
26,101 11 9 43,290 1 7
2,158 1 5 2,381 17 1
25,307 4 4  30,110 13  3
59,467 3 6 75,552 3 1
14,300 7 0  34,494 14  8
152,935 18 10 269,735 12 10
£ a. d. £ s. d.
17,735 15 6
... 3,876 11 4
... 1,191 0 1
17,778 10 9
1,003 14 4
Spirits ... ... ...
Wine ...
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ...
Tobacco, Snuff ,  and Cigars ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory
Provisions ,  Fruits, Pickles, &c.
Grain, Malt, &c. ... ...
Sugar and Molasses .. ...
Iron Castings , Wire, &c. .
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c.
Misce ll aneous ... ... ...
Ad valorem  ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Duty on Colonial Beer
Export Duty on Cedar
STAMP DUTY-
Impressed Stamps ...
Adhesive Stamps ...
LICENSES-
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distillers ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
For Billiard and Bagatelle Tables ... ...
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ..
Pearl-shell, B6che-de-Mer, and Other
Fishery Licenses ... ... ... ...
All  other Licenses ... ... ... ...
... 47,696 11 3
... 17,188 9 10
.,. 223 15 8
... 4.803 8 11
16,084 19 7
.,, 20,194 7 8
..,  116,799 14  0
868,742 19 11 1,131,312 10 2 1,003 14 4 263,573 4 7
30,960 18 4 27,159 7 7 3,801 10 9
23,051 16 10 7,099 15 3 15,952 1 7
617 7 8 514 16 0 102 11 8
54,630  2 10  34,773 18 10  19,856 4 0
78,293  0 10  101,705 12 4
25,563 10 4 32,671 2 0
23,412 11 6
7,107 11 8
103,856 11 2  134,376 14  4 ... 30,520 3 2
1,606 13  6 1,826 7 10 ...  219 14  4
4,450 0 0 4,511 8 0  ... 61 8 0170 13  4 271  0 0 ... 100 6 8
7,215 7 1 7,588 5 2 ...  372 18  1
10,151 0 1  14,049 17 10 ...  3,898 17 91,484 17  2  1,776 15 10  ..  291 18  8
1,785 0 0 1,720 0 0 65 0 0
694 7 6 223 12 6 470 15 0
753 6 6 461 19 0 291 7 6
28,311 5 2 32,429 6 2  827  2 6  4,945 3 6
TOTAL TAXATION ... £ 1,055,540 19 1 1,332,892 9 6
TERRITORIAL REVENUE.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales-Auction ... ... ...
„ Selection  ... ... ...
*Pre-emptive Purchase
Rents  of Homestead and Conditional Purchases
Rents,  Act of 1884 ... ... ... ...
Timber Licenses and other Receipts ...
Survey and Transfer  Fees  ... .. ..
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
36,234 14 10  76,998 3 101,864 10  9  3,648 18  4
... 7,404 7 5
85,223  6 11  62,817 18 1
8,741 10 4  15,957 14  3
10,722 14 8 11,668 6 0
8,978 9 10  12,512 13  8
2,240 4 5 2,513 11 3
154,005 11  9  193,521 12 10
21,687 0 10 299,038 11 3
22,405  8 10
40,763 9 0
1,784 7 7
7,404 7 5
7,216 3 11
945 11 4
3,534 3 10
273 6 10
22,405  8 10  61,921  9 11
PASTORAL OCCUPATION- -
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... ...  287,936 2
Survey and Transfer Fees  ... ... ...  5,492 2
Occupation Licenses , Act of 1884  ... ... 3,656 14
297,084 19
1 311,764 6  11 23,828  4 10
5  3,277 11  4  2,214 11 1
8 6,816 7 4 ...  3,159 12  8
2 321,858 5 7 2,214 11 1
1,425 0 0
1,380 2 0
26,987 1  6
MINING  OCCUPATION-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses  ... 7,789 10 0  6,364 10 0
Mining Leases and other Receipts ... ... 15,678 2 5 16,007 12 11
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ... ... 2,566 5 0 1,186 3 0
329 10 6
26,033 17 5 23,558 5 11 2,805 2 0  329 10  6
TOTAL TERRITORIAL  ... £ 477,124  8 4 538,938 4 4 27,425 1 11 89,238 17 11
RAILWAYS.
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western ... ... ... 294,665 5 7 311,654 7 6 ...Maryborough, S t  Bundaberg, and Gympie 45,575 4 9 47,906 8 5 ...
North Bundaberg and Mount Perry ... 10,268 12 9 12,690 8 8 ...
Central
... ... ... ... ... 93,648 4 8 104,939 6 5 ...
Mackay
... ,,, ... ... ... 5,419 10 0 3,116 15 6 2,302 14 6
Northern ... ... ... ... ...  96,030 19 2 98,189 9 3 ...
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,570 5 9 5,592 18 1
Cooktown ... ... ... ...  1  4,451 0 8 4,883 2 10 ...
TOTAL RAILWAYS £
16,989 1 11
2,331 3 8
2,421 15 11
11,291 1 9
2,158 10 1
4,022 12 4
432 2 2
551,629 3 4 588,972 16 8 2,302 14 6 39,646 7 10
*  Transfer from Suspense  Account- date of  purchase, 1883.
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OTHER SERVICES.
Nine Months INine Months
ended 31st March, ended 31st March,  Decrease. Increase.
1888. 1889.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  S. d. £ a. d.
POSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps . ,.
Contributions from imperial Government**
and the other Colonies
Commission  on Money Orders ... ...
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 67,299 9 9 70,026 19 10
86,943 12 3  95,344 16  6 ... 8,401 4 3
2,507 3 2  1,462 15  1 1,044 8 1
4,020 15  8  4,319 19  6 ... 299 310
93,471 11 1 101,127 11 1 1,044 8 1' 8,700 8 1
2,727 10 1
HARBOUR AND LIGHT DUES AND FEES-
Harbour Dues, &c., &c. ... ... ... 10,721 6 10 11,886 14 0 ... 1,165 7 2
Graving Dock  ... ... ... 756 4 3  1,522  2 6 765 18 3
Marine  Board ,.. ... ... ... ...  2,680 9  6 2,979  7 6 ... 298 18 0
14,158 0 7 16,388 4 0
ESCORT FEES ... ... ... ... ... 1,020 2 8 1,433 2 0
TOTAL  OTHER SEBYICES  ... £ 175,949 4 1 188,975 16 11
OTHER RECEIPTS.
FEES  OF OFFICE-
Registrar of Titles ... ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ...
Curator of Intestate  Estates ...
Shipping  Master  ... ... ... ...
All other Fees
12,271 5 4  12,386 12 5 ...
429 10 0 606 12 0 ...
1,520 15 10 1,657 19 1
3212 6 31 2 6 110 0
1,061 3 10 1,065 1 9
1,699  0 11 1,832 13 10
115 7 1
177 2 0
137 8 3
3 17 11
133 12 11
17,014 8 5 17,580 1 7 1 10 0 567 3 2
FINES  AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ... ... ...
Courts of  Petty Sessions ... ...
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ...
A ll  other Fines  ... ... ...
29 15 0 24 2 6 5 12 6
2,860 4  5  3,555 15  3  ... 695 10 10
78 6 11 34 17 10 43 9 1
45 17 1 42 5 0 3 12 1
477 5 8 150  1 3 327 4 5
3,491 9 1 3,807 1 10 379 18 1 695 10 10
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property
Government Printer ... ... ... ...
Surcharges and Refundments ... ...
Letters of Registration
Commission,  Interest ,  and Balances in In-
testacy
Commission and Balances in Insolvency
Wharves ... ... ...
Powder  Magazines .
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Interest on Loans to Local Bodies
Public  Balances ...
Chinese Capitation Tax .. ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ...
TOTAL OTHER RECEIPTS ... £
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER ... £
Deduct  Decrease
1,142 19 22,109 14  8  3,252 13 10
2,004 5 8 1,925 6 5
356 0 4 119 10 2
139 0 0 150 0 0
2,512 6 5  2,002 14  2
78 19 3
236 10 2
50912 3
170 13 11
11 0 0
107 14 0
701 6 3
89 17 5
... 2,137 10 1
.. 14,235 18 41,020
..
 0
2,197  6 11
2,806 19  3  19,832 8 6
3,188 7 4 21,095 2 6
651 5 11 480 12 0
1,641 2 0  1,748 16  0
2,328 4 6  1,626 18  3
870 10 11 780 13 638,884 10  3 41,022 0 4
40,623 3 5 54,859 1 9
1,110 0 0 90 0 0
6,442 16 7 8,640 3 6
99,673 0 8 116,698 9 11
120,178  18 2 138,085 13 4
2,380,422 13 0 2,787,865 0 9 55,647 12 8 463,090 0 5
... £  55,647 12  8
2,230 3 5
412 19 4
1,044 8 1 14,071  0 11
INCREASE OP REVENUE PROPER ON CORRESPONDING }  PERIOD 1888 £ 407.442 7 9
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SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Immigration  Collections, London ...
1$ 3) Colonial ...
Pacific Islanders' Fund ...
Diseases  in Sheep Act Fund ...
Brands  Act Fund ... .,, ...
Pound Sales  ... ... ... ...
Assurance  Fund,  Real  Property Act
Police Reward Fund... ...
Police Superannuation  Fund ..
"Lands  Act of  1884" (Improvements)
Marsupials Destruction  Act Fund ...
Trust  Fund,  "Audit Act of  1874 "...
Vice-Admiralty Court. Account ...
Defence  Advance Account ... ...
British New Guinea  Trust Account
TOTAL  SPECIAL RECEIPTS ...
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd April, 1889.
Nine Months Nine Months
ended 31st March ,  ended 31st March, Dec re ase .  Increase.
1888. 1889.
£  s. d. £ s. d . £  a. d. £ S. d.
6,136 5 6
6,942 8 3
16,349 10 2
3,534 15 5
4,165 8 2
572 12 3
2,267 10 10
1,400 10 7
1,990 1 1
2,289 15 11
12,735 0 7
5,207 12 0
82 0 0
1,000 0 0
£  64,673 10  9
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
18,770 16 10
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the EXPENDITURE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND during the
QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st MARCH, 1888, and 31st MARCH, 1889, respectively.
FOR THE QIIAETERS ENDED  FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
31st March,  31st March,  31st March,  31st March,
1888.  1889.  1888. 1889.
NO. l.-SC HEDULES.  £ a. d. £  S. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Schedule  A ... ...
Schedule B ... ..,
Schedule  C ... ...
Schedule  D ... ... ... ...
Endowments to Municipalities ...
Endowments to Divisional Boards ...
Interest  on the Public Debt ... ...
... 1,250 0 0 625 0 0 3,750 0 0  2,553 15  3
... 8,137 5 2 8,388 7 4  23,921 18  8 25,007 8 9
... 25 0 0 25 0 0 75 0 0 75 0 0
... 10,485 12 6 7,258 2 2 33,055 4 2  32,768 12  3
...  415204 12  9  66,444 16  6 87,037 2 9  300,450 14  6
...  171,484 19 7 153,028 19  8  171,578 15  4 155,506 7 4
... ... ...  485,782 10  0 529,884 5 0
232,587 10 0 225,770 5 8 805,200 10 11 846,236 3 1
No. 2.-E x uouTIvn AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Excellency  the Governor ... ...
Executive  Council  ... ... ...
Legislative  Council  ... ... ... ...
Legislative  Assembly  ... ...
Legislative Council and  Assembly ... ...
288 6 8 635 0 0 1,368 6 8 1,355 0 0
260 4 6 260 11 0 785 3 4 792 15 3
846 5 4 706 13 6 2,578 8 1 2,443 7 9
923 7 6 955  13 11 2,807 17  4 2,893 1 1
1,968 1 6 1,849 4 1  6,480 19  3 5,922 2 3
4,286 5 6 4,407 2 6 14,02014 8 13,406 6 4
NO. 3: CHIEF ShC$ETABY.
Agent-General for  the Colony ... ... ... 797 7 0 529 9 4 2,325 10 4 2,061 3 4
Immigration ... 1,770 17 3 1,798 15 1 7,497 3 2 8,284 7 2
Thursday Island  ... 604 16 5 621  12 5 2 ,860 3 6 1,899 10 8
Defence Force  (Land) ... ... ... ... 6,296 18 0 10,330 11 11 32,492 1  4 30,168 14 6
Defence Force (Marine) ... ... ... ... 3,113 19 1 2 ,434 12 10 8,271 1 1 7,885 15 2
12,583 17 09 15,715 1 7  53,446 10 5 50,299 10 10
6,886 6 0 ... 750 0 6
8,053 14 5 ... 1,111 6 2
16,433 16 5 ... 84 6 3
3,79719  1 ... 263 3 8
4,187 10 9 22 2 7
517 1 3 55 11 0
2,221 0 6 4610 4
1,340 15 5 5915 2
1,724 12 4 265 8 9
13,098 11 9 ...  10,808 15 10
13,037 19 2 ... 302 18 7
7,277 11 8 ...  2,069 19  8
650 0 0 ...  568 0 0
345 5 4 654 14 8
2,790 3 7 ... 2,790 3 7
82,362 7 8 1,0811911
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE- continued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
No. 4.-COLONIAL  SECRETARY.
Colonial Secretary's Department ... ,,,
Registrar-General ... ... ... ...
Registrar of Titles ...
Police ... ...
Water Police... ...
Petty Sessions ...
Government Printing
Lithographic Printing ... ...
Lunatic Asylums ...
Lunatic Reception Houses ...
Gaols
Penal Establishment, St. Helena ... ...
Reformatories ... ... ... ...
Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich ...
Steamers  " Lucinda " and " Otter" ...
Charitable Allowances ... ... ...
Medical and Medical Board ... ...
Central Board of Health ... ... ...
Grants in aid of Public Institutions
Agricultural and Horticultural Societies ...
Expenses of Elections ... ... ...
Repairs, &c., Country Court-house ...
Exhibitions ... ...
Purchase of Land at South Brisbane for Court-house
Revising the Statutes ... ... ..
Pleura -pneumonia Commission  ... .. ...
Miscellaneous Services ... ... ... ...
31st March,  31st March,  31st March,  31st March,
1888. , 1889.  1888. 1889.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.
2,111 5 2  1,686 17 10
2,277 4 7  2,245 2 2
3,373 12 8  2,274 11 11
36,575 9 6  39,606 12  8
746 5 4 707 11 6
9,028  13 10  9,059 10 5
7,773 6 4  7,474 14  5
600 12 8 541 6 5
4,871 1 7 5,664 4 6
561 17 9 521 16 22,641 5 11  2,699 19 6
2,329 7 9 3,159 4 2
547 14 7 493 0 7
1,83517 0  2,464 12  8
2,073 6 1  1,432 19  5
17,948 6 5 18,897  -0  61,346 16  6 1,210  5 11
190 9 6 240 1 0
1,389 17 10 1,082 15 10
647 18 3 550 17 0
647 8 2 198 9 8
776 12 3 927 5 11
... 1,905 17 5
... 1,459 17 10
845 8 7
2,443 3 5 3,707 15 6
803 2 8
],026 3 6
25 7 7
20,391 7 3
6,292 13 8
3,205 18 5
685 18 0
600 0 0
5,091 14 9
493 10 0
612 6 10
102,789 13  1 111,052 6 4 302,699 19 5  323,769 14 8
No. 5.-ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
Law Officers of the Crown ...
Supreme Court ... ...
Sheriff
District Courts
[nsolvency ...
Intestacy ...
1,500 1 6 1,728  1 9 4,841  2 10 5,838 13  0
1,287 1 6  1,495 16 10 5,759 16  5  6,771 9  5
565 12 0 773 5 4  3,745 19 10 4,273 18  7
1,951 0 6  2,334 18  2 6,74113 5 7,554 5 1
358 2 0 387  4 8 1,208 7 2 1,161 17 6
283 2 4 275 19 3 846 2 7 857 5 2
6,94419 9 6,995 6 0
No. 6.-SECRETARY FOB PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department ... ... ... ... ... ...
Inspection ... ... ... ... ... ..
Special Instruction ... ... . ... ... ...
State  Schools... ... ... ... ... ...
Buildings ... ... ... ... ... ...
Provisional Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Grammar Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Technical Education ... ... ... ...
Orphanages ... ... ...
Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution ... ...
Museum  ... ... .. ... .. ...
No. 7.-COLONIAL  TREASURER.
Treasury ... ...
Refundments ... ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange
Miscellaneous  Services
Colonial  Stores ...
Customs ...
Border Patrol ...
Distilleries and Breweries ...
Government Analyst ...
Marine Board ... ...
Shipping Office ..
Harbours and Pilot Department
Lighthouses and Lightships ... ...
Powder Magazines ... ... ... ...
Oyster Fisheries ... ... ... ...
Harbours and Rivers ... ...
5,287 19  3 5,111 2 06,812 14  2 6,913 4 47,490 10  2 7,256 7 9
113,158 6 8  106,978 16  72,210 11  6 1,918 2 725,921 13  3 26,739 5 824,406 16  3  21,702 15 10
1,7991011 1,890  2  11
15,096 9 1  16,884 15  9
1,511  4  10  1,674 2 5
8,203 6 7 8 ,25013 6
7,635 1 11 8,800 11 1
1,614 14 1 1,519 3 105,888 16  8  6,758 19  3
4,819  9 11  4,456 13  5
48,371 9 0 53,387 7 6
3,348 14 7 3,266 19 0
676 15 6 779 15 43,622 14  1  2,330 15  5
2,955 19 1 1,544 11 1
868 7 2 2,65419 2
2,107  7 10 3,307 18  6256 13  0  8,277 11  1
... 2,700 0 0
... 3,408 3 7
953 6 6
8,683 3 11  14,403 10  7
23,143 2 3 25,467 18 9
757 12  4 3,275  8 2 2,842 2 6
956  2  11  4,57013 4 4,196 Is  10
26 13 4 136 19 3 124 4 3
23,371 0 11 95,328 12 8 90,173 11 1
8,105 17 7  19,894 10 1 23,188 9 10
3,718 16 4 11,643 12  0 12,093 11 0
775 10 6  2,147 10  0 2,035 16 6
600 0 0 600 0 0 600 0 05,618 13  7  13,478 10  8 16,034 4 7
482 10 0 533 10 0 482 10 0
504 9 10 1,701 11 5 1,428 17 6
39,228 2 8 44,917 7 4  153,310 7  7 153,200 1 1
4,203  12 11  4,310 411
726 9 1 567 9 5
8,347  3 ]  8,533 10  4
3,459 1 7 5,706  5 10
27,622 9 0 18,178 14  931,925 14  9  32,893 12 11
3,44411 1 3,06015 9
6,74719 2 6,514 0 4
370 16 11 376 0 101,350 12  7 1,282 2 9
683 19 2 678 15 0
24,844 17 11 25,464 19 1014,755 12  3  15,187 3 6
595 18 0 721 8 4
260 17 9  $76 12 65,295 17  7  4,939 4 0
48,550 19  4  45,614 13  5  133,635 1210 127,791 1 0
1,403 3  81  1,437 6 1
500 6 51 286 11 64,379 11  6 4,811 9 6
1,880 19 11 2,026 10 10
10,662 13 7 6,007 19 7
10,703 13  01 11,641 6 2
749 8 11 1,129 0 6
1,949 3 6 1,652 8 4
130 9 9 123 12 10
559 18 1 452 19 6
227 10 0 232 1 8
8,848 0 1 8,764 9 6
4,944 611 5,34816 4
230 14 1 251 1 9
83 18 9 102 3 3
1,297 1 3  1,546 17  2
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND - COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE - oon6nsce4
FOR THE  QUARTERS  ENDED FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
No. 8.-SBORETARY FOB LANDS.
Department of Pub li c Lands ... ... . , .
Land Board  ... ... ... ..,
...
Division of Runs  .,, ,., ,,, ,,, ,,,
Sale of Land  ... ... ... ... ...
Bailiffs and Rangers of Crown Lands ... ...
Survey of Roads  ... ... ,.. .., ,,,
Pastoral Occupation ... ... ... ... ...
Reserves ,.. ... ... ...
Botanical Gardens  ... ... ... ... ...
Survey of Land  ... ... ... ... ,,,
Trigonometrical Survey ...
... ... ...
Agriculture  ... ... ... ..
Miscellaneous  .., ... ... ... ...
Rabbit -proof Fencing  ... ... ... ...
31st March,  31st March, 31st March,
1888. 1889. 1888.
31st March,
1889.
£  a. d. £ s. d . £  a. d. £ a. d.
2,705 17 4 2,669 17 1 7,784 2 0 7,724 11 4
222 3 3 247 13 9 757 5 6 601 2 4
1,187 10 0 639 15 8 3,904 3 4 2,528 13 52,452 17 7  3,024 11  4 7,46311 0  7,882 11 10
1,559  12 10  1,283  18 11  4,540 0 8  4,239 13  8
375 17 6 379 2 0 1,243 2 4 1,424 3 4
2,450 0 0  2,202 18 11  6,204 6 6 5,804 6 2
2,210 8 9 2,375  7 11 3,908 12  9 4,823  8 10464 16  2 547 19 5 1,540 4 4  1,778 11 7
13,171 17 8 13,086 2 4 35,467 1 0  40,257 16 10
185 18 11 680 19 2 800 16 2 1,884 12 6
386 1 1 586 11 10 1,094 9 7 1,436 15 11
230 16 11 243 9 10 3,132 2 0 345 5 3
5,605  8 10  4,004 18  0  17,785 17 9  24,566 11  0
33,209  6 10  31,973 6 2  95,625 14 11  105,298 3 11
NO. 9.-SECRETABY FOR MINIMS  AND WORKS.
Department  ... .. ... .  2,823  3 11 2,889 14 0 8,164 7 5 8,658 8 4
Buildings  ... ... ... ... ...  9,146 10 0 12,271 16 8 31,986 7 2 28,962 4 7
Roads ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 745 7 2 1,850 0 0 4,989 1 4 3,989 14 1
Mines ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,98717 2  6,371 8  0  16,734 14  5 17,464 5 0
18,711  18 3 23,383 8 8  61,874 10  4  59,074 12 0
NO. 10 .--- 8 ECRETARY FOR RAILWAYS.
Department for Railways  ... ...  2,442 1 11 2,892 14 2 7,493 9 7 7 ,493 10 11
Southern and Western Railway  ... .,  63,893 6 10 70 ,051 15 1 212 ,033 18 3 210 ,440 0 11
Maryborough and Gympie Railway 9,654 19 4 13,187 2 10 37,455 15 10 49,729 15 8
Bundaberg to Mount Perry Railway  ... ...  2,635 8 8 3,969 2 11 8,653 18 10 10 ,545 10 2
Central Railway 21,354 14 6 26,237 16 8 88,293 14 10 73,714 4 2
Northern Railway  ...  15,056 4 8 18,313 4 3 47,793 3 3 53,981 6 7
Mackay Railway  ... ... ..  2,152  0 4 1,750 2 10 5,621 8 2 6,165 17 10
Cooktown Railway  ... ...  2,058 13 4 2,304 2 7 6,316 8 3 5 ,550 11 6
Cairns Railway  ... ... ... ... ...  598 12 0 1,067 10 5 598 12 0 3,050 2 2
119,846 1 7  139,17311 9 414 ,260 9 0 420,670  19 11
No. 11 .- POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
Chief Office  ... ... ... ... ...
Post and Telegraph Offices  ... ... ...
Conveyance of Mails  ... ... ...
Contingencies  .., ... ... ...
Meteo ro logical Observation
3,213 16 0 ' 3,183 0 0 9,745 ] 0 9 ,661 5 11
24,373  4 7 25,832  18 9 71,827 5 0 76,002 6 340,590 10  9 21,691 10 8  114,211 3 10 82,321 19 1013,594 19  6 14,887 0 2 40,490 2 1 44,298 5 5
275 17 7 337 10 10 650 3 2 1,000 5 2
82,048 8 5 65,932 0 5 236,924 5 1  213,284 2 7
No. 12 .- AUDITOR -GBNBRAL.
Department  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,689 17 3 1,792 1 3 4,774 4 11 5,480 10 3
No. 13.-Special Supplementary  Appropriation  ... ...  7,722 10 4 4 ,235 15 10 41,753 11  4  8,584 19  6
GRAND TOTAL 2,340,670 3 8 2,352,554 3 11£ 709,199 10 9 721,562 6 11
BALANCE OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND ,  31ST MARCH, 1889.
Debit Balance ,  30th June ,  1888  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2 602,011 14 2
Expenditure for the Nine Months ended 31st March ,  1889  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2,352,564 3 11
£2,954,565 18 1
Revenue for the Nine  months ended 31st March ,  1889 .. . ...  2,787,865 0 9
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Debit Balance ,  31st March ,  1889 ... ... £166,70017 4
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  2nd April, 1889.
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LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBURSEMENTS for the QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st MARCH, 1888, and
31st MARCH, 1889, respectively.
FOR THE  QUARTERS ENDED
Slat March,  Slat March,
1888. 1889.
FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
31st March,
1888.
£ s. d. £ a. d.  £ s. d. £ s, d.
Immigration . 26,151 15 3 26,555 13 11 101,703 4 3 101,109 10 6
Electric Telegraphs ... 6,503 19 3 2,458 3 6  34,591 17  3 9,908 18 3
Railways-
Southern and Western ... 118 079 10 5 315 16100 7 483 788 15 10 3 314 1842 10
Central ... ...
,
12,315 15 8
,
10,313 0
,
10  75,858 18  2 ,44,535 13 3
Northern ... ... 12,330 16 3 7,102 18 6  44,695 2 8 19,289 7 2
Maryborough ... ... 15,261 5 4 12,358 15 5 23,442 15 7 49,999 6 6
Bundaberg ...
...  3,723 14 3 2,806 13 6 63,102 18 6 10,060 11 9
Bowen to Townsville
... 606 16 3 11,935 13 11 9,613 10 6 36,089 12 11
Mackay to Eton and Hamilton ... 58 13 0 75 0 0  2,083 5 0 605 3 10
Cooktown to Maytown ... ...  15,990 16 1 4,577 15 7 44,546 13 0 26,535 11 6
Herberton to the Coast ... ...  25,092 16 1 68,211 16 8 118,550 8 6 168,029 19 10
Cloncurry to Normanton... 2,186 18 0 7,651 17 2 19,977 10 2 38,397 14 6
Croydon ... ... ... ... 55,050 19 3 ..  P 56,248 19 3
Suspense  Account... ... ... 586 4 11 819 0 10 3,929 17  0 3,774 12 1
Extension  Surveys ... ...  1,197 9 3 751 4 2 2,503 19 8 1,948 0 9
Rolling Stock ... ...  10,199 13 10 16,211 16 11 30,618 18 2 43,587 7 6
Telegraph Lines ... ... 25 0 6 153 9 9 675 19 1 185 4 3
Harbours and Rivers ... ... ...  29,902 11 0 20,637 10 10 86,972 16 2 95,445 18 6
Loans to Local Bodies ... ... ...  8,761 0 10 21,925 0 0 53,701  0 10 99,986 14 2
Roads and Bridges  ... ... ... 6,814 11 6 9,613 11 2 23,528  2 8 20,664 8 1
Buildings  ... ... ... ... 15,863 16 4 11,697 16 3 66,675 6 4 37,131 16 10
Defence of the Colony... ... ..  6,543 11 10 5,525 17 9 19,034 16 2 10,525 17 11
Road  Boards and  Shire Councils ... 500 0 0 802 10 0 5 18 0
Water Storage, Main Roads ... ...  ... 7,01310 0 8,835 5 3 18,139 17  4 20,769 4 2
£ 325,700 5 9 405,584 16 9 1,318,538 2 10 1,237,150 10 3
TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRAC T  of DISBURSEMENTS for the QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st MARCH, 1888, and
31st MARCH ,  1889, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
Assessment on Sheep ... ... ...
Assessment  on Cattle ... ... ...
Pound Sales  ... ... ... ...
Police Reward Fund ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ... ...
Immigration, London ... ... ...
Audit Act Fund ... ... ...
Pacific  Islanders ' Fund  ... ... ...
Marsupial  Act Fund ... ...
Vice-Admiralty Court ... ... ...
Va ll ey  Drainage  .. ... ... ...
"Lands Act  of 1884 "-Improvements Fund
Defence  Advance Account  ... ... ...
Pleuro -pneumonia Fund  ... ... ...
1888. 1889. 1888.
31st March, Slat March,  Slat  March,  31st March,
31st March,
1889.
1889.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £ a. d.589 13  6 1,011 1 1 2,11918 3  2,240 18  2845 12 11 807 13 7  2,589 8 3 2,647 14 11,283 19  1  954 15  3  1,383 10 11  1,049 0 0
...  261 17  9 158 8 6 308 6 11
1,300 5 11 1,310 6 7  3,904 14  6 4,305 4 1
26,392 19 10 .. 46,881 6 10
871 3 1 2,115 1 0 5,178 1 7 3,818 6 3
4,543 5 8  4,746 16  5 13,0351810 13,574 2 5
4,905 17 2 3,613 1 10 13,734 6 4  14,007 15  2
16 6 11 650 0 0 118 4 0 650 0 0
.. .  ... 1,206 13 11
1,159 4 3 954 11 8 4,051 16 6 12,087 14 11
680 0 2 ... 680 0 2 71 17 0
... 23 3 0
£ 42,588 8 6 16,425 5 2 95,042 8 7 54,784 2 0
SURPLUS REVENUE FUND.
ABSTRACT of DI8BURSBMSNTS for the QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st MARCH, 1888, and
31st MARCH ,  1889, respectively.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED  FOR THE  NINE  MONTHS ENDED
Harbours and Rivers
Buildings ...
31st March, 31st March,  Slat March,  Slat March,
1888.  1889. 1888. 1889.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
47 12 7 84 8 0 2,773 16 1
1 3 0 ... 1 3 0
48 15  7 84 8 0  2,774 19  1
£ a. d.
84 8 0
84 8 0
149
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each PORT of the Colony of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane, during the QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st
MARCH, 1888, and 31st MARCH, 1889, respectively.
Port.
£  S. 1. £ s. d.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane  ... 146,880 14 5 221,816 4 1 439,851 19 0 630,880  8Ipswich ... ... ... 5,185 4 9 6,668 11 3 16,766 15 6 18,422 19 3
Maryborough ... 14,775 13 2 15 103 6 9 47,761  4 9 63 ,881 11 9
Burnett  River ... ... 5,213 14 10 6152 18 10 13,325 8 3 18, 636 18 0
Gladstone  ... ... ... 54814 8 884 6 3  1,856 16  6 2,628 3 9
Rockhampton ... ... 25,765 7 9 32,563 13 9 83,517 2.3 104,400 16 6
Mackay  ... ... ... 6,202 2 10  3,998 15  4 18,773  10 10 14,674 11 0
St. Lawrence  ... ... ... 246 9 1 145 15 11 594 7 6 455 9 5
Cleveland  Bay ... ... 32 ,956 8 5  36,383 6 1 116,814 0 10 136,822 13 5
Geraldton ... ,.. ... 626 19 10 1,585 2 1 1,624 4 9 4,817 9 5
Port Hinchinbrook ... ... ... 61 11 6
Port  Denison  ... ... ... 1,232 19 10 1,685 9 2 3,870 6 4 5,706 7 6
Normanton  ... ... ... 6,175 1 10 5,292 16 3 40,044 4 0 38,586 11 11
Cooktown ... ... 7,311 10 3 10,158 2 6 25,973 12  3 33,515 3 4
Cairns  ... ... ... 6,088 17 5 8,976 19 11 20,210 15 1 28,085 7 8
Port  Douglas  ... ... ... 2,061 19 5 2,486 19 11 6,639 14  5 9,276 11 4
Thursday  Island  ... ...  1,280 10 10 2,811 16  8 5,980 5 9 6,275 8 5
Burketown  ... ... ... 436 6 3  758 15  0 1,541 13 6 2,518 8 10
Dungeness  ... ... ... 456 6 0  334 16 11  2,290 11  1 12290 2 7
Border  Patrol ... ... ... 6,604 4 11 7,641 11 6 21,244 16  1 20,437 16 5
TOTAL ... ... £ 268,049 6 6 364,449 8 2 868,742 19 11 1,131,312 10 2
Quarter ended 31st Quarter ended 31st Nine Months ended Nine Months ended
March ,  1888.  March ,  1889.  31st March ,  1888.  31st March, 1889.
D ISPOSAL OF  THE PUBLIC BALANCES, 31ST MARCH, 1889.
DR.
Queensland  National Bank-
London ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Agent -0 en eral  ... ... ...
Commercial Bank of Australia
Union Bank ...
Bank of New South Wales ...
Royal Bank of Queensland ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank
Bask ,  Northern Queensland
£ s. d.
1,583,494 9 7796,643 17  6
64,054 1 2
150,000 0 0
250,000 0 0
150,000 0 0
200,000 0 0
200,000 0 0
50,000 0 0
£ s.CR.  d.
Loan  ... ... ... ... ...  2,807,558 17 8
Surplus Revenue  . ... ... ...  8,105 9 9
Trust Funds ... ... ... ... 167,187 11 8
Savings Bank  ... ... ... ...  628,041 6 6
3,610,893 6 7
Less Consolidated Revenue Deficit ... 166,700 17 4
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
£3,444,192 8 3 £3,444,192 8 3
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
By Authority : JAMESC. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XLVI.]  SATURDAY ,  6TH APRIL ,  1889. [No. 80.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R .A., Commandant.
No. 817.
1889.
Victoria  Barracks  ... 8 April
HE  various Corps in the Southern Military District, with the exception of the Rockhampton
11 Division, will proceed to Camp at Lytton as stated hereunder :-
TO LYTTON.
RETURN showing PLACES, DATES, and HOURS of DEPARTURE Of CORPS.
Name of Corps .  Place of Departure. Date.
"A" Battery, Queensland
Artillery
Brisbane Field Battery ...
Moreton Field Battery ...
Moreton Mounted Infantry
Brisbane Garrison Battery
Brisbane Engineers ...
o Brisbane Engineers, Sub-
marine Mining Section
A Regimental Staff ..
S
0
'' A,))''B , )) t4C, ) ) t'D,"
and  "E" Compa-
nies ,  Brisbane
" F " Company, Ips-
wich
"G " Company,
Southport
" H " Company,
Blackstone
Brisbane Ambulance Corps
Head-Quarters' Band ...
c
Regimental Staff ...
P U Band ... ... ...
A ;64 " C " Companies,
Brisbane
P4 '
B," and
z g
" A 44
Adelaide-street Shed
Ipswich ... ...
Boundary-street Shed
Queen's Wharf ...
Musgrave Wharf,
South  Brisbane
Ditto ... ...
14
15
„
,)
Hour of Hour of
Departu re  Departure
by by
Steamer .  Railway.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1889.
Remarks.
Special Orders.
... To proceed by road, 10 a.m.
... Special Orders.
... To proceed by road at 2 p.m.14
14 „ 2 p.m.
15 )) 10 a.m.
15 „ 10 a.m.
Ditto ... 15 „ 10 a.m.
Ditto ... 15 10 a.m.
Ditto ... .. 15
Southport ... ... 14
Blackstone ... 15 „
Queen 's Wharf ... 14
Musgrave W harf, 15
South Brisbane
Ditto . .. ...  18
Ditto
Ditto
))
18 ))
18 ) )
Q.D.F. steam launch
Miner.
10 a.m. ... To  leave  Ipswich by 7'30 a.m.
ordinary  train  in time to
8.35 p.m. 4'30 p.m. catch  steamer.
10 a.m. ditto.
Detachment to proceed by
road, with waggon, 10 a.m.
To parade with Moreton
Regiment.
7'30 p.m.
7'30 p.m.
150
2 p.m.
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RETURN showing PLACES, DATES, and Hones of DEPARTURE of  CoRPs-continued.
Name of Corps. Place of Departure .  I Date.
Musgrave Wharf,
South Brisbane
Ditto ... ...
Hour of Hour of
Departure Departure
by bySteamer. Railway.
1889.
18Apri1 7' 30 p.m.
18 „ 7'30 p.m.
18 „ 7'30 p.m.
( Regimental Staff ..S a
19 4- $:4I Band and Pipers ...
'In
000 E"•„  Company,  Ditto
. Ipswich
' Regimental Staff
W1. J " A,"  cc B," and Ditto
u " 1) "  Uompanies,
Brisbane
Band ... ...
"A)' cc B" and
" C " Companies,Brisbane
I Brisbane Grammar School[ risbane
Corps
q Bundaber
(Gympie Mounted In- Gyymmpie
fantry  { Maryborough
Bundaberg Mounted  In.  Bunda berg ...4-242
a
fantr
Regimental Staff Maryborough
: o m  Band  ...  Dittoa °7 "A "  and "C" Com- Dittod  ca
S
o "
Ccompany,A B11 "Gymple0S "D " Company,
Howard
10 n " E " Company,
... 18 „ 710 p.m.
18 „ 7'30 p.m.
18 „  NO p.m.
18 „ 7'30 p.m.
Queen's Wharf ... 18 „ 4.30 p.m.
{ Maryborough
J Howard
Maryborough
Bundaberg ...
Queensland Irish Volun- Gympie ...
teer Corps, "D" Com-
pany, Gympie
( "A" Company,
a Toowcomba
to5 4
"B" Company,
0 c Dalby
"C" Company,
Warwick
"D" Company,
Roma
"E Company,
Allora
Roma Cadet Corps
Queensland Scottish Vol.
Corps, "F" Company
Toowoomba ...
Dalby ... ...
Warwick ...
Roma ... ...
Warwick ...
Roma ...
Toowoomba ...
}14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
... 14
„
„
„
91
„
„
14 „ *7'15  a.m. 1.55 a.m.
13 „ *7'15  am  11 p.m.
13 „ *7.15  a.m. 9'15 p.m.
13 „ *7.15  a.m. 3.30 p.m.
13 „ *7'15  a.m. 9'15 p.m.
13 „ *7'15 a.m. 3'30 p.m.
18 „ 710 p.m. ...
Remarks.
To leave Ipswich by ordinary
train in time  to catch  steamer
Q.D.F. steam launch
" Miner."{Detachment with horses toproceed overland, leavingGympie on 10th inst., andentrain at  Caboolture about
8 a.m. on the 13th inst.
* Steamer leaves South Bris-
bane Railway Wharf on 14th
Mail Train.
ditto.
To leave Toowoomba by ordi-
nary train  in time  to catch
steamer.
NoTE.-Members of Volunteer Corps desirous of coming into Camp before the dates fixed for
their Corps can do so ; they should report their arrival immediately ; they will be attached for drill
to other Corps as may be most convenient.
Orders for Return Journey will be issued hereafter.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER,  Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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VOL. XLVI.] TUESDAY, 9TH APRIL, 1889. [No. 81.
QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCE, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1889.
No. 818.
f liHE following appointments, promotions, resig-
nations, transffers, and other changes will take
effect from above date where not stated other-
wise :-
SOUI'HERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
Sergeant A. G. Beard is placed on the Volunteer
Reserve.
THE MORET9N REGIMENT.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
Major J. Gartside will take over temporary
command of the Regiment,  vice  Major Pain,
resigned.
"A " Company:
Edward Llewelyn Bray is appointed to be a Lieu-
tenant.
QUEENSLAND IRISH VOLUNTEER CORPS.
Captain H. E. King is appointed to be a Captain
on the Unattached List.
HEAD-QUARTERS' BAND.
Bandsman P. Larsen is appointed to be Band.
master, provisionally.
UNATTACHED LIST.
The resignation of Captain The Honourable
A. J. Thynne, of his appoinment as Captain on the
Unattached List, is accepted.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIVISION.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT REGIMENT.
" B " Company, Gympie.
Sergeant J. O'Hanrlon is appointed to be Colour-
Sergeant.
ROCKHAMPTON DIVISION.
"A" Company, Rockha ipton.
Charles Augustus Calvert is appointed to be a
Captain, and will take over command of the
Company.
NORTHERNi MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION,
CAIRNS CADET CORPS.
William Charles Smith  is appointed to be
Captain,  and will take  over command of the Corps.
Frederick  William Martin is appointed to be a
Lieutenant.
No. 819.
WITH reference to General Orders Nos. 814 and
815, it is hereby notified that Captain G. S. Hutton
will be employed during the Lytton Encampment to
superintend and arrange for transport by carts of
the baggage of all Corps arriving in, or departing
from, the metropolis on the several dates published
in General Order No. 817.
All baggage will be despatched from the Queen's
Wharf.
The Officer Commanding " A " Battery will
detail a fatigue party of one officer and thirty rank
and file to parade at the Queen's Wharf at 8.30 a.m.
on the 15th instant, for the purpose of assisting in
placing baggage on board steamers provided for the
purpose.
No. 820.
THE following  addition is hereby made to
General Order No. 811, under  heading " Baggage
Regulations , Wide  Bay and Burnett Division  ":-After " 'E 'Company ,  Bundaberg ,"  add " • D ' Com-
pany ,  Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps, No. 7."
No. 821.
CAPTAIN A. E. HASais, Unattached List, is
appointed temporarily as Staff Officer, to superin-
tend the Supply and Transport arrangements at
the ensuing Encampment at Lytton. He will also
supervise the formation and laying out of the Camp,
under instructions from The Commandant.
No. 822.
THE attention of Commanding Officers is directed
to the necessity, when in Camp, of rendering,
daily, carefully prepared and correct ration and
forage returns and p.irade stutes. As frequent
errors have occurred in previous years, thereby
causing additional labour to the Staff Officer, it is
151
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notified for information that the returns will be
carefully checked with the pay lists,  and in cases
where more rations are applied for than the Corps
is entitled to, full value of the surplus will be
charged, and the Commanding Officer will have to
account for his neglect.  Quartermasters of
Brigades are likewise cautioned to be most par-
ticular regarding the issue  of correct quantities to
Corps. On the termination of the Camp, and prior
to leaving, Quartermasters will furnish carefully
prepared returns showing in detail the stores issued
to and returned by Corps, Lnd noting  in a special
column the deficiencies chargeable to a Corps.
These returns will be duly signed by the Quarter-
master responsible for same and forwarded to The
Staff Officer of Supply and Transport.
No. 823.
THE undermentioned Corps of The Rockhampton
Divisions will hold four successive full-day parades
between the 15th and 22nd instant in place of
attending the Camp of Annual Training at Lytton.
Commanding Officers to arrange accordingly.
Rockhampton Mounted Infantry.
" A " Company; Rockhampton.
" B " Company, Mount Morgan.
C " Company, Queensland Scottish Volunteer
Corps.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
Authority: JAnhs C.  BEAL, Government Printer, Wi ll iam street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., B.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
No. 824.THE following appointments ,  promotions, resig.nations ,  transfers , and other  changes  will take
effect from above  date where not stated other.
wise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
" A " BATTERY, PERMANENT FORCE.
No. 75,  Corporal  Thomas  Pollard, is appointed
to be  a Sergeant.
BRISBANE FIELD BATTERY.
No. 153, Gunner S. Cleghorn, is dismissed for
non-attendance .  Regulation  204 to be complied
with.
BRISBANE GARRISON BATTERY,
No. 46, Corporal T. O'Flaherty, is placed on the
Volunteer  Reserve.
THE MORETON REGIMENT.
REGIMENTAL STAFF.
The resignation of No. 14, Sergeant-Major
J. Hansen, is accepted
Garrison  Sergeant -Major P. Rigby will perform
the duties of  Sergeant -Major of the Regiment until
further orders.
" E" Company.
No. 15, Acting Colour-Sergeant Francis Brown,
is appointed to be Colour-Sergeant.
No. 71 Acting- Sergeant  W. Horton and No. 89,
Acting-Sergeant A. Harcourt, are appointed to be
Sergeants.
BRISBANE AMBULANCE CORPS.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of
No. 19, Sergeant J. Cormack, is accepted.
No. 5, Acting- Sergeant  W. Jell, is appointed
to be  a Sergeant.
No. 16, Private F. Wilkie, and No. 29,  Private
F. Beattie,  are dismissed for non -attendance.
Regulation 204 to be c(mplied with.
DARLING DOWNS DIVISION.
DARLING DOWNS REGIMENT.
" C" Company.
No. 161, Acting- Sergeant J. Ferguson, is
appointed  to be  a Sergeant.
No. 2, Sergeant  J. A. Lefrancke,  is placed on
the Volunteer  Reserve.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
BOWEN GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignations ,  under Regulation  204, of No.
68, Gunner S. Stanfield , and No. 814, Gunner J. J.
Walsh,  are accepted.
THE KENNEDY REGIMENT.
" A " Company.
Lieutenant G. R. Gordon  is granted  six months'
leave of absence to proceed  to Europe.
No. 112, Private G. Phillips , is transferred to
Townsville  Garrison  Battery.
No. 825.
CORRECTIONS.
IN General Order No. 818, notification of appoint-
ments of Lieutenant E. L. Bray, Captain C. A.
Calvert, Captain W. C. Smith, and Lieutenant
F. W. Martin, insert the word "provisionally " i n
each case after the rank.
No. 826.
IT is hereby notified for information, that the
Telegraph Office at Lytton will remain open day
and night between the 13th and  22nd  instant,
inclusive, for the  transmission of messages. Also,
that the Telegraph Office in Queen street,  Brisbane,
will be open on Sundays, the 14th and 21st
instant, for the receipt  and transmission of
messages.
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No. 827.
TEn following will be the Programme for the
Encampment at Lytton:-Monday, 15th April.-Moving into Camp and
preliminary drill.
16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th. -General drills,
skirmishing, and minor field manoeuvres.
Friday, 19th.-1N ight attack by Naval  Forces ;
defence by Naval Forces, Garrison Artillery and
Engineers, and such other detachments  as may be
necessary.
20th.-Inspection by His Excellency The Com-
mander -in-Chief at 11.30 a.m.
21st April.-Divine Service  at 9 a.m.; Special
Orders for  afternoon.
Major Des Voeux, D.A.A.G., will pay special
attention to the drill and training of the Infantry
CO 8.
Major J. A. Grieve, R.A., will specially supervise
the drill of the Field Batteries.
The above Officers  will also  arrange for the
instruction in sword exercise of those Officers and
Non-Commissioned Officers who require it.
22nd April.-The following manceuvres will be
carried through if possible :-
An enemy having made good a landing in vicinity
of Sandgate, has pushed forward to the general
line of the Sta$ord road, his outposts being thrown
forward towards Ithaca Creek.
Endeavours on afternoon of the 22nd to force
his way into Brisbane.
Operations to be confined to the country between
the Old Northern Road and the River near Milton.
The above roads are included in field of operations.
A gunboat is supposed to assist the defence
wherever it can do so.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTEN , Major,
Brigade-Major
By Authority :  Jsxas 0.  BEAL, Government Printer , William street,  Brisbane.
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PROPBISPOB.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
THE following  Statement of Brands ,  being those Registered during the month of MARCH last, is  published  for general
information ,  in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above -recited Act.
Stockowners whose Names ,  Addresses ,  or Brands may be incorrectly stated are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner ,  or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R.  GORDON,
Registrar of Brands '  Office ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane ,  3rd April, 1889.]FORK= D AM
Houses.
B Series.
Cattle. Name.
Ai03 28128 Joseph Johnson
ACb 28117 .. iJames  Auld ... ... ...AC 8 28203 ... Andrew Anderson
O A C 28144 ... Owen August Owen ... ...
OBb 28167 ... Patrick O 'Brien ...
8-<8 28175 ... James Barcley... ...
500  28198  ... ... George Stark ... ...
{} b P 28215  ... ... Christopher A. Coorie
7 OC 28152  ... ... Christopher  Thompson
Dew 28177  ... ... John  B rown ...
D b m 28148 Samuel McBride ...
D 4 --4 28127 Joseph Dunn ... ...
D Ld 5 28179 ... David Pollack . ...
4  DX 28112 Theodor Rosenplatt ...
5  D;V  28151 ... Robert Dunning
b  DX 28111 ... Alexander  Scott Holmes
E4>  28155 Edward Hawkins ... ,,,
E  b;jj  28126 Christina Jensen ...
E  8;jj  28161 John  Anderson ... ...
.ortrumtnt
Run or Farm where Brand  Nearest Post Town ofis to be  used.  Buz or Farm.
... Teviotville ...
... Tivoli ... ...
... Pialba ... ...
... Marton ... ...
Colston
Ipswich
Pialba
Cooktown
... Broadwater Road
... Formartine ...
... Gold Fields
... Reserve ...
... Mahogany Park ...
[No. 83.
... Mount Gravatt
... Cairns
Ravenswood Junc-
tion
... Roma
.., Maclean
Mount Barney Creek,  Dugandan
Bigriggan
Draper ' s Siding ...
Windah ... ...
Noondoo .. ..
Lower Tent Hill ...
Wilson Plains ...
Holmesdale ...
... Clifton Colliery ...
... I Lilly Farm ...
Alice street ...
Eton
Westwood
St. George
Lower Tent Hi ll
Harrisvi lle
Normanton
... Clifton
... Bowen
... Maryborough
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B Series.
E 9 28188E,00  28192
0  E-3  281294E-3  28149
E 0 28133
E-<5 28199
b FC? 28124
9Fni 28182
F5SJ 28174
5 FA 28173
F O  LO  28211
3 Fb 28113
FC 7 28116V-44 28132
0 5 > 28216
2 am 28159
5am 28160
8 Q m 28201
a 9 C'' 28207
5  Q-3  28143
Q C 5 28184
iJb
J8
Jb
3  J-<
28136
28107
28108
28142
28208
K>1  28140
IC O D 28145K Q 2 28196
IC 2 4 28146
ICZ5 28165K ?;4 28118K a!,3  28122
I{ 1 28109
7X= 28138K 7 28210
-C 2 28101
IC -31 28181
Lo 9 28134
L O v 28164
L8 28121
4Lm 28194
32-4 28137
9L SA 28130
2 L j  28176L;04 28209
L-3 9 28115
LC 3 28204
0 L :E  28147
8MC 28186
9MC 28158
1UW4 28157
1U 3 C1 28104
l04Q 28206
1UA 4 28162
1U32 28119
1U C  3 28212
1UX 2 28205
O1U;0 28168
1U O fA 28166
1U 3  Co 28172
1U5m 281781u*2 28139
FORXS1 BYAND.
Hones. Cattle.
...
James Backer ...
Edmond  Quirk ... ...
Edmond  Hewitt ? urnour ...
Bruch Thorne ... ... ...
Edwin James  Farmer ...
Mary Harvey  ... ... ...
John Frederick Cooke
Frederick Herbert Crofts
William Fielding ...
Frank Saunders ...
John  Finn ...
Frederick John Peatling
John Bowden  Fewings
Frank  Farmer ...
George Frederick  Archer ...
George Wilson ... ...
George Medill ... ... ...
George Earl Smith ... ...
Gustave  Lawson ... ...
Timothy Galvin ... ...
Rose Sam  ... ... ...
J. Jones and Co.
James Verrall ...
John Wagner ...
Jesser and Co....
John Jeffery ... ... ...
August Karlson ... ...
John Kincella ...
Carl Knull ...
Harman Krinken ... ...
Henry Kane ... ... ...
George Kuhn, j unr . ... ...
Joseph Smith  Clarkson ...
Joseph John  Jackson ... ...
Oliver Kinchington ... ...
George Walker ... ...
Heinrich  Sperling
Carl August Wilhelm Trenkner
William George Hatfield
George Thomas Mould
Thomas Miles... ...
William Thomas Cole
Samuel  Fenwick ..
William George Lewis
William Linton
Walter Cantwell ...
Carl Liicht ... ..
Luke Wagstaff  Marsland
Charles  James  Hounslow
George Edmonston Markwell
Carl Robert Muller ...
Charles Brown
John Campbell,  j unr....
William Coalter ...
Gottfried Nitschinsk ... ...
Heinrich Naumann ... ...
John O'Connell ... ...
Joseph Gossner, junr. ...
Robert North ... ... ...
Septimus  North
Daniel Joseph Selwyn ...
James Smith .. ...
Wilhelm Newberker ... ...
racPZIZTos.
Run or Farm where  Brand  Nearest Post Town of
is to be used .  Run or !Farm.
... I Lockyer, Clarendon ...
... Mungarr  ... ... ...
... Alpha ... ... ...
... Nundah ... ... ...
... Hazeldean ...
... Mount Pleasant ,  Maroon
Ipswich
Mungarr
Alpha
Nundah
Gladstone
Ipswich
Bowen ... .
Bowlee, Native Bee
Thurulgoona
Baker ' s Creek
Fe rnvale ...
Diddillibah
Sherwood road
Hazeldean
Mungindi ... ...
Willangie ... ...
Bogantungan ...
Reserti e
12-mile, Railway Line
Newbey Junction
Kirkwood... ...
B :)wen
Clermont
Cunnamulla
Mackay
Maroochie
Cobb's Camp.
Toowong
Gladstone
... Mungindi
... St. Lawrence-
... Bogantungan
... Inglewood
... Cooktown
... Walkerston
... Clermont
... Freemount ... Dalby
... 6-mile  Creek ... ... Redbank
... Farm Creek . ... Warwick
... Railway Works, Gympie Caboolture
Line
... Devon  Farm ... ... Ingham
Mutdapilly ...
Otterburn
Cabbage-tree Creek
Gowrie Road ...
Mitchell ... ...
Spring Creek ...
Ellendean
Buke's Tank, Winton Road
Mitchell ... ... ...
Black River ... ...
Higbfields ... ...
Elseck ... ... ...
Ipswich
Walkerston
Zillmere
Toowoomba
Mitchell
Clifton
Meringandan
Hughenden
Mitchell
Townsville
Highfields
Warwick
Longacre .. ...
Runnymede ...
Wood  street ...
Cometville ...
Tingalpa ... ...
Medway ..
East Bundaberg ...
Muralambeen ...
Table Top, Gomoran
Matlock ...
Edward street ...
St. Lawrence
Texas
Warwick
Comet
Tingalpa
Bogantungan
Bundaberg
Ingham
Gowrie Junction
Charters Towers
Dalby
... Queen street . ... ...  Brisbane
... Minden  ... ... ... Rosewood
Spring Creek ... ... Clifton
Laidley ... ... ... Laidleyl
Linwood Farm, Kelvin Mackay
Grove
John street ... ... Maryborough
Mount Kent  ... ...  Greenmount
Reserve  ... .. ... Dalby
Cabbage-tree Creek ... Gin Gin
Fernie Lawn ... ... FernviewWivenhoe ... ... Fernvale
Reserve  ... ... ... Winton
Mungindi  ... ...  Mungindi
Littabella ... ... ... Bundaberg
Woodford2P>  28198  ... ... Adolph Polentz ... ... Woodford
CloncurryP2  U 28110  ... ... Thomas Pidd ... ... ... ... Gold Fields
KholoP.30 28171 ... ... Charles Sheppard ... ... ... Kholo ...
EtonP-4b 28190 ... ... Patrick Foley ... ... ... ... Clairville ...
Ro llestonP,39)  28135  ...  ... George  John Eyles ... ... ... Reserve ...O PP;  28200 Stanthorpe... ... Patrick Kelly ... ... ... ... Folkestone
1291
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Q02 1  28213
28217 ... ... William Thompson ...
2R> 28120  ... ... Richard Armstrong ... ...3R> 28128  ... ... Alfred Sinclair ... ...
7 R> 28154 ... ... August Rahe ... ...
8 R> 28102 ... ... Richard Shaw... ...
8 Rrn  28125 ... ... Robert Whiteford ... ...
1 R ml 28169 ... ... Robert James Rogers ...
R 8 A 28202  ... ...  Alexander Hogg ... ...
R9  Ci 28131 ... ... Robert Lapthorn ... ...
RC 2 28185 ... ... James Chalmers ... ...
R4.< 28114 ... ... Thomas Ryan... ... ...
3 R-< 28150 ... ... Richard O'Reilly ... ...
9Td
UbC
8UX
U34
3U3
U-<2
Y1v
Vbc
WC7
4WC
W7 -<
owN
28105  ...  ... Thomas Campbell ..
28197 ... ... Joseph Waters McDonald
28189 ... ... James Miller ... ...
28156 ... ... Henry James Evans ...
28180 ... ... John Jacob Bruhn, junr.
28214 ... ... John Murphy ... ...
28195
28141
POZN= BMAJM
Horses. Run or  Fars where Brandis to be used.
... Claverton...
Warwick ... ...
Amelia Vale ...
North Pine
Reserve ...
Draper' s Siding ...
Bell's Creek ...
Cheapside street ...
Carrier .. ...
Ma Ma Creek ...
Gatton
Northbrook, Dundas
Nearest Post Town at
Run or Farm.
... Charleville
... Warwick
... Bowen
... North Pine
... Gin Gin
... Eton
... Campbellville
... Maryborough
... Normanton
... Gatton
... Gatton
... Fernvale
... Mingoola Station,Bonshaw Texas
Laidley ... ...
Cooranga ... ...
Bundamba ...
Emerald ... ...
Rosa li e ... ...
Reserve ... ...
... David Stewart ... ... ... ... Torrens' Creek ... ... Torrens' Creek
... Haig and Jesser ... ... ... Selection, Victoria Downs Morven
28218 ... ... William Walsh (as guardian  of Christmas Creek ...
Richard Walsh)
28187 ... ... Ann Jane Callaghan ... ...  Maclean ... ...
28171 ... ... William James McChesney ... ... Normanton ...
28163 ... ... James Owens ... ... ... ...  Reserve ...
Yni2 28103
Y O ni 28100
7 Y N 28153
No. of
Certificate.
Z51 28183 ... ...
Z12 28106 ...
X.1 28191 ...
Frank O'Connell, Arthur Spinner, and Caboolture
James O'Connell, junr.
Alexander Duncan Whitecross ... Vulture street
Archibald William  Ferguson  ...  Glendower ,  Prairie
Eliza Ha ll ... ... ... ...  Marydale ... ...
David James ... ... ... ... Bazaar street ...
BRANDS TBANSBBBRBD  during the MONTH of MARCH, 1889.
Brand.
AY 7
Oattle. Name.
... James Shannon ... ...
Transferror.
3586  James Lindsay Haynes...
5095 Andrew Duffy ... ...
... Henry Campbell ... ... ... Laidley ...
... ...
bG;>< 14493
H bW 5008
J 1 >(  9701
LL1 185
O R R 783
S  H1  2993
S 5 J ! 3383
1 T Q 14239
U 3 U 5555
V2P 15448
Y 5 Q I 18688
Z
ZJK
17509884
D 7 Ci B24932
O E * B27616
5Jni
J C-4
SC2
Joseph Hough ... ...
William Higgins ... ...
James  Larmer ... ...
Henry Herbert Elliott ...
Orr Brothers ...
Robert Johnston Sterling
John Shields ... ...
Samuel Inker  ... ... ...
A. Tobin and Co.
The Bank of New South Wales
William Porter ... ...
Jeremiah Pritchard ... ...
Thomas Durham  ... ... ...
Robert  Newman  Bridgeman ...
Eleanor  Alice  Moreton ... ...
Joseph O'Shea and Daniel Lynch
Albert Edward  Hincks  and Wm.
Williams
n21190 John and James Cary ... ...
B20188 I James Jewell ... ... ...
B22169 George Desailly and Andrew
Crombie
Transferree.
John McPherson
Robert Samuel Jones
Jane Hough  ... ... ...
Higgins B ro thers ... ...
George Parker Morley .. ...
The Mercantile Bank  of Sydney
The Australian  Joint Stock Bank
Sterling and Gerrard ... ...
George Harry Lumsden Tancred
John Davis ... ...
William K inross  Mackinnon
James William  Stuart ...
Mary Porter ... ...
Frederick Smith ... ...
Annie Durham ... ...
John Charles  Barrett ... ...
The Queensland  National Bank
Daniel Lynch ... ... ...
Albert Edward  Hincks ... ...
James Cary  ... ... ...
David Veitch .. ...
The Trust and Agency Company
of Austra li a
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
... Laidley
... Gayndah
... Bundamba
... Emerald
... Dalby
... Roma
... Beaudesert
... Jimboomba
... Normanton
... Winton
... Laidley
... Caboolture
... South Brisbane
... Townsville
... Caboolture
... Maryborough
Rookwood, Glenroy ...
Mount Marion, Canning
Downs South
The Grove... ...
Bendee ... ...
Clonagh ... ...
Undullah ... ...
Ayrshire Park ...
Gunbower ...
Weens ... ...
Tiara ... ...
Marion Downs, Cork
Reserve
Broughton  Vale,  Inkerman
Bogantungan ...
Eidsvold ... ...
Oakenden ... ...
Weatheron ...
Charters Towers ...
Mount Eagle ...
Southbrook ...
Ravenswood ...
Cameron Downs ...
Nearest Post Town.
Rockhampton
Warwick
E lliott
St. George
Cloncurry
Ipswich
Rockhampton
Pittsworth
Nanango
Tiaro
Vinton
Dalrymple
Ayr
Bogantungan
Eidsvold
Mackay
Gayndah
Charters Towers
Clermont
Southbrook
Ravenswood
Hughenden
1292
CHANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand.
FQ7
SMK
No. of
Certificate
13135
5486
Name of Proprietor.
William Smith  ...
Michael Considine
Run or Farm where Brand into be
used.
Medway...
Righfields
Nearest Post Town.
Bogantungan
Toowoomba
The following BRAND has been CANCELLED :-
J MS No. of Certificate 473.
BRAND ALLOTTED and REGISTERED to PUBLIC  POUND.
Brand  allotted.
Vb*
Pound at which  Brand is to
be used.
Gin Gin
Remarks.
Brands Directory for 1887
ditto
By Authority : JAMES C.  BE, G overnment Printer , William  street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s ] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
-WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-eighth year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  " An Act
to make better Provision for the Defence of the Colony of Queensland,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may, from time to time, by Proclamation, appoint
any part of the Colony to be a District for the purposes of the said Act, and may divide
any such District  into  Divisions,  and direct  what Force shall be established in such Districts
and Divisions respectively : And whereas by Proclamation, bearing date the 24th day of
February, 1885,  it was  directed that the Colony should be divided into two Military Districts,
called respectively the Southern Military District and the Northern Military District, and that
within each of the said Military Districts there should be certain Divisions, and that the Land
Force to be established in the said several Districts and Divisions should be as set forth in the Schedule
to the said Proclamation, and that the Corps comprising such Force should be established at the places
mentioned in the said Schedule, and should be called by the names therein mentioned : And whereas by
Proclamations, dated the 5th day of January, 1888, and 22nd day of December, 1888, the said
Proclamation of the 24th day of February, 1885, was varied in the manner therein set forth, and it
was further directed that the Land Force to be established in the said several Districts and Divisions,
as varied  by the said Proclamation, should be such as  is set  forth in the Schedule thereto : And whereas it
is deemed expedient to vary the  said  Proclamation of the 22nd December, 1888,  in manner  hereinafter set
forth : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Administrator of the Government aforesaid,
do, by this my Proclamation, direct that so much of the Schedule of the said Proclamation as refers to
the Moreton Mounted Infantry be amended, and that the establishment thereof be increased in the
manner  set forth in the following Schedule:-
THE SCHEDULE ABOVE R FERRED TO.
Division. Place where to beEstablished. Land Force to be Established.
so.
o
N
.0Q U
zoo
Moreton Brisbane ... ... One Company of Mounted In- 126
Regimental fantry
Division
Name by which to be
Known.
126 Moreton Mounted Infantry.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Brisbane , this fourth day of April, in tLc j  car of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN l
154
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Chief Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive  Council,
directs it to be notified  that he has been pleased to approve of the following detailed establish-
ment for  the Moreton Mounted  Infantry :-
QUEENSLAND  DEFENCE FORCE.
Detailed  Establishment of the Moreton Mounted Infantry for the year ending 30th June, 1889, as
amended :--
Major ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Captain ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Subalterns .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  3
Company Sergeant-Major ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Quartermaster-Sergeant ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
Sergeants ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
Corporals ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6
Farri ers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
Shoeing-smiths ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2Buglers... .., ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2...Saddlers... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2
Privates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 100
126
BOYD D. MOB.EHEAD.
by Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1889.THE following REPORT of the REGISTRAR-GENERAL on the VITAL STATISTICS of theREGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE , including  the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of
MARCH, 1889, is published  for general information.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BIRTHS.
During the month of March, 185 births  were - registered in the Registry District of
Brisbane, being 90 males and 95  females , the' number being 10 less than in the  previous
month of February.
In the month of March, 1888, there were 184 births registered, the number for the
corresponding  month of this year being 1 more than in March  of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been  89 deaths registered in the Registry District  of Brisbane  during the
month- 53 males and 36 females  ;  the excess  of births over deaths  being 96.
The number  of deaths was 3 more than was registered in the previous month  of February.
In the  month of March, 1888, there  were 65 deaths registered ; the number for the
corresponding month of  this  year being  24 more than in March of  last year.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS Of MALES and FEMALES Registered
within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE and SUBURBS ,  from the
1st to the 31st MARCH, 1889; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and
PROPORTION of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS  ;  also the PROPORTION Of
DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the REGISTRY DISTRICT Of
BRISBANE and SUBURBS.
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R EGISTRY DISTRICT
or  BRISBANE-,
Part within Muni-
cipality of North'
Brisbane  ... 27,968 43 42 85 19 14 33 21 13 15.29  63'64'•30 •12 39.39 52
Part outside Mu-
nicipality of
North Brisbane' 5,758 10 10 20 21 6 27 4 2  10-00 14.81 •35 •47 7.41 ... 7
Part within the
Borough of
South Brisbane 17,963 37 43 80 13 16 29 19 12 15.00 65.52 •45 •16 41.38 51 1
TOTAL,  BRISBANE
DISTRICT ... 51,689 90 95 185 53 36 89 44 27 14.59 49 .44 -36 •17 30'34 96
Suburbs outside the
Registry District
of Brisbane  ... 21,960 65 65 130 29 19 48 34 26 20.00 70 .83 -59 -22 54.17 82
TOTAL ... 73,649 155 160 315 82 55 137 78 53  16-8356.93 •43 •19 38'69 178
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It will be seen that, within the Municipality of North Brisbane, 63.64 per cent. of the
deaths were of children under five years ; the rate in the part of the Registry District outside
that municipality, exclusive of the Borough of South Brisbane, having been 14-81; the rate
in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane was 65.52, and of the suburbs
outside of the Registry District 70-83; the total  rate  for city and suburbs being 56.93.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
District, is seen to have been 15.29 per cent. within, and 10.00 per cent. outside, the Municipality
of North Brisbane ; 15'00 in that part of the District within the Borough of South Brisbane ;
and 20.00 in that part of the suburbs outside of the Registry District ; the total rate for city
and-suburbs being 16.83*.
The General Hospital, Lady Bowen Hospital, Children's Hospital, Diamentina Orphanage,
Infants' Asylum, Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, Gaol, Immigration Depot, and
Convalescent and Industrial Homes,  are all  in the Registry District of Brisbane. The deaths
occurring in these institutions numbered 21 during the month, or 15.33 per cent. of the total
number of deaths in the District and Suburbs.
The total mortality  of Brisbane  and Suburbs for the month of March, together with
the mean shade temperature  and mean  atmospheric pressure,  is seen  as follows :-
Period .  Numberof Deaths.
March, 1889  ... ... ... 137
Grand Mean Temperature
of Air.
Grand Mean Atmospheric
Pressure.
74'6 ! 30.065
The following Meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
Post and Telegraph Department,
Meteorological Branch, Brisbane, 3rd April, 1889.
a BRISBANE OBSERVATORY, WICKITAM TERRACE.
MARCH, 1889.
Latitude, 27° 28' 0" South. Longitude, 10h. 12 m. 7s. East. Above Sea Level, 140 feet.
METEOROLOGICAL SYNOPSIS.
ATMosPHBRIC  PREssuaB.
(Ba ro meter corrected and reduced  to 32° Fah .  and Mean Sea Level.
Mean, at 3 a .m., 30.060.
Mean ,  at 9 a .m., 30'096.
Mean ,  at 3 p .m., 30.017.
Mean ,  at 9 p .m., 30.085.
Grand Mean,  30.065.
Highest, 30.348, at 9.15 a.m., 14th.
Lowest, 29.772, at 4.45 p.m., 7th.
Range, 0.576.
SHADE TEMPBRATURE.
(Thermometers exposed in enlarged Stevenson screen.)
Mean,  at 3 a.m., dry bulb, 69.8.
„ „ wet bulb, 67.3.
Mean, at 9 a.m., dry bulb, 75.3.
„ „ wet bulb, 70.0.
Mean, at 3 p.m, dry bulb, 79.9.
„ wet bulb, 70.3.
Mean,  at 9 p.m., dry bulb, 73.2.
„ of wet bulb, 69.2.
Grand Mean Temperature of  Air, 74.6.
Grand Mean Temperature of Evaporation,  69'2.
Maximum Shade Temperature of Air ,  91.5, at 2 p.m.,
22nd.
Minimum Shade Temperature of air, 61.8, at 6.10 a.m.,
27th.
Absolute range, 29.7.
Mean daily range, 151.
Mean  maximum, 83'2.
Mean  minimum, 67'5.
RADIATION  TEMPERATURE.
Maximum  in sun's rays (by black bulb thermometer  in
vacuo ),  156'0, 4th.
Minimum  on ground (bulb exposed on black-board),
55'0, 19th.
EARTH TEMPERATURE.
(Mean values ,  about 9 a.m.)
At 1 foot, 79-8; at 2 feet, 81.1; at 4 feet, 81.2 ; at
6 feet,  80'6; at 8 feet , 79-7; at 10 feet, 78.1; and at
12 feet, 77'1.
HYGROMETRIC CONDITIONS.
Mean, at 3 a.m.-
Vaour tension, '627.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 86°'O.
Dew point, 65.3.
Mean ,  at 9 a.m.-
Vapour tension, '645.
Relative  humidity (saturation  = 100), 73°/a.
Dew point, 66'2.
Mean, at 3 p.m.-
Vapour tension, -590.
Relative humidity (saturation
Dew point, 63'8.
Mean, at 9 p.m.-
Vapour tension, '646.
= 100), 57'/°.
Relative humidity (saturation = 100), 79°f °.
Dew point, 66'3.
Grand Mean-
Vapour tension, '625.
Relative humidity (saturation  = 100), 73°/a.
Dew point, 65.3.
Highest percentage of relative humidity  (saturation
100), 100 ° /a, between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., 6th,
and between midnight,  25th ,  until 3  a.m., 26th.
Lowest percentage of relative humidity  (saturation
100), 38°/a, at 1.50 p.m., 5th.
The vapour tension, which may be regarded as the absolute
humidity of the  air, is expressed in thousandths of an inch of the
barometric column .  If the  values for vapour tension be sub-
tracted from the values for atmospheric pressure the remainder s.
will represent  the weight of the  air proper  or dry  air. The
tensions , in fact,  represent the weight of the vapour.
VELOCITY OF WIND.
(Beaufort Scale - O  to 12.)
Mean ,  at 9 a.m., 1.3, or 9 t  miles per hour.
Mean, at 3 p.m., 2.2, or 14 miles per hour.
Mean, at 9 p.m., 0.7, or 6I miles per hour.
Grand Mean,  1.4, or 10 miles per hour.
Northerly wind observed 3 times.
North-east wind observed  8 times.
Easterly wind observed 17 times.
South -east  wind observed 28 times.
Southerly wind observed 15 times.
South-west wind observed 0 times.
Westerly wind observed 0 times.
North-west wind observed 0 times.
Calms observed  22 times.
AMOUNT OF CLOUD.
(Scale-0 to 10.)
Mean, at 9 a .m, 6'5. Mean ,  at 9 p .m., 5.5.
Mean ,  at 3 p .m., 6'8.  Grand  Mean,  6'3.
Cumulus types observed about 63 times ; cirrus, 18
times; nimbus, 41 times; cirro -stratus,  11 times; cirro-
cumulus, 15 times ; cumulo -stratus ,  6 times ;  cumulo-
nimbus, 5 times  ;  and stratus ,  1 time ;- as approximate
values at the ordinary hours of observation.
RAINFALL.
(Gauge exposed at 1 foot above gro und.)
Number of " rainy days" (0.006 and over), 19.
Greatest fall in 24 hours, 1.113 inches, about 112 tons
per acre, on 25th.
Grand total, 4-288 inches ,  or 433 tons  per acre.
a All values are corrected for  index Error,  if necessary.
• N oTis.--  the  average death -rate of children under one year, as compared to births ,  during the ten years ended
31st December ,  1887 ,  throughout the whole of Queensland ,  was 13 .05.  Fide  Vital Statistics of 1887.
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REMARKS.
Mean pressure was 0 .076 higher ,  and mean temperature was 3 .1 degrees lower, than during  February. The
mean  vapour tension  was 0 .012 higher, and the relative humidity 7°/° higher, than during last month. Lightning
observed on 3rd .  Dust and wind storms, 13th and 20th. The mean temperature of the Brisbane River about
9 s.m., at  K angaroo Point, was 80 .8 degrees ,  0-9 degrees lower than during last month.
March ,  1889,  compared with March,  1888.
Mean pressure for the present month was  0-051  more than for the same period a year ago .  The mean
shade temperature was  2-4  degrees higher than in March last year .  The mean vapour tension or weight of vapour
was 0 .106 higher, and the  percentage  of humidity  8°/a more ,  than twelve months ago .  The mean wind velocity
was the same as in M arch ,,1888 ;  while the  amount of cloud was  2-9  more .  Examining the winds ,  we find that
during March ,  1889 , northerly  and north -east winds were observed 3 and 8 times ,  as against 4 and 2 times for the
previous year .  Easterly winds were observed  17 times  in March ,  1889, against 12 during March, 1888, and the
south -east winds were 28 and 16 respectively .  The southerly winds were 15 this year, against 23 a year ago. South-
west currents were noted 0 and  2 'this  and last year respectively .  Westerly  winds were 0 and  7 this  and last year
respectively ,  and the north -west winds were  0 this year ,  against 0 a year ago. The amount of calms observed was
22 this year as against 27 twelve months ago. As for rainfa ll ,  we had 4 .288 inches in March, 1889, against 0.711
inches in March last year.
The Observatory ,  which  was reorganised  on 1st January ,  1887,  is conducted entirely  in accordance  with the
Royal  Meteorological Society 's Rules.
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government  Meteorologist.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were  $ s  follow:-
Males.  Females . Total.
Brisbane Hospital  ... ... ... 13 5 18
Children 's Hospital  ... ... ... 2 ... 2
Lock Hospital  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Lady Bowen Hospital  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Diamentina Orphanage  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Infants' Asylum  ... ... ... ... ... 1 1
Lunatic Reception  House ... ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  Gaol  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration  -Depot  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Convalescent Home  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Industrial Home  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Total  ... ... ... ... 15 6 21
The following table  shows the causes  of death of  persons  of both  sexes, under  one year,
total under  five years ,  and over five years ;  also ,  the proportion per cent. of deaths  from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month:-
clam. Causes of Death. Under Total Over1 year . 6uynder 6 years. Total. Proportionper cent.
I. Specific Febrile or Zymotic diseases  ...  9 19 15 34 24.82
II. Parasitic  diseases  ... ... .. .. ...
III. Dietic  diseases  ... ... ... 3 3 1 4 2 92
IV. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... ... 4 8 15 23 16-79
V. Developmental  diseases  ... ... ...  12 12 1 13 9.49
VI. Local  diseases ... ... ... ... ... 21 30 20 50 36.49
VII. Violence .. . .. .., ... ... 2 4 7 11 8-03
VIII. Ill-defined and not specified ... ... ... 2 2 ... 2 1.46
All Causes  ... ... ... ...  53 78 59  137 100.00
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CAUSES OF  D EATH-continued.
class. Order. Nature of  Disease.
Number of
Deaths
in each class
and Order.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE on Zx oTIC DI8BABBS.
I. I  Miasmatic diseases. Typhoid  fever, 14; catarrh, 1; whooping cough, 2;
diphtheria, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18
2 Diarrhasal  diseases.-Diarnccea, 10; dysentery, 5... ... ... ... ... 15
3 Malarial  diseases .-None.
4 Zoogenous  diseases .-None.
5 Venereal  diseases.-Syphilis, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
6 Septic diseases.-None.
...  PARASITIC DISEASES .-None.
DIETIC DISEASES .-Want of breast milk, 3; alcoholism, 1
V.
CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES- Rheumatic fever ,  1; cancer, 1; tabes mesenterica,7; phthisis, 12; scrofula ,  1; anaemia .  1 ... ... ... ... ... 23
DEVELOPMENTAL DIsEASEs .-- Premature  birth, 9;  atelectasis ,  1; congenital
defect, 2 ; old age, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13
LOCAL DISEASES.
VI. 1 Diseases  of the nervous  system.-Meningitis, 5; apoplexy, 2; paralysis, 1;
convulsions, 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 14
2 Diseases of organs of special  sense .-Opthalmia, 1 ... ... ... 1
3 Diseases of circulatory  system.-Valvular disease of heart, 2; syncope, 2;
heart disease, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
4 Diseases of respiratory  system.-Laryngitis, 1; bronchitis, 1; pneumonia, 4 ;
lung disease, 2 ... ... .. .. ... .. . ... 8
5 Diseases of the digestive  system.-Dentition, 4; sore throat, I ; dyspepsia, 1;
stomach  disease,  2; enteritis, 5; strangulated intestine, 1; peritonitis, 2;
liver  disease, 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18
6 Diseases of lymphatic system and ductless glands.-None.
7 Diseases of the urinary system.-Bright' s  disease , 1; uremia, 1 ... ... 2
8 Diseases  of organs of generation.- Disease  of uterus, 1 ... ... ... ... 1
9 Disease of parturition.-Childbirth, 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
10  Diseases of organs of locomotion.-None.
11  Diseases of the integumentary  system .-None.
VIOLENCE.
VII. 1 Accident or negligence.-Fractures,  contusions, &c., 4; heat apoplexy, 2; 11
poison, 2; drowning, 1; overlaid in bed, 2 ... ... ... ... ...
2 Homicide.-None.
3 . Suicide.-None.
4 .Execution.-None.
VIII. 2
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 137
As will be seen from the foregoing table of deaths registered during the month as  arising
from external causes, 11 are ascribed to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-
Males .  Females.
Accidentally run over by a dog-cart ... ... ... child ... 0 1
„ „ cab ... ... ... adult ... L 0
thrown from a horse ... ... ... „ ... 1 0
staked by a piece of timber ... ... „ ... 1 0
poisoned ... ... ... ... ... „ ... 1 0
„ ... ... ... ... ... child ... 1 0
drowned ... ... ... ... ... adult ... 1 0
overlaid in bed ... ... ... ... children 1 1
Heat apoplexy .. ... ... ... ... ... adult ... 1 0
it ... ... ... ... ... ... youth ... 1 0
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
-General Registry  Office, Registrar -General.
Brisbane , 9th April, 1889.
ILL-DEFINED AND NOT SPECIFIED ,  CAUSES .-Debility, 2...
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the twenty.
seventh day of March, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.W
HEREAS by "Z a  Crown Lands Acts,  1884
to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by  means  of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots and to indicate the position of
such lots on proper maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of maps or plans and by
reference to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the  Executive  Council, on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, and in pursuance and
exercise  of the authority vested in him by the said
Acts, doth order , and it  is hereby ordered, that the
operation  of so  much of the forty-third section of the
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually  surveyed  and marked on the ground before
it is proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor- General  is hereby required to
divide  the said land  into lots and to indicate the
position  of such  lots on proper  maps  or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands  is to give the necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THB SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands on the resumed part of Weal-
wandangie Run, in the Springsure Laud Agent's
District.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been  pleased to accept the resignations
of
CH&RLF.S BATTERSBY and
JAMES BuRNELL
as Trustees of the Reserve for Cemetery, in the
parish of Georgetown.
M. HUME BLACK.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.IS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK GRIFFIN
to be Mining Registrar at Windorah under the
provisions of  "The Gold Fields Act of  1874 " and
" The Mineral Lands  Act  of  1882, "  in the room of
J. J. E. Wi ll iams ,  transferred.
JOHN  M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane ,  11th April, 1889.
N
O Candidates having been nominated at the
time prescribed for holding an Election of
Auditors for the Torres Division ,  His Exce llency
the Administrator of the Government ,  with the
advice of the Executive Counc il , has ,  in pursuance
of the provisions of  " The Divisional Boards Act
of  1887,"  been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM CAMPBELL and
HERBERT BOWDEN
to be Auditors for the said Division.
JOHN M.  MACROSSAN.
Post and Telegraph  Department,
Brisbane ,  9th April, 1889.
IS Exce ll ency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to approve of the under-
mentioned appointments in the Post and Telegraph
Department ,  viz.:-
THoMAs BUTLER and
GEORGE H .  CUMMINS
to be Line Repairers in Charge.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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The Treasury,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
I j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to make the following
promotion and appointment in the Customs at
Townsville,  viz.:-
ROBERT THOMAS TOTTEN, Clerk,
to be Second Locker, in the room of Gielis, de-
ceased ; and
CHRISTOPHER ST. GEORGE FRENCH
to be Clerk, in the room of Totten, promoted.
WILLIAM PATTISO T.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  11th April, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to promote
HENRY SMITH, Clerk in the Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane,
to be Chief Clerk in the Office of the Registrar of
the Supreme Court, at Bowen, in the room of
W. B. Carter,  retiring from  the Public  Service.
This appointment to take effect from the 13th
instant.
A. ,J. THYNNE.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased  to appoint the under.
mentioned gentlemen  to be Justices of the Peace.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Ahearne,  John Joseph,  Townsville
Armstrong George,  Townsville
Balbirnie -Vance, John Arthur Patrick ,  Brisbane
Banks,  John J.,  Goomburra, Allora
Banks, William Combley,  New Farm, Brisbane
Barnett, Barron Lewis,  Brisbane
Bartholomew ,  James Smith ,  Maryborough
Blocksidge ,  George. Henry ,  Woolloongabba
Blumberg ,  Levi ,  Boonah
Bostock,  John Australian,  Eva Downs,  Northern
Territory,  Sout b Australia
Bromley, David Murray Croom,  CooktownBrownrigg, Herbert Watson, PortDouglas
Clark, John Allworth,  Brisbane
Cooper,  George Edward,  Brisbane
Dansie,  Richard,  Brisbane
Drury,  Albert Victor,  Clerk of the Executive
Council,  Brisbane
Garrard,  William Lawrence,  Barclay Downs,
Camooweal
Gostling,  Fanshawe Derby Le Marchant,  Gin Gin,
Bun erg
Goulston,  ohn Brown,  Melbiurne, Victoria
Grieve,  Robert, Mount Gravatt
Harding ,  George William ,  Maryborough
Hartley,  Stewart Williamson,  Rockhampton
Harvey, Edward,  Allora
Hayes. Charles Edward ,  Brisbane
Hill, Reg '  ald Arthur St. Quinton, Maryborough
Hodel ,  Joseph ,  Townsville
Kearney,  James, Eulo
Keating,  Andrew,  Ipswich
Lloyd,  Alfred Hart, Mackay
Luck,  Harry Courtenay,  Brisbane
Macfarlane,  John,  Boonah
Macgregor , Neil,  Buchanan Downs, Northern
Territory ,  South Australia
Mowen ,  James, Clifton
McGrath ,  1 homas, Perseverance
McLean, Charles ,  South Comongin, Thargomindah
Officer,  Ro bert, junior, Humeburn, Eulo
Otenford ,  William Robert, Coomera
Page ,  Robert, Casino ,  New South Wales
Palmer ,  Thomas Forster ,  Maryborough
Pegler ,  Henry Charles ,  Milo, Adavale
Perry, Thomas Augustus, Creswell Downs, Nor-
thern Territory,  South Australia
Phillips, Lewis ,  Brisbane
Prentice ,  Charles. M.R.C.S .E., Woolloongabba
Raven ,  Nicholas Walpole ,  Brisbane
Riechelmann ,  Friedrich Nicolaus Carl, Mackay
Rigby ,  Matthew ,  Brisbane
Sealy ,  Edward ,  Somerford ,  Harrisville
Tiley ,  Wil liam Clement Bolland ,  St. Leonards,
New South Wales
Walker ,  Frederick George, Coomera
Whitfield, D., Naryileo  Downs, Thargomindah
Williams ,  Oliver Morrice ,  Cairns
Wotton, William J.  Ebenezer ,  Police Magistrate,
Mudgee, New South Wales
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 10th April. 1889.
tI 18 Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment,  with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN PETRIE,
JOHN HARDGRAVE,
JAMES STODART, and
PETER MALLON,
to be  Members of the Committee of Management
of the  Brisbane Hospital ,  to act on behalf of the
Government in conjunction with
SAMUEL  W. BROOKS,
HENRY  J. OXLEY, and
GEORGE BAYNES,
elected  by the Contributors  to that Institution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Sergeant THOMAS MURRAY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, at Blackall ,  in the room of
Sergeant Michael Dillon, transferred.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 10th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive11
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Senior -Constable JAMES BARBOty R
to be an Inspector, and
Senior -Constable PATRICK CARROLL
to be a Sub -Inspector ,  for the purposes of  11 Tice
Licensing  Act of  1885 ,"  for the Licensing District
of Esk.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office ,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
T is - hereby notified that ,  in pursuance of the
i provisions of  " The  Marsupials  Destruction
.4ct of  1881 ,"  I have appointed -
MICHA*L JOHN O'BEIEN and
WILLIAM TAMLYN
to be Members of the Widgee Marsupial Board,
in the room of John Broadbent and Patrick Lillis,
resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHFAD,
Colonial Secretary.
MARSUPIAL BOARDS.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the following gentlemen have been elected
Members  of the Murweh Marsupial Board for the
current year :-
Thomas Alexander Brodie
John Ware Dowling
William Walter Hood
John Genge Andrews Peddle
Thomas Vardy Rudd.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to amend the Electoral
Division of Palmer, within the Electoral District of
Cook, so that such Division shall comprise so much
of the Police District of Palmer as is contained in
the Electoral District of Cook.
BOYD D. MORE HEAD.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th  April, 1889.
I T is  hereby notified that MessieursHenry Slack and
Edward Charles Walsh
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Inglewood.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Gold Fields Act of  1874," 38 Victoria, No. 11,
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby proclaim that
the following shall be deemed to be a Gold Field
under the said Act: -
RAVENSWOOD EXTENDED GOLDFIELD.
County of Gladstone, district of North Kennedy.
Area-300 square miles.
Commencing on the north bank of the Burdekin
River where it passes through the gorge in the
Coast Range, and bounded thence by a line north
passing along the western boundaries of Ravens-
wood No. 4 Run, Ravenswood No. 3 Run, and a line
in continuation, to a point east of the south termina-
tion of the range forming the north-eastern water-
shed of Glenroy and Stone's Creeks ; thence by a
line east to the Burdekin River, by that river
downwards to the north-west  corner  of the Wick-
ham Run,  by the north and east boundaries of that
run easterly  and southerly to the Bowen River;
thence by  a line  southerly dividing the Heidelberg
Run to the  south-west  boundary of that run, by
the western  boundary of the Leichhardt Run
southerly to the Leichhardt  Range,  and by that
range westerly  to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House , `'Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
April, in thq year of  our Lord one thou-
san4 eight hundred and eighty- nine, and
in t e  fifty -second year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GoD  Sari  Tim Qn uir I
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER/the Administrator of the Government afore-
said, in virtue of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other  powers enab ling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this  my Proclama-
tion, notify, proclaim, and declare that TUESDAY,
the 23rd April, being the  second  day of the
Herberton Mining, Pastoral, and Agricultural
Association's Show, at Herberton,  sha ll , within
the Town of Herberton, be observed  as a Public
Holiday within the  meaning  of the  said above-
recited Act.
Given  under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
$ty His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander of the  Al ost
Distinguished Order  of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
d. H. PALMER of the Legislative Council and
Advsiniatrate  .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown  Lands  Art of  1884 "  and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment  Act of  1885,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with  the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation  of the Land
Board , do, by this  my P roclamation ,  notify and
declare that the Country Lands described hereunder,
and situated in the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District ,  shall be open to selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed lands, on
and after  MONDAY, the Third day  of June,
1889 : And I  do hereby ,  by and with the advice
aforesaid ,  declare that the annual rent and purchas-
ing price at which said lands may be selected shall
be 4d. and £1 per acre, respectively ,  and that the
maximum area which may be selected by any one
person in the said District shall  be as follows, that
is to say
In  the case of lands within an Agricultural Area,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
Anent House, Brisbane ,  this ninth day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  el  hl nine, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SLVB THE QUEEN 1
Z.M.-27-3-89.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellent Sir ARTHUR HUNTEn PALMER,
Knight  Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.IL-s-3 chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty.
first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act  to make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make  Payments and do other
acts on  such Iolidays ,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be  lawful for  the Governor, by
DESCRIPTION.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Rolleston.
About  1 square mile.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
4109, parish of Rolleston, and bounded thence on
the south by that portion and portion  1862;  on
the east by portions 3423, 3507, 2419, and 3689;
on the north by portion 686 and the south boundary
of the parish of Motley ; and on the -west by the
east boundary of the parish of Beauraba to the
point of  commencement.
NOT r.-Subject to the payment of the value of improvements
it any.
P c e,Tro>X.
J L.8.]A. H. PAl MER,  By His Excelleuc Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most .  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of. the Legislative
Administrator .
 Council  and Administrator  of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
.N  pursuance of the authority in, me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid,  by and  with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
I and. declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is'
 hereby opened as a Publis Road.
E.M.--30 .189-E'. «•-•.
Boot OF REFERENON OF ROAD THROUGH AaRICULTuna.1 PARm 441 A"
 4&j
 IPsRwrcH DISTIUCT,  INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED AB A P$BLIC ROAD.
Opening Roads- No. 696. County of Churchill ,  Parish . of Whitestone.
Refer-
snNo Description of Road.
No of
Portion.
No. of
Selection.
Land Agenbes
District . How Held . Beputedawner . Occupier . Bearings. Lengths . Breadth ofRoad. Area . Remarks.
Chn . links .
 Links .  A. R. P.
I From a
 crossing or Murdering  Gully south- 11v A.F. 441 Ipswich ... ... 1884-Act ... Walter Hatt ... Walter Hall 1160  s9' 2 75 100 o 2 25 Reservation of 2 acres 2 roods for road
easterly across the south weste rn corner
ortion 11vof' 128° 16' 4 74 purposes.p
2 From Murdering Gully south -easterly  to the 12v A.F. 465 ditto ... ... ditto ... Caroline
 Walker
 ... C. Walker ... 146° 0 ' 4 99 100 3 2 0 Reservation of 3 acres 2 roods for road
east boundary of portion 12v' 128° 46' 3 fa purposes.
141'46' 0 40
105°1B a 19
117° 30' 7 50
156° v 3 92
Given under
 my, Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane,  this- ninth day of April,  in the year of  our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Rep Majesty 'sl• reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Goo- SAXIt r1 i Q102B>f
PROCLAMATION.
[L.B.]
A. H. PALMER, By His Exce ll ency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  President of the Legislative Council
Administrator .
 and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-30.1.89-E'.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH
 AGRICULTURAL
 FARMS 343  AND 10 ,  SELECTION  3 915, AND FORFEITED SELECTION  4" , BRISBANE  DISTRICT , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Opening Roads No. 69& County of Canning, Paxish of Mar why.
'Refer-
ence No. Description of Road. No. ofPortion. No. ofselection. Land Agent'sDistrict.
1 Routh -easterly along and within the south -western  17v A.F. 343 Brisbane
boundary of portion 17v
2 South-easterly across the south -western
 come
 144 3915 ditto
portion 144
How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths. Area. Remarks.Breadth ofRoad.
Ohs. links. Links.
Agricultural Farm, IBM  Denis  L. Murtagh  ...  186° 0 '  46 44 100
Act 94° 30 0 77 Irregular
... ... Conditional, 1876 Act ...  Arthur Edmund Hoy- 100139°3 5 84land
184° 88' 4 18
3 From the northern boundary of portion 198 southerly 198 A.F. 10 ditto
 ... ...  Agricultural  Farm ,  1884 J. P. V. Donnelly  ...  184° 20'
to the south boundary Act 194° 15'
161° 0'
169° 30'
4 Fro m the north boundary of portion 199 southerly 199 4400 ditto
and easterly to the reserved
 ro ad ac ro ss the
south-eastern corner of portion 199
... Foribited Selection
 - The Crown
A. s.
 P.
4 2 24 Reservation of 5  acme for road purposes.
1 1 26 Reservation of 14 acres 2  roods for road Npurposes
244 100 2233
80 4
2 87
1 73
1d9° 30' 8  95 100 6 1 0
153° 30' 486
178°
 0'  10 25
204° 0' 2 2
189° ae' 5 191820 30,  4  72
137° 0' 2 61
s9° 30' 2 78
59.0 30' 536
114° 0' 2 41
98° e' 2 7
77° 0' 263
920
o 3931
148° a 2  as
84° 0 2 22
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,
 at Government
 House , Brisbane ,  this ninth day of April, in the year of our Loid  one tl ousand  eight hundred and eighty -nine,  and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. ITME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
I PROCLAMATION.
[L.B.J
A. H. PALMER ,  By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER ,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  President of the Legislative Council
Administrator.  and Administrator of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify
and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
E.M.-27-3-89.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON BIG HILL THROUGH PORTIONS
 8 .4 AND 148 INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
86.30627-D.B. County of Ward,  Parish of Boyd.
Co. q " O
Description  of Road. d d o
za z
Land Agent's
District. How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
Ohs. Links .  Links .  A. R. P.
I From the reserved road north -westerly to the 8 .4 ... Beenleigh ..: ...  Freehold ... ... The Queensland  Nat-  332° 30' 4 45 100 0 1 20
the west boundary tonal Bank ,  Limited
2 From the east boundary north-westerly and 148 830 ditto ... Conditional ,  C.L.A. Act George Barlow Black ... 332° 30' ' 6 92 100 2 3 0
northerly to the north-west boundary of 1888 331° 30' 8 40
140° 0' 6 50
358° o' 3 90
14° 0' 4 10
34° 0' 2 30
Nara .- This road  is opened in lieu of the corresponding part of the original road through these portions ,  which is  hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of April, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.a.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by Orders in Council made on the thirteenth and twenty-seventh days of March, 1889,
I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Landr
Act of  1884" as requires land to be actual) surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed
open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide the said land into
lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-
General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule and has
indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution
of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Acts,  1884 to  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said land specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the
Springsure Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Third day of Juno, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District
shall be as follows ,  that is to say
In the  case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area ,  20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 28th August ,  1887,  in the said District ,  shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's  reign.
By Command,
E.M.-27- 3.89. GOD SAVE THE QVEEN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE SPEIN GSIIEE  LAND AGENT 's DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No.1.
M. HUME BLACK.
No.
of
Lot.
Run Resumption .  Parish. NoPor
. of
tion. Area.
Annual ValuProvisional Rent ImproveSurvey Fee. per Acre.
e of
ments.
I A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
I Wealwandangie Uranna ... 1v 3,700 0 0 2210 0 0 0  It
2 Ditto ... ditto ... 2v 5,000 0 0 22 10 (0 0 0  it
3 Ditto ... ditto ... 3v 5,000 0 0 22 10 0 0 0  If o o , 43
4 Ditto ... ditto ... 4v 5,000 0 0 2210 0 0 0 1 O
5 Rainworth ... Osmondthorpe 1v 2,500 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 2
6 Ditto ... ditto ... 2v 2,200 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 2
7 Ditto ... ditto ... 3v 2,400 0 0 16 4 0  0 0 2 W P Wad
8 Ditto ... ditto ... 4v 2,600 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 2 ) vs
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
`VHEREAS the Lease of the Land hereunder specified was, on the thirteenth day of D-cember,
1888, declared forfeited and vacated by Proclamation issued under my Hand and Seal : And
whereas it has been deemed expedient and advisable to cancel the said Proclamation ,  and to reverse the
said forfeiture : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, in virtue
of the  power and  authority in me vested, and by and with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Proclamation aforesaid is hereby cancelled, and that the
forfeiture of the lease is hereby reversed.
EX -8- 3-*-H9.
County.
Stanley
Parish .  Selection .  District.
Redland ... ... 4515 Brisbane ...
Area.
A. R. P.
160 0 0
Lessee.
Charles  Ambler.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this ninth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMRB,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.e.] chael  and St. George ,  President
L. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section ninety-five of  The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.M- 20-3.89-P'.
THE IPSWICH LA14D AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR SCHOOL OF ARTS, BOONAH.
S.G.-59-780--P.L.
County of Ward, parish of Coochin.
Area,-1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 180 degrees 34
minutes and distant one chain from the south-east
corner of the Post. and 'Telegraph Reserve, and
bounded thence on the east by a road bearing 180
degrees 34 minutes one chain nineteen and seven-
tenth links and 191 degrees 38 minutes four chains
six links ; on the west by the railway line bearing
351 degrees 53 minutes five chains twenty-three
links; and on the north by a road bearing 90
degrees 12 minutes one chain fifty-seven links to
the point of commencement.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVES FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Bowen.
89.5484-Rya.
(Cancelling Reserve for Municipal Buildings,
established by Notice in the  Government
Gazette  dated 15th July, 1869.)
County of Herbert, parish of Pring.
Area-4 acres 1rood 13 perches.
Commencing at the west corner of section 34 at
the intersection of Dalrymple and Gregory streets,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Dal-
rymple street bearing 54 degrees six chains ; on
the north-east and again on the north-west by
Post and Telegraph Reserve bearing 144 degrees
one chain sixty-seven links, 54 degrees four chains ;
again on the north-east by Herbert street bearing
144 degrees three chains thirty-three links ; on the
south-east by Quay street bearing 234 degrees ten
chains ; and on the south-west by Gregory street
bearing 324 degrees five chains to the point of
commencement.
Also,-
Area-3 roods 3o perches.
Commencing at the west corner of section 35 at
the intersection of Dalrymple and Herbert streets,
and bounded thence on the north-west by Dal-
rymple street bearing 54 degrees four chains forty-
two links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 144
degrees one chain seventy-five links ; on the south-
east by a line bearing 234 degrees four chains
forty-two links ; and on the south-west by Herbert
street bearing 324 degrees one chain seventy-five
links to the point of commencement.
R ESERVE FOR  POST AND TELEGRAPH PURPOSES.
Bowen.04184-108.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Notice and
Proclamation in the  Government Gazette  dated
15th July, 1869, and 29th May, 1888, which
is hereby amended.)
County of Herbert, parish of Pring.
Area --2 acres  261% perches.
Commencing at the north corner of section 34 at
the intersection of Dalrymple and Herbert streets,
and bounded theapie on the north-east by Herbert
street bearing 144 degrees one chain sixty-seven
links ; on the south-east by a line bearing 234
degrees four chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing 324 degrees one chain sixty-seven links ;
and on the north-west by Dalrymple street bearing
54 degrees four chains to the point of commence-
ment.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLIoz PURPOSES.
Goodna.
89-6969--s.a.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
Area-2 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on the left bank of Woogaroo
Creek at the northern termination of the west side
of Layard street, and bounded thence by that
street bearing south to the north side of Brisbane
terrace ; thence by that terrace bearing 274 degrees
34 minutes eight chains and four links to the south-
east corner of a recreation reserve ; thence by that
reserve bearing north to Woogaroo Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION PURPOSES.
Goodna.
89-4483-C. Secy.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette  dated 5th July,
1886, which is hereby amended.)
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
Area-24 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River at the northern termination of the east side
of James street, and bounded thence on the west
by that street bearing 199 degrees to the north
side of Brisbane terrace ; thence by that terrace
south-easterly to the south-west corner of section
18; thence by that section bearing 19 degrees four
chains and eighty-four links, 109 degrees four
chains and three -quarter links ,  199 degrees five
chains and sixteen links to Brisbane terrace; again
by that terrace easterly to the south-west corner
of Police Reserve ; thence by that reserve bearing
north to Woogaroo Creek ; thence by that creek
downwards to the Brisbane River ; and thence by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DSITRICT.
RESERVES  FOR CAMPIN G, FOR THE USE OF THE
LICENSEES OF OYSTER BANKS.
Moreton Bay.
On Stradbroke Island.
No. 1.--Twenty -eight acres ; at Currigee, on The
Broadwater.
No. 2.-Twelve  acres ; at Couran , on The Broad-
water.
No. 3.-Five acres ; about midway between
Couran and Tuleen, on one of the channels leading
into Canaipa Passage.
No. 4.-Five acres; at Koureyabba , on Canaipa
Passage, about one mile south of Mount Scott.
No. 5.-Five acres; at Canaipa, opposite the
north-east end of Russell Island.
No. 6.-Five acres ;  at Canalpin , opposite the
northern end of Macleay Island.
No. 7.-Five  acres ;  at Wallen Wallen, about
three  miles  south of Dunwich.
No. S.-Five acres; at Big Hill (or Capembah),
about two miles north of Dunwich, and adjoining
the southern boundary of portion 1, parish of
Stradbroke.
No. 9.-Five  acres ;  at Wallum, about midway
between Chiggil Chiggil and Amity Point.
On Moreton Zslawl.
No. 10.-Five  acres ; at Umbonnba, about one
and a-half mile north from the south end of
Moreton Island.
No. 11.-Five acres; at Kounungai, about five
miles  north of the south end of Moreton Island.
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On 19ribie Island.
(Pumice -stone Channel.)
No. 12.-Five acres; at a point on the west shore
of Bribie Island, opposite the mouth of Glass
Mountain Creek.
No. 13.-Five  acres;  at Woorim, on the west
shore of Bribie Island, about two miles south of
Caloundra.
No. 14.-Five  acres  ; at the northern end of
Bribie Island.
MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENTS DISTRICT.
Great Sandy Island Strait and Hervey Bay.
No. 1.-Five  acres, parish of Toolara; at a point
on the left bank of Tin-can Creek, about six miles
south of Inskip Point.
No. 2.-Five  acres , parish of Cowra; at a point
on the left bank of Tin-can Creek, about four and
a-half miles south of Inskip Point.
No. 3.-Twenty acres, parish of Cowra; at Eudlo
Creek Heads, on the mainland shore of Tin-can
Bay, about four and a-half miles westerly from
Inskip Point.
No. 4.-Five  acres, parish of Poonah ; on the
shore of Great Sandy Strait, south of portion 2.
No. 6.--Five acres, parish of South Head; at a
point on the shore of Great Sandy Strait, about
two miles south of South Head.
No. 6.-Five  acres, parish of South Head ; at
the south head of the Mary River, about half-a-
mile north of Sandfly Creek.
No. 7.-Susan Island ,  at the mouth of the Susan
River.
No. 8.---Five  acres ; on the left bank of ' the Susan
River ,  south of portion  2, town  of Bingham.
No. 9.-Five acres  ;  on the mainland shore of
Hervey Bay, at a point on the North Esplanade of
the town of Bingham, north of section 16.
No. 10.-Five acres, on the left bank of Pulgul
Creek, at its mouth.
No. 11.-Picnic Island, an island situated south
of Woody Island, midway between Woody and
Duck Islands.
On Great SanJ, Island.
No. 12.-Forty acres ; at a point on the western
shore ,  midway between Stewart Island and Snout
Point.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eigghty-mine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir A$THua HuxTIM PALMas1,
night Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[I;.8.] ohael Band St . George, President
A. H. PaLaaR ,  of the Legislative Council and
4dmi,sistrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.j N pursuance of thpower in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," 1, Sir ARTnuR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notifyand proclaim that the Reserve for Cemetery,
in the parish of Tingalpa ,  containing 21 acres,
established by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette dated 15th February ,  1887,  shall be and is
hereby  cancelled.
ax.--20 459-r.
Given under my .  Hand  and Seal,  at Govern,
ment  Douse, Brisbane, this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exeellenep Sir ARTHUR Dux R PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Dis sngniahed Order of St. Mi-
[L-a.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALlcas,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,
Sir ABT$UR HUNTER PALMER , the Ad minis.
trator aforesaid,  by and with the advice of the
Executive Council,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and declare  that the Roads described here,
under shall be and are hereby opened  as  Public
Roads.
r,X_3 0  S-89-V'.
DESCRIPTIONs.
Road one chain wide, slightly widened along
Stuart's Creek,  resumed from Selection  No. 1969,
Rockhampton District. (George Ireland.)
From the reserved road in portion 1969, parish
of Stanwell ,  north-easterlyto Stuart 's Creek ;  thence
easterly along that creek downwards to opposite
the western end of the road separating portion 1439
from portion 2114;-containing two acres two
roods.
89.9888-D.B.
The road cleared by the Warroo Divisional
Board in a direct line  from Murphy's Lagoon
south-easterly to the Perwell Crossing of the
Maranoa  River through Drysdale Ponds Nos. 1, 2,
3,  and 4 Runs,  and through Daniel's Range Run,
Maranoa District.
N= .- ! hb road  is  substituted for the corresponding part of
tiie existing road along the left bank of the  ] iaranos River, which
is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and ei  h nine,  and in the
fifty- second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
M. H17ME BLACK.
GOP SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HuNTim PALYSS,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] ohael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALYEB,  of  the  Legislative council and
.Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencir".
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  "Tke Drown
Lands  Act of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALWER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation  of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby define and set apart the
Crown Lands described in the Schedule hereto as
t
gricultural Area for the purposes of the said
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane,  this ninth day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reigp,
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD Sava :$s QvssN 1
THE SCHEDULE.
THE IN GLEWOOD  LAND AQEN T'a DISTRICT.
Agricultural Area 1Vo. 5.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries:
So much of the resumed part of Texas Run as
is to the south of a line bearing west from the
north-west corner of portion 44 and to the west of
Agricultural Area No. S.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMEB,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of section  ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described  has been permanently
reserved for the  purpose named.
B.M.-20-3-89-P'.
THE BURKE DISTRICT.
RESEBVB FOB  WATER  SUPPLY PURPOSES.
89-7006-P.D.
Warrianna Bore.
(On Leased part of Afton Downs Run.)
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north 305 degrees
3 minutes east and distant one chain fifty-eight and
a-half links from the bore, and bounded thence on
the north-west by  a line  bearing north 54 degrees
39 minutes east six chains  ; thence on the north-
east by a line bearing north 144 degrees 39 minutes
east ten chains ; thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 234 degrees 39 minutes east ten
chains ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north 324 degrees 39 minutes east ten chains; and
thence  again on  the north- west  by a line bearing
north 54 degrees 39 minutes east four chains to the
point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PEOCLAMAT1 )N.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHus UNTRR PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, I,I Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER ,  the Adminis.
trator aforesaid , by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that so much of the Proclama-
tion published in the  Government Gazette  of 14th
July, 1888, folio 700, shall be and is hereby
cancelled as relates to the closure of the Road
formerly in use through the Punjaub Station
Paddock, which Road is hereby re-opened as a
Public Road.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane , this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
Gou SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir AsTaus HuN ru PALMas,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order '  of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St .  George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth subsection of
section eighty -four of  " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify  and declare  that the Road described
hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as & Public
Road.
a.M.-30-1-88LE'.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide, resumed  from Selection
1142, Beenleigh District. (Thomas Finch.)
From the west boundary of portion 20, parish of
Witheren, easterly to the reserved road up Cala-
garaba Creek ,-containing 4 acres 2 roods.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane,  this ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TUB  QUEEN I
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTOR FOR
ROAD.
I T is hereby  notified that the undermentionedSelector can receive  from the Land Agent in
Beenleigh the amount of Compensation to which
he is  entitled for the Land taken  from his Selection
for Road purposes :-
Selection  No. 1142, Beenleigh District- Thomas
Finch.
M. HUME BLACK.
NOTICE.
1ELECTORS  under  " The  Crown Lands  Alien.
 J ation Act  o 1876 "  who may desire to sur-
render their tit es under  that Act, and  receive
instead thereof a lease under  Part IV. of " The
Crown Lands  Act  of 1884,"  are hereby  required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office  of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands, .
Brisbane , 17th September 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub.
Inspectors,  Sergeants , and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
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Department of Public Lanus,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
" THE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND  COMMISSIONER S' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868  "  and  " 7  Ito
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876" will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District .  Jan. Feb .  March .  April.  May. June .  July.  August .  Sept .  Oct. Nov. Dec.
Allora • ... ... ... ...  Wed. 20  ... ...  Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18  ... ...  Wed. 18
Aramac  ... ...  Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 8 Fri. 5 Fri .  10 Fri .  7  M.  5 Fri. 9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 6
B3aana  .. ...  Wed. 16 Wed .  20 Wed .  20 Wed .  17 Wed .  15 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed .  16 Wed .  20 Wed. 18
Baicaidinet  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed . 7 Wed.  4 Wed. 9 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Beenleigh  ...  Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Blackall ... ...  Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 2
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs . 24 Thurs .29 Thurs .28 Thurs . 25 Thurs .23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .25 Tburs 22 Thurs.26 Thurs . 24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Brisbane ... ...  Wed. 2 Tues .  5 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues .  7 Tues .  4 Tues .  2 Tues .  8 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues .  5 Tues. 3
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 12 Sat. 9 Sat. 9 Sat .  13 Sat .  11 Sat .  15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 14 Sat .  12 Sat .  16 Sat. 14
Burketown  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 N ed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
C;iirns  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed . 13 Wed. 11
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 11  ...  Fri. 8  ...  Fri. 10  ...  Fri. 12  ...  Fri. 13  ...  M. 8
Charleville ...  Mon. 7 Mon. 4 Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon .  I Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon .  7 Mon . 4 Mona 2
Charters Towers Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Clermont ... Thurs .31 Thurs .28 Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .30 Thurs .27 Thurs . 25 Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Cooktown  ...  Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wed. 18 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9 Wed .  13 Wod. 11
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21 Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon .  18 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Dalby .. .  Fri. 25 Fri .  22 Fri .  22 Fri .  26 Fri. 31 Fri .  28 Fri. 28 Fri. 23 Fri. 27 Fri .  25 Fri .  22  Fri. 27
Emerald '  ... Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon .  18 Mon .  15 Mon .  20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon .  19 Mon. 16 Mon .  21 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Esk• .. ... Tues .  15 ... Tues .  19 Tues .  21 ... Tues .  16 ... Tues .  17 ... Tues. 19
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Geraldton  (Mou- Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed .  8 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  8 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
rilyan)
Gladstone ... Thurs .24 Thurs . 28 Thurs . 28 Thurs .25 Thurs . 23 Thurs . 27 Thurs .  25 Thurs . 22 Thurs .26 Thurs .24 Thurs . 28 Fri. 27
Goondiwindi  ...  Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10  M.  14 Fri .  12 Fri. 9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  8 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Hnghenden  ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Fri .  3 Fri .  7 Fri .  5 Fri. 2 Fri.  8 Fri .  4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Ingham  .. ...  Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed .  24 Wed .  29 Wed.  26 Wed .  31 Wed .  28 Wed. 26 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Inglewood; ... Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
lpvwich  ... ...  Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri .  1 Fri .  5 Fri .  3 Fri .  7 Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri .  6 Fri. 4 Fri .  1 Fri. 6
Isisford  ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues .  18 Tues .  16 Tues. 20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
Mackay ... ...  Thurs .10 Thurs.14 Thurs.14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 Thurs . 13 Thurs.11 Thurs. 8 rhure.12 Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Maryborough  ...  Fri. 18 Fri .  15 Fri. 15 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri . 14 Fri.  12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri. 15 Fri. 13
Mitcheilt  ...  Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10 Fri . '  4 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri. 13 Fri . ]  1 Fri. 8  M.  13
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues .  15 Tues. 12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues. 10 Tues .  16 Tues. 12 Mon. 9
Nanango  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed .  1: Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Nerang • ... Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  12 Wed .  14 Wed. 9 Thurs. 12
Normanton  ...  Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Port Douglas  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2 Thurs .  S Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 6
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  4 Thurs .  2  Thurs.  6 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs. 5 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 6
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13 Mon .  10 Mon .  8 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Roma  . ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  1] Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
St. George  ...  Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues .  21 Tues. 18 Tues. 16 Tuee. 20 Tues .  17 Tues. 15 Tues. 19 Tues. 17
St. Lawrence Wed. 2 Wed. 8 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Springsure  ...  Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon. 24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri .  10 Fri .  14 Fri .  12 Fri .  9 Fri .  13 Fri. 11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Surat  ... ...  Thurs .31 Thurs.28 Thurs.28 Thure .25 Thurs .30 Thurs.27 Thurs . 25 Thurs . 29 Thurs . 26 Thurs .31 Thurs.28 Fri. 27
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tgroom  .. ...  Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed . 3 Wed. i Wed . 5 Wed . 3 Wed. 7 Wed . 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Tenningering  ...  Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Mon. 15 Mon. 13 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 12 Mon .  16 Mon .  14 Mon. 18 Mon. 1
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5 Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Toowoomba  ...  Mon. 29 Mon. 25 Mon. 26 Tues .  23 Mon .  27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22, Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Tawnsville  ...  Thurs .  10 Thurs. 14 Thurs .  14 Thurs .  11 Thurs .  9 Thurs .  13 Thurs. 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs. 12 Thurs .  10 Thurs .  14 Thurs. 12
Warwick ... ...  Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  18  Tues.  21 Tues. 16 Tues. 16 Tues .  20  Tues. 17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
* The Courts marked thus  *  are only held for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving  applications, &c.
$  Court to  be held when  there  are any applications  to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts, when  necessary , in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M.jHUME BLACK.
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Department of Public Lynds,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public Works
Lands Resumption Act of  1878";  and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be  seen  at this Office, and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
M. HUME BLACK.
100011 OFREFERKNO i OF ROAD THROUGH Pou'r io S 104 AND 105, PARISH OF TING  LPA, INTENDED To BE
PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of Stanley, Parish of 'Fingal A.
wx
ohm
Description of Road.
1 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 104
2 Along and within the entire
north boundary of portion 106
m o
00 Land
Agent's
District.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Lengths. u S
Area.
P4 z
Chs. Lks . Links. A. R.  P.
104 Freehold  ... ... Charles Reid 90015, 20 74 150 3 0 8-&
106 ditto  ... ... Charles Hay Halkett 900  0' 24 0 100 2 1 24
Department of Public Lands,
89-2108-News. Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
E.i {.-13-8-89-P9.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF ffEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in  pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date  of service  of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD Fo$ ACCES,s TO A CROSSING OF THE HERBERT .IVES NTBNDED TO BE
10ROCLAIMItD AS 4 PUBLIC BOLD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell District of Worth  Kenned
o o
Description of Road. How Held . RegisteredOccupier .  Lengths. Area.
Che. Lks .  Links .  A.  R.  P.
  triangular piece of 37 ... Ingham  ...  Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0'  10 60 Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south -east Bonnelly lar
corner of portion 57
REaaAsis.-No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions  in Ingham.
Department of Public Lands,
R8-27198-F. Brisbane,  29th  March, 1889.
E.M.-18-3-89--R2.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NZW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the ExecutiveCounci ,  and in pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Public Works Lan s Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for  general information  that any parties entitled to compensation  in consequence  of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road, and their  claims  for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of  service  of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage  that may be  sustained  by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. THUME BLACK.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR  ACCESS  TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
JE o Description of Road.
Az
00
o
A4
Land
Agent's
District.
How Held. Registe re dOwner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
0
a
Area.
Ohs. Lks .  Links .  A. R.  P.
1 Prom the  east  boundary  68 Bowen  ... ...  Freehold JohnTaylor Unoccupied 302° 30'  32 80 100 3 1 9
of portion 68 north- 77
westerly  through por-
tions  68 and  77 to the
Don River
REMA$ss.- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions in Bowen.
1811
Department  of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd  March, 1889.
P1RMAIV'ENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that  applications  under the eighty-ninth  section
of  " 'Ike Crown Lands Act  of 1884"  have been
made for closing  the undermentioned Roads ; and
all persons  who may consider  their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their  objections,  in writing , within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the Roads  can be seen at tars Office,
Land Office, Warwick ; Police Offices,  Beenleigh;
Pine River, and Warwick ; and Post Offices, Sim-
boomba,  Hamilton , and Killarney.
M, HUME BLACK.
SCHVDVLE OF ROAbs TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved roads Jimboomba  38  0 0
Divisional Board ,  through port ions
on account of 2, 15, 13,  the Jim-
James Header -  booinba Pre-etnp-
961,  tive Arrchase, and
port ion 12
2 Ditto  ...  The branch  ro ad ldofratt  ...  0 2 30
(south - westerly)
reserved through
port ion 353
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating Jimboomba 5 120
port ions 2 and 5
front port ions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The  ro ad separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  ppoortions60 .68, and
on account of 89 from pdAiens
W. G. Geddes 61, 62 66,  66, 67,
and d3
6 Ditto  ...  The roaditepsratirig ditto ... 8 3 0
port ions 70 and 71
from portions 78
and 73
6 Ditto ... The  ro ad separating ditto  ...  10 0 0
portion 66 froth
portions 56 and 67,
including reserve
on Logo* River
7 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  16 0 0
port ions 62 and 63
from port ions 65
and 64,  including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad and re- ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 from
portion 67
9 Ditto  ...  The road and re- ditto  ...  22 320
10
serve separating
portions  53, 64, 65,
67, 68,  69, and  60
fro portiods 74,
72,'70, and 6y
The Caboolture The reserved  road Ssmsenvale 11 0 0
Divisional Board .  through portion
on recount of 123
Hugh Strain About
11 The Cabooltnre Part of the road ditto ... 2 2 0
Divisional Board , (southerly)  re-
on  account of served through
Robe rt  Kenman portion 148
12 The Glengailan The reserved road Kill arney 6 219
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portion
on account of 8i1'
Henry Young
13 Ditto  ...  The reserved road ditto ... 3 2 0
th rough port ion 3v
14 The Glettgallan The reserved road ditto ... 4 2 25
Divisional Board ,  through po rt ion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
15 The  Glengallan The road separating ditto ... 1 1 5
Divisional Board ,  portion 821A front
on account of port ion 2346
Charles Dgn 16 The Glen  The reserved road ditto ... 3 0 0
Divisional Board ,  th rough portion
on account of 2346
Charles H. Gibbs
17 The Glengallan The reserved  road ditto ...  14 3 0
Divisional  Hoard, through portions
on account of llv and Iv
Charles Dagg
Noce .- The elosut 'e of these reads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
fepai tment of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8tb February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF )LOADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the eighty-ninth section of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884  have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment theit obj ectiobs ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices ,  Ingham, Mackay, and Townsvi ll e; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham, Eton ,  and Townsville ;
and the Post Offices, Halifax, Eton ,  and Townsville,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS  TO DB  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
'1
A.
it.
P.
The Hinchin -  The reserved three- Cordella ... 2 1 7
brook Divi - chain road  through
sional po rt ion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
'2 The Hinchin -  The reserved three- ditto  ...  ' 5 2 32
*3
brook Divi -  'chain road through
sional portion 233
Board, on
account of
MartinusNormann
The Hinchin -  The reserved  three -  ditto  .. 8 3 34
brook Divi -  chain ro ad through
sional  portion 232
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
4 The Pioneer The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
Divisional through portion
Dostd,  on 1966
account of
Alan H.Phelps
5 The Pionedr A branch road  t9tto ... 2 3 0
pivistonal throughpo rtien806,
oatd ,  on being a cbntlnu-
account of dtion of the voted
Beatrice  X.  th ro ugh portion
Hlrrisoa 13ti5
(spinster)
to The Tliurin -  the  ro ad forming the Abbotsford 9 0 26
gown Dili- essteru boundary off
$tonal portion 400, from
Board, on its  north- east cor-
account of  ter south to one
Alex .  Mc-  chain  north of the
Kenzie no rt h-wester nmost
corner of portion
399
t7 The Thurin -  The reserved road  ditto ...  12 1 26
gown Divi- through po rt ion 399
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. MO-
Elnea
' NoTz.-The  closure of these roads is proposed  to be carded etr't
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NoTls.- The closure of these roads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 189.
PERMANLNT CLOSURE OP A ROAD.
T T is hereby  notified for general information,
L that  application  under  the eighty-ninth
section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" bas
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within
two months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can. be seen at the Land,
Police, mud Post Offices , M ackay.
For the  Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCREbUDE OF ROAD PO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation.
- The Inspector Parts of the  ro ad sep-
of Road Bur-  arating portion i0SA
veys ,  on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
Parish. Area
A.  R*P.
Bassett 0 3 34
Nora .- The closure of this road  is pro posed  to be carried out
in connection  with the  opening  of another road.
1312
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under  the eighty- ninth section of
" The Crown Lands  Act of  1884 "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road  ;  and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
Police Office, Pine River ; and Post Office , Hamil-ton.
M. HUME BLACK.
degrees forty-five chains and sixty links, 142
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty links, 225
degrees thirty chains, and 291 degrees nine chains ;
on the south by portion 33A bearing 269 degrees 48
minutes twenty-one chains and fourteen and a-half
links, 269 degrees 43 minutes fourteen chains and
eighty-two links, and west sixty-two chains and
seventy-two links ; on the west by a road bearing
332 degrees five chains and fifty-five links, 338
degrees 48 minutes three chains and fifty-three
links, 350 degrees 55 minutes five chains and thirty-
two links, 347 degrees 25 minutes five chains and
twenty-five links, 335 degrees 4 minutes three
chains and seventy-six links, 346 degrees  9 minutes
three chains and seventy-two links, 357 degrees 57
minutes three chains and thirty-two links, 348
degrees 13 minutes five chains and thirty-eight
links, 334 degrees 41 minutes three chains and
nine  links, 334 degrees 52 minutes three chains and
forty-two links, 345 degrees 11 minutes three
chains and sixty links, 353 degrees 7 minutes four
chains, and 7 degrees 10 minutes three chains and
nineteen and a-half links to Saltwater Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement;- exclusive  of eight acres twenty-
one perches for a surveyed road and a further area
of fifteen acres reserved for road purposes, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-65502.
Date of Deed-15th September, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Robert Joseph Logan.
Land Granted-Portion  206, county of Stanley,
parish of Moggill.
Area-653 acres 1 rood 2 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOB THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggill, portion  206.
Area-639 acres 2 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
19, and bounded thence on the north by portions
78, 77, 76, and 197 bearing 270 degrees 10 minutes
fifty-seven chains and eighty-three links, by a line
bearing 180 degrees 12 minutes one chain, and by
a road bearing 270 degrees 12 minutes forty-one
chains  and eighty-two links ; on the west by por-
tions 204 and 259 bearing south sixty-five chains
and seventeen links; on the south by the last-men-
tioned portion and portion 207 bearing east ninety-
nine  chains and sixty-two links ; and on the east by
portions 207, 54, 55, a line, portions 56, 57 , a line,
and portion 19 bearing north sixty-five chains and
eighty-three links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of thirteen  acres  two roods thirty-five
perches for surveyed roads, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BB CLOSED.
No. applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 The Cabool- The  reserved road Samsonvale
ture Divi- through  portion 123
sional
Board, on
account of
Hugh Strain
2 The  Cabool-  The reserved  ro ad ditto ..
ture Divi -  through portion 148
s&onal
Board, on
account of
Robert Ben-1
man I
A.  R.  P.
11 0 0
6 0 0
N0IE.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public bands,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
1\ Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The  Titles  to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by.instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct descriptions shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous descriptions  ;  and such
grants and ever such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
M. HUMS BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-72010.
Date of Deed-13th November, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Arthur Anthony Robinson.
Land Granted-Portion 34,  county of Ward,
parish of Barrow.
Area-1,159 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION  FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow, portion  34.
Area-1,144 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 38, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
t 9 degrees 40 minutes thirty-eight chains and
twelve links, and passing through a post fifteen
links from said creek, and by portion 66 bearing
88 degrees 43 minutes twelve chains and seventy.
four and three-tenths links ; thence by portion 34A
bearing 158 degrees 43 minutes fifteen chains and
seven  links, 208 degrees 45 minutes eight chains
and four links, 131 degrees 4 minutes thirty chains
and thirty-eight links, 6 degrees 23 minutes thirty
chains  and twelve links, 88 degrees 25 minutes
twenty-five chains and ten links, 170 degrees 12
minutes twenty-eight chains and fifteen links, 113
degrees 10 minutes six chains and two links, and
16 degrees 44 minutes thirty-five chains and six
links ;  thence by lines bearing 135 degrees 14
minutes twenty -three chains and fifty links, 197
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby gity ent that the Deeds of
1 \ Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three mouths
fr om the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee and the lands intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name and descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants-and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
descriptions ;  and such grants and every such deed
'shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVIS REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-61641.
Date of Deed-5th December, 1885.
Name of Grantee-Robert Edwin Hampton.
Land Granted-A llotment  1 of section 15, town
of Thargomindah.
Area-2 roods.
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Nature of .Error--The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deed as Robert
Edwin Hampton instead of Robert Collet Edwin
Hampton, the correct name.
No. of Deed- 20430.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted  -Portion 61, county of Churchill,
parish of North.
Area- 43 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  61.
Area-48 acres 2 rgods.
Commencing OR the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 62, and
bounded thence on the north-east by that portion
bearing 135 degrees 51 minutes thirty-two chains
and ten links ; on the south-east by a road bearing
226 degrees 3 minutes 30 seconds fifteen chains
and four links ; on the south- west  by a road
bearing 306  degrees  twenty-three  chains and
ninety- nine  and four-tenths links to Stinking
Gully ;  and on  the north-west by that gully down-
wards to the point of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-20431.
Date of Deed-16th July, 1869.
Name of Grantee-John Smith.
Land Granted-Portion  62, county of Churchill,
parish of North.Area -42 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DE1D.
County of Churchill, parish of North, portion  62.
Area-46 acres 1 rood 19 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Stinking
Gully at the west corner of portion 63, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that portion bear-
ing 135 degrees 51 minutes twenty-eight chains
and fifty-two links and passing through a post
ten links from said gully ; on the south-east by a
road bearing 226 degrees 3 minutes 30 seconds
fifteen chains and four links; on the south-west
by portion 61 bearing 315 degrees 51 minutes
thirty-two chains and ten links to Stinking Gully ;
on the north-west by that gully downwards to the
point of  commencement  ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed-72512.
Date of Deed-19th February, 1889.
Name of Grantee - Domenico  Pedrazzini.
Land Granted-Portion  94, county of Churchill,
parish of Forbes.
Area .- 342 acres  3 roods 36 perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION FOR THE CORRECTION
OF DEED.County, of Churchill, parish ofForbes, portion 94.Area-442 acres 3 roods 36 per_9hes.
Commencing  at the southern termizfiation of the
west boundary line of portion 107, and bounded
thence on the south by portion 60 bearing west
thirty- seven chains  and twenty-one links ; on the
west  by a road bearing  33 degrees  40 minutes
three chains  and eighty  links ,  10 degrees  six chains
and forty-four  links , 7 degrees five chains and four
links  and north eighty-eight chains and seventy-
seven links  ; on the north by a road bearing east
thirty-three chains and twenty-six links ; and on
the east  by a line, portion 127,  a line,  and portion
107 bearing south 103 chains and thirty-four links
to the point  of commencement  ;- exclusive of one
acre three roods twenty- nine  perches for a surveyed
road ,  as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.
ERRORS' IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance  of the  provisions  of  " The Titles to Land Act
of  1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the names of the intended
grantees and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid,
the correct  names  and descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous names and
descriptions; and such grants and every such deed
shall operate and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28434.
Date of Deed-12th May, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Bull.
Land  Granted-Allotment 3 of section 11, town
of Mitchell.
Area-1 acre.
Nature of Error-Tbe  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Thomas Bull
instead of Thomas James Bull, the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-54696, 59112, 60213.
Dates of Deeds-7th March, 1884; 13th April,
1885; 22nd August, 1885.
Names of Grantees-Charles Zacchariah Ber-
theaa, Charles Zacchariah Bertheau, and Charles
Zachrie Bertheau, respectively.
Lands Granted-Portion  14, county of Cook,
parish of Kalk:e ;  area, 8  acres 1 rood 4 perches.
Allotment 19 of section 7, town of Kolan ; area, 1
rood. Portion 966, county of Cook, parish of
Gregory ; area, 48 acres.
1%Tature of Errors-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deeds respectively
as Charles Zacchariah Berthean, Charles Zacchariah
Bertheau, and Charles Zachrie Bertheau, instead of
Charles Zacharie Bertheau, the correct name.
No. of Deed-59/417.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1859.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land Grunted-Portion  217, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area-5 a res 3 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion  217.
Area-4 acres 3 roods 12 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 216,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by a road
bearing 239 degrees 27 minutes seven chains and
twenty-five links; on the south-west by a road
bearing 296 degrees 5 minutes three chains and one
and a-quarter links; on the north-west by a road
bearing 15 degrees  2 minutes  three chains and nine
links, and 33 degrees 12 minutes  seven  chains and
forty-six links; and on the north- east  by portion
216 bearing 149 degrees  22 minutes  seven chains
and ninety-seven and seven-tenths links to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-4064.
Date of Deed-28th July, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Norah Lyons.
Land Granted-Portion 46,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley.
Area-24 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  46.
Area-24 acres 1 rood 1 perch.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 45,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a road
bearing 157 degrees 46 minutes ten chains and six
links ; on the south- east  by portion 47 bearing 68
degrees 1 minute twenty-four chains and ten
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 337
degrees 46 minutes ten chains  and seven  links ; and
on the north-west by portion 45 bearing 248 degrees
twenty-four chains and six links to the point of
commencement; -as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office,
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No. of Deed- 32875.
Date of Deed - 5th February, 1877.
Name of Grantee -John Waters.
Land Granted - Portions 6  and 86, county of
Ward ,  parish of Logan.
Area - 115 acres.
AMENDED AREA. AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portions 6
and  86.
Area-123 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south-west corner of portion 5, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty-eight chains and forty links ; on the
north-east by a road bearing 162 degrees 35 minutes
twenty-four chains and three links to a small creek ;
on the south-east by that creek downwards to its
confluence with the Logan River; and on the south-
west by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement ;-as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-42610.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-John Waters.
Land Granted-Portion 86,  county of Wardi
parish of Logan.
Area-363 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portion  85.
Area-372 acres 2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the north-west corner of portion 98A, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
east  thirty-seven chains and ninety links ; on the
east by portion 120 bearing 359 degrees 29 minutes
sixty-one chains and seventy-nine links and by a
line and a road bearing 368 degrees 28 minutes
eleven chains and ninety links ; on the north by
portion 113 bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes forty-
six chains and nine links and by a line bearing
west to a small creek; on the north-west by that
creek downwards to its confluence with the Logan
River; and on the south-west by that river upwards
to the point of commencement ;-exclusive of a
surveyed road as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
RESERVE POS .  TIMBER.
89-4833-P.O.B.
Brown's Creek.
County of Roseberry, parish of Be€oota.
Area-About 120 acres.
Commencing at a coolibah-tree on the left bank
of Brown's Creek marked broad-arrow over T over
22 within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing 260 degrees
about eight chains ; thence on the west by a line
bearing 350 degrees about eighty  chains ; on the
north by a line bearing 80 degrees about fifteen
chains crossing Brown's Creek; on the east by a
line bearing 170 degrees about eighty chains ; and
again on the south by a line bearing 260 degrees
about seven chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB CUSTOMS PURPOSES.89-U32--P.O.E.
Horse Paddock, Betoota.
County of Roseberry, parish of Beetoota.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing south and
distant sixty-one chains from the south-west corner
of suburban section 3, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing east eighty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south eighty chains ; on the
south by a line bearing west eighty chains ; and on
the west by a line bearing north eighty chains to
the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.I T is hereby notified for general information,
that Hinehinbrook No. 2 Run, in the Land
Agent's District of Ingham, opened to Occupation
License, with  an area of  thirty -six  square miles, by
notice dated 16th June, 1888, is hereby withdrawn
from such application in one lot, and will be open
for Occupation License, with the undermentioned
areas, in Three Lots, as per descriptions herewith,
under Part V. of  "Tie Crown Lands Act of
1884," at the Ingham Land Office, on and after
MONDAY, the Twentieth day of May, 1889,
at an  Annual Rental of £1 per  squa re mile.
All information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the land may be obtained b application
to the local Land Agent, or to the Under Secretary
for Lands,  Brisbane.
89-8898 -8,G.
M. HUMS BLACK.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."HIS  Excellency the Administrator of theGovernment, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, desires it to be notified, in pursuance
of the fifty-fifth section of  "  The Pastoral Leases
let of  1869," that the Lands hereunder described
have been resumed from the lease of Mount
Leonard Run, in the Gregory South District, with
the view of the said lands being reserved for the
purpose named.with respect to each.
M. HUMS BLACK.
THE GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR TOWNSHIP PIInPosE8.
89-4834 - P.O.B.
Betoota, Mount Leonard Run.
County1of Roseberry, parish of Betoota.
Area--1,280 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Brown's Creek
at a coolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over T over
22 on its west side, and bounded thence on the east
by a line bearing south about thirty-six chains ; on
the south by a lintpassing along the north boundary
of the Customs  Horse Paddock Reserve bearing
west about 132 chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north about ninety-three chains ; on the
tnorth-west by a line bearing 80 degrees about 113
chains ; and on the north-east by a timber reserve
bearing 170 degrees eighty chains 260 degrees
about eight chains to the point of commencement.
THE INGHAM LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
HINCHINBROOK No. 2A.
Area-About 12 square miles.
Commencing on Saltwater Creek at the south
corner of Cairo Run, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 126 degrees about two
miles to the north corner of Hinchinbrook No. 4;
on the south-east by that run bearing 916 degrees
about four miles thirty chains; on the south-west
by a line north-westerly about three miles; on the
north-west by a line north-easterly about four
miles  to Cairo Run ; and again on the north-east by
that run south-easterly to the point  of commence-
ment ;-exclusive of alienated or reserved land.
HINOHINBROOx No. 2B.
Area-About 12 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Hinchinbrook
No. 2A, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that block south-westerly about four miles ; on the
south-west by a line north-westerly about three
miles; on the north-west by a line north-easterly
about four miles to Cairo Run ; and on the north-
east by that run south-easterly about three miles
to the  point of  commencement ;-exclusive of
alienated or reserved land.
HINCHINBROOK No. 2c.
Area -About  12 square miles.
Commencing at the north corner of Hinchinbrook
No. 2n, and bounded thence on the south-east by
that block south -westerly about four miles ; on the
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south-west by a line north-westerly about three
miles ;  on the north-west by a line north-easterly
about four miles to Cairo Run ; and on the north-
east by that run south -easterly about three miles to
the point of  commencement; -exclusiveof alienated
or reserved land.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Banana ,  Blackall ,  Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden, Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan ,  N anango, Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation. A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day,  so as  to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.PRODUCERS are invited  to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat,  Maize ,  Sugar , Tobacco, Bice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached , as well as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown wil l be acceptable ,  together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the names of the producers ,  and the
locality where grown ,  should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF CUS-
TOMS, THURSDAY ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom Houses, Thursday Island and
Normanton, until Four o'clock p.m. on THURS-
DAY, the 23rd May, from persons willing to
contract for Erection of a Residence for Sub-
Collector of Customs at Thursday Island.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Residence, Sub- Collec-tor, Thursday Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom Houses, Thursday Island and
Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £20.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached to
the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on  a proper printed  form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , Ilkh April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, POLICE STATION, EULO.TENDERS will be received at this Office,the Police Station, Eulo, and Court House,
Cunnamulla, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 17th May, from persons willing to contract
for Additions to Police Station, Eulo.
Tenders .  to be endorsed ,  "Additions , P olice
Station , Eulo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the Police Station, Eulo, and Court House,
Cunnamulla.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause I in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be on a proper printed form,
and state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mitres and Works,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STABLES, CROYDON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court Houses, Croydon and Norman-
ton, until Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the
23rd May, from persons willing to contract for
Erection of Police Stables at Croydon.
Tenders to be endorsed , " Police Stables, Croy-
don."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court Houses, Croydon and Normanton.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be sent in on  proper  printed
forms ,  and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  T ender will not necessarilybe
accepted.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
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Department of Mines  and Works,
TENDERS.
TENDERS  are invited  for the  undermentioned  Public Works.
lL went Gazette.
For full  particulars, see  Govern-
Nature of Work.
BRISBANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings... ...
JUNDAH-Police  Station ...
ToowooMBA-Residence for Medical Superintendent, New
Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ...
CUNNAMULLA-Additions, Court House ... ...
CUNNAMULLA-New Post and Telegraph Office ...
NoRMANTON-Quarters, Sergeant of Police ... ...
Removal, &c., Post and Telegraph Office, North  Pine, to
Caboolture  ... ...
CHABLETILLB - Strong Room,  Court House ... ...
BBISnAN$- Turret Clock,  Lands Office ... ...
MAOxAY-Turret Clock ,  Post and Telegraph Office ... Z
TOWNSVILLE-Turret Clock, Post Office ... ...
WINDOBAH- Quarters for Sergeant  of Police
BRISBANE-Ward for Sick Patients, Immigration Depot, t
Kangaroo Point ... ... ... ... ... f
RocKuAssPTON-Drainage, Government Buildings, North'
street  ... ... ... ... {
NoBiANTON-New Post Office and Quarters ...
NORMANTON-NewlBonded Store and Custom House
Date of  Gazette  contain-
ing original notice.
9th February, 1889
16th March, 1889 ...
23rd March, 1889 ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
30th March, 1889 ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
6th April, 1889
ditto
ditto
ditto
Place and Date to which Tender
can be received.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
("Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane; Police Station,
Jundah; and Court House,
Blackall ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; 18th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ; and Court
House, Cunnamulla; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane; and Post
Office,  Cunnamulla ; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
House, Normanton ; 3rd
May, 1889.
( Mines and Works Office,
' Brisbane ; 18th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
... Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
(Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane; and Post Offices,
Mackay, Townsville, and
Rockhampton ; 26th
April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane; Police Station,
Windorah; and Court
House, Blackall; 10th
May, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane, and Court
House,  Rockhampton ;
26th April, 1889.
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane, and Post Office,
Normanton ; 17th May,
1889.
Mines and Works Office
Brisbane, and Custom,
House, Normanton ; 17th
May, 1889.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
;:. TENDERS.TENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars,  see  GovernmentGazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Queensland Railways ,  S. and C.  D.-Central Railway- 2nd February,  1889 Railway Office ,  Brisbane ;Contract  for Works ) t 24th  May, 1889.
Superstructure of Bridge over the Burnett River at Bunda - ( Railway  Office,  Brisbane;berg  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6th April,  1889  ... 3rd May, 1889.Erection of Engine -Shed at Woo lloongabba ... ...
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
d. I £ s. d. I £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Week ending 7th April ,  1889 ...  873 2,657 14 11 4,570 16 10 389  12 5 7,618 4 2
Corresponding  week last  year ...  815 3 ,082 15 11  4,228 8 2 383 8 5 7,694 12 6
Increase ... ... ...  342 8 8 6 4 0
Decrease  ... ... ...  425 1 0 ... ... 76 8 4
1889 -Total Tr  ffic to Sate
1888 - Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
MARYBOROUGII RAILWAY.
Week ending  7th April ,  1889 ...  151 407  0 8  704 10 2  49 19 3 1,161 10 1
Corresponding week last year ...  151 420 1 9 642 1 7 48 12 1 1,110 15 5
Increase ...
Decrease ...
Total Decrease ...
Increase ...
Decrease
Increase...
Decrease
Increase ...
Decrease ...
Total  Decrease ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Week ending 7th April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
... ...
1889  - Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 7th  April,  1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
... ...
...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending 7th  April,  1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
1889 Total  Traffic  to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Week  ending  7th April ,  1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889- Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 7th  April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week  last year  ...
Increase
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888 - Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Increase...
Decrease
Total  Decrease ...
... ...
...
... ...
Week ending 7th April, 1889... 1
Corresponding week last year...
1889- Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto
No. of
Miles open
forTraffic.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passengers'
Fares.
...
... ...
... ...
BUNDABERO  RAILWAY.
66 87 12 1 161 12 6 8 9 7 257 14 1
66 119 0 1 164 13 0 12 17 0 296 10 1
... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY. .
492 415 9 9 1,871  1 10  37  1 9  2,323 13  4
463 382 3 6 1,482 8 5  179 16  3 2,044 8 2
...
...
31
81
...
...
260
260
... ...
13 1 1
31' 8 0
33 6 3 388 13 5
142 14 6
... ...
MACKAY RAILWAY.
23 3 4 23 13 4 1 8 9
5819 2 38 7 3 3 9 4
351510 14.1311
NORTHERN  RAILWAY..
5801210  1,645 14  6
532 8  9  1,748 13 11
48 4 1
...
20"i3  0
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Goods and Live
Stock
... ...
... ...
62 8 7 1 7 2
... ...
0 7
...
...
...
102 19 5
...
...
...
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
9 52 3 2 62 1 8
8 39 0 1 14 18 10
... 13 3 1 47 2 10
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
67 36 3 1 60 4 4
51 56 16 1 51 7 4
8 17 0
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
...
4... 7 5
...
...
...
...
...
...
Oil  4
...
Total.
...  2997  1
£ a. d.
109,781 19 0
106,607 14 0
£4,174 5 0
50 14 8
16,274 12 3
17,258 5 7
£983 13 4
38 16 0
4,444 14 3
4,744 1 4
279 5 2
39,275 6 5
32,082 7 5
£7,192 19 0
48 5 5
100 15 9
2 0 7 5210 4
850 9 10
1,497 0 1
£646 10 3
107 17  5 2,334 4 9
49 6 4 2,330 9 0
58 11 1 3 15 9
30,508 6 3
30,729  4  11
£220 18 8
0 16 0 115 0 10
0 12 1 54 11 0
.  60 9 10
0 3 11 ...
1,653 17 1
851 9 11
£802 7 2
8 7 7 104 15 0
7 16 3 115 19 8
ii 4 8
1,446 18 11
1,509 18 9
£62 19 10
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
DIVISION OF GOGANGO.
HE following By-laws, made by the Board ofT the GogangoDivision, having been approvedby His Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment in Council, are hereby published in the
Government Gazette,  in accordance with the pro-
visions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
BY-LAW No. 8.
CHAPTER I.
REGULATING THE MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS OF
THE BOARD.
General rules  for conducting  business.
1. At all ordinary meetings of the Board, so soon after
the time stated in the summons as there is a quorum of
not less  than one-half the total number of members of the
Board present, business shall be proceeded with, and the
following shall be the order of business :-
Reading and confirmation of minutes ,  reading of corres-
pondence (outward and inward), receiving petitions or
memorials, reception of committee reports, consideration
of tenders, business arising out of minutes of previous
meetings, consideration of notices of motion or the
orders of the day, presentation of notices of motion for
next meeting.
2. No discussion shall be allowed on the minutes of
proceedings, except as to their correctness, or for any
necessary rectification of any clerical error.
3. Every petition or memorial shall be presented by
a member of the Board, who shall be responsible that it is
written in respectful language, and shall so far as possible
make himself acquainted with the subject thereof before
presenting the same.
4. In the absence of any member no new business shall
be entered upon unless notice shall have been given at a
previous meeting of the Board, or in writing to the clerk,
at least fourteen days previously ; and the clerk shall
post a copy of such notice to every member of the Board
within twenty-four hours after the receipt of the said
notice.
It is further provided that the chairman may convene a
meeting of the Board at any time ; and in case the
chairman is absent or incapable of action, it shall be
competent for the clerk to convene a meeting of the
Board, on the request in writing of two members of the
Board, subject to the preceding regulations.
5. A ll  notices of motion shall be written and signed by
the members making the same, and handed to the chair-
man or clerk. Such notices shall be filed in order as
received, and be placed in succession on the orders of the
day, for consideration.
6. In the absence of any member who has given due
notice of motion, any other member may, at the request
of the absent member, take  up  and move the same. If
not so moved the motion shall apse.
7. In divisions every member present shall be com-
pelled to vote ; and previous to a division, or at any
other time,  strangers  shall, if so ordered, withdraw from
the Board room.
8. No motion, after being placed on the orders of the
day, shall be withdrawn without the permission of the
Board.
CHAPTED II.
Order of debate.
1. The chairman shall preserve order, and his decision
on disputed points of order shall be final.
2. When the chairman is called upon to decide a point
of order or practice, he shall state the rule applicable to
the case.
3. If two or more members rise to speak at the same
time, the chairman shall decide which member is entitled
to pre-audience.
4. Any member may require the question or matter
under discussion to be read for his information at any
time during the debate ; but not so as to interrupt any
other member while speaking.
5. Every member when speaking shall rise and address
the chairman, and shall not address any other member
except through the chairman.
6. On being called to order by the chairman, any
member who is speaking shall at once resume his seat and
be silent until the sense of the Board has been taken on
the point of order.
7. No member shall digress from the subject matter of
the question under discussion, or impute improper motives
to others ; and all personal reflections upon any member
shall be considered highly disorderly ; and no member
shall be allowed to speak twice on any matter under dis-
cussion, except in reply or by way of explanation, nor for
longer than ten minutes at one time.
8. No membershall be allowed to speak disrespectfully of
any resolution arrived at by a majority of the Board ;
but he may enter his protest against anv of the proceed-
ings of the Board, and the protest shall be recorded in
the minutes; notice of such intention of protest must,
however, be given on the adoption of the resolution
objected to ; and any member who shall use any expres-
sion offensively to any other member shall, if requested
by the chairman, withdraw such expression, and make a
satisfactory apology to the Board.
9. One amendment only shall be discussed  at one time ;
but if the first one moved is lost, another may be moved
before the original question is put to the vote ; but, upon
any amendment being carried, it shall be competent for
any member to move one other  amendment  thereon, but
not more, except when such  motion  or amendment -shall
relate  to the fixing  of salaries ,  rates, or  other matters of
finance,  in which case the lowest  sum shall  be put first,
then the next lowest, and so on to the highest.
10. Any motion for adjournment of meeting or debate,
if seconded, shall be immediately put without  discussion,
and if such motion be negatived it shall not be competent
for any member to make  a similar motion until some
other business shall have intervened. On resuming any
discussion which has been adjourned, the mover of such
adjournment shall speak first.
11. The chairman shall, on taking  the sense of the
Board, put the question first in the affirmative, then in the
negative. The vote of every member, on a division, shall
be entered in the  minutes.
CHAPTER III.
Committees.
1. There shall be two standing  committees , to be styled
"finance" and "improvement," respectively.
2. The members representing each subdivision shall
form an improvement sub-committee for the subdivision.
3. All cash accounts, bills, and vouchers, and all
monetary transactions shall, in the first instance, be
submitted to the finance committee and be signed by
the chairman of the  same, as guaranteeing  their correct-
ness, previous to their settlement.
4. An account shall be opened with such bank as the
Board may direct, and all moneys received, from what-
ever source, shall be paid into the said bank to the credit
of the divisional fund, and no  moneys  shall be paid
except by cheques signed by the chairman and one of the
members of the finance committee and countersigned by
the clerk.
5. All matters connected with public buildings, making
or repairing roads or bridges, or with any other public
works whatever, shall be submitted to the improvement
committee, and a written report made thereon to the
Board.
6. All committee reports submitted to the Board shall
be written out fairly  on foolscap  paper, and duly signed
by the chairman  of such committee , care being taken to
leave sufficient marginal space  to admit of their being
bound into books if  necessary.
7. Any special committee may be dissolved by vote of
the Board at any time.
CHAPTER IV.
Miscellaneous regulations.
1. No permanent appointment shall be made to any
office under the Board until an advertisement has been
published in one or more of the local  newspapers, calling
for applications from competent  persons  to fill such
appointment.
2. On the second meeting after the election of the
chairman , the Board shall fix the amount of remuneration
or salary to be allowed to each officer employed under the
Board for the current divisional year.
S. The clerk shall have charge of the common seal, and
all charters, books, and records of the Board, or relating
to the property thereof, and the same shall be kept in such
place as  the Board shall direct.
4. The clerk shall on no account  affix  the common seal
to any document without a resolution of the Board to
that effect.
5. A book shall be kept in which members attending
each Board meeting  shall sign  their  names,  from which
a list shall be prepared of the number of times each
member has attended, and the same shall be published
yearly.
6. In case of emergency the chairman, with the consent
of two other members, shall be authorised to expend any
sum not exceeding forty pounds,  and in similar cases of
emergency any member shall be authorised to expend a
sum not exceeding three pounds, and such expenditures
shall be reported to the Board  at its  next sitting.
7. All tenders for public works or otherwise shall be
advertised for in one or more of the local newspapers.
The Board reserves to itself the right of accepting or
rejecting any tender, from the highest to the lowest.
8. The Board shall meet for  general  business on the
first Tuesday in each month, and at such other  times as
may hereafter be appointed by resolution.
9. The Board may, in every year, within six months
after the annual election, prepare a schedule of the
works proposed to be carried out during the then current
year, with the estimated cost thereof, and also  an estimate
of the probable  revenue  for the year.
10. No contract shall be made,  or work undertaken,
which will involve expenditure  in excess  of the estimated
revenue for the divisional year.
11. Any one or more of the above general rules may be
suspended  pro teen.  in cases of emergency, provided that
the majority of the Board deem it necessary.
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BY-LAW No. 9.
REGULATING THE PAYMENT OF RATES.
1. All rates  shall  be  paid to the clerk at the Board's
office,  be tween the hours of ten o'clock a .m. and four
o'clock p.m., Saturdays excepted ,  when they shall be paid
between the hours of ten o'clock a.m. and twelve noon.
BY-LAW No. 10.
Carriage and foot ways.
1. The carriage and foot ways in the streets and roads
within the Division shall be deemed and taken to be the
carriage and foot ways  as at  present defined, or hereafter
to be defined, by the formation of the said carriage-ways,
or the water-tables or gutters at the side of such carriage-
ways or by the erection of posts at the corners and intersec-
tions of the roads or streets, and until such carriage and
foot ways are so defined there shall be twelve feet on each
side of such road or street to be deemed and taken as the
footway, where the width of the road or street is one chain,
and in the same proportion according as the width of the
road or street shall be more or less than one chain.
Removing turf, gravel, &c.
2. No person shall dig or remove, or cause to be dug or
removed, any turf, sand, clay, soil,  gravel , or other
material from, or cut, fell, destroy, or remove any timber
growing upon the said streets, roads, carriage and foot
ways, or any reserve, park, quarry, or commonage under
the management or control of the said Board, without the
consent of the chairman of the said Board, in writing, first
had and obtained for that purpose.
Breaking the surface of roads, &c.
3. No person shall break the surface or in any way
interfere with any road, street,  carriage  or foot way within
the Division without the consent of the chairman of the
said Board, in writing, first had and obtained ; provided
that nothing in this or the preceding section  contained
shall affect the provisions of any existing Act.
Throwing filth or rubbish on streets, &e.
4. No person shall throw, or cause to be thrown or laid,
any filth, rubbish, or offensive fluid, or other  offensive
matter or thing, or cause, permit, or suffer any such
offensive matter or thing to fall, flow, or run from any
sewer, pipe, or drain, upon any road or street,  carriage or
foot way, or public place, reserve, park,  or commonage
within this Division.
Drawing or trailing timber except on wheels.
5. No person shall haul or draw any timber, stone, or
other thing upon any of the roads or streets within this
Division otherwise than upon wheeled carriages , nor suffer
such timber , stone,  or other thing to drag or trail upon
any such road or street.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Throwing filth, &c., into  streams , watercourses, public
wells and dams , or other public  waters.
6. No person shall throw  or cause  to be thrown into any
creek, stream, public well, dam, or river, or into any
lagoon, creek, waterhole, or other public  water in the
Division, any filth, rubbish, dead animal, or other  offensive
matter, nor leave or cause the same  to be left  on the shore
or banks thereof ,  nor permit any pig or swine to stray or
wander in any such stream ,  watercourse ,  public  well, dam,
river, lagoon ,  creek ,  or waterhole ,  nor obstruct  or divert
from its channel any stream or watercourse  ;  and any
parson convicted  of any of these  offences  shall, besides and
in addition to the  penalty inflicted  therefor, pay the cost
of removing such filth, rubbish,  dead animal , or other
offensive matter.
Dead animals - mode  of removal.
7. If any animal shall  die in  any part of the said
Division, and the  owner of such animal  within twenty-
four hours after notice in writing shall have been given by
an inspector or other officer of the Board, shall not cause
the carcass of such animal to be destroyed by fire, or
effectually removed and disposed of so that no nuisance
can possibly result therefrom, in any part of the said
Division, such owner shall for every such offence forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
Extinguishing camp fires, &c.
8. Any  person leaving  any fire on any road or track in
the Division and not thoroughly extinguishing the same
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Bathing in public  places.
9. No person shall bathe in any river, stream, or other
public  water near  to or within view of any public street,
bridge, or other place of public resort within the said
Division, between the hours of seven o'clock in the morning
and eight o'clock in the evening, unless attired in a
proper bathing costume.
Permission to carry on any noxious trade.
10. After the passing of this By-law no person shall
carry on, or commence to carry on, the trade or business
of slaughtering cattle or sheep, fellmongering, making or
refining of soap, candles, or tallow, boiling-down, wool-
washing, bone-crushing, hide-curing, the tanning, currying,
or preparation of leather, skin-dressing, ore-smelting,
sugar -refining, or any noxious trade or business, in any
place situated within this Division, unless such trade,
business, or manufactory is specially licensed by this Board,
as in the form of Schedule A hereunto annexed ; and
every person so carrying on or beginning to carry on any
of the trades or businesses before specified, in contraven-
tion of this By-law, shall, for every day such contravention
shall exist, forfeit and pay  as for a  separate offence a sum
not exceeding five pounds.
Licenses-when to bear date, when to expire, and how
application for license to be made.
11. The said licenses shall bear date when issued, and
shall expire upon the first Monday of each January of
every year, and may be renewed from  year  to year, on
application being made to the Board in writing, so long
as the licensees shall keep their premises properly cleansed
and in a wholesome condition, and free from all noisome
and offensive accumulations and odours, to the satisfaction
of the said Board or inspector. The fee for every such
license shall be the sum of twenty-one shillings per annum.
Inspecting slfughter-yards.
12. It shall be lawful for the chairman , or any person
or persons appointed by him for that purpose, from
time to time, and as often as he or they may see fit,
to enter upon and inspect any slaughtering-yards, tannery,
or premises or places used  in the manufacture of soap,
candles, or tallow, or for the purpose of boiling-down,
wool-washing, bone-crushing, the curing of hides, akin-
dressing, ore-smelting, or sugar refining, or wherein any
noxious trade or business is carried on ; and the chairman
of the said Board for the time being shall give such
directions for the cleansing of such slaughtering-yard,
manufactory, or other.  pre mises as aforesaid , as to him
may seem needful, and any owner or occupier of such
slaughtering-yard, manufactory, or other  premises, re-
fusing or neglecting to comply with such directions within
a reasonable time (such time to be determined by the
chairman of the Board) shall, for every day after the ex-
piration of such time during which such neglect or refusal
shall continue, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five
pounds.
Malicious mischief
13. No  person  shall negligently, wilfully, or maliciously
damage any erection, fence, bridge road, street, water-
course, or material within the  said Division belonging to
or leased or used by or under the care or control of the
said Board.
Lands of the Board  not to be  occupied.
14. No person shall, without leave of the said Board,
reside upon, occupy, or use, except in accordance with
the purposes or 'objects for which the said Board shall
have or hold the same, any lands within the said Division
belonging to or leased or held in trust by or under the
control or management of the said Board.
Information to  be  laid at instance of the Board.
15. All information complaints, and summonses for
offences against these by-laws shall be sued out, laid, and
prosecuted at the instance of the Board, or of some person
authorised by the chairman in that behalf and no other
person other than a person having such authority shall be
at liberty to sue out any information or summons or lay
any complaint in respect of any offence thereunder.
SCHEDULE A.
Gogango Divisional Board.
Whereas has applied to the above Board to
grant him a license to carry on the business of
, in accordance with clause 10 of By-law No. 10
of this Division : Now we, the said Board, in pursuance
of authority vested  in us  by  "The Divisional Boards Act
1887," authorise and licence the said to carry on
the aforesaid business of at his premises, situated
on portion No. , in the parish of This
license to remain in force till the day of January,
18 , unless forfeited under the 11th clause of By-law
No. 10,  Divisional Board of Gogango.
Dated Rockhampton,
Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 11.
PUBLIC CARRIERS AND CARTERS BY-LAW.
Carriers must have licenses.
1. Every carrier conveying loading or or over any road
within the Gogango Division shall obtain a license from
the Board, and shall pay to the clerk of the Board a
license fee of five shillings for every such license and
such license shall terminate with the current year.
Vehicles  to be  licensed.
2. Any licensed carrier who shall use or employ for
hire upon any road, street, highway, or thoroughfare
within the Division under the control of the Board, any
waggon, dray, trolly, or other vehicle for the purpose of
carrying merchandise (his own produce excepted) and
charging any fee, or accepting any gift or reward, or
receiving any compensation whatsoever, shall obtain a
license from the Board, in the form of Schedule B, and
shall pay to the Board for every such vehicle aforesaid in
proportion to the width of the tires of such wheels, the
fees as set forth in the scale of charges in the form of
Schedule C hereunto annexed.
3. Every licensed carrier shall have legibly painted in
letters and figures of not less than one and a-half inches
in depth on the right side of his vehicle his name and the
number of his licensed vehicle,
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4. All waggons, drays, trollies, or other vehicles must
be fitted with a good and sufficient brake, and no license
will be issued until such is supplied and certified to by
the officer of the Board appointed to inspect.
5. Carriers and others may use a break when required,
but  all  not be allowed to have the wheels of any vehicle
locked when in motion on any thoroughfare in the Division
under the control of the Board.
Penalties.
6. For  any offence  against the provisions of these By-
laws the offender shall be liable to ,  and shall pay a
penalty of not less than two pounds ,  to be recovered in a
summary way as the law directs.
SCHEDULE B.
No.  License form.
For Waggon, Dray, Trolly, or other Vehicle.
This is to certify that residin in
is hereby licensed to ply for hire within the Division, a
certain vehicle ,  to wit having spoke
wheels with inch tires. This license to remain
in force from the date hereof until subject
nevertheless to a ll  and every of the By-laws and regula-
tions in force relating thereto.
Given under my hand at the office of the Board, Rock-
hampton, this  day of 18
Divisional Clerk.
SCHEDULE C.
Scale  of ch anges.For e vehicle having spoke wheels with dimen-
sions as un er
Width of Tire. Per Wheelper Annnm.
.2  s. d.
Tires;not less than 6'in.
.
... 0 2 6
„ of „ „ 5 in. or more than 6 in. 0 5 0
„  to  „ „ 4 in. It „ 5 in. 0 7 6
„ „ „ „ 3 in. of „ 4 in. 0 10 0
BY-LAW No. 12.
OMNIBUS,  STAGE COACH,  ou HACKNEY CARRIAGE.
Vehicles to be licensed.
1. Every owner of a stage coach ,  omnibus, or hackney
carriage drawn by one or more horses, carrying luggage
and passengers for hire and using the roads of the Division
shall obtain from the Board for every such vehicle a license
in the form of Schedule F, and shall pay for every such
license the fees as set forth in the Schedule marked E
hereunto annexed.
Drivers and conductors to be licensed.
2. No person shall drive or conduct any vehicle as
hereinbefore mentioned (unless he be the owner of such
vehicle) until he shall have obtained from the Board a
license to drive or conduct in the form of Schedule D
hereunto annexed, and sha ll  pay for every such  license
the fees as set forth in Schedule E, but in no case will a
license be issued to a person under fifteen years of age.
Drivers and conductors - Licenses may be refused or
cancelled.
3. The chairman or any  officer  appointed by the Board
to issue such licenses may refuse to grant ,  or, if granted,
may be empowered to cancel ,  any such license if he think
fit.
Interpretation clause.
4. When the word " vehicle "  sha ll  be need in these By-
laws the same shall be understood to apply to either a
stage coach , omnibus, or hackney  carriage  or cab, and a
stage coach shall  be  meant to be a vehicle on four wheels
drawn by three or more horses ,  and an omnibus a vehicle
on four wheels for which omnibus li censes have been taken
out, and a hackney carriage sha ll  mean a vehicle upon
four wheels  drawn  by one or more horses ,  and a cab a
vehicle upon two wheels for which hackney  carri age
licenses have  be en taken out.
Penalties.
5. For any offence against the provisions of these
By-laws the offender shall be liable to, and shall  pay, a
penalty of not less than one pound ,  to be recovered in a
summary way as the law directs.
ScnznuLs D.
No.
This is to certify that of is
hereby licensed to a certain No.
within the Gogango Division from the date
hereof to next, subject nevertheless to all and
every the By-laws, rules ,  and regulations  in force
relating  thereto.
Given under my hand at Rockhampton, this
day of 18
Divisional Clerk.
SCHEDULE E.
A table  of rates  to be paid by proprietors,  drivers, and
conductors  of licensed vehicles  under By-law No. 12 :-
Proprietors of- On and after On and after1st January. 1st July.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Stage coach ... ... ... 2 0 0 1 0 0
Omnibus ... ... .. 2 0 0 1 0 0
Hackney carriages and cabs 2 0 0 1 0 0
For every driver' s license  ... 0 5 0 0 2 6
For every conductor' s  license  0 5 0 0 2 6
SCHEDULE F.
License form.
No.
Omnibus, Stage Coach, or Hackney Carriage.
This is to certify that residing in
is hereby licensed to ply for hire within the Division, a
certain  vehicle, to wit
This license to remain in force from the date hereof until
subject nevertheless to all and every of the
By-laws and regulations in force relating thereto.
Given under my hand at the office of the Board, Rock-
hampton, this day of 18
Divisional Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 13.
L1csxsED GATES.
Fee to be charged.
1. Every person obtaining a license to enclose any
public road situated within the Gogango Division, or any
renewal  of such license, shall pay in advance, to the clerk
of the Division, at the Gogango Divisional Board's office,
the fee of one sound for each  gate  included in such license
or renewal of li cense.
Registering goats.
2. A ll goats found straying on any street, road, or
public highway or public lands, within any township
situated  within the Division of Gogango under the control
of the Board, shall be registered in the divisional clerk's
office on or before the twentieth day of December in each
year, and a fee of one shilling shall be charged for every
female or wether goat to the first four and for each goat
exceeding the number of four two shillings and sixpence
each, and a fee of five shillings for every buck goat.
3. Every registered goat shall have a triangle composed
of three pieces of wood, each not less than fourteen inches
in length, fixed round its neck, with its registered number
branded thereon.
4. All unregistered goats, and also registered goats
having no triangle, may be seized and destroyed if found
trespassing on any road, street, or other land under the
control of the Board, by the inspector of nuisances or
other officer of the Board. A ll  goats seized by the Board's
officer may be claimed by the owners thereof, and shall
be, if unregistered, released on payment to that officer of
the registration fee and an additional sum, of two shillings
and sixpence, or, if registered, on payment of the sum of
one shilling.
5. Any person rescuing or attempting to rescue any
goats out of the  possession  of the Board's officer shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding two pounds.
BY-LAW No. 14.
NAMES of Noxious WEEDS.
1. The undermentioned  plants are  hereby declared to
be noxious weeds and nuisances within  the meaning of
"The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," viz.Bathurst burr,
Cotton plant  (asclepias  curacsivica),
Poison plant (tremor aspera),
Prickly pear (opuntia tuna),
to (opuntia nana),to (opuntia vulgaris), and
Lantana.
2. Two  chains  shall be the distance from any Crown
land  or public road, within which distance any person
in charge  of any public reserve or the owner of any
ratable property, as the  case  may be, shall be required
to abate such  nuisances.
3. Every person who shall commit a breach of any of
the provisions of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds in addition to the payment
of the expense incurred by the Board in consequence of
such breach.
Interpretation  clause.
4. In the foregoing By-laws the word " Board " shall
mean  the Divisional Board of Gogango, the word
" Division" shall mean the Division of Gogango, and the
word " chairman" shall mean the chairman for the time
being of the said Board words imputing the " singular
number " shall include the "plural number," and words
imputing the plural number shall include the " singular
number, ' words imputing the " masculine gender " only
shall include  "  females ," the word " person" shall include
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the corporation, whether aggregate or sole, and the word
"lands "  shall include  tenements  of every description and
tenure.
The foregoing By-laws were passed by the Board
of the Gogango Division on the twentieth day of
November, 1888.
JAMES ATHERTON,
Chairman.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
and in the fifty-second year of Her
Majesty's reign.
A. H. PALMER.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.
I T is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  ofSaturday, 19th January, 1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY,
Chief Engineer.
[AMENDED  NOTICE.
QUEENSLAND RAILWAYS, S. AND C. D.
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
CONTRACT FOR WORKS.TENDERS areinvited for the Construction ofthe Ninth Section of the Central Railway,
commencing at 369 miles  51 chains  29 links and
ending at  Longreach (Thompson River)-in length
54 miles 63 chains and 9  links-in accordance with
Plans ,  Sections ,  Drawings , General Conditions,
and Specifications , which may  be seen at  the Office
of the Chief  Engineer , Brisbane,  on and after
Monday, the 11th of February,  where also
forms of Tender and other information can be
obtained. •
Tenders, endorsed  "Tender for Construction of
Section  No. 9, Central  Railway, "  must be deposited
at the Office of the Commissioner for Railways not
later than Four  (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
24th  May, 1889.
The lowest  or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
HUGH M. NELSON,
Secretary for Railways.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 8th April, 1889.
NOTICE.THE Tender of Mr. JOHN HnNRY, for theErection of Gate, Shelter Shed, &c., at
Chelmer, has been accepted. Amount, £200.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenthsection of  " An Act to make provision for
the  Construction by the Government of Railways
and for the Regulation of the  same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book of Reference of the Ninth
Section of the Central Railway, from 369 miles 51
chains 29 links to 424 miles 34 chains 38 links, in
length 54 miles 63 chains 9 links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions, Barcaldine; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of Rail-
way, or any part t iereof, or of any works proposed
in connection therewith.
F. CURNO W,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WES-
TERN RAILWAY AND BRANCHES.NOTICE is hereby given, that List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Brisbane, was published in full in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of Saturday, the 19th January, 1889.
Owners can obtain the same on application to
the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paving costs.
If not released on or before TUESDAY, the 23rd
April, 1889, they will be Sold by Public Auction,
to defray  expenses.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.NI OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles1 in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th March,
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before T LIES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW.
Commissioner for Railways.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
TRAINING-WALL, PIONEER RIVER,
MACKAY.
T ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
27th April, for Supplying 52,500 Tons of Stone,
and depositing  same ,  to form a Training-wall in
the Pioneer River at Mackay.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Harbours and Rivers Offices, Brisbane, Rock-
hampton, Townsville, and Mackay.
The lowest or any Tendernot necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN,
The Treasury, Under Secretary.
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 7 of  1889.
MORETON BAY.
SHOALING OF WATER ON HIXON'S BANK.
NOTICE is hereby given, that there  is now less
l water on the western edge of Hixon's Bank
than is shown on the Admiralty Chart.
Northward of the line of the Yellow Patch and
the Lighthouse at Cape Moreton, the depth at low
water does not exceed 10 feet.
Northward of the line of the first white sand
patch to the southward of the Yellow Patch, and
the Lighthouse, the depth does not exceed 2
fathoms.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
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O.H.M.S.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods, which have been warehoused under Bondin Graham's Bond, Maryborough, warehouse rent on which has not been paid for six months,
will be Sold at Maryborough by Public Auction, after the expiry of one month from the date of this
notice, in accordance with the provisions and under the authority of  " The Customs Act of  1873,"
section 114, unless the rent due thereon is previously paid.
Date Bonded.
16 June, 1887...
Name of Vessel and Port. Merchants. Bond.
Graham's
Marks and Description.
Yaralla," L Sydney
H.M. Customs,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.
Corser and Co.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, BOOBY ISLAND.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilSATURDAY, 20th April, from persons willing
to contract for the Erection of a Lighthouse and
Three Cottages on Booby Island.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Lighthouse,
Booby Island."
Plans, Specifications, and forms of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Harbour-Masters' Offices, Brisbane, Maryborough,
Rockhampton, Townsville, Cooktown, and Thursday
Island.
Tenders must state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert ,  Beenleigh ,  Blacka ll ,  Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown. Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamitila,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vag`,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gattou,
Gayndah, Geham. Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley,
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborough, MM:ary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles. Milichester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S.- and W. Railway, Stan-
tborpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
. Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and of Saturday evenings.
Z670, 5 bales hops.
T. M. KING,
Collector of Customs.
Further information can be obtained  by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane, 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
1 COPY of the New Enlarged Chart, shewingA changes of weather in progress, published
by the Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily (except Sundays and Holidays), will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s. per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist, Brisbane.
V. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster-General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1889.
rI`HE following Return of the Benevolent Asylum
at Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN FOB THE WEBK  ENDING}  6TH DAY OF
APRIL, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining in Asylum
at date of previous Report ... ... 515
Number since admitted ... ... ... 5
Number returned from lease ... ... 1
521
Number discharged 2
Number died .. ... 1
N umber absent on leave.. ... 4
7
Number remaining at date hereof ... 614
Admissions during the week:
George -Knight, 31, seaman, from Brisbane Hospital ;
unable to work during the last two years; last employed
by Captain Boreham, Maryborough.
John White, 52, labourer, from Normanton Hos-
pital; last employed by Mr. Palmer, Canobie Station,
near Normanton.
Thomas Moran, 78, labourer, from Dalby; re-admission.
Richard Ede, 68, saddler, from Charters Towers;
re-admission.
Jessie McKendrick, 40, from Townsville Hospital ;
for the last few years living with her husband at
Townsville.
Discharged during the week:
Martin Purcell, 40, miner; admitted 10th June, 1886.
Charles Gordon Sebastian Hirst, 63, surveyor ;
admitted 7th May, 1885.
Death during the week :
John Bruner, 62, labourer; admitted 19th October,
1886.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent,
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MUNICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government,with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following By-law made by the
Council of the Municipality of Charters Towers.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BY-LAW No. 18.
REGULATING AND LICENSING OF ALL VEHICLES PLYING
FOR HIRE AND ALL OTHER MATTERS CONNECTED
THEREWITH.
Preamble.
WH$REAs it is expedient to consolidate and amend the
By-laws relating to the licensing and regulating omni-
buses hackney carriages ,  coaches, cabs ,  and other
vehicles, and the drivers and conductors thereof ,  plying
for hire within the Municipality of Charters Towers,
the Council of the Municipality of Charters Towers, in
pursuance of the powers in it vested under the pro visions
of  " The Local Government Act of  1878," also  " The Local
Government Act Amendment Act of  1886,"  doth make the
following By-law to  be  in force within the said Munici-
pality ,  after the approval thereof by his Excellency the
Gove rn or in Council and the publication of the same in
the  Government Gazette,  that is to say-
Repealed By-laws.
1. Subsections 1 to 42  (both inclusive )  of section 77,
together with Schedules  A, B, C, D,  and E, of By -law No.
3, published in the  Government Gazette  on  Saturday, 12th
January, A.D. 1878, also the whole of By-law No. 12,
published in the  Government Gazette  on Saturday, 7th
August ,  A. D. 1886,  are he re by repealed ,  saving always
all things had and done by virtue of the said  re pealed
By-laws.
Vehicles  plying for hire  must  be  licensed.
2. No person  shall  run ,  ply, drive or conduct ,  nor cause
any vehicle of whatsoever kind or description  to be run,
plied, driven, or conducted  for hire, nor take any part
whatsoever in plying running, driving, or conducting any
vehicle or vehicles bor hire within the Municipality of
Charters Towers, until and unless the said vehicle or
vehicles are duly licensed as hereinafter provided ; and
any persons offending against this clause shall be liable to
a fine of five pounds for each day during which the offence
is committed.
Requisition for vehicle license.
3. Before  any  license shall  be  issued with respect  to say
vehicle intened to  be  used for the conveyance of
passen ers, a requisition for the same shall be made to the
town clerk by the owner ,  or if there be more than one
owner then  by each  of the owners of the vehicle, and
signed by him or them in the form contained in the
schedule hereto annexed marked A, or to the like
effect, which form can  be  had free upon application at
the town clerk 's office. Such requisition shall be
signed  by two  householders or ratepayers within the
Municipality vouching for such applicant  be ing a fit and
pro per person to hold the license for which he applies.
T he certificate of the inspector of nuisances must also be
completed at the foot of such requisition  be fore the same
is pre sented to the town clerk.
First inspection of vehicle  for which  application for license
is made.
4. Befo re any  license is issued with respect to any
vehicle intended to be used for the purpose of conveying
passengers ,  the said vehicle shall be inspected by the
mayor, or such person or persons as he may depute for
that purpose ,  and the mayor or such person or
persons aforesaid sha ll  decide forthwith whether
such vehicle ,  together with horses ,  harness ,  &c., are
fit for the duty which they are intended or not,
and the license sha ll  be issued or refused according to the
tenor of their decision.
Town clerk to issue license if everything reported satisfactory.
5. The town clerk shall issue  licenses for vehicles  in
the form of schedule marked B hereto annexed ,  or to the
like effect ,  and numbered in such manner as he may
think best, provided that the vehicles shall  have been
reported upon favourably by the person or persons duly
authorised in that  behalf.
Pea for vehicle licenses.
6. The fees to be paid to the town clerk for vehicle
licenses shall  be  in accordan ce  with the scale set orth in
the Schedule C hereto annexed ,  which fees  shall 'be paid
forthwith by such town clerk or other person acting for
him into the consolidated fund of the Municipality.
Receipt for all license fees apart  from  license.
7. A receipt for all moneys rece ived on account of
li cense fees ,  whether vehicle ,  driver ,  or conductor, wi ll  be
given by the town clerk upon an ordinary municipal
receipt form  (machine num bere d),  which receipts will  be
separate and distinct documents from the license forms.
No improper person to be licensed.
8. No li cense shall be granted in respect of any vehicle
to any person ,  either as owner, driver or conductor ,  unless
he shall satisfy the said Council that he is a fit person to
hold such  license ,  and is of good fame and character.
Licenses ,  how issued - Substitute for vehicle under repair.
9. Every vehicle license under this By-law shall  be
granted at the town ball in Charters Towers, or such
place as the said Council shall for the  time be ing use for
the purposes of a town hall ,  and shall be under the hand
of the town clerk or other person acting for him,
and shall be in force during the term set forth in such
license and no longer ,  unless revoked, cancelled, or
suspended as hereinafter provided  ;  and no such license
shall include more than one vehicle ,  provided that when a
licensed vehicle shall be under repair, if the proprietor
shall so desire he may be permitted by the mayor to
substitute another vehicle for a period to be specified by
endorsement on the license and signed by the town clerk.
The name of owner and number of vehicle to be painted on
the same.
10. The name of every owner and the number of vehicle
shall be painted on the outside of every licensed vehicle
-the number in figures and the name in letters of not less
than one and a -half inch in length, and of proportionate
breadth - in such part or parts of the vehicle as theinspector
may direct ,  and every such number shall be kept legible
and undefaced during all the time every such vehicle shall
ply or be used for hire. Such number shall also be
painted in figures not less than one and a-half inch in
length on the outside of the lamps of such vehicle, so as
to be distinctly seen when lighted.
ACCOMMODATION IN PUBLIC VEHICLES.
Furniture  to be  in good order.
11. For every passenger on an average there shall be a
space for sitting of eighteen inches .  All seats to be fur-
nished with good cushions ,  to be kept clean and in good
repair .  No license to be granted for any vehicle in bad
condition. No license shall be granted in respect of any
vehicle which ,  in the opinion of the inspector, shall be
unsafe ,  in bad repair ,  or otherwise unfit for the accommo-
dation and conveyance of passengers.
Vehicles  to  be  kept in good order and competent for service.
12. The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall at all
times when plying or employed for hire have the same
in good order ,  with harness perfect and in good condition,
and the whole ready and sufficient for use, with the driver
and horses competent to perform trips from place to place
in due and reasonable time.
Drivers  not to carry more passengers than licensed for.
13. No driver of any vehicle shall carry more passengers
than his vehicle shall be licensed for, and any person who
shall force himself within or on any such vehicle after the
full number of passengers are in or on the same shall be
deemed guilty of an offence against this By-law, and may
be removed therefrom by the driver, or any constable or
a police officer ,  and further be liable to a fine of  not less
than five pounds.
Table of fares to be afxed.
14. The table of fares set forth in the schedule hereto
marked G, painted or printed in clean leg ible words
and figures on a card, which shall be verified under the
hand of the town clerk ,  and shall be affixed on the inside
of every vehicle licensed under this By-law, and such
card shall be kept so affixed and legible, and undefaced,
during all the time the vehicle shall ply or be used for
hire ,  but nothing herein shall compel the proprietor or
driver to convey any  passenger unless  and until the legal
fare has been tendered or paid.
Fares demandable.
15. No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall
demand, receive ,  or take  more  than  the several fares
mentioned  in the schedule hereto annexed marked G.
Children -- how counted.
16. No child under seven years of age shall be counted
as a passenger  unless there shall be more than one such
child ,  in which case two of such children shall be con-
sidered as one passenger ,  and so on in respect of
every two such children ,  provided that children under
one year old shall not be counted as passengers in any
case.
Fines for not paying legal fares.
17. Any person having hired or taken his seat in a
licensed vehicle, and not paying the legal fare at the
termination of his journey ,  if demanded ,  shall on convic-
tion before any justices forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds.
Owner or driver  must  hire.
18. Every owner or driver of a vehicle standing or
plying for hire at any public stand appointed by the said
Council shall, unless previously engaged (the proof of
which engagement shall be on such owner or driver), be
bound to take immediately any fare not exceeding the
number of persons which his vehicle is licensed to carry ;
and no owner or driver of any vehicle shall refuse to carry
thereby a reasonable quantity of lu gage for any person
hiring or desiring to hire such vehicle, nor shall refuse to
drive the same to any place within the limits of this By-law,
or for any time not exceeding twelve hours if so required
by any person hiring or intending to hire such vehicle,
nor shall fail to drive the same at a reasonable speed (not
less than four miles an hour ),  unless unavoidably delayed
or required by the hirer to drive at any slower pace.
Public stands.
19. No licensed vehicle shall stand in or occupy other
than the appointed stand when plying for hire, and no
driver shall refuse or delay to remove his vehicle if the
public convenience require it, or if it shall be so placed
as to cause an obstruction in the public thoroughfare.
Space to be left in stands.
20. At every fourth vehicle on every stand there shall
be left a space of at least eight feet for the convenience
of the public.
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Drivers to keep on left side of street.
21. Every driver of any vehicle shall keep  the same on
the left or near side of the road except in case of actual
necessity or other sufficient reason for deviation, and
shall permit any other vehicle to pass his carriage having
a right to do so.
Driver  to be in attendance.
22. The driver or conductor of every vehicle  shall be
constantly attendant upon the same when standing
upon any appointed stand or whilst plying or engaged
for hire, and no driver shall at any time be  a greater dis-
tance away from his horses than will permit of his having
perfect control over the same, under a penalty not exceed-
ing ten pounds.
Lights.
23. Every licensed vehicle standing on or being driven
through any thoroughfare in any part of the Munici-
pality after sunset shall be provided with lights on either
side  which shall be kept constantly lighted.
Vehicles ,  how to  be arranged on public stands.
24. Every vehicle on its arrival at any public stand
shall be drawn to the end of and be the last of the rank of
any vehicles that may then and there be on such stand,
and at such public stand all vehicles shall be arranged
only in single rank.
Travelling pace and exceptions Saturday nights, &c.
26. No vehicle shall be driven through any  street in
any part  of the Municipality  at a faster rate than a trot.
No vehicle shall be driven round any corner turning from
one street or lane into another street or lane at a faster pace
than a walk. Provided also that on Saturday nights and
Christmas Eve no vehicle shall be driven at a faster speed
than a walk in Mosman and Gill streets extending a
distance of a quarter of a mile from the intersection of
the two streets named  ;  and any person committing a
breach of this clause shall be liable to a penalty of not
exceeding twenty pounds in addition to other punishment
provided by this By-law.
Walking pace, when.
26. The driver of every licensed vehicle requiring to
turn for the purpose of proceeding in an opposite direction
in any st re et road ,  or lane in the  Municipality , shall bring
the horse or horses to a walking pace before commencing
to turn. Before pulling up the driver shall signify the
same  by holding the whip high above his head to prevent
accident or collision.
Renewal of licenses -vehicles ,  drivers,  and  conductors.
27. Any person being the holder of a license under this
By-law, whether as owner, driver, orconductor, and being
desirous of renewing his license ,  must make app lication in
writing in the form of the schedule here to annexed,
marked F, to the town clerk at least fourteen days before
the date upon which his license shall expire.
Inspector 's certificate  at  foot thereof.
28. Upon receipt of any application in the form of the
Schedule F for renewal of any license under this By-law,
the town clerk shall as soon as convenient obtain the
certificate of the inspector of nuisances ,  at the foot thereof,
as set forth in the schedule.
Legislative committee to decide if inspector 's report
unfavourable.
29. If the certificate of the inspector of nuisances as
mentioned in the last preceding clause is not satisfactory
in every particular ,  the town clerk shall refuse to renew
such license until the matter be referred to the legislative
committee of the Council, and the ruling of that com-
mittee taken as a final instruction upon the matter, and
the application sha ll  thereupon be refused or granted, as
the case may be.
Power of mayor may be delegated.
30. All acts ,  matters ,  and things to be made and done
by, and all powers and authorities vested in, the mayor
under  or by  virtue of the provisions of this By-law may
respectively be made or done by, or vested in, such other
person or persons as the mayor may appoint for the
purpose. -
Inspector may be appointed.
31. Such person or persons as may from time to time  be
in that behalf appointed by the Municipal Council, sha ll
be inspector or inspectors of all  licensed vehicles plying
for hire  in the said Municipality ,  and such inspector or
inspectors shall every six months examine all such
vehicles and  re port to the Council on the same ,  and sha ll
at all times see that ,  as far as  possible, the By-law is
duly observed ,  and any such inspector or inspectors sha ll
have power to order from any stand , or from being driven
or used for hire, any vehicle which ,  with the horse or
horses and harness allwhed  thereto,  upon examination,
shall  not be in a pro per and cleanly state and in all
respects fit for work in accordan ce  with this By -law, and
every owner or dri ver sha ll  comply with the orders and
directions so given.
Inspectors not to be obstructed.
32. No owner or driver of any such vehicle, or any
other person shall obst ru ct any such inspector in the
execution of his said duties.
Duties of inspectors.
33. The inspector of nuisances shall from time to time
examine all vehicles ,  horses ,  and harness ,  and make
reports thereon to the committee  if be think  necessary,
and shall see the clauses of this By-law strictly enforced
in every possible way. He shall keep a book into which
he shall note all petty offences committed by any person
holding a license under the By-law, giving the date and
hour, also nature of such petty offence; such book shall be
produced whenever required by any person interested, for
the purpose of referring to the past conduct of a ll licensees.
Drivers  and conductors  must  be licensed.
34. No person shall act as driver or conductor of any
vehicle plying, or running, or conveying passengers for
hire within the said Municipality,  unless  he shall be duly
licensed, as hereinafter expressly provided, to drive or con-
duct  the same, and any person offending against this
clause shall be liable to a fine of five pounds for each
offence, and each day during which he shall  act as an
unlicensed driver or conductor shall constitute  a separate
offence.
Requisition  for driver' s or conductor 's license.
35. Before  a license sha ll  be issued to any person to
drive or conduct any licensed vehicle under this By-law, a
requisition for the same sha ll  be made to the town clerk
in the form according to Schedule A hereto annexed, or to
the like effect ,  which form can be had  fr ee on application
at the town clerk 's office ,  and which requisition must be
completed in the same manner in all respects as is pro-
vided  in clause two of this By-law dealing with vehicles.
Driver' s license,  how issued.
36. Upon receipt  of a requisition duly completed accord-
ing to this By-law ,  if the same  be  found satisfactory in
every  respect, the town clerk may issue a driver's or con-
ductor 's li cense in  the form of the Schedule D hereto
annexed, or  to the  like  effect ;  such license shall be under
the hand of the town clerk or other person acting for
him.
Fees for driver 's or conductor 's licenses.
37. The fees to be paid to the town clerk for driver's
or conductor's licenses shall  be  according to the scale set
forth in the Schedule C hereto  annexed , which fees shall
be paid into the municipal fund and form part of
consolidated revenue of the Municipality.
Owner to hold and produce driver 's and conductor's
license.
38. Whenever the owner of any licensed vehicle shall
employ or permit any licensed person to act as driver and
conductor thereof, such owner shall require to be
delivered to him ,  and shall retain in his possession, the
license of such driver or conductor during such time as he
shall act or be employed as such, and in all  cases of
complaint affecting such licensed driver or conductor the
owner may be summoned to attend before a justice of the
peace, and thereupon he shall  also  produce the license of
such driver or conductor ;  and if any driver or condufte
complained of shall be adjudged guilty of the offence
alleged against him, it shall be lawful for the justi ce  to
make an endorsement upon the license of such driver or
conductor ,  stating the nature of the offence ,  and the
amount of penalty inflicted ,  and to cause intimation of
such endorsement  to be conveyed  to the town clerk.
Driver' s or conductor 's licenses to be returned or  handed  to
the town clerk.
39. When any driver or conductor sha ll  leave the service
of the proprietor by whom he has been employed,  for any
misconduct in such service punishable under this By-law,
such owner shall forthwith deliver to the town clerk the
license of such driver or conductor; but if such driver or
conductor shall leave such service for any other cause
than that aforesaid, then the owner shall forthwith return
to such driver or conductor the license belonging to him.
In either case, such proprietor may endorse on the back of
such license the manner in which such driver or conductor
performed his duties whilst in the employment of such
proprietor ; such endorsement shall be signed and dated by
the person making the same.
No person under twenty -one years of age to drive.
40. No  license to drive or conduct a vehicle shall be
granted to any person under the age of twenty -one years.
Driver not to part with license.
41. No  driver or conductor of any licensed vehicle shall
lend or part with his license ,  or permit or suffer any
unlicensed person to drive or conduct the licensed vehicle
of which he has charge ,  nor shall the proprietor of any
such vehicle employ any unlicensed person as the driver
thereof, under a penalty of any sum not exceeding twenty
pounds, to be recovered before any court of competent
jurisdiction.
Drivers  not to attract notice.
42. No dri ver of any vehicle whilst standing at any
such stand as aforesaid ,  nor whilst in any part of the said
Municipality,  shall make any noise by shouting ,  ringing
of bells, blowing of horns, or sounding of any other noisy
instruments.
Vehicles  not to loiter.
43. No driver of any vehicle shall  suffer the same to
stand or loiter in any streets ,  or alongside of any other
vehicle, nor  refuse to give way if he conveniently can to
any other vehicle, nor obstruct the driver of any other
vehicle in taking up or setting down any person, nor
wilfully, wrongfully, or forcibly prevent, or endeavour to
prevent ,  the driver of any other vehicle from taking a
passenger.
Driver or conductor not to smoke when driving.
44. No driver or conductor of any vehicle shall smoke
any pipe,  cigar ,  or ciga re tte whilst driving or conducting
any licensed vehicle engaged by any fare ,  nor shall any
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passenger smoke inside or on any vehicle without the
permission of the driver, or against the wish of any other
passenger.
Property left in vehicle.
45. In every case  of property  being left in any vehicle
by the  person who used the same, such property shall
immediately be taken  by the driver  or conductor thereof,
in the state in which it was found, to the town ha ll ,
and there deposited  with  the town clerk ,  to  be  kept in
safe custody until claimed by the owner.
Behaviour  of drivers.
46. No owner, driver ,  or conductor shall ,  whilst dri vin
or attending any vehicle ,  or whilst  on any public stand
wilfully or negligently do or cause or suffer to be done
any damage to the person or property of anyone ,  or drive
furiously ,  wantonly, or carel essly ,  or be drunk, or asleep,
r beo ilty of any breach of the peace,
ml
scond uc t, or
misbehaviour ,  or make use of any obscene ,  blasphemous,
threatening ,  abusive ,  or insulting language ,  sign, or
gesticulation, and no driver shall cruelly beat ,  ill-treat,
over -drive, abuse, or torture, any horse or horses in his
charge.
Violent or noisy  people  only carried  to  watch -house.
47. No driver or conductor shall carry o knowingly
permit to be carried in any licensed vehicle afy person so
violently or noisily conducting himself or otherwise mis-
be having as to cause any  public  annoyance or disturb
the public peace, except such person be taken to some
police office or watch -house.
Not to loiter in streets or side paths.
48. No driver shall ,  except whilst standing on his
appointed stand, permit his vehicle to stand in any pa rt
of the Municipality longer than may be necessary for
loading or unloading ,  or taking up or putting down pas-
sengers, nor sha ll  cause any obstruction in any part of the
Municipality.
Luggage included.
49. The rates of fares established or to be established
under this By-law shall  be  inclusive of all charges for lug-
gage under fifty pounds weight  ;  all luggage over fifty
pounds  may be  charged for at the rate of sixpence per
mile for every  fifty pounds or  fraction thereof.
To draw up  to side  of street.
50. Every driver, whilst engaged in taking up or  setting
down any passenger ,  shall during such taking up  or setting
down place his vehicle  as near  as conveniently may be to
that side of the street, and at a right line with the kerb-
stone ,  at which the taking up or setting down is required.
Time charged for,delay.
51. If the driver of any vehicle hired by distance be
kept waiting by the hirer in the course of the drive or
journey more than fifteen  minutes  he shall receive
for every fifteen minutes' detention after the first fifteen
minutes,  if it be a vehicle drawn by two horses, one
shilling ,  and if by one horse  ninepence.
Distance, how  computed.
52. The distance shall be computed  from the stand or
place where  the vehicle was hired ,  and not from  the stand
where the  same  may usually ply.
Vehicles ,  when considered disengaged.
53. Every  proprietor or driver  of a licensed vehicle
standing  or plying  for hire at  any public  stand appointed
by the  Municipal Council sha ll be  deemed disengaged,
and be bound accordingly to take immediately any fare.
Not  to  ply for  hire  except from stand.
54. The owner  or driver  of any licensed  vehicle  shall  not
permit the same to stand or  ply for hire ,  except at or from
an appointed stand.
Public stand.
55. The places  specified  in Schedule H hereto an-
nexed are  hereby respectively appointed public stands for
li censed vehicles ; provided that the Municipal Council
may, from time to time, as  they shall see fit, by resolutions,
alter the situations  and number of the  said  stands, and
shall publish the same in one or more of the daily news-
papers  published in Charters Towers. The detailed
positions  on any public stand in which vehicles shall be
arranged  shall be such as the inspector may from time to
time direct.
Owner  must not lend  or part with  license  or  vehicle  without
permission  and registration.
56. No owner  shall part with his licensed vehicle nor
with the  license  appertaining thereto to any person with-
out the knowledge  and approval of the mayor and the
registry  of the name of the purchaser in the books of the
town  clerk and on the back of the license granted for
such vehicle ; and any owner who shall part with his
vehicle without such approval and registry shall still be
deemed the  owner  of such vehicle and subject as such to
all the provisions  of this By -law as  fully as if no change
of ownership  had taken place, and the purchaser of such
vehicle who shall allow  the same to be used or to ply for
hire without such approval and registry shall be subject
to the same penalty as is by this By-law imposed on a
person for plying without  a license . Any person to whom
a license may be at any time transferred under this By-
law sha ll upon being duly registered in the books of the
Council be bound by all the provisions of this By-law in
the same manner as the  original licensee.
Who deemed proprietor.
57. The person or persons in whose name or names the
license shall appear to have been obtained or to whom it
shall have been duly transferred, as provided in the last
preceding clause of this By-law, shall be deemed the pro-
prietor or proprietors of the vehicle in respect of which
the same shall have been issued.
Proprietors and drivers to have printed copy of By-laws.
58. The owner of every licensed vehicle at the time of
obtaining the license for the same, and every driver of
any such vehicle at the time of obtaining his license, shall,
without any charge, have a printed copy of this By-law
delivered to him, certified by the signature of the town
clerk, and having the name of the owner, driver, or con-
ductor to whom the same is so delivered and the num ber
of the  license  distinctly  written thereon ,  and such owners
and drivers or conductors respectively  sha ll  at all times
have such copy of this By-law ready to produce, and
shall, upon request, produce the same for perusal to any
person having hired such vehicle, and every driver and
conductor of any vehicle shall at all times, when plying
for hire, have with him his license and shall, upon demand,
produce the same to any such person or to the inspector
of licensed vehicles  or to  any justice of the peace or
constable  requiring to inspect  the same.
Licenses may  be revoked,  cancelled, or  suspended.
59. The license of any vehicle of whatsoever kind, also
of any driver or conductor under this By-law, may be
revoked ,  cance ll ed,  or suspended ,  at any time by the legis-
lative committee of the said Council upon the report of
the inspector  or other officer of the Council, provided
that such action shal l only  be  taken for breach of any of
the clauses of this By-law which in the opinion of the
said committee is of sufficient impo rt ance to warrant
such action being taken, and such action shall not  be
taken until notice is given to such owner, driver, or
conductor, to show cause why the same should not be
revoked, cancelled, or suspended, and opportunity there-
upon given to him to show such,cause.
Legislative  committee to report to the Council.
60. The legislative committee, after having revoked,
cancelled, or suspended any license issued under this
By-law, shall report the fact to the Council at its next
meeting thereafter.
Inspection of all vehicles when ordered by the committee.
61. The legislative committee may authorise a general
inspection of all licensed vehicles ,  horses, harness, and
appurtenances thereunto belonging, by such committee or
such person or persons as they may direct, and may cause
the town clerk to give notice, in some newspaper generally
circulating in the district, of such general inspection, and
by such notice shall specify the place, date, and hour
where and when the said general inspection wi ll  take
place, and the owners and drivers of all vehicles shall
cause the same , together with  all horses ,  harness, and
appurtenances aforesaid, to be brought up for inspection
accordingly; and it is distinctly provided that in case any
vehicle be not brought up for inspection at the time
appointed ,  the owner thereof shall  pay the sum of  five
shillings for a special inspection thereof ,  or in default be
liable, at the discretion of the committee, to have the
license of such vehicle revoked ,  cance ll  ed,  or suspended,
as
may be deemed expedient by such committee. The
town clerk shall keep a record of every inspection made
under this By-law, in a book to be kept for that purpose.
Vehicles,  horses ,  or harness  defective,  license to be suspended
pro tem.
62. If the committee shall find upon inspection that
any vehicle, horses, harness, or appu rt enances are unfit or
unsafe for public use, then such committee shall order the
town clerk to serve a notice on the owner of such vehicle,
horses ,  harness, and appurtenances aforesaid ,  according to
the form of Schedule E hereto  annexed , or to the like
effect, and it is distinctly provided that any owner who
refuses, delays ,  or neglects to comply with such notice
shall be liable to a fine of not exceeding twenty pounds
recoverable before any court of competent jurisdiction,
and in addition be liable to have the license of such vehicle
revoked, cancelled, or suspended, as by this By-law is
distinctly provided for.
Informations and complaints ,  how laid.
63. Informations ,  complaints ,  and summonses for
offences against this By-law shall be sued out, laid,
and prosecuted at the  instance  of the Council of the
Municipality of Charters Towers, or of some person duly
authorised by the said Council in that behalf. But it is
nevertheless distinctly provided that any person aggrieved
may prefer an information on his own behalf before any
justice of the peace and cause the offender to  be  summoned
to appear before a cou rt  of competent jurisdiction and there
to answer such charge and be dealt with accordingly.
Penalties where not otherwise provided for.
64. For any offence against the provisions of any of
the clauses of this By-law, where not specially provided
for, the offender shall be liable to and pay a penalty of
not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than one pound
which shall be recoverable in a summary way before any
court  of competent jurisdiction according to law.
Interpretation of terms.
65. " Town clerk. "-The town clerk for the time being,
or other person acting for him.
"Inspector "- The inspector of nuisances for the
time being, or other person acting for him.
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"The committee " --The legislative committee or a
quorum, according to law, of such committee for the time
being.
" Vehicle " shall include any omnibus, car, cab, coach,
buggy, dog-cart, or other kind of trap having two or four
wheels, and used for publicly conveying passengers.
"Owner "-The registered owner of any vehicle accord-
ing to the municipal license register.
" Plying for hire "-Any act, word, or deed which can
be understood as soliciting a fare, or that any vehicle is
prepared to carry. passengers.
Where by this By-law the masculine gender is men-
tioned the same Shall also include the feminine. The
singiilar number shall include the plural, and the plural
number the singular. Notice in writing shall include
writing, printing, or a combination of both, or may be
done by  any process  where  fac  simile  copies can be pro-
duced in number.
SCHEDULE A.
Requisition.
To the Town Clerk, Charters Towers Municipality.
I * oft do hereby make application
that 4  license may be granted to me subject to
the Municipal By-laws.
Description of vehicle :
Date :
Signature of Applicant :
We, the undersigned, recommend Mr. as a
fit and proper person to hold the license for which he
applies.
Householders
or  Ratepayers.
I have §  objection to the 'granting of the license
referred to above.
Inspector of Nuisances.
*  Name . t Address.
+  State kind . ¢  Here state objections  concisely.
No.
Vehicle  license.
Date :
Number
This is to certify that Mr. of
is hereby licensed to ply for hire a vehicle as described
hereunder, licensed as number and authorised to
carry passengers inside  and outside and
on the box, from the date above-mentioned to
next ,  unless this license  be revoked ,  cancelled , or sus-
pended before the expiration of the date named, subject
to all and every of the clauses in this By-law or any other
By-law which may be hereafter made by the Council of
the abovenamed Municipality relating thereto.
Given under my hand at the Town Hall, Charters
Towers, on the date above written.
Town Clerk.
Description  of Vehicle :
SCHEDULE C.
Scale  of license fees.
Omnibuses, hackney -carriages ,  coaches, cabs, and any
other vehicles carry ing passengers-
For the half-year or portion thereof ending
June 30th ... £1 10 0
For the half-year or portion thereof ending
December 31st ... ... ... 1 10 0
Drivers and conductors of any of the above vehicles-
For the half -year or portion thereof ending
June 30th ... ... .. ... ...  2010 0
For the half-year or portion thereof ending
December 31st 0 10 0
For the registration of the transfer of any vehicle
license from one person to another ,  ten shi ll ings.
SCHEDULE D.
Form of driver's or conductor' s license.
Charters Towers Municipality.
Original  license.
To be delivered to and retained by the owner of the
vehicle during such time as the driver or conductor shall
be employed by him.
[Or, Duplicate license-to be kept by the driver or con-
ductor, and produced when required to any person hiring
or using the vehicle, to any officer of the Council, or to
any police constable.]
Town Hall, Charters  Towers,
Date :
This is to certify that Mr. , of , is
hereby licensed as a [driver  or  conductor] of vehicles ply-
ing for hire within the above-mentioned Municipality,
under and subject to the several conditions imposed by
By-law No. 18, and to such other By-law or By-laws as
may from time to time be in force.
SCHEDULE B.
Charters Towers Municipality.
Town Hall,
This  license  to be in force from  the date  above written,
until the day of next, and no longer.
Given under my hand at the Town Hall, Charters
Towers, on the date  above written.
Town Clerk.
SCHEDULE E.
Whereas the Council of the Municipality of Charters
Towers, acting in accordance with the provisions contained
in By-law No. 18 of the said Municipality, did cause
vehicle licensed as number now used and let to
hire and of the following general description  [here state
description by which vehicle may be identified],  to be in-
spected by a person  or persons duly authorised in that
I ehalf, and find the said vehicle  or  horses or harness  together
or separately, as the case may be  not in a fit and proper con-
dition for public use : Now, , the town clerk of the said
Municipality, in the  name  and on behalf of the said Coun-
cil, do hereby suspend the license granted for and in respect
of the said vehicle, from the date of these presents until the
said [vehicle with horses and harness  together or separately,
as the case may be], and all the appurtenances thereof
shall, upon further inspection by a duly authorised person,
be found and deemed to be in all respects sufficient and fit
for public use.
Dated at the Town Hall ,  Charters Towers, this
day of A.D.
Town Clerk.
SCHEDULE F.
Date : A. D.
To the Town Clerk,
Charters Towers Municipality.
I of do hereby make  application,
according  to the By-laws of the Municipality, for the
renewal  of the  license  held by me and described  hereunder,
and which  license expires  on the day of
next.
I enclose herewith  the sum of pounds
shi ll ings  and pence  in payment of such license
for a further  term of  months.
Description  of license :
Number  of Iicense :
Date  license issued :
Date when license expires :
Signature  of Applicant :
I have objection to the  renewal of the  license
above re ferred to.
Inspector of Nuisances.
[Here state oldections if any.]
SCHEDULE G.
Rates and fares  to be paid by persons  using vehicles
licensed under this By-law :-
Distance.
For each passenger from or to any place within the
Municipality of Charters Towers ,  from any stand, one
shilling.
For one or two  passengers pe  mile one shilling and
sixpence ,  for three or more  passengers per mile one
shilling each.
Fares by time.
For each quarter of an hour or fraction thereof, one
passenger one shilling ,  every additional passenger up to
the number licensed to carry one shilling per hour, or
equal proportion for fractional part of an hour.
Extra fares between 11 p.m. and 5 a.m. -
For so much of every drive and distance as may be
performed by any vehicle after 11 o'clock  at night and
befo re  5 o'clock in the morning ,  fares shall be charged at
double the ordinary rates.
SCHEDULE H.
The following shall be vehicle stands within the Muni-
cipality of Charters Towers
(a) Commencing at the intersection of Bow street and
Gill street, extending north to Mary street ;
(b) Commencing at the intersection of Mosman street
and Hodgkinson street, extending east to Dean
street ;
(c) Commencing at the intersection of Mosman street
and Mary street, extending east to Bow street.
Passed by special order of the Council of the Muni-
cipality of Charters Towers, the twentieth day of No-
vember, A.D. one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight, and confirmed the fourth day of December, A.D.
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.
The common corporate seal of the Council of the
Municipality of Charters Towers was affixed
hereto by order of a resolution passed March
5th, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,
A.D.  in  the presence of us.
BENJAMIN TOLL,
Mayor.
HENRY B. WALKER,
Town Clerk,
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 18f 9.
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1 f 7llnwm; General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Bank of North Queensland, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st January to 31st March, 1889, is published in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
----- Under  Colonial  Secrea -y.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE BANK OF NORTH QUEENSLAND ,  LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTE R  from the 1sT  JANUARY
 to 31ST MARCH, 1889.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation .., (
Not bearing Interest ..
Bearing Interest ...
Bids in Circulation ••• Not bearing Interest
.Bearing Interest ,..
Balances due to other Banks ...
D 3posits
AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.
......... Coined
 Gold  and Silver and other Coined Metals .,. ,., 18,127 13 5
£  a. d. £ a. d.
 £ a. d. B a. d.
174 11 3
Not bearing Interest ... ... 21,924 13 6
"' "' € Bearing Interest
 ... ... ... 41,380 15 6
Gold and Silver in Bu ll ion and Bars
 ... ... ,.. :........ 900 14 4
Notes
 and Bills of other  Banks ... ...
I OTALS.
1,225 13 450,769 19  8174 11  3 Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ,,
9,641 2 6 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Government Securities
 ...  ... ...
Landed Property ...
63,305 9 0
50,000 0 0Deposits Government, bearing Interest
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... £123,121 2 9
Amount of  the Capital  Stock  paid up to this date ... ... ...
Rate  of the Last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ...
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ...
Townsville, 5th April, 1889.
199,515 15 3
Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... £270,539 16 0
JNO. C. DOVE,  pro  General Manager.
WM. DUNCAN,  pro  Accountant.
I, John Clement Dove, make oath that,  to the beat  of my knowledge and belief, the  foregoing  Abstract is a  true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above BAnk
during the period specified; and that the
 same was made
 up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
174,585 10  0
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Townsville , this fifth day of April, 1889. JNO. C. DOVE.
T. K. HORSEY,
 Justice of the Peace.
Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
"HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited, within the Colony of Queensland, taken  from the several
Weekly Statements during the Quarter from the 1st January to 31st March, 1889, is published inconformity with the second  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
--- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT
 showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIBs  and ASSETS  of THE COMMERCIAL BANK or AUSTRALIA,  LIMITED, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 1ST JANUARY to 31sT MARCH, 1889.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT. TOTALS. ASSETS.  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
Notes in Circulation f Not bearing  Interest  ... 4,181 18 6
. Bearing  Interest
,t rest
InterestNot bearin gBills in Circulation ( Bearing Interest
239 8 6
Balances due to other Banks  ... ... ... ... .....
Not bearing Interest ... 26,948 18 1
Deposits ...  ...  Bearing Interest ... ... ... 211,338 15 11
Government ... ... ... 150,000 0 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
398,281 14  0
Coined hold and Silver and other Coined Metals ... ,
Gold and Silver in Bullion and
 Bars .,.
Government Securities ... .., ... ..
 --Landed Property ...
Notes and Bills of
 other Banks
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description,  excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks ... ...
£ a. d. £ s.d.
70,289 2 6
23,834 3 7
271 10 9
383,120 1 11
£392,709 1 0 Total Amount of  Assets  ... ... ... ... ... ... £477,514 18 9
Amount of the Capital  Stock  paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... 1,000,000 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 15 per cent. perannum
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 75,000 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ,., ... 683,488 0 7
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889. E. JONES , Manager.G. H. SIMS,  pro  Accountant.
T, Edward Jones, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified; and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria No. 13.
Sworn before
 me, at Brisbane , this fifth day of April, 1889.
SAMUEL MAXWELL, Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
E. JONES.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £4,18118s .
 6d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the  annual average  of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1889, by;tbe
Commercial Bank of Australia, Limited, in the Colony of Queensland,  is assessed  at the sum of £317s. 3d.
RECEIPT.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
Received on the sixth day of April, 1889, the sum of £317s. 3d., for the duty  assessed  as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-GaAs. F. DRIVER. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal  Office, in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Northern District ,  in which case
the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Townsvi lle.
I
Estate Particulars of 5
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Date of
Death.
1885.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Will
or otherwise.
op
ABA
1888.
Richard Godsall ,  late of 22 Aug. Eleanor  Mayes ,  wife of  Suburban allotment 42,  re-subdi- Life Estate Will  dated 30 No- 20 May
Toowoomba, contrac-  Alexander Mayes, of  vision A of subdivision 1 of vember , 1881, and
tor  Toowoomba, con- suburban  allotment 36 ,  sub- Codicil the re to
tractor  division 4 of suburban allot- dated 1 June,
ments 36 and 37, and  re -sub- 1884
divisions 1 and 3 of subdi-
vision 1 of suburban allotment
39, subdivision 1 of suburban
allotment 37,  and  re -subdi-
vision A of subdivision 3 of
suburban allotment 36, Dray-
ton, at Drayton Swamp ;  re-sub-
division A of subdivisions 1, 2,
and 3 of suburban allotment 3
of section 4, Drayton  ;  port ion
3362A, pa ri sh of Rolleston ; and
subdivision 3B of suburban
allotment 3 of section 4, Dray-
ton ; and subdivision 1 of
allotment 7 of section 6, town
of Toowoomba
Edward Priddy ,  late of
Maryborough, free-
holder
1887.
17 June David Watkins O'Connor,
late of Maryborough,
medical practitioner
David Watkins O'Connor ,  19 Aug .  Lucy Priddy ,  of Mary-
late of  Maryborough ,  borough, widow
medical practitioner
Philip Keegan,  late of
Brisbane ,  labourer
8 Jan . Patrick  Keegan, of
Chester, England
Charles Turich ,  late of
Heidelberg, near
Gladstone ,  grazier
George Hall ,  late of
Sandgate ,  journalist
And re w Purcell ,  late of
Brisbane, freeholder
Charles Woods ,  late of
Ipswich ,  Dist ri ct
Court bailiff
1887.
John Brown ,  late of 22  Jan. Curator of Intestate
Yatala ,  saw-miller Estates
1875.
16 Oct .  Edith Turiob ,  of Kelvin
Grove, near Brisbane,
widow
1888.
8 Nov. Edwin Edgar Hall, of
Townsville, civil
servant
Portions 23 and 24 ,  pari sh of
Denison  ;  portion 62, pari sh of
Tinana  ;  portion 92, pari sh of
Young ; and subdivisions 13 to
16 of section 19,  and subdi-
visions 10 and 11 of section 28
of subdivision 1 of port ion 4,
parish of Barolin
Fee-simple  Will  dated 13 June, 27 May
1887
Ditto ... ... ... ...  I Fee-simple
Subdivision 32 of eastern subur-
ban allotment 49, parish of
North Brisbane  ;  and subdi-
vision 2,  part of suburban
allotment  134, and subdivisions
22 and 24 of eastern  suburban
allotment 122, parish of South
Brisbane
Subdivision 9 of portion 181,
parish of South Brisbane
Fee-simple Will dated 15 June, 13 May
1880
Fee-simple Wi ll  dated 13 June, 13 May
1867
As Administratrix 27 May
of the lands not
administered of
Edward Priddy,
deceased
Subdivision 3 of portion 153, Fee-simple Will dated 16 March, 13 May
parish of Yeerongpilly 1886
1 Mar .  Patrick Scanlon ,  of Subdivisions 5, 6. 7, and 8 of  re- Life Estate
Brisbane ,  grocer subdivisions 4 and 5 of subdi-
vision 2 of  portion 231,  city of
B ri sbane ,  parish of  North Bris-
bane
24 Nov .  Amb ro se John Foote All otment 21 of section 39, town
and Joseph  Foote'  of Ipswich ,  parish of Ipswich ;
Cribb, both of Ips -  re-subdivision 66 of subdi-
wich, grocer and vision 1 of suburban allot-
accountant ,  respec- ment 14, pari sh of Drayton,
tively on Gowrie Creek and Drayton
Peter McIntyre ,  late of 15 June Charles Joseph Port er,
Ipswich, civil servant  I  of Bri sbane ,  solicitor
Hans Pedersen ,  late of
Walkerston
1886.
7 July Curator of Intestate
Estates
Swamp  ;  subdivision 40 of allot-
ment 12,  parish of Drayton ;
and portion 314, parish of
Ipswich
Will dated 2 July, 13 May
1886
Fee-simple Will dated 7 Au- 20 May
gust, 1886
An undivided moiety in portion Fee-simple Order of Supreme 20 May
195, pari sh of Boyd Court  dated 23
February,1887
Re-subdivision A of subdivision Fee-simple Will dated 5 Octo- 13 May
45 of portion 208, and subdi -  be r, 1886
visions 13, 14,  15, 16,  17, and 38
of part of portion 208,  parish
of South Brisbane
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Allotments  3, 4, and 5 of section
6, and subdivision 4 of allot-
ment 2 of section 2, town of
Alsatia ,  and subdivision 2 of
section 1 of portion 1281,  parish
of Abingdon
Fee-simple Order  of Supreme
Court dated 6
August, 1886
27 May
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles'  Office,  Registrar  Titles.
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
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REAL PROPERTY ?-TRAIN SFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Lands described br1ow under the
1 provisions of  " The Real Property Acts of  1861 and 1877." Any person desiring to oppose R ill
require to lodge, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in Form B of said Acts, on or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of  Applicants. Date within  which a Caveat
may be Lodged.
Suburban allotment 5 of section 97, town of Cleveland Susanna Walker, of Brisbane, 13 May, 1889.
widow
Subdivisions U. and 2A of allotment 78, parish and Patrick O'Sullivan, of Ipswich 13 June, 1889.
town of Ipswich
Allotment 16 of section 67, town of Maryborough Annie Jeannett Sim, wife of 20th May, 1889.
Rooert Alexander Sim, of
Gympie
Subdivision A of allotment 3 of section 43, town of Margaret Cross, wife of Henry 20th May, 1889.
Rockhampton Cross, of Gracemere, near
Rockhampton
Allotment 4 of section 11, town of Drayton Robert Shepperd, of Drayton 20th May, 1889.
butcher
Re-subdivision B of subdivision 26 of north- eastern  Margaret Tracey,  of Brisbane,  13th May, 1889.
surburban  allotment  87, parish of North Brisbane  spinster
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
EIGHTH Supplementary List of Surveyorslicensed to act under the provisions of  " The
Real Property Acts of  1861  and  1877," whose
names  were not inserted in the General List pub-
lished on the 3rd January, 1889:-
Name.
Abbott, Robert ...
Address.
Stiles, J. Tarleton ...  I  Maryborough.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1889.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend CHARLES WILEY GRAHAM, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomina-
tion, residing at Rockhampton, in the Registry
District of Rockhampton, has been duly registered
as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend GEORGE DAVIDSON BUCHANAN,
a Minister of the Presbyterian Denomination,
residing at Brisbane, in the Registry District of
Brisbane, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend MICHAEL JOSEPH BARRY, a
Minister of the Roman Catholic Denomination,
having removed from Blackall, in the Registry
District of Blackall, to Eidsvold, in the Registry
District of Burnett, has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance with the provisions of  "The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Maryborough
THO. MYL 1 E,
Registrar of Titles.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is hereby notified for public information, thatthe Reverend WALTER PENFIELD BROWN, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination,
having removed from Brisbane, in the Registry
District of Brisbane, to Charters Towers, in the
Registry District of Kennedy, has given me due
notice thereof, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 10th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM HENRY WILLIAMS, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination,
having removed from Gympie, in the Registry
District of Gympie, to West End, South Brisbane,
in the Registry District of Brisbane, has given me
due notice thereof, in accordance with the pro-
visions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend GEORGE THOMAS BAKER, a
Minister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomina-
tion, residing at Stanthorpe, in the Registry
District of Stanthorpe, has been duly registered
as a Minister of Religion authorised to celebrate
Marriages in the Colony of Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend ALEXANDER 1'IIOMAS KIRK-
PATRICK, a Minister of the Church of England
Denomination, residing at Caboolture, in the
Registry District of Caboolture. has been duly
registered as a Minister of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queensland,
under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of
1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
l the Reverend WILLIAM DAY, a Minister of
the Congregational Denomination, residing at
South Brisbane, in the Registry District of lBris-
bane, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the
Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
" The Marriage Art of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAK.ENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend Josurn BOWES, a Minister of
the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination, residing
at Charters Towers, in the Registry District of
Kennedy, has been duly registered as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
"The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSET FOR GIRLS AND INFANTS,
STATE SCHOOL, WOOLLOONGABBA.T 1ENDERS will be received at this Office until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
May, from persons  willing to contract for the
Erection of a New Closet for Girls and Infants
at the State  School, Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New Closet
for Girls and Infants, State School, Woolloon-
gabba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £6.
Tenders must be sent in  on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
CONSTRUCIING PARTITION ACROSS SCHOOL-ROOM, STATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS, FORTI-
TUDE VALLEY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four  o'clock  p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 26th
April,  from  persons willing to contract for Con-
structing a Partition  across the School-room at the
State School for  Boys, Fortitude Valley.
Tenders  to be endorsed,  " Tender for Partition,
State School for Boys, Fortitude Valley."
Plan,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Tinder Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING INTERIOR OF TEACHER'S RESI-
DENCE, "ALBERT " SCHOOL, MARY-
BOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd May, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the Interior
of the Teacher's Residence at the Albert School,Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for Painting
the Interior of Teacher's Residence, `Albert' School,
Mary borough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES,  STATE SCHOOL,
WARRA.
11ENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Dalby, and the State
School ,  Warra, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRI-
DAY, the 3rd  May, from persons  willing to
contract for the Erection of Fencing and Gates at
the State School, Warra.
Tenders to  b e endorsed ,  "Tender for Fencing
and Gates ,  State School, Warra."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may he
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court House , Dalby,  and the
State School, Warra.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
'Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ERECTING SWINGS, &c.,  STATE SCHOOL,
ENOGGERA.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until
Four o 'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 26th
April, fr om persons wi ll ing to contract for the
Erection of Swings , &c., at the State School,
Enoggera.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Swings,
4 c., State School, Enoggera."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ;  at this Office.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BREAK-
FAST CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of New State School Buildings at
Breakfast Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New State
School Buildings, Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may bt'
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £20.
Tenders must be  sent  in on proper printed form.
The Minister does  not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the  Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
GOMORRON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th April, from
persons  willing to contract for New State School
Buildings ,  Gomorron.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New State
School Buildings, Gomorron."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  the eighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
EDWARD Buucu  LEABMOUTH, of Gumbardo, Ada-
vale, in the Colony of Queensland, a Justice of the
Peace, to be a Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's
District of Charleville who shall, by virtue of this
appointment ,  give consent  in the cases provided for
in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections of
the said Act.
Dated this  eighth day of April, A.D. 1889.
(Signed ) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
of GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
NOTICE.MR. JOHN DARLEY has been appointed
Poundkeeper at Nanango for the ensuing
twelve months ,  also Bailiff of the Small Debts
Court, Nanango.
For the Bench of Magistrates,
Court House,
Nanango, 3rd  April, 1889.
A. LEE,
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.
A T a Special Court of Petty Sessions held atBanana on  the 3rd instant, WILLIAM THOMAs
was appointed  Poundkeeper for the ensuing twelve
months.
HUGH GLACKIN,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Banana , 4th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
F REDERICK BAXTER has been appointedPoundkeeper  at Chinchilla for twelve months
from date.
JAMES WARNER,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Chinchilla , 10th April, 1889.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on the following
Streets :- North Brisbane :  Bridge street, from
Wickham street to Ann street; Herschell street,
fr om George street to  North Quay. K angaroo
Point : Duke street, from Toohev street to
Vulture street ; Holman street, from Main
street to River; Little William street, from
Main street to  River. Booroodabin Division :
Down street, from Montpellier road to Princess
street; Montpellier road, from Ann street to
Campbell street ; Maud street, from Ann
street to River ; Princess street, from Campbell
street fifteen  and a-half chains towards Ann
street ; Stratton street, from Bulimba road to
end of street. South Brisbane : Glenelg
street, from Stephen street to Vulture street ;
Hardgrave road, from Spring street to Whynot
street ; Reed street, from Stanley street to
Hawthorne street; Stephen road, from Boggo
road to Crown street; Walton street, from
Boggo road to James street ; Whynot street,
from Hardgrave road twenty  and a-half chains
towards Boundary street ; Hope street, from
end of Main to Glenelg street. Toowong
Shire: Manning street, from Railway terrace
to McDougall terrace ; Paradise terrace, from
River road to end of terrace ; River road, from
Sylvan road to Paradise terrace ; and all
private streets, courts,  lanes,  and alleys opening
thereto.THE Main Pipe in the said Streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements  situate
as above are  hereby required to pay the rates and
charges for the supply  of water as  directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1889.
761 10s.
CLIFTON MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that an Assessment
11 of One Shilling  and Threepence for every
100 Sheep, and for every 20  Head of Cattle and
Horses,  has been levied  for the ensuing six months
by the above Board.
Stockowners are required to pay the same tq,,the
nearest Clerk  of Petty  Sessions ,  within twohs
of date hereof. r
By Order,
G.ALDERSON,
Clifton, 10th April, 1889.
Secretary.
881 4s. 6d.
WALLAMBILLA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE  OF ASSESSMENT.NOTICE is hereby givento all Stockowners
and Leaseholders in the above District, that
the following Assessment has this day been made,
viz.:- d.
On every 20 head of Cattle and Horses ... 1 6
On every 100 Sheep ... ... ... 1 6
Or for every Square Mile of Unstocked
Country held under Lease from the
Crown  .. ... ... ... ...  1 6
The above Assessment must be paid to the
Clerk  of Petty Sessions, at Mitchell ,  within two
months of the date hereof.
By Order  of the Board,
W. BARON LETHBRIDGE,
Mitchell, 4th April, 1889.
Secretary.
880 5s.
MURILLA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
N OTICE is hereby given , that  a Rate has beenlevied on all Stock, also Unstocked Country,
within this Division, for the year  1889, as  follows:-
S.  d.
Sheep, per 100 Head  ... ... 2 0
Cattle and  Horses,  per 20 Head ... 2 0
Unstocked Country,  per Square Mile ... 2 0
which must be paid to the Clerk of Petty  Sessions
at Miles, within sixty days from the date hereof.
By Order,
ALEX. H. SMITH,
Miles,  10th April, 1889.
Secretary.
917 4a,
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PIARO DIVISIONAL BOARD.
STATEMENT  Of RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE from the 1ST JULY to the 31ST D.CEM$ ER, in terms
1. of clause 233 of  " The Divisional Boards Act of  1887."
1st July-
By Queensland National Bank ...
Rates received, Subdivision
No. 1 ..
Rates received, Subdivision
No. 2 ..
Rates received, Subdivision
No. 3 ... ... ... ...
Gate Licenses ...
„ Antigua Board (share of Myrtle
£ s. d. £
245 12 8
247 18 0
357 17 0
220 4 0
2 0 0
Creek Bridge ) ... ... 187
,,- Overdraft, Q.N. Bank
4 0
s. d.  To Contingencies-  £  a. d. £ s. d.
Postage and Telegrams ...  6 13 6
Stationery and Advertising ... 19 17 3
General Expenses ... ...  8 3 2
Audit Expenses ... ...  4 4 0
Interest on Overdraft... ...  19 4 4
Salaries ... ... ... ... 153 15 0
Tools ... ... ... ... 21 18 9
To Works- -  233 16 0
Subdivision No. 1-
Boubyjan Road ... ...  38 0 0
1,260 15 8 Teebar-Clifton Road ... .. 35 0 0
556 15 0 Johnston's Crossing to Miva 51 11 2
Blackwell's Crossing to
Ogilvie's .. ...  7215 4
Miva Crossing to Flagstone
Creek ... ... ... ... 31 13 0
Branch Roads ... ... ... 83 17 6
Subdivision No. 2-
Branch Roads ... ... ... 46 0 10
Gympie Road ... ... ...  32 10 2
Bridges Account ... 49 10 5
Maryborough Road . 31 14 0
Myrtle Creek Bridge and
Approaches ... ... 4581210
Boompa Road .. ... ... 19 2 0
Redbank Road ... ... ... 47 19 6
Inman street ... ... ... 21 13 6
Mayne street .. 9 10 0
Hartingsen's Road ... ... 16 0 0
Ranken's Road... ... ... 13 0 6
Subdivision No. 3-
Branch Roads  ... ... ...  63 9 9
Gympie Road .. ... ... 32 10 2
Bridges  Account ... ...  62 0 3
Maryborough Road ... 31 14 0
Tinana Boundary Road ... 25 12 3
Antimony Road ... ... 49 14 9
Gutchy Creek Road ... ...  62 5 6
Gordon's Road ..  ... ... 23 8 4
O'Brien's Road .. ... 10 3 0
Bopple-Neardie Road... ... 123 3 8
Teddington Road 10 0 0
Maryborough-Granville Road 32 2 3
312 17
744 13
0
9
526 3 11
£1,81710 8 £1,81710 8
HENRY A. CRANK, Clerk. H. M. HALL, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Tiaro, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
17th January, 1889.
GEORGE HOPPER, Auditors.JAMES SMITH,
862 345.
DIVISION OF TABRAGALBA.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  DIVISIONAL BOARD of TABRAGALBA, from the
1ST JULY to the 31sT DECEMBER,  1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 231, Part 15,
" Divisional Boards  Act of  1887."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
1st July-
To Balance  to the Credit of
the Tabragal ba Div isional
Board,  with the Bank of
New South Wales, Beau-
8.  d.
desert  ... ... ...1,012 3 9
Cash in Hand ... ... 12 3 11
Rates  Received-Subdivision No. 1 ... 321 17 0
Subdivision  No. 2 ... 530 12 10
Subdivision  No. 3 ... 209 1 3
PtWater Supply-
Cash Received ... 16 4 0
Money Refunded 0 14 0
Subdivision No. 3-
Road Expenditure ... ... 97 12 0
Water Supply-J)
16 18 0 Expenditure, Plant, &c. ... 86 18 2
Valuation Expenses ... ... 178 12 0
31st December-Cash in Bank of New South
Wales, Beaudesert ... 333 9 5
„ Cash in Hand ... ... 604 10 9
938 0 2
1888.
£ s. d. lst July-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
By Contingencies-
Salaries, Clerk and Over-
seer  ... ... ... 137 10 0
General Expenses ... 66 9 7
Petty Cash ... ...  1 0 0
Survey Account  ... ...  8 0 0
1,024  7 8 Tool Account ...  ...  14 0 0
II
))
- 226 19 7
Subdivision No. 1-
Road Expenditure ... ... 75 4 2
Subdivision No. 2-
1,061 11 1 Road Expenditure ... ... 499 10 8
£2,102 16 9 £ 2,10216 9
J. F. MITCHELL, Clerk. M. HINCHCLIFFE,  Chairman.
VERDON HINCHCLIFFE,
} Auditors.THOS. BRAYFORD,
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ASSET3.
DIVISION OF  TABRAGALBA- continued.
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d.
To Government  Savings  Bank ... ... 206 1 7
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 21 17 0
Plant ... ... ... ... ... 37 19 0
„ Tools ... ... ... ... ... 14 0 0
„ Cash in Bank of New South Wales,
Beaudesert  ... ... ... ...  333 9 5
Cash in  Hand  ... ... ... 604 10 9
£1,217 17 9
30s.
J. F. MITCHELL, Clerk. M. HINCHCLIFFE, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers kept by
the Divisional Board of Tabragalba, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
VERDON HINCHCLIFFE, ) Auditors.THOS. BRAYFO1RD,
Board Room, Beaudesert, 28th March, 1889.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY:
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William McCrea, of Drummer's Creek, near
Mount Perry ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
licensed victualler , by George  John Young
and John White  (carrying on business in
co-partnership ,  at Bourbon street, 1undaberg,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  as stationers,
under the style or firm  of " G. J.  Young and
Company ")  and Frederick Buss, George Buss,
and James Edwin Turner  (carrying on busi-
ness in co-partnership ,  at Bourbon street,
Bundaberg aforesaid ,  as merebauts ,  under the
style or firm of  "  Buss and Turner").
JJ
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
McCrea ,  having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said William McCrea be and  he  is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said William  McCrea , for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court ,  on the Eighteenth day of
April ,  1889, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said William
McCrea shall ,  on the sixteenth day of April, 1889,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate
a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath; of his debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences ,.so far as known,
of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet .  his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
POWER  AND PAYIcE.
By their Agents-
Deputy Registrar.
PETRIE AND•O'S13EA,
Solicitors for the Petitioners,
57, Queen' street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Hugh George Eccles, of Barcaldine, in the
Colony of Queensland, commission agent,
produce dealer, and carrying contractor,
trading as " Sharwood and Eccles," by the said
Hugh George Eccles.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Hugh George
Eccles be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of  the creditors
of the said Hugh George Eccles for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Eighteenth day of April,  1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Hugh George  Eccles shall,
on the Sixteenth day of April, 1889,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this  Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on  oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences,  so far as known, of
his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
JOSEPH PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
LIABILITIES.
Nil.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE IHARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Joseph Rappell, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, bricklayer, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Joseph Rappell
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joseph Rappell, for the election  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Twenty-fifth day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further  ordered that the
said Joseph Rappell shall, on the Twenty-third day
of April, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and  accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names  and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
By W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor,
George street,  Brisbane.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
(MR. JUSTICE HARDING in Chambers.)
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Quelch, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, baker, by Burns, Philp,
and Company, Limited, and Wright, Heaton,
and Company, Limited, both of Charters
Towers aforesaid, merchants.
TUFSDAY, THE NINTH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debts of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said
William Quelch, having been given, it is ordered
that the said William Quelch be and he is
hereby adjudged  insolvent , and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the  creditors  of the said William
Quelch, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Principal Registrar, Supreme
Court,  Brisbane , on the Twenty-fifth day of
April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further  ordered that the said William Quelch
shall, on the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true ,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences , so far  as known, of his
creditors , and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Agent for-
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Charters Towers.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF  JUSTICE.
In the  Matter  of the Petition of Thomas William
Whitehouse, of Rockhampton, ice manufac-
turer, for an Order of Adjudication of
Insolvency  against himself.
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
TJ ordered that Thomas William Whitehouse
be and  he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James  Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas William Whitehouse, for the election of a
Trustee,  be held at the Office of the Principal
Registrar , Supreme Court, Brisbane, on the
Twenty-fifth day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon . And it is further ordered that
the said  Thomas William Whitehouse shall,
on the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889, at
Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAYS,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN I. SOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
Ia the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Lee Lan, of Townsville, in the Colony of
Queensland, labourer, by himself.
JJ
PUN the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered tha, the said Lee Lan be
and he i, hereby ,djudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire. be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Lee Lan, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Of11ice of tl c Registrar of this
Court, on the Twenty-fifth clay of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Lee Lan shall, on the
Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this eighth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAH,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
Town Agents for-
EDWIN NORRIS AND SON,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Townsville.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Patrick Downey, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler, by
the said Patrick Downey.
T PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Patrick Downey
be and  lie is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Patrick
Downey, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Eighteenth day of April, 1889,  at Eleven  o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Patrick Downey shall, on the Sixteenth
day of April, 1889, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and  accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities  of every kind, and of the  names and
residences,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under  the Seal of  the Court, this fifth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Dennison Arnold, of Morinish, near
Rockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, by the said James Dennison Arnold.
1 TPON the hearing of this Petition this day,
lJ it is ordered that the said James  Dennison
Arnold be and lie is hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further  ordered
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that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Dennison Arnold for the election of
a Trustee ,  beheld at the  Office  of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Eighteenth day of April,
1889 ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said James Dennison
Arnold shall, on the Sixteenth day of April,
1889, at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given  under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
Jos. PATTISON,
Rockhampton.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Chong Kee, of Bundaberg, in the Colony of
Queensland, storekeeper, by the said ChongKee.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Chong gee be
and he is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Chong gee, for the election a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Eighteenth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Chong  g ee shall, on
the Sixteenth day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabi li ties of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal  of this Court, this fifth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
PETRIE AND  O'SHEA.
By their Agents-
Deputy Registrar.
PETRIE  AND O'SHEA,
• Solicitors for the Petitioner,
57, Queen street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Fletcher, of Toowoomba,
auctioneer and commission agent, an Insol-
vent.
TORN POOLE McLEISH, of Toowoomba,
!'J merchant, has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee , and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of April, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Solicitors for Trustee,
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57, Queen street, Brisbane,
and at Toowoomba.
5s. 6d.
In the  Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of Thomas Warlow, of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland,  grazier, an Insol-
vent.
0
N the tenth day of April, 1889,  a Certificate
of Discharge was applied for to be  granted
to Thomas Warlow, of  Brisbane , in the Colony of
Queensland,  grazier,  who was adjudicated  insolvent
on the fifth day of November, 1888, but the issue
thereof was suspended for six months.
Dated this tenth day of April, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
CHAMBERS, BRUCE,  AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Registrar.
Solicitors for Insolvent.
885 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Hatched, of Redcliffe,
publican, an Insolvent.
HARLES HOWARD VYSE , of Brisbane,
accountant, has been appointed Trustee of
the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of April, 1889.
915
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy  Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN. XLb
In the  Matter  of Angus Adam Amos, of Noondoo
Springs, near  St. George,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  grazier, an Insolvent.
0
N the tenth day of April,  1889 ,  a Certificate of
Discharge  was granted  to Angus Adam
Amos, of Noondoo  Springs, near St . George, who
was adjudicated  insolvent  on the twenty-seventh
day of June, 1888.
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ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of James Buckley,  of Brunswick
street, Valley,  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
saddler,  an Insolvent.
N the Eighth day of May,  1889, at  Ten o'clock
in the forenoon,  James  Buckley,  adjudicated
insolvent on the sixth day of October,  1886, will
apply to this Honourable Court,  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twelfth day of April, 1889.
914
ERNEST WINTER,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
88, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
as.
In the Matter of Gottlieb Hornung, of The Bowen
River, publican, an Insolvent.ASECOND and Final Dividend will be payableon and after WEDNESDAY, the 24th
instant, at my Office, Gregory street, Bowen, on
all proved and admitted debts.
Dated at Bowen this eighth day of April, 1889.
895
JOHN PALMER.
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
1337
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors.
instituted by John Ernest Harris, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  sharebroker.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Offices,
150, Queen street, Brisbane ,  on the Third day of
May, A.D. 1889 ,  at Three o'clock in the afternoon
precisely.
Dated this ninth day of April, A.D. 1889.
883
A. G. UNMACK,
Solicitor for the abovenamed Debtor,
150, Queen street, Brisbane.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of M. and L. Brodziak, of Cooktown,
in the Colony of Queensland, merchants.
LIQUIDATION BY ARRANG EMENT.
A FIRST Dividend, of 10s. in the £, on all duly
proved and admitted claims, is now payable
at my Office, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
Dated at Rockhampton this ninth day of April,
1889.
CARL HARDEN,
Trustee.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Solicitors for Trustee,
Brisbane.
905 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of James Gray, of Rockhampton,
jeweller, adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-ninth
day of December, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-seventh day of April, 1889, will be
excluded.
Dated this twelfth day of April, 1889.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
128, Queen street, Brisbane.
887 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.AA DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the matter of Charles  Frederick  Bull, of Bris-
bane, tailor, adjudicated insolvent on the seventh
day of November, 1888.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by the
Twentieth day of  April, 1889, will be  excluded.
Dated this twelfth  day of April, 1889.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
128, Queen street ,  Brisbane.
888 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN LIQUIDATION.
In the Matter of Kenneth Miller, trading as
" Miller and Menzies."A FIRST Dividend, at he rate of Is. 6d. in the
£, on all proved and admitted claims, is now
payable at the Office of the Trustee, 73, Edward
street, Brisbane.
A. H. FRENCH,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 10th April, 1889.
890 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Webb, of Beaudesert,
in Liquidation.AFIRST Dividend, of 4s. in the £, in the aboveEstate, is now payable at my Office, 210,
Queen street, Brisbane, on all claims proved and
admitted.
Dated at Brisbane this ninth day of April, 1889.
882
FREDERIC HORWOOD,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Samuel Wells ,  plumber, of
Maryborough, in Liquidation.ADIVIDEND,  of 2s. 6d. in the £ ,  has beendeclared upon all debts proved and admitted,payable at the Office of Trustee ,  Richmond street,
Maryborough.
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
Maryborough, 6th April, 1889.
867 3s. 6d.
In the Estate of George Barber, in Liquidation.
TilE Creditors of the abovenamed GeorgeBarber who have not already proved their
debts are required, on or before the Twentieth day
of April next, to send their  names and addresses,
and the particulars of their debts  or claims, to me,
the undersigned, C. J. W. South, of Eagle street,
Brisbane, the Trustee under the Liquidation, or, in
default thereof, they will be excluded from the
benefit of the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this tenth day of April, 1889.
903
C. J. W. SOUTH,
Trustee.
4s. Gd.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alexandrina Edmondstone, late
of Breakfast Creek,  near Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the Executors in the above  Estate , from the
eleventh day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and ei&hty-eight, to the third day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, have
this day been filed in my Office, and all parties
having any  claims  against the  said Estate , or being
otherwise interested therein, are required to come
in before  me, at  my Office, Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, on or before TUESDAY, the Fourteenth
day of May next, to inspect the said Accounts, and,
if they think fit, object thereto ; and if no exception
be taken to the said Accounts, the same will be duly
inquired into, at my said Office, on the above day,
at the hour of Halt-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eleventh day of April, A.D. 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Proctors for the Executors,
Selborne Chambers,
Registrar.
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
891 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Parrott, late of Eton, near
Mackay, in the Colony of Queensland , selec-
tor, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed George Parrott, deceased, may be
granted to William Bagley, of Eton,  near  Mackay,
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in the said colony ,  and Angus Bell, of Sunnyside,
near  Mackay ,  in the said colony ,  the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated at Mackay this twenty -ninth day of
March, A.D. 1889.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
Sydney street ,  Mackay,
Proctor for the said William Bagley and
By his  Agents-
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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Angus Bell.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Henry Charles Weiland
Busch, late of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, teacher, deceased, intestate.
1 \
1 OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed Henry Charles Weiland
Busch, deceased, who died intestate, may be granted
to Catherine Effie Busch, of Brisbane, in the colony
aforesaid, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this ninth day of April, A.D.
1889.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Proctors for the said Catherine Effie Busch,
878
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of David Stewart ,  late of
Torrens Creek ,  in the  Colony of  Queensland,
licensed victua ller ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that ,  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication,
hereof, application  will  be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the land ,  goods, chattels ,  credits, and effects of
the abovenamed David Stewart ,  deceased , who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Bridget Stewart, of
Torrens Creek aforesaid ,  the widow of the said
deceased.
Dated the fifth day of April, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors and Proctors for the  Applicant,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAB,
Kent ' s Buildings,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
893 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of John Edward Walker,
late of Cardwell, in the Colony of Queensland,
selector, deceased, intestate.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court
thatLettersof Administration of all the lands, goods,
chattels, credits, and effects of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Edward William
Blackman, of Ingham, in the Colony of Queens-
land, hotel-keeper, the duly-constituted Attorney
of Bertha Madelina Maria Walker, the widow of
the said deceased.
Dated at Townsville this twenty-ninth day of
March, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Edward William Blackman,
Denham street, Townsville.
By ROBBBTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
908 6s. 6d.
in the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Mylchreest, late of Cairns,
in the Colony of Queensland, gentleman,
deceased.
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OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Ancillary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed John Mylchreest, deceased,
may be granted to William Jack, of Herberton,
North Queensland, storekeeper, and Daniel Patience
(in the said Will called Daniel Peterson), of
Cairns, in the said Colony, merchant, the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this eleventh day of April, 1899.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
906
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Johann Gottlieb Friedrich Raddatz,
late of near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queens-
land, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Frobate of the Will of the
abovenamed Johann Gottlieb Friedrich Raddatz,
deceased, may be granted to Friedriche Raddatz,
of near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
886
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executrix.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of August Ehrhardt, late of Herbert
street, Spring Hill, Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, tailor, deceased.
T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed August Ehrhardt, deceased, may
be granted to Francis Carl Walter and Carl Hirohe,
both of Brisbane aforesaid, the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated at Brisbane this tenth day of April, 1889.
ATTHO W AND BELL,
Proctors for the said Executors,
900
Queen  street, Brisbane,
And at  Beenleigh and Southport.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Henry Waters, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, miner,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the abovenamed Henry Waters, de-
ceased, may be granted to Admella Waters, of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, the
widow and one of the next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Solicitors for the said Admella Waters,
Charters Towers.
By their Agent-
THOMAS BUNTON,
Brisbane.
897 69.6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas Osbourne Mawby, late of
Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
carrier ,  deceased ,  intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable
Court that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects, of the above-
named deceased who died intestate, may be
granted to Robert Mawby, of Townsville aforesaid,
grazier , the eldest brother of the said deceased.
Dated this third day of April, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctor for the said Robert Mawby,
Denham street, Townsville.
BY ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street, Brisbane.
912 Gs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of William Allen, late of
Bulimba, Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, miner and bachelor, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the ex-
piration of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed William Allen, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to John Allen, of
Bulimba, Brisbane aforesaid, the father of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane this tenth day of April, 1889.
ATTHOW AND BELL,
Proctors for Applicant,
901
Queen street, Brisbane,
And at  Beenleigh  and Southport.5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert Kyle Little, late of Eyre's
Creek, in the Colony of Queensland, sub.
inspector  of native  police, deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application  will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of
the abovenamed  Robert Kyle Little, deceased, who
died intestate , may be  granted  to Dora Little, ofRockhampton, in the Colony of Queensland, the
widow of the said  deceased.
Dated this third day of April, 1889.
WALTER THOMPSON,
Proctor for the said Dora Little,
By his Agent-
L. F. BERNAys,
Brisbane.
868
Rockhampton.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of Achile August Gielis,
late of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens.
land ,  clerk, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
aRpplication will be made to the said Honourable
Court that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed
deceased may be granted to Catherine Gielis, of
Townsville aforesaid, widow of the said deceased,
the Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this third day of April, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Denham street, Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
913 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Fell, late of Bowen, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court that  Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed  Richard  Fe ll , deceased ,  may be granted
to Margaret  Fell, of  Bowen aforesaid ,  widow, the
Executrix named in the  said Will.
Dated  this eighth day of April,  A.D. 1889.
R. K. MACNISH,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
George street ,  Bowen.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
910 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Herbert Owen Bridge, of Mary-
borough, in the Colony of Queensland, draper's
assistant, deceased, intestate.
OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of the
pblication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the goods, chattels, credits,
effects, and things of the abovenamed deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Richard
Owen Bridge, of Bunya, in the said colony, school-
master, the father and next-of-kin of the said
deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
the sixth day of April, 1889.
MORTON AND POWERS,
869
Courier  Buildings, Brisbane,
And Maryborough and Bundaberg.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Cook, late of Mowbraytown,
Kangaroo Point, near Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expi-
1\ ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed Thomas Cook, deceased, may be
granted to John Hogg, of Kangaroo Point, near
Brisbane aforesaid, photographer, and John
Wright, of the  same  place,  gentleman , the Trustees
named in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this twelfth day of April, A.D. 1889.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
911
Proctors for the said Trustees,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of John Hutton
Bromley, late of Townsville, in the Colony of
Queensland, mercantile clerk, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honourable Court
that Probate of the Will of the abovenamed John
Hutton Bromley, deceased, may be granted to
Helen Maria Bromley, of Brisbane, in the said
colony, the widow of the said deceased, and sole
Executrix named in and appointed by the said
win.
Dated the first day of April, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Denham street, Townsville.
By ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
909 68.
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In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Walton, late of Ipswich, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  carpenter , deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof, application  will be made to the said Honour-
able  Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named James  Walton, deceased, may be granted to
Jane  Walton, of Ipswich  aforesaid , the widow of
the said deceased ,  and James  McGill, of Ipswich
aforesaid ,  ironmonger , the Executrix and Executor
named in the  said Will.
Dated at  Ipswich this tenth day of April, A.D.
1889.
ROBT. McGILL,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for  said  Executrix and Executor.
By his Agents--
CHAMBEEB,  BBucn,  AND McNAB,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
907 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of William Johnston, late
of Pyrmont, near Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, engineer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
ration of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable  Court that Ancillary Letters
of Probate of the last Will and Testament, with
one Codicil thereto, of the abovenamed William
Johnston, deceased, may be granted to James
Hoey, of Balmain, near Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, engineer, and James Blake, of
Pyrmont, near Sydney aforesaid, engineer, the
Executors named in and appointed by the said
Will and Codicil.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Selborne Chambers,
892
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of  " The British Companies Act of
1886," and in the Matter of The Wienholt
Estates Company of Australia, Limited.
I
WILLIAM BELL, Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies  of the Colony of Queensland, hereby
certify that The Wienholt Estates Company of
Australia, Limited, duly incorporated on the
thirteenth day of October, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight, under  "The Companies
Acts of  1862  to  1886 ," of Great  Britain , has this
day been registered in the Office of the Registrar
of Joint Stock Companies of the Colony of Queens-
land ,  in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
British Companies  Act of  1886."
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane , this eighth day of April, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine.
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
876 6s.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Goods of Frederick Miller, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland, licensed
victualler, deceased.
PURSUANT to the provisions of  " The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act of  1867,"
notice  is hereby given, that all Creditors and other
persons  having any claims or demands upon or
against the Estate of Frederick Miller, late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
icensed victualler, deceased, who died at Charters
Towers aforesaid, on or about the sixteenth day of
December, 1888, and Probate of whose Will was,
on the fourteenth day of March, 1889, granted,
by the Supreme Court of Queensland, to Frederick
Pfeiffer, of Charters Towers aforesaid, miner, and
Francis William Beattie, of Charters Towers,
bank manager, the Executors therein named, are
hereby required to scud in particulars of their
debts or claims to the undersigned, Jarvis and
Turner, of Charters Towers, solicitors for the said
Executors, on or before THURSDAY, the Ninth
day of May, 1889. And notice is hereby also given,
that at the expiration of the last-mentioned day
the said Executors will proceed to distribute the
assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto, baying regard only to the claims
of which they shall then have had notice, and that
they will not be liable, for the assets or any part
thereof so distributed, to any person of whose debt
or claim they shall not have had notice at the time
of the distribution.
Dated this third day of April, A.D. 1889.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Charters Towers,
Solicitors for the said Executors.
By their Agent-
THOMAS BUNTON,
Solicitor, Brisbane.
896 lls.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of James Barlow, late of Brisbane ;
Bathia Beaton, late of Jundah ; Barney Ben-
nett (otherwise Denis Bennett), late of Evesham;
Leo Busch, late of Rockhampton ; Peter Camp-
bell, late of Cloncurry ; Daniel Edward Dee,
late of Brisbane ; Franklin R. Douglas, late of
Croydon ; John Hinkley, late of Croydon ;
an unknown man believed to be James Lang,
late of Thurulgoona Station ; John Martin,
late of Cooktown ; Otto Matteson (otherwise
Otto Mattsson), late of Muttaburra.PURSUANT to  " Elie Intestacy Act of  1877,"all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of  the  abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Thirteenth day of June next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 13th April, 1889.
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
916 7s. 6d.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Heights of Alma
Gold-Mining Company, Limited.
AT
a Special Meeting of Directors of the
abovenamed Company, held at Eidsvold, in
the Colony of Queensland, on Monday, the eleventh
day of March, 18x9, the following Resolution was
passed, viz.:-
That, owing to the shares of the Company
being now only 17,750 after deducting all
those surrendered, forfeited, and liable to
forfeiture, and owing to the extremely low
state of finances not warranting the
Company to incur future liabilities
resuming work, it is advisable to wind-up
the Company, and accordingly that it be
wound-up voluntarily, and that Mr. Jose
Antonio Pares, of'Eidsvold, mining agent,
be appointed sole Liquidator, at such
terms as may be agreed upon with him,
provided that he undertakes such winding-
up without making arty more calls on the
shares of the Company."
Above Resolution was confirmed at a subsequent
Special General Meeting of Shareholders in said
Company, duly convened and held at the same place
on Thursday, the fourth day of April, 1889, and
the Company is now deemed dissolved in accordance
R it'L Clause 4' of its Articles of Association.
Dated at Eidsvold this fifth day of April, 1859.
919
J. E. HARVEY,
Chairman.
9s.
1841
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Partnership
IN formerly existing between Henry Davison
and myself ,  trading under the style or firm of
"Davison and Metcalf ,"  at Charlotte street, Bris-
bane, as printers , &c., was Dissolved on or about
the fifth day of December last by mutual consent.
The business will still be carried on by me, and
I will receive and pay the debts of the late firm.
Dated this ninth day of April, 1889.
GEORGE THOMAS  METCALF.
902 4s.
THE THREE BELLS PR09PECTORS  GOLD-
MININ G COMPANY,  LIMITED.M INUTES of Special General Meeting of
Shareholders  of The  Three Bells Prospec-
tors  Gold- Mining Company, Limited, held at the
Registered Office of the Company, Bazaar street,
Maryborough ,  on Friday, the 22nd February,1889:-
A  quorum being present, Mr. James Fairlie was
elected chairman .  Mr. P. Brown moved ,  and Mr.
T. H. Hill seconded-
That the  Company be wound -up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  'The Companies
Act,'  and that  Mr. H. F .  Parker be
appointed Liquidator ."- Carried.
JAMES FAIRLIE,
Chairman.
Minutes of Special General Meeting of The
Three Bells Prospectors Gold-Mining Company,
Limited, held on Friday, the 16th March, 1889,
at the Registered Office of the Company,  Bazaar
street, Maryborough :-
A quorum being present, Mr. James Fairlie in
the chair, Mr. John Watson moved-
That the Resolution  passed  on the 22nd of
February last, `That the Company be
wound-up voluntarily, and that Mr. H. F.
Parker be appointed Liquidator,' be now
confirmed."
Mr. John Goodall seconded.-Carried unani-
mously.
884
JAMES FAIRLIE,
Chairman.
7s. 6d.
In the Matter of The Golden Beehive Gold-
Mining Company, Limited.A T an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
abovenamed Company, duly convened and
held at Bundaberg on the fourth day of March,
1889, the following Special Resolution was duly
passed, and, at a subsequent Extraordinary General
Meeting  of the  Members of  the said Company,
also duly convened and held at the same place,
on the second day of April, 1889, the following
Resolution was duly confirmed, viz.:-
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily,
under the provisions of  `The Companies
Act,  1863,' and that John Alfred Simpson,
of Bundaberg, commission agent, be and
he is  appointed Liquidator for such
winding-up."
Dated at Bundaberg this third day of April,
1889.
J. E. ROBINSON,
Chairman.
MORTON AND POWERS,
Solicitors for the Liquidator,
Bundaberg, Brisbane, and Maryborough.
870 6s. 6d.
In the Matter of The  , Williams and Company
Mount Morgan Gold -Mining Company,
Limited ,  and of  "  The Companies Act,  1863."
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that ,  in pursuance of
section 132 of  " The Companies Art,  1863,"
a General Meeting of the Members of the above
Company will be held at the Office of the under-
signed, Bond street Chambers ,  Bond street,
Sydney, on the Fifteenth day of May next, at
Three o'clock in the afternoon, for the following
business :-
1. For the purpose of laying before the
meeting an account showing the manner
in which the winding-up has been con-
ducted and the property of the Company
disposed of, and of hearing any explana-
tion that may be given by the Liquidator.
2. To declare, by Extraordinary Resolution,
the manner in which the books, accounts,
papers, and documents of the Company,
and of the Liquidator thereof, shall be
disposed of.
Dated this twenty-third day of March, 1889.
S. MACDONNELL,
Liquidator.
CHAMBERS,  BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
877 7s. 6d.
" MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
" AND MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT
CONTINUATION ACTS OF 1884, 1885, 1886,
AND 1888."
GOGANGO MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
IT is hereby notified, for the information of
cattle and sheep owners resident within the
Gogango Marsupial District, that the Board of
Directors appointed under the above Acts for the
said District have fixed the Assessment for the
ensuing six months in respect of stock depasturing
within the District  as aforesaid , at the following
rates, viz.
s. d.
For every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses 1 0
For every 100 Head of Sheep ... ... 1 0
The above Assessment must be paid to the Clerk
of Petty Sessions at Rockhampton, within two
months from the date of this notice. The Rates for
payment of Scalps have been fixed  as follows :-
s. d.
For every Wallaby Scalp ... ... 0 6
For every Dingo Scalp and Brush ... 2 6
Kangaroo Scalps not received.
By Order,
S. D. EDWARDS,
Rockhampton, 2nd April, 1889.
Secretary.
866 7s. 6d.
INGLEWOOD MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
O WNERS of Stock within the Inglewood
Marsupial District are hereby requested to
pay, to the nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions, within
sixty days of the date hereof, the First  Assessment
levied by the Board for  1889, viz.:-
s. d.
Sheep, per 100 Head .. ... ... 2 6
Cattle and Horses, per 20 Head .. 2 6
Country (if Unstocked or Under-
stocked), per Square  Mile ... ... 2 6
By Order,
B. H. HOLLOWAY,
Inglewood, 1st April, 1889.
Secretary.
871 4s. 6d.
TARAMPA MARSUPIAL BOARD.A RATE of One Shilling a d Sixpence has
been struck for the half-year ending on the
4th November,  1889, as  follows:- 8. d.
Sheep, per 100 Head ... ... 1 6
Cattle and Horses, per 20 Head ... 1 6
Unstocked Land, per Square Mile ... 1 6
The above Assessment to be paid to the nearest
Clerk of Petty Sessions, within two months from
this date.
By Order,
WALTER S. KING,
Gatton, 3rd April, 1889.
Secretary.
837 4s. 6d.
1342
WARROO MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
N Assessment  of One Shi ll ing upon every 100
Sheep, 20 Head of  Cattle  or Horses ,  or each
Square  Mile of Country,  has been made by the
Warroo Marsupial Board for the current year.
HENRY W. BELL,
Chairman.
Surat, 6th April, 1889.
879 3s.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side),  arranged  with notes by The Honourable
George R. Harding, one of the Justices of that Court
" The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for  general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect,  in a convenient form , the Statutes of tie
Colony  relating  to the jurisdiction,  practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive  titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal  notes  have been furnished to all the
Rules  ;  and under  such marginal notes ,  and those
to the Statutes, have been given,  as far as practic-
able,  references  to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms, Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence ,  with their  Punishments ,  etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versd by
their short titles and years ;  a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland  Statutes , both with reference
to the corresponding English  and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the  sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sertions are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English  section is  not referred to in the text.
The citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by  reference  to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland  Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its  general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 140 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s. ; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW published at the Government Printing
Office, William street,  Brisbane , A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE QUEENSLAND FLOEA,  containing both
the Phmnogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,
Genera , and Vernacular Names. By Fredk.  Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist  of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, 21 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
Is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. &i.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The Govz nNassNT PnINTxa acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1889. £ a. d.
April 6.- J. G. Morgan  ... ... ...  0 2 0is 6.-C. Egan 0 3 0
6.-C. T. Turner  ... ...  0 4 0
6.-Tiaro Divisional Board  ... ... 1 14 0
6.-J. D. Walker  ... ... ...  0 2 0
6.-J. D. Macrae ... ... ... 2 1 0
6.-W. B. Lethbridge ... ... 0 7 0
8.-W. H. Carter ... ... ... 0 1 0
8.-W. Mitchell ... ... ... 0 1 11
8.-W. Dawson ... ... ...  0 3 6
8.-Hodges and Chataway ... ... 0 1 0
8.-Dalrymple  Divisional Board ... 4 1 6
8.-T. McPhellamy  ... ... ... 0 8 0
8.-W. Martin  ... ... ...  0 5 0
8.-F. J. Walsh  ... ... ...  0 12 0
8.-W. H. Carter  ... ... ...  0 2 0
8.-C. Maclean .. ... 2 0 0
8 -Gogango  Marsupial  Board  ... 0 7 6
8.-M. Markham  ... ... ...  0 S 0
8.-H. Schaepl  ... . ...  0 2 0
8.-H. Magnay  ... .... ...  0 3 0
8.-Tabragalba Divisional Board  ..  1 10 6
9.-Inglewood Marsupial  1  oard .. 0 4 6
9.-M. Palmer ...  . ...  0 5 0
10.-Jondaryan Marsuial Board .. 0 2 6
10.-Warroo Marsupial Board
... 3 0
11.-Wallambi ll a Marsupial Board... 0 5 0
11-C li fton Marsupial Board ... 0 5 0
11.-Marsland and Marsland ... 0 6 0
11.-S. Lambert ... ... ... 0 1 0
11.-Cairns  Chronicle ... ...  ...  0 1 1
11.-M. Fitzgerald  ... ... ...  0 3 0
11.-S. W .  Robinson  ... ... ...  0 4 10
11.-D. Miller ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
11.-J. Palmer ... ...  0 3 6
12.-Murilla Marsupial Board 0 4 0
12.-J. Lenihan  ... ... ...  0 1 0
12.-J. A.  Par6s  ... ...  0 10 0
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba,  from  Kangaroo
Point
One black horse, like PB near shoulder,  star, white
spots on back.
Also,  from streets of South Brisbane :-
One brown horse,  *SF over heart 9 heart near shoulder,
indistinct brand off shoulder,  star,  white spots on
back.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
904
_ JOHN HARRIS , Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma,  from enclosed lands, on the30th March,  1$89, by order of T. A. Spencer,  Esquir ,Damages, 10s.
One roan bull, J T6 over 3 W* I (registered brands)
over like 13 off rump,  top  off  off ear, off horn
broken.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
willbe sold to defray expenses.
918
J. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough,  from enclosed lands.Oaklands,  by order of  Mr. Dea .  Damage ,29.6d.; driving, 8d.
One red roan  cow, like SG1 or SC1  off rtuup, MB  or
M8 off ribs  ;  calf at foot,  unbranded.
If not  released on or  before the 26th April,  1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES GEO. MORGAN,  Poundkeeper.
857 2s.
IMPOUNDED at St.  George, from Woolerinea, on the15th  March, 1889, by order of G. E .  Lemo te,
Esquire .  Driving,  159. 10d.
One bay horse,  small  star,  'IdA near  shoulder,  saddle-
marked.
If not released on or  before  the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS.  EGAN, Poundkeeper.
858 Is.
1343
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Willow  Bank. Driving,is. 2d. per head.
One bay horse, star in forehead, like AK1 (registered
brand) over 2 near shoulder ; damages, £1.
One bay horse, small star in forehead, like EM1 (regis-
tered brand) over 50 off shoulder ; trespass, 2s. 6d.
One brown horse, H over td off shoulder ; trespass,
2s. 6d.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1899,
will be sold to defray expenses.
M. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
894 3s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Mellon Paddocks,
on the 11th March, 1889, by order of C. W. Egan,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 3s. 2d. per head.
One spotted cow, like 1LW (registered brand) over 3
near ribs, both  ears slit.
One yellow cow, bald face, like 1JrW egistererl bri hd)
over 3 near ribs,  both ears s
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
859 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Gin Gin, from enclosed lands, byorder of F. D. Gostling, Esquire. Damages, 2s. 6d.
per head.
One white bullock, 1AA (registered brand) near ribe,
near ear cropped.
One white bullock, U7U over 1 off rump, LL3 over 0
off ribs, piece out of under part of off ear.
If not released on or before the 23rd April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. D. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
861 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Thargomindah, from Ardoch, on
the 28th March, 1889, by order of William Sly,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 7s. 6d. per head.
One red cow, J33 7 (registered brand) off rump, 3 off
thigh, off ear marked.
One red cow, GIT b (registered brand) near rump, off
ear marked.
One roan bullock, N7Y (registered brand) near ribs,
both ears marked.
One white bullock, T and like L (upside down) and R
(horizontally) near ribs, near ear marked.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
860
C. T. TURNER, Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Richmond, fr m Richmond D wns,
on the 25th March, 1889, by order of Chas. E.
Prell, Esquire.
One bay gelding, star, near hind heel white, saddle-
marked, W and two blotches  near  shoulder, J near
cheek.
One black gelding, star,  near  hind foot white, J7N
(registered brand) near shoulder, @S1 (registered
brand) off shoulder, diamond 4 diamond near
thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 25th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
865
W. H. CARTER , Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Adavale , on the 26th March, 1889,
by order of A. H.  Pegler ,  Esquire.  Driving, 4s. per
head.
One chestnut  gelding ,  star , grey patch top of rump,
B1L (registered brand )  near  shoulder, 372 near
neck.
One bay gelding, blaze down face, off hind foot white,
CP over  F near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, cob,  star, slit near ear, 8 R W (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder.
One brown pony mare,  hog mane and  tail, C or D
(horizontally) over R (horizontally) near shoulder.
One bay mare,  blaze  down face, T) (3 (registered
brand)  near shoulder , like 11 or 15 near neck.
If not released  on or before  the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
864
WALTER MARTIN,  Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Normanton, from enclosed lands,
Vena Park, on the 20th March, 1889, by order of
A. S. Haydon, Esquire.  Driving expenses ,  14s. 2d. per
head.
One chestnut gelding, near hind foot white,  blaze down
face ,  silver mane and tail , M  3 8 (registered brand)
off shoulder, 3RQ (registered brand) near shoul-
der, like B P4 near thigh.
One bay filly, P 7 R (registered brand) off shoulder,
two white feet.
One bay  stallion,  T 2 (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
One brown gelding, M)(2  over H A 5 (registered
brands)  near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, hind feet white,  small star and snip,
B 610 (registered  brand )  near shoulder ,  white spot
near ribs.
One bay gelding, hind feet white, indistinct brand like
D30 near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like 1W near shoulder, M$M (regis-
tered brand) near thigh, c.K (conjoined) over 234
over RB4 off shoulder, WN  b over 6*0 (regis-
tered brands) off thigh.
One bay gelding, black points, FC over F near shoulder,
like SWR near rump, JW6 off shoulder.
One chestnut  mare, blaze  down face, 4 4T off shoulder,
indistinct brand like 5BS near shoulder, like B P4
(registered brand) near thigh.
One bay filly, E(3@(registered brand)  near shoulder,
near  hind foot white, star on forehead.
One brown stallion,  star and snip , off hind foot white,
OB4 (the 4 backwards).
One roan gelding, crescent over M over 7 near shoulder,
WY6 over P U 1 near thigh.
If not released on or before the 16th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
863
FRANK J. WALSH,  Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Hughenden, from Hughenden
Station, on the 21st March, 1889, by order of
H. Stansfield, Esquire.
One grey gelding, RbP (registered brand) over 103
near thigh.
Also, on the 26th March, 1889
One black  mare, star , slight blaze, hind  feet  white, Gt
over S near shoulder,  scar  on wither, fistula mark.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked, 8KB (registered
brand) near shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 29th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
873
HENRY MAGNAY, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Charters Towers, from Dannings
Downs, on the 30th  March, 1889, by order of Mr.
B. Naughton.
One brown gelding, VL1 over L3L  near shoulder, like
4EP near thigh, S a-2 off shoulder.
One yellow -bay gelding , Y tzi2 off shoulder.
One bay mare ,  H5R near  shoulder.
One bay colt, blotched brand near shoulder.
One bay entire, like XP3L near shoulder, 7  near thigh.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
874
M. MARKHAM,  Poundkeeper.
5s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo,  from enclosed lands, Mount
Enniskillen, on the 29th March, 1889, by order of
J. G. Allan , Esquire. Driving and trespass , 9s. id. per
head.
One blue-roan cow, back  quarter near  ear, CC and blotch
near rump.
One roan cow, back quarter of off ear, EP4 (regis-
tered brand) over 1 near ribs.
One roan or strawberry bullock , back quarter of off ear,
EP4 (registered brand ) near ribs.
One roan and white bullock, writing N  off rump, 33 off
ribs, MO over W K5 (registered  brand)  near ribs,
swallow -tail  ear-mark near ear.
One red and white bullock, OO3 (registered brand)
over indistinct brand like L -dV  near ribs.
If not  released on  or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARGARET PALMER, Poundkeeper.
872 5s.
Printed and Published  by Jays C. Bxe.r.,  Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane , 13th  April, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
S ecification  annexed thereto, received from Edwin
Charles Ellis, of Albury, in the Colony of New
South Wales. for an invention for  "Improvements
in Seats for Buggies and Other Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within t*o months from the date of the first ap-
pearance  of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such  invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Edwin Charles Ellis, in accordance with the
provisions  of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have  acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed  thereto,  received from
Tottenham  Lee Richardson,  of Murrawoonibie,
near Nyngen , in the Colony of New South Wales,
for an invention for  "Improvements in  Sheep-Shearing Machines and in Flexible  Shaft Connec-
tions therefor , and for Other Purposes."
Notice is  hereby further  given , that,  unless within
two months  from the  date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that the appli-
cant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion ,  it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted  for the  said invention to the said
Tottenham  Lee Richardson , in accordance  with the
provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs,  and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the com-
lete e Specification annexed thereto. received from
illiam Fybie and Robert Hunter, both of Herbert
River, in the Colony of Queensland, for an inven-
tion for  "Improvements in the Method of and
.Apparatus for the Extraction of Sacchrine fromSugar-Cane and Other Vegetable Matter."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months  from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement  in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled  to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention  to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for  the said invention to the said
William Pybie and Robert Hunter, in accordance
with  the provisions  of  "The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
N OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Henry Richardson Dinsmore, of Emlyn street,
Liverpool, England, for an invention for  "Improve-
ments in and  connected with the Manufacture of
Gas from Coal and Apparatus employed  therein."
Notice is herebyfurther given,that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention,  it is  my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the
said  John Henry Richardson Dinsmore,  in accor-
dance  with the provisions of  "The Patents, Designs,
and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  11th April, 1889.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that J. C. Ayer and
Co., of Lowell, Massachusets ,  United States
of America ,  have applied ,  in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  "  The Patents ,  Designs, and Trade
Marks  Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 3,  in respect
of Chemical Substances prepared for use in Medi-
cine and Pharmacy ,  and including  "  Cherry
Pectoral," a Trade Mark of which the following is
a representation :-
J
AYER'S
CHERRY PECTORAL.
9"  tfe "V atzows of -
f ecnem, of ti,e aI,n. r  ana
eihoat: `ce4(u,ci. a5 oea5"
(@45.2
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6&41-
M%  QJ nr, n,za, 7LN cg*M e-
aeQe53, JD'i en,cLbi an, l
N n C4iA4n.L l(J OYL Mfl 1.tLGn
(60,m-an.a fob,  t& u fq of
5. ki.ue atLLert Ln,aa-
uancea  an el, of  tte
ease.
PREPARED AND  SOLD
BYJ. YLA FA & GO  ,
LOWELL,
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Notice is  hereby  further given, that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so ,  I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given , that J. C. Ayer and
Co., of Lowell,  Massachusets , United States
of America , have applied, in pursuance of the pro-
visions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks
Act,  1884," to register in Class  3, in respect of
Chemical  Substances  prepared  for use  in Medicine
and Pharmacy, and including " Hair Vigor," a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a  represen-tation:-
y e.
- Prepared -by-DR. J.C.AYER & Co.
-LoweII  = Mass -U:S..A-
air
igO
Notice is hereby further given , that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark , in accordance with the provisions of the said
Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 11th  April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification annexed thereto ,  received  from
Frederick Barker Hill and James Sinclair ,  both of
London, for an invention for  " Improvements in
Ice-making , Cooling,  and RefrigeratingApparatus."
Notice is hereby further given ,  that, unless within
two months  fr om the date of the  first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention, to the
said Frederick Barker Hill and James Sinclair, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Patents,.
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
If
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th  April, 1889.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent ,  and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto ,  received from
William Augustus  Elliott,  of Footscray, near
Melbourne ,  in the  Colony  of Victoria, for an
invention  for  "An Improved Rota,  y  Heel Motor
for Boots  and Shoes."
Notice is hereby further  given ,  that ,  unless within
two months from the date of the  first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is  proved to  my satisfaction that
the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for the said invention to the
said William Augustus Elliott, in accordance with
the provisions of  " The Patents ,  Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Frank William Allchin, of 7, Western terrace,
Northampton, England, and Robert Smith, of 9,
Princes street, Perth, North Britain, for an inven-
tion for  " Improvements in or Relating to Round-
abouts."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the
applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Frank William Allchin and Robert Smith, in
accordance with the provisions of  "The Patents,
Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, dic.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from John
Clark Lascelles and William Charles Crump, both
of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, for
an invention for  "Improvements in Rinks or Floors
for Exercise and Amusement."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first
appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said John Clark Lascelles and William Charles
Crump, in accordance with the provisions of  ""The
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority : TAxzs C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel  G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
No. 828.
T HE following  appointments ,  promotions ,  resig.nations ,  transfers , and other  changes  will take
effect from  above date  where not  stated otherwise :-
SOUTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
MORETON REGIMENTAL DIVISION.
"A" BATTERY, PERMANENT FORCE.
No. 98, Gunner Nils Nielsen, is placed on the
Permanent  Force Reserve, and attached to the
Brisbane Garrison  Battery.
MORETON MOUNTED I` FANT RY.
The Establishment  of the Corps,  as notified in
the  Government Gazette  of the  11th  instant, is
amended as  follows :-- -
BRISBANE AMBULANCE CORPS.
Sergeant F. C. Wise has been appointed In-
structor (temporarily), and will receive pay at the
rate of 2s. per hour for work performed.
NORTHERN MILITARY DISTRICT.
KENNEDY DIVISION.
CAIRNS GARRISON BATTERY.
The resignation, under Regulation 204, of No.
97, Gunner Donald Graham, is accepted.
THE KENNEDY  REGIMENT.
"A" Company,  Charters Towers.
The resignations ,  under Regulation 204,  of-
No. 96, Private J .  Klastadt,
No. 129 . Private G .  Brien, and
No. S, Private T. Mooney,
are accepted.
The undermentioned men are dismissed ,  for non-
attendance .  Regulation 204 to be complied  with:-
Major ... ... ... ... ... 1 Private C. HollandNo. 21Captain ... ... ... ... ... 1 ,,
Subalterns ... ... ... ... 3 No. 158, Private L. Shaw,
Company Sergeant-Major ... ... 1 No. 124, Corporal J. Liddington, andQuartermaster-Sergeant
S
... ... 1 No. 87, Private J. O'Grady.ergeants ... ... ... ... 5
Corporals ... ... ... ... 6
Farriers ... ... ... ... 2
Shoeing -amiths ... ... ... 2
Buglers 2 loo. 829.
Saddlers ... ... .. 2
Privates ...
...
...
.
... 100 Tan period of wear for canvas jumpers and
- trousers for members of the Permanent Force is
126 laid down at two years from date of issue.
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No. 830.
A RETURN showing the Effective Streno th of the various Corps comprising the Queensland Defence
Force on the 30th ultimo is hereby published 7tor general information :-
MUSTER ROLL.
CORPS. PRESENT.
A BSEST.
With
Leave.
Head-Quarters'  Staff ...
Staff Officer, N.D. ...
Commanding F.A. ...
Adjutant F.A. ... ...
Principal Medical Officer ...
Principal Medical Officer, N.D... .
Veterinary Surgeon ... ...
Paymaster ... ... ... ...
Commanding  Volunteer Force
Adjutant  Volunteer Force
Sergeant Instructors-
Class A, Southern Military District
Class B, „
Class  A, Northern District...
Class B, „
Storekeeper ... ... ...
Armourer-Sergeant ... ...
Clerks, Head-Quarters' Office ...
"A" Battery ... ...
Brisbane  Field Artillery...
Moreton Field Battery ...
Brisbane  Garrison Battery
Bowen
Townsville
Cairns
Cooktown
„
„
Moreton Mounted Infantry
Gympie
B undaberg
Mackay
Charters Towers
Townsv;lle...
„
Rockhampton ...
Head-Quarters' Band
Brisbane Engineers
Staff ...
ss "A" Company
S «B"
m m
"C"
"D„
C- „
053.6a F13 11M o " G„
Brisbane
Ipswich
8outbport
Blackstone
'Staff  ... ...
's m  'A " Company, Marlboro'
.
I "  B Gympie ...
m aP4  "C" „ Maryboro'
u Do' ,, Howard...
E„
„
Bundaberg
(Band ... ...
(Staff ... ... ...
"A" Company, Clitrs. Twrs.
- a= a "  B " „ Townsville
Cm  Ravenswood
m m a D  Chf rs. Twrs.
P4 Chtr3.Twrs.O "  F))  „ Mackay ...
LBand,  Chart' ra Towers ...
Without
Leave.
TOTAL.
1 ... ... 1
1. ... ... 1
9 ... ... 9
G ... ... 6
3 ... ... 3
5 5
1 ... ... 1
1 ... ... 1
2 ... ... 2
PERMANENT FORCE.
95
I
...
DEFENCE FORCE.
50 3 13
51 4 10
66
65
33 9 16 58
21 2 16 39
23 19 12 54
21 18 4 43
120 18 5 143
55 10 1 66
15 14 8 37
16 9 ... 25
51 5 5 61
43 14  ...  57
25 2 8 35
23 1 3 27
73 14 14 101
5 ... ... 5
39 13 1 53
42 8 14 64
25  3 24 52
39 4 8 51
49 1 18 68
54 7 13 74
33 9 2 44
4 3 6
33 7 8 48to 3 8 73
29 5 10 44
37 10 5 52
34 16 10 60
15 2 2 19
1 ... 1
55 16 6 77
22 2 33 57
33 25 1 59
48 7 14 69
29 4 23 56
54 19 3 76
16 3 2 21
GRAND
TOTAL.
40
95
131
REMARKS.
Increase  :- S.M..". ;Rigby
and C.S.M. Price. 0 J
Decrease  :-Sergt. Wort,
from Class B to A,
Northern District. `
Increase:-C.SX. Virgo,
Sergt.-Inst. Wort.
Dismissed :- Sergt. Shil-
linglaw.
..  Did not muster.
194
424
27
101
11
Mustered with  " F "
411 Company.
302
416
Carried forward ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,141
1351
COUPS.
Brought forward ...
MUSTER  ROLL- continued.
ABSENT.
PRESENT. With
Leave.
("A" Company ,  Toowoomba
°' I "B „ ,, Dalby
A F c ,  "C" „ Warwick ...E
O'A
A I "B" Roma
...N Allora
" A " Company Rockhampton ...
" B " „ Mount Morgan
Brisbane  Ambulance Corps ...
Kennedy Ambulance Corps ...
Brisbane  Volunteer Rifle Corps-
" A" Company ... ...
,C
B " ... ...
C"
Band ... ... ... ...
Queensland  Scottish Volunteer Corps-
"  A " Company ,  Brisbane ... ...
" B Brisbane ... ...
"C" „ Rockhampton ...
" D " Brisbane ... .. .
"E " „ Ipswich ... ...
"F" „ Toowoomba ...
Band  and Pipers ... ..
Queensland Irish Volunteer Corps-
"A" Company ..
«B»
'' C  is
„
i&D" ,,
Band ... ...
8 26 90
2 30 74
5 8 53
2 7 25
Without
Leave.
DEFENCE  FORCE- continued.
30 32 ... 62
38 18 ... 56
27 20 15 62
41 8 4 53
8 1 13 22
17 4 25 46
24 5 8 37
10 15 ... 25
VOLUNTEER CORPS.
56
42
40
16
19
2
15
35
9
7
10 12 41
1 21 29
9 36 47
3 25 43
7 6 48
13 28 50
10 17 34
TOTAL.
25 10 48 83
20 8 24 52
33 33 11 77
57 22 18 97
18 12 3 33
CADET CORPS.
Brisbane  Grammar School  .. ...  96 5 10
Central State School,  Maryborough  ... ... ...
Gympie .. 33 7 6
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 28 15 4
Roma  ... ... ... ... ...  40 6 4
Cairns Cadet Corps  ... ... ...  25 18
Totals ...
111
46
47
50
43
GRAND
TOTAL.
2,141
255
REMARKS.
Did not muster on ac-
46 count of weather.
62
242
292
342
... Did not muster.
297
3,677
By Order,
J. S ANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority  :  TAMES  C.  BnAL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAM4MATIOlr .
By His Excellency Sir ARTHVn HUNTFR PALMEtt,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PAL nP of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland an('
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  an Act passed  in the forty-first  year of Her Majesty' s re gn , intituled
"An Act  to make  provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations t  make  Paymentsand do other
acts on such  Holidays,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted  that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive council, from
time  to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland,  or in any
part  thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein  : Now, therefore, I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER
P u MB$, the Administrator of the Government afore-
said, in virtue  of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited  Act, and of all other  powers enabling
me in  that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do, by this my  Proclama-
tion, notify,  proclaim , and declare that TUESDAY,
the 23rd  April instant , being the day of the Arrival
of His Excellency Sir Henry Wylie  Norman,
G.C.M.G., at Cooktown.  shall,  within the  Munici-
pality of Cooktown,  be observed as a Public
Holiday within  the meaning  of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
April,  in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and  eighty-nine, and in thefifty-second year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] ehael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
T Y1HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first1 rst year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act to  make provision  for Bank holiday: and
respeetingobl '  ations to make Payments and doother
acts on. such Holidays ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall  be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice  of the  Executive Council, from
time to time ,  by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Pub lic
Holiday, either throughout Queensland ,  or in any
part thereof, or in any  city,  town, borough ,  or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid ,  in virtue  of the  powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act,  and of all  other powers
enabling me  in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
WEDNESDAY, the 24th April  instant,  be ing
the day appointed for holding the Exhibition Race
Meeting of the Wild River Jockey Club, at Her-
berton, shall, within the Town of Herberton, be
observed as a Public Holiday within the meaning
of the said above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD  Siva  THB QUEEN GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HIINTER PALMER,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.e.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-first
year  of Her Majesty's reign, intituled  "An
Act to  make provision  for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time , by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or
district therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment aforesaid , in virtue of the powers vested
in me  by the above-recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in  that behalf, and by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation , notify, proclaim, and declare
that SATURDAY, the 20th April instant, shall,
throughout the Colony, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the  meaning of  the said above-
recited Act.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second  year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREH.EAD.
GOD S ava THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.WHEREAS by " The Common Law Process.1ct of  1867  Amendment Act,"  34 Victoria,
No. 19, it is enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court to appoint from
time to time, by Commission under his hand and
the Seal of the said Court,  some  fit persons  residing
respectively at the Towns of Mackay and Towns-
ville, or such other places as His Excellency the
Governor may, by Proclamation in the  Queensland
Government  Gazette,  for that purpose appoint, or
within two miles of the said places, to be Commis-
sioners of the said Court for the purposes of  " The
Common 1.aw Process Act of  1867 ": And whereas
it is deemed expedient and necessary to appoint the
Town of Gympie, in the Colony of Queensland, a
place for the purposes aforesaid : Now, therefore,
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator of the Government, do, by this my Procla-
mation, by virtue of the Act firstly herein recited,
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
appoint the town of Gympie aforesaid to be a place
at which it shall be lawful for His Honour The
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Queensland
to appoint, by Commission under his hand and the
Seal of the said Court, some fit and proper person
to be a Commissioner for the purposes of  " The
Common Law  Process  Act of  1867."
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern.
ment  House,  Brisbane , this seventeenth day
of April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and  eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
A. J. THYNNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, W illiam street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, the fourth day
of April, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment in Council.
WHEREAS  by "The Crown Lands Aeta,1884
to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without actual survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of  maps  or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries or
starting points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so much of the forty-
third section of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually s trveyed and marked on the
ground before it is proclaimed open for selection,
and may require the Surveyor-General to divide
the land into lots, and to indicate the position of
such lots on  proper maps  or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the land
described in the Schedule hereto into lots without
actual survey, and to indicate the position of such
lots by means  of maps or  plans and by reference
to known or marked boundaries or starting points :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, on the recommendation
of the Land  Board,  and in pursuance and exercise
of the authority vested in him by the said Acts,
doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that the
operation of so  much  of the forty-third section of the
said Principal Act as requires the land to be actually
surveyed and marked on the ground before it is
proclaimed  open  for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots, and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
[No. 90.
And the Honourable  the Secretary  for Public
Lands is to  give  the necessary  directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THE SCHEDULE.
The Crown Lands in the following Land Agents'Districts:-
District. istrict . Locality.
Gympie ... ... ... Parish of  Amamoor
Roma ... ... ... Parish of Bungil
Surat ... ... ... The resumed part of Weri-
bone Run.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
HORAcu HEYwoOD
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery, Card-
well.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th April. 1889.
1S Exce llency the Administrator of the Gov-
t l ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
JOHN SULLIVAN and
JOHN  DAVIS
to be additional  Trustees of the Reserve for School
of Arts, Cooktown.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of he G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Oouncil, has been pleased to appoint
ALLAN WILKIE
to be a Trustee of the Reserve for School of Arts,
Port,, Kennedy, Thursday Island, in the room of
Frederick George Symes, who has left the District.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
IS  Exce llency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that a Branch
of the Government Savings Bank be established at
HARRISVILLE.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th  April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
t ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
ALEXANDER WILLIAM JARDINE,  Superintending
Engineer of Central and Northern Works,
Harbours and Rivers Department,
to be Deputy Engineer of Harbours and Rivers.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
u1
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD JOSEPH COL IC
to be Junior Clerk in the Crown Law Offices, in
the room of Frank Sydney Kennedy, promoted.
This appointment takes effect from the 15th
April, 1889.
A. J. THYNNE.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that
THOMAS CLINTON DAVIES
be discharged from his Office of Justice of the
Peace for the Colony of Queensland.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief  Sec et ary' {office,
Bri:sba,tie,  17th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CECIL WALLACE LAVERACK
to be a Captain, and
EDGAR HORACE HITCHINS
to be a Lieutenant, on the Unattached List of the
Defence Force.
BOYD  D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
. ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignations
tendered by
JAMES PORTER,
THOMAS WILLIAM WHITEHOUSE,
`t-HOMAS BOLES  SMITH, and
JOSEPH. PATTISON
of their provisional appointments as Lieutenants in
the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
Lieutenant FREDERICK STRICKLAND RELY
to be a Captain, and
DUDLEY PERdsE WHITE and
LESLIE JAMES JAMIESON
to be Lieutenants, in the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint, provisionally,
WILLIAM ALFRED DICKINSON
to be a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Branch of the
Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
[j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resig-
nations tendered by
GEORGE CALDWELL and
FRANK VINCENT MURPHY
of their provisional appointments as Lieutenants in
the Volunteer Branch of the Defence Force.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Chief  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
H IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment,  with the  advice  of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to direct  that the pro-
visional appointment of
MICHAEL JAMES NOLAN
as a Lieutenant in the  Volunteer Branch of the
Defence  Force  be cancelled.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889,
IS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
appointment, by the Maryborough Fire Brigade
Board, of
DAVID KERB
as Superintendent, and
JOHN  BYRNE
as Assistant Superintendent, of the Brigade.
B. D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary' Office,
Brisbane, 18ths April, 1889.RIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the appoint.
ment, by the Brisbane Fire Brigade Board, of
JOHN E. HINTON
as Superintendent, and
BENJAMIN T. CHAPMAN and
GEORGE JONES
as Assistant Superintendents, of the Brigade.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's. Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
appointment, by the South Brisbane Fire Brigade
Board, of
NICHOLAS FREDERICK PEIIT
as Superintendent, and
GEORGE SMITH
as Assistant Superintendent, of the Brigade.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive(Council,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of
" The Local  Government  Art of  1878,"  been pleased
to appoint
ALFRED JOHN HAYLOCK
to be  an Alderman  of the Municipality  of Blacka ll ,
in the room of William Henry Banks.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the  advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance  of the  provisions of the
seventeenth section  of  "The L' uor Art of  1886,"
been  pleased to direct  that, in adtion  to the Quar-
terly Meetings  prescribed by the fourteenth  section
of  "The Licensing Act of  1885 ,"  Monthly Meetings
of the  Licensing  Authority  for the Licensing Dis-
trict of
SOUTH BRISBANE
shall be held within  the said District for the pur-
poses set  forth in the  first-named section.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th April. 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has  been-pleased to appoint the gentlemen
whose  names appear in  the following List to be
Sheep  Directors  for the  Districts mentioned in
connection  with  their respective names.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
BALONNE.
Hurtle Fisher ,  Bullamon
Wallace A .  Low, Culgoa
Ebb Smith, Weribone
John Augustus Robertson ,  Curriwil linghi
W. Ross Munro ,  Bombah.
BROADSOUND.
T. A. Wallace, Ki llarney
J. A. Macartney ,  Waverley
George Fox, St. Lawrence
W. H. Macdonald ,  May Downs
Mark Miller Christian ,  Welangi.
BURKE.
H. Stansfield ,  Hughenden
Charles N .  Armytage ,  Afton Downs
John Illistron Reid ,  Clonough
Dundas Simpson ,  Cassillis
J. Hugh Moor ,  Manfred Downs.
BIIRNETT.
James  J. Ca4g4.l, Ideraway
George  11. Jones ,  M.L.A., Boonara
James Millis ,  Nanango
It.  Hamilton ,  Culrossie
John Broadbent ,  Mondure.•
COOK.
Sinclair Francis Balser , Cooktown
Patrick  Callaghan, Cooktown
James  Earl, Cooktown
Thomas McCarey, Cooktou n
Charles  C. Macdonald ,  Port Douglas.
DALBY.
Gilbert Gostwycke Cory, Toowoomba
Francis  A. Gore,  Yandilla
Henry V .  King ,  Gowrie
Charles Williams ,  Jondaryan
E. D. Hodgson ,  Etonvale.
EAST MORETON.
John  Fenwick ,  Brisbane
James Tolson ,  Brisbane
James Crombie ,  Brisbane
Bon. Alex .  Raff, Brisbane
Samuel  Macgregor,  Brisbane.
GLADSTONE.
Robert Laidlaw Paterson, Monte Christo
William Cadell, Kroombit
A. Hetherington, Milton
!)avid Stirratt, Mount Alma
John Bell, Dungaree.
GOONDIWINDI.
Duncan Sinclair , Welltown
Francis  Dixon K ite, Callandoon
Duncan McLeod  Cameron ,  TTmbercollie
Harry Marshall,,  Murrigoran
J ames Kimmorley ,  Winton.
GREGORY NORTH.
Robert  R. Macpherson ,  Dagworth
Robert Morrison ,  Ayrshire Downs
James  B. Riley ,  Vindex
James E. Bostock ,  Sesbania
Sidney W.  Donner, Carandotta.
GREGORY SOUTH.
W. Howie ,  Patricia Downs
T. S. McGeorge, Maroo
Adam Hay, Palparara
Joseph Donaldson ,  Mount  Margaret
Wi ll iam Sloggatt ,  junr .,  Elderslie.
KENNEDY NORTH.
Edward Cunningham , Woodhouse
James  Gordon, Cluden
Walter Hays ,  Townsville
James McIntosh ,  Townsville
Hon. William Aplin ,  Townsville.
KENNEDY SOUTH.
Frederick  It.  Bode ,  Strathdon
Donald McGlashan ,  Uncanbah
Alfred  H. Wilmington ,  Salisbury Plains
J. Maddock  Hughes, Birralee
John Henry label,  Strathdon.
MARANOA.
Robert Dunsmuir ,  M.L.A., Eurella
Angus Macpherson , Amby Downs
J. H. McFarlane ,  Waroona
George Taylor ,  Merino Downs
A. Davidson, Womblebank.
MITCHELL.
William Ford, Northampton
E. J. E. Mackenzie , Malvern
F. A. Hamilton, Tambo
John Turnbull ,  Landsdowne
William Forsyth ,  Aramac.
PEAK DOWNS.
C. P. Martyr ,  Kilcummin
J. N. W. Cava  e, Langton Downs
Robert Bell, Huntly
Thomas Fairbairn ,  Logan Downs
John  Burn ,  Retro.
ROCKHAMPTON.
John  Murray ,  M.L.A., RockhamptonHenryW.  Risien, Rockhampton
John Rule ,  Rockhampton
Peter Fitza ll an  Macdonald,  Rockhampton
John Macpherson ,  Rockhampton.
SPRINGIRE.
A. N. Fbot. V  aranflla'
Cedric S. Wills,  Cullin-la-ringo
Frederick Bracker, Meteor Downs
George  Sutherland ,  Fernlees
Louis S. Ormsby ,  Arcturus Downs.
WARREGO.
Thomas Alexander  Brodie,  Nive Downs
Alfred John Cottar,  Caiwaroo
John Ware,  DowlingWVil1•aa W lter Hood, Burenda
Arthur Leeds ,  Cunnamulla.
WARWICK.
John D. Macansh . junior, Canning Downs
William  Ball Slade, Glengallan
Donald Gunn ,  Pikedale
Edward B .  Baker ,  Glenelg
James  Fletcher, Ba ll andean.
WEST MORETON
Henry Edward  Hi ll , Fassifern
Edward A . Bu llmore ,  Ipswich
George  Glencross  Smith ,  Cressbrook
William Butler ,  Kilcoy
James  Moffat, Obum-Obum.
WIDE BAY.
Thomas Rose, Kilkivan
John Eton ,  Teebar
George  Mant ,  Gigoomgan
E. B. C. Corser, Maryborough
D. Mactaggart, Maryborough.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.HIS Excellency theAdministrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
DAVID WILLIAM BALFOUR WILKIE, M.R.C.S.,
Eng.,
to be Medical Officer at Springsure.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of  the Executive
Council , has been pleased  to accept  the resignation
tendered by
PHILIP PINNOCH
of his appointment  as an Official  Visitor to the
Asylum for  the Insane  at Goodna.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
H. M. GEORGE
of his appointment as Caretaker of the Quarantine
Station, Peel Island.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 15th April, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified that, in pursuance of the
provisions of  " The Marsupials Destruction
Act of  1881," I have appointed
WILLIAM  HENRY  KELLAWAY
to be a Member of the Nogoa Marsupial Board, in
the room of William Kendal Peberdy, resigned.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD,
Colonial Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following appointments of Teachers in the service
of the Department of Public Instruction, to take
effect from the 1st January, 1889, viz. :-
CHARLES WILLIAM CLARKE
to be classified as a Teacher of Class II, Division
3, and appointed to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Calliope ;
FRANCIS JOHN KENNETT
to be classified as a Teacher of Class If., Division
2, and appointed to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Cunnamulla ;
EZEKIEL HENRY LARTER
to be classified as a Teacher of Class II., Division
2, and appointed to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Pialba ;
ALFRED EDWIN MOOSE
to be classified as a Teacher of Class II., Division
3, and appointed to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Camp Flat ;
HENRY RICHARD PARRY
to be classified as a Teacher of Class II., Division
2, and  appointed to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Beaudesert ;
MARY ELIZABETH KELLY
to be classified as a Teacher of Class III., Division
3, and appointed to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Stanthorpe.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-
ing promotions  and transfers  of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
Viz..-
JOHN COLLINS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Laidley North ;
FREDERICK DUNBAR
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane ;
EDWIN  HOLDAWAY
to be  transferred  to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Laidley North ;
WILLIAM DAVID MURRAY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Herberton ;
EDWARD OBORN  PERKINS
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School  at Cunnamulla;
JOHN  WILLIAM WATKINS
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Tallegalla ;
JAMES YOUNG
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the Central State School for Boys at
Brisbane.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve that
JOSEPH JOHNSON
be re-admitted into the service of the Department
of Public Instruction as a Teacher of Class III.,
Division 3, and appointed to the position of Head
Teacher of the State School at Sugarloaf.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of
clause forty-six of the Regulations under  " The
State Education Act of  1875," has been pleased
to approve that
FANNY MARGERY KEENAN and
ELIZABETH MAITLAND MILLIKEN
be classified as Teachers of Class III., Division 3,
in the service of the Department of Public Instruc-
tion, from the 1st January, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Orphanages  Branch,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1889.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve,  in accordance
with the Regulations under  " The Orphanages Act
of  1879," that
Mrs. THOMASON
be appointed a Lady Visitor for the District of
East  Brisbane ,  vice  Mrs. Sinclair , resigned, and
that
Mrs. YOUNG and
Miss ROBERTSON
be appointed Lady Visitors for the District of
Maryborough,  vice  Mrs. O'Connor and Mrs.
Blaine, resigned , in connection with the Diamantina
Orphanage.
JOHN DONALDSON.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the following
promotions of Teachers in the service of the Depart-
ment  of Public Instruction be made, in pursuance
of the provisions of clauses 23 and 24 of the
Regulations under  " The State Education Act of
1875," such promotions to take effect from the
1st January, 1889, viz:-
FEMALES.
From Class II, Division 3, to Class II, Division 2.
Isabella Fleming
Mary Fleming
Caroline E. Hardy.
From Class III., Division 1, to Class II., Division 3.
Henrietta Hunter
Anna Maria Pingel.
From Class III, Division 2, to Class III.,
Division 1.
Amelia Gertrude Bow
Helen Buzacott
Martha Ann Cuthbert
Margaret Davis
Honora Maria C. Delaney
Letitia Eginton
Jane Fraser
Mary Anne Hefferan
Anna Maria Hogbin
Christina Hood
Agnes Wilson Hunter
Margaret Lackey
Catherine Angola Lowe
Emily Grey Morris
Mary Teresa O'Regan
Francis Caroline Roper
Rebecca Shanahan
Katherine  Smallman
Alice Smith
Edith Minnie Smith
Jane Smith
Mary Ann Walpole.
From Classlll., Division 3, to Class III., Division 2.
Elizabeth Macfarlane Bain.
Jessie Bailey
Susannah Bradbury
• Rose Mar Broe
Drusilla Alizabeth. Bullock
Martha Anne Caldwell
Mary Jane Cormack
Helena Mary Delaney
Beatrice Amy Douglas
Ellen Dwyer
Martha Josephine Ewing
Sarah  Matilda Farquharson
Eleanor Fitzpatrick
Hannah M. Garsden
Ethel Maud Gilbert
Harriet Hallewell
Florence E. Harcourt
Minnie Harrap
Jane Hebden
Emily Constance Hemming
Minnie Hoelscher
Gertrude Elizabeth Hogbin
Clara Emily Jenkin
Bertha Eularia Jones
Margaret  Kennedy
Elizabeth Lipstine
Jessie Livingstone
Margaret Mary Melrose
Louisa Miller
Jane Elizabeth A. Morgenstern
Elizabeth Morrison
Christina McIntyre
Julia Mary McMahon
Charlotte oole
Constance Mary F, rter
Mary Rattray
Fanny Russell
Ada Caroline Smith
Sarah Strachan
Charlotte Laurette Walker
Agnes Louisa Warren
Annie Elizabeth Wearin
Eliza Ann Woolley.
MALES.
From Class II., Division 2, to Class II., Division 1.
William Ernest Benbow
Frederick John Brockwell
John Skirving Cunningham
Clement Lyman Fox
William Joseph Hall
William Henry Halstead
From Class IL, Division 3, to Class II., Division 2.
Richard Bracewell
Wm. Buchanan Greer
Philip Chas. Rutherford
John Sheridan
Joseph Arthur Wilkins.
From Class III., Division 1 (on probation), to Class
II, Division 3.
James Coultard Liddle.
From Class III., Division 2, to Class III, Division 1.
Henry Samuel Brown
Cornelius Buckley
Herbert Denniss
Joseph Greenelsh
John Keenan
Samuel McC9,w McCCahon
James McNamee
James  Sheridan
Wm. Corneil Speering
Alfred Thompson
David Staig Warren
John Thacker Wearin
Adolf Johan Julius Weel
Robert Hugh Young.
From Class III., Division 3, to Class III, Division 2.
Peter Joseph Carter
Wm. Henry Chappell
John James Cockburn
James Cronin
Duncan Dare
Wm. Joseph Freney
Chas. Geo. Gamble
John Bennett Allen Grayson
William John Bendy
John Inglis
James Johnstone
Thomas Lackey
John Lane
Henry Wm. Lee
James Lennon
Fredk. Jos. Wyre Merrell
Patrick McGrath
James Rogers
William Wallace Weir.JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1889.
I T is hereby notified thatJohn Walsh
has been appointed a Member of Committee for
the State School at  Bowen ,  vice  E. W.  King,
resigned; and that
William Atkinson,
John Edward Clegg,
Thomas Page,
Francis John Walker, and
Thomas Whalley,
have been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Ross Island.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
NLY one Candidate having been nominated at
ll // the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Bulimba Division, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
with the advice of the Executive Council,  has, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
HENRY IMRIE
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of * Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
NLY one Candidate having been nominated at
O the time appointed for holding an Election
of Auditors for the Boulia Division, His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
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with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887," been pleased to appoint
BONNELL GOFFAGE
to be an Auditor for the said Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
NO Candidates having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election of
Members for No. 2 Subdivision of the Boulia
Division, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Divisional Boards Act of  1887," been pleased
to appoint
GEORGE GORDON McLEOD and
JOHN LLNDEIGAN
to be Members for No. 2 Subdivision of the said
Division, in the room of Jerome Walford and
James H. Howe,  resigned.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALME e
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael  and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative  Council and
dda nistrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
XTHE REA.S by an Act passed in the fifty-
11'' r  first year ot" Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating to Local Government outside the Boun,
daries of Municipalities,"  it is amongst other
things enacted that the Governor in Council may,
by Order in Council, constitute any portion of the
Colony not included in a Municipality a Division for
the purposes of the said Act, with such boundaries
and under ch name as shall be specified in the
Order in Co cil : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  in pursuance  of the authority
vested in  me as  Administrator aforesaid, and of all
other  powers enabling me in that  behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and
declare that such portion of the Colony as is
comprised within the following boundaries shall
be and the same is hereby constituted a Division
under and for the purposes of the said Act, to
be called the Division of Rosenthal ; and that such
Division shall be governed by a Board consisting
of six members , and that the boundaries of such
Division shall be as follows, that is to say :-
ROSENTHAL.
Commencing on the north branch of the Conda-
mine  River at the north-west  corner  of portion 96,
parish of Tummaville, and bounded thence by that
river upwards to the north- east corner of pre-
emptive portion 51, Talgai ; thence by the north
and west boundaries of that portion, the west
boundaries of pre-emptive portions 52 and 54, and
a line  south to the north boundary of the Talgai
Goldfield Reserve, proclaimed  Government  Gazette,
1864, folio 660; thence by the north, the west, and
south boundaries  of that reserve to the east corner
of the homestead area proclaimed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1877, folio 251; thence by the
south -east boundary of that homestead  area to a
point  west from  the south- west corner  of portion
427, parish of Pratten; thence by  a line east to a
point north from the north-west corner of portion
1121 ; thence south to that corner and by the west
boundaries  of 1121 and 1091; thence by the south
boundaries  of 1091,1u58, 750, 1057, 749, and 1060;
thence by the west and north boundaries of 614,
and the east boundary of pre-emptive portion 3,
South Toolburra, to the Condamine River ; thence
by the  Condamine  River  upwards  to the north-west
corner of portion  230, parish of Warwick ; thence
by the  western boundaries  of portions 230, 241,
252,  259,  and 518, and by the south boundary of
518 to Sandy  Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to the south -west corner  of portion  487, same
parish ; thence by  a line bearing east to Rosen-
tl wl Creek ;  thence  by that creek upwards to where
it is crossed by the main road from Maryland to
Warwick; thence by the east side of that road
southerly to the Main Dividing Range, by that
range (being the southern boundary of the Colony)
and by the northern watershed -of the Severn
River and Pike's Creek, and the watershed separat-
ing the waters of the Macintyre Brook and Canning
Creek from those of the Condamine River north-
westerly to the south- east  boundary of Tumma-
ville Lease, and by the south- east  boundary of that
lease  north-easterly (being a line along the western
boundaries of portions 262, 407, 308, and 230,
parish of Tum naville) to the south boundary of
pre-emptive portion 4; thence by part of the
south and by the west boundary of that portion to
The Broadwater, by The Broadwater south-easterly,
and by the west boundary of portion 96 northerly
to the point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this eighteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine , and in the
fifty- second year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAYE THE QUESw l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMeR,
Knight Commander of the ,bl a-t
Distinguished Order of St. 111i-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, Pre' id, urt
A. TI. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Atlrniniatrator.  Administrator of the Gov en imcnt
of the Colony of Queenslan I and
its Dependencies.
W
HER EAS by an Act passed in the fifty-first
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled " An
Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities ,"  it is amongst  other  things  enacted
that the Governor in Council may, by Order in
Council, constitute any portion of the Colony not
included in a Municipality a Division for the pur-
poses of the said Act, with such  boundaries and
under such name as shall be specified in the Order
in Council, divide a Division into two or more
Divisions or Subdivisions, and may alter the boun-
daries of a Division or Subdivision : And whereas
it has been deemed necessary to amend the boun-
daries of the Division of Inglewood : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, in pursu-
ance  of the authority vested in  me as  Administrator
aforesaid, and of all other powers  enabling me in
that behalf, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify, proclaim, and declare that the boundaries
of the Division of Inglewood shall be as follows,
that is to say :-Also that the number of members
be reduced  from nine to six.
INGLEWOOD.
Commencing on the  Main Dividing Range at
the unction of the western watershed of Pike's
Creek, and bounded thence by the western water-
shed of Pike's Creek southerly to the north-east
corner of Bonshaw Run, by the north boundaries
of Bonshaw and Maidenhead easterly, the western
and northern boundaries of Aitken's Flat Run
northerly and easterly to the Severn River, by
that river downwards to the south-west corner of
Bengalla Run, by the west and north-west boun-
daries of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs, by the north-
west  boundaries of Whetstone, Swithland, and
Canning Creek  Runs,  being the north-west water-
shed of Macintyre Brook and Can ping Creek north-
easterly to Mount Domville, by the south-west
boundary of the Settled Districts, being the range
separating  the Macintyre Brook waters from those
of the Condamine River south-easterly to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
• By Command,
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
GOD SAYE  THB QUEEN t
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
7 HEREAS by an Order in Council made on the fourth day of April, 1889, I did, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  " The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" as
requires land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open
for selection, should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule
hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to divide the said
land into lots and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans : And whereas the
Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper maps or plans : Now, therefore, in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," 1, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the under-
mentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be o en to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts,
on and after MONDAY, the Third day of dune, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice
aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one  person  in the said Districts
shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in  the fifty-second
year of tier Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
E.M.-4-4 -89. GOD SAVE  THE QUEENN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within  Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
oA
1 Gympie Amamoor ... 2v
2 Ditto ditto ... 3v
3 Ditto ditto ... 4v
4 Ditto ditto ... 5v
5 Ditto ditto ... 6v
6 Ditto ditto ... 7v
7 Ditto ditto ... 8v
8 Ditto ditto ... 9v
9 Ditto ditto ... lOv
10 Ditto ditto ... llv
11 Ditto ditto ... 12v
12 Surat ... Weribone Colgoon ... 1v
13 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 2v
14 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 3v
15 Ditto
... ditto ditto ... 4v
16 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 5v
17 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 6v
18 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 7v
19 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 8v
20 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 9v
21 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 10v
22 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 11v
23 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 12v
24 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 13v
25 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 14v
26 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 15v
27 Ditto
... ditto ditto ... 16v
28 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 17v
29 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 18v
30 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 19v
31 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 20v
32 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 21v
33 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 22v
34 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 23v
35 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 24v
36 Ditto ditto  ditto ... 25v
37 Ditto
... ditto  ditto ... 26v
38 Ditto
... ditto ditto ... 27v
39 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 29v
40 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 30v
41 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 31v
42 Ditto
... ditto  ditto 32v
43 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 33v
44 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 34v
45 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 35v
46 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 36v
47 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 37v
48 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 38v
49 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 39v
50 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 40v
51 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 41v
52 Ditto ... ditto  ditto 42v
53 Ditto ... ditto  ditto 43v
54 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 44v
55 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 45v
56 Ditto ... ditto  ditto ... 46v
Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee.
..
eq
Agricultural
Area.
11
Aw
A. R. P. £ s .  d. 8. d. £ 8. Acres.
80 0 0 5 17 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
180 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
240 0 0 7 18  0 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 8 1 5 8 320
610 0 0 10 1 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
435 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
640 0 0 12  10  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
320 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 ene 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 m 2 1,280
146 0 0 6 13  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 6' 2 1,280
152 0 0 6 13  0 0 6 1 0 ,S, 2 1,280
310 0 0 7 18  0 0 6 1 0 °0 2 1,280
320 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 a 2 1,280
180 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2
,240 0 0 7 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 2801
170 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 2 1,280
175 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 m 2 1,280
166 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0, • 2 1,280
168 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 ' 2 1,280
168 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 },mq 2 1,280
320 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
320 0 0 8 18 0 0 6 1 0 0 2 1,280
368 0 0 818 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
688 0 0 12  10  0 0 6 1 0 s 2 1,280
640 0 0 12  10  0 0 6 1 0 a 2 1,280320 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 1 2 1,280160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 . 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0
°
2
,160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1 280
250 0 0 7 18 0 0 6 1 0
9
2 1,280
350 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 0 2 1,280
170 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
550 0 0 10 1 0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
360 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
164 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
163 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
160 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
154 0 0 6 13  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
166 0 0 7 7 6 0 6 1 0 2 280
320 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 1280
650 0 0 12 10 0 0 6 1 0 2 280
650 0 0 12  10  0 0 6 1 0 2 1280
465 0 0 8 18  0 0 6 1 0 2 1,280
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[r, s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by Orders in Council  made on  the twelfth day of May and eleventh day of August, 1887,
and fourth day of April,  1889, I did, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on
the recommendation of the Land Board, order that the operation of so much of the forty-third section
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  as requires  land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground
before  it is  proclaimed open for selection should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described
in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-General was, by the said Orders in Council, required to divide
the said land into lots, and to indicate the position of such lots on proper  maps or plans :  And whereas
the Surveyor-General has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule,
and has indicated the position thereof on proper  maps or  plans : Now, therefore,  in pursuance and
execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Acts,
1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR H UNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this 'my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Roma
Land Agent's District, shall be open to  selection , under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after
MONDAY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare
that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be  as follows,
that is to say:-In the case of lands  not within an Agricultural Area, 16,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that  the maximum  area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area Nos. 2
and 4, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area Nos. 2 and 4 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Acts : but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Roma Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine,  and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
E.M.-4-4-89.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
M. HUME BLACK.
DESCRIPTIONS.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Grazing Area Nos. 2 and 4.
The land within five miles of the Western Railway south of Agricultural Area No. 2, so much of
the resumed part of Blythdale  Run as is  to the south of Agricultural Area No. 2, the resumed part of
Brucedale Rup, the land in the parish of Buugil south of Agricultural Area No. 1, and the land in the
parish of Hope  east of portions  13v to 18v.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE RoMA LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area Nos. 2 and 4.
No.
of
Lot.
Run  Resumption. Parish. No. ofPortion. Area. ProvisionalSurvey Fee. Annual Rentper Acre. Value ofImprovements.
A. R. P. Z °  s. d. s. 111.
1 Part  on Bruce- Bungil 3v 1,550 0 0 16 4 0 0 1j
dale2 Brucedale ...  ditto 4v 1,300 0 0 16 4 0 0 1
3  ditto 5v 2 200 0 0 16 4 0 0 14  Ho e ,19v 2 000 0 0 16 4 0 0 1p
tt5  d
,
00020 2 0 0 16 4 0 0 1 m Qoi v ,
o67 dittoditto 21v 2,50022v 750 0 00 0 16 412 10 00 0 10 1 a
8 Parton Bruce- ditto 23v 2,000 0 0 16 4 0 0 1 .
dale
9 Ditto  ditto 24v 1,700 0 0 16 4 0 0 1 0
10 Brucedale ...  ditto 25v 1,200 0 0 14 16 0 0 1 f o
11 Ditto ditto 20025v 1 0 0 14 16 0 0 1 .'A p P12 ...Ditto Tin un ,8v 620 0 0 10 1 0 0  1 ,13 g...Ditto ...  ditto 9v 1,600 0 0 16 4 0 0 1
14 Ditto ...  ditto 10v 1,600 0 0 16 4 0 0 1 J r2
Norz .- Lot 2 includes Forfeited Selections 260 and 399.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the  Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the fifteenth day of September, 1887, I did, by and
r M with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
ana to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection should
be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the Surveyor-
General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on proper maps
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or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-Gen,r::l has accordingly indicated the position thereof on proper
maps or plans :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in we vested
under the provisions of  "Tke Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to 1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said land specified
in the said Schedule  hereto , being situated in the Blackall Laud Agent's District, shall be open to selection,
under  the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I
do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by
any one  person in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the case  of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the  lands  described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 7th June, 1886, in the  said  District, shall be  5,120  acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House , Brisbane , tlhis twelfth day of April
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine , and in the fifty-second
year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
E.M.--4-4. 89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN T
No.
of
Lot.
Pariah.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BLACXALL  LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT.
Within  Grazing  Area No. 1.
No. of
Portion.
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual
Area.  Survey Pee. Bent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P.  £ s. d. £  s. d. Subject to the pay-
ment of
imp
the value1 Bnccleuch  ... ...  4V 2000 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 11 ofof provements,
if  any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Order in Council made on the seventh day of November, 1888, I did, by andwith the advice of the Executive Council, and on th  recommendati n of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty-third section of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884" as requires
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for selection
should be suspended with respect to the Country Land described in the Schedule hereto, and the
Surveyor-General was, by the said Order in Council, required to indicate the position of such land on
proper maps or plans : And whereas the Surveyor-General has accordingly indicated the position
thereof on proper  maps or lens :  Now, therefore, in pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "Ike Orown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare
that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Rockhampton Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY,
the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that
the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows,
that is to say
In the case of lands not within an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum  area  which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 5, established by
Proclamation dated 8th February, 1886, in the said. District, shall be 8,000 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second
year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
Ei.M.--4r-4-89 . GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
No.
of
Lot.
1
Pariah.
Rosslyn ...
THE SCHEDULE.
THE BOCHHAMPTON  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Within  Grazing  Area No. 5.
No. of
Portion.
11v
Area.
A. R. P.
5,300 0 0
Survey Fee.
£ s. d.
31 0 0
M. HUME BLACK.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
0 0 1
Value of Improvements.
Subject  tothe payment of
the value of improve-
ments , if any.
Norz.-The above portion includes Forfeited Selections 1903 ,  1912, and 2409.
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PROCLAMATION
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
.Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and'authorities  in me  vested under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Acts,  183-1  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator  aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Bard, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country L-ends specified in the Schedule hereto, and
situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after k 102ND ZY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and
with the advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum  areas  which may be selected by any one person in
the said Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
E.M.-4-4-89. Gon  SAVE THE QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District. Parish.
1 Bundaberg  ... Electra ... 1229 1229
2 Gympie ... Woong a ... 1331 1331
3 Ditto ... Gutchy ... 1449 1449
4 Ditto ... ditto ... 1545 1545
5 Ditto ... Tewan tin ... 1655 1655
6 Port Douglas ... Whyan beel ... 3 3v
7 Ditto ... Dagma r ... 145 145
8 Ditto ... Alexan dra  ... 226 226
9 Ditto ... Whyan beel ... 167 167
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
in  accordance  with the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Art  of 1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
Lease of the following Selections of Land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited :-
E.M -2-9 -86-N'.
E.Y.-20 -3 89-Q'.
0
6a d o
sxw
Name  of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
1297 Christian Gaffel  ... ...  289 0 0 Bundaberg
5700 Newman Ruddle ... ... 400 0 0 Ipswich
1821 Alan W. Thompson .. ,  160 0 0 Rockhampton
2163 Henry Wallis ... ;  1,430 0 0 Rockhampton
503 Thomas A. Brereton .. 4 2 0 Townsville
623 John P. Hartland ... 11 3 30 Townsvi lle.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of
April,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
q
ai
a ,.
Agricul-
tural Area.
Area. Survey Fee.
a P4
m
P4 q
8
A. R. P. Al 8. d. 8. d. Z S. Acres.
156 3 0 9 0 0 06  10 2 640
80 0 0 7 2 0 0 3  1 0 1 1,280
36 0 0 5 8 0 0 3  1 0 > 1 1 280
66 0 0 7 2 0 0 3  10
,
1  1,280
160 0 0 9 0 0 0 3  1 0 w 1 1,2804-1,258  0 0 66 14 11 0 6  1 0 04- 41 1 1,280
1,280 0 0 77 9 0
320 0 0 30 2 6
0 6  1 0
0 6  1 0
00 1 1,280CD
1 1,280
1,280 0 0 78 11 0 06 10 1 1,280
M. HUME BLACK.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMI I,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael  and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Adminisa ;'stor .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Leases of the
following A ricultural Farms, under the said Act,
are declared forfeited :-
E.M.-20-3 -89-Q'.
d
.. o
'ooM
P4 Z a
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
145 William Wreford ... ... 100 0 0 Cairns
150 Thomas Poster  ... ...  80 0 0 Cairns
166 Henery Wilson ... ... 159 1 0 Cairns.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knig; t Commander of the Most
Distinzi Bished Order of St. Mi-
1L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative  Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the  Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of "  The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTEE
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
E.MM.-27-3-89-L'.
THE COOKTOWN LAND AGENTS DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  SHow GROUNDS.
89-1857-Cooktn.
One-mile  Greek, Cooktown.
County of Nares parish of Cook.
Area-About 17 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of One-mile Creek
at the north side of Boundary  street,  and bounded
thence on the south by that street bearing 279
degrees 37 minutes to  Two-mile Creek ; on the
south-west by that creek downwards to the railway
line ; on the  north -west  by that railway line north.
easterly  to One-mile Creek ;  and on the north-east
by that creek  upwards to  the point  of commence-
ment.
THE GAYNDAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR HOSPITAL.
89-3891-P.W.
Eidsvold.
County of Bowen, parish of Hollywell.
Area-About  9 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 157 degrees and
distant fifteen chains from the east corner of section
7, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing 157 degrees fifteen chains ; on the south-
east by a line bearing 248 degrees six chains ; on
the south-west by a line bearing 337 degrees fifteen
chains ; and on the north-west by a line bearing
sixty -eight degrees six chains to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on plan of  survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RES r RVE FOR RACECOURSE.
88-18884-Twba.
Crow's Nest.
County 'f Cavendish, parish of Crow's Nest.
Area-80 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 10 degrees 33
minutes and distant thirty chains and forty-two
links from the north corner of portion 38, and
bounded thence on the west by a road bearing 5
degrees twelve chains, north eleven chains, and
5 degrees fifteen chains and forty-nine links; on
the north by a line bearing east nineteen chains and
sixty-two links ; on the east by a line bearing south
thirty-eight chains and forty links ; and on the
south by a line bearing west twenty-two chains to
the point of commencement  ;- as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
THE TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR POLICE STATION.
s.O.-89 -492-P.L.
Townsville.
County of Elphinstone, parish of Coonambelah.
Allotment 5 of section 4D.
Area- -1 rood.
Commencing at the north -west corner of allotment
4 of section 4D, and bounded thence on the east by
that allotment bearing 180 degrees 22 minutes two
chains and fifty links ; on the south by allotment
10 bearing  west one chain  ; on the west by allot-
ment 6 bearing 360 degrees 22 minutes two chains
and fifty links  ; and on  the north by Flinders street
bearing east  one chain  to the point of commence-
ment.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
89-7453-8.0.
County of Aubigny, parish of Milton.
Area-40 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing 313  degrees 40
minutes and dista-it 136 links from an ironbark-tree
marked W.R., and bounded thence on the north by
portion 19v bearing east twenty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south twenty chains ; on the
south by  a line bearing  west twenty  chains ;: and on
the west by a line bearing north twenty chains and
two links to the point  of commencement ;-as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her  Majesty 's reign,
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALY$B, of the Legislative Council aid
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis.
trator aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and declare  that the  Roads hereunder des-
cribed  shall be and are  hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Opening Roads No. 899.
Two roads ,  150 links wide ,  resumed  from Selection
158, Cairns  District. (Alice Maria Latreille,
widow.)
1. From the south -eastern corner  of portion 158,
parish of Sophia,  west along  and within part
of its southern boundary : thence north-
westerly  to a crossing  of the Mulgrave
River ;
2. Being a branch  road from the last-mentioned
road  south-westerly through portion 158 to
the north boundary of portion 560;-
containing together twenty-four acres , taken from a
reservation of thirty- two acres  for road purposes.
E.M.-27 -3-89-0'.
89-5805-D.B.
Part of road through Hughenden to Muttaburra.
From near Mount Walker on the leased part of
Hughenden Run, Burke District, where the  present
track crosses  the telegraph  line along  that line
nearly due south for about twelve miles to the
Horse- shoe  Bend Government Dam south of
Walker's Creek on the  resumed part  of Afton
Downs Run.
NOTE.-This road is substituted  for the more  circuitous present
track ,  which diverges from the telegraph line in a westerly direc-
tion ,  and which in hereby closed.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this twelfth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVA THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By Iii$ Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTE1. PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. 31Ii-
[L.8.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested under he provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with  the advice  of the  Executive  Council, and
on the recommendation  of the Land  Board, do,
by this  my Proclamation, hereby define and set
apart the Crown Lands described in the  Schedule
hereto as an Agricultural  Area for the purposes
of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this twelfth day of
April , in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and eighty -nine ,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HTTME BLACK.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
s.x.-4-4.89.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GYMPIi  LAND AGENT'S D ISTRICT.
Agricultural Area No. 8.
All Crown lands within the following boundaries
Bounded onthe north by portions 299 and 825,
parish of Amamoor; on the east and south-east by
portions 259, 958, 153, 165, 405, and 89; and on
the south-west and west by the road from the
north- east corner  of portion 1163 to the south
boundary  of 228 , portion 228, and Amamoor Creek.
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Exce llency  Sir ARTHus HUNTRn  PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of W. Mi.
IL.s.] ehael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described have been permanently reserved
for State School purposes.
E.M.-27 -3-89-L'.
THE TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERYB FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
87.27898-8.O.
Djuan.
County  of Caren disk,  pariah  of Djuan.
Area-2 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 162 degrees 11
minutes and distant 150  links from the east corner
of section 2, and bounded thence on the north-east
by a line bearing 162 degrees 11 minutes four
chains ; on the south -east by a line bearing 252
degrees 11 minutes five chains  ;  on the south-west
b a line bearing 342 degrees 11 minutes four
chains  ;  and on the  north- west by a road bearing
72 degrees 11 minutes five chains to the point of
commencement.
THE WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
E RSBSVn FOR STATE SCHOOL PURPOSES.
88-12649-P.I.
Elphinstone.
County of Merivale, parish of Dalrymple.
Area-5 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
67, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 179 degrees 45 minutes nine chains and
ninety-six links ; on the south by a line bearing
west five chains and four links ; on the west by a
line bearing north nine chains and ninety-seven
links ; and on the north by a road bearing 90
degrees 6 minutes five chains to the point of
commencement;-as shown on  plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this twelfth day of
April, in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ei h nine, and in the
fifty-second year of ter Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
M. HUME BLACK.
GOD SAVE TH $  QUEEN  I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"1The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their  interests  affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment  their objections, in writing, within two months
from  this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh, Tambo, and Ipswich; the Police
Offices, Beaudesert, Tambo, and Harrisville ; and
the Post Offices, Beenleigh, Tambo, and Flinders.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
No.
.1
*2
*3
SCHEDULE Of ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
The Tabra-  The reserved  ro ad
galba Divi -  through portion 20,
sionalBoard, and crossing reserve
on account on the Logan River
of William
Collins
Ditto The reserved branch
ro ad south - westerly
through portion 10
A. X. P
Knapp ... 11 0 0
ditto  ... 10 1 0
Ditto ...  Branch road through Palen  ... 1 1 20
portion  15 from the
Logan River south-
westerly to another
reserved road
CLOSURE UNDER SEC. 5 C.T.L. ACT OF 1882.
About
4 I The Tabra - Part of the  reserved Palen  ...  113 3 0
galba Divi -  road th rough portion
sionalBoard ,  14, and the branch
on account  road south-westerly
of William th rough portion 15 to
Collins  another reserved  road
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
6 Messrs. P. M.
and T. M.
Browne
6 Ditto
7 Messrs. P. M.
and T. M.
Bro wne
8
The road separating
po rt ions lv ,  2v, 3v, 4v,
6v, and 6v from por-
tions 13v, 12v ,  and llv
The  ro ad separating
portions 2v and 13v
from port ions 3v and
l2v
Narambla
ditto ...
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
The road  separating
portions 61, 34, 53,
63, and 52, parish of
Carangarra, from por-
tions Iv, 2v, 3v, 4v, 5v,
and 6v
Narambla
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
Thomas Ker -  That part  of the re-
win served  ro ad th ro ugh
portion llv, from the
south-weat corner of
water reserve  westerly
to the west boundary
Dugandan
18000
51 0 0
176 0 0
6 2 20
*  NoTF.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbaue, 12th  April, 1889.
" Z,HE CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information , that the  Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884"  will hold their Courts ,  in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section  of  the
above-recited Act, at the undermentioned Offices ,  on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  "  Tie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " Z he
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876  "  wi ll  also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District.
Allora* ...
Aramac ...
Banana .
Barcaldinet
Beenleigh
Blackall ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg
Burketown
CairnsCardwell*
Charleville ...
Charters Towers
Clermont
Cooktown ...
Cunnamulla ...
Dalby
Emerald* ...
Esk* .. .•.
Gayndah ...
Geraldton (Mou-
rilyan)
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Gympie ..
Herberton
Hughenden
Ingham ...
Inglewood;
Ipswich ...
Isisford ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ...
Mitchellt ...
Muttaburrat ...
Nanango ...
Nerang* ,..
Normanton ...
Port Douglas ...
Ravenswood ...
Rockhampton ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
St. Lawrence ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
Surat ... ...
Tambo ... ...
Taroom ...
Tenningering ...
Thargomindah...
Toowoomba
Townsville
Warwick... ...
Jan. Feb.
Fri. 11
Wed. 16
Wed. 9
Tues. 8
Mon. 28
Thurs. 24
Wed. 2
sat. 12
Wed. 2
Wed. 9
Fri. 11
Mon. 7
Wed. 2
Thurs.31
Wed. 9
Mon. 21
Fri. 25
Mon. 21
Tues. 15
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
March .  April .  May. June.  July. August. Sept. Oct.
Wed. 20 ... ...  Wed. 19
Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. S M. 10 Fri. 7
Wed. 20  '  Wed. 20 Wed. 17 Wed. 15 Wed. 19
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed. 5
Tnes .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues .  14 Tues. 11
Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27 Mon. 24
Thurs .28 Thurs .28 Thurs .  25 Thurs .  23 Thurs. 27
Tues .  5 Tues .  5 Tues .  2 Tues. 7 Tues. 4
Sat. 9 Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat. 11 Sat. 15
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Fri. 8  ... Fri. 10
Mon. 4 Mon .  4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon. 3
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1 Wed. 6
Thurs.28 Thurs.28 Thurs.25 Thurs .30 Thurs.27
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed .  10 Wed .  8 Wed. 12
Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Fri. 22  M.  22 Fri .  26 Fri. 31 Fri. 28
Mon. 18 Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17
Tues. 19 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 'Vi'ed. 5
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  1 Wed. 5
Thurs .24 Thurs .  28 Thurs. 28 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Fri. 11 Fri.  8 Fri .  8 Fri . 12 Fri. 10
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Fri. 3
Wed. 30 Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. [9
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 4 Fri. 1 Fri . 1 Fri .  5 Fri. 3
Tues.  22 Tues.  19 Tues.  19 Tues.  16 Tues. 21
Thurs . 10 Thurs.14 Thurs . 14 Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri . 18 Fri .  15 Fri .  15 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Tues .  15 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues. 14
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10
Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  3 Thurs. 7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 14 Mon .  11 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Fri. 11 Fri. 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Thurs.31 Thurs .28 Thurs . 28 Thurs 25 Thurs.30
Wed. 2 Wed. 8 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 9 Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Mon. 15 Mon. 13
Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed.  I
Mon. 28 Mon. 25 I Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27
Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs . 14  Thurs.  II Thurs. 9
Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Fri. 7
Wed. 26
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Tues. 18
Thurs. 13
Fri. 14
Fri. 14
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Wed. 12
Tues. 11
Thurs. 6
Thurs. 6
Mon. 10
Wed. 12
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri. 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 5
Wed. 5
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Thurs. 13
Tues. 16
Nov. Dec.
... Wed. 18 ...
Fri. 5 Fri. 9 Fri .  6 Fri .  11 Fri. 8
Wed.
Wed. 17 Wed .  21 Wed .  18 Wed. 16 Wed .  20 Wed.
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  9 Wed. 6  Wed.
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues. 12 Wed.
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 lion .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon.
Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs.28 M
Tues .  2 Tues .  6 Tues .  3 Tues .  1 Tues. 5 Tues.
Sat. 13 Sat. 10 Sat. 14 Sat. 12 Sat, 16 Sat.
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed. 6 Wed.
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed.
Fri. 12  ... Fri. 13
Mon. 1 Mon. 5 Mon. 2
Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4
Thurs . 25 Thurs .29 Thurs 26
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon. 16
Fri. 26 Fri . 23 M. 27
Mon. 15 Mon .  19 Mon. 16
Tues. 16 Tues. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Thurs. 25 Thurs .  22 Thurs.26
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri . 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri. 6
Wed. 31 11 od. 28 Wed. 25
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri. 6
Tues .  18 Tues .  20 Tues. 17
Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs.12
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 13
Fri. 12 Fri .  9 M. 13
Tues.  9 Tues. 13 Tues. 10
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11
Wed. 14
Tues .  9 Tues. 13
Thurs. 4 Thurs. 1
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1
Mon. 8 Mon. 12
Wed. 10 Wed. 14
Tues. 16 Tues. 20
Wed. 3 Wed. , 7
Mon. 22 Mon. 28
Fri. 12 Fri. 9
Thurs. 25 Thurs. 29
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 15 Mon. 12
f Wed. 3 Wed. 7
Mon. 22 Mon. 26
Thurs . 11 Thurs. 8
Tues .  16 Tues. 20
Mon. 7
Wed. 2
Thurs.31
Wed. 9
Mon. 21
Fri. 25
Mon. 21
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Thurs. 24
Fri. 11
Wed. 2
Wed. 2
Fri. 4
Wed. 30
Wed. 9
Fri. 4
Tues. 22
Thurs. 10
Fri. 11
Fri. -11
Tues. 15
Wed. 9
Wed. 9
Tues .  10 Tues. 8
Thurs.  5 Thurs. 3
Thurs.  5 Thurs. 3
Mon. 9 Mon. 14
Wed. 11 Wed. 9
Tues. 17 Tues. 15
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon. 23 Mon. 28
Fri. 13 Fri. 11
Thurs .  26 Thurs.31
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Mon .  16. Mon. 14
Wed. 4
Mon. 23
Thurs. 12
Tues. 17
14 ed. 2
Mon. 28
Thurs. 10
Tues. 22
Fri. 8
18
6
18
4
11
2
27
3
14
4
11
Mon. 4 Non. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .  28 Fri. 27
Wed. 13 '%V,-d. 11
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Fri. 22 Fri . 27
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Tues. 19
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Fri. 1 Fri. 6
Wed. 27 Fri. 27
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Fri . 1 Fri. 6
Tues.  19 Tues. 17
Thurs. 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 15 Fri. 13
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Tues.  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Thurs. 12
Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs. 7 Thurs. 5
Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 11 Mon. 9
Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 8 Fri. 13
Thurs. 28 Fri. 27
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 18 Mon. 16
Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus * are only held for the  purpose  of dealing with applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving applications, &c.
Court to be held when there are any applications to be dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1889.NEW ROAD.
FIRST NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified fir general information, that the new Road described in the Book of Reference
hereunder is intended to be opened as a Public Road under the provisions of  " The Public t orks
Lands Resumption Act of  1878"; and all persons who may consider their interests affected by the
opening of the said road are required to transmit to the Secretary for Public Lands their objections, in
writing, within one month from this date.
A plan of this road may be seen at this Office, and at the Office of the Kianawah Divisional Board,
Wynnum.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORT IONS  104 AND 105, PARISH OF TINGALPA ,  INTENDED TO BE
.0
mm
P4
m
Desc ri ption of Road.
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
County of  Stanley,  Parish  of Tingalpa.
00 Land
Agent' s How Held.
District.
Freehold John Taylor
Chs. Lks. Links. A. a. P.
1 Along and within the entire 101  ...  Freehold  ... ...  Charles Reid  ...  90°16' 20 74 150 3 0 810
north boundary of portion 104
Along and within the entire 106 ... ditto  ... ... Charles  Hay Halkett  90° 0' 24  0 100 2 1 23
north boundary of portion 105
89-2108-News.
E.M.-13-3-89-P2.
o
ao
Owner
Lengths .
a
Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1889.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
i Council,  and in pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for  general information  that any parties entitled to compensation  in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road and their  claims for compensation on account  thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date  of service  of this notice ; and the said  parties are further  informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands  is willing  to treat for the purchase of the land which  has been
resumed  and the  amage that  may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR  ACCESS TO  A CROSSING OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS  A. PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon , County of Cardwell, District of North K ennedy.
0 0 -ate 0.may
a
Desc ription of Road. 04)a09', y40 How Held . Oc weer.n . Occupier. aT: Lengths. Iwo Area.
a
0 o0  d pA Fq
R3 x
Chs. Lks. Links. A. R. P.
1 A t ri angular piece of 37 ... Ingham ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0 ' 10 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south-east
corner of portion 37
Donnelly lar
REMAims.- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road  can be seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions in Ingham.
Department of Pub lic Lands,88-27198-F .  Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.E.M.-13-3-89-R2.
NOTICE OF  CONFIRMATION  OF NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  by and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public  Works  Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder ,  it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING OF THE DON RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert ,  District of North Kennedy.
00 0
a
Description of Road.
oo
°
Land
Agent's
District.
How Held . RegisteredOwner. Occupier. 1 Bearings. Lengths . v cQA Area.
c>a
i ' Chs. Lks. Links. A. R. P.
1 From the east boundary
of portion 68 north-
westerly through por-
tions 69 and 77 to the
Don River
68 Bowen ...
77
Unoccupied 302' 30' j 32 80 100 3 1 9
REMARaS.-No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road can be seen at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions  in Bowen.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.j T is hereby notified or general information,
that applications under the eighty -ninth section
of  "  '!he Crown Lands  Art  of  1884 "  have been
made for closing the undermentioned  Roads; and
all persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
Land Office,  Warwick  ;  Police Offices, Beenleigh;
Pine River ,  and Warwick  ;  and Post Offices, Jim-
boomba ,  Hamilton ,  and Killarney.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  it.  F.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved  ro ads Jimboomba 36 0 0
Divisional board, through portions
on account of 2, 15, 13, the Jim-
James Render- boomba Pre-emp-
son tive Purchase, and
portion 12
2 Ditto  ...  The branch road Moffatt ... 0 2 30
(south  -  westerly)
reserved thro ugh
portion 353
3 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating Jimboomba 5 120
portions 2 and 5
from portions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The road separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  portions60 ,68, and
on account of 69 from portions
W. G. Geddes 61, 62,  65, 66, 67,
and 83
Ditto ...  The  ro ad separating ditto ... 8 3 0
portions 70 and 71
from portions 72
and 73
6 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 10 0 0
portion 55 from
portions 56 and 57,
including  re serve
on Logan River
7 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  16 0 0
portions 62 and 63
from portions 65
and 64,  including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto . ..  The road and  re - ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 from
portion 67
9 Ditto .. .  The road and re- ditto  ... 22 3 20
serve separating
portions 53, 54, 55,
57, 58, 59, and 60
from portions 74,
72, 70, and 6s
10 The Cabooltu re  The  re served road Samsonvale 11 0 0
Divisional Board .  th ro ugh port ion
on account of 123
Hugh Strain About
11 The Caboolture Part of the road ditto ... 2 2 0
Divisional Board , (southerly)  re -
on account of served through
Robert Kenman portion 148
12 The Glengallan The reserved  ro ad Killarney 6 219
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portion
on account of 817
Henry Young
13 Ditto  ...  The reserved  ro ad ditto ... 3 2 0
through portion 3v
14 The Glengallan The reserved  ro ad ditto  ...  4 2 25
Divisional Board ,  through portion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
15/ The Glengallan The  ro ad separating ditto ... 1 1 5
Divisional Board ,  port ion 821A fro m
on account  of portion 2346
Charles Dagg
16 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto ... 3 0 0
Divisional Board ,  th ro ugh portion
on account of 2346
Charles H. Gibbs
17 The Glengallan The reserved  road ditto ... 14 3 0
Divisional Board ,  through port ions
on account of liv and Iv
Charles Dagg
Nora.-The closure of these  roads is  proposed to be carried out
in connection with  the opening  of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
"The Croton Lands Art of  1884 ' have been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Ingham, Mackay, and Townsville; the
Police Offices ,  Ingham, Eton, and Townsvi lle;
and the Post Offices, Halifax ,  Eton, and Townsville.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation. Parish. Area.
•1
•2
*3
4
5
t6
The Hinchin- The reserved three-
brook Divi- chain road through
atonal portion 242
Board, on
account of
H. J. Hoffen-
setz
The Hinchin•
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account ofMartintis
r ormann
The Hincbin-
brook Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Francis Her-
ron
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
Alan H.
Phelps
The Pioneer
Divisional
Board, on
account of
Beatrice X.
Harrison
(spinster)
The Thurin-
gowa Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Alex. Mc-
Kenzie
t7 The Thurin-
gowa Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Wm. Mo-
Elnea
The reserved three-
chain road  through
portion 233
A. ft. P.
Cordelia ... 2 1 7
ditto ...  5 232
The reserved three- ditto ...  8 3 34
chain road through
portion 232
The reserved road Abingdon 3 3 32
through portion
1355
A branch road ditto ... 2 3 0
through portion 806,
being a continu-
ation of the road
through portion
1355
The road forming the
eastern  boundary of
portion 400, from
its north-east cor-
ner south to one
chain north of the
north -wester nmost
corner of portion
399
The reserved road
through portion 399
Abbotsford 9 0 26
ditto ... 12 1 26
* NoTE.- The closure of these  ro ads is pro posed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of the new road to Dungeness.
t NorE.- The closu re  of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lai.ds,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 18b9.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.LT is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the eighty-ninth
section of  " I'ke Crown Lands Act of  1884" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within
two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  the Land,
Police, and Post Offices, Mackay.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLORTD.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area
A. R. P.
The Inspector Parts of the road sep- Bassett 0 3 34
of RoadSur -  arating portion 108A
veys,  on from the Quarry
account of Reserve
Edward
Garnier
NoTS.- The closure of this road is proposed to be  carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
application under the eighty-ninth  section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons  who may  consider  their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
Police Office, Pine River; and Post Office, Hamil-
ton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation.  Parish.
1 The Cabool -  The reserved road Samsonvale
ture Divi-  through portion 123
sional
Board, on
account of
Hugh Strain
2 The Cabool -  The reserved road ditto ...
ture Divi- through portion 148
sional
Board, on
account of  i
Robert Ken-
man
Area.
A.  It.  P.
11 0 0
5 0 0
NorE.-The  closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three mouths
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the said grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous descriptions; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-33006.
Date of Deed-1st March, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Hicks.
Land Granted-Portion 214,  County of Living.
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-'668 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  214.
Area-658 acres 1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Nankin Creek
at the north- east  corner of portion 67, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion bearing west
seventy- one chains  and fifteen links and passing
through a post fifty-two links from said creek ; on
the west by portion 496 and  a line  bearing north
eighty chains and thirty- nine  links ; on the north
by portion 467, parish of Cawarral, bearing east
eighty-one chains to Stony Creek ; and on the east
by that creek downwards to its confluence with
Nankin Creek ; and by that creek downwards to
to the paint of commencement ;-exclusive of
twenty-five acres reserved for road purposes, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor
General 's office.
No. of Deed-57/684.
Date of Deed-24th February, 1857.
Name of Grantee-John Bridges.
Land Granted-Portion  31, county of Stanley,
parish of Nundah.
Area-48 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Nundah, portion  31.
Area-48 acres 1 rood 35 perches.
Commencing at the north -east  corner of por-
tion 33, and bounded thence on the north by a
road bearing 91 degrees 14 minutes twenty chains
and eleven links ; on the east by a road bearing
180 degrees  56 minutes  twenty-three chains ninety-
nine  and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
road bearing west twenty  chains  and eight links ;
and on the west by portions 32 and 33 bearing
52 minutes twenty-four chains and twenty-five
links  to the point  of commencement  ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
No. of Deed-1047.
Date of Deed-26th November, 1860.
Name of Grantee-John James Galloway.
Land Granted-Portion  131, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area- 37 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  131.
Area- 39 acres 2 roods 22  perches.
Commencing at the south -east  corner of portion
10A, and bounded thence on the west by that por-
tion bearing north  fourteen chains  ; on the north-
west by lines  bearing  east thirty-one links, 55
degrees 50 minutes one chain  and eighty-three
links,  358 degrees 45 minutes two chains and sixty-
two links ,  355 degrees 35 minutes three chains and
forty links, 29 degrees three chains and sixty-five
links,  55 degrees  10 minutes eight chains and thirty-
links, 35 degrees 15 minutes three  chains  and thirty-
five links, and 84 degrees four  chains  and twenty-
links ; on the east by a road bearing 176 degrees
24 minutes  two chains and twenty- nine  and a-half
links , 172 degrees 64 minutes two chains and
twenty-nine links, 197 degrees 4 minutes three
chains and five and a-half links, 217 degrees 54
minutes four chains and thirty-seven and a-half
links, 180 degrees 14 minutes  nine  chains and forty-
six and a-half links, 151 degrees 24 minutes ten
chains and seventy- nine  links, 162 degrees 14
minutes two chains and thirty-eight  and a-half links;
and on the south by portion 50 bearing west
eighteen chains and eighty-nine links to the point
of commencement ;- as shown  on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-12120.
Date  of Deed-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee -Jacob  Jepsen.
Land  Granted - Portion  226 , county  of Stanley,
parish of Bu limba.
Area- 21 acres 2 roods 28 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  226.
Area-22 acres 341o perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
225, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing 89 degrees 59 minutes twenty chains
and sixty-nine and a-half links ; on the east by
portion 227 bearing 179 degrees 40 minutes ten
chains and fifty-four links ; on the south by a road
bearing 270 degrees 28 minutes twenty-three chains
and eight and a-half links ; and on the north-west
and west by a road bearing 34 degrees 50 minutes
three chains and twenty-nine links and 3 degrees
22 minutes seven chains and sixty-six and one-fifth
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
1371
No. of Deed-11675.
Date of Deed-25th May, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Wigbert Forster.
Land Granted-Portion  192, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-65 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  192.
Area-65 acres 3 roods 24 perches.
Commencing at the east corner of portion 187,
and bounded thence on the north by a road bearing
95 degrees twenty chains and ten links and 80 de-
grees 6 minutes eight chains and twenty-four and
three-quarter links ; on the south-east by portion
193 bearing 224 degrees 52 minutes forty-three
chains and sixty-seven links ; on the south-west by
portions 191 and 190 bearing 315 degrees 10 minutes
twenty chains and ten and a-half links ; and on
the north-west by portion 187 bearing 44 degrees
48 minutes twenty-three chains and ninety-five
links to the point  of commencement  ;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedgle hereunder
written being erroneous  in the partitulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony,  describe  the names of the intended
grantees  and the land intended to be granted,
to the intent that, by force of the Act  aforesaid,
the correct  names  and descriptions shall be taken
to have been inserted in the  said grants and in
every deed  containing  the erroneous  names and
descriptions;  and such grants  and every such deed
sha ll  operate  and be construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28434.
Date of Deed-12th May, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Thomas Bull.
Land Granted - Allotment 3 of  section 11, town
of Mitchell.
Area- 1 acre.
Nature of Error-The  name of the Grantee
having been inserted in the Deed as Thomas Bull
instead of Thomas James Bull, the correct name.
Nos. of Deeds-54696, 59112, 60213.
Dates of Deeds-7th March, 1884; 13th April,
1885 ;  22nd August, 1885.
Names of Grantees -- Charles Zacchariah  Ber-thean, Charles Zacchariah Bertheau, nd Charles
Zachrie Bertheau, respectively.
Lands Granted-Portion 14,  county of Cook,
parish  of Kalkie ;  area, 8 acres  1 rood. 4 perches.
Allotment 19 of section 7, town of Kolan ; area, 1
rood. Portion 966, county of Cook, parish of
Gregory ;  area ,  48 acres.
Nature of Errors-The  name of the Grantee
having been described in the Deeds respectively
as Charles Zacchariah Berthean, Charles Zacchariah
Bertheau, and Charles Zachrie Bertheau, instead of
Charles Zacharie Bertheau, the correct name.
No. of Deed-59/417.
Date of Deed-20th September, 1859.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land Granted-Portion  217, county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera.
Area- 5 acres 3 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion 217.
Area-4 acres 3 roods 12 perches.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 216,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a road
bearing 239 degrees  27  minutes seven chains and
twenty-five links ; on the south-west by a road
bearing 296 degrees 5 minutes three chains and one
nd a-quarter links; on the north-west by a road
bearing 15 degrees 2 minutes three chains and nine
links, and 33 degrees 12 minutes seven chains and
forty-six links; and on the north-east by portion
216 bearing 149 degrees 22 minutes seven chains
and ninety-seven and seven-tenths )irks to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-9A64.
Date of Deed-28th July, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Norah Lyons.
Land Granted-Portion 46,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley.
Area-24 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  46.
Area-24  acres  1 rood 1 perch.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 45,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a road
bearing 157 degrees 46 minutes ten chains and six
links ; on the south- east  by portion 47 bearing 68
degrees 1 minute twenty-four chains and ten
links ; on the north-east by a line bearing 337
degrees 46 minutes ten chains and seven links ; and
on the north-west by portion 45 bearing 248 degrees
twenty-four chains and six links to the point of
commencement  ;- as shown on  plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
No. of Deed-32875.
Date of Deed-6th February, 1877.
Name of Grantee-John Waters.
Land Granted-Portions 6  and 86, county of
Ward, parish of Logan.
Area- 115 acres.
AMENDED  AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portions 6
and  86.
Area - 123 acres 3 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the south -west corner of portion 5, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty -eight chains and forty links ; on the
north -east by a road bearing 162 degrees 35 minutes
twenty -four chains and three links to a small  creek ;
on the south- east  by that creek downwards to its
confluence with the Logan River ; and on the south-
west by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement  ;- as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-42510.
Date of Deed-18th November, 1880.
Name of Grantee-John Waters.
Land Granted-Portion  85, county of Ward,
parish of Logan.
Area-363 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Logan, portion 85.
Area-372 acres 2 roods 35 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Logan
River at the north-west corner of portion 98A, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion bearing
east thirty-seven chains and ninety links ; on the
east by portion 120 bearing 359 degrees 29 minutes
sixty-one chains and seventy- nine  links and by a
line and a road bearing 358  degrees 28  minutes
eleven  chains  and ninety links ; on the north by
portion 113 bearing 269 degrees 36 minutes forty-
six chains and nine links and by a line bearing
west to a small creek; on the north-west by that
creek downwards to its confluence with the Logan
River; and on the south-west by that river upwards
to the point of  commencement  ;-exclusive of a
surveyed road as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General' s office.
165 ziaix
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act Qf  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct descriptions shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said  grants  and in every deed
containing the erroneous descriptions ; and such
grants and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-72010.
Date of Deed-13th November, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Arthur Anthony Robinson.
Land Granted-Portion 34,  county of Ward,
parish of Barrow.
Area-1,159 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow, portion 34.
Area-1,144 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the south- west  corner of portion 38, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
89 degrees 40 minutes thirty-eight chains and
twelve links, and passing through a post fifteen
links from said creek, and by portion 66 bearing
88 degrees 43 minutes twelve  chains and  seventy-
four and three-tenths links ; thence by portion 344
bearing 158 degrees 43 minutes fifteen  chains and
seven links, 208 degrees 45 minutes eight chains
and fc,ur links , 131 degrees  4 minutes  thirty chains
and thirty-eight links, 6 degrees 23 minutes thirty
chains and twelve links, 88 degrees  25 minutes
twenty-five chains and ten links, 170 degrees 12
minutes  twenty-eight  chains  and fifteen links, 113
degrees 10 minutes  six chains  and two links, and
16 degrees 44 minutes thirty- five chains and six
links ; thence by lines bearing 135 degrees 14
minutes twenty-three  chains  and fifty links, 197
degrees forty-five chains and sixty links, 142
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty links, 225
degrees thirty chains, and 291 degrees  nine  chains ;
on the south by portion 33A bearing 269 degrees 48
minutes twenty-one chains and fourteen and a-half
links, 269 degrees 43 minutes fourteen chains and
eighty-two links, and west sixty-two chains and
seventy-two links ; on the west by a road bearing
332 degrees five chains and fifty-five links, 338
degrees 48 minutes three chains and fifty-three
links, 350 degrees  55 minutes  five chains and thirty-
two links, 347 degrees  25 minutes  five chains and
twenty-five links, 335 degrees 4 minutes three
chains and seventy-six links, 345 degrees  9 minutes
three chains and seventy-two links, 357 degrees 57
minutes  three chains and thirty-two links, 348
degrees 13 minutes five chains and thirty-eight
links, 334 degrees 41 minutes three chains and
nine  links, 334 degrees 52 minutes three  chains and
forty-two links, 345 degrees 11 minutes three
chains and sixty links, 353 degrees 7 minutes four
chains, and 7 degrees 10 minutes three chains and
nineteen and a-half links to Saltwater Creek ; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement  ;-exclusive of eight acres twenty-
one perches for a surveyed road and a further area
of fifteen acres reserved for road purposes , as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General' s office.
No. of Deed-65502.
Date of Deed-15th September, 1886.
Name of Grantee-Robert Joseph Logan.
Land Granted-Portion  206, county of Stanley,
parish of Moggill.
9.rea- 653 acres  1 rood 2 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
Cuunty of Stanley, parish of Moggill,  portion 206.
Area- 639 acres  2 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
19, and bounded thence on the north by portions
78, 77, 76, and 197 bearing 270 degrees 10 minutes
fifty- seven chains  and eighty-three links, by a line
bearing 180 degrees 12 minutes one chain, and by
a road bearing 270 degrees 12 minutes forty-one
chains and eighty-two links ; on the west by por-
tions 204 and 259 bearing south sixty-five chains
and seventeen  links; on the south by the  last-men-
tioned portion and portion 207 bearing east ninety-
nine chains  and sixty-two links ; and on the east by
portions 207, 54,  55, a line,  portions 56, 57 , a line,
and portion 19 bearing north sixty-five chains and
eighty-three links to the point  of commencement ;-
exclusive  of thirteen  acres two  roods thirty-five
perches for surveyed  roads ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
NOTICE.
SELECTORS under  " The Crown Lands Alien-
ation  Act of  1876"  who may desire to sur-
render their titles under that Act, and receive
instead thereof  a lease under  Part IV. of  "The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," are hereby required
to lodge applications in connection therewith at
the Land Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 17th August, 1885.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 17th  September 1886.
HIS Excellency  the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the  advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all  Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants ,  and Senior -Constables of
Police  have been appointed ,  by virtue of their
Office as Members  of the  Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts ,  under the provisions of  " The
Crown  Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts of Banana ,  Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg ,  Charters Towers, Clermont ,  Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone ,  Goondiwindi .  Gympie, Hugh-
enden ,  Ingham ,  Inglewood ,  Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan ,  A anango ,  Ravenswood ,  Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence  (part only), Stanthorpe ,  Surat,
Taroom ,  and Townsville ,  showing all land open for
selection ,  both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course of preparation .  A number of them will
shortly be on view, and the remainder will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps  at the Head Office in Brisbane will be
charted up each day, so as to show all land actually
open ffir selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER  C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th April, 1889.j T is hereby notified or general information, that
the undermentioned Islands, in the Land Agent's
District of St .  Lawrence, will be opened for Occupa-
tion License ,  under Part V. of  "The Crown Lands
Act of  1884," at the Land Agent 's Office, St.
Lawrence ,  on and after WEDNESDAY, the
Twenty-second day of May ,  1889, at an Annual
Rental of £2 per square mile.
All  information respecting the boundaries and
situation of the Islands may be obtained b  applica-tion to the local Land Agent ,  or to  the Under
Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
89-7959-L. 1a.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM  PATTISON.
THE ST. LAWRENCE LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
NORTHUMBERLAND  ISLEs GROUP.
Percy No. 1 Island.
About 5 square miles.
Percy No. 9 Island.
About 9 square miles.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th April, 1889.
I N  Pursuance of the Commonage Regulations ofthe 1st March, 1877 ,  established under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  it is hereby
notified for general information , that  the Members
of the Drayton Shire Council have appointed
Master FRED.  F. Ross to be an Inspector of the
Drayton Town and Agricultural District Common,
for twelve months, from 1st instant ,  and the
Secretary for Public Lands has confirmed the
appointment.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
P RODUCERS are invited to forward to the
Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat, Maize, Sugar, Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small quantities. The wheat should
be in the ear, with the straw attached, as well as in
the grain ; the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unginned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown will be acceptable, together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all cases the ,names of the producers, and the
locality where grown, should be attached to the
exiibits. <PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Chief Engineer's Office, S. and C. D.,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1889.
EXAMINATION FOR RAILWAY SURVEYORS.IT is hereby notified, in accordance with Rules
printed in full in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 19th January, 1889, that an Examination
of suitable Candidates will be commenced at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane, on WED-
NESDAY, the Twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
HENRY C. STANLEY, .
Chief Engineer.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th  April, 1889.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
N and  Book of Reference of the Ninth Section
of the  Central  Railway , in length 54 miles 63 chains
9  links ,  have been approved and confirmed ; and
that ,  in pursuance of the seventeenth section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the Line above
referred to, according to the Map or Plan and
Book of Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this
Office.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BUNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.
I OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
1 in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th March,
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
TO IRONFOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
1 Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Manufacture of One Hundred (100) Sets of Switch
Gear.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Switch
Gear."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Brisbane; Locomotive
Office, Ipswich; and Engineers' Offices, Toowoomba
and Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must-be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from the usual notification of acceptance,
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner f6r Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T HE Tender of THE QUEENSLAND RAILWAY
CAMRIAGE, WAGON, AND TRAMCAR COMPANY,
LIMITED, for the Construction of 1 Composite
Carriage, I Goods Brake Van, 1 Convertible
Vehicle, 1 Covered Wagon, 1 Cattle or Horse
Wagon, 4 Open Wagons, and 6 Rail or Timber
Wagons, has been accepted. Amount, £1,600.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T
HE Tender of THE QUEENSLAND RAILWAY
CARRIAGE, WAGON, AND TRAMWAY Col PA_xv,
LIMITED, for the Construction of Two (2) First
Class Carriages and One (1) Second Class Carriage,
for the Emu Park Railway, has been accepted.
Amount, £1,516.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
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Department of Mines and Works,
18th April, 1889.
TENDERS. .
r
ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars, see  Govern-
ment Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette contain- Place and Date to which Tendertug original notice.  can be received.
Bszs $ANE-Additions, Parliament Buildings ... 9th February,
' Mines and Works Office,
1889 j Brisbane ; 26th April,
1889.
Mines and Works Office,
JUNDAH-Police Station 16t h March, 1889...
Brisbane; Police Station,
Jundah; and Court House,
Blackall; 26th April,
1889.
CUNNAMULLA-Additions Court House 23r d March 1
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court889, ... ... , ... H C lla 3rdouse, unnamu ,
May, 1889.
CUNNAMLLA-New Post and Telegraph Office ... ditto
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane; and Post
Office, Cunnamulla ; 3rd
May, 1889.
NOBMANTON- Quarters Sergeant  of Police ditto
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
, ... ... House, Normanton ; 3rd
May, 1889.
BnisnANS--Turret Clock, Lands Office ... ... 30th March, 1
Mines and Works Office,
889 ... Brisbane ; 26th April,
C 1889.
MAoxAY-Turret Clock, Post and Telegraph Office ...
ditto
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane; and Post Offices,
andTownsvilleMackay...TowxsvzLLn--Turret Clock, Post Office ... ... ,,
Rockhampton ; 26th
WINDO$AS-Quarters for Sergeant  of Police ... ... ditto ...
April, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane; Police Station,
Windorah; and Court
House, Blackall; 10th
May, 1889.
BazsBAN$- Ward for  Sick  Patients , Immigration  DepMt,
I 6th A ril 1889
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ; 26th April,p ...Kangaroo  Point ... ... ... ... ... ,1889.
RocKHABPTow- Drainage Government  Buildings North
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ;  and Court, , ditto tR khHstreet . .. ... ... ... ... on ;ampocouse,
NoxxANTON -New Post Office  and Quarters  ... ... ... ditto
26th April, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane; and PostOffice,
Normanton  ; 17th May,
1889.
NoaxANTox-New Bonded  Store and  Custom House ... ditto
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Custom,
House, Normanton ; 17th
May, 1889.
EvLo-Additions, Police Station ... ... ... ... 13th April, 1889 ...
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane; Police Station,
Eulo ; and Court House,
Cunnamulla ; 17th May,
1889.
TnOZsDLY ISLAND-Residence  for Sub-Collector of Customs
Croydon-Police Stables ... ... ... ...
Mines and  Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Custom
ditto ... Houses, Thursday Island
ditto
and Normanton ; 23rd
May, 1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane ; and Court
Houses, Croydon and
Normanton ; 23rd May
1889.
GLEN CAMERON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
TENDERS.
','ENDERS are invited for the undermentioned Bublie Works. For full particulars , see  Government
Gazette.
Nature of Work. Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date  to which Tendering original notice .  can be received.
Queensland Railways,  S. and C. D.-Central Railway-- ' 2nd February,  1889 f Railway Office, Brisbane ;Contract for Works 24th May, 1889.
Superstructure of Bridge over  the Burnett River at Bunda- f Railway Office, Brisbane ;berg  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6th April, 1889
... t 3rd May, 1889.Erdetion  of Engine -Shed at Woolloongabba ... ...
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Week ending 14th April,  1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889 -Total Tr°fficto .late ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending  14th April ,1889...
C )rrespondling week last year...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic todate
1888 -Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 14th April, 1889 ...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1889 - Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease ...
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No. of
Miles open
for Traffic.
TRAFFIC  1ARN[N(3S.
e abeen R ere'
Ma, es.
Goods and Live
Stook
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
j 1; r. d. I  B a. d. £
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILW.&Y.
873 2,600 13 2 4,173 19 0 277 13 7
815 2,532 15 3  4,918 10  5  224 15  6
... 67 17 11
74411 5
62 18 1
... ...
... ...
8W16 8 151 4 4 13 14 5
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
151 369 3 2 715 1 6 39 6 11
151 457 19 10 866 5 9 53 1 4
...
BIIND ABERG RAILWAY.
66 102 10 5 193 6 2
66 113 6 0 217 15 11
... 16'14  7 24* 9 9
...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Week ending 14th  April,  1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889  -Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
Week ending  14th April,  1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ... ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Decrease...
Week ending 14th April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase... ...
Decrease
18 89 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 14th April, 1889...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic todate ...1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Inc rease ... ...
Week ending 14th  April,  1889...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total  Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ..
Total Decrease ... 6.6
492  454 18  3  1,997 19  3 41 0 9
463 343 8 5 2,851 2 7 45 12 2
111 9 10
8533 4 411 5
£ a. d
7,052 6 9
7,676 1 2
623 15 6
116,834 4 9
113,283 16 2
£3,550 9 7
1,123 11 6
1,377  6 11
253 15 5
17,398 3 9
18,635 12 6
£1,237 8 9
8 10 4 304 6 11
12 19 9 344 0 8
4- 9 5
...
41,769 4 835,322 10  7
MACKAY RAILWAY....
31 30  17 4 20 3 5 3 18 8
81 49 16 10 42 10 7 4 1 7
18 18 6 22 7 2 0 2 11
'39 13 9
4,749 1 2
6,088 2 0
2339 010
2,493 18 3
3,240 3 2
746 4 11
£6,446 14 1
54 19 5
96 8 0
41 8 7
905 9 3
1,593 8 1
...
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
260 441 5 10 1,453 8 0 116 0 5 2,009 14 3
260 462 8 1 2,10810 6 38 14 2 2,60912 9
21 2 3 655 2 6
76 6 3
32,518 0 633,838 17  8
.CAIRNS  RAILWAY. •. ...
9 33 15  4 31 4 3 0 4 2
8 39 0 1 14 18 10 0 12 1
5...4
9
16 5 6
0 7 11
1,719 0 10
906 0 11
67
51
too
COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
59 1 8 120 17 6 16 10 5
49 10 10 81 18 8 8 10 6
9 10 10 38 18 10 8 0 0
... ... ...
£687 18 10
599 18 6
£820 17 2
66 3 9
54 11 0
10 12 9
£812 19 11
196 9 7
139 19 11
56 9 8
1,643 8 6
1,649 18 8
£6 10
F. CIIRNOW,  Commissioner for Railways.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
flRANCHES of the above  are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland, Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vale,
Esk, Eton, Fernvale, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympie,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondarpan,
Xilkivaa, Killarne, Koojarewon, Laidley, uy-
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millehester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra, Nanango,
Nerang Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Creek (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Shipp-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, Sout-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island, Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing 2100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding 2100, but not
exceeding 2200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent,
per annum  on 2100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder ;
on deposits  exceeding  2200, the above  rates of
interest  will be payable on 2200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.THE following Notice to  Mariners is  pub-lished. for general  information.
WILLIAM PATTISON.
[Extract  from  New Zealand Gazette , 4th April,
1889.]
No. 9 of  1889.
LIGHT ON CUVIER ISLAND, EASTERN EN-
TRANCE TO HAURAKI GULF, NEW
ZEALAND.
Marine Department,
Wellington, N.Z., 3rd April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a Lighthouse is in
course of erection on Ouvier Island, and it is
anticipated that the light will be ready for exhibition
about the month of August next.
The following is a description of the light that
will be exhibited :-The lighthouse is situated on
the eastern end of Cuvier Island, at the eastern
entrance to Hauraki Gulf. The light will be a
first order revolving white light, attaining its
greatest brilliancy once every thirty seconds.
Due notice will be given of the exact date when
this light will be exhibited.
GEO. FISHER,
For the Minister having Charge of the
Marine Department.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 9 of  1889.
ALTERATION IN WIDE BAY BAR.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Main Channel
over  Wide  Bay Bar has again shifted further
to the northward.
On entering ,  the square leading beacons are now
to be kept open two widths to the northward, until
the Inskip Point beacons are open two widths to
the westward .  A vessel should then haul up, and
keep the latter beacons in this position, until the
spit on the eastern side of the Channel is passed,
when they should at once be brought into line
again, to avoid a small spit running out from the
West  side of the Channel. The usual course may
then be followed.
In bad weather, great caution must be taken in
using this Channel, and at present it should not be
used at night.
There is a depth of 11 feet at low -water springs
in the South Channel.
G. P. HEATH , Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  12th April, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  10  of  1889.
WIDE BAY BAR.
ALTERATION IN LEADING BEACONS AND
LIGHTS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the position ofthe Square Leading Beacons for crossing
Wide Bay Bar, having been shifted, they are now
to be used in line.
The Leading Lights for crossing the Bar will no
longer be exhibited, but will shortly be used in the
South Channel.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1889.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SPEED OF VESSELS PASSING LYTTON
WHARVES.NOTICE is hereby given , that  while the barges
forming a landing -stage are moored at the
Upper Lytton Wharf,  vessels coming up the river
are to slow their engines when passing the black
buoy off the Boat Passage  ;  and when  going  down
the river ,  when abreast the red light above Lytton,
stopping their engines when passing the Barges.
G. P. HEATH , Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  15th April, 1889.
NOTICE TO TENDERERS FOR LIGHTHOUSE,
BOOBY ISLAND.
T
HE  time for opening Tenders for the Light-
house, Booby Island, is extended to Noon,
on SATURDAY, 27th April.
G. P. HEATH, Commander, R.N.,
Portmaster
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
HARBOURS AND RIVERS, QUEENSLAND.
TIMBER PUNT FOR CLAM-SHELL
DREDGE.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane, until Noon of SATURDAY, the
27th instant, for the Construction of a Timber Punt
for a Clam-Shell Dredge.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Office of the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers,
Edward street, Brisbane, and the Harbours and
Rivers Offices, Maryborough and Rockhampton.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
E. B. CULLEN.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
Under Secretary.
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Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
A COPY of the New Enlarged Chart,  shewing
c changes  of  weather in progress , published
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens.
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to  any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  per annum in advance.
Apply to  Clement  L. Wragge, Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
W. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
PHARMACY BOARD OF QUEENSLAND.
i T is hereby notified thatJOHN BARBER THORNTON,
having satisfied the Board as to his qualifications,
has, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Pharmacy Act of  1884," been registered as a Phar-
maceutical  Chemist in Queensland.
By Order of the Board,
WM. J. B. MAUGHAN,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1889.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend  CHRISTIAN CHRISTENSEN, a
Minister of the Scandinavian Lutheran Denomina-
tion, having removed from South Brisbane, in the
Registry District of Brisbane, to Maryborough, in
the Registry District of Maryborough, has given
me due notice thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Marriage Act  of 1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
T T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Reverend JAMES ADAMS NOLAN, a Min-
ister of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination,
having removed from Brisbane, in the Registry
District of Brisbane, to Ipswich, in the Registry
District of Ipswich ,  has given me due notice thereof,
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend DANIEL  BREEZE, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed f rom Fassifern ,  in the  Registry District
of Fassifern, to Southport, in the Registry District
of Logan, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified or public information, that
the Reverend JAMES SPALDING, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Westwood ,  in the Registry District
of Westwood ,  to St .  Lawrence ,  in the Registry
District of St .  Lawrence ,  has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby iotified for public information, that
the Reverend WILLIAM PEARSON, a Minister
of the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Bundaberg, in the Registry District
of Bundaberg, to Nundah, in the Registry District
of Caboolture, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 17th  April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby  notified for public information, that
the Reverend THOMAS THATCHER,  a Minister
of the Primitive  Methodist  Denomination ,  having
removed from  Laidley, in the  Registry District of
Moreton West ,  to T)ugandan , in the Registry
District  of Fassifern, has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Marriage  Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified, for public information, that
the Reverend JENS CHAURINVS LARSEN, a
Minister  of the  Scandinavian  Lutheran Denomi-
nation , residing at Highgate Hill, South Brisbane,
in the Registry District of Brisbane, has been
duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion authorised
to celebrate Marriages in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the provisions of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAgENEY,
Registrar-General.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1889.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Eleventh day of May next, in
conformity with the provisions of the ninety-fifth
section of  " The Real Property Act of  1861," to
dispense with the production of Certificate of Title
No. 30663, Register Book, volume 211, folio 165,
for allotment 13 section 2, town and parish of
Bundaberg, containing one rood, in favour of John
Fallows Boreham, and will then permit a lease
from the said John Fallows Boreham to Samuel
Hull to be endorsed on the duplicate of the said
Certificate of Title, Register Book volume and
folio aforesaid, the said original Certificate of Title
being in the  possession  of the Manager of the Bank
of New South Wales' at Bundaberg, who refuses
to produce the same for the purpose of such
registration.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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TRANSMISSION  BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
NOTICE is heraby given, that applications have been made for the Registration of Transmission ofTitle to the Lands hereinafter mentioned. Particulars of such applications  are given  below, and
any person desiring to oppose  must  do so by lodging a Caveat, on or before the day specified, at the
Principal Office, in Brisbane, unless the lands are situated within the Central or Northern District, in
which case the Caveat must be lodged at the local District Registry at Rockhampton or Townsville.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
Simon Fraser ,  late of
Brisbane ,  auctioneer
Date of
Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
1889.
8 Jan . Lucy Ann Fraser, of
South Brisbane,
widow
William John Brown,  28 Feb . Mari on Maud Brown, of
late of Brisbane,
solicitor
Brisbane, widow
William John Brown, 28 Feb . Mari on Maud Brown, of
late of Brisbane, Brisbane, widow
solicitor
1888.
James Buchanan, late: 18 Dec . Bridget Theresa Bucha-
of Maryborough, nan, of  Maryborough,
licensed surveyor widow
James Buchanan, afor e- 18 Dec. Bridget Theresa Bucha-
said nan, aforesaid
Description
and Situation of Land.
Section 2 of portions 147 and
148, subdivisions 1, 2, 13, 14,
15, 16, of section 3, and subdi-
visions 1 and 2 of section 4 of
portion 229, parish of Yeerong-
pilly ; re-subdivisions 125 and
126 of subdivision 246 of por-
tion 14,  and subdivisions 155
to 158 and 224 to 228 of po rt ion
53, pari sh of Nerang  ;  subdi-
vision 15 of section 1, and
suburban allotment 17 of
section 185, parish of Mary-
borough  ;  allotments 1 to 8,
10, 11, and 26 of section 2, and
allotment 4 of section 3, town
of Caloundra  ;  also the follo w-
ing lands in the pari sh of
Enoggera,--subdivisions 3, 4,
and 7 of section G of po rt ion
213, subdivisions 11 and 12 of
section 2, and subdivision 3 of
section 3, of portion 233, sub-
divisions 11 and 12 of port ion
279, and subdivisions 15 to 24
of section 2 of port ion 342 ;
also the following lands in the
parish of Bulimba ,- subdivi-
sions IA  to  15A, subdivisions
6, 9, 10, and 14 of section 1,
subdivisions  1 to 17  of section
2; subdivisions 1 to 5, 9, and
15 of section 3; subdivisions
1, 2, 9 to 11 and 15 to 17, of
section 4.  subdivisions 1, 2,
and 6  to 17,  section 5,  subdivi-
visions 1  to 17 of  section 6,
subdivisions 1 to 17 of section
7, subdivisions 1 to 17 of sec-
tion 8, subdivisions 1 to 14 of
section 9,  subdivisions 1, 11,
15, and 16 of section 10, sub-
divisions 1, 6, and  10 to 17 of
section 11, subdivisions 1 to 17
of sections 12, 13,  14, and 15
re spectively ,  subdivisions 5, 6,
and 11 to 17 of section 16, and
the whole of sections 17 and
18, of  portion  70; also re-sub-
divisions  107 to  110, and 133 to
136, of subdivision 6 of portion
112 ; the following in the parish
of Nundah,-re-subdivisions 9
and 137 of subdivision 2 of
po rt ion 26; also allotment 13
of section 25, parish of South
Bri sbane ,  city of Brisbane,
and re-subdivision 23 of subdi-
vision n of portion 182, subdi-
vision 34 of suburban allot-
ment 154, re -subdivisions 1
and 2 of subdivision IA, and
the whole  of subdivision 2A, of
portion 155, parish of South
Brisbane
Subdivision 1 of portion 216,
city  of Bri sbane ,  parish of
North Brisbane
Subdivisions 436 and 437 of sec-
tion 1 of portion 1, parish of
R,edland
Subdivision 2-of allotment 2 of
section 205, parish of Mary-
borough
Allotment 6 of section 93, town
of Maryborough ; portion 57
and po rt ion  1037,  parish of
Young; subdivisions 23 and 24
of section 15, portion 71, parish
of Maryborough ;  subdivisions
3 and 4 of section 9 of port ion
25, and portion 13, parish of
Burrum  ;  and subdivisions 10
and 11 of section 2 of portion
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
I 1889.
Fee-simple Will dated 5 Jan- 27 May
uary, 1889
Fee-simple
Fee-simple
Pee-simple
Pee-simple
Will dated 22 June, 20 May187 6
'Wit dated 22 June, may
1876
Will dated  6 No- 27 May
vember, 1888
Will dated 6 No- 27 May
vembe r, 18 8
4, and portion 1212,  parish  of
trangan
Edward Hunn Bowers ,  14 Oct .  Mary Ann Bowers .  of Subdivision I of portions 2 and Fee -simpl As Adm nis trig May
late of Eight-mile Spring Creek, near 2A, and portion 1, parish of
Plains, farmer Brisbane ,  widow Yeerongpilly ; and portion 24,
parish of Mitchell
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Name of  Deceased
Proprietor.
Prederich Augustus
Muller ,  late of Bris-
bane ,  freeholder
Patrick  Kell y, late of
Pine Grove, near
Roma ,  farmer
Emily Vickers, wife of
Christopher  Simpson
Vickers,  late of Logan
River
William Edwin  Naylor,
otherwise Thomas
Naylor ,late of Winton,
cordial manufacturer
James Greedy ,  late of
Cairns, labourer
John King ,  late of
Cairns ,  hotel -keeper
Date of
Death.
TRANSMISSION BY  DEATH- continued.
Name
of Claimant.
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
FU,9
1889.
Fee-simple Will dated 7 March, 27  May
1898.
15 May Francis Augustus
Muller ,  of Marburg,
bank manager; Otto
Hagen ,  of Brisbane,
manufacturing sta-
tioner ;  and Charles
Henry Ward, of War-
wick ,  chemist
26 Oct .  Bridget Regan ,' wife of
John Regan, of Pine
Gro ve, farmer
1872.
26 May Walter Horatio Wilson
and William John
Brown ,  of Brisbane,
solicitors
1888.
3 July
Allotments 7 and 8 of section 46,
city  of Brisbane ,  parish of 1884
South Brisbane  ;  subdivision 4
of allotments 3 and 4 of section
1, city of Brisbane ,  parish of
North Brisbane ;  and subdivi-
sion 58  of section 3 of portion
51, parish of Nundah
Portion  327, parish  of Euthulla  Fee-simple As Administratrix 27 May
Subdivision 14 of portion 1,  Fee-simple Will dated 20 May, 27 May
parish of Mackenzie 1872, and Order of
Supreme Court
dated 9 January,
1889
CENTRAL DISTRICT.
Mary Naylor , of Winton, I  Allotment 18 of section 3, town
widow of Winton
Fee-simple Will dated 2 July,
1888
3 June
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
27 Apr il  Ernest Davies Graham, Subdivisions 9 and 11 of sub- Fee-simple As Administrator ...  3 June
of Cairns ,  solicitor urban all otment 2, and subdi-
vision 26 of suburban allotment
4, of section 5; subdivision 14
of suburban allotment 1, and
subdivision 30 of suburban
allotment 2, of section 18,
parish of Cairns
1885.
12 June Annie Maria King ,  of Allotment 18 of section 39, town Fee-simple Will  dated 8 De- 3 June
Townsville ,  widow ,  of Townsville
licensed  victualler
comber, 1885
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles '  Office,  Registrar  of Titles.
Brisbane , 20th April, 1889.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rAKE  Notice ,  that appli  cations have been made to bring the Lands described below under the
r  provisions  of  " The  Real  Property Acts of  1861 and 1877."  Any person desiring to oppose R ill
requ ire to lodge ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in Form B of said  Acts, on  or before the day named.
Description and Situation of Land.1; Name of  Applicants. Date within which a Caveatmay be Lodged.
Allotments  18 and 19 of section 6, town of Gladstone  Edith Turich ,  of Kelvin  Grove, 24th May, 1889.
near Brisbane, widow
Allotments,  11 and 12 of section 80,  town of Mary- Lucy Priddy,  of Maryborough, 24th  May, 1889.
borough widow
Allotment 2 of section 49, town of Warwick  ... ...  Mary Frances O'Sullivan,  of 24th  May, 1889.
Warwick, widow
Registrar of Titles '  Office, THO. MY•LNE,
Brisbane,  18th  April ,  1889. Registrar of Titles.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Geham Cemetery, for the
year ended 31st December, 1888, is pub li shed for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE on account  of the  GEHAM CEMETERY,  for the YEAR ended
31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
1888 .  £ s. d. £ s. d.
To Balance  ... ... ... ... ...  17 10 6 By Stationery and Stamps ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ Amount Received for Groupd for Graves 8  12 6 „ Balance  ... ...  26 7 0
„ Amount Received for Defining Selected
Ground  ... ... ... ...  0 5 0
£26 8 0 £26 8 0
We, the  undersigned , Trustees of the Geham Cemetery, do solemnly  and sincerely  declare that
the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended 31st December,  1888, is correct; and
we make this solemn declaration  believing  the same to  be true, and by virtue of  The Oaths Act of
1867."
JOHN MUNRO,
EDWARD ROBINSON,  Trustees.
JOSEPH KAHLEIt,
Declared before me, at Geham , this ninth day of April, 1889,
GEORGE SAY, J,P.
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Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1889.
T
KE following Abstract of Receipts  and Disbursements on account  of the Thursday  Island  Cemetery'
from 1st May, 1888, to 1st March,  1889, is  published  for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and DISBURS EMENTS on account of the THURSDAY ISLAND CEMETERY, from 1sT
MAY, 1888, to 18T MARCH, 1889.
1888. DR. CR.
8th May- £ s.
To Loan Account ... ... ... ... 100 0
Revenue Account.
D. Binnie, Interment ... ... ... 5 12
6th August-M. Dwyer ... ... ... ... 5 12
10th September-
Mrs.Braidwood, Donation ... ... 1 0
1st  October-V. R. Bowden, Donation ... ...  2 2
5th December-D. Manilla, Child's Interment ... ... 5 12
28th December-
„ Ibritum, on account Ground ... ... , 2 0
1889.
15th January-
George Pearson, Interment Child ... 5 12
„ Capt. Cairncross, Interment Child ... 5 12
„ J. T. Dewar, Interment Child... ... 5 12
11th February- ,
d. 1888.
0 8th May-
By Interment Expenses, G.
6 Gummow ,  on account
Binnie ... ...
6 28th June-
2 6 6
,, Fence Account, W. Cohen... ... 40 0 0
0 3rd November -
„  Sundries-
0 Cheque  Book  ... 0 2 1
Clerical Assistance ... 1 1 0
6 B. P. and Co. .. ... 0 19 6
Willmett and Co., Registrar 2 6 0
0 Advertising ... ...  3 8 0
3rd August-
6 „ Fence Account-
6 Fence, W. Cohen ... ... 48 7 5
6 Wire,  dec., B . P. and Co.... 10 14 2
P. Mani ll a,  on account Re-interment  Child 5 12 6
„ Ditto Headstone  ... ...  1 0 0
„ D. Binnie, Headstone Expenses ... 1 0 0
Iatum ,  Interment  ... ...  5 12 6
Binghi  (Boy), Interment ... 4 7 6
7 16 7
59 1 7
3rd August, 1888, to 11th February, 1889-89-Interment Expenses  ... ... ... 18 11 6
Cash in Q.N. Bank (as per  book ) ... 28 13 4
£156 9 6 £156 9 6
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Thursday Island Cemetery, certify that the above Abstract
is correct in every detail.
ARTHUR E. SALTER , Chairman,
H. DUBBINS,  Trustees.
JAMES T. DEWAR,
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on account of the Mackay Cemetery for theyear ended 31st December, 1888, is published for general information.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
STATEMENT showing the  RECEIPTS  and EXPENDITURE  on account  of the MACKAY  CEMETERY  during the
YEAR ended the 31sT day  of DECEMBER, 1888.
RECBIPTB.
£ a. d.
To Interment  Fees received  during the
Year ... ... ... ... ... 117 4 0
„ Government Loan ... ... ... 100 0 0
£217 4 0 £217 4 0
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Mackay Cemetery, do solemnly declare the above to be a
true and correct statement of moneys received and expended to the 31st December, 1888, and make this
solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  "The Oaths Act of
1867."
GEo. H. CROxPTON, Secretary. DANIEL SHEPHERD,
ED. REID, Trustees.
GEORGE SMITH,
Declared and signed at Mackay, before me, this fourth day of April, 1889,
Wx. GEO. IIOPt ES,J.] V,
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d.
By Overdraft, A.J.S. Bank, 31st Decem-
ber, 1887  ... ... ... ... 45 3 8
„ Sexton 's Salary  ... ... ... 104 11 10
Secretary's Salary  ... ... ... 30 0 0
Stationery, Stamps, &o. ... 1 4 2
Tools, &c. .. ... ... 1 13 6
Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... 1 9 9
Credit  Balance,  A.J.S. Bank, 31st
December,  1888  , ... ... ... 33 1 1
£ s. d. £ s. d.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
1
TIIE following General Abstract,
 Showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Bank of Australasia, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from  the  several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter  from the 31st  December,
 1888, to 31st March, 1889, ispublished in conformity with the second section ofthe Act of Council, 4 Victoria
 No. 130.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GBNBBAL
 ABSTRACT  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of Tns BANK OF AUSTRALASIA
,  within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the QUARTER from the 31ST DECEMBER ,  1888 ,  to 31ST MARCH 1889.
LIABILITIES.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing Interest
t Bearing Interest ...
Bills in  CirculationNot bearing InterestBearing Interest
Balances due  to other Banks ...
Deposits ... Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
36,726 8 4
6,035 15 10
290,585 4 0
288,611 8 5
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
36,726 8 4
6,035 15 10
579,196
 12
 5
Total Average of Liabi lities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
£621,95816 7
1,600,000 0 0
Rate of the  Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders - per cent .  per annum  ...
 12 10 0
Amount of the Last Dividend  declared ... ... ... 100,000 0 0
An ount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
 ... ...
 800,000 0 0
iI
ASSETS .  AMOUNT.
Coined
 G old and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars ... ...
Stamp Account
 ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property  ...  ...  ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks  ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,
 including Notes,
Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total
 Average of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
139,507 8 7
24,347 5 6
488 19 7
36,246 5 8
7,293 7 8
1,065,860 11 2
... £1,273 ,74318 2
J. A. P. BALBIRNIE •VANCE ,  Manager.
F. J. TOWNSEND ,  Accountant.
I, John Arthur Patrick Balbirnie-Vance,  make oath that, to the best of my knowledge and belief the foregoing  Abstract  is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount  of Liabilities  and Assets of the,
above Bank during the period specified ;  and that  the same was  made up from the Weekly
 Statements
 thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
Sworn before me ,  at Brisbane ,  this thirteenth day of April ,  1889. J. A. P. BALBIRNIE•VANCE,
ROBBBT BBB.HLBY,
 Justice of the Peace. Manager  at Brisbane.
ASSESSMENT.
.Ts. tMaThe duty  on the  within-mentioned sum of  £ 36,726
 8s. 4d., being one quarter ' s composition
 of the duty payable on the  annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the year  1889, by the
C folony oBank ofAAustralasia ,  in the Queensland , is assessed  at the sum of
 £ 275 8a. 10d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the sixteenth day of April, 1889, the sum of  £ 275 8s. 10d., for the duty
 assessed as above.
lfntd.-CHes ,
 F. DBIVBa. For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the  management  of that Insti-
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
RETURN  FOR THE  WEEK ENDING 13TH DAY OF
APRIL, 1889.
Number of Inmates remaining  in Asylum
t d t fa a e o previous Report
... ... 514
Number  since  admitted ...
... ... 7
Number returned from leave
... ... 4
525
Number discharged
... 1
Number  died ..
.. ... 2
Number absent on leave..
... 4
7
Number remaining at date hereof ... 518
Admissions during the week :
William Scully, 72, labourer, from Rockhampton
Hospital ; last employed at Barcaldine Station by Mr.
Hodson, overseer.
James Ellis, 70, bush labourer, from Blackall Hos-
pital ; last employed by Messrs. Oliver and Smith,
Avington Station, Mitchell District.
William Edward Grow, 73,  seaman, from  Rockhamp-
ton Hospital ; last employed by Mr. William Thompson,
carrier, Westwood, near Rockhampton.
John Wood,  53, miner , from Charters Towers Hos-
pital; last employed by Mr. Patrick Leahy, miner,
Charters Towers.
George Nadra, 60, labourer, from Maryborough Hos-
pital ; last employed by Mr. Broadbent, Mondure,
Burnett District.
Peter Brand, 69, labourer, from Brisbane Depot ;
last employed on Wellshot Station, Blackall, by the
New Zealand and Australian Land Company.
James Rogers , 70, cook, from Rockhampton Hospital ;
last  employed by Mr. G. Fairbairn, Peak Downs Station.
Discharged  during the week :
James  Hay, 66, journalist ; admitted 12th June,
1888.
Deaths during  the week :
Frederick Coe, 56, labourer ; admitted 20th June,
1876.
James Batty, 74, sailor ; admitted 24th December,
1881.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1889.
I
T is hereby notified, that Mr. JAMES WEST,
contractor, of Toowoomba, having refused to
carry out his Contract for the erection of New
State School Buildings at Gowrie Little Plain, has
been Disqualified by His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government in Council from  success-
fully tendering for any public work under the
Department of Public Instruction for a period of
twelve months from the 1st April, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS, BREAK-
FAST CREEK.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of New State School Buildings at
Breakfast Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New State
School Buildings, Breakfast Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Oti'ice.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is x"20.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
EXTENSION OF TIME.
NEW STATE SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
GOMORRON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Toowoomba, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th April, from
persons willing to contract for New State School
Buildings, Gomorron.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New State
School Buildings, Gomorron."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEV CLOSET FOR GIRLS AND INFANTS,
STATE SCHOOL, WOOLLOONGABBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a New Closet for Girls  and Infants
at the State  School, Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed,  "Tender for New Closet
for Girls and Infants, State Sckool, Woolloon-
gabba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING INTERIOR OF TEACHER'S RESI-
DENCE, "ALBERT " SCHOOL, MARY-
BOROUGH.TENDERS willbe received at his Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
omFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd May, fr
persons  willing to contract for Painting the Interior
of the Teacher 's Residence  at the Albert School,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be  endorsed ,  "Tender for Painting
the Interior of Teacher's Residence, `Albert' School,
Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister  does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the  Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under- Secretary.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
WARRA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
L at the Court House, Dalby, and the State
School, Warra, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRI-
DAY, the 3rd May, from persons willing to
contract for the Erection of Fencing and Gates at
the State School, Warra.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Warra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Dalby, and the
State School, Warra.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ERECTING SWINGS, &c., STATE SCHOOL,
ENOGGERA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
April, from  persons willing to  contract for the
Erection of Swings, &c., at the State School,
Enoggera.
Tenders to  be endorsed  11 Tender for Swings,
crc., State  School, Enoggera."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained; at this Office.
Tenders must be  sent in on  proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest  or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
NOTICE is hereby given , that  the Partnership
which has for some time past been carried
on by William  James Overell and Thomas James
White,  under the firm of  "  Overell and  White," in
the trade or business of general drapers, was this
day Dissolved by mutual consent .  The under-
signed , William  James Overell ,  will  continue to
carry on the business ,  under the style or firm of
•` Overell and Co.,"  and will collect all outstanding
accounts.
As witness our hands this seventeenth day of
April , A D. 1889.
Witness-
ALFD. G. UNMACS,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
953 58.
NOTICE is hereby given , that..  the Partnershiplately subsisting between us ,  the undersigned,
Josias Hancock and James Cossart, carrying on
business as saw -millers and timber merchants, at
Dugandan ,  under the style or firm of "Hancock
and Cossart," has this day been Dissolved by
mutual consent.
All debts  due to and owing by the said late firm
will  be received and paid by the said James
Cossart, who will continue the said business in his
own name.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, 1889.
JQSIAS  HANCOCK.JAMES COSSART.
Witness-
P. L. CARDEW,
Solicitor, Ipswich.
936
T. J. WHITE.
W. J. OVERELL.
5s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto  existing  between the undersigned,
Charles Reeves Birch, Charles Morris, and Henry
Parker, under the style or  firm of  "The Valley
Carriage Company," in the trade  or business of
coachmakers, has been Dissolved as from the
fifteenth day of April, 1889,  so far as  relates to the
said Charles Morris.
The business will continue to be carried on by
the said Charles Reeves Birch and Henry Parker,
under the style as heretofore, and all moneys due to
and owing by the late firm will be received and
paid by them.
Dated this fifteenth day of April, 1889.
CHARLES MORRIS.
CHARLES REEVES BIRCH.
HENRY PARKER.
Witness to  all Signatures-
T. BINNEY.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Solicitors,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
940 7s.
THE ELITE SKATING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
A T an Extraordinary General Meeting of The
Elite Skating Company, Limited, duly con-
vened and held at the On Stanley On Hotel, East
street, Rockhampton, on the fourth day of March,
1889, the subjoined Special Resolution was duly
passed, and at a subsequent Extraordinary General
Meeting of  the said Company, duly  convened and
held  at the same place , on the  second day  of April,
1889, the subjoined Special Resolution was duly
confirmed:-Resolution.
" That the Company  be wound -up, under the
provisions of  `The Companies Act,  1863,'
and that Morris H. Harris, of Rock-
hampton, licensed victualler, and Louis
Saber, of the  same  place, bookseller, be
and they are hereby appointed Liquida-
tors for the purpose of such winding-up."
Dated this second day of April, 1889.
FRED. MORGAN,
Chairman.
Signed in the presence of-
C. S. JONES,
928
Solicitor, Rockhampton.
7s. 6d.
THE ELITE SKATING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
PASSED  4 rH  MARCH, 1889.
CONFIRMED  2ND APRIL, 1889.
AT an Extraordinary General Meeting of The
Elite Skating Company, Limited, duly con-
vened and held at The On Stanley On Hotel, East
street , Rockhampton, on the fourth day of March,
1889,  the subjoined Special Resolution was duly
passed , and, at a subsequent Extraordinary
General Meeting  of the said Company, duly con-
vened and held at the  same place  on the second
day of pril, 1889, the subjoined Special Resolu-
tion  was duly confirmed:-
Resolution.
"That the Company be wound-up under the
provisions of '  The Companies Act of
1863,' and that Morris H. Harris, of
Rockhampton, licensed victualler, and
Louis Saber, of tree same place, book-
seller, be and they are hereby appointed
Liquidators for the purpose of such
winding-up."
Dated this second day of April, 1889.
FRED. MORGAN,
Chairman.
REES R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Rockhampton.
By their Town Agents-
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
941 7s. 6d.
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DIVISION OF BURRUM.STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  BURRUM DIVISIONAL  BOARD ,  from  the 1ST JULYto the 31ST  DEcEMBEB, 1888, prepared and published  in terms  of Clause 231 of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1857."
RECEIPTS.
1888.
31st December-
To Rates  Received-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... £737 8 0
Subdivision No. 2 ...  222 5 0
„ Received in Excess ,  Subdivision No. 1
„ Amount Received from Antigua Board,
being One -third Share of Expenditure
on Gayndah Road, Subdivision No. 1
„ Amount Received from Antigua Board,
being Half Share Cost of Land. Rail-
way Siding ,  Oakhurst ...
Payments ,  Labourers '  Insurance Acci-
dent Fund ... ... ... ...
Loan Account, Subdivision No. 1-
Amount Received f ro m Colonial
Treasurer  ... ... ... ...
Balance, 1st January, 1889 ... ...
£ a. d.
959 13 0
0 10 0
14 17 9
8 3 2
5 8 9
1,000 0 0
1,439 5 4
£3,42718 0
J. MooRE LA  BARTE, Divisional Board's Clerk.
Maryborough, 31st January, 1889.
N. TOOTH Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Accounts and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Burrum, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
Maryborough, 31st January, 1889.
F. BRYANT , Auditors.JOHN WOODWARD, I
BALANCE  SHEET, 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
DR.
£ s. d.
Cn.
£ s. d.
To Capital Account ... ... ... 2,284 15 8 By Queensland National Bank Balance ... 1,439 5 4
„ Cash in Hand  ... ... ... ... 67 14 4 „ Labourers '  Accident Insurance Fund 0 1 5
„ Office Furniture ... ... ... 18 4 0 „ Government Loan Account ... 1,000 0 0
Plant Account ... ... ... .. 69 2 9 Overpaid Rates Subdivision No. 1 ... 0 10 0
£2,43916 9 £2,43916 9
J. MOORS LA BARTB,  Divisional Board's Clerk . N. TOOTH,  Chairman.
Examined and found correct.
Maryborough, 31st January, 1889.
F. BRYANT, Auditors.JOHN WOODWARD,
STATEMENT of all CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO  by the  BURRUM DIVISIONAL BOARD for the HALT-YEAR
ended 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
Date . Name of Contractor . I Locality. Nature of Contract. Amount. Paid .  Balance.
£ s. d. £ £ s. d.
Nov. 29 ... John O'Brien ... Pialba ... Clearing road  (40 chains ) ... 15 10 0 15 10 0
Ditto  ...  ditto ... Poison Clearing streets (35 chains) 26 5 0 ... 26 5 0
Ditto ... ditto ... do ... ditto (134 chains) 53 12 0 53 12 0
Ditto ... ditto ... do ... ditto (381 chains) 27 10 0 4 23 10 0
Nov. 30 ... 1George  McLiver ... do ... ditto (56 chains) 39 4 0 6 34 4 0
1162 1 0 9 153 1 0
J. MoORE LA BARTE, Divisional Board's Clerk.
Examined and found correct.
Maryborough, 31st January, 1889.
944
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
1st July-
£ s. d.
By Balance due, Q.N. Bank ... ... 1,298 11 0
Contingencies ... ... ...
„ Plant Account-
... 380 14 8
Subdivision No. 1 ... £4 2 5
Subdivision No. 2 ... 5 4 1
9 6 6
„ Works, Subdivision No. 1-
Main Roads .. ... 170 8 4
Branch Roads
Works, Subdivision No. 2-
864 5 6
Main Roads  ... ... ... ... 469 2 4
Branch Roads 5 3 10
„ Loan Account, Subdivision  No. 1-
Pialba Road Account £161 10 6
F. J. Charlton-Plan 1 1 0
162 11 6
„ Cash in Hand, 31st December 67 14 4
£3, 427 18 0
N. TOOTH,  Chairman.
F. BRYANT, Auditors.JOHN WOODWARD,
41s.
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DIVISION OF KARGOOLNAH.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the KARGOOLNAH DIVISIONAL BOARD for YEAR
ended 31ST  DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance, Q.N. Bank, 31st De-
31cember , 1887 ... ...Rates Received-
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  jr. d. £
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 152 6 3
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 207 14 6
)f Government Endowment-
Subdivision  No. 1 ... ... 277 18 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 489 15 0
Sundry Receipts (Exchange
on Cheques) ...
Secretary, Overpaid into Bank
£  s. d. £ s. d.
£1,298 2 0
SANDFORD H. NEVILE , Division Clerk.
a. d.
By Works and  Repairs-
165 0 5 Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... 71 12 8
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... 100 6 9
„ Stores and Supplies ... ... ... 119 8 10
„ Redemption of Loan ... ... 71 9 6
360 0 9 „ Interest on Loan ... ... ... 84 10 6
„ Balance of Endowment (1887
Rate s) yet Due from Gov-
ernmeitt  ... ... ...
767 13  0 „ Contingencies-
40 0 0
Salaries  ... ... ... 308 0 0
0 7 6 Burr Destruction ... ... 74 0 10
0 0 4 Incidental Expenses  ...  53 8 6
Plant Purchased ... ... 41 13 4
Tools Purchased ... 1 3 0
Secretary, Petty Cash ... 15 0 0
Printing and Advertising ... 6 16 9
Interest on Overdraft 5 9 8
Donation to Blackall Muni-
cipal Council (Celebration
Blackall  Bore) .. ...  15 8 9
Donation to Rabbit Confer-
ence  ... ... ...  5 0 0
526 0 10
31st December,  1888-Balance, Q.N. Bank ... ...  328 5 11
Less Outstanding Cheques ... 48 13 0
E. and O. E.
£1,293 2 0
279 12 11
J. M. NIALL,  Chairman.
We, the  undersigned , do hereby declare that  we have examined  all Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of Kargoolnah, and that the above  Statement corresponds  therewith.
Blackall ,  1st March, 1889.
925
E. A. CROMPTON, Auditors.H. L. PRATTEN,
23s. 6d.
DIVISION OF ISIS.
STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE from the 1ST JULY to the 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
To Balance  to Credit  of the Isis
Divisional Board with the
Queensland National Bank,
Howard, 1st July, 1888
31st December.
„ Rates Received-
Subdivision No. 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
„ Government Grant
„ Timber gold ...
198 15 10
EXPENDITURE.
31st December.
By Contingencies-  £ 8. d. £ s. d.
Salary, Clerk and Inspector... 87 10 0
Rent ... ... ... ... 5 4 0
Advertising ... ... ... 17 16 0
Audit Fees . ... ... 4 4 0
Cleaning  Office, &c. .. . 1 16 0
Telegram ,  5s. 6d .;  Plans, 4s.6d. 0 10 0
Exchange  ... ... ... 0 16 7
Stamps and Stationery , &c.... 15 18 1
Office Furniture (Safe ) ... 11 0 0
Interest  on Overdraft  ... ...  0 3 4
... 292 4 0
... 223 7 0
... 247 0 0
762 11 0
... ... 50 0 0
... 3 5 0
Contractor .  Locality .  Amount Paid.
„ Works-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... ... ... 374 8 4
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... ... ... 133 2 6
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... ... ... 170 16 11
Balance, Q.N. Bank, Maryborough ... 191 6 1
£1,014 11 10
STATEMENT of all CONTRACTS
Date.
ENTERED  INTO by the Isis DIVISIONAL BOARD for the HALF-YEAR
ended 31sT  DECEMBER, 1888.
Particulars.
14 August ... 17 chains Kerbing and Channelling, at2538 .  ...
18 September 17 chains Kerbing and Channe ll ing, at
#;5 7s. ... ... ...
Ditto ...  Clearing  at Childers , 20 chains ...
24 October ... 7 chains 50 feet Kerbing and Channel-
ling ,  at £5 2s.
24 Decem be r 13 chains 62 feet Kerbing and Channel-
ling, at £5 9s. ..
Ditto  ... Box Drain ,  66 feet by 2 feet 6 inches by
1 inch ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
Geo. Buzza ... Watkins street ... 87 11 0
ditto ... Steley street 90 19 0
T. Cooley ... Mcllwraith street 9 0 0
Geo. Buzza ... William street ... 39 11 3
144 18 0
£1,014 11 10
Amount
Unpaid.
£ a. d.
ditto ... Steley  street  ... 75 18 6 75 18 6
ditto ... ditto ... 11 0 0 11 0 0
231819 -  28618 6
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DR.
DIVISION  OF  ISIS - continued.
BALANCE-SHEET ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
£ s. d. £  8.  d.
To Queensland National Bank,
Maryborough ... ... ... 191 6 1
„ Office Furniture... ... ... ... 41 0 0
„ Tools-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 2 7 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 3 2 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 9 2 0
14 11 0
Outstanding Rates-
Subdivision No. 1 ... ... 54 0 0
Subdivision No. 2 ... ... 13 0 0
Subdivision No. 3 ... ... 17 3 6
84 3 6
£331 0 7
By Capital Account
CR.
£ s. d.
... 331 0 7
£331 0 7
F. H. NUGENT, Clerk. W. WILLIAMS,  Chairman.
We, the undersigned , hereby certify that  we have examined all Books  of Account  and Vouchers
kept by  the Isis Divisional Board, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
10th  January, 1889.
ROBT. JONES, Auditors.E. A. BURGESS,
945  41s. 6d.
SCHEDULE A.ANNUAL ABSTRACT OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS OF THE NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,ON THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES.
31st December, 1888-
Amount assured on Life Policies
issued elsewhere than in Queens-
land at date of last Annual
£ S. d.
ASSETS.
31st December, 1888-  £ s. d.
In Queensland-
Queensland Government Securities... Nil
Other Government  Securities (par-
ticulars to be supplied) ... Nil
Mortgages  ... ... ... ... Nil
Loans on  the Company's Policies ... Nil
House Property ... ... Nil
Other Investments not specified ... Nil
Outstanding Interest  ... ...  Nil
Cash-
On Deposit ... .. Nil
In Hand and on Current Account Nil
Other Assets to be supp li ed Nil
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date of
last Annual Report  ... ...  19,234,606 5 8
Report ... ... ... ... 86,265,500 0 0
Amount  assured on  Life Policies in
Queensland up to 31st December,
1888 ,  deducting the amount
assured for during the year
ending on that day 106,850 0 0
Amount  assured  on Life Policies
issued in Queensland during the
past year ... ... ... ... 24,050 0 0
Total Contingent Liabilities ... £86,396,400 0 0
All Other Libalities ... ...  1,525,139 15 5
£87,921,53915 5 £19,234,606 5 8
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical examination ... £86,396,400 0 0
Amount estimated to re-insure  same ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £16 ,252,213 7 6
E. and O.E. W. MORRIS,
Resident Secretary.
Brisbane , 11th  April, 1889.
belief.
I hereby declare the within and foregoing is correct and true to the best of my knowledge and
W. MORRIS,
Witness : A. T. FRASER, J.P. Resident  Secretary.
STATEMENT OF BONUSES DECLARED BY THE NEW YonK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
31st December,  1888-  £ s. d.
Amount of Bonuses declared at date, including additions to Tontine
Dividend Fund ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,777,777 15 7
Apportioned  as  under:-
To Tontine Dividend Fund ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,321,764 16 10
,,  Policies other than Tontine ... ... ... ... ... 1,456,012 18 9
£2,777,77715 7
E. and O.E. W. MORRIS,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1889.
Resident Secretary.
I hereby declare theewithin and foregoing is correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. MORRIS,
Witness : A. T. FaAsEB, J.P. Resident Secretary.
963 29s.
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NOTICE.
WILLIAM FROST THOMPSON  has this
day been re-appointed Poundkeeper at
Aramac ,  under the provisions of  " The Impounding
Act  of 1863."
A. R. MACDONALD,
Police Magistrate.
Police Court,
Aramac , 10th April, 1889.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ME. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Arthur Hodkinson, of G mpie, in the Colony
of Queensland, butcher, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that he said Arthur Hodkinson
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of
his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Arthur
Hodkinson, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Twenty-fifth day of April, 1889, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Arthur Hodkinson shall, on the Twenty-fourth
day of April ,  1889,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known,  of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twelfth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBEEs, BRUCE, AND MCNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of an Insolvency  Petition  against
William Lambert, of Cooktown, in the Colony
of Queensland, hotelkeeper, by David Peter
Thomas, of Port Douglas, in  the said Colony,
and Ambrose  John Madden, of Cooktown
aforesaid ,  trading at Cooktown,  Port  Douglas,
and Cairns as "Thomas and Madden," mer-
chants.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day. itis ordered  that the  said  William Lambert
be and he is  hereb  adjudged insolvent ,  and that
James Boyne  flab Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is  further ordered that the
First General Meeting  of the creditors of the said
William Lambert, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  Registrar of this Court, on
the Twenty -fifth day of April,  1889 , at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon . And it is further ordered that the
said William Lambert shall, on the Twenty-fourth
dayof  April, 1889,  at Brisbane , deliver tothe Trustee
in this Estate a full, true ,  and accurate  statement,
verified on oath ,  of his  debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences, so far as
known ,  of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability  to meet his engagements.
-Given  under the Seal  of the Court, this twelfth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
J. V. S. BARNETT.
By his Agents-
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
CHAMBERS ,  BRUCE , AND MCNAB,
Solicitors  for Petitioning Creditors,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Joshua Davies, of Charters Towers, in the
Colony of Queensland, draper , carrying on
business  under the  name  or style of $- Joshua
Davies and Company," by the  said Joshua
Davies.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Joshua Davies be
and he is hereb adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joshua Davies, for the election a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Thirtieth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Joshua Davies  shall, on
the Twenty-ninth day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences,  so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of this Court, this twelfth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
MARSLAND AND MAESLAND,
Charters Towers.
By DALY AND  HELLICAn,
Solicitors  for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Tun CHIEF JUSTICE.
Ix the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Robert Woodward, late of Chowey Creek,
licensed victualler,  at present  of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, now out of
business, by himself.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Robert Woodward
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Robert Woodward, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the 'Registrar of this
Court, on the Thirtieth day of April, 1889, at
Eleven  o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Robert Woodward shall, on
the Twenty-ninth day of April, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seven.
teenth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
LILLEY AND O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ME. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of the Petition of William Thomas
Birkbeck, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
land, mercantile clerk, for an Order of Adjudi-
cation of Insolvency  against  himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debts of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Thomas Birkbeck, having been given, it is ordered
166
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that the said William Thomas Birkbeck be and he is
hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that James Boyne
Hall, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said William Thomas
Birkbeck ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at
the Once of the Principal Registrar, Supreme Court,
Brisbane,  on the Twenty-fifth day of April, 1889,
at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said William Thomas Birkbeck
shall, on the Twenty-third day of April, 1889, at
Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabi lities of every kind, and of
the names and residences,  so far as known, of his
creditors,  and of the causes of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,! this tenth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
J. T. KENNEDY,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Albert street,  Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Charles Barnes and Frederick
Spencer ,  of Ingham ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, trading under the style or firm of
" Barnes and Spencer ,"  store keepers ,  insolvent.
THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF APRIL ,  A.D. 1889.
PON reading a report of the Trustee of theJJ  property of  the Insolvents ,  dated the ninth
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty -eight, reporting that the whole of the
property of the Insolvents has been realised for
the benefit of their creditors,  and dividends to
the amount of sixteen shillings and sixpence in
the £ have been paid,  as shown by the statements
thereunto annexed  :  The Court,  being satisfied
that the whole of the property of the Insolvents
has  ben realised for the benefit of their creditors,
and dividends to the amount of sixteen shil lings
and sixpence in the £ have been paid,  doth order
and declare that the Insolvency of the said Charles
Barnes and Frederick Spencer has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court this eighteenth
day of April,  1889. .
976
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE P ARDING.
In the Matter of Patrick Joseph Burke and Wil.
liam Nicholas Burke, trading  together under
the style or firm of "Burke and Company,"
of Townsville, in the Colony of Queensland,
drapers, Insolvents.
C ARL HARDEN, of Rockhampton, in th
Colony of Queensland, accountant, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Solicitors  for the Trustee.
Adelaide street,  Brisbane.
975 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Checkley Mills, Stanley
Bruce Kennard, and William Joseph Joyce,
trading together as graziers ,  at Marnhull, near
Dalby, in the Colony of Queensland, under
style or firm of  "Mills and Co.," Insolvents.
0
N the seventeenth dap of April,  A.D. 1889, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
James Checkley Mills, one of the abovenamed
Insolvents ,  who were adjudicated insolvent on the
fourth day of March, 1887.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
MACPHERSON ,  MISKIN ,  AND FEEZ,
Solicitors,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane.
951
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Henry Philp, of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, forwarding agent,
trading as  "  J. H. Philp and Co.,"  an Insol-
vent.
HENRY CHARLES CLEEVE, of  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  commission
agent, has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
A. G. UNMACY,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Trustee.
952 6s,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn.  JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Joseph Walmesley ,  Knight,
formerly of Townsville ,  but now of Charters
Towers ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  baker,
an Insolvent.
ON WEDNESDAY,  the Fifteenth day of May,One thousand eight hundred and eight -nine,
at  Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon ,
JosephWalmesley  K night, the abovenamed Insolvent, who
was adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-third day
of April,  One thousand eight hundred and eighty-
eight, willapply to the Supreme Court of Queens-
land, at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, 1889.
MARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Solicitors for the Insolvent,
Charters Towers.
Agents-
DALY  AND HELLICAR,
Kent' s Buildings,
Adelaide  street,  Brisbane.
954 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of Henry William Fosse , of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,
mariner ,  an Insolvent.
ON MONDAY, the Twenty-seventh day of
May, 1889, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon,
Henr,  William Fossey, of Rockhampton, in the
said  Colony, mariner ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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nineteenth day of May, 1886, w il l  apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventeenth day of April. 1889.
REES  R. AND SYDNEY JONES,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent,
By their Town Agents--
Rockhampton.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
950 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of T. M. Evans, of Caboolture, in
the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, an
Insolvent.
ALEXANDER McMORLAND, of Brisbane,
merchant , has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of  the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this fifteenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
ALFRED DOWN,
A. G. V NMACB,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Deputy Registrar.
Solicitor for Trustee.
933 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of David Harvey Holmes, of St.
Helens, near Mackay ,  selector ,  an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent o take place before the
Police Magistrate ,  Mackay, on the Twenty -fourth
day of  April,  1889, at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, 1889.
947
J. BLOOD-SMYTH,
Acting Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward James Marcus, of Bris-
bane, watchmaker and jeweller.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of Edward James Marcus ,  of Brisbane.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the Twenty-seventh day of April, 1889, will be
excluded.
Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1889.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
128, Queen street, Brisbane.
972 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of P roceedings  for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition  with Creditors,
instituted  by Thomas  Boyle, of South Bris-
bane, outfitter.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that a Second GeneralMeeting  of the Creditors of the  abovenamed
person has been summoned  to be held  at Brisbane
on the Twenty -ninth day  of April, 1889, at Three
o'clock in the afternoon.
Dated this seventeenth  day of April, 1889.
956
ERNEST WINTER,
Attorney for the Debtor,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JusTICE  (in Chambers).
In the  Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted  by Abel  Hyde and George Blakis-
ton Robinson ,  trading at Mar borough and
Bundaberg ,  in the Colony of Queensland, as
" Abel Hyde  and Co .,"  general merchants.UPON sufficient cause this day shewn to thesatisfaction of the Court ,  the General Meet-
ing 'of Creditors in this matter ,  summoned for
FRIDAY, the Third day  of May,  1889, is hereby
directed to be held at the  Office of Messieurs
Chambers ,  Bruce, and McNab ,  Adelaide street,
Brisbane ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  in  lien of
the  place originally named. And hereof let notice
be given forthwith.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
974 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Abel Hyde and George Blaki-
ston Robinson, trading at Maryborough and
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland, as
Abel Hyde and Co.," general merchants.
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
11 Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
persons has been summoned to be held at the Offices
of Messrs. Chambers, Bruce, and McNab, of
Adelaide street, Brisbane, on the Third day of
May, 1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon
precisely.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Attorneys for the said Abel Hyde and
George Blakiston Robinson.
970 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Bernard James Grant, of
Caboolture ,  an Insolvent.A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the matter of the abovenamed Insolvent,
adjudicated on the twentieth day of March, 1889.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
Twenty-seventh day of  April,  1889, will be
excluded.
J. B. HALL,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Insolvency Chambers,
Brisbane,  18th April, 1889.
942 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Heinrich Ahlbrand, of Mary.
borou h, storekeeper, in Liquidation.ADIVIDEND, of 3s. 4d. in the £, has beendeclared upon all debts proved and admitted,
payable at the Office of Trustee, Richmond street,
Maryborough.
ROBERT JONES,
Trustee.
Maryborough, 12th April, 1889.
930 4s.
In the Estate of John McCourt, of Dugandan, in
Liquidation.A SECOND Dividend, of 2s. 6d. in the £, is
payable in the above Estate, on all claims
proved and admitted, This Day  (THURSDAY),
the Eighteenth day of April, 1889, at my Office,
Eagle street.
957
GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
1890
In the Matter of G. R.`Ryder, of Brisbane,  tailor,
in Liquidation.
THE Creditors of the abovenamed G. R. Ryder
who have not already proved their debts are
required, on or before the Third day of May, 1889,
to send  their names and addresses, and the par-
ticulars of their debts or claims, to me, the under-
signed , George Cannon, of Brisbane, the Trustee
under the Liquidation, or, in default thereof, they
will be excluded from the benefit of the dividend
proposed to be declared.
Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1889.
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GEORGE CANNON,
Trustee.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Eliza Phillips, late ofPaddington, Brisbane, i  the Colony of Queens-
land, widow ,  deceased ,  intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the x pi-ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable  Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and  singular  the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Eliza
Phillips, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Peter Phillips, of Paddington, Brisbane
aforesaid, storeman, the next-of-kin of the said
deceased her surviving.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
ERNEST WINTER,
919
Proctor for Peter Phillips,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Jane Harriett Williams,
late of Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queens-
land, deceased, wife of Evan Griffiths Williams,
of Maneroo Station, Muttaburra, in the said
Colony, overseer.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the land, goods, chattels, credits, and
effects  of the abovenamed -Jane Harriett Williams,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Evan Griffiths Williams, of Maneroo Station,
Muttaburra, in the said Colony, overseer, the
lawful husband of the said deceased.
Dated this seventeenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
HAMILTON AND HAMILTON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba, and
57, Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Evan Griffiths Williams.
961 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Betts, late of Dugandan, near
Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,  farmer,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Probate of the Will of the above-
named John Betts, deceased, may be granted to
Mary Magdeline Betts, of Dugandan aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix  named  in and appointed
by the Will of the said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich this seventeenth day of April,
1889.
ROBT. McGILL,
Brisbane street, Ipswich,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
By his Agents-
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAI3,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
962 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Harle, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, painter, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that the further
N Accounts of the Trustee in the Estate of
the abovenamed deceased have this day been filed
in my Office, and all parties having  any claim
against  the said Estate, or being  otherwise in-
terested, are requested to come in before me, at
my Office, Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
or before TUESDAY, the Twenty-first day of
May, 1889, and inspect the said Accounts, and, if
they shall think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception be taken to the said Accounts,  the same
will be duly inquired into, at my said Office, on the
above day, at the hour of Half-past Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of April, 1889.
WILLM. BELL,
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Death, late of Springfield,
near Goondiwindi, in the Colony of Queens-
land, deceased.
' OTICE  is hereby given, that, after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
this Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed David Death ,  deceased, may be
granted to William Lucas, of Goondiwindi afore-
said, storekeeper, and Mary Ann Death, of Spring-
field, near Goondiwindi aforesaid, widow, the
Executor and Executrix named in the said Wi ll of
the said deceased.
Dated the seventeenth day of April, 1889.
RUTHNING AND BYRAM,
Proctors for the said William Lucas and
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Mary Ann Death,
Queen street , Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John MacDiarmid,  late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland,  gentleman, de-
ceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expi-
1\ ration of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Queensland  Government
Gazette,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John MacDiarmid, deceased, may be
granted to Agnes MacDiarmid, the sole  Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
Agents for-
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEu,
Proctors for the said Executrix,
Townsville.
943 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Kinghan Howard, late of
Beaudesert, in the Colony of Queensland,
grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof; application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration, with
the Will annexed, of all the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed David
Kinghan Howard, deceased, may be granted to
Kate Kinghan Howard ,  of Beaudesert aforesaid,
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the widow of the said  deceased, Verdon Hinchcliffe,
of Veresdale ,  in the  said Colony, storekeeper, and
Norman Wilson ,  of Ipswich , in the  said  Colony,
merchant ,  the Executors  named in the Said Will,
having renounced  Probate thereof.
Dated at Ipswich this seventeenth  day of April,
A.D. 1889.
FOXTON AND CA1IDEW,Ipswich and Brisbane,
Proctors for the said  Kate Kinglian Howard.
960 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Farmer Hall, late of Gympie,
in the Colony of Queensland, miner, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed John Farmer Hall, late of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland , miner , deceased, may
be granted to Sarah Hall, of Gympie aforesaid,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of March, A.D. 1889.
FRANCIS ISIDORE POWER,
Mary street, Gympie,
Proctor for the said Sarah Hall.
By CHAMBERS,  BRUCE , AND McNAB,
Solicitors ,  Brisbane.
948 6s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of John Dineen, late of Gympie ;
Aaron Smith, late of Flagstone; and Ali Horn,
late of Morven.PURSUANT to " The Intestacy Act of  1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and prove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on or before
the Twentieth day of June next, or in default
they will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing from the said Estates.
Brisbane, 20th April, 1889.
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G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN LIQUIDATION.
Be the Matter of Kenneth Miller, of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland, draper, trading
as " Miller  and Menzies."
T ENDERS are invited , up to 30th April, forthe whole of the Stock, Fixtures, and Fittings
in the above Estate.
£ s. d.
Stock  consists  of GeneralDrapery,
Millinery, Haberdashery, and
Fancy Goods, amounting  to ... 7,044 12 10
Fittings ,  Fixtures , &c. ... ... 864 6 10
Total ... ... £7,908 19 8
Stock and  Stock- sheets can  be seen on the
premises , K ent street , Maryborough.
The highest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
Tenders to be lodged at the Office of the Trustee,
73, Edward  street,  Brisbane, not later than the
abovenamed  date ,  and marked  "  Tenders."
For any further  information  apply to the Trustee.
A. H. FRENCH.
Brisbane, 16th April, 1889.
934 6s. 6d.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863,"
and in the Matter of The Michael Davitt
Gold-Mining Company ,  Limited.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Creditors of
the abovenamed Company are required, on
or before the Third day of June, to send their
names and addresses ,  and the particulars of their
debts or claims, and the names and addresses of
their Solicitors ,  if any ,  to John Anderson ,  Esquire,
of Adelaide  street ,  Brisbane ,  the Liquidator of the
said Company ,  and if so required ,  by notice in
writing from the said Liquidator ,  are, by their
solicitors ,  to come in and prove their said debts or
claims at such time and place as shall be specified
in such notice ,  or, in default thereof ,  they will be
excluded from the benefit of any distribution made
before such debts are proved.
Dated this ixteentli day of April, 1889.
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor to the abovenamed Liquidator,
George street ,  Brisbane.
935 6s. 6d.
I HAVE this day purchased fromCharles
Benjamin Needham, his stationery, tobacco-
nist, and jewellery business, at Mount Morgan,
and will carry on the same under the name or style
of " W. H. Warr."
Mr. Needham has also sold to me his outstanding
book debts. All accounts due have to be settled at
once.
Dated at Rockhampton this ninth day of April,
1889.
W. H. WARR.
924 3s. 6d.
IN THE WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of 1886," and in the Matter of The South
Black Jack Gold-Mining Company, Limited,
in Voluntary Liquidation.
r AKE Notice, that a Petition for the Winding-
up of the abovenamed Company, subject to
the supervision of the Warden's Court at Charters
Towers,  was, on  the tenth day of April, 1889,
presented to the Warden, at Charters Towers
aforesaid, by John Frederick Rinsch, of Charters
Towers aforesaid, the voluntary Liquidator of the
said  Company, and that the said Petition is
directed to be heard before the Warden, at the
Court House, Charters Towers, on FRIDAY, the
Third day of May, 1889, at Thirty Minutes past
Two of the clock in the  afternoon.
Dated the tenth day of April, 1889.
LESLIE JAMIESON,
Solicitor for the Liquidator.
Town Agent-
W. H. OSBORNE,
George  street, Brisbane.
932 7s.
"MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT OF 1881,"
AND CONTINUING ACTS OF 1884, 1885, 1886,
1887, AND 1883.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS AND ALL WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN.
N pursuance of section ten of the first-named
Act, the Thuringowa Marsupial Board have
this day levied  a Rate as  follows:-
s.  d.
On every 20 Head of Cattle and Horses 1 0
On every 100 Sheep  ...  ... ... 1 0
Unstocked Country, per Square Mile ... 1 0
The above Assessment must be paid to the
nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions, within sixty days
from date hereof.
By Order,
GEORGE R. BOUNTIFF,
Secretary.
Townsville, 8th April, 1889.
6-M 5s. 6d.
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MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT, 1881.
BLACKALL MARSUPIAL DISTRICT.
TT is hereby notified for the information of Stock-
1 owners within the Blackall Marsupial District,
that an Assessment for the current year of One
Shilling on every 20 Head of Cattle or 100 Sheep,
has this day been made, and is payable to the
nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions, within two months
from the date hereof.
By Order of the Board,
SANDFORD H. NEVILE,
Blackall,  1st April, 1889.
Secretary.
929 4s. 6d.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT, 1881.
BURRUM MARSUPIAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given, that an Assessmenthas been made at the following Rates
s. d.
Sheep, per 100 Head ... ... 1 0
Cattle tend Horses, per 20 Head ... 1 0
Or for every Square Mile under the
" The Pastoral Leases Act "  ... 1 0
Forms of Returns to be obtained from, and
Assessment paid to, the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions , within two months from the date thereof.
By Order,
J. MOORE LA BARTE,
Secretary.
Burrum Marsupial Board's Office,
Maryborough, 12th April, 1889.
931 5s.
NOTICE.
JONDARYAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
A
T a Meeting of this Board, held  this day, a
Rate of Assessment for the ensuing year was
levied  as follows :-
s. d.
For every 100 Head of Sheep .. .  . 1 0
For every 20 Head of Horses  or Cattle 1 0
By Order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Toowoomba, 6th April, 1889.
Secretary.
919 4s.
HINCHINBROOK MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.
0 WNERS of Stock in the above District arenotified that an Assessment has been levied
as  under:-
d. .
Upon every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses 2 0
Upon every 100 Head of Sheep ... 2 0
Upon every Square Mile of Unoccupied
Country ... ... ... ... 2 0
If same be not paid, to the undersigned, within
two calendar months of this date, summary pro.
ceedings will be taken for recovery thereof.
BRYAN LYNN,
Secretary Hinchinbrook Marsupial Board.
Ingham, 12th April, 1889.
966 6s.
MUNICIPALITY OF ALLORA.NOTICE is hereby given, that he MunicipalCouncil of Allora intend to adopt a proposi-
tion for Borrowing the Sum of Seven Thousand
Pounds  (27,000) from the Government, under " The
Local Government Act of  1878 " and  "Local
Works Act."
The purpose to which the Loan is to be applied
is the Construction of a Railway from Hendon to
Allora.
A Plan of the Work and Estimate and State-
ment of the proposed Expenditure of the Loan is
open for the inspection of ratepayers at the Council
Chamber.
Town Hall,
Allora, April, 1889.
920
J. STAY,
Town Clerk.
5s.
N l r OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Partnership1  heretofore existing between the undersigned,
William Bairn Couson and William Duncan, at
Charters Towers ,  as general engineers, iron-
founders ,  and brass -founders ,  under the firm of
" Couson and Duncan ,"  has been this day Dissolved
by mutual consent. All debts owing to and by the
late partnership will be received and paid by the
said William Duncan ,  who will continue to carry
on the said business on his own account ,  under the
name or style of " Duncan and Co."
Dated the thirteenth day of April, 1889.
W. B. COUSON.
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
Witness-
JAMES C. HINTON,
Managing Law Clerk,
Charters Towers.
968 5s.
SUPPOSED POISON PLANTS AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN QUEENS-
LA NI).
APA MPHLET bearing on the above,  compiled
by the Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of Sto."k. now published,  and on  Sale at the Gov-
ernment  Printing Office,  Brisbane , or through
Booksellers . Price, 4s. in cloth ; postage 8d. within,
and Is. 4d. beyond, the Colony,  extra.
In this Pamphlet will be found  a brief and
popular description, with Illustrations , of these
Plants together with  references  to the Works in
which they are scientifically described,  and also
much information as to their  several properties and
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOW Published, First Supplement to a Synopsis
of the Queensland Flora, by Frederick
Manson  Bailey, F.L.S., Colonial  Botanist.
Price, 3s. Posted, 3s. 4d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1888.
O N SALE at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane:-Divisional Boards Acts, being the Acts relating
to Local Government outside the Boundaries of
Municipalities," with an Introduction, Notes, argi
Index, by John Wooleock, Barrister-at-Law.
Dewy octavo, 400 pages.
Linen bound, 5s. 6d. ; paper covers, 5s. per copy.
Posted to any part of the Colony 9d. extra, outside
the Colony Is. 6d. extra.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST PUBLISHED.
e e  E Justices Act of  1886,"  and  "The Offenders
Probation  Act of  1886," with  an  Introduc-
tion, Notes ,  and Index.
Price ,  2s. 6d. Postage, 6d. in the Colony, is.
beyond.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JOURNALS OF AUSTRALIAN
EXPLORATIONS.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street ,  Brisbane, " Journals
of Austra lian Explorations  by the Hon. A. C.
Gregory, C.M.G., F. R.G.S., &c.,  and the Hon.
F. T. Gregory, F.R.G.S., &c.";  209 pages, demy
8vo. Price,  5s.  Postage  (extra )  to any post town
m the Colony,  9d. ; to England and the Austra lian
Colonies,  Is. 6d.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
1393
0
N SALE ,  at the Government Printing  Office,
William street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters by Henry M. Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island ,  addressed to
the Hon. Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage ,  Id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
ON SALE at  the Gove rnment Printing Office,William street,  Brisbane:-Rules mad  in
pursuance of an  Act  of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice -Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883 .  Price,  1s.;  postage, 4d.
EDMUND GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.
F OR SALE, inpamphlet form, atthe Govern-ment  Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties  Act of  1866,"
" The Stamped Transfer  Act of  1372," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act  of 1876."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price  ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted  ... ... ...  1 2
JAMES  C. BEAL.
Government Printer.
GOLD  FIELDS  ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON  SALE ,  atthe Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
,,, 1874,'  together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price, is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
N OW published at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, Brisbane, A SYNoP-
8I8 OF THE QUEENSLAND  FLORA, containing both
the Pha3nogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified  Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ;  and an  Index of Orders,Genera, and Vernacular N mes. ByFredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Colonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages  8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 1s.
Postage  (extra )  to any Post Town in the Colony,is. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1889.  £ a. d.
April 13.- Jondaryan Marsupial Board ... 0 1 6
„ 13.-T. Lillis ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
to 13.-J. Goodrick  ... ... ...  0 4 3is 13.-Municipal Council, Allora ... 0 5 6
of 13.-E. Broad  . ... ... ...  0 1 0to 15.-J. D. Walker . 0 1 0to 15.-Darling Downs Newspaper Co. 0 1 7
16.-W. Dawson  .. ... ...  0 9 0
16.-Isis Divisional Board ... 2 1 6
16.-Blacka ll Marsupial Board ... 0 5 0
16.-R. R.  and S.  Jones  ... ...  0 7 6
16.-T. McPhellamy ... ... ...  2 3 0
16.-W. Cann . ...  0 4 0
„ 16.-Kargoolnah Divisional Board ... 0 7 6
16.-Southport Divisional Board  ... 1 12 0
16.-R. Wright  ... ... ...  0 2 616._W. H. Warr  ... ... ...  0 4 6
„ 17. Barlow  ... ...  0 2 0
17.-Dran  Shire Council  ... ...  0 12 8
17.-D.  Ryan  . ... ... ... o 1 o
17.-S. F.  Black  ... ... ...  0 1 0
17.-M. R.  Walker  ... ... ...  0 3 0
18.-Hamilton and Hamilton ... 0 6 0
18.-J. Scanlan  ... . ...  0 1 0
18.-Marsland and Marsland . 0 5 0
18.-Hinchinbrook Divisional Board 1 8 018.-J. P .  Peterson  ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-M. Roberts  ... ... ...  0 1 0
18.-J. A .  Macartney 0 2 10
18.-Hinchinbrook Marsupial Board 0 6 0
18.-Kolan Marsupial Board  ...  0 15 0
5th August, 1881.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
)N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  "The In solvency Act of
1871 ," together with "General Rules in Insol,
vency." Super -royal8vo .  Price ,  2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d, additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
IMPOUNDED at Gin Gin, from Moolboolaman Run,
by order of Mr. F. G. Collins.
One bay gelding, like 211H (the 2 blotched) near
shoulder, near hind foot white.
If not  released  on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
923
J. D. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
18.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from Northbrook, y rder of
Mr. Miskins.
One red bullock, like 3DS (registered brand), off ribs.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
921
EDWIN BROAD , Poundkeeper.
18.
I MPOUNDED at Brisbane, from the streets, on the2nd April, 1889, by order of the General Inspector.
Damages, 5s.
One brown horse, WL over like OC conjoined near
shoulder,  star, blind off  eye.
If not released on or before the 25th April, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
969
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Barcaldine,  from enclosed lands,
Coreena Station, on the 13th April, 1889, by order
of E. H. King, Esquire. Driving expenses, 4s. 2d
One brown mare, off hind foot white, like LC5 (regis-
tered brand )  over 23 near rump ,  675 near neck.
If not released on or before the 21st May, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
967
J. P. PETERSON, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Isisford, on the 9th April, 1889, by
order of James Miller, Esquire . Damages ,  2s. 6d.;
driving, 2s. 6d . per head.
One chestnut gelding,  B4P (registered  brand) near
shoulder,  0 S  Co  (registered  brand) near thigh,
hurt off thigh.
If not released on or before the 6th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
964
JAMES SCANLAN,  Poundkeeper.
is.
I MPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed lands, Stone-house, by order of Robert Williams, Esquire.
One bay horse, b HY (registered brand)  near  shoulder.
Also, from Mount Esk Paddock, unenclosed lands,
by order of F. F. Bigge and Co.
One spotted cow, p O W (registered brand) near ribs,
7Wa (registered brand) off ribs.
If not released on or before the 21st May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
977 2s.
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IMPOUNDED at Winton, from Elderslie Station, on
the 10th April, 1889, by order of William Soggar,
Esquire.
One black mare, collar marked, like 05B or 0SB (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder, W 8 c_ (registered
brand) off shoulder ; black colt foal at foot, un-
branded.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
965
M. ROBERTS, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Cunnamulla, from the CunnamullaReserve, on the 29th March, 1889, by order of the
Paroo Divisional Board. Trespass, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 6d.
One roan cow, piece out of top of both ears, 3 diamond
diamond off  rump , H40 (registered brand) off
ribs,  R 7* (registered  brand) near rump ; red and
white bull calf at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Rockey, on the 3rd April, 1889, by order
of Fred. J. Lane, Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, saddle-marked,  near  hind foot a little
white, NB (the B writing capital) near shoulder, F
near  cheek, faint brand like M1 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
922
THOMAS LILLIS, Poundkeeper.
38.
IMPOUNDED at Muttaburra, from Hardington
Station , on the 5th April,  1889, by order of Mr.
Fossett. Driving expenses, 6s. 8d. per head.
One chestnut gelding, star, saddle-marked, lUG(registered brand) near shoulder, four years old.
One  grey  gelding, flea-bitten, saddle-marked, HM over
Jl and like B near  shoulder , 53 near neck, C2GI
(registered brand) off shoulder.
Also, on same date, by order of the Reserve Inspec-
tor :-
One dark-bay gelding, black points, near ear slit, blotched
brand  near  shoulder, saddle-marked.
One bay gelding, small star , hind  feet white, collar-
marked, blotch over MC near shoulder, like C over
off shoulder, like COB overt near quarter.
If not released on or before the 3rd May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
926
WILLIAM CANN , Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Windorah, from Thylungra, on the
30th March, 1889, by order of W. G. White,
Esquire.  Driving expenses, 15s. per head.
One red and white cow, FC3 (registered brand) off
ribs, like 5 off cheek, marked both ears.
One roan heifer calf, progeny of above.
One brown  and white cow, FC3 (registered brand) off
ribs, marked both ears.
One roan cow, >0(4 (registered brand) near ribs,
2 near cheek , marked off ear ; red and white heifer
calf at foot.
One  roan  cow, >(><4 (registered brand) off ribs,
marked off ear.
One roan bullock, Z7@ (registered brand) off ribs,
5 off cheek, marked off ear.
One roan and white cow,  D5B (registered  brand) near
ribs, Q1-Fi' (registered brand) near loin, markde
off ear.
One roan cow,  D5B (registered  brand) near ribs,
QiF (registered brand)  near  loin, marked off car.
One white-roan bullock, Q 1'F (registered brand) off
rump ,  marked off ear.
One white  cow, QTb (registered brand) near rump,
marked off ear.
One strawberry cow, (!Tb (registered brand) near
rump, marked off ear.
One white cow, 3ZZ (registered brand) near ribs, 3
near  cheek ,  marked  near ear.
One dark-roan bullock, 3YH (registered brand) near
ribs, marked off ear.
One red and white bullock, WB2 (registered brand)
off rump, marked both ears.
One yellow and white cow, ,J 1c. (registered brand)
near  rump, marked near ear.
One white bullock, E 1(A (registered brand) off rump,
marked  both ears.
One red and white bullock, E  1  CO (registered brand)
off rump, marked both ears.
One red and white bullock, E 1!A (registered brand)
off rump, marked both ears.
One roan bullock, E 1 m (registered brand ) off rump,
like H8H' (registered brand-blotched)  off  ribs,
marked off ear.
One red and white bullock,  E 1(p (registered brand)
off rump, marked off ear.
One red and white bullock, like XIZ (registered brand)
off ribs, marked off ear.
One red bullock, R00  (registered  brand)  near ribs,
marked near ear.
One white bullock, roan  ears,  R O (registered brand)
near ribs, 6 near cheek, marked near ear.
One white bullock,  R O ap  (registered  brand )  near ribs,
marked near ear.
One roan bullock , R OX (registered  brand )  near ribs,
6 near cheek ,  marked near ear.
One white bullock,  R O (registered  brand)  near ribs,
marked  near ear.
One yellow and white cow, IUQ (registered brand) off
rump, marked off ear ; white heifer calf at foot.
One roan cow, 1UQ (registered brand) off rump, 3 off
cheek, marked  off ear.
One roan cow, 9' b J (registered brand)  near rump,
marked both  ears, like  4 off cheek.
One white cow, red  ears, Z7( (registered  brand) near
ribs, marked  near  ear ; white bull calf at foot.
One red cow, bald  face ,  aY or aN (conjoined) near
rump, N near thigh,  9 near  cheek, Z7@ (registered
brand)  off loin , marked both ears.
One red cow, 6PL (registered brand)  off ribs, marked
off ear  ;  roan  bull calf at foot.
One red and white cow, UC9 (registered brand) off
ribs, marked  off ear  ; red and white heifer calf at
foot.
One red poley heifer, TY1 (registered brand) off ribs,
marked off ear, triangle off cheek.
One roan and white bullock, blotched brand over like 3
off ribs, marked off ear.
One white  cow, roan ears , G:Y 1 (registered brand)
over 2 near  ribs, like Q 01 (registered brand-
blotched)  near loin, 3 near  ekeek, marked  near ear ;
white heifer calf at fc,ot.
One red cow, small bit of white, Q 9'b (registered
brand) near rump , marked off ear.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
T. McPHELLAMY,  Poundkeeper.
927 436.
IMPOUNDED at Yeulba, from Bendemere, on the
8th April, 1889, by order of J. B. Molony, Esquire,
Driving expenses, is. 6d.
One grey horse, J over JP near shoulder, 9 off shoulder,
YM7 (registered brand) near rump, like Jl Q or
J1 P (registered brand) off thigh.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
DENIS RYAN, Poundkeeper.
937 is.
IMPOUNDED at Nerang, from Currumbin Station,
on the 11th April, 1889, by order  of Thomas
Campbell, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 10d. per head.
One brown  mare, UC7 (registered brand) near shoul-
der, off hind foot  white, star.
One brown horse, WD over cLq (reversed)  near shoulder,
fore feet white, rupture on  near side.
One chestnut mare, saddle-marked, few white spots on
back , star, d 1 W over  WT2 (registered  brands)
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
M. R. WALKER, Poundkeeper.
938 38.
I MPOUNDED at Dalby, from Rosevale, on the 3rdApril, 1889, by order of George Bassingthwaighte,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 5s. 10d.
One bay horse, W4H (registered brand)  near shoulder,
M8Y (registered brand) off shoulder, has had very
sore back.
If not released on or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
SAM. F. BLACK, Poundkeeper.
939 is.
Printed and Published by JAxFS C. BFAL, Government  Printer,
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have acceptedan application for a Patent, and the complete
Specification annexed thereto, received from Edwin
Charles Ellis, of Albury, in the Colony of New
South Wales, for an invention for  "Improvements
in Seats for Buggies and Other Vehicles."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless
within two months from the date of the first ap-
pearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland
Government Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction
that the applicant is not entitled to a Patent for
such invention, it is my intention to recommend
that a Patent be granted for the said invention to
the said Edwin Charles Ellis, in accordance with the
provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Ihave accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
William Fyvie and Robert Hunter, both of IIerbert
River, in the Colony of Queennsland, for an inven-
tion for  "Improvements in the Alethod of and
Apparatus for the Extraction of Sacchriue fawn
Sugar-Cane and Other Vegetable flatter."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance
of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicants are not entitled to a Patent for such
invention, it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
William Fyvie and Robert Hunter, in accordance
with the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I have accepted- an application for a Patent, and the complet,
Specification annexed thereto, received from
Tottenham Lee Richardson, of Murrawoonibie.
near Nyngen, in the Colony of New South Wales,
for an invention for  "Improvements in Sheep-
Shearing Machines and in Flexible Shaft Connec-
tions therefor, and for Other Purposes."
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless within
two months from the date of the first appearance of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that the appli-
cant is not entitled to a Patent for such inven-
tion, it is my intention to recommend that a Patent
be granted for the said invention to the said
Tottenham Lee Richardson, in accordance with the
provisions of  "The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  11th April, 1889.
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that I have acceptedan application for a Patent ,  and the complete
Specification  annexed thereto ,  received from John
Henry Richardson  Dinsmore ,  of Emlyn street,
Liverpool, England,  for an invention for  "Improve-
ments in and connected  with the  Manufacture of
Gas from Coal and  Apparatus employed therein."
Notice is 'hereby further  given , that, unless within
two months  from the date of the first appearance
of this  advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfaction that
the applicant  is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be  granted for the said invention to the
said John  Henry Richardson Dinsmore ,  in accor-
dance  with the  provisions of  "The Patents ,  Designs,
and Trade  Marks Ace, 1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
In the Matter of an App lication of The Apollinaris Company ,  Limited, of 19, Regent street, London, for
the Registration of Six Trade Marks as published in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 10th
November ,  1888.WHER LAS it has been represented to me by Charles Edward Bernays, of Central Chamber Queenstreet, in the city .  of  Brisbane, agent in Queensland for the abovementioned applicants, that a
clerical error was made by him in the application for registration of the said  Trade Marks, inasmuch  as
the class in which the said applicants requested the said  T rade Marks to be registered was Class 43,
whereas the Class in which the said Trade Marks were intended to be registered was in Class  41:  And
whereas the  application  for the registration of the said Trade  Marks has been duly advertised for four
months in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  and no notice of opposition was filed against such registra-
tion ,  and consequently the said Trade Marks were registered by me in Class  43:  And whereas applica-
tion has now been made to me to permit the said clerical error to be corrected ,  and to allow the Trade
Marks referred to, which are as under-
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to be registered in Class 44:
I hereby give notice, that, unless within one mouth from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to have the said clerical error corrected, and to have the said Trade Marks registered in
Class 44, in compliance with the amended application, or that there is no legal impediment to my making
such additional registration, I intend to permit such clerical error to be corrected, and to register such
Trade Marks in Class 44, in accordance with the provisions of the  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks Act,  1884."
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WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents &c.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir  Aux  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, President
A. H. PiLatist , of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-V first year of Her Majesty' s re gn , intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respectingobligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint  a special  day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any  city,  town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government afore-
said, in virtue  of the powers vested in me by the
above-recited Act, and of all other powers enabling
me in that behalf, and by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, notify, proclaim, and declare that THURS-
DAY, the 25th of April instant, being the day of the
Arrival of His Excellency Sir Henry Wylie
Norman, G.C.M.G., at Townsville, shall, within the
Municipality of Townsville, be observed as a Public
Holiday within the meaning of the said above-
recited Act.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sit ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
(THEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-
11 1  first year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts  on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
oliday, either throughout Queensland, or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, in virtue of the powers vested in me by
the above-recited Act, and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify, proclaim, and declare that
FRIDAY, the 26th of April instant, being the day
of the Arrival of His Excellency Sir Henry
Wylie Norman, G.C.M.G., at Bowen, shall , within
the Municipality of Bowen, be observed as a
Public Holiday within the meaning of the said
above-recited Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her .Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Colonel G. A. FRENCH, C.M.G., R.A .,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane , 25th April, 188P.
No. 831.
I
T is hereby notified for the information of all
concerned, that it is probable that His
Excellency Sir Henry Wylie Norman, G.C B.,
G.C.M.G., will land at Brisbane on or about the
3Uth instant.
The date and hour of disembarkation will be
notified hereafter.
The day of arrival will be proclaimed a Public
Holiday.
All Troops in the Moreton Regimental Division
will parade in Review Order to receive His
Excellency.
This will be a special parade within the meaning
of Regulation 125m. Those Corps which have to
parade before noon will count the time as a whole
day for pay and efficiency ; if they parade in the
afternoon, it will count as a half-day.
The Commandant hopes that all ranks will use
every effort to be present on the above occasion
and afford a fitting welcome to the distinguished
soldier who has been called to the high office of
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of this Colony.
Unattached and Departmental Officers are invited
to meet The Commandant at Howard Smith's
Wharf in time to meet the steamer conveying His
Excellency.
By Order,
J. SA.NDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1889.
No. 3.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1889.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office ar requested to give the
correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such reference will
material ly facilitate delivery.
Persons in the country makingwritten applications should accompany such written applications with the
amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are requested to state
where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to prevent an unnecessary
transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and search them.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LaTTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday excepted,
from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
W o, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; e t, Colonial Telegram ; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ;
a, South Australia; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 24 Addison William, Nanango c
25 Adrain  Messrs. and  Co., Clermont c
47 Alder M. E., Jimbour o
48 Alderson George, Aramac u k
1 AA5 Aksel, Charters Towers c 26 Adrian J., Queenton c 49 Alexander Miss Alice, Maryborough m
2 Abbot J. T., Brisbane s 27 Afflech John, Avon Downs m 50 Alexander Captain (schooner " Cur-
3 Abel John, Port Curtis road c 28 Ager, R. T., Nanango c lew "), Normanton u k
4 Abrahams D., Logan Village c 29 Agnew Niven, Narine  Station s 51 Alexander J., Croydon c
5 Ackerman Daniel, Brisbane o c 30 Agnew Miss Sarah, Spring Hill c 52 Alexander John A. and Cath.,  Bris-
6 Ackland Mrs. L., Townsville u k 31 Ahern Miss Annie, South Brisbane c bane o c
7 Acres A.  C. (baker ), Melbourne street c 32 Aherne Miss Annie, West End c 53 Alford W.,  Bowen street c
8 Acres Noah C., South Brisbane c 33 Ahles -, Nudgee c 54 Alfred Mrs., Grey  street c
9 Adams -, Pioneer c 34 Ahlinder Alfred, Katnerunga o 55 Allan - senior, Willington c
10 Adams Mrs., Woollongabba c 35 Aiers -, Mackay c 56 Allan  and Williamson , Rockhampton c
11 Adams Mrs. Annie, South Brisbane o c 36 Aikin Southport c 57 Allan  -, Bulimba c
12 Adams Mrs. Emily, Brisbane o c 37 Aimes W. H., Morven c (2) 58 Allan  James, Brisbane u k
13 Adams George, Watsonville c 38 Ainscough Thomas, Cooktown o c 59 Allardyce Robert,  Herberton f and c (3)
14 Adams G., Paddington c 39 Aitchison C., Gympie c 60 Allen Mrs., Ipswich c
15 Adams George H., Eildon Hill c 40 Aitken David, Bowen Hills c 61 Allen Alfred,  Brisbane o c
16 Adams James, Goondi c 41 Aitken D., Red Hill c 62 Allen A., Woollongabba c
17 Adams Neil, Bloomfield c 42 Aitken John, Normanton c 63 Allen Charles,  Townsvi lle c
18 Adams R. H., Coen c 43 Akerman Miss Eliza, Leichhardt 64 Allen George, Grey street c
19 Adauis R. W., Townsville u k  street o c 65 Allen G., Ingham c
20 Adams S., Charleville c 44 Albiez Mrs. M. A., Merivale street c 66 Allen James, Fairymead c
21 Adams T., South Bundaberg u k (2) 45 Albrecht Hannis  and Emmeline , Kelvin 67 Allen James (packer),  Cairns s
22 Adams  Wedgwood, Townsville u k Grove o e 08 Allen Job, Bundaberg c
23 Adams W. H., Yeppoon is 46 Albut Peter,  Sandgate c 69 Allen J., Glenelg  street c
110
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70 Allen J .,  Gunalda c
71 Allen M .,  Homestead c
72 Allen Miss Martha, Townsville u k (2)
73 Allen S., Brisbane f
74 Allen William, Fairymead c
75 A ll en W. (care of - Payan ),  Upper
Dawson road c
76 Allen Mrs .  W., Dugandan c
77 Alleyan W., Silsoe c  (2)
78 Allingham Mrs. John ,
Upper Cape c79 Allison G., Redcliffe e
80 Allison W. Toowoomba u k (2)
81 Allitt J., ]risbane u k
82 Alson Mrs .,  Tenra Station c
83 Altrofer  -,  Albert street c
84 Ambrose Richard ,  Call andoon c
84 Amies S. L., Pimpama c (2)
86 Amiss Samuel ,  Beenleigh c
87 Amos Charles, Afton Downs c
88 Andersen D., Yengarie c
89 Andersen Lars, Bundaberg c
90 Anderson  -,  Brisbane c
91 Anderson Yengarie c
92 Anderson  -,  Toowoomba c
93 Anderson Mrs., Southport c
94 Anderson Mrs., Rockhampton u k
95 Anderson Alex., Yandilla u k
96 Anderson Andrew, Southport o c
97 Anderson Andrew ,  Monkira c
98 Anderson Miss Anna E., Brisbane o c
99 Anderson Augustus ,  Townsville c
100 Anderson A., Gympie c
101 Anderson A., Creek street"c
102 Anderson A., Eidsvold c
103 Anderson Mrs. A., Southport c
104 Anderson Charles ,  Rockhampton f
105 Anderson C., Brisbane f
106 Anderson  C., Gympie c
107 Anderson  C., Whaif  street c
108 Anderson  C , Queen  street s
109 Anderson  C., Gr,;ory  terrace c
110 Anderson David, North Bundaberg c
111 Anderson E., Maryborough o
112 Anderson Fred .,  Bowen c
113 Anderson George, Maryborough o c
114 Anderson H., Mount Perry c
115 Anderson H., Barcaldine c (2)
116 Anderson James, Eidsvold c
117 Anderson James, Rockhampton u k
118 Anderson John C., Gympie c
119 Anderson John E., Eidsvold c
120 Anderson Joseph, Gympie u k
121 Anderson Joseph ,  Bundaberg u k
122 Anderson Mrs. Joseph ,  Bundaberg  it  k
123 Anderson J., Albion c
124 Anderson J., Bundaberg c
125 Anderson J. G., Gympie c
126 Anderson J. S., Eidsvold c (2)
127 Anderson Miss Kate, Brisbane u k
128 Anderson Lars, Pialba c
129 Anderson L., Townsvi lle c
130 Anderson Martin ,  Alexandra c
131 Anderson Olaf, Cumberland c
132 Anderson Ro be rt ,  Heussler terrace c
133 Anderson Thomas, Valley c
134 Anderson William, Eidsvold c
135 Anderson W., Kangaroo Point c
136 Andersson F. W., Durham e
137 Andreason P., Marybo rough c
138 Andresen H., Eidsvold c (2)
139 Andrew Mrs. E rn est ,  Antigua c
140 Andrew E. T., Hughenden u k
141 Andrews Mrs., West End c
142 Andrews Mrs., Townsville u k
143 Andrews Miss ,  Breakfast Creek e
1 14 Andrews F., Charters Towers c
145 Andrews George, Lytton c
146 Andrews James, Taromeo c
147 Andrews J., Breakfast Creek c
148 Andrews J., Townsville c
149 Andrews J., Townsville u k
150 Andrews J., Macke c
151 Andrews Ro be rt, Warwick c
152 Andrews W., Crown street c
153 Andrews Wm. H., Brisbane o c
154 Angus and Claus Messrs., Brisbane s
155 Angus Miss Kate, Hope street c
156 Angus Thomas, Croydon c
157 Annan J. J. Windorah c
158 Annett Hugh, Charters Towers c
159 Annison John ,  Mackay c
160 Antcliffe Mrs., Gympie c
161 Antonio  -,  Razorback c
162 Anyon Mrs. Elizth .,  Hughenden c
163 Appelt William, Cai rn s c
164 Appo Carl ,  Gin Gin c
165 Arbuckle M., Brisbane o
166  Are G., 39 Charlotte street e
167 Archer John, Croydon u k
168 Archer  Joseph, Black Jack c
169 Archibald  Henry, Brisbane o c
170 Archibald R., Wickham street a (2)
171 Archibald R. F. M., Valley c
172  Armanasco Mrs. E., Monkland c (3)
173 A rmant Mrs., P .O. Stanley street u k
174 Armin Mrs., Breakfast Creek c (2)
1402
175 Armour - (carrier ), Barcaldine c
176 Armstrong -, Roma c
177 Armstrong Mrs., Mount Perry c
178 Armstrong Alfred, Blackstone o
179 Armstrong  Miss  C., Rockhampton c
180 Armstrong D., Charters  Towers o c
181 Armstrong Mrs. H., Boggo road c
182 Armstrong  Mrs. Isabella , Hill End c
183 Armstrong  James, Lutwyyche c
184 Armstrong John, Charters Towers c
185 Armstrong Jonathan,  Brisbane u k
186 Armstrong  T., Brisbane s
187 Armstrong  W. Brisbane s
188 Arnan  -, Wickham  terrace c
189 Arnold A., Bowen Hills c
190 Arnold C. E., Charters Towers m
191 Arnold Howard, Mary River u k
192 Arnold Peter, Gympie c
193 Arnolis P. H., Townsville c
194 Arthur Mrs., West End c
195 Arthurs, Mrs. Margt., West End c
146 Arundel C. H., North Pine c
197 Ashburn -, Isisford c
198 Ashbury Charles, Gladstone c
199 Ashby William, Brisbane o c
200 Ashe  T., Townsville u k
201 Ashenden Henry, Burketown w a
202 Ashfield -, Denman's Camp c
203 Ashtin Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane o c
204 Ashman Miss Susan, Valley c
205 Ashner -, Nudgee c
206 Ashton David, Geraldton u k
207 Ashton T., Croydon c
208 Ashworth J., dharters  Towers c
209 Askew Jesse, Eidsvold c
210 Aspland William, Hurnpybong o c
211 Atchison  Miss  Alice, Goondiwindi s
212 Atherton -, Ipswich road c
213 Atkins Mrs., Blackall c
214 Atkins H., Isisford c
215 Atkins R. S., Albert River c
216 Atkinson F. J., Townsville e t
217 Atkinson Mrs. J., St. George c
218 Atkinson  Miss  L., Wickham  street c
219 AtkinsonlWilliam, One-mile Creek o c
220 Atkinson W., Charters Towers c
221 Atkinson Wm., Beaumont  Estate c (2)
222 Atwell B. A., One-Mile t
223 Aubin  James, Charters  Towers s
224 Auldt J., Queenton c
225 Austin  and Grimley, Kilkivan c
226 Austin -,  Montague road c
227 Austin William,  Kangaroo  Point n z
228 Avery and Co., Marburg c
229 Aviss R., Paddington c
230 Award  James, Cairns o c
231 Axford Mrs., Charters Towers c (2)
232 Axford  Isaac, Charters Towers o c
233 Aylward Richard,' One-mile Creek n z
B.
1 BABINGTON W. H., Cooktown t
2 Backhouse -, Allora c
3 Bacon H., Gympie e
4 Badcock W., Brisbane c (2)
5 Bade W., Mount Amos e
6 Bahr Miss Louise, Charters Towers c
7 Bailes H. G., Gympie c
8 Bailey Mrs., Southport c
9 Bailey B. Stonehenge c
10 Bailey Joan, Maryborough' o e
11 Bailey J., Eidsvold c
12 Bailey Lewis, Brisbane u k
13 Bailey Robert, Muttaburra e
14 Bailey William, Herberton c
15 Baillie John M., Southport o _c
16 Bailly J., Barcaldine e t
17 Bain George, Cordelia street c
18 Bain J., Toowoomba c
19 Bainbridge Thomas, Mount Morgan m
20 Baird Mrs., Blackstone c
21 Baird Joseph, Mount Perry c
22 Baird J. S., South Brisbane s
23 Baird William, Brisbane u k
24 Baisden Charles, Mungar c
25 Baker -, Charlotte street c
26 Baker -, Oxley Creek c
27 Baker Alfred, Brisbane o c
28 Baker A, T., Swan Hill e
29 Baker C., Hope street c
30 Baker George. Brisbane;s
31 Baker G., Bundaberg c (2)
32 Baker H., Lutwyche c
33 Baker John, Maryborough m
34 Baker J., Mount Morgan u k
35 Baker J. N. R., Nerang e t
36 Baker P., Killarney c
37 Baker Robert, Brisbane o c
38 Baker Robert, Cooktown o c
39 Baker R. A., Queen street u k
40 Baker S. A., Stonehenge c
41 Baker Walter, Charters Towers c
42 Baker W., Rosalie c
43 Baker Mrs. W. B., Gympie e
44 Baker W. F., Narine Station s
45 Balch William, Queenton u k
46 Baldwell Charles, Lutwyche e
47 Baldwin Mrs., Gotha street c
48 Baldwin A., Charters Towers c
49 Baldwin E., Valley c
50 Baldwin James, Richmond c
51 Baldwin Miss Louisa, Bundaberg c
52 Bale A. W., Albion s (2)
53 Balks Mrs. M., Brisbane s
54 Ball -, Geraldton c
55 Ballard -, Goondi Plantation c
56 Ballard William, Downfall Creek c
57 Ballinger -, Bundaberg c
58 Ballinger H., Mungar Line c
59 Ballwin James, Cloncurry c
60 Bambling Mrs. T., One-Mile c
61 Banbury T. T., Mackay c
62 Bangcoe George, Barcaldine c
63 Bangham  -, Clifton c
64 Bannan  William, Herberton c
65 Banner  J. S., Crescent road c
66 Banning A., Cairns c
67 Barclay A. C., Brisbane u k
68 Barclay George, Ingham u k
69 Barclay M. A., Northampton c
70 Bardsle -, South Brisbane s
71 Barker Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
72 Barker A., Queen street s
73 Barker Mrs. F. A., Red Hill o
74 Barker J. G., Kangaroo Point c
75 Barker Mrs. Wm., Kangaroo Point a
76 Barker William, Rockhampton it k
77 Barker Mrs. W. Ralph, Geraldton a
78 Barkley James, Kamerunga c
79 Barlow John, Croydon c
80 Ba rnard  G., Rockhampton c
81 Barnes  and Stephens, Stanley street c (2)
82 Barnes  Miss Ann, Cleveland e
83 Barnes  Augustus, Townsville n z and
84 Barnes C., Eidsvold c
85 Barnes David, Brisbane u k
86 Ba rn es James , Eidsvold c
87 Barnes J., Isis c
88 Barnes R., Eidsvold o s and c (3)
89 Barnes  T., Eidsvold c
90 Barnes  Thos. Bothill, Charters Towers
oc
91 Barnet J., Bundaberg e
92 Barnett  D. S., Croydon c (2)
93 Barnett  J., Paddington c
94 Barnett R. J., Grey  street c
95 Barnett S., Bundaberg c (2)
96 Barnett  W., Norman Park c
97 Barns -,  Bundaberg c
98 Barns T., Eidsvold c (2)
99 Barr A. J., Bowen e
100 Barrett  Mrs., Bundaberg it k
101 Barrett  C., Eidsvold c
102 Barrett James, Mackay e
103 Barrett  J. W., Charters Towers c
104 Barrett  Thomas, Rockhampton u k
105 Barrett  W. G., Charters Towers c
106 Barrey Miss, Thompson Estate c
107 Barrie James, Woollongabba u k (2)
108 Barrie  James, Millchester road c
109 Barrie  J ames , Chatters Towers c
110 Barrie J., Kangaroo Point s
111 Barrington -,  Brisbane c
112 Barry -, Brisbane e
113 Barry Mrs., Thompson Estate c (3)
114 Barry, David P., Yeppoon u k
115 Barry James, Brisbane c
116 Barry Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c
117 Barry T. W., Brisbane s
118 Barry William, Gympie c
119 Bartle Mrs. Ann, One-mile Creek o c
120 Bartlett John, Maryborough u k
121 Bartlett John, Mungar Line e
122 Bartlett S., Cleveland road e
123 Bartley -, Ann street e
124 Barton Mrs., Spring Hill c
125 Barton John, Charters Towers c
126 Barton Mrs. T. H., Goondiwindi c
127 Barton W., Red Hill c
128 Basket Miss, Brisbane s
129 Bates Mrs., South Brisbane c
130 Bates Messrs. F. and Co., Brisbane c (2)
131 Bates George, Cairns f
132 Bates George, Brisbane u k
133 Bates George, Bowen terrace e
134 Bates George, Gympie c
135 Bates J., Brisbane c
136 Bath Matthew, Gympie u k
137 Bathe F., Rockhampton it k
138 Battey Mrs., 100 Laichhardt street c
139 Battles -, Forest Grove c
140 Batty W., Mackay u k
141 Bauer F. C., Bulimba c
142 Baumann F., Fern Vale f
143 Bawn Mrs., Townsville c
144 Baxter J. B. (dairyman), Croydon c (2
145 Baxter W. N., Vulture street s
146 Bayfield Marv Ann, Hungerford s
147 Baynes Mrs. J., Mackay c
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148 Bea,die Alex., Lower Herbert u k 250 Birch George, West  street c 354 Bowles -, Valley c
149 Beadsworth -, Logan River c 251 Bird James Wm., Toowoomba u k 355 Bowles H. S., Stanley  street o c
150 Beanland L. E., Brisbane e t 2.52 Bird Thomas, Charters Towers c 356 Bowley Thomas, Lutwyche c
151 Bean]and S., South Brisbane m 253 Birklenian W. F., Townsville c 357 Bowley  Messrs.  W. and Son, New Farm
152 Beard W., Albion c 2.94 Birmingham J es, Mungar c e
153 Beaton Niel, Cooktown n z 255 Birnie Adam, Townsville c 358 Bowton Mrs., Ross Island ,c
154 Beattie A., Isisford c 256 Birt -, Kangaroo Point c 359 Box Patrick, Brisbane o
155 Beattie George, Brisbane c 257 Bishop John, Cairns u k 360 Boxwell Mrs. W. G., Woollongabba e
156 Beattie Henry, South  Brisbane c 258 Bishop John, Charters Towers c 361 Boyce John, Charters  Towers c
157 Beaumount George, Stanley  street c 259 Bizzell J. L., Townsville c 362 Boyd F. and W.,  Brisbane o1',8 Becht Henry, Woolooga c (3) 260 Bjerke Theodore, Brisbane o e 363 Boyd Harry, Muttaburra c
151 Beck -, Cooper's Plains c 261 Black Miss Agnes, Highgate Hill c 364 Boyd J., Boggo road e
160 Beck Peter, Pialba c (2) 262 Black B., senior, Townsville c 365 Boyd James and A ., Hughenden c
161 Beck P., Grandchester c 263  Black Fred. (shearer), Roma c 366 Boyd J. K., Rosalie c
162 Beckett E. W., Bundaberg c 264 Blackburn E. J., Croydon c 367 Boyd W., Cooktown  s and o (2)
Her-163 Beckett  Miss  Mary Fletcher 265 Blackleg Robert, Brisbane in 368 Boyes F., Breakfast Creek e,
berton o e 266 Blacklock Miss Bella, Red Hill c 369 Boyle H., Tabletop c (2)
104 Bedford Mrs., Rockhampton c 267 Blackman Thomas, Bunda Bunda u k 370 Boyle James, Morven c
165 Bee John, Macknade c 268  Blackmore William, Oxley e 371 Boyle J., Maryborough c
166 Beech Mrs. C., South Brisbane c 269 Blackshaw Miss C., Bowen s 372 Boyle J. H., Milbong c.
167 Beech E., Gympie c 270 Blackwell Miss Sarah Jane, Blackall o 373 Boyle Patrick, Hughenden c
168 !seedy C., Eidsvold c 271 Blain J., Isis Downs c 374 Boyle S. C., Spring Hill c
169 Behan James, Hope street',c 272 Blair R. C., Maryborough n z 375 Boyle William, Tabletop e
170 Beilby George, Cooktown e t 273 Blake -, Southport c 376 Boyle W., Croydon c
171 Beins  Stenermann  C., Cooktown f 274 Blake Miss B., Gympie u k 377 Braby F. L., Montague road c
172 Bell Mrs., Brisbane c 275  Blake  Miss  B., Gympie u k 378 Braddly William, Charters Towers c
173 Bell A., Bowen Bridge road,c 276 Blake J., Wellington road c (2) 379 Braddock George, Birdsville c (2)
174 Bell A., Townsville u k 277 Blake Mrs. J. V., Brisbane a 380 Bradley and Miller, Adavale c
175 Bell Charles, Georgetown rra I c 278 Blake Maurice J., Eidsvold c 381 Bradley Frank, Cooktown c
176 Bell David, Charters Towers e t 279 Blake T., Montague road c 382 Bradley G., Brisbane a
177 Bell Miss  Eliza,  Townsville u k 280 Blake T. A., Ann street c 383 Bradley Henry G., Croydon s
178 Bell F. J., Merivale street c 281 Blake W. (cook), Cairns c 384 Bradley John, Rockhampton c
179 Bell James, Bulimba c (2) 282 Blamire R., Orient Camp s 385 Bradnan N., Paddington c
180 Bell John Croydon u k 283 Blamire T., Orient Camp s 386 Bradshaw -, Mount Albion c
181 Bell J., Rormanton s 284 Blanch A., Narine Station c 387 Bradshaw John, Herbert River o e
182 Bell M., Gympie c 285 Blick Albert, Cooktown f 388 Brady y Miss Annie ,  Brisbane u k and c
183 Bell Robert, South Brisbane c 286 Blight A., One-Mile c (2)
184 Bell Miss S. E., South Brisbane c 287 Bloomfield H., Bundaberg c (3) 389 Brady F. L., Brisbane e t
185 Bell William, Charters Towers c 288 Blurton Edward, Darr River Downs in 390 Brady Terence, Rockhampton c
186 Bench W., Brisbane c 289 Blyth =--,  Stanley street c 391 Braget H. J., Charters Towers c
187 Bengston J. M., Logan Village c 290 Blyth James, Brisbane e t 392 Bragg Mrs. J., Queenton c
184 Benford Alfred, Charters Towers c 291 Blyth W., Charters Towers c (2) 393 Brambell Richard, Cooktown u k (2)
189 Benham Mrs., Hope street c 292 Bocking J., Cooktown s 394 Bramberg -, Kangaroo Point c (2)
190 Benham Mrs., Red Hill c 293 Bodden Mary, Bulimba o 395 Brame  Messrs.  R. and Co., Valley c
191 Benham J., One Mile c (2) 29-1 Bognuda, Hudson, and Co., Brisbane c 396:Brammick Stephen, Moggill o c
192 Benjamin H., Brisbane c 295 Boland Miss Annie, Brisbane c 397 Br a ton Mrs., Spring Hill u k and
193 Benjamin Mrs. Hannah, Townsville m 296 Boland James, Narine Station s
e m}
194 Benke A., Toowoomba c 297 Boland P., Q.C. Railway c 398 Brandon W., Gundiah c (4)
195 Benn Mrs .  Susan ,  Bald Hills o c 298 Bolle H. T., Croydon s 399 Branington S., South Brisbane c
196 Bennet J., Beauly terrace c 299 Bollen W., Charleville c 400 Brannelly Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
197 Bennet R., Townsville c 300 Bollman Joseph, Charters Towers c 401 Brasck William, Normanton c
198 Bennett (builder), Townsville c 301 Bolster W., Brisbane c 402 Brass Mrs. J., Kangaroo Point in
199 Bennett Mrs., Maryborough c 302 Bolt M. H., Murphy's Creek c 403 Bran  Benjamin , Thursday Island c
200 Bennett Mrs., Emu Park c 303 Bolt W., Brisbane u k 404 Bray J., Townsville u k
201 Bennett C., Eidsvold c 304 Bonar James, Brisbane c 405 Bray J., Normanton c
202  Bennett  E. (shearer), Charleville c 305 Bond C.  Brisbane c 406 Bray J. T., Rockhampton s
203 Bennett  Henry, South Brisbane c 306 Bonner W., Woollongabba c 407 Bray W., Croydon c
Thuraggie o204 Bennett James 307 Bonney  Messrs.  and Co. Brisbane e 408 Breddin E. C. Brisbane c,
205 Bennett Joseph, Croydon s
,(2) ,
409 Breen James,  Brisbane o c
206 Bennett J. R., Jundah c 308 Bonney C. A., North quay  c (2) 410 Breen  John Tiaro u k
207 Bennett Mrs. M. A., Roma c 309 Boon W ., Mount Morris c 411 Breen  J., Milton c
208 Bennett  Thomas, Raff's wharf c 310 Booth J. or W., Croydon c 412 Bremner  G. C., Mount Perry c
South Brisbane c209 Bennett  Miss Violet 311 Booth Mrs. Mary Jane , Brisbane o c 413 Bremner  William Southport c,(4) 312 Booth William, Hughenden c) ,414 Brennan  Mrs., River  terrace c
210 Bennion E. J., Charters Towers c 313 Bootle Joseph, Charleville c 415 Brennan  John, One -Mile c (3)
211 Benson Andrew P., Queenton o c 3t4 Bopf A., junr  Barcaldine c 416 Brennan  Miss M .,  Spring Creek c
212 Bensted J., Thompson  Estate c 315 Boran Mary, Charters  Towers o 417 Brennan  M., Gympie c
213 Beresford Everton, Aramac u k 316 Boreham James, Lutwyche c 418 Brennan  Patrick,  Ravenswood Jun e.
214 Bergen Martin, George street c 317 Borgert John, Oakey Creek e tion o
215 Berger Emil, Charters Towers c 318 Borgess  W., Union  street e 419 Brennan Patrick, Gympie c
216 Berghuffer P., Beenleigh c 319 Borke J., Brisbane c 420 Brennan Thomas, Esk c
217 Bergin Mrs. Sarah, Georgg street in 320 Borke W., Maryborough c 421 Brennon J., Ipswich e
218 Bergstrom J. A., Toowoomba f 321 Borth wick Wm., Rockhampton u k 422 Brereton M. J., Townsvi lle c
219 Berkefeld H., Charters Towers in (2) 322 Borwick Robert, Brisbane u k 423 Breslin  Miss F .,  Charters Towers a
220 Berkley and Party Messrs., Kilkivan c 323 Boswell James,  Mount Hogan c 424 Bresnan  -,  Macalister c
Grey streetHenrietta221 Bermann Mrs Paddington c324 Bouden Miss A. 425 Bresser Mrs. Rosalie c,.0C ,325 Boulton E. Harley, Brisbane s ,426 Bressington Edward, Etheridges (2)
222 Bernard -, Herberton c 326 Boulton G. S., One-Mile c (2) 427 Bressington  Rev. T.,  Ravenswood c
223 Bernard L., Townsville c 327 Bourke -, Dungeness c 428 Brevier Miss,  Valley c
224 Berneld Leo., Woon arra c 328  Bourke Mrs., Hughenden road c 429 Briant  A., Milton c
225 Bernhardt Gustav, Taroom s 329 Bourke Francis, Mackay c 430 Bridge -, Esk c
226 Berrey James, Georgetown c 330 Bourke Mrs. H., Hughenden o (2) 431 Bridge Mrs. J., Croydon u k
227 Berry P., Brisbane o c 331 Bourke Mrs. Henry Y, Hughenden u k 432 Bridge R., Nanango c
228 Berry Thomas, North Ipswich c 332 Bourke James, Monkland c (4) 433 Brieschke Mrs.  Herman ,  Grandchestero
229 Berry T., Albilbah s (2) 333 Bourke Miss Mary Ann, New Farm u k 434 Briggs Joseph,  Brisbane u k
230 Bershthold 0., Mungar o 334 Bourke Patrick, Hughenden u k 435 Bright  Mrs., Brisbane c
231 Berwick Samuel, Nundah o c 335 Bourne -, Southport c 436 Bright Alfred, Charters  Towers o c
232 Best Mrs., Rockhampton c 336 Bourne John, Curriwillinghi s 437 Bright T., Mount Hedlow c
233 Best H., Valley c 337 Bowby George, Valley c 438 Brightman Walter, Mount Perry e
234 Beston Joseph, Townsville c 338 Bowdary William, Valley o c 439 Bristow F. L., Blackall s
23.5 Betts Miss M. A., Beenleigh c 339 Bowden Alfred, Cordelia street c 440 Broad  Messrs.  J. G. & A., St.  George s
236 Betz H., Allenstown c 340 Bowden Miss E., Pittsworth c 441 Broadfoot John,  Charters Towers c
237 Bevan D., Oxley c 341 Bowden J., Charters Towers c 442 Broadley G., Cairns c
238 Bevan J., Rockhampton s 342 Bowden J., Milton c 443 Broby William,  Brisbane c
239 Bevan N., Millchester road c 343 Bowden Miss Rose, Brisbane c 444 Brock Mrs. Georgina, Bundaberg c
240 Beveridge Mrs. Ellen Hunter, Brisbane 344 Bowen J. W., Geondiwindi c 445 Brockhurst Richard,  Brisbane o c
oc 345 Bowen William Bundaberg o 446 Brockmann A., Ipswich road c
241 Beveridge Mrs. H., Inglewood in 316 Bower Mrs., Bulimba c 447 Broderick Mrs., Thompson  Estate c
242 Beverley William, Kamerunga u k 347 Bower F., Bulimba c 448 Broderick J. F., Valley e
213 Beyer Reinhardt, Maryborough f 348 Bower Thomas, Brisbane c 449 Brodie - Petrie terrace c (2)
244 Biddulph Mollie, Cunnamulla o 349 Bowes Miss Bridget, Charters Towers 450 Brodie J., ' 'ambo cI
245 Bill Alfred Charles, Brisbane in uk 451 Brodie P. D., Leichhardt  street c
246 Bingham Mrs. Toowong c 350 Bowlan W., Paddington c 452 Brodie It., Milton s
247 Binney -, Allora c 351 Bowlen George, Normanton o c 453 Brogey -, Gowrie road c
248 Binney Mrs. Lizzie, Brisbane c 352 Bowler George, Brisbane o c 454 Broman Alfred, Caboolture c
249 binney W., Herberton a 353 Bowler W., Emerald c 455 Bromhan J., Mount Shamrock c
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456 Brookes Mrs., Merivale street c
457 Brookes Miss Alice ,  Coorparoo c
458 Brookes Miss Annie ,  South Brisbane c
459 Brookfield F. H., Emu Park road c
460 Brooks  Alex.  D., Hungerford s (2)
461 Brooks Augustus ,  Rockhampton u k
462 Brooks Mrs. A .,  Isisford c
463 Brooks  C. G., Kangaroo Point c
464 Brooks Thomas ,  Bundaberg c
465 Brooks Mr. Thos., Ipswich c
466 Broom field  G. F., Rockhampton c
467 Brophy Mrs. M .,  Irvinebank s
468 Brosnan J., One-mile e
469 Brosnan Miss Mary, Brisbane c
470 Brotherton Thomas ,  West End o and
c (2)
471 Br
ugh
John, Brisbane u k (2)
472 Brough J. Gym ie c (3)
473 Brounds  X. T., Queen street c
47 4 Brout and Loveday ,  Brisbane c
475 Brown  -,  Beenleigh f
476 Brown and Alvert ,  Beenleigh u k
477 Brown  -,  Harcourt street c
478 Brown  Mrs., South  Brisbane  in
479 Brown Mrs., Woolloongabba c
480 Brown Adam, Central Railway c
481 Brown Albert, Mount Albion  in
482 Brown Alfred, Ravenswood c
483 Brown Andrew, Cooktown u k
484 Brown  Mrs. Annie,  Valley u k
485 Brown Messrs .  A. and Co .,  Mary-
borough c
486 Brown A., Beaconsfield c
487 Brown A. (corporal ),  South Brisbane c
488 Brown  A. P., Mt. Shamrock c
489 Brown Miss Bridget, Toowoomba c
490 Brown C., Maryborough c
491 B rown C.  A., Ipswich road c
492 Brown D., Albion c
493 Brown F. W., Clifton c
494 Brown G., Townsville c
495 Brown G. A., Maryborough s
496 Brown H., Bundaberg c (3)
497 Brown H., Roma c
498 Brown H. A., Rockhampton c
499 Brown H. J., Bowen Hi lls c
500 Brown  Isaac, Queenton u k (2)
501 Brown James, Beaconsfield c
502 Brown Mrs. Jane, South Pine c
503 Brown Miss Jessie, Rockhampton c
504 Brown John, Red Hill c (2)
505 Brown John, Sadd 's Ridge u k
506 Brown Jonathan ,  One-mile Creek o c
507 Brown  John  Joseph, Valley c
908 Brown Joseph ,  Bundaberg c-(3)
509 Brown J., Maryborough c
510 Brown J. (junr. ),  Lytton road n z
511 Brown J., Bundaberg c
512 Brown J., Gympie c
513 Brown J. T. W., Emerald c (3)
514 Brown Kenneth, Ipswich road u k
515 Brown Miss Mary ,  Yengarie u k
516 Brown M., Springsure Line c (2)
517 Brown Mrs. M .,  Maryborough c
518 Brown Peter, Queenton c
519 Brown P. G., Bundaberg c
520 Brown Robert, Highgate Hill u k
521 Brown R., Croydon c (2)
522 Brown Samuel, Bowen u k
523  Brown Sydney , Brisbane f
524 Brown S., Bayswater c
525 Brown Mrs. S., Croydon s
526 Brown Thomas ,  Brisbane s
527 Brown Thomas, Noondoo s
528 Brown William, Kabra o
529 Brown William, Cooktown o c
530 Brown  William,  Toowoomba c (2)
531 Brown W. H., Bowen Terrace c
532 Browne  A. L., Charters  Towers o
533 Browne Francis ,  Brisbane u k
534 Browne George, Brisbane  in
535 Browne Mrs. G. B .,  Rockhampton u k
536 Browne Patrick ,  Bowen o c
637 Browne P., Tintinchilla s
538 Browne R., Warwick o c
539 Bruce  - (carpenter ),  Mackay c
540 Bruce Alexander ,  Townsville u k
541 Bruce R., Goondi a
542 Bruckler Mrs. Lizzie ,  Brisbane c
543 Brunner A., Barcaldine s
544 Bruse G., Toowoomba c
545 Brushe J., Kynuna Station c
546 Bryant and Cumming ,  Kilkivan t
547 Bryant A., Hope street c
548 Bryant John James ,  Brisbane o c
549 Baynes Miss ,  Queen street c
550 Bryson James ,  Warwick c
551 Bryson James ,  Yandilla c
552 Bryson J., Pitsworth c
553 Bucannon  -,  Townsville s
554 Buchan A., Milo No. 2 s
555 Buchan R., Cooktown c
556 Buchanan D., Charters Towers c
557 Buchanan Mrs. D .,  Charters Towers c
558 Buchanan James, Nudgee o c (2)
559 Buchlir  George ,  Caboolture u k
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560 Buckley F. G.. Mount Spurgeon u k
161 Buckley John,  Townsville o c
562 Buckley J., Ipswich, u k
o63 Buckley  J. D., Mount Albion c
564 Buckley  M., Gympie c
565 Buckly  -,  Nundah c
566 Buckly  Mrs., Nundah c
567 Buckly  Daniel, Torbanlea u k
568 Budel John ,  Gympie o c
569 budge -, Acavale c
570 Budge R., Charters Towers c
571 Bulcock Miss, Eagle Farm c
572 Bull James, Brisbane o
573 Bulley  Thomas, Ayr c
574 Bullock H., Croydon a
575 Bund C ., Brisbane c
576 Bund P .,  Isis Downs c
577 Bunney  W., Georgetown c
578 Bunton  Bobert ,  Brisbane  it  k
579  Burcham Charles F., Edward  street m
580 Burchett  R., Mary borough c (2)
581 Burge  Charles, Tambo c
582 Burgess  -,  Rockhampton c
583 Burgess  -,  Townsville c
584 Burgess  Mrs., Petrie  terrace e
585 Burgess George, Rockhampton in
586 Burgess  G., Townsville s
587 Burgess  H., Brisbane c
588 Burgess  Miss Lizzie,  Cairns c
589 Burgoyne George S .,  Dingo c
590 Burke Mrs. D .,  Charters Towers c (2)
591 Burke Mrs. Ellen, Millchester c
592 Burke Miss Ellen, Townsville a
593 Burke  Mrs. Henry ,  Townsville c
594 Burke  J., Mount Perry e
595 Burke Miss Kate, Maryborough f
596 Burkett  -,  Milton c
597 Burman Mrs., Grey  street c
598 Burnett  H. 0., Eidsvold c
599 BurnsAlfred (mason ), ChartersTowers c
600 Burns Henry, Bellevue c
601 Burns James, Georgetown Station a
602 Bu rn s John ,  Townsville o c
603 Burns J. Kilkivan c
604 Burns  J. H., Southport c
605 Bu rn s Miss Kate , Croydon c
606 Burns Richard, Millchester c
607 Burns Robert, Croydon c
608 Bu rn s R., Rainbow Flat c
609 Burns  R., Golden Valley c
610 Burns William, Charters Towers c
611 Burquez  Mrs., Eagle Farm c
612 Burrell W., Hope street c
613 Burrows H., Paddington c
614 Burtenshaw  W. A., Townsville c
615 Burton F., Charters Towers o
616 Burton Henry, 204 Queen street o
617 Burton John, Cootharaba road c
618 Burton Miss, M., Montague road c
619 Burton Mrs. J. H., Goondiwindi c
620 Bush and  Purcell  Messrs .,  Spring
Hill c
621 Bushell C. L., Bowen terrace c
622 Butement James ,  Croydon n z and
oc(5)
623 Butement T., Ravenswood  in
624 Butement  Thos.  (assayer ),  Ravenswood
oc
625 Buther  Frank, Cardigan  Station c
626 Butho  Miss  Mary Jane, Stanley  street c
627 Butho Miss Sarah, Stanley street c
628 Butler  -,Toowoomba c
629 Butler Charles, Mount Morgan c
630 Butler James, Gympie u k
631 Butler Lawrence ,  Herberton c
632 Butler  T., Tivoli c
633 Butteris  J. R., Charters  Towers c
634 Buxton  David , Millchester road c
635 Byrne  Miss,  Townsville a
636 Byrne  Doctor ,  Bundaberg c
637 Byrne Misses E. and B., Twinebank c
638 Byrne  John ,  Sandy Creek c
639 Byrne  J., Black Jack c
640 By rn e J .  J., Brisbane c
641 Byrne J. L., Charters  Towers c (3)
642 Byrne Martin, Ingham o c
643 Byrne M., Peak Crossing c
644 Byrne  M., One-Mile c
645 Byrne Pat ., Hughenden c
646 Byrnes Alfred, Avon Downs c
647 Byrnes  J., Woollongabba o c
C.
1 CABLE  William, Hughenden c
2 Cacey Miss J., Gympie c
3 Caffrey Miss ,  Brisbane c
4 Cahill Miss Annie P .,  Bundaberg u k
5 Cahill Dan., Laidley o c
6 Cahill James ,  West End o e
7 Cahill James C., South Brisbane c
8 Cahill Thomas ,  Toowoomba s
9 Cain Thomas ,  Howard c
10 Caine J., Queenton u k
11 Caird Charles,  Kamerunga it k (2)
12 Calcino F., Stanthorpe c
13 Calder  James, Townsville s
14 Calderwood A. H., Yaamba c
15 Caldwell  John, Brisbane u k
16 Callaghan  J., Woollongabba c
17 Callaghan  J., South  Brisbane c
18 Callaghan Thomas ,  Windorah c (2)
19 Callaghan  William, Breakfast Creek c
20 Callan Owen, Rockhampton u k (2)
21 Callanan Miss Margaret, Stratton u k
22 Calling  Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
23 Callon John  (carrier ),  Cunnamulla s (3)
24 Calls  Mrs. H., Petrie  terrace c
25 Calvert Mrs. J. G.,  Logan road c
26 Cambel  B., Lammermoor c
27 Cameron  and Spear ,  Charters Towers c
28 Cameron  Mrs., Albion u k
29 Cameron  A., Nanango c
30 Cameron  John,  Townsville c
31 Cameron J., Barcaldine a
32 Cameron  J. F., Normanton c
33 Cameron  R., Tent Hill u k
34 Cameron Mrs. Susan ,  Mackay o c
35 Cameron T., Langlo Downs c
36 Cameron W., Bowen c (2)
37 Camiskey W., Brisbane a
38 Campbell -, Spring Hill c
39 Campbell  -,  Bundaberg c
40 Campbell ,  Mrs., Mackay c
41 Campbell  Mrs., Muttaburra c
42 Campbell Mrs., Brisbane c
43 Campbell Alex., Queen  street c
44 Campbell  Miss  Cath ., Brisbane o c
45 Campbell  Duncan, Cunnamulla m
46 Campbell D., Townsville c
47 Campbell D. M., Cooktown s
48 Campbell  Miss  E. +'., Townsville c
49 Campbell E. H., Townsville c
50 Campbell Forester , Pyramid Planta-
tion c
51 Campbell  Hugh ,  Brisbane u k
52 Campbell Mrs. Jane, Townsville c
53 Campbell John, One-mile c
54 Campbell J., Monkland c
55 Campbell  J. B., Brisbane c
56 Campbell  J. F., Charters  Towers c
57 Campbell Mrs. Kenneth, Cairns u k
58 Campbell  Mary ,  Southport o
59 Campbell  Ned, Tambo c
60 Campbell Patrick, Stanthorpe c
61 Candish Mrs., Rockhampton c
62 Candy E .,  South Brisbane c
63 Cane S. ,  Brisbane c
64 Canmy J. A .,  Brisbane c
65 Canning Miss Mary Ann, Rockhamp-
ton u k
66 Cannon A., Millchester c
67 Cannon John, Townsville o c
68 Cantwe ll  John, Brisbane o e
69 Canty Mrs .,  Cooktown u k
70 Carew William, Brisbane o c
71 Carey  Miss, Charters Towers c
72 Carey Miss  A., Townsville c
73 Carey Mrs. Bridget ,  Rockhampton c
74 Carey John ,  Toowoomba s
75 Carey Michael ,  Toowoomba c
76 Cargill Mrs .,  Isisford c
77 Carkeek J. B., Toowoomba s
78 Carline George ,  Warbrecean o
79 Carlisle R. W., Springsure c (2)
80 Carlsen H., Ross River c
81 Carlson Gus, Taroom c
82 Carlton John, Bowen Hills u k
83 Carlyle W., Mount Perry c
84 Carney -, Brisbane c
85 Carney  David, Townsville  in
86 Caroll James ,  Rosemount c
87 Carpenter E. R., Emu Park c
88 Carpenter Hugh, Roma street c
89 Carr Miss Bella, Red Hill s
90 Carr E .  H., Townsville c
91 Carr John ,  Townsville c
92 Carr John ,  Mount Morgan c
93 Carr John C., Ravenswood c
94 Carr M., Monkland c
95 Carroll  Bernard, Brisbane o c
96 Carroll  Charles ,  Listowel Downs s
97 Carroll James ,  Townsville c
98 Carroll  John, Albion c
99 Carroll  Miss Mary, Queen 's Hotel c
100 Carroll Mary Ellen ,  Maida Hi ll  c
101 Carroll Michael, Bundaberg s
102 Carroll  M., Bowen Bridge c
103 Carroll  M., Emu Park c
104 Carroll P., Mount  Morgan c
105 Carroll  T., Cawarral c
106 Carruthers William, Bundaberg o c
107 Carson Mrs., Charters Towers e t
108 Carson J., Millchester c
109 Carter and Curtis ,  Brisbane c
110  Carter E., Rookwood u k
111 Carter Mrs. F., Valley c (2)
112 Carter Mrs. F ., Red Hill c
113 Carter  Miss Florence, Queen street u k
114 Carter G., Bollon s
115 Carter Juseph F., Milton u k
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116 Carter Joseph It., Hughenden u k 218 Chute Trevor Edward, Indooroopilly u k 322 Coleman Dan.,•Pine Mountain c
117 Carter W., St. George c 219 Chynoweth Henry, Croydon c (2) 323  Coleman Frank, Walloon e
118 Carter W. H., Maryborough c 220 Chytwind -, Lower Sandy Creek c 324 Coleman Messrs. J. and Co., Brisbane c
119 Carthar Peter, Rockhampton o 221 Clackerty R. R., Graham's Creek c (2) 325 Coleman J., Kynuna c
120 Carthy John, Stanley street c 222 Claffey P., Gympie c 326 Coleman M., Charleville c
121 Cartlidge W. J., Queen street u k 223 Clair J., Beaudesert c 327 Coleman C., Eidsvold c (2)
122 Cartney Mrs., Lutwyche c 224 Clark Mrs., Brisbane u k 328 Colendi V., Two-Mile c
123 Cartwid John, Gympie c 225 Clark Miss, Sandgate c 329 Coles Alfred, Brisbane c
124 Cartwright -, Thompson Estate c 226 Clark Miss, Kangaroo Point c 330 Coles B., 33 Edward  street c
125 Cartwright Bob, Gympie c 227 Clark Mrs. Captn., Cooktown c' 331 Coles W., Highgate Hill c
126 Carty Richard, Townsville u k 228 Clark Cumberland, Brisbane u k (2) 332 Collard J., Mount Albion in
127 Casement Charles, Croydon m (2) 229 Clark C., Gympie c 3.33 Colledge - (phrenologist), Warwick c
128 Casener James, Richmond c 230 Clark Mrs. Elizth., Rockhampton o c 334 Colledge  James  (tailor ), Ravenswood c
129 Casey John, Brisbane c 231 Clark F., Monkland c 335 Col ens, John, Toowoomba c
130 Casey John, O'Connell  street c 232 Clark George, South  Brisbane e 336 Colley W., Paddington e
131 Casey John, Normanton u k 233 Clark George D., Brisbane c 337 Collier -,  Breakfast Creek c
132 Casey Robert, Brisbane o c 234 Clark Mrs. Harriet C., Brisbane o c 338 Collier Mrs. Ann ,  George street c
133 Cash Jabez, Rookwood u k (2) 235 Clark Henry, Kamerunga u k 338 Collins Mrs., Bundaberg c
134 Caspani P., Rockhampton c 236 Clark John, One-Mile c 339 Collins  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
135 Cassels John ,  Grey  street c 237 Clark Jonathan S., Mount Albion s 340 Collins  Mrs., Townsville c
136 Cassells -, Charters Towers c 238 Clark J., Kangaroo Point c 341 Collins A., Clermont c
137 Cassidy Mrs. J. A.,  Brisbane s 239 Clark Robert, Croydon o c 342 Cclllins Miss Edith Florence Edith,
138 Castle Mrs., Mackay c 240 Clark Robert G., Rockhampton u k Edward  street c
139 Castle  Miss  E., Nundah c 241 Clark W. (carrier), Croydon c 343 Collins Edward James,  Brisbane o
140 Castle  Francis  West End o c 242 Clark W. J. H., North Pine u k 344 Collins Ellen, Mount Bullen c
141 Catley T. E., irisbane u k 243 Clarke --, Hughenden c 345 Collins E., Spring  Hill c (2)
142 Catreche  Francais , Cooktown c 244 Clarke -, Enoggera c 346 Collins E. F., Brisbane e
143 Catta J. M., Kangaroo Point c 245 Clarke -, Grey street c 347 Collins Fred., Cloncu c
144 Catterick Harry, Bundaberg c and 246 Clarke Mrs., Lower Dawson road c 348 Collins George, Barcaldine e
u k (3) 247 Clarke Mrs., Charleville c 349 Collins John, Mount Morgan o c
145 Caution -,  Charters  Towers c 248 Clarke Miss, Brisbane u k 3.50 Collins John, Charters  Towers c (2)
146 Cavalier H., Mount  Morgan o 249 Clarke Mrs. A., Ipswich u k 351 Collins Mrs. Joseph, Rockhampton c
147 Cavanagh Mrs. E.,  Brisbane o 250 Clarke A. Skinner, Dulacca s 352 Collins Mrs. J., Toowoomba c
148 Cavanagh E. J., One-Mile c (3) 251 Clarke Captain, Cooktown c 353 Collins Mrs. Mary,  Brisbane o c
149 Cavanagh H., Charters Towers c 252 Clarke C., Albion c 354 Collins Mrs. or Miss M., Gympie o
150 Cavanagh R., Angellala c (2) 253 Clarke F., Tambo c 355 Collins  Mrs. S. H., Enoggera c
151 Cavanough Mrs. G., Eulo s 254 Clarke F., Thompson Estate c 356 Collins W., Kilkivan c
152  Cave Mrs., Cairns o 255 Clarke F., Monkland c (2) 357 Collins W., Rockhampton c
153 Cavendish J., Cleveland c 256 Clarke George, Rockhampton c 358 Colman D., Pine Mountain c
154 Cawan Thomas, Keppel  Island c 257 Clarke George D., Brisbane c 359 Colman W. D., Crongalal  Station a
155 Cawleshaw James, Charters Towers c 258 Clarke Henry, Canterbury s 360 Colquhoun J. Pinnacle Creek c
'156 Caxton Mrs. Dorothea, Red Hill o c 259 Clarke Mrs. Henry, Bulimba s 361 Colquhoun W ., Charters  Towers c
157 Caysin G., Brisbane s 260 Clarke John, Breakfast Creek c 362 Colthurst -, Red Hill c
158 Cecil D., One-Mile s 26 Clarke  Miss  K., Kamerunga c 363 Colwell  Isaac,  Tivoli c
159 Chain  James,  Laidley c 262 Clarke Peter, Croydon c 364 Comerford Miss Johanna, Southport
160 Chalmers D., Howard s 263 Clarke Thomas, Stratton o c (2)
161 Chalmers  James,  Townsville s 264 Clarke T., Tambo c 365 Comerford Thomas,  Brisbane u k
162 Chalmers John, Ipswich c 265 Clarke Miss T., Cooktown c 366 Comford Mrs. L., Ravenswood f
163 Chambers Henry, South Brisbane o c 266 Clarke William, Kamerunga c 367 Comin J., Maryborough c
164 Champney Mrs. G.,  Brisbane f 267 Clarke W. (carrier), Georgetown c 368 Compigne Miss, Gregory  terrace e
165 Chancellor Mrs. W. G., Albion c 268 Clarkin F., Gympie c 369 Comtesse Louis, Morven s (3)
166 Chancy -, Kabra c 269 Clarkin Hugh, Townsville-c 370 Condren J., Bluff Downs s
167 Chandler E. B., Cairns in 270 Clarkson --, Valley e 371 Coner Miss Ellen , Brisbane o c
168 Chandler  Miss  M. A., Red Hill in 271 Clarkson George, Charters Towers c 372 Congdon Mrs. T., Charters  Towers a
169 Chandler T. H., Mount Pleasant e 272 Clarkson G., Charters Towers`e t 373 Congrove -, Hope street c
170 Chandler W. H., Albert street c 273 Cleary James S., Brisbane o c 374 Conlan James, Charleville c
171 Channey  Thomas,  Woollongabba c 274 Cleary J. F., Woollongabba c 375 Conley W. G., Allora c (2)
172 Chaplin Sydney Croydon s
1
275 Cleeland  Miss  M. J., Pimpama c 376 Conlon T. P., Brisbane o
 assifern c173 Chapman -, 276 Cleeves Mrs. H. C., Eagle Junction c 377 Connaughton W., South  Brisbane c
174 Chapman  Mrs., Esk c 277 Clegg Mrs. J.,  Eulo s 31-8 Conneely Thomas, Brisbane c
175 Chapman F. C., Townsville c 278 Clegg William, Croydon c 379 Connelan  Denis, Raglan m
176 Chapman George,  Bunda berg  in 279 Clements  Miss  E., Mackay'c 380 Connell C., Monkland c
177 Chapman  Miss Grace E., Brisbane f 280 Clements  Henry,  Roma street c 381 Connell Edward, Charters  Towers s
178 Chapman J., Spring Hi ll c 281 Clements  H., Colonial  Stores,c 382 Connell Edward, Townsville c
179 Chapman R. E., Valley c 282 Clements Miss  M., Eton c 383 Connell  Jeremiah ,  Bulimba o e
180 Chapman William, Valley c 283 Clements  It., Eton c 384 Connell J., Ipswich c
181 Chappell John, Croydon s 284 Clennett Messrs. G.l and Co., South 385 Connole Austin ,  Brisbane c
182 Charker  W. H., Brisbane c Brisbane c 386 Connole Miss C., Charters Towers e
183 Charlton  James ,  Brisbane o c 285 Clewen  J., Kensington e 387 Connole  Miss  Kate, Charters Towers
184 Charters  Geo. Mackerith ,  1„Brisbane 286 Cliffe -, Roma c uk
uk 287 Clinton A. D., Ravenswood c 388 Connolly  Miss  C., Charters  Towers c
185 Chase Lionel ,  Brisbane u k 288 Clinton  G., Darr River Downs c 389 Connolly John, Limestone c
186 Chatfield John,  Maytown c 289 Cloey William, Charleville s 390 Connor,  Miss  Bridget, Hughenden u k
187 Chatwood  James S., Adelaide1 street 290 Cluse  T., Angellala c 391 Connor G. D., Clermont e
nz 291 Clubley W., Brisbane u k 392 Connor John, Toowoomba c
188 Chauntler -, Cloncurry u k 292 Coakley T., Stanthorpe s 393 Connors -, Forest Grove c
189 Cheese  James  Went ,  Mount Stanley 293 Cobain C., One-Mile c (2) 394 Connors R., Spring Hill c
u k (3) 294 Cobley  William , Durham u k 395 Conran Mrs., Rockhampton e
190 Chemicus  -, Brisbane c 295 Cock T. J., Gyinpie o 396  Conran  Thomas,  Rockhampton u k
191 Cheshire W., Bundaberg s 296 Cockburn Joseph, Townsville c 397 Conroy G., Charleville c
192 Chester  Neville, Sandgate'c 297 Cockern -, Clermont c 398 Conroy  Miss R., Brisbane s
193 Chetwynd Mrs., Redcliffe c (7) 298 Cockley - (selector ), Charleville c 399 Conseil  James ,  Highgate Hill c
194 Childs J. W., Gympie c 299 Cockra G., Edo c 400 Consadine R., Alma lane c
195 Childs J. W., Breakfast Creek c 300 Cockrane A., Cairns c 401 Consadine Thomas, Gebangle u k
196 Childs Thomas, Albion c 301 Cockrane James, Herberton c 402 Conway C. J., Cunnamulla o c
197 Chin Ernest Thomas, Kilkivan c 302 Cockrane J. A., Rockhampton s 403 Conway Mrs. H., Croydon c
198 Chip A. C., Maytown c 303 Cody Richard, Cairns o c 404 Cooch H., Richton c
199 Chirnside H. M., Brisbane c 304 Coe George, P.O. Barcaldine c 405 Coogan It., P.O. Isisford a
200 Chisholm Miss, Brisbane u k (2) 305 Coffey James, Cairns o and o c (2) 406 Cook -, Kangaroo Point c
201 Chrestensen H. P., Gympie c (4) 306 Coffey J., Gympie o c 407 Cook Arthur, Geraldton u k
202 Christensen B., Granville c 307 Coghlan Mrs., Mungar c 408 Cook It. E., North Quay c
203 Christensen B., Mackay c 308 Coghlan D., Mellum Creek c 409 Cook S. W., Spring Vale o c
204 Christensen Jens, Mackay c 309 Cohen P., Gregory terrace c 410 Cook William, Cairns u k
205 Christensen J., Gympie c 310 Cohen Philip Alfred, Bi isbane c 411 Cook W., Terara c
206 Christensen M. P., South Kolan c 311 Cohen S., Spring Hill c 412 Cooke Harry, Brisbane s
207 Christensen N. Ch. M., Bundaberg f 312 Colber John, Townsville o c 413 Cookes -, Brisbane c
208 Christian L., Charters Towers c 313 Colberg Christof Friedrich, Valley f 414 Coole Mrs., Bo go road c
Brisbane c209 Christie Miss 314 Colberb Edward and Jane, Townsville 415 Coombes -, Queenton c,
210 Christie A., Cairns Railway c 0c 416 Coombs W., Bundaberg u k
211 Christie W., Cooktown s 315 Coldhurst -, Red Hill c 417 Coonan Tim, Geham c
212 Christinsen - Charters Towers c 316 Coldwell James, Roma o c 418 Cooney - (carter ), Three-mile Creek c
213 Christison Mrs. Si. Clare, Townsville c 317 Cole Mrs., Brisbane u k 419 Cooney J. J., Stanley  street o
214 Christison R., Brisbane c 318 Cole Charles, Charters Towers c 420 Cooney J. T., Brisbane c
215 Christoe J., Mackay c (2) 319 Cole C. D. C. (M.D.), Cooktown u k 421 Cooney Owen, G mpie u k
216 Christopher G., Graham's Creek c 320 Cole Doctor. Cooktown c 422 Cooney  Miss  S., Townsville c
217 Church W., Blackall c 321 Cole Mrs. M. J., Queenton s 423 Cooper -, Bulimba c
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424 Cooper -, 11 Perry street c
425 Cooper David, Gympie in
426 Cooper F., Charters Towers u k
427 Cooper G. E., Queen street c
428 Cooper  James,  Albion c
429 Cooper J., Gotha  street c
430 Cooper  Miss S.,  Rockhampton u k
431 Cooper Thomas, Blackall c
432 Cooper Thomas, Queenton c
433 Cope Win. Sykes, Nundah c
434 Copeland -, Brisbane c
435 Copp Edward, Eidsvold c
436 Copping Mrs., Ithaca Creek c
437 Copping John, Toowoomba c
438 Corberts Robert, Taranganba c
439 Corbett -,  Brisbane c
440 Corbett John, Charters Towers o c
441 Corbett John R., Eidsvold c
442 Corbett J., Charters Towers c
443 Corbett  Mrs. Louisa  M., Vulture street
oc
444 Corbett Miss Louisa M .,  South  Bris-bane oc
445 Corcora Miss Maria , Charters  Towers c
446 Corgi ll  James, Hughenden c
447 Corkin Mrs. J .,  Townsville c
448 Corkling Frank ,  Brisbane c
449 Cormack  J. H., Croydon o
450 Cormack Mrs. M . A., Gregory 'street c
451 Cornford ,  J., Barcaldine c
452 Cornill  -,  Bulimba c
453 Cornwall Midford , Dalby c
454 Cort A.,  Cunnamulla s
455 Cort Thomas ,  I swich c
456 Corvi Antonio,  Rockhampton in
457 Cosgrove  John  E., Cairns c
458 Cosgrove Joseph, Saltern Creek c
459 Costa  Leopold,  Brisbane c
460 Costello  A., Gympie c
461 Costello E., Rockhampton c
462 Costello Joseph ,  Bowen o c
463 Costello Katie, Gympie c
464 Costelloe  Nellie C.,  Rocklea o
465 Costelloe Thomas E., Barcaldine u k
466 Cotham James, Dalrymple  in
467 Cotham  F., Brisbane u  V and n z (2)
468 Cotham G., Eight-mile Plains c
469 Cotterell  -,  Cooktown u k
470 Cotwald J., Gympie c
471 Coughlan Edward ,  Brisbane e t
412 Coughlin John, Cooktown u k
473 Coulishaw F., Goondi u k
474 Coulter W. H., Paddington c
475 Counter L., Morven c
476 Court Miss N .  V., Queen street c
477 Courtain Miss, N. Sprang Hill c
478 Cousins H., Tipton c (2)
479 Cousins Thomas ,  Brisbane o c
480 Couzens J., Maryborough c
481 Cove Alfred ,  Townsville o c
482 Cove A .  H., Goondi u k
483 Coveny Thomas, Rosevale c
484 Cowan  - (saddler ),  Eton c
485 Cowan A., Pimpama c
486 Cowan Thomas, Carandotta c
487 Cowan T., Eton c
488 Coward W., Charters Towers u k
489 Cowie Robert, Fanning Vale u k
490 Cowker H. H., Brisbane a
491 Cowley D., Helidon c
492 Cow lishaw Messrs., Eidsvold c (2)
493 Cox Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
494 Cox Miss Eliza, Cairns c
495 Cox Mrs .  E. A., Kelvin Grove c
496 Cox F., eaudesert c (2)
497 Cox G. T.,  Caboolture c
498 Cox Timothy ,  Pine Creek o
499 Coyle E., Charters Towers c
500 Coyle Michael ,  Croydon f
501 Coyle  M., Cooktown s
502 Coyle Patrick, Brisbane s
503 Coyle Miss T .,  Bulimba c
504 Coyne James ,  Cairns u k
505 Coyne Thomas, Mount Morris s
506 Crago Charles, Charters Towers c
507 Craig Thomas,  Valley u k
508 Craig W., Mackay c
509 Cramb Nathaniel ,  One-Mile u k
510 Cramb N., Monkland c
511 Crane George Flack , Rockhampton u k
512 Craney  J., Valley c
513 Crase Mrs. Ann ,  Maryborough c
514 Cravins  -,  Ross Island c
515 Cravins A. E., Hughenden c
516 Crawford  -,  Telegraph Depart-
ment c
517 Crawford A., Railway Station s
518 Crawford James,  Albion c (2)
519 Crawford  J. A., Albion c
520  Crawley  Henry,  Hughenden c
521 Creaser  R., 0 Connell Town c
522 Crebo Robert ,  Brisbane f
523 Creelan James, Kamerunga o c
524 Creese  Arthur,  Mackay o c
525 Creigh Joseph Henry ,  Port Douglas f
526 Crew George ,  Tiaro c
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527 Cripps Doctor, Herberton c
528 Cripps Whiffen, Brisbane u k
529 Croasdell Harry, Brisbane u k
530 Croft H. H. Af., Normanton c
531 Croft  James,  Kamerunga 0 c
532 Croft T. H., Brisbane u k
533 Crogan Mrs. C., Rockhampton c
534 Cromally Patrick, Cairns c
535 Crompton  William , Valle c
536 Crookall J. J., Ipswich c (2)
537 Crooke John, Normanton c
538 Crookshank J., Gympie c
539 Crortesi Charles, Croydon c
540 Crosbey George, Croydon c
541 Cross -, Turbot street c (2)
542 Cross Mrs., Toowoomba c
543 Cross Charles, Cairns c
544 Cross Miss Emily, Rockhampton c
545 Cross F., Petrie terrace s
546 Cross George E., Rockhampton c
547 Cross R., George street c
548 Cross W., Turbot street c
549 Crossby Herbert, South Brisbane c
550 Croston William, Sandy Creek c
551  Crothier Mrs. Agnes, Ann street m
552 Crow James, Tambo c
553 Crow J. S., Maryborougb c
554 Crowden John Wm., Townsville u k
555 Crowdy E. H., Kynuna c
556 Crowe J. S., Maryborough c
557 Crowe Michael, Rockhampton u k
and in (2)
558  Crowe Michael, Rockhampton u  k-
559 Crowley Miss Annie, Brisbane c
560 Crowley Miss Bridget, Brisbane c
561 Crowley James, Nerang c
562 Crowley Mrs. J., Coombabah c
563 Cruickshank W., Gympie c
564 Cruise Mrs., Sandgate c
565 Cruse Arthur, Brisbane e t
566 Crutch Herbert, Townsville o c
567 Cruttor Annie, South Brisbane o
568 Crystal Wm., Croydon c (2)
569 Cuddihy Mrs. Cath., Dalby o c
570 Cull John, Cairns u k
571 Cullen Miss Ellen, Townsville u k and
572 Culley William, Esk c
573 Cullinane J. S., Ipswich s
574 Cumins W., Mount Shamrock c
575 Cummings - Kelvin Grove c
576 Cummings A., kelvin Grove road c (2)
577 Cummings A. C., Kelvin Grove road c
578 Cummings C. C., Bowen Hills c
579 Cummings James, Charters Towers c
580 Cummings  Michael, Normanton c
581 Cummings T., Eidsvold c
582 Cummings W. J., Gundiah c
583 Cummins John, Cleveland s
584 Cunneen Miss, Muttaburra c
585 Cunningham Miss Delia, Valley in
586 Cunningham F. G., Barcaldine s
587 Cunningham L., Stanley street c (2)
588 Curley James, Monkland c
589 Curley John, Townsville c
590 Curran James, Gympie c (3)
591 Curran M., Cairns c
592 Curran Timothy, Brisbane f
593 Curran W. W., Valley c
594 Curray W. B., Queen street c
595 Currie John, Queenton c
596 Currie R., Charters Towers c
597 Currie W. J. B., Wyenbah s
598 Curry J., Maryborough c
599 Curtain J., Townsville c
600 Curtin -, South Brisbane c (2)
601 Curtin Edmond, Brisbane c
602 Curtis -, Gladstone road c
603 Curtis Edwin and W., New Farm o c
604 Curtis Mrs. E., George street c
605 Curtis L., Cooktown c
606 Cusack Pat., Caboolture c
607 Cuthbert W. P., Dalby c
608 Cutlack A. J., Hendon c
609 Cynnes -, Brisbane c
D.
1 DACHSEL Rr., Gowrie Junction c
2 Dacomb H. E., Charters Towers in
3 Dahl J., Norton c
4 Dailey M., Brisbane in
5 Daily Miss Kate, Cooktown u k
6 Dale James, Emu Park c (2)
7 Dale J., One-Mile c
8 Daley  Miss  Maggie, Cooktown u k
9 Daley Miss Mary, Maryborough c
10 Dalgleish James, Keeroongoola c
11 Dallow William, Springsure c
12 Dalton Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
13 Daly Isidore, Rockhampton u k
14 Daly James, Red Hill c
15  Daly  Miss  Maggie, Cooktown u k
16 Daly  Miss  May, Gvmpie o e
17 Daly.T.,  Coreena  btation c
18 Damline James, Townsville c
19 Daniels  -, Thompson Estate c
20 Daniels  A. P., Townsville u k
21 Daniels John, Enoggera Creek c
22 Daniels  J., Paddington c
23 Daniels  Mrs M., Charters Towers u k
24 Daniels  William, Q.C. Railway c
25 Daniels W., St. George c
26 Daniels W., Witherfield c
27 Dann Miss E., Geraldton u k
28 Dann  E. S., Brisbane s
29 Dann  James, Cooktown u k
30 Darby -. Mossman's Paddock c
31 Darcy D., Gympie c (2)
32 D'Arcy Gerald, Croydon c
33 Dargus  L. E., Townsville c
34  Daritson  James, Warwick c
35 Darker W., Croydon c
36 Darley William, Neardie o c
37 Darmody Michael, Bundaberg u k
38 Dasy Paddy, Coogoon c
39 I)atson R. H., Eidsvold c (4)
40 Daubhe J., Old Cleveland road c
41 Daubhern J., Thompson Estate e
42 Daulton Mrs. J., Thargomindah s
43 Dauner Gustav, Townsville o c
44 Dautel Mrs. John, Gympie c
45 Daveney Gilbert, Georgetown c
46 Davenport A., Malvern Hills c
47 Davey and Co. Messrs., Townsville c
48 Davey -, Charters Towers c
49 Davey J. M., Herbert Downs c
50 Davey M. C:, Gympie c (2)
51 David T. L., Goondi f
52 Davidge -, Albion c
53 Davidge J. H., Lutwyche m and o c (2)
54 Davids C., Bulimba c
55 Davidson Mrs., Wickham  street c
56 Davidson Miss, Gotha street c
57 Davidson James, Toorack  Estate c
58 Davidson John, Eidsvold s
59 Davie -, Rockhampton c
60 Davie D. T., Charters Towers c (2)
61 Davie R. J., Charters Towers c
62 Davies -, Charters Towers c
63 Davies  B., Torwood Estate o
64 Davies  Charles, Gympie c
65 Davies  D., Stanley  street c
66 Davies D. M., Mungar o
67 Davies Mrs. Eliza Jane, Lower
Coomera c
68 Davies  G., Petrie  terrace c
69 Davies  G. R., Ravenswood c
70 Davies  J., One -Mile c (2)
71 Davies M., Brisbane o
72 Davies M. A. (constable ),  Rockhamp-
ton c
73 Davies R., One-Mile c (2)
74 Davies  R., Kilkivan c
75 Davies Thomas,  Johnstone River u k
76 Davies Thomas, Charters Towers c
77 Davies T. 0., Croydon o
78 Davies W., Gympie c
79 Davies W. W., Kamerunga c
80 Davis -, Terrick Terrick c
81 Davis C., Toowoomba c
82 Davis David, Gympie c
83 Davis Edward, Ayrshire Downs s
84 Davis Frank, Townsville c
85 Davis George, Charters Towers c
86 Davis G. E., Windorah in
87 Davis Henry, Charters Towers c
88 Davis H., Gayndah c
89 Davis H. H., Paddington c
90 Davis Jacob,  Thargomindah a
91 Davis Joseph, Croydon s
92 Davis J., Bundaberg c
93 Davis M. A., Ayrshire Downs o
94 Davis Peter, Jericho c
95 Davis Thomas, Croydon o
96 Davis Thomas,  Manuka u k
97 Davis T., Charters  Towers n z
98 Davis T. H., Cambooya c
99 Davis W., Ann street c
100 Davis W. M., Brisbane in
101 Davison William, Charters Towers c
102 Davison W., Normanton c
103 Dawe Mrs., Heathfield c
104 Dawe Rev. J. H., Lytton road u k
and c (5)
105 Dawe William, Bowen u k
106 Dawes -, Kangaroo Point c
107 Dawes Rufus, Townsville o
108 Dawson Clermont c
109 Dawson E. M., Gundiah o
110 Dawson George, Gympie c
111 Dawson  James,  Jondaryan c (2)
112 Dawson R. E., Lytton c
113 Dawson Thomas, Brisbane u k
114 Dawson William, Charters Towers o c
115 Dawson W., Charters Towers c
116 Day Miss, Woollongabba o c
117 Day George, Rolleston u k (2)
118 Day J. E., Cairns c
119 Day J. R., Hughenden s
120 Day R ., Costinistreeb o
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12t Deacon Mrs., Thylungra c (3) 224 Dolling John W., Normanton 9 326 Dunn C., Cork Station c
122 Deacon Thomas, Erounghoula s (2) 225 Dolly P., Gympie c 327  Dunn Frederick, Rockhampton  u k
123 Deadig Patrick, Charters Towers c 226 Doltey Miss Mary, Maryborough c 328 Dunn F., Warwick c
124 Deads J., Brisbane c 227 Donald F., Golden Valley a (2) 329 Dunn Mrs. Johanna,  Bundaberg o c
125 Dean and Co. Messrs., Normanton c 228 Donavon Mrs. Ann, Red Hill c 330 Dunn John, Gympie c (3)
126 Dean Miss, Oakey Creek c 229 Donavon M., Rockhampton c 331 Dunn Mrs.  J., S,ringsure c
127 Dean and Co. Messrs. A. W., NoWaan- 230 Doneley Mrs. Annie, Petrie  terrace c 332 Dunn  M. Gymp ie c
ton c 231 Donlan J., Townsville o c 333 Dunn  Robert, Laura c
128 Dean C., Cubbie Station c 232 Donnelly Miss, Bank of New South 334 Dunne F. C., Warwick c
129 Dean H., Melbourne street c Wales c 336 Dunne J., Mackay c
130 Dean Joseph H., One-Mile u k 233 Donnelly Miss, George street c 336  Dunnett  Andrew  Robertson ,  Rannea c
131 Dean J., G ympie c (2) 234 Donohue William, Gympie c 337 Dunnett A. R., Rockhampton u k (2)
132 Deane G., (Gondi Estate c 235 Donohue Thomas, One-Mile c (2) 338 Durbin Henry Normanton c
133 Dearing Mrs., New Farm c 236 Donolly -, South Brisbane c 339 Durkin  -, (unnamulla c
134 De Conley J., Clifton c 237 Donovan Miss, Southport c 340 Durkin  Peter, Cunnamulla o
135 De Fraine -, Mount Perry c 238 Donovan  Miss  Bridget, Brisbane u k (2) 341 Dutten C. F., Warnambool Downs c
136 Degan M., Cassilis o 239 Donovan Mrs. D., Woollongabba e 342 Dwyer Mrs. Annie, Monkland o c
137 De Lacy E., Tabletop c 240 Donovan James, Gympie s 343 Dwyer  E. M., Wa llangarra c
138 Delahunt G. N., Halifax c 241 Donovan Mrs. James, Brisbane f 344 Dwyer  James Barcaldine m
'139 Delahunty James, South Brisbane c 242 Donovan John, South Coast Junction c 345 Dwyer John, Roma o
140 Delamere M., South Brisbane c 243 Donovan J., Gympie c 346 Dwyer  Miss  Julia,  Queen street c
141 Delany Michael, Sellheim c 244 Donovan J., Hemmant s 347 Dwyer Miss N.,  Highgate Hill c
142 Delasauntus Pedro, Herberton o 245 Donovan Miss M. A., Charters Towers $48 Dwyer P., Dalveen s
143 Dellit Mrs. Minna, 100 George street o c uk 349  Dwyer Stephen,  Rockhampton u k
144 Delohey C., Brisbane c 246 Donovan Pat., Gympie a 350 Dwyer Thomas, Winton c (3)
145 Delorenzo Francesco Antonio, Mary- 247 Donovan Thomas, Hope street c 351 Dwyer Thomas, Corona  Station c
borough s 248 Dooley W., Retro Station c 352 Dyde - (carpenter ),  Toowoomba o
146 De Main John, Pittsworth c 249 Doragan Patrick, Brisbane u k 3.53 Dyer Mrs., Thompson  Estate c
147 Dendy -, Highgate Hill c 250 Doran Miss Theresa, Rockhampton u k 354 Dyer Charles, Ipswich road c (2)
148 Denelan W., Normanton c and c (3) 355 Dyer E., Melbourne  street e
149 Denholm D., Kangaroo Point c 251 Dorney John, Rockhampton o c 356 Dyer G., Ipswich road c
150 Dennett J., Gootchie Station u k 252 Dorring Gotlieb, Gormorron c 3.57 Dyer Mrs. G. Queenton a
151 Dennis Joseph, Mount Marlow a 253 Doswell Mrs. M. A., Cooktown o c 358 Dyer Henry , Bundaberg c
152 Dennis R., Leichhardt street c 254 Doubleday A. G., 24 Queen street c 359 Dyer Henry,  Miles c (2)
153 Denny D. F., South Brisbane c (3) 255 Dougan Mrs. E., Silsoe c 360 Dyer Mrs. M. G., Ipswich road c
154 Denny W. A., Townsville c 256 Dougherty Edward, Warwick c 361 Dyson William, Charters Towers u k
155 Denoon Alex., Durham c
156 Desbois Gerald West'grove c and e t (4)
157 Desgrand V., 1arcaldine c
257 Dougherty R. A., Eidsvold c
258 Dougherty Thomas, Esk c
259 Douglas Alex., Saltern Creek o c
362 Dyson W., Charters  Towers c
158 Deshon E. Mungar Line c
159 Desmond J., Brisbane c
260 Douglas Alfred, Gympie o
261 Douglas A. W., Cairns c (2) E.
160 Desmond T. Barronville o 262 Douglas B., Hughenden c 1 EADE William, Georgetown u k
161 Devery W., Bulimba c 263 Douglas  F., Mackay c 2 Eagen Mrs .,  Gracemere c
162 Devin  Miss , Goondiwindi s 264 Douglas Miss Gertrude, Valley c 3 Earneshaw  J., Kangaroo Point c
163 Devine W., Petrie terrace c 265 Dow Joseph, Homebush c 4 Easter  W., Esk c (2)
164 Deviney A., Kangaroo Point c 266 Dow J., Cairns c 5 Eatable E.,  Rockhampton c (2)
165 Devon Luke, Emerald c 267 Dowd Michael, Townsville o 6 Eaton Mrs ., Mount Perry c
166 De Vries Captn. B., Cooktown f and a 268 Dowell Andrew, Hill End u k 7 Eaton Thomas W., Milo Downs c
5 269 Dowell Captain, Townsville c 8 Eaves  A., St. George c
167 De Witt G. P., Charters Towers c 270 Dowell Peter, Bo go road c 9 Ebrington -, Gympie c
168 Dexter H. P., Charters Towers c 271 Dowell Peter, Hill End u k 10 Ecott George, Coochin c
169 Dibble -, Alpha c 272 Down Denis, Habana c 11 Ecott G. Mackay u k
170 Dick Mrs., Valley c 273 Downes H., Allora e 12 Eddy Jobn  Millchester n z
171 Dick John, Rockhampton m' 274 Downey Mrs., Brisbane s 13 Eden Miss Emma Townsville c
172 Dick John, Charters Towers c 275 Downey Edward, Maryborough e 14 Eden Frederick 11fi., Cumberland o c
173 Dick W., Charters Towers c 276 Downey W., Kangaroo Point s 15 Eden J., Rockhampton c
174 Dickinson J., Ingham u k 277 Downey W. J., Cairns o c 16 Eden Samuel, Townsville o c
175 Dickson , Charters Towers c 278 Downing Robert, Jubilee Estate c 17 Edgar Doctor, Rockhampton c
176 Dickson Mrs., Ann, street c 279 Downs -, Georgetown c 18 Edge J., Esk c
177 Dickson Mrs., Charlotte  street c 280 Downs Arthur, Brisbane o c 19 Edmonds James D., Maryborough u k
178 Dickson A. T., Brisbane  c and s (2) 281 Downs C. P., South Brisbane c Edmonds W., Albion c
179 Dickson E., Charters Towers c (2) 282 Downton Arthur F., Bulimba u k 21 Edmonds W., Cairns c
180 Dickson George, West End c 283 Dowse F., Valley c 22  Edmondson  Mrs. J., Rockhampton u Is
181 Dickson James, Charleville c 284 Dowse W., Croydon c 23 Edward Robert, Croydon s
182 Diden Ambrose, Cooktown c 285 Doxey -, Ashford Hill c 24 Edwards -, $oggo road c
183 Dier -, Boggo road c 286 Doyle James,  Kamerunga u k 25 Edwards Charles, Mackay  u k and c (2)
184 Digby W. G. Koojarewon  o c and c (3) 287 Doyle  James , Goondi c 26  Edwards David, Ipswich u k
185 Digman W., Paddington c 288 Doyle J., Townsville c 27 Edwards  Miss Frances  W., Gregory
186 Dike George, Maryborough c 289 Doyle  Miss  K., Breakfast Creek c terrace o c
187 Dilke C., Rockhampton c 290 Doyle T. G., Charters Towers u k (2) 28 Edwards G., Brisbane c
188 Dilks T., Rockhampton c 291 Drake J. D. T., Rockhampton c 29 Edwards Harry, Charters  Towers c
189 Dillon James, One-Mile c (2) 292 Draper John, St. George c 30 Edwards James, Townsville u k
190 Dillon Mrs. Mary, South Brisbane c 293 1.)reger G. Graham's Creek c 31 Edwards John, Silkstone c
191 Dillon Mrs. Patrick, One-Mile u k 294 Drennert GVilliam, Wallangarra s 32 Edwards Joseph, Barcaldine c
192 Dillon Mrs. R., Noosa road c 295 Dresser Joseph, Cairns a 33 Edwards J., Bundaberg c
193 Dimmock E., Bundaberg a 296 Drew Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 34 Edwards  S., Barcaldine s
194 Dine H., Charters Towers c 297 Drew Daniel, Toowoomba c (2) 35 Edwards S. C., Charters Towers c
195 Dines William,  Hemmant c 298 Drew J., Tabletop c 36 Edwards Walter, Tobermorey c (2)
196 Dinnan ---, Valley c 299 Drewitt H., Brisbane s 37 Edwards William, Ravenswood c
197 Dishon Andrew, Mackay c 300 Dreyer H., Pentland c 38 Egholm Peter, Eidsvold c
198 Ditton A., Townsville c 301 Driscoll H., One-Mile c 39 Eglin --,  Brisbane c
199 Dix G. S., Spring Hill a 302 Driver Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 40 Eichstadt C., Roma o c
200 Dixon  Miss , Toowoomba c 303 Drummond Messrs., Maryborough c 41 Eivers Mrs., Rockhampton c
201 Dixon Miss A. G., Brisbane c 304 Drury Edward, Brisbane o c 42 Ekin Thomas, Bulimba c (2)
202 Dixon Charles T., Salisbury Downs a 305 Dryland H., Brisbane n z 43 Elbo John, Eulo o
203 Dixon John, Brisbane c 306 Duck William, Roma c 44 Elder Miss B., Casurina  Island c
204 Dobbie W., Rosewood c 307 Duckworth R., Red Hill u k 45 Elford T., Charters Towers g
205 Dobbs Richard, Charters Towers u k 308 Duffy Patrick, Brisbane o c 46 Elgar Alfred, Mount Morgan o c
206 Dobbs Thomas, Indooroopilly c 309 Duggan Joseph, Paddington c 47 Elliot George, Townsville c
207 Dobe Mrs. Henry, Peak Crossing c 310 Duggleby M. P., Melbourne street u k 48 Elliot J., Toowoomba o
208 Doble Sam., Gunalda c 311 Dulhunty Lawrence F. J., Brisbane s 49 Elliott Mrs., Hughenden a
209 Doble T., Gootchie u k 312 Durnbull -, Bundaberg c 50 Elliott Mrs ., Brisbane a
210 Dobson J., Calx>olture c 313 Dummlen F., Charters Towers c 51 Elliott Alfred, Terrick a
211 Dodd Fred., Woollongabba o c 314 Dumphy P., Bundaberg c 52 Elliott Mrs. Ann,  Barronsville c
212 Dodds Mrs., Enoggera c 315 Dumphy Mrs. P., Bundaberg c 53 Elliott Mrs. C.,  Kangaroo Point c
213 Dodson Charles, Maryborough c 316 Duncan Alex., One-mile Creek o c 54 Elliott D., Cooktown c
214 Doherty Joseph, Clermont c 317 Duncan Mrs. Georgianna, West End c 55 Elliott G., Valley c
215 Doherty Mrs. E., Roma o 318 Duncan P., Reid River c 56 Elliott Jack, Deighton o
216 Doherty James, Townsville u k 319 Duncan William, Mount Spurgeon o 57 Elliott John, Kamerunga  u k and c (2)
217 Doherty M. (miner), Gympie c (2) 320 Duncan W. F., Georgetown e t 58 Elliott Mrs. J. M., Brisbane c
218 Doherty P., Coomera o 321 Duncombe R. W., Stonehenge a 59 Elliott J. R., Barc eldine a
219 Doherty R. C., Lawrence s 322 Dunley William, Rosalie c 60 Elliott  Messrs . J. Scott, Fred. Marshall,
220 Doig James, Townsville c 323 Dunlop J. H., Spring Hill c &c., Cro don o c
221 Dolan F., Gympie c 324 Dunlop W., Warnambool Downs o 61 Elliott  R. carrier), Croydon c
222  Dolan Patrick, Mackay u k 325 Dunn Miss Alice Margt., Leichhardt 62 Elliott Wi liam, Mount Romeo u k
223 Dolan Thomas, Roma e t street u k  63 Elliott William, Bundaberg c
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64 Elliott W., Eidsvold c
65 Ellis Mrs., Wickham terrace c
66 Ellis  Miss, South Brisbane c
67 Ellis Charles, Kelvin Grove o c (2)
68 Ellis Charles, Dalrymple o
69 Ellis John, Townsville c
70 Ellis R., Langlo Downs c
71 Ellis Thomas, Woollongabba c
72 Ellison Mrs., Ipswich road c
73 Ells Miss Una, Thargomindah in
•74 Ellwell  Benjamin , Torbanlea s
75 Elms George, Barcaldine c
76 Elsdon J., Georgetown u k
77 Elsdon M., North Branch c
78 Elwell F. It., North Fort Cooper c and
u k (2)
79 Elwell It., Toowoomba c
80  Elwes H. S. Carey, Wickham  terrace m
81 Elwood E., Cairns c
82 Emery George, Bundaberg c (2)
83 Emery W. E., Rosewood c
84 Emmington Thomas, Cairns u k
85 Emslie John, Rockhampton u k
86 Emslie William, Rockhampton u k
87 England Miss, 96 Wharf street u k
88 England Arthur, Urangan c (4)
89 England S., Kamerunga o
90 English -, Croydon c
91 English J., West End c
92 English Miss Kate, Rockhampton u k
93 English Larry, Beaconsfield c
94 English W., Montague road c (2)
95 Ennis  H., Georgetown c
96 Ennis L., Gympie c
97 Ensor A. W., Milo No. 2 u k
98 Eppeller C., Rockhampton in
99 Erasmus William, Charters Towers c
100 Ericksen Edward, Warwick f
101 Erickson Mrs., 8 Grey street c
102 Esby K., Albion c
103 Escott F., Croydon c (3)
104 Estewart -, Southport a
105 Ettlinger W., Clermont c
106 Evans -, Normanton o
107 Evans -, Edward street c
108 Evans -, Wellington Gap c
109 Evans A., Muttaburra c
110 Evans Annie Sandgate o
111 Evans Daniel, Torbanlea u k (2)
112 Evans Evan, Brisbane o c
113 Evans H., Brisbane c
114 Evans H., Woollongabba c
115 Evans J., Torbanlea c
116 Evans  Miss  Nellie, Melbourne  street m
117 Evans R. H., Cunnamulla c
118 Evans Samuel B., Mackay u k
119 Evans Thomas, Maroochie c
120 Evans T. W., South Brisbane c
121 Evans William, Eidsvold c (3)
122 Evans  W., Townsville u k
123 Evans W. J., Brisbane o
124 Evard Martin, Normanton o
125 Evenden -, Bundaberg c
126 Evenden Mrs., Brisbane c
127 Evens J., Brisbane c
128 Everden W. H., Windsor c
129 Everett Mrs., Rockhampton c
130 Everett W. F., Toowoomba s
131 Everingham W. E. J., Charleville o
132 Everitt James, Brisbane u k
133 Evernson Capt. J., Cooktown n z (2)
134 Eves Isabella, Emerald c
135 Ewa Richard, Torbanlea u k
136 Ewen Mrs. J., Caledonia c (2)
137 Ewing Mrs. John, Rockhampton c
F.
1 FAGAN -,  Toowoomba c
2 Fagan Patrick ,  Brisbane o c
3 Fahey  -,  Toowoomba c
4 Fairbairn P., Beaconsfield m, s, and c (3)
5 Fairbrother W., Enoggera c
6 Fairfax  -,  Cardwell c
7 Fairfax George, Cardwell c (2)
8 Fairfax G. R., Cardwell c
9 Falconer John Fraser ,  South Brisl
bane n k
10  Falconer John Fraser, Soot, B04-bane u k
11 Fanning J., Bunda be rg c
12 Farley J., One-Mile u k
13 Farley Mrs .  Mary, Esk o c
14 Farnsworth  -,  Charters Towers c
15 Farraday Ellis,  Thargomindab c
16 Farrar Mabarini ,  Torres Straits s
17 Farrdy  J., Thargomindah c
18 Farreells l s J., Bunda be rg c
19 Farrell Mrs .,  Rockhampton c
20 Farrell Miss, Logan road c
21 Farrell Mrs. Elizth .,  Townsville c
22 Farrell Hugh ,  Cumberland o c (2)
23 Farrell John, Cooktown o c
24 Farrell Patrick ,  Kamerunga o c
25 Farren Ro bert, Townsville c
1408
26 Farrier Miss Kate, Charters Towers c
27 Farrill John ,  Woollongabba c
28 Farron Mrs., South Brisbane c
29 Fatt - ,  Toowoomba c
30 Fatt Mrs .,  Highfields road c
31 Faulkner John, Valley c
32 Fawdon John ,  Brisbane u k
33 Fay C. E .,  Rockhampton c
34 Fay William, Coomera o c
35 Feek John ,  Rockhampton c
36 Fellows Thomas, Charters Towers c
37 Fells  --,  Caboolture c
38 Felsman  -, Mount  Morgan c
39 Fendall A. E., Her be rton c
40 Fenerriegel Herman, Nundah c
41 Fenn Charles, Brisbane u k
42 Fennelly Miss Anastatia ,  Brisbane u k
43 Fennie  M artin, Wickham street u k
44 Ferguson Mrs., Merivale street c
45 Ferguson Mrs., Rockhampton c
46 Ferguson James, Adelaide street c
47 Ferguson James ,  Canterbury c
48 Ferguson John ,  Charters Towers c
49 Ferguson J. H.,  Lutwyche c
50 Ferguson Nicol, Pine Creek u k
51 Ferguson Percy, Charters Towers c (2)
52 Ferrell Messrs., Thompson Estate c
53 Ferrett H., Dalby c
54 Ferrier P., Tin Can Bay c
55 Ferris  --,  Millchester c
56 Ferris J. F., Mackay u k
57 Fett Philip ,  Toowoomba c
58 Fetthack W., Cooktown f
59  Field Octavius Albert, Tabletop u k  (3)
60 Field Thomas, Glenelg street c
61 Fielding Michael, Coorparoo o c
62 Fielding Michael, North Pine o c
63 Finch Mrs .  Elizth., Bowen Bridge
road o c
64 Fincount E., Brisbane c
65 Finlayson John ,  West End o c
66 Finlayson John, Townsvi lle u k
67 Finn Michael ,  Southern Cross Hotel e t
68 Finn Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
69 Finnegan Joseph, Stanthorpe s
70 Finnigan  -,  Spring Hill c
71 Finnigan John ,  Brisbane  in
72 Finlay Mrs .  G., Winton s
73 Firkins A., Brisbane u k
74 Fischer Andrew ,  Monkland c
75 Fischer F rederick ,  Kangaroo Point c
76 Fischer Mrs. G .  A., Beenleigh c
77 Fischer  It.  L., Ipswich u k and c (3)
78 Fish Charles ,  New Farm u k (2)
79 Fisher Mrs., Southport c
80 Fisher Charles ,  Brisbane c
81 Fisher Mrs. or Miss E., Toowoomba o
82 Fisher John, Charters Towers c (3)
83 Fitzgerald  -,  The Leap c
84 Fitzgerald Mrs., Grey street c
85 Fitzgerald Miss Ellen ,  Brisbane s
86 Fitzgerald Mrs. E. M., Townsville c
87 Fitzgerald Gerald, Rockhampton f
88 Fitzgerald James ,  Brisbane c
89  Fitzgerald John H., Torren 's Creek u k
90 Fitzgerald Joseph, Croydon c
91 Fitzgerald M. A., Warwick c
92 Fitzgerald  It.  W. Gympie c
93 Fitzgerald Miss gabina ,  Brisbane u k
94 Fitzgerald Thomas ,  Brisbane o c
95 Fitzgibbon Thomas, Maroochie c
96 Fitzmaurice  -,  Maryborough c
97 Fitzpatrick Miss, Brisbane t
98 Fitzpatrick D. J., Rockhampton s (3)
99 Fitzpatrick Miss Kate ,  Brisbane c
100 Fitzpatrick Miss Sarah ,  Brisbane c
101 Fitzpatrick Thomas, Ida s
102 Fitzsimmons J., Bingera u k
103 Flack Ambrose, Caboolture c
104 Flaherty William, Mungar c
105 Flaherty Joseph P., Croydon c
106 Flaith  -,  Bundaberg c
107 Flanagan Const. P., Petrie terrace c
108 Flannery Pat., Port Douglas c
109 Flannery P., Charters Towers c
110 Fleming  -,  Winton c
111 Fleming  -,  Barcaldine c
112 Fleming James ,  Charters Towers c
113  Fleming J., Townsville c
114 Flemming J. A., Charters Towers s
115  Flemming William, Boulia c
116 Flen J., Cooroongoola c
117 Fletcher E., Connemara e t
118 Fletcher E. H., Westlands s and c (2)
119 Fletcher John, Gympie road c
120 Fletcher Mrs. Mary,  W ickham street
uk
121 Fletcher R., Maryborough c
122 Flick Jothan, Welltown o
123 Flonimell E. G., Brisbane m
124 Floyd Fred., 86 Wharf street c
125 Floyd J., Forest Grove c
126 Flynn -, Esk c
127 Flynn D .  J., 26 Queen street c
128 Flynn John, Cooroongoola c
129 Flynn John ,  Townsville c
130 Flynn Michael, Leyburn c
131 Foan James, Gympie c
132 Fock A., Croydon Pe
133 Foden J. C., 55 Queen street c
134 Fogarty Mrs., Orion Downs c
135 Fogerty Michael, Kilkivan c
136 Fogg W., Woollongabba c
137 Foggarty M., Caboolture c
138 Fogity -, Woollooga c
139 Foley Michael, Brisbane o c
140 Foley W., St. George c
141 Forbes -, Spring Hill c
142 Forbes Alexander, Esk c
143 Forbes Mrs. F. A., Bundaberg c
144 Forbes Henry F. (doctor), Brisbane u k
145 Forbes S., Cairns u k
146 Forbes T. L., Brisbane s
147 Forbes William, Brisbane o c
148 Ford - Brisbane c
149 Ford C., &yinpie u k
150 Ford Henry, Chinchillas
151 Ford John, Grey street c
152 Fordham D., Rosalie c
153 Forrest J., Maryborough
154 Fortune John A., Brisbane s
155 Fortune W., Normanton c
156 Fost -, Norman Creek c
157 Fostbrook -, Eidsvold c
158 Foster A., Dalby u k
159 Foster John Henry, South Brisbane
uk
160 Foster Robert, Kamerunga c
161 Fough J. (miner), Cawarral c
162 Fouhey J., Brisbane c
163 Foulkes Harry, Beaconsfield e
164 Fowles W., Oxley u k
165 Fox Mrs., West End c
166 Fox D., Lutwyche c
167 Fox Denia Michael, Warlweean c
168 Fox E. S., 115 Queen street c
169 Fox Hugh, Charters Towers u k
170 Fox John, Eidsvold c
171 Fox J., Burdekin c
172 Fox J. L., Brisbane c
173 Frame Mrs., Torbanlea c
174 France William, Cairns c
175 Francis -, Mackay c
176 Francis F., Table Land;c
177 Francis H., Rockhampton c
178 Francis John H., Charters Towers c
179 Frank  Francis , Capella c
180 Frankeom Mrs. Elizabeth,  Brisbane
oc
181 Franklin W., Caboolture c
182 Frantz J. F., Kangaroo Point e
183 Fraser -, Junction road c (2)
184 Fraser -, Brisbane c
185 Fraser -, Townsville c
186 Fraser Alexander, Cooper's Creek s
187 Fraser Alex., Toowoomba c
188 Fraser D., Killarney c
189 Fraser George, Morven u k
190 Fraser John, Millchester c
191 Fraser J., Grey  street c
192 Fraser Matthew, Gympie f
193 Fraser M. C., Bundaberg c
194 Fraser P., Gympie o
195 Fraser P., Townsville c
196 Fraser W. A., Forest Grove c
197 Frawley -, Boundary  street c
198 Frawley James, Toowoomba c
199 Fredericksen H. P., IWoollongabba c(2)
200 Fredericksen John,  Barcaldine o o
201 Frederickson A., Bundaberg o
202 Freeman Mrs., Rockhampton *
`303 Freeman George C., Granite Creek s
204 Freeman John, Rockhampton c
205 French H., Nudgee u k
206 French John, Allora c
207 French J., Windorah c
208 French Luke L., Dickabram s
209 French William, Brisbane c
210 Freney M., Tabletop c
211 Frewin T. S., North Quay c
212 Frielin H., Bowen c
213 Friend George, Brisbane in
214 Fritz -, Alberton Ferry c
215 Fritz Gotlieb, Breakfast Greek c
216 Frost H. B., Boorara Stations (2)
217 Frost R. W., Ravensthorp c
218 Frost Thomas, Gyinpie c
219 Fry Charles , One-mile  Creek o c,
220 Fry J., Forest Grove c
221 Fuller E. A., Bundaberg c
222 Fuller John, Brisbane a
223 Fullerton, Rooke, & Co., Toowoomba
uk
224 Fullrick Julius, Brisbane f (2)
225 Funk Carl, Westwood c
226 Funkner A., Brisbane c
227 Furber Mrs. J., Croydon c
228 Furney and Williams, Rockhampton c
229 Furrer Albert, Rockhampton s
230 Futcher H., Charters Towers c
231 Futlerer Paul, Narine Station R
G.
GABREAL Thomas,  Townsville o c
Gaffney P. J., Tambo c (2)
Gaggin P. L. R., Barcaldine c
Galavan James, Dundas Saw Mills c
Galbraith E., Barron River e t
Gale Mrs., Spring Hill c
Gale Miss Ada. Sandgate s
Gale W., One-Mile c
Gallagher -, Spring Hill c
Gallagher -, South Brisbane c
Gallagher James, Cooktown o c
Gallagher John, Tiaro c
Gallagher J., Gundiah c
Gallagher M., Croydon o
Gallaher  Mrs., Brisbane c
Galland J. G., Hughenden c
Gallinann Edward ,  Sandown c'
Gamble Yengarie e
Gambley M., Charters Towers e t
Gard Mrs. Thomas, Upper Annan u k
Gardiner G. W., Wickham street c
Gardiner James, Charters Towers c
Gardiner R. C., Boonara o
Gardner Mrs. Margt., Croydon o c
Gardner Robert, Marine e t
Garland Albion, Cairns u k and c (2)
Garland W., Greenbank c
Garrett E. J., Cairns c
Garrett John,  Hughenden c
Garrigon Hugh, Hughenden c
Garth Miss M., Gowrie Junction c
Garves R. T., Mackay c
Garvey P., Monkland c (3)
Gaston and McDougall, Townsville s
Gates Mrs. G., Noonda Station c
Gaut -, Greek's Reef c
Gawne James, Herberton o c
Geaney Miss Hannah, Peel street c
Geaney Michael, Cooktown o c
Gearg Mrs. George Croydon c
Gebbutt Alf.,  One-Mile c
Geddes A., Nundah c
Geddes F. W., Wickham  street c
Geddes R. F., Brisbane f
Geldart C., Bundaberg a
Geldert C. F., Maryyborough c
George Christian, Charters Towers c
George G. R., Gympie c
George John, Windorah c
George William W., Townsville u k
Georgeson A., South Brisbane c
Geraghty T., Montague street c
Gerahty F., Georgetown c
Gerard George, Gympie c (2)
Geraty -, Brisbane c
Gerrard W. B., Coreena c
Gethine John, Oxley u k
Ghilotti J.,  Brisbane m
Giacomo  Russi, Brisbane m
Giacomo Vrianosi,  Brisbane o c
Gibb H.,  Townsvi ll e s
Gibbins Austin, Queenton c
Gibbs -,  Brisbane c
Gibbs W.  H., Brisbane u k
Gibson -, Vulture  street c
Gibson C.  E., Brisbane c
Gibson F.  M. H., Cairns s (2)
Gibson George, Maryborough u k
Gibson G., Brisbane c
Gibson Miss  Jessie ,  Kelvin Grove c
Gibson John, Croydon c
Gibson John, Bowen o c and c (3)
Gibson John, Cunnamulla c and a (2)
Gibson Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
Gibson R., Monkland c
Gibson Stewart, Southport c (2)
Gibson S., Vulture  street c
Gibson T.,  Brisbane c
Gilbert  H. Barcaldine c
Gilbert William, Townsville u k
Gilly Alfred, Hughenden c
Gilchrist A., Rockhampton c
Gilding W. W., Townsville u k
Giles -, Valley c
Giles Mrs. John ,  Forest Grove c
Giles Joseph Henry, Keroongoola c
Giles William, Ravenswood m
Gilfoyle -, Jericho c
Gilfoyle Miss E., Brisbane c
Gi ll It.,  Glenprairie u k
Gill Gregory, Brisbane u k
Gill M. G., Gympie o c
Gill Jane, Rockhampton o
Gillard Miss A., Upper Roma street c
Gillespie Mrs. W., Mount Sturt c
Gilling and Co. Messrs., Charters
Towers c (5)
97 Gilling -, Brisbane o
98 Gilling  -,  Charters Towers c
99 Gilling Mrs., Charters Towers u k
100 Gillis Joseph, Kamerunga e
101 Gills  Miss  M., St. George c
102 Gillson Mrs. Margt., Kangaroo Point u k
103 Gilmore J. F., Townsville f
1409
104 Gilmore William ,  Kilkivan c
105 Gilmour A., Valley c
106 Ginea Miss, Spring Hill c
107 Giovanni R., One-Mile c (3)
108 Girvan William, Geraldton u k (2)
109 Gjersdorff Christian, Brisbane c
110 Glalved Nils, Bundaberg f
111 Glamel -, Kilkivan c
112 Glancy  Miss , Tilpal c
113 Glancy W., Bowen Hills c
114 Glardy W. H., Canterbury c
115 Glasby D., Saltern Creek c
116 Glassop -, Thompson Estate c
117 Glasson W., Petrie's Bight c
118 Glass J. H., Mackay c
119 Gleeson N. A., Mona o
120 Gleeson Daniel, Pialba road c
121 Gleeson Daniel, Maryborough s (2)
122 Glegg Thomas, New Farm c
123 Gleghorn W. J., Winton c
124 Glinely Mrs. Sam., Boggo road c
125 Gloag D., Gympie road c (3)
126 Glover W., West End o c
127 Goaply -, Leichhardt street c
128 Goddar -, Tewantin c
129 Godden S., Victoria Mill u k
130 Godfrey Miss C. H., New Farm m
131 Godfrey Edward, Muttaburra c
132 Godfrey Mrs. 111., Spring Hill c
133 Goeldner -, Ipswich road c
134 Goellner Charles, Mackay c
135 Goff Fred., Mount Morgan c
136 Goggin John, George street c
137 Golding Charles, Bundaberg c
138 Golding Mrs. George, Normanton c
139 Golding Samuel, Ingham c
140 Golding T., Croydon c
141 Goldring A., Millchester c
142 Goldsmith Samuel, Maryborough c (2)
143 Goldsmith B., Montague road c (3)
144 Goldstein A., Eidsvold c (2)
145 Goldsworthy and Perkins, Highgate
Hill c
146 Goldsworthy -, Charters Towers c
147  Goldsworthy -, Black Jack c
148 Goodall John, Charters Towers e
149 Goodfellow W. F., Townsville e
1.50 Goodman E. 1MT., South  Brisbane c'
151 Goodwin Charles, St. George c
152 Goodwin Edwin, Gympie c (3)
153 Goodwin Henry, Mount Morgan o c
154 Goodwin J., Melbourne  street c
155 Goodwin Thomas, Brisbane u k
156 Goodwin T., Walker's Pocket c
157 Gordon and Menzies, Cooktown c
158 Gordon  -,  Maryborough a
159 Gordon Mrs., Bowen Hills c
160 Gordon Donald, Eton c (2)
161 Gordon F., Sandgate c
162 Gordon Henry, Ann  street s
163 Gordon James, Pioneer Estate a
164 Gordon  James, Kamerunga o c
165 Gordon  James,  Victoria Mill c
166 Gordon John D., Euloongoola c
167 Gordon R. W., Allora c
168 Gordon Walter, Bundaberg c
169 Gordon William ,  Brisbane o c
170 Gorey R., One-Mile c
171 Gorman H. J., Indooroopilly c
172 Gorman Patrick, Gympie Line s
173 Gorsch  H.,  Minden 'f
174 Gosley J.. Rockhampton u k
175 Goss Walter H., Port Douglas o c
176 Gotling E., Brisbane s
177 Gough Mrs., Bowen Hills c
178 Gough Edward, Ipswich c
179 Goulbourne Mrs. Nellie, Brisbane c
180 Gould J., Thornborough c (2)
181 Gould L. H. L., South Brisbane w a
and c (2)
182 Gould W., Brisbane s
183 Gouldson W., Winton c
184 Gower Mrs. H. E., South  Brisbane s
185 Goyne Henry, Croydon o c
186 Grab F. W., Eidsvold c
187 Grace -, Duaringa c
188 Grady Robert, Kamerunga c
189 Graham Miss Alice, Lutwyche Hotel
oc
190 Gi aiiam C. H.,'Cunnamulla s
191 Graham Charles R., Southport s
192 Graham  Duncan, Croydon e t
193 Graham Edward, Cooktown c
194 Graham Miss Florrie, Brisbane s
195 Graham George, Townsville c
196 Graham Harry, junr., Normanton c
197 Graham John, Brisbane a
198 Graham J. W.  0.,  Brisbane s
199 Graham R., Brisbane o c
200 Graham W., Cunna mulla m
201 Graig W., New Farm c
202 Grainger Mrs., One-Mile c
203 Gramenz P., Spring Hill c
204 Granger W., Norman Creek c
205 Grant Miss, Vulture street c
206 Grant Allen, Eidsvold c
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207 Grant Mrs. Jessie, Southport o c
208 Grant Tierney, Winton c
209  Grant  Walter C., Brisbane f
210 Grant W., Hughenden c
211 Grant W. (baker), Brisbane u k
212 Grattan H. B., Goondiwindi $
213 Gray Mrs., Ann street c
214 Gray Mrs., Kamerunga u k
215 Gray A. E., Mount Morgan c (2)
216 Gray Mrs. E. W., West End c
217 Gray Frank, Noondoo c
219 Gray G. W., Sandgate road c
219 Gray James, Dugandan c and a (2)
220 Gray  Mrs. Jessie , Townsville o c
221 Gray John, Thompson River s
222 Gray R. A., Sanford c
223 Gray Seth,  Katandra c
224 Gray Sidney,  Rockhampton c
225 Gray S., Ipswich c
226 Gray William, Indooroopilly c
227 Gray William, Clyde Station o
228 Gray W., Indooroopilly c
229 Grayndler Mick, Narine Station s
230 Grayson David, Townsville c
231 Grearson Thomas, Gympie c
232 Greaves H., Ingham c
233 Greaves  Miss  M. A., Little George
street c
234 Green -, Oakey Creek c
235 Green Miss, Townsville u k
236 Green A., Brighton road a
237 Green F., Queen street c
238 Green Miss Florence, Charters Towers0C
239 Green James Gebangle u k
240 Green John, Hughenden c
241 Green J. H., Brisbane m (2)
242 Green P. Siegel, Esk c
243 Green T., North Ipswich"c
241 Green T. H., Croydon c
245 Green Walter, Stanley street c
246 Green William, Bundaberg a
247 Greenalsh -, Rockhampton c
248 Greenbrook U. Cooktown u k (2)
249 Greenis Mrs., Aherwood c
250 Greenlees T., Brisbane c
251 Greensil Edward, Charters Towers c (2)
252 Greenslade William, Valley c
253 Greenwell Richard, Brisbane u!k
254 Greeves H., Ingham c
255 Greevy Robert, Cairns u k
256 Gregory Joseph, Brisbane o c
257 Grehan Mrs. Michael, Townsville a
258 Greco Guiseppi, Croydon  c and f (2)
259 Greeson --, Boggo road c
260 Grenville Revd. G. E. Neville, Allora c
261 Grertz W., Daandine c
262 Greville  Miss,  Albion e
263 Grey David, Cooktown o c
264 Gries  T., Croydon c
265 Grieve R. D., Aramac c
266 Griffin P., Springsure c
267 Griffith Claude, Cunnamulla s
268 Griffith John, Brisbane u k
269 Griffith S. Barcaldine u k and c (21
270 Griffiths I1rank,  Charters Towers c (4)
271 Griffiths James C., Gympie u k
272 Griffiths J., Adavale c
273 Griffiths Percy, Logan Village c
274  Griffiths Sydney, Rockhampton c
275 Griffiths William, Tabletop c
276 Griffiths William, Croydon m
277 Grigg Mrs. M. J., Croydon  s and c (2)
278 Grigg Richard, Cooktown o c
279 Grigor Mrs. C., Normanton c
280 Grigor William, Spring Hill c
281 Grimes James, Brisbane o c
282 Grimes William, Cairns a
283 Grimmond D., Maryborough m
284 Gripolnie Miss Annie, Maryborough c
285 Gristy W., Daandine c
286 Grieves H., Ingham u k
287 Groffhoff L., Townsville e
288 Groom S., Maytown c
289 Gros Antoni, Petrie terrace c
290 Gross C., Swan Creek c
291 Grosse Miss Bridget ,  Sandgate c
292 Grosse Theodore ,  Stanley street e
293 Grosvena  F. A., To wnwslle e
294 Groves G., One-Mile c
295 Growcock William, Springs c (2)
296 Guerin J. H., Cooktown o c
297 Guest and Barry, Blackall c
298 Guidice Dominich ,  Charters Towers o c
299 Guil M., Maryborough c
300 Guilfoyle Mrs., Grey street c
301 Guilfoyle T. C., Valley c (2)
302 Guirk Patrick, Blackall o c
303 Guiseppi F., Clifton o
304 Gunn Doctor, South Brisbane c (2)
305 Gunn Doctor W., Mackay c
306 Gunnon B. H., Brisbane m
307 Gurren Miss Mary, Brisbane u k (2)
308 Gustavson J., Heathfield Estate c
309 Gusthart John Maryborough c
310 Guthrie -,  13eenleigh c (6)
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311 Guthrie Mrs., Beenleigh c 94 Handley J. (care of Capt .  Swanson, 191 Harrison Mrs., Stanley street c
312 Guthrie A. F., Beenleigh c (3) schr. "Louie "),  Townsville n z 192 Harrison Mrs., Red Hill, Gympie
313 Guthrie J., South Brisbane c 95 Hangan Simon, Raglan c road s
314 Guymeth  John G.,  Brisbane c 96 Hanlon James, Forest Grove c 193 Harrison Mrs. Tabletop c
97 Hanlon J. W. E., Town Hall c and u k 194 Harrison Arthur, Cunnamu lla c
98 Hanlon P., Mount Morgan c 195 Harrison A., Kamerunga c
H. 99 Hanlon W .,  One-Mile c (3) 196 Harrison D. G., Charters Towers c
100 Hanly Martin ,  200-mile, Northe rn 197 Harrison E., Townsville c
1 HAAGENSEN  Johan Begh , G.P.O. f Railway c 198 Harrison Hugh ,  Herberton c
2 Haast  -,  Maryborough c 101 Hanly M., P.O. Townsville s 199 Harrison John, Melbourne c
3 Hack  C., Gatton c 102 Hanly P. J., Brisbane o 200 Harrison John, Croydon c
4 Hackett  -,  Ipswich road c 103 Hann R .  G., Townsville c 201 Harrison R. A. E., Bunda berg c
5 Hacon P. 0 .,  Southport e 104  Hannah Edward, Bischoff Mill, Watson- 202 Harrison Thomas ,  Cooktown u k
6 Hadkins  A. A., Charters  Towers c ville u k 203 Harrison W., Rosewood o
7 Hagan T., Ipswich road c 105 Hannington Bros. ,  Stanley street c 204 Harrison W. G., Mount Morgan c
8 Hagerty M., Clermont Line c 106 Hannington C. H., Stanley street c 205 Harriss Mrs., Brisbane c
9 Hagstrom Ernest, Normanton e 107 Hannon Eliza, Alligator Creek o 206 Harrop  -,  Enoggera c
10 Haig Const .,  Police Station ,  Walkers- 108 Hannon P., Alligator Creek c 207 Harrop J., Enoggera c
ton c 109 Hannon T., Dalrymtle c 208 Hart Ed., Fairymead c
11 Haigg H. G., Townsville c 110 Hannon T., Stewart s Creek c 209 Hart H., Townsville c
12 Haigh -  (bootmaker ),  Charters 111 Hannoway Miss Bridget ,  P.O. Rock- 210 Hart H. A., Rockhampton c
Towers c hampton u k 21t Hart Richard ,  Thargomindah s
13 Haigh G .  W., Brisbane c 112 Hansen Brendt P., Charters Towers o c 212 Hartney Jno., Mackay c
14 Haines Mrs., Maryborough m 113 Hansen Charles  (seaman ),  P.O. Towns- 213 Hartney Mrs. J .,  Ipswich c
15 Haines Miss, Charters Towers c ville o c 214 Harvey  -,  Spring Hill c
16 Hakon F., Normanton o 114 Hansen Charles, Tiaro c 215 Harvey Mrs., Warroo s
17 Halan T., Gympie c 115 Hansen C. F., Gunalda c 216 Harvey A. J., Charters Towers e
18 Halliard R., Georgetown o 116 Hansen John, Woongarra e 217 Harvey Charles, P.O. Croydon c
19 Hald H. S., Mowbray town c 117 Hansen M., Moggill c 218 Harvey Richard, South Brisbane o c
20  Ha en A., Croydon c (2) 118 Hansen S. W., Maytown c 219 Hase Mrs .,  Sherwood c
21 Hales Thomas ,  Ingham u k 119 Hansen T. W., Walkerston c 220 Hasel Joseph ,  Townsville o
22 Haliday  Geo., P.O. Bowen 120 Hauser Carl, Mary River c 221 Hassell Fred., Charters Towers c
23 Hadkins  Mrs. J.,  16-Mile ,  Maytown 121 Hanser Thomas ,  Brisbane f 222 Hastings Deniss, P.O. Cairns  in
road c 122 Hansley  A., P.O. Maryborough e t 223 Hatch J.. Maryborough c
24 Hall -, West End c 123 Hanson James , G.P.O. s 224 Hatfield  J. T., P.O.  Springs s
25 Hall  -,  Hammond Downs c 124 Hanson Martin, Moggill c 225 Hawes  -,  Red Hill c (2)
26 Hall Amos, Yandilla c 125 Harcourt  -,  West End e 226 Hawes Thos .,  Goondiwindi e
27 Hall Albert E., Winton c 126 Hardcastle T., Toowoomba s 227 Hawkes G., Cooktown c
28 Hall Dr., South Brisbane c 127 Hardgrave Geo., Emerald Station s 228 Hawkings George, Bundaberg c
29 Hall D .,  Aramac road c 128 Harding  -,  Bowen Hills c 229 Hawkins W. C., Condamine c
30 Hall Edward, Mount  .Tones, Eidsvold c 129 Hardy  -,  Caboolture c 230 Hawtree Miss, James street c
31 Hall F. T.,G.P.O.uk 130 Hardy A. C., Beenleigh c 231 Hay Mrs., off Bu go road c
32 Hall F. T., Tinana c 131 Hardy  Geo., G.P.O. c 232 Hayden Arthur , Paddington c33 Hall F. W., Barcaldine c 132 Hardy Jos., Noosa c (2) 233 Haydn W., Rosalie c
34 Hall George ,  Charters Towers c 133 Hardy Mrs. Sarah S., G.P.O. o c 234 Hayes  -,  Bundaberg c
35 Hall Geo., Brisbane road o c 134 Hardy W. J., Bundaberg o 235 Hayes A., Jondaryan c (2)
36 Hall John  (waiter ), G.P.O. o c 135 Hare Jas., Coolgarra c 236 Hayes A. J., Darr River Downs s
37 Hall John ,  Latrobe terrace c 136 Hare James  A. S., P.O.  Croydon c 237 Hayes E., Va lley c
38 Hall John, Charters Towers o 137 Hare Joseph, G.P.O. u k 238 Hayes Miss H., Enoggera c
39 Hall John, Clermont s (2) 138 Hargreaves Ben., North Bundaberg e 231) Hayes J., Indooroopilly c
40 Hall J., Boggo road c 139 Harris Wm., Rosalie c 240 Hayes Miss M. A., Milton e
41 Hall J., Gympie c 140 Harland Thomas, No .  19-Gang, near 241 Hayes S. M., George street c
42 Hall J., Rockhampton c Dulbydilla u k 242 Hayes Timothy, P.O. Brisbane o c
43 Hall J .,  P.O. Black Jack c 141 Harlem  -,  Yengarie c 243 Hayes W., West street ,  Rockhampton e
44 Hall J. A., P.O. Black Jack  in 142 Harlem J. W., Sandgate c 244 Hayles  -,  New Farm c
45 Hall Messrs. J. F. M., Bowen c 143 Harlow E., Townsville o 245 Haylock Robert, Tibooburra c
46 Hall Sydney ,  Mulgrave, Cairns, n z (2) 144 Harnett W., Townsville c 246 Haynes Thos., Barcaldine c
47 Hall S. (tailor ),  P.O. Brisbane s 145 Harney Mrs. A., Rockhampton c 247 Haywake  -,  Mount Morgan c
48 Hall William ,  P.O. Brisbane c 146 Harper Mrs. Elizabeth ,  Townsville o c 248 Hayward J., Nerang Creek c
49 Hall William, Ipswich o c 147 Harries C., Anderson street c 249 Hayward Miss N., Rockhampton  v
50 Hall W.  (tailor ),  P.O. Brisbane s 148 Harries Edward, P.O. Normanton u k 250 Haywood G., Charters Towers c
51 Hall W. N.,  Kamerunga s 149  Harrington C.,  Hughendenf 251 Haywood  J., G.P.O. u k
52 Hall W .  Y., P.O. Winton u k 150 Harrington Timothy ,  Trelawney, Har- 252 Head Mrs .,  Georgetown c
53 Hallam  T., Gregory  terrace c risville u k 253 Headland E. and J.  (contractor ,,),  Cape
54 Hallam W., P.U. Cairns c 151 Harrington Mrs. W ., G.P.O. c York u k
55 Hallaway  -,  South Brisbane c 152 Harris  -,  Vulture street c 254 Headon Donald, Cunnamulla a
56 Hallett Henry ,  Ipswich c 153 Harris  -,  Toowoomba c 255 Heads J., Toowoomba c
57 Hallett James E., P.O. Mackay c 154 Harris  -,  Mitchell  in (2) 256 Heally Mrs .  Catherine ,  Ipswich c
58 Hallett W. G., Toowong e 155 Harris Mrs., Nerang c 257 Healy F., Townsville c
59 Halliday Adam, Brisbane c 156 Harris Miss, P.O. Toowoomba c 258 Healy Mary,  Beenleigh o
60 Halliday G., Mackay c 157 Harris Mrs., Tabletop c 259 Healy Michael ,  Tambo c
61  Hallington W. Brisbane o c
t
158 Harris Miss, G.P.O. u k 260 Heamdon William, G.P.O. o e
62 Halm  F. W., Laidley c 159 Harris  A. J., P.O.  Ipswich c 261  Hearing Maggie, Esk o
63 Halpin Mrs., Bowen Hills c 160 Harris Mrs. D., Gympie c 262 Hearling Miss  P., G.P.O. c
64 Ham Mrs., Valley c 161 Harris Edward, Yeppoon u k (2) 263 Hearn G., Lutwyche c
65 Hambling Miss Minnie ,  G.P.O. o 162 Harris E., Thornborough c 264 Hearnden W., Bulimba u k
66 Hamel J .,  Bowen road c 163 Harris George, Coorparoo c 265 Hearning Mrs., G.P.O. c
67 Hamer C.,  Milford, Dungandan c 164 Harris G., Sandgate c 266 Heaslop D. S., Adavale a
68 Hamiel Miss ,  Croydon c 165 Harris Harry, Rockhampton c 267 Heath  J., G.P.U. u k
69 Hamilton Mrs., or Miss, A., G.P.O.  in 166 Harris Henry, Rockhampton u k 268 Heath J. E., Bald Hills c
70 Hamilton Miss Catherine, Cumber- 167 Harris H., Nerang e 269 Heathwood Wm., G.P.O. e t
land o c 168 Harris Jacob .,  Kangaroo Point c 270 Heatley Francis, P.O. Townsville c
71 Hamilton David, Blackwater u k 169 Harris James ,  P.O. Croydon c 271 Heavy Dominick ,  Carlingford c
72 Hamilton Dr., Banana c 170 Harris Jas., Brisbane c 272 Hebwin W. (carrier ),  Thargomindah e
73 Hamilton John, Howard c 171 Harris Jas., Charters Towers c 273 Heckenberg A., Pentland c
74 Hamilton John, Vergemont s 172 Harris John ,  Paddington c 274 Heden  -,  Nerang c
75 Hamilton M. J., Gympie c 173 Harris John,  Gympie c (3) 275 Hedge Joseph, P.O. Bunda be rg o
76 Hamilton Ralph, Ravenswood c 174 Harris Messrs .  J., Sandgate c 276 Hedgelong Charles, South Brisbane c
77 Hamilton Robt., Eidsvold c (2) 175 Harris J., corner Vulture street and 277 Hedges Jos., Stanley Bridge Estate c
78 Hamilton Thos .,  Rockhampton u k Gladstone road c 278 Heeman  -,  Mount Morgan c
79 Hamilton W., Gym ie c (6) 176 Harris Messrs. J. C., Woollongabba c 279 Heeney H., P.O. Charleville c
80 Hamilton Rev. W .,  Wellington road c 177 Harris J. H., Hughenden c 280 Heeney H., Au gathella c
81 Hammond Alf., Queenton c 178 Harris Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers s 281 Heeney James, Jinghi Station e t
82 Hammond  John Ingham Line e 179 Harris Robert Maryborough o 282 Heffernan Kate  (care of John Cahill),
83 Hampson F., Gundiah c
,
180 Harris Samuel ,  Tabletop c
,Rockhampton u k
84 Hampton Mrs., North Bunda berg c 181 Harris Spencer ,  Sesbania c 283 Heffernan Thomas  (care of John Cahill),
85 Hampton H., P.O. Maryborough c (2) 182 Harris Thomas ,  Charters Towers c Rockhampton u k
86 Hanan Michael ,  Muttaburra s 183 Harris Mrs. T., Gympie c 284 Heinig Jacob, Bundaberg o
87 Hanarowas Thos., Jinghi Station c 184 Harris T. J., Charters Towers c 285 Heinig Wm., Millchester c
88 Hance -, Mackay c 185 Harris Wm., Charters Towers c 286 Helgesen M., Brisbane Stock Exchange e
89 Hancock E. T., St .  Lawrence s 186 Harris Mrs. Wm., Coombabah Junc- 287 Hellcott Charles, Cooper 's Creek c
90 Hancox John ,  P.O. Torbanlea c (2) tion c 288 Hellyer Richard, G .P.O. o c
91 Hand Frederick , G.Y.O. o c 187 Harris W., P.U. Nerang c 289 Helmer  -,  Queenton c
92 Hand F., G .P.O. u k 188 Harrison -, Water street c 290 Helmer Mark ,  Barcaldine s
93 Handley Benjamin ,  Victoria Plan- 189 Harrison  -,  Gracemere c 291 Helrie Miss Annie ,  Brisbane c
tation u k (2) 190 Harrison  -,  Victoria Plantation c 292 Helton S., P.O.  Cunnamulla c
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293 Rely C., Muttaburra c 395 Hoare Patrick, Little Ipswich in 493 Horne F., Devoncourt Station c
294 He:nbrok Edward, Victoria Mill in and 396 Hoare  W. M., P.O.  Normanton c 494 Horne F., Ipswich c
uk 397 Hoasler  J., Gympie c 495 Horne Thomas, P.O. Valley s
295 Hemmeling - Enoggera c 398  Hoaston Mrs., Gympie c 496 Hornsby George, G.P.O. o c
296 Hemmy F. W.,Jundah in (3) 399 Hoban William, Charters Towers c 497 Horrigan Norah, Brisbane o
297 Henderson --, Townsville s 400 Hobbs -, Petrie's Bight c 498 Horrocks George, Kangaroo Point o
298 Henderson David, P.O. Townsville o c 401 Hobbs C. F. (care of G. H. Greening), 499 Horrocks Miss ura, Bowen terrace c
299 Henderson David, Beaudesert c Victoria Chambers c 500 Hort A. H., Gympie c
300 Henderson Miss Emily, Maytown Hos- 402 Hobbs H., Petrie's Bight c 501 Hoskin E. and Son, Surat c
pital u k 403 Hobbs William, Kamerunga o e 50.2 Hosking J. H., Torbanlea c
301 Henderson F., Spring Hill c 404 Hobson  -, Rocklea c 503 Hoskins John, One-Mile c
302 Henderson James C., Croydon c 405 Hobson Mrs., Rocklea c 504 Hoskins Joshua ,  Petrie terrace c
303 Henderson  J. F., Bundaberg c (3) 406 Hobson  R., Mount Gravatt c 505 Hospital Geo., Mount Morgan c
304 Henderson R., Morven c 407 Hoburn D., Mount Cornish Station c 506 Houghton Mrs., South Brisbane s
305 Hendrickson D., Petrie  terrace c 408 Hodder -, Smithfield c 507 Houldsworth -, Maryborough c
306 Hendrickson J., Bundaberg c 409 Hodge Miss, Rockhampton c 508 Houlihan Michael, Georgetown u k
307 Hendry A., P.O. One-Mile u k 410 Hodge Edward, Charters Towers c 509 Hourigan P., Gregory  terrace c
308 Hendry Mrs. Lizzie, P.O.Townsville o c 411 Hodge Miss Emily, G.P.O. c 510 Hourston George, Y.O. Mary borough
309 Hendy S. J., P.O. Townsvile u k (2) 412 Hodgett Thomas, Gympie c uk
310 Henkel Herman, Rockhampton c 413 Hodgson -, West End c 511 Houston Frank, P.O. Caboolture c
311 Henkel H., Rockhampton c 414 Hodgson -, West End c 512 Houston T., P.O. Townsville c
312 Henker Chas., Bundaberg c (2) 415 Hodgson J., Brisbane in 513 Howard -, Eton c
313 Henness  -, Charleville c 416 Hodgson Nathan ,  Mount Morgan s 514 Howard Miss,  East Brisbane c
314 Hennessey --, Breakfast Creek c 417 Hodson Joseph, Victoria Plantation u k 515 Howard Miss A., West End c
315 Hennessey  John, Grey  street c 418 Hoffanra.d H. J., Cairns c 516 Howard Douglas, Rockhampton u k
316 Henninges  F. A., Herberton o c 419 Hoffman A., One-Mile c (2) 517 Howard Geo., Breakfast Creek c
317 Henningsen H. A., Charters Towers c 420 Hoffman James, Maryborough c 518 Howard Mrs. J. Gregory terrace c
318 Henry -, Daintree River c 421 Hoffmann  August, Kangaroo Point c 519 Howarth John, dill End c
319 Henry A., Birdsville c 422 Hoffmann  John, Mount Perry c 520 Howarth J., Hill End c
320 Henry A., Cunnamulla in 423 Hoeschler  A., Mount  Morgan c 521 Howe C., Fitzroy River c
321 Henry Elijah, P.O. Cairns u k 424 Hogan Johanna, Rockhampton o 522 Howe Henry, Cairns a
322 Henry J., Stanle street c 425 Hogan James, Augathella o c 522A Howe Joseph, P.O. North Pine c
323 Henry Wilson ,  Mangan c 426 Hogan John, Monkland, Gympie c (2) 523 Howe J., G.P.O. t
324 Henry  W., Ann  street c 427 Hogan J., One-Mile c (2) 524 Howells D., One-Mile c (2)
325 Henry  W. H., Stratton c 428 Hogan M., Jondaryan c 525 Howie Mrs. (care of Mrs. Udale),
326 Henson John ,  Swan Creek c 429 Hogan Patrick, Mount Alfred c Sandgate c
327 Henshall Mrs. Annie Normanton o c 430 Hogan P., Monkland c 526 Howie  Andrew S., Normanton u k
328 Henwood  -, Two-stile, Gympie c 431  Hogan Thomas, Rosewood Farm, Laidley 527 Howley C., Dungeness c
329 Hepbu rn William, P.O. Cairns u k c 528 Howley P. F., Tainbo c
330 Heraty Timothy, Fortitude Valley c 432 Holbeck Mrs., Gundiah c (2) 529 Howling  D. A., Brisbane o
331 Herbert Mrs., South Brisbane c (2) 433 Holbrook Jack, Brisbane u k 530 Howling R. M., Murray Stage c
332 Herbert J. J., Winton a 434 Holcroft Joseph H., G.P.O. u k 531 Howse E., Blackall Range c (2)
333 Herbert T., Indooroopilly c 435 Holdsworth W., Rockhampton c 532 Huddleston Fred., Forest Grove c
334 Herman August, Normanby Reserve e 436 Holiday Geo., P.O. Bowen c 533 Huddleston Fred., Stonehenge c
335 Hermann Chas., Stanley street c 437Holihan Edward ,  Charters Towers o c 531 Ruddy J. B., Macrossan Bridge c
336 Heron J. E., Brisbane u k (5) 438 Holland Chas. Newt., P.O. Cooktown c 535 Hudson James, P.O. Rockhampton c
337  Herring  Miss  Jessie, P. O. Townsville u k 439 Holland W. H., P.O. Breakfast Creek c 536 Hudson Jas., Broadsound c
338 Heselwood Juo. W., P.O. Townsville 440 Hollberg A., One-Mile c 537 Hudson J., Gin Gin o
u k (3) 441Holland Mrs. J. (care of Mr. Broad), 538 Rudy A., G.P.O. s
339 Heslop John, Red Hill c Brisbane u k 539 Huet J., Sherwood c
340 Heslop J., Mary street c 442 Hollingsworth Geo., Brisbane c 540 Huey P., Thargomindah Station s
341 Hewitt A. J., Townsville a 443 Hollins Master Willie, P.O. Townsville 541 Hugh -, East  Talgai c
342 Hewitt Graham, G.P.O. c uk 542 Hugh H., Sherwood c
343 Hewitt J., Waterworks road c 444 Hollinshead H. Brock  (s.s. "Taroba"), 543 Hughes -, Ipswich road c
344 Hews  T., Three-mile, Cooktown c Brisbane u k 544 Hughes Mrs., New Farm o
345 Hibberd H., Townsville u k 445 Holly James, St. George s 545 Hughes Dr., Kynuna c
346 Hick A. C., Stonehenge o 446 Holman D., Bundaberg c 546 Hughes E., Port Douglas o
347 Hickey Michael, South Brisbane c 447 Holman  Miss E.,  P.O. Rockhampton s 547 Hughes Henry, P.O. Charters Towers in
348 Hickey Michael, Croydon c 448 Holman Richard , G.P.O. o c 548 Hughes H. A., Charters Towers c
349 Hickey Pat., Monkland c 449 Holmes C. J., Hamilton c 549 Hughes James, Ravenswood c
350 Hickey William Joseph, G.P.O. u k 450 Holmes C. T. H., New Farm c 550 Hughes John, F.C.S., P.O. Wilming-
351 Hickling G. H., Goodiwindi u k 451 Holmes Thos. ,  Rockhampton c ton u k
352 Montalbion cHicks Thos 452 Holsen Mrs Alexandra J Capella Cler-551 Hughes Johnson P BundabergO
353
.,
Hickson A. J., Cairns c
. ., ,
mont uk
, . .
u k (2)
354 Hickson A. I., Watawa c 453 Holst E .,  Brisbane c 552 Hughes R., G.P.O. u k
355 Higbid  Edward, G.P.O. u k 454 Holt A.,  Brisbane c 553 Hughes Thomas, Highgate Hill c
356 Higgins R., Toowoomba s 455 Holt Miss Margaret Ann, Gatton o 554 Hughes Tbos., Isis c
357 Higgins Wm., Winton o c 4rib' Holts Peter, Croydon c 555 Hughs Jonathan, G.P.O. c
358 Higginson F. L., Barcaldine c 457 Holyapfel H., Stanley Stanley c 556 Hughes Mrs. Mary, Toowoomba c
359 Higginson F. S., Milton c 458 Holyhead C., G.P.O. u k 557 Hughson John, P.O. Townsville u k
360 Higgs T., P.O. Townsville u k 459 Holyhead C., Mooloolah c 558 Humberstone Joseph, Ipswich road c
361 Hignell Oscar, P.O. Maryborough c 460 Holzapfel C. H., Cleveland road c 559 Humphrey Mrs., Gympie c
362 Hi son Ro be rt ,  Taromeo Station c
363 Hilberg J., Roma c
461 Romans  Charles, P.O. Maryborough
uk
560 Hu kphreys C. H., P.O. Rockhampton
364 Hill A. A., North Toowong c 462 Home W. D., Bundaberg c 561 Humphreys Mrs. Leonard, One-Mile,
365 Hill E. L., Maryborough c 463 Homer  -,  Rockhampton c Gympie u k
366 Hi ll James ,  Townsville o 461 Honah M., Bundaberg c (3) 562 Humphries Mrs. G., Gympie s
367 Hill J. A., Thargomindah s 465 Honan Michael Laidley c 563 H phriss Ceorge Cassilis Station u k
368 Hill  0., South Pine River c 466 ,Honan P ., Valley s ,(2)
369 Hill St .  Q., Bundaberg c 467 Honey Robert, Clifton s 564 Hunt E. S., Murphy's Creek Quarry c
370 Hill Misa S., P.O. Ipswich c 468 Hood Mrs. Omelia, G.P.O. o c 565 Hunt G., Durham, Georgetown e t
371 Hill Thomas ,  junr ., Valley c (2) 469 Hooker James, P.O. Townsville c 566 Hunt John G., G.P.O. o e
372 Hill Uriab ,  Urangan u k 470 Hoolihan Miss Kate, Brisbane c 567 Hunt Thomas ,  Brisbane s
373 Hillberg C., P.O. Roma c 471 Hoolihan Michael, P.O. Townsville c 568 Hunt Thomas, Deep Creek c (2)
'374 Hilliam  W. R., Caboolture c 472 Hoonan M., Valley c 569 Hunter -,  Brisbane c
375 Hillmath John, Charters Towers c 473 Hooper F., Isisford c 570 Hunter Alex.,  Kangaroo  Point u k
376 Hilton  -,  P.O. Townsvi lle c 474 Hooper George,  Morven c 571 Hunter A. C., G.P.O. u k
377 Hilton James, Townsville c 475 Hooper William,  Cunnamulla s 572 Hunter A. H., Bunya c
378 Hilton W. E., Q.N. Bank, Croydon c 476 Hooper W., One-Mile c 573 Hunter Denham, Brisbane in
379 Hinch I., Bo go road c 477Hopgood E., Rockhampton e 574 Hunter Ernest, P.O. Warwick c
380 Hinchy W., Ipswich c 478 Hopkin William, Croydon u k (2) 575 Hunter Jas., Gympie c (2)
381 Hind Mrs .,  South Brisbane c 479 Hopkins -, Yeppoon c 576 Hunter Jas. Denham ,  Mount Jones,
382 Hindrick Mrs. J .,  Bowen Hills c 480 Hopkins L., Salmonville Station c Eidsvold f
383 Hindt -, Croydon c 481 Hopkins William, Spring Hill c 577 Hunter James N., Charters Towers c
384 Hine  John,  Coorparoo c 482 Hopkins  Wm., Northampton Downs c 578 Hunter John, Gympie c (3)
385 Hingley C. G., Bayswater c 483 Hopper William, Warwick c 579 Hunter Miss M., South Brisbane u k
386 Hines Mrs. Bundaberg c 484 Horan -, Swan Creek c 580 Hunter Miss M. S., Petrie terrace c
387 Hinson G. it,., Bundaberg u k 485Hood John, Rockhampton c 581 Hunter Robert, G.P.O. u k (3)
388 Hinton J. C., Townsvi lle c 486 Hores J., Georgetown e t 582 Hunter R., Maryborough c
389 Hirst H., P,O. Toowoomba s 487 Horgan Miss Margaret ,  Charlotte street 583 Hunter W., Springsure c
390 Hiscock  T., Valley c oc 584 Hunter W., Endeavour Bridge c
391 Hislop Robert ,  Charters Towers e t 488 Horn F., Laidley Creek c 58.5 Hurbeit H., Charters Towers c
392 Hitchcock Charles Martin, Kelvin 489 Horn Mrs. H. G., G.P.O. c 586 Hurford Miss, Highgate Hill c
Grove o c 490 Hornan P., G.P.O. in 587 Hurford W., Kangaroo Point c
393 Hitchen Thomas  Alfred,  Brisbane u k 491 Hornby A. A., P.O. Townsville c 588 Hurley Brothers, One-Mile c
394 Hoare Jas., Rockhampton c 492 Horne F., Blackall c  589 Hurley  C., G.P.O. o
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590 Hurley J., P.O. Richmond Downs c
591 Hurley J., Mackay c
592 Hurley Patrick, Tambo c
593 Hurley P. F., Tambo o
594 Hurley Thomas, Brisbane s
595 Hurst  Wm. Probyn, P.O. Rock-
hampton u k (2)
596 Hurt Miss, Hospital, Brisbane u k
597 Hussey Chas., Ripple Creek c
598 Huston Mrs. B .,  Normanton c
599 Hutchens H., Charters Towers c
600 Hutcheon  -,  Brisbane c
601 Hutchings Mrs., Lion Creek c
602 Hutchinson Mrs. Charles, Forest
Grove c
603 Hutchinson  C., Forest Grove c (5)
604 Hutchinson  C., Arrilalah c
605 Hutchinson W., Oxley c
606 Hutchison Mrs., Brisbane c
607 Hutchison Harriet G.P.O. o
608 Hutchison  Mrs. Mary Ann,  Bunda-
berg o c
609 Hutton -, Brisbane c
610 Hutton J. G., Ipswich o c
611 Hutton Miss Violetta, Bundaberg u k
612 Hutton Wm., Nundah c
613 Huxley Jos., Gladstone s
614 Hyde -, Valley c
615 Hyde Abel, P.O. Geraldton in
616 Hyde Arthur, Charters Towers u k
617 Hymer H., Eidsvold c
618 Hyne E. S., G.P.O. e t
619 Hynes Miss Ellen, Baramba Station,
Nanango o c
I.
1 ILLMAN -,  Bowen Hills u k
2 Imrie Miss Agnes, Charters Towers u k
3 Inglis  P., Eidsvold c
4 Ingold Jno., Eversham Station c
5 Ingram -, Charters Towers c
6 Ingram Charles and James ,  Brisbane
uk
7 Innis Alex., Brisbane c
8 Irons Josh., Torbanlea Colliery s
9 Ironside William, P.O. Bowen u k
10 Irvine Miss, South Brisbane u k
11 Irvine S., Waikerston c
12 Irving  -,  Spring Hill c
13 Irving James, Charters Towers c
14 Irwin Edward, St. George c
15 Isaac -, Clayfield o c
16 Isakangos Kaleb, P.O. Bundaberg f
17 Island Mrs., Maryborough c
18 Ivimey A. J., Cooktown c
19 Iwers H. J., Mount Shamrock o c
20 Iwers  Mrs. H. J., P.O. Rockhampton c
21 Izzard  Alfred,  Goondi Plantation  in
J.
1 JACK  J. S., Townsville c
2 Jacks -, Charters Towers c
3 Jackson --, Woollongabba c
4 Jackson  -,  Stanley Bridge c
5 Jackson -, Montague road c
6 Jackson Alfred, Isisford c
7 Jackson Mrs. B .,  Charters Towers c
8 Jackson Miss Edith ,  Montague road c
9 Jackson Miss Eva ,  South Brisbane c
10 Jackson Mrs. F .,  Muttaburra c
11 Jackson George Henry, P.O. Towns-
ville u k
12 Jackson G. H., P.O. Normanton u k
(2) and f
13 Jackson G. S., Allora c
14 Jackson Herbert, P.O. Rockhampton o
15 Jackson H., Limestone c
16 Jackson H. G., G.P.O. c
17 Jackson H. W., P.O. Warwick
18 Jackson Isaiah, P.O. Townsville u k
19 Jackson J., Enoggera c
20 Jackson J. H., Ipswich c
21 Jackson Reid, Maryborough o c
22 Jackson Miss Sarah Maryborough o c
23 Jackson  S., Kelvin Grove c
24 Jackson Thos., Nee Nee, St. George s
25 Jackson Wm., P.O. Brisbane o c
26 Jackson W., Esk c
27 Jacobs John,  Bowen s
28 Jacobsen -, Townsville c
29 Jacobsen  --,  Charters Towers c
30 Jacques H., Brisbane c
31 Jaeger H., Bundaberg c
32 Jaffray Robert, G.P.O. o
33 Jalo Louis, Watsonville c
34 James Bros., Tabletop c
35 James -, Flinders River c
36 James Mrs. A., Charters Towers u k
37 James Charles E., Eidsvold c
38 James Miss  C., P.O. Townsville in
39 James David, Mount Esk Store c
40 James E .,  P.O. Nerang c
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41 James E . A., Thompson  Estate c
42 James H., Charters Towers c
43 James Professor ,  Brisbane c
44 James Richard, Muttaburra c
45 James Thomas, Cumberland o c
46 James  T. A., Croydon s
47 James  Win., G.P.O. 0 C
48 Jamieson James, Charters Towers c
49 Jamieson John ,  Gayndah s
50 Jamieson W., Mt. Windsor Tin
Mines c
51 Jamieson W., Daintree c
52 Jamison J., Monkera Station c
53 Janes Harry ,  Barcaldine c
54 Jansen Chris. , Mackay c
55 Jaques -,  Warrnambool Stati c.n
c (2
56 Jaquess L. W., Mount Morgan c
57 Jardine  A. W., Brisbane c
58 Jarrill Miss J., East Bundaberg c
59 Jarvis --, Townsville c
60 Jarvis G., Charleville c
61 Jarvis T., Blackstone e t
62 Javie Alex., Bundaberg c
63 Jeacocke H., Coomera Ferry c
64 Jeacocke Mrs. H., Coomera Ferry c
65 Jeacocke H. G., South Brisbane c
66 Jebbett Abraham, P .O. Barcaldine m
67 Jeffcoat S., Rosalie c
68 Jefferies S., Melbourne c
69 Jefferies S., Lutwyche c
70 Jeffery Wm., New Farm s
71 Jeffery Miss Isolia, G.P.O. u'k
72 Jeffery  Robert, Grey  street c
73 Jeffreys Dick, Mount Victoriajo
74 Jelbart E., Winton s
75 Jell J., Bimerah c
76 Jelley Jas., Ravenswood s
77 Jemensen  Thos.,  Bundaberg c (2)
78 Jenkin James Gilbert, P.O. Towns-
ville u k
79 Jenkins Miss, Rainbow c
80 Jenkins  -, Stanley street c
81 Jenkins Evan G ., Woollongabba o c
82 Jenkins George, P.U. Adavale c
83 Jenkins John, One -Mile c;(4)
84 Jenkins J. S., Monkland c
85 Jenkins Ned, East Geraldton c
86 Jenkins Thomas ,  P.O. Albion c
87 Jenkins T. H., Charters Towers c
88 Jenkinson H. J., East Brisbane c
89 Jennings Edward, P.O .  Croydon c
90 Jennings T., Bowen street c
91 Jensen  -,  Spring Hill c
92 Jensen J., Hill End c
93 Jensen Mrs. J., South Brisbane c
94 Jensen Mrs. M .  C., One-Mile c
95 Jensen W., Gym de o c
96 Jenvey Chas .,  Brisbane s
97 Jerdan Mrs. J .,  Townsvi lle s
98 Jerritt James, P.O. Brisbane s
99 Jesser and Co .,  Gympie c
100 Jerr H .  W., Brisbane s
101 Jifoot William, Rockhampton u k
102 Jipson Miss M., Townsville c
103 Job Mrs., G.P.O. o
104 Jobbing R., South Brisbane c
105 Jocumsen A., Mungar c (2)
106 Joes -, Black Jack c
107 John John ,  One-Mile c (2)
108 John Robert, One-Mile c (2)
109 John Thos. ,  One-Mile c (2)
110 Johns D., Mount Shamrock c
111 Johns  G., Gympie c
112 Johns H. J., Gympie c
113 Johns John, Croydon s
114 Johns John, Burdekin c
115 Johns J. W., One-Mile c
116 Johns P., Monkland c
117 Johns W. G., Y.O. Charters Towers c
118 Johnsen C., Georgetown c
119 Johnsen Hans ,  Yengarie c
120 Johnson  -,  Rockhampton c
121 Johnson Aif., Normanton o
122 Johnson Charles ,  Charters Towers o c
123 Johnson Chris., Musgrave Club, Bris-
ban eL f
124 Johnsd  ' ' Christopher ,  Apple - tree
Creek;  Childers c
125 Johnson C., Bundaberg  in
126 Johnson Edward, P.O. Croydon m
127 Johnson E., Maryborough  in
128 Johnson George, Charters Towers c
129 Johnson Harman, P.O. Cooktown c
130 Johnson Henry, Logan road o c
131 Johnson John, Charters Towers c
132 Johnson J., Cunnainulla c
133 Johnson J., Queenton c
134 Johnson Miss M., P.O. Thargomindah c
135 Johnson  Nicol, G.Y.O. s
136 Johnson Oley, Hughenden s
137 Jonnson 0., Winton road c
138 Johnson  Sydney N.,  Townsville u k
139 Johnson  S.,  G.P.O. s
140 Johnson  Thomas  South Brisbane c
141 Johnson Tobi , Warwick c
142 Johnson T. C., Red Hill c
143 Johnson T. M., Y.O. Cairns o c
144 Johnson Wm., Valley c
145 Johnson W., Valley c
146 Johnson W., Warwick c
147 Johnston D., P.O. Springs o
148 Johnston E., Queenton c
149 Johnston George, Brisbane c
150 Johnston Hans, Emu Vale c
151 Johnston H. E., Croydon c
152 Johnston James, Kangaroo Point m
153 Johnston John, P.O. Mar7borough u k
154 Johnston John, Charters r owers c
155 Johnston J., Bowen Hills in
156 Johnston J., Kangaroo Point c
157 Johnston J. S., Bowen terrace c
158 Johnston M., G. Y.O. e t
159 Johnston Mrs. and Miss;M. C., Towns-
ville o
160 Johnston R., Queenton c
161 Johnston Stephen, P.O. Mount Albion c
162 Johnston Wm., Charters Towers o c
163 Johnston W., Bowen Hills c
164 Johnston W., Queenton c
165 Johnston W., Eidsvold c
166 Johnstone -, P.O. Eulo c
167 Johnstone F. W., Springs s
168 Johnstone John, P.O. Maryborough u k
169 Johnstone L. A., Kangaroo Point c
170 Johnstone M., G.P.O. e t
171 Johnstone S., G.P.O. s
172 Johnstone William K., Valley u k
173 Joisel A., Mackay c
174 Jolley John, P.O. Rockhampton u k
175 Jolly -, Ravenswood c
176 Jolly John, Torbanlea u k
177 Jonell --, Grantham o c
178 Jones --, Gympie c
179 Jones Mrs., Rockhampton c
180 Jones  Miss  (of Darlington), P.O.
Townsville u k
181 Jones A., P.O. Charters To,s c
182 Jones A., Gayndah c -  ,4r `
183 Jones A. B., Whyanbah, St:°rge c
184 Jones Charles, P.O. Townsvi'l'b c
185 Jones C., Jubilee Estate,  near Bris
bane c and u k
186 Jones Daniel, Charters Towers o c
187 Jones David, Boundary  street c
188 Jones David, Rockhampton c
189 Jones  D., Woollongabba c
190 Jones D., Charters Towers c
191 Jones D. T., Maryborough c
192 Jones Edward, Brisbane c
193 Jones E., Oondooroo o
194 Jones E. P., Eidsvold c
195 Jones E. P., P.O. Mount Perry u k
196 Jones G., Spring Hill c
197 Jones Mrs. Harriet, Millchester c
198 Jones Henry, Charters Towers o c
199 Jones Mrs. James ,  Rockhampton c
200 Jones John, Gympie Railway c
201 Jones John, Blackstone c (2)
202 Jones  John, G.Y.O. c
203 Jones John, Charters Towers c
204 Jones John G., One-mile Creek o c
205 Jones J., G.P.O. c
206 Jones  J., Eidsvold c
207 Jones J., Maneroo c
208 Jones Mrs. J., Gympie c
209 Jones  J. A., Stanley  street c
210 Jones  J. C., Stanley  street c
211 Jones  Miss  Mary, Grey street, South
Brisbane c
212 Jones Mary, Charters Towers u k
213 Jones Miss Mary Jane, Millchester o c
214 Jones Miss M. Annie, P.O. Charters
Towers c
215 Jones Miss  M. A., P. O. Charters Towers
uk
216 Jones Richard, Queenton c
217 Jones Robert, South  Brisbane c
218 Jones  Ii., P.O. South  Brisbane c (2)
219 Jones R., One-Mile c (2)
220 Jones Tom, Kangaroo Point c (2)
221 Jones T., Roma o
222 .tones T., Georgetown e t
223 Jones T. P., P.O. Maytown c
224 Jones Wm., Surat c
225 Jones W. A., Charters  Towers c
226 Jones  W. C., Gympie c
227 Jones W. R., Charters Towers c
228 Jonsen Christian F., Bundaberg o c
229 Jonson F. L., Kelvin Grove c
230 Jordan A. H., 204 Queen street c
231 Jordan Wm. (care of B. G. Barnes),
Ann street u k
232 Jordan W. H., Conway Station c
233 Jordan J. P., One-Mile o c
234 Jorgensen Carl, G.P.O. f
235 Jorgensen Julius (care of N. P. Jorgen-
sen), Clifton c (2)
236 Jorgensen J. G., Geraldton o
237 Jorkenson Hen. Neils, Laidley o c
238 Jorry W., Old Beaudesert road c
239 Jose Miss Jane, Queenton u k
240 Joseph L., Brisbane c
241 Jewitt Chas., P.O. Ipswich e t
242 Joyce Miss Bridget, G.Y.O. o c
243 Joyce Chas., South Comongin c
244 Joyce Thomas, P.O. Mount Morgan c
245 Judge M., South Brisbane c
246 Judge Thos., G.P.O. a
247 Julius Mrs., South Brisbane c
248 Julius Rev. A. C., Roina c and o c
249 Jupp Able, Cunnamulla s
250 Jurgens Gustav, Orient Camp m
251 Jury Mrs., P.O. Cairns c
252 Jutson Joseph, Valley o c
B.
1 KAHL'Mrs. H., P.O. Hughenden c
2 Kain P., Winton c
3 Kaine Patrick (care of - Williams),
Brisbane c (2)
4 Kallmar Mrs. Annie, Longwood o c
5 Kamp Richard, Maryborough c
6 Kande J., Albion c
7 Kane C., Charleville c
8 Kane George, Victoria Plantation o c
9 Kane Mrs. J., Stanley street o
10 Kane Miss Kate, P.O Valley u k
11 Kanna Miss M., Springsure c
12 Kantizak Isidore, Bundaberg c (3)
13 Karlsen K. F., Kalamia c
14 Kaser Mrs. Brisbane f
15 Kavanagh 'John, Brisbane o c
16 Kavanagh Miss M., Brisbane c
17 Kavender Mrs., Winton c
18 Kawinkel Robert, P.O. Rockhampton
oc
19 Kay D., Gympie c
20 Kay John, Tabletop c
21 Kay J. M., Bundaberg c
22 Kazjer Emilie, Brisbane o
23 Kealey Dr., Woollongabbac
24 Keam R., Mount Perry c
25 Keane Mrs., Bowen Hills c
26 Keane Miss, Townsville c
27 Keane C. F., G.P.O. c
28 Keaney Miss Kate, Charlotte street c
29 Keaney -, Killarney c
30 Kearney James, South Brisbane c
31 Kearney M., Stony Creek, Cairns c
32 Kearney R. (care of Rutherford Bros. ),
Rockhampton c
33 Kearney T., Rockhampton u k
34 Kearns Miss Teresa, Brisbane c
35 Kearns Thomas, P.O. Cairns f
36 Kearton E., One-Mile c (3)
37 Kearton F., Gympie c
38 Keating Mrs. Emily, P.O. Ann street
00
39 Keating Miss Margaret, New Farm
40 Keating Mrs. M. A., Sandy Creek,
Warwick c
41 Kedley Mrs. Harriet, Kangaroo Point
00
42 Keefers D. Woodend c
43 Keen H., charters Towers u k
44 Keen Saml., Millchester c
45 Keenan J., Arrilalah e t
46 Keitch James, G.P.O. c
47 Keith K., Charters Towers s
48 Kelleher Miss Hannah, G. P. O u k
49 Kelley Mrs., P.O. Townsville c
50 Kelliher Miss Margaret, G.P.O u k
51 Kelly William, Ravenswood u k
.52 Kelly -, Brisbane c
53 Kelly -, Beaconsfield c
54 Kelly Mrs., Georgetown e t
55 Kelly Alban, P.O. Cunnamulla s
56 Kelly Andrew (seaman), South Bris-bane oc
57 Kelly Mrs. B., Bundaberg c (3)
58 Kelly D. J., Charters Towers c (2)
59 Kelly Edward, Spring Hill u k
60 Kelly Miss Ellen, Macrossan Bridge c
61 Kelly Gertrude, G.P.O. u k
62 Kelly Hobert B., Stanley street c
63 Kelly James, South Brisbane c
64 Kelly James, Monkland c (4)
65 Kelly James and Ann, Mackay o c
66 Kelly James T., Charters Towers c
67 Kelly John, Townsville c
68 Kelly John, P.O. Townsville c
69 Kelly John, Noondoo Station s
70 Kelly John, Eidsvold c (2)
71 Kelly John, Stanthorpe c
72 Kelly John, East Brisbane c
73 Kelly John J., Isisford c
74 Kelly Jos., Monkland c (4)
75 Kelly J., South Brisbane c
76 Kelly J., Maryborough c
77 Kelly J., Rod -hampton s
78 Kelly, J. H., Black Jack c
79 Kelly M., Bundaberg c
80 Kelly M., Mungar Line c
81 Kelly Patrick, Charters Towers o c
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82 Kelly Peter (labourer), on Barolin
Divisional Board roads c
83 Kelly Peter, Y.O. Port Douglas in
84 Kelly P., Port Douglas a And u k
85 Kelly P. J., Pentland e t
86 Kelly Thos., Cairns c
87 Kelly T., One-Mile c (2)
88 Kelly W., Brisbane c
89 Kelly W., P.O. Rockhampton c
90 Kelsey G. H., P.O. Killarney u k
91 Kelson and Miller, Brisbane c
92 Kemp Ebenezer, Drayton s
93 Kemp Johnson, G.P.O. u k
94 Kemp P., Pittsworth c
95 Kemp Robt., O'Connell Town o c
96 Kemp T., P.O. Maryborough c
97 Kemp W., Sellheim c
98 Kendall Isaac, Boolboonda c
99 Kendall  Isaac , and Party, Boolboonda c
100 Kendrick S. Isis Downs c
101 Kene -, aroydon c (2)
102 Kennedy Mrs., Rockhampton c
103 Kennedy Ellen, Rockhampton o
104 Kennedy James, Nundah c
105 Kennedy John, Brisbane c
106 Kennedy J., Brisbane c
107 Kennedy J., Gympie c
108 Kennedy Leslie, Brisbane s
109 Kennedy Patrick, Croydon c
110 Kennedy Thomas, Croydon c
111 Kennedy W. P., Hill End, Mackay c
112 Kennel Richard, Croydon c
113 Kenney Felix, Brisbane f
114 Kenney John, Nocundra o
115 Kenney Miss Rose, G.P.O. c
116 Kenney T., Red Hill c
117 Kenny -, Gympie e
118 Kenny T., Red Hill c
119 Kent C. W., Gympie o
120 Kent H., Gympie o
121 Kent T. H., P.O. Ipswich s
122 Kent T., Bundaberg c
123 Kent Walter, P.O. Mount Morgan u k
124 Kenyon George, P.O. Blackall s
125 Kenyon G. A., Blackall c
126 Keogh John, One-Mile c (2)
127 Ker -, Birdsville c
128 Kerin Mrs. T., P.O. Cairns c
129 Kerkeek Thomas H., Charters Towers
uk andm
130 Kerr -, Vindex c
131 Kerr A., Bundaberg c
132 Kerr David, P.O. Winton c (2)
133 Kerr Hugh, Bundaberg o
134 Kerr Joseph, Blantyre, Brisbane u k(5)
135 Kerr Robert, Charters Towers m
136 Kersewell Samuel, P.O. Kamerunga c
137 Kerslake Thomas, G.P.O. u k
138 Keter Peter, Millchester o c
139 Kethro William H., St. Lawrence c
140 Kettle James, Charters Towers c
141 Kettle Peter, Charters Towers c
142 Kevin Thos., Gympie c
143 Keys J., Charters Towers c
144 Kholer Miss Augusta, P.O. Nerang c
145 Kidd John, Hamilton Station c
146 Kiee Mrs., Townsville c
147 Kigaine Weileme, near Rockhampton c
148 Kilkeary Thomas, Port Douglas c
149 Killiher Mrs. Bridget, G.05. o c
150 Killovan Miss Annie, P.O. Brisbane
oc
151 Kilvington J. H., P.O. Townsville ti k
(2)
152 Kincaid Robert, Spring Hill m
153 Kinch Albert, Deep Creek, Gympie u k
154 Kinck Mrs. R., Deep Creek, Gympie c
155 Kind W. J., P.O. Cooktown e t
156 King Mrs.. Hope street, South
Brisbane c
157 King D. F., G.P.O. u k
158 King Miss Eliza, Mackay u k
159 King F., Caledonia c
160 King George, Kilkivan Line c
161 King Mrs. Harriet, P.O. Red Hill o c
162 King Mrs. H., Bundaberg c
163 King James, Darr River Downs c
164 King John, Monkland c
165 King J., Charters Towers c
166 King J. B., Hill Grove Station o
167 King J. P., Maxwelton, Richmond o
168 King R., P.O. Torrens Creek e
169 King R., Cootharaba Sawmill c
170 King T. F., Toowoomba c
171 King Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
172 Kingsford R. W., Gympie c
173 Kingston G., P.O. Townsville u k
174 Kingston Miss Violet, G.P.O. c
175 Kirby P., P.O. Dalby s
176 Kirby Wm., Stanley street c
177 Kirk James, One-mile Creek o c
178 Kirk J., Geraldton m
179 Kirk Mrs. Robert, Fortitude Valley c
180 Kirkpatrick and Quinn, Morven a
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181 Kirkwood A., South Brisbane c
182 Kirkwood W., Bundaberg c
183 Kitchen Miss, Tiaro c
181 Kitchen Jos., Barcaldine c
185 Kitchen R., Gympie c
186 Kittner W., Sandy Creek c
187 Klinon A., Mackay c
188 Knight Arthur B., G.P.O. n z
189 Knight Augustus, South Brisbane e
190 Knight Mrs. John, Springs, Cairns, o c
191 Knight Miss Kate, Valley c
192 Knight W. H., P.O. Cooktown u k
193 Knightley G., Brisbane u k (2)
194 Knipe Richard, Charters Towers c
195 Knoop Anton, Cooktown f
196 Knorbzet Chas., Warwick c
197 Knott J., Brisbane c
198 Knowles W. W., Townsville u k
199 Knox T. A., G.P.O. u k
200 Knudsen A., Dugandan c
201 Knudson Paul, Gympie c
202 Kohlmann F., P.O. Walolloo e
203 Koledas Leonidus, Warwick c
204 Kolrner -, East Brisbane c
205 Komer H., Boundary street c
206 Krause Miss A., Stanley street c
207 Krause F. C., Woollongabba c
208 Kree Miss Mary Ann, South Brisbane
c (2)
209 Kremke Charles, Palparara s
210 Krickenbul -, 63 Queen street c
211 Kronmillar Mrs. J., Charters Towers c
212 Kruch Mrs. Louise J., Fortitude Valley
o c (2)
213 Kruers Chas., P.O. Normanton c
214 Kruse C. S., P.O. Cairns c
215 Kruth R. C., Dulacca e
216 Kruthi R., Daandine Station c
217 Kuff -, Croydon c
218 Kunde Ludwig, Nundah c
219 Kurts Mrs. M., Brisbane c
220 Kurz Karl, Woollongabba c
221 Kyhl H. P., G.P.O. f
222 Kyle C. G., Brisbane;s
L.
1 LAHERTY J., Esk e
2 Laing Mrs., Queensport c
3 Laing Isidor, Gregory terrace o c
4 Laird David G., P.O. Rockhampton e t
5 Lake Edward, P.O. Ipswich o
6 Lakie Miss Elizabeth, Maryborough o c
7 Lake Frank, G.P.O. s
8 Lalby -, Rockhampton c
9 Lamb Mrs., Mount Morgan o
10 Lamb  Miss  J., P.O. Gympie c
11 Lamb W., Nerang c
12 Lambert C., Laidley c
13 Lamehouse -, Woollongabba c
14 Lambourne T., Clyde c
15 Lammbager H., Stonehenge s
16 Lamond Andrew, Bowen e
17 Lamrock John, Goondiwindi s
18 Lancaster Captain, Townsville s
19 Lancaster James, Valley c
20 Landener Henry, South Brisbane c
21 Landsborough Mrs., Humpybong c
22 Lane W., Brisbane c
39 Lane  W. J., South Brisbane c
24 Lang D. H. R., Bowen f
25 Lang Mrs. Mary, Townsville c
26 Langdon John, One-Mile c (2)
27 Langenbaker H., Isisford c
28 Langley C. A. A., Isisford s
29 Langton J., Croydon c
30 Lank James, Eidsvold c
31 Lanstram W., Ipswich road c
32 Lapworth F., Stanley street c
33 Larence A., Beaconsfield Station c
34 Larkin Mrs. Bridget, Paddington c
35 Larkin James, Upper 12-Mile, Croy-
don c
36 Larkin R., G.P.U. e t
37 Larsen J., Valley c
38 Larson J., G.P.O. a
39 Larsoon John, Brisbane f
40 Lather Mrs., Upper Kedron c
41 Laugher Miss Gregory terrace c
42 Laurance _', Charters Towers c
43 Laurance Mrs. A., P.O. Charters
Towers u k
44 Laurence P., Brisbane c
45 Laurenson Maria, Brisbane o
46 Lavery James, Georgetown c
47 Law Mrs., Valley c
48 Lawrence Mrs., North Ipswich c
49 Lawrence Alex., Beaconsfield c
50 Lawrence Mrs. E., Woollongabba c
51 Lawrence F. St., Rockhampton c
52 Lawrence Henry, G.P.O e t
53 Lawrence H., P.O. Muttaburra c
54 Lawrence H., P.O. Barcaldine e
55  Lawrence H., Barealdine o
56 Lawrence Saml., Red Hill c
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57 Lawson -, Gregory terrace c
58 Lawson -, Rockhampton c
59 Lawson C. R., Charters Towers c
60 Lawson Robert, May Downs u k
61 Lawson Win., John street c
62 Lawson Win., Nundah c
63 Lawson W., Townsville c
64 Lawson Mrs. W. H., Cairns Railways
63 Lawton Daniel, P.O. Townsville c
66 Laydon Thomas, P.O. Albion c
67 Layton J., Winton s
68 Lea -,'Victoria Plantation c
69 Lea Wm. (fitter), Barcaldine o c
70 Leadbether John, Charleville c
71 Leahey W. J., Ithaca Creek c
72 Leahy Miss Ellen, P.U. Fortitude
Valley o c (3)
73 Leahy Miss Mary E., Brisbane c
74 Leamon Mrs. George, Mackay u k
75 Leaney -, Charters Towers c
76 Leary John, Enoggera o c
77 Leask Magners, Townsville n z
78 Leaver Mrs., Soudan Estate c
79 Le Brass Joseph, South Brisbane c (3)
80 Le Breton Julius, Georgetown c
81 Ledde P., Laidley c
82 Lee H., East Brisbane c
83 Lee H., Gympie c
84 Lee Mrs. M., P.O. Cawarral c
85 Lee Jas., Toowoomba c
86 Lee J. J., Warwick c
87 Lee Michael, Cairns c
88 Lee Patrick, Rockhampton u k
89 Lee T., North Bundaberg c
90 Lee T. H. May, Herberton c
91 Legge G., Soudan Estate c
92 Leggott Sydney, Brisbane c
93 Le Grand Sydney, Springsure Station
c
94 Leigh Jas., Coomera n z
95 Leisner H. A., P.O. Croydon c
96 Leitch David, Spring Hill o c
97 Leitch S., Caboolture c
98 Leivesley T., Dungeness c
99 Le Lane J. J., Valley c 12)
100 Le Mercier C., Irvinebank s
101 Leney A. A., Valley c
102 Lennan J., Cawarral c
103 Lennard Mrs. James, G.P.U. u k
104 Lennon George, Normanton c
105 Leonard W., Cunnamulla s
106 Lepady J., Nudgee c
107 Lerheinnen J. K., Charters Towers c
108 Leslie Charles, Stanley street o c
109 Lessen Nicholas, Charters Towers c
110 Lester Mrs., Eidsvold c
111 Leston Michael, Pentland c (2)
112 Letchfield T., Mount Cotton c
113 Leuschner -, Lytton road c
114 Lever Geo., Soudan Estate c
115 Levingstone Mrs. S., Enoggera c
116 Lewien Robert, P.O. Howard in
117 Lewis Mrs., North Queensland u k
118 Lewis A. B., Booval road o c
119 Lewis Chas., Gympie c (2)
120 Lewis Fred., Gympie c
121 Lewis G. H., Barcaldine c
122 Lewis G. H., Rockhampton c
123 Lewis Herbert, Normanton u k
124 Lewis James, Ravenswood c
125 Lewis John, Charters Towers c (2)
126 Lewis J. J., Gorrie Station a
127 Lewis J. J., Grandchester c
128 Lewis L., Brisbane o
129 Lewis J. T., Croydon o
130 Lewis T., Goondiwindi c
131 Lewis T. C., Croydon c
132 Lewis Walter, Queenton c
133 Lewis Mrs. W. Z., Redcliffe c
134 Leybourne W. J., Maryborough s
13.5 Liddy E. A., Victoria Plantation c
136 Lightbody James S., G.P.O. u k
137 Lill Fred., Watsonville c
138 Lill Fred., Irvinebank c
139 Lilleber Andrew,  179 Wickham street c
140 Lilley -, Townsville c
141 Lilley A. J., Norranton f (2)
142 Lilley Mrs. H., Bundaberg o
1 13 Lilley Osborne, Brisbane c
144 Lillicrap W., P.O. Cooktown u k
145 Lilijigren Edwin, P.O. Bundaberg c
146 Lilly J. 0., Charters Towers c
147 Linch L. P., P.O. Brisbane f
148 Lincoln R., P.O. Bundaberg u k
149 Lind J., Logan road c
150 Linde H. C., Gin Gin c
151 Linden -, Hughenden c
152 Linden John, Mount Perry c
153 Linden T., Hughenden c
154 Lindon -, Corinda c
155 Lindross A., Cawarral Sugar Com-
pany c
156 Lindsay -, Oxford Downs c
157 Lindsay David, P.O. Townsville u k
158 Lindsey E. 0., Cairns c
159 Line Miss S. J., P.O. Cairns u k
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160 Liner T., P.O. Nundah c
161 Link W. L., Alberton c
162 Linnet Mrs., Townsville c
163  Lipinath C ristopher, Charters Towers c
164 Lislene  -,  Ma Ma Creek c
165 Lister A., Townsville c
166 Lister G., Townsville c
167 Lister J., Townsville c
168 Little Miss, South Brisbane c
169 Little James ,  Charters Towers c
170 Livingstone John, Springsure c
171 Lloyd and Ross ,  Gordan Downs c
172 Lloyd  -,  South Brisbane c
173 Lloyd E .,  Albion c
174 Lloyd Miss Lizzie, P .O. Valley c
175 Lloyd Mrs .  Sarah ,  Townsville c
176 Lloyd William  M., Brisbane o
177 Lloyd Win., Bundaberg s
178 Lochlein E. W., Kangaroo Point c
179 Locke Miss, Oxley c
180 Locker E. P., Charters Towers s
181 Lockett Mrs., Cooktown c
182 Loman H., P.O. Thargomindah s
183 Loder Grace, Port Douglas o
184 Logan -, Lion Creek c
185 Logan Williams, Brisbane c
186 Lombard John, Herberton o
187 London  -,  Rockhampton c
188 Lonergan Frank, Coochin Creek c
189 Lonergan Frank, Carnpbellville c
190 Lonergan  James,  P .O. Cairns u k
191 Lonergan Thomas ,  Charters Towers s
192 Lonerganne Fred W., G.P.O.  in
193 Long Mrs .,  Kamerunga c
194 Long A .  H., P.O. Valley n z
195 Long Fred ,  Charters Towers c
196 Long Geo .,  Mount Morgan c
197 Long G .,  Barcaldine c
198 Long Mrs .  H., Kamerunga u k
199 Long M .,  Sprin g Hill c
200 Long Richard ,  Herberton c
201 Long W. G., Albion road c
202 Longbottom Mrs., Brisbane a
203 Loong J., Laidley c
204 Lord Mrs .  Fredk., Humpybong c (2)
205 Lorenga C., Rockhampton c
206 Loridan J. B., P.O .  Cooktown e t
207 Lorimer and Co.,  South Brisbane s
208 Loseby Miss Amy, Ipswich o c
209 Lott William, Charters Towers c
210 Louch C., Mount Britton u k
211 Loughman  -, G ympie c
212 Loughnan Mrs. M., South Brisbane c
213 Longhrey J., Ravenswood c
214 Love H. C., Indooroopilly c
215 Love Robt., Ipswich c
216 Lovell Master, Townsville c
217 Lovell  .T., Sandgate c
218 Lovelady Mrs., Millchester c
219 Lovelock Wm., Brisbane c
220 Loveridge E., Normanton o c
221 Lovi J., Coomera c
222 Lovis William, G.P.O. a
223 Loward Robert, Valley o c
224 Lowden R., P.O. Bowen e t
225 Lowden William, Rockhampton c
226 Lowe -, Valley c
327 Lowe  Miss  Annie, Warwick c
228 Lowe T., Cairns u k (2)
229 Lowray Thomas ,  Claverston Station s
230 Lowry Mrs., South Brisbane c
231 Lowry J., Rockhampton c
232 Lowry M., Aramac c
233 Lowry R.,  Gym pie c
234 Lowther W., G.P.O. f
235 Lucas A., South Brisbane c
236 Lucas Walter, Charters Towersle
237 Lucey Dan., Mungar c
238 Luckynan John, Brisbane c
239 Luckman J., Nundah c
240 Luckmann John, South Brisbane c
211 Ludgate Henry, Boggo road o c
242 Luff James ,  Durham Downs c
243 Lumb Joseph ,  Charters Towers c
244 Lumsden D., Pine Creek u k
245 Lunn  --,  Rockhampton c
246 Lutcliffe Joseph, Charters Towers c
247 Luton C., Laidley c
248 Lyeman Geo., Bowen Hills c
249 Lynch Mrs. Bridget ,  Brisbane c
350 Lynch Harry, Port Douglas o c
251  Lynch Andrew ,  Boulia c
252 Lynch J., One- M ile c (2)
253 Lynch J., Charters Towers c
254 Lynch Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton c
253 Lynch  Al.,  Charters Towers c
256 Lynch M., Sherwood s
257 Lynch Thomas, Ipswich Hospital c
258 Lyndeman W. H., Gayndah c
259 Lynes John, junr .,  Stanley street c
260 Lynn Adam,  Emu Vale c
261 Lynn A .  L.. Emu Vale  in
268 Lynn S . J., One-Mile c
263 Lyon Jim, Crow 's Nest c
264 Lyons  Miss A., Bundaberg c
265 Lyons John, Rockhampton c
266 Lyons Mrs. J., Bundaberg c
267 Lyons M., Wickhant street c
268 Lyons F., Bundaberg c
269 Lyons W. (carrier), Bundaberg c
270 Lyons W., Electra street, Bundaberg c
X.
1 MABBOTT William, Arthur  street c
2 Mably Revd .  J. D., Tambo c
3 Mack T.. Mackay s
4 Mackler C.,  Enoggera c
5 Madden C. W., Halifax c
6 Madden Mrs .  J., Charters Towers u k
7 Maddox John ,  Dulbydilla c
8 Madigan M., Brisbane c
9 Madsen John ,  Charters Towers c
10 Magennis Mrs.  T. J.,  Southport c (2)
11 Maggs Mrs. ,  Millchester c
12 Maguire  Miss,Ipswich c
13 Maguire John, West End c
14 Maguire Mrs. J .,  Mackay c
15  Mahar  Thomas, Allora c
16 Maheny Cornelius ,  Brisbane c
17 Maher  -, Valley c
18 Maher Mrs., Valley c
19 Maher Mrs. James ,  Townsville u k
20 Maher Pat .,  Eidsvold c
21 Mahey C . Blake, Jimbour o
22 Mahon Miss Mary, 18 Spring Hill c
23 Mahon Michael ,  Valley o c
24 Mahoney J., Evesham c
25 Maidment Jacob, Spring Hill c16 Maillie John,  Port Douglas o c
7 Main  Mrs., Wickham terrace c
28 Main D .  W., Charters Towers  in
29 Main John, Mackay c
30 Mainey Patrick ,  Charters Towers c
31 Mair Miss Davidina ,  Brisbane u k
32 Maison David, Stanthorpe s
33 Maitland  John,  Tabletop c
34 Malam -, Amelia street c
35 Malcolm R .  L., Cumberland o c
36 Malcomson W., Brisbane c
37 Mallees Mrs., Latrobe terrace c
38 Mallen H., Bowen Hills c
39 Mallet Thomas ,  Gyynpie u:k
40 Malliam John ,  Brisbane c
41 Mallon Michael ,  Boggo c
42 Mahoney J. C., Albert street c
43 Malloy Miss Mary ,  Townsville u k
44 Malone Miss Mary, Townsville o c
45 Maloney James, kameryinga  o c
46 Maloney Thomas, Paddington c (2)
47 Malonie  -,  Douglus c
48 Malpas W .  J. and Co.,  Goondiwindi c
49 Manahan Mrs. J., Brisbane o
50 Mandell William, Maryborough c
51 Manden A., Her berton road c
52 Mango Mrs. S., Rockhampton c
53 Manning Howard H., Cania c (4)
54 Manley William ,  Eidsvold c
55 Manley S .,  Johnstone River c
56 Mann Conrad ,  Mount Spurgeon c
57 Mann C .,  Gatton c
58 Mann M. J., Beaconsfield c (2)
59 Mann Miss Kate, Warwick s
60 Mann William E., Malvern c
61 Manning  -,  Kangaroo point c
62 Manning Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
63 Manning  Mrs. Emily,  Kangaroo Point
oc
64 Manning H. A., Mount Perry a
65 Manning H. H., Cania c
66 Mannix  -,  Cairns c
67 Mansell J., Tabletop c
68 Mansergh P. St. Geo .,  Adelaide
street c
69 Manson M., Townsville o
70 Manson Swen, Maryborough c
71 Mantzel Charles ,  Cumberland c
72 Maples William ,  Rockhampton o c
'73 Maples W., Howard c
74 Marchel James ,  Herbert River c
75 Maret Thomas ,  Normanton c
76 Marhh Edward ,  Barcaldine s
77 Marin Daniel ,  Townsville c (2)
78 Markey  J., Yatiala c
79 Markham  Charles H., Brisbane u k
80 Markrow  -,  Mount Cornish c
81 Marks -, Isis c
82 Markwell  Arthur,  Brisbane o
83 Markwell  Robert, Eidsvold c
84 Marley Mrs., Rockhampton c
85 Marley Miss  E., Killarney c
86 Marlow A., Edward street c
87 Mai low G., Rocklea c
88 Marlow F.  S., Milton c
89 Marnane William, Bowen c
90 Marnie William, Walkerston o c
91 Marr J ., I:oina s
92 Marriott  -,  Charters Towers c
93 Marriott  John,  Townsville o c
94 Mars Miss  Mary, Valley c
95 Marshall  Mrs. A.,  Logan road c
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96 Marshall  A. K., Winton c 200 Menzies  John, Kangaroo Point m 306 Moffatt  Miss, Roma c
97 Marshall ,  John and Janet ,  Townsville 201 Mercer A., Stanley street c Bundaberg c307 Moffatt A. C.0c 202 Meriditts  E., Brisbane c ,308 Moffatt James, Oakey Creek o
98 Marshall Joseph, Charleston c 203 Merricks Miss, Breakfast Creek c 309 Moffatt  Messrs . J. and Co., Mary
99 Marshall J., Coombabah c (3) 204 Merrifield R. H., One-Mile c street c
100 Marshall J., Gympie c 205 Merriman  Z., Isisford s 310 Moffatt W., Brisbane c
101 Marshall J. C., Forest Vale c 206 Merrington Miss A., Gympie u k 311 Moir Robert, Townsville u k
102 Marshall Lewis, Hope street c 207 Merritt James, One-Mile c 312 Mollen R. S., Leichhardt street e
103 Marshall  Miss  Marion W., Rock- 208 Merry -, Granville u k 313 Moller - (farmer ), Gympie c
hampton u k 209 Merry F., Brisbane c 311 Mollet W., Cairns c (2)
104 Marshall W. R., Mount Shamrock c 210 Merton Mrs., Kent street o 315 Mollison Mrs., Rockhampton c
105 Martin and Son Messrs., Jondaryan c 211 Mertz  P., Gayndah c 316 Molloy Mrs. C., South Brisbane c
106 Martin  -, Brisbane c 212 Meston  Frank, Winton c 317 Molloy Mary Ellen, Gympie o
107 Martin -, Paddington c 213 Metcalf W. T., Milton c 318 Molloy P. J., Hughenden c
108 Martin  Alfred, Brisbane u k 214 Metcalfe A., Edward  street c 319 Molochan C., Gympie o c
109 Martin  Andrew ,  Townsville c 215 Mewes William, Brisbane o c 320 Moloney  Miss  A., Gracemere s
110 Martin  Arthur, Pialba u k 216 Meyers Mrs., George street c 321 Moltine George, Maryborough s
111 Martin A., Cairns u k 217 Michel J. J., Downfall Creek c 322 Mona -, Brisbane c
112 Martin Mrs. A., Valley c 218 Middlemiss George, Brisbane in 323 Monahan G. A., Charters Towers c
113 Martin Charles, Geraldton c 219 Middleton Herbert, Maryborough in 324  Monahan Mrs. M.,  Rockhampton c
114 Martin C. R., Eulbertie c 220 Midson William, Stanley  street c 325 Monk E., South Brisbane c
115 Martin Denis ,  Petrie  terrace c 221 Miers  Thomas A., Cubbie Station c (2) 326 Monroe Alex., Blackall s
116 Martin Mrs. Elizth., Brisbane o 222 Milburn Mrs. Margt., Townsville u k 327 Monteith Miss ,  South Brisbane c
117 Martin  Francis , Albion c 223 Miles James ,  Brisbane u k 328 Montgomery Harford, Irvinebank in
Eidsvold c118 Martin Geor e 224 Miles William Gympie c 329 Montgomery William Chanters Towersg,
119 Martin H., Tiaro c
,
225 Millar -, Toowoomba c
,in
120 Martin John, Yandilla c 226 Millar A., Drayton c 330 Mood Rev. W.,  Roma c
121 Martin  J., Brisbane s 227 Millar A. G., Brisbane c 331 Mooder E., One-Mile c
122 Martin  Miss Mary, Paddington c 228 Millar James, Bundaberg o c 332  Moody G., Rockhampton u k
123 Martin Miss  Ruth, Brisbane c 229 Millar  T. S.,' Brisbane c 333 Moody T., Brisbane c
124 Martin Mrs. R., Rockhampton c 230 Millar W., Kangaroo Point c 334 Mooney William, Imbil road c
125 Martin  William ,  Brisbane u k 231 Millar W., Bun -a c 335 Moor -, Mackay c
126 Martin  William, Bluff Diggings u k 232 Millar Messrs. W. and T., Gracemere c 336 Moor --, Carrington Station c127 Martin  W., junr., Charters Towers c 233 Miller -, South Brisbane c 337 Moore -- (engineer ), Oakwood c
128 Martin -, Townsville c 234 Miller -, Charters Towers c 338 Moore -, Queenton c
129 Mascey  Mrs., Milton c 235 Miller Andrew, Mount Margaret s 339 Moore -, Bundaberg c (2)
130 Mason  -, Mount Morgan c 236 Miller A., Fernvale c 340 Moore Mrs., Gympie c
131 Mason  J. H., Bowen Hills c 237 Miller A. G., Brisbane c 341 Moore Mrs., Howard c
132 Mason Walter J., Logan Village c 238 Miller Charles, Gowrie road c (2) 342 Moore Edward, George  street c
133 Mason  W., Logan Village s 239 Miller Clarence, Adrian Downs s 343 Moore George, Vulture street u k
134 Massey J. G., Caboolture c 240 Miller C., Bogantungan c 341 Moore Heinrick, Bundaberg c
135 Massey  Thomas, Boggo road s 241 Miller F., Ravensbourne c 345 Moore Mrs. H. J., Brisbane c
136 Mateer  Miss  M. A., Bundaberg c 242 Miller Mrs. Flora, Brisbane c 346 Moore James, Gympie c
137 Mather  James,  Cloncurry c 243 Miller James, Mackay c 347 Moore Mrs. James, Howard c
138 Matheson  -,  junr .,  Retro Station c 244 Miller Miss Jessie, Bulimba c 348 Moore John, Geraldton o
139 Matheson Alex., Cooktown u k 245 Miller John, Rockhampton c 349 Moore J., Queensport u k
140 Matheson Alex., Marburg n z 246 Miller John, One-Mile c (5) 350 Moore J., Lutwyche c (2)
141 Matheson John, Lake's Creek n z 247 Miller J., Bundaberg c (3) 351 Moore J., Maneroo Station s
142 Mathie Mrs. A. H., Spring Hill c 248 Miller J., Mount Morgan c 352 Moore J. T., Brisbane c
143 Mathieson Allan, Maryborough o c 249 Miller J., Gowrie, Little Plains c (2) 353 Moore Revd. E., South Brisbane c
144 Mathieson E., Bundaberg c 250 Miller J. D., Townsville c 354 Moore S., Winton c
145 Matson  - (engineer ); Cumberland c 251 Miller Mrs. J. S., Vulture  street c 355 Moore W., Gayndah c146 Matson Thomas, Rockhampton c 252 Miller Mrs. Maryy, Fernvale c 356 Moore W., St. John's Creek o
147 Matters George, One-Mile u k 253 Miller Mrs. Mathias, Pialba o 357  Moore W. A., Thargomindah o
148 Matthews -, West End s 254 Miller M. S., Mount Perry o 358 Moorhead R. B., Ipswich s (2)
149 Matthews Mrs., Spring Hill c 255 Miller R. D., Caxton street c 359 Moran Miss  Bridget, Brisbane u k
150 Matthews James, Charters  Towers c 256 Miller William, Albion c (2) 360 Moran  Cornelius, Cooktown c
151 Matthews J., Mourilyan c 257 Miller William, Mount Margaret in (2) 361 Moran John (carrier ),  Roma c
152 Matthews Thomas ,  Barcaldine o 258 Miller W., Lutwyche c 362  Moran John, Rockhampton  u.k
153 Matthews  W. H., Maryborough c 259 Miller W., Wellington road c 363 Moran  Martin , West End c
154 Mattson C., Rockhampton s 260 Miller W., Eidsvold o c 364 Moran Michael ,  Charters  Towers c
155 Maun Miss  Annie,  Ipswich c 261 Miller Miss  W., Ipswich c 365 Moran Peter ,  Cooroongoola c (2)
156 Maunder  H., Crow 's Nest c 262 Miller  W. J., Eidsvold o c 366 Moran  P., Eidsvold c
157 Maurice C., Brisbane s 263 Miller W. J., Kamerunga c 367 Moran  Thomas, Caboolture  s and c (2)
158 Mavers W. R., North Bundaberg c 264 Miller W. J., Yandaran Creek s 368  Moret Gabriel,  Mar borough u  k-
159 Mawer  -,  Charters Towers c 265 Miller Messrs.  W. and T.,  Gracemere c 369 Moreton  Matthew H., Gayndah c160 Maxwe ll A., Bowen o 266 Millican  R., Boggo road c 370 Moreton R., Watsonville c
161 May -, Coorparoo c 267 Milligan E. M., Charters Towers c 371 Morgan - (printer ), Mackay e
162 May James ,  Cooktown c (2) 268 Mi llions  Mrs., Brisbane u k 372 Morgan C. L., Roma  s and c (2)
163 May James P., Mackay c 269 Millro y W'V., Bundaberg c 373 Morgan D., West End c
164 May Patrick ,  Cairns c 270 Mills Mrs., Gladstone u k 374 Morgan D., Torbanlea c
165 May R.,  Blacka ll s 271 Mills Miss, South  Brisbane c 375 Morgan F., Petrie  terrace  u k and c (2)
166 May Thomas ,  Kamerunga u k 272 Mills David, Townsville o c 376 Morgan  James ,  Sandown o
167 Mayer C., Maytown c 273 Mills James, Brisbane c 377 Morgan John, South Brisbane c (3)
168 Mayers Messrs., Cloncurry c 274 Mills Mrs. S., Enoggera terrace c 378 Morgan John, Valley c
169 Mayes  -,  Bundaberg c 275 Mills William, Rockhampton f 379 Morgan J., One-Mile c
170 Mayfield C. E., Charleville c 276 Mills W. J., Brisbane o c 380 Morgan J., Bald Hills c
171 Mayfield  Samuel , Maryborough o 277 Millward G., Aramac f 381 Morgan A., Norton o
172 Maymard Mrs. Mary, Paddington c 278 Milne George, Charters Towers c 382 Morgan Percy R. G., Rockhawpton f
173 Maynard A. Kenyon, Adavale f 279 Milne George, Kamerunga c 383 Morgan Thomas, Surat s
174 Mayne  W. Stanthorpe c 280 Milne P. Bowen Hills c 384 Morgan William Queensland Northern,
175 Mead Miss F. J., Brisbane u k
,
281 Milne W., Brisbane c
,Railway c
176 Meade  W., Rockhampton o c 282 Minchinton E., South Brisbane c 385 Morgan ' inson, Southport c
177 Meagher  Miss M., Twine street c (3) 283 Minterne S. P., Brisbane c 386 Morgan W., Teneriffe c
178 Meagher Pat., Kyabra o 284 Mitchell -, Yarra Yarra c 387 Morgan W. H., Charters Towers u k
179 Mears  John, Gympie c 2S5 Mitchell Mrs., Brisbane c (2) and c (3)
180 Medcalf  Thomas, Gympie u k 286 Mitchell Miss A., Charters Towers c 388 Moriarity Mrs. Michael, Millchester c
181 Meehan Miss, Brisbane c 287 Mitchell A. W., Thursday Island c 389 Morise Miss, Townsville c
182 Meehan Mrs. B ., Mungar Line c 288 Mitchell D., Golden Valley e t 390 Morison R., Brisbane u k
183 Meehan  George, Brisbane m 289 Mitchell Mrs. Ellen, Coorparoo o c 391 Morisson H. R., Ipswich road c
184 Meehan  G., Charleville c 290 Mitchell G. F., Brisbane s 392 Morris --, Bulimba c
185 Meehan James Joseph ,  Herberton c 291 Mitchell H., Toowoomba in 393 Morris - -, Bundaberg c
186 Megarity  P., Normanton s 292 Mitchell H., Maryborough e
'
394 Morris --, Aitkenvale c
187 Megarity R., Gympie c (6) 293 Mitchell James, Brisbane c 395 Morris --, Normanton c
188 Meine  Miss  Margt., Charters Towers c 294 Mitchell J., Rockhampton c 396 Morris -, Georgetown e t
189 Melani A., Mount Shamrock o 295 Mitchell Miss Maggie, Brisbane in 397 Morris Mrs., Bowen Hills c
190 Mellish P. H., West End c 296 Mitchell Richard, Wharf street o c (3) 398 Morris Mrs., Westbrook c
191 Mellkies C., Rockhampton f 297 Mitchell R., Brovinia c (3) 399 Morris Charles 0., Brisbane o
192 Mellon H., Jundah c 298 Mitchell William Cunnainnlla c 400 Morris, Frank, Gympie c
193 Melvi lle  -,  Broadwater c 299 Mitchell W. F., kangaroo Point c 401 Morris F. M., Georgetown e t
194 Melville Mrs. D. P., Petrie terrace c 300 Modini G. B., Brisbane c (2) 402 Morris George, Charters Towers u k
195 Menadue Joseph, Gympie c (11) 301 Moeller J. G., Bundaberg c 403 Morris Mrs. G., Charters Towers u k
196 Mengel Conrad, Helidon c 302 Moffat Miss A., Charters Towers c 404 Morris Jack, Winton c
197 Mentor E. J., Charters Towers c 303 Moffat James, Cooktown o c 405 Morris Mrs. Jane Maryborough c
198  Mentor E. J., Charters Towers c 304  Moffat Miss AAT Jane, Townsville  is  k 406 Morris John, Gyn ,ie c
199 Menzies G. F., Brisbane n z 305 Moffatt Mrs., Brisbane c 407 Morris J., Millchester
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408 Morris Mrs. J . Croydon o 513 Murray Isaac Barcaldine f 79 McCrea James ,  Rockhampton o c,
409 Morris Mrs. J .  E., Valley u k
,
Drummer 's Creek u k514 Murray James 80 McCredy J. K., Brisbane c
410 Morris M.  0.,  Georgetown e t ,515 Murray John George street o c 81 McCrindle John, Charters Towers o c
411 Morris Pharez, Maryborough u k
,
Freshwater Creek o c416 Murray John 82 McCroucher  -,  Hughendea c
412 Morris T., Valley c
,
517 Murray J. Caboolture o c 83 McCue Mrs .  R., Townsvi lle c (2)
413 Morris Wm., Hillgrove c
,
518 Murray J. Cairns c 84 McCullagh Joseph ,  Thargomindah m
414 Morris Wm., Blackstone c
,
519 Murray J. C. Brisbane c 85 McCullam  M rs. A., Maryborough c
415 Morris W., Brisbane o
,
520 Murray P. Rockhampton c 86 McCulloch Mrs., Thursday Island o c
416 Morrisett A., Georgetown e t
,
Townsville c521 Murray R. 87 McCullock  -,  Rockhampton c
417 Morrisey D., Rockhampton c
,
Barcaldine c522 Murray R. 88 McCullock R., Gympie c
418 Morrison George, Townsville c
,
Gympie u k523  Murray Thomas 89 McCullum M., Wallangarra a
419 Morrison J., Adavale  in , Maryborough o c524 Murray William 90 McCully J., Rockhampton c
420 Morriss -, Burdekin c
,
525 Murrene Patrick ,  Ravenswood Junc- 91 McDermett P., Kangaroo Point c
421 Morrisson John, Brisbane c tion f 92 McDermott Mrs., Brisbane c
422 Morrow Mrs. James, Woo llongabba c 526 Murrin Miss Agnes ,  Brisbane c 93 McDermott J. J., Townsville c
423 Mortimer J. A., Woollongabba o c 527 Murry Mrs. W .,  Oxley Creek c 94 McDermott M. C., Townsville c
424 Morton F., Newstead c 528 Murtagh John, Caxton street c 95 McDonald -, Leichhardt street c
425 Morton Thomas ,  Blackstone s 529 Musson John, Normanton c 96 McDonald --, Stanwell c
426 Morton W., Townsville u k 530 Myers B., Sandgate c 97 McDon ald  -,  Eton c
427 Mortyne C. F., Blackall o c 531 Myers Pat., Esk c (2) 98 McDon ald Angus ,  Bunda berg u k
428 Morwitch Lyons, Milton c 532 Myers William W., Charters Towers o c 99 McDonald A., Rockhampton c
429 Moses J. K., Townsvi lle c 100 McDonald A., Croydon c
430 Moss E .,  Forest Grove c 101 McDonald Mrs. B., Townsville c
431 Mould and Roels Messrs., Merton Mc. 102 McDonald D., Yaamba c
road c 103 McDonald D., Pine Hill c
432 Moulds Jesse,  Bindango c 1 McADAM Mrs., Charters Towers c 104 McDonald D. F. Te Kowai c
'433 Moxham Robert ,  SouthiBrisbane c 2 McAdams  -,  Ingham c E., Ipswich c105 McDonald Mrs.
434 Moyle E., Gympie c 3 McAleese Thomas, Enoggera c 106 McDonald Henry ,  Townsville m
435 Moys H., Bundaberg c (2) 4 McAlister J. A., Brisbane o c 107 McDonald H., Beenleigh c
436 Muir Mrs., Brisbane c 5 McAlister  Richard, Croydon o 108 McDonald H. L., South Brisbane c
437 Muir Lawrence ,  Kangaroo Point c 6 McAllan John ,  Ipswich s 109 McDonald H. P., Warwick c
438 Muir M. P., Bundaberg m and c (2) 7 McAllan William, Townsville u k 110 McDonald James ,  Spring Hill c
439 Mulcahy Miss Alice, Spring Hill o c 8 McAl lister W., Charters Towers c (2) 111 McDonald James, Normanton c (2)
440 Mulcahy B., Gregory terrace c 9 McAlpine Mrs., Townsville c 112  McDonald James Graham ,  Corella c
441 Mulcahy Miss Ellen ,  Elizabeth street o c 10 McAnally Daniel, Cairns c (2) 113 McDon ald John ,  Brisbane c
442 Mulchay J., Croydon c 11 McArdle Mrs. M .,  Cairns c 114 McDonald John ,  Paddington c
443 Mulchy Mrs. D .,  Pine Mountain c 12 McArdle Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane u k 115 McDon ald John, Westwood s
444 Mulholland Robert, Maryborough o c 13 McArthur R. A., Cairns s (2) 116 McDonald J., West End c
445 Mulkay J.,  Croydon c 14 McArthy J., One-Mile c (5) 117 McDonald Mrs. J .,  Barc aldine c
446 Mullany Mrs. Thomas ,  Croydon u k (2) 15 McAuley John, Hughenden c 118 McDonald J. J., Bowen s
447 Mullen J., Bu rnett c 16 McAuley P. J., Maryborough c 119 McDonald Miss K., Millchester c
448 Muller Mrs., Bowen c 17 McAuley W. J., Hughenden c 120 McDonald Mrs. Lewis ,  Rockhampton
449 Muller A. Wilhelm, Brisbane f 18 McAuliffe M. A., Mount Britten c uk
450 Muller C.,  Deep Creek c 19 McAuliffe P., Golden Va lley c (2) 121 McDonald Miss L., Brisbane s
451 Mu ller H. (garener ),  Bowen c (3) 20 McAuliffe P., Mount Britten c,(2) 122 McDonald L., Charters Towers c
452 Muller Johannes ,  Cooktown o 21 McAvoy Miss, Townsville c 123 McDonald Mrs. M .  S., Townsville c
453 Mulligan  --,  Esk c 22 McAvoy Thomas, Roma o 124 McDonald P., Adavale a
454 Mu ll igan F. J., South Brisbane s 23 McBain Donald, Brisbane o c 125 McDonald T. J., Townsville c
455 Mulling  -,  Charters Towers c 24 McCabe C., Retro Creek c 126 McDonald William, Brisbane c
456 Mullins  -,  Woollongabba c 25 McCa be Ellen ,  Coomera o 127 McDon ald William ,  Croydon c
457 Mu llins Mrs., Southport c 26 McCa be Miss  Margt., Vulture street c 128 McDonald W. Ronald ,  St. George m
458 Mullins John, Dillalah c 27 McCabe Miss M.  0., Rockhampton c 129 McDonnell J. G., Kangaroo Point c
459 Mullins J., Edward street c 28 McCafferty James, Toowoomba o c 130 McDonnell Miss Rose Ellen ,  Towns.
460 Murray Martin ,  Brisbane c 29 McCahon Wm. Brown ,  Kangaroo ville u k
461 Munday James ,  Powell 's Creek o c Point c (2) 131 McDonough Michael, Charters Towers
462 Munden Andrew , Hughenden  c 30  MeCallamel -,  Rockhampton c uk
463 Mundy Mrs., Jubilee Estate c 31 McCallen John ,  Natal Downs o 132 McDougal K., Cunnamu lla c (2)
464 Munro William, Brisbane o c 32 McCallum D., Harcourt street c 133 McDougal P. F., Springsure c
465 Munro  -,  South Brisbane c 33 McCann J., Brisbane c 131 McDougall Malcolm, Norton c
466 Munro Alexander ,  Va lley c 34 McCann J., Woollongabba c 135 McDowall  -,  Beenleigh c
467 Munro Alick, Blackall s (2) 35 McCann J., Vulture street c 136 McDowell Richard, Maytown c
468 Munro Mrs. Bella, South Brisbane o c 36 McCardle Thomas,  Q.C.  Railway c 137 McDowe ll  Richard ,  Charters Towers
469 Munro C. J. M., Wickham terrace c 37 McCarrason James, Cumberland a uk
470 Munro S., Valley c 38 McCarrol Sam. H .,  Brass al c 138 McElhinney  -,  Milton c
471 Munroe  -,  Woollongabba c 39 McCarthy Kangaroo Point s 139 McElroy J., Mi llehester c
472 Munt R. G., Morven c (2) 40 McCarthy  -,  Kamerunga c 140 McEnery J., South Brisbane c
473  Murdoch G. B., Springsure c 41 McCarthy Mrs., North Brisbane c 141 McEnery Michael, Mount Morgan u k
474  Murdoch Peter, Blackali c 42 McCarthy Mrs., Bulimba c 142 McEwen T. F., St. Lawrence c (2)
475 Murdoch R. P., Beenleigh c 43 McCarthy Miss Bridget, Brisbane o c 143  McFaden P.,  Cook-town m
476 Murer Mrs., Montague road c 44 McCarthy Charles ,  Gympie u k and f (2) 144 McFarland Andrew, Rockhampton c
477 Murgatroyd Miss M. A., Ravenswood s 45 McCarthy D., Redbank Station c 145 McFarlane  -,  Cooktown c
478 Murphy  -,  New Farm c 46 McCarthy Henry, Charters Towers o c 146 McFarlane James, Townsville o c
479 Murphy Mrs., Barcaldine c 47 McCarthy Mr. Herbert ,  Townsville s 147 McFarlane J., Brisbane m
480 Murphy Arthur, Charters Towers c 48 McCarthy James J., Kangaroo Point c 148 McFee -, Brisbane  in
481 Mur h D Townsville c Jeremiah Gin Gin u k49  McCarth 149 McFerran C Toowoomba cp y .,
482 Murphy E., Charters Towers c
,y
50 McCarthy J., Rockhampton a
.,150 McGagan and  McGerty, Emu Vale c
483 Murphy Miss Esther ,  Brisbane c 51 McCarthy J. J., Cooktown in 151 McGann Miss Mary, Bulimba c
484 Murphy  James, Mackay c (2) 52 McCarthy Michael ,  Mount Costigan c 152 McGariety Mrs. R .,  One-Mile c
485 Murphy James ,  Cooktown c 53 McCarthy Miss Nora F., Gympie s 153 McGee Hugh, West End c
486 Murphy James, Ipswich u k 54 McCaw A. D., Cooktown c 154 McGee John, Geraldton c
487 Murphy James, Rockhampton s 55 McClacier  -,  Valley c 155 McGent and Reger, Cunnamulla c
488 Murphy John, Brisbane u k 56 McClafferty Peter, Caboolture o c 156 McGhie  -,  Sandgate c
489  Murphy John, Mount Morgan c 57 McClassen Elizabeth street c 157 McGill James, Walkerston c
490 Murphy John, Queenton c 58 McClellan  -,  South Brisbane c 158 McGilvery John, Nundah c
491 Murphy J., Brisbane  in 59 McCloy Robert, Cooktown c 159  McGoffin James, Woodford c
492 Murphy J., Gympie c 60 McColgan John ,  Rannes Station s 160 McGorr J., Rockwood c
493 Murphy J., Charters Towers c 61 McColin Mrs., Wa llangarra c 161 McGowan Susan, Brisbane o
494 Murphy J. J., Brisbane c 62 McColin M., Wallangarra c 162  McGown James ,  Maryborough c (2)
495 Murphy Miss L., Merivale street c ° 63 McCollie  -,  Ravenswood c 163 McGrath  -,  Morven c
496 Murphy  Martin,  Rockhampton c 64 McColun M., Valley c 164 McGrath A., Breakfast Creek c
497 Murphy  M ike, Maryborough u k 65 McConichie B., Charters Towers c 165 McGrath John, Watsonville o
498 Murphy M., Laidley o 66 McConochie  -,  Boggo road c 166 McGrath J., Red Hill c
499 Murphy  Miss  M., Brisbane c 67 McConochie David, Gympie Line c 167 McGrath Pat., Mount Spurgeon c
500 Murphy Patrick, Melbourne street c 68 McConshie W., Kangaroo Point c 168 McGrath W., Valley c
501 Murphy Robert, Forest Grove  in  (2) 69 McConville J., Red Hill c 169 McGreary H., Hillgrove s
502 Murphy R., Westbrook c 70 McCord William, Cairns u k 170 McGregor Mrs., Cooktown u k
503 Murphy W., Cooktown s 71 McCormack  -,  Gracemere road c 171 McGregor A., Toowoomba c
504 Murphy W., Normanton s 72 McCormack James, Stanley street c 172 McGregor John, Brisbane c
505 Murphy W. C., Gordon Downs c 73 McCormack James, Springsure s 173 McGregor R., Townsville c
506 Murran J., Isis c 74 McCormack John, Kainerunga o c 174 McGregor Thomas ,  Oondooroo 0
507 Murray A., West End c 75 McCormack  .John, Brisbane o c 175 McGuinness Mrs. Ellen, Valley o
508 Murray A. F., Currajong Creek c 76 McCormack John, One-mile Creek o 176 McGuinness  -,  Gotha street c
509 Murray D. L., Brisbane u k 77 McCormack Mrs. Michael ,  One-Mile 177 McGuire B., Charters Towers c
510 Murray Edward, Brisbane u k uk 178 McGuire Hugh, Maryborough u k
511 Murray Mrs. Edward ,  Townsville c 78 McCourt Mrs. Margt .,  South Coast 179 McGuire James, Miles c
512 Murray H., Golden Valley c (2) Junction o c 180 McGuire J., Antigua c
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181 McGurren John J., Ki llarney o c 285 McLeod Andrew, Brisbane o e r 27 Neilsen P., Warwick e
182 McHarg R., Cooktown o 286 McLeod A., Beaconsfield c 28 Neilson A. B., Paddington e
183 McHugh D., Police Station a 287 McLeod A., Thargomindah a 29 Neilson C., Milton c
184 McHugh James, Coombabah s 288 McLeod Miss A., Allora c (2) 30 Neilson C. A., William street c
185 Mclllhannon Miss, Roma c 289 McLeod Colin, Maryborough o 31 Neilson  Mrs. E.,  Annie street c (2)
186 Mcllwraith Mrs. G .,  Gympie s 290 McLeod D. H., Melbourne street c 32 Neilson Jacob, Barcaldine c
187 McInnes Mrs., Maryborough c 291 McLeod Norman, Yaamba c 33 Neires J., Boggo road c
188 McInnes John ,  Union Camp a 292  M cLeod Norman, Brisbane c 34 Nelson Mrs., Townsville c
189 McIntosh Croydon c 293 McLeod Norman, West End c 35 Nelson Mrs., Mackay c
190 McIntosh  -,  Townsville c 294 McLou ghlan James ,  Brisbane c 36 Nelson Andrew ,  Eidsvold c
191 McIntosh  -,  Rockhampton c 295 McLurian D. S. B., Brisbane u k 37 Nelson A . 'Al., Warwick c
192 McIntosh E., Fern Vale c 296 McMahon -, Strathdarr c 38 Nelson Chas ,  Miles e
193 McIntosh James, Rockhampton u k Kamerunga c297 McMahon Mrs. 39 Nelson Chas. ,  Bulimba c
194 McIntosh John, Croydon f
,
298 McMahon Miss, Buliniba e t 40 Nelson Chas., Rorna c
195 McIntosh J. H., Townsville c 299 McMahon  Miss  A., Springsure c 41 Nelson C .,  Miles c
196 McIntyre  -,  Rockhampton c 300 McMahon  A. E., Warwick c 42 Nelson Lewis ,  South Brisbane c
197 McIntyre Andrew, Georgetown o c 301 McMahon  Miss  Ellie, Milton n z 43 Nelson M ., ]Range ,  Rockhampton c
198 McIntyre Angus ,  Georgetown f (3) 302 McMahon James ,  Monkland e 44 Nelson M., Range ,  Rockhampton c
199 McIntyre D., Cairns c 303 McMahon  Joseph,  Cooper 's Creek m 45 Nelson firs .  P., Townsville e
200 McIntyre Hugh, Georgetown c 304  McMahon  J., Eagle street c 46 Nerstad  -,  Forest Grove c
201 McIntyre J., Charters Towers c 305 McMahon Miss  Mary, Toowong u k 47 Nestor Darley, Rockhampton o c
202 McIntyre W. Gympie o 306 McMahon Michael ,  Isisford o c 48 Neuman  Miss,  Cairns c
203 McKaernan  'Ithomas, Gympie c (2) 307 McMahon Peter, Monkland c (7) 49  Neun Wm. Ed .,  Kamerunga o c
204 McKay and Eli Messrs., Kilkivan c 308 Mc Mahon Thomas, Kamerunga s 50 Nevil Miss L., Clifton c
205 McKay Miss, Cairns s 309 McMahon Tim, Beaconsfield c 51 Neville Miss ,  Herberton c
206 McKay F., Townsville c 310 McMahon Miss W ., Milton c 52 Neville J., Spring Hill e
207 McKay Herbert, Rockhampton u k 311 McManning J., Short street c 53 Nevison Mrs., North Quay c
208 McKay James, South Brisbane u k 312 McManus Miss ,  Rockhampton c 54 Newbert  T., Cairns in
209 McKay John, Listowel Downs c 313 McManus  Miss,  Queenton c (2) 55 Newell Miss Sarah, P .O. Brisbane o e
210 McKay John ,  Bulimba c 314 McManus  M rs. M. E .,  Ravenswood c 56 Newman Mrs., Toowooniba c (2)
211 McKay Jonathan ,  Townsville u k 315 McMaster Donald ,  Lutwyche o c 57 Newman Arthur, Enoggera c
212 McKay J., Kangaroo Point c 316 McMaster Hugh, Mackay u k 58 Newman B. C. Harding ,  P.O. Bris-
213 McKay J., R ,-d Hill c 317 McMeekin G., Cromartie c bane u k
214 McKay Miss Kate ,  Bowen street c 318 McMillan John, Brisbane s 59 Newman F. W., P.O .  Brisbane o c
215 McKay M., Ravenswood c 319 McMillan J., Boundary street c 60 Newman Miss Isabella, Toowoomba c
216 McKay Mrs. Maggie ,  Cairns o c 320 McMillan Samuel ,  Beaudesert o c 61 Newman James ,  Ann street c
217 McKay William, Barcaldine m 321 McMorrow and Hugh, Coombabah c 62 Newman Miss Margaret ,  Berry street c
218 McKay W., Gin Gin c 322 McMullen Donald, Ipswich c 63 Newman  Mark, Coornera o
219 McKay Mrs. W .,  Brisbane u k 323 McMullen Mrs. John, Eidsvold c 64 Newman P., Dugandan o c
220 McKeag Mrs., Enoggera c 324 McMullen J. F., Murphy 's Creek e 65 Newman T., Gotha street c
221 McKee R., Toowoomba c 325 McMullen  Miss  W. A., Rockhampton 66 Newman W., Nundah c
222 McKee Samuel, Rockhampton c (2) et 67 Newmaster Airs .,  Emu Creek (2)
223 McKeevers M., Woodford c 326 McMunn Fred., Brisbane a 68 Newsome Herbert ,  Rockhampton u k
224 McKegue  W illiam, Croydon c 327 McMurdy J., Esk c 69 Newton  -,  Croydon c
225 McKellar Mrs., Enoggera c 328 McMurtrie B., Rockhampton c 70 Newton Miss Ellen, Rockhampton s
226 McKellop A., Allenstown c 329 McNab Miss, Hope street m 71 Newton H., P.O. Brisbane o c
227 McKenna Mrs., Tiaro c 330 McNair Mrs., Brisbane c 72 Newton Mrs. J .  B., Tambo a
228 McKenna Mrs., Rockhampton c 331 McNally Miss, Forest Grove c 73 Neylon Bridget ,  Norfolk road o
229 McKenna Wm., Five-Mile c 332 McNamara  --,  Inglewood c 74 Niccol C.,  Landsborough Stations (2)
230 McKenzie Charles, One-Mile c 333 McNamara  Miss  Bridget, Kangaroo 75 Niccol C., Normanton s
231 McKenzie Daniel ,  Normanton s Point c 76 Nichles Mrs. J .,  Spring Hill c
232 McKenzie D., Murphy 's Creek c 334 McNamara Michael, Greenmount o c 77 Nicholas Mrs .,  Townsville c
233 McKenzie E., Cairns c 3.85 McNamara M., Sandy Creek o c 78 Nicholas George ,  Charters Towers c
234 McKenzie Mrs. E., Cairns c 336 McNamara Richard,  Thargoinindah s 79 Nicholas J., George street e
235 McKenzie Miss E. Beaudesert o 337 McNamara Thomas, Croydon o c 80 Nicholas J., Excelsior c
236 McKenzie E. J., fambo e t 338 McNmmea  Morris,  Gympie c 81 Nicholas Martin,  Croydon s
237 McKenzie George, Charters Towers c 339 McNaughton A., Grey street c 82 Nicholas T., Charters Towers e
238 McKenzie Hugh, Goomboorian o c 340 McNaughton H., Rockhampton s 83 Nicholl Alex .,  Maryborough u k (2)
239 McKenzie H., Charters Towers c 341 McNeil J., Ruthven Station s 84 Nicholls Master B., Maryborough e
240 McKenzie Joseph F. L., Rockwood 342 McNeish Peter, Southport u k 85 Nicholls George, Petrie 's Creekc
et 343 McNichol E., McIntyre's Gap s 86 Nicholls Joseph, Sandy Creek c (2)
241 McKenzie J., Townsville c 344 McPherson Archie , Mackay c 87 Nicholls Thomas, Normanton c (2)
242 McKenzie Kenneth, Charters Towers c 345 McPherson J. S., Brisbane o c (2) 88 Nichols Elijah, Cooktown u k
243 McKenzie R., Mount Perry o 346 McQuade Archie, Eidsvold c 89 Nichols Elijah, Springs
244 McKeoh Mrs.,  Spring Hill o c 347 McQuade E., Nerang Creek e 90 Nichols J., Cooper 's Plains c
245 McKeon Joseph F. L., Rosewood e t 348 McQuilder A., Brisbane c 91 Nicholson D., Aramac c
and c (2) 349 McQuire Hugh, Maryborough u k 92 Nicholson E., Blackull o
246 McKew Mrs., Valley c 3.50 McRae Dr. C.  0., Tambo o c 93 Nicholson J., Leichhardt street c
247 McKewen W., Brisbane c 351  MeReady Mrs. J., Brisbane c 94 Nicklin  -,  Franklin street c
248  McKey Mrs. E .,  Brisbane u:k 352 McRedy Miss Jane ,  Cairns s 95 Nicloson W. F., Stanthorpe c
249 McKie  -,  Teneriffe c 353 McRow Mrs., Rockhampton c 96 Nicol C., Normanton c
250 McKie Mrs., Humpybong c 354 McSheeby William, Eidsvold n z 97 Nicol W. A., Barcaldine road c
251 McKiernan Thomas F., Townsville o c 355 McVilty Thomas ,  Valley o c 98 Nielsen Mrs. Dorethea ,  Fortitude
252 McKiernan T. F. Hughenden c (2) 356 MeVinish John ,  South Brisbane c Valley o c
253 McKillop Johti ,  Bulimba c 357 McWilliam  M iss, Kelvin Grove c 99 Nielsen Niels, Rockhampton f
254 McKillop John ,  Cunnamulla o 100 Nielson Niel C.,  Walkerston c,
255 McKin John ,  Croydon c 101 Nielson N. P. A., Bundaberg e
256 McKinion Charles, Brisbane c N. 102 Nierhoff J. H., Ipswich c
257 McKinlay Edward, Gympie c 103  Nightingale Chas .,  Muttaburra s
258 McKinnon  -,  Bowen c 1 NAGSUN Deliar, P .O. Brisbane e t 104 Nilson A., Cumberland e
259 McKinnon Angus, Woollongabba c 2 Naismith Alexr., Townsville u k 105 Nilson Mrs. Captain ,  Townsvi lle f
260 McKinnon Harry, Arthur street o c 3 Nalkar M., Eidsvold c 106 Nilsson A. E., Breakfast Creek f
261 McKinnon J. R., Morven c 4 Nankavill J.  Al., Rockhampton c 107 Nilsson Wm., Cairns o c
262 McKiver Kenneth ,  Caboolture s 5 Nankervis Jas., Charters Towers o 108 Nimmo J. R., Rockhampton c
263 McKnulty Miss Kate ,  South Brisbane c 6 Naught  M iss ,  Bowen Hills c 109 Nissen F., Hawkwood c
264 McKynzey William ,  Brisbane s 7 Naughton Normanton u k 110 Nixon Miss Eliza Jane, P.O. Bris-
265 McLachlan James Walter, Tabletop c 8 Naughton -, Gin Gin c bane c
266 McLain Allen ,  CroVon c 9 Naughton Miss Catherine ,  New Farm 111 Noble  -,  Grandchester c267 McLaren Charles ,  Gin Gin c oc 112 Nock Julius, Brisbane c
268 McLaren J., Tainbo c 10 Navan Miss Margaret ,  Berry etreet c 113 Nock W. H., Croydon c
269 McLaughlin Mrs., Rockhampton c 11 Naylon A .,  One-Mile c 114 Nolan Charles, Georgetown c
270 McLaughlin Daniel ,  Upper Annan a 12 Neal John ,  Charleville c 115 Nolan J., Mount Morgan c
271 McLaughlin James, Brisbane f 13 Neal Mrs. Susan, Maryborough o c 116 Nolan S., Southport c
272 McLaughlin P., Brisbane u k 14 Neale Henry John, Rockhampton f 117 Nole R., Zillman's  \ Vaterholes e
273 McLaughton D., West End c 15 Nedley C., Rockhampton c 118 Noonan Carey, Cumberland c
274 McLay C., Brisbane c 16 Nee John, Bundaberg o c 119 Noonan Edward P., Brisbane f
275 McLean Mrs. Valley c 17 Neenan Wm., Springs ,  Pentland e 120 Noonan Thomas,  Ipswich u k
276 McLean A., I risbane u k 18 Neidmann -, Cairns c 121 Noonan William,  K amerunga c
277 McLean Mrs. D .,  Rockhampton a 19 Neil Miss Isabella ,  Pittsworth c 122 Normann  -,  Victoria Bridge f
278 McLean Finlay, Croydon c 20 Neil Thomas ,  Jane street ,  Valley e 123 Norman George, Eidsvold c
279 McLean H. G., Rockhampton e 21 Neil Walter, Mount Albion c 124 Norman H., Forest Grove e
280 McLean T., Hughenden c 22 Neil Walter J., Rockhampton e 125 Norrie Charles, Freshwater Creek o c
281 McLean Wi lliam ,  Croydon c 23 Neil W., Mount Albion c 126 Norris Charles S., Townsvi lle a
282 McLeghlen Peter ,  Mellum Creek c 24 Neill Christy, Clermont f 127 Norris Geo., Charters Towers e t
283 McLellan J. R., Wa lloon e t 25 Neils Wm., Brisbane u k 128 Norris W., Croydon e
284 McLennan James, Oakey Creek c 26 Neilsen ,  N. V. P. A .,  Bundaberg e 129  North J. B., P.O .  Brisbane u k
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130 North  W. R., Gympie o c
131/Northcott  James , Maryborough o c
132 Northcott  T., Maryborough c
133 Norton  George ,  Morven s
134 Noye  Wm., Charters Towers c
135 Nunn C.,  Richmond Downs Station u k
136 Nunn Herbert, Gympie o
137  Nunn  Ralph. Charters Towers c
138 Nusworth  E. A., South Brisbane c
139 Nutting  Dr. P. H .,  Brisbane c
140 Nutting Mrs. T .,  Charters Towers c
141 Nyholm Erik, Warwick f
0.
1 O'BILLEY  Charley, Bowen c
2 O'Breine M., Toowoomba c
3 O'Brian P .,  West End c
4 O'Brien -, Warwick c
5 O'Brien  -  Queenton c
6 O'Brien -,  Killarney c
7 O'Brien Mrs .,  West End c
8 O'Brien Mrs .,  Highgate Hill c
9 O'Brien Miss ,  Hamilton c
10 O'Brien C. (care of -- Perkins ),  Bris-
bane c
11 O'Brien Miss C .  A., Richmond Downs
B
12 O'Brien Edward, Georgetown c
13 O'Brien E., Thargomindah road s
14 O'Brien Mrs. Helena ,  Charters Towers
c
15 O'Brien H. Isisford s
16 O'Brien  Join, Rockhampton o c
17 O'Brien John, Cleveland Line c
18 O'Brien John  (care of manager of Iron-
clad ),  near  Croydon c
19 O'Brien Miss Julia, P .U. Rockhamptonin
20 O'Brien J., Spring Hi ll c
21 O'Brien Mrs. J .,  Wickham terrace c
22 O'Brien Mrs. J .  F., Charters Towers c
23 O'Brien J. P. Eurella c
24 O'Brien Martin ,  Woollongabba s
25 O'Brien Michael, Southbrook c (2)
26 0 Brien Mrs. Michael ,  Jericho o
27 O'Brien Patrick ,  Boundary street c
28 O'Brien Patrick, Townsville u k
29 O'Brien Mrs. Susan ,  New Farm c
30 O'Brien  Thomas,  Carandotta c
31 O'Brien Thomas, Elphinstone c
32 O'Brien William ,  Eastland Downs
Station c
33 O'Brien William ,  Helidon c340 'Brien W., Barcaldine e t
35 O'Brien W. and H .  Cotter, Stony
Creek c
36 O'Brien W. D. P., Charters Towers o c
37 O'Bryan  D., Croydon c
38 O'Carroll  A.,New Farm c
39 O'Connel  Miss Ethel ,  Townsville c400 'Connell  J., Yeppoon c
41 O'Connell  Miss  Mary ,  Boundary street
42 O'Connell W., One-Mile c
43 O'Connell W., One-Mile c
44 O'Connell W., Monkland c
45 O'Connell W. B. and Co., Rockhamp.
ton c
46 O'Connor Miss ,  Wharf street c
47 O'Connor Bryan ,  P.U. Brisbane f
48 O'Connor Dennis Toowoomba c
49 O'Connor Miss Ellen, Townsville u k
50 O'Connor Mrs. C.,  Boggo road c
51 O'Connor Miss E .,  P.O. Brisbane u k
52 O'Connor E. D. W., Boulia u k
53 O'Connor John, Bundaberg c
54 O'Connor Mrs. J .,  George street c
55 O'Connor Miss Kate ,  Bunda berg c
56 O'Connor P., Georgetown c
57 O'Connor Thomas ,  Rockhampton o
58 O'Connor T., Mowbraytown c
59 O'Connor Peter ,  Gympie u k
60 O'Connor William, Ipswich road c
61 O'Connor W. F., Her berton o c
62 O'Day Robe rt ,  Beenleigh o
63 O'Dea J., Gunalda c
64 O'Docharty Father, P .O. Brisbane c
65 O'Donnell Margaret ,  Lady Bowen
Hospital f
66 O'Donnell M., Charters Towers s
67 O'Donnell Thomas, Townsville u k
68 O'Donnell W.,'Barcaldine c
69 O'Donoghue Bridget ,  Toowoomba c
70 O'Donoghue Johanna ,  Mungar o
71 O'Donoghue Mrs. M .,  George street c
72 O'Donoghue Miss M., Mungar o
73 O'Donoghue P., Croydon c
74 O'Donoghue P. J. Monkland c
75 O'Donohue 11Irs., 'North Quay c
76 O'Donohue Daniel ,  P.O. Brisbane f
77 O'Donovan  -,  Gympie c
78 O'Donovan  A. B., P.O. Brisbane c79 O'Driscoll C., Nudgee s
80 O'Dwyer Patk .,  P.U. Brisbane s
81 O'Flaherty Capt .  T., Normanton c
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82 O'Flaherty Jno., Croydon c
83 Ogden W. H., Bundaberg o
84 Ogilvie C., Croydon c
85 Ogilvie Miss J. F., Clifton c
86 Ogilvie W. S., Charters Towers c
87 O'Grady Wm., Toowoomba c (2)
88 Ogston Wm., Mount Morgan c
89 O'Halloran T., Brisbane Hospital c
90 O'Hanlon  Miss M ., Portland Place
u k (2)
91 Ohye -, Petrie terrace c
92 Oheyne John, Mount Vernon u k
93 O'Kane Geo., Kamerunga u k
94  O'Keefe J. A. M., Ipswich road m
95 O'Kegffe Mrs., Bundaberg c (2)
96 O'Keeffe Miss Hannie, P.O. Brisbane
uk
97 O'Kee ffe  Miss Johanna, P.O. Brisbane
uk
98 O'Keeffe Mrs. Kate, P.O. Brisbane u k
99 O'Leary Thos., Croydon n z
100 O'Leary John, Port Bowen c (2)
101 O'Leary Patk., South Brisbane o c
102 O'Loughlan John, Mackay
103 O'Loughlan Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
104 O'Loughlan Miss R., Cairns c
105 O'Loughlin P., Fairymead c
106 Olsen Mrs. or E. Sowman, Charters
Towers o c
107 Olsen 0. C., Charters Towers c
108 Olsen John, Normanton o c
109 Olsen Peter, Paddington c
110 Olsen R., Herberton road c
111 O'Mahony Miss M., Red Hill, Gympiec
112 O'Malley Peter, Black Jack c
113 O'Malley P., South Bundaberg c
114 O 'Mara  B., Mount Morgan c
115 O'Neil Mrs., Gympie c
116 O'Neil George, Barcaldine c
117 O'Neil M., gtanley street c
118 O'Neil Mrs. M. A. (s.s. "Dacca"),
Rockhampton u k
119 O'Neil W., Bayswater c
120 O'Neil W. F., Nardoo Station, Bunda-
berg f
121 O'Neill Mrs., North Quay c
122 O'Neill Miss Annie, Maryborough s
123 O'Neill Cornelius, Barronville s
124 O'Neill J., Warwick c
125 O'Neill Mrs. Mary, P.O. Brisbane s (2)
126 O'Neill M., Russell street, Too-
woomba o
127 O'Neill Tim .,  Monkland c
128 O'Neille C., Cairns Railway Line c
129 Oneto  G., Albert street o c
130 Orchard A. S., Charters Towers c
131 Orchard Daniel, Mackay c (3)
132 Orchard W., Ravenswood Station c
133 Ord Mrs. Agnes, Rockhampton c
134 Ord Joseph, Bundaberg u k
135 Ord J., Rockhampton c
136 O'Reilley Chas., Bundaberg c
137 O'Reilly.T. , Paddington u k
138 O'Reilly Miss  Terisa,  Turbot  street c
139 Organ Mrs., Sandgate c
140 Organ W., Charters Towers c
141 Oriley Patrick, Georgetown f
142 Ormerod It., Highgate Hill c
143 Ormes Mrs. J., Cootharaba road c (3)
144 O'Rourke Mrs., Woollongabba c
145 O'Rourke J. J., Hillgrove Station c
146 Orr -, Rockhampton c
147 Orr D., Ashfords Will c
148 Orr G. H., Normanton and George-
town c
149 Orth Jno., P.O. Brisbane e t
150 Orton Mrs., P.O. Brisbane in
151 O'Ryan Annie, Barcaldine o
152 Osborn Thomas, Mount Pleasant c (2)
153 Osborne -, Audit Office c
154 Osborne C., Eidsvold c
155 Osborne C., Caboolture u k
156 Osborne 0., Brisbane c
157 Oscel Ted, Milo Station c
158 O'Shanasey John, Hughenden c
159  O'Shane rsy M., Weribone, Surat c
160 O'Shanesy Patrick A., Comet River u k
161 O'S aughnessy J. P., Kelvin Grove c
162 O'Shay M. J., Rockhampton c
163 O'Shea Jeremiah, Bundaberg c (4)
164 O'Shea Miss Minnie, Boundary street c
165 Ostwa]d F., Charters Towers f
166 O'Sullivan Mrs. Annie, Brisbane c
167 O'Sullivan D., Tableland c
168 O'Sullivan Jeremiah, P.O. Brisbane u k
169 O'Sullivan Jno. J., Mount Morgan c
170 O'Sullivan J., Redford Station c
171 O'Sullivan Mrs. J., Rockhampton c
172 O'Sullivan Michael Kamerunga c
173 O'Sullivan Philip, Townsville c
174 O'Sullivan Timothy, Killarney Line,
Warwick u k
175  Oswald Wm., P.O. Brisbane u h
176 Ott  Miss  Caroline (s.s. "Quetta"),
Brisbane f
177 Otto Mrs., Bowen Hills c
178 Otto E., Marburg c
179 Otto Mrs. E., Enoggera c
180 Ottoway Thos. B., \Vombah Station
1.81 Ovenden T., Boggo road c
182 Oversby J., Kamerunga c
183 Owen Mrs. E. C., Petrie terrace c
184 Owen John, Fernberg road c
185 Owen Miss Lottie, Tryon, Bulimba c
186 Owens J., Quay street, Rockhampton c
187 Owens J., Hospital, Rockhampton c
188 Owens Wm., One-Mile c
189 Oxley Hy. J., Charters Towers c
P.
1 PACKHAM Sam, Thargomindah s
2 Padsen Patrick, Springs c
3 Page J. E., Townsville c
4 Paitey Mrs., Bundaberg c
5 Paling W. H., Eildon Hill c
6 Palmer Miss, Maryborough c
7 Palmer Miss Caroline, Mackay u k
8 Palmer J. W., Normanton s
9 Palmer Mrs. L., Sandgate c
10 Palmer M., Cooktown c
11  Palmer Walter (care of T.  Wielinj),
Minerva Creek Hotel u k
12 Palmer W. H., Maryborough s
13 Pantin Thos. Patrick, Normanton u k
14 Pardy T., Rockhampton c
15 Parish Mrs. L. 0., P.O. Brisbane c
16 Park Miss (s.s. "Taroba"), Brisbane
uk
17 Park Miss, Herberton c
18 Park Richard, Brisbane c
19 Parker Mrs., Grey and Sidon streets c
20 Parker Mrs., Petrie terrace c
21 Parker A., Charters Towers c
22 Parker Charles, Toowoomba c
23 Parker C., Townsville o
21 Parker C., Clarence street c (2)
25 Parker Mrs. C. A., Sunnyside, Bowen
Bridge c (2)
26 Parker Elizabeth Jane, Hughenden s
27 Parker E., P.O. South Brisbane c
28 Parker George, P.O. Brisbane in
29 Parker G., Brisbane c
30 Parker Henry, St. George Bridge s
31 Parker Mrs. H., Stanthorpe c
32 Parker H. E. (drover), St. George
Bridge s (2)
33 Parker R. J., Charters Towers c
34 Parker Thomas, Eidsvold c (2)
35 Parker T., Evans street, Bowen Hills
uk
36 Parker, W. R., Charters Towers c
37 Parkes John, Kamerunga s
38 Parkinson Miss E., Gregory terrace c
39 Parr Edward, Currawillinghi Station s
40 Parry David, Georgetown c
41  Parry Sydney, Juandah c
42 Parry Sydney, Juandah c
43 Parry Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o c
44 Parry Wm. D., Cooktown u k
45 Parsons Alfred, Townsville c
46 Parsons Miss A., Teneriffe in
47 Parsons Wm., Charters Towers c
48 Pascoe -,  Harrisville c
49 Pascoe -, Golden Valley c
50 Pascoe John, Ipswich c (2)
51 Pascoe Wm., Yacamunda Station c
52 Pask Joseph, Esk o c
53 Pasley Mrs. D., Jericho o
54 Patching James Paddington c
55 Paterson Mrs. Petrie  terrace c
56 Paterson G. Et., Colinton c
57 Paterson J., Maryborough c
58 Paterson Peter, Maroochy o c
59 Patnper D. T., Rockhampton in
60 Paton J., Queen street c
61 Patrick F., Brisbane c
62 Patten C. G., South Brisbane c
63 Patterson Charles, Bundaberg c
64 Patterson D., Cleveland Point c
65 Patterson James, Gympie c
66 Patterson James, Roma c
67 Patterson L., Rockhampton s
68 Patterson W., West End c
69 Paul, M`Ilwraith, and Steuart Messrs.,
Kilkivan c
70 Pay e -, Milton c
71 Payne Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
72 Payne E., Croydon c
73 Payne Fred., Townsville c
74 Payne Harry, Hughenden c (2)
75 Payne Henry, Townsville o c
76 Payne H., Hughenden s
77 Payne J., Millchester c
78 Payne Saml., Aramac o c
79 Payne W., Norfolk road c
80 Payonseck Henry, Normanton c
81  Peecers Abel, Charters Towers u k
82 Peak Wm., Gyiupie c (2)
83 Pearce -, Roma c
84 Pearce Mrs., Enoggera c
85 Pearce John, Spring Hill o c
86 Pearce J., Roma c
87 Pearce T. R., Swan Hill u k
88 Pears P. W., Maytown c
89 Pearson -,  Nigger Creek ,  Herbertonc
90 Pearson 1-L, Cairns c
91 Pearson J., Isis c
92 Pearson J. A., Helidon c
93 Peas  Polly,  Rockhampton c
94 Pedersen L. P., Boggo road f
95  Pedersen N. (care of C. Harrington),
Hughcnden f
96 Pedersen  N. P., Y.O.  Brisbane f
97 Peel Henry ,  Rockhampton u k
98 Peel  H., Rockhampton s
99 Peel H. J., Rockhampton o
100 Pegan  -,  late Farleigh c
101 Pegg  G. W., Margaret Station in
102 Pegbar ,  W. J., Maryborough c
103 Peiks  J., 41-Mile,  Cooktown Railway c
104 Pelgrave George ,  Muttaburra c
105 Pelusi Luigi, Monkland ,  Gympie c (3)
106 Pembleton William, Bowen c
107 Pendleton  -,  Gympie c
108 Pengelly James, Charters Towers u k
109 Penks John ,  4-Mile ,  Railway Line c
110 Penn Miss Alice ,  P.O. Brisbane s
111 Penny Wm., Townsville u k (2)
112 Pentland George, Pentland,  vid  Towns-
ville c
113 Pepper G. (care of W. Barrett),
Childers u k
114 Percival W., Landsborough Downs c
115 Percy  Miss Mary Ann, Cairns u k
116 Percy  W. H., Charters Towers c
117 Perdreaux Miss Leonie, Stephen street0C
118 Perkins Charles M., P.O. Brisbane o c
119 Perkins Fred .,  Gympie c
120 Perkins T. II., Wickham terrace c
121 Perrin  Mrs., Augathella c
122 Perrot Adam ,  Wickham terrace c
123 Perry Daniel, Petrie terrace o
124 Perry G., Townsville u k
125 Perry W. G., Townsville u k
126 Peters Mrs., North Quay c
127 Peters J. G., Ann street, Valley c
128 Petersen C., Caledonia Station c
129 Petersen Elise ,  Southport o
130 Petersen F., Rockhampton  in
131 Petersen Herman, 10  -  mile Camp,
Mungar Railwa c
132 Petersen H. C., Hill Grove Mines c
133 Petersen James J., Townsville  in
134 Petersen J., Townsville c
135 Petersen N. C., Charters Towers c
136 Petersen T., Cairns f
137 Peterson Mrs. H. North Bundaberg c
138 Peterson James , ) .ockham ton c
139 Peterson John ,  One-mile Creek o c
140 Peterson J., G mpie s and c (2)
141 Peterson J., Mount Spurgeon c
142 Peterson Mrs. N .  C., Charters Towers c
143 Peterson N., St. Lawrence c
144 Peterson P., Rockhampton c
145 Petrofski Miss E., Charters Towers c
146 Pettersen Herr A. L., Gympie f
147 Pfoor Jacob, Maryborough s
148 Phair R. E., Charters Towers s
149 Phelan  -,  Childers c
150 Phelans John, Gregory terrace c
151 Phelan Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
152 Phelps Mrs. W . T ., Rockhampton c
153 Philips Mrs. Mary A., Townsville c
1.54 Phillips  (billiard marker ),  Charters
Towers c
155 Phi llips  -,  Mount Perry c
156 Phillips A. D. (schooner  "  Patonga),"
McArthur River c
157 Phillips E. L., Eidsvold c
158 Phillips Mrs. E .  L.,  Rockhampton  o
159 Phillips Frank J., Golden Valley c (3)
160 Phillips Mrs. George ,  Townsville c
161 Phillips Mrs. H .,  Mount Morgan u k
162 Phillips Miss Lissie, P .O. Brisbane u k
163 Phillips S., Boggo road c
164 Phillips S., Stanley street c
165 Phillips S., Sandgate c
166 Phillips T. N., Charters Towers c
167 Phillips W. H., Toowoomba c
168 Phipps George  (care of manager),
Tyrconnell Downs Station c
169 Pickard T., Burenda c
170 Pickering  -,  Bundaberg c (2)
171 Pickering Frederich ,  Bulimba m
172 Pickering Richard ,  Toowoomba s
173 Pickett F., Rockhampton u k
174 Picking and Keegan ,  Rockhampton c
175 Picking Mrs., Rockhampton c
176 Pidwell  -,  Charters Towers c
177 Pierce Mrs. Mary Jane, P.O. Bris-
baneoc
178 Pierce Mrs. M . J., Brisbane o c
179 Pierson Alfred ,  Rosalie c
180 Pietro Mansiui ,  Queenton o c
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181 Pietroboni Giacomo, P.O. Brisbane o c
182 Pigioni P., One-Mile c (2)
183 Pike Bayley, Spring Hill c
184 Pike James C., Cooktown c
185 Pike Thos., Gympie c
186 Pike W., Rockhampton c
187 Pilkington Mrs., Perth Station c
188 Pine Miss E., Valley o
189 Ping J. G., Bogantungan c
190 Pingel Fred., Helidon c (6)
191 Pingel Fritz, Helidon c
192 Pinson Chas., Caboolture c
1 93 Pircie Miss, Mackay c
194 Pirie Mrs., Fernvale c
195 Pirie Mrs. Alex., Wivenhoe c
196 Pitchford W. H., Warwick c
197 Pitchner and Co., Clifton c
198 Pitkin William, Mackay o c
199 Pitt Chas., Glenelg street c
200 Pitt James, Afton Downs Station c
201 1'ittaway Mrs., Valley c
202 Pitts ---, Indooroopilly c
203 Pitzner --, Mackay c
204 Piyar A., Toowoomba c
205 Platt J. H., Upper Kedron Brook u k
206 Playford John (travelling with stock),
Jundah c
207 Please J. H., Sylvan road, Toowong in
208 Plover S. M., Bowen c (2)
209 Plummer J., Eidsvold c210 Plumridge A.,Cairns c
211 Plunkett Terence, P.O. Brisbane o c
212 Pobber Ellen, Montague road c
213 Pobjoy --, Breakfast Creek c
214 Pobjoy C. H., Breakfast Creek c
215 Pocock -, Leichhardt street c
216 Polentz Miss Ann, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
217 Poletti Stefano, One-Mile f
218 Pollard Miss Elizabeth, Bowen Hills o c
219 Pollard William, Just-in-Time, Mill-
chester s
220 Pollard W., Millchester c
221 Polletti P., One-Mile c
222 Polley Miss, Valley c
223 Pollock D., East Brisbane c
224 Pollock Jas., Charters Towers s
225 Poison  0.,  Croydon c
226 Poltock Walter, P.O. Brisbane o c
227 Pool and Co., Rockhampton u k
228 Poole and Benson, Toowong c
229 Poole A., Noondoo Stations
230 Poole Fredk., Bundaberg o
231 Poole Thomas Ellis, Queenton u k
232 Pooler Win., Maryborough u k
233 Popple -, Boggo road c
234 Popple-G., South Brisbane c
235 Popple Wm., P.O. Brisbane o c
236 Porritt and Co., Townsville c
237 Porter Mrs. J. (care of P. Lang), Corin-
dah c
238 Porter R., Logan road c
239 Porter T., Cairns c
240 Porter William, Rockhampton u k
241 Portingale G., Adavale c
242 Post Louis, Townsville u k
243 Poste Thos., Townsville c (2)
244 Potter George, Irvinebank u k
245 Poulson Mrs., Ipswich road c (2)
246 Powell -, West End c
247 Powell Nundah c
248 Powell Mrs., Paddington c
249 Powell B., St. George c
250 Powell Mrs. B., Brisbane c
251 Powell Charles, Bundaberg o and c (5)
252 Powell Frank, Toowoomba o c and in (2)
253 Powell F. R., Goondiwindi s
254 Powell Geo., Rockhampton c (2)
255 Powell Miss Kate, Teneriffe c
256 Powell Miss M. A., Bowen Hills u k
257 Powell Samuel, Charters Towers c
258 Powell W. H., Townsville a
259 Power Mrs., Bundaberg c
260 Power Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
261 Power E., Dinmore c
262 Power John, Farm Creek c
263 Power John, Banana c
264 Power J., Charleville c
265 Power M. J., Thargomindah s
266 Power R. J., Charleville c
267 Power Thomas, Rockhampton c
268 Power W., Bank street, South Brisbane
c
269 Poynter Walter, Cairns u k
270 Poynter Walter, Mackay f
271 Pratt James, Milton Estate c
272 Preesty A., Brisbane c
273 Prengall Frederick, Gin Gin c
274 Pressby Alexander, Brisbane o
275  Preston J., Aramac c
276 Preston John, Goomally Station c
277 Preston Tom, Dulvadilla c
278 Pretsel Walter, Brisbane u k
279 Prett Win., Cooktown o c
280 Pretty Edward, Rockhampton c and f
(2)
281 Pribaux  0., Toowoomba c
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282 Price G. W., Kangaroo Point c (2)
283 Price Henry ,  Blackstone a
284 Price H. T., Cairns c
285 Price James, One- mile  Creek o c
286 Price  J., James street c
287 Price T., Chester  street c
288 Prienty J. C., Hamilton  Downs Station
uk
289 Prier Herbert, Spring Hill c
290 Prior -, Normanton c
291 Prior Edward, Albilbah o
292 Prisk Joseph, Queenton o c
293 Prissley H. A., P.O.  Brisbane s
294 Pritchard  C. S., Roma street a
295 Pritchard Mrs. G. H., Gympie c
296 Pritchard John, Townsville o c
297 Proctor -, P.O. Brisbane c
298 Prothero C., Gympie c (2)
299 Prout Wm. and Caroline, P.O. Bris-bane oc
300 Prove Mrs., Toowoomba o c
301 Pryer F., Vulture street c
302 Puddy J., Strathpine c
303 Pugh John, Eidsvold c
304 Puller J. C., Brisbane a
305 Pullinger Thos. W., Brisbane o
306 Pullyn F., Bowen Hills c (2)
307 Pulse Peter, Charters  Towers  in
308 Purcell Wm., Queenton c
309 Purchase -, South Brisbane c
310 Purcil Philipp, Ippswich u k
311 Purnell J. It., Tewantin c
312 Purves Mrs. Amelia,  Spring Hill o c
313 Pyke C.,  Bulimba c
Q.
1,QUAIL Mrs., Ipswich c
2lQuane Daniel, P .O. Brisbane c (2)
3 Quigley J. M., Charters  Towers c
4 Quigley M. J., Charters  Towers c
5 Quince Mrs. Ann,  Brisbane o
6 Quinlan,  Smith , and Walsh ,  Kilkivan c
7 Qrlinlan Mrs., Valley c
8 Quinlan Miss Bridget ,  Spring Hill c
9 Quinlan William, P.O. Brisbane o c
10 Quinlisk M., Montague road c
11 Quinn Miss, Strathdary  Station o
12 Quinn Mrs. J . (care of -- Simpson)
Coochin Creek o
13 Quinn M., Spring Hill c
14 Quinn Mrs. M. A., Blackall c
15 Quinn P., Roma a
16 Quinn W., Russell  street c
17 Quirk F., Queen  street c
18 Quirk Patrick, Dalby o c
19 Quirke Mrs. R., Roma c
R.
1 RADNEY John, Adavale c
2 Rae Miss Mary H., P.O. Brisbane e t
3 Raff E .,  Boundary street c
4 Raffaele Antonio ,  Cairns and Herberton
Railway a
5 Rafferty Pat., Black Jack c
6 Rabelens H., Toowoomba c
7 Railey J., Lutwyche c
8 Railton J., Albion c
9 Rainbow Frederick, Maryborough u k
10 Rainey Arthur, Bullamon Station o
11 Rait J. H., Bowen Downs u k (5)
12 Rale Mrs., Adelaide street c
13 Ralph N., West End c (2)
14 Ramage Stephen H.,IMiddle;Crossing,
Barron River f
15 Ramm Mrs. D., Boulia'c
16 Ramsay W., Mitchell c-
17 Ranch Mrs. Maria E., Valley o c
18 Randall George, South Brisbane c
19 Randall J., Dinmore Station u k
20 Randel H., Police Barracks c
21 Randle -, Spring Hill c
22 Handle E. H., Herberton c
23 Ranken W., Spring Hill c
24 Rankine W., Gundiab road c
25 Ranson W. H., Townsville e
26 Rapkins H., Telemon Station c
27 Rapport H. A., Charters Towers c
28 Rasmussen Charles, Cooktown c
29 Rasmussen Miss M., Townsville c
30 Ratcliffe -, Townsville c
31 Ratcliffe -. Valley c
32 Ratliff -, Valley c
33 Ratliff J. H., Spring Hill c
34 Ratman Henry, Cairns f
35 Rattray C., Stanley street c
36 Raugh Walter, P O. Brisbane c
37 Raven Mrs. M., hundaberg a (3)
38 Raves -, Cooktown c
39 Rawkins Harry, Ingham u k
40 Rawley John M., Croydon o c
41 Rawlince, Wm., Irvinebank c (2)
42 Rawlins F., Q.N. Bank c
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43 Ray  Mrs., Rawlins street c 145 Richmond Mrs. T .,  Sandgate c
44 Ray Adam, Maryborough  c 146 Richter C., Cairns c (2)
45 Read David  H., and Party , Croydon 147  Richter  Friedrich,  Ipswich road f
0 c 148 Rickard Chas . (miner ), Cooktown o c
46 Read  Miss  Ellen, Rockhampton  u k 149  Rickards  H. M., Fernleigh c (3)
47 Read Miss Emily, Stanley  street c 150  Rickards R., One-Mile c
48 Readford -, Adavale o 151 Riddell Henry, Rockhampton c
49 Reading Mrs., Bowen  Hills c 152  Riddell Mrs. H., Rockampton a
50 Readshaw  J. J., One-Mile c 153 Riddock  Charles , Thomson Estate c
51 Ready John, Herberton o c 154 Rider Wm., Tiaro c
52 Reaney Mrs. Lucy,  Rockhampton  o c 155 Ridger Edward, Dalby c
53 Reardon P., Dalby s 156 Riebelt Henry, Vulture  street c
54 Reddan Patrick, One-mile Creek o c 157 Rieck Mrs., Maryborough c
55 Reddy John, Sandy Creek c 158 Rieck F., Laidley c
56 Redment S., Cairns-Herberton  Rail- 159 Riele  Mrs. C., Toowoomba c
way a 160  Riely G., Bowen Bridge road c
57 Redunk Ferdinand,  Beenleigh  o 161 Rigg Alfred, Lammermoor Station u k
58 Reed David, Normanton u k 162 Right Henry, Nardoo c
.rig Reed J. J., Croydon u k 163 Rign W., Stanley Bridge Estate c
60 Reed T., Valley c 164 Riley James, Monkland c
61 Reed W., Thargomindah m 165 Riley John, Cooktown o
62 Reedy Miss, Ipswich c 166 Riley Jno., Monkland c
63 Reedy John, Pikedale c 167 Riley J., Deep Creek c
64 Reedy T., Charters  Towers u k 168 Rinaldi  A., Eidsvold o
65 Reel Mrs., Deep Gully  c 169 Rine  Mrs., West End c
66 Rees  John, Forest Grove c 170 Ring Conrad, Gundiah Saw-mill c
67 Rees Lewis, Caboolture o c 171 Ringher A., Maryborough in
68 Reese John, P.O. Brisbane o c 172 Ringwood Win., Allora c
69 Reeves C., Franklin street c 173 Ritches John and W. (care of W.
70 Regan Charles, Townsville u k Saunders), Bundaberg u k
71 Regan J. (carrier), Charleville c 174 Ritchie George, Cawarral c
72 Regan Thomas, P.O. Brisbane c 175 Ritchie Thomas, Cleveland c
73 Regan W., Charters Towers c 176 Ritchie Wm. (care of - Sanders),
74 Regg R., Charters Towers o c Bundaberg in
75 Rehren Henry, Spring Hill c 177 Ritchie W., Gympie o c
76 Rehren C. H. W'V., Stanley  street  c 178 Rixon R., Torrens Creek c (2)
77 Reich August, Millchester oc 179 Robb William, Maryborough o c (2)
78 Reid Mrs. Capt. George, Howard o 180 Roberts (miner), Gympie c
79 Reid C., Ipswich c 181 Roberts -, Upper Roma  street c
80 Reid David, Charters Towers c (3) 182  Roberts Mrs., Rockhampton c and e t
81 Reid H., Eidsvold c (2)
82 Reid Jno., off Wellington road o c 183 Roberts A., Rockhampton,'c
83 Reid Mrs. J. Miller, Annie  street, 184  Roberts C., Morven c
Brisbane c 185 Roberts David, Blackstone c
84 Reid Robert, P.O. Brisbane g c 186 Roberts H., Francis street c
85 Reid  Robert, Yeppeon e 187 Roberts H., Chester street c (2)
86 Reid  Wm., Cairns f 188 Roberts H., Rockhampton c
87 Reilly J., One-Mile c 189 Roberts John, P.O. Brisbane c
88 Reilly M., Pound-yard, Monkland c 190 Roberts Mrs. John, P.O. Brisbane c
89 Reilly Philip, Saltern Creek  Station c  191 Roberts Miss J. L., P.O. Brisbane u k
90 Reilly P. C., Barcaldine c 192 Roberts Michael H., Hughenden c
91 Reilly Sydney B., Bundaberg o 193 Roberts M., Rockhampton c (2)
92 Reives john, P.O. Brisbane o c 194 Roberts Mrs. R., Rockhamptou e t
93 Renaldi G., One-Mile c 195 Roberts Samuel, Queenton c
94 Rennie  J., Yengarie c 196 Robertson Bros., Stanwell c (2):
95 Renton Robert, Mackay u k (3) 197 Robertson Bros ., Gracemere c
96 Renweck R., Warwick c 198 Robertson A. G., Killarney s
97 Revil Miss Maggie, Rockhampton c (2) 199 Robertson Miss C. G., Crescent
98 Reynolds --, Coorparoo c Lagoon c
99 Reynolds Charles, Queensport o c 200 Robertson D., Charters Towers c
100 Reynolds Charles Alton, Herberton o c 201 Robertson A. J. C., Albion o
101 Reynolds Ensnia, Macrossan Bridge o 202 Robertson Mrs. James, Rockhampton c
102 ReynoldsOeo.EErnest,ChartersTowers c 203 Robertson Jim, Bindango c
103 Reynolds G., Sefton Estate c 204 Robertson John, Albion o c
104 Reynolds James, Croydon o 205 Robertson Joseph, Maryborough o c
105 Reynolds John, Gympie c (2) 206 Robertson Mrs. J., Beaconsfield Sta-
106 Reynolds J. M., Charters Towers c tion c
107 Reynolds W. G.. Logan Village c 207 Robertson Medolh E., Charleville s
108 Rhode Hans, Woollongabba c 208 Robins Miss A., Rockhampton c
109 Rhodes Capt. (R. E.), P.O. Brisbane u k 209 Robins J., Charters Towers c
110 Rhodes J., Cooktown c 210 Robinson Mrs., Beaconsfield Station c
111 Riadan Edward, Croydon c 211 Robinson Mrs., Mount St. John c
112 Ribgitz G., Charters Towers c 212 Robinson Mrs., Morven c
113 Rice Henry. Charters Towers c (2) 213 Robinson Miss, West End c
114 Rice H. and .1., Brisbane c 214 Robinson Mrs. A., Maryborough c
115 Rice J. If., Mount Thabor c 215 Robinson C., Rosalie s
116 Rice P., Rena street, Brisbane u k 216 Robinson E., Toowong o
117 Richards B., Bog go road c 217 Robinson Miss E., P.O. Brisbane c
118 Richards David, Edward street c (2) 218 Robinson E. B., Gympie o c
119 Richards Mrs. Ellen, Rockhampton o 219 Robinson F., P.O. Brisbane u k
120 Richards B., Petrie terrace c 220 Robinson H. H., late Foulden c
121 Richards E. N., Tsis Scrub c 221 Robinson James, Charters Towers c (2)
122 Richards (x., Charters Towers c 222 Robinson John, Bluff Diggings u k
123 Richards H. N., Fernleigh  c 223  Robinson John (care  of R. H. Botte-
124 Richards James S., Georgetown a rill), Station,  vi4  Muttaburra in and
125 Richards John L., Cairns c c (3)
126 Richards J., Eton  c 224  Robinson Lizzie, Gregory terrace c
127 Richards J., Gympie c 225 Robinson Rev. T., South Brisbane s
128 Richards J. T., One-'Mile a (3) 226 Robinson W., Winton c
129 Richards Robert, Toowoomba v 2.27 Robinson W. A., Jericho c
130 Richards S. G., Gympie c 228 Robinson W. A., Crow's Nest c
131 Richards W., Spring  229  Robinson  Dirs. W. D., Day Dawn Cross
132 Richards  W. J., Gympj&.#, ing, Charters Towers u k
133 Richardson E., Maroochfe c 230 Roby S., Montague road c
134 Richardson Frank, Queensport u k 231 Roch J., Barcaldine c
135 Richardson G. S., Upper Albert  street  c 232 Roche Mrs., Kamerunga c
136 Richardson Mary, South Brisbane o 233 Roche  Miss  Norah, P.O. Brisbane c
137 Richardson  Morty, Milo c 234 Roche Wm., Oakey c
138 Richar d son R ., Roxborough c 235 Rockley W., Port Douglas u k
139 Richardson Septimus,  Irvinebank s 236 Roden  David, Rockhampton c
140 Richardson  S., Isisford c 237 Rodger Peter, Monkland c (2)
141 Richardson Thomas, Cooktown  c  238 Rodger Peter, One-Mile
142 Richardson W. B., Rockhampton c 239 Rodgers Chas.,  Goondiwindi s
143 Richic John and W. (care of Wai. 240 Rodgers Galbraith, Isisford road c
Sanders ), Bundaberg u k (2) 241 Rodgers Jas., Nudgee c144 Richling  W., Rockhampton in  242 Rodgers  Michael, Charters  Towers c
243 Rodnedge  -, Adavale c
244 Roedel  -,  Mount Cotton c
345 Roesler Mrs. Mary, Brisbane f
346 Roger J., Eidsvold c
347 Roger  J., Gympie c
348 Rogers  -,  Mackay c
349 Rogers Chas ., Gympie c
250 Rogers C., Monkland c
251 Rogers C., Isisford s
252 Rogers Jno., Gympie c
253 Rogers  Jno. G., Sadd 's Ridge u k
254 Rogers  J. G., Charters  Towers c
255 Rogers Jno. Henry, Bayswater c (2)
256 Rogers T. H., Charters Towers c
257 Rogers W. (painter),  Roma street c
258 Rogers W. J., Elderslie c
259 Rohde  Hans , Woollongabba c
260 Rohler  John A., Normanton o
261 Roier Charles, P.O. Brisbane c
262 Rolands Mrs., Brisbane o
263 Rolf  P. M., Mount Morgan c
264 Rolph -, Mount Perry c
265 Romano Frascis , Normanton o
266 Rome Mrs., The  Hermitage c
267 Rome George, Knowesley c
268 Romilly Hugh H., C.M.G., Cooktown
u k (7)
269 Ronald Robert, Brisbane c
270 Rook P., Maryborough s
271 Rooke and Fulton, Toowoomba o
272 Rooke C. H., Rarronville o
273 Rookes Chas., Elverston  Station c
274 Rooney Mrs. Arthur, Allora u k
275 Rooney Miss Mary, Duaringa, Q.C.R. c
276 Rope James, Charters Towers c
277 Roper -, Grey street c
278 Rose A., P.O. Brisbane o c
279 Rose David, Charters  Towers c
280 Rose F., Y.O. Brisbane a
281 Rose Joseph, Ann  street c
282 Rosebook Mrs. J., Dalby c
283 Rosenberger G., Emu Creek c
284 Rosenthal Mrs. M., Cordelia  street o
285 Ross Mrs., West End c
286 Ross  Miss, Grey  street c
287 Ross H., Sandgate c (2)
288 Ross James, Rockhampton  c and  in  (2)
289 Ross James, Eidsvold n z
290 Ross G. A. A., Croydon c
291 Ross Miss Mary Melbourne  street c
292 Ross 0., Canal reek  Station c
293 Ross Robert, Eidsvold c
294 Ross  Roderick, Manfred Downs o
295 Ross  William, Georgetown o
296 Ross  W., Mackay c
297 Ross W.,  Milton c
298 Rosser  -, Croydon c
299 Rosser  W. H., Beenleigh c
300 Rothwell  J., Normanton s
301 Round -, Vulture street c
302 Rourke A. J., Ravenswood c
303 Rowdin Jas., Winton o c
304 Rowe Mrs., Cunnamulla c
305 Rowe H. Osmond, Kangaroo  Point u k
306 Rowe Mrs. J., Charters  Towers a and
c (2)
307 Rowland Milfred, Mount Morgan c
308 Rowlands E., Bundaberg s
309 Rowlands Griffith, Dalby s
310 Rowley H., Aramac c
311 Rowlin -, Alice street c
312 Rowling F. H., Charleville c
313 Rowlinson Mrs., Boggo c
314 Rows Mrs., Kelvin Grove c
315 Royle G., Maryborough c
316 Rubeollo Guiseppe, Cairns c
317 Ruce John, Halifax o c
318 Ruddick Robert, P.O. Brisbane c
319 Rudgley Mrs., Kangaroo  street s
320 Rudkin Master F. Godfrey, Brisbane
uk
321 Rudolph John, The Leap c
322 Rudolph J., Clermont c
323 Rue Peter, P.O. Brisbane o c
324 Ruff C., Park road c
325 Ruffles Mrs. W., Springs u k
326 Ruge A., Maryborough c
327 Rugg G., Normanton c
328 Rugg G., Cooktown c
329 Rule H., Brunswick  street c
330 Rule John, Gympie o
331 Rulle Jas., Boggo road c
332 Rumnary Richard T., Currumbin c
333 Rush -,  Booliman  Woolshed o
334 Rush Mrs .,  Bowen Hills c
335 Russel  Miss Mary, P.O Brisbane o c
336 Russell  Abe, Golden Valley c
337 Russell  Miss Elizabeth,  Y.O. Brisbane
0 c
338 Russell E., Muttaburra a
339 Russell  Geo., Rockhampton c
3.10 Russell  John Brisbane Club in
341 Russell  J., Stanley  street c
342 Russell  J. B., Afton Downs c
343 Russell  -,  Hermit Park Hotel c
344 Russell  Mrs. M., Peel street c
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Georgetown u k345 Russell  Patrick 50 Schultz - Pialba c (2) Eton a154 Sherwood A,
346 Russell It., Tiaro c a »- 4w
,
51 Schumann Gustav, Brisbane f (3)
.,
155 Shewan -, Mount Romeo c
347 Russell S., Stanley street, Boggo road c 52 Schunrr George, Brisbane o c 156 Shields Mrs. F., Townsville c
348 Russell Wm. Nerang c (2) 53  Schuntner Charles, Toowoomba f 157 Shields Thomas Charleville c
349 Russell W. E., Townsville c 54 Schurech .J., Ferndale c 158 Shiels Finlayy, Ielen Vale in
350 Russenberger  Martin , Y.O. Brisbane 55 Schwartz M., Monkland c 159 Shirrel A. G., Sandlewood c
o c (2) 56 Schwartz T., Monkland c 160 Sholing A., Brisbane a
351  Rutherford Messrs. A. J., Rockhamp- 57 Sclater F. J., Mackay u k 161 Sholton W., North Quay c
ton c 58 Scoggins Alfred, Breakfast Creek u k 162 Shorrock William, Brisbane o c
352 Rutherford H. R., Charters Towers c 59 Scoefield 1V., Brisbane s 163 Shortland V. H., St. George's Bridge m
353 Rutter W., Charters Towers c 60 Scott George, Spring Hill c 164 Shunn -, Cairns c
354 Ruxton Master R., Warwick c 61 Scott George P., Maryborough f 165 Siefel A., Brisbane c
355 Ryan -, Stanley street c 62 Scott Henry Ker, Mount Perry c 166 Siegel W. A., Valley c
356 Ryan Mrs., Ann street c 63 Scott H., Thargomindah s 167 Silby John, Croydon c
357 Ryan Miss, Longland street c 64 Scott Jaui2s, Pine Creek u k'(4) 168 Silcock M., Merton street c
358 Ryan Miss, Bulimba Ferry road c 65 Scott Mrs. James, Goondi m 169 Silman Herman, Laidley c (2)
359 Ryan A., Brisbane o 66 Scott John, Charters Towers c 170 Silverwood T., Leichhardt street c
360 Ryan Miss B. C., Charters Towers u k 67 Scott J., Gregory terrace c 171 Sime J. M. It., Mount Gravatt c
361 Ryan Miss C., P.O. Brisbane c 68 Scott Mrs. J., Petrie terrace c 172 Simms -, Bundaberg c
362 Ryan Daniel, Tabletop o 69 Scott Mrs. M. A., Brisbane c 173 Simons A., Mount Morgans
363 Ryan David, Georgetown c 70 Scott Miss Mary Agnes, Brisbane c 174 Simonsen H., Ravenswood c (2)
364 Ryan D., Brisbane o c 71 Scott Robert, Brisbane o 175 Simple James, Cooyar c
365 Ryan E., Inglewood s 72 Scott R., Charters Towers c 176 Simpson -, Retreat Station c
366 Ryan E., Brisbane t 73 Scott W., Evesham c 177 Simpson C., Breakfast Creek
367 Ryan George, Mackay s 74 Scott W. (butcher), Maryborough c 178 Simpson David, Augathella c
368 Ryan Miss Helen, Rockhampton c 75 Scott W., Bog',o road c 179 Simpson Miss Florence, Warwick c
369 Ryan Jas., 11 Gang, Clermont Branch c 76 Scott W. B., Charters Towers u k 180 Simpson G., Mount Morgan c370 Ryan Jas., Thompson River c 77 Scott W. H., Durundur o c 181 Simpson James, Brisbane o c
371 Ryan John, Valley c 78 Scott Mrs., W. H., Kelvin Grove c 182 Simpson James, Logan Colliery f
372 Ryan John, Comet c 79 Scott W. J., Spring Hill o 183 Simpson J., Maryhorough c
373 Ryan J., Bowen street c 80 Scougall S. D., Bundaberg c 184 Simpson Mrs. J., Kelvin Grove c
374 Ryan Miss Kate, Cairns c 81 Screws F., Lutwyche c 185 Simpson Walter, Yengarie o
375 Ryan Maggie, Brisbane o 82 Scrimshaw Airs., One-Mile c 186 Simpson W., Brisbane s
376 Ryan Margaret, Bundaberg o 83 Scrimshaw J., One-Mile u k 187 Simpson W., Bowen c
377 Ryan Mary A., P.O. Brisbane u k 84 Scrivener Miss S., Charters Towers o 188 Simpson W. J., Oondooroo c
378 Ryan Matthew, Mount Morgan c 85 Scrivner William, Rockhampton u k 189 Sims -, South Bundaberg c
379 Ryan Michael, Curphey street o c (2) 86 Scurr -, Caboolture c 190 Sims G. H., Normanton o
380 Ryan Miss Minnie, Cricket street m 87 Seager Robert, Ipswich c 191 Sims H., Brisbane m
381 Ryan M., Winton in 88 Seale Thomas, Cairns o c 192 Simsen E., Highgate Hill c
382 Ryan M., Rosewood c 89 Searle Richard, Queenton u k 193 Sina C. A. Joseph, Charters Towers f
383 Ryan M., Brunswick street c 90 Searry John, Burrawinya s 194 Sinclair -, Ipswich s
384 Ryan Patrick, Brisbane Valley Line m 91 Sears C., Rockhampton c 195 Sinclair -, Queenton c
385 Ryan Patrick, Monkland c 92 Sedgley Mrs., Brisbane c 196 Sinclair Archibald, Mowbraytown c
386 Ryan P., Charters Towers c 93 Seed Charles, Barcaldine c 197 Sinclair Charles, Cape York s
387 Ryan Mrs. P., Monkland in and c (2) 94 Segrne Miss Mary, Blackall road c 198 Sinclair E. W. C., Charleville c
388 Ryan Miss T. B., Valley s 95 Seidel Carl, Palmer s 199 Sinclair John, Normanton c (2)
389 Ryan William, One-Mile u k 96 Seidner John, Tabragalba c 200 Sinclair R., Ipswich c (5)
390 Ryan William, Orient Camp u k 97 Selfe Mrs. Maria, Valley o c `_'01 Singleton Michael, Maryborough o c
391 Ryan William, East Brisbane c 98 Selka F., Wharf street c 202 Sinnott Percy Eidsvold u k
392 Ryan W., One-Mile c 99 Selke C. M., North Quay c 203 Sinton John, Rormanton o c
393 Rycroft Henry, Charters Towers c 100 Selty Isaac, Kangaroo Point:c
r
204 Skene Miss Annie, Brisbane u k
394 Ryder G. E. and Co., Mackay e 101 Sempf F., Bundaberg c 205 Skene H., Halifax c (2)
395 Ryder T., Winton c 102 Sexton E., Mackay c 206 Skene Mrs., or Miss J., Brisbane o
396 Rye Wm., Walloon Station c 103 Sewell A. F., Hill End c 207 Skinner Miss, Brisbane c
104 Sewell James, Goondi, c 208 Skinner Miss Annie, Victoria  street a
105 Seymour -, Nerang Sawmills c 209 Skinner C., Red Hill c
S. 106 Seymour D. T., Monkland c 210 Skinner C. G., Waterworks road c
107 Seymour Randall Henry Rockhamp-211 Skinner G., Red Hill c
1 SABEL Denis, Kamerunga c
,
ton u k 212 Skinner Miss M. J., Victoria  street c
2 Saddler John, Monkland c 108 Shaddock Airs. J., Rockhampton f 213 Skinnerly H., Maryborough c
3 Sadler Alfred, Ingham u k 109 Shambrook S. R., Mackay c 214 Skuthorpe Thomas J., Charters Towers
4 Sadler John, Monkland c 110 Shand A. H. W., Warwick c o c and c (2)
5 Sainsbury T., Boggo road c 111 Shannon J., Townsville c 215 Slack Jno., Valley c
6 Sale Joseph, Bundaberg c 112 Shannon J. T., Thargomindah c 216 Slater Thomas, Ipswich c (2)
7 Salisbury -, Pine River c 113 Shannon Percy, Charters Towers o •217 Slater J. A., Gympie c
8 Salisbury James, Maryhorough c 114 Shannon P., Kamerunga c 218 Slattery Mrs., Croydon c
9 Sallottey -, Turbot street c 115 Shannon Mrs. T., Mount Pleasant c 219 Slattery Mrs. Bridget, Port Douglas o c
10 Salmon E., Queen street c 116 Shapcott William W., Kangaroo 220 Slight Mrs. M., Townsville in
11  Salmon E., Cooktown s Point c 221 Sloane John, One-Mile o c
12 Salmon M. U., Brisbane o c 117 Shardlow S., Cairns c 222 Sloss William, Queen street s and c (3)
13 Salomon H., Windorah c 118 Sharky.John, Gebangle c 223 Snialdon J., Monkland c
14 Salter J.. Cairns c 119 Sharp Airs., Normanton c 224 Small Miss Kate, Rockhampton w a (2)
15 Samson John, Brisbane n z 120 Sharp Mrs. C., Brisbane s 225 Small P. J., Emu Creek s
16 Samuel B., Valley c 121 Sharp Miss C., Roma street c 226 Smart C., Bundaberg c
17 Samuelson Miss, Drayton c 122 Sharpe Miss H., Cleveland c 227 Smiles A., Croydon c
18 Samways G. H., Bundaberg c 123 Shaw Edwin, Nundah c 22S Smith and Wensh Messrs., Cunna-
19 Samways G. H., Townsville c 124 Shaw Fred., Rockhampton c mulla c
Cooktown c20 Sanders James 125 Shaw F Rockhampton c Ravenswood Junction c229 Smith -,
21 Sanders Miss Mary, Toowoomba c
.,
126 Shaw F. J., Rockhampton :c
,
230 Smith -, Gympie c
22 Sanderson -, Mackay c 127 Shaw Mrs. F. J., Rockhampton c 231 Smith -, Brisbane c
23 Sanderson Thomas, Merivale street c 128 Shaw J. S., Brisbane u k (3) 232 Smith - (carter), Normanton c
24 Sanger T., Forest Hill c 129 Shaw Miss S., 86 Wharf street c 233 Smith West End c
25 Sansum William, Kamerunga u k 130 Shaw T. W., Spring Creek c 231 Smith -, Pialba c
26 Sargeant Mrs. M. F., Queen street o 131 Shaxton George, Brisbane n z 235 Smith Rockhampton c
27 Saunderson C., South Bundaberg c 132 Shea -, Brassall c 236 Smith Albert street c
28 Savage -, Arilalah c 133 Shea Clara, Mount Spurgeon o 237 Smith Airs., The Albion u k
29 Savage Mrs., Toowoomba c 131 Shea P., Brassall c 238  Smith Mrs., The Albion u k
30 Savage P., Eidsvold c 135 Shearer Alex., Brisbane o (2) 239 Smith Miss, Beenleigh n z
31 Saville C., Gyinpie m 136 Shearer W., Mount Morgan c 240 Smith Alex., St. Helens c
32 Sawyer Joseph, Gebangle c 137 Sheehan J. H., Northampton c 241 Smith Miss Annie, Brisbane m
33 Scally John, Brisbane o 138 Sheehy J., Townsville c 242 Smith Miss A., Southport s
34 Scantlebury A. Stanley street c 139 Sheehy Miss Julia, Barron River c 243 Smith Capt. J. H., Aaryborough n z
35 Scarfe and Co. 1'Iessrs., Windorah c 140 Sheet W., Rockhampton c 244 Smith Charles, Charleville a
36 Schaffert C., Alpha c 141 Shehl William, Borara Station o 245 Smith Mrs. Charles, Cairns o
37 Schanley Mrs., Kamerunga c 142 Shell -, Kamerunga c 246 Smith Charles F., Adavale f
38 Scheffler F., The Island c 143 Slielleant -, Norman Park c 247 Smith C., Gympie c
39 Schell John S_pring Creek c 144 Shepherdson Matthew, Charters 248 Smith Mrs. C. E., Kelvin Grove c (2)
40 Schenber W. G., Kolan c Towers c 249 Smith C. J., Rockhampton c
41 Schilling August, Diamantina o c 145 Sheppard -, Toowoomba c 250 Smith Mrs. C. W., Charters Towers c
42 Schleicher Henry C., Valley o c 146 Sheppard Woollongabba c 251 Smith D., Canterbury c
43 Schloss Jacques, Queen  street c 147 Sheppard C., Brisbane c 252 Smith Mrs. Eliza, Rockhampton o c
44 Schmid Leopold, Bundaberg o c 148 Sheppard Robert, Queenton s 253 Smith Miss  Emma,  Townsville c
45 Scholey C., Gympie c 149 Sheriff J. G., St. George c 254 Smith E. A., Albion c
46 Schroder Anders, Kangaroo Point f 1.50 Sherland Richard, Ipswich road c 255 Smith E. A., Rockhampton c
47 Schroeder August, Cooktown o 151 Sherlin  Miss , Spring Hill c 256 Smith E. J., Maryborough c
48 Schufler -, Maryborough c 152 Sherratt  Isaac, 3 Paris street o c 257 Smith  Miss  E. M., Maryborough c
49 Schuhard J., Springsure c 153 Sherry Mrs P., Creek  street c 258 Smith E. T., Marlborough c
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259 Smith Fred., Croydon s
260 Smith Fred. A., Tambo u k (2)
261 Smith George, Bowen c
262 Smith George, Rockhampton c
263 Smith Geo. (drover), Rockhampton o c
264 Smith G., Bowen o c
265 Smith G. Ravenswood c
266 Smith G.,, Woollongabba c
267 Smith G. J., Tinana c (2)
268 Smith Harry, Nundah c
269 Smith Harry, Maryborough c
270 Smith Harry, Clermont c
271 Smith Mrs. Helen Hutton, South Bris-bane oc
272 Smith Henry, Gayndah c
273 Smith Henry, Charters Towers c (2)
274 Smith Mrs. Hugh, Valley u k (2)
275 Smith H., Nundah c
276 Smith H., Valley c
277 Smith H., Saltern Creek c
278 Smith Mrs. H., Valley c
279 Smith H. Mackrill, Croydon a
280 Smith Jacob, Woollongabba c
281 Smith James, Bowen terrace c
282 Smith James, Townsville c
283 Smith James, Westbrook c
284 Smith James, Enoggera c
285 Smith James Mackay c
286 Smith Mrs. James, Ravenswood o c
287 Smith Mrs. James, George street c
288 Smith Jchn, Gympie c (2)
289 Smith John, Croydon c (2)
290 Smith John,(Hope street c
291 Smith John, Charters Towers-u It
292 Smith John, Range c
293 Smith Joseph, Townsville c
294 Smith Joseph, Jackson's Siding c
295 Smith J., Red Hill c
296 Smith Mrs., or Miss  J., Wickham ter-
race o
297 Smith J. B., Bowen c
298 Smith J. C., Charters Towers c
299 Smith J. D., Rosalie c
300 Smith J. F., Charleville°o c and c (2)
301 Smith J. J., Fairfield c
302 Smith J. R., Roma c
303 Smith J. S., Charters Towers c
304 Smith J. W. J., Bowen c
305 Smith L., Stonehenge s
306 Smith L., Walkerston c
307 Smith Mrs. L., Queen street c
308 Sinith Mrs. M., Townsville s
309 Smith M. M., Highgate Hill c
310 Smith O. C., West End c
311 Smith Peter, Bundaberg c
312 Smith Phil., Mount Margaret c
313 Smith  P., Brisbane f (2)
314 Smith Miss P., Cairns c
315 Smith Revd. A. C., Rockhampton in (2)
316 Smith Robert, Paddington c
317 Smith R., Latrobe terrace c (2)
318 Smith R., Gympie c
319 Smith R. W.,  Courier  Office c
320 Smith Samuel, Limestone s and e t (2)
321 Smith Samuel H., Mount Morgan o c
322 Smith  S., Kingsborough'c
323 Smith  S., Monkland c
324 Smith Thomas, Rockhampton c
325 Smith Thomas, Townsville c
326 Smith  Thomas, Brisbane c
327 Smith T., Sandy Creek c
328 Smith Ulick, Curriwildi u k
329 Smith  Walter, North Pine c (2)
330 Smith  Walter ,  Kilkivan c'
331 Smith William, Isis c
332 Smith William, Forest Grove c
333 Smith William, Herbert River u k
334 Smith William, Bundaberg c
335 Smith  William, Toowoomba c
336 Smith  William, Bowen Downs e t
337 Smith W., Charters Towers c
338 Smith W., South Brisbane c
339 Smith W. A., Eidsvold c
340 Smith W. B., Townsville c
341 Smith W. C., Teneriffe c
342 Smith  W. G., Forest Grove ni
343 Smith W. J., Rockhampton s
344 Smith W. M., Cairns c
345 Smith W. V., Charters Towers c
346 Smithson W., Brisbane s
347 Smolden John Monkland c
348 Smyth Ben., Charters Towers e t
349 Smyth Charles,  Brisbane s
3.50 Smyth HNormanby c
351 Smyth J.1. B., Town Hall c
352 Smyth Willie, Townsville u k
353 Smythe  Miss Minnie,  Brisbane c
354 Smythe R. F., Townsville a
355 Snell Mrs. Caroline, Townsville c
356 Snell James ,  Brisbane c
357 Soden John, Charters Towers c
358 Soderberg H., Adelaide street c
359 Soerensen A., Tiaro c
360 Solomon Frank, Petrie's Bight c
361 Solomon V., Townsville a
362 Somers Thomas, Cairns c
363 Somerset -, Coorparoo c
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364 Somerville A., Leichhardt street c (2)
365 Somerville  A., Laidley c
366 Spinner William, Croydon a 1:
367 Sorenson J., G yy mpie c
368 Sorenson  ,T., Charter, Towers c (2)
369 Sorensen L. P., l-iockliamptori c (2)
370 Sorensen S. C., Brisbane  it , and in  (3)
371 Sorg Frederick ,  1. undah c
372 Sorrensen John, Gyni pie c
373 Sotler ---, Mackay c
374 Sougall S. D., Bundaberg c
375 Southhy B. C., i\lackay  s
376 Southerland W., Itockharn p ton c
377 Southern George, Brisbane e
378 Sowman Miss, Cooktown u k (2)
379  Sinter Burnet, Ca•"ktozvn f
3S0 Speeding H., Caledonia c
381 Speilor Airs.,  Valley c
382 Spellor T., B,•isbaue u k
383 Spence  Mrs. C.,  Bundaberg c
384 Spence Mrs. 1). Y., Brisbane .4
385 Spence Percy, Brisbane c
386 Spence T., Townsville c
387 Spencer  ---,  Esk c
388 Spencer Arthur L .,  Brisbane c
389 Spencer Mrs. G., Bowen Hill., s
390 Spencer H. J., Monkland c
391 Spencer Miss Kate ,  South Brisbane o c
392 Spickett A. C., Bundaberg s
393 Spiers John ,  Monkland c
394 Spillane John, Charters Towers c (2)
395 Spink J., South Brisbane c
396 Spinks William,  Maroon  Station c
397 Spong Rowan ,  Daandine t (2)
398 Spooner Mrs. H .,  Bundaberg c
399 Sporle W., Norman Creek c
400 Sprenger H., Valley, c
401 Sprigg A. P., Brisbane  in
402 Spriggs E., Cairns c
403 Spring Mrs., South Brisbane c
404 Spring Miss E., Stanley street c
405 Springall  -,  West End c
406 Springer  -,  Valley c
407 Squires Miss Annie, Charters Towers
uk
408 Squires James ,  Brisbane'u k
409 Sriberg C., Brisbane f
410 Stable G. R., Ravenswood u k
411 Stacey E. C., Peak Downs c
412 Stacey Robert, Townsville c
413 Stacey William, Georgetown c
414 Stack  -,  Wallaroo c
415 Stack Michael, Ripple Creek u k
416 Stacy John, Charters Towers c
417 Stafford Constable, Petrie terrace c
418 Stafford John H .,  Brisbane u k
419 Stafford Joseph ,  Spring Hill c
420 Stafford William ,  Brisbane c
421 Stallard E., Ipswich f
422 Stallard W. H., Maryborough u k
423 Stan field G., Brisbane c
424 Stanlq-, Bowen Hills c
425 Stanley C., Brisbane u k
426 Stanley 1L Mackay c
427 Stansfield L. ' allon ,  Brisbane u k
428 Stapleton Charles W., Ingham o c
429 Starcke Alfred, Townsville c
430 Starkey Mrs., Spring Hill c
431 Stayt J., Bowen c
432 St .  Clair  -,  Charters Towers c
433 St .  Clare Jack ,  Gyinpie c
434 Steed J., Cawarral c
435 Steele  -,  Eton c
436 Steele Joseph Bourne ,  Brisbane in
437 Steer Mrs. E., Bundaberg c
438 Steer W., Charters Towers c
439 Stein Mrs. Mary J .,  Brisbane o c
440 Steinheuer C., Eidsvold c
441 Stenthall  -,  Brisbane  in
442 Stephens Mrs., Bowen c
443 Stephens Henry, Townsville c
444 Stephenson Mrs., Spring Hill c
445 Stephenson  Mn,.,  Valley c
446 Stephenson A. C.,  Ipswich c
417 Stephenson B. R., West End c
448 Stephenson John ,  West End c
449 Stephenson Mrs. Win. ,  Bundaberg c
450 Sterling Mrs. Croydon c
451 Stevens  -,  Walkerston c
452 Stevens Anthony, Maryborough u k
453 Stevens Messrs  J.  and Co., Wickham
street c
454 Stevens James  Pryor, Bluff u k
455 Stevenson Mrs., Warwick u k and f (2)
456 Stevenson Mrs. Alex .,  Maryborough c
457 Stevenson George, Mount Spurgeon c
458 Stevenson John, Morven c
459 Stevenson W., Mackay c
460 'Steward William ,  Rockhampton c
461 Steward W., Brisbane u k
462 Stewart Mrs., South Brisbane c
403 Stewart Capt .  A. N., Rockhampton m
464 Stewart  George, Nanango 0
465 Stewart H. M. Lynn , Noondoo
46(; Stewart John, lii rsbane c
167 Stewart John ,  h )-tsbetne n z
468 Stewart John 11., Vulture street c
Stewart J., Charters Towers c (2)
Stewart J., South Brisbane c
Stewart L., Brisbane c
Stewart  Mrs. Mary A.,  Goondiwindi c
Stewart Robert ,  Townsville c
Stewart William ,  Brisbane e t (2)
Steuart  William, U'craldton a k
Stewart  W., Emu Vale c
Stibbs Miss  Alice,  Maryborough o c
Stickland C., Cardwell u k
Stillman Miss Alice, Townsville o c
Stirnpson Fred., Rockhampton u k
Stock A., Indooroopilly c
Stocker  J. G. F., Kangaroo Point c
Stoddart E .,  Bundaberg c
Stokes Miss, Brisbane in
Stokes Richard, Brisbane n z
Stone D., St. George 's Bridge u k
Stone Mrs. Henriette ,  Augathella c
Stone James ,  Gympie c
Stone Miss Julia, Brisbane s
Stone Thomas ,  Rockhampton c
Stoot  William, South Brisbane c
Storey John Thomas ,  Brisbane c
Stork G. ,  Laidley u k
Stout George ,  Townsville c
Stowe Robert, Arcturus Downs c
Straarup J., Bundaberg c
Strachan Capt . John, Thursday  Island s
Strachan J., Thursday Island o c
Strahan  M rs., Boundary street c
Stranrann  Witt., South Brisbane c
Strathmore Miss Daisy, Brisbane c
Straughan John ,  Caxton street c
Streat J., Eidsvold s
Street William ,  Lutwyche u k
Strichnot F., Charters Towers'c (2)
Stringfield Miss ,  Bowen c
Stroud G., Townsville c
Strout -, Gregory terrace c
Stuaggs George, Queenton s
Stuart A .,  Tewantin c
Stuart A .  B., Roma street c
Stuart W .,  Croydon c
Stump H., South Brisbane°c
Sture F. H., Brisbane c (2)
Suett Samuel, Eidsvold e
Su-den  L., Killarney c
Suil Frederick ,  Millbong c
Sullivan Mrs . Honorah, Bares C
Sullivan jT . 0.,  Brisbane c (2)
Sullivan Miss ,  Rockhampton 6
Sullivan Edward, Ipswich roaife
Sullivan Hettie, Oxley o
Sullivan Miss Honorah and Timothy,
Brisbane u k
Sullivan Jedra, South Brisbane s
Sullivan Jeremiah ,  Brisbane o c (3)
Sullivan Jeremiah ,  West End c
Sullivan John ,  Rockhampton o
Sullivan J. G., Charters Towers c
Sullivan J .  L., Limestone c
Sullivan Miss Minnie ,  Petrie terrace c
Sullivan M., Charters Towers c
Sullivan  Mrs. Mortimer,  Charters
Towers c
Sullivan T .,  Stanwell c
Summerfield J., Charters Towers s
Summers Henry, Morinish a k
Sumner J. W. B., Brisbane c
Sumner R., Brisbane  in
Sunderland  -,  Red Hill c
Sutcliffe W., Alpha c
Suter Miss ,  Bundaberg c (2)
Sutcliffe W. T., Bogantungan c
Sutton Mrs., Cairn s c
Sutton A .,  Morven c
Sutton F. M., Wharf street c
Sutton George, Beechal c
Sutton Samuel, Bundaberg u k (2)
Svenson S., South Brisbane c
Svensson A., Yengarie s
Swain Mrs. J. W., Brisbane s
Swan William, Normanton o (2)
Swanson airs. Jacob, Brisbane u k
Sweeney Con. W.. Rockhampton c
Sweeney Denis ,  Hernrnant c
Sweeney Messrs. E. C., Townsville in
Sweeney James, Croydon u k
Sweeney John ,  Townsville o c
Sweeney Patrick ,  Eidsvold c (2)
Sweetman William ,  Kilkivan c
Swerton P., Brendon c
Swindells John ,  Cooktown o c
Swindley William ,  Strathvale c
Swinfen A., Brisbane u k
Sykes Comber ,  Mount Morgan c
Symons George, Charters Towers u k
T.
1 TA :LMAN .John, Laidley c
2 Taffe John, One-mile Creek o c
3 Tafit J. C., Cotfez Palace,  Brisbane s 2,1
4 Tang W., Cunnarnulla c (2)
5 Taiuish P., Charters  Towers c (2)
6 Tait ()'r. E,, Southport c
7 Talty Mrs. J., Cahoolture c
8 Tannett Mrs. J., Bowen Hill, s
9 Taplin Geo., Petrie terrace c
10 Taplin G., Soudan Estate c
11 Tarbeck .James , Kynuna c
12 Tarney Mrs., Rockhampton s
13 Taylor Mrs., Paddington c
14 Taylor C. (schooner " Jenny Scott "),
Cooktown c
15 Taylor Edward, Charters Towers c
16 Taylor F. W., Blackall Range c (2)
17 Taylor H. W., Brisbane c
18 Taylor James, P.O. South Brisbane s
19 Taylor James, P.O. Cooktown e t
20 Taylor.T., Welltown n k
21 TaylorJ., Weary Bay Sugar Plantation,
Bloomfield River c
22 Taylor J., Bunya c
23 Taylor J., Monkland c
24  Taylor  Miss  M. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
25 Taylor Ralph, Brisbane c
26 Taylor It., Mackay c
27 Taylor R. F., Betts Creek c
28 Taylor Walter, Tabletop c (2)
21) Taylor William, Charters Towers u k
30 Taylor William, Maryborough c
31 Taylor William, Toowoomba c (2)
32 Taylor William, Torbanlea c
33 Taylor W., Valley c (2)
34 Taylor W. (A. K. C.), State School,
Southport c
35 Taylor W. (A. K. C.), State School,
Highfield u k
36 Taylor W. T., Charters Towers c
37 Tebbatt E. J., Powlathanga Station c
38 Tebbitt Mrs., Petrie terrace c
39 Tebis S., Croydon c
40 Teece Frank, Mansfield Downs c
41 Telford John, Gympie u k
42 Telfor William, Port Douglas o c
43 Tempe August and  Miss  Caroline, P.O.
Brisbane o c
44 Tennison Thomas, Gympie c
45 Terkelsen Y. C., P.O. Isisford c
46 Terrick -, Walkerston c
47 Terrys J., Rockhampton u k
48 Thart Joseph, Neemee Station s
49 Theil  Miss  Margrethe, P.O. Brisbane f
50 Thepen William, Mackay o c
51 Thom Douglas, P.O. Rockhampton c
52 Thom Thomas, Cairns c
53 Thomas  Miss , Rockhampton c
54 Thomas  Miss, Cooktown s55 Thomas D., Rockhampton c
56 Thomas  Evan R., Queenton u k
57 Thomas E., Charters Towers c
58 Thomas Mrs. E., P.O. South Brisbane s
59 Thomas  E. M., Clifton c
60 Thomas  George X., P.O. Brisbane u k
61 Thomas George, Townsville c
62 Thomas George,  P.U. Townsville e t
63 Thomas Hanrybale ,  Gympie c
64 Thomas Henry, Rosalie c
65 Thomas Henry ,  Coorparoo c
66 Thomas John, P.O. Brisbane u k
67 Thomas  John ,  P.O. Brisbane u k
68 Thomas J., Rosalie c
69 Thomas J., Toowoomba c
70 Thomas J. F., Normanton c
71 Thomas Ludwig, Eidsvold c
72 Thomas  L. C., P.O . Brisbane o c
73 Thomas Miss S.  (care of I. H .  Dowling),
Rockhampton u k
74 Thomas Thomas  D., Croydon o c
75 Thomas  W., Lands Office,  Brisbane c
76 Thomas W., Charters Towers c
77 Thomas  W. E., Milton c
78 Thomas  W. J. K., P. O. Brisbane  in
79 Thomasson W. S. (travelling cattle),
Hughenden c
80 Thome Frank ,  Spring Hill c
81  Thompson F., (s.s. " Merkara "),  South
Brisbane c
82 Thompson  -, Gregory terrace c
83 Thompson -, Rockhampton c
84 Thompson -, 95 Wickham  terrace c
85 Thompson -, McGrath's Crossing
oc
86 Thompson Mrs., Red Hill c
87 Thompson Mrs., Sandgate c
88 Thompson Mrs., Brisbane o
89 Thompson Annie, Coorparoo c
90 Thompson Miss Annie E., Rockhamp-
ton c
91 Thompson A., Beaconsfield c
92 Thompson B., Maryborough o c
93 Thompson C., Mackay c
94 Thompson E. D. W., P. 0. Cooktown o c
95 Thompson F., Cooper's Plains road c
96 Thompson George, Rockhampton s
97 Thompson George, P.O. Brisbane c
98 Thompson G., Mount Albion in
99 Thompson G., Charters Towers c
100 Thompson H., Springsure c
101 Thompson James, P.U. Kamerunga u k
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102 Thompson James, Charters Towers c
103 Thompson James, Ipswich road c
101 Thompson John, Pine Creek u k (3)
105 Thompson.T., Croydon c
106 Thompson J., South Brisbane c
107 Thompson J. B., Bloomfield c
108 Thompson.J. L., Charters Towers c
109 Thompson J. W., Annevale Station in
110 Thompson Thomas, Golden Valley e t
111 Thompson T., Triangle c
112 Thompson Walter,
Croydon e113 Thompson W., P.O. Queenton c
114 Thompson W., Arcturus Downs c
115 Thompson W., Narine  Station s
116 Thompson W. R., Tabletop c
117 Thomsen S., Townsville c
118 Thomson F., Rocklea c
119 Thomson William, P.O. Warwick s
120 Thomson William, Townsville c
121 Thoren F., P.O. Gympie c (3)
122 Thorley Mrs., One-Mile c (2)
123 Thorrrr -, Adelaide street s
124 Thornton A., The Vines, Ipswich c
125 Thornton Mrs. C., One-mile Creek c
126 Thornton Edwin, Charters Towers o c
127 Thornton J. E., South Brisbane c
128 Thornton Robt., Killarney c
129 Thorogood Albert, Victoria  Planta-
tion u k
130  Thorogood D., Roma c
131 Threlkeld L. E., Kilkivan c
132 Thuburn D. (travelling), Canterbury c
133 Thurecht J., One-Mile c
134 Thurgar E. W.. Gin Gin c
135 Thurston T. R., Croydon c
137 Thyne A. S. (seedsman), P.O. Bris-
bane o c
138 Tibballs Miss K., P.O. Charters
Towers u k (2)
139 Tibbet -, Eton c
140 Tibbits Mrs. Sarah, Mount Gravatt o c
141 Tibbits W. H., P.O. Brisbane in
142 Tierney  Miss  Annie, Anne  street c
143 Tiffen Mrs. M. A., P.O. Brisbane s
144 Tilbury A. W., Kangaroo Point c
145 Tillam -, P.O. Charters Towers c
146 Tilney A., South Brisbane c
147 Timms George, P.O. Brisbane o c
148 Tinnamure -, Ravenswood c
149 Tinowey G., Croydon c
1.50 Tippett E. P., P.O.  Brisbane c
151 Tiverton C. (carpenter), Croydon c
152 Tobin Miss Mary, Eidstown u k
153 Toblond -, Hughenden c
154 Toby Michael, Gympie s (2)
155 Tolson  James, Hughenden c
156 Tolson Thomas,  Normanton c
157 Tomkins Capt.,  Breakfast Creek c
158 Tompkins  W., Enoggera terrace c
150 Tomsen  Hans  Jurgen, Maryborough f
160 Tong Mrs .  E., Brisbane c
161 Tonkin  Alfred Albion ojc
162 Toohey John, 'N xas s
163 Tooth S., Brisbane c
164 Toovey  Walter ,  Charters Towers c
165 Toppin  John ,  Russell street c
166 Tork  )ngton Richard ,  Gin Gin f and c
167 Torphy  Francis Jane, Thargomindah o
168 Toude W. J. F., Isisford c
169 Towers  John, Cooktown c
170 Towner  G. M., Gympie c
171 Townsend G., Toowong c
172 Townsend P. H., Brisbane o
173 Townson  J. E. W., Townsville o c
174  Toy J.,  senr., Brisbane c
175 Toyer-Mrs. W. P., Croydon in
17d Toyer W. T., Bundaberg c
177 Toyne John, Paddington c (2)
178 Tracey -, Adelaide  street c
179 Trahey John, Hughenden c
180 Tramache G., Charters Towers c
181 Tranter Mrs., Cairns c
182 Travers Miss May, Brisbane u k (2)
183 Treaner James, Boorara Station o
184 Treanor John J., Cunnamulla c and
s(2)
185 Trebley Charles, Cairns u k
186 Treenie Miss Mary Ellen, Brisbane c
187 Tregonning E. H., Charters Towers c
188 Treleving-, Rosalie c
189 Treloar B., Gympie c (2)
190 Trenery Wm. Thomas, Rockhampton
u k
191 Trenery W. T., Bundaberg o c
192 Trevetthan Mrs. Jane, Charters Towers
m
193 Trevaskis Joel, Queenton c
194 Treverton T. L., Black Jack c
195 Trevethan Alfred, Normanton c
196 Trevethan William, Tabletop c
197 Treweek Bamfield, Charters Towers c
198 Tribolet -, Bloomfield c
199 Trimrningbam -, Albion c
2i)0 Trimnell G. T., Mackay s
201 Tripney David, Hughenden c
[MARCH.
202 Tripp  James, Sandgate u k
203 Tritton George, Townsville o c
204 Trott  -, Meadowlands c
205 Trott H., Brisbane u k
206 Troy James ,  Grey street c
207 Troy Miss Kate, Charters  Towers f
208 Troy Miss K., Mount Morgan c
209  Troy  Michael, Brisbane s
210 Trueman Alex., Townsville u k
214 Truganni J., Monkland c
212 Trutles J., Cooktown c
213 Tucker  Albert , Queenton s
214 Tuillier L., Townsville s (2
215 Tully  Henry Edward ,
St.  eorge c
216 Tully John, Brisbane c
217 Tunts A., Gympie c (2)
218 Tuohey J., Maryborough c
219 Tuohey  N., Bulimba c
220 Turcati Giovanni, Ravenswood s
221 Turcati Giovanni ,  Mount Morgan f
222 Turk  Tom, Springsure u k (2)
223 Turley P., Charters Towers c
224 Turnbull A., Gympie c
225 Turner  -,  Bundaberg c
226 Turner  -,  Maryborough c
227 Turner Mrs., Stanley street c
228 Turner Mrs., Bunda berg c
229 Tu rn er C., Townsville o c
230 Turner E., Gympie road m
231 Turner Henry, Victoria  Mill u k (2)
232 Turner  Henry ,  Ingham o c (2)
233 Turner John Anthony ,  Manfred
Downs a
234 Turner J. C., Hughenden c
235 Turner Lewis, Maryborough f
236 Turner Thomas, Rockhampton c
237 Tu rn er William ,  Paddington c (2)
238 Tu rn er W .,  Thompson Estate c
239 Turner W. H., Brisbane c (2)
240 Tu rn er W. J., Boggo road c
241 Tutcli ff  Mrs., Townsville u k
242 Tutton A., Morven c
243 Twaddle Miss Mary ,  Charters Towers
oc
244 Twaddle Ralph ,  Charters Towers c
245 Twiss G. H., Spring Hill c
246 Twiss Jeremiah R., Blackall s
247 Tye T., Bundaberg u k
248 Tyne A. S., Brisbane o c
249 Tyrrell  Mrs. B., Spring Hi ll c
250 Tytberleigh F. J., Stanley  street c
U.
1 UHRZHerbert,  Carrandotta s
2 Umberson  -, Ipswich c
3 Underhill Geo., Hope street c
4 Underhill Geo., Surat c
5 Urquhart William ,  Howard c (2)
6 Usher T.,  Sandgate c
V.
1 VAGG Mrs.  Mary, P.O. Hughenden c
2 Vale  Miss  Alice,  Rockhampton c
3 Vale  W., Birdsville a
4 Vandenburg  E., Peel street, South
Brisbane c
3 Varney William ,  Goondi Estate,
Johnstone River u k
6 Varrie - ,  Valley c
7 Varrie J.  B., Paddington c (2)
8 Vary Andrew, Valley c
9 Vary J.  T., Thomson River o
10 Vaughan  -,  Spring Hill c
11 Vautin  Frank , Townsville c
12 Veal Thos .,  One-Mile c
13 Vedder  C., Charters Towers c
14 Veleegh E..  P.O. Townsville e t
15 Vendousyky A. H. S., P. O. Brisbane c
16 Vendousyky A. H. S., P.O. Rock-
hampton c
17 Verey Ruben, Gympie c
18 Verney Miss Grace,  P.O. Brisbane e t
19 -Vernon -,  Spring Hi ll c
20 Vernon Mrs. J .,  P.O. Brisbane c
21 Veron  R., Queen street s
22 Verstad J., Forest Grove c
23 Vespermann  Mrs., Rockhampton c
24 Vicengo Ferrara, Den ham  street , Towns-
ville o
25 Vickers J., Paddington c
26 Vidgen Mrs. A.  R., Kangaroo Point c
27 Vindt Mrs. B.,  Black River ,  Towns-
ville c
28 Vine William  Mount Morgan u k
29 Viner A.  J., Logan road c
30 Vivian George, P.O .  Townsvi lle u k
31 Voekes John,  Half-way House, Noosa
road c
32 Vogt B., Croydon m
33 Volker Charles, Bundaberg c
34 Von Snarski  Peter, Charleville f
35 Von  Snarski Peter ,  George street c (2)
M: IEL]
36 Von Taudriffe G., Nerang c
37 Vosper G. J., Mount Perry u k
38 Vowden James, Logan River o c
39 Vowden James, Pine Creek  in
W.
1 WABBER  E., Sandgate c
2 Wade R., Hawkwood c
3 Wade W., Ipswich road c
4 Wagner -,  Mackay c
5 Wagner John, P.O. Barcaldine o c
6 Waime Thomas, P.O. Brisbane o
7 Wakefield Miss M., Kangaroo Point c
8 Wakeham W., Rockhampton c
9 Walcott and Wright, Inglewood s
10 Waldren Mrs., South Brisbane c
11 Waldron Jno., Winton c
12 Walke It., Charters Towers c
13 Walker -, Alberton Ferry c
14 Walker --, Pioneer Estate c
15 Walker Charles, North Pine u k
16 Walker C. T., South Brisbane c
17 Walker G. H., Valley c
18 Walker Henry, Emu Vale c
19 Walker Henry J., Sandgate c
20 Walker H., Y.O. Brisbane e t
21 Walker H., Townsville c
22 Walker  H., Retro Station c
23 Walker J. G., Eidsvold c
24 Walker Minnie, Valley c
25 Walker Miss M., P.O. Brisbane u k (2)
26 Walker N. G., Bundaberg c (2)
27 Walker W .,  Barcaldine s (2)
28 Walker W. J., New Farm c
29 Wall Henry ,  Callinugal  Station u k, f,
and o (3)
30 Wall J.,,1letro Station c
31 Wall S. G., Rockhampton c
32 Wall Mrs. W., One-Mile, Gympie u k
33 Wallace Mrs., South Brisbane c
34 Wallace, Wallington , and Co., 2 Albert
Chambers in
35 Wallace Edmond, P.O. Brisbane f
36 Wallace Edmund, P.O. Brisbane o
37 Wallace E., Gympie c
38 Wallace F., Cloncurry c
39 Wallace James, Cairns c
40 Wallace James M., P.O. Kamerunga
uk
41 Wallace R. H., P.O. Geraldton u k
42 Wallace Vass, Mackay c
43 Wallace  Wm. J., Paddington u k
44 Wallberg Otto, Brisbane f
45 Wallen Dawson J. C., Rosberth
Station, Birdsville u k
46 Waller H., Humpybong c (2)
47 Wallis H., Charters Towers e t
48 Wallis H. J., Goondi Plantation,
Johnstone River u k
49 Walls Henry, P.O. Boulia c (2)
50 Walls John, P.O. Rockhampton u k
51 Walls T., Croydon c
52 Wallser William, Toowoomba c
53 Walmsley Mary J., P.O. South Bris.bane oc
54 Walne R., Strathpine c
55 Walsh --, Kynuna c
56 Walsh Andrew, Esk c
57 Walsh A., Esk c
58 Walsh B., Gympie c
59 Walsh Christopher, Mount Margaret c
60 Walsh D., Johnstone River c
61 Walsh Miss Ellen, Y.O. Bundaberg c
62 Walsh Mrs. Emily, Milton o c
63 Walsh J., 16-mile Camp,  Mungar c
64 Walsh John, P.O. Rockhampton c
65 Walsh John J., Eidsvold c
66 Walsh John L., P.O. Brisbane c
67 Walsh J., Lower Dawson road, Rock-
hampton c
68 Walsh J., P.O. Toowoomba c
69 Walsh Michael, P.O. Geraldton o
70 Walsh Al., Walkerston c (2)
71 Walsh Peter, Townsville c
72 Walsh P. J., Charters Towers f
73 Walsh R., Bullamon Station s
74 Walsh S., Thurulgonia  Station s
75 Walsh  Thomas, 16-mile Camp, Mun-
gar c (2)
76 Walsh Western (s.s. "Bulimba"),Thurs-
day Island e t
77 Walsh  William J., Mount Cook Brewery c
78 Walsh W.J., Mount Cook Brewery c (2)
79 Walsh W., Kynuna c
80 Walshaw  T. M., Shafton road c
81 Walter Nikolaus, P.O. Cairns m
82 Walters  --,  Toowoomba c
83 Walters Henry, Fairlie  Station o
84 Walters  Joe, P.O. Croydon s
85 Walters  J., P.O. Croydon  s and c (2)
86 Walters  0.,  Brisbane c (2)
87 Walters W., Blackstone c
88 Walters  W., P.O. Toowoombae t
89 Wamell Mrs., Brisbane c
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90 Wand James, P.O .  Brisbane o
91 Wandford John, P.O. Mackay u k
92 Wapshott Frederick ,  Kamerunga o c
93 Warburton J., North Bundaberg c
94 Ward -, Weelamurra c
95 Ward Mrs. P.O. Maryborough c
96 Ward A., O. Mackay c
97 Ward C. H., Ipswich c
98 Ward E .,  Brisbane o
99 Ward Miss Flo., South Brisbane s
100 Ward Joseph, Woollongabba c
101 Ward Joseph, P.O. Cooktown n k
102 Ward M., Mackay s
103 Ward R., Woollonabba c
104 Ward Mrs. Sarah, Zeunsa Station f
105 Ward S., Woollongabba o c
106 Ward Mrs. S., Boggo c
107 Ward William, Weelamurra c
108 Ward W., Southport o
109 Warde R. A., Brisbane c
110 Warden A., Southport c
111 Warnb Miss Kate, Chinchilla c
112 Warner --, Charters Towers c
113 Warner Mrs., Valley s
114 Warner Mrs. A., Brisbane c
115 Warner John, Toowoomba c
116 Warner R., Carwilla Station, Farris
Creek a
117 Warrell Mrs. Mary Jane, P.O. Bris-
bane o c
118 Warren A. E., Eagle street c
119 Warren Edward, One-Mile, Gympie u k
120 Warren E., Paddington c
121 Warren Miss Mary, Townsville c
122 Warren R. A., P.O. Brisbane u k
123 Warren W., P.O. Eidsvold u k
124 Warrener Miss Ro,,a, Maryborough c
125 Washington -, Mackay c
126 Washington J., Townsville c
127 Wassell T., Kalkie, Bundaberg e t
128 Waters, Lean, and Ryder, Mount
Morgan c
129 Waters William John, P.O. Brisbane
uk
130 Watkins Henry, Rockhampton o
131 Watson Miss, Grand Hotel, Tewantin,
canduk(2)
132 Watson Miss, Maryborough c
133 Watson Alex., Isisford Station m
134 Watson Alfred, P.O. Brisbane s
135 Watson A., Maryborough c
136 Watson A., Cooktown s
137 Watson C. L., Ipswich c
138 Watson H. B., Elizabeth street c
139 Watson J. H., Maroochie o c
140 Watson Luke, Maryborough c
141 Watson  Al.  A., Anne street, Oval c
142 Watson Walter H., Bundaberg c
143 Watson William, Wickham  street c
144 Watson W., P.O. Thargomindah c
145 Watson W., Townsville c
146 Watson W., Valley c
147 Watter Mrs., Cooktown c
,148 Watters J., P.O. Mount Morgan s
149 Watts Mrs., Thorroldtown c
150 Watts Elijah, Kamerunga o c
151 Watts  Elijah , Bundaber u k
152 Watts George, South Brisbane u k
153 Waugh Mrs., Hill End c
154 Waugh J., Jane street, West End c
155 Waugh Robert, Beaufort Station o c
156 Wealch James, Normanton c
157 Weale D. A., CunnamulIa s
158 Webb  --,  Spring Hill c
159 Webb Mrs., Dingo c
160 Webb Miss, Dingo c
161 Webb G., Albion c
162 Webb James, Boggo c
163 Webb Martin, Lutwyche c
164 Webb It. J.. Cooktown m (3)
165 Webb W., Toowoomba c
166 Webber D., Roma street c
167 Webber Henry, Forest Grove o
168 Webber D., Isisford s
169 Weber  Marimus ,  162 Elizabeth  street,
Brisbane f (2)
170 Webster -, Brisbane c
171 Webster D., One-Mile, Gympie c
172 Webster H. H., Golden Valley c
173 Webster John R. (No. 314), Brisbane c
174 Webster Joseph, Soudan E state o c
175 Weden P. S., Townsville f
176 Weeden -, North Bundaberg c
177 Weedon J. F., Monkland c
178 Weeden S. H., Gympie c
179 Weekes William Henry ,  Tolman street,
The Point c
180 Wagner  -,  Ballow  street c
181 Weight  C., Spring Hill n z
182 Weinholdt Hans, Croydon c
183 Weir Mrs., Rockalee ,  Brisbane c
184 Weir John, Thargomindah s
185 Weir Joseph ,  Brisbane o
186 Weir I .,  Gym pie c
187 Weitemeyer  V. A., Bundaberg c
188 Weking  It.,  Imbil road c
189 Welch Alfred, Albion c
190 Welch Thomas,  Kamerunga o c
191 Weldon Mrs., Comley' s Hotel, Emu
Park c
192 Wellcox M., Stanthorpe s
193 Welldon  Prof . A., Imbil road c
194 Wellington Aaron A., Charters
Towers c
195 Wellington  T., Charters  Towers c
196 Wells Mrs. M., Petrie  terrace c
197 Wells R., Nebine Creek c
198 Welsh Miss Lizzie, P.O. Brisbane c
199 Wendle -, Blackwater c
200 Wendlound William, P.O . Brisbane
oc
201 Weslehurst James, Valley c
202 West -, Mackay c
203 West Miss Annie, Charters Towers c
204 West A., Charters Towers c
205 West David, Ravensbourne  Station,
Tambo s
206 West F., Gin Gin c
207 West J., Symes street c
208 West W. L., Brisbane c
209 Westburn Dr. W., Valley c
210 Westbury W., Charters Towers c
211 Western J. J., Normanton c
212 Westmore J. W. C., Warwick c
213 Weston Mrs., Rosalie c (2)
214 Weston A. J., Croydon c
215 Westrup I., Rockhampton c
216 Wetton A. T., Rockhampton c
217 Whale J., Rockhampton u k
218 Whalen C., Nerang Creek s
219 Whalen L., Pittsworth c
220 Whedahl Miss Jannie  (care of Mrs.
Rice), Mackay u k
221 Wheeler -, Ma borough c
222 Wheeler Edmund, P.O. Winton o
223 Wheeler P., Cairns c
224 Whelan Bros., P.U. Normanton c
225 Whelan Miss Ellen, Vulture  street c
226 Whelan Michael, Gilbert River c
227 Whelan P., Croydon c
228 Whitte James, Kamerunga c
229  White  Miss,  Charters Towers u k
230 White A. B., Geraldton c
231 White C., Nobby Siding c
232 White Miss C., West End c
233 White Dick, One-mile Cricket Ground,
Gymppie c
234 White D. D., Sedan Station c
235 White Frank, P.O. Townsville u k
236 White  Miss Hellie, Humpybong c
237 White H., Hughenden c
238 White James, P.O. Aramac u k
239 White John, Muckadilla c
240 White John, Helidon c
241 White John, Charters  Towers c
242 White John B., P.O. Brisbane o c
243 White Joseph, Bundaberg c
244 White J., P.O. Charters lowers u k
245 White J. Warren, Highbury, Mitchell
River m
246 White J. W., Bundaberg c
247 White  Miss  Mary,  South Brisbane u k
248 White  Miss  M., Valley c
249 White P., Mount Albion c
250 White, Roland, and Party, George-town oc
251 White  Miss Teresa, Spring Hill c
252 White T., P.O. South  Brisbane o
253 White V. (care of - Hislop),  Stanley
street s
254 White William, P.O. South  Brisbane
uk
255 White William, P. O. Waterworks
road c
256 White W., George street o
257 White W., Latrobe  terrace c
258 Whitehouse John, Georgetown c
259 Whitehouse Fred., P.O. Townsville u k
260 Whitefoord A. E., Leura Station a
261 Whitford William, Taroom c
262 Whiting Mrs., Spring Hill c
263 Whiting R. H., P.O.  Brisbane s
264 Whitlery W. T., Brisbane c
265 Whitley T., Spring Hill c
266 Whitmore T., Deep Creek, One-Mile,
Gympie c
267 Whitney C., Cloncurry c
268 Whittaker Mrs. Sarah A., P.O. Bris-
bane c
269 Whitten  W., Cooktown o
270 Whitten  W. G., Queen' s Hotel, Cler
mont c
271  Whitteron  Wm. (care of  B. Gill),
Mount  Pleasant ,  Gympie u k
272 Whitteron William,  Mount Pleasant,
Gympie u k (2)
273 Whittle Richard, South  Brisbane c
274 Whitty G., Brisbane c (2)
275 Whitty  Miss  Mabel,  Herbert River c
276 Whitty  R., Townsville u k (2)
277 Whybern  W. J., Brisbane c
278 Wickham  -,  Gladstone a
279 Wickham G., P.O. Allora c
280 Wickmann J., Pilot Station ,  St. Law-
rence c
281 Wierman P., Rockhampton c
282 Wiffen  F. E., Petrie  terrace c
283 Wight  P., Brisbane c
284 Wigley W. F., Charters  Towers f
285 Wilcox C., Vulture  street c
2S6 Wilden  S., Charters Towers s
27 Wildsoct W., Bedford Creek c2,-'8 Wiles G., Cairns  it k
289 Wiley  John , Glamorgan c
290 Wiley  J., Barcaldine c
291 Wilkes E., River Estate ,  Mackay c
292 Wilkie  -,  Customs ,  Queen street c
293 Wilkie  David, Breakfast Creek c
294 Wilkins,  Walsh, and Winterheld,
Kilkivan c
295 Wilkins Amy, Montague road o (2)
296 Wilkins F. W., East Brisbane c (2)
297 Wilkins J., Thylungra Station c
298 Wilkins W. B. (agent), P.U. Brisbane c
299 Wilkinson A., 24-mile Camp ,  Mungar
Line c
300 Wilkinson H., Burdekin c
301 Wilkinson J. H., Mount Pleasant c
302 Wilkinson J. W., Rockhampton c
303 Wilkinson Thos., Hughenden c
304 Wilkinson T. E., P.O .  Charters
Towers u k
305 Wilkson E., Townsville c
306 Willand  A., Howard c
307 Willey W. Swain, Ipswich c
308 Williams  -, Mackay  c
309 Williams  -,  Bundaberg c
310 Williams  -,  Spring Hill c (2)
311 Williams -, Lutwyche c
312 Williams Mrs., Toowoomba c
313 Williams Mrs., Milton c
314  Williams Mrs., Norman Park c
315 Williams Mrs., Toowoomba c
316 Williams Mrs. Annie ,  Woollongabba c
317 Wi ll iams Miss Annie  (care of Edwards
and Chapman) c
318 Williams A. M., Spring Hill c
319 Williams Benjamin, Queenton c
320 Williams Benjamin B., Herberton m
321 Williams D., Croy don c
322 Williams Evan, Gympie s
323 Williams E., Charters Towers c
324 Williams Frederick ,  Maryborough o
325 Williams F., Gympie c
326 Williams G., Kangaroo Point c
327 Williams Miss G., Hughenden c
328 Williams  Henry, James street c
329 Williams H., Charters Towers c
330 Williams James ,  Rockhampton c (3)
33t Williams James, Croydon c
332 Williams James, Springsure c
333 Williams James, Gympie c
334 Williams John, Queenton c and u k (2)
335 Williams John, Gympie c
336 Williams John ,  Barcaldine o
337 Williams John ,  Eidsvold c
338 Williams J., Mackay c
339 Williams J., Mount Shamrock c
340 Williams J., Gympie c
341 Williams J., Fortitude Valley c
342 Williams J., Redbank Plains c
343 Williams J., Nickavella o c
344 Williams J. C., Croydon c
345 Williams J. E., Croydon c (2)
346 Williams J. T., Charters Towers c
347 Williams J. W., Cooktown c
348 Williams L. L., Spring Hill a and m (2)
349 Williams M. A., Mount Cotton c
350 Williams S., Wetheron c
351 Williams S. Martha, Normanton c
352 Williams Thos .,  Mount Perry c
353 Williams Walter,  Lytton o c
354 Williams William, Woollongabba c
355 Williams William, Tintinchilla, Ada-
vale c
356 Williams W., Charters Towers c
357 Williams W., Mount Shamrock c
358 Williams W., Victoria Plantation,
Herbert River u k
359 Williams W., Bowen terrace u k (2)
360 Williams W. A. (schooner  "  Minnie
Young" ),  Rockhampton c
361 Williams W. C., Cairns c
362 Williams W. C., Cooktown c
363 Williams W. D., Normanton s
364 Williams W. G., Enoggera c
365 Williams  W. J., Quay  street c
366 Williamson Bros. ,  Maryborough  in
367 Williamson Chas .  S., P.O. Thargo-
mindah m
368 Williamson G., Mackay e
369 Williamson J., P.O. Adavale s
370 Williamson J. W., Stony Creek u k
371 Williamson Wm., P.O. Charters Towers
s (2)
372 Willis  -,  Mackay c
373 Willis Augustus J., Mackay u k
374 Willis A., Cunnamulla s
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375 Willis Mrs.  A., Maryborough c
376 Willis  E. B., Maryborough m
377 Willis E .  B., Koolonga ,  via  Gin Gin c
378 Willis Thos. W., P.O. Cairns c
379 Willmer L., Townsville f
380 Willmore Mrs., Sand ate c
381 Willocks Andrew , P.O.  Brisbane u k (2)
382 Willson George, Charters Towers f
383  Willy Henry, Sho ncli ffe, Sandgate c
384 Wilmington Sydney A., P.O. Bris.
bane o c
385 Wilson  -,  Sppring Hi ll  c (3)
386 Wilson -, Mackay c
387  Wilton --,  Ipswich road c
388 Wilson Mrs., Maryborough c
389 Wilson Mrs. (care of  -  Sheldon),
Burnett Heads c
390 Wilson Miss, Irvinebank c
391 Wilson Alex .,  Normanton c
392 Wilson Andrew, Beenleigh c
393 Wilson Benjamin ,  Townsville o c
394 Wilson C.,
South Brisbane c395 Wilson D., Mount Perry c
396 Wilson D., Eidsvold c
397 Wilson Mrs., Mount Perry c
398 Wilson Edward ,  Winton a
399 Wilson E., West End c
400 Wilson E., Caboolture c
401 Wilson E., South Brisbane c
402 Wilson Fred., P.O. Rockhampton c,in, and e t (3)
403 Wilson F., Isisford a
404 Wilson F. W., Rosewood c
405 Wilson James, Cairns o
406 Wilson James, Lntwvche c
407 Wilson James, Pine Creek c
408 Wilson John ,  Cleveland Bay c
409 Wilson John, Normanton o c
410 Wilson John, Cairn s c
411 Wilson John, South Brisbane c
412 Wilson John, Innisfail Plantation,
Geraldton u k
413 Wilson J., Maryborough a
414 Wilson J., P.O. Brisbane u k
415 Wilson  Mis.  J., P.O. Cairns c
416 Wilson M., Kangaroo Point c
417 Wilson Peter, P.O. Rockhampton u k
418 Wilson Miss Sarah ,  Hope street c
419 Wilson  Stephen, Oakey Creek c
420 Wilson S., Spring Hill c421 Wilson Thomas, P.O .  Rockhampton
oc
422 Wilson Thos .,  Pialba road c (2)
423 Wilson Rev. S. J., Port Douglas u k (2)
424 Wilson Wm., Woollongabba u k
425 Wilson W. S., Mary street ,  Brisbane c
426 Windabank E., Hamilton c
427 Winfield Thos., Wee Wee Jimbour c
428 Winn Geo. Jessie ,  Mount  ?Morgan c
429 Winne Pat., One-Mile c
430 Winslow  -  junr., Ipswich road c
431 Winters W. Beaconsfield c
432 Wirth F.,'l;oowoomba c
433 Wise J. M., Albion road c
434 Wisemen  -,  Bowen terrace c
435 Wisemen J. R., P.O .  Blacka ll  u k
436 Wismer Mrs. J .,  P.O. One-Mile c
437 Wismer Mrs. Mary ,  P.U. One-Mile e
438 Witecombe Miss M., Maryborough t
439 Withman Mrs. Nellie ,  Rockhampton c
440 Withworth Frances ,  Constance street a
441 Witten W., Wolfang Station c
442 Witton W., Rockhampton c
443 Wix J. W., Brisbane c
444 Wolicke Miss M. Z., Boggo road o
445 Wolf W., Torwood c
446 Wood Bros: Boyd, Brisbane c
447  Wood Alf. Frank, P.O .  Brisbane u k
448 Wood Alf. Frank, P.O. Brisbane u k
449 Wood G .,  Croydon s and f (2)
450 Wood G .  W., Croydon u k
451 Wood Harry  (ship "Annie Bow"),
Rockhampton f
452 Wood James ,  Red Hill ,  Gympie u k
453 Wood James, P.O. Brisbane s
454 Wood John, One-Mile , Gympie c
455 Wood J.  Flo y  s, Brisbane c
456 Wood Miss Louise, Brisbane c
457 Wood Miss Mary, P.O. Brisbane o c
458 Wood Thomas S., One-Mile, Gympie c
459 Wood T .  P., Hughenden c
460 Wood Walter  (engineer), Cumberland
oc
461 Wood W. G., Rockhampton  o -c
462 Woodham  -,  Brisbane c
463 Woodhouse  -,  Bulimba c
464 Woodruffe  -,  Charters Towers c
465 Woods  - (care of Mrs. Vansie),
Charlotte street s
466 Woods A. S., Woodford c
467 Woods E., Stanley Wharf ,  Stanley
street s
468 Woods Geo., Cairns o c
469 Woods Geo., P .O. Rockhampton o c (3)
470 Woods Geo. A., Rockhampton o c
471 Woods G., Cooktown c
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472 Woods G., Gympie c
473 Woods Isabella ,  Rockhampton c
474 Woods John, Morven c
475 Woods William, Rosewood s
476 Woods W. H., Bundaberg c
477 Woodward Isaac, South Brisbane c
478 Woodward  J., Kangaroo Poinit c
479 Woodyear Wi ll iam (Circus), Brisbane c
480 Woolcu ck -, West End c (2)
481 Woolcock  Mrs., Tent Hill ,  Gatton c
482 Woolcock  G., Eidsvold o
483 Woolcock T. J., Charters Towers c
484 Woolf David,  Caboolture c
485 Woolfit  J., Gympie c
486 Wool"gar C. J., Warwick c
487 Wooll'aston  T. A., P.O.  Brisbane e t
488  Woolley  John,  Beaufort u k
489 Woosley Miss Frances E., Turbot street
oc
490 Wootten B., Rockhampton c
491 Worley and Whitehead ,  Drill Shed,
Dalby c
492 Wormington Mrs. H .,  Charlevi lle c (2)
493 Worra ll Mrs. A., P.O. Brisbane a
494 Worth  -,  Alberton Ferry c
495 Worth  -,  Gowrie road,  T oowoomba
c
496 Worth F., Glamorgan Vale c
497 W ragge  -,  P.O. Brisbane c
498 Wrathall Lupton  W ., P.O. Jundah m
499 Wreford W., Barron River c
500 Wren F .  M., Sandgate c
501 Wren George ,  Charters Towers c
502 Wright  -,  River View terrace,
Montague road c
503 Wright  -,  Townsville c
504 Wright  -,  Fassifern c
505 Wright  -,  Mount Perry c
506 Wright  -,  Ipswich road c
507 Wright Mrs., South Brisbane c
508 Wright Mrs., Rockhampton c
509 Wright Miss Stanley street c
510 Wright A., dladstone road e
.511  Wright A., Hope street c
512 Wright A. E. (s.s. "Taroba  "), Bris-bane uk
513 Wright Edward ,  Mackay c
514 Wright G. W., Mount Perry c
515 Wright James, Bundaberg c
516 Wright James, Mackay c
517 Wright M. Rosalie c
518 Wright  Mrs.  M., P.O. Rock-
hampton u k
519 Wright Dr. Robert ,  Adavale a (3)
520 Wright Thos .,  Fassifern c (3)
521 Wright  William, Kilkivan c
522 Wright  W. J., P.O.  Cai rn s u k
523 Wyatt Miss Sarah, P.O. Croydon c
524 Wyman J., Ipswich c
525 Wynne R., South Brisbane c
S.
1 XFSE Peter (care of E. Lezele),
Norton ,  via  Gladstone c
Y.
1 YATES Mrs., P.O. Townsville c
2 Yates James Townsville c
3 Yeager W. ., South Brisbane c
4 Yeo G., Woollongabba c
5 Young -, P.O. Rockhampton u k
6 Young - (care of Brisbane Parcel
Company), Edward street c
7 Young -,  Sand ate c
8 Young-, Port Douglas c9 Young Adam Alfred  0.,  Mount
Pleasant c
10 Young Alfred R., Kalamia Plantation,
Lower Burdekin a
12 Young Charles, P.O, Brisbane u k
13 Young Charles J., P.O. Blackall c (2)
14 Young E. W., Rockhampton s
15 Young G., South Brisbane o
16 Young G., Cooktown c
17 Young James, Richmond Downs,
Flinders River s
18 Young James T., P.O. Brisbane a
19 Young Jessie, P.O. Townsville o c
20 Young J., New Farm c
21 Young J., Rockhampton c
22 Young J. G., West End c
23 Young Miss M., Rawbelle c
24 Young N., Parliament House, Bris-
bane s
25 Young Samuel W., P.O. Brisbane u k
26 Young Miss Theresa, Y.O. Brisbane c
27 Young William, P.O. Gympie c
28 Young William, P.O. Brisbane o c (2)
29 Young W. L., Rockhampton c
30 Young W. R., Richmond,  vid  Hugh.
enden o
31 Younge Fred., P.O. Brisbane s
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Z. 63 Dabee Singh, South Brisbane c 134 Mrs. E., P.O., Brisbane s
64 Denis Hamy, Cairns o c 135 Nah Toom (S. S.I. ), Cairns o c
1 ZAMPATTI Guiseppe, Gympie c 65 Dillalah Coy. (care of A. W. Machie), 136 Newah -, Bundaberg o c
2 Zauns John, Caledonian Hill c Morven c 137 Never Despair Mill, Charters Towers c
3 Zellman Rev. E. H., Coomera s 66 East India Tea Coy., Brisbane c 138 No. 7 South Lady Mary G.M. Coy.,
4 Zemitat A., South Brisbane o 67 Edith, P.O. Townsville o Gympie c5 Zendler -, Herbert street c 68 Editor  Cunnamulla Express,  Cunna- 139 North Queensland Pyrites Co., Towns-
6 Zietnan F., Brisbane c mulla c ville c and s (2)
7 Zigerbine F., Mulgrave River c 69 Executors of C. Hutchinson, forest 140 Okato (Japanese girl), P.O. Brisbane a
8 Zillman Rev. J. H. L., Toowoomba c Grove c 141 On Lee, Jericho c (2)
9 Zillman R., P.O. Brisbane c 70 Executors late J. G. Threlkeld, Kil- 142 One Lee, Kamerunga c
10 Zuch E. A. E., Ipswich o c kivan c 143 On Sin Loong and Co., Winton c
11 Zurawski Michael, Churchill c 71 Executors late Gustave Wolf, Kilkivanc 144 Permanent, P.O. Sandgate c
72 Federal Carriage Company, Woollon- 145 Ping Lee, Charters Towers c
gabba c 146 Practical, P.O. Brisbane c
Initials &c. 73 Fin Forun, Cooktown c 147 Principal Girl's High School, Rock-,
74 Fire Brigade Board Richmond c hampton s
1 A. B., P.O. Brisbane c (7) 75 Gardener, Cricket street, Petrie ter- 148 Proprietor Bowden's Boarding House,
2 A. C. 1)., P.O. Brisbane c race c South Brisbane o c
3 A. J. D., P.O. Brisbane c 76 Gee Long, Barcaldine c 149 Proprietor  Herald,  Cooktown c
4 A. M. D. (Box 219), P.O. Brisbane c 77 Gee Len Chong, Charleville c (2) 150 Queensland Boarding Coy., Stewart
5 A. W., P.O. Brisbane c 78 Gin Sun, Eulbertie c Creek e
P.O. Brisbane c 79 Hanray Cassa, Maryborough c 151 Quong Foo, Hawkwood c6 B. D. ,
7 C. H., P.O. South Brisbane c 80 Harry Mallayoo, Pimpama Island c 152 Refrigerating Safe Coy., Queen street
8 E. B., P.O. Brisbane m 81 Head Teacher State School, Tipton,  c (2)
9 E. W., P.O. Brisbane c via  Dalby o c 153 Rockingham, P.O. Brisbane c
10 F. G. M., Gogango o 82 Hendrick Appoohamy, Gin Gin s 154 Sail Nahannah, Habana o c
11 G. P.  0.,  Queen street, c 83 H. Isaiah (S.S.I.), P.O. Brisbane c 155 Sam Keen, Charters Towers c (2)
12 H. E., P.O. Brisbane c 84 Hing Sue, Bundaberg c 156 Sam Mangana, Thursday Island c
13 H. v. K., P.O. Brisbane in 85 Holy Mondam (kanaka), Port Douglas 157 Sang Lough (near Joss House), Break-
14 J. C., Post Office Brisbane c oe fast Creek cI-) J. E. B. (Glasgow Hotel), corner 86 Hoo Sing, Adavale c 158 Secretary Drum and Fife Band, War-
Wharf and Adelaide c 87 Hung Loong, Rockhampton c wick c
16 J. X., P.U. Brisbane c 88 Isambo (S.S.I.), Mackay o c 159 Secretary Galawa G.M. Coy., Rock-
17 L. M., P.O. Gayndah c 89 Jack Coomera o c hampton c
18 M. o. M., P.O. Brisbane c 90 Jack Souad (S.S.I.), Blackall c 160 Secretary :No. 3. Mount Jones, Eids-
19 R. M., P.O. Brisbane c (2) 91 Jak Lifu, Cumberland o c vold o
20 R. S., P.O. Bundaberg c 92 Jemmie, South Cosnongin s 161 Secretary Q. W. B. L. P. S. Lodge No 1,
21 Afdooe Rahman, Croydon c 93 Jimmy Ah Way, Mackay c Brisbane o
22 Ah Boo, Westwood c 94 Jimmy Coon, Saltern Creek c 162 Secretary Royal Forester Court Hamp-
23 Ali Cario, Dalby o c 95' Jimmy Tarbox, Kynuna Station c ton, Valley c
24 Ah Chut, Bundaberg o c 96 John Hoon, Charters Towers c 163 Sin Shin Ling, Barcaldine c
25  Ali Dow, Forest Grove c 97 John Sing, Charters Towers e 164 Sing Kuin Lee, Ann street, Valley c
26  Ali Foy,  Maytown c 98 John Sue, Bowen c 165 Soap  -,  P.O. Brisbane c (3)
27  Ali Keet, Bundaberg c 99 Jonney Apii (S.S.I.), P.O. Townsville c 166 Sungerman Bundaberg c
S N Bundaber100 Johnnie A u (S I ) c28 Ah Ki Wi hd Brisbane c and167 Sun Toon Wan P O, . .g. .p . . ,,ora ong, n
29 Ali Lane (care of -- Watson), Walkers- 101 Joseph Tanna, Maryborough c o  c A5)
ton c 102 Kam Foo, Barcoo c 168 Tee Kong, Roma c
Loi, Gympie c 169 Temperance, P.O. Brisbane c (2)30  Ali  Lye, Burdekin e 103 Keeny
31  Ali  Mee, Chinatown s 104 Key Young, Albert street c (2) 170 Thame Ah Him, P.O. Cairns o
32  Ali  On, Dalrymple road c 105 Kie On, Charleville c 171 Tim Eramango (seaman), Thursday
33  Ali  Pong, Gracemere c 106 Lance Tanna Maticrow, Antigua e t Island o c
34  Ali  Sew, Gympie a (2) 107 Lanfor (S. S.I. ), Mackay o c 172 Tinerong, Port Douglas o c
35 Ah Sue, Tambo o c 108 Lee Hop, Rockhampton c 173 Tommy Ah Quea, Emerald c
36 Ali Sue, Bundaberg c (2) 109 Lee Kee, Port Mackay s 174 Tommy  Ali  Sue, Dalby c
37  Ali Suey, Two-Mile, Cooktown c 110 Lee Sam, Bundaberg o c 175 Tomol (S.S.L), Mackay o c
38  Ali  Tooh, Enoggera c 111 Lee Tai, Bundaberg f and c (2) 176 Traveller, P.O. Brisbane c
39  Ali  Un, Morven c 112 Lee Tiy, Bundaberg c 177 Trustees Cabinet Makers Union, P.O
40 Ah Way, Emerald f 113 Lee Yan Brs. Messrs., Cooktown s Brisbane o c
41 Ah Yick, Charters Towers c 114 Li Lai, Bundaberg c 178 Trustees Protestant Hall, Cooktown o c
42 Ah Yoe Hawkwood e 115 Mabel, P.O. Charters Towers c 179 Trustee Yick Lee Insolvent Estate,
43 Albert Aarele (Malay), Cooktown o c 116 Mackie or Ma-heer (Tanna boys), Charters Towers c
44 Alick Thunder (S.S.I.), Port Douglas Four-Mile, Peri Mill, Mackay c 130 Uberis Hamy (care  of Carl Hesse),
117 Manager Brinda Station, Boulia c Bundaberg f
45 Alpha, P.O. Toowoomba c 118 Manager Buckingham Downs, Boulia c 181 Verd Appoo, Maryborough o c
46 Ap Nong, Cooktown c . 119 Manager Collaba Station, Bambo s 182 Won Son, Muttaburra c
47 Abdalla Maksour, Bersina f 120 Manager  Cunnamulla Express  183 War Ching, Adavale e
48 Billy Sandwich (care of - White), Compan, Cunnamulla o 184 War Gee, Adavale s
Maryborough, c 121 Manager Eastern G.M. Coy., Gympie c 185  Way  Shung Loong, Brisbane s
49 Blower (S.S.1.), Maryborough o c 122 Manager Eton Vale, Boulia c 186 Weeves and Wekkare (Laconi men),
50 Boo Kee, Westwood c 123 Manager North Queensland Pyrites Johnstone River c
51 Box, P.O. Brisbane c Coy., Townsville s 187 Willi  Ali  Sam Mrs., Dee River c
52 Box 38, P.O. Brisbane e t 124 Manager No. 2 South Great Eastern 188 Winey Pony, Cooktown c
53 Bumbar Hassam, Maryborough o c G.M. Coy., Gympie c 189 Wong Sa, Bundaberg a (2)
P.O. Sandgate c 125 Manager Victoria Foundry, Brisbane c 190 Woong Baham (S.S.I.), Port Douglas54 Cabinet ,
55 Carnarvon Cast G.M. Coy., Black- 126 Mandam (S.S.I.), Port Douglas o c 0 c
water c 127 Man Song, Alberton  q 191 Woong Chow, Roma s
56 Carrolis (Cingalese labourer), P.O. 128 Massini Luigi, Cairns o c 192 Waway and Lemon (Laconi Islanders),
Bundaberg o c 129 Melbourne, P.O. Brisbane c (2) Johnstone River c
67 Charlie Pie (Tanna S. S.I. ), Southport c 130 Membar Ali, Normanton o e 193 X65, P.O. Brisbane c
58 Charley Ah Hoy, Birdsville f 131 Miss Mary Anne C. (laundress), Post 194 You Sang, Stanley street c
59 Chou Chong, Muttaburra c Office Hotel, Brisbane 195 Yuin Yee Foot, Comet
60 Chun Kee, P.O. Bundaberg o c 132 Mohamed Hassan (Malayman), Bris-
61 Chow Lee, Cooktown t bane f
62 Crow's Nest Gold Mining Coy., Mount 133 Mr. or Mrs., No. 8 Denham street,
Morgan c Rockhampton u k
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government  House,  Brisbane, the tenth day
day of April, 1889.
PRESENT :
His Excellency The Administrator of the Govern-
ment  in Council.WHEREAS by  "Tice Crown Lands Acts,  1884to  1886," it is amongst other things enacted
that with respect to land which it is practicable to
divide into lots without  actual  survey, and to indicate
the position of such lots by means of maps or plans
and by reference to known or marked boundaries
or starting  points, the Governor in Council, on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, may at any
time suspend the operation of so  much of the forty-
third  section  of the Principal Act as requires the
land to be actually surveyed and marked on the
ground before  it is proclaimed  open for  selection,
and may  require the Surveyor -General to divide
the land into  lots and  to indicate the position of
such lots on proper  maps or plans :
And whereas it is practicable to divide the
land described in the Schedule hereto into lots
without actual survey, and to indicate the position
of such lots by means of  maps or  plans and by
reference  to known or marked boundaries or start-
ing points  : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, on the recommen-
dation of  the and Board and in pursuance and, deceased.exercise  of the authority vested in him by the said ,
Acts ,  doth order ,  and it is hereby ordered, that the For the  Secretary for Public Lands,operation of so much of the forty-third  section of  the WILLIAM PATTISON.
the said Principal Act as requires the land to be
actually surveyed and marked on the ground before
it is proclaimed open for selection be suspended with
respect to the land described in the said Schedule :
And the Surveyor-General is hereby required to
divide the said land into lots and to indicate the
position of such lots on proper maps or plans.
And the Honourable the Secretary for Public
Lands is to give the necessary directions herein
accordingly.
A. V. DEURY,
Clerk of the Council.
THB SCHEDULE.
The Crown  Lands in  the parish of Wooroolin, in
the Nanango Land Agent's District.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1889.
(j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
j ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PHILIP 11JACMAHON
to be Curator of Botanic Gardens, Brisbane, in the
room of Alexander Menzies Cowan, resigned.
This appointment to take effect from 23rd April,
1889.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane 26th April, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has, in pursuance of the provisions con-
tained in the Act 8 Wi ll iam  IV., No.  5, been
pleased to confirm the election of
LEWIS ADOLPHVS BERNAYS
as a Trustee of the Lands at the corner of Queen
street and North Quay ,  and in George ,  Elizabeth,
and William streets, in the parish of St .  John's, in
the  city  of Brisbane ,  granted in Trust for Church
of England purposes ,  in the room of Henry Buckley,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
CHARLES EDG}A8 ADAMS
as a Trustee of the Reserve for Cemetery in the
parish of Johnstone, established by Proclamation
dated 18th July, 1885.
For the Secretary for Public -Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
DIVISION OF ADAVALE.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the G ov-
1 ernment in Council having, in pursuance of
" The Divisional Boards Act  of 1887," directed
that the First Board for. the Division of Adavale
shall be elected in the manner prescribed by the
said Act, and having appointed Alfred Skinner to be
the Returning Officer to conduct such Election, His
Excellency now directs it to be notified for general
information that the following arrangements have
been made for the Election of Six Members and
Two Auditors for the said Division:-
Place ofNomination ...  Court House, Adavale.
Date of Nomination ...  13th May, 1889.
Close of Election.  ... 27th May, 1889.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
N O Candidate having been nominated at the
time appointed for holding an Election
to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of
0.  Ellwood as a Member for Subdivision No. 2
of the Tinaroo Division, His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has, in pursuance of the
provisions of  "The Divisional Boards Act of  1887,"
been pleased to appoint
GEORGE MIHR
to be a Member for Subdivision No. 2 of the said
Division.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department  of Mines  and Works,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1889.
CORRECTION.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  directs it to be notified that the
following  name  be substituted for that appearing
in  Government  Gazette  of 23rd ultimo as Auditor
for the Winton Division :-
COLIN WARDEOP,
instead of Charles Wardrop.
JOHN M. MACROSSAN.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1889.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-. ernment, withe advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the follow-ing promotions  and transfers of Teachers in the
service of the Department of Public Instruction,
viz.:-
JAMES HIGMAN BARKELL
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Ma Ma Creek;
JOHN MILLS
to be promoted to the position of Head Teacher of
the State School at Cometville ;
WALTER  RICHMOND
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the  State  School at Kalkie;
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH
to be transferred to the position of Head Teacher
of the State School at Glencoe ;
ANNIE HAEDGROVE
to be transferred to the position  of an  Assistant
Teacher in the State School  at Rosalie;
MARY ELIZABETH KELLY
to be transferred to the position of an Assistant
Teacher in the State School at Rosalie.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
I T is hereby notified that MessieursJames Donovan and
George Turnbullhave been appointed Members of Committee for
the State School at Bogantungan,  vice  R.K. Bell
and Peter McBride, who have left the District.
JOHN DONALDSON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St.  George, President
A. H. PALMER, of  the Legislative  Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the  Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
LN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the Lease of the
following Agricultural  Farm , under the said Act,
is declared forfeited :-
E.M.-- 4-4-899-U'.
h p
oa
'Ec o
zw
Name of Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P. I
395 Thomas  Kehoe ... ... I  664 0 0 1Ipswich.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the  year of  our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty -nine, and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Gov SAVR TAB QUERN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with section eighty-four of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I,
Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
declare that the Roads hereunder described shall
be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
88.25336-C.
DESCRIPTIONS.
Road, 1 chain wide, resumed from Selection 5680,
Ipswich District. (William John Rees.)
From the north- easternmost  corner of portion 231
westerly along and within part of the northern
boundary ; thence north-westerly to the northern
boundary ;-containing 4 acres 1 rood, partly taken
from a reservation of 4 acres for road purposes.
NoTE.-The Proclamation dated 28th Janua ry ,  1888. folio 265
(item 1), referring to another road  through portion  231, is hereby
cancelled.
E.M.-1.9-3-89-W'.
A resumption, of irregular width, from the south
boundary of Selection 1575, Mackay District
( rtion 1575, parish of Hamilton), for a deviation
of the road forming that boundary. (Michael
Walsh.) Containing  2 acres 25  perches.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,  By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
 Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  President of the Legislative
Administrator .  Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and is hereby opened as a Public Road.
89.10014--C. Sol. ---
E.M.-14.4.87-I9.
Booth OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD
 THROUGH SELECTION
 1500,
 BRISBANE DISTRICT ,  AND SELECTION  6183 ,  IPSWICH DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parishes
 of Undullah  and Dugandan , County of Ward.
Refer-
ence
No.
Description  of Road. No. ofPortion.
No. of
Selec-
tion.
I From the  reserved
 road through  portion 21 21 1600
southerly
 to Wallooman Creek
2 From  Wallooman Creek southerly to the re- 171 6183
served
 road th rough portion 171
Land Agent's
District. Parish. How Held. Reputed Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Brisbane
 ...  Undullah
 ...  Freehold  ... ...  Robert Young
Ipswich  ...  Dugandan  ...
 Freehold ...
Ohs. Ike.
196° 56' 7 16
ditto ... ... ...
 1960 56' 7 40
Breadth of
Road. Area.
Links .  A. X. P.
100 0 294
100 0 229
Remarks.
NOTE- This
 road is opened in lieu of the
 out end of the reserved road th rough portion 171,  advertised to be closed in the Government
 Gasette  of 24th April, 1886,  which is hereby closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
 Brisbane ,  this twenty-third day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and  in the fifty.
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
PROOL4MATION.
[L.s.]
A. H. PALMER,  By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, K night Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative Council
Administrator .  and Administrator of the Government  of the Colony  of Queensland and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in me vested ,  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid , by and  with the advice of the Executive Council,  do, by  this my Proclamation,
I notify anu declare that  the Roads described in the Book of Reference hereunder shall be and are hereby opened as Public Roads.
E.M.-24.10.88-V'.  Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROADS THROUGH SELECTIONS 587, 919 , AND 461, MACBAY  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS PUBLIC ROADS.
89-10015-C. Sol. County of
 Carlisle,  Parish of Hector.
Refer-
ence No. Description of Road.
No. of
Portion.
No. of Land Agent's Dis-
Selection .
 trict. How Held. Reputed Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
Chs.lks. Links A.  R. P.
1 From the north boundary of portion 687 south- 687 687 Mackay ... ... Freehold .., Edmund Ather - 1 E. Atherton ...  214° 0 '  45 0 100 18 0 33 46 acres 1 rood 9 perches reserved for
westerly to the south boundary ton 202°
 30' 90 0 road purposes.
209° 30' 26 0
198° 7' 21 59
2 West along and within the south boundary of por- 919 919 ditto  .,. ...
 Homestead ,
 C. A. Leppert ,..  C. Leppert  ...  270° 39 '  21 6 Irregular 6 1 17
tion 919 1876
 Act 270° 11' 39 18
3 From the east boundary of portion 919  north-westerly  919 919  ditto  ... ...
 ditto ... ditto
 ...  ditto  ...  324° 30 '  10 45 100 2 3 23
to the south-west corner of the reserve for 810°
 30' 18 60
wharfage purposes
4 From the east boundary of portion 461  westerly  to 461 461 ditto
 ... ...
 Freehold ... Wi ll iam Royal A.
 C. Warry  ...  280° 0 '  30 83 100 3 0 13
the western boundary Willis
Nora .- The roads  (items 2,  3, and 4) through portions 919 and 461 are opened in exchange for the origina lly reserved roads through and separating those portions which are hereby closed .
Given under my Hand
 and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty -nine,  and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE
 QUEEN! For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
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PROCLAMATIOI
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PdLMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vxsted under the provisions of  " TheCrown Lands Arts,  1884 to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALxER. the Administrator aforesaid,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto,
and situated in the undermentioned Land Agents' Districts, shall be open to selection, under.the provisions
of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the
advice aforesaid, declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said
Districts shall be as noted.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Pub lic Lands,
. WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-1O - 4-89. GOD  SAVE THE  QUEEN!
THE SCHEDULE.
Within Agricultural Areas.
No.
of
Lot.
Land Agent's
District.
Run
Resumption. Parish.
o°0
za
1 Gayndah Ideraway Jonday ... 2v
2 Nanango Taabinga Wooroolin ... 12v
3 Ditto ditto ditto ... 13v
4 Ditto ditto ditto ... 14v
5 Ditto ditto ditto ...  15v
6 Ditto ditto ditto ...  16v
7 Ditto ditto ditto ...  17v
8 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  18v
9 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  19v
10 Ditto  ditto  ditto ..  20v
11 Ditto  ditto ditto 21v
12 Ditto  ditto ditto 22v
13 Ditto  ditto ditto 23v
14 Ditto ditto  ditto 24v
15 Ditto  ditto  ditto 25v
16 Ditto  ditto ditto 26v
17 Ditto  ditto ditto 27v
18 Ditto ditto  ditto 28v
19 Ditto ditto ditto 29v
20 Ditto ditto ditto ...  30v
21 Ditto  ditto ditto 31v
22 Ditto  ditto  ditto 32v
23 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  33v
24 Ditto  ditto  ditto 34v
25 Ditto ditto ditto 35v
26 Ditto ditto  ditto 36v
27 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  37v
28 Ditto ditto ditto 38v
29 Ditto  ditto  ditto 39v
30 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  40v
31 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  41v
32 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  42v
33 Ditto ditto ditto ...  43v
34 Ditto  ditto  ditto ... 44v
35 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  45v
36 Ditto  ditto ditto ... 46v
37 Ditto ditto ditto ... 17v
38 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  48v
39 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  49v
40 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  50v
41 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  51v
42 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  52v
43 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  53v
44 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  54v
45 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  55v
46 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  56v
47 Ditto ditto ditto ...  57v
48 Ditto ditto ditto ... 58v
49 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  59v
50 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  60v
51 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  61v
52 Ditto ditto ditto ...  62v
53 Ditto  ditto ditto ...  63v
54 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  64v
55 Ditto ditto ditto ...  65v
56 Ditto ditto ditto ...  66v
57 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  67v
58 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  68v
59 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  69v
60 Ditto  ditto  ditto ...  70v
*61 Normanton Phillips ...  69
Area. Survey Fee.
ea
.
eo
mo
A a.
nor U
a,a
. a
Agricultural
Area.
£ d s d £ s AcresA.
146
B. P.
0 0
s.
6 18
.
0
. .
0 6
.
1 0)
.
1  1,280
104 2 0 5 5 0 0 9 110 5 320
78 1 0 412 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9  110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
159 3 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9  110 5  320
316 2 0 711 6 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 K  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 n 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5 320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0  9 110 5 320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 .N 5 320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 m 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 S 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 >0 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 S 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 w• 5  320
160
160
0 0 6 8
0 0 6 8
0
0
0 9 1 10
0 9 1 10
0 5  320
5
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 m 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 •« 5 320
320 0 0 7 12 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 e 5  320
3 020 0 0 712 0 0 9 110 5  320
320 0 0 7 12 0 0 9 1 10 ' 5  320
319 0 0 712 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
159 2 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
320 0 0 712 0 0 9 1 10 + 5  320
159 2 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 2 5  320
320 0 0 7 12 0 0 9 1 10
-
5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 X 5  320
320 0 0 7 12 0 0 9 110 5  320
320 0 0 7 12 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
168 0 0 6 10 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
168 0 0 6 10 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
159 2 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
175 0 0 6 11 6 0 9 1 10 5  320
123 0 0 5 14 0 0 9 1 10 5  320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5  320
123 0 0 5 14 0 0 9 1 10 5 320
284 0 0 7 8 0 0 9 110 5 320
158 6 80 0 0 9 110 5 320
160
0
0 0 6 8 0 0 9 1 10 5 320160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9  110 5 320
160 0 0 6 8 0 0 9 110 5 320
640 0 0 18 8 0 1 0 2 0) 1 1,280
*  NOTE.- Lot 61 comprises Forfeited Selection No. 69.
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PPOCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ,i.RTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Orde' of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
IN pursuance and execution of all, powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of
1 " The Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the
the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified
in the Schedule hereto ,  and situated  in the  Roma  Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved, and shall
be open to selection ,  under  the provisions of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third da of
June , 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that the maximum areas which
may be selected  by any  one person  in the said District shall be as follows, that is to say :-
In the  case of lands  within an Agricultural Area,  1,280 acres.
Provided  always  and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any  one  person within Agricultural Area No. 10 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation  of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 10 to be a District for
the purposes of the said Acts ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part  of the said Roma Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year  of our  Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for  Publc Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-10-4.89. GOD SAVE  THR QUEEN I
THE SCHEDULE.
THE ROMA LAND  AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 10.
Village Settlement.
No. of
Lot. Run Resumption. Parish.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
A. R. P. I £ e. d.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
s. d.Agricultural
Mount Abundance
Township  Farms adjoining  the Vil
Euthulla  89v
lage of Yingerbay.
80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 90v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 91v 70 2 0 518 6 0 6
Ditto ditto 92v 50 0 0 5 4 6 0 6
Ditto ditto 93v 65 0 0 5 15 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 94v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 95v 47 1 0 5 0 0 • 6
Ditto ditto 96v 51 3 0 5 4 6 0 6
Ditto  ditto 97v 45 0 0 5 0 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 98v 55 0 0 5 8 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 99v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 100v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 101v  80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 102v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditte ditto 103v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 104v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 105v  80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 106v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 107v 73 3 0 6 2 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 108v 77 2 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 109v 78 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 110v 79 1 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 111v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 112v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 113v  80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto 114v 58 2 0 5 11 6 0 6
Ditto  ditto 115v 64 2 0 5 15 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto ...  116v  78 2 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  Bungeworgorai  10v 80
0
0 0 6 6
0
.0 0
0 0
6
6Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto
... 11v 8
...  12v 79
0
0
6 6
0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  13v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  14v 71 0 0 5  38 6 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  15v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  16v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  17v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  18v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  19v 71 0 0 5 18 6 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  20v 77 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  21v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  22v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  23v 62 0 0 5 11 6 0 6
Ditto ditto 24v 66 1 0 515 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 25v 66 0 0 515 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 26v 50 3 0 5 4 6 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 27v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  28v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto 29v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  30V 58 0 0 5 11 6 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  31v 75 0 0 6 2 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  32v 47 1 0 5 0 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  32v 52 2 0 5 4 6 0 6
Ditto ditto ...  34v 65 2 0 5 15 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 35v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 36v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 37v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto  ditto ... 38v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 39v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ,.. 40v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
Ditto ditto ... 41v 80 0 0 6 6 0 0 6
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities  in me  vested under  the provisions of
" The Crown. Lands Arts,  1834  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER, the Administrator afore-
said , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land
Board ,  do, by  this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule
hereto, and situated in the Herberton Land Agent's District, are hereby reserved and shall be open to
selection , under  the provisions  of the said Acts, on and after MONDAY, the Third day of June,
1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice  aforesaid , declare that  the maximum areas which
may be  selected by any one  person in  the said District shall be  as follows , that is to say
In the case of lands within an Agricultural Area, 1,280 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the  maximum area  which may be selected
by any one person within Agricultural Area No. 4 in the said District shall be 320 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and
on the recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Agricultural Area No. 4 to be a
District for the purposes of the said Act; but so that fo£ administrative and other purposes it shall
nevertheless form part of the said Herberton Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- nine, and in  the fifty-
second  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
Parish.
E.M.--10 - 1-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 4.
Village Settlement.
No.
of
Lot.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
No. of
Portion. Area. Survey Fee.
I i A. R. P. 1 £  8. d.
Agricultural Township Farms adjoining the Village of Eacham.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
£ s. d.
1  East Barron 83v  40 0 0 1 9  16 0  0 0 6...2  Ditto ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... 84v 45 3 0 10 6 0  0 0 6
3  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 85v 39 3 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 86v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 65
Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 87v 33 3 0 9 1 6  0 0 6
6  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 88v  40 0 0 916 0  0 0 6
7  Ditto  ... ... ... ... ... ... 89v  40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
8  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 90v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
9  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 91v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
10  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 92v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
11  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 93v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
12  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 94v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
13  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 95V  40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
14  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 96v 40 0 0 9 16 0  0 0 6
15  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 97v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
16  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 98V  40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
17  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... 99v  40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
18  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 100v 30 1 0 8 11 6 0 0 6
19  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 101v 40 0 0 9 16 0 (' 0 6
20  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 102v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
21  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 103v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
22  Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 104v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
23  Ditto 105V  40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 624 ... ...Ditto ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... 106v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
25 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 107V  40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
26 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 108v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
27 Ditto ... ... ... ... ... ... 109v 40 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 6
28 Ditto ... .. ... ... ... ... 111)v 40 0 0_ 916 0 0 0 6
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  Knight Commander of the Most
[L.s.] Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St .  George, President  of the  Legislative
A.  11.  PALMER,  Council and Administrator of the Government of the  Colony of  Queensland and
Administrator ,  its Dependencies.
THERE AS  by an Order in Council made on the tenth day of April, 1889 ,  I did ,  by and with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  and on the recommendation of the Land Board, order
that the operation of so much of the forty -third section of  "The Crown Lands  Art of  1884" as
requires land to be actua lly surveyed and marked on the ground before it is proclaimed open for
selection  should be  suspended with respect to the  Country Land  described in the Schedule hereto,
and the Surveyor -General was, by the said Order in Council ,  required to divide the said land into lots
and to indicate the position of such lots on proper maps or plans  :  And whereas the Surveyor-General
has accordingly divided the said land into the lots specified in the said Schedule ,  and has indicated the
position thereof on proper maps or plans  :  Now, therefore ,  in pursuance and execution of all powers
and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  "  The  Crown Lands Acts,  1884  to  1$86 ,"  I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and declare
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that the said lands specified in the said Schedule hereto, being situated in the Nanango Land Agent's
District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on and after 12 ON DXY, the
Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, declare that the
maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be as follows, that is
to say:-In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 10,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected by
any one person within the limits of the lands hereunder described as within Grazing Area No. 4 in the
said District shall be 5,120 acres.
And for the purposes of this limitation, I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid, and on the
recommendation of the Land Board, further declare the said Grazing Area No. 4 to be a District
for the purposes of the said Act ; but so that for administrative and other purposes it shall nevertheless
form part of the said Nanango Land Agent's District.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-
second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
E.M.-10-4-89.
No.
of
Lot.
a
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
DESCRIPTION.
Grazing Area No. 4.
Portions 7v to 10. and 71v and 72v, parish of Wooroolin.
Parish.
THE SCHEDULE.
THE NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 4.
No.  Of Area. ProvisionalPortion. Survey Fee.
Annual
Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1 Wooroolin 3,780 0 0 22 10 0 0 0 2 Subject to the pay-
2 Ditto 9v 2,070 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 2 ment of the value
3 Ditto ... 71v 2,360 0 0 16 4 0 0 0 2 of improvements,
4 Ditto ... 72v 4,900 0 0 2210 0 0 0 2 if any.
I I
Lots 1 and 4 comprise Forfeited Grazing Farm No. 29.
Lots 2 and 3 comprise Forfeited Grazing Farm No. 34.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, Knight Commander of the Most
[L.S.] Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and execution of all powers and authorities in me vested under the provisions of  " The
Croon Lands Acts,  1884  to  1886," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Dalby Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Acts, on
and after MONDAY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with the advice aforesaid.
declare that the maximum areas which may be selected by any one person in the said District shall be
as follows, that is to say:-
In the case of lands not within a Agricultural A ea, 12,000 acres.
Provided always and I do hereby further declare that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person within the limits of the lands described as within Grazing Area No. 1, established by
Proclamation dated 29th May, 1888, in the said District, shall be 2,560 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine,, and in the fifty-
second year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.E. M.-10. 4-89. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
THE SCHEDULE.
THE DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Grazing Area No. 1.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Forfeited
Parish .  Selection  Area. Survey Fee.
and
Portion.
Annual Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Subject to the  payment of1 Maida Hill ... 1033 160 0 0 6 8 0 0 0 2
the value of improve-
ments, if any.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR.  HUNTER PALMER, Knight C(inmander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, President of the Legislative
A. H. PALMER, Council and Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queensland and
Administrator.  its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  and execution of all powers  and authorities  in me  vested under the  provisions of
" The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, and on the recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the Country Lands specified in the Schedule hereto, and situated
in the Goondiwindi  Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after MONDAY, the Third day of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with  the advice afore-
said ,  declare  that the  maximum area  which may be selected  by any  one person  in the said District
sha ll  be as fo llows , that is to say
In  the case of lands not within  an Agricultural Area, 20,000 acres.
Given under  my Hand and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one  thousand  eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fitty-second year of Her Majesty ' s reign. .
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
E.M.-10-4-89.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
THE SCHEDULE.
THE GOONDIWINDI  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
Not within an Agricultural Area.
No
of Parish.
Lot.
No. of
Cancelled No. of
Grazing Portion.
Farm.
Area.
Annual
Survey Fee. Rent
per Acre.
Value of
Improvements.
A. R. P.
1 Umbercollie 25 6v 10,837 0 0
PROCLAMATION.
Ay His  Excellent Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.s.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALM$s, of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the  Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencir-
N pursuance of section  twenty-two of  " The
I Crown Lands  Act Amendment  Act of  1886,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid ,  by and with the  advice of the
Executive Council ,  do, by this  my Proclamation,
notify and proclaim  that the  lands hereunder
described have been reserved for Agricultural
Township purposes.
E.)L-10- " .
DEscRIPTIONs.
THE HERBERTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR AGRICULTURAL TOWNSHIP
PURPOSES.
County  of Nares, parish of .East Barron.
Village of  Eacbam.
(Situated  at Lake Eacham ,  Barron Scrub.)
About  136 acres.
Commencing  on the shore of Lake Eacbam at a
point north -ea eterly  from the  east  corner of
portion  86v, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing  south-westerly thereto ; thence by a
line bearing  south to the north boundary of por-
tion 88v ; on the south by portions 88v, 89v, 90v,
91v, 92v , and 100v; on the  east  by portions 100v
and 93v ; on the north by a line bearing west from
the north -west corner  of portion 93v to Lake
Eacham  ;  and thence  by the lake southerly and
westerly  to the  point of commencement.
THE ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR AGRICULTURAL  Towi sHIP
PURPOSES.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Euthulla.
Village of Yingerbay.
About 216 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Bungeworgorai
Creek at the north- west  corner of portion 90v, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line bearing east to portion  91v ; on the east by
£ s. d. £ s. d.
24 16 0 0 0 1 Subject to the payment of
the value of improve-
ments, if any.
portions 91v, 92v, and 95v bearing north ; on the
north by portions 97v and 98v bearing west to
the south-west corner of the latter portion ; on the
north-west by a line bearing south-westerly to
Bungeworgorai Creek ; and on the west by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellent  Sir ARTRVE HUNTER  PALMER,
Knight  Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.a.] ehael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMSR,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that the unselected
portions on the resumed part of Lansdowne Run,
opened to Selection by Proclamations dated 7th
June and 1st September 1886, are hereby with-
drawn from Selection, and shall, on and after M ON-
DAY, the Third day of June, 1889, be re-opened
to Selection, at the same rental as mentioned in the
above Proclamations, the improvements to be
valued after selection, under the provisions of
section fourteen of  " The Crown Lands Act
Amendment Act of  1886."
E.H.-10-4.89.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE T=E QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael  and St. George, President
A. It PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance and execution of all powers and
authorities in me vested under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act  of 1884" and  "The
Crown Lands Act of  1884  Amendment Act of
1885," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, and on the recommen-
dation of the Land Board, do, by this my Procla-
mation, notify and declare, that the Country Lands
described hereunder, and situated in the Ipswich
Land Agent's District, shall be open to selection,
under the provisions of the said Acts, as unsurveyed
lands, on and after MON DAY, the Third day
of June, 1889: And I do hereby, by and with
the advice aforesaid, declare that the annual rent
and purchasing price at which said lands may be
selected shall be 6d. and £1 per acre respectively,
and that the maximum area which may be selected
by any one person in the said District shall be as
follows, that is to say:-In the case of lauds within a Agricultural A ea,
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty -second year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
E.M.-10-4-89.
DESCRIPTION.
THE IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Within Agricultural Area No. 1.
Parish of Fassifern.
About 160 acres.
The unsurveyed Crown lands within the follow-
ing boundaries,  viz.:-
Bounded on the north by portion 329 ; on the
east  by portions 314 and 287; on the south by por-
tion 336 ; and on the  west  by portion 347.
NoTE.-Subject to the payment of the value of improvements,
if any.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMEB,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.S.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested under  the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Art  of 1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator  a revaid , by and with
the advice of the Executive  Co* il, and  upon the
recommendation of the Land Bead, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and  declare  t hat the Maximum
Area allowed to be Selected by  any one person in
Grazing Area No. 2, in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District, shall be and is hereby  increased to 5,120
acres.
E.M.-10-4-89.
Given under  my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lora  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine ,  and in the
fifty- second year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATIO1.
By Iris Excellency Sir AIITIJUIn lluxT'•n t'ti NIFs
1i night Commander of the 111(-;t
Distinguished Order of St. -14i.
[L.R.] chael and St. George, President
i li. PALMED. of the Legislative Council and
.4(1in))!ishw toe. Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with the provisions
of section eighteen of  " The  Crown  Lands Act
Amendme -t Act  of 1886," I, Sir  ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Land Board, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and declare that  sections
nineteen and twenty of  " The Crown Lands Act
Amendment Act of  1886 shall be and are hereby
applied to all lands in the Nanango Land Agent s
District that have been open to selection for five
years, with respect to farms not exceeding 1,280
acres.
E.M.-10.4-89.
89.9618-L.B.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  TUE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR Hurry a PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
rn.e.] chael and St. George , President
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the  Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the power  in me vested ,,  and in
I accordance with the provisions of the forty-
second  section  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER  PALMER,  the Administra-
tor aforesaid, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  and on the  recommendation of
the Land Board, do, by this  my Proclamation , notify
and declare  that the unselected lots of  land, being
portions 1v to 4v, in the parish of  Maxwelton, in
the Gladstone Land Agent's District, opened to
selection  by Proclamation dated the 1st July, 1887,
shall be and  are hereby withdrawn  from selection.
E.M.-4-4 -89-T'.
89-8167-L.B.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine ,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUIrEER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi.
[L.e.] chael and St. George ,  President
A. H.  PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance of the power  in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER. the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the Reserve for Timber on
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the Main Road from  Brisbane  to Gympie, con-
taining 795  acres , established by Notice in the
Government  Gazette  dated 5th February, 1875, shall
be and  is hereby cancelled.
E.M.--4-4 -89-L'.
89-8363--S.G.
Given  under  my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALEna,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.S.] chael and St . George, President
A.. H.  PALMER, of the Legislative  Council and
A dminich%mlor.  Administrator  of the Government-
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power and authority in mevested, and in accordance with the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim thatb
Reserves  within the boundaries of the Munici-
pality of South  Brisbane  hitherto vested in the
Woolloongabba Divisional Board shall be and are
hereby placed under the control of the Municipal
Council of South  Brisbane.
E.M.-4-4 -89-J'.
89-7612--Mrs.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THIS  QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President,
A. H. PALMER, of the Legislative Council and
Admin istrator .  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section  145 of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the Taroom
Town  Reserve Extension  No. 2, in the District of
Leichhardt, containing 31-21 square  miles , estab-
lished by Proclamation dated 17th June, 1884,
shall be  and is  hereby placed under the control of
the Taroom  Divisional Board.
E.M.-4.4 -89-x'.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty -second  year of  Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the ,1I o' t
Distinguished  Order of St. Ili-
[L.s.] chael and St . George, Presidcnt
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative  Council and
Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ninety-five of  "The
Crown Lands Act  of 1884," I, Sir ARTHUR
HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described have been
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
E.M.-4-4 .89-W'.
THE BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  STATE SCHOOL  PURPOSES.
89-745--S.G
Biggera Creek.
.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow.
Area-10 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west one chain
and north ninety-five links from the south-west
corner of portion 29, and bounded thence on the
east  by a road bearing north ten chains ; on the
north by a line bearing west ten chains ; on the
west by a line bearing -south ten chains ; and on
the south by a line bearing  east  ten chains to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General' s office.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB STATE SCHOOL  PURPOSES.
Kilkivan.
89-8362-S.G.
County of Lennox, parish of Kilkivan.
Area- 3 acres  2 roods 37 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 187 degrees and
distant one chain fifty links from the south-east
corner of allotment 9 of section 2, and bounded
thence on the north by  Rose street  bearing 277
degrees  seven chains  forty-seven links ; on the west
by Station street bearing 187 degrees five chains ;
on the south by School street bearing 97 degrees
seven chains forty- seven  links ; and on the east by
Hester street bearing 7 degrees five chains to the
point of  commencement.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOB  WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
89-7628-P.O.B.
Policeman's Waterholes Tank.
(Resumed from Vindex No. 1 Upper Run.)
Area-900 acres.
Commencing on the road from Winton to
Muttaburra at a point about two chains seventy-
five links  west and about five chains five links
north of the north-west corner of the Policeman's
Waterholes Tank, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing north 30 degrees
east eleven chains ninety links ; thence on the
north-east by a line bearing north 120 degrees
east two miles  twenty chains ; thence on the south-
east by a line bearing north 210 degrees east fifty
chains ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north 300 degrees east two miles twenty chains ;
and thence again on the north-west by a line
bearing north 30 degrees east thirty-eight chains
ten links to the point of commencement.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
Hudson's Tank.
(Resumed from Oondooroo Run.)
Area  -305 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north 190
degrees east and distant about fourteen chains
forty links from the south-west corner of tank,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line
bearing north 301 degrees  19 minutes east  thirty-
one chains sixty- one and a-half links ; thence on
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the north-west by a line bearing north 36 degrees 32
minutes east thirty-eight chains twenty and a-half
links to a post; thence on the north by a line
bearing north 87 degrees 13 minutes east fifty-six
chains forty-nine links to a post ; thence on the
east by a line bearing north 175 degrees 16 minutes
east thirty-nine chains seventy-one and a-half links
to a post ; and thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 259 degrees 29 minutes east fifty-
six chains thirty-nine links to the point of com-
mencement.
THE SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  WATER SUPPLY  PURPOSES.
89-7998--S.G.
Emerald.
(For Bore.)
County of Denison, parish of Selma.
Area-3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing 200 degrees and
distant one chain and fifty links from the south-
east corner of section 14, and bounded thence on
the south-east by Retro street bearing 200 degrees
five chains ; on the south-west by a line bearing
345 degrees 30 minutes six chains seven links ;
and on the north-east by Yamala street bearing
110 degrees three chains forty-seven links to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine,  and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Grob SAVE THE QUEFN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and  St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
.Administrator .  Administrator  of the Government
of the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of section ten of  "The Crown
Lands Art of  1884," I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been reserved for
township purposes.
THE GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
Kynuna.
(On the Diamentina River at the upper crossing of
the track from Cloncurry to Winton.)
Resumed from Hercules and Prodigal Runs.
89-6392--P.O.B.
County of Ayrshire, parish of Kynuna.
Area-About 640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Diamentina
River at a point about twenty chains south of a cooli-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over V over XXXII,
and bounded thence on the east by a line passing
through said tree bearing north seventy chains ;
on the north by a line bearing west eighty chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south to the Diamen-
tina River ; and on the south by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
THE BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOE TOWNSHIP PURPOSES.
Elliot River.
89-4904- 73owen.
County of Herbert, parishes of Woonton Vale,
Roundback, and Salisbury Plains.
Area-9 square miles.
Commencing on the Elliot River at a point one
and a-half miles  below the crossing of the Bowen-
Townsville Railway, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing  east  about one and a.
quarter miles ; on the east by  a line  bearing south
three miles ; on the south by a line crossing the
Elliot River bearing west three  miles ; on  the west
by a line bearing north three miles ;  and again on
the north by a line bearing east about one and
three-quarter miles to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and eighty- nine , and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St. George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  and authority in me
vested, and in accordance with  the provisions
of section  121 of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
I, Sir ARTHUR  HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator
aforesaid , by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
part of  the Suburban Reservation around the Town
of Landsborough described hereunder  shall be and
is hereby rescinded.
E.M.-4-4-s9-L'.
89-8863.-8.G.
DESCRIPTION.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
THE LANDSBOROUGH SUBURBAN AREA.
Exclusive of the Land included in the following
description.
County of Canning, parish of Bribie.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
21, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
and a line in continuation bearing south to a point
east  from the south-east corner of portion 19 ; on
the south by a line and portion 19 bearing west to
the south-west corner of that portion; on the west
by portion 19 and a line bearing north to a point
west from the starting point ; and on the north by
a line bearing east to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the
fifty-second year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUBEN I
PROCLA11 ATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander  of the ll ost
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of section ninety-five of  "Tile CrownLands Act  of  1884,"  I, Sir ARTHUR HUNTER
PALMER, the Administrator aforesaid,  by and with
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the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purpose named with respect to
each.
LM.--- -4-89-w9.
THE BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.
89-8356-S.G.
County of Canning, parish of Beerwuh.
Two of the Glass House Mountains.
No.1.
320 acres  around Beerwah.
No. 2.
320 acres around Coonungwarrung.
THE GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
88-22919-D B.
88-32518-Gym.
89-7759-S.G.
County of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
About-325 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary
River at the north-west corner of portion 259, and
bounded thence on the east by that portion and a
line southerly to the north-west corner of portion
958; thence by that portion southerly to a point
east from the north-east corner of portion lOv;
on the south by a line and portion 10v bearing
west to portion 8v; on the west by portions 8v, 9v,
and 229 bearing north to the south-west corner
of portion 825; thence by that portion bearing
easterly, north-westerly, and west to portion 229;
thence by that portion bearing north to portion
284; thence by that portion bearing east to the
Mary River ; and thence by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
THE ROCKHAMPTON  LAND  AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Stratheonan Creek.
County of Humboldt.
Area-About  2 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Strathconan
Creek at the south-west corner of Strathconan
Park Run, and bounded thence on the north by
that run bearing east to portion B of the resumed
part of Balcomba Run ; on the east by that portion
bearing south to Finis Occupation License ; on the
south -east  by that  occupation license south-
westerly to the east  corner  of Lorry Occupation
License ; on the south by that occupation license
bearing west to a point south of the starting point ;
and on the west by a line bearing north to the point
of commencement.
THE TAMBO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
Nive River.
89-6180.- Tambo.
County  of Orrery,  Nive Downs Resumption-
Area-About 640 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Nive River
at the northern termination of the east boundary
line of portion 6v, and about forty -five chains down
the river from the north-east corner of portion 6v,
and bounded thence on the west by that portion
bearin south about seventy -two chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east 110 chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north  fifty-two  chains and
fo rt y-six links to the Nive River at a point bearing
179 degrees 30 minutes and distant twenty -six and
three -quarter links from a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  6v;  and thence by that river upwards
to the point of commencement  ;- exclusive of a sur-
veyed road as shown on plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor -General 's office.
THE ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
89-6889-P.W.
Mount Morgan.
County of Raglan, parish of Calliungal.
About-535 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Dee River
at the north corner of Goldfield Homestead Area
No. 26, and bounded thence by the north- eastern
boundary of that homestead area south-easterly to
its east corner ; thence by a line bearing 350
degrees to the northern watershed of the Dee
River; thence by that watershed westerly, southerly,
and south-easterly to the north corner of Gold-
field Homestead Area No. 25, by that homestead
area  south-easterly to the Dee River ; and thence
by a line crossing that river south-easterly to the
point of commencement ;-exclusive of Goldfield
Homestead Areas Nos. 89, 90, and 91,  of five acres
each.
THE NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PURPOSES.
Normanton.
89-1764-S. G.
(In lieu of the Reserve established by Proclama-
tion in the  Government Gazette  dated 17th
November, 1887, which is hereby cancelled.)
County of Norman, parish of Norman.
Area-3 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 160 degrees and
distant about two chains and sixty-five links from
the south-west corner of the old police  reserve, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing east
eight chains; on the east by a line bearing south
three chains and eighty-eight links ; on the south
by a line bearing  west  six chains and ninety-four
links ; and on the south-west by lines bearing 342
degrees 52 minutes two chains and 346 degrees 35
minutes two chains and two and four-tenth links to
the point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY.
Town of Goodna.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna.
Allotments 2 to 5 and 7 and 8 of section 11.
Area - 3 acres 3 roods  104 perches.
Commencing on a road 150 links wide at the
south- east corner  of allotment 6, and bounded
thence on the north- east  by that road bearing 145
degrees  seven  chains twenty links; on the south
and east by  a water reserve  bearing west three
chains sixty-eight links and south  two chains
thirty-seven and a-half links ; again on the south
by a one chain road bearing 276 degrees three
chains fifty- nine  links ; and on the  west  by a road
one chain wide bearing north seven chains eighty-
nine links ; and on the north by allotment 6 bear-
ing east three chains eleven links to the point of
commencement.
Also,-
Allotments 8 and 9;of section 10.
Area-1 acre 21 perches.
Commencing on the left bank of Woogaroo Creek
at the south-east corner of allotment 10, and
bounded thence on the north by that allotment
bearing west four chains eighty links ; on the
south-west by a road 150 links wide bearing 146
degrees six chains eighty links ; on the east by
allotment 7 bearing north two chains twenty links
to Woogaroo Creek, and by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day o
April, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty -nine, and
in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty' i
reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Gob SATE TEE QVBJX I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF  ROADS.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the eighty-ninth section
of  " 7 'he Crown Lands Act of  1884 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and
all  persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
Land Office, Warwick ; Police Offices, Beenleigh;
Pine River, and Warwick ; and Post Offices, Jim-
boomba, Hamilton, and Killarney.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Pa ri sh. Area.
A. R. P.
1 The Tabragalba The reserved roads Jimboomba 36 0 0
Divisional isoard ,  through portions
on account of 2, 15, 13, the Jim-
James Bender -  boomba Pre•emp-
son tive Purchase, and
portion 12
2 Ditto  ...  The branch road Moffatt  ...  0 2 30
(south - westerly)
reserved through
portion 353
3 Ditto  ...  The road separating Jimboomba 5 1 20
portions 2 and 5
from portions 15
and 30
4 The Tabragalba The road separating Logan  ...  16 0 0
Divisional Board ,  portions 60, 68, and
on account of 69 from portions
W. G. Geddes 61, 62,  65, 66, 67,
and 83
5 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto ... 8 3 0
portions 70 and 71
from portions 72
and 73
6 Ditto ... The road separating ditto  ...  10 0 0
portion 55 from
portions 56 and 57,
including reserve
on Logan River
7 Ditto  ...  The road separating ditto  ...  16 0 0
portions 62 and 63
from portions 65
and 64,  including
reserve on Logan
River
8 Ditto . ..  The road and re- ditto  ...  13 0 0
serve separating
portion 66 from
portion 67
9 Ditto  ...  The road and re- ditto  ...  22 3 20
serve separating
portions 53,  54. 55,
57, 58,  59, and 60
from portions 74,
72, 70, and 6a
10 The Caboolture The reserved road Samsonvale 11 0 0
Divisional Board .  through portion
on account of 123
Hugh Strain About
11 The Cabooltu re  Part of the road ditto  ...  2 2 0
Divisional Board , (southerly) re-
on account of served through
Robert Kemnan portion 148
12 The Glengallan The reserved road Killarney 6 219
Divisional Board ,  through portion
on account of 817
Henry Young
13 Ditto ... The reserved road ditto ... 3 2 0
through portion 3v II
14 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto  ...  4 2 25
Divisional Board ,  through portion
on account of 821
Henry Goodwin
15 The Glengallan The road separating ditto ... 1 1 5
Divisional Board ,  portion 821A fro m
on account of port ion 2346
Charles Dagg
16 The Glengallan The reserved road ditto ... 3 0 0
Divisional Board ,  through portion ;
on account of 2346
Charles H. Gibbs
17 The Glengallan Tlw reserved road
Divisional Board ,  portions
on account of 11 lv
Charles Dagg
ditto  ...  14 3 0
NOTE.-The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out
in connection with the opening of other roads.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1889.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby noti fied for general information, that
application under  the eighty- ninth section of
"The Crown  Lands  Act of  1884  "  has been made
for closing the undermentioned Road ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are required to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office ;
Police Office, Pine River; and Post Office, Hamil-
ton.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1
2
The Cabool-
ture Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Hugh Strain
The Cabool-
ture Divi-
sional
Board, on
account of
Robert Ken-
man
Situation .  Parish . I  Area.
A. R. P.
The reserved road Samsonvale, 11 0 0
th ro ugh portion 123
The reserved road ditto ...
through portion 148
I
5 0 0
NoTr ,.-The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1889.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
CLOSURE OF ROAI)S.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the eighty-ninth section of
The Crown Lands Act of  1884" have  been made
for closing the undermentioned Roads ; and all
persons who may consider their interests affected
thereby are tequired to transmit to this Depart-
ment their objections, in writing, within two months
from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at the Land
Offices, Beenleigh, Tambo, and Ipswich; the Police
Offices, Beaudesert ,  Tambo, and Harrisville ; and
the Post Offices, Beenleigh, Tambo, and Flinders.
For the  Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.1 Applicant . I Situation .  I Parish.
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
Area.
I A.a.P
*1 The Tabra- The reserved road Knapp  ... 11 0 0
galba Divi -  th ro ugh portion 20,
sional Board, and crossing reserve
on account on the  Logan-River
of William
Collins
*2 Ditto  ...  The reserved  branch ditto  ...  10 1 0
ro ad south  -  westerly
through portion 10
*3 Ditto  ...  Branch  road through  Palen  ...  1 1 20
portion 15 from the
Logan River south-
westerly to another
reserved road
CLOSURE UNDER SEC. 5 C.T.L. ACT OF 1882.
4 The Tabra..
galba Divi-
sional Board
on account
of William
Collins
Part of the reserved Palen
road through port ion
14, and the branch
road south-westerly
through portion 15 to
another reserved road
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
5 Messrs .  P. M. The road  separating, Narambla
and T.  M. portions lv, 2v ,  3v, 4v,
Browne 5v, and 6v fro m por-
tions 13v, 12v, and llv
6 Ditto  ...  The  ro ad separating  ditto ...
portions  2v and 13v
from portions 3v and
12v
TEMPORARY CLOSURE.
7 Messrs.  P. M. The road  separating  '-larambla
and T.  M. portions  61, 34, 53,
Browne 63,  and 52,  parish of
Carangarra ,  from por-
tions lv ,  2v, 3v ,  4v, 5v,
and 6v
PERMANENT CLOSURE.
8 Thomas Ker -  That part of the re- Dugandan
win served  road through
portion liv ,  from the
south-west corner of
water reserve  westerly
to the west boundary
About
13 3 0
180 0  0
51 0 0
175 0 0
6220
* NOTE.- The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out
in connection with the opening of other  ro ads.
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Department of Public  Lanis,
Brisbane , 12th April, 1889.
Feb.
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information, that the Land Commissioners appointed under the provisions of" The Crown Lands Act of  1884" will hold their Courts, in pursuance of the twenty-fifth section of tFe
above-recited  Act, at the  undermentioned  Offices, on the dates specified.
All business in connection with selections under  " The Crown Lands Alienation .  Act of  1868" and  "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " will also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at their Courts.
1889.
District. Jan.
A' lora * ... ... ..
Aram ... ... Fri. 11
B3uana  ... Wed. 16
Baroaldinet  ...  wed. 9
Beenleigh  ...  Tues. 8
Blackall  ... ...  Mon. 28
Bowen  ... ...  Thurs.24
Brisbane ... ...  Wed. 2
Bundaberg  ...  Sat. 12
Burketown  ... Wed. 2
Cairns  ... Wed. 9
Cardwell ' ...  Fri. 11
Oharleville  ... Mon. 7
Charters Towers Wed. 2
Clermont  ...  Thurs.31
Cooirtown ... Wed. 9
Cunnamulla  ...  Mon. 21
Dalby  ...  Fri. 25
Emerald * ...  Mon. 21
Esk* .. ... Tues. 15
Gayndah  ...  Wed. 2
Geraldton (Mou- Wed. 2
ri lyan)
Gladstone  ...  Thurs.24
Goondiwindi  ... Fri. 11
Gympie  ... ...  Wed. 2
Herberton  ...  Wed. 2
Hughenden  ...  Wed. 2
Ingham Wed. 30
Inglewood $ ... Wed. 9
Ipswich  ... ... Fri . 4
Isisford  ... ...  Tues. 22
Mackay  ... ...  Thurs. 10
Maryborough  ... Fri. 18
Mitoheilt  ... Fri. 11
Muttaburrat  ...  Tues. 15
Nanango  ...  Wed. 9
Nerang * ... ... ...
Normanton  ...  Tues. 8
Po rt  Douglas  ...  Thurs. 3
Ravenswood  ...  Thurs. 3
Rockhampton  ...  Mon. 14
Roma  ... ...  Wed. 9
St. George  ...  Tues. 15
St. Lawrence  ...  Wed. 2
Sp ri ngsure  ...  Mon. 28
Stanthorpe  ...  Fri. 11
Surat  ... ...  Thurs. 31
Tambo  ... ...  Wed. 2
Taroom  ...  Wed. 2
Tenninge ri ng  ...  Wed. 9
Thargomindah  ...  Wed. 2
Toowoomba Mon. 29
Townsville Thurs. 10
Warwick ... ...  Tues. 22
Fri. 8
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Mon. 25
Thurs. 28
Tues. 5
Sat. 9
Wed. 6
Wed. 13
Mon. 4
Wed. 6
Thurs. 28
Wed. 13
Mon. 18
Fri. 22
Mon. 18
Wed. 6
Wed. 6
" 1 HF. CROWN LANDS ACT OF  1884."
March . April.  May. June . July. August.  Sept. Oct.
Wed. 20  ...  Wed. 19  ... ...  Wed. 18 ...
Fri. 8 Fri .  5 Fri. ... 10 Fri. 7 Fri .  5 Fri .  9 Fri .  6 Fri. 11
Fred .  20 Wed .  17 Wed .  16 Wed .  19 Wed .  17 Wed. 21 Wed .  18 Wed. 16
Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed .  8 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 9
Tues .  12 Tues. 9 Tues .  14 Tues .  11 Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues. 8
Mon. 25 Tues. 23 Mon. 27 Mon .  24 Mon .  22 Mon .  26 Mon .  23 Mon. 28
Thurs . 28 Thurs . 25 Thurs .23 Thurs.27 Thurs .25 Thurs 22 Thurs . 26 Thurs.24
Tues. 5 Tues .  2 Tues .  7 Tues .  4 Tues .  2 Tues. 6 Tues .  3 Tues. 1
Sat. 9 Sat. 13 Sat .  11 Sat .  15 Sat .  13 Sat .  10 Sat. 14 Sat. 12
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed .  5 Wed .  3 N ed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed .  8 Wed .  12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9
Fri. 8 ... Fri. 10 ... Fri. 12 ... Fri. 13
Mon. 4 Mon .  1 Mon .  6 Mon .  3 Mon .  1 Mon .  5 Mon .  2 Mon. 7
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  I Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Thurs .28 Thurs .25 Thurs .30) Thurs.27 Thurs.25 Thurs .29 Thurs 26 Thurs.31
Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8 Wed. 12 Wed .  10 Wed .  14 Wed .  11 Wed. 9
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon .  17 Mon .  15 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21
Fri. 22 Fri .  26 Fri .  31 Fri .  28 Fri .  28  M.  23 Fri. 27 Fri. 25
Mon. 18 Mon. 15 Mon. 20 Mon. 17 Mon. 15 Mon. 19 Mon .  16 Mon. 21
Tues .  19 ... Tues .  21 ... Tues .  16 ... Tues. 17 ...
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1 Wed. 5 Wed .  3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed. 2
Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed .  1 Wed .  5 Wed. 3 Wed .  7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2
Thurs .  28 Thurs .  28 Thurs .  25 Thurs. 23
Fri. 8 Fri. 8  Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed. 3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Fri. 3
Wed. 27 Wed. 27 Wed. 24 Wed. 29
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Fri. 1 Fri. 1 Fri. 5 Fri. 3
Tues .  19 Tues .  19 Tues. 16 Tues. 21
Thurs . 14 Thurs . 14 Thurs .  11 Thurs. 9
Fri. 16 Fri .  15 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Fri . 8 Fri .  8 Fri .  12 Fri. 10
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Wed. 13  ...  Wed. 10
Tues .  12 Tues .  12 Tues .  9 Tues. 14
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Thurs .  7 Thurs .  7 Thurs .  4 Thurs. 2
Mon. 11 Mon .  11 Mon .  8 Mon. 13
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Wed. 10 Wed. 8
Tues. 19 Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Fri . 8 Fri. 8 Fri. 12 Fri. 10
Thurs .28 Thurs . 28 Thurs .25 Thurs.30
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 6 Wed .  6 Wed .  3 Wed. 1
Wed. 13 Wed. 13 Mon .  15 Mon. 13
Wed. 6 Wed. 6 Wed . 3 Wed. 1
Mon. 25 Mon .  25 Tues .  23 Mon. 27
Thurs . 14 Thurs.14  Thurs.  II Thurs. 9
Tues .  19 ( Tues .  19 Tues .  16 Tues. 21
Thurs. 27
Fri. 14
Wed. 5
Wed. 6
Fri. 7
Wed. 26
Wed. 12
Fri. 7
Tues. 18
TThurs.13
Fri.  14
Fri. 14
Tues. 11
Wed. 12
Wed. 12
Tues. 11
Thurs. R
Thurs. 6
Mon. 10
Wed. 12
Tues. 18
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Fri . 14
Thurs. 27
Wed. 5
Wed. 6
Mon. 17
Wed. 5
Mon. 24
Thurs. 13
Tues. 18
Nov.
Frt. 8
Wed. 20
Wed. 6
Tues. 12
Mon. 25
Thurs. 28
Tues. 5
Sat. 16
Wed. 8
Wed. 13
Fri. 8
Mon. 4
Wed. 6
Thurs. 28
Wed. 13
Mon. 18
Fri. 22
Mon. 18
Tues. 19
Wed. 6
Wed. 8
Dec.
Wed. 18
Fri. 6
Wed. 18
Wed. 4
Wed. 11
Mon. 23
Fri. 27
Tues. 3'
Sat. 14
Wed. 4
Wed. 11Mon.
2
Wed. 4
Fri. 27
Wed. 11
Mon. 16
Fri . 27
Mon. 16
Wed. 4
Wed. 4
Thurs .  25 Thurs . 22 Thurs 26 Thurs . 24 Thurs .28 Fri. 27
Fri. 12 Fri .  9 Fri . 13  M.  11 Fri .  8 Fri. 13
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Fri. 5 Fri. 2 Fri .  6 Fri. 4 Fri . 1 Fri . 6
Wed. 31  Wed. 28 Wed. 25 Wed .  30 Wed .  27 Fri. 27
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
Fri. 5 Fri .  2 Fri .  6 Fri . 4 Sri. 1 Fri. 6
Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Thurs .11 Thurs .  8 rhurs .12 Thurs . 10 Thurs . 14 Thurs. 12
Fri. 12 Fri. 9 Fri. 13 Fri .  11 Fri .  15 Fri. 13
Fri. 12 Fri . 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri . 13
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  15 Tues .  12 Mon. 9
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed. 11 Wed .  9 Wed .  13 Wed. 11
... Wed. 14 ...  Wed. 9  ..  Thurs. 12
Tues .  9 Tues .  13 Tues .  10 Tues .  8 Tues .  12 Wed. 11
Thurs .  4 Thurs. 1 Thurs .  6 Thurs .  3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. a
Thurs .  4 Thurs .  1 Thurs .  5 Thurs. 3 Thurs .  7 Thurs. 5
Mon. 8 Mon .  12 Mon .  9 Mon .  14 Mon .  11 Mon. 9
Wed. 10 Wed. 14 Wed .  11 Wed .  9 Wed. 13 Wed. 11
Tues .  16 Tues .  20 Tues. 17 Tues .  15 Tues .  19 Tues. 17
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon. 23 Mon. 28 Mon. 25 Mon. 23
Fri. 12 Fri . 9 Fri .  13 Fri .  11 Fri .  8 Fri . 13
Thurs.25 Thurs . 29 Thurs .26 Thurs .31 Thurs . 28 Fri . 27
Wed. 3 Wed. 7  Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed. 6 Wed. 4
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed. 4 Wed. 2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 15 Mon .  12 Mon. 16 Mon .  14 Mon .  18 Mon. 16
Wed. 3 Wed. 7 Wed .  4 Wed .  2 Wed .  6 Wed. 4
Mon. 22 Mon. 26 Mon .  23 Mon .  28 Mon .  25 Mon. 23
Thurs . 11 Thurs .  8 Thurs . 12 Thurs.10 Thurs.14 Thurs. 12
Tues. 16 Tues .  20 Tues .  17 Tues .  22 Tu es .  19 Tues. 17
*  The Courts marked thus  *  are only held  for the purpose of dealing  with  applications for Certificates of Fulfilment of Conditions.
t Office for receiving  applications,  &c.
$ Court  to be held when there are any applications  to be  dealt with.
In the event of any of the above days falling on a holiday the Court will be held on the following day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary, in addition to the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
M. HUME BLACK.
1442
Department  of Public Lands,
89-2108-News.  Brisbane , 29th March, 1889.
E.M.-13-3-89-P'.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
t j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
7 1 Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  ` • The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878." having been pleased to confirm the road described in the Book of Preference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that m iy be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
M. HUME BLACK.
BOOB  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS TO A CROSSING  OF THE HERBERT RIVER INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Marathon, County of Cardwell, District of North Kennedy.
e a ao sa ; m c
a
Description of Road . How Held . Reg red Occupier .
.
Lengths . V I Area.
v
P4
oI o
m
pa
e
dal
oa
a Z 14
Chs. Lks . Links. A. R. P.
1 A triangular piece of 37 Ingham  ... Freehold Nicholas Unoccupied 210° 0' 10 50 Irregu- 2 0 0
land at the south-east
corner of portion 37
Donnelly lar
REMARKS.-No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned  road can be seen at  the Office of the Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  in Ingham.
88-27198-F.
E.M.-13-3-89---R2.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1889.
NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF NEW ROAD.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in pursuance of the provisions of  "The Public Works Lands Resumption Act of
1878," having been leased to confirm the road described in the Book of Reference hereunder, it is hereby
notified for general information that any parties entitled to compensation in consequence of the opening
of the said road are requested to deliver to the Secretary for Public Lands the particulars of their estate
and interest in the land required for the said road, and their claims for compensation on account thereof,
within sixty (60) days from the date of service of this notice ; and the said parties are further informed
that the Secretary for Public Lands is willing to treat for the purchase of the land which has been
resumed and the damage that may be sustained by reason of the opening of the said road.
--- M. HUME BLACK.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FOR ACCESS  TO A CROSSING OF THE  DON RIvER  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Parish of Pring, County of Herbert, District of North Kennedy.
Description of Road.
00 Land
Agent's
District.
c
RegisteredHow Held . Owner . Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .  Area.
I From the east boundary
of portion 68 north-
westerly through por-
tions 69 and 77 to the
Don River
68 Bowen ...
77
Freehold JohnTaylor
Chs. Lks .  Links .  A. R. P.
Unoccupied 302° 30'  32 80 100 8 1 9
REHARKs .- No Improvements.
A Plan and Book of Reference of the abovementioned road  can be seen  at the Office of the Clerk
of Petty Sessions  in Bowen.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th August, 1888.
EXHIBITION OF MAPS SHOWING LANDS
OPEN TO SELECTION.
T NTENDING Selectors are informed that Maps
i of the Districts  of Banana , Blackall, Bowen,
Bundaberg, Charters Towers, Clermont, Dalby,
Gayndah, Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Hugh-
enden , Ingham, Inglewood, Mackay, Maryborough,
Mourilyan, N anango, Ravenswood, Rockhampton,
Roma, St. Lawrence (part only), Stanthorpe, Surat,
Taroom, and Townsville, showing all land open for
selection, both as Agricultural and Grazing Farms,
are now ready for public exhibition in the Map-
room in the Brisbane Lands Office.
Maps of all the Districts in the Colony are now
in course  of preparation .  A number of them will
shortly be  on view ,  and the remainder  will be com-
pleted as speedily as possible.
Arrangements are being made by which the
Maps at the  Head Office  in Brisbane will be
charted up each day ,  so as to show all land actually
open for selection in each District of the Colony.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th September 1886.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gav-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors ,  Sergeants ,  and Senior-Constables of
Police have been appointed, by virtue of their
Office as Members of the Police Force, to be
Rangers or Bailiffs of Crown Lands within their
respective Districts, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884."
C. B. DUTTON. ,
1443
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
`OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
lei Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in pur-
suance of  the provisions of  " The Titles to Land Act
of 1858," at the expiration of three months from
the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on such
Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct descriptions shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous descriptions ; and such
grants and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-12122.
Date of Deed-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-James Aytoun.
Land Granted-Portion  206, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area - 14 acres 3  roods 5 perches.
AMENDED  AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Stanley , parish of Bulimba, portion 206.
Area- 14 acres  3 roods 20 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
209, and bounded thence on the north by a road
bearing west five chains  and sixty -five and a-half
links,  and 252 degrees 12 minutes  four chains and
sixty-five and two-tenths  links ; on  the west by a
roabearing  south thirteen chains and sixty-four
links;  on the south by portion 207 bearing 90
degrees 10  minutes ten chains  and nine links ; and
on the east by portion 209 bearing north fifteen
chains and seven links to the point of commence-
ment;-as shown  on plan of survey deposited in
the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-16113.
Date of Deed-24th November, 1866.
Name of Grantee-Edward Barrett.,
Land Granted-Portion  85, county of Stanley,
parish  of Kedron.
Area- 28 acres 2 roods.
AMENDED  AREA AND  DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Kedron, portion  85.
Area - 29 acres 31i 6 perches.
Commencing  at the south- west  corner of portion
84, and  bounded thence on the north by that
portion bearing 90 degrees 6 minutes nineteen
chains and ten links ; on the  east by portion 142bearing south fifteen chains  and twenty -six links ;
on the  south by  a  road bearing  west nineteen
chains  and thirteen links;  and on  the west by a
road bearing 8 minutes  fifteen  chains  and twenty-
nine  links to the point of commencement ;-as
shown  on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's office.
No. of Deed-14273.
Date of Deed-21st April, 1866.
Name of Grantee-John William Zillman.
Land Granted-Portion  236, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area- 12 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion 236.
Area- 12 acres  39 perches.
Commencing  at the north- west corner  of portion
235, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion  bearing 90  degrees 3 minutes  fifteen chains
and fifteen links; on the  east by a road bearing
6 minutes eight chains  and seven links ; on the
north by portion  237  bearing  270 degrees 5 minutes
fifteen chains and eighteen  links ; and on the west
by portion  233 bearing  179 degrees 52 minutes
eight chains  and eight links to the point of com-
mencement;-asshown on plan  of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-18096.
Date of Deed-14th November, 1867.
1N ame of Grantee-David Jolly.
Land Granted-Portion  356, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND  DESCRTPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  356.
Area-16 acres 1 rood 10 perches.
Commencin; at the north-west corner of portion
355, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
and portion 354 bearing 179 degrees  56 minutes
twenty chains and eighteen links ; on the south by
portion 357 bearing west eight chains and ten links ;
on the west by portion 359 bearing north twenty
chains and sixteen links ; and on the north by a
road bearing 89 degrees  52 minutes  eight chains
and eight links to the point of commencement;-
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-18095.
Date of Deed--14th November, 1867.
Name of Grantee-David Jolly.
Land Granted-Portion  359, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion 359.
Area-16  acres  1 rood 13 perches.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of portion
358, and bounded  thence on  the south by that
portion bearing 269 degrees 40 minutes eight
chains and thirteen links ; on the west by portion
360 bearing  4 minutes  twenty chains and eighteen
links ; on the north by a road bearing  89 degrees
49 minutes eight chains  and seven links ; and on
the east by portion 356 bearing south twenty chains
and sixteen links to the point of commencement;-
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-18094.
Date of Deed-14th November, 1867.
Name of Grantee-David Jolly.
Land Granted-Portion  360, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  360.
Area-16 acres 1 rood 13 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
359, and bounded thence on the east by that portion
bearing 180 degrees 4 minutes twenty  chains and
eighteen links ; on the south by portion  361 bearing
269 degrees 42 minutes eight chains  and ten and
a-half links ; on the west by portion 363  bearing
5 minutes twenty chains and nineteen links; and
on the north by a road bearing 89 degrees 49
minutes eight chains  and nine  links to the point of
commencement ;- as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-18097.
Date of Deed-14th November, 1867.
Name of Grantee-David Jolly.
Land Granted-Portion  363, county of Stanley,
parish of Kedron.
Area-16 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Kedron, portion  363.
Area-16 acres 1 rood.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
362, and bounded thence on the south by that
portion bearing 270 degrees 4 minutes eight chains
and two links; on the west by portions 365 and
364 bearing north twenty  chains and seventeen
links ; on the north by a  road bearing 89 degrees
52 minutes eight chains and eight  links; and on
the east by portion 360 bearing 180 degrees 5
minutes twenty chains and nineteen links to the
point of commencement ;-as shown on plan of
survey deposited in, the Surveyor-General's office,
I
174
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct descriptions shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grants and in every deed
containing the erroneous descriptions ; and such
grants and every such deed shall operate and be
construed accordingly.
M. HUME BLACK.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-72010.
Date of Deed-13th November, 1888.
Name of Grantee-Arthur Anthony Robinson.
Land Granted-Portion  34, county of Ward,
parish of Barrow.
Area-1,159 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Ward, parish of Barrow, portion 34.
Area-1,144 acres 1 rood 5 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 38, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
89 degrees 40 minutes thirty-eight chains and
twelve links, and passing through a post fifteen
links from said creek, and by portion 66 bearing
88 degrees 43 minutes twelve chains and seventy-
four and three-tenths links ; thence by portion 34A
bearing 158 degrees 43 minutes fifteen chains and
seven links, 208 degrees 45 minutes eight chains
and four links, 131 degrees 4 minutes thirty chains
and thirty-eight links, 6 degrees 23 minutes thirty
chains and twelve links, 88 degrees 25 minutes
twenty-five chains and ten links, 170 degrees 12
minutes twenty-eight chains and fifteen links, 113
degrees 10 minutes six chains and two links, and
16 degrees 44 minutes thirty-five chains and six
links ; thence by lines bearing 135 degrees 14
minutes twenty-three chains and fifty links, 197
degrees forty-five chains and sixty links, 142
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty links,  225
degrees thirty chains, and 291 degrees nine chains ;
on the south by portion 33A bearing 269 degrees 48
minutes twenty-one chains and fourteen and a-half
links, 269 degrees 43 minutes fourteen chains and
eighty-two links, and west sixty-two chains and
seventy-two links ; on the west by a road bearing
332 degrees five chains and fifty-five links, 338
degrees 48 minutes three  chains  and fifty-three
links, 350 degrees 55 minutes five chains and thirty-
two links, 347 degrees 25 minutes five chains and
twenty-five links, 335 degrees 4 minutes three
chains  and seventy-six links, 345 degrees 9 minutes
three chains and seventy-two links, 357 degrees 57
minutes three chains and thirty-two links, 348
degrees  13 minutes five chains and thirty-eight
links, 334 degrees 41 minutes three chains and
nine links, 334 degrees 52 minutes three chains and
forty-two links, 345 degrees 11 minutes three
chains and sixty links, 353 degrees 7 minutes four
chains, and 7 degrees 10 minutes three chains and
nineteen and a-half links to Saltwater Creek; and
thence by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement  ;-exclusive of eight acres twenty-
one perches for a surveyed road and a further area
of fifteen acres reserved for road purposes, as shown
on plan  of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's office.
No. of Deed-65502.
Date of Deed-15th September, 1886.
Name  of Grantee-Robert Joseph Logan.
Land Granted-Portion 206,  county of Stanley,
parish  of Moggill.
dreg - 663 acres  1 rood 2 perches.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Moggili, portion 206.
Area-639 acres 2 roods 7 perches.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
19, and bounded thence on the north by portions
78, 77,  76, and 197 bearing 270 degrees 10 minutes
fifty-seven chains and eighty-three links, by a line
bearing 180 degrees 12 minutes one chain, and by
a road bearing 270 degrees 12 minutes forty-one
chains and eighty-two links ; on the west by por-
tions 204 and 259 bearing south sixty-five chains
and seventeen links; on the south by the  last-men-
tioned portion and portion 207 bearing east ninety-
nine chains and sixty-two links ; and on the east by
portions 207, 54, 55, a line, portions 56, 67, a line,
and portion 19 bearing north sixty-five chains and
eighty-three links to the point of commencement;-
exclusive of thirteen acres two roods thirty-five
perches for surveyed  roads, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th April, 1889.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the said  grants  and in every
deed containing the erroneous descriptions; and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 33006.
Date of Deed-1st March, 1877.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Hicks.
Land Granted-Portion 214,  County of Living.
stone, parish of Archer.
Area-668 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Livingstone, parish of Archer, portion  214.
Area-658 acres  1 rood 16 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Nankin Creek
at the north-east corner of portion 67, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion  bearing west
seventy-one chains and fifteen  links and passing
through a post fifty-two links  from said  creek,- on
the west by portion 496 and  a  line bearing north
eighty chains and thirty- nine links ; on the north
by portion 467, parish of Cawarril,  bearing east
eighty-one chains to Stony Creek ;  and on the east
by that creek downwards to its confluence with
Nankin Creek ; and by that  creek downwards to
to the point of commencement;- exclusive of
twenty-five acres reserved for road purposes, as
shown on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor
General' s office.
No. of Deed-57/684.
Date of Deed-24th February, 1857.
Name of Grantee-John Bridges.
Land Granted-Portion  31, county of Stanley,
parish of Nundah.
Area-48 acres.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Nundah, portion  31.
Area-48  acres  1 rood 35 perches.
Commencing at the north-east corner of por-
tion 33, and bounded thence on the north by a
road bearing 91 degrees 14 minutes twenty chains
1445
and eleven  links  ; on the east by a road bearing
180 degrees 56 minutes twenty-three chains ninety-
nine and three-quarter links ; on the south by a
road bearing west twenty chains and eight links;
and on the west by portions 32 and 33 bearing
52 minutes twenty-four chains and twenty-fiv.e
links to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
O trice.
No. of Deed-10.17.
Date of Deed -26th November, 1860.
Name of Grantee-John James Galloway.
Land Granted-Portion  131, county of Staley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area-37 acres.
AMENDED AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOn TIIE
CORRECTION OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  131.
Area-39 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10A, and bounded thence on the west by that por-
tion bearing north fourteen chains ; on the north-
west by lines bearing east thirty-one links, 55
degrees 50  minutes  one chain and eighty-three
links. 358 degrees 45 minutes two chains and sixty-
two links, 355 degrees 35 minutes three chains and
forty links, 29 degrees three chains and sixty-five
links, 55 degrees 10 minutes eight chains and thirty-
links, 35 degrees 15 minutes three chains and thirty-
five links, and 84 degrees four chains and twenty-
links ; on the east by a road bearing 176 degrees
24 minutes two chains and twenty-nine and a-half
links, 172 degrees 54 minutes two chains and
twenty-nine links, 197 degrees 4 minutes three
chains  and five and a-half links, 217 degrees 54
minutes four chains  and thirty-seven and a-half
links, 180 degrees 14 minutes nine chains and forty-
six and a-half links , 151 degrees  24 minutes ten
chains and seventy- nine links , 162 degrees 14
minutes two chains and thirty-eight and a-half links;
and on the south by portion 50 bearing west
eighteen chains and eighty-nine links to the point
of commencement;-as shown on plan of survey
deposited in the Surveyor-General's office.
No. of Deed-12120.
Date of Deed-1st July, 1865.
Name of Grantee-Jacob Jepsen.
Land Granted-Portion  226, county of Stanley,
parish of Bulimba.
Area- 21 acres 2  roods 28 perches.
AMENDED AREA  AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion  226.
Area-22 acres 311 , perches.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
225, and bounded thence on the north by that por-
tion bearing 89 degrees 59 minutes twenty chains
and sixty- nine and a-half  links ; on the east by
portion 227 bearing 179 degrees 40 minutes ten
chains  and fifty-four links ; on the south by a road
bearing 270  degrees 28 minutes twenty-three chains
.and eight  and a-half links; and on the north-west
and west  by a road bearing 34 degrees 50 minutes
three chains  and twenty-nine links and 3 degrees
22 minutes seven chains  and sixty-six and one-fifth
links  to the point of commencement ;-as shown on
plan of  survey deposited in the Surveyor-Genieral's
office.
No. of Deed-11675.
Date  of Deed-25th May, 1865.
Name of Grantee -Wigbert Forster.
Land Granted -Portion  192, county of Stanley,
parish  of Bulimba.
Area- 65 acres.
AMENDED  AREA AND DESCRIPTION FOR THE
CORRECTION  OF DEED.
County  of Stanley, parish of Bulimba, portion 192.
Area- 65 acres 3  roods 24 perches.
Commencing at the east  corner of portion 187,
and bounded thence  on the north by a road bearing
95 degrees twenty chains  and ten links and 80 de-
grees 6 minutes eight chains  and twenty-four and
three-quarter links ; on the south- east  by portion
193 bearing 224 degrees 52 minutes forty-three
chains and sixty-seven links ; on the south-west by
portions 191 and 190 bearing 315 degrees 10  minutes
twenty chains and ten and a-half links; and on
the north-west by portion 187 bearing  44 degrees
48 minutes twenty-three chains and ninety-five
links to the point of commencement ;- as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.
COMPENSATION TO SELECTORS FOR
ROADS.
I T is hereby notified that the undermentionedSelectors can receive, from the Land  Agents in
whose Districts their Selections are situated, the
amount of Compensation to which they  are entitled
for the Land taken from their  Selections  for Road
purposes:--
Selection No. 5680, Ipswich District-William
John Rees.
Selection No. 1.575, Mackay District -Michael
Walsh.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1889.
,,PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the  advice of the Execu-
tive Council, desires it to be notified,  in pursuance
of the fifty-fifth section of  "The Pastoral Leases
Act of  1869," that the Lands  hereunder described
have been resumed from  the leases  of the under-
mentioned Runs in the Gregory North District,
with the view of the said lands  being reserved for
township purposes.
For the Secretary for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
TOWN RESERVE  OF KYNUNA.
(Resumed from Hercules Run)
Area-320 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Diamentina
River at a point about twenty  chains south of a
coolibah-tree marked broad- arrow  over V over
XXXII in triangle, and bounded thence on the
east by a north line passing through  said tree
seventy chains ; thence on the north by a west line
about forty-eight chains to the boundary of Prodigal
Run ; thence on the west by a south  line along part
of that boundary to the Diamentina  River at a
point about fifty-six chains  in a direct line above
the aforementioned tree marked broad -arrow over
V fiver XXXII in triangle ; and thence on the
south by the left bank of that rive. downwards to
the point of commencement.
(Resumed from Prodigal Run.)
Area-About 320 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Diamentina
River at the intersection of the  west boundary of
Hercules Run, being a point about fifty- six chains
in a direct line above a coolibah-tree marked broad-
arrow over V over XXXII  in triangle ,  and bounded
thence on the east by a north  line along  part of that
boundary about sixty-four  chains ; thence on the
north by a west  line  about thirty -two chains ;  thence
on the  west  by a south  line  to the  Diamentina River
at a point about forty  chains in a direct  line below
a tree  marked broad-arrow over V over XXXI in
triangle ; and thence on the south by the left bank
of that river downwards to the point  of commence.
ment,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions  of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Kooningal or Barfield, is published
as required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom it may concern.
WALTER C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in  the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Kooningal or Barfield, situated in
the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland.
WHEBESS The South Australian Land, Mortgage,
and A gency Company, Limited, the pastoral tenants
of the consolidated run known as gooningal
or Barfield ,  situated in the Pastoral District of
Leichhardt, in the the Colony of Queensland, com-
prising the conterminous runs known as Belmont
Block No. 1 and North Prairie, have given notice to
the Secretary for Public Lands, dated the twenty-
eighth day of August, 1885, that they elect to take
advantage of the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Act of  1884" with respect to such run : And
whereas the said run has been inspected and a
report made thereon to the said Secretary for
Public Lands as to the best mode of making a
a fair  division thereof : And whereas the Secretary
for Public Lands has caused the said run to
be divided into two parts, and has referred the
matter of the said division to us, Edward Deshon
and Thomas Stevenson Sword, being the Land
Board constituted under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Act of  1884  " :  Now, upon reading
the said notice  fr om the said pastoral tenants, and
the said report here inbefore mentioned, we do order
that the division of the said run made by the said
Secretary  for Public Lands be confirmed : And
we do further order that the said consolidated run
known as Kooningal or Barfield ,  and comprising
the runs hereinbefore mentioned ,  be divided
into two parts, and that the part of the said run
referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall comprise and include the land described as
follows, viz. :- 66 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Banana Creek at
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over XXXI
in triangle, and bounded thence by a south
line  to the watershed between the last-
named creek and Tarramba  Creek ; thence
by that watershed easterly to the Leich-
hardt Range ; thence  by that  range in a
general north-westerly direction to the intersection
of the watershed between the before-mentioned
Banana Creek and Sandy Creek ; thence by that
watershed in a general westerly direction to a
point north of a gum -tree on the right bank of
Banana Creek marked broad-arrow  over XXVIII
in triangle  ;  thence  by a south line  passing
through that tree  any crossing  the said creek
to its southern watershed  ; thence by that water-
shed in a south -easterly direction to a point
south of  a gum -tree on Banana Creek marked
broad-arrow over XXIX in triangle ; thence
by a north line crossing the said creek to that tree ;
thence by the right bank of the creek upwards to
a point opposite and across the creek to the point
of commencement.
And that the other part,  being  the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall be entitled to receive
a lease  for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall comprise and include
the land described as follows, viz.:-
62 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Banana Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad -arrow  over XXXI
in triangle ,  and bounded  thence by a south
line to the watershed between the last-
named creek and Tarramba  Creek ; thence
by that watershed in an easterly direction
to the Leichhardt  Range  ; thence by that range
in a general  southerly direction to the inter-
section  of the watershed between Tarramba Creek
and Lonesome  Creek ; thence by that  watershed in
a general  south-westerly direction to a point
bearing north 9 degrees 30 minutes  east from a
point on the last-named creek which is twenty
chains in  a direct line above  a tree on  its left bank
marked broad-arrow over L over VII in
triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
9 degrees 30 minutes east along part of
the west boundary of the resumed part of
the Kianga Consolidation about five miles forty
chains to its north-east corner ; thence by a west
line along the north boundaries of the said resumed
part and of the Kianga Holding about twelve
miles  twenty-four chains to a point about seventy-
two chains south-east of a point which is three
miles  fifteen chains north-east of a tree marked
MN conjoined on the left bank  of  Kianga
Creek ; thence by a north-west line about seventy-
two chains to the last-mentioned point ; thence by
a north- east  line along part of the south-east
boundary of portion B of the resumed part of the
Moura Consolidation to the southern watershed of
Banana Creek ; thence by that  watershed in a
south-easterly direction to a point south  of a gum-
tree on Banana Creek marked broad-arrow over
XXIX in triangle ; thence by a north line to that
creek at a point opposite the said tree ; and thence
by the left bank of the said creek upwards to
the point  of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board, this seven-
teenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
El-"] E. DESHON, Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.THE following order of the Land Board, con-firming the division made under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 " of the
Run known as Barwon  Park, is published as
required by the Act, and for the information of
those whom  it may concern.
WALT] R C. HUME,
Under Secretary.
In the Matter of  " T7ie Crown Lands Act of  1884,"
and in the Matter of the Division of the Run
known as Barwon Park ,  situated in the Pas-
toral District of  Leichhardt, in the Colony of
Queensland.
WHEREAS The South Australian Land,  Mortgage,
and Agency Company, Limited ,  the pastoral tenants
of the consolidated run known as Barwon Park,
situated in the Pastoral District of Leichhardt, in
the Colony 'of Queensland ,  comprising the conter-
minous runs known as Botheramboo, Box  Country,
Barwon Park, Littlecote ,  Terna llum, and  Middle.
mount, have given notice to the Secretary for Pub lic
Lands, dated the  twenty-eighth day of August,
1885, that they elect to take advantage of the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Act of  1884"
with respect to such run :  And whereas the said
run has been inspected and a report made thereon
to the said Secretary for Public Lands as to the
best mode of making a fair division thereof : And
whereas the Secretary for Public Lands has caused
the said run to be divided into two parts ,  and has
referred the matter  of the  said division to us,
Edward Deshon and Thomas Stevenson Sword,
being the Land Board constituted under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Act of  1884 ": Now,
upon reading the said notice from the said pastoral
tenants, and the said report hereinbefore men-
tioned ,  we do order that the division of the said
run made  by the  said Secretary for Public Lands
be confirmed  :  And we do further order that the
said consolidated run known as Barwon Park, and
comprising the runs hereinbefore mentioned, be
divided into two parts,  and that the part of the said
run referred to in the said Act as the resumed part
shall  comprise and include the land descri bed as
follows,  viz.:-85 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Roper's Creek
at a point about ten  chains in  a direct line below
a tree marked broad- arro w  over R over XV in
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triangle ,  and bounded thence by a north -east  line
crossing the creek about two miles forty-eight chains
to a point north-west of a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over M over 1 in triangle  ;  thence by a south-
east line about one mile twenty chains to that tree ;
thence by a north -east line crossing Adeline Creek
and passing through a brigalow -tree marked
broad -arrow over X in triangle four miles
to an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over
FM in triangle  ;  thence by a north line
crossing Adeline Creek about seven miles twenty
chains to a point west of a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over FH in triangle; thence by a west line
about seven miles twenty -four chains to an ash-tree
marked broad -arrow over MH in triangle  ;  thence
by a line bearing north 210 degrees east sixty chains
to a box -tree marked broad -arrow over BM over 11
in triangle ;  thence by a line bearing north 120
degrees east passing through a box-tree marked
broad -arrow over 11 in triangle five miles to an ash-
tree marked broad -arrow over BM over 1 in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing north 210 degrees east
crossing Middlemount Creek at a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over 1 in triangle five miles to a box-
tree marked broad -arrow over BM in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing north 120 degrees east
sixty -four chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over M in triangle  ;  thence by a line bearing north
210 degrees east crossing Roper 's Creek at a blood-
wood -tree marked broad -arrow over R over  X VI
in triangle on its right bank near the junction of
Parrot Creek to a point two miles forty -eight chains
beyond same  ;  thence by a line bearing north 300
degrees east crossing a small creek about ten chains
below a tree on its left bank marked broad-arrow
over P over IX in triangle one mile forty chains ;
thence by a west line about  five'  miles twelve
chains; thence by a south line about eight miles
twenty chains to Oakey Creek at a point twenty
chains in a direct line above a tree on the opposite
bank marked broad-arrow over 0 over XII in
triangle  ;  thence by the left bank of the said creek
downwards to a point thirty -six chains in a direct
line below a tree on the opposite bank marked
broad-arrow over 0 over X in triangle  ;  thence by
a north line two miles sixty chains  ;  thence by an
east  li ne five miles ; thence by a south line tbrty
chains ; thence by an east  line about two miles forty
chains  ;  thence by a north-west line about four miles
to a point south-west of starting point ; and thence
by a north -east line about two miles thirty-two
chains to Roper 's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
And that the other part,  being the part for which
the said pastoral tenants shall  be entitled to receive
a lease for the term and upon the conditions pre-
scribed by the said Act, shall  comprise and include
the land described as follows ,  viz.:-
981  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Roper 's Creek
at a point about ten chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad -arrow over R over XV in
triangle ,  and bounded thence by a north -east  line
crossing the creek about two miles forty-eight
chains to a point north -west of a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over M over  .1 in triangle  ;  thence by
a south -east line about one mile twenty chains to
that tree  ;  thence by a north-east line crossing
Ade line Creek and passing through a brigalow-tree
marked broad -arrow over X in triangle four miles
to an ironbark -tree marked broad -arrow over FM
in triangle  ;  thence by a south-east line about three
miles forty chains to a point about forty-eight
chains north -west of an ironbark -tree marked
broad -arrow over Fl in triangle  ;  thence by a  line
bearing north 210 degrees east about forty-eight
chains ; thence by a  line  bearing north 120 degrees
east five miles forty chains ; thence by a line
bearing north 110 degrees east about six miles
sixty  chains to the Mackenzie River at a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over q in triangle on its left
bank  ;  thence by the left bank of the said river
upwards to the junction of Roper 's Creek  ;  thence
by the left bank of the last-named creek upwards
to a point one mile in a direct line above a tree on
the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over R over
IV in triangle  ;  thence by a  li ne bearing north 210
degrees east crossing the creek about twenty chains ;
thence by a line bearing north 300 degrees; east
crossing Oakey Creek at a point about twenty chains
in a direct line below a tree marked bro ad-arrow
over 0 over 1 in triangle five miles forty chains to
a point forty -eight chains beyond the said creek;
thence by a west line sixty-five chains ; thence by
a south line eighteen chains ; thence by a west line
about three miles forty chains  ;  thence by a north-
west line about four miles to a point south -west of
starting point; and thence by a north -east line
about two miles thirty -two chains to Roper 's Creek
at the point of commencement.
Given under the seal of the Board ,  this seven-
teenth day of April ,  A.D. 1889.
[L.s.] E. DESHON , Land Board.T. S. SWORD,
NOTICE.
SELECTORS  under  " Tke Crown Lands Alien-
ation Act  of  1876" who may desire tosur-
render their  titles  under that Act, and receive
instead thereof a lease under Part IV. of  " The
Crown Lands Act of  1884 ,"  are hereby required
to lodge  applications n connection therewith at
the Land  Office of the District the selections are
situated in.
C. B. DUTTON.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th August, 1885.
LAND BOARD COURT.
I T is hereby notified ,  that a Land Board Court,for  th  Division of Runs ,  the Dete mination
of Rents, and for such other business as may be
required ,  will be held at Brisbane on TUESDAY,
the Twenty -eighth day of May, 1889.
By Order of the Land Board,
P.W. SHANNON,
Office of the Land Board,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1889.
Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
PRODUCERS  are invited to forward to the
1 Department of Agriculture in Brisbane,
small  quantities of any specially fine samples of
Wheat ,  Maize, Sugar ,  Tobacco, Rice, Cotton, or
other Farm Produce grown in Queensland, such as
will keep in a dry state, and are suitable for
exhibition in small  quantities .  The wheat should
be in the ear,  with the straw attached ,  as well  as in
the grain  ;  the maize in grain and in cob ; the
cotton ginned and unpinned; the wool in the grease
and scoured.
Information about the land on which the farm
produce is grown wil l be acceptable ,  together with
samples of the soil for analysis where this may be
considered advisable.
In all  cases the names of the producers ,  and the
locality where grown ,  should be attached to the
exhibits.
PETER McLEAN,
Under Secretary for Agriculture.
QUEENSLAND MARINE DEFENCE
FORCE.
GENERAL ORDER.
By Captain FRANcis PRIN GLE TAYLOR,  Senior
Naval Officer.
Office of Senior Naval Officer,
Brisbane, 22nd April, 1889.
No.  56.
i (SHE following will take effect from date :--
O.IIRNS NAVAL BRIGADE.
No. 23, Joseph Holmes, L.S., is granted three
months '  leave of absence from 1st instant.
No. 16, W. Barnard ,  A.B., and No. 30, E.
Martin, A.B., are dismissed ,  for non-attendance at
parades.
By Order,
WALTON  DRAKE, R.N.,
Commanding Naval Corps.
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Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 26th  April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, GOONDIWINDI.
TENDERS will be received at this Office.
l and at Court House, Goondiwindi, until
Four o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 23rd May,
from persons willing  to contract for Erecting Court
House.  Goondiwindi.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Court Souse, Goondi-
windi."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Court Houses, Goondiwindi and Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£25. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form,
and state the time  within which  it is  proposed
to complete  the work, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum  signed by the
party tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
10 per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance  of the Contract in the event
of the 'l 'ender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute  and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the  usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond  to Her Majesty  for securing  such perform-
ance;  otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, GOONDIWINDI.
rrE NDERS will be received at this Office, and
atthe Court House, Goondiwindi, until Four
o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 23rd May,
from persons  willing to contract for Erecting
Police Station, Goondiwindi.
Tenders  to be endorsed ,  "Police Station, Goondi-
windi."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office,  and at  the Court Houses, Goondiwindi and
Warwick.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £15.
(See Clause  1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders must  be on a proper printed form, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance,
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department  of Mines and Works,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, WOOMBYE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
May, from persons  willing to contract  for erecting
Court House , Woombye.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "Court Douse, Woom-
baye."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is
£10. (See Clause 1 in the General Conditions
attached to the Specification.)
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
forms, and state the time within which it is
proposed to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the
sum of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as
security for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event to execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Department of Mines and Works,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ADAVALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 31st
May, from persons willing to contract f'or Erecting
Post and Telegraph Office, Adavale.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Post and TelegraphOffice, Adavale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Post Office, Charleville.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be  enclosed
by bank draft or bank notes with the Tender, is £20.
(See Clause 1 in the General Conditions attached
to the Specification.)
Tenders  must be on a proper printed form, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of 10 per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1889.
LOST PROPERTY-BITNDABERG AND
MOUNT PERRY RAILWAY.
1N
OTICE is hereby given, that a List of Articles
in the custody of the Lost Property Depart-
ment, Bundaberg, was published in full in the
Government Gazette  of Saturday, the 9th March.
1889. Owners can obtain the same on application
to the Station Master in Charge, Bundaberg and
paying costs. If not released on or before TUES-
DAY, the 4th June, 1889, they will be Sold by
Public Auction to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW.
Commissioner for Railways.
NOTICE.
v O
N TUESDAY, 7th itil ay, 1889, the First
Section of the Normanton towards Croydon
Railway, a distance of thirty- six miles , will be
Opened for Public Traffic. Full particulars as to
Times of Trains, Rates, Fares, Sc., appear on
another page.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner  for Railways.
Brisbane , 25th April, 1839.
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11END14,R8 are invited for the
l men t  Gazette.
Nature  of Work.
Department of Mines and:Works,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1889.
TENDERS.
undermentioned Public Works. For full particulars , see  Govern-
CuNNAMULLA-Additions, Court House
CQNNAMULLA-New Post and Telegraph Office
NORMANTON-Quarters, Sergeant of Police ..,
WINDOBAH-Quarters for Sergeant of Police
NO$MANTON-New Post Office and Quarters ...
NOBMANTON-New Bonded Store and Custom House
EULO-Additions, Police Station ... ...
Tuesday,
Thursday, and
Saturday
only.
T$v$sDAY ISLAND- Residence  for Sub-Collector of Customs ditto
CROYDON-Police Stables ... ... ... ... ... ditto
Brisbane; Police Station,
Eulo ; and Court House,
Cunnamulla ; 17th May,
1889.
Mines  and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Custom
Houses, Thursday Island
and Normanton ; 23rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
Houses, Croydon and
Normanton  ;  23rd May,
1889.
1
R. ROBERTSON,
Acting Under  Secretary.
NORMANTON RAILWAY.
T HE following Time Table ,  Passenger Fares, and Goods Rates,  &c., will come into operation onTUESDAY, 7th May,  1889 ,  and will continue in force until further notice
UP TRAINS.
4 co
Pqz
Stations.
NO$MANTON  ... ... dep.
14 Glenore  ... ... ...
36 11AYDON  ... ... ...  arr.
Date of  Gazette  contain -  Place and Date to which Tender
ing original notice.  can be received.
23rd March, 1889...
ditto ...
ditto ...
30th March, 1889 ...
6th April, 1889
ditto
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
House, Cunnamu ll a; 3rd
C May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,Brisbane; and Post
Office,  Cunnamulla ; 3rd
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Court
House ,  Normanton ; 3rd
May, 1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
I Brisbane ;  Police Station,
Windorah;  and Court
House, Blacka ll; 10th
May, 1889.
Mines and Works Office,
Brisbane ;  and PostOffice,
Normanton  ;  17th May,
1889.
Mines and Works  Office,
Brisbane  ;  and Custom,
House, Normanton ; 17th
May, 1889.
(Mines and Works Office,
... 13th April,  1889 ...
Stations.
Tuesday,
Thursday, anal
Saturday
only.
a.m. p.m.
6.0 HAYDON ... ... ... ... dep. 4.0
6.56 Glenore ... ... ... ... ...  6.28
8.24 NORMANTON  ... ... ... arr. 6'24
1st Class Single. 2nd Class Single.
NOTE.-Passenger Fares :-  s. d. s. d.
Normanton and Glenore ... ... 3 6 ... 2 4
Normanton and Haydon ... ... ... ... ... 9 0 ... 6 0
Glenore and Haydon ... ... ... ... ...  5 6 ... 3 8
Gbods Rates-Normanton and Haydon :- £ s. d.
For General Goods ... ... ... ... . ... 2 0 0 per ton
Horse Feed (in full truck-loads*) ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
Timber (in full truck-loadst) ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Parcels, Horse, Carriage, Dog, &c., Rates to be obtained on application to Station Masters.
Brisbane, 24th April, 1889.
DOWN TRAINS.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
• Minimum, 3 tons. Smaller quantities at the rate for General Goods until the rate for 3 tons, at 6s. per ton, is reached.
Minimum, 6 tons. Smaller quantities at the rate for General Goods until the rate for 6 tons, at lOs. per ton, is reached.
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Week ending 21st April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease ... ...
1889 -Total Tr fic to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 21st  April, 181+9 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffi^  to date ...
1888 -Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 21st April, 1889 ...
Corresponding  week last  year ...
Increase...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1$$8--Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
Week ending 21st April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase...
Decrease
1889 - Total Traffic to date ...
1888 - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Week ending 21st  April,  1889 ...
Corresponding week last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto ...
Total Decrease ...
Week ending 21st  April,1889 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase...
Decrease
... ...
1889 -Total Traffic to date ...
1888 Ditto ditto ...
Total  Decrease ... ...
...Week ending 21st April, 1889
Corresponding week lastyear ... f
Increase ... ...
Decrease ... ...
1889-Total Traffic to date ...
1888-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
Week  ending  21st April, 1889 ...
Corresponding week  last year...
Increase... ...
Decrease
1889-Total Traffic  to date ...
1888-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Decrease ... ...
No* of
miles open
rorTranlc.
TRAFFIC t;ARNINGi .
Passengers'
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
i E s. d. I £ s. d. £ s. d.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
BUNDABERG  RAILWAY.
873 3,798 14 2 4,174 10 3 193 6 11 8,16611 4
815  2,340 14  8 5,054 2 6 182 4 7 7,577 1 9
1,457 19 6
...
MARYBOROUGH RAILWAY.
879 ' 12 3
151 584 15 2 507 13 2 287 0 6 1,379 8 10
151 400 19 8 866 19 6 68 1 2 1,336 0 4
...
66 101 8 11 143 0 5 5 19 0 250 8 4
66 109 11 2 299 3 0 16 2 9 424 16 11
183 15 6
359' 6 4
218 19 4
...
£1,194 0 3
*2 3 156 2 78
...
... ... ...
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
too
492 ' 549 15 6 2,028  7 11  94 1 5 2,672  4  10
463 449 7 9 2,893 16 1  76 15  7  3,419 19  5
... 100 7 9
... ... 865 8 2
31
31
260
260
9
8
MACKAY RAILWAY.
11 2 4
...
10-3  9
...
17 5 10
31 14 8 11 18 9 9 5 8 52 19 1
48 7 8 30 15 11 6 8 3 86 1 10
16 13 0 18 17 2
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
535 13 11 1,407 14 2
498 7 9 1,815 2 3
2 17 5
£ a. d
589 9 7
125,000 16 1
120,860 16 11
£4,139 19 2
43 8 6
18,777 12 7
19,971 12 10
174 8 7
4,999 9 6
5,512 18 11
£513 9 5
747 14 7
44,441 9 638,742 10  0
£5,69819 6
'33 2 9
958 8 4
1,679 9 11
£721 1 7
147 15 7 2,091 3 8
81 15 2 2,395 5 2
37 6 2 66 0 5
407 8 1
...
304 1 6
34,609 4 2
35,734  2  10
£1,124 18 8
CAIRNS RAILWAY.
53 3 2 20 12 3 133 6 7 207 2 0
35 18 8 44 2 9 22 8 7 102 10 0
17 4 6 110 18 0
... 23 * 10 6 ...
• COOKTOWN RAILWAY.
104 12 0
1,926 2 10
1,008 10 11
£917 11 11
67 51 2 7 49 9 3 2411 5 125 3 3
51 55 0 8 68 0 4 155 5 0 278 6 0
3 18 1 18 11 1 130 13 7 153 2 9
1,768 11 9
1,928 4 8
£159 12 11
F. CURNOW, Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
TENDERS. 26th April, 1889..
END EItS are invited for the undermentioned Public Works.  For full particulars ,  see  Government
(%azette.
Nature of  Work. Date of  Gazette  contain- Place and Date to which Tendering original notice . can be received.
Queensland Railways, S. and C. D.-Central Railway- 2m1 February, 1889 Railway Office , Brisbane ;Contract for Works 1 ? 24th May, 1889.
Superstructure  of Bridge over the Burnett River at. Bunna-
berg ... ...
Erection of Engine -Shed at Woolloongabba ... ...
One Hundred  (100) Sets of  Switch Gear ...
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, under the fourteenth
section of " An Act to make provision for
the Construction  by the Government of Railways
and for the Regulation of the same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has primarily approved
of the Plans and Book of Reference of the Exten-
sion  of the Bundaberg Railway across the Burnett
River , in length 37  chains  84; links.
The Maps or Plans and Book of Reference can
be seen at  this Office, and at the Office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions,Bundaberg; and all parties
interested in the lands to be affected by the said
intended Railway are hereby required to transmit
to me, at this Office, in writing, within one month
from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist to the adoption of the said line of Rail-
way, or any part thereof, or of any works proposed
in connection therewith.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 17th April, 1889.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
N and Book of Reference of the Ninth Section
of the Central Railway, in length 54 miles 63 chains
9 links, have been approved and confirmed ; and
that, in  pursuance  of the seventeenth section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the Line above
referred to, according to the Map or Plan and
Book  of Reference so confirmed, to be seen at this
Office.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
NORTH COAST  R AILWAY-SECTIONs  Nos. 2 AND 3.
GATEKEEPERS' COTTAGES.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until
11.. Four (4) o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th
May, from persons willing  to contract for the
Erection  of Five (5) Gatekeepers' Cottages on
Sections Nos. 2 and  3, North Coast Railway.
Tenders  to be endorsed ,  " Tender for Gate-
keepers' Cottages, North Coast Railway."
Plan , Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at the
Chief Engineer 's Office, Brisbane, and at Office of
Clerk  of Petty Sessions , Caboolture.
Tenders must  be sent in on proper printed
forms ,  and state  the time within which it is
proposed  to complete the work, and at the foot of
every Tender there must be a memorandum, signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the
sum of  10 per cent.  on amount  of Tender as
security  for the due performance of the Contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking  in that event to execute, within four-
teen days from  the usual notification of acceptance,
6th April, 1889 .. c Railway Office , Brisbane ;3rd May, 1889.
20th April, 1889 Railway Office,  Brisbane ;10th.May, 1889.
ALBEIT PREWETT,
Pro  1 'nmmiccinner  for Railways.
an Agreement with the Commissioner for Railways
for securing such performance; otherwise the
Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
ALBERT PREWETT,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1888.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
-RANCHES of the above  are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Ayr, Banana, Barcaldine,
Beaudesert, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bogantungan,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Bundaberg Railway, Burenda, Burketown, Cabool-
ture, Cairns, Cardwell, Central Railway, Charle-
ville,Charters Towers, Clermont, Cleveland,Clifton,
Cloncurry, Comet, Cooktown, Coomera Township,
Crow's Nest, Croydon, Cumberland,  Cunnamulla,
Dalby, Drayton, Eidsvold, Emerald, Emu Vale:,
Esk, Eton, Fernvalo, Fortitude Valley, Gatton,
Gayndah, Geham, Georgetown, Geraldton, Gin
Gin, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi, Gympic,
Helidon, Herberton, Howard, Ingham, Ingle-
wood, Ipswich, Isisford, Jimbour, Jondaryan,
Kilkivan, Killarney, Koojarewon, Laidley, JuPy.
burn, Mackay, Marburg, Maryborougb, Mary-
borough Railway, Maytown, Miles, Millchester
Mitchell Downs, Morven, Mount  Morgan, Mount
Perry, Murphy's Creek, Muttaburra,  Nanango,
Nerang  Creek, Normanton, North Pine, Northern
Railway, Nebo, One-mile Cre°k (Gympie),
Pittsworth, Port Douglas, Ravenswood, Rock-
hampton, Roma, Rosewood, Sandgate, Ship-
ping Office (Brisbane), South Brisbane, South-
port, Springsure, S. and W. Railway, Stan-
thorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence, Surat, Tambo,
Taroom, Tewantin, Thornborough, Thursday
Island , Tiaro, Toowong, Toowoomba, Torbanlea,
Townsville, Walkerston, Warwick, Watsonville,
Westwood, Winton, Woodford, and Yeulba.
Deposits of five shillings  and upwards will be
received from any depositor, subject to the under-
mentioned conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds  per cent. per
annum ;  on deposits exceeding 2100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent,
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder ;
on deposits exceeding £ 200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on  £200  part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above Offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
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1XEMPTION FROM DUTY.
CABBAGE-TREE LEAF.
I T is hereby notified, in accordance with the
provisions contained in the third schedule of
" The Customs Duties Act  of 1888," that
CABBAGE-TREE LEAF
which is suited only for, and is to be used solely in,
the fabrication of goods within the Colony, is
exempted from duty.
WILLIAM PATTISON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane ,  30th August, 1887.
WEATHER CHART OF AUSTRALASIA.
% COPY of the  New Enlarged Chart, shewingA changes of weather in progress ,  published
by the  Post and Telegraph Department of Queens-
land, daily  (except Sundays and Holidays ),  will be
posted to any address in the Colonies for a sub-
scription of £2 2s .  per annum in advance.
Apply to Clement  L. Wragge,  Government
Meteorologist ,  Brisbane.
TV. HORATIO WILSON,
Postmaster -General.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE - WATSON-
VILLE TO MOUNT•ALBION,  VIA  IRVINE-
BANK.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MON DAY, the Twenty-seventh
(27th) day of Ma next, from persons desirous
of contracting for the supply of all material (except
wire and insulators) and for all workmanship
necessary for the above-mentioned line of telegraph,
according to the terms, general conditions, and
specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately-
(1) Price, per mile, for clearing and timber
work ;
(2) Price, each, for extra poles, where neces-
sary;
Pric, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary ;
(4) Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching two wires.
From Watsonville to Mount Albion, vi€i Irvine-
bank-a distance of fourteen (14) miles more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane. The quantities issued will be upon the
proper estimate and requisition of the contractor,
who will be held responsible for applying for
sufficient, and any surplus material after the com-
pletion of the contract must be delivered by the
contractor, free of charge, at the nearest Telegraph
Station, as directed.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (f;) weeks
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
1. Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five  (75)  per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
Certificates must be produced from the Chairmen
of Divisional Boards, through whose Divisions the
line has been taken, that no claims are made by
them under Clause 4, before final payment will be
made. The total balance will be paid when the
entire contract shall have been completed to the
satisfaction of the Government.
2. The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
.3. The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for ob-
taining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the tovernment  against  any claims for compensation
arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
4. The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation  for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
5. Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the
manner and  at the rate of progress required by the
Government, it shall be in the power of the Govern-
ment , by a notice in the  Queensland Government
Gazette,  to terminate the contract,  as far as relates
to the work remaining to be done, and to enforce
the penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ;
and all sums  of money which may be due to the
contractor , together with all plant, materials, and
implements in his possession  on the ground , and all
sums  of money, whether  named in  the Bond to
be entered into by the contractor or otherwise, as
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract,
shall be forfeited to the Government, and the
amount shall  be considered  as ascertained damages
for breach of contract.
6. A deposit  of a sum  equal to ten (10) per cent.
of the total tender cost of the whole work must
accompany each Tender, also a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, and two responsible persons
as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the
duo performance of the contract within the time
stipulated, in the event of the Tender being
accepted ; and undertaking in that event that they
will severally execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within ten (10)
days from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty  in a sum equal
to twenty (20) per cent. on the amount of the
Tender.
7. The Government does not bind itself  to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
1. The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
2. All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and all
timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
3. Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
4. All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leav-
ing a clear space of not less than twenty (20)
feet in width, following the course of such track.
5. Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the
best description of approved hardwood (no spotted
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gilm or Moreton  Bay ash being allowed), with
the bark removed, not less than  nine (9) inches
in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and
five (5)  inches  in diameter at the top, and twenty-
five (25) feet in length ; to be carefully and
thoroughly charred from the base upwards over
a space of  six (6) feet, and well coated with the
best coal tar; the top to be firmly bound at
one (1) inch from its extremity with good hoop-
iron not less than one (1) inch wide. The top of
each pole to be bored for the insulator pin, and
served with a thick  coating  of white lead.
6. The poles to be not more than eighty-eight
(88) yards apart, unless by special permission ;
to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed
in a perpendicular position, and well rammed with
rubble and earth. At angles or other places where
required,  struts  or supports of wood to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
7. Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor)
to be of split ironbark and turned according to
pattern supplied, and to be fitted as directed; the
lip of the  insulator  to be  not less than one (1) inch
from the top of the pole. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulator with
the binding wire supplied.
8. The contractor to shift camp for the inspecting
officer and his assistant as required.
9. All material used in the construction of this
work, or any part of it, to be of the best quality,
and, together with the workmanship,  are to be
subject to the final approval or rejection of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any
officer appointed by him to inspece the same.
10. Tender forms and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs , Brisbane, and
Telegraph Office, Herberton.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1889.
Post and Telegraph Department,
Chief Weather  Bureau,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1889.
THE QUEENSLAND METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLES,* MARCH, 1889.
Station.
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NORTH QUEENSL.AND-
Boulia  ... ... 29'896 86.6 32% 86.8 101.5 112.1 72'0 61.6 Southerly 2.5 1.4 0'020 1
Cloncurry ... ... ... 88'0 ... 89'3 101'8 110'0 76.8 61)'0 S.E. ... 1.9 0.8 0.440 2
Cooktownt ... ... 29'933 82.6 74% 83.6 91.3 101.0 75'9 72.0 S.E. ... 1.4 3.1 5'620 12
Hughenden ... ... ... 84'6 46° 86'3 100'5 108'0 72'2 65.0 E.... ... 1'9 1'0 1'170 6
Junction Creek t ... ... 85'1 ... 102.9 112'0 ... ... Calm to S.E. 1.2 4.1 0.860 3
Mackay ... ... ... 81.4 68r ... S.E. ... 2.1 4.6 12.540 15
Normanton ... ... 29'936 84.7 71 j 87'8 99.2 105'0 76.5 68.0 N.W. ... 2.3 2'4 1.970 8
Rockhampton ...  30'033  77'1 747 78'9 84.8 94'0 73.0 68.8 S.E. ... 2.5 4.7 6.575 13
Thursday  Island  t ... ... 85.5 762 S.E. & N. W . 2.7 6.6
Townsville  ... ... 30'043 84.2 ... ... . 89'8 98'0 .. ... S.E. ... 1.7 3.9 3'240 9
Winton ... ... ... 86'6 37% 87'41102.8 115'8 71'9 63.4 N.E. ... 2'3 1'6 0.740 3
SOUTH QUEENSLAND-
Albion $
§
..
Blackall ...
Brisbane ...
South
Camhooya t ..
Cape Moreton
Charleville ...
1)alby... ...
Indooroopilly
Ipswich
Kangaroo Point
Lowood § ...
Bulimba § ...
Roma t ...
Sandgate ...
Stanthorpe ..
Thargomindah
Toowoomba ...
Warwick ...
Windorah ...
Yandilla § ...
30'071 73'3 78% 75.61 83'7 90'7
92'8 42° 86.5 1 102.0 116.0
30'096 75'3 732  75.4 1 83.2 91.5
... 76.11 83'4 93'2
73'7 66% 71.6 &1'8 94.0
30'059 77'6 82% 761  84.1 90'0
29'969 801  40% 801  94.1 109'0
74.4 59%  75'2 86.1 96.3
... 75.1 73°  74'9 83.3 95.8
75'0 ... 77'7 87'0 96.0
7 6'9 70%  75'2 82'2 89'8
... 761  87%  75.1 86'9 96'8
76.5 732  75'6 83.9 93'0
30.063 79'4 45% 79'8 90'8 103.0
... 73'8 ... 71'9 81.5 87'9
65'0  ...  69'6 79'4 94'6
29920  811'  36Z  82.9 95.4 112.5
70'5 74Y  69'7 77'4 87'0
70'5 73  711 82'4 94'0
29'972 82 '6 380  86'5 102'0 115.1
... 84.2 43/  73'5 86'4 96'0
67'4 61.8 S'ly. & Calm 1.4 4.9 3'694
70'9  610  N.E. 3.5 1.8 0.600
67'5 61'8 S.E. ... 2'2 6'S 4.288
68.7 63.0
58.3 49.0 N.E. ... 2.3 5.2 11 80
69.3 59.0 E.... ... 3.8 6.3 9.940
67.2 58.0 S.E. ... 2'2 2'3 27 30
64.3 54.0 E.... .. 2.4 3.6 3.510
66'5 59'8 S.E., E., & 1.0 6.3 2.927
Calm
68'3 60'S S.E. 0'8 5'S 4'615
68'2 62'0 Calm & S.E. Q'9 6'2 4'218
63'3 54'2 E.... ... 0'8 5'03.535
67'4 62'0 S.... ... I .. 5'9 3'191
68.8 50.0 E. 1'9 3.5 11.980
68.3 60.0 Southerly— 2-4 5.4 5.014
59.8 42.1 S.E. ... 2'4 6.9 10'610
7 0'3 62.9 N.E. ... 3'1 2.2 0'420
61'9 53.0 S.E. 2'5 4.7 4'27060.9 50'2 S.E. 1'6 4.9 3'278
70'9 64'3 N.E. &  S.F.  2'5 2.1 0'202
60'6 52'0 E.... 3'9 3'2 1'240
17
19
7
20
57
16
• Mean temperatures in shade for purposes of special climatological comparison and discussion are computed f.om mean maxima
and mean minima values ,  including data from 1st and 2nd order stations.
t Compiled from telegrams and wi ll  be corrected if necessary on receipt of returns . $ 8  a.m. f Private  Stations.
CLEMENT L . WRAGGE,
Government Meteorologist.
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Post and Telegraph  Department,
Meteorological Branch,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1889.
I (" H F, following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at Meteorological  Stations  in the Colony during
1 FEBRUARY, 1889, are published for Gneral information.
JOHN DONALDSON,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1889.
Name  of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
No. of
Days dais
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Tons per
Acre.
I Miles. I Inches . Date. Inches.
TROPICAL DIVISION.
Aramac ... ... ... 22° 59' 145° 14' 274 0'510 5th 3 01800 81
Avon Downs ... ... ... ... 2.450 13th  3 2.850 288
Ayr ... ... ... ... 19 33 147 24 7 1.770 8th 7 5.770 583
Ayrshire Downs ... ... 21 59  142 39 318 0.850 18th 4 0.930 94
Bloomsbury ... ... ... 20 44 148 35 11 1'270 7th 6 2.710 274
Boulia ... ... 22 55 139 38 359 C. 0.540 4th 4 01587 594
Bowen ... ... ... 19 59 148 16 on coast 1.200 8th 5 2' 280 230
Bowen Downs ... ... 22 25 145 1 255 01150 5th 2 0'290 29
Burketown ... .. .. 17 48 139 34 22 1.660 7th  5 2.980 301
Cairns 16 54 145 44 on coast 14.740 11th  11 23 .000 2323
Cambridge Downs ... ... 20 27 142 58 242
Carandotta ... ... ... 21 55 138 42 307 C.
Cardwell ... ... ... 18 15 146 3 on  coast  4.520 12th 9 7'450 752
Charters Towers ... ... 20 3 146 18 66 1 850 6th  7 2.990 302
Clermont ... ... ... 22 45 147 38 129 0.510 12th  2 0.580 59
Cloncurry ... ... ... 20 41 140 33 207 C. 1.040 15th 7 1'860 188
Coen... ... ... ... 13 55 143 15 2]. 4.630 10th 23 15'530 1568
Cooktown ... ... ... 15 28 145 17 on coast 2'880 10th 17 11'080 1119
Cotherstone ... ... ... 22 36 148 15 88
Creen Creek .. ... ... 17 53 142 4 83 C. 1'300 16th  8 3'650 369
Croydon ... ... 1.430 15th 6 3100 374
Cumberland ... ... ... 18 23 143 28 170 1.750 14th  8 3'880 392
Dagworth,  vid  Winton ... 21 45 142 20 303 C.
Devoneourt ... ... ... 21 16 140 19 236 C.
Elderslie ... ... ... 22 18 142 27 342
Floraville ... ... ... 18 13 139 53 37 C. 0.690 21st  8 2.200 222
Georgetown ... ... ... 18 22 143 32 166 0'930 14th 8 3'300 333
Geraldton, Johnstone River 17 32 146 4 4 17.130 11th 16 31.110 3142
Gilbert River ... ... 18 7 142 52 136 C. 2.500 15th  6 3'880 392
Glen Boughton, Cairns ... ...
Goode Island ... ... 10 36 142 11 T.B. 2'820 3rd 21 14'340 1448
Goondi, Johnstone River ... 17 30 146 3 4
Iterberton ... ... ... 17 24 145 26 40
Hewittville ... .. 23 15 150 51 on coast 1.750 6th 7  3.820 386
Highbury ... ... ... 16 23 144 1 95
Hughenden ... ... ... 20 51 144 9 191 0.930 13th 6 1.500 1514
Inkerman ... ... ... 19 46 147 26 12 2.890 7th 6 4.950 500
Innishowen, Johnstone River 17 54 145 29 R .A. ...
Junction Creek ... ... 18 16 144 24 108 4.000 15th 11 11'030 1114
Kalamia, Burdekin River ... 19 28 147  27 3
Karumba, late Kimberley ... 17 27 140 54 on coast 1.030 5th 6 2 *20  265
Lammermoor ... ... 21 19 144 38 197
Lawn Hill,  via  Normanton ... ... ... 0.650 17th 4 1.820 184
Low Island ... ... ... 16 23 145 36 off coast 9'000 11th  15 16 '630 1680
Lyndhurst ... ... ... 19 12 144 25 125
McDonnell ... ... 11 46 142 33 25 3'820 4th 21 18'650 1884
Mackay ... ... ... 21 9 149 13 1 1'560 7th 11 6.900 697
Mackinlay .. ... 21 14 141 24 248 C. 01100 18th 1 01100 10
Macnade Plantation (Lower
Herbert) ... ... ...
Manfred Downs ... ... 20 15 141  40 193 C.
Manuka  .. ... ... 21 44 143  25 270
Marlborough ... ... 22 51 149  53 27  1.040 12th 4 2'670 270
Maytown  ... ... ... 15 59 144  20 71  1.970 9th 16  5.480 553
Mein... ... ... ... 15 13 142  47 45 3430 10th 17  9.970 1007
Moreton ... 12 28 142  34 36  3'300 10th 16.260 1642
Mount Cornish ... 22 34 144  34 270
Musgrave ... ... 14 50 143  35 35 3.290 10th 17 13.840 1398
Muttaburra ... ... ... 22 36 144  31 273 Nil
Nebo ... ... 21 41 1 48  44 42  0.700 6th 4 1.120 113
Normanton ... 17 39 141  9 38 C.  1'250 1st 9 2.940 1 297
Oondooroo, North Gregory 22 10 143  12 302
1 . 1315Paterson ... ... ... 10 47 142  25 T.B.  2.950 3 0203rd  18
Pentland ... ... ... 20 33 145  25 123
Port Douglas ... ... 16 30 145  28 on coast 10.000 12th 14 21.340 1 2155
Proudfoot Lightship ... 10 33 141 5 T.S.
Ravenswood ... ... 20 5 146  54 47  4.260 7th 8 6 810 688
Rockhampton ... 23 24 150  30 18  2.060 6th 6 41 75 4314
St. Helen's,  Mackay ... 21 53 148  53 4
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 20 149  32 7
T el emon  .. ... ... 20 40 143  48 203
The Hollow, Mackay ... 21 11 149  0 17
Thornborough ... 16 58 144  57 48
Tooloombah, Connor's Range 22 42 149  34 23
Townsville ... ... ... 19 15 146 48 on coast 1.830 13th 8  4.540 4584
Trebonne, Herbert River ... 18 40 146  8 15
Winton ... ... ... 22 23 143  3 316  0.180 16th 2 0.220 22
Woodlands ... ... ... 23 2 150  44 3  2.980 14th 10 6.330 639
NoTz.-Figures to which C is attached refer to the distance from the Gulf of Carpentaria.  The geographical positions
and distances  from coast have been corrected from the latest  information procurable. ,
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY,  1889-continued.
Name of Station.
Alice Downs ...
A llora .
Alpha, Centrai Railway
Arcturus Downs ...
Auburn .. ...
Banana ... ...
Barcaldine ... ...
Beaudesert ... ...
Beeabah ... ...
Beechal, Warrego
Beenleigh .. ...
Biddenham ... ...
Bierbank  .. ... ...
Bindango,  Roma ...
Blackall  ... ... ...
Blinkbonnie  ... ... ...
Bogantungan ... ...
Bollon ... ...
Bon Accord, Dalby... ...
Boonara  .. ... ...
Braeside,  Dalveen ... ...
BRISBANE
Bulgroo Station  rid  Adavale
Bulimba ,  near Brisbane
(Mrs. Coxen's) ...
Bundaberg ...
Bunya Mountains ...
Burenda
Bustard Head ...
Caboolture . ...
Caiwarro ,  Warrego...
Caloundra ... ...
Camboon ... ...
Cambooya  ... • ...
Canning Downs ...
Cape Moreton
Cecil Plains  rid  Dalby ...
Charleville ...
Charlotte Plains, Cunnamulla
Cleveland ... ...
Condamine Plains . ...
Latitude
(South).
26° 30'
28 1
23 39
24 4
25 58
24 29
23 33
27 59
26 20
27 44
25 48
2635
24 24
27 45
23 36
28 6
27 33
26 7
28 30
27 29
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
I miles. I Inches. Date.
EXTRA TROPICAL DIVISION.
146° 52'
152 1 83 0.640 23rd
146 34 215 0.170 17th
148 3 ..
150 37 137
150 6 79 1.150 5th
145 17 287  0-200  4th
153 2 27
152 5 62
153 15 7 1.250 23rd
146 25 315 0.460 20th0-045 5th
148 28 258 0.900 21st
145 26 302 0.360 5th
151 33 104 1.030 23rd
147 14 177 0.200 6th
147 29 347 0.580 12th
151 14 115  0-450  19th
152 5 64 1.140 15th
151 51 105
153 6 10 0.940 23rd
27 28 153 5 7 1.600 24th
24 53 152 21 9 (1790 12th
... ... 0.420 5th
25 45 146 44 300 0.490 11th
24 2 151 48  on coast 0 .850 13th
27 6 152 59 7 0.750 19th
... ... 0.190 5th
26 49 153 10 on coast 0.270 7th
25 4 150 23 99 0.320 13th
27 41 151 53 80 0.470 19th
28 13 152 7 85 1.670 22nd
27 2 153 29  off  coast 1.040 1st
26 25 146 13 351 0.530 12th
27 54 146 5 424 0.400 6th
27 33 153 19 on coast 0.570 23rd
26 57 150 6 182
Connemara, Jundah ... ...
Copmanhurst ... ... ...
Corinda ... ... ...
Corona  Downs ,  Mitchell ...
Cowley Station ,  Eulo  ...  28 13
Cryna,  Beaudesert  ... ... 27 59
Cunnamnlla . ... ...  28 5
Curriwi ll ingbi  ... ...
Dalby  ... ... ...  27 32
Dalveen  .. ...  28 35
Dillalah ,  Warrego District...
Dirranbandi ... ...
Drysdale  Ponds, Jondaryan
Duaringa .. 23 36
Durham Downs, Cooper's
Creek ... .. ..
Dynevor Downs, Eulo 28 5
Dulacca  ... ... ...  26 35
Emerald ... ... ... 23 28
Enoggera Reservoir  ... 27 27
Esk ... ... ... ... 27 15
Eton Vale, Cambooya ... 27 41
Eulo  ... ... ... 28 10
Fassifern  ... ... ... 27 57
Fernmount, Albion (Mr. Laa-
sell 's)
Forest  Vale,  near Mitchell 26 0
Franklyn Vale, Grandchester 27 46
Gayndah ... ... ... 25 38
Gladstone  .. ... ...  23 52
Glenearn ,  Surat  ... ... 27 15
Glengallan Station  ... ...  28 5
Gold Creek Reservoir  ...  27 28
Goodna ... ... ... 27 37
Goomburra  .. ... ...  28 1
Goondiwindi  ... ...  28 33
Gowrie, Dar li ng Downs  ...  27 29
Gympie  ... ... ...  26 12
Rawkwood  ... ... ... 25 47
Helidon . ... ... 27 33
Indooroopilly ... ... ...
Inglewood  ... ... ...  28 25
Inskip Point  ... ...  25 48
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 37
Isisford  ... ... ...  24 14
... ... 0110 5th
... ... 0.582 23rd
144 50 494 0.080 5th
153 1 28
145 38 453 0.320 12th
151 15  1  i0 0.450 17th
152 1 96
... 0.150 20th
...  0-300  5th
149 41 80 0.800 13th
144 18 515
149 38 ..
148 5 124 0.070 21st
152 57 13 1.370 7th
152 26 39  1.540 5th
151 57 76 0.890 20th
144 59 485 0.500 5th
152 38 49  1.040 19th
1.465 23rd
147 47 257
152 24 54
151 37 70 0.059 23rd
151 17 on coast 1.680 13th
149 0 249
152 5 82
152 54  16 0830 6th
152 56 22  0-200  4th
152 9 77
150 21 186 0.200 5th
151 50 79 0 .910 23rd
152 38 28 0 .310 22nd
150 50 117  1-170 5th
152 8 60
... ... 11150 23rd
151 7 141 1.030 5th
153 4 off coast 0 .460 6th
152 47 29 0.310 5th
144 22 357 1.200 11th
No. of
Days Rain
Fell.
Total
Rainfall.
Inches.
Tons per
Acre.
6 1.850 187
2  0-380  38
2-160  2180-200  20
3 1.420 143
5 1.100 ill
1  0-045  44
4  1-170  118
2 0.490 49
9 2.070 209
1 0.200 20
3 0.830 84
4 0.980 99
5 1.890 191
8 2.002 202
Nil
3  2-560  2581
7 2.242 226
3 1.120 113
6 1.310 132
10  2-280  230
8 2100 212
1 0.190 19
8 0.600 61
5 0.570 58
6 2.060 208
7 2.570 260
6 1.590 161
3 0.520 521
4 0.980 99
1 0.570 58
8 1.140 115
3 1.220 123
2 0.100 10
4 0.830 84
1 0.450 45
2 0.190 19
2 0350 35
3  1-047  106
3 0.170 17
5  2-490  251
5 3.110 314
6 2.800 283
3  0-820  83
6  3-400  343
6 2.684 2711
5 1.270 128
5 2.540 2564
6  1-497  1514
3 0.360 36
6 0590 60
4 1-400  141
4 0'920 93
4 1.790 181
4 1.736 1751
2 1.060 107
6 1.120 113
5 0.740 75
2 1.380 139
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TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY,  1889-continued.
Name  of Station. Latitude(South).
Longitude
(East).
Least
Distance from
Sea-coast.
Maximum Fall in 24 hours,
and Date.
Mile
JiTnbour ... ... ...
Juandah ... ... ...
Kangaroo Point, Brisbane...
Kilkivan .. .. ...
Lake Clarendon, Gatton ...
Leyburn ... ... ...
Lowood (Mr. J. F. Smith's)
Lytton ... ... ...
Marburg ... ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Maryland ... ... ...
Miles ...
Millaquin Refinery ... ...
Millbrook ... ... ...
Minerva Downs
Mitchell ...
Mooloolah ...
Morven ...
Mount Abundance, Roma ...
Mount Hutton, ]Loma ...
Mount Morris ...
Mount Perry ... ...
Mount Playfair ... ...
Mundoolun  ... ... ...
Murweh ... ... ...
Nanango ... ... ...
Nerang ... ...
Norley ... ...
Orion Downs ... ...
Pine River North ... ...
Pittsworth ... ... ...
Redbank Plains
Redcliffe ... ... ...
Riverston ... ... ...
Roma  ... ., ...
St. George  ... ... ...
St. Helena ... ... ...
Sandgate  ... ... ...
Sandy Cape ... ... ...
Southport ... ... ...
Springsure  ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ...
Strath-Ellbesa, near Warwick
Sunny Bank, South Coast Ry.
Surat ... ... ...
Talgai East ... ... ...
Tambo .. ...
Tambourine Mountain ...
Taroom ... ... ...
Texas ... ...
Thargomindah ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ...
Wallangarra ... ...
Waroonga, Mitchell
Warra ..
Warwick ... ... ...
W elford Lagoon
Welltown .. ... ...
Weribone,  Surat ... ...
Westland, Aramac ... ...
Westwood ...
Whyenbah,  near  St. George
Windorah ... ... ...
Woodford ... ... ...
Woody  Island ... ...Yandilla ... ... ...
Yengarie, Maryborough ...
Yuelba ... ... ...
Inches. Date. Inches.
EXTRA  TROPICAL -continued.
26 59 151 12 114 0.500 5th 4 0'950 96
26 10 149 57 175 0-_00 5th 5 0.560 561
270  29' 153° 7' 9 1.304 23rd 7 2.281 230
26 6 152 13 52 0.580 24th 5 1.260 127
... 1.860 20th 3 3.850 389
28 1 151 37 104  0-330  6th 7 1.000 101
27 25 152  34 32 0.010 5th 5 1.752 177
27 25 153 11 on coast 0.650 23rd 6 1.510 1521
27 36 152 38 ... ... ... ... Nil
25 33 152  43 12 0.210 12th 8 0.780 79
28 33 152 2 94
26 39 150 7 182 0.490 19th 6 1.600 162
24 52 152 20 9
23 48 148 17 135
26 30 147 58 320 0.230 23rd 2 0.250 25
1.450 6th 10 2.820 285
26 25 147 5 307 0.330 22nd 6 1.010 102
26 39 148 38 253
25 48 148 13 205
25 40 145 38 340
25 13 151 41 51 . 0700 14th 4 1.350 136
25 4 147 2 250  0-610  20th 5 1.790 181
27 54 153 9 17 1.530 6th 5 2.300 232
26 57 I 145 58 495
26 41 152 1 68 2.900 5th 5 3'670 371
27 58 153 23 5 1.270 1;Ith 8 2.350  237
0150 4th 2 0180 18
24 14 I 148 17 155  0.260 6th 2  0-360 36
27 16 152 59 7 0.720 23rd 7 1'320 133
27 42 151 38 94 0.750  22nd  7 1.800 182
... 0.210 5th 4 0.500 501
27 14 153 8 on coast 0 650 19th 5 1.480 149
24 6 150 56 30
26 36 148 42 247 0 600 5th 2 0 850 86
28 4 148 33 282 1.050 11th 5 1.620 164
27 25 153 15 off coast 0.561 6th 8  1-871 189
27 20 153 5 on coast 01500 19th 9 1.637 166
24 41 153 16 on coast 0.210 13th 5 0'7 20 73
27 57 153 27 on coast 1.470 23rd 7 2.340 236
24 3 148 3 153 0.200 16th 5 0.590 60
28 37 151 58 97 1.110 22nd 6 2'510 2531
27 11 149 2
28 1 151 49
24 51 146 14
25 38 149 45
28 51 151 12
27 58 143 43
27 34 151 58
28 54 151 59
26 23 1 148 5
26 59 150  51
28 12 152 4
25 6  1,13 26
28 4 149 54
27 23 148 52
23 37
28 24
25 26
26 56
25 17
25 32
26 43
.. 0.590 23rd 4 0.980 99
247 1.240 22nd 5 1.890 191
94
285 0.220 5th 3 0.340 34
0.840 5th 7 1'710 173
153 0.350 6th 2 1-610  163
137 0.740 5th 3 1.010 102
539 0.080 4th 2 0.150 15
71 1.270 19th 5 2-290  231
90 1020 6th 7 2.560 258j
261 0.620 17th 4 1.340 135
130
85 1.230 22nd 8 2.420 244
435 0.700 11th 5 1-270128
212 0'330 22nd 4 0.660 67
256
0.110 5th 2
156,  8 43 1'480 13th 4
14S 19 303 0.480 20th 5
142 36 490 • 0.100 19th 1
152 47 18 0.490 6th 5
152 58 off coast 0200 6th 5
... ... 0.540 17th 5
152 34 24 01550 12th 7
149 24 226 0'390 5th 6
No. of
Days Rain Total  Tonspe
Fell. Rainfall . Acre.
0-130  13
2.650 268
1.015 102k0-100  100-750 76
0.460 461-255  1261
1650 167
1.260 127
CLEMENT L. WRAGGE,
Government M teorologist.
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CROYDON CEMETERY.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following Regulations made by the Trustees of
the Croydon Cemetery.
BOYD) D. MOREHEAD.
1. The hours appointed for the performance of
funerals  are from eight o'clock a.m. to sunset
throughout the year. On Sundays the hours
appointed for funerals are from ten o'clock a.m. to
five o'clock p.m. throughout the year. No funerals
will be allowed to take place at any other time,
unless in cases  of great emergency, and upon the
written authority of two trustees, and subject to
such conditions as they may impose.
2. The sevi  ral fees  and charges set forth in
Schedule A shall be payable in respect of the
several matters  therein specified. All fees and
charges must be paid at the time of making appli-
cation for the thing or matter in respect of which
they are payable.
3. The trustees or person appointed by them
for that purpose shall determine the size and
position  of all graves  or vaults to be sunk in the
cemetery. No catacombs will be allowed.
4. No person shall be allowed to prepare a
grave  within the cemetery except the person ap-
pointed by the trustees or their officer.
5. All graves made in the cemetery shall be sunk
at least six  feet. Not more than two bodies of
adults shall be buried  in one grave.
6. Applications for interment must be made in
writing to the trustees, or person appointed by
them for that purpose, at the office of the trustees
of the Croydon Cemetery. The application must
be made in  the form, and contain the particulars
specified  in Schedule B, be signed by the applicant,
and be accompanied by the proper fees.
7. An authority in the form of Schedule C shall
thereupon be given, which shall be the officer's
warrant  for preparing the grave.
8. The person applying for the interment must
deliver to the officer appointed the authority so
given , together with  a memorandum  containing the
particulars  specified in Schedule D, and signed by
the applicant.
9. The hour named in the  application  and in the
last-mentioned memorandum  shall be the hour at
which the  funeral procession is to  arrive at the
cemetery , and the hour  so named must  be punc-
tually observed.
10. All charges may be remitted on the burial
of any poor  person  in the cemetery (except in the
case  of burial by persons under contract with the
Government, or any public hospital, to perform
such burials), upon it being proved to the satisfac-
tion of at least two trustees that such person was
a pauper , or that the relations and friends of the
deceased  are unable to pay the cost and charges of
such burial. Where paupers are buried by such
contractors , the charge will be in accordance with
the scale set  forth in Schedule A.
11. Orders for interment  must  be given at the
cemetery at least three working hours before the
hour fixed for the  funeral , otherwise  an extra
charge  will be made in accordance with the scale
in Schedule  A. No free interment will be allowed
without  such notice.
12. No funeral will be allowed to take place,
except under  circumstances of the most urgent
nature,  and upon the written authority of two
trustees , or a certificate of some duly qualified
medical practitioner , without a certificate of the
registration  of the death, signed by the Registrar
of the district, or the certificate of a coroner or
magistrate  holding and inquest or inquiry ; such
certificate  or authority must be delivered to the
officer appointed , before the funeral enters the gates
of the cemetery, but it is to be understood that the
certificate  of the two trustees or the medical
practitioner  will only be accepted in the absence
from  the district of the Registrar.
13. Applications for permission to have  a private
grave prepared, a vault constructed, or a monu-
ment, a tombstone, or a tablet erected, must be
made to the trustees, or to the person authorised
by them for that purpose, whereupon, if approved
of, a permission in the form set forth in Schedule
E will, if required, be granted to the person apply-
ing, on payment of the charges set forth in
Schedule A in that behalf.
14. Persons requiring brick graves or vaults to
be made in the cemetery must submit plans of
them for the approval of the  trustees, and
construct them under the direction of a surveyor
appointed by the trustees. Every coffin placed in
a vault or brick grave must be bricked in,
cemented, and covered with a slab of  stone ,  slate,
or iron, and every such coffin must have on the
lid a lead or copper plate with the name of the
deceased stamped on it.
15. A copy of every epitaph or inscription pro-
posed to be engraven or placed on any monument,
tombstone, or tablet must be submitted to the
trustees for approval, and they may withhold
such approval if the proposed epitaph or inscrip-
tion appears to them inappropriate  or unbecoming.
16. The trustees may order the removal of any
monument or tombstone or other erection which
shall not have been sanctioned by them, or of any
trees and shrubs planted on or near aay grave
which in their  opinion are  objectionable.
17. All monuments,  vaults, graves, and grave-
stones must be kept in repair and proper condition
by or at the expense of the owners.
18. The officer or other persons employed by the
trustees are  not allowed to receive any gratuity
for the performance of their duties without the
special permission of the trustees, to be granted
upon application made to them by the persons
interested. Any infringement of this rule , will
lead to the immediate dismissal of such officer or
other person offending.
19. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
special grants and of the position of all  graves in
the cemetery, will be kept by the secretary and
trustees, and be open to inspection upon the pay-
ment  of the charges mentioned in Schedule A.
20. The cemetery will be open daily to the public
from sunrise to sunset.
21. The person authorised by the  trustees in
that behalf has authority  to exercise  all the powers
conferred upon  a servant  of the trustees by sec-
tions thirty-six and thirty-nine of  "The Cemetery
Act,  1865," in respect of any person who shall
behave indecorously or commit  any trespass or
injury to the trees, flowers, or  erections , or other-
wise infringe any of the provisions of the said Act.
SCHEDULE A.
lublic graves (including interment).
£ s. d.
A single grave in open ground ... .. 4 0 0
A single grave in open ground, for children
under eight years of age ... . 2 0 0
A single  grave in open ground  (in the case of
burials by contractors, as mentioned in
Rule 10) ... ... ... ... ...  3 3 0
Private  graves.
Land for graves (unselected), 9 feet by 5 feet 2 2 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 5 feet ... 4 4 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 9 feet ... 8 8 0
Land for graves (selected), 9 feet by 12 feet 12 12 0
Interment fee, including cost of sinking each
grave over 6 feet deep, each additional foot
as under-
For the first additional foot ... ... 0 10 0
For the second additional foot ... 0 15 0
For the third additional foot ... ... 1 0 0
And so on, every additional foot ... 1 0 0
For opening a grave or vault ... ... ... 2 10 0
For certificate of right of burial in private
grave ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
For all interments which take place on Sundays,
unle.s  the grave is opened on the previous
day, an additional fee ... ... ... 0 10 0
For all interments not taking place at the
usual hour, an additional fee ... .. 1 1 0
For all interments where the notice required
under Rule 11 is not given, an additional fee 1 1 0
For permission to erect headstones, tombs, or
half-tombs-upright, pedestal, or monument 1 0 0
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£ s. d.
For turfing grave, to be charged in all cases 0 2 6
For label, to be charged for in all cases ... 0 5 0
For copy of register ... ... .. 0 2 6
For inspecting plan or register ... . 0 1 0
SCHEDULE B.
Application for grave.
To the Trustees of the Croydon General Cemetery.
A grave in the Croydon General Cemetery is re-
quired by the undersigned, in accordance with the
undermentioned particulars:-1. Name of the deceased ?
2. What denomination ?
3. Late residence of deceased?
4. Rank of the deceased ?
5. Age of the deceased?
6. Where born ?
7. Minister to officiate ?
8. Day of funeral P
9. What hour?
10. In what portion of cemetery is deceased to be
buried P
11. Number of grave on plan ?
12. If a public grave ?
13. If a private grave (unselected) what width ?
14. If a private grave (selected) what width P
15. If a family vault or a brick grave, what width ?
16. Of what depth ?
17. If first or second  interment?
18. Nature  of disease  or supposed cause of death ?
(Signature)
Representative or Undertaker.
Order received this day of
18 , at o'clock in the noon.
Tryetee  or  Secretary.
[Answers to be written opposite to the above questions at the
time of giving order.]
SCHEDULE C.
Croydon General Cemetery.
To the Officer.
You are hereby, upon the application of
, authorised to prepare a grave for the
interment of , deceased, in such
place as shall be appointed for that purpose, the proper
fees having been paid by the applicant.
(Signature)
Trustee or  Secretary.
Fees paid : £
SCHEDULE D.
Memorandum  for off icer to enable  him to prepare
grave of the proper size.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of the deceased :
Length of coffin :
Width of coffin, widest part :
Hour of funeral :
(Signature)
Undertaker  or  Representative.
Date
SCHEDULE E.
Form of certificate of right of burial  in the  Croydon
General Cemetery.
On the application of , and upon
payment of the sum of £ , which is hereby acknow.
ledged to have been received, the trustees of the Croydon
General Cemetery, in pursuance of the Act 29 Vic-
toria No. 15, have agreed to grant, and hereby grant,
unto the  said  permission to dig or make a
grave  or vault on that piece of ground  feet long
by feet broad, lying within the portion of the
said Cemetery described  as and  marked No.
on the  map or  plan of the said Cemetery kept
by the said  trustees , and to erect and place on
the said piece of ground a monument or tombstone,
on payment  of such charges as may from time
to time be established ; and it is hereby declared
that the said shall be entitled to have, main-
tain, and keep up such vault, monument, or tombstone,
according  to the terms of this permission, to and for the
sole  and separate  use of the  said and
his [or their] representatives for ever.
Provided always, and  it is  hereby declared, that this
grant is  made subject to the terms and conditions
following, that is to say:-First: That the said piece of
ground shall be kept and used by the said
and his  [or  their] representatives solely as a burying
place, and that no other use shall be made thereof.
Second : That no enclosing wall, fence, building, monu-
ment, or tombstone, shall be erected or placed on the
said piece of ground until a plan thereof shall have been
exhibited to the said trustees and their authority given
for the erection thereof. Third : That the said  grave or
vault, and such wall, fence, building,  monument, or
tombstone, if any, shall be maintained and kept up by
the said and his  [or  their]  represen-
tatives, in proper repair, to the satisfaction of the said
trustees. Fourth : That the said and
his [or their] representatives shall, in the use of the said
piece of ground and access thereto, be subject in every
respect to such rules and regulations as the trustees of
the said Cemetery may from time  to time make, and
shall not be entitled to exercise the right to bury or
inter therein except on payment  of such charges as
shall from time to time be established by the said
trustees.
Given under our hands  and seals , at Croydon, in
the Colony of Queensland, this thirteenth day of
March, 1889.
JOHN MAHER. Chairman.
H. F. MORGAN, Trustees.CHAS. F. GARDINER, 1
II
YEPPOON CEMETERY.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1889.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the  Executive
Council,  has been pleased to a prove of the
following Regulations made by the  Trustees of the
Yeppoon Cemetery.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
REGULATIONS.
1. No interment shall take place without the
production to the secretary of the usual  certificate
of the registrar of the district,  coroner, or magis-
trate.
2. The cemetery shall be open  for burials from
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily,  fro m the  1st of April to the
31st of August  inclusive  ; and from 7  a m. to 7 p.m.
daily during  the remaining months of  the year.
3. All ground  selected for purposes of inter-
ment  shall be in  accordance  with the  surveyor's
plan appended.
4. The grave digger shall  be present at all
funerals, and shall render  all assistance  required,
close in the grave,  and affix a number  to each grave,
which number shall correspond with the entry in
the register, as instructed by the secretary.
5. It shall be the duty of  the secretary to see
that the gates are properly and securely  fastened ;
he shall not allow, on any pretext whatever, any
grave to be disturbed or interfered with except for
the satisfaction of the ends  of justice, and then
not without an order from  a magistrate  or other
sufficient authority ; he shall also collect the burial
and other fees.
6. The secretary shall keep a proper register of
all burials, in which shall be entered  the name of
the person applying to have the ground opened, the
date of the application, the name, age,  and sex of
the deceased, the calling or occupation, religion,
date of death, date of burial,  cause of death, name
of undertaker and minister officiating ; the first
column to contain the number of the grave. This
book shall be open to the public free of charge.
7. The space for  a single grave shall  be 8 feet by
3 feet, and for a double grave or family  vault 8 feet
by 6 feet. No grave shall be dug at a depth of
less than 5 feet, when practicable,  for an  adult, and
4 feet for a child. All graves shall be dug by the
grave digger or by some person duly appointed in
writing by two or more of the trustees,  and then
under the direction of the secretary.
8. The secretary shall furnish quarterly  returns
of the burials, and shall account to the trustees for
all fees received.
9. The trustees shall meet on the first Thursday
of every quarter, at 8 o'clock p. m., or oftener
if necessary. All payments exceeding one pound
shall be made by cheque signed by the chairman
and treasurer.
•
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N.: V.--No payments shall  be made except the
expenditure is authorised  b the  Board at quarterly
or other meetings , except the  grave -digger 's fees.
10. The following  shall be the scale of fees pay-
able to the trustees for burials ,  tombstones ,  vaults,
and  enclosures:-  .
£ a. d.
Interment on public ground ... 0 5 0
Registration of grave and label ... 0 2 6
For preparing grave for an  adult ... 0 16 0
For preparing grave for  a child  ... 0 10 0
Paupers, gaol and hospital inmates 0 10 0
For permission to place a head and
foot stone to grave  on public
ground .. . ...  ... 0 16 0
A flat stone, 3  feet by 6 feet, to
grave on pub lic ground ... 1 10 0
Right of family  vault,  8 feet by
8 feet, in the clear  ... 2 10 0
Right  of family  vault,  6 feet by
8 feet ,  in the clear .. 4 0 0
Opening vault for second and sub-
sequent funerals,  each  .. ... 0 16 0
All tombstones,  fences, and enclosures to be
made, removed,  and replaced at the cost of the
owner,  and under the supervision of the secretary.
A. T. WOOD, E.C.,
T. H. S. PERKINS, E.C.,
HUGH FULTON,  Pres.,  Trustees.
J. F. BARRY, R.C.,
J. W. POWER,  Meth.,
GERALDTON HOSPITAL.
AMENDED RULE.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1889.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to approve of the
following Amendment of Rule 6 of the Rules of
the Geraldton Hospital ,  made  by the  committee
of that Institution ,  and adopted by the contributors
thereto.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Powers  and privileges.
6. Every governor contributing at least one pound
annually shall  have the privilege of recommending
one in -patient and one out -patient.
Every governor contributing one pound or more
annua lly shall  have the privilege of recommending
one in-patient and one out-patient for each pound
subscribed.
Every life governor shall have the privilege of
recommending two in -patients and four out-patients
Such  recommendation to be issued only through
the reco used printed forms.
All admissions to the Hospital ,  however ,  shall be
subject to the approval of the committee.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1889.THE following Return of the Benevolent Asylumat Dunwich is published in pursuance of the
Regulations for the management of that Insti.
tution.
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
Discharged during the week:
Nil.
Death  during the week :
Sarah Smith,  78; admitted  29th  November, 1888.
P. SMITH, M.D.,
Medical Superintendent.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T is hereby notified for public information. that
the Reverend EDMUND CALVERT HANxsR, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
residing at Warwick, in the Registry District of
Warwick, has been duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate  Marriages in
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
IT is  hereby notified  for public  information, thatthe Reverend GEORGE LINDSAY WALLACE, a
Minister of the Church of England Denomination,
having removed  from Brisbane ,  in the Registry
District of Brisbane ,  to Mount Morgan, in the
Registry  District of Leiehhardt ,  has given me due
notice thereof,  in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM TPBLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
TT is hereby notified for public information, that
l1 the  Reverend JAxss SHEPHERD, a Minister of
the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Cooktown, in the Registry District
of Cook, to Caboolture, in the Registry District of
Caboolture, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance  with  the provisions  of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1889.
NOTICE.IT is hereby notified or public information, that
the Reverend JOHN GARDNER,  a Minister of
the Wesleyan Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Stanthorpe, in the Registry District
of Stanthorpe, to Ipswich, in the Registry District
of Ipswich, has given me due notice thereof, in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar -General.
RHTVRx FOR  THE  WEEK ENDING 2OTH DAY OF
APRIL, 1889.
Number of Inmates  remaining in Asylum
at date of  previous Report ... ... 518
Number since  admitted ... ... ... 0
Number returned from leave ... ... 0
518
Number discharged ... ... 0
Number died ... ... ... 1
Number  absent on lea ve ... ... 0
- 1
Number remaining  at date hereof ... 517
Admissions  during  the week :
Nil.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1889.
NOTICE.
I
T  is hereby notified for public information, that
the Reverend MATTHEW FOGGON,  a Minister
of the Primitive Methodist Denomination, having
removed from Charters Towers, in the Registry
District of Kennedy, to Gympie, in the Registry
District of Gympie ,  has given me due notice
thereof, in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Marriage Act of  1864."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar-General.
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Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1869.T (' fAlowing General Abstract of the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the Royal Bank of Queensland ,
 Limited ,  within the Colony of Queensland,
 taken from the several
Weekly  Statements  during the Quarter from the 1st January to 31st March, 1889, is published in conformity with the second
 section of the  Act of ouncil, 4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
Under Colonial Secre'ary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the  Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of THE ROYAL BANK OF QUEENSLAND,  LIMITED,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QUARTER from the 18T  JANUARY to
 31sT MARCH, 1889.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation  ,,, Not bearing Interest
'Bearing Interest ,,,
Bills  in Circulation  ,,, Not bearing Inte restBearing Inte rest ..,
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Deposits f Not bearing InterestBearing Interest ,..
Deposits Government, bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
AMOUNT .
 TOTALS. ASSETS.
s. d. £ s, d.
43,556 3 1 Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals ,., ,,,
603 16 8
603 16 8 Balances due from other Banks ,,, ,,,
Notes and Bi lls of other Banks
Gold and Silver in Bullion
 and Bars  .,,
43,556 3 1 Government Securities
... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ..,
.........  15,947 0 8  Amount of all
 Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of E xchange ,
 and all
 Stock and Funded Debt;
., ,., 177,429 7 2 of
 every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
.., ,.. 656,920 5 7 Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
 S834,349 12  9
......... 200,000 0 0
.,. £1,094,45613 2
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date  ... ... ... ... ...  262,500 0 0
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ...  7 per cent.
Amount of the Last Dividend declared ... 8,609 18 3
Amount of the Reserved P rofits at the time of declaring such Dividend  ... ...  33,000 0 0
Brisbane, 18th April, 1889.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£
 s. d. £ s. d.
127,764 6 7
21,031 1 7
19,075 0 0
34,064 5 11
2,461 1 6
40,413 6 2
1,148,437 8 9
... .,, £1,393,246 10 6
JOHN K. CANNAN,  Assistant Manager.
R. RYLAND , Acting Branch Accountant.
Total Amount of Assets
I, John
 Kearsey Cannan ,  make oath that, to the best of ,my knowledge and beli ef,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Liabilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the  period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof ,  kept in pursuance of the p ro visions  of the  Act of the Governor and Counc il  of the Colony of New  South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before  me, at Brisbane , this eighteenth day of April 1889.
M. B. GANNONr Justice of the Peace.
JOHN K. CANI+FAN.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned sum of £43,556 3s. 1d., being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the  annual  average of the money value of the notes in circulation for the quarter
ending 31st March, 1889,  by the Royal Bank of Queensland ,  Limited ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  is assessed  at the sum of £32613s. 5d.
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
RECEIPT.
Received on the sixteenth day of April, 1889, the sum of £32613s. 5d., for the duty  assessed  as above. For the Commissioner,
Entd.-Caen F. DRIVER. GEORGE DAY, Officer in Charge.
Colonial Secretary ' s Office,
Brisbane ,  26th April, 1889.
1
HE following General Abstract,  showing the Average Amount of the Liabilities and Assets of the London Chartered Bank of Australia,  within the Colony of Queensland,  taken from  tLe severalT
Weekly Statements during the Quarter  fr om the 1st January ,  1889 ,  to 31st March, 1889 ,  is pub li shed in conformity with the second section of the Act of Council ,  4 Victoria No. 13.
ROBT. J. GRAY,
---  Under Colonial Secretary.
G&NBRAL ABSTRACT showing the Average Amount of the LianiLITIBs and  Assays  of THB LONDON CHARTSRUD BANS of AUSTRALIA,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from the several
Weekly Statements during the QuAnvan from the 1sT JANUARY,  1889 ,  to 31sT MARCH 1889.
LIABILITIES. . ,AmoUNT .  TOTALS.
Not bearing  Interest  ...  13,222 6 8
Notes  U1 Circulation t Bearing Interest .,.
Bills in  Circulation Not bearing Interest 322 18 11Bearing Interest  ... ... ... .......
Balances due to other Banks
 ... ... ... ... ...
( Not bearing Interest ... ... ...  78,407 13 9
Deposits ,, . ,
.7 Bearing Interest ..
 ...  189,099 6 1
.., Nil
. Government  ... .  ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
ASSETS .  AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ a, d.  £ a. d. £  N.  d.
Coined  Gold and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals  ...  60,992 10 5
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bare  .,.  2,636 6 7
13,212 6 8 Landed  Property  ... ... ... ... ... ........ 66,508 4 2
Notes and Bills of other Banks  ,. 576 13 0
Balances due
 from other  Banks  .., .., ... 734 10 1
322 18 11 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
7,810 3 2 Bills of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
267,506 19 10
908,156 9 9
... £288,862 8 7  Total Amount  of Assets  ... ... ... ... ... £1,039,604 14 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at the close of the quarter ending 31st 1,000,000 0 0
March, 1885
Rate of the Last Dividend declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... ... 7 per cent, per annum
Amount
 of the Last
 Dividend  declared  ... ... ... ... ...  35,000 0 0
Amount of
 the Reserved Profits at  the time of
 declaring  such Dividend
 ... ...  244,655 14 0
A. BROWN , Manager.
W. H. BARBER, Accountant.
I, Alexander B rown, make oath that, to the best of my knonaledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true
 and  faithful Account of the Average Amount of L
'4'
abilities and Assets of the above Bank
during the period specified ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof,
 kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council,  Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me,
 at Brisbane,  this eighteenth day of  April, 1889. A. BROWN.
Wit. Bnooxs ,  Justice of the Peace.
ASSESSMENT.
The duty on the within-mentioned
 sum of
 £ 13,222 6s. 8d.,  being one quarter's composition of the
 duty  payable on the  annual average o
London Chartered
 Bank  of Australia ,  in the  Colony
 of Queensland ,  i&-assessed at the sum of
 £ 99  Be. 3d.
RECEIPT.
Received on the eighteenth dayof April, 1889, the sum of £99 3s. 3d., for the duty asse ssed  as above.
Entd.-CHAS .  F. Dnivnn.
the money value of the notes in circulation for the year 1889, by the
By the Commissioner of Stamp Duties,
GEORGE DAY,  Officer in Chargr.
For the Commissioner,
GEORGE DAY, Officer  in Charge.
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TRAN  SMISSION BY DEATH.
"REAL PROPERTY ACTS OF 1861 AND 1877."
N
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that appli cations have been made for the Registration of Transmission of
Title to  the Lands hereinafter mentioned .  Particulars of such applications are given below, and
any person desiring to oppose must do so by lodging a Caveat ,  on or before the day speci fied, at the
Principal Office,  in Brisbane ,  unless the lands are situated within the Northern District ,  in which case
the Caveat must  be  lodged at the local District Registry at Townsvi ll e.
Name of Deceased
Proprietor.
John Vaughan ,  late of
Pimpama ,  market
gardener
James Chiam, late of
Maryborough ,  dealer
William Bradburn, late
of Dragon street,
Warwick
William Anern, late of
Toowoomba, inn-
keeper
Robert Westwater
Laing ,  late of Herbert
River,  selector
John Henry Brunjes,
late of Herberton,
draper
Date of
Death.
I
Name
of Claimant.
1884.
8 Aug . George Dunn , of Aveley,
1883.
in the County of
Essex ,  in that part of
the United Kingdom
called England, brick-
layer, and Thomas
Shepherd ,  of the same
place ,  brickmaker
Description
and Situation of Land.
Estate
claimed to
be
transmitted.
Particulars of
Will
or otherwise.
1889.
Portion 150, parish  of Pimpama Fee-simple  Will dated  25 Sep- 4 June
tember, 1868
Re-subdivision 2 of subdivision Fee-simple Will dated 3 Jan- 4 June
1 of suburban allotments 6 uary, 1883
and 7 of section 58, town of
Maryborough
Portions 450, 451, and 452, parish Fee-simple Will dated 14 Oct o-  4 June
of Warwick ber, 1882
12 Jan .  Charlie Cbiam, of Mary-
borough,  farmer
1882.
20 Oct. Richard Bradburn,
Francis Bradburn,
George Bradburn,
and William Brad-
burn, all of Sydney,
artificers
1879.
12 Aug .  The Curator of
tate Estates
1889.
7 Jan.
Intes-  Allotment  6 of section  2, parish
of Crow's Nest, town of Crow's
Nest
NORTHERN DISTRICT.
Alice Laing ,  of Bris-
bane, widow
1888.
2 April Jane  Sandaver ,  of Her-
berton,  wife of
Richard Sandaver, of
the same place,
draper
Fee-simple  Order  of Supreme  4 June
Court dated 6
October, 1879
Subdivision 27 of section 7 of Fee-simple As Administratrix 11 June
subdivision 2 of portion 1A,
parish of Coonambelah ; por-
tion  315, parish of Cordelia;
and allotments 1, 2, and 12, of
section 25, town of Ingham
Subdivision I of allotment 6 of Fee-simple Will dated 16 March ,  11 June
section 4,  town of Herberton ;
allotment 4 of section 26, town
of Cooktown  ;  and allotment
18 of section 3, allotment 14
of section 5, and all otments 8
and 13 of section 7, parish of
Montalbion
1888
1886.
John King ,  late of 12 June Annie Maria King ,  of All otment 18 of section 39, town Fee-simple Will dated 8 De- 11 June
Cairns ,  hotel -keeper Townsvi ll e ,  widow, of Townsville cember, 1885
licensed victualler
Registrar  of Titles' Office,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1889.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the Eleventh day of May n xt, in con-
formity with the 117th section of " I he Beal
Property Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
Lewis Levy, a Provisional Certificate of Title No.
75635, for 28 perches, being subdivisions 232.
and 233 of eastern suburban allotment 86, parish
of South Brisbane, and more particularly described
in Register Book, volume 515, folio 125, the said
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid by Joseph Samuels.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles' Office,
Brisbane,  27th  April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on or
l1\\ after the Eighteenth day of May next, in
conformity with the 117th section of  " The Real
Property  Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
Alfred George Bailey, a provisional Certificate of
Title No. 37921, for 24 perches, being subdivision
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar  of Titles.
10 of suburban allotment 4 of section 46, town of
Maryborough, and more particularly described in
Register Book, volume  258,  folio 173, the said
original Certificate of Title having been lost or
mislaid by Alfred George Bailey aforesaid.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
Registrar of Titles '  Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given, that I intend, on or
after the Eleventh day of May  next,  in
conformity with  the 117th  section of  " The Real
Property / Act of  1861," to issue, in the name of
James Sackson, provisional Certificates of Title,
numbered 63779 and 63808, for 29; a perches, being
re-subdivision Cof subdivision 10, and re-subdivision
B of subdivisions 10 and 11, of north-eastern
suburban all otment 91, parish of North Brisbane,
and more particularly described in Register Book,
volume 434, folios 9 and 38, the said original
Certificates of Title having been lost or mislaid by
the said James Jackson.
THO. MYLNE,
Registrar of Titles.
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Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.
I T is hereby notified that JAMES Lan, con-
tractor, of South Brisbane, having repudiated
his Tender for the Erection of a New State School
for Girls at Kangaroo Point, has been Disqualified,
by his Excellency the Administrator of the
Government in Council, from successfully Tender-
ing for any Public Work under the Department of
Public Instruction, for a period of twelve months
from the 1st April, 1889.
JOHN DONALDSON.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
ROSALIP.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 17th
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of Fencing and Gates at the State School,
Rosalie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Rosalie."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained .  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit to be
enclosed, by bank draft or bank cheque, with the
Tender is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO STATE SCHOOL, HERBERTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Herberton, until Four
o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the 31st May, from
persons willing to contract for the Erection of
Additions to the State School at Herberton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for Additions
to State School, Herberton."
Plan, S ification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at the Court House, Herberton.
The amount of preliminary deposit, to be enclosed
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PLAYSHED, FENCING, &c., STATE SCHOOL
FOR BOYS, KELVIN GROVE ROAD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, the 23rd
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a Playshed ,  Fencing, &c.,  State School
for Boys,  Kelvin Grove Road.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Playshed,
Fencing, 4 c., State School for Boys, Kelvin Grove
Road."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may
be seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed'
by bank draft or bank cheque with the Tender, is,
£10.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the  lowest or any one  of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
STATE SCHOOL,  BALD HILLS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court  House ,  Sandgate ,  until Four o'clock
P.M. on FRIDAY, the 17th April,  from persons
willing to contract for the Erection of Additions to
the Teacher 's Residence at the State School, Bald
Hills,
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  Additions
to Residence ,  State School ,  Bald  Hills."
Plan ,  Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
and at the Court House  Sand gate.
The amount of preliminary deposit ,  to be enclosed
by bank  draft or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department of Pub lic Instruction,
Brisbane ,  25th Apr il , 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS  AND OTHERS.
PAINTING SAWN BATTEN FENCE, STATE
SCHOOL,  NORMANTON.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House ,  Normanton ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 31st May, from
persons willing to contract for Painting the Sawn
Batten Fence around the School Grounds at
Normanton.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  " Tender for  Painting
Sawn Fence, State School, Normanton."
Plan ,  Specification, nd form  of  Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the Court House ,  Normanton.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed
form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary,
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th  April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
NEW CLOSET FOR GIRLS AND INFANTS,
STATE SCHOOL, WOOLLOONGABBA.
TENDERS  wi ll  be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 3rd
May, from persons willing to contract for the
Erection of a New Closet for Girls and Infants
at the State School, Woolloongabba.
Tenders to be endorsed ,  "Tender for  New Closet
for Girls and Infants,  State School, Woolloon-
gabba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this Office.
The amount of preliminary deposit , to be  enclosed
by bank draft  or bank cheque with the Tender,
is £5.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under  Secretary.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane ,  11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING INTERIOR OF TEACHER' S RESI-
DENCE, "ALBERT " SCHOOL, MARY-
BOROtJGH.Fl ENDERS will be received at this Office, andI at the Court House ,  Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd May, from
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persons willing to contract for Painting the Interior
of the Teacher's Residence at the Albert School,
Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tend er fl or Painting
the Interior of Teacher's Residence, `Albert' School,
Mary borough."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborou h.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not guarantee the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1889.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
FENCING AND GATES, STATE SCHOOL,
WARRA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Dalby, and the State
School, Warra, until Four •'clock p.m. on FRI-
DAY, the 3rd May, from persons willing to
contract for the Erection of Fencing and Gates at
the State School, Warra.
Tenders to be endorsed,  " Tender for Fencing
and Gates, State School, Warra."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Dalby, and the
State School, Warra.
Tenders must  be sent in on proper printed form.
The Minister does not  guarantee  the acceptance
of the lowest or any one of the Tenders.
J. G. ANDERSON,Under Secretary.
NOTICE.A LFRED R. GOOD was this day appointed
Poundkeeper at Leyburn for the ensuing
twelve months.
ROBERT DOWLING,
Acting Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Leyburn, 16th April, 1889.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
.L hitherto  existing  between Sidney Richard
Newman Taudevin and Joseph Walker, carrying
on business  under the style or firm of "Taudevin
and Walker,"  as general  storekeepers, at Bourbon
street , Bundaberg, has been Dissolved as from the
twelfth day of April, 1889, by mutual consent. The
business  will in future be carried on by Sidney
Richard Newman Taudevin, who will be responsible
for all debts contracted by the said firm, and is
hereby empowered to collect all debts owing to the
same.
Dated at Bundaberg this fifteenth day of April,
A.D. 1889.
S. R. N. TAUDEVIN.
JOSEPH WALKER.
Witness-
WY. J. DUGGAN.
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NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
hitherto  existing  between William Deacon
and George Gray, until latel carrying  on business
under the style or firm of " beacon  and Gray," as
engineers  and machinists, at The -St. Patrick,
Charters  Towers , has this day been Dissolved by
mutual consent.
Dated this third day of April, 1889.
WILLIAM DEACON.
GEORGE GRAY.
Witness-
WALTER SAVAGE.
995  48.  999
NOTICE is hereby given, that we, WilliamDeacon and Walter Savage, have this day
entered into Partnership, under the style or firm of
" Deacon, Savage, and Coy.," and will carry on
the business of engineers and machinists, at The
St. Patrick, Charters Towers, which was until
lately carried on by " Deacon and Gray."
Dated this fourth day of April, 1889.
WILLIAM DEACON.
WALTER SAVAGE.
Witness-
GEO. H. NAUNTON,
Solicitor,
Charters Towers.
996 4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that i is intended to
apply, in the forthcoming Session of Parlia-
ment, for a Bill to confer upon The Queensland
Executors, Trustees, and Agency Company, Limited,
powers enabling the said Company to act as executor,
administrator, and trustee, and also as receiver,
committee, or guardian, and also as guarantor or
surety for any administrator, receiver, committee,
or guardian, and also to act as agent, under power
of attorney, and to carry out all other the objects
of the said Company.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of April, 1889.
MACDONALD-PATERSON, FITZGERALD,
AND HAWTHORN,
Solicitors for The Queensland Executors,
'trustees, and Agency Company, Limited.
1022 5s.
TARAMPA DIVISIONAL BOARD.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is the inten-tion of the above Board to apply to the
Government for a Loan, under the provisions of
" The Local Works Loans Act  of 1880," of the
Sum of Four Hundred Pounds (£400), or such
sum as may  be necessary, for the purpose of Erect-
ing a  Low-level Bridge over Lockyer's Creek, at
Helidon, the Plans and Specifications of which are
open for inspection at this Office.
Any objection to the proposal  must  be made to
the Minister for Works, within one month after the
last publication of this notice.
By Order,
JOHN ROBINSON,
Clerk.
Divisional Hall,
Gatton, 18th April, 1989.
980 5s.
In the Estate of The Saratoga Gold-Mining
Company, Limited.
IN VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a General
Meeting of the Proprietors of the above-
named  Company now in voluntary liquidation)
will be held at the Office of the Liquidator, at
Ravenswood, on MONDAY, the Twenty-seventh
day of M av next, for the purpose of having an
Account laid before them showing the manner in
which the Winding-up of the Company has been
conducted.
Dated this twentieth day of April, 1889.
6s.
1005
F. B. WISE,
Liquidator.
4s. 6d.
91 REWARD.LOST One Grey Horse, leggy,  branded AOJ
off shoulder.
C. BURRIDGE,
Albion.as.
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SCHEDULE A.ANNUAL BSTRACTS OF THE LIABILITIE  AND ASSETS OF THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THR  U NITBD  S TATES ,  ON THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1888.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS.
£ s. d. £ s.
Amount  assured on  Life Policies
issued elsewhere  than in Queens-
land, at date of last Annual Report 114,118,716 0 0
Amount assured on Life Policies in
Queensland, up to 31st December,
deducting the amount assured for
during the year ending on that
.date ... ... ... ... 219,910 0 0
Amount  assured on  Life Policies
issued in Queensland, during the
past  year ... ... ... ... 81,400 0 0
Total Contingent Liabilities... ... 114,420,026
All Other Liabilities ... ... ... 100,873
d.
In Queensland-
Queensland  Government  Securities Nil
Other Government Securities ... Nil
Mortgages  ... ... ... ... Nil
Loans on the Company's policies ... Nil
Loans upon personal securities ... Nil
House property ... ... ... Nil
Other  investments not speci fied ... Nil
Outstanding interest  ... ...  Nil
Outstanding premiums  ... Nil
Cash--
On Deposit ... ... .. 56,470 0 0
0 0 In hand and on current account 78 19 4
0 0 Other Assets .. ... Nil
Elsewhere than in Queensland-
Assets of every description at date
of last Annual Report  ... ...  19,744,060 0 8
Total Liabilities ... £114,520,899 0 0 Total Assets ... £19,800,609 0 0
£ s. d.
Amount of Contingent Liabilities at the date of last periodical  examination  ... ...  114,420,026 0 0
Amount estimated to be required  to re-insure same ... ... ... 4 ,290,750 19 4
Liabilities including the Reserve for the protection of Policies in force, calculated on the four per cent
standard  (the most  conservative basis)  aggregate  £15,489,210 .  These deducted from total  assets of  £ 19,800,609
leave  a surplus  of £4,311,399.
I have sworn to the above Statement as duly accounted.
1024
A. H. AKEROYD,
Queensland Accountant.
20s.
DIVISION OF SOUTHPORT.
STATEMENT  of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the DIVISIONAL  BOARD Of SOUTHPORT,  from 18T
JULY  to 318T DECEMBER, 1888, prepared and published in terms of Clause 231 of  " The Divisional
Boards Act of  1887."
1st July-
To Balance in Q.N.
Southport ...
31st December-
Rates  Received-Subdivision N . 1
Subdivision No. 2
Subdivision No. 3
ff
1,041 0 0 Printing and Stationery 14 3 6
Valuation  ... ...  42 10 0
Sundry Expenses  ... 17 2 11
By Works and Repairs-
Subdivision No. 1-
Purchase of Road  ...  30 0 0
Survey of Ferry ... 9 8 2
Roads  ... ... ... 6018 7
Subdivision No. 2-
Tools ...
Horse Feed ...
Queen  street ...
Nerang street ...
Esplanade ...
Ferry  road ...
Nerang road ...
Heath street ...
Other roads ...
... 11 1 8
... 20 16 5
... 11 5 3
... 54 19 4
... 142 8 11
... 60 14 1
... 28 0 0
... 124 6 0
... 208 1 11
326 16 9
100 6 9
661 13 7
Subdivision No. 3-
Tools  ... ... ...  5 17  7
Roads  ... ...  183 6 7
Loan Works  ... ...  186 17 8
376 1 10
By Balance to next year in
Q,N. Bank  ... ... .....  896 0 8
£1,86219 2 £1,862 19 2
Southport, 16th January, 1889.
F. BAKER, Clerk. W. C. WELSH, Chairman.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have examined all  Books of Account and Vouchers
kept by the Divisional Board of $outhport, and that the above Statement corresponds therewith.
946
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d.  1st December -  £  a. d. £ a. d.
Bank, By Contingencies-
... ...  821 19  2 Salaries ... ... ...  51 13  6
Petty Cash ... ...  20 0 0Exchange on Deposits ...  2 18 10
... 92 13  9 Board Hall ... ...  29 18 0
... 667 6 6 Chairman ' s A llowance  ...  100 0 0
... 280 19 9 Plans of Division  ...  48 10 0
P. J. MACNAMARA. Auditors.J -RAN DOLPH SABINE,
27s. 6d.
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.
A BSTRACT  STATEMENT of ACCOUNTS  of the  MUNICIPALITY of TowxsVILLB
l ended 3113T DBCEMBBR, 1888.
RECEIPTS.
1888.
30th June- £ s* d.
To Cash in Hand  ... ... ... ...  71 16 2
Bank Balance  ... ... ... ...  5,673 0 1
Slot  December-Rates ... ... ... ...  4,846 15 6ifLoan ,  Lighting ,  and Street -watering
Rates  ... ... ... ... ...  2,179 6 0
if Government Endowment,  Second
Moiety  ... ... ... ...  2,275 10 3if Rents ... ... ... .. ...  1,584 17 7if Commonage Fees  ... ... ...  46 15 3
Licenses  .. ... ... ...  47 2 6
Deposits in Trust  ... ... ...  757 3 6
„ Sale of Stock  ... ... ...  9 9 0
Revenue from Sundries 25 18 9
Balance ,  Bank of Australia ,  General
Account  ... ... ... ...  4,376 2 11
DL
1888.
30th June-
To Bank Balance, Maintenance AccountSlot December-
£21,89312 6
for the  HALI-TEAR
EXPENDITURE.
1888.
30th June-
By Bank Balance , G eneral Account
30th December--
„  Works  ... ... ... ...
ifLighting and Watering streets
£ a. d.
... 4,660 17 8
... 9,904 13 3
... 567 0 2
126 17 6
941 6 4
ifTown Ha ll  ... ... ...if Government Interest and Repayment
ifInterest on Overdraft ...if Salaries ... ...
ifPlant ... ...
„ Refunds ...
ifTown Commonif Contingencies ...
„ Cash on Hand . ...if Credit, Bank Balances...
TOWNSVILLE WATERWORKS.
£  S.  d,1888.£ a, d. 30th June-
717 10 0 By Balance,  Bank of Australasia, Construe-
tion Account  ... ... ...  4,241 18 11
if Interest and Repayment of Loan ... 1,166 13 3
if Interest on Overdraft ... ... ... 152 14 6
if Salaries and Wages ... ... ... 878 6 4
CR.
if Rates .. ... 4,629 8 11
„ Sale of Meters and Pipes ...  93 15 0if Balance, Bank of Australasia,  Construc-
tion  Account ...
LIABILITIES.
4,748 3 5 „ Fuel ... ... ... ... ... 140 17 6
„ General Maintenance and Repairs  ...  266 16 0
„ Pipes ... ... ... ... ... 442 1 1
Contingencies  ... ` ... ... ... 180 4 1
Cash  in Hand  .. .. ...  50 11 0
„ Balance,  Maintenance  Account  ... 2,668 15 9
£10,188 17 4
LIABILITIES AND AssETS.
ASSETS.
110 6 6
781 11 10
25 19 3
574 0 9
... 226 16 6
... 1,329 15 0
... 147 7 11
... 2,507 19 10
£21,89312 6
£10,188 17 4
1888.Slot December- £ S.
To Government Loans  ... ... ...  58,898 4if Moneys Held in Trust... ... ...  614 9if Outstanding Accounts  ..  511 14
., Interest on Overdraft to 31st December 108 1if Bank Balances-
Construction Account  £ 4,748 3 5
General Account  ...  4,376 2 11
9,124 6
„ Balance  ... ... ... ...  32,398 4
Particulars.
CONTRACTS.
Amount. Paid. 36Ul&ns.
£  a. d. £ d. £ a. d.
Balance on Twenty Contracts  Uncompleted ,  80th  June, 1888 4,220 19 1 4,137 7  2 2669 14 8
Fifty- seven Contracts let since  30th June, 1888 ... ... 6,942 12 4 4,574 14 0 2,562 11 1
Extras on Contracts  ... ... ... ... ... ...  512 17 1
Deductions from Contracts ... 142 1 7
£11,676 8 6 £8,854 2 9 £2,822 5 9
RATES MADE FOR THE HALF-YEAR.
General  Rates ...
Loan Rates
Lighting Rates
Street -watering Rates
Water Rates ...
... 675 16 9
... 251 2 10
... 277 10 1
...  3,29619 1
£ a. d.
... 2,703 3 0
£7,20410 9
ROBERT ABRAHAM, Auditors.GEO. THOMAS THOMSON, 3
Approvgd y t}}Q goupcil of the  Municipality  of Townsville this  fourteenth  day of February, 1889.
H. MEI,uURST,  Accountant . JOHN N .  PARKES,  Mayor.
988 50s.
1888.
d. 31st  December-  £  a. d.
8 By Credit Bank Balances ... ... ... 5,176 15 7
6 „ Arrears Outstanding  ... ... ...  4,898 12 11
4 „ Property  ... ... ... ...  53,005 6 11
0 ., Machinery  ... ... ... ...  9,000 0 0
„ Water Mains  ... ... ... ...  23,262 10 10if Reservoir ... ... ... ... 3,094 4 3itPlant ... ... ... ... ... 1,724 18 8
4  if  Stock  ... ... ... ... ...  958 8 0
9 „ Town Common  ...  801 10 0
„ Interest on £5,000 Loan to be repaid
by Loan Rates  ... ... ...  39 14 6if Cash inHand ... ... ... ...  197 18 11
£101,655 0 7 £101,656 0 7
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In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Gillespie, of Watsonville, in the Colony
of Queensland,  miner , by the said John
Gillespie.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John Gillespie
be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
James Boyne Hall, Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Gillespie, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Ninth day of May, 1889, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John Gillespie shall, on
the Seventh day of May, 1889, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement , verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  re sidences ,  so far as  known, of his
creditors ,  and of  the causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fourth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
R. C. RiNGROSE,
Herberton.
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
By DALY  AND HBLLICAR,
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JIISTICB HARDnIG.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Joseph Francis Quinn ,  of Charlevi ll e, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  selector ,  by himself.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Joseph Francis
Quinn be and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and
that James Boyne Hall ,  Esquire ,  be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors
of the said Joseph Francis Quinn ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Ninth day of May, 1889, at
Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further
ordered that the said Joseph Francis Quinn shall,
on the Seventh day of May ,  1889 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full , true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of
his creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
fourth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
J. F. F. LocxETT,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Charleville.
By W. H.  OSBOBNE,
George street, Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Daniel Kilpatrick ,  of Rockhampton, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  saddler , by John Parry
De Winton,  trading at Brisbane ,  as a merchant,
under the name, style, or firm of " Henry Boa ,
and Son."
U PON the hearing  of this Petition this  day, and
upon proof sati sfactory  to the Court of the
debt  of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed '  by the said Daniel
Kilpatrick ,  having been given, it is  ordered that the
said Daniel  Kilpatrick  be and he is hereby adjudged
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
insolvent ,  and that James Boyne Ha ll ,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee  of his Estate . And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Daniel Kilpatrick, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Ninth day of May, 1889,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Daniel Kilpatrick
shall, on the Seventh day of May, 1889,  at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fourth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
HART AND FLOWER,
Deputy  Registrar.
Solicitors for the Petitioner,
Brisbane.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Thomas Smith ,  of Buderim Mountain, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  by the said
Thomas Smith.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Thomas Smith be and
he is hereb adjudged insolvent  in formk pa uperis,
and that  James  Boyne Ha ll , Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Thomas Smith ,  for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Second day of May,
1889, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said Thomas Smith
shall, on the Thirtieth day of April ,  1889, at
Brisbane , deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate a
fu ll , true ,  and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and  liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inabi li ty to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifteenth
day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In formd pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
George Ely, of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  coal, coke ,  and firewood merchant,
by the  said George Ely.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said George Ely be and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent  in formd pau-
pers,  and that James Boyne Ha ll,  Esquire, bOfficial Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of `the said George Ely, for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Regis-
trar of this Court, on the Second day of May,
1889 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said George Ely shall,
on the Thirtieth day of April ,  1889 .  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this eigh-
teenth day of April, 1889.
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
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In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE MEIN.
In the Matter of John Willis, of Veresdale, in
the Colony of Queensland, butcher and publi-
can, an Insolvent.
FRIDAY ,  THE TWENTY -NINTH DAY OF MARCH, 1889.
WHEREAS at  a meeting  of Creditors held
11'' under this insolvency on the fourth day of
January, 1889, pursuant to notice given in the
Gazette,  it was resolved by a majority in number
and three-fourths in value of the Creditors then
present or duly represented at the said meeting
that a composition offered by the Insolvent for
payment of the debts owinz by him was calculated
to benefit the general body of the Creditors under
the Estate, and should be accepted by the Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent : And whereas
the Court,  approving  of the composition offered :
And whereas it was made a condition of the com-
position that the order of adjudication should be
annulled, and whereas the Insolvent hath applied
to this Court to annul the adjudication accordingly :
It is hereby ordered that the adjudication made
against the said insolvent be, and the same is
hereby, annulled.
Given under the Seal of the Court this twenty-
fifth day of April, 1889.
1022
By the Court,
ALFRED DOWN,
Deputy Registrar.
9s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Bernard McCann ,  of Herberton,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  storekeeper.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that a First GeneralMeeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has  been summoned to be hold at the Office
of Daly and Hellicar, solicitors ,  Adelaide street,
Brisbane ,  on the Thirteenth day of May, 1889, at
Three o 'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of April, 1889.
R. C. RINGROSE,
Solicitor for the said  $ ernard McCann.
By his Agents-
DALY AND HELLICAR,
Adelaide street, Brisbane.
1002 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors,
instituted by Robert Al fred Jordan ,  of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a First General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned  to be  held at the Office
of Mr .  W. H. Osborne, solicitor ,  George street,
Brisbane ,  on the Tenth day of May, 1889 ,  at Three
o'clock in the afternoon precisely.
Dated this twenty -fourth day of April, 1889.
1003
W. H. OSBORNE,
Solicitor for the said R. A. Jordan.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition  with Creditors,
instituted  by William  Lawrence  Ward, of
Hardgrave road ,  West End, South Brisbane,
in the Colony of Qieensland, cordial manufac-
turer.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that a First General
N Meeting  of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at my Office,
Central Chambers ,  Queen  street, Brisbane, on
FRIDAY, the Tenth day of May  next, at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon precisely.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of April, 1889.
H. E. SMITH,
Solicitor for the said William Lawrence Ward,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
1010 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with Creditors
instituted  by Richard K enna, trading at
Mackay, as a draper ,  under the name ,  style,
or firm of " R .  Kenna and Co."
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Second General
Meeting of the Creditors of the abovenamed
person has been summoned to be held at the Office
of Drake and Jensen ,  solicitors, Queen street,
Brisbane ,  on the Seventh day of May next, at
Three o 'clock in the afternoon precisely.
S. B. WRIGHT,
Solicitor for Debtor,
By his Agents -  Mackay.
DRAKE AND JENSEN,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
1007 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE  HARDING.
In the Matter of John  Francis  Maguire, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, butcher,
an Insolvent.
O
N the Twenty -second  day of May , 1889, at
Half-past Ten o'clock in the forenoon, John
Francis Maguire ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  butcher ,  adjudicated  insolvent on the
twentieth  day of October ,  1886,  will apply to the
Supreme Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane, for a
Certificate  of Discharge.
Dated this eighteenth day of April, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitors  for the  Insolvent.
993 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederic Sanderson ,  of Lutwyche,
in Liquidation.A FIRST Dividend, of  5s. in the £, is  now
payable at the Office of the undersigned, on
all claims proved and admitted.
G. S. MURPHY,
Trustee.
128, Queen  street,
Brisbane ,  24th April, 1889.
994  3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Reid, McIntyre, and Clark, of
Brisbane ,  in Liquidation.ATHIRD Dividend ,  of 3s .  4d. in the £, is nowpayable at the Office of Mr. F. Norwood,
210, Queen street, Brisbane, on all claims proved
&nd admitted.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
R. L. ARMOUR, Joint
ALEXANDER STEWART,  $ Trustees.
NoTE.-All bills of  exchange  or negotiable
documents upon which proof has  been made must
be produced upon application for dividend.
1009 4s. 6d.
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In the Matter of John Johnston, storekeeper,
insolvent, Bundaberg.
,  FIRST and Final Dividend, of 6s. 6d. in the
f;, on all  proved debts, is now payable at the
Office of-
S. R. N. TAUDEVIN,
Trustee.
1025 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicils of Henry Edward
Augustus Allan,  late of  Sydney, in the Colony
of New South Wales,  merchant, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that,  after  the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honourable Court that Letters of Adminis-
tration  with Exemplification of Probate of the
Will and Codicils of the abovenamed  deceased
annexed  thereto, may be granted to John Henry
Flower,  of Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,
solicitor , the duly appointed Attorney  of Emmeline
Helen  Macarthur and Arthur Herbert  Macarthur,
the Executrix  and one of  the Executors  named in
and appointed by the said Will of the  said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of April, 1889.
GRAHAM LLOYD HART,
Proctor for the said John Henry Flower,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1004  68.6d.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Janet Johnstone,  late  of Fortitude
Valley,  near Brisbane , in the Colony of Queens-
land, widow, deceased.NOTICE is herebygiven, that, after the expira-tion of fourte n days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Janet Johnstone, deceased, may
be granted to Alexander Henderson Smith, of
Fortitude Valley, near Brisbane  aforesaid , draper,
and Thomas Yuile, of  the same  place, mason, the
Executors named in  and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of April, A.D.
1889.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Selborne Chambers,
Adelaide  street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executors.
998 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will and Codicil of William Hann, late of
Maryvale Station, in the Colony of Queens-
land, grazier , deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date hereof,
application will be made to the abovenamed
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to Mary
Burge Hann, of Maryvale Station aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased, The Honourable
William Aplin, of Townsville, in the said Colony,
gentleman , and Alfred Thomas Halloran, of Towns-
ville  aforesaid , bank  manager , the Executrix and
Executors  named in  the said Will and Codicil
thereto.
Dated this fifteenth day of April, 1889.
G. A. ROBERTS AND LEU,
Solicitors for the said Executrix and Executors,
Denham street, Townsville.
By ROB BRTS AND ROBERTS,
Brisbane.
1014 0 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands and Goods of Joshua Davies, late of
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, tailor,
deceased, intestate:NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all and  singular  the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Joshua
Davies, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Emma Davies, of Brisbane, in the said
colony, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at  Brisbane  this twenty-sixth day of
April, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Emma Davies.
1016 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Land and Goods of Annie Turnor, late of
Bolingbrook, near Mackay, in the Colony of
Queensland,  deceased ,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that , after  the expi-
ration  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to
said Honourable Court that Letters of Administra-
tion of all and singular the lands, goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Annie
Turnor, deceased, who died intestate, may be
granted to Graham Augustus Turnor, of Boling-
brook aforesaid,  grazier , husband of the above-
named intestate.
Dated this second day of April, A.D. 1889.
FRANK HENRY SMITH,
Proctor for the abovenamed
Graham Augustus Tumor,
Sydney street, Mackay.
By DALY AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
1013 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Thornton,  late of  Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland,  miner, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-T
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Letters of Administration
of all  and singular  the goods, chattels, credits, and
effects of the abovenamed  deceased , who died
intestate, may granted to George Kerr, of Croydon,
in the Colony of Queensland, blacksmith, the duly-
constituted Attorney of John Thornton, of Mount
Beira , rear Wollongong, in the Colony of New
South Wales,  miner , the father of the said  deceased.
Dated at Croydon this fifth day of April, 1889.
P. G. OLDMEADOW,
Proctor for the Petitioner,
Croydon.
Agents-
ROBERTS AND ROBERTS,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
1015 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Teasdale, late of Mooloelah,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, de-
ceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed George Teasdale, deceased, may
be granted to Elizabeth Teasdale, of Mooloolah
aforesaid, spinster, the sole Executrix named in
and appointed by the said Will of the said de-
ceased.
Dated at  Brisbane  this eighteenth day of April,
1889.
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors for the said Elizabeth Teasdale,
Queen street, Brisbane.
973 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Gill Bailey, late of South
Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, gentle-
man, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court that Probate of the Will of the
abovenamed William Gill Bailey, deceased, may
be granted to The Queensland Permanent Trustee,
Executor, and Finance Agency Company, Limited,
of Brisbane, in the Colony aforesaid, the Executors
named  in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of April, A.D
1889.
WILSON AND NEWMAN-WILSON,
Selborne Chambers,
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Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Company.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of Bernard McGuire, late of Mackay.
in the Colony of Queensland, publican, de-
ceased, intestate.
11T OTICE is hereby given, that, after the expira-
lN tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able Court that Letters of Administration of all
the Estate of the abovenamed Bernard McGuire,
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Elizabeth Mary McGuire, of M ackay, in the
Colony of Queensland, the widow of the above-
named deceased.
Dated at Mackay this fifteenth day of April,
A.D. 1889.
SAMUEL BRYANT WRIGHT,
S dney street, Mackay,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Mary McGuire.
1008 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Lands of Lucy Emma Chamberlain (wife of
William Chamberlain), of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland,  deceased , intestate.NOTICE is hereby given, that, after the x-
piration of fourteen days from the publica-
tion hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration
of all  and singular  the lands of the abovenamed
Lucy Emma Chamberlain, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to William Chamberlain,
of Brisbane , in the said Colony, freeholder, the
widower of the said  deceased.
Dated  at Brisbane  this twenty-sixth day of
April, 1889.
CHAMBERS, BRUCE, AND McNAB,
Adelaide street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said William Chamberlain.
1017 es.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Charles Grant ,  late of Cumber-
land  ;  Charles Reside, late of California  Creek;
Wil liam Spicer ,  late of Dubbo Downs  ;  Francis
Alexandre Dubois, late of Rockhampton ; and
William Coleman, late of Coleman 's Forest.
PURSUANT to  " The Intestacy1 Act of  1877,"
all persons having any Claims against the
Estates of any of the abovenamed deceased persons
are to come in and rove their debts, at my Office,
Supreme Court House, Brisbane ,  on or before
the Twenty -seventh day of June next ,  or in default
they  '  will be peremptorily excluded from all
benefits accruing  fr om the said Estates.
Brisbane, 27th April, 1889.
1001
G. H. NEWMAN,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
5s. 6d.
STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Goods of Ann Hargreaves, late of Charters
Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,  deceased,
late the wife of Richard Hargreaves, of
Brisbane , in the said Colony, but living apart
from and holding a protection order against
him.
P URSUANT to the provisions of  01 The Trustees
and Incapacitated Persons Act  of 1867,"
notice is hereby given, that all Creditors and
other  persons  havipg any  claims  or demands upon
or against  the Estate of Ann Hargreaves, late of
Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased, who died at Charters Towers  aforesaid,
on or about the twenty-fourth day of January,
1889, and Probate of whose Will, with a Codicil
thereto, was, on the eighth day of April, 1889,
granted by the Supreme Court of Queensland to
Edward Henry Ayton, of Charters Towers afore-
said, auctioneer , and Joseph Booth Whitehead, of
Charters Towers , storekeeper , the Executors therein
named,  are hereby required to send in particulars
of their debts or  claims  to the undersigned, Jarvis
and Turner , of Charters Towers, solicitors for the
said Executors ,  on or  before MONDAY, the
Twentieth day of May, 1889. And notice is hereby
alsogiven ,that atthe expiration of the last-mentioned
day the said Executors will proceed to distribute
the assets of the said deceased amongst the persons
entitled thereto having regard only to the claims of
which they shall then have had notice, and that they
will not be liable, for the assets or any part thereof
so distributed, to any person of whose debt or claim
they shall not have had notice at the time of the
distribution thereof.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, A.D. 1889.
JARVIS AND TURNER,
Charters Towers,
Solicitors for the  said Executors.
Agent-
THoxAs BUNTON,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
1012 12s.
IN THE SUPREME  COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Sheri ff' s Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
A. JOHNSON AND CO .  v. EDWARD REYNOLDS.
To all Persons Concerned.TAKE Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facias  hasbeen issued upon a Judgment  obtained by
the Plaintiffs in the above action ,  and that all
Defendant 's equity of redemption , right,  title, and
interest  (if any) of, in, and to all that piece or
parcel of land situated in the county of Stanley,
parish of Enoggera ,  being subdivisions  116, 117,
and 118 of  portion 197,  containing  1 rood  and 17f-o
perches, and being the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 70134,  volume 480 , folio 114,  subject
to Bill of Mortgage  No. 114164  to Queensland
National Bank, to secure repayment  of £1,200
and further advances,  repayable on demand :
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Also, of, in, and to all that piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Stanley, parish of
Enoggera, being subdivisions 112 to 115 of portions
194 and 197, containing 1 rood and 24 perches,
and being the land described in Certificate of Title
No. 70195, volume 480, folio 125, subject to mort-
gage as above :
Also, of, in, and to all that piece or parcel of
land situated in the county of Stanley, parish of
Enoggera, being subdivisions 100 to 111 (inclusive)
of portions 194 and 197, containing 1 acre and 32
perches, and being the land described in Certificate
of Title No. 69528, volume 477, folio 8, subject to
mortgage as above :
Will be Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Lennon's Hotel, George street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, the Vourth day of June
next, at Twelve o'clock noon, unless this Execu-
tion is previously satisfied.
1027
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
116.
IN TH  E SUPREME COURT OF QLEENSLAND.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1889.
THOMAS SPREADBOROUGH  V. MARY JANE SMITH.
JOHN POTTS V.  SAME.
To all Persons Concerned.
TAKE Notice, that Writs of  Fieri Facias  have
been issued upon Judgments obtained by the
the Plaintiffs in the above  actions,  and that all
Defendant's equity of redemption, right, title,
and interest  (if any) of, in, and to all that
piece or parcel of land situate in the county of
Ward, parish of Nerang, and town of Southport,
being allotment 15 and subdivision 3 of allotment
6 of section  3, containing  1 acre 23 perches, and
being the land described in Certificate of Title
No. 107016, volume 694, folio 6, subject to Bill of
Mortgage No. 178580, produced 14th February,
1888, at 2'46 p.m., registered 6th March, 1888, from
Mary Jane Smith to The South Australian Land
Mortgage and Agency Company, Limited, principal
sum secured  £550, repayable 17th July, 1888,
interest £10 per centum  per annum , will be sold
by the Sheriff of Queensland, by Public Auction,
at Hanlon's Pacific Hotel, Southport, on TUES-
DAY, the Eleventh day of June next, at Twelve
o'clock noon,  unless  this Execution is previously
satisfied.
1028
WILLIAM TOWNLEY,
Sheriff.
8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
No.  640  of  1889.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
MR. JUSTICE HARDING  (in Chambers).
Between George Leeding, Plaintiff, and James
Simpson ,  trading as " Simpson and Jones,"
Defendant.
FRIDAY, THE TWENTY - SIXTH DAY OF APRIL, 1889.
UPON hearing  the solicitors for the above-
named Plaintiff ,  and  upon reading the
affidavit of George Leeding ,  filed
herein this day :It is ordered that service of a copy of this Order,
and of a copy of the writ of summons in this
action ,  by sending the same by a pre-paid  post
letter ,  addressed to the Defendant , at Red Hill,
Brisbane aforesaid ,  and also to the Defendant, care
of Jones, Red Hi ll  aforesaid ,  and also by
advertising a copy of this Order once in each of
the following newspapers ,  namely ,  the  Queensland
Government Gazette, The Brisbane Courier,  and
The Telegraph,  published  at Brisbane aforesaid,
sha ll  be good and sufficient service of the writ.
Dated the twenty -sixth day of April, 1889.
GEORGE R. HARDING, J.
GEORGE SCOTT,
Associate.
1026 7s.
IN THE WARDEN 'S COURT AT CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. 6 of  1889.
In the Matter of  "The Companies Act,  1863," and
in the Matter of  " The Mining Companies Act
of 1886,"  and in  the Matter of The Black Jack
Newtown Butler and John Bull Gold-Mining
Company, Limited.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Warden has
11 \\ fixed FRIDAY, the Tenth day of May,
1889, at Thirty Minutes past Two o'clock in the
afternoon, at his Chambers in the Warden's Court,
Charters  Towers, as  the time and place for the
appointment  of an  Official Liquidator of the above-
named Company.
Dated the twentieth day of April, A.D. 1889.
F. P. PARKINSON,
Registrar.
1EARSLAND AND MARSLAND,
Petitioner's Solicitors,
Charters Towers.
1011 6s.
BOBBY DAZZLER BLOCK GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.
AT a Meeting of Shareholders in the above
Company, held at the Registered Office,
Sircom  street, Croydon, of which due notice had
been given,  and the  required  number  of Share-
holders were  represented , on the thirtieth day of
March ,  1889 ,  the following  Resolution was carried
unanimously, viz.:
That the Company be wound-up voluntarily,
the Shareholders  present being satisfied
that the Company could  not, by reason of
its liabilities ,  continue its business, and
that M. C. Downey , of Sircom street,
Croydon, be appointed Liquidator."
992
M. C. DOWNEY,
Secretary.58.
THE CURLEW No. 2 SOUTH GOLD-MIN-
ING COMPANY, LIMITED , CHARTERS
TOWERS.AT a Special General Meeting of the membersfo th  bovenamed Company,  duly  convened
and held at  the Company 's Office, Charters Towers,
on Saturday ,  the nineteenth day of January, 1889,
the subjoined Special Resolutions were duly passed,
and at a subsequent Special Meeting, also duly
convened and held at the same place ,  on Saturday,
the ninth day of February ,  1889, the said Resolu-tions were duly confirmed
Resolutions.
1st. "That  the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily, under the provisions of  ` The
Companies  Act of  1863.' "
2nd. "That Joe Mi ll ican ,  mining agent, of
Charters Towers ,  be appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding-up."
Dated the seventeenth day of April, 1889.
987
J. MILLICAN,
Liquidator.
6s.
SOUTHERN CROSS GOLD-MINING,
COMPANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS
TOWERS.
A T a Special  General Meeting of the members
of the abovenamed Company, duly convened
and held at  the Company' s Office ,  Charters Towers,
on Wednesday,  the thirteenth day of March, 1889,
the subjoined Special Resolutions were duly passed,
and at a subsequent Special Meeting ,  also duly
convened and held at the same place ,  on Saturday,
the thirtieth  day of March ,  1889, the said Resolu-
tions were duly confirmed
Resolutions.
1st. " That the Company be wound -up volun-
tarily,  under the provisions of  `  The
Companies  Act of  1863.' " ,
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2nd. "That Joe Millican, mining agent, of
Charters Towers, be appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding-up."
Dated the seventeenth day of April, 1889.
985
J. MILLTCAN,
Liquidator.
6s.
AUSTRALIAN STAR GOLD-MINING
COMPANY, LIMITED, CHARTERS
TOWERS.
A
T a  Special General Meeting of the members
of the  abovenamed Company ,  duly convened
and held at the Company 's Office, Charters Towers,
on Tuesday ,  the nineteenth day of March, 1889,
the subjoined Special Resolutions were duly passed,
and at a subsequent Special Meeting ,  also duly
convened and held at the same place on Tuesday,
the ninth day of  April,  1889 ,  the said Resolutions
were duly confirmed -
Resolutions.
1st. "That the Company be wound-up volun-
tarily ,  under the provisions of  ' TheCompanies Act of 1863."'
2nd, "That Joe Millican ,  mining agent, of
Charters Towers, be appointed Liquidator
for the purpose of such winding-up."
Dated the seventeenth day of April, 1889.
986
J. MILLICAN,
Liquidator.
6s.
ESK MARSUPIAL BOARD.T'"(' HE Minimum Rate, of One Shilling for the1 ensuing year, having been struck on every
20 Head of Cattle and Horses, and every 100 Head
of Sheep, pastured in the District, or on every
Square Mile of Country held under  "The Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869," owners are hereby notified
that payment will have to be made to the nearest
Clerk of Petty Sessions, within two months from
this date.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
Chairman.
Esk, 12th April, 1889.
M-10 4s. 6d.
WAGGAMBA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OTICE is hereby given, that a Rate of OneI` Shilling per 20Head of Cattle or Horses or
100 Sheep, or, in the event of insufficient Stock, then
One Shilling per Square Mile, is now made, and is
payable to the nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions,
within sixty days.
A. WARDEN,
10th April,  1889 .  Secretary.
1018 3s. 6d.
ARAMAC MARSUPIAL BOARD.'
A
N Assessment, of One Shilling and Sixpence
per 100 Sheep and per 20 Cattle or Horses,
has this day been levied by the Aramac Marsupial
Board, and is now payable to the nearest Clerk of
Petty  Sessions.
SYDNEY SHARWOOD,
Secretary.
Aramac,  13th April, 1889.
M-7 3s. 6d.
FASSIFERN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.A RATE has been levied on Stock within this
Division , for the  year 1889 ,  as  follows:-
s. d.
Sheep ,  per 100 Head  ... ... ... 1 0
Cattle and Horses, per 20 Head ... 1 0
Unstocked Land ,  per 640 acres ... 1 0
which  must be paid  to the  laearest Clerk  of Petty
Sessions ,  within sixty days from  the date hereof.
By Order,`
R. F. WOODCRAFT,
Harri sville, 20th April, 1889.
Secretary.
979 4s.
KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE TO STOCKOWNERS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  at a meeting of
the Bolan Marsupial Board, held on the
3rd instant ,  an Assessment was struck at the
following rates
s. d.
Sheep , per 100  Head  ... ... ... 1 0
Cattle and  Horses , per 20 Head ... 1 0
Forms  of Returns to be obtained from, and
Assessment  paid to, the Clerks of Petty  Sessions
at Bundaberg , Gin Gin, and Mount Perry, only
within two months from date.
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Secretary.
Bolan Marsupial  Board's Office,
Bundaberg , 5th April, 1889.
990 ' 5s.
KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
NOTICE.THE following are the Rates fixed by the Boardfor  all Scalps destroyed  within the  boundaries
of the Bolan Marsupial Board :-
s. d.
Kangaroos and Wallaroos ,  per Scalp ,... 0 8
Wallabies and Paddymelons  ... ...  0 4
Kangaroo Rats  ... ... ... ...  0 2
Bandicoots  ... ... ... ...  0 2
N.B.-Flyers or Whiptails will be classed and
paid for as Wallabies.
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Secretary.
Bolan Marsupial Board's Office,
Bundaberg, 5th April, 1889.
989 4s. 6d.
CLERMONT MARSUPIAL BOARD.
I T is  hereby notified ,  for the information of Land,Cattle ,  and Sheep Owners, also Pastoral
Lessees ,  residing in the Clermont Marsupial District,
that the members of the Board, duly constituted
under  " The Marsupials Destruction  Act of  1881,"
for the said Marsupial District ,  have fixed the rate
of Assessment for the ensuing six months at the
following Rate,  viz.:- d.
Sheep, per 100 Head  ... ... 1 0
Cattle and Horses, per 20 Head ... 1 0
Or for every  Square Mile of Country 1 0
Assessment must be paid to the nearest Clerk of
Petty  Sessions ,  within two months from the date
hereof.
By Order of the Board,
FRANK LEYSLEY,
Clermont, 10th April, 1889.,
M-12 6s.
DOONMUNYA MARSUPIAL BOARD.
ASSESSMENT  NOTICE.
I
N  pursuance with the provisions of  " The
Marsupials Destruction  Act of  1881," and
amendments thereof, Stockowners, Runholders,
and Landowners ,  in the Marsupial District of
Doonmunya ,  are notified that the following Rates
have been fixed  by this  Board ,  viz.:--
For every  20 Head of Horses or Cattle ... is.
For every 100 Head of Sheep ... ...  is.
For every  Square Mile of Unstocked
Country ... ... ... ... ...  Is.
This Assessment is now due ,  and must be paid,
within two months from the date of this notice, to
the nearest Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
By Order,
W. R. GRAY,
Secretary.
Doonmunva Marsupial Board,
Hughenden, 11th April, 1889.
M-9
Secretary.
6s.
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KOLAN MARSUPIAL BOARD.
MARSUPIALS DESTRUCTION ACT, 1881. "
NOTICE  is hereby given ,  that if the Returns
are not sent in on or before the First day of
June, 1889 ,  and Assessment paid to Clerks of Petty
Sessions ,  Bundaberg ,  Gin Gin ,  or Mount Perry,
proceedings will be taken, under the eighth section
of  The Marsupials Destruction  Act of  1881," for
the recovery of the £50 penalty.
By Order,
W. H. MAY,
Nolan Marsupial Board's Office,
Bundaberg, 5th April, 1889.
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BUNGIL MARSUPIAL BOARD.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a Rate has beenN levied on all Stock, also Unstocked Country,
within this Division, for the year 1889, as
follows
For every 20 Head of Cattle or Horses 1 0
For every 100 Head of Sheep ... . 1 0
For every Square Mile of Un stocked
Country ... ... ... ... 1 0
which must be paid to the nearest Clerk of Petty
Sessions , within one month from date hereof.
THOMAS A. SPENCER,
Secretary.
Roma, 18th April, 1889.
M8 5s+
GREGORY MARSUPIAL BOARD.
TT is hereby notified, for the information of
3 Land, Cattle, and Sheep Owners, also Pastoral
Lessees, residing in the Gregory Marsupial District,
that the members of the Board, duly constituted
under  " The Marsupials Destruction det of  1881,"
for the said Marsupial District, have fixed the
Assessment for the ensuing six months at the
following  Rate , viz.:-
Sheep , per 100  Head  ... ...  ls.
Cattle  and Horses , per 20 Head  ... ...  is.
Or for every Square Mile of Country ... 1s.
Assessment must be paid to the nearest Clerk of
Petty Sessions, within two months from the date
hereof.
By Order  of the Board,
W. S. SCHOLLICK,
Winton, 10th April, 1889.
M-11 6s.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane, the Acts and Orders
relating to the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Pleading
of the Supreme Court of Queensland (on the Crown
Side), arranged.with notes by The HonourableGeorge R. Harding, one ofthe Justices of that Court
he Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," have just been promulgated and published
in a  Government Gazette  for general information,
and advantage of this opportunity has been taken
to collect, in a convenient form, the Statutes of the
Colony relating to the jurisdiction, practice, and
pleading of the Court on the Crown Side. This
has been done by incorporating them with the
Rules, in what appeared to be their appropriate
places or under substantive titles.
A full and complete Index has been printed in
Roman and Italic type. The Roman refers to the
Rules, the Italic to the Statutes and Notes.
Marginal notes have been furnished to all the
Rules ; and under such marginal notes, and those
to the Statutes, have been given, as far as practic-
able, references to the corresponding English Rules
and Statutes, and when the Rule is founded solely
on a pre-existing Queensland Rule, to that Rule.
For facility of reference have been added Tables
of " The Rules of the Supreme Court (Crown Side),
1887," Appendices to same, Substantive Titles,
Miscellaneous Forms ,  Summaries of Particular
Subjects, Cases, and Crimes of the most Frequent
Occurrence, with their Punishments, etc. ; also
a Tabular Statement of Statutes, cited both by
their years and short titles, and  vice versd by
their short titles and years ; a Tabular Analysis
of Queensland Statutes, both with reference
to the corresponding English and Queensland Sta-
tutes printed in the text. But with reference to the
pages in the latter analysis of the Queensland
Statutes the figures are printed in Roman and
Italic, the first indicating that the sections are set
out in full, the latter that the sections are only
cited ; and similarly in the Tabular Analysis of
English Statutes, the Roman figures indicate that
at such pages the corresponding Queensland  sections
are set out in full, while the Italics denote that the
English section is cited ; and when no page is given
the English section is not referred to in the text.
1he citation of the corresponding Queensland
section may be found by reference to the Tabular
Analysis of Queensland Statutes.
The whole is uniform in its  general arrangement
with the Statutes and Orders on the Civil Side,
published in 1885.
Demy 4to., 190 pp., interleaved, full bound, in
Red Roan.
Price, 42s.; postage, in the colony Is. 6d.
beyond the colony 3s. 6d. extra. ,.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Secretary.
5s.
NOTICE.PP OUNDKE EPERS and others are requested,when describing brands, to make a distinction
between  "  Registered  "  snd other brands ,  by placing
the words "Registered Brand "  after the description
of the former .  Registered brands type will be
used for such descriptions ,  but where these words
do not appear the ordinary  type only  will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
SUPPOSE D POISON PLANTS  AND PLANTS
DELETERIOUS TO STOCK IN  QUEENS.
LAND.APAMPHLET bearing on the above, compiled
by the  Colonial Botanist and Chief Inspector
of  Stook. now published ,  and on Sale at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Brisbane ,  or through
Bookse llers .  Price ,  4s. in cloth ;  postage 8d .  within,
and Is .  4d. beyond ,  the Colony ,  extra.
In this Pamphlet wi ll  be found a brief and
popular description ,  with I llustrations, of these
Plants; together with references to the Works in
which they are scientifically described ,  and also
much information as to their several properties and
Secretary.
effects upon stock.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
TOW published at the Government PrintingOffice 'William street, Brisbane, A SYNOP-
8I8 OF THE  QUEENSLAND FLORA, containing both
the Phaenogamous and Cryptogamous Plants ; with
a Classified Index of Indigenous and Naturalised
Plants of Queensland ; and an Index of Orders,
Genera, and Vernacular Names. ByFredk. Manson
Bailey, F.L.S., the Lolonial Botanist of Queensland,
922 pages 8vo. demy, half-bound. Price, £1 Is.
Postage  (extra)  to any Post Town in the Colony,
ls. 10d. to England and the Australian Colonies,
2s. 8d.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
'\N SALE  at the Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane  :- Rules made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament passed in the
26th year of the Reign of Her Majesty, touching
the Practice to be observed in the Vice-Admiralty
Courts, with Forms and. Tables of Fees, and
established by the Queen 's Order in Council of the
23rd day of August ,  1883 .  Price,  Is.;  postage,  4d.
EDMUND  GREGORY,
Acting Government Printer.
5th August, 1881.
1474
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N SALE,  at the Government Printing Offices,
William street, Brisbane  - in Pamphlet form
-Narrative of Expeditions to New Guinea, in a
series of Letters  by Henry  M. Chester ,  Esquire,
Police Magistrate ,  Thursday Island, addressed to
the Hon.  Colonial Secretary of Queensland .  Price,
6d. Postage ,  id. additional.
JAMES C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
THE STAMP ACTS.FOR SALE, in pain hlet form, at he Govern.
ment Printing Office-
" The Stamp Duties Act  of  1866,"
"The Stamped Transfer  Act  of 1972," and
"The Stamp Duties Amendment  Act of  1576."
Together with the Regulations thereunder.
s. d.
Price  ... ... ... ... 1 0
Posted  ... .. ... ... 1 2
JAMES C. BEAL.
Government  Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
1' N SAL E, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Gold  Fields Act
1874," together with  "Regulations f r the
Management  of the Gold  Fields of the whole of the
Colony."  Demy 8vo .  Price, is. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
The GovEBNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1889. £ s. d.
April 23.-Townsville Municipal Council ... 2 10 0
23.-J.  Mi ll ican ... ... ... 0 18 0
23.-J. Hamilton ... ... ... 0 6 0
23.-C. Baker  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
23.-H. Foster ... ... ... 0 4 6
23.-W. H. Carter ... ... ... 0 2 0
23.-Tarampa Divisional Board ... 0 5 0
23.-M. Brewer ... ... ... 0 0 8
23.-Cunnamulla  Argus ..  ... 0 0 7
23.-Fassifern Marsupial Board ... 0 4 0
23.-R. Wright ... ... ... 0 0 4
23 -C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
23.-C. H. Grimes ... ... ... 2 0 0
23.-W. T. A. Shorter ... ... 0 5 0
23.-G. Mi ll er ... ... ... 0 2 7
24.-T. J. Ward ... ... ... 0 0 2
25.-W. Cowan ... ... ... 0 6 0
25.-F. B. Wise ... ... ... 0 7 0
25.-J. W. Fawcett ... ... ... 1 7 0
25.-W. Craig... ... ... ... 0 3 0
26.-F. A.  Hampson  ... ... ...  0 2 0
26.-E. B ro ad ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Im9aunbings.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertive-
ONSnts of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the
rate  of  ONE SHILLING P$B ANIMAL ;  and no such
Advertisement  will be  inserted  in the  Gazette  unless
accompanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost
of its  insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Richmond, from Burleigh, on t e
11th April, 1889, by order of F. H. Broadley,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 7s. 6d.
One brown gelding, 9YG: (registered brand) near
shoulder.
Also, from Saxby Downs, on the 13th April, 1889, by
order of R. Mark, Esquire. Driving expenses, 12s. 6d.
One piebald gelding, hollow-backed, W over a1 near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 16th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
981
W. H. CARTER,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Mellon Paddocks,on the 11th March, 1889, by rder of C. W. Egan,
Esquire . Driving expenses, 3s. 2d. per head.
One spotted cow, 1TW (registered brand) over 3 near
ribs, both ears slit.
One yellow cow, bald  face , 1'FW (registered brand)
over  3 near  ribs, both ears slit.
If not released on or before the 26th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
978 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning Dow s, onthe 9th April, 1889, by order of J. D. Macansh,
Esquire. Damages, 25; driving, 4d.
One white bull, illegible brand (the first letter 0) near
rump.
Also, from enclosed lands, on the 12th April, 1889, by
order  of H. T. Aspinall, Esquire.  Damages , 5s; driving,
3s. 8d .  per head.
One creamy  mare, triangle  over AF near shoulder,
indistinct brand off shoulder, 3 off thigh.
One bay horse , star  and snip, 4H B (registered brand)
over heart 6 heart over •- over L near shoulder,
over L near thigh, , over F off shoulder and
thigh.
If not  released on  or before the 7th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. BAKER, Poundkeeper.
983 38.
IMPOUNDED at Woolloongabba.
One bay horse, black  points, like  FB near  shoulder,
sore knees.
One bay horse, S m 1 (registered brand) near shoulder,
black points, long tail.
One bay mare, black points, like rM N (the J reversed)
near hip , small  star.
If not released on or before the 29th April, 1889,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HARRIS, Poundkeeper.
1000 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk, from enclosed  lands,  Logan'sCreek, by order of C. G. Handley, Esquire. Driv-
ing 15 miles.
One light-bay horse, LOW near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
1020 is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromenclosed lands, I er-away Station, on the 22nd April, 1889.
One brown gelding, 1CN (registered brand) over
blotched number near shoulder, blaze down face.
One bay gelding, like 7NN (registered brand) off' shoul-
der, big knee.
One bay mare, 3AL (registered brand) off shoulder,
sma ll star  on forehead, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 17th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
FRED A. HAMPSON, Poundkeeper.
1019 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Esk , from enclosed lands, Biarra, byorder of J. B rbour, Esquire.
One roan and white bullock, like GD3 near ribs, like
MF3 off rump.
If not released  on or  before the 21st May, 1889, will
be sold to defray expenses.
EDWIN BROAD, Poundkeeper.
1021 is.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from Samford, on the 12th
April, 1889, by order of J. Bergin, Esquire.
Damages and driving, 7s. per head.
One grey horse, blotched brand near shoulder, white
face, three white legs.
One rey horse, S5B (registered brand) near shoulder,
(1 (registered brand ) near  shoulder, 7®S
off shoulder, bumble foot.
If not released on or before the 6th May, 1889, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1006 2s.
Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer,
William street ,  Brisbane ,  27th April, 1889.
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Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th  April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that De Roubaix Oedenkoven and Co., fAntwerp, Belgium, have applied,
in pursuance of the provisions of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks  Act,  1884 ," to register
in Class  43, in respect of
the-provisi ns
a Trade Mark of which t e following  is a  representation:-
'01pouBAIX.  OEDENKOVENACp I
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
'the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it  is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists ao"legal impediment to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that De Roubaix Oedenkoven and Co., of Antwerp,  Belgium , have applied,in pursuanc  of the provisions of "  The Pat nts,  Designs, and  Trade Ma ks Act,  1884,"  to register
in Class 47,  in respect  of Candles, a Trade Mark of which the following  is a representation :-
ROYAL MANUFACTORYANTWERP BELGIUM
SUPERFINE STEARINECA LE
10
RI 
.ma n
u 1on
T :LONDDN1862.PARIS 186
SYDNEY1879  '  LPARIS1675
LON ASOFKO"RANfWERP19as
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction hathe applicants re not entitled to have the same  registered, in compliance withsuch
.a plication, or that there exists no legal impediment to my doing so, intend to register the said Trade
mark. inaccordance withthe provisions of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
176
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Patent Office,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1889.
In the Matter of an Application of The Apollinaris Company, Limited, of 19, Regent street, London, for
the Registration of Six Trade Marks as published in the  Queensland Government Gazette  of 10th
November, 1888.WHEREAS it has been represented to me by Charles Edward Bernays, of Central Chambers, Queenstreet, in the city of Brisbane, agent in Queensland for the abovementioned applicants, that a
clerical error was made y him in the application for registration of the said Trade Marks, inasmuch as
the class in which the said applicants requested the said Trade Marks to be registered was Class 43,
whereas the Class in which the said Trade Marks were'intended to be registered was in Class 44: And
whereas the ap lication for the registration of the said Trade Marks has been duly advertised for four
months in the  Queensland Government Gazette,  and no notice of opposition was filed against such registra-
tion, and consequently the said Trade Marks were registered by me in Class 43: And whereas applica-
tion has now been made to me to permit the said clerical error to be corrected, and to allow the Trade
Marks referred to, which are as under-
0 0
narZs
Sole Agents.
THE APOLLINARIS COMPANY.LIMITED.
19. Regent Street,
OND ON,S*'
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to be registered in Class 44:
I hereby give notice, that, unless within one month from the date of the first appearance of this
advertisement in the  Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my satisfaction that the applicants
are not entitled to have the said clerical error corrected, and to have the said Trade Marks registered in
Class 44, in compliance with the amended application, or that there is no legal impediment to my making
such additional registration, I intend to permit such clerical error to be corrected, and to register suet
Trade Marks in Class 44, in accordance with the provisions of the  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade
Marks -Act,  1884.*'
WILLIAM T. BLAXENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1477
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Louis Philip
Jacobs, of Queen street ,  Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria,  has applied ,  in pursuance of
the provisions  of  " The  Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks Act,  1884,"  to register in Class 45,
in respect of Tobacco ,  a Trade Mark of with the
following  is a  representation:-
6 I
9 1
then let me be your jest.! deserve it
shkupn
are s,
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicant is not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there  exists  no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the said
Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar  of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given, that Offley, Forrester,and Co., of 66, Mark  lane,  London, have
applied, in  pursuance  of the provisions of  " The
Putents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,  1884,"
to register  in Class 43 ,  in respect  of Wine, a
Trade Mark of which the following  is a representa-
tion
oFZE .P
E4o
1884 ,"  to  register in Class 45, in respect of Manu-
factured Tobacco and Cigarettes, a Trade Mark of
which  the following is a representation
11 1 1 11 11
Notice is hereby further given ,  that ,  unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of
the first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction  that  the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered ,  in compliance with such
application ,  or that there exists no legal impedi.
ment to my doing so,  I intend to register the said
Trade Mark ,  in accordance with the provisions of
the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that Hyman Soltan,
of Sydney ,  New South Wales ,  has applied,
n pursuance  of the  provisions of  "The Patents
Designs ,  and Trade Marks  A ct,  1884," to register
in Class 8,  in respect of a Test ,  Protective, and
Adjustive Gas Meter ,  a Trade Mark of which the
following is a representation :-
E
THE QUEENSLAND CITIES
{•..rti--N AND
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the
Queensland Government Gazette  it is shown to my
satisfaction that the applicants are not entitled to
have the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impedi-
ment to my doing so, I intend to register the
said Trade Mark, in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
Patent Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1889.NOTICE is hereby given , that W.  Duke, Sons,
and Company ,  an incorporated companytrading at Durham ,  North Carolina ,  and also at
New York, both in the United  States of America,have applied, in pursuance of the provisions of
"The Patents ,  Designs ,  and Trade Marks Act.
SUBURBANGAS CONSUMERS
TEST PROTECTIVE &ADJUSTIVE
METER
0
Notice is hereby further given, that, unless before
the expiration of four months from the date of the
first appearance of this advertisement in the  Queens-
land Government Gazette  it is shown to my satis-
faction that the applicant is not entitled to have
the same registered, in compliance with such
application, or that there exists no legal impediment
to my doing so, I intend to register the said Trade
Mark, in accordance with the provisions of the
said Act.
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
1478
Patent Office,
Brisbane,  25th April, 1889.
NOTICE is hereby given,  that I have accepted
an application for a Patent, and the com-
plete Specification annexed thereto, received from
Thomas Grace ,  of 129, Elizabeth street ,  Sydney,
in the Colony of New  South Wales ,  for an inven-
tion for  " An Improved Automatic Pump."
No ti ce is hereby further given ,  that, unless
within two months  fr om the date of the first appear-
ance of this advertisement in the  Queensland Govern-
ment Gazette  it is proved to my satisfac tion that the
appli cant is not entitled to a Patent for such
invention ,  it is my intention to recommend that a
Patent be granted for the said invention to the said
Thomas Grace ,  in accordance with the provisions
of  " The Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1884."
WILLIAM T. BLAKENEY,
Registrar of Patents, &c.
By Authority :  JAMES C.  BEAn, Government  Printer,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND DEFENCE FORCE.
GENERAL ORDERS.
By Colonel G. A. F$sNCS, C.M.G., R.A.,
Commandant.
Head-Quarters,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1889.
No. 832.
E Commandant desires to place on record his
TH thorough appreciation of the pluck and endurance
shown by all ranks at the recent Encampment at
Lytton. He feels sure that the public will appre-
ciate properly the exertions made by all ranks of
the Defence and Volunteer Forces in carrying out
the continuous training in the face of a week's
rain, amounting as it did to almost six inches in
one day.
That all  were cheerful under most adverse cir-
cumstances, that there was no grumbling, that
Corps frequently had to fall-in two or three times
before they could be marched off to drill between
the intervals of the showers, and finally that
only six hours' drill were lost in the eight days'
training, are matters well known to all, and speak
volumes for the determination of all  ranks to
triumph over difficulties.
The Commandant heartily thanks all who took
part in the Encampment for their presence and
.continuance there, and feels it a high honour to
have such men under his command.
No. 833.
Pun following will be the formation of the Troops
at the Reception of His Excellency the Governor.
The Brisbane Garrison Battery, at Saluting
Battery, to fire seventeen guns on His Excellency
landing, and seventeen more on his being sworn in
at Government House. The Officer Commanding
the said Battery will arrange for necessary signals.
" A " Battery, with Head-Quarters Band, will
parade at 1.45 p.m., at Howard Smith's Wharf, to
receive His Excellency on landing.
The Moreton Mounted Infantry will furnish a
Division under an officer as personal escort to His
Excellency, a subdivision in front and a subdivision
in rear of his carriage ; the remainder of the Corps
will be formed in two lines (horses' heads inwards)
extending from entrance to Howard Smith's
Wharf up Queen street on each side of the tram.
rails, which must be kept clear.
A patrol of eight mounted men, under a non-com-
missioned officer, will be told off to move up and
down the street  and assist  the Police in keeping the
centre portion clear.
The remaining Corps will form  in a similar
manner outside the tram-rails, facing inwards, at
intervals of two yards from man to man, officers infront, colours flying, bands playing, officers saluting
and men presenting  arms  as is xcellency passes
each Corps.
Should there be more than sufficent men to line
Queen street at the interval stated, the remainder
shall similarly line George street  as far as  possible
in the direction of Government House, the Mounted
Infantry passing round by Edward street at a trot
to assist in doing so.
Order of Formation.
Moreton Mounted Infantry (mounted).
Field Artillery (dismounted).
Naval Brigade.
Engineers.
Moreton Regiment.
Volunteer Corps.
Cadets.
The Ambulance, with stretcher parties, will be
present, and move to such places as the Officer
Commanding may direct.
" A" Battery will furnish a mounted patrol to
assist in  keeping the roadway clear.
In the absence of further orders on the subject,
all Corps will be ready formed up in Queen street
by 2 p.m. on Wednesday, the 1st Ma .
Parade states to be handed to the Brigade-Major
on parade.
By Order,
J. SANDERSON LYSTER, Major,
Brigade-Major.
By Authority :  Jsxss C. Bnax,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BOWEN,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
VOL. XLVI.] MONDAY, 29TH APRIL,  1889. [No. 98.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
IL.s.] chael and St .  George, President
A. H. PALMER,  of the Legislative Council and
Administrator.  Administrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " J I e
Crown Lands Act of  1884 , '  I, Sir ARTHUR
HmNTEB PALMEB,  the Administrator aforesaid, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the foll owing lots
of Land will be offered for Sale b Pub lic Auction,
at the undermentioned places ,  at Eleven o'clock on
the days specified ,  at the upset price affixed to each
lot respectively.
TERMS : One-fourth cash  ;  the balance in three
equal instalments at 4, 8,  and 12 months ,  without
interest.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Lots which may remain unsold sha ll , at and after
Eleven o'clock on the day fo llowing such Auction,
and for one month subsequent to the day of sale, be
open to Selection by purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale estab lished by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE TOWN OF AYR,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
section. Area.
Price
per Lot.
I
- A.  R.  P. E s.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Gladstone ,  parish of Jarvisfield.
(These portions are situated on the left bank of
Sheep Station Creek ,  at the east corner of
po
*1
rtion 423
81v
.)
.. 32 0 0 80 0
*2 82v ... 30 0 0 75 0
*3 83v ... 33 0 0 85 0
'  The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay  £ 173 for improvements.
2 £222  to
3 £363
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
afttf*
NO. Of
section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. B. P.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Herbert, parish of Pring, town of Bowen.
(With fr ontages to Leichhardt and John streets.)
1  1  4   81 1 5 0 3 1 50 0
(Situated near Queen's Bay,  being subdivisions of
portions 46, 49, 66, and 57.)
2 1 46A 5 0 0
3 2 46A 5 0 0
4 3 46A 5 0 0
5 1 49A 4 0 0
6 2 49A 4 0 0
7 3 49s 4 2 0
8 1 57A 3 324
9 2 57A 4 0 0
10 3 57A 4 0 0
11 4  54  5  0 0
12 5 57A 5 0 0
13 6 57A 5 0 0
14 7 57s 5 0 0
15 8 57A 3 3 10
25 0
25 0
25 0
20 0
20 0
22 10
19 10
20 0
20 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
25 0
19 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Herbert ,  parish of Kelsey.
(Situated on the west side of the Don River,
adjoining portion 48.)
Portion.
16 lv ... 40 0 0 120 0
17 2v ... 40 0 0 120 0
18 3v ... 40 0 0 120 0
19 4v ... 40 0 0 120 0
20 5v .., 40 0 0 120 0
21 6v ... 40 0 0 120 0
22 7v ... 40 0 0 120 0
23 8v ... 40 0 0 120 0
24 9v ... 40 0 0 120 0
25 10v ... 16 0 0 48 0
26 11v ... 40 0 0 120 0
27 12v ... 40 0 0 120 0
28 13v ... 40 0 0 120 0
173
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No. of I No. of
Lot. Portion.
COUNTRY  LOTS - continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price
per Lot.
I I I A. R. P. £ s. d
29 14v ... 40 0 0 120 0
30 15v  ... 88 227 100 0
31 16v ... 40 0 0 120 0
32 17v ... 40 0 0 120 0
33 18v ... 40 0 0 120 0
34 19v  ... 40 0 0 120 0
35 20v ... 40 0 0 120 0
36 21v ... 34 210 104 0
37 22v ... 33 2 29  NO  0
38 23v ... 40 0 0 120 0
39 24v ... 37 1 29  112 10
40 25v ... 38 0 0 114 0
41 26v ... 39 0 0 117 0
42 27v ... 46 0 0 120 0
43 28v ... 40 0 0 120 0
44 29v ... 40 0 0 120 0
45 30v  ... 40 0 0 120 0
Situated  on the right bank  of Eu ri Creek, north
of portion 68.)
46 31v ... 37 137 11210
47 32v ... 37 0 6 111 0
48 33v ... 40 0 0 120 0
49 34v ... 40 0 0 120 0
50 35v ... 40 0 0 120 0
51 36v ... 40 0 0 120 0
52 37v ... 40 0 0 120 0
53 38v ...  40 0 0 120 0
54 39v ... 40 0 0 120 0
55 40v ... 40 0 0 120 0
56 41v ... 40 0 0 120 0
57 42v ...  40 0 0 120 0
58 43v  ... 40 0 0 120 0
59 44v 40 0 0 120 0
60 45v ... 40 0 0 120 0
'61 46v .. 40 0 0 120 0
6 2 47v ... 40 0 0 120 0
63 48v ... 37 3 27 113 10
64 49v ... 37 2 0 11210
65 50v ... 30 3 30 92 10
66 51v ... 39 224 119 0
67 52v ... 40 0 0 120 0
68 53v ... 40 0 0 120 0
69 54v ... 40 0 0 120 0
70 55v ... 40 0 0 120 0
71 56v 33 3 5 101 0
72 67v ... 34 2 33 104 10
73 58v ... 40 0 0 120 0
74 59v ... 30 0 3 90 0
75 60v ... 38 0 0 114 0
76 61v ... 40 0 0 120 0
77 62v ... 40 0 0 120 0
78 63v ... 40 0 0 120 0
79 64v .. 30 0 0 90 0
80 65v ... 32 0 0 96 0
81 66v ... 31 0 0 93 0
82 67v ... 40 0 0 120 0
83 68v ... 40 0 0 120 0
84 69v ... 40 0 0 120 0
85 70v . ... 40 0 0 120 0
86 71v ... 40 0 0 120 0
87  72v  ... 40 0 0 120 0
88 73v ... 90 0 0 120 0
89 74v ... 40 0 0 120 0
90 75v ... 40 0 0 120 0
.91 16v ... 40 0 0 120 0
92 77v ... 40 0 0 120 0
93 78v ... 40 0 0 120 0
94 79V ... 28 0 0 84 0
SALE AT THE COURT HOUSE, NE RANG,
ON SATURDAY ,  TH$ EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
No.  Of  No .  of Ira. of
Lot.  Allotment ASBUM Area.
Pr oe per
Lot.
A`. H. P.  L  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Nerang, town of
-Nerang.
(With frontages to Martin and Cotton  streets.)
1 15 17 0 1 0 4 0
2 16 17 0 1 0 4 0
3 17 17 0 1 0 4 0
4 2 18 0 1 0 4 0
5 7 18 0 1 0 4 0
6 8 18 0 1 0 4 0
7 9 18 0 1 0 4 0
8 10 18 0 1 0 4 0
(With frontages to Martin  and Stevens streets.)
9 4 19 0 1 0 4 0
10 ' 7 19 0 1 0 4 0
11 8 19 0 1 0 4 0
12 2 20 0 2 0 8 0
13 3 20 0 2 0 8 0
14 I 4 20 0 2 0 8 0
15 7 20 0 2 0 8 0
16 8 20 0 2 0 8 0
17 9 20  o  2 0 8 0
(With frontages to Stevens and Lawson  streets.)
18
19
20
21
22
3
4
6
7
8
21
21
21
21
21
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
(With frontages to Stevens, Martin, and Lavelle
streets.)
23 1 24 0 0 31 3 0
24 2 24 0 1 0 4 0
25 3 24 0 1 0 4 0
26 4 24 0 1 0 4 0
27 5 24 0 0  38-!L  4. 0
28 6 24 0 0 30 3 5
29 7 24 0 1 0; 4 0
(With frontages to Nerang street. Nerang River
and Moyumbin Creek.)
80 1 25 0 1 26 6 10
31  2 25  0 1 15 6 0
32 3 25 0 117 6 0
33 4 25 0 035 3 10
34 5 25 0 0 34 3 10
35 6 25 0 1 ,0 4 0
36 7 25 0 1 11 5 0
37 8 25 0 1 32 7 5
38 9 25 0 1 37 7 15
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of  Nerang.
(Situated on the right bank of Crane Creek,  west of
portion 36.)
Portion.
39 4v ... 0 124 2 0
40 5v ... 1 0 0 4 0
41 6v 1 0 6 4 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Tallebuggera, town of
Currumbin.
(Situated on the shore of the Pacific Ocean, south
of Currumbin Creek.)
Allotment.
42 2 1 0 138 8 0
43 4 1 4 2 3 $10
44 10 1 0 2 91 9 0
45 2 .2 0 223 1010
46 4 2 f 0 1 3C 7 0
47 5 •2 4 0 1 29 7 0
48 12 2 1 030 19 0
49 14 2 0 3 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment NO.Ofsection. Area.
A. R. P.
160 15 2 1 0 12
51 5 3 0 2 14
-62 1 4 1 030
53 2 4 0 3 35
54 3 4 1 0 12
55 4 4 1 0 7
.56 5 4  1 0 0
57 6 4 1 0 0
58 7 4 1 0 0
59 8 4  1 0 0
60 9 4 1 0 0
61 10 4  1 0 0
-62 11 4 1 0 0
63 12 4  1 0 0
64 13 4 1 0 0
,65 14 4 1 0 0
66 15 4  1 0 t i
67 16 4  1 0 ( 
68 3 5 1 0 b
69 6 5 1 0 0
70 7 5 1 0 0
71 8 5 1 0 0
72 9 5 1 1 0
73 10 5  1 1 0
'74 11 5 1 1 b
75 12 5  1 0 0
76 13 5  1 0 o
7.7 14 5 1 0 0
78 5 6 0 2 0
79 7 6  0 2 0
•80 8 6  0 2 0
81 9 6 0 2 0
:82 4 8  0 2 0
83 5 8  0 2 0
84 6 8 0 2 0
85 11 8  1 0 0
86 12 8  1 0 0
87 13 8  1 0 0
88 14 8  1 0 0
89 15 8  1 0 090 1 9 1 0 0
91 2 9  1 0 0
92 3 9 1 0 0
93 4 9 1 0 0
94 5 9  1 0 0
95 6 9 1 0 0
96 7 9 1 0 0
97 8 9 1 0 0
98 9 9 1 0 0
99 10 9 1 0 0
100 1 10  1 0 0
101 2 10  1 0 0
102 3 10  1 0 0
103 4 10  1 0 0
104 5 10 1 0 0
105 6 10  1 0 0
106 7 10  1 0 0
1n7 8 10  1 0 0
108 9 10  1 0 0
109 10 10 1 0 0
110 1 11  1 0 0
111 2 11  1 0 0
112 3 11  1 0 0
113 4 11  1 0 0
114 5 11  1 0 0
115 6 11  1 () 0
116 7 11  1 0 0
117 8 11  1 0 0
118 9 11  1 0 0
119 10 11  1 0 0
120 11 11  1 0 0
I £ r.
17 10
9 10
19 0
16 10
17 10
17 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
17 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
20 0
20 0
21 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
16 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE FOURTH  DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
County of Churchill, parish of Gatton, town of
Gatton.
No f N o. of I No. of
Lot. (Allotment dection. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P.` £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
(With frontages to Railway  and Spencer streets.)
1 8 15 0 2 0 1 8 0
2 9 15 0 2 0 8 0
3 10 15 0 1 28 7 0
4 11 15 0 1 371 7 15
5 12 15 0 2 23? 10 10
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Churchill, pari
(Being subdivisions of
sh
por
of  Br
tion 1
ass
17.)
all.
6
Portion.
117A ... 4 3 5 15 0
7 117B ... 5 2 0 16 10
8 117c ... 4 0 10 12 10
9 117D ... 4 3 4 15 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred.
(Situated at the south-east corner of portion 49, on
the road from Ipswich to Toowoomba.)
10  1  49A I  ... 1 1 3 3 1 6 0
County of Stanley, parish of Bundanba.
(Situated between portion 9 and Oakey Creek.)
11 ( 9A + ... 9 0 0 ( 270 0
12 I 128 40 2 0I 1,215 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, MARY-
BOROUGH,
ON TUESDAY, THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889,
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
section. Area
A. R. P.
Price
Lot.
£ S.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Young.
(These portions are situated on the main road form
Gympie to Maryhorough, about two miles from
Maryborough, being subdivisions of portion
180A.)
1
3
14
2A
3A
6 1 9
5 0 0
5 0 0
13 0
10 0
10 0
County of Lennox, parish of St. Mary.
(These portions are situated on the left bank of the
Mary River, east of portions 51 and 59,from one
to two  miles  north-west of the town of Tiaro.)
4 1R
1
... ' 11 0 0 1 66 0
5 2a ... 1 6 0 0 36 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of March, parish of Urangan.
(These portions are situated  near Great Sandy
Strait, and are subdivisions  of portions 16, 17,
22, 23, 41, 44,  and 45.)
6 16 ... 40 0 0 40 0
7 16A .., 40 0 0 40 0
8 17 ... 39 1 0 39 5
9 17A ... 39 1 0 39 5
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No. of
Lot.
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Portion.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I A. R. P. £ s.
10 22 ... 39 2 0 3910
11 22A ... 39 2 0 3910
12 23  ... 39 2 0 39 10
13 23A ... 39 2 0 3910
14 41 ... 39 2 0 3910
15 41A ... 39 2 0 3910
16 44 ... 39 0 0 39 0
17 44A ... 39 0 0 39 0
18 45 ... 40 0 0 40 0
19 45A ... 40 0 0 40 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROMA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
No. of  I  No. of I No. of Area.
Lot. Allotment  Section.
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Muckadilla,
town of Muckadilla.
(Situated on the south side of the Railway Line
between Roma and Mitchell, at the Muckadilla
Railway Station.)
1 1 0 2 0 15 0
2 1 0 2 0 710
3 1 0 2 0 710
4 1 0 2 0 710
5 1 0 2'0 710
6 1 0 2 222 6 0
7 1 0 2 1010 10 0
8 1 0 2 23 12 0
9 1  0 2 0 5 0
10 1 0 2 0 5 0
11 1 0 2 0 5 0
12 1 0 2 0 5 0
13 1 0 2 0 5 0
1 2 0 2 0 5 0
2 2 0 2 0 5 0
3 2 0 2 0 5 0
4 2 0 2 0 5 0
5 2 0 2 0 5 0
6 2 0 1 260 4 0
7 2 0 1 21i0 3 15
8 2 0 2 0 5 0
9 2 0 2 0 5 0
10 2 0 2 0 5 0
11 2 0 2 0 5 0
12 2 0 2 0 5 0
County of Dublin, parish of Bute, town of Amby.
(Situated on the north side of the Railway Line
between Roma and Mitchell, at the Amby
Railway Station.)
26 1
27 2
28 3
29 4
30 5
31 6
32 7
33 8
34 9
35 10
36 1
37 2
38 3
39 4
40 5
41 6
42 7
43 8
44 9
*45 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 228 510
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 6 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 228 510
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 228 510
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 228 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 5 10
0 2 28 10 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LoTs - continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
I I A. R. P. 1 £ a.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Blythdale, town
of Blythdale.
(Situated on the north side of the Railway Line
ten and a-quarter miles east of Roma, at the
Blythdale Railway Station.)
1 1 0 225 510
2 1 0 2 191 5 0
3 1 0 2 13k 5 0
4 1 0 2 8 410
5 1 0 2 2 4 10
6 1 0 2 0 4 0
7 1 0 2 0 4 U
8 1 0 2 0 4 0
9 1 0 2 0 4 0
10 1 0 2 0 4 0
1 2 0 2 0 4 0
2 2 0 2 0 4 0
3 2 0 2 0 4 0
4 2 0 2 0 4 0
5 2 0 2 0 4 0
6 2 020 40
7 2 0 2 0 4 0
8 2 0 2 0 4 0
9 2 0 2 0 4 0
10 2 0 2 0 4 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma.
(Situated between portion 18 and Bungil Creek,
north of the town of Roma.)
279
279
279
279
280
280
280
280
280
281
281
281
281
281
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 .0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
6 0 0
5 3 10
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
7 0 27
30 0
30 0
20 0
20 0
30 0
30 0
20 0
12 0
11 10
20 0
20 0
20 0
20 0
14 10
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Waldegrave.
(Situated on the main road from Roma to Mitchell,
north of portions 211 and 212.)
Portion.
80 lv 30 2 0 30 10
81 2v ... 31 0 0 31 0
The purchaser of Lot 1 to pay  2130  for improvements.
6 „ 226
7 ., £35
8 R25
., ,. 45 „ £40
SALE AT THE LAND OFI'ICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY,  THE FOURTH DAY OF JUNE, 1889.
County  of Merivale ,  parish of Pratten ,  town of
Pratten.
No. of No. of  I  No. of
Lot. Allotment  Section. Area
Price per
Lot.
A. R. P. I I' a.
TOWN LOTS.
(This allotment has frontages to Ross and White
streets.)
1( 5 7 1 1 0 0 8 0
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No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Lot.
A. B. P. 1 £ S.
Parish of Leslie,  town of Hendon.
(These  allotments have frontages to Goomburra
street and a lane.)
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion.
COUNTY LOTS.
No. of
section. Area.
Price er
Lot.
1 l 1 A. B. P.  1  £ s.
County of Merivale, parish of Wildash.
(These portions  are situated  on Parrot's Gapp
Reserve, about three  miles east  of the Warwicl
and Stanthorpe Railway.)
2 1 2 0 136 6 0 28 34v ... 40 0 0 40 03 2 2 0 1 36 6 0 29 36v ... 40 0 0 40 04 3 2 0 1 36 6 0 30 36v ... 40 0 0 40 05 4 2 0 1 35 6 0 31 37v ... 36 3 23 55 106 5 2 0 1 35 6 0 32 38v ... 40 0 0 40 07 6 2 0 136 6 0 33 39v ... 33 0 0 23 08 7 2 0 1 36 6 0 34 40v ... 29 0 0 58 09 8 2 0 1 36 6 0 36 41v ... 40 0 0 40 010 9 2 0 1 36 6 0 36 42v ... 40 0 0' 40 011 10 2 0 136. 6 0 37 43v ... 40 0 0 40 0
38 44v ... 25 020 25 10
(These allotments have frontages to Gladield and
Goomburra streets.)
12
13
14
15
16
17
0 1 34
0 2 11•
0 2 28
0 3 0
0 3 0
0 3 0
5 15
7 0
8 6
9 0
9 0
9 0
(These allotments have frontages to Glengallan,
Maryvale, and Railway streets, and a lane.)
18 1 18 0 1 35 6 0
19 2 18 0 1 35 6 0
20 3 18 0 1 35 6 0
21 4 18 0 135 6 0
22 5 18 0 1 12 4 0
23 6 18 0 1 36 d 0
24 7 18 0 1 36 6 0
25 8 18 0 1 36 6 0
26 9 18 0 1 36 6 0
27 10 18 0 2 30 8 5
County of Merivale,  parish of  Killarney.
(These lots are subdivisions of portion 20A, situated
east of selection 1039.)
39 50v  ... 40 0 0 40 0
40 51v  ... 40 0 0 40 0
41 52v  ... 40 0 0 40 0
42 53v  ... 40 0 0 40 0
43 54v  ... 40 0 0 40 0
44 55v  ...  36 2 0 3610
45 56v  ...  35 0 0 35 0
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this  twenty-sixth day of
April,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and  eighty-nine, and in the
fifty -second year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
For the Secretary  for Public Lands,
WILLIAM PATTISON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority  :  JAuES C.  Bma,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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T is hereby notified that His Excellency Sir HENRY WYZIE NORMAN willI arrive in Moreton Bay by the B.I.S.N. Co.'s steamer  61 Quetta," on
Wednesday, the 1st proximo.
The Q.G.S. "Lucinda" will proceed to the Bay to bring His Excellency
to the landing-place at Petrie's Bight, which she will reach about 2 o'clock
in the afternoon.
The Chief Justice, the Members of Parliament, the Judges, the
Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Brisbane, the Mayors and Aldermen
of the several Municipalities, the Chairmen and Members of Divisional
Boards, Foreign Consuls, Ministers of Religion, and such other of the
Inhabitants as may think proper to be present, are invited to assemble at
the Municipal Wharves in Petrie's Bight, to receive His Excellency.
On landing, His Excellency will be presented by His Worship the
Mayor of Brisbane with an Address ; and, immediately after the presentation
of such Address, His Excellency will proceed to Government House, where
Her Majesty's Commission appointing him to administer the Government of
Queensland will be read, and the usual Oaths of Office administered.
A Guard of Honour will be furnished by the Defence Force, and the
remainder of the Force will line the streets from Petrie's Bight to Govern-
ment House.
When  the " Quetta "  arrives in the Bay two guns will be fired at the
Observatory ,  and the Union Jack hoisted above the descriptive  flag.
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When the " Lucinda" crosses the Bar and enters the River, the Union
Jack over the descriptive flag over a white flag, will be hoisted on the
flagstaff at the Observatory, and will be kept flying until the arrival of the
steamer at the place of landing.
As soon as His Excellency lands, the usual salute will be fired from
the Battery ; and a second salute`will be fired immediately after the Oaths of
Office have been administered.
B. D. MOREHEAD.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR HUNTER PALtlE,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
[L.a.] chael  and St. George, President
A. H. PALxaR,  of the Legislative  Council and
Adminirir +afor .  Administrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the forty-W first year of Her Majesty's reign , intituled
An Act to make provision for Bank Holidays and
respecting obligations to make Payments and do other
acts on such Holidays,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, from
time to time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to
appoint a special day to be observed as a Public
Holiday, either throughout Queensland or in any
part thereof, or in any city, town, borough, or district
therein : And whereas it is deemed expedient to
proclaim Wednesday, the First proximo, being the
day on which his Excellency Sir Henry Wylie
Norman will arrive in Brisbane, to be a Public
Holiday in Brisbane : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR HUNTER PALMER, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid,  in virtue  of the powers
vested in me by the above-recited Act, and of all
other powers enabling me in th behalf, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, ngJify, proclaim, and
declare that WEDNESDAY, the First proximo,
shall be observed as a Public Holiday within the
Municipalities  of Brisbane  and South  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and 'eigghty-nine,  and in the
fifty-second  year  of Eler Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
BOYD D. MOREHEAD.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.REGULA GENERALIS.
As OF SATURDAY, THE TWENTY- SEVENTH DAY OF
APRIL, 1889.
T is hereby ordered by The Honourable Sir
Charles Lilley, Knight, The Chief Justice of
Queensland, and The Honburable George Rogers
Harding,  one of  the Justices of Her Majesty's
Supreme Court of Queensland, in pursuance of all
powers and authorities enabling them in this behalf :
That, on WEDNESDAY, the First day of
May next, the Offices of the said Court be closed,
and that all business set down to be heard before
the Judge in Chambers or before the Court be,
and the  same is,  hereby postponed until THURS-
DAY, the Second day of May next, at the hour of
Ten of the clock in the forenoon.
(Signed) CHARLES LILLEY, C.J.
„ GEORGE It. HARDING, J.
By Their Honours The Justices-
WILLM. BELL,
Registrar.
By Authority :  JAMES 0 . BBAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
